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NEWS CAPSULE

See the Nixon-McGovern Stands. p. 4

THREE HUNDRED AND SIXTY
signatures saved the traditional year
book mugshots, despite attempts to
change to three-quarter length with
hand poses.

This year, the staff under the dir
ection of Mr. Robert Wojcik, decided
to try something different. "I thought
the kids would like something new,"
stated Mr. Wojcik. "We voted and
the majority were for the three-quar
ter shot." Seniors weren't advised of
the change beforehand, and many came
unprepared. "I just assumed that ev
eryone would be totally prepared, "
Mr. Wojcik replied when asked why
students weren't told of the change.

THE PICTURES WERE taken.
Of the total of six, two were mug,
and four were three-quarter length.
As seniors began to express dissatis
faction, the staff became aware not
everyone wanted the three-quarter shot
for the yearbook. Mr. Wojcik realized
this, and said if the staff could get
together 350 signatures of seniors who
were against the three-quarter shot,
the idea would be abandoned. Three
hundred and sixty were obtained.

It was put to the seniors and they
decided. But seniors who received t
proofs and like the three-quarter p~e

better than the mugshot cap order
their pictures with the three-quarter
pose. The mug they also choose will
go into the yearbook. If the total or
der is from the three-quarter pose,
they won't have to pay the extra five
dollars for the mugshot. to be made
for the yearbook.

Signatures Save
Yearbook ·Mugs'

"SATURDAY I THE PARK" is
this year's theme for Homecoming cel
ebration, aturday. October 14.

The celebration begins at 11 a.m.
with a parade down 95th treet, end
ing at the school football stadium
where the Spartan football team will
battle the Lincoln Way Knights. Soph
omore kickoff time is at Noon, while
the arsity game begins at 2 p.m.

DURI G THE VARSITY halftime,
the Homecoming Queen will be an
nounced.

The highlight of the festivities will
be the annual dance in the Auditorium
Gym from 8-11 p.m. Tickets will go
on sale the first week in October 10

the cafeteria at $4 a couple.

.....

Homecoming Theme
Announced

.....
.. Impromptu" a long, one act play,

will make its debut on Friday and
turday, October 20-21. (This is the

first school play scheduled for this
year.) ~1r. joseph Rieken is the di
rector with heila Ferjancic as assist
ant director. The cast is as follows:
Kurt Bihlmayer-Ernest, Paul Hattimer
Tony, Bev Bailey-Lora, Debbie Gucwa
Winifred.

The Spartanite staff said good-bye
to Mrs. ancy Gilpin two weeks ago,
but welcomed Mr. Doug GeBraad as
the new Spartanite advisor. Mr. Ge·
Braad, a graduate of Northwestern

niversity, will be teaching english
and journalism this year at OL.

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

5 Field Trip-World Problems,
6 Field Trip - Art 4
9 0 SCHOOL - Columbus Day
10 Senior Girls' Chorus Little

Theatre, 8 p.m.
11 PTSA - 7:30 p.m.
12 Band Parents Meeting - 7'30 p.m.
14 Homecoming
20-21 .. Impromptu" Little Theater
21-24 Field Trip - Mr. Stay (Washing-

ton)
23 NO SCHOOL
25 A Cappella Choir - Little Theater,

8 p.m.
30 PTSA District Conference

Field Trip - Photography

OCTOBER

/
The cast of "Impromptu" are (I. to r.) Kurt Blhmlayer, Debbie Gucwa, Bev Bailey;
and Paul Hattimer.

The preliminary cholastic Aptitude
Test' • 'ationaI Merit cholarship Qual
ifying Test (PSAT / MSQT) will be
offered Tuesday October 24, 1972
for college bound juniors. juniors who
are interested in taking the test should
sign up with his counselor on or be
fore Friday October 13. Test fee is
$2.75.

eniors may still register for the
ACT Test which will be given Octo-

"ber 21, 1972. All registrations must
be in Iowa by October 2. eniors who
cannot make it to the October 21 test
date will have the opportunity to take
the ACT Test December 9. ee your
counselor for an application and more
information.
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Olympic Visit Proves 'Different'

Participating In the Vocational Program are Mr. Doug GeBraad, Mr. Joe Marks.
Mrs. Berta Caul, M:.James Horejs, Mrs.MildredWalker, and Mr. William Word.

"The Germans are very health-con
science," stated Mr. toy. He explained
that they have walking paths and many
bicycles, although they are mainly used
for business rather than pleasure.

All the cars are small' none are bigger
than the Mercedes Benz. They travel on
narrow streets in an auto-bahn highway
system with no speed limits.

IN HIS SPARE TIME, Mr. toy
visited the historical site of Dachau. This
famous ~azi concentration camp is now
preserved as a museum; holding only
within its walls the remains of the bar
racks, crematores, and horrible memo
ries of history.

He then tra veiled over the German bor
der into Salsburg, Austria and rode a
cable car high into the Bavarian Alps.

Even though he admitted that the trip
was rather long and exhausting, when
asked if he'd do it again, Mr. toy ans
wered, without hesitating .. Oh sure!"

activities will include films (October
13 and 20) in Room 203, about the
newspaper media, and a guest speaker,
Mrs. Lee Waldrop Advertising Exec
utive. Mrs. Waldrop will speak on
October 24 to classes and interested
students about the world of advertis
ing.

October's activities will also include
exhibits geared to stimulate interest in
these particular communication fields.
The Art Department will put up dis
plays hoping to provide information
and arouse interest. The Journalism
Department is providing publicity.

This program has been designed to
interest all students. those who plan to
continue their education and those who
don't.

INDEEDdif
take such foods

for granted, but
little of either can be

ound. Ther mainly pommes frits
nch fri ,sausages, and beer are

consumed. There is no drinking law
and 1\1r. toy saw seven and eight-year
old children drinking beer for break
fast.

games and events than we did,' com
mented Mr. toy.

It's not always easy to adjust to dif
ferent habits and environment of a for

..-__.. toy soon realized.

ily and not in
er much about

UNDER THE DIRECTIO of Mrs.
Mildred Walker, and with the coop
eration of the participating department
chairmen, a new program was ini
tiated at OL this year. The purpose
of this program is to provide stu
dents with knowledge of the vocation
al world.

October is "Contemporary Commun
ication" month. Departments partici
pating in this month's activities in
clude: Art (commercial), Mrs. Berta
Caul; Photography, 1\1r. James Hor
ejs; Journalism, Mr. Doug GeBraad;
Industrial Arts, Mr. William Ward and
Mr. Joe Marks.

ALIT OF ACTIVITIES will be
posted at the main bulletin board, with
all students invited to participate. These

Career Aid Offered

Stay returns

BUT THE COMMUNICATIO S
concerning the Olympic games were
poor because of the language barrier.
The Americans could only watch TV

and read the weekly English printed
newspapers. Therefore, Mr. Stoy barely
knew about all the trouble with the Olym
pics.

Although he was in the stadium when
the two American track runners didn't
show because ofthe coach's schedule con
fusion, Mr. Stoy only understood that
they were scratched but not why. He was
in Traunstein during the Arab-Israeli
incident in Munich. "Peopleathomewat
ching their TV's knew more about the

Mr. Stoy who was gi v
nity through he C&S avel Ser
was one of our t des that accom
panied 800 people to
of the largest tours from

The' travel agency (w
most:of the enior Class trips) offered

"J4r. toy this opportunity over a year
and a half ago. They paid for his two
way fare and his lodging in exchange
for his time to help guide the Americans
around Munich and nearby cities. Mr.
Stoy spent 3 weeks, from August 21 to
September 12, helping to "keep the
people happy."

AT THE SAME TIME,he travelled
by Volkswagon between four German
cities; Traunstein, Rhupolding Obera
mmergau, and Sicqsdorf, all .about 60
to 70 miles outside Munich where he saw
much of Germany's beauty and its
friendly people.

Although Mr. Stoy was unable to see
all the Olympic games, he did attend the
opening ceremony and saw some track
and field events, even having the oppor
tunity of meeting several track athletes.
He described the Olympic village where
the athletes were housed as "out of this
world!"
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Election '72
Nixon vs. McGovern

Letters to
the Editor

DRUGS

VIETNAM

TAXES

AMNESTY

WELFARE

Students Gain Legal Advice

NIXON

Earned u.S. ground combat role by
returning 500,000 GI's. Continued
bombing of l\'orth.

Increase budget for drug war by 651
million and established more narcotics
agencies. Opposes legalization of mari
juana.

DEFE

alt (Strategic Arms Limitations
Talks) talks going; and highest budget
since World War II.

Recently told GOP congressional
leaders that he will seek no tax in
creases through four years if re-elected.

Promises to concentrate on welfare
reform, "once the war is out of the way"

Completely opposes amnesty for
draft evaders.

Do you need any legal advice? This
year with the help of the Legal Assis
tance Foundation we are bringing .to
you a legal advice column. You can
write in with any legal questions and
we will answer them.

This column results from last year's
controversy between the school board
and the students. Both teachers and stu
dents had questions about what is and
isn't legal in school, such as stopping
students in the hall and searching them.

McGOVER

Promises complete lJ. . withdrawal
within ninety days of his inauguration
(favors formation of coalition govern
ment).

Vows harsh penalties for hard drug
pushers and advocates decriminaliza
tion of marijuana (fines instead of jail
sentences) .

SE

Would drastically reduce defense bud
get by 32.5 million dollar within three
years.

Would initiate higher taxes for upper
bracket tax payers and would raise
inheritance taxes.

\Vould replace present welfare struc
ture with direct federal grants to fami
lies.

Might favor amnesty for draft dod
gers with possible form of volunteer
service required.

and the searching of lockers without a
warrant.

The students (elt their rights were be
ing infringed upon. Letters to the Edi
tor came pouring in, all with the same
question. Just what were students
rights in school?

o with the start of this column we
will try to answer all of those questions.
Feel free to take advantage of this er
vice and drop all questions off on the
SpartanJ{( office, room 208.

Dear Edllor

This school has just bought four
vending machines. The only problem
is that the machines are turned off
during lunch periods. What if people
would rather have a coke to drink
than milk? It costs 15 cents for a
coke and 3 cents for milk. The school
would be making 12 cents more.

I think that if the school left the
machines on, it would make more
money.

CathJ DIGra;zza '75

Editor's.Vote:

Mr. Harold Wiltshire, uperintendent
of Finance, received a letter from the
state which said that the machines
had to be inoperative during lunch
periods because the foods which the
machine dispense (pop, coffee. etc.)
are in conflict with what the state says
can be served in cafeterias. The ma
chines could, however. be used in a
lounge.

Spartanite
Published by the Advanced

Journalism students of ::~
Oak Lawn Community High School
94th Street and Southwest High~ay,

Oak Lawn, illinois 60453 I

Editorial Board
Editor-in-Chief.. Sylvia Wier

Managing Editor . . .
. . . Claudia McCarty

Assistant Editor . . .
. . . Dan Lundquist

News Editor. . . . Pat Karlak
Feature Editor . Rick Rubner
Sports Editor . . Doug Domke
Photographer . . Jim Purpura
Student Adviser. . . Denise Ray
Adviser. . . . . . Mr. Doug GeBraad
Staff: Doreen Adomovicz, Kathy Bow-

en, Larry Bragg, Rose Haack,
Kim Kohles, David Kryszak,
Kathy Lee, Terry Meehan,
Dawn Orris, Gary Poczu1p, Joe
Polacek, Mike Rich, Roy San
toro, Bob Schipits, Jan Schmitt,
Sue Siciliano
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THIS 'S
OPEN CAMPOS?

Spartanite

Policy

Spartanite Inflates

The Spartanite is the student news
paper of Oak Lawn Community High
School with its purpose to inform,
entertain, and comment on issues re
lating to the school and community.

Such issues will be presented in the
form of news, editorial, feature, or
sport stories.

The Spartanite will also provide the
opportunity for students, faculty, ad
ministrators and community mem
bers to voice their opinions in the
form of letters to the editor, on issues
pertinent to the paper's purpose of in
forming, entertaining, and comment·
ing. Only material that is signed will
receive consideration for publication.
:'\ames will be withheld upon request.

If an article is too long it will be
edited according to the discretion of
the Editorial Board.

Libelous or sl<;inderous statements
will not be printed. Stories involving
the invasion of privacy will not be
printed. Cases involving obscenities
will be treated individually depending
on their usage.

The Spartanite does not and shall
not reflect the views of anyone per
son or group of people. Tor shall the
Spartanite allow one student, a
minority ofstudents, faculty members,
administrators, or citizens to in any
way control the newspaper for their
own use.

chwall concert last fall and working
concessions at sports events. Another
source Is those who buy the paper.

The Spartanite staff depends on your
efforts to support the paper. This nickel
increase is one way of asking for your
support.

The paper shallcontlnueto be printed
as long as It has the financial backing.
It will continue to serve the school and
community as long as you, its readers,
care what happens to It.

member, this school is as good as the
students make it.

Apparently not for three hundred or
more students that signed a petition
which has been going around the
school. The petition states that all man
datory study halls be abolished for all
seniors and juniors with Open Cam
pus privileges.

This petition shows that students real·
ly care about their school and want
the administration to do something
about their gr1evances. The admini
stration should listen to this petition.

STUDY -"~ALL

Undoubtedly, If you are an upper
classman, you have already heard
fellow students complain today about
the price of the Spartanite being raised
from a dime to 15 cents.

The explanation is this: Unlike most
high school paper publications, the
Spartanite does not receive financial
assistance from the school administra
tion. The newspaper is self-supporting
and makes money through ads and
fund-raisinJ;!: events such as the Slegel-

If 117 could be used as a lounge
there would be more than enough room
to accommodate the extra people that
would fill the lunch periods.

A petition will be circulating in the
lunch periods, so look out for It. Re-

BY JAN GOLTZ

Open Campus is a right most senior
and junior students are supposed to
enjoy. But is it "Open Campus" with
a twenty-five minute study hall op
posite the lunch period?
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Coltranes produce new jazzClassified Ads
Angel, I hope to be with you forever.
Thanks for the pup. Lover

C.J.B.. Wishing for the good old days.
\\bat happened/ "Jill"

I love you Tom. Please come home
soon! Love, MaryAnn

Take it slow, I and you'll have a for
est someday!

HI to the girl with Rita Berg. I could
dig you.

HI Rob! ''''by don't you write to O.L.
any more?

Mary Rita, Don't worry about any·
thing! I still love your scar! Joe

"To perceive again and this time
it must be said, for all who read to
know that no matter what, it Is all
with Cod. He Is gradous and mer·
clful. His way Is In Love, through which
we all are. Wherever and whoever you
are, always strtve to follow and walk
in the right Path and ask for aid and
assistance. . .hereln lies the ultimate
and !Otemal happiness which is ours
through His grace."

Ohnedaruth, J. Coltrane

The album ''Infinity'' Is just that.
It's a new album by John and Allce
Coltrane. John plays tenor saxaphone.
He has been around for years in the

jazz world. Un this album he brings
out a new jazz. His saxophone blends
In great with a soing orchestra con
ducted and arranged by Al.iceColtrane.
Al.iee plays harp, piano and organ. The
jazz and string orchestra bring forth
a very progressive jazz.

The first cut off the album is titled
"Peace on Earth." The song gives you
a feeUng of freedom and inner-peace.
It gives you a spiritual feeUng. This
was the Intention of the Colttanes.
Another cut, "Joy," gi\'es you much the
same feeUng.

The musldans put together an ex·
cellent album. It deserves much ap'
predation.

FOR SALE: DELUX CASSETT
TAPE RECORDER. , EW$120 ASK·
I='JC $65. Call 424-5441. 598-6552 J. MARKS

I TERESTED I XMAS IN LO:\·
DOX? SEE MR. COLLINS IN ROO 1
215.

DIVER DRUGS
9713 S.W. HWY.

WHERE IS JOHN BUCKELS?

Learn-Fa 1 Driving chool
9316 S. ROBERTS ROAD

HICKORY HILLS, ILL. 60453

4-WEEK TEEN AGE PROGRAM • • • 10% DISCOUNT

VAN MALE BUICK
7051 S. WESTERN AVE.

FOR A GOOD DEAL CALL 776-0500

&419 W 87TH STREET :::~
OAK LAWN. ILL. 60453 ~

~,
HALLMARK CARDS. GIFT~

F ASH'ON JEWELRY

AND PARTY GOODS

636-9743

TEENAGE DRIVER ED. (FOR TEENS 15-17 YRS. OLD)

30 HRS. CLASS
12 HRS. I -CAR
TRIPFORPERMIT COMPlETE4WK.COURSE....$90.00
.NO CONTRACTS-EASY PAY PLAN
.INSURANCE DISCOUNT CERTIFICATES

DRIVING SCHOOL

499-2832

SOUTHWEST
4700 W. 103RD ST.
(I ARE A CE TER LOBBY)
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Popular concerts coming to Chicago
DAVID BOWIE

AudltoTium
10 7 6.50-3.50

CAT STEVE S
.'Iud/loTlum
10 15-10 17 6.50-3.50

LEITERME
Aud/loTium
10 20 6.50-3.50

AMERICA
Aud/torlUm
10/23-10 24 6.50-3.50

A EVE I G WITH
GROUCHO MARX

AI1r//loTium
~O'" 31 .50-3.50

;::THE HOLLIES
AudltoTium
11{ 12 6.50-3.50

URIAH HEEP
AuditorIUm
11 21-11 22 6.50-4.50

EDGAR WI TER &
'BLACK OAK ARKA SAS

Aru Crou'n
9 29 6.50-4.50

GUE S WHO
A TIt Crown
10 13 6.50-4.50

E GELBERT H MPERDI CK
Arlt Crown
10 27-10 28 12.50-5.00

FOUR EASO S
A ru Croun
11 11 6.50-4.50

JOHN MAYALL
A TIt Crown
11 12 6.50-4.50

CHICAGO
A TIt Crou'n
11 22 -11 28 6.50-4.50

ALLMA BROTHER
A TIt Crou;n
12 5 6.50-4.50

T.REX
AudltOTlum
9 30 6.50-3.50

WAR, OSISBISA, THE LAST POETS
Aud/toTlum
10 6 6.50-3.50

RA Y PRICE, JERRY LEE LEWIS
A TIt Crou;n
10 1 7.50-4.50

AL GREEN
A ru Croun
10 5-10 6 6.50-4.50

CHUCK BERRY
Aragon
9 30 5.00

MASO PROFIT
A rat;on
10 20 5.00

SELF DEFUSE
SCHOOL OF

KARATE
& KUNG-FU

Private facilities far women
Speciol courses for children

S"int. LESSONS
i......rt $14.50 IepWtJ I2UI

1611 VINCENNES
CHICAGO HGTS. 756-4020

3412 W. 95th ST.
EVERGREEN Pk. 449-3818

FLY~
Get yourself into all the fun & funky
fabrics done up Male's groovy way
for Fall. There's racks & stacks of
'em all the way up our monster pant
wall. Smashing new shapes. Super
new shades. The most together
styles. Get 'em all on now at Just
Pants & start flyin' high!
Male jeans from $7.60

weekdays noon to 9:
Sat. 9:30 to 6; Sun. noon to 5

r-.--*---,
JU•• pan••
L----cJ

4819W 95th Street

JI.I. IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF
THE H·K CORPORATION, ATLANTA, GEORGIA
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Tom Knlola leads an Oak Lawn victory
against Thorton, 21-36.

CC Wins 3
BY DOUG DOMKE

TOMORROW THE OAK LAW'
Cross-Country team will travel to Tin
ley Park to compete against 14 other
teams in the annual Tinley Park Invi
tationals.

Prior to our partanite deadline the
Harriers have posted a reco'rd of 3-2.

The OL runners started their season
by losing to Richards, 15-39. On the
following Tuesday. Oak Lawn defeated
Tinley Park, 15-46. Torn Kniola, par
tan pacesetter, finished with a time of
16:07. Following closely behind were
his teammates: LaRocque, PU-ihar,
Miller, Racinowski, and Bowen, fin
ishing the race almost one minute be
fore Tinley's first runner.

o SEPTEMBER 14, Chicago Chris
tian downed our runners, 24-31. Once
again, Tom Kniola led the pack for
Oak Lawn, but couldn't catch Chris
tian's strongest man, Hoekstra, who
finished 9 seconds before him.

Oak Lawn bounced back the next
week to beat Argo 24-33, and Thor
ton, 21-36. ophomore runner Tim
Davidson chalked up his first varsity
times in both of these meets.

Oak Lawn started their conference
competition on eptember 26, with a
meet against Carl andburg and an
other against Evergreen Park on ep
tember 28.

Oak Lawn

Spartanite

Sports

Footbail
CC
CC
CC
Football

andburg
Tinley Park
Reavi
Homewood
RIch East

SPORTS DATES

"Home Game

"Fri. ept. 29
ept. 30

Tue. Oct. 3
Thu. Oct 5

" at. Oct. 7

and going 45 yards for the score. Tom
Flanigan's fourth extra point made it
28-0. Eisenhower fought back but its
rally fell hort.

Bremen was the next Oak Lawn vic
tim as they fell 23-14. Bremen led 7-0
when f\like Ganz threw to end Roy
antoro for a 50-yard touchdown that

tied the core. Jim Holcer picked off
a Bremen pa s and raced 40 yards
for the score. That made the score 14-13
in favor of Bremen at the half.

The partan defense came to life in
the second half led by Tom Latanski,
Buzz Lang, and Jim Holcer. They held
the Braves scoreless in the remaining
quarters.

In the meantime, Tom Flanigan was
kicking a 25-vard field goal to put
Oak Lawn on top 16-14. To finish
things off, Tom :-'lcGrath went 40 yards
on a run up the middle to conclude the
scoring and give Oak Lawn a 23-14
decision.

The partans go up against and
burg tonight at 8:00 on andburg's
field.

4 w,.A' COutU
1511 y....·.Old

estu. Sltp 'Ot Drivers llc
eH S C,ec't

.Auto Ins D,scount

Tom McGrath gains yardage against
Eisenhower for a 28-20 OL victory.

OAK LAWN

DRIVING SCHOOL
4957 W. 95th St. -423-1212

BY ROY SAN:TORO
NOT SI CE 1956 ·has an Oak Lawn

football team brought home the. con
ference title. But a new partan team is
out to get that elusive championship.
They got off to a great start by beat
ing Eisenhower and Bremen.

Excitement reigned as Oak Lawn
handed Eisenhower a 28-20 defeat in
the season opener. Although Eisenhow
er 0 tgained the Spartans by 145
yareJsr Oak Lawn held on for the win.,

Oak Lawn's defense dominated first
half play led by Mike Patyk and great
line play. As the first hali ended the
Spartans led 14-0 on a 68-yard punt
return by Patyk and a 45-yard run by
Tom ~IcGrath.

I THE TffiRD QUARTER Mc
Grath scored on' a 2-yard plunge mak
ing it 21-0. Dave Altenberg finished
the scoring by recovering a fumble

Cards, Bra es
Fall to Spartans



"I was hystcrical." That was uc
Bi hop's reaction when she heard her
name announced as the 1972-73
Homecomin~ Queen. ue is active
both in school and out. he likes to
;wim and play tenni _ and I a mem
ber of Alpha Delta. Her future plan
Include a modellin~ career. Con~ra

tulations. ue!

open campus. Jan asks. "Why not 117
as a lounge?"

Currently, Room 117 is used a a
study 4. 5, 6, and 7th period. tudents
who have study in 117 during lunch.
could be rescheduled to other studies.
such as 27. 29. 260. and 262. The e
rooms are never filled to capacity 4. 5.
or 6th. Jan feels juniors and seniors
"are responsible students. and will con
duct themselves accordingly. with 117
as a lounge."

As of yet, the matter is till under dis
cussion ...

Goltz suggests 117
Keeping with the idea of complete

The panan Booster Club is sponsoring a fall sports banquet for the sophomore
and varsity football and country teams on Wednesday, :'\ovember 8. at 6:30 p.m.
The banquet will be held in the cafeteria and is open to everyone. Tickets may be
purchased in the Athletic Director's Office at $2.50 per person.........

NEWS CAPSULE.

The last college workshop- will be held in room 105 Tuesday, October 31,
during periods 1 7, and 8, with financial aid as the main topic of discussion.
All interested, college-bound juniors should see their counselor for a pass.

Parent-Teacher Conferences will be held at OLCHS on Monday ovember 13,
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Teachers, counselors, administrators, and school board
members will be available since parents and teachers have expressed their prefer
ence of an unscheduled open house such as was held last year. The conference is
sponsored by the OLCHS-PTSA.

Thinking about going to college? Attend College \'ight. Tue day. :'\ovember
7, at 7 p.m. Representatives from over 60 colleges. mostly from tbe Midwest. will
be here to inform students of different schools. Moraine Valley Community College
will present a pecial program on financial aid. All students and parents are en
couraged to attend. ee your counselor for more information.

pointed out "will take something away
from the maximum number everyday."

DR. DA VI ES STATED the" efficient
capacity of the cafeteria is 600," how
ever "last year we had 700. even 750
(in the cafeteria) but it was quite over
crowded." When a careful check of
available space was taken. capacity
was found to be over 950. If 764 stu
dents can fit in the cafeteria, then Jan
wonders, "'\Thy aren't they there?"

~--..J

--~~.

against the forced anendance of these
studies. In their place. she recommends
a 55 minute. open lunch period for all
juniors and seniors on open campus.

Usin~ figures obtained from Mr. Ray
mond Reynolds. data processing, it
was shown that if 6th lunch, the largest
lunch, were 55 minutes. the maximum
number of students at anyone time il
the cafeteria would be 764. This count
include fre hmen and ophomores. who
will continue attending their 25 minute
studies. It also includes student aids.
absentees. etc .• which Dr. Davies also

117 as Lounge?

~ Students pus DC issue
BY 'AT KARLAK

"..::: JU IORS A D SE IORS on open
campus anend mandatory study halls,
coupled with their lunch periods. Pre
vention of cafeteria overcrowding was
cited a the "major and primary rea
son" these studies exist. explained Dr.
Paul Davies. Assistant uperintendent
of Instruction.

enior Jan Goltz di agrees. he col
lected 750 signatures in a petition
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No Money, No Dances

:

Fail
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By Dan Lundquist

chool seems to have lost almost all
traces of humanen if it ever had
any. chooling has become little more
than a market in which information is
dispensed and consumed. Teachers du
tifully perform their lesson plans, while
tudents troop in and out at predeter·

mined times.
One of the goals of open campus was

to relax this defect but as far as I can
see there is lillIe improvement in student
teacher contact outside of the classroom
itself. s it is now, many teachers are
unavailable for the entire day.

Perhaps informal, regulated, student
teacher conferences are the answer.
Doubtless this would require much
time. but even a short period in which
to tell problems and give suggestions
would greatly improve student-teacher
relations. This would relieve many mis
understanding and tension between the
consumer and the dispenser.

Granted. there are many students
who are able enough to be treated
like adults. but the ones who can't
do more damage than the responsi
ble ones do good.

A student who is conscientious enough
to attend his classes but cannot walk
down the hall without knocking some·
one else's books down is not being
responsible.

t1Q,Ture
enov~h

+0.-
OC?

II

that at a dance a band is everything.
If the band is good they're usually

prelly hIgh priced, however, a fanta tic
group can really launch ale and at
tract a crowd.

It has also been proven by sales that
many students would prefer to buy their
tickets at the door. Often enough, many
students really don't know what s hap:
pening until that very night. With
schoolwork and activities. how many
of us can remember to bring extra
money for a dance ticket?

The Editorial Board feel that if the
sponsoring cla or club's efforts to sell
tickets beforehand fail they should be
given the opportunity to make up the
difference with accumulated funds in
their treasury. With this idea the class
or club will meet the demands of the
school board, and allow itself to raise
funds that it no longer receives from
the school board.

e Deserve DC?
BY RUSS REVZA

Students often say that we should
have full open campus privileges be
cause we are supposedly responsible
young people. I don't think most
OLCH students are responsible. Thi
is proven by the food·throwing in
the cafeteria, CUlling of classes, and
vandalizing the school building. :'-.Iost
students are not reliable enough to be
treated like adults.

It used to be that the spon oring class
or club could hold the dance as planned
and the dance night sales would cover
the cost of the band and refre hments.
However, the chool board realized
that if the dance was unsuccessful and
nightly sales were less than the band
cost. the board would be forced under
contract to make up the difference. The
school board, therefore, stated that no
dances may be held without half the
cost of the band paid prior to the dance.

The editorial Board feels that this
has been a burden ever since the rule
was put into effect. Perhaps the school
board should take into consideration

Do

Repeatedly in the last year Oak Lawn
students experienced the disappoint
ment and disgust when a class or club
dance was canceled becau e of the lack
of funds needed to pay for half the price
of the band.

•
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Btll Wegnu "14
ThiS recent survey taken consisted of 27 enlors, 33 Juniors, 48 ophomores, and

60 Freshman. The pananite opinion poll will be a regular feature concerning student
view on a variety of current issues.

~TUDENT OPINIO

2. Do you think Freshmen and
Sophomores should also have

.Open Campus with academic and
parental permission? 36 24 86 82

98 70

57 III

Total
Yes I 0

141 27

o

22 5

24 3

eniors
Yes No

27 0

278 25

Junior
Yes 'a

33 0

13 20

33 0

POLL
how open our open campus really is.

Judging from the survey re-
sults, there is marked disfavor among
students over the present type of open
campus.

33 15

o 48

36 12

15 33

ophomores
Yes :"0

6

48 12

54

Freshmen
Yes a

o 60

A new feature of The Spartanite
will attempt to gauge student reaction
to current issues facing OLCH . This
month's poll (above) was taken in
light of the recent controversey over

4. Are you in favor of turning
117 into a lounge as an
alternate place for people
on Open Campus? (during
55 minute lunches)

3. Are you in favor of those
students on Open Campus
haVing open 55 minute
lunches?

1. Do you think you are getting
the freedom you expected with
Open Campus-

Letters to
the Editor

Ttrry Purcdl '75

Dtar Ed,lor,

:'\10nday. October 16, we were to get
out of school after fourth period. My
tudy hall teacher let us go that day

fourth period so we wouldn t have to go
to the tudy and tand in the cafeteria.

Two or three teachers went running
down to the administration office and
told him that he isn t getting paid to
make decisions. I think this school is
more interested in their rules than In

our ed cation.
•

"

,.;:
Dear Edllor,

I feel that the Homecoming game
really showed students' ambition. The
bleachers were so crowded that some
people had to stand. Everyone was
cheerine; and really backing up the
team. I' m JUSt glad tha t our students
really have spirit.

Legal AssistanceDear Editor,
Why hasn't THE Spartanite printed

anything about Mr. Crawford being
fired? That certainly is newsworthy.
and most of the tudents that I know
would like to know exactly what hap
pened. so why don't you print some
thing about it? Are you being censored
again?

Cheryl Powell '75

Edllor's Sole:

We have not been censored this year

" e are very interested in the firing of
Mr. Crawford and wish to report the
issue as objectively and open-mindedly
as possible. However, we cannot do so
at this time. Both the dministration
and Mr. Crawford reply "no comment"
to every question we ask that is con
cerned with this issue. We understand
the reason for thi- reply is that all in
forma tion revealed present can be
used during the upcoming hearing on
the ca e. We feel that until we receive
both sides and supportable, factual in
formation we, too will have "no com
ment.

Q. Who is responsible if a fan gets
hurt at a spons event?
A. As long as the promoters of the
event have taken reasonable precau
tions to provide a safe place for spec
tators, each person is legally respon
sible for his own welfare.
Q. If you, white talking to a friend,
refer to the police ~ "0 ""fuzz,"
or "pigs" and are::over~af(4_by an
officer nearby, can he arrest you or
threaten to do so?
A. lb..Courts have ruled that words
such as: these as political express.ions,
and as such protected by Constitution
al free speech guar~n~s so long as
there is no intent to 1>R?voke a breach
of the peace. -
Q, Do police have the power to fire on
student demonstrators if they are walk
outs, refuse to return to cla , and are
on school property?
A. O! Police are authorized to use
reasonable force in making arrests,
but no CCJurt in its right mind would
say that hooting at student walkouts

constituted "reasonable force." A po
liceman who did fire under uch cir
cumstances could be sued for damages.

Q. Do school administrators have the
power to forbid us to use our own
locks on lockers? Do they have the

"",9ght to cut them off if we do? Do they
:: bave the right to search our lockers
::::;..nfter we pay to use them~

-~
A, The 4th Amendment to the L'nited

tates Constitution protect citizen
;;gainst unreaso';able search and sei
zure-and students are citizens. But note
that only unreasonable searches are
prohibited. If a school has reasonable
grounds for thinking that a student is
concealing something. a search of his
locker would hold up in court. "Rea
sO.Pable grounds" can mean anything
from police information to testimony
by another student.
Legal questions submitted to The

partanite are answered by the Legal
Assistance Foundation. Que tion can
be turned in to Room 208.

I
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ATTENTION STUDENTS!

Drug Education Progral11

proposed to OLCHS

.,
•

pro~am al other chool .
The first commillee meetin~ wa held

Oct. 20. The commlltee made an attempt
to set dO\\ n the 'oal for thl prol{ram.
The major c;o.ll i to have good com·
municalion between facully and stu
dent on a "free baT." Thi tndicales
that the proc;ram I not focu inl{ on
ju t drug. but on all the problem
that cause lack of communicauon be
tween the student and facult>. It i. not
definite when the Pro~ram wtll go tnto
affect.

A commlltee was formed consi ting of
\[ike Ever on. \[rs. Polito, two other
tudents, two more faculty members
and director of youth organization in

the area. He ha helped tart other drug

GET YOUR 1972-73

J.D. CARD HERE NOW

~~~D FREE DRINK

With any Sandwich purchase ~~~~!!~~~~~

OLCH is in the process of laning
a Drug Educational Program. This i
intended for both the faculty and tu'
dent. The idea of the program was
propo ed to :\1r. Lynch by \1ike Ever
on. \,'ho recieved the Administralton'

approval.

DIVER DRUGS
9713 S.W. HWY.

WHERE IS JOHN BUCKELS?

CAT TE E CLO ED out a
two night how in Chicago. October
16. with a ell OUI crowd.

Ramblin' Jack Elliot opened lhe
how doing hi 'imper onation' of

Bob Dylan. Johnny Cash. and e\Tn
him elf. but didn't have the ingredient
to please the audience. Elliot' voice
and guitar playing were beller at lhe
econd concert. thu the crowd was

not as rude as they were on the pre·
vious night. Ramblin' Jack only
played for aboul 30 minute becau e
the crowd wa gelling edgy for the
coming attraction .

.-\fter a long intermis ion. a color
ful cartoon depicting Teaser and the
Firecat in a aga about the ~loon how
was shown. Teaser dt CO\'er that the
moon ha fallen from iLS place so he
and the Firecat began an ,. lice in
\ \'onderland" type journey to replace
it. All the cartoon work was done by
Cat tevens.

TEVE~ 'S APPEARED on tage

oon afterwords and opened with
"Wild World." With hi band; Alun

Davie .Jerry Conway.Jean Roussell.
Alan James. and Del :\ewman con
ducting the Strings. Cat moved the
.-\uditorium Theater into a tate of
amazement. Hi voice was many time
beller than on any of hi albums. Hi
guitar and piano playing were out·
standing to say the lea t. Cat reo
ceived tanding ovations for "Peace
Train". "~Iorning ha Broken" .
.. Father and on". and many other

ong as well.
tevens ended the concert with

.. Tuesdays Dead .. , The band left the

tage. but they were soon recalled for
an encore of .. Longer BoaLS.' The

stage cleared and although the people
cried for another song. Cat tevens
did not return.

Cat Stevens
in good form

I
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Is Fergie # 1?

Based on t e highI
acclaimed best,selle!
by John Knowles

Happy Birthday you :'\.H. From am
and Butchy
Hi P .K. I enjoyed bemg the first to
ride in your new car. Love. E.P.

Congradulations to Bill and Terri.

To Bonnie-I'm OITy about what the
doctor said-Love, Mike

FOR SPECIAL STUDENT
GROUP RATES

CONTACT ANDY
DAYS 341-1200 EVES 944-2967

Classified Ads

VAN MALE BUICK
7051 S. WESTERN AVE.

FOR A GOOD DEAL CALL 776-0500

Ollie. I want to be your Hil\"h ehool
!!;lrI and I'm really I\"oing to try to talk
to you from now on.

To my babY \\ Ith love. I care.

herri Wagner, If you'd quit acting
tuck-up You'd have a lot more boy

friend.

h419 W 87TH STREET

ot-I( LAWN, ILL 604S3

. laynard Fc:r~u on. perhap. th,- IJest
trumpet plavcr m the world, rc...·nll,
pcrformcd \\ ith his 14-plccc Drchl·'tra
(or Jazz Band If you prefer) at rri'
ton Collc~e. Rl\cr Gra\T.

The concert opened with a ;Jlutc to
Duke ElIm~ton in the band's own
arran~ement of "Take the'A' Trall1. ,.
\'ariou member of the band had
solos throu~hout e\'erv tune.. orne of
the other tune plaved were: .. Brid~e
Over Troubled Water:" "Two for
Tea." a tenor axophone duet which
in no way sounded anythm~ Itke the
oldie "Tea for Two:" ·~Iother." an
oru~inal~ arran~ement of John Len
non's ,{(ine. The on!!; that the audience

t ~njoyed wa .. EI-Dopa." an ar
ranl{ement hy CB: producer Keith
~Iansfield which started with a fea t of
ky-high and jumpm!!; rhythms and

variou counter rhythms. then cooled
down to a piano-dominated Jazz tune.

~1avnard i perhap best remell1
bered b· orne people when he wa
with tan Kenton and hiS band. ~Iay

nard also plays the valve trombone
and the Ougelhorn.

P.~~ "",I PIl 1 f:JfS Dqf ""TS
,. W ... 1 .,( ESo :l10N A~ E fF,-JIo4

ASEF1\RATE FEJXE '~Q-:;;:
HALLMA~K CARDS G FT •

~ ASH 0 .JE ELRY

A",n PARTY' GOODS

636-9743
Cr\EMA

CHICAGO at MICHIGAN

....~ ,,",'Pte'"'ll flft.Ot

MIDWEST PREMIERE

FRIDAY OCTOBER 27

TEENAGE DRIVER ED. (FOR TEENS 15-17 YRS. OLD)

30 HRS. CLASS
12 HRS. I -CAR
TRIPFORPERMIT COMPLETE4WK.COURSE....$90.00
• 0 CO TRACTS-EASY PAY PLA.1 S RA CE DISCO T CERTIFICATES

SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL
4700 W. 103RD ST.
(I ARE A CE TER LOBBY) 499-2832
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Lineman Ylterberg anonymous but good

Come Explore A Different Kind Of Store ••.

Brad Ytte rbe rg

of the good exampl of fine coach
ing throughout tile partan football
chain.

A A FRE HMA~. Ynerberg
played guard and tackle. In hi
sophomore year Brad was a tackle
and on last year panan val' itl'
team he was center.

After en'in" hi time in the lower
ranks. Brad has burst into the big
time and i in the mid t of a fine
year. :\10 t of his time i pent open
ing hoi in the opponents line for
Tom :\lcGrath and .\like Patyk to
scramble through.

One of the way coaches at Oak
Lawn measure ucces i by a point
sy tem. If a lineman i ha\'lI1g a good
year. he will earn cia e to 500 points.
\\'ith a few weeks till remain in". Brad
has already LOpped the 500 mark.

A KED WHAT HE thinks Oak
Lawn' conference chance are. Y uer
berg aid.. 'With a couple of breaks
here and there. we could be right on
top with H-F and Reavis. But the
cason' not over yet and we Cdn

make a difference in our conference.·-
Brad plans on attending ugu tana

College in Rock Island next fall. He
will continue LO play football tl)ere-."'"
and possibly major in busines~ ~,

is one

o
c

I WILL EXPIRE ON
November 15th

Take me to Just Jeans and
those swell people in the store
will give you ...

$1.00 OFF THE PRICE OF
ANY PAIR OF JEANS OR TOP
IN THE STORE.

r~ ••
.Ji/ ~ .JUS!.IEANS

3150 W. 103rd Street
238-6038

MON & THUll. 12-9
TUES-WED-FRI & SAT. 10-6-

G
o
o
o
o
a
a
o
oo
a
oo
o
Q
n
a
\\
\\
~
I;)~o

BY ROY SA. -TORO
L - WA TCHL G a football game

on any gi\'en weekend. on will al
way notice the play of the glory
bo\" : the back,. end _ and quaner
back . E\-en the deferu>e gets in on a
liule of the action.



Oak Lawn

Spartanite

Sorts
Harriers close
5-2 season
By MIKE RICH

OAKLAW 'SVARSITYcross-coun
try team finished their conference sea
son with a 5-2 record.

The harriers started their conference
season Qff on the right foot by beating
Carl Sandburg 17-42. Tom Kniola broke

JIoftC course record, with a time of 16:19.
to lead the way.

The countrymen continued their win
ning ways by stopping Evergreen
Park 21-35, before dropping their first
meet to Reavis, 27-28.

DESPITE ANOTHER course record
set by Kniola, with a time of 15:22.
the Spartans lost their second in a row,
this time to Homewood-Flossmoor, by
a score of 22-34. However they turned
that around with a 23-35 victory over
Rich East, followed by a close race
against Lincoln-way. which saw the
Spartans come out ahead by a score
of 26-32.

The harriers had their best perform
ance in the last meet of the year against
Bremen. beating the Braves 16-47.
Once again, Kniola finished first, fol
lowed by Steve LaRocque, Don Ra
cinowski, Dave Pluhar. and Tim Davis
son, right behind.

Sophs try to cut mistakes

10% DISCOUNT

J. MARKS

Ed Wisocki races for yardage against

Lincoln/Way, Oct. 1'\
(Spartanite photo by Gary Poczulpl

•••

one hundred per cent It makes it much
easier for everyone el,e ..\ team which
works to~ethcr, makes vcry few mi·
takes.

If mental mistakes can be avoided.
the soph will finl h with a re pectable
record.

4-WEEK TEEN AGE PROGRAM

598-6552

Learn-Fast Driving School
9316 S. ROBERTS ROAD

HICKORY HILLS, ILL. 60453

By JOE POLECEK
GOI G INTO SATURDAY'S game

with Evergreen Park, the sophomore
partans have fared a 2-1-1 conference

record. The overall team effort is 2-2-l.
(As of Spartanite deadline)

Although fine line and backfield pby
is displayed throughout the game, the
sophs seem to be a first half scoring
squad, since a majority of the team
points are scored in the first and second
quarters.

Penalties have played a large part in
the games lost by the sophs this year.
In the game against Lincoln-Way, they
were penalized for over 300 yards,
which played a major part in the loss
suffered from the Knights.

COACH CHRISTIA and Coach
Davelis have stressed timing in the
recent weeks of practice to cut down on
most of the penalties, and to work the
players into a team effort.

One player who has put out in every
game so far has been middle linebacker
Rob \"Iilke. Rob strives on team effort.
He knows one player cannot do it all.
but with ten other teammates giving

October 27, 1972Page 7

OAK LAWN

DRIVING SCHOOL
4957 W. 95th St. 423-7272

Teen Age Program
.4 Week Course - 15-1 7 years old

.Slue Slip for Drivers License
.H.S. Credit - Auto Ins. Discount

• Free Trip for Permit and Drivers License

SELF DEFUSE
SCHOOL OF

KARATE
& KUNG-FU

Private facilities for women
Special courses for children

S"iyet. LESSONS
i.theart $14.50 ••a.tyS2IM

1611 VINCENNES
CHICAGO HGTS. 756-4020

3412 W. 95th ST.
EVERGREEN PI<. 449-3818
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Victims of penalties and bad breaks

OL edged 7-6 by H-F; host EP tomorrow

.JEWELERS. SINCE 1895

YORKTO\ • FVERGREE, PLAZA

SPORTS DATES
Bask~lbal/

at. ~ov. 18 Richards H
Wed.. oV. 22 Quigley Tournament

T
Fri. ~ov. 24 Quigley Tournament

T
at. :'IIov. 25 Quigley Tournament

T
Fri. Dec. 1 Evergreen Park H
·at. Dec. 2 Eisenhower T

S:.L'lmmmg

Tues. :-';ov. 21 Bloom H
Wed. ,-ov. 29 :-'1arist H
Fri. Dec. 1 Morton West T
Thu. Dec. 7 Argo T
WrtSlling

at. . 'ov. 25 Riverside-Brookfield
T

Mike Patyk rushes against Rich East's
defense for a 10-6 loss.

(Sparlanite photo by Gary Poaulp)

scorer in the conference with 42 points.
and Patvk IS econd in partan team
coring.

Ends Dave Altenburg, Roy antoro,
Tom Flanigan have al 0 provided key
plays.

For the defense it's been tackles Doug
Berg and Chuck Warning. guard
Corky Hughes, tailback Tom Latan
ski. and Itnebacker Buzz Lang.

TOMORROW THE SPART S
will host the Evergreen Park ~lustangs

in their last home contest of the sea
son.

The ~fustangs enter the game with
a 2-3 mark. after defeating Bremen
12-0 last weekend.

like the partans would snap the Vik
ings 14-game winning streak.

Until what can be described only as
a "freak" play occurred. H-F's quar
terback pa ed to his receiver down
field who was being defended by two
OL player .. II three players jumped
up to grab the ball. the ball bounced
off of them and into the arms of an
H-F player who stood behind watch
ing the play.

Two plays later it was 6-6. Three
plays later it was 7-6.

HOW DO THE PLAYERS feel
about all that's happened 0 far?

Co-captam Buzz Lang said. "\\ e
don't let it affect our next ga meso A lot
of our touchdowns have been called
back because of poor calling by the
referees. "

"It's unbelievable some of the games
we lost. Like the H-F one. We really
deserved to win," said senior offensive
guard Brad Ytterberg.

DESPITE ALL THIS, bright spot
in the partans' game have been the
rushing efforts of Tom ~lcGrath and
:'-.like Patyk. ~lcGrath is the leading

PR E-ENGAGEMENT
DIAMOND RING

MARKS BROS.

14kt. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

FOR THE

YOUNG IN HEART

$24.95

BY YL VIA WIER
IF IT WERE 'T FOR three thing ;.

(1) an illegal receiver downfield: (2)
a mi ing mouthpiece: (3) a just-that-
hort field goal: the partan varsity

football team would be leading the
Southwest uburban Conference with
a 5-0 record.

Instead. being the victims of numer
ous pen'lIl1e and bad breaks, the

partans are tied for fourth place in
the W C.

But don't let the standings fool you.
The partan's performance over the
pa t weeks has not been that of a 2-3

tea •
iATURDAY'S 7-6 LOSS AGAI ST

;:H~mewood-Flo moor was a heart
breaker and provides a good exam
ple to prove this reporter's point.

The score stood 0-0 until early in
the third quarter when OL's Mike Ganz
pa ed to senior split end Brian Phil
lips for 68 yards and the TD. The
point after was no good.

The OL defense played an excep
1I0nally tough game and did not let up
on a staggering H-F offense. It looked



Students disgusted

Walkout pleads power

Oak Lawn's entire ~1 usic Department will present its annual Christmas concert on
unday, December 17. at 2 p.m. in the partan Gym. Admission is free and all

students, families, and friends are invited to attend.

The ational Honor Society has a new sponsor, Ms. Carole Basak who is taking
the place of Ms. Mary Ann Kazlauska . Ms. Basak i a teacher in the English De
partment.

Athena and Kappa Chi. two Y-clubs from Oak Lawn and Richards High School
respectively, are sponsoring a dance for all students on aturday. December 2.
from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight in the Palos Village Hall. 123rd and 89th ve. Three
band will be playing at the dance and the cost i 2. All proceed will bo to the
Muscular Dystrophy Fund.

Rumors unfounded;
Crawford resigns

"I MISS THE KIDS. 1 thmk they're
great'" Thss state-mc:nt came from
~Ir Don Cra", ford. former OL Eng
lish ,eacher. ",hen asked ""hal he'd
hke lO tell the students of OL.

For the past s(vera) w~ks. rumon
have been nymg around school as to
~heth('r ~fr Cra",ford '-'as fi~d. was
ta 109 legal actlon, or ....'3S gOlOg to
resign

NOVEMBER 2, THE Oak La",n
chool Board formalh accepled ~Ir

era.... ford's resignation.
Although hIS Immediate plans are

indefinite. ~fr Cra ..... rord s~ud he IS

"keepm~ bu," ~ also ".n,ed to
tnan all thost' students '" ho have
\"1 It~d him and hope that th('\" '" 111
contmue to do 50

ministration. Davies replied, "May
be."

"'hen asked what action would be
taken against the student who par
ticipated in the walkout, Mr. Paul
Burge answered. "It i not my job
to decide on the punishment-that is
up to the chool Board. My job is
merely to execute the punishment.·'

MR. WILLIAM HILL enior Class
sponsor, stated, "The students pro
mised that they would not go to such
extremes until all other attempts had
failed. They broke their promise. And
they don't know how close we were to
a settlement."

At 10 a.m. the students entered the
school through the cafeteria, most of
them returning to their classes.

:>'lany admini trators and teachers
openly expressed their opinions of the
walkout. Dr. Paul Davies stated,
"You're only hurting yourselves.
You're not hurting the Administra
tion at all." He added. .. If you see
thi as the only possible course of ac
tion that could be taken, there must
be something wrong with you." The
few students gathered around Dr. Dav
ies argued that fact, claiming that
there was no other way and that there
must be something wrong with the Ad-

BY KIM KOHLES
APPROXIMATELY 250 STUDE TS

walked out of chool and assembled in
the foofball bleacher on Thursday,
:-':ovemb'er 9, insi ting that the Admin
istJ.at~I1' was failing to listen to their
'c"~plaints and propositions.

A list of demands which was di tri
buted throughout the school before the
walkout stated that 50-minute lunch
periods were "entirely possible if the
Administration would listen to the stu
dents." It also concerned the limited
power placed upon tudent Council,
monetary cutback in the sports and
English programs, firing of teachers,
and the neglected discipline code.

As an active participant in the walk
out put it, "This i the only possible
cour e of action that could be taken
against the Administration. It had to
come to this. ,.

THEPOLICEARRIVEDat8:1sa.m.
and announced that amnesty would be
granted until 10 a.m. at which time the
students would have to return to their
classes or leave the chool grounds.
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..JEWELERS. SINCE 1895

YORKTO\\ el·\IR(,Rll PL\l\

dent can Icarn. too. about the pecific
day or weekend cheduled for him.

ALSO, HOLIDAYS. regi tration pe
riods. ,tnd final exam weeks are u u
all\' a poor time to "i it. ince a de
erted campu. or one nearly 0,

doe n't reflect the chool' true at
mo phere

If you' re planning to VI It a pecific
collee;e qr ul11versity. tn: to get a
hold of that 'chool's calendar. or write
ahead for information on prime visit
ine; timc'.

$24.95
14kt. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

PRE-ENGAGEMENT
DIAMOND RING

MARKS BR()S.

College?

Visits help make final decisions

FOR THE

YOUNG IN HEART

First place winners at the Nile North Forensic Tournament were (l.-r.) Debbi.
Gineris. Koren Schneeberger. and Tom Sheldon. They all mairitain'ed perfect
scores in their respective categories.

MOST STUDE TS MAKE the final
choice of a college or univer ity dur
ing their senior year. Campus visits
are a part of the choosing of a college.
and the best time for making com
parisons are during the pring of jun
ior year. the summer before enior
year, and the fall of senior year.

Campus visits may be made almost
any day of the week or weekend. and
although most colleges welcome stu
dents at any time, it's u ually best to
write the school for a suggested time

to visit. That way, a prospective stu-

Potential seen
in forensic season

Hawaii offered
as class trip

EIGHT "FU FILLED" days in Ha
waii is the opportunity given to all jun
iors and seniors this year, in the an
nual Senior Class Trip. The Hawaii
Adventure is during spring vacation,
April 21-28, and the total cost is $298.
This includes all transportation and
lodging,

Mr. Robert toy, chief chaperone,
remarked "The trip will be an enjoy
able experience for all juniors and
seniors one that shouldn't be missed."

A $50 DEPOSIT is due by Monday,
December 4, for all students interest
ed in the trip. An itinerary, along with
permission form, is available from
Mr. toy in room 30.

FOURTH OUT OF 44 schools is
where Oak Lawn's Forensics team
placed in their first meet, aturday,

ov. 11, at Niles. orth. Three indivi
dual winners, Debbie Gineris, Tom

heldon, and Karen chneeberger,
maintained perfect score in Humu
rous Interpretation, Radio Speaking
and Original Oration, respectively,

This is a start to carryon the suc
cess of last year. In 1972, the team
finished with two state medal winners,
a semifinalist and a sixth In state
standing.

"Oak Lawn has the nucleus of a
great team, , was the Forensic coach,
Mr. John Leary's opinion of this year's
team. He continued by listing some of
the returning members which helped
to make the last season good: Beth
Busch '74, Deb Gineris '73, Ron Li
Vigni '75, Denise Ray '73, Karen ch
neeberger '73, Laura Dillon '74, Cindy
Dodd '73 Karen Majewski '73, Robin
Peddycord '73, Tom heldon '73, Mi
chelle Miller '74.

MR. LEARY ALSO believes that
even though "last year's Forensics
team as exceptional, a new season
has begun, with bright potential." It
includes some new members, Paul
Hattimer '75, Cheryl Powell '75, Bev
Bailey '74, Laura Lucerto '75, Tim
Purpura '76, Cassie Gineris '76, Tom
McGrath '73, and Mary Mc erney '73.
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BY DARLE:\'E PERGLER

Student opinion poll

~\SI
Editorial Board

Editor-in-Chief .... Sylvia Wier
Managing Editor

. ". Claudia McCarty
As istant Editor . Dan Lindquist

,ew Editor, . , , .. , . Pat Karlak
Feature Editor, .. , , . Rick Rubner

ports Editor , , Doug Domke
Photographer . , . .. Gary Poczulp
tudent Adviser . . . . , . Denise Ray

Adviser Mr, Doug GeBraad
Staff: Doreen Adomovicz, Kathy

Bowen, Larry Bragg, Rose
Haack, Kim Kohles David Krys
zak, Kathy Lee, Joe Polacek, Jim
Purpura, Mike Rich, Roy San
toro, Bob Schipits Jam Schmitt,

ue iciliano

':no- ~nluulli _
Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453

BY PAT KARLAK
Bu en'ice at this school is inex'

cu eably poor. I see ab olutely no
rea on for this, It eems that the stu
dents, who use this service, have no
thing to ay in the matter, Each time
a complaint is made to the school offi
cials. whether it's because the bus is
late or overcrowded or it just never
came, they turn us away with the
"You'll have to ee the bus company"
answer,

The bus company gives us more of
the same: "'If you don't like the SCI'

vice, don't u e the bus.' This being
their attitude. what can we do? For
many of us, the bus is the only way
we can get to school, and I'm sure the
bus company knows that. This may be
the reason they feel they can afford
to give such answers.

If the administration of this school
really cares for our education, as they
say they do. then why can't they take
the time to make sure we get !he bus
service we need?

Bus mystery
remains unsolved

ISpartanite I
J. MARKS

~O

56
36
99

73
43

YE
80

106
47

74
2936

,5

I IUlI ...n _ J{ ... c' n...:
.,nd ra h actions, Perhaps they should
have realized that few agreements are
-ettled overnight. yet it was very pos-
. ,ble that ome deci ion would have
been reached if they had waited. ne-

otiated and u ed more civilized ways
of pre uring the administration into
yielding more open campus privileges.

Howeyer. poor attendence doesn't
nt'ce arily make a walkout un ucce 
ful The rea on behind the tudent's
.!Ctions were ha tily thought out. AI
ternatiye to the open campus i ue
were bing negotiated between the en
lor cla and admin tration, and a
school board proposal wa already be
mg considered.

The walkout leader felt that if they
protested on the day state evaluators
were here. the ad mini tration would
make a qUick "Anything you say de
Clsion." in order to keep peace with
the ,tate e,·aluator. However tudent
Idea' backfired and nothing was said
by the admini tration that could push
the open campus goal in the student's
direction,

~98-6552

76
:-I

1. What year are ~'ou in-

2. Arc you satisfied with bu sen' ice-
3. Are your bue' often late:>
4. Haye you 1.','1.'1' complained to the Bus Co.?
5. Ha,'e you ever complained to the. chool abollt

the bu en'ice? 63 83
Thi momh' Opinion 1'011 wa cumpleted by l46studem who ha,'e ridden or regularly

ride the uhurban Tranit 'chool Bu

Oddly enough with all the compl.1m
ing going on around . choo!. The :'\0

vember ninth .tudent walkout attempt
wa very un ucce' ful.

The main teason for the walkout
•wa pr~ mpted becau. e no aCllon had

yet b' en taken to eliminate mand.llon·
. -~dy hall and 5'> minute cl.l se, for
junior and .enior·. Other w.t1kout
rea ons included the disagreement of
paying hall ecurity gturd. 2.50 an
hour along with not [{inng tudent coun
cil more power.

Approximateh' 250 tudents parttCI
pated in the 2 hour walkout and r:.tlh
Out of 3,()()O tuden!". the figure wa
quite low. Partly to blame for poor
attendance wa the fact that the walk
out wa n't well pubhcized: therefore
an instand deCISion wa forced upon
the tudents a' the,' tned to enter
chool Thur day morning,
~lany student who did walk a Jt h•.d

no idea what the~ were protest,ng
again t: and for the most part many
were doing it only to get out of a cla'
or becaue. "all their friends were par
ticipating, \\'lth the'e re.Lons m
mind it i a fair to d' thdt \"Cry fe,\
of the tudent who w.llked out were
there for Justafiable reason.

Walkout goals backfire
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Legal Assistance
November 22, 1972

School

Dear Editor,

In a recent i ue of The Spartanite,
1 wrote an article about open campu .
After talking to many people about the
article, I feel I should clarify a few
things. I wrote that many student
were not responsible enough for open
campus privileges and that it would
not work because of this.

orne teachers I talked to thought I
meant that we should not have open
campus. I feel open campus could
work under one condition. The condi
tion would be that all open campu tu
dents would have their rights if they
did not break rules and if they acted
responsibly. If a student does orne·
thing irresponsible. those privilege
would be revoked.

If this system was followed in our
school, it is possible that tudents
would act in a more mature manner.

Russ Rtl';:an '74

Q. What i the legal power of the tu
dent council in the chool? That i .

its legi lative power?
A. Cnfortunately, none. tudent coun

cils are not even mentioned in the
Illinoi chool Code. and they cer
tainly have no legal powers of any
sort. In fact, the law doe not even
require that a chool has a student
council. There have been rare ad
ministrator who have taken ad,an
tage of thi to abolish a tudent co·
uncil that ha annoyed them.
l\lost tudent a emblie are ad,'i
ory in nature. and exist on toler·

ance of the school board and admin-
istration. It i very eldom that any
school student council is ~ven a
real voice in the running of its
school. Most have only the powers
granted them by their particular
school; powers that can be quickly
taken away if the admini tration
disapproves of the way the tudents
are using them.

Q. If a student lie about hi age in
order to ~et a job. could there be
legal problem . in ca e of accident?

A. The situation should never arise.
if the employer obeys the law. tate
law requires an employer to certi
fy a minor' age before he can hire
him. To get the certification form.
a tudent would have to pre ent hi
birth certificate and get the form
notarized, making it difficult to lie
about hi age. An employer who
hired a minor without thi form
would be breaking the law.

Q. uming that a chool new paper
adhere to the tenents of re ponsi
ble journalism, avoiding libel and
inaccuracies a much as is human
ly possible, does an administrator
ever have the right or authority to
halt distribution of the newspaper)
. Definitely not. 0 long as the dis
tribution is conducted in a afe, or
derly manner, the school adminis
trators have ab olutely no right to
interfere with it. Any school that in
sists on "screening" material be
fore allowing distribution engag
ing in prior censorship, which is
illegal.

"
001 has a policy that in sport

_~ failing two cla es you can't
the re t of the season. Be
this, our sophomore team
tarters who can't play for

)f the season. Will you please
explain why thi policy exi ts.

G. Bums '76

ports Editors Sou:

Ineligibility ha alway been a pro
blem with athlete. It is nothing new:
These rules are set up so your extra
curricular activities do not interfere
with your school work. If you are fail
ing two cla es, you are dropped from
all activities until your grades im
prove. The Oak Lawn Athletic Depart
ment ets their failing standards at
two cla es. orne schools set ineli
gibility with failure of one class. Be
thankful that we get one extra chance.

ugal questions submitted /0

Spartanite are answ(Ted b) the

AsslStana Foundation. Questions
be turned In to Room 208.

The
Legal

can

lacks
education
BY D ;>; Ll::\DQCI T
.. I :'\ever Allowed ~ly chooling
to Interfere with ~1y Educa tion"

~lark Twain

Why must there be such a great dis
tinction between chooling and educa
tion? chooling as it i today is a ri
gid tructure which merely dispenses
information. while any real education
in life is greatly lacking. chooling and
education have grown further apart, if
indeed they ever were the arne.

One of the greatest faults of chool
ing is it appearance as a consumer
ervice rather than a center for edu

cation in life. chooling cannot be ef
fective as an educational tool when
treated like any readily available com
modity on a market. In a graded pro
cess of di pensing and consuming 10

formation. the humanity and real ed
ucation is sooner or later lost. ._

chool (especially high school) ,also
appears a a processing cen "r to
prepare student for adulthood \n so
ciety. But are they doing thi effective
ly when they only prepare u for col
lege or a career in the outside world?
High school should be a more worth
while experience than just a tepping
stone to a job.

\Vhat are the alternative to this
system) orne of the innovations now
being experimented with include open
campus operations ( uch a ours) and
free chools or learning exchanges.

In free schools or learning ex
. changes. the curriculum are generally

directed by the stucknts, who choose
courses they believe would be most
uitable for the caret'r thev intend to

follow.
\Vhatever the alternatives. thert: must

be orne change in the image of school
as only as procce ing center to make
us respon ible adults.
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FOR A GOOD DEAL CALL 776-0500

J. MARKS

Turkeys lucky?
A MUCH A we enjoy turkey on

Thanksgiving, there IS one fact we have
to face: turkeys are dumb.

A poultry expert at the University of
California. River ide, tells CIE:-JCE
DIGE T. "I don't kno\\ of a domsti
cated animal with a lower I.Q. In fact,
baby trukeys have to be taught to eat

.and drink."
If left on it own, the turkey will

drink and drink until it drowns, and
whole flocks of gobblers may commit
uicide through eagerne to follow

one another blindly.

Cicero and
Oak Lawn

598-6552

Learn-Fast Driving School
9316 S. ROBERTS ROAD

HICKORY HILLS, ILL. 60453

4-WEEK TEEN AGE PROGRAM • • • 10% DISCOUNT

VAN MALE BUICK
7051 S. WESTERN AVE.

With any Sandwich purchase

GET YOUR 1972-73

1.0. CARD HERE NOW

~~~D FREE DRINK

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

Classified Ads

miles & Ed, may they last 4 ever!

L.D. It's getting pretty bad- I can't
forget, and you're no help. Love them
Rice guys!

John, only the strong survive. \Ve're
strong. Love R.

John. I'm sorry about the urn mer.
Please give me another chance. R.

. Rita, Remember: he who go to prom
with M.. is hard up broad!

Exchange student
finds less freedom
"I GERMANY WE can go to cia

whenever we want to, as long as we
can pass the final test. \Ve can also
smoke during cia if we want." There
is no di ejpline at all and the teachers
even gq"to the bars and drink beer
~ tlfe students. There is much more
freedom.

ays Manfred Kopeck, this years
foreign exchange student from Ger
many. He arrived in Philadelphia
August 9 and in Oak Lawn August 11.
He came to Oak Lawn for his own ex
periences and gets no credit in Ger
many for this year of school.

Kids in Germany prefer beer and
alcohol compared to our drinks. Beer
can be purchased at age 14 and hard
liquor at age 18. ID's are never even
asked for. Marijuana isn't that popu
lar and can be purchased for $1- 2 a

gram. Hash can be purchased for IS¢
a gram from near by Turkey.

SPORTS AND FOOD are also dif
ferent. In Germany, there is no foot
ball and baseball. The national sport
is soccer ana they playa form of hand
ball. He says that the food isn't that
much different, but he "misses pota
toes." In Germany potatoes are part
of the menu every day.

Manfred came to the nited tates
through the ICYE (International Chris
tian Youth Exchange) which is run by
a church. All of his expenses are paid.
His American father is Mr. James
Spalling.

AIter this year of school is over
:v1anIred's plans are to go back to Ger
many where he will finish one more
year of high school. AIter that he
plans to attend a university and study
Math and possibly Physics. He will
then go to the Open Market where
there are many job possibilities.
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5246 W. 95th STREET
OAK LAWN. ILL. 60453

OR CALL:
312·636-3913

Bnlistment Guarantee
P" rick J. Qunn1.n&ham _

.~ ...... _,; ..... a. •• ~

• '. Cl~,... J' ~ • ..,.

~,hnd EnYLP1M.L-- Ull11.. of cholce
25 h Infant.ry Division. Schofield

~=rn....Jla.\I b tn.1.ninz
CourS~~5B2 (Radio Operator).

IDec? rr ~ 004.-J6-J.Q25

lalk /I over wll

\. ("

Haw
You

We don't F
g make promises.
-\ We make

guarantees.

~......1

~o6 &ad
MUSIC STUDIOS

3911 Y2 WEST 103rd STREET
PHONE 779-1232

I OR(;" 'Ii 0 (;[ rr.-\R 0 URl"~

o BA.'D 1:'~TRl 'lI::.'TS

SPECIAL BEGINNER GUITAR COURSE
<4 PRIVATI: lLSSONS - INSTRUMfNT

AND MUSIC INCLUDED

$12.00
SPECIAL OFFER ENDS NOV. 27. 1972

FULL TIME PROFESSIONAL TEACHERS
STUDIO HOURS: MON. THRU THURS.

NOON TO 9: 30 P. M.
SAT. 10 A. M. TO S:3O P. M. CLOSED FRIDAYS

~-~~~.{""a~~"~3~~~'
- \

.=&..;;;~~~~""S'-:.,""\..r,./"•• ~
p'.---~. ~

SPECIAL BEGINNER ORGAN COURSE
<4 PRIVATI: LLSSONS - MUSIC INCLUDED

$15.00

'Candidate' shows reality
BY RICK RUB ER

THE CA DIDATE was seen by ap
proximately 300 government students
on a field trip :"/ovember 2.

The movie was good. It is a realis
tic look at present time politics. A
large number of people in the theater
were screaming, calling out bad jokes,
and acting very low throughout the
whole film.

THE CANDIDATE is a very realis
tic portrayal of politics. The story
is about two people running for Sena
tor of California. Bill McCay (Robert
Redford) is the Democratic nominee.
Crocker Jarmen (Don Porter) is the
Republican for re-election.

The movie dealt mostly with Mc
Cay. It shows McCay off record as
well as on record. This is something
people don't get to see too often.

In the film, McCay and Jarmen act
very well on record. They looked calm
and confident. Off camera, they looked
uptight and scared.

The acting by Redford and Poner,
plus the directing by Michael Richie
have made this film what it is.

Today's Army wants to join you.
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ss: a year for changes

TEENAGE DRI VER ED.
(FOR TEENS 15-17 YRS. OLD)

SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL
4700 W. 103RD ST.
(I ARE A CENTER LOBBY) 499-2832

BY MIKE RICH
THE OAK LA WN VARSITY baskel

ball learn will ha\'e to undergo two
main change this season from pre
vious year. Coach Len caduto vows
to have a quicker learn lhi year. and
also to utilize all hi personnel in
scoring.

The meaning of a quicker team i
that they will run more, press more

and fa tbreak more. The reason for
lhal is the fact thal for first time in
a long while. the team will not have
good height. In other years the par
tans have had good height in players
uch a Roy :\ykaza, Brett Arnold,

and C.J. Kupec. Coach caduto knows
thi will hurt lhe teams rebounding,
but hopes that the fastbreaking and
pressing will offset this lack of height.

THE TEAM WILL tl)' to utilize all
personnel for scoring. Lasl year the

partans were mainly a two-man
team - Ray :\ykaza and teve \ agner.
Between them they rolled up over one
thousand points. This year Coach

caduto admits, they'll have no one to
take the place of these two, and will
miss them both.

As of the Spartanite deadline, only

three of the five starting assignments
have been filled. Bill Menard will be
the starting center, Mike' Patyk will
be one of the starting guards and
John 10rrissey, one of the forwards.
The other jobs will be up for grabs
between Dave Altenberg, Roger Want
iez, Kurt Engel, Joel Mondry, Len
Renz, Phil Patterson, Bill Sears, and
Bruce weicicki.

COMPLETE4WK.COU RSE ....$90.00

30 HRS. CLASS
12 HRS. IN-CAR
TRIPFORPERMIT
• 0 CO TRACTS-EASY PAY PLA.1 SURA CE DISCOUNT CERTIFICATES

DIVER DRUGS
9713 S.W. HWY.

WHERE IS JOHN BUCKELS?

SELF EFUSE
SCHOOL OF

KARATE
& KUNG·FU

Private facilities for women

Special courses for children

S"iY'" LESSONS
i. tt...rt $14.50 IIpU1r IZUI

1611 VINCENNES
CHICAGO t1GTS. 756·4020

3412 W. 95th ST.
EVERGREEN PI(. 449-3818

&419 W 87TH STREET

OAK LAWN. ILL. &0453

HALLMARK CARDS. GIFTS.

FASHION .JEWELRY.

A '0 PARTY GOODS

636-9743



Eight named all-conference
Oak Lawn

Spartanite

Sports
November 22, 1972Poge 8

Sports
banquet
honors
athletes

THE NAMI G OF the Most Valu
able Players in football and cross
country highlighted the annual Fall
Sports Banquet on • ovember 8 held
in the cafeteria.

Senior Tom Kniola was named the
Most Valuable Player of the varsity
cross-country team. It was the second
consecutive year the Kniola .received
the award.

FROM THE VARSITY football team,
senior co-captain Jim Hoker was hon
ored with MVP trophy. Holcer played
defensive back and was also chosen as
an all-conference player.

Other awards were as follows:
Most Improved Player--Corky Hughes
Most Outstanding Lineman--Brad
Ytterberg
Jerry Graves Memorial Award--Paul
Hudacek

honorable mention. Tom Flanigan,
John Igoe, and Brad Ytterberg were
chosen from the offensive line and
from the defensive it was Dave Alten
berg, Doug Berg, and Buzz Lang.

DURI G THE SEASON. Oak Lawn
gained 1617 yards on the ground. Most
of the credit for this total must go to
Flanigan, Igoe. and Ytterberg.

As for defense Altenberg, Lang, and
Berg were just short of fantastic. Be
tween them they accounted for 191
tackles 4 fumble recoveries, 1 inter
ception. and a touchdown.

Kext year the burden to win will
fall on players like Mike Patyk and
Mike Ganz.

defensive points with 131 which is a
lot of hitting for a defensive back.

Oak Lawn's other first team selec
tion was running back Tum McGrath.
Tom was the partans leading rusher
carrying 125 times for 790 yards, with
his be t day being 180 yards against
Rich Ea t. Tom was also the partans
leading scorer with 54 points.

Six other Spartans were named as

good enough. Some players did shine
though, and eight Spartans were named
to the All-Conference team.

JIM ~0!..GERwas Oak Lawn's Most
Valuable Player this season. Jim was
a first team All-Conference selection
as a defensive back. He led the team
in interceptions with four, and also
had two fumble recoveries. Holcer
was second only to Buzz Lang in total

BY ROY SANTORO
FOR THE PAST two years, Oak

Lawn football teams have been beaten
in every imaginable way. But this
year Oak Lawn fought the odds all the
way.

After opening victories against Ei
senhower and Bremen, Oak Lawn was
awarded the WLS Team of the Week
award. But soon the odds caught up to
them and Oak Lawn's hopes began to
fade. Key games against Sandburg,
Rich East, and Flossmoor got away'
on strange calls and even stranger
plays.

It ~as a good season, but just not

OAK LAWN
DRIVING SCHOOL

4957 W. 95th St. 423-1212
Teen Age Program

.4 Week Course - 15-17 years old
.Slue Slip for Drivers License

.H.S. Credit - Auto Ins. Discount
.Free Trip for Permit 3nd Drivers License

Booster club
invites members

THE BOOSTER CLUB invites those
who have not joined to do so. The fee
is $3.00 per member. Please send

dues to Mr. Ernest Kolinski, member
ship chairman, 9220 . Parkside, Oak
Lawn, 111.,60453

Booster Club meetings are held on
the first Wednesday of every month in
the Teachers Lounge.
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A silent majesty unfolds,
a kingdom where intru
step seldom.
I reel guilty.
Trees resplend in c .._._;;,;;;;o;~

yet grudgingly,
for they know I am merely mortaJ.
I am ashamed.
A path winds through
I see no end in sight,
And am left wondering if
there truly is an end. :.
I am puzzled.
Was there evn a beginning?
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SCAB presents issues, gets action

Sunday, January 7, St. Gerald's Teen Club will sponsor a dance in their church
hall, from 7-10 p.m. The music will be provided by "Decade" and the admission
price is $1.25. The dance is open to all students.

t. Mary's niversity
an Antonio, Texas
January 19 1973-9:30 a.m.

ince its organization, the board has
obtained permission for open dances
a student-decora ted lounge allea:-: or
juniors and seniors only, and ..; bulle-,
tin board for use of the entir!: student
body. A lounge for seniors only in 117
has also been discussed.

CURRENT PROJECTS INCLUDE
SCROOGE-a canned-food drive to aid
needy families at Christmas, a semi
formal Christmas dance, and sleigh
ride.

If any senior has questions or sug
gestions he can contact either Mr. Bur
dan, Mr. Hill, or one of the cia offi
cers, or any board member.

Members of the board are: Jeannine
Bradley, John Burke, Mary Beth Det
loff Mary Ehrler Michelle Evola,
Shelley Ito, ue Lang, ~Iary Jo
Markezich, Joan Merkel. Debbie :--Ic
Henry, John Morrissey, Lyn Moser.
Carol Olen, Bonnie Perschau, Brian
Phillips, Debbie Raphael, Winnie
Rhodes, Bernie Riordan, Ron chu
berth, Kathy epessy, Loy tanek,
Tom ullivan, and Dan Travis.

Senior Debbie Raphael, SCROOGE
volunteer, collects cans for the drive.

THE SE lOR CLASS Advisory
Board (SCAB) is a newly-formed or
ganization consisting of the four class
officers and twenty-three representa
tives chosen by the enior Class.

The purpose of this organization is
to create better communications be
tween students and the administration
by presenting the opinions of the en
ior Class to the officers, who in turn
present them to the administration.
This is one way for the administration
to see what issues the students are in
terested in.

Representatives from the following colleges will be visiting OL during the month
of January:
St. Mary's College

otre Dame, Indiana
January 8, 1973-9 a.m.

Robert Morris College
Carthage, Illinois

January 15.1973-1:30 p.m.

Fifty-two Oak Lawn students were elected as Illinois tate cholar by the Illi
nois State cholarship Commission. This selection was based on the student's ACT
Examination sub-scores and high school rank-in-class.· .. . . .

Pilgrim faith Church's Youth Group sponsors a recycling drive every third week
end of the month on Saturday and unday from 9 a.m.-S p.m. This drive consists
of the collection of bottles and papers to be recycled and is open to everyone.· . . ...

There will be a wheelchair basketball game, played by handicapped people, on
Wednesday, January 10, from 7-10 p.m. The game will be held in the Spartan
Gym and everyone is invited to attend. Admission will be charged.·. . .. .

OL's Forensics team placed first out of 25 schools in their meet at Lake Park
High School, Saturday, December 9. This was the first time the team received a
lst place trophy, in the history of its existence.

bus
BY PAT KARLAK

MR. CYRIL WILLIAMS, vice
president of the Surban Transit Bus

ystem read the editorial comment in
the last issue of The Spart.anite, and
felt he had the right to respond to what
he thinks is a somewhat unfair attack
on his company's service.

Mr. Williams agreed that employing
responsible bus drivers is a big factor
in providing good bus service. He
pointed out that his company is trying
to get full time drivers to run the
school runs (60% of his employees are
part time) because full time drivers
are generally more responsible. This
is mainly because full time drivers
have a schedule to work from and they
have to be at a certain run at an exact
time, to make sure that run gets off
and they can go on their next run. Part
time drivers on a school run aren't as
willing or likely to be on exact sche
dule, simply because they don't have an
other run right after to prod them on.

Complaints pour into the company
constantly. When asked what students
should do if they have legimate com
plaints, Mr. Williams replied "Get
specific complaints-it's too hard when
someone tells us general things. If a bus
is late, don t just say that it's late. Get
the number of that bus and write it
down along with how late it was, and
I can work from there."

WILLIAMS ALSO EXPLAINS that
most of the trouble the Suburban Tran
sit drivers encounter is from OL kids,
the part time drivers are thus reluc
tant to run the OL route. He relates,
"Most of our trouble stems from the

orthend of Hometown, 87th and
Southwest Highway, and this is be
cause of cheating. About 20% of the
students cheat, by painting pennies to
look like dimes and bunching up right
before they put in the money so that
the drivers can't tell how much is be
ing put in singlely or collectively. And
also from the bad language and the
hard times students give to the drivers.
A part time driver feels he doesn't have
to put up with it all and so he feels re
luctant to run that route.

"We want to give the kids at OL bet
ter service, but they have to help us or
else, how can we?" Mr. Williams asked.
"Of course this gives us a bad reputa
tion, and we'd like to get a better one.
But the trouble certainly isn't a good
advertisement for the school."
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Supermarket Scheduling:

Students get the choice

THE co CEPT OF a self-schedul
ing program (supermarket scheduling)
is being studied by two OL guidance
counselors, Ms. Marilyn Quinn and
Mr. Robert Meek. In this program
students choose their own classes and
period sequence, and in some cases,
their teachers.

Supermarket scheduling, which is in
existance at a number of schools in
the area, is for now only hypothetical
at OL.

apervill~ and Homewood-Floss
moor Hig' Schools are now operating
unde~this system. In these schools
juniors have first choice in the schedul
ing. Incoming freshmen are not in
cluded in this program because the
number of required courses allows them
little choice. Students meet with their
guidance counselors for registration of
the courses they want to take for the
following year. After their courses have
been chosen, the students go to another
section of the building for scheduling.
There, they are given a schedule form
and a copy of all the teachers' sched
ules. The students then plan their own
schedules.

DISATISFACTIO BECAUSE OF
PRESENT scheduling at OL may be
a good reason for operating under
this supermarket scheduling procedure.
This system would perhaps eliminate
much of the displeasure by allowing
students to arrange their own schedules
to their own preferences.

A committee of teachers and admin
istrators is being formed to investigate
the advantages and disadvantages of
this new idea. As of now, a few draw
backs have been noted. To have super
market scheduling at the start of the
fall semester, orientation dates should
be announced during the previous
winter so vacation plans can be made
not to interfere with the days set aside
to schedule the students. Another pro
blem is deciding which students would
have fil:lit choice of classes, teachers,
and period sequence. Year of gradu
ation would have priority. But the pro
cedure of giving priorities within each
class would have to be decided upon.

The Spartanite
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Holly.

An engagement ring
with a Continental heritage:

Light bursting
from a band of lace . ..

eight diamonds clustered
in starlight . ..

and each leaf
in the band individually

handpolished.

Holly.

As unique as it is beautiful.
Just in time for happiness.

Just in time for love.

MARKS BROS.
JEWELERS' SINe!: '885

EVERGREE PLAZA ·YORKTO

Page 3
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95TH & CICERO - OAK LAWN
TO OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

AND FOR MORTGAGE INFORMATION

CALL 425-7000

FASHION JEWELRY.

ANO PARTY GOODS

636-9743

6419 W 87TH STREET

O"K L"WN. ILL. 60453

HALLMARK CARDS. GIFTS.

EXTRA Wolk·in lobby
and Orive·in Hours
Tues. Thurs. .( 10 8
W.d. 910.(
Sol. 110.(

HOURS
Mon., Fri. 910 8

Tues., Thurs. 9 to ~

Sol. - 9·1
Closed Wed.

CHICAGO PHONE 582-7000

CALENDAI:I '
OF EVENTS

DECEMBER
23 Xmas Vacation begins
26-29 Holiday BB Tournament at

Richard

JA VARY
3 School resumes
10 Wheelchair BB game, Spanan Gym
11 Band Parents feeting, 7:30 p.m.
12 SAT and Achie\'ement Tests
15-16 Semester Exams
17 End of Fir t Semester
18 ROTC 'Dining Inn'. Teachers

cafeteria
23 Key Club meet, 7:30 p.m. 117

9517 Cook Avenue
Oaklawn,lIl.

GA3-3700
All :-:ew Selection
of Greeting Cards

OAK LAWN
NEWS AGENCY
BOOK STORE

MARK MOFFLER, a 1970 grad
uate of Oak Lawn, recently had his
biological research paper published
in a scientific journal, which is widely
used in the nation's colleges.

t-.lark wrote of his extensive research
of the communication by radio waves
as found in different breeds of fish. He
is studying marine biology at the Cni
versity of outhern Florida where he
a ttends school.

Another 1970 OL alumnus, Jim Lit
ton. is in the process of getting his
paper approved. Jim attends Ripon
College in \\'isconsin, and along with
~lark and 15 fellow students did a com
parative study of the biological and bio
chemical aspects of Lake \\'innebago
and Green Lake in Wisconsin.

recognition

Alumni merit

OL'S FIRST CHRISTMAS DA CE
""'inter Wonderland", will be held
Friday. December 22, -11 p.m.

The semiformal turnabout is spon
sored by the enior CIa , and tickets
are on sale during lunch periods at
$4 a couple.

OL first :Winter dance

TEENAGE DRIVER ED. (FOR TEENS 15-17 YRS. OLD)

30 HR . CLASS
12 HR . I -CAR
TRIPFORPER 11T COMPLETE4WK.COURSE....$90.00
• 0 CO TRACTS- EASY PAY PLAN
.1 SURA CE DISCOL: j T CERTI FlCATES

SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL
4700 W. 103RD ST.
(I ARENA CE TER LOBBY) 499-2832
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Spartanil:e

is this a Criticism of the walkout or of
OLCH ? Isn't high school meant to
facilitate our per onal development so
that we can face the challenges of
adulthood by ourselves, as individu
als? If there were students walking out
because "all their friends were", I
would ay OL is failing tho e students
by not preparing them to react as
individuals.

How does OLCH inhibit personal
development of students? Everyone.
and I mean everyone, hovers over us
and no one gives u a chance to say
how we feel. Who hould know better
what a tudent's wants and need are
than a student? During a meeting in
which Jan Goltz, Dawn ~laniatis, and
myself were recommending the 55
minute open lunch, Dr. Paul Davie
said, "You know students don't al
ways know what is best for them."
Who does? A man who has been out
of high school for sometime now, a
time that has seen rapid change? A
man whet doe n't realize the frustra
tions of a new youth?

EV(RGR~ f '
PI f· '

-II " " I'

cutting problem and after the first cut
the behavior is seldom repeated. But
she also feels anytime the system is
changed, where people get more free
dom, there will be mcrea ed single
period cuts

Dear Editor,
During the past four years I have

attended OLCH "Educational In
stitution." I have changed greatly in
these four years. It seems apparent
to me that this institution has played
a major role in my change.

jll
. C~\ C)
OL
SilO J', Tllry
iJA t: NOl'(

r c.l1)U~ 1\ ,. J~,J

Part of The Spartanite'J criticism
tated, ":--'lany students who did walk

out had no idea what they were pro
testing against; and for the most part
many were doing it only to get out of
a class or because. all their friends
were participating." Think carefully,

I was an active participant in the
walkout of 'ovember 9. Many people,
including the Editorial Board of The
Spa rtanlle , feel the walkout wa un
successful. Did 300 students walk out
just for the helluvit? Perhaps if the ad
ministrators and Editorial Board
could momentarily overlook the damn
able act of going against the system
by walking out, then they would open
their eyes and realize, "Hey something
must be dissatisfying if this many stu
dents walk out. ,.

.'1r. CrcJujord'J
obvioUJ aJ you

JUrroundmg the
not knoun, and

prmted concernmg
and not rumorJ,

Chery'/ Pouxll '75

Editor 'JSote:
The "truth" about

rtJlgnatlOn IJ not aJ

thmA. All the factJ
Crawford debacle arr
befoTt anJthing IJ

tM "truth" factJ,
mUJt btal'azlab/r.

BY DAlY MA IATIS
Freedom is a key word at Evergreen

Park High School. At this time, there
is no set discipline code. In the case
of cutting, the truant student gets a
zero for the day, with no privilege to
make up the work. Punishment is up
to the teacher, but there are no deten
tions at all.

At EPH they like to get to the rea
son for cut. ,. Punishment i not the
answer, there is a reason cutting is
taking place." said Miss Ardith In
man, Dean of Girls. The biggest cut
ting problem is with the required
classes. As a result. students attend
ing EPH have been given more elec
tive cla e in hopes of reducing the
cutting problems.

Mi Inman feels their system is
working well. Her altitude is reflected
by mo of he other administrators.

he aid that thcre isn't that large a

DearEditor,
Why didn't The Spartanlte print

the truth about Mr. Crawford~ Every
body knows he was forced into re
signing.

Drar Editor,
I really think it' stupid that kids

starting second period can't use the
front doors. Maybe it doe n't seem far
to use the cafeteria doors but when it's
10° below zero. it seems like miles.

Lu Lant;: '75

Dear Editor.
\\'hen i the school going to do

somethi: g about the heating system~

Durin ....the summer we get heat and
jR:the winter we get cold air.

"'fane 0 'Connor '75

Freedom reigns
at EPHS



mar·j,jua·na. mar·j·hua·na (mAr';>-wa'n;)) n. 1. A plant, hemp
(see). 2. Th" dried nowcr clusters and leaves of the hemp plant,
especially when taken to induce euphoria. Slang equivalents
mclude ··weed." "pot," "Mary Jane," "tea," "gage," "grass,"
and as a cigarette. "reefer," "joint -. Sec hashish. bhang.
[M:.:xican Spanish mariguana, marihuanat]
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Marijuana (CannabIs satIVa).

Unfortunately, the dictionary ne
glects to mention anything of the cul
ture which has grown around canna
bis. Among many young people, (over
25 million in the .) marijuana smok
ing is a popular and diverting past
time, and with good reason. Its users
find it enjoyable and a welcome al
ternative to more powerful, dangerous
drugs.

Recently, there has been a nation
wide clamor to legalize its growing.
harvesting, and distribution. Even
Consumers Union has advocated that
" ...each of the fUty states similarly
repealed existing marijuana laws and
passed new laws legalizing the pro
cessing and orderly marketing of mari
juana-subject to appropriate regula
tions.' (Chicago Tribune, December
3, 1972)

Why should grass be legalized? For
one it is a less dangerous drug than
many of those currently on the market.
This is not to say that it is completely
safe or· harmless, but it cannot be more
dangerous to the mind than alcohol,
or to the body as tobacco. Also, a vast
amount of people use it and to rigidly
enforce a law so widely flaunted as
marijuana usalre is impractical.

Hulth and Addiction
Last February government re-

searchers for the . ational Institute of
Mental Health delved into the effects
and dangers of marijuana concluding
that, "There is no evidence; through
tests, that the use of marijuana causes
experimentation with other illicit drugs
and that cannabis does not lead to

The Spartanite

physical dependancy. No torturous with
drawal syndrome follows the sud den
cessation of chronic, heavy use of mari
juana. Also stated was the fact that
marijuana usage does not play an im
portant, causal role in the commission
of crimes, and that there are few in
dications that "Light to moderate use
ate use of pot has deleterious physical
effects" or is a "Sufficient or contribu
tory cause of chronic psychosis or
mental illness."

As a threat to hIe the researchers
found that "Death from an exceed
ingly high alcoholic percentage in the
'bloodstream compared to an over
dose of marijuana are relatively equal,
if not alcohol exceeding the death rate."

Who Uses Marijuana
Basically young people between the

ages of 14 to 24 are the chief users of
grass. Perhaps that is why marijuana
had been so previously rejected by
the parents and elders of today's
youth. They realized that it wasn t
just a certain type of teenager smoking
up, but a wide variety of kids including
the most well educated of college cam
puses and high school alike. Also,

December 21, 1972

many psychiatrists and researchers
tried to tie in the usage of pot to one
certain group or minority of teens,
who supposedly have psychological
problems which led them to smoking
up. This point has been proved invalid
by the simple fact that 8.3 million
American youths are current pot users.

Steps to Legalization
Steps aimed at easing marijuana

penalties along with its legalization
movements, have been drastically con
fronted in recent years.

A commission appointed by Con
gress last spring reccommended that
marijuana be legalized for private,
personal use. The commission also
proposed that laws be changed to per
mit casual distribution of small
amounts of the drug when little or no
money changes hands. They found
that through many p.:>litical and non
political actions, the potential harm
is certainly not great enough to justify
intrusion by the law into an individ
ual s privacy.

One of the most recent dri es:IN in
California late this past sl.lJlimer. The
statewide campaign called the Cali
fornia Marijuana lnitiave, collected
enough signatures to support a pro
posal that would enable the legaliza
tion of marijuana in California and
allow it to be headed under the states
Health and Safety Code. The proposal
reads as follows:

"No person in the tate of Califor
nia eighteen years of age or older shall
be punished criminally, or be
denied any right or priviledge by rea
son of such a person's planting, culti
vating, harvesting, drying, process
ing, otherwise preparing, transporting,

sessing marijuana for personal use or'
by reason of that use.

This provision shall in no way be
considered to repeal existing legislature
ture prohibiting persons under the in
nuence of marijuana from engaging
in conduct that endangers others."
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76 35

19 Party 7

16 Go to dances 7

14 Go skating 6

13 Go shopping 6
12 Go to MacDonalds 5

11 Miscellaneous 5
a

29

34 Concerts 6
32 Coffee House 4

7 o new activities 50

6

43 46

A DEAN STATED, "I don't have
time to get to know the students of
OLCHS." Is this right to the acknow
ledgement of the students and the
deans? Some of us spend a minimum
of five hours a school year in the
dean's office. We should be able to
talk to our deans.

Why can't we have a ' hello" when
we walk into our deans office?

Why can't we be asked why we cut
the class? Do the deans care why we
cut a class or do they just care that we
get the punishment they feel we de
serve?

The total environment of OLCHS
is changing. We mustn't be under
stood by our teachers alone, but by
our deans. We need deans who are
able to relate with students of OL and
to recognize that students are here for
more than just being misunderstood.

The administration also realizes
that there are students here who are
dissatisifed but yet have a real con
cern for their school. The changes
in the system that I walked out for
would not come into effect until after
I graduate. They are for future stu
dents. OLCHS must change and adapt
itself to meet the needs of its students.
I hope the administration will now
confer with students, as students, in
making the adaption.

Bonnie Perschau, '73

Just mess around
Go drinklng
Attend sports events

Go to movies
Work

Stay at home
Yes
99

2. What do you usually do on

weekends?

Dances
Sports
Hay rides
Parties

5. If the activities you suggested Yes
were available, would you 46

still do the same things you
now do?

3. Would you like more
activities to be offered
on weekends?

4. What new activities would
you like to see offered?

Student opinion poll
1. Are you satisfied with the

choices of th1ngs to do on Yes
weekends in OL? 24

Deans need UpdatIng
BY SUE SICILIANO

HOW WELL DO YOU know your
dean? Why?

If you find a compatible relation
ship between yourself and your dean
you -are in terrific shape. If you find
yourself on shaky terms, you never
tried or "vice versa. '

Our school has been in existence for
twenty one years. Mrs. Orr and Mr.
Burgess stuck out these years with dif
ferent students, good and bad.

I think the time has come for the stu·
dents to see new faces. The majority
of students at Oak Lawn find it strenu
ous to rap with their own dean. Is it
because the older generation has no
thing in common with the youth of
1972, and the youth of future years?

Cont'd
but he didn't care why I as an individ
ual student, opposed his system.

Lastly, I do not think the walkout
was so unsuccessful as The Spa rlanile
would have one believe. Those who
are objective realize it is not wrong
for people to work for what they be
lieve in, and to voice their discon
tent. The administration now realizes
that students are not so vulnerable
as in the past.

Even though the proposal was never
passed, the support was amazing.
Along with the California Initiative,
movements like these are continually
being made, not only on a statewide
level, but a national one, also.

A movement also began in Ann Ar
bor, Michigan. A law was recently
passed making the usage and sale of
marijuana between friends punishable

by a mere 5 fine.

Cont'd Letters to the Editor pg.5
Does OLCH regard its students as

individuals? During a meeting pending
my suspension uperintendent Lynch
addresse? my mother by someone
else's la t name. Here I was getting
kicked out and he didn't realize who
I was. I wondered where his interest
really lay. I went against his system,

Why is Pot So Popular?
The partanite Editorial Board

talked to ome students at OL about
grass smoking. A student from a mi
nority "clique' stated, "I've been
smoking grass for a long time, I really
enjoy it," just as another student of dif
ferent status said, "I'm all for the
legalizat,ion of marijuana. It feels
good, apd I don't get as sick as if I m
fu!]. o~cheap wine."
p-

ome students merely stated that
they were scared because of the legal
action involved if 'ever caught with it
and that they didn't have the money
to support an illegal habit. Others be
came slightly confused because they
have either never smoked up or they
were completely against it.

The Editorial Board feels that, at
the very least, possession of marijuana
should be decriminalized. meaning that
fines would be levied rather than jail
sentences. Right now, the legal implica
tions of conviction are frightening. The
criminal record the individual receives
can make it impossible for that per
son to obtain any of a wide variety of
jobs.

Marijuana legalization would have
great advantages to both the user and
the government. The government (state
or federal) would have the responsi
bility of regulation, purity and distri
bution laws. The user would be able
to obtain it freely and it a much less
lower price than on the current black
market level.
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l\1y mind con ists
of empty caverns
yearning to be filled
Each crevice and fold
reaching out for blls and pieces
l\.1y mind i hallways
that echo with memories
of laughter and fun
of heart aches and tears
l\ly mind is a network
of rivers that flow
with ideas and creations
and river banks
tha tare sca ttered
with forgotten faces.

SUt Brosmort, '16

A dove sat at my window.
The smoke cleared, and it was silent.
There was peace.

Tma Luchml, '74

A mountain strea'Tl rolls by,
Black birds shoot across the sky.
Peace and quiet in the deep dark forest.
A magnificent beauty for even the
poorest.

But then one day the workers came,
And slowly drove out the wild game.
Finally one day came a deadly dawn.
Because now the beauty is all gone.

Jim Ellis, '74

Remember me when time. with it
sinuous
Hands. has forced our paths apart
Changing a formerly organized life
for us
Into a raging turmoil for both heart
And mind. And if. in a while
\\'e find ourselves together.
The time we spent apart and all the
mile
hall be forgotten But together

Time. which has till now remained
L"nleashed, would be a crime.
For if our hearts were meant to be
stained
\\'ith love and its thrills 0 ublime.
:\othing. not even time's passage,
could distort the memories of love or
Its message.

.\la'.lJo.\farkt;;/Ch, '73

Why Were ,'\ e ent?

'Vhy were we sent?
Nobody knows, no one understands
why this was meant.
The lonely ones are always here
Just to be snickered. watched at and
sneered.

Many of us often wonder why
So many, close to us should have to die
But who cares of us, the lonely ones,
As we sit, as we watch the many suns.

Look at us, give us a chance
Look at the lonely ones.
You only have one life to show your

love _"'"
#" •

Show it now during the season for the
one who watches from abeve .

I
Lmda Lill'l'ak, '15

Autumn is a livcly time,
For quirrcls and chipmunks.
Thcy hurry
To get thc most nuts.

Because of the deep snow
Fragile deer feet are twisted and turned
Alas, poor doe
For her stiff frozen fawn which neVN
learned.
He was too young.
He did not dream
Of ottcrs on their stomachs
Sliding down hills to the Frozen tream.

Lorramt Hurl, '75
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Destroy, de troy.
All the homes of HanoI.
Destroy, de troy,
All the girl and the bo}

'Vhy do we end
Our men over there?

o we can worry.
With hate and despair.

let u top thi ,
This uncalled for war.
So that there may be peace
In this world once more.

Phil.\1o/l, '74

The belief in God
Has been lost
Religion of falseness
• ow it cost
Building glorious places
Going to impre
Impress only other ones
People should drop it
People go to change it
God is love and ever present
;-';ot a unday drop in cure

....fiAt Eurson. '75

A blade of gra
a falling tar
the ilent wind
dnd a noi y car.

A factory
and a butterfly
just don't mix
so one \l'dl dIe.

Alia, ~/,,f /- "7-1

The white sky hung over the
snow-covered ground.
I watched the children in the
deserted apple orchard.
I saw them uddenly run
tails up, with long leaps. lovely and
slow.
Over the bushes bowed with snow.
a sudden trip brings them down
to their knees, but they' scramble
up and. perking their ears, run
from strange men with guns.

Ka/h) WhltntJ, '74

A Long 'Vait to :'\owhere

I used to be content
To say I wished or I dreamed
But now these things bring me sadness

Because wishing and dreaming
Can never sucr""d where trying has
failed

Kim Carlson, '76

At the peaceround table in Pairtown
Peace is in the air
"There Ki theiu and Advisbitrators
Are nyjet here and there

Conferences and confermeets have
Been held for Decayers
Amidst the heartsorrow of wiIemothers
, ho've shed thoumillion tears

''''e're inchfeet away from warend
..A generation of peace," the
presleader cries
". '0 more sorrow anywhere"
Except for those who's dearloved died

Anna 8as/ountS, '74

Aren't >'ou dead yet?
Why! You're defying the law!
The electric chair-the death bed
the end.
You're still 0 beautiful.
Your lashe glow so darkly.
Your hands! They're 0 oft,
so warm.
Your face should be
ragged and torn.
Your body-bent and broken.
Why must you defy the law~

Don't you know?
Flowers only bloom in spring,

These be
three lonely thing:
old cigarette-stained men ..
a shivering metal city ...
living.

LJnlllt KOUXllskl, '74
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Ecologist!» offer population controls

Godspell betters Superstar

BY JAN SCHMITT
Overpopulation is, in my opinion,
the most serious threat to the
whole future of our species.

Sir Julian Huxley
THESE ARE THE FEEL! GS of

the many environmentalists who are
now urging Zero Population Growth.
ZPG's goal is to reduce the population
explosion until the birth rate and death
rate are even or, more simply, until
the total number of people born each
day is the same as the total number of
people who die each day.

The environmentalists plight may
become more pertinent when consider
ing control of unwanted pregnancies
in high school girls as a population
control.

Ecological reasons for control of
population are numerous. Half the
world's population is now made up of

BY DOUG DOMKE
IN MAY OF 1971 an off-shoot pro

duction of JtSUS Christ Superstar was
presented in an off-Broadway theater.
Since then it has been presented around
the world. The play is Godsptll, now
playing at the Studebaker Theater.

Godsptll opens with a song called
"The Tower of Babel," during which
each member of the cast portrays a
different philosopher preaching his
own word to the people. uddenly,
emerging from one corner of the set,
comes a frail, young man who begin'
to preach the word of God to the philo
phers. Almost immediately the man is
accepted as the Lord and adorned in a
Superman costume to signify his rank.

The Gospell players act out many of

children. In the future, it is estimated

that children will out number adults 2
to 1 or an average pair of adults will
be responsible for 4 children.

INCREASE I population
means a decrease in all the resource
the human body requires for survival.
For example the building of dwellings
takes away more and more land leav
ing less space to grow food. As peo
ple consume plants and trees for food
and building materials they are mak
ing it hardq for humans to breathe
because vegatation converts wa te to
carbon dioxide to needed oxygen.

These are very significant reasons
for women to seek a method of birth
control. A high school girl might con
sider the following alternatives in birth
control.

ay no and mean it. If that fail. see

the parables of the Lord with up-dateo
music and dance for each.

OUR! G THE I TERMISSIO ,
wine was served on stage to anyone
who was willing to indulge. urprising
I enough, almost everyone made
their way toward the stage to ample
the cheap brew.

Once again the play gets undem ay
but now with a slightly different atti
tude. Judas has now entered the scene
and is making plans to betray Christ.

The betrayal finally comes off and
Christ is put to death against a screen
wall to signify the cross. As the re
maining members of the cast prepare
to bury Christ they somehow work
their way into a finale of .. Day by
Day" and end on a happy note with

a doctor the very next day. He can
give you a series of "morning after"
hormone shots which will prevent pre
gnancy.

If you are pregnant there are several
options you may take. Counseling ser
vices such as the South uburban
Youth Center (754-9030) offer free
pregnancy tests, crisis prevention, and
counseling. Writing the ARAL (Box
6083, San Francisco, 94101) gets the
best currents information on pregnan
cies.

A PREG T GIRL CAN keep
the baby, give it up for adoption, or
have an abortion. The last choice is
the hardest to achieve. In most states,
like Illinois, abortions are illegal. Of
course. the girls could go to one of
those "down in the alley up the stairs
deals." But there is no guarantee that
she will not come out of such a place
just a little sore or even dead.

nyone would be far safer by con
sulting a doctor. There is also the pos
sibility of traveling to a state with rgore
liberal abortion laws, such as ew
York. Although it is not usually re
commended, such a trip could be made
in one day air fare and clinic costs
would amo~nt to less than $150.00.

Think about it. Don't let yourself
get caught in what may be the biggest
mistake in your life.

a standing ovation from the, nfl';f au-
dience. ~

IN COMPARI G CMSPELL to

JtSuS ChrISt Superstar, I ha ve found
that Godsptll was more enjoyable be
cause of its loose atmosphere. Super
star presented only a dressed cast with
music while Godspell shows how to
use the cast along with the music.

TEENAGE DRIVER ED. (FOR TEENS 15-17 YRS. OLD)

30 HRS. CLASS
12 HRS. I -CAR
TRIPFORPERMIT COMPLETE4WK.COURSE ....$90.00
• 0 co TRACTS-EASY PAY PLA.1 SURA CE DISCOUNT CERTIFICATES

DRIVING

499-2832

SCHOOL
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It Youth creates"

••
r'

Open MOft •• Thurs.•
Frf. till 9:00:

Dolly to 6:00.
Clos.eI SUftel~ys

LEVI'S'
HEADQUARTERS

BELL
BOTTOMS

If you've got the b'Jild for body
shirts, Levi's has the jeans that
complMe the scene. Authentic
bell bottoms in tough XX denim
solid or striped twill or cordu
roy. Pick up on Levi's now! Waist
27 to 42. Inseam 27 to 36. From

$9.00
u=•

18,000 PAIRS OF LEVI'S
TO CHOOSE FROM •.•

Nuvo Flores, BI ue Jean Bells,
Dress Flores, Straight Leg
Jean-s. Also many other styles.
Largest selection of Levi styles
and sizes. Most styles ovoil
obi e in: W /list sites ~7" to 42"

Inseam: 27" to 36"

S&S
STORE FOR

MEN & BOYS
5215 W. 95th St.

GA 2-4044

WANT TO START a coffeehouse,
put on a play, OT just do anything, bu'
don't have the money? Somebody
knows your problem. For this reason
"Youth Creates" was born.

Youth Creates is an organization
for youths (13-20) which funds pro
jects that otherwise could not have
started for lack of funds. The group
has $20,000 which it is giving away
in grants from $300 to $500. W. Cle
ment and Jessie B. Stone Foundation
has provided the money.

Bill Hassett board member said,
"Our basic purpose is to prove that
people under 21 can function as well
as people over 21." Once a proposal
has been submitted, it goes before a
board of eig-ht youths and five adult~.

If the majority vote is in favor of thf
project, the money is granted. Any
idea can be submitted for funding ex
cept political projects.

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED in
sending in a proposal, include the
points that follow. Tell what the need
.s that you hope to fulfill by your pro
ject, and what steps you will take to
fulfill that need. Explain where your
program will take place and when, or
in what span of time the program will
lccur.

You must also include the people in
volved in the program, telling who will
have authority and what outside re
sources you could use. Last, tell why
you feel you need the funding, giving
the budget, and telling when you could
make reports on what you are doing.
Include principal members phone num
bers and send to:

Youth Creates
Leti Ferry

31 E. Ogden Ave.
La Grange, Ill. 60525

DIVER DRUGS
9713 S.W. HWY.

WHERE IS JOHN BUCKELS?
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Let's celebrate

our Lord

BY RICK RUB ER

IT S THAT TIME of year to cele
brate the birth of something that made
a great change in the world.

It all happened many hundreds of
years ago. It was very small then and
wa n't too important. But it began to
grow very fast. oon you needed it to
survive in the world. It was a good
thing that mankind had it. But, just
like everything else that man sees good
he began to abuse it. 0 longer was it
there to help us survive, but it was
there 0 we all could ha ve LUX RY!

Ye. it' the time of year to celebrate
the birth of our savior-Money.

Where would the world be if Money
had not come into this world? The
gate of Cea ar's Palace, Madison

quare Garden. and the World's Fair
would not be open to us. We all would
be doomed to live in a hell of boredom.

Of cour e. the United tates is the
greatest disciple of Money. We should
be proud to be a part of it. The name
of our religion is Capitalism. It's a
great religion. Millions of people have
been filled with the glory of Money be·
cause of Capitalism.

The C .S. is very faithful to Money.
Just take a look around you to see
how great Money is. 'Ne have great in·
dustrial cities, massive transportation,
a great abundance of recreation and
vacation areas, and we all live in
beautiful homes. We have beautiful
shrines too. such as the Golden Gate
Bridge. the Empire tate Building,
the Astrodome, and of course, Our
Holy ~tother the tatue of Liberty. All
of these are grea t signs of Money.

People all over the world are in love
with America's Money. Millions of im
migrant come here to be free and
uccessful in this Promised Land.

\\'e have great places to go so we
can worship our Lord, 1oney. We
can go to ~fiami, :'\ew York, Hawaii,
Los Angeles and Las Vegas. These
are true heavens.

It· a good thing that we can cele·
brate :--toneymas. It gives us a good
chance to show our love for others by
buying them a nice present.

Merry Moneymas and a Wealthy
:"ew Year!

OLCHS - -1954

BY DENISE RAY
TWO DECADES AGO... It sounds like a long time. Things must change in

time. Things must change in order to grow and improve.
Twenty years ago, in September of 1952, OLCH made its debut and opened

up the doors to its first group of tudents. To the OL students today, it would
have been no grand entrance.

The original school only extended from where the Auditorium Gym now is to
the library. The gym, which served both girls' and boys' P.E. classes, started
without a roof.

THE LIBRARY OPE ED without a book on the shelve and had no carpeting.
The first cafeteria is where the wrestling room is ituated now.

Oak Lawn was the second school to be built in the southwest area. The only
school that was constructed earlier 1 Reavis High chool which is two years older.
Schools such as Evergreen, andburg. tagg. H-F, Richard. and other suburban
schools were not built until several year later.

( EXT ISSUE: Changes in Teachers and Faculty)

VAN MALE BUICK
7051 S. WESTERN AVE.

FOR A GOOD DEAL CALL 776-0500
..
•
I

GRAND OPENING

KARATE ACADEMY
6060 W. 95TH STREET
OAK LAWN, ILL. 60453

HOURS MONDAY THRU THURS
2:00P.M.-T1L-IO:OO P.M.

"FREE TRIAL LESSON"
CALL TODAY

425-2114
located One Block West Of Oak lawn H.S.
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Grapplers eye

winning season
BY JOE POLACEK

WITH THE SEA 0 a month old,
the partan varsity wrestling team has
an undefeated record. This years team
looks to be the best thi school has
had in a long time.

The grapplers will be trying to bet
ter last years 6-10 record. They al
ready have five victories in as many
meets on this December 10 deadline.
The partans have piled up scores of
33-12 over River ide-Brookfield, 30
20 over Richards. 46-10 over Ei en
hower, 44-6'.over Thorton, and a 29-17
victory ove(Tinley Park.

-h Craig has been getting good
consistent wrestling from the whole team
which includes undefeated Terry Mul
renin (119) and Bob Fitzgerald (145).
Cary Oganeku and John Maniatis
share the undefeated honors at the 98
pound category.

THE TEAMS TO BEAT in conver
ence this year would be Carl andburg.
Evergreen Park (also undefeated, and
winning a meet with all falls 66-6),
Homewood-Flossmoor, Lincolnway,
and Rich East, which all have solid
teams.

Varisty coach Jim Craig i stre sing
fundamentals more than anything this
year. Coach Craig basically wants
the wrestlers to learn the skills and to
be aggressive. According to Craig,
there are four things which make a
good wrestler: .. Having a good at
titude, being aggressive at all times.
being honest, and learning the skills."
Thi year Coach Craig wants "to have
not only tate qualifiers. but state
finishers ...

SELF DEFUSE
SCHOOL OF

KARATE
& KUNG-FU

Private facilities far wamen

Special courses for children

S"ivn. LESSONS
ill .... ort n4.50 ......., 121M

1611 VINCENNES
CHICAGO HuTS. 756·4020

3412 W. 95th ST
EVERGREEN PI<. 449·3818

The Spartanite

We don't
make promises.

We make
guarante s.

'e hav 00 n an good hmgs a
o er a 0 a e an u (They re so

ood you ma thmk we ar makm hem
) R on

Bn1lstm8llt Guarantee
~. '4rdS preseo •

Pll r1~k J. CunnlDalwa _
~ .... -·-1 ... • ,. ,'''-5-

: i~... .J·. J'~'l'W:'

~.YQC1 ~!.l:LPaAL.li.llll...of ~ho1ce-

~ h InfantrY Div1s1on. $ebofield_
Q. 'lW...J!alla11: J"Q tt&1D~__
Course~~5B2 (Rad10 Operator).

H>eC7iJ421/M7r ~ 00 - 6- W

To get complete detaIls
talk It over WIth your local Anny Representa(lve.

5246 W. 95ttl STREET
OAK LAWN. ILl. 60453

OR CALL:
312-636-3913

loday's Army wants to join you.

Page 13
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Big Green Wave rolls over competition

3784 W. 79TH ST.
CHICAGO, ILL. 60652

SWIMMI G DATES

Wed. Jan.:5 QUigley outh 4:15 T
Tue. Jan. 9 ~Iorton Ea I 4:30 H
Thu. Jan. 11 H-F 7:00 T
Tue. Jan. 16 T.F. outh 4:30 H
Thu. Jan. 18 andLurg 7:00 H
Fri. Jan. 26 Rea\'is 7:00 T

BY DO G DOMKE
AS I MA Y PREVIOUS YEARS,

the Oak La.....n varisty swimming team
has started their sea on off on the
right fool.

This year, under the coaching of
Mr. Robert Wendling of the cience
Department, the s..... immers have slated
victories against Bloom Township, 67
28; Marist, 49-46; and Arl:(o, 66-29.
Los es to Morton \Vest and Tinley Park
are the only blemishes on their 1972
73 record so far this eason.

"I really enjoy coaching," comments
Mr. Wendling "1 really didn't think it
would be easy. There's a lot more
personal involvement to it than most
people think, but it's well worth the
challenge. "

THE TEAM REALLY likes their new
coach as well as he likes coaching.
Joe Crement, junior, commented that,
"He's doing a real good job. He puts
us through some real good workouts."

~1r. Jame ~farkel, last years' coach
and the originator of the 'Big Green
\Vave' nickname, has retired from
coaching but still keeps an eye on the
team and helps in any way he can.
He is also the announcer for all home
swimming meets.

Returning lettermen this year include
Bob Haa. Ron chuberth Dave Von
Holst, Joe Crement. Kevin HofflJlall
and Kurt Erickson. The e boysr ~ng
with the co-operation of Gai"y chu
berth, John Lesnewski. Gary' Guzzo,
and Mike Ganz, hope to continue the
season with their winning efforts.

COACH WE DLI G HOPES to

have improved each swimmer's times
by the end of this season, if only by
just a few seconds. He reported that
senior Kurt Erickson is only seconds
away from ening a ne..... chool record
in the 400 Yard free tyle e\'ent.

Looking into January and Febru
ary, Homewood-Flossmoor, Ever
green Park and Carl andburg are
going to be the teams to beat.

!BdL :J.ohn~on

cSpo'tting g ood~

The Exclusive
Distributors of the

Oak Lawn
Varsity Jacket

(See Mr. Scarpelli
for your order)

OAK LAWN

DRIVING SCHOOL
4957 W. 95th St. 423-1212

Teen Age Program
.4 Week Course - 1 5-1 7 years old

.Slue Slip for Drivers License
.H.S. Credit - Auto Ins. Discount

.Free Trip for Permit and Drivers License

Oak Lawn varsity swimmers take off for a win against Marist, 49-46. (Spar
tanite photo by Gary Poczulp)
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Grow in popularity

Girls sports provide new outlets

TE IS AND SWIMMI G are
offered for the fall sports season; in
the winter it' a choice between gym
nastics, badminton, volleyball, and
basketball.

Holly: Happy Birthday and Merry
Christmas. EMO

Pat: All I can give you for Christmas
is myself. Lucky you everyone else
gets a crummy pre ent. Have a Merry
Christmas you little goomba. Joe

Cindy: Merry Christmas, baby. Mark
Spitz

Don Oski thinks he is Donny 0 mond.
His Fans

Linda Rebout: Merry Christmas. Your
Secret Pal

Mr. G: We think you're a doLI. Fans

the girl receive no financial backing
for their efforts. except for the tearn
bu es. The girl have raised the rest
through working concessions, coat
check at Homecoming, and sponsoring
a wimathon.

MS. JU E BECVAR, coach of
the volleyball and swimming tearns,
is very pleased with the turnout for
try-out. he added that, "It has
made the girls stronger and better in
P.E. clas es."

At present, oftball and track will not
be offered in spring, but might be of
fered during the 1973-74 school year.

\ Classified Ads I

Girls Sports include,(clockwise.
from top): taking shots in basket
ball; working the unevens in gym
mastics; serving hard in volleyball;
and dodging opponents in basket
ball. (Spartanite photo by Gary
Poczulp)

T
II

II
/I
T
T

B.\ KETBALL

Hean.>

Ilk.h... nh
.... ndburg

I Jilbt"

GIRLS \,OLLEYBAU
Ewrgreen Park

Thonon Fr"c. :\onh

\Iar,h I

\I""h
\Ia reh I.')

\Iar,h :.n

J...n 13
J,lIl.20

BY YLVI:\ WIER
THERE ED TO BE a time

when the mo t active part a girl at
Oak Lawn could take in athletic
events was to cheer at them.

Happily. for the girl . the time
have changed. :"ow female LUdents
of OL can participate in any of ix
port offered to them through the

Girls Phy ical Education Department.
Thi i e third year for a girl

ports pr ~ am at OL. The program
has -:anded from four to six sports,
and has increased, more notably. in
popularity with the girls.
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Rough beginning

Cagers overcoming problems

Gymnasts drop two

Oak Lawn

Spa anite

SPOtS

BY MIKE RICH
"OF COURSE WE'RE E COUR

AGED, we're playing better basketball,
and we're winning", remarked Coach
Len Scaduto when asked about the last
two games.

Carl Sandburg and Morton West,
were our opponents in those last two
games, which both ended lip as Oak
Lawn victories. That brought their
overall record to 3-5. The Morton West
game was won by a score of 47-36,
and the Sandburg game fmished up
68-47, in favor of the Spartans. The
latter was the most beneficial to Oak
Lawn, as it evened their conference
record at 1-1. If represented the finest
team effort of the season, as four play
ers scored in double figures. John Mor
rissey led the way with 17 .points, fol
lowed dosly by Dave Altenburg with
15, Mike Paytk 14, and Kurt Engel
picked up 10.

Thingl> weren't so good in the begin
ning of the year for Coach Scaduto's
warriors, as the dropped five out of
their first six games. This was caused
by a number of different problems that
the team has experenced. Last issue,
it was pointed out that one problem
the team faced was lack of height.

Oak Lawn senior John Morrissey
goes up for a !ihot against Argo in
Thanksgiving's Quiqley Tourna
.nent. (Spartanite photo by Gary
Poclulp)

Coach Scaduto derified this when he
said, "It's not necessarily lack of height
that's a problem as much as the lack
of re~unding."

LACK OF REBOUNDING wasn't
the only reason for losing five out of
six games. In fact, in a number of those
games we equalled, of bettered our op
ponent in rebounds. Other reasons for
the Spartans losing particular games
would include, turnovers, committing
fouls, and even shooting percentage,
which with exception to one game has
been excellent.

For a while it looked like the biggest
question before the game was not what

Page 16

BY ROY SANTORO
HOPING TO IMPROVE last years

6-9 record, the Oak Lawn gymnastics
season is under way.

In their first meet, the Spartans lost
to Lyons, 104-45. While the team had
trouble getting started, the Lyons team
was pulling in points left and right.

ext to invade Oak Lawn was
Schaumberg. Although the gymnasts.
went down in defeat 101-71, the Spar
tans were a much different team than
'it the last meet. Their spirit and at
titude were much better as was their
?ef£ormance on the floor.

CHUCK REARDON LED THE
SPARTANS by contributing 20 points
to the effort. Don Berg, sidehorse. Mark

team would win, but rather how Oak
Lawn would lose. But that started to
chanj!;e in the !!;ame directly preceeding
the Sandburg, Monon \\'est games, in
a game against Eisenhower. Even
though the Spartan.< were defeated by
Eisenhower 47-41, Coach caduto
thought his men played a good game,
even better than the game which saw
them capture their only previous win,
74-42, rout over Bogan.

The Spartans will play at the Oak
Lawn Holiday Tournament, being
held at Richards, December 26 through
the 29. Oak Lawn's first game will
be the 27th against Marist, at 7:30.

December 21, 1972
..g

... -..
•I

Marcek, horizontal bar. and Karl
Kamber, parallel bars all turned in
good performances.

Although Joel Simone's gymnasts
are off to a slow Start this season,
they are improving. How far they will
come along in the next few weeks will
determine what kind of year they will
have. If the partan gyrrmsts can con
tinue to improve at a substantial pace,
they could make a good season of it.
It will take a strong team effort to
keep them going it does not look
like they can rely on anyone man this
season.

This Saturday will be one of the
keys to set the stage for the rest of the
season as Oak Lawn travels to the
Lake Park Varsity Tournament.
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Forensics conquers
'Lit tie Egypt'

OAK LAW'S FORE SICS team
placed " umber One" out of 25
schools in the Little Egypt peech
Tournament, aturday, January 13,
at Southern Illinois University in Car
bondale.

Ten individual member placed;
Tom Sheldon, first in Radio peaking
Bev Bailey, econd in Extemp, while
Debbie Gineris placed in her two ev
ents, Humorous and pecial Occa
sion Speaking. Cheryl Powell, Laura
Dillon and Karen Schneeberger were
awarded third place certificates in their
events. Those who also received rec
ognition were Ron LiVigni, Debbie
Gucwa, Dave Pitrak, and Cindy Dodd.

Oak Lawn Community High
Thursday, March 1, beginning at 7:30 p.m. The purpose is to give parents and
students an opportunity to obtain information about trade and vocational schools
and to talk with individuals who are presently employed in careers of interest to
local students. All parents and students in the area are cordially invited to attend.

A farewell is wished to the following teachers:
Ms. Laraine Barshes and Ms. Gloria Tadey, of the English and Business Depart
ments, respectively, have taken a maternity leave.
Mr. Terry Litz, of the Business Department, was offered a better job opportunity.
Mr. Robert Wendling, of the Science Department will now pursue further graduate
study at Texas A&M.

.. .. .. .
Also, a welcome is extended to Ms. Barbara Kleist and is. Jerita ewhouse,

who will replace the vacancies left by Mr. Wendling and Ms. Tadey, respectively.

Cutting decreases

.,
•

... , ...

SpartanR:e
Published by the Advanced

Journalism students of
Oak Lawn Community High School
94th Street and Southwest Highway,

Oak Lawn, .llinois 60453
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cuts even more because, as Mrs. Orr
put it. "We are planning to notify par
ents by mail after the very first cut of
their son or daughter."

TO VERIFY HER STATEME T,
Mrs. Orr was asked for recent statist
ics. " a one has had time to figure
out statistics for 3,000 kids, however,

1r. Burgess and I both agree that
the cutting of students has declined."

In accordance with OL's present
discipline code, after a second cut is
made, parents are notified by mail.
But second semester, the administra
tion hopes to lessen the number of

CUTTI G OF CLASSES is always
a matter of discussion at OL. tudents
do it, teachers hate it and administrat
"rs punish it.

This year, under the new discipline
code and with Open Campus for jun
iors and seniors, some students raised
the question of whether the number of
cuts this year had increased from last.

When asked to express her opinion,
Mrs. Jennie Orr, dean of sophomore,
junior and senior girls, explained
"The number of cuts and unexcused
absences has definitely decreased this
year when compared to those of pre
vious years. The reason it seems like
there are more cuts this year is be
cause external suspension was not
issued to students (after their third
cut) last year. And since students were
not externally suspended, the num
ber of their cuts was not very appar
ent. II

Pictured is the first place trophy a

warded to the OL forensics team in

the little Egypt Tounament at SIU.

r ADDITIO TO winning a first
place trophy, the team also won its
second traveling trophy of the year.
This trophy, which is now on display
in Mr. Lynch's outer office, will re
main at OL until next year.

"The tournament was divided into
two sections, Individual peaking and
Reader's Theater." Mr. John Leary,
head-forensics coach, commented.
'And in spite of the fact that OL did

not enter in Reader's Theater. we still
placed first."
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Personalities evaluated unfairly

Legal Assistance

BY DA LU DQUIST
A couple of weeks ago the faculty

filled out and turned in pupil per ona
lity forms, a kind of report card in
which the teachers measure their stu
dent's personalities. Also rated are the
studen~'s leadership abilities. respect
for authority, and personal appearance.
All of these characteristics are to be
rated high, medium, or low by the
teachers.

The use of the e forms is unfair to
both student and teacher. The latter is
forcecl to pass judgement on someone
with whom the teacher may have only
sURerficial contact during the day. This
is ./lot to say that some might not re
!ish this privilege, and it is unfair to

This month's Legal Assistance col
umn is concerned with demands
coaches make on high school athletes.
The Cook County Legal Assistance
Foundation makes the following
points:

A particular athletic code says,
"No boy may drink or smoke and
still participate in the athletic pro
gram. iolations to any degree of
this rule will OT be tolerated...

iolations could result in suspen
sion or expulsion from a team.
The head coach, principal, and
athletic director will decide in se
vere cases. "

While coaches can legitimately
regulate athletic behavior, social
behavior is none of their business,
unless it directly affects an athlete's
performance on the field. A nar
rowly-drawn requirement for over
all good behavior would be more
real istic.

The idea that an athlete must
keep his grades up for eligibility is
not unusual: in fact it is standard
at most high schools and colleges.
But ordering a student to utilize
study hall periods infringes on his
right of free choice. An athlete who
can keep up his. grades through
home study hould have study
hall obligations no greater than
those of the non-athlete.
As it stands these rules are hair-

the student because of this. His activi
ties in one class may be entirely dif
ferent from those in another, and the
categories rated accordingly. Inevit
abily, what is supposed to be an ac
curate personality score sheet can be
come only a jumbled mess of connict
ing statements.

The scale that is used is truly incredi
ble. How can a personality possibly
be rated as high, medium, or low? Al
so, in a classroom structure like ours,
it has to be difficult to judge leader
ship qualities on this cale. Even if a
teacher is as open-minded as possible
it's doubtful that a student's personal
appearance can be fairly evaluated.
The forms ask for opinions but often

raising examples of infringement on
the Constitutionally protected right of
privacy. It is one thing to order an
athlete not to smoke or drink during
the season. While this interferes with
his right to free choice, and privacy,
it is a minor interference for a short,
limited period of time, and is probably
justified by the need to maintain ath
letes in top condition. Most courts
would tolerate this, provided that the
parents supported the coaches' edict.
But ordering athletes never to smoke
or drink, in or out of season, during
holidays and summer vacation, near
the school, or away from it well, that's
a different matter. A student's behavior
during summer vacation is the re
sponsibility of his parents, not his
coaches. This regulation is discipline
for-the-sake-of-discipline and seems to
put winning ahead of basic human
rights guaranteed by the nited tates
Constitution.

Dress and grooming (including hair
length) have been successfully attacked
on numerous occasions across the
country. They violate the student's
rights to free expression, the right of
privacy, and the right to equal protec
tion under the law. It leaves the school
board, administrators, and coaches
wide open for a federal lasuit, if any
student decides to right this sort of re
pression-the students have been fight
ing rules like this all across the coun
try.

the teacher can give only impressions.
The whole idea of rated categories

is ridiculou . It suggests that persona
lity and character can be measured on
a kind of Richter scale.

The purpose of these forms is to in
form pl·ospective employers and col
leges of a tudent's attitude and per
sonality problems or advantages.
With all due respect to teachers if
these evaluations must be made they
should be made by professionals
(perhaps psychologists or psycholo
gical tests) and Jlot by teachers.

At least the st.:dents should be given
equal time. The} hould be allowed the
privilege of rating their teacher' per
sonalities for the benefit of themselves.
the teachers. and the school.

Scab reaches goaIs
By CLAUDIA McCARTY

A relatively new group of students
that are being heard around school
is the newly formed enior Class d
visory Board, known to most students

as CAB.
In a few months of existence CAE

has promoted and accomplished per
haps more than the tudent Council
has in year. The idea of basing a
council on determination and not pop
ularity is a new and welcome ap
proach to the yearly. "pick your nine
best friends contest." Their organiza
tion consists of the four cla oflicers
and twenty-three repre entatives which
were chosen by the senior cla. 0

far they've obtained permission for
open dar.ces. a student decorated
lounge area for junior and seniors
only, along with a bulletin board for
use of the entire student body. CAB
recently held a canned food drive
for needy families. Although the cam
paign was moderately unsucce ful,
school pirit was promoted. Another
recent accomplishment included a emi
formal Christma dance.

I can only hope that their energetic
attitude so far is not ju t beginner
enthusiasm. but a student working
spirit that -:Vill thri ve throughout the
rest of the 'ear.
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SELF DEFENSE
SCHOOL OF

KARATE
& KUNG-FU

Privote facilities for women

Special courses for children

5 private LESSONS
in the art $14.50 Regularly $ 25.00

1611 VINCENNES
CHICAGO HGTS. 756-4020

3412W.95thST.
EVERGREEN PK.449-3818

vacation.

DIVER DRUGS
9713 S.W. HWY.

WHERE IS JOHN BUCKELS?

AN ELEVE DAY trip to London
during Christma vacation was or·
ganized by Mr. Allan Collins of the
English Department. The group left
December 22 and returned January 3.

On the tour were Mr. and Mrs. Col
lins. Jenine Pavlik, Anne Bloomquist,
Rose Bachert. Ken Kleidon. Chuck
Chancey. Brian Phillips, Chuck King,
and Danny 1cCooi.

Mr. Collins had some comments
about the trip: "I enjoyed the trip. I
liked the simplicity of the English peo
ple. We also enjoyed the plays that we
saw. like A Midsumma's Xight
D,ram. ApplauSf. and Gonr With Tiu
Wind.

"HA VING A BOILED ham sand
wich for Chri tma lunch instead of a
big meal was the most unusual part
of the trip."

He then went on to talk about some'
of his most enjoyable lunche , the pub
lunches. .. We had several unusual
lunches. such a Bangers and Mash
(sausages and mashed potatoes),

hepherd's Pie (chipped beef and gra
vy). and Kidney Pie.

Collins also talked about a time of
the trip he didn't enjoy. the end. "We
were stuck at Heathrow Airport in
London for 12 hour due to fog and
a malfunction in a plane engine. But
overall. the trip was a good experi
ence."

MR. COLUNS PLANS to organize
a New York Theatre tour for Eastet

Good eats in London

Casual Attire

oes to collide and smash into a big
rock. Reynolds gets his leg badly
torn up. They are delayed for a day
before they can finish the trip.

EVE TUALLY THEY REACH
the end of the river. Voight and Beat
ty have trouble with the town sheriff
(played by James Dickey. author of
the book DtlivtTance). Reynolds ends
up in the hospital.

obody was put in jail. Any puni h
ment was all in their minds. Reynolds
didn't mind killing anything. but
Voight, who killed the second man.
wa definitely freaked by the whole
scene. The movie ends with Voight
having nightmares.

The acting was good by everyone.
but the outstanding part of the movie
was the photography. There are ex
cellent close up shots of the canoes go
ing through very rough rapids. The
photography made it very breathtak
ing. There are also very beautiful
shots of the forests all along the river.

The movie is definitely worth your
viewing. It is in many of the critics'
top 10 of the year.

As you enjoy our island ice cream creations. Made
exclusi ely of gourmet ice cream, fruit toppings from
the gardens of Olympus, and whipped cream as cblorful
as the tropics. Try our special Volcano-we dare you to
finish it! A special award awaits you ilior&~!T MISS

our super sirloin burger. served with mu hrooms, olives.
chili, or even pineapple. All grilled over Hot La a Coals
to perfection.

ALOHA MALEHIHI
The Magic of the islands Await You At

PARADISE LANE
11017 So Cicero Ave
Oak Lawn 499-1891

Thank You! Mr. Tomaras & Mr. Adams
Delight in the ancient splendor

of Hawaii

By RICK RUB ER
DEUVERANCE IS A EXCEL-

LE T movie about a very different
kind of adventure. The movie begins
with four men taking a canoe trip
down a very rough river somewhere
in the outh.

The group of four men appears to
be controlled by Burt Reynolds. After
hearing warnings of great danger and
death by taking a canoe trip down
this river, they begin to have econd
thought about the adventure. Rey
nolds talks them back into it.

At first the trip seems relatively easy.
But later on Jon oight and ed
Beatty are raped at gunpoint by two
hillbilli s. Eventually the two hillbillies
are killed for it. Ronny Cox felt they
should go to the law and explain, but
the other three decide to get rid of the
bodies.

After they leave the scene of the
crime they get back to their' canoe
trip. The two canoes are in very sev
ere rapids and Cox falls out and
drowns. After Cox falls out there is

much confusion causing the two can-

'Deliverance'
qu·te nicely delivered



VAN MALE BUICK
7051 S. WESTERN AVE.

FOR A GOOD DEAL CALL 776-0500
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Opu ;.100., T~v,..,

Frf. till ':00:
Dolly t•• :00.

Clos.d Suchys

The Spartanite

LEVI'S'
HEADQUARTERS

BELL
BOTTOMS

If you've got the b",i1d for body
sh:rh, Levi's has the jeans that
complMe the scene. Authentic
bell bottoms in tough XX denim.
solid or striped twill or cordu·
roy. Pick up on Levi's now! Waist
27 to <42. Inseam 27 to 36. N-om

$9.00
as.

18,000 PAIRS OF LEVI'S
TO CHOOSE FROM •••

Nuvo Flares, BI ue Jean Bell s,
Dress Flares, Straight Leg
Jeans. Also many ather styles.
Largest selection of Levi styles
and si,es. Most styles avail
abl e j n: W /list sites ~7" to <42"

Inseam: 27" to 36"

S&S
STORE FOR

MEN & BOYS
5215 W. 95th St.

GA 2-4044
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Spencer preaches

Revolution in Jesus

BY RICK RUB ER
JEREMY SPE CER A D THE

CHILDRE are not Jesus Freaks.
On this. their first album. they do not
preach peace and love in Jesus as
much as they preach revolution in
Je u. The words to their ten songs
are not entertaining lyrics but as they
sing, "The words are a warning."

J. . and Children sing about Jesus
and they sing about the time of the
end. They tell you not to put your faith
in Kixon or other dicks because they
aren't going to ave you, but Jesus
can.

The group is led by pencer, a
former lead guitar player for Fleet
wood Mac. pencer doe not play
lead on this album. though. He plays
slide guitar. piano. lead vocals and
writes most of th':: lyrics. Lead guitar
is played by Phil Ham formerly from
Pacific Gas and Electric.

THE BEST SO G 0 TIlE AL-
BUM is War Housr. This song states
that we are being controlled by the
military.

I heard them yelling
., peace and safet y, "

Telling me everything'
gonna be all right.
But they just took

my 18 year old brother.
Teaching him how

to kill and fight.
nother young man dead
but who give a damn

Tho e Generals on Wall treet
Got control of our land.

You have to believe what they say
to like this album.

6419 W 87TH STREET
OAK LAWN. ILL. 60453

HALLMARK CARDS. GIF'TS.

FASHION .JEWELRY,

AND PARTY GOODS

636-9743
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Located One Block West Of Oak Lawn H.S.

95TH & CICERO - OAK LAWN
TO OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

AND FOt MORTGAGE INfORMATION

CALL 425-7000

EXTRA Wol"·in Lobby
and Drive-in Houn
Tue•. Thurs. 4 to •
Wed. 9 to 4
Sot. 1 to 4

GRAND OPENING
KARATE ACADEMY

6060 W. 95TH STREET
OAK LAWN, ILL. 60453

HOURS MONDAY THRU THURS
2:00 P.M.-TIL-IO:OOP.M.

HOUU
Mon .• frio 9 to •

Tu.... Thurs. 9 to 4
Sot. - 9·1

Closed Wed.

"FREE TRIAL LESSON"
CALL TODAY

425-2114

CHICAGO PHONE 582·7000

BY ROY A TORO
R MOR BO T THE return

of fre hman and junior var ity sport
to Oak Lawn next year have been
flying around wildly for the pa t few
weeks. It now appear that tho e
rumors can be ilenced.

Mr. Fred Park, athletic director,
confirmed that both freshman and jun
ior varsity port would be returning
for the 1973-74 chool )'ear. But at
present there are till orne major ob-
tades standing in the way--one of the

bigge t being money.
In order to run the proposed pro

gram, which include paying coaches,
tran portation to and from game
ites. and other basic nece ities. it will

cost clo e to - .500 a \·ear. This i
where the Booster Club come to the
rescue becau e thi group hopes to
pick up the entire bill.

BY PO ORI G VARIO S pe·
cial event. the Boo ter Club hopes to
raise mo t of that 7.500. The Chicago
White ox and Bear ba ketball teams
may vi it Oak Lawn as part of the
fund rai ing program. Other possibili
ties include a dance or a wimathon.

o. what it all boils down to is how
much money the Boo ter Club can
raise. Obviou ly the more money they
can come up with the better the pro
gram will be. But the uccess or failure
of the program really depends on the
support of the people, for it is they
who will decide by either giving their
support or denying it.

Freshman, JV sports
to make comeback?

TEENAGE DRIVER ED. (FOR TEENS 15-17 YRS. OLD)

30 HRS. CLASS
12 HRS. I -CAR
TRIPFORPERMIT COMPLETE4WK.COURSE....$90.00
• 0 co TRACTS-EASY PAY PLAN
.INSURANCE DISCOUNT CERTIFICATES

DRIVING SCHOOL

499-2832
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Sophs improve with line changes

I m coming 10 your oce.,
Can I come but sena me
In' 1m31, n n
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Father Thomas Munster. C.M.
Director of AdmIssions
DePaul University
25 E. Jackson BouleYard
ChIcago, III. 60604
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DePaul University
ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE

ror high school students
and their parents

SUNDAY, JAN. 28, 1-4 p.m.

DePaul University
2324 N. Seminary Avenue

(at Fullerton)

LEARN ABOUT. Ex enSI e flnan·
clal aids Credit for what you know
(some studenls are earning theIr
degrees In two and one hall years).
Whal kind 01 careers your studies
can lead to Ho .... you can gel
around (oPtional London tours for
socIology or bUSiness sludy) V,Sit
the new Ibrary student center.
reSidence all

The story of the gamt wa the three
men up front for the partan Between
them they rolled up 4-t of the 48 points.
1\lacak led the team with 17. followed
bv Rcfner with 16. and ~Iadeia had 10.

~Io t of ~lacak and Refner's points

came on continuou. break through
the Rams defen e for open hot from
underneath. ~fadeia cored hi from
near the left corner and on offensive
rebound

AFTER THE GAME. Coach Gat
accepted congratulation on the long
awaited victory. and rea ured any
doubter that he would ·tart the three
again next game "I'm not going to

break up our only winnll1g combin·
ation." he remarked.

Other on the team include teve
Ferjack. Dave Fewks. COtt Klabacha.
Mike ~lcClure. Bruce Pinaru. teve
caduto. and Ray \\'hinna.

Due to former center Rill Menard
leaving the var ity team. the sophs were
forced to end up their tarting center,
Bruce Atkinson. The back up, Ken
Refner th::w moved into a tarting
position.

ALO G WITH THIS, Coach Gates
elected to go with two freshmen, Don
Macak and Fred Madeia, at staning
foward. instead of the two usuals Tom
Gorman and Ralph Jones. With three
relativly new players beginning the
game, there was little hope that they
could pull out a win.

I.~ 7
._-_.~~~

Air Force ~

Guarantees
your choice of job...
. but to get the best job when you're

ready to enlist next June, you need to
talk with our representative this month.
Let him explain the advantages of Air
Force training and the benefits of our
new educational opportunities through
the Community College of the Air Force.
And, best advice of all, he'll tell you
to stay in high school and graduate.
Call today, or stop in.

5251 W. 95th St., Oak Lawn, III. 60453
425-4922

,
•

"

BY MIKE RICH
OBVIOUSLY, WITH A 1-9 record.

on the year. and 1-6 in conference
play. the sophomore ba ketball team
isn't having one of its better seasons.
But things are looking up. The one
victory the team did get. was in the
last game agaimt Reavis. Coach
Gates's warriors won that one by a
score of 48-44.

In that tenth game. chances of a
victory didn't seem any better than

in the previous nine. In fact they seemed
worse.
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Chicago

239-4010

ORGAN STUDIOS

SPORTS DATES

Wrestling

Jan. 26 H-F T
Jan. 27 Thornridge T
Feb. 2 Reavis T
Feb.9 E-P H

Basketball

Jan. 26 Sandburg H

Jan. 27 Oak Forest H

Feb. 2 H-F T

Feb. 9 Rich East T

Gymnastics

Jan. 27 Glenbard S H

Jan.31 lW T
Feb. 2 Riverside H

Feb. 6 Thornridge H

Swimming

Jan. 26 Reavis T
Feb. 1 EP T

Feb.3 Argo Inv. T
Feb. 8 Bremen. H

LESSONS--SERVICE

January 26. 1973

2321 W. 95th Street

OAK LAWN

DRIVING SCHOOL
4957 W. 95th St. 423-1212

Teen Age Program
.4 Week Course - 15-17 years old

• Slue Slip for Drivers License
.H.S. Credit - Alita Ins. Discount

.Free Trip for Permit and Drivers License

a few of these matches this year, each
time coming out with a good effort.

Another wrestler who has been doing
his job is 119 pounder. junior Terry
Mulrenin. Terry is undefeated and is
posting an individual record of 15-0-1.
His only tie came against a tough Rich
East opponent.

THE SPARTA S FACE Evergreen
Park, February 9, for their last meet
of the season. The Mustangs are also
undefeated, and it could turn out to
be the meet that decides the Southwest
Suburban Conference Championship.

Oak Lawn

Spattanite

SPOtS

Bob Fitzgerald going for reversal

against Rich East opponent. Bob won

his match by a slim margin as did the

Spartans overall.

BY JOE POLACEK
OAK LAW VAR ITY wr~tlers are

in the midst of one of the best season
this school has ever een.

The var ity is posting an 11-0-1
record thus far this sea on. The best
record in coach Craig's ten seasons
has been 11·5. The partans are well
on their way to breaking that mark.

This year's team has given Oak
Lawn a winning group of wrestlers

Grapplers unbeaten in 11

and a sure contender for a conference
championship.

COACH CRAIG HAS stressed not
only good strong "individual effort"
which is needed to win meets. but that
"team work" is what does the job.

A good example of teamwork i seen
in the heavy-\\·eight. senior Don Wil-
liams. The score has been tied many

,;;;es, and it is often left up to the

),0;~Ob".k ;L Don b., b.d ~

/':}ji(//Ju - ('~ ;;;:C7?nv f-q/
C; '/?7~ ~j

~?ll()O () LA 0

jf?f5 I hL - rL
J
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Congratulation to senior Ronald Banchak and john Burke who have received
congre ional appointments to the Annapoli :'\aval Academy in :-'1aryland and

nited tates Ai. Force Academy in Colorado. respectively.

After nearly 21 year of being a custodian at OLCH . 59 year old :-'1r. :'\eil'Lyon
ius announced hi retirement a of the la t day of june... I don't believe that you
",Quid wnrk until you're too tired to have fun." stated :'\Ir. Lyon.

Dan Lundqui t

Also di cussed were future plans for
the OLCH outdoor nature center.
located near 93 and Kilbourn. behind
Christ Community Hospital.

Hoellwarth from Citizens For A Better
Environment and Attorney Carl Klein
of Oak Lawn speaking on environ
mental problem. The Ecology Club
it elf pre ented a program on local
problem

and

NEWS CAPSULE
Jim Purpurg

,

E \ IRO ME T WEEK happened
again thi year. April 16-19. sponsored
by the OL Ecology Club. under the
guidance of :-'Is. Evelyn :-'laloney. Ac
cording to :-'1 . :-'Ialoney. OL Environ
mental cience Teacher. the purpo e
of Environment "'eek was "to make
people aware of the beauty in nature
and the world around them."

Activitie planned for the week in
cluded guest speakers Mr. Larry

Dan Lundquist, partanite istant Editor. received the Quill and croll Golden
Key Award for his outstanding editorial "Personalitie evaluated unfairly" which
appeared in the January issue of the Spartanite. Another Spartanite Staff member,
Jim Purpura. photographer, received a blue ribbon award at NIU on April 6. The
, orthern Illinois cholastic Press A ociation pre ented him with the award for his
outstanding individual achievement in photography on the front cover of the Jan.
uary Spartanite.

Environmentalists speak
On community ecology

Thespians

present

confusing
•..

::Pleasure
By PAT KARLAK

"I HIGH SCHOOL. it's almost un
heard of to attempt to do the absurd."
Al Collin explamed. "But I think the
audience will be plea antly confu ed
and amused "

This year' Thespian play produc
tion i an attempt at ~vine; in ie;ht into
the wodd of the ab urd. The absurd
on tae;e occurs when characters have
no stable relations!}ips, where empti
ne . ane;ui h and illogic are prelevant.

:-'Ir. AI Collin i director of one of
the 2 play to be pre ented (Cheryl
Powell i tudent director of the other)
and it was hi idea to try something
different this year. in tead of the tra
ditional reali tic play The plays. both
one act lone;. are done by a well
known ab urdi t playwrights. john
Guare and Eugene lanesco.

G ARE' PLAY. "The Lovlie t Af
ternoon of the Year.·· ha two char
acters. lIe and he, and tarts out
imply enough. but it' very simplicity

bring rtllnation to the characters. The

oth". bv lone co. "jack or the ub
mi ion." deal with the breakdown
of jack and hi sub equent submi ipn
to the world of banality and tritene .

TWO PERFOR:-'1A CE will be e;iv
en Fridav and aturday. :-'Iay 4 and 'J.
at 7:30 p.m. General Admi ion for
an evenine; "l'heatre of the Ab urd"

1. Ticket can be pickc.1 l It ••

any Thespian member. or from :-'1 r
Collin in Room :l1.'J.
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Summer Breeze In the Windy City
By DOREE ADOMOVICZ

UMMER BREEZE THI YEAR
Jr- r prom. breaks the traditional mid
dle of the week Willowbrook e~'ent with

Getting there

a Friday night prom at the 1\1 and
~I Club in the 1\lerchandise ;>'Iart.

The prom will take place on ~lay 18
beginning at :00 and endinl( at 11 :30.
Thi years 9.00 ticket go on sale
after spring vacation in the cafeteria.

.. t 'x" will be the main musical

attraction with pos ibly "The Factory"
filling in during imermi ion There
will be no food served at the dance,
but soft drinks will be available a in
the past.

TRAVELI G TIME TO THE :\Ier
chandise t-Iart (326 ~orth and 200
West) i about 30-40 minutes. The
ea iest way to !Set there i : Take Har
lem or Cicero to Route 55 ( teven
son) and follow it ea t to 90-Q4 (Dan
Ryan). Get off the Dan Ryan at Wash
ington Boulevard and follow it east
to \Vacker Drive. Turn north on
"'acker Dri\·e. follow it ea t to Wells.
eros the brid!Se over the Chicago
River. The :--Ierchandise :--Iart will be
on the we t (left) side. There is a park,
ing I(arage to the ea t of the ~Ierchan

di e ~Iart at ~orth Well and Kinzie,

BE
SO EONE
SPECIAL
IN THE
NEW
NAVY

The New Navy teaches jobs in
computer technology and elec,
tronics and nuclear science and
aviation mechanics. Jobs that
can help you go places while
you're in the Navy and when
you get out.
Jobs that give you a chance to
travel, to make good money (10'
d?y's sa':Jr is the best paid in
t.lsltory), to make alife for your,
self. To see if you qualify, to
find out if you've got what it
takes to make it in the New
Navy, call or see:

Ron Davis
10735 S. Cicero. Suite 104

Oak Lawn - 424,2099

On prom night,
she sHould loveyou

for yourbod~
Not your mind.

TuxTail. A completely new look in formal-wear,
A tapered tuxedo with cutaway front. Floor
level peak lapels. Velvet top collar. Double
pleated center vent. With matching trousers,

gingisSfonnalwear

20% Student Discount. Present your student
ID to the manager of the Gin,giss Formalwear
Center nearest you and receive your special rate.
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Edtlor'j .\"olt:

orry. printer's mistake.

Editorial Board
Editor-in-Chief. .. _ yh-ia \\"ier
Managing Edilor Claudia \lcCarty
A~ i tant Edil6r Dan Lundqui t

New~ Editor. Pat Karlak
Feature Editor. _ Rick Rubna

pon Editor Doug Domke
Pholographer. .J im Purpu ra

ludent Advi~er Deni e Ray
Advi~er \l r. Doug GeBraad
Staff: Doreen Adomovicz.

Kathy Bowen. Larry Bragg. Ro e
Haack. Kim Kohles. David Kry,zak.
Kathy Lee. Joe Polacek. \Iike Rich.
Roy amoro. Bob chipit Jan
chmill. Karen chneeberger. ue ici·

liano

Letters to
the Editor

Page 3

tron~ly u~lle t you run another
article informin~ students and teacher
that I am not a special agent and that
it wa the mIstake of the printers.

Itlt IVtrntr '13

Drar Edllor

Your last i ue of the Sparlan/lt

carried an article entitled .. :'\ew :\arc
Lessens tudent Freedoms. and I was
pictured also. I have since received
much hara ment via phone and in
the hall by tudent and "hip" teach
ers

Teacher Union
proposes change

At lea t a few of the OL Teacher'
1:nion contract proposal for the 73
74 school year will affect the tudent

One of the item uggest limiting
cia size according to cia level.
The maximum size of a regular cia
would be 25 tudents. advanced. 20.
ba ic. 15. and P.E. cia es 30. Lab
cia size would be determined by
the instructor. :-'1r. Hal l\lulderink.
Pre ident of the l:nion. explained that

the present class ize make them "un
manageable." and that the different
limit would increa e the effectiveness

'of the cia es. "We feel that the basic
cia e hould be mall est becau e they
have more of a need for indi\'ualized
in truction. while the ad\'anced ones
could be treated more like a college
cla ."

Another part of the list of proposal
sue;ge t that the teacher not be re
quired to fill out personality profile
cards. ~Ir ~Iulderink:"~Iany teacher
feel that they mu t be trained psycholo
gi t to fill out these form.·-

The Editorial Board applaud
the e proposal and ur~e their adop'
tion by the chool Board

April 19, 1973

Students goals usurped
By CLAUDIA McCARTY t L IK.f yo uR.

TUDENT WORK TOGETHER. /' EAS NOW WELL
they plan with each other' Idea and I "

often they come up with omethin~ TA ( t 0 V6:~.
worthwhile and beneficial to fellow
student who feel and react similarly
to them ekes And perhap after
planning and gainin~ the upport
of teacher'. coun elor . or admini tra
tor needed in promotin~ the tudent"
cau e. the idea i considered oem the
dream become omewhat of a reality.
Howe\·er. omewhere in the hufTIe and
jumbling of idea. planning and
administrati\'e authority. the ori~inal

tudent contact i lost. :'\ow the voice
of the tudent or tudent ha faded
out of the picture. :'\ow they watch
theIr plart bell1e; carried out a they
tand 01) the sideline

ell" &ample. ~Iike Ever on. founder
of the OL.H Drue; Committee recently
commented. . '1' m out of the picture
now, the rest i up to the counselor
and the hired per onnel from the
Y~ICA. I'm not much a part of the
actual Imen·lewing. but I'm personally
intere ted in the urvey"s actual re
suits" HI former active role in or
ganizing a committee to find out what
the tudent think about drulls. has
literally vani hed

Any group of student at OL know
that with any demand or proposal
they make or have tried to make in
past year the final product is usually

a poor Imitation or administratIve
mock up of the tudent's original plans.

Tom . heldon. '73 cia president
for four years at OL pointed out the
original Open Campu proposals
drafted two years a{(o, comparine; it
to what we have in reality here at Oak
Lawn today He ay. "Throu{(h the
red tape of cia ponsors, admini tra
tor and finally the chool board. what

now con idered pen Campu at
Oak Lawn I relatively nothing com
pared to what the tudent' ori~inal

propo al were. The compromi ing
and rewriting that went into our sys
tem now. completely diluted the tu
dents' demand."

Ilopefullv in the future. tudent at
Oak Lawn will be able to carry out their
demand and proposal a they ee
fit and will not have to ubmit to
admtnistrali\'e re\Hllll1g alon~ with
dra tically changed alternative
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Legal Assistance

18,000 PAIRS OF LEVI'S
TO CHOOSE FROM •••

BELL
BOTTOMS

1
~,
I$9.00

-

S&S
STORE FOR

MEN & BOYS
5ZJ5 w. 95th St.

GA 2-4044

LEVI'S·
HEADQUARTERS

t\Juvo Flores, BI ue Jean Bell s,
Dress Flores, Straight Leg
Jeans. Also many other styles.
Largest selection of Levi styles
and siz.es. Most styles ovail
obi e in: Waist sizE\s ~7" to 42"

Inseam: 27" a 36"

If you've got the b'Jild for body
sh:rh, Levi's h.B the jeans that
complMe the scene. Authentic
bell boHoms in tough XX denim
solid or striped twill or cordu
roy. Pick up on Levi's now! Waist
27 to 42, Inseam 27 to 36, From_J.. .

may yet return from beyond the tomb,
It·s important to note that the end of
the power to draft. doe not mean the
end of the elective ervice ) tern.
Rather. the ystem will go on .' tand
by" -all operation will continue a
before. except for the draft itself. Boys
will till be legally required to regi ter
at 18.

A cour e of action is to see an exper
ienced draft coun elor or an attorney
familiar with elective en'ice law for
ad"ice on any dealing with the

elective en'ice sy tern, It can't hurt
and it might help a lot. Even dead.
the draft i a mighty formidable bea t.

Ope" Moft., rtlurl.,
F,f. till' .00:

Daily to 6:00.
Closed Su.d~ys

The draft utll die on June 30
(unles Congres suddenly rever es
it elf and decide to extend the power
to induct another two year )-but it

June 30 when the right to draft ex
pires?

. lot of people have aid the draft
i dead. But the burial i premature
Fact i. the elective en'ice system
still has the power to induct and will
keep that power until June 30. Ju.t
becau e it un'/ drafting people
doe n't mean it can '/. Induction
could re ume any time prio to July I.
at Pre idential whim.

6419W.S'thSTREET

OAK LAWN,ILL. 60453

HAllMARK CARDS, GIFTS,

FASHION JEWELRY,

AND PARTY GOODS

636-9743

Q. If you're married and under 18.
can you sil:\'n for a hou e. car. etc ..
without your parent ?
A. ~o. ince 1971. the legal age to
enter into .:ontract in Illinoi has
been 18 (there are a few exception.
but 18 is the al:\'e of majority for most
contractual purpose). Those under 18
are minor. :-'1arriar;e doe n't chanl:\'e
that one whit. A couple under 18 still
need parental consent before they can
enter into any bindinl:\' legal contract.
Q. Can policemen ticket you for minor
traffic "iolation on pri"ate property.
like parkinr; lot)
A. Only with the permi ion of the
owner of the property The tate :-'Iotor
Vehicle Code lays down rules for oper
atinl:\' a car on public treet and hil:(h
ways. but private property i out ide
its domain. A the enforcers of the
Code, the ')olice can only i ue ticket
for offen es committed in the public
way, You can make all the illel:(al
V-turns you want if you tay in your
own backyard.

However, if the owner of a piece of
private property sets rules conform
ing to those et by the state. he may
request the local police enforce those
rules. Thus, with the owner' permis-
ion. a private parking lot becomes

part of the public way and the police
can i ue ticket to people parking
there illegally.

Q. I've heard that mduction into
the Army have ended, but yet I under
stand that registration and the cla ify
ing physical examination will till be
required. I'd like to know if this i a
permanent order or if there i a perm
anent order or if there i a possibility
of rever ing it. AI o. what will happen
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SELF DEFENSE
SCHOOL OF

KARATE
& KUNG-FU

Private facilities for women

Special courses for children

5 private LESSONS
in the art $14.50 Regularly $ 25.00

1611 VINCENNES
CHICAGO HGTS. 756-4020

3412W.~5thST.

EVERGREEN PK.449-3818

To the people of Oak Lawn's bar
bituate world. red were the best
. 'barbs"' around a year ago. But
since then. the quaalude ha become
one of the most fJofJular drugs.

One fJerson eXfJlained the eXfJer
ience he had the first time on the
downer.

"1 did a quaalude. drank two cans

of beer. and smoked some weed. The

weed inten ified the high quite a bit.
But the quaalude and beer wiped me
out. lIe de cribed his high as. "a
magnetic power constantly pulling me
to the Ooor. Every time [ tried to get
up [ fell down again.

,.After my body was able to func
tion again. my mind felt very strong.
[ could talk to just about anybody.
being able to open up more than
usual. [treated everyone as a friend."

According to Tin/{ .\faga;:ine.

quaaludes are "one of the most popu
lar-and dangerous-drugs of abuse in
the Quaaludes are prescribed
as sleeping pills and are illegal to
possess without prescription.

T,me also claims that the effects
of quaaludes are deadly. If users take
a couple and wash them down witn a
little alcohol. the combination can be
harmful. One multiplie the effect of the
other. and this can depress the respira
tory center and stop breathing. They
also low the reflexes of the back of
the throat. so if a user O.D'-s and
"omits he can choke to death.

Perhaps quaaludes can be used
safely in a good environment. in mall
do age. but the user must know the
po sible dangers of the drug.

Quaaluding

an

term

Director of Admissions
v"",,,

by

opportunity to

'.

" ..............

".~

,JEwfLfqS • Sr""'C( le9S

MARKS RHOS.
\ t IH:" 111\\ '\ • I \ I HI H: I I '\ 1'1 \/ \

Information is available upon request.

Call or write':

fall

exploring a totally new, exciting curriculum

lame

cily state zlp code _

telephone (please Include area code) _

high school _

address _

FOR THE

YOUNG IN HEART

14k. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLO

$24.95

PRE·ENGAGEMENT
DIAMOND RING

/.--- ---
(((
I

I~

1973
aurara callege will be offering during the

347 South Gladstone Avenue. Auro" .. llllOOIS 60507. Telephone 312/892-6431

Show Me
How

to Prepa re

for
Tomorrow
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Billion
Amphi-

Cooper and Babies

By BOB CHlPIT
ALICE COOPER and hi

Dollar Babie. 'violated' the
theater April 9 and 10.

The show opened with Flo and
Eddie (formally Phloe cent Leech
and Eddie) brin~ing the crowd to it
feet rer'1ini cine; with oldies like "Elea
nor" and ··Happy Toe;ether'"

After an hour wait. Alice Cooper
finally appeared in white tights. knee
high nakeskin boots. inging" Hello
Hurray'" A my teriou foe; filled the
stage as he co~tinued into" Eighteen."

BIZARRE STAGE EFFECTS ac
companied his unique compositions.
Alice bru hed a six foot tooth. tab
bed a real looking babv while in17ing

debauch Chicago

. ·Dead Babies". educed a manne
quin. and be~ged the audience to

in ult him and to . ·tell me the filthiest
thine; you can think of.·' Then there
wa the . upreme Act.' the reali tic
execution of Alice. a he lost hi head
in a l{utllotine bucket and hi body
to the Babies \\ ho stabbed and m u
tilated it before having it carried off
stal?;e.

The endinl?; wa fanta tic. A the
la tong ··Cnder ~1y Wheel·· ended.
Alice pulled out an American flag and
hung it up. An old record of Kate

mith inl\"ing "God Ble America"
played and on', by one. Alice. the
Babie . the tooth. and the executioner
saluted the flag a they walked off
tage

9weekS=1year

in DePaul
University's

Summer
Program

DRIVING SCHOOL

~,
I

EePaul
UNIVERSITY
DePaul University
25 East Jackson Boulevard
Chicago. Illinois 60604
WE 9·3525

W,ite 0' Phone Office ot Admissions

Move ahead in your college
career by earning a year's
college credit (12 Quarter hours
or 8 semester hours)
in Freshman Spanish or German
Sophomore French
Freshmdn or Sophomore Chemistry
Physics or Calculus
Computer Science
Elementary Hebrew (June 18·Aug. 30)

Day classes, except Chemistry
June 25·August 24

I Please send me; 0 Summer Schedule II0 Application for AdmiSSion 0 Bulletin I
I 0 Financial aids Intormallon I
I I
I NAME. I
I ADDRESS II . I
I CITY STATE. ZIP; I
I':I:.~~_-- I

423-12124957 W. 95th St.

"T XEDO
"FA CY HIRT

"FORMAL BOOT
"FOR.1 L BAGGIE

Included with Every prom order at
o extra charge

"Fancy ruffled shirts in twelve colors
20' Flare Bottom Pants

aBla€k atin or velvet bow tie

GOING TO THE PROM?
Rent the Latest Styles

HENRY'S FORMALWEAR
3223 W. 63rd St. Chicago
1547 W. 95th St. Chicago V"

2216 W. 95th St. Chica~o (opening May 1) ~

• 4 Week Course-' 5 to , 8 years old
• Auto Ins. Discount
• H.S. Credit
• Free Trip for Permit and Drivers License
• Blue Slip for Drivers License
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Stickmen try new formula

•
~

95TH & CICERO - OAK LAWN
TO OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

AND fOR MORTGAGE INFORMATION

CALL 425-7000

T
H
T
H
T
T
If
H
T

:\pr 23
Apr 25
Apr 27
Apr. 30
:\Iay 2

1ay 4
:\lay 7
:\Ia}' <)
:\Iay 11

var ity to equal a first place finish.
According to 'oach Art Borkow ki.

. 'Our pllching will have to be good if
the team i ~oing to be good ..

THO E IMPORTANT PITCHI G
dutie will for the mo t part be left up
to the newcomer as Tim Bateman.
Gene Borkow ki. Rick Caldwell. Joe
.1adden. and Bruce wiecicki are all
junior. while our only pitching enior
is Tom Flanigan

Coach Borkow ki also feel that hit
tin~ is a tron~ point of the team. but
It uffered a big blow when it found out
that la t years all-conference third base
man Joe Graybar i out indefinitely
with mononeucleo i

Other members of the team include
hort top Kurt Engel. e,ond ba emen

Bud Gobli ch and \'ito Ru cio. third
ba emen Dan Litton and Bob En~el.

catcher John \Iorri ey and Roger
\\'antiez. and outfielders Brian Phil
lip. Frank Wiatr. :\Iark Williams.
:\Iike Ganz. Len Renz. and teve \\'or
sham.

THE TEAM NEXT TWO GAMES
WILL be at Evergreen Park and at
home agam t llomewood-Flos moor
on :\Ionday 2nd Wednesday

BASEBALL DATES
Evergreen Park
!I-F
Lincolnwav
Reavi '
Rich East
Bremen
andburg

Evergreen Park
!l-F

DIVER DRUGS
9713 S.W. HWY.

WHERE IS JOHN BUCKELS?

championship in four year.
The 'new match' consists of having

2 plu 2 equalinlj 1. That I. la t
year econd place ophomores
paired with the returning second place

EXTRA Wolk·in lobby
and Drive·in Hours
Tv... Thurs. .. to 8
Wed. 9 to"
Sot. 1 to"

HOUlS
Mon., Fri. 9 to 8

Tu.... Thurs. 9 to ..
Sat. - 9 - 1

Cloled W.d.

VAN MALE BUICK
7051 S. WESTERN AVE.

FOR A GOOD DEAL CALL 776-0500

CHICAGO PHONF 582·7000

By MIKE RICH
THI YEAR'S VARSITY ba eball

team will be hoping that their ·new.
math' sy tern can help them brin~

home the choo!' econd confernce

TEENAGE DRIVER ED. (FOR TEENS 15-17 YRS. OLD)

30 HRS. CLASS
12 HRS. I -CAR
TRIPFORPER tiT COMPLETE4WK.COURSE....$90.00
• 0 CO TRACTS-EASY PAY PLA.1 RA CE DISCOU T CERTIFICATES

DRIVING SCHOOL

499-2832
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Undecided about where
to go to college? About
your future? Call Drake
University today
1-800-247-2135 ••• TOLL
FREE - for the call of
your life.
P.S. Ask for Mr. Fort!

and 10\\ hurdle wher<- he hope to \\ in
the conference title while balterine; the
chool record he co-hold 111 the low

hurdles with a time of 20 2 He al 0

will be out to impro\ e on hi long
jump of 21' 5" which brouqht him a
first place medal at the conference
champion hip la t ea on And
finall), Harv will anchor the mile re
lay which i alreadv In hI record col
lection from la t year

Alone; with hi hurdlinr.: abtlitv.
:-'fon~an' bie;qest a et I. his \t'"atilit)'
He can cover mo t anv en:l: froll1 the
I ()O to the 440 well But CO<Jrh Lewis
feel that Han-' trene;th in his
hurdling and he ha the result to
back it up,

A of no\\ Han- doe n' t have any
definite plan for college but he will
urely have ome good offer to look

o\'er come recruiting time

Oak Lawn

Spartanite

Sports

WHAT ARE YOUR GOAL FOR
THI EA 0 ?

King. Thi ea un I plan to go
6' 10". hopefully hiqher

WHAT ARE YO R F TURE
PLA'S?

Kinq' I hope to qo to \\'i consin
L'niver it)', 1'\'e talked to them quite
a fe\\ time and their offer ecm to be
very good.

o barnng an injun' 11al King will
continue to haul in point for the

partan \\'hether he can become the
tate champ i hard to ay but he will

definite'" be near the top

The work hor e on thi year \'ar-
ity track quad IS entOI Ilan :-'Ior

e;an.
:-'Iorgan mu t cany a big load for the

partan if they are to repeat a con
ference champ Harv will run the hIgh

WHAT GOE THROUGH YOlJR
HEAD WHEN YO MIS?

KlI1g Rie;ht after I mi . ) think of
\\ hat I didn't do rie;ht :-'Iaybc m\'
la t tep wa bad, or mavbe I \\asn',
mentallv prepared to jump.

WHO HA CO ITRIB TED THE
MO TTOWARD YO RSUCCES ?

KlI1g \\'ithout a doubt Coach Lewi
He ha hown me \\hat 1'\/, been doinq
\\TOnl! and how I can ClJlTect tho e
ml take

"GOOD
MORNING
CHICAGO"

Jim Kerr & Ron Hill...

Harvey Morgan and Hal King

ing ability during a recent interview.
DOES THE FACT THAT YOU

HOLD THE SCHOOL RECORD PUT
A Y ADDITIONAL PRESS RE ON
YO WHE YOU] 1 P?

Kine;: :-\0. there' no pressure on
me when I jump because I don't think
of the record that much. I only try to
on rh,. be t ) r:ln each rime I jump

BY ROY SAl TORO
THI EA 0 one of the key pel-

onnel on the ak Lawn track team
will be hir;-h jumper Hal Kinq

Kinq currently hold the school
record in the high jump with a I<-ap of
6'6_-'. lie i a good bet to repeat a
conference champ this year and will
be a force to reckon with in the tate
finals. King discussed his high jump-



Congratulations to senior Dan Tra\'i who ha recei\'ed congres ional appoint
ment to the United tates Air Force in olorado.

73'-74' Staff announced

On Thursday. :-'1ay 17. twenty-eight students were inducted into the "'ational
Honor ociety and thiny-four senior members received their:'\H member hip
pin .

to precide

Gov Walker

over ceremony
By DEBBIE PELECKIS

GOVER OR DALIEL WALKER
ha accepted an invitation to speak
during the graduation ceremony. ~(ay

31. The statesman had made this an
nouncement May 11.

haring the podium with Governor
Walker will be enior Class President
Tom heldon and Assistant uperin
tendent of Instruction. Dr. Paul Davies.

There wa much talk about having
the ceremony held outdoors in the foot
ball field. This idea was dropped. 1r
Roben Burdan. senior class co-spon
sor. states. "If the ceremony were to
be held outdoors. there would be a
limit to the number of tickets each
graduate would receive. Now that it
will be held in the gym. each of the
593 graduates will receive three guest
ticket. If there are remaining tickets
they will be available at a fir t-come
first-serve basis."

TWE TY REPRESE T ATIVE
teachers will be leading the graduates
into the gym. This has been a long
remembered tradition. They will be
attired in academic dress.

The closing song for the evening will
be performed by the partan band and
chorus. This will be the seniors farewell
performance. It will be performed as
the gradua ting class of 1973 proceed
in their final march as high chool
students.

year. will begin first se
run July 11 thru Augustemester

Ad\'enising will fall to :-'1arie O'Conner.
Cathv DIGraZia. and Cindy Pope. re
spectively. Picture will be shot by Jim
Detloff.

The taff writers include: Paul Bat
zel. Darlene Campbell. Wayne Char
\·at. Jeff Fregeau. Ann Gould. Tracy
lloker. Dawn ~Ianiatas. Ray :\ovak.
Jenine Pavlik. Darlene Pergler. Karen
Pitrak. Rod Polacek. Cheryl Powell.
and Lenora niatyn ky

.. ~ .
• • • ' ~A

NEWS CAPSULE

BY PAT KARLAK
DO G DOMKE HEADS the 73-7-1

pananite taff member a Editor-in
chid along with his advisors Pat Kar
lak_ Kim Kohles. Dan Lundquist and
Claudia ~IcCanv

The e veteran member will work a
long with the new editor: Debbie Pelec
kis. new: Jim Egan. spons: Cindy
Holme. editorial: and Bev Bailey.
feature. Bu ine . Circulation. and

'tudents planning to attend
me ter June 18 and fini h July 10.
2. chool will not be in se ionJuly 4.

Mark Moffler, a 1970 graduate of OL has been awarded a $13,24{) grant from
the National cience Foundation for continuation of his studies to turn nutrient
pollution into a valuable source of algae.

Nine OL student went to U of I May 12 for the finals III their science fair com
petition. These nine students were sent LO state final after placing 1st. 2nd, or Out
standing in the District Fair, April 7 at lIT.



Simulation classes
played this summer

Page 2

By JE I EPA VLIK
PLAYI G THE ROLE of Hitler, a

1920's fiapper or an Ambassador to
Ooptha. will be part of ~1r. Bill Witow
ski's ummer school cIa . Laboratory
in Government Called "simulations"
This teaching method is hoped to be
most advantageous for students and
teachers alike. making learning and
teaching more enjoyable for both.

Instead of the dreary day after day
textbook approach. the student will
participate in six to ten imulation
or games imitating real life govern
ment situations. tudents will experi
ence the content of the government
cour e in such areas at nation build
ing, congre ional decision making.
foreign policy. crisis leadership. and
community development.

The six week class will meet four
hours a day with the fir t hour being

The Spartanite

taught in a traditional manner. and
three hours of simulation and games.
The course is open to all juniors wish
ing to complete their required govern
ment course and those seniors who
have .failed this past year.

SELF DEFEISE
SCHOOL OF

KARATE
& KUNG-FU

Private facilities for women

Special courses for children

5 private LESSONS
I the art $14. 50 Regularly $ 25.00

1611 VINCENNES
CHICAGO HGTS.756-4020

3412W.95thST.
EVERGREEN PK.449-3818

May 22, 1973

.\ Classified Ads I

To any Jr. and ophomores who
plan to take Adv. Biology:
DO 'T! Two de\'oted bio tudents

J.M. and W.C.: Are you better people
for it?

lcerless

ncle Wittie: We took a vote. Shave
it off.

Gov't C.

Hi R.M. from DJ.R. and thanks Rita
for the daisy's.

DIVER DRUGS
9713 S.W. HWY.

WHERE IS JOHN BUCKELS?

..

Teen-age Sewing Course
Girls 10 to 18

New squad.
sprIngs
into action

HAND-SPRI GS, round-offs. jumps.
and splits were recently judged to de
termine the 1973-1974 Gheerleading
squad. Although a faculty sponsor ha
not yet been found for the squad. ue
J utzi will captain the girl .

The traditional two squad team has
been cut down to one. giving the girls
more time to work together as a team.
On the new \'arsity quad are senior
Pam Hood, ue Jutzi. Kathy Kelly,
and Kathy Kole. The five juniors on
the squad are Tia chultz. andy ca
duto. ~1argaret Freshour. Caryn Roc
que. and Geri Isenegger.

ophomore cheerleaders are Dolore
Haynes. Cheryl Wagner. Pat Hansen.
7\ancy Web ter. and Gerry Javor ki.
The econd half of the squad will be
chosen from incoming fre hmen.

Make a dress and learn to
sew this vacation.

8-2V4 hr. lessons, 17.50 (only98¢ ~r.)

reference guide included with course.
Enter Stylemaker Sewing Contest.

Prizes galore-$15,OOO in cash
72 sewing machines

and 2400 pendant watches.
Phone or Visit your Singer

Sewing Center a'nd Register now!
For address of the Singer Sewing Cen er neares you

see Whl e Pages under SI GER COMPA Y

..
•
I
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Holly
By Orange Blossom

An engagement nng WI /1

a CO'ltmental hen'age
Elgh diamonds
clustered In staillgrlt
(or a simple soil a • /.0 J pie f'I

Lea,es a 18K go f)

Just In t,me- lor love

MARKS BROS.
.JEWEl.ERS • SINCE 18il5

·EVERGREE PLAZA ·YORKTO~
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Thumbing it
ummer is the time for travel and

with it comes the heaviest ,. thumbs
up" traffic of the year. 1any tudents
consider hitchhiking a cheap, Con\en
ient mean of transportation: but it can
have some dangerous and troublesome
drawbacks.

The legality of thumbing varies from
state to tate. Illinois tate law decrees
that "no person shall stand in a road
way for the purpose of soliciting a ride
from the driver of any vehicle.

A lot of people think this means that
they're safe if they hitchhike from the
idewalk. or the shoulders of a highway.

They get an unpleasant urpri e when
they're busted and the court tells them
that "roadway" included sidewalks
and houlders. Whether they will get
busted or nOl depends on alot of things.
like the policy of the town they're in.
road conditions. and whether the po
lice like their looks.

De pite legal problems. hitchhikers
find that rides are difficult to come by.
Many drivers feel that hitchhikers are
drug fiends or juvenile deliquents. and
as a result won't pick anyone up. For
the many honest people who really
need a ride it is a shame that a few
should spoil it all.

This feeling of animosity is often
conveyed in the spirit of the thumbers
too. Many of them feel that only the
.• creeps" or the "ever trusting souls"
will offer a lift. There are also those
drivers that "preach' on a subject for
hours at a time, boring the rider to

death. One person had an experience
where a drunkard offered him a ride
and made him drive home.

ometimes the driver turns out to be
psychotic. Thumbers have been known
to be robbed and dumped. And then
there are the not so rare occasions
where they have been found raped.
spra\\ led in ditches. or never found at
all.

There are advantages and disad
vantages to hitchhiking: arrest i al
ways a pos ibility, so thumb at your
own ri k.

Illformatwli

11It,h 11.. III 0 iLa>

AdlM' LUlf.

It~al all>iLtrS
studffltlllarha'f



Consumers, Drivers Untimely

Students evaluate teachers?

Due day causes flack

Page 4
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T)ear F'.ditOT
The '73-74 school year will bring

back open campus for its second year
at OL with no changes to be seen. tu
dent protests against this year's man
datory study hall before or after lunch
have not resulted in its elimination.
Once again it is required in the open
campus schedule.

Administrators explain its purpose
is to complete the required five-hour
school day. Many students. myself
included, complete five hours without
this study period.

The elimination of this period could
very well shorten the upper-class:nen's
school day. If the school does face
financial difficulty. it would seem more
economical to have the shortest day
possible for students. while still com
plying with the five hour school day.

DiantMactk '74

The Spartanite

Consumer Education and Driver Ed
ucation are two requirements for grad
uation from OLCHS. Consumers is
scheduled for sophomore year and
Drivers junior year, but we feel that
this arrangement is illogical and should
be changed.

Consumers is an important and nec
essary course, but would be of more
value to the student if taken soon be
fore graduation. After all. what good
does it do to teach a person how to
balance a budget if he forgets it before
he uses the knowledge)

Driver Education, on the other hand,
is clearly more advantageous during
the sophomore year. A majority of stu
dents turn 16, .the legal driving age,
during their sophomore year, but have
to wait an extra year to get their

BY CINDY HOLMES
STUDE TS ARE OVER-LOOKED

when tenure teachers are evaluated
every three years and new teachers an
nually by the administration. Consider
ing their long association with teachers,
I think students are qualified enough to
participate in the evaluations.

In an evaluation session. conducted
during a 55-minute class period. the
administrators can't perceive the teach
ers' idiosvncrasies. The students. how
ever. after months with their teachers,
clearly recognize the extent of the nec
essary teaching ability or lack of such
ability.

Since the teachers' purpose is to facil
itate the learning process. shouldn't
students express their opinions con-

Librarians have been given alot of
flack lately concerning the May 14 due
date for all library materials. The
gripes of the students are unjustified;
the due date could not possibly be
any later.

_'early 600 books are over-due at
present. and before May 14 the librar

ians expected over-due books to total
close to 2000. The eniors last day
being today. this left the librarians
only six days to retrieve any over-due
materials that Seniors were holding. If

May 22, 1973

license because Drivers is taken during
the junior year. What right has OL to
prevent students from obtaining their
license when they turn 16? ot having
a license knocks many 16-year-Qlds
out of the job market because they
have no transportation to and from
work.

Morton West offers Drivers Education
sophomore year and Consumers dur
ing their junior or senior year. Morton
students claim that this schedule is
beneficial to both students and teachers.

It is much too late this year to
change everyone's schedule to include
Drivers 111 next year's sophomore
classes, but we urge consideration of
the chool Board toward a more prac
tical arrangement of the required
classes in the future.

cerning a teachers' effectiveness in help
ing them learn? Giving the students a
part in the teacher evaluation program
could aid OL in securing teachers who
would fulfill the students' needs.

AT MARIST HIGH SCHOOL, the
students evaluate their teachers annual
ly, by designating the appropriate ans
wers to predetermined questions given
on IBM cards. A program similar to
this one would be beneficial to OL. by
informing the administration of how
studnets view their teachers.

I urge the administration to s~k "€h"'f
students' op1l11Ons concerninp : their

teachers. These opinions could lead
not only to better quality teachers, but
also would give the students a greater
sense of involvement in OL affairs.

over-due debts are not paid. owing
Seniors will not graduate.

Checking IBM cards, searching for
books on shelves or in lockers. con
tacting students, and collecting fines
takes an extraordinary amount of time.
And to the librarians, six days seems
hardly enough time.

Contrary to what some students
think. the library is still open tu
dents will be welcome to go in and
use any library materials. but will
not be allowed to check them out.

J,

1,
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Martial arts-mania

I

l

BY BEV BAILEY
SCHOOL LIFE--that never-ending

routine of chool work, homework.
and boredom--robs a lot of people of
most human qualitie by thi time of
year. Realizing myself to be in dire
need of change, I went home last

Open Mon. Tlturs.,
Fri. till 9.00;

Doily to 6:00.
Closed Su.d,ys

Thur day. tuned in the TV set. and
soon found myself engrossed in the
off-beat television program. Kung Fu.

eeing Caine. a nineteenth century
Chine e monk, lead through thick and
thin with the help of the exotic martial
art "kung fu," made me wonder if it

LEVI'S'
HEADQUARTERS

BELL
BOTTOMS

If you've got the b'Jild for body
sh:rts Levi's has the jeans that
compl~te the scene. Aut entic
bell bottoms in touoh XX denim
solid or striped twill or cordu
roy. Pick up on Levi's now! Waist
27 to 42 Inseam 27 to 36. From

$9.00
\lIS.

18,000 PAIRS OF LEVI'S
TO CHOOSE FROM •••

uvo Flores, BI ue Jean Bells,
Dress' Flares, Straight Leg
Jeans. Also many other styles.
Largest selection of Levi styles
one! siz.es. ost styles avail-
able in: W,,',t sizes ~7" to 42"

l"searT': 27" to 36"

S&S
STORE FOR

MEN & BOYS
5215 W. 95th St.

GA 2·4044

might lead me through some of my
twentieth-century trials and tribula
tions. ;\Iothing could make my human
condition any worse, I thought.

Grabbing the phone book on an
impul e. I called the first kung fu
school' that I came across. The elf
Defense chool of Karate, at 3412 W.
95th t. The man on the phone readily
gave me an appointment in the not
too distant future.

The moment I hung up, I began to

have doubts. Visions of little yellow
men in white togas chopping boards
in two. or reducing innocent people
to lifeless masses with their lethal kicks
and blows. dominated my mind But
to my extreme surpri e and relief. when
my fateful day arrived, I found that
it wasn't that way at all.

RATHER, IT WA a quiet. serene
atmosphere, only broken by my huff
ing and puffing as I learned to monkey
elbow, parry blow. and strike at the
ribs. I could hardly wait to go home
and try it on my brother

According to !\1r. Ed Maul, manager
of The elf Defense chool of Karate.
kung fu and other forms of the martial
arts--aikido, tai chi chaun, and karate
--have become increasingly popular
due to both the television and cinema
publicity. The popular movies Fisl of
Fur;' (now playing at the Oriental
Theater. no less) and 5 Fingtrs of
DlQlh have helped spark off a martial
arts-mania.

In addition to countle numbers of
police. approximately 6000 people in
the Chicagoland area have studied the
martial arts for reasons of self defense.
Although the arts may be studied using
spear. swords. or knives, a well-placed

kick or blow can maim or kill
Besides providing a method of self

defense. a conscientious study of the
martial arts can build character and
self-confidence, and can help to develop
an inner peace. \Vhile younger. more
supple people may enjoy the brutal
force of karate and judo. aikido and
tai chi chaun, which involve a softer.
more fluid tyle, appeal even to senior
citizens.

YO G OR .OLD, rich or poor.
any number can play. Just be careful
with whom you play
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Center aids community

Ravinia schedules eventful summer

AT FIRST GLA CE, the old. some
what weatherbeaten school at 9526
South Cook looks like any other slight
1y-behind-the-times American educa
tional institution. On closer investiga
tion. though. it becomes evident that
the building houses an organization
which plays a far more important role
in individual development--The Family

ervice Center.
Although the Center was established

primarily for family counseling. seven
social workers are willing to help re i
dents with any emotional problems
which they might develop. The only re
quirement for treatment. according to
Mr. Richard E. O'0ieil. Executive Di-

BY DAW MA IATIS DRAY
OVAK
JOHN DE VER, the Chicago ym

phony Orchestra, Judy Collins and the
Joffrey Ballet are among the diver e
artists filling 58 evenings of entertain
ment at the Ravinia Festival this sum
mer. The best of folk_ jazz, and class
ical music is featured through June,
July, and August at Ravinia Park. a
36-acre natural wood setting north of
Chicago in Highland Park.

Concerts can be enjoyed while lying
on a blanket in the picnic grounds or
from reserved seats in the 3,300 capac
ity pavillion. pleasant picnic evening
might be enjoyed to the accompani
ment of Bonnie Koloc. Leo Kottke and
Jim Croce. who will appear together
August 16.

Ravinia qffers a student di count.
and OL ID's will be honored. If seats
remain unsold! 2hour before cla 1-

rector, is that those who come are
"willing to work" to eventually "see
themselves in a better light."

In addition to family counseling ser
vices. help i given to a variety of age
groups. At the pre ent time. two therapy
groups of high chool age tudents
are meeting for an hour and a half
each week. During the sessions. the
group raps about any problem they
have while a social worker sits in.

YTHI G SAID within the Center
is kept in stnct confidence to better re
duce any emotional inhibitions. Par
ticipants in the se ions are recorded
by numbers_ although the social work
er does have acces to their true identi-

cal concerts begin. students with 1D
may obtain two tickets for the price of
one This offer i exclu ive of the jazz
folk concerts.

TRA SPORTATIO TO Ravinia
is convenient by bu, car and train.
A bus traveling directly to Ravinia will
stop at the Beverly Arts Center. Bus
schedule informa tion can be obtained
by calling 782-9696. By auto. take the
Edem noth and get off at the marked
exit in '-lighland Park. The :\"orfolk &
Western Train can be taken to the
Loop. where a transfer can be made
to the Chicago & Northwestern Rail
way which stops at Rivinia. For ar
rival and departure times call 346-7979.

Performance schedules can be ob
tained from Festival office by mail
?2 W. Monroe treet. Chicago, 60603.
The Ravinia box office opens at the
end of Mar

tie.
The Family Center was created by

a town hip ordinance in 1965. and
presentlv operates under the Oak
Lawn \1ental Health Commission.

Help i available to any Oak Lawn
re ident who desire it, and Mr. O'
neil will "welcome more communica
tion" with the residents. as they seem
to be unaware of the very existence of
the Family Center.

Army

Announces

$2500
Enlistment

Bonus
That's on top of The Army's
New Starting Salary of $ 307
A Month.

You must be a High School
Graduate, Enlist for either
Armor, Artillery, Infantry or
Special Skill area like Radio
Teletype or Missile Repair, and
successfully complete your
Basic and Advanced Indivi
dual Training.
Your local Army Representa
tive has a complete list of Bo
nus Jobs and qualifications.
Call: ::f.I'

636-3912 .'
Todays Army Wants To J~in

You.
This offer is limited to quota.
It may also be changed or dis
continued at any time depend
ing on Army Manpower re
quirements.

TEENAGE DRIVER ED. (FOR TEENS 15-17 YRS. OLD)

30 HRS. CLASS
12 HRS. I -CAR
TRIPFORPERM IT COMPlETE4WK.COURSE ....$90.00
• 0 co TRACTS-EASY PAY PLAN.1 S RA CE DISCOU T CERTIFICATES

DRIVING

499-2832

SCHOOL
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Cindermen take first for fourth in last

Sports column

OTHER WIN ERS WERE: Tom ul
livan 2nd in the pole vault. Tom
Kniola 3rd. 2 mile. Harve Morgan
3rd. low hurdles. 1\like Zajicek, 3rd
shot. Tim Eggert 3rd. 220 yd. dash
Tom Kniola 4th. 1 mile. Tim Eggert
-lth. 100. Joe Crement 4th. low hur
dles. and Sullivan 4th in the 220 yd
dash Finally John l\1arks 5th in the
di cus and Joe Crement 5th in the
high hurdles

BY TOM BOWE AND
ROY SANTORO

THE WORLD IS ROUND, car have
wheels. and the Oak Lawn partan
track squad has won another confer
ence title. For the 4th consecutive
year the varsity track team has won
the WSC championship. while the
sophomore team has won their 2nd
straight championship.

The partans had an easy time at
the conference meet held on ~1ay 12.
easily out distancing the nearest com
petition on both levels. And the list

of conference winners is very long this
year. a list that would make any other
school maC with envy

ThIS years individual conference
champs are:
Harv "'Iorgan. high hurdles and the
long jump. Dave Pluhar. 880 yd run.
Tom Bowen 440 yd dash. John
:-'Iarks. shot, Hal King. high jump.
the mile relay team of Moore. Pluhar.
Bowen. and :-'10rgan. and finally the
880 relay team of Moore, Mondry.

Ec;gert. and ullivan.

6119 W. 87th STREET
Q.A:K LAWN, ILL. 60453- ~ALLMARK CARDS, GIFTS,

FASHION JEWELRY,

AND PARTY GOODS

636-9743

BE
SOMEONE
SPECIAL
IN THE
NEW
NAVY

After many years of particip;ltion in the Southwest Suburban Conference, OLCH
will be a part of the new SICA (South Inter-Conference Association) Conference,
starting in the fall of 1973. It will consist of 26 schools di'vicied into 4 divisions.
The schools involved in the new league were extracted from the old Southwest
and South Suburban Conference. OL's division will consist of Oak Lawn Reavis,
Thornwood, Hillcrest, Sandburg, and Rich East.

Thorton Fractional South high school sponsored an open Wrestling Tournament,
Saturday, May 5, in which the wrestlers from all over the state were invited to
participate. Two wrestlers from Oak Lawn placed in the meet, Terry Mulrenin,
132 Ibs., and Bob Fitzgerald, 154 Ibs., took first place honors.

Brian Phillips is currently leading the Varsity baseball team III hilling with a
.351 average. Phillips also owns the only Spartan home run this year, which
helped beat Evergreen Park.

Summer school football class is being offered as a one credit course for play
ers wishing to compete in the 73·74 season. Strategy will be discussed and movies
will be shown. Class will be held from 12-2 and or 2·4, register with your counse
lor.

VAN MALE BUICK
7051 S. WESTERN AVE.

FOR A GOOD DEAL CALL 776-0500

The New Navy teaches jobs in
computer technology and elec
tronics and nuclear science and
aviation mechanics. Jobs that
can help you go places while
you're in the Navy and when
you get out.
Jobs that give you a chance to
travel, to make good money (to
day's sailor is the best paid in
history). to make alife for your
self. To see if you qualify. to
find out if you've got what it
takes to make it in the New
Navy. call or see:

Ron Davis
10735 S. Cicero. Suite 104

Oak La~n - 424·2099

4 Week

DRIVING
SCHOOL

4957 W. 95th St. 423-1212

1 5 to 1 8 yrS old

.Free Trip for Permit and Drivers License

.H S. Credit - Alit') Ins. Discount



Madden notches no-hitter

Spartans shutout Sandburg 3-0
game losing streak. However with more
effort put forth a shown in the and
burg game. the partans will be a
team to be reckoned with next season.

THE SPART S WILL lose the
service of seniors Rick Caldwell. Tom
Flanigan. John :viorri ey. Brian
Phillip. and Dan Linon.

Oak Lawn

Spattanite

Sports
Page 8
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95TH & CICERO - OAK LAWN
TO OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

AND FOI MORTGAGE INFORMATION

CALL 425-7000

Brian Phillips. then ent a flyball to

center. allowing, ladden to core from
third.

SOPHOMORE FRA K WIATR
opened the fourth inning with a walk
and then wa sacrificed to second by
Vito Ru cio. \Vith one out Madden
drew his second walk in as many times
at bat. Kurr Engel then singled to left
scoring Wiatr and Mike Ganz, pinch
running for Madden. The inning was
closed when Engel was tagged out go
ing back to third.

John Caroll pitched the remaining
two innings for andburg and allowed
only one hit. )l.1adden truck out six
while walking only one. The partans
allowed only four ba erunners with no
one advancing pa t econd. The losing
pitcher was teve Robich. Along with
Madden's outstanding performance
junior Kurt Engel played a strong
game going 2 for 2. and driving in
two lun .

The partans pla!!;Ued by a slow
start. bad weather. and no home field
until recently. entered their second
round of conference play with a six-

Spartan pitcher Joe Madded wairs for
the signal as he hurls his first no-hit
ter of the season. SPART ANITE pho
to by Jim Detloff.

BY BILL BRA.~D D JEFF
FREGEA

ALTHOUGH COACH SKIP BOR
KOWSKI' Baseball team i n't runnll1!!;
away with conference title thi eason,
the partans outlook appear optimis
tic toward next season.

Of a 20-man team. 15 member of
the varsity squad will be returning.
Coach Borkowski plans to utilize hi.

returning members in an effort to pre
pare for next season. One of his return
ing pitchers, Joe 1adden. startin!!; hi
first game of the season Thursday.

1ay 10, came out in grand-style. hurl
ing a no-run, no-hit gaxe as the par
tans defeated the visiting andburg
Eagles 3-0.

The partans going into the game
wi th a 1-6 Conference record opened
the scoring in the third inning when

andburg pitcher Steve Robich yielded
a walk to :'-Iadden. who then advanced
to second on a wild pitch. hortstop
Kurt Engel also drew a walk putting
runners on first and second with no
body out. Third baseman Bob Engel
then executed a perfect bunt sacrific
ing Madden and Kurt Engel to second
and third. The Spartans leading hitter

HOURS
Mon.• Fri. 9 to 8

Tu.... Thur•. 9 10 ~

Sat. - 9·1
Clo.ed W.d.

CHICAGO PHONE 582·7000

EXTRA Wolk-in lobby
and Drive·in Hour.
Tu••. Thurs. ~ to 8
WId. 9 to ~

Sot. 1 10 ~
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TEENAGE DRIVER ED.
(FOR TEENS 15-17 YRS. OLD)

6419 W 87TH STReeT

OAK LAWN. ILL. 60453

.',
636-9743

FASHION .JeWELRy

AND PARTY. GffcDS

HALLMARK CARDS. G'F'TS.

By Cheryl Powell

EMILYN WILLIAM'S PLAY
"Night Must Fall" will be
presented as the Senior Class
Play October 26-27. This
mystery, directed by Mr.
Joseph Rieken, is about a
murderer who comes to live
with an invalid and her spinster
niece.

The cast includes Beth Busch,
Paul Hattimer, Beverly Ur
bank, Linda Sterling, Laura
Maras. Thorn Murta~h, Cliff
Pastor, and Virginia Siano.

Tickets will be on sale either
in advance or at the door each
night of performance.

"THE PLAY will be a
welcome change from the
absurdist comedies we did last
year," said one crew member.
"The performance nights are
also appropriatly near
Halloween."

INight Must Fall"
at Ol

During Varsity halftime, the
Homecoming Queen will be
announced, with Senior Class
President Dave Pitrak doing
the crowning. The Queen and
the court will be escorted by
members of the Varsity teams.

THE HIGHLIGHT of the
C'elebration will be the annual
dance, held in the Auditoriwn
Gym from 8 - 11 p.m. Music will
be provided by Tundra. Tickets
will go on sale in the cafeteria
the first week in October at $4 a
couple.

COMPLETE 4 WK. COURSE ..$90.00!
SOUTHWEST 'DRIVING SCHOOL

4700 W. 103rd St. • (in arena center lobby)
499·2832

30 HRS. - CLASS
12 HRS. - IN-CAR
TRIP FOR PERMIT

Activities begin at 11 a.m.
with a parade down 95th st.,
ending at the football stadium
where the Spartans will battle
the Reavis Rams. Noon is the
Sophomore kickoff time
followed by the Varsity game at
2 p.m.

By Debbie Peleclds
LED ZEPPLIN'S "Stairway

to Heaven" is this year's theme
for Homecoming, Saturday,
October 13.

Seeing the world
for under $7(XXJ

BY DEBBIE PELECKIS
HAWAll AT CHRISTMAS and Spain in the Spring will be the

destination of Mr. Robert Stoy, WECEP co-ordinator, and the first
140 students to make reservations. ASpring New York tour will be
chaperoned by Mr. Alan Collins, English instructor.

The Hawaii Tour will last 7 days, Dec. 26-Jan. 2. The cost is $329,
which includes round trip fare and hotel accomodations in Oahu.
There are also optional tours of scenic areas available in Hawaii.

During Easter vacation a choice of New York or Spain is offered.
The Spain Tour will last 8 days, April 12-20. The price, $329, will
include hotel accomodations, round trip transportation, and break
fast each morning.

EXCELLENT SEATS at six Broadway shows, including "A
Little Night Music" and "Raisin" will be the highlight of the New
York trip during Easter vacation April 15-21. $245 per person, based
on three and four students to a room, includes round trip air fare
and accomodations at the New York Sheraton Hotel.

There is a limit to the nwnber of students who can be accepted. A
deposit of $50 must be paid by Oct. 7for the Hawaii trip, and by Jan.
3 for the Spain trip. Reservations must be made with Mr. Stoy who
has further information in room 261.

A deposit of $50 must be made by Dec. 21 for the New York tour.
Mr. Collins in room 215 has the complete information.

Homecoming theme

announced

By Tracy Hoker
PAYING FOR A MEAL these

days is getting more and more
painful with the prices in O.L. 's
Cafeteria really inflicting the
hurt.

For instance, a once 45 cent
lunch is now 55 cents and ice
cream is 15 cents. The reason
for milk jwnping from 3 cents to
10 cents is because the State is
no longer subsidizing certain
milk funds. Really, milk should
be 12 cents, states Mr. Hal
Witshire, Superintendent of
Finance, but with a small profit
on other items, O.L. can charge
10 cents, causing the cafeteria
to break even.

Catering services, which are
in operation in several other
schools, were discussed by the
Board of Education and
rejected. For one thing,
caterers are out to make a
profit which would mean even
higher prices, explained Mr.
Wlshire. Also caterers control
the portions of food, which could
readily decrease.

O.L. WILL CONTINUE with
its present lunch system,
however more variations will be
offered this year. Achoice of the
scheduled meal or a hamburger
or hotdog will be available. Any
suggestions concerning the
cafeteria are welcomed by Mr.
Witshire in office 126.

Milk prices soar

233 1/3%
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New teachers impressed by school

The SPARTANITE wou.ld l1ke to welcome four new staff memo
bers on the administrative level.

Mr. Dominick Frigo has been appointed as the Administrative
Assistant to the Superintendent. His main responsibility is that of a
public relations man, producing a favorable image for the school.
He is also involved with community and staff relations and would
like to establish more interesting student activities. Mr. Frigo is
impressed by the school and stated, It (the school) seems to be
run smoothly, and the stu!tents are very friendly and alert." He
graduated with a BS in Ed11'Cation at WIU, a MS in Education at
sm, and a CAS in Administration at U of 1.

MR. THOMAS REITER has been appointed as the English
Department Chainnan. He replaces Dr. John Eckman who left last
year to become the English Department Chairman in Romeoville,
Illinois. Mr. Reiter teaches Advanced Placement and English II.

Mr. Reiter's philosophy on education is, "Give students a chance
to learn." Interpreting this he states that, "You can't force a
student to learn."

He has many ideas for changes in the department, but they are
still in the developmental stages.

BEFORE ACCEPTING THE position, Mr. Reiter wa5 ;.. e
English Department Chairman at Marion H.S. in Marion, Indiana.
Mr. Reiter graduated with a B.S. and M.A. in education at Ball
State University, Indiana. He is married and has 2 children.

MR. DAVID LAWRENCE, Media Specialist, has joined the ranks
of OL. Mr. Lawrence is working with Mrs. Davidson, Head of the
Media Department. He is concerned with audio-visual aides such
as films, projectors, overheads, etc. He plans to aid teachers by
supplying equipment to help students at their own academic level,
since OL classrooms are mixed.

Mr. Lawrence is an alumni of the U of I and Purdue, possesing a
Bachelors in Science Education, a Masters in Vocational
Education, and degrees in Science and Technology and Media
Specialties. After his extensive education, hp. taught four years in a
Kankakee school before coming to OL. So far he is pleased with the
staff, students, and school.

MS. LINDA RAGSDALE, OL's first Social Worker in two years,
said she wants to "help students who have problems with either
their school work or family life and other outside problems."

By working with students, talking to their parents, or even
having at-home discussions, Ms. Ragsdal e hopes to help students
stay in school and out of trouble. Students may drop in and discuss
their problems in office 121 without an appointment.

Ms. Ragsdale graduated from Loyola University with an MSW
degree and now resides in Chicago.
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Curricululll alters .'. NEWS CAPSULE
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OL'S YEARBOOK, SHIELD, has a new advisor this year, Mr.
Robert Dominiak.

OLCHS' TEACHING STAFF has increased in number by the
addition of 'l:l new teachers.

MR. PAUL BURGESS, Dean of BOYS, is recovering from back
sugery and hopes to be back by second semester. For the time
being, Mr. Craig is taking his place.

PTSA begins new year

Art Department has planned more field trips for this coming year,
while in the field of music, both Jazz and Concert Band workshops
can be taken in summer school next year.

NEW COURSES and changes in existing courses will begin this
year in an attempt to broaden and improve the curriculum.
Department chainnen report the following alterations.
VOCATIONAL ED
HERO (Home Economics Related Occupations) began near the
end of last year, but difficulties finding a qualified teacher were not
overcome until this year when Ms. Helen Gerken began teaching
the course. It deals with food management and serving occupations
such as chefs and restaurant managers. Seasonal occupations,
such as turf management and landscaping, will be available in
summer school next year and the Co-op Educational Program,
formerly on a yearly basis, is now on a semester basis.
SCIENCE DEPT
Chemistry for Careers, another new course, requires a "C"
average in the Fundamentals of Algebra or Algebra I and a "C"
average in Environmental Science or Biology and is less com- OCT. 23 MARKS THE 20th Annual College Night at OL, at 7:00
plicated than the traditional chemistry course. p.m. Approximately 60 represenatives will be here to answer
PHYSICAL ED questions and present programs for their schools. A special
Seniors will be playing co-ed volleyball and softball the latter part financial aid workshop will be offered to answer questions about
of this year and the Spartan Gym is available for girls' basketball, scholarships, grants, loans, etc. directed by Mrs. Stiles, Director of
while the boys use the Old Girls' Gym. Financial Aid and Placement at Moraine Valley ComIDlmity
BUSINESS DEPT College.
Computer Science is now counted as a business credit instead of a !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!II.!!!!•••I!!!!I••••I!!!I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
math credit. The new course, Clerical Typing, is designed to train
students for jobs requiring limited typing.
ENGLISH DEPT
Reading Lab is now counted as a full credit and Independent
Reading, a course taken once a week by students with minor
reading problems, has increased to a total of twenty~ne students.

FLOWER SHOPS
By Darlene Campbell

MARCHING BAND TURNS
OUTSIDE-IN is the title for this
year's first PTSA meeting on
Oct. 25. "Plans are not complete
at this time, but will tentatively
feature parts of the Oak Lawn
Marching Band," reports Mrs.
George Randle, President of the
PTSA.

Future meetings will be Jan.
24, Feb. 28, and April 25, with

Feb. 28 being Open House. The
themes for these meetings have
not yet been decided.

"We would really like to get
students involved because there
is so much they can do for us,
just as us for them," stated
Mrs. Randle. She suggests that
any students that are interested
in the PTSA come to these
meetings.

27!59 W. 9!5TH STREET

EVERGREEN PARK. ILL. 60642

HENRY L. ALLEN
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AS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF of
this magazine, I also hope to
include more in depth studies of
school affairs.

Although the Spartanite is
trying to be more of a student
newspaper, it will not be con
trolled by minority groups or
administration members. The
Spartanite does not take sides
on any issue. We only present
the news whether it be opinion
or fact.

Libelous or slanderous
statements will not be printed.
Stories involving the invasion of
privacy will not be printed.
Cases involving the use of ob
scenities will be treated in
dividually.

Spartanite Policy

. ~ Senior Class 4~ Plans lor a ~S.C.A:B
Board Openedthe19n-?jscJwoI llQmecQJ1Png noat·· and
year last week with an election CbriMm.M -dance were .
of m«nbers and a meeting in touched upon. Ideas fw
which ideas to' improve the ela. t-sbItu and sweatsbirts
.schoO,l and tbe Sen1ar Class. werepresented and vOted on b '
were discussed. • Ibe~

.. S.C.A.B? eonsistlng of 30 "S.C.A.B.basalotofpo~t
members, tour class officers, commented Mr. Bill, '''and if
andadvtsorsMr. W. C. Hill and they want .something that's
:Mr. Robert Burdan} discussed good for the entire senior elm
the topic of erecting a partition witbin l"eaSOn. Mr.B~ ~d
between the cafeteria and the mySelf will be glad to fight'lor
junior-senior lounge. '!'hiswould it!'
create an atmosphere of
priv~ ·.fo:r the nppereJassmen
and allDW the. lounge t() become
more of a recreation center.

,CAB· recQriv~nes

THE PURPOSE of a school
newspaper is to inform, to
present the news, good or bad,
and to give insight to activities
mand around the conununity.

In keeping with this, the 1973
74 Spartanite will expand its
topics to interest a wider range
of the student· body. Stories
about community activities,
places in Chicago, and concert
news will all be a part of the
Spartanite.

This year the Spartanite will
be a 16 page magazine divided
into four sections; News,
Editorials, Features,. and
Sports. It will be published
monthly and is available to the
student at 15 cents an issue.

Evergreen Plaza Shopping Center

9730 S. Western
Evergreen Park

or
Ford City Shopping

7601 S. Cicero
Chicago

TuxTail. A completely new look in formal-wear.
A tapered tuxedo with cutaway front. Floor
level peak lapels. Velvet top collar. Double
pleated center vent. With matching trousers.

gingisSfonnalwear

On prom night,
she sHould loveyou

for yourbod~
Not your mind.

Senior girls prepare first concert

BY DARLENE CAMPBELL
OL'S SENIOR GIRLS Chorus opens the 1973-1974 Concert Season

with an "Introductry Concert" on Tuesday evening October 2. This
concert will be held in OL's Linle Theater at 7: 30 p.m.

The chorus is composed of 40 voices on the Sophomore, Junior,
and Senior levels. They will appear in a variety of differenc con
certs this year. On Wednesday. November 28 the chorus will appear
at the MuselIDl of Science and Industry in "The Christmas Aroun
the World" pageant. The chorus also plans a Spring Festival in
May.
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John Kurdt '76

Beverly Urbank '75

Editor's note -
The summer school program

did not have a budget of $300.
The administration agreed to
underwrite all costs exceeding
the proceeds from the gate of

Oak Lawn

Spattanite
Published by the Advanced

Journalism students of
Oak Lawn Community Hi

chool
94th Street andSou~w~

way, •
Oak Lawn, Illinuis 60453

Editorial Board
Editor-in-ehief Doug Domk
Managing Editor Cindy Holme
News Editor Debbie Pelecki
Feature Editor Bev Baile
Sports Editor Jim Eg
Advisors Mr. Doug GeBraa

Pat Karlak, Claudia McCart
Dan Lundquist, Kim Kohle

taft Marie O'Conner"Cath
iGrazia, Jim Detlnff, Wayn
harvat, Darlene Cambell,
racy Hoker, Rod Polacek,

Paul Batzel, Jeff Fregeau,
aren Pitrak, Ann Gould.

Cheryl Powell, Ray Novak,
Dawn Maniatis, Lenora
Sniatynsky, Jennine Pavlik, Al
Javorski, Marijo Korasa, Mar:'

ll!irh.

Dear Editor:
Why did the Administration

give Dramatic Workshop a
bud~et of $300 when the regular

Editor's note •

There is supposedly a law in
the lllinois School Code that
states all students must be
supervised in school for a
minimum of at least 5 hours a
day. Therefore, the school must
keep the lunch-study halls.

Dear Editor: school year productions get only
I think they should abolish $200?

those 25 minute study halls after
lunch. They're ridiculous,
you're wasting time. With all
the Open Campus and study
halls, we're in school longer
than we have to be. I think there
should just be classes and
that's it. Everybody I know in
study halls just sleep or talk the summer production but not
which is quite boring. more than $300. You wlll also be

Don Weindel '74 glad to know that the theatre
budget for this year has gone up
to $450.
Dear Editor:

I do not understand why this
school allows coaches to give
swats. There are other forms of
punishment such as an hour
detention. Last year it was
printed in the Spartanite that it
was against the law or against
rules to give swats, but still the
coaches give them. How would
Mr. Markel like it if he got hit in
the rear with a clipboard or a
paddle?

Inflation has made it im
possible for many students to
afford college, says Mr. Gahala.
Therefore students take classes
which will help them in a job
field which doesn't requi...~
college. Many O.L students
major in metals, art, auto
mechanics, business, etc.

Even if O.L. students don'
plan on attending college, I fee
they should get the best
education possible in high
school. Honors courses offer a
better quality of education
because they cover more
subject material, more
thoroughly.

Because O.L. students don t
want to make an effort, those
who do desire to take honors
courses can't. There simpl
aren't enough intereste
students to fill one class in som
subjects. We urge all studen
who can, to take honors courses.
They're more interesting than
regular subjects, and th
students are treated more lilt
adults, because supposed!
they're smarter.

Jazz Improvisation was of
fered 2 hours daily on a credit
basis to all band members in
terested in jazz. This class
worked with the Dramatic
Workshop students in per
forming for the summer
production.

SINCE BOTH OF THESE
experimental classes were very
successful this year, the Ad
ministration has plans for
expanding them both. It is felt,
however, that there should be
new classes next swnmer for
students with different in
terests, such as an ex
perimental Art or writing class.

These sort of experimental
classes can only be iniated if
there are enough students who
show an interest in them. We
recommend that all interested
students talk to their counselors
abOut such programs.

The realization that college
isn't necessary to get a good
paying job, has also caused a
drop in college preparatory
students. Today, many skilled
trades are paying as much as, if
not more, than several jobs
which require a college
education.

courses dwindle
been dropped completely,
others reduced to only one
class.

The causes of this apathy are
innumerable. Colleges have
dropped their language
requirements for admission,
making it unnecessary to take a
foreign language in high school.
Laziness, says Mr. Peter J.
Gahala, foreign language
department head, is another
reason for the apathy. Students
don't want to ~ert any more
effort than absolutely
necessary, and they find that
honors courses require too
much work. It's unfortunate
that students sacrifice a
thorough education because of
laziness, Mr. Gahala concludes.

Honors
Americans are loosing in

terest in higher education, and
unfortunately students at O.L.
are following the trend. Student
enrollment in honors, math,
science, and language courses
has dropped considerably over
the last few years.

Three years ago the language
department had 12 full time
teachers and two part-time, but
now there are only five. Four
levels of French, German,
Spanish, and two Latin and
Russian were taught at O.L. But
today, Russian and Latin have
been dropped, and only three
levels of other languages are
offered.

This aDathy has also spread
to the science and math
departments. A few years ago
there were four Physics classes,
now there are only two. Other
higher level science classes,
which are not required to
graduate, have also lost
popularity among students.

Honors courses offered by the
math department are also
lacking students. Several have

By Cheryl Powell
THE ADMINISTRATION has

finally realized that the
students here are interested in
more than Field Biology and
sununer football. This year, for
the first time in OL's history,
the Administrative Council
sponsored a summer theatre
program and a sununer jazz
program for high school
students.

Dramatics Workshop was
offered on a credit or non-eredit
basis, either 2 or 4 hours dailv
during smnmer school. This
course gave the students
practical knowledge in all
phases of the theater: acting,
technical work and promotional
work, bY building a theatre-in
the-round in room 117. The
summer production, "A
Thurber carnival" was per
formed in this theatre.

More workshops needed

The Spartanite September 28, 1973



Class sizes increase,

teachers can't cope

Information gathered from Information gathered fram ::

Union President Hal Mulderlnk . Superintendent Joes. ~ch

Contract expires,

teachers still at work

THE OUTCOME OF THE present negotiations between the
Board of Education and the teachers' Union will affect OL students.

The first meeting of the Board and the Union was on March 26,
but little has been accomplished to date. The Union has, however,
submitted 50 non-economic and 50 economic proposals for changes
in OLCHS.

The major changes, which would affect OL students, are smaller
class sizes and a smaller counselor-pupil ratio. We applaud the
Union on these two points. If enacted, they would give students
more individual aid.

As students, we appreciate the fact that the Union teachers are
still working, even though their contract has expired. The teachers
have every right to be on strike, says Mr. Hal Mulderink, Union
president, but their dedication has kept them in school. The
following are several differences of opinion between the Board and
the Union.

board

(3) Expects negotiations to be
finished by December 1.

(4) Declares they are fair and
"open-minded" on every point
proposed

(5) says teachers have a part
in decision-making.

(1) "Cannot be committed to
a guaranteed class size"

(2) Cannot increase over 5
and five tenths per cent as
specified in Federal Guide
Lines.

•
unlon

BY CINDY HOLMES

(1) Advocates smaller class
sizes

(2) Wants salary increase 
superintendent Lynch has had
an increase of $7,000 himself,
which is well over 5 and five
tenths per cent.

(3) Told bOard negotiations
should either be finished by
OCtober 15, or else be moving
satisfactorily. If not they would
take action!

(4) Says the Admillistration
vetoes everything with a strict
"no."

(5) Administration dictates 
teachers want a greater voice in
decisions about OL.

The Spartanlte

By Ann Gould teachers and students an oIr
FREE CUTS WERE ONCE portunity to talk. It was hoped

included in OL's discipline that both parties would open up
Code. But due to a oractical and try to discover why the
decision of the 73-74 Dicipline students were cutting. Did the
Code Committee, hours are now problem stem from the class?
given for the first cut and The material? Attitude? These
notices are sent out to the were questions teachers and
parents instead. students should have asked

The Discipline Code Com- themselves and tried to find
mittee that wrote this year's answers to.
code consisted of a panel of 12 But, a lot of teachers let it
people. Six of these were ride. They simply did not try to
students, three were teachers, find out the answers. Students
and the remaining three were apathy was high in this area
administrators. also. When a teacher did aIr

The committee ruled out the proach a student, many times
free cut by a majority vote. he was rebuffed. The whole
Most of them felt, as does the purpose of the free cut system
editorial staff of the Spartanite, seemed defeated because of the
that the free cut presented too lack of cooperation.
much of a temptation to The editorial staff feels
students who are not regular students and teachers should be
cutters. Also the purpose of the able to analyze cutting
free cut system seemed problems, regardless of the
defeatible. hour detention. And they should

THE MAIN REASON IT was discuss these problems.
included in the Code was to give
september 28, 1973

BY CINDY HOLMES available solution for the
"Deplorable," says Ms problem of over-crowded

Passarelli, English teacher, "is classrooms is to hire more
ths only word to describe the teachers. But, says Mrs. Reiter,
present class sizes." The the present English department
Spartanite staff feels, irt ac- budget is not extensive enough
cordance with most O.L. to cover new teachers.
teachers, that there are too The chart at the right
many students in each class. illustrates that the growth in

Class sizes have made a teacher population has not been
dramatic increase over the last substantial enougb to cover the
five years. In 1969, the average growth in student population.
English class had only 18 But the budgetline illustrates
students. Today, the average is that the overall school budget
32 students per class. has increased substantially

This increase makes it im- and could easily cover mo~
possible to give any in- teachers' salaries.
dividualized attention to We feel that the students are
students, says Ms. Passarelli. being cheated of the best
several teachers have voiced education possible with the
the same opinion. present situation. If the class

MR. REITER, English sizes were cut down, teachers
Department chairman, says could do a more thorough job
that the English Department is and give the students a more
grossly under-staffed. The only individualized education.

Green cards return



Homecoming eatsImages:

David Clauter

Adoor closes
And shuts off from us

An~warld.

I teellike a summer day
flowers bursting open in

(iew..ladenmo~-
lazy...carefree,

ifeel1lke
a flower. plucked. thrown

bigb in tb.e
air-

,lOfaU. gently, siftingback.,.~
asummerbreeze.-

to landlightly
on tbesoIt .,.~

bairof ala~ young
Cbud.

y Claudia McCarty

PERHAPS, LIKE MANY Oak
wn students now, you are

ooking for a reasollable, good
lace to eat after the
omecoming Dance, October

3. To avoid some of the com
lications involved in choosing
he perfect atmosphere for you

d your date, the Spartanite
as gathered a list of highly
ecommended local

'estaurants. The quoted prices
U'e those of a filet mignon
'inner.

1. HOUSE OF HUGHES

14300 Cicero-Crestwood
No entertainment - reser

'ations 3894636
Dinner - $7.25

. CAVILLINIS
3845 147th St. - Midlothian
Combo entertainment

eservations FU 8-1690
Dinner - $7.25

3.MARTINIQUE
2500 94th PI. - Evergreen Pk.
Band entertainment

reservations 422-8000
Dinner - $4.75

4. GREENE'S WEST
8624 95th St. - Hickory

Hills
Combo entertainment

reservations 598-6680
Dinner - $6.50

5. THE FOUR EAGLES (for
merly Walnut Inn)

11011 SW Highway - Palos
Hills

Combo entertainment
reservations 974-3010

Dinner - $6.75
6. DIAMOND HEAD

3321 W. Columbus - Chicago
Private rooms available 

reservations WA 5-1678
Dinner - $6.95

7. THE BAR
81st and Central - Burbank

Reservations in advance 422
5400

Dinner - $5.50

oil pan. It will also drain faster
due to thinning.

2). Raise the car up by using a
jack if necessary.

3). Place a container under
the drain hole which is located
on one of the lowest parts of the
engine, the oil pan.

4). Remove the draip ~.
5). Allow the oil to Ilrain.
6). Replace the ph.~.

"You should change the oil
filter every time you replace the
oil. What's the sense of running
clean oil through a con
taminated filter?" said Mr.
Callog.

Changing the oil filter has
four simple steps and with a few
extra minutes this job can keep
your car engine running
smoothly and free of con
tamination. Mr. Callog ex
plains:

1). Place a container under
the oil filter.

2). Unscrew the filter.
3). Wipe the gasket area of the

base clean and lubricate the
neoprene gasket with engine oil.

4). Replace with a new filter.

September 28, 1973

Cutting auto upkeep costs
By Jenine Pavlik

REPLACING OIL and dirty
oil filters in your car every two
months or 2,000 miles is a must
to keep your car in good running
condition. The ten dollars gas
stations charge to change oil,
can be saved by doing it
yourself.

Mr. Paul Callog, OL auto
mechanics teacher, tells just
how this can be done. First of all
he suggests buying a premium
grade or 10w30 type of motor oil.
10w30 which is about $.90 per
quart, protects the engines
moving parts in both summer
and winter conditions. Oil types
and viscosity properties are
found printed on the back of the
can. Local stations charge from
$.60 - $1.15 per quart.

After purchasing the oil, Mr.
8allog offers these simple
neps:

1). Change the oil after
running the engine for awhile
because the contaminants will
uncling themselves from the
')ides of the engine block and the

The Spartanite

Ahlrdflys by
Ashot$gsOUt •

both fall. one faltering.

~.

Alight flicks of{
And changes l1ght into

Nightand fear.

1feel as if I'm
f1oat.Ing•••driftiJ1&

frcee asa gull winging out to
sea-

noproblems...rw~tti~
bouncingalongonacloud-bUssfuUy _~.

content,until

• w

FletiGn, poetry, and essay contr:lbttttoas fer this column ID81
-bm1tted 10 Roem 211 or gtven direclIy 10 any~
tnember.
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Pa~e 9

revisited

A wasteland

"Trulyeadl DeWbookia-asa SJdp that beat. -away trOm-tile
fbdty of our Umitatiou fate the movetneDt aad spl,endor of life1.
infinite oeean."

The nearby paper-back rack beckons: dog-eared~ of~
lUy Gritty, TIle Red Roadster, and 'l'he day of the Drag Raee

.clamor dully for attention. moser examinatkm. rev~ The
Who Batted~~ and FOJ'buab aad UlePeDgaIaa.Butd1sappotn~
student turns an indifferent eyetrorn tbetr-\9accharin story li:nes. A
good-sized card eatalog offers more pX'01D1se. _. _--.

\ Hopeful fingers file throogb a mass 0(~ hut many of the
contemporary stalwarts arestrangely m.tssing. Joyce CarolOa
bailed as f<the best youpg novelist in tileUm~States today.t. is
nowhere to be found. Nobel Pri2e wil\n.er Jean..Paul Sartre? Serry,
wt ef lUeL ROO: McKuen,f~~ Ameriean Poet? No .y.

AS AMULTlTUlJEof,books·sw~ downftOOl scores Ofshelv~ a
somewhat nonplusSed studentreason&lbat m~ must be hiding
,some venerable American fiction. Buthe.searcltes in vain for JQbI).
Updike's Rabbit, Run; James Mlcheller'~The Drfhers, and J.D.
Salinger's Frarmy and Zooey. ADd there is .no Vladimir Nobokov,
Jerty Kosinski, John CheeVer, or Wrlgbt Morris~
i_~Tltl~.£E{)'!~ the sbelv but~~$dB i~ of A Da~ lOT
.DtaDe, Beanyandfh,eJ)eclontrig~ aBdi'rbel.4veier eibq', in
favor of sQUlethl.ng that does not preclu.de some meager develop
ment of the mind. How about The~ that~ orTbree
Loves Hag Sandy? Thanks, but no dumk.s. he Jnutters to him$elf.

SO?1ewha\ perplaed, somewhat disgusted,. be slides into an
eme.t~ ~~~i~ the Subl~!~LfWD. well in; at evetY
angle. Surely those books and aut1wr'8 he soagbt are not
detrimental'to the mota! t1be1' of OakLaJm_ ok i$'t -as.if he ba!i
been looking forTropie of CancerorFaDDY~ _

AND CERTAINLY MONEY appearstabe flO objeCt. His driftthg
eyes meet wall-to-wall carpeting; matching tab1fJs and chaifSt
clear of scrawled initials 1ln.tl subway-style graffiti; the pt'ivat&
bookstalls with their individU$l shelW'S~ It an seemed grossly
unnecessary. a worthless patina. "

A metallic bell puts an abrupt end to hls l'fierie. The b$tl~ bad
begun ~~w," ~ .,.,,",,;L4k.'-~;...·~ _

The Spartanite

Occult rebirth,
minus demons

on a flat surtace perpendicular
to the diviner's body. The
diviner this wills the pendulum

DEVIL WORSHIPERS claim to sway back and forth over the
it, religious fanatics condemn length of the ruler instead of
it, most everyone fears it, but following its nonnal sideways
hardly anyone understands it. swing.

People throughout the ages The diviner then moves the
have kept the occult locked pendulum to either end of the
away with gobblins, demons, ruler and wills it to change to a
and witches in books of horror rotary motion. If the pendulum I
tales simply because they did is held over a male's wrist or a .
not fully understand it. possession of a male, it will < - +. "':"'_ . - _ _.,;;:_ • _

Within the fast ten years perform a back and forth: WJTH AN IDEA like this in mind, an OakLa.'!O StUdent detaches
Russia and. toe U.S. have sideways motion. If suspended .himself from the human mass that surges through the corrfdont
conduct~ctentific tests that over a female's wrist or onlytoo~gertoescapefromthatunendlngbattleofflying~
anyone can try, and have found possession, the pendulum will shuffling feet, s(rldent vokes. The libraty offers quietrefuge.: ~
the occult to be run by the perfonn a rotary motion. carpetedfl9ormumestbemQVemenlottestl~feetan<l scraping
subconsious of people rather THE SUBCONSIOUS also has chair-legs'"the librariansstand.hawk-llke: waitlngto llOunce at th6
than by the helpers of Satan. an incredible time sense. It can sligbtest ~vocatlon~ 'f

THE SIMPLE FACI' is the be reached by the pendulum,
occult is run by the minds of but in this method, the most
people. It can be used for good accurate it can be is within the
or evil just as weapons, cars, half hour.
laws or anything else people To test this, the pendulum is
have developed. danRled into a glass and willed

To prove the basic concepts of to tap the side of the glass for
the occult are not evil, one must every hour. A half "plunk" is
only explain a psychic science usually added for the half hour.
without the usual little demon Through use of the pendulum,
references used to make it more the subconsious can point out
colorful. directions or the wearabouts of

The easiest psychic science to people the consious does not
explain is the linle talked about know. Directions are found by
science of Radiesthesia. moving the pendulum over a
Radiesthesia is a form of map from a given starting point
divination in which a person and willing it to move over the
wills a thing to be found by use roads and turns that should be
of a thought conductor. taken to reach a given

The thought conductor most destination.
often used is a pendulum. This PEOPLE ARE ALSO found
device is made up of a key, by moving the pendulum along
finger ring, or ball tied to a a map, only this time it is willed
thread at least six inches long. to move only over the vicinity

The pendulum, when held the person is in.
between the thumb and fore Surely the basic concepts of
finger, will perform one of two finding directions, missing
motions: the first is a back and persons, time, or the sex of the
forth sideways motion; the owner of an item is not evil.
second, a rotary motion. Regardless, many people bound

SCIENCE HAS TESTED the by traditional belief that the
power of the subconsious to occult is taboo, still refuse to
control the pendulum by use of a reconize it as the new mind
wooden ruler. The tests show it science it is.
is the diviner's subconsious and As these traditions continue to
not a linle gobblin who deter- break down, the OCCUlt will get
mines the pendulum's its long-denied chance to
movement. become a good influence in

In this test, a ruler is placed daily existence.

September 28, 1973

By Mary Anne Sapulich
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BY RAY NOVAK

Grade A choice

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR is not a film for realists. Touring
buses, army tanks and jet fighters planes apper in rapid suc
cession. Some of the best choreography on film is danced amid
ancient ruins to a rock music beat. But these are isolated events,
that serve to high light the brilliant acting that dominated the
entire film.

carl Anderson as Judas gives a most powerful performance with
Ted Neeley (Jesus) running a close second. Yvonne Ellman as
Mary Magdalene and Barry Denner as Pontious Pilate are also
excellent.

The film starts with a beat-up, Hebrew-inscribed, touring bus
moving through the desert. It stops, and the entire cast gets out and
unloads their props, including a huge wooden cross from the top of
the bus. Judas, then sneaks off for his first number "Heaven on
their Minds."

ANDERSON AND NEELEY create an intense emotional build
up throughout the film. Each then comes to his own emotional
climax and release; Judas with his suicide and Jesus's com
mitment in Getbsemane. After these scenes, even the crucifixtion
comes as somewhat of an anticlimaz.

At the end of the film, the cast, minus Jesus, reloads onto the bus
and drives into the sunset leaving only an empty cross on a bill, a
vague picture of a shepherd leading his flock down below and the
enigmatic thought "This is symbolism?"

The Doobie Brothers have three top-ten hits to their credit, two of
them ("Long Train Running," and "China Grove") from their
latest album, "The captain and Me." This album establishes them
as one of the most versatile bands around. They feel at home
playing hard rockers such as "Evil Woman" or "Without You" and
ballad-like material in "South City Midnight Lovely."

The group consists of Tom Johnston on lead guitar; Pat Simmons
on guitar; John Hartman on drums; Tiran Porter on bass; and
Michael Hossack on percussion.

RICK WAKEMAN HAS done exciting music with ''Yes'' for
years, but has now produced a solo album, The Six Wives of Henry
VIll, that elevates him to a level with ClassIcal masters like
Beethoven and Bach. Each track on the album is Wakeman's
musical interprt!tation of the life and personality of one of Henry
VII wives.

This is not foot-stomping music; this is not bubble gum. It digs in
deep; it is a total experience that cannot be forgotten.

WAKEMAN HIMSELF PERFORMS on every track, with his
three synthesizers, two mellotrons, Stienway grand piano and
several assorted organs seeming to be going at once. There was
also some help provided on drums, guitar, and bass by various
musicians, among them "Yes" members Steve Howe, Bill Bruford,
Chris Squire, and Alan White.

With the mediocrity that prevails in rock today, it is refrt!shing to
hear something so good. This album is a must for all serious music
freaks.

The Spartanfte

at Milton, Wisconsin 53563

(608) 868-2930

Please write to the Director of Admissions,
Milton College, Milton, Wisconsin 53563
to request additional information and arrange
a campus visit.

The purpose of a liberal arts education is to so
fulfill the individual's capabilities that new
freedom of choice in life is made possible.
It is an education toward criticQ! thinking and
human understanding ... toward balanced
judgement and logical analysis of problems.

Education . .. not only to make a living,
but to make life worth living.
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Rocky Mountain high

Free Trial Lesson

SOUTHWEST ACADEM Y OF

KARATE

By Wayne Charvat

A SOLE FIGURE weaves its
way down a sun-speckled slope,
skis hidden under the knee-deep
powder blanket, red warm-ups
clashing vividly with the
brilliant white of snow. The
gentle rattling of skl trips in
terrupts the stillness as the
sider, sitting back, swallows
moguls effortlessly. Pausing,
breathless, he lifts a sun
bronzed face.to tbe slope above,
shielding hts:-' eyes from an in
candes~n . sun; only a flowing
8-shgped path remains. Below,
a vast expanse of untracked
powder waits, beckons...

Heaven?
No, better. Steamboat

Springs., Colorado guarantees a
Rocky-Mountain high despite
your wicked soul. And the
Southwest YMCA is shaping the
whole dream into a $150 reality
from December 22 to
December 30.

THE PRICE includes round
trip bus fare from Oak Lawn,
medical insurance, and lodging.
Obviously, several essential
costs are additional: lift tickets,
ski rental, meals, lessons, pre
ski activities. But with a little
cunning and sacrifice, those
costs can be kept minimal
without giving up your chance
to ski the Big Ones.

The trip is limited to only 36

students on a' first-eome basis.
When registering, a $50 non·
refundable deposit is required.
The trip to Steamboat is ex
pected to fill rapidly, so in
terested students are urged to
register as soon as possible.

For the more daring students,
there is a possibility of making
the trip to Steamboat on yoUr
own. United Airlines Youth fare
to Denver is $123 round trip.
Steamboat Springs is a four
hour drive from Denver, so bus
or car arrangements would
have to be made.

IF TRAVELING in-
dependently, after arriving in
Steamboat Springs, money for
lodging is needed. The amount
of money needed depends on
how luxuriously or poorly you
plan to live. Prices range from
$8 and up a night.

Other expenses should also be
considered before deciding to go
on a trip.

The most important expense
is, of course, food. Starving a
little wouldn't hurt anyone and
it would help the pocketbook.

LIFT TICKETS at a ski area
are an unavoidable cost. A one
day adult lift ticket at Steam
boat will set you back $8.05,
although a 3 day consecutive
ticket costs $21.

Money for renting skis would
also be needed, but most sport
shops rent skis on a weekly
basis, so the price should be

minimal.
For those who have never

gone skiing, it is avisable to
take lessons. This is not man
datory, but it could keep
someone from ending up in a
tree or breaking both legs.
Besides, ski instructors are kind
and fun people from whom to
learn. The prices of lessons
vary, but its definitely cheaper
than paying a hospital bill.

Spending money is needed
during free time. The amount
should not be too high if the
person once again, is willing to
give up a little. The easy-going,
free-wheelin' person should be
able to get along with a
reasonable amount of money.

The things are all important
and should be considered before
going skiing. It's advisable to
start saving well in advance,
but if a person is willing to

sacrifice throughout the trip,
the money could be kept at a
minimum. A person could have
a real good time without
spending a lot of money.

For the inexperienced skiers
or those who can't afford the
Steamboat Springs trip, the
Southwest YMCA will sponsor
three less expensive trips to
Northern Michigan. These trips
are planned for January and
February. The first one will be
held January 11-13, the second
January 25-27, and the last
February 8-10. These trips will
be limited to 76 skiers per trip.
The total cost of each trip is $55,
which includes everything
except meals enroute and
two lunches at the ski area.

Interested students can ob
tain additional information
from Brad Bronsky at 424-alOO
or 233· 7333.

6060 West 95th St.
Oak Lawn, Dlinois 60453

Open Monday thru Friday Noon until 10 pm.
Certified Black Belt instructors

day and evening classes

LOCATED

1 BLOCK WEST OF OAK LA WN

COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL

~ A
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meet thornndge tonight,
"

Varsity gridmen post 3-0

BY JUM EGAN AND PAUL
BATZEL

AFTER OL's 7 - 0 victory on
September 15, against
Richard's Bulldogs, Varsity
grid coach Robert Kunde said,
"It was a good game due to the
fact that we won, but the offense
didn't playas well as I thought
they should have." Apparently
some of the members of the
offensive squad heard him
because they put on a rousing
show by beating the Eisenhower
Cardinals 21-13 last Saturday.

The Varsity Gridmen fought
hard with scores in the 1st, 2nd,
and 4th quarters, and brought
the ball over the goal line twice
more but both were called on
penalties. Although they scored
twice, the Cardinals could not
seem to get untracked until the
Spartans had a 13 point lead.

The Spartans were led by a
hard-eharging Mike Patyk who
gained a total of 203 yards in 21
tries, and also scored the last
OL touchdown in the fourth
quarter. Later in the final
quarter he picked off a Cardinal
pass and lugged it all the way
back for a TD only to have it
nullified by a penalty.

SPARTANS DREW first
blood when quarterback Joe
Madden slipped over on a sneak
play after the Cardinal punter
got off a tremendous punt of
slightly more than ten yards.

Early in the second quarter
the Spartans forced Eisenhower
deep in their own territory
where they had to punt. Steve
Worsham hauled it in and raced
all the way back for a TD only to
have it brought back because of
a charge of clipping. OL still
had the football though, and
Tim Eggert finally carried it
over for Oak Lawn's second
score. Joe Madden's extra point
was blocked and the Spartans
held a 1~ lead.

This seemed to bring
Eisenhower to life and they
came back for a score after a
bruising drive. Although they
were to score again in the
second half, the Cardinals
drives were plagued by
penalties which forced them to
operate from under pressure to
bring the ball back for more
yards in the same amount of
downs. At one point the Car
dinals were called for illegal
procedure two times in suc
cession.

NEITHER TEAM eOUID get offense the ball with less than a
much going in the third quarter minute to go. They ground out a
until OL got a drive together in first down before the game
the closing minutes of the ended to give them the victory.
quarter. Three seconds after A week earlier the Spartans
the start of the fourth quarter had been caught in the clutches
Mike Patyk carried the ball of a tight defensive banle
over for OL's third TD of the against the Bulldogs of
day. Going for a two point Richard's High School. Mer a
conversion, Mike Patyk took it first quarter touchdown when
over to give the Spartans a 21-7 Mike Ganz and Steve Worsham
lead. got together on a pass, the

When they got the ball back, Spartans could not do it again.
Eisenhower seemed to finally They were plagued with
be on the move. Then Mike penalties that stymied their
Patyk intercepted a Cardinal drives before they started.
pass and raced all the way to In the second half, Richards
the endzone only to have it seemed to have gained the
called back for clipping. OL momentwn that the Spartans
then kept a long drive together had lost. Here the defense took
to bring the ball inside over. First, after knocking out
Eisenhower's 10 yard line. Here two first downs on the ground,
the Cardinals got tough and took the bulldogs took to the air. At
the ball over on downs. They the three yardline, Bob Sparrow
then put together a long drive of intercepted a Bulldog pass and
their own and brought it over on brought it back to the five. The
a pass play for a TD to cut OL's Spartans however, were forced
lead to 21-13. They gambled on a to punt. Once again Richards
two point conversion and' seemed to be on fire until they
lost,however to keep the took to the air. Once again they
Spartans ahead by eight. were intercepted, this time by

The defense took over here Larry O'Neil. The Spartans
and didn't let Eisenhower score then took the ball and proceded
again. The secondary broke up to run out the clock to victory.
four straight passes to give the
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Harders take five straight

By Jeff Fregeau
COACH JOHN LEWIS'S

Varsity Cross Country Team
opened the 1973 season by
dropping their first meet to a
fast paced Lincoln-Way team,
17-46. Although starting off on
the wrong foot, the Spartans
have won five in a row since
dropping their first dual meet.

The Spartan Harriers enter
the South Inter-Conference
Association playing in a six
team conference, unlike foot
ball which plays in the same
conference in an eight team
competition. The cross country

conference will consist of
Reavis, Sandburg, Rich East,
Hillcrest, Thornwood, and Oak
Lawn.

Coach Lewis, in his 22nd year
of coaching at OL, will attempt
to better last years 8-4 record,
and third place confer
ence finish. Anticipating
strong teams from Reavis and
Thornwood, Coach Lewis feels
his'team will have to be in top
shape to finish on top for
Thursday's October 18 con
ference meet.

THE SPARTANS, paced by
Seniors Steve LaRocque, Tom
Bowen, and Bill Miller, along
with Juniors Kevin Moore,
Jerry Vinci, and Paul Ness.
have been doing most of this
roadwork here on the OL track.
Running for the past five weeks,
the Spartans have been

preparing for conference
competItIon which will open
Tuesday, October 2, at Sand
burg.

Sophomore Bill La Roque
running vars.ity for Coach Lewis
has been coming up with strong
performances along with
Miller, Vinci, and Ness.

With the return of late-comer
Tim Davidson, and Senior Phil
Patterson, who's nursing a
pinched nerve on his backside,
the Spartans will enter the
conference championship at full
strength barring any further
injuries.

THE SPARTANS
DEFEATED the Tinley Park
Titans Tuesday, September 11,
by a score of 23-37. Winning
time was 17:00 by OL Junior
Kevin Moore with Senior Steve
LaRocque finishing a close
second.

The Spartans defeated
Chicago Christian September 13
by a score of 18-43, again with
Moore and LaRocque pacing
the way

Oak Lawn's next meet was
against Argo on OL's horne
course, with the Spartans
emerging on top, 18-44. The
Spartans traveled to Thornton
last Tuesday winning their
fourth succesive meet by a tight
score of 26-29 over their three
mile course. Charlie White,
Thornton's outstanding half
miler and a member of the US
Junior Olympic Team, led the
way with LaRocque and Moore
finishing second and third,
while Bill Miller, Jerry Vinci,
and Paul Ness finished ~7-8.

while Bill Miller, Jerry Vinci,
and Paul Ness finished ~7-8.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER
20, the Spartans defeated neigh
boring Richards by a score of
~30 for their fifth victory in a
row. Pacing the Spartans were
Steve LaRocque with a first and
Kevin Moore and Bill Miller
finishing 3-4.

Tomorrow, the Spartans will
travel to Tinley Park for an
invitational, and then open
conference competition against
Sandburg Tuesday. Thursday
the Spartans will host a tough
Reavis team before meeting
them in conference.

Oak Lawn

Spattanite

SPOtS
SPORTS COLUMN

BY ROD POLACEK
FIVE NEW COACHES will help direct OL athletics this year. Mr.

Skip Sullivan is the assistant freshman football coach and the
upcoming sophomore basketball coach. Coach Sullivan is a
graduate of Iowa State University and a fonner all-eonference
baseball, basketball, and football player while attending OLCHS.
He presently is employed as a fulltime substitute at OL.

The freshman basketball coach will be Mr. Sam Good, a graduate
of Illinois Wesleyan and fonner outstanding athlete in football and
baseball while attending Evergreen Park High School. Coach Good
is presently teaching in the English Department.

Varsity Swimming will have it's third coach is as many seasons
in Mr. Jack Laughlin. While attending the University of Indiana,
Coach Laughlin became a national diving champion on Indiana's
national champoinship swim team. He also was an All-America
swimmer in high school. At OL Mr. Laughlin teaches P.E. and
Sociology.

Gymnastics will see a new face in Mr. Douglas Ward. Coach
Ward also attended the University of Indiana where he lettered in
gymnastics and swimming. He is presently teaching in the Science
Department. Mr. Dave Stuart rounds out the five as freshman
baseball coach. Coach Stuart teaches in the Art Department.

WEIGHT TRAINING is being held on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays after seventh period. All boys interested should meet in
the wrestling room and bring their own gym equipment.

Jock Thompson Oldsmobile
Home of the 35 FR EE loaner cars

• • •
4040 WEST 95th STRE ET

Telephones: GA 2-2500
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Sophs stumble In openers

Girls sports

go conference

By Karen Pinak

CONFERENCE COM-
PETmON will be part of girls
athletics for the first time this
year. They will be competing in
the South Inter-Conference
Association, SICA, under the
same regulations that currently
govern male sports.

Ms. Geraldine Van de Kreke,
chainrlan of the girls P.E.
departtnent, says this ~~an~e is
'1!remendous. Competltlon is a
good thing for girls.". 'J!1e
Illinois High School Association
agreed and ruled that girls may
participate in a conference.
This promted the Board. of
Education to give girls athletiCS
$5000 for its complete program.

Last year, girls earned their
own money for busses, and
coaches worked on a volunteer
basis. The girls had few inter
scholastic events.

SPORTS INCLUDED in this
program include tennis and

"MISTAKES" was the key
word as the Sophomore Football
squad struggled to a tie and a
loss in their first two games of
the season.

Against Richards, the Sophs
fumbled the ball away twice to
stymie their attacks and forced
them to play catch-up ball in the
last quarter. Against
Eisenhower penalties slowed
them up considerably and they
could only score six points.
Eisenhower won with one
second to go to win 12~.

PART OF THE LOSS

:.wunming, which are now in
progress. Badminton, gym
nastics, volleyball and basketxll
will be scheduled later in the
school year. Each sport will
have an A and B team. Un
derclassmen as well as up
perclassmen may participate
on either team. Track and
softball are not included but it is
very possible they may be soon.

Girls awards will be an added
feature this year. "I definateJy
feel girls should get awards,"
says Ms. Van de Kreke,
"TheY,ve earned them." Fresh
men will receive citations;
sophomores, patches; juniors,
script letters; and seniors will
receive a pin relating to their
activity.

"There is a high degree of
interest in the program," Ms.
Van de Kreke says, "Last year
35 to 40 students participated in
each sport and about the same
will participate this year."

however, stemmed from the
fact that the Sophs had to play
without two of their premeir
players. John Holcer, their
starting quarterback, was out
for breaking training and left
them without a good passing
game. Chris Pope, halfback,
was out with an injury and could
only play on special teams. .

Another reason for their
problems was the lack of the
conversion after touchdown. Of
their three m's, the Sophs have
yet to get the two point con
version.

PopUlar LEVI'S
Nuvo Jean In a
new cuffed bell
bo"om.Sam
great LEVI'S
flt •• '. Sta·Pr~
IOth.yatay
n at Terrific
choice of
fashion colo,..

Sizes 28 ttuu 38;
Inseams 28 thru 36.

'13 pro

Also acomplete
selection of
levi'slo Denim
Bellbottoms. 27
thru 42. Just ar
rived, anew
sh ipment of
Levi's~Denim
Jackets.6izes 34
thru 50

1.800 PAIRS OF
PANTS TO
CHOOSE FROM,
NUVO FLAIRS, A
COMPLETE
SELECTION OF
DRESS BAGGIES
AND MANY OTHER
STYLES.

S IS MEN'S and
gr BOYS' WEAR
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:;tlt
hours on weekdays and two
hours on Saturday. The first
meet this year had excellent
attendence.

The tennis team has not been
able to win any of their six
meets this year.

"THEIR SEASON has not
gone well this year," said Ms.
Margaret Groth, coach. "We
have a good team team, but we
just don't seem to have it."

Two singles and two doubles
will compete in the district meet
Saturday, October 13. If they
win they will enter state
competition.------.....,

DRIVING
SCHOOL

4957 w. 95th St. 423-1212
.Free Trip for Permit and Drivers License

eH S C,prj,t - AllIn I"S D,sc0un

EXPERIENCED SWIM·
MERS have broken many
school records this year. Nancy
Castillo broke 50 and 100 yard
breaststroke records, with
times of 34.4 and 1:26.8. Kathy
Boyle broke the 100 yard inter·
medley in 1: 14.8. Medley relay
and the freestyle relay have
also been record breakers.

Ms. Becvar feels, "Team
spirit is good." Last year 35
girls came out for the team.
This year 70 girls came out,
prompting the formation of a B
team. The girls practice two

BE
i --------------- " M0REQUALITY
I JEARN.~AST DRIVI G SCHOOL I

+ SERVICE

SOMEONE I ... I-Vi t ...
SPECIAL TEEN·AGE PROGRAM I -I ~. I
IN THE n'LLY ACCREDITED SEE THE FINEST

NO U B\' II al)"" 'UPER'"''O''' OF. BlIe ",'TRt'crlO' SELECTION OF
NEW I NEW & USED vw's

NAVY
I JOIl lQ I(XT cuss I At

!t~1>
COMPLETE ALI. REQl'IRE\If.'\TS

I ~ER~REE~
FOR A LICE 'SE 1:'\
JrST 4 ~·F.EKS~

I
CALL 598·6552 I Vo swagen, Inc.

I ~§]XING -- 9316 S. }(OBl:HTS RD. I 8920 S. CiceroHJ(KOHY HILLS. ILL,,--------------_. 636·0850 _J

SWIMMING AND TENNIS
opened the first South Inter
Conference Association season
for girls sports this year.

I The swim team over-powered
.W North 91 to 11 in their first
'meet. Conference-winner
Homewood-Flosmoor, however,
took the second meet 83 to 13.

"I think we'll do pretty well
this year," said Ms. June
Becvar, coach. Newcomers,
such as Pam Ritter and Debbie
Urban seem to be filling the
gaps resulting from the loss of
senior members.

The New Navy leaches jobs in
computer technoloiY and elec·
tronics and nuclear science and
aviation mechanics. Jobs that
can help you go places while
you're in the Navy and when
you get out.
Jobs that give you a chance to
travel, to make good money (to·
day's sailor is the best paid in
history), to make alile lor your·
self. To see il you qualify, to
lind out il you've got What it
takes to make it in the New
Navy, call or see:

Ron Davis
10735 S. Cicero. Suite 104

0", Lawn Ui-?!!??

competition

Swimming~ tennis
open SICA
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BRING IN A COPY OF
THIS AD AND RECEIVE

ON ANY PURCHASE
OF EARRINGS
+ OFFER LIMITED TO OLCHS
STUDENTS ONLY

• Phone: 63&-4431

$2.00-$4.00

$1.00
$1.00

I
I

AND THAT'S NOT ALL!

5201 W. 95th St.

Sale good for one week only.

REG. $6.00-$14.00

Shop Monday - Saturday 10-9, Sunday 1~

Buffalo Sandals Regular $5.99
Sale $3.99

PLUS

EARRINGS
EARTH OILS
NECKLACES





loday's Army
"It Could Be

Your Best Move"
ovember 30, 1973

How to tell
Your parents

You want to

Join the Army

0735 S. Cicer
OAK LAWN

636-3912

You're graduating from
high school and not going
to college. And you're not
really prepared for a job.
You're not even certain you
know what you want to do.
Or can do.

Tell your parents you can
find out In today's Army.
Find out which of the many
fields you might do well In.
Like personnel
management, data
processing, stock control,
administrative procedures,
communications, finance.

And tell them we'll train
you for a career In that
field. And pay you while
you learn. At a starting
salary of $307.20 a month
before deductions. And
since so many things in the
Army are free-meals,
housing, medical and
dental care-you may save
most of your salary.

Or spend it on the 30 days
paid vacation we'll give you
every year. Go just about
anywhere. Like Europe. or
any of those great places
you've always wanted to
see in the States. All at a
very low cost.

Tell them that you can
continue your education,
too. Take special courses.
Even go for your colleo
degree. And that we'll- pay
for most of It. ;

•
Tell them that In today's
Army you may discover
abilities you never knew
you had. And get to use
them In a rewardlnQ,
responsible job. You'll find
new friends. Meet people.
Mature.

And If you need more good
reaso"s, call or see your
local Army Representative
at:

points, Thornridge and Stagg
both placed 2nd with 206 points.
Placing 3rd was T.F. South, 198
points, and T.F. North and
Homewood Flossmoor both
capturing 4th with 188 points.

The maximum size of the
display could not exceed seven
feet by four feet, and one foot in
depth. The display could only be
made out of paper, paint, and
cardboard.

"The purpose for using
limited materials was to see
how creative the students could
be," stated Mr. Robert Burdan,
D.E. Coordinator.

BY DEBBIE PELECKIS

The Spartanite

EACH OF TIlE Senior girls perfonning on either this year's
volleyball or basketball team will be eligible to compete for an
athletic scholarship worth up to $1878 from George Williams
College, in Downers Grove. This is the first year that a girls athletic
scholarship will be offered by the school.
missions at the college, who will send coaches to this school and
closely eye the teams in action.

DIANE ELLISON is one of the girls competing for the scholar
ship. She plays guard on the basketball team and spiker on the
volleyball team, and would like to attend George Williams College
to pursue a career of coaching girls teams.

DO A NEVINS, setter on the volleyball team, would like to
attend the college and become a physical therapist.

Debbie Davies, also a setter on the volleyball team, wants to
attend the school and get involved in PE recreation.

Wendy Justus is anoyher setter on the volleyball team who is
undecided about a career, but is looking into George Williams
College.

Girls attempt to net
athletic scholarship

BY JENlNE PAVLIK

"WE CAN MAKE IT HAP
PEN" was the theme of the
Arinual Fall Conference of
Distributive Education Clubs of
Illinois, October 24, in Calumet
City. Oak Lawn's D.E. club
tallied a first for their out
standing display which
reflected the theme.

The first place traveling
trophy was awarded to the
Southwest area school that
earned the most points out of a
possible 240. OL scored 215

DE Club captures
first place

QUALITY
+ SERVICEMORE

BY CATHY DIGRAZIA

ew AERO
instmctor

MS. MARGO KOENIG, latest
addition to the faculty, was
hired this month to teach the
Learning-Resource Program
(AERO) replacing Mr.
Raymond Mackey.

Ms. Koenig said that she likes
OL and really enjoys teaching
her students. This is Ms.
Koenig's first permanent job.
Before cepting the position
she substitnted in nearby
schools.

She graduated from DePaul
University with a Bachelor's
Degree in Speech Therapy and
a Master's in Learning
Disability.

-SEE THE FINEST
SELECTION OF

NEW & USED VW'S
At

~ER:REE~
Volls.agen, Inc.
8920 S. Cicero
636-0850
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Mural decorates school
BY DOUG DOMKE

November 30. 1973

Alumni poll
returned

BY TRACY HOKER AND DARLENE CAMPBELL

OL hosts
college musicians

performed at the schoo1. TlUs
event was the first in a series of
guest concerts in which a
musical exchange hopefully
takes place.

Although the November 14
audience was limited to OL
Band members, Mr. Kistner
hopes in the future concerts will
be open to all interested
students.

Page 3



·
NEWS CAPSULE Drug Committ:ee members

attending 73 day seminar

******

Bruce Maki, YMeA
representative; Jeri Issenegger
and Mike Everson, students;
left for the center Nov. 25 and
will return Dec. 7. '

The Chicago-based training
center funded by HEW offers
mini-grants to drug teams from
a four-state area. The center is
responsible for handling all
necessary 'expenses which the
team might incur during their
stay at the center. Expenses
covered by HEW include
transportation costs to and from
the training center, release
time allowances for par
ticipants requiring substitutes
during their absence, special
hardship compensations, room
and board and basic living
expenses.

SEVE PERSONS
representing OLCHS and the
Oak Lawn Community are now
undergoing a thirteen day drug
training program in Chicago's
LaSalle Hotel. This program,
which reflects the tbeme
"Helping Communities Help
Themselves," is providing team
members current knowledge of
drug problems, and the ability
to set up a drug program in
their community through
evaluations at the center.

Team members, Mr. William
Ward, Industrial Arts; Mr.
James Markel, Boys P.E.; Ms.
Ruthann Jenkins, Girls P.E.;
Mr. John Lockwood, Counselor;

******

******
"Back Home Day," December 19, will welcome back former

~raduates who will speak to faculty members and students of their
lxperiences since leaving OLCHS. They will be guests of the ad
ninistration for lunch and will be found at places around the school
Nhere students may ask them questions.

Mr. Wrona, from the International Trade and Conunerce
,ss~ciation, will speak to students about careers requiring a
Jrelgn language, December 4, periods 2, 3, and 4. See your coun
elor for a' pass.

Congratulations to the five newly initiated Thespians, Anne
("abian, Joyce Cullen, Ginny Siano, Tom Murtaugh and Ron BY JENINE PAVLIK
LiVigni.

Spanish III students entertained German ill scholars last
,vednesday in the first Fiesta of the year. Skits, Spanish cookies
Uld drink, and a door prize highlighted the event.

Free Trial lesson

******
The first 70 skiers to deposit $15.00 will be accepted for this

vinter's annual YMCA ski trips to Northern Michigan. The dates
or the $55.00 weekends are Jan. 11, Jan 25, and Feb. 8. For further
nformation contact Brad Bransky at the Y office, 424-a100 or 233
333.

******

SOUTHWEST ACADEMY OF

KARATE

West15thSt.
Oak LaWll, ll1IDola to453

OL's Christmas Concert will be held December 16, in the Spartan
}ym at 2: 30 pm. This concert will feature all Music Department
nembers. 425-2114

CHRISTMAS MONEY
PART TIME - P.M.

OpeD M Ytbra FrIda)' NOOD 1IIIU111 pm.
CertIfIed Black Belt IDdnIetcln

da)' ad eYeIlbII eIuaeI

283-1210

Earn EXTRA MONEY for the coming Holidays
NOW! Hours 5:30 to 8:30 P.M. Daily - Sat. 9 A.M.
to 2 P.M. Excellent starting salary. For Interview
CALL:

Mr. OLSON

LOCATED

BLOCK WEST OF OAK LAWN

COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL

~ ~
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DINING ROOM HOURS:
MON. thru THURS. 5 PM-' AM FOR fAST DELIVERY
FRI., & SAT. 5 PM-':30 AM CAll: 423-6201
SUNDAY 2 PM-" PM COUPON EXPIRES JANUARY 1sf

1/2 GAL. OF POP
WITH MEDIUM, LARGE or JUMBO PillA

SERvtD IN OUR DItUNG ROOM ONlY
LIMIT ONE PER FAMilY WITH COUPON
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Law in American Society, or
Man and the City for the second
semester. These electives will
replace the government.

OTHER NEW SEMES'fi:.R
long courses for the Social
Studies Department are:
Shaping of Western Society,
Tradition and Change in Four
Societies, Contemporary
Problems, Economic Theory,
and Area Studies. A full year
course, which will be offered to
freshmen and sophomores next
year, is called Introduction to
Social Studies.

U.S. History courses will still
last two semesters, but will be
given new titles. Basic U.S.
History will become Promise of
America, regular U.S. History
will be entitled History of the
United States, and U.S. History
Honors will be Problems of
American History.

The Music Department is also
expanding its curriculum in
order to fulfill more students'
needs, says Dr. Smith. Two
semester courses will be offered
for those students who are not
musically inclined, but do enjoy
music. The courses are Music
and the Mass Media and
Listening to Music.

ANOTHER ADDITION to
next year's curriculum is a
fourth level ROTC course called
Areospace Leadership
Problems.

Curriculum changes are also
apparent in the Art Depart
ment, though only the names of
certain courses have been
altered. Art 3 will be known as
Contemporary Materials and
Technology. Art 4 will be called
Advertising and Commercial
Art and Applied Arts will
become Applied Arts and
Crafts.

Two semester courses, In
dustrial Arts and Residential
Wiring and one full year course,
Office Occupations, are being
tentatively considered for next
year.

For further information
concerning these courses,
students should contact their
detailed descriptions of the
courses.

BY CINDY HOLMES

Curriculum
committee changes
courses

The Spartanite

TAFDESPUB
5651 w. 87th oak lawn

November 30, 1973

State evaluators take poll
BY PAT KARLAK Questions such as "Are the

counseling and vocational
SEVENTY-FIVE JUNIORS programs adequate," and "Do

ANI> Seniors were given the we have sufficient P.E.
chance to voice their opinion of facilities and lab equipment?"
OL on Friday, November 9, w~r~ asked. Students. gave
when they participated in a oplnlons on such toPiCS as
survey designed to evaluate the wheth;er or not our. s~hool
Illinois Education System. Mr. supenn~endent and. pnnclp~s
Lee McGriggs, Curricllar are domg a good lob an~ if EXTENSIVE CURRICULUM
Devolpment Specialist from the teach~ should have the nght changes have been approved for
Office of the Superintendent to strike. the 1974-75 school year, as the
(OSPI) conducted the poll. Surveys of this kind. ~e first step toward converting all

Students were given a booklet c~nducted throughout. Illino~, courses to a single semester.
of questions that asked for With students evaluatIng theJr Eliminating the requirement
answers based on opinion only. ~chool and the sch~ol sy~tem as that a student pass both
There were no "right" nor It ~elates to theJr pnor ex- semesters in order to receive
"wrong" answers, with the penence. . credit for a course, is one
participants free to put down Results of the survey will be reason for the change, says Dr.
just what they felt. released in the near future. Smith, curriculum comminee
-------------- " chairman. With all coursesi IEARN-t AST DRI\'l G SCHOOL I r::,geit~~;a :tuJ:~~~t~~iv~

I ' t"- I a passing grade or fails. No

I

~
'" ;. ... I student will be forced to make

I I
TEEI-ACE 'ROCiRAM up part of a course during theI following year.

I NO U
Fl'LLYB~ACCREDITED Most of the course changes

I I occured in the curriculum for

I
~ TURN SliPERI!'IT";:\DE:\T OF P Blie INSTRl'CTIO~ I the Social Studies Department.
l.!!J Government, regularly a one

I JIll U lOT CUSS I year course for seniors, has

I
t~

COMPLF.TE ALL REQl'IRF.MF.l\TS I been eliminated. Next year,
\"<f ~ FOR A lICE!'ISE 1:\ seniors may choose eitherI ~_I/ _ " RST 4 .·F.EKS~ I American National Govern-

• ment or Comparitive Govern-
I - ~ I ment for the first semester andPED r=1 CAll 598·6552
I lUNG IE:J 9316 S. KOBl:IlTS RD. I State and Local Go"'~rnment,

HICKORY HILLS. ILL.,--------------_.
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troublemaking in high school age students.
In our opinion, one solution for this problem is for tt.e Federal

courts to set standards for children's shows. Todays' children must
be protected. Violence should not be accepted as commonplace by
children simply because they are subjected to it so frequently.

Students suffer consequence

Union, board agree ..
BY f:INDY HOLMES through periodIc refresher state that OL has so unwisely to correct thIS oversIght, they
TH~ QUALITY OF courses. The elimination of eliminated the three manditory should have requested that the

EDUCATIO at OL will suffer OL's requirement to take such hours of credit every five years. Board stipulate what areas the
as a direct result of recent courses will only reduce the If illinois had a law concerning courses should cover.
Union-Board negotiations. inovativeness of OL teachers further education for teachers, Eliminating the course
Stricter requirements con- and give students an even more the students' education would requirement was a mistake,
cerning a teacher's continuing obsolete education than before. have been protected from the and will now make it impossible
education are needed, but MANY STATES have laws thoughtless actions of the Union to persuade all teachers to take
unfortunately the requirements concerning the teacher's and the Board. the "right" courses, or even any
have been lessened. education after certification. Union President Hal course at all.

The Teacher's Union Georgia, for instance, stipulates Muldem1.lk says Ol\e reason for In our opinion, the ad-
proposed that OL teachers be that a secondary school teacher the elimination is because he is ministration should not have
exempt from furthering their must take ten quarter hours "against the concept of ad- given teachers the power to
education after they begin every seven years in order to ministrators dictating what decide whether or not they
teaching. A mere three credit continue teaching. New Mexico teachers should do." The should periodically return to
hour course every five years insists that high school teachers purpose of the administrators, school. If the teachers do not
had been previously required of take eight semester hours every however, is to run the school. take refresher courses, the
all teachers. The Board of four years and Maine require~ Teachers are undeniably a part quality of education at OL will
Educaion appproved this six hours every five years. of the school, and therefore are definitely drop.
elimination, apparently before Indiana has an even stricter under the direction of the ad- We urge the Board of
they logically considered the law, which stipulates that ministrators. Education to reverse its
affects of such a decision on teachers must earn their ANOTHER REASON for the decision concerning the
education at OL. Masters degree within five elimination, says Mr. elimination of the three hours

ew knowledge is discovered years after they begin teaching. M1,11deriJ1k. is~ tl1r.ee hours of course requirement. Perhaps
constantly in all areas of Illinois unfortunately lacks study coiiId have been ill any the Board could establish a
education. Teachers should be any typ~ of regulation. ' subject area, even "basket program which would subsidise
aware of these new discoveries Perhaps it is the fault of the weaving". If the Union wanted the teachers' tuition cost.

TV violence
BY CINDY HOLMES
An ominous beep-beep is heard in the distance. Wile E. Coyote

begins shoving laboriously at a gigantic bolder pearched on the
edge of a cliff. At the bottom of the cliff, a thin trail of dust is ap
proaching. As Roadrunner becomes visible, Wile E. Coyote gives a
final shove and the bolder topples forward. But the not-so-crafty
coyote forgets to let go, and is crushed when he crashes to the
ground under the bolder. But never fear, our anti-hero has sur- ,-------

~~:~~.and is cursing silently as Roadrunner beeps off into the Spar anite
THIS TYPE OF CARTOON violence should be abolished. It is

causing many adverse effects in children, who are accepting it as Published by the Advanced
commonplace, since they find it in all their shows. Cartoons depict Journalism students of
a type of violence where no one ever gets seriously hurt. The Oak Lawu Community HJgh School
characters are blown up by bombs, run over by cars, or they falloff 94th Street and Southwest Highway,
cliffs, but never fear they'll be back next week. Oak Lawn, Dlinols 60453

This depiction of a never-die character is causing children to Editorial Board
believe that violence does not hurt. If they get run over by a car, iEditor-m-ehief Doug Domke
they think they'll recover just like on TV. Perhaps this is why I Managing Editor Cindy Holmes
children constantly destroy toys and household furniture or beat on I News Editor Debbie Peleclds
brothers and sisters. iFeature Editor Bev Balley

The ational Association of Broadcasters has a new code which ISports Editor Jim Egan
says, retribution for crime should be made clear. Cartoons, I Photographers Jim Smith
however, lead children to believe that the bad guys always come I Brian Brietenbucher
back. Every week, the good guys get their man, but by the next Advisors Mr. Doug GeBraad
week, the bad guy is back committing crimes. Should children 1 Pat Karlak
grow up believing that crime does pay? Claudia McCarty

THE FEDERAL COMMISSION on Communications has found Dan LWldqu1st
that TV violence causes aggression more than anything else a child Kim Kohles
comes in contact with. But every Saturday, millions of children are StaH' Marie Q'Copnor,
still watching their favorite and harmful cartoon shows. These Cathy DiGrazia, Jim Detloff, Wayne Charvat, Darlene Campbell
shows average 22 violent incidents hourly. Tracy Hoker, Rod Polacek. Paul Batzel, Jeff Fregeau, Karen

Unfortunately, long-range effects have also been uncovered. The Pitrak, Ann Gould, Cheryl Powell, Ray Novak.
University of Carolina Child Development Center found in a recent Lenora Snlatynsky, Jenine Pavlik, AI Javorslrl, Marijo Koross,
study, that there is a direct relationship between TV violence and ~fary Sapullch.
Page 6 The Spartanite
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illegally obtained, and connot
be used to convict you of rule- . J.,
breaking. ,

If your rights are violated, see

anQ~t~o~n~iu:~t ~ae~ a job and BlESSED ARE THE.Y WHO
earns his own money, can the CAN W~rLV TO CHuRf"1H
parents take away all of his f\ 1'\ \.-- ~
money and spend it them- BLESSED ARE THEY WHO
selves?

A. Unfortunately, yes. ROLLE.R SKATE T0 CHuRCH
Parents are entitled to all of aBESC D
minor child's earnings, since a L '.:.JEAR E THE. Y WHO
minor is not considered com- 61 eyeLE --r;o ('\H U R" H. 0 All
petent to handle his own estate. I {\..:.. '-- •
The parents could even require challenge would succeed is made for 18.
that the students wages be paid anyone's g.uess. Q. Does the school ad-
directy to them. Of course, f h Ithings change once the student A candidate or a sc 00 ministration have the right to
turns 18. board must also .be 3: U.S. dismiss a student from school

Q. What is the minimum age citizen who has lived m the for some crime, even if the
to run for a seat on the school district for at least a year- student has permission from the
board? Can a board permit except in Chicago. There, to be court to continue?
students to be voting members? eligible for appointment, A. If the crime took place in
Can these laws be challenged? prospective board members the school corridors, the school

A. State law says that, to run must be at least 30. year.s old, could easily charge the student
for a school board, a candidate and must have reSided m the with gross misconduct and try
must "be of voting age, 21". city for five years. to expel him. He would then be
When the voting age was No school board may allow dismissed provided he was
changed to 18, two courses of an~ ineligible perso.n. t? . be.a found guilty by a formal ex
action were open to the state; to votmg member; eligibility IS pulsion hearing and irregar
keep the minimum age for determined by .the l1l~nois dless of the o~tcome of any
candidates at 21, or to lower it. S~ho?l Code. ThlS e~f~~tlvely criminal charges filed against
No new legislation was passed; elimmates ~n~ possibility. of him by the police.
the Illinois Attorney General students sitting as voting If the crime took place awaymembers. Of course, the
simply cleared up the confusion eligibility requirements could from schoo:, ho~ever, and had
by announcing that the age be attacked in court as being no connec.tlon Wlth the process
minimum would remain at 21. unfairly discriminatory. But, of ed~cat~on, the school could
Obviously, his ruling is subject realistically the laws would no~ ~~ss the studen~. All
to challenge. It could easily be probably hold up. The only IllinOlS cltl~ens hav~ the right to
argued in court that the intent of provision that students have a free public educat~on up to. the
the legislature was to make the even a ghost of a chance of age?f 21, and.retain this r~ght
school-board-age coincide with knocking out is the age despite. any cnmes they nught
the voting age. Whether such a orovision-a good case could be commit.

The Spartanite

Q. Is it legal for a teacher to
look into a girl's purse for
cigarettes, as long as they are
just sitting there and the girl is
not doing anything with them?

A. No. The Constitution
protects all citizens, including
minors, from unreasonable
search and seizure. A search
like this violates that right, as
well as the girl's right of
privacy.

Under the law, a search is
only reasonable if the searcher
teacher, policeman, or what-
have-you--has some valid
reason to suspect that illegal
articles (commonly called
contraband) are being con
cealed. A teacher can search
you for a gun, or for grass, and
maybe even for cigarettes-if
the teacher thinks he has
reasonable cause to think you
are carrying such things.
"Reasonable cause" might
mean the testimony of another
student that you are smoking,
for example. But you cannot be
searched on a teacher's whim,
or because you look suspicious,
or because you are a "trouble
maker" or because the school
has a policy of searching people
at random to keep everyone up
tight. Such searches are called
"fishing expeditions." They are
illegal. If a policeman went
fishing and found pot, he'd be
thrown out of court. Similarly, if
a teacher goes fishing and finds
cigarettes, this evidence is

November 36,1973

We read and hear a great deal about the credibility of the press
these days. Believing that THE SPARTANITE would prefer to be
excluded from such criticism. I suggest more thorough research in
the reporting. Reference is being made specifically to the very
creative article-picture story by Dave Pitrak entitled "depressing
Facade Creates Bad Image." .

As far as the basic theme of the article and pictures is concerned,
we of the School Board shareyour interest in the physical image of
OLCHS.

The Building and Grounds Committee will welcome
suggestions from THE SPARTANITE. In the interst of good
communications, the ideas should be directed to us through the
Adminisitartion.

I enjoy reading THE SPARTANITE. Keep up the good work.
ROB'T L. HENTHORNE
Chairman - Building and Ground Committee
Board of Education - District 229

Legal assistance
Leg8fAction Line



Student comment on
English electives

Preregistration now taking place puts most freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors in a quandary. It's difficult for a student to
decide which of the 142 offered courses he should take.

Many students would feel bener about taking a course if they
knew exactly what they were in for. The descriptions given by
counselors are heloful but theY are not detailed enoW!:h.

Below are the results of an opinion survey from students who
have taken English electives. Answers to the questions were rated
from one to ten, one being lowest possible rating and ten being the
highest. A number of Yes (Y) or No (N) questions are also in
cluded.

4.83.08"

tlO
.5
'C
~

~
.~

<P..
u
8.1

1. Did the course content
IIl&tch the course des
cription given by your
counselor?

21. How challenging vas the
course?

B. How enjo;yable vas the
course?

3&. Was much time devoted
to student partioipa
tion?

B. Was tlMre any studeat.
iMoln_at in tIM
ruuin« ef the clus?

C. How often did you han
the oPportun1t, to expreas
your own ideu?

4A. Was the U10unt of
credit sufficient
compared to the amount
of work you had to do?

B. Would this course aid a
student going to collile? 5.9

BY ANN GOULD

~. Ho. mch relevance to
ycur future occupati~

wu the course? 4.0 4.6 5.5 5.8 4.6 2.7 4.0
~,
•

43% 48.'
13% 25%
22% ~

9% 91-
13% ~

7~ 1 67% 1 7~ 1 ~ 1 76% 1 73% 1 67% 1 85%1 89' Y 90i' 1 50i'1
26%!f 33% N 22% N 2~!f ~ JI 27% R 33% N 15%» ll$ II lOi' M 50% If

7~ 1 47% 1 ~ 1 72% 1 73% 1 46%.1 78.' 1 65% 1 59% 1 70i' 1 6'" 1
3CJ.' N 53% N 20%)1 28% N 27%)1 54% N 22% II 35%. W If 3~ I 40i'.

63% 1 38.' 1 ~ 1 77% J 77% 1 46% 1 78.' 1 m 1 63% 1 90% 1 53% 1
17% If 62% If 2~ I 23% J 23% N 516 N 22% I 23% II 37% II 1~ I 47% I

B. Would ;you ban taken
this course it you had
mown then vbat you k:llOW
about it DOW?

B. Was one .e••ter enoueh
to cover the II&terial
in the course?

6. How _ch time did you
spend OD wark: out.ide ot
clus? (per veek:)

A. 0 to t hour
B. t hour to 1 hour
C. 1 hour to 2 hours
D. 2 hours te 3 !loura
E. More thaD 3 hours

71.. Would you advise a friend
to talca thia course?

Page 8
*I.~erage ot the 253 students s~e,..d.
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The Serpent

and Styx •nse

14kt. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

FOR THE

YOUNG IN HEART

Page 9

acoustical piece called 'As Bad
As This,'

ACCORDING TO THE record
jacket, there are only four songs
on the first side. However,
listening makes it evident that
there is a song following 'As
Bad As This.' For want of a
better name, it shall be known
as 'The Ballad of the Plexiglass
Toilet.' It is a calypso song'
telling the story of the life and
hard-times of a boy, his mama
and his plexiglass toilet.

'Winner Take All', the only
single cut from the album, has
received some FM airplay,
without ever doing any really
big things for the band. '22
Years,' next on side two (tails)
obviously makes an attempt at
being a Chuck Berry type tune.
It doesn't quite make it into his
style, but is still passable rock
'n roll. "Jonas Psalter" follows,
a sweet story of the sea and the
best song on the album.

The title song 'The Serpent is
Rising' is a slow moving, evil
sounding song, that fills the
room with a continuous rumble
of low register sounds.

If they had stopped the album
there, it would have been fine.
Unfortunately. they continue
into a number called
"Krakatoa." It consists of a
meer growling of a poem about
a volcano heard over more of
the rumbling from the previous
track. The difference between
the two is that "Krakotoa" has
no musical value at all and no
apparent meaning to the words.
From this, they break into a
rendition of the "Hallelujah
Chorus," from Handel's
Messiah. A notable feature of
this track is, while sounding like
a full choir, the miracles of
modern electronics have
enabled just the five men from
Styx to do it all.

BY RAY NOVAK

TW4 WAS ALWAYS the kind
of band that would attract
thousands to a Brother Rice or
Marist dance, not to dance, but
to sit and listen, They were
about as good as a hard rock
band could be. Listening to their
harmonies, which are very
reminiscent of Uriah Heep,
leaves one wondering about
possible, painful accidents and
their rendition of 'Foxy Lady'
makes one reflect on the
thought that maybe Jim Young
really is Jimi Hendrix rein
carnated.

One day early last year, these
five talented men decided to
take the big step into recording.
They changed their name to
Styx, and cut a very listenable
album and called it, logically
enough, "Styx." It was intended
to try out the band's style on
rock audiences with material
from established writers; only 3
tracks on the album were
written by Styx. It must have
worked. Soon after they
released a second, and this time
entirely original album. In
another flash of creative genius,
they named it "Styx II." It was
a much better album than the
first. Being wrinen by them
selves, they had much more
freedom of what to do with the
material. They came up with a
heavier, and yet smoother
flowing album. Two weeks ago,
their third album, "The Serpant
is Rising," was released. This
effort equals the second album
in'sheer energy of perfonnance
and often surpasses it in
technical excellence.

'Witch Wolf leads off side one
on a fast pace, replete with the
above mentioned harmonies
and off beat drumming. This
leads into two more straight
hard-rockers, 'The Grove of '
and 'Young Man.' John Cur
vlewski follows with a slow

The Spartanite
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.JEWELERS. SINCE 1895

MARKS BROS.
YORKTOW • EVERG~EE PLAZA

HEY,
SMARTY!

If you're a student getting "B's"
or better, you may qualify for
Farmera-In the form of special
bonus lower rates on your auto
Insurance. Call today and get the
facta on Farmera money-saving
Good Student Auto Policy.

,,
~

e3e-4224

BOB KANE

$24.95

PRE-ENGAGEMENT
DIAMOND RING

.a•• W".T e8TH .T....rr
OAKL..AWN. 1...... INOI••0483
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Oak Lawn Forensics
makes a dramatic start

Ruth Cassidy, Original Comedy John Leary, Head Coach Ron UVigni, Humorous Interpretation

Thonon Fractional onh. Meets are also scheduled for the eighth
and fifteenth of December, as well as early next year.

But the most vital competition begins at the district meet, March
2. Each team is allowed to enter only one competitor in each
category, and only those receiving a first, second, or third place in
the competition are advanced to sectional competition. Ranking in
the first three places at sectional permits a speaker to compete at
the grueling state final tournament.

A substantial amount of the team's success is due to the con
tinuous effons of Mr. John Leary, who has coached the Forensics
team for the past ten years. Assisted by Ms. Charlene Kalka and
Mr. Jerry Astrauskas, he is confident of maintaining the high
standard set in previous years.

The varsity team members are: Beth Busch and Paul Hattimer,
Dramatic Interpretation; Ron LiVigni and Don LiVigni, Humorous
Interpretation; Cassie Gineris and Cheryl Bailey, Special 0c
casion; Beverly Urbank and Ruth Cassidy, Original Comedy;
Holly Price and Peggy Berkery, Prose; Beth Busch and Judy
Heitman, Verse Reading; Laura Dillion and Barb Hoch, Oratorical
Declamation; Laura Dillon and Tami Ito, Oratory; Beverly Bailey
and Dave Pitrak, Extemporaneous Speaking; Tim Purpura and
Dimetrias Kottaras, Radio Speaking; Paul Hattimer and Linda
Sterling, ancy Wiatr and Sue Strucinski, Dramatic Duet; Ron
LiVigni and Cassie Gineris, Jim Byrne and Cheryl Powell,
Humorous Duet.

OL FORE SICS outranked 46 other schools for first place in the
Niles Nonh Invitational Tournament on ovember 10. This meet,
the first of the season, brought together the areas toughest com
petition.

This is not surprising considering the outstanding performance of
past teams I1nder the direction of Mr. John Leary. OL students
have captured six coveted medals at state tournaments over the
past three years. Last year's record included first place victories at
District, Lade Park High School, and Southern Illinois University
tournaments. Despite this enviable record, Mr. Leary feels the
team is "maintaining past strength and will most likely do very
well this season."

Contributing to the season's spectacular start at the iles
tournament were Ron LaVigni and Dave Pitrak, plac;ng first in
Humorous Interpretation and Extemporaneous Speaking,
respectively. Achieving a seldom-met feat, Beth Busch placed
second in two categories, Verse Reading and Dramatic In
terpretation. Tieing with Ms. Busch in Dramatic Interpretation
was teammate Paul Hattimer.

The first-place victories of Dave Pitrak and Ron LaVigni have
qualified them for the Tournament of Champions, scheduled for
March 9. Only those speakers who have placed first in a previous
tournament are eligible to compete, making this among the most
competitive meets of the year.

Due to the absence of veteran members, several new members
will be participating in the team's December 1 competition at

Page 10 The Spartanite November 30, 1973



Forensic team

freaks out
BY CLAUDIA MC CARTY

Support the Equal Rights Amendment ratification and buy a
nickel plated, silver ERA bracelet. Write the League of Women

BY CINDY HOLMES Voters at 11313 Frederick Ave., Betsville, Maryland 20705 (enclos

Bleary-eyed, I staggered into current event. . $3).
OL at 6: 30 that Saturday Confused, and not qwte sure The move version of Peter Blatly's thriller, "The Exorcist," .
morning, wondering how any where I should go, I entered .a be released sometime around Christmas. The release was delaye
student could drag himself out classroom and sat down. This because of uncertainty of an X or R rating. R rating won.
of bed so early. was my second mistake. As a Siegel-Schwalll blues band, a Tuesday evening regular at th

Looking around, I flinched seemingly normal girl Quiet Knight, has just let loose an album entitled, "953 West" als
from the bright cheerful ex- metamorphisized into Count the address of the Knight. Asketch of Belmont street is featured 0
pressions on the majority of the Dracula and one OL team the cover.
students' faces. member suddenly began Did you know that up-to-date info on Chicago clubs and the'

At 7:00, apologetically l~te, a barking with an Italian accent, I headliners can be obtained by dialing the Dictaphone at 591.2360?
few stutlents arnved, slouched down in my seat and
disheave ed and looking as forced myself to believe it was The University of Chicago Law School Auditorium will featur
exMtlSted as I had felt at 6:30. all perfectly normal. Doesn't Poetry Day, Saturday, December 4. Sponsored by Poe

Once on the bus, I relaxed, everyone think they're Count Magazine, John Ashbery and John Hollender will be guest reader
planning to make-up the sleep I Dracula or bark with an Italian 1111 E. 60th Street. ($2).
had lost. Just as I was drifting accent? After all, this is "Phase 46," a topical satire will be at Second City Tuesday
off, however, I heard a strange Humorous Interpretation, I Thursday, Sunday, December 9, Fri.-Sat. 8:30 and 11:00. Ticket
babItng sound, and was jolted thought, and it is an accepted are $3.25 and $4.25, 1616 N. Wells.
awa....e. . . part of Forensics competition. Did you know that on Sunday afternoons you can get a spaghett

Glancmg at my traveling At noon after a morning of
companions, while at the same mental t~rture, the normal, dinner for only a nickel? At Eric the Red's, 11050 S. Spaulding-ol
time being overly cautious not greasy, overcooked, and time movies, too.
to stare, I noticed that they all completely inedible lunch was a Stuart Gordon, the actor who played in Warp, is at the Organi
held several well-worn and relief. At last, I thought, Theatre in Ray Bradbury's comedy entitled, "The Wonderful Ice
crumpled sheets of paper, from something I was accustomed to. Cream Suit." 4520 N. Beacon. Wed.-Fri., 8:30; Sat., 8:00 and 10:30;
which they were reading aloud. But the day hadn't ended yet, Sun., 3:00 and 8:30, $3-$4.
The unusual fact, however, was and the awards still had to be Art teacher James Horejs gives art lessons Saturday afternoons
that they weren't reading to a handed out. This, I was sure, I h GIl
friend, but rather to the walls, could cope with. Emotions such at teo db atts Home Center, 79th and Cicero.
the windows, the seats, or even as anxiety, hope, and dissap- The rock opera, "The Bachae," will be performed November 24
the floor of the bus. pointment were part of the through February, Sat. 10:00 and midnight at 3257 N. Sheffield. Call

Suddenly, I remembered a same world I knew. 92~920.

~fc~v~~~O~em~r?n~hKo§~d Unfortunately, for my just- Calm Dates Computer Dating Service guarantees satisfaction.
she talked to mirrors when barely sane mind, these For a free brochure call 777-1100.
practicing for a meet, and felt emotions seemed to be com- Have you read Gore Vidal's biography of Aaron Burr yet? Or ho
relieved. How easy it is to ac- pletely non-existent in the about the new Janis Joplin biography entitled Buried Alive b
cept something as normal, competitors. The hundreds of Myra Friedman? Both books are something to look into.
simply because a friend does it. Forensics members were If you feel suicidal, a 24 hour hotline with understanding
That was my first mistake. sleeping, reading, playing psychiatrists will assist you at 791-2050.

As I entered Niles, I got my cards, or chess, talking, milling The 80,000 year comet Kohoutek will appear at various intervals
first look at the rushing, about, or simply waiting during December and January, information concerning 0
scurrying, confusing, world of a without any emotion what-so-
Forensics team member. ever. servances of Kohoutek can be obtained by calling the Adle
Typically late, the OL members Finally, however, when the Planetarium at WA2-4488.
rushed off to the various rooms trophies were brought out, The Art Institute's acquisition of Francois Boucher's 18th cen
designated for their category of normal emotions such as desire tury painting, "The eating of Grapes," will be on display in the
competition. spread through the crowd. All main lobby until January 1. Michigan and Adams.

Looking like portable filing eyes centered on the gleaming John Renbourn, blues guitarist, will be at the Quiet Knight,
cabinets, the Extemporaneous trophies-rewards for a day of November 28 thru December 2. 953 W. Belmont.
competitors lumbered down the insanity. And then the OL Did you know that at the Tenament Square you can discoteque
halls, straining under the Forensics team members once d h D vil' B' ? F' S T -S. h f h dr ds f . h . ancetot e e s rte. 1'1., at., ues. at.,8:3G-2:ooam,Sat.,3
welg t 0 un e 0 papers, agaIn seemed t ell' nOlmal am at 247 East Ontario.
magazines, folders, note cards, selves, as they cheered en-
and everything else necessary thusiastically and with genuine The opera "Ioalanthe" will be performed by the Gilbert an
to formulate a six minute, emotion after taking first place Sullivan Opera Company at the Beverly Arts Cecter, Dec. 1 and 2 at
unrehearsed speach on a out of 46 competing schools. 8:00 pm at 2153 W.111th Matinee $3; Evening, $4.
November 3D, 1973 The Spartanite Page 11



"Steal this Book" still profitable

November 30, 1973

raise guinea pigs; he might
even save it for you).

While most of us don't relish
this monastic sort of existance,
Hoffman's suggestions for
hitchhiking, hopping freight
trains, obtaining bona fide
ordination papers, and at
tending free universities are
subject for wider appeal. But
one obstacle stands in the way
of their widespread application.
Steal This Book is not presently
available at any bookstore on
the South Side. They are, or so
they told me, all sold out. Sold?
On did someone really steal the
books? One might wonder if it
wasn't a small measure toward
preventing it.

FAR NORTH END OF
PEACOCK ALLEY

FORD CITY

directions for organizing your
own). Scout building sites to
furnish your hand-built hut:
Large wooden cable spools
function as tables; cin
derblocks, bricks, and boards
shape into bookcases; nail kegs
become stools or chairs.

Once somewhat senled, pick
up some functional (although
perhaps not fashionable) attire
at the nearby Salvation Army
outlet; make a pair of Viet
namese style sandals from
rubber tires. Introduce your
friends to your new life style;
fix them a dinner of day-old
vegetables salvaged from
crates found outside chain food
stores (tell the manager you

~~,#...::~ ••
~ ..:

~ ~ '.
" "" ..

_~. :~ I \

DRESSES AS YOU LIKE 'EM ;'/. ~

t--~. • ·Long - from $20. \ ••:.~.
Short - from $14. "" r·
DRESSY CO·ORDINAYES ~t-. .1Jr Long Wool Skirts - from $19. (La. ~

Blazers - from S18. ~

\. JaIffl '
,- Fantastic seledi/,:n

" from $2. .

'- 1':"' .' ~{•••~ ,.,#
Location is Fa,.. Out _
Not Their Prices... i

The Spartanite

little dead cockroach or a piece
of glass out of your pocket and
place it deftly on the plate.
Jump up astonished and
summon the headwaiter.
, ever have I been so insulted. I
could have been poisoned,' you
scream, slapping down the
napkin. You can refuse to pay
and leave, or let the waiter talk
you into having a brand new
meal on the house for this
terrible inconvenience."

But at a time when
materialism is on the wave,
some ideas merit consideration
by those truly convicted to
transcending the tangible.
Move onto a commune (the
book lists several in addition to

BY BEV BAILEY

THERE USED TO BE a time
when a man could save his first
earned dollar in a twenty-five
cent frame. Now the frame
costs a dollar and that first
earned dollar is worth twenty
five cents. Quite needless to
say, the ravages of inflation
have made survival of the
wealthiest the new theory of
evolution. Abbie Hoffman's
Steal This Book, though first
published two years ago, may
yet deliver the bourgeoisie from
extinction.

Steal This Book is, among
other things, the formula for a
totally money-free existance
(though not all means are legal,
you do ~ealize). Methods for
obtaining free food, clothing,
tJ;.&lSpOrtation, housing, land,
education, pot-in short, all of
life's essentials and quite a few
extras--are thrown in with
everything fom survival
directions for demonstrators
(from first aid instruction to
moletov cocktail recipes) to
advice for establishing un
derground newspapers.

Two years time has,
naturally, diminished the im
pact of some of Hoffman's hints.
Draft objections were en
couraged to claim C.O. status or
make a one night stand at a
mental institution: on arrival,
feign amnesia and subtly hint at
being an LSD tripper. In the
morning, spring out of the sack,
miraculously remember who
you are, and swear you'll never
drop acid again. According to
the author, "Within a few hours,
you'll be discharged. The
hospitals measure victories by
how quickly they can throw you
out the door. They are over
crowded anyway."

AND THERE ARE those
suggestions whose efficacy I
have tendancies to doubt. The
strategy for flying around the
world for $88, collection $600 per
month in welfare checks, or
getting llHiay vacations to Las
Vegas10r $11.50, seems, at best,
a little hard to pull off. But
perhaps it takes someone of a
different nature; I couldn't coax
myself into investigating the
free food policy: "In a fancy sit
down restaurant, you can order
a large meal and halfway
through the main course, take a
Page 12



BY KAREN PITRAK

• • •

Home of the 35 FR EE loaner cars

Reinmutn with a 539, and Mike
McMillan with a 525 series.

THE HANDICAP TEAM, led
by captain Gene Greene, with a
537 series, Bob Dodge with 561,
Mike Urbanczyk with 457, are
undefeated, as they walked
away with a 3-0 victory.

OL's next conference com
petition is Thursday. December
31, against Marist High.

Girls open gymnastics,

volleyball

BY AL JAVORSKY

Jock Thompson Oldsmobile

"I FEEL OUR TEAM stress
GIRL'S GYMNASTICS and is on balance," says Ms. Karen

volleyball have opened their Dome. assistant coach of the
1973-74 season. Both teams will gymnastics team. "The team
have full inter-scholastic has shown solid abilities and all
schedules this year due to a their areas in the three meets
ruling by the Illinois High this season.
School Association. "Even though the girls

Girls volleyball has begun compete individually, there is
what promises to be a good good team spirt," commented
season. The squad is made up of Ms. Dome. The girls compete in
seasoned members most of four events; balance beam,
whom are seniors. A strong uneven paralell bars, vaulting,
offensive attack and few weak and floor exercise. Each
points are a by-product of their competeter perfonns a routine
experience. which is judged according to

The team encountered a fonn and agility. Five girls
defeat against Thornridge, one compete in each event.
of the toughest teams in the "The team is a big step up in
conference but bounced back quality and experience from
strong against Thornwood last last year," said Ms. Dome.
week. The members of the team Even though the team has lost
are; Donna Nevins, Debbie several vital seniors they have
Davies, Wendy Justus, Dawn maintained a balance thy the
Wagner, Mary Ellen Kasley, addition of several freshmen
Pam Crosset, Diane Ellison, and through the help of some
Gail Ross, and Laura Tynen. seasoned upperclassmen.

OL'S BOY'S BOWLING team
got their conference season
under way last Thursday with a
victory over Carl Sandburg.
This gives the team a 5-1 record
and holder of first place.

Tom Hammersmark led his
scratch team to a 2-1 victory;
his 235 game and a 598 series
were highs for the day.

Supporting Tom were John
Orsi, with a 560 series, Craig

Boys bowl over opponents

Also a oomplete
selection of
Levi's" Denim
Bellboltoms,27
thnJ 42. Just ar
rived. anew
shipment of
Levi's Denim
Jad<ets,Qzes 34
thru 50

SIzes 28 thru 38;
hIeams 28 Ihru 36.

813 pr.

Populi' LEVI'S
Nuvo Jeanlln I
new cuffed bell
bottom. same
grutLEVl'S
fit ••• Ita·".
IOtheyltly
MIL Terrific
choice of
fllh!On colora.

1,800 PAJRSOF
PANTSTO
CHOOSE FROM,
MI\'O FLAJA8. A
COMPLETE
SELECTION OF
DRESS BAGGIES
AND MANY OTHER
STYLES.

S 'S MEN'S and
BOYS' WEAR

5215 W. 95th St. Phon. GA 2-4044
0pM daiI)I 9 10 6 Pollio' Ncn.. 11an.. Fri.' ~ p...

W..... I&H ...........
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4040 WEST 95th STREET

Telephones: GA 2-25[,:'-'
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Cagers rate as
strong contender

BY JEFF FREGEAU AND
WAYNE CHARVAT

OL'S VARSITY basketball
team will enter the new SICA
conference as a strong con
tender for the conference title.

The Spartans will return
sporting a well experienced
team with eight members of
last year's varsity squad.
Senior Mike Patyk, Honorable
Mention ih last years Southwest
Sub.wb.A!r Conference will be
silff""ting his third year on
varsity level when the season
opens. Patyk, along with
Seniors Daye Altenburg, and
Bruce Swiecicki, are the
Spartans leading scorers
returning from last season, and
are going to be counted on for
their scoring this year.

AlSO returning are Seniors
Len Renz, Kurt Engel, Joel
Mondry, Rober Wantiez, and
Junior, Bruce Atkinson, who
will all be heavily depended
upon for the teams success.

TOM MURPHY, 6'4" transfer
student from Little Flower,
should be an asset to the team;
giving the Spartans a stronger
attack beneath the boards.

Coach Len Scaduto intends to
bounce back from last years 11
15 record and 5th place con
ference finish. Last year's
record was Coach Scaduto's
first losing season since he
started coaching 11 years ago.
Coach Scaduto feels this year's
team should be a definite
contender if the team improves
proportionally as compared to
the other conference schools.

OL appears to have an edge
over the other conference
competitors in depth and
balance. Coach Scaduto will
hold 15 team players balancing
the juniors and seniors. As of
now, Scaduto feels he could play
eight players and not lose any
team strength.

THE SPARTANS opened
their first team practice
Thursday, Nov. 1. Coach
Scaduto feels the team is
working hard, enthusiastic
towards the season, and giving
100 percent. All in all, the
practices are going well. Ac
cording to CoachScaduto, it will

be two weeks before the players
really begin to jell as a team.
This is due to the fact of the late
season finish in football, and
several illnesses on the team.
The team is 100 percent right
now.

Entering the new S.LC.A.
conference, the Spartans will
revert to a six tearn conference
as compared to eight tearns last
year. The new members in the
conference are Thornwood and
Hillcrest.

Each team in the conference
will cross-play different teams
from each division of the entire
S.LC.A. conference. Oak
Lawn's division corss-play will
be with Bloom, Thorton,
Eisenhower, and Richards. The
Spartans will play each of these

Joel Mondry warming up in
practice.

teams once during the regular
season. The outcome of these
games will count towards the
Spartans final conference
standings.

O.L.'s toughest conference
competition will come from
Rich East and Thornwood. Last
years Southwest Suburban
Conference Champion' Rich
East will stand in the way of
O.L. 's bid for a chap1pionship
with the return of Senior All
Conference forward Todd
Dickerson. Newcomer Thorn
wood also appears to be a
conference contender with a
well balanced team.

Tonight, the Spartans will
open their season, hosting the
Eisenhower Cardinals in the
Spartan Gym at 8:00 o'clock.

SPARTANS BASKETBALL 1973-74

Dave Altenbur~ ~not3 a man to nass

Eisenhower
Lincoln-Way
Richards
Morton West
Bloom
Thornton
Sandburg - Conference
Oak Lawn Holiday Tournament
Reavis - Conference
Oak Forest
Thornwood - Conference
Rich East - Conference
Stagg
Hillcrest - Conference
Sandburg - Conference
Reavis - Conference
Thronwood - Conference
Rich East - Conference
Hillcrest - Conference

ii'ri. Nov. 30
Sat. Dec. 1
Fri. Dec. 7
Sat. Dec. 8
Fri. Dec. 14
Sat. Dec. 15
Fri. Dec. 21
Dec. 26-29
Fri. Jan. 4
Sat. Jan. 5
Fri. Jan. 11
Fri. Jan. 18
Sat. Jan. 19
Fri. Jan. 25
Fri. Feb. 1
Fri. Feb. 8
Fri. Feb. 15
Fri. Feb. 22
Fri. Mar. 1

H
T
T
H
H
T
H
H
T
T
H
T
H
T
T
H
T
H
H
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Defense paces way

Cagers capture Quigley tournament

.. PACED BY ASTRONG defense, and Bruce Swiecicki's 42 points,
the OL Spartans captured the Quigley South annual Thanksgiving
tournament.

The Spartans opened the tournament last Wednesday defeating
Argo by a score of 59-43. After jumping out to a 28-20 halftime lead,
the Spartans never fell behind.

Playing an outstanding game was senior-transfer, Tom Murphy
with 17 points and 17 rebounds. Also contributing were Dave
Altenburg and Bruce Swiecicki with 13 and 9 points respectively.
Swiecicki played an excellent game on the boards grabbing 16
rebounds.

IN THE SECOND contest, the Spartans fell behind Bogan 8-4) but
rallied to a 2~0 halftime score, going on to win 46-41.

Mike Patjk, sparked the Spartans offense contributing 13 of his

14 points in the second half. Bruce Swiecicki followed with 11 points,
and Roger Wantiez with 10.

The Spartans played another strong defensive game, dominating
the boards once again 40-29, and holding the Bengals to six points in
the final quarter. In their final game, the Spartans clinched the
tournament, defeating host Quigley South 50-36.

ONCE AGAIN IT was the Spartans defense, holding Quigley to 4
points in the first quarter. Swiecicki once again had the hot hand
pouring in 22 of the Spartans points. Dave Altenburg contributed
with 10 points.

Coach Scaduto was very pleased with the defensive effort, but
felt the offense was not quite up to par. Hoping that the Spanans
will remain as defensively dominant as in the tournament, the
Spartans should prove to be a definite threat to Rich East and
Thornwood.

Pinpower takes grapplers past RB

BY JIM EGAN
OL MATMEN started off the '73-'74 wrestling season on the right in the third period and lost 7-3. Sophmore Steven Larocco, 138lbs.,

foot by felling Riverside-Brookfield 35-20. The Spartans took 7out of could not cope with a man with so much more experience and was
the 12 weight classes and overcame a forfeit at the 185 lb. weight pinned with three seconds left in the third period.
class. LARRY FITZGERALD, 145lbs., stretched the Grapplers lead to

The OL Grapplers took an early lead by winning the first five 27-9 by trouncing his foe 7-1 in three periods. John Reidy, 155 lbs.,
matches. Jim Cizek, 98 lbs., started off by pinning his opponent in was suprisingly beaten 7-4 and after taking three of the last four
36 seconds. This quick pin gave OL a 6-{) lead. John Maniatis, 105 weight classes, RB's rally put upset into everyone's minds.
lbs., came in and took~ early lead on his man and outlasted him to Brian Tunle, 167Ibs., put the fire out of RB's rally by sticking his
win, 4-3. His win increased the Spartans lead to 9-0. John Spears, opponent in the last period. The score was 33-18 after the forfeit and
112Ibs., put the score into double figures, 12-0, by manhandling his Heavyweight Paul Fencl tied to make the final 35-20.
foe 5-0. Larry Joniatis, 119Ibs., put.on another dazzling display of The sophs took nine of twelve weights to defeat RB 39-12. They
OL pinpower by sticking his man in 1:32 into the first period. He combined 4pins in this casting a bright light on their future.
was followed by Terry Mulrenin at 126, who completey destroyed Wins came from: Phil Sidock, 98Ibs., Roland Ernst, l05lbs., Joe
his man by pinning him in the second period after amassing a 14-0 Cryan, 112Ibs., Herb Stancik, 119Ibs., Larry Wagner, 126lbs. Pins
score. These two pins put OL in front 24-0. came to Co-captain Mike Chickerillo, 145 lbs., Chris Pope, 155 Ibs.,

Trouble began when Bill Carollo, 132Ibs., lost conrtol of his man Pat Runion, 167Ibs., and Co-captain Dan McCentee, Heavyweight.
. - .. ~ - - - -. -. - ",
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Banquet honors varsity athletes

BY: FLOYD BENNETT

"AS THE GYMNASTIC'S
season opens this year, bright
hopes lie on our returning let
termen," says Gymnastics
coach Joel Simone. "Captain
Don Berg and team mate Joe
Petrauskas are making great
progress on the side horse
everyday. Both should prove to
be state material. Mark Marcek
is another state possibility.
Mark competes on the
horizontal bar and is one of the
hardest workers on the team,"
Coach Simone added.

The top gymnasts on each of
the events are: Chuck Reardan
on floor exercise; Don Berg on
side horse; Keith Bennett and
Jim Bradley on trampaline;
Mark Marcek on the horizontal
bar; Jim Smith on parallel
bars; and Rick Mueller on still
rings. Allaround, Brian Ende, is
suffering from an injury to the
wrist and may have to reduce
his tough workout schedule.

On the sophomore level,
Coach Doug Ward, when asked
about the sophomore's season
this year, commented, "Ex
perience is perhaps more im
portant in gymanstics than in
any other spon. For this reason,
it is hard to say how many
meets we will win because a lot
of the gymnasts don't have a
great deal of experience. They
do have a lot of talent though,
but the rest depends on how
hard the sophomores work."

SOPHOMORE, SCOTT
Reichen looks very promising
this year. He took first place on
parrallel bars in a compulsory
meet earleir in the year. He is
looking so well that he might be
pulled up to the Junior Varsity
team pennanently.

In the nen gymnastics meet,
the Spartans will go to
Schaumburg on Dec~mber 6 at
7:00 p.m.

November 30, 1lf73

Oak Lawn

Spa""~ite

~~ors
Gymnasts
advance

Making Honorable Mention
were Seniors Tim Eggen, Joe
Madtlen, Bob Sparrow, Mark
Williams, Bob Lanenga, and
Chuck Warning.

Receiving All Conference
distinction were Seniors, Mike
Patyk, halfback; Steve Wor
sham, split end; and Ron
Probst, tackle.

well in the first meet, there are
some key people out for the first
part of the season because of
ineligibilities. This could prove
to decide how we will finish in
conference which will be preny
tough this year."

With hopes of staying in the
winning column, the Big Green
Wave will go up against
Downers Grove South, Monon
West, and Argo.

The Spa.rtan1te

COMPLETE 4 WK. COURSE ..$90.00

TEENAGE DRIVER ED.
[FOR TEENS 15-17 YRS. OLD)

I
SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL

4700 W. 103rd St. . (in arena center lobby)
499-2832
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30 HRS. - CLASS
12 HRS. - IN·CAR
TRIP FOR PERMIT

RECENTLY HELD was the Other awards given were the
annual fall sports banquet Jerry Graves Memorial Award
honoring the most valuable to Mark Williams, Most Im
athletes in each of their proved Player to Tim Eggen,
respective sports. Most Outstanding Linemen to

Heading the list was Senior Ron Probst and Dave Alten
Mike Patyk, football; Senior berg.
Steve LaRoque, 'cross country; Ten varsity football members
Senior Nancy Castillo, girls were selected to the South
swimming; and Senior Gail Interconference Association
Specht, girls tennis. A11- Con fer e n c e Tea m .

BY JEFF FREGEAU

BY ROD POLACEK

Green wove
drowns Quigley

IN A COMBINED team ef- while Gary Schuberth, Ken
fon, the Spartan Swimmers Coffee, and Rich Nowaszak also
opened their season with a chipped in with second places.
strong victory over Quigley A competitive diving per
South in the OL pool, Tuesday, fonnance was displayed by both
Nov. 20. Bob Mulcrone and Jim Gad-

Outstanding perfonnances orus finishing first and second,
were turned in by Gary while two OL relay teams
Schuberth, Joe Crement, Ken captured first places.
Coffee, and Nick Trent, all CO-CAPT AIN GAR Y
capturjng first places. Rich SCHUBERTH commented,
Krys;ztrk finished second twice, "Although the team finished
,.. ,

"...-
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Free Trial Lesson

Sorry, no strike

Future NHS
members elected

The candidates are: Beth
Busch, Wes Eary, Dawn Edgar,
Dale Ende, Dave Fewkes,
Marie Hodge, Kris Holmes,
Robin Horvath, Laura Hynes,
Demetrios Kottaras, Dan
Lundquist, Joan O'Connor,
Jenine Pavlik, Lori Pavlik,
Debbie Peleckis, Grace Plubar,
Barb Popiolek, Cindy Pope, Bill
Rus, Sandra Saiz, Karen Pitrak,
Brian Scanlan, Tim Short, Mary
Snedden, Lenora Sniatynsky,
Caryn Stancik, Martin Stanley,
Bev Urbank, Mark Wasmund,
and Jan White.

After the ceremonies, the
students are fully recognized as
NHS members.

BY LENORA SNIATYNSKY

THIRTY POTENTIAL
MEMBERS were elected to the
National Honor Society
following faculty approval
based on the students high
scholastic achievement,
leadership and service to
OLCHS.

The students are on probation
pending induction ceremonies,
tentatively planned for mid
February. Mr. William Hill,
NHS sponsor, said he would like
to change the induction date to
next September. Until the
ceremonies occur, the NHS
candidates must maintain the
minimum cumulative "B"
average they now hold.

OL's Teacher's Union voted unanimously in favor of the Board's
most recent contract proposal last Monday.

The acceptance of the contract and its passage by the Board last
Wednesday eliminate the possibility of a strike at this time.

NEWS CAPSULE
- -

?<>ngratulations to the newly selected members of the Spartan
Spirit Squad, Lynn Frazier, Tami Ito, Sharon Vonasten, Christy
Stuan, Wanda Forsythe, Kathy Ross, Terri Marceano, Margie
Ryan with alternates Debbie Stelmack and Dawn Kuranda.

THE SPARTANlTE

*****

*****

*****
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6060 West 95th St.
Oak Lawn, llllnois 60453

Open Monday thru Friday Noon untlll0 pm.
Certified Black Belt instructors

day and evening classes

LOCATED

1 BLOCK WEST OF OAK LAWN

COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL
~ A

SOUTHWEST ACADEM Y OF

KARATE ...
I

Southside rock group, will make
College, l03rd and Central Park
originally scheduled for Jan. 11
18th. Tickets priced at $4.00 will
come, first serve basis.

STYX, Chicago's famous
the scene at St. Xavier's
Avenue. The concert was
but has been switched to the
be sold at the door on a first

PAGE Z

Interviews are being taken for students planning to take a
Vocational-Education class for the 1974-75 school year. The in
terviews should be completed by January 21. See your counselor for
additional information.

Wheelchair Basketball will be played at OL on January 16 at 7: 00
p.m. in the Spartan Gym. This event will be sponsored by the
Chicagoland Basketball Association.

Schedule for the 1974-75 Summer School Session has been an
nounced. First semester will be June 17 tbru July 10 with July 4, 5,
6, and 7 off and second semester will be July 11 thru August 1.
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Youth legislates
BY JENlNE PAVLIK

YOUTH AND GOVERN· paigning for various offices in
MENT held its first meeting on the mock legislation. Offices
Dec. 13 to discuss plans for the such as youth governor, clerk
1973-74 Youth Legislature in house, leutinent governor,
March. president of the senate, and

Discussion of bill titles, bill secretary have keen competion
presentations, and particular in which student delegates try
policies were introduced. to gain the votes of the mem
Students acquainted them- bers participating in the
selves with parliamentary legislature. Delegates win votes
procedure and met with other through telephone calls and
members of the group. leners to fellow delegates ex-

Students are now cam- pressing their viewpoints on
certain policies.

candy 1) Authors must reside in Dlinois except for out-of-state students
2) All entries are to be original dramas or adaptations of original
plays
3) Entries must be postmarked on or before Friday, March 29,1974
4) Scripts should be 30,60, or 90 minutes long
5) Entries should be mailed to Teledrama Contest, WTTW, MOO N.
St. Louis ave. Chicago, 60625.

Judges will decide whether the first place script will be produced
and aired within 90 days of the announcement of the winners, May
15, 1974.

THE SPARTANITE

-

SCAB plans
50's dance
BY DOUG DOMKE

BETWEEN NOW AND the first of the year, the Senior Class
Advisory Board, SCAB, willlUldertake the sponsoring of the annual
Christmas Dance and the "long-awaited" remodeling of the JlUlior
Senior 10lUlge.

On December 22, SCAB will present a Christmas Dance entitled
"The 50's, 60's, and Now". The band for the evening will be Lemon
Jello featuring Tony and the Twilights. With the help of dance
contests and refreshments, SCAB hopes to provide something for
everyone. Costumes from these times may be worn and are en·
couraged since there will also be costume cont~.

The dance will be held in the Auditorium gym from 8 p.m. till 11
p.m. Tickets are a dollar presale or $1.50 at the door and may be

purchased from any SCAB member. Pictured aboy~ are tbe newly elected
THE JIDjIOR-8ENIOR lounge, originally scheduled to be fresl)man Cl.ass. orn.cers 0 From l;>o'ttom to top,

od leq <lver the Thanksgiving vacation will now be completed Pres1dent.. Tam1 Ito; Vice-Pres1dent, Terry
~ e k Christmas b Ie. ' McCarty; o::>ecretary, Lynn Green; Treasurer,
dur~the two wee rea Rose -SliKer 0

The changes, planned by SCAB will be carried out by the ad-moo 9f or
ministration and the janitors of OLCHS. . . I Inols "",rts Councl

Reinforced sections covered with wood gram paneling will be
erected between the lounl'te and the cafeteria to enhance its sponsors contest
privacy. Five new speakers will be mounted into the ceiling and
connected to the juke box allowing the students to hear more tnan BY DEBBIE PELECKIS
just the bass of the music.

THE ART m classes, lUlder the direction of Ms. Joy.ce McMahon, $1000 WILL BE the first place prize for a television drama contest
will decorat~ the n~w .y~llow walls of the 10lUlge WIth mural~ of sponsored by the lllinois Art Council through WTTW TV, channel
some educatlonal Significance. The scenes will be designed m a 11. Two second place prizes of $400 will also be granted.
way that they may be removed in the event of a wanted change.
Lounge furniture will be purchased with donations received from Contest rules are:
several previous senior classes.

Future plans for the 10lUlge include the addition of
machines, colored lights, and recreation equipment.

Pictured above is Mr. Frank Vazzana, Youth in Government
sponsor,ailling students in writing bUls for their trip to the Capitol
this Spring.

DECEMBER 21, 1973



Illinois school code laws
BY DEBBIE PELECKIS

BEGINNING THIS ISSUE and hopefully continuing through the districts shall provide free transportation for pupils residing at a
rest of the school year, the SPARTANITE will print excerpts from distance of one and on~ha1fmiles or more from any school to which
the DUnois School Code Laws. they are assigned for attendance, maintained within the district
CHAPTER 53 FEES AND SALARIES except for those pupils for whom the school board sball certify to
Be it enacted by the people of the State of Illinois, represented in the Superintendent of Public instruction that adequate tran-
the General Assembly: sportation for the public is available.
The superintendents of educational service regions sball receive Such school board may comply with the provisions of this Section
for their services an annual salary according to the population, as by providing free transportation for pupils to and from an assigned
determined by the last preceding federal census, of the region they school and a pick-up point located not more than one and one-half
serve, as set out in the followinlZ schedule: miles from the home of each pupil assigned to such point.
SALARIES OF SUPERINTENDENTS OF EDUCATIONAL For the purposes of the Act "adequate transportation for then
SERVICE REGIONS public" sball be assumed to exist for such pupils as can reach

Population of region annual salary school by walking, one way, less than 11,2 miles irrespective of the
Less than 16,000 $18,500 distance the pupil is transported by public transportation.
16,000 to 47,999 $22,500 CHAPTER 122
48,000 to 99,999 $25,500

100,000 to 999,999 $27,500 An Act in relation to the promotion of an educational program in
1,000,000 and over $29.500 the schools of this State concerning family life, sex, and venereal

ARTICLE 29. TRANSPORTATION disease, to establish a division of sex education in the office of
School Boards of community consolidated districts, community Superindenden~ of. Public instruction, to d~~e the powers and

unit districts, consolidated districts and consolidated high school duties of such divislOn, and make an appropnatlon therefor.

DIVER DRUGS
9713 S.W. HWV.

Hom e of Lorry BuckelsTAFDESPUB
5651 w. 87th oak lawn

MORE QUAUTY
+ SERVICE

1/2 GAL. OF POP
WITH MEDIUM, LARGE or JUMBO PIZZA

SERVID IN OUR DlltiNG ROOM OMty
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY WITH COUPON

DINING ROOM HOURS:
MON. thru THURS. 5 PM-1 AM FOR FAST DELIVERY
FRI., & SAT. 5 PM-1:30 AM CALL: 423-6201
SUNDAY 2 PM-11 PM COUPON EXPIRES JANUARY

-SEE THE fiNEST
SELECTION Of.

NEW & USED VW'S
At I

~ER3REE~
Vois.agen, Inc.
8920 S. Cicero

ST~Nl0N

TEENAGE
AUTO

INSURANCE
5905 S. KEDZIE
PAGE «

DRIVERS TRAINING AND

GOOD STUDENT DISCOUNTS
The Sl'artanJte

CALL

636-7163
(OR)

471-2060
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95TH & CICERO - OAK LAWN
TO OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

AND FOR MORTGAGE INFORMATION

CALL 425-7000
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EXTRA Wolk·in lobby
and Drive·in Hours
Tu••. Thu... .108
Wod. 910"
SOl. 110.

HOURS
Mon.• Fri. 910 •

Tu.... T'hu ... 9 to ..
Sol. - 9·1

Cloled Wod.

AS REPORTED IN the initiated by the department of
November issue, three Oak Health Education and Welfare
Lawn High School faculty in April, 1973. One of eight
members, two students and one centers around the country
Southwest YMCA outreach Region 5 assists trainees U;
worker were completing a two- analyzing their communities
wee~ training program at the and developing viable action
ReglOn 5 Drug Education plan for coping with local drug
Training Center in Chicago's abuse and drug related
Loop area. problems.

During the Nov. 25 to Dec. 7 OAK LAWN APPLIED for a
training session, this Oak Lawn grant which HEW supplied and
team attended classes and was selected from applications
workshops in organization, submined by other community
values clarification in the groups and agencies. Along
classroom, communications, with the two week training
team building, management by session, OL will receive
objectives, pharmacology and technical assistance and
other drug related areas. resources for a one year period.

The OL group was facilitated Drug comminee members
by Carol Young, Region 5 who participated in the training
trainer. The training center is program plan to make their
part of a national program presentations no the Oak Lawn

community in the near future.

Drug team returns

from training center.
BY JENINE PAVLIK

DRIVING
SCHOOL

4957 W. 95th St. 423-1212

THE SPARTANITE
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OL'S FORENSIC TEAM, Reavis was to be a real test of
nicknames by head coach John the team's strength, when they
Leary, the Big Green Mouth, competed against the top ten
placed third at Thornton Fra- schools in the state. Two team
actional South, and Lake Park, members performed almost
and fifth at Reavis last unheard-of feats at this meet.
Saturday. The team has now out Beth Busch placed first in both
talked 101 schools and has only Verse Reading and Dramatic
lost to four. Interpretation, and Cheryl

Placing first at TF South were Bailey took a first place trophy
Tami Ito in Oration and Cheryl in her initial competitiun in
Bailey in Special Ocassion Prose Reading. Laura Dillon
Speaking. Also scoring highly placed second in Oration at
were Cassie Gineris, third in Reavis, while Beverly Baily and
Special Ocassion Speaking; Laura Lucerto tied for second in
Paul Hattimer and Linda Extemperanious Speaking.
Sterling, third in Dramatic Duet The Reavis meet brings the
Acting; and Paul Hattimer, total of team members com-
third in I Dramatic In- peting in the post-season
terpretation.: Toumement of Champions to

AT ~~ PARK, Laura nine. They are Dave Pitrak,
Dillo~chieved first place in Extemperanious Speaking;
Oration and Beverly Bailey Ron LiVigni, Humorous In
placed first in Extemperanious terpretation; Laura Dillon,
Speaking. Due to a system Oration; Beverly Bailey, Ex
termed speaker points, Ron - temperanious Speaking; Cheryl
LiVigni and Laura Dillon had to Bailey, Special Ocassion
settle for second places in Speaking and Prose; Beth
Humorous Interpretation and Busch, Verse and Dramatic
Declamation, respectively, Interpretation; and Tami Ito,
although they had perfect Oration.
scores. The team placed ex- The next toumement is to be
tremely well considering the held Jan. 12 at Homewood
absence of three varsity Flossmore.
members.

ROTC makes plans
AFJROTe is now organizing Making a game out of war is

several events including its the desire of flight commanders
semi-formal father-son who wish to play an inter-flight
banquet. The dinner, called The war game after the first of the
Dining In, will be held Jan. 18 in year.
the Junior-8enior lounge. The final activity currently

Astronomy Club, a new ac- planned by ROTC is a
tivity for the cadets, is being recruitment drive aimed at
initiated by c-1st Lt. Ferjak and eighth graders who will enter
c-Major Sodaro. The boys hope OLCHS as freshmen next year.
to view Kohoutek, meteor The cadets will be making
showers, and other posterboards to give in-
astronomical wonders. formation to the ei hth raders._...

oL takes fifth
at eloquent eight



DEAR EDITOR, DEAR EDITOR,

Teachers' cuts detrimental
KAREN PITRAK

During the lunch periods,
teachers are put by both doors

Is it necessary to print all of to keep students from leaving
the advertisements you use? I the cafeteria. This doesn't allow
realize the Spartanite is on the students to use the library or
verge of bankruptcy, but still I see a teacher after eating a
think you should use this space "quick lunch." For many, the
for something different, maybe lunch period if the only free
community events, something period students have besides
that would interest everyone the 25 minute study hall. If this
and not just the Forensics tearn. is our lunch period why

shouldn't we be able to use
the library or see teachers

LAURA SOYKE '74 without a pass?
LINDA CHATLE '74

DEAR EDITOR,
EDITOR'S NOTE

In the past, the Junior-8enior
Advertisements are the lounge has been covered with

Spartanite's main means of garbage during the lunch
support, since it is not spon- periods. At present, Senior class
sored by the school. is desperately trying to improve

As for the content, if you will the area with plans of paneling
check the last issue of the it off and adding more vending
Spartanite you will see a machines to make it more
column called "Outlooks," enjoyable for the students; but
which tells about happenings in the problemof garbage will still
the area that would interest remain. If a linle more effort
students. As for the Forensics was to be given by the juniors
team, it, unlike some of OL'.s and seniors to keep the Lounge
teams, is doing quite well this clean, it could be nore pleasant
year and we feel deserves all for all.
the coverage it gets. NANCY MC VAY '74

MANY OAK LAWN TEACHERS feels that they are under no
obligation to be present for an entire class period. In a quick check
taken during third period one day last week, sevsn teachers were
found to have abandoned their classrooms. It is not unusual to see a
teacher leave during a class or near its end and some teachers are
habitually late. This can be frustrating to students.

Students may resent wasted class time. They may question the
need for their own full period attendence while nothing is being
done by the teacher. This could lead to bad student-teacher
relationship or a poor anitude toward the subject. Further results
could be cuning or tardiness along with poor work.

No one would suggest that a teacher should baby-sit bls students,
however the teachers presence as a resource is desirable even
when he is not lecturing or conducting a discussion. A teacher
should help students learn independently. Through teacher absence
this important aspect of education could be hampered when a
student becomes confused through lack of necessary guidance.

STATE LAW HOLDS teachers legally responsible for the actions .
of students during class time. Though a law requiring full period
anendance by teachers can not be found, Dr. Davies, assistant
superintendent, stated, "This is so basic I can't conceive of a
teacher being unaware of it."

Teachers should avail themselves to their students for full class
periods. If teachers choose not to do so, they should allow students
to leave their classrooms and use outside resources, such as other
teachers or the media center. This would eliminate students'
frustration and improve student-teacher relations.

,,.
•

Spartanite
Published by the Advanced
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Oak Lawn Community High School
94th Street and Southwest HIghway,
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BY CHERYL POWELL

Marriage ed desirable

LIKE MANY mGH SCHOOLS, OL has included a child care
education program in its curriculum. But, unlike many schools, OL
bas no marriage education program. We feel that this would be a
most important addition to the curriculum.

Acording to national statistics, one out of every six girls drop out
of school to get married. Three out of every five high school
graduates (male and female) marry before 21. Of these teen-age
marriages, half end in divorce within five years. According to most
experts, these marriages fail because of a common lack of un
derstanding of all tbat married life entails.

In order to curb the phenominal divorce rate, many high schools
now offer marriage education classes. Many more offer child care
courses.

In many of these classes (Evergreen Park for example) couples
go through a mock marriage ceremony. They then work on
budgeting, child rearing, ect. together for the entire course. At the
end of the course, some couples even go through simulated divorce
proceedings.

The Spartanite Editorial Board urges the Curriculum Comminee
to investigate the implementation of a marriage course here at OL.
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Hill...dedication, enthusiasm
BY CINDY HOLMES

MANY STUDENTS RECOGNIZE Mr. William C. Hill as merely
a more - than - capable social studies and business teacher. There
is, however, another Mr. Hill-a man who has"in our opinion done
more for OL than any other teacher.

Last year, Mr. Hill along with Mr. Burdan proposed and
organized the formation of the Senior Class Advisory Board
(SCAB). The purpose of the group is "to get the students more
involved and interacting with the administration."

So the SCAB advisor, Mr. Hill, brings the student's proposals to
the administration, organizes activities, such as the Christmas
dance, and helps with the planning of all SCAB's accomplishments.
A few projects Mr. Hill has aided SCAB in organizing are paneling
the Senior lounge, selling Senior class T-shirts, contacting
speakpr'l for graduation, and planning the Senior breakfast.

MR. HILL IS ALSO the sponsor of OL's National Honor Society,
an organization he says he has always wanted to sponsor but was
not able to until this year. Mr. Hill has changed NHS from a
tnuliftoniilly inactive organization into a group which tutors
students, runs concessions, and offers its services as ushers to
other OL organizations.

Visiting more than one college, which is unusual for NHS, is
another of Mr. Hill's innovations. He is planning three or perhaps
four college field trips during this school year. Other benefits Mr.

Post christmas blues
BY CHERYL POWELL

Hill is securing for NHS are free passes to certain athletic events
and a dinner at the end of the year.

Despite all the hours spent working with the two groups, Mr. Hill
says he thoroughly enjoys the experience and has found that the
students are "100 per cent co-operative" and that "without the
students, everything would be worthless."

AS CHAIRMAN OF Discipline Committee, Mr. Hill has spent
the last three years striving toward student participation in the
committee. Two years ago he proposed that three students join the
committee then consisting of three administrators and three
teachers. The students, however, after joining the committee,
complained that they were out numbered in voting and that all their
proposals were turned down. In order to placate the students, Mr.
Hill added three more students to the committee, forming an equal
teacher-student ratio.

With so many commitments, it's possible that Mr. Hill's classes
would not receive sufficient attention. His students, however, say
that this has not occured. Among other things, lhey say that "he
has so much planned that he's constantly afraid he'll never get it
done" and that "he never wastes a minute" and is "a really good
teacher."

Along with his innumerable services to OL, Mr. Hill is also fur·
thering his education and starting in January he will be teaching at
Moraine Valley two nights a week.

If the class you want to leave has windows facing the inner
courtyard, you can use the suicide bit. All that has to be done is look
out at one of the second or third floor windows across from your
classroom, leaping out of your seat yelling, "Don't jump!" or "He's
going to jump!" then run out of the room, supposedly to talk the
l'Suicide" out of jumping.

This last one works for girls, and will not only get you out of class,
but will make the teacher feel foolish as well. Simply take
something the teacher says, repeat it a few times, burst into tears
and run out of the room. Leave your books (someone can pick them
up later), but bring your purse. You may need some money for the
cafeteria vending machines.

ONE OF THE TWO WEEKS OL students dread most is quickly class if they have left their car lights on. However, I wouldn't ad·
approaching; that is the week between Christmas vacation and vise any freshmen or sophmores to try this. After all, that is
semester exams (the other is the week before final exams). This stretching it a bit.
is the time of year that a highly contagious desease, Post Christmas THIS ONE WORKS especially well with young teachers who feel
Blues, abounds. they have a great rappon with the girls in their classes. Look very

The major symptoms are restlessness, apathy, and an over- distraught (you might try pinching your cheeks to redden them),
whelming desire to escape. The only cure for this disease is com- walk up to the teacher and mumble something (anything) ending
plete bedrest for a day or so. However, there is one way to head off with "you understand." Of course the teacher thinks he really does
an attack of Post Christmas Blues without actually taking the cure. understand, and lets you out of class.
That is to leave class as often as possible. The next two gimmicks are for anyone more daring or

Getting up and leaving class for no apparent reason is not dramatically inclined. But these only work under specific con·
always advisable, especially the week before exams. Most teachers ditions.
require a pass or at least a good excuse before a student can leave.
There are ways, though, of getting out without a pass.

ONE OF THE MOST infallible ways to leave is the old contact
lense bit. Just put one hand over your eye and request permission to
go to the'washroom and fix your contact. Most teachers would be
glad to let you leave, because most off-center contacts have a nasty
habit of falling out and disrupting the rest of the period. Be sure to
remove your glasses before trying this.

For authentic contact wearers, this routine is much simpler. Just
pop one out and politely ask if you may go to the washroom to
replace it. If the teacher refuses, drop it. This won't get you out of
class, but you won't have to do anythin~ in class, either.

Almost every teacher will let a worried looking student out of his
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The new holiday flood of movies has hit Chicago. "The Day of the
Dolphin" starring George C. Scott is a bit more serious than your
typical Flipper flick. It involves a scientist and his dolphin that are
used in an assasination attempt. Opened yesterday at the Carnegie
Rush and Oak.

Redford and Newman, alias the "Butch cassidy" twins, star in
"The Sting," a partly Chicago-filmed saga about 1930's confidence
men. A bit of violence, a bit of nostalgia. Opens Christmas Day 
Ford City Cinema 1.

Woody Allen's annual idiocy comedy entitled "Sleeper" opens
tonite. Allen also produced the mad satire "Everything you've
Always Wanted to Know About Sex." "Sleeper" features Allen as a
health food store owner who is medically frozen in 1973 and because
of an unsuccessful peptic ulcer operation is unfrozen 200 years
later. Up for grabs. (See newspaper for theatre.)

Also opening tonite is "The Laughing Policeman." Ironically
enough, it's about a San Fransisco mass murder with two detec
tives (Walter Mattheau, Bruce Dern) assigned to the case, Ford
City Cinema 2, Evergreen 1.

Julie Christie and Donald Sutherland are featured stars in the
psycological thriller, "Don't Look Now" tbat takes place in
decaying Venice. Aclue; The old woman isn't just blind. Opening at
the Esquire.

Clint Eastwood Fans! Dirty Harry is back in his sequel entitled
"Magnum Force." Drugs, dealers and pimps are San Fransisco
detective Harry Callahan's target. Opening Christmas at the
Chicago.

"The Seven Ups" has nothing to do with un-anything. It's a movie
from the producer, Phil D'Antoni who gave us the fantastic chase
scenes of "Bullit" and "The French Connection." This time the
setting for action is on ew York's West Side involving a pecial
police unit. Opening Friday (see newspaper for theatre.

Henri Charriere, rebel and author of his tIve-to-life story
Papillon, which is now on film has just completed his further ad
ventures in a new European bestseller entitled Banco.

By Claudia McCarty

Over the Holiday Break...

Tonight...a classical guitar concert at 8 o'clock with solo per
formances by Aida Rodgriguez and Ichiro Suzuki. Beverly Arts
Center 2153 W. 11th Street.

The musical "Gone With The Wind," based on the Clark Gable
Vivien Leigh flick is coming to Chicago beginning Christmas Eve at
the Opera House 20 N. Wacker.

Mime Freaks Harken! Those wanting to keep informed of
Chicago's infrequent activities revolving around the art of mime
can call 751...()596 to be included on the mime mailing list.

To R. .-"As usual the dance was a flop, and it looked as though
even the grease band wouldn't (couldn't) save the night."

There is more than just anima)s at the Brookfield Zoo. Original
sculptures and watercolors by Herman Gurfinkel are on display.
Winter walk hours began yesterday. Visitors can view animals that
prefer the cold including Brookfield's wolf pack. Daily 9-6 Brook
field 8533 W. 3100 South.

Did you know that Christmas poinsetta plant's leaves and petals
are poisonous? Munch on a chrysanthemum.

Are you interested in mountain climbing? Outings, lectures,
skills and expeditions are offered by the Chicago Mountaineering
Club. Call 526-8250.

Did you know that because of discrimination against women m
banks liberationists Betty Friedan and Muriel Fox have recently
opened the First Women's Bank and Trust Co. in New York?

Indian jewelry, leatherwork and ceramics are a few of the in
teresting homemade crafts that can be found at the Contemporary
Craftsmen. Daily 10-5:30 Sunday II-41601 E. 53rd St.

The new Bette Midler album has finally been released! Perhaps
a good idea for a last-minute Christmas present.

Hey, Robin Hood! The Chicago Archery Center offers indoor
archery range facilities for accomplished archers. Equipment can
be rented. Mon.-Fri. 9-9 Sat. 9-5 Sun. 12-52364 . Neva ( 1 block east
of Grand and Harlem) 637-6633.

Speaking of Robin and his merry troup...Little John, Friar Tuck,
Maid Marian and scores of medival shenanigans will be featured in
Disney's last full-length animated film. Opening soon.

~
i~[~i~~~~!~~~j~~~~~il!i~ The Garfield Park Conservatory is the largest in the world underone roof. A horticultural delight which covers four and one half

::::. acres including exotic plants, cactus and ferns. Central Park at

lDJ[].i Q('";0;:'",' .' La~ic~;~lir~:~e Charities will sponsor the ballet, the Nutcracker
: :, .~~~.ii during the holiday season. McCormick Place Arie Crown Theatre.

/M.:=:..Ju......-...... .::.'. ~:~.) ~ ~~~~i)f E. 23rd and the lakefront. 791-6000.
The Museum of Science and Industry will present "Circus

Cinema"-a high speed movie with the use of a unique film
technique. Throughout December, January Daily 9:30-4 Sun,
holidays 10-6.

MOVIES

McQueen/ Hoffman/ cohorts in Papillion
BY CARY WIDEL

"PAPILLO ," a shockingly realistic film opening tonight at the Dustin Hoffman whose portrayal of Dega, as a man content to stay
State Lake Theater, depicts Henri Charrier's struggle for freedom in prison while helping his comrade to escape, is truly exquisite.
from Kilo 40, the most horrifying of French work camps. From his first appearance as the obviously fainthearted prisoner,

The film, based on Henri Charierre's novel of the same name, is he relates to the audience throughout the film with his own
under the direction of Academy Award winner ("Patton") specialized method of living the character. Hoffman's portrayal of
Franklin J. Shaffner. It focuses on Charriere (nicknamed Dega truly brings \he movie into a sense of reality that could be
Papillon and played by Steve McQueen) who has unjustly sen- created only by such acting.
tenced to life in the infamous French penal system. The film Despite an occasional slow scene, the solid acting of both

. follows the prisoner's agonizing years spent in solitary confinment McQueen, Hoffman, as well as the supporting actors, made the film
and illustrates the strong bond of friendship developed between the a stimulating and probable feat. This, combined with the excellant
defiant Papillon, and the rather frail, cowardly Dega (Dustin photography and secnery, should make Papillon one of the finer
Hoffman). The men depend upon each others comradeship to pull films of 1974.
them through. This PG rated movie is well worth seeing during the holiday

One of the movies most outstanding qualities is the acting of season.
PAGE 8 Hili SPARTANITE DECEMBER 21, 1973
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SPEAK UP!
How About Suggestions for What
You Want and Need in Oak Lawn,

Alice Ihrig, Trustee

C/O Oak Lawn ViI. Hall
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HEY If you're a student getting "B's"
or better, you may qualify for

, Farmers-In the form of special

SMARTYI bonus lower rates on your auto
Insurance. call today and get the

• facta on Farmers money-saving
Good Student Auto Policy.
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illinois...

All you ski buffs...

If you're an accomplished skier or perhaps, like many, have been
wanting to learn, there is no better time then during our holiday
break. Listed below are the most popular spots of the Midwest.
Whether it be an evening or weekend, they're something to look
into.

~~x, Southern Wisconsin...

Villa Olivia, Bartlett. Rte. 20. Mon-Fri, 11-11. Sat, Sun, holidays,
9-11. Adults-$4. (Group rates) Men's day is Monday. $3 slope fee, 11
11. $3 rental. Ladies Day, Wed. Beginner, intermediate, 7 tow

~~~ ropes. Special ski school package deal. Rentals-$4.oo. (742-5200)

Alpine Valley. County Highway D. 3 miles SW of East Troy.
Adults~. Beginner, intermediate, expert. Chairlifts, tow ropes,
accomodations include pool, ice rink. Rentals-$6.oo. (263-5884)

Devil's Head, Merrimac, Highway 78. Mon-Fri-$6. Chairlift, $4;
towrope 6 lifts, 6 towropes beginner areas. (Group rates.) Rentals
$5.00. School-$3 group lesson. $12 private I hr. class. (493-2251) area
code 608.

Little Switzerland, Slinger. Highway 41. Mon-Tues, 4-10:30;
Wed-Fri, 11-10; Sat-Sun, 10-10:30. Adults-$4. 4 chairlifts, 6 towropes,
school, patrol, chalet, ski shop. Rentals-$5.oo. (644-5020) area code
414.

Majestic Hills, Lake Geneva. Mon-Fri, 10-10; Sat-Sun, 9:30-10;
Christmas, 9:30-5. Adult-$3. 2 chairlifts, 5 towropes, school,

Buffalo Park, Algonquin. 30 miles NW of Chicago on m. Highway patrol, chalet. Rentals-$4.oo Majestic is the only area around where
31. Mon-Fri. 2-10, Sat-Sun., holidays 9:30-10:30. Adults-$4. Season a skier can ski all day, evening for 1 price. (2~128) 414 area code.
pass-$60. Beginners, 6 tow ropes, school, snack bar. Rentals-$4.oo. Wilmot Mountain, Wilmot. Mon-Fri -10-11; Sat,Sun, holidays
$10.00 deposit and illinois driver's license required. Motels nearby. 9: 30-11. Adulst $5.50. All-area ticket for weekends $7.25. Group
(426-7328) , rates. Beginner, intermediate, expert. 6 lifts, 2 T bars, 10 towropes.

Chestnut Mt., Galena. Adults-$5. (Group rates.) Beginner, in- School rates $4, $15 private, $18 semiprivate. Patrol, chalet Rentals
termeQi.ate, expert. Chair lifts, tow ropes, school, patrol, chalet, ,$;,;.7;;;.00;.;;:d::ail:,:;y~$6;,;;.00:;;.;n,:,;:igi:;h,;,;;t;.';;M;,;o.:;;;te;:ls:.:n::.:e;;:ar::.:b~y:.:.. ..,
bar, restaurant. Rentals-$5.oo. Ski shop, accomodations. Pool, r
sauna, private air strip. (456-1161)

Fox Trails, Cary. 30 minutes from NW side, off US 14. Mon-Fri.,
3:30-10:00. Sat, Sun, holidays, 9-10. Adults-$4. 17 and under, $3.
Season pass-$50. (Group rates.) Beginner, intermediate. Six tow
ropes, patrol, chalet, rentals-$5.oo. (639-3866)

Hidden Valley, Spring Grove. Route 12. Mon-Sun, 9-10. Adults-$5.
Chairlift-$6, tow ropes-$4. (Group rates.) 3 lifts, 2 tow ropes, school,
patrol, chalet. Rentals-$6.oo; day, $5.00 night. Brand new this
season. (726-2668.)

Holiday Park, Ingleside. Rte., 134. Mon-Fri, 11-11. Sat, Sun,
holidays, 9-11. Adults-$4. (Group rates.) Beginner, intermediate,
expert. Chairlift, 4 tow ropes, school, patrol, chalet, repair. Ren
tals-$5.oo Plus $2 weekends. (546-a222)



Comet
•

Images
I saw visions of wild horses fighting last night.
One was black and one was white.
They fought with hoofs that cut like knives
And bit with teeth that tore their hides.
The look of fright was in their eyes,
But they kept on fighting, I wondered why?

I realized they are just like us,
The black and the white, they search for the just.
But, unlike us, they know that they're free,
They found out what they didn't need.
They are independant; they'll always be free.
And I realized that's how I wanted to be.

I smiled in my sleep, contenunent swelled
For finally I knew what my life would tell.
Maybe everyone should have "Dreams of Wild Horses."

They stood in water up to their knees,
They fought and gought and wouldn't leave.
Suddenly the water turned to mUd.
They kept on fighting, whatever of?

The white horse quickly turned to black,
They were the same, nothing lacked.
They stopped as suddenly as they started,
And joined the heard from which they had parted.

The fire raged in front of their path
And they continued running their frantic pace.
They didn't care what someone had done,
They all just ran through, except for one.
I keep wondering what reason he had that had made him stop.
Was it instinct when into the deathly flames he leaped?

The herd didn't care that one's life was lost.
Again they ran and ran and ran
Under their feet, water turned to sand.
On the rocks their feet sUpped but gaits never faltered,
Their sweat pouring off as their pace never altered.
And they leaped from the cliffs to water down below,
Of what they were scared of, I don't think I'll know.
And they danced in the water with nothing to lose
For what they wanted they knew they could do.

comtng
AT THE MOMENT, it is visible only one hour before sunrise-a

small but brilliant speck of light, streaking the Southeast sky at
70,000 miles per hour. But after emerging from the sun's shelter on
January 1, the comet Kohoutek will splash the Southwest sky every
evening with full celestial splendor. Trailing luminous gases and
dust that look like golden hair streaming in a breeze (coma, in
latin, means hair), Kohoutek will eventually span one-sixth of the
evening sky-and may well be the century's most spectacular
proiectil~ from outer space.
Kohou~k (discovered in March by Czech-born astronomer Lubos

KOQoutek) has already proved a prodigy. First sponed while still
smDe 480 million miles away or roughly in the vicinity of Jupiter,
the comet will eventually swing within a scant 13 million miles of
the sun-doser than any of the 30 comets in astronomical records.
At this range, the heating effect of the sun will produce a dazzling
interaction between sun and comet-causing Kohoutek to blaze 50
times more brilliantly than Halley's comet. While the nucleus of a
typical comet is only about one mile in diameter, Kohoutek's ap
pears to stretch 10 or IS-three times the size of even the most
brilliant comets previously observed.

For fundamentalist Protestants, the coming comet has taken on
special significance. The fundamentalists, who look upon the Bible
as a literal record of the word of God and therefore infallible,
believe that Christ's return will usher in a golden era of 1000 years
peace and good will. Their beliefs are based on several
"apocalyptic discourses" in which Jesus discussed various signs
that would herald the approach of this millenium.

ONE OF THE EARLY signs, Jesus said, would be the spectacle
of Jerusalem "surrounded by armies." This passage has given the
Middle East War profound religious significance for many Fun
damentalists. The approaching comet has strengthened their
beliefs, as Jesus said the end will be preceded by "signs in the sun,
the moon, and the stars."

Throughout history, however, comets have been generally
regarded as harbingers of bad news. Unable to explain the
spellbinding spectacles, man has long thought comets to be the
signal of impending disasters; they forecast the fall of Rome, and
the deaths of, among others, Caesar, Constantine, and Antia the
Hun, and announced the Great Plague of London in 1664 and the
Great Fire in 1666.

The appearance of Halley's, the most celebrated comet, coin
cided with the defeat of Antia the Hun, and later with the Nonnan
conquest of England in 1066. Supposedly appearing in 66 A.D., it
may well have been the sword of fire described by Josephus as
spanning the city of Jerusalem prior to its destruction by Titus.
Last illuminating the heavens in 1910, a year of no earth-shocking
event, Halley's comet could be construed as an early warning of
World War 1.

While comet lore raises some disconcerting questions, its rather
comforting to know that no comet is scheduled for reappearance Fiction, poetry, and essay contributions for this column
until Halley's comeback in 1986; Kohoutek will pass the next 75,000 may be submined in Room 210 or given directly to any
years in the depths of space. Perhaps its that much longer to save ~staff member. /,
our mortal souls. ~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..A..,
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Christmas
BY MARY ANNE SAPUUCH

Long ago,

Far away,

•
~n Chicago

A light was born to save.

As a merciful King

Of spirit wealth,

This light lived on.

When it bad shone

it was planned,

From life, to death to life,

It left for us an eternal beaJri

By which to find our way.

The people who know

What this light bas done,

To open the doors of a greater world

More than this one can be,

Set aside the cares and traits

Of this world, each year to celebrate.

When the Few Weeks of preparation,

And the day itself are gone,

Still the light is not forgotten

By any of those who know.

For this great gift

They give their praise,

And with it,

They fill their hearts.

To touch a life

In some small way,

To live a greater love.
DECEMBEN %1, 1973 THE SPARTANITE PAGE 11



Tankmen:
winning attitude, stiff competition

BY ROD POLACEK

BY KAREN PITRAK

DECEMBER 21, 1973

offense has shown great power
in serves and spikes. The years
of experience the starters have
behind them is another asset."

THE OUTLOOK for the rest
of the season is hopeful. "We
are capable of winning all our
remaining games with our
toughest competition against
Eisenhower on January 16 at
Thorton,,' said Ms. Becvar. She
feels that their problems are
temporary and will be over
come as the girls gain con
fidence.

The B team is also having
problems picking up victories.
Their inexperience.,oiIt com
petition and in working with
each other has .resulted in two
losses and Ms. Becvar said, "I
don't really know where the
problem is, but we should do
pretty well during the rest of the
season."

swimming programs for the
past three years, Coach
Laughlin is presently in his first
year as head swimming coach
at OL. Mr. Laughlin brings a
winning career from the
University of Indiana, which
won national honors.

With a tearn inspiring coach
in Mr. Laughlin, the Big Green
Wave should not be counted out
of the running being a tough
group with a good number of
outstanding individuals.

FOR FREE ESTIMATE

9731 SOUTHWEST HIGHWAY, OAK LAWN
(LOW INTEREST BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE)

WHY SUFFER THROUGH ANOTHER

COLD DRY WI NTER
UPDATE YOUR PRESENT HEATING SYSTEM WITH THE NEW

WESTI NGHOUSE FORCED AIR FURNACE
(Humidifier. Electronic Air Cleaner and Air
Conditioners also available. •
24 HOUR SERVICE HEATING & AIR a

CALL WILSON CONDITIONING CO. _
636·5320

•

IN SPITE OF very strong
players, OLCHS girl's
volleyball team has suffered
some disappointing losses this
season. "We could be a strong
team if we could get together
and don't let things get us,"
commented Diane Ellison, a
spiker on a team.

"The team could have been
first this year," said Ms. June
Becvar, coach. "The A team
encountered some problems
with spikes, pychological
factors, and especially with
questionable officiating. A
combination of these fa~ors

resulted in losses to Thornridge
and Reavis," Ms. Becvar ad
ded.

"We have seven excellent
players and two subs, new to
varsity, that are just great,"
said Ms. Becvar. "The defense
has proven to be strong, and the

Girls volley on

victory against Quigley South,
the Swimmers fell to 1-2 losing
to Downers Grove South and
Morton west before balancing
their record by beating Argo.
The Spartans then lost to
Thornwood (who took 2nd place
in state last year), Stagg, and
Thomridge. Although losing a
tough one against Thomridge,
more of the tearn came up with
their best times of the season.

HAVING COACHED summer

;

~
;
of
+
of
oJ

Spartans si"rive······ ~~

for winning season
OAK LAWN'S GYMNASTICS and Ray Lemieux and Rich

tearn will participate in the Mueller on rings. Charles
Lake Park Invitational Tour- Reardon will also be all-around.
nament tomorrow at 7:00 p.m. After last week's meet, the
at Lake Park High School. gymnasts' record is 4-2 with a
Eight other schools will also conference record of 2-1. Last
compete in the meet. The top Thursday's home meet against
twogymnastSoneacheventand Thornton was OL's second
an all-around from each team victory when they defeated
will compete. Oak Lawn's tearn Thornton by a score of 92-47.
will consist of Floyd (Chip) There will be two home meets
Bennen and Charles (Chick) during the Christmas vacation.
Reardon on Free-Exercise, Don On Thursday January 3, OL will
Berg and Joe Petruaskas on compete against Rich South at
Pommel-Horse, Mark Marcek 7:00 p.m. in the Auditorium
and Scott Rie<'.hen on High Bar, Gym and two days laster, on
Jim Bradley and Keith Bennett Saturday, at 2:00 p.m. against
on Trampoline, Jim Smith and the gymnasts will compete here
Scott Riechen on Parallel Bars, against Leyden West.
PAGE 12 THE SPARTANITE

"DISCIPLINE and dedication conduct year-round swimming
combined with hard work and a workouts. Because OL swim
good attitude make up a suc- mers do not have an opportunity
cessful athletic team." to swim year-round, it is dif-
Carrying Coach Jack ficult for the tearn to snap back
Laughlin's philosophy, the into shape once the fall season
Varsity Swimmers are more swimming practice starts. In
successful than their 2-6 record the future, Coach Laughlin
currently shows. feels, the only way OL will have

Oak Lawn is competing in the a strong and experienced team
toughest conference in the is if the all year swimming plan
state. This is due to the fact that is"adopted.
most schools in the conference After opening with a strong
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Host Sandburg tonite

Cagers lead SICA West
BY JEFF FREGEAU

A REVITALIZED SPARTAN
basketball team now holds the
top spot in their conference
following last year's di.sm8l
season. Despite their loss to
Bloom last Friday, the cagers
retained their lead over Rich
East by trouncing ~o~ton 73
56 the following day.

After opening the season by
taking tM Quigley South
Tournament with three straight
viet . s, Coach Len Scaduto's
Spartans played host to a
determined Eisenhower team
Friday, Nov. 30. OL appeared to
have the game under control in
the final minutes but the Car
dinals fought back to tie it at 41
41 after regulation play. In a
battle of defenses, the first
overtime went scoreless. In the
second overtime, Eisenhower
went ahead 43-41. With time
becoming an enemy, Dave
Altenburg broke the Spartans
drought to tie it up at 43-43. Mike
Patyk coming in the final
quarter, scored the winning
bucket giving the Spartans their
first conference victory 45-43.

High point men for the Spartans
were Bruce Swiecicki and Dave
Altenburg with 12 and 10 points.

The following night the
Spartans visited Lincoln-Way in
a non-conference battle.
Despite Tom Murphy's 29 points
and school-tying-record 28
rebounds, the Knights were too
much for the Spartans.

DEADLOCKED at halftime
31-31, the Knights came out
strong in the second half pulling
it out 67-57. Along with Mur
phy's fine performance, con
sistent Bruce Swiecicki scored
17 points and had 9 rebound.'l.

In their nen conference game
Friday, Dec. 7, the cagers
defeated crosstown rival
Richards. Down by one at
halftime, the Spartans came out
gunning in the third quarter to
open up an eleven point bulge,
holding on to win 61-53.
Capitalizing on Richards' 24
turnovers made the difference
in scoring. Pacing the way for
the team were Bruce Swiecicki
with 18 points; Roger Wantiez,
13 points; and Dave Altenburg

with 12 points. the difference was made on the
In their next encounter, the boards, and their extensive ball

Spartans made it six out of control, along with Matthew's
seven, blowing Morton West off 31 points. Mike Patyk played a
the court by a score of 69-46. strong hustling game for the
Despite a slow start in the Spartans, and shot in ten points.
opening quarter, the Spartans Although no loss is easy to take,
expanded their lead to 3G-17 at the fact that Bloom is a team
halftime. With a dominating with the potential of a state
lead in the fourth quarter, the chamoion should be considered.
juniors saw some playing time, Saturday, a determined
Scott Klabacha cashing in for Spartan squad put forth a great
five points. The Spartans effort trouncing Thornton to
balanced scoring came from grasp first place. Down by five
Swiecicki, Patyk, and Alten- at one point in the third quarter,
burg with 14, 14, and 13 points the Spartans dominated the
respectively. final quarter outscoring their

LAST FRIDAY, the cagers opponents 25-10. High men for
were paid an lUlkindly visit by the Spartans were Tom Mur
AU-8tateforward Audi Mat- phy, 20 points; followed by
thews and his Bloom coun- Patyk, 15 points; Swiecicki, 12
terparts. After an optimistic po~ts; and Lenny Rem, 12
start and an 11~ lead. the lZame pomts.
was q,uickly reversed seeing the Sporting a 7-2 season record,
Spartans down 34-26 at half- the varsity cagers will lay it on
time. The second half was no line when the Sandburg Eagles
better, and the Spartans were visit our gym tonight at 8:00.
dealt their first conference loss OL will host their annual
of the season 64-44. Despite Christmas tourney over the
outshooting Bloom percentage- holidays, opening against
wise (37.5 per cent-36 per cent), Quigley South Dec. 26, at 8:00 in

the Spartan gym.

Boys bowl to first
SICA WEST BB standings

W L
OAK LAWN 3 1
RICH EAST 2 2
SANDBURG 1 3

HIlLCREST 1 3

THORNWOOD 1 3

REAVIS 0 4

Jock Thompson Oldsmobile
Home of the 35 FREE loaner cars

• • •
4040 WEST 95th STREET

Telephones: GA 2-2500

BY AL JAVORSKY

BOY'S BOWLING continued
its success with victories over
Marist High and Carl Sandburg,
to remain holder of first place
with a 14-4 record.

Last Thursday against second
place Stagg, OL took four of six
games.

Despite Tom Hammersmarls'
255 game and Mike McMillan's
601 series, the scrwtch team
took a loss, losing 2 of 3 games.

The handicap team continued
their winning streak, taking all
of their 3 contests. George
Jiminez led the team with a 512

series. Close behind was Gene
Greene's 504; Captain Wayne
Schoove1d had a 496 and Brian
Murry rolled a 466.

On Nov. 29, OL took five of six
games from a last place Marist
team. The trong scratch team of
OL was lUldefeated taking all 3
of their games. The Handic.ap
team took their first loss but
came back to take the next two
games.

OL's nen conference meet is
Jan. 10 against last years
conference champs, Richard's
High School.
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SPORTS COLUMN
BY ROD POLACEK

Winter Sports on the Freshman level has had moderate success
in the early stages of the season. In basketball, the Freshman A
team currently has a ~ record while the B squad is posting a 1-2
mark. The Freshman Swimming team is currently 2-3 while the
Gymnastics team has compiled a 2-2 record. On the J-Y level the
basketball team has a successful ~ standing.

******
Upon returning from Christmas vacation, the Girls' P.E.

Department will sponsor a physical fitness program beginning Jan.
7, which is open to any girl in the school.

******
Tryouts for girls interested in playing basketball or badmitton

will be held on Jan. 21, in the Girls' Gym.

******
Starting Center Tom Murphy 6'4" 225lbs., has been placed in a

very peculiar spot. OLCHS has not been able to accomodate him
with a pair of uniform shorts that will fit. Due to his immense size,
Tom has had to wear his gym shorts at away games and regular
white shorts at home. Not even former OL great C. J. Kupec's
shorts will fit. But a special order has been placed and Murphy
should be in full uniform soon.

******
Wheelchair Basketball will be played at OL on January 16 at 7: 00

p.m. in the Spartan Gym. This event will be sponsored by the
Chicagoland Basketball Association.

******
Schedule for the 1974-75 Sununer School Session has been an·

nounced. First semester will be June 17 tbm July 10 with July 4, 5,
6, and 7 off and second semester will be July 11 thru August 1.

******
Interviews are being taken for students planning to take a

Yocational-Education class for the 1974-75 school year. The in
terviews should be completed by January 21. See your counselor for
additional information.

******
Congratulations to the newly selected members of the Spartan

Spirit Squad, Lynn Frazier, Tami Ito, Sharon Yonasten, Christy
Stuart, Wanda Forsythe, Kathy Ross, Terri Marceano, Margie
Ryan with alternates Debbie Stelmack and Dawn Kuranda.

(l@\YlUO~
CUFFED
BELLS

New LEVI'S
cuffed bell
bottoms are
hereI Choose
from a rich
variety of fabrl~
and a great
selection of lush
plaids. LEVI'S
cuffed jeans keep
their dressy look,
too-they're
Sta-Prest· so they
Itay neat, never
need ironing, Try
on a pair today.

From
$11.00
18,000
PAIRS OF
PANTS TO
CHOOSE
FROM•••
NuYO Flares, Blue Jean
Bells, and complete line
of cuffed colored Jean
Flares. Also Dress Bag·
gies and many other
styles. Largest selection
of Levi styles and sizes.
Most styles available in
waist sizes 27" to 42".
inseam 27" to 36"

..,
I

~

S&S
STOll fOl MOl

& IOYS
5215 •. .$tll St

GA2·4044
o_ .....~n......

Fri. tfll ,:0,:
D.ny ...:eo.

et.M4 kM.p
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Sophomores hopeful for brighter future
BY WAYNE CHARVAT

JIM DETLOFF

Hometown, IL

4721 w. 87th St.

Ken Gill have been improving
tremendously. Scott Riecbert
has been competing at the
Varsity level until the Thorton
meet when he sparked the
Sopbs to victory. Gymnasts also
adding team points are Mike
Matilino, Gary Krupa, Ken
Mital, Brad SkellY,and Bill
Zbylut.

Coach Doug Ward sees the
team improving contlnually,
and Q,opes that they will better
their score and their record
during the rest of the season.

The Sophomore Gymnasts
next home meet will be January
3, when they host Rich South at
7:00 in the Auditorium Gym.

Swimmers
OL SOPHOMORE SWIM·

MERS this year have gotten off
to a slow start. Their record
presently is 2 and 5.

Coach Vern Scarpelli says,
"All of our meets are either
overwhelmingly victories, or
defeats, there are no close
ones. " Coach Scarpelli feels
that their closest meet will be
against the Reavis Rams
January 4.

Ourstanding team members
include sophomores Rich
Pattenaud, who coach Scarpelli
feels will soon break standing
records in his event, the but
terfly; Captain Pat Guzzo and
Mark Shelton, whose event is
breast stroke; and Jim Baker,
also a hard worker.

Two Ourstanding freshmen
are diver Terry McCarty and
Dan Cruz who has come very
close to breaking individual
med1y records.

Custom Wheels mounted at
Tom's Standard.

***************

***************

GYMNASTS

Sullivan points to the fact that
they team is inexperienced
because of the absense of a
freshman teeam last year. He
has confidence that the team
will get it together and get back
to their winning ways.

The Spartan Sophs try to
break their losing streak
tonight, when they host the
Sandburg Eagles at 8:00 in the
Spartan Gym.

COMPLETE 4 WK. COURSE ..$90.00

.~

I CCI\lHllt unlvtR EO.
(FOR TEENS 15-17 YRS. OLD)

CAGERS

!
SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL

4700 W. 103rd St. • (in arena center lobby)
499-2832

30 HRS. - CLASS
12 HRS. - IN-CAR
TRIP FOR PERMIT

SOPHOMORE WINTER
SPORTS teams are all well into
their schedules, and are looking
very optimistically toward the
rest of the season.

The 'following night the
Sophomores traveled to Lin
coln-Way, where they kept their
winning streak allve, defeating
IrW by the score of 51-47. This
time it was Ray Lanham who
sparked the team to victory by
sinking 16 points. Ron
Dalrymple and Ray Whinna
were also in double figures
scoring 12 and 10 polnts. Bruce
Pivarunas also pitched in with 7
points.

The Sophomore Spartans
played their second cross-play
game December 7, when they ON THE GYMNASTICS
tangled with cross-town rival scene the sophomore gymnasts
Richards. The Bulldogs have been making steady
defeated the Spartans 43-37 to progress with a higher score
end the sophs two game winning every meet. The Sophomore
streak. Ron Dalrymple scored 9 team is made up of five all
points and Ray Whinna pulled around men and only three
down 12 rebounds in a losing specialists. This system is

The Sophomore Spartans cause. unusual, but Coach Doug Ward
opened their season play by The sophs hoped to get back believes that this will payoff in
capturing the Chicago Christian into their winning ways when Oak Lawn's future. The Sophs
Thanksgiving Tournament. they met the Morton West have only one experienced
They won two of three games of Falcons. This was not to gymnast returning from last
the tournament by defeating become a reality though, as it year, but still have been able to
Chicago Christian 47-40 and was Morton West all the way. compile a 3-3 record (1-1 con
Benet Academy 48-37. The They whipped the Spartans 71- ference.)
team's onlt'defeat was at the 49. The Falcons sank 20 of 23 The gymnasts opened the
hands of Downers Grove South baskets in the first half to ex- season by dropping meets to
by the score of 51-50. Despite the plode to a 48-34 lead. Once again Lyons and Homewood
loss to Downers Grove, the in a losing cause, Dave Madeja Flossmoor, but came back to
Sophs were still awarded' the led the Spartan offense scoring win two in a row beating
Tournament Championship. 13 points. Shaumburg and Reavis. Since

On November 30, the OL The Cagers hoped to get it all then the Sophs have split two
sophs tipped off the regular together again last weekend games. They lost to Naperville
season by nipping their cross- when they faced Bloom and on Dec. 11, but came back two
play opponent Eisenhower, 53- Thorton. But again they were days later to skip by Thorton.
51. Dave Madeja led the outclassed in their two matches Ourstanding performances
SP81'tan attack by netting 16 and dropped them both. Bloom and high scores this season
points. Teammates Ray defeated the Spartans on Friday have been turned in by all
Lanham and Don Macek con- night by the score of 46-43. around men Bernie Mayer and
tributed also with 12 to 9 points Thorton won Saturday, 58-50. Ken Herman. Coach Ward
respectively. i';1iiIr;r.'t~~Inr=r~e~ar:d to the l~, Coach. belieyes so hs Ron Vahl and

The Sophomore Cagers,
under the coaching of Skip
Sullivan, have recently slwnped
after getting off to a good start.

With eight players returning
from last years frosb-soph
team, the sophs have compiled
a 4-5 overall record. Don
Macek, Dave Madeja, Bruce
.fiv~unas, Ray Whinna, Ray

....."Lanham, Gene O'Neill, Vince
Rudar, and Phil Ruzgis are all
being depended on for the team
success.
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George Loclwood comes close but ran out of time before he could
pin b.lA 'rliornrldge opponent.
~-

Soph grapplers undefeated

Varsity breaks slump
By Jim Egan

THE VARSITY GRAPPLERS broke a three meet losing streak
and the Sophs extended a winning streak to five in the Dec.7, meet
against Tinley Park.

The Varsity took the first five of eight matches to roll up a 29-0
lead in less than an hour. Tinley Park managed to get two ties and
two wins, one a pin, in the last four matches.

Jim Cizek, 98lbs., supplied the only OL pin, his fourth, by pinning
his man in the second period. Jim is the only Spartan still un
defeated, his record being 5-{). Terry Mulrenin, 126, and Larry
Fitzgerald, 138, got their scores into double figures by annihilating
their opponents 21-2 and 17-2 respectively. Other wins came from
John Maniatis, 105, John Spears, 112, Larry Jonaitis, 119, Bill
Carollo, 132, and John Reidy, 145. Ties came from Bob Conway, 155,
and Jim Meehan, 185.

THE SOPHS CONTINUED t3 roll by their opponents by drubbing
TP 45-9. The Sophs are unbeaten in five and seem to be getting
bener every week.

Dan McEntee, 185 100, leads the team in wins with a 50{) record.
Dan is also tied for the lead in pins with Steve LaRocco, 138, and
Pat Runion, 167, all with three. Herb Stancik, 119, leads in
takedowns with eight, in escapes with four, and is tied with
McEntee, and Larry Wagner in near falls with two. Phil Sidock, 98,
leads in reversals with four. Also doing a good job are Roland
Ernst, 98, Jim Vail, 126, Mike McCambell, 155, and Mike
Chickerillo, 145.

Oak Lawn
Spaltan0

SPOtts
Varsity splits;

Sophs win; rally for tie
BY JIM EGAN

HOME SPELLED VICTORY for the OL Varsity Grapplers as
they held off a Thornridge rally to win 27·24. This upped their
record to 3-4 after suffering a defeat at the hands of Homewood
Flossmore on Dec. 13.

Pins on the Varsity level came from Jim Cizek, 98,; Larry
Jonaitis, 119; and Terry Mulrenin, 126. Other wins came from
GeQrge Lockwood, 112; Bill Carollo, 132; and John ReidY,l45.

THE SOPHOMORES STAGED an amazing rally to tie Thor
nridge 24-24. This left the Sopbs records at 6-{).1 with their win at
Flossmoor on the 13.

Winning for the Sopbs were Ron Schabes, 112; Larry Wagner,
119; and Steve LaRocco, 138. Down 24-9 at that point, Pat Runion,
167, pinned his man, Dan McEntee,l85, got a win, and Jerry Burns,
Hwt., capped the meet with a pin.

OL stickmen face off

BY PAUL BATZEL

ONE OF OF THE NEWER activities around the high school is
the Oak Lawn Hockey Team. Although it is not an actual part of the
athletic program, it is in competition with other high school teams
around the area. The club consists of an A and a B team both of
which are coached by three teachers from the high school: Mr.
Komarchuk, Mr. Hall, and Mr. McKay who is assisted by Dave
Warner.

The team consists of about 20 players, and will play anywhere
from 30 to 40 games. The home games are played at the Oak Lawn
Park District Ice Rink on 94th and Knox. The team also holds their
practice sessions at the Park District on Wednesday and Thursday
nights from 9:45 to 11 :30.

The games are usually played on Sunday from 5: 30 to 8: 00 p.m. in
the evening. There will be a Christmas tournament held at the Twin
Ice Forum in Bridgeview January 2 , 3 and 4. Anyone interested in
the team should contact Mr. Komarchuk or Mr. Hall.
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OL'S l5TB ANNUAL J_\\festiVal will be held tomonow,Fe~
here with 91 bands competing for top prize, the Best of Festival
trophy.

Playing centers will run simultaneously from 8 am to 4:30 pm,
with the evening performance at 8 pm. Tickets for the night con
certs are students, $1.25 and adults, 1.75.

OL will enter a jazz band consisting of:
Saxophones: Chuck Burdelik (Alto), K.C. Cunningham (Alto),

Joseph Drzewiecki (Tenor), Phillip Doveikis (Tenor), and Kurt
Such (Baritone).

Trmnpets: Bob Henthorne, Brian Carney, Dave Pluister, Paul
VanZee, Mark Couch, Dale Purdy. Flute: Laura Green. Clarinet:
Diane Heuer. Vibes: Becky Thompson. Piano: Ron UVignl.
Trombones: Bill Snedden, Dave Gibbs, Jim McGuire, and Larry
Bragg. Traps: Ken Vaillancour. Tuba: Bill Newren. String Bass:
Jim Murray. Guitar: Dan Park.

Yo. xxn No.5

ALONG WITH THE BEST of Festival award, lillnois high school
and junior high bands will also vie for one of the five Best of Class
awards, given as to the enrollment of the school, and the best of
each competition center.

Each band also receives a rating of superior, excellent, or good.
Last year, OL's jaiz band and combo were given excellent ratings.
Prospect High School played away to win the Best of Festival
Trophy.

Clinics throughout the day will be conducted by Phil Wilson,
chairman of the trombone department at Berkely University. He is
also an arranger {or Buddy Rich's band. Mr. Wilson will be the
guest soloist performing with the Eastern lllinois University jazz
band during the evening concert.



Student teachers arrive
Five of the thirteen OL student teachers finishing their teaching degrees are from left to right; Kathy Coleman, Business:

SheDa Flaherty, Foreign Language; Randall Voels, Boy's P.E.; and Joyce Sikora, Art.

Farewell to

Siegal-Schwall SOUTHWEST ACADEM Y OF

KARATE
BY DARLENE CAMPBELL

The Spartanite

.Free Trip for Permit and Drivers License

.H .S. CrediT - AUTO ~flS. DiSCl)\Int

6060 West 95th St.
Oak Lawn, Dlinols 60453

Open Monday thru Friday Noon unto 10 pm.
Certified Black Belt Instructors

day and evening classes

~,
I
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LOCATED

1 BLOCK WEST OF OAK LAWN

COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL

DRIVING
SCHOOL

4957 W. 95th St. 423-1212

DIVER DUGS
9713 S.W. HWY.

Home of

Lorry Buckels

Siegal-Schwall perfonned at
OL in 1971. They have been
acclaimed by the Sun Times as
"Chicago's best rock band."
For further information call
974-4300 ext. 278 or 279.

MORAINE V ALLEY
COMMUNITY COLLEGE will
present a farewell concert to
Siegal-Schwall on Friday, Feb.
8. This concert is the last op
portunity for anyone to see
Siegal-Schwall in this area as
they are breaking up soon after
the concert. The perfonnance
will begin at 8:00 pm in the
MVCC Gym. Ticket sales began
Jan. 21 at the Moraine Valley
Bookstore, on a presale basis
only. Ticket cost is $3.50. The
bookstore is located in the 800
building, on the main campus at
10900 S. 88th Ave.• Palos Hills.



Forensic meets
prove prosperous

Illinois 'school
code laws
BY DEBBIE PELECKIS

NHS looks ahead

BY TRACY HOKER

JANUARY WAS AN ACTIVE
MONTH for Oak Lawn's
Forensic team, competing in
three different meets. The first
of which was at Homewood
Flossmoor on Jan. 11 where OL
took third place. The team
traveled to Wheaton Jan. 18
where they placed fourth, then
onto Wheaton Jan. 25 for the last
meet of the month and again
took fourth.

Homewood-Flossmoor and
UtIiversity High placed first and
second in front of Oak Lawn at
the Jan. 11 meet, but the team
had outstanding performances
by Don LiVigni, first in
Humorous Interpretation; first
by Tammi Ito in Oratory; and a
second by Beth Busch doing
Dramatic Interpretation.

January 18 found the team at
Wheaton where they captured
fourth place. A second by Ron
LiVigni in Humerous In-

terpretation; Cassie Giniris's
third in Special Occasion; third
by Bev Bailey in Ex
temporaneous Speaking; Laura
Dillion's first in Oratory and
second in Oratorical
Declamation; and first by
Demetrius Kottaras doing
Original Comedy, made for a
good team performance.

THE LAST MEET FOR
JANUARY was the 25 at
Thornwood and again OL oc
cupied fourth place. However,
there was a personal victory for
the team when Ron LiVigni and
Cassie Giniris took first in
Humorous Duet, it was the first
time ever that the team placed
first in this category. Other first
place performances went to
Ron LiVigni in Humorous In
terpretation; Beth Busch in
Verse' and Laura Dillion doing
Orati~n. The team is looking
forward to their OL sponsored
conference meet in February.

CHAPTER 48
CHILD LABOR LAWS

31.3 Hours of work
The hours of work of minors under the age of sixteen (16) years
employed outside of school hours shall not exceed three (3) a day on
days when school is in session, nor shall the combined hours of
work outside and in school exceed a total of eight (8) a day.

CHAPTER 48
CHILD LABOR LAWS

31.7 Hazardous occupations
No female under the age of sixteen (16) years shall be employed or
engaged in any capacity where such employment requires her to
remain standing continously for and during the performance of her
work.

CHAPTER 122
SCHOLARSHIPS

30.1 Number-Teachers scholarships
There shall be awarded annually at the end of each school year to
each recognized public, private, and parochial high school main
taining the twelfth grade with an enrollment of fewer than 500
students, 5 scholarships; to each school with an enrollment of 500 or
more students, one scholarship for each 100 students enrolled.

Forensics hosts tourney

BY DEBBIE PELECKIS

NBS TENTATIVE PLANS for spons?re~ by the ational
f 11 ' ths' 1 d Organwltlon of NHS.

the 0 OWIng ~on mc u .e: Mar. 16- Serve as guides for the
Feb. 21- Induction .ce.r~orues Geographical Fair.
7:00 pm. Everyone 15 mVlted to Near Future (Spring)- Nor-
attend. .. thwestern University field trip.
Feb. 22- Notre Dame field trIp. A dinner recognizing the time
Feb.- Vote for two candidates to and effort put forth through the
vie for NHS scholarships NBS, for all members.

Jock Thompson OldsmoiJiie~
Home of the 35 FREE loaner cars

• • •

4040 WEST 95th STREET

Telephones' GA 2-/500

Oak Lawn Community High
School is hosting the 1st South
Inter Conference Association
(SICA) Speech Contest on Sat.
Feb. 9, 1974. The newly formed
SICA Conference is made up of
26 high schools in the south west
suburban area. Twenty-two of
the twenty-six member schools
will be participating in what is
expected to be a prevue of the
best material which will appear
in the state speech finals to be
held in Bloomington on March
29-30. SICA boasts six of the top
speech teams in the state.

Mr. John Leary, Coordinator
of the Oak Lawn Community
High School Speech Team, is
serving as Contest Manager.
The Contest Committee in
cludes Mr. Tim Olmstead from
Rich South H.S.; Mr. Barry
Kautz of Homewood Flosmoor
H.S.; Mr. Tom Smith of Reavis
H.S.; and Ms. Sue Boettcher of
Bremen H.S.

The Contest Committee has

arranged for competition in the
following areas; dramatic
interpretation, humorous in
terpretation, special oc~on

speaking, original ~olYledy,

prose reading,;' verse
reading,oratorial declamation,
oratory, extemporaneous
speaking, radio speaking,
dramatic duet acting, and
humorous duet acting. First,
second, and third place winners
will be awarded individual
medals and a trophy will be
presented to the champion
team.

Winners will be selected by 18
professionally trained judges
from high school and college
speech departments including
Bradley University, Wilbur
Wright College, Joliet Junior
College, Illinois Central
College, Prairie State Junior
College, Eastern Illinois
University, Illinois State
University, Morraine Valley
Community College, and
College of DuPaRe.
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Bussing to OL NEWS CAPSULE

*****

*****

*****

*****

*****

There will be NO SCHOOL on Feb. 12.

***~*
OL's Spartan Chapter of the National Honor Society will conduct

induction ceremonies in the Little Theater on Feb. 21.

Lake Shore Athletic Association will hold a Benefit Boxing
Tournament March 22, in the Spartan Gym. Proceeds will go to
Park Lawn School and Garden School for the Handicapped.

*****

American College Testing (ACT) will take place on Feb. 23. All
students who registered for this test are reminded to be in room 117
at 7:45 am.

Mr. Paul Burgess after 22 years at Oak Lawn offically retired
Dec, 6. Best Wishes are extended to Mr. Burgess for a happy
retirement.

OL's annual Donkey BBasketball Game will be presented Feb. 14
in the Spartan Gym at 8:00 pm.

Congratualtions to Cindy Holmes who won a $25 writing award
from the VFW Post.

Chicago area high school students, their parents, and others
intrested in becoming college students for a day, will have the_.~
opportunity to attend regular classes at Illinois Institute f of
Technolgy (lIT) on Monday, Feb. 18 from 9:00 am to 4:llOfpm.
Students and their parents may also attend lIT's first annual High

C
,.J School Engineering Fair which will also be held that day. For

0/0rau 0 further information contact the lIT Office of Admissions at 225-9600
ext. 562.

condominiums and breakfast
are also included, along with
equipment rentals, insurance,
ski lift tickets, and the
availability of four skiing
areas; Brechenridge, Arapah,
Keystone, and Loveland.

For those students who are a
little short of cash, another trip
is scheduled for Tuesday, Feb.
19, to Wilmot, Wisconsin. A bus
will leave after school and
return about 12:30 am. The
$13.50 cost includes tran
sportation, lift ticket, rentals,
and lessons.

BY PAT KARLAK

THE CONTROVERSY concerning OL's present bus service was
the subject of the January 28 meeting with representatives from
the Suburban Transit company and the school's administrators.
The meetipg was called at the request of SpartanJte News Editor
Debbie Peleckis was fed up with what she called II the service."

Three main problems dealing with the bus service were cited.
Overcrowding was the foremost complaint, with riders sick of
being shoved and pushed and stepped on while standing in the
aisles. However this cannot be contested simply because there is no
legal capacity on the busses which OLCHS uses, and the driver can
fit in as many passengers as possible.

This raises the questions as to whether the driver bas limited
vision when students are standing in the aisles and whether it is
safe for the students who are made to take their daily rides upright.
Mr. Cyril Williams, Vice President of the Suburban Transit
Company, and himself an occasional driver, answers both
inquirires with a "no". He backs up his feelings with his accident
free Oak Lawn record. But to counter this, Superintendent Joseph
Lynch was quoted as saying "I myself drove a bus for years, and I
am firmly convinced that the minute you fill the aisle with kids, the
general safety factor is decreased."

The second problem is the busses irregularity in reaching their
destination. The busses are often late in getting to school, and
students sometimes miss 10 or 15 minutes of their class because of
this. Again Mr. Williams states the busses should be at their stops
on time, and only late because of extreme driving conditions.

But also there is the problem of a lack of communication between
drivers and students, accounting for a big headache on both sides.
Part-time employees usually do the company's school runs. This is
generally because nobody else wants to come. liThe kids are too
antagonizing," Mr. Williams explains. liThe driver has no
supervision over the kids. He is responsible for his driving" .Riders
seem to know this as they continue to put the wrong amount in for
their fares, don't pay at all, or climb in through windows and hide
behind their friends when getting on. So the drivers get angry and
do not want a school run.

Still, the bus company is willing to try and alleviate some of the
problems, as long as the students cooperate, too. Step 1 is that as of
February I, busses will make their morning runs 5 minutes earlier,
in an effort to get everyone to school on time.

Ski bunnies trip to
BY CATHY DIGRAZIA AND
LENORA SNIATYNSKY

STUDENTS DISTRAUGHT
OVER the cancellation of the
trip to Spain over Easter may
have the opportunity to go to
Brechenridge, Colorado to ski,
announced Mr. Doug Ward, ski
club advi~r.

This trip is scheduled
beginning Good Friday, April
12, through April 19. Only 25-30
people will be able to make the
$250.00 trip. That cost includes
transportation to Denver via
United Air Lines and from the
airport to Breckenridge. Ac
comodations in two private
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College tests info
BY KAREN PITRAK

ACBEIVEMENT TESTS

SEVERAL STUDENTS HAVE reported receiving incomplete
infonnation concerning college tests. The following infonnation
may aid confused college-bound students.

SAT

The Scholastic Aptitude Test is the most commonly required
admissions test. The three-hour SAT is divided into verbal and
mathmatical tests. Each of these is scored seperately. The SAT
should be taken if a student is undecided about a college, if he plans
to compete for scholarships, or apply for financial aid. A student
can take the test three times, so we recommend taking it your
junior year. If he does poorly he can take the test again in his senior
year. The SAT can be taken at OL on seven dates during the year; a
student must sign up for it a few weeks in advance. A fee of $6.50
covers the test and includes the sending of scores to three colleges.
There is a $2~ for sending scores to additional colleges.- ,,,-

Acheivement tests, often required along with the SAT, are given
by the College Entrance Examination Board in individual subject
areas. Colle~e credit may be given for outstanding scores and
enable students to skip some freshman courses. Three
tests, usually English Composition, Math I or IT, and a science or
language, is the standard number required. The test should be
taken as soon as a student completes his high school courses per
taining to the subject tested. Not all acheivement tests are offered

at OL each time the SAT is given. It may be necessary for a student
to take them at another school in the area. A student should find out
test dates early, so he can pick when and where to take them
acheivement tests. There is a $10.50 fee for each test.

ACT

Many colleges require an American College Test score. The ACT
is really a battery of tests covering english usage, math usage,
social studies reading, and natural science reading. The average of
these scores determines a composite score. The ACT can be taken
more than once, so we again recommend taking it your junior year.
It can be taken five times a year at OL, but a form must be sent to
the college testing service a few weeks in advance. The forms are
available at the counselor' offices. The ACT fee is also $6.50 with an
additional $2 charge for sending scores to more than three colleges.

PSAT-NMSAT

The Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test-National Merit
Scolarship Qualifying Test is given to all juniors at OL in October.
A two-hour version of the SAT, it is divided into verbal and math
matical tests. A composite score is given and is used for
qualification for the National Merit Scholar Program. The PSAT
provides good experience for other college tests. A fee of $2.75 in
cludes the processing and sending of results to three colleges of
your choice.

Before a student signs up for any tests he should check the
requirements of the college in which he is interested.

Renovation slotved in lounge

Advisors

Editor-tn-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
Photographers

BY CHERYL POWELL

RENOVATION OF THE
Junior-Senior lounge, under the
supervision of Mr. Hill and
SCAB, has been temporarily
halted do to the lack of student
co-operation.

A ping-pong table and a pool
table have been donated to the
lounge, but cannot be installed
until students who are now
using the lounge facilities
clean the tables up after
themselves.

SCAB has already partitioned
the lounge off from the rest of
the cafeteria by putting up wood
paneling between them. Plans
are now being made, according
to senior class president Dave
Pitrak, to install lounge fur
niture and possibly snack and

drink machines in the lounge
itself. However, none of these
plans can be used until the
lounge is kept clean of debris
from the student'S lunches.

"WE'VE BEEN SLOW this
year, but the lounge has been an
idea for six or seven years, and
we (SCAB) have done more
with it than any other class,"
stated Pitrak. He went on to say
that "All the kids have to do is
clean up their garbage after
they eat, and we can get it done,
so that kids who are seniors this
year can enjoy it too."

The Spartanite Editorial
Board agrees with Dave and
recommends that students act
on this. After all, it's your
lounge.

Spattanite
Published by the Advanced

Journall.sm students of
Oak Lawn CommunityHIPSchool
94th SU'eet and Southwest Highway,

Oak Lawn, Dllnois 60453
Editorial Board

DougDomb
Cindy Holmes

Debbte·Peledda
BevBaUey
JlmEgan

Dan Thompson Jim smith
Brian Brietenbucber

Mr. Doug GeBraad
PatKarlak

Claudia McCarty
Staff Marie O'Copnor,
Cathy DiGrazia, Jim Detloff, Wayne Charvat, Darlene Campbell,
Tracy Hater, Rod Polacek, Paul Batzel. Jeff Fregeau, Karen
Pitrak, Ann Gould, Cheryl Powell, David Clauter,
Lenora Snlatynaky, Jenlne Pavlik, AI Javonk1, Marijo Korol&,

i Mary Sapullch.
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2000 schedule changes cost $3000
BY CINDY HOLMES

OVER 1000 SCHEDULE changes at $1.50 each are processed
every semester, says Mr. Ray Reynolds, director of data
processing. This totals an approximate cost of $3000 dollars on
schedule changes per year. In an attempt to discover why so many
changes occur and why the price is so high, the Spartanite staff
investigated schedule changes at OL.

Many OL personnel are involved in processing a schedule
change. First the teacher and-or student must request the change.
Then the counselor considers the request; denies it, or prepares the
necessary forms. The counselors' secretary collects the forms and
sends them to Ms. Maona Duke, Dr. Davies secretary. Mrs. Duke
looks over the schedule change requests and passes them along to
Assistant Superintendent Dr. Paul Davies, who must personally
approve each schedule change.

The approved forms are then given to Mr. Reynolds, who, along
with a computer operator, records the schedule changes and prints
four copies of the new schedule. Finally, the schedules are
distribllted and the students and teachers are informed of the
completed change.

COUNSELORS, TEACHERS, and students supposedly spend
hours designing a schedule of classes which is best suited for each
individual student. Despite this careful planning, the counseling
offices are swamped every semester with class changes. It is
nearly impossible for a student who doesn't desire a schedule
change to see his-her cOWlselor at the stan of a new semester.

The present system for formulating schedules must be in
desperate need of reform if nearly two-thirds of the entire student
population bas its schedules altered each year.

Several cOWlselors say that the students themselves create many
of the problems with schedule changes. When a student fails a
class, his-her schedule must be rearranged to compensate for the
failure. Students failing classes is not the only cause of the
numerous schedule changes. A large percentage of the schedule
changes are a result of a lack of foresight, says Ms. Sheila Clem
ments, cOWlselor. Students expect counselors to do everything for
them. They don't consider the requirements concerning majors
and minors, themselves.

MANY STUDENTS TAKE classes in summer school they had
planned to take the following school year, but fail to inform their
counselors of this. As a result, the classes must be dropped from the
student's schedule after the start of the new semester. Dropping
these already-taken classes consumes a large amount of time and
effon for many OL personnel. The students also suffer, since they
must remain in the Wlwanted class Wltil the schedule change is
completed and they can move to a replacement class.

Numerous changes are also a result of the students being placed

in the wrong level of a cenain course. The teacher would discover
that the student didn't have the necessary background to un
derstand the course material, and would request that the student be
transferred into an easier level of the course. The reason the
student signs up for a level which is too difficult is Wlclear.
However, Ms. Neta Schwarz, coWlselor, says that she often advises
students not to take a cenain level of a course, but the final decision
is the students'.

Although the majority of the schedule changes result from the
reasons already mentioned, there are several other causes of a
schedule change. Students desiring to be a teacher's, office of
library aide, must request a schedule change. Also those students
signing open campus contracts during the school year must have
their schedules altered to eliminate study halls which they had
been previously required to attend.

THE SCHOOL, HOWEVER, does attempt to limit the number of
schedule changes. Every change must be accompinied by a valid
reason for the change. Students are not allowed to drop classes if
they simply dislike the teacher or have hear from their friends
that the class should be avoided.

Despite these limitations, however, those thousands of schedule
changes occur every year. The school is graduallly altering the
system used for formulating schedules, in hope of further limiting
the number of schedule changes, This year, pre-registration was
divided into two sections. First, groups of students were removed
from study halls to discuss pre-registration procedures and con
sider all class possibilities. Later, the students are individually
called to their coWlselor's office to tentitively plan their next years
classes. This new system gives the students more time to consider
and reconsider the classes they plan to take. Hopefully this system
will limit the number of schedule changes at OL.

The Spartanite staff feels, however, that this new pre
registration program and the set limitations for schedule changes
will not be effective enough alone to drastically reduce the number
of changes. We feel that the school must devise a more effeCtive
system for formulating schedules and must set up strickter
limitations for schedule changes. It would also be adviseable to
reinastate the system where English teachers reccommend the
English classes students should take. These recommendations
might reduce the possiblity of a student being put in the wrong lev
English class. ..

ALSO, IF THE schedule change involved only the stltdent,
teacher and coWlselor, the cost of schedule changes would be
reduced. It does not seem necessary for all schedule changes to be
approved by Dr. Davies. Doesn't OL respect the counselor's
opinions?

Letters to the editor

Stiff grading hurts honors courses

The SpartanJte

DEAR EDITOR,
Earlier this year I read an

anicle in the Spartanite on the
decline of the honors courses at
our school, and that the
curriculum of our school was
d~lining. If this situation is
true, it could be pan in effect to

Page 6

the overly severe grading of
some of the teachers of the
math department. All of the
teachers that I have had in
math were very capable, but I
felt that most were too rough in
their grading. This situation
holds true not only for the

honors classes, but for the
regular classes as well.

My freshman year I· took
Honors Algebra I, and at the
end of the first semester
received a C. I felt I could get
more out of a regular class, so I
transferred, with a great degree

of difficulty, to a regular
Algebra I class and received an
A for the second semester (note
the difference in the grades). In
the Honors Algebra class, I saw
students who should have
flunked, but were given a D- and
kept in that class instead of

Con'( p~. 7
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Coffee addict goes cold turkey

Your Money and Your Life

BY CHERYL POWELL

THE UNITED STATES has
faced many shortages in the
past, with which we've learned
to cope. We now eat chicken
instead of steak, drive at a
maximum of fifty-five, and turn
down thermostats to seventy.
The latest shortage, however, is
one that few Americans could
cope with.

According to a recent
Associated Press release,
several South American
countries are limiting exports
and raising the price of coffee.
No reasons were given for these
measures, but rumor has it that
a bad crop last year has created
a coffee shortage. The shortage
is predicted to hit the US
sometime in mid-February.

Therefore, by early March,
we're ~ing to have to learn to
liv~ Without our daily con
-wInption of (on a national
average) four to six cups of

coffee, or at least cut down by
half.

TO FIND OUT just hOh long a
caffine addict can live without
coffee, I decided to go an entire
day without a cup of coffee.

I stumbled into the kitchen
that morning, and poured
myself a glass of milk for
breakfast. My mother, not
accustomed to my actually
drinking something nutrious,
asked me if I had gone mad. I
nodded wearily, and explained
what I was doing. She shook her
head, and told me gravely I'd
never make it through the day. I
agreed that perhaps exam day
was the wrong day to try this,
but I was determined to go
through with it.

I thought that standing on the
bus corner at 7:30 (Nixon time)
would wake me up enough to get
through the day. Well, I was
wrong. I fell asleep twice on the

bus, and once during my first
period exam (Advanced
Journalism).

SECOND PERIOD I thought I
was doing fairly well until I
found myself writing an essay
on overhead cam engines in
history. I quickly erased this,
muttering to myself about the
absurdity of it all until the guy
in front of me started laughing.
That's when I realized the whole
class (including the teacher)
could hear me. I then re-wrote
my essay.

It was a great temptation to
run down to the cafeteria, get a
cup of coffee, and drink it while
running to my third period
Driver's class. At least, it was a
great temptation until I realized
I'd have to cram a dollar bill
down the machine, having no
change whatsoever. Oh, well, so
it goes.

My driving exam went

smoothly, and I finished it with
a half and hour to spare. I
handed it in, picked up my copy
of Mother Night I brought with
in case I finished early, and
began to read.

I TRIED TO READ. Instead,
I found myself watching the
clock, waiting for that moment
when I could grab my coat and
rush over to Country Oak for
(you guessed it) a cup of coffee.
That was the longest half-hour
of my life.

Thanking God and the IBM
machine for giving me a fourth
period open campus, I ran to the
restaurant and drank my first
(through fifth) cups of coffee in
eighteen hours.

Maybe, I rationalized as I
drank my lunch, total ab
stinence isn't the answer. If we
all buckle down and ration
ourselves, I feel we can make it
through the shortage without
much difficulty.

BY ANN GOULD
$100 COULD BE the difference between going to a sute or a

private university. The money is the deposit required by most
schools to assure a student'S attendance to their college the
following fall. And the money happens to be NON-REFUNDABLE.

State Universities notify students of their acceptance a few
weeks after their application is received. Private universities, on
the other hand, wait until March or April to send notices. This can
be a bassel for students applying to both State and Private in
stitutions, simply because of the $100 deposit.

For instance, a student receives a state notification in early
January. The school requires a $100 deposit in 2 weeks. He knows
his private school notice won't arrive until March. Will the private
school accept him? He can't be sure. Therefore, months later he is
the proud possessor of a private college acceptance notice. What
can he do about getting his $100 back? Nothing. Either he looses the
$100 or he goes to the state institiution.

THERE ARE, however, several ways a student can avoid this
situation. One way is to send private school applications in on the
"Early Decision" plan. This plan allows students to apply to
colleges earlier than usual, and receive their notices a month or
two ahead of those applying for regular decision.

Several months after the application is received by the college,

the school notifies him of his acceptance. If that is the school he
would really like to attend, then all he has to do is send his deposti.
Simple.

But, there are drawbacks to this idea. Not all schools have an
Early Decision program. Also, if a student is applying to two dif
ferent private colleges, he shouldn't send just one in on Early
Decision. Either both should be early decision or none at all.

ANOTHER THING to do would be to send in State applications as
late as possible and private applications in as early as possible.
Some state universities allow a student extra time to confirm ac
ceptances. They allow a student to wait until private notices are
received before they demand a deposit. The University of illinois is
one such school.

Northwestern is one private school that gets notices back by
February 1. Other colleges have alternative programs as far as
acceptances are concerned. Some accept or reject a student as
soon as his application is received.

Most schools have deadline dates as to when applications can be
received. Other schools will accept applications all year around.

The best thing a student could do before applying is to look into
each college as early as possible, reviewing applicating procedures
and the time allowed before deposits are due. Each school is dif
ferent, so it must be planned accordingly.

Cont'd Letters to the Edllo. ----------------------------------------

being sent to a regular algebra
class.

My sophomore year I took
Honors Plain Geometry. In that
class there were no A's for
either semester. A fraction of
the students got B's, the
majority, along with myself, got
C's, and the remainder D's and

F's.
This year I was in Senior

Math, and again nobody
received and A for the
semester. There were four B's,
nine C's (which I received), and
three D's or F's.

Now, in the math classes I
took sophomore and junior

years, nobody received an A for
a semester grade. The majority
got C's. The students in these
two classes; including myself,
are some of the more honored
students at OL, so doesn't this
make the above grades sound a
little strange? I propose that
some of our math teachers start

to be less stern in the ad
ministering of grades, and
perhaps the curriculum here
will start to pick up.

MARTIN STANLEY '74
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Exorcist
BY DAVID CLAUTER

•exerCLses excesses

I ENTERED the Gateway Theatre to view "The Exorcist" with
expectations of experiencing a unique motion picture, one that
would satisfy my sadistical violence lust while imparting to me
some factual or aesthetic insight.

I left the theatre disappointed with not only The Exorcist but also
with those people whose high recommandations enticed me into
appropriating $3.00 and my Saturday night for this misadventure.
The movie oozed with violence, both verbal and physical. Indeed,
my appetite for the bizarre was satiated. The stark reality of
foaming green vomit, masochistic self-abuse, and racous profanity
is achieved with technical excellence far exceeding other violence
films such as "Last House on the Left." This special effect
mastery is not sufficient, however, to raise "The Exorcist" above
the sleezy level of pure sensationalism seemingly essential to at
tract the moronic masses of movie goers.

The pseudo-intellectual study of exorcism is perverted into an
exhibition of sexual violence and religious blasphemy which
degrades anyone capable of deserving more then a raw titillation of
the senses. "The Exorcist" succeeds in its underlying, box~ffice

intention of providing a shocker able to draw millions of in
tellectually decadent thrill-seekers. If the producers hadn't at
tempted to cloud their true motivation with a flakey front of
"genuine investigation," I could accept the film as an exceptionally
well-done violence shocker.

WHEN DISCUSSING The Exorcist, one notices the topic of
conversation runs not to the possible existence of evil forces or of

God. There is no bantering over the value of exorcism as
Christian rite, no exchange of philosophies. Because of its lack
credibility, the film does not stimulate this sort of intellectual gh
and take.Rather, one finds oneself immeshed in a morb
recapitulation of the most shocking sequences and occurances th
permeate the movie. One person may claim to identify with tt
Devil; labeling him a "really together cat" while condemning tt
priests as deluded fools. Person number two (probably mOl
religiously oriented) accuses person number one of heresy. H
enjoyed the beating of the possesed girl by the young priest.

A third person might entirely disregard the supposed cor
frontation between the powers of good and evil, concentrating 0

the vivid special effects. He would be the one to applaud during th
vomit scenes and laugh as the priests desperately request the ail
of Jesus Christ to beat down Satan. He exemplifies the vas
bougeoisie whose stunted awareness necessitates explicit gore ane
cruelity to achieve a state of arousal-be it sexual or mental. The
fourth persons reaction typifies those few elites who anend movie:
to gain some insight into a philosophy or subject of interest to them
He sees through the veil of redeeming value to the core of pun
sensationalism. He refuses to discuss any aspect of the film except
for its technical mastery. He realizes the worthlessness of any
critique of this farce.

The Exorcist, through its use of brutality and sadistic suspense,
evokes a gutteral, emotional reaction instead of an intellectual
stimulation which I believe to be the true purpose of film-aking.

Mystic interests not new
BY MARY ANN SAPULICH

..
WEIRD TALES of devil possession stemming mainly from thP Lincoln is thought to have been to the seances of ~ mediums, the

success of "The Exorcist" have ignited the public with a hunger for only one he felt to be truely psychic was Nenie Colburn Maynard.
knowledge of the supernatural. This quest for mystic knowledge is Ms. Maynard, who was a young girl at the time, helped the
not the newly acquired craze people may think it is. For centuries, President speak to many spirits who gave him advice on national
there have been questions about what lies beyond the mortal life we issues. Those that participated in the Lincoln seances felt she was
all experience. at times possesed by the spirit of a dead senator, and at other times

"They Knew The Unknown," a recently published book by a freed slave because she spoke so knowledgably on strategy for
Martin Ebon (World Publishing Company, New York) contains thewar,and conditions of the blacks. The spirits that spoke through
many case-studies of famous people in history that have also her pressed the Emancipation Proclamation, telling the President
wished to know about what exists beyond. to neither abate the terms of, nor delay the enforement of it as law.

It concludes such people as Shakespeare, who incorporated his Ebon reports that Lincoln also received letters from people who
belief in witches, astrology, prophecy, and ghosts into his works. had already died, one of whom told him, "Heaven and Hell are
Thomas Edison's belief in a life beyond death was so strong he had conditions, not localities."
started work on a machine he hoped would help the dead contact This well wrinen and researched book also contains chapters on
the living. He died before this work was completed, but a General author Victor Hugo, whose family became so involved with spirit
Electric researcher, J. Gilbert Wright, carried on his experiments. connections they suffered mental unbalance, and the beliefs of

PERHAPS THE MOST interesting story in the book was the one philosophers like Socates and Kant. Elizabeth Browning, Sigmund
about Abraham Lincoln's active interest in spiritualism. Although Freud and Mark Twain also rate chapters in "They Knew the
it is known that Lincoln held seances in the White House, few Unknown." This is an unsusual book that never ceases to interest
biographers wished to refer to this interest. Lincoln's enemies felt the reader and often tends to frighten with its abrupt reality. It is a
him to be sacrifing affairs of state by conferring with mediums. book well worth reading.
Page 8 The Spartanlte February 1, 1974
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Thorn Murtaugh:

Images
By Claudia McCarty

The Bijou at 2 A.M.

The Spartainite

THE UNIVERSITY OF CmCAGO is offering a variety of music
at it's annual Folk Festival, Feb. 1-3. Performing will be the
following: The Zion Harmonizers, black gospel, Speedy Western
Swing Band, 59's jazz; Trinidadian Steel Band, island strwnmers;
Little Brother Montgomery, Little Richard Reincarnated; Carl
Story and the Rambling Mountaineers, hillbilly shenanigans; Alex
and Bell Stewan, scullish l>al1adeers; and Pine Ridge MOWltain
Boys. Other music cultures are included and concerts will be held
in MandaI Hall-57th and University, 241-7502.

Did you know that Yoko Ono has fist released a solo album on
Apple Records. (minus estranged husband Lennon) entitled
"Feeling the S{>~ce?"According to Yoko, the LP is dedicated to the
sisters wb.a dred in pain and sorrow and those who are now in
prisons irtdmental hospitals for being Wlable to survive in the male
society.

The Goodman Theatre Center, adjacent to the Art Institute of
Chicago is featuring the play, The Tooth of Crime, a contemporary
story of an aging rock star augmented with a live rock score. Sun.,
Tue., Thu. at 7:30; Friday at 8:30; Thu.-8at. matinee at 2; and SWl.
matinee at 3; 236-2337.

"And Now a Little Something for the Grownups" is the name of a
play being performed through March at the Body Politic-a play
that really gets the audience involved with actual play par
ticipation. Thu. at 8; Fri. at 8 and 10; sat. at 8; SWl. at 7:30; 2259
North Lincoln; 871-3000.

Take a trip...Wednesday with the Art Safari chanered bus tour
that visits Chicagoland anists and sculptors in their homes with a
luncheon stopover at the Steak Joynt in Pipers Alley. Make a
reservation; DA8-4377.

Entertainment in the area is featured at Saint Xavier's College,
Feb. 1 and 2 at 8 o'clock and Feb. 3 at 3 and 8. The show is entitled
"Hosanna," a minure type of kaliedescopic blending of song and
dance based on Jesus Christ's words. The timely version of Christ's
teaching will be held in McCauley Auditorium, 3737 W. 99th St.

A modern adaptation of Shakespeare's play "Romeo and Juliet"
will be presented by Gill Community~ Center students Feb 1
and 2 at 8:30 and Feb. 3 at 7:30; Students, only $2.50; 1429 North
Wells; 429-5636.

Remember the "Shadow," "Inner SanctUm," Light's Out," and
"sam Spade?" Probably not, these former mystery radio shows
are past dramas on which CBS Radio has just based a new mystery
theatre radio program, entitled "Mystery Theatre." CBS claims
that the nightly chillers are uninterruptible and stimulating.
Hosted by E.G. Marshall and featuring the voices of personalities
such as Zero Mostel, Kim HWlter, Agnes Moorehead, Richard
Widmark and more. The show will give everybody a chance to
either reminesce or experience for the first time the excitement of
radio drama. Chicago's local CBS station in WMAQ AM dial 66.

"Impeach Nixon" bumper stickers are available through
Checker Enterprises Box 942F, St. Louis, Mo. 63188 2-$1.

Present your favorite Male Chauvinist Pig with an official MCP
framable certificate; $1 each; write Ms. Caner, Box 24234, San
Jose, Calif. 95154.
February 1, 1974

The old man slumps
in his urethane king-for-a-day
theatre throne,
His overcoat shielding his heart
from the forward advances
and 3-D romances of Marilyn,
Lolita and the rest of the dimlight
lonlynight celluloid lovers.

Truth

A boy with stick
rattles white picket fences,
as people move on
from the unpleasant
noise.

A wise man suggests
that he grease his noisemaker
so as not to offend the
crowd looking on.

But the boy continues
his hideous sOWld
The tWle mystifies him
as he rambles along.

Then a man in a blue sult
grabs his delight and
snaps it in half in one hand in one night
and whittles a dagger.

Broken boy with broken stick.

Impotence

They said
you
shouldn't
so
you
wouldn't
and now
you
can't.
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Second thoughts on salad
BY BEVERLY BAILEY

YORKTOWN. EVERG~EENPLAZA

.JEWELERS. SINCE ,e~5

MARKS, BROS.
$24.95
14kt. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

PRE-ENGAGEMENT
DIAMOND RING

GREETING CARDS

Gill Gallery
5309 W. 95th ST.

DISTINCTIVE GIFTS FOR THE HOME 857-7779

THE OAK LAWN

FOR THE

YOUNG IN HEART

strikers from California, 40 of whom are being housed at the Hyde
Park Methodist Church. I spoke with 23 year old Andres Carranza
who had been working in the fields since he left school in eighth
grade. According to Carranza, few harvesters complain of illegally
low pay for fear of losing jobs. Children, who by law are required to
be in school, are told to hide when federal or state inspectors in
vestigate working areas. "When you need the job," Carranza
continued, "what are you going to do?"

Indeed, the Farm Workers Union claims that although 20 states
specific.ally prohibit field work for children during school hours,
enforcement is often disregarded. The Union also believes that
although federal regulations require adequate housing conditions,
inspection is often delegated to local sanitation officials who side
with growers for political purposes.

Reasonable wages, satisfactory houseing, and pesticide
protection are not immoderate demands. But perhaps most im
portantly, a farm worker contract would render child labor un
necessary through higher wages. Farm workers want a contract.
How badly do you want your lettuce?

;

FOR FREE ESTIMATE

9731 SOUTHWEST HIGHWAY. OAK LAWN
\,

(LOW INTEREST BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE)

WHY SUFFER THROUGH ANOTHER

COLD DRY WI NTER
UPDATE YOUR PRESENT HEATING SYSTEM WITH THE NEW

WESTI NGHOUSE FORCED AIR FURNACE
(Humidifier. ElectrOnic Air Cleaner and Air
ConditIOners also available. •
24 HOUR SERVICE HEAliNG & AIR

CALL WILSON CONDITIONING CO.
636-5320

THEY HUNCH OVER their labor in a skin-searmg sun for 12 and
14 hours a daY,retiring, past dusk, to tar-paper hovels, abandonned
chicken coops, ramshackle barns, or tents. Largely without
plumbling and electricity, roofs leak; floors are traversed by
vermin and vicious rodents that rfuse to go away. Some 800,000
children swell their numbers-ehildren who don't attend schools
because existence demands that they work; children fated to spend
life in fields and squalid shakes.

They are migrant workers; workers whose average annual in
come is a meager $891 and whose life expectancy is an abbreviated
49 years. Working without contract, they are exposed to pernicious
pesticides, deprived of medical benefits, and seldom paid more
than 70 cents an hour'.

With hopes of improving the relentless life cycle, the United
Farm Workers Union was formed in 1963 under the leadership of
Caesar Chavez. In 1971, the Union was granted a contract that
essentially, guaranteed an minimum wage of $2.10 an hour, an eight
of nine hout work day, and minimal protection from pesticides. But
sinc~April of 1973, when growers determined not to renew the
cotm=act, the farm workers have been relegated to labor and life in
deplorable conditions.

IN RESPO SE to ther these conditions, the United Farm
Workers have resorted to a non-violent course of action; a lettuce
boycott. The union is urging consumers not to buy or consume
lettuce, hoping that the ensuing economic pinch will force growers
to renew the expired contract. Furthermore, shoppers are
discouraged from patronizing all Jewel food stores, since Jewel
controls 30 percent of the Midwest food market yet refuses to
support farm worker endeavors. At the present time, farmworkers
receive only one cent per head of lettuce picked; doubling wages
then would raise the price of a lettuce head by only one cent.

The thousands of farm workers now on strike have committed
themselves to support of the boycott and the United Farm Workers,
since the Union has done more than improve wages and bener
living conditions. Through the Union, farm workers have built six
medical clinics and a retirement center, and established a credit
union and service centers that provide legal and family counseling.

Even the Union, though, is faced with difficulty. On April 15, 1973,
the Teamsters Union announced it had signed contracts with 30
California growers who had previously been under contract with
the United Farm Workers. Claiming to represent the majority of
farm workers, the Teamsters Union, in collusion with growers, was
actually attempting to undermine the Farm Workers Union. Polls
indicate that Teamsters have little support among farm workers; a
10 to 1 majority of farm laborers prefere to be represented by the
United Farm Workers Union.

THE BOYCOTI in the Chicago area is organized by farm worker
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College Knowledge
BY TRACY BOKER AND DARLENE CAMPBELL

e"
"

" '

e3e-4224

HEY,

BOB KANE
••_ .. W ••T eSTH .TIII.1tT

OAK~.WN. 1L.L-INOla .c.BS

If you're a etudent getting ..B·...
or better, you may qualify for
Farmers-In the form of special

SMARTYI bonus lower rates on your auto
tn.urance. Call today and get the

• facts on Farmers money-saving
Good Student Auto Policy.

AS APPLICATION DEADLINFS are quickly approaching, Touring the dorms showed us more of the real inside and the very
seniors are faced with making college decisions. In making these lax rules. Our next stop was for lunch, there we hoped to learn more
major plans it is very important to be well informed. about NC and it's students. The chili, salad, fruit, and beverage was

In this column we would like to do just that, inform you about the better than average. Our lunch was paid for by the administration.
different aspects of college life. We decided that to get to know We were introduced to more faces and names than one could
about a college a visit is in order. ~orth Central College of possibly remember, but we were able to generalize on the type of
Naperville was the first on our list. The technical information about stUdents at NC, and with only 800 total enrollment it wasn't that
NC can be obtained by sending for their catalog, but the at- difficult. Under the different clothes, hairstyles and mannerisms
mosphere, student feelings and involvement are best expressed by we found students who really cared, unusual for this age of apathy.
visiting the school. NC stresses independency in their curriculum making the majority

To get an appointment we wrote the Director of Admissions of students highly motivated as many of them are carrying a
requesting a day and a time to visit and the opportunity to sit in on a double major. You also get the feeling that they were probably in
class, preferably English. Our request was quickly confirmed and the top tenth of their class by the way in which they discussed
welcomed. We set out for NC early Monday morning, nervous at major issues and the way they reacted to each other.
what the day would bring. However our nervousness soon disap- Feeling as if we were finally getting somewhere we entered the
peared as we concentrated on finding the college. class we had requested to attend. This class consisted of ap-

Naperville, where NC is located, is an old town filled with large proximately 25 students on the sophomore, junior, and senior
old homes and quaint shops, but where the college fit in was a levels. The English Professor, who resembled Wally Cox em
p~le to us. Finally, after receiving directions, we found NC mensley, was introduced to us along with the rest of the class.
nestle~ right in among the homes. If outward appearance counts, The particular course we attended was entitled "Involved Man"
NC scOres high with it's dark brick buildings, green lawns, and and proved to be very stimulating. We had had visions of it being

"..,}6fty·trees. There is even a river running along side the field house. way over our heads but we were suprised at how much we could
Just by looking at NC you get the feeling of peace and quiet, even a comprehend. The classes appearence like the school seemed calm
restfullness, the opposite, however, of what we found inside. and relaxed, but once the discussion got going we had a whole

NINE O'CLOCK SHARP we reported to "Old Main" (the building different o~ltlook. Everyone participated in leading the discussion
housing the administration) to meet Mr. Luze, Director of Ad- of a previously read book into many different facets. It was
missions, and began our tours. Mr. Luze talked to us about our enlightening for us to see a class disregard the birds outside, what's
personal ambitions and what NC could do for us. A senior at NC, going on after class and become totally involved with the topic. At
Kathy, was to be our tour guide and she staned by showing us the the finish we were left with the feeling that this is what NC is all
rest of "Old Main." Then the classrooms, lecture rooms, libraries, about. Students communicating with each other about things they
and the usual features. Kathy filled us in about activities and have researched independently, sharing them, and ending up with
programs. We tried asking questions that would reveal more of her a part of everyone's work.
personal opinions, but she was careful in her answers. TO CONFIRM OUR IMPRESSIONS about NC we talked to difr-----------------------.... ferent stUdents regarding their involvement and the way NC helps

them achieve their personal goals. The worst answers we received
were a couple "It's okay." Everyone else gave lengthly answers
concerning NC and themselves.

In conclusion we found NC satisfies stUdents so well because it is
the students that run NC, they pick out their own programs and
areas they wish to pursuit. By using the professors and ad
ministrators as advisors, harmony prevails while involved
students work toward their personal goals.

If you feel NC is the type of school you would like to spend four
years of your life at you can write to the school at: North Central
College, Naperville, Illinois.

STANtON DRIVERS TRAINING AND CALL

TEENAGE
AUTO

INSURANCE
5905 S. KEDZIE GOOD STUDENT DISCOUNTS

636-7163
(OR)

471-2060
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Coach Scaduto notches 200

Cagers main a-n
BY JEFF FREGEAU

• •Inning ways
IN THE EYES of Coach Len Scaduto, as forecast in the early

season start, Thornwood, Rich East, and Oak Lawn were to battle it
out for the top spot in the SICA West, but much to the surprise of
area followers, the Oak Lawn Spartans have retained the top spot
entering the second half of conference play, four points ahead of
Thornwo~ and six ahead of Rich East. Holding only a two point
lea tenng last Friday's game against Hillcrest, a Spartan
victory and a Rich East loss has given OL a four-point lead over
Thornwood.

The varsity cagers held a first-place grasp entering the holidays
after trouncing Sandburg 72-41, Friday, December 21. In one of
their finer offensive exploits of the season, the Spartans balanced
attack was paced by Bruce Swiecicki's 13 points, followed by Dave
Altenburg and Tom Murphy with 12 each. Taking advantage of the
Eagles 26 turnovers and dominating the boards, Oak Lawn easily
pulled away with its fourth conference victory.

OL HOSTED IT'S annual Holiday Tournement. The Spartans
opened the tournament defeating Quigley South by a score of 73-59.
Despite Chet Jack's 26 points the efforts for a Quigley victory were
futile as Oak Lawn controlled the the boards and capitalized on
Quigley's turnovers. Tom Murphy lead the Spartans' attack with 22
points and 13 rebounds, followed by Mike Patyk, 15 points, Dave
Altenburg and Bruce Swiecicki with 12 and 10.

OL's next foe, Marist, didn't prove to be quite as easy. The
Spartans ran into foul trouble and saw three starters, Altenburg,
Patyk, and Murphy, all foul out in the later stages of the contest.

Holding off a Redskin rush in the final quarter, OL went on to win
48-46. Dave Altenburg paced OL with 12 points followed by Roger
Wantiez's 10.

Vieing for the tourney championship, the cagers fell victim to a
strong Chicago Christian ballclub, the Knights behind 6-8 junior
Bob Klass played a strong second half coming out on top 50-41. Mike
Patyk, pointman lead the Spartans with 13 points and ws elected to
the AUrTOURNEY team.

In their next conference encounter, the Spartans traveled to
Reavis where they noticed their fifth conference victory and upping
their season total to eleven. After a lackluster first half seeing OL
on top 27·26, the Spartans put things together in the final quarter
going on to win 55-42. Altenburg and Murphy were high scorers with
13 and 12., Murphy grabbing 15 caroms. Bruce Swiecicki chipped in
with 11 points, and Lenny Renz had 9points.

The following night the cagers defeated Oak Forect 56-39 in a non
conference game.

Friday, January 11, OL played host to state-ranked Thornwood,
who made a post-holiday surge after capturing a tough up-state
tournament coming off a slow start early in the season.

The Spartans, playing before one of the largest crowds Oak Lawn
has seen since the downstate team of 1971, entered the game in first
place but a T-Bird win could have thrown the SICA West race up for
grabs after a nip and tuck first half the Spartans entered the
dressing room with ~25 half-time edge. With the Spartans gralr
bing a 46-39 lead the Thunderbirds reeled off four straight baskets
to lead 4746. With the Spartans holding a 58-57 lead, Bruce
Swiecicki was fould with seven seconds left on the clock. Sinking
both charity throws the Spartans let Thornwood go in unmolested to
avert any fouls and a possible three point play to wrap it up 60-59.
The Spartans sank 12 of 15 free throws in the final quarter with
Roger Wantiez making his last four. The Spartans poise at the
charity line and at the final moments of the game enabled them to.
pull out the most thrilling game of the year. Turning in an out
standing performance was Bruce Swiecicki, who besides sinking
he clinching free throws held Thornwood star Trevor Banks to 3 of

12 field goals for only six points. Swiecicki lead all scores 7 points,
followed by Altenburgs, 15; Murphy's, 10; (17 rebounds) Mike
Patyk, 5; and Roger Wantiez 9. According to Coach Scaduto, the
teams attitude along with their poise were determining factors in
the final outcome.

Friday, January 18, OL traveled to Rich East in a must game for
the Rockets to remain close in the tight confetence race. Rich East
riding a seven game winning streak, was down 25-22 at the half but
a 12 point burst at the outset of the third quarter gave them a much
needed boost. The Spartans rallied to tie at 45- all but the Rockets
went on top 49-45 holding off a late Spartan flurry winning 49-48.
Although OL out-rebounded Rich East 32-28 and committed less
turnovers (14-26) Rich East managed a scrappy victory. Roger
Wantiez turned in his best effort of the season leading all scorers
with 16 points. The Rocket victory narrowed the Spartan first place
margin to just two conference points.

The varsity cagers travel to Sandburg tonight where they will
open the second half of.conference play. Coach Scaduto would like
to see the Spartans supported more often as shown at the Thorn
wood game with stronger attendance at the away games showing
school support in a bid for a conference championship.
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The 0 erall record of the Spirtsn is 15-4 and a conference
leading of 7-2. Coa h caduto aid, 'The team goal were a
c(Jnferen e champion hip and a 29 win eason. If the Spartan
ini h their final five conference game undefeated, both appear

to be in reach.

The partans have exemplified a well-balanced offensive
attack Dol ha ing to rely on any player for 20-30 pt , a game,
thi balance could be a determining factor in the outcome of
the onfer nce race. Ithough et back by Rich Ea t, the
parlan were aided by andburg \o\-ho defeated The Rockets

gi, inltOL a 4 pt, lead over Thomwood and 6 pts. over
Rich East.

"The 2nd half of conference competition rna prove to be
tougher becau e e erybod' looking to beat OL ince' e're
in fir t" explain Coach caduto.

La I Frida nighl the potlight was on oach aduto a he
po ted hi 200th victory al OL in hi lIth f:'a n, ,,,hil the
Spartans defeated Hillcre t 66-55, like Patyk, led the parlan
SCoring total.s with 15, 1urphy, and wie icki13 each, Dave
AI ten bu rg, 12, and RQger \\ an Iiez 9,

Wakonda
Wilderness
Canoe
B

\1//
'- 'i

ase~~

DINING ROOM HOURS:
MON. thru THURS. 5 PM·' AM FOR FAST DELIVERY
FRI., & SAT. 5 PM·':30 AM CALL: 423-620'
SUNDAY 2 PM-" PM COUPON EXPIRES February 16

TAFDESPUB
5651 w. 87th oak lawn

**•••••******•••**
: $326 a Month :
* ** $326, before deductions, is just *** ou, starting salary. And you* don't have 10 spend it on things ** Ii ke food, housing, clothing, ** medical and dental care. They're ** f~. ** Or job training. Today', Army ** has more Ihan 300 jobs we pay ** you to learn. ** Add a chance 10 live and ** work in Europe, Panama. Alaska, ** Korea. W,th 30 days paId vaca· ** lion nch year. ** A chance to contInue your ** education. Plus 36 monlhs 01 ** f,nanclal assIstance at the college ** of your chOIce alter you're oul. ** If you wanl a job where ** money isn't everything. call or ** see your nearest Army ** Representative. *
* *: 10735 S. Cicero I
: OAK LAWN :
: 636-3912 :
* *************** *February 1, 1974

1/2 GAL. OF POP
WITH MEDIUM, LARGE or JUMBO PillA

SERVtD IN OUR DINING ROOM OILY
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY WITH COUPON
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Gymnast's prep for conference

Girls close gymnastics season

Girls volley to second

post 11-3-2

01 Stickmen

BY PAUL BATZEL

DESPITE THE FACT that
this is the OL Hockey Club's
first year of competition, they
have up til now posted a 3-2
record. Considering that the OL
Hockey club plays against
school subsidized teams that
have been established for
anywhere from three to four
years, they have done
remarkably well.

One of the high points of the
season was the Christmas in
viwtional tournament played at
the Ice Forum in Oak Brook,
Oak Lawn was the only team to
post a tourney record of 4-0,
they beat Downers North, 2-1,
Lake Park, 2-0; Wheaton North,
5-2; and Wheaton of Warren
ville, 8-2; all exceptionally goOd
teams. First place, however,
eluded them when lImnaculate
Cornception beat them 6-3 in the
final round of the tourney,
leaving them with a very
respectable second place.

There are 17 players on the
team. The starting lineup in
cludes Mike Boudreau, center
and also captain of the team,
left wing Vic Korosic, right
wing George Zeman, defen
cemen Jeff Lackey, Rich
Zeman, and goalie Joe
Fiscalkiewicz. The stickmen
will face their next test hen
they compete in. p: arsity
Tourney to decide wwhich team
will travel downstate.

practice all year long."
The outlook for next year is

bright since ahnost all of the
team is sophomores and
juniors. Ms. Hohn looks for
ward to doing especially well on
the horse and uneven bars, and
feels that experience will help
their all-around performance.

Even though seven of the nine
A team players are graduating,
the outlook for next season is
good. The B team, coached by
Ms. Evelyn Icenogle, was un
defeated in its last six games,
and Ms. Becvar is hopeful that
they will do as well next year.

An awards ceremony will be
held April 4 to present leners .... ~ ~~~_"1

:~~. most valuable player M0REQUALITY
+ SERVICE

Berg on side horse, Mark
Marcek on high bar, and Jim
Bradley on trampoline.

Other possibilities of scoring
in the top ten are Floyd "Chip"
Bennen and Charles "Chick"
Reardon on free-excercise
(twnbling), Keith Bennen on
trampoline, and Jim Smith on
parrallel bars.

according to Ms. Leighton
Hohn, coach.

The team also competes more
gymnasts than the other teams
in the conference. "We like to
give as many girls as possible a
chance to compete," said Ms.
Hohn. "Also, many of the girls
on other teams participate in
outside programs that provide

"We were slow getting
started," said Ms. Becvar, "but
once we did no one could stop
us." The team lost to Richards,
in overtime, and Reavis, and
Thomridge early in the season.
They came back, to end the
season with a five game win
ning streak, which included
tough games against
Eisenhower and Thorton.

ference championship of the
newly formed South Inter
Conference Association which
places more schools in the
conference than in previous
years.

Some of Oak LawnsGymnasts
who are hoping to place in the
top five at the meet are; Don

The team lost several meets
by a margin less than one point,
and encountered some
questionable officiating. "The
officiating in women's gym
nastics is extremely poor."

OL'S GIRLS GYMNASTICS
team ended a season plagued by
bad breaks with a 4-6 record.

OL'S GIRLS bolleyball team
won second place in the SICA
conference. They defeated yight
teams and lost to only three.

Ms. June Becvar, coach of A
team, said, "The girls played
very well this season. They
worked together very well and
had good spirit." The girls were
well-rounded, strong, both
offensively and defensively.

AS THE 1973-74 season comes
near an end, the Spartan
Gymnasts are preparing for the
conference championship meet
which will be held on February
15-16 at Homewood-Flossomore
High School.

Ten other high schools will
also compete in the first con-

TEENAGE DRIVER ED.
(FOR TEENS 15 -17 YRS. OLD')

30 HRS. - CLASS I . $90 00
12 HRS. - IN-CAR COMPLETE 4 WK. COURSE. •
TRIP FOR PERMIT

SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL
4700 W. 103rd St. • (in arena center lobby)

499-2832

- -SEE THE FINEST
SELECTION OF

NEW & USED VW'S
At

~ER:REf~
Vois.agen, Inc.
8920 S. Cicero
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Strong sophs key

to wrestling future

l1®\YlDQ~
LOOK OF FASHION

BELL BOTTOMS

If you've got the build

for body shirts, Levi's

has the jeans that

complete the scene.

Authentic bell bottoms

in tough XX denim-

solid or striped twill

or corduroy. Pick

up on Levi's now!

Sizes

From 27 waist to 42 waist

Inseams From 27 to 38

From $10.26 + Up

S 'S MEN'S and
BOYS' WEAR

5215 W. 95th St. Phon. GA 24044
Open ,.laiIy 9 .. 6 p..., NtiA. 'Ihn.. fri. ow ~ p...

. W........-..- ......

BY JIM EGAN

"IF WE'RE NOT tough next
year I'll retire." There were the
words of Sophomore coach
Chuck Lawson as he looked
forward to next years Varsity
wrestling tearn, Mr. Lawson
may not have to be so drastic,
but he has good reason to be so
optimistic. His sophomores
tearn has been tough all year
and could compliment this
year's crop of junior standouts,
Jim Cizek, John Reidy, John
Spears, Larry Joniatis, and
Paul Fencl, when they advance
to the Varsity level next year.

Last Saturday, January 26,
the Sophs battled to a second
place in the Carl Sandburg
Takedown Tournament, placing
four times in first place, five
times in second, and once in
third. This strong effort brought
in a total of 66 points which was
second only to Sandburg's 73.
Taking firsts were; Roland
Ernst, 105, Co-captain Mike
Chickerillo, 145, Pat Runnion,
167, and co-captain Dan
McEntee, 185. Freshman Paul

Cizek, orother of Jim, took a
second at 98, Joe Cryan, 112,
Larry Wagner, 119, Steve
laRocco, 138, and Gerry Burns,
Lwt.; also took seconds. Jin:
MaStores, 132, took a third
place.

Friday, January 25, the)
crunched Hillcrest 45-9. 1'lili
win put their record at 11-2-2,

The Varsity also beat
Hillcrest 43-9. This was only
their fifth win to ten loses. They
hope to make it six wins today:
One of the main reasons of this
Varsity collapse has been lack
of personnel. Coach Craig just
didn't get as many athletes he
had hoped for this year and
some of those he had quit.
"When you don't have the
muscle, you can't muscle out
the competition", is one way of
puning it and that's what
happened to the Varsity this
year, Although this year's
graduation won't hurt as much
as last year's, it will take away
some very good wrestler's:
Terry Mulrenin, John Maniatis,
and Bill Carollo.

The Spartanite February 1, 1974



*****

*****

At this point it seemed the
Spartan Sophs were finally
getting it all together, skillfully
winning their last two games.
But once again the Sopbs vic
tory sting was to come to an end
when they were paid an
unkindly visit by the Thornwood
Thunderbirds. Thornwood
whipped the Spartans 50 to 28.
The Thunderbirds had total
command early and held a 23 to
13 halftime lead. The T-Birds
came out gunning in the second
half to run away with the game
unmolested.

A WEEK LATER the Sopbs
were handed their second
consecutive loss, this time at
the hands of Rich East. The
Rockets staged a fourth quarter
rally to salvage a 53 to 47 vic
tory. Although the Spartans lost
the game, Dave Madeja and
Don Macek had a strong
showing, scoring 12 points each.
Ray Lanham was also in double
figures scorring 11 points.

In their nen contest the
Spartans clipped the Chargers
of Stagg 58 to 56. For the third
time in a row the twosome of
Dave Maae]a and Don Macek
were the Spartans scoring
leaders with 17 and 16 points.
Dave Madeja is the team's high
man with 187 total points in 16
games.

Coach Sullivan believes the
team is playing well though
their record doesn't show it. He
has confidence that the team
will get it together and improve
on their record during the
remaining games.

The Spartan Sophs will try to
make it two in a row tonight,
when they clash with the Eagles
of Sandburg at 6:30, in the
Sandburg gym.

pOI.

BY WAYNE CHARVAT
COACH SKIP SULLIVAN'S

Sophomore Cagers have had
their ups and downs all season.

Last Friday the determined
Spartans traveled to Hillcrest
where they wers tipped by the
first place Hawks 58 t057. It was
a close game all the way, but
the Spartans just couldn't pull it
out. Dave Madeja led the
Spartans offense with 19 points.
Bruce 'Pivarunas and Don
Macek also contributed with 11
and 10 points respectively. With
the loss to Hillcrest the Spar·
tans brought their overall
record to 7-9 (2-7 conference).

Earlier in the season the
Spartans split their first two
interconference games. The
Sophs played their first one
December 21, when they hosted
the Sandburg Eagles. But it was
no contest as the Eagles easily
defeated the Spartans 42 to 27.

THEIR INABILITY to win
was not to last though, as the
Sophs came back red hot after a
long holiday rest. The Spartans
traveled to Reavis where they
trounced the Rams 58 to 42,
giving them their first in
terconference victory. This
time the Spartans ran the show
moving to a 31 to 20 halftime
lead. The Spartans never lost
control after that and wend on
to win easily. The Soph stan
douts were.Dave Madeja with 23
points and Ray Lanham with 15
points.

The following night the Sophs
kept their winning streak alive
defeating Oak Forest by the
score of 54 to 45. Ray Lanham
capped the Spartans scoring,
netting 12 points. Dave Madeja
and Ron Dalrymple also pitched
in with 10 points each.

Oak Lawn

Spartan"

Sophs strive
for winning season

rebounded to- take a third place
at the Argo Sophomore In
vitational on January 26.

OL swimmers succeeding
against Sandburg were for
individual wins were Terry
McCany, diving; Dan Kruse,
100 yd. backstroke. Capturing
seconds were Mike Mastela,
Miles Basak, Dan Kruse. Thirds
were brought in by Jim Baker,
Rich Patenaude, and Jerry
Peterson. The Medley Relay
team consisting of: Rich
Patenaude, Pat Guzzo, Jarry
Peterson, and Hank Shelton,
and the 400 yd. freestyle team of
Jerry Peterson, Miles Bosak,
Carl Adamow, and Jim
Javorski. Cupturnng seconds in
the Argo Invitational were:
Hank Shelton, and Terry Mc
Carty. Thirds were taken by
Jerry Peterson and the Medley
Relay team of Kruse, Shelton,
Patenaude and Peterson. The
Sophs also took three fourth
places, four fifth places, and
five sinh places.

SPORTS COLU

Opening dates for Girls' Winter Sports have been set. Girls'
basketball will begin February 6, at Thornwood High School. Girls'
badmitton begins February 12, against Bloom at home.

BY JENlNE PAVLIK

OL VARSITY SWIM TEAM
suffered a 44-128 defeat AI1 Ainst
Carl Sandburg on Jan. 24.

Although the team record
stands at 2-12, many out- .
standing swimmers captured
individual wins against the
strong Sandburg team.

Capturing a first place for OL
was Gary Shuberth in the 200
yard 1M. and a second was
taken by Ken Coffey in the 50
yeard freestyle. Third places
were taken by the Medley Relay
team consisting of Bill Lyons,
Rick Nowaczak, Gary Guzzo
and John M11ewski. In their
respectj,ve" events Bill
Cramm'"'osso, Bob Mulcrone,
Ken Coffey, Bill Lyons, and
Rick Nowaezak all took thrid
places.

OL's nen meet will be the
Reavis Varsity Invitational on
Feb. 2, at Reavis. OL
Sophomore Swim Team also
suffered defeat at the hands of
lippers of Sandburg at the score
of 64-128. However, they

Jim Cizek, OL's 98 lb. junior wrestler, currently shows a 19-{)
record with 12 pins to his credit. Coach Craig boasts Cizek as a hard
worker and dedicated athlete. Cizek is a difinite state contender
this year with another season of varsity eligibility remaining.

For the first time this season, the Varsity Gymnastics team went
over the 100-point mark. This feat was achieved against a good
Bloom team. Gymnasts deserving recognition are, Mark Marcek
high score this season of 7.9 on the high bar, Ray Lemieux on rings
with an 8.0 and Jim Bradley on the tramp also breaking the 8-point.
mark.

Green Wave
que/led
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NEWS CAPSULE
Congratulations to senior sandy Saiz for winning 2nd place in the

Illinois Geographical Fair held at OL on March 16. sandy's project
competed against ten other high schools, and consisted of a map
analysis of a selected region of Oak Lawn. Originality, accuracy,
and application of geographic principles were the criteria for the
judging. sandy will represent OL at the Society's State Competition
held in April at Concordia Teachers College.

*****
Easter vacation will begin on Good Friday, April 12 and continue

until school resumes on April 22.

*****
American College Testing (ACf) will be administered at OL on

April 'l:I. ~egistration will close April 1. See your counselor for
further information.

*****
Self defense lessons, sponsored by the Hometown Recreation

Commission, wil be held beginning April 2. Classes will be con
ducted Tuesday evening from 7:00 to 8:00 pm, and run for nine
weeks. The fee for residents in $16, with the non-resident fee $50.
RegiStration will open any Saturday before April 2 from 1:00 to 6: 00
pm on the first come, first serve basis. The lessons will be taught at
the College of Judo-Karate, Inc., 9206 S. Keating, Oak Lawn, 499
1777.

*****
Cap and gown measurements will be held again April 5 in the

cafeteria. The rental char~e of $4.50 for boys and $5.00 for girls
must be paid at the time of measurement. This will be the last time
E. R. Moore Company will be at OL to measure.

*****
Environment Week is April 7 tbru April 11.

OL host to
Swiss student

BY DEBBIE PELECKIS

"THE SCHOOL SYSTEM here seems to be easier, but I like it,
the students will be better prepared for life," stated Ms. Barbara
Kaech, visiting foreign student comparing OL with her hometown
school in Solothurn, Switzerland.

Barb is among the 90 students each year visiting the US through
the AFS, American Field Service. She is spending her leave with
the Witter family in Eureka, m., where she will visit through the
end of June.

The AFS allows the students to take another leave of two weeks to
visit neighboring schools. Ms. Karolyn Falta, Math teacher, has
known Barb for quite a while and invited her to r.tay in Downer's
Grove with her and to visit OL.

BARB EXPLAINS that the closeness between the students and
teachers is nice here, where in Switzerland the students are of
tentime afraid of the instructors. "Though," she added, "being so
close can result in disrespectfulness."

"Back home more subjects are required. 1have 15 this year. The
school lasts from 3-9 hours. No one holds a part time job because so
much emphasis is given toward education. I've also noticed the
many clubs and organizations the school has. In my school there
are no clubs or even spon activities. The men play soccer, but the
competition is town vs. town. The school year lasts 9months with 4
breaks every three months for 2-6 weeks. It is also much more
difficult to pass and to graduate in Switzerland.

On Barb's free time, she enjoys skiing, which should come
natural to any Swiss. The Alps are only a 2 hour drive from her
home. She also plays tennis and hikes through the nearby moun
tains.

''MY MOST EXCITING experience so far was the bus ride from
New York to Chicago, after flying from Brussels, Belgium," she
explains. "I only live three hours from Italy, Germany, and France
but I've never visited each country. People in Europe really don't
travel much."

"Next year I'm going to attend Middle School, (which~~allels
with our Universities) to become a teacher for 9-10y~ afifS. There
is a definite lack of teachers in Switzerland so a jop is not hard to
find.

AFS students are not allowed to visit the US for 2years after their
initial visit but afterwards, Barb would like to return and visit the
state of Oregon. She exclaims that the people in Switzerland are
slower on the happenings in the world but speaking with Barb
proves just the opposite. She has a lot going for her.

*****
The Oak Lawn Park District will hold a Table Tennis Tour

nament on Sunday, April 7, 1974, starting at 1:00 p.rn. at the Menard
Activity Center, 90th and Menard. Both men's and women's
divisions will be offered.

*****
April 25, PTSA will present "Fashion and Fine Arts," ezhibited

by the Home Ec, An and Music Departments.
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WHY SUFFER THROUGH ANOTHER

COLD DRY WI NTER
UPDATE YOUR PRESENT HEATING SYSTEM WITH THE NEW

WESTI NGHOUSE FORCED AIR FURNACE
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~It's Academic' team chosen

Four OL students compete in State Speech Finals

Academy Day
to be sponsored by EPHS

BY DEBBIE PELECKIS

TERRY JONES, BOB
UTIGER, AND MIKE
KOZLAREK have been selected
to represent OL on "It's
Academic," with Tom Gill and
Beverly Bailey as alternates.

OL will compete against
Naperville Central and Quigley
Prep Nonh during the taping of
the show, Tues, April 2 at CBS

TEN MDUlERS OF OL'S
FORENSIC r.eam competed at
the TOUl1UllJ1ent of Champions
held -.Pekin on March 8 and 9.
OL emerged with two first
places at this meet, the first
champions OL has had since
Denise McCleveny won at the
Tournament of Champions in

studios downtown.
Mr. William Hill, NHS

sponsor who has been ::oaching
the students, has a very op
timistic attitUde toward OL's
participation. "The team looks
very good," he exclaims. "I
have hope for a victory. Even
if we don't win tne trophy and
the monetary award by placing

1968. Beth Busch took a first
place in Dramatic In
terpretation, with the other first
place going to Ron IiVigni in
Humorous Interpretation.

To qualify for this post-season
tournament, the team members
had to place first at one or more
of the regular season meets.

first, I'll have some kind of
recognition for the team on
Honor's Night."

Mr. Wayne T. Johnson,
producel of the show felt the
same. "I'm very impressed, I
haven't seen students do so well
thus far in the screenings," he
stated.

Therefore, the winners of the
Tournament of Champions are
the top competitors in his or her
event.

The other team members who
competed were Beverly Bailey,
Cheryl Bailey, Cassie Gineris,
Dave Pitrak, Laura Dillon,
Tami Ito, Demetrios Kottatas,
and Don LiVigni.

IBEW
scholarships

available
INTERNATIONAL BRO-

TP ERHOOD of Electrical
Workers of the Illinois Con
ference will award three
scholarships of $500 dollars
each for the best wrinen 1,000
and 1,500 word essay on the
labor related topic "How Has
The Existence of An 18 Million
Organized Work Force Affected
And Stablized The Wages And
Fringe Benefits For The Total
Work Force of 81 Million?"

This contest is open to all
Illinois graduating seniors in
the Class of 1974. There is no
need to file a financial
disclosure statement to qualify
for this contest and even if !l

student has won another
scholarship this Will not
disqualify him or her. In ad
dition, the winners will be in
vited as quests with all ex
penses paid to attend the in
ternational Brotherhood of
Electrical workers State
Conference meeting in Sep
tember, 1974, in Springfield,
Illinois, to reach their winning
essays.

All essays must be submitted
on or before May I, 1974, to

Scholarship Fund Comminee
of Illinois-IBEW

P.O. Box 4612
Chicago, Illinois 60680

Any questions can be answered
by Mrs. Schwarz. in room 20.

BY DARLENE CAMPBELL

EVERGREEN PARK mGH
SCHOOL will host an All
Acactemy Day tomorrow at 9:30
a.m. sponsored by Robert P.
Hanrahan, area representative
of Congress. Representatives
from each of the service
academies will be present to
discuss admissions procedures,

and the method of nominating
young men to these academies.
At the present time, the Mer
chant Marine Academy in the
only one which is adminmg
girls, but girls are welcome to
anend this meeting.

Academies taking part in the
program are: Air Force

Academy, Coast Guard
Academy, Merchant Marine
Academy, and the Naval
Academy.

Evergreen Park High School
is located at 9901 Kedzie Ave. in
Evergreen Park. Parents and
styyUdents are invited to at
tend.

DMRDRU
9713 S.W.

Home of

Lorry Buckels

•

STANtON DRIVERS TRAINING AND CALL

TEENAGE
AUTO

INSURANCE
5905 S. KEDZIE

MardI %9, 1974

GOOD STUDENT DISCOUNTS
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(OR)
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Curriculum clarified

Casual career night
planned at OL

BY TRACY HOKER

OL'S FOURTH ANNUAL
CAREER NIGHT will be held
April 3, from 7:30 to 9:00 in the
cafeteria. Sponsored by Oak
Lawn High School this
program is open to all people in
the community.

Casual, unstructured and
informal is the planned at·
mosphere for this years Carreer
Night. Parents and teachers
from all grades besides
students are welcome to come
browse. All representatives will
be in the cafeteria to talk to or
just collect information from

LENORA SNIATYNSKY

AN INCORRECT
STATEMENT regarding the
necessity of the Board's ap
proval for an English
curriculum change appeared in
last month's Spal1aDJte. The
following story clarifies the
procedure for a curriculum
change.

The proposed curriculum
change originates in the
curriculum committee or in the
department concerned with the
change. When originating
within the department, it must
meet the department's ap-

any any time between 7:00 and
9:00.

Carreers featured include:
US Air Force; newspaper; US
navy; recreation; Telephone
Company; real estate; fire
service; zoo keeping; food
service; banking; accounting;
law and chemical engineering.
.Also, a McDonald's Hamburger
University; Goodman School of
Drama; Art Institute; Moser
School and Police Training
Institute representatives will be
in attendance.

proval. It goes from there to the
curriculum committee.

THE COMMITTEE OFFERS
its recommendations to
Superintendent Lynch, who
acceptS or rejects the said
proposal. Depending on the
superintendent's discretion, the
proposal goes before the Board
or doesn't proceed beyond him.

In the case of minor changes
(altering curriculum content),
the superintendent's declSlon Is
final. In the case of major
changes, the Board has the final
say.

[b®\YlDQ~·
LOOK OF FASHION

.BLL .OTTO"S

If you've got the build

for body shirts, Levi's

has the jeans that

complete the scene.

Authentic bell bottoms

in tough XX denim-

solid or striped twill

or corduroy. Pick

up on Levi's now I

.1..
•
I

Jack Thompson Oldsmobile
Home of the 35 FR EE loaner cars

• • •
4040 WEST 95th STREET

Telep:~ones' GA 2-2500

SiJes

From 27 waist to 42 waist

Inseams From 27 to 38

From $10.26 + up

S'S MEN'S and
BOYS' WEAl

1215 W••5th It. CIA~
c,.~, ..,~ ......................
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Mulrennin, Cizek take state title

If interestec contact - Mr. Simone

to a 3 game vicotry. Dave
Michelson and Mike McMillan
had a 505 and 503 series
respectively. Mike Urbanczk
followed with a 489 series.

OL's Brian Murry rolled a 219
game and a 557 series, to lead
the handicap team to an un
defeated day. Rick Probst
rolled a 190 and a 511 series,
Mark Jakel's 473 series and
Gene Greene gave support to
the team.

OL will hold their annual
banquet on April 3, at the
Holiday Inn.------

BY AL JAVORSKY
After 6 months of conference

competition, OL's boys bowling
team finished with a 39-9 record
and a 10 game lead over second
place Richards.

This gave OL two first place
finished and one second place
finish in the last three years.

Tom Hammersmark, OL's
miracle worker, finished with a
conference high series of 689
and an OL high game of 257.

In their last conference meet,
OL took 6 games from a fourth
place Marist. Tom Ham
mersmark led his scratch team

Bowlers tops in SICA

Terry Mulrennin prepares for a takedown against Scott Trizzino of
Joliet Central.

Dye and Halbrook. Jim breezed
through district and sectionals
undefeated. Only a junior, Jim
is sure that htl will make the
state trip again next year.

Overcame setbacks
TERRY MULRENIN didn't

make it to state as easily as
Cizek. After gening through
districts, he lost in the sectional
finals on a technicality. He
unintentionally body slammed
Homewood-Flossmoor's Bob
Saric in the first period. Coach
Craig said, "Terry is a real
hard worker. He has the best
duck-under I've ever seen. He
has had a couple of setbacks, a
hyperenended elbow, a
dislocated finger, and has
fought back to become state
champ."

In the first round, Terry met
John Niebut of Granite City
South. Niebut was undefeated in
regular and post-season action
with a 36-0 record. Despite his
fine record however, Niebut
didn't pose too big a problem
and Terry won 9-2. In the
quarterfinals Terry went up
against Scon Trizzino of Joliet
Central.

The score was knoned up at 3
3, when Terry dislocated his
finger. After working it back in
place, he went on to pin Trizzino
with 13 seconds remaining. In
the semifinals Terry met Joel
Hestrup of St. Charles and beat
him 11-6. Albert Sullivan of
Dekalb was Terry's opponent in
the finals. Sullivan gave Terry a
rough time, but Terry came
away with an 8-6 win and the
state championship at 119 lbs.

Only 9 more openings available

Total price $305

*****
March 29, 1974

BY JIM EGAN

JIM CIZEK AND TERRY
MULRENIN reached the
ultimate height in high school
wrestling by taking first place
in their individual weight
classes March 1 and 2, in
Champaign, n. Their combined
total of 31 team points gave OL
second place to Rich Central's
41 points. This marks the first
time that OL has had two state
champs in the same year.

Undefeated for season
Jim Cizek, undefeated at

seasons end with a 1~ record,
breezed through the opening
round with a 9-1 win over Bob
Daulton. Again'n Walter Day of
Fenton, Jim baa a hard time for
the firs;.mree periods and was
tied at the end of regulation
time. In overtime,however, he
immediately took command
and won 16-11, almost pinning
Dye before time ran out. In the
semifinals, Jim met Jim Keizer
of Belleville East. Russ
Halbrook of Granite City
mSouth. Halbrook had the lead
in the third period but Jim
rallied to tie it 2-2. In overtime
he again showed his stUff and
beat Halbrook 10-4. In the finals
Jim met Jim Reizer of
Belleville East. Keizer was
undefeated with a 31"(}'1 record.
Reizer's record was better than
his wrestling as Jim beat him
easily and become State
Champion at the 98 lb. weight
class.

Jim is, in Coach Jim Craig's
opinion, "the best conditioned
wrestler I've ever seen." Jim
demonstrated this conditioning
in his overtime wins against



Cindermen need depth
BY PAUL BATZEL

OAK LAWN SPARTAN track
team, finished out last year's
season by winning their fourth
consecutive conference
championship. In last years
conference competition. there
were five individuals placing
first, along with first place
flnlahes by, both the 880 relay
and the mile relay~.

This year however, will be a
different story. Six top men
from last years squad have
graduated, and Coach Bruce
Lewis feels that thIs year the
team does not yet have the
depth that he would like to see.
Another deciding factor of thIs
years track season will be that
of the, new South Inter
Confereace Association. Coach
LeJvis. commented that the
OJUghest competition will come
from Thornwood, Ream, and
Sandburg, in that order.

The indoor season bas been
good so far. The team posting a
r.-4 record. Key personnel to thIs
season include Tom Bowen,
expected to be a stand-<>ut in the

440; John Marks, a state ranked
Junior contender in the shot put
and the discus; and Kevin
Moore, slated to nm hurdles,
and the balf-mlle. Depending on
some of the upcoming
Sophomore and Junior talent,
thIs year looks to be another
good year for the Oak Lawn
Spartan Track Team.

As far as team morale is
concerned, the following
statement taken from a sign
posted on the locker room door
best exemplifies the general
attitude. "The moment you
enter thIs locker room, we
8SSlDlle that you have the pride
and desire that bas made Oak
Lawn the most successful track
team in the Conference."

•"lb18 also means that you
have accepted the respon
siblllty of carrying on the
tradition of work, sacrifice, and
even pain that developed
spartan track champions."
With thIs attitude, it looks as if
thIs years team will indeed be in
the nmnlng.

VARSITY & SOPH TRACK 1974

HEAD VARSITY COACH: John Lewis
ASST. COACH: George Dunn
ASST. COACH: Ted Storer

Tue. Apr. 2 Rich Central
Tue. Apr. 9 Marist
Thu. Apr.11 Hillcrest *
Tue. Apr.16 Richards *
Tue. Apr.18 Eisenhower *
Tue. Apr.23 Thomridge *
Thu. Apr.25 Sandburg *
Sat. Apr. 7 Riverside-Brkfld Relays
Tue. Apr. 30 Reavis *
Thu. May. 2 Thornwood *
Sat. May 4 Hinsdale Central Relays

Sat. May 4 Reavis Frosh & Soph Relays

Tue. May 7 Rich East *
Fri. & Sat. May 10 & 11 Conference (Reavis)
Tue. May 14 Lincoln-Way
Sat. May 18 District
Fri. &Sat. May 24 &25 State

CONFERENCE *

T 4:15
T HIO
H 4:00
H 1:00
T 1:00
T 4:00
T 4:00

12:00
H 4:00
H 4:00

12:00

T 11:
T 4:00

H 4:00

Baseball betting high $326 aMonth

Coach Borkowski points out that
juniors Dave Fukes, Ken
Zaremba, and Scott Klabacba
have all been throwing well in
practice and should help the
team thIs season.

O.L. IS SCHEDULED for 7
exbbition games, but with
weather conditions as they are,
that nlDllber may be cut down.
Coach Borkowski hopes that
most of these games can be
played through, so he can get a
good look at his players under
game conditions. The team has
only been able to practice In
side, but workouts will soon
move outside when the weather
permits.

Entering the new S.I.C.A.
conference, the Spartans will
have two new foes during the
conference season. The new
members of the conference are
Thornwood and Hillcrest. Three
other members of the S.I.C.A.
conference are former op
ponents of the Southwest
Suburban Conference. They are
Rich East, Reavis and Carl

BY WAYNE CHARVAT
OL'S VARSITY baseball

team is looking optimistically
toward the upcoming season.

The Spartans will open the
season with a well experienced
team returning from last year's
varsity squad. With eight or
nine senior players, the Spar
tans should be strong con
tenders for the Sl.C.A. west
conference title. Seniors Bruce
Swiecldd, Vito Ruscio, Kurt
Engel, and Bud Gob1lBcb will
hold down the infield positioils
while two other seniors, Mike
Ganz and Mark Williams will
fill two posts in the outfield.
Junior Frank Wiatr, also
returning from last years
varsity, will make a strong bid
for the third outfield position.

Coach Skip Borkowski
believes that good pitching will
be heavily depended on for the
team's success. Seniors Joe
Madden, Tim Bateman, and
Gene Borkowski will be the
main starters with Bruce
Swiecidd and newcomer Tom
Murphy contributing also.

Page 14

Sandburg. These teams seem
to post the biggest threat for
O.L.'s championship hopes. The
Spartans may have an edge
though, with experience and a
well balanced tean1.

The Spartans hope to improve
on their 5-9 conference record

of a year ago. Though their
record didn't show it, they did
play some good ball games. Joe
Madden was one of the bright
spots last year coming on strong
in the second half of the season
pitching a no-hitter. Coach
Borkowski points to the fact
that the team did make some
mistakes, but had some unlucky
breaks as well. He believes that
with that one year of experience
under its belt, the team should
be able to play better thIs year,
and improve on their overall
record.

The season will officially open
April 3 when the Spartans take
on the Lincoln-Way Knights at
Lincoln-Way. The first cross
conference encounter will be
April 15 when they host
Eisenhower.

The SpartanJte

$326. before aeauclion,. i, just
our "aning "Iary. And you
don'l Nve 10 ,pend it on Ihing,
lilte food. hou,ing, clothing.
rntdical and denle' ure. They'",,".

Or job I"". /\g. Today', Army
N' more thall 300 job' we pay
you to fearn.

Add a cNnee 10 live and
work in Europe. Panama. Alasu.
Korea. Wilh 30 day, paId vaca·
lion each year.

A eNnce 10 conllnue your
eduulion. Plu, 36 monlh, of
f'Nncial IISlSlance II the college
of your ChoIce aher you're OUI.

lt you wanl a job where
money ;11I'1 everylh,ng. call or
,ee your neart,1 Army
Repr."nl.li....

10735 S. Cicero
OAK LAWN

636-3912

March %9, mt



Cagers cap successful season

urphy

half. Dave Altenberg's hot hand
gave OL the shoting power they
needed as he nened eleven
points in the first half. The
eager's lead quickly dwindled in
the second half before the teams
started trading baskets. Lock·
port behind the hot shooting of
super-SUb Sykes pulled away
behind Sykes' 16 points (8 in
third quarter) coming out on top
43-39. Oak Lawn's loss brought
their season overall record to
21~.

Altenburg,

OL as a transfer from Little
Flower, led the team in
rebounds as well as averaging
12 points a game.

Dave Altenburg, completed
his second year on varsity level
was a big factor on the boards
for the Spartans. Dave
averaged 10 points per game
and bad 55 intercepted passes.

Roger Wantiez, in his second
year on varsity averaged seven
points per game, having ex
plosIve games against Rich
East and Reavis.

Matched against a tough
Lockport club in sectional
openers, things appeared to be
going well as the cagers
grabbed a five point lead at the

I COMPLETE 4 WK. COURSE. $90.00
SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL

4700 W. 103rd St. • (In .rena center lobby)
499·2832

4 Week Cours

30 HRS. - CLASS
12 HRS. - INoCAR
TRIP FOR PERMIT

.Free Trip for Permit and Drivers LIcense

eH S f:rprlit - Alltf) II')~_ Discount

-TErNAG-rDR1Vt~R-ED _.-
IFOR TEENS 15-17 YRS OLDj

antiez,

Atkinson, with 13 and 10. The
victory was OL's first regional
championship since the
downstate team of 7~71.

Oak Lawn placed four cages
on SICA West All-eonference
team. Named to the first team
were Seniors Tom Murphy and
Mike Patyk. Receiving
Honorable Mention were
seniors Dave Altenburg and
Roger Wantiez. Mike Patyk,
honorable mention last year in
Southwest Conference, com
DIeted his third year on the
varsity level. Mike led the
team with 84 assists, In
tercepting 73 passes, while
averaging 9 points a game.

Tom Murphy, who came to

DRIVING
SCHOOL

4957 W. 95th St. 423-1212

Patyk

ALmOUGH BOWING OUT
early in sectional play, the
Spartan basketball season was
one of the many highlights.

Coach Len Scaduto's ball club
finished the '73-74 campaign
second in 6mference (11-3)
despite havjrt'g a bener record
than~ place Thornwood. The
Spartans who were picked to
finish fourth behind Rich East,
Thornwood and Sandburg
surprised viewers when thev
finished the first half of the
season on top of SICA West.
Only a second half loss to
Thornwood prevented the team
from grabbing first place.

Early in the season OL
captured the Quigley South
Thanksgiving Tournament
defeating the host team for the
first place trophy. The Spartans
finished second in their own
Christmas Tournament
reaching the. finals before
falling to Chicago Christian, 50
41.

OL OPENED regional play
with the Spartans gunning to an
early 16-2 lead. Oak Lawn
contined to pour it on easily
defeating the Rams 7S-36. The
Spartans were paced by Tom
Murphy with 18 points and 12
rebounds; Dave Altenberg, 13
points; Mike Patyk, 12 points;
Bruce Atkinson with 11 points.

OL was paired off against
eross-town rival Richards for
the championship in an an
ticipated close-battle. The
Spartans spent most of the
game playing catch up ball.
Down by one at the half and
three at the outset of the final
quarter, Lenny Renz pulled the
team through ",:th eight points
in the last stanza with OL on top
60-55. Renz converted for six
free throws after replacing
Patyk who fouled out along with
Atkinson. Tom Murphy once
again led the way with 15 points
followed by Altenberg and



Girls BB first in SICA
BY KAREN PITRAK

OL'S GIRLS VARSITY
basketball team fought an
undefeated season, which
placed them first in the -sICA
conference. The girls play only
two more games this season,
both against teams they have
already beaten.

"I think we can definately win
against Carl sandburg, but it's
going to be a close game against
Hillcrest," commented
sophomore Jean Sobel, a
member of the team. The squad
will face Sandburg Saturday,
March 23 and Hillcrest, Wed
nesday, March '1:1.

With the h~lp of Ms. Leighton
Hohn, coac~ the girls have
developed a strong man-to-man
def and some excellent
shooting. In recent game
against Sandburg, Mary Ellen
Kasley, center, scored 14 points,
Tina Bargaraz, forward scored
14 and Diane Ellison and Terri
Spitzer scored 10.

THE FROSB-SOPH TEAM
has won only half of their
conference games for a 4-4
record, but they have en
co~tered some tough breaks,
losmg several games by only a
few points.

Ms. Margaret Groth, coach, is
optimistic towards the last two
games. "We played both
Hillcrest and Sandburg earlier
this year and I feel we can do it
again."

The team is lead by several
outstanding players. Mary Lou
Specha, forward, is a very
strong offenseve player
averaging 11 points per game.
Pat Adams and Jan Allen
support the team defensively,
sening plays and guarding. Sue
Stormer and Gall Shaw have
also put in outstanding per
formances. These girls are all
looking forward to good seasons
next year.

Oak Lawn

SpaItan"te

SPOt
Sports column

The Sophomore basketball team finished in third place with a 11
10 record. Coach Sullivan stated, "I was pleased with the overall
season and especially with the strong finish by winning five out of
our last six, including a last second effort against conference
champion Hillcrest."

*****
On AprilS the Oak Lawn varsity basketball team will challenge

the Wl.S and WCFL Disc Jockeys. The game will take place at 8: 15
p.m. in the Spartan Gym.

*****

Badmitton team

smashes all

Athletes from Wrestling, Basketball, Gymnasncs, and Swim
ming will be honored at the annual Winter Sports Banquet,
scheduled for Thursday, April 4, at 7:00 p.m.

Swimmathon date set
BY CINDY HOLMES

OL'S GIRLS' BADMITl'ON
team remains undefeated after
eight of ten meets. H still un
defeated at the end of the
season, the team will receive
the first SICA trophy ever
awarded to the conference
champions.

In three of the eight meets,
against Homewood-Flossmore,
Thorton and Hillcrest, the team
smashed to a 15-0 victory
against Bloom, Richards and
Eisenhower the team dropped
one match, but won all three
meets by a clear 14-1 score. The
meet with Sandburg proved
slighly more difficult. The team
lost three matches, but still won
by a score of 12-3. Thornwood
lost to OL by default.

Ms. Pat Dorn and Ms. Audrey
Anderson, the coaches who

spurred OL to an undefeated
season last year, said that this
years' team is a "real fine
team" playing a "very high
caliber of badmitton". The
coaches made no definite
prediction concerning the SICA
championship, but did say, "We
hope to win."

THE TEAM FACED its last
two rival schools this week, but
the scores were unavailable at
press time. Tuesday the bad
minon team competed against
Reavis and on Thursday vied
Thornridge.

Next years' season may net
prove to be as victorious as this
years', since 15 seniors will be
graduating, many of whom
have been on the team for four
years.

BY JENINE PAVLIK
STUDENTS OF ALL

AGES, coaches, teachers, and
parents, will swim for a wor
thwhile cause Saturday, April 6,
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. in OL's
Second Annual Swim-a-Thon.

The Spartan Booster Club will
sponsor the Swim-a-Thon as a
fundraising event designed to
restore the full athletic
program at OL.

Coach June Becvar urges
participants to come see how
many laps they can swim. "You
don't have to be a fantastic
swimmer to enter. It'll be fun to
challenge your friends and also
to aid the athletic program."

Swimmer's sponsors will
pledge any amount of money
over one cent per pool length
swwn. Participants can swim a
maximum of two hours or two
hundred laps. With rest periods
taken at their option.

Sponsor sheets can be picked
up at anytime from Mr. James
Markel, Boys P.E. instructor,
Mr. Fred Parks, Department
Chairman of Boys P.E., Mr.
Jack Ma Laughlin, Head Coach
of the Boy's Swim Team, and
Ms. June Becvar, Coach of the
Girl's Swim Team.

Tentative dates from han
dling

Tentative dates for handing in
pledges are May 1 and 8, during
all lunch periods, and Saturday
May 4, but a definite time has
not been set yet.

Bathing suits will be available
for anyone's use, but those
wishing to bring their own suits,
may do so. Swimmers should
report to the Boys Swim Office
to get checked in before
swimming.
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Spartanite welcomes Media Center receLves grant

new teachers
STARTI G THIS

SEMESTER OLCHS has
enlisted 25 new teachers. They
are Anna Marie Coveny, Art;
John Cox, Social Studies; Mark
Czerniak, Math; Cynthia
Doyle; Home economics;
Charles Duncan, English; Ray
Elliot, Journalism; Mary Sue
Evans, English; Linda
Flemming, Math; Nellie
Gosset, Business; Sheri
Halwax, Math; Mary Lighthall,
Business; Linda McClenahan,
Girls P.E.; Tom McMullan,
Special Education; Edward

Olson, Library; Linda Oltman,
Vocational Education; Paul
Sanderson, Boys P .E.; Janes
Smenos, Counselor; Judith
Speer, English; Cynthia
Sternisha, Math and Science;
Mary Sl. John, Horne
Economics; Jane Surma; Girls
P.E.; John Thompson, Science;
Evelyn Tomeski, Counselor;
Michael Woerner, Social
Studies; and Kent Younggren,
Math.

The Spartanite Staff would
like to welcome these teachers
and wish them luck in the
corning year.

L.\TE I..\.·T YE.\R he ~Iedla

Center at OL received an E 'EA
Title II grant for the 1974·75
school year. Earlier grant
have mostly been u ed to
purchase Audio-Vi ual
matenals But thi year they
have been u ed to p~chase 12
pieces of culpture from Alva
l\lu eum Replicas. Inc

The e culpture are actually

reproductions of pieces found in
museums all over the world.
The reproductions contain
examples of Central and South
American Art. The set includes
pieces of ancient Middle
Eastern, Egyptian and Roman
art and a Grecian vase.

The grant was also used to
purcha e films and filmstrips
and 49 teaching records.

'Childrens Hour' no child's play

BY CHERYL POWELL

"It is not a pleasant story but
a highly moralistic one," said
Mr. Alan Collins about this
year's fall production, "The
Children's Hour."

Mr. Collins, who is directing
the play, went on to state,
"'Children's Hour' is a tale of
evil and the tragic results of
evil. It shows society as willing
to accept gossip without
searching for truth. The play is
a classic of the American
theatre and Lillian Hellman
(the author) is one of our finest
playwrights and novelists."

"The Children's Hour" is
about a young girl (played by
freshman Mary Majewski) who

spreads a vicious lie about the
two teachers who run the
boarding school she attends
(played by sophomore Yen 'a
Vladish and junior SylVia
Farrell). Soon, the teachers lose
all of lhe pupils because of this
lie, and a tragedy results
because one teacher believes
the lie.

"The Children's Hour" will be
performed in the Little Theatre
Friday and Saturday.

ovember 15 and 16. Tickets
will be $1.00 for students with
identification, and $1.50 for
adults. Tickets can be pur
chased at the door or from any
member of the cast and crew.

Ray Elliott. ne\\
Editor-inChier.

parlanite Advi er and Darlene Campbell.

~,
I
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Due to the cooperation of OL students, the plans for the com
pletion of the Junior-Senior Lounge will continue with the in
stallation of recreational equipment and some furniture.

*****
In the following parWinite issues there will be a section for

classified and personal advertisement. If interested, contact Mary
Jo Madden or leave contributions in room 210. The cost will be 10

cents per column line.

*****
',School will not be in session on October 14 in observation of

; et>1umbus Day and again on October 28 for a teachers institute.

"
*****

The American College Testing (ACT) will be administered at
OLCHS October 14. See your counselor for further information and
future dates for the testing program.

*****
Congratulations are due to Maine East High School Senior, Ron

Friedman. Ron has been selected as a National Finalist in the 1972

Explorer-Pepsi Co. Space Seminar held at the John F. Kennedy
Space Center July 10-22. Ron is the only student selected from
llIinois.

Volunteers Wanted
Jr. Citizens for Elrod

5255 W. 95th
Oak Lawn, III.

\lart) Lindeborg. ne\\ ad\ ice counselor.

Walk-in center opens
BY KE\I' \1>\\1.

.. I.

Paid political advertisement

THE OAK LAWN

Gill Gallery
5309 W. 95f" ST.

OI.IIS. m cooperation \\ Ith the outhwe t YMCA'S Reach Out
program ha' upened a new walk-m advice center available to all
• tudents

. 1art) Lmderborg head. he tud nt en-ice Bureau, operating
m room ~~9 . he Will be there begmnmg :\londay

"The centers Job is three-fold." ay :\Iarty
It I a pr \ entlon center in that :\Iarty meets with the student,

facul ) and parents m order to keep a problem from happening.

,'EU),n1.Y. IT I" \ PI \CF tudent can go to if a problem has
already occurI'd The center. third Job is a drug-prevention
program An) hmg said to :\larty I con Idered confidential.

!\Iart) 1_ a graduat of Oak La ... n \\ Ith the class of 1970. She
graduated la~ January from Illmol We.leyan Universitv with her
Rach{')or of \rl. m :oclOIogy and wa. married m the spri~g.

eptember 27. 1974 Thl' l'partanite Page 3



Annual college night October 22 Senior Girls start season

OAK LAW' 21st annual
College Ight will be held Oc
tober 22 on the main east floor of
the school. Sixty represen
tatives including sUite schools,
nursing schools, and private
colleges will be on hand for the
program.

The evening will begin with a
financial aid seminar scheduled
to start at 7 p.m. This seminar

will discuss the types of college
aid that are available to the
student. Free brochures and
hand booklets will also be given
out.

Miss Marilyn Quinn, coun
selor, believes that College
Night will be more successful if
students will inform their
parents and ask them to come.
All Juniors and seniors are
invited to attend.

BY GAYLA GOVEIA

The Senior Girls Chorus from
OLCHS presents their annual
introductory concert on Oct. 9 in
the Little Theater on the east
side of the main hall.

The Chorus will be featuring
such songs as "Save the

Country," "Ava Maria," the
lheme from "Fiddler on the
Roof," "Sunrise Sunset" and
many more. After the show,
refreshments will be served in
the Junior-5enior Lounge in the
school cafeteria. Admission is
Free.

New board

takes charge KA ATE
introductory offer

10 dollars•

WRITE or
PHONE

599·4141

10 lessons

Jo-uth 7iOeJi dleadnmj
.

OF

A A

BY PEGGY BERKERY

McDONALDS
mil W. 95111. St.

H' 'g wb'

after sdlool

TWO NEW ME 1BER have
joined the Board of Education
for the 1974-75 school year at
OLCHS.

These new members, Mr.
James Bailey and Mr. John
Bulow, were elected last April.
Also re-elected were Mr.
Ronald Ketchum, Mr. Robert
Henthorne, Mr Lawrence
Hansen and Mr. George Vogel.

After the resignation of Mr.
W. O. Keneipp, who served as
Board president, Mr. Ronald
Ketchum was elected President
and Mr. Robert Henthorne was
elected as the new Board
secretary

These seven people who make
up the Board of Education for
this school year will hold their
first meeting of the school year
on Oct. 16 at 7:30 p.m.

Vacar

~ 2:00 to 9:11I p

: 881-9283

6060 WEST 95th ST.
OAK LAWN, ILL.
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Fifties weekend features Canyon

C JIU '

Come and enjoy.

:",,~: ',r,f.. \\111 bc
,·it:" , an I I)

surprises. aimed at capturing
the whole fifties scene. All OL
students and friends (sign them
up with Mr. Hill, SCAB sponsor,
in 351) are invited to join in.

Tickets will be sold
throughout the week and at the
Saturday football game by
SCAB members. On Friday and
Saturday you can find a ticket
by locating a pair of bobby
socks or a DA. The tickets are
1.25 pre-sale and $1.75 at the
door.

ostalgia reigns as ecnoes
from the fifties return to Oak
Lawn during the Senior Class
advisory Board's Fifties
weekend, Oct. 4 & 5.

Plans include fifties skits on
Frid/lY during the lunch periods

to' to set the mood of the weekend.
)n SCAB members will be-bop to
lie the Spinners or the Comets. The

students and faculty are urged
'j to turn greaser or Socialite for a
){ day.
n I ~ The climax of the weekend
\ .....iIl be a fifties dance, Saturday
tel; from 8-11. featuring the fan
lei tastic Canyon. The dance
a will feature dance contests,

costume contests and other

U!

ne
:0'
h2
IrC
lh'

1

:i\

:~;New college center opens

27~a w. eSTH STREET

EVERGREEN PARK. ILL. 608.2

flOWER SHOPS

~ERrREf~
Vo.swa{en, Inc.
8920 S. Cicero
636-OSS0

.,: J' T l

f
II'
r

I:

.--~.

t\V~~"hTi!li!~ PHOf.E G:D£-N~

7-or
}f0J17eC0/17i17J!

fiArMf•••

'S ED

f" "'5"'" 'ON .JEWEL Qv

AND PART ... GOODS

636-9743

6419 W 87TH STfHET

OA" LAW ..... ILL 60453

o
AND WArn
I
•

materials pertaining to the
careers they are interested in.

TilE CENTER WILL be open
5 days a week from 8: 30-9, 9: 1:)
12: 15 and from 1:00-1 :30. It is
open to all students, freshman
through seniors. The center is
the work of Mrs. Walker in
room 26t, Mrs. Davidson, head
librarian. Mr. Olson, a new
librarian and Mrs. Murphy,
secretary of the library.

Mrs. Walker urges all
students to use the facility with
the aid of your counselor and
her help

CIIOOL offers r-nmolet(' Driver'

-IF YOU'RE 15, 16, 17 YRS. OLD
30 HRS. CLASS 12 HRS. IN CAR

TRIP FOR PERMIT

C PLETE 4WI( COURSE ... 0 LY $!Il.~
SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL

4108 w. 103rd st. 499 2832
(IN ARENA CENTER LOBBY) -

n
,le OL' CAREER department is

expanding. Beginning Sept. 16
room 105 <right off the main
library) was opened as the new
headquarters for career and
college information.'

The room will contain the
most up to date information on
colleges, universities, careers,
business, art and trade schools
and as many vocations as
possible.

Mrs. Murphy, who has been
_ library secretary for several

years. will be present at times
in the center during the day to
aid students in selecting

lbl

oVC

to

9'
rot
erl

\.
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·~: OL Faculty hit
••

BY D\\\;\ SCHOI.TE'· "0 C\HRIE Y\KI:'>I

European Scene

LEN SCADUTO
B08 STOY

OAK LAWN. ILL. 60453

& MRS.
& MRS.

$50.00 DEPOSIT
DUE BY NOV. 25TH TO:

MR.
MR.

Suburban 636·7800
Chicago 581·1650

MARCH 28 - APRIL 4

1975 SPRING TOUR

5615 W 95th ST.

CHAPERONES:

Dating is done in groups rather than pairs as we do here. Also,
teenagers rarely have cars, so pUblic transportation is popular and
fortunately excellent.

Asked to comment on the Americanization of Europe, Ms.
Williams stated that she feels the Europeans have become more
casual in their dress and attitudes. As for us, we're changing our
name to "Levi" and "Strauss" and opening the first "Pants a'
Plenty" of Moscow!

WOl'l.D YOC P,\ Y 7.00 for 2 Big :llacs, 21arge fries and 2 cokes?
You would if you were starving again t the back drop of romantic
Paris'

"The food was disgu \Ingly hornble," moaned Mr Les Luka,
reading development

"In Mexico if you had a date at 4'30 p.m , you'd be lucky if you
got picked up at 8:30 p.m ," chuckled:ll Manlyn Williams,
English department

Both Ms. Wilham and :\Ir Luka had the plea ure of spending
time in Europe this summer ;lIs William al 0 pent lime In

Mexico and French Canada
Traveling through Europe, :\lr Luka had a chance to com

municate with the people and their vanous customs in France,
England. Copenhagen, Germany and Russia

OK,\ Y YOLo JE.\' FRE.\K~, you beller think tWice before
snipping away at that old pair of Lev'l tucked away In your bollom
drawer Ru Ian teens will pay anywhere from fifty to a hundred
dollar for a pair of the old Americantandard ' Ru sian clothmg
styles have been supressed through the lime tyle for the
working class date back to the 1940's and SO' Women wear no
make-up or nylons, though they do wear a plaster mixture on their
faces along with fire red lip tick Dress in Pari ,however, is quite
different In fact, the complete oppo ite of Russian wear For
mality seems to be the thing In France. with women wearing
dresse or dress lacks while the men don port coats.

When asked about the chool sy tern . :lIs Williams. who lived inr---------------------------
Paris for a year. tated that teenager In France go through a 6
year high chool plan Which would mean that at the time of
graduation from high chool. a French tudent would be the
equivalent of a college Junior by Cmted tate tandards

Russian, however, take a totally different approach toward
education. Rus ian schools are qwte different than Amencan ones
The whole idea there IS schoohng i u ed a a means of succe s. not
only for the students. but for the people, the party and the whole
political ystem Failure, of cour e, mean you are not only letting
yourself down. but also the party and your country Thi i dealt
with very har hi)

STl'OE;\T. DO ;\OT have the chOice of what they wish to study
After the 6th grade they are te ted to ee where their ability lies
and if they should go on to high chool The high chool ystem, as
in France, i a 6 year plan Ru Ian. tudents attend chool a much
as 8 hours a day Required cour es con I t of cience, math and a
minimum of 4 language Home Ec and hop cour e are virtually
non~xistenl.

Clas es are very teacher controlled because the tudent are
expected to know everything perfectly

"In elementary school. a lillIe boy wa a ked to recite the
capitals of the fifty lJnited tates. Without the tates, in
alphabetical order One boy did this until he got to thirty-five and
then faltered, the teacher threw a fit and sent the kid out of the
room. The next boy to do this did it perfectly The whole belief over
there is that the teacher i uperior and the kid are~here to require
the teachers knowledge," commented :\Ir. Luka

Moscow is a limited city and ha a somewhat con ervative at
titude toward education The government allows a certain amount
of people mto the cIty With thl in mind the students know that they
must work vigorou I)' in order to be a citizen To be tru ted they
must produce and if they do not produce, they will be sent
somewhere else .

And what of recreation? After school. it' time to booze it up in
the little Sidewalk Cafes where European teenager get nickered
on odka. Straight Vodka was extremely popular until they
discovered orange jwce, which of cour e produces crewdnvers.
Music includes America's "Country and Western" and anything
from 1960 Beatles to recent rock
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10·19MacFleetwood
Auditorium

******

************
Page 7

Todd Rundgren 10-31
Auditorium

Maria Muldaur 10-25
Auditorium

Plenty of good concerts
coming up in the near future.
Tickets may be purchased at
the nearest Ticketron. (Closest
is Korvettes, 87th and Cicero.)
Here's a partial list of upcoming
concerts:

Steppenwol f, Quicksilver,
Canned Heat. 1<Hi Oak Brook
Forum

Yes 11-11 Ampitheatre

Jefferson Starship 11-17-18
Auditorium

Genesis 11-20-21 Auditorium

*******

************

Album of the month award
goes to Frank zappa for his
zappa Mothers Live At Th
Roxy And Elsewhere album.
outstanding two·record se
Frank has done it again with hi
band of phenomenal musician
and other crazy people.

On the slate-George Harrison
has tentativly planned a
Chicago concert on Nov. 30.
Look for ticket infonnation to
come out this week.

The Machine. 4363 N.
Sheridan. Could be worth
checking out <let me know if you
do) The Machine offers
discotheque dancing on two
levels and only serves juice and
soft drinks which are covered
by a 5 entrance fee. 477-6730.

The Quiet Knight. 953
Belmont at Sheffield. (At the
Belmont EI station.) Another
popular Chicago night spot, the
Quiet ight features many
popular folk and rock artists.
348-9509.

*******

*******

Earl of Old Town. 1615 N.
Wells. The Earl has become
synonomous with good folk
music throughout the country
due to regulars like Bonnie
Koloc and John Prine. 642-5206.

Dimensions is a new Spar
tanite feature offering
everything from concert dates
and record reviews to places of
Interest suitable for visitation
when tiring of the ever·popular
Golden Arches. Dimensions
Something for all. Enjoy.

Ratsos. 2464 . Lincoln.
Located in Lincoln Park
Ratso's has become a popul~
spot for folk, rock and jazz. You
can also enjoy a vegatarian
meal while watching many of
the fine artists frequenting
Ratso's. 935-1505.

BY: CARY WIDEL

Photos by documentary
photographer Elliot Erwith are
on display through Nov. 11 at
the Art Institute, Michigan at
Adams.

When looking for music, food
and atmosphere you'll probably
have to wheel into Chicago.
Here's some of the best bets:
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styled by

FLO·WERS

Ira cais hultgen

outlet, a p ychological way of
releasing our pent up tensions
and train.

01\E OF THE ;\10 T con
troversial directors of our time
i Sam Peckinpah. Peckinpah,
known for his unu ual per
ceptions of ex and violence,
has developed a cult of fans who
thrill at his visions of violence
as a form of art and "treat each
act of violence as a piece of
high-camp, a kind of stylized
ritual. ."

When writing of Peckinpah's
"Pat Garrett and Billy The
Kid," film critic Michael Korda
states that "everything in
Peckinpah 's world is bloody and
cruel, except for his women,
who are always oft, compliant,
forgiving and sexually at
tracted to the mo t effective
killer The propo ition is a
simple, yet revolutionary one:
men love killing, women love
and give themselves to men who
kill ... "

Perhaps mature adults
cannot be affected by violence
in film; yet what of the
children who are allowed to
accompany their parents. And
is age truly a sign of maturity?

WE :\ll' T,.\ 0 REALIZE
the po slbilitles that violent acts
shown on the dream world of the
wide creen may prompt
trange behavior in real-liIe
ituations.

*************

BY DI :"E HONEYMAN

"though IS many aspects this
visible world seems formed in
love, the invisible spheres were
formed In fright. ..All men
tragically great are made so
through a certain morbidness."

-Herman Melville

HOW DO YO EXPLAI' this
preoccupation with violence
and death that abounds in
America today? Do you feel
American movie and television
audiences get a "kick" from
violence? Is violence in movies
merely a fad or a reflection of a
decadent society?

Perhaps thi fascination with
violence is due to the fact that
we have never actually ex
perienced it? In a recent Ann
Landers column, a woman
wrote that he thoroughly en
joyed reading detective
magazines, fantasizing that she
was the person being raped,
stabbed or dismembered. She
went on to say that she became
excited and very aroused by
these morbid "daydreams."

Psychiatrist, Dr, Roderic
Gorney, feels that violence or
morbidity in movie may be
reassuring to those people who
are in deep depression or
despair because these films
give them a glimpse of
omething worse than their own

anxieties. Violent movies are an

Violence: fad or fact

Margaret. why are you wearing that dull black dres ?
It' such a lovely ummer night

1', over there, It' the North tar'
Really?
Who?
I don't remember him
Wa he a good man or a poor man?
Margaret. you're weeping.
There i a tear rolling down your cheek

hall I brush It away?
Did you know him well?
Then why do you weep?

BLAKE AND LAMB

I EVITABLE?

I'm practicing

The days go by 0 slowly.
There are too many mornings,
Too many hour of painting
my beautiful facade.
I wake.
I eat.
I work
I sleep..
Is this life?
Am I under some preordained, imperceptible plan?
et 10 my certain pattern

never to be aroused?
Isn 'tthere more to life than walking through days
with an acrylic, unfeeling
smile?
It's funny how a persons life end up
a a file of carbon copies in a desk at
City Hall

Diane Honeyman:

Images

Fiction. poetry. and essay contributions for thJ.s column
may be S1'~ ._", In Room 210 or given directly to any
staff member.

The. partanite eptember 27, 1974
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Clubs get rolling
BY 1\t.\RY Bl'RKE A. D A1'\ Y SEDEMKA

AT LA T: your last class of the day. You sit watching the clock,
waiting for that final bell to ring. Finally, it does. You rush out of
the class, either going home to sleep, or off to your job. But what
about the majority of students who do!]'t want to go home or don't
have a job to go to? What can they do after that last class?

JOin a club! There are more than enough clubs to satisfy
anyone's interests. For example:

SPARTA GUARD: (Miss Gerlach., room 369) Spartan Guarrls
is an advanced swimming club. You can earn your lifesaving c, d
and later serve as a life l!uard durinl! free swim periods.

BOWLI;IIG (Mr. Gahala, room 250 (M); Mrs. Schwartz, room 20
(f) Bowling is a great idea for active-minded people who don't
want to go out for any varsity sport. There is inter-scholastic
competition for the boys.

PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB: (Mr. Horejs, room 275) This club is
open to all students with an interest in photography. Learn to

~ develop and enlarge your own photographs. You must have your
.. own Instamatic or 35mm camera and film.

FORENSIC: (Mr. Leary, roo'n 26) This is Oak Lawn's award
winning speech team. You must have The ability to perform an
oration, original comedy, etc. in front of a panel of judges. It is open
to all students upon approval of Mr. Leary.

THE PIA~ : (Mr. Collins, room 215) The Thespians is a club
designed for the specially-gifted actor and actress. The group
usually gets together for at least one major performance per year,
uch as last year's FRONT ROW CENTER. Your admission must

be approved by Mr. Collins.

ECOLOGY CLlJB: (Miss Kleist, room 272) This club is geared
loward cleaning up the environment of surrounding neighborhoods.
It is open to all students.

TL'DE1'\T COVNCIL: (Or. Smith, room 270) To be accepted into
tudE'nt Council, you must petition, and then submit the petition

signed by 25 fellow students. Your name is put on a ballet, and an
election is held. The Council deals with problems throughout the
school.

CLA ADVI ORY BOARD : (Class Sponsors) Class Advisory
Boards run in much the same manner as the Student Council. You
must petition, submit it, and the class sponsors decide on the
members. Class Advisory Boards deal with problems within their
specific classes.

~ATIO~ L HONOR SOCIETY: (Mr. Hill, room 351) Open to
sophomore, junior and senior students who carry at least four
academic subjects per emester and a grade point average of at
lea t 3.0. Sophomores are admitted but not inducted until their
Junior year. You must submit an application to Mr. Hill.

KEY CLL'B: (Sponsored by Kiwanis) Key Club is open to all high
school boys. Key Club is a community service group that helps plan
Christmas parties for the Mentally Retarded and they also visit the
aged.

Also. for the athletically-minded student, there are varsity
frosh·soph athletics and there are hopes of selling up a Boys
Recreation Association. (Unfortunately, the Girls' Athletic
A ociation will not be meeting this year.)

If you have any questions concerning any of these clubs, or you
just wi h to join, see the sponsor in their respect~ve rooms, or
contact any club officer.

Letters From The Earth
\\ IIAT CO:\IE TO mind when someone mentions Mark Twain?

Huck Finn, Tom awyer comvlng hiS way out of whltewashmg a
picket fence? Exactly. You will be quite urprised if you ever get a
chance to read LETTERS FRO;\1 TilE K\RTII. The book deals
with many different aspects of life. quite a diversion from Becky
Thatcher's "All American Face ..

Reading through Mark Twain LETTERS FRO;\1 THE EARTH, I
came across a passage which I felt holds many truths concerning a
common and somewhat uncomfortable ituation The passage,
selected from a section of the book entitled FRO:'!I .\1'\ C:'\
1"1;\1 liED BL'RLE. QL'E OF BOOK O'\' ETIQl'ETTE, give you
a step by step account of what you should and should not do in the
company of a corp e In other words, the art of etiquette when
attending a funeral. It i as follows

"Do not Criticize the per on in whose honor the entertainment is
given.

Make no remarks about his equipment If the handles are plated,
it is best to sepm not to ob erve it

IF TilE ODOR of the nowers is too oppressive for your comfort.
remember that they were not brought there for you and that the
per on for whom they were brought suffers no inconvemence from
their presence.

Listen. with a intense an expression of attention a you can
command, to the official tatement of the character and hi tory of
the person In whose honor the entertainment IS given and if the e
statistic hould seem to fall totally With the facts. In place. do not
nudge your neighbor, or pre your foot upon hi toes. or manifest,
by any other ign. your awarene s that taffy is being distributed

If the official hopes expressed concerning the person In whose
honor the entertainment IS given are known by you to betlversized,
let it pa -do not Interrupt.

.\T TilE :\IO\'J:'\G P.\. AGES, be moved--but only accordmg to
the degree of your Intimacy with the partie giving the en
tertainment, or with the party In whose honor the entertainment is
given. Where a blood relation sob, an intimate friend should choke
up, a distant acquaintance hould sigh. a tranger should merely
fumble ympathetically with hi handkerchief Whel;#! the occasion
is military, the emotion hould be graded according to military
rank, the highe t officer present taking precedence tn emotional
violence. and the rest modifymg their feeling according to theIr
po ition In the service

Do not bring your dog ..

'4 . eptember 27, 1974 ThE' Sparlanite 1'311\' !I -



Homecoming eats

TIlE CAMELIA HOUSE of the Drake Hotel, 140 E. WaltOll.
Famous band leader Vic Lombardo will be the featured en
tertainment and a large dance floor is available. Showtime is at
10:30. Call Bill for reservations at AN3~920.

..,
I

Please write to the Director of Admiaaiona.
Milton Colleqe. Milton. Wisconsin 53563
to request additional information and ananqe
a campus visit.

The purpose of a liberal arts education is to so
fulfill the individual's capabilities that new
freedom of choice in life is made possible.
It is an education toward criticCJ1 thinkinq and
human understandinq ... toward balanced
iudqement and loqical analysis of problema.

Education ... not only to make a living.
but to make liJe worth living.

milton (olleg~

4. GREE E'S WEST
8624 95th St. - Hickory

Hills
Combo entertainment

reservations 598-6680
Dinner - $6.50

6. DIAMOND HEAD
3321 W. Columbus - Chicago
Private rooms available 

reservations WA 5-1678
Dinner - $6.95

the perfect atmosphere for you
and your date, the Spartanite
has gathered a list of highly
recommended local
estaurants. The quoted prices
lI"e those of a filet mignon
inner.

2. CAVILLINIS
3845 147th St.. Midlothian
Combo entertainment

reservations FU 8-1690
Dinner - $7.25

7. THE BAR
81st and Central - Burbank

Reservations in advance 422
5400

Dinner - $5.50

TIlE EMPIRE ROOM of the Palmer House, State and Monroe. A
dressy downtown supper club in the expensive, dress to the hilt
prom feeling. Shwotirne is a 11:45. Cover charge is $8.00. The en
tenalnment featured May 17 is Bobby Vinton. Call RA7~ for
reservations.

5. THE FOUR EAGLES (for
merly Walnut Inn)

11011 SW Highway - Palos
Hills

Combo entertainment
reservations 974-3010

Dinner - $6.75

14300 Cicero-Crestwood
No entertainment - reser

"ations 389-4636
Dinner - $7.25

1. HOUSE OF HUGHES

3.MARTINIQ E
2SOO 94th PI. - Evergreen Pk.
Band entertainment

reservations 422~
Dinner - $4.75

PERHAPS, LIKE MANY Oak
Lawn students now, you are
looking for a reasollable, good
place to eat after the
Homecoming Dance, October
13. To avoid some of the com
plications involved in choosing

THE FOUR TORCHES, 1960 N. Uncoln Park West. A popular
show type club that has fairly good dining and dancing. No cover
charge or minimum. Consistent entertainment, featuring the
Lenny Capp Trio. Open until 4 a.m. For reservations, call 248-S505.

at MUton, Wisconsin 53563

(608) 868·2930

THE SABRE ROOM, 8900 W. 95th Street, Hickory Hills. Although
not located downtown, past prom-goers have enjoyed themselves.
here. The show featured is titled "Changing Times," a small scale
Las Vell:8S act including comedy, dancing, singing, and of course,
the Sabrenes, Showtime is at 12:00. For reservations, call 598-1200.

Jack Thompson Oldsmobile

TIlE IVANHOE RESTUARANT, 3000 N. Clark. Delightful old
English atm· sphere and a lively combo for dancing from 8:30. For
reservations, call GRZ-2771.

Home of the 35 FR EE loaner cars

• • •

TIlE MAGNUM CHATEAU, a 7840 Ogden Ave., Lyons. This is
amother supper club that is not centrally located in the city. The
service, entertainment, and food is supposedly excellant. Featured
May 17, beginning at 12:45, are The Latin Scandals and comedian
Frankie ScOtt.

4040 VVEST 95th STREET

Teler",-,r.:.~ CA 2-2500

Page 10 The Spartanite September 2•. 19i4



Legal assistance

Stall
Walt Kroz, Paul Ruhlach, Rich Lenert, Scott Middleton, Peggy
Berkery, Carrie Yacldm, Cary Widel, Mary Burke, ancy
Sedemka, Dawn Scboltens, Debbie Rich, Greg Rehr, Donna
Wojcik, Chuck MacDonald, Chip Bennett, Bill Adams, Carol
McGowan, Jim Smith, Karen Pitrak, Mary Jo Madden, Cathy
Beaty, ana Cathy DiGrazia.
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Darlene Campbell
Mark Shelton
Kevin Adams

Diane Honeyman
Dave Madeja

Mr. Ray Elliott
Cheryl Powell

Debbie Peleckis
Jim Egan

practice, looking suspicious is
crime enough. After stopping
you, the policeman can demand
your name and address and an
explanation of your actions. The
questioning should take place
wherever you were stopped.

If the cop thinks that he is in
danger of attack, he can search
you for a weapon, and con
fiscate it if he finds one. After
the questioning, the policeman
must either return the weapon

President Ford took the reins
of government at critical period
in the United States' history.
Until recently, his policies were
strongly approved by the
American people, in spite of the
fact that they were Nixon's
policies without ixon. ow, it
seems, the honeymoon is over.
We only hope that Ford can
"heal the wounds of the coun
try," as he is so fond of saying,
and bring us all back together
again.

draft evaders. They must put in
two years of public service and
take an oath of alligence to the
United States to gain a pardon.

WHILE WE APPLAUD the
president on this move, why
must ixon get a full pardon?
We feel that he should have
gotten a condi tional pardon
also. The conditions would
undqubtedly have to be a
radical change for his pardon,
but he shouldn't have been
allowed to get off scot-free.

S~anite
Published by the Advanced

Journalism students of
Oak Lawn Community High School
94th Street and Southwest Highway,

Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453

Editorial Board
Editor-in-ehief
Associate Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
Advisers

PRESIDENT GERALD
FORD'S most important
decision in his short term, the
pardoning of former president
Richard Nixon, has met with
disapproval by a majority of the
people. The Chicago Daily News
recently took a poll concerning
Ford's decision. The results
were three to one condemning
Ford's action.

Ford stated that he had
reached his decision with the
best interests of the nation at
heart when he made this un
popular proclamation. That is
probably true, but Nixon's
health was probably also a
major reason Ford pardoned
him. Reports from San
Clemente state that Nixon was
becoming withdrawn and
reclusive, and naturally Ford
was concerned about his close
frfend's health.

Several days after granting
tile Nixon paulon, Ford signed a
proclamation granting con
ditional pardons to all Viet Nam

conditions are met. First, ana
most important, the policeman
must identify himself. If he does
not show a badge, you don't
have to stop.

After identifying himself, the
cop can detain you for
questioning, but only for a
"reasonable" length of time. He
is only supposed to stop you
when be can reasonably infer
that you are committing, are
about to commit, or have
committed a crime. But, in

Ford has a better idea?

The Spartanite

student did smoke grass. And a
smell would not be sufficient
proof. The courts would not look
with favor on a school that
deprived a child of his right to

. an education on grounds as
tenuous as an odor.

Q. What happens if a student
hits a teacher in self-defense?

A. The student gets in big
trouble, usually, and may even
wind up in a juvenile home.

The Illinois School Code gives
a teacher the duty to maintain
discipline. In doing so, a teacher
can hit a student. lf the teacher
abuses this right by beating
someone up, the victim can sue
for damages and charge the
teacher with assault. But he
should not hit back.

While a teacher who hits a
student can be charged with
assault, a student who hits back
is automatically faced with
aggravated assault, a more
serious crime. This is because
teachers, like policemen, are
given special protection under
the Illinois Criminal Code.
Usually you have to use a
weapon to commit aggravated
assault--but any assault on
someone known to be a school
employee, even a open-handed
slap, is aggravated assault.
There is no such thing as self
defense when a student hits a
teacher. So if your teacher
attacks you, don't fight back.
Run. And sue him later.

Q. Can police stop you on the
street and frisk you just
because you look suspicious?

A. Yes. Under the Illinois
Criminal Code, a policeman can
stop you, question you, and even
frisk you, as long as certain

request.
If an article is too long, it will

be edited according to the
discretion of the Editorial
Board.

Libelous statements will not
be printed. Stories involving the
invasion of privacy will not be
lrinted. Cases involving ob
;cenities will be treated in
dividually, depending on their
usage.

The Spartanite does not and
shall not reflect the views of any
one person or group of persons.
Nor slJall the partanite allow
one student, a minority of
students, faculty members,
administrators or citizens to in
any way control the newspaper
for their own use.

Spartanite Policy

Q. With all of the rights that
the 18-year-old has acquired in
the past few years, can a 18
year-old call into school to
excuse an absence?

A. Probably not. There's no
law on the subject. but it's likely
that most courts would uphold
the right of the schools to
requi re a note or call from a
parent or guardian to excuse a
student's absence. The schools
would simply argue that
widespread abuse would result
from allowing students to ex
cuse their own absences. And
most judges would buy that.
Some sort of regulation is
clElarly mandated by the
compulsory attendance laws.

Q. Is it legal for school
authorities to suspend a student
for coming to school with a
heavy scent of marijuana on
him, even though he has not
used it himself?

A. Yes. if the suspension was
a short one. Just as a student
who came to school with his
breath smelling of alcohol
might be suspected of drinking,
a student who smells of pot
might be suspected of smoking
dope. With this sort of grounds
for suspicion, a short suspen
sion would be legal.

However, a good deal more
evidence would be required for
an expulsion or a lengthy
suspension. In these cases, a
student could defend himself by
putting on witnesses to testify
that he was not smoking pot, by
cross-examining whomever
claims to have detected the odor
(how expert a nose did this
person have?), etc. The school
would have to prove that the

THE SPARTANITE is the
student newspaper of OLCHS
with its purpose to inform.
entertain, and comment on
issues relation to the school and
community.

Such issues will be presented
in the form of news, editorial,
features or sport stories.

The Spartanite will also
provide the opportunity for
students, faculty, ad
ministrators and community
members to voice their
opinions, in the form of letters
to the editor, on issues pertinent
to the paper's purpose of in
forming, entertaining and
commenting. Only material
that is signed will receive
consideration for publication.
Names will be withheld upon

September 27, 1974
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Concern causes cleanup
BY CHUCK MACDONALD

WALK I G TOWARD Oak
Lawn's cafeteria for period 6B
lunch, I had expected to see the
same distressed conditions of
last year, namely, garbage
piled high on the floor, food
smeared on tables and chairs
and loud unruly students
throwing their food trays into
the garbage bins.

But upon entering the lunch
room my eyes beheld a
strange sight. Food was being
eaten, not thrown, trash was
being put into the proper
receptacles, not on the floor,
trays were being returned and
the floor was clean. The general
attitude of the students was one
of co-operation.

At first r thought the con
ditions to be a "fluke."
However, the rest of the week
the cafeteria remained clean
with the co-operation of the
students.

AFTER IZI 'G P the
situation, I came to the con
clusion that it was partly due to
the new cafeteria policy. Some
of the new rules state that the
students are resoonsible for the
appearance of their tables and
adjacent areas, there i~ a
suspension for the throwing of
food and milk, and the periods
are dismissed 2 minutes early ill
order to facilitate clean-up.

These new rules were for
mulated by Mr. W.C. Hill, the
new cafeteria supervisor. Mr.
Hili said he's pleased with the
conditions of the cafeteria and
the attitude of the students. He
went on to say that if the clean
conditions continue, the long
awaited Junior-8enior Lounge
equipment will be installed.

Eating in a clean lunchroom
not only provides a healthier
environment but promotes a
better attitude on the part of the
students. Let's hope it con
·;nues.

Karol Gaste)'er keeping it neat.

The Spartanite

Discipline code:
better...or worse?
BY MARK HELTON

OAK LAWN'S STUDE 'T Discipline Code underwent drastic
changes this year. While we feel some changes were steps in the
right direction, we also feel that student welfare is not the first
consideration of the code.

As you know by now, the' new discipline code provides for three
unexcused absences per quarter ~fore disciplinary action is taken
(a quarter grade of Fl. This cbange is probably the most beneficial
of all, allowing students to remain in class, regardless of unexcused
absences, and also cutting down on superfluous external suspen
sions.

The other main provision of the new code contradicts all of the
benefits of the first part: the 25 minute study hall reared its ugly
head and carne down with an automatic two-day external
suspension for the first cut.

HOWEVER, the reason the 25 minute study hall was singled out
for such abuse remains unclear. Enforcement of such a rule, a r

well as the paper work involved, (cut cards, mailing of notification
to parents, reinstatement of students to school> would seem to
defeat the purpose of such discipline; however, it remains.

Harold Wiltshire, asst. superintendent, tried to explain: "State
Aid is based on average daily attendance, that is, the total of all
days attended by all students, divided by the number of schools
days. Since a "school day" consists of five-clock hours, and aid is
paid only on full days, half days or none at all. Therefore, without
the 25 minute study hall, the full five hour day would not be fulfilled.

Evergreen Park's solution for this is simple: a longer day, with a
50 minute free period, where the student is free to go to the
cafeteria, the library or wherever he wants to. This is made
possible by the addition of a one hour "study hall," held during non
lunch period time in the cafeteria, where students are free to eat,
talk, study, sleep or just sho\"1 up.

Maybe this is not a solution for OLCHS, but it seems to work other
places. And it might be one solution to the problem of 25 minute
study halls.
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DEAR EDITOR:
Who is W. O. Keneipp?
Walking to school the other

day, my eyes met Ibis un
familiar name emblazoned
across the stadium, and I have
yet to figure out who this
honored individual is. Whose
decision was it to name our
athletic field with, as far as I
know, no explanation to
students or faculty?

Can someone please lay a
little history on me?

TIM PURPURA '76

EDITOR'S NOTE--

Warren O. Keneipp served as
school board president from
1951 until early 1974. Before
that, he served District 122 from
1944 until April, 1951 on the
Board of Education. In 1945, he
was appointed chairman of
OL's Board of Appeals by
Mayor Lawson. He held tbat
post through 1972. In 1950, when
the Board of Education of
District o. 229 was just for
med, he was appointed the
chairman of the Finance
Committee.

As far as we can tell, the
Board of Education named the
football field after the former
president to honor him for 31
years of service to the area
without pay.

DEAR EDITOR,
Why is it that students with

open campus period are not
allowed to leave the library
before the end of the period?

What good is having the
privilege if we can not use it to
our advantage?

LAURA L CERTO '75
;\IANCY ;\IOSEK '75

DEAR EDITOR, ...
. Now that something has .. :

finally been done to keep the'
cafeteria clean, when is I

someone going to do something
about keeping the halls clean?
While walking down the hall
there always seems to be som~
garbage on the floor, whether it
be candy or gum wrappers,
notebook paper, or an old lunch.
Why don't the janitors go
through the school and sweep
where it's needed? After all it
is their job, isn't it? '

We ~lieve we represent only
a small port:on of students who
feel this Wi y.
CHUCK l\IACDONALD '75
DOl'G WOOD '76
LORI RUPICH '76
JULIE HlRYAK '77
JIM l\lITH '75
CARY WIOEL '15
KARL KRUEGER '75
JULIE STEVENS '75
DO:"NA SCHI. 'TER '75
HOLLY PRICE '76
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Golfers open strong
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FRE HMA. PLAY
important role in the Varsity
team this year. Four freshmen
swimmers are, Gail Garris in
the 200 Medley Relay, Pam
Matejka in 200 Free Style,
Peggy Wanliez in 100 Butterfly
and Beth Hinz in 100 Free Style.

Miss Becvar, girls coach, has
a new assistant coach this
season, 1rs. McClenahan. Mrs.
McClenhan coaches with the
diving team and helps out with
the rest of the team. Both
coaches agree that the team is
looking good and expect a good

Two new events ere also
tarted this season. The 200

Individual Medley where once
again Corey Boyle takes a first
and her sister Cathy was close
behind with a second. Pam
Ritter set the record for the new
100 Butterfly with a 116.6.
Firsts were also taken by
Maureen Burke in Diving,
Cathy Boyle in the 100 Free
Style. and Beth Hinz in the 100
Breast Stroke. Second places
were taken by Kathy
Kallhauge. Cathy Boyle, Pam
Crossett, Carol McGowan, and
Cathy Hilger.

Junior, Cheryl Ritter broke
the standing record of 2:42.9 in
the 200 Free Style with the time
of 2:42.7 In the 500 Free Style, a
new event of the season, Corey
Boyle set the record at 6: 19.9.

o K LAW1\" WHITE WA E
drowned T.F. orth, 118-52.
Cheryl Ritter and Corey Boyle
led the team with two record
breaking and setling per
formances.

Big white wave

dives into season

The SpartanJte

golfers were stunded by
Eisenhower in their fourth
meet. ot fully recovered from
the defeat at the hands of the
Cardinals, they dropped their
second match of this season to
Thornridge

The oUUooK lor tnt year IS for
the golfers to continue to im
prove as they gain experience.

ext season looks even
brighter, as they will lose only
one player out of the top five to
graduation. Don Gardner is the
only Senior, all the others are
Juniors. 1embers of this year's
team and their two lowest
scores 0 far are Tom Ellison
(41, 42), Ron Dalrymple (41,
42), Joe heil (41, 43), Chris
Carberry (42, 44) and Don
Gardner (44, 44>' Other
members of the varsity team
include Don Oplinger, Keith
,'el on. Dale Ende and Scott
Price

eptember 21, 1914

OL GOLFER got off to a
quick su.•• this year, winning
two of their first three meets.
After the two victories and a tie.
they slwnped to lose the next
two contests and place their
record at 2-2-1.

On September 5, the partans
faced a tough Evergreen Park
squad. Last season EP made it
to sectionals and in 1973 went to
the state tournament. Under the
guidance of Coach Gates, the
Spartans salvaged a tie from

I the Mustangs. Ron Dalrymple
: led the way shooting a 41 for

nine holes.
OL got its first win defeating

Stagg, on Sept 9 Joe Sheil
placed first. firing a 41. They
kept rolling by downing the
Richards Bulldogs in their first
conference meet of the year.
Tom Elli on was on top of the
pack shootmg a 42 Looking
forward to a bi~ season, the



Start Football Season
BY BILL ADAM

OL VARSITY FOOTBALL
battled bad breaks and tough
competition and came out on
the short end with a 1-2 win loss
record.

The Spartans lost Saturday to
Eisenhower. 12-6. The state
ranked Cardinals went ahead
early in the game before OL
tightened its defense, virtually
stopping Eisenhower within the
line. OL didn't get on the board
until the fourth quarter, and
never scored again, inspite of
two great chances. The Car
dinals went ahead on a 38 yard
pass play with a miraculous
catch that was nearly in
tercepted. for a heartbreaking 6
point lead.

OL traveled to their Richards
rivals on September 14, where
they came out the victors 112-9.
Two fine plays, a three-yard
screen to Steve Scaduto, half
back, and a pass from John
Holcer to Ken Hefner, split-end,
gave the Spartans the edge.
Richards scored on a pass, and
as the clock ran out, on a safety.

The Spartans played their'
first game of the season on
September 7 at home against
Stagg. After trading scoring
fumble plays, both defensive
teams got tough, and the game
ended 7-6, Stagg. The extra
point had cost the Spartans the
game.

Steve Scadulo reaches for an extra yard.

Harriers look sharp

~,
I

eptember 21, 1914The Spartanlte

Answers for Sports Quiz
1. Eugene "Skip" SulliVfln
2. Sam Good
3. Brett Arnold, Jim Bocinsky,
Bob Carr, C.J. Kupec and Tom
Dubetz
4. Track, 11
5. Bob Sloy
6. Bob Kunde
7. Bill Vail

OL's Varsity Cross Country
Team opened the 1974 season
with wins over Tinley Park, and
Chicago Christian, and losses to
Lincoln-Way, Thornton, and
Richards.

However, despite their
unimpressive record, Head
Coach John Lewis thinks this
team's chances of winning the
conference are better than ever.
"If the team can stay together
and avoid injuries, we will
definitely have a good showing
at conference."

Lead by seniors Kevin Moore
and Paul ess. juniors Steve
Banach and Bill laRoque, and
super-so ph Rich Renz, the
Spartans seem to be in better
shape this year than in past
years despite the team's
relatively small squad.

Senior harrier Dan Engne11
commented, "Though we seem
to be leaner tnan in previous
years. we really have a lot of
hard working people on the
team."

This week the Spartans meet
Eisenhower and Thornridge in
dual meets, then travel to
Tinley Park Saturday for the
Titan Invitational.
Page 14
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SPORTS QUIZ

1. What current faculty member
was a schoolboy standout on the
gridiron, diamond and the
hardwood for OL in 1968-69?
Clue: His initials are E.S.

2. What current facul1y member
faced sports quiz questions no. 1
to a standoff on the gridiron and
the hardwood?
Clue: He once was a bearded
fellow and played for the
~ustangs.

3. ame the five starters on 1he
1971, second in state, basketball
Spartans.
Clue: A., B., C., D., K

4. What OL sport has complied
the most conference cham
pionships?
Clue: Spring

5. What current faculty memoer
won the Iowa state tennis
championship along with his
brother, when he was in High
School?
Clue: He vertically covers
about 80, inches.

6. Who was OL's first mo t
valuable basketball player and
is now a faculty member?
Clue: Leader of the OL
pigskinners.

7. What former OL \"Testler
took a gold medal at the Junior
Olympics in Germany, in 1967'1
Clue: His brother is now a OL
wrestler.

ANSWER ON PAGE 14.

Let's talk training.

'011110(.11 \1111\ I{\,,( 1\('ollt'I ... 'IHllllilldn·d,ol iolJ-lli1ll1ill~

pl4l!.:.lollll' 1111,,\\1111.11111111(' loh'\\llh;I<!I.dl'·I1t:,<. .

Putahobbytowork.

In "01" I<l<dl.\rm\" Rl' "J"". WI' 'WI'" dlllll1d'ol ,loll, for four
I-hour I fa III InK 'l"'IOn" a O1OIHh Jud 1\\0 "'('l'\.' ('at h ~ (',I r.

Drawextra pa~
1.......--..._--....

You'l\ be paId from S .71 to $7.52 an hour when you
serve with your local Army Reserve.

The Army Resene.
It pays to go to meetings.
Reserve Recruiting Center
2025 E. 71st St.
Chicago, I L 60649
312-363-8172 (Call Collect)

September 21. 1914 ThE' SparlanitE' Page 15



:ur Robert sho\\ ing good form on fhe uneven bars,

~

SIS
STOlE fOI all

& lOTS
S21S •• '54' Sf,

6&2-4044

18,000 PAIRS-
Of LEVI'S TO
CHOOSE
fROM...
Nuvo F'-es. Blue.leen
Bells, and completa line
of cuffed colored Jean
Flares. Also Dress Bag.
gies and many other
styles. Largest seMe:t ion
of Levi styles and sizes..
Most styles available in
waist sizes V" to 42".
in_m 27" to 36".

NEW
ARRIVAL

OF

FLANNEL

SHIRTS

REGULAR

81 TALLS

New arrival

of bib overalls

lb®\YlDQ~·
BLUE DENIM &
CORDUROY
BELL BOTTOMS

The look ia wid,e and
wild ... the ramie ia
mid..le colton co,..
duroy m rlcb colon
that blend heautiluDy
witb tbe ne.. Ibirto.

Buic je&ru COD·

olrvetlon that ..
lnditionally Lni'..

Slide into a pair Ol'

two· today!

~~
HEADQUARTERS

for
G'UYS & GALS

~~, .'.

beam and Colleen Fenton, a
new freshman in optional bars,
also shows great promise.

RICH EA T, SANDBURG,
and Tinley meets promise to be
tough, but the gymnasts should
hold their own if they slick to
their consistant performances.
The girls and also keeping the
first district and state meets
next year 10 mind.

M. Karen Dorne, head
coach, feels the team has come
a long way. The seasoning of
last year has helped us a lot. We
have a solid team, and it should
be a close season." The gym
nasts seem to be haking off last
year's inexperience and find
that they are competing on the
same level of the other teams,
and their training is more
equalized.

The team is pleased with the
good turnout this year. All
meets are open, in the I:irl's
gym at 4:30 p.m,

b) Chip Bennett

01. GIRL' GYl\1r\A TIC
leam holds a 1-1 record after a
trong showing against

Homewood-Flossmor and a
tough 10 s by nine-tenths of a
point to Thornridge.

In both meet all the com
petitors' scores were high. The
teams strength lie in their solid
performance and total com
petency Only one senior was
10 t this year

The conference has branched
gymnastic into two com
petition, compulsory and
optIOnal routines giving a
chance for some of the more
talented performers to branch
oul Cheryl Konrath, in three
exercise , has devised an ex
cellent routine with several
aerial move. Vaulting has
changed into more exciting
event. since handsprings and
more complicated moves have
taken the place of more
traditional vaults. Karen Moore
proml es some excellent
howings 10 optional vaulting

and bars. lary Wells on the

Girls' gymnasts show promise

Pagr In
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NEWS CAPSULE 
Next Friday November 1 marks 
the end of the first quarter . 

****• 
The 

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) 
will be administered on 
Saturday November 2. 

***** 
The 

marching Band will hold its 
annual Band Candy Sale 
starting Monday Nov. 4 and 
thru to Nov. 18. The candy is 
and will cost $1.00. 

***** 
School will 

not be in session next Monday 
October 28 due to a Teachers 
Institute Day. Also school will 
not be in session Monday Nov. 
11 in observance of Veteran's 

Day . School will not meet 
Thursday and Friday 
November 28 and 29 due to the 
Thanksgiving Holiday . 

***** 
The 

College Entrance Examinatioq 
Board (CEEB ) will administer 
entrance examinations on Nov. 
9. 

***** 
Thanks are extended to the 

Thespians for their donation of 
two speakers to the Little 
Theater acoustic system . 

***** DUE TO AN ADVANCED 
sales operation Spartanite 
subscription sales have in 
creased amazingly . Sub
scritions, costing $2 for the 
entire year , have increaased to 
$600 making 300 interested 
parents in the school area. 

Parents were sent a sub
scription letter inviting them 
"to communicate better with 
their children you have to know 
what 's going on in their world." 
The Spartanite does this by 
reporting on current events anti 
things happening in the school 
and school district. The letter 
was followed up by subsequent 
phone calls . This operation 
resulted in a 50 per cent in
crease in subscription sales 

We thank the parents , alumni, 
and faculty who helped this 
winning cause. 

New OJT course at OL 
BY DARLENE CAMPBELL 

IF YOU HAVE EVER wondered where those students who leave 
about 12 :40 each day are going. Possibly the answer is that these 
students are enrolled in an on the job training course. . 

Office Occupations, under the direction of Ms. Mary Wagner, is a 
new business course this year at OL. This course provides on the 
job training for the student interested in entering the occupation 
field. 

Background in the office education area and to be enrolled in a 
second year business course (ex. Typing II, Accounting II) are a 
few of the pre-requisites of Office Occupations. Students will also 
go through a screening process. This screening consists of the 
students grades , attendance record, an interview, parental 
cooperation and recommendation from the other business teachers 
which the students have in the part or at the present. 

AFTER SCREENING and being enrolled in the class these 
students are placed in jobs in the community. They hold such titles 
as General Office Clerks,. Dental Assistant, Associate Clerks, Data 
Processing Equipment Operator ~d Telephone Operators. "The 
reaction from the merchants has been very favorable," reports Ms. 
Wagner . 

Local merchants were-contacted by Ms. Wagner and informed, 
about the new program at OLCHS by a mailing, personal contact 
and a newspaper artical . "This is the first time many of the mer
chants have worked with the kids and they seem to enjoy it," 
commented Ms. Wagner . 

The students are graded in two ways. About 20 percent of their 
grade is based on their 25 minute class activities and their par
ticipation in the Office Occupations Club (00). The other 80 per cent 
of their grade is given by their employer and Ms . Wagner based on 
their employment record. 

IN ORDER TO RAISE funds to linance their Employee
Employer banquet in May, the 00 Club will sponsor a car wash in 
the school drive Saturday, November 2 from 10 a.m . to 2 p.m. 

"With everything being new this year, things are going well. So 
far we have had no major set backs," says Ms. Wagner. 

New JCAB reconvenes 
BY KEVIN ADAMS 

CONGRATULATIONS ARE 
extended to the newly selected 
members of the Junior' Class 
Advisory Board. (JCAB). 

They are : Mike Chickerillo, 
Dorothy Loman , Jesn Temme) , 
Bernie Dobrzynski, Barb 
Schul ties , Kathy Murray , 
Debbie Rich , Susan Con
stantine , Nancy Glomb, Dawn 
Steen, Karen Kalebach, Mary 
Liberatore , Maria Kane, 
Virginia Cowart, Tammy 
Hughes , Barb Zickus, 
Roseanne Locacious, Dave 

Ed's. Note: 

Zad, Michelle Latas; Coro), 
Gastyre; Jean Dvorak, Dan 
Sobczak , Walt Krzos, Carol 
Sells, Diane Honeyman, Sue 
Burgess, Dan Zeller , Cheryl 
Bailey, Lori Smutney, Nancy 
Webster, . Marian Stanton , 
Diedre Doran. Pggy Wiiliams, 
Gayle Kluever, Stephanie 
Demes , Peggy Tabor, Dale 
Dietswiller , Marcia Urbanick, 
Jean Heebner , Kim Carlson, 
Roxanne Koiudelka , Barb 
Whalen, Danita Gierach, and 
Maureen Doyle. 

In the preceding issue of the 
Spartanite an error was com
mitted in the story "New Board 
Takes Charge." We regretfully 
omitted the fact that Mrs. 
Shirley Sears was re-elected 
along with Mr. Robert Hen
thorne and Mr. Ronald Ket
chum . 
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Date set for fol I play 
BY CHERYL POWELL 

THIS YEAR'S FALL 
production, " The Children 's 
Hour, " will be presented in the 
Little Theatre Friday and 
Saturday, November 15 and 16. 
If the play is a success director 
Alan Collins has tentative plans 
to hold the play over the 
following weekend. 

The play, by Lillian Hellman 
is about a young girl wh~ 

spreads a v1c1ous rumor con
cerning the relationship of the 
two teachers who run the 
boarding school she attends. 

Tickets for "The Children's 
Hour " are $1.00 for students and 
$1.50 for adults. Tickets may be 
purchased at the door the night 
of the play, or from any 
member of the cast and crew . 

Going my way? 
BY MARY BURKE 

WHAT IS THE first place you 
think of when you hear palm 
trees and pineapples? If you 
said Hawaii you're absolutely 
correct. 

Mr. Scaduto and Mr. Stoy will 
be chaperoning a trip to Hawaii 
on March 28 thru April 4 
through the World Travel Mart 
agency. 

THE COST of this trip is $389. 
This price includes tran -

sportation, meals on the plane 
and accident insurance. ' 

~hile you're there you'll be 
gomg to three different islands : 
Vena, Hito , and Oahu. Different 
kinds of tours will be set up and 
your sure to do other things that 
might interest you. 

Only 150 students are allowed 
to go and a deposit of $50 is due 
by Nov 25. Any stident is 
allowed to go and are reminded 
to bring casual clothing. 

~eaui 

KARATE 
introductory offer 

10 lessons - 10 dollars 
WRITE or 

PHONE 
599-4141 

J.0-ulk 70eu di enlUJ1Uj 
OF 

KARATE 
6060 WEST 95th ST. 

OAK LAWN, ILL. 

OL 's Forensic team 
tokes first in first 

BY CHERYL POWELL 

OL'S FORENSIC TEAM 
placed first in their opening 
meet of the season at Nor
theastern University on October 
19. Winning the sweepstakes 
trophy with 377 points , the team 
beat second place Thornridge 
by 16 points. 

Leading the team in in
dividual scores were Paul 
Hattimer, who took first in 
Dramatic Interpretation, 
Demetrios Kottaras with a 
c;econd place in Dramatic In-

terpretation, and Tami Ito with 
a second in Original Oratory. 

In the novice section of the 
~eet (where people were 
Judged but could not place in the 
sweepsta~es) Linda Sterling, 
Dramatic Interpretation , 
Donna Sysmanski Radio 
Speaking, and Mark' Shelton 
Prose Reading, all helped ear~ 
enough points to win the tour
nament . 

For more on the tournement 
~heck Diane Honeyman 's story 
m the Features section. 

OAK LAw'N' S 

~~~~«~ BEtR1p 
- Hl/..0 - Ult-~\J • 
l r 

1175' SPRING TOUR 
MARCH 28 - APRIL 4 

CHAPERONES: MR. & MRS. LEN SCADUTO 
MR. & MRS. BOB STOY 

$50. 00 DEPOSIT 
DUE BY NOV. 25TH TO: 

5615 W. 95th ST. OAK LAWN, ILL. 60453 

Suburban 636-7800 
Chicago 581-1650 

This trip is not sponsored by O:U:HS, but 
is sponsored by faculty members on their 
own account with the travel agency. 

October ZS, 1174 
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Kim Carlson Debbie Maniatis 

Mary Jo Madden Debbie Zlckus 

Jerri lsenegger 

Court announced 

Homecoming tomorrow 
BY WALT KRZOS 

"NIGHTS IN WHITE SATIN" 
will be this years Homecoming 
Theme for the game against the 
Rich East Rockets . The 
sophomore game will start at 12 
with the Varsity game al 2:00. 

THE DA Y'S FESTIVITIES 
will begin with a parade al 
11 : 00. It will start at the corner 
of 95th street and Columbus 
Avenue and move down 95lh 
street to the school. Along with 
many beautiful floats the 
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Spartan Marching Band will 
also be in the parade. 

JUDGI G WILL TAKE place 
at the starling point and 
continue while the parade 
moves along 95th street. Final 
judging takes place as the floats 
move by the grandstands . 
Floats are judged for 
originality, usage of the theme, 
color co-ordination and theme. 
Prizes are awarded for the best 

rioat in the different categories 
which are based on the cost of 
the float. 

DURING HALF-TIME of the 
Varsity game, the 1974 
Homecoming queen will be 
announced . There are 7 
members in this years 
Homecoming court : Juniors ; 
Kim Carlson ; Kathy Faragher, 
and Debbie Maniatis ; Seniors ; 
Robin Horvath, Jerri lsenigger, 
Mary Jo Madden, and Debbie 

The SpartanitP 

Kathy Faragher 

Robin Horvath 

Zickus. Last years 
Homecoming Queen Mary Ellen 
Kasely, will crown the new 
queen. Also during half-time, 
the winners of the float contest 
will be announced. 

The day will draw to a close 
with the Homcoming Dance to 
be held in the Auditoriun Gym . 
The dance begins at 7:30 with 
the featured band being the 
Waler Brothers. 
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BY : CARY WIDEL 

CONCERT NEWS 

A concert shortage seems a par ant in the near future unless more 
concert promoters start taking the fans wants into consideration . 
Letters and phone calls lo both promoters and record companies 
could help bring the people you want to see to town. 

******** 
Here 's a list of a few of the more interesting upcoming concerts : 

LOU Keed-Dr. John---Aragon--11-1 

George Carlin--Auditorium--11-12 

Jessie Colin Young-Leo Kottke--11-27 

Randy Newman---Auditorium---12-6 

******** 
I hope some of you made it out to the Ted Nugent and the Amboy 

Dukes-~actus concert out at the Aragon a couple of weeks ago. It 
was definitely one of the finest concerts I've had the pleasure of 
seeing in quite a while . Even though the night started off with a 
pitiful set by a bunch of mutants under the name of Dungeon 
~utter, (Parkay? ), Cactus and Nugent each took the stage playing 
hke they were possesed. After each band had performed their own 
sets Nugent from the Dukes and Pinnera from Cactus came 
backout on stage for a guitar battle-jam . I left fulfilled at 2:00 A.M. 
with both guitarists still blazing away. 

***************************** 
Album of the Month 

Todd Rundgren 's Utopia -

. . . ~ wins this months coveted award. From 
its first hve cut , Utopia , to the second side filling Ikon Todd has 
sh~wn another facet of his many talents . Musically ~s well as 
lyrically, this album has a tendency to get rather deep making it 
somewhat of a change from some of Todd 's earlier e forts . Also to 
be noted is the extreme talent of the other musicians o the album . 

This is not just a Todd album . 

***************************** 

,. 

NHS to Induct 54 
new members 
BY PEGGY BERKERY 

O MONDAY, NOVEMBER 
4, at 7 p.m . in the Little Theater 
the National Honor Society of 
Oak Lawn High School will 
perform an induction ceremony 
for their 54 new members. 

These 54 juniors and seniors 
have met the requirements and 
have shown that they . are 
worthy to be members of this 
chapter. 

The students are Cheryl 
Bailey , Candy Baitman, 
Kathleen Bellas, Chris Blaqina, 
Kathy Boyle, Darlene Camp
bell, June Conrad, Sue Con
stantine, Virginia Cowart, 
Stephanie Demes , Robert 
Dodge, Jean Dvorak, Anne 
Fabian, Karol Gasteyer, Ralph 
Ginn, Nancy Glomb, Laura 
Green, Barb Hamer, Paul 
Hattimer, Judy Heitman, Barb 
Hach , Belinda Jagielski , Mark 
Jake!, Maria Kane, Kim Kiley, 
Chris Kotas , Roxanne Koudeka, 
Michella Latas, Julie Peterson, 
Joe Pope, Holly Price, Chuck 
Reardon, Debbie Rich , Luisa 
Rizza , Elizabeth Roubik , Kevin 
Scanlan, Franz Schlunk, Ed 
Schmidt, Carol Sells, Loralee 

Spriech, Rita Flaherty, DaWn 
Steen, Sue Stermer, Peg Tabor, 
John Thorton , Donna Vahl, Ron 
Vahl , Charmaine Verbeck 
Debbie Wende, Diane Wende' 
Rhonda Wiltshire Sondr~ 
Wiltshire , Cindy Witham and 
Audrey Jake!. 

AS MEMBERS THESE 
students are required to tutor 
students upon request, to be 
aides and guides for school 
social events, to maintain a 
minimum of a "B" grade point 
average, to be a leader in some 
social organization of the school 
and to set a good example for 
other students . 

They also receive privileges 
such as they visit 3 or 4 
universities during the year, 
they graduate with honors, and 
have college placement 
priority. The officers of N .H.S. 
are Brian Scanlan , president · 
Debbie Peleckis, vice: 
president ; Laura Lucerto, 
secretary and Irma Arse , 
treasurer. 

The 27 original members plus 
the 54 new members make a 
total of 81 members in the NHS 
of OLCHS. 

Going to College? 
We Can Find~ 
Scholarships! 

SCHOLARSHIP SEARCH is a 
nationwide R-rch Service that 
has a11isted thousands of students in 
finding money for collefe. More thon 
250 ,000 cotologued source s of 
scholarships, grants, and other financial 
aids ore now available. The program 
works for most applicants - for students 
with ~bove. or below overage grades -
for nch kods - poor kids - non
othletes, too . Many awards do not de
pend on cla11 standing or financial 
need. 
fo, complete inf0<mation about 
Scholanhip Search and How It W0<k1 
send $1 to cower handling costs t~ 
Scholarship Search, Midwest Regional Of. 
fie,, 571 0.Hel, Glencoe, 11. 60022 (P.O. 
lox 273) . 

-.,irin lnih<I ,,_ """" - ,_...._ 

----------• 
Sd,olonW, s-,~. Dopl. PS-

S71 Dnul St., GINcN, Ill 61172 I 
I Yn. l'INM s...l - -•lfHH. lloclosecl Is S- I 
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I Coty I 

State 
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In Their Opinion 
MAN: A FLESHY COMP TER. A very brainy animal , 

sometimes spiritual ; a skeleton with a brain; an animal who builds 
atom bombs and art museums. 

-Jerr Berner, The Innerspace Project 

******** 
... the whole land shall be desolate ... thy cities shall be laid to 
aste ... and when thou art spoiled, what wilt thou do? 

· -Jeremiah 4:7, 27, 30 

******** 
" THERE IS NO REASON why good cannot triumph as otten a 

evil. The triumph of anything is a matter of organization. If ther 
are such things as angels , I hope they are organized along the Jin 
or the Mafia ." 

-Kurt Vonnegut, Jr ., The Sirens or Tita 

******** 
he birthday of the united states of america 

is july fourth, seventeen-sevenlysix, 
hich makes the united states of america 
cancer. 

-Cheryl Powell, S~nio 

******** 
" I ALWAYS LIKED stirring up things, needling authority. Eve 

·n my childhood it gave me pleasure. I guess I inherited it from m 
parents. They needled everyone, including each other ... And I hat 
he smugness of people in authority. I can't show reverence when 

n't feel it. I was always testing my instructors to see if they wer 
as bright or godlike as they seemed to be." 

-Humphrey Bogart 

changing 
runs in circles 
in time 

:******** 

you will eventually know 
ir you find yourselr 
knocking your head against th& wall 
you can bet somethings wrong 
with the flow 
sun cloud cloud rain 
sun again sunshine 
the sky changed 
twenty times today 
and if the sun 
and the moon 
are the same combination 
or things 
what about the human race 

******** 
-Bill Quatema 

J'M HAUNTED A LITTLE this evening by feelings that haven 
vocabulary and events that should be explained in dimensions o 
lint rather than words. 

I've been examining half-scraps of my childhood. They ar 
pieces of distant life that have no form or meaning. 

They are things that just happened like lint. 
-Richard Brautigan, Revenge or the Lawn 

Halloween 
History 
BY Marv Andrysiak 

Some merry, friendly country folks, 
Together did convene, 
To burn their nits and pou their stocks, 
And haud their halloween . 

FEW HOLIDAYS CELEBRATED today have a history stranger 
than that of Halloween . The American celebration originates from 
Irish and Scotish folk customs from pre-Christian times. 

The earliest Halloween celebrations were held by the Druids in 
honor of Samhain , their Lord of the Dead, on November 1. This day 
was also the Celtic New Year, the start of winter ; "the light that 
loses, the night that wins." The sun was thanked for the harvest 
that was stored away, and strengthened for the time of cold and 
darkness that was to come. Samhain brought together the souls of 
all the people who had died during the preceding year and 
realeased them to the Druid heaven . 

Human beings and horses were sacrificed as part of this 
celebration . The people, who were usually criminals, were burned 
alive in thatch cages built to resemble giants or huge animals. 
Even after Suetonius outlawed this practice under Roman com
mand in 71 A.D., these rites continued. Horses were sacrificed as 
late as 400 A.D., and cats began to be sacrificed because of the 
belief that they. were the familiars of witches. 

CHRISTIAN CHURCHES COULD not dissolve this pagan 
festival , so it was renamed as a holy day ; All Saints ' Day. It Wasn't 
until the Middle Ages and the Reformation that a stronger view 
was held against these beliefs. Witchcraft then became the leading 
opposition to the Church, and Halloween became a great witch 
night. The Prince of Darkness and his servants would gather in 
mockery of the Christian holiday. 

The peasants would still build fires for this festival, but they 
became more a symbol of purification and protection, than of 
punishment. 

As witchcraft grew, t~ Christian peasants adopted many new 
superstitions . Among the most popular was the illustrious black 
cal. This can be traced to Greek and Roman legends when Hecate 
changed a woman into a cat and chose her to be a patron of witches. 
In Ireland, ir a cat crossed your path while you were on a journey, 
you would turn around and go back home because a witch was 
ahead waiting for you . Thus, our present saying about black cats 
IITld bad luck came to be. 

TIME B RIED TIIE TR E meaning or Halloween and it 
became more of a time for fun , games, and practical jokes. The 
Irish gave us many of the games we now play at Halloween parties. 
It was also the Irish who gave us Jack-o '·lanterns. Originally, they 
were carved from potatoes, rutabagas or turnips. Supposedly, Jack 
was a man who made a deal with the Devil so his souul would not be 
taken to hell for a number of years. When he died, he could not 
enter tieaven because of his sinful life, and he could not enter hell 
'because of his deal with Satan . He was left to wander the coun
tryside with a piece of coal from hell 's furnace in a turnip for his 
light. 

Our trick or treating st~ms from the time when alms were paid 
to Samhain in gratitude for plentiful harvests. Druids would art:ss 
in long, white robes and go from farm to farm requesting alms. 
Many farmers would give only because of their fear of the Druids. 
In the Middle Ages, children would dress as either saints or devils 
to emphasize their beliefs and beg for pennies for their saints. 

Any mischief that occurred on that night was attributed to ghosts 
and fairies , and not the Druids or people responsible for the pranks. 

Today , Halloween is mostly for the amusement of children. 
Witches, ghosts , and fairies no longer haunt us. But despite all this, 
pagan beliefs still have their hold on us. After all, would you walk 
alone through a graveyard on October 31? 
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''Rocky Mountain 
High" hits Chicago 
II\" NANCY SEDEMKA 

JOHN DENVER RE-
TURNED to Chier.go October 4, 
and he brought the Stadium 
rans jumping to their feet. He 
sang, joked, and even juggled 
his way into the hearts of a near 
sell-out crowd at the Chicago 
Stadium . Three hours later, the 
fans were screaming for more. 

I arrived at my second 
balcony seat a little before eight 
o'clock. They were setting up 
the instruments and the screens 
on the floor of the building. A 
man approached the mike and 
announced that the concert 
would be late in starting, but 
since Denver was doing the 
concert by himself, no one 
seemed to mind the delay. At 
8:30, he walked onto the stage. 

The full orchestra and back
up group began to play 
"Farewell Andromeda " . 
Denver's voice sang sweet and 
clear . At the end or the song, 
Denver introduced himself. 

"GEE, IT'S GREAT to be 
back in Chicago. During the 
concert, just sit back, relax, put 
your feet up, and let the music 
take you wherever you want to 
go. If you feel like it, clap your 
hands, stomp your feet, and ' 
sing along with the choruses. 
Please don't sing along with the 
verses. This is my show. I'm the 
star ." He then continued to sing 
"Rocky Mountain Suite ," 
"Mother Nature's Son " 
"Matthew," and many mo~e. 
The screens behind Denver 
were filled with pictures of the 
mountains, of eagles and 
hawks, and of Denver on a farm 
in Kansas. 

When Denver was introducing 
one of his newer songs, "Sun· 
shine," he recollected how he 
came to write the song. 

"I wrote this song up in a little 
town in Minnesota on a cold, 
dreary day.", he explained. At 
the mention of "Minnesota," 
some or the fans in the back or 
the Stadium began to applaud . 
"Do we have some people from 
Minnesota in the audience 
tonight? The fans in back again 
applauded. He looked straight 
back in the audience and said, 
"Big Deal! ! ". It was quaint, 
corny humor like this that 
helped win over his many 
millions of fans . 

Denver played and sang anct 
joked until a quarter to ten, and 
then took a short break. He 
came back fifteen minutes 
later. and sang songs like 
"Rocky Mountain High" , 
" Take Me Home , Country 
Roads" "Thank ·God I'm a 
Country Boy", and still more. 

To the song '-Coot, an ' Green an ' 
Shady," Denver had a cartoon 
or a forest being destroyed to 
make a super highway and city. 
Cute, yet touching. And he 
juggled, and said "Far Out" 
three times. 

AT THE END or his concert, 
he walked off stage to the sound 
of a thundering standing 
ovation. Matches were lit, and 
feet were stomped. Finally, he 
returned on stage. 

"See, that 's a little game I 
like to play," he told us. "I 
hurry off stage, try to run to the 
wall , and run back on stage 
before you stop applauding." 
He then picked up his guitar and 
told us about a guitar his 
grandmother gave him, how he 
lost it, and how he found it 
again . He then sang "This Old 
Guitar " off his new " Back 
Home Again" album. All too 
soon, he was gone, leaving me 
light-headed and extremely 
happy. 

If you have never seen John 
Denver in concert, I recom
mend you do. He isn 't into 
heavy rock, but he sure knows 
how to sing about the moun
tains, about love, and about life. 
If you're into Led Zepplin or 
Black Sabbath, Denver may put 
you to sleep. If you 're into the 
Guess Who or Chicago, Denver 
may bore you. But if you can 
listen to music with an open 
mind, Denver may leave a 
great impression on you. He 
may even change your attitudes 
on life and living. He 's really 
"far out" . 

ersona 
FOR SALE : Girls roller rink 

skates, size 9. If interested 
contact Mary Jo Madden. 

We miss Ginya. 
Signed, 
O.L .. Acapella Choir 

WANTED: Any parts for an 
American Flyer train . See Mrs. 
Passarelli in room 22. 

Cindy, 
It's not the same on sot 

without you. 
Tom, Skip, Tracey, Bob an 

Diane 

Tom, 
Thanks for the ticket. 

D.H. 

JTC: 
Happy long-awaited 16th! 

You even look older! 
Mad Photo Fan 

li, ·orensics frantics 
BY DIANE HO EYMAN 

THE OLD ADAGE "It's not 
whether you win or lose, it's 
how you play the game", did not 
seem to apply Saturday night, 
October 19, because I felt 
awfully good when the an
nouncer drawled, "In first 
place .. . Oak Lawn!" 

If winning wasn 't the point or 
being at Northeastern 
University on an afternoon I 
could have used a bit more to 
my advantage, than waking up 
at 4:30 in the morning and 
setting my hair in total 
darkness was all in vain . 

I had such high hopes about 
the afternoon. All too soon I 
realized they were to become 
unfulfilled dreams. Not making 
the final round I sat back to ,a 
virtually unmomentous af
ternoon . Thoughts about 
"winning" strolled across my 
minds eye and how important 
and ego-satisfying it appeared 
to be to the people, unknown and 
familiar . 

IF PAUL HATTIMER wasn't 
there to win, I couldn't un· 
derstand why he was pulling 
tufts of hair out of his auburn 
locks as he stumbled awk
wardly over protruding limbs or 
representatives from thirty-one 
schools, in his race to pick up 
his first place trophy in 
Dramatic Interpretation. 

FOR THE 

I knew my fourth and sixth 
place standings did not warrant 
run recognition, but 
really .. . winning isn't 
everything! 

Yet , Demetrios Kottaras was 
not extremely subtle when 
yelping Greek obscenities at the 
announcement of his winning 
second place in the "Senior 
Sweepstakes." 

IT SEEMED THE ONLY 
person with a touch of dignity 
was Tammi Ito. She did not 
screech "Bonsal" or attempt 
" Hari Karri", she merely 
seized her second place trophy 
in Oratory with an exuberant 
smile. 

We were all relaxed, some 
sullen, some over tired, on our 
long bus ride home and all in all 
it was a rewarding day. I must 
admit there was a spark or envy 
in the far reaches of my mind 
and I recalled a quote by 
Voltaire, "Envy is a necessary 
evil : it is a little goad which 
forces us to do yet better.." 

I know if I ever win I won 't 
scream or yell or knock my 
head against a perfectly good 
brick wall. I 'll just wear the 
trophy around my neck! 

YOUNG IN HEART 

6 
PRE-ENGAGEMENT 
DIAMOND RING 
14kt. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD 

$24.95 

MARKS BROS. 
JEWELERS • SINCE 1895 

YORKTOWN• EVERGREEN PLAZA 
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THOSE WERE THE DAYS ? 
• 

IIY DIANE HQNEYMAN 

Kelly Sirles "in the eye ,of the storm." 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON AT ABOUT 2:30, the sudden 
realization hit me that I had no desire whatsoever to go to a dance. 
Maybe it was because the morning had turned out to be such a bore. 
Or it could be due to the fact that I had a blister the size of a half
dollar on my heel , from wearing a pair of saddle shoes, two sizes 
too small the day before. Ah, Vanity! 

So, instead of doing something constructive with my afternoon, I 
lay curled up on our couch trying to think of an absolute fool proof 
excuse so I wouldn't have to go. 

To my surprise seven o'clock rolled around and I had just 
received a phone call from Sue, telling me they would soon be over 
to pick me up . 

Reluctantly , I began to put on my garb. The traditional rolled up 
jeans along with the stock room, cutesy white bobby socks and 
loafers. Pulling back my hair into a ponytail I hoped would bob and 
applying my lipstick (Jazz Age Rose), I tried my darnedest to look 
like I just stepped out of " Rebel Without A Cause", but to no avail. 

THEN IT STARTED, my younger sisters and their friends came 
seemingly from out of the woodwork : 

" Let me see how you look !" 
"Ha Ha Carol, DeDe looks a lot better than Jayne." 
"She does not. " 
u0oes to!" 
"Does not ." • 
"Does To. Ask Sue." 
"Sue, who looks better?" 
" I don 't know! Diane, Jean needs a scarf around her neck." 
" What I tell ya, Sue thinks she looks better too! " 

SLAM !!! Relief. At least I thought so. 
Having made it safely to Jean 's I thought, "Now I 'll get into the 

mood." While someone was putting SO's music on the stereo, the 
rest of us pooled are life savings together and tried to decide on 
what to buy . 

"Let's get beer." 
"I don 't like beer." 
" I do." 
"So what, you only gave 85 cents any way ." 
"All right, how 'bout Sloe Gin ." 
"Too expensive." 
" Vodka? " 
"I'm sick of Vodka ." 
"Well , what do you suggest!" 
" Whiskey." 
Whiskey .. . How I ever let Maryann talk me into that one, I'll 

never know . A couple of u couldn't take it straight, so we mixed it 
with R.C. You don't know how good cheap whiskey tastes until you 
mix it with R.C. I got pretty (expletive deleted ) sick. But I received 
a lot of fresh air riding down 95th St. with my head dangling 
dangerously out the window . 

WE MADE IT to the school and after a little souffle with the girl 
at the door about not having my I.D., I walked into the crowd of hot, 
smelly bodies and said to myself, "This is it. This is big time." 

It might have been a so's dance, yet at closer inspection, tell tale 
signs of 1974 peeked through the jumble of whirling skirts and 
D.A.'s . Like the stench of " Boone's Farm" and instead of the sweet 
aroma of "Evening in Paris" the more sophisticated smell of 
"Musk. " As for the band, well , they didn't resemble Bill Haley and 
the Comets as much as I expected them to. 

I made the usual fool out of myself that evening, trying to do the 
best Natalie Wood impression I could. And to top off my night I 
danced the last dance, a twist, with someone who wasn't exactly 
Chubby Checkers . 

Lying in bed, after downing an Alka Seltzer, I figured, "Why 
resort to the 50's, when I 'm having such fun in 1974 ! " 

Confession 
BY WALT KRZOS 

PRETENDING TO SWING at parties when they bore you, or 
pretending to crave Hamms beer when you honestly can't tell the 
difference between it and Schlitz, is a form of pretense which is 
universally recognized. We all practice it in one form or another. 

BUT WE ALSO pretend to dislike a lot of things, when secretly we 
enjoy them. After years of quipping and sneering at things I ac
tually enjoy, I have decided to break down and admit some of them. 
That up until now I have been ashamed to. 

WITH A LITTLE help from Robert Benchly, "lets get the un
pleasant business over with". I really enjoy : 

I. The stench of gasoline. 
2. Oak Lawn 's band. 
3. Spinach 
4. Old Bogart movies. 
5. " In the Baggage Coach Ahead" and similar ballads. 
6. The cafeteria food . 
7. Parsley. 
8. Onions (especially on hamburgers ) 
9. Reading on Saturday nights. 
10. The old "While Strolling Through the Park One Day", dance 

routine. 
1 I. Honey and tea 
12 . Superman 
13. "Tiptoe Through the Tulips" and "Rubber Duckle". 
14. Honest whimsey 
15. Salvation Armv music 

THERE ARE SO many more I could add to this list, but they 
don 't come to mind just now . So, I guess I'll just go practice my 
ukelele. 

Volunteers Wanted 
Jr. Citizens for Elrod 

5255 W. 95th 
499-2222 Oak Lawn, Ill. 
Paid political advertisement 
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The sun shines brightly 
As a red hot sea of 'fire 
Heating cool blue waters . 
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Leaves are falling with my spirits , 
Aimlessly drifting. 
Suicide is inviting. 

he soft summer breeze 
inging a lullaby sweet 

Warmed the morning air . 

lakes of white lattice 
And stalactites of ice, weep 

hen Spr· g shows her face . 

I 
* * * * * * .K. 

,r 

* I 
* * * * * * 

* * * * * * * I 
* * * * * * * * 

Cheryl Powell 

Cheryl Baile 

Contributions for this column , of poetry, essay or short story can 
given to any Spartanite staff member or deposited in room 210. 

• • I 

One Pound Round 
BY DIANE IIONEYMAel 

ARE YOU BORED with the usual Friday and Saturday night 
routine? Tired with the insufferable tediousness of the McDonalds 
atmosphere? How does a bit of diversity sound? 

One Pound Round, the three man musical phenomenon, will be 
performing in a Thanksgiving Dance-Concert, sponsored by the 
Spartanite staff, Saturday, November 23, from 8-11 in the 
Auditorium Gym . 

If your interested in a fine change of pace or just want to listen to 
some good music make plans to attend. 

ONE POUND ROUND lias recently performed with many 
nationally known recording artists and is currently considering a 
tour with one of the Southern-oriented rock bands. 

Tickets, which will be on sale two weeks before the event at the 
cost of $1.00, can be purchased from any Spartanite staff member 
or in room 210. Tickets at the door will be $1.25. All proceeds will 
help in the financing of the Spartanite. 

***************************** 
The Spartanite starr orrers its coftdolences to the family and 

friends of Edgar G. Sirles. 

****************************• 

FLOWERS 
styled by 

francis hultgen 
4823 W. 95th Street 

Oak Lawn, Ill. 

424-2200 
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D.C. zapped 

BY lARK SHELTON 

" ll might seem like force, but 
we feel students will profit by 
being in the class, so there 
really isn 't much of an alter
native." 

With these words, Mr . 
William Hill , chairman of the 
Discipline Committee, 
suggested probably one of the 
most drastic changes in the 
discipline code in the schools 
recent history : A possible two 
days external suspension for the 
first class cut. 

"Class cuts have gone out of 
sight this year, as much as 1800 
cuts a day. This is not helping 
students at all . The "mor-e 
responsibility" code obviously 
isn't working ." 

So, students are now faced 
with the possibility of stiffer 
penalties for not only class cuts, 
but for smoking in unauthorized 
areas , and truancies, because of 
lack of responsibility. While this 
plan is only under study for 
presentation for approval by the 
Board of Education, Mr. Hill 
feels the plan has good chances 
for adoption, IF students 
continue "irresponsible" 
behavior. 

"Its up to the students". 

Book fines soar 
BY DONNA WOJCIK 

Book fines in the library have 
risen to 5 cents a school day 
because of the increase in 
overdue books. Weekends and 
holidays are free and the 
maximum cost to the student is 
2 dollars . Students must pay for 
the replacement of all lost 
books . 

Every student has an I.B .M. 
card in the library with their 
name and I.D. number on it. 
When a book is overdue or lost, 
the student's card is filed 
seperately until his debts are 
taken care of. 

Students who do not return 
overdue books within 2 or 3 
weeks when notified, will 
receive a summons card. 

All debts must be taken care 
of by the end of each marking 
period. If not, the student shall 
receive an I.B.M. card through 
the mail. 

All students are treated alike 
with no exceptions. If you 
cannot afford to pay for the 
book, either return it or renew it 
before the book becomes 
overdue. 

Consumer - drivers switch 
BY CARRIE YACKIM 

Drivers Education, a 
required course for Juniors 
provides an opportunity for the 
students to acquire basic 
knowledge, altitudes and 
concepts needed for safe 
driving. But, why is it that half 
the students, age 16, (legal 
drivers age) haven't received 
their licenses yet? 

Consumers Education, 
required of all sophmores in 
lllinois , covers installment 
buying, budgeting, comparing 
prices, buying services, 
savings, investments, taxes, 
a dvert ising, insurance, 
housing, money and energy. But 
why is it students forget what a 
W-2 Form is or how to file in
come tax? 

Reasons could be that the 
school system thinks students 
are too immature to receive 
driving lessons at 15 or it could 
be that they fear parental 
restl-iclions which result in 
conflict. Maybe· they just don't 
care whether students survive 
the business world. 

The real rason lies within the 
school system. "Many students 
don 't reach 16 until their Junior 
year anyway ," stated Dr. 
Davies , Assistant Superin: 
tendent. But, what about the 
students who turned 16 their 
sophmore year and by the 
completion of Drivers Ed, their 

Junior year , turned 17? 
Whatever the reason, the 
verdict should be Drivers Ed 
before Consumers Ed. 

Driving is a must in our 
society so students should be 
able to have the privilage to get 
on the road as soon as possible. 
Immaturity has little to do with 
it. If a student hasn't matured 
by age 15, a year shouldn't 
make that much of a difference. 

Parental restriction may pose 
a problem though . A solution to 
this may be to get written 
consent from the parents saying 
that their son or dat4ihler will 
be allowed to receive his permit 
and study driving. 

Consumers is a must for the 
business world. But, if 'lhe, 
course is taken two years before 
the student enters the business 
world his memory may fail him 
more than once. A quick 
solution to this problem would 
be to offer consumers in the 
Junior or Senior year . 

" If everyone had to take 
consumers ed in their senior 
year 99 per cent would pass," 
stated Junior , Holly Price. This 
is true because students would 
be more willing to learn and 
become more involved in the 
world outside. 

The solutions here may be 
easier to listen to then actually 
solve, but the question still 
remains, "Should Drivers Ed 
come before Consumers Ed?" 

DEAR EDITOR, 
Our paper , the "SPAR· 

TANITE" generally lakes an 
objective point of view. 

However when il comes lo 
sports reporting something is 
lacking. The boy's sporting eve
nts always have ample 
coverage, but what about the 
girls? We have basketball , 
tennis , volleyball, swimming 
and a gymnastics team . Why 
don 't we gel ample coverage for 
our sports events? 

We feel that something should 
be done about this since after 
all, everybody is interested in 
girls . 

Roseanne Locacius 

EDITOR'S NOTE· 
The first issue of the Spar

lanite contain~ 15" of copy 
concerning girl's swimming 
and gymnastics. No stories 
about girl's tennis were in
clude~ because of an early 
deadline. One must consider 
that the Spartanite must cover 
both Sophomore and Varsity 
football and cross country and 
also Varsity golf, so ther~ are 
really 5 boy's sports and 3 girl's 
sports. 

EDITOR'S NOTE-
Spartanite policy states that 

anonomous letters will not be 
considered for publication, with 
names witheld on request. 

However, the following letter 
brings us some interesting 
parts, and is considered here u 
an exception. 

DEAR EDITOR: 

Recently, I read an article in 
the SPARTANITE (Sept. 27) 
where a group of students 
complained about messy hall 
floors ; gum wrappers, notebook 
papers, etc. Would you please 
ask this group for me; Do they 
think the custodians put that 
mess there? Are these students 
and their friends allowed to 
throw papers, garbage, and 
note papers etc., on the floors of 
their own homes? Then why do 
they do it in school, where they 
spend about seven hours of their 
day? 

I happen to be the wife of a 
school custodian not in your 
district and believe me, the filth 
these men have to clean up is 
disgusting. These men try to 
keep their sections clean, but 
when the students don't care, 
they are fighting a losing battle. 
So please tell this group, instead 
of pulling the blame on the 
custodians, put it on themselves 
and their friends . As long as 
theyu're so concerned, why 
don't they form a student clean· 
up group and turn in the names 
of these litter bugs to the Hall 
Guards, when they see someone 
using the floors as a garbage 
dump. 

Spa,tanie 
Published by the Advanced 

Journalism 1tudent1 of 
Oak Lawn Community High School 
94th Street and Southwest Highway, 

Oak Lawn, llllnol1 60453 

1974 NISPA GOLDEN EAGLE 

© 
Editorial Board 

Editor-in-Chief 
Associate Editor 
News Editor 
Feature Editor 
Sports Editor 
Advisers 

Staff 

AWARD WINNER 

• I§ 

Darlene Campbell 
Mark Shelton 
Kevin Adams 

Diane Honeyman 
Dave Madeja 

Mr. Ray Elliott 
Cheryl Powell 

Debbie Peleckis 
Jim Egan 

Walt Kroz, Paul Ruhlach, Rich Lenert, Scott Middleton, Peay 
Berkery, Carrie Yackim, Cary Wide!, Mary Burke, Nancy 
Sedemka, Dawn Scholtens, Debbie Rich, Greg Rehr, Donna 
Wojcik, Chuck MacDonald, Chip Bennett, Bill Adams, Carol 
McGowan, Jim Smith, Karen Pitrak, Mary Jo Madden, Cathy 
Beaty, Cathy DiGrazia, Brian Carney and Sue Stermer. 
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Steve Brandenburg and the original Wolfman whoop it up on 50'1 
day. 

GOOD-BYE 

STUDY HALLS? 
"I WILL BE GLAD to look 

over anyone's schedule ..... " 
These we,e the words of Dr. 
Davies in regards to the 25 
minute study hall opposite 
lunch periods. When asked why 
juniors and seniors with open 
cam pus can 'l have a free period 
instead of study hall, he said, 
"The state requires each 
student lo be in school for a 
minimum of 5 clock hours each 
day under, teacher super
vision ." When informed that a 
great many students are in 
school for 5 hours without the 25 
minute study hall , he remarked 
that he didn 't know of many 
students with this situation and 
for those who do, he'll look over 
their schedules. 

50's weekend successful 
BY CHUCK MACDONALD 

Although the senior class so's 
weekend took place 3 weeks 
ago , it was so successful that we 
feel it deserves mention . 

First, Friday October 4th was 
designated as so's dress-up day. 
The students and staff were 
invited to dress-up in their 
school sweaters, bobby socks, 
leather jackets, or whatever. 
There were skits and dancing in 
all of the lunch periods with a 
few girls on roller skates 
returning trays and waiting on 
tables. 

Then on Saturday night , 
October 5th , approximately 
1,400 studen~ and their guests 
twisted and Jitterbugged to the 
music of "Little Stevie and the 
Starlights." Again everyone 
came dresse<l,i.n their SO's garb. 
Some or the events highlighting 

the evening were door prizes, 
such as albums and concert 
tickets , prizes for the best 
costumes and dance contests. 

On behal r or the senior class 
we would like lo thank the 
students and teachers for their 
tremendous spirit and co· 
operation which backed us up 
on dress-up day and al the 
dance. If it hadn't been for 
them, we wouldn't have 
cleared the $1,300. 

However, one thing that needs 
clarification : the band that 
played was not Canyon as 
advertised. They backed out 2 
days before the dance and Little 
Stevie came to our aid. The 
school is taking legal action 
again t Canyon for breach of 
contract. Other than th is in
cident the SO's w ekend was a 
great success enjoyed by all. 

So now maybe the long 
awaited dream of a school-day 
without study halls can become 
a reality . 

Sollle OL n•4enb )Werhgtag their lunch away In the Junior· Senior Lounge. 
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2.570 da) s or external leaves a lot or studeuli at bo111e. 

Manpower 
wasted? 

Thi may tell you that either 
OL's students are rowdy or the 
teachers and deans are way too 
s trict. Then agai n, it could ju t 
be that the Disipline Code is also 
strict. or the students have not 
learned to handle their 
responsibilities. 

OL's 1973-.. ~, school year 
was one filled with disipline of 
all kinds. For example, there 
were 12,744 hours given to male 
and female students. Also there 
were 2,570 days of external 
handed out by OL 's three deans , 
Mr . James Craig, Ms. Orr, and 
Mr . Murphy. Then there was 
also the matter of getting a 
Withdraw-Fail <W-F ) in a class 
for cutting four times and that 
happened 569 different times 
last year . 

We are sure that the deans 
have to give out a certain 
number of hours for infractions 
of the Disipline Code to show 
that the code is being enforced 
and that they were doing their 
job. 

From the statistics which 
have been gathered at the 
deans' offices, boys tend to have 
more disiplinary action taken 
against them than girls . Last 
year the most detentions a male 
student got was 60, while the 
most a female got was 43 . One 
person even got 55 days of ex
ternal , which should qualify 
that person for the Guinness 
Book or World Records. 

As s tated before, there were 
12, 744 hours given out last year, 
and 2,570 days of external 
handed out by the deans . This 
adds up to 531 full days of 
detentions. 

Since the school does not 
recieve state aid for the days a 
student misses because of 
external, the school Jost about 
$1,168.20 last year in state aid 
< the school recieves ap
proximately $2.20 a day per 
student) . This does not include 
the cost of the forms that must 
be filled out to suspend a 
student, the use of the phones to 
call each student's parents to 
inform them that their son or 
d_aughter has external, or the 
tame lost by the deans and other 
persons involved. 

Instead of losing all of that 
money by throwing people out 
of school, we suggest abolishing 
external suspension and using 
internal suspension as a 
disiplinary measure. With in
ternal suspension, the school 
wouldn ' t lost all of that money, 
and the students who cut might 
think differently about it, since 
the students in internal would 
have homework assigned to 
them that must be done, while 
on external they could do 
.whatever they wanted. Anyway 
it is looked at 13,000 hours is a 
lot of time to waste, and any 
solution to alleviate this would 
certainly be welcome. 

Three year 

grads 
Graduate in three years 

without taking summer school? 
That 's what some students 

attending OLCHS before the 
1972-73 school year were able to 
do . 

Asked why the 10 credit 
maximum, Dr . Paul R. Davies, 
Assistant Superintendent of 
Instruction at OLCHS, replied 
"The 10 credit maximum was 
put into effect during the 1972-73 
school year for economic 
reasons." 

In a bout a year the board of 
education made three attempts 
by tax referendum to obtain 
more financial aid. Since the 
greatest cost of running the 
school is salaries, the board 
limited students credit taking 
allowing the release of some 
teachers . 

According to Dr . Davies the 
reasons for this years hiring of 
many new teachers are in
creased enrollment , some 
teachers on leaves, and some 
resignations. There are ad
ditions to the staff but not 
enough to recreate the 12 credit 
maximum . 

Three year graduation is still 
possible by picking up ccedits in 
summer school , or taking 
vocational courses which carry 
double credit ; three year 
graduation is still a reality at 
OLCHS. 

Cliques close circles 

Cliques in high school are 
usually formed by students 
entering freshman year. Each 
clique entering high school from 
the surrounding grammar 
schools stick together and the 
reason for this is: failure to 
expand their social circle, 
failure to meet new friends, and 
being shy. 

Staying together as cliques 
becomes a habit , so to speak. 
The cliques become hostile to 
one another, harass each other, 
and do not, or I should say 
cannot mingle with others. This 
situation has a tendancy to be 
very poor for the social events 
of the school at times. It seems 
as though any corner of a room 
has a clique. This dampens the 
friendly atmospere and after 
awhile you notice a coolness 
between some students. 

One must think of expanding 
their social circle by building 
definite social life , friendliness 
to all, and mingling and making 
new friends. 

The set patterns of students 
on entering high school should 
start out by socializing with all , 
trying to communicate and 
mingle with all of the student 
body. You should get to know 
one another and widen your 
path of friendliness. 

Apathy missing? 
BY SUE STERMER 

' Student apathy. You've heard the administration, the faculty, 
and even _fellow students t~lk of it : The dictionary defines apathy as 
a lack of interest or emotion. Which , concerning Oak Lawn, would 
mean that everyone went to school just because they had to and had 
nothing else to do with it. 

But is that really the way students at Oak Lawn feel? 
Been to a football game lately? Well, somebody must of because 

the games I've attended hardly had any sitting room. (I've even 
had to keep my fanny perpindicular at a few .) 

Homecoming elections are another thing. Over 20 candidates for 
the queen and her court. Somebody must care who's going to 
represent our school. 

Mathletes, Youth in Government, Ecology Club, Forensics, 
Spartan Guards, Photography Club, and Spartan Singers to name a 
few . ;hings_ you have to stay after school for and don't get credit for 
aren t begging for members. Somebody doesn't mind a little extra
curricular activity. 

I've even heard that they might introduce three new Science 
courses and a 12 credit year next term . I guess there are a few 
people who don't mind taking a few extra courses for the ex
perience and knowledge. 

The recent college workshops have been filled to the brim with 
p~ple who a_re concerned in getting a higher education. 

1 hese are Ju_st a few examples of student participation at OLCHS. 
So the next lime someone brings up the subject say "Student 
apathy? Never heard of it." ' 
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Sports 
Golfers finish under par 

BY BILL ADAMS 

GOLF IIAS MOVED into the 
fall schedule this year because 
of an UfSA ruling made last 
year . 

Oak Lawn made it through 
the season with a 4-8-1 record. 
Coach Gates says that there are 
many advantages in playing in 
the fall that far out weigh 
playing in the spring. Having lo 
move a few leaves is much 
better than having to play on 
thawing out greens in the spring 
also weather I'd better in the 
fall. 

Coach Gates said , "This is the 
youngest team I've ever had at 
OL." His top six golfers con
sisted of one senior, two juniors, 
two sophomores and one fresh
men . He says this helps in 
future seasons and is looking 
forward to next year . 

Junior. golfer Tom Ellison 

October 25. 1974 

Answers for Sports Quiz. 

I. H 
2. D 
3. C 
4. G. 
5. G. 
6. A 
7. F 
8. J 
9. H 
10. I 

II. B 
12. D 
13. E 
14. E 
15. A 
16. F 
17. B 
18. C 
19. J 
20. I 
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Varsity stumbles 

BY BRIA CARNEY 

OAK LAWN'S VARSITY, 
plagued with a less than 
adequate offense this year, is 
stumbling badly with a 1-6 
record. This lack of scoring 
ability was evident in the 
Spartan 's 16-0 loss to the Sand· 
burg Eagles Oct. 5, a 13-0 loss to 
the Reavis Rams Oct. 12, and a 
13·8 loss to Thornwood Oct. 19. 
The three games were all 
highlighted by a tenacious 
Spartan defense, which held 
tough opponents to a minimum 
number of yard and points. 

Against Sandburg, bright 
spots were eniors Steve 
Scaduto, Larry O'Neill, and Rob 
Wilke . Scaduto gained 41 yards 
on offense with Larry O'Neill 
boosting the offense also with a 
late in the game 30 yard aerial 
to Senior Ken Refner. Wilke 
steadied the defense with 
numerous tackles and assists. 

Against the Rams, a modified 
Spartan offense was held to 94 
total yards , with Scaduto 
providing 40 yards on the 
ground. The Spartan defensive 
unit again rose to the occasion, 
forcing a spirited Reavis of· 
fense to take to the air for the 
majority of their yardage. 

AGAINST THORNWOOD, the 
Spar tan offense began to jell, 
with 217 total yards gained. 
O'Neill threw 7 of 15 for 80 yards 
and a touchdown. Wilke again 
added consistantly to the 
defense with 11 tackles and 7 
assists . The Spartans take on 
Rich East this week in the 
Homecoming contest. 

colt Williams scrambling for the pigskin. 

Spartans putti ng on the pressure. 

Steve Scuduto eating 11p the turr. 

Soph's drop 

two straight; 

fall below .500 

BY RUSS WANEK 
SOPHOMORE SPARTANS 

set the tone of the day by losing 
to Reavis 12-6. This evened the 
soph 's slate at 3-3 . Dave 
Faragher turned in an out· 
standing performance in a 
losing cause, rushing 21 times 
for 107 yards. But this turned 
out to be insignificant as the 
Spartans' offense failed to score 
all day. 

Tom Mulcrone led the defense 
and the scorers as he blocked a 
punt and recovered it in the 
opponent's end zone for Oak 
Lawn's only score of the day. 
Pat Carr led the way in in· 
dividual effort defensively as he 
was credited with seven tackles 
and two assists on the day. 

Reavis ' scores came on a 
routine running play and a 
special type of screen pass. It 
started out as an overhand 
lateral from the quarterback to 
the Rams' tight end, who then 
lofted a pass over the stunned 
Oak Lawn defense to the split 
end for the score. 

OAK LAWN'S SOPHOMORE 
gridders traveled to Thornwood 
in search of their fourth win of 
the year , but came up on the 
short end of a 13-6 score. Dave 
Kane and Dave Faragher did 
most of the running work in a 
first half scoring drive that 
covered 45 yards. Defensively, 
the Spartans were led by Lance 
Lacoddo with six tackles and 
four assists, and Tim Flood 
credited with seven tackles and 
three assists . Jim Latanski and 
Tony Nicosia also turned in fine 
defensive performances with a 
combined total of nine tackles 
and six assists. 

Thornwood's two tallies came 
on a 40 yard run and a 30 yard 
return of an intercepted Oak 
Lawn aerial . The sophs take on 
Rich East in Oak Lawn's 
Homecoming game this week, 
and then travel 'to Hillcrest in 
the season's closing game next 
weekend. 
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SPORTS QUIZ 
Match these former OL most valuable players to their sports. 

There are two athletes to each sport. The year in which they won 
the award is listed after their name. 

Girl's Tennis smash rivals 

Athletes 

1. Joe Banks, '70 
2. John Anderson, '70 
3. Randy Trapp, '69 
4. Butch Strache, '70 
5. Tom Kniolia , '71 & '72 
6. Preston Fortney, '71 
7. Carl Martig, '69 & '70 
8. Jim Esch, '71 
9. Ken Difonzo, '69 
10. Pete Mastores, '70 
11. Bruce Parks, '69 & '70 
12. Bob Wiltshire, '71 
13. Craig Sabatini, '69 
14. Jim Bocinsky, '70 & '71 
15. John Mica, '70 

Sports 

A. Football 
B. Basketball 
C. Baseball 
D. Wrestling 
E. Track 
F. Gymnastics 
G Cross Country 
H. Swimming 
I. Tennis 
J . GoU 

BY CAROL MC GOWAN 

THE GIRLS TENNIS TEAM 
ended their season with the 
great record of 8 wins and 2 
losses. Compared to last year 
with the record of 0-10 the girls 
have really improved. 

Miss Groth, girls coach, 
compliments all the girls on A 
team B team for working hard 
all season to come up with their 
record. Only one conference 
game out of five was lost. They 
lost it to Rich East. 

DOUBLE WINNERS are 
sophomores Gail Shaw, and Deb 
Schmetzler with records of &-4. 
Juniors Julie Peterson and Jean 
Dvorak, also doubles players 
came out with 4·3. 

Some very promising B team 
players are Vicki Schaar and 
Noreen Kemp, both sophomores 
playing singles with very im· 
pressive records. 

16. John Dybas, '72 ANSWERS ON PAGE 13. 

Sophomore, Judy Vilchuck 
was moved up to A team 
playing singles after she proved 
her ability on the B teaqi . Judy 
ended up the season with the 
tremendous record of 10-0 . 
Sherri Biurgess, also a 

Districts are going to be 
played Friday, October 18, at 
Richards. October 28 will be the 
state meet at Arlington Heights. 

17. John Morriuey, '73 
18. Fred Freberg, '71 
19. Terry Clemons, '70 
20. Mike Tucci, '69 

New coaches 

BY BILL ADAMS 

THIS YEAR OAK LAWN has 
a few new faces in its coaching 
leagues. Involved in girls 
athletics are Linda McClenahan 
assistant swimming coach ; 
Jane Surma assistant 
basketball coach ; and Miss 
Audrey Anderson, who is not 
new to the staff but is now 
assistant gymnastics coach. 

Helping develop young boy 
athletes are ; Mike Woerner 
freshman football coach and 
assistant wrestling coach ; 
Mark Czerniak junior-varsity 
basketball and freshmen 
baseball ; Paul Sanderson 
sophomore swimming ; Kent 
Youngren freshmen wrestling; 
and Bob Moore will have the 
duties of sophomore baseball. 

We wish all these new coaches 
good luck throughout their 
carreen at O.L. 

Oca.ller ZS, 1174 

IIVEI .. 
1713 ll. lllR. 

Home of 

lorry Budce/s 

sophomore, ended up 
the season with 8·2. 
Senior, Lorraine Hurt also 
playing singles came out with 
the record of 7·3. 

THE OAK LAWN 

6309 W. 95th ST. 

SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL 
Supt. of Public Instruction. 

IF YOU'RE 15, 16, 17 YRS. OLD 
30 HRS. CLASS 12 HRS. IN CAR 

TRIP FOR PERMIT 

CINPLETI 4 WK COURSE ••• ONLY $!11~ 
SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL 

4700 W. 103rd St. 
(IN ARENA Cl:NTER LOBBY) 499-2832 
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SPARTAN SPIRIT: Football - Rob Wilke 
RV DAVE MADEJA 

Rob Wilke 's Statistics (6 games ) 

Middle linebacker-guard 73 solo tackles 
Senior 
6 foot , 185 pounds 

35assists 
181 total defensive points 

ALTHOUGH THE OAK LAW GRIDDERS have won only one 
game out of six, there has been a bright spot; the defense. OL's "D" 
has been tenaciously lead by middle linebacker Rob Wilke. Wilke a 
6' 185 lb. Senior, in six games has compiled the tremendous record 
of 73 solo tackles and 35 assists, for 181 total defensive points. He is 
only 23 tackles away from a single season record. The old record of 
95, was set in 1971 by Preston Fortney. 

Head Coach Bob Kunde says Rob could play any position on of· 
fense and at middle linebacker on defense, he is great. Rob does 
play both ways ; on offense he is on the line playing guard and on 
defense at middle linebacker. But his excellence really shines 
though on defense. Coach Kunde also commented, "He has out
standing lateral pursuit , the great ability to plug and fill holes on 
the line of scrimmage, fantastic at reading the offensive plays and 
arriving at the point of attack, and also calls the defensive signals." 

Junior Mike Lang, who starts al one of the other linebackers said, 
" I think Rob is having a real fine year at middle linebacker. He 
plays his position very smart. Rob is a great leader of our team , 
even though we 're not having too good of a year because of a squad 
that has many inexperienced players." Junior Tom Di Cicco, the 
other starting linebacker said, " Its good to know there's someone 
like Rob playing in the middle. In case I make a mistake, he's 
always right there to cover up." 

Page ti 

WHEN WE ASKED Wilke if there was anyone in the college or 
pro football ranks that he really admired or tried to imitate while 
playing, he replied, "Well, I'd have to say Dick Butkus. I suppose 
every kid who wanted to be a good linebacker has. But there isn 't 
anyone who can imitate Butkus. I'd be afraid I'd get laughed at 
trying lo play like him, he's an animal. " Junior lineman Bill 
H~nson, who has lo block against Wilke 'often at practice, says, "I 
think Rob plays alot like Butkus, because he has great balance 
strength and poise. He's so tough to block, he's like a stonewall yo~ 
hit him and that's it you're gone. I've never seen Rob taken ~om· 
pletely out of a play." 

WILKE POI TS OUT that the team has only been able to get one 
victory mainly because of inexperience. "This years team hardly 
has any experienced players returning from last year's, especially 
lineman . We have only one experienced lineman ; Bill Ruzich. Dave 
Latanski is big, but hasn't had much experience. The rest are 
juniors. The juniors playing now will have a big effect, next year's 
team will be better than good. The juniors are now just learning. 
With all the inexperience I still think we have a very good defense. 
The line does a good job. I think we have good defensive backs ; 
Rusty Luckett, Scott Williams and Larry O'Neill really do the job. 
Its really a team effort. Every game somebody different will have 
a great game. Then the next game someone else will come alive 
and lead the way." 

Oak Lawn also has a small team this year but Wilke doesn't think 
size has all that much to do with it, it may even be an advantage. 
"If you're small say like 5'10" or 6' and you're playing against 6'4" 
guys, I think you have a better chance of blocking and tackling 
because you're closer to the ground. If you're tough enough you're 
just gonna get right under them and roll 'em right out of there." 

Oak Lawn football has had a tough schedule this year , but Wilke 
thinks they have a very good chance of winning the Homecoming 
game against Rich East. So come out tomorrow, gaze at the 
Homecoming Queen, see a great game and watch Rob Wilke close 
in on a school record and lead the fighting Spartans to a trouncing 
of the Roc~ets. 

Tom DiCicc;i summed it all up about Rob Wilke by saying "I'm 
sure glad he's on my side." ' 
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Forensics wins again NEWS CAPSULE
BY TIM PURPURA

OL' FORE Ie TEA 1 won
the largest forensic tournament
in JIIinois In November. It was
held at ill!!; orth high school.
This was the second time the
team has won a tournament this
year and the second lime they
won the Niles tournament in two
years. The meet was OL's
easiest win so far as the team
chalked up 186 points with the
Thornridge team the only close
challenger at 160.

Leading the team to victory
were Laura Lucerto, who took
first in Extemporeous
Speaking. A second place
trophy was won by Cheryl
Bailey in Verse Reading, Linda
Sterling and Paul Hattimer tied
for second in Dramatic In
terpretation.

The team's victory which
followed a similar victory at

Northeastern University two
weeks earlier marked the first
time an OL team had two
consecutive wins. The only
other time an OL tearn forensic
team had even won two tour
naments in a smgle year was
during the '72-'73 season.

Head coach John Leary
named the outstanding
speakers point-wise at the
tournament. They are Don
LiVigni, Cassie Gineris,
Demetrios Koltaras. Mark
Shelton, Barb Hoch, Ken
Herman, Tim Purpura, Diane
Honeyman, Holly Price, Jim
Smith, Donna Szymanski, Irma
Arce and Cheryl Powell.

The tearns quest for an un
precedented third first-place
trophy resumes on ovember 23
in a meet held at Thornridge
H.S.

On Mon. and Tues. of next week, ov. 25-26, the vocational club
VICA will hold a canned goods drive for needy people.

*****
School will not be in session next Thurs. and Fri. ov. 28-29 in

observance of the Thanksgiving holiday. On Mon. Dec. 9 school
will meet for only a half day due to a teacher's workshop.

*****
On Satuday Dec. 7 SAT Tests will be administered at St.

Laurence and Brother Rice High Schools.

*****OL's Music Department will hold its annual Christmas Concert
on Sunday Dec. 15 at 2 p.m. in the Spartan Gym.

*****
VICA will sponsor a faculty tea on Wednesday Dec. 18 in room

105.

*****
On Dec. 21 the Student Council will sponsor a dance featuring the

band Ginger. Tickets are SI.25.

HAWAII
*****

Dec. 20 is the beginning of Christmas vacation.

*****

The essays. of 500 words or less, must be submitted to Seminar
Headquarters. 66 E. South Water St. Chicago Ill, 60601 with a
postmark no later than Dec. 31, 1974.

Ten S500 Chicago totor Club scholarships will be awarded to the
winners of the Illinois Editor's Traffic Safety Seminar's ninth
annual traffic safety essay contest.

or
JAMAICAin June

long with Stagg H.S.

Mr. Simone - C-S Travel:

...

MARKS BROS.

14k,. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

FOR THE
YOUNG IN HEART

PRE-ENGAGEMENT
DIAMOND RING

The grants will be awar<led to five boys and five girls. S25 savings
Bonds will be awarded to the 25 runners up. Entry blanks can be
acquired by writing Seminar Headquarters. The contest is open to
all seniors.

$24.95

6 nights ~~~7 days

Hawaii -./'-.;"
~~~~

$399
Jamaica

II choices to be in by Dec. 3 l'

For further information contact

737-0209
.JEWELERS. SINCE '885

YORKTOWN. EVERGREE PLAZA
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Parents honor

athletes

499-

/

styled by

FLOWERS

francis hultgen

4323 W. 95th Street

Oak Lawn, III.
424-2200

AT SCHOOL •••
WEll.

Southwest Driving School offers a complete Driver's Ed.
program approved by the Supt. of Public Instruction.

If you're 15, 16, 17 yrs. old
30 HRS. CLASS 12 HRS. IN CAR

TRIP FOR PERMIT

CO PLETE 4WI( COURSE 000 0 Y$!IJo~

SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL
700 W. 103rd St.

(I ARENA CENTER LOBBY)

A CAREER AS A CHEF
OR A HOTEL AND RESTAURAIiT MAllAGER CAN

BE YOURS-ACT NOW~: ~

SMALL • PZRSOIiAL • PROF~SIONAL

-----------------------1-----------------------------------------
Write to the: I
Director of Admissions I NAME
North~lOod Institute I -;::ffi~-str-----~Mi7'd";"d1~e:-------:;La~s~t

West Baden, nr 47469 ,'ADDRESS""",:",,_~_-:::-.=-_--:::-:--...-- __~,..-
st t City State Zip

r~~ :,1 ~~e::'-_be~rad. Yr.
~~ Please send me inforQation on Culinary

Arts and Hotel and Restaurant lo1anagement

•

10735 S. Cicero
OAK LA.\NN

636-3912

Running today's Army takes
a lot of adm'OIstratlve SkillS
Like tYPlOg. stenography
office management and per
sonnel specIaltIes We'1I pay
you a good starting salary
whlleyoulearn Plus30days
paid vacatIon ilrj "~her ex·
cellent benefns

WE HAVE GOOD
JOBS IN

ADMINISTRATION
FOR YOUNG

WOMEN AND MEN

ONE POUND ROUI"D. a
multi·talented rock group, will
be appearing tomorrow night in
the AuditoriU'll Gym from 8 to 1l
p.m.

The dance is sponsored by the
Spartanite. Staff members will
be on hand during the lunch
periods today selling tickets.
Admission is a dollar in ad
vance and 1.25 at the door.

With only a days notice and
not even the regular members,
OPR appeared as Little Stevie
and the Starlites at the 50's
dance.

Doing anything Saturday
night? Want to go to a dance?

Sport0 n.ite ~;;;;=iiiiii"iPMiiiiiiii";iii;;wMriiiii;nii~

presents

OAK LAWN' PARENT
BOOSTER CLUB Honored the
fall athletes last Tuesday Nov.
12.

Most Valuable Player
Trophies were awarded to Rob
Wilke, senior, football; Lorame
Hurt, senior, girl's tennis; Tom
Ellison, junior, golf; Rich Renz,
Sophomore, cross country;
Kathy Boyle, senior. girl's
swimming; and Roxanne Fox,
junior, girl's gymnastics.

Mr. Wavering, Booster Club
president. gave opening
speeches and awarded trophies .

I Earlier this year the Booster
'club donated new swimsuits to

; .. the girl's swim team and ~e~
" warm-up suits to the girl s

tennis team.
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State scholarship changes

partanite

THE MO 'TH OF NOVEMBER brings us colored leaves and
changes in the weather. This time of the year brings yet another
change that directly e[fects students who wish to further their post
high school education. The following legislative and administrative
changes are now in effect in the major financial aid programs of
the Illinois State Scholarship Commission:

Monetary Award Program:
Illinois undergraduate students enrolled in at least 6 credit hours

of college work in any semester or quarter, at any ISSe approved
institution, are eligible to receive assistance through the Monetary
Award Program and are granted assistance, will be notified of both
their full-and part-time eligibility at the college of their choice.

THE MAXIM 1\>1 MONETARY AWARD for which a student may
qualify has been increased from SI300 to S135O. This amount is
applicable only toward tuition and mandatory fees at the 180 ap
proved l1Jinois colleges, universities, and hospital schools of nur
sing. Students must apply for other sources of assistance at the
institution and through other state and federal programs for help in
paying for room and board, books and bupplies, transportation, etc.

Monetary Awards will be available to eligible students for up to
five years of undergraduate study, or until such times as the
student receives a bachelor's degree or an equivalent amount of
college credit. Previously, students could use the award for only
four years. This extension of entitlement cannot be extended ap
plied retroactively to students who have already received a
bachelor's degree. The new entitlement limitation will be equitably
adjusted to acommodate the half-time student.

The final application deadline for the 1975-76 Monetary Award
Program is October I, 1975.

The changes listed above apply to all programs of assistance,
including the regular Monetary Award Program, The Bilingual
Scholarship-Grant Program, scholarships for survivors and
dependents of policeman and firemen killed in the line of duty, and
scholarships for survivors and dependents of P.O.W.-M.I.A.
veterans. For information and applications contact the Deeerfieid
office of the Illinois State Scholarship commission.

Illinois Guaranteed Loan Programs.
TUDE '1'8 E ROLLED FOR half·time (as defined by the in

stitution) are now eligible to participate in the Illinois Guaranteed
Loan Program. The minimum amount a student can borrow is $150.
The maximum annual loan will vary depending upon the student's
class level and whether he is attending on a full- or half-time basis,
as follows: ThehaIC and full time maximums for the first academic
year are S500 and SI000 respectively. For the second year the
maximums increase S250 for half-time students and S500 for full
time students. Each academic year thereafter for half-time
students the maximum is SI250, and for full time the Maximum is
S25OO.

Previously only Illinois residents enrolled in approved colleges,
universities and vocational-trade schools anywhere in the United
States were eligible to participate in this program. The guidelines

THE OAK LAWN

Gill Callery
5309 W. 95th ST.

DISTlNCTlVE GIFTS FOR TME HOME 857-7779

GREETING CARDS

page 4

have now been revised to permit non-residents of this state who are
now attending lllinois institutions to also qualify for participation in
the loan program.

BORROWERS DO OT HAVE TO begin repaying the principal
of a guaranteed loan until nine months after they conclude their
postsecondary studies, but interest begins to accrue immediately
after a loan has been negotiated and must be paid on behalf of the
borrower durin(the school years. For those students who qualify,
the government will pay the interest until the student assumes
repayment of the principal of the loan. ew federal guidelines
define who is eligible for this kind of program as follows:

a) if the adjusted family income is less than SI5,OOO and the loan
request does not exceed $2000, the borrower is automatically
eligible to have his interest paid.

b) if the adjusted family income is less than SI5,OOO and the total
loan request exceeds S2.000, the borrower must show need ac
cording to federal guidelines.

c) if the adjusted family income is equal to or greater than SI5.000,
the borrower must show need according to federal guidelines.

PER 0 'S I TERESTED I obtaining applications for the State
Monetary Awards or Guaranteed Loans should write: Dlinois State
Scholarship Commission, 102 Wilmot Road, Deerfield, lllinois,
60015.

J2etUn

KARATE
introductory offer

10 lessons • 10 dollars

A.. WRITE or ~
PHONE

599·4141

J.tJ-ulk '10e,u elleatlnmj
OF

KARATE
6060 WEST 95th ST.

OAK LAWN. ILL.
LOCATED

J BLOCK WEST OF OAK LAWN

COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL
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SPECIAL SEL£cn
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The Power And The Glory I
&ttlt@iaut...... '

GENTLE GIANT
THE POWER A D THE
GLORY
CAPITOL RECORDS
6.98 LIST ow 3.99

JOHN LE 0
WALLS AND BRIDGES
APPLE RECORDS
6.98 LIST ow 3.99

NANCY WILSO
ALL I LOVE IS FAIR
CAPITOL RECORDS
6.98 LIST Now 3.99

RINGO STARR
GOOD IGHT VIENNA
APPLE RECORDS
6.98 LIST Now 3.99

SR~E liT
~h Sf,sni10vLY

4~Li-b'310
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HANDEL
THE MESSIAH
SERAPHIM RECORDS
11.98 LIST ow 8.69

(3 records

Sparta nile

TCHAI(OVSKY:
nIE NUTCRACKER

SuItM Hoe.. 1& 2
'--'0..0-.--

Mon. - Fri. 12 p.m.-IO p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.. 6 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

TCHAIKOVSKY
THE NUTCRACKER
ANGEL RECORDS
13.98 LIST Now 7.98

(2 records)

424-6370

We'd be glad to speeialorderUY
record or tape we dolit ban ill stock

...we're -:- I

LEO KOTTKE
DREAMS AND ALL THAT
STUFF
CAPITOL RECORDS
6.98 LIST Now 3.99



Politics/practical experience

Chicago Rock Groups

~,
I

I o"ember 22, 1914

Ralph Wright, Social Studies

Turkeys lucky?

AS I CH AS we enjoy turkey
on Thanksgiving, there is one
fact we have to face: turkeys
are dumb.

When asked if politics had
ever entered his mind as a
career, Mr. Wright replied,
"Realistically, anyone who has
gone into political science bas in
the back of his mind. Whether
they allow it to come out ver
bally or consciously is
something else."

Mr. Vazzana, who was in
volved in a small town mayora,
pointed out that to run for any
office takes quite a bit of
money, hardwork and time.

"People are packaged and
they do have a certain image of
a candidate. Peo,le think that
your available at their whim."

With everything happening in
politics today. Youth in
Government is an excellent way
of probing into the background
of the political backbone.

You scratch my back and I'll
scratch yours!

A poultry expert at the
University of California
Riverside, tells SCIENCE
DIGEST, "I don't know of a
domesticated animal with a
lower I.Q. In fact. baby turkeys
have to be taught to eat and
drink."

If left on its own, the turkey
will drink and drink unW it
drowns and whole flocks of
gobblers may commit suicide
through eagerness to follow one
another blind! .

Frank Vazzana. , Social Studies

BY DIANE HONEYMAN

POLITICS, POLITICIAN.
POLITICAL. Three words that
have lost a majority of their
reverence in the everyday
conversations of middie class
Americans.

"All politicians are crooked! "
"Our taxes aren't going into

use, there going into pockets!"
Yet, politics and how our

government is run has become
an enthusiastic interest of many
high school students. They want
to know exacUy "what goes on
and how."

Youth in Government, a
program sponsored through the
Southwest YMCA, gives suc
cessful insight into the govern·
mental process at state level.

"Academic standing or
political experience are not
requirements for this program.
It is open to any junior or
senior," stated Mr. Frank
Vazzana, Co-advisor of the
program. "Students should be
involved and I feel it is part of
my job to back up this program
voluntarily. It is a teacher's
responsibility to get the
students involved."

THE PROGRAM I SET at
the cost of $60 per student. This
cost includes lodging in
Springfield, meals, tran
sportation, insurance and bill
books.

For the most part it is a
simulation of an actual General
Assembly. Students are divided
into a Senate and a House of
Representatives.

"An interesting thing about
the way it is set up is that the
advisers are not allowed on the
floor of the Senate or the HOllSe.
We have no way of clueing the
students on anything, so their
strictly on their own," Mr.
Ralph Wright, Co-adviser.

YOUTH I GOVER MENT
is practical knowledge.
Students learn through their
own experiences the wheeling
and dealing of political life.

Spartanite

I met the Ides nearly four years ago. My sister was working at
the lllinois Institute of Technology, where the group's drummer
was going to school. They became friends, and he invited her to
their concerts. One night, she dragged me along, and it was really
great!

The group had six members when I first saw them back in 1970.
They were Jim Peterik, guitar and lead singer; I..arr); MiIIas, bass,
keyboard. and vocals; Bob Bergland, bass and vocals; Michael
Borch, drums; Chuck SolDllar, trumpet and vocals; and John
Larson, high trumpet, fluegelhorn, and vocals. Together, these six
guys put on the wildest show I've ever seen!

JIM BEGA THE HOW with their rendition of "Eleanor
Rigby," an eight-minute trip that should have been thought of by
the BeaUes. They followed with "Bluebird," a song by Buffalo
Springfield. Songs followed. songs, some, ten to fifteen minutes
long. Peterik jumped, stomped and danced across the stage. I
haven't seen so much energy since. An hour or two later and almost
deaf from those huge speakers, I got to meet the "Ides."

.. DISCO RAGED, THE IDES OF MARCH stayed cool for a
while. WBBM offered them the opportunity to go on their "Made In
Chicago" show. The Ides saw this as the perfect way to publicize
their soon-to-be-released album, "Midnight Oil." They released the
album, and then did the show. Neither was a booming success. It
seemed the road to sucess that was so smooth in 1970 was full of
bumps in 1973. Unofficially, the Ides of March broke up in 1974.

Drummer Mike Barch went to M.S. Bob Bergland, Larry MiIIas
and Chuck Soumar joined two ex-members of the Cryan Shames,
and they became the "Ides and Shamed Union." Jim Peterik went
to "Chase," another Chicago group. Here, he wrote and sang his
own songs. He was doing fine until tragedy struck: Bill Chase was
killed in an accident. So now, Chase would not be needing Peterik.
He rejoined his friends Larry, Bob and Chuck and the group was
now named the "Ides and Shames Re-Union."

How will the 'Ides and Shames Re-Union" do? Not too well, I'm
afraid. They just don't have the caliber to become a big-name
group. They may record a record or two, but it is my opinion that
they'll do worse than the Ides did in their later years. I think they'll
have to be satisfied playing high school and college dances.
page 6

The "Vehicle" is Finally Out of Gas

IT' THE SUMMER of 1970. A group from the west SIde of
Chicago is rocking the country with it's heavy brass sounds like
"Blood, Sweat and Tears." They had a million-selling single with
"Vehicle," and their back-up song, "L.A., Goodbye," did nearly as
well. They recorded four albums, "Vehicle," "Common Bond,"
"World Woven" and "Midnight Oil" in three years. It seemed the
road to success was paved for them, but suddenly, as soon as they
came, they were gone. The group? The Ides of March.

Jim told me how the group met at Morton West High school, when
the guys were sophomores and juniors. They started by playing on
the "Kiddie-a-go-go" show. From that, the group grew and Peterik
began writing songs. Finally, in 1970, the six-man Ides of March
recorded "Vehicle."

After "Vehicle" became a hit, Peterik wrote more and more.
"L.A., Goodbye" and "Superman" were released to back up
"Vehicle." Unfortunately, neither sold quite enough to make the
Ides an instant sucess. From here, the Ides began pushing. They
recorded "Common Bond," in hopes of selling themselves in
album-form. They sold, but not as many as hoped. So Peterik
decided to alter their style. They recorded some heavier songs with
more meaningful lyrics. "World Woven" was being recorded, and
they took on blind pianist Dave Arellano. From this album they
released "Mother America" and "Colorado Morrow." Neither
made it to the AM stations, which is almost a necessity when selling
records.

BY NA '0 SEDEMltA



Krsna •• life In their opinion
8~ IJlI\l\'E HONEYMAN

"Generally people are disturbed by six kinds of urges-the urge to
talk, the urge to become angry and the urges of the mind, stomach,
tongue and genitals. Through these urges, material nature forces
us to remain in the material world."

Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabbupada
Krishna Devotee Leader

A, AVID I TERE T in religion has prompted me to look
thoroughly into several religious sects. The most interesting and
perplexing of these being Krishna.

Krishna (originally written Krsna) is more than a mere religion,
it is a consistent way of life; a total consciousness of being. Ac
cording to Krishna conscious devotees, "Krishna consciousness is
everywhere because Krishna is everywhere".
~What exactly is Krishna? Yvu may have seen several devotees in

,the downtown Chicago area, who are essentially easy to recognize
";by their shaven heads and ankle length robs. Or perhaps you have

read some Krishna literature handed out daily by devotees, but this
is does not give information into the background or structure of
"Krishna."

KRI HNA I THE supreme being or Lord, commonly known as
the "Personality of Godhead". Krishna is one of the most revered
of all Indian divinities and has become the center of many bhakti
<devotional) religious cults. Krishna, meaning "black" or "dark as
a cloud", is often depicted with blue-black skin, wearing a yellow
loincloth and a crown of peacock feathers.

Krishna devotees disown all materialistic values in lUe.
" ...when you desire to gratify your senses, that is material life.

And when you desire to serve God, that is spiritual life, "Srila
Prabhupada. "We are using everything-table, chair, bed, tape
recorder, typewriter-so what is the difference? The difference is
that we are using everythinl/ for Krishna".

A multiplicity of conditions or techniques are involved in the
consciousness of ones soul and being in the everyday life of the
Krishna devotee. One of the most significant of these is the chan
ting of the holy names of God:

Hare Krishna
Hare Krishna
Krishna Krishna
Hare Hare

Hare Rama
Hare Rama
Rama Rama
Hare Hare

Devotees repeat this chant over and over consistently, often
working themselves into an uncontrolled frenzy.

" ... the more you become purified, the more you will feel ecstasy.
This chanting process is the purifying process," Srila Prabhupada.

THERE I NO H PPI E in materialism, only in spiritualism.
Krishna says, "Know it to be only a shadow of reality, only a
shadow of happiness".

Devotees believe to beeome conscious of Krishna and to believe
avidly, is to become pure and eternally happy.

Krishna consciousness centers have been set up in over eighty
cities around the world. The Chicago location is 1014 Emerson St.,
Evanston. 602Q1.--------

"Godhead is light. escience is darkness. Where there is
Godhead, there is no ne-science".

November 22, 1974 parlanite

VOl: REALLY BELIEVE in segregation?
You'll fight for it to the death? O.K. Here's your
choice: You can marry a white, white woman or
a black, black woman. The white, white woman
is Kate Smith And the black, black woman is
Lena Horne. ow make your choice.

Lenny Bruce

EVERY PER ON is responsible for only the
good within his abilities, and for no more, and no
one can tell whose sphere is the largest.

Gail Hamilton,
Country Living and

Country Thinking

Guns make lousy plowshares
But oh they rust so beautifully.
Think of how they'd look
With snap beans craWling over them.

Rod Mckuen, Farming

ever forget what a man says to you when he is
angry

Henry Ward Beecher

POETRY I THE child of nature, which,
regulated and made beautiful by art, presenteth
the most harmonious of all other compositions.

James Shirley, Preface to
Beaumont and Fletcber

In a sacred manner
J live.
To the heavens
I gazed.
in a scared manner I live.
My horses
Are many.

Indian Folk Song, Bury My Heart at Wounded
Knee

LIFE DIFFER FROM the play on in this ... it
has no plol...allis vague, desultory, un
connected... till the curtain drops with the
mystery unsolved.

Bulwer-Lytton, Godolpbln

WHO KILL A :'olA;Ii, kills a reasonable
creature, God's image; but he who destroys a
good book kills reason itself.

John Milton

In the area
of delivery sy terns,
technicians sleep underground.
And in many places I see soldiers
in their underwear,
leeping one-bY-<lne

on millions of cots.
Lou Lipsitz
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Man of your dreams?

partanite
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When Polly sent for her
do-it-yourself-kit,
she was now and then a little
girl.
but it came, it saw, it didn't conquer
polly who saw what it really was
and now polly doesn't
do-it-yourself anymore
now
or
ever

writing and writing and writing and
WHAT for? not for the king or
the chicken-in-the-pot
or any of your pride in ownership
it is not expression or feelings or
any of that
Because that is not that at all
all of it is believing, that is
this, this is that
which in the end is all
rehashed and good for the children
and not really good for anyone at
all.

C(Jntrtbutloos for t.bIlI eolwnn, of poetry, _y or abort story can
be lPYfJI to any Spartanite staff member or depomted In room lto.

Images:
M.Shelton

IN CONCL 810 , let me
state, as Dorothy Parker once
said, "There's nothing more fun
than a man." But not slgbt
unseen.

Personal ads

Hi Hernia! Love Seasons

Mr. Lynch,
Thanks for the mum.

June

Happy Birthday Peanette!

J.H. D.T. C.M.

For Sale: 2 "Super-8" .moviE
cameras and I cassette ~
recorder. Call 425-1181 and
to no one except Karl.

Jutzaminute,
Belated Birthday wishes,

MOJO

Pam,
You smell,

J.G.

To OL's Basketball team,
BEAT Richards on Dec. 6!

J.S.C.M.D.W.

Hello Ratso from Fatso.

Mr. Hill,
Keep up the good work.

Fahey,
Happy Birthday,

Schnoz.

f
I

Good Luck Spartan Cagers for

t the coming season.

A Baskethall fan

t

\. "He's got a great build,"
means he's a jock who hasn't
read a book through since
Fanny Hill.
2. "He's got a great sense of
humor." Sure, if you want to
hear all the quipe from last
month's Readers' Digest.
3. "You two are the perfect
match." You two look alike.
4. "He's just the perfect
height." For some strange
reason, everyone's conception
of the perfect height for me is 6
foot 8. Being a mere 5 feet 4'1z
myself, this puts the top of my
head at his tie tac, or where his
tie tac would be if he wasn't
wearing a track suit and
carrying a basketball.
5. "He's very athletic." I hope
you have fun sitting under the
golden arches and discussing
the Ali-Foreman fight.
6. "He's very mature." He's
twenty-seven years old.
7. "He's just an overgrown
kid." He's twenty-seven and
still in high school.
8. "He's very poetic." I have
heard Elizabeth Browning's
"How do I love thee-Let me
count the ways... " touted as an
original poem about twe~ty

times, and frankly, I never like
that poem anyway.
9. "He's very intellectual." This
means you'll go see a French
art movie.

If you look over at your date
during the movie, you'll notice
his lips moving as he reads the
subtitles.
10. "He has a great car." So
what? You're not dating the
car.
I\. "He's very musical." He can
(and frequently will) sing every
Beatie song ever written-Qf
key.
12. "I'll even double with you.'
This is the clincher. This means
you can't sneak out of the car a
the first stoplight. Or even tbe
second. But you can strangle
your girlfriend that night, in
stead of waiting until the nex
day.
page 8

.. AT LE T ONCE during
your high school years you will
be confronted with that
paganistic ritual known as "the
blind date." There's no use
trying to avoid it; everyone
goes through it at least once
<actually, it is the lucky ones
who only have one blind date. I
bave been on more than I care
to rememberl. With this in
mind, I am taking this op
portunity to warn you about the
special vocabulary used by the
person who fixed you up with
someone that is the man of your
dreams. Here are a few
examples of what they say, and
what they really mean.

av CHERYL POWELL



•view

BY CARRIE YAKIM

GRAMPA AU AYS told me, "Keep your head hung low or you'U
end up like your brother Lester." But Grandpa never told me I'd be
a turkey dinner!

Let me see, it was last November around this time that my
brother Lester, who was much plumper than I, got the hatchet.

We were all standing there minding our own business when two of
those humans approached.

My brother Lester, the big showoff, held his head high. olice
him, they sure did! In fact they raved over him. They approached
cautiously as not to arouse us and picked good 'ole Les up and put
him in a box. We could hear his gawking as soon as he found out
what the future had in store.

One year has passed since that dreadful day. They say that ex·
perience is the best teacher but to no avail. I held my head high for I
was proud to be a turkey on this very special day.

The same two humans approached, again in search of the perfect
specimen. I could feel the point of his finger at me. They came after
me. With somewhat more intelligence then my brother I ran. Oh no,
the fence! They had me cornered! I was another victum of the
annual turkey feast. As my head lies on this chopping block my
whole life passes before me. Down comes the hatcher. GOODBYE
CRUEL WORLD WHAMMMM!!!!!!! SEE YA AT DINNER
TIME

Bird's

~

S&S
STOll FOI all

& IOYS
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c:...... -.,.
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BLUE DENIM &
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FLANNEL

SHIRTS
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for
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The look ia wide and
wild ... th~ rabric II
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Slide into a pair or
two· today!
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•view

BV CARRIE ~. AKIl\1

GRAMPA ALWAYS told me, "Keep your head hung low or you'U
end up like your brother Lester." But Grandpa never told me I'd be
a turkey dinner!

Let me see, il was last ovember around this lime that my
brother Lester, who was much plumper than I, got the hatchet.

We were all standing there minding our own business when two of
those humans approached.

My brother Lester, the big showorf, held his head high. otice
him, lhey sure did! In fact they raved over him. They approached
cautiously as nol to arouse us and picked good 'ole Les up and pUl
him in a box. We could hear his gawking as soon as he found out
whal the future had in store.

One year has passed since that dreadful day. They say that ex
perience is the best teacher but to no avail. I held my head high for I
was proud to be a turkey on this very special day.

The same two humans approached, again in search of the perfect
specimen. I could feel the point of his finger al me. They came after
me. With somewhat more inteUigence then my brother I ran. Oh no,
the fence! They had me cornered! I was another victum of the
annual turkey feast. As my head lies on this chopping block my
whole life passes before me. Down comes the hatcher. GOODBYE
CRUEL WORLD WHAMMMM!!!!!!! SEE YA AT DINNER
TIME

Bird's
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GA2·4044
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18,000 PAIRS'
OF LEVI'S TO
CHOOSE
FROM•••
NINO Flwes, Blue Jean
Bells, and complete line
of cuffed colored .leen
FIBres. Also 0,_ Bag-
gies and many oth.
styles. LMgest selection
of LeYi styles and sizes.
Most styles available in
waist sizes V" to 42".
in_m 27" to 36".

The look 11 wide and
wtld ... th~ fabric la
mid.ale cotton cor·
duroy in rJc.h colon
that blend beautifully
with the new shirt•.

Buic jeaN con
oIruction tbat ia
tnditionaUy Leor..

Slide into a pair or
two ·loda,!
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rrhe Cyprus answer A corner just for thinking

BY CHERYL POWELL
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time for a business ap
pointment, the hair dresser, a
social engagement or shopping
spree, time should be set aside
for "thinking." If a person said,
"I cannot come because this is
my hour to be alone," he or she
would be considered rude,
strange or have too much ego.
In our civilization "alone" is
considered suspect and has to
apologize for it, make excuses,
and hide that one practices it.
People suggest it is a secret
vice.

We are all social and need to
have people around us. If we
cannot find this at home, we will
go elsewhere just to be with
people. This can destroy our
inner-strength. We must take
time to think our thoughts now
and then, in a little while, to
open our hearts.

Life is like three chairs in
your home. (I) for solitude; (2)
for friendship and (3) for
society. Most people do not have
any trouble with the second and
third chair, but the first chair
does not get much use. So please
do try to find "A-eorner-Just

for-Thinking. "

AWARD WINNER

1114 NlSPA GOLDEN EAGLE

Published by the Advanced
Journalism students of

Oak Lawn Community High School
94th Street and Southwest Highway,

Oak Lawn, illinois 60453

Spartanile

Editorial Board

Editor-in-Ghief
Associate Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Edi tor
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Many mornings before
starting my day you will find
me sipping my coffee and
staring out my window. I find
that I can do a great deal of
thinking when everyone else is
asleep before the business of the
day begins. My thOUghts at this
hour can run from the smallest
to the important and back
again.

All too many people do not
really understand their jobs and
chores because the pace of our
"modern society" does not give
us "time." Everyone should
take a daily "think-break"
whether at home, or in school,
when things are quiet. One
should take this time to find a
way to study, live a better life,
and to be happier. In our fast
morning-world it would make
sense to stop a minute to think
about the affairs of the day and
the meaning of life.

Thinking clears the fountain
of the mind. Then it rules the
affections, directs our actions,
corrects more than the usual,
softens manners and regulates
life.

If a person can set aside the

IStaff

Lounge to relax from the
routine school-like atmosphere.
Do you like having this freedom
or would you rather be stuck in
a study hall for an hour? The
answer is obvious.

Another question that has
arisen: What about freshmen
and sophomores? What's in it
for them? Simple. Whenever
possible frosh and sophs have
been scheduled with either a
late arrival or an early
dismissal.

In questioning some teachers
and other students on their
views of OL policies and the
Open Campus system, there
seems to be a general
agreement that OL is a very
"liberal-run" high school with
the students' wants and needs in
mind. From observing
procedures and student life at
other area high schools in
comparison to ours, I would
tend to agree. There is a lot of
student freedom here. One
teacher remarked that if all the
students who complain all the
time could see what it's like at
other schools, they would really
appreciate OL. Perhaps;
perhaps not.

Some of the criticism aimed
at Open Campus might be
justified, but just think what it
would be like at OL without it.

Open Campus is a privilege
that we have here at O.L. that
very few other schools have.
However, this Open Campus
system has come under much
criticism since its beginnings
two years ago.

The biggest gripe among the
students is the required at
tendance of the 25 minute study
hall. The story behind this has
been told and re-told year after
year. " ...The state requires
each student to be in school
un der teacher supervision for at
least fi ve hours a day.... " That
is the state's rule, not Oak
Lawn's, and there isn't much
that can be done about it. This
granted, is one of the facets of
Open Campus that still needs
more thinking~ut.

But if you stop for a minute
and think of the good things
Open Campus has to offer,
maybe you'll see that the
system isn't all that bad. All
students on Open Campus know
what I mean. Every day we
have one, sometimes two 50
minute periods in which to do
whatever we want. Many
students head for "Macs" or
home, some stay in school and
run to the cafeteria for a quick
snack, others use the library or
visit with a teacher, ana still
others go to the Junior-Senior
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FOR SOME TIME now, there have been many debates over what
has been called "the Cyprus question." In fact, this has been going
on for so long now that many people have forgotten the question.
For thosp. of you who have forgotten the question is, "Should the
Turkish Cvpriots who gained control of the island be allowed to
remain in power, or should Cyprus be handed over to the Greek
Cypriots?" This brings to mind other, more pertinant questions,
such as aren't there any Cyprian Cypriots? Why can't they rule
their own island?

The only practical solution we can see is to kick all of the Greeks
and the Turks off of Cyprus and give it back to the American In
dians. That way the Greeks could go back to Greece, the Turks to
Turkey, and we could have Alcatraz back.

As a compromise measure to gain the support of the Soviet
Union, they could send all of their people who have emigrated or
defected, or have been deported or exiled. This way Alexander
Solzhenitzyn and Rudolf Nureyv would have somewhere to live.

The most important reason for this drastic action is to stop the
flood of anti-Turk literature that can be found in most restaurants
across the nation; and the anti-Greek pam phlets that are being
smuggled into the US in Turkish exports (such as cigarettes). This
influx of proselytization is doing little but worsening the already
~cute paper shortage.

What we, as citizens, must do is clear. We must write to our
congressman, to our representitive at the UN, even to the president
to stop all of this senseless waste. And we must do it soon before it is
too late.

Open campus:
BY CHUCK MACDONALD pros and cons

•,
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F:ditor's ;';ote-

A "a, e 01 rumors concerning the bu ing 01 black tudents to OL
originall) lab. icated by a Communications Through Media class
under the supervi ion 01 a m Good, ha been spread throughout the
school, and a mong parents and laculty.

While there is no truth to this rumor, man)' student, teachers
and parent expressed great concern over the iluation. Call Irom
parents "ere received b) both Dean 01 Boys, Jame Craig, and
Assistant uperintendenl, Paul Davies, tudent reaction has also
been large,

Mr. Good stated. "the original idea was to demonstrate the
earliest form 01 mass media: word 01 mouth. We decided 10 pick a
topic that "ould aUect students in such a way that their opinions
"ould surface in daily con"ersation, Other idea were suggested,
butthe cia s leltthi would best serve the purpo e 01 the project. In
01) opinion. it was tremendously succes luI."

The rumor "as unintentionally aided b) the scheduling 01 a city·
"Ide lIome Economics Related Occupation (HERO) conlerence,
allended b) black students Irom everal area chool. Though the
conlerence "a in no "ay related to the lormation 01 the rumor, it
did much to create a general atmosphere 01 concern,

The lollowing leller were submitted lor publication before the
statement was disproved.

It is interesting to note that only one week after lbe lormation of
this report, orne 25 letlers to the editor "ere received and a
tudent surve) disclosed tbat some 60 per cent 01 the 110 students
urH)ed thought that black students were indeed being bu ed into

OL. \\ hile thi urve)' is inconclu ive a far a actual lacts are
concerned, uch ligures are certainly Irigbtening. Mr, Good
continued. "One 01 the goals 01 the experiment was to see how
man) people would check Ihe creditability 01 the rumors." That,
hO""'er, eem to have been nonexistent.

Becau e 01 deadline, this S) nopsis is only the tip of the iceberg.

BY CHERYL POWELL

Rumors cause furor

E\'ERAL WEEK AGO, Mr. Sam Good's CommunIcation
Through Media class tarted, a a class project. a rumor stating
that blacks were to be bused into OL. "The original idea lof the
project I was to demonstrate the earliest form of mass media. word
of mouth." 1r. Good said. He also explained the reason for starting
this particular rumor was becase the students in his cia s chose it
instead of using his suggestion of saying Led Zepplin was pla)'ing a
concert at OL over Christmas. He went on to add. "In my opmion, it
was tremendously successful "

HEILA LVATl

Is the rumor about blacks
being bussed into OL from Argo
true? This rumor started
around 2 weeks ago. If they are
being bussed into OL, will OL
students be bussed to Argo?

Please give the fact on this
issue.

LY;';;.; KORl'BA

ANDY WILLIAMS

DE R EDITOR:

DEAR EDITOR:

DEAR EDITOR:

I heard that 35 egroes are
going to be bussed to OL. 1
wonder why the school district
would ever allow such a thing to
happen. There would be a )ot 01
racial problems which could be
a voided II bussing is not
allowed.

There has been some talk
going around the classrooms
about the bussing of egroes
Into OL. Belore this talk gets out
01 hand, could you please let us
know il this subject has ever
been discussed? U it has, what's
the final decision?

DEAR EDITOR:

We feel the project did much more than demonstrate the
usefulness of word of mouth. It also shattered many people's
facades of liberalism and brought to light their inherent middle
class values and prejudices.

What exactly would happen if black were bus ed mto OL? Many
people feel the school would suffer the arne tragedies as being
experienced in the newly-intergrated schools of South Bo ton. And
as Gary Wills pointed out in a recent issue of the Chicago un·
Time." We condemn South Africa for living as Sooth Boston does
The issue IS not really quality education. except in the largest
sense. The i sue is the quality of society; the is ue is apartheid. The
re t of society had beller help bigoted Southie out while opening it
up. It is a jungle to be civilized. and the civilizing process involves
tools more complex than outright punishment"

There has been some talk
around school about egroes
being bussed to OL. U this is
true, the people of this school
must come together and create
a road block to this "wheel of
progress."

Our schools are bad enough
without the blacks moving in.
Whatever was hoped for our
community in the future will be
destroyed if just one egro
moves into our school.

In the first place, why should
Negroes be allowed in a school
for which they don't pay. They
don't even pay for the schools
near which they live because
they are all on ADC (Aid for
Dependent Children>.

With blacks come vandalism,
crime and corruption which is
not welcome in any school. We
soon would be hiring policemen
to guard the halls and the
bathrooms of our school.

My answer to bussing, my
friends, is no. To let them In our
schools would be cutting our
own throats, Land value would
go down because before long,
blacks would move into our
community. Then our homes
and streets would no longer be
safe.

Let nature be and keep the
races seperate and live apart
where each could live and work
lor what they want.

H GHMA 0:"

Due to the immaturity of OL
students, I believe that if

egroes were bussed into OL,
they would be beaten within an
inch of their lives. Therefore, I
say, don't bus them to OL.

Name withheld on request

What is your opinion on the
blacks being bussed into our
school? I feel that it would be a
bad move on the part of our
faculty if they bus them in.

People that are going here
don't at all get along with
themselves. There are gangs
that fight. If you bring a
minority like the blacks here,
all hell would break loose.

PHIL GIRTEN

DEAR EDITOR:

DEAR EDITOR,

DAVE MULHALL

DEAR EDITOR,

I've heard a rumor that's
been around that blacks will be
bused into OL at the start of the
second semester. Is this true? I
don't think it will be a good idea
to bus blacks into the school. U
they do, there ",ill be fights
every five minutes and the
school will turn into a bat·
tleground.

DEAR EDITOR:

If the rumor comes true about
bussing blacks into OL, 1see no
way of avoiding it They will
eventually have to be in OL
because of extremely over·
crowded schools from which
they come

The major problem of bussing
blacks mto OL is that the white
students will cause the trouble.
Do you think that 50 Blacks or
200 blacks are going to start
trouble against 3300 white
students?

What might happen is that the
white students wtll sit and call
the blacks names and one of
them will get fed up with it. He
JU t mIght haul oU and belt the
white person Right there the
"hite slUdents started trouble
but the black is the one to suIfer.

I don't want to see blacks
come into OL because of the
troubles whites would cause. All
"e could do is sit back and wait
for the Ignorant people to start
trouble.

Is it true that blacks are being
bussed to OL? U it is, they will
be in trouble, because OL
students aren't ready for this.

I.ARRY Bl'CKELS

DEAR EDITOR:

Name witheld on request
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Videotapes add variety

:\li s G~rr) Zl'mla and students Paul lroud and John Mikos ob
en'e an in tant replay of the day's lesson on one of the English

Dept. 's vid~otapemachines. The machines are used by teacher a
both an educational aid and for cia s projects.

~.
•
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stuoents cannot accept the
responsioility of having their
first two cuts "free."

The Disipline Committee is
seriously considering the
possibility of changing the
punishment for class cutting to
two days external suspension. If
the committee sees im
provement these changes may
not be necessary, but if there is
not improvement these changes
would be put into effect by
second semester.

BY CHUCK :'I1ACDO~ALD

D.C. offers last chance

MO T OF THE students here
at OL feel that the present
Disipline Code is too strict but
they don't realize how easy it
really is. The students are in
school to learn but with COIlr

linual class cutting it becomes
more and more difficult.
Unexcused absences from
classes are constantly in
creasing.

The code that the Discipline
Committee has developed will
Dot do the job. Obviously

Drinking causes
disturbances

You may have noticed lhat Oak Lawn High School has pepped up
a lot this year. There have been more dances planned and definitely
scheduled this year than in the past four or five years. Take for
example the Kick·Off Dance, the SO's Dance, the Spartanite
Thanksgiving Dance and, of course, Homecoming. That makes
four dances in the hort period of three months that school has been
in session.

Did you know that there is a Christmas Dance, a Sweetheart
Turnabout Dance, and a Basketball Dance planned for the coming
months ahead? But did you also know that these planned dances
may come under strict restrictions such as more teacher·
chaperones due to a lack of student cO-<lperalion? That's right,lack
of cO-<lperation.

Attendance at the dances already taken place has been better
than good and no serious trouble has arisen. The big problem,
however, is student drinking. While walking through the mass of
bodies, there always seems to be the stench of cheap booze in the
air.

True. not all students drink before coming to a dance, but there
are just enough to make this problem a noticeable one. Take last
month's Homecoming Dance, for example. There were reported
cases of a few students who were not only drunk but also sick.
There was even talk of some people involved in the formal
Homecoming activities and several football players being drunk.

One couple even had the nerve to drink their beer right in the
middle of the dance Ooor. The conduct of the students on the whole
was said to have been the worst in the last seven years. After the
dance the janitors had to clear the parking lot of hundreds of empty
wine bottles and beer cans before some people could get their cars
out.

I wonder if these few students who do come to dances drunk
realize what they are doing for others. They are the ones who cause
the need for more chaperones. In some cases they can ruin an
evening for someone else. Believe it or not, there are a lot of
students who like to go to these dances to have a good time without
worrying about some drunk person barfing on them.

I also wonder if these people realize that by their actions they
very well might be jeopardizing the prospects of future dances.
This problem was started by student and it can be stopped by
students.

However, for those of you who still feel that you must drink to get
your kicks, may we make a suggestion? Either wait until after a
dance to have your fun or don't bother coming at all. In order to

avoid a misunderstanding: I'm not condemning alcohol although it
may sound like it' I'm simply stating that there is a time and a
place for it.

So fellow students, the answer lies with us. Does Oak Lawn
continue to have fairly restriction-free dances or are we going to be
under constant guard by chaperones because of the almighty six
pack?

wrong, it's much easIer to
correct. I feel they can be of
inestimatble value to all areas
of teaching."

It is not often that a program
of such complexity (Media
Specialist Dave Lawrence is
often called upon to help out
with the technical aspects of the
operation) is welcomed by
students, but they seem to
appreciate the chance to "be a
star".

Freshman Dave Kukala
commented after working on a
Zemla production, "It is
delin,itly a lot of work,
but it is worth it. The chance to
see yourself doing something
more than makes up for tbe
time and effort."

So, students are now given
one more choice of things to do,
and I, for one, welcome the
change from the more
restrictive, sometimes
monotonous bookwork and
lecture classes to a freer more
expressive challenge for
students.

BY MARK HELTO

In the past few years, the OL
English department has made
use of what I feel is a most
important, educatIOnal t1evice:
the videotape record-playback
system.

These systems, of which the
school now owns 5 (3 of which
belong to the Athletic Dept.)
consist of a camera, a recorder,
somewhat like a reel-to-reel
tape recorder and a monitor,
which is like a TV set. They
work together to produce,
essentially, a black-and·white
TV show, complete with audio
and video portions.

Many teachers find them
invaluable to teaching units
involving plays or acting.
English teacher Gerry Zemla
commented, "It provides the
students with an opportunity to
actually see what they've done.
For instance, you can tell a kid
that he's blocking someone or
that he's got his head down a
million times, but if he can look
back and SEE what he's doing
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Girls volleyball looks strong

Swimming works for .500

Ken Corre y senior tankman, demonstrating bis
skillful start. Coffey is expected to do well in bis
events tbis year, tbe 50 and 100 yard freestyle.

'o\'ember 22. 19;4
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Oak Lawn

Spartan" e

Spor':s

COl'~TRYCRO

FOOTBALL
OL had little to cheer about in this port this year, however, there

were a few bright spots on the team. Senior Rob Wilke set a chool
record with 103 solo tackles for the year. Senior Larry 0' eill,
threw three touchdowns, scored two him elf and also played
defense. 0' eill also led the team with five interceptions.
Wingback Ed Wysocki caught 19 passes for 344 yards, good for an
average of 18.1 yards per catch.

This year's team consisted of 14 seniors and 17 jlUJiors, a rather
Inexperienced team. The gridmen gained 880 yards on the grolmd
and 686 yards in the air for a total of 1566 yards. Their opponents
rushed for 1,216 yards and passed for 548 yards for their total of
1,764 yards. OL gained 73 first downs while their opponent racked
up 87.

The OL defense, however, caused 24 turnovers, blocked 2 punts
and held opponents to an average of only 2.9 yards rushing.

Other players contributed to the team effort this season also.
Fullback Steve Scaduto rushed for over 300 yards on 92 attempts.
Kicker Larry Santoro averaged 32.5 yards for punts and 55.4 for
dick-<lffs. Senior Don Luckett was second to Wilke in tackles with
68.

As with other teams, inexperience was a key factor in disap
pointing easons. With 17 players returning, OL's gridmen should
be greatly improved next year.

BY \\ ALT KROZ

01.'5 VAR ITY team ~inished with a respectable record of 7-5.
Led by super -soph Rich Renz, the partans managed victories
against Hillcrest, Rich East. Reavis, Thornridge, Eisenhower.
Chicago Christian and Tinley Park. Renz had the most first-place
fini he ,three, the be ttime of the season, a 14 :52.

OL opened the season with victories against Hillcrest and Rich
East In the Rich East meet, OL took the first five places, with
Renz, BHl Larocque and Kevin Moore finishing 1-2-3. The harriers
then won three out of the next five. In the Eisenhower contest,
Renz, Moore and Larocque again fini hed as the top three The

partans, however, dropped three of their remaining games. losing
to Richards, Thornton. and Lincoln-Way.

THE OPHO;\tORE team fared a little worse, ending with a 5~1
record 'eil Barnhart. Rich Pluhar, John Dav1 and Tim Larocque
were the majOr contributors for the team thi year Barnhart led
the team with four first-place finishes He also had the best tune for
the Soph this year, a 16: It.

• 'ext year. with Renz returning and the outstanding sophomores
moving up to var ity, the harriers will have a much improved team
and could take 1 t place in the conference.
GOLF
I~ TilE FIR T season of fall golf. the partans concluded the

campaign with a 4-8-1 record. The varsity team was composed of
Don Gardner, senior: Tom Ellison and Joe heil, jUnior, Chuck
1atulik and Tom 10lk, sophomores: and Tom Price, freshman.
The Fro h-Soph team, finishing with a 5-8 record, have five sophs

and three freshmen on the team. They are Ken Libert, Bill Gam
mon, John O'Meara, Andy Pappas and Tom Alger, sophomores:
and Doug Azzaro, Gary Scheckel, and Paul Underwood, freshmen.

Ellison had the best 9-hole average for the season With a 43. Molk
had the outstanding 9-hole low with a 39.

With only Gardner graduating and Ellison and Molk returning,
this year's inexperienced team should turn into next year's ex
perienced champions.

Fall sports wrap-up

partanite

Milewski, Rick Krysack, and
Ken Coffey. These swimmers
are howing the leadership and
have the right attitude needed
to Improve this year's s~im
ming prospect. explained
Scarpelli.

The coach is very optimistic
on finishing the season with a
.500 record. "Our diving is very
strong and f believe that !be
double practice sessions will
payoff in the long rlUJ."

Coach Scarpelli has a great
deal of prai e for his sophomore
coach, Paul Sanderson, for
merly from Evergreen Park
H.S. Mr. Sanderson's credits
have mainly been associated
with water polo but he has a
good knowledge of the whole
swimming program and has
been fantastic in his developing
of the younger swimmers and is
a great asset to our future
plans, Scarpelli said.

The next girls volleyball
home meet will be against
Hillcrest, on Wednesday,

ovember '1:1, at 4:30 p.m.

. II l:Secvar aJ 0 POinted out
that some of the fine points of
the game have been changed.
"There ha\'e been some rule
change One of them is the
center line i four inches wider.
Another IS that all coaches must
it on the bench and the coaches

and members of the team may
not hold up any signs from the
bench or sidelines."

Coach Vern Scarpelli is
looking forward to forming the
Green Wave into a winner.

oach Scarpelli pointed out
thaI. "Five arsity Coaches in
the four year has not helped
the wimmlng program here at
o L" While explaimng this he
pointed out that "In order to
achieve a '" Inning athletic
program long term programs
must be set up."

uch programs would include
summer programs not afmated
with Physical Education. In
ummer PE programs you will

receive people who are not
really Interested in competitive
swimming and they are just
there to make up the credit.
This does not allow us to give
active workouts to our swim
mers.

OL'T TANDI G 0 FAR
THI E ON has been the
seniors, John Wielbinicki, John

BY MICHELE WIERZGAC

"THE CH ~CE OF t:
\\ I~~I G FIR T place is 99.9
per cent," says Miss JlUJe
Becvar, coach of this year's
girl's varsity volleyball team.
"We will have a tough time
though. The opposing teams will
be even tougher than last
year's. Especially Richards and
Reavis."

"The four years that
volleyball has been at OL,
Reavis has topped the Spartans
in every match," said Miss
Becvar. She hopes the varsity
team will be better than last
year's and improve on its over
all record and with Reavis.

I

•..



Grapplers eye
• •winning season

BY JIM EGA~

"WITH TillS TEAM, I
beheve that we should win
about 75 per cent of our dual
meet ." That was the view of
varsity wre thng coach Chuck
Lawson after only two weeks of
wre tling practice. With a total
of t6 dual meets, that should be
a lot of winnlOg that the OL
wrestling fans can look forward
to

The main reason for 1r.
Lawson's optimism is this
year's squad of varsity mat
men, Along with returning state
champ Jim Cizek, Coach
Lawson has a few returning
seniors and a crowd of juniors
coming back after being part of
Lawson's sophomore team that
was so tough to beat last year.

Along with Cizek, other
returning seniors to look out for
are John Spears, who wrestled
all of last year at the 112 lb.
weight class; Joe Klahn, who
had the misfortune of wresUing
at the same weight as Terry
Mulrermin, last year's state
champ at ll9 Ibs.; and John

Reidy who wrestled all of last
year at 145. Reidy, however,
recently injured his leg at
practice and will be doubtful as
a starter until later in the
season.

IN THE RETURNING
Jl:NIOR ,there is a struggle in
a couple of the weight classes.
At ll2 Joe Cryan and Roland
Ernst should be battling it out
for the entire year. At 167 three
juniors, Cipper Hughes, Mike
McCampbell and Steve
10rganthaler are trying to win

the right to wrestle in this year.
Also returning to the mats this
year are Steve LaRocco, one of
the few juniors with varsity
experience; Mike Chickerillo,
one of last year's sophomore co
captains, Dan McEntee, Chick's
fellow co-captain; Jim
Mastores and Gerry "Little
Gerry" Burns, the team's
lightest heavyweight.

OL's first meet is at River
side·Brookfield on ov. 23.
Their first home meet is on Nov.
27.

Jim Cizek, Slate wrestling champ last year, practiclng

his '0. 1 tance. Coach Lawson is very optimistic that
Cizek will repeat a top in the state.

Spartan gymnasts

flip into season

:'Ilatch the e area High Schools with their OIcknames.

Example' OL partans. There are 26 different schools and 26

SPORTS QUIZ

AN. \\ ER ON PAGE 16different nicknames.

CHOOL

I Thornridge
2 St. Lawrence
3 Reavis
4 Richards
5 Evergreen Park
6. Hillcrest
7 Thornwood
8 Rich East
9 Brother Rice
10. Chicago Christian
11 Lockport
12 Sandburg
13 Bloom
14. tagg
15 Eisenhower
16. Oak Forest
17 Argo
18 Bremen
19 lI1arist
20. Thornton
21 QUigley outh
22. Tinley Park
23. Proviso East
24. Thornton Frac. South
25. LaGrange
26. Crete·Monee

page 14

[';ICK[';AMES

A. Titans
B Bengals
C. Trojans
D. Porters
E. Knights
F. Charger
G. Argonots
H. Braves
1. Pirates
J. Lions
K. Crusaders
L Mustangs
M. Bulldogs
N. Vikings
O. Rockets
P, Hawks
Q. Cardinals
R Wildcats
S. Spartans
T. Rebels
U. Warriors
V. Eagles
W. Falcons
X Rams
Y Thunder Birds
Z. Indians

BY RO EAN~E LO ACIOl:

"LA T YEAR' GY:\I-
NA TIC EA ON was good, but
this year's will be even beller,"
according to Joel Simone
Varsity Coach.

"We had 9 wins and 7 losses
last year." Last year's team
was as good as they could be
considering that they don't have
any form of gymnastics in
grammar school. Mr. Simone
feels that if gymnastics were
offered in grammar school,
high school teams would be
excellent.

"This year we have four
outstanding Seniors: Chip
Bennett, Free Acts; Jim
Bradley, Trampoline; Chic
Reardon, All Around;" said Mr.
Simone. "These boys did well
last year and are expected to do
exceptionally well this year."

Possible qualifiers (or state
are Chip Bennett, Jim Bradley
and Chic Reardon.

Practice for both Varsity and
Frosh-8oph is ov. I, 1974. ov.
27 is the first meet at
Homewood-Flossmoor.

This year the Frosh-Soph
team has a new coach, Mr.
Charles Duncan. Mr. Duncan
attended Memphis State

niversity and last year he was
an assistant Coach at Indiana

tate niversity.

Spartanite

Mr. Uuncan teels that,
"Gymnastics is unlike any
other sport. When the first day
of basketball comes, you can go
out nght away and even playa
game; .you may lose but you
really can't get hurt. Where as
in gymnastics you have to be io ...
physical shape or else you c8l). r
get seriously hurt. ,

I

"GYMNA TIC TO a certain
extent is an individualized sport
in the sense that once you are
out there it is all up to you, but
you can't win without everyone
giving 100 per cent," said Mr.
Duncan. He expects a good
season because most of his boys
have a lot of potential. Three
boys that should do well are:
Bernie Meyer, High Bar, P.
Bar and Rings; Gary Krupa,
Side Horse; and 1ike Mat
taliano, P. Bar.

One very important asset to
the team is "Mama Schulties"
or Barb. She has been with the
team for three years and will be
Varsity Manager this year.
Barb was given this nick-name
because she is like a Mother to
the boys on the team.
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Tip-off outlook

Bruce Atkin on, 6'5" Senlor center for the cagers, slammmg one
home during a practice work-out. AIJtln on Is expected to be the top
man on tbe var ity quad this year.

HEY: If you',. a Rudenl gelling "B'a"
or batter, you may qualify for

, Farman-In tile form of apaelal

SMARTY' bonUI I-.r ratea on your auto
1n8urwlce_ Caliloday and gal tile

• facta on Fannera rnonay-aavlng
Good Studanl Auto PolIcy.

RUS.'.M.
Home 01

Lorry Sudce/s

BOB KANE
•••• W ••T ••Tl4 .--r-..CT

OA"'utoWH. 1L.L.IHOI • • e.-as

year. of coaching at OL, feels
he. WIll bave a very good squad
thiS year. He says they're small
but quick, and that they'll be a
very agresslve, runmng team.
He thinks the sophs have many
good shooters and that they'll
score a lot of points and maybe
take the conference title. Last
year as freshmen they compiled
a record of 12-9. So overall, the
OL basketball program is on the
winnin~ side and is lookina
good. At Spartan gym tonight
OL battles the Knigbts of
Lincoln-Way. Soph game is at
6:30 and varsity at 8:00.

varsity this year are Ken
Refner at the other post spot,
Dave Fewkes and Scott
Klabacha at wings and Steve
Scaduto at point.

WHEN WE KED COACH
C 0 TO what he thinks the

st~ong point of the team is, he
said the type of defense that OL
plays is the best any high school
team can employ. The defense
is termed a 2-3 match-up. Its a
comb~ation of a zone and man
to-man defenses. Coach Scaduto
feels this defense gives the
Spartans a five or seven point
advantage before they even
step on the floor.

When Coach Scaduto first
started Cllaching bere, he said
he bad the opporllmity to go to
basketball clinics and talk with
two of the men he feels are a
couple of the best college
coaches around: Ray Mears,
now coach at Tennessee, who
Scaduto feels plays the be t
zone defense and Bobby Knight
of Indiana, who he thinks plays
the best man-to-man defense.
Through this be came up with a
combination defense now called
a match-up. At first he said he
didn't know wbat to call it, be
used to say a zone defense with
man-to-man tendencies.

WHEN OL WENT TO THE
TATE FI ALS I 1971, the

announcers on TV dido't know
what to call Oak Lawn's
defense. They kept on saying
that OL looks like they keep
switching back and forth from a
zone to man-to-man. It was
actually the match-up. Coach
Scaduto says we got a lot of
publicity on the match-up
defense then but still very few
coaches use it. Scaduto feels the
match-up is the best defense in
basketball even though its
difficult to learn and use ef
fectively and many other
coaches don't have the guts to
stick with it and make it work.

So far Coach Scaduto feels the
team has had good pre-season
work outs. But he doesn't think
the players are rebounding,
ballhandling and shooting as
well as they can. The important
thing he says is that they have
the potential to do these things
well. Another thing he says will
help is the influence of Mark
Czerniak. Coach Czerniak will
be assistant varsity and junior
varsity coach this year. He has
been junior varsity coach at St.
Lawrence High School for the
past three years.

OPHOMORE COACH SKIP
SULLIVA ,starting his second

BYDAVE IADEJA

JU T WHAT KIND OF
EA ON THE PARTAN

CAGER will have is hard to
say. Last year the varsity ended
up 2Hi, while the sophs finished
at 11-10. But all five of the main
starters from the varsity have
graduated. Gone are last year's
all-eonference players, Mike
Patyk, now attending illinois
Benidictine, and Tom Murphy,
now at Loras College. So tbe

t Spartans will have to start with
; relatively inexperienced ball

; ~ players.
Head Coach Scaduto pointed

out tbat the main problem now
is inexperience. "We have all
inexperienced varsity players
except for Bruce Atkinson.
These players can look good in
practice, but the game is a
whole different situation. Under
the pressure of a varsity game
its not uncommon for the ex
citement to get the best of the
players." Another reason why
!ts hard to say wbat will happen
IS that teams like Bloom
Thornton and Richards were all
in our league last year, but this
year they're not.

COACH CAD TO AL 0
FEELS that this year will prove
to have many close games and a
~ight race for tbe championship
In the west division of the
S.I.C.A. conference. In the west
division are; OL, Thornwood
Sandburg, Hillcrest, Rich Easi
and Reavis. Scaduto says
Thornwood will probably be the
toughest, but Sandburg has a lot
of returning players and Reavis
has a new coach and should
have its best program in recent
years. But there will be no
supreme team as Bloom was
last year.

Last year the Thunder Birds
of Thornwood were the
divisional champs, with the
Spartans right behind them. OL
and Thornwood met twice, each
winning one on their borne floor.
OL ended up with a better
record, but on the conference
points system the T-Birds
topped the Spartans by two
points.

"The outcome of our season"
commented Coach Scadut~
"Rests on the shoulders of
Bruce Atkinson." Atkinson a
6'5" ~nio~, has been playing' on
varsity smce his sophomore
year. As a soph he started most
of the varsity games and last
year also got a lot of playing
time on varsity and started at
post on the JV. The other
starters on the JV squad last
year and probable starters on

November ZZ, 1974
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'73-'74 Spartan Cagars top •In nation?

HO IE PORTS CHEDULE FOR OV. A D DEC.

num ber one team in the US in DER was Berrien County of Georgia
with .66, and Mansfield Christian of Ohio also had .66.

The third area involved was turnover percentage or how many
times you lose the ball a game by bad passes, violations, steals, etc.
The Spartans had a turnover percentage of 20.3 and was 11th in the
country. The best squad was Spearman Texas with a turnover rate
of a very low 18.0 per cent.

O.L. HOWED UP ERY TRO G in the fourth
category. It is the percentage of times you cause your opponents to
make turnovers. This also shows how good of a pressure defense
you have. OL was sixth in the nation here causing a whopping 35.5
per cent of opponent turnovers. The lop team was Howard Lake in
Minnesota with an excellent percentage of 39.3.

The fifth section was how many points you gave up a game
because of your turnovers or how many times your opponents can
capitalize on your errors. O.L. climbed to second in the
country here allowing 9.3 points on turnovers, only one percentage
point behind Heelan of Iowa, which allowed 9.2.

The Sparlans also excelled in the sixth category of scoring points
from opponents turnovers. Or the art of stealing points from your
opponents errors. This was one of the two areas in which O.L.
was tops. They scored an amazing 26.4 points per game off of op
ponents mistakes.

The seventh and eighth categories are really the two most im
portant areas, and O.L. did exceptionally well in both. These
two sections are called plus factors. The seventh one is difference
in percentage of your turnovers compared to the percent of your
opponents miscues.

Oak Lawn ended up second with a percentage of 15.2 less tur
novers than their opponents. The top tearn was Howard Lake of
1innesota with a difference of 18.0 per cent. The eighth and fmal

area is the amount of points you score more off your collective
opponents' turnovers than you lose on your own miscues. This area
shows you must have a powerful defense to cause errors but also
capitalize on these errors.

The Spartans were first in the nation, scoring 17.1 points per
game more than their opponents on turnovers.

B T OVERALL, WHE ' ALL THE RA KI G were added
together the O.L. Spartans were the No. 1 team in the whole
country on OER Efficiency statistices.

Keller considers just a r.anking on the OER list as being one of the
highest honors (behind a State Championship) that a high school
team can achieve. So hail to the best OER statistics team in the
country, the Oak Lawn Spartans. Our congratulations to Coach
Scaduto and the players of the '73-'74 basketball team on this
miraculous and honored achievement.

BY DAVE MADEJA

IF YO 'VE SEE THE IGN on the wall by the Spartan gym
which reads, "Of 1200 schools OL was honored by having the

ation's Best OER stats," and asked what is OER? Well, the let·
ters OER are a basketball term and they stand for Offensive Ef·
ficiency Rating. Now what is that.

Last year's OER total was compiled by statistics in eight dif·
ferent categories and it is perhaps the best method in basketball to
determine just how efficient a player or a team performs. And
that's right, the 1973-'74 basketball Spartans ended up as the top
team in the nation in overall OER statistics overall because Oak
Lawn was first in only two of the eight areas considered, But by
taking the average of all eight Oak Lawn had the best totals or the
best balanced team.

THE TOP TE TEAMS I THE CO TRY and their records for
last year were: O.L. (2H;), Underwood Iowa (17~), Nor·
thfold W. V. (23-3), Garaway Ohio (17-5), Pleasant Ohio (2()-4) ,
Howard Lake Minn, (17~), Union Co. Ind. (2()-ll, Granite Mon
tana (244), Aquinas Mich. (1&-4), and St. John's Mass. (23-2).

OER is not compiled in any way by the tearn's record. The final
OER stats will reflect the team's winning potential. To illustrate
this, the top ten tearns on the OER list had an average winning
percent of over 80.0 per cent. That's quite a good percentage and
shows that teams with good OER slats will probably win a lot of
games.

The O.L. cagers were able to win the OER Efficiency
contesllast year because the tearn had the lowest turnover rate in
history for them, 20.3 per cent, and they forced a monster 35.5 per
cent error rate out of their combined opponents. Paul Keller,
developer of the OER system, believes O.L.'s Coach Len
Scaduto is one of the OER's greatest coaches, and if any coach
could sell OER to his tearn, the team will be a winner.

THE OER SYSTE t was developed by Keller on Jan. 30, 1960
when the Michigan Slale Spartans visited St. John Arena to meet
up with the Jerry Lucas and John Havlicek led Ohio State
Buckeyes. This was the first game ever charted and it showed that
the OSU cagers, who went on to win the National Championship,
had possession of the basketball 98 times and scored III points for
an OER of 1.13 points per possession.

Michigan State had possession on 94 occasions and racked up 79
tallies for an OER of .84 PPP. This shows OER definitely can show
the outcome of a game. But OER or points per possession is only
one of the eight categories involved in the overall OER Efficiency
contest.

The OL Spartans scored .93 points per possession, for a ranking
of 21st in the country in the first category. The top team in the
nation in points per possession was also from the Chicago area,
East Leyden with a total of 1.15 PPP.

The second category considered was DER or how many points ,.. -,
you give up per an opponent possession. This area shows your
team's defensive prowess. O.L. was ranked 17th in DER with
a total of '.74 points allowed per an opponents possession. The

A SWERS FOR SPORTS QUIZ DATE EVENT TIME

I.W
2.
3. X
4. f
5. L
6. P
7. Y
8.0
9. K
10. E
It. D
12. V
13. C

14. F
IS. Q
16. B
17. G
18. H
19. Z
20. R
21. S
22. A
23. I
24. T
25. J
26. U

Fri. Nov. 22
Wed. ov. 'l:I
Wed. No-v. 'l:I
Tue. Dec. 3
Thu. Dec. 5
Thu. Dec. 5
Fri. Dec. 6

Sat. Dec. 7
Tue. Dec. 10
Wed. Dec. 11
Fri. Dec. 13
Sat. Dec. t4
Sat. Dec. 14
Tue. Dec. 17
Thu. Dec. 19
Fri. Dec. 20
Sat. Dec. 21
Sat. Dec. 21

Soph. V. B-Ball vs. LincolnWay
Soph. J.V. V. Wrestling vs. Proviso East
Girls Volleyball vs. Hillcrest
Soph. V. Gymnastics vs. Shaumburg
Soph. J.V. V. Wrestling vs. Richards
Soph. V. Gymnastics vs. Reavis
Soph. V. B-Ball vs. Richards
Soph. V. B-Ball vs. Thornton
Soph. V. Swimming vs. Tinley Park
Soph. V. Gymnastics vs. Thornwood
Soph. J.V. V. Wrestling vs. Sandburg
Fr. J.V. B-Ball vs. Sandburg
Soph. J.V. V. Wrestling vs. Evergreen
Soph. V. SWimming vs. Thornwood
Soph. V. Gymnastics vs. aperville
Girls Volleyball vs. Richards
Soph. J.V. V. Wrestling vs. Homewood
Freshman B-Ball vs. Bloom

6:30 & 8
7 p.m.
4:30 p.m
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
4 p.m.
6:30 & 8
1:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
4:30 p.m
7 p.m
9 a.m.
6:30 & 8
4:15 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
9 a.m.
2 p.m.
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Band Parents will meet on Jan. 2 and 9.

*****
On Jan. 7 the AFJROTC Parents and the Booster club will"meet.

*****
School will resume from Chrisunas vacation on Jan. 6.

*****
Starting Tuesday Jan. 7 and every Tuesday in Jan. the Key Club

has reserved a Girls gymn for a meeting and recreational ac
tivities.

*****
The AFJROTC Dining In will take place on Jan. 17 .

*****
School will not be in session on Jan. 20 due to first semester

records day.

liT to spon sor fair
STUDENT PROJECTS demonstrating how engineering plays

a vital role in the quality of life will be featured at Illinois Institute
of Technology's second annual High School Engineering Fair, to be
held Monday, February 17, 1975 at nT's Grover M. Hermann Hall,
3241 S. Federal Street.

High school students in Chicago and surrounding Cook, DuPage,
Lake and Will counties and in Lake County, Indiana, are eligible to
participate by entering their projects.

nT's engineering Fair marks the opening of National Engineers'
Week, and of Open Classes Day at nT, when high school students
attending or exhibiting at the Fair may visit university classes and
talk with faculty members.

STUDENTS MAY EXHmIT MODELS, drawings and essay
papers relating to an engineering principle, practice, development,
design or problem. There are three entry divisions: freshman
sophomore, junior-senior, and groups of two or more students.
Prizes will be awarded in each division.

For entry fonDS and information, contact Engineering Fair co
directors Professors Darryl F. Janowicz and James E. ovak,
Illinois Institute of Technology, 3300 S. Federal St., Chicago, Illinois
60616, telephone (312) 225-9600, Ext. 795 or 746. Entry fonDS must be
received no later than Feb. 7, 1975.

Ginger snaps at Christmas Dance

,
I

WE HAVE GOOD
JOBS IN

ADMINISTRATION
FOR YOUNG

WOMEN AND MEN

10735 S. Cicero
OAK LAVJN

636-3912

Running today's Army takes
a lot of administrative skills
LIke typIng, stenography,
office management and per
sonnel specialties. We'll pay
you a good starting salary
whlleyoulearn. Plus 30 days
paid vacatll)n arooj "~her ex
cellent benefits.

Stagg tickets will be sold at the
door for OLCHS students only.

Get in the Christmas spirit at
the Christmas dance.

BY JOAN OJER

, GINGER" IS THE featured
band to play at the Christmas
Dance sponsored by the Student
Council, tomorrow Dec. 21,
from 8 to 11 p.m. in the
Auditorium Gym.

"Their versatility is un·
believable," said Bill Adams,
student council president. He
believes that they are
musicians of great ac-
complishment. A sample of
their music from their fir~

album was played in the
cafeteria this week. They play
many popular songs and also
some of their own
arrangements.

EBE EEZER SCROOGE,
SANTA and his helpers will also
entertain at the dance. Tickets
are on sale for $1.25. Remem
ber, if you have a guest coming
they must be signed on the guest
list or they will not be adrnined.

• Apptoved by III. Sup.. of Publ,c Instruetoon

* New cour_ startIng Ibout wwrv.2 weeki
........ • 2 Ind 4 _k course•• 15 to 18 ."rs. old

JIIIIl""'" • Home plck·up for III drov'''ll lesoon, .......

........ • Free trip to I~tlon for permit JIIIIIIIlIIIII'
~ • Auto insurance discount c»rt,fteet8 ~

~ -LOW~~.~~~.~_~:~..~~~~"foCllt.~ III"'"

~ ,.•. 1423 -12121 ,",::.-~

~~
DRIVING

AHHH...CHRISTMAS VACATION AT LAST!

MR. LYNCH said he went along with the opinions of the students,
that the new code was rather strict. When asked his thoughts of a
student proposal (by students not on the Discipline Comminee) he
said, "I really haven't thought about it." The student proposal
concerns itsell with the fact that freshmen and sophomores cut the
most classes. The proposal would give underclassmen the new
discipline code punishment, of two day's external for the first cut in
any class. Juniors and seniors would stay under the jurisdiction of
the present discipline code.

A staff reporter brought up the case of the student who can't help
cutting but can still pull at least passing grades. Because of three
cuts in one quarter the student fails the quarter. Mr. Lynch stated
that he thought such disciplinary action was strict.

Oak Lawn will host a Forensics meet on Jan. 25.

D RING PRE-REGISTRATION, students were offered courses
at Evergreen Park. Students had been offered courses there before
but only a very few students took part in the activity. Students
traveling to Evergreen Park would be subject to Evergreen Parks
disciplinary regulations for the time that they are in anendance
over there.

*****

BY KEVIN ADAMS

Jan. 21 marks the end of the first semester.

Press conferences reap rewords

ISSUES AND ANSWERS were passed between students and
administrators during a recent series of press conferences held by
Spananite reporters most recently with OLCHS's Superintendent,
Mr. Joe Lynch.

Questions centered mainly around the recent turbulence con
cerning the new discipline code.

Page 2
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Michelle saId that "Christ
mas meant that her brother's
birthday would be coming
soon."

But, Anita summed it up the
best she thought, and said that
"Christmas was fun!!"

AS WE LEFT MISS SIMON'S
CLASS, we sat and reminised
about our first grade years. We
know that Christmas means
toys and Santa Claus and going
to visit all the relatives with lots
of presents for them, but
Christmas is much more than
that. It is a peaceful time, when
man can hope that someday we
can all live in peaceful co
existence.

"Christmas is a time to stop
fighting and start loving,"
Teddy told us. Let's hope that
we can fulfill the wish of this
young child.
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CHRISTMAS IN THE
EYES OF A CHILD

Christmas is...

ONCE IN HIGH SCHOOL,
grammar school days are
seldom remembered. Sure, you
had a good laugh when you told
your eighth grade teacher about
your drearn of becoming a brain
surgeon, and she believed you.
Or how about the time in fifth
grade, when you deliberately
kicked the chair out from the
person about to sit down in from
of you, causing him to unex
pectedly fallon the floor? And,
of course, no one in the school
would ever forget it was you
who pulled the fire alarm when
you saw smoke coming from the
boys' washroom! It turned out it
was three of your best friends
who were smoking, and
someone set the paper towel
dispenser on fire! Your friends
were expelled for three days,
and they haven't spoken to you
since!

Although the funniest in
cidents were the best ways to
get through the day, there were
also some nice things about
grammar school, especially
around the holidays,
Remember when the class
paper carne out with stories
about Christmas from each
grade? It was so great to see
what all of your friends wrote!
And seeing your narne in print,
well, that was the greatest! !

IN KEEPING WITH TIllS
TRADITION, we went to the St.
Gerald's Grammar School and
talked to Miss Simon's first
grade class. We posed them this
question: "What does Christ
mas mean to you?" After
careful thought, this is what
they said:

Michelle, Michael, Cindy and
John said that "Christmas was
a holiday of love."

Matthew, Marie, Tom,
Danny, Chuck and Michael said
it was "Jesus' birthday."

Karen said that it's "a holiday
for everyone to get together."

Jimmy, Sheila, Laura and
John said it was a day to get lots
of presents and toys."

Teddy said it was "time to
stop fighting and start loving."

Kathy said that "Chrisonas
meant Santa Claus was
coming."

The SpartanJte

If you'ra a ItIIdant gattlng ..B·...
or bettar. you may qualify for
Farmera-In the form of lpeela'
bonUI lower rata. on your auto
lnwrance. C&JI tod~y and gat the
facts on FanN:ra money-savlng
Good Studant Auto PoIl::y.

Personal ads
Personal ads
Wanted: 1973 Yearbook, will
pay $10.00, Contact Brad Skelly

Hofner Electric Bass
Gibson Bass Amp.
$150 each- both - $275
5 yrs. old
Kyrn-599-1360 After 4:00

[Giggle Lover,
f I'm a good girl, can I see you

during vacation?
Black Olive Fiend

!Nevs,
Belated Birthday wishes,
Jutzamin~
Mojo bs
Zickler Sobs

IHappy Birthd~y .--.--
Star~uck, Love Lizzie
O.L. Volleyball,
K.A. against Sandburg,

V.B.Fan

We love you Tony!
Love Hexagon from
The Children's Hour

Ski:
We love you,

Love, the Fan Club

Happy Birthday, Ms. Julie and
Donna

olan J. Puffin
Jackson Kiester

JeffreyT. Spaulding

Merry Christmas, Grandma
Lily!

Love,
The Spartanite Staff.

Come one, Come all, to a bond·
fire at Mac's,
Roasting will be Kim Shatro's
split ends.

Dafud:
WILL YOU HANG UP!

Your loving Mutha.

Lion Lover:
'11 do my best.

Hiker

Girard,
Don't be a crotch. Frick.

•••• W.eT .ST'" ."".aCT
OAKLAWH. '",... IHOI • • 04••

HEY,
SMARTY!

BOB KANE
838-4224

1. Who is the "Man of Steel"?
2. What are the Memes' First

narnes?
3. What is the narne of the

Cisco Kids sidekick?
4. Who is the ranger of Coral

Key Park?
5. Who played Mr. Peepers?
6. Richard Boone plays

Paladin in what gunslinging
series?

7. What television brothers
did Jerry Mathers and Tony
Dow play?

8. Name the four Cart
wrights?

9. What is Mr. Ed's owners n
arne?

10. arne the two agems from
"Man from U.N.C.L.E." played
by Robert Vaughn and David
McCallum?

11. What was the narne of
Sherry Lewis' puppet?

12. Who use to say, "Sorry
about that Chief'?

13. What was the opposing
force of U.N.C.L.E.?

14. What is the Jetsons' dogs
name?

15. Who was the silent clown
on Bozo?

16. arne the hostess of
"Kiddie A Go-Go"?

17. arne four of the "Little
Rascals".

18. What was the narne of
Batman's butler?

19. What is the narne of Buddy
Sorells' wife?

20. arne three famous T.V.
doctors?

BY MARY JO MADDE

THROUGH THE YEARS
television has changed along
the hnes of our society. At one
time "The Lone Ranger" was
the object of adoration in the
eyes of many teenage
adolescents, but today's
generation has grown up with
television and it's so called
"progression of sophistication."
Instead of "The Lone Ranger"
we now have "Archie Bunker"
in his place.

OK. nostalgia buffs and trivia
experts here's a little quiz to
test your prime time memories:

December 20, 1974

T. V. quiz



BY TIM PURPUkA

DISTINCTIVE GIFTS FOR TME HOME

ANOTHER SPECTACULAR feat was performed by Dr. Roben
Foster of San Diego who held his breath WIder water for 13 minutes
and 421,2 seconds in 10 feet of water.

The last feat was performed by a yOWlg ch1ld by the name of
Robert Wadlow. who at the age of nine. carried his fater up 14
stairs. His father was the mayor of Alton.

Mr. McWhirter was in Chicago to promote the 1975 edition of the
Gulness Book of World Records and to verify the fact that Bruce
Vilanch, of the Chicago Tribtme, had set a new world record for
wallting sideways down Michigan Avenue from the Tribtme Tower
to the Water Tower in eight minutes.

DID YOU KNOW that the tallest man in the world 8 feet 11 in
cbes tall or that the fastest train traveled at 205.6 miles per hour?

If you didn't, then obviously you haven't read the Guiness Book of
World Records by Mssrs. Norris and Ross McWhiner.

On Monday, December 9, I had the pleasure of interViewing
Norris McWhiner before he appeared on the Lee Phillip Show atop
the Sears Tower.

The 1975 edition of the Guiness Book of World Records, which has
just been released, is the 12 U.S. edition printed by the McWhiners
in the 19 years they have published the book. Amazingly. the staff of
the Guiness Book of World Records consists of only 18 ~ple. Even
though the book has had 64 different editions and with the addition
of a Yugoslavian and a Finnish version, the book is now printed in
16 different languages.

THE OAK LAWN

GREETING CARDS

(Jill Callery
6309 W. 95th ST.

857·7779
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A BIGGER TRmUTE to the tiny staff is the fact that durlJ1g our
conversation, Mr. McWhiner received word that the book's total
number of copies sold had just reached 2404 million. surpassing Dr.
Benjamin Spock's "baby book" 23.9 million record. This has been
one of the McWhirters' main objectives since they began the book
in 1954. They were commissioned by the St. James Gate Brewery of
Dublin. Ireland to find the rate at which a certain bird flew. Until
this time there had been no where one could find this information. It
could not be fotmd in an encyclopedias or a dictionary. From this
point, they continued gathering information which senled
questions of how long, how far. how fast and how big. and in August
of 1955. the first edition in English was released.

Interest in the book was beyond their comprehension and the
statistics agency which they had been rtmning was replaced by
Guiness Superlatives LTD. a division of Arthur Guiness and Sons
LTD which owned the St. James Gate Brewery.

I asked Mr. McWhiner what he thought the most spectacular
human feat was, and he told me that there were three that he fotmd
to be most enraordinary. The first and probably the most amazing
was the fact that a 46 year old man named Charlie Zibberman
swam for 168 continuous hours. or exactiy 7 days in a pool in
Honolulu, Hawaii. Even more amazing was the fact that the man
was leldess.

I t · M Wh· t ********************************n erv,ews c ,r er: . .. i
Author of Guiness Book of Records : In The Ir OpInIon :

* ** *: TOO MANY OF OUR prejudices are like ** pyramids upside down. They rest on tiny, trivial *** incidents, but they spread upward and outward ** WltiI they fill our minds.* William McChesney Martin.Jr. *** "Reader's Digest" *
* ** *:: That love is all there is, is all we know of love. *** Emily Dicltinson *
* *:: THE IDEA IS NOT to become a mere sloth, ::* sitting on your behind with a vacant mind. It is ** rather to get into the position of being able to ** concentrate enormously, so that you can, so to ** speak, look with all your energy-so that you do ** not miss a thing. ** Paul Wienpahl *
* ** N ** ~ ** so late* we only hope ** that others dare *** those things* we thought ** too bold. ::* DanG~~~ *
* ** THERE IS OTHING WORSE than being a ** woman. They all have this Florence Nightingale ** instinct. They feel they can change a man or *** reform him, but they can't. All they can do is *

learn to live with him. ** -Ray Milland ** "New Woman" *
* *:. I wonder how many people in this city *** live in furnished rooms.* Late at night when I look out at the buildings ** I swear I see a face in every window ?Ii** looking back at me. '*

and when I turn away •* I wonder how many go back to their desks ** and write this down. ** -Leonard Cohen *
* *:: Depicted on a sign outside of a cemetary: *** Drive Carefully Now. ** We can wait! *
#* I never saw a wild thing ::

sorry for itself. *
:: A small bird will drop frozen dead ** from a bough ** without ever having felt sorry for itself. *
*

-D.H. Lawrence ** "Self-Pity" *** A mighty creature is a germ, ::

*
Though smaller than the pachyderm. *
His customary dwelling placp ** Is deep within the human n .<!. *** His childish pride he often pleases *
By giving ~ple strange diseases. *

:: Do you, dear reader, feel infirm? ** You probably contain a germ. *
-ogden Nash ** "~germ" *

:: *
********************************The Spartanlte December ZO, 1974



Chicago Rock Groups
Chicago 's ~uccess rocks on and on
BY ANCY SEDEMKA

WHO WOULD YOU THINK OF if I said: "Make Me Smile,"
"Twenty Five or Six to Four," "saturday in the Park," "Begin
nings," "Does Anyone Really Know What Time It Is?," "You and
Me," "Color My World," "Fancy Colors," and "Wishing You Were
Here?" Undoubtedly, the answer is, Chicago.

Chicago is by far the best known group, as well.as the most
successful, in the country. They advanced from a bar-anlklance
group to a world-wide smash in lime over five years and have had
many gold records, as well as gold albums. They have toured
Europe and played Carnegie Hall. And, chances are, they will
continue on this road of success for many years to come.

The group started out in the mid-sinies under the name of the
"Big Thing." Their sound during this time was jazzy and brassy,
much like Blood, Sweat, and Tears. Yet, they had a vocal and
musical talent all their own. It was strong, yet subtle at the same

~ time. This is one of the reasons the group has gone so far. They
; .. have increased the strength of their brass and kept the vocals soft

., and audible.
AFTER THE BIG THING played Chicago for about two years, it

became apparent to them that to make it anywhere, they would
have to move out West. So the group packed up and moved to L.A.

Once arriving, they changed their name to the "Chicago Transit
Authority," or C.T.A. for short. They spent many hours practicing
before finally cutting their first single in the late 60's.

When C.T.A. recorded "Make Me Smile," they released it under
their new name, "Chicago." This name has stUCk with them, and
now, if you mention the word "Chicago," you automatically think
of the group, not the city.

For One Sweet Grape
A Review
BY CARY WIDEL

WITH THE RELEASE of "Make Me Smile" came an album,
then another and another. Single followed single; success followed
success. Chicago began to tour the U.S. and then Europe. In
Europe, they were sold out many months in advance. Yes, Chicago
was going to be a fantastic success, probably the greatest rock
success Chicago (the city) will ever know.

What makes Chicago so great? Is It their brassy, jazzy sound?
Robert Lamrn and James Pan.kow's vocals? The lyrics? The
Music? Or is it all of these?

The best way to explain It is to study the backgrounds of the
members. Jim Pankow went to De Paul, and during those days he
was a member of the Ted Weems orchestra and the Bill Russo Jazz
QuinteL Robert Lamrn went to Roosevelt where he studied com
posing. Danny Seraphine studied percussion at De Paul, and he was
a member of the Maynard Ferguson and Woody Herman bands.
Terry Kath had played the guitar since he was about twelve years
old. Lee Loughane studied at De Paul for two years and then
transferred to the Chicago Conservatory for twO years. He was
involved with many groups before finally joining Chicago. Walt
Parazaider studied Woodwinds at De Paul, and he was a member
of the Chicag6 Symphony Orchestra. And Peter Cetera began his
musical career at the age of twelve when he began playing the
accordian. He now plays the bass guitar for Chicago.

By acknowledging how these men studied music for most of their
lives, we can see why music is such a big part of them. Since their
music is their lives, it is easy to see why they worked so hard at
making their sound a success.

I THINK WRITER AlLEN GOLDBLATI summed Chicago up
the best. He said, "Chicago is an idea that continues to work.
Serving as an umbrella for seven highly accomplished musicians
with differing tastes, Chicago as a unit has entity, has brought
these resources together within the contextual framework of
growth through freedom. Chicago in all its forms, works not only
for the musicians but for its audiences. Between the two stands a
mutual mirror, reflecting the band and its listeners. The result is a
discovery-the reward of creativity."

FOR THE
YOUNG IN HEART

14kt. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

oJEWEL.ERS • SINCE 1SSJ5
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YORKTOWN. EVERGRE N PLAZA

MARKS BROS.
$24.95

PRE-ENGAGEMENT
DIAMOND RING

"For One Sweet Grape!' is more than a novel. It is a study of the
criminal mind which should not be overlooked by anyone. It will
bring a new attitude, hopefully, one of understanding and com
passion towards criminals such as Mr. Rogers Granted, it may not
generate intensive help programs for the afflicted, but it will put a
damper on the "lock 'em up and forget 'em" attitude now ex
pressed by many.

SPECIAL NOTE SHOULD BE TAKEN, that one of the man
responsible for encouraging Ken Rodgers to write "For One Sweet
Grape" was OLCHS Journalism teacher, Ray Ellion. Mr. Elliou
worked as prison counselor where he met Mr. Rogers and en
couraged him to write about his experiences. In the forward of the
book, which Mr. Ellion wrote, he speaks of his experiences with
Mr. Rogers and the many hassles entailed in the publication of
"For One Sweet Grape."
December 20. 1974 The Spartanite

"FOR ONE SWEET GRAPE" may be one of the most shocking
books you've ever read. It will, I'm sure, be called pornography by
some, and I suppose it may contain some sections that do indeed
resemble pornography. But only on a superficialleve!. What lies
below the surface is the true lifeblood of this book. Under the
surface, the mind of Kenneth Paul Rodgers is revealed for all to
study and, possibly, to understand. Kenneth Paul Rodgers, author,
rapist, murderer; human being. "For One Sweet Grape" allows the
reader to enter into Mr. Rogers' mind as well as into his life. You
are present, completely aware of all Mr. Rogers' emotions,
thoughts and actions as he consciously rapes and murders.

From the beginning of the book, where Mr. Roger speaks of his
childhood, a definite schizophrenic pattern can be seen developing
and slowly taking over his life. He can change instantly from a
kind, sensitive human being, to a vicious, cruel animal.

f'or



In this photo essay, the true
and sometimes not so true spirit
of Christmas is captured on film
by Spartanite photographer Jim
Smith. The photos speak for
themselves.

..,,
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Disaster means
BY 1ARY BURKE

" "money *****************************

Images
"AIRPORT 75" has a very good chance of being on prime time

television next year. The movie, which is a combination of the
Posedin Adventure" and "Love Story," is another one of those
popularly advertised disaster rip-offs.

The movie begins with Karen Black (a stewardess) and Charlton
Heston (doing a subdued Moses as a pilot) meeting at the airport.
Everything is sweetness and light IUltil Ms. Karen asks Heston to
go on the flight she is scheduled to serve. He gives some infantile
excuse why he can't and they both go their seperate ways.

Passengers and flight crew are all boodled and snugly tucked in
and the Columbia 747 is ready for take-<lff. As the plane takes off,
one gets a general idea of who the main characters are to be. Helen
Reddy plays the part of a noo who obviously wants Debbie
Reynolds to eat her heart out. Gloria Swanson plays herself and
does a pretty bad job of it. Linda Blair (remember "The Exorcist")
does a Stint as a little girl on her way to have a kidney transplant.
Sid Ceasar does the best, job as a nervous, W1Imown actor. Who's
left? Three drIUlks and the Vice President of airport operations
wife and son.

THE FUGHT GOES SMOOTHLY; Helen Reddy plays the guitar
and sings demurely to Linda Blair, Gloria Swanson tapes her
autobiography and the three drIUlks drink.

Due to fog, the plane will be landing in Salt Lake City rather than
in Las Vegas as planned. Little do they known but a small private
plane is on its way in. As the 747 begins to descend, the man in the
private plane is having a heart attack. Out of nowhere the small
plane appears in front of the 757 and smashes smack into the side of
the pilot seat.

One pilot survives the crash but (of course) is blinded. Wow! Now
it's up to Karen Black to save the day! Through radio contact she
manages to keep it stable. But can she get it over the molUltains?

HESTO ,DECIDING THE ONLY way to get all the people down
safely is to put someone intO the plane from a helicopter. (He did go
to orthwestern you know.)

When radio contact goes blank, Mr. Black gets upset. Wouldn't
anyone? Then some overly intelligent stewardess remembers the
living pilot. Naturally, Mr. Black knows everything he is saying
and flies the plane over the molUltains.

ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING parts of the movie is the scene
where a helicopter is trying to put a man into the hole of the plane.
He just about makes it and he...fal1s. Sucker. Now it's Hestons turn.
He makes it into the plane and brings everyone down to earth.

If you want to see some serious and effective drama don't see
"Airport 75" if not-it's good for a few laughs.

~V

Christmas Memo
BY SCOTI MIDDLETO

CHRISTMAS SONG (or, what I get out of three hours of Bing
Crosby Records)

Is Jack Frost some kind of pervert,
rooning arolUld, nipping at
people's noses?
Is that why Rudolph's is so red?
Or is he just another alcoholic?

CHERYL POWElL

FrRST IMPRESSIO OF AN EVENING S OWFALL

I walked past the shining neon santa,
and when I saw it: glitter falling
from the December moon.
Heeding my conunon-sense thermostat,
I turned up my collar
against them both.

CHERYL POWELL

*****************************

Maiden in distress?
BY CHERYL POWELL

IT NEVER CEASES to amaze me just how little most girls my
age know about their cars. Maybe I'm just a little more
mechanically minded then my peers: I even know what that funny
looking black thing that sits on top of the motor is and what it does
(it is the carburator and it carburates). That's why it didn't bother
me too much when I had a flat tire the other night. I was sure I
would have no problem changing a tire. Having seen many people
change tires, I knew how to do it. However, I didn't reckon with the
pecularities of American Motors' cars.

I don't mean to disparage AM cars (after all, I drive a vintage
1970 Hornet), but I fOlUld out many interesting things about their
cars that night. For instance, they have strange jacks. Instead of ~
the standard jack that looks like a jack, an AM car is equipped with
a scissors jack, which looks like a standard jack with vital pieces
missing. I fOlUld out later that these are actually much safer than
standard jacks, but I wish I had been warned about this before I
spent half an hour looking for the rest of the jack.

While rummaging through the trunk for the rest of the jack, r
fOlUld the jacking instructions, which r didn't even know existed. r
then fOlUld out that there is a little slot on the side of AM cars in
stead of on the bumpers. The purpose of this slot is never made
clear on the instructions, but r assumed it was where the jack was
supposed to be placed to lift the car. r found this out after I had
jacked the car up by the rear bumper.
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r ALSO DISCOVERED that tires are heavy. I fOlUld out, too, that
the spare is supposed to be taken out of the trIUlk before jacking up
the car. It is supposed to be easier to get at that way.

r discovered a lot about people that night, also. Such as,
policemen won't stop for a girl trying to change a tire, even if she is
sitting on the curb, wrench in hand, crying. Hub caps have to be
kicked to stay on (and that doesn't work with gym shoes on). r get
aggravated easily by my friends who lall.'(h when I say I changed
my own tire. And r fall apart quite readily IUlder extreme stress
especially when, after all of that work, r slam the trunk shut only ~
realize the last place rsaw the keys was in the trunk (I really didn't
lock them in there. r just thought I had).

AHHH...CHRISTMAS VACATIO at last! But you better enjoy
your two weeks of fun and relaxation, because, before you know it
the Christmas vacation and everything that goes with it will be
gone.

JUSt think of January 6, our first day back. Trudging toward
school through the snow, past all the paper, tinsel and empty
bottles sentenced to obscure garbage cans. One can think of the
things he wanted to do but didn't. Or maybe didn't want to do but
had to.

MA¥BE YOU MIGHT want to consider the cold, dreary days in
January and February, that lie ahead as you're confined behind the
frosty school windows. Think about the great time you had on New
Year's Eve, that is until you got sick!

You'd better enjoy the two weeks of rest and relaxation because
before you know it Christmas and everything that goes with it will ~ for t~e sake of my sanity and for my physical welfare, r am
be gone... gOing to JOin the AM.

December 20. 1974 The SpartanJte



God rest
BY DEBBIE PELECKIS

TODAY FRIDAY,
DECEMBER 20, is the official
opening of the Christmas
holiday. Ski trips, soaking up
some sun and a nice profitable
visit from jolly 01' St. Nick?
Wrong. There will be more in
Santa's big white sack than a
new outfit, a linle cash or a
calculator. There's a govern
ment report, a constitution
rewrite, a ton of trig problems
and a tenn paper for Expos due.
The teachers certainly know
how to make many a "silent
night" for their students. The
calculator will definitely come
in handy. I have a funny feeling
that the teachers are conspiring
with the parents.

We will be dreaming of a
"White Christmas" with our
heMs buried in books instead ofan ice cold snow bank or "away
in our manger". But we still
have to keep up with our
studies. Our brains will
definitely go stale if left unat
tended and idle for more than
two days.

We "Noel" that is a totally

ye weary gentlemen
r~------t"'.::"'i~":""l~--'''''~-7-------different story when you want

your exam returned and graded
which you took four weeks ago.
The teachers just don't have
enough oftime. I think that they
are out throwing snowballs and
hitting the slopes.

WHICH BRINGS US to the
question of whether the
majority of the faculty mem
bers are teachers or merely
supervisors. It's a lot easier to
assign these projects than to
explain them for the ever
developing student mind
yearning for answers.

Many times you don't know
what the hell the guy standing in
front of the class is trying to tell
you, but you had better get it
done for fear of his trusty
weapon-the grade book.
"Angels we should be heard on
high," by "decking the halls
with mounds of -golly"-all of
this work?

Have fun on your vacation
that is if you can find the tim~
and JUSt think about how much
fun you will have on your Spring
break. "We wish you a weary
Christmas".

Is External Suspension fair?
BY R SS WA 'EK

Most anyone will agree that if you want a good job, a good
education is mandatory. It is also a safe asswnption that the place
for this intended education is in school. It has also been said that the
best place for a child or young adult is in school. U this indeed is the
philosophy of OLCHS, then let us look at one of the most anti
philosophical ideas in our educational system.

It would seem that our administrators would do their utmOSt to
insure the above statements. However, when the first opponunity
arises, they boot a student out of school. Reasons such as fighting,
forging passes and cuning classes are under the heading of in
tolerable sins as far as the administration is concerned. U the best
place for a kid is in school, then why kick him out? I am not saying
th.at punishment for these various offenses should be done away
WIth, but I feel a more intelligent solution could be arrived at and
external suspension be eliminated. Also, why shouldn't a student be
able to make up work after a suspension or an unexcused absence?
It would seem an admirable qualitY for a student to want a chance
to catch up on what he missed and therefore aid in his own learning
process. But this is not the case.

The general rules on suspension are pretty vague, leaving the
fate of the student up to the individual administrator, the deans.
Thus enters such intangibles as the mood of the dean and student as
to how the punishment is assessed.

U a student gets in a fight, the usual penance is two days of ex
ternal suspension and a meeting with the parents. (Now if you don't
think the parents are burned enough after the suspension, try
getting them to come to school.) How can anyone expect students to
attend nine months of school without ever losing his temper. Can
the administration make this claim? Certainly not. Even the most
passive people succwnb to everyday tensions eventually. A two to
five day suspension certainly is not going to rectify the situation.
Supporters of the present system claim that if some sort of rule was
not in existence. there would be no end to the riotinj( that would
result from abolishing suspensions. But it is an obvious fact that a
threat of suspension is not a deterrent to any fights.

It would seem that there would be an alternate plan of action
which instead of irritating the student even more and possibl;
causing him to lose interest in school, would help to change his
attitude in a positive manner.

Let us now examine the much practiced art of class CUtting and
pass.forgin~. When a student ditches a class and gets nailed, our
admrntstratlon overlooks an important aspect of the situation, and
deals only with the act itself. Instead of concerning themselves with
what the student did, they should find out why the student did it.
When students think so little of a class that they ditch it, it is time to
examine the education being offered in the classes most frequently
cut. It would appear to be obvious that if the teacher for that course
offered an interesting class with a healthy educational atmosphere,
the students would not think of disappearing.

. o.w, ~hat about pass forging? This would be stopped by the
elimination of the senseless lunch period study halls and the use of
the proposed students lounge area where talking to a friend would
not result in a teacher who enjoys acting as Hitler, jwnping on
students and assigning detention hours. A stUdent area now is the
library or the cafeteria. The library causes problems because
students with work to do find it impossible to concentrate due to the
students with no place to go. Going to the cafeteria during study
hall means either CUtting study hall (impossible now due to the two
days external giv~n out for this infraction) or forging a pass, which
IS an equally senous offense. A feasible alternative to study hall
time has been put into effect by a school in Michigan, where
students are free to leave the school during this time. This would
ease the problem of having to cram food down the throat in order to
be finished by the end of the lunch period. The students would
probably enjoy the break from the school day, and no problems
should be encountered with this system. Of course the stUdents'
schedules would have to be designed to take advantage of this while
also.spen~g the amount of time in school per day that is required.
. 'Y!th this ~~portunlty, there would be a decrease in cutting ac-

tlVlUeS prOViding some teachers live up to their profession.
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substitute and regular teachers
on the students' bad manners. I
must admit that school spirit
did seem better back then, but
the complaint there was about
"fair-weather fans". In other
words, spirit when the teams
won, and apathy when they lost.
I think that perhaps one reason
that school spirit seemed so
much better then was because
of the publicity it got. There
were always articles in the old
SPARTANITES about it, and
the students weren't afraid to
show it. Students today have a
"silent spirit". They seem to be
afraid of being laughed at if
they show it. But it's obvious
that it's there.

Talking to some former
OLCHS students who graduated
during this popular era, they
commented that the biggest
changes from then and now are
the styles of dress, types of
music and the school's rules.
They went on to say that there's
a lot more freedom now and
that the students seem to be
more "open" and less phony
than back then.

So the next time you or one of
your friends gets nostalgic and
wishes to return to the SO's or
60's just remember, the "Good
old Days" may not have been as
good as they seem.

1974 NlSPA GOLDE EAGLE

AWARD WINNER

Published by the Advanced
Journalism students of

Oak Lawn Community High School
94th Street and outhwest Highway.
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BY CHUCK MAC DONALD

EVERYONE THESE DAYS
seems to be talking about and
longing for the "Good old Days"
the "fabulous SO's and swinging
60's." This was supposedly a
time when "school spirit" was
very much alive and students
were "well behaved and
respectful to the school,
teachers, and each other."

The common thought
nowadays is that spirit is dead..
There has also been a lot of
clamor about the bad conditions
of today's schools and the
general dis-respect on the part
of the students.

FINDING MYSELF in this
same situation of longing for the
"good days", I decided to look
up some back issues of the
SPARTANITE and see what
Oak Lawn and the typical
students were like then in
comparison to now.

While digging through the
piles of old papers I came
across many articles pertaining
to this subject, lack of space
however, prohibits me from re
printing any of them.

I still found it interesting to
read in a 1963 SPARTANlTE, a
letter to the Editor from a
janitor complaining about the
disgusting conditions of
OLCHS's halls, and from a 1965
paper readinR comments from

The Spartanlte

NA CY BLOMQUIST

The concept for the centers
have been developed over the
past 12 months by the Park
Board of Commissioners.
Preliminary plans were sub
mitted in 1974, and a trial period
of 15 weeks was initiated on

ovember 29. During or after
this period, if attendance and
interest warrants, the program
will be expanded to contain
possible recreation equipment
such as pool tables and gym
facilities.

I feel this is a definite step in
the right direction. A place to
go, with the possibility of
something even midly in
teresting to do, is sorely need.ed
in a community like Oak Lawn.
For these centers to continue,
however, attendance and youth
interest must increase. The
program should be given a
chance, because a community
with such a large amount of
youth needs more youth
oriented activities.

think blacks were considered
human, generally had very
closed minds. Most had never
lived with blacks, or at least had
never been friendly toward
them or treated them any better
than animals. Some of the
people at your school are very
green, as far as living is con
cerned, and don't ever think
that maybe what they could
learn by living with each other
could eventually stop the world
from being so rotten. If only
people respected each other's
individuality.

At least where I go to school,
each person respects the next,
and blacks and whites live in the
same four walls and go to the
same place to eat. At this
school, the emphasis is put on
learning, not on discipline. The
people form their own views,
with an open attitude not just
what adults and other
"supervisors" are feeding
them.

The students of this school
aren't hoping and praying that
2:35 p.m. rolls around before
they snap.

WHITE STUDENT UNION
ST. MARY'S IDGH SCHOOL

DEAR EDITOR:
Can't they change the musIc

in the cafeteria? If I hear Bach
man-Turner Overdrive once
more I think I'll pull my hair
out.

BY MARK SHELTON

THE OAK LAW PARK
DISTRICT recently opened
three youth centers in Oak
Lawn. The centers located at
Southwest Park, 102nd and
Major, Menard Activity Center,
90th and Menard, and Central
Park, 9400 Kenton, are open
Friday and Saturday nights
between 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.
Attendance, however, has been
sporadic. "I feel the main
reason attendance has been
low," said Park District
Director Scott McNally "is that
few people are aware of the
programs existence. We've
issued releases to local papers,
and material has been cir
culated through the community,
but the youths just haven't been
told."

The Central Park location,
termed "The Rink," has led the
centers in attendance, with SO to
60 youths per night. Youths can
sit and talk, smoke, play cards
and be involved in other self
directed activities.
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DEAR EDITOR:

I was horribly disgusted the
other day when I chanced to
look at "The Spartanite,"
particularly the letters on page
11. I strongly feel that it shows
the general views of the main
student body in your school.
When the rwnor was spread,
most of the students reacted in a
way that really turned me off.
The people at your school seem
to think that "black" is some
son of inanimate object that
they can toss around from place
to place. Hugh Mason ap
parently seems to think that
crime and "black" come from
the same place. The truth is,
black people are people tOO, just
like us, and people are very
individual. Some are good,
some are bad, but all were
created EQUAL.

Most of the people I knew at
your school, who didn't seem to

DEAR EDITOR:

Why is it that only senior girls
have to take Family Living in
P.E. 4? We feel that this is a
discriminatory practice. We
feel that Boy's P.E. 4 should
have to take this three-week
course also. After all, the guys
have something to do with
family life, don't they?

PATl'IOTr
LAURA LUCERTO

ANCYNOSEK
DONNAVAHL

Youth centers opened

•,..



Discipline code clarified
BY CHUCK MAC DONALD
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CHUCK MACDONALD
EDITORIAL WRITER

The whole point of the story
was to say that when a person
stumbles into a dance who is so
wasted that he can barely stand
up, or who walks in and throws
up allover, then that person can
do nothing but cause a distur
bance.

I suggest that the nen time
you read an article that you
take it for what it's worth, don't
read what you want to see!

cut.
2nd cut: Optional Parent

Dean conference or 2 days
enernal suspension.

3rd Cut: Automatic 2 days
external.

4th cut: 4 days enernal.
Time proved to be a great

setback in trying to improve the
code. By the time you read this
article, the newly proposed code
will already have been accepted
or rejected by the Board of
Education.

We realize that this code is
still strict in tenns of the ones
we've had in the recent past, but
in light of the short period of
time we had, we feel that it's
much better than the one we
were going to get and we only
hope that this one is passed and
that it works.

I also was not pointing an
accusing finger at anyone, nor
did I say that anyone who drinks
is "bad". If the story implied
anything about anyone, I
apologize to whomever it im
plicated.

Most of the comments were
along the lines of "What's
wrong with drinking?" U you
read the entire story, you'll see
that in the last paragraph I
stated that I wasn't condemning
alcohol, JUSt saying there's a
time and place for it. I have
nothing at all against drinking.

Rebuttal
I've received a lot of feedback

concerning my anicle in the
November 22nd issue of the
SPARTANITE about drinking
at dances. Some of this feed
back was good and some of it
was criticism due to the fact
that many students interpreted
the story in the wrong manner.

There is no repreive in sight,
however, and until hungry
students get hungry enough to
do something

All this has made me hungry,
so I think I'll go hunt some
breakfast.

cent jug of fruit juice. Trying to
wipe them up with a napkin only
resulted in them falling off the
table and into someone's pants
cuffs, or wedged them into the
crack in the middle of the table.

"Milk cartons on the floor."
So? What else is new? No
matter how hard the cafeteria
monitors try to cleanse and
sterilize, I always sit on a bench
with a milk carton under it, and
it usually ends up getting kicked
intO my shoes. Besides, if
students want to wallow in milk
canons and doughnut crumbs,
more power to them. In the end,
it is the students who end up
covered with milk and doughnut
crumbs, not the people who
have the power to take this
away.

that many.
Another issue that has arisen

is the question of non-habitual
cutters. In other words, the ones
who cut only on the day when
there's a substitute, or when
there's going to be a study
period given in class, or who
just cut "once in awhile." It's
my own personal opinion that if
a student can cut class, and
without being there "make the
grade" so to speak, he shouldn't
be punished in such a severe
manner.

As far as regular cutters go,
they're going to cut regardless
of how strict the code gets, so
ultimately, it's the non-habitual
cutters who suffer.

Of the group of students who
attended that discipline com
mittee meeting, a few of us
proposed two alternative codes,
both of which were barely
regarded. However, Mr. w.e.
Hill, committee chairman,
infonned us that by showing up
at the meeting and demon
strating our concern, it
prompted the committee to
revise the original code. It now
states:

1st cut: Student-Parent
notification. No classwork to be
made up on day that student

morally outraged or crying
from hunger. "Filthy C.on
ditions" brought to mind
mounds of garbage, huge flies
carrying off Freshmen, and
mountains of stale sweet rolls
rotting into the soil from
whence they came.

This did not appear to be the
case, however, as I hunted
around to find someone who had
viewed these "filthy con
ditions". (I never had, but my
powers of observation at 7: 30
a.m were usually clouded by
either lack of sleep, or more
likely, lack of interest).

"There were .:rumbs from
those peanut-covered
doughtnuts on the tables" of
fered one wan girl. This seemed
to me, however, to be the
distributors fault, rather than
the students. I had a peanut
covered doughtnut once, and I
couldn't cope with the crumbs
either. No matter how careful I
coaxed a bite in to my mouth,
peanuts, attached to the
doughtnut with some sort of

paste fell like rain on my
clothes, books, and into my 15
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We feel that this is a wrong
approach to stop cutting.
Granted, it would stop a good
portion of cutting, but it would
also create a very negative
attitude on the pan of the
stud~nt and possibly the parents
by kicking him out of school for
two days. Why not try and find
the reason for cuning instead?
We agree that there should be
some sort of punishment for
cutters, but not by throwing
them out of school, which
causes them to miss even more
classes. One would think that
since education is supposed to
be so important that the
Discipline Committee would see
this point.

Mr. James Craig, dean of
boys, stated that there's an
average of 1100 cuts per day.
This figure does not take into
consideration clearances and
mistakes. The corrected figure
is said to hover around the 800
mark. One must also take into
consideration the fact that some
students cut more than one
class a day, which would bring
the figure of actual students
cutting even lower. Seeing that
there are 3400 students at
OLCHS, 800 or possibly less cuts
per day doesn't seem like all

During November, a three
week trial breakfast program
was initiated at OL. Doughnuts,
sweet rolls, juice, and milk
were available from 7:30 a.m.
to 9:30 a.m., and provided a
small repast for the large
portions of students, who, like
me, are unable to drag them
selves out of bed early enough to
fix something themselves, or
who lack the skill involved in
making a hearty breakfast from
a crust of bread, prune
preserves, and a can of frozen
orange juice with the tab broken
off.

However, after only 2"'"
weeks, students arrived to find
the cookie jar empty and the
doors locked. "Filthy Con
ditions" was the epitaph sobbed
over the Student An
nouncements that afternoon.
"Filthy Conditions" sealed the
doors, as once again OL
students were had something
enjoyable plucked from their
grasp.

When I heard this somber
statement drift into my history
class I was torn between being
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Students go hungry

There have been several
rumors flying around OLCHS's
halls about nen semester's
Discipline Code. It's about time
that truth steps into the open.

On December 5th there was a
Discipline Committee meeting
that about 30 other Seniors and
myself attended. Our objective
in attending this meeting was to
find out why the Committee was
suggesting such a severe
penalty for the first class cut.

Next semester's proposed
code states that on the first
class cut, the student would
have the option of having their
parents in for a conference with
the dean or two days enernal.

The committee's reasoning
behind a suspension for the first
cut was detennined by the
success behind such actions
taken with study halls.

Mr. Thomas Murphy, dean of
I boys stated that study hall cuts
: have gone down an estimated 90

per cent from last year, but that
class cuts have skyrocketed
thus making up for the decrease
in study hall cuts. He further
explained that the other deans,
along with himself, felt that
cutting would go down if they
came out with a more strict
code.



Editorial quickies

LAURA HUDDLESTON

ostalgia, part of the past, is now peeking into the present. It
cr~e'ps through record holes, saddle-shoes, hair styles, dress ac
uvmes. But somehow the spirit and enthusiasm was left behind.

Back in the 1950's and 1960's kids along with grown-ups made
athletic activities a fun event, in which to get involved. I'm sure
you've seen movies, pictures, or at least talked to people who could
tell you about the old pep-rallies preceeding a sports event. They
were full of spirit, the walls shook, the bleachers were filled and the
voices of loyal supponing fans thundered through the air to lead
their school teams on to victory. Even if they were defeated they
could feel the presence of crowd fighting along with them all the
way.

Having been to every football and basketball event in the past
~ years, I have seen the school spirit and participation slowly
die down. I thin~ it is sad, not being able to say we're loyal, devoted
and mvolved With the fun events in school. Sad that we're not out
there having a good time, win or lose, supponing the school which
we attend.

against women begm before they even start college. For example,
at the University of Illinois, the School of Veterinary Medicine will
only allow women to take up 5 per cent of its classes, which is really
ignorant when you realize that almost equal amounts of women and
men apply for the course.

Probably the biggest problem women face in what was once
termed a man's world, is not getting paid equal money for doing the
same job just as well as a man. Although this situation has im
proved in the last couple of years, it still remains.

Some men feel that because women want to have careers now-a
days they can't be feminine and don't want to be. This is not true at
all. The only women who feel like that are the ones who are out to
prove the impossible, that women are bener than men, not equal.

STEPHEN MEEHAN

Advenising is a way of life to some. This growing monster is a
huge money maker. Advenising can make or break your business.

It seems that advenising is super selling me and my en
vironment to hell. This idea of buying the best, the most, the newest
and most economical is all self defeating. Within twenty five
minutes ad agencies can force people to make hundreds of choices
that leave them no bener or worse than before. The only thing it
gives is added pressure, and no one has time to make decisions that
mean nothing.

I look at those films about pollution and huge amounts of garbage
are shown. After these films I feel slightly guilty about the shape
the world is in, and the thing that stands out is the so evident waste.
Plastic bottles line the shore and aluminum wrappers, boxes and
paper fill the street. I think of those years when there were no com
flakes, frozen pizza, or TV dinners. These people survived very
well, they ate and enjoyed life. The consumer was never bothered
by these useless choices.

I feel that returning back to a simpler life would be very
desirable. ot that I'M against all these choices...but are they
wonh all the trouble?

BER ADE'ITE DOBRZYNSKI

Kids still prefer liquor to gross
BYGREGREHR

One of the most controversial subjects of the past few years is the
Women's Liberation Movement. Its gradual build-up to what it is
today has enabled some women to hold good positions in jobs that
as recently as ten years ago were occupied totally by men.
. Yet, in spite of all women have done to prove themselves just as
mtelligent and capable of handling mentally all the problems men
can, t.here are still many times they are treated as inferior for no
practIcal reason. Jobs where physical strength is needed, is about
the oflY place ~here this son of treatment can be justified. Women
aren t as phYSICally strong as men (although it has been proven
that for their size they are stronger). Many of these prejudices

. DURING THE PAST MONTH, there was a survey taken on
~Igarenes, alcohol and drugs. There was an identical survey taken
m the SPARTANITE February 25th, 1972 issue. The recent survey
reached about 50 per cem of the student body by way of the English
classes and circulation throughout other classes.

The most drastic change in the ways in which our students have
changed is noted in the Freshmen and Senior classes especially. It
has shown that more Seniors drink alcohol than they did in the
previous survey taken twO years ago. There are other drastic
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SENIOR
Boys Girls

Do Don't DoDon't
75 25 42 58
95 5 85 15
75 25 67 33
75 25 60 40
10 90 22 78
55 45 34 66
15 85 33 67
7525982
45 55 30 70

SENIOR
Girls Boys Girls
Do Don't Do Don't Do Don't
38 62 37 63 29 71
61 39 77 23 44 56
23 77 34 66 14 86
15 85 3 97 2 98
595 397 298
14 86 16 84 14 86
397 199 199
59 41 65 35 48 52
32 68 29 71 33 67

JUNIOR
Boys Girls

Do Don't Do Uon't
27 73 25 75
82 18 65 35
40 60 35 65
27 73 25 75
10 90 10 90
30 76 15 85
25 75 5 95
57 43 90 10
18 82 25 75

JUNIOR
~oys

Do Don't
26 74
70 30
27 73
9 91
4 96
12 88
2 98
66 34
15 85
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c~ges in the way people have changed their values toward
cigarettes, alcohol and drugs.
CI~ARE'ITESMOKING has sharply increased and decreased in

cenam areas. However, it seems that students are more aware of
the consequences o~ drinking, smoking and taking drugs than
~fore. Also, th~ enure student body would not tend to participate ,
m a drug-educauon course if we had one at OLCHS. ..

In any event, It seems that students still "prefer liquor to grass"
as was noted in the survey of two years ago...contrary to the belief'
of many.

FRESHMEN SOPHOMORE
Boys Girls ~ys Girls

Do Don't Do Don't Do Don't Uo Uon't
52 48 46 54 15 85 38 62
70 30 54 46 65 35 72 28
15 85 20 80 30 70 36 64
10 90 22 78 25 75 34 66
3 97 1 99 3 97 6 94
7 93 39 61 10 90 20 80
8 92 43 57 15 85 16 84
80 20 46 54 45 55 74 26
14 86 59 45 5 95 18 82

FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE
Boys Giru Boys Girls
Do Don't Do Don't Do Don't Do Don't
41 57 1 99 27 73 5 95
67 33 36 64 64 36 39 61
9 91 3 97 14 86 4 96
7 93 5 95 6 94 6 94
298 199397 1 99
595 199397 2 98
1 99 0 100 1 99 0 100
38 62 40 60 .)5 45 40 60
40 60 34 66 40 60 31 69

72

74 1.
2.
3.

1. Do you smoke cigarenes? 4.
2. Do you drink alcohol? 5.
3. Do you smoke grass? 6.
4. Do you have the desire to smoke pot? 7.
5. Have you ever been arrested for pot? ~.
6. Have you ever tried other drugs? .
7. Have you ever been arrested for dope?
8. Do you know the legal aspects?
9. Would you enroll in a drug course? 1.

2.
3.
4.
5
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Tram to Sandburg tonight

Cagers stumble
Bowlers roll into
first place
RY BOB DODGE

.. OAK LAW'S BOWLING FOR OAK LAWN on that day,
TEAM won four out of six Mike Urbanczyk of the scratch
games, Thursday, December 5, team turned in a 538 3-game
and moved into a tie for first series, ~th a 198 high game.
place in the Southwest Bowling Kerry McElhinney led the
Conference. handicapp team with a 531

The conference meet, which series and a 202 high game. The
is divided into two tearns, other bowlers and their series
scratch and handicapp, was were; Tom Hammersmark-498,
highlighted by the formation of Vince Taccal0-472, Bob Dodge
a four-way tie for first place. 466, Mark Jakel-447, Ken Libert
Carl Sandburg, who started the 423, and Dave Mickelson-402.
day in first at 9 wins and 3 The conference meets occur
losses, lost four games and won every other Thursday.
only two against Richards, who Any boys interested in joining
moved into a tie for first at the intramural bowling league
eleven and seven. A few can still enter. The league bowls
minutes later, Oak Lawn won every Wednesday at Branding
their eleventh game and also Iron Bowl. ~ew me£!1bers are
moved into the tie, as did Stagg need.ed, and mformat1~ncan be
High School. Marist and Luther obtamed by contactmg any
South High Schools trail far member listed above, or seeing
behind. Mr. Gahala, the co-ordinator.
;

BY WALT KRZOS

THE SPARTAN CAGERS,
struggling this year with a 2-6
record, will try and snap their
three game losing streak
tonight at Sandburg. Oak Lawn
has had only one other losing
season and that came during
the '72-'73 season.

In the first game of the year,
Oak Lawn hosted Lincoln-Way.
In a game that the Knights were
supposed to run away with, the
Spartans made it surprisingly
close. With the score 30-22 at
half-tirne, the Spartans came
out strong and narrowed the
margin to one. There the height
and experience of Lincoln-Way
took over and handed the
Spartans the loss, 58-49. Bruce
Atkinson was high scorer for
Oak Lawn with 17 points. Dave
Madeja and Steve Scaduto each
chipped in with 8 points apiece.

OAK LAWN THEN
TRAVELED to Quigley South
for the Quigley South Varsity
Tournament. Tbis was a
disaster for Oak Lawn as they
lost twO of their three games,
one to Argo and the other one to
the Tournament cbampions,
Bogan. Oak Lawn's only victory
in the tourney came against tbe
hosting team, Quigley South.
Oak Lawn shot 54 per cent from
the floor compared to Quigley's
anemic 35.7 per cent. Atkinson
led all scorers with 25 points.
Ken Refner had 18 points and
Dave Fewkes added 10 as Oak
Lawn had their first victory of
the year, 63-S5.

Oak Lawn's nen game was
against our cross-town rivals,
the Richard Bulldogs. Led by
Atkinson's 14 points, the
Spartans were in control
throughout the entire game.
With much of the third quarter
deadlocked 27-20 in favor of Oak
Lawn, Junior guard Ron
Dalrymple came in and sparked
Oak Lawn's offense with 10
points of his own. The Spartans
then pulled out to a 42-28 lead in
the fourth quarter and from
then on breezed. Richards
scored some late baskets to
narrow the score, but Oak Lawn
had their second victory, 49-47.
.. THE SPARTANS then suf
fered succesive losses to Morton
West, Bloom and Thornton.

Morton West, led by Bill
Berndt who scored 24 points,
defeated Oak Lawn 61-52. Dave
Fewkes was high scorer for the
SpartanS with 17 points.
.. BLOOM SLIPPED PAST Oak
Lawn on a basket by Tony
Kennedy with 27 seconds left.
Kennedy accounted for 25 points
and grabbed 14 rebounds as
Bloom won 59-57.

Forward Curtis Watkins and
guard Derrick Love accounted
for 61 of Thornton's 82 points, as
they handed Oak Lawn their
third consecutive loss, 82-72.
Thornton, ranked 6th in the
state, had trouble with Oak
Lawn early, but Watkins' 36
points was the deciding faCtor.
Ken Refner bad 20 points and
Steve Ferjak added 17 himself.

December ZO, 1974 The Spartanlte
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J.V. REMAINS UNDFEATED

VARSITY GRAPLERS SPLIT
GYMNASTS STRIVING
TO IMPROVE

~,
I

francis hultgen

BY JIM EGAN

OLCHS'S VARSITY
Wrestling team came on strong
against Thomridge, winning 32
17. after losing a close meet to
Homewood-Flossmoor 22-16.
The overall weekend meet left
the Spartans with a 3-3 record
for the season.

Jim Cizek 105 lb., scored a
revenge win against Mehrdad
Kajain of Homewood
Flossmoor, ~. Kajain pinned
Cizek in a freestyle tournament
over the swnmer.

Other winners against
Homewood-Flossmoor were:
John Spears. 119, Steve
Larocco, 138. Mike Chickerillo,
145, Steve Morgenthaler, 155.

The varsity took care at the
start against Thornridge,
scoring wins in the first five
matches. Winners were: Paul
Cizek, 98, Jim Cizek, 112, John
Spears, 119. Larry Wagner. 126
and Steve Morgenthaler, 155,
Guy Kosek, 105 and Dan
McEntee 185. picked up forfeits
and Mike Chickerillo tied.

THE JU lOR VARSITY.
coached by Mr. Woerner. have
yet to be defeated and sport a S
O record. The Junior Varsity
squad has continually romped
over their opponents and
crushed H-F 46-18. otables on
the J-V team are: John
Sullivan, Dave Barker, Wayne
Novy, Joe Cryan, Joe Klahn,
Forrest Meyers, Jim Mastores,
Tom Flynn, Mike McCampbell,
Pat Runnion and Dan Eagan.

OLCHS's sophomore's, after
losing their first two meets,
ha~e gonen on the track win
ning four straight, winning 33-21
and 37-21 against H-F and
Thomridge, respectively. The
big test according to Mr. Wallin.
sophomore coach, comes this
weekend against Evergreen
Park and Carl Sandburg. Last
year against these two teams,
the Spartans were swamped by
both.

Chuck Laidlaw remained
undefeated (6-0) over the
weekend. Joe Jonaitis, Jim
Latanski and John Paolisso
have lost only once over the
season. Other tough com
petitors are: Bob Berndt, Dave
Kane, Gary Ramirez and Ron
Miller.

Freshman grapplers although
sporting a disappointing 2-4
record, finally went into the
winning column by squeeking
past both H-F and Thornridge.
Greg Ramirez and Ken Spitzer
lead the team with eight pins
between the two. Also wrestling
well are Mike Cramarosso and
Phil Sones.

1713 S.W.
Home 01

larry Sucke/s

BY ROSEANNE LOCACIUS

"THE SOPHOMORE TEAM
now stands at 2 wins and 1 loss,
"said Mr. Chades Duncan. At
each meet Mr. Duncan puts
more emphasis on individual
improvement than the team
score as a whole. Mr. Duncan
feels that they boys have im
proved at every meet and hopes
they continue on improving."

It is to the advantage of a
Gymnastic Team to have a
strong "All-Around Member."
The strongest of the freshman is
Ken Johnson, Mr. Duncan said.
He "is also pleased with the
performance of Greg Abrah
ms." Ken's strong part is the
"Still Rings" and Greg is strong
on "P Bars." Both boys are
doing well on all equipment.

DURING CHRISTMAS
VACATION Mr. Duncan hopes
to see a lot of improvement
because of longer work-out
sessions.

"This year's gymnastic team
has so much potential that even
I didn't realize this until our

FLOWERS
styled by

victory over Reavis (96-75),
even with Chip Bennen being
injured" said Mr. Joel Simone.

A EXAMPLE OF THIS
POTENTIAL was shown in the
Reavis meet. Charles Reardon
..All Around" again scored a 5.0
average. The Trampoline team
consisting of Jim Bradley, Ken
Zaremba and Randy Van Loon
scored 20 points.

High Bar was lead by Scon
Reichert and Chic Reardon.
They took a first and second
place.

The P-Bar is finally coming
around. "Jerry Vinci is now
showing some potential," said
Mr. Simone.

Even though our weakest
event is "Rings," the coach was
surprised by receiving a second
and third place in this event by
Pete Popick and Ron Vahl.

MR. SIMO E is looking
forward to a successful season.
And hopes to see more spec
tators to cheer the team along.
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4823 W. 95th Street

Oak Lawn, III.

424-2200
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Sophs drop
2 straight;
fall to .500
BY DAVE tADEJA

AL PREDICTO
BY BIG AL

AL'S PREDICTIO S FOR NEXT MONTH'S OL basketball
games:

The Spartanite

OL'S SOPH CAGERS have
faced some tough competition
so far, and have responded with
a .500 record, 4 wins and 4
losses.

THE SPARTA S THE
TRAVELED to Chicago
Christian for the Christian
Thanksgiving Tournament. The
sophs slumped to drop twO out
of the three games, but against
good opponents. The first game
was an exciting contest at OL
l06t by only one POlDt mover
tilDe, to Downers Grove South,
~9.

The Cagers then bounced
back to trounce Benet
Academy, 72-42. Steve Strenk
topped the balanced scoring
totals with 24, also having good
point productions were Rich
Renz with 15, Tony icosia with
11 and Steve Saylor added 10.
They then dropped a tough
game to the tourney's cham
pion, Chicago Christian, 7~1.

Steve Strenk had an excellent
overall tournament, netting 64
points in the three games.

THE SOPHS THEN WERE
HOME the nen week, looking
for revenge against OL's cross
town rival Richards. The
Bulldogs had the height ad
vantage, but the speed and
~ooting of the Spartans pulled
It out, 50-47. The trio of Steve
Strenk-14, Steve Saylor-13 and
Rich Renz-10 points, lead the
way once again.

In their first game of the
season the sophs were at home
to battle the Knights of Lincoln
Way. This game showed
potential toward a good year for
the sophs as they out ran and
out shot their opponent, 59-40.
The Spartans employed a
tenacious, aggressive press,
which the Knights couldn't
handle. Steve Saylor and Rich
Renz had an excellent game,
each netting 18 points. Joe Serio
also chipped in 14 points.

"WITH THI TEA:\l. I
believe that we should .....in
about 75 per cent of our dual
meets." That was the vie..... of
var ity wrestling coach Chuck
La .....son after only two .....eeks of
wrestling practice. With a total
of 16 dual meets, that should be
a lot of winning that the OL
wrestling fans can look forward
lo.
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LAST WEEK E D THE
SPARTA S dropped two
games, but to a couple of the
best soph teams in the area.
Against the Trojans of Bloom,
OL was never in the game. The
Trojans won, 77-47. Last year as
freshmen, Bloom's team went
undefeated, with a record of 24
0, and that group of kids hasn't
lost yet as high school
ballplayers. OL's Coach Skip
Sullivan commented, "Bloom
has the best sophomore team
I've ever seen. They do every
thing well." So Bloom looks to
continue to be a southern
suburb hasketball power.

The next night the SpartanS
battled a tough team from
Thornton at home, but the
Wildcats won going away, 76-57.
OL stuck close the first half, but
in the second Thornton ran
.iway with it. Both Bloom and
Thornton had tOO much height
for OL to contain, as rebounding
was the key to both losses.

The next mght the Cagers
traveled to meet the Falcons of
10non West. Once again the

speed and quickness of the
SpartanS was the key as they
over-powered Morton, 72-55.
The three top scorers, as they
have been all year, were Steve
Strenk with 23, Rich Renz
garnered 14 and Steve Saylor
contributed·10 points. Substitute
center, Walt Loomis also had a
good ball game adding 10 points
to the win.

Coach Skip Sullivan believes
the team is playing very well
offensively, but their defense is
what needs the work now. He
thinks that the team can
overcome its small size and
take the conference title. In
regard to the losses he points
out that squads like Bloom and
Thornton are excellent teams
and would be tough for anyone
to beat.

Over Christmas vacation the
sophs play in the Quigley South
Soph Tournament. Tonight they
play away against the Sandburg
Eagles, in their first conference
game of the year. Soph game at
6:30 and Varsity at 8.

Dec. 20 away OLCHS by 3over SANDBURG

The Spartans are now staning to come alive after a good showing
against a couple of state-ranked clubs last week end, and they'll be
a little tOO much for the Sandburg quintet.

Dec. 26,27,28 Holiday· Tourney-Winner will be CmCAGO
CHRISTIAN

The state-ranked Knights, with the home court advantage and
their rebounding strength lead by 6-8 all-state center Bob Klaas and
6-5 forward Jeff Taylor, and the gurmmg of Mark Hiskes, will over
power the competition. But the Redskins of Marist will be hoping to
avenge an early season loss. Then OLCHS meets Christian it will be
one of the Spartans' toughest Knights of the year.

Jan. 3 home OLCHS by 9over REAVIS

The Spartans will take the Rams by the horns and top Reavis'
well coached but inexperienced squad.

Jan. 4home OLCHS by 5-over OAK FOREST

The Bengals will get nipped at OLCHS 's lair, and I ain't lion.

Jan. 10 away THORNWOOD by 4over OL

Possible all-state guard Steve Gaumy will be aided by a good
crop of juniors and the home court advantage in lifting the T-birds
over the Spartans.

Jan. 17 home RICH EAST by 2 over OL

Lead by the hot hands of Schroeder, O'Malley, Jackson and
Goodwin the Rockets will slightly char the Spartans.

Jan. 18away OL by 7over STAGG

A revengeful OL team starts a three game win streak as the
Spartans take the Bonham and Biesterfeldt lead Chargers for a
ride.

Jan. 24 home OL by 8 over HILLCREST

The hapless Hawks fly into OL but they will be gunned down by
the hot shooting of OL five.

Jan. 25 away OL by 10 over EISENHOWER

The Spartan cagers hope to draw a fullhouse as they play the
Cards right.
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Poetry, short Stories, limericks, haikus, photoS and sketches are
now being accepted for publication in the 1974-75 production of
OLCHS's literary magazine, "Spear". Please donate all material
to room 22 as soon as possible.

GIRLS VOLLEYBALL EXPECTS
WINNING SEASON

m
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up to par in the game against
Thornwood. losing 15-2.
Bouncing oack III the nen
game, Gail Hackstoek brought
Oak Lawn back the spirit it
needed to continue winning.
Oak Lawn blanked Hillcrest
with the score of IfH1.

In the Reavis game, Oak
Lawn lost 16-18 in overtime, but
played like pro's. Jean Sobol
gave a few punches which kept
the game close, and giving the
team time to show off really
bow good it is.

Their borne games in January
are Tuesday and Wednesday
Jan. 14 and 15. The team would
really like to have the support of
everyone, to give them the boost
they need to continue winning.

Oak Lawn

Spattani

Sports

Li-5
COtr\~"'~
(SfeDr)~

BY ANE'ITE GALICA

GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
whizzed into another great
season this year, the team is
expected to playa lot better this
year than last year. Ms. June
Becvar said, "We have a fan
tastic chance to win the rest of
the games. We have a great
team this year not only in one
field, but good blockers, sharp
spikers, and especially con
sistant servers."

Senior Judy Mastela scored 14
of the 30 points in the game
against Tbronridge, leaving
Oak Lawn ahead 1~12 and 1~10.

Michele Wiezgar also made
good spikes through out the
game.

OAK LAWN JUST WASN'T

•
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Industrial Engineering

Offered at Bradley U.
IT': (;E:"ERALLY C:\'·

(lEIl. TOOl) that a civil
('n/(ineer designs bridges and
other. tructures. a mechanical
('n~ineer designs transmissions,
and an electrical engineer
de. igns communication
sv. tem. -all of the aforemen
Iioned are physical products.

Can an engmeer do design
\lork on improving nursing
productivity in a hospital?
designing an efficient
manufa('turing system? in·
tegraling the computer on
police work'

Y('S. because these are actual
a ignments for an "Industrial
F:n/(ineer". In fact industrial
('ngineering (IE) deals with
desi~ning the most efficient
\lay of accomplishing any kind
of \I ork. The field is about fifty
vears old but it is till unknown
io most high school students. In
1973 there were sixty-five ac
credited programs through the

country
1:\'J)l". TRIAL E. GINEER

now \lork in both manufac
turing and non-manufacturing
industries and in non·profit and
profit-making organizations.
. pecaility areas include
operations research. quality
control. work design and work
measurement, applied
statistics and production
supervIsion

IE has many facets but there
IS one common thread running
through all the special areas.
The IE is always searching for
a beller way of accomplishing
some ta k and this in turn
means dealing with people to
help find the beller way and
have it adopted in practice.

The job outlook for the IE is
very .trong. According to the
lr.s government predictions
about 9.000 new IE graduates
are needed each year.
Currentlv there are only about

4.400 graduates each year. In
TilE WIOE R NGE of job

opportunities in IE make the
field appealing to women.
Women have always worked in
area such as hospitals, schools,
telephone companies and
retailing but perhaps not at
their full potential. However,
today there are women IE
graduates who are doing
computer analysis work in
hospitals and at telephone
companies. teaching IE at
universities and doing
operations research work ap
pliance manufacturers.

Some schools such as Bradley
l'niversity have an engineering
1974. a typical IE graduate
received about four job offers

Wondering if you fit in
academIcally' You don't have
10 be a genius but successful
students ~enerally have a total
, AT score of at leasl 1000 or a
composite ACT score of at least

24
cooperative program. In this
voluntary program the student
alternates between allending
school full time and working in
an induslrial engineering
position full time. The position
is found by the university in a
geographical area desired by
the tudent The "co-op"
program not only provides
significant income but also
Invaluable practical experience
for the tuden!.

Industrial engineering is
much more difficult to define
than other areas of engineering
because it has many functional
specialilles in many different
Iypes of organizations. If you
would like more information
please '" rite to Dr Frank M.
Gryna Jr., or Dr. ·Rita M.
l':ewton. Department of In
dustrial Engineering, Bradley
t1niversity, Peoria. 111 .• 61625.

OL adopts
Discipline Code

..,
•

:lrd cut: Four days external
uspension
" cuIs thereafter: Four days

external suspension.
Truancies:
I.t Iruancy: Parent·Dean
conference required. Three
days external suspension.
2nd Iruancy: Parent·Dean
conference required. Five days
external suspension.
:Ird Iruancy & truancies
thereafter: Parent-Dean
conference required. Ten days
external suspension.
Unexcused tardies:
Three instances of unexcused
tardiness from school will be
equivalent to a cut.
Three in tances of unexcused
tardiness from school will be
equivalent to a cut.
A Parent·Dean conference is
required after all external
uspensions in order for a
tudent to be re-instated.
Reasonable suggestions for

improvement of the new code
may be turned into Mr. Craig,
Mr Murphy,'Mr: Hill, Mr.
Markel. Dr. Davies or any
student member of the
Discipline Committee. All
suggestions will be considered.

Januar)' 31. 1915

HY Hl'S. WM\EK

TilE OLCII Dl CIPU/\E
CO:\lMITTEE has developed
and adopted a new discipline
code that went into effect on
Jan. 22. Several changes,
dealing mainly with puni h
ment for class and study hall
cuts, truancies and tardies,
were made. The rest of the
discipline code has stayed
hasically the same. The
changes made are as follows:
CIa cuts:

1<1 cut: Parent will be
notified. tudent receives a zero
for all work missed.
2nd cut: Parent·Dean con·
ference required. Student may
recei ve two days external
suspension.
3rd cut: Parent-Dean con
ference required. Two days
external suspension.
4th cut: Parent-Dean con·
ference required. Four days
external suspension.
Study hall cuts:
1sl cut: Two days external
suspension.
2nd cut: Two days external
suspension.
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test areas will be the Spartan
Gym room 134, the Auditorium
Gym 127. the Girls Gym 10. and
Music Room 11.

Throughout the day music
clinics will be held with Mr.
Roger Pemberton, guest soloist
for the evening concert and one
of today leading Jazz
musicians.

Highlighting the day's events
will be an evening concert.
Roger Pemberton will be the
featured soloist. Performances
will be given by each category
winner and also by Oak Lawn's
Jazz Band. Admission for the
day is free. Cost of the evening
concert is S1.25 for tudents and
S1.75 for adults.

The Forensic team left this
morning for a 2 day tournament
at Bradley University in Peoria.

certificates were awarded to
Tim Purpura in Radio
Speaking, Barb Hoch in
Declamation. and Linda
Sterling and Sylvia Farrel in
Dramatic Duet Acting. Linda
was also awarded a fourth place
award for Dramatic In
terpretation

Plane and Hotel: $295

BY KEVIN ADAM
Oak Lawn's 14th Annual Jazz

Fest will be held tomorrow Sat.,
Jan, 1 in cooperation with the
Oak Lawn Band Parent's
Association. OL's Music Dept .•
and the Lyon-Healy Co. Mr. Ken
Kistner. OL Music Dept. head,
will chair -the Festival.

The Oak Lawn Jazz Fest is
the largest single day jazz
festival in the state. Com
petition between 108 schools will
take place during the day from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. These groups
represent schools from the

orthern TIIinois area.
For competition, schools will

be classified into three different
categories: A. AA. and AAA
accordin!! to school size. Con·

Mar. 27 - Apr. 6

Trip to:

Daytona Beach, Fla.

with Chgo. area students

Jazz fest to IDck a

BY CHERYL POWELl.
OL' FORE IC TEAM won

the Wheaton Central Tour
nament on Saturday. Jan. 25
beating second place Thor·
nridge by 5 points. This is the
thirrl tournament the team has
won this year.

Individual trophies were won
by Tami Ito first place in
Oratory, Cheryl Bailey, first in
Verse. Dematrios Kollaras,
third in Dramatic In·
terpretation. Fourth place

approximately 25 spaces left

contact Don Murphy - 964-5054

Not an OLCHS function

Bus and Hotel: $ 188

Forensics takes
First in seventh
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Student rights
clarified

Local Jazz talent excited

BY R WANEK
TL'DENTS ATIENDI G

public schools have a con-
titutional right to have ad

vance notice of the charges
against them and a chance to
defend their actions due to a
Supreme Court ruling Wed
nesday. January 22. The court
ruled that the hearing for the
suspension would be informal in
the case of suspensions less
than ten days. For suspensions
longer than ten days, a more
formal hearing is required.
What lhis basically means is a
student can't be legally given a
suspension unless he is told
when and why and then given a
chance to defend himself.

A report from the Chicago

BY n.\w~ ,CHOLTEN

o \K LAW" JAZZ BA D
will Perform in the concert
of Oak Lawn's 14th annual
Jazz Fest.

Featured in the performance
w1l1 be the talents of SparlaJlite

taff members Jim Smith on
oa and Cary Widel on guitar.
While Jim Smith is new to the
Jazz Band this year. Cary Widel
and Tim Kohler. the wild man
on drums are returning from
la t vear

niler the leadership of music
department chairman Ken
Ki tner. Oak Lawn's Jazz Band

Sun-Times said, "Statistics
presented to the court showed
that at least ten percent of
junior and senior high school
students in a five-state survey
were suspended one or more
times in the 1972-73 school year.
In most cases, students and
parents were given no advance
notice on suspensions and no
chance at rebuttal." The court
decision was made to try to
encourage communication
between students, parents and
members of their respective
school administration.

This does not mean, however,
that you, the student, can sue
for being needlessly suspended.
It does mean that a student now
has a voice in his own fate.

will perform "Greasy Sack
Blues:" and "Apples" 'by Phil
Wilson.

"We're really excited about
doing the 'Apples' chart," said
bassist Jim Smith, "we're the
only band doing it."

"It's a gospel-blues rocker,"
said Cary Widel, "it should be
an interesting tune."

"People wishing to see the
talents of local students should
plan to attend the evening
performance at 1: 45 in the

partan gym," sa! d Cheryl
Powell Associate Advisor and a
big Jazz fan.

ON ATURDAY FEB. 15 the Junior class will sponsor a
Sweetheart Turnabout Dance from 8 to 11 p.m. in the Aditoriwn
Gym. 1usic will be provided by Revisions.

Therlance will be a semi-formal affair when the girl asks the guy.
Tickets will be $4.00 per couple and available the week before in

the cafeteria. Carnations will also be available for S1.50 the day
before.

Girls don't be shy ask that guy to the Turnabout Dance.

Dan Allen 9601 S. Kilbourn, Oak Lawn, lllinois, has been seJec~ed
as a member of the Illinois Institute of Technology's 1974-75 varsIty
basketball squad.

Allen. a management major in TIT's Harold L. Stuart School of
Management and Finance, is a 5'11", 17G-pound sophomore reserve
guard for the Scarlet Hawks.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Allen, and is a 1973 graduate of
Oak Lawn Community High School in Oak Lawn, Ill.

OLCHS's Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICAl held a
Christmas Tea for faculty members. Debbie Stroud, chairwoman
for the event. and students in VlCA provided the refreshments.
They also took the opportunity to solicit contributions for the Wally
Phillips eedy Childrens fund. The students in VICA collected $25
for the Fund. .....................

On Feb. 12 school will not meet in observance of the Lincoln's
Birthday.

.......................
Juniors will be administered the Armed Services Vocational

Aptitude Batteries on Feb. 4 and 5.

Poetry, shon stories,limericks, haikus, pbotos and sketches are
now being accepted for publication in the 1974-75 production of
OLCHS's literary magazine, "Spear". Please donate all material
to room 22 as soon as possible.

10735 S. Cicero
OAK LAWN

636-3912

WE HAVE GOOD
JOBS IN

ADMINISTRATION
FOR YOUNG

WOMEN AND MEN
RunDlng teday's Army takes
a lot of admlDlstratlve skills
LIke typing. stenography.
office management and per
sonnel specialtIes We'1I pay
you a good starting salary
whlieyou learn. Plus 30 days
paId vacatltm a1'1 "~her ex·
cellent benefits.

Southwest Driving School offers a complete Driver's Ed.
program approved by the Supt. of Public Instruction.

If you're 15, 16, 17 yrs. old
30 HRS. CLASS 12 HRS. IN CAR

TRIP FOR PERMIT

CO PLm 4WI( COURSE ..• 0 Y$!II.~
SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL

4700 W. 103rd St.
(IN ARENA CENTER LOBBY)
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OLCHS goes "bananas"

Pal!l' 5

The members of the group enjoy their work because they all like
ki~ and like to act like a kid. While in costume they can pull many
thmgs they wouldn't even think of doing if they weren't in costume.
And this in turn leads to a very free atmosphere at all their ap
pearances. They do almost anything to get a laugh or to just make
the kids happy. Signing autographs, dancing and even riding a
merry go round are all parts of their job. And really, wouldn't you
like that kind of job. too?

So if you've been hearing someone walking down the hall hum
ming a tune that sounds like the Banana Splits theme ong you'll
know that it is Oak Lawn's own Banana Split, Snorky

AFTER DAY OF sleep-robbmg compl1ation, the results of tbe
Spartanite Music Poll are in. When organizing a poll like this, you
expect an occasional strange answer. This time we got more than
we bargained for as far as bizzare answers go so it seems ap
propriate to give you some idea of just what were talking about.

One of the answers that affected the poll direcUy was that of Ian
Underwoods' placing third as best bass player of the year. I'm sure
Ian would appreciate this great honor bestowed upon him except
for the fact that he has been a woodwind and keyboard man with
the Mothers for many years and has never played bass on any
album. Other interesting submissions were Jimi Hendrix and tick
Jagger for best guitar players of the year, best live performance of
the year, Janis Joplin, and best EW group of the year, Styx, who
has been around for a good four years.

Enough of our problems, now the results of the Spartanite Music
Poll:

Sportonite Music Poll

BEST ALB M OF 1974 .. (I) Elton Johns' Greatest Hits & Yellow
Brick Road (tie), (2) Chicago 7, and (3) Frank Zappas' Apostrophe
WORST ALBUM OF 1974 - (1) Osmonds, (2) DeFranco Family, and
(3) Paper Lace. No particular albums, they justed hated them all.
TOP GROUP OF 1974 - (l) Chicago, (2) Bachman Turner Over
drive, and (3) Styx
WORST GROUP OF t974-- (l) DeFranco Family & Osmonds (tie),
(2) Jackson 5, and (3) Ohio Players.
BEST LIVE PERFORMANCE OF 1974 - (l) Elton John, (2)
Chicago. and (3) Yes.
BEST ~ALE SINGER OF 1974 - (I) Elton John, (2) Cat Stevens
and (3) tevie Wonder. '
BEST FE ~ALE SlNGER OF 1974 - (l) Olivia ewton John (2)
Joni Mitchell, and (3) Carol King. '
BEST G ITARIST - (I) Eric C1apton, (2) Jimmy Page, and (3)
John Denver.
BEST KEYBOARD - (l) Keith Emerson, (2) Elton John and (3)
Billy Preston. '
BEST BASS - (l) John EntwhisUe, (2) Bill Wyman, Paul Mc
Cartney, Greg Lake, and Ian Underwood (tie).
BEST MISCELLANEOUS INSTR ffiNTALIST - lother than
those above) - Wild Man Fisher- <Unusual Sounds Using His Body),
(2) Buddy Cage, (Steel Guitar) and Ian Anderson (Flute)
BEST PR?DUCER - (l) Todd Rundgren, (2) Andy Johns, (3)
Barry White.
BEST SO GWRITER - (.l) Bernie Taupin & Elton John, (2) Paul
McCartney, and (3) Jim Croce.
BEST EW GROUP OF 1974 - (I) Bad Company, (2) Rufus, and (3)
Genesis.

BY CARY WlDEL

RY J) RI.ESE CA 1PRE.,'.

IF YOl' 111\ \'E EVER watched Channel 32 at2:3O PM any week
day you may have seen four of the craziest animals in Chicago.
These four fuzzy creatures are "The Banana Splits."

And whether you knew it or not, one of the Banana Splits, Snorky,
attends OLCH .

If you haven't seen an elephant walking down the halls lately it is
because the person who plays Snorky isn't in costume all the time.
In facl. most of the time he is Junior Tim Purpura, a member of the
Spartanite staff and also the Junior Class Vice-President.

TI\1 S \10 TIIAT he has been Snorky for almost one year now.
Last March Tim's counselor, Miss Quinn called him in and asked if
he was looking for a job. He was and so she gave him the address
and phone number of the people who were conducting the in
tervIew He went that night and ever since has been a Banana Split.

Since the Banana plits are a rock group made up of different
animals there are four very different personalities.

Drooper, who IS played by Dave ~ena, a free-lance photographer
who hves m MIdlothian, is the Super Cool member of OM! group.
Drooper IS cool in everything he does.

:\EXT 1:"1 I.I'E is Fleegle. Fleegle is the head olthe group and
also the lead inger. Fleegle is played by ~rs. Stephanie Mena, who
IS m public relations with Brooks Advertising. You could say she is.
1rs Drooper
The third member of the group and played by a former OLCHS

I!raduate. Liz Tallian, i Bingo, who is the drummer for the yroup.
norky who is al 0 played by Jim Collins of Chicago Ridge, is the

rather shy keyboard expert for the Splits. He is also one of the
favorite6 of the Children who come to see the group.

1:'\ TilE P . T YEAR the Splits have enjoyed a &reat amount of
success m their personal appearances. The greatest performance
they have put on thus far was in May when they played in front of
41,000 screaming children at Brookfield Zoo. Other performances
include a stage performance at Goodman Theater, and the
LaGrange Theatre and also an appearance on Channel l\'s Auc-
tion. Other shows include Lincoln Park Zoo, Burger Chef's in These results are the opinions of 500 Oak Lawn students and not
1~1porte and Highland Indiana, and Dispensa's CasUe of Toys. necessarily the views of the Spartanite Slaff.

Jannar.v :11, 1975 ThI'Spartanite
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.Fashion; long and short of it
IIY III "E 1I0'\EY~1 \:-,

.Januar.v :11, 1975

J. TilE TIIANKS I 'EEDED THAT SLAP: Well, you feel your
head going foggy again. With your last ounce of strength, make a
pass at the person near you (who you've had your eye on lately),
The slap might clear up your head. (What if the person doesn't hit
you? Well, figure that out for yourself!)

I. TilE TAKING YOUR MIND OFF IT PROCESS: When you feel
yourself starting to slump over your desk and slip into never·never
land, jab a sharpened pencil 3 to 4 inches into the thigh of your right
leg. The overwhelming pain which follows wiIJ undoubtedly take
your mind off sleeping and your high-pitched scream will wake up
the rest of the room.

2, TilE EVENTS FOLLOWING TECHNIQUE: As you feel
yourself drifting off again and all else seems hopeless, take im·
mediate action. You may choose from the following:

A. Stand up, kick the person to your direct right in the groin area
and start shouting obscenities at the teacher.

B. Belt the 250 pound jock next to you, who just happens to be the
linebacker on the school football team.

(I can assure you tbat the events following these situations are
hound to keep you awake. Just hope that you can get back into the
class and for that matter back into schooll.

IIY .JEFF JEOUCKA

~1F.:"I ,,\\'E RECOME mueh more aware of clothes as a
renection of their personality and have broken away from many
ole-fashioned "taboos." 0 longer are they confined to the con·
servative shades of grey, blue. black and brown. Or for that matter
the conventional "suit." Men have emerged as the designers best
het this year.

Chicago. not being acknowledged for it's fashion prowess has
reached a percentage of credit this year with the help of 4'9"
designer giant, oriko ishi.

is. ishi. who dons a crew cut, has developed quite a following,
including such notables as popular singer, Gladys Knight and
fashion model Lauren Hutton. oriko's styles which range from
$200 to S400 are available in an exclusive collection she designs for
Saks Fifth Avenue and are also carried by Bonwit Teller.

TIIERE ARE '0 et rules in what or what not to wear, butlhere
are certain ideas in what is considered "fashionable" and they run
in an never ending cycle. Let's just hope you haven't been dropped
off at the last curve.

AT SOME TIME during our school day, we, the students, are
constantly fighting the "snooze" during our classes. These classes
are usually first period, the period after your physical education
class, or the class you consider the most boring. (This generally
includes all of them l.

Since teachers do not appreciate you sprawled there snoring, I'll
try and give you some guidelines to follow the next time your body
is overcome by weariness, boredom, and you don't want to give in
the "snooze."

Overcome the snooze

~. TilE EMBARRA I 'G DIVERSIO : You just want to keep
from dozing off. because you might wake up staring at a green slip
if yOU eto My last suggestions are:

A. scratch your armpits and snort like' a pig,
R. throw your books at someone,
C. start laughing hysterically at nothing,
D. all of the above
After mastering these teachniques I can assure you, you will

never think of falling asleep. For those of you with milder cases of
the "snooze." Sit upright in the most uncomfortable position you
can imagine and look straight towards the teacher.

If none of this works friends, you have a hopeless case of the
"snooze." Pleasant dreamzzzzzz...

Th.· S,.arlanite

TEENAGE DRIVER ED.

OF COl·RSE. last but not least, the good old standard "Levi's".
This durable establishment has branched out in the past few years
tn Include nol only their ever popular jeans, but also skirts, jackets,
hlazers, helts, hat, hoes and even automobile interiors!

Accessorie are also an important part of t<xlay's prevailing
fashions Straw bag. clutch bags, feathers, pumps, sandals, the
"Earth Shoe", belts in various sizes and shades, hats in every hue
Imagineable and jewelry of all styles meet the expectations of
people adding a characteristic appeal to what they wear.

Female high school students have become greatly fashion
oriented, much more so then their male counterparts. What and
how you wear your apparell sets you apart from the crowd. But
,ome individuals drag their "style" over the line and into an out
and out war of trying to out-do the other "fella". (Wearing jeans
hackwards is rather difficult for the average high school male,
unless he is a contortionist or has control over his bowel
movements' )

IT PH ED\(" \TEl' YOl'R ,\1000. induces your outlook of the day,
~i\'<'S ~ou that lotal sense of "belonging", What has such an avid
mnuence in Your life? Your clothes,

!\ person's 'wardrobe depends on the distinct taste of that person.
And someone's personality can be seen through their choice of what
to wear The way a person dresses expresses an extension of that
person or their individuality within a structured societ.Y. What you
wear can give people impressions of what you are as a human
heing

Fashion. like history. repeats itself, sometimes for the better and
frequently for the worse This cycle can be seen in the updated 30's
and 40's look which is so popular today.

Ill'ITE \ FE\\ fascinating things have popped out of the fashion
"jack'm-the-box" For eltample; the G·string bikini, which is fine
If ~'ou happen to be 5'11" and weigh 95 pounds. This has been sue
ceed('d by yet another wim wear rage. The Thong. A most un
comfortable looking answer to the question of nudi:y on public
heaches The Thong consists of a piece of Banlon cloth held to the
hody by thin straps around the neck and between the buttocks.

And don't forget the "Clog", which originated at 4 inches and has
dimhed to an unprecedented 2 feet 6 inches, giving that unnoticed
and often mi treated minority; short people, a chance.

Reing a mere 4' II" myself and having experimented unendingly
with this type of shoe land I have the scars to prove it>, I can
recommend it to anyone, male or female, under 5'4".

• Approved by III. Supt of Public InstructIOn

• New courses Sfar1lng about every.1 weeki
• 21nd 4 week COur.s • 1S to 18 '1's. Old

• Home pick-up for all drlvlOi "$.SOn,

lIIIIIIIIIIIIII • free triP 10 Uatlon 'Of' permit

~ • Auto Insurance discount cartlfteate ~

___::~~~.~ru:,.o'~'..~~~.H~. '~~h~~V~.llfica~~~~ ~"..
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Good singers hard to come by
IIY ""c:y SEIlE;\lK \

WIIAT TillS TOW:\ :\F.EIlS i a great. multi-talented singer. We
have our share of rock groups. record producers. and composers
What \Ie need is an individual. male or female. with a voice and
sound that \\ill carry a nation

Probably the closest anyone comes to filling the category of
"multi·talented singer" is Steve Goodman. He is a gUitar·playing,
son/(·\\ rltlng Chicagoan with a medium·harsh voice, not unlike that
of lIarry Chapin. He is a total balladeer, a remnant of the folk age
that w('nt out with Peter, Paul, and Mary.

Steve's lyric are sensitive and sometimes humorous From his
latest hit song, "The Pirates", came these familiar phrases: "All
our drivers are friendly and courteous, their good manners you
:lIways will get 'cause they all are recent graduates of the charm
school in Joliet." and "Way, hey' Tow them away! We plunder the
streets of your town Be it edsel or chevy there's no car too heavy
:lnd no one can make us shut down."

lSheilo Levine
:A review

: IIY ,,\ 'C'Y SEIl~:.\'KA

styled by

H('ality suddenly hit me as I
h('ard my mother coming in the
hack door Thi book just had to
go I can see it now' "Don't
rlunk vour donuts, don't butter
"our ~\ hole slice of bread at
once' And above all don't blow
on "our hot foods It isn't
polite'"

That kind of life I can live
\llthout'

FLOWERS

•

4823 W. 95th Street

Oak Lawn, III.

424-2200

francis hultgen

$

\\ liE' T \I.KI'C AROl'T female Inger. two come to my mind
rE'adil\' Ronnie Kolac and Megan McDonough. Both are great
singE'~. great songwriters and talented performers .

Bonme Kolac is a blues-folk singer with an almost opera-like
\'olce . he is most famous for her rendition of "Trick or Two".
\I hich shE' usuallv sin/(s without accompamment For almost four
mloutE's. her voice rings out clear and strong. hardly varying the
pilch nt all.

~l('gao 1\lcDonough is a folk singer that also plays a OlE'aO folk
guitar She sin/(s ad ballads. such as "Kevin Jane." and happy
folk. like "Clap Your Hand." Though legan isn't a well known as
BoomE'. she has been singing In the lounges and nightclubs around
C'hica/(o for almost three years.

nl St'IIE TIIEIlE AHE many others who can be rated as good
sin/(ers from Chicago But in order to be classified as a "super
multi-talented singer." one must have the ability to sing, write, and
pla~' Ih('ir music, and build up a repertoire that can be appre<;iated
hv mu. ic lovers evervwhere ntil the performer can do thiS. he
\1'111 havE' to he. atisfi~ livin/( under the classification of "run-of
the-mtll "

('01 1.11 YOlO IMA(;I;IIE
\\:llking lip to the bus after
school and j!etting a seat
\I ithout accumulatinj1; various
scratches or bruises. Or how
ahout the shock vou would
r('ceive \\ hen your' boyfriend
asked \ou If vou minded his
language' AAHHHH" What a
life!

','\ls\l('('k ('ntics saw Shl"ila
It" illt, as .sometimes
hl"artbreakinj!, moslly
hilianous. alwavs full of life." It
IS the ideal for 'those '" ho have
lovt'd nnd lost. and it i
"speclally good for those who
hav(' never loved at all. One
thinj! I ('an guarantee. you'll cry
for her. whether out of sadness
or Pity. or po ibly joy and
hilanty You may fall in love
\I It h her: you may even hate
hE'r But you can't ignore her.
You.ee. there is a little bit of
~hE'ila IRvine in all of us

Domanners
matter?

IIY (" \IIIlIE YAKIM
\\IIE~ WAS TII~: LA. T

TI ~I E 'ou pointed your pinky as
'ou rai. ed thai can of Schlitz to
vour lips Or when was the last
1101(' vour hoyfriend seated you
h('(ore plankin/( himself down
first

While dustin/( off our antique
shelves last week I came across
;1 hook of etiqueUe and sat back
10 have a good laugh or two,
onlv to find oul I was not sitting
properly As I straightened up I
rl"ad some things I had never
r('ali7.ed before. Did you know
that It IS considered bad
mannered to munch on
something while exchanging the
latest j!ossip with a friend over
Ihc phone? Or that your usual
ria h to the door when the bell
nngs is also a "no-no," (The
('omOlon courtesy is to wait
until vou have been dismissed
by the teacher.)

'Privacy is a must in the world
of Niquette. Too bad my liUle
sister didn't think so' The in
vasion of my bureau would
cease and my evening phone
('all~ \I ould no longer be
....u/(/(ed.

SIIEII .. \ I.E\'I:\E I. 30 years
: old, not to mention Jewish and
: single Shl"ita I ..., inE' is Ill"ad
: ami l.i\'inJ! in !':p\\ York. a novel
: hy Cail Pitrent. is funny, if not
: hiliarious. yet touching account
: of one voun/( /(irl's search for
; Ihe perfect mate
: 1\ls. Parent begins her tale
: \I ith Sheila Levines childhood.
: I A good place to tarll When
: she is less than one day old,
: Sheila's mother I a typical
: ,'('wish headache) begin to
: plan her daughter's destiny: "A
;girl you say. Manny? You know
•\I hat that means..vou have to
: pay for a wedding omeday."
:As . heila gels on in year (the
: npe old aj!e of four I her con·
: stant companion is a little
: .J('wish hoy "See how nicely
:thE'Y play," 1\lrs Levine
:rE'marks "Wouldn't it be
;som('thing If they someday got

jm~~~~i~d:~lIdhood Ms. Parenl
:Iakl"s us throu/(h Sheila's
:ndol(' ence and high school
:<lavs, \I here she becomes
:friends with Ruthie and
:1\ladeline After graduation
:('om('s colle/(e. of course, where
:shE' runs into Joshua (a
: hom('sexuall , Will la gangly
: fellow with ugly teeth) and Mr
: 1I0lland, ,heila's employer
: 0:\ A TIlIP to Europe she
:turns the Italian Embassy
: upside·down. And as for her
:psychiatrisl, well, he turns
:Sheila upside·down! She
:hecomes despondent and
: desperately decides to commit
: suicide. In preperation for this
: she goes on a wild buying spree
: for a casket. plot. tombstone
: and burial dress. Hires a Rabbi
: to /(ive her eulogy, a slinging
: epilogue of her unhappy life on
: E'arth and before it's all over she
: j(ets involved with a divorced
: man who in reality is a junkie.
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In Their Opinion Funds for animals
BY MARY BURKE

ot only are the animals in
the traps suffering, but so are
their offspring; without their
mothers to nourish them and to
provide shelter, thousands of
young animals die each year for
no relevant reason.

nbelieveably true, there are
a percentage of people who trap
for the mere sport of it. In other
words, "killing for en
tertainment" .

MR. AMORY HAS JUST
WRITTEN a new book called
Man Kind' I'm not to sure how
that question can be answered.

The trapper is not the only one
to blame, for to him he is only
doing his job. (Survival of the
fittest?) The people who spend
their money on expensive furs,
hats, mittens, and other articles
made of fur are the ones at
fault. If fur sales went down,
there wouldn't be as many
unnecessary deaths.

Fake furs are very big in the
fashion industry today. They
are remarkably cheaper and
many of these man made furs
are preferrably attractive.
Nothing can really replace the
beauty of a real fur, but
remember, nothing can replace
the animal from which it was
stolen.

If you are interested in
helping the cause of these
animals, not only in trapping
but in various other ways, write
to:
The Fund For Animals
140 West 57th Street
New Vork, N.V. 10019

A OA Y OF LOST EMOTIONS
The day reminded me of a never
ending carousel whose spinning
motion disipated my deepest thoughts
and scattered them about like the
millions of shells on
that lost beach in paradise.
1y mind is the carousel bending and reaching

to collect all the finely
scattered shells.
At long last the carousel has rested
and is now ready to probe each shell
like never before.

Images
,PR"~1. DE

golden, painted leaves
again t frost-nipped autumn skies
a vivid last stand
a valiant effort
the prelude before the)l die

-Mary Andrysiak, Senior

-Kelly Sirles, Junior
..................................

SAD'B T TRUE, thousands
of animals are slaughtered eacb
year for their valuable furs. One
of the most painful deaths an
animal can.go through is that of
the trap, better known as the
"jaws of hell."

Funds for Animals, a club
sponsored by Mr. CI!!veJand
Amory, estimates 25 million
animals are killed in leghold
traps each year in the United
States and "Canada. Two out of
three animals are not used, due
to poor fur. And others are
merely the "wrong" animal
stepping into a stray trap.
These animals are called "trash
animals" and they are left
behind and listed as "wor
thless".

Death is most welcomed by
the animal because of the ex
cruciating pain it must suc·
cumb to. The leghold trap is
made to slam shut on the
unexpecting animals leg with a
bone crushing impact. Any bit
of struggle or movement will
only cause more pain.

THIS TRAPPI G METHOD
is used to kill the animal
because it is convenient fOF the
trapper. He can leave the traps
set and not come back for
several days. Another reason
this method is used is because
minimal damage' to the fur
results. The minute the animal
dies, other predators will in;
stinctively devour it. In the
leghold trap, the animal will
linger on, protect himself from
other animals until he is to weak
from hunger or loss of blood.
Some animals are so anxious to
get out of the traps that they
gnaw off their own paw.

"-
'1 ii

1 j

-(' ./

/
/

/'

·Frank Zappa

Peace (pes)n. 1. The absence of
war or other hostilities. 2. An
agreement to end hostilities. 3.
Freedom from quarrels an
disagreements, 4. Public
ecurity. 5. Calm: serenity;

peace of mind.
·Am..rican Heritage Dictionary

It doesn't matter who you love
Or how you love but that y.ou
love. '

-Rod McKuen

Education is a social process....
Education is growth....
Education is not preparation for
life:
Education is life itself.

.John Dewey

If your children only knew
how lame you really were,
they'd murder you in your
sleep.

/

-Edgard Varese

-Herman Wouk

History repeats itself
and that's one of the things
that's
\Hong with history.

-Clarence Darrow

The modern day composer
refuses to die.

I

Spear
•
IS

coming!

What one doesn't realize in
ordinary mental health is that
daily life is a show. Vou have to
put on a right costume, to im
provise right speeches, to do
right actions, and all this isn't
automatic, it takes con·
cent ration and work and a
simply amazing degree o(
control.

But what is happiness except
the
simple harmony between
a man and the life he leads?

-Albert Camu

.Jallnar.\ :11, 1975 Th.. Spartanite



letters to the editor

I,..

DE.\" EDITOR.
J{('Cently. during rush hour In

the hall. I wa shoved rather
violently again t a locker. only
to be Jabbed in the kidney by
those metal thing that have
been recently installed on
locker doors throughout the
school Fearing immediate
kidney failure. I crawled down
to the nurse's oHice, only to be
sent awav because I didn't have
a pass What are those things
for~ Are they the Ad
ministration's idea of
population control?

I.INOA TERLII G

DF: R EDITOR:
When I came back from

vacation there was a small steel
object on my locker handle. A
quick observation determined
that all lockers have these on
them What purpose do these
steel pieces have?

OERRA WE 'DE
EDITOR. NOTF::

Observant students noted that
about half of the lockers at
OLCH were "improved" by
the addition of a small steel
Ruard at the base of all the
locker handle . last year. They
protect the lockers from search
and eizure by students kicking
and hammering at the handles.
The remainder of the lockers
were "protected" before
Chri tma vacation.

DEAR EDITOR:

Who decides what bands will
be allowed to play in the
cafeteria during lunch hours?
Are those bands screened at all
before they're inflicted upon
us? I don't mean to sound in
sulting, but really this school
must have talented musicians
hiding somewhere!

MARY A DRYSIAK

DE\H EDITOR:
• oy, that semester exams are

over. the time has come to
reVley, the school's policy
concerning them If they have
to exi t (y, hlch I another i ue)
they should be as painless as
poSSible. I felt. a a senior. that
a regular cia s period for the
classes that till had exams
"ould make things easier. To
mv di rna\". the cla es that
y, ere to have exam . had two
dav of exam The cia es that
"pren't suppo I' to have exams
had papers due. quizzes,
chapter tests. and unit tests
Instead I feel that because
there aren't enough depart
ment that have actually done
awav WIth exams that we
shoUld return to the half day
svstem Or. exams should be
made obsolete for the whole
school.

REVERLY l'RB NK

DE\H EOITOH:
I "ould like to knov. y,h} we

start the second semester 2
\\ eek after Chri tma
\"acallon I think the first
semester should have ended the
Friday \\ I' got out for Christmas
\acallon I think it is unfair to
sUJdents because most of them
probably have forgotten some
of the thing they learned

PF.TER BRI \

IlE.\B EDITOH:
This year. cookie . crackers.
;lnd broy,nie have become
;l\'ailable In the lunch lines at
ll!.CH. Well and good But
recenllV' the traditional round
fudge c'reme cookie have been
replaced by square ones. \\'hile
this might not eem too im
portant to mo t people. those of
us \\ ho pride themselves on
having a "routine". do not
\\elcome this change with open
arms. or mouth \\'a this
merelv an accident ~ Or are the
square ones cheaper~ I would
apprecl3te Information about
this. so I'm not left out in the
cold. 0 to speak

TlIOl\l Ml'RTI\l'GII

DF..\R EDITOR:
Recently, our clas of

Problems of American HislorV'
"as notified that we no longe-r
received honors' credit for that
cia s. Last year during
regi tration everyone siRned

up tor the course as an honors
(·ourse. a, the counselors had
told even'one It wa In the
econd quarter of this year, we

\\('re nollfied that honors' credit
\\ ould not he Riven. Some
,tudent "Quldn't have taken
the more dlHicult course If thev
kne\\ It \\a the ,amI' credit a'
an ea, IeI' course I"ould like to
koO\' \\ hv the credit wa
changed and y, hat "I' can do
about it. because talking to
counselors doesn't seem to help.

ROROOOGE

DE \H EIlITOR:
1 don't under tand why

counselors at thi school don't
make up and put out a schedule
of "hen they'll be in and able to
meet with tudents Many times
thiS year I have had to meet
"Ith'm~ counselor. U ually it
"a n't until mv third or fourth
\I. It to her ofrice that I found
her m A friend of mme had
another problem With eeing
her counselor When he got to
h('r ('oun.elor's ornce. she was
talkmg [0 a former student of
()LCH. so mv friend couldn't
ml'el \\ Ith her although he
"alted the entire pertod. I feel it
"ould be a time-saver for
. tudents to have their coun
selor'. daily schedules
available to check with

-';,\O!\lI KLOF:. E

Plight of the booster bus
BY CIIl'CK :vi COONAl.D

1111' . partanitl'

ROO, TF:R Rl'SE to away athletic events were once com
monplace at OLCHS In the past two or three years however, rarely
has the sports fan riden or even heard of a booster bus. The reason
given for this is ". lack of student interest..." The people in charge
of the buses arrive at this conclusion by the fact that an average of
only 15 to 20 students sign up for each bus.

During the 1973-74 school year there was one football bus and one
basketball bus. This year, a football bus was never tried for, and
the one proposed basketball bus thus far has been cancelled due to
"lack of interest."

All of this makes OLCHS sports fans look prelly apathetic, but a
look beneath the surface reveals some interesting facts that might
be reasons for the disappointing statistics above.

FIR. T. the continuously rising cost for just the bus alone is $1.50
this year. In the recent past the price has been as low as 75 cents.

Second, the regular game admission price: 75 cents. That's $2.25,
a rather large sum just for a sports event.

Then there are the "Iitlle things", such as the halftime of two
games, be it football or basketball. and the time between games.
Most students find it hard to sit through two games (in other words
:l to 4 hours) without eating So again, this time to satisfy his
hunger, the student digs into his pocket and parts with his hard
earned money, all in the name of "school spirit".

YOl' ARE NOW talking in terms of about S3 just for a football or
basketball game. ot even the most loyal and devoted fan wants to
spend S3 for an athletic event. There are many other ways to spend
your money and weekends such as going to movies, bowling, the
Januar) 31, 1975

ever popular booze parties, or y, hatever
Other rea on that feed this "lack of interest" title are the way

the planned buse are presented to the student body. One an
nouncementlast month read "There mighl be a booster bus to the
basketball game this Friday night" Do they expect the students to
come running to ign up when they're not sure whether or not the
hus will go. even If it gets the quota of sludents?

Another question that has been raised by several kids, "Why
can't you sign up on the Friday of a game?" Present policy states
Ihatthe deadline for signing up is the Thursday before a game. Half
the lime students don't know what they're doing Friday night until
Friday afternoon If one more day was allowed to sign up, there
could be a sigmficant change.

CO:-;TR RY to popular belief, among theOLCHS student rna ,1
can name 40 students who are more than willing to ride a booster
bus [0 an away game. but to find 40 students who are willing to pay
$2.25 minimum for this privilege, it's a different story

Some possible solutions aimed at alleviating the problem have
heen uggested by several The more popular suggestions are to
10"'er the price of the bus, allow an extra day to sign up, and give
the bus more publicity.

I hope that whoever IS in charge of the booster buses reads this
article and seriously considers the suggestions given.
:-;OTE: There is a booster bus being planned for the Rich East
basketball game on Feb. 21 Cost is $1.50 and you can sign up in the
cafetena during lunch periods, during free lime with 1r. Frigo, or
by contacting any cheerleader

Page 9



~~L~out pleads changes

Walt Kroz, Paul Ruhlach, Rich Lenert, Scon MiddletOn. Peggy
Berkery, Carrie Yackim. Cary Wide!, Mary Burke, Nancy
Sedemlta. Dawn Scholtens, Debbie Rich, Greg Rehr, Donna
Wojcik, Chuck MacDonald, Chip Bennett, Bill adams, Carol
McG<!wan, Tim Purpura, Mary Jo Madden. Cathy BeatY, Russ

Wanek and Sue Stermer.
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Darlene Campbell
Mark Sbelton
Kevin Adams

Diane Honeyman
Dave Madeja

Mr. RayEllion
Cheryl Powell

Debbie Pe!eckis
Jim Egan
Jim Smi

Senior lounge were still eating
breakfast as the walkout
developed.

WHY S DENTS WALK out
is not really clear to me. OL
provides many chances for
students to voice their opinions,
but students seem to be disin
terested in going through
channels. As Dr. P. R. Davis
noted "Students have the op
portunity to address the
Discipline Committee, which
gives them a fair chance for
change. I believe that such
measures as the walkout are an
inappropriate avenue to
achieve change."

When asked about the punish
ment that walkout participants
will receive, Dr. Davies
replied. "Such concerted
action by students is, I feel, a
serious infraction because it
disrupts the educational
process, something that no one
should have the right to do."

So. students are now forced
with the possibility for a 5 day
suspension for participating in
the walkout. and, once again,
students at OL have been th
warted in their attempts for
change. However, I feel that
such measures as walkout are
not the, as Dr. Davies so amply
put it "proper avenues" for
getting change. Maybe l'le
Discipliine Code does need
change: Many things that
students here at OL must cope
with could be changed. But, the
walkout doesn't seem to be the
way to do it.

Photo Advisor

Advisers

EdItorial Board

Staff

Editor-in-ehief
Associate Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Spons Editor

Poor organization spelled the
end for this walkout. with the
majority of students not even
aware a walkout was planned.
Leaf-lets reading Student
Walkout today, Jan. 24, 1!r75.
were distributed to a few
students. but the majority of
them were strewn around the
football field by dejected
walkout participants. Students
on open-campus in the Junior-

,\r GU€ sS Til IS

'WILl.. SHOW Tt+£

A tl "" \loll S T Il.Ano ~ !1/

\..

"They've just ruined any
chance of anything being done.
Davis (Asst. Supt. Dr. Paul R.
Davies) will just clamp down
now harder than ever. all
because people won't. listen to
reason. U the walkout was
planned, mapped out, to involve
more than jllSt a handful of
students, if kids were told it
might have made a differe~ce.
Now. it will just be the same as
ever."

Heing a Senior myself. I
would like to see the lounge
finished before I and the rest of
my class graduate. Making
inquiries into this subject and
from the responses given.
things appeared to be going
smoothly. Furniture has been
picked out, designs chosen,
measurements taken, even the
cost is known.

We were first promised the
lounge by Thanksgiving, then
Christmas. now we're told
"maybe by Spring Break". So
far no explanation has been
given for the delay in action.

We. the Spartanite editorial
board, and I'm sure the Juniors
and Seniors urge the lounge
committee to get going and
make the dream of a student
lounge a reality. One final
comment to the freshmen class
of 78, start pushing for the
lounge now. maybe by the time
you're Seniors you'll have it.

Th... partanite

0:-1 FRIDAY. JANUARY %4.
approximately 60 OL students
walked out in protest of the new
discipline code changes. A
poorly organized effort at best,
the move was hampered by
weather. poor "publicity". and
a case of what only could be
termed lack of student interest.
The walkout lasted about 50
minutes. and consisted. as one
dejected student termed it, of
"kid's on open campus, bennies,
and externalized flunkies.
There was abou~ ten legitimate
protesters. and even they
weren't real anxious to get
involved."

The original purpose of the
walkout. and of any organized
protest. is to accomplish
something. The walkout.
however. did nothing. Mr.
William Hill. Senior Class
Sponsor. commented "they
didn't want to talk." We <HiD
and Dean of Boys, Tom Mur
phy) went out there to make an
offer of sitting down and talking
tis over, but all we received was
verbal abuse."

THE ORIGI AL I TE T of
possibly revising the newly
adopted Di cipline Code <only
three days old at the time of the
walkout> will probably not be
realized as a result of the
walkout. As one student
dismally observed the meager
turnout of student willing to
slosh across the football field,
cli~b fences and beco~e
subject to possible external
suspension, he commented

BY CIltTK MACDO ALD

Promises, promises

"IF THE CLEA CO-
OITIO:'\ continue the Junior
Senior Lounge will be com
pleted." This sentence has been
said week after week, month
after month since the beginning
of the school year.

The students really seem to
be concerned this year. thus the
cafeteria and lounge partition
have remained virtuously
spotless considering that 3400
students eat in it daily for six
non-stop lunch periods. But
when you look to see the lounge
furniture and completions. they
are not to be found.

10 t students. Seniors
especially, are getting pretty
irate at this. Most of the money
financing the lounge is money
raised by the class of 75. and
they feel that the class of 75
hould have at least one year to

enjoy it. However. half a year
ha gone by and still no lounge.



Exam schedule changed
IIY ("Ill TI\ ;\I.\n)():\ \1.1) Editorial qlli('kie8

Gym classe~ are unfair ,to students with athletic ability. Many
OLCHS PhYSIcal Education classes grade on written tests
readin~for gym, ccroperation and how hard you try. '
Gr~ding ~y these standards is not fair to those who have the

reqwred skills but may be behind in other areas, I have never seen
a Mat~ teacher &,rade on bringing paper and pencil and books to
class I~e a PhYSIcal Education teacher grades on bringing your
gymsw,t or on .how hard you are trying, It would surprise many
PI'OPle If ~he ~Ience clas:>es were graded on ccroperation or written
tests havmg htue to do WIth the work done in class,

Why then, are gym classes the exception to the rule? Gym
classes should be graded in the same manner as other courses not
as they are being graded now. '

In the twO hundred years since the Bill of Rights was adopted,
freedom of speech has been a meaningless phrase to those without
political power or financial influence. People have been opressed
from the freedom to say what they want without fear of being
ridiculed or personally injured..These people cannot say what they
think about politics, organized crime and prominent people without
suffering ,serious consequences.

WIthout the freedom of speech, people cannot keep the backbone
of a country going. There is no shame in speaking what you think.

In denying that what I have said is true, we have only to ask the
many millions of people who have suffered hwniliation and agony
for speaking out against such organizations as the crime syndicate,
politics and minorities or ethnic groups,

As a member of "free America," I denounce having my freedom
to say whatever I feel opressed, Speak out on what you feel and
believe in, and above all, stand together and be heard.

III Ill". TIl E P \. T 2,000 years the world has lost, through
("tinction, about t06 form of aOimal • mo t ince the beginning of
tht' 20Ih ('t'ntur~ K('('plOg 10 tyle WIth the way the U S seem to be
\t'adlOg 10 all \\ orld matters, we head the list of nallon that have
Iht' greatl'Stlos. es of aOimal by extlOclton from unnatural causes
Th pnmar~ unnatural cause. \\ hich comes as no great surprise. is
so-('allt'd "('I\'illled man"

II\" hunt 109, and IOvadlOg the natural habitats of animals through
nul' 0\1 n pollution, man IS destroying the lives of thlOgs that have no
('ontrol over \\ hat. happ('nlOg to them In a time when we can send
own 10 lhe moon and replace practically every part of the hwnan
body artificially, you'd thlOk -..e could pend a little time trying to
fij!urt' nul an effectl\'e mean of putting a top to the way we are
IreatlO/Z Ihose \\ ho hare the \\orld With us There does seem to be a
fe\l pt'Ople IOter ted in saving the wild life, uch as those who have
t"'labllshed s,1nctuanes for animals and made certam pnnciples by
\, hlch -.. Ildlife could be preserved. IOtO law

It's up 10 us \\ hat we do with our own lives. but when it comes to
IulOing the 1I,'es of thlOg -..hich can't fight back, it only hows the
\\t'akn _s of man

HUGH MASON

AOMIKLOESE

L l'RA IIL'DDt.E TON

..................................

..................................

Tht' !'partanitl'

\\ III he In . ('S! ion a regular
day. hath Thursday and Friday
\\Ilh fl{'rlod. I. 3, 5 & ;
distributing exam. on Thursday
lind p('rlod. 2,4, & 6 on Friday

AhoUl the only advantage in
Iht' old y tl'm IS that we had
1\\0 h;lIf day of .chool. The new
s~. tt'm ha many more ad.
\ anlaj!('S The exam \\ ill have to
be shortt'r since the cia time
IS shortt'r, and there \\ ill be less
"('ramming" Involved, Some
('our, I' aren't even giving
rxams and for manv of the
('oursl'S that are. the test I
('ounllng only '" in some ca ('S
nnl' fifth or one ixth of the
>-t'mt'Slcr grade instead of the
usual one third.

W(, ft'el Ihat thiS change is a
st(·p 10 the right direction.
I'ullin/Z less empha is on that
nnt' t<'S1 \\;I one of OLCH 's
I Ilt'r Idt'a and trul, reflects a
l!t'nulOe intere.t· for the
tudt'nl. '\It'lfare

Discipline Code
better than most

IIY Ilt'!,:' \\ \SEK

TIIEIlE'S KEE:\ a lot of
difft'rent reaction to the new
policy regarding erne tel' and
final t'xam, Some OLCH
students seem 10 like the new
system, ,omt' are Indifferent.
and of course orne don't like it
at all Oue to • PARTA 'ITE
de~dllnes thi tory IS being
\\ rlllen before the arrival of
t'xam day , and by the time it
j!oes Into print. exam will have
been over \\ Ilh for two weeks. In
light of Ihe above statement, it's
difricult to form an opinion one
\\ay or the other

But If t'xam, run as smoothly
a, t'xpected 10, thev stand to be
an improvement over the old
sy tt'm. To refresh vour
Olt'mory on the old system, on
Thursdav \It' customarilv had a
half day' of school \\ ith Periods
H /Tlt'eting for;O minutes t'ach.
On Friday \\t' had another half
da~ \11th period 5-7 also
Olt't'ling for ;0 minutes each.
t'nc\(>r thl' n('W .:,,'Stem . chool

\S ;\J(I.·T OF YOl' already know. OLeH has adopted a new
discipline code. Actually it is more of a reviSIon of the old code than
a rompletely new one. At any rate. the changes that have gone into
t'ffect have been received with mixed emotions by the students of
llLCHS The fact remains that OL tudents don't really know how
/Zoad they have got it here.

F?r t,he,purpose of compari~. I requested. and received. copies
of dISCipline codes from ReaVIS, Richard and tagg high schools.
The strictness of SOlne aspects of these codes make our code look
like Ihe house rules of the ~ickey Mouse Club. For In lance. Stagg
forbid any student from smoking. tobacco of cour e, on the school
j!rounds or school buses. The first offense result in one day of
internal susp('n ion: second offen e results in three days of internal
su p('nsion: every third offense and thereafter results in five days
of t'xternal susp('nsion. Gum chewing at Stagg is forbidden com
pll'lely anyw'here on campus,

All of you hallway Romeos are fortunate you are not a Reavis
·tudent Repeated acts of ki ing and embracing in the hallways
are grounds enough for a Parent·Dean conference as well as
disciplinary action being handed out

1l1('II'\RI)•• F.F.I\1. to be the only chool of the three with
.omething better than OLeH , Penalties for truancies are less
. trict at Richard than at OLCHS, The 1st offense results in a
Parent-Dean conference: 2nd offense may result in a suspension,
Th(' resl of the Richards' code contains such hot items as a law
against . moking on school property, internal suspension and
su p('nsion for tardiness.

Rt'avi has the most strict code concerning infractions worthy of
suspension. p to to days of external uspension may be issued for
ao~ infractions that would cause the perpetrator to be given an
external.

IIlhree of the schools; Reavis, Richards and tagg, have some
Iype of code concerning the type of dress that can or can't be worn
in the school. 0 obscene or suggestive phrases on shirts, no type
of t'Xcessive facial hair and no elaborate hair styles.

l.ack of pace has kept me from explaining all the differences, so
, only hop(' that enough has been told to make you. the students, be
/Zrateful for what you've gal. OL is not the AJcatraz you seem to
huild it up to be.

.';Inuar~ ll, 197$
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Ford fuels up Rights of minors clarified

Early bookworms thwarted

Student parking Jot empty

STUDENTS HAVE COMPLAINED recently about the emp~y

student parking lot. Even though 25 more permits then parking
spaces are issued this year, the lot is habitually half-empty.

Many students feel that these spaces could be better utilized if a
different method of distribution of permits was adopted. This year
permits were offered on a first come-first serve basis with seniors
getting the first chance for a space.

No more spaces can be assigned without the risk of an overflow.
Last year on days of heavy usage, such as during rain or snow
storms, students with permits were forced to park illegally on side
streets. If no more permits can be issued, the present permits
should be better utilized.

ALTHOUGH THERE IS no way to insure that the parking lot will
be filled every day. a better method of permit distribution would
help. Students who own their owp cars or have the regular use of a
car and live more than a mile away from the school should be first
to be given pennits.

These students would be more liable to use the packes every day
since their car is available and pedestrian transportation to the
school is not convenient, If the space is there, the school should do
its best to makp II.... ()f it.

BY ('IIERYL POWELL

CO'l;TR\RY TO POPVLAR
opmion. ex is nolthe only thing
on every leenager's mind.
During Ihese day of oil ~'!1
hargos and Ihe energy cnSlS,
j!a rationing i by far Ihe one
problem all people belween the
ages of 16 and 20 Ihink ~boUI
continually (with sex runmng a
close econd and acne coming in
third)

In a recent press conference,
President Gerald Ford staled
he would veto any legislation
purporting gas rationing as .il
would "be inequitable 10 certam
portions of Ihe population." One
of Ihose "porlion of Ihe
populalion" would most
defmilelv he high chool and
college 'sludents We simply
",ouldn'l he driving any longer,
l'xcept in extreme cases. uch
as driving our younger siblings
to and fro. or running to the
,tore for ollr parents (we could
('ven end up aClually ruoning to
th£' ~ ore' ,Jusl Ihink of it- no

11\ (IIEI\\ I n \II,I-:Y

0' "\ I'll \1 school
!1,ornlO\: -tunents cro",d
,.round h( (lLeli' library
\\allmg 10twiN In The hands of
Ihl' clock approach 7 30 a,m .
\ £'1 on many days, Ihe door are
Iill lock£'d light A few

IIhrarlan. ,tand chil-ehalling
and fussing \\llh their hair
10. Ide the glass doors E\'en
luall\. the h£'ad librarian, Mrs
Ilavldson. arrl\'es 10 unlock
Ihem. and leI us. tudenls burst
Ihrough the gate like horses
pnl£'ring a race

Wh\' Ihe race' Where's Ihe
fir£" . Probably burning inside
('ach sludenl a. Ihe\" notice thaI
.1 's approachmg' 7:35 The
paper you had hoped 10 recopy
Ihis mormng\\11I not be
hni 'hed, The re earch for thaI
upcoming lerm paper will
consi. t of opemng the card
catalogue There ,s only lime
10 read Ihe ports page and
glance al Ihe headlines of the
morning paper How much can
\'ou help Ihal sludent you are
Iutoring In Ihe few shorl
minules hel",een 7'30 (?l and
I 55?

more hanging OUl at Mac's
every night. no more cruising.
nol even any heavy dates al the
Starlight (unless you want 10
double wilh your parents!.

Therefore. out of purely
. elfish reasons. I would like 10
commend President Ford on his
assurance of his veto on gas
rationing bills. I'd also like 10
congraduate his own teen-aged
children. as Ihey undoubledly
had something 10 say aboul his
decision.

SI'I;CE PRE, !DENT FORD
did nol belray us I most of whom
will be voting in Ihe \976
presidenlial election) il is up 10
thE' \'outh of America 10 pitch in
and help curb Ihe energy
consumplion Aclually, Ihere
are quite a few Ihings we can do
to help WE' can lurn down our
slereos. car-pool it 10 basketball
gam£'s. even use public Irans
portal ion whenever possible.
Rut w£,'d belter do somelhing
'lUlck. or we'\I all be doing a 101
of '" alking soon

After talking 10 sludents from
olher schools, I have found Ihal
mosl other high school librarIes
open al 7 a.m, harp-some a
l'arl" as 6::10 Granted, each
studimt has a lunch period Sludy
hall during which they may use
the library, bUI many limes il i
laken up by leacher-aid
obligalions. tUloring assign
ments. nurse or office aiding.
hand. forensic practice... the lisl
is £'ndless. In addition. when the
lihrary is open for a mere 25
minutes after school. a good
majority of us can never benefit
from Ihis because Ihere are so
many club meetings or prac
tices for whatever immediately
after school.

I feel that everyone would
benefit if the library had longer
hours during the school year. or
at leasl before Ihe close of each
quarler when the work begins 10
accumulale in infinite portions.

. lJl.CH, has a fine library.
housing Ihousands of volumes.
hul,f Ihe students are to benefit
full\' from Ihese works. and aid
Ihemselves 10 gelling an
pducalion, a lillie more
cooperation ",ill have to be seen
from Ihe librarv organizers

IIY Ill'" \ \\ OJ( 11\

0' '0\. III. 1!li I. a bulle 10
\\;1. i ued 10 (lI.CII, facult~

,taling lhe school 10

tl'rprl'latlOn of a recenl
'upr£'ml' Court decl ion con

('l'rning the right. of minors and
Inll'rpreting Ihe nghls of 1ft
'Nlr old sludents

I nder IhiS polic~. all rlghlS
and pn~'acy of parents and
,tun£'nts are prolrcled All
rl'('ord mallllalOrd mu. t be
0!X'nl'd nnly upon valid requ st
10 parenlal rl'\'ir\\ If the studenl
IS under 1ft ~ £'ar: of age. or 10
Ihl' . tud nt If he or she is 18
'£'ar' of age

Par£'nt or 'ludent may
('hall£'nj!e Ihe ('onll'nl of the
r£'cord ,f II tonlal"s lOap
proprial£' dala and slud£'nl
r£'{'ords arl' lorh,dden 10 thIrd
l'arl'£'s I'XCepl \\ Ilh \\ ntten
,'on5£'nl of IhE' parl'nt lIr Ihe
'tud('nl ,f h£' nr ~hr IS 1ft ~ ear. of
<lg£' E,ception. 10 Ihe third
parl'£'s rule include school
offiCials. school l'mp)oy£'es \\ ho
Ila\'f' Il'gltlmille £'ducallOnal
,nter£'.\. ~latl' and federal
l'ducat Ion officers. and sub
(l<l('na of r£'cords h~ courl of
law

(0'I-:IIIE'1'1 \LlT\ EX-
Isn; (" I. \ \\ here I!ranlrd
11\ ,t;lIule. --doctor. pne. t •
(·iIOlcal (Ir re!!i tered
psychologi. Is Confidenliahly
does not eXI. I where 11 perlalO
10 health and .afetv of .Iudenl

Thi mE'ans thaI ~tudent. can
no longer confide 10 members of
the faculty concern in!! mailers

III "" I'll IWIn!!". "helher
('mlllional or ph~. Ical The
«('lual II1tl'rprptallon of "\\ell
I~',ng , " nnt c1£'ar. hO\'eYer, a
1<1" UII In \hch,gan reo ultrd 10
.• IlIgh - hool Coun:elor lx-in!!
(lI"nll', £'d Il('{'aus£' h£' nld not
,nform a g,rls parE'nl thaI she
\\ a-.; pre-eoant

IHll'lo ','ction 4:.9 nf this act
,tudl'nts arl' prohlhllM 0 an
'\\ I'r qUI', 1I0nnaires or sun e~

\I HIlin a class \\ h,ch an' not an
('dUCallllOal pari of Ih£' clas.
('IIITiculum \\ ntt£'n reque:l i
nl'('(',,,\n from par£'nls for the
'Iudl'nl 10 ('ngaj!£' 10 'uch ac·
II\,t""

Parl'nl' and 'llld£'nls should
1)(' ahll' 10 look-up and ('xamlOe
I hl'ir 'chool record, \\ henr\'£'r
I Ill'\ '\Ish \\'hl'ther ,t he ror
'"hool or \\Iwlh{'r .1 I' jusl
('unousl\\" l.('\tll1g thetudenl
III' parl'n! hay (' th£' opporluOlly
III Illok O\'£'r school records,
~I\ ('" thrm a J( n£'ral Idea of
he", \\('11 the slud£'nl ha
I'rf11lf('"sl'd <lnd \\ hal h£' ha
'l('h'£'Y£'d 10 hls knO\\ ing '" hal
h,s past gradE'S are and placing
him,('lf 10 an actiYltY 10 ",hlch
111' no," heel and I'nJoy: 010, I

j'n\'an and Ih£' s ud£'nl's
l'Ij!hts arl-ecured more 0 hy
not hannl! a third parly 10
\oly£'d 11 !!I\'('l; Ihe tudenl or
parl'nl Ihe rea surance they
Olil\ nerd, to kno\\ Ihat the
,t udenl'. school records '" III not
hi' <ho\\ n to anvone el, e '" Ilhout
Ih,'\r \\filtpn (:on, enl

1'1,,' Sparlanilt'



Swimmers off to better start
In 11 \1l1 ~'F ("\"PIlE!.1. \,/) (IIFIl\' pm\ FI I

II \1\ I \11" \ \H:ITY ,-wlm team suffered a loss to a very
,trong . '1OIlbur~ team at ndburg la t Friday night The final
,corp .·andbur!1, il. Oak Lawn 12 in a meet plagued with false
,tart- Thl. sel OL's conference.record at 2 and 4 with an o\'erall
recorll of ~. i. and 1

Thl' ('\'enlO!1, wa not a gnm a the core might mdicate. OL's
I1lver. '11k \la 1('la. pulled 10 a econd place for the team with a
lotal pomt score of 237 80 Thi score broke OL' previous diving
recorll of 226 13 et b\ Ron Schuberth in 1972.

Takmg a third place for OL was the 200 relay team of D~n Kl1;JSe.
'Ilark. hell on.. 'Ick Treantefeles. and Bill Cramara 0 WIth a ttme
of ~ en 74 (ther thIrd places were awarded to: Ken Coffey. 200
\ard fr (' t\le. ~lark hellon. 200 yard 1M.: Bill Cramarosso, 50
\ard frN' tyll'. Ed Bosak. 100 yard butterfly: and Ken Coffey, 100
\'ard fr('('stvle

\1.. II T.\I\l'C; TIIIRJ> places \\ere: Jeff Wavering, 500 yard
free: :'\ick Treantefeles. 100 yard backstroke: 1ark Shelton, 100
hreaststroke and the 400 yard free relay of Coffey, Wavering,
Guzzo. and Bosak

The Frosh-Soph team also fell vielim to Sandburgs Eagles with a
final score of68-15 Their overall record now stands at 6 and 9.

"The t('am has been doing very well this season." stated varsity
('oach Vern Scarpelli. "our biggest ob.stacle is that we have to learn
to he wmners .. Scarpelli conlinue9. "We lost two close meets
hecau (' of our lack of confidence" "Another obstacle is that we
are 10 a verY difficult conference. Thornwood and sandburg are
hoth ranked ;n the top ten 10 the (ate. Thornton is also doing fairly
\\ II in the state ranking Ihis year," concluded Scarpelli_

The \'arsllv team has lost orne of its members this year. During
the Sandburg meet illn and injury also took its toll
0' .l\'l·\HY II. OL participated in the Fifth annual Morton

Frpshmall Grt'gg Rresnallan gt'uing off the blocks against
lIi11erp,1. Grpgg holds tht' freshman record for the tOO yard
hrl'asl lrokp. and al 0 S\\ im on the reeord- t'lling 200 yard mediI'
rl'la\ tpalll.

East \'ar. ity InvitatIOnal wim Meel held at Morton East. Oak
Lawn came away with a fourth place with 24 pomts behind Downers
Grove. outh. '66 points. Stagg. 76 points; and 10rton West, 86
poinls

hk(' '\laslela placed second for OL LO diVing with a point total of
11I1 45 ~la tpla mjured his hand as he hit the board in his fifth round
of diving Freshman Dave Pelecki placed seventh With a total of
126 9510 hiS first appearence as a varsity diver

-\Iso plaCing wa the 200 yard relay team of Treantefeles,
:-':owacek. Bosak. and Peterson; Ken Coffey in the 200 yard
freestyle: Rich Kry uk. 200 yard I.M.: Bill Cramarosso. 50 yard
freestyle; ick Treantefeles, 100 yard backstroke: 1ark helton.
100 yard breaststroke: and the 400 yard relay team of Peterson.
Cramarosso. Mile~ ki. and Coffey.

.J unior Ed Bosa.k finishing the butterny leg of the varsity Medley
Rl'la~' F.d against T. F.South. Ed also swim the \00 ani butterfly,
and 200 ~'ard Individual Medley.

OL wa victorious over Hillcrest on Jan. 16 with a score of 90 to
n The Green Wave also smashed a very inexperienced Richards
learn 118to 54. This is the Bulldogs first year of competition.

I.AST . ATURDAY OL's Frosh-80ph team participated in the
Reavis ophomore Invitational Swim Meet. OL came out victorious
taking a first place finish with 86 points followed by Reavis, 63:
Stagg. 53',: Lockport Central. 4017; Argo. 22: and Tinley Park, 21.

Placing for OL were: Kruse. Breshnahan. zad, and Peterson
making up the 200 yard relay; Miller in the 200 yard freestyle;
Kruse. 200 yard I.M.: Peterson and Bresnahan. 50 freestyle: zad
and Stalzer, 100 yard butterfly: Peterson and Reilly, 100 yard
freestyle: Miller. and Traynor. 500 yard freestyle; Kruse, 100
hack troke: and Bresnahan. in the \00 yard breaststroke.

Yesterday. OL faced Homewood Flossmoor Results of this meet
wpre not available as of press time. OL goes on to participate in the
Argo Varsity Invitational tomorrow at Argo at \'00 p.m The last
home meet is against the Bremen Braves February 4 at 4:15 p.m

THE OAK LAWN
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point of his own. Hillcrest's
Terry Brown scored 13 points
also in a losing effort.

TilE SPARTA'S
TR,\VEI.EO TO Eisenhower
the following night to meet the
Cardinals in a non-conference
game. Oak Lawn won their
third in a row 51-36. Oak Lawn
look control early in the game
and never relinquished the
lead. Center Ray Lanham had
his best game as a varsity
member.

COACII SCAD TO NOW
BF.J.IEVES that he has finally
found the winning combination
that he has been looking for all
. eason. With some fan support,
t he Spartans could end up with a
winning season after all. Come
and support the Spartans as
they battle the Eagles of Sand·
burg tonight. Sophomore game
at 6::10, varsity at 8:00.

".--..,--.

or
JAMAICA

6 nights, ~~'(l

Mr. Simone - C-S Travel:

in June
long with Stagg H.5.

$369
Both trips include

one full meal a day

All decisions must be in by Feb. 14

For further information contact

7 days

They took their anger out on
Stagg. winning big 8H2. The
Spartans had a very balanced
coring attack. Four players

were in double figures: Steve
caduto-15 points, Bruce

Atkinson-H. Ken ltefner-13, and
Steve Ferjack·l1.

TilE SP,\RTANS EXT
VICTOR Y came against
Hillcrest. They completely
demolished the Hawks, 72-55.
Coach Scaduto has been ex
perimenting with his players
and has finally found a winning
combination. Oak Lawn led 34
21 at half-time and had in
creased that lead to 56-35 at the
end of three quartes. Two
eniors led in scoring for Oak

Lawn; Steve Ferjack had 17
points and Dave Fewkes
finished with 13. Junior center
Ray Lanham also contributed to
the partan cause witb 13

Hawaii - -/7~~,
$399

Jamaica

HAWAII

field while the Spartans shot a
very respectable 44 per cent.
Leading conference scorer Ken
Driscoll paced the Rams with 15
points. Atkinson was high for
Oak Lawn with II points.

RE.\\'I TIIE:II CAME TO
Oak Lawn for the second
meeting of the two teams in less
than a week. In another hard
fought battle. the Spartans were
victorious 64-58. Atkinson again
led the way for the Spartans
with 21 points. Ken Driscoll had
19 points but was outscored by
his teammate Fred Pospishil
who finished with 21 points also
for the Rams.

TilE 1''EXT 'IGHT OAK
LAWN was host to Oak Forest.

The Spartans had little trouble r-----------------------,
in defeating the Bengals, 64-54.
Both teams finished dead even
in rebounds with 22 apiece, but
the Spartans shot better from
the noor, 56 per cent compared
to 53 per cent. Bruce Atkinson
finished with 24 points and Ray
Lanham ended up with 16
himself.

THE l"EXT WEEK, the
Spartans traveled to suburban
South Holland to meet the
Thunderbirds of Thornwood.
This matchup is fast becoming
another rivalry; due in fact to
last year's conference stan
dings. Oak Lawn had a better
record than Thornwood, but lost
the championship because
Thornwood had more con
ference points. The Spartans
played a good game, but the
Thornwood trio of Dean Van
dry. Steve Gaunty, and Tony
Garner spelled defeat for Oak
Lawn. Vandry finished with 20
points and Gaunty and Garner
each ended up with 14 apiece.

FTER THE THRA HI G
BY THOR 'WOOD, Rich East
came to Oak Lawn. In one of the
most exciting games of the L__-_o::::o ... ---::.It-~I~~~\"--.1
year, the Spartans were
defeated, 55-SO. Oak Lawn was
behind as much as 28 points in
the first half. They came out
inspired for the second half and
narrowed the margin to one
point. The duo of Gordon
Jackson and Kevin Goodwin
then took over and the Rockets
pulled out the victory. Forward
Bruce Pivarunas in his first
varsity start responded with 12
points. Bruce Atkinson added 11
points

AFTER THE HEAR~

BREAKI 'G loss to Rich East,
Oak Lawn was out for reVeDl!e.

BY WALT KROZ

WITH O~LY FIVE G ME
REM INI 'G, the Oak Lawn
cagers are finally winning some
games, They have won three
games in a row, all by big
margins. The successive vic
tories have come against Stagg,
Hillcrest, and Eisenhower. Oak
Lawn's overall record is now S
II. and their conference record
stands at 2-3. All of the five
games that are left are con
ference games. Oak Lawn
however, has to win four out of
the five games to finish at 12-12,
and this avoid what would be
only the second time in coach
Len Scaduto's career that he's
had a losing season.

BETWEE THE LO TO
Thornton and the win at Stagg,
Oak Lawn played .500 ball. They
started out against the Sand·
burg Eagles by losing, 53-SO.
The hot-shooting trio of
Schubertt•. Leonas, and Decker
handed the Spartans their
seventh loss of the season. Steve
Ferjack and Dave Fewkes
where the leading scorers for
the Spartans, each with 12
points. Ken Refner and Bruce
Atkinson finished with 11 and 9
points, respectively.

OAK LAW' THEN
TRAVELED to Chicago
Christian for the Oak Lawn
Holiday Tournament. Each
year the tournament is hosted
by a different school. This year
Chicago Christian was the host
school.

THE TO R 'EY HOWEVER,
was a disaster for the Spartans
a they dropped two out of tbe
three games they played. Their
first loss came against Quigley
South, whom they beat earlier
this year. Quigley'S high scorer
was Chet Jacks with 24 points.
Ferjack again led the Spartans
in scoring with 16 points as Oak
Lawn lost 71-63.

o K LAW' ONLY VIC
TORY in the tourney came
against Warren. Oak Lawn shot
poorly from the field, 39 per
cent, but outrebounded Warren
32-22. Steve Scaduto was the
high point man for Oak Lawn
with 18 points. Dave Fewkes
added 14 himself as Oak Lawn
won their only game of the
tourney, 69-58.

THE FINAL GAME OF tbe
tournament was against arch
rival Reavis. In one of the
hardest fought games of the
year, the ~partans were
defeated 47-4.2. Reavis shot an
incredible 64 per cent from the

Host Sandburg tonight

Cagers on a 3
game win streak
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AL PREDICTO
RY RI(; \1.

Bowlers roll into
first place
RY ROB DODGE

Editor's ote-

•,
;.

The Amazing AI Predicto did.it in last month's issue of the
Spartanite. He predicted the outcome of 11 basketball games, and
10 of them right! That's a little over 90 per cent correct. Much
better than many of the prep prognasticators in the area news
papers. And he has it tougher because he has to predict them a
month ahead of time for the Spartanite, and can't take in account
such things as injuries, slumps, winning streaks. etc. So let's see if
he gets 100 per cent this time and here's AI's predictions for next
month's Oak Lawn basketball games:

Jan.31 home OAK LAWN by 5over SANDBURG •
The Spartans will revenge an earlier upset loss to the Eagles in a

key conference game.

Feb. 7 away OAK LAWN by 3over REAVIS
The Rams are steadily improving and are tough at home, but the

Spartans will pull it out.

Feb. 14 home THOR WOODby20verOAKLAW
This is the big game if the Spartans want to do it, but the T-birds

just have too much talent.

Feb. 21 away RICH EASf by 6over OAK LAWN
The Rockets will be revived by a Thornwood loss, as they burn

the Spartans.

Feb 28 away OAK LAWN by 4over HILLCRESf
The young Hawks just don't have enough.

OAK LAW'S DEFE 'DING
CII.\i\1PION BOWLING TEAM
won five out of six games from
Carl Sandburg on Thursday.
,January 23, and moved back
into first place in the Southwest
Bowling Conference.

The scratch team won their
first two games but dropped the
third in a close decision. The
handicapp team. however, won
all three games from Sandburg.

OAK LAWN. WlIO STARTED
TilE OA Y two games behind a
strong Stagg team, moved into
first place as Stagg had a split
three-three decision from
Richards. The next match will
be held on February 6 at 4: 00 at
Arena Bowl. with Oak Lawn
scheduled to bowl 2nd place
Stagg

High series for the conference
meet were Mike McMillan's 588,
with two two-hundred games.
McMillan sparked the team
throughout the match, and
paved the way to victory. Other
members of thl' <I'ratch team

were Bob Dodge. wi th a 524
series and powerful 191 high
game. Tom Hammersmark.
with a 503 series, and Mike
Urbancyzk. with a 4-l6 series.
For the handicapp team Ron
Gunderson rolled a 558 in his
first conference competition of
the year. Gunderson wa the
main cog in leading the han
dicapp team to three decidable
victories. The other three
members of the successful
handicapp team wen' lartv
Urbancyzk. Ken Libert. and
Vince Taccola with series of 476.
467. and 462. respectively

TilE EIGIIT :I1EMBER.
FOR CONFERESCE COM
PETITION are chosen from the
intramural league that bowls
every Wednesday at Branding
Iron Bowl. Any boys interested
in joining the league may get
details by seeing any league
member or contacting Mr.
Gahala, the coordinator, in
room 250.

'-

•
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KARATE
introductory offer

10 lessons · 10 dollars
WRITE or

PHONE
599-4141

ALL-SICA WESf
namf' <rhool 1'0 . hI. \"f.

Steve Gaunty Thornwood G 1\-1 Sr
Ken Driscoll Reavis G 6-0 Sr
Kevin Goodwin Rich East G 1\-2 .Jr
Dean Vaundry Thornwood F 6-5 Sr
John Schroeder Rich East F 1\-3 Sr
Steve Decker Sandburg F 1\-5 Sr
Bruce Atkinson Oak Lawn (' 1\-5 Sr
Anthony Garner Thornwood (' 6-6 Sr

AI. PREDlCTO'S All-Conference Selections:

BY ANE'ITE GALICA

Girl's volleyball ends
OAK LAWN GIRLS VOLLEY

BALI. TEAM closes their
season this year with a record of
8-3. The games they did lose
were loss by only a few points.
Coach June Becvar said the
Eisenhower game was the best
played all year. Even though
the girls lost they played well.
Sandburgs game was an easy
win. taking both games 15-12
and 15-5. Thorton's game was no
sweat either, with OLCHS
winning 15-13 and 15-14. When
Oak Lawn played Rich East,
they heard they were tough,
they were but Oak Lawn still
pulled through. losing the first
game 15-10 and winning the last
two 16-14 and 15-7.

uak Lawn slipped up in the
districts and lost the game to
Richards 15-12 and 15-130

Coach June Becvar said
"This years team used good
trategy. Its one of the best

thinking teams we've had."
TilE GRAD ATING

. E 'IOR~ on the team are Pam
Crossett. ancy Geraghty,
Mary Hinz. Gail Hackslock and
Judy Mastela. ext year's team
will miss these seniors, but
Coach Becvar predicted that
with this year's juniors and
sophomores next year's team
will be the greatest yet.

J(J.uJh 'rUeu dIeadeJnJj
OF

KARATE
6060 WEST 95th ST.

OAK LAWN. ILL.
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Indoor track opens
with two victories

AII·Around, Scott, Riechert shows good form on the still-rings.
The Ring are Scott s last event out of five in which he competes in
each meet.

,,

"The reason for the loss was
due to shakiness, careless
errors, and injuries. During the
warm up session before one of
our meets Brian Carmody
fractured his arm but is not out
for the season. Mike Mataliano,
one of our few sophs with any
backround at all broke his hand
before Christmas. Mike not
being able to participate has
hurt the team because he is the
best on the P-bar. Gary Krupa
one of the side horse performers
has been ill for a while and is
unable to perform."

THE OPH TRONGEST
POI '1'8 in order are the P-bar,
with Greg Abrahms and Jack
Bishop doing ~ good job. The
rings also shows alot of strength
with Greg Abrahms and Don
Thorpe. On the high bar are
Brian Carmody, Gregg Parker
and Greg Abrahms, who are
really starting to improve. On
the side horse there is Dave
Tsurusaki, a freshman with alol
of potential, also Tony Stock,
Mike Heily, and Greg Zbylut.
The tumblers are Dave Vobl,

ick Pullia and Ken Tsurasaki.
On the trampoline the sophs
have Jack Bishop, Steve Bylak,
lark Cambell and Jack Lapice.

RY RO, EANNE 1.0 ACI S

Gymnasts get on
winning track

"THE ROY ARE J T
LEAR-':I:'\G the meaning of a
winning confidence," said
Coach Joel Simone of the
var ily gymnastics team. "All
the varsity members have a
good backround, work hard,
and they always communicate
and are able to take criticism."

Their record now stands at 6
wins, 4 losses overall, and 1-1 in
conference competition. Goad!
Simone feels the conference
title is up for grabs because all
the team eem to have equal
talent

TilE P RTA' 1.0 T their
last meet to Rich East 9(}-89, but
are steadily improving. Coach
Simone says Ron Vahl is doing a
tremendous job on the rings
considering his backround.
Other stand out preformers
have been Pete Popik on rings,
Chic Reardon all around, and
Scoll Reichert on the high bar,
and Jim Bradley on the tramp.
Areas needing improvement
are side horse and P bar.

"For the amount of ex
perience these boys have I can't
be upset with our record of 3-8,"
aid oph Coach Charles

Duncan 'fbI' most upsettmg
meet of the year for the Sophs
was a close loss to Thornwood.
roach Duncan commented.

in the weightmen department,
another Oak Lawn shotput(!!r
took first. Ernie Trembley with
a throw of 40'10". Another
strong field event was swept by
Scott Nelson, 1arty Collins, and
Steve Krivich. The mile relay
team consisting of Bruce
Carney. Steve Conroy Russ
., rapp and anchor man Tim
Hansen easily lapped the
Thornton and Thornridge relay
team The relay team's victory
ort of ummed up the meet in

general because of its margin of
victory

The reason for Head Coach
John Lewis selling up the indoor
sason is to give the team
members a breakaway from the
long, hard workouts in the
econd noor halls, while at the

same time gaining an ad·
vantage over other teams in the
conference when the outdoor
season comes around. The
indoor season this year will
consist of 8 triangular meets
and I dual meet. In the
triangular meets. the team will
compete against two other
team and the point values for
1st. 2nd. 3rd place and 4th place
are rai I'd to S, 3, 2, 1 points as
compared to S, 3, and 1 for 1st,
2nd. and 3rd place for a dual
meet. Some events are different
from those of the outdoor season
because of the limited space.
There aren't any di cus events
and the high and low hurdles
are reduced from 120 and 330
yards to 60 yards.

If YOu'" a .tudent getting ..S·...
or beller, you may qu~lIiy for
Farmers-In the form 01 .peelal
bonus lower rates on your .uto
Insurance. Cell tod~y and get the
fact. on F.rrr~rs mOMy-aevlng
Good Student Auto PolI::y.

•••a W ••T eSTH .T.... ..-T

OAML.AWN. 1L.L.INOla .04.~

BOB KANE
638-422.4

BY OE~NI. POWER

HEY,
SMARTY!

TilE OAK LAW1\; TRACK
TE.\:\l started off its indoor
.eason last Saturday night in a
surprising defeats over Thorn·
ton and Thornridge high
chools The first meet of the

year. held at Thornton's field
hou I' marked the beginning of
only the econd eason of indoor
track for the Spartan cin·
riermen

Posting first' in the varsity
triangular meet for Oak Lawn
were; Kevin Moore in high
hurdles. low hurdles and the 660
yard run. and Dan Engnell the
pole vault. But the excitement
of the night came by way of
shotputter John larks. John
took a first and broke his own
field house record at Thornton
with a tremendous throw of
fi(j'9" Last sea on as a junior,
John advanced to the state
final m Champagne and placed
third. John is expected to do at
least as well downstate this
year Another high point of the
meet was when Oak Lawn
5wept low hurdles with Kevin
loore taking a 1st, Scott

Williams a 2nd and Dan Engell
a ~rd Another fine performance
was given by sophomore Jeff

izemore by taking a 2nd in long
Jump with a leap of 19'5" Also
contributing to the winnmg
cause were Mark Casalino. with
a 4th in Triple jump and Brian
Carney with a 2nd in the 50 yard
dash.

TIlE SOPHOMORE TEAM
fared as well as the varsity by
also winning theIr meet. Strong

The, parlan;le
January 31. 1975
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Seniors. start lounge
BY MARY JO MADDE

THREE PA T SENIOR
CL ES have tried and failed
to get a student lounge started.

This year, with Mr. Hill's
hard work and student
cooperation, the class of '75 has
finally been able to begin a
lounge.

··It's apparent that some
students are still disalisfied

with the lounge's progress.
They don't realize all the
considerations, such as cost,
color and durability, involved
when purchaSing lounge 1ur·
niture." said Senior class
president Jenine Pavlik.

"Trying to satisfy the wants
of 3.400 students IS difficult in
Itself." says lounge committee

memtler Diane Honeyman, "it's
a start, we tried to do our best."

:\lR. HILL E 'IOR CLASS
PONSOR said, "As long as it

stays clean, I'll keep speeding
up progress. On the whole I'm
satisfied with the lounge and
hope we can get $500 more
furniture ordered."

Coaches, chairs, tables, more
vending machines, a new juke
box, and bands performing on
Fridays are all part of Phase I.
Carpeting mural paintings, and
more furniture are part of
Phase II.

Just remember Phase II
depends on you.



Graduation date set
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Sincerely,
Martin A. Russo

Member of Congress

Tomorrow, OL will face
Luther South again, this time in
the District finals. Head coach
John Leary is pleased with his
team's performance so far this
year, and hopes to bring a
District title home.

This letter was sent to
Forensics coach John Leary
after his team's excellent
showing in Peoria. The Spar
tanite staff feels this letter
epitomiz.es the fine teaching
staff here at Oak Lawn.

Mr. John Leary,
Forensics Coach
Oak Lawn High School
9400 Southwest Highway
Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453

near Mr. Leary:

Congratulations to you and your
Forensics Team on a highly
successful year.

I especially wish to commend
you for your outstanding per
formance at Bradley Univer·
sity, in Peoria, Jan. 31st, and
Feb. 1st, where, I understand,
three of your students finished
First. Second and Fourth in a
field of over 900.
Congratulations Linda Sterling,
Taroi Ito and Barbara Hoch!

Your students at Oak Lawn
High School are to be com·
mended for their achievement
which reflect their dedication,
determination, perseverance
and creativity.

Tliey are a credit to you as their
coach and further evidence of
the academic excellence of the
faculty of Oak Lawn High
School.

with OL and Homewood
Flossmoor following_

Jt.::\'IOR CHERYL BAILEY
and enior Paul Haltimer
became OL' first conference
champions. Cheryl won her
event, V~rse Reading, while
Paul took a first in
Declamation. Tami Ito and
Linda Sterling won second place
medals in Oratory and
Dramatic Interpretation
respecti vely. Ken Herman
placed third in Original
Comedy, while Cassie Gineras
and Dematrios Kottaras won
fifth Place medals for
Humerous Interpretation and
Radio Speaking.

Home of

DIVER DRUGS

BY WALT KRZO

LA T FRIDAY. OL's
Forensic team fmished second
in the peech tournament
hosted by them here at Oak
Lav,,". The theme of the tour
nament wa the "Eloquent
Eight,'· and was designed to
determine the top eight schools
in speech competition. Luther
South finished first WIth 224
team points, followed by Oak
Lawn with 216 points. and Rich
South with 190.

OL had two first place
finishes in the tourney. Barb
Hoch took a first in Oratorical
Declamation and the team of
Paul Hatlimer and Demetrios
Kottaras won in Humerous Duet
Acting. OL also had seven third
place finishes Teammates
Linda Sterling and Paul }-~at

timer each took a third in
Dramatic Interpretation.

Sylvia Farrell and Lind,!
terhng finished third i9

Dramatic Duet Acting. The
other team members that took
third places were Jim Smith in
Radio Speaking, Laura Lucerto
in Extemporaneous Speaking,
Ken Herman in Original
Comedy, and Tami Ito in
Oratory.

On Jan. 31 and Feb. I, OL
traveled to Peoria for a speech
tournament at Bradley

niversity. Linda Sterling,
Tami Ito, and Barb Hoch
finished first, second, and
fourth respectively in a field of
over 900 students.

Alter the fine showing at
Bradley, OL took second in the
South Inter-Conference
Association Championship

tournament. The team won
medals in seven events as the
four divisions and 26 member
schools met. in this, the second
annual conference meet.
Thornwood won the tourney,

Lerry Buckels

9713 S.W. NWY.

Speech team finishes
second in tournament

Senior exemptions will be in
effect again this year. contrary
to rumor. Those seniors
carrymg a "B" average that
have no more than one ())
unexcused absence will be
exempt from takmg final
exams.

Formal graduation
ceremonies will take place at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, June 4, m
the partan Gym. Mr J.E.
Lynch will be commencement
speaker. Graduating seniors
taking part in the ceremony will
dress alike in caps and gowns.
Boys will wear green, girls
while. Participation in the
exercise is optional. Those not
taking part in the ceremony
may pick up their diploma from
the registrar's office after June
4. If a student is not taking part
in the commencement
ceremony. please notify Mr.
Frigo, Administrative Assl. as
soon as possible, but no later
than larch 28.

June 3. will mark the annual
Honors Night to take place at
7:30 p.m in the partan Gym.
DUring the day another
graduation pracllce will be
planned If necessary

THE FOLLOWI~G DAY.

Monday, June 2, will start off
graduation week with the an
nual Senior Breakfast. It is
tentatively planned to be served
at the Oak Lawn Sheraton Inn.
Alter the breakfast, seniors will
return to school for a
graduation practice. A new
concept will be tried that
evening, a Farewell Dance for
seniors and their guests only.
The Senior Class will pick up the
total cost of the dance, there
will be no cost to those at
tending.

BY DARLE:"E CA:\lPBELL

(;RADl'ATlO:" FOR TilE
Class of 1975 will take place
June 4 at 7:30 p.m. While thIS
date may seem far off at this
time, many plans for this year's
graduation have been for
mulated.

According to Mr. W. C. Hill,
Senior Class sponsor. this
graduation will be "more dif
ferent than before. with more
things to do." He continued to
say that the activities will be
spread out over more days
instead of all bunched together.

Page 2 The Spartanite February 28. 1975
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with "Archies Back."
"0 E ACCOMPLISHME T

that makes this fact even more
outstanding is that many
members of the band are first
time Jazz Band members,"
says Jim Smith the band's bass
player.

Three Jazz Band members
also won individual awards for
outstanding performances.
They are Kurt Such on baritone
sax, K.C. Cunningham on alto
sax and Joe Drzv.iecki on tenor
sax.

Ginger has played here
before, plays a number of their
own songs including "Shining
Llke a Star" "Feel It" "Some
Day". They also pl~y Led
Zeppl in , Edgar Winter, Chuck
Berry, and the AHman Bros.

Mr. Hill, Senior class sponsor
said, "This is the first time that
two groups have sponsored the
same dance, this is because of
the large and expensive group.
They also have planned a
possible Irish-Ethnic Day,
Friday Mar. 14, similar to SO's
day, featuring costume con
tests, and skits in the lunches.

Tickets will be $1.SO, and will
be on sale in the cafeteria, Mar.
1(}-14, or from any Student
Councilor SCAB member.
Guests may be signed up when
purchasing the tickets.

Jazz bank takes third

ON ATURDAY MARCH IS,
the Student Council and Senior
Class Advisory Board (SCABI
will sponsor a St. Patrick's Day
Dance, with music provided by
Ginger and Mantis_

Ginger, the featured band,
has been on tour with Argent
and REO Speedwagon, in
Cincinalli and Cleveland, Ohio.

Ginger's first album, ten
tatively titled The arne Old
Story, is produced by Jerry
Richplath REO Speedwagon's
lead guitarist.

ACCORDING TO Gerry
Througren, Gingers manager,
"Ginger is a fantastic group. I
like high-energy, enthusiastic,
American music. Although
Ginger has a little British in
fluence, they fill my tastes
well."

BY HOB ADAMS

Ginger WIll be the featured band Saturday March 15 at the 5t
Patrick's .Dance co-sponsored by the Student Council and SCAB:
ThIS WIll hIghlight St. Patrick's weekend preceeded by skits and
costume contests Friday.

Ginger snaps again

BY CARY WIDEL

OL'S JAZZ BAND recently
placed third in Western Illinois
Jazz Festival under the
direction of Mr. Ken Kistner.

"Baja Run", Afro-Cuban jazz
suite by Chico O'Farrell was the
tune that put the band into
evening competition.

The night performance
consisted of different songs than
those played in the day. OL
played some great "layed- back
jazz" with "Greasy Sack
Blues" and showed their power

Th.. Spartanitl'
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Congratulations are extended to Bob Wronski, an Oak Lawn
letter carTier, on his recennt win in the Chicago un-Times' 14th
Annual Beat the Champs Tournament. Mr. Wronski won the top
pnze of a 1975 A 1C Gremlin.

March 21 marks the end of the third quarter.

In keeping with tradition, OL will again acknowledge the same
second semester exam procedure for Seniors as in the past.

Many rumors have erupted due to the changed scheduling used in
regard to the first semester exams.

All Seniors v.ith only one excused and no unexcused absences
during the fourth quarter are exempted from exams if they
maintain at least a B average, according to Dr. Paul R. Davies,
Assistant Superintendent of Instruction.

March 21, is the last day of the third quarter so instead of Senior
Cut Quarter we'll again return to the annual Senior Cut Day.

On the evening of March t8 orientation for Parents of Incoming
Freshman will be held in the school.

Sophomores will be adminIstered the Armed Services Vocational
AptItude Baltery of Tests (A VABI on Wed. and Thurs. ~rch 12
and 13.

On M?n March I05chool will be in session for only one-half of the
day. This I due to the fourt~ and final Teacher's Workshop.

There is no school on March 28, Good Friday, as it is the start of
Easter Vacation. School ",;11 resume on Mon. April 7.

• Approved by III. Sup' of Public In."uct","
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High hopes for choir
BY JIM ;\lITH

OAK L W, MUSIC
DEPARTME 'T has recently
acquired the talents of a new
Choral director, Mr Jack
Roeckeman, the replacement
for Mr. B.C. Duff who resigned
in December.

Mr. Roeckeman who earned
his B.A. and M.A. in Music
Education at Eastern Illinois
University, offers some new
ideas [or Vocal Music here at
Oak Lawn.

"I feel choir should get more
recognition for their hard
work," said Mr. Roeckeman,
age 28, "I would also like to
have choir perform as much as
possible."

CHOIR, WHICH AC-
CORDI 'G to some members
has had its ups and downs in the
past two years, seems to be
responding to Mr. Roeckeman's
discipline philosophy. "I feel it
is my responsibility to keep

rehearsal moving to acquire the
constant attention of the group.
The new attitude appears to
work," stated Mr. Roeckeman.

Choir's major problem at this
time is recruiting males. "We
currently have only six basses
and two male tenors," said Mr.
Roeckeman. Any male in
terested in joining should see
Mr. Roeckeman or his coun
selor.

Mr. Roeckeman also bas
quite an interesting
background. He studied Voice
at American Conservetory of
Music. He also studied at the
State Academy in Vienna,
Austria, and at the Lizst
Academy in Budapest,
Hungary. He has since taught
elementary school in Kankekee.
He sang with the Municipal
Opera in St. Louis Mo. and with
the Starlite Theater in Kansas
City, Mo. Mr. Roeckeman is
currently planning a Spring
Concert for the Choir.
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New magazine
on press

CHICAGO I:"DEPE:'\DE:'\T, a new monthly feature magazine
for Chicago, will commence publishing in April, according to
Edwin Black, coordinatmg writer of the publication.

The new magazine will focus on local, national and international
issues along the idea that a magazine limited to a city in circulation
need not limit itself editorially.

The Independent will be reader supported, and not advertising
dependent. What's more, as a reader supported magazine, the
Independent will regularly solicit its subscribers interests and
follow up on ubjects they deem important. For instance, readers
could request an investigation into a company's or official's
practices, or a profile on a prominent personality, or a guide to
some aspect of city living, or an analysis o[ a controversy. "We
combine e<litorial leadership with e<litorial responsiveness to bring
this publication closer to the people than most magazines can ever
become," explains Black.

"THIS WHOLE IDEA ROSE out o[ the e<litorial vacuum that
exists for freelance writing in Chicago. With magazines like
Chicagoan and major newspapers going under, with other
newspaper feature departments reducing their freelance needs,
often to zero,local writers are extrodinarily limited. They need this
forum, whether they are full-time freelancers or daily staffers who
would like to express themselves in a magazine format," says
Black.

Writers associated with Chicago Independent include Robert
Werner, Civia Cohen, Bob Tamarkin, Paul O'Connor, Pat and Sue
Pastin, Edwin and Elizabeth Black and many others. They will
include investigations, national and international insights, arts and
travel articles, interviews and personality profiles and occasional
poetry and fiction. "When we say Chicago Independent is a
'reading alternative without limits', we mean that our readers can
expect the best writing available, on whatever subject. We don't
work for our format. Our format works for us," Black added.

CHICAGO 11I:DEPE:"DENT will be available by subscription
only, not on newsstands. Subscription notices are being distributed
in a city wide area readership drive.

SSB announces

workshop

BY CHIP BE~NET

MR, GREG GODAR, newly
appointed head of the O.L.
Student Service Bureau, has
scheduled a Student-Faculty
Workshop on Saturday, March 8
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Pilgrim Faith United Church of
Christ, 94115Ist Ave. Oak Lawn.

The theme of the workshop,
"Values Clarification," will
work toward fostering com·
munication between students,
exploration of values and
personal growth along with
identifying and training
potential peer counseling.

The Student Service Bureau is
a new program at O.L. this
year. It's purpose is to provide
counseling or "just listening"
for students who may have
family or drug problems, etc

MR. GODAR HA a M.A. in
social work and has worked in
several homes for troubled kids
along with a community health
center. Presently he has about
30 to 40 O.L. students using his
service in room 229.

""m generally on the kid's
side." Mr. Godar says and
continues "They know when
they come here they won't be
put down". "What is said in this
room remains in this room."
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A bit of the 1890's
BY :'>'ARY Bl'RKE

Canadians rock
BY NANCY SEDEMKA

.. CANADA HAD NO CLAIM in the music industry until four young
gentlemen Burt Cummings, Randy Bachman, Jim Kale, 8Jld Garry
Peterson joined forces in 1969 and released a single called, "These
Eyes," From that moment on, the "Guess Who" played their way
into the hearts of millions of AmeriC8Jls.

Thll"originaJ "Guess Who" formed in 1965 with Chad Allen, Randy
Bachman, Jim Kale, 8Jld Garry Peterson as its members. Before
the ~~p began reco~g, Allen left the group 8Jld was replaced
by pl8JlISt Burt Cumnungs. Cummings combined with the talents of
Randy Bachman inspired such hits as "These Eyes," "Laughing,"
"Undtm," H 0 Time." uAmerican Woman," and U 0 Sugar
Tonight· ew Mother ature." After all these tunes became million
selle~, Randy Bachman was replaced by two guitarists, Greg
Leskiw and Kurt Winter, who added new dimension to the band 8Jld
helped to write "H8Jld Me Down World," "Albert Flasher," and
"RaindaJlce". Since that time, ~kiw has been replaced by Doug
McDougall, and Bill Wallace replaced bass player Jim Kale.

It is .easy to see who is the bloodstream of the group, Burton
Cummmgs has got to be the greatest pi8Jlist in contemporary Pop.
He can play cJassical, jazz, 8Jld old-fashioned rock 8Jld roll <listen
to "Life in the Bloodstream .... ) He has 8Jl unusual ability (0 hold his
pitch in a song, and he C8Jl "be--bop" like no one you've ever heard.
Essentially he's like a ham actor who steals the show.

CUM 11 GS WAS ASKED how long he feels the group C8Jl stay
together. "We've eliminated all the weak links in the chain and
that's a renewal in itself," he explains. "We've got the vocal
strength of 8Jly b8Jld in existence 8Jld everybody is really putting a
lot of energy into their music. We're just beginning to hit our stride.
We're learning to play together. We're nowhere near the end!"

Februar)' 28, 1975
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CRI'I I:"G THRO GH THE SO' WA RELATIVELY EA Y
FOR ALL OF L' TO DO, BUT HOW WO LD WE HAVE SUR·
VI\'ED I~ THE 1890' ?

On a recent visit to Frankfort, llIinois, with a few friends, we
were amused by the 1890's life style prominent there. As we walked
down the main street, we came across several 8Jltique shops, two
taverns. a bakery, and a library, half the size of Oak Lawn's.

The reason for our trip was to visit a friend who owns a bowling
alley in town. After walking up ?:I steps on the outside of a building
we were 10 the bowling alley. (How m8JlY bowling alley's do you
know of on the econd floor of a building~) Expecting nothing less
than the Oak Lawn Bowl, we were astonished when we saw 3 pool
tables, 9 plO ball machines, 8Jld 6 bowling lanes. Finally getting
used to the small space, we hot pool and bowled for a couple of
hours Planning a long day, we decided to go for lunch llaf'ly. (It

was almo t 10 a m.l
"Where should we go?" I asked.
"Anywhere you want" said Julie.
"Would you believe I actually feel like Macs~"

"Okay But we can't walk. it's six miles away." <How can you
possibly urvive with McDonalds six miles away~)

"Who' gOlOg to drIve us~"

"1 WIll ., said a farmer friend of Julie's.
"Great. let's get going."
TO ;\IY l'RPRI E, I found out we were going in style in a pick·

up truck. After successfully cramming the five of us in the cabin of
the truck we proceeded down the road. I swore the whole town
knows each other' We must have gotten 20 strange looks from
people Julie knew

Finally. we got to Mac6 Other than spilling a coke all over my
jeans, we had a good lunch.

When we got back to the bowling alley I was in the mood for a
snowball fight. Unfortunately, no one else was.

"Well, what else can we do? We'll be here five more hours."
"Do you want to see Fr8Jlkforts shopping center~"

"How many miles do we have to walk to get there? '
"It's just up the block."
In a few minutes we were going to see the famous shopping

center, "The Grainery." As we approached the corner of Elwood
and Oak all we could see was a huge frame building.

"Is that it ~ That C8Jl't be the great Frankfort shopping center. It
looks like a barn."

AFTER CAREFL'L CO:'>l !DERATION, we decided to go in. I
believe I was the first to walk onto the wooden porch 8Jld into the
old-fa hioned doorway aturally, coming in from the bright
outdoors It was hard for our eyes to focus, but this was ridiculous.
The four of us stood in the doorway until our eyes focused on the
kerosene lamp atmosphere. To our surprise when we looked down
we were walklOg on cobblestones. Well, we were this far so we may
as well go on Down the mall we went.

uddenly it dawned on me. Something was definl \ely missing.
People walked qwetly and talked in whispers. Hey, where's the
music In a split second I jumped two feet and my heart stopped.
The unexpected b8Jlging of the player piano next to me scared me
to death

\\ hen my heart began it's normal pace, we continued down the
mall Our firs top was at the General Store. In it they sold freshly
ground peanut butter, antiques, 8Jld other small novelties. Un·
fortunately, the prices were very much 1975.

We \\ alked up about 20 unpainted wooden steps 8Jld carefully held
onto the guardraIls for fear of splinters. Once upstairs, my
weakness was staring me right in the face, a Jewelry store. Unable
to pa It up. I bought an unusual ring that no one else liked. Who
were they to tell me my ring was ugly~ It wasn't until after I pur·
chased It I dIscovered they were right, (Sucker).
"W~,I1. we've been just about everywhere. Where should we go

no\\ ')
"Hey, how about that pl8Jlt shop." (The biggest mistake of the

day
TilE :TOItE \\ A' '0 ;'IIALL that when we got in, we could

barely move Tripping over f_ t and b8Jlging our heads on flower
pots we made It to the door GI8Jlcing towards each other we beg8Jl
to laugh I gue it was then that we realized how much fun we were
haVing in the 189O's, 1975 style.
Page 5 The partanlte
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AMA;
BY DIANE HO EYMAN
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IF YOU LOVE to escape and
you don't mind a long drive, the
perfect place for you is Jasper

ational Park in Alberta,
Canada. 1,980 miles from
Chicago, in a woodsy, secluded
part of Canada, it encircles the
Canadian Rocky Mountains.
The park has a character all its
own-high mountains stand tall
over curving valleys, trails
blaze through to carry hikers to
the summits of the mountains,
and numerous off-the-road look
out points serve as frames for
the breath·taking, picture-like
quality of the scenery. One of
the most beautiful of these
sights is 10unt Edith Cavell,
named after the heroic World
War I nurse.

Jasper is reached by a paved
road which ascends some 6,500
feet. At the summit is Cavell's
Chalet, a motor Lodge, and a
path which leads to Angel
Glacier, a beautiful white peak.
A few miles outside of town is
Whistler's Mountain which can
be reached hy an Alpine sky
tram lifting you 4,279 feet to a
station near the top. A few
yards ahead is a sloping path
leading you to a desolate Alpine
environment which is cold even
in the summer. So hleak is the
land, only a few sturdy grasses
and wildflowers grow here,
along with groups of marmots
whose little whistling sounds
provide the name of the
mountain.

Perhaps the most beautiful
place in Jasper is a drive down
the Maligne Road, southeast of
Jasper town. It follows the
Maligne River through
numerous mountain scenes to
the Maligne Canyon, where
waters surge over cascades and
fall into spray along the rim.

THE DRIVE E 'OS at
Maligne Lake, considered the
most beautiful in the Canadian
Rockies. There are continous
boat trips with expert guides,
the boat travels along the
serene lake until it arrives at
the extreme southeastern end
where the narrow shorelines
and rugged mountains rise from
the mirror-like waters.
Anywhere you look, the beauty
of the scenery, so peaceful and
serene, is breathtaking.

The Spartanlte

..THE HIGHLIGHT OF the
evening was a walk on by third
grader Janet Jackson, sister of
Ucbael and the rest of the

Jackson brood. Too bad the
entire evening couldn't have
been as productive.

Jasper, Alberta
Quiet retreat

Favorite Female Vocalist·
Country: Olivia ewton.John

Favorite Female Vocalist·
Pop: Olivia Newton·John
(Granted she is a talented
singer, but will never surpass
the range and versatility of
Barbra Slreisand.)

Favorite Female Vocalist
Soul Diana Ross

*· .Favorite Country Album: Let
Me be There, Olivia ewton
John
· .Favorite Pop Album: Behind
Closed Doors, Charlie Rich (1
thought he was "Country")
· .Favorite Soul Album:
Imagination, Gladys Knight
and the Pips (This is absolutely
uncomprebensible. Gladys and
her male counterparts won over
Stevie Wonder who not only
wrote, sung and played every
instrument imaginable on this
album. he also produced it)
February 28, 1975

*

*Favorite Male Vocalist·
Cotmtry: Charlie Rich

Favorite Male Vocalist-Pop:
John Denver
· .Favorite Male Vocallst-Soul:
Stevie Wonder IA deserved
recipient.)

*Duo, Group, or Chorus·
Country: Conway Twitty and
Loretta Lynn
· .Due, Group or Chorus·Pop:
Gladys Knight and the Pips
· .Duo, Group or Chorus-Soul:
Gladys Knight and the Pips (I
wish someone would explain to
me how they fit into both
categories. )

IF YO HAPPE ED to miss
the "American Music Awards",
Tuesday, February 18, you
didn't miss much. Either
there's something wrong with
the American people's sense of
musical composition or we're
all tone deaf. The only thing that
seemed to make any sense all
evening was the Special Merit
Award, presented to Berry
Gordy for his accomplishments
in the world of the music in
dustry. For t1Kl5e of you who are
interested, here are the results
of a rather ill-fated event:

· .Favorite Country Single:
Most Beautiful Girl in the
World, Charlie Rich (Who
else?)
· .Favorite Pop ingle: I
Honestly Love you, Olivia
Newton-John
" Favorite Soul Ingle: Mid·
night Train to Georgia, Gladys
Knight and the Pips
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BY RUSS WANEK

DON'T LAUGH, ITS EASIER THA YOU THI K. Naturally
when you build your own car, you don't start from scratch. For
your power plant, you merely convert another power machine to
that of an automobile...The easiest thing to convert is a sewing
machine. First, because there is an abundance of sewing machines
around and they're easily made available. Second, any sewing
machine can be converted into a 680 horsepower automotive power
plant with no complicated re-design. There is merely a conversion
factor of .00001. Third, once you get out into traffic with your
converted sewing machine, everyone will immediately know the
name of it as you will soon hear screams like, "GET THAT DAM
THING OFF THE ROAD YOU STUPID SEW AND SEW!" which is
precisely the name of your car; the Stupid Sew and Sew or SAS for
short.

PROCED RE

The first thing you must have is a measuring stick (or as we
engineers call it, a ruler). Every car builder should have a ruler
handy, for one never knows when one will have to measure
something. There are two methods for making a ruler, keeping in
mind a good ruler is 18 inches long.

METHOD 1: Take any yardstick and cut it precisely in half. Be
careful to cut ACROSS the yardstick, not along the middle or you
will have two 36 inch rulers instead of two 18 inch ones. Also be sure
to use the half starting'with number one and ending with 18, for if
you use the other half, you'll have to keep subtracting.

METHOD 2: Obtain two 12 inch rulers and cut one in half as in
method one. Attach the half ruler to the full size one, making sure it
is fastened securely as then you might have two half rulers lying
around and things are bound to get confusinll

Now you are ready to convert your sewinl!! machine into a car. An
important thing to know is standard automotive jargon so you will
not become confused in the following directions. Study these terms
carefully:

F - fenders: Things that look like bird's wings, but, on a car, do
not have feathers and.do not flap:

B - body: you will want your car body to be cigar-shaped, which
refers to a common expression heard by owners of the SAS after
hitting a pedestrian, "Give that stupid sew and sew a cigar!"

E - engine: you will have no worries of air pollution for sewing
machines run on electricity.

FB & RB - front and rear bumpers: these are two rather large
appendages at each end of the car. IT you have trouble
distinguishing them from one another, paint a large FB on the
bumper near the front of the car, and RB on the one left over.

Another thing you will need is wood. IT you can't fUld enough old
picture frames lying around, there are several ordinary things
found in every garage to help you in your task. Get some nails, iron
glue, C clamps, hack saws and a tree.

Start by cutting down the tree with the saw. Remove the bark
birds, squirrels and termites, and then saw some center pi~
from the trunk.

STEPS

To build the body:

1) place a number of boards side by side
2) nail strips of wood sideways across these boards. This keeps
them from falling apart.
3) get some old tin cans (preferably empty). Cut off the lids with a
common everyday can opener. Now get out the tin snips and cut
these cans vertically. Jump up and down on the cans to flatten
them, and then solder the cans together. With this type of
operation, you can make any type of body design you like, keeping
in mind most highway lanes are only 20 feet wide.

A. intra freem bushings
B. cold rolled crenelated Coke bottle
C. pluke obulator
D. f10unges to tighten the crazzafrazzes
E. at least 15 spods to attach to the rear of the cutterboss
F. three pums geared dirctly to veeblefetzers
G. a front loading pressdrill

BEAUTY

The l>eauty and economy of building this little honey is that you
don't have to disassemble the sewing machine at all, but you do
have to ado quite alot of stuff.

An important thing you must remember, is to always consider
the forces of the Crog wheel, but this is seldom radioactive with
todays production standards.

Good Luck!

In Their Opinion

The mass of men lead lives of quiet
desperation. What is called resignation is con
firmed desperation. From the desperate city you
go into the desperate country, and have to
console yourself with the bravery of minks and
muskrats. A stereotyped but unconscious
despair is concealed even under what are called
the games and amusements of mankind. There is
no play in them, for this comes after work. But it
is a characteristic of wisdom not to do desperate
things.

- Henry David Thoreau,
Walden

I love you for what you are,
but I love you yet more

for what you are going to be...
Carl Sandburg

Hang It All

Coats on the chairs and jeans on the floor,
shirts on the Knob of most every door;
I sadly acknowledge it's easy to see
The only one here with a hang-up is me!

- Elizabeth Wetzel,
Good Housekeeping

The things which hurt, instruct.
. Benjamin Franklin

CONVERTING

For convertUlg tne sewing machine motor to an automobile
power plant, you will need the following special equipment:

Page 1 'lbe Soar'- "le February 28, 1975
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Oil's well that ends well
BY CHERYL POWELL

Everyone in Washington ooes.
He's such a character that I
hale to see him go. IT he isn't
elected, Mike Royko will be out
of a job."
On President Ford:

"He's kind of dull, but his wife
dances well. We had an entirely
different sorl before Ford, and
we didn't like him either. I
thought he would run again until
I saw the budget."
On ixon:

"I think they tthe Nixon
Administration) did a terrible
job. The VIet peace is
unraveling, the Soviets have us
over a barrel. They didn't un
derstand the American people.
me Haldemans and Erlich
mans had a contempt for the
American people."
On Communism:

"I never believed in the
domino theory. I never believed
in war to start with. We proved
we can't do anything about (the
spread of communism) .

"We seem to be living with
the Communist countries.
Except Cuba. We can't get any
cigars."

He closed the press con
ference by stating why be
wouldn't ever run for public
office. .. I couldn't stand
someone writing about me the
way I write about them."

Pa~t' 9

Bemg a bit Under average
height myself. I just hope the
Idea never catches on strong in
this country. especially if the
Equal Rights Amendment goes
through).

It is my opinion that these
mercanaries are actually CIA
agents in di guise. They will be
sent to aOOi Arabia as soldiers
of fortune to put some of our
people in their army, and when
the US does send troops over
there to take over the oil fields,
they will surrender to us
without firing a shot.

The next logical step, in my
opinion, is to make Saudi
Arabia the 51st stale. That way,
we could solve our energy
problems domestically, which
would swing a vast majority of
voters to Ford's side during the
next presidential campaign
(which should begin any day
nowl.

If this is not the case. I feel
Mr. Ford should authorize this
whole plan, if he really wants to
win the presidency in '76.

RY CIIERYL POWELL

Buchwald speaks

( 'Ttl 'T1VtJ>l SAUDI ~A.N
~~~

1'b PA:::lT1!cr OlL REL05

~ 1lE lJHI11;l)~)

('O:>.RAD: L.A. TI'IE ITI.\IE)

Rumor has it that syndicated
columnist Art Buchwald works
in a small airless room on the
lop of the Washington
Monument. Subsisting on black
coffee and orange juice, Mr.
Buchwald writes his column in
longhand on the back of old
White House press releases.

Actually, Arl Buchwald is a
short, balding father of three
teenaged children who just
happens to write the most
popular syndicated column in
Ihe world, Printed in 425 papers
across the world, his columns
reach an average of 3,000.000
readers daily. Mr. Buchwald
also has many books to his
credit. uch as Ha ve I Ever Lied
To You, n of the Great

iety, and I Never Danced at
the White Hou e.

At a recenl press conference
given for high school and
college journalism students,

Jim Smih! Mr. Buchwald had plenty to say
• w about the world in general. Here

are some of his opinions.
On freedom of the press:

"I think you (school papers)
should have all the freedom you
want. .. until you get closed
down... I'll admit the press has
a lot of power, tremendous
power in fact. And I like it."
On Mayor Daley:

"I try to ignore Daley.

The Spartanlte
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EDITOR' :>.OTE

.. The PARTA:>iITE is currently making some change. Instead of
our usual monthly publication, the paper will now be printed twice
a month. We feel this will bring more current issue to the student
ooner. The cost will also be decreased to 10 cents an issue. We bope

thi will meet with student wants.

As everyone must know by
now, President Gerald Ford has
tated lover and over again)

that we will invade the Arab
countries and overrun them If
that is the only way we can get
oil. ince. in spite of Henry
Kissinger, it looks like that I
the only way we are going to get
any oil from them, it does not
seem kosher that the Defense
Department hould spend all
the money they are spending to
train mercanaries to protect the
Saudi Arabian oil fields from
invasion.

In a recent press conference,
syndicated columnist Art Buch
wald stated"" that he felt the
mercanaries were being trai{led
to shoot over our heads While I
respect Mr. Buchwald's
opinion. I feel there's a slight
flaw in his logic. If the Defense
Department wants our enemies
to shoot over our heads, they
would not go to all 01 that ex
pense. They would Simply draft
short people (Actually, there
are many more advantages to
rlrafl short t>eODle exclusively.

February 28, 19758
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:\lr. William C. Hill, senior class sponsor and "Teacher of the
Year." :\lr. Hill ha ~orked with the Discipline Committee. and the
enior Class Advisory board, in addition to his duties as NBS

sponsor and Cafeteria Coordinator.

W. C. Hill commended
BY " \RK HELTO;\:

\\ hen one considers the-changes that have occur.ed in the past few
month . OL does not seem to be the same school. A revised
Discipline Code, several dances, and most recently, the new lounge
furniture. have all served to make OL a slightly more interesting
place to learn

The Discipline Code changes came under attack this past
semester, but most students will now agree that the present policy
is much more lenient than the policy of two-days external
'u:pen ion that was originally suggested to replace the failing
grade as igned for unexcused absences during the first semester.

Dances have also become much more popular this year, from the
October 50' Dance to the semi-formal Valentines Day Dance
which attracted more than 250 couples. Students seem to enjoy
these actIVIties much more since the "campaign" to make Oak
La \\ n a more popular place to be was instituted this year. ot only
ha\'e dances become more popular, but ski trips seem to have
caught on quite well also.

The JUOlor enior lounge renovation is the most recent
e\'idence of OL improvement. A dozen chairs, and some trees,
~ere added to the barren expanse of the lounge, and along with the
repair of the jukebox, serve to make the lounge passibly com
fortable until Phase II.

The Person we feel is most directly responsible for these im
provements i the Senior class sponsor, Wm. C. Hill. He has
lIrele Iy worked for and with the Senior class, the Discipline
Committee. and the Junior-8enior Lounge Committee to account
for one of the most fruitful years in terrns of actual ac
lompli. hments for 'chool organizations. His dedication to the field
of educat ion wa recently recognized by Educational Publications
of America a one of its "Teachers ofthe Year" out of a group of 300
nominee

The SP \RT,\~ITE would like to commend Mr. Hill for his ac
compli hments and for his devotion to his position as Senior class
. pon:or Idom i a school with the problems and dilemmas of Oak
Lawn able to overcome them with the ease that becomes possible
when as i ted by a man like Mr. Hill.

DEAR EDITOR:

Recently (February t4),
there was a "Pep Rally" which
was to include all winter sports.
The wrestling team wasn't
there because they were
weighing in for the District
meet, and the basketball team
wasn't there because of a team
meeting. It turned out to he the
biggest joke of the year.

There was a basic lack of
interest on the part of most
students, caused mainly by the
fact that there was a bus horne
immediately after the bell rang
at 2: 10. This, I feel, should be
one of two things that should be
changed.

The second thing that I f~
should be changed is the fact
that the Pep Rally is held im
mediately after school. Why not
have the Pep Rally sometime
during the day so that students
would hl\ve the Opportunity to
become interested in some of
the athletic activities that are
taking place almost every
weekend during the winter
months.

I'm not saying that every
student has to become involved
in the athletic events that's
their own choice. Students
expect their teams to be win
ners, but how can they be
winners without the support of
their fans.

I think the administration
should seriously consider
changing their policies
regarding the scheduling of Pep
Rallies.

All teams should participate,
not just the ones that could
make it.

KARE TUTTLE

DEAR EDITOR:

Why are those chairs in the
junior-Senior Lounge? They
won't be there to long an'd they
won't be kept clean either. It
also looks like Christmas down
there with those artificial trees.

DENISE WALDEN

DEAR EDITOR:

After this long wait for the
Junior-8enior Lounge to be
fixed up, they finally found
some lounge furniture. It looks
like they got the furniture from
a doctors office, and those fake
plants really make the lounge
something we've been waiting
for,

BOB TRYCKER

DEAR EDITOR:

The new addition in the
student lounge doesn't seem to
meet the needs or wants of
students. The new chairs are
very nice, but plastic trees just
do not seem right. E);er since
these improvements have been
made their has been a shortage
of· chairs during the lunch
hours. These same type of
surroundings, (minus the trees)
are found in the library. I think
the idea of taking away almost
'. of the lounge in an already
crowded lunch room was using
bad judgement.

GE 'EO' EILL

DEAR EDITOR:

I was really surprised when I
walked into the Junior-8enior
Lounge the other day and saw
the furniture there. It really
looks nice, and they say there is
going to be a Phase II, if we
keep Phase I going. But how do
we know what Phase II is?

DOREEN CH ELI

DEAR EDITOR:

I'm really glad to see that we
finally received the lounge
furniture that we were
promised so long ago. I was just
wondering if anyone knew what
the sign "This is Phase I,
Phase II is up to you," meant. I
asked a nurnber of different
people but no one knew exactly
what it meant.

MARY LOU PECHA

EDITOR' r-;OTE-

"Phase II" of the lounge
rennovation is more furniture,
carpeting, and a mural for the
east wall of the lower cafeteria.
These improvements will occur,
however, only if the clean
conditions continue, and the
present furniture remains in
tact.

DEAR EDITOR:

I would like to commend Mr.
Hill and his staff of cafeteria
monitors on the clean conditions
of the cafeteria. For the first
year since I've entered this
school I've had a clean table to
eat at, and nobody's garbage at
my feet.

ROLA:"DERr-; T

Fl'bruary 28, 19;5 The Spananite
Con!lnued
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•DEAR EDITOR: :
How about getting some:

elevators in this school? I mean :
it is really a hassle gelling from:
the first floor to the third floor. :
I'm ready to collap e between:
the second and third floors.:
When I was a freshman, I heard:
there were elevator passes. I:
knew it was a joke, but I still:
don't know where they're:
supposed to be.

JEAN JOH 'SON :,
DEAR EDIfOR: .,

Who decides what bands will :
be allowed to play in the:
cafeteria during lunch hours? :
Are those bands screened at all :
before they're inflicted upon:
us? I don't mean to sound in- :
sulting, but really this school :
must have talented musicians :
hiding somewhere! :

MARY ANDRYSlAK :

To me this constitutes conflict
of interest on the part of the
school. Do they I:eally care
whether or not the education we
are getting is a good one,
whether we, the students, are
pleased with that education that
is going to influence the rest of
our lives? Or are they more
concerned with making sure
that the students are in school
for the 5 hours for their state
aid? I realize that state aid is
very important to OLCHS, as it
is to any school district, but
couldn't something be done to
change the rule as to the
number of credits that have to
be laken? It is possible to be in
school for the 5 required hours
with only 8 credits. Whether it is
known or not, there is a Pandful
of students who arn't carrying
the full 9 credits. In all fairness,
shouldn't something be done
about the 9 credit rule?

get lucky and get something
educationally meaningfl:1 out of
that class, but more often he
usually finds it boring, a time
waster, or just something to fill
the credit requirement.

DA 'PADY

I broke my arm recently; I
know I have a broken arm; the
school nurse knows I have a
broken arm; I have insurance
forms from school that say I
have a broken arm; BUT, my
P.E. teacher says that I have to
have a note, in order to get a st
udy hall, from my doctor saying
I have a broken arm. Is this
.school blind? Now f have my
study hall instead of P.E., after
an unnecessary trip to my
osteologist.

DEAR EDITOR:

Have you ever heard of those
stupid rules that the school
makes up? Well here's
something that happened to
me!

Frustration policy

Not graduating is much too
high a price to pay to get out of a
class, so in order to get that
strived for "sheepskin," the
student shows up for each daily
headcount. Sometimes he may

HY ClIl'CK MACOONALD

One of the most frustrating
policies that Oak Lawn has is
the 9 credit policy. In short, this
policy states that all students
have to take 9 attempted credits
for each year.

This policy is even more
frustrating to Seniors. For
example, a Senior piles up
enough credits in his first three
years so tbat only three or four
more are needed for tbe entire
last year. The illusion that the
Senior year is going to be "fun &
games" is shattered because
the student finds himself being
forced to take classes that he
not only doesn't want, but
doesn't even need. U the student
commits the damnable act of
cutting these unwanted classes
too many times, he may be
faced with suspensions, which
after adding up could endanger
his possibilities of graduating
altogether.

February 2K. 19;5

LA RA H DDLESTO

By hunting, and invading the natural habitats of animals through
our own pollution, man is destroying the lives of things that have no
control over what is happening to them. In a time when we can send
men to the moon and replace practically every part of the hwnan
body artificially, you'd think we could spend a little time trying to
figure out an effective means of putting a stop to the way we are
Ireating those who share the world with us. There does seem to be a
few people interested in saving the wild life, such as those who have
establi hed sanctuaries for animals and made certain principles by
\, hich wildlife could be preserved, into laws.

Gym classes are Wlfaic to stUdents with athletic ability. Many
OLCHS Physical Education classes grade on wrinen tests,
readiness for gym, co-operation and how hard you try.

NAOMI KLOESE

Grading by these standards is not fair to those who have the
required skills but may be behind in other areas. I have never seen
a Math teacher grade on bringing paper and pencil and books to
class like a Physical Education teacher grades on bringing your
gymsuit or on how hard you are trying. It would surprise many
people if the Science classes were graded on c<>-operation or wrinen
tests having linle to do with the work done in class.

It's up to us what we do with our own lives, but when it comes to
ruining the lives of things which can't fight back, it only shows the
wE'akness of man.

OliRING THE PA T ·2,000 years the world has lost, through
extinction, about 106 forms of animals, most since the beginning of
the 20th century. Keeping in style with the way the U.S. seems to be
leading in all world matters, we head the list of nations that have
the greatest losses of animals by extinction from unnatural causes.
The primary unnatural cause, which comes as no great surprise. is
so-called "civilized man."

JERRY PURP RA

I think OL should haW! an ice hockey team supported by the
choo!. The school supports football, basketball, gymnastics teams

I to name a few), why not hockey? After all, hockey is the fastest
growmg port in the world. OL could have a great team with the
guys in the school now, and just think what it would be like in a
couple of years. We had a great team last year but we had to pay for
everything. The school wouldn't even acknowledge our presence.

obody in the school knew we had a hockey team. In fact, we won
four games against other high schools in the Thanksgiving Tour
nament and only lost to Immaculate Conception in the final game.
We came back with a trophy, but I don't know what they did with it.
So why not fill out a sports calendar of events with a hockey team.

Why tpen, are gym classes the exception to the rule? Gym
classes should be graded in the SatOe manner as other courses, not
as they are being graded now.

In Their Opinion
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. .
unimpressive Teacher respect?

BY CHUCK MAC DONALD

Februan Ii, a basketball
.: spon or~d by the Chicago

, "as held here at OL. Head
arh Dick :\lo11a included

'mark about his ba ketball
;hilosoph). Following 'is one
tudent' reaction to the clinic.

Dick j lotta didn't impress me
at all last night. He was up·
po I'd to be here to talk
basketball, but he came off a a
man of God at everal points,
talking about character and
family Influence.

Talking about when he has to
"cut" player , :\lotta said
players that showed courage in
making physical contact really
Impressed him. Then, out of the

blue, he said, "Courage has to
be taught young, by the family.
If vou don't have it now, I don't
know If you'll ever get it."

At another time that evening,
someone in the audience was
talking at the same time Motta
was and lotta blurted out, ' I'd
break your neck iC you were on
my tearn," Then he went on to
say how that person was going
to be "flapping his mouth" all of
the time, even when he got
older.

I wish he would have stuck to
basketball. It was interesting,
and I feel Motta is a good coach,
but at several points he sounded
like somebody's father.

Eur since I've been in high school I've heard countless rumors
about ho" unrea onable and irritating teachers can be.

I've never been in the unfortunate position of having that type of
teacher, so I've never believed the rumor ......unttl this year.

There has been a varied sequence of events that I've either ob
served or been involved In that leads me to believe that there is at
lea t some degree of validity In the statement that some teachers
are ver) unreasonable and .er) irritating The latest "event"
came last month.

I, and a couple other members of my gym class were waiting for
the period ending bell to ring. We were standing in the second floor
foyer of the partan Gym locker room when one of the gym coaches
(who shall remain nameless I walked up to us and said, "You boys
wanna gimme ten?" (Before going further let me explain that
orne gym coaches, such as Mr. Nameless don't allow their classes

to wait In the foyeLI However, this gym coach isn't even our
teacher Our own gym teacher said we could wait in the foyer as
long a no one would cut out.

Trying in vain to stand up for my rights, I informed Mr.
:-Iameless that the Seniors were allowed to wait In the foyer. His
exact word in reply to this were, "Don't tell me what the Seniors
can and can't do, who do you think you are, the new dean or
something?" Another fulile attempt to tell him that our own gym
teacher said we could wait in the foyer fell dead upon hIS ears. He
insisted and eemed to take personal enjoyment in giving out his
ten push·ups method of punishment.

I "onder "hohe thinks he is? What right does he have interfering
in the business of tudents who he doesn't even teach? I could un·
derstand carrying out hi punIshment had we done something
wrong, but to be badgered by him for lust standing there is a litUe
more than anyone can take

A Widely talked·about Issue in the past few years has been the
growing disrespect on the part of students, It'S no wonder that
respect for teachers is gOIng down. Teachers like that don't deserve
respect. I think that teachers hould only receive as much respect
as they dispell.

I don't mean to Imply that every Ingle teacher is a no-minded
being simply there to take attendance, on the contrary. th~re are
quite a few really gooo teachers at OL, It'S just that people like Mr,
Nameless give the entire teaching profession a bad name.

The b(fending gate. Damaged more than three weeks ago, the What d peopIe do a II day
Administration eems reluctant to fix it, deciding instead to leave it 0
locked, causing a hazard to both pede trians and autos.

Lot half locked
adds to the mass confusion.
Plus, all of the cars entering the
student parkin~ lot have to use
the j 'orth entrance, and there
are always people that are set to
de troy the system of procedure
by coming out of the student lot
while everybody else is going in.
="ow that could cause a good
aCCident There are a few more
ways of people getting hurt, one
of which is the people walking
from the lot to chool and all of
those crazy parents that drop
the kids off by the cafeteria and
are always splashing people or
omething.

Even if the administration
doe n't think that proper
maintenance of school property
I necessary, the PARTANITE
feels that aJlieviation of this
problem IS important because
of the inconvienence it causes
both tudents and teachers.

BY GREG REIIR

All of us know there are two
gates lJ1 the student
parking lot. Therefore,
both gates should be open
during school. But. as we all
know. only one of the gates i in
operating' order. It seems the
reason for thl IS that someone
hit the gate with their car But
accidents do happen

, 'ow that' all fine and dandy,
but what about fixing it? It
seems like they don't do
an\1hing to fix it: all they have
done I locked It together. This
may eem alright to a lot of
people who don't drive IJ1 the
morning but. If you do now what
I am talking about At around
7.50 IJ1 the mornmg, Austm
A\enue 1 almost too crowded to
believe. At this time OL's
tudent bus es come in and that

Page 12
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BY DO=":"A WOJCIK

What do people do all day?
The an wer reflects the very
ordinary things. lost people do
not do much on any day. They
do simple, daily routines, which
are carried through constantly.

t;pon rising in the morning,
they wash and feed their
families. The majority of the
people edge their way through
traffic to their jobs. The ladies
stay home and do their
housework, pay bills, and end
up on a shopping spree, which
brings them back into debt.

Students go to school, and go
through a process of trying to
study and daydream about
what's to happen on the closing
of a chool day Evenmg are
spent watching television and
wa iling for tomorrow. Life
sounds very dull. but is filled
with little, human mysteries.

These event . as simple as
they seem, such as a father
smiling as he returns home
from hi job·sharing it with his
wife and children·makes
somethinl! mallic out of things

partanite

that seem so very simple. It is
the plain places of life that man
experiences his most precious
moments.

Life is full of waiting, plan·
ning, and worrying. This is the
setting for people to share life
with each other. Exchanging
trust, giving hope, and being
present to one another. And also
have peace and love. These are
what hold liCe together and build
a bridge for the days that seem
so much the same.

People should not think of life
a a routine. They should live
every minute of life with love,
joy. peace. patience, kindness,
goodness, trustfulness, gen·
tlenes . and elf-eontrol These
are all virtues that describe
outselves. Putting all of these
virtues together makes for a
more pleasant way of living
each day.

The question cannot really be
what do people do all day? It
really means who they are to
each other all day

February 28, 1975



Junior OL guard, Bru~e Pivarunas, no. 35, launches a jumper
from the corner over the Rams' tight defense. Reavis pulled off a
stunmng upset over the partans, 59-SO.

Last week end the Spartans dropped a tough one to second place
Rich East, 60-34. OL was as close as nine points in the third quarter,
but couldn't close the gap. Rich East was picked by many to win the
conference, at (he beginning of the season. But they'll be tough next
year as three starters now are juniors. Bruce Atkinson is OL's high
scorer for the season with 293 points in 23 games.

ReglOnals tournament is being held this year at Oak Lawn. The
dates are March 3, 4, 5, and 7. Competing in the Oak Lawn Regional
will be Argo, Reavis, St. Laurence, St. Rita, Richards, and OL. Oak
Lawn will play Argoat8:300n March3.

THE OPII PARTA:'I.'S are playing great basketball as they
have now tied Sandburg for first place. Each team has an 8-1
conference record, but the last time they met OL won easily 61-41.
Their record is now !7-{) overall. Second year Soph Coach Skip

u1livan says his team wins by quickness, aggressh'eness, and
thinking, not by size because they normally give away many inches
in height. Leading scorers for the Sophs in 23 games are Steve
Strenk 341 points. Steve Saylor with 334, and Rich Renz with 273.

Junior OL forward, Ray Lanham, hitting a short turn around
jumper against Reavis. Defending for the white clad Rams are 34,
Gi!iselman, 14, Cerny, and 42, Rusnak.

The SpartaniteFebruary 28, 1975

AGAINST EISENHOWER, junior forward Ray Lanham, had a
great game, scoring 13 points and pulling down 11 rebounds. Center
Bruce Atkinson, also netted 13 points and took possession of 5
caroms. Against Sandburg, Ken Refner garnered 17 points and 8
rebounds, Bruce Atkinson scored 14 points and grabbed 11 bounds,
Steve Ferjak added 10 points.

The Spartans then travelled to Reavis on February 7, but didrr't
seem ready to play the lesser talented, but aggressive Rams, and
dropped the game, 59-SO. Reavis' tenacious, pressing defense
stimed OL's offense. Junior guard Bruce Pivarunas lead the
scoring column with II, and Steve Ferjak chipped in 10.

OAK LAWN THEN played a good game by slowing down Thorn
wood's fastbreaking T-birds, but came out on the short end, 45-42.
Thornwood is in first place in the SICA West conference with a
record of 8-1. The Spartans nearly pulled off the upset as they had
the ball with 25 seconds to go and were down by one. But they
couldn't cash in, and Thornwood added another two points, to win
by three. Atkinson had 12 points for OL, and Ferjak /lad 8.

Senior center, Bruce Atkinson, goes up for a short jump shot as
the OL bench watches in amazement. Defending for Thornwood are
33, Perkins, and 45, Vaundry. The first place T-birds came away
with a slim win, 45-42.

Varsity cagers stumble;
Sophs take first

BY DA YE ;\IADEJA

OL" \,ARSITY CAGER , after putting together a four game
winning streak, have now dropped three key conference games.
which leveled their record at 9-14 overall, 3-{) in conference.
Meanwhile, the Soph Spartans have been doing a tremendous job
and have taken over first place in the SICA We t conference, with a
record of 17-{) overall, 8-1 in conference.

After defeating Stagg and Hillcrest very convincingly, the
Varsity Spartans seemed to be getting it all together as they
proceeded to trounce Eisenhower 51-35, and hand a 54-37 loss to
rival Sandburg. Defense was the name of the game of the game in
both these victones, as the Spartans held two good offensive ball
clubs under 40 points.
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AL PREDICTO Gymnasts finish strong
BY WALT KRZO

~,
I

side-Brookfield. It was another
close meet, but this time Oak
Lawn lost, 104.36 to 98.7. Pete
Popik took a first in the Rings,
with Va hi finishing third.
Bradley and Reardon won in
Trampoline and Side Horse
respectively.

In the Conference cham·
pionships, Chuck Reardon and
Jim Bradley each took a flI'St in
Side Horse and Trampoline
respectively. Reardon also
finished fourth in Free Exer·
cise, fourth in Horizontal Bar,
and came in second in the All·
ArolUld. Scott Reichert finished
third in the Horizontal Bar and
fifth in the Parallel Bars. Senior
Ken zaremba took a second in
Trampoline, Jerry Vinci
fmished fourth in the P·Bars,
and Pete Popik took a fourth in
Rings. Lincoln-Way won the
tourney with 120 team points,
followed by Oak Lawn with 100.5
points.

AT THE Dl TRJCT FINALS,
OL finished third in the com
petition. Chuck Reardon placed
second on the Side Horse and
Bradley took a fifth on Tram·
poline.

Green Wave
closes season

BY DARLENE CAMPBELL

THE SPARTAN GYMNASTS.
thanks to a strong finish, have
ended the season with a winning
record. The much improved
squad, coached by Joel Simone,
also have three varsity memo
bers who could possibly be in
the state finals. All three are
seniors. They are: Chuck
Reardon, Jim Bradley, and Ken
zaremba. Floyd Bennett and
Jerry Vinci are the other
varsity members that will be
leaving at the end of this year.
The Spartanite staff would like
to thank all of them for the fine
work they have contributed to
the team.

On Friday, Jan. 24, Oak Lawn
travelled to Rich Central. In a
closely contested match, the
Spartans managed a victory,
99.26 team points to 97.44.
Junior Ron Vahl captured a
first in rings, while teammate
Jim Bradley finished first in the
Trampoline competition. Chuck
Reardon took a second on the
Side Horse and a third in Free
Exercise. JlUlior Scott Reichert
took first on the High Bar while
Jerry Vinci finisbed second on
the Parallel Bars.

SATURDAY, FEB. 8, the
Spartans were host to River-

Guards

Forwards

THE OAK LAWN

GREETING CARDS

Cilt Callery
5309 W. 95th ST.

DISTINCTIVE GIFTS FOR THE HOME 857-7779

I. EASf LEYDEjI;· super front court with 6'·9" Grunwald, 7'-2"
Dore. and 6'·7" Hendler. Only weakness may be the guards.
Definately the team to beat.

AREA TOP 5

BY BIGAL

The AmazingAJ Predicto continues to roll. So far this year, AJ has
predicted the outcome of \4 OL basketball games, and 12 correct.
That's 86 per cent. He has one more regular season game to go: OL
by 4 over HILLCRESf. He says St. Laurence will win the OL
Regional Tournament. It's tough to pick a state champion, but
here's his top five Chicago area teams and top players. He feels one
of these teams will go all the way.

ALLAREASELECTIO S

5. ADDISO TRAIL- good balance with Anderson and Englehardt
inside and Kalasmiki outside.

2. PHILLIPS- Chicago's lOp, right now playing the best basketball
in the area Lead by Williams and Murray.

3. PROVISO EAST· trying to repeat from last year is tough but
Stockdale, Floyd, and Montgomery could do it.

4. MAl SOUTH- M.S. hopes 6'-9" Pete Boeson can carry them all
the way.

Glen Grunwald, 6'-9", East Leyden
Ron Hicks, 6'-4", West Aurora
Curtis Watkins, 6'-4", Thornton
Mike Jones, 6'-5", Joliet Central
Larry Williams, 6'-7", Phillips
Mike Stockdale, 6'·5", Proviso East

Derrick Mayes, 6'·2", Elgin
Larry Lubin, 6'·\", Evanston
Derky Robinson, 6'..()", LaGrange
Derrick Love, 6'·2", Thornton
Marty Murray, 5'·7", Phillips
Steve Gaunty, 6'-\", Thornwood

Tom Dore, 7'-2", East Leyden
Steve Krafcisin, 6'-9", St. Laurence
Pete Boeson, 6'·9", Maine South
Bob Klaas, 6'-8", Chicago Christian

orm Englehardt, 6'-9", Addison Trail

OLcn 'S VARSITY swim Scarpelli, "I would have liked to
team closed out their season win them all." ext years team
last Saturday by participating is comprised mostly of juniors,
in the Fourth Annual District there will only be four seniors.
Swimming Championships held "With the inexperience of many
at Lyons Township High School of next years members, we will
in LaGrange. Oak Lawn placed have to work harder," con
fifth in a field of 12 area schools. cluded Scarpelli.
Placing above Oak Lawn were Scoring points for Oak Lawn
Lyons with 300 points, Brother were: the 200 yd. relay team of

•
" Rice, 210; Evergreen Park, 193; Ed Bosak, Nick Trentefeles,

and Riverside-Brookfield, 179. Mark Shelton, and Bill
This closed OL's varsity season Cramarosso, John Milewski and
with a record of 7 and 10, an Ken Coffey in the 200 yd.
improvement over last years freestyle; Dan Kruse, 200 yd.
record of 2 and 16 according to I..t.; Trentefeles and
Coach Vern Scarpelli. Cramarosso, 50 yd. freestyle;

One of the bright spots on the Bosak, 100 yd. butterfly;
team this year was senior Mike Coffey and Milewski, 100
Mastela. Mastela missed freestyle; Rich KrySUlk and
making state qualifications by Mike Miller, 500 yd. freestyle;
only two-tenths of one point. HiS"'" Trentefeles, 100 yd.
total point score for District backstroke; Shelton, 100 yd.
competition was 383, this total breaststroke; and the 400 yd.
was 89 points higher than his free relay team of Coffey,
total for Conference com- Peterson, Bosak and Milewski.
petition.

"1 am not happy with our
record this season," said Coach

Page \4
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Cizek and McEntee place at districts,
Jim loses in 3rd round at sectionals

OL's outstanding 105 pound grappler, Jim Cizek, working on
pinning one of his many victims this year. Jim was upset in the
thIrd round of sectional competition last Saturday, but he still has a
shot at his second state title.

In his freshman year, Jim did
not wrestle at all due to his
small size. In his sophomore
year, Jim began Lo look good
with a season's record of 16-0.
He was also a conference
champion. Last year, he went
all the way. His season's record
was 32~. He was a champion in
Conference, District, Sectional
and State. His Senior's year
record so far is 22-1. He is
already a Conference and
District Champion.

I I ECTIO ALS LAST
ATURDAY, Jim was upset by

Willie Staples of Proviso East,
6-5. But Jim can still go
down....tate to try and take his
second stale title, because both
first and second place finishers
in sectionals in go downstate. So
representing OL in the state
tournament will be 105 Jim
Cizek and 185 Dan ~cEntee who
also finished second.

HEY, If you're a sludent getting "B's"
or better, you may quelliy for
Farmers-In the form of specla'

SMARTYI bonus lower rates on your auto
Insurance. Call lodi.Y and get the

• facta on Fs""",s money-saving
Good Student Auto PolI::y.

638-4224
.tea W ••T elST~ .TJU:aT

O ••U,... W'H. ILL-INO_' 6048,2,

BOB KANE

BY MARY BURKE

OL'S VAR lTV GRAP·
PLER have had one of their
best years with a season's
record of twelve wins and four
losses.

In the conference meet with
Thornwood and Sandburg, Oak
Lawn had four champions: Jim
Cizek 105, Paul Cizek 98, John
Spears 119, and Dan McEntee
185.

At the District maLch at
Evergreen Park, Oak Lawn
took a fourth place. The high
points of the evening were when
Jim Cizek took a first place and
Dan McEntee a second.

JIM CIZEK STATE
WRE TUNG CHAMPION OF
LA T YEAR, has a very good
chance of going all the way
again this year. Jim is a five
foot-five 105 pound senior. Due
to his exceptional strength and
speed, Jim has a record of 54-1
combining his Junior and Senior
years.
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Southwest Driving School offers a complete Driver's Ed, program approved by the
Supt, of Public Instruction,

;I
If you're 15, 16, 17 yrs. old

~- 30 HRS. CLASS TRIP FOR PERMIT 12 HRS. IN CAR

CO PLETE 4WK COURSE ONLY$00.'
SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL

4700 W.103rd St. 499 2832
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Bowlers split with Marist,
drop to second place

HELP WANTED
Juniors and Seniors

Part-time
Call after 6 p.m. for

389-9778 interview

Girl's basketball off
to a good start

Osk Lawn

Spattane.

Sports

The starting line-up for the
"A" team was: Jean Sobol,
I,aren Gallagher. Tina BuraJaz,
Lorraine Hurt. and Pam
Crossett. All five girls remained
in the game until the final
minutes. Substitutes were: Jan
Allen, Pat Adams, Gail
Hackstock, and Karen 1oore.
Due to a strong defense and
excellent passing, the girls
completed a job well done.
Listen up for their next game.

BY '1ARY Bl'RKE

OAK LAW:'" GIRLS
BA KETBALL TEA~l is having
no trouble getting tarted this
year So far thisseason, the "A"
team has a record of 2 and I.
The "8" team has a record of I
and 2.

On February 19, the "B"
team lost a very close match
against Thornwood 31 to 25. The
"A" team jumped right into the
game and won it 4S to 36.

The handicapp team won two
games, and was sparked by the
578 series of Ken Libert. He led
the team in each game, and
bowled well over average. The
other series were: Vince
Taccola-532, Mark Jakel-474,
and Mike rbanczyk-469.

The next meet is scheduled
for Thursday, :larch 6 at 4
o'clock, with Oak Lawn dueling
Richards in an effort to regain
first place.

Openings for the boy's in
tramuralleague, meeting every
Wednesday, are available, and
details may be obtained by
seeing any league member, or
contacting 1r. Gahala, the
coordinator, in room 250.

BY BOB DODGE

OL'S BOWL! G TEAM met
Marist on February 20, and won
three of six games as Stagg was
winning all six and moving into
first place.

Coming into the competition,
Oak Lawn had a slim two game
margin over second place
Stagg. Before the night was
over, Stagg held a one game
lead over Oak Lawn.

OL' CRATeH TE 1 won
one game and lost two to a
powerful Marist team that had
their best day of the year.
Although second place seemed
evident, Oak Lawn still bowled
better than average for the
most part. The personnel series
were: Tom Hammersmark-589,
Bob Dodge-540, Mike McMillan
533, and Ron GUJ1dprson-467 .•,

"
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"Buy
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Oak Lawn Community High School

Car talk

New NHS
tutor plan

Beginning in the week of
February 24, a number of NHS
members at OL began tutoring
disaavantaged students at

immons Junior High School
located at 6450 W. 95th Street.
The program is being organized
by Mrs. Mary Lou Huffman,
social worker at Simmons; Mrs.
Ragsdale, social worker at OL
and Mr. William Hill NHS
ponsor.
Mr. Robert Huber principal

of Simmons Junior H.S. feels
lhat the tutoring program is
very commendable in that the
one-to-one learning experience
achieved is better than that
which a student gets from a
teacher or a counselor. The
NHS members have vol un
t ered their time a few days a
week after school in the hope
that they may better help the
students be prepared for high
school by giving the special
attention needed for them to be
able to understand the fun
damentals in mathematics and
language arts.

The National Honor Society
members participating in these
program are Irma Arce, Kathy
Bellas, Kathy Boyle, Sue

onstanline, Wes Eary, Dale
End ,Laura Green, Barb Hoch,
Marie Hodge, Robin Horvath,
Kim Kiley, Chris Kotas, Joan

'Connor, Pat Ott, Julie
P terson, Karen Pitrak, Joe
Pope, Barb Popiolek, Holly
Price, Debbie Rich, Edward
Scmitz, arol Sells, Lenora
Sniatynski, Peg Tabor, Char
m in V T k, W n ,
Diane Wende, Rhonda Wilt
shire, and indy Witham.

March 21. 1975

Studcnt Servi 'cs Hur au,
stated. "It's very encouraging
to see that students and faculty
can sit down together and
rliscuss important issues
hon sUy and openly. I am also
pleased with the student turnout
md respon e to this kind of
Jctlvity. "

Th(' Bureau cxpe ts to offer
:mother workshop In April.

awardsArtists win

(;rcg Godar. Director of the

OL's Student Scrvlce, tlureau
r c ntly spon ored a Values
Clarification Workshop on Sat.
March 8, Over fifty students and
faculty m mber participated
In group discussions and
l'xercise designed to foster
communication about
clarification of their values.

Service Bureau
holds workshop

artanite
Vol. XXIII

On aturday April 12 the Cafeteria Monitors are sponsoring a
dance in the Auditorium Gym. Music will be provided by Revisions.
Tickets are $1.50.

OL' For n ic t am and Readers' Theatre competed at s 
tionals at Provi 0 East High School, Saturday, March 15.

Whil the Readers' Theatre did not place, three Forensic team
mcmb r placed at the meet and qualified for the state tournament
at Bradley University later this month. They are Laura Lucerto,
second place in Exlemporanious Speaking, Tami Ito, second place
in Oratory, 0 matrio Kottaras, third place in Radio Speaking.

Se tionaIs for ontest Play are being held lomi1rrow at Proviso
East.

NEWS CAPSULE

Thanks given by
overseas school

JOE LY ClI,
uperintendent of OL recently

received a letter from Mr.
Manu I C. Zinick, Director of
Peace orps in Thailand, to
inform Oak Lawn Community
High chool of the current
situation in the Khok Wat
Village chool in northwestern
Thailand. In 1970, OL students
contributed money that helped
complete classrooms at the
school.

"Khok Wat Village school is
composed of four buildings. The
original two story eight room
building, the Thorton sponsored
the three foom annex, and

BY (;HI,.(; HElm

CARS -- a part of our
everyday life for most
people!

People need and use cars for
different reasons ... they use
them for transportation, for
pleasure or a way to get to and
from work. Cars are used to
experiment on, to test the
mechanics and performance of
sam or the parts connected
with them.

Most of the kids our age really
don't need to use cars as a part
of their jobs. The real reason
kids have cars is that it is a
convenience ... so they don't
have lo walk to where they're
heading. Then, there are other
p opl who have cars mainly
for th fun of it, for gear
heading around town -- showing
off. Then lhere are people who
buy cars just to fix them up and
have a lot of fun with them,
racing them, or just cruising
around town.

Bet ome of you readers may
think that this isn't too much,
but if you hung around with
these guy you would soon find
out that on certain Friday and
aturday nights, there are quite

a few things that you can do
with a car and you can have a
hell-of-a-good time doing it.

There are many cars around
this school that are really nice
looking cars. Some unusual
cars. Then again, there are a
whole bunch of trash cars.

ext week we will run the
first "Car Of The Month" ar
ticle. Watch for it!

another annex built by the Thai
Government last year," stated
.ir. Zinick.

Mr. Zinick continues saying
that, "Today the school ac
comodales 739 slud nls in
grades 1 through 7. "I would
also like at thi lime to thank
you for the support Oak Lawn
Community High chool has
provided the School Part
nership Program. Through
contributions such as yours,
many deserving under
priviledged children in rural
Thailand are able to have class
rooms in which to receive an
education," stated Mr. Zinick.

Schuemann, Andrea Azzaro,
Tim Bateman. Kim Kilev.
Bruce Pivarunas and Amia
Ventrella. A Kodak medal of
excellence was awarded to Pam
Thompson. Place winners in
cluded Jean Baker, Chip
Bennett, Brenda Cassen,
Robert Crittendon, Peggy
Strenk, Jim Gajdorus, Jeff
Lackey, Karen Miller, Dan
Park, Nancy Sagmeister, Jean
Sanders, Mark Shelton, Pam
Thompson, Lisa Harper, Rog r
Minnus, Mernie O'Brien,
Virginia Paquet, and Denise
Siomiany.

Stud nts particippting in the Youth in Government Program will BY ('l/liCK MAC DONALD
be travelling our state capitol on April 11, 12 and 13.

CONGRATULATIONS ARE
.._--~---~----------~---_.... EXTE DED to various

Bowling beats wrestling ~:~~:: t~:i:hsehO~~gD:~~~
R cently the Senior physical education classes experimented recent scholastic art awards.

with a n w idea; to instate bowling as part of the PE curriculum Oak Lawn placed fourth out of
instead of torturing the students with three weeks of wrestling. To 26 schools in overall awards and

had 34 individual winners.most everyone involved, it was considered to be a good idea. Since
this is the first year anything like this has been thought of there Blue ribbons (blue ribbon
were naturally problems involved. The administration has been winners work will be going to

New York to compete in
opposed to the idea since it's very beginnings. Their biggest gripe national competition) were
being about the time element. "Will the students be in time for their awarded to Andrea Azzaro, Tim
n xt class?" "Is it worth the money?" "What about the actual Bateman and Bruce Pivarunas.
bowling time, is there enough?" Also things were late in getting Gold Keys, the equivalent of a
started. The idea to have bowling instead of wrestling was only first place prize, were awarded
hatch d a week before the activity was to start. The cost was $8.50, to Jun onrad, Donna Dean,
and to ask each kid to scrape up that kind of money in a matter of Dan Park, Rich Ryan, Bob
days wa no easy task. Since not everyone had their money in, the
bowling date had to be postponed four times, but when the activity
finally did gel started, the rewards in it outweighed the problems.

Everyone really seemed to enjoy it and no real problems arose. It
was something in the day to look forward to. The time element that
everyone was so concerned about was barely noticed. In regular
gym class s ther are 10 minutes allowed for dressing, about 5 for
role all and about 5 more for calesthenics. For bowling it took
about 15 minute to get from the school to the alley, a savings of 5
minutes. For I aving, the trip home took another 15 minutes. In
gym classes about 10 minutes are allowed for showering. So the
time element proved to be no real problem.

If lh adminislralion could have seen most of the gym classe on
wrestling day , they might be more willing to accept the bowling
alternative. Ev ryday there were about 10 (sometimes more)
students who had an excuse of one type or another for not taking
gym. That further demonstrates the strong dislike for wrestling.
One student commented, "Getting out there and trying to grind the
other guy into mats isn't my idea of physical education." I per
sonally agree. After all, what good is wrestling going to do a
graduating senior who isn't interested? I think people in life will
find themselves bowling more often than they will wrestling.

We commend the PE teachers on recognizing this fact and for
changing the program. We feel it was a success and hope it works
for futur senior classes.



BY MARK HELTON

Theft: a growing problem
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Tardy blues

BY BILL ADAM

Dean's duties misunderstood?

Have you ever had the ex
perience of walking into the
attendance office to sign in
late? The standing rule is that if
you have to sign in lage, you
have to have a phone calI from
YQur parents or if you are 18
years of age, you can call in
yourself to excuse the tardy.

My main complaint is that
this effects the excusing of
absences of 18 years olds. I have
found out that you can not just
walk into the office 121 to sign in
and give your excuse as you are
signing in. According to them
you must stop, make a phone
calI to the school, (which takes
up more time) or wait until you
get home again to make a caIl to
the school.

The ridiclou ness of having to
stop, and make a call instead of
being able to just sign in while
giving the excuse make little
sense. One practical thought is
that it would also relieve some
of the paper work and people
having to sit and answer the
phone.

P.E. students are told on the first day of gym not to leave thier
equipment in the lockers they were assigned. Reason: P.E. suits
are constantly being stolen, so many that one P.E. coach estimates
some 300 gym guits change hands during the nine-month school
year.

A freshman English class listens to a record while watching the
words on an opaque projector. When the light,> are turned on, the
three other records of the set have been stolen, while the students
and teacher were in the room.

When among other things, two radios belonging to members of
the faculty were stolen from the English Department office, Dept.
Chairman Tom Reiter was forced to ban alI students from the of
fice, unle s they were bona fide English aides.

It sounds bad, because it is. Theft at OL has seemed, especially
within the past few months, to have reached epidemic proportions.
What used to b considered a rare occurence, has now become a
commonplace, and estimates of the value of the stolen property is
perhaps 1500 doIlars a year. Nothing is sacred, nothing left unat
tended e capes the eye of the would-be thief.

"The really sad part of the situation is the distrust that is breeds"
says, James raig, Dean of boys. "Teachers become more
suspi ious of stud nts, which in turn breaks down teacher-student
relations. It's a bad situation, especialIy when all students become
suspect. We have to hope that teachers aren't stealing from one
another. It's too bad they had to close the English office to tudents.

Tom Reiter', department chairman concurred. "I was reluctant
to c10s the office to students, but I reaIly had no choice. Things
getting tolen, from library and pink passes to paperback books.
When the radios di sappeared, the teachers suggested this as a
possible cours of action. "I hated to do it, but there realIy was no
alternative. "

Upon a little de per research, I found the theft situation at OL
really frightenting. A vi it to the library unearthed the fact that 700
library book were mi sing, as weIl as the now common pages
ripped out of the periodicals available. The cost to replace these
books is somewhere in the neighborhood of $4000. Audio-visual

equipm nt also suffered casualties, losing five cassette recorders,
several reel to reel recorders and four lenses from film projectors.

The Science Department also gets "ripped off", to the tune of
about $400 a year, according to Dept. Chairman Ben Smith. "It Got
to the point where anything of student interest in the Department
office was locked up", said Dr. Smith. "We also try to keep student
traffic in the office to a minimum when there is no faculty super
vision."

Other Department offioes have less of a problem, probably owing
to the fact that there is less in a Math or Social Studies office that
might appeal to a stlldent, than there would be in the Science or I

English offices. However, the fact remains that theft is an ever
growing problem at OL, and there is little that can be done, unless
everything is locked, an approach that would not seem feasible. It
certainly places the entire student body in a poor light when thefts
occur, though. OL is a large school, with many pertinent problems,
and theft, on the surface, may seem to be one of them. But, the
problem may go deeper. Lack of understanding, and lack of
communication, between students and faculty might be the base of
the problem, or it might stem from the smaIl amount of respon
sibility that is delegated to students here. Whatever the reason, the
theft situation is becoming too large to ignore. If places such as
Department offices must be blocked from student use, and if the
library security measures must be tightened to the point of search
and seizure, then it should be done. But, I feel that somehow, th
problem could be alleviated some other way, perhaps not directly,
but by the attempts of faculty and students to get together, a better
understanding might be reach d. Until then, however, the majority
of the tudent body must suffer from the measures inflicted on the
few students who feel it is necessary to steal. Why? Perhaps for
personal gain, perhaps to bolster their position with peers, but
probably an attempt to "get back" at members of the faculty
whose position they probably don't fully understand. It remains to
b seen, however, if any improvement in the situation will be
noticed after these measures are given a chance to take eUpl'1 ------------..

BY RV WANEK
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Debbie Peleckis

Ray Elliott

Darlene Campbell
Mark Shelton
Kevin Adams

Diane Honeyman
Dave Madeja

mvolved. They (the deans) are
qualified to help in such
problems or for any problem for
that matter. "Sitting and
talking to kids is what I would
really like to do. I would really
like to see a dean do a deans'
business. The experience of the
other deans and I are being
wasted. I just wish we (the
deans) could do what we are
qualified to do and want to do
which is help the students," Mr:
Murphy said with a look of
helplessness on his face.

Published uy the Advanced
Journalism students of

Oak Lawn Community High chool
94th Street and Southwest Highway,
• Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453

StaH

problem is time. Even though
the deans do not like to spend
almost all of their time dealing
with class cuts, it is a necessary
duty that cannot be pushed
aside. Parent notices must be
prompt as well as the process of
the clearing of cuts or assign
ment of hours or suspension for
them.

Alcoholism is not the only
problem that concerns the
deans though. Pre~nancies

aren't as numerous, but they c')
present problems to the people

Editorial Board
Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor
New Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor

Advisers

From the time I entered high
school, the purpose of the deans
of this particular school has
never realIy been brought to
light. I, as many other students
believed the sole purpose of the
deans has been to assign hours,
assess disciplinary action
against students and give ex
ternals. However, this is the
least important of their duties I
have found out.

BY ltV K MACDONALD

\\

Spring fever contagiotis

Last week's "Student activity week" turned out to be a success.
In ca ether might stiIl be someone who doesn't know what went
on, .let m re-cap the week's events. Tuesday, March 11, was
deSignated as message day. For a smaIl price, students were able
to send love notes, singing telegrams, or whatever to their friends
and teachers. There was no formal count, but it's estimated that Have you ever wondered who
there were between 500 and 1,000 messages sent out throughout the you would go to to talk about
day. problems you may have? Not

Wednesday, the 12, was slave day no. 1 with the girls being just problems in school, but r~i,.;..~.;~.r:~:--:~~~:--:~;;~--::::-,
masters. The girls bid on their favorite guy to be slave for a day. personal problems as well. Spartan Iete
The slaves had to do such things as carry their master's books to Have you ever considered your
class, clean lockers, buy lunches, and do anything that their dean? Most of you would an-

s:-v~r no to this seemingly
".last~rs commanded them. (within reason, of course) The same rIdiCulous question. The fact of
s~tuahons prevailed as slave day no. 2 got under way. The only the matter is, the deans are not
difference being that the guys were masters. The number of slaves only convenient and accessable
bought and sold on the two days totaled about 300 to you the student, but that is

. the job they have been
Friday's activity was dash day. The students and staff were original.ly hi~ed to do. In a

invited to dress-up in their craziest outfits and most outrageous recent IIltervle~, Mr. Murp~y
color combinations that they could think of. Awards were aiven in one of t~e boys. deans had thIS

" to say: There IS a tremendous
the lunch periods for the wildest costumes. Albums and tee-shirts amount of problems the
~ere also raCO d off. Although not as many students dressed up as stu~ents of thi~ school are
III the 50's day, everyone still had fun. havlllg to cope WIth. Runaways

~re always a problem; kids that
Just wiIl not go home. There has
always been, and probably
always wiIl be, talk about drug
probl ms with high school
students. A more pressing
problem, in this school anyway,
IS the tremendous number of
alcoholics within the haIls of
thi .chool. I'm not speaking of
the kIds who go out drinking on

As in the 50's we kend, there was alot of student spirit and co- the weekend, I'm speaking of Walt Kroz, Paul Ruhlach, Rich Lenert, Scott Middleton, Peggy
operation involved in making activity week possible. We would the real alcoholics." Berkery, Carrie Yackim, ary Widel, Mary Burke, Nancy
ag~i~ like to thank all of the students and staff who participated in Sedemka, Dawn chollen, Debbie Rich, Greg Rehr, Donna
actIvIty week and who at lea t tried to make omething as Mr. Murphy, as weII as the Wojcik. Chuck MacDonald. Chip Bennett. Bill Adams, Carol
traditionally boring as chool a little more interesting and en- other dans, are more than l\1cGowan, Jim mith. Kar n Pilrak, Mary Jo Madden, Cathy
joyabl . happy to help students with Beaty. Cathy DiGrazia. Brian Carney and ue Stermer.problems such as the e. The .. ...

Th~ week ~limaxed on ~aturday nite, March 15, when "Ginger"
prOVIded a IlIte ?f. ntertalment at the Spring Fever Dance which
was sponsored JOllltly by the Senior Class Advisory Board and
tudent ouncil. The dance had a total attendance of about 520.
For the ntir Activ.ity Week a total of almost $1,000 was raised.

After ~xpenses.and belllg equalIy divided among SCAB and Student
ouncll, a portIOn of the profit will be given to the family of Bart

Brossmore, the freshm n boy who passed away as a result of
cancer.
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BY WALT KRZOS

"CARCHARODON CAR-
CHARIAS ,"the "White Death"
shark, is feared above all
predators on earth. Growing to
lengths of more than thirty feet,
it will eat anything that appears
remotely edible. They are the
only sharks that will directly
attack humans and have been
known to attack boats. So what
happens when one of these
Great White sharks moves into
the waters of a small Long
Island town?

This is the subject of Peter
Benchley's new novel "JAWS".
Exciting and filled with
relentless terror, "JAWS"
proves to readers that a book
doesn't need supernatural
spirits or ghosts to give the
reader chills. What makes the
book even more frightening, is
that it is based on actual fact.
From the opening pages, when
the shark takes it's first victim,
the suspense never stops, the
"White Death" takes six lives,
ruins the political career of one
man, and destroys the family of
another. (Not necessarily in
that order.>

THE STORY TAKES PLACE
in the Long Island community
of Amity. Police Chief Martin
Brody is called in when a young
girl appears to be missing.
Fearing that she may have
drowned, Brody and one of his
patrolman comb the beaches in
hopes or Hnlling ner, un
fortunately they find the
mutilated corpse of the dead
girl. Brody wants the beaches
closed, and this is when the
political wheels are et in
motion. Amity is in the iddle
of the tourist season and will
suffer an economic loss if the
beaches are closed. Against
Brody's wishes, the beaches
remain open and this time the
shark kills two people in the
same day. The victims are a six
year old boy and a 65 year old
man. The deep responsibility of
destroying the shark now res~

solely on Brady's shoulders. He
spends the rest of the story
trying to relieve Amity of the
"White Death" that is
disrupting their small town.

March 21, 1975

Jaws
A review

The Spartanite
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-A.A. Milne.
When We Were Very Younj;(

In Their Opinion
... trying to get up in the morning for school, zits,
parents with one-track minds, stuck-up girls,
haircuts, trying to tell a half deaf teacher in a
quiet classroom that you have to go to the
bathroom, going steady, Upperclassmen, fif
teen, first period gym class, dull parties with no
beer, trying to argue with your parents, the
feeling you get before a major exam knowing
you I>aven't studied, detentions, teachers in a
sadistic mood, parents that start off their lec
tures with, "When I was yow' age... ", trying to
argue with a girl, getting in a fl ht with someone
at least 100 pounds over your ight, cafeteria
food~ and hangover:s ... I\MEN.

Jeff Jedlicka

INDEPENDENCE

MISERY IS...

I never did, I never did, I never did like
"Now take care, dear!"

I never did, I never did, I never did want
"Hold-my-hand" ;

I never did, I never did, I never did think much of
"Not up there, dear!"

It's no good saying it. They don't understand.

AFTER COMPLETEING PRE-MED, she applied for admittance
to the medical school and was accepted. When the administration
found she was working and going to school at the same time they
didn't feel she could handle it. With this in mind she decided to
change her major to psychology.

In August of 1973, while looking for a job, Mrs. Winters spotted an
ad for a job in a neighborhood newspaper and applied, she was
accepted and started here at OL almost immediately.

WHEN SHE FIRST STARTED HERE, she noticed hostile
feelings towards her from the students and feels this is due to the
fact that whoever had the job before her mishandled it, by using
their power to harass the students. With her pleasant personality
and genuine intere~t in the student body, the majority of harsh
feelings have disappeared.

Mrs. Winters likes OL and its students because, " .. .it's in
teresting and there is always something happening each day." She
would appreciate a more fulfilling employment, so that she can use
her training for what it is worth. She also admits, "I barely get by."

HEY, If you're a student gettIng "B's"
or better, you may qUlllliy for
Farmers-In the form of special

SMARTY
'

bonus lower rates on your auto
Insurance. Cell todliy and get the

• facts on Farlflcra money-saving
Good Student Auto Policy.

"Narc"

BOB KANE

BY MARY BURKE

11283 WKeT 8eTH • r"Il'l:T

O ....P<L.AWN. h ..L1NOI. a04U'3

A LITTLE OVER A MONTH I\GO a Whole new world opened up
to me, I finally got my driver's license. The waiting itself was
killing me, and now that I've got it, I don't know if I really want it!

In the past few weeks of my driving experience, I've been
noticing (and trying to avoid) certain types of drivers. To' me, the
worst kind of driver is a slow one.

On a recent cruise about town, I discovered that if I stepped on
the accelerator I would conveniently end up in the trunk of the car
ahead of me. When I looked up, there it was, my worst fear of all;
an old man with a hat. In recent observations, I've gotten to know
his type pretty well. He is the kind of driver that will step on the gas
until his speedometer reaches 25 m.p.h, automatically his foot will
glue to the accelerator at this fixed speed. As his car crawls down
the street his eyes will stare straight ahead and his face will
become an expressionless mass.

AFTER MUCH AGGRAVATION I finally managed to change
lanes, but when I saw the bumper of the car ahead of me I felt like
screaming. Now I'm caught behind a "flapper"! A "flapper" is a
middle aged lady whose mouth goes about 50 m.p.h. (even if she's
alone) and her car unfortunately goes about 20 m.p.h. Unable to
drive so slow I sounded the horn. When she heard it, she shrugged
her shoulders, looked around, over steered her car, and continued
talking.

Once I got around her· I discovered I was behind my kind of
driver, a teen-ager. The only way I could tell this was by his ex
cessive speed and screeching wheels after take-<>ff. When we were
stopped for a red light I noticed something very unusual, his brake
lights kept blinking. Soon I assumed he was listening to the same
song on the radio as I was. His foot tapping the brake exactly to the
beat. All too soon he turned off the street and I was again
surrounded by old men and "flappers". <Help!)

CREEPING DOWN THE STREET as though I was in a funeral
procession, I decided to turn down the next block. Finally reaching
my destination I came to the conclusion that a car was just a four
wheeled. air polluting, p'ile of aggravation, but I love it. .

**************************

MRS. JEAN WINTERS, in her second year of employment at
OLCHS is widely known as "Narc", but her actual title is Director
of Student Supervision. "Narc" is a rather inaccurate label, for
Mrs. Winters has nothing to do with the police. She works directly
under Dr. Davies in supervising halls and the smoking area.

Mrs. Winters, along with her four assistants Mr. Dave Sullivan,
Mr. Tom Woods, Mrs. Fluhr and Mrs. Schupryt, feels their
"biggest job is to see that classes are not disturbed due to the
thoughtlessness of a few students."

With a B.A. in psychology from Northwestern University, plus a
working equivalent to a Masters in the same field, Mrs. Winters is
qualified, if not overly qualified forl!'er job. She has had two and a
half years of experience in the Psychiatric Department of Cook
County Hospital and has also acted as a social worker at the
Family Service Center in Chicago for five and a half years.

LEAVING THE FAMILY CENTER in 1970 due to the sickness of
both her husband and mother, the next two years consisted of
staying home and looking after her husband. In September of 72 her
husband passed away and she started to look for a job that would
lift her out of a depressing state of mind. With her degree and years
of experience behind her, Mrs. Winters went looking, but found
nothing. She feels discrimination because of her age was a big
factor in her inability to find a job.

It seems Mrs. Winters is a veteran of hard times. Her parents lost
their farm during the Depression and therefore chose to move to
Louisianna, where her father worked menial jobs. Finally, when
she was twelve years old, her father, who was well educated for his
time, found a good job in Chicago, so they packed up and moved
again.

Mrs. Winters was educated in tough Chicago schools and rose to
such an academic level as to be accepted in Northwesterns pre
med school. Working in the day and going to school at night, she
managed to maintain straight A's.

*************************

636-4224

Watch out ahead
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Drug abuse:a problem
high school athletics?
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BY WALT KRZOS

ALL HIGH SCHOOL TRACK
TEAM have their share of
stars, the guys who are out
standing during the season and
are ected to do just as well
at the state competition in May.
Oak Lawn has shotputters John
Marks and Paul Fencl who have
a good chance of placing first
and second in state along with
Kevin Moore who is expected to
also do well in intermediate
hurdles. But recently Oak
Lawn's track team has seen
another one develop before it's
eyes. Scott Kolinski, conference
high jwnp champ of last year,
has been startling a lot of people
lately with his outstanding high
jwnp performances so early in
the season. Scott started off the
season with a couple of 6'2"
jwnps, then at the Morton East
Relays he got off a jwnp of 6'4".
In the last meet, Scott cleared
6'5". That jwnp puts the 5'9"
senior just. '1 inch below the
school record set by Hal King in
1973.

The track team as a whole has
been faring equally well in it's
triangular and duaJ meet
competitions with a record of 4
I. After starting off the season
with a narrow 1'2 point victory
over Thorton and Thornridge
the team travelled to the
Morton East Relays. York high
school won the .meet with 110
points, followed by Glenbard
with 68, Proviso West with 66,
and Oak Lawn with a fourth
place finish. The only first place
taken by Oak Lawn was in the
varsity sprint medley, con
sisting of: Don Siuchninski,
Scott Williams, Brian Carney
and Kevin Moore. Taking,
second in the meet was our pole
vault relay team of Scott
Williams, Dan Engnell, Ken
Kolodziski and Tim Hansen.

Johnny was putting his uniform on before the big game. He had pills (commonly called uppers) to get "high" for games. Another
been in this situation before; the nervous gestures of the hands, the such medication still considered controversial are anabolic
tightening of the muscles in his stomach, and finally the un- steroids. Many trackmen across the country have begun to use
controllable perspiration on his forehead. Today was different these steroids. Their continued use prompted a ban on the drug in
however. A gripping, frightening feeling was coming over him that the 1!n2 Olympics.
he hadn't experienced before. He couldn't quite get himself men- Tom Oxley, Northwestern University Trainer, claims the taking
tally up for this important game. The team's trainer, who had been of uppers and downers is on the increase.
watching Johnny for some time now, walked over to him and held "Players may feel the taking of the amphetamines before a game
his hand out. In it were two green and black capsules. Johnny will improve their performances," said Oxley. "Actually they
looked at them, turned his head away, then looked back at the produce mask fatique. The body pwnps adrenalin and keeps the
trainer. The trainer thrust his hand forward. Johnny understood player charged up."
now. He reached for them, put them in his mouth, and swallowed. But Dr. Robert C. Hamilton, a Chicago orthopedic surgeon who

In Illinois, many administrators still insist there is no drug has done extensive work at both Public and Catholic League
problem at their high schools. Last August, while Michael Bakalis schools, believes that there isn't a widespread use of drugs in
was Superintendent of Public Instruction, he reported that the use Chicago.
of drugs was widespread and criticized programs trying to combat Dr. Hamilton believes that this is a "pill-oriented society". A
it. The whole issue was quickly hushed up and swept under a rug. p riod in which athletes go along with the fashion.

This alarming drug problem was the subject of a recent in- "People take stimulants to go to sleep, to stay awake, to keep
vestigation by the Chicago Daily News. They interviewed dozens of alert and to cure a cold. Athletes take them only temporarily, to
coaches, school administrators, and athletes and came up with increase their performance. But tests have proven that they don't
some startling facts: increase an athlete's performance at all. They are just a
• There is a widespread use of drugs--chieOy marijuana, cocaine, psychological lift, and actually do more harm than good."
and speed--amon'g high school athletes. For example, tests by the Food and Drug Administration reveal
• There is documented evidence that the use of such drugs is that marijuana slows down the reaction time--as alcohol does.
harmful to a growing child and affects the performance of athletes. Stimulate drugs increase the heart rate, raise the blood pressure,
• Education programs in the schools which are geared to deal with cause headache al")d diarrhea, and depress the appetite.
the drug problem are very inadequate. When properly prescribed by a doctor, stimulants can be of great

The problem mostly in the schools is the wide access to the drugs. help. But heavier doses cause jitteriness, irritability, unclear
By far, amphetamines is the drug most used by teen-age athletes. speech and tension. Athletes who take very large doses of these
These pills can easily be obtained from a doctor, Librium, the drug amphetamines appear withdrawn, with their emotions dulled, and
Johnny took, is a tranquilizer designed to reduce tension. These can unable to think clearly.
be obtained from a pharmacy. One such 10-gram dose would be "We can't stop the use of drugs," said Ron Ferguson, athletic
enough for an average person. Johnny "popped" two. director at Thornridge High School in Dolton and Former coach of

The big trouble with tranquilizers is that they usually aren't two state championship basketball teams. "But we can't be afraid
taken alone, but in combination with Benzedrine and Dexedrine of them, either."
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formance by Kevin Moore in the footer of the season for a 1st
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Mr. Lynch hangs it up 

Goodbye Mr. Lynch 

BY DEBBIE PELECKIS 

"I'M GOING TO miss the kids 
the most, they make the school, 
and I love working with young 
people," exclaimed Mr. Joe E . 
Lynch Superintendent, after his 
recent retirement an
nouncement. 

For 17 years, the students at 
OL have been a major part of 
his life. He explained that the 
school is the most important 
thing in his life, although his 
wife may strongly disagree. 

His future plans are 
somewhat indefinite at the 
moment, but he eyes just 
loafing for a while, and put
tering around in his garden, 
which boasts a total of 325 
hybrid tea roses. He will, 
though, maintain a part time 
job here next year for one 
semester. Afterwards, he will 
be moving to Cincinatti, Ohio,. 
where his youngest son, Gary 

resides. Mr. Lynch also has 2 
other sons, .1ohn who is at
tending the University of 
Nebraska and Keith, who is 
employed as a purchasing agent 
for the Just Right plant in 
Charleston. 

THE REST IS well deserved 
of this man. He rarely gets 
more than 4 hours of sleep each 
night. Although he contends 
that sleep is a waste of time, 
since he would much rather 
spend all of his excess time with 
the students, as he honestly 
brags of knowing at least 95 per 
cent of the entire senior class. 

His day is so demanding that 
he gets home usually at mid
night after an 18 hour hard 
working day, which begins at 6 
am. 

Mr. Lynch graduated from 
Williamsville High School in 
1936. He then attended ISU for 2 
years and then onto Iowa State 
for the next 2 years, to attain his 
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NEWS CAPSULE 
OAK LAWN'S ANNUAL WINTER SPORTS BANQUET was held 

on Wednesday April 9. Members from all Winter Sports teams; 
wrestling, swimming, basketball, gymnastics, volley ball, and 
badminton were honored. 

Among those chosen as most valuable players were : wrestling, 
swimming, basketball, gymnastics, voll 

Among those chosen as most valuable players were : wrestling
Jim Cizek, senior ; swimming-Ken Coffey, senior; basketball
Bruce Atkinson, senior; Tina Barajaz, Junior; gymnastics-Chick 
Reardon, senior ; volley ball-Nancy Gerrahity, senior and Judy 
Vilchuck, sophomore; and badminton-Judy Mastela, senior. 
Congratulations to all members for a iob well done. 

. .. . . . . . 
On Saturday April 5, Virginia Cowart, a Junior here at OL, en

tered in the regional Illinois Junior Academy of Science (IJAS) 
science exposition held at UT. 

Her project, entitled Bacterial Mutagenisis, merited her the 
award of Outstanding, making her eligible for the State contest to 
be held in the Exposition Hall at the University of Illinois at 
Champaign Urbana on May 9 and 10. 

Ms. Cowart says, "This project concerns genetics which I am 
very interested in. I plan to go into medicine after high school.'' 

"One of the big helps I had was Dr. Ben Smith, my sponsor," says 
Ms. Cowart. 

This was Ms. Cowart's first entrance into an event of this nature. 

. . ..... 
Craig Smith, a sophomore tied for 1st Place with senior Mark 

Jakel in the 26th Annual Mathematics Exam given recently to 87 of 
the best mathematics students at OLCHS. Robert Dodge, a senior, 
placed a close third. 

Each year, a very tough competitive exam is administered to the 
top mathematics students in the nation sponsored by The 
Mathematical Association of America and the Society of Actuaries. 
The exam given at OLCHS was part of this competition . . 

Awards are made both to schools and to individual contestants on 
the basis of team and individual scores. The toi three students from 
OLCHS comprise the school's team, with their combined scores 
entered in State competition. 

OLCHS has placed in the top ten percent of the schools taking this 
exam for the last two years and has always been at least in the top 
twenty-five percent. 

. . . . . . . 
The last dance of this school year will be held on Saturday April 

26 featuring a return visit by Revisions. The dance is from 8 to 11 
p.m. in the Auditorium Gym, Tickets will be on sale for $1.25 and 
available from any Cafeteria Monitors. 
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Forensics closes 
• • w1nn1ng season 

BY DIANE HONEYMAN 

"I feel the team will have a 
strong nucleus nexlyear," Mr. 
John Leary, had coach of OL's 
Forensic team, said, "since the 
bulk of the students making up 
the team are junior members" . 

This year's forensic season 
has come to a winning close 
with the completion of state 
competition which was held 
Saturday March 28 at Bradley 
University in Peoria. 

Tami Ito, the only member of 
the team to place in state 
competition, took a third place 
award in Oratory. 

Win11ing three, first place 
trophies out of a total of nine 
meets has made this year the 
most productive in the school's 
history, said Dematrios 
Kotaras a team member. 

The team was helped along by 
such talented members as Paul 
Hattimer who was a first place 

champion in three events. This 
has never been achieved by any 
other team member. Demetrios 
Kottaras, another important 
element of the winning team 
was the first to compete in two 
different catagories in the state 
finals. 

Much praise should be 
awarded to the teams' coaches 
who worked so diligently with 
the student members. They are 
Mr. John Leary, Mr. Jerry 
Astrauskas, Ms. Eve Tomeskie 
and Ms. Marisue Evans. 

Students who achieved first 
place trophies at various meets 
include Paul Hattimer and 
Linda Sterling for Dramatic 
Interpretation; Cheryl Bailey, 
Prose and Verse; Tami Ito, 
Oratory; Paul Hattimer and 
Barb Hoch, Declamation; 
Laura Lucerto Extemporanious 
Speaking; and Paul Hattimer 
and Demitrios Kottaras 
Humorous Duet. 

double Bachelor's Degree in 
Economics and Science. He 
received his Master's in from 
WIU in Chemistry, Physics and 
Biology. He also gained his 
Masters in Education at the 
University of Illinois. 

HE THEN TAUGHT 
Chemistry, Physics and Biology 
at New Berlin High School for 10 
years. The position of principal 
then became his career for the 
next 6 years. The first half of 
which being spent in Arcola, 
and the remaining in Paris, Ill. 

He was offered an Assistant 
Superintendent 's post here 
before becoming the head 
honcho. Though he was a bit 
leary of the idea after being 
warned of the vicious students 
in the Chicago area who walk 
around concealing chains and 
switchblades under their black 
leather jackets. But when 
arriving, he found that the 
students here were just as 
friendly as any others if not 
more so. 

He had enjoyed this position 
over the present one because of 
the amount of time he had to 
spend with the students. His job 
now has him under more 
pressure that his extra time to 
visit the students has been cut 
tremendously. 

"WHEN I CAME HERE," 
said Mr. Lynch, "there were 
only 1500 students cramped into 
classrooms some now used as 
custodial closets. The school 
was very small and crowded. 
But the biggest change I have 
seen has been the input the 
students have regarding school 
processes and regulations. 
Schools have finally begun to 
realize that students must be 
much more involved." 

Mr. Lynch said that his most 
traumatic experience at OL was 
the 1970 teacher strike. He 
closed this comment by ex
plaining that it was just "most 
unfortunate." 

He eyes many changes which 
he would like seen in the future . 
The biggest alteration he hopes 
for is the enlargement of the 
school as a whole, including a 
new auditorium and library, 
though he adds that time will 
correct the cramped space. The 
peak enrollment is upon us now, 
but by 1980, the attendence here 
should drop to 2000. He explains 
that this number would be just 
right. 

MR. LYNCH STATES that 
the educational program at OL 
is sound, although more in
di vi dua lized instruction is 
mandatory. He also feels that a 
larger number of vocational 
training classes is necessary. 

Succeeding Mr. Lynch will be 
Mr. Harold F. Wiltshire, the 
present Assistant Superin
tendent of Finance, whom the 
Board of Education has chosen 
after Mr. Lynch's endorsement. 
Mr. Lynch feels very sure that 
Mr. Wiltshire can fill his shoes 
to a full extent either behind the 
desk or attending school ac
tivities fncluding dances and 
sports events. 

Mr. Lynch has been invited to 
be the honorary guest speaker 
for this year's graduation 
ceremonies. We seniors will 
love sharing the podium with 
him as we all enter into a dif
ferent way of life. 
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Youth workshop announced 
BY KEVIN ADAMS 

The Oak Lawn Youth Com
mission is holding a youth 
welfare workshop sponsored by 
the Illinois Department of 
Corrections in cooperation with 
the Juvenile Division of the Oak 
Lawn Police Department
Community Services . The 
Workshops will be held on April 
23, 30, May 7, 14, and 21 , here at 
OL in the Little Theater from 
7:30-9 p.m. 

On April 23 Russell F. An
derson from the Illinois 
Department of Corrections 
Community Services will talk 
on " Rebellion in Youth 
Delinquency or Misbehavior'?" 
A " buzz session" will be held 
afterwards led by James Craig, 
Harriet Murphy, Gerald DeLap, 
Richard O'Neill and Rochelle 
Hatton. 

The April 30 installment will 
provide talks on the subject of 

"Your Children and School.". 
Speakers will be Sister Mary 
Adria, pr;incipal of St. Linus 
School ; William D. Smith , 
superintendent of District 126 ; 
Linda Ragsdale, social worker 
at OLCHS ; Delbert V. 
Stegemann, principal at St. 
Paul Lutheran School ; and 
Todd Shafer, dean of students at 
Richard H.S. 

On May 7 there will be a film 
entitled Children in Trouble : 
Alternatives to a National 
Scandal with a discussion to 
follow the film . 

May 14 will bring the topic of 
"Police, Courts and Correc
tions ; What is being Done for 
Youth Now." Speakers will 
include Lt. Leland Am
mermann , Juvenile Division 
Oak Lawn Police Department ; 
Peggy Roddy and Claude Burns 
Illinois Department of 

Thespians plan 
BY KEVIN ADAMS 

TROUPE NUMBER 1970 of 
the International Thespian 
Society, has announced its plans 
for this years second annual 
Variety Show entitled " Front 
Row Center : A Multimedia 
Portrait of an Era." 

Featured in the show will be 
M.C. 's Eileen Carroll , Tim 
Purpura, and Paul Hattimer. 

Journey ,'' '' Stardust ,'' 
" Anything Goes," and "Take 
the A Train" will be musical 
and vocal arrangements in Act 
II. 

The second act will include 
"You Oughta be in Pictures, a 

series of impersonations of the 
movie greats of that era. Sylvia 
Farrell will be Lena Horne, 
Ruth Peterson will play Judy 

Corrections ; and John Fei, 
Cook County J uvenile Courts . 

The final workshop on May 21 
will feature the topic "The 
Suburban Community Helps 
Itself. " The speakers will in
clude Gary Tomaszewski Oak 
Lawn Youth Commission ; Bob 
Hope, Oak Lawn Park District ; 
Richard E . O'Neill , Oak Lawn 
Family Services ; William 
Higginston, Southwest YMCA ; 
Ray Arthurs, Worth Township 
Youth Commission ; Donald 
Rago and-or Bill Patterson, 
Cook County Sheriff's Youth 
Services Department ; and 
Eugene Wroblewski , Depart
ment of Corrections, Juvenile 
Division Community Services. 

Those persons attending three 
or more of the workshops will 
receive a Certificate of 
Achievement from the Illinois 
Department of Corrections. 

show 
Garland, Carl Kruger as 
Groucho Marx , and Mark 
Shelton and Mr. Scarpelli as 
Abbott and Costello. 

Also a slide presentation on 
the Academy Awards ; salute to 
the ten best films of that period. 

" I think it's going to be a 
fantastic show," says Cheryl 
Powell , Assistant Director . 
"Oak Lawn has a lot of talent 
and it takes a show like this to 
bring it out." 

Excerpts from radio shows of Martella's Catering Service 
the 40's, vocal acts and comedy 
routines will comprise the first "'A Price For Every Budget - Specializing In Italian Food" 
act to be closed by a medley of Weddings - Banquets - Home - Parties (office, factory 
Chorus numbers and a slide holidays, etc.) Showers - Anniversaries - Setups 

Free Delivery 599-4765 Annette Martellotta, 
presentation on W or Id War II . .,.:;~-~~-;;;.;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:i 
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Newest Spnng Fashions 

the Prom 
for 

Cotillion 
Graduation 

and 

Bridals for Summer 
and fall Weddings 

Toby's Bridal Palace 
2313 W. 95th Street 

• Oak Lawn Community High School • 

Present this coupon for 

A FREE GARTER 
with purcha e of a dre 

Good until May 2 

April 18, 1975 

Great for 
after the 

Prom 
Make your reservations NOW 

* N- cour- 1tert1ng ebout evet'V.2 weeks ~ 
• 2 end 4 week courses • · 15 to 18 yrs. old ....... 

• Home pick-up for ell dr iving leuons ~ 
<1111111111111 • Free trip to stet1on for permit ....... 

11111""' • Auto insurene1 d i,count e1rt1ficate - ~ 
- __ • " All instructors heve H.S ._teeching certificate ." __ ....... 

~=. I 4 23 -1212 I ···J';.,;o. --
DRIVING BCHDDL 

4957 W. 9Sth St. 

On prom night, 
look nice for the girl 

you're leaving behind. 

Pick out a nice tuxedo from the widest 
selection of styles and colors in town and wear 
it to the prom. If not for the girl you're taking, 

at least for the one you 're leaving behind. 

gingiss·formalwear 
Ford City Shopping Center 
Chicago, IL 60652 
582-8600 

20% Student Discount. Present your student ID to the 
manager of the Gingiss Formal wear Center nearest you 

and receive your special rate. 
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Oh, Henry! 
8-Y CHERYL POWELL 

Today 's youth are , by 
anyone ' s standards , 
disillusioned. Most people think 
this is caused by Watergate, but 
the answer is simpler than that. 
There are no new heroes . 

Every generation has had its 
heroes in government. Our 
parents had Roosevelt and 
Eisenhower, our older siblings 
had the Kennedy brothers and 
Dr. King and we had, until 
recently, Euell Gibbons and 
Henry Kissinger. 

Since the late 6~, I , like most 
of my peers , believed 
unequivocally in Gibbons and 
Kissinger . We believed that 
Euell Gibbons was the only 
person in the whole world that 
ate righ t and that Henry 
Kissinger was infallible. 

My personal disillusionment 
with the world began when I 
found out that Gibbons has an 
ulcer . I immediately gave up 
Grape Nuts and went back to 
skipping breakfast as much as 

• 

possible. (I 've always been 
suspicious of cereals that are 
nutrious and taste good too, like 
Grape Nuts or Life. Everyone 
who was ever a child must 
realize that foods that are good 
for you taste rotten, like spinach 
or liver. ) 

And now I have finally 
realized that Kissinger is, after 
all , human. I should have known 
it when he married, but his fall 11-••
from grace came when the 
Middle east peace talks broke 
down. He will probably resume 
the talks , but the breakdown of 
negotiations is enough to 
traumatize the idealists in the 
country for life. 

Now, all we have left to look 
up to is Ralph Nader, who really 
doesn't belong to us at all , but to 
our older siblings, and Sam 
Ervin. But I have come to the 
conclusion that he is not perfect 
already . After all , he' s a 
senator. 

Become a high achiever 
BY DONNA WOJCIK 

• 
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Many Happy Returns 

BY CHERYL POWELL 

A wise old man (probably Ben 
Franklin) once said, "There are 
only two sure things in this 
world : death and taxes." Mr. 

"-~--. 
1 Franklin failed to mention the 

other sure thing: the temporary 
insanity induced by filling out 
income tax forms . 

This year, the IRS owes me 
$17.35. I know it ; they know it. It 
was quite tempting to walk into 
the nearest IRS office and, the 
Tatum O'Neal tradition, shout, 
" Gimme back my money!" 
Instead, I picked up a copy of 
form 1040A, my W2 forms, and 
retreated to a monastary in 
Tibet for a week. 

While subtracting line 34a 
from the square root of the sum 
of the population of Oregon and 

~ line 16d, I thought, wouldn't it 
VJ be much easier if we scrapped 

all tax laws and started over? 
What I would really like to see is 

• a one-sentence tax law, 
something like this : " Thou 
shalt pay a seven per cent in
come tax to the federal 
government. " No exemptions, 
no depreciations, just a straight 
seven per cent per income . 

The Internal Revenue Service 
could take everyone's income, 
decide what seven per cent of 
each individual 's salary is for a 
year, and send everyone a bill 
for that amount. It would put 

You can become a high 
achiever. Begin right now by 
mentally closing the door on 
any unpleasant experiences you 
have had in the past. Bury the 
hurts . If you have had some 
defeats , failures , or 
discouragements, do not let 
these thoughts control you. Do 
not let a negative past control 
you. If you can believe--you can 
believe that all things are 
possible. 

--------------...c:::;.... ____ ..J::;...-..... ....,Jmore jobs on the market, and 
intentions and putting your save everyone a lot of agony. 

Here is how to become a high 
achiever. There are three steps 
to success. The first step is 
imagination . The secret of 
success begins with a dream. 

Successful people and high 
achievers have the capability of 
spotting opportunity swiftly, 
and making a decision quickly. 
Unfortunately, the low achiever 
takes too much time deciding 
whether or not this is a good 
opportunity. Opportunities 
don't wait for slow thinkers. 
You must wipe out fear and 
failure . Do not allow negative 
thoughts, which you have about 
yourself, take over your mind, 
future plans, and programs. 

The second step is ac
tualizing . You begin from 
mental dreaming to acting. 
How does actualizing take 
place? Yo.u begin with en-

thusiasm by writing a letter, 
making a telephone call-but 

you must do something. If you 
plan to write a book--force 
yourself to begin. The hardest 
thing to do is announcing your 

THE CLINIC 
Teenage Sexuality Program 

reputation on the line. By an
nouncing this publically, you 
will create pressures on 
yourself -to produce whatever 
vou have decided. Then you 

begin to build yourself a base, 
slowly, solidly, and sincerely. 
Don't attempt too much too fast . 
Believing in yourself, you can 
accomplish anything. 

The third step is setting a 
time table and announcing it
again this sets a pressure to 
produce. Now you realize 

success. Move ahead, keep 
pushing until you have com
pleted your first ac
complishment. And continue on 
for higher achievements . You 
cannot possibly fail unless you 
decide to be a quitter. 

There are four kinds of 
people. There are the "no-no's " -
-they think n~gative to positive 
suggestions.. "It's impossible" 
is the reaction to hopeful and 
happy suggestions. Then we 
have the "yo-yo's" --they have 
ideas, but give up quickly . They 
are the hot and cold, or the up 
and down. They lack the power 
to be progressive. We then have 
the " blow-blow" people. These 
people think big, make big 
claims, but never produce. And 
then there are to "go-go" people 
who have the stamna to be a 
"high achiever". They cannot 
fail , for they belive in them
selves to atta in high 
achievements . 

Appointments: 
499-2990 

• V.D. Testing & Treatment 

• Birth Control Information & Counseling 

• Pregnancy Testing & Referra ls 

• CounHllng 
Tuesdays: 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
Outpatient Area, Christ Hospital, 4440 W. 95th, Oak Lawn 
Confidential Appointments Call: - 499-2990 

Between 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 

Whal does Ol. mean lo you? 

What do the words Oak Lawn 
High School mean to you? What 
do you feel when you think of 
school-anger, contempt, hap
piness , dread? What makes you 
feel this way? 

A person going to school lives 
his life in and around school 
itself. Like it or not it's a full 
time job. But how can a person 
do a good job if he doesn't enjoy 
what he's doing? 

The ideal high school should 
be a place that provides a good 
education and enjoyable en
vironment as well as en
couraging extra-curricular 
activities and " social func
tions". How many people attend 
the functions that OL does 
have? Is there anyone who 
actually likes school? How 
many of you constantly com
plain about OL, and how many 
try to do something about those 
complaints . 

How long has it been since you 
went to an away basketball or 
football game or went to a 
school play, or heard a music 
department concert, or came to 
a wrestling , swimming, or 
gymnastics meet? Or is .the 
question better stated, have you 
ever done these things? 

We realize that there are a lot 
of students who plainly don't 
like sports of any kind, but there 
are more ways of getting in
volved other than attendin~ 
sports events . (and you don t 
have to be a " jock" either ). 
There are more than enough 
clubs , activi t ies, a nd 
organizations at OL to satisfy 
everyone's interests . 

Could you tell someone 
offhand who the " ad
ministration" is? Have you got 
the vaguist idea who your class' 

student council representatives 
are, or what the initials SCAB 
and JCAB stand for? This is our 
school and it's only as good as 
we make it. 

In conclusion, seeing that 
high school is something that's 

mandatory, instead of con
stantly moaning about 
everything, why not try and 
" make the best of it" for the 
four years that you have to be 
here. 

NHS snub policy? 
BY CHUCK MACDONALD 

At a recent Senior Class Advisory Board meeting, a motion was 
brought up to have the National Honor Society lead the Class of '75 
into the gym during graduation. As usual , there has been a lot of 
different reactions to this; most of them opposing. According to Jim 
Smith, senior, " It's degrading, it's like they're saying, " Here's the 
smart ones up front, and all the rest in the back." Senior Cheryl 
Powell commented, " It seems like the only ones who want it are 
NHS members." 

The whole purpose of the NHS leading the class in is so that they 
can be honored for their work and service to the school and com
munity. While this is a noble gesture, everyone seems to be 
oyerlooking the fact that they will be honored at Honors Night, the 
mght before graduation. At graduation they will have the elite 
privilege of wearing gold tassles instead of the green and white that 
everyone else will have. 

For those who don't know, there are several petitions circulating 
around the school to have the NHS members march in with the rest 
of the class . Surprisingly enough, these petitions contain the names 
of several SCAB members and even a few NHS members. 

It seems strange to me that this motion could've been carried 
when there seems to be so much opposition to it. It passed at the 
SCAB meeting by a mere vote . I was told that "everyone but a 
mere handful of NHS members wanted it/' 

Mr. W. C. Hill , Senior class Sponsor and National Honor Society 
Sponsor stated, " It doesn't matter to me, really, I'm for whatever 
the kids want." 

"Just what the kids want" is hard to say. What was thought to be 
a mere yes or no decision bloomed into a touchy issue. There is a 
SCAB meeting scheduled for next week to review the proposal . 

So after all of the smoke clears, it remains to be seen what will 
become of the NHS seating arrangements. 
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Locker cleanout a farce 
BY MARK SHELTON 

On March 25, an institution of rather dubious value was initiated 
at OL : that of a 3rd quarter locker cleanout, brought about sup
posedly to cut down on the mountains of garbage that have ac· 
cumulated on the last days of school in the past. The idea has merit, 
and could concievably have been a very successful operation if it 
was taken seriously by both students and faculty . That, however, 
did not seem to have been done. Students, in preparation for what 
they termed an " unnecessary nuisance," brought bundles of old 
newspapers , bags of dust, and in a few cases, even literal garbage, 
complete with bones, cans, and bottles . 

When students were instructed by their homeroom teachers to 
" clean out their Jockers " pandominioum broke loose. Though there 
weren' t any fires (as there were last June) everything else seemed 
to be present. Portions of automobiles , old clothes, and an oc
casional modly lunch appeared in the halls, followed closely by 
reams of paper, plastic bags, and paperback books. When the dust 
cleared, faculty members were supposed to be responsible for 
certain lockers , and signed statements regarding their cleanliness. 
While I'm sure the majority of the faculty indeed did follow in
structions, there seemed to be a portion that were interested only in 
signing the required number of cards , and then getting out of the 
way. This resulted in lockers being cleared when, really they had 
no r ight to be. 

Between the imported refuse, and the disinterest of teachers, the 
3rd quarter locker cleanout seemed to do very little but add one 
more questionable policy to the already long lists of necessary 
tasks the OL student body must put up with. 

The SPARTANITE feels that in order for activities such as the 
3rd quarter locker cleanout to work, they must be dealt with on a 
little more adult level by the students , and a little more serious 
level by the faculty . The intent is there, but it didn't seem to be 
successful in anyone 's eye's, most importantly, in the student's . It 
would be a shame for a basically good idea to have to fail because of 
the pace set by disinterest and poor handling. 

Letters to the Editor 
DEAR EDITOR: 

I would like to thank you and 
express my appreciation for 
your recent article about me. I 
was deeply moved and honored. 
I have received a great deal of 
satisfaction and personal 
reward in working with the 
students ; however, a teacher is 
only as effective as his students 
are dedicated. Much of the 
credit for many of this year 's 
accomplishments should go to 
the hard work and sacrifice of 
Jenine Pavlik , the officers and 
members of the S.C.A.B. and 
J .C.A.B., National Honor 
Society, and cafeteria monitors . 
Most students of Oak Lawn 
have shown that they can ac
cept the responsibility and 
challenge of adulthood and have 
worked hard to achieve their 
goals . 

It has been only through the 
efforts and cooperation of these 
s tudents and my fellow 
colleagues, both teachers and 
administrators , that the 
changes of this year have 
become a reali ty . Without a 
doubt, my success has been 
your success ; for without you 
students acting in a concerned, 
cooperative effort for the 
betterment of the total school 
community, my achievement 
would have been empty and 
meaningless . 

To those with whom I have not 
had such a positive rapport I 
hope that in time things will 
improve between us and that we 
will work toward making O.L. 
an even better place. 

I am proud of the students at 
Oak Lawn and deeply indebted 
to them. 

W. C.HILL 

DEAH EDITOR: 
I'd like to know what the 

Administration is trying to pull 
with the " Phase two depends on 
you" line . If Phase One is eight 
or so chairs , and three plastic 
trees , I just can ' t wait to see 
Phase Two. I also thought this 
was an institution for higher 
learning? If so, what 's with the 
slave day? We did that in sixth 
grade. 

CASEY GELLER 

DEAR EDITOR : 
The Spartanite's new policy of 

coming out twice a month is a 
welcome change in format. The 
school newspaper is a fine 
service to the students , and two 
editions a month is a good idea. 
Cost will increase, but the 
Spartanite is usually pretty well 
done . I think the price will have 
little effect on sales and the 
twice monthly idea is a very 
good idea . 

GENE O'NEILL 

DEAR EDITOR: 
How about another 50's day 

and dance? Everyone had a 
great time. Not only most 
students participated but 
teachers did too. Everyone had 
real fun . 

JEAN JOHNSON 

DEAR EDITOR: 
Did you ever try to get a 

schedule change during the 
school year? It's not an easy 
process to do . I needed one for 
just a short period of time and 
by the time it was done, most of 
that time had gone by already. 
Is there anything that could be 
done that could speed up the 
process? 

KEVIN LYONS 

The Spartanite April 18, 1975 
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Twenty-Five Days 
BY BILL ADAMS 

Now that Easter vacation is 
over, the sun tans are fading , 
and the late snow is finally into 
past memories, thoughts move 
to prom , and, if you are a 
senior, the last 25 days of 
school. 

Reflecting back on the last 
four years that I have spent in 
this institution of learning, I 
have seen myself go through 
many physical , and, more 
importantly , many mental 
changes on both the way life 
revolves with high school 
students and the realization that 
now it is up to us to make 
something out of this life in 
order to get ahead in the rat 
race facing all of us for the rest 
of our lives . 

Not really knowing which way 
to turn after being released 
from this place is the most 
bizarre aspect that we can think 
of. There are so many facets to 
life we can face yet I doubt if 
any of us can honestly 
guarantee that anyone way will 
be the right direction in which to 
turn . With only 25 days left to 
think about it. Our minds would 
have to start rolling at terrific 
speeds to fulfill the needed 
requirements to get ahead in 
our society. 

We have seen American af
fluence in the world dwindle to 
the lowest point since World 
War II , and a war in southeast 
Asia in which thousands of lives 
and billions of dollars spent, and 
with the annihilation of an 
entire country. Unemployment 
and inflation boggle the mind of 
every American . It scares me to 
think that in just ten to twenty 

years (if we last that long) we 
are going to be the leaders of 
this nation. 

Rock and roll , drugs, and long 
hair have been tied to us as our 
image, but how can the over
thirty crowd justify our yearly 
increasing maturity when all 
we can see from them is the 
crime in our cities, starvation in 
the world and growing tension 
between our nations . 

Four years , 1,460 days bring 
to mind when I graduated out of 

eigth grade, and all I had on my 
mind was finding someone to 
buy me a bottle of Boone's 
Farm and making the football 
team in the fall. Now I realize 
that life is really facing us eye 
to eye ,-and I hope you do also. 
All I can do is wish the class of 
'75 all the luck in the world and 
thank everybody involved who 
have worked so hard to bring 
this facet of life to my mind. 
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Alco.ho/ and the family unit 
CAN THE ALCOHOLIC BE CURED? Many alcoholics can and Great escape 

do recover from their bondage of excessive conswnption of alcohol. 
This, of course, is very difficult. BY NANCY SEDEMKA 

BY DIANE HONEYMAN 

HOW DO YOU DEFINE "ALCOHOLISM?" According to a 
pamphlet published by Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 
alcoholism is " ... a serious health problem, a condition that is 
characterized by unpredictable and compulsive drinking. Its 
victims are known as alcoholics. " But what is an alcoholic? 

"An alcoholic is someone who has to have a drink every day." 
"Alcoholic? .. .I see them on my way to work all the time." 
"Alcoholics are irresponsible, sick people." 
"They shouldn 't be allowed on the streets !" 

"Alcoholism is perhaps the only disease in which the patient is 
expected to cast off his symptoms before treatment has hardly 
begun," stated S.S. Jordy in the Program on Alcohol and Drug 
Abuse, published by the New Hampshire Department of Health and 
Welfare. There is no specific remedy which can turn an alcoholic 
into a moderate drinker. Alcoholics cannot safely drink alcohol in 
any form . It must be stopped completely. Very rarely can the 
alcoholic do this on his own. 

WHO CAN HELP? First, the family . In many cases the husbands 
and wives of alcoholics can not comprehend the reasons why their 
spouses resort to alcohol. For the most part, they do not understand 
what alcoholism is or w~at it,.<; effects are. Treatment must start in 
the home, beginning with an understanding between all members 
of the family unit. There are other places alcoholics can turn to for 
help. Taking this first step is most important and puts the alcoholic 
on the path to recovery. 

Second, the community. Alcoholism effects everyone in the 
community. Families are broken apart, people do not show up for 
work which effects business and income and most substantially, 
auto accidents due to drunken driving. 

Programs have and should be established in every community, 
dealing with alcoholism on both an individual and family level. Oak 
Lawn's Family Service Center situated at 9526 Cook Avenue, has an 
excellent program dealing with alcoholism. Including confidential 
adult and teenage counseling and family counseling. 

ALCOHOLISM IS A PROBLEM OF SOCIETY, a problem which 
needs vast consideration and should not be shoved in the back of a 
closet as so many important issues have. Alcoholics have been 
shunned and considered weakwilled and immoral. This no longer 
holds true, for alcoholics can and will be vital elements of con
temporary society. 

Flower show wi Its 
BY NANCY SEDEMKA 

WHEN I HEARD the Flower and Garden Show was opening, I 
was ecstatic. The doors would open an hour earlier for 
photographers, so I grabbed my Mamiya-Sekor and hurried down 
to McCormick Place. After paying my $3.50 for admission, I walked 
into the much publicized Flower and Garden Show. 

IF YOU'RE TIRED of the 
same old day-to-day routine, 
why not get away from it all for 
a weekend? Just one hour from 
Chicago on Interstate 94 and 
Wisconsin 50, nestled in the hills 
of Wisconsin is a Jitt)e bit of 
Switzerland, a beautiful resort 
called Lake Geneva. 

Lake Geneva is, for the most 
part, a resort village. Two of the 
largest resorts in this area are 
The Abbey (Located in Fon
tana, about 8 miles outside of 
Lake Geneva) and The In
ter lochen Lake Resort of 
Holiday Inn, (located in St. 
Williams, about 6 miles outside 
of Lake Geneva). For about $30 
(per couple) you can enjoy such 
luxuries as indoor-outdoor 
pools, sauna baths, health 
clubs, game rooms, bowling 
alleys, and much, much more. 

If you're the outdoor type, 
there are many facilities for 
boating and water sports, such 
as scuba diving skiing. In the 
heart of the city of Lake Geneva 
is an accomadating beach 
surrended by a quiet little park. 

Nestled high in the hills of 
Lake Geneva are nwnerous ski 
lodges and ski slopes. The most 
famous being the Playboy Club. 

Whether you're a snow freak 
or a sun freak, Lake Geneva has 
enough of both to satisfy 
anyone's appetite. As the days 
grow warmer the yearning to 
get away from it all grows 
stronger and stronger. Take the 
time to visit Lake Geneva. 

Which one of these statements is fact? Can they all be true 
concerning alcoholics? Many questions have been raised on the 
issue of alcoholism, but one thing is certain, alcoholics are not 
criminals. These people are hwnan beings suffering from a 
disease, whether that be physical , psychological , social or a 
combination of all three. 

There, before my eyes, was one of the worst exhibits of greenery 
that I have ever seen. I realize it took a lot of work to assemble the ,~ ~ = ~, 
plants and shrubs in such a limited area and the arrangements II.: . ~ 

showed this . In some areas the plants were too crowded together, 
and in other areas they were too far apart. As a photographer, I 
searched high and low for colorful-looking plants to photograph, 
but they were few and far between. Maybe if some of the 
flourescent lighting was reduced, the plants would appear to have 
had color, but it seemed like a hopeless case. 

Why is it that a person dying of terminal cancer can die with his 
dignity somewhat intact, whereas a person dying of terminal 
alcoholism dies only in shame? 

Alcoholics must be treated as part of society, not as outcasts , for 
they are part of society. Alcoholism is prevelant in every age 
group ; children, teenagers and adults alike. 

WHAT CAUSES ALCOHOLISM? Medical science has not yet 
pinpointed why one person develops alcoholism, while another 
person does not, A man may feel unsuccessful and fear for the 
security of his family and career. A wife may become bored, if she 
has no career established in her life. A teenager may succwnb to 
peer pressure or feel unwanted and frustrated when not excepted 
by a certain group. They all attempt to escape from their feelings 
by excessive drinking. Thus, a viscious circle ensues: the 
alcoholic drinks to live and lives to drink. 

THE WORST THING about the show was the over abundance of 
commercialism not related to the flower show. Why did Univac 
have to have a computer there to analyze your personality? Why 
did nwnerous states have exhibits there and urge you to 
"See ... First"? Is it because the show couldn't afford to operate 
without such sponsors? I find that hard to believe, especially when 
they charge you $3.50 to get into the show. If they would have done 
away with those nauseating sponsors , the show would have been 100 
per cent better. 

Will I go to the show next year? No. I'm sure the prices will rise 
rather than go down, and I'm sure there will be twice as many 
sponsors next year . No, if I want to photograph some flowers, I 
guess I'll have to settle for the flowers in Lincoln Park. At least 
there, the lighting isn't artificial. 

.· . 
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Southwest Driving School offers a complete Driver's Ed. program approved by the 
Supt. of Public Instruction. 

If you 're 15, 16, 17 yrs. old 
!30 HRS. CLASS TRIP FOR PERMIT 

COMPLETE 4 WK COURSE . .. ONLY $00. 
~ SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL 

4700 W. 103rd St. 
(IN ARENA CENTER LOBBY) 499-2832 
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College Knowledge 
BY WALT KRZOS 

With college deadlines ap
proaching, many seniors are 
hurriedly looking for a place to 
further their academic careers. 
In this confusion, wrong 
decisions are often made. Many 
high school graduates are ac
c_epted at a university only to 
fmd out they dislike the 
programs offered. Many 
colleges offer special programs 
to provide students the op
po rtunity to participate in 
career programs. 

Chicago State University, 
located on 95th Street and King 
Drive, offers a wide variety of 
programs in Teacher 
Education. Also , they are 
establishing new programs in 
nursing, corrections counseling, 
and business administration. 
Roosevelt University on South 
Michigan Ave. in Chicago, is the 
home of the Chicago Musical 
College. Fully acredited, it is 
also a charter member of the 
National Association of Schools 
of Music . The Evangelical 
Hospital School of Nursing is 
located right here in Oak Lawn. 
There is even an Illinois College 
of Optometry located in 
Chicago. 

Bradley University in Peoria 
and the Illinois Institute of 
Technology in downtown 
Chicago are two of the leading 
engineering schools in the state. 

Leonard Stuart School of 
ManagE:ment and Finance, and 
the Chicago-Kent College of 
Law. 

If you think you might like a 
car~er in accounting or 
business, Northern Illinois 
University and DePaul 
University have excellent 
programs in these fields. At 
Northern's College of Business 
courses are offered in business 
education , accountancy 
finance, management , and 
many more. At DePaul ac
c_ounting students can ~pend 
time actually working for an 
accountancy firm. · 

For the students that want to 
spend some time away from 
home, the University of Illinois 
in Urbana is a popular choice. 
The University is one of the top 
schools in the country and in 
fact ranks third in the nation of 
former students who have 
earned doctorate degrees. The 
doctoral program in science 
ranks second in quality in the 
nation . The Department of 
Acc?unta!lcy and the College of 
Engmeenng are rated first in 
the nation. 

This is just a brief picture of 
the college scene. There are 
hundreds more colleges and 
universities in Illinois that offer 
special student programs. For 
more information, see your 
counselor or visit the college 
center next to the school 
library. 

Images 
There is pleasure in poetic pains 
Which only poets know. 

Lying m the tub, . 

-William Couper, The Task

BATHING 

The Spartanite 

ICAR OF THE MONTH ... 

BYGREGREHR 

Last issue I said I was ~omg to 
cover a certain car this issue -
the car is a gold '67 Cutlass with 
cragers and a convertible top. 
This, to me, seems to be one of 
the nicest looking cars in the lot. 

Now there are many things 
you can do to make a car 
" nice" . The first thing most 
peopl would do to make a car 
sharp is to get a nice stereo 
installed, but don't stop there, 
good speakers are very im
portant. Than, all you need is a 
few good tapes. 

Another thing you could do to 
make your car sharp is to put on 
a nice set of wheels and tires. 
The most common wheels are 
Cragars S-S mags. One of the 
most popular of all tires is the 
Firestone White Letter tires. 

Another thing you can do to 
your car is to put a 461 carb and 
manifold to give you a little 
more power. It is not hard to do . 

When people raise their cars 
in the rear end it puts more 
strain on the front end parts and 
brakes. This is a quick way to 
lose the alignment on the car. 
The only reason for lifting the 
back end, is to allow for wheel 
clearance and then it should be 
done properly. 

Another thing that is a good 
idea is to put on dual exhaust 
with low restriction mufflers, 
which give the car a deep tone 
when driving and when letting 
up the gas pedal. This is when 
you hear a distictive rap. 

The thing that makes a car 
look the nicest, is a good paint 
job with the right tire and wheel 
set up. If that is all you are 
concerned about, I mean if you 
don't want your car to be super 
fast , don't mess with the engine. 
When you get a good shiny paint 

GUEST PASS 
Single Visit, by Appointment 

* Bu ilds Confidence 
* Physical Conditioning 
* Challe'llge 

* Overcome Tension * Respect for Others 
* Social Exchange 

Guest ___________ _ Phone 

Sponsor ___________ _ 

Minors must be Accompanied by Parent 

April 18, 1975 
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499-l'TT7 
9'l06 S. Keating 
Oak Lawn, Ill. 60453 499-lffi 

FLOWERS 
styled by 

illcis hultgen 

4823 W. 95th Street 

Oak Lawn, Ill. 

424-2200 

Gazing at the beads of moisture, dangling from 
the ceiling like job and a nice set of wheels and r-----------------------~ 

you are all set to have a car that 
will make people look and 
maybe you a bit happier at your 
own achievement. This does run 
into a little money, but. . . what 
is money? All it does is make 
you happy!! 

precious jewels. 
I felt good, 
Really good. 
When I die, 
I think I'd I'd like to pass away in a 
tub of 
hot water. 

UNTITLED • 
Did you know that as a child I used to pick my 
nose? 
But I quit that habit. 
Society 
doesn't accept that. 
Did you know that I used to forget to shave the 
hair on my legs? 
But I quit that habit. 
Society 
doesn't accept that. 
Did you know that I used to say " How are you? ' 
to people on the street? 
But I quit that habit. 
Society 
doesn't accept that. 
Did you know that I used to understand? 
But I quit that habit. 
Society 
doesn't accept that. 
Did you know that I used to be compassionate? 
But I quit the habit. 

, Society 
doesn't accept that. 
Did you know I used to love? 
But I quit the habit. 
Society 
doesn't accept that. 
I don't speak. 
I don't understand. 
I'm not compassionate. 
I do not love. 
But, I sit idle. 
Society 
Accepts that. Anonymous 

Anonymous 

.Jl.ULUt. 

KARATE 
introductory offer 

10 lessons · 10 dollars 
WRITE or 

· PHONE 
599-4141 

Jt,-ull,_ 70w c!lenlWIUJ 
OF 

KARATE 
6060 WEST 95th ST. 

OAK LAWN. Ill. 

LOCATED 

1 BLOCK WEST OF OAK LAWN 

COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL 

$399 
in June 

Along with Stagg H.S. 

7 days 6 nights 

one full meal a dav 

$50.00 deposit due May 

For further Information contact 

Mr. Simone - C-S Travel: 

737-0209 

This trip is not sponsored by QI.CHS but . ' is sponsored by faculty members on their 
own account with the travel agency. 
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Tennis team smashed Bowling season has big finale 
BY DAVE MADEJA 

OAK LAWN'S VARSITY 
TENNIS TEAM opened their 
season on a losing note last 
week. They now have a 1-2 
record . But that' s an im
provement over last season, 
when they couldn't manage one 
win. Head Coach Bob Stoy says 
that last year 's team was made 
up of mostly inexperienced 
juniors and now with those 
juniors back as Seniors they 
have the nucleus for a good 
team . 

They opened by travelling out 
to OLYmpia Fields to face tough 
Rich Central. Without OL's 
number one player, Tom 
Carberry, playing in the meet, 
they IQst. Lith Carberry back, 
they rebounded to topple Tinley 
Park. Carberry won easily. 
Last Friday, they dropped their 
second meet of the young 
season to Richards . Carberry 
won however, to boost his 
record to 2-0. Senior Brian 
Birch, has been a pleasant 
surprise with a 2-1 record . Last 
year, he didn 't even get to play 
in any meets, but worked hard 
over this winter . 

CARBERRY WI LL BE 
PLAYING first singles all year . 
Fighting for the second singles 
spot are three players : Seniors 
Jerry Vinci and Dan Enright 
and Junior Bill Puhr. Playing 
third singles is Brian Birch. 
Other players playing doubles 
and trying to move up the 
ladder are: Juniors Gene O'Neil 
and Dale Winterhoff and Senior 
Greg Gorman. The Sophomore 
team started the season with 
two wins . They are lead by Dan 
Shultz and Steve Leyerle, each 
2-0. Also playing good tennis for 
the sophs is freshman Ted 
Gasteyer . 

Coach Stoy believes Tom 
Carberry should be able to take 
the conference title in first 
singles and then qualify for the 
state tournament. Carberry is 
hoping to gain a college 
scholarship through tennis . 
Last year, he also played first 
singles and was the only varsity 
member to compile a winning 
record . 

By Bob Dodge 
The Oak Lawn's Boy 's 

Bowling League fi nished their 
season on Wednesday, April 9, 
with a banquet at the Oak Lawn 
Holiday Inn. 

All members •or the in
tramural bowling league were 
invited, and attendance was 
close to 100 per cent. The first 
order of business was the 
discussion of the year's con
ference season. The Spartans 
finished second in the league 
behind a strong Stagg team . All 
year, these two teams swapped 
first place in a two team race, 
with Stagg finally finishing on 
top. 

Conference bowlers did well 
for most of the year, with the 
eight participants being the 
league-leader , Tom Ham
mersmark , Mike McMillan , 
Bob Dodge, Mike Urbancyzk, 
Ken Libert, Mark Jake! , Vince 
Taccola and Dave Hendzel. 
Five of these bowlers will 
return to the team next year, 
with first place set at a final 
goal. 

Preside nt Mark Jake!, 
Treasur er Mike Urbancyzk, 
and Vice-President Mike Mc
Millan will graduate this year 
after four years of strong 
bowling for the team. These 
three members have a lot of 
time and effort in the last few 
years to make the bowling 
league successful . 

Appointments for next year's 
officers were also made at the 
banquet with the president to be 
Bob Dodge. Other officers will 
be Secretary Tom Ham
mersmark , Treasurer Dave 
Hendzel , and Vice-president 
Ken Libert. The bowling league 

will try to expand next year, 
and high hopes are set for 
conference, since Ham
mersmark has bowled at over a 
200 average in conference, and 
the other members have con
ference averages of : Dodge -
175, Libert - 170, and Hendzel -
165. 

This years bowling league 
would like to extend thanks to 
Mr. Chernik of Oak Lawn Bowl, 
who has been generous enough 
to pay for bus services, 
trophies, and the fine banquet 
for the team . Special thanks is 
also given to Mr. P .J. Gahala , 
sponsor. 

H Ev: If you're a student getting "B's" 
or better, you may qu1111;y for 

I Farmers-In the form of special 

SMARTY I bonus lower rates on }·our auto 
Insurance. Cell todi.y and get the 

• facts on Farn,cr!': money-saving 
Good Student Auto Poll::y. 

BOB KANE 
636-4224 

9 2 9 3t WK e T 98TM • ·r 1111••T 

0At<L.AWN , ILLINOte 804193 • 
CINDERMENOPEN SEASON 
BY TRAMPLING HILLCREST LEVI'S 
BY DENNIS POWER 

OAK LAWN'S TRACK TEAM 
started off on the right foot by 
easily defeating Hillcrest 108-33. 
The first scheduled meet 
against Rich Central was 
cancelled due to the cold 
weather. 

The 440 relay team of Mike 
Dolce , Ed Lanham , Scott 
Williams and Brian Carney 
started off the meet with a win 
and set the tempo for OL 
throughout the rest of the meet. 
Sophomores Rich Renz and Tim 
LaRocque took second and third 
places in the 2 mile for the 
varsity . The team also took 1,2 
in the high hurdles , half mile, 
low hurdles and 220 dash . OL 
swept 2 field events: triple jump 
and long jump. Ray Lanham 
took a first. Scott Kolinski a 
second and Mark Casali no 
third . In long jump Steve 
Scad uto ca ptured !st, Jeff 
sizemore 2nd and Scott Kolinski 
3rd. A fir.st and third were taken 
by Paul Ness and Rich Renz in 
the mile . Brian Carney took a 
first, with a 53.3 and Mike Dolce 
a 3rd with a 55 .5 in the 440 dash. 
Along with everything else both 
880 yard relay and mile relay 
teams won. The 880 relay team 
of Bill Hanson, Mark Casalino, 
ed Lanham and Jeff Sizemore 
ran a good 1:38.l. The mile 
relay team of Sizemore , 
Lanham , Dolce and Moore ran a 
3: 38.3. In the rest of the field 
events , Paul Fencl got a rare 
chance to take a first in the 
shotput because of John Marks' 
absence and with a throw of 56 
feet 7 inches did. Paul also took 
a first in the discus , with a 
throw of 130 feet 5 inches. The 
pole vr.ult was won by Dan 
Engnell with a vault of 11 '6" . 

THE SOPHOMORE TEAM 
did just as well as the varsity 
winning 106-35. The Sophs took 
first in every event except the 
triple jump, 880 yard relay and 
330 yard low hurdles . Tim 
Hansen placed first in the half 
mile with a good time of 2: 10.9. 
Also running a good race was 
Russ Trapp, who won the 440 

yard dash with a time of 56.3. 
The Sophs took one, two in the 
pole vault with vaults by Tim 
Hansen and Ken Kolodzinski . 

The next meet, our cindermen 
took on a strong Marist team . It 

was a good meet all the way. Up 
to the last event, the mile relay, 
it was tied . 

They pulled it out when 
Mike Dolce gave anchorman 
Dan Engnell the lead. ~-----

... $;1// ;1N( · /J11/ 1/'f )/ ft~'l/h i 

!//! ( ~r/1/ff , Y,/J/,J.Jf-//1 1J/11;1!·/1j il!lj' .. 

Holly 
By Orange Blossom 

An engagement r,ng w1tti 
a Continental her,tage 
Eight diamonds 
c lustered in star ligh t 
(or a simp le so l1 ta,re . 1/ you prefer 
Leaves of 1 BK gold 
Just ,n 11me tor love 

~~~~t?m 
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MARKS BROS. 
.iew e1.e.-s • S INCE 1e•s 

· EVERGREEN PLAZA · YORKTOWN 
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GUYS & GALS 
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NEW 
ARRIVAL 
OF 

FLANNEL 
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Athelete of the month 
Coach of the mo.nth 

Spa«tcr.le 

Sports 

There is a tie for athelete of the month this issue. Its between two 
varsity cindermen. Shotputter John Marks and high-jumper Scott 
Kolinski . 

Shotputter John Marks is an outstanding athelete. He stands 6'2" 
and weighs 209 lbs. That's small as shotputters go. But last year he 
took third in the state tournament. John is expected to do at least 
that well this year. He has already topped his school record of last 
year with a indoor throw of 60'9". John, along with another OL 
shotputter Paul Fencil, make up the best shotputting combination 
in the state. They both are Seniors. 

High-jumper Scott Kolinski is a 5'9", 145 lb., Senior. Last year he 
took the conference high jump title with a leap of 6'2". He has 
already bested that jump by four inches. His latest jump of 6'6" is 
only three-quarters of an inch off the school record. That record 
was set by Hal King. Scott, being only 5'9", and jumping six and a 
half feet is quite amazing. He does it by tremendous leaping ability 
and great form . 

We've got a lot 
going for YOU 

• We offer free interest testing and career plann ing, a cooper
ative education plan , and lots of f inancial aid. 

• We have day, evening and Saturday classes . full-time and 
part-time study, independent study, interdisciplinary stud ies 
(history-humanities-philosophy in one class) . Spanish-English 
studies. and lots more. 

• We have 40 career programs in all ied health. business. real 
estate . secre tarial and techni ca l f ields. And they 're practical , 
taught by professionals who pract ice what they teach. 

• We're located in the Loop, close to parking lots, the CTA, and 
part-time jobs. 

• You get membersh ip privi leges in any one of our 35 YMCA 
centers all around Ch icagoland . 

• We'll help you learn a saleable job skill-plus a solid general 
education designed to bring out the best in you . 

• We' re fu lly accred ited by the North Centra l Associat ion of 
Colleges and Secondary Schoo ls. 

• We offer preprofessional & transfer programs in the liberal arts 
and sc iences. engineering, medicine, dentistry. 

• Learning for Li ving-non-cred it leisure time cou rS!:!S fo r those 
who want to get just a li ttle bit more out of life . 

So why not see for yourself- drop in for a visit- call us at 
222-8300 or write us by us ing the coupon below. 

~ CENTRAL YMCA 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

211 West Wacker Drive• Chicago, Ill inois 60606 

----------------I'm 1n11Hn ted 1n mo, ,. 1nio,,T1,1 hon on th • To: Department of Adm issions 
foflow,ng Cenual VMCA rnllete P,og,am, Centra l YMCA Commun ity College 

O Alhed H .. l•h O L1be11I Arts 211 West W•cker Drive 
i nd Scttnces O Community 

Services 

O Bus,ness 
Adm1nistr1t1on 

O Real Est1te 

O Developmental 
lnshtute 

O Enahsh L1nau11e 
Institute 

O Secret1rial Skills O Adult Eduuhon 

O Techn1c1I 

O Full T,me 

O Port Time 

Chicago, lltino,s 60606 

A ddrus 

C l ty/Z lp 

Phone 

Shotputter John Marks 

Coach of the month goes to sophomore basketball coach, Skip 
Sullivan. Sullivan, in his second year of coaching, lead the sophs to 
an 18-6 record and the conference title. He himself was an all
conference basketball player for OL in 1969. He went to Iowa State 
University, where he played tight end on their football team. He 
then came back to OL to teach and coach football and basketball. In 
his two years of coaching the b-ball sophs, he has compiled a record 
of 29-16. Here is a picture of Skip Sullivan being car ried off the floor 
by the happy sophs after winning the conference title. 

Hubert 
offers a 
helping 
hand to 

Mew Grads 
Hubert knows how tough it is to 
make the transition from being a 
student to being an active member 
in the working world. But Hubert, 

with his very human heart, stands ready to help the new high 
school grad! If you can type, take shorthand, or have book
keeping, accounting or data processing skills and are anxious for 
a meaningful, rewarding career . .. then Hubert would l ike to 
meet you! 

At the Harris Bank, we offer career training programs second to 
none . . . and a supportive, achievement-oriented atmosphere 
that encourages you to grow professionally. Plus excellent 
salaries and an exciting fringe benefit program that includes a 
free checking account, hospitalization, profit sharing, paid vaca
tion and holidays, a bank subsid ized cafeteria, and a convenient 
loop location. 

Call for an appointment or come in to discuss your future. 
( Remember, Hubert promised to help and his word is as good 

~ as gold!) 
461 -7647 I~ HARRIS 

1l\ia BANK 
111 W. Monroe Street Chicago, Illinois 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Open 

gym 

wanted 
BY CHUCK MACDONALD 

In a school the size of OL, with 
four " humongous " gym
nasiums and a swimming pool, 
I've often found myself won
dering why there isn't any 
"open gym" program here. It 
wouldn't take a hell-of-alot to 
institute this type of program 
just for weekends or maybe a 
night or two during the week. 
Belive it or not, but I'm actually 
getting bored with the routine 
beer and poker parties on 
F'riday nights, and the movies 
and McDonalds on Saturdays. 
(Besides that my fW'lds are 
running low for all these 
luxuries . . . especially when 
necessary expenses like prom 
arise.) Getting back to the 
subject, an open gym program 
would provide alternative 
things to do on weekends with 
no cost, except someone's time. 
It would also keep some of us 
little kiddies "off the streets". 
(How ot'ten we've heard that) I 
would enjoy a night shooting 
baskets , playing volleyball , 
swimming, or whatever, and 
I'm sure that a program like 
this would be well utilized. I 
know several people who would 
like to see something like this 
initiated, and there are 3400 
other kids in this school, some of 
whom just might feel the same 
way I do . 

I seem to remember a "swim 
to trim" type of deal that they 
used to have open to all students 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, 
but that was discontinued for 
reasons unknown to me. (One 
thing I do know is that it wasn't 
stopped due to lack of interest, 
there was always a pool-full of 
bodies floating around. ) I also 
remember something about 
intramural sports, but haven' t 
heard anything on.that for quite 
some time. However, they have 
recently started a co-ed gym
nastics program on a weeknight 
and I understand that student 
response to that has been fairly 
good also. (This program is 
open to all students, not just 
those on the guys and girls 
gymnastics teams.) 

This is a step in the right 
direction, now all they have to 
do is include other sports like 
basketball , volleyball, bad
minton, swimming, or whatever 
you prefer. 

Oak Lawn definitely has the 
facilities for open gym, and we, 
the students should have the 
right to make use of these 
facilities . After all, it 's our 
families ' tax dollars that pay 
for this school. 

Spring concert sef 
OAK LAWN'S Senior Girls 

Chorus, under the direction of 
Mr. Charles Yara, will present 
their spring concert entitled, 
"An Evening with Richard and 
Oscar": A Tribute to Rodgers 
and Hammerstein on Sat. 
May 17, at 8:00 pm, in the Little 
Theater. 

The concert, an annual event, 
will feature songs from many of 
Rodgers and Hammerstein's 
most famous musicals, in
cluding : " Oklahoma" , " The 
Sound of Music", "The King 
and I", " Carousel " and 
" Cinderella ". Some of the 
selections will be performed by 
the entire chorus, but the 
majority will be presented by 
small groups of chorus mem
bers in. skit form . 

Yearbook is 

coming 

THE LARGEST YEARBOOK 
in the school's history has been 
completed and should arrive 
towards the end of May. Mr. 
Wojcik, yearbook sponsor, said, 
"The 75 yearbook staff did an 
outstanding job in the 
publication of the book. 
Working with them was a great 
experience for myself." 

This year 's staff consists of 
seniors Bob Mulcrone, Marie 
Hodge , Chip Bennett, Judi 
Marolt, Jerry Vicni, Jim 
Gajdoros, Paul Hattimer, and 
juniors Jerry Hughes, Bernie 
Dobrzynski, Dan Stanton, 
Kathy Schmalen, and Dave 
Zad. 

Besides producing the 
yearbook the staff was able to 
enjoy many social activities 
such as pizza parties, dinner 
and theatre at the Candlelight 
Playhouse, dinners at various 
ethnic restaurants , and a 
Caribbean cruise over the 
Easter break where, according 
to Mr. Wojcik, the staff, " lived 
like kings and queens for a week 
among pure luxury." Plans are 
now being made for the annual 
Luau for next year 's staff. 

U of I to hold 

OPEN HOUSE 
TOURS, FREE health 

testing, and permanent job 
openings are just a few of the 
services that will be provided to 
the public today, May 2, when 
the University of Illinois at the 
Medical Center holds an Open 
House and Health Fair. 

DURING THE DAY, one 
may also enjoy numerous 
exhibits and presentations, an 
art and hobby show , and 
various dining facilities around 
campus. Free to the public will 
be parking, live entertainment, 
and health testing . Career 
counseling will be offered, and 
personnel officers will be 
available to interview for 
permanent_ job openings. 

Last year's show "A Look at 
Disney'' was a huge success as 
the chorus filled the Little 
Theater to near capacity. Oak 
Lawn Public Library personnel 
enjoyed the show well enough to 
ask the chorus to perform it at 
the opening of the Children's 
section of the library, last year. 

Chorus P, esident , Erica 
Petersen, stated, "The Spring 
Concert is one of the biggest 
Chorus events of the year . It's 
a lot of hard work but we always 
have fun doing the show. I'm 
sure this year 's show will be 
fantastic ." 

Tickets are available from 
any Chorus member at the cost 
of $1 .00 for students and $1 .50 
for adults. 

The 1976 yearbook editors 
have been chosen by this year's 
staff. They are Lynn Engnell, 
Mary Ann Stanton, Dan Sobc
zak, Pat Car, Steve Strenk, 
Tony Nicosia, and Steve 
Meehan. Along with the 
returning juniors. they will 
produce the 1976 Bi-Centennial 
Issue which will also be the 25th 
Anniversery issue for OL. 

Prom-otion 
BY DONNA WOJCIK 

Prom is the real "get
together" of the Senior class. So 
it is a very important event and 
must be a special, well planned 
evening. The preparations of 

this occasion really extend over 
a lengthy period of time. But 
then again, on how long the 
preparations are, the evening 
is over when someone blinks an 
eye. 

The young ladies plan their 
prettiest attire--flowing gowns 
of soft colored pastels and 
pretty curls--and dream of this 
special evening that's arriving. 
While the fellas plan to wear 
their special attire in their 

favorite color--shining their 
cars and picking the best flower 
of their choice for their special 
gal. Of course, they shall worry 
about their expenditures for 
that evening also. 

At last, the big moment 
arrives--picking up your date 
and excited parents taking 
pictures--then you're on your 
way. Arriving at "Prom" you 
see your long-time schoolmates 
together to share this 

memorable evening of music, 
soft lights, and laughter. The 
evening flints away in minutes 
with a blink of the eye-this is an 
evening well worth remem
bering. 

Prom theme announced 

BY DAWN SCHOLTENS 

"WE MAY NEVER PASS 
THIS WAY AGAIN" is the 
theme for this year's Prom, to 
be held on Friday, May 9. The 
annual dance will be held at the 
M and M Club, downtown at the 
Merchandise Mart. 

Music will be provided by 
Frisky. Tickets will be $10 per 
couple and will be available one 
week before Prom in the 
cafeteria. 

Traveling time to the Mer
chandise Mart (326 North and 
200 West ) is about 30-40 

minutes. The easiest way to get 
there is : Take Harlem or Cicero 
to Route 55 (Stevenson) and 
follow it east to 90-94 (Dan 
Ryan ). Get off the Dan Ryan at 
Washington Boulevard and 
follow it east to Wacker Drive. 
Turn north on Wacker Drive, 
follow it east to Wells, cross the 
bridge over the Chicago River. 
The Merchandise Mart will be 
on the west or left side of the 
street. There is a parking 
garage to the east of the Mer
chandise Mart at North Wells 
and Kinzie. 

Front Row Center 

progresses 

THE FABULOUS ERA of the 
40's will return to OL on May 23 
and 24 when the Thespians once 
again present "Front Row 
Center", directed by Alan K. 
Collins. This year a multi-media 
portrait of an era is guarenteed 
to capture the hearts of 
everyone. 

A cast of thousands will be on 
hand to help everyone relive 
this era. Watch as Groucho 
Marx, Abbott and Costello, and 
Judy Garland come alive as the 

curtains open at 8:00 PM on the 
Auditorium Stage. OL Jazz 
Band will also· be on hand to 
bring back the sound of the 40s . 

The magic of the 40s and the 
tragedy of World War 2 will be 
relived with the help of 300 
slides, and radio cuttings. 

Tickets are $1.50 for adults 
and $1.00 for students. They 
may be purchased from any 
cast or crew member or at the 
door the nights of the per
formances. 

The Breakfast Committee, which is made up of members of 
CAB and SCAB announces the tenatative re-opening of the break
ast program here at OL. If approved, the program will start on 

ay s and will operate on Mondays and Wednesdays, from before 
school to the end of secono period. Only the left half of the lower 
cafeteria will be used. 

This program will be successful only if the students ~11 
cooperate with the supervisors in keeping this area of the cafeteria 
clean . 

The success of the program is in the hands of the students. 

The Sophomore Class will hold a car wash at the schoo 
tomorrow, May 3. 

The Co-operative EdU£ation Program will hold its Employer
Employee banquet, Wednesday, May 7 at the Oak Lawn Holiday 
Inn, 95th and Keeler . 

OL's Forensic's team . will be honored at the Annual Awards 
l'{ight to be held May 10 at 7:00 p.m. The awards will be given out in 
he Little Theatre. Tickets are available.from any team member 
or the price of $1 per person. 
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Sex clinic serves valuable purpose THE CLINIC 
BY MARK SHEL TON 

In a joint effort sponsored by the YMCA and the Out Patient area 
of Christ Hospital, a teenage sexuality clinic has been started for 
high school students. Aptly called "The Clinic", it provides 
pregnancy testing and referrals, birth control information and 
counseling, Testing and treatment for venereal disease, and 
general counseling on sex· related problems. 

While the clinic has been operating for several weeks now, ap
pointments have been few. A YMCA spokesman stated "we tried to 
publicize the clinic in area high schools, including OL, but the 
administration wouldn't go for it. We weren' t allowed to put up 
posters announcing the clinic, because administrators felt it played 
up the 'sex' angle of the clinic too much." 

He went on to add that many administrators did not seem to be 
clear on what the clinic hoped to accomplish. This seemed obvious 
to me also, as several of the countless people I talked to were under 
the impression that counseling was available for situations such as 
the demise of alamily pet or a lost skate key. One of the things that 
was stressed to me was that the clinic was for sex-related 
problems, mainly fer high school students, but any person over the 
age of 12 is eligible for counseling. 

At the center, counselee, fitst participate in a general rap session 
concerning birth control, V.D. and then get to talk to individual 
counselors and doctors, or take the tests they requested. There is no 
charge for any of the services, or tests, and, according to an act of 
the Illinois state legislature, all conferences are confidential . (The 
clinic will ~ive out information concerning a patients condition 
only with the written request of the counselee.) 

The program was , in the opinion of some members of the faculty, 
desperately needed. One boy's health teacher here at OL thought 
the program was just what the area needed. " Most health classes 
here at OL are sorely limited in both the content acceptable to the 
Administration and the background of the majority of the 
teachers. " The teacher, who declined to be identified, also said that 
the program should be strongly backed by OL, rather than oooosed. 

Another OL faculty member (who also wished to remain uniden
tified) though that the program was receiving flak from the ad
ministration mainly oecause tney teared strong parent opposition. 
And still another anonymous faculty member said that in a town 
that is 70 per cent Catholic, there would be absolutely no 
cooperation concerning the Clinic, and that he'd wager alot of 
pressure would be put on Mr. Lynch, Dr. Davies, and other 
members of the administration, as well as the school board and 
possibly even the village board, if the clinic was even officially 
recognized by OL's administration. 

I feel , (and I think that a lot of faculty members would silently 
agree with me) that this clinic is probably the finest, most youth
concerned effort by anyone to help kids cope with the problems of 
growing up and existing in an adult-oriented society. But, not very 
many people, especially those in authority here at OL, seem to 
accept the fact that one day OL students will be recognized by 
everyone to be adults, and more importantly, a fairly large portion 
of the OL student body are considered by the state to be adults. 

It seems time that people begin to accept the fact that OL 
students are just as susceptible to V.D. as the leaders of our 

community. OL girls can get pregnant just as easily as any otner 
female, and that OL students need counseling on their sex hang-ups 
just as much as the 750 couples that trek to Masters and Johnson's 
sexual dysfunction clinic each year. It really bothered me that all 
of the members of the faculty that had something worthwhile to say 
about the clinic insisted on remaining anonymous, out of fear of 
losing their jobs and that our administration here at OL feels that 
discussing such a current, topical ; issue is being too "sensational" . 

The members of the staff at The Clinic should be commended for 
their work, not suppressed. I strongly praise the YMCA and the 
hospital for their effort, and I, for one, am glad that there are 
organizations ~trongly in favor of helping people with problems, 
rather than trymg to pretend that they don't exist. 

Teenage Sexual ity Program 

Appointments: 
499-2990 

• V.D. 

Testing & Treatment 

• Birth Control 

lnformatio~ & Counseling 

• Pregnancy 

Testing & Referrals 

Tuesdavs: 5:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
Christ Hospital, 
Outpatient Area, 

4440 W. 95th, Oak Lawn 

Confidential Appointments 

Call: - 499-2990 Between 

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

Letters to the Editor Youth politics • 1n Springfield 

EDITOR'S NOTE: 

Due to the large amount of 
letters to the editor recieved, 
it's impossible to print them all. 
If yours isn't printed, please 
bear with us. If it's well written 
and serious, it could possibly be 
used in a following issue. 

DEAR EDITOR: 

Recently there has been quite 
a bit of trouble in the Girls' PE 
classes on the subject of 
stealing. As you probably know 
stealing whether it be at OL or 
elsewhere started from "Day 
One" and will probably last 
throughout eternity . Coming 
into OL last year, I was con
fronted by many a problem, but 
none so bad as our present theft 
problem. How can kids today 
grow up and become leaders 
tomorrow if they can't even be 
trusted? Many teenagers today 
complain that their parents 
care, as they call it "too hard on 
them ". Our youth today 
grumble on and on that their 
parents just don't trust them. 
Can you really blame then? 
When you can't even trust your 
fellow classmates when they're 
in the locker rooms. I think 
that 's disgusting. When you 
glance around you, there really 
aren't too many students who 
look as if they are in need of 
clothes, or suffering from 
malnutrition. 

Why then does this problem 
go on? I suppose there really is 
no solution, but something has 
to be done. 

SHARILYN HARM 

DEAR EDITOR: 
I think that bringing over 

Vietnamese babies over to this 
country is uncalled for. The 
American people are, in my 
opinion, covering up guilt 
feelings by taking these 
children under their wing. It is a 
wonderful gesture on the sur
face, but in my opinion it is 
merely a mass kidnapping. 
Bringing these children over 
from their homes into a foreign 
country away from their 
families is wrong I do not feel 
that the U .. S. people have a 
right to do this, we are not a 
nation to solve the world's 
problems, we can't even solve 
our own. 

DANETTE MUTH 

DEAR EDITOR: 

I was upset and a little 
dissappointed to learn that Mr. 
Lynch will not be here anymore 
after this year. I think he was 
great for this school and we aJI 
owe him a lot. He will be missed 
greatly. 

LISA VARNELL 

DEAR EDITOR: 

The final airlift from Vietnam 
is a failure , in lieu of all that has 
preceeded it. It seems to be a 
last resort effort on the part of 
the Americans in order to clear 
their already soiled name for 
the rest of the world. The guilt 
of the Americans shows through 
now, as Vietnam is finally being 
liberated. 

STEPHANIE DEMES 

~y STEPHANIE DEMES 

1•y knowledge of politics and 
Jio·, ernmental precedings has 
heen limited to media reports of 
scandalous activity and Ronald 
Regan performing in old ''B" 
movies . Therefore, to increase 
my dwarfed understanding of 
our democratic system, I joined 
the Youth and Government 
program sponsored by the 
YMCA. 

This program gathers ap
proximately 700 delegates at the 
Springfield Capitol Building for 
three days of sessions. These 
delegates take part in a 
simulation of our state's 
legislative , executive, and 
judicial branches of govern
ment. The results, to a young 
innocent, are appalling and at 
the same time humorously 
predictable. 

The initial travel to our state 
capital would have been per
fectly fine, except for the cold 
sticky chocolate milkshak~ 
which happened to fall all over 
my lap. It was the most un
comfortable two hours I had 
ever spent. 

Once our delegation had 
arrived and checked in at our 
hotel , our political venture 
began, starting off with 
assignment of positions 
(Senator or Representative) 
and election of Governor, Lt. 
Governor, Speaker of the 
House, and President of the 
Senate. 

After elections, free time 
followed allowing all delegates 
( who came from all parts of the 
state) to settle in their rooms 
and possibly relax. The latter I 
found almost impossible to 
accomplish with all the ex
citement being expressed in 
yelps, "ya-hoos 11

1 and screams 
by youth legislators running in, 
out and around my room. Since 
relaxation was so remote to me 

at this point, I attempted to 
scrape my pants off. (They had 
begun to mesh with the skin on 
my legs from the milkshake 
four hours before.) 

Later Friday evening, after 
the banquet honoring our newly 
elected youth officials, all 
delegates were assigned to 
committees in which bills were 
reviewed and voted on for 
priority ratings. The first and 
second priority bills would then 
be presented to the legislators 
during the early Saturday 
morning sessions. It was during 
this first committee meeting 
that I realized that much work 

was ahead for everyone. In 
order for any bill to become 
successful it needed a great 
PU;Sh. from _its sponsors, high 
pnonty ratmg in committee 
and the support from th~ 
Governor (who was almost 
impossible to get in touch with) 

All in aJI , my time and effort 
were well spent with my in
~olvement in this program. It 
increased my understanding of 
the difficulties that our Senators 
and Representatives run into 
when trying to pass a piece of 
legislature. In fact I'm so 
satisfied with the re~ults from 
the trip that I am planning to 
attend next year's session. 
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Metric system 
BY CHERYL POWELL 

According to a placemat I 
found at Country Oak one day, a 
1971 Commerce Department 
study recommended a ten year 
plan to turn the United States 
predominately , but not ex
clusively, metric. Congress is 
now working on legislation to do 
this. 

The forthcoming changeover 
to the metric system will affect 
our measurement of length, 
volume, weight , and tem
perature. The entire system is 
based on seven measurements ; 
a base measurement and six 
deriva tives of these. For 
example, the measurement of 
length is based on the meter 
(about 3.26 feet). There are also 
millimeters (one-thousandth of 
a meter), centimeters ( one
hundredth of a meter ), 
decimeters (one-tenth of a 
meter ), decameters (ten 
meters ), hectometers ( one
hundred meters ), and 
kilometers (1,000 meters ) . 
Volume is measured in liters 
( .26 of a gallon), weight in 
grams (2.2 pounds ), and 
temperature in degrees Celsuis 

The Spartanite 
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which is the old Centrigrade 

scale, with 100 degrees as the 
boiling point of water and O 
degrees as its freezing point. 

While elementary school 
children are learning the metric 
system in school, those of us 
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who were taught the English 
system of measure will be 
thrown by distortion of familiar 
demensions. For example, 
instead of being 5'5", I am, 
metrically speaking, 165.1 
centimeters tall. 

When the changeover is 
complete, everyone will have 
learn new terms for things like 
"ten gallon hats" (which would 
be forty liter hats ), " the 50 yard 
dash" (the 54 meter dash), and 
the "4 minute mile" (I don't 
even want to try to figure that 
one out) . 

Another problem with the 
changeover is the. changing of 
inches to centimeters, gallons to 
liters , etc. for those of us who 
aren't mathematically inclined 
(I am one of those people). 
Actually, in changing 5'5" to 
centimeters, I came out with 
25.35 centimeters , which is 
about ten inches. Knowing this 
couldn't be right, I had a math 
major do the computation for 
that and the rest of the article. 

The measurement of time and 
money will not be changed. I 
doubt seriously I could cope 
with a change of these (I have 
enough trouble with time and 
money now). For most of us , the 
metric system will be a 
beneficial change. And as for 
people like me, I guess we'll just 
go out and buy calculators to 
survive. 

Art talent abundant Dances prove disappointing 

BY CHUCK MACDONALD 

pattern, and the latest creation 
in room 240 , a bright 
"supergraphic " design 
originated by Mr. Dominiak 
himself. The science center is 
also involved with a mural in 
their main office. Next week a 
mural of gymnastic figures will 
be painted in the auditorium 
gym. Senior Marie Hodge is 
currently working on a design 
for the Junior-Senior Lounge. 

The Oak Lawn Public Library 
has already made use of some 
of the artists ' talents. A wall 
outside the library at 95th and 
Cook Ave. has been designed as 
oak leaves and acorns, the 
symbol of the community of 
Oak Lawn. On the inside of the 
library, a colorful Disney 
mural, originated by art 
teacher Ms. Coveny, decorates 
the childrens section. 

BY JIM SMITH 

Being a senior, if I had but one 
suggestion to leave to OL upon 
my graduation, it would be this : 
Get better bands for dances. 

This weekend I sat through 
two of the worst displays of non
m us icianshi p I have ever 
head, namely ; the Music Dept. 
Dance, and the Cafeteria 
monitor's Dance. 

I feel that when the Music 
Department holds a dance the 
least they can do is hire a 
Musical band. Phoenix was 
disappointing at best. Although 
each member of the band had 
some talent, it managed to get 
lost in the total sound of the 
band. 

The Phoenix vocals were 
totally distorted beyond any 
reasonable recognition of what 
the words actually were. The 
constant blaring of the 
keyboards drowned out any 
possibility of hearing the better 
than average guitar player. The 
only consolation in Pheonix's 
act, was a small shot of 
nostalgia in their dress . It 
vaguely reminded me of a cross 

between Hullabaloo, and 
American Bandstand '68. 

Saturday night was yet 
another story . The Band : 
" REVISION" . 

Why 95 per cent of the hearts 
of the female student body melt 
upon hearing the name Revision 
I'll never understand. 

Possibly it may be the 
material they use ; basically 
Chicago, B.T.0 . Led Zeppelin, 
etc ... , all very popular music. 
O.K. Revision fans, I'll admit 
they use some pretty good 
tunes, but the fact remains that 
they leave a lot to be desired 
musically. 

For openers, the guitar player 
could try to tune that im
pressive looking Gibson of his. 
Just doing that would improve 
Revision's sound quite a bit. 

Stairway to Heaven sounded 
more like an escalator to 
somewhere else. The correct 
chords sound better than the 
fake progressions the guitar 
player used. 

Emerson, Lake, and 

"Oak Lawn's art department 
is one of the biggest and best in 
the state." This statement was 
made by Mr. Robert Dominiak, 
art department chairman. By 
observing murals that have 
been painted in various rooms 
around the school, this 
statement seems to be quite 
true. The recent scholastic art 
awards further illustrate my 
point. OL brought home 34 
awards. At the St. Xavier art 
show Oak Lawn completely 
dominated the show with 79 
entries. Some of the "high 
place" finishers included Kathy 
Fritsche! for drawing, Laura 
Klemm for textiles, and Grace 
Eck for photography . The 
department has 800 students 
enrolled, most of them taking 
two or thre~ art classes a day. 
There are currently eight 
teachers , however there are 
plans for hiring more in the 75-
76 school year. Art classes 
range from sketching and 
ceramics, to commercial design 
and photography. 

The only thing that seems 
strange to me is with as much 
aesthetic talent at Oak Lawn as 
there is, why isn't the whole 
school painted brighter colors? 
I really think it would help 
student attitudes. Maybe if the 
school was a little nicer to look 
at, the students wouldn 't be so 
ready to destroy it. I think 
everyone would consider it a 
welcome change if the green, 
beige, and pink walls were 
painted brighter colors. The 
talent and ability is definitely 
there, so why not make use of 
it? 

Letters to the editor 
There's obviously a lot of art 

talent at OL. To see some of the 
fine work on display, you only 
have to walk down one of the 
department's halls. 

Mural painting , which 
became popular last year , is 
thriving this year also. Room 
284 houses a brightly colored 
castle scene, however it 's being 
redone. Room 234 has a floral 

C. ontinu ed 

DEAR EDITOR: 

Why doesn't this school have 
a change machine? Everytime 
a student needs change for a 
dollar, quarter or whatever, its 
hard to get. You'd think that you 
can go to the office or something 
but they they tell you they don't 
give change. Then where do 
they expect you to get it from 

------------'-------------__J anyway? What if you really 

need it bad and there 's no 

possible way of getting it then 
' d ' you re stu k! I and many other 

people would suggest getting a 
change machine or a place to 

give change in the near future. 

SHARON BATEMAN 

Palmer's "1''rom the Begin
ning", was very poor. Actually 
the guitar was very good, but 
the bassman went against the 
song's beautiful harmony with 
some home-made bass lines. If 
he can't play Greg. Lake's bass 
riffs he should sit out the song. I 
also noticed some interesting 
(?) variations on Chicago's 
"Colour My World" . The vocals 
on " Got to Get You Into My 
Life" sounded like the lead 
singer couldn't make up his 
mind whether he was coming or 
going. 

l could cite other examples if 
space permitted. Please note. 
Most of these things are not just 
my opinion. Wrong chords are 
not someone's opinion, they are 
a sad fact. Still you can mention 
the name Revision, and hear the 
teeny-boppers swoon. I don't 
think it was the can of beer I 
saw eight of them splitting 
before the dance. Maybe it was 
the "groovy" revolving light 
show that turned them on. Rats ! 
l didn't even cop a buzz! 

DEAR EDITOR: 

I think it is very good that 
these orphan babies from 
Vietnam are getting American 
homes. At least, these babies 
will get love , homes and 
education. Its about time we 
helped Vietnam in some way. 

CINDYBACEN 
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Single Visit, by Appoin~enl 

* Builds Confidence 
* Physical Conditioning 
* Chall~ge 

* Overcome Tensio 
* Respect for Othe * Social Exchange 

Minors must be Accomoanied by Paren t 
9'l06 S. Keating 
Oak Lawn. Ill. 60453 

pho1o6chqrJPs PORTABLE TV• STER 
MANY OTHER Pl 

Photographs by Eades 

424-0333 

DIVER DRUGS 
9713 S.W. HWY. 

5710 W. 95TH ST. 

4-24-0166 
4-24-0186 

••• REGISTER NOW. 

.NAME ___ _ 
• ADDRESS __ _ 

·-----.PHONE ___ _ 
II · Winners announced within 30 days after clo 

t 
THE eJal,. .eaaw. I CAMERA SHOfll-iOP 

Home of 

Larry Buckels 
--- REPAIRS - RENTALS - SALES __ 

24 HR DEVELOPING SERVICE -······· COLOR AN D BLACK & WHITE 

PHONE 423-2706 

MIKE MARCIANO 

( Reach Out 

MILT ANDERSON 

4837 W. 91 ST S T RE ET 
OAK LAWN . ILL. 60453 

and Touch Her 

For Prom 
' · ~ .a • 

( ~\::~:·I .>, 

~ *· · .'~ With flowers by 

Ja>.·~~:·:· Grea,er-Ka per Florist, Inc. 
~ • 0 

93rd Street and 55th Court 
Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453 

I 636-9890 - 636-9891 ) ''--------____. 

4949 9Sth 

OAK LAWN 

WORTH (near Radio Sh 
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Southwest Driving School offers a complete Driver's Ed. F 
Supt. of Public Instruction. 

If you're 15, 16, 17 yrs. olc 
- 30 HRS. CLASS TRIP FOR PERMIT 

COMPLETE 4 WK COURSE . . . ONI 
SOUTHWEST DRIVINGS~ 

4700 W. 103rd St. 
(IN ARENA CENTER LOBBY) 
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Only i~ Hometown 
BY BOB DODGE 

Boycotts have long been in 
vogue. And, being the typical 
middle-class white suburbanite 
liberal , I have had my share of 
them. I've given up lettuce and 
grapes for the United Farm 
Workers , boycotted meats and 
sugar for weeks on end for 
various consume groups, and 
vowed never to see another 
M,arlon Brando movie again 
because of the number he pulled 
on the Indians ( in case there are 
a few people who don't know 
what he did I'll explain. Awhile 

Just a few weeks , I was driving along Southwest Highway about ago, Brando gave up his half of 
11 , and passed through the beautiful little city of Hometown us A a farm in Illinois to the Indians 
When I reached Duffy Avenue, I glanced over and spotted a'sign·o~ to try to make up for the 
the corner near the fire station. My eyes were attracted to a treatment Indians usually got 
color:£ul poster attached to the glass of the sign. While waiting for from early white settlers in the 
the hght to change, I read the bright silver and red letters of the United States. He failed to 
black posterboard : HOMETOWN HOURS : 9 TO 6 DAILY mention to them that there was 
CLOSED SATURDAY NIGHT- AN.ICE PLACE TO BE FROM::: a $500,000 mortgage on the land 
FAR AWAY FROM!!! that they would have to pay. 

. . . And on top of that he got a tax 
At ~1rst ~his sign had me puzzled, but then I realized it was just a break .) 

pracllca_l J~ke on the cit~ of Hometown. Some people must have , Anyway, to make a long story 
made this sign, a.nd taped 1t up there I thought to myself. a little shorter (I think my 

Th~ ne~t day m school , I heard other people talking about the editor wishes I would quite 
pecul1~r s1~n. It seems they had also seen it, when a policeman was making long stories shorter. We 
removing 1t around 11 : 30. The reaction by most people was good- have a lot of space to fill and my 
natured, even by those who live in Hometown. usual five to seven inch stories 

Homet~":'n has always_ been the target of jokes and criticism. don't help Ui_at much. ) I have 
Actually 1t snot really aimed at the people directly, but more at found something else to boycott. 
small t~wns all around the country. Even the people of Hometown That is the Catholic Church. 
make Jokes about the city. Some people may take offense but _Recently the Bishop of San 
~hey're a small minority. It's all done in good fun , of course, su~h as Diego a~no.un~ed that the 
m the case of the mystery sign! churches m his diocese would no 

longer offer communion to 

In Their Opinion 

They locked up a man 
Who wanted to rule the world 
The fools 
They locked up the wrong man 

-Leonard Cohen 
The Energy or Slaves 

The trouble with socialism is that 
when people lean on one another they 
soon get too weak to stand alone. 

-The Right Hand-

those Catholic women who are 
blatant proabortionists, since 
abortion is "a sin against God 
and the Church." Because of 
this many members of the San 
Diego chapter of the National 
Organization for Women 
(NOW) and planned parenthood 
who are Caiholics have been 
denied their constitutional 
rights to freedom of religion. 

Because of this I am for a 
widespread boycott of the 
Catholic Church to go on until 
the Pope reverses his decision 
on abortion and birth control 
and gives every woman the 
right to decide if she wants a 
child or not. 

For many devout church
goers , this will be a supremely 
difficult boycott. I would like to 
be the first to admit it will be 
quite easy for me, however. 
After all I'm a Baptist. 

SPRING IS COMING 
BY CARRIE YAKIM 

It's finally spring and 
everyone's reaching for the 
good 'ole out-of-doors , but 
where's there to go? 

For you nature freaks and 
animal lovers there's plenty of 
parks and Chicago's famous 
zoos , Brookfield and Lincoln 
Park. Then there's the Animal 
Kingdom, where the television 
animals reside, and the ever 
popular. Little Red School 
House. 

If you're the more athletic 
type you'd enjoy the LaGrange 
YMCA. For a year's pass on the 
youth program the cost is $50 
and with this you receive access 
to their 2 gyms, the pool, weight 
room, exercise machines and 
sauna. Plus outdoors there's 
tennis and plenty of space to 
jog. If you want to spend a day 
bring your I.D. and it will only 
cost you $1.50. Without I.D.,the 
cost is $3 .00. 

How about a little golf, there's 
the Hickory Hills Country Club 
nearby to give your average a 
boost. If biking's your thing why 

not invest in a ten speed and try 
out the new bike routes 
sprouting up all over 
Chicago land. 

If it 's a worthwhile cause 
you ' re looking for , there 's 
plenty going on in Oak Lawn 
and surrounding communities. 
On May 17 the March of Dimes 
is having its annual walk-a
thon .. But if its a faster pace 
your mto, the March of Dimes is 
having a bike-a-thon in Orland 
Park on May 24. how about 
skating away for a good cause. 
The American cancer Society in 
conjunction with he Oak Lawn 
Roller rink is having a skate for 
cancer on May 10. 

Where to go after all the fun 
and games are over? How about 
one of the many neighborhood 
places to get good chow? If your 
mto Italian cuisine try Bar
naby's or Foxes Pub, both in the 
Oak Lawn vicinity. Or how 
about your neighborhood Mc
Donalds, Burger King, or White 
Ca~tl~s . Wherever you go, 
sprmg s the time to enjoy 
yourself. So Enjoy ! 

Horoscopes 
by Zodie Yak 

Taurus (April 21-May 21) 
Don' t spend a lot of time ser 
cializing when you should be 
working. Consider all things 
carefully. 

Aries (March 21-April 20) 
Concentrate on daily tasks. 
Research projects are favored. 
Be prudent with money. 

Cancer (June 22.J'uly 23) 
Social, romantic and creative 
news and bright ideas will 
come your way soon. 

Leo (July 24-Aug. 23) 
Share creative ideas with your 
fellow students. Don't neglect 
family responsibilities. 

Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) 
Trust intuitions. Enjoy your
self, but don't neglect more 
important concerns. Take 
others into your confidence. 

Libra (Sept. 24-0ct. 23) 
Changes are leading you to 
accept a new understanding 
of life. Don't act on snap judg
ment. 

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) 
Get plenty of rest. Allow time 
to be alone to think and to 
renew your vitality. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 
Inner poise and self-assurance 
has been growing. There is a 
tendency to over daydream. 
Capricon (Dec.22-Jan.20) 
Demand and ambitions 
caused neglection of loved 
ones. Keep an open mind. 
Happiness is near. 
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) 
Don't rely on promises. Be 
alert for opportunity. Broad
en your outlook. 

Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20) 
Sudden change approaches. 
Be adaptable. Don't let peer 
pie take you for granted. 

We passed the graves : 
The dead men there, 
Winners or losers , 
Did not care. 

In the dark 
They could n<1t see. 
Who had gained 
The victory. 

''Buy 
Spearr 

-Anonymous· 
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Athlete of the • issue 

The Spartanite 

Varsity tennis 
is rebuilding 

With 3-5; 
Sophs are 7-1 

BY DAVE MADEJA 

OL'S VARSITY TENNIS 
TEAM is in the middle of a 
rebuilding season with a 3-5 
record, while the sophomores 
are smashing opponents to the 
tune of 7-1. 

The varsity is starting to roll 
as they defeated Argo last 
Friday. Their other two wins 
came against T ,nley Park and 
Reavis. The Reavis meet would 
normally count as two con
ference points, but this year the 
conference champion will be 
decided only at the conference 
tournament at the end of the 
season. 

petitive experience. Two years 
ago, there was no tennis team at 
OL. This hurt OL's tennis 
program tremendously. It put 
the Spartans a year behind in all 
important experience. 

Tom Carberry has been 
playing fantastic tennis, as his 
7-0 record points out. He is also 
our athlete of the issue. Second 
singles man, Brian Birch is also 
doing a great job. He is 6-1. If 
the other players start to get 
hot, OL could make a respec
table showing in the conference 
tournament which is being held 
at Oak Lawn on May 16 and 17. 

Playing third singles is Dan 
Enright. Doubles combinations 
are Bill Puhr and Jerry Vinci, 
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and Greg Gorman and Dale 
Winterhoff . Winterhoff , a 
junior, didn't get to play in any 
meets last year, like Brian 
Birch, but worked hard over the 
winter and now is playing good 
tennis, along with Birclt. 

The sophomores have been 
tearing up the courts at a 7-1 
clip. They're lead by first 
singles man, Ron Schultz, who 
is 8-0. Also playing singles for 
the sophs are Steve Leyerle and 
Ted Gasteyer . Their first 
doubles team is also un
defeated. They are Mark 
Vilchuck and Dave Ulrich. 
Gasteyer, Vilchuck, and Ulrich 
are only freshmen. So the OL 
tennis program seems to be on 
the comeback . 

. . Athlete of the issue, tennis star, Tom Carberry. Tom, a Senior, T rack 
plays first singles for the Spartans. He is currently undefeated, 
with an 8-0 record. 

• remains undefeated 
ATHLETE OF THE ISSUE this time goes to. racquetman, Tom 

Carberry. Last issue their was a tie between two cindermen, John 
Marks and Scott Kolinski. Our policy is that no athlete can win two 
issues in a row. But since last time, John Marks, a shotputter, had a 
tremendous throw of 62'9" . That's two feet better than his previous 
best, that won him athlete of the issue last time. 

Tennis star, Tom Carberry is honored this issue because of his 
excellent record of 7-0. Last year, Tom also played first singles and 
was the only varsity member with a winning record. Carberry is 
hoping to gain a college scholarship through tennis. Head Tennis 
Coach, Bob Stoy, believes Tom should be able to take the con
ference title and have a great shot at the state crown in first 
singles. 

BY DENNIS POWERS 

OAK LAWN'S VARSITY 
TRACK TEAM added two more 
winS- to its string of wins last 
week by defeating Eisenhower 
and Thornridge High Schools. 
So far in dual meet competition 
the Varsity is easily undefeated. 
The team has also placed an 
impressive second in two major 
invitational meets. In the meet 
against Eisenhower, it was no 
contest. Out cindermen took 
first places in every event 

Spartans start season, 
open with a 4-4 record 

BY WALT KRZOS 

AFTER A 1-0 VICTORY 
against Sandburg last Friday, 
the Oak Lawn Spartans have 
now evened their conference 
record at 1-1. An earlier loss to 
the same Eagles, 9-5, is ac
countable for the Spartan's 
present record. The over-all 
record of Oak Lawn is now 4-4. 

The Spartans opened the 
baseball season when they split 
a doubleheader with the 
Bremen Braves, 6-4 and 9-6. In 
the first game, the fine pitching 
of Dave Fewkes, Greg Glomb, 
and Ken Zaremba preserved 
the victory for the Spartans. In 
the second contest, Zaremba 
started, but injured his knee on 
the first pitch of the game. OL 
relief pitchers were then shelled 
for nine runs and lost the game. 

AFTER A THRASHING BY 
EISENHOWER, 6-1, and a 
narrow victory over the 
Richard Bulldogs, 4-2, OL met 
the Thornton Wildcats. With a 
pair of runs in the fourth and a 
run in the sixth, OL won 3-2. Ken 
Zaremba started again and this 
time went four innings and gave 
up only two hits while striking 
out four. Scott Faurie, a 
sophomore, relieved Zaremba 
and gave up a hit and a run. 
Greg Glomb and Dave Fewkes 

OL stickmen's top pitcher, 
Senior Ken Zaremba. 

mopped up allowing one more 
run. OL scored their runs in the 
fourth on a single by Mike Tully, 
a force-out by Dan McEntee, 
John Malewski's double, and a 
pinch hit single by Jim Dybas. 
An outstanding throw from 
Frank Wiatr in centerfield to 
third baseman Steve Strenk to 
nip a Thornton runner was the 
defensive play of the game. 

The Spartans then en
countered a tough Bloom team. 
Sophomore Steve Strenk pit
ched a great game giving up no 
runs in four innings pitched. He 
was relieved by Scott Faurie
who in the last inning coughed 
up a wild pitch in the last inning 
to give Bloom the victory 1-0. 

THE NEXT GAME FOR the 
Spartans was their conference 
opener against the Sandburg 
Eagles. Sandburg belted 
started Dave Fewkes for nine 
runs in the game winning 9-5. 
OL scored all their runs in the 
first two innings. In the first , 
Scott Faurie opened the inning 
with a walk and was moved to 
second on a single by Frank 
Wiatr. Steve Strenk sacrificed 
both runners into scoring 
position when Gene Richards 
doubled them both in. In the 
second, Jack Kelly and Jim 

except for the 100 yard dash, 
Rich Lentz and Mike Dolce took 
first and second in the 440 with 
times of 53.7 and 56.1. Four 
events were swept by OL, in the 
two mile, Rich Renz ran a 
10:26.6 for a first and Tim 
LaRocque and Steve Banack 
took second and third. The 
threesome of Kevin Moore. Dan 
Engnell and Bill Hanson swept 
330 low hurdles, along with Jeff 
Sizemore, Mark Casaline and 
Ed Lanham in the 220. Also 
sweeping was Paul Ness with a 
4:52 :8, Rich Renz and Neil 
Barnhart in the mile. Also 
continuing his undefeated string 
was John Marks in the shotput 
and Paul Fencl taking his 
second. The great shotput due of 
Marks and Fencl also placed 

Carr singled and were moved 
ahead · by Fewkes. A walk to 
Waitr loaded the bases for 
Strenk. He connected for a 
bases-clearing triple to give the 
Spartans the lead, 5-4. The 
Eagles got two runs in the sixth 
and three more in the seventh to 
give OL it's fourth loss. 

Coach Borkowski, with some 
substituting, has been going 
with the starting line-up of : 
Mike Tully-catcher, Dan 
McEntee-first base, Jim Carr
second base, Gene Richards
shortstop, Jack Kelly-third 
base, Steve Strenk-left field, 
Frank Wiatr-center field, and 
Scott Faurie-right field. Even 
though his team has lost a game 
in conference standings, Coach 
Borkowski still believes the 
Spartans can take the con
ference crown. 

one, two in the discus with 
throws of 139 feet and 134'9". 
Scott Kelinski performed a little 
below his capal;>ilities with a 
high jump of 6'2" but still took 
first place. The final score of the 
meet was Oak Lawn 118, 
Eisenhower 22. 

In the Riverside-Brookfield 
Relay, the track team placed 
second out of 12 competing 
teams. The drastic one-two 
punch of John Marks and Paul 
Fencl captured a big first and 
second for us. Scott Kolinski 
also won his event with a mere 
high jump of 6 feet. After 
winning the event. Scott was 
prevented from continuing due 
to the cold weather and in
creased chance of pulled 
muscles. 

IN THE LAST HOME MEET 
OL's cindermen beat a usually 
strong Thornridge team by a 
score of 94-47. Under the ideal 
conditions and good track, some 
good times were run. 
Sophomore Rich Renz ran a 
9:55.3 in the two mile for a first. 
Kevin Moore took 3 first places 
in the high hurdles, half mile 
and low hurdles. Also taking 3 
first places in the high hurdles, 
half mile and low hurdles. Also 
taking 3 firsts was Brian Car
ney, who ran a 10.8 in the 100 
yard dash, and 52.5 in the 440 
and a 22.9 in the 220. Despite a 
good jump of 20'2, sophomore 
Jeff Sizemore, captured a 
second. The next meet will be 
tommorrow, the freshman and 
sophomores will be at the 
Reavis Relays and the Varsity 
will be at the Hinsdale Central 
Relays. 

HEY, If you're a 1tudent getting "8'1" 
or better, you may qu1111fy for 
Farmera-ln the ·form of 1peclal 

SMARTY I bonus lower rates on your auto 
ln1urance. Call today and get the 

• facta on Farmerii money-aavlng 
Good Student Auto Polley. 

BOB KANE 
838-4224 

888• W••T 91STH 8TJtaST 

0AKL.AWN. IL.UNOla •04Ba • . 
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New officials elected 

In recent elections new officers were voted into position for the 
Senior class of '76. As pictured above in the first row are; Tim 
Purpura, president and Mark Casalino, vice president. In the 
bottom row are; Jean Dvorak, treasurer and Cassie Generis, 
secretary. 

Officers newly elected for Junior class of '77 are: Patti Pat
terson, secretary; Debbie Petzel, treasurer and Roseanne Baker, 
president. Not in the picture is Cheryl Kallquist the vice president. 

Pictured above are -the newly elected officials from the 
Sophomore class of '78. They are, from right to left: Janet 
Racinowski, president; Tracy Thompson vice president and Denise 
Salvati treasurer. Not pictured is the class secretary Mary Lynn 
Miller. 

Student council to hold elections 
BY VI_RGINIA COWART 
ELECTIONS FOR the 1975-76 

Student Council will be held 
Wednesday, May 21, 1975, 
during the lunch periods. 

The ballots will provide for 
each cass to have at least nine 
winners, and in the event of a tie 
for the last position in each 
class a run-off election will be 
held. 

The Student Council also 
sponsors dances and works 

together with other student 
organizations in getting things 
done around the school. 

Campaigning for Student 
Council will be from May 12-21 
and is restricted to personal 
contacts and posters . Posters 
may be approved by the 
Registrar in office 126 and may 
be no more than 48" by 24". 

The Student Council has done 
much in the past with help from 

a,tanite 
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Huge turnout for 
co-op ed dinner 

Forensics holds 

I 
awards night 
BY DONNA SZYMANSKI 

THE OLCHS FORENSICS 
TEAM Annual Awards Night 
was held in the Little Theatre on 
Saturday May 10 from 7:30 p.m. 
until 9:30 p.m. 

BY DAN SOBCZAK 

THE EMPLOYER-
EMPLOYEE Banquet spon
sored by the Cooperative 
Education Students of OLCHS 
was held at the Holiday Inn 
Restaurant Wednesday May 7. 

Approximately 400 people 
attended the function including 
students , coordinators em
ployers, friends and relatives. 

The evening began at 6:30 
p.m. with a greeting from the 
Masters of Ceremonies, Cathy 
Gatz and Cheryl Clough. The 
invocation, dinner and in
troduction of the guests 

followed. Entertainment for the 
evening was provided by the 
Southwest Academy of Karate. 
The martial arts demonstration 
was arranged by Mr. Robert 
Stoy. 

The committee formed to 
make the banquet a success 
included: Glen Adamovicz, Don 
Ostrowski, Peggy Mariarty, 
Mark Jalbert , Cathy Gatz, 
Cheryl Clough, Jeff Barnes, 
Jerry Polich, Evelyn Cooke, 
Cindy Muelhausen, Mike 
Bernat, Robert MacLean and 
Bob Cantrell all from various 
Career Educational Programs. 

The show was divided into two 
halves by a fifteen minute in
termission. Junior Cheryl 
Bailey, an award-winning prose 
and verse reader was the emcee 
of the first half, which consisted 
of team members presenting 
the tournament awards to their 
fellow team members, and 
performances by Cheryl Powell 
and Jim Byrne, Ken Herman 
and Tami Ito. 

Front Row Center near 

Mr. John Leary, forensic 
coach, was then called upon to 
present the most valuable 
performer plaques to Hattimer 
and Kottaras . 

BY KAREN LANG 

"IT'S GOING TO be good, 
real interesting," says writer
director Al Collins of OL's 
" Front Row Center." 

The Variety Show will be a 
multi-media presentation with 
slides, comedy skits, and radio 
shows. 

The Marx Brothers, Lena 
Horne, Judy Garland, and 
Abbott and Costello will appear 
with the magnificent chorus, 
music combo, and a 20 piece 
orchestra. 

Three hundred slides of the 
era will be presented including 
everyone from Carman 
Marinda to Hitler. World War II 
is the finish for Act I and 
director Collins comments that 
"it's one of the most ambitious 
numbers in the show." 

The Academy Awards will be 
presented as a salute to the best 
films , actors and actresses of 
the 40's with slides of each of the 
categories. 

NOSTALGIA RADIO, Amos 
and Andy, two comedy mock 
radio shows, and a take off on a 
private eye will also be 
presented. 

Front Row Center will open 
on Friday night May 23 and also 
on Saturday the 24, at 8 p.m. 
each night. Tickets are $1.50 for 
adults and $1 for students. They 
may be purchased from any 
cast or crew member or at the 
door the nights of the per
formances. 

Dr. Ben Smith, faculty advisor, 
and president Bill Adams. The 
latest of these accomplishments 
in participation in a blood drive 
held yesterday and today . 
Under the blood drive plan the 
m~mbers of the families of 
those who contribute to the 

drive will receive blood free of 
charge anywhere in the United 
States for one year . 

NEWS CAPSULE 
Today is the second · and last day of the OLCHS Student 

Organizations Blood Drive. The Drive is a joint effort by the NHS, 
SCAB, Student Council, Cafeteria Monitors and others. In a recent 
court decision it was decided that the minimum age for those 
wishing to donate blood would be lowered to 17. All students 17 
years and older and in good health should see any member of the 
previously mentioned groups for further details . 

Tomorrow the Senior Class is sponsoring a car wash. 

Tomorrow night, Saturday May 17, the Senior Girls Chorus, 
under the direction of Mr. Charles Yara, will present its Spring 
Concert entitled, "An Evening with Richard and Oscar; A Tribute 
to Rodgers and Hammerstein. " It will be in the Little Theater at 8 
p.m . Tickets are $1 for adults , $.50 for students and children under 6 
will be admitted free . 

OLHS's Spartan Marching Band will participate in a parade 
kicking off the Oak Lawn Westside Baseball season. The parade is 
on Sunday May 18 at 12:30. 

Senior exams for seniors failing to meeting exemption 
requirements, will be held Tuesday and Wednesday May 27 and 28. 
On Tuesday the exams will be given during periods 6 and 7. On 
Wednesday the tests will be from 8 a .m . to 12 noon. 
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YMCA clinic an excellent proiect 
BY MARK SHEL TON 

A visit to "The Clinic" the YMCA sponsored testing center, 
proved to be both interesting and informative. I was given a better 
perspective on the basis for the clinic, found out who was involved, 
where the money came from and whose services were provided. All 
in all, I was thoroughly convinced that the clinic is a fine, useful and 
youth oriented effort, as well and being a valuable educational.aid. 

At the clinic, a group discussion with staff members and coun
selees started the evening off well . Venereal disease and how to 
prevent it was covered on the evening I visited, in !:><>th an 
imaginative and clear way by Bruce Ma \t. i , supervisor of the 
clinic, and Sue Connell. They covered the subject well and fielded 
questions from the counselees concernwg treatment and 
prevention of syphilis and gonorrhea. Both treated the subject 
with ease and candor and the discussion was kept at a level that 
was easily understood. During this discussion members of the staff 
of Christ Hospital assigned to the clinic are available to administer 
tests and provide counseling. All involved are experienced and 
possess an excellent background for this t~ of work, and the air of 
the clinic is one of openess and interest. 

Memorial daze 

BY CHERYL POWELL 

I have some good news and 
some bad news for everyone. 
First, the good news: there are 
two holidays at the end of this 
month. Now, the bad news: they 
are Memorial Day, and 
Memorial Day. 

For some reason unknown to 
civilized man , the Illinois 
General Assembly voted to 
make Friday, May 30 Memorial 
Day, since it is traditionally 
Memorial Day. However, the 
federal government passed the 
so-called " Monday-holiday" 
bill, making the Monday before 
certain holidays (such as 
Memorial Day) the.actual day 
of celebration . Therefore, 
Memorial Day is also Monday, 
May 26. 

_ For those of you who don't 

DE/%R EDITOR: 

In response to "Dances prov~ 
disappointing" by Jim Smith, I 
don't see where he gets off 
cutting the bands down the way 
he did? Anyone who can get 
together , practice, and 
memorize as much music as a 
band does, at least deserves 
some credit. 

remember the fiasco we had 
last year, the Post Office will be 
closed Monday, and the school 
will be closed on Friday. That is 
the only way to explain it. Last 
year I considered it a plot by the 
feqeral and state governments 
and my parents to drive me 
insane. On the first Memorial 
Day, I was rudely awakened by 
my mother so I could put the 
flag up. When I asked why, she · 
replied, "Memorial Day, you 
idiot. " When she did it to me 
again on that Friday, I was sure 
something was rotten in Den
mark. 

There is one good thing about 
the whole mess. At least this 
isn't Indiana . Could you 
imagine running the In
dianapolis 500 twice in one 
week? 

is . Then I'd like to see him play 
a few of Greg Lake 's riffs. 

RAYWHINNA 

Afterwards, I had the opportunity to talk with Bruce Maki 
about the clinic's conception. Funded mostly by the Illinois Family 
Planning Council, the clinic was the result of work by both Mak·i 
and Bill Higginson, present director of the Southwest YMCA. 
Ma thinks that the clinic is a very necessary institution, and 
hopes for expansion in th~ near future. "I'd like to see the clinic 
broadened to include rap sessions on simply existing in society as a 
sexual being. The problems that all of us face more than justify the 
need to express feelings in an open positive atmosphere," Maki 
said. 

In the past few ~eks, the clinic has been doing extremely well, 
according to Sue Connell. Ms. Connell, a second year law student, 
seemed to agree with Maki 's pl'!ilosophy. Together they provide 
a very informative, sometimes amusing, always beneficial look at 
the problems and hassles of young people in this day and age. Such 
talented, hard work should not be wasted, nor should their work be 
taken lightly. The SPARTANITE commends the work of these two 
dedicated people, their co-workers, and administrators for 
providing a very organized necessary public service. ., 

Rebuttal 
BY DAN SOBCZAK 

In the last issue of the 
Spartanite an anonymous 
writer mentioned boycotting the 
Catholic Church because 6f its 
stand on abortion and birth 
control. 

The matter of abortion is a 
moral issue which is not con
fined to the Catholic Church. 
Many members of the Right To 
Life Committee are of different 
Church denominations. These 
people strongly resent their 
views being pushed aside by the 
news media. 

Everyone knows that fetal 
development is a continuum 
without sharp stages or magical 
quickenings and that any life 
ctrawn after cooception is an 
arbitrary one. All life must be 
protected at all s.tages, so the 
question is not where life begins 
but what value we choose to 
place on it. 

Most pro-abortionists agree 
abortion is the taking of ~ life, 
but they only vie for the 
womans choice to contro1 her 
body. The baby is a separate life 
inside the woman and its life 
must be protected by society if 
the woman herself won't protect 
it. A death certificate must be 
signed by the doctor after the 
second trimester so according 
to law it is a life abortion is 
taking. 

In the article in ·the last issue 
it was said that the Bishop of 

San Diego announced that the 
churches in his diocese would no 
longer offer communion to 
those Catholic women who are 
blatant pro-abortionists, since 
abortion is a sin against God 
and the Church. Because of this 
many members of the San 
Diego chapter of the N~tional 
Organization for Women 
(NOW) and planned parenthood 
who are Catholics thought they 
were denied their constitutional 
rights to freedom of religion. 

These women were not denied 
any rights . at all because the 
United States does not run the 
individual teachings of each 
church and say what rights a 
person has in that church but 
only gives a person the· right to 
choose what church he or she 
wishes to join, 

The writer of the other article 
in the lasi issue mentioned she 
was a Baptist and it would be 
hard for her to follow this 
boycott. If I were a Baptist I 
think it would be quite easy for 
me to boycott the Catholic 
Church since I wouldn't be 
attending their mass anyway. 

As you should have guessed 
by now I am a Catholic and 
although our opinions can differ 
on whether abortion is right or 
wr:ong we can not differ on the 
fact that abortion is the taking 
of a life. 
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THE CLINIC 
Teenage Sexuality Program 

Appointments: 
499-2990 

• V.D. 
• Birth Control 

• Pregnancy 

• CounMllng 

I 
Tuesdays: 5:39 - 8:30 p.m. 
Christ Hospital, 
Outpatient Area, 

1 

4440 W. 95th, Oak Lawn 

Lettermen's 
Clubto make 
comeback 

BY DAN PADY 

What is the Lettermen 's 
Club? "The Lettermen's Club 
was for those who received a 
letter for participating in a 
Varsity sport. The purpose of 
the club was to establish good 
fellowship among all letter 
winners, regardless of what 
sport they are in, " commented 
Vern Scarpelli, Varsity Swim 
Coach. Scarpelli has hopes of 
bringing the club back next 
year . 

The Lettermen's Club ha, 
been non-existent for two years 
due to a lack of interest among 
letter winners. Most of the letter 
winners associate with other 
letter winners from their own 
sport and therefore do not want 
to get involved with athletes 
from other sports. 

At one time during the days of 
high school spirit (three years 
ago? ) the club had 33 members 
and held dances , picnics , 
outings, and helped out at 
football and basketball games.-

Lettermen's Clubs do exist at 
many other high schools . 
Walking down the halls of Carl 
Sandburg or Stagg High Schools 
you will see many athletes 
wearing their special letter 
sweaters or jackets and proudly 
displaying their letters they 
have earned in various sports. 
OLCHS Athletic Director, 
Fred Parks said, " I ,like many 
of the other coaches, would like 
to see the Lettermen's Club 
return to Oak Lawn High." 

In his article, Jim Smith 
stated he SAT through the 
dances, it probably would have 
been better to him if he had 
danced, instead of sitting there 
writing down each mistake the 
band made. People go to dances 
to dance and be with Uieir 
friends not to criticize and cut 
people down. 

Ray Whinna is right on one 
account, possibly I might erijoy 
dances more if I would dance 
more . I might point out , J 

however, that simple mistakes '-------------------------------------

Mistakes are common, I'm 
sure, thinking about something 
else for even a split second can 
ruin a whole song. The mem
bers of a band must put 
everything aside while playing, 
problems they have at home or 
work and must be mentally into 
each song. 

If Jim Smith would like to 
hear a perfect band, I hope he 
doesn't hold his breath waiting. 
No one's perfect. Why doesn't 
he get a band together, so he 
can see how much work it really 

were not my gripe, tuning and 
major style deTiciencies were. I 
am a member of the OLCHS 
Jazz Band (Third place, WIU 
Jazz Fest) and I real.ize that 
being a good musician is a very 
difficult thing. If Ray Whinna 
would like to hear me play Greg 
Lake ' s riff in " From the 
Beginning" I would be glad to-
it's one of my favorites! 

JIM SMITH 

DEAR EDITOR: 

Why can't there be a girls 
football & baseball team? It's 
not fair, let the guys have 
volleyball or badminton too. 
Lost of girls would enjoy a 
football team or baseball team-
Why not? 

JEAN JOHNSON 

DEAR EDITOR: 

I can't believe how fast these 
past few years have gone by for 
the Seniors who are graduating 
this year . It just doesn'.t seem 
like 4 years ago that we have 
walked into this school as fresh
men. 

We now realize that we are on 
our owrr; half of the students 
probably don't even know what 
they are going to do, like me. At 
times this school was a real 
drag but then again some of the 
times were pretty good. Most of 
the teachers are nice and fair to 
the students also. 

Graduating will be a time of 
happiness for all of the Seniors 
at O.L.C.H.S .. Many of the 
students who want to get out of 
the "hole" and others who hold 
happy and long ·lasting 

memories. 
For you see : "We may never 

pass this way again.". 

SHARON BATEMAN 

DEAR EDITOR: 

Appearing in the last issue of 
the Spartanite was a short letter 
which was placed in the 
"Letters to the Editor" column. 
This .Jetter was concerning the 
feelings of guilt many of the 
American people had as a result 
of the recent North Vietnamese 
attack on South Vietnam. 

I wrote.and submitted this 
letter to express an opinion on 
the subject, but not necessarily 
m own. This was done in order 
to inform others of the different 
viewpoints that exist on this 

subject. I did realizC:? that the 
subject was controversial, but 
what I didn't realize was that 
the reactions would be heated 
and that I would be labelled a 
"blatant communist. " The 
latter was not the reaction I 
wanted to achieve, as I had not 
written the story with the 
communistic philosophy as it's 
base. 

This situation is a curious 
exampl~ of the power and in
fluence of the press can have 
over its readers. Since stories 
are chosen by editors the stories 
tend to reflect the views of the 
editor. This would make it hard 
to distinguish the view of the 
reporter from that of the editor. 

STEPHANIE DEMES 
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~iving around just for.the sake ot driving around has bee.ome < 

<Jl:Ute bothers~e lately; ~ of us who do drive have to put up 
with car mamtenan~; gas shortages and constantly rising gas 
prices. Now something new bas been added to the long list of in
conveniences ~ our beloved village of Oak Lawn is turning into what 
is commonly known asa speed trap. Wherever you go there always 
se~s to be a cop park.edsomewbere waiting like a tiger to pounce 
on tts prey. 

i have been stopped twice for speeding within the l~s.t month. 
Luckily T wasn't given a ticket in either case, just harassed a litue 
and sworn at a lot. In one case the cop thought he was a comedian. 
After I told him why I was speeding (a whok 10 miles over the 
limit) he replied, "You kJ10'W what excuses are like-assholes 
everyone's got one." Flainy huh? Anyway l didn't get a ticket: 
Officer Friendly just got·into his squad, turned off those cute.red 
lights ·on top and iped off in search o.f another offender. 

While we all agree that we shouldn't speed except in emergen
cies, everyone does .it at one time or another. To observe this. 
practice just get in your car and keep up with the tra!fk that you 
dri-ve in. ln most cases you'll find that you're driving about five or 
ten miles over the limit. 

What aggravates me -even more about these tactics to' stop 
speeders is that most COPS don't practice what they preacll. How 
often I've seen cops parked in no parking zones, how often I've seen 
cops change lanes or turn without signaling, how often I've seen 
cops "blow" stop signs, and last but certainly not least, bow often 
I've seen cops going at a good ltHS mile clip over tbe speed limit. • 
All of these examples have been cited in normal conditions, no 
emergencies··just plain driving habits. 

I'm not saying that all cops are bad, there's probably some good 
ones somewhere, but I am saying that when cops don't follow the 
law that they enforce, it makes what little respect that I do have for 
them dwindle. 

Looking at all the hassles involved in driving, and until this 
speed-trap !tick dies down, I think I'll start riding my bike. It may 
take me a little longer to get there, and I may get run over. tsut a~ 
least I won't get hassled, sworn at, or ticketed. 

The unimportant necessity 

BY LAURA HUDDLESTON 

The necessity of having a pass 
in this school in order to do 
anything seems to be an ab· 
solute must. They are needed 
for just about everything, 

the washroom . The con· 
sequences are obvious. 

Another disadvantageous 
type of pass is the late pass in 
cases where there is no call 
from a parent. You must go rai:iging from going to the 

bathroom to getting a pencil 
from your locker. While I'm 
sure most students realize some 
of these passes really are 
needed to keep the school from 
ending up in complete chaos, 
there are a few times when the 
need for passes becomes both 
unnecessary and even 
dangerous . Take for example 
the notorious nurse's pass . 
There are some teachers who 
will not allow students to go to 
the nurse because it has become 
a well known excuse for getting 

....--'!!!""' ____ _, down to the attendance office, 

out of class. Alright , so it has , C{OVfil.. 
but once in a while students 

obtain a little green slip on 
which you are to write your 
name, reason for being tardy 
and the time you arrived at 
school. It then must be signed. 
When at last this time· 
consuming ritual is over a 
minimum of five minutes has 
elapsed, making you later than 
ever. If a student wants to be 

· late, without an excused late 
pass , just for the sake of 
missing class, he'll pay the 
price eventually when he gets 
three tardies . What 's the point? 

really do get sick in class, and Pt\ SS As for the future . of un· 
then what? The unfortunate 1 · necessary passes , we can only 
person is either forced to leave Pl.t! ~~ ~ hope it will be better. But for the 
the class anyway and run the time being, just hope the next 
risk of getting a cut, or get sick step isn't a guy standing at the 
right in class. The same can be school doors asking you what 
true in obtaining a pass to go to._ ___________ __..the password is. 
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Buses like this, filled to-capacity, are common at OLCUS. Service 
is understandably poor, because of the over-crowding and poorly 
maintained equipment. 

Bus service awful 

The bus transportation to and 
from school seems to be in a 
major uproar this year . I 
myself ride the bus to and from 
school everyday and realize 
that there are serious 
problems but, the school and 
bus company doesn't seem to 
realize this. 

First of all , the buses always 
seem to be overcrowded, 
especially after school. The 
main reason for this is if you 
miss the first bus the second bus 
usually doesn't come until 10-30 
minutes after the first one, if it 
comes at all. If you're smart 
you'll kick, shove, or climb 
through the windows of the 
buses like so many of the kids 
do, to make the first bus. 

Then there's the problem of 
smoking on the bus. Not that I 
mind if people smoke but when 
you walk into the bus first thing 
in the morning and gasp for air 

au tne way to school, it does get 
a little aggravating. 

The most serious problem of 
all is the condition of the buses. 
Most of them are in very poor 
condition. Some buses tilt, their 
speedometers don't work, or a 
wheel is about to fall off. 

Not only are the conditions of 
the buses a problem but, the 
drivers are also a problem. 
Many of the drivers are in a big 
hurry to get us students on time 
for school in the morning. I 
don 't particularly like going 45 
m .p.h. rounding a curve. It does 
get a little nerve racking. 

I don't think the school or the 
bus company realizes how 
serious these problems are. 
Without the buses, many of the 
students who do ride them 
would have no way of getting to 
school. I think something should 
be done now to get better and 
safer conditions of the buses 
today and not tomorrow. 
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RF~yenge 
NOW THAT IT'S nearing the end of this school year, I've gotten 

together some suggestions you can use to drive your teacher 
bananas. All of us have at least one teacher in mind. Maybe one 
who gave you a bum grade, hours, or the one who tells sick, 
retarded stories that are supposed to be funny. Then there's always 
the one who gives a test, ·quiz, or a ton of homework everyday on 
something you don't understand anyhow. Whatever the case 
happens to be, here's some of my ideas : 

1) Whenever they ask for something, throw it to them. (Accept 
maybe desks and typewriters ). 

2) Don't laugh at their corny jokes. 
3) Whisper something to the person next to you, point at the 

teacher, and start laughing your brains out. (If she comes up to you 
and as..'<s what the heck is so funny, look her right in the eye and 
say, "YOU ARE". 

4) Give them really dumb excuses about your homework, 
something in the way of: 

a . "What homework? " 
b. " I left it in my locker" 
c. "My little brother ate it" 
d. " It just got up and walked away" 
5) Raise your hand and ask how to do something they just 

finished explaining. 
6) During the middle of·the class, get-up, stomp disgustingly over 

to the door, and walk out slamming it behind you. 
7) Go to sleep and start snoring during one of their boring lec

tures. (If you can get three or four guys to do it with you at the same 
time, it'll really make them pull their hair out). 

8) Give them a sneer and obscene gesture every time they look 
towards you. 

9) Whenever they ask you to do something say a big, flat, "NO!" 
10) Start wailing and crying whenever they give you a test. 
11) Constantly come in late. 
12) When you walk past the front of the room, always glance 

towards the ~eacher and start laughing hysterically. 
13). In a quiet classroom, always: 
a . Start belching and snorting. 
b. Blow your nose constantly. 
c. Start making devilish laughs and obscene pantiqg noises. 
14) Walk in the room holding your nose and-spraying disinfectant 

all over the place. 
Believe it or not, teachers are human, just like the rest of us . So, 

with the right amount of pressure, they'll crack up just like 
anybody else would. Good luck! 

HEY, If you're a atudent getting "B's" 
or better, you may qualify for 
Farmers-In the form of special 

SMARTY' 
bonus lower rates on ,your auto 
Insurance. Call today and get the 

• facts on Fa~rs money-NVlnsJ 
Good Student" Auto Polley. 

BOB KANE 
f53e-4224 

•••• W•aT ellTH 8T"KST 

0AK~AWN. fL.1-INOla .049a 

FLOWERS 
styled by 

• . 
. 

fraRcis hultgen 

4823 W. 95th Street 

Oak Lawn, Ill. 

424-2200 
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Prom: altering a tradition 
BY NANCY SEDEMKA 

THE NOSEGAY IS 
WILTING, and the prom in
vitation is pasted between the 
pages of a scrap book. The 
tuxedo has been returned to 
Gingiss, and all that remains is 
the paid-in-full receipt. The 
memories of another prom are 
tucked away for another year. 

If you're lucky enough to live 
in Saint Louis or in the nearby 
vicinity, you would be able to 
celebrate your prom on a river 
cruise on the U.S.S. Admiral. 
The Admiral is a large, five 
deck steamship, equipped with 
a grand ballroom, game room 
and a large open top deck. The 
cost for a prom on a liner such 
as this would be between $15 
and $30 per couple, which isn't a 
lot when you consider what's 
included. Imagine this: 

You and your date board the 
Admiral at 7 p.m. and walk up 
to the second or third deck, 
where you and your date are 
served a seven-course dinner. 
After you've finished eating, 
you can dance in the Grand 
Ballroom, located on the second 
deck, or you can sit on the third 
deck which overlooks the 

Ballroom floor. If you'd rather 
listen to a folk singer, you can 
go up to the fourth declc, or if 
music isn't your thing you can 
go down to the first deck and 
play with the many pinball 
machines and electronic games 
in the Game Room. If you're 
the romantic type, you can go 
up to the fifth deck and sit with 
your date on the moonlight 
deck, watching the buildings of 
Saint Louis pass you by. 

it is true that the U.S.S. 
Admiral isn't exactly a car
peted, chadeliered hall, but the 
thought of dancing with that 
special someone while on a 
river cruise sounds very en
ticing. While it is true there are 
some people who prefer a 
carpeted hall to a river cruise, 
don't you think it would be a 
nice change of tradition to 
spend a prom cruising down the 
river on a steamship? Perhaps 
next year we could spend our 
prom on the river cruise 
starting a Lake Michigan and 
going on a six-hour round trip to 
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin and 
back to Chicago again. It's 
worth a thought. 
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MVCC 
cuts costs 
BY NANCY SEDEMKA 

DO YOU WANT TO TAKE up 
a special course in college but 
can 't afford to attend a four
year university? Or are you 
passing up college because 
Moraine Valley doesn't offer the 
course? If you answer "yes" to 
either of these questions, your 
problems may be over. 

Are you aware of the fact that 
Moraine Valley is required to 
pay a certain percentage of 
tuition for students who must 
attend Southwest Junior College 
because Moraine doesn't offer 
that specific course? According 
to a state law, Moraine Valley 
must pay the difference bet
ween the cost out-of-district 
residents pay (as of this year, 
the cost is $32.86) and the cost of 
Chicago residents ($4). In other 
words, Moraine Valley "must 
pay $28.86 per semester hour 
while the student pays $4 per 
semester hour. This, I think 
you'll agree, is quite a savings! 

For more information, see 
your counselor or call South
west Junior College, 735-3000 or 
Moraine Valley Community 
College, 974-4300. 

•·•····•·······•··••·•···•·•·•·············•·••·····•·••·•·•·•··········•······················• . . 
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SECRETARIES 
Hubert 
offers a 
helping 
hand to 

New Grads 
Hubert knows how tough it is to 
make the transition from being a 
student to being_ an active member 
in the working world. But Hubert, 

with his very human heart, stands ready to help the new high 
school grad I If you have excellent secretarial skills (typing - 50 
wpm and shorthand - 100 wpm) and are anxious for a meaning
ful, rewarding career ... then Hubert would like to meet you! 

At the Harris Bank, we offer career training programs second to 
none ... and a supportive, achievement-oriented atmosphere 
that encourages you to grow professionally. Plus excellent 
salaries and an exciting fringe benefit program that includes a 
free checking account, hospitalization, profit sharing, paid 
vacation and holidays, a bank subsidized cafeteria, and a 
convenient Loop location . 

Call Mrs. Mailman, 461-7841, for an appointment to discuss 
your future. (Remember, Hubert promised to help and his word 
is as good as gold I) 

~~HARRIS 

ftw= ~~roe Street Chicago, Illinois 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

; ........................•.................•.......••.......................................... ; 
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Xerox art: push-button pictures 
BY CHERYL BAILEY 

XEROX COPY MACHINES have always brought to mind a 
nightmare of countless nickels being swallowed in exchange for a 
hum, a flash of light, and at last, the arrival of a page of fuzzy, grey 
print. But recently, when a Detroit-based disc-jockey, tired of 
giving away T-shirts and record collections, began taking pictures 
of himself in a copier and advertising them as "the world's 
cheapest dartboard," art lovers and curiosity seekers latched on to 
a new aspect of photography-Xerox Art. 

Zerox Art is a challenging way of photographing objects and 
creating designs. Almost any black-and-white copier (like the type 
in the Media Center) can be used, but more professional results and 
diversity can be achieved with the recently introduced color 
copiers.· These are available at dime and stationery stores and 
produce combinations of magenta , yellow, and blue glossy prints. 

AS YOU PREPARE to make a print, the glass plate on .the copy 
machine becomes your viewfinder since your subject must fit on 
the 81h" by 15" frame. This limits the number of objects you can 
photograph, but in doing so provides the challenge of finding 
suitable objects with interesting texture and shape and dif
ferentiates Xerox Art from conventional photography. Hands, 
leaves, string, food labels, or crumpled paper are just a few easy
to-work-with subjects for the beginner. Once they are arranged on 
the glass plate and the desired colors selected, the "print" button is 

Take a year off 
BY MICHAELLE LATAS 

AFTER GRADUATING from OLCHS, why not take a year off 
before you embark on college life? 

Taking a year off is no longer considered disastrous as it was a 
few years ago. The idea is now accepted by parents, teachers, and 
fellow peers. 

The year can be filled-with many stimulating activities rather 
becoming a big hole in your life. 

For the travel buffs going abroad is popular. But, if you don't 
have enough money for this, touring America can be as interesting 
as touring foreign countries . 

BY TRAVELING the backroads in this country you can discover 
how people live elsewhere and that there are still places where the 
problems of big cities are not felt, at all. 

You can also work for a year gaining valuable experience and 
saving money in helping to finance your college education. 

For those students who would enjoy a year off with a little 
education, there are the free universities throughout the country. 
The subjects offered are informative, unusual and limitless. For 
locations and other information write to The American Association 
for Higher Education, 1 Dupont Circle, Suite 780, Washington D.C. 
20036, for the Free University Directory, at a cost of $1.50. 

THERE ARE ALSO many opportunities available as a olunteer 
worker. For information on volunteer jobs you can obtain a book 
called "Invest Yourself," for $1 by writing The Commission on 
Voluntary Service and Action, 475 Riverside Drive, Room 635, New 
York 10027. The book describes national as well as international 
jobs. 

A year off can be exeiting and interesting but whatever you 
choose, make sure it is worth the time you take from beginning 
college. 

CHRISTMAS IN 
LONDON,ENGLAND 

9 Days - 8 Nights 

Dec. 26, 1975 - Jan. 4, 1976 

$489 includes 

round trip air, land transfers, 
First class hotel, · Theatre tickets 

Full Breakfast daily 

and sightseeing. 

$125 deposit Due ept. 30 - Balance due Oct. 2sj 

For Further information contact 

Mr. Collins or call 767-0477 

Thi trip 1 not sponsored by OLCHS 

pushed. A bright, hot light scans the glass several times depending 
on the number of colors chosen. Each time the light passes over the 
glass plate a different picture is made ; therefore, it's possible to 
make pictures "move" by slightly shifting the subject prior to each 
scanning. Or try changing the color button while also shifting the 
subject for a multicolor design. Full-face photos or portraits can 
take on a different mood by making them predominantly one color. 
One word of caution concerning portraits-it's advisable for the 
subject to close his eyes because the brightness of the scanning 
light could be harmful. An alternative .to this is sunglasses, 
especially the mirror type which give an interesting effect. Dif
ferent types of paper can add variety to the prints--just ask the 
Xerox machine operator to load the machine with rice or con
struction paper, or clear plastic sheets. Or make your portraits and 
designs rainbow-striped by flapping the plastic lid on the copier 
during the scanning. 

Perhaps one of the best aspects o( Xerox Art is that it is inex
pensive: only five cents for black-and-white prints, while full color 
glossy prints range from twenty to eighty cents depending on the 
paper used. With the push of a button, professional prints can be 
yours that are creative and unique. And after all, even if your 
prints aren't 'exactly masterpieces, they do make a decent dart
board. 

424-0166 

424-0186 t 
THE (!}a/z. _eQ.WH. CAMERA SHOP 

----- REPAIRS - RENTALS - SALES __ _ 
24 HR DEVELOPING SERVICE 
COLOR AND BLACK & WHITE 

MILT ANDERSON 

GOOD LUCK 

4949 9Sth 

OAK LAWN 

to the class of 75 

Would like to wish every grad an 
abundance of success and the 
best of luck for the future 
and we can help you with that 
future. Lets talk it over. 

Write to: 
DET501 RA 35 
U.S. Air Force 
536 S. Clark St. Chicago, Ill. 60605 
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Graduation 
BY CARRIE YACKIM AND 
MARY BURKE 

" The days they pass so 
quickly now, the nights are 
seldom long. Time around me 
whispers when its cold. Changes 
somehow frighten me, but still I 
have to smile, it turns me on to 
think of growing old." 

The time has come ; 
Graduation from High School. 
Remembering back four years, 
school seemed to just drag 
along. Classes seemed too long, 
there was too much homework, 
and teachers in our eyes were 
not too nice. But now, as we 
seniors look back through the 
four years of our schooling, it 
wasn't half bad at all. 

It's hard to talk to a senior 
without their mention of 
graduation and the changes 
brought upon in the last four 
years . All too soon their final 
day will come when they depart 
from the crowded halls of 
OLCHS to find themselves alone 
in an open world . The 
traditional goodbyes will all be 
said and the promise of phone 
calls will slowly diminish 
throughout the years . 

And now we leave our high 
school. The preparation is 
tremendous. The planning of 
our Prom and outings and also 
graduation are just so much 
fun. Right now, it 's fun and 
happiness , but alas--getting 
down to the bare facts, it's a 
repetition of our eighth grade 
graduation. Only now we are 
leaving high school-our many 
friends-our small world-and 
entering the big outside world of 
working, meeting new friends, 
and building a future . When you 
sit down and think about it, it's 
very scary ; but we must tttink 
of it as an adventure. 

American Socialists 
at OL 
BY KEN HACKER 

"NAZIS IN OLCUS"? some 
people may ask. This is true in 
that there is a band of students 
who go under the sign of the 
Nazi swastika. 

When talking with some of 
it's members I found out that 
they are not the heartless killers 
that followed Adolf Hitler in his 
mass persecution but believe in 
freedom for all mankind. This 
American Socialist party does 
not resemble the Nazi Reign of 
the second world war though 
they do follow some of Hitler's 
policies. 

In reality this Nazi party is 
just a group of history bufs who 
get their kicks out of reading 
and discussing Germany's 
policies under the Nazi 
domination in the second world 
war. I was all so able to find out 
that they are collectors of Nazi 
medals, flags and any thing to 
get a clo~er picture of what it 
was like in the days of Nazi 
domination. 

Are they Nazi's? In their 
minds they are just a group of 
German historians that get 
together to discuss among 
themselves what it was like in 
those days of German 
predominance and strength. 
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Undefeated string continues in dual meets 

Cindermen take conference 
BY DENNIS POWERS 

THE VARSITY TRACK 
TEAM continued it's un
defeated string in dual meet 
competition by defeating 
Thornwood and Rich East last 
week. They then went on to win 
the SICA West conference title 
Saturday for the seventh con
secutive year . 

Oak Lawn beat Thornwood, 
77-64 i n a close meet. Kevin 
Moore took two first places, in 
the 880 and the 330 low hurdles . 
Brian Carney also took two 
fi rsts, he ran the 100 yard dash 
in 10.l and the 220 in 22.9. He 
also added a second in the 440 
with a 52.6. The strength of our 
teams field events helped pull 
them through with OL taking 
first 's in every field event. Jeff 
Sizemore jumped 20'61h" for a 
first in long jump and the 
shotput duo of John Marks and 
Paul Fencl took l , 2 in that and 
the discus . 

LAST SATURDAY OUR 
CINDERMEN travelled to the 

Hinsdale Invitational where 
they placed second behind East 
Moline high school. The team 
took places in five events. Scott 
Kolinski in the high jump, Brian 
Carney in the 220, John Marks 
in both the shotput and discus 
and Kevin Moore in both the 
half mile and the low hurdles. 
Behind them were Steve 
Scaduto who took a second in 
the triple jump, and Paul 
Fencla second in the shotpl1t 
and discus . 

The Rich East Rockets were 
downed 128-13 in a one-sided 
meet. We took first and second 
in every event except for the 
mile. Because of the wind most 
of the times in the meet were 
kept . under par. Sophomore 
Rich Renz ran a 9:58.3 two mile 
for a first. Dan Engnell and 
Scott Williams tied for first in 
the Pole vault at 13 feet. The 
threesome of Steve Scaduto, 
Ray Lanham and Mark 

Casalino swept the triple jump 
along with Kevin Moore, Scott 
Williams and Bill Hanson in low 
hurdles. 

OUR SPARTAN CIN-
DERMEN chalked up another 
conference title by winning the 
conference meet held at 
Hillcrest high school Saturday. 
Kevin Moore as expected 
retained his conference titles 
from last year in 330 low hurdles 
and the half mile. Also taking 
his event for two years in a row 
was Scott Kolinski in the high 
jump. Scott had to only go to 
6'2" to win which was the height 
that he won it with last year. 
John Marks and Paul Fencl 
took l , 2 in the shotput. Steve 
Scaduto won the triple jump. 
Tomorrow our Spartans will 
compete in their district meet. 
They have a very good chance 
of winning districts and we are 
sure to have cindermen 
representing our school at the 
state meet on May 23 and 24. 

Varsity tennis having 
a rough season 

BY DAVE MADEJA 

OLCHS VARSITY TENNIS 
TEAM'S outlook on the 
remainder of this season 
doesn't look bright, for two 
reasons. So far , their record is a 
dismal 4-10. Reason number two 
is that their top player, Tom 
Carberry, will not be playing 
the rest of the season for the 
Spartans. 

Tom Carberry, who was our 
athlete of the issue last time, 
left OLCHS at the end of last 
week . Carberry graduated 
early so he could go out to 
California and enter some good 
tennis tournaments. California 
has some of the best tennis 
competition in the country and 
turns out a lot of high class 
players. OLCHS Tennis Coach 
Bob Stoy said " Tom just wants 
to give it a shot with some of the 
best high school players 
around." 

CARBERRY WAS THE 

ONLY BRIGHT SPOT for the 
varsity, as he won every one of 
the nine matches he played in. 
Brian Birch, who compiled a 5-3 
record while playing second 
singles, will have to move up to 
first singles. Dan Enright has 
been playing better of late, as 
he has won a couple of tough 
matches in a row to boost his 
slate to 4-6 in the third singles 
spot. Between the doubles 
combinations, of Jerry Vinci
Bill Puhr and Greg Gorman
Dale Winterhoff, they have 
compiled a record of 6-22. 

The tennis season is just 
about over for the Spartans, as 
the conference tournament is 
being held here at OL's courts, 
today and tomorrow . The state 
tournament starts next Friday 
and Saturday. The Spartans 
can 't be expected to go very far. 
especially without the 
leadership of Tom Carberry. 

OPEN ICE SKATING 

SATURDAY NIGHTS 

l1VQUIRE 

WHILE THE VARSITY isn't 
doing to well, a very en
couraging aspect of OL's tennis 
program is the play of the 
sophomores. They have been 
destroying opponents at an 11-2 
clip. Coach Stoy, who coaches 
both varsity and soph, is very 
happy with their play. He points 
out that three of the top soph 
racquetmen are only freshmen. 

Every one of the soph players 
have come up with winning 
records. They're led by first 
singles man, Ron Shultz, who 
has a tremendous 12-1 slate. 
Also playing singles · are Steve 
Leyerle (8-4 ) and freshman, 
Ted Gasteyer (7-6 ). Both 
doubles teams are playing 
excellent tennis . The freshmen 
duo of Mark Vilchuck-Dave 
Ulrich and sophs Mike Heiy
Wayne Novy have put together 
a record of 18-8. 

7-8: 30 

ABOUT OPEN ICE RENT AL 

PRO SHOP FACILITIES 

Saint's Spectrum, Inc. 

9645 S. 76th Ave. 

Bridgeview, ILL. 60455 
Phone 598-3738 - 39 
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Students organize 
basketball league 

BY BRAD SMITH 

THE OAK LAWN SUMMER 
BASKETBALL LEAGUE is an 
organization formed by OLCHS 
basketball players to satisfy 
their love for the game during 
the idle summer months. 

The idea for the league was 
formed by OLCHS Varsity 
basketball player and league 
president, Gene O'Neill. He has 
five league officials working 
under his jurisdiction. They are 
East Division President Brad 
Smith, and his two advisors , 
Tim Mayer and Jim Mastores, 
and West Division President Al 
Oremus, and his advisor Bruce 
Pivarunas. 

THEIR JOB, AS LEAGUE 
OFFICIALS, is to solve 
problems concerning forfeits , 
scheduling , controversial 
matters etc . in the area 
designated by their title. 

As of now, the league consists 
of eight teams, which are 
composed of players from 
OLCHS, Richards, Argo , 
Brother Rice, and Reavis. The 
players have the authority to 
chose their team, home court, 
and team name. 

THE SCHEDULE CONSISTS 
OF 21 GAMES PER TEAM. The 

first and third place teams play 
a best record of seven series 
and the second and fourth place 
teams do the same. The winners 
of each series then play another 
best of seven series for the 
championship. 

Membership fee is $12 a team. 
The championship team 
receives t!lis money to be 
divided among it's players. The 
second place team has it's 
membership fee refunded. 

The games will be played on 
the basis of 25 point quarters 
with a 15 minute break at the 
half. Rules are generally the 
same as high school basketball. 
The rulings on time violations 
must be estimated as there are 
no clocks. All rulings must be 
based on honesty due to the lack 
of referees . Stuffing (forcing 
the ball down into the basket is 
allowed. 

Information about a definite 
schedule and team home courts 
is not available at the present, 
but will be when this issue is 
printed, from Gene O'Neill . 

League officials feel the 
league will survive with the 
cooperation of all concerned 
and support from a few out
siders. 

....... • New cour- start ing M>Out ewrv.2 weeks 
11111"" • 2 and ·4 -k courses • · 15 to 18 yrs. old 

• Home pick-up for all driving leuons 

ollllllllllllll • Free trip to station for permit 

11111"" • Auto insurance discount certificate -

- --- • "All instructors have H.S ._ teaching certificate ."----

- ~= I 423 -1212 I ···YE.~ - ---
J2uun 

KARATE 
introductory offer 

10 lessons - 10 dollars 

A 
WRITE or 

PHONE 
599-4141 

~ 

~ 
J.t,.ullt 70e-Jl cllendnmj 

OF 

KARATE 
6060 WEST 95th ST. 

OAK LAWN. ILL. 
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Athlete of the • issue 

The Spartanite 

5p?,tcr.le 

Sports 
Spartans topple Laurence in districts 

May 16, 1975 

Fewkes hurls no-hitter 

. . Athlete of the issue, varsity pitcher Dave Fewkes 
Dave pitched a tremendous game last week, 
givin~ up no hits and one unearned run. 

Athlete of the issue this time goes to OL's senior hurler, Dave 
Fewkes, Fewkes pitched a tremendous game against St. Laurence 
in OL's district opener last Thursday. He no-hit the Vikings, while 
striking out six and walking two. The Vikings did get one unearned 
run on two walks and two errors in the fifth inning. The final score 
was in favor of OL 2-1. The Spartans could muster only two hits off 
Laurence loser Bob Renaud, but the big blow was a two-run homer 
by Spartan soph, Steve Strenk. 

BYWALTKRZOS 

DAVE FEWKES, SENIOR 
HURLER, pitched a no-hitter 
for Oak Lawn last Thursday 
against St. Laurence. The 
Spartans defeated the Vikings 2-
1 in their Illinois High School 
Association district opener in 
Burbank. OL's over-all record 
is now 6-8 and 2-5 in conference. 
Their conference championship 
hopes are all but diminished 
now, but they now have a 
chance in the state tourney. 

The Spartans could only get 
two hits off Viking loser, Bob 
Renaud, but one of them was a 
two run ·homer by sophomore 
Steve Strenk. Fewkes pitched a 
great game, striking out six and 
walking two. The Spartans did 
all their scoring in the first 
inning. Frank Wiatr opened the 
inning with a walk. One out 
later, Strenk smacked his home 
run to give OL the lead 2-0. St. 
Laurence scored in their half of 
the fifth on two walks and two 
errors. 

COACH SKIP BORKOWSKI 
BELIEVES his team can go far 
in the tourney. "We've had a 
tough spring, but so have 
several other clubs . We're 
young and I knew in the 
beginning that I would have to 
be patient. This is a good group 
of kids, which should become a 
fine outfit with experience." 

Spartan hopes of a conference 
crown were diminished last 
week when they lost three 
games: two to Reavis and one to 
Thornwood. In the first en
counter against Reavis, Oak 
Lawn blew a 4-0 lead in the fifth 
and ended up losing 6-5. 

IN THE SECOND MEETING, 
Ralph Sabatino just missed no
hitting the Spartans. He had a 
no-hitter going into the seventh 
when, with an 0-2 count, Strenk 
slapped a single to right field. 
Jim Dybas was then hit by a 
pitch and Dan cEntee walked. 
Sabatino then struck out Mike 
Tully and Joe Cryan to preserve 
the no-hitter. 

Their losing streak reachea 
three games when they were 
defeated by the Thornwood 
Thunderbirds. They came back 
however, to defeat the same 
team 4-1 on the following day. 
The T-birds were leading 1-0' 
when OL exploded for three 
runs in the fifth . 

WITH ONE OUT, Gene 
Richards and Jim Carr singled . 
Greg Glomb sacrificed the 
runners to second and third. 
The number nine hitter, Mike 
Calandriello, sent a hot smash 
to the Thornwood first 
baseman, which bounded to th~ 
second baseman. He proceeded 
to uncork a bad throw to first, 
allowing Richards and Carr tb 
score. Wiatr then knocked home 
Glomb with a run-scoring 
double. In the sixth, Oak Lawn 
added an insurance run . John 
Milewski was safe on an error. 
Richards walked and th duo 
pulled a double steal. Carr then 
knocked home Milewski with a 
sacrifice fly . 

"Dave has never had a better performance than he did against 
St. Laurence," said OL coach Skip Borkowski . "He did a great job 
of keeping the ball low and showed good concentration. He's the 
type of pitcher who relies on control and must be sharp to win. 
When you play these tournament games, there's no room for 
mistakes. Mistakes usually mean elimination." Well Fewkes didn't 
make any mistakes and congratulations to Dave and the Spartans 
on a brilliant performance. 

Rudy Yukich 
Insurance Agency 

When You Buy something 

from US, We Both 

LlVE WITH IT! 

Specializing in 
Teenage Insiuance 

Driwrs Training 
Discount Available Tom's Standard 

Phones 
425-5042 

425-5045 

Hours 

Mon - Fri 9 am-9 pm 
at 10 am - 6 pm 

87th & Cicero 

HAVE JOU BEEN WAfflNG TO GET INTO DRIVER'~-ED AT sc• .... 
AND WAfflNG ••• WELL WAIT NO MORE! 

Southwest Driving School offers a complete Driver's Ed. program approved by the 
Supt. of Public Instruction. 

If you're 15, 16, 17 yrs. old 
30 HRS. CLASS TRIP FOR PERMIT 

COMPLETE 4 WK COURSE •.. ONLY $00. 

4700 
W.

103
,d St. SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL 

(IN ARENA CENTER LOBBY, 499-2832 

Towing - 857-9655 

DIVER DRUGS 

9713 S.W. HWY. 

Home of 

Larry Buckels 

nPonnm1n!lnro ~n/1 c:.trPncrth 



Discipline Committee
makes changes in code

A D

An unusual thing will occur in
September in regards to the
1!rl5-'76 school year. For the
first time in several years
OLCHS will begin school after
Labor Day.

Teachers' first day will be
September 2, with students
beginning the next day.

The decision to begin after
Labor Day was made at the
April, Board of Education,
meeting. The reason for this
decision, is to be in sequence
with grade school districts 122
and 123, and also HL Richards
High School.

In store for the present un
derclassmen are 91 days of
summer vacation, instead of the
usual 83 to 85 days.

Graduation

Beginning school
later

BY PETER BRIA
TEPHE MEEIIA

As another year comes to a
close, the Senior Class of
OLCHS will takE' another im
portant step in life when they
graduate on June 4, 1!rl5.

This will be an important step
in life for them, an opport 'ty
to go onto college and get set for
life by choosing their own
career, or go directly into a
career right after high school.
For some seniors, it will be
another four years of school and
for the others a chance to go out
in the world and make
something of themselves.

enior excitement arises as
the final weeks of school ap
proach. One senior was quoted
as saying, "It seems like just
yesterday I was a freshman--I
could go another four years!"

Chaos will occur on the final
day the seniors are in school,
because halls will be lined with
paper from Senior Locker

lean-Up. As seniors clear their
lockers, memories will pass
through their minds recalling
those exam they never studied
for, the homework assignments
that were never done, and the
moldy cut cards that were
never cleared. One wonders
what goes through the mind of a
senior when they realize that
their high school years are
gone. To some it will be an
outlet to "Ureir kind of life", to
others it will be the beginning of
the rest of their life.

Plans have been made for the
Senior Class Breakfast by Mr.
William Hill and Mr. James
Markel. The annual breakfast
will be held on June 2, from 9:30
until 11 a.m. After the break
fast, rehearsals will be held for
the Seniors and, if necessary,
other rehearsals will be held on
June 3.

The graduation will take
place in the Spartan Gym. After
the ceremony is over, there
will be some tears as memories
of high school years flash by
and farewells to close friends
are made. Friends will depart
and another year of Seniors
graduating from OLCHS will
have come and gone.

Oak Lawn Community High School
May 29, 1!rl5

Staff writers include Terry
Henson, Karen Lang, Bob
Adams, Steve Meehan, Pete
Bria and Ginny Cowart, news;
Janet Schultz, Laura Hud
dleston, Sheila Kiger, Sue
Constantine and Mark
Yomantas, editorials; Ken
Hacker, Donna Dean, Michell

Latas and Dan Sobczak,
features; J.R. Ernst, Dan Pady,
Debbie Sorrentine, Dennis
Powers, Don Suchinski,
Michelle Wierzack and Neil
Barnhart on sports.

This staff put out the May 29th
issue of the Spartanite.

af anit
Vol. XXIII No. 11

Theatrical troupe
holds auditions'
Auditions for the first Chicagoland high school theatrical troupe

production, "Hello Dolly" are scheduled at 10 a.m. June 14 and 11
a.m. June 15 at Josephinum High school, 1501 N. Oakley Blvd. in
Chicago.

All students registered in any public, parochial or private high
school in the city and suburbs for the 1!rl5-76 school year are digible
to tryout for acting-singing, dancing, orchestra, stage crew and
publicity-promotion staff.

The theatrical troupe has been organized by the same staff of
professional educators who were responsible for the highly praised
productions of "West Side Story" and "Carousel" which were
performed at the Civic theatre in downtown Chicago the last two
years.

"Hello Dolly" will be directed by Nick Jason, a Chicago police
officer, who has a degree in drama and speech from Northern
Illinois University, and performed at the Antheneum theatre in
January. Rehearsals are limited in the main to Saturdays.

In addition to Jason, the professional staff includes Errol
Pearlman, a music teacher at Taft High school, who is the
producer. J.J. Stamm, who directed "West Side Story" and
"Carousel" will be the assistant director. Stamm is a 0 a music
teacher at Taft High school.

"This concept of a metropolitan-wide high school theatrical
troupe, we believe, is unique in the United State . Our teachers arl'
dedicated to the idea of bringing youngsters from all social and
economic backgrounds together to work harmoniously in a
coop rative nt rpri ," aid Stamm.

Bailey will be editor of the
feature section, who along with
Assistant editor Jeff Jedlicka
will be advised by Diane
Honeyman. The Sports staff will
be headed by Bob Dodge and
Ray Whinna. They will be ad
vised by Dave Madeja and Walt
Kroz.

Three photographers will be
on next year's staff. They are
editor Tom Brouillette, Mike
Clapper, and Donna Dean. The
Business manager will be Linda
Hessling while Sue Constantine
will manage advertising. Dawn
Scholtens and Diane Honeyman
will manage circulation.

.,

Sportanite announces new staff

BY J.R. ERNST

NEXT YEAR'S SPAR
TANITE staff was recently
announced by the paper's ad
visor, Mr. Ray Elliot.

The paper will be under the
guidance of Mark Shelton, who
will replace Darlene Campbell
as Editor-in-Chief. Donna
Szymanski will head the news
department, with the help of
assistant editor Naomi Kloese
and advisor Kevin Adams.
Editorials will be run by Tim
Purpura. Mark Shelton will
advise him along with assistant
editor Stephanie Demes. Cheryl

AOMI KLOESEBY

CounCil eledions

BY VIRGINIA COWART
OLCH'S D1SCIPLI E COMMITIEE has made it's changes for

the 1!rl5-76 Discipline Code. The committee, which meets every
Wednesday, has been working on the revisions of the code for the
last two months.

The first change was made in the unauthorized abscence of
classes. The first cut carries the same punishment while the second
cut was changed to a Parent-Dean Conference or two days external
suspension. Previously, the punishment was a minimum of 2 days
external at the discretion of the dean. The fourth cut was dropped
and carries the same punishment as the third cut. Third cut
procedures were changed to four days external with a Parent-Dean
conference required for re-admission. Before it was two days
suspension with a Parent-Dean conference needed for re
admission.

The code was also changed to state that instead of "the student's
parents will be notified of each cut" it now says that parents of
students under 18 years of age and those students 18 years and older
will be sent notification of any unauthorized abscence.

Other changes were made in the major disciplinary infractions
resulting in suspension. The last infraction listed in that category
has now been changed to: Incidents of theft, use or possesion of
alcohol and other drugs, gross profanity, possesion or use of
weapons, vandalism, extortion, assault or any other forms of gross
misconduct before during, after school hours or during any school
related activity, will carry an automatic ten days external
suspension and will be handled by the proper school and-or juvenile
authorities.

THE USE OF A FORGED TEACHER signature was previously
punishable by a minimum of one day external suspension. This has
been omitted because it is redundant with the last infraction. The
last infraction listed now reads; Use and-or possesion of a forged
conference pass, hall pass or library pass containing a forged
teachers signature will be the basis for a one to three day
suspension.

One last change is the omission of the rule stating that a student
will be issued a reinstatement slip upon return to school following a
suspension.

Members of the committee include Dr. Davies, Mr. Hill, Mr.
Markel, Mr. Gibson, Ms. Muench, M . Hohn, Mr. Murphy, Mr.
Craig and student repre entatives Brenda Dowler, Virginia
Cowart, J hn Thornton, Dawn t n, Bob Geary, J ' ynch and
Lynn Engnell. '.

"WHAT ARE THE
SELLI G back there?", was a
question one student asked
about the mall table crowded
with people in the cafeteria
Wednesday, May 21st. "They're
not selling anything, it's the day
to vote for your Student Council
Representatives. "

When they realized it was
election day there was still the
problem of voting. Confronted
by a long list of elegibles,
maybe only one or two familiar
names, the voters made their
choices. The Sophomore class
with 39 students running had the
longest ballot. The Freshman
seemed to be having trouble
finding representatives with
only to candidates.

Not much campaigning went
on for this election compared to
the very competitive race for
class officers. Most students
seemed surprised that it was
election day.

CANDIDATES ELECTED
WERE:

Jan Allen, Patricia Burns,
Dennis Dobes, Bernadette
Dobrzynski, Debra Maniatis,
John McGrath, Chris Pope,
Gerald Burns and Gerald
Hughes for the class of 1!rl6.

Lynn Engnell, Diane Ganz,
Tami Ito, Cheryl Kallquist,
Dawn Koranda, Lynn Koruba,
Julie Krzyminski, Sue Mark
and Sharon Von Asten for the
class of 1!rl7.

Mary Lynn Miller and Audrey
Lamparski for the class of 1!rl8.
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BY MARK SHELTON

There is no question when one views the aftermath of Prom this
year, that Prom '76 will show little resemblence to "We May Never
Pass This Way Again." While prom was enjoyed by most people,
both students and faculty, several incidents marred an otherwise
well-planned, memorable evening. There is no doubt that next
year's Prom will be different, how different, however, is up to the
junior class and ultimately the Administration and the School
Board. I can't pass judgement on the decisions made, or the people
making them, but I can say that some of the suggestions made so
far by a panicked group of individuals defeat the entire purpose of
Prom which originally, was a celebration for seniors. I certainly
won't celebrate next year much at a Prom held in the Spartan Gym
that concludes at 9 o'clock. It's difficult for decisions to be made
when things are blown out of proportion, and I can't understand the
rationale behind snap judgements with little consideration for the
students. There were problems at Prom. An after-dance clean-up
disclosed beer cans, empty bottles of various sprits, including gin,
vodka and peppermint schnapps. W.C. Hill, one of the chaperones
at Prom (in addition to being Senior Class sponsor) was punched in
the mouth by an irate escort of an OLCHS student in an arguement
over the students possession of a bottle of vodka. Chaos ensued,
with the end result being police intervention, hurt feelings, threats
and injured pride were the end results. no charges were pressed
and rumors new during the next few days. Clarification of the in
cident was difficult but the general concensus was that the students
involved were at fault. "The girls involved were placed on external
suspension, and when they are reinstated, they will be brought
before the school board for disciplineary action." said W.C. Hill
"Frankly, I'm tired of being faced with this kind of situation
(drinking) and I'm rather disappointed with the students too. These
things shouldn't have happened."

Disturbances of this kind, though not usually of this magnitude,
have been sorely prevelant at OLCHS dances this year.
Homecoming was considered by most to be a disaster, and stricter
rules were enacted with hopes of curbing the problem. They par
tially worked, and no serious problems occurred until Prom.

Why what happened at Prom occurred is an issue that is strictly
up to the students. (There were no chaperones drunk at Prom) It's
conceiveable that intoxicated students could be overlooked at Taco
Bell or behind the car wash, or even at informal affairs like the SO's
dance. But to a lot of people, Prom is a very special affair, with
very special meaning. It's inconcievable to me, however, that some
students feel that getting blasted holds more meaning than an
occasion like Prom. It might be the old "peer pressure" type of
deal, or just plain chronic disatisfaction with the way things are
run, but what ever the reason, it's incongrous that such a
meaningful event should be desecrated because of this years in
cidents.

It's all talk at the moment, moving Prom to the Sabre Room, or
restricting it to OLCHS students only, but it's possible that new
measures will be enacted for next year. I hope that the people who
make the decisions will look at all the angles, and give the
majority, those students who attend school functions to enjoy them,
a chance to have a Prom like it was originally intended.

Prom story

Byline

··Due to complete lack of
cooperation among the students
all plans for reinstating the
program have been abandoned
until next year. The Junior class
was behind the program but due
to the lack of two people to act
as monitors during econd
p riod, the plans have been
abandoned.

LISAALLNUT

DEAR EDITOR:
It is nice to have the pool open

now but I just hope they con
tinue it this coming fall,
especially on those first few
weeks of school. Don't forget,
keep the free swim next fall. It
would be greatly appreciated.

SHEILA KIGER

DEAR EDITOR:
Is it true that there is a

possibility that the breakfast
program here at school may be
reinstated? I think it was a
great idea and would like to see
it work this time.

SUSAN AINLEY

DEAR EDITOR:
I think Dan Sobczak took the

article about boycotting the
Catholic Church much more
seriously than the writer,
Cheryl Powell, intended it to be
taken. Cheryl writes many
stories for the Spartanite and
most of them while making a
point, entertains the reader
without offending anyone. Her
article, "Memorial Daze" in the
May 16 Spartanite was very
good and I compliment her on
her writing.

rather be doing something else
then be in school. But thats no
reason for the teachers to give
the students a hassle. The thing
is one person like me doesn't
change anything.

KATHY KRAUSS

DEAR EDITOR:
I find it getting harder to do

my work in this school for one
good reason. As the year
shortens there are more and
more pressures being layed on
us by the teachers. I like many
others don't respond to
pressures in fact it makes me do
the complete opposite. I know
everyone is edgey and would

LILYKNIOLA

DEAR EDITOR:
It is hard to beljeve that the

school year is almost over. I
remember coming into this
school, afraid I was going to be
killed in the halls when classes
were changing. And now I only
have one more year, and it is
just going too fast.

Some kids say they can't wait
till they get out of here. But do
they know what they really
want to do? I sure don't.

I had the chance to graduate
this year even though I am only
a junior. I didn't want to
because I wasn't sure what to
do after high school and I really
wanted to graduate with my
friends.

There is a big world out there
and I want to make sure I am
ready.

DEAR EDITOR:
I wish som thing could be

done about the lack f discipline
in the teachers. I ~on't know
about other girls but"don't like
it when I'm walking down the
hall and get smacked on the
rump. Or if I'm sitting in class
and the teacher deliberately
embarrasses me by announcing
something to the entire class
that I feel was meant to be
personal. It's about time
teachers started acting like
teachers and not students.

AME WITHHELD
BY REQUEST

The spartanite

OLCIIS' Blood Drive attracted almo t 300 donors, both students
and faculty. Blood is a very important commodity from the tand
point of saving live, a well as bein~ a rich financial area.

these pints to the hospital, will some hospitals a pint of blood
the hospital give it out for free? goes for $95. Other hospitals
I hardly think so. charge only $15 a pint but

If these blood companies want require the patient to pay for
to help people so badly, then two pints for every one he uses.
why are they so competitive and There is no end seen in this
(excuse the pun) blood-thirsty? big business. The only way
I can't see how they can be so there companies can possibly
intent on helping without be stopped is if we create a total
gaining some profit. community blood replacement

But all the blame cannot lie plan, run for and by the com
with the blood companies. I munity. An unlikely possibility,
believe the hospitals do have but it seems that is the only way
something to do with the this use of human tissue for
outrageous price of blood. In profit can be stopped.

Is there big business in blood?
It seems so after observing the
events that led up to our recent
blood drive.

The whole idea for starting a
blood drive was to protect the
school from a blood shortage
and to in turn, help the com
munity.

A representative from a
prominent blood program came
and set up a blood drive for the
school. Everything was fine
until this point. But suddenly all
the other blood services from
the area heard about it and
began complaining to the Board
of Education and to Mr. Lynch.

Another meeting was held
and all the complaining
representatives came and gave
up reasons why we should join
their blood plans.

We were made to feel as if we
were morally irresponsible for
not helping the community by
giving blood: The funny thing is
that we accepted what they said
and tried to accomodate them.

To satisfy the needs of the
community we agreed to send
the first 60 pints to Christ
Hospital. But, if we donated

DEAR EDITOR:

As I think back to the
beginning of this year, I
reminisce about all the ac
tivities we, the Seniors have
sponsored - Nifty Fifties
Weekend, student activity week
and the Spring Fever dance, ski
trip, paper drives, concessions,
and of course taking the initial
steps in creating a Junior and
Senior Lounge. Although some
students were dissatisfied with
out accomplishments, I feel any
progress made this year was
truly not wasted. Many Seniors,
especially those on the Senior
Class Advisory Board put forth
much effort in trying to make
our last year one to remember.
I would like to thank these
Seniors, for they have been a
great help to me.

Let us not forget the Senior
Class sponsors, Mr. Hill and Mr.
Markel, who without their
understanding and dedication
our Class of 75 would not have
been as successful. We also feel
that Mr. Lynch (our fellow
graduate) deserves more credit
from us than we can express.
The Seniors appr ciate all the
things Mr. Lynch has done for
us as well as the entire school.

In conclusion, I'd like to wish
Tim Purpura and the Class of 76
the best of luck.

BY TIM PURPURA

Sincerely,
Jenine Pavlik

President of the
Senior Class of 75

Page 2

Big business
in blood

Jon CHE TER

DEAR EDITOR:
I would like to commend you

on the screening of the article
on page 3. Although the
screening was a good idea, I feel
that the effort should have been
used on a story of more im
portance, as it seems to draw
your attention to that particular
story as if it were the most
important. Keep up the good
work.
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Graduation blues

RY CHUCK MACDONALD

to be the only answer. It is true
that this will not stop the war,
but how many people and cities
can be destroyed with sand and
rocks or bamboo poles and rice.

It is foolish to believe that
there will ever be world peace,
but maybe the wars would
subside.

Being a senior, I've naturally
been doing alot of thinking
about the upcoming graduation
xercises. While I'm looking

forward to it, th thought [
graduating kind of scares me. I
now realize that I must start
seriously thinking about my
plans for life ahead. That's
quite a big step, from all the fun
of high school to all the
problems of life.

It may sound strange to many
of you, but I'm actually going to
miss this place. Looking back
over my four years here, I can
honestly say that I've enjoyed
high school. Of course there've
been problems and disap
pointments, but the rewards
have by far outweighed those
problems. I've met alot of really
nice people including students,
teachers, and even ad
ministrators .

I know that going out into the
world isn't going to be easy, but
I've gotten a good education
here and it will help me find my
place. If also have a better
appreciation of Oak Lawn for
what it is: a good school. I've
seen other high schools and OL
isn't half as bad as it's
sometimes built up to be,
Granted, there are always
things that could stand im
provement, but changes don't
take place over night. Don't
forget that it took at least a year
of debate before open campus
was accepted, and after 5 years
of trying the Junior-Senior
Lounge finally became a
reality.

Many of you as you read this
are probably wondering what
kind of "weirdo" I am for
saying good things about this
school. Well, I really don't care
what anyone thinks, you
probably don't understand my
feelings anyway. All I've got to
say about that is wait until you
only have a week left as a high
school student-- then you'll
understand.

Lawn

Appointments:
499-2990

/
time to defind itseU'! At least
this is an answer, but only a
temporary one.

The final solution lies in
isolating the two, or more
upplying factors well enough

so that neither country is
supplied a single weapon. A
total blockade of all military aid
may be idealistic, but it seems

The Spartanite

Lack funds for credits

BY MARK YOMANTA
The game of checks and

balances in warfare (ff big
countries supplying small ones
is ridiculous. Billions of dollars
are spent by both Russia and
America just to keep the
smaller warring nations equal.

What is the answer? Is it to
oversupply one country so
quickly that the other has no

BY SUE CONSTANTINE
Ever since I entered OLCHS I've been faced with the problem of

our.credit system. I had to make sure I was working up to my 3
majors and 2 minors and making sure I did not go over the 10
credits per school year. I myself am not th only one faced with this
problem but so is every student.

In a recent survey taken by the OSPI Plan I~tructionCommittee
howed the result of how students felt toward. major and minors

and the 10 credit per chool year. Approximate1y-2,529 students
took the survey and out of 2,529 student, 47 per cent of the students
agree or strongly agree that major and minors should be
eliminated, 18.4 per cent had no opinion, and 28 per cent disagree or
strongly disagree to eliminate the majors and minors .

When asked if students would take more credits if this were
allowed 62 per cent of the students say they would.

The main reason why students are limited to 10 credits is due to
the lack of money. Right now in the Areas of Industrial Arts and
Home Economics there is limited space and to let students have an
unlimited amount of credits would mean hiring more teachers and
getting extra space for classes, which all leads to the problem, lack
of money.

Many of the students are divided when it comes to the issure of
majors and minors. Some students feel that the majors and minors
are good do because they help you plan for college and they don't
bother them at all. While other students complain constantly. Many
students feel that majors and minors are "dumb" and there's no
value in them.

A great majority of students believe that students should be able
to take as many credits as they can weather it be fewer or more.
Some students now can't handle ten credits but a greater majority
feel they can.

The students are not the only ones who feel that majors and
called classics fifty years from minors should be eliminated. Mrs. Shiela Clemens (counselor)
now. And if it wasn't for the 1930 believes that if students want to specialize in majors and minors
version I doubt if they'd even be they should be able to without being aquired too. She also said
popular now. "That its a shame that in order for students to get extra credi~

What makes one movie a they have to take correspondence courses." She would also like to
tradition and another see the credits expanded.
something forgotten forever the I feel that majors and minors should be eliminated and the choice
minute you step out of the left up to the student weather he or she wants to specialize in
theater? Who's to say? But one majors and minors. I also feel that the school should put no
things for sure. By repeatedly limitation on credits and to expand the credits to at least 12 credits
making newer versions of one per school year. But It'll be a long wait before the credit system
really good movie, the value of does get change do to one major problem that seems to effect
the original is defaced, everyone the lack of money.
especially if the copies don't r-....------~;,;;,;;;:-------------.
begin to compare. Film makers THE CLINIC
will realize this when people
just stop going to see these. How • V.D. Testing & Treatment
many more ways are there to
make "Frankenstein" anyway? • Birth Control Information & Counseling

Maybe Hollywood isn't trying
to outdo all the olden goldies • P nancy Testing & Referrals
after all, it could be they're just • COU II-
running out of things to do. But •••
if that's the case things are rruesdays: 5:30 - 8:30 p.m.
worse than we thought. It Ioutpatient Area, Christ Hospital, 4440 W. 95th, Oak
m~ns Hollywood and the film !Confidential Appointments Call: - 499-2990
industry are really dying. Between 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

BY STEPHANIE DEME

How years can fly

May 29, 1975

HY CHUCK MACDONALD

Mter anxiously leafing through the pages of the 1975 Shield
there's only one emotion that comes to mind: disappointment. I
now wonder if standing in line for 45 minutes in the hot, sticky
cafeteria to pick it up was worth it.

I must admit that there are some nice features in the yearbook,
but with all the building up it had, it fell way short of my ex
pectations.

For openers, it was advertised as being one of the biggest and
best yearbooks in OL's history. In comparison to yearbooks of the
recent past, it's no bigger and certainly no better. There is also a
definite lack of color pictures, only 12 in the entire book. While the
very slight increase in candid photos is a good idea, it seems like
the only ones who are in those photos are the jocks and popular
students. The only coverage that the SO's dance got was a picture
here and there of a greaser or a kid in S"'School sweater. But who
cares? After all the SO's dance was only the biggest social event at
Oak Lawn all year. And last but no least, the picture of the polluted
swamp on the cover really adds a touch of class to the yearbook.

Il's too bad that this is the last issue of the partanite. I would
really like to see some response from the yearbook advisors,
editors or whoever's at fault for the 75 hield.

BY LA RA H DDLE TO

The Mayaguez, an old freighter that regularly travels the waters
between Thailand and Hong Kong, was seized by the Cambodians
last week. This act of piracy was an open act of war against the
United States and left our government to contemplate a serious
decision-to either militarily force the Cambodians into returning
the crew and the ship or to choose another, seemingly less severe
alternative.

The final decision, being that of military force, was done in order
to show the world the strength the United States still had after the
Vietnam fiasco. If diplomatic relations had not failed in this in
stance, our government might not have used the tactics chosen.
With a diplomatic breakthrough, the same results could have been
obtained without the unnec sary viol nce and death that occured.

Mayaguez: another way

There are also many "unanswered questions," as stated in the
most r cent issu of ew w ek (May 26, 1975): .....More puzzling
still was why air trikes designated to protect the Marines began
four hours after landing on Koh Tang Island--and three hours after
Washington got word that the Cambodians had broadcast their
willingness to release the ship." The article continued, saying
.. ...Navy planes went a head with the run on the air base just as the
crewmen were being taken a board a U.S. destroyer--and launched
a second raid on a nearby oil depot almost an hour after the rescue
was over." Many of the operations used in this mission were
necessary for it's succ s, but the above stated incidents were
irrelevent to the final outcome of the Mayaguez situation.

The confrontation which took place concerning this incident was
the result of an over-confident Cambodian government, trying to
test their strength against that of the United States. The Cam
bodians did not realize the reaction of the U.S., nor that the final
outcome would be so severe.

The lastest trend in movies
now-a-days seems to be
remaking the old classics into
something Hollywood may call
"movies" but which I call junk.
Take for example the two
recent attempts at revamping
the monster of all horror films,
"Frankenstein". The original
version made in 1930 by James
Whale was said to be so suc
cessful because people could
identify with it. The monster
represented a living reminder
that man could fail in things
through no fault of his own. At
least that's what I've read and
while I do agree that might be a
litlle deep for a monster movie,
there is something that makes
people think this film is worth
remembering. Although Andy
Worhol's x-rated "Franken
stien" and Mel Brooks "Young
Frankenstein" may have been
popular when they were first
released, I doubt if they'll be

Yearbook disappoints
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Mr. Wiltshire to take reins
by Cheryl Bailey

Things to do, places to see this summer

Mr. Wiltshire, head of finance, contemplate an Important Issue
while preparing to take over Mr. Lynch's job next year as
superintendent.

Seniors s eak

Kean.
Old Graue Mill on York Road,

just north of Odgen Avenue near
Hinsdale still grinds cornmeal
as it did at the turn of the
century. It is free and open
daily.

The Morton Arboretum, on
State Highway 53 near Lisle, is
a haven to nature and nature
lovers. It has 30 miles of
walking trails, 5,000 identified
trees and shrubs, bird sanc
tuaries, nature study classes
and exhibits. It is open daily
from 8 to sunset.

There are countless things to
do this summer, so don't just
sit, get movingI

Every bowling center has
summer leagues ranging in cost
from '$2 to $2.50 per week in
cluding rental of shoes.

Spend a day downtown,
there's always a lot to see. Visit,
or revisit, The Museum of
Science and Industry, The
Shedd Aquarium, The Natural
History Museum and The ~ars
Building for a fantastic view of
Chicagoland.

Don't neglect your bicycle.
Bike up to the forest preserves
and spend the day there.

Stables east of La Grange that
rent horses for trail rides are
Circle H Ranch at 94th and
Kean, Green Acres Farm at
97th and 88th Avenue and Palos
Hills Riding Stables at lOlst and

Ar~ you tired of simply going
to the public pools or swimming
in your own pool each day of the
summer? Want to try
something different? Here is a
conglomeration of interesting
things to do this summer that
are free or inexpensive.

The Oak Lawn Park District
has a summer program which
includes a variety of clubs,
yoga, sewing, belly dancing and
tennis lessons, softball leagues,
Summer Teen Activity
Program (STAP), and two
pools. Registration and
payment of fees for these
programs started May 1, 1975 at

• the Central Park Ad-
ministration Offices, 9400 S.
Kenton.

"It has always been my goal to become superintendent," said
Mr. Harold Wiltshire, head of finance who will replace Mr. Lynch
in the top position at OLCHS next fall, "and I've been at OLCHS
since it's birth."

Perhaps only this statement was needed to sum up why the soft
spoken, personable Mr. Wiltshire deserves to become superin
tendent; his well-rounded background combined with a long-term
desire to head the administration amply qualifies him for the job.
In a recent interview, Mr. Wiltshire presented an impressive string
of credentials in addition to a likeable, relaxed, but convincing
style. There is something all-American about him that stems from
his college football days when he was captain of his team to the
present as OL looks to him for leadership.

But the climb up the ladder to this highly respected position has
been a long one. After graduating Cum Laude from Northwestern
Ul1iversity, and teaching two years in New Hampton, Iowa, Mr.
Wiltshire began his career at OLCHS. For the first five years he
taught algebra, trigonometry, and geometry, and coached fresh
man football and wrestling. In 1958 he was moved to the ad
ministrative branch of OLCHS, and in 1970 he climbed up one more
rung on the ladder and was appointed assistant superintendent of
finance. Now, with Mr. Lynch's resignation, Mr. Wiltshire has been
designated as the new superintendent and has finally reached his
goal.

"I'd like the students to continue to come in and talk with the
administr~tion," commented Mr. Wiltshire. "We have to keep the
avenues open." It is this policy that Mr. Wiltshire plans to work
U11der. Since being at OL since the first, Mr. Wiltshire has a sense of
pride and confidence in the school. "As compared to other schools
in this district, we don't have to take a back seat to anyone," he
added.

Honest and open, Mr. Wiltshire stated that OLCHS's most serious
problem is the lack of facilities needed to handle an the students
who want vocational courses. He explained that the problem is
difficult to alleviate without cutting academic courses. He hopes to
solve this problem by increasing OLCHS's summer school
program. He also was very concerned with the transportation
problem at OL, and has already begun taking action to provide
better bus service for students next year.

A fatherly-type, sincere person, Mr. Wiltshire chuckles as he
admits that he's a little old-fashioned. "I wish that the students
would take a little more pride in their appearance. There is a very
small percentage that carry the dress code too~tar " Otherwise,
Mr. Wiltshire had no complaints about OLCHS students. In looking
back over the years, Mr. Wiltshire commented that Ule students'
attitudes had improved a great deal and that he was'~ry pleased
with the rapport that had developed between the majority of
students, teachers, and administrators. He added that he thought
that this year's senior class had done an outstanding job and ex
pressed pleasure in the fact that OL students have stopped rioting
and have started talking things out.

In his final comments, Mr. Wiltshire stated, "I don't have the
magic answer to all of OLCHS's problems. But I'll always listen to
suggestions. "

With these attitudes in mind, it appears as if "the honeymoon" is
about to begin.

King of big city blues
BY TIM TRANT

Muddy Waters has had an
important effect on the music
scene of today. Many of the
songs made popular by him are
still being sung by today's
musicians. Foghat, for
example, has made "I Just
Want to Make Love to You" a
very popular tune. Muddy sang
that song, writ.ten by Willie
Dixon, in 1954, and it was a big
hit in blues circles around the
country.

An English rock group took
their name from one of Muddy's
best songs, "Rollin Stone." The
late Jim Hendrix taught him
self to play guitar by listening
to Muddy's "Rollin and Tum
blin" on the album Wheels of
Fire.

Muddy started his career
playing Delta Blues, imitating
his idol Robert Johnson, who
wrote "Crossroads Blues" in
1935. This song was made
popular by Cream under the
title of "Crossroads".

The Delta Blues consisted
mainly of an Acoustic guitar
and possibly a harmonica and
drums. It was usually sung in a
whining, violent voice.

When Muddy came to Chicago
in the early 1940'S, he was very
popular among other blacks
that imigrated North and
missed the life on the
Mississippi Delta. Muddy sang
about the life there and what he
missed.

In the 1950's, Muddy began to
change his style away from the
Delta Blues and developed a
new and unique form of the
blues, called Big City Blues. He
did this by adding an electric
guitar and piano and speeding
up the tempo of his music.
Doing this earned him the title
"King of the Big City Blues."

Muddy had gone unnoticed by
most Americans until rock
idols, such as Hendrix, Eric
Clapton, and Mick Jagger,
proudly told of the basis of their
music, mentioning Muddy's
name frequently.

Muddy once said, "It seems
strange that our music had to go
to England before it was widely
appreciated in America."

Muddy reached his sixtieth
birthday last month and his
enthusiasm for music hasn't
worn off, but neither has his
effect on today's music.

This is the last time around
for the seniors at OLCHS
another week, and they'll be
irrevocably gone. But what did
they think of OL while they were
here? That question was put to a
random sampling of seniors,
and here are some of the
thoughts-good and bad-that
have been received from a
portion of the Class of '75 about
their years at OLCHS.

"It's been a Ritz."
Chuck MacDonald

"Many students feel high school
was a waste of time. We regret
that they have these feelings,
for we consider high school a
once in a lifetime opportunity.
Although we are happy we are
graduating soon, we surely will
miss all those familiar faces we
have seen daily for our past four
years. The cherished memories
of Oak Lawn and all their
meanings will stay with us for
the rest of our lives."

Mary Sue Petzel
Jenine Pavlik

"Four years in Oak Lawn has
been like four years in the state
pen. This school is too strict
overb~aring, demanding, and
one-SIded. My only fond
memories will be of my friends
-not this school."

JoAnn Heft

"I enjoyed my expel'tences at
Oak Lawn. The only regret I
have is that I didn't take ad
vantage of all the opportunities
open to me."

Timothy Trant

"My four years at Oak Lawn
have been long. At times its
been hard, but it was always
fun. Everyone complains about
Oak Lawn, but if you think
about it, it's not a bad school.
The St nior year is the best. The
teachers treat you as adults, not
children. The last year seems to
fly by, and even though you
looked forward to it for three
years, you sort of wish it wasn't
here."

Name withheld

"I have only been here one year
and I think this is the worst
school I've ever attended. Most
people are really cold and walk
around with their heads in the
air. All I have to say is "that
I'm glad I didn't attend Oak
Lawn for four years."

Pam Gallant

"Oak Lawn hasn't exactly been
the greatest place on earth but
its been home for the past 'four
years."

Cheryl Powell

"The four years in Oak Lawn
were decent, but the last year in
this school was the best. Never
in my life have I seen so many
seniors goof around as at Oak
Lawn."

Name withheld.

"My only impression is, "Thank
God I made it!"

Name withheld
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Remember Preston, C.J., Mary Beth ?

Top seniors of yesteryear still outstanding
BY CHERYL BAILEY

Oak Lawn has always
produced talented students-
scholars, athletes, and com
munity-leaders. Each year it is
customary to choose the two
most outstanding seniors and
present them with awards on
graduation. ince these seniors
have contributed so much to
OL, it is interesting to take a
current look at what these
students are doing today. After
interviewing several of them, it
is apparent that they are
following up their high school
achievements and al'e making
waves wherever they are.

Bonnie Thorpe was the out
standing senior girl for the class
of '69. Well remembered for her
academic excellence and
cheerleading ability, Bonnie
graduated from the University
of Illinois with a major in P.E.
and was married in 1972 to
OLCHS graduate William
Howell. Currently, she resides
in Denver where she is em
ployed as a teller of a bank. In
her spare time, Bonnie enjoys
handcrafts, goU, hiking, and
skiing.

Clifford Dykstra was out
standing senior boy for that
year. In keeping with his
superior academic

achievements at OLCHS, Cliff
went on to the University of
1Ilinois where he graduated Phi
Beta Kappa with BA's in both
chemistry and physics. While at
Champaign-Urbana, he had the
highest grade point average in
chemistry and made the Dean's
list every year. Cliff was
awarded a two year fellowship
from Dupont and is working on
a doctorate degree in
theoretical chemistry at
Berkeley.

There probably isn't a
basketball fan in Oak Lawn (or
the nation for that matter) that
hasn't heard of C.J. Kupec, the
class of 71's most outstanding
enior boy. But in addition to

C.J. leading OL's basketball
team to the state cham
pionships in his senior year, the
6'8" cager was noted for his
high academic and leadership
abilities. At the University of
Michigan where C.J. currently
attends, he again proved to be
amazing as a member of
Michigan's winning con
ferences in both basketball and
football. Also, C.J. was the first
person ever to be co-captain of
Michigan's basketball team for
two consecutive years. Ac
cording to Mrs. Kupec, C.J.'s

mother, "C.J. will play pro ball
if the situation is such that they
want him." An economics
major, C.J. will graduate at the
end of this swnmer.

Nine varsity cheerleaders
were lucky enough to root our
cagers to the State finals and
the captain of that squad, Pam
Hodur, went on to become the
top senior girl for that year.
Now, after studying at St.
Xavier College and Northern
Illinois University, Pam
recently graduated Phi Beta
Kappa with a major in special
educatio. She was on the
Dean's list at both colleges and
a member of Alpha Phi sorority
at Northern. Pam is engaged to
OLCHS gradua te Gilbert
Algarin, but has no immediate
marriage plans.

Preston Fortney was a
superior athlete at OLCHS and
was awarded a boxing
scholarship to the University of
Nevada where he attends. The
class of '72's most outstanding
senior boy, Preston has become
the Golden Glove Open
Champion for Chicago and the
AAU Illinois State Open
Champion of 1974. A busin
and law major, Preston also
belongs to Sigma Alpha Epsilon

fraternity and plans to marry
former OLCHS graduate Mary
Luckett on August 22 of this
year.

The class of '72 produced two
more outstanding seniors--John
Morrissey and Mary Beth
Detloff. John was an excellent
OLCHS cager in addition to
being an all-around student. At
Rockford College, John is a
starter on their basketball and
baseball teams. As a freshman
he received the Gilbert N. Loui~
award for chemistry, and this
year received awards for
physics and calculus work.
Rec~ntly elected vice-president
of hIS class, John maintains an
A average in Rockford's pre
med program and plans to
study sociology this swnmer.

Mary Beth Detloff is touring
England for 5 weeks with the
Madrigal singers from Illinois
State University where she
attends chool. She is majoring
in music education and plans to
teach music on the college level
after graduation. While at
tending OLCHS, Mary Beth was
actively involved with music,
and credits OLCHS for her
continued interest. A straight A
student (as in high school) she
is a member of ISU's concert

choir and has been in several
musicals.

Last year's most outstanding
senior girl, Beverly Bailey,
attends Stanford University in
Palo Alto, California. She is
studying pre-med with a major
in biology and a minor in
writing. An active member of
Standord's Ski Club and an A
student, Bev writes short
stories for publication and
enjoys the nearby mOuntains
and beaches. As feature editor
of the SPARTANITE last year,
Bev has followed up by writing
and working on the staff of the
STANFORD DAILY.
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DIVER DRUGS

9713 S.W•.HWY.

Home of

Larry Buckels

~ .J

SAVE YOUR BEER CANS

•••

-haw Her You Care
with

flowers

by
~

Creager-Kasper Flori.s~ Inc.

93rd tree! and 55th Court

Oak~ Rlinois 60453

636-9890 - 636-9891

HAVE YOOm WAITING TO GET INTO DRIYER'S-ED AT SCHOOL
1 AND " ... f WELt WAIT NO MORE!

.. Approwd by III. Supt. of Public 'nnructlon

.. New COUf_uerttng 8bout ewt'v.2 _k.
• 2 end'4 week cour•• • 15 to 18 \tr•. old
• Home pick-up for ell driving 18l1On.

• Fr.. trip to ...tion for permit

• Auto InlU,en~discount ~'tiflClne ~

• "All in.~~.~~.~~.~.~:~:.~~~~tif~te~.__ ,......

;;:. 1423. 12121,0,::.....~

Southwest Driving School offers a complete Driver's Ed. program approved by the
Supt. of Public Instruction.

If you're 15, 16, 17 yrs. old
30 HRS. CLASS TRIP FOR PERMIT

CO PLETE 4WK COURSE .•• 0 LY$00.
4700W. 103rd St. SOUTHWEST DRIVING SCHOOL
(IN ARENA CENTER LOBBY, 499-2832

BY KE FREGEAU

Beer can collecting is a
unique yet worldwide hobby
that many people, including
myseU, enjoy. There are more
than 2,000 different types of
beer cans around the world.
Some of these no longer exist
today. The cone-top shaped can
is one example.

There are a variety of beers
such as ale, malt liquor, bock,
and dark and light beer. The
beers also come in different
sizes. For example, the 7 ounce
squat, the 8,10,12, and 16 ounce,
and even the gallon. Punch tops,
flip tops, crew tops, and even
rubber stoppers are different
ways of sealing the beer in the
can.

Most beer cans are made
from alwninwn or tin. The most
fascinating part of beer can
collecting i the names and the
designs on the beer cans. Some
of my personal favorite include
Fyfe and Dru, Bullfrog, Chief
Oshkosh, and Knicker-boeker.

My collection consists of
almost 270 beer cans. It is
unique because all but 10 of my
beer cans are stilJ full, which
I'm sure I'll take care of later.
Most of my beer cans came
from the West Coast and the
states surrounding I1Jinois. I
have been collecting beer cans
for a year and a half now and I
stilJ manage to get a couple
cans per month.

This is a different yet en
joyable hobby of which there
are approximately 25,000
collectors from all over the
world. This hobby has become
very popular in the last few
years a major brewing com
panies keep discontinuing beer
cans and replace them with a
new type, making the discon
tinued on increase in their
value.
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424·6131

5730 WEST 9!lTH STREET
OAK LAWN. ILLINOIS 604!l3

TRAINS

Pat'.J PLANES

CRAFT SUPPLIES

An open swim was offered to
anyone on Tuesday and Wed
nesday. May 20 and 21. It lasted
an hour and a half and people
were invited to attend to enjoy a
dip. Mrs. McClenahan said she
thought it was a good turnout.
"It went over pretty well".

When asked, most people
thought it was a good idea. They
said it was terrific but they

always seemed to have an
excuse why they didn't go.
Some had to babysit, some
forgot, some didn't like to swim
and others commented that
they didn't hear it on the student
announcements. .

Among the people that did go,
they said it was too hot to do
anything else, so they went to
cool off.

?tollieJ aJtd ezaltJ, f)Jtc.

Open swim again

4823 W. 95th Street

Oak Lawn, III.

424-2200

_is hullgen
styled by

FLOWERS

THE IDEA FOR THIS drive came about when the seniors
decided that they wanted to perform a community service. They

contacted various blood donning organizations such as Red Cross,
Little Company of Mary. and Christ Hospital. During this time a
call was received from tbe Blood ~rvices of Chicago asking about
the possibility of a blood drive at OLCHS. The student organizations
met, and decided that the drive was a .good idea, and so it became a
reality.

Under the blood drive plan. the members of the families of those
who contributed to the drive. will receive blood free of anywhere in
the United States for one year. If the goal of 650 pints of blood had
been reached, everyone at OLCHS including students. faculty and
staff would have been covered.

There is now the possibility of another blood drive being held in
October. If it is successful, everyone at OLCHS will be able to
receive free blood.

BY VIRGINIA COWART
THE OL HS STUDENT Organizations Blood Drive was held

May 15-16. The drive, a joint effort by the NHS, SCAB, Student
Council, JCAB, Key Club and Cafeteria Monitors, was held to help
serve the community.

The goal for this drive was 650 pints of blood, which means that
approximately 20 percent of the student body would have had to
donate blood. Only 291 people donated blood though, 30 of which
were faculty and staff with the remainder being students. This is
little less than half of the set goal.

Blood drive results

424-0166

424-0186

.04949 95th

OAK LAw,,"

MILT ANIlERSON

_ REPAIRS - RENTALS - SALES _
24 HR DEVELOPING SERVICE
COLOR AND BLACK &< WHITE

THE (!)a.k .e~ CAMERA SHOP

It has been two years since the Oregon BQttle Bill went into ef
fect. Since that time, the law has proved itself an overwhelming
success. The law was designed to rid the state of the unsightly
bottles and cans that are all too common along our highways, on
our beaches, and in our streams. - ~ \

The bill contains but a few simple provisions:
1) Carbonated beverages (beer and pop) could not l\e sold in

Oregon in non-returnable bottles or cans. All containers re to be
clearly marked with the name of the state and deposit value of the
container.

2) Removable metal-ring pull-tabs on cans were to be outlawed.
They were to be replaced by the press-tabs, which remained at
tached to the cans.

3) All retail dealers would have to refund deposits to any person
who presented any empty beverage containers of the kind, size, and
brand they sold.

4) All distributors would have to collect returnable bottles and
cans from retail dealers and refund to them the same deposit
amounts stamped on the containers.

Since passage of the law. many organizations and agencies have
made studies into the impact of the law.

The studies indicate that beverage container litter has been
reduced 81 per cent. This jumps to 96 per cent when out-of-state
containers and containers purchased before the law are removed.
And all combined litter is down 23 per cent.

Before the passage of the law. container manufacturers and
beverage producers predicted dire economic effects. These
predictions have been proved unfounded.

Net income for all business sectors combined increased the first
years by $393 million due to the bill. While container manufacturers
lost $16.4 million in sales, beverage producers saved $16.2 million.

The loss of jobs totaled 350 through out the beverage Industry.
However, 715 new jobs were created in shipping, warehouse and
handling. a net increase of 365 jobs.

The trouble with the law is that Oregon is the only state that has
an operating law. Vermont passed a similar law 20 years ago, but it
was bottled up in court.

New hope is coming. Several states are expected to pass a
similiar law within the year. Many more states are in the talking
stage.

Illinois is one of the states in the talking stage. Hopefully, after
seeing the Oregon results, our state legislators will speed up
passage of this much needed law. What we need is people cleaning
up after themselves. even if it takes a little proddinlZ.

OLCHS's Music Department will be travelling to Northern
lIJinois University for "Band Camp" May 3(hJune 1.

A recent court decision determined that the minimum age for
those wishing to donate blood would be lowered to 17. This made it

On Monday June 2 the 6eniors will gather for the annual Senior possible for a greater number of students to donate blood.
Breakfast at the Sheraton Oak Lawn-Inn located at 9333 S. Cicero
Ave. at 9:30 a.m.

Underclassmen semester exams will be administered on
Tuesday and Wednesday June 3 and 4.

June 18 is the first day of Summer School.

June 5 is the final day of school for underclassmen.

Seniors will meet here at school on Tuesday morning June 3 at 10
a.m. for graduation practice. Honors Night ceremonies will be held
later that day at 7: 30 p.m. in the Spartan Gym.

ommencement Exercises will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Spartan
Gym on Wednesday June 4.

Bottle bill needed
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Caek: on OLCHSlegend

Cagers to compete
in Xavier League BY BOB DODGE

OLCHS, state champ.JIM CIZEK

Intramural sports needed

•

challenge. He was good as a
sophomore, but could he beat
out varsity wrestlers at
districts'! He answered that
question by making the finals
and then losing by a score of 3-2.
Cizek had made himself a
repution his sophomore year
and the best was yet to come to
him as a junior. That year Cizek
reached a goal which only
twelve people in the state of
Illinois can say each year. He
became a state champ. In three
shol1 years he made himself
from a no-name wrestler to the
best at his weight in the state.

During his senior year he was
hampered by an ankle injury.
He missed a few meets and
missed winning a state crown
two years in a row. He did gain
something, however. He gained
respect from many OLCHS
students and teachers and has
written his name in the school
records.

BY J .R. ERNST

JIM CIZEK IS' A NAME
which will leave its mark with
OLCHS wrestlers for a long
time after he graduates this
spring.

When Jim came to OLCHS, he
wasn't particulary interested in
wrestling. His older brother had
to practically drag him on a
mat just to get him to try it.
Weighing only 70 pounds his
freshman year, he didn't get
much of a chance to wrestle. He
wrestled third string and had a
tough time since some of the
people he wrestled outweighed
him by 25 pounds. During the
summer, Cizek decided to do
something about his weight. He
ate everything from spaghetti
to milkshakes. Gradually he
gained weight. When Cizek
came back his sophomore year,
he weighed about 90 pounds and
was in great shape. He was
determined to wrestle first
string, and wrestle he did.

CIZEK WENT UN-
DEFEATED that year at 98
pounds and now (aced a bigger

BY RAY WHINNA

TWENTY MEMBERS of the
OLCHS varsity basketball
program will represent OLCHS
this swnmer in a high school
varsity summer basketball
league to be held at and spon
sored by St. Xavier College.

The summer team will
compete against high school
teams from Chicago and the
outlying suburbs. Competing
teams come from the Public,
Catholic and many Suburban
leagues around the area.

OLCHS IS AL 0 planning to
send two junior varsity squads
to compete against other JV
t~ms in a special afternoon

league especially for JV teams.
The purpose for the league,
according to Coach Skip
Sullivan "is to give more ex
perience to some of this years
freshmen and sophomores in
preparing for next year, without
having to play against guys two
or three' years older than
themselves. This way they get
to play against guys their own
age."

Competition on the varsity
level will begin on June 2 and
continue for 10 weeks. Awards
will be awarded to the top four
teams.

Oak Lawn High School is
large, with 3300 students. With a
school this size, events often pop
up, and programs often don't.
One such example is an in
tramural sports program,
which has never formulated.

Actually, intramural sports
would work successfully here.
Students would join rather
readily, thus gaining an op
portunity for athletic activities
without the pressures of the
actual team. Many other
schools have instituted
programs in basketball.
volleyball, and other sports.

Next ye:u, a little work for
organizing and scheduling
would be required, but it could
be pu ed off. Intramural
leagues "are designed for fun.
and for qmething to do after
school. \ ~ ~

Of course, some problems can
always stand in the way. Money
is one, which is being cut back
for sports anyway. However,
this intramural program would
require little money, for
uniforms and the like could be
supplied by the players
themselves. Other costs are
relatively non-existent. All that
is needed is the use of a gym
nasium after school. These are

usually being used now, for
players from other sports
"training". Priority could be
arranged, and surely a gym
could be made available if
enough students show interest
in the program. They must be
willing to support the idea.

An intramural sports
program could be pulled off
here. Student support is needed,
but the little work required
could result in a lot of fun for
every type of student.
Programs could range from
baseball to volleyball, with
something for everyone.
Hopefully, some program could
come for the 75-76 school year.

Summer wrestling storts

&060 WEST 95th ST.
OAK LAWN. ILL.

J2~am

KARATE
introductory offer

10 lessons · 10 dollars

A. WRITE or ~.
PHONE

599-4141

SlJ.u1/t 7Vt-u elleadnntj
OF

KARATE
e··

' ... .

State Championships Navy
Pier, Chicago.

July 19--0ak Lawn High
School; Grade 9-10 add 95 lb.
No. 192 lb. class 11-12 grade.

July 23--USWF Jr. National
Greco-Roman Championships
Iowa City, Iowa (Must take first
or second at Navy Pier Tour
nament).

July 25-26--USWF Jr. National
Freestyle Championships Iowa
City, Iowa (First or second
needed at July 5 tournament at
Elgin).

638-4224

HEY,

BOB KANE
..... W ••T eSTM 8T".aT

OAK"'AWN, 'L\..INOle .0.4l1a

If you're a etudent oettIng ..B·...
or beUer, you may qUlllliy for
Farmers-In tile form of specla'

SMARTYI bonus lowe.. rates on your auto
Insurance. Cell todli.Y and get the

• facta on Farl'f'\cre money-savIng
Go~d Student Auto Policy.

June 14--Bremen High
School; Grade 9-10 add 95 lb.
No. 192 class Freestyle 11-12.

June 28--H.L. Richards High
School; Qualifying for state
freestyle championships
Juniors.

July 5--MDYF Olympic
Development Freestyle State
Championships Elgin High
School (Must take first or
second at Richards Tour
nament).

July 12--MDYF Olympic
Development Greco-Roman

By Mike hickerillo

The wrestling season for the
74-75 school year has long been
over, but as many wrestlers
know, this summer has many
tournaments coming up. These
tournaments are for anyone
interested who can get a ride to
the schools where they are
being held. A membership card
for the United States Wrestling
Federation for three dollars,
along with an entrance fee to
each tournament, must be
purchased before wrestling
begins.

These tournaments range
from folkstyle to freestyle and
Greco-Roman. Even if you are
not a wrestler, you may still try.
Medals are awarded to the first,
second, and third place
finishers.

For anyone interested, a list
of the tournament locations and
their dates are given. Any more
information about the programs
can be found from Mr. Lawson
in room 278.
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also. Moore will anchor the
second place mile relay team of
soph. Jeff Sizemore, Tim
Hansen and junior Rich Lentz.

OUT TA DI G PER·
FORMA CE were also turned
in by Paul ess, Mark
Cassalino, Bill Hanson, Russ
Trapp, Mike Dolce, Steve
Conroy, Rich Renz, Steve
Scaduto and Ken Kolodvlnski.

$50.00 DEPOSIT TO:

v!DrCI Jr~v~{ Jltlrt
5615 \1/. 95TH ST. OAK LAviN} ILL.

PHONE: 636-7800
This is rlot a school 8'10ns...,r d trin;
schoo' ClSS1'M/?S r.n rD.slJonsibility or
Hal ilit~,.

CHAPERONES: M~ & MRS LEN SCADUTO
MR & MRS TOM EASTMAN

f{a» nowfor

/)1cay uk o
014£ .&wns 1976 Syrln.J ITt;

8 DAYS} 7 IGHTS - AP~IL 16 TO 23

OCEANSIDE HOTEL

OAK LAWN'S VARSITY TRACK TEAM

a toss of 159'7" earning him a
third in that event. Scott
Williams and Dan Engell placed
second and third in the pole
vault with vawts of 13'3" and 13'
respectively.

Juniors Ron King and Brian
Carney also placed. King
finished third in the high jump
with a leap of 6'2" and Carney
ran a 22.4 220 to give him a third

Oak Lawn

Spattanite

Sports
·Vol. XXIII o. 11

fhe S..,artanlte

OAK LAWN'S VAR ITY
Track team won their first
District Track title by out
running their closest competitor
Brother Rice by a score of 54 lh
to '1:1.

Out of a field of 20 area
schools, Oak Lawn carried
away the first place trophy. The
Sparlan victory was led by
seniors John Marks in the shot
put with a throw of 61'6 1h', Scott
Kolinski with a high jump of
6'3" and Kevin Moore with
times of 38.4 in the low hurdles
and 1: 54.6 in the 880 yard run.
Their efforts gained each of
th m a blue ribbon in each
event.

OTHER I DERME
PLACI G at the District meet,
and also qualifying to compete
in the slate finals are Paul
Fencl in the shot put, with a
second place throw of 56'S". He
also qualified in the discus with

Cinderman
run to sixth

BY ElL HAR HART

THE OL H TRA K TEAM
capp d off the 1975 eason with
a ixth place tie with Joliet East
In the Class AA meet last
week nd. The new stat champ
is the team from East S1. Louis.
Finishing a distant s cond was
Phillips High from hicago.
Third place went to Proviso
East and fourth to Alton.

even tate records f 11 in the
blistering 90 degree heat. East
SL Louis broke r cords in the
440 yard and 880 yard r lays
with times of 41.68 and 1:25.7.
Phillips Ed Hatch edged out
Jerry Holloway of Rockford
East to establish a new record
time of 47.2 in the 440 yard dash.

at Page of Evanton bettered
la t years high jump to an ven
7' to win that event for the
second straight year.

JOH MARK, OAK LAW '
TA DO T shot putter took

first with a throw of 62'4 12".

Teammate Paul Fencl placed
third throwing a 58'4 34".

Finishing fourth in the 880 was
standout Kevin Moor with a
time of 1:54.1. Moore also
finished seventh in the low
hurdles.

Failing to qualify after the
preliminary heat, but showing
great effort were high jumpers
Scott Kolinski and Ron King, 220
man Brian Carney and the mile
relay team of Jeff Sizemore,
Tim Hansen, Kevin Moore and
Carney.

Till P T EA 0 has seen
our cindermen take conference
for th sixth year in a row, win
the district meet, and for the
first time, a Slate Champion in
John Marks.

BY DO IUCHIN KI

Cindermen take first in Districts

Kevin Moore in the 330 low hurdles,

John Marks in the shotput

'\

Athlete of the issue

ATHLETE OF THE I E

Page 8

This month, the athlete 01 the issue is shared by two members of
Oak Lawn's track team. John Marks and Kevin Moore both took
first place in conference and district track meets, and Marks also
took fir t in the slate finals last weekend.

Kevin Moore had laken first in the conference and district meets
b fore taking a fourth at the slate final with a school r cord time of
154.1. He had also taken first in the low hurdles at districts, as well
as participating in other events.

John Marks, the champion shot putter, broke a record as he took
firsts in the conf rence, district, and slate finals. His record throw
at state was 62'10.

Also deserving note is Paw Fencl, another shot putter who took
third in slate finals last weekend. These ath tes deserve
recognition for these feats as Oak Lawn trackmen.
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Wiltshire looks· to new post 

• 

• 

SUPERINTENDENT- ELECT WILTSHIRE 

Epidemic continues here 
B Y PETE R BRIA 

ENCEPHALITIS , THE 
SLEEPING sickness disease, 
has taken over the Chicago 
area, especially the southern 
suburbs. 
The so-called sleeping 

sickness disease which started 
in Mississippi early this sum
mer moved swiftly to southern 
Illinois and recently hit the 
Chicago area. It has been 
concentrated in the southern 
Cook County area. Cities such 
as Oak Lawn, Evergreen Park, 
Hometown and other nearby 
communities have reported 
~ases of encephalitis, resulting 
m two recent deaths. Hospitals 
in the southern Cook County 
area have been setting up 
special rooms for the people 
who have become stricken with 
this disease. Health Officials 
say that there is no cure for it. 
All they can do is treat the 
symptoms. 

The disease is transmitted to 
the mosquitoes by infected 

birds. The mosquitoes bite the 
birds which have the disease 
and mosquitoes bite the people'. 
The carrier of this disease has 
been identified as the Northern 
~ouse M~quito. This Mosquito 
bites at mght. One thing that is 
to our advantage, is that people 
cannot catch this disease from 
other people who have it. 

CITY PUBLIC HEALTH 
Departments have urged people 
to do everything possible to help 
beat this disease which some 
researchers have said has not 
reached its peak yet. 
Weather has a lot to do with 

this disease because when the 
weather is warm mosquitoes 
multiply, therefore, creating 
more people susceptible to the 
disease. Cooler weather helps to 
stop or curtail the mosquitoes 
from multiplying, therefore, 
creating less chances of being 
bitten by the mosquitoes. 
Researchers say we will not be 

History Repeats Itself 
In keeping with this year's celebration of the bicentennial the 

new fall ~lay, directed by Mr. A. Collins and Penny Wessels both of 
the Enghsh Department, will be a historical production of Edgar 
Lee Master's "Spoon River Anathology." 

The title setting, Spoon River, is a small area in Illinois lying 
~tween Louisburg and Petersburg. All the players which will 
mclude such famous historical characters like Abe Lincoln and 
Anne Rutl~dge, his childhood sweetheart, talk from the grave. 
~ach.~a~ his own sto.ry to tell .of how he lived, and in some cases 
died. It s not a play m the typical sense of the word in that none of 
the actors actually speak to each other" said Mr. Collins the 
play's director. " It consists mostly of rn'onologues." Both of the 
humorous and sordid sides of life are portrayed in this play which 
contains drama, comedy, and music. 

Tryouts for "Spoon River Anathology" were on Wednesday and 
Thursday of last week. The four to eight players chosen will per
form the over 70 parts in the production. The play's opening night is 
expected to be on November 7 running through the 9th with matinee 
performances included. 

sure if the encephalitis disease 
has subsided until the first frost. 

So let's help fight this disease 
before it gets out of control by 
doing some of the things that 
your City Public Health officials 
have said to do ; remove.- or 
empty any receptacle that could 
hold water, repair leaky pipes 
and outside faucets, clean roof 
gutters and drain flat roofs. 
stay away from breeding 
grounds such as golf courses 
an~ cemeteries, spray oneself if 
gomg on an outing with in
secticide. 

Researchers have said just a 
bucket of water can produce one 
thousand mosquitoes. 

DEATH RATE STATISTICS 
are: six people in Cook County 
one eighteen year old youth 
from Oak Park, five other 
fatalities ages ranging from 
fifty years and older. This 
disease can strike all people of 
all ages. 

Tom Lia 

BY STEPHEN MEEHAN 
IN 1953 MR. HAROLD WILTSHIRE started as a teacher in 

OLCHS. He came to our school from Ohio where he had taught for 
two years. 

He took a position in the administration of the school in 1958. Last 
year after Mr. Lynch revealed his intention to leave the school, the 
Board of Education announced the election of Mr. Wiltshire to that 
position. " When I started in administration," Mr. Wiltshire 
recalled, "I had thought of being superintendent at some future 
time. But I enjoyed my job as Assistant Superintendent and didn't 
have much time to think about it. I did miss the classroom for a few 
years after the switch to administration, but I feel I have main
tained a communication with the students." 

In answer to the question about his responsibilities, Mr. Wiltshire 
replied they were "phenomenal. " He said, " It is hard to realize 
how many different things are going on in this school on any given 
day and these activities required attention to details and plan
ning." Mr. Wiltshire is a strong promoter of our school. He feels it 
is the best high school around and would stack up our student body 
up to any other. "We definitely have an above average teaching 
staff and I think a good teacher has to want to relate to the kids." 

COMMENTING ON THE students, Mr. Wiltshire noted that 
apathy was not a major problem at OLCHS. The student has many 
opportunities in and out of school, to become involved in clubs and 
activities serving a large variety of interests. 

"The main goal of the school is to provide a good opportunity for 
each student to receive an education," Mr. Wiltshire said. When 
asked if he has any major problems, Mr. Wiltshire replied no. He 
feels any changes in curriculum should move toward career type 
programs. " However there should be caution taken so as not to 
weaken the academic programs. One of the great problems with 
class size is that there is a great deal of interest in certain classes 
but not enough teachers of rooms to go around. There is another 
problem in that the minimum class number is eighteen and this 
threatens the life of some of the more difficult classes," noted Mr. 
Wiltshire. He also went on to say that he doesn' t think the school is 
overcrowded and explained the next year the enrollment should 
plateau and then decline for a few years. The school does face a 
problem since it has run out of space to build and is limited to space 
for outdoor activities also. 

Mr. Wiltshire admits there is a problem with overcrowded 
busses, but he is not sure if there is a solution. The bus drivers 
decide if they should pick up more and more people on their route 
and just keep packing them in, or if they should .pass them by. 
Changing weather means different numbers of students wanting to 
use the busses. Will all the students make the first bus or will some 
wait for the last. Many factors are involved in solving this problem. 

In regards to the school code, Mr. Wiltshire feels it very fair and 
since it is constructed by the both teachers and students, ft is the 
most versatile set of rules the school has . 

Mr. Wiltshire makes it quite clear, that he feels the school is 
doing an excellent job and has no major problems. However, there 
is always a need to improve and move forward . Minor problems do 
arise and must be dealt with for everyone's benefit. Mr. Wiltshire 
shows great enthusiasm and interest in our school and dedication to 
his role as superintendent. Although the transition from his old job 
to the new one is not yet over, Superintendent-elect Wiltshire is 
confident he will have a good year and he is looking forward to 
assisting in the growth of our school. 

Hill Hires Cafeteria Help 
BY KAREN LANG 

TWO SUPERVISORS were 
hired by Mr. Hill to help in the 
cafeteria during school hours 
everyday. 

Mr. Angello Hilton and. Mr. 
Thomas Lia were picked from 
twelve applicants. 

Mr. Hilton attended 
Augustana. He completed two 
years of graduate work at 
Northwestern and is now doing 
his thesis. He's working part 
time at OLCHS with students 
until he goes to work counseling 
adolesences. Mr. Hilton is 

married and has five children 

and likes to watch sports . 
MR. LIA ATTE NDED 

Chicago State University. He, 
too, is working part time until 
he goes on to Circle Campus. He 
plans to become a juvenile 
officer at either the Chicago 
Police Department or the Oak 
Lawn Police Department. 

These men were hired to do 
the job that was once done by 
teachers who now have either a 
study hall or a free period. Last 
year the teachers had certain 
duties which this year are done 
by Mr. Hilton and Mr. Lia and 
one different teacher every 
lunch period. They are there for 
supervision and security. 
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SCAB, NHS make plans 

BY VIRGINIA COWART 

SCAB planning 

THE SENIOR CLASS· Advisory Board recently held its fi rst 
meeting of the year to discuss various plans for the coming year. 
One of these plans includes the acceptance of designs for Senior 
Class t-shirts and sweatshirts from any senior until the deadline, 
Sept. 26. There will also be participation in a "Tag Day" on Sept. 25 
to assist Christ Hospital in paying for their new addition. Besides 
this, the Senior Class Advisory Board will also participate with 
other student organizations in another blood drive held in con
junction with the Blood Services of Chicago. They will also sponsor 
another 50's dance to be held Nov. 14. 

NHS makes plans 

At a recent N.H.S. officer's meeting, there was a decision made 
to keep the 3.0 "B" grade average necessary to apply for mem
bership in the organization. There had previously been a question 
to whether to raise the average to 3.1 or higher, but the 3.0 average 
was kept. Plans for the year include a dance and probable 
swimathon along with a dinner for members at the end of the year. 
Applications for membership to the N.H.S. will be available 
starting Sept. 25, and may be obtained from the counselors or Mr. 
Hill, sponsor of the N.H.S. 

New library cards 
BY TERRY HENSON 

New Suburban Library Cards are being given to people renewing 
old ones or registering for cards. The new cards enable you to 
check-'out books from' over 60 Public libraries in the Suburban
Chicagoland area. 

In such case as you cannot find the materials and books on your 
subject matter you are enabled to to to libraries in this area such 
as : Alsip Library, Bridgeview Public Library, Chicago Heights 
Free Public Library, Chicago Ridge Public Library, Evergreen 
Park and Hometown Public Libraries. Oak Lawn Public Library 
has just the past year joined the Suburban Library System. 

The materials which you check out can be taken back to any of 
the participating libraries and will be forwarded to the library you 
checked them out of. So this then is a convenience to drop them at 
the closest library to you. 

•••••··•··•··•••••••···•···•·······••·•••••·······•···•··••·•··• . . . 
~·CHRISTMAS IN . 

LONDON, ENGLAND ·~ . 
~ 9 Days - 8 Nights 

Dec. 26, 1975 - Jan. 4, 1976 
. 

$489 includes .. .. 
:: .. .. 

round trip air, land transfers, . . . . 
: First class hotel, Theatre tickets .. .. .. .. 

Full Breakfast daily .. . .. . 
• . and sightseeing . . . . 

L 
I' •: 

~ 
I-c . . . -. . . . . . . 

f$125 deposit Due Oct . .. .. .. .. .. . 
10 - Balance due Oct. 25~ c 

For Further information contact 

Mr. Collins or call 767-0477 

This trip is not sponsored by OLCHS 

E 
i: 

F. 
I: 
r. 

.. ........... -;· .. -..................... ...... .. ................ ...... .... .... ... ... .. . 
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Happiness is Having 
your own Drivers License 

• It's Easy • Register by calling 

Courses start now and finish 

in Just 4 or 5 weeks 

I &J.s 9-~tJ. 'iltJ. I 
Cs ©L'v'JL'v'J ~ C'J O u"J 

[Q)CClO~D~@ ~~D{]©©L1 
SERVING: COUNTRY ClUB HILLS 

EAST HAZEL CREST, FLOSSMOOR, HOMEWOOD 

OAl( LAVJN 

NEWS CAPSULE 
School will be in session half day September 29, due to a teachers 

workshop. 

The ROTC will hold a Parents meeting on October 6, at 7: 30 in the 
Junior-Senior Lounge. 

The Armed Services Vocational Apptitude Battery Tests 
(ASVAB) will be given to Juniors . Those whose last name falls into 
the first half of the alphabet will be tested on October 8, and the 
others will be tested on October 9. Detailed information will be 
posted on a bulletin in the hall near room 123. This information will 
also be on student and staff announcements. Attendance will be 
taken in the testing rooms. 

In celebration of Columbus Day school will be closed October 13. 

The OLCHS Marching .Band is going to be in a Columbus Day 
parade October 13. 

Homecoming is Saturday, October 18. It will be celebrated with 
the traditional parade, football game, and dance. The OLCHS 
Football Teams will challenge Thomridge for the big games held at 
12:00 and 2:00 . 

The American College ·Testing Program (ACT) will be given to 
Seniors on October 18. A fee of $7 .00 will be charged. Applications 
and more information are available from your counselor. The 
deadline to submit an application is September 22. It is recom
mended that Juniors take their ACT tests on April 10, 1976. 

The Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test - National Merit 
Scholarship Qualifying Test (PSAT-NMSQT) will be given to top 
Juniors October 21. The fee is $2,75 and the last day to submit an 
application is October 15. See your counselor for details . 

Area li':>aries in coo~ation with Moraine Valley Community 
College will present a Bicentennial Film Festival starting Sept. 21 
at 2 p.m. at the Oak Lawn Public Library, 9444 S. Cook Ave . 

Two films " Star Spangled Banner" and " Fabulous Country" will 
be shown at the Oak Lawn library on Sunday ; in the Phase lA 
Building at Moraine Valley Community College at 7 p.m. on 
Monday ; at the Blue Island Public Library on Thursday at 7 p.m.; 
and at the Bridgeview Public Library on Friday at 7 p.m. 

The festival will continue the week of October 12 with 
"Stockyards: End of an Era" on Chicago History. The week of 
November 19 the films will concentrate on Illinois History with 
"Three From Illinois." 

?ther present~tions will include films on music history, ar
chitecture, art, industry and comedy. The festival will continue 
through May 1976. Each presentation will be shown at the four 
locations during the week. 

, 
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Vandalism: 
a growing problem 
• 

BY TIM PURPURA 

Pap I 

Locker 
overcrowding 
to stop 

BY SUE CONSTANTINE 

Brothers and sisters sharing 
lockers? Unheard of but true. 

Vandalism is on the rise across much of the country and the 
nation's schools are of the most hardest hit. According to the attendance 

Ten years ago, vandalism was thought to be just a passing office the reason for this 
phase that went along with the social unrest of that time. But only doubling up is simply the lack of 
now, as it hits harder and harder on the budgets of the schools, and locker space and the over-
the country do we really start to recognize it as the growing crowding problem present. 
problem it is becoming. According to Dr. Davies this is 

Last summer for instance, vandalism cost this school over $700 not true. There has actually 
over a six-week period. That is only for materials and equipment. been a decline in enrollment. 

Spread over the course of a full school year that figure could Last year the total enrollment 
skyrocket to between 3 and 16 thousand dollars ! taken on Sept. 4, 1974, was 3,304 

As Mr. Leibrecht, Assistant Administrator puts it "$3000 doesn't compared to this year's 
sound like much but look what it could do. For one, it could make a enrollment taken on Sept. 10, 
much bigger and nicer lounge, or it could easily finance a new girls which was 3,281 , this being on 
sports team." With such possibilities it's easy to see that vandalism the six day enrollment plan. 
is certainly taking its toll at OLCHS. According to Dr. Davies this is a 

OLCHS'. ho~ever, spends very little on vandalism when you decline of 23 students. 
compare 1t to its $10-12,000 spent at some inner-city schools. These 
are of course under social and racial conditions which cause the Dr. Davies says they doubled 
vandalism. up 137 brothers and sisters 

Another area of vandalism not often thought of is in the area of (mainly freshmen with seniors) 
books taken from the school library. Each year between 500 and 700 until they can get lockers 
books are taken from our library and with an average cost of $5 per assigned to the freshmen . Dr. 
book two to four thousand dollars is added on to the total cost of Davies says, " I hope to have 
vandalism. An example of Vandalism at Oak Lawn lockers assigned to these fresh-

Of course if we could get figures on how many gyi; suits, books, men well before Christmas. A 
calculator and other school materials have been taken the figure .. --------------------···:· ••• ,_ ... _ .• _ homeroom will be scheduled to 
could easily rise another $5-10,000. get these freshmen to their own 

So now our speculative total is near $7,000. Needless to say, that spartan .1 te pot •icy lockers. So it is not a permanent 
figure is one with which many changes could be made here. But it's situation. 
all long spent on things like broken windows, stolen speakers and 
discharged fire extinguishers. So for you seniors and fresh-

If there is anyway to cure the problem it hasn't been found yet, at The SPARTANITE is the men who are sharing lockers 
least not at OLCHS. All we can do is have the janitors teachers and Libelous or slanderous don't worry, the locker situation 
supervisors watch for possible vandalism and repo;t it as it hap- student newspaper of OLCHS statements will not be p rinted. should be cleared up before 

with its purpose to inform 
pens. entertain and comment o~ Cases involving the invasion of Christmas rolls around and if 

So until it stops happening or a cure is found, those thousands and issues relating to the school and privacy will not be printed. not by then, well there's always 
thousands of dollars will be thrown out •be window just because of community. Cases involving obs<;eqities will Easter to look for. 
some immature person who is looking for attention. If caught, the be t_reated indivjdually 
person can get from 3 months and $1000 to as high as $10,000 and 15 depending on their usage. •-, · , 
years in jail. The SPARTANITE will also The SPARTANITE does not 

A stiff price to pay? Maybe, but if it will stop the problem then provide the opportunity for and shall not reflect the views of 
we're all for it. students, faculty, ad- any one person or groups of 

As a criminal psychologist puts it, "Vandalism is a problem that ministrators and community persons. Nor shall the SPAR-
will just have to heal itself." Let's just hope it heals itself before it's members to voice their TANITE allow one student a 
too late. opinions, in the form of Letters minority of students, fac~lty 

to the Editor on issues pertinent members, administrators or 
to the paper's purpose of in- citizens to in any way control 
forming, entertaining and the newspaper for their own 
commenting . Only material use. 
that is signed will receive If an.article is too long, it will 
consideration for publication. ~ edi~ed according to the 
Names will be withheld upon discretion of the Editorial 

Discipline~ ~qd,.e,..;.:, 

improved 

Despite the usual complaints 
from OLCHS students, I think 
the 1975-76 Discipline Code is 
reasonably fair. The Committee 
has allowed us one free class 
absence per quarter, which is 
good, considering past codes. 

More school 

stories needed 

request. Board. 

This fairness, however, 
doesn't seem to reach the study 
halls. The sentence for a study 
hall absence is almost im-

•------------------------' mediate external. Students then 
Discrimination 

in peppers? 

I think I am speaking for 
many girls about the matter of 
peppers. I would really like to 
know how the heck they are 
picked. Do they put names in a 
hat? Do they pick favorites, or 
is it first come first serve? Also, 
what ever happened to the 
alternates? The alternates were 
supposed to be able to get into 
peppers if someone dropped the 
class. To my knowledge, there 
have been many girls that did 
drop the course. 

I thought that peppers are for 
Juniors who take the matter of 
teaching seriously or that they 
would like to make a career of 
Physical Education. 

A couple of my friends that 
didn 't make it (including 
myself) were seriously thinking 
of becoming a P .E . teacher and 
they weren't even recognized. 

JEANKOTAL 

I think that your paper is 
pretty good but you could use a 
few more stories on sports and 
current events happening in the 
school. You could tell more 
about the clubs in the school, 
like what they are doing, what 
they have done, and what they 
are planning to do. You could 
also do more on the sports in the 
school and when they take 
place, where, and most of all the 
kids that are on the teams. You 
could tell what they have done, 
and if they are going to be 
successful with their team. 

FRANK WENDLING 

Cafeteria looks 

improved 

I am writing to tell you about 
how pleased I am with the way 
the cafeteria monitors are doing 
a great job. The students are 
cooperating very well. I wish we 
could have more student 
cooperation like this. So keep up 
the good work. 

EILEEN GUMBLETON 

Students lack spirit 

I think that the student body 
shows a definite lack of ·par
ticipation. Have you ever been 
to one of Oak Lawn's so-called 
pep rallies? Whoever arranges 
these pep rallies should try to 
vary the times of these rallies. 
For instance: Have a pep rally 
in the morning, or even in the 
middle of the school day ( to sort 
of break the monotony) . After 
school the main thing on most of 
the students mind is to get as far 
away from the school as 
possible. 

I also think that maybe the 
cheerleaders should if possible 
run off copies of the cheers and 
maybe pass them out at pep 
rallies and football games (or 
any kind of sports events). At 
least the people who did want to 
cheer would know the words 
and maybe become more in
terested in going to different 
sports events and cheering on 
our school's teams. 

KIM SANDERS 

Boys in girls' sports?. 

There is much rumor going 
around that there are going to 
be boys trying out for girls 
sports this year, such as Volley 
Ball and Badmiton. Also that 
girls are going to try out for 
football . 

If this should happen, are 
there going to be any actions 
against it? I don't believe the 
guys should take over the few 
competitive sports the girls 
have or that the girls should get 
killed by playing or even at
tempting to play football. If 
guys want a Volleyball team let 
them form one. If girls want to 
play football, let them play 
among themselves and not 
to compete with guys twice 
their size and probably with two 
times their strength. Let me 
know your feelings on this 
matter or what if anything will 
be done if the circumstances 
should arise. 

LAURIE REED 

receive two days off from school 
for a 25 minute absence. 

It would seem more partical 
that we would be held in classes 
rather than a study period. For 
some reason, the Discipline 
Committee is being fair in 
allowing four cuts per class, but 
is offering no escape from the 
25-minute study hall. 

ROSS HOOPLE 

I would like to know if they 
are going to have the same 
activities as they did last year . 
Such as the SO's day and dance, 
the slave and master deal. I 
think these things made school 
much more fun and interesting. 
Have they got any new ideas for 
this year? 

MAIJORITZ 

EDITOR'S NOTE: 
A fifties day and dance has 

been scheduled for Nov. 14 by 
the Senior Class Advisory 
Board. As for slave day, no 
plans have been finalized as of 
this printing. 
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Overcrowded 

Jr. Sr. Lounge 
BY TERRY HENSON 

To those students- who 
complain that -the furniture in 
the lounge takes up too much 
room and that there is too much 
of it. No we're not opening up a 
division of the John M_ Smyth 
stores. But as the complaint is 
that there aren't enough chairs 
to go around the lounge during 
the lunch periods. There isn't 
really enough during 4th and 
5th, but in 6th period lunches 
there is an overwhe~ming 
amount of chairs and tables 
empty. During 4th and 5th if you 
leave your chair it is most likely 
that it won't be there when you 
return. 

The lounge is- the result of 
waiting and working on the part 
of Jr. & Sr. students in the past 
few years . Those students 
worked for it for us to enjoy and 
appreciate the use of it in the 
future . Some knowing they 
could never get anything done 
before they left. Year after year 
its been worked on and finally 
after the few year previous 
they've got it started. 

There are some advantages to 
the lounge. One is that it helps 
create a better atmosphere 
around here. It helps it seem 
less confining. It is for those 
Jrs. and Srs. who like to relax 
during Open Campus periods or 
like to sit and talk in the mor
ning or at lunch. It is there and 
will hopefully remain- there if 
we all show we can take care of 
it. Look for an advantage that 
suites you and then maybe 
you'll be able to appreciate it 
too. 

It is certainly a shame that 
you who are doing the com
plaing won't be around when its 
finished. 

SSB con 
BY VIRGINIA COWART 

''Bigger and better things will 
be the goal of the Student 
Service Bureau this year," says 
Mr. Godar, head of the bureau 
designed to help students with 
their problems. 

Now in its second year, the 
bureau plans to become more 
involved with students in a 
variety of ways. Mr. Godar, 
along with several student 
aides, is planning more growth 
experiences and projects 
geared toward helping students 
with their problems. 

One of these projects is a 
tentative one, to begin early in 
the year. This project is a 
"student-to-student" progl1lm, 
where a selected number of 
student aides would be given 
training in helping others. 
Acquisition of listening skills as 
well as empathy training would 
be included. The idea behind 
this program is that students 
can help students better than 
adults can. 

.. 
~ ..... 
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help 
Another growth experience 

will be workshops offered to 
both students and faculty. 
These workshops were offered 
last year and are being 
repeated this year as a result of 
their success. The workshops 
included discussions on values, 
communication problem 
solving, and decision making. A 
few faculty members such as 
Mr. Frigo, Ms. Ragsdale, Ms. 
R. Jenkins, Mr. Markel, Mr. 
Lockwood, Ms. Marino, anG<Ms. 
Dresden attended last year. The 
Student Service Bureau nopes 
to see more students as well as 
faculty and counselors at this 
year's workshops. 

Over one-hundred students 
visited the Student Service 
Bureau last year, with 
problems ranging from trouble 
with other students, to drugs 
and hi>me life. The people at the 
Bureau, besides helping solve 
their problems, also provided 
information to legal questions. 

Demand 

food lines 

speed up 
An improvement needed at 

OLCHS is either more cafeteria 
waiting lines or faster service. 

Many times I have had to wait 
countless minutes- to work my 
way through the lines. Many 
other students must feel this 
way and only a twenty-five 
minute lunch period, it would be 
nice to get out of the waiting 
lines and to the tables as fast as 
possible. 

The faster service would 
blend in with more waiting 
lines, if there was just one more 
line for all the smaller lunch 
items, while the rest would be 
mainly for the entire lunch for 
that day. Even though the 
"smaller" line would still be 
long it should go smoothly. Also, 
the other lines would go more 
smoothly because of only the 

""---------------------------------.... one meal served in them. 

September 19, 1975 

Byline 
BY MARK SHELTON 

But would we like it? 
About two weeks ago,· a West Virginia high school published 

reports of the success of its radical new discipline policy, one that 
dispensed with the unexcused absence, and instead substituted the 
privilege of ten absences, excused or unexcused, in the course of a 
semester. 

According to the school principal, the program was extremely 
successful in decreaseing the number of unexcused absences, 
which dropped about 9 per cent as a result of the new policy. 

A similar policy was suggested here two years ago, and it was 
beaten down for a fairly good reason: administrators thought that 
while decreasing some areas of absence, the policy would increase 
the amount of infrequent cutting by students who normally would 
not cut. This proved to be a problem but, almost surprisingly, the 
total amount of cuts dropped. 

Students were more than satisfied with the new situation because 
it gave them almost unheard of responsibility as far as the at
tendance of classes was concerned. And while infrequent cutting 
did increase, especially in the mornings, gradually students began 
to really appreciate the importance of attending .classes, and once 
students could relate frequent class absence to the fact that their 
education would suffer by missing class, infrequent cutting 
dropped to miniscule proportions. There still were problems with 
chronic cutting by a small number of students, but the general 
concensus was that the new program was superior to the old one. 

The success of this program probably raised administator's 
hackles all over the country. And at schools like OLCHS, where the 
best weapon against cutting is still threats, it is likely that it ap
pears as the end of the rainbow. But, I don't think we'll ever have a 
code like that, and what's more, I don't think we'd even like it. 

Consider the first days of school. With summer lingering on into 
the first days of September, I'm sure a lot of students would take 
advantage of their new responsibililty to get in one last picnic or 
maybe catch a little more sun before winter, as I'm sure the West 
Virginia students did. But once school began in earnest, we'd 
buckle down and go to classes like we're supposed to, right? Wrong. 
Since there is no penalty until the eleventh absence occurs, wify 
OLCHS students could milk these excused absences out to cover an 
entire semester without.ever hitting the same pattern everyday. 
Then with exams looming, all they have to show for an entire 
semester is a little deeper tan. Grades would plummet. Parents 
would yell. The School Board would say "I told you so." Mr. Hill 
and his discipline committee would be forced to put new measures 
into effect for the next semester. We'd be back where we started 
with nothing but a total fiasco to show for it. 

Maybe it wouldn't be that bad, and we could limp thru a 
semester. Would we really be happy? Think of the students with 
Trig and Physics and Comparative Government enviously wat
ching their friends with Listening to Music and Individualized 
Reading go to Country Oaks for lunch while they are "forced" to 
attend a class that's subject matter moves too rapidly for wanton 
absences. Or the student who has the misfortune to catch the 
measles and is "cheated" out of his absences since the policy 
doesn't distinguish between excused and unexcused absences. I'm 
certain his bitter feelings would do little to improve his attitude 
toward the code, school or life in general. 

It might have worked in West Virginia, and it might work 
anywhere a gradual change could be instituted to produce the 
desired code over a period of years, but as far as our situation goes, 
it's not going to happen here. 

Athletes need a boost 
BY TERRY HENSON 

At one time the students in 
this school were really enthused 
about a winning football or 
basketball team. Students 
always turned out to cheer their 
team on to victory. But over the 
years students have had a 
severe case of "lack of in
terest." About one half of the 
students show up at home 
games. And probably less than 
this number at away games. 

There is hardly any reason for 
not coming to home games. But 
the away games may be hard to 
get to for those who don't have a 
car. The main reason for this is 
because there is hardly ever a 
Booster Bus to the away games 
anymore. If there was a Booster 
Bus then the reasons for 
students not coming might be 
lack of interest or shortaee of 

those weekend funds which 
carry you through your 
weekend activities. 
.Everyone should know that to 

have a winning team the 
students have to support the 
team and back them up. By 
backing them up by coming to 
the games we give them more 
reason to do their best to win 
and accomplish their goal for 
the season. Why should they 
worry about succeeding and 
winning if not enough students 
care? They're not very good 

without the backing of fellow 
students. 

So come out, help cheer the 
teams to victory this year . Show 
those guys who play for our 
school that we care about them 
and what they can accomplish 
for our school. 
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Mrs. Schwarz, head of OLCH'S's scholarship department, is ready 
and waiting to help students find financial aid for college. 

Playing ~nd winning 
the scholarship game 
BY CHERYL BAILEY 

More than 300,000 high-school 
students each year try their 
chances at winning a 
scholarship to college. The rules 
of the game used to be simple: a 
student merely had to 
demonstrate academic ability 
and show qualities of leadership 
and service to win the coveted 
prize. But in recent years, the 
rules have been revised, and no 
longer does a student have to 
meet or have the capabilities of 
meeting the above-mentioned 
requirements. Instead , the 
regulations have been 
specifically narrowed down to 
one: need. 

According to Mrs . Schwarz, 
head of the scholarship 
department at OLCHS, "Any 
student in this high school that 
wants to go to college can get 
some sort of financial aid if they 
need it." In theory, this should 
work to the advantage of many 
college hopefuls. Unfortunately, 
the one stipulation of "need" 
causes the scholarship game to 

many students miss out on 
financial aid is the fact that they 
fall into the middle or upper
middle class income bracket. In 
other words, they are too rich to 
get aid and not poor enough to 
enjoy the scholarship ad
vantages available to those of 
lower incomes. In this regard, 
pity the student who has saved 
for college since grammar 
school. He has had a newspaper 
route for years, bagged 
groceries at the supermart and 
has done countless odd jobs 
around the neighborhood. By 
the end of high school he has 
proudly saved $2,000. But after 
filing out all the financial-aid 
forms that accompany the 
search for a scholarship, it's 
quite possible to discover that 
his hard earned $2,000 will 
deprive him of help in attending 
the school of his choice. All 
earnings must be declared, and 
when coupled with the family's 
resources, he is out of the in
come bracket to receive aid. 

backfire and leaves many basis of need. For example, if 1r 

students right where they you are lucky enough to be then 
started: without funds for an scholarships other than on the 
education. 

One frustrating reason why so 

bearer of certan surnames such 
as Anderson, Baxendale, 
Bright, or Downer, you may be 
eligible for several scholarships 
granted thru Harvard by 
benefactors of the same names. 
Vassar offers a scholarship to a 
student of Romanian ex
traction . Similarily, the 
University of Illinois gives 
several grants worth $1,000 to 
males who can establish Czech 
ancestry on either side of their 
family. Lodges such as the Elks 
and Masons, and civic clubs 
such as Rotary, Kiwanis, and 
Lions all offer sc)lolarships. The 
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and 4-H 
Clubs all have scholarship 
programs. And if a girl is for
tunate enough to win the Miss 
America Contest, a $10,000 
scholarship can be hers . 

Finding a way to finance an 
education is not an easy task. 
Oak Lawn has a fine scholar
ship department to help 
students select and apply for 
scholarships. Today, students 
can't afford not to go to college, 
and with the staggering cost of 
education, there's only one 
way: play and win the 
scholarship game. 

~ 

Images: 
Linda Sterling 

Shower Blues 

cool 
like hands 

running 
sensuously 
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my body. 
examining, 
measuring, 
pressing hard against me 

while playing it's music 

in my ears. 
my only fan 

who listens 
or 

plays along 
when it knows 

the song. 

slowly, 
the notes 

run dry 

and evaporate, 

while the water trickles on 

the floor . 
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Contributions for this celumn can be given to any Spartanite 
member or deposited in room 210. 
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Ctfds .. n••• .. E Having trouble in 
.. IIUP-'J American History. World 
ftll'rl lal~'S Civ ilization . Econ . Soc. 
IIIU • .,,,,~. Algebra and Trig . English 

or Psych? Cliffs 
Course Outl ines help you keep up-or even get 
ahead -as you study these basic courses. Course 
Outlines are keyed to major textbooks and 
inc lude helpful objective and essay quest ions and 
a complete bibliography. Get it into your head 
and keep it there with Cliffs Course Outlines. 
Available for 15 courses. 
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Craze from coast to coast 

everywhere 'Jaws' • 
IS 

BY JEFF JEDLICKA 

A new craze was started this 
summer with the opening of the 
movie "JAWS". It created a 
wave of fascination from coast 
to coast, scaring some people so 
badly that they were almost 
afraid to jump in their backyard 
swimming pools. Most of the 
people that have either read the 
book or seen the movie "JAWS" 
strayed away from the thought 
of a coastal vacation for a few 
years. 

mediately. The edge of each now scoops. Two main incidents torpedoes in World War 2. Out of The crowd on hand happily 
tooth is jagged like a saw. The dealing with sharks occurred the few thousand that hit the slaughtered and mutilated all of 
jaws are extremely powerful, this summer. A Great White 15 water, only a few hundred them. Maybe this is another 
and the teeth are pointed in- feet in length was harpooned survived. The rest were killed sickening result of the scare put 
ward, so if it would supposedly right off the California coast. and eaten by hundreds of into them through "JAWS". 
take a bite of your leg, the worst The second, incident happened sharks, claim the survivors. Sharks are a new trend now. 
thing you could do is pull. This about the same time I was After a few months maybe the People want to wear their teeth 
would only take you in deeper. paddling around a Carolina fascination of "JAWS" and on necklaces, want their jaws 
You would actually have to push beach while on vacation. Two sharks will begin to fade away, on display in their living room, 
your leg in first , then pull out, as hundred miles up the coast a though many people are and their pictures on t-shirts. 
impossible as it seems. bather lost his leg at Daytona returning to see the film a third Look around today in school, 

Sharks usually feed at night, Beach, which prompted me to and fourth time. People have and you'll probably notice at 
so if you ever get to the coast it· stay in shallower water. Three gone into a frenzy over the least 10 students wearing a shirt 
would be a good idea not to go inches, I think. scare put into them thru with a shark breaking water on 
skinny-dipping at this time. Just Peter Benchley, author of "JAWS". A fourty-two year old the front. There's even a song 
ask the girl who was the first "JAWS", has been the subject man recently died during the out now entitled "Mr. Jaws". 
victim in "JAWS". Mr. Shark of hatred by many experts on film while he was watching it at Well, if you were scared when 
will eat anything. It's head sharks. They claim that he the Ford City Cinema. He had you saw "JAWS", there's a 
makes it the perfect eating exagerated the facts concerning died of a heart attack, and had picture of the skeleton jaw of 
machine; license plates, sharks, and that sharks aren't no record of heart trouble. the ancient Great White Shark 
raincoats, rubber boots, pigs, "really" that vicious. They Wanton slaughter of sharks in the Guiness Book of Records 
a~ms, le~s--everything but ~e claim attacks are happening all has occurred up and down the !hat is sure to petrify Y?U. The 
kitchen sink has been found m the time and the total number coasts . Deep-sea-fishing Jaw has a me~sure of nme feet 
his stomach. I think the only of shark attacks could be charter boats are making a ~cross and a s!x foot gape, 4 to 6 
thing that hasn't been found in counted on your ·fingers and mint from tourists wanting to 1~ teeth, makmg the fearso~e 
his gullet is cafeteria food. They toes. If you have any left. Well, catch and kill a shark like the fish about 80 feet long. At this 
could use that for shark maybe so, but twenty deaths one in "JAWS" for kicks. A boat size it would be able to swallow 
repellant. are enough for me. I also argue on the eastern coast caught a a small boat and its contents in 

The most vicious of all 
sharks, the Great White, was 
the main character in "JAWS". 
A native of Australia, they have 
been known to grow to lengths 
of at least 35 feet. This is "only" 
10 feet larger than the shark in 
"JAWS", unbelievably only a 
robot in some scenes of the film . 

The shark itself is a primative 
animal , the largest having a 
brain of only about 3 inches. It's 
eyesight is good, especially at 
night, and with it's amazingly 
acute sense of smell, it can 
detect a drop of blood in water 
hundreds of miles away. 

When a shark's tooth breaks 
off,· a new one grows in im-

Attacks on i>e?Ple at c~stal the case of the USS In- huge pregnant Hammerhead one gulp, even a few teachers, 
~aches, happening many times dianapolis, which on a return Shark. When it was gutted, girlfriends, parents, books, and 
m th~ past few years and never trip after delivering the atomic about 20, half-alive baby other bothersome things. 
considered news before, are bomb, was sunk by Japanese "pups" spilled onto the deck. 

'Python' fights for laughs 
BY DAN SOBCZAK 

A ridiculous runoff of the out "Bring out your dead." ground the knight calls the king 
historical knights of the round Another was pulling a cart piled chicken beca~e he decides to 
table appears to be getting with corpses. A man ap- leave.~thekmgleaveshete~ 
many laughs from . the proaches them with a sickly old the knights that they can call it 
American pub)ic. rt's a new man on his shoulders. The man a draw. 
movie produced in association offers the two men the small fee Although the film took place 
with Michael White called one must pay to have the dead in England 932 A.D. a few 
'Monty Python and the Holy taken away, and asks them to scenes took place in the 20th 
Grail.' take the old man. They refuse Century. 

The British humor which has him because the old man cries In these scenes a famous 
become popular to some people out that he's not dead yet. After historian was shown telling of 
in the Chicago area began with the men all argue for a while the the historical Knights of the 
the show 'Monty Python and his man who was ringing the bell round table. He was killed by a 
Flying Circus.' The show is clubs the old man over the head charging knight who rode by 
shown on Channel 11, Sundays and kills him. He is then thrown him on a horse and slashed his 
at 10:30 p.m. The same kind of on the cart and taken away with neck with a sword. 
British humor was used in no problem. This ridiculous 2oth Century 
producing this new movie. Many of the viewers laugh at scenewhichdidn'tfitin with the 

The movie is of a king called this scene but I sometimes time the film was taking place 
King Arthur who searches for a wonder if they realize what was used to end the movie. As 
Holy Grail. He finds knights happened because to me wat- King Arthur was ready to 
who will help him in this search. ching someone being killed isn't charge a castle which contained 
The knights are Sir Bedimir, Sir funny at all. In another scene the Holy Grail which he was · 
Lancelot, Sir Galahad and Sir the viewers also broke into seeking, police drove up with 
Robin. As these men search for laughter when they saw a man the wife of the historian. They 
the Holy Grail they meet up being cut to pieces. stepped out of the car and she 
with certain difficulties which King Arthur meets with the identified King Arthur as her 
keep them from ever finding the Black Knight who is guarding a husband's murderer. The police 
Grail. bridge which one must fight to were pushing people away and 

Although most of the movie pass. As King Arthur and the as he pushed the camera man 
was very funny, some of the knight fight, the knight loses his away who was shooting the 
scenes contained blood and left arm as the king cuts it off. event, he stuck his hand in front 
death in a form that only some The knight goes on fighting of the lense and the screen went 
people may consider funny. I saying that its only a scratch. blank. 
think the way death was used in The king then cuts the knight's Except for some scenes on 
the film was un-called for. right arm off. The knight says death the movie is ridiculously 

The scene in which death was its only a flesh wound. The funny. As you watch the movie 
used was shown in the begin- knights leg is cut off by the king you probably won't laugh to 
ning of the movie. It was in a but he doesn't give up but runs hard because its hard to un
run down village which was into the king. The king then cuts derstand at first. But as you 

the knights other leg off because think about it later, you just 
the knight refuses to give up. As might figure it out and then 
the clumsy body sits on the you'll laugh. 

Aloha 
Why go to Hawaii For 

PUKA SHELLS when you can 
o across the street! 

·Puka Patsy will give a 
better grade for a lower price o 

ENUINE HAWAIIAN PUKA S. 

3 sizes - Small, Med. & Large 

Puka Patsy 
9338 Austin 
599-5642 
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Rich Renz is leading Harriers in Cross Country 
(Photo by Spartamte photographer Tom Brouillette) 

White Wave 
gets false start 

BY DAN PADY 

OLCHS girl's swim team 
splashed into a new season by 
losing to a powerful Thornridge 
team by a score of 115-61. Coach 
June VerSchave commented, 
"Even though we didn't win, the 
girls did a fine job. We have 
some new girls who look like 
they can do real good." 

Outstanding among the girls 
was sophomore Peggy Wantiez 
coming down almost a half
minute from her best 100 yard 
butterfly time. Senior Cory 
Boyle taking firsts in the 50 and 
500-yard freestyle. Also doing 
their best times were Debbie 

Galica, Carol Frieling, Carol 
Conrad and Cathy Preto in the 
400-yard freestyle relay. Jill 
Overland, Maureen Burke and 
Ruth Henclewski took second, 
third and fourth, respectively, 
in the diving. 

The Wit,ite Wave should do 
well in their conference meets 
this season with the help of 
Seniors, Pam Hinz, Cheryl 
Ritter , and diver Maureen 
Burke. There are also many 
new Freshmen swimmers who 
will help out giving the ~hite1 
Wave good standing in Con
ference. 

Biggest ~ever I 

'111e Spartaalte Paie 7 

Harriers start with 
over Lincoln-Way • w,n 

NEIL BARNHART 

The OLCHS cross country 
team began its season Sept. 2 
with a win over Lincolnway at 
their home course, Elizebeth 
Conkey Woods on 135 and 
Central. 

Leading the way for 
the spartans was junior Rich 
Renz, trying to improve on his 
performances of last season 
which saw him win MVP as a 
sophomore . Rich finished 
second with Bill and Tim 
LaRocque finishing 3-4. Rich 
Pluhar and Steve Banach 
finished 7 and 8 in a meet which 
marked the first time in the 
history of OLCHS cross country 
that three runners had broken 
the time of 16:00 at their home 
course. Renz lead the way with 
the time of 15:39, Bill LaRocque 
finishing in 15:47 and brother 
Tim close behind in 15:50. The 
team traveled to Turtlehead 
Lake for their next meet against 
a very strong Sandburg team. 
Number two runner Bill 
LaRocque was out of action 
with a pulled muscle and 
OLCHS lost 22-37 (In cross 
country, low score wins). The 
first two places went to Sand
burgs standout distance men 
junior Bob Hicks and 
sophomore Tom Graves. Renz 
finished in 3, with LaRocque, 
Banach, Pluhar and Hanson 
coming in 5, 6, 11 and 13, 
respectively. 

Their third meet of the season 
filled with dieing people 
crawling in the streets. One 
man was banging a bell callin~ 

was held at Reavis. Sophomore 
Ed Fabian was brought up to 
the varsity level to help out 

· while Bill La Rocque remained 
out with his injury. Despite 
being below full strength the 
Spartans came away with a 
victory agains the Reavis team 
by a 21-33 score. Renz again led 
Oak Lawn's attack with a first 
place finish , followed closely by 
Tim LaRocque who took 
second. Steve Banach and Rich 
Pluhar ran well in taking fourth 

and sixth places, while Fabian 
finished eighth. The team 
travels to Reavis to participate 
in the 20 team Reavis In· 
vitational Saturday , before 
heading back into duel meet 
competition. 

The frosh-soph team under 
the coaching of newcomer Jim 
Piaskowy has a record of 2-2. 
Top runners for the Frosh-Soph 
are Bill Lancaster, Rich Flis, 
Tom Pajor, Dave Downey and 
Tom Shepard. 

Girl's gymnastics aims 

for competive season 
HY .I. IL EHNST 

OLCHS' girls gymnastic team 
is practicing hard to get ready 
for a very competitive season in 
a tough conference. 

"We will be using different 
compulsary routines this year 
which will enable all schools to 
compete at a more equal level" 
says senior Sue Roberts, one of 
the team's best vaulters. 

Coach Karen Dorne pointed 
out that since OLCHS doesn't 

have a frosh-soph team, the 
varsity team is rather large, 
consisting of 40 members. It 
gives the team a large range of 
talent. 

"Free exercise and the 
balance beam appear to be our 
strongest points so far, but we 
have a lot of new talent on the 
unevens and the horse" Dorne 
said. 

Leading the way in free ex is 
Roxanne Fox, last year's most 

_ ..Y~'!!ble_pl_!yer. Last y~ she 

Bowling league attracts 50 
scored1n tlie 1iig}i sevens and is 
expected by her teammates to 
do as well this year. Terri 
Reardon is also expected to do 
well in free ex. Peaches Mc
carville should do well on the 
beam along with free ex. 

BY BOB DODGE 

Fifty bowlers turned out Wednesday, September 10, at Branding 
Iron Bowl to get OLCHS boy's intramural league off to its biggest 
and best start ever. 

In the past few years, the boy's league has had trouble main· 
taining a workable nwnber of bowlers throughout the season. 
Normally, the start was slow, with about only twenty members 
participating. This year's league received fifty boys, freshmen to 
seniors, to make a more-than-sufficient number to maintain the 
success of the league. This is the greatest number the league has 
ever had, and next week the league plans to expand to allow more 
bowlers in. The opening day was greeted with confusion, en
thusiasm, and a lot of bowling. 

Mr. P .J. Gahala, the co-ordinator, agrees that this year should be 
the league's most successful. In past years, the league treasury has 
barely managed to escape bankrupcy, while after one week now, 
Treasurer Dave Hendzel has · $140 remaining after costs. The 
outstanding response this year seems to be due to some publicity, 
as well as the idea of bowling spreading around by word-of-mouth. 
The league meets every Wednesday, and most members agree that 
it's a great way to have fun and make friends. 

The interschool bowling conference is due to start on Thursday, 
November 6 this year. Just last year, OLCHS failed to defend their 
73-74 championship by coming in second to a strong Richard's 
team. 

The conference bowling team looks strong this year, with five of 
the eight starters from last year returning. Leading the pack is 
senior Tom Hammersmark, the Southwest Conference's strongest 
and most consistent bowler the last three years. During this time, 
Tom has just missed an overall average of 200 for conference 
competition. This year he returns for his final season stronger than 
ever, as well as secretary of the intramural league. 

Other returning bowlers include senior Bob Dodge, the president 
of the league, who has seen two years of conference competition, 
averaging 175 in that time. Senior Dave Hendzel, the league 
treasurer, returns after coming in last year with a clutch per
formance whenever needed. Vice-president Ken Libert, a junior, 
should be near the top of the list all year, as well as being the 
premier bowler for the 76-77 season. The fifth conference member 
returning is sophomore Vince Taccola, who surprised everyone last 
year by being the conference's top freshman. 

Other conference hopefuls include junior Chris McElhinney, 
sophomore Marty Urbancyzk, freshman Dan Boubel, junior Brian 
Bender, and senior Steve Culp. These conference starters need to 
maintain an average of 140 or better in the league to be eligible for 
conference. 

Defending champion Richard's looks strong again, but as Mr. 
Gahala puts it, "We've got a strong cew that should be number 
one." Dave Hendzel states "The scratch team (top 4) looks strong 
and set, but the handicapp team is open." But, as one other con
ference member put it, "We'll let Hammersmark, Dodge and 
Hendzel do all tt}e work, while we take all the credit." 

Sue Roberts is expected to 
lead the way on horse. Coach 
Dorne hopes for more points 
from the horse and unevens to 
help produce a winning team. 

The girls will work hard all 
season and on Nov. 1 will go into 
the conference meet to deter
mine the conference champion. 
Although Dorne expects tough 
competition, she thinks Sand
burg and Thornwood will be the 
hardest teams for OLCHS to 
beat. 

TELEP'HONE 
GAIIDl<N 4·2800 

OAK LAWN FEDERAL SAVINGS 
AND LOAN AsSOCIATION 

5555 WEST 95TH STRE£"T OAK LAWN, ILLINOIS 60453 

A Divisi111 of Bell Federal 

A PLEASANT ANO P"OrlTABLE PLACE TO SAVE 
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Sports 
Gridmen w in 28-21 over 
Chargers; blank Cards 

BY DON SIUCHNINSKI 

AND DENNIS POWERS 

On September 6- the 
O.L.C.H.S. VARSITY Foot
ball team defeated the Stagg 
Chargers by a score of 28-21. A 
game marred with penalties, 
the Spartans were set back over 
100 yards. 

Although Gene Richards the 
leading rusher in the last weeks 
game was sidelined for the 
game with an ankle injury, the 
Spartans were able to establish 
a decent running game. Senior 
Mario Pope rushed for a total of 
74 yards and Junior Patt Carr 
rushed for 71 yards. 

As a total the Spartans of
fense rushed for 232 yards and 
passed for 46 

September 19, 1975 

Despite all the penalties the 
Spartan offense ran for a total 
of 215 yards . Leading the 
Spartans offensively was Gene 
Richards with 113 yards gained 
rushing three touchdowns and 
one extra point. Genes last 
touchdown came following a 
pass completion to John Riley, 
late in the fourth quarter. 
Richards was given the ball, 
and running to his right, broke 
two tackles and went in to score, 
putting the Spartans on top. 

The Spartans defense was 
able to hold the Eisenhower 
Cardinals from scoring, set a 
new defensive record by holding 
the Eisenhower offense a total 

of minus nine yards. Leading 
the defense was· middle 
linebacker Steve Morganthaler 
with two fumble recoveries, 
eleven tackles and one assist, 
also helping the cause was Tom 
Decico with five tackles and 
four assists, Mike Lang with six 
tackles and Tony Nicosia with 
four tackles and four assists. An 
interception by Mike Mc
Cambell also was an con
tribution to the winning cause. 
Tomorrow the Spartans play 
the Lincoln-Way Knights at 
home in their first conference 
game. 

Spartan offense hustles for another gain on the ground l 
(Photo by Spartanite photographer Tom Brouilelette) 

Also adding to the winning 
effort were Chris Pope with 69 
yards rushing and John Mc 
Grath with 33 yards and one 
touchdown pass. 

Senior gridman John Holcer 
passed for a total of 85 yards 
completing 3 out of 6 passes, 
throwing one touchdown pass. 
Starting again this year at the 
quarterback position, John had 
control os his offense from the 
beginning of the game. 

The fantastic offensive game 
was completed by the great 
blocking job turned in by the 
Spartans offensive line of 
seniors Cip Hughes, Jerry 
Hughes, Pat Runnion, Dan Mc 
Entee, Pat Lyons, John Riley, 
Dale Krause, and junior Steve 
Saylor. 

The OLCHS varsity football 
team made it two in a row last 
Saturday by shutting out 
Eisenhower 2<H> in the first 
home game of the season. In a 
game plagued by mistakes the 
Spartans made a total of nine 
turn overs. 

Sophs deadlock Stagg 6-6; 
Lose to Eisenhower 20-12 
BY DAN PADY 

Slowing down the pace set by 
the sophomore gridmen in their 
deadlock against Stagg, 6-6, the 
Spartans lost their first home 
game with a score of 20-12 to the 
Cardinals of Eisenhower. 

Even though the defense did a 
fine job with a total rushing of 63 
yards, the offense made only 
three first-downs on eight 
passes. Their only score came 
in the second quarter from a 
five-yard run by Rich Kozub. 
The Stagg Chargers gained 
their six points in the first 
quarter, but both teams missed 
the extra point. 

Center Mike Morganthaler 
made 8 tackles and 6 assists 
while Rick Szumiyalski made 6 
tackles and 3 assists . Also 
showing fine gridiron 

manuevers was Steve Sevic 
kicking 7 times for a total of 25 
yards. Jim Dunning, fullback, 
Kevin Kappel, end, and half
back Chris Kozub also helped to 
hold back the Charger's offense. 

The home season began with 
a 20-12 loss to a tough 
Eisenhower team. 

The first quarter was 
scoreless but Eisenhower 
scored once in each of the 
remaining three quarters . The 
Spartans scored their touch
downs in the last two quarters, 
both of which were on plays 
from the combination 9f Steve 
Sevic, quarterback, passing to 
Tom Murphy. 

Penalties did not hurt the 
Spartans at all as they only had 
10 yards against them while 

Eisenhower was plagued with 
105 yards. 

As Coach Chuck Davales put 
it, "Eisenhower will be the 
toughest team we played this 
year and they played well, as 
usual." 

From the defensive view of 
the game, the Spartans rushed 
for eighty-five yards . Jeff 
Werner and Mike Morganthaler 
were outstanding among the 
defense. Offensively the 
sophomores passed for forty
five yards under the control of 
quarterback Steve Sevic, who 
also drove them toward eight 
first-downs. 

The sophs take on Lincoln
Way tomorrow at 12p.m. at 
home. 

Golfers drive into hopeful season 
BY BOB DODGE 

OLCHS's golf team started 
this season on Thursday, 
September 4, with a one-stroke 
loss to Evergreen Park, but this 
season is looking up. 

In the nine hole meet at 
Evergreen Park Golf Course, 
strong performances were 
turned in by OLCHS starters, 
but they &me up one short in 
the well-fought match. Leading 
OLCHS was sophomore Scott 
Price with an excellent score of 
36 for the nine hole course. Scott 
promises good things for the 
future of the golf t~m at 
OLCHS. Other starting scores 

include veteran Tom Ellison's 
44. According to teammate Jim 
Anderson, "Ellison should place 
high in conference. He's a good 
golfer who does his best under 
pressure. He simply likes the 
competition." The remaining 
scores were Chuck Metule-44, 
Freshman Rick Sutton-44, Tom 
Molk-49, Lou Mirabelli-SO, and 
Jim Anderson-45. 

Price, Ellison and Molk, who 
appears to be the longest hitter, 
make up the core of the team. 
Low and consistent scores can 
be expected from them all 
yeear. 

Other team members include 
Jim Major, Ken Libert and 
Andy Pappas. All teammates 
agree that the team will be 
improved this year, and they 
are looking forward to a win
ning season. Coach Bob Gates 
has the team up and ready for 
the competition and everyone is 
confident of an improved team. 

The team's schedule has them 
playing teams about two or 
three times a week. The first 
conference meet was Monday, 
September 15, against Lincoln
Way. The other conference 
meets come on the 17, 22, and 24 

of September, as well as the 6 of 
October. All of these meets start 
at 4 p.m. at the scheduled 
courses. 

In another meet on Wee· 
nesday, September 10, OLCHS 
defeated Eisenhower by four 
strokes . This pushed their 
season record to two and two, 
with many meets to come. Tom 
Ellison continued his winning 
ways with a fine score of 39. 
Other fine scores were Tom 
Molk's 42 and Jim Anderson's 
44. Scores like this can be ex
pected all season from their 
many meets. 

PEDWEN® 
SHOES OFFER 

rash ion 
for dull soles 

Value 
s~t~~gih 

Step out in a pair. Leather 
uppers, tall heels and 

embroidery stitching put the 
kick back into dressing up. 

5009 W. 95th St. 
Oak Lawn, IL 

Leather refe rs to uppers 
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Vandalism on the rise 

Study halls liit 
BY STEPHEN MEEHAN 

Damage in study halls 27, 262, 
and 29 has grown to large 
proportions. The damage began 
with the opening of school and it 
is feared that the problem will 
remain until the close in spring. 

Exactly when most of the 
damage occurs is hard to 
determine, since it frequently 
goes undetected until the 
maintenance men come in to 
clean. Desk tops removed, chair 
bases loosened and hardware 
missing are major concerns of 
the school. After the damage 
was brought to the attention of 
Dr. Paul Davies, he inserted the 
following message in the 29th 
staff bulletin, "Attention study 
hall teachers in rooms 27, 29 and 
262. Maintenance personnel 
report extensive vandalism 

against these rooms . 
Specifically, the students are 
removing desk bases and tops 
almost almost faster than they 
can be repaired and-or 
replaced. Please remain alert 
to the problem and refer any 
suspected and or confirmed 
vandals to the dean's office for 
appropriate action." Although 
there is damage in other study 
halls, the three named are 
outstanding in the amount of 
vandalism done. 

The teachers are aware of the 
problem but state that with over 
a hundred students in one study, 
it is very hard to detect the 
persons responsible. Ms. Lilya 
Siddiq felt there was no damage 
being done during her 5th period 
study. Ms. Nancy Heskin states 
that some damage probably 

OLCHS will hold 
College Night 
BY WALT KRZOS 

The Pupil Personnel 
Department of OLCHS will host 
its twenty-second Annual 
College Night on Tuesday, Oct. 
21, at 7 p.m . Over 60 
representatives from various 
universities and colleges will be 
on hand. Many topics will be 
discussed including college 
requirements, type of 
curriculum, special programs, 
student body, expenses and 
living facilities. 

The highlight of the evening 

will be a financial aid workshop 
starting at 7 p.m. and lasting 
about an hour. Betty Stiles, 
Director of Financial Aid and 
Placement at Moraine Valley 
Community College, will be the 
guest speaker. Questions will be 
answered on scholarships, 
grant and loans. 

The program will be divided 
into four sessions. The first half
hour will be for browsing with 
three half-hour sessions after 
that for conferences. For more 
information consult the Career 
Resource Center in room 105 or 
see Ms. Marilyn Quinn in room 
20. 

occurs in her study, but it is 
difficult to keep an eye on 
everyone. She suggested that 
some of the furnishings are 
destroyed when tlie rooms are 
unattended. 

In a interview with Dr. 
Davies, he commented on 
several aspects of the problem. 
He said it was difficult to 
determine the times when the 
worst vandalism takes place. It 
is hard at this time to determine 
the exact cost to the school, but 
he knows the damage and cost 
have definitely increased since 
last year. While there is no plan 
at this time to be put in effect, 
Dr. Davies hopes that bringing 
the problem to the attention of 
all the teachers will have the 
immediate result of decreasing 
the number of incidents of 
vandalism. 

Clubs in full swing 

BY VIRGINIA COWART AND 
DONNA SZYMANSKI 

The various clubs and 
organizations of OLCHS have 
held their first meetings. Along 
with NHS, JCAB and SCAB, the 
smaller, less publicized clubs 
and organizations are making 
their plans for the rest of the 
years. 

One of these clubs is 
Mathletes, in which students 
join in mathematical com
petition against other schools . 
Mr. Hal Mulderink sponsors the 
freshmen, sophmores. and 
juniors. Mr . Walter Hess 
sponsors the seniors. Their 
meetings are held on Fridays 
and actual meets on Tuesdays. 

The Photography Club, 
sponsored by Mr . James 
Horejs, is designed for any 
interested students. A student 
need not have had photography 
to join. There is a fee of $2 per 

-------------------------. semester for use of the dark 
Illinois Institute of Technology will open its campus to Chicago 

area visitors on Oct. 19 and on Nov. 11 for campus tours and talks 
with IIT faculty. 

Registration for the Open Classes day, Nov. 11, begins at 9 a .m. in 
IIT's Grover M. Hermann Hall, 3241 South Federal Street. 

Visitors may attend classes on a selective basis, choosing from a 
variety of subjects such as management, economics, mathematics, 
omputer science, design, photography, architecture, city 

planning, chemistry, biology, engineering, humanities, social 
sciences, physics, and other disciplines. 

Sunday, Oct. 19 is IIT's Visitor's Day, with registration beginning 
t 1 p.m. IIT Financial Aid Director Robert Leitze will speak on 

financial aid ; Illinois State Scholarship Commission Director 
Ralph Godzicki will also speak ; and IIT <lepartments will sponsor 
science and engineering demostrations and exhibits. 

For further information, contact the IIT Office of Admissions, 
567-3025. 

room and chemicals. Contests 
are held within the club and in 
conjunction with the Oak Lawn 
Photography Club. Meetings 
are held the first and last 
Thursdays of each month. 

Another active club at OLCHS 
is the Ecology Club, sponsored 
by Mr. John Brodemus. The 
club holds paper drives, travels 
to various places connected 
with ecology and has already 
held a bike hike to the Chicago 
Ridge Prarie. Meetings are 
usually held on Thursdays. 

The Chess Club, sponsored by 
Mt. Robert Dominiak, meets at 
different times throughout the 
year and is open to any in
terested students . Different 

------------------------- strategies are learned and 

NEWS CAPSULE 
SPEAR Literary Magazine welcomes contributions of 

original student art and literature including drawings, paintings, 
photographs, poetry, short stories, compositions and other works. 

Students are encouraged to submit their projects and ideas to 
members of the SPEAR staff or Peggy Hall in Room 28. 

THE OLCHS PTSA invites all parents to come to Open House on 
Nov. 13. Teachers will be available to speak with parents. 

The OLCHS PTSA invites all students and interested faculty 
members to participate in the Art and Craft Fair Nov. 15, 1975. 
Entry fee for an 8' x 10' space is $5 and $2 for a table. For an entry 
form , write or call : 

Gloria Vitro 
9232 S. Keeler 
Oak Lawn, Ill. 

425-9733 

"Spoon River Anthology" will 
be performed on Nov. 7, 8 and 9 
in the Little Theatre. The 
Friday and Saturday per
formances will be at 8 p.m. and 
there will be two performances 
on Sunday, one at 2 p.m. and the 
other at 7 p.m. Mt. Al Collins 
and Ms. Penny Wessels are the 
directors . 

The Little Theater will also be 
the scene of the first Acappella 
Choir concert of the year. This 
concert will be given on Nov. 6 
at 7:30 p.m. 

The IMEA District Festival 
will be held at Sandburg High 
School on Nov. 8 at 7:30 p.m. 

School will not be held on Nov. 
11 in observance of Veteran's 
Day. The marching band will 
participate in a parade on this 
day. 

This year 's 50's Dance will be 
on Friday Nov. 14 in the Spartan 
Gym. "Chuckie and the Dip
sticks" ' will provide the music. 
They will also play in the 
cafeteria during lunch hours the 
dav of the dance. 8 to 11 : 30 is the 
scheduled time of the dance. 
Tickets are $2 in advance and $3 
at the door ; 750 tickets will be 
for sale. The week preceeding 
the 50's Dance has been 
designated as SO's week. There 
will be skits, contests and a 
dress-up day. 

\ 

Only periods 2, 3, 6, and 7 will 
meet on Nov. 17 due to a 
teachers workshop. 

School will not be held Oct. 27 
because of a Teachers Institute. 

executed by students in a series 
of matches. 

Girl's Bowling has started 
also. Sponsored by Mrs. Anita 
Schwarz, the girls meet at Oak 
Lawn Bowl every Thursday and 
compete against each other. 
This team is open to any in
terested girls . 

Ms. Marilyn Williams is this 
year's sponsor of the French 
Club. The officers are Cheryl 
Bailey, president ; Barb Hoch, 
Vice-president ; Debbie Rich, 

or 
MargeCulik 

9401 S. Kolmar 
Oak Lawn, Ill. 

423-9244 

Iowa Test of Edu<:ation 
Development (ITED ) will be 
given to Juniors Nov. 19-20. 
Further information will be 
announced. 

Blitz Day for the OLCHS Band 
Candy Sale will be Oct. 25. 
Boxes of Heath candy will go on 
sale for $1 . 

Illinois Music Educators 
Association <IMEA) will con
duct auditions for the District 
Festival Oct. 29. Sandburg High 
School will host the auditions at 
6:30 to 10:30 p.m. Carl Sandburg 
High School is located at 133rd 
and Route 45, Palos Park. 

The Scholastic Aptitude Test 
(SAT) and Achievement Test 
will be given on Nov. 1 to those 
who have applied. 

Nov. 5 will be the end of the 
first quarter. Exams will be 
given Oct. 31 through Nov. 5. 

The Preliminary Scholarship 
Aptitude Test - National Merit 
Scholarship Qualifying Test 
(PSAT - NMSQT) will be given 
to Juniors who have submitted 
their applications. This test will 
be given on Oct. 21 , at 8 a .m. 
and will last for the first three 
periods. Those with last names 
begining with A to M will meet 
in room 29 and those with last 
names begining with N to Z will 
meet in room 27. Students are 
reminded to bring two sharp 
No. 2 pencils and to read the test 
instruction booklet. 

,ecretary; Donna Dean, 
Treasurer. 

The French Club plans many 
activities for this year such as a 
bike hike on Oct. 13 along the 
lakefront and through Lincoln 
Park with a picnic on the beach 
afterwards. Also planned are 
foreign films, a Christmas 
dinner, a show of French en
tertainment and a video-taped 
show concerning France's 
involvement in American Bi
centennial history. 
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Concession money missing First blood drive and their families. If not, the 
donors will be the only ones 
covered by the Blood Service. 

BY MARK SHEL TON 
Following an audit of concession receipts from the September 13 

football game against Eisenhower, school officials have deter
mined that approximately $65 was not accounted for, according to 
Class President Tim Purpura, spokesman for the Senior Class 
Advisory Board (SCAB), the group reponsible for the concession 
stand receipts. 

While there is no proof that the money was stolen, a careful 
search of the area by school administrators showed no signs of the 
money and after a study of the activity that had taken place during 
the day, the Administration was of the opinion that the money was 
not misolaced. 

A preliminary count of the total receipts about 3 p.m. 
Saturday by Purpura and SCAB member 
Rose Locacius showed $300 in cash. and about $30 in change. 

When monies from the game were turned in to Mr. Steven 
Lebrecht, administrative assistant in charge of finance, sub
stantially less than this amount was found in the cash boxes 
assigned to the concession stand, thus removing the possibility of 
an inventory error accounting for the deficit. . 

"The reason we (SCAB) decided a statement was so necessary 
was to quash the many rumors tbat arose surrounding the incident. 
We felt that in order to keep people from getting the wrong im
pression about the Senior Class, a factual account of what hap
pened would help the situation," Purpura said. 

While Mr. Lebrecht eontinues to follow up on the money's 
disappearance, the money is not expected to be located. One SCAB 
member commented, " If somebody found it, they wouldn't return 
it ; and if somebody stole it, they're not likely to return it either. It's 
gone." 

Yara, Kistner on radio 

BY KAREN LANG 
The first of two blood · drives 

will be held on Oct. 29-30 in 
connection with the Blood 
Services of Chicago. 

The blood drives are held for 
seniors and juniors who are 
seventeen and have their 
parents permission. The second 
one will be held in May. 

This year, the quota is 620 

Aruba in June 

For the past two years and 
coming up again this June, a 
seven-day trip will be planned 
in connection with Stagg and 
Oak Lawn high schools. 

Mr. Simone of the Science 
Department has been spon
soring these trips since they 
began. The three possible 
locations for this year's trip are 
Hawaii, Spain and Aruba, an 
island in the Netherlands An
tilles . The final choice is 
determined by a majority vote 
of the kids planning to go. 

Besides the standard one full 
meal a day offered with this 
trip, there is an unusual added 
feature . Insurance is included 
in the price, something no other 
trips sponsored by the school 
have ever had. 

Mr. Charles Yara is starting a 
radio station. He is being aided 
by Mr. Kenneth Kistner also a 
band teacher. 

Mr. Yara , person in charge 
said, he has been toying with the 
idea, and he is ready to put his 
idea into effect. " I thought it 
would be something different to 
do." Mr . Yara said, to most 
teachers and students a t 
OLCHS it will be something 
di fferent and entertaining. 
Although some other high 
schools have radio stations, to 
OLCHS it would be an ad
vancement in high school ac
tivities." 

Mr. Yara said they won't started about the bicentennial 
start broadcasting until year. We will also have other 
December, and he also said that programs as the school year 
he wanted to get a program progresses. I think this radio 
going before the end of 1975. station will be a great success 
"We are going to have our own because it is something dif
commericals and some music ferent, Mr. Yara said. 
will be played. Mr. Frigo and I 

The kind of equipment needed 
for the station is microphones, 
speakers, turntables for the 
records, a control panel with all 
the controls, tapes and tape 
recorders . Mr. Yara stated, 
"We have most of the equip
ment now, but what I'd like to 
get would be a clock so we could 
time the events that we will be 
broadcasting." 

They will be broadcasting 
from a sectioned off area in 
room 104. This sectioned portion 
of the room was built into a 
broadcasting area. 

"We really don't have a name 
for our radio station yet," said 
Mr. Yara ," but we are open to 
all suggestions." 

Mr. Yara is now showing 
some students who wish to 
become disc jockeys the way a 
radio station is run and how to 
operate the control panels and 
various pieces of equipment. 
The time of the broadcasts will 
be determined when Mr. Yara 
discusses it with school of
ficials . It will be decided in the 
near future . He also wants to 
put speakers in the halls so 
everyone will be able to hear the 
broadcasts. 

" In order to broadcast over 
the radio, we would have to get 
a license from the Federal 
Communications Commission. 
The Federal Communication 
Commission can tell you what 
you can and what you can't 
broadcast on the air. We are not 
concerned about that yet, we 
just want to get a radio station 
started here first ," 

are trying to get a program 
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Holly . 
By Orange Blossom 

An engagement ring with 
a Continental heritage. 
Eight d iamonds 
c lustered in starlight 
(or a simple solitaire. if you prefer ) 
Leaves of 1 BK gold . 
Just in time for love . 

MARKS BROS. 
·EVERGREENPLAZA · YORKTOWN 

pints of blood. Three hundred 
and ten will hopefully be 
donated each blood drive. If this 
quota is reached, the Blood 
Service will provide blood for 
the needs of all OLCHS students 

The Blood Services of Chicago 
provides blood for hospitals to 
help in surgery, and in ac
cidents. 
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DRIVING SCHOOL 

499-2422 

( / 

Why wait? 
Community puts you in the driver's seat 
right away. Start toward your driver's 
license today by calling 

Community Driving 
School 

5406 w. 95th Oak Lawn 

c-a;,uk" · · 
,, 

Oak£,w11s 197t,f/,rln.1friJ;, 
8 days, 7 nights - April 16-23 

,lffJ'jl, Ocea~side Hotel 

CHAPERONES: Mr. and Mrs. Len Scaduto 
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Eastman 

$50.00 Deposit To: 

5615 W. 95th St. Oak Lawn, IL 

PHONE:· 636-7800 

This is not a school . sponsored trip; 
school assumes no responsibility or 
liability. 
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Bob Gath, Oak Lawns newest addition to the student supervisor 
ranks, performs the necessary task of herdidg students up the 
overpass rather than the customary procedure of sprinting across 
Southwest Highway. During Lunch periods he also keeps a wat
chful eye on the student parking lot. Gath is currently working on 
his teaching degree in addition to his position at OLCUS. 

Walker walks on 
BY SUE CONSTANTINE 

Governor Walker, who pulled 
one of the greatest.upsets in the 
primary and general election 
victories of 1972 against the 
Richard J . Daley machine and 
the heavy Republic tide, is 
running for governor of Illinois 
again. 

Governor Walker being a 
highly skilled politician in the 
anti-politician mold calls 
himself "a liberal on human 
issues but a fiscal conservative, 
finding myself most com
fortable as a New Populist. " 

Governor Walker received 
most of his publicity by walking 
1,200 miles talking to common 
people, pushing baby carriages 

and spreading the populist 
message : roasting his opponent 
for suggesting an increase iri 
state income tax ; denouncing 
some of Daley's proposed public 
works in Chicago ; opposing 
busing . Walker mainly 
presented to the voters that he 
was a straight shooting, in
dignant and a mite self
righteous man. 

Even though Governor 
Walker may present himself as 
an honest straight forward man 
he is actually a person who 
double talks about many of his 
proposals. He launched himself 
as a liberal reformer, then 
while in the first two years in 
office he acted like a traditional 
politician. 

Cafeteria wastes 
BY DAN SOBCZAK 

As we students who have been at OLCHS for a few years look at 
the cafeteria stituation, I think we must honestly say the condition 
has improved greatly. Just two years back, I can remember 
walking into the cafeteria and having to dodge huge puddles of milk 
of piles of food that were thrown around and other garbage. Now 
the cafeteria is a cleaner place and has a better atmosphere in 
which the student can eat. 

Mr. Wm. Hill , the student monitors and teachers who help in the 
cafeteria are doing a great job keeping things orderly. This year 
two new men were added to the OLCHS payroll to help monitor the 
lunch room. I think the cafeteria is monitored enough and doesn't 
need these two new men. 

These men, Mr. Tom Lia and Mr. Angelio Hilton, do the same job 
as the teachers in the cafeteria and the students monitors . In these 
days, when we are constantly hearing about the schools budget, I 
can not see why these men were wastefully hired. They are not 
needed in the cafeteria at all , and I think the cafeteria would be in 
just as good a shape as it is now if they weren't here. The school 
would also save the salary they are paying Mr. Lia and Mr. Hilton 
because as of now it is just a big waste of money. 

He supported an anti-death 
penality proposition in the 1970 
state constitutional referendum 
and drew the issue · before 
liberal groups while fighting, 
Republican Governor Richard 
Ogilive. Later, Walker signed a 
new death penalty bill. Ac
cording to Walker , he 
rationalized the action by 
saying the public had supported 
capital punishment over
whelmingly in the referendqm 
and noting that he had watered 
down the bill through amen
ditory veto process as a result 
he said he prevented a much 
more stricter law that would 
have resulted, if he would not 
have signed the new bill. 

He was sworn enemy to the 
Daley machine. But two years 
later Walker taped campaign 
commericals for two of Daly's 
country candidates (one of 
them Walker had earlier ac
cused of election fraud) . 

He is critic against large 
donations and was found to 
accept $50,000 donation illegally 
under state law. 

Governor Walker also has 
tactics he uses to get people. to 
see his way. He goes around in 
his short sleeves to com
munities talking to people . 
Even in an area that maybe 
hostile toward him in some 
issue he can usually present an 
issue to their liking 

Another key tactic is the "fly 
around" where airport news 
conferences put him directly on 
television to promote his 
programs and criticize hostile 
local legislators. 

As far as I can see, Governor 
Walker has done a lot of double 
talking on many of his issues. 
Maybe this time if he decides to 
walk another 1,200 miles maybe 
he should keep on walking right 
out of Illinois. 
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BY MARK SHEL TON 

750 shuts the door 
Fire. Until recently, that was a fairly empty word for the average 

OLCHS student. But in the unlikely catagory of student dances, fire 
has become one of the hottest subjects around. 

At the first dance of the OLCHS school year, the Kickoff Dance on 
Sept. 13, Oak Lawn policemen (present for security reasons, a 
common practice at all school affairs ) locked the doors roughly 90 
minutes after the dance started because of dance sponsor Joyce 
Icenogle's inability to prove there were Jess than 750 persons (the 
limit set by the Fire Dept.) occupying the Auditorium Gym. After a 
tour of the gym with Superintendent-Elect Hal Wiltshire, one more 
group of students was admitted and the doors relocked by the 
police. Efforts by both Mr. Wiltshire and Ms. Icenogle to persuade 
police to survey the situation one more time proved fruitless , and 
thus ahout 75 OLCHS students were turned awav. 

This stand by the OLPD had a sobering effect on most student 
organizations. Since the dance craze began its most recent on
slaught of OLCHS about two years ago, dance sponsors have been 
accustomed to packing students in with little regard to the long
standini;( fire regulation. 

Last year's 50's Dance, reportedly one of the biggest single 
moneymaking events in OLCHS history, is a good example. Senior 
Class sponsor W.C. Hill often boasts that well over one thousand 
kids attended that one, with liberal estimates at around 1300 
students. Add to that chaperones, band members, band personnel 
and custodians, and you have a number roughly double the 
allowable attPndence figure. 

So why was the Kickoff.Dance chosen as the example'? There are 
several possible reasons, one being that the students already inside 
when the police locked up weren't the most orderly group to begin 
with, and when word got around that their friends were outside and 
couldn't come in, the mood might have gotten a bit uglier. But 
chaperones insist that there were Jess discipline problems than 
there were at many dances last year, the students we. Just a bit 
more vocal. This might have prompted police to overeact un
necessarily, but it seems a bit rash to start locking kids out. 
Nevertheless , a precedent had been set, and the next dance, 
sponsored by the cafeteria monitors, warned ominously that only 
750 tickets would be sold. They didn't sell that many, postponing a 
problem that is going to come up very soon, possibly with 
Homecoming. 

With a school enrollment of 3,221, an attendence limit of 750 on 
anything raises questions. There weren't 75 students locked out of 
the Kickoff Dance, there were 2,471. Are our school activities going 
to be reduced to a mad scramble for admission, and, perish the 
thought, scalping'? It seems a bit incredulous to me that anyone 
would scalp tickets to, say, a non-occasion dance, but, what about 
Homecoming, or the 50's Dance'? Is some kid going to get stuck'? 
Ridulous as it may seem, if there were 1300 that stacked into the 
Auditorium Gym last year for a dance, what's to keep that many 
from wanting to go this year'? 

Alot of questions, I agree, and few answers . Our Administration 
has no doubt thought of them too, but the answer could possibly be 
that we've simply outgrown our facilities . An attendance limit of 
750 for an enrollment of 800 is not outlandish, but for one of 3,200, it 
is. 

Restrictions limiting dance attendance to 25 per cent of the 
student body is not fair . But until something changes, (possibily a 
reassessment by the Fire Department) it will have to be accepted. 

A move to other facilities could prove to be the most feasible 
solution, however. The use of the Spartan Gym is being in
vestigated by Senior Class President Tim Purpura and Ad
ministrative Assistant Dom Frigo, but ultimate approval there 
rests with the School Board. It would only increase the capacity by 
about 300, but that's a start. 

So, as OLCHS students, we have a problem. Maybe a Jot of people 
aren't interested now, but I'd like to think that they soon will be. 750 
is not enough. · 
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Recen tly, the English 
Department voted to eliminate 
semester exams beginning this 
year . The grades will be 
determined by averaging the 
two quarter grades. Considered 
will be progress, interest, at
titude and class participation. 

I think that more thought 
should be given to eliminating 
semester exams in other 
department classes also. I don't 

Prom: 

think a final exam is necessary 
because if a student has a high 
average but does poorly on the 
test because of too may facts to 
remember or nervousness , the 
student's average may go down. 
This may or possibly may not 
affect a final grade, but if it did, 
the student would receive a 
grade he is not deserving of. 

Mary Lynn Miller 

A better way 
BY TIM PURPURA 

Prom this year will be held at Willowbrook Ballroom. This 
decision, which was made recently by the Junior Class, is one that 
many seniors are disturbed over. 

Two choices for prom were given to the students. One was 
Willowbrook. The other was the Regency Hyatt O'Hare. 

The Willowbrook deal would be a straight dance and would run 
$15. The Regency Hyatt offer was very appealing. Included in the 
package was the dance plus dinner of either filet mignon or prime 
rib of beef. The total cost was only $40. It may sound like a lot but 
look what it gives you. First of all deduct $15 for the dance (as it 
would cost at Willowbrook). That leaves you $25 for dinner for two. 
And as far as I know, there is nowhere in Chicagoland where you 
can get filet mignon or prime rib for $12.50 per person plus all the 
extras. 

It must be said that a poll was taken by the juniors as to where the 
students wanted prom. It was noted by a majority of junior and 
seniors it be held at Willowbrook, but why no ask just the seniors 
what they want? After all , it is the juniors who give the prom for the 
Seniors why not give them what they want. 

Last year, we juniors wanted the same thing we want this year . A 
dinner-dance prom. The seniors wanted just a danc.e and that's 
what they got. We felt that what the seniors wanted was more 
important than what we wanted. 

I know that the juniors this year have done the best they could 
and we really appreciate it. I realize that the seniors will have a 
greater say in their prom and that the juniors will make the seniors 
feel as if their the important people in the school and try to show 
them by giving the kind of prom that they all want. 
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Elliott: 
' , Paper too • -I nice 

Perhaps I'm a bit premature 
with a letter of this type ; but 
I'm afraid if I wait longer, it'll 
be too late. And I'd rather be too 
early than too late 

I once worked with a 
newspaper whose motto was 
"Tell the truth and don't be 
afraid." A good motto, I think, 
and one any good newspaper 
follows. From what I've seen of 
this year's staff the more 
realistic motto for the SPAR
TANITE would be a 
paraphrased version of the one 
mentioned above: "Don't tell 
the truth and be afraid." Let me 
explain. 

This year's staff has the 
talent , the ability , the in
telligence, the whatever-else
i t-takes to have an All
American newspaper: one you 
can be proud of ; one the student 
body can be proud of; one the 
faculty and the administration 
can be proud of ; and one the 
parents and the community can 
be proud of. What this year's 
staff doesn't seem to have is the 
intestinal fort itude, the 
necessary attitude, the proper 
motivation-the drive. With that 
in mind, I don't expect more 
than a mediocre effort from 
such a talented group. I believe 
you'd rather look a t the world 
through rose-colored glasses 
andignoretherealnewsandthe 
real issues at OLCHS and in the 
community as they affect the 
student body. 

Specifically, I'm talking 
about not wanting to print news 
that puts the school, the 
students. or the members of the 

community in a bad light-not 
wanting to write a story on the 
alleged theft of SCAB funds 
from the concession stand at a 
recent football game because it 
would hurt someone ; wanting to 
eliminate the name of the motel 
in a story about a that rents 
rooms for " four-hour naps," 
complete with waterbeds, to 
anyone, evidently regardless of 
age, for $9.50 (it's $18.50 for two
hour naps on Friday and 
Saturdays) because it might 
hurt the motel's business ; not 
wanting to offer or recommend 
student evaluation of OLCHS 
classes because the teachers 
wouldn't approve ; and doing or 
not doing God-only-knows-what
else that I haven't heard about 
yet. I'm certainly glad none of 
you were reporters covering 
Watergate, for the truth cer
tainly hurt a lot of people then. 

It's a student paper; staff 
members. I'm only the adviser. 
But I hate to have my name on 
the masthead of such a "nice" 
newspaper. I do expect to see 
commenda tory stories when 
they are warranted. While I 
abhor censorship in any form 
a nd from a nyone- ad
ministrators, teachers, parents, 
or students - and don't plan to 
practice it myself, I do want my 
position known. 

Now that I'm somewhat more 
familiar with the student power 
structure at OLCHS, I'm in
clined to agree with students 
who believe that only a few 

students are involved· in most 
student activities--even the 

SPARTANITE. It has become 
evident that many of you might 
have conflicts of interest when 
it comes to reporting the news 
or taking an editorial position. 

When I mentioned the con
tents of this letter to a faculty 
member, he asked, " Isn't that 
how big newspapers operate?" 
Which makes the situation even 
sadder. Have we gotten to the 
point where we expect and 
accept a biased position? I'd 
like to think not at least not in 
the newspaper business , 
whether it's the high school 
press or the commercial press. 

And now I'm going to be corny 
and old-fashioned for a minute 
and remind you of the seven 
canons of journalism : 1) 
Responsibility, 2) Freedom of 
the Press, 3) Independence, 4) 
Sincerity, Truthfulness , Ac
curacy, 5) Impartiality, 6) Fair 
Play and 7) Decency. If you 
can't adhere to these canons, if 
you can't stand the pressure, 
you're in the wrong class, the 
wrong activity. Do yourself a 
favor and select another area, 
although I suspect you'll find 
trouble there, too. If, on the 
other hand, you believe in these 
canons, if you can follow them, 
if you can stand the pressure, 
you're in the right place. Do us 
all a favor and publish the kind 
of paper you're capable of, one 
that deserves to be called a 
newspaper. 

RAY ELLIOT 
SPARTANITE ADVISER 

How do you feel about Homecoming? 

~~,~~~t·{l) 

Ed Lanham-

·Senior 

"Homecoming is a thing of 
the past, it's not a big thing 
anymore. The excitement of 
Homecoming is fading out." 

Ray Whinna 
-Senior 

"It's not taken seriously." 

Speak 

David Moonier· 
English Teacher 

"Yes it's worthwhile, but the 
original idea is for ex-students 
to come back to see the 
Homecoming game and 
celebrate afterwards." 

Bill Newren- J an Allen-

a Ut -Senior Senior 
'" I feel the election should be 

"The elections are glamourized run differently because 
too much. There's too much everyone should participate in 
emphasis on the Homecoming the elections. No one seems 
Court. " .._ __________ ___, spirited anymore. " 
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No one is more aware of the 
serious bus problems facing 
OLCHS than the 2,000 people 
directly affected by them : the 
students who are forced by 
necessity to use the services of 
the Suburban Transit Bus 
Systems (STBS) twice a day, all 
year long. 

For twenty- five · cents , a 
student is entitled to a place to 
plant his feet in the aisle, the 
aroma of heavy cigarette 
smoke, several chances for 
facial injuries and the splendid 
view of the back of someone's 
head. Needless to day, con
ditions are anything but 
pleasant. 

On the other hand, it isn't 
exactly a rose garden for the 
STBS either . In retalia t ion 
against the bus conditions, or 
for attention, or " kicks" a few 
students from OLCHS are 
severely vandalising the buses
$1 ,200 worth each month, ac
cording to STBS officials. 

The dissension between 
OLCHS and the Suburban 
Transit is easily explained. 
While students complain of 
extreme overcrowding and 
increased fares , the bus com
pany is reluctant to take any 
action towards their problems 
as vandalism increases and 
smoking on the buses is un
controllable . But most in
furiating is the attitude of both 
parties involved. They agree 
that there is something wrong 
and that something must be 
done, but no one can point out 

specifically what tha t 
"something" is, or who is in 
charge of carrying it out, and 
when, if ever, it even will be. 

" If there 
were fewer 
kids on the 
buses, the 
bus driver 

would have a better view 
of just what was going 
on." 

Mr. Wiltshire 

To the many students who 
stand cramped in the aisles of 
the buses loaded down with 
books, attempting to balance 
themselves as the bus breaks 
and rounds turns, the over
crowding conditions take top 
priority on the list of those 
problems that must be solved. 
Most officials at OLCHS belie 
too, that if the overcrowding 
was alleviated, many of the 
other problems would resolve 
themselves . 'ms . Winters , 
director of student supervision 
at OLCHS and one member of 
the administration whose in
terest in improving the buses 
seems sincere, said , " The 
smoking can 't begin to be 
controlled until we get this 
unsafe condition of serious 
overcrowding taken care of." 

-- -
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(Staff photo by Donna Dean) 
(above) For " kicks," students tear the covers off seats and 
destroy beyond repair the foam innards of the cushions. 

( Staff photo by Cheryl Bailey) 

Tiie Spartalll&e 

Ironically, Mr . Williams , 
vice-president of Suburban 
Transit, claims there is no 
overcrowding problem. In a 
recent interview, Mr . Williams 
said, " If you average out the 
number of kids we haul per day 
and the number of buses we use, 
you'd find that they're not 
particularly overcrowded-
about 70 students per bus." In 
reality, that average can be 
very misleading since some 
buses have a comfortable 40 
students riding them, while 
others have 100 or more. 

From a safety standpoint, Mr. 
Williams was questioned about 
the federal and state law con
cerning standees on school 
buses. "A school bus, a bus 
that's painted yellow, is not 
allowed standees. But a transit 
bus, such as we operate, which 
just takes students on an as
they-come basis, are allowed 
standees.' ' 

The bus company has just 
purchased 20 new buses 
(costing $65,000 apiece) which 
are already being used to carry 
students. Mr. Williams was 
quick to point out the safety 
features on these buses such as 
eight safety windows, one 
safety hatch, yellow step noses, 
air bumpers and windshield 
washers . He also emphasized 
the fact that the new buses can 
be evacuated in one minute if 
need be. 

When the possibility was 
suggested to Mr. Williams that 
the vandalism and smoking 
problems could be resolved by 
less crowded conditions, he 
disagreed wholehear tedly. 
"Serious vandalism has oc
curred with only 30 students on 
the bus, and the drivers have no 
authority over those students 
that smoke ." 

"OLCHS 
is the only • 

school that 
we service 

that gives us 
vandalism problems." 

Mr. Williams 

Approximately two weeks 
ago, Mr. Steven Lebrecht , 
assistant superintendent at 
OLCHS, received a phone call 
informing him that Oak Lawn 
students had thrown seats out of 
the windows of an after-school 
bus traveling down 87th Street. 
Unfortunately, this is not the 
only incident of vandalism the 
bus company has had to COJ1tend 
with . Windows have been 
broken, emergency windows 
have been pushed out, buzzers 
have been cut, cushions have 
been slit and the insides 
shredded, ceiling panels have 
been kicked in, seats un
screwed, and the metal backing 
ripped off the backs of the seats. 

Repairs are expensive, and 
they take buses out of service. 
" A few spoil it for the 
majority," says Mr. Williams. 
" We're going to have to start 
prosecuting these vandals. " 

The decision to prosecute 
vandals (and smokers as well) 
is perhaps the most decisive 
step the bus company has taken 
thus far . Within one month, all 
the new buses in operation will 
have tE"lephones on them. The 
bus driver will simply have to 

Getting the lowdown 

( and nm-around) 

on OLCHS buses 

BY CHERYL BAILEY 

<Staff photo by Donna Dean) 

Pa&e 5 

radio ahead to a police car that 
will meet the bus, and then the 
police can arrest those breaking 
the law. 

The problems concerning the 
bus system seem to be without 
end. In add it ion to over
crowding, smoking and van
dalism, there is an entire list of 
minor problems waiting to be 
solved. The punctuality of the 
buses, the rising fares , and 
solution to stopping students 
who climb in bus windows to 
escape fares all remain in 
question. 

"The buses 
are 

frequently 
not on time
much too frequently ." 

Ms. Winters 

The recent fare hike (from 20 
cent to 25 cent) was not due to 
vandalism as many students 
believe, but rather to the fact 
that the bus company no longer 
receives renumeration from the 
state as they did in other years. 

As for students climbing in 
the windows, Mr. Lebrecht 
pointed out one solution. " We 
plan on boarding buses behind 
the school," he said. "Our 
hope here is that we would be 
able to provide better super
vision for boarding buses." It 
was undecided as to when this 
wo,uld go into effect. 

"There is 
a solution, 

but it's going to take 
the cooperation of both 
parties, one of which 
has 3400 individuals in 
it. JI 

Mr . Le.brecht 

Mr. Lebrechf has been 
warned on at least two oc
casions that the buses would be 
discontinued if the situation 
worsened. Since OLCHS doesn't 
have enough funds to buy their 
own buses, the bus-riding future 
student of the OLCHS lies in the 
hands of the Suburban Transit. 
Mr. Lebrecht is not going to 
give up. What accomplishes are 
made may be a slow, but he 
emphasises the importance of 
demonstrating cooperation 
towards the bus company. 

" That will help them to go 
half way too," he said. " I think 
there's got to be a solution just 
because the more we deal with 
it, the higher priority we give to 
it, if we continue to work and not 
give in to it, ultimately, it will 
have to be solved. 

(left) 
A group of OLCUS s&udents 
sta nd cr amped a nd un
comfortable in the nose of a bus. 

Not only an eyesore, but a 
hazard to other passengers. 
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Tired? .take a $9.50 .nap! 
On any given Friday night, a 

rather unique business reaches 
its weekly peak . Unique 
because it opens up a whole new 
world to the average high school 
student. The J . C. Motel in 
suburan Palos has perhaps 
cornered the student market in 
the " restful" area of four-hour 
naps. For the mere pittance of 
$9.50, you are granted a room, 
sparsly furnished, but a room 
just the same, for four full 
hours . While the rate almost 
doubles for a Friday or 
Saturday, it's still an offer the 
"tired" high school student 
finds difficult to refuse. 

Built in a secluded, almost 
provincial manner with winding 
drive-ways and blind alleys, the 
J . C. is not your average AAA 5-
star motel. The coldly func-

tional office conjures the image 
of a currency exchange, 
complete with bulletproof glass 

'Torture tactics I 

(Staff photo by Mike Clapper.) 

and a slot for business to be 
enacted. The desk clerk won't 
hassle you for identification but 
you will have to fill ut the 

customary card with name, 
address and license number. ( It 

doesn 't even raise eyebrows, I 
am told, if your address is that 
of an adjoining suburb.) 

Once inside the room, a quick 
look around reveals a small 
dresser, a lamp and a night 
stand and a twin size bed. The 
drapes and carpet a.re not quite 
Waldorf Astoria , but the 
average catnapping high school 
student is probably not par
ticular . The masonite panels 
nailed over the door windows 

might make some people ap
prehensive, but since the rooms 
are so cut off from civilization, 
it 's comforting to realize no one 
will be peeping while you're 
sleeping. 

Not convinc~d of the 
availability? If a marquee 

Sadists rewrite code 
B¥ JEFF JEDLICKA 

This revised editon of the discipline code has been made up by the IV. C~ETERIA DISCIPLINARY ACTION: 
sadists, perW!rts and dejected individuals of Oak Lawn Community 1. Cafeteria monitors have been issued baseball bats which will 
H!gh Sch~I. ~t·~ purpose is to infor,m membe_rs of th~ stu~ent body be put in immediate action if you're: 
with the d1sc1plmary torture they 11 be subJect to m thts 1975-76 a) Eating and talking with your mouth open, people's stomachs 
school year. are in bad shape as it is. 
I. IF A STUDENT CUTS A CLASS, THE FOLLOWING b) Wearing shirts, blouses, pants , skirts , slacks, and other things 
PROCEDURES WILL BE FOLLOWED: with places of concealment in the lunch line. 

1st cut: Parents notified, followed by a severe beati~g. c) Belching, burping, farting, snorting, shouting profanities ~nd 
2nd cut: Parents notified, followed by a severe beating of at least screaming in front of a student turning green from excessive 

one hundred ( 100) but nor more than two hundred (200) lashes. cafeteria food consumption. 
3rd cut : Parents notified to identify the body. d) Not cleaning up the mess you caused by belching, burping, 

farting, snorting, shouting profanities, and screaming in front of a 
II . DETENTIONS ; MINOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION : student turning green from excessive cafeteria food consumption. 

1. Teachers will issue the punishment of eating ten ( 10) cafeteria e) Taking your spoon and twanging whipped cream at people. 
lunches in succesion while looking at a student being sick from f) Kicking the juke box right near the end of the song so it 
eating ten (10) cafeteria lunches in succesion for the following: scratches across the record and starts again. 

a) Insubordination. For those of you who never understood what g) Throwing trays at cafeteria monitors . 

proclaiming "a little or a lot, 
enjoy what you've got! Four 
Hour Nap $9.50" doesn't boost 
your confidence, maybe the 
anecdote of a kid who ran out of 
gas near there will . 

Entering the office for the 
single purpose of using the 
telephone, he was accosted by 
an employee who quizzed him 
as to his preference of a four
hour nap or all night. He 
declined both offers on the 
grounds that he wasn' t tired, 
and left. 

The J . C. operates under the 
same license as all other 
motels , and theo-retically 
follows the same canons of 
innkeeping. A phone call to the 
J . C. will tell you of complex 
registration procedures , in
cluding an age check. This , 
however, is almost exclusively 
absent from in person inquiries, 
except, I assume, in the case of 
pre-schoolers. 

All in all, the J . C. provides a 
rather different way to spend an 
evening. It's perhaps more than 
just a slightly seedy motel that 
provides four-hour naps. It is 
possibly one of the greatest 
monuments to free enterprise 
I've come across in a long time. 
Recession or no recession, the 
J .C. still packs 'em in. 

~-EDWIN 
SHOES OFFER 

it meant, it means doing something the teacher doesn't like. Su_ch h) Making devilish sounds, obscene grunts, and picking your nose 
ood d l Step out in a pair. Leather as not laughing at their stupid jokes to. get a g gra e, s eepmg in front of a freshman ready to barf and retch from his first taste of uppers, tall heels and 

during their dumb, boring lectures ; usmg loud, profane language ; ctih~e~m~a~s~h~ed~~ta~t~oe~s~·---"="-=~=----::~---- ---. embroidery stitching put the 
asking dumb questions, sitting so your facing the back of the room, .... kick back into dressing up. 
bringing a pillow to class, crying, screaming, and throwing a 
temper tantrum before a-test, sitting with your feet up, constantly 
laughing at them when they didn 't do anything funny , and other 
horrid, crude, ignorant things like this. (Even though it can be a 
helluva lot of fun ). 

b) Throwing paper, pencils, knives, desks, people, etc ... 
c) Telling freshmen all the washrooms are on the 4th floor . 
d) Not keeping your haRds to yourself in a crowded !hall. 

2. Refusal to reply, move, or show signs of life to the teacher upon 
request will be disciplined by jabbing a pencil three (3) but no 
more than five (5) inches into the arm. 
III . DETENTIONS; MAJOR DICIPLINARY ACTION : 

1. If a student is chewing gum in an unauthorized area, he shall 
swallow it immediately upon request. 

2. If a student is caught smoking in an unauthori8zed area, he 
shall swallow it immediately upon request. 

3. If a student should forget to come to school, extort, threat, 
steal, come to school stoned, or get stoned on the premises he will 
be subject to five (5) but no more than 00) savage kicks to the 
groin. 

4. Use, and-or possession of a conference pass, hall pass, or 
library pass containing a forged signature, will be the basis for the 
loss of one (1) to three (3) fingers . 

5. Any students caught fighting will be shot. 

Waikiki Beach, 
Honolulu, Kono 

Hilo - Hawaii 

April 16-April 23 
CHAPERONES: Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill $469 $50.00 Deposit To: 

o)f<n/d flit~/ "1!ail 
5615 W. 9Sth ST. OAK LAWN , ILL. 60'53 

Suburban 636-7800 
Chicago 581-1650 

This is not a school sponsored trip; 
school assumes no responsibility or 
liability. 

Cozy's Bootery 

5009 W. 95th St. 
Oak Lawn, IL 

Leather refers to uppers 
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The Big White 
Wave's top six take 
a break from 
practice. Together 
they've led the 
team to 
a stunning 
6-1 record. 
(Staff photo by 

Mark Shelton) 

White Wave 
win 7 s-traight 
BY DAN PADY 

Swimming through seven 
straight wins, OLCHS White 
Wave is tied for first place in 
conference with Sandburg. 

X Country close~ at 6-5 

Many records have been 
broken for the White Wave, 
including Maureen Burke in 
diving with a total of 169.7 
points; Peggy Wanteiz in the 
100-yard butterfly, 1: 13.9; and 
Senior Cory Boyle in .the 100-
yard backstroke, 1: 11 .1, 200-
vard Individual Medley, 2:34.8, 
and the SO-yard freestyle, 27.5. 

Outstanding freshm en in
clude Debbie Galica , in the 100-
yard butterfly ; Carol Frieling, 
100-yard backstroke ; and Jane 
Ceiplak in the 50 freestyle . 

BY NEIL BARNHART 

Cross Country members of 
OLCHS finished their dual meet 
season with a loss to a strong 
Bremen team on Oct. 7. 

Led by standout runners 
Wayne Scott and Kevin Battles, 
Bremen scored a 24-32 win over 
the Spartan harriers. Rich Renz 
finished third for the Spartans, 
while Tim La Rocque, Bill La 
Rocque, Steve Banach and Rich 
Pluhar finished 5th, 6th, 8th and 
10th, respectively, for the team 
as it closed out the season with a 
respectable 6-5 record. 

After the Rich Central In
vitational on Saturday, Oct. 11, 
the team participated in the 
conference meet held at Reavis 
High School on T .iesday, Oct.14. 

Being in one of the toughest 
conferences in the area, OLCHS 
will be up against Carl Sand
burg, which has two of the top 
runners in the state, Tom 
Graves and Bob Hicks. Another 
threat comes from the strong 
Bremen team that the harriers 
just faced. Each team in con
ference will field seven men, 
but only the top five qualify for 
the final meet. 

The frosh-soph squad split 
their last two meets of the 
season with a win against 
Bradley and a loss to Thorn
wood. Tom Pajor, Dave 
Downey, Tom Shepard and Rich 
Flis took 2nd, 3rd. 4th :in~ "'~t 
respectively, as Oak ~ ~? '!:;m 

Terri Reardon showing form on the balance beam. Also starring 
on the uneven bars, she's led the gymnastic team to a 5-2 record. 
(Staff photo by Mike Clapper) 

Prepare for conference 

on to win against Bradley 21-38. 
Against Thornwood, however, 
the frosh-soph~ were beaten 23-
32. Ed Fabian took first after 
being brought down from the 

varsity level with a great time 
of 16:29 for the 2.78 mile course. 
The frosh-soph team finished 
their season with a 5-7 record in 

·dual meets. 

"The divers, Maureen Burke, 
Ruth Henclewske , and Jill 
Overland, have helped the team 
by taking no lower than fourth 
place, "commented coach June 
Verschave. 

Girl's gymnastics 
gains 5-2 record 

Most improved for the 
sophomores are Jane Fox and 
Peggy Wantiez. The last relay, 
as well as the first, if doing well. 
Pam Matejka, Kathy Kallhoug, 
Laura Ritter and Jane Fox have 
a time of 2: 13 for the last relay. 
For the fir:st relay, Pam Hinz, 
Beth Hinz, Peggy Wantiez and 
Cory Boyle hold a time of 4:34. BY J .R. ERNST 

Girls' gymnastic coach Karen 
Dorne has high hopes for her 
team as they ready for their 
conference meet. Their record 
is 5-2, with only one conference 
loss. 

"Our compulsory team is 
very strong and scoring sixxes 
and sevens" said Dorne. She 
went on with high praise for the 
optional team, especially for 
Terri Reardon who scored a 
rare eight against Thornridge. 

"On an average, our girls 
, have all been averaging mid 

sixes which is very well." If 
they do that in conference, they 
should do well. 

Dorne believes that OLCHS 
will receive its toughest com
petition from Thornridge and 

Thorn wood. 
At the time of print, the 

teams' record was five and two. 
One of those two losses was to 
Thornridge, but by only three 
points. 

There is no state tournament 
for the girls this year , so if they 
do poor in conference there is 
nowhere else for them to go. 

There will be state next year, 
but we won't be able to say 
"wait until next year" to all the 
seniors who will graduate. 

Conference will take place on 
Sat., Nov. 1 at Thornton High 
School. Starting time is 6 p.m. 
Nine schools will be par
ticipating in conference and 
Dorne looks forward to a hard 
fought competition. 

The White Wave met Sand
burg for the conference title 
yesterday, but the results could 
not be printed as of this issue. 
Sandburg is the only team the 
White Wave swam with both a 
sophomore and varsity team. 

,, - - ,o/K& 
~~ Tiit.AiR 

IN INTERESTED IN 

GolferS swing 'into playoffs 

MAKING THE MOST 
OF YOUR TALENTS! 
You have probab ly 
already discovered that 
you need experience to 
get a good job these 
days ... and you need a 
job to get experience. 
Where does someone 
like you start? 

BY DON SIUCHNINSKI 

OLCHS golf team closed out 
the season last week with a 
seven-stroke victory over 
Bremen, giving the Spartans 
their best season record ever of 
nine and seven. 

The Bremen meet, last meet 
of the scheduled season proved 
not to be much of a challenge to 
the Spartans . L1?ading the 
varsity team was Chuck 
Matulik with a 42, Scott Price 
43, Rick Sutton 44 and Lou 
Mirabelli a 45, giving the 
varsity the seven stroke vic
tory. 

During this past season, 
which was predicted to be their 
best season ever, the varsity 

team had many outstanding 
individuals . The most con
sistent golfer this year was 
freshmen Rick Sutton with a 
steady 45 per nine holes. The 
longball hitters of the squad, 
Tom Ellison, Tom Price, Lou 
Mirabelli and Tom Molle helped 
to keep the scores really low 
and consistent. 

Seniof Tom Ellison broke the 
schools lowman record with a 35 
for nine holes on Sept. 11 against 
Chicago Christian, adding to the 
team's victory. In that same 
meet, the varsity team broke 
the old school team total record 
of 159, scoring a 157 which 
added in the teams ten-stroke 

This season's record was a 
product of good strong per
formances and confidence by 
the team members . Head 
Coach Bob Gates had the 
varsity squad ready, and it 
showed in their scores and in 
their record. 

In conference meets this 
season, the varsity compiled a 
record of 2-3 suffering losses to 
T .F . South, Sandburg and 
Lincolnway. When asked about 
conference chances Mirabelli 
said, "If we could shoot as we 
did in the beginning of the 
season, we should finish up 
close to the top." 

Each year over 79,000 
men and women just like 
you get a headstart in the 
Air Force. You see, in the 
Air Force you don't need 
that hard-to-get past 
experience .. . we give it to 
you. 

•Choose a skill that will 
prepare you for the 
future. 

•Earn full pay while you 
learn. 

•Become a professional. 

For more information, 
plflllse call your local Air 
Force Recruiter at: 
10735 S. Cicero Ave. 
Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453 
425-4922 

.-
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RUSHING STAR CHRIS POPE 

'lbe Spartanite 

Athlete of the Issue 
MALE ATHLETE OF THE ISSUE 

The male athlete of the issue for this month is gridman Chris 
"Mario" Pope. Pope's work as halfback in the football game last 
Saturday against Thornton Fractional earned him this title. He 
rushed for 217 yards in 14 carries, coming up just ten yards short 
of the school record for one game. His rushing average of 15.5 
yards per carry kept the Spartans on top of the game throughout 
the battle. Pope use his blockers well, then does the work in the 
open alone. 

FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE ISSUE 

This month's female athlete of the issue is swimming star Cory 
Boyle. She holds five school records, setting three within the past 
month. 

Her records are as follews: 200 free style - 2: 12, 200 IM - 2: 34.8, 
50 free style -27.5, 100 back stroke -1: 11.1, and 500 free style - 6: 12. 
(She has yet to lose in the 500.) 

Last year, Boyle placed ninth in the 500 free and eleventh in the 
200 free at the state competitions last year. Coach June Ver Shave STATE HOPEFUL CORV BOYLE 
believes that Cory is definitely a contender for the state title in the 
500, the 200, and the first relay this year. (Staff photo by Mark Shelton) 
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Gridmen blast TF; 
Pope gets 4 TD's 

OakLawn 

Spa,tanite 

Sports BY BOB DODGE 
The Spartan rushing game 

was the dominant factor in the 
gridmen's 38-14 victory over 
Thornton Fractional-South last 
Saturday. 

Chris Pope led the ground 
attack as he rushed for 217 
yards in 14 carries, for an 
average of 15.5 yards per carry. 
This total was just ten yards 
short of Mike Patyk 's record of 
227 yards two years ago. Pope 
did tie Patyk's record of four 
touchdowns in one game. 

From the start, after Oak 
Lawn received the kick, a 
strong game plan was 
established. Pope and halfback 
John Holcer traded gains as the 
Spartans marched down the 
field, only to be stopped at the 
12, where Don Hoffencamp 
stepped in to put Oak Lawn on 
the board with a field goal. 

Thornton Fractional started 
their offense with a little 
trickery. A man that wasn't in 
the huddle, but just stepped on 
the field before the play began, 
received a pass for a 15-yard 
gain. This attack was soon 
stopped by the likes of 
linebacker Steve Morrgan
thaler and Mike Mccampbell, 
who haulted most Rebel drives 
down the field . 

The Spartan offense took over 
on the two yard line after a T. F . 
punt, and Holcer proceeded to 
funble at their own 23-yard line. 
This break gave T. F . their first 
score as they went in for a 
touch-down when the siren 
signaling the end of the first 
quarter sounded. 

The Spartans received their 
share of the breaks, too, as Russ 
Trapp and Frank Bubeck 
recovered T. F. fumbles . Chris 
Pope went in for the first of his 
four TDs on a two yard plunge 
off left tackle. His second score 
came after a 72-yard gain, and 
gave him 106 yards rushing as 
the first half ended with the 
Spartans up 17-8. 

The second half showed little 
change from the first, as Pope 
and the Spartan rushing game 
again dbminated play. Gene 
Richards added extra punch to 
the ground attack, but Pope 
came up with the second of his 
three 50-yard plus gains for a 
touch-down. His fourth and final 

TD came in the fourth quarter 
after a 52-yard gain. 

Sandburg will battle Reavis. 
This game is of extreme im
portance, fol' if Oak Lawn wins 
and Reavis defeats Sandburg, 
the three teams will finish in a 
three-way tie for first in con
ference play at 4-1. 

Adding a little versatility to 
the Chris Pope field day were 
John Holcer, with over 100 
yards rushing, and quarterback 
Joe Serio, who kept the defensP 
honest with an occasional pass. 

In addition to his first quarter 
field goal, Don Hoffencamp 
added five extra points after the 
touchdowns. 

'Girl' tennis· undefe d 
The Spartan offensive line 

consistently made the holes all 
day, as the team rushing total 
neared the 400-yard mark. 

After this victory, Oak Lawn 
remains tied with Reavis for 
second in conference play at 3-1, 
while Carl Sandburg is unde
feated in first place. Sandburg 
did lose a non-conference game 
two weeks ago to Thornwood. 
On Oct. 4, Oak Lawn upset 
Reavis in their homecoming 
game, and Sandburg was also 
upset, so the three teams moved 
into a tie for first in overall 
standings with four wins and 
one loss each . Tomorrow's 
homecoming game against 
Thornridge is non-conference, 
but is building up to the final 
conference day on Nov. 1. Then, 
Oak Lawn faces Bremen, and 

at 3-0 • 1n 
BY DENNIS POWERS 

The varsity girls tennis team 
so far has been enjoying one of 
it's best seasons in recent years. 

This is due to the talent on this 
year's team which is made up of 
mostly juniors. Playing first 
singles for the team is junior 
Vic Shar; second singles is 
played by junior Judy Vilchuck; 
third singles is played by the 
only senior on the team Nancy 
Glomb. The doubles teams are 
made up of the first team of 
Sherry and Sandy Burgess, who 
are undefeated and second 
doubles Gail Shaw and Deb Sch
weltzers. 

Sophs blanked 
3 times; tie TF 

BY DAN PADY 

Spartan football fans finally 
had the opportunity to see their 
sophomore gridders score for 
the first time in four -games, as 
they tied T .F. South, 8-8. The 
sophs were scoreless against 
Reavis, Shepard and Sandburg. 

T.F. South scored their eight 
points in the second quarter 
while the Spartans scored theirs 
in the fourth . Mike Felganhauer 
scored the touchdown and the 
two-point conversion. 

Fleganhauer played well 
against T.F. South as he rushed 
for 95 yards and made 5 tackles. 
Jim Cheatle and Kevin Kapple 
were also credited with five 

tackles. Steve Sevic passed 
seventeen times, with seven 
completions for a total of 95 
yards. Sevic kicked once for a 
total of 37 yards and made one 
interception. 

The Spartans were plagued 
with three fumbles and 
penalized 50 yards while T.F . 
South had only 35 yards in 
penalties. 

The sophomore gridders now 
have a record of 1-4-2. They play 
Thornridge tomorrow in the 
annual homecoming game here 
at OLCHS. Next week they 
travel at Bradley and then 
finish the season at Bremen. 

conference 

So far the team has an overall 
record of 7 wins and only 1 loss , 
which was to a strong Thornton 
team. With only 2 meets, 1 of 
which is a conference meet, to 
go in their regular season, they 
are undefeated in conference at 
3-0. They are picked to win the 
conference meet on October 21-
22 for the conference cham
pionship. 

In their last meet last 
Thursday , they defeated 
Sandburg 3-2 to become number 
one in conference standings. At 
Sandburg the girls turned in 

some good performlfnces . 
Winning were Judy Vilchuck, 
Sandy and Sherri Burgess and 
Gail Shaw and Deb Schmeltzer. 
Losing were Vicki Schaar and 
Lisa Garuckas . Another bright 
spots in the girls tennis team 
are sopomores Jenny Gorman 
and Pat Egan who also won on 
the frosh-soph team to make it 
six straight wins for their 
second doubles team. 

Varsity coach Margaret 
Groth is looking forward to 
conference and thinks they 
should win. 

TEEN AGE DRIVER, ED. 

* New courses starting about every,2 weeks -
• 2 and 4 week courses•· 15 to 18 Vrs. old 

• Home pick-up for all driving lessons ~ 
.....ii • Free trip to station for permit ,...,. 

11111""" • Auto insuranoa discount oartificate ~ 

- ---- • "All instructors have H.S ._taeching certificate~~~ ........ 

- ~=. ·I 423 - 121,2 I ···:.:.~ ~ -~ 

• •• e ; •. I I • I 

-
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derfully with the romanticists
with such recordings as "All in
the Game" and "Tears on my
Pillow." Another type of music
coming back is the in
strumentals with "Tea for Two
Cha-Cha" and "Patricia."
Then, of course, there is good
old WCk 'n' roll with such real
gone records as, "Lazy Susie,"
"Judy, Judy" and "I Got
Stung." recorded by you know
who? In case you don't, it's our
Elvis.

So do you really think the
music world has changed much
since the 1900's? Of course, we
don't do the Charleston, Big
Apple, the Black Bottom'any
more but we do have our own
dances. The Bunny Hop,
Chicken, and Bop have gone
over big in the SO's. So what do
you think is next in music1

I wasn't surprised to see "All
in the Game" leading the group.
It is number one also
throughout the United States.
Tommy Edwards, the recordin~

artist. has another hit, "Love
Me," heading for the top 10.
Then, of course, the list
wouldn't be complete without
the Everly Brothers and Elvis
singing up a storm.

Maybe you noticed that our
top 10 is nearly the smae as the
top 10 in the United States. We
might have some future disc
jockeys in the group.

Hideaway and you'd by my
Firefly.

Up until now I was Queen of
The Hop. But when I saw you
with Fatty Patty doing the
Mexican Hat Rock, I knew you
were just a Bird Dog.

And when I saw you in the
Tunnel of Love with Patricia I
knew I couldn't be Devoted to
You anymore.

10. I Got Stung--Elvis Presley

I was Walking Alone, One
Lazy Summer Night, Thinking
About You. When I looked up I
saw a Little Star sparkling Over
and Over again.

It was Just a Dream but there
were Tears on my Pillow as I
thought of how we once were
going to walk Down the Aisle of
Love. You said we would find a

Record chatter
BY DOTTY

Asurvey was taken at OLCHS
to find the top 10 songs. This is
the result:
1. All in the Game--Tommy
Edwards
2. Only Make Believe--Conway
Twitty
3. Topsy Part II-Cozy Cole
4. Lonesome Town--Ricky
Nelson
5. Queen of the Hop-Bobby
Darin
6. To Know Him Is To Lov
Him--Teddy Bears
7. Problems-Everly Brothers
8. I'll Wait for You--Frankie
Avalon
9. Tears on My Pillow-Anthony
and Imperials -

Construction on the new
additions of our school are
progressing within schedule.
The Little Theater should be
completed in October and the
PTA will hold its first meeting
of the year there. In November,
the seniors plan to give their
class play in the new theater.

Students will not be able to
use the new library until around
Christmas. The building is due
to be finished in November, but
it will not be equipped until
later.

Much to the disappointment
of many of our students, the
swimming pool and new gym
are not scheduled to be com
pleted until March.

Tht: Peppers will sponsor a
dance, the HOBO HOP, this
evening in the new cafeteria
beginning at 7:30. This will be a
record dance. Tickets will be
available at the door.

School building

progressing

The '58' SHIELD is already in
the making! With a 1200 copy
contract in hand n,i:. year. th<.
staff has lots of work and
planning ahead. This year the
staff includes Ray Cizowski,
Editor; Joyce Campbell, Sr.
Editor; Doreen Davidson, Jr.
Editor; Deanna Cook, Business
Editor; Diane Kopp, Social
Editor; Sue Gasteyer, Ad
vertising Manager; Barb
Boyens, Layout Editor; Bruce
Jannush, Art Editor.

The entire project is spon
sored by Mr. Brown. Eight
more pages will be added to this
year's SHIELD, which all in all,
adds up to a bigger and better
yearbook to look forward to.
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What is next in music? That is
the question teens are asking
now. It is really a hard question
to answer because of all the
trends we have had sinee the
birth of music. It has been said,
"The Big Beat is Here to Stay"
but there are some doubts about
that.

In 1900, it was the waltz which
was called "the wickedest
dance in historv." In 1915, it was
ra$time music. By 1920, jazz
was the trend. In the late 30's
swing was the thing. From
rhythm and blues records we
soared up to the SO's and rock 'n'

,------------1 roll. Now at the close of the 59's,
I what is next?

Personally, I think things will
remain the same with the ex
ception of a few slight changes.
Jazz is makin~ a comeback with
the recording of Topsy Part 2
for the real hep group. While

I I ballads are going over won-

Oak Lawn Community High
School is one of the few schools
in the country with unused
rooms. Enrollment stands at
1534 students. By classes there
are 405 freshmen, 407
sophomores, 403 juniors and 319
seniors. Among the new
students there are 2 New
Zealanders, 2 Hawaiians, 1
Cuban and a Foreign Exchange
student.

Several new offices for ad
ministrative personnel have
been made from last year's
home economics classrooms.
Among them are offices for
Mrs. Orr, Mr. Burgess, Mrs.
Emmel, Mr. Zajac and Miss
Oetjen, the nurse.

When asked of her own high
school career, she recalled how
very pleasurable were the club
activities and the school plays.
She stressed the necessity of
working hard and studying
much. Study and·concentrated
ef~ort, she felt, were o'fextreme
importance ...~ one w\shes to
reach the goal he ahs.tset for
himself.

"What was the most out
standing moment of your high
school days?" I asked.

"Graduation!" replied Miss
fruman.

All in all, Miss Truman is
very attractive. On the night
that I chatted with her, she was
wearing a bright blue coor
dinating sweater and skirt. Her
clothes were very chic, and her
blonde hair was set off to good
advantage by this ensemble.

Miss Truman was very eager
to comment on her young son,
Clifton Truman Daniels. I think
she is happiest when talking
about him and her husband.

upto 1534

Enrollment

Margaret Truman Daniels
recently ended a run in summer
stock at the Drury Lane
Theatre. She was the featured
actress in the play "Autumn
Crocus."

During the run of the pllay, J
was an usher at Drury Lane,
and on one Friday night, I
mustered my courage and went
back stage to interview Miss
Truman for the SPARTANITE.

BY LINDA ROGAHN

I was very nervous because
after all her father was once
President of the United States I
But my nervousness ended.
When Miss Truman came out of
her cressing room, she seemed
to radiate calmness, and put me
very mushc at ease. She was
charming and most
cooperative.

I asked Miss Truman some
questions that J thought would
be of int~est to me and the rest
of the students at OLCHS. I got
some simple but excellent
answers.

Leading the fashion fads this
year are short pleated skirts
and shaggy dog sweaters. It's
not just the girls this year, but
the boys, too. Just ask Joe
Meluskey if you don't agree.

Cha Cha boots are back too, in
all sorts, shapes, and colors.
Have you noticed the boys are
wearing them, too? (Wayne,
Bob, and Mr. Tucker).

Dorothy Patterson and some
of the girls are sporting long
pony tails made of yarn. Better
be careful whose pony tail you
pull, though; it might be real.

But through the halls can still
be heard the familiar cry, "I
have nothing to wear."

Fads and

fashions

Miss Truman Chats
with Linda
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Correction
In reference to the article

Aruba in June printed in the
October 17 issue of the Spar
lanite, it should be made clear
that the trip is not a school
sponsored tri p; the school
assumes no responsibility or
liability.

Describing them as "hippie
types," she said one woman
wandered around looking "like
her mind was shot."

Hayden Hewes, a private
investigator of UFOs said "The
Two" came to him in July
telling him they would be
assassinated in a few months
either in Salt Lake City or San
Francisco and later rise from
the dead to prove their
authenticity. "If they wanted
any publicity," said one skeptic,
San Francisco is a bad choice.
They got stuff like this going on
everyday up there."

"The Two" were later identified
as Marshall Applewhite and
Bonnie Lee Nettles.

Asearch soon began for them
in Colorado when it was
reported that one cultist sent his
family a card from there. After
locating and talking with the
group it was found that they
expected to be taken from
Earth by some form of extra
terrestrial life and travel to a
higher planet of life. In Grand
Junction, Colorado, a woman
said she encountered the
cultists in a camoe:round.

BY LAURA HUDDLESTON

Hoax or not there are twenty
people missing whose relatives
and loved ones say have left
them and all their earthly
possessions in search of a UFO
which will fly them to Paradise.
What started it all was a middle
aged couple calling themselves
"The Two" who spoke at a
motel in Oregon on September
14. Their speech convinced all
those people that what they had
to offer was worth leaving
everything else behind for.

Twenty search for paradise

The Spartanlte

The Fifth Annual Mayor's of Cook County Youth Conference on
Smoking was held on October 15, 1975 in the auditorium of the
Prudential Building. Registration was held In the auditorium
lobby, where each registrant was given a folder containing one
sheet of the program and many pamphlets and run-off posters with
anti~smokin~ slo~ans.

800 Cook County Higl1 School were invited to send representatives
to the conference. From a rough count, there appeared to be less
than three hundred people present. The majority of the 4 hours was
spent on lectur('s by notable anti-smoking crusaders and a slide
presentation. (staff photo by Donna Dean)
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A Cappella's 'A Fall Concert'

BY NAOMI KLOESE

"It was beautiful," commented one listener to "A Fall Concert"
given by OLCHS'S A cappella Choir last week. -'.~

The audience gave the choir a standing ovation, after Mr. Jack
Roecheman had the choir repeat the final son g "Daniel! Daniel!"

"Their reptoire is very impressive," said another memb~of the
audience. Mr. Roecheman was obviously pleased with the choir's
performance too. He said "I know there is as much talent in this
school as there is in any other school in this state."

During intermission Choir President Ron Randle made a few
remarks and introduced the choir officers. The two pianists for the
choir, Julie Hiryak and Lisa Maras, were also introduced. Mr.
Roecheman praised their playing ability.

Tim Sheppard and Geoff Gould were soloists in "Daniel!,
Daniel!" The program consisted of "America the Beautiful," "Ave
Maria Gloria," "David's Lamentation," "Je Ne Lose Dire," Four
songs from the musical "Oklahoma!" and the spiritual "Daniel!
Daniel! ". The selections from "Oklahoma!" were "Oh What a
Beautiful Morning," "Surray with the Fringe on Top," "People will
say "We're in Love" and the title song "Oklahoma! "

(staff photo by Donna Dean)

Only foiJr who care.
PETERBRIA

Only four students of eighteen
years and over have come in to
see their student records since
school started in September.

"The main reason for this low
number is because at the
beginning of the school year you
start out with a veP)' limited
number of eighteen year olds
and as the year progresses
more students turn eighteen
and that makes them eligible to
see their records without a
parents signature," Dr. Paul
Davier said.

The reason why students have
to have a parent's signature is
because it is state law. The state
considers eighteen an adult age.
The state feels if you are under
eighteen it is the responsibility
of your parents to approve the
things you do.

"Seniors are most likly to
come in and see their records
since they will be graduating in
June. Most important of all,
these records will be given to
colleges if a student wants to go
on to school or to the place
where the student will begin to
work. Your records can
determine if you can get a
certain job. Some parts of your
record that will be used are
your grades throughout your
four years, your rank in your
class, and test scores. Other
items that your record includes
are attendance and health file,
counselor file and your
elementary file," Dr. Davier
said.

By looking at their records
students can determine what
they rank in their class and they
also can learn more about
themselves.

Coming!

Classified
The Spartanite will again

offer a classified ad section of
the newSpaper at the rate of 25
cents per line (5 words per line)
beginning with its December 19
issue.

The purpose of this service
will be to allow the students,
staff and faculty of OLCHS to
advertise goods, services and
other items at a lower rate than
those offered by other
newspapers.

Anyone wishing to place an ad
will be able to do so by leaving a
copy of his or her ad with Mr.
Ray Elliott in room 210. Ads
must be paid for in advance and
must be turned in by December
11.

FOR THE
YOUNG IN HEART

~
~.~

~\
PROMISE "
DIAMOND RING \
14kt. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

$24.95

MARKS BR()S.
.JEWELERS' SINCE 1895

YORKTOWN. FVERCREJ-N PLAZA
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Ms. Quinn, who headed up
College Night, pointed out that
not all colleges meet the needs
of all students The students
should determine what he wants
in a college and then find the
best place for himself.

Seventy-one colleges and
universities were represented,
along with all five branches of
the Armed Services and seven
Nursing schools. A talk on the
financial aspects of college
education was given by Betty
Stiles of Moraine Valley
Community College. In par
ticular, she discussed tuition
scholarships, the Illinois State
grants and living expenses.

The twenty-second Annual
College Night was held here on
Oct. . 21. The evening was
sponsored for OLCHS by the
Pupil Personnel Service.
Judging by the number of
programs distributed, there
wer approximately five hun
dred people in attendance.

WANTED

COME AS YOU ARE

NO TIPPING

~

The Spartanite

BONANZA STEAK HOUSE NO. 982

500 attend College Night

BY VIRGINIA COWART

Blood loss
Increases

8150 S. Cicero Avenue
Burbank, Illinois 60459
Phone: 424-5885

Nov. 20
L-M Rm. 1l'i
N-R Rm. 27
SoT Rm. 366
V-Z Rm. 29

Nov. 19
A-B Rm. 29
CoD Rm. 366
E-G Rm. 27
H-K Rm. 117

.................................

The Pupil Personnel Service
. .. . Ms. Marilyn Quinn, counselor at OLCHS and chairman of the sponsored College workshops

Freshmen may pick up apphcastJOns to run for class officers college committee is working as usual. (Staff photo by Mike prior to College Night so the
starting Nov. 17. These applications will be available from the Clapper) students would be prepared and
registrar in Rm. 124. They must be ompJeted and returned by Nov. 1 I able to ask pertinent questions.
26. The Iowa tests this year were

also a project of Pupil Per
sonnel. Room 105 has been
designated as College Center
and the students are welcome to
make use of the materials kept
there. The annual field trips to
lIT and the Circle Campus have
been scheduled. The counselors
can provide more information
about these trips to interested
people.

Periods 2,3,6, and 7 are the only periods that are scheduled for
Nov. 17 because of a teachers workshop.

Juniors will take the ·Iowa Test of Educational Development
(ITEm on Nov. 19-20. Those students with last names from A - K
WILL TAKE THE TEST ON Nov. 29 and the others on the 20th.
Students are reminded to bring two sharp No. 2 pencils and to
report to their testing rooms ten minutes early, 7:50 The test will
take the first three periods. Following is a breakdown of the testing
schedule.

The Arts and Crafts ·Fair, sponsored by the OLCHS Parent
Teacher Student Association (PTSA) will be held on Nov. 15.
Opening time for the fair is 10 a.m. The fair will be held in the
cafeteria.

November 14, 1975

To celebrate Thanksgiving there will be no school Nov. 27 and 28.

Freshmen will take the ITED tests on Dec. 3-4 during the first
three periods of the day. Those Freshmen with last names A-L
except for H will be tested Dec. 3 and those with names M-Z in
cluding H will be tested the next day. Here is a breakdown of the
test roon schedules.

Campaign week for Freshmen is Dec. 1-5. Voting will take place
on the Friday of that week.

Dec. 3 Dec. 4
A-B Rm. 27 O-R Rm. 27
C-D Rm. 366 M-N Rm. 366
E-G &1 Rm. 29 S Rm. 29
J-L Rm. 117 H &T-Z Rm. 117

Students are also reminded to bring two sharp No., 2 pencils to the
test and to report at 7: 50 a.m.

We'll accompany Stagg H.S. Seniors

JUNE 13-24
Includes, First Class Hotel, All Air

and Ground Transfers, In-Flight

Meals, Insurances, Tips, and more.

This trip is sponsored by: Mr. S,imone
and CoS Travel, Hickory Hills

This trip is not sponsored by Dist. 229

BY SIMONE
12 DAYS ON WAIKIKI BEACH

IN HONOLULU FOR

$43900 COMPLETE

db
SENIORS

FOR
HAWAII

"0'/:- \( ( \

The student blood drive,
sponsored by various student
organizations at OLCHS and
held in conjunction with the
Blood Services of Chicago on
October 29-30 produced more
blood than did the blood drive
held last May.

The blood drive this year
yielded 206 pints of blood w,hile
last time only 193 pints were
donated. This is an increase of
only 12 pints, but sponsors Dr.
Ben Smith and Mr. Bill Hill are
hopeful that the number will
increase with the next drive
which is tentatively planned for
this coming March or April.

While this drive did produce
more blood than the last drive,
the quota of 300 pints was still
not reached. This could have
been avoided according to Mr.
Hill if there had been more
participation from staff and
faculty. While last year, 44 staff
and faculty members donated
blood, this year the number was
only 24. Neither Dr. Smith nor
Mr. Hill can account for the
drop in participation but can
only urge more of the staff to
participate in the next drive. It
would be good according to Mr.
Hill because everyone in the
school would then be covered
and people who need blood
could get it.

The American College ·Testing Program (ACT) will be given on
Dec. 13. November 17 is the deadline to apply for this test. Ap
plications are available from your counselor. The fee for this test is
$7.50.

.................................

The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and Achievement test will be
given on Dec. 6 to those who have applied. The next date to take
these tests in Jan. 24, 1976. The application deadline is Dec. 19. For
an extra fee applications will be accepted until the late deadline of
Jan. 2, 1976. Interested students should see their counselors for
more information and applications. The fee for the SAT test is $6.50.

An AFJROTC Parents meeting will be held on Dec. 8 in the
Junior-Senior Lounge at 7:30 p.m.

A dance sponsored by the NHS will take place on Dec. 19. More
etails will be available later.

The OLCHS Music Department will present a Christmas concert
Dec. 14. It will be held in the Spartan Gym at 2 p.m.
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BY TIM PURPURA

Nostalgia has taken over OLCHS this week and we
at the Spartanite have gotten in the spirit of the times
with today's special issue.

Our front page is a mixture of stories that were
actually printed in the Spartinite in the years 1957
1959. Our nameplate is also.a replica of the 50's era.

The 50's was an era when rock and roll leather
jackets and sockhops were as important to America
as Eisenhower and Churchill.

Looking back at the past is really a way to look at
history, and what the SCAB is doing this week will be
remembered a long time, in the history of the school.

I believe that all the work that has gone into the
making of the 50's day a success should not go un-
noticed. .

How often is it that the cafeteria is decorated like it
was last Saturday by the members of the Senior class
Advisory Board?

No other event in the school year is as well
publicized or participated in that 50's day. Even the
administrators and teachers get involved, which is
something that doesn't happen too much at OLCHS.

But what was it like at OLCHS during the 50's? Well
for all of the nostalgia buffs, the homecoming theme
in 1959 was "Sentemental Journey."

Other happenings in 1959 were the start of a new
club Forensics and the big dance of the year was the
fifth annual Sadie Hawkins Dance and it featured a
guest appearance by none other than "Marryin Sam"
who aided young ladies in snaring their men.

The top song on November 14th in 1959 was
"Primrose Lane" and it was followed c10sly by
"Kookamonga" and "Mack the Knife." .

It's obvious that nostalgia is alive and well at
OLCHS. Maybe looking back isn't so bad after all.

The Spartanlte

.....................
cole slaw and a dinner roll. That
sounds pretty good compared to
some of ours. We could just
all go up there to eat. 1 wonder
also if their potatoes are as
moldy as some of ours.

Some nurses that worked
here for the blood drive com
mented on the poor lunches
served and because of this 38
doners were rejectd.

An improvement is definitely
necessary. AIl kinds of excuses
are made for the food but still
an excuse doesn't make things
right. It isn't good at all when an
outsider says that the food
stinks.

We're not blaming those who
prepare the food, but instead
those who make out the menus.
We need a nutritionist to make
up menus which they know are
the nutritious meals we are
suppose to be getting and are
not.

Supergraphics are already
being put into use in the Art
Department. Room 285, the art
office has a graphics done on
two walls that Mr. Dominiak
designed and painted. He also
helped Miss Coons paint one in
her art room. Dr. Smith also has
one in his science office, painted
by Mr. Dominiak, Mr. Horejs
and Ms. Coveny.

A recent mural directed by
Ms. Coveny can be seen
downstairs in the children's
section of the Oak Lawn Public
Library. The mural is of Walt
Disney characters. This past
year's art students helped With

it.
Maybe with the use of this we

can really brighten this place up
a bit. We could cover some of
these dull walls with murals and
supergraphics. With the new
lounge and such, things have
been changing for the better.

With your help we could get
this thjng going and make it a
reality not just an idea on
paper. If you agree with the
idea let ne know by writing
letters to the Spartanite or to
me. You can bring your ideas
into room 210, just leave them
with Ray Elliott, the advisor,
and he will then get them to me.
I'll take the letters whether the
Spartanite prints them or not
directly to the Administrators
necessary to get something
done.

mural. <Staff photo)

tied to diet
student heads straight for the
pop machine, candy and potato
chip machine, all of which are
nutritionally unsound. Lunch
may well be an ice cream
sandwich, Twinkie or cookies,
none of which have any
nutritional value to us either.
The cafeteria does prepare
foods that are suppose to be be
good for us, but what good is
that if it doesn't taste good and
we won't eat it.

In comparision, Oak Lawn
hospitals have foods which are
well prepared, taste good and
are nutritous. Hospitals com
bine these three important
things into their meals, why
can't our cafeteria? An average
lunch at Christ Hospital consists
of roast chicken, vegetable
soup, whipped potatoes, corn,

Two murals are being
planned now. One outside the
south end of the building and the
other in the Spartan gym. They
should be finished by the end of
this school year. Ms. Covenyof
the Art department will be
directing the murals.

The mural in the Spartan gym
will be much like the gym
nastics mural, Ms. Coveny and
her art stu<leJ\l:s did in the
auditorium gym last year.
Several of the wrestling coaches
liked the way it w~ done and
suggested she d~ one for
wrestling in the Spartan gym
over the wrestling room doors.

This mural will be dedicated
to the State Champions from
OLCHS. The names of the State
Champs will be painted around
the silhouettes of two wrestlers.

Another outside the south end
wall, will be painted on panels
and bolted outside on the side of
the building. The Bicentennial
Committee, of which Ms.
Coveny is a member, has
suggested a Bicentennial Mural
be painted in OLCHS.

Designs for the Bicentennial
Mural are being worked on by
Ms. Coveny's art students. Her
art students are to paint this
mural also.

There are some plans for a
mural or graphics in the Jr. &
Sr. Lounge, which she is trying
to g~t a definite answer on.

BY MARK YOMANTAS

It is esUmated that over '14 of
tooay's teenagers are "severly
undernourished." Is this really
possible in a country where we
can get all the basic foods which
are necessary for good health?
Yes. Actually the way we
teenagers eat it's really no
wonder we're rundown. But who
can blame us with the food we
contend with here at school.
Just study the eating habits of a
fellow student of OLCHS and
you'll see this is true.

The majority of the time we
usually skip breakfast, when
rushing to school in the mor
ning. Though if we're lucky we
might grab a glass of milk
before we leave home. After
arriving at school the famished
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Donor reiections

Ms. Crveny, art teacher, in front of Gymnastics

BY TERRY HENSON
Is there any way OLCHS

could ever look brighter? Stupid
question, you say. Perhaps. But
surely something can be done to
make these hallowed halls and
classrooms a little more ap
pealing to students.

Mr. Steve Recchia, an OLCHS
Psychology teacher, has one
idea. He says he would like
some of his students to make
designs for the walls in his
classroom. After the designs
are completed, Recchia plans to
have the students paint the wall.
According to Recchia, studies
have been made with different
colors of classrooms and the
results of the students ability.
Results showed that the
students in bright classrooms
actually did better work than
those in dull colored
classrooms, such as OLCHS
students have to contend with.

A school project of this type
might have a significant effect
over some of the grafitti here as
at other schools, but check the
washrooms if you have any
doubts about its existance.
Some schools provide chalk
boards in bathroom stalls for
graffitti writers.

Students could draw up
suggestion sketches and then
other volunteer students could
paint them. It may be about the
most inexpensive way of getting
the students involved in school.



Lia's duties clarified

Afraid to

nest-......

BY MARK YOMANTAS
Teacher absences run high at

OLCHS, and when such a
problem arises, a substitute
teacher must be hired for every
individual teacher absent. But
the word "teacher" in name
and definition is misunderstood
for sel dom are the students
taught by this teacher.

These people are the enforcers
of attendance and discipline
regulations or, if you like, baby
sitters. The substitute personel
are sometimes briefed on the
lesson plan, but many times the
teacher is left, in the unex
pected absence, with little more
than baby-sitting repon
sibilities. Students under these
conditions normally become
bored and restless which
naturalJy leads to them
becoming disruptive.

The answer is far from easy,
but two alternatives seem open,
one, that a permanent substitue
be hired for each section and be
required to attend different
classes that he might sometime
have to teach. Does that sound
expensive? Not when you
consider that there is at least
one teacher absent a day within
this school, and usually more.
At 30 - 35 dollars a day, hiring a
permanent substitute is that far
out of line. Second, a seperate
total lesson plan could be
divised for absences, and the
substitues could use this, a total
devoid plan. Something must be
done, they're not being paid to
babysit but instead to teach.

"p,
Do subs teach?

BY SUE CONSTANTINE

Bicentennial
plans

Did you know that Hometown
is one of the five Hometowns in
the United States? Or that
Wilber Wilcox was Oak Lawns
first school teacher with an
enrollment of 6? These facts,
which are posted in the main

entrance hall, are one way in
which "the Bicentennial Com-
mittee is getting involved with
our country's 200th birthday.

The Bicentennial Committee
consists of teachers, secretarial
staff and students. The
Chairmen of the committee is
Ms. Clauter. According to Mrs.
Clauter, the whole idea behind
the Bicentennial Committee is,
"to act as an coordinating agent
to get each department in the
school involved with the
Bicentennial celebration."

A dress up day and a dance is
also being planned. The theme
has not been decided on yet.

The variety show win have a
bicentennial theme to it.

Mr. Dominak, Ms. Coons ana
Ms. Hallbeck are planning a
Bicentennial Fair. It will be
held Friday April 30 in the
evening and Saturday May 1st
all day. There will be art'
exhibits, contests, continuous
enterainment and food, all of
which will involve the whole
school.

The Bicentennial Committee
is really getting into the spirit of
things and I feel everyone
should. Ms. Clauter welcomes
any suggestions anyone may
have to make our celebration of
the Bicentennial a year to never
forget.

lives?
,

save
coordinating the Bloo<1l"rive, told me that he always felt a tinge of
fear when he went to donate blood. He's donated every eight weeks
for several years. OLCHS's Permenent substitute, Mike Sopko, was
not the most anxious to donate blood either, but he did. Most of the
people who donated admitted they were a little nervous, and only a
few felt really at ease. This, however, is quite common, I was told
by a Blood Services technician.

It is very close to beingan instinctive reaction to be queasy about
being a blood donor, but there is no real basis for any qualms at all.
Donating is probably one of the most needlessly feared processes
known. Because people at OLCHS, students and staf~, could not
face their fears and rationally consider the process mvolv~ as
opposed to the benefits, many people have no doubt died.
Needlessly.

174 students donated blood. out of a possible 900. Once again, I'd
like to stress that these 174 students did a fine thing, but on the
whole. we barely scratched the surface.

One North Side school, as their Senior Class gift, donated
a year's supply of blood. Every student eligible to donate did.
Another high school sponsored a "Blood-A-Thon," that attracted
such a heavy flow of donors that donation went on thru most ofthe
night. And in comparison with the 24 OLCHS staff that took the time
and had the compassion to donate blood, a faculty blood drive in a
Milwaukee high school resulted in 180 pints of blood, just from the
faculty.

It disturbs me greatly· to think that with all the education our
faculty has, with all the experience in human contact, with all the
supposed interest in the bettering of our wourld, that only 24 of
them took the time and had the interest to keep someone alive.

The answer? Maybe the Blood Drive planned for this spring
should be directed at just the students, if they're the largest group
in this school that cares. Or maybe we should direct it at the
disinterested leaders of this school, its faculty. Perhaps they'll
dIsmiss their childish fears about a lifesaving process and come out
in throngs. I'd like to think so. I'd like to think that the people in this
school, especially the faculty, could reatlY interest themselves in
saving a life. Or maybe, the spring drive\will be as dissappointing
as this one. And if it is, there will ne only one reason. A reason that
stands out in the figures from this drive: in a t;ehool with about 100
possible donors, about 900 don't care. And that is a fairly close
estimate.

About 40 possible donors were rejected for various reasons,
which means about 10 times that many couldn't spare three
minutes for a blood test and a short physical examination to see of
they were eligible. If they weren't eligible, then they had tried. But
those that won·t try must not be the people that we thought they
were.

Helping someone is something that we learn from the first day we
are fed or when we take our first step. It seems though, that in a
lifetime of helping and being helped, that so many people stop short
at saving a life.

students don't smoke along the west wall. If a student is caught
smoking along the west wall instead of in the smoking area he is
subject to two hours of detention. Mr. Lia said "I really don't like
l;!ivinl! those hours but I have to in order to follow the rules. "

The 'routine' of walking around and keeping order is over at the
end of each period when they must make sure that the student
monitors are doing their job of cleaning up and putting the chairs in
order. In the past teachers watched the cafeteria but not outside.
They make sure at the end of the period that the monitors were
cleaning but as Mr. Lia says "anyone can do that."

As they go through their regular jobs they keep their eyes open
for trespassers. Ten have been caught this year. Many cars are
seen going throught he school grounds. Mr. Lia said "We don't
know what they're up to but half the time we think that it's
something to do with drugs."

One of the biggest reasons these men are here is because OLCHS
has open campus and this means that students can freely roam in
and out of the cafeteria whenever they wa~t to. This causes many
other problems that don't occur at other high schools who don't
have open campus priviledges.

The drug problem at OLCHS is one of the biggest problems that
these men have come in contact with. Mr. Lia says that they have
caught seven students this year who have had something to do WIth
drug traffic.

Mr. Lia is not here to just control the drug problem but as he does
his job, he is supposed to keep his eyes open on all problems that go
on in the school.

BY MARK SHELTON

November 14, 1975

On October 29-30, the OLCHS Student Organizations sponsored
a Blood Drive, with the goal of collecting aoo pints of blood. This
minimum amount, nessessary to provide unlimited fulfillment of
blood needs for all OLCHS students, faculty and staff, was missed
by 94 pints. While the 206 pints collected is a fine effort, and many
lives were saved through the use of this blood, it is certainly not an
effort that the OLCHS community can really be proud of. By rough
estimate, there were about eleven hundred people eligible to
donate. This includes faculty, sta£f, (including cafeteria and
custodial personel) and stu<lents over 17 years of age. Not included
in this estimate were parents and residents of Oak Lawn, who were
also encouraged to participate. Out of the 206 pints collected, 174
were students, 24 were faculty, and 8 were non-school participants.
Impressed? I'm Not. But go a little deeper.

Students were expected to represent the largest portion of the
donors, because there is a much larger student population than any
other school group. With the restrictions of being at least 17 years of
age, minimum weight of 110 and general good health, it's obvious
that much of the student body is excluded simply because of age.
However. one counselor estimated 1200 students were 17 years old
at the time of the Blood Drive, and other estimates by the ad
mistration run between 900 and 1500. People employed by the
school district for teaching and student supervision number 225 (all
of whom are at least 17 years old). Add to that custodians and
cafeteria personell, and you have a rough minumum of well over a
thousand people, just from the school community. Ah, but people
scream at me (I was pretty disappointed in the lack of interest in
the Blood Drive, and told a lot of people so.) that so many people
were underweight, anemic, (anemia, I later found out, is a fallacy
in the average high school student, but very common in middle
aged women), on medication and victims of any of the other dozen
reasons for exclusion from being a blood donor. Fine. Cut our rough
estimate in half, to allow for people with anemia, people on
medication etc., and see what we have. 550.

550 people who had an opportunity to save a life and protect their
family, by spending 15 minutes of their time donating blood. 206 did
so. Where were the other 344? Where were these people who, when
given a chance to keep someone from dying, passed it up?

People said they were afraid. Afraid to keep children, friends,
relative, community leaders, employers, employees, heads of
state, policemen, garbagemen and countless other people alive?
Everbody needs blood. Everybody. There is no synthetic substitue,
no temporary replacement. When someone needs blood, he can get
it from only one source. And if there is no blood available from
donors, that person dies. From our sealed, non-decison en
vironment at OLCHS, that may seem far away; the the thought of
someone dying because somewhere, someplace, somebody didn't
care. Dr Ben Smith, chairman of the Science Dept., admits freely
that he has a fear of needles. But Dr. Smith cared. He was one of the
first to donate. Senior Pat Burns, was terrified. She donated. And
she was terrified last year. But she donated last year, too. I'll admit
that I was apprehensive, to say the least, about donating blood, but
there was never any real doubt in my mind that I would. One of the
technicians from Blood Services Inc., the organization in charge of

Bylin-e

In the last issue of the Spartanite I wrote an article about the
cafeteria supervisors and I now wish to clarify just exactly what
the two men in the cafeteria do. In the last issue I said that Mr. Tom
Lia and Mr. Angleo Hilton monitor the cafeteria. This is not the
only job they have been hired for.

In an interview with Mr. Tom Lia, his duties were discussed and
although his main duty is to monitor and supervise the cafeteria
and the cafeteria monitors, he also supervises the area of the west
wall of the school which is outside the cafeteria doors.

As far as the basic jobs of supervising the cafeteria which include
keeping it clean and monitoring the lines I think these men aren't
needed. These jobs are well handled by the student monitors and
the cafeteria policies. But instead these men are greatly needed for
security reasons in the cafeteria.

During the lunch periods Mr. Lia and Mr. Knebel, who is the new
superviser in the cafeteria since Mr. Angelo left, go through a
'routine' job as Mr. Lia puts it. Thi!Y start with monitoring the
cafeteria lines for the first ten minutes of each period. Due to the
new policy of students not being allowed to wear jackets or
sweaters in the cafeteria lines, stealing is not the main reason for
them to watch the cafeteria lines. Mr. Lia says they are there to
keep order in the lines.

After the rush in the cafeteria lines dies down they walk around
the cafeteria keeping order. They also walk outside and watch so

BY DAN SOBCZAK



Kim Sanders

More credits

The SO's dance is really
popular so I think they should
let any amount of kids come.

Pat Bell

Sue Dillon

We should be able to have the
pre-registration at the begin
ning of February. This is,
because by then the students
would know for sure what
classes they want for the on
coming year. Some classes in
the student's second semester
schedule might influence the
following years selections.

If there were any changes,
they could be made near the end
of the school year.

Tom Nicolette

November 14, 1975

Cartoons wanted

Our school paper is nothing
compared to some high school
newspapers, such as the
Falcon. They even have
Saturday funnies. The
SPARTANITE has the same
boring stuff in it every month.
Another monotonous circle.
Let's get something interesting
in the paper.

Kathy Locacius

three electives and a study hall
or Open Campus plus the
required courses, I won't be
able to take all I want. I think a
substitue for Open Campus
would benefit those who work
during the summer and are
unable to take summer school.

Mary Fitzmaurice

Our newspaper seems to be so
different from other high school
newspapers. Most college
newspapers are so much bigger
and seem to cover so much
information. Also many school
newspapers have a comic
section. Almost everyone who
picks up a newspaper looks for
the funnies or the horoscopes
first. I think it would be great if
our newspaper could have the
funnies, or maybe a page with
puzzles or things the students
would enjoy doing.

Spartanite

lacks interest

III
The Spartanlte

50's praise

I think the idea of the 50's
week is great. But why do have
to wait until November to have
a little fun. Why can't we have
more activities like the SO's
week. Maybe we could have a
special group of events during
the week before Homecoming?
Or maybe the students could
watch old time movies during
their study halls? Maybe the
atmosphere around her would
improve a little.

Mary Wendling

Only 750 tickets?

and I don't know what's gomg
on. I was wondering if anyone
else had this problem. If enough
kids do then maybe we can
change the time ofthe an
nouncements.

I'd like to know why it is
necessary that we pre-register
for next year already. Most kids
don't really know what they
want to take yet.

I understand that classes for
next year must be figured ac
cording to expected
registration, but I still think it's
too early to register.

Mary Lynn Miller

Registration too early

Page 6

Academ ics deserve

letters

Announcement times

need change

I think that all students who
participate in academic, extra
curricular, competitive ac
tivities should receive school
letters. Sport participants
receive school letters while
students in academic copetitive
clubs such as forensics and
reader's theater receive
nothing.

I know what it's like to put in
long, hard hours of work for
competitions sake, and then get
no regnition.

Julie Hiryak

The student announcements
are given at the beginning of
fourth and fifth periods. I have
~...:ch 4a and P.E. fifth period.
In the cafeteria it is impossible
to hear the announcements and
in the locker room there are
sixty girls all talking. Therefore
I never hear the announcements

I would like to know why they
are only selling 750 tickets at the
SO's dance this year. They only
have a 50's day and dance once
a year and too many students
want to go.

SIVCHNINSKI

wanted

I think that if students want to
take more than ten credits per
year. Next year I want to take
four electives, but since the sch
edule for Seniors calls for

pre-registration

I think that the pre
registration period in
November, is too early in the
year to make our choices for the
following year.

I think there should be car
toons in the school newspaper,
add an entra section a half page
or V4 of a page because I know
some pretty good cartoonists,
and it would be something extra
for the reader.

Kurt Leslie

Do you like 50's

DANIEL STANTON-SENIOR

"People participating in the
activity enjoy it because they
never did it before. A lot of
people wished they lived in the
SO's. "

_......

Speak
Out TRACEY ARNOLD-SENIOR

"It's pretty good because it
breaks the monotony of school. I
won't get dressed up, so I can
laugh at everyone else who
does.

day?

JEAN DVORAK-SENIOR

"It's a good idea because it
involves school spirit and kids
get involved in student ac
tivities. "

MR. LYNCH-
SUPERINTENDANT

"I feel if the kids get involved
it will be a success. I think it's
gre~t if the kids and staff get
together."

nOLLY PRICE-SENIOR

"I think it's a good idea to
have a 50's day because
everyone has a good time."

JAMES HOREJS
PHOTOGRAPHY TEACHER

··it's a good idea because
nO!italgia is always a good thing
to look back on. Also speaking
for most of the faculty it was,
'the way we were'."
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Images:
Thomas Haiek II

Thomas Hajek II, poet, artist,
and lecturer, recently read a
sampling of h~s work at the Oak
Lawn Public Library. A popular
face at nearby high schools and
universities, Hajek has been
writing for 12 years. "I want to
touch my audience, make them
think," Hajek comments.

Following are a few of
Hajek's poems. In an upcoming
issue, Hajek's poem and
drawing that won 2nd place in
the Mississippi Valley Poetry
Contest on October 24, 1975 will
be featured.

Thomas Hajek II

ADRUNK'S DILEMMA

I'M CHEAP GIN BUZZED UP
AND I'M BACK FOR MORE
HOWS COME YOU AIN'T GOIN' MY WAY

ONE WAY DOOR.

French Club members recently enjoyed the sunshine of an Indian summer
on a bike hike along Chicago's lakefront. A picnic on the beach and a tour of the northside
followed. Pictured from left to right are Ms. Williams, club sponsor, Donna Morphew, Donna
Dean, and Donna Morgan. <Staff phlolto by Cheryl Bailey)

I'M FEELIN GOOD
LIKE A GOOD DRUNK SHOULD
AND BLAM I YOU HIT ME IN THE HEAD
ALMOST KNOCKED ME DEAD

.....•..•..•............•..................................

Have a donutl Oak Lawn

"
,

Oak Lawn, IL

4953 W. 95th St.

Rite-way Discount

Oceanside Hotel

'!{#11 "'''wfir

$50.00 Deposit To:

PHONE: 636-7800

This is not a school sponsored trip;
school assumes no responsibility or
liability.

7f(,,.[d ;ffape{.4Ig;yt

5615 W. 95th St.

''Y'uk"
Oak~wl1s 1976 fr'».ffJi

8 days, 7 nights - April 16-23

":lJ'~
CHAPERONES: Mr. and Mrs. Len Scadut

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Eastma

BY LYNDA HESSLING

Mr. James Craig, one of the This year -'Mr. Craig has
boys' deans, has come across a started his collection again, and
new idea to make his office a will soon be getting his first
little bit more pleasant. Besides batch of donuts. So, fellas,
hanging funny pictures and cute now's you chance to place an
sayings on his office wall, he order. I' I

has taken up buyin~ donuts.
Mr. Craig first started buying FE X Wi

donuts last year when he was
taking in 10 cents from boys who
swore in his office. Mter awhile,
when the money started piling
up, he bought a few dozen
donuts. The students that had
put money in had first choice as
to what kind of donut they
wanted. Other students were
allowed to have a donut too.
Through word of mouth, other
students started coming in and
donating money.

Mr. Craig buys 12 dozen
donuts at a time. "Traffic was
heavy on the first donut day,"
he siad, . "But the second time
around wasn't so bad."

When the donuts were bought,
they were divided into two
groups-those with filling and
those that were plain. They
were kept in various places,
such as the mimio-graph room
behind the attendance office.
Some were kept in Mr. Craig's
filing cabinet.

The money' is collected and
kept under the glass of Mr.
Craig's desk. But the dollar bills
are kept elsewhere so people
with sticky fingers can't get to
them. The donut money also is
lent out by Mr. Craig to
students who forgot their lunch
money or need it to make a
phone call. Most of the students
go along with the "game" and
return it within a few days,
sometimes adding a little more
than owed.

"The fellas have donated
money towards a donut day.
When enough money is
collected, I buy Dunkin' Donuts
and visitors to the office, share
in the puchase," Mr. Craig said.

Reflecting on man; searching for truth,
Reaching,
Racing, on a mission of live
Racing, on a mission of love.

Will the real poet please stand up.

Fantastic words and obscure thought,
Impressive nonsense, all for what?

Beware the ego-trippers and self-satisfiers,
Blank versing ramblers, and poetifiers.

Spewing phrases,
Laced with honey cliches,
Maneuvering to fill your literary cup.

Will the real poet please stand up.

PLEASE STAND UP!

Painter with words, philosopher, idealist
Lover,
Loner, .....universalist.

WILL THE REAL POET

But only
But only one feels,

Only one loves,
And only one reaches to touch.

Now!
Will the real poet please stand up.

Poets and pretenders look quite the same.
One makes it his life, one makes it his game.

ONE-WAY DOOR
ONE-WAY DOOR
WHO THE HELL PUT YOUR KIND
IN A LIQUOR STORE.

Will the real poet please stand up.
Taking life for all it is
Giving to you all that is his.
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Can you spare a pint?

Waterbeds, tOOay's trend in sleeping facilities, come in all shapes,
sizes, and price ranges.

(Staff photo by Donna Dean courtesy of Undercurrent Waterbeds.)

beds do, and therefore can be
used by patients who must
remain in bed for several
months. Medical patients and
paraplegics find them easy to
get in and out of. Burn units at
major hospitals are using them
to treat patients and motels are
finding that business improves
by installing them.

Couples are not always in
stantly happy with their new
waterbeds, since any move
made by one person on the bed
is immediately felt by the other
in the form of waves. According
to Jane Westfall, an employee
of Undercurrents, "The first
few nights on a waterbed take
some getting used to. By about
the third night, though, the
waves are very relaxing and it's
great!" Another complaint is
that it takes an additional effort
to turn over in bed, more than
would be ordinarily expended
in the normal rolling from
side to side. Ross invalidated
this point by stating, "Tossing

.and turning is virtually
eliminated. The waterbed in
creases circulation, and
therefore people don't toss and
turn to relieve themselves of the
pressure caused by sleeping on
one side too long." Other
aspects fof the waterbed that
were once cause for debate,
have now been stifled.

Manufacturers say that a
waterbed will not leak unless
deliberately slashed, and safety
liners are sold with all beds to
revent any chance of flood. The
only "problem" left unsolved is
that of the weight of the
waterbeds--a king-size version
weighs 1,600 pounds. But on the
other hand, when waterbeds are
unfilled, they are easy to move
from room to room, through
narrow hallways, and up stairs
-something that's quite difficult
with a conventional mattress.

The success of the waterbed
doesn't lie if! its history, price,
and therapeutic aspects.
Rather, as a catchy ad boasts,
"Two things are better on a
waterbed, and one of them is
sleep." Betcha the other isn't
Chinese checkers ... !

t~ f( ~ lVl tVl~ tl r ~I \t Ir \!l

DRIVING SCHOOL

499-2422
15 or older you can start toward your

drivers license today. 4 week courses,
insurance discounts and school
credit available call 499-2422 now
5406 W. 95th St. Oak Lawn

"Waterbeds are nature's way of
support. Research has deter
mined that a waterbed is the
best immitation of a mother's
womb. It soothes and relazes
you, and especially with the
heaters that act like heating
pads, aches .and pains disap
pear." Also, waterbeds do not
cause bed sores as conventional

stereo set, a bar and directional
lighting.

Americans being the eternal
pleasure seekers, waterbeds
w~ld sell themselves on
con\'rort alone even without the
attractive price tag. The
princiPle-of the water bed in
general is that since water is
fluid and incompressible,
pressure will be exerted against
the surface of the body equally
at all points. This gentle, nearly
ceaseless sloshing motion rocks
you to sleep. As Ross puts it,

Many organs of the body help
to keep the blood functioning.
The heart pumps the blood, the
lungs supply it with oxygen, and
the kidneys keep it pure and
free from poisons. Other organs
supply the blood with food. With
all these organs working
together, it seems that anyone
could donate blood. But one pint
of blood takes up to two weeks
to reproduce and some aoctors
say that teens need this blood
because they are so active.

Dr. Julius Brandt, a surgeon
and general practitioner in
Burbank, stated that, "Legally,
18 is of age, so it's okay. But 17
requires two things: (l) that
you have your parents' per
mission and (2), it depends on
your condition. Definitely if it's
;>n emergency."

every budget, and m many
cases, they are cheaper than
conventional beds. At Un
dercurrents, prices range from
a special $99.95 (including
heater, mattress, liner, and
frame,) to about $750.00 for a

round waterbed with a padded
frame upholstered with im
mitation mink. Available at
other stores are beds t>o lure the
wealthier buyers. Innerspace
Co. offers a $3,000 "Pleasure
Island," an 8-ft.-square
waterbed with contour pillows,
color television, an elaborate

they are in a state of rapid
growth and need all (blood) that
they can get. It isn't wise to give
blood at 17."

The amount of blood in the
body depends on the person.
Factors important here are the
size and weight of the person. A
larger person has more blood
than a smaller person.

The World Book En-
cyclopedia states that most
healthy human beings stop
growing some time between the
ages of 18 and 30. In other wordS
17 is still adolescence and
adolescence is the period when
growth is most important.
Blood is needed during this
period of growth.

Dr. Salvatore Caliendo,
another general practitioner in
Oak Lawn says that, "Seven
teen is too young. Eighteen is
the age to donate blood."

On the other hand, Dr. But whether or not it is safe
Nayeem Sharriff, a resident for 17 year olds to donate blood,
doctor in the Village Arts there is a definite need for
Building in Oak Lawn, says, blood. And if you're strong
"It's fine if your strong enough and willing, and
enough." Dr. Mark Kanaris, a especially if you're 18 years of
general practioner in Chicago, age, donate a pint of blood. One
says, "It's great if you're not day, your famIly may be in need
anemic." of a blood transfusion.

with married couples being the
most popular. They have seeped
out of the head-shops and have
taken a perminent position in
the furniture showroom. There
is a growing number of

manufacturers and
distributers: Aquarius
Products, the Water Works, the
Wet Dream, Undercurrents,
Aqua Beds, the New Age, and
Sgt. Peppers, to name a few.

The prices of waterbeds vary
widely, and this is one reason
why they have gained in
popularity. There's a bed for

BY KAREN LANG

BY CHERYL BAILEY

Waterbeds first burst on the
American scene about six years
ago when Californian Micheal
Zamoro recognized the
potential in filling a vinyl bag
with water and sleeping on it. "I
got a vision then. I saw a wave
of blue water like a breaker. On
the wave in golden script was
written: The World Wahts_
Waterbeds."

Fact or fiction, Zamoro has
lived to see his dream come
true--with time to spare for
living off the profits. At about
the same time, designer
Charles Hall was working on a
similar idea, only his was an
inflatable chair filled with
liquid starch, then with gelitin,

and finally with water after the
first two materials were un
successful. From these first
attempts at paradise afloat, the
waterbed has evolved into
America's fastest growing
furniture fad, with no apparent
let-up in sight.

Donating a pint of blood may
help someone or possibly even
save their life, but will it cause
you any harm?

A few requirements for
donating blood are as follows:

1. Not ever having rheumatic
fever, syphilis, blood disorders
or any other disease of this type.

2. You do not presently have,
or had within the past week, a
sore throat.

3. You must weigh more than
lWlbs.~rawomanandl§Jbs.

for a man.
4. Women may not be men

stuating.
5. You cannot be taking

medications (with a few ex
ceptions).

According to a few doctors in
the area, it is not a good idea to
donate blood if you're 17 years
of age. But according to the
Blood Bank at Christ Hospital,
it is proven that teens 17 years
old (with their parents' per
mission) can safely donate a
pint of blood.

Dr. Wesley Ryd, a general
practitioner in Oak Lawn says,
"It's unwise for teens to do that
(donate blood). Maybe seniors
oan do it safely but before that

Just how popular are
waterbeds? "Unbelievably
popular," says Mr. R. Ross,
manager of Undercurrents
Waterbeds, 7818 S. Cicero. "We
sell between 30 and 40 a week."

Waterbed owners used to oe
thought of as "swinging
singles," entertaining their
partners on liquid luxury. In the
late '60's, it was considered
"hip" to have a waterbed, with
Hugh Hefner setting the
standard by buying a king-size
one and covering it with im
ported opossum. But now
waterbeds are appealing to the
masses, young and old alike,
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5615 W. 95th ST. OAK LAWN. ILL. 60453
Suburban 636·7800
Chicago 581·1650

This is not a school sponsored trip;
school assumes no responsibility or
Iiabi Iity.
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(Photo by Spartanite photographer Tom Brouilelette)

Waikiki Beach,
Honolulu, Kona

Hilo - Hawaii

April 16-April 23
CHAPERONES: Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill$399 $50.00 Deposit To:
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Phone:

GA 2-3915

9233 53RO COURT

OAK LAWN, ILL. 60453

student body at OLCHS are
involved in the Martial Arts,
many in Judo. Judo is a sport,
the same as wrestling. The
I. H.S.A. recognizes Judo as a

sport, and seemg that other
schools have it now, why not
here? If there was enough
student response, surely it
would be possible.

Every couple of weekends
some of us at OLCHS, involved
in Judo, compete in tour
naments in Chicago and it's
suburbs reprenting the different
clubs we work out at. Todd
Carlson, a senior, won the Pre
nationals in Chicago in the
summer of '73, went to Denver
to represent Illinois in the
Nationals, yet how many knew

about it here? None.
Yet, you don't see a student of

Karate, Judo, or any of the
other Arts going out and
pouncing on everyone. Most
likely you'll see them back
down from a fight than start
one, they're not out to prove
how tough they are. To them it
is just like football or baseball is
to a "jock". On the other hand,
don't go out and tangle with
someone with 10-15 years of
experience in the Martial Arts;
he'll kill you.

(JiJ

Complete Insurance Service

F. A. DODGE-AGENCY

Until 2 years ago, Kung-Fu
was never heard of. It seems to
me that Kung-Fu is an imagined
stem of the Arts, a figment of
some promoters imagination.
He gave the theory that Kung
Fu was around before Christ,
that wandering budist priests
u$ed it to ward off attackers. I
think it's just derived from its
two sister arts, Judo and
Karate. Judo has been inferior
to Karate in the general publics
mind since it is more of a sport
than self defense form. Though
Martial Art in every sense of the
word, it is quite different from
any of the others, being s
spectacular spectator sport.

Judo's closest relative would
be wrestling, as Karate's would
be boxing. The only difference
is Judo is a "dirtier" type of
wrestling. There are five ways
of winning a match in Judo; pin
for 30 seconds, choke to sub
mission, armbar to submission,
throw in good form, or pick your
opponent up onto your
shoulders, in sort of a fireman's
carry.

Many are unaware of the fact
that at least 5 per cent of the

on the street> were outlawed.
All of a sudden a kid who saw
Lee do his fighting (kata) with

the sticks at the theater was an
"expert". Who suffered? The
one who became an expert in at
least five years instead of the
kid who thinks he's an "expert"
in five minutes, 'cause he's
trying to imitate Bruce Lee.
Maybe if Bruce Lee was
flinging brooms around instead
of nunchaku, brooms would be
illegal now too.

With the Kung-Fu flicks came
the Kung-Fooey "schools"
People claiming to be experts
took the weight off many a
suckers wallet, giving him
hopes of being a black belt in a
few months time. Who suf
fered? The person who went
through a few decades of
training, studying, working
out, and competition to get
their black belt.

If you want to go into the
Martial Arts, go to a school run
by Martial Artists, not a school
run by rip-off artists.

Sophomore Jim Dunning and junior Jeff Jedlicka practice for
upcoming tournament to be held ill Chicago.
<Staff photo by Tom Brouillette>

BY JEFF JEDLICKA

People have been in a frenzy
the past couple of years over the
Marial Arts. Everyone's on a
Kung-Fu "kick". Nobody knew
much about the M1'lrtial Arts,
Kung-Fu, Judo, and Karate
three years ago, and all of a
sudden everyone's an expert,
just because they saw a karate
flick, or took a $10 lesson at
some fly-by-night "Kung
Fooey" school.

The TV series "Kung-Fu"
started a wave of Martiaf Arts
mania which reached its peak
when Bruce Lee's films hit the
screen. Lee's films started a
wave of Martial Arts flicks all

over the US. Though on one
hand, David Carradine, star of
Kung-Fu didn't know beans
about the Arts, Bruce Lee was a
star in every sense of the word.
Lee's history in the Arts is quite
impressive. He studied under
and became a master in the art

of 'Wing Chun' (an art of
Chinese origin) for 20 years. He
starred as Kato in The Green
Hornet; he was in a couple of
the Longstreet episodes. But he
was well remembered in his
four films, his best considered

"Enter the Dragon" the top
Kung-Fu flick of aU time.
IronicaUy, he died soon after
this movie, at the height of his
career and in his early 30's. Yet
he won't be forgotten; the
public considered him a 20th
century super-hero.

Bruce Lee, king of the karate
flicks. (Courtesy of Rainbow
Publications)

Overnight, Karate, Kung
Fu and Bruce Lee were
household words. People came
out of moviehouses throwing
sloopy kicks and punches,
trying to duplicate what they
just saw on the screen yet knew
nothing about. People were
getting hurt innocently by these
"experts". Thanks to aU of the
movies put out, Nunchaku
(Karate sticks, nun-chuc'ks.
chop-sticks, as they're known
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Intramurals needed at OL

eogers look to improve;

will try "New offense"

Good for sports?

ference championship the last
two years.

The varsity will participate in
two tournaments this year, one
at Quigley South after the first
game and the other, the Oak
Lawn Holiday Tournament at
Reavis High School.

allowing four goals.
Other team members include

Augie Bova. Butch Meyers,
George Zeeman, Ron Schabes,
Mark Korosic, Vic Korosic, Bob
Fleckensten, Mike Calan
driello, Jeff Pipala, Bob Por
cellino, John Brissman, Greg
Glomb, Mike Gary, Randy
Alber, Gene Bova and Jerry
Purpura. They are coached by
Mr. Pipala and Tom Lia.

The team plays every Wed
nesday and SUTlday at the
Homewood Flossmoor ice rink
at 183 and Flossmoor. Ad
mission is one dollar.

requires that a coach be cerified
teacher and meet one of three
other stipulated requirements.

This is one rule that killed the
chances for a J. V. team
associated with the school. The
J.V. coach was going to be Mr.
Tom Lia, a cafeteria super
visor. He was very qualified,
having played in high school
and college. But since he wasn't
a certltled teacher, he cannot
coach a school associated team.

Other schools run into this
problem since many school
employees don't have any
background in hockey. Because
of this, many schools can't put
hockey into their athletic
program.
.. There is another rule that is
hurting the players themselves.
This is by-law A-I-I8. It pr
ohibits participation on a non
school team and a school team
in the same sport at the same
time.

Since the availability of ice
time is limited and the time
made available expensive
many players join other teams
to get in needed pr~ctice time.

The association claims that it
is not trying to adverse the
development of hockey, yet it
refuses to change its by-laws to
accomadate hockey.
If this is not being adverse to

the development of hockey then
what do you call it?

,~-

defense.
The S.LC.A. conference,

having been changed since last
year, contains six teams:
Lincoln-Way, Sandburg,
Reavis, T.F. South and Bremen.
Missing from the conference is
the always-tough rival Thorn
wood, who has taken the con-

Hockey club wins
season opener 5-4

BY J. R. ERNST

The Oak Lawn Hockey Club
squeaked by Carl Sandburg 5-4
before 200 people in their season
opener last Sunday.

The game was close until th,
last horn. Both teams skated
well throughout the whole
game.

Leading the team in scoring
was Joe Dvornick with two
goals. He was followed by Mike
Boudreau, Bob Pavic and
Bobbie Kimball, each with a
goal apiece. Goalie Gary
VerS~ve turned in a fair
perfo~ance in the net,

plications with IHSA by-laws
and school laws they decided to
enter their league as an in
dependent team.

One IHSA by-law killed any
chance for having a J.V. team
associated with the high school.
It is this law that needs to be
changed before many schools
have a chance to have a hockey
team.

This rule is IHSA by-law A-II
9 which deals with the
qualifications of coaches. It

-

BY DENNIS POWERS

Basketball is underway at
OLCHS for the '75-'76 season.
Practices started last Monday
for the first game of the season
against Stagg High School to be
held here.

Coming off a 10-16 season last
year this year's team is looking
forward to a much better season
this year. The addition of last
year's conference champ
sophomores to the experienced
juniors of last year should
combine to make a well
balanced team. The team
consisting of 22 players now will
have to be cut down to 15 by the
first game.•

Using more of last year's
sophomore style of fast break
play, the offense will depend on
two main factors that Coach
Scaduto stresses: quickness
and concentration. 'New drills
have been added to the prac
tices to help develop and
straighten these skills. This
offense will be a quick-cutting
and passing style with a
minimum of unnecessary
dribbling. The main reason for
this drastic change of style of
play from last year is the lack of
height present this year.

One of the few unchanging
elements of this year's team
will be defense. The team will
play its usual hard-nosed

for the better of high school
sports. But because of a few of
their rules listed in the IHSA by
laws, many schools cannot have
a team or must do so illegally.
Our high school doesn't have a

hockey team, although many
people associate the Oak Lawn
Hockey Club with the school,
since the team is made up of
OLCHS students.

The Oak Lawn Hockey Club
wanted to use the high schools
name, but because of com-

with the students by making sure everybody has a good time.
Another problem with starting the program would be the

availability of gyms. "There is no doubt in my mimd that an in
tramural program would be accepted at OLCHS; the only problem
would be that most of the gyms are used extensively, even at night,
from Nov. 1 until the end of January," stated Mr. Steven Lebrecht,
assistant superintedent in charge of finance. "The funds we would
need for the program would be for equipment and for the sponsor's
or supervisor's pay. The board of education would probably make it
possible for these funds."

Recently, a Monday-night recreational program for members of
the OLCHS faculty was threatened to be cancelled because of lack
of interest. Surely if the students had a program of their own they
would not let it fall apart.

A well rounded program would include boys' and girls' sports. "A
student intramural program would go over well here as it does in
many other schools," said Mr. Dominick Frigo, administrative
assistant, "The facilities here are very large and should be used to
their full extent."

IHSA
BY J. R. ERNST

Wiatr, junior Pat Gajdoras and
sophomore Colleen Fenton.
Last year the varsity team's
record was 8-3, which has
stayed the same for three
straight years.

The Illinois High School
Association OSHA) is the
governing body behind all its
member's athletic prorams.

Its board makes all the rules
by which the high school
athletic departments must
adhere to. Failure to adhere to
these rules could permanently
damage a schools athletic
program.

The IHSA is supposed to be

J. V. hockey team falls aport

Jean Dvorak reaches high for another point from the op
ponents (Staff photo by Donna Dean)

Volleyball team aims
to top 8-3 record
BY MICHELE WI ERZGAC

OLCHS Girls' Volleyball "A"
team won their first meet of the
season against Thornton
Fractional South on Thursday,
Novem6er 6,2-1. The "B" team
lost by a score of 2-0.

"Everyone is working hard
and the team looks as though it
has a lot of depth," daid Ms.
June VerSchave, head coach of
the girls' volleyball team.
"Sandburg can possible give us
a hard time, but Reavis will be
the biggest challenge of the
year. For the last five years
that we have played them, they
have always defeated us."
Reavis will be their main
concern as they play them twice
this year.

Returning players are;
seniors Jean Dvorak and Jean
Sobol, Juniors Michele Wier
zgac, K. C. Cunningham and
last year's Most Valuable
Player, Judy Vilchuck. New
members of the varsity include
seniors Karen Gallager, Tina
Barajaz, Roxanne Fox, Nancy

BY DAN PADY

Over the past five years, students at OLCHS have not seen much
in the way of an intramural program. It is greatly needed.

There have been open swimming and weight conditioning
programs, but these were only small programs compared to the
year-round program which was supervised for six years until 1971
by Mr. Joe Walton. The program was dropped when the school
board asked for a major cutback of sports funds. Freshmen sports,
tennis and golf were dropped but later reinstated.

Mr. Walton, who recalled that the past intramural program was
a success as far as student interest is concerned, commented, "I
hope to see a new program here because the students would benefit
from it. There are about eighteen guys on the varisty basketball
team at OLCHS but there are probably 200 guys in the school that
have the ability to play but don't because of grades, part-time jobs
or lack of confidence."

If a new program was reinstated at OLCHS, staff interest would
be a major concern. The program would need a sponsor or
supervisor that is familiar with all spOrts and is willing to work
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Soph cagers hope
fo defend 1sf place
BY DENNIS POWERS

Sophomore basketball coach
Skip Sullivan has confidence
that his team can win con
ference for the second year in a
row.

"We will have a balanced
scoring team as usual and there
has been good enthusiasum,
both of which should be an asset
to our team," stated Coach
Sullivan. He also stated that
there is going to be less running
and fast breaking than the
previous year.

Coming off of an 11-9 season
last year as freshmen, the
sophomores are in the process
of learning a new offense that
will best utilize their talent.

The Sophomores will be
competing in a new conference
that will contain six teams.
Asked if the new conference
would help or hurt the teams'
chances, Coach Sullivan stated,

"the conferencece is about the
same competition-wise, but wit
hout Thornwood it could be a
help for the team".

The team is going to rely
mostly on a man-to-man
defense and will use a lot of full
court pressing.

They have the quickness and
speed to press and fast break,
but am> have the height and
patience to run an offense
capably. Coach Sullivan plans
to use both of these assets to the
bfst of the team's advantage.

The sophomore basketball
team will participate in two
tournaments this season. One
will be at Benet Academy over
the Thanksgiving weekend and
the other is at Quigley South
over Christmas vacation.

The Sophs will start of the
season with a home game
against Stagg High School.
Sohomore games start at 6:30,
before the 8:00 varsity game.

Jim Vail having a tough go of it in a practice meet vs. Steve La Rocco. The Grapplers are
gettinJ( ready for another season on the mats. (staff photo by Donna Dean)

Grapplers hope to improve.
with 10 returning starters

Gridders squeak by
Bremen; close at 6-2

Harriers finish
7th in final meet

category seems unstable at this
time. With good depth at every
other weight, I look forward to a
very successful season for the
wrestling Spartans, '.' exclaimed
Lawson.

The team is in a new con
ference this year. Coach
Lawson expects S..~.-lh"rg.
Reavis and Bremen to be the
toughest competitors. Coach
Woerner summed it up by
saying, "The season is young
and anything can happen
between now and February."

~ Tllf A,R fORU
,~ INTERESTED IN

MAKING THE MOST
OF YOUR TALENTSI
You have probably
already discovered that
you need experlance to
get a good job these
days...and you need a
job to get experience.
Where does someone
like you start?

Each year over 79.000
men and women just like
you get a headstart in the
Air Force. You S88, in the
Air Force you doh't need
that hard-to-get past
experience...we give It to
you.

-Choose a skill that will
prepare you for the
future.

-Earn full pay while you
learn.

-Become a professional.

For more Inform.tlon,
pi.... c.1I your IOUlI Air
Force Recruiter .t:
107:J5 S. Cicero Ave.
Oak Lawn, IIUnois 60453
425-4922

Other returning grapplers
and their weight categories
include seniors Larry Wagner 
126, Jim Vail - 132, Steve La
Rocco - 138, Jim Mastores - 145,
Mike Chickerillo - 155, Steve
Morganthaler - 167 and Gerry
Burns - Hwt.

Some hipeful juniors include
Bob BernHt at 105 Ibs., John
Polisso at 112, Jim Latanski at
167 and last year's coruerence
champ for his weight, Gary
Rameriz at 119.

"Only the 98 lb. weight

BY J .R. ERNST

Varsity wrestling coaches
Chuck Lawson and Mike
Woerner are counting on the
1975-76 wrestling team to better
last year's 12-4 record.

Although last year's season
record was the best in the last
ten years, Lawson feels that he
has the material to better that
record.

Only two of last year's twelve
starters, Jim Cizek and John
Spears, will be lost to the team
due to graduation, thus leaving
ten returning starters.

Two of those starters were
conference champions last
year. Junior Paul Cizek took
conference at 98 Ibs. and Dan
McEntee at 185 Ibs. McEntee
also placed second at both
Districts and Sectionals and at
State. Cizek will move up to 105
Ibs. this year, while McEntee
will remain at 1851bs., both with
eyes on their second conference
championship.

over the field."
Oak Lawn's 6-2 record puts

them tied with Reavis for
second to Carl Sandburg in the
conference, who lost 27-19 to
Belleville in the first round of
their class 5A playoffs.

This year's season is over, so
OL football fans will have to say
"wait 'till next year." The
passing combination Serio to
Saylor will be back, so a lot of
footballs can be expected to be
flying next fall in the "massive
OLCHS Stadium."

A great percentage of this
year's team was made up of
seniors, and next years' juniors
don't look like much help to
anyone. First place might be
fun, but the team could do well
to settle for another enjoyable
and exciting season, as the one
just passed.

game, built up a 14-7 lead.
With just 4:48 to go in the court
quarter, Serio passed a second
TD to Saylor, and the Spartans
were just a point behind. Head
Coach Kunde then made his
final big decision of his OL
football season. The Spartans
went for two, and were suc
cessful converting a loss into a
victory. Minutes later, Oak
Lawn walked away with a 15-14
victory.

The one point victory over a
weak Bremen team wasn't
exactly a great showing. But
still, the Spartan gridders had
to overcome first half injuries
that sidelined Cippur Highes,
Dale Krouse, and John
McGrath. ,According to
McGrath, who wasn't at 100 per
cent from the start, the Bremen
team played "really dirty, a11

La Rocque hurt the team the
latter part of the year, but the
harriers enjoyed a sucessful
season posting a 6-5 record in
dual meets.

The sophomores finished
their season this year with a 5-7
record in dual meets. They were
led by Ed Fabian who took two
first places, and Dave Downey,
who took one. Other sophomore
runners were Bill Lancaster,
Rich Flis, Mike Barrattia, Don
Banach, Tom Shepard, Tom
Pajor, Frank Mc Nerney and
Bert Haisma.

BY NEIL BARNHART

The varsity cross country
team ended their season with a
seventh place finish out of a 19
team field at the district meet
on Oct. 25.

Out of the 133 man field, Rich
Renz took individual honors for
Oak Lawn with an 18th place
finish. Followed closely by Tim
La Rocque in 25th, Rich Pluhar
in 32nd and Steve Banach in
37th. The team failed to qualify
for the sectional meet by not
finishing in the top five. An
injury to number three man Bill

BY BOB DODGE

The long road of the gridiron
season is over. There's no
reason to hide. This year
Spartans did all th~y could to
make it successful. And they
did.

The Spartan gridmen were
victorious in the last game of
the season, by a score of 15-14
over a weak Bremen team.

From the opening gun, it
looked like a final romp for Oak
Lawn. A fumble recovery after
the kickoff brought quarterback
Joe Serio to the controls. On the
first play from scrimmage, he
passed to Steve Saylor for a
touchdown, and gave Oak Lawn
a quick 7-0 lead. The fire soon
cooled off however, as Bremen
Throughout the slowly paced
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Athlete of the Issue

Oak Lawn

Spattanite

Sports

Green Wave dives
into new conference

level".
Looking ahead into the

season, the Green Wave feels
confident in four events, -the
500-yard freestyle, 100-yard
back-stroke, lOG-yard breast
stroke and the 200 LM.

Coach Scarpelli is confident
this years team will be a win
ner. Hoping there will be no
injuries that will hurt them
severely, he feels the Green
Wave should end up with one of
there best seasons in a long
time.

Mital, Warren English and
Steve Bylak.

Besides Bylak and Tsurasaki,
the team consists mostly of
seniors who were on the team
last year. The team will rely on
this experience against the
teams which expect to give
them problems in the S.LC.A.
West Conference, mostly
Homewood-Flossmor, Bloom
and Thornwood.

Gymnastics meets are
decided by the top three in each
event added together, with the
all-around men added in at the
end of the meet., , . ,

B'i NEIL BARNHART

OLCHS gymnasts will open
their season with an away meet
against Schaumburg on
December 2.

Although practice has just
started, "The team looks to do
well," according to Head Coach
Chuck Duncan. Performing the
important all around (five
events) routine will be Scott
Reichert and Ken Tsurasaki.
Pete Popik and Ron Vahl will
handle the rings, while a battle
for the top man on the tram
poline will be between Ken

TEENAGE DRIV,ER ED.

size of the enrollment of that
school. There are six schools in
the new S.LC.A. Conference
including Sandburg, Bremen,
Reavis, T.F. North and T.F.
South.

When Coach Scarpelli was
asked about the competition in
the new conference he stated,
"the teams are more on our
level of competition. Instead of
going against strong state
ranked teams like Thornwood
and Thornton, these teams in
o~ conference are at our

\1

Gymnasts to be
led by veterans

• AppI'oved by Ill. Supt. of Public Instruction

~
• New <:our.. sterting M>out every.2 _ks

• 2 .nd" _k cour.s .' 15 to 18 \trs. .old
• Home pick·up for .11 driving llaons

• Fr" trip to station for permit
• Auto inSUrince dilClOunt Cll'tificete

~ -La:-. "All in~_~~.~~_~~~:~:.~~~~tifiCI~~;;-

~ ..... 1423.• 12121'"'::"~~
..... JIIII"'-

~

mersmark. This experience
makes the team look like the
strongest in the league right
now. In the third game for the
scratch team, the Oak Lawn
bowlers compiled one streak of
23 marks (strikes or spares) in
a row. For the game, the team
reached 43 marks in the 40
frames, (a double strike counts
two marks) nearly reaching the
single game record. The team
only had three open frames in
the entire game.

The six wins of this meet put
Oak Lawn in a tie for first with
the Stagg Chargers, as both
teams stand undefeated after
one week of conference com
petition. The next meet will
take place on Nov. 20, when Oak
Lawn faces Marist at Arena
Bowl. Mr. Gahala, the bowling
coach and coordinator, looks to
change the conference mem
bers very little from the win
ning combination he reached in
the first meet.

BY DON SIUCHINSKI

"With this year's squad, we
have the talent to take first
place in every event, but we
don't have the depth that we
really need," stated varsity
swim coach Vern Scarpelli as
he is preparing a virtually
inexperienced varsity team for
their first meet of the season
against Downers Grove South
on November 25.

Last year the Green Wave
finished with a record of nine
wins, 10 losses and one tie, and
this year varsity swimmers are
really looking forward to having
a great season.

This year the team consists of
only six seniors and ten juniors.
Three of the senior swimmers
were on the varsity team last
year.

With the inexperience of
many of this years' members,
Scarpelli is confident that
holding three double practices a
week will get his swimmers into
good shape.

This year the Green Wave has
been placed into a new S.LC.A.
Conference. The new alignment
of schools goes according to the

Boubel had a 514.
The highest score for the

Richard's team went to Ed
Murillo with a 575.

The Oak Lawn handicap team
won three close games as Marty
Urbancyzk and Captain Dave
Hendzel led the team with a
series of 486 each.

The Oak La.wn handicap team
won three close games as Marty
Urbancyzak and Captain Dave
Hendzel led the team with a
series of 486 each. Vince Tac
cola followed closely with a 478
and Brian Bender contributed a
437 in his first conference ap
pearance. In the last of the
three tight games, Hendzel
threw four strikes in the ninth
and tenth frames to pull the
game away from Richards.

Both the scratch and the
handicapp teams set the pace in
the six games they won. Six of
the eight conference bowlers
are returning from last year,
including conference champion
for average, Tom Ham-

Sherri aud Sandy Burgess

Undefeated at 6-0!

Athlete of the issue this month goes to tennis stars Sherry and
Sandy Burgess. They were the number one doubles team in con
ference and in Districts. Together they had a combined win-loss
record of 11-0.

Bowlers roll fa 1sf place

Sherry and Sandy led the Girl's Tennis Team into Districts and in
the doubles finals defeated Hinsdale Central's number one doubles
team Mary and Nancy Keil by a score of 6-2,6-7,7-5.

Teamwise Oak Lawn finished with a tie for second along with
Downers South, as Hinsdli1e -Central took the District honors.

On October 24, Sherry and Sandy traveled traveled to the state
playoffs where they were successful until the quarter final. They
were upset by a strong Rock Island doubles team by a s ore of 6-4, 2
6, ~6.

First place at six wins and no
losses is the standing of the
OLCHS bowling team after
defeating Richard's on Nov. 6 at
Arena Bowl.

The Oak Lawn scratch team
took three games comfortably
as they won by a total team pin
count of 2209 to 2092. The game
pattern was set right off by Bob
Dodge with a 203 game. Ken
Libert followed with a 167 game.
Tom Hammersmark led the
second game with the high
score of 233. The final game
almost reached a record high,
as the team reached a total of
780 scratch for the four man
team.

All four men in the scratch
team broke 500 for the three
game series, Dodge and
Hammersmark led the way
with a 579 and a 578, respecit
vely. Dodge had games of 203,
171 and 205, while Ham
mersmark had a 158, 233 and
187. Libert followed with a 548
series and Freshman Dan
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Progress or preservation 
BY LAURA HUDDLESTON 

In Chicago Ridge there is a 
prairie which is a rare example 
of a place where you can see 
things exactly as they were 
hundreds of years ago, before 
the feet of men had trampled on 
them. 

Over 100 different species of 
almost extinct plants exist on its 
virgin soil, the only place they 
will grow. This area, bounded 
by 105th, Parkside and the 
Norfolk & Western R.R. extends 
over 29 acres. The prairie is 
what used to be the bottom of 
Old Lake Chicago during a time 
when Lake Michigan was 60 feet 
higher than it is now. 

Considering that the Chicago 
area is so highly popul~ted and 
urbanized, it is a credit to the 
people who live there that it 
should have survived after all 
this time. But this is no longer 
the case. The prairie is now 
threatened to be used as a 
building site for light 
manufacturing and con-
dominiums. What has taken 
nature 10,000 years to create 
may soon by destroyed by a 

bulldozer in what could take 
only three hours . 

There are plenty of people 
who aren't prepared to let this 
happen, though. A program 
called The Chicago Ridge 
Horizon 76 Committee, whose 
chairman is John S. Brodemus, 
biology teacher here at 
O.L.C.H.S., is now in the 

process of finding even more 
people who care. 

So far they have found that 
the only way of keeping this 
prairie in its present condition 
would be to purchase it for 
$650,000. 75 percent of this 
money would come from the 
state run Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreation CBOR), leaving 

$175,000 to come from, as of 
now, uncertain sources. The 
Village Board of Worth is 
willing to donate $10,000 it has 
been saving in its Bicentennial 
Fund, but only if other nearby 
communities are oreoared to 
give also. At present there are 
none. The Oak Lawn Village 
Bicentennial Committee didn't 

NHS holds Inductions 
The Spartan chapter of the 

National Honor Society in
ducted 47 new members into the 
organization on December 10, 
1975, in OLCHS' Little Theatre. 
The chapter, now totaling 82 
members, is one of the largest 
in the school's history. 

At the induction ceremony, 
inductees were led through the 
traditional candle lighting 
ceremony following a guest 
appearance by superintendent
elect Mr . Wiltshire. NHS 
members J .R. Ernst , Julie 
Hyriak and Cassie Gineris 
provided music and comedy 
entertainment, and guest Ken 
Herman, Forensics Conference 
Champion, performed his 

award-winning comedy sketch. 
A reception in the Jr .-Sr. 
Lounge followed. 

NHS members were inducted 
a little later this year than last 
year. According to NHS officers 
and sponsor Mr. Hill, the NHS 
application that had been used 
for so many years to select 
members needed to be revised. 
"We needed an application that 
would demonstrate all the 
qualities we look for in NHS 
members," said Cheryl Bailey, 
President. So, starting in late 
September , the officers 
developed a new application 
that dealt with the goals of the 
organization of scholarship, 

character , leadership, and 
service, by means of several 
essay questions . Paperwork 
was increased five-fold since 
each appJication was several 
pages in length, but the results 
proved to be worth it. " A 
majority of the applications 

were excellent," said Mr. Hill, 
after reviewing them. "We have ' 
chosen some very fine and 
talented students." 

The NHS officers and Mr. 
Hill would like to congratulate 
all of the members and 
welcome the inductees into the 
Sociecy. 

basis that it wasn't in their 
community. 

Bordering on Oak Lawn Just 
isn't good enough, obviously. 
The village Park Board and 
Richards H.S. have expressed 
an interest but moral support is 
the most they can offer. 

In spite of the not-too
promising replies from possible 
fund sources, Mr. Brodemus 
says there is a good chance of 
saving the prairie. One idea for 
obtaining funds is to sell small 
areas ot the prairie to in
dividuals at nominal prices. 
But right now that's just an 
idea. 

If saved, this land will be used 
as an outdoor educational area 
for students interested in nature 
study and plant life. 
Theoretically, it could be used 
as a source of comparison by 
which to judge the "progress" 
men have made which takes 
place around it. Henry David 
Thoreau once made a statement 
which not only has meaning 
here but in many other ways 
also: "We are r1cn accoramg to 
the number of things we can 
afford to leave alone." 
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SPARTAN/TE presses 
Admin. Lebrecht · 
BY PETER BRIA 

"My job mainly consists of 
taking care of all the pur
chasing, along with the total 
lunch program, maintenance 
and construction purchasing 
and reporting financial con
ditions at the board meeting " 
said Mr. Lebrecht, new Ad
ministrator Assistant of 
Finance at OLCHS. 

Recently, the Spartanite staff 
held an informal press con
ference with Mr. Lebrecht. At 
this meeting, staff members 
asked him questions about his 

OL's First Annual Milk 
Drinking Contest was officially 
recorded last Thursday, Dec. 
11, when Seniors John Hansen, 
Bill Newren and Shawn Wen
dling and Junior Dave Pluister 
each tried to down as many 10 
oz. cartons of milk as possible 
during portions of the SA and SB 
lunch periods. The 30 minute 

background along with some of 
the programs he is involved 
with here. 

Starting off with his 
background, Mr. Lebrecht 
attended Mattoon High School 
which is about fifty miles south 
of Champaign-Urbana. After 
graduating from there, 
Lebrecht went to Eastern 
Illinois University, where he 
earned a Bachelor's Degree in 
Education in 1967, and then in 
1968, his Master's Degree, also 
in Education. After earning his 
master's he went to Effingham 
(Ill.) High School in Effingham, 

competition, from 12 noon to 
12:30, ended with John Hansen 
being declared the winner, 
having, nine cartons to his 
credit, and Dave Pluister 
named second with six. Shawn 
Wedling's lead of IO cartons 
held -until the 29 min. 45 sec. 
mark of the match, when it was 
invalidated under the contest 

-

* New cour- starting about every,2 weeks ~ 
• 2 and 4 week courses•· 15 to 18 ',,rs. old II""' 
• Home pick-up for all driving lessons ~ 

~ • ~ ·trip to ~tation fO!' permit II""' 
........ • Auto inturance discount certificate ~ 

- ---- • "All instructors have H.S._teaching certificate:" __ II"" 

~=. I 423 -1212 j ,.,JE.~. ~ 

and served as Assistant 
Superintendent. Then from 1970 
to 1972, he went to Morrison, 
Illinois and became Assistant 
Superintendent. From 1972 
through 1974, he moved up to 
Superintendent there and in 
1975, went down again to 
Assistant Superintendent. 

Mr. Lebre<..'ht has beer, 
uealing with the bus situation 
this year. After being asked how 
he thinks this problem is 
coming along, he responded by 
saying, "It has gotten a little 
better. During the first two 

rule stating that regurgitation 
results in disqualification. Bill 
Newren also fell victim to the 
regulation after consuming 10 
cartons, but had enough time to 
return and polish off three more 
before the contest was over. 

weeks of school, we had num
erous com~laints. Right now 
we still have some complaints, 
but there are fewer of them." 

One project that Mr. Lebrecht 
would like to see undertaken is 
the painting of some of the 
lockers on the first floor in 
salute to the bicentennial year 
celebration. "Yes it was my 
idea," said Lebrecht, "but the 
prices that some companies 
want for painting some of_ these 
lockers are outrageous." 

After being asked about State 
Aid, Lebrecht said, "I realized 
that the whole State is oushing 

Shawn Wendling (left) begin
ning to show the effects of five 
cartons (nearly 112 gallon) of 
milk, while Dave Pluister 
( right) hands a just-emptied 
carton to Timekeeper-Judge 
Mark Casalino. 

Russo greets students 
BY ROSS HOOPLE 

Martin Russo, (Rep.-D) from 
the third district was welcomed 
in the Little Theatre Friday 
Nov. 21 , by the first, second and 
thrid period government 
classes. 

He began his presentation by 
explaining the present issues in 
Washington, which included 
tax reform legislation, energy 
problems and the New York 
situation, then left the rest of 
the time for a question and 
answer session. 

" Ford is boxing himself into a 
corner," Russo said about the 
President's plan of allowing 
New York to reorganize after 
claiming bankruptcy. The 
congressman explainei:1 that it 
would cost taxpayers one billion 
dollars for just the first four 
months of reorganization in the 
city, and offered an alternate 

olan called the " loan guaran
tee." 
· The " loan guarantee" plan 

consists of allowing New York 
to sell government backed 
bonds to pay for essential needs, 
such as schooling and public 
employee salaries, during the 
reorganization period. 

Concerning tax reform 
legislation, Russo believed 
that present tax laws are 
benfitting the rich people, and 
that a possible 15 million dollars 
could be gained in a reform. Tax 
reform would consist mainly of 
the closing of "tax loopholes." 

The first question (why 
President Ford didn ' t use 
foreign aid money to help New 
York), raised by the third 
period audience, opened the 
topic of foreign policy. 

Russo had voted against 

Page 2 

for it, not just the big cities, but 
the recent debate between 
Governor Walker and Mayor 
Daley killed State Aid. A lot of 
school districts are going to lose 
money now." Mr. Lebrecht also 
said that OLCHS will be better 
off than most schools. 

Commenting about whether 
or not to have an intramural 
program, Mr. Lebrecht said, "I 
think it has a more than halfway 
chance of being started, but the 
outcome will be determined by 
action of the students and 
faculty." 

foreign aid, and suggested a 
new policy that would gain 
more respect of the U.S. A 
detente, he said, gives too much 
to foreign nations, and accepts 
too little in return. Concerning 
Portugal's difficulties, the 
congressman had a "laissez
faire " attitude and believed 
that Portugal's people 
should decide for - themselves 
what type of government will 
rule them. 

Other topics included the 
welfare program, which Russo 
felt was grossly inadequate and 
should hand out jobs instead of 
money, and gun control, which 
he was in partial favor of. He 
was against confiscation but 
believed that strict enforcement 
of present gun laws, and 
erra tion of gun manufacturing 
would be enough. 
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Forensics opens strong 

BY MARK SHELTON 

The Powerful OLCHS Forensics team closed out the first 
segment of the 75-76 season with a rout of the Lake Park Holiday 
Tournament Saturday, December 13. Led by juniors Tami Ito, with 
a fi rst in oratory and a second in Declamation, and Sylvia Farrell, 
with a first in Dramatic Interpretation, and a third in Humorous 
Interp, the team finished 26 points ahead of the 1974 State Champs, 
University High. Linda Sterling was the only other individual 
winner, with a second in Verse reading. 

The Lake Park Tournament culminated an excellent season's 
start for the squad, which has won three of the five tournaments 
entered. . 

The first tournament, at Highland Park on Nov. 1st ended in the 
lowest finish thus far , a fourth with Tami Ito the only individual 
winner, placing first in oratory. The team then traveled to 
Bloomington Illinois for the Illinois State University tournament, 
where the team placed an overpowering six people in the final 
round. The pedormances of Ito and Farrell, both with two trophy 
wins, and Linda Sterling's first in Verse reading were backed up by 
the trophy winning performances of Cheryl Bailey, Verse Reading, 
Don Livigni, Humorous Interp and Valerie Suhr, Prose reading. 

The following weekend the team trekked to Thornridge where 
four speakers became champions : Linda Sterling, Dramatic In
terp ; Tami Ito, Oratory ; Barbara Hoch, Declamation ; and Tony 
Vrame, Original Comedy. Second place performers were Curt 
O'Hara, Radio Speaking and Mark Shelton, Extemporaneous . 
Third places went to Sylvia Farrell, Dramatic Interp ; Barbra 
Hoch, Oratory ; Valerie Suhr , P rose ; Linda Sterling, Verse ; and 
Donna Syzmanski, Radio. Their combined efforts led the team to 
its second straight victory. . 

On Saturday, December 6, the team competed in the T.F. South 
Tourney, finishing third. Individual winners were: Sylvia Farrell, 
first in Humorous Interp; Mark Shelton, first in Extemporaneous; 
Curt O'Hara and Tim Purpura, both second in Radio; Donna 
Syzmanski, second in Extemporaneous; Linda Sterling, third in 
Dramatic Interp, an. Tami Ito third in Oratory. The team travels 
to Reavis on January 10, where head coach John Leary hopes to 
field a full team for a change, in a match-up with perrennial powers 
Homewood-Flossmoor and Reavis. 

Classified Ads 

BY NAOMI KLOESE 

The Annual Christmas 
Concert of the OLCHS Music 
Department was presented last 
Sunday afternoon, December 
14. Featured in the concert were 
the Concert Band, the Boys 
Chorus, the Freshman Girls 
Chorus, the Varsity Band, the 
Senior Girls Chorus and the A 
Cappella Choir. 

The climax of the per
formance was the "Hallelujah 
Chorus" from Handel's 
"Messiah." In keeping with 
tradition the audience stood 
during this chorus. 

Mr. Charles Yara introduced 
the various musical groups and 
the conductors. The Concert 
Band performed first, playing 
"Bells on Christmas Morning." 
In the absence of Mr. Kenneth 
Kistner, the regular director, 
Ms. Hildebrandt directed. 

Mr. Jack Roeckeman con
ducted the Boys Chorus. He 
explained that this chorus is 
made up not only of the boys in 
Freshman Boys Chorus, but 
also of the tenors and basses 
from the A Cappella Choir. John 
Morzuch sang a solo in the first 
song " La Virgen La Va 
Panales ." They also sang 
"White Christmas." 

"It's Beginning to Look Like 
Christmas" was the lead song 
the Freshman girls sang. Mr . 
Jack Roeckeman is their 
director. They also presented 
" Have Yourself a Merry Little 
Christmas" and ·"Do You Hear 
What I hear? " 

Lisa Maras accompanied the 
Senior Girls Chorus which was 
directed by Mr . J ack 
Roeckeman. A first soprano in 
the chorus, Nancy Amundsen, 
sang a solo in their first number 
" Rise Up Shepherd." Theresa 
Leonard, an alto, sang the solo 
part in "Gesu Bambino." The 
chorus concluded their section 
of the concert with " This Little 
Babe." 

The Varsity Band conducted 
by Mr. Charles Yara played 
"Prelude to Christmas " " Furn 
Furn" and "Yul~tide F~stival." 

The Concert Band continued 
the program by playing 
"Christmas Music for Winds, " 
"Jesu, Joy of Man 's Desiring," 
and a medley of "Do You Hear 
What I Hear? and Snow bells." 

"Still, Still , Still, " " Home for 
Christmas" and "The Most 
Wonderful Time" were sung by 
the A Cappella Choir. Julie 
Hiryak is their pianist. 

In conclusion the bands and 
ch.oruses joined together to 
present the "Hallelujah 
Chorus ." 

Christmas vacation begins December 22. School will resume on 
Januarv 5. 

The American College Testing Program (ACT) will be given 
Fe~ruary 14. The fee for the ACT test is $7.50 and applications are 
available from your co•mselor. The deadline for registration is 
January 19. 

A meeting for the Band Parents will take place on January 8 at 8 
p.m. in the teachers cafeteria. 

An AF JROTC parents meeting is scheduled for January 12. This 
meeting will be held at 7: 30 p.m. in the Junior-Senior Lounge. .. 

The first semester ends January 23. Semester exams will be 
given during the preceeding week. The second semester begins 
January 26. 

The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and Achievement test will 
be given on January 24. The applications deadline is today but for 
~n extra fee, applications will be accepted until the late deadline of 
January 2. Interested students should see their counselors for more 
information and applications. The fee for the SAT is $6.50 

The National Honor Society will sponsor a Christmas Dance 
tonight Dec. 19, featuring the band "Freewheelin." 

Freewheelin is a talented six piece band from Champaign, Ill. , 
which plays various types of music , including Chicago, Aerosmith, 
Bad Company and even Barry Manilow. 

The dance will take place from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. Admission is 
$1.50 in advance and $2 at the door. Guests must be signed up with 
Mr. Hill by the end of today. I.D.'s are required. 

Waikiki Beach, 

April 16-April 23 

Permission slips available - Mr. 

$50.00 Deposit Due Jan . 1 

Fina l Payment Due Feb . .1, 1976 

CHAPERONES: Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill $399 · $50.00 Deposit To: 

OJt<nld P/1,,(MH)I Jiau 

Hill 

5615 W. 9Slh ST. OAK LAWN, ILL. 6~53 
Suburban 636·7800 
Chicago 581-1650 

This is not a school sponsored trip; 
school assumes no responsibility or 
liability. 

"---.. F•o•r•S•a•le ... ...,__.I l~----•F•o•r
111

Sa•l•e ... _.-
........ ... ....... .............. .. ..... .... ..... .. .. ............ : Suzanne Zuidena, started ;:it 

OLCHS last Monday replacing 
Ms . Kyler as an English 
teacher. For Sale: 10-soeed Azuki, like ForSale : four pc. set of Gretsch 

new $90 6.~6-9341 Drums. Great for beginners. $50 
423-2110 

1970 4-door Delta AC-PB-PS 
$600. 2 snowtires-1 season $25. 
422~6230 

For Sale: Terrariums
reasonable prices. 6759 W. 91 St. 
Christmas Special 

Stripping for parts, 67 Ford 
LTD. $5-$35 Call 599-4710 

1971 Ply ;~~y Two dr. 
H.T. e~ auto P.S., 
P.B., 18. . cond. 599-0594 

Purebred Teddy Bear Ham
sters For Sale $4 Call 422-4845 

I Personals 1 
George, talk to me, Viclo 

Happy Birthday to me from me. 
Notice: The Audace Noticer · 
would like another chance. : 
Contact him in the King's Room 1· 

during 2nd period, or Helter 
Skelter Hdqtrs. during 5th. 

Diane 

The Busy Bobbin 
Sewing School 

Fabric and Notions 

Machine Repairs All Al akes 
Viking Sewing Machine Sales 

5629 W. Hlth St. Oak Lawn 
636-9634 

Happy Anniversary 
Merry Christmas Don 

Turn in this ad for 20 % discount 
on fabric and notions . . 

•········•··•···················································• 

Ms. Zuidema wanted to go 
back to teaching. Her previous 
jobs were as Director of 
Training in the Word 
P rocessing Center at the First 
National Bank of Chicago, and 
English teacher at Dansville 
High School in Michigan. 

Ms. Zuidema has lived in • 
Chicago for two years. She 
previously lived in Michigan 
and attended Michigan State 
University majoring in Social 
Science and English. 

The classes she teaches are 
Communicatio·ns through 
Media and Freshman English 
Her hobbies are collecting 
antiques and attending Art 
Museums. 



Christmas 

too 

commercialized 

Have you ever noticed all the 
new products and gimmicks 
that hit the market during the 
Christmas se~son'? 

The Christmas season or 
spirit has finally reached the 
Chicagoland area. There are 
shoppers all over looking for 
bargains on products which are 
high on their Christmas lists . 

Now is the time when what 
you see on television is mainly 
commercials on a wide variety · 
of products. Most advertise 
their usefulness which all in all 
may not even be worth going 
after. 

Many commercials are 
geared toward children who 
want qearly everything they lay 
their eyes on. Kids don't realize 
the cost of things and usually 
think nothing of not using it 
after they get it. "Big Bird" js 
famous with kids who watch 
Sesame Street and what they 
see him recommending they 
decide they'll have to have or 
absolutely die if they don't get it 
for Christmas . This is true of all 
ages really because through sex 
appeal they can even convince 
adults to go buy their product. 
Very few products live up to 
exactly everything that is said 
and shown in their com
mercials . 

Take, for instance, some of 
the new products out now which 
aren't inexpensive but are for 
those who already havE 
everything. 

First of all there are ' ' Pf 
Rocks ," if you haven 't heard ~
them yet you can buy tflem at 
Oak Brook shopping plaza. The 
rock comes in a small cage like 
box. Now you may say "What 
does this rock do'? " Well you 
receive an instruction packet 
with it, telling you what it does. 
The only problem is that the 
instruction sheet is blank. But 
some things you can do with it 
are to talk to it, walk with it, 
carry it around with you, throw 
it, argue with it and it won't 
even fight back. 

There is another product. for 
those who have everything. It is 
a small square inch of carpeting 
originating from the office 
where Watergate was solved or 
supposedly took place. 

There are all kinds of "Jaws" 
products out, such as stuffed 
animals, decals, bubble gum 
which all tie themselves to the 
movie, "Jaws" by the well 
known name. 

Products carry gimmick lines 
to help make their sales easier. 
Such as the "Jaws" things 
because right now "Jaws" is 
really popular with most 
everybody and it adds to their 
advertising. 

Christmas is suppose to be a 
time of good cheer and 
everyone is getting into a 
Christmas spirit . The good 
cheer is often ruined-by price
hikes on products and sale
prices which aren't much of a 
sale. Prices rise at the begin
ning of December and usually 
go down the day after Christ
mas. But everyone knows that 
the late shoppers will pay 
whatever price asked for the 
product they want to buy. 

ThP. Soartanite 

BYMARKYO_Lgst prairie threatened 

A piece of land exists on 105th street, land that has remained in 
this natural state for 14,000 years. Now, "progress" threatens to 
destroy this land, that has outlasted the first Indians, settlers and 
200 years of American history. 

A natural prairie is a piece of land that has never been touched by 
man or plow. This prairie was originally 30 acres in size, Chicago 
Ridge has joined this land as 18 acres as residential apartment, 12 
acres as small industrial. The larger tract has been sold for the 
construction of condominiums, but the remaining 12 acres remains 
for sale. This piece of peoperty interests John Brodemus, science 
teacher and local head of Horizon, for its scientific and beauty 
value. John Brodemus needs in all $650,000 to purchase land which 
once sold for $1.25 an acre. In truth though, a $162,500 is needed a 
quarter of the total sum because of new legislation by the BOR. 

Illinois is known as the "Prairie State" but through civilization 
that title has lost its meaning. From a percentage of 80 per cent 
open prairie that has been reduced to less than half a percent. 

This prairie is a functional working laboratory, one that requires 
no maintenance, inexpensive and education. The land contains 
plants that are endangered species and an ass.ortment of insects 
and animals. The white Lady Slipper and Prairie lilly are very rare 
plants that are making a last stand here. In fact, this land contains 
about 200 species of plants cannot be transplanted to the home 
garden, like the wild animal it cannot be caged. 

What is so important about open weedy lands'? The answer is 
these are not weeds, but very special plants, it takes 10-14 thousand 
years to create and it would take 3 hours to destroy. 

The 
automatic turn·off 
nV LAURA HUDDLESTON 
AND KAREN LANG 

When the word Bicentennial 
appears, the majority of people 
just pass by it. The reason for 
this is the recent nationwide 
explosion of the word and its 
purpose. 

It's allright to hear it once and 
maybe even twice, but over and 
over is a bit much for the 
Bicentennial. We should be 
proud that it 's our country's 
200th birthday, but no one 
celebrates their birthday a year 
and a half in advance 
(especially when you're as old 
as our country). 

Everywhere you go it's 
Bicentennial. Bicentennial 
sales , purses, stamps, I.D. 
cards, and even red, white, and 
blue license plates for 1976 are 
being made to add to the 
patriotism of our country's 
highways. 

At first impression, all the 
P.mphasis on our country's 

birthday may seem to portray a 
sense of eagerness to celebrate, 
like our country just can't wait 
to say "two hundred years ago 
we won our independence." The 
truth is we just can't wait to 
make money. So like every 
other holiday this country ob
serves, the Bicentennial has 
fallen victim to com
mercialism. 

It's really a shame we had to 
start so early with the 
celebrating. With nearly .seven 
months to go unti the real thing 
arrives and what seems like 
ages of preparing for it, the 
spirit of '76 had better hold out 
longer . At the rate com
mercialism is going it may be 
sold out by the Fourth, and by 
that time the people will be glad 
it's finished. There's one thing 
I'm sure the advertisers must 
regret about our Bicentennial, 
nothing like it will happen for 
another hundred years. Well, 
better luck with the tricen
tennial, guys. 

John Brodemus is very-involved in the campaign for this prairie. 
Litually, every open minute of his time is involved with this project. 
He spends his own time and money in letter writing and personal 
meetings with prominent persons or organizations "pleading" with 
them for financial assistance in their plight. Win or lose John 
Brodemus should be commended for his work and diligence, 
because he will be given a new life to our national parks. 

Prairies like these, are a step in the direction of saving national 
forest, wildlife preserves and our beaches. 

John Brodemus, I feel should be commended, even with a large 
teacher's schedule has time and the personal fortitude to see 
through this project. 

This is an attempt by people to save a unique piece of land. 
Statistics show that within 30 years there is a chance that such 
plants and animals will not exist. As man consumes more land and 
animals he is endangering the little that we have left. When man 
pushes many species into extinction he jeopardises his own future 
in ways he cannot even concieve. 

The villages and townships that surrounded this prairie, have 
given little more than moral support to the cause. The Oak Lawn 
Bicentennial Committee said as a "committee," that they haven't 
any money to donate to the cause of saving what is considered the 
"biggest and best" example of an open virgin prairie. Maybe they 
consider the colored fire plugs more important'? 

As man mindlessly destroys, he must remember that, "when the 
last individual of a race of living things breathes no more, another 
heaven and another earth must pass before such one can be again." 
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Letters to 
the Editor is an editorial 
column des igned to allow 
students and faculty to express 
their views on matters con
cerning themselves and the 
school. This section is open to 
all and everyone is invited to 
share their views with other 
people in the school. Letters are 
subject to approval by the 
editor. Letters may be sub
mitted to either Ray Elliott in 
room 210 or to the Associate 
Editor, Tim Purpura. 

State your opinion! Make 
your views known! Get in
volved! Letters to the editor is 
YOUR section. Use it. 

Professor com men ts 

on Spartanite 

EDITOR'S NOTE: - The 
following is a letter received by 
Ray Elliott from Glen Wright, 
Professor of Journalism and 
Advertising at the University of 
Guadalajara, regarding his 
opinions of the SPARTANITE. 

Although up to my ears in 
end-of-semester work, I must 
spare a moment to comment on 
my impression of the Spartanite 
and the social situation it 
mirrors . 

First, congratulations on your 
letter outlining the respon
sibilities of the staff. But I 
disagree with your decision to 
refrain from censorship. All 
newspapers self-censor or they 
would be sued out of existance 
for libel. Further, all good 
editors censor for decency. 
Those canons you quote are the 
RULES of editing, not just 
suggestions. 

I have r ecently advised 
several campus publications. I 
advise one here. One, in the 
USA, constantly printed all the 

four-letter words and ex
pressions they knew (plenty!). I 
stopped it, arguing that the 
readers objected to it. I won my 
point. The staff conducted a 
readership survey which in
cluded the question: Do you lik~ 
fom,-letter words and ob
scenities in your campus 
paper? The answer was 65 
percent NO. 

Do you people really like the 
moral tone of your society? 
(Drug abuse, Theft, a growing 
problem, Concession money 
missing, Vandalism on buses, 
desks, etc., tht: $9.50 nap, 
Sadists rewrite code, Sex clinic, 
etc.) If not, do as Mr. Elliott 
advises-exp~se it. These 
problems exist at least partially 
because they have been kicked 
under the rug. 

Many thanks Mr. Elliott, for 
sending me the SPANTANITE. 
Many of it's ads are good 
.enough for inclusion in my book, 
Making Advertising Pay for the 
School publication. 

Sincerely, 
Glen Wright 

Professor, Journalism 
and Advertising 

Tansini benefit 
praise 

You hear parents and people 
complaining about teenagers 
and how tl!.ey are a problem. 

The Spartanite 

But Monday night December 
8th showed the students of 
OLCHS came through with 
flying colors. They went out and 
sold tickets for the Tom Tansini 
benefit dance at Niko's, not only 
to students but to family friends 
and people who cared, and 
raised a substancial amount to 
prove students cared for a 
fellow student in the time of 
neerl 

Kathy Locacius 

Co-ed praise 

I have heard a lot about co-ed 
P.E. and it sounds as thought it 
will eventually work out, but, 
right now the girls stay on one 
side of the gym and boys stay on 
the other and they won't 
associate. I don't know what 
their problem is, OLCHS 
students should be mature 
enough to handle such a 
situation. R B ks ~e roo 

Christmas dance 
comments 

Christmas is a great time of 
year and I think it's the perfect 
time to have a semi-formal 
dance. Many other schools have 
"Mistletoe Dances" and I don't 
see why we don't. People are 
complaining about the money 
involved in the semi-formal 
dance, it 's really not that much 
if you spend wisely. 

As an N.H.S. member I am 
very disappointed with the 
decision to have a regular 
"jean" dance. 

Mary Ellen Machala 

Would you like intramural sports? 

SKIP SULLIVAN-COACH 
"Yes, I would like to see one 
started here and I would coach 
some of the sports such as flag 
football and basketball but it 
would have to wait until the 
springtime because right now I 
am coaching two sports. I would 
like to see coed in certain non 
contact sports like badminton 
softball and volleyball." ' 

MATIC~~ 

. 

...,., 

T.J. MURPHY-SOPHOMORE 
"Yes, because it will be 
something different to do. I 
would take part in basketball 
and flag football." 

DENNY DOBES-SENIOR 
"Yes, very much so. The school 
has a large number of facilities 
used by a small number of 
students. I would take part in 
flag football and basketball. I 
would like to see some coed 
sports also. " 

Speak out 

t: 4,,. 
~ -.,.,,; ~ 

~~ 
DAWN KORANDA-JUNIOR 

"Yes it would be nice to see one 
started here. I would be ·more 
competetive if there wasn't 
coed. I would take part in 
swimming, basketball, softball 
and volleyball. " 

PETER LANDGRAR-
SOPHOMORE 
" No, because I think it is a 
waste of time. I have been to 
one before and I didn't like it. 
We should just keep up the 
sports that we already have." 

JEAN CERNY-JUNIOR 
"Yes, because it would be a 
good athletic program for the 
kids who aren't in sports. I 
would like coed sports and 
would take part in volleyball 
and badminton." 
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Byline 
BY MARK SHEL TON ,f 

Russo: two sides:·~.? 
Congressional representative Marty Russo's visit to OLCHS last 

month made me certain of several things: first , Marty Russo has 
some class. His frank views on foreign policy, welfare, New York 's 
financial crisis and the energy situation all decidely showed that 
he's genuinely interested in his job and the countries future . 
However, that was one of the· few redeeming qualities I could 
discern. Interest and opinions do not necessarily make a good 
representative, and because of a few statements he made both to 
the Senior Government students and to me afterward I honestly 
question his benefit to the people of the 3rd District. 

Russo got off to a good positive start, briefing the classes on the 
major issues that he felt were facing Congress this session. His 
synopsis of the energy crisis was well balanced and informative, as 
was the background he gave concerning tax reform legislation. 
Both topics were reviewed in Russo's open friendly style, and his 
presentation of the factors involved in both of these areas showed 
that he most certainly does his homework. This, however, only 
seemed to be the groundwork for his biggest assault on audience 
sensibilities, his "two sides of the coin" look at New York's 
financial situation. If both sides of the coin were adequately 
represented in his 15 minute barrage at President Ford's plan of 
financial reorganization I must have missed one of them. The 
climax of his "fair look" at possible solutions was asking for a show 
of hands from the seniors first for a reorganization program that 
"would ultimately cost the taxpayers-you- one billion dollars over 
the next four months" and a loan guarantee program that would 
allow New York to sell Government-backed bonds during a 
reorganization period to pay for essential business expenses. Put 
this way, it wasn't tough to see which way the hands would show, 
but it troubled me to see students-many of whom will be voting in 
the next elections- manipulated in this manner. 

Underneath his views and driving enthusiasm, however, parts of 
the Marty Russo the public seldom sees showed through. His ethnic 
background and natural expressiveness was present in every 
statement he made, every citation of a politician for unethical 
practices, every question he answered. His speaking style seemed 
to be chosen more for its sensational effect, rather than for the 
purpose of producing facts or solving problems. And while I was 
chided by several for thinking that his skillful use of the "just-plain
folks" approach was phony, I still can't picture Congressman 
Russo talking to the Altar and Rosary Society or the Oak Lawn 
Garden Club using phrases like "It's not clear to me why they are 
bitching about this ... They don't give a damn about the people." 

I grew a little more suspicious of Russo as the discussion 
progressed. He chose to answer the questions with a great aplomb 
and production, but wasn't about to be tied down on topics such as 
the Democratic nominee for president, or the Crosstown Ex
pressway. Issues with less effect on us such as Portugal and the 
New York financial crisis were answered a little more directly, and 
his sermon on gun control showed that there were indeed some 
issues that he felt strongly enough about to stand by, no matter who 
he faced. 

Our discussion took a little different turn after the group session 
was over. When I told him I was from the SPARTANITE, his style 
seemed to soften, and he chose to clarify statements he made a 
little more carefully, even to the point of cautioning me to quote 
him in context.. . " so they're sure of what you're saying." 

On other issues, such as the case of Karen Quinlan, the 21-year
old girl in a coma whose parents requested her life support systems 
be turned off, the concerned, idealistic Marty Russo was present 
again. He admitted he didn't know what he'd do in that situation, 
(an unusual statement for any politician) but said that if he was in 
her situation, he'd want to die. Marty Russo, person, however, was 
quickly replaced by Marty Russo, politician, as his administrative 
assistant played the role that all administrative assistants to 
politicians that I've ever met has played; he summoned Mr. Russo 
on the pretext that they were "going to be late." Mr. Russo then 
fled, the same as Richard Daley does , and Richard Nixon did, and 
Chuck Percy, and every other political figure I've been in the same 
room with when the going ·got tough. 

I thought Russo would be different, and in a lot of cases, he is. No 
matter how phony some of his actions seemed to me, no matter how 
skillful his deceptions might have been (its quite possible that I was 
the one being deceived) no matter how he stated the issues, Martin 
Russo has some very good qualities. He is most definitely in
terested in changing things, and his concern is a fine noble quality 
that few elected officials seem to carry past election day. And, as I 
said before, Marty Russo has class. Perhaps if he concentrated on 
developing his good qualities, instead of trying to be something he's 
not, his reelection will be a reality. It would be a shame to waste the 
good parts of Marty Russo because he feels it's necessary to be 
even a little phony. Phoniness is not a quality that gets people 
elected, concern and interest are. I hope Mr. Russo sees this point 
in time to get reelected, and I hope he doesn't misunderstand my 
intentions. It should be stressed that Marty Russo has done a fine 
job thus far in Congress, his speaking engagements with high 
schools notwithstanding. And the record shows that the more ex
perienced a man gets , the better he serves the people. I think that 
Marty Russo the man deserves a second term in office, but he'll 
have to convince me in the next eleven months that Marty Russo 
the Politician does. 
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Title IX • 
• a new way 

Peering 
into 
problems 

BY TIM PURPURA AND SUE CONSTANTINE 

September 1st on 1977 was a typical first day back 
at school. We got to school a little early to stop by and 
see a few friends. The first bell rang and as we looked 
at our schedules we noticed that they BOTH said, "lst 
period, Physical Education, Room 127." I said, "It 
has to be a mistake." 

She said, "I sure hope so." 
We walked down to the Spartan Gym in a daze, only 

to find that what we had thought was impossible was 
true. I was in a gym class with 20 girls!! 

They explained to us that it was a new educational 
program called "Title IX" a program designed to end 
all sex discrimination in federally funded school 
systems1 

But what does federal money have to do with having 
gym together. I mean girls are great, but in a gym 
class? My gym class? 

My reaction was similar to all the other guy's as 
well as the girl's. We were all stunned. 

They then explained that we would exercise with 
the girls and compete in all non-contact sports 
together. Well, I guess that's a start. I simply can't 
imagine try ing to grab a rebound away from a chick 
or avoid ing a girl try ing to tackle me. It seemed 
absurd at best. 

We asked outselves, " Why us?" Why shou ld we 
have to do al I t hese new thi ngs? We learned later that 
we weren' t the only ones in that situation. We found 
out that my sister and her brother were in the same 
heal t h class . Wow! My sister in a boy's health class. 
But she tells me it's a health class, not a boys health 
class . 

After we had heard this, we decided to give this a 
little more thought and to do a little more research . 
After the shock of the whole matter had died down a 
little it seemed to us that maybe it was a good idea. In 
a world were lack of communication is one of the 
more dangerous things, it seemed to us that maybe by 
participating in more things together, we might gain 
a bit more insight into how each other feels and reacts 
with other people in certain situations . 

We tried to find out more information on how Title 
IX would work at Oak Lawn, and we learned a lot 
more. We found it wasn't limited to P.E. or health 

classes, although these carry with them more 
restrictions than others . For example, as we men
tioned before, P. E. is taken only together in non
contact sports such as gymnastics, swimming, or 
volleyball. Health classes will always be together 
except during the period when sex education was 
taught. We couldn't understand why sex couldn't be 
taught together, but we realized that health is taught 
to freshmen and some freshmen aren't the most 
mature people around. 

Other areas affected are the music department, 
were there will no longer be a boy's chorus or girl's 
chorus. There will be a chorus made up of both 
groups. 

Getting back to P.E., from the female point of view, 
it seemed that when I first realized I would be in gym 
class with him it upset me because one of the most 
obvious and most ridiculous reasons. I was scared of 
being seen in my gym suit! Most all of the other girls 
cited the same silly reason for their initial dislike for 
open gym. But later we got over the initial shock of 
seeing each other in our gym suits, we were able to 
settle down and enjoy a really profitable experience. I 
like the idea of Title IX now, because I realize it 
allows girls to be equal w ith boys in ext ra -curricular 
activities also. It only makes sense that if t he gi r l's 
basketbal l team (a contact sport) wants to use the 
Spartan gym, and it's open , t hey should be able to. 
Ti t le IX prov ides for th is. 

It also states t hat al l fac i l ities shou ld be of equal 
value and any girl wishing to t ry out for a boy's non
contact spor.-t should be encouraged to. 

Also there will no longer be girl's bowling and boy's 
bowl ing, but there will be one bowling team. No more 
boy's weightlifting and girl's conditionina ! 

If we were all created equally, why shouldn't we be 
treated equally? Aren't I just-as good as him? 

This has been an account of how we feel Title IX will 
fit in at Oak Lawn. If we take an open minded attitude 
on Title IX it most definitely become a huge success. 
We hope it does ·because Oak Lawn NEEDS it. It's 
already 100 years late in coming. 

This is the way we look at it. A futuristic attitude? 
Definitely. Idealistic maybe? Definitely not, for Title 
IX will take affect on July 21 , 1978. And that's not too 
far off. Get ready now. We don't think it will be that 
bad after al I! 

BY MARK SHEL TON 

The OLCHS community's use 
of counselors, social workers 
and similar professionals has 
gradually increased over the 
past few years,, and the latest 
step in this area seems to be the 
best one: Under the training of 
YMCA Student Service Bureau 
Director Greg Godar, 26 OLCHS 
students have taken a non
credit course in which they 
learn to help other students 
clarify their needs and 
problems. understand the needs 
of others. and solve oroblems 

The training, which involved 
seniors Dennis Dobes, Casey 
Geller, Sharon Kerns, Mark 
Shelton, Don Lundquist, and 
Donna Maclernon and juniors 
Brenda Dowler, Nancy Galzin, 
Terry Hoffman, Peg Rabbe, 
Mary Horn, Pete Heemstra, 
Diane Hendzel, Tami Ito, Mary 
Jackson, Michelle Kapp, Linda 
Kaczmarek, Dawn Keenen, Pat 
Lydon, Sue Mark, Beth Stroud, 
Jim Swatkowski, Bart Tallon, 
Sharon Von Asten , Dawn 
Wesselhof, and Lori Zeller, 
received positive comments 
from all the trainees, and 
faculty members. Among them 
were comments " that such a 
thing has'been needed for a long 
time. " 

It certainly has. The necessity 
of havirig somebody to talk to is 
a big one, and its heartening to 
see that both students and 
facul ty are really interested in a 
program such as this. 

Plans are made for a second 
group to start training in late 
January. The skills covered 
would be beneficial to everyone, 
I'm sure, and I'm equally sure 
that the more people there are 
to talk to, the better. Godars 
plans eventually could lead to a 
credited course in the future , 
but in the meantime, his in
formal training session will 
continue. His efforts and the 
efforts of the peer counselors 
should not be overlooked. 

----------------------------------------------' problems with anyone. 

ROTC 
On Probation? 

BY TERRY HENSON 

Could it really be that ROTC 
students are so scarce that 
OLCHS may have to drop the 
course altogether? 

ROTC has been put on 
probation for the rest of this 
year which is due to a lack of 
students taking the course. 

Congress has ruled that the 
government support those 
schools with one hundred 
students in their ROTC 
program. OLCHS has ap
proximately fifty students 
presently 'in the program. 

According to Congress the 
two teachers we have should be 
able to teach the hundred 
students . When asked why we 
couldn 't keep one teacher for 
the fifty students , Major 
Gallant replied, "There is just 
too much work with uniforms 
and such that one teacher just 
couldn't handle it all. " 

Students now in the program 
will probably have to finish at 

another school if the enrollment 
number doesn't rise to the 
amount needed. This would be 
on the order of the Cooperative 
program going on with OLCHS 
and EPHS. 

It seems very unfair to drop 
the course when there are this 
many students interested in it. 

When other students were 
asked why they never took 
ROTC, a variety of answers 
were given including the 
phrases, "I wasn't interested" 
and "I didn't take it because of 
the influence other students' 
attitudes and opinions had on 
me." 

The Science department gives 
credit for ROTC as other 
science courses. 

ROTC should be like any 
other course because if it were a 
question of a language class a 
minimum of eighteen students 
would be required to hold the 
class. So with fifty in ROTC is it 
really necessary for the 
government to terminate the 
ROTC program here? 
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Shoplifting 

Not such a steal 
BY CHERYL BAILI<.;Y 

In a West Coast record store, 
a breathless teenager sets his 
books down on a record counter
-and walks away with four 
albums tucked between his 
notebooks. 

In a small town in Michigan, a 
woman tries on a pair of tor
toise-framed sunglasses , 
wanders off in search of a 
mirror, and keeps on going. 

In a crowded supermarket, a 
shopper unscrews the price
stamped cap from a jar of jelly 
and replaces it with a cap from 
a jar of applesauce. The price 
now reads $.67 instead of $.89. 

All of these people are 
engaged in an activity that, 
according to retail merchants 
and security experts, is the 
fastest growing form of larceny 
in the U.S.--shoplifting. Ap
proximately every 30 seconds 
last year , someone was 
arrested for stealing in a retail 
store, and no one can estimate 
how many people got away 
without being caught. 

scene is the alarming increase 
in the number of teenage thefts. 
Half of all shoplifting is done by 
youths and more than 300 
million dollars worth of mer
chandise has been "clipped" by 
teens · each year. A survey of 
1,000 high school students in 
Delaware revealed the alar
ming fact that almost 50 per 
<'P.nt had stolen at least once. 
Teens simply don't realize the 
consequences of shoplifting . 
They think of it as a challenge, a 
risk, almost as a sport, failing to 
comprehend that -a police 
record for shoplifting can follow· 
them the rest of their life-
barring them admission to 
college or acceptance for jobs. 
Searching for kicks , status, and 
parental attention, youths 
shoplift items that they often 
have no need for and usually 
end up throwing the mer
chandise out. In fact , 95 percent 
come from moderately wealthy 
families and often have suf
ficient money with them to pay 

90 per cent of all shoplifters are amateurs and more and 
more pilferers a~e turning out to be middle class, suburban, 
and white. (Staff ph..-,to by Cheryl Bailey) 

Probably the most 
widespread misconception 
concerning shoplifting is the 
belief that it is not a crime. Too 
many people believe that it is 
morally accept_able and 
rationalize their crime with 
statements · such as "Everyone 
does it." Unfortunately, none of 
these rationalizations excuse 
anyone from the serious crime 
that shoplifting .is. Charges for 
shoplifting can be as severe as 
those for arson, rape, and 
forgery. But unlike these 
crimes, shoplifting is practiced 
by a wide variety of people from 
every walk of life--from 
juveniles, to drug addicts, to 
professionals--who, in most 
other aspects, are respectful, 
law abiding citizens. 

Perhaps the most shocking 
development on the shoplifting 

for the stolen goods when 
reprimanded. 

Since so many teens lack 
attention at home, shoplifting 
is their way of snubbing their 
noses at everything that they 
associate with their parent's 
morals--respectability, honesty, 
and thrift. In sum, youths, who 
shoplift are looking for ways to 
"rip off the establishment. " But 
in addition to their attack on 
capitalism, thievery among 
youths is often committed to 
buy friends or as proof of 
maturity . .-ust as a few 
decades ago it was popular for 
teens to play chicken on the 
highway, it is not uncommon 
today to find that many social 
clubs and college fraternities 
and sororities require an 
initiation fee of $100 -worth of 
stolen goods before admitting 

new members. 
As much as retailers dread 

the housewives and juveniles 
who practice five-finger 
discounting, they are far more 
fearful of professional 
shoplifters that work in rings 
and steal selectively, placing 
their oriorities on expensive hot 
items such as suede coats 
T.V.'s , stereos , liquor, and 
other luxury items. Often they 
move in groups (some divert 
the sales people while others 
make the steal) or use other 
devised methods of obtaining 
merchandise. One professional 
was caught star naked under a 
mink coat. Later when 
questioned by authorities, she 
admitted she had planned on 
stealing an entire new outfit-
from the skin out. Retailers 
have also become familiar with 
"leggers" who, after sufficient 
practicing with phone books at 
home, are able to walk out of 
stores inconspicuously with 
merchandise between their 
thighs. 

The growing trend toward 
self-service stores is perhaps 
one main reason why so many 
people shoplift. It looks so easy 
and tempting. Modern mer
chandising is based on the 
premise that accessibility in
creases sales. Customers are 
encouraged to feel, to examine 
to try on. One discouraged 
Seattle merchant observed, 
"We ask our customers to help 
themselves. They sure do." 

Not long ago, it was im
possible in most states to arrest 
a shoplifter until he had left the 
store. But currently, forty 
states have passed laws which 
allow stores to apprehend a 
suspect before he leaves and 
hold him for a reasonable length 
of time while being searched. 
This new law allows retailers to 
make the most of such an
tishoplifting devices as closed 
circuit T. V. 's, two-way mirrors 
in dressing rooms , false 
columns with peep holes con
taining detectives , and private 
radio systems used to alert 
store personnel of possible 
snatchings. 

Preventing shoplifting is 
expensive and perhaps this is 
one reason why many stores do 
not have adequate protection. 
Advanced systems, such as 
Sensormatic and Checkmate 
cost each store over a million 
dollars to install , but retailers of 
large stores claim the systems 
are near-foolproof and pay for 
themselves within a few 
months. Both systems involve 
tagging all garments with an 
electronic wafer that can only 
be removed by a clerk with a 
special tool. Experts say that 
thief would have to damage the 
garment to remove the qevice. 
If a shopper leaves a store with 
a tagged item, doorway arches 
that contain detection equip
ment sound off a loud alarm. 
Since these systems are - so 

(continued page 8) 

Some people shoplift for kicks, failing to realize that a 
shoplifting record can follow . them the rest of their lives
forever barring them from college and jobs. Statistics 
reveal that -youths shoplift items they often have no need for 

and usually end up throwing the merchandise out. 

(Staff photo by Jeff JNili'cka) 
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Shoplifting 

(continued from page 7 ) 

costly to install , only the more 
expensive stores such as 
Marshall Fields, I. Magnin, 
Lord and Taylor, and Carson 
Pirie Scott have them, to name 
a few. 

Xmas spirit I ives I 

Other less expensive ways of 
preventing shoplifting have 
been found to be successful too. 
Some retailers have bought 
locks and chains and have 
actually chained articles of 
clothing to racks, requiring a 
sales clerk to unlock the gar
ment to even be tried on. 

Many shoplifters don't ac
tually steal an article from a 
store, but rather they simply 
tag it with a price that they feel 
is appropriate . To combat this 
aspect of the crime, a system 
known as Swiftach is being 
successfully employed all over 
the country. Swiftach in tails a 
three inch plastic strip with 
barbed ends athat are literally 
shot through the price tag and 
garment being tagged. It must 
be cut off to be removed, but 
can only be replaced by a store 
employee using the special 
"gun." Another method that 
works on the same principle is 
a system that attaches straight 
pins to tags garments 
with a machine that bends the 
pins in such a way that a broken 
fingernail will result if the tag is 
removed by a customer. 
Granted, many tag switchers 
would not mind a broken 
fingernail, but the catch is that 
the pin is impossible to replace 
neatly and a clerk who removes 

BY ANNA AIELLO 

Young or old, Christmas warms many homes. Just the smell 
invades the mind, and even adults start acting strange. Boxes start 
filing out of closets, bank accounts start to dwindle, and feet start 
hurting. Everyone is preparing for the coming of Santa Claus . 

Fat, round and jolly describes your friend and mine: Santa 
Claus. Mr. Santa was put together by a great number of people. A 
4th century bishop who was known for his "good deeds," is the 
name sake for St. Nicholas . An American cartoonist, Thomas Nast, 
built the image of Santa in red velvet fur-trimmed dress, while 
Clement Moore's composition: Visit from St. Nicholas (Twas the 
Night Before Christmas) embedded even further . 

In many parts of Europe, Christmas is celebrated on December 
6, the feast of Saint Nicholas. St. Nicholas is known to different 
children in the world by many a names. In England, he is known as 
Father Christmas ; not very original, in the Netherlands as Sinter 
Klass. Its believed that when the Dutch settlers arrived in 
America, it was interpreted as Santa Claus, which stuck through 
the years. Other children know St. Nick as Pere Noel, (French), 
German children know him as Kris Kringle. La Befane, who 
happens to be a woman, is waited for on Christmas Eve by children 
in Italy, while Saint Lucy and Father Christmas pair up to 
enlighten Switzerland's lads and lasses. Parents in Hungary tell 
their children gifts are brought from the angels; and aren't they? 

Customs not only used by ethnic groups, but accepted by 
everyone, include the ever-exciting Christmas tree. The idea of 
using a Christmas tree originated in Germany, and soon became 
the "in" thing. Parents loved seeing the looks on their kids faces 
when they awoke and saw this lit green tree with different little 
boxed treasures underneath. Besides the gathering for feasting, 
families got together to Christmas carol. Singing is one of the most 
beautiful experiences known. Everyone loves music, no matter 
what kind they choose. But everyone loves caroling and Christmas 
songs. Singing to older people especially gives a good feeling. Thats 
one of those things that starts·making people act strange during the 
holiday season. St. Francis originated the custom of singing carols, 
not only for pleasure, but for praise. 

a switched pin will be pricked ..------------------------...... 
because of its improper in- r I ""' 
stallment. B 

The stores of tomorrow are O O p e rs already being built with 
preventive shoplifting 
measures in mind. A good 
example is Venture, located at. 
95th and Crawford. It is built on 
low open lines without blind 
spots or hidden corners where a 
pilferer might pause to snatch 
merchandise. Venture has only 
one main exit, since the fewer 
the exits, the harder the 
getaway. Also, a security guard 
stands at the entrance and 
requires that all bags and 
packages be left at the door. 
According to a securitv guard 
who wishes to remain 
anonymous, " Venture 
definitely has a shoplifting 
problem . We (the security 
guards) only take away the 
temptation to shoplift. " Other 
details could not be disclosed as 
to what systems Venture uses to 
combat shoplifters. This was 
the case when managers and 
other security guards of stores 
(such as Charles Stevens, 
Paddors, Alison's, etc.) were 
interviewed. Everyone of them 
admitted to having shoplifting 
problems, and all of them 
employ some form of anti
shoplifting device. They all 
prosecute shoplifters 99 per cent 
of the time. By no means is it 
worth the risk to shoplift. As 
stated before, a shoplifting 
record will follow you for the 
rest of your life. When the 
temptation strikes to pick up a 
few new things, remember a 
catchy ad that is being posted at 
strategic points in stores : "Ken 
swapped a $15 pair of jeans for a 
college education." Is it worth 
it? 

I 

The following bloopers were suoolied by the English Department 
of OLCHS and are just a sampling of the hundreds of ways students 
are capaole of murdering the English language. We invite an the 
teachers to submit bloopers to the Spartanite to be used in this new 
monthly column. 

Anita is hoary. 
(She must be suffering from premature aging.) 

We ordered six pictures of beer. 
(Obviously this kid is into vicarious experiences) 

The President should be able to have foreign relations. 
(no wonder Ford was so intent on going to China) 

Madison severed his second term as President... 
(You mean Nixon wasn't the first?) 

One of the biggest con-men in our society is the undertak~r. He sets 
up a low and extremely attractive price for a com~lete f~neral , 
wmcn 1s merely the lure for tne unwary consumer durmg a time of 
deep grief. When the nerson arrives at the undertaker's, he throws 
out his old offer and prays upon the emotion of the family . 

(It sounds like the right thing to do.) 
The United States should have Capital Punishment. 

(Ohcomeon, they're not doing that badly.) 

PREJUDICE 
I'm enrolled in a new school now. It's OLCHS and it's really a big 
school with just about everything in it you can think of except 
niggers . 

I read the book To Sir. With Love. I think that if a nigger came to 
teach at Oak Lawn, the kids would not be as prejudice as the ones in 
tne book. 

"James Craig was born iR Mount Pleasant, Iowa, in a shack for two 
years (although he doesn't remember it) then moved to Davenport. 
(His mother must have had a very traumatic experience, but 

.. remember. he's a big man. ) ~ 

Originally Christmas was not only celebrated as the birth of 
Christ, but to celebrate the " rebirth of the sun." 

"Its better to give than to receive," has really lost its meaning. 
Listening to greedy little kids talking to Santa Claus at a shopping 
center, revealed just what they want. After waiting all that time in 
an never ending line, kids either laugh, cry, or run away from old 
white beard. The braver ones sit on his lap, pull out their list and 
gab away. Then there's these parents who just have to have a 
picture of their child sitting on Santa's lap. Forcing the screaming 
child to sit, and ordering him to smile while the photographer clicks 
away could really turn a child bad. Its something I've kept in my 
memory ever since, and I understand just how that impression will 
stick with them. One of the braver, walked up all by himself, told 
him his entire list, and eagerly listened for Santa's remark. After 
listening with a great deal of patience, Santa assured him of all his 
wants. The young man simply turned his-Head and said "Its all 
right, my old man will get it for me anyway." The astonished Claus 
simply asked for the next youngster. 

It has to take a certain kind of man to do the job of playing Santa 
Claus . They don't necessarily have to be old, but patient, good 
natured, and have a strong knee. Its hard to believe some of these 
kids who just never grow up, still going up to him and asking. 

The Santa Claus I just happened to talk to was a trustee from 
Joliet State Prison. Could you imagine what the parents of kids 
would say or do if they only knew their kid is sitting on the lap of a 
convict and loving every minute of it. Mike (Santa ) is 47 years old 
with four kids of his own. He's such an outgoing man, that he fits the 
job perfectly. He needs the money, but that isn 't necessarily the 
reason he took the job. He enjoys it so much, he's going to try and 
get it again next year . His youngest child is 13, and he knows who 
Santa is, but he still gets a little excited seeing his father sitting up 
on the throne holding, and listening. Children are what keeps the 
world moving. They're always so happy and cheerful; and if it 
wasn't for them, everyone would be walking around as scrooges. 

Fleurette 

Just like your dream. 
Timeless. 

Reaching the Infinity 
of a thousand stars. 

Reflecting a heritage of.love 
BS old BS time. 

As young as the dawn. 
Fleurette by Orange Blossom. 

MARKS BROS. 
JEWELERS • SINCE 1895 

· EVERGREENPLAZA ·YORKTOWN 
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Christmas is for kids! 
BY JERRY PETERSON 

Do you know what's coming tree at night." obviously religiously oriented 
up at the end of this month? Of "It wouldn't look pretty." and others wanted their parents 
course you do, Christmas. It I then asked who wanted snow to just love each other. 
might have taken a little for Christmas. Three didn't Mrs . Haynes summed up the 
thought, but you eventually want snow. Their answers : classroom atmosphere by 
came up with the right answer. "You couldn't play baseball." saying, "They're excited and 
The extra thought involved may "Ruins the grass ." find it hard to concentrate on 
be an indication that Christmas, "It makes me cold." their work." 
like Halloween, may be fading I was a big person in a little To get into the Christmas 
back into times gone by. On the people's world. I was depressed spirit, Christmas songs had 
'other hand, it may be that we're when half the kids said they been sung and ornaments had 
all getting older and Christmas didn't like to give presents, they been made. The PTA even set 
is a time meant specially for the only liked to get them. up a Christmas shop where the 
young. "Will you have Christmas kids could buy presents on their 

After talking to second grade lights on this year?" own and hide them at home. 
students at Gasteyer School in "Yes, we turn on all our I was told a story about a six 
Oak Lawn, I_ found ~he l~tter to Christmas lights when Santa year old boy who had gone to a 
be true. Christmas 1s still very comes. He 'll like our house," shopping center and had seen 
much a big thing. I asked Mrs. "Will Santa stop at houses Santa. His eyes became as big 
Haynes ' and Mrs. Bro~n's where there are no lights?" as saucers, and he said, "There 
second grade classes questions "Yes." really is a Santa Claus, even 
about Christmas. I must say "Would he come to your house though the others may not 
first off that kids in second first because you had lights believe, but really there is ." 
grade are very honest, eager on? " Another situation, which I 
and easily influenced. "No. He would go where there witnessed was when the 

"Do you think Christmas is were no lights first. Those children were coming down the 
the most important event of the people need his help more than I hall from singing Christmas 
year?" All raised their hands do ." songs. Many were pretending 
and answered, "~eah!_" In response to a questio':1 Mrs. they were conducting . The 

" How many believe m Santa Haynes had asked her kids on Christmas tree, which had been 
Claus?" Thirty out of thirty- what they wanted Santa to bring put up that day, added to their 
four raised their hands. their parents for Christmas, I excitement. 

"Why isn't black a Christmas got answers that varied from Mr. Oppenhein, principal, at 
color?" such unrealistic things as a Gasteyer feels that the attitude 

"It's not the color you see. million dollars, to some prac- towards Christmas hasn't 
That's for Halloween." tical gifts like shirts and per- changed, but maybe I have. 

"Hecause you couldn't see the fume . Some responses were 

Foghat rocks at Aragon 
BY ROSS HOOPLE 

When word got around that 
the British rock group Foghat 
would be recording for a live 

album in Chicago 's Aragon 
Ballroom. all remainine: tickel<; 
for their Nov . 28 and 29 con
certs were almost immediately 
sold out, and a third show was 
added for Nov. 30. With Black 
Oak Arkansas and Montrose 
appearing the same nights, it 
became the first concert in the 
Aragon 's history of rock shows 
to sell out for three consecutive 
days. 

A 1400 decible amplification 
system was used to supply the 
sound for the three groups, 
which at the time seemed about 
as loud as anything could 
possibly be. At one point, a huge 
speaker enclosure had worked 
its way loose, and came 
crashing onto the stage, barely 
missing a stage assistant. 

The Saturday night show 
opened with Montrose as a 
warm-up group , and some 
warm-up group they were. 
Considering that their light 
show was the highlilght of the 
evening, and a second encore 
was demiinded before they 
could leave, Montrose could 
have been the whole show by 
themselves. The synthesized 
drum set that they had in
corporated into their act had 
also put a little more depth into 
their usually basic rock and 
roll. 

Black Oak Arkansas was up 
next, and had the audience on 
its feet with their x-rated 
raunch n' roll. They had saved 
the well-known songs for an 
encore, and began with music 
from their latest album, which 
didn 't amount to much at all. 
What Black Oak lacked in 
material , however, was made 
up for by their control of their 
instruments. The lead guitarist 

played some fantastic riffs, and 
the drummer pounded out a 10 
to 15 minute solo which, after 
throwing his sticks into the 
audience, had finished with his 
bare hands. . 

Though Foghat was the main 
attraction, their show was 
rather disappointing . Li~e 
Black Oak, they also had 
started with brand new songs, 
which could have possibly been 
good if they were played better. 
It seemed like they weren't 
getting anywhere until they 
played their older songs like, " I 
Just Want to Make Love to 
You", and "Mabelline." In
stead ot cheers like "Foghat 

rules, " the audience was 
shouting out, "sit down," and 
"get out of the way" which were 
directed towards the people 
standing on their seats. To the 
fans, however, who could put 
up with the ear-shattering 
volume, and the several hour 
wait in line for good seats, the 
concert was well worth it. 

If you haven't been to see a 
good concert lately, or for that 
matter, any concerts at all, 
ticket and show information can 
be obtained by calling the 
following numbers: Rock Phone 
591-1227, T-I-C-K-E-T-S, and 478-
1491. 
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Images: 
Mary Horn 

Mary Horn, class of '77, has 
been writing poetry for a few 
years now. This month, she 
entertains us with some 
Christmas selections. 

It looks like it's going to be 
a picture-puzzle Christmas 
anyway. Plodding through the endless· 
forest of plastic foliage , assaulted by 
the incessant glare of light, 
intimidated by the obstinate 
and thoroughly revolting claims of 
"the perfect gift" . 
A picture-puzzle Christmas, 
but none of the pieces fit. 

The icy wind whips through barren trees ; 
a scream of loneliness and despair, 
echoed in the spiritless grey skies. 
The scene of others ' merriment 
makes for a wistful gaze 
and a disheartened trudge 
to the place, unfriendly and cold, 
where one lives out his y~ars. 
A silent shroud of snow 
steals all hope, all warmth, all cheer 
from a holiday not at home. 

~ Tiff AIR ,oil(.£ 
. IN INTERESTED IN 

MAKING THE MOST 
OF YOUR TALENTS! 
You have probably 
already discovered that 
you need experience to 
get a good job these 
days ... and you need a 
job to get experience. 
Where does someone 
Ilka you statt? · 

Each year over 79.000 
men and women Just Ilka 
you get a hndnart In the 
Air Force. You .... In the 
Air Force you don't need 
that hard-to-get pHt 
experience .•• we give It to 
you. 

•Choose a sklll that will 
prepare you for the 
future. 

•Earn full pay while you 
lnrn. 

•Become a profNSlonal. 

For mor. lnfo,,,,.tlon, 
-,,,_. call your lot»/ Air 
Fon» Recrullw •t: 
10135 S. Cicero Ave. 
oak Lawn, UUnou IN53 
4%5-4,ZZ 

-::: 

"" 
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Green Vlove drops 2 
straight; sinks to 1-4 

'" , .... .·-i ' . 
f19:4 ,II 

: 
BY DAN PADY 

The OLCHS Varsity Swim 
Team holds a record of 1-4, 
losing to Downers Grove South, 
Quigley South, Reavis and 
Stagg. 

"Our record should have been 
3-2, but lack of depth throughout 
the meets were a major factor,'' 
commented head Coach Vern 
Scarpelli. The varsity lost to 
Reavis by one point last Friday. 
"In the Reavis and Quigley 
South meets, the score was 
close with our team in the lead 
until the last event." Diver Les 
White took a close second, 
missing first by three-tenths of 
a point, one of the major factors 
in the loss to Reavis. 

"The fact that the team lost in 
the last events in the last meet 
has pushed the Varsity to work 
much harder during practice", 
said Coach Scarpelli, "but there 
is a not definite lack of team 
unity this year". 

The Green Wave's first win of 
the season was their first home 
meet against Argo. Downers 
Grove and Stagg are ex
ceptionally strong this year. 

Outstanding in their events so 
far this season for the Varsity 
have been Mark Traynor in the 
200 and 500 freestyle. Mark 
She"lton in the 100-yard 
breaststroke. Dan Kruse in the 

Chess club 
moves to 
5-3 record 
BY NEIL BARNHART 

The OLCHS Chess Club, in its 
first year here , is off to a fine 
start in its conference com
petition. 

Their record now stands at 5-
3, but two of the losses came at 
the hands of the state con
tenders, Lincoln-Way. They 
sent five men to state last year, 
and all five have returned this 
year . Oak Lawn has wins over 
Richards, Stagg , Shepard, 
Tinley Park, and Reavis to go 
along with the third loss to 
Evergreen Park. 

Playing the top honors on this 
year's squad are Juniors Craig · 
Smith and Ken Libert, while 
board three to eight goes to 
Kevin Kayden, John Lasalvia, 
Dave Gilbert, Shawn Wem
dling, Brian Bender and Chris 
Kotas. Kotas is the only man 
that has not yet been defeated in 
conference competition yet. 

The results in each meet in 
chess are decided by points 
distributed on each board that 
wins, loses, or ties. The top 
board receives 20 points for a 
win, five for a loss , and ten for a 
tie. Board two receives 16-4-8, 
boards three through six 
receive 12-3-6, and boards seven 
and eight are scored 8-2-4. 

The Chess Club is coached by ·· 
Mr. Bob Dominiak, who things 
that a third place finish in the 
six team conference is the best 
that his team can do this year. 

100-yard backstroke, and Mike 
Miller in the 200 and 500-yard 
freestyles. · 

In the beginning of the season 
the Sophomore Swim Team has 
been plagued by illness. The 
sophomore's trouble is also a 
lack of depth as they have only 
five sophomores and the rest 
inexperienced freshmen. 

Outstanding in the 
sophomores events are Greg 

Breshnehan in the 200-yard 
individual medley, Steve Yukel 
in the 200 and 500-free, Shawn 
Flynn in the 100-yard 
backstroke, and Ken Zad in the 
100-yard butterfly. 

The Green Wave swam 
against Tinley Park South on 
Tuesday, and at home against 
St. Lawrence Thursday, but 
results were too late to make 
this edition. 
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Take your marks .... go ! -Spartan swimmers begin 

a race in a recent swimming meet. (Staff photo by Mike Clapper) 

Who will succeed Kunde? 
BY BOB DODGE 

He slowly followed his -players into the visitor's locker room. It 
was the last game of the season, against Bremen, and, although 
they had won, a quiet, chilled atmosphere reigned inside. For the 
Spartans, it was the last game of a successful 7-2 season. For Bob 
Kunde, it was the finale of a long and memorable career as head 
football coach at Oak Lawn. 

In announcing his resignation at the last school board meeting, 
Bob Kunde explained that he needed more time with his family . He 
would like to see his son, who is now a sophomore in Oak Forest, 
play football . Kunde will continue to teach at Oak Lawn but now 
will be able to give a little more time to his personal affairs . 

High school football is losing a good man, after nine dedicated 
years on the gridiron at Oak Lawn. 

As for the replacement of Kunde, no one knows . As of Wed
nesday, Dec. 10, applications were opened to present school faculty 
for the job. These applications can be completed and returned by 
Dec. 18. According to Athletic Director Fred Parks, " .. .it is 
unknown at this time if we will open applications up outside of 
school. That is undecided." Rumor does have it now, however, that 
there will be no need to go outside of school, although many out
siders have expressed an interest in the job. 

The choice of the new coach will be a group decision between Mr. 
Parks and the members of the administration. Approval by the 
school board is also necessary. 

When questioned as to the applicant's from Oak Lawn, one would 
naturally consider Mr. Chuck Chilvers and Mr. Bill Marcordes, the 

team members should be playing and practicing to win and to 
improve, and not just to "get it over with." Finally, the raw talent 
from the players themselves must be present. 

The football players from last year seem to feel that Coach 
Kunde gave all he had for the team. As to the future coach, most 
players feel either Marcordes or Chilvers can fill the job. A few 
members feel the coach should be found outside of Oak Lawn. 

Davelis may have the qualities, but some players feel his chances 
are less due to the fact that he just came from the sophomore spot. 

Chivers always had a good relationship with the players, perhaps 
better than Coach Kunde had had. Chilvers does have the ex
perience of coaching a semi-pro football team, the Rebels, but 
some people feel this may endulge his time a little too deeply. 

Marcordes is another man with a strong chance. Although most 
players asked to have their name withheld, the consensus seems to 
go with Marcordes or Chilvers. 

Other coaches have also expressed divided opinions for either 
Chilvers or Marcordes. Perhaps the real coach may be someone 
entirely different. We will have to wait and see. If the choice does 
stay in Oak Lawn, it will probably be announced at the January 
School Board meeting. ff the choice goes out of school, it will be 
announced in spring. 

Perhaps the next coach will have to inspire a winning attitude in 
his players. The OLCHS Track team has dominated their con
ference for the past six years. As one trackman put it, "When 
Coach Lewis asks you to run, you run. And for some reason, you 
really want to .... 

present assistant coaches. Also, sophomore coach Chuck Davelis is r-------------------------... , 
considere~ a can~date. Mr. Chilve!'8 stated that he, as well as ~ WANTED ,. 
some outside candidates, have apphed. 

When looking at the possible choices, one can make his pick as to 
the qualities of the candidate. According to Mr. Parks, a model 
head coach needs the following qualities: leadership, with both his 
players and assistants, must have a good rapport with the players, 
and the ability to talk to them, and a tremendous knowledge of the 
game of football. Mr. Parks went on to say that there are three or 
four faculty members that fit those qualities . 

The personal feelings of the administration are really undecided 
at this time. Generally, they refuse to comment on their personal 
choices. 

A school the size of Oak Lawn should be able to develop a sound 
football program with a true contender. The coach must be able to 
inspire a winning attitude in both his players and in the school. The 
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'. ·499-2422 
15 or older you can start toward your 

drivers license today. 4 week courses, 
insurance discounts and school 
credit available call 499-2422 now 
5406 W. 95th St. Oak Lawn 
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SENIORS 
FOR 

HAWAII t!!b 
BY SIMONE 
12 DAYS ON WAIKIKI BEACH 

IN HONOLULU FOR 

$439°° COMPLETE 
We'll accompany Stagg H.S. Seniors 

JUNE 13-24 
Includes, First Class Hotei All Air 

and Ground Transfers, In-Flight 

Meals, Insurances, Tips, and more. 

This trip is sponsored by: Mr. Simone 
and C-S Travel, Hickory Hills 

This trip is not sponsored by Dist. 229 
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Sports 
Grapplers undefeated at 4-0-1 
BY J. R. ERNST 

The OLCHS Varsity Grap
plers remained undefeated and 
boosted their record to 4-0-1 
when they squeaked by a to~gh 
Thornwood team by a score of 
23-22 on Sat. Dec. 13. 

The Spartans were down by a 
score of 17-9 when Steve 
LaRocco defeated his opponent 
12-5 to make the meet score 17-
12. Jim Mastores then lost 3-2 
and things started to look grave 
for the Spartans, who were now 
down by eight points. 

Paul Cizek is looking tough at 
105 lbs., where he won four in a 
row until Carl Pierce of 
Thornwood snapped his winning 
streak. Cizek was last years 
conference champ at 98 lbs. 

At 112 lbs. Bob Berndt is 
coming on with a 3-1 record. 
Gary Ramirez is having a tough 
time at the 119 lbs. but is ex
pecting to pick up as the season 
goes on. 

At 126 lbs. Larry Wagner has 
a 5-0 record, and is one of the 
better 126 lbs . wrestlers around. 

Jim Vail is looking very tough 
with a 4-1 record at 132 lbs. 

At 138 lbs. Steve LaRocco is 
expected to do very well and is 
howing he has what it takes with 
a 4-1 record. 

At 145 lbs. and 155 lbs. Mike 
Chickerillo and Jim Mastores 

are doing o.k. Chickerillo has a 
2-2 record, while Mastores is 3-
1. 

Steve Morganthallar and Jim 
Latanski are sharing the load at 
167 lbs. Both are undefeated. 

Captain Dan McEntee is 
undefeated at 185 lbs. and is 
expected to return to state this 
year. Last year McEntee placed 
eighth at state. 

Andy Pappas is 1-2-1 at 
Heavyweight and it is hoped 
that he can strengthen that 
catagory, for OLCHS. 

Tonight the Spartans host a 
tough Sandburg team in a 
conference meet at 4 p.m. 
Tomorrow the team will travel 
to Evergreen Park to take on 
the rival Mustangs. Match time 
is 2 p.m. 

0-1 • In conference 

December 19, 1975 

Athlete of the issue 

SWIMMER MARK TRAYNOR 

Athlete of the issue this month goes to swimmer Mark Traynor. 
He recently broke the 500-yard freestyle record at Oak Lawn with 
time of 5:41.3. 

Most team members agree that Mark is one of the hardes 
workers on the varsity swim team. Although he is quiet, Mark ha 
led the team both mentally and physically in the last two meets 
especially in his events, the 200 and 500-yard freestyles. 

Coach Vern Scarpelli commented that Mark will be one of the to 
six swimmers in Districts and one of the top three in Conference. 
Considering he has only been on the team two years, state com

tition will be sought for next year. 

The Spartans needed a strong 
finish to pull out a win. Mike 
Chickerillo won 4-2 to put the 
Spartans within five. Steve 
Morganthaller and Dan 
McEntee then pushed the 
Spartans into a 21-20 lead. The 
meet was far from over, 
however, with the Hwt. 
catagory still left to wrestle. 
Down by one, Andy Pappas 
escaped in the last period to tie 
his score and insure the Spartan 
victory. 

The Spartans had an easier 
time the night before when they 
beat Lincoln-Way 32-18 in their 
first conference meet. 

Cagers look to comeback 
The score swayed back and 

forth for the first four weights 
and then Larry Wagner put the 
Spartans on top to stay with an 
11-3 victory. 

With a 4-0-1 record , the 
Spartans look to be in solid 
shape. 

The 98 lbs . catagory, 
however, is lacking experience 
with three different people 
wrestling there at different 
times this year and none of 
them have won so far . Op
ponents have scored 27 points 
against our 98 lbs . wrestlers, 
while Spartans have scored 
zero. 

BY DENNIS POWERS 

The varsity basketball team 
began the 1975-76 season with a 
disappointing start. Posting an 
0-1 record in conference play 
and a 2-6 record in overall play 
our Spartans have been unable 
to stay healthy. Five of the first 
six players have already been 
out at one time or another due to 
an injury. 

The Spartan basketball team 
started off the 75-76 season with 
a· loss, 77-64, to Stagg H. S. 
Stagg, with a previous record of 
in it's last 2 years was expected 

to be any easy win, but after the 
opening tipoff Stagg proved to 
be a much improved team. 

Both teams came out running 
and playing fast basketball 
and as a result there was total of 
46 turnovers for the game, with 
OL having the majority. Both 
teams shot a good percentage 
from the floor, Stagg with 49 
percent and OL with 43 percent. 
Stagg also had an edge from the 
free throw line with 74 percent 
to our 66 percent. The hot hand 
for the Spartans was junior 
Steve Strenk who led the team 
with 22 points, he shot an in-

Driving hard Junior Steve Strenk dribbles hard and quick past an Argo opponent for a quick 
score. (Staff photo by Donna Dean) 

credible 11 for 15 from the floor 
for 73 percent. They stayed in 
the game all the way until the 
fourth quarter , when the 
Chargers, in better condition 
out ran the tired Spartans. At 
the end of the 1st quarter we 
were down by 1 point and at half 
time we were down by 2. By the 
3rd quarter we had the lead by 
1 for the last time. 

Over the Thanksgiving 
holiday, Spartan cagers par
ticipated in the Quigley South 
Round Robin Tournament. Our 
cagers did not fare as well as 
was expected, coming in 3rd out 
of 4 teams. For the tourney, 
starting guard Ron Dalrymple 
was benched with a sprained 
ankle. In the first game against 
Argo, they were defeated 65-40. 
Leading scorer for the Spartans 
was Ray Lanham with 12 points. 

For the second game of the 
tournament our cagers easily 
defeated Bogan 64-54. Leading 
the scoring again was Ray 
Lanham with 16. Ray also led in 
rebounds with 11. Also helping 
the winning cause was Bruce 
Pivarunas with 14 points. 

The last game of the tour
nament was the most exciting 
as Oak Lawn lost to Quigley 47-
42 in overtime. The game was 
close all the way, as the 
largest margin in regulation 
time was four points at the end 
of the first quarter. At halftime 
it was tied at 22 points apiece. 
By the third quarter Quigley 
was up by one pont. A couple of 
clutch baskets by Dave Madeja 
in the last minute of regulation 
time sent the game into a three 
minute overtime tied at 40. 
Quigley scored twice and ran 

out the clock to win it. 
Two weeks ap;o, the Spartans 

played two games, losing both 
of them. Friday against 
Eisenhower H.S., they led most 
of the game until the fourth 
quarter when they dro_pped a 
four point lead to lose 55-50. OL 
had five more turnovers than 
Eisenhower and was 
outrebounded 33-23. Ray 
Lanham again led the team in 
scoring with 18 points. The 
home game Saturday was 
another dissappointing one, as 
they lost decisively 68-57. 
Morton came out ready to play, 
which is more than can be said 
about the Spartans. Morton shot 
a hot 53 percent from the field 
and 76 percent from the free 
throw line. The high scorer for 
the night was Rich Renz with 18 
points. 

In last weekend's games, the 
Spartan quintet split, losing 
their first conference contest to 
Lincoln-Way and winning big 
over Brother Rice in a non
co nf er ence game Saturday. 
Lincoln-Way came out and 
scored 10 straight points before 
the Spartans could score one 
basket in the first quarter. 

Lincoln-Way led 10-6 at the 
end of the first quarter and 24-16 
at the haH. Our cagers played a 
good 3rd quarter of "catch
ball" and tied it at 35-35 by the 
last quarter. In the 4th, Lincoln
Way again broke it open to win 
by 17. 

Saturday night ours started 
and got back on the winning 
track winning by 21 points. 
Leading scorer for the Cagers 
was Ray Lanham with 12 points. 
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Other ideas wer constructing
display cases wher possible
and useful, painting the outside
fences replacing missing
hardware for windows, and
improve lighting in stair wells,
washrooms and in the
corridors. Remodeling of the
spartan gym locker rooms and
south wall were mentioned
along with remodeling the
media center.

Many good suggestions were
made but then some seem a
little doubtful for instance the
replacement of all outside
locks. This could be relatively
expensive and it isn't a
necessary project. Providing a
conference room to accomodate
up to thirty persons com
fortably is a very vague
suggestion. Who would use it
and for what? It would appear
that the rooms adjacent to the
library would be adequate.

Building additional tennis
courts is out of the question
since every piece of land is
either unsuitable or it is already
used.

Construction of a greenhouse
and additional equipment for
the science department. Ex
pand overall Home Ec.
facilities and provided and
equip a child care lab and play
area.

Relocation plans were
discussed. Some ideas were to
centralize all counselors, social
workers and deans into a pupil
personnel center, and
relocation of the Data
Processing center and
providing a torage area for it's
soft wear.

January 30, 1976
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be looked for in the near future.
However suggestions for air
conditioning room 117, the data
processing area and the library
complex are more in line with
our budget.

Improvements for some
departments were mentioned.
To expand the over alI art
department and especially the
photography area and the
facilities. Enlarge and remodel
the industrial education area,
also upgrade equipment and
facilities in the auto, woods,
metals, and graphic arts shops.

art

project would be all student
lockers and metal throughout
the school. One idea was to
paint all the lockers on the first
floor in red, white, and blue but
this and the suggestion that all
lockers be painted is unlikely
because of the great expense.

Air conditioning was also
under consideration. Someone
thought that alI the classrooms
should be air conditioned. This
and a more modest suggestion
of partialy air conditioning the
forth addition are very ex
pensive projects and should not

by tephen Meehan

Recently it was revealed that
Mr. Wiltshire, Mr. Lynch, and
the Board of Education com
piled a list of improvements for
the school. This list hits upon
many varied subjects, but a
great portion of it deals with
painting and repairing the
school building.

A few of these painting
projects are classroom ceilings
and in the third addition, where
needed old tiles will be
replaced. The largest painting

Thornton victor

" •

at Pre-Leg ._,,,

alcohol and what can be done to
prevent alcoholism.

Mr. Jacobson, a volunteer
from the Illinois Drug Abuse
Program, discussed the
dangers and problems of over
the-counter drugs and how they
affect the young housewife. A
teacher at the Mayfair Com
munity College, he teaches a
course in drug education.

In addition to the speakers,
movies were shown, some of
which were on breast cancer,
the unborn baby, the maternity
hospital routine, pap tests, and
birth defects.

Mr .. Greg Godar, of the
Student Services Bureau, gave
a discussion on communication
and being honest with your
opinions and feelings to a few of
the classes.

Ms. Karen Dorne, teacher
and Ms. Linda Ra~sdale, social
worker, ended the unit with a
discussion and presentation of
the woman's role in society
today.

OLCH 'candidate for Youth Governor of llIinoi ,John Thornton,
with Superintendent Harold Wiltshire (left) and Youth in Govern
ment ponsor, Mr. Frank Vazzana (right).

Child Abuse Committee, Mr.
Herman Schapiro, spoke on the
problems young couples with
children face.

Ms. Anne Doolin, a substitute
teacher who has taught at
OLCHS and is curreatly
working on a masters in
sociology spoke on rape Both
prevention of rape and what a
woman can do to defend herself
were discuss d.

A previous student teacher at
OLCHS, Mrs. Habich spoke on
the Lamaz method of childbirth.
She demonstrated breathing
patterns and explained what
happens in each step of labor.

Mr. Ernie Basile, a divorce
counselor who teaches at
Moraine Valley Community
College explained why so many
young marriages end in
divorce, what happens to those
involved, and what could be
done to prevent divorce.

Alcoholism was discussed by
Ms. Nonatobin from Alcoholics
Anonymous. She explained why
many young people turn to

tempt to change and impro e
the law. The decision that the
group makes may actually have
a say in altering the th state
government. The Youth
Governor heads the group, and
the honor and responsibility
thrust upon him will be the
greatest he's experienced. The
responsibility on all delegat
may exceed anything they've
ever had.

The sponsors of the Youth in
Government program at Oak
Lawn are Mr. Frank Vazzana
and Mr. Ralph Wright.

BY VIRGINIA COWART

'Family Living' unit for senior girls

The OLCHS Girl's Physical
Education Department recenUy
taught, as part of its curricula,
a "Family Living" Unit. The
purpose of the unit was to in
form senior girls of things to
think about after graduation-
what they would have to thilik
about when living in an apart
ment or goins away from home.

In addition to information
given by teachers, there were
also presentations given by
guest speakers who came from
places such as The Alcohol
Information Center, The Oak
Lawn Fire Dept., and The
Illinois Drug Abuse Program.

Capt. Bulow and Lt. Murray
from the Oak Lawn Fire Dept.
talked about preventing fires
and thinking up escape routes
ahead of time while Officer
Mackey informed the girls on
what kind of locks to use where
and how to prevent trouble for
themselves.

A volunteer from the Illinois

sponsor d by eOior ryl
Bailey at last year's meeting. It
was one of the el ven bills that
passed, and it d alt with the
outlawing of a red-dye number
two. The bill became actual law
on Jan. 19 of this year.

The announcement of
Thornton's election brought on
an ear-shocking applause from
the 40 plus members of the Oak
Lawn delegation. In his ac
ceptance speech, Thornton told
the 200 delegates from the
Southwest "Y" that the Youth
of the state would be heard. A
huge campaign is now being
planned for Thornton and the
final elections on the April 2-4
weekend.

Thornton was one of four
candidates that ran from Oak
Lawn at Pre-leg n. Senior Ed
SChmitz was elected Chaplain of
the House, so Oak Lawn has two
office winners. enior Bob
Dodge lost in his bid for
Lieutenant Governor, giving
way to Bill Burns of Reavis.
Despite losing, Dodge did get
the position of committee
chairman in Springfield. Rose
Baker was also defeated, in her
bid for sergeant-at-arms.

Besides the elections, the
purpose of the pre-legislative
meeting was to consider some
of the bills that will be
presented in Springfield. After
hearing debates on the bills, the
sponsors can recognize weak
spots and points that need
improvement. The main topic of
the bills concerned educational
spending, although every area
of government was touched.

As stated in some capaign
speeches, the Youth in
Government program is one
where 900 of the most respon
sible high school students meet
for a three-day period in an at

John Thornton, a senior at
OLCHS, was elected the South
west candidate for Youth
Governor of the tate of llIinois
at the second pre-legislative
meeting of Youth in Govern
ment on Jan. 17, at Morgan
Park Acad my.

The voting was dOlle after
four candidates made cam
paign speeches at the pre-leg.
Thornton now receives the
honor of running for Youth
Governor when 900 students
from high schools throughout
the state meet in Springfield at
the annual Youth in Govern
ment convention in April.

After elections, the Youth
Governor will head a- three-day
weekend, where youth
delegates simulate the Illinois
Congress for a period of
legislative sessions. The Youth
in Government program is
sponsored by the Y.M.C.A., and
various delegates present bills
under simulated conditions of
the state congress. The Youth
Governor's duties will compare
to the work done by the state
governor.

The bills presented are of any
topic the tate government
sponsors feel need change.
These bills are first debated in
committee sessions, and
priority ratings are assigned for
appearance in Congress. To
pass the Youth Legislation, a
bill must pass both the House
and Senate, and then be signed
by the Youth Governor. Any bill
that passes will then be given to
the actual Illinois Congress for
consideration. The topics of
these bills range from abortion
to zoology. To show the im
portance of the Youth
Legislation, we look at a bill

BY BOB D D
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FCC red tape

Station plans delayed
BY PETE BRIA & STEPHE

MEEIIA

"The radio program will not
begin until next year becau e of
some problems wilh the
Federal Communications

ommission," said Mr. Charles
Yara.

The radio station was
originally supposed to get un
derway this year in order to
blend in with the bicentennial
elebration but will be delayed.

The reason? The Federal
ommerce ommission says in

order to start programming you
hav to hav a two hour
program. "Right now we are
r cording some programs, but
none are long enough to put on

the air," said Mr. Yara.
Mr. Yara said that he was

rather glad of the delay. "The
radio station is coming along
fine except for the fact that we
still need some more equip
ment," stated Yara. Since last
November Mr. Yara and the
school have added some new
Dolby ystems and some other
equipment.

"The money used in setting
up this station comes from the
chool, Yara said, "We are

eventually going to build
another room for our station,
but this room here (104) i going
to be where we will do our first
broadcasting...

"This radio station will be a
imulated on ," tated Yara. A

simulated radio statIOn will be a
regular station for LCHS but
not broadcasted on the radio.
This will be just through the
school. We won't know exactly
how w will be broadcasting
through the school yet," he
continu d. "but we will work
something out in the near
future. "

All in all this should be a fine
project judging by the progress
made. It will be worthwhile
experience for Mr. Yara, his
staff and the students of
OLCHS. Although most of the
seniors will not be able to ex
perience it, the rest of the
student body will certainly
benefit.

School will be dismissed at 11: 40 on Monday Feb. 4, because of
teachers' workshop. Periods 1, 2, 3 and 4 will meet.

AFJROTC will hold a meeting on Feb. 9 at 7:30 p.m. in the Junior
Senior Lounge.

No school is scheduled for Feb. 12 in celebration of Lincoln's
Birthday.

A meeting for the Band Parents will take place on Feb. 12 at 7: 30
p.m. in the teachers cafeteria.

Students who have applied to take the American College Testing
Program (ACT) test are reminded that the test date is Feb. 14. The
test will be given in room 117 and the doors will be opened at 8: 15
a.m.

The Sweetheart Turnabout Dance, sponsored. by the JCAB, will
be held on Valentines Day, Feb. 14, from 8 to 11 p.m. Tickets for this
semi-formal dance will be on sale in the cafeteria the week prior to
the dance. Tickets are $4 per couple. Valentine flowers may be
0rdered on Feb. 5 and 6.

BUS SCHEDULE Forensics wins tourney

Oceanside Hotel$41900

CHAPERONES: Mr. and Mrs. len Scadut
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Eastma

capulco"
Oak,Gwns 1976 fJm».!fJi

8 days, 7 nights - April 16-23

TED BY TEN individual placings in the final round, the Oak
Lawn Forensics team captured a record-setting fourth tournament
Saturday, January 17, placing first in a field of 32 schools at the
Wheaton Central Invitational.

Winning first places were Sylvia Farrell in Dramatic In
terpretation and Linda Sterling in Verse Reading. The other final
round placings went to Farrell in Humorous Interp, Tami Ito in
Oratory, Mark Shelton in Extemporaneous, Tim Purpura in Radio
Speaking, Barbara Hoch and Ito in Declamation and Cheryl Bailey
and Valerie Suhr in Prose Reading. The conquest of a fourth
tournament in a season marks the first time in Forensics history at
Oak Lawn that a team has won more than three tourneys. Last
year's quad won three tournaments, as did the 73-74 team.

TilE TEAM OW looks to the annual Conference meet, held this
year at Rich South and then on Feb. 28 the District competition, the
fir t step toward qualifying for the State meet, March 27-28.

and

and

2.45 P .•

Leave the
SCh09l

Leave 99th Street & Crawford
Avenue traveling weet to
Central Avenue, then north
to Southwest Highway to the
school.

Leave 87th & Ridgeland 1'50 P.•
traveling west to Southfield
Shopping Center, then south
on Harlem to 95th Street, and
then east on 95th Street to
the school. (Reverse route
for dismissal.) 2.45 P.•

Leave 95th & Harlem traveling 2.45 P••
north to Southfield Shopping
Center, turn around and go
south on Harlem to 99th Street
Service Road, then 95th etreet
east to the school.

Leave 87th & Central
traveling east to
Hometown hopping Plaza,
then west on Southwest
Highway to the school.

La ¥8 87th & Uentral
trav~ing east to
Homet9,wn Shopping Plaza.
then Wst on Southwest
Highw to the school.

Leave Hometwon Shopping
Plaza traveling west on
Southwest HighWay to school.

Leave Hometown Fire Stationl
travels east on Duffy Avenue
to Crawford Avenue. then
south to 95th Street and
west on 95th Street to the
school.(Reverse route for
dismissal. )

# 2

It 1

# )

# 4

# 6

# 2a

# 5

and

7'50 A.M.

Arrive at
School

8.45 A.M.

7.50 A.M.

7'50 A.M.

7.25 A.M. 7.50 A.M.

and and

8.25 A.M. 8.45 A.M.

7.)0 A.M. 7·50 A.M.

7.25 A.M. 7'50 A.M.

7115 A.M.

and

Starting
Point ! Time

7.25 A.M.

7.25 A.M.

8.25 A.M.

7.25 A.M.

I 7 Makes a round trip ot the
entire district, Loading at
NORTH END. proceede to 95th
Street west to Harl... tben
north on Harle. to 87th
S~r.et, then ...t on 87tb
Street to the Hoaetown
Shoppinc C.ft~.r. then _..t
on Southweet Hich-., to
C~tral A....nu••

$50.00 Deposit To:

561 5 W. 95th St. Oak lawn, IL

Buses #'s l,2,2a.7 Load at the NORTH END tor dieai.eal

Busee I'p ),4,5 Load at the SOUTH END t~ dl••i ••al

PHONE: 636-7800

This is not a school sponsored trip;
school assumes no responsibility or
liabili
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Are health classes equal?
will divide into girls and boys
health. Even though the classes
are divided they still should be
laught on an equal level. Right
now girls are being
discriminated against yet
nothing is being done.

Ms. Jenkins said it will take
lime before anything can be
done. But time is an imporlant
factor here. There are a few
parents who will probably
disagree with the film and will
not sign the slip. The girl is now
deprived of seeing the film on
childbirth which will be of great
imporlance to her someday.
Girls ar being discriminated
against and we feel it should be
eliminated, immediately.

Jenkins said the film is explicit
and shows everything dealing
with childbirth.

Ms. Jenkins feels that the
girls are being discriminated.
It's the girls who have to worry
about getting pregnant. The
girls have the worries and the
fears, not the boys. Yet the boys
health classes are permitted to
see the film without permission.

Ms. Jenkin said it's very
unfair to the girls. She believes
that the health classes should be
taught on an equal bases. Soon,
Title Nine will be put into
effect. The bill deals with sex
discrimination in schools.

Within 2 years health classes
at OL will be joined together
and taught equally but when sex
education is taught the classes

AB~NDON~D AS A WEE. TO, AND NURSED BY

A RADloAcriVl MOiH FOR l't ~RS L.!iRRY LARVE
A FWAJ~Y Re~RnR ON A 7lAA?~8Ir NEWSPAPER. '
D~cl ED 10 BECOME A f;"Lt)NKV ·~VPERH€.RO __ I

As }f)u MIGHr FI/INTLY RECALL

NlJTHM~ PR'EPARES TO BmTLC
711£ EVIL MAcK 7"'RUCk-- I~

SE.E "'AC-K.- - ~"I

..--~H~~~v<-K, ~
AT tilE. VJ°tJT

SETTLE. 0:
,HINGS! I/~

BY SUE ONSTANTINE

LA T WEEK AFTER
CHOOL. Dawn and Joe were

walking home when Dawn said
that the girls health classes
were s eing film called
"Emergency Childbirth" and
that they ne ded a permission
slip to see it. Joe told Dawn that
his health class is going to see
the same film but they did not
need a permission slip. "It's not
fair" Dawn said, "both boys
and girls health classes are
seeing the same film yet only
the girl n ed a permission slip
to see the film!"

According to Ms. Jenkins,
Girls Health Teacher, girls do
need a p rmi sion slip to see the
film but boys do not. Ms.Itseems logical toassume that if the school had it's

own transportation we would save a large amount of
our money and the taxpayers money.

Money could then be found to fund some badly
needed programs at Oak Lawn, or improve the
quality of existing ones.

So you ask, Why doesn't the school buy one or two
buses? Surely, over the long run it would be cheaper!
But Mr. Lebrecht reports that the school has looked at
this situation, and decided to do nothing about it for a
variety of reasons.

EACH WEEK OLCHS uses an average of nine
Suburban Transit Company buses for school spon
sored activities. For an average week this can total as
much as $495.00 or more.

To me, that's alot of money to payout each week.
But it really isn't a true indication of what we pay for
transportation at Oak Lawn.

BY TIM PURPURA

Steven Leibrecht, Asst. Supt. of Finance provided
the Spartanite with some interesting facts concerning
transportation costs.

A recent bill received by the school totalled in ex
cess of $2000 for about a one month period. This bill
consisted of athletic events, field trips, etc.

The average cost of each bus was around $55. Some
went as low as $41 and as high as $145. This bill was
typical of the monthly bill the school receives from
the Suburban Transit Company.

Rounded off into even figures, at $2000 per month,
with 9 months in a school year, at least $18,000 is used
to pay for buses. And this is a conservative estimate.

But on a quick visual tour of the grounds an area
which might house the buses can be easily found.

Behind the football stands there is a grassy area
where, until football season, is empty. There is a
driveway large enough to fit at least a single bus, and
with a little ashphalt work, a parking place might
start to shape up.

The only group in school who actually use this area
is some of the girls archery classes. I don't think it
would be such a hassle relocating them if it can save
us maybe 10-15 thousand dollars a year.

Isn't it worth it to look into the situation a little
deeper? Other schools have their own transportation
system? Why not Oak Lawn?

We urge the administration, in an era of spending
costs and inflation, to find less expensive alternatives
to this highly costing situation. Only by careful
planning and scrutinizing will such a system ever
materilize at Oak Lawn. We believe a deeper look is
needed, today.

Busing costs
hurt all

Initially, the buses would have to be maintained and
a driver would have to be employed. Buses aren't
terribly reliable so repairs are to be expected. It
seems that it would be little trouble finding an ex
perienced driver. A quick glance thru the job section
of the newspaper will tell you that drivers are
avai lable.

The biggest reason the administration gives for not
having an self-supported bus system, is the lack of
grounds, to park the bus.

It seems very logical. We have overcrowded
parking lots as it is. Two buses might turn the
situation into chaos.
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Lounge breaking up

Mark Shelton
Tim Purpura

Sue Constantine
Donna Szymanski

Stephan Meehan
Cheryl Bailey
Jeff Jedlicka

Bob Dodge
.DanPady

Donna Dean
Lynda Hessling
Virginia Cowart
Dawn Scholtens

Naoni Klpese

The answer? Removal of the
lounge was the first thought that
came to W.C. Hill's mind as he
surveyed the situation. After
all, he does have future Senior
classes to worry about, and it
seems only fair that they get a
chance to prove that they can
act with more discrimination
than has been shown this year.
Removal of the lounge would
have been met with large
resistance, though, by the many
juniors and seniors who enjoy
the lounge without destroying it.
Steps have been taken to in
crease supervision. Cafeteria
monitors make it a point to
check the lounge regularly
during lunch periods, and Tom
Lia should be commended for
taking time from his other
duties in the morning to check
the area as often as possible.
SCAB members have also been
informed of the situation, and
are trying to keep an eye on the
lounge, so they can still enjoy it.

The problem won't be solved
until the lounge is left in
reasonable condition. Efforts by
faculty supervisors to protect
the lounge can only help, and a
united effort by all who enjoy
the lounge certainly couldn't
hurt either. The key to the
situation lies with both of the
parties involved, and passing
the buck back and forth won't
help. The celebrated Junior
Senior lounge of OLCHS is in
definite jeopardy, and its loss
would deprive the Juniors and
Seniors for years to come of a
very popular, enjoyable
privilige.

Spartanite (l)

Terry Henson, Karen Lang, Pete Bria, Laura Huddleston, Dan
Sobczak Mark Yomantas, Ken Hacker, Donna Dean, J. R. Ernst,
Dennis Powers, Don Suichninski, Mike Clapper and Neil Barnhart.
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hardwood arms. This damage is seniors of '75 had foreseen, and
in addition to food and pop no doubt the furniture would
stains that now scar most of the hold up under fairly steady use
furniture, and the bean bag by considerate individuals.
chairs (costing $"12 apiece) That, however, at least during
which, until recently refur- periods 1 thru 3, seems to be too
bished, and lost about half their much to ask of some students at
stuffing. OLCHSWear and tear was what the ~.;.;..;,;.;.. .....

Family living, which is now
part of girls' gym in the Senior
class, is a great course. It opens
your eyes to what's really
happening, while informing you
of necessary truths. The course
is required of Senior girls only.
Boys need this course as well as
girls, if not more.

ANNA AIELLO

From January 30 to February
1, we are having a
"MARATHON OF
MARATHONS", at Lourdes
High School, 4034 56th Street,
Chicago, During this 48 hour
marathon, activities, ranging
from dancing to volleyball, will
be going on.

We hope to make this event
the highlight of our year. And
with your help, we could suc
ceed at that goal. U your
newspaper comes out before the
marathon, we would appreciate
it very much if an arti~le,

asking for volunteers, appeared
in it. Also, we would appreciate
it, if a notice about the
marathon, could be placed in
your daily bullentin or an
nouncements. Your cooperation
could prove to be a big boost for
our cause.

I hope that you will be able to
assist us. Thank you for your
time and consideration.

U you have any questions,
please feel free to contact me.

Gratefully yours,
Rich Schultz

"MARATHON OF
MARATHONS"

Why no change?

newspaper. I agree with the
opinion expressed that the
truth, however sometimes not
so pretty features of our society
should be brought to the
readers. Why hide or keep
moral and social problems from
those who, in just a few years,
shall be in command of this
society? Now is the time that we
should explore and try to solve
the problems of today so that in
the future we may attain a more
cooperative society.

MARY LYNN MILLER

likes job center
I am writing in favor of room

105, the career resource center.
I think it's helpful to seniors
who are graduating and aren't
sure what to do in the future.

This room contains in
formation on colleges and on
different careers. I think it's a
very good idea to have such a
center at high school.

MARY FITZMAURICE

Asks support
I represent an organization

called T.A.D. (Teens Against
Dystrophy), which is a branch
of the Muscular Dystrophy
Association. We are, mostly,
composed of youth, who are
dedicated to fund-raising to
further research toward a cure.
We conduct fund-raising
projects and social activities for
patients, ranging from parties
to various outings.

and 3 (the times when most of
the damage has occured).
Details regarding this meeting
have not been disclosed at this
time, but it's probably a good
bet they weren't too severely
chastised.

Why not? For one thing, it's a
borderline situation that causes
teachers to supervise such
areas in the first place. The
additional duties that a faculty
member must assume are
spelled out very explicitly in the
union contract, and supervision
of student areas has been a
cause of great concern in the
past. Disagreements over the
amount of time a teacher would
be assigned to supervisory
capacities were factors in the
hiring of many of our
paraprofessional staff. A
workable agreement con
cerning quantity of time was
worked out, but as far as quality
of work goes, it seems there is
some room for improvement.

The other reason I'm fairly
sure the teachers involved
didn't get too chewed out is the
fact that it's not all their fault. It
seems to me that its a two-way
street, involving not only how
much supervision is needed, but
how much the students need
supervision. Much of the
damage that was recently
repaired (at the cost of this
year's Senior Class) was the
result of concious. {lttempts to
defile the lounge. ScF~S in the
backs of chair arms selpom fall
out, but a dozen were r~placed.
An arm of a chair was broken
off by a fairly hefty student,
because demonstrated efforts
by one of the men who repaired
the chairs failed to dislodge the

Agrees with letter

EDITOR' NOTE:

The idea that we tell the
people we interview what to say
is false. We take the liberty to
correct the phrasing and
punctuation.

BY MARK HELTON

DAWN MACHA

Speak-out question

When last year's Senior Class
Advisory Board erected our
Junior-Senior lounge, it was
certainly a breakthrough to
rival Open Campus, the
Discipline Code and nuclear
fission. As long as eight years
before, starry-eyed Student
Council members fantacized
about, discussed, and pushed
for, a lounge, Last year it
became a reality, certainly a
credit to the class of '75, and this
year, it's becoming a junkpile,
certainly a discredit to classes
'76 and '77. Its not due to natural
causes, either. The two
thousand dollars worth of
lounge furniture is gradually
becoming vandalized to the
point of no return.

It was assumed, I'm sure,
when the guidelines for the
lounge were set up, that
whatever furniture was finally
installed would be in for some
wear and tear. Strict faculty
supervision was planned, but
somewhere along the line
"appropriate faculty attention"
to the lounge area has
deteriorated to totally unin
terested teachers sitting in the
upper level of the cafeteria,
grading papers, oblivious to
whatever mayor may not be
going on only a few feet away.
So oblivious, in fact, that one of
the "supervisors" was shocked
to have it pointed out that the
lounge had been relocated at the
north end of the lower level. She
simply hadn't noticed.

A meeting was scheduled
between Dr. Paul R. Davies,
Assistant Superintendent, and
the supervisors for periods 1, 2

I really enjoy the "Speak
Out" articles in the Spartanite.
It gives me a chance to see how
everyone else feels about
certain subjects. There's only
one thing wrong. I have talked
to many of my friends who's
pictures were in the articles.
They all said that they were not
quotes of what they said.
Members of the staff came up to
them and said, "This is what
you're going to say - ok?" I can
understand that they don't want
six answers all alike but doesn't
this go against the purpose of
the articles?

In the "Letters to the Editor"
column December issue, there
was an article printed that was
received by Ray ElJiott from
Glen Wright, Professor of
Journalism and Advertising at
the University of Guadalajora.
The article spoke of the cen
sorship of a high school
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2000:Not for away

o.tehes are Iik~ shy people)
holdj~ lYIiheir fire

uni-fOY'Yl'lcold

The freshman in Ms. Zemla's
English I class are working on a
unique unit: Poetry and song
lyrics. Featured this month is
work from one of her classes by
Craig Marotzke. For being only
a freshman, Craig has a lot of
experience when it comes to
writing. "I've been writing
peOlry since about sixth grade,"
commented raig. "I wouldn't
want to make a career out of it,
but it's a nice hobby."

Below, Craig demonstrates
his writing ability and his ar
tistic talent with two untitled
poems.

Images:
Craig Marotzke

was very poor. Maybe someday
it would lO!et better. After eating
lunch, Joe watched a whip
cream and ketchup eating
contest, and then went to sign
up for the spring trip to Venus.
The trip was over $11,000, but
Joe wanted to see the planet
with the four-eyed people. He
and his buddies had been
planning to have a great time on
the trip for a long while.

In the last period of the day,
Joe had Student Activities.
They only received half credit
for the class, but it was a lot of
fun. Today, they were planning
the 70's dance. Everyone had
already started dressing up,
with long-haired wigs, and
clothes of every color. Things
had really changed since then,
with kids now wearing baldies
and nothing but purple
leotards. Joe couldn't imagine
how people could have walked
around looking like they did in
the 70's. The music, too! Oh,
how different! Names like Elton
John and Led Zepplin playing
loud, hair-raising songs, It
wasn't anything like the soft
violin music and operas of the
teen-age world of now. Boy,
things had changed. Words like
"nerd" and "decent" were
hung up all over the place, with
no one really knowing what they
meant. Yes, things had
definitely changed since the
70's.

After school, Joe rode home
with some of his friends on the
electro-bus. Later, a bunch of
them went flying in their
helicopters. They really had a
great time. There's nothing
better than being with good
friends ....Maybe things hadn't
changed that much after all.

class dismissed. Joe was
relieved, for now he could go to
P.E. class. They were in
billiards now, and he had to
hurry to get out to the bus. He
was disappointed a little later
on, because he found out there
would be five to a table today,
due to the morning women's
league. Well, it was still better
than watching those stupid
flicks about "How to chalk a
pool cue". Although his team
lost, Joe still had a lot of fun and
laughed with his friends for
awhile.
Thir~ period was American

history, and Joe promptly found
out they had a substitute,
because Computer Frankie was
a little rusty from playing out in
the rain last night. The sub
handed out a pop quiz, which is
ail Joe needed. Fortunately, it
was only three questions, and
Joe answered the first two quite
easily. The third was more
difficult, as it asked where
President Thornton had come
from before his election to office
in 1996. Joe then remembered
he had been Governor of Illinois
before that.

After history, Joe headed on
the moving sidewalks to Coed
Health. This was the one he had
been waiting for, because the
computer there had told him
that he would have to
"demonstrate" something
today with a partner. Un
fortunately, Joe soon found out
that she was absent today. The
class ended up watching a
movie about some stupid bird
and a cabbage leaf.

Fifth period was lunCh tOr
Joe and he went in the cafeteria
line' with little enthusiasm. For
some reason. the cafeteria food

BY BOB DODGE

Oak Lawn High School in the
year 2000. What might this
tremendous institution of
learning be like in these years to
come? An examination of a
normal day in the life of a
student may look like this:

The day starts off with Joe
Jetson and his friends being
dropped off by the electrobus at
the 92nd street doors. (The
school now extends that far
after some houses were torn
down and an addition was put on
in 1989'> Joe proceeds down the
moving sidewalk in the hall to
his locker, where he casually
slips one end of his ID card into
a slot. The locker door
automatically opens, and Joe
pulls out his Biophysics II book
and he begins to read the first
four chapters at 1500 words per
minute. (This reading speed
now exists for everyone after an
Evelyn Woods reading course
was made mandatory for all
U.S. citizens in 1982.) After five
minutes of thi intense
studying, Joe heads for class
and the sch duled exam. He
reaches room 402, and greets
Computer Smith with a bright
new, shiny can of oil. The
Computer responds "bleep",
but Joe didn't know whether to
take this as a thank you, or one
of thoe words that they never
let you hear on electrovision.

Anyway, Joe starts the test
that the computer handed out,
and gets to work. One time he
was caught cheating, and was
greeted with a six volt impulse
to his dexterior. Nothing gets
past Computer Smith!

When the test was over and

GUIDE TO MONEY
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over
$500 million dollars.
Contains the most up-to-date information on:
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study p~~grarns,

cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities.; for
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofe sIOnal
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate sc~ools, and post
graduate study or research; funded on national, regIOnal, and local
levels by the federal government, stat~s,. cities, foundations, ~ofJ?ora

tions, trade unions, professional as oClatIOns, fraternal organiZatIOns,
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well
as excellent students, both with and without need.

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 214, 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114.
Please rush me __ copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA
TION at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy.
I am enclo iog $ (check or money order).

Narne _

Adddress _

City State Zip _

© Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co.
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Get ready for racquetball!
Like any sport, racquetball

has its own professionals such
as Charles Brumfield, Sue
Carow, and Jean Sauser. Like
tennis, tournaments with prize
money in the 6-figure range are
popping up all over.
Racquetball camps, three
national associations, and two
magazines have also developed.
By the looks of it, racquetball
has mesmerized a good portion
of the population, and is here to
stay. But why shouldn't it be?
Art Barlow, head tennis pro at
Evergreen sums up the answer:
"Those hard walls and your
opponent are very unforgiving.
If you're looking for a brisk
workout that's a lot of fun at the
same time, racquetball's the
game."

•
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"Oops! I missed!"

session, a player of any ability
will have had a substantial
workout.

The best way to take up the
sport of racquetball is to join a
private club. Evergreen Bath
and Tennis Club has junior
memberships which are well
worth the price for a season of
racquetball. Court fees (in
addition to the memberships)
are $8 or $6 per hour depending
on the time of day. Rackets can
be rented for $1.00 per hour.
Also, Evergreen recently
employed their own racquetball
teaching pro, Gary Saretsky.
After a strenous workout you
can relax in Evergreen's sauna
and whirlpool bath. It sure
beats trying to teach yourself in
your garage at home.

Springsteen reminds us
throughout the whole album
that rock and roll came from
the streets as a cultural
necessity. In the song
"Jungleland, II Springsteen
shows us where he would be
without rock and roll. He sings
of how poets write things and
just wait for their chance, and
when it comes they grab it, yet
they are going nowhere with it.

The album is at its best when
played very loud, and
Springsteen mixes his vocals in
such a way that he causes the
listener to struggle to catch all
the words.

The most impressive part of
Born to Run is the song lyrics.
They seem to communicate
street-life experiences. The
song "Tenth Avenue Freeze
Out," tells of how Springsteen
formed his band.

Springsteen has taken ad
vantage of his chance, and
BORN TO RUN may be just
what rock needs to get itself out
of-its present day state.

A classic

An example of this is the way
the piano comes out in one of the
better cuts on the album,
"Thunder Road." They have
taken a piano and given it a
concerto image, while having it
fit perfectly with rock.

But just what is racquetball
and why is it "the best?"
Racquetball is a relatively new
game that is played on handball
courts using rackets similar to
tennis rackets except that the
handles are much shorter. A
soft, rubber ball is rallied off all
four walls of the court, as in
handball, using angled,
ricocheting shots that are
almost impossible to return.
The sweat-producing toughness
of racquetball is strenuous and

The album's only ballad,
"Meeting Across the River," is
arranged for those who have an
interest in jazz. The song boasts
a lone trumpet with a classical
piano in the background, giving
it added taste.

BY CHERYL BAILEY

Springsteen at his best!

The result of this change is a
musical masterpiece, with a

Bruce Springsteen's third little of something in it for
album, BORN TO RUN, was everyone. Many of the
recently named as one of the arrangements on the album
four best hard rock albums have borrowed ideas from
released in the last decade. It classical music, and changed
stands next to hard rock them into rock very tastefully.
masterpieces Layla, Exile on
Main Street and Who's Next.

On BORN TO RUN
Springsteen uses his group, the
E Street Band, to a fuller
capacity. Springsteen modifies
the emphasis that was once all
on Spector by focusing more
attention on the dynamic
saxaphone playing of Clarence
Cambell. The title cut of the album is

However, the wall of sound one song where Spector's wall
that Springsteen has been noted of sound comes through loud
for is still there, and still plays a and clear, yet it is used with a
very important role. It has just little less emphasis on sound
been stripped of some of its and a little more emphasis on
glory. quality.

Musically, BORN TO RUN
represents a dramatic change
for Springsteen. His first two
albums were almost totally
dependant on Phil Spector and
his "wall of sound." Spector
was the center attraction.

...............................................................

Born to Run:

last. Moreover, it burns up 882
calories in an hour. (That fact
alone is enough to make
someone take up the sport). But
couple the low cost equipment
needed and the easiness of
acheiving competence in this
game, and you'll have the an
swer as to why racquetball is
the fastest growing indoor sport
in America today.

Even though racquetball was
first invented seven years ago,
it just started to gain popularity
in the early 70's while the tennis
boom was reaching its peak.
Since then, tennis has become
commercialized and expensive,
while racquetball remained
unharmed. Whereas tennis has

,.. specific apparel that must be
worth at private clubs (in ad
dition to color coordinated
wristbands, head bands, socks,
jewelry, etc.), cut-off blue jeans
and T-shirts are all you need to
be in style on a racquetball
court. The racquets are
moderately priced too, ranging
from about $12 to $40. Buy a can
of balls ($3.00), warm up that
arm, and you're all set.

With the rapid growth of
racquetball, courts are
springing up all over to ac
comodate the sports en
thusiasts. The newly-opened
Evergreen Bath and Tennis
Club (91st and California Ave.>
has five indoor racquetball
courts and Oak Lawn Racquet
Club 005th and Central Ave.)
will soon have some of their
own. Also, several schools and
YMCA's in the area have
racquetball courts that can be
used upon reservation.

Racquetball, the latest indoor sports fad, is exciting, fastpaced, Still leery about taking up the
and j!reat exercise. game? The fact that racquet

ball is easy to pick up should
(Staff photo by Cheryl Bailey) change your mind. Since the

racquet is shorter, the hand-eye
coordination needed to hit any
moving ball is greatly reduced,
and therefore after a few tries,
a competent game can be
developed. After a 45-minute

BY J. R. ERNST

Half a million people are
swinging to the new game in
town -- racquetball. This East
coast cousin of handball and
squash is not only sweeping the
Chicago area, but the entire
U.S., capturing a string of fans
with its rocket-pace and ex
citement. "It's so addicting!"
huffed one breathless en
thusiast. "As far as indoor
games go, it's the hest!"
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A lot of Jazz
.Chess team
movesto3rd Classified Ads

Military scholarships

made available

For sale: ] Fender bottom, 2
]5" - Jensens $125 Fender Super
. Bassman head $225 Both for
$300 - call 425-2732.

Personal: Congratulations,
John! - Cassie, Bob, and Barb

For sale: 5 pc. white satin
drum set, and accessories. 1
month old. $250 or best offer call
424-4532 ask for Mike.

For sale: 1 Sunn Coliseum
bottom with IS" Cherwin-Vega
speaker. 300 watts RMS ex
cellent condition. $150 or best
offer 423-2110.

* Approved bv III. Supt. of Public Instruction

........ * N_ cour_ starting about everv.2 weeks

IIIIIIlI"'" • 2 and" week courses .' 15 to 18 Vrs. old
• Home pidc·up for all driving "pons ~

~ ....... (tip to J~tion f~ permit JIIIIIIl""
IIIIIIlI"'" • Auto in..ranoe discount oertificate .........t' --:.:. "All i~~~_~_~~~_~~.~:~:.~~~~!~~.tifica~:~;;-1IIIIIlI"'"

~ A.M. 1423 - 12121,nf::'.~n ~
~ ~
tJ'

~**********************************~ . .... .... ..
a "76" Spring Break !.. .... ..
: Come Ski With U In Utah ~.. .... .... ..
~ ALTA-SNOWBIRD ~.. .... .... .... .... ..
; $272.00

;~ complete ~.. .... .... .... .... .... :
"DON'T MISS THE FUN IN THE SUN AND SNOW! ! !! Get your ..
:registration in early. A $50 deposit is due by February 3rd. Final:
..payment due by March 10. Our ski trip is limited to (45) par- ..
..ticipants on a first come basis, after that a waiting list will be ..
"established. .... .... .... .... ..
:CHAPERONES: Mr. John Brodemus, Mr. Sam Good and Miss"
*Cindy Sternisha Students may participate in this program on a:*voluntary basis. This is not a school sponsored trip, and the school ..
:is not accepting any responsibility or liability. .... .... .... .... :
~**************.*****************#

The OLCHS chess team is
having a great year so far in
their first year of competition.
With a 6 and 4 record, they are
predicting to end up with a third
place fini h for the season.

Oak Lawn defeated a strong
Richards team last week by a
score of 66-53. Leading with
Craig Smith on board one, Ken
Libert on two and John Lasalvia
on board three gave Oak Lawn a
solid third place in standings.

Other boardmen that con
tributed to the win were Dave
Gilbert, Glen Rosenburg, Doc
Bender, Kris Kotas and Shawn
Wendling.

Next week the chess team
eets Evergreen Park who is in

second place behind Lincoln
Way.

Oak Lawn News Agency. Inc.
9511 S. Cook Ave.
Oak Lawn
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are th painless way
10 help you through
difficult subjects In a
hurry Self-tests let you pinpOint
where you need help the most .Iead you right to the baSIC
facts and additional information you need to shore up your
weak areas Make every minute count - get the Keynote you
need for effiCient profitable review
Available for 24 subjects.
HERE ...

FOR INSTANT HELP IN
CHEMISTRY, FOREIGN
LANGUAGES, ECONOMICS,
BIOLOGY, ENGLISH,
PHYSICS AND MORE.

CLIFFS
KEYNOTE
REVIEWS ...

days events will be a concert by
the Millikin University Jazz
Band. This college band will
feature Bill Stapleton, a guest
trumpeteer from Los Angeles.

The festival originated as a
stage band contest in 1960 with
ten schools competing. Now it is
one of the major high school
jazz festivals in the United
States as well as being one of
the oldest. OLCHS, Oak Lawn
Band Parents Association and
the Lyon-Healy Company
s{Xtnsor this event. Illinois high
schools as far as 200 miles away
from Oak Lawn may par
ticipate.

Tickets for the evening
program are available from the
Music Department. Student
tickets are $1.25 and adult
tickets are $1.75.

o
8
8

High school seniors who are planning on going to college may do
so on a tuition free basis if they become members of the Illinois
National Guard or Naval Militia.

A National Guard scholarship bill was certified by Governor Dan
Walker last month which gives enlisted men and women in the
National Guard up to the equivalent of four years of 'tuition free
enrollment at any Illinois state controlled university or community
college.

z='flNAt0 0
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o
o
o
o

o

o

The legislation is effective July I, 1976. Enlisted men and women
in the Guard are eligible to use the military cholar hip after the
completion of their first 12 months of service.
A~ individual joining the IlJinois National Guard in January 1976,

for Instance, would be exempt from tuition and fees starting in
February 1977.

High school seniors are aided in establishing their eligibility
early by a program which allows them to enlist in the National
Guard six months prior to their date of graduation.

The National Guard scholarships will be administered by the
Illinois State Scholarship Commission.

For further information, interested students may contact any
local armory or air base of the Illinois Army or Air National Guard.
All of the State's naval militia is located in Chicago.

o
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One of the highlights of the

Eighty schools will compete
in the Seventeenth Annual Jazz
Festival held at OLCHS
Saturday Feb. 7.

These schools will be
represented by 108 separate
entries. They will be judged in
seven different categories, with
the top nine bands performing
at the main concert which will
be held at 7: 30 that evening.

The OLCHS Jazz Band will be
in the competition, hoping to
win a spot in the final concert.
Mr. Charles Yara directs the
Jazz Band now, taking the place
of Mr. Kenneth Kistner last
year's director. Kistner, who is
the Music Department
Chairman, will host the ac
tivities.

ll-credits

approved
BY MARK IIELTON A D

TIMP RPURA

The school board of District
229 recently approved a
recommenda tion by former
Superintendent J .E. Lynch that
would change the student load
policy which would allow
sophomore and juniors with a
scholastic load av rage of "B '
(3.0) in the prec ding semester
and any senior to carry 11
credits.

This would, in effect, allow
more students to graduate from
high school after only three
years with the inclusion of some
summer school work.

More importantly the change
will allow students to take a
wider variety of courses since
the addition of one or two more
credits will add valuable
openings in the student
schedule.

This change has been actively
sought by many juniors and
seniors for the last four years
with the biggest obstacle being
the fear that the student load
would be unjustifiably in
creased.

An increase in total credits
taken would decrease the
number of students who now
have Open Campus privileges
which may make a significant
difference in the amount of
student's abusing the current
Open Campus privileges.

This would clear the way to
possibly ending the amount of
student related accidents, 0
thefts, etc. which occur so
frequently at OLCHS.

Student reaction to the
change is expected to be
favorable. Counselor's at
OLCHS have been regularly
swamped with requests for
extra-credit loads but few were
approved.

The change in the total load
policy will go into affect during
the 1976-1977 school year.
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BY MARK SHELTON

Byline
Thoughts on a letter

H. L. Mencken, probably one of the greatest journalists of the
20th century, once said. "The newspaper has a responsibility to
report what's happening and why. The bigger responsibility is the
'why', not the what. Few people care that such a thing happens but
the responsibility remains."

These words form the basis for the earliest form of published
opinion; the newspaper ~torial. Carrying the opinion of the writer
and the views of the paper, its sole purpose is, in Mencken's words,
"to form public opinion, not report it." That's been the guiding light
of newspapers for decades, from the New York Times to the Oak
Lawn SPARTANITE. Because big or small, a newspaper provides
outlets for opinion, and ultimately this opinion molds the public
')pinion.

The reason for this discussion of the basic thoughts behind
journalism stems from a letter I received about a few weeks ago.
The editor of a paper receives a lot of letters, some solicited, some
not. The solicited ones, oddly enough, seem more often to reflect
real views than the cosmetic ones praising tt'Je cafeteria personnel
or a teacher. The letter that I'm referring to is one written by a
student in a Journalistic Writing class, as an assignment. It states,
in part, ..... the m~a has been blamed in the past for blowing
things out of proportion. You are part of the m~a and must act
accordingly." The writer, Junior Jerrv Peterson. went on to say
t~t "most of the stories in the paper (SPARTANITE) were one
sided, and objectivity is lost". These are harsh accusations to make
toward any newspaper, especially the student-written, student
supported learning experience-for-students SPARTANITE. Critics
such as Mr. Peterson seem to give us little credit for what we do
accomplish, and berate us for doing w~t we think is right. Con
sidering that all writing involves interpretation on the part of the
author, it's not surprising that Jerry finds our stories so blatently
one-sided. As beginning journalists, we make every possible effort
to report the news, form an opinion on current issues, and entertain
the reader. Objectivity is almost totally ab ent in aU creative
writing and reporting, and per~ps the reason Mr. Peterson finds
this error so obvious is t~t we're just starting out, and tricks of
subtly manipulating the reader and influencing his opinion sub
conciously are skills~t come with practice and repition. I'm sure
HL.L. Mencken, Woodward and Berstein (of Watergate fame),
Jack Anderson and Mike Royko all started somewhere, maybe not
on a high school newspaper, but somewhere equally near the
bottom. Their first efforts at ~torializingor reporting the news
were no doubt anywhere near as masterful as their latest, and I'm
sure even the most revered critics of the SPARTANITE can spot
areas of great improvement in the five issues this staff has
published.

The Spartanite

PATTY SKALA-SOPHOMORE
Its up to the persons per

sonality. I'm not for it.

Some people think violence is
part of the game in football and
hockey. That throwing your
weight around is all in the game
plan. Who is to blame for this
action, the player, the fans for
their liking of violence, or is it
the managempnt? The
management pays players with
little talent to intimidate the
talented opposing players. The
player who makes sixty to
seventy thousand a year will not
back off the violent aspect, for
that's thtl only thing that keeps
him on the team and the
payroll.

The'influence of professional
hockey has had a mark affect on
young kids playing pee-wee
leagues. The young player goes
more for the cht:-cking, than
goal shooting.

Philadelphia Flyers.
In all three cases a member of

three cases had one more thing
in common, the reaction came
as the result of a losing effort by
his team.
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AS ONE ANGRY fan ex
pressed his disappointment
with a bottle, so began a month
of sports viole. ,reo

The Minnesota - Dallas
football game, example one.
After a resounding defeat of the
home team, most fans accepted
the fact that their team had lost.
That is, alI but one, one so
moved that he had to react in
such a way that it prompted the
Viking front office to offer a
$5000 reward for him.

BY MARK YOMANTAS

Speak out

Example two, Norm Van
Lier's action of knocking an
official to the floor. Van Lier,
who has had a bad year like the
team and who has gone on
record as saying that "most
officials have it in for him,"
reacted in his way.

Example three, the Russian
Army hockey tea,m leaving the
ice for 14 minutes after three
substancial checks by the

Do you believe in premartial sex?

.\

JULIE LOOMIS-FRESHMAN JOE POPE -SENIOR
No I'm not for it. It depends It's okay as long as two

on the individual. people consent.

Sports violence
a country who prides itself on
good sportmanship reacted with
unsportsmanlike conduct. All

Maybe the problem lies in the
whole concept of sports for
there is no honor or prestige for
second. The whole system has
changed from "its not whether
you win or lose, but how you
play the game."

Little league play is the best
example of this type of
behavior. The kids have been
known to have psychological
reactions to the pressure the
cannot handle. The major cause
of this is the father's insistance
on their winning. Why does the
father do this? Again it's this
training of generation to
generation that consistantly
insists on the winning.

The solution is that second,
third or even last should also be
honored. First place should still
be honored, but second should
be consider only one step behind
first. The participation should
be the remembered thing, not
the winning.

Give us a c~nce, Jerry, to learn from our mistakes, and more
important, to express our opinions in a medium we are lucky. to
have. No writer last issue asked you or anyone else to agree With
him. What we do ask for is that you read our opinions and give us
the same priviliges you enjoy when you get in an arguement or
write a letter to the editor. Lack of the proverbial "two sides to
every story" does not as you insinuate, lead to a slanted direction.
We merely give our side and leave your side open. If you want to
agree with everything you read, you had better only re~d what you
write. We are in a position to influence opinion, but so IS everyone
else. We take the position of newspaper people pretty seriously, and
if you have any doubt as to our sincerity, drop by the office and talk
with the people who write the stories. Rather than. the sensatio~al
biased view that you seem to think we have, you Will probably flOd
sincere, interested people with sincere interested opinions. You
can't really ask for more than that. We're doing the best we can.

during this coming week.
Mr. Godar plans to teach

skills in helping others. Skills on
what people are really trying to
say, what they mean when they
can't get their point accross.

In these sessions, Mr. Godar
will use the method of
roleplaying as a way of lear
ning. He will use different
examples, experiences of others
and true situations to see how
we will react to these. He would
also like the students to have the
experience of working with
other individuals in the
sessions.

The idea of peer-counselors
may work out better than our
regular counselors or parents.

person to talk to another person
in the same age group who is
able to understand their
problems and help them solve
them.

Maybe students need to think
about this. It is a good idea and
a way that we can help others
who have the same problems
that we have experienced. We
may even be able to realize that
there are people with problems
a lot bigger than our own. The
sooner we realize this the more
understanding we can be.

The peer-counselors sessions
began yesterday, January 29th
and Mr. Godar has agreed to
accept students for these
sessions who come to him

Counseling workshop offered
BY TERRY HENSON

HAVE YOU EVER GIVEN
ADVICE to a person and found
it was wrong for the person you
gave it to? Greg Godar, head of
the Student Service Bureau, is
offering class sessions to teach
students who are interested on
how to council others. The class
is to train Peer-counselors.

Many times we as people give
friends advice never really
realizing their problem and that
the advice may make things'
worse. These sessions are to
teach you not to give advice but
to help them find answers.
It can be a lot easier for a

The newspaper is a powerful thing, and the editorial is possibly
the most powerful part of it. But a fact that Jerry Peterson seems to
overlook is that being on a newspaper staff is not license to express
an opinion, but merely· an oppurtinity to make one's opinions
public. When Mr. Peterson cited the SPARTANITE'S November
issue a coverage of the blood drive as an example of .....slanted
direction. This (coverage) is yellow journalism." I was a bit hurt.

KEVIN JENNINGS-JUNIOR The SPARTANITE has no malicious or sensational intent. Its in-
MR. CRAIG -DEAN DEBBIE DITTRICH-JUNIOR I feel its good so you're able tent is the same as that of the Chicago .. tribune, who's credo is "to

I don't think its necessary It's alright if you are to know each other. Why rush present the news of the day, ... to inform and lead public opinion... "
There is time enough for it after- planning to get married so you into marriage and risk divorce. However, I don't think that Jerry Peterson sent a copy of his letter
marriage. know if you are afraid or not. to them or any other newspaper with people more experienced at
~--~--------------------------------~writiqt~nus,more~pe~~edat~tiqthanmy~Uandthe

rest of the PARTANITE Editorial Board, and no doubt having the
advantage of an item that i£ much more salable to the general
public than ours, as well as the added benefit of being through
experience and learning based on a much longer period of time
than the four or so months that this starr has been together.
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(Photo by Dominick Frigo)

they come toilet-trained. It can
roll over and play dead (with a
slight nudge), and you can
teach it to sit. Vour pet rock
won't run off and have little
baby pet rocks either. The most
harm it can do is if it gets mad
at you, it might roll off its shelf
and break a few toes. Vour rock
will not bark in the middle of the
night and disturb your sleep.

If you feel like having a good
laugh, call up a small pet shop
and ask them if they sell any pet
rocks.

"Pet rock!? Listen smart
aleck... !"

"Listen kid, go make yourself
a hot cup of coffee and sleep it
off..."

"Sure kid, sure. Give me your
address and I'll deliver it
personally. Not only do we sell
pel rocks, we sell pet potatoes,
pet logs and pet ashtrays."
Click.

Etc.
But they do sell pet rocks....

If you're interested in getting
your very own, just check out
any big department store or
novelty shop. It comes in a cute
little box along WIth a OOOklet
explaining how to care for it.

I like to imagine how the
fellow making a mint selling
these things thought of the idea.
He probably went out walking
his dog, stopped off at his local
bar, had too many beers and
ended up walking home with a
rock at the end of his le.llsh
instead of his dog. (He's a l'ich
man now, but without his poor
dog.) I guess people will buy
anything. As W.C. Fields said,
"There's a sucker born every
minute."

When you stop laughing at
how absurd it is, think of how
practical it can be in these days
of inflation. They retail for $4 to
$6 which isn't bad when you
realize that the initial in
vestment is the only one. Vour
pet rock will eat very little, (if
anything), and it won't sass you
back if you shout at it. (To
discipline your rock, just give it
a couple whacks with a rolled
up newspaper and the firm
command of, "No-No!"). Vour
pet rock won't bite or scratch,
and won't wet on your leg since

The Spartanite

How do ~ou pet
your rocks?
BY JEFF JEDLICKA

What do you do with your
rocks? Most people would walk
on them, skip them across
water, throw them through
windows, or collect them.
Nowadays people keep them as
pets.

I'm serious. Do you realize
that pet rock shows are being
held? Ribbons are given for the
most obedient, most sincere,
best of breed, etc. I've even
heard that you can pet
pedigrees for your pet rock.

~ 1f.f: ","
~

You don't have to walk your Pet rock very often.

Capri Pizza

~
-r ;:.-,

.. r -

8423 ~T. 103rd St.
636-7111

"Treat Yourself
to the Very Best"

Bicentennial projects were the main assignments in Mr. Vazzana's U.S. History classes.
Shown here are just a few of the projects handed in. They will be included in the Bicentennial

D
Fair later this year. Pictured are: (top, from left) Ken Kolodzinski,

Pizzr - inners - Sandwicn~~~". Judy Stewart, Steve Krupa, and Mike Green. (bottom, from left Pat Lyndon and Mike Clapper.
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Shaggys' beefs -
about no business

By Mark Shelton
To most OLCHS students, the town of Bridgeview has few

redeeming qualities. One of these, however, has to be Shaggy's
restaW'ant, located at 8610 Harlem Ave. Shaggy's offers un
doubtedly the best Italian beef and sausage in the area, and as
senior Ed Bosak, an employee of Shaggy's for two years, puts it,
"Vou can get a great meal for under two bucks."

Though Shaggy's has its regular following of customers, new
business is definitely lacking. It's been quite a while since the
counters were full of taste~oncious customers eating not only the
beef and sausage, but tamales, (with sauce that will burn your ears
off!) hotdogs and chili. There's always a few people in and out, but
orders lately have been limited to small cokes, and an occasional
tamale, with most of the attention centered around the pinball
machine.

Ves, it seems that Shaggy's business has fallen on evil times. The
reason? Well, part of it could be the location. Though Harlem is
busy enough, and local traffic is abundant> Shaggy's suffers from
being set back from the road a good 300 feet, with only the neon
signs advertising Hot Beef and Red Hots left out to attract business.
Many passersby don't even know it's there, and one of the standing
jokes around the kitchen is their boast of "Parking for a thousand
cars." Indeed, it comes as sort of a surprise to Ed, or Stan Lech,
another Shaggy's veteran, when more than one or two new faces
show up on a given night, even the weekends.

Another reason that certainly contnbutes to the recession of
business for Shaggy's has to be the local Golden Arehes. The Mc
Donalds at 87th and Harlem, like all the other McDonalds this fiscal
fast food year, has almost as much business as it can handle.
Employees there glumly talk of working four and five days a week
catering to high school hamburger addicts, and the parking lot is
seldom empty anytime after six~'clock, no matter what the
weather, state of the union, or economic situation. There's no doubt
that McDonalds has pulled some dollars out of the Shaggy's cash
register, though I suppose they are no more responsible than Pizza
Hut, whose daily specials and all-you~an-eat extravaganzas rake
in more business than the a la carte lines in the cafeteria, and I'll
bet even Yankee Doodle grabs some hungry transients who can't
seem to find a non-chain place to eat.

To an addict of Shaggy's food, the threat of closing that now
creeps into the picture is a downright shame. Its humblest offering,
the hot dog, makes McDonalds Big Mac seem like something out of
Kiddyland, while the king 01. the menu, the afore mentioned Italian
Beef, would put many fast 'food ~hains scurrying to the research
labs after something comparable. They wouldn't find it though,
because few fast food chains operate on the single customer theory,
that is, preparing each individual order as it is placed. The tar
paper Quarter-Pounder would probably even benefit from a little
expertise executed by Ed or Stan. But, alas, they spend a little
more time each day, repolishing the counter, washing the griddle,
and listening to tunes by Kiss and similiar artists waft across the
quiet counters, the scuffed stools and the shiny equipment.

Ed has confidence, though. "It should pick up a little as soon as it
gets warmer. We'll make it. We've made it thru the winter and
that's usually the slowest part of the year."

It seems too bad (at least to a Shaggy's regular like me) that Ed
or Stan has to spend any of their time reassuring themselves, or the
owner, Sharon Wilkes. They should be back behind the counter
where they belong, frying the sausage, preparing the beef, and
getting the orders ready. It certainly see!l1S like a frustrating
situation, like anyone else with a marketable ptoduct, and no one
to sell it to. I'd like to see the entire day's customers from Mac's or
Pizza Hut drop by Shaggy's for just a tamale or an order of fries.
I'd be willing to bet they'd be back, if not for a beef or sausage
sandwich, or a cheeseburger, to at least pIa)' the pinball machine.
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Grapplers slowed by iniur~es;

lose 27-22 to Bremen

.Four seniors 9.Y..!1.

Cagers need a boost
BY BOB DODGE

The team went through its pre-game warm-up casually as ever
before. It was the a tough game for the cagers. They were playing
Bradley, and the fact that they were the visiting team didn't help
much either. Still, the sense of hopefulness wasn't there. The team
didn't have that same power of upset that they once possessed.
Coach Len Scaduto cheered on the side. He knew something was
missing. It wasn't the four players that had recently left the team,
it was something else. Some feeling that just wasn't there. The
Spartans lost 66-41.

In the November practices, the varsity cagers were told that only
seven seniors would make this year's squad. Weeks later, when the
final decision was made, the lucky seven were informed of their
fortune. Still, they had the feeling not that they made the team, but
that they hadn't been cut. There was a difference.

Dennis Powers was the first to put his feeling of helplessness into
action. He quit tM quad just weeks after he had been told he was
one of the lucky se • n. Powers didn't have the attitude to win. He
couldn't inspire it, or could his coach. "The game was just no
longer any fun to play."

On Jan. 9, Oak Lawn was playing T.F. South. Just a few minutes
into the game, Ray Lanham was forced to leave with two fouls.
Senior Rav Whinna anxiously looked up to Coach Scaduto. He had
hoped he would receive the chance to prove himself now. He just
listened and waited to see if he would gain the opportunity. Seconds
later, Junior Rich Renz was pulling off his warm-up jacket with a
surprised look. He entered the game in place of the foul-ridden
Lanham. Whinna dejectedly sat back into the bench. He didn't have
to worry. As soon as the Spartans got 20 points down with three
minutes to play, he would get his chance.

Just days later, Whinna also quit the varsity basketball team.

Control on the mot Grappler Dan McEntee prepares

to go for the pin on another doomed opponent.

The game just wasn't any fun any more. working like he did in
practice just wasn't worth the benefits he received from the
Spartan basketball games.

About the same time, Senior Bruce Pivarunas became the third
man to phase away from his basketball career at Oak Lawn. After
one practice, Pivarunas finally made the decision. He couldn't play
the game if he didn't enjoy it. Sophomore year was fun. 'Coach
Sullivan had made the practices a lot of work and a lot of fun. He
still understood the meaning of a lot of work, but now it was im
possible to imagine a person enjoying the game of basketball.This
year, Pivarunas only knew work. Winning the game seemed
unimportant, as did enjoying it. He had proven himself, but playing
the game just wasn't enough.

Just a short time thereafter, Senior Ron Dalrymple became the
fourth man to join the ranks of the unemployed. Dalrymple had
been playing every game as a starting guard for the Spartans. He
had received his chance, and he had proved himself worthy. Still,
the glory and honor that goes along playing on a varsity team
couldn't overcome other emotions of Ron. He didn't let his feelings
be known, but perhaps the joy of playing on the team was non
existent. Although he started, it was still only work, and more
work.

Four seniors remain on the OL varsity squad now, after Mike
Mangin returned after initially being cut. He wasn't one of the
lucky seven, but then, only three of them remain.

The Oak Lawn cagers are in trouble. As a team can't win if they
don't want to. The team attitude must change, and it's too early to
say, "We're getting ready for next year." A coach must inspire a
winning attitude in his team. The best player works hard to enjoy
the game that much more. He works hard to win. But he doesn't
work only for the sake of working.

reaching distance, although all
pins would now be needed.

Oak Lawn wouldn't make it
however, falling five points
short. Jim Latanski won at 167
lbs., and Dan McEntee took
Hwt., while Bremen forfeited
the 185 Ibs. catagory. It was
close but it wasn't enough.

Tonight the Spartans face
Bradley in their last regular
season meet. On Feb. 6 the
Spartans travel to T.F. South
for the conference meet.

category, where Marty
Hanarhan, wrestling in place of
injured Steve LaRocco, was
pinned. At 145 lbs., Dale Win
terhoff was pinned and the
Spartans found themselves way
behind, with little chance left
for victory. They were down 27
6 with only four weights left to
wrestle.

Mike Chickerillo came out
and handled his man well,
scoring a superior decision,
making the score 27-10, and
keeping Oak Lawn within

BY J. R. ERNST

Coach Chuck Lawson and his
matmen have recently been
hampered by injuries to two of
their key wrestlers. The injuries
may end up hurting the team
greatly when the conference
and district tournaments role
around.

Steve LaRocco, the team's
outstanding 138 Ibs. wrestler, is
out for the season with a busted
jaw, while the team's 145 Ibs.
wrestler, Jim Mastores, finds
himself sidelined indefinitely
with a knee injury.

On Jan. 23, the Spartans
comeback effort fell short as
they dropped their meet to
Bremen by a score of 27-22.

Bremen, a strong contender
for the conf renee crown,
jump d out to an early 6-0 lead
when Bremen sophomore Jerry
Krause pinned Oak Lawn's Ron
Miller in the third p riod. The
score then was increased to 9-0
when Paul Cizek was defeated
by his Bremen opponent, who
placed second in districts last
year.

Bob Berndt fell short in a
close fought battle, and Bremen
looked as if though they might
run away with the meet.

Gary Rameriz finally put Oak
Lawn on the board with a win
over Bremen's Knapp. Larry
Wagner was then upset by
Bremen's McSheffry at 126 Ibs.
Wagner held the lead
throughout the meet, and ap
peared in command until the
final seconds where McSheffry
took over the lead.

Jim Vail was next to wrestle,
and wrestle he did. He defeated
his Bremen opponent by a score
of 7-5 in what was the best
match of the night. The match
was hard fought all the way
through, and was tied with 30
seconds left. Vail then managed
to take the lead with a beautiful
takedown. He rode him out to a
insure the victory.

The Spartans where down 15-6
approaching the 138 Ibs.

Bowlers hold 5 game
lead in conference play

&
The Sedgefield

Do-Nothing
Jeans

Sat. &Sun 10% Discount

Faded Glory

ean achine
10513 S. Ridgeland Chgo. Ridge

422·8388

Handling Exclusive Lines
For Guys & Girls

Long Skirts Dresses Shirts & Tops

Featuring
Pne-UVashed Jeans

much improved bowling over
the beginning of the season. On
Jan. 8, Drew Isaacosn of
Richard's bowled a 289 game
for the conference high. After a
spare in the first frame,
Isaacson hit ten strikes in a row,
and left a seven pin on the last
shot.

Oak Lawn next plays
Richard's in a meet on Feb. 5 at
Arena Bowl. Richard's has
moved up into a tie for second
with Marist now, and this meet
will be important for both
teams. Oak Lawn's scratch
team will have to use their
league-leading averages to full
advantage, and the handicapp
team must overcome the
problems they have had in the
last few meets. Their now ap
pear to be two openings on that
team ready for whomever has
the best average. The best
prospects seem to be Marty
Urbanczyk, Walter Murphy and
Tracy Arnold.

Dodge followed with a 537
series, and Freshman Dan
Boubel had a 457. This scratch
team won all three games by a
wide margin, and have
established themselves as the
strongest team in the league.

Vince Taccola once again led
the handicap team with a 583
series. Just two weeks earlier,
Taccola had a 621, and looks to
be one of the league's top
prospects for next year, when
he will return as a junior. Senior
Dave'Hendzel once again came
through with a 541, and has been
the most consistent bowler on
the team throughout the year.
Junior Chris McElhinny rolled 8
470 in his first conference ap
pearance, and Senior Ray
Whinna struggled to a 341
series, also in his first meet.
These series weren't enough to
overcome the Marist team, and
they only managed to win one
game.

In the past two meets, the
Southwest Conference has seen

BY BOB DODGE

First place appears definite
for the bowling team at Oak
Lawn as they continue to build a
bigger lead in the Southwest
Sur:)urban Conference.

The scratch team once again
took all three garnes, and the
handicap team rolled to one
victory against Marist on Jan.
22. With Stagg losing five
games, Oak Lawn gained
another game and pushed their
first place lead to five full
games. The team record now
stands at 25-11, with the scratch
team being 15-3 and the han
dicap lQ-8.

Paving the way to the scratch
victories was Senior Tom
Hammersmark, with a 653
series. After a 161 in the first
game, Hammersmark carne
back with games of 247 and 245
to post the highest series of the

.year for the team. Junior Ken
Libert rolled a 576 series, and a
high game of 210. Senior Bob
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in the loo-butterfly.
The swim team· holds their

conference here on Friday,
February 13, with diving
beginning at 3:30 p.m. and the
swimming beginning at 7:00
p.m. for the sophomores.
Varsity diving starts at 9:00 am
and swimming at 1:00 pm on
Saturday. Coach Vern Scarpelli
hopes to see the team come in
third place behind Sandburg
who probably will go to state
and Bremen who has an ex
ceptionally strong team this
year.

47'1 1-2" to give him second, with
Ray McCormick taking third
throwing 46'10".

Other cindermen adding to
the cause were Russ Trapp,
Mark a alino, Marty Collins,
Bill Hanson, and Ken Kolod
zinski.

Injuries seem to be the major
problem with this years squad.
"With everyone hurt last
Saturday is the main reason we
didn't fare well, remarks Mark
Casalino.

Coach Lewis is not upset with
the performances of last
Saturday, but remarked that
when everyone gets healthy
again and back in shape they
will be in good shape to take a
run at winning there seventh
Conference title.

SENIORS
FOR

HAWAII

WANTED
\ /
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\
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Track downed
1st meet•In

BY DON SIUCHNINSKI

OLCHS Varsity Track Team
ran into their third indoor track
season last Saturday by 10 ing a
triangular meet to Thornton but
defeated Sandburg by scores of
121-36-16.

Junior Jeff izemore led the
val' ity with the only first place
finish of the night. Sizemore
won the long jump with a jump
of 19' 63 4" and placed second in
the 440 yd. dash with a 56.4.

This year the two mile relay
was a ded to the meet schedule
and fo lpd Oak Lawn taking a
second Behind Thornton. Led by
Tim Hanson, Dave Goblish, Ed
Fabian, anCt- teve Banach, they
ran a time of 9:02.9.

In the shot put, Ernie
Tremble threw the 12 lb. shot

BY SIMONE
12 DAYS ON WAIKIKI BEACH

IN HONOLULU FOR

$43900 COMPLETE'
We'll accompany tagg H.S. Seniors

JUNE 13-24
Includes, First Class Hote4 All Air

and Ground Transfers, In-Flight

Meals, Insurances, Tips, and more.

This trip is sponsored by: Mr. Simone
and C-S Travel, Hickory Hills

This trip is not sponsored by Dist. 229

in the 2oo-I.M. and third-place in
the l00-backstroke, and Mark
Traynor, fourth place in both
the 200 and 500-yard freestyle.

Last Saturday the
Sophomores took home a second
place trophy from the Argo
Invitational held at Stagg High
School. Individual awards went
to; Shawn Flynn, first-place in
the l00-free, Steve Yukel first
place in the 5OO-freestyle, and
second-place in the 200
freestyle, Greg Breshenahan,
second-place in the 100
breaststroke and second in the
l00-I.M., Ken Zad, second-place
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Green Wave swims
to mediocre season

BYDA PADY

"It's a rather frustatin5
situation when you lose two
meets that you know you could
have won, but didn't because of
lack of personel," stated
Varsity Captain Mark Shelton.
This years' team consists of
only eleven members, just
enough to fill up all the events.

So far the Green Wave's
Record is 5-7 with wins against
Argo, St. Laurence, Morton
East, T.F. North and Richards.

Outstanding among the
Varsity have been; Mark
Shelton in the 100-yard
breaststroke and the 50
freestyle, Mark Traynor in the
500 and 200-yard freestyle, Mike
Miller in the l00-backstroke,
and Dan Kruse in the l00-yard
backstroke and the 200-yard
I.M. Most improved has been
Junior Jim Javorskj in the 100
yard breaststroke and the 200
yard I.M.

Two school records have been
broken this year; one is the 500
freestyle by Junior Mark
Traynor with a time of 5:36. The
other is the lOO-breaststroke,
broken by Mark Shelton with a
time of I: 09.4. Junior Dan Kruse
is "cruising" his way to two
records; the 100-yard
backstroke and the 2oo-yard
I.M.

n January 10, the Varsity
Green Wave took fifth place in
the Morton East Invitational.
Individual awards went to;
Mark helton, econd place in
the l00-breaststroke, Dan Kruse

gymnasts brought home
trophys. Scott Raichert placed
fifth out of nine schools on the
high-bar and all-around events.
Ron Vahl placed fourth out of
eight en places on the still
rings.

Throughout the year,
Reichert and Vahl have been
fighting for the top spot in the
all-arounds. So far, Reichert
has gained a slight lead for the
honors.

Reichart has been the
stron~eston the hi~h bar in his
all around competition this
year. Although he had led the
team only to a 3-6 record, they
are still one of the best in recent
years, and the poor record is
due to the tougher division that
hey are in.

Another one of those varsity
members with the high
potential is John LaSalvia on
the side horse. He has been
receiving fine scores of late,
and has become one of the most
exciting members on the team
to watch.

Uutstanding among the
Juniors on the team have been
Dave Vahl and Ken Tsurusaki
on all-around.

The OLCH gymnasts travel
to Thornton next Thursday,
February 5, and then to Rich
East for a Varsity invitational
on Saturday, February 7.

These meets both start at
7: 00, and will be the final meets
for the seniors that have worked
so hard all year.
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beat." Last year the gymnasts
were rated second in conference
competition.

Another problem that they
might encounter is the size of
the team. They come in small
numbers and must rely on
ev ryone.

The gymnasts' record now
stands at 3-6, with wins over
Reavis, Wheaton-Warrensville
and Schaumburg high-schools.
All of their losses were close
scores except Thornwood.

Last Saturday at the
Riverside-Brookfield Varsity
Invitational, two OLCHS

Thornton
RIch East Inv.

T.F. 'outh
q"..,VIS

Bremen
S ndburg
Llncoln-''''ay
T.F. So', h

~or on ! Inv.
ProvIso \/pst &
Lyons at ProvIso W.

OLCHS Spo~ts Schedule

Feb. 5
Feb. 7

DAn. OPI'Or-.ENT

lJA!;K:TBALL

JlUl. ~O LIncoln-Way
Feb. 6 ReiWIF
Feb. n T.F. South
Feb. 20 Sandburg
Fl'b. .7 Br men

"'RE.. TLING

Feb. 6-7 Con ference
T.F. South

Feb. 1~-14 DI6tncts
Feb. _0-21 Sec lorals
Feb. ?7-28 Sta e

S\/H~~lNG

Feb. 5 Snndburg
Feb. 13-14 Con fer ..ncl'
Feb. 21 Dlstnct
Feb. ?7-28 Stnte

GY I'.N~ ST: COS

GIKL'S BAD~IT~~

INDOOR TRACK

Feb. 5
Feb. 1
Feb. 17
F b. 19
Feb. 24
Feb. ?6

Feb. 7
Feb. 17

January 30, 1976

BY DAN PADY

As the OLCHS Varsity
Gymnastics team finish up
three meets, an invitational and
prepare for conference; Coach
Duncan is glad to save seven
Varsity members with. poten
tial, rather than fifteen
members just to fiM up the
events.

"One of our main reasons for
losing is because of the new
Conference," sta ted Head
Coach huck Duncan. "We
dropped five teams from the
conference, three of which we

Riding the horse enior John Lasalvia is howing good

form on the side horse. All year he has been the team leader at that
position. (taU photo by Mike Clapper)



Volleyball team captures
conference and districts!

Cagers looking for help

Ja'tuary 96, 1976

his selection for the position. He
was pleas d, and plans to show
it by changing the shape of
football at Oak Lawn. Although
little can be done for the next
couple of years, Chilvers will
still make the football program
here something that the school
can be proud of. He plans to go
to nearby grammar schools to
recruit, and will attempt to
draw the top quality players
away from the Catholic schools.
As for next year' squad, more
seniors will be needed, and the
sophomore team of this year
can't offer mu h help.

It may not be seen right off,
but Chuck Chilvers will inspire
a winning attitude in this entire
school. It is unusual how a
school this size cannot have a
football championship for 20
years.

Capt. Jean Sobol, Judy Vilchuck
and Pat Gajdorus.

The sophomor volleyball
team finished second in con
ference with an eight-two
record, losing twice to a strong
T.F. outh team who came in
first.

"There was a complete
reversal from last year's
record", stated soph. Coach
Joyce Icenogle. "The ex
perience and drive of the
sophomore lineup motivated
the rest of the team". Strong
spikes came from sophomore
captain Kathy Kasely, Nadine
Faurie and freshman Mary
Hubrenreiser.

defense, senior Tina Barajaz
and Pat Gajdorus sparked the
team with fine efforts.

In the sectional tournament
held at T.F. South, Oak Lawn
lost their first game 20-5, but
stayed alive by defeating T.F.
in the second game 20-18. The
final game was a hard fought
match which was won by a
determined T.F. South team,
led by superstar Pam Butkus,
20-18. Despite losing in sec
tionals, the volleyball team still
turned in the finest season in
their history. Elected to the first
team all-stars in the SICA West
Conference was co-capt. Jean
Dvorak. The second team added

15 or older you can start toward your

drivers license today. 4 week courses,
insurance discounts and school
credit available call 499-2422 now
5406 W. 95th S1. Oak Lawn

(C~ (( ~ vT Y{l r [ 'I /I \ \ /

DRIVING SCHOOL

499-2422

BY BOB DODGE

C~ck Chilvers was named to
repl~~ Bob Kunde as head
football- Qach at Oak Lawn on
Jan. 21.

After three applications had
been received by the athletic
director, Fred Parks, Chilvers
was chosen from his past
coaching experience at Oak
Lawn. The applications for the
job were not opened up outside
of the faculty at Oak Lawn.
These applicants were then all
interviewed by Parks and the
administration, and the
decision was made shortly
thereafter. The formal an
nouncement of the selection
came on the 21st because the
school board had to agree with
the nomination.

Chilvers was very honored at

Chilvers named
new football coach

0IkL.wn

Spartan-

Sports

The Spartanlte

BY ElL BAR HART
MICHELE WIERZGA

The volleyball team of Oak
Lawn highlighted their 1975-76
season by taking conference
and district crowns before
losing to a rejuvinated Thornton
Fractional South team in
sectional play.

Coach June VerSchaves team
finished first in the SICA West
Conference, edging out rival
Reavis, and finishing well
ahead of Sandburg, Lincoln
Way, T.F. South and Bremen.
Advancing to districts, the team
defeated both St. Francis and
Evergreen Park in two straight
games while preparing for their
final confrontation against
Reavis. Having defeated them
only once in their history, the
spartans needed a trong team
effort to win. They got it as they
defeated Reavis 20-11 in the first
game and 21-19 in a thrilling
second game to take the district
title. As they have all year, the
spartans worked a good offense,
especially the spikes coming
from seniors Jean obol, Karen
Gallager, Roxanne Fox, ancy
Wiatr and juniors Pat Gajdorus
and Michele Wierzgac. They
also got consistent erving from
senior Jean Dvorak and junior
Judy Vilchuck and great net
play by junior Kathy Cun
ningham and sophomore
Colleen Fenton. In the area of

Lanham and Walt LoomiS WilD
25 and 13 points, respectively.
Leading the Thornridge attack
was forward Al Cunningham
and 6-11 center Bruce McCanna
with 20 points apiece. Versus
Bradley High chool Oak Lawn
faced an even tougher foe,
losing by 23 points. They led
after the first quarter 15-12,
trailed at half time 28-21 and
pulled to 38-36 after three
quarters but the combination of
Bradley's 6-5 Todd Haynes
outside shooting, who finished
the night with 27 points and a
less than adequate Spartan
defense proved too much for our
Spartans. Leading the partan
offense again was Ray Lanham
with 21 points, who was 9 for 13
from the field and three for
three from the charity stripe.

Last Friday OL faced defeat
at the hands of Bremen High
School. With a last minute catch
up the Braves were able to pull
it out 52-50.

High scorer in the losmg
cause was Ray Lanham with 16.

Tonight the varsity and
sophomore teams face Lincoln
Way in an away game.

but what kept them in the game
was 23 turnovers to the Rams'
12. The next night our cagers
lost at Oak Forest. Losing by 11
points, Ray Lanham scored 12
points and junior Steve Strenk
finished with 11.

On Friday, January 9, the
T.F. South game was parents
night, honoring the parents of
the players and cheerleaders.
Despite the added incentive of
everyone's parents being
present, they lost by 20 points,
60-40. Senior Dave Madeja
scored 14 points and Mike
Mangin came off the bench to
score six points on three shots
from the field.

The next weekend, Coach
Scaduto and his team faced
perhaps their biggest challenge
of the season. Facing state
ranked Thornridge Spartans
put up a good fight. They were
able to stay in the game until
halftime, only down by three
points, by using a slowed down
offense, then after a series of
turnovers Thornridge broke the
game open and went on to win
65-51. Leading the Spartans
offensive attack were Ray

Athletes of the issue
Page 12

Congratulations is in order to the varsity volJeybali team of
OLCHS. During the season the varsity team has compiled a 9-1
record adding a Conference and District title to the honors.

The six starting members of the varsity team include Captain
Jean Sobol, Co-Captain Jean Dvorak, Tina Barajaz, Pat
Gajdorus, Michelle Wierzac, Judy Vilchuck and Kathy Cun
ningham.

Outstanding efforts came through on Jan. 13 as Districts began
at Stagg. There, Oak Lawn, from a field of ten, defeated St.
Francis, Evergreen Park and Reavis in the finals to win the
District title.

Named to the first All-Conference team was senior Jean
Dvorak. With second All-Conference team honors were senior
Jean Sobol, and juniors Pat Gajdorus and Judy Vilchuck.

OAK LAW VAR ITY VOLLEYBALL TEAM

1-4 in conference /

BY DEN IS POWER
Three-quarters through the

'75-'76 season our varsity cagers
are still having trouble getting
on the winning track. Posting a
6-13 record overall and a 1-4
record in conference our
Spartans cagers are now in 5th
place in the SICA West Con
ference.

Over Christmas vacation the
varsity team participated in the
Oak Lawn Holiday Tournament
held at Reavis High School. Our
team showed an impressive
second place out of the five
teams competing. They lost 67
53 in the championship game
against Richards.

For the next game, they
played conference rival Reavis
and won 65-64. Leading all
scorers was Kevin Scanlan with
19 points, 14 in the fourth
quarter, who came off the bench
at the end of the third quarter.
Kevin hit an impressive eight
for nine from the field and three
for four from the line. Overall
they outrebounded the Rams ~
23 and outshot them from the
field 57 per cent to 43 per cent,



SCAB plans for future
The collar has a red and blue
stripe on the sides of it with a
"76" in a circle of stars on the
back.

Supervision of the student
parking lot is also being looked
into du the r cent amount of
gas siphoning, cars being
brok n into and students
smoking up in other students
car.

AT TilE FEB. 17 meeting, a
suggestion to change the date of
th bicentennial dance from
March 26 to March 19 was
mad . The dat change was
disapproved by Dr. Davies, and
at the time copy was du , there
was no evidence of a reversal of
that decision by Dr. Davies.

Senior Class Advisory Board
meetings ar held every
Tuesday after school in the
Junior- enior Lounge. CAB
sponsor W.C. Hill ncourages
all eniors to attend the
meetings and vice their
opinions. sinc SCAB i the
gov rning body of the nior
cla s.

from Oak Brook and together
they coordinated the playroom.

THE PLAYROOM is con
verted into a forrest at
mosphere. The mural consists
of Disney characters. The walls
were painted blue for the sky.
Green carpeting for the look of
grass and two tree trunks where
formed on the opposite wall of
the mural for trees.

The Paint A Thon was held so
the playroom would be open as
soon as possible for the
children. The goal was to finish
the mural in two days, but it
took 6 times to actually fini hit.
During this time free lunch
passe and pop were provided to
the painters.

Ms. Coveny is now in the
process of painting a mural in
the Girls Gym. She i also
working on painting a mural in
the ROTC office, a Bi
Cent nnial mural to hang
outside the school building, and
dedicating a mural to the State
Champions in Wrestling.

also in the plans for the lounge
due to the large amount of
students requesting change so
they can use the vending
machines.

At the Feb. 11, meeting of
SCAB, a vote was taken to
determine the graduation cap
and gown colors. The vote was
thrown out because people who
weren't members casted votes.
A re-vote was taken at the Feb.
17, meeting and the "Bicen
tennial" caps and gown was
chosen. It consists of a blue cap,
a red, white and blue tossIe and
a blue robe with a white collar

Students paint mural

"Bambi" from the Children's clas ic is featured in the new mural
in Christ Hospital pediatric playroom. In the photograph above, left
to right are sophomores Mary Saddler and Patty Palleck, and
seniors Karol Ga teyer and ue Con tinUne.

BY SUE 0 STANTI E

o JANUARY 24 and 25 a
Paint A Thon was held from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday and 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday in Christ
Hospital Pediatric Playroom. A
new mural featuring Bambi
was painted by art instructor
Ms. Anna Marie Coveny and
students here at OLCHS.

The mural was designed by
Chris Kingslow, a sophomore
and painted by 17 students in
Ms. Coveny's art II classes and
last years mural group. Ms.
Margaret Hall and Ms. Ruthann
Jenkins both teachers at
OL HS and Ms. Arlene
Widrevitz, a member of the
Brookfield Zoo Art Department,
11so participated in the paint a
hon.

Ms. oveny was contacted by
hrist Hospitals Woman's

Auxiliary to design and paint
the mural. The theme "Di ney"
was decided by the nurses on
the Pediatrics floor. Ms. Coveny
meet with an interior decorator

nite

improve the Junior- enior
Lounge. They plan to acquire
mor furniture and to section
off the lounge from the rest of
the cafeteria. They hope -that
sectioning off the lounge will
help prevent the destruction of
the furniture.

Asuggestion was made that a
supervisor for the lounge be
found, whos job would consist
of enforcing the "no food or
drink" rule, keeping freshmen
and sophomore students out of
the lounge, and prevent any
d struction of the furniture.

A COl -CHA GE maker is

;lctivitie of the Senior Class,
not just a seIfi.h on i~s~e
complaint. The pomt that thl I
a different issue from the
standpoint that everybody
graduates, so that the choice as
to what they wear should be up
to verybody is a farily good
one. However it loses validity
when one considers that 99 per
cent of all the situations that are
acted on by the Advisory Board
effect the entire class.

Matters involving allocation
of money, certainly an im
portant issue, receive little or
no notice from most of the
Senior Class. Decision such as
dance dates and band choices
and activity planning might
seem small to most people, but
they reflect our Senior Class
just as much, if not more, than
the silly choice of color for
graduation gowns.

A LOT MORE INTEREST
could have been shown when it
was time to stand out in 35
degree weather and tag for a
hospital building fund or when it
was time to sweep up the stands
after the football concession.

We certainly don't view
participation in such activities
as a prerequisite for voting on
issues that some are more vocal
about but while the Board was
shov~ling confetti, debating
dance dates, positions were
clearly understood. Seldom, if
ever, was debate on any issue
cut short for any reason, and
surely if the dissident facti~n

on any issue simply made theIr
views known, they would have
been heard also.

GREEN GOWNERS CRY
that jf SCAB is representing

<continued on page 2)
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af

about a hundred of th e irate
students felt trongly enough to
sign a petition condemning the
vote by SCAB and demanding
that the issue be put to a vote of
the entire Senior Class. The
ramifications of such a
procedure, not the color of. the
robes, prompted this article.
The pr cedent set by such a
move, rather than .an
arguement over graduatIOn
gowns, caused some of the most
furious debate possible. The
dust still hasn't cleared with
next week's "preference poll"
still to be taken, but some things
are certainly clear.

THE POSITION of SCAB as
policy-suggesting and gover
ning body of the Senior Class
has seldom been questioned.
But now that it has, it merits
some insight. The system of the
four elected officers choosing a
board of concerned, interested
seniors i~ certainly not perfect,
but it seems to be the best under
the circumstances. What's
better? Adirect vote? Put every
motion up to the entire Senior
Class? With 600 chiefs and four
Indians (the elected officers) it
would be a miracle if anything
got done.

The position of policy
suggesting and governing body
that SCAB is in puts them,
unfortunately, in the position
that General Douglas
MacArthur once put soldiers
fighting a war: "It's a dirty job,
but somebody has to do it."
Indeed, whether it's 38 or 400,
somebody has to make some
decisions. And the people best in
the position of doing that ~re

people who have a genwne
interest in the entire scope of

due to the lack of concern by
many of its members. The
Senior lass Advisory Board is
a service organization, not a
social organization", stated
senior class president Tim
Purpura.

P RPURA TIIEN
OUTU ED upcoming goals for
the Senior Class, One of these
goals is to reinstate the break
fast program where donuts and
milk were served to students.
The program was discontinued
last year due to the filthy
conditions that students left.

Another SCAB goal is to
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A question
of principles

BY J. R. ERN T

THE ENIOR CLASS Ad
visory Board was recently
evaluated and reorganized by
its officers and sponsors in an
attempt to improve the quality
of the board.

The dismissal of five mem
bers of the board, a
reorganization of the officers'
duties and outlining of future
projects were among the major
revisions made.

"The quality of the
organization and its members
was beginning to deteriorate

TO MO T PEOPLE ill this
school, a tudy of principle
would invariably lead to either
Mr. Joe Lynch or Hal Wiltshire.
However many members of the
Senior Class, including the

enior staff of the PAR
TANITE, a studv of orincioles
most certainly leads to heated
debate over the choice of caps
and gowns for Commencement
'76. We seriously doubt that the
col6r is really the issue now; to
orne, it never was. A rift in the

class of '76 seems imminent
unless a solution can be
reached.

It began almost a month ago
as a result of a vote by the
Senior Class Advisory Board to
recommend to the School Board
that red, white and blue
grad\1ation gowns be worn at
the June Commencement
exercises. The vote by the
newly revised board was 24-9 in
favor of the red, white and blue
as opposed to the traditional
green and white. Some of those
who voted yes thought the
colorful robes were a fitting
tribute to our nation's bicen
tennial. Others thought that it
would simply be a change of
pace. Few, if any, of the votes
were with the malicious intent
that they reputedly were based
on.

Following the announcement,
a small, but determined ~action
of seniors intent on changmg the
ruling began to raise hell. Some
spoke flowery rhetor}c of how
they had "waited 12 years to
graduate in green and w~ite";
others simply swore bItterly
that "it was stupid, and just
wasn't going to happen!"
Whatever the reasons cited,
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happy with what we did, 14 gold
keys is an impressive amount."
Different judges are chosen to
officiate each year and among
those present this time was
Mrs. Daros, a former art
teacher here at OLCHS.

An exhibit of the prize win
ning pictures was held on Feb.
13 from 7 to 9 p.m. at Wieboldts
in Oak Park for students who
wished to see them. The display
was huge and consisted of the
place taking pictures from
every high school in the area.
The large t and most frequently
awarded display came from
Reavis High School.

00000 0 000:> 00<0 6)000

are the painless way
to help you through
difficult subjects In a
hurry Self-tesls let you pinpOint
where you need help the most lead you rtght 10 the baSIC
lacls and additional Inlormallon you need to shore up your
weak areas Make every minute counl- get the Keynote you
n ed for effiCient. profllable review

Available for 24 subjects.
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WilEN IT WA all over,
OLCHS student artists and
photographers came through
with the admirable winnings of
14 gold keys and 16 places in the
annual Scholastic Art and
Photography Awards.

In past years, OLCHS has
produced tough competition,
walking away with a large
percent of the awards. This
year, even though they did an
exceptional job, many of the
students and teachers felt the
judging involved was unusually
hard. No one was disappointed
though, to say the least.
Photography and art teacher
Mr. Horejs said, "We were very

sat. &Sun 10% Discoont

&
The Sedgefield

Do-Nothing
Jeans

Art comes through
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AFTER A 5 -MO TH cam
paign, OLCHS' literary
magazine, Spear, is so short of
material that unless enough
artwork, poetry and stories are
collected by March 17, pear
will not be published in 1976.

According to Spear's spon or,
Ms. Peggy Hall, requests for
material have been circulated
to Art and English teacher
since late eptember, with
additional reminders in th
student announcements. As a
re ult, 11 piece of writing and
art work have been selected by
the staff for publication.

"We're looking forward to
more varied articles, with
wid I' appeal than last year's,"
said Ms. Hall. "But so far we
haven' t got nough to put
anything together."

MS. HALL ALSO said they
were considering the possibility
of placing drop boxes for
material in the library and
study hall 117.

Staff members include:
Nancy Fewkes, Emily Meehan,
Steph Meehan, Diane Wend ,
Debra Wend , and Belinda
Jagielski.

Any contributions for Spear
should be given before March 17
to Ms. Hall in Rm. 28 or to any
staff member.

W TLANDS CAMERA
SHOPS announced today the
exclusive pre.sentation of th
Nikon Workshop. Two year in
the making, a multimedia slide
presentation on candid and
street photography will be
created and pI' sented by fam d
photojournalist, Joe DiMagio.
Mr. DiMaggio has five color and
three black and white books on
photography being released this
year. He is well known for his
photo essays of Mario AndreW,
Peale, Leslie tahl. B News
and Jonathan ossell.

lt is being brought to
Chicagoland for the first time
by Mr. Vance Watland,
President of Watlands Camera
Shops. The evening promises to
be one no photographer should
miss. Tickets are limited and
available only at Watlands
Camera Shops. March 11 or 12
7: 30 p.m. - The Grand Ballroom
- Holiday Inn Southwest-Alsip.

Spear needs

help

Photo work
shop offered

Mark Shelton
Editor-in-Chief

OLCHSSPARTANITE

It's regi tration time again and the counselors are spending all
their time helping students make up their schedules for next year.
Many sophomores and juniors will have a better chance to
graduate early by the recent decision to allow them to carry 11
credits next year. (Photo by Tom Brouillette)

TilE REASO FOR the
team's unpredicted success in
their inaugural season is easy to
point out: they hava mol' good
players than most of the other
schools. Although Craig Smith
is the only individual high
scorer on the team, h , Ken
Libert and Dave Gilbert have
played well on the high boards
while John La alvia, Doc
Bender, Glenn Rosenberg and
Chlis Kotas have all compiled
ov rpowering records lower
down.

The thing to watch I' in the
results of that polI I not so
much green or red, but in the
amount of votes taIIied. If that
poll shows 500 seniors took the
time and had the interest to cast
a vote, then the point of that 100
petitioners will be wel1 taken.

B T IF A VOTE of 100 or 200
or anywhere less than half of
the Senior Class turns up, then
the entire Senior Class Advisory
Board deserves an apology.
Why? If so many seniors felt
that they were being ignored, if
so many saw their voice of
democracy being throttled, if so
many felt that strongly about
wearing ~hite at their
graduation, en they should be
ashamed of hemselves for not
telling everyone they felt that
way by voting. This poll we face
set an unfortunate example for
people who don't acquaint
themselves with the world
around them until it's too late. It
would be a great dissap
pointment to the SPARTA ITE
and a lot of others here if SCAB
is forced to change any policy it
suggested because of pI' ssure
from any faction.

Now's the chance, it seems,
for the class of '76 to show its
true colors. And that doesn't
mean just green or red.

A Question of principles

Chess team
wins 4

straight

(continut'd rrom page 1)

TilE OAK LAWN hess Team
won its 4th straight meet on
Feb. 17, defeating Reavis 67-55.
Winning for Oak Lawn were
Dave Gilbert, Ken Libert, Doc
Bender, hris Kotas and Glenn
Rosenberg. John LaSalvia
drew.

The victory lifted Oak Lawn s
record to 9-4. oach Bob
Dominiak's team is in third
place, with a chance for second.

Previous to the Reavis meet,
Oak Lawn had triumphed over
Richards, Evergreen Park and
tagg.
CRAIG SMITH LI CHED

the 63-57 upset of second-place
Evergre n Park by drawing on
board one. Winners in the meet
were La alvia, Bender,
Rosenberg and Kota .

The team annihilated tagg
100-25. Sweeping all eight
boards for Oak Lawn were
Smith, Gilbert, La alvia,
Li bert, Bender, Rosen berg,
Kotas and Brian Carney.

The t am plays Tinley Park
on Feb. 24 and will play in a
four-round quadrangular
against the top four teams of the
other divi ion on Feb. 28.

them, then why did some vote
ror red white and blue? Indeed,
if they want their views
represented, there i certainly
no better place to voice them
than to a CAB member. But
their view must be known, in
order for both sides to be
viewed. Some members ad
mittedly gave little thought as
to what colors the gowns should
b . There simply wasn't any
rea on to make a fuss until
some sleepy students thought
their rights in a democratic
society were being infringed.

THAT ISS E can only be
decided by next year's officers,
the option of changing things
around should be considered.
It's doubtful that things will
change not for the reason that
the bicentennial will be gone,
but for the reason that it's a
system that's tough to beat. If
the intere t is shown, the results
will show it. If any of the signees
of that petition had taken the
time to tell SCAB members of
any objections to red, white and
blue gowns, they possibly would
have changed their minds. If
ten of the petitioners had
enlightened members with their
views, some most definitely
would have changed their
minds, not total1y out of the
dissident's wishes, but equal1y
from the importance, or lack of
it, that this issue had.

Most of that, unfortunately, is
in the past, and we have only the
poll to look forward to. The polI
that scratched it's way through
the SCAB membership by an 18
17 vote, on its way to becoming
a barometer of the Senior
Class's wishes regarding gown
preference.
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Thornton 'launches c.ampaign

Waikiki Beach,

April 16-April 23

Capri Pizza

SANDWICHES
DINNERS
RIBS
CHICKEN
SHRIMP
PIZZA

'Treat Yours~!f
to the Very Best'

8423 W. 10300 St.
636-7111

Permission slips available - Mr. Hill

$50.00 Deposit Due Jon. 1
\
~il')al Payment Due Feb. " 1976

CHAP't:RONES: Mr. and Mrs. 8ill Hill
$41900 $50.00 Deposit To:

0)fM!d f74a1HJ1 J(au

Governor. The weekend will
come to a close as the Youth
Legislators head for home late
unday afternoon.

BY PETE BRIA

Teen center

relocated

TilE OAK LAWN Youth
Commission is happy to an
nounce the new location of the
Teen Center. The new address
of the Teen Center is 9610 Lake
Shore Drive.

The new Teen Center wilJ
have been opened since Friday,
Feb. 13. From there on out the
Teen Center will be open every
Friday and Saturday night from
6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

The main reason for the
change of location is because of
the lack of pace at the old Teen
Center. The Oak Lawn Park
District and Youth Commission
also d cid d that with summer
coming the new location would
have better lighting facilities
for the outdoor ports. They also
expect a bigger crowd in the
summer.

RROU DI G LAKE
1I0RE Park provides the

center for lighted basketball
and tennis courts for outdoor
summer activities. In the
winter the center offers table
tennis, air hockey, air handball
and other activities that the old
Teen enter provided.

This new building will also
allow for more attendance,
which wasn't possible at the old
center. This should work out
fine according to the Youth
Commission.

looks. according to Mr. Vaz
zana, to be no exception.

Everyone is working hard
preparing their bills for debate,
and the group plans to practice
parliam ntary procedure for
the session.

Besides Thornton, Senior Ed
Schmitz was elected haplain of
th ::) nate at the pre,leg, and
Senior Bob Dodge was chosen
committee chairman.

THE YO Til I GOVER
ME T weekend roughly follows
a tandard pattern. On Friday,
April 4, the Youth Legislation
will ou;rive in Springfield in the
early afternoon. Elections for
major offices will take place,
following candidate cam
paigning and peeches. On that
Friday night, a banquet is held,
followed by the first committee
sessions, where the priority of
bills for consideration are
determined. The entire day
Saturday, April 5, will be spent
in legislation, with small breaks
in betwe n. On Sunday, April 6,
the final I gislation take place,
followed by the determining of
which bills are finally passed
and signed by the Youth

The heerleaders are sponsoring a dance, Saturday, March 6,
between the hours of 8 and 11 p.m. Essence will be the band for
this years dance. Tickets will be $1.50 if bought early,

n,C Booster lub has a meeting scheduled for March 3. It will
be held in the Teachers Cafeteria at 8 p.m.

BY BOB DODGE

JOH "Til DER"
TIIOR 'TON and his supporters
are preparing an ext nsive
campaign for his gubernatorial
election in pringfield in April
at the Youth Legislation.

Although over a month
remain , plans for th Thornton
campaign have already begun.
According to the Youth in
Government sponsor Frank
Vazzana, We hav n't been able
to get much done until now,
"due to the Valentine Dance.
This week (we k of Mon., Feb.
23) we are starting with some
meetings and the campaign
suggestion ."

The campaign planned for
Thornton will be imilar to the
one that helped him get elected
at the Januaty pre-legislative
meeting. It will have the same
baSIl: IOrmat but to a larger
extent.

OU'IIS IS AGAIN preparing
for a busy legislative session.
Almost ev ry year, the Oak
Lawn delegation is one of the
most numerous and successful
in the passage of bill . This year

The Armed ervices Vocational Aptitude Battery Tes
(ASVAB) will be given to ophomores on March 9 and 10. Mor
details will be posted later.

March 12 is the deadline for submitting applications for the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SATL This next test wilJ be given April
3. The fee is $6.50. Applications are available from your counselor.

WANT ADS

Caprices new uniform is a
mustache J

S6IS.•. ,5ft n. OAK LA"", ILL. 6OtS)

Suburban 636·7800
Chicago 581·1650

This is not a school sponsored trip;
school assumes no responsibility or
liability.

WlS DISC JOCKEY ABC "AM CHICAGO" STAR

FRED WINSTON SANDY FREEMAN

The deadline for filing registrations for the American College
Testing Program (ACTI is March 15. Juniors who wish to try to
become Illinois tate Scholars and college-bound eniors who
need to take this test should pick up applications from their
counselors. The fee is $7 .50. The test will be given on April 10 in the
Oak Lawn High choo!.

A Military Ball will be held by the AFJROTC on March 20 in the
Junior-Senior Lounge at 7:30 p..

March 22 i the date of the Teachers Institute.

The Annual Winter ports Banquet is scheduled for March 23 at
7 p.m.

"Day of Judgment" a movie about careers in Pharmacy will be
shown on March 23. Thisd movie is a part of the series of short
films on career shown during the lunch study hall periods. It will
be shown in the Car er Resource Center, Room 105. A sign-in
sheet will be available so that study hall passes are not necessary.

The third quarter ends March 26.

Student in th fourth district who would like to take an active
part in planning activiti s for the youth of that area are invited to
attend a meeting at the McDonald School Gym, 99th and Kostner
Ave. This meeting to consider ideas will be held on March 8 at 7:30
p.m. A Youth Group Council will be formed from tho e attending.
This council will work with the Oak Lawn Youth ommission. A
econd meeting will be April 5.

YOlln (,OMM~:ro;T~IOIl~ FOil
",III-. AnEH\()()\ \\ ILL lIF

)'

§k~o/PA~
and

S!!O
cordially invite all

Prom-Goers
to attend a Chicagoland FIRST

Prom Fashion Show
(for Guys and Gals)

SUNDAY MARCH 14
2 SHOWS 2 PM & 4 PM

at the MARRIOTT HOTEL
8535 W. Higgins Road

Chicago, Illinois

FOR FREE TICKETS
call

The HOUM 01 Br1dea-884-1700
or

SENO Form8Iweer-547-8000

By reservation ONLY
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Crime continues
•In

Age 18
to vote

'76
BY TERRY HENSON

HAVE A Y seniors turning 18
thought about what 1976 holds
for them?

The presidential elections are
being held this year. This will be
the second presidential election
in which 18-20 year olds have the
right to vote.

In the 1972 election there were
11 ,442,471 voters between the
ages of 18 and 20, increasing the
federal electorate by at least 18
per cent. In 1972 about one out of
eight voters was a newly
eligible voter, according to the

.S. Census Bureau. Just before
this election a bill was passed
nabling these people to vote in

national elections. Under ten
million of these were white and
one and a half million were
black.

I A '72 issue of the Saturday
Review, one girl commented
that her parents thought she
was crazy for voting for
McGovern. Another said her
father was shocked. There were
four girls who agr ed with that
latement and only one out of

eight parents voted as their
children did. Of the young
voters who registered in the '72
election, 38 per cent considered
themselves Democrats, 18 per
cent Republican and the rest
were independ nt voters.

In the article, ntitled, "Will
the youth vote make any dif
fer nee?," Steve Roberts
comments, "it has made a
difference in th primaries and
could cost Nixon the election."
It wouldn't be difficult to say
what would have happened with
McGovern if the youth votes
hadn't stood behind him.

Senators Man field and
Kennedy are most responsible
for the bill which is an extension
on th oting Rights Act of 1965.

BEFORE TilE BILL was
pa ed, an 18 year old was
considered an adult but could
not vote until they were 21. A
guy could go into the service or
be drafted at 18 but couldn't
vote for president. People are
legally old enough to get
married at 18 and live an adult
life. They worked adult jobs but
could not vote for the govern
ment which controls their lives.
A politician has to sign your
birth and death certificate as
well as your marriage license
before either are legal.

INCE WE ARE citizens and
have the right to vote it is our
duty to vote the way we think
best. Think it over, after all
we're not as experienced as our
parents are in choosing a
candidate to vote for. They
know more about what to look
for in a person running for of
fice. We know little about it
since this is our first experience
of our voting r sponsibility.

In 1972 there were more
students in the age bracket of
18-24 regi tering to vote who
were in school than those people
of this age out of school. This
y ar those seniors in govern
ment classes will get the chance

. to go over the candidates
the i su s they tand for.

or Dr. Davies or Mr. Frigo's cars were ever van·
dalized you can bet that something would be done
immediately. It takes last Thursday's incident, to
bring about the changes in the lot.

THE ADMINISTRATION CLAIMS they will do
something. But until they do these crimes wiU- con
tinue! We at the SPARTANITE feel that if something
isn't done immediately it will have serious effect on
the study body.

Break-ins, burglaries, and now even gas being
siphoned. Most incidences aren't reported. If they
aren't they should be! Why should the students put
up with this situation? We have to demand action
now! We suggest that a paid guard be employed to
supervise before, during, and after school. As the
SPARTANITE was going to press, it was learned
someone has been hired. This would decrease the
amount of theft if only students were allowed in the lot
through one gate. These instances would practically
be non-existant.

We urge the administration to do something now.
We urge the police to use more discretion in in
vestigating these matters, and we urge the student to
demand action before it's too late.

"CRIME DOESN'T PAY." These famous words
may have been true 100 years ago but hold no value
today.

We believe the best example of this is recent rash of
crime which has plagued the OLCHS student parking
lot in the past seven weeks.

In that time there have been between 10 and 12
reported break-ins and one reported incident of actual
vandal ism, where one student' dashboard and tape
player were literally ripped out of the car.

WHEN ASKED their views on the situation the
adm inistration felt that "the situation that exists is
not our responsibility." We would like to know whose
responsibility is it? We felt that something had to be
done and we (The Spartanite) decided that it would
have to be our own staff who would take the initiative.

On Wednesday February 18th we stationed a team
of reporters in the student parking lot and the
surrounding areas. Through seven periods we found
no suspicious behavior. We resumed our stakeout of
the parking area on Thursday. Another five periods
went by and still no disturbances of any kind.

At approximately 12:48 we observed six suspicious
males entering the parking lot. We observed them as
they proceded to the last row towards the middle of
the lot. They gathered around a unidentified car and
entered. There seemed to be no threat of vandalism
for the time being.

AS WE WATCHED they assumingly seemed to
consume a quantity of marijuana. Before we had a
chance to act on the situation a concerned homeowner
notified the school of what was happening. Within 3
minutes, 2 school personnel were on the scene and 2
minutes later 3 police cars arrived. -'\.

The ironic part of the whole situation is with all the
evidence that was present in the car, stat'\ statues
prevented prosecution.

The police did not feel it was necessary to search
the car, but if they had, there probably would have
been some arrests. It is this irresponsibility on the
part of the Oak Lawn Police Force that makes it
possible for these people to continue doing what they
are doing.

ON E STU DENT WHO had his car broken into and
had called the police, unlike many others, told us that,
"The police make my girlfriend and I feel like second
class citizens. The officer was disrespectfull, rude
and apathetic to us. We had to practically force him to
fill out a report and while he was doing so, he made
many insuations and even asked me if I had been ~ver

arrested for possession. We thought the motto of the
Pol ice Department was to protect and to serve, I
guess some Oak Lawn cops don't agree with that."

If this is how one student feels, how must the rest of
the student body feel? Don't we start lossing respect
for the police after these many instances of apathy
and disregard for the youth of the village.

We believe that it is not only the police's fault but
also the fact that the U.S. courts system are designed
to protect the offender not the citizen! It's no wonder
that America is in the state it is.

IF TH E POLICE didn't have to be part·time
lawyers, they might get something done. At least the
ones that aren't corrupt would. There are thousands
of laws on the books today that the police have to deal.
Laws change so frequently that police cannot cope
with them all. The police are sometimes confused and
don't provide the service that they should.

The problem wouldn't even exist if the amount of
crime had been solved when it began. If the ad·
ministration had taken steps to prevent these crimes,
when they began, the parking lots wouldn't be as bad
as it is.

The taxpayers can employ a guard to make sure
kids use the overpass but no one is hired to watch the
parking lot. Even the teacher's lot is watched in the
morning butthat is justa "courtesy" if Mr. Wiltshire,
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Teachers use school's time, money
February 27, 1976

Are the Olympics equal?
someone supposed to train lor
competition and still fulfill the
requirements of being under the
employ of the U.S. government.
Any monies these athletes
receive comes from the United
States Olympic ommittee.
These funds are u ed to defray
the costs of transportation, and
upkeep of th~ team. I wouldn't
be surprised In the least if th
American athletes had to pay
for their equipment themselves.
Also one wonders who taKes
care of injurie and expenses
connected to that.

trounced by the amateurs, the
Russian winning five games,
losing two games and tieing
one.

One does not realize that the
Russian players are paid a
salary for being in the Russian

,..army where all they do most of
the year is play hockey. The
American amateurs are not
allowed, by the International
Olympl-c Committee
regulations,.. to receive money
for their woI'lt- ~r money from
their government unless they
have some other duty besides
being an athlete. But how is

)).,11 tJ AI E" .. c..O'" lJ) r PlE' 4Scr

\ USC ,I'. IJ~ fA Kl1fJ4 If. C.t>Ctlr.rE

/fIJI) JlEE~ THIS Ie ~'l:"

BY KEVIN ADAMS

In Innsbruck earlier this
month, the top amateur athletes
of winter sports assembled
themsel ves according to
country and competed in games
to determine who may be
claimed far and wide as the best
in the world at their respective
events.

Recently, two Russian army
teams, toured the United States
in a series of exhibition games
against their American
profe sional counterparts. The
American professionals were

BY JEFF JEDLICKA

OAK LAW . COMMU ITY High School pays thousands of dollars
each year for paper and supplies for educational use. A con
siderable amount of the total supplies, and paper for copying and
Xerox machines are being wasted by the faculty and teachers,
mainly for themselves and things other than educational use.

"I've ~en kicked out of offices many times when I tried running
off bulletins announcing meetings and things of this sorL,"
commented one senior class officer. Yet these teachers who are
kicking out officers of extracurricular activities are putting these
school machines to their own use. Take the football pool
mimeographed and run by one teacher each week, including
anywhere from 15 to 90 teachers every week.

Superintendant Wiltshire explained that, "The machines are to
be used only for educational use and things such as worksheets and
tests. The administration does not want the copying machines to be
used by the teachers for personal or political gain."

OME DAY FOUR TO FIVE pages~ run-off material from the
school copying machines are in each teachers box in the main of
fice. Papers showing routes to teachers houses who are throwing
parties, and mimeographed campaign letters by or for teachers
running for Union Official positions. TGIF, (Thank God It's
Friday) a teachers club, has announcements and maps showing
meeting places such as the Lie-Brary lounge in Oak Lawn. Other
things such as announcements for buying tickets for some kind of
dinner-banquet from one of the deans, the already mentioned
football pools, and much more. All these announcements, letters,
etc., are being run-off for personal and political use on school
owned machines. Is the administration aware of this? I hope so. Its
going on right under their noses.

Mr. Lebrecht, Ass't. Administrator of finance, commented that,
"Teachers are probably taking for granted that the use of these
machines and school property for themselves does not come along
with the job.. ," and that, .... maybe a room full of paper and
material is being used each year by them for things it shouldn't be
used for." Then why does it keep happening?

Afew teacher sponsor trips to Hawaii, Acapulco, California, etc.
The school and administration strictly announces that their trips
are not school related, in any way, and the school is not responsible.
They prohibit the teachers from using school copiers to advertise
the trips, and tell them not to solicit them during their classes.

YET TilE TEACHER sponsoring a trip to Acapulco handed out
papers explaining his trip, during one of my classes, and then gave
quite a good sales talk with the hope that, " ..Noone will make an
issue out of it." He's not alone in this, other trip-sponsoring
teachers are doing the same, such as a member of the Science
Dept. who gave us quite a good run-down on his ski trip during
another one of my classes.

So, not only are some of the faculty wasting the taxpayers money
in the form of school supplies, but wasting the students class time
as well.
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I would like to comment on

the recent controversey in
volving prom. I know many
seniors and juniors were upset
with the Monday prom date and
had petitioned to change it. I
think its great that people care
enough to do something about it.
And now that the date is
changed I hope as many people
as possible are satisfied with
the date and location and Prom
will be a success. I think Mr.
Vazzana and Mrs. Watland
deserve much credit for caring
enough to help the students get
what they want.

EDITORS OTE:
Not onl)' do Mr. Vazzana and

Mrs. WlUand deserve much
credit but also Junior Class
President Rose Baker.

School spirit can't be
measured in pounds or ounces.
School spirit isn't just at
tendance at a sports event. Its
support, respect and impartical
interest in not a few but all
school related activities.

Dawn Ammerman

System has problems

the Spartans wouldn't have
made it that far had it not been
for coach Scaduto.

That team wasn't called the
"Giant Killers" for "othing.
Oak Lawn had as much a right
to be within two points of
Thornridge as the man in the
moon has to being caught in the
women's john at Condesa Del
Mar.

Len Scaduto doesn't need my
or anyone else's vote of con
fidence. He's down for now, but
everybody knows what he has
done in the past and what he'll
do for Oak Lawn in the future.

Bob Dodge should re-read his
story. When he realizes the
insinuations he made, he'd
better be man enough to
apologize to coach Scaduto.

Henry Murillo,
Sports Editor

Oak Lawn Independent

P.S. The community of Oak
Lawn and the school should be
proud to have a coach with the
qualities and courage of Len
Scaduto. He needs your support,
he deserves it.
EDITOR'S NOTE:

It is nice to know that the
SPARTANITE is reaching such
high places of journalistic
excellanee. Thank you for your
GENEROUS comments.

I have just read the article
written by Bob Dodge in the
January 30 edition of the
Spartanite.

Needless to say, I was
amazed at the way Dodge tore
into coach Len Scaduto. The
indirect slaps at Scaduto were
surprising to say the least.

Oak Lawn is not winning this
year and there is a very good
reason, no senior talent. All of
the best talent Scaduto has to
work with is very young and not
yet ready to play varsity ball
against some of the bigger,
more mature teams in the area.

Of the four that quit, only Ron
Dalrymple was of any value.
And he was only an adequate
one at best. Ray Whinna,
Dennis Powers, and Bruce
Pivarunas had as much
business being on a high school
varsity as the girl from that
Chicago Public League team
did two years ago. They simply
were not good basketball
players.

No wonder the game wasn't
fun for them!

A coach can't build a winning
team from nothing. It seems too
~any people were spoiled when
the Spartans went downstate
that one year. C.J. Kupec or not,

Murillo comments
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I imply can't say whether or not proper perspectiv is placed on
anything someone lse is in charge of. AII I can say is that four
years ago, it would have been difficult to find a better bunch of
athlet s concentrated 111 one area. With this season almost over,
with our four years here almost over, that's really kind of a sen
timental observation. But I still can't help but wonder what a
bask tballteam of Macek, Ruzgis, Madeja, Pivarunas, Powers and
all those others would have done as eniors, together.

When the class of 76 graduates in June, we'll certainly have a lot
to look back on. But I think that that thought will be with me and at
least 16 other guys for a long, long time.

look back on. Looking back with us is certainly the varsIty
basketball team. ames like Lilliwitz, Loomis, trenk, Renz,
Saylor and erio are mentioned when basketball is discussed. A
closer earch yield icosia, Doylida and a host of other unfamiliar
names, all fine ball players, to be sure, good hard competitors,
guys with guts, de ire, pirit. But where were the cagers of the
cla s of '76? Dalrymple, Pivaruna , Whinna, Denny Power,
Madeja? Go back farther. Where were Macek, Ruzgis, Rudar,
Oremus, ElIison, Brad Smith and Tracey Arnold? Gene O'Neill,
who start d almost every game back when the class of 76 was still
in eighth grade? The only ones left, Lanham, Scanlon and Mangin?
From a soph team with an 11-10 record came three? From all that
talent, from an undefeated Simmons team, from two really tough
team in Covington and ward, from Hometown, from four years of
OLCHS basketball, winter, spring, summer and fall, there were
only thr e guys that stuck it out?

IN THE FOUR YEAR that I've been here, I've watched with
great interest, not only the guys I knew and grew up with, but most
of the Spartan basketball players. I watched close enough to know
where some of my classmates went, rather than playing basketball
for OL HS. And while 1 know that critisism of any coach, player,
instructor or administrator should be dealt out very carefully,
keeping in mind allthe positive points, not just the negative ones, I
also know that something is wrong. Som thing is wrong when guys
I used to play basketball with every night until it got too dark to se
say that "it's not fun anymore." Something is wrong when guys
who would spend an entire Saturday, and I mean from eight in the
morning until five or six o'clock shooting baskets, running, lifting
weights or playing one on one just to be a better basketball player
say" I just don't have any interest in playing anymor ."

The cau e of all this is somewhere beyond my comprehension. I
don't have answers to many of the que tions I've asked, just some
old m mories of watching some guys play basketball. I don't have
any suggestions on the ubject, just old yearbooks with pictures of
Madeja and Whinna shooting hoops. I'd be really hesitant to put the
blam anywhere but on the players themselves if it weren't for the
fact that things used to be different.

When th dass of 76 was in eighth grade, those guys hustled.
Th y ran, shot drilled and practiced hard. They had an incentive,
some goal, something to accomplish.

WilEN TilE CLASS of '76 were fre hm n, sophomor s, juniors,
they had an intere t in the game, th practices, their team. And
someone who works and works and tries and tries won't get tired of
working and trying if the proper perspective is placed on those
areas.

February 27, 1976

BY ECON TA TI E

A RECENT RVEY done by
Mr. huck hilver's english
classes shows that there is a
definite lack of school spirit at
OLCII . The survey brought out
other problem and deficiencie
on school spirit.

The next two problems in
volve the students directly. The
pep rallies need definite im
provement. The bus schedule of
leaving before the pep rallies
mans no attendance at the pep
rallies and is an insult to those
involved.

Transportation to athletic
events at our school or away
games is one of the biggest
factors of non-attendence.
Usually booster buses are
cancelled because not enough
tudents are willing to go.
WIIAT ABO T TilE athlete

himself? The survey found that
there has been a change of
attitude toward the athlete, he
is not looked up to as he was in
the past.

econd, there i no pride in
being an athlet. The
r ignations of ix basketball
players prove the e problems
xist.
The lack of pirit not only

involves the tudents and
athletes, but it aJ 0 involves the
administration and teachers.

TilE S RVEY FO NO that
th r is no support, en
couragem nt, or recognition by
the administration. Next, only a
few teachers att nd sporting
vents or encourage students.

The administration and
teachers should tart becoming
actively involv d.

Finally the survey found that
our school is too large to
develope school spirit. If
sporting events were publicized
more, students would then know
the time, place and date of each
event.

SCIIOOL 'PIIUT DOE 'T
look to encouraging in the
future and I feel that everyon
should start working together
now to get back the spirit we
once had.

School
spi rit
findings

, , .
cagey memorIesSome
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Byline
BY MARK SHELTON

WHEN THE CLASS of '76 was in eighth grade, the big thing was
basketball, and more importantly, the Big Game. That year, the
Big Game was between my school, Covington, and crosstown rival

ward. I'm ure all the former players, coaches, managers,
cheerleaders and pom-pon girls remember that game well, as well
s remembering all who played in it. Covington had Vince Rudar,

Tom Chovanac, Bruce Pivarunas, Gene O'Neill, Mike Chickerillo
and Ray Whinna. Sward's big punch came from the Lanham
brothers, Ray and Ed. The outcome isn't what seems relevant now,
<Sward won by two points) but that roll call of names brings back a
lot of basketball memories, and sadly enough, some harsh thoughts
of the past few years here.

When the class of '76 were freshmen, all the hopeful athletes were
hurt by the absence of freshmen sports, lost for one year for lack of
money. Thus, freshmen were required to make the sophomore
team, in ord r to play. Sophomore Coach Bob Gates chose eight
freshmen cagers that year, Rudar, Pivarunas, O'Neill, Whinna and
Ray Lanham from Covington and Sward, and also added Don
Macek and Phil Ruzgis from immons Jr. High and Dave Madeja
from Hometown Elementary School. Along with the sophomores,
they had a fairly good season, and finished with high hopes for their
sophomore. year.

When the class of '76 were sophomores, the cagers played for a
new coach, Skip SuJlivan, and with a different system, following the
reinstatement of freshmen sports. The eight who played as fresh
men were joined by Tommy Ellison, Ron Dalrymple, Mike Mangin,
Al Oremus, Denny Powers, Kevin Scanlon, Brad Smith and Tracey
Arnold. For the first time in recent memory, the sophs finished
with a winning r cord 01-10) and more important, a little spirit.
They might hav bern one of the better collections of athletes in the
entire school that year, certainly performing much better than
mo t expect d for a team of ixteen, eight of whom had never
played high school ball before, and eight who saw very limited
action as fre hmen. The varsity did well that year also, finishing 21
6, with Mike Patyk and Tom Murphy being named to the All-

onference team. Things looked very promisin 'for the Spartan
cagers. ..\

WilEN TilE CLASS of '76 were juniors, som drasli revamping
wa done. Und r new Junior Varsity Coach Mark erniak and
Head Coach Len cuduto, the quad was again trimmed to eight
members of the class of 76. Back from the sophs were Pivarunas,
Madeja, Dalrymple, Powers, Lanham, Whinna, Scanlon and
Mangin. Some of the missing eight had found other Interests than
basketball, some were cut, others just weren't interested.
Whatever the reason, we were back down to eight representatives
on the OL HS ba ketballteam. It was a difficult year, with a lot of
the burden being thrown onto the backs of the class of '76 cagers,
when the hoped for senior punch n ver materialized. Criticism was
directed that year at both coaches and players, much of it un
warranted and undeserved. That year, just a little less than a year
ago, was a year of hard work, and diligence and effort. The stage
wa set for '75-'76. The sophs had had a good year, winning the

onf rence hampionship, and could certainly be looked on to fill
any weak spots in the '75-'76 varsity. The class of '76 cagers looked
back at their ophomore year. It had been a good one also. What
ould go wrong?
Now the class of '76 is a senior class, with almost four year to
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Mary Horn

If one is a tree and the other the soil,
it matters not,
and the places may be exchanged,
but the fruit reaped is always the same;
delicious, satisfying, and perfect.
A time sails by on the clouds,
so must the tre and the soil pass through many season ,
learning and changing.
The shy appearance of tiny flowers
glorifies their existence;
sometimes mutual, sometimes individual.
If one is a tree and the other the soil,
sharing needs,
then the soil provides strength
and the tree a familiar haven
when one is lost.
As sometim s the world grow cold and dark,
so must the leaves fall and the soil dry out;
but as the swe t rain falls to cleanse
and the sun hines to warm,
n w gifts are received, new fruit appears.
The tree continues to grow
and the oil to nourish.
Together they rise to greet the dawns,
peaceful and comfortable,
as shadows journeying into eternity.

Puka Pat y

9338 Au tin

Call Anytime

599-5642

After 9 P. M.

Be t

~
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fad
rules and regulations are not
trictJy enforced at all times,

such a using the station call
letters given with each license
instead of the "handle " which
so many B operators use. But,
every so often, the F
'otherwise known as the Funny
Candy ompany) rolls into town
in their "well-disguised" vans,
quipped with tracking gear,

monitors and tape recorders,
and cuts down on some of those
people who don't abid by the
F rules, mainly the un
written rule: "If you give
courte y on the radio, courtesy
will be returned."

TO GET CB users together
and acquainted, there are many
clubs which have a certain time
and channel set aside for a
"roll-call," after which they
exchange information about
meetings and CB in general.
Meetings between CB operators
are called "ey balls" (part of
the ever-increasing CB slang).

The CB slang you probably
have all heard (Breaker,
breaker. What's your 20? 10-4.)
mostly comes from truckers
who use CB radio to watch out
for the "smokies" (police) so
they can get their job done a
little faster, although there is an
stablished 10-signals code

which all B operators should
know (10-4 means message
received and understood and 10
20 means, "What is your
location?) .

"I've been in CB radio for
over thr e years now," com
mented Mike Cartalano, one of
OL H 's avid B enthusiasts,
"and I'v met a lot of new
friends and learned a great deal
about electronics." So be ides
bing useful in business and
emerg ncy operations, CB
radio i also a rewarding hobby.

WilE A ROCK group
becomes so legendry that
p ople feel they are worth
putting together a film for, it
means they have talent. When
people fill a theater the size of
the Auditorium to see that film
night after night for almost two
weeks, it means immortality.

Tht.' partanite

a living legend

(( .~ f( ~ lV~ l\!1 II J l r ;[!r\\(
DRIVING SCHOOL. .

499-2422
15 or older you can start toward your

drivers license today. 4 week courses,
insurance discounts and school
credit available call 499-2422 now
5406 w. 95th St. Oak Lawn

and another licensee's is limited
to hannels 10 through 15 and
Channel 23. Conversation can
last no longer than five minutes
and is restricted to necessary
communications.

CB equipment is relatively
inexpensive. Transceivers that
cover from three to five of the
available 23 CB channels range
from $65 to $175. ets that cover
all of the 23 channels go as high
as $600 (which includes a digital
clock and automatic "turn-on"
timer).

Since the FCC limits the final
trallMJlitting stage of CB radio
to 5 watts of power, price
doesn't buy distance--it buys
quality and ease of operation.
You can talk farther with a
higher antenna, but the FCC
regulates the height to 20 feet
above the building it is mounted
on. An efficient transmitter,
with a high-gain antenna, can
reach 10 to 15 miles in favorable
terrain.

BE IDE COM-
M ICATIO BETWEE
businesses and personal use, CB
has a more serious use. Because
CB users u e CB for directions
an tris and emergency calls, a
special channel, channel 9, has
been set aside for emergency
use only. A national
organization, the Radio
Emergency Associated Citizens
Teams <REACT), has over 1300
teams in very state and

anada, which monitor Channel
9 at all hours so that any
emergency call i sure to be
heard.

Industrial and business users,
as well as marine and aircraft
operators have their own bands,
which are design d to break
away from the crowded CB
channels for specific business
purpo es.

Of course most of the FCC

reflected greatly in their music.
After seeing this film it
becomes obvIOUS that this was
true. Such aspects of life as war,
violence, religion, love, and
drugs are contained in their
songs. The movie did an ex
cellent job of projecting these
ideas by the use of pictures
during certain songs.

February 27, 1976

BY DA PADY
IT WA JU T a matter of

time before Citizen's Band
Radio (CB) became as popular
as it is. The main question that
is being asked now is, what is
it's purpose?

There are at least nine other
types of two-way radio ervices,
but the Citizen's Band is
probably the best-known and
most popular. But you cannot
just buy a radio and start
transmitting. First, you have to
obtain a license from the
Federal Communications

ommission (FCC) which
makes and enforces the rules of

B radio use.
B radio is the easiest two

way radio service to get into.
Officially it's the Class D
segment of the itizen's Radio

ervice (Class A is rarely used,
Class B doesn't exist, and Class

is for radio-control
frequencies, such as garage
door openers>. Class D was
established in 1965 to give
everyone a chance to operate
his own two-way busint'ss or
personal radio system. To
obtain a license, you must be a
U.S. Citizen, 18 years or older,
then fill out an application (FC
form 505, which is included with
most B radios purchased from
a store) and end it in with $20
(by the way, if any of the
questions on the form are an
swered incorrectly, the FC
will keep your $20 and send you
back your form without a
license). It is good for a five
year period and covers anyone
in your family with up to six CB
ets in operation.
RUT TIIERE ARE restric

tions that go with the u e of a B
el. You can talk between your

own set on any of the 23
channels as long as you want.
But talk bctw en yow' station

The Beatles:
BY LAURA HUDDLESTON

THE A DITORI M
THEATER on South Michigan
Avenue was jam packed for the
8 p.m., December 30 showing of
the new Beatles movie "Away
With Words". This wasn't
unusual as it had been like that
every night since it opened and
would be for the remaining time
scheduled, with nine per
formances destined to be held
over.

The Beatles are now a legend,
so it's no surprise that long
devoted fans and music loving
people alike were paying $3.50 a
seat to see slides of the Beatles
in concert and in candid shots
which were most often used to
depict what the song being
played was trying to convey.
The film wasn't a movie in the
typical sense of the word in that
none of the pictures moved. By
using three projectors the
screen was divided into sections
containing pictures; some of the
Beatles, some not. At times they
would super-impose photos on
top of one another which was
very effective.

"Away With Words" was an
attempt to show the Beatles
both as the public knew them
and as they were in private. It
has been said that the group
went through many stages in
their career and that this was
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"Too much affection
II

Five minutes to live by

Oak lawn, IL

Oceanside Hotel

$50.00 Deposit To:

PHONE: 636-7800

This is not a school sponsored trIp;
school assumes 'no responsibility or
lIab! II

5615 W. 95th St.

CHAPERONE~ Mr. and Mrs. len Scadut
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Eastma

capuleo"
Oak§WI1S :1976 fri».f:hi

8 days, 7 nights - April 16-23
reduced

to¥Jl

There's a little bit of everything in OLCH halls,

(Staff ph..>to by Cheryl Bailey)

Punishment for them would
include the immediate can
celation of their "Tigerbeat"
and "16" magazine sub
scription with the replacement
of required reading assign
ments from the Chri tian
cienc Monitor. Juniors and

seniors would be entitled to
upp r-classmen rights. On the
days preceeding special events
like Prom and the Valentine
Dance, a quick brush of the
cheek (which cheek...?) would
be acceptable if it was brief and
inde creel. If not, upper
classman would b assigned to
a 50-page term paper on the
subject of teenage values and
appropriate behavior and any
future infraction would go on
their permanent school records
for employer and college.)

I LIGHT OF all the fus
about the exces ive affection, I
thought I would get sev ral
opinions from teachers and
stud nts to se how they felt
about thi minor problem. When
asked, "What do you think of
the xcessive student af
fection?", teachers (that were
bribed, pinned to the wall, etc.>
answ r d as follows:

"Th re should be a pecific
area for it like the smoking
area." (Perhaps it could be
call d, "The Lounge. ")

"Being an old voyeur like
my elf, I kind of enjoy... "

"Il's not really fair to the
teach rs. After all, we can't
carryon that way... "

Teachers who were bigger
than myself answered as
follows:

HIck."
"There's a place for

everything, but frankly I don't
like it."

"These halls remind me of an
X-rated movie." (This teacher
must frequent flick like
"Bambi" and "Flipper''')

Stud nts responded to the
same qu stion in this fashion:

"It's better then being out
stealing hubcaps."

"I'd rather fight than swit
ch."

"I know a good thing when I
see it."

"Whoever said 'all things in
moderation' obviously never
had a horny girlfriend in high
school."

"Il' great if you don't feel
like talking about the situation
in Angola."

"I don't know. Never tried it.
Hey, is it true that three tardies
equal a cut?"

"Will you print my name if I
tell you the truth?"

"You only go around once in
life."

"Heck, what do you think I
think? There'd have to be
sometin' wrong with you... "

"Is that the one with Warren
Beatty?"

"Once in the morning does
it." (And after 2nd, 3rd, 4th, ... )

That pr tty well sums up the
varying attitude that teachers
and students have on the same
subject. To say the least, the
replies were typical and of little
surprise. But wh n you consider
the ubject matter and our age
differences, did you expect
anything else?

PARTA ITE: Well, what if
you do see it and you do know?

Dr. Davi s: Fir t, if students
are reported by teachers th.e
two parli ipants will meet' with
their dans for a verbal
reprimand. Perhaps a detention
or two would hlp.

PARTANITE: Isn't it hard
for tudents to express affection
in a dean's office or detention
room?

Mr. Davies: That's the point.
PARTANITE: Oh, I get it

now. But what if a warning or
detention doesn't help? You
know where there's a will
there's a way...

Dr. Davies: We would notify
their par nts.

(Staff ph->to by Cheryl Bailey)

SPARTA ITE: Th n again,
sometim s our wills aren't that
strong.

Dr. Davi s: I knew you'd see
it my way!

PARTA ITE: Ar there any
formal rul s p cifying how
students mu t conduct them
selves in th halls?

Dr. Davies: 0, there aren't.
There is nothing about it in the
Di ciplin Code... mmm....

SPARTANITE: I shouldn't
have brought it up. Moving
right along... ,

(The m ntion of rules for
student conduct in the halls
couldn't help but set my
imagination going as to how
hard they could make it on
tudents if they had a "Kissing

Code", or as the students would
refer to it, a "Bill of Rights."
Freshman would be allowed to
glance at each other for no
longer than five seconds. Oc
casional houlder rubs while
passing in opposite directions
would be tolerated but not
approved. Any infractions of
these rul would be punishable
by having the accused sit at
opposite ends of the cafeteria
while "Colour My World"
played over and over.

ophomor s would enjoy a few
more privileges, such as oc
casional handshakes and winks.

BY CHERYL BAILEY

A NOTKE WAS recenlly
placed in a t achers bulletin
from Dr. Paul R. Davi s stating
lhat ther had be n an ex-

'ssive amount of tudent af
feclion in the halls and teachers
should report xtreme cases of
this to the stud nt deans. In an
interview, Dr. Davies was
questioned a to hi feeling and
opinions of thi 0- ailed "ex
cessive aff clion" in th dark
grey. halls of OL HS. '

SPAHTA ITE: Why th
sudden con ern about affection
in the hall'? <Have un xcused
class tardics increa ed that
Illllch? )

Dr. Davies: At the last
department meeting s veral
d partment chairm n com
plained about too much af
f clion in th halls. It' getting a
little out of bounds.

SPARTANITE: What do you
con ider out of bounds? (Behind
the bookcases in the library, the
parking lot...?)

Dr. Davi : What I meant
was that it was beyond the
bounds of good taste. It is
getting to be more than a casual
xpression.
SPARTA ITE: What do you

consider an acceptable asual
expression?

Dr. Davie: Holding hands.
SPARTA ITE: Anything

else?
Dr. Davie : Well, there are

other ways they could express
affection towards each other.
<For exampi ,doing homework
together, taking the bus home
with each oth r .. .>

SPARTA ITE: <Oh, come
on ... ) Could you b more
specific?

Dr. Davies: Well,let me put it
this way. It's really hard to
draw the line at a particular
point and say just exaclly what
tudents can and can't do. But

as for getting too serious in the
halls, generally, when you see
it, you know it.

"lIey. what's going on h('rf'?"
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The Chica~o I.oop; full of bad influences on the mind of society. <Staff ph..>to by '~ryl Bailey)

and "peep-show" stores on one
ide of a block. All the big night
lubs and dinner clubs that you

used to see in th loop 5 years
ago went out of business. The
only thing you might ee today
are Discotheques, and 50 per
c nt of them ar gay bars
anyhow. All the night clubs
have moved to the suburbs,
such as the onde a Del Mar,
Chateau Bu che, the strip of

icero that these clubs are
located on are going to even
tually be made into a miniature
Las Vegas.

We had fun trying to figure
out the sex of people we walked
by. Having identified one maxi
mink-coat clad, bonn t on head,
purse-in-hand person as a
female for sur ,our th ory was
blown when we saw her face.
" he" had a full beard and
mou tache and looked like
someone you wouldn't like to
meet in a dark alley.

BARS, X-RATED MOVIE
houses, drug, porno book

stores, mugg r , prostitutes
standing all ov r the corners of
Madison or Wells Streets, you
don't have to b a p ychiatrist
to figure out why hicago is so
full of violen e and crime. The
Urban Dwell r of .hicago is
conditioned for crime and
violence at an arly age by the
Loop' environment. If Daley
thinks he's going to clean-up

hicago or, "My King of
Town," as Sinatra puts it, I'm
sure glad its not my town, and
Daley's got a bigger job than he
thinks. Believ me, its good to
live in dull, boring, ak Lawn.

Chicago are so violent-minded,
they're conditioned somewhat
through loop theaters from 9
years of age! A perfect example
of this is the robbery that was
pulled-off recently using the
same robb ry-plot from the
black-orient d movie, "Shafts
Big Score."
Wal~g down tate Street we

noticed ight pornographic book

an "R" rating is so strictly
enforced that if you're a day
before seventeen they won't I t
you in the show without
Mommy. Yet the money-hungry
Chicago Loop Theater (Plitt>
owner will let a 9 year old into
a R-rated movie to make a
quick buck. (actually a quick
three or four bucks.> And peopl
wonder why the Urban people of

numbered like that in a prac
tically all-black theater made
me feel a little uneasy.)

THE RATING 0 these
movies were "R" and the inside
of the theater had more kids
under 11 than a Walt Disney
movie. There were groin kicks,
cut throats, and the usual run
of-the-mill violence you'd see in
a Karate flick. In the SUburbs,

changesRock

BY JEFF JEDLICKA

POLLUTIO, MUGGING,
POR OGRAPHIC movies and
book stores, violence, whores,
gangs. Does this describe a
jungle, ghetto, war-torn
Angola? o. This describes
downtown hicago.

When I was a kid, I remember
how much of a treat it used to be
to go downtown to the loop; to
Marshall Fields, to look in all
the big store windows, go to the
top of th Prudential Building,
or go down State Street during
the Christmas Holidays. You
could look forward to something
like that if you were 9 years old
in the 60's. To go down State
Street today, especially after
dark, you'd need a police escort,
a pack of Dobermans, a football
helmet, and a .44 Magnum, etc.

Last weekend, me and a
couple of my buddies went
downtown to the Roosevelt
Theater to see "Goodbye Bruce
Lee, His Last Game of Death,"
and "Duel of the Iron Fists,"
two Chin se chop-socky, kung
fu flicks dubbed in English. (At
$3 to get in, it was a real rip-off,
Bruce Lee doesn't star in it as
the ads imply, and the fight
scenes were as believable as
someone saying Joey
Heatherton is flat-chested.)
Walking down the aisle in that
theater in total darkness made
me and my two friends feel like
three cue-balls to all those sets
of grinning white teeth and eye
balls, making remarks such as,
"Hey honky, you're in my
way." (I'm just as liberal as the
next person, but being out-

Zip _
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Queen, now the premier rock
band in England, hit the chart
last summer with "Killer
Queen", which became a
number one hit. With their
latest album, "A Night at the
Opera", they hit in England
with a cut called "Bohemian
Rhapsody". Freddie Mercury,
the piano playing, singer
songwriter of the group, has
constructed a menagerie of
Gilbert and Sullivan like piano
melodies separated by a ripping
guitar riff. It recently hit
number one there even though it
is six minutes long. By rule,
chart songs do not exceed four
minutes and average around
three minutes, which in itself is
amazing but r think it's not the
best song or the most com
mercial song on the album.

"Your My My Best Friend" is
an xcellent song incorporating
Brian Mays masterful guitar
work, making his axe ound like
an electric piano which ac
c ntuates the now famous
Queen harmanic vocals. A very
imaginitive guitar player,
Brian May can create sounds
from his guitar that amaze the
mind. A starting r alization
though is that Queen uses no
synthesizers to fill out their
sound.

BY KEVIN ADAMS can only speculate as to where
Aerosmith can go from here.
.. weet Emotion" a song off

IT Tn LY WARM the he~rt their masterful "Toys In The
to see the tatus of.pop musIc. Attic" album, could b released
The tastes of American youths as a follow-up to "Dream On"
are changIng as many people with in my opinion equal if not
said they had to. bett~r uccess. '

For many years, hard rock
groups have been releasing and
promoting single records--the
real bread ana butter uf the
music industry.

An influx of rock music into
the commercial a.m. radio
playlists shows that the tastes of
our peers are becoming harder.
Elton John's music reflects this.
Being heralded as the biggest
superstar of the 70's, he's sold
the most records thus far has
funked-up his music making it
more electric by adding Caleb
Quaye, a guitarist who was a
member of John's band when he
first hit the music world. His
change in music seems to
reflect the kind of music the
public is clamoring for.

I WO DEll. HOW many
people would have believed that
Kiss, the white-faced punks, the
decibel demons of rock, would
have a song that would go
beyond the fortieth chart
position usually reserved. 'for
hard rock groups. By chart ram
referring to the Billboard's Hot
100, "the" reference in music
popularity. Or who would
believe Areosmith, another
band that is heard almost ex
clusively on Lm. stations, is
breaking into the a.m. pop
stations with "Dream On" a
song off their first album. One
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Soph cagers battle for
a second place finish

The building of

place, permlttmg them to ad
vance to the sectional tour
nament. The four wrestlers
advancing to sectionals were
Larry Wagner, Jim Vail, Steve
Morganthaller and Dan
McEntee.

TO BE ABLE to participate in
the state tournament at
Champaign, they would have
had to take a first or second
place in the sectional tour
nament. None of the four
wrestlers took first or second.

The Spartans were riddled
with injuries during the year,
and two of them really hurt the
team. Those injuries were to
Steve LaRocco and Jim
Mastores.

"I was a little disappointed
with some of our finishes in
some of the tourneys, but the
way we placed in the tourneys
really didn't reflect the quality
of wrestlers like Vail, Wagner,
McEntee and Morganthaller.
They are orne of the best
wrestlers in the area, and as far
as I'm concerned, I wouldn't
trade these boys for any of the
state qualifiers in the area,"
stated asst. coach Mike
Woerner.

EXT YEAR THE Spartans
will have some returning
starters, including Paul Cizek,
Bob Berndt, John Polisso, and
Gary Rameriz and Jim
Latanski. There is also some
sophomore talent that will be
moving up to the varsity level,
including conference champs
Greg Rameriz, Jim Dunning
and Mike Morganthaller.

scored 14 points to lead the
Spartans. "Bill did an ex
ceptional job in there and
played a good game," com
mented Coach Skip Sullivan
following the game. Scott
Kallquist also chipped in with
eight points.

Tonight the sophs face
Bremen High School at 6:30 in
the Spartan gym in an effort to
keep their second place position
in the S.LC.A. West conference.

TEENAGE DRIVER ED.

BY J .R. ERNST

OLCHS' GRAPPLERS
FINISHED up their '75-'76
wrestling season with a 13-4-1
record, a third place finish in
conference and a fourth place
finish in districts.

In the conference meet, first
place finishes were turned in by
Larry Wagner at 126 lbs. and
Dan McEntee at 185 Ibs. Jim
Vail and Steve Morganthaller
both captured second place
finishes.

At the district tournament,
four people finished in second

Grapplers finish
3rdin conference

quintet lost an important game
which put them in second place
for right now. In a physical
game, our sophs stayed with the
good Sandburg team until the
third quarter, after being
behind at half time 28-24. The
Eagles then took command and
opened the game up to win 68-46.
In this game, they were unable
to do as well as the first meeting
which was lost by only four
points. Freshman Bill Johnson

* Approved bv Ill. Supt. of Public Instruction
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dynastya
it's easier to give that much more to do their very best."

Lewis looks at his potential track stars right from freshmen year.
He works hard with them, and chooses the ones that he knows will
try their hardest. Effort is what wins a track meet. And no one
gives more effort than the track team and its coaches.

TILL, THE RAW talent must be there. This year, the track
team does not have the initial strength of the past few years. But
what is there more than ever is the pride, and the respect for three
coaches that is phenominal. When a team is winning, credit is due
to someone. But when a team is losing, there is not necessarily
someone at fault. There are more losers than winners. "Perhaps if
the track dynasty had not been established here, the team would
have very little chance this year. With the pride that the team has,
the practice, the work and the winning become a little bit easier,"
said Coach Storer.

How a coach can inspire such respect and such an attitude is hard
to determine. Coaches Lewis, Storer and Dunn have done the job.
Every trackman likes and respects their coaches. And let's not
forget who was the football coach when we won our last cham
pionship in 1956....Mr. Lewis.

BY DENNIS POWERS

TO IGHT OUR
SOPHOMORE basketball team
faces Bremen High School in a
game that will determine
whether or not they finish in
second or third place in con
ference.

Their loss to Sandburg last
week killed Coach Sullivan's
hopes of winning another
conference championship. The
team now brings a 5-4 con
ference record and a 11-11
record over-all coming into
their last game. The sophs have
been playing without the use of
their regular starting center,
Bill Lillwitz, who was brought
up to the varsity last month.

Versus Reavis in their second
meeting, the sophs again won,
this time 62-57. Keith Vopelak
had a good night, leading all
scoring with 18 points. Also
helping the Spartan offense
were T.J. Murphy and Bill
Johnson with 12 and 9 points.

I ANOTHER CO-
FERENCE game, the following
week, they made it another
victory, easily beating T.F.
South, 61-48, in their second
meeting. Keith Vopelak again
led Spartan scoring with 15
points, followed by Scott
Kallquist and Bill Johnson with
9 points apiece.

In their last contest, the soph

- Jim Vail struggles to gain the advantage over his opponent.

perience running for the out
door season.

Junior Tim LaRocque ran a
time of 10:21.0 last week to
smash the old indoor record in
the two mile by ten seconds.
Other cindermen who have been
performing quite well are Mark
Casalino, Tim Hanson and a
freshman triple jumper, Wayne
Vilchuch.

Starting in April, one of the
big problems that they will face
will be the fear of injuries. They
have limited back-up men and
everyone will be going there
maximum of four events to
begin with.

BUT KNOWI G LEWI and
his coaching staff, they could
still produce another cham
pionship squad like they have
done for so many years.

a tokedown

BY BOB DODGE

LOOKING AT THE meets run
this year during the indoor
track season you see a
relatively weak squad, com
pared to the past few years.

With this year's varsity track
squad down to a total of 16
members it's a wonder how
they are keeping in stride with
state ranked contenders.

When asked about their
unimpressive record coach
John Lewis remarks "We just
do not have the people to go
three or four events and do well
10 them."

THOUGH HALF THE
seasons over it hasn't been a
waste. There have been some
fine performances turned in and
it's always good to get ex-

Indoor track runs
to tough season

I
2 for

BY DO SIUCHNIN KI

A FEW DAYS ago, I was passing through the Spartan lobby, and
took a long look at the "Conference Championship Teams" posted
on the wall. Most of the teams there have not quite won their share
of championships.

It's been 20 years for football, 17 for Cross country, and 13 years
for wrestling since the last title. But a persons' eyes will im
mediately look to the track dynasty established at OLCHS. The
record now stands at six years in a row, and a total of 12 cham
pionships for the trackmen.

How can this tradition of winning be established? I'm sure it's no
coincidence that OLCHS has had the best trackmen around. And if
you were to ask any member of that championship team why they
are number one, you'll get only one answer - Coach Lewis.

AS THE ATHLETIC Director Mr. Parks puts it, ~~wis is one of
the best coaches not only in the state, but in the entire cOWltry."

What makes Coach Lewis the man that he is? Certain\r he must
have a knowledge of the sport, but that won't help yo~880 man
around the last turn.

Running track is definitely not an easy sport to put your whole
body and heart into. It's not a game, like football or basketball. It's
simple effort. This never-say-die attitude ~s inspired in the Oak
Lawn track team with a feeling of pride. It is that feeling of pride
that makes the miler finish that last lap harder than he ever knew
how. Every runner on the track team is giving his all for the team.
As Mark Cassalino puts it, "At one point I wanted to quit the team.
But, honestly, I just couldn't get myself to tell Coach Lewis. The
man has simply done too much for me."

AS WELL AS Lewis, Coaches Storer and Dunn have helped
establish the winning tradition at Oak Lawn. Storer was a superior
middle distance runner at Ohio State. The knowledge of the sport is
obviously there. But they go on to do more. These three track
coaches put in an extraordinary number of hours coaching.

When asked how this great pride was established, Lewis
responded, "It's easier to win when the tradition has been
established. When those guys, look at the six year winning streak,

caSlOnaJ nanasnall.t:~ lUlU W ..."". ~"J ..····0 --- - .



Girl's basketball
drives to 1st at 5-0
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OLCHS Sports Schedule
DATE OPPONFl/T TIME PLACE

VARSITY BASKETBALL

Feb. 27 BrelD n Soph. H
Har. 1-5 Regiona1s 6:30 T
Mar. 9-12 Sectionals Var. T
Mar. 16-20 Sbte 8:00 T

INDOOR TRACK

Feb. 28 Hor. West ~ Wheat. No. 1:00 T
Mar. 6 BloolD In.... 11:00 T
Mar. 16 Lyons 4:15 T
Har. 19 B10011 7:00 T
Har. 23 Thornton 6:00 T
Mar. 26 Horton East 6:50 TFrosh-Soph In....
GIRL'S BADMINTON

Har. 3 Sandburg 4:30 H
Mar. 10 T.F. South 4:30 T
Mar. 17 Eisenhower 4:30 H
Mar. 24 HOlD wood Flossmoor 4:30 T

GIRL' BASKETBALL

Mar. Z Reads 4:30 H
Mar. 4 Brellen 4:30 H
Mar. Sandburg 1+:30 T
Mar. 11 Lincoln-way 6:30 T

Gymnasts close with
2-4 record in conference

,.

Page II

compiling a 6-5 win-los record.
leady p rformance were

turned in by reg Abram on
the rings and parallel bars,
Greg Park r on the high bar,
Dave Tsurasaki on the side
hor e and Tom Dylan on the
Irampoline. All-around on the
Frosh-Soph was shar d by
Abrams and Jo Dybas, while
Ron Scaduto p rform d the
tumbling.

Dalyrmpl wa any u e at all
and at his b I, he wa only
mediocre." ailing Dalrymple
mediocre at hi be til' ally a
harp stat ment on hi part.

From thi slat ment,
automatically hi evaluation of
basketball talent has to be
question d. With Ron
Dalrympl on the team they
were able 10 accomplish th ir
only wins, sinc his departure,
they have y t to win a game.

MR. M HILLO GOES on to
state that, "those four
ballplayer should have nev r
gone out for the team." lie now
shows his in pt coaching ability
by aying lhal lwo ball play rs
that slarted on lhe varsity level
111 their junior year didn'l ev n
belong on thai l('am. Last we k
another senior quil th I am
1ayb 1r 1urillo will come

out 'with an artlcl telling what a
spoiled, pamp r d athlet Dav
lad ja was

WA TED

'Nonsense' is
the right word

on the high-bars, parallel-bar,
ring and all-around.

The final dual meet record for
the Varsity gymnasts is 4-7.

ach Duncan comment d,
"Our dual m et record isn't thai
important, now, because of how
well we have done at the end of
the season in districts and
conference. "

TilE FRO 11- OPII TEAM
far d better than the varsity,

BY DE ' 'I. POWER

TVR I G TO PA E 16 in
la t Thur day' I su of th Oak
La~n Independent. one find an
interesting editorial on Iwo high
school newspap r written by
lhe ports ditor, H nry
Murillo. In thi article entill d
Earth hoes, quitt I' and oth r
non en e, th majority of his
opinion expr s d is the latter.

Bob Dodg 's story, telling of
the quitting of four s niors from
the basketball I am and their
reasons is only an ffort by Bob
10 express lhe opinion of lhe
players lhemselve. Mr
Murillo was satisfied With
publicly CUlling down the f ur
player's ability as basketball
play r Just becau e four
player ecid d 10 no long r
r main on. lhe t am doe not
give Mr. 1t) Hlo rea on to pul
lhelr name in a community
n wspaper and t ar th m down

1r :Turlllo stat , "Onlv

The partanit

BY DA PADY

! TIIEIR 01. TRICT meet,
h Id last Friday, F b. 20, the
OL H Varsity Gymnasts took
third place behind Thornridg
and Thornwood.

Befor the mel, Varsity
oach huck Duncan was op

timistic about a third place. In
this met, howev r, ther wa
on unu ual comp litor. Being
that districts is for the be t
gymnasts on the tam, Fre h
men Tom Dillon wa an unu ual
ighl, taking third place on the

trampoline against tough
Junior- nior competition.

JunIOrs on th squad includ
Dav Vahl on ring, t ve Bylak
on trampoline and Ken
Tsurasaki on Ihe sid horse.

niors are Ron Vahl on rings,
K n Mital on trampoline and
Scott Reichert on th parall I
bars and the high bar. Th
important all-around v nt in a
gymnastics me t ha been plit
b twe n Vahl and Richert for
moot of the year. "T am wise,
w finished wh re we were
supposed to. obody exp eled
us to beat 1I0mewood-
Flossmoor" slaled Ken
Tsurasaki, "but with greater
individual effort· w could have
placed a littl higher"

TilE VARSITY WE 'T into
th ir conference m et with a 2-4
confer nc meel re ord. They
placed fourth b hind Thor
nridge, Thornwood, and
lIomewood-Flossmoor high
schools, respectively, with lh
only individual award going to
'cott Raicherl, fift h-place on
th stili-rings.

!,'our gymnasts qualified for
th • ctional tournament to be
h Id today and lomorrow (Feb
'n 281 at aperville enlral
High chool. Qualifiers ar Ken
Tsurusaki, side-h r , K n
Mital, trampolin; cott
Raichert, parall I-bars and
horizontal-bars; and Ron Vahl.

most of the way in the econd
half, bul were kepI in th game
by lh slrong shootIng of seniors
Karen Gallagher and Tina
Barajaz, who scor d 18 points
each. Th team was down by
one poinl at 47-46 with 16
seconds to play when senior
guard Jean Sobol stole a Sand
burg pass and raced downcourt
to scorl' lhe basket whi h gave
OLCI IS a 48-47 win, a 5-0 won
loss re 'ord and first pia e in
theIr conf renee. Oth r con
tributors to the victvry were
Mary L u pecha with four
points and Debbie P tzel and
Vicky chaar with two point
api .

TilE GIHL B team al 0 won
by a 43-23 score ov r th and
tur~ B t am. Dawn Wesselhoff
led all 'corers with 20 point.
Also turning in fin p r-
formanc s were onnie
Trent f ie', Missy Wierzgac
and Alii on Warner.

BY :'\EII. B,\H"IIART

TilE (;lHI.S BASKETB 1.1.
tl'am twld onto first place In
thl'lr ('onf rence by d fating
rival Sandburg 48-47 last
Thursday, !"eo. 19.

The starting five on the floor
[or OLCIIS against Sandburg
WCI"{' Debbie Petz'l, Vi ky
Scaar, Karen Gallagh 1', Mary
I,ou Spt'cha and Tina Barajaz
Sandburg's offense In the first
half almost put the gamt' out of
reach arly Th Eagl sid by
as many a . t n point b for th
Spar(an~ ralll d to corn' WIthin
live at half-time oach

largarl't (;roth used h r b nch
\\{'II. subsliluting Jean S bol,

anc}' Wlat, Anita GIV ns,
Hoxanne Fox and D bbl
J nnIngs wh n nece sary to
keep a well r t d team, which
eventually wore down the
Sandburg tam.

Th partans were b hind for

Green Wave 9th in district finals

We'll accompany l;\tagg H.. emors

JUNE 13-24

SENIORS
FOR

HAWAII

Includes, First Class Hote4 AU Air

and Ground Transfers, In-Flight

Meals, Insurances, Tips, and more.

This trip is sponsored by: Mr. Simone
and C-S Travel, Hickory Hills

This trip is not sponsored by Dlst. 229

BY SIMONE
12 0 WAIKIKI BEACH

DAYS I HO OLULU FOR

$43900 COMPLETE'

\ /

-~O:
\r { \

yard backstroke bUl the top award of th day lor
the re n Wave went to Mark Shelton's second
plac in th tOO-yard breaststroke. Th 4oo-yard
free tyle relay, consisting of Mike Mill r, Mark
Traynor, Dan Pady and Jamie Bordo huk, also
dId \H'II

On the mght before the var ity's exc ptlOnally
strong swim in their conference meel, the
'ophomor s captured lhlrd place 111 theIr con
ference

KE . ZAD LED th t am lhroughoul the me t
He helped the 200-yard medley r lay lak a lhird
<also 111 th relay were hawn f"lynn, Greg
Bresnehan and Dave Pel ckisl, he al 0 placed
erond in the 50-yard 'fr e tyle. and stablished

the r cord for the IOO-yard butterfly, taking a
fir t.

Other awards went to teve Yukel, third place
in th 2oo-yard fr tyle and fourlh in the 500
yard fr style and Greg Bresnehan, third in the
200 I.M. and fourth in th l00-yard breast troke.
Fr shmen Steve Doylida and ophomore Dave
Peleckis look fourth and fifth, resp ctively, in
the diving. •

Coach Paul anderson went on to state, "This
season has been the most successful season that
the sophomore team has ever had.

OA II CARPELLI I looking forward to
next year and hopes to take second in con
ference. The Green Wave will be strong in all of
their events except the lOO-yard breaststroke.

BY 1M," J'ADY

l\1A:\Y FM'TOB. WEBE a part of OL('II '
Green Wave placing ninlh al th Districl meet
held on Sal Feb 21 al Lyons Twp lIigh. chool.

Plagued by the absenc of their distance
SWllllmt'r, Mark Traynor, Varsily Coach V rn
Scarpelli had to call on' again on th h Ip of
Sophomon's Ken Zad, Gr g Bre hehan, hawn
Flynn, Slpve Yukel and John 01 on

There wpre no individual awards for lhe Gre n
Wave hut lhe 2Ot.I-yard medley relay plac d filth.
Tht' r lay con "isted of 11k 111ler, Mark
Slwlton, KC'n Zad and Mik It illy. Although they
dId not place 111 the lop 'IX, the 400-free tyle relay
(lId their b 'st time of th year; 3:49.0. Freshmen
Stl've Doylida placed ninth and. ophomor Dave
Pele 'kis placed el venth in th diving ev nts.

('():\FEHEN('E LOOKED little bright I' for
th Gr en Wave as they plac d fourth b hind
Carl andburg, Brem n and Thornton Frac
lional outh.

Although andburg dominated mo t of the
vents, esp cially the 50 and loo-yard freestyle
vents, the reen Wave's swimmers did well.

The 2oo-yard medley relay, consisting of Dan
Kruse, Mark helton, Ed Bosak and Mike Reilly.
took third place; Mark Traynor captured a fifth
in both the 2oo-yard freestyle and the 500-yard
freestyle; Dan Kruse placed fourth in the 200
yard I.M. and fifth in the lOO-yard backstroke;
Mike Miller sprinted to a fourth place in the 100-



WhIle Dodge's high game was a
203. Tracy Arnold had a high of
190, rolling to an even 500 series.
Peter Bria had a disappointing
day with a series of 365 and only
a 129 high game.

The scratch team's total pin
output was 1,996,

Three of Oak Lawn's defeats
were close ones. Two of the
scratch teams' losses were only
by 24 and 11 pins. The onlY
setback for the handicap team
wa by a mere fow' pins.

This 2-4 showing dropped Oak
Lawn into a tie for first place
with Richards. Both teams have
identical 28-20 records.

Only two conference meets
remain, and OLCHS is
scheduled to play Luther South
and Carl Sandburg, now the two
teams in last place. In order to
recapture sole possession of
first place, the Coordinator
Gahala plans to change the
conference bowlers a little.

orne probable conference
bowlers will be Vince Taccola,
Dan Boubel, and Ron Gun
der on.

THE EXT CONFERENCE
meet is March 4 at Arena Bowl,
and the Spartans will be looking
for a sweep of all six games.
The conference squad now
consists of five or six seniors,
and most have been bowling
conference for a couple of
years. The team looks a little
weak for next year, so the
championship must come now.

The battle with Richards for
first place has been going on for
two months. After having a slow
start, Richards has come back
strong in the last few meets, and
have now overcome the five
game lead that Oak Lawn had.
The last two meets should prove
to be great competition, and
March 4 may determine this
year's conference champion.
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Athlete of the issue

VARSITY CAGER RAY LANIIAM

TillS MO Til'S ATIILETE of the issue is senior, Ray Lanham.
As the starting co-captain of the varsity basketball team, Lanham
plays center. Against Bradley High School, Lanham leading all
scorers with 23 points, turned in an excellent performance.
Against T.F. South, He played another good game with 12 points
and 5 rebounds,

Val' ity Coach Len Scaduto feels that Lanham has excellent
ability and is able to play either forward or center. Scaduto also
stated that he is at a disadvantage playing center because of his
height. "Ray is behind the eight-ball playing center. Every game
he gives away at least 2-4 inches to his opponent, but he always
plays to win and is doing an excellent job." said Coach Scaduto,

Also bowling for the handicap
squad was Dave Hendzel, Walt
Murphy, and Bob Dice. Henzel,
the captain of the team, had a
580 series averaging out to a 193,
with a high game of 210. Murphy
ended with a 563 series with two
games in the 190's. Dice started
off slowly, but finished strong
with a 167 high game and a 444
series.

FOB TilE SCRATCH team,
which lost all three of its games,
Tom Hammersmark and Bob
Dodge were high bowlers, with
series of 598 and 533, respec
tively, Hammersmark bowled a
high of 215, averaging a 199,

came of it. Legally, ha&- any
boys tried out for the team, they
could have played. There is one
catch however, and that is that
boys are ineligible to par
ticipate in the state tournaxnt.

al'l Sandburg had four boys
in their starting line-up but
ended up losing to our girls last
year.

"With five returning seniors
and a large number of talented
girls on the team, we should
have a good year", stated
Coach Dome.

FOR TilE LAST two years
the girls badminton team has
taken the conference crown,
and Dome is hoping for a third
consecutive conference
championship team.

The team will face Sandburg
on March 3 at home. Starting
time is at 4:30 p.m.

Thf' Spartanite

BY J. n. ERNST

half blues and oecame vlcllms
of Sandburg's explosive play.
Leading the Spartan offense
was Ray Lanham with 18 and
junior Steve Strenk with 13
points.

TO 'IGIIT 0 H SPARTAN
quintet takes on the Bremen
Braves in the last home game of
the season.

TilE GIHL'S BADl\'HNTO
team is off to a good season and
are undefeated after their first
three meets.

On Feb. 11, the team had their
roughest of the three meets
against Oak Forest. and they
handled them well, winning 5-2.
On Feb. 16, the team defeated
Evergreen Park 7-0. The team
trounced on Bloom on Feb. 18,
shutting them out by a score of
7-0.

The team was picked early
this month and Coach Karen
Dome was pleased with the
great enthusiasm that the girls
have shown '0 far.

IT WAS SllRPRISING to find
out that no boys tried out for the
team. There was a lot of talk
about boys going out for the
team but apparently nothing

Bowlers fall to Stagg;
drop into tie for 1st

Girl's badminton
undefeated at 3-0

BY TOM NICOLETTE
AND BOB DODGE

OLCIIS' BOWLING TEAM
lost four out of six games to the
Stagg hargers, and moved
down into a tie for 1st in the
Southwe t Conference on Feb.
19.

The handicap team won the
only two games for OLCHS,
behind the fine performance of
Ken Libert. Libert ended up
with a 611 serie , with scores of
219 and two games of 196. That's
an average of 203 for the three
combined games, high on the
team.

rowa•In
twenty points, Coach Scaduto
instituted some hanges in his
starling lin up. Sophomore
center Bill Lillwitz started the
game at Ray Lanham's spot
and Ray was moved to a for
ward position, Throughout the
first three quarters the changes
proved to be successful, as the
Spartans were up 32-23 at the
half and the game seemed to b
an easy victory. But T.F. rallied
in the last quarter to win 62-56.
Ray Lanham led the Spartans
scoring with 12 points and al 0
pulled down five rebounds. Bill
Lillwitz scored nine points in his
debut and Coach Scaduto felt he
did a fine job.

Last Friday -WI' Spartans
faced Sandbw'g lfigh School,
who are undefeate<:\\ in con-
ference play. In tough,
physical game the partans
were unable to keep up with the
red hot Eagle's superior talent
and 10 t 73-58. The result of this
game extended both team's
streaks, the victory for Sand
burg made it 12 in a row and the
los for the Spartans made it the
ninth without a win.

Our cagers were once again
pUlling up a good fight in the
first half, but in the third
quarter were hit by the second

Oak Lawn

Spattanite

Sports
r

Another save for a point
K.C. Cunningham of the varsity badminton team reaches again
for another saving point.

Cagers fall short;
lose 9

BY HEN:"IS POWEHS

TilE \':\HSITY BASK/,,'/
BA"" team has posted a 6-17
rrcord overall and a 1-7 record
conference-wise. They have
extended their losing streak to 9
gamrs.

In most of the games played,
our Spartans have a lead early
at the half or early in the game
and always are able to play with
the bpst of teams in the first
half, but in the second half or
the last quarter, the team falls
apart. oach Len Scaduto feels
thatth players don't play with
the same aggressiveness in the
second hall <IS they do in the
first "'1'11,·\ come out and play
ovrr-catlUusly," remarked
Coach Scaduto.

One example of this could be
the Reavis game. [n the second
bame this season against
Heavis our Spartans were tied
al half lime but eventually lost
;;5-35. Leading scorers for us
were Steve Strenk and Steve
Saylor with ten and eight points,
respectively.

TilE :"EXT WEEKEND our
Spartan cdgers faced another
intra-conf rence team, T.F.

outh, for the second time.
Losing to them the first time by
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NHS gives shamrocks 

BY CHERYL BAILEY 

ACCORDING TO ALL good 
leprechauns, "Everyone is Irish 
on ·st. Patrick's Day." 
Everything turns green for a 
day--from clothing to the hair on 
the heads of some Irish en
thusiasts . But there is no more 
need to scramble through one's 
wardrobe for something green 
to wear on St. Patrick's Day. 
This year, OLCHS students and 
area residents will have a 
chance to "wear the green" in 
the form of shamrock tags as 
they help support the Muscular 
Dystrophy Association (MDA) 
in their annual fund-raising 
drive. 

Legend has it that St. Patrick 
drove poisonous snakes out of 
Ireland and was known for his 
gentle healing and concern for 
fellow men. In the spirit of St. 
Patrick, OLCHS National Honor 
Society members and several 
student volunteers have decided 
to collect for the Association 
and will be out in force during 
the week of St. Patrick's Day. 
Taggers will be placed at 
populous areas in the com
munity and in the OLCHS 
cafeteria to accept donations 
and give away paper 
shamrocks. Shamrocks, 
traditionally the symbol of 
hope , are particularly ap
propriate for the "Shamrocks 
Against Dystrophy" drive. The 
"wearin' of the green" in the 
form of the Shamrocks tag is 
evidence that the wearer has 
been sharing his "green" to 
help give hope to children and 
adults afflicted with dystrophy. 

Last year, 110 organizations 
participated in the campaign 
which raised $58,689 for the 
fight against crippling 
neuromuscular diseases. Ac
cording to Bob Sirott, DJ at 
WLS Radio which is sponsoring 
the drive and chairman for this 
year's MDA campaign, "Our 
goal this year is $60,000. We're 
going to do all we can to help 
make this year's 'Shamrocks' 
campaign a success." 

SEVERAL OTHER HIGH 
schools in the area will also be 
collecting for the "Shamrocks" 
campaign. Many have turned 
on their "Irish imagination" 
and have come up with ways to 
inspire enthusiasm in the Oak 
Lawn community . Sham
ROCK-a-Thons, (marathon 
"rock" dances ), film benefits, 
variety shows, costume parties 

( the greener the better), 
basketball dribbling Marathons 
( using green basketballs) , 
skating parties , bake sales 
(green cupcakes, etc.), are a 
few events planned. To help the 
OLCHS students get in the 
spirit, the NHS will be sell~ng 
green bagels (a type of Jewish 
roll) in the cafeteria . 

Muscular Dystrophy is a 
disease that generally affects 
children but can strike at any 
age. So far , there is no cure for 

this disease which inexorably 
wastes away the voluntary 
muscles of the body. The money 
collected in the "Shamrocks 
Against Dystrophy" drive 
provides patient services and 
research programs . It also 
helps sponsor a summer camp .. 
at Lake Villa , Illinois dedicated 
to victims of muscular 
dystrophy. We urge everyone to 
share the "luck of the Irish" 
and help support this worthy 
campaign. 

Wildlife foundation 
continues progress 

IN 1936 THE first North 
American Wildlife Conference 
was held in Washington D.C. 
President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt headed the com
mittee whose purpose it was to 
" bring together those who 
cared about wildlife." Their 
theme slogan for that year was 
"Where To Now?" and posters 

School board 
takes action 

STUDENTS OF OLCHS may 
be taken to the School Board for 
disciplinary action, i.e. ex
pulsion. 

"This action is taken for 
several reasons," stated Mr. 
Craig, Dean of Boys. One 
reason could be gross in
subordination and illegal ac
tivities such as excessive 
fighting or drinking and pulling 
fire alarms. Another reason 
could be truancy that hasn't 
been slowed down by external 
suspension and conferences, or 
the reason could be as simple as 
excessive class cutting that 
hasn't been curbed by 
suspension and conferences. 

By having students expelled 
from school, Mr. Craig believes 
he'll be "taking persons who 
have exhibited a lack of desire 
to conform to our school rules 
about behavior and-or at
tendance out of the school 
setting, so they don't have the 
possibility of causing trouble on 
the school grounds, while they 
aren't in classes." 

"I feel we would prefer to not 
have troublemakers in the 
building than to have the state 
aid," comments Mr. Craig. 

with the picture of a lone 
Canadian goose flying over a 
chared tree stump asking that 
same question were put up 
across the country. 

This year marks the 39th 
annual Wildlife Week which 
takes place from March 14-20. 
The theme of the 1976 Wildlife 
Poster is "Save our Wetlands" 
and the picture depicts the 
mallard duck with her young 
following closely behind in their 
natural habitat, the wetlands. 
The wetlands are an en
dangered area important to the 
health and breeding purposes of 
birds and other wildlife . 
In the past, many celebrities 

have acted as chairpersons for 
the N.W.F. This year's chair
man is Bing Crosby, who held 
that position ortce before in 1950. 
Other well known past chair
persons include Shirley Temple 
Black, Robert Redford, and 
Dick Van Dyke. 

OVER THE YEARS, the 
National Wildlife Foundation 
has become the largest private 
non-profit organization in the 
U.S., with 31h million members. 
A large part of its popularity is 
credited to advertising which 
appeals to the emotions. The 
1973 p()Ster of a baby wooduck 
was so liked by a group of kids 
in Michigan that they built and 
installed 50 nest boxes for the 
birds. According to the N.W.F. 
officials advertising is an im
portant part of their 
organization and serves as the 
major way of getting across to 
the public just what they stand 
for and what people can do to 
help. Obviously ; they've got a 
very effective method. 

In keeping with the tradition that everyone is Irish on St. 
Patrick's day, NHS member Naomi Kloese is out on the street 
soliciting funds for "Shamrocks against Dystrophy." 

Off ice Occupations 

successful work program 

BY LYNDA HESSLING 

OFFICE OCCUPATIONS IS 
one of the few work programs 
that are offered at OLCHS. This 
course offers students who have 
skills to work the chance to get 
out and gain the experience of 
working in an actual office 
situation. 

Miss Mary Wagner is the 
coordinator of the program. She 
heads the interview process 
through which the students are 
selected . The majority of 
students find work in Oak Lawn, 
although some have jobs in the 
neighboring communittes of 
Bridgeview, Evergreen Park 
and Hickory Hills. 

The only requirement for the 
course is to be enrolled in an 
advanced business course. To 
get the credit for the course 

students must work a minimum 
of 15 hours or a maximum of 20 
hours a week. Students are 
evaluated by their employer 
and graded by Miss Wagner. 

THE PROGRAM NOT only 
offers work experience, it offers 
a club as well. It's called the 
Office Education Association. It 
offers a field trip to a business 
school, a skills contest between 
different schools and an Em
ployer Appreciation Banquet--

-in which the employee takes out 
his or her employer. 

This year their are 19 students 
enrolled in -the program. For 

. next year 22 have already 
enrolled. 

Not only do you get out of 
school early, you also get 
credits for both the class and 
the job, and in the meantime, 
you're making money. 
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OLCHS Band 

performs well~ 

BY PETER BRIA 

AND STEPHEN MEEHAN 

FORTY-FOUR SUPERIOR 
performances were turned in by 
the OLCHS Band at the IHSA 
state competition that was held 
at Thornwood High School in 
South Holland the weekend of 
March 6-7. 

There were 22 schools from 
the south side and suburban 
areas that attended. "Schools 
don 't compete against each 
other," Mr. Ken Kistner, the 
coach for the band said. He said 
the way a school is judged is not 
by competing against one 
a nother , but by a certain 
standard which is set. 

" The standards are 
developed by music educators ," 
Mr. Kistner said. Each 
educator judges in a certain 
field. An educator who has 
knowledge of clarinet playing 
will obviously judge for the 
clarinet players . 

" We received ribbons 
because we performed well. 
The best we have ever done was 
two years ago when we received 
s ixty ribbons ," stated Mr . 
Kistner. Thirty-four students 
from OL participated in the 
competition and everyone 
received at least one ribbon. 
The band takes part in many 
competitions but this is the only 
one of its kind . According to Mr. 
Kistner, one of the best per
formances was turned in by the 
clarinet quartet section of Dave 
Purdy, Laura Tynan, Sondra 
Wiltshire and John Matt. " They 
received a perfect score which 
isn ' t too common," stated Mr. 
Kistner. 

OLCHS' award-winning band hard at practice, under the 
direction of Ken Kistner, was rated superior in state competition. 
(Staff photo by Tom Brouillette) 

Other ribbon winners who 
· turned in good performances 
were Don VonHolst , Mike 
Bragg, Tami Ito, Bill Walker 
and Mitch Skelly on per
cussions ; K. C. Cunningham 
and Doreen Kasson on alto 
saxophone ; Norman Werth and 
Karen Dangremond on soprano 
clarinet ; Laura Green, Nancy 
Sim, Denise Marotzke, Rose 
Baker , Jayne Fuka , Lynn 
Carberry , Sue Moore, Cassi 

Gineris, Diane Hendzel and 
Lauren Kolodziej on the flute 
and flute choir ; Jim McGuire 
and Kevin Gibbs on trombone ; 
Becky Thompson and Audrey 
Jake! on the french horn ; Brian 
Carney, Dave Pluister, Mark 
Sturonas and Gary Stoika on the 
trumpet; Dave Barker on the 
baritone ; Bill Newren on the 
tuba; and Phil Doveikis on the 
tenor saxophone. 

Scholarships reduced 

BY MARK SHELTON 

COLLEGE STUDENTS 
RECEIVING Illinois State 
Scholarship Commission 
monetary awards for 1975-76 
will soon be notified of reduc
tions in their awards of between 
12 and 18 per cent. 

Commission officials said the 
number of monetary award 
recipients exceeded estimates 

for the year by 4,300 students. 
The reductions are necessary to 
avoid a $4 million deficit in the 
commission ' s budget which 
would result from the increase 
in the number of awards . The 
cuts will affect 93,000 Illinois 
students and will mean 
reductions ranging from $6 to 
$90 per student. 

Free lunch at OLCHS 

The commission has also 
begun efforts seeking a sup
plemental appropriation from 
the General Assembly to offset 
the difference between the 
announced awards arid the 
available funds . If additional 
funds are made available by the 
Legislature , the commission 
said, students will be notified of 
increases in their awards . 

BY DAN SOBCZAK 

OLCHS IS PRESENTLY on 
the State program of reduced 
cost or free meals which came 
into effect on Dec. 1, 1975, and is 
open to any student of a low-
income family . · 

Applications were passed out 
to every student here at OLCHS 
and if a student was eligible he 
or she could fill out the ap
plication and turn it in to Mr. 
Steven Lebrecht, OLCHS Ad
m i nis tra ti ve Assistant. He 
reviewed every application and 
determined eligibility for the 
program. 

Applications can still be 
turned into Mr. Lebrecht and 
are available in his office. 

THE PROGRAM IS under 
state law and must be offered at 
the school for every student who 
is eligible. The change from the 
free meal to the reduced price 
meal came into effect March 1, 
1976 for the benefit of letting 
more students of low-income 
families benefit from the 
program. 

There are approximately 100 
students on the program here at 
OLCHS. To date there have 
been no applications turned 
down due to any circumstances 
but if an application is turned 
down the parents can make an 
appeal to Mr. Lebrecht or Mr. 
Wiltshire as to why they were 
turned down. 

The program runs with very 
smooth steps between the 
cafeteria and Mr. Lebrecht's 
office. The students pick up five 
tickets on Monday and use those 
tickets during the rest of the 
week. If a student is on the 
reduced price program he 
simply pays $1 .00 and receives 
the five tickets for his meals . If 
a student is absent during any 
time of the week the attendance 
list is checked and he will only 
receive 4 tickets or less for the 
next week depending on how 
many days he was absent. 

SEEING THAT THERE are 
only approximately 100 students 
on the program at present , Mr. 
Lebrecht was quoted as saying 
" My guess was that con
siderably more students would 
take advantage of the program 
than really did ." 

Af.1:'.:RiCAN 
r.1010~CYCLE 
r.1::CMt\:" . .H•CS 
sc:-:oot 

THE COMMISSION HAS 
administered a variety of state 
student aid programs since 
1958. Its major programs are 
need-based monetary awards 
for tuition costs and a 
guarantee of education loans 
made by commercial lenders 
and credit unions . Tuition 
awards of up to $1 ,500 are 
available to students at Illinois 
public and private colleges. For 
the 1975-76 school year , more 
than 180,000 students sought 
loan or grant aid through the 
commission's programs . Ap
proximately $107 million in aid, 
including $64 .8 million in grants 
and $42 million in loans, is being 
provided this school year. 
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Library . to · expand· 
BY KAREN LANG 

THE OLCHS LIBRARY is 
expanding. Although every ~ear 
it expands by 3-4 thousand titles 
including pamphlets , films , 
records, filmstrips , etc ., this 
year other improvements are 
also going to be made. This new 
material is ordered constantly. 

Among the titles added to the 
library recently is Orson 
Welles ' "War of the Worlds ," 
and " The Prime of Miss Jean 
Brodie." 

Ms . Davidson, head of the 
library here at OLCHS, is now 
working on a metric resource 
center which was adopted by 
the state. This is to be a small 
center of metric materials and 
all the roo.ms including the 
career resource center, faculty 

Beatles come 
to OLCHS 

. JOHN, PAUL, RINGO, and 
George will be the featured 
performers at the second an
nual Student Council - Scab 
dance to be held April 9th , from 
7: 30 to 11 : 30 in the Auditorium 
Gym. 

This dance will feature the 
band Belmont Bus who will do a 
full set of Bealle's music in 
costumes resembling those of 
the Bealle's era. 

The dance will culminate a 
full week of Student Activities 
which may be similar to last 
year's Activities which included 
a slave day, penny day etc . 

FRIDAY, APRIL 9TH will be 
Bealle's Day and will include a 
lunch hour concert by Belmont 
Bus . 

A dress up day is one 
possibility that will be discussed 
by the two Student Service 
Organizations. 

PLANS ARE NOT )'.et 
finalized and further in

formation will be announced in 
the next few weeks by the two 
Organizations. 

library, and conference rooms 
are going to be relocated. 

ANOTHER ADDITION TO 
the library will be new car
peting this summer . . 

According to Ms . Davidson, 
" We have a very good collection 
for a high school library." Of 
the 3-4 thousand books added 
every year, according to Ms. 
Davidson, it really is a little less 
than 3 thousand due to van
dalism and obsolete material. 

NOTICE 
Notice is hereby given to 

all persons and legal entities, 
including applicants for 
admission or employment, 
students and parents of 
elementary or secondary 
school students, employees, 
all sources of referral of 
applicants for admission or 
employment, and all unions 
or professional organizations 
holding collective bargaining 
agreements with the Oak 
Lawn Community High 
School District 229 that the 
Board of Education does not 
discriminate on the basis of 
sex in the educational 
programs or activities which 
it operates , and that no 
person shall , on the basis of 
sex, be excluded from ad
mission or participation in 
any educational program or 
activity , including em
ployment therein . 

Any person wishing to 
make inquiry or complaint 
regarding discrimination on 
the basis of sex in em
ployment or admission to 
any educational program or 
activity of the Oak Lawn 
Community High School 
District may contact the 
:ritle IX Co-ordinator of the 
Oak Lawn High School 
District: 

Mr. Edward B. Marks 
Director of Curriculum 
Oak Lawn Community 

High School 
9400 Southwest Highway 
Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453 
Phone Number 424-5200 

Waikiki Beach, 

April 16-April 23 

S6l5.W. ·~ ST. OU LAWN, ILL . ... Sl 
· Suburhon 636-7100 

Chicago 581-1650 

This is not a school sponsored trip; 
school assumes no responsibility or 
liability. 
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Mathletes win l st meet 
BY BOB DODGE 

AFTER WINNING THEIR 
first meet of the year on March 
9 at Reavis, the OLCHS 
Mathletes are Joukinl? forward 
to a strong showing in the 
District finals on April 6. 

The Mathlete team is one in 
which outstanding ma th 
students of the school compete 
in specific categories of math 
against other schools. These 
subdivided into particular 

categories cover all fields of 
math, and are designed for 
freshman through seniors. 

In the three previous meets of 
this year, the best the OLCHS 
team finished was a distant 
second. The victory on March 9 
was due to a strong team per
formance, and some scoring 
highs for the year. 

THE COMPETITION IS 
divided into five major 
categories , which are then 
fields. Outstanding among these 

categories at the last meet was 
the oral competition, which is a 
forensic-type speech on a 
specific area of math. Brian 
Bender, Bob Dodge and Craig 
Smith all placed first among the 
six schools competing. Bender 
received a perfect score of 50 
points , and Dodge took 48 out of 
50 . 

The other fields of scoring are 
written tests in fields such as 
Math Logic , Trigonometry, 
Slide Rule, etc. OLCHS gained 

SCAB reverses decision 
BY J. R. ERNST 

THE SENIOR CLASS Ad
visory Board reversed its 
earlier decision from having 
seniors graduate in "Bicen
tennial robes" to having them 
graduate in the traditional 
green and white robes on Tues., 
March 2. 

A poll was taken by the Senior 
Class Advisory Board after a 
petition with the signatures of 
115 students who were upset 
with the board's decision to 
graduate in the bicentennial 
robes was presented to W.C. 
Hill, one of the sponsors of the 
Senior Class Advisory Board. 

Of the 600 seniors who were 
eligible to participate in the 
poll , a total of 48 per cent ac
tually voted. Hill believes that 
this was a vry good turnout 
compared to other student votes 
which occurred this year. 

THE FINAL TURNOVT of 

the poll was 192 seniors in favor 
of graduating in the traditional 
green and white robes, while 100 
seniors voted in favor of 
graduating in the "Bicentennial 
robes." 

At the Senior Class Advisory 
Board meeting that afternoon, 
the results of the poll were 
announced to the entire board 
by Senior Class President Tim 
Purpura , and he opened up the 
floor for comments to anyone in 
attendance who wasn' t a board 
member. 

Nancy Waitr came forward 
and thanked the board for 
taking the poll and giving the 
whole senior class the chance to 
show their feelings on which 
robe they would prefer to 
graduate in. She then urged the 
board to reconsider their first 
decision on which robes the 
seniors would graduate in , since 
the poll showed a strong 2 to 1 
margin in favor of graduating in 
the traditional green and white 

NEWS CAPSULE 
A Military Ball will be held tomorrow March 20 by the AF

JROTC. It will be in the Junior-Senior Lounge beginning at 7:30 
p.m. 

School will not be in session on March 22, because of a 
Teachers ' Institute. 

The Annual Winter Sp<)rts Banquet is scheduled for March 23 at 
7 p.m. 

The third quarter of this school year will end on March 26. 

Students interested in the Scholarship Fair, held at the 
Museum of Science and Industry on March 23, 24 and 25, may 
pick up a brochure about it in offices 20 or 363 . 

Youth in Government participants will leave on their trip to 
Springfield at 8 a.m . on April 2. Return time for the weekend trip 
is April 4 at 9:30 p.m. 

Scholastic Aptitude Tests <SAT ) will be given on April 3. The 
deadl_ine for registering for this test was March 12. 

School will be dismissed a t 11: 40 a.m . on April 5. Periods 4, 5, 6 
and 7 will meet. 

The Booster Club has a meeting scheduled for April 7. It will be 
held in the Teachers ' Cafeteria at 8 p.m . 

The American College Testing Program ( ACT) will be given at 
OLCHS on April 10. Registration deadline for this test was March 
15. 

Cap and gown measurements for seniors will be taken on April 
14. 

Spring vacation begins on April 16, and school will not be held 
until Monday, April 26. 

.... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"4 

robes. 
THE BOARD THEN went 

into executive session where 
they talked about different 
alternatives they had . 

Both Mr. Jim Markel and Hill 
said that they would support the 
board on whichever decision it 
made, and after four motions to 
take the vote, it was finally 
taken. 

The final vote was 24 mem
bers in favor of graduating in 
the traditional green and white 
robes , seven in favor of 
graduating in the "Bicentennial 
robes," and two members 
abstained. 

IN OTHER SENIOR Class 
Advisory Board business the 
Bicentennial Dance was 
switched from March 26 to April 
30. Names for a guest speaker 
for the graduation ceremony 
were considered. Some of the 
names suggested were former 
OLCHS student and current Los 
Angeles Laker C.J . Kupeck, 
Daily News Columnist Mike 
Royko and Philanthropist W. 
Clement Stone, to name a few. 
The board wants to avoid a 
political figure since this is an 
election year . 

Breakfast 

program 

reopens 

BY SUE CONSTANTINE 

ON MARCH 8 the breakfast 
program was reinstated by 
SCAB. Breakfast is being held 
on Mondays , Wednesdays and 
Fridays starting before school 
at 7:30 a.m . to 7:50 a.m. and is 
reopened first period at 8:05 
a .m. to 8:50 a .m. 

The breakfast program was 
to extend into second period but 
due to a State Food Law break
fast will be held only before 
school and during first period. 

The breakfast consists of a 
variety of donuts, milk and 
juice which is to be eaten in the 
Junior-Senior Lounge. No food 
is allowed outside the lounge or 
near the lounge furniture . 

SCAB MEMBERS HAVE 
volunteered to help. keep the 
lounge clean . According to W.C. 
Hill the breakfast program is 
going well and it looks like it 
will be extended to a full week . 

the top spot in three out of four 
of these contests and closed the 
night with a 34 point lead over 
second place Sandburg. 

Shawn Wendling came 
through strong in Partial 
Fractions and Trig , and Diane 
and Debbie Wende brought the 
Matricies team in first. Reavis 
finished a close third, and 
Evergreen Park, Stagg and 
Shepard pulled in the last three 
places, respectively. 

According to Hal Mulderink, 
a strong team is being set up for 
the finals in April. The oral 
contestants will most likely 
remain the same, and the other 
teams are now being formed. 

,,.,,, . 
A 
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Coaches Mulderink and Walter 
Hess are working with Mathlete 
President Laura Green to 
prepare a strong team for the 
final meet. Expecting to score 
high are Sophomores Herwig 
Schlunk, Ken O'Neil , Glenn 
Rosenberg, and Senior Chris 
Kotas , as well as those 
previously mentioned. 

THE MATHLETE 
ORGANIZATION feels they 
have been improving all year , 
and are expecting to give a 
strong show on April 6. This 
year the team consists of many 
juniors, and the team appears 
to be a favorite for the 76-77 
season. 

(( -~ fL 9 ~/( tVI ll 1· ~1· f' r '\{ 
DRIVING SCHOOL 

499-2422 
15 or older you can start toward your 

drivers license today. 4 week courses, 
insurance discounts and school 
credit available call 499-2422 now 
5406 W. 95th St. Oak Lawn 

Needed Help To Sell. ..... 

Puke Patsy 
Genuine Hawaiian Puka Shelbi 

Special Winter Sale 

Special Orders For: 

Bracelets and Earings 

9338 Austin 
Call Anytime 

After 9 p.m. Best 
599-5646 
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SHAWN WENDLING-SENIOR 
No because it's none of my 

business . It's not my respon
sibility. 

PENNI TREANTAFELE~ 
SOPHOMORE 

No, because I just don't want 
to turn someone in. 

The Spartanite 

SUE KINSLEY-JUNIOR 
No because the person that I 

would report might want 
revenge. 

Speak Out 
Would you report a shoplifter? 

March 19, 1976 

Byline 
Those who 
BY MARK SHELTON 
AFTER FOUR YEARS here, it takes quite a bit to 

disrupt my usual cynical, critical train of thought. 
One such thing that has stirred me in the past, and is 
doing so now, is the upcoming Student Service 
Organizations Blood Drive, tentatively scheduled for 
the third week of May. On the issue of blood donation, 
I find it hard to accept and acknowledge excuses, or 
attempts at smooth talking, because of the in
congruity. Why incongruity? Simply because there is 
no reason, not one single reason whatsoever that a 
person physically able to donate blood should not. 

This divides all the members of our school com
munity into two groups: those who can and do, and 
those who can and don't. Those who do are the ones 
who care, who understand the problem of lack of 
sufficient blood reserves, who have an interest in 
helping each other. Those who don't say that they 
could care less about helping anyone. Those who don't 
because they say they are afraid say they are too 
disinterested to save a life. Those who won't take the 
time to walk down and take a five minute blood test 
and a mini-physical are, in effect, saying that they 
don't care about you, or me, or people they don't even 

MIKE O'CONNOR-JUNIOR JAN CESARIO-JUNIOR RICH MEAGHER-SENIOR know, children, and senior citizens and middle aged 
No because I wouldn't pimp No, it's none of my business It depends if I worked at the businessmen-anyone and everyone, because we all 

on anybody. what they do. store and what color the could very possibly need blood . That's a harsh 

i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s;h;o=p=li=ft=er~w;a=s;. ~~~~~~statement to make, because its a harsh situation. 
When there is a lack of blood, people die. They 

Comments on cnme 
As you all must realize, the 

article concerning the van
dalism, etc. in the parking lot, 
has caused quite a stir. If it 
wasn't for the concern of your 
staff, this whole affair would 
have continued until who knows 
when ! 

The issues revolve around 1) 
Mr . Hill 's efficient and 
organized effort to keep pot 
smoking, dealings, vandalism 
out of the school. Check with 
Mr. Hill for the record of 
violators so far this year. 2) The 
upper administration 's in
difference and bureaucratic 
attitude to same. 3) The user's 
of illegal substances who feel 

- that they should and can do so 
(use drugs ) in any area of the 
school. 4) Only a few of the 
victims of this vandalism in
formed the Police or the school. 
Most information we obtained 
was secondhand. 

You can expect to receive 
some complaints and as rumor 
has it, a lawsuit is possible, 
physical threats, mainly 
because of the pictures. I would 
take any of these rumors with a 
grain of salt. However, 
somebody could possibly try 
something. Realizing that I 
have criticized in the past. I am 
prepared to tender any help and 
support that I am capable of. I 
was there and I know the facts 
so feel free to ask me to sub
stantiate any of your con
victions. 

THOMAS A. LIA 

I would like to comment on 
your article " Crime Con
tinues ." The person who 
refused to reveal his name also 
refused to reveal all the facts . 

I happen to be one of the 

people in the pictures that 
appeared with the story. Most 
readers would assume that the 
pictures illustrate the story, but 
they don't have any captions. 
Therefore, the readers can 
assume anything about me-
that I am one of the "six 
suspicious males," that I am 
responsible for stealing a tape 
player from a student car, or 
that I am suspected of the 
vandalism in the student 
parking lot. 

The writer also said in the 
article that "as we watched 
they assumingly seemed to 
consume a quantity of 
marijuana." Is he such an 
expert in the field of marijuana 
that he can tell the difference 
between that and a cigarette 
from a distance and through a 
car window? 

I also find a flaw in two other 
statements. The writer states 
that a homeowner notified the 
school of what was happening. 
If he is at all aware of the 
surroundings in the parking lot, 
he knows that many garages 
and bushes obstruct the view of 
the homeowners. He also says 
that the police "did not feel it 
was necessary to search the 
car." The police did indeed 
search the car thoroughly. 

The purpose of a newspaper is 
to publish the facts . Is this what 
the Spartanite is doing? Or is it 
that the staff adds what it 
doesn't truthfully know just to 
get a story? Why didn 't the 
author of this story sign his 
name? After answering these 
questions, who do you think 
committed the offense that day 
in the parking lot?' 

STEVE LEDERER 

I I I 

Ring facts 

We would like to clarify a 
rumor which seems to have 
started about the Sophomore 
Class rings. The procedure for 
ordering the rings this year is as 
follows : The rings themselves 
will be ordered sometime after 
Easter vacation, and will be 
delivered to the school in 
September of the new school 
year. This procedure i!> new this 
year , however, this was the 
Herrf Jones decision to run it 
this way, as they felt it was the 
most efficient. The officers 
were informed of this decision, 
yet had NO vote in the new 
procedure. The Herff Jones 
company decided this would 
prevent less mix-up in the or
dering of many thousands of 
rings from them each year. This 
is the same company used 
every year, yet they have 
changed their policy. All 
schools ordering rings from this 
company must abide by this 
same procedure. 
THE SOPHOMORE CLASS 
OFFICERS 

Low1ge is for Seniors 

I'd like to ask why some kids, 
mainly underclassmen, who sit 
in the Junior-Senior Lounge find 
it necessary to eat, drink, put 
their feet on the tables, and 
throw the beanbag chairs 
around. 

The lounge was not created 
for this use let alone for all of 
the freshmen and sophomores 
who use it. It was created for 
the juniors and seniors to sit in. 
Lets keep it that way for us 
juniors and seniors . 

RHONDA WILTSHIRE 

aren't merely inconvienced, or sequestered in a 
hospital for a few extra days, but they die. They die 
because somewhere, at some Blood Drive like the one 
coming up in May, somebody didn't donate. Its not the 
people who aren't physically eligible that cause the 
slack either. That's a cop-out. If everyone who was 
physically capable of donating donated once a year, 
rather than every eight weeks (the period donors are 
required to wait now) there would be no blood shor
tage. There would be no pointless deaths. 

BUT, UNFORTUNATELY, that's not the case, and 
that's more than sorely prevalent here. In the October 
drive, about 275 students and 25 faculty members 
donated. At least twice that number were eligible. 
That speaks for itself. · That leaves a lot of faculty 
members and a lot of students saying they don't care. 
Maybe they don't. That's up to them. It's up to them to 
say "Don't bother me.," or "I don't have the time." 
(Actual quotes from teachers during the last Drive.) 
That is, it's up to them until somebody, somewhere, 
dies from the lack of adequate blood reserves. Then 
it's up to everyone to point the finger at the group that 
doesn't care. 

I seriously' doubt that this year's drive will be much 
more successful than the fal I drive, and if it isn't, it 
won't be for lack of effort. It will be for lack of eligible 
donors who don't have the maturity to put childish 
fears aside, from eligible donors who "don't have the 
time," from eligible donors WHO DON'T CARE. 

If you're in the "those who do" group, (and you 
have a lot of company) then you deserve a pat on the 
back. If you're in the "those who don't" group, you've 
got a lot of company also. And its in the business 
Dept., in the English dept., and down in the front 
offices, as well as in most of your classes. 

ASK AROUND. Ask your teachers, counselors, 
administrators and classmates if they went down and 
took the blood test to see if they were eligible. If they 
did, then give them a pat on the back. If they didn't, 
tell them two things. 1) That they've got a lot of 
company, and 2) They don't have any guts. 

It's a black and white, right and wrong, do or don't 
issue. I see no rationalization, no excuses, no 
justification for not walking down and taking a test. If 
you can think of any, tell 'em to me. I'll tell you two 
things. 
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A two way street 
BY DAN SOBSZAK 

1~· A WOULD-BE female janitor is told she can have a job as a 
ma1d--at a lower wage, she screams discrimination. Then a would
be male typist being told about a claims-adjuster job should 
scream discrimination. 

Many employers are obviously aware or should be aware of the 
legal consequences of discrimination against women. The question 
I ask is : Do they know the laws also apply to men? 

Discrimination against both sexes is still widespread even though 
Federal laws prohibit it. It seems sex discrimination sometimes 
makes it harder for a man to get a job than a woman. 

A STUDY WHICH appeared in Vol. 22, No. 4 of the magazine 
"Social Problems" showed a study by sociologist Richard Levinson 
at Emory University Who used unconventional job inquiries to 
prove these points. Two-person teams of identically qualified men 
and women applied for 256 advertised jobs usually associated with 
one sex. Some " male" jobs, for example, were manager trainees in 
a large corporation and garage attendants, and typical "female" 
jobs were receptionists or waitresses. 

Forty-four percent of the male inquiries for female jobs met with 
clear-cut discrimination, while 28 percent of the women were 
rebuffed when they asked about men's work. This showed that 
male applicants who wanted a traditionally female job had a much 
tougher time getting past the first phone call than females who 
wanted a man's job. . 

Twenty-seven percent of the responses were ambiguous cases of 
discrimination. One male applicant for a secretarial position had a 
college degree, could take shorthand, and type, and had previous 
experience, but he was told the company wanted someone "more 
career oriented." His female counterpart was invited to submit an 
application. Other typical cases like this took place with male 
applicants being told things like; the jobs were too dull or low
paying, while females were told the jobs required much physical 
strength and long hours. 

SOME OF THE opposite types of remarks which were pro-male 
bias were also expressed by employers. Some men thought to be 
inappropriate for women's work were told to apply for other more 
prestigious and lucrative positions within the company. 

Levinson speculates that sex may be a more physical charac
teristic of traditionally female than of male positions. Perhaps a 
secretary is hired not only to type, he says, but to "decorate the 
of~ice." As long as male jobs are valued more highly, male ap
plicants for female jobs may be viewed as peculiar--and several 
men did have their masculinity questioned. 

The study shows the problem men do have trying to break into 
the "women's business world." Although not too many men crave a 
secretarial job this study does show the hassle he will have if he 
seeks that future. 

REMEMBER MEN, even though you have the talent and ability 
to do a "women's" job you also need pretty legs. 

BY MARK YOMANTAS 

THE CONTROVERSY OVER 
the student parking lot still 
exists . The problem this time is 
the Administration's attempt to 
control parking abuses and 
thefts. 

Protests were raised by one 
ticketed car· owner, " It isn't so 
bad getting a warning, it's 
trying to get those stupid things 
off the windows." This seems to 
be the consensus of all ticketed 
car owners. 

Last issue we criticized the 
Administration for Jack of 
supervision and patrolling of 
the lot. With the hiring of John 
Giant theft and car break-ins 

Are students iunk food iunkies? 

BY TERRY HENSON 

ARE YOU A junk food 
junkie? Most likely you are if 
you're one of those typical 
teenagers . Or would you prefer 
nutrition to the regular pop, 
potato chips and candy bars. 

Very few teenagers get 
enough nutrition everyday . 
Many students even here at 
OLCHS often skip breakfast and 
have junk food for lunch. Ad
vertising has plenty to do with 
the choice of foods we pick. 
According to Robert White 
author of a story recently 
printed in Changing Education. 
" If milk was as extensively and 
appealingly advertised as 
Pepsi-Cola, perhaps the milk 
demand would be much 
greater" . 

Vending machines currently 
in use here only carry pop, 
candy, potato chips and drinks 
such as coffee. Vending 
machines should be required to 
have good nourishing foods 
along with the regular items. 
These machines exchange junk 
foods for the students money. 
Many places receive a com
mission for the amount sold at 
the expense of our health. If 
they sold nutritious foods they 

still may make their com
mission. If the school needs the 
commission, think what they 
could make if we had a 

cigarette vending machine. 
THE PROBLEM WITH these 

things is mainly over
consumption. Reasons for this 
problem is ( 1). food companies 
promoting these unhealthy 
foods , (2). lack of nutrition
education programs and (3). 
junk foods are more available to 
the consumer. The defenders of 
these sales argue that if they 
don 't get it from the vending 
machines in the school they'll 
go somewhere else. I doubt this 
very much, it may prove true 

The overconsumption 
problem tends to increase thus 
causing diseases and such. The 
amounts of sugar consumed in 
the late 1800's and early 1900's 
increased by 60 pounds per 
person a year . If that was back 
then just think what today's 
rate would total. 1'nis has 
caused the increase in tooth 
decay through diabetes which is 
claiming more and more young 
lives each year . 

Possibly our school should get 
some concerned parents and 
students together to push the 
sales of nutritious foods in our 
cafeteria during the · breakfast 
hours . 

for cigarettes, but not for the RECENTL y THE BREAK
junk the students eat nowadays. FAST program was reinstatec. 
If the pop machine wasn't in the here at OLCHS and such thingf 
cafeteria we wouldn ' t · think as milk, orange juice and 
about ha_ving a coke everytime donuts are sold to the students. 
we went m there let alone go out This week they have decided to 
and get one somewhere else. If • supply the breakfast program 
th~ temptation is there . we're everyday of the week opposed to 
gomg to go ahead. So th1~ also that which was originally set up 
goes f?r the othe; foods m the for three days a week. If this 
m~chmes . w_e d probably proves to lower the amount of 
qmc~I_y read Just to natural , junk foods the kids consume it 
nutritious foods . Who . knows should be extended by adding 
may_b~ some of us hke the other foods of nutritious value to 
nutritious. ~tter and ot~ers the list, such as an assortment 
learn to hke 1t better than Junk of fruits . 
also. 

can be considered safe. 
will most likely be reduced. 

THERE SEEMS TO be a 
difference in cases that the 
police will ticket. A few months 
ago there was an .accident in the 
parking lot involving a couple of 
cars, the police did not ticket 
the driver involved because the 
accident occurred on private 
property. The discrepencies 
arises from the fact that police 
will ticket illegally parked cars 
on this same private property. 
Autos have been ticketed. In the 
lot, parked next to the auto shop 
(because of lack of space in auto 
shop), and in teachers' spots. 

Tickets and warning stickers 
are numerous in the lot, on one 
random day 18 stickers were 
counted. Tickets and stickers 
are also given to legally parked 
cars displaying the parking 
sticker required. An oversight 
maybe? Even when the owner 
had proof of being legally right, 
he was given the run-a-round. 

Thanks must be given for the 
guarding of the lot but this knit
picking ticket giving must be 
curtailed. Maybe a little war
ning ticket under the window 
wipers isn't enough, but a five 
dollar ticket is far to much. 
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heating ~ing Brodemus has spirit 
• 1s nonsense 
EDIToR'S NOTE; 

This guest editorial is by John . 
Thornton, a student in Jour
nalistic writing thii semester. 
Rather th.an write a letter to the 
editor, .John df:Cided to Write 
this .article as a means . of 
y~i~ng_~i~ ~o~. · , . . 

. · ~-;;-

BY JERRY PETERSON 
AND DON SIUCHNINSKI 

SPIRITED, ENTHUSIASTIC, 
ADVENTUROUS and dedicated 
are words seldom used in 
describing Oak Lawns' student 
body. 

However, it is this description 
which fits Mr . John Brodemus 
of the Science Department. 
These words, Science Depart
ment may have little 
significance to those of you who 
haven 't participated in this field 
of study, but this should be a 
clue to those who have been 
involved in the program as to 
what Mr. Brodemus is like . 

The Science Department is 
one of the best constructed, 
organized and staffed depts , in 
this school. It is only fitting that 
Mr . Brodemus is part of this 
well-oiled program . 
FIRST , SOME 

BACKGROUND. Mr . 
Brodemus is a self-acclaimed 
" nature freak ," one of his 
ambitions is to provide for the 
student, some alternative to the 
commonplace activities usually 
associated with the community. 
He expends an exuberant 
amount of energy in the 
Ecology Club and in YMCA 
programs , organizing things 
such as skiing trips, which by
the-way do not financially 
benefit him to any extent. 
(Reference to implication made 
by Jeff Jedlica that Mr . 
Brodemus sponsored this type 
of trip in seeking personal 
gain .) 

Mr . Brodemus has also 
worked with Ms. Malloney and 
others in raising money for an 
eagle refuge . This refuge , 
sought by the Au Du Bon 
Society, is located in Hancock 
county and contains some 500 
acreas . OLCHS contributed 
$335, an average donation of .10 
cent per student meeting the 
projected aim. 

Mr . Brodemus has written an 

have been. .. i > ..••••.. ', / ', ., . ,. . ... ' ~~~~1:rn~~~lain~~tn~i:s theaoz 

r-+o one is s~eklng revenge' ancf:'I Ejm saftsfiei ,by hyperactive kids. This theory, 
· knowing tMt this may prev~rt alittf~r incfdent ·• devised mostly from library 

• i:fi!f i:~J~Eft11:Jf]!~i ~ift~ff~,~1:;i:~l:oE 
Aml;!ri~an way: · · : To those of you who love the ._ __ ... _______ .... ••••••--••••I outdoors and call yourself 

, 
I 

John Brodemus - teacher, writer, fund raiser 

" nature freaks ", Mr. Brodemus 
designed a course inacted into We feel that Mr. Brodemus 
last years summer school has contributed greatly to the 
program. This course is again Science Department, and the 
being offered this summer. student body of OLCHS. 

If all teachers were as in-
THE COURSE WAS designed volved with their students as 

to study the different aspects of Mr. Brodemus, there wouldn't 
outdoor life. Included in the be an la 'nts about 
curriculum is the identification student Ybodcomp 

1 

of plants, trees and different y. 
insects . 

OFFICE,: 

WH~IS 
,HIS l'lff.l 
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US going to the dogs 

BY TOM BROUILLETTE 

IN TIMES WHERE you hear 
of vasectomies and birth control 
pills you may think its a joke if 
someone told you there is a 
papulation explosion of dogs. 

The sad fact is that the 
problem of stray dogs is getting 
worse instead of better. Many 
organizations have been formed 
to try to find homes for stray 
dogs, but they can't keep up 
with the amount of stray dogs in 
the city. 

" In the cold weather we pick 
up about 25-30 dogs in an area 
every week," said Mr. Pinkston 
of the Chicago dog pound. "As 
the weather gets warmer and 
when the females are in heat the 
problem is more serious ." 

THE AREA HE was talking 
about would constitute the area 
between State Street and 
Martin Luther King Drive 
running east. The dog catchers 
will pick up any dog without a 
leash in the summer. About a 
thousand dogs are impounded in 
the Chicagoland area per week. 

Pinkston went on to say, "A 
large sum of money is spent on 
our facilities and the situation is 
getting worse. We charge $10 to 
reclaim a dog and house them 
for seven days , then the dog is 
put up for adoption for one day. 
If the dog is not claimed or 

adopted -in eight days the 
animal is destroyed. " 

Prices for adopting dogs can 
be as little as $10 it its an 
inoculated male with its license. 
Innoculations for the dog cost 
seven dollars and the license is 
two dollars. All females that are 
brought in are spaded and cost 
$30 to adopt. 

MANY ORGANIZATIONS 
ARE buying dogs from the 
pound to try and find a home for 
them. These all have different 
prices for the dogs and 
procedures concerning how 
long the dog is kept before it's 
destroyed. 

In the past few years the 
problem of stray and aban
doned dogs has caught the eye 
of the public. Many actors and 
actresses including Earl 
Holliman from " Police 
Woman", have started 
organizations to take in dogs 
and find them homes. The 
situation is only getting worse, 
10,000 dogs and cats are born 
every hour . 

Taking care of stray dogs is 
an expensive job and these 
organizations are always 
willing to take donations . But 
better yet, they would like to see 
people come in, adopt the dogs 
and give them the care and 
attention they need. 
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I AcapulCO I 
loak Lawn 1976 Spring Trip i 
; 8-days, 7-nights ; 

I April 16-23 I 
~ ~ 
= = 
il $369 ~ 

CHAPERONES: Mr. and Mrs. Len Scaduto 
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Eastman 

_ $50.00 Deposit To: E 

iWorld Travel Mart i 
~ Oak Lawn, Ill. g 
~ , Phone: 636-7800 ~ 
~ This t r i p is not sponsored by OU:HS, but ~ 
§ is sponsored by faculty members on thei r E 
§ own account 'wit h the travel' agency. § 
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New Miss Illinois 

A real winner! 
BY JEFF JEDLICKA 

OLCUS MIGHT NOT be 
superior academically, or 
might not be downstate in 
basketball this year ; but as far 
as having superiority in beauty, 
we're No. 1--at least in Illinois. 

Last weekend, OLCHS senior 
Kathy Schmalen was chosen out 
of 83 girls from the state to be 
Miss Illinois , won $4,000 in 
prizes and will represent our 
state in the Miss USA Beauty 
Pageant in May. Included in the 
prizes were a fur coat, a new 
wardrobe, scholarship money 
and $1 ,000 cash. She will be 
making numerous public ap
pearances as Miss Illinois , 
including appearances on TV 
during the Easter Seal 
Telethon. Kathy has won other 
beauty contests ; she's the VFW 
Queen and was the first runner
up in the Miss Teenage Chicago 
Pageant. She said she will be 
competing during May 5-16 in 
the Miss USA pareant at Niagra 
Falls, New York, and will 
participate in what she 
described as , " ... Parades, a pro 
bowler's tournament, and other 
stuff like that. " The winner of 
the Miss USA pageant will go on 
to the Miss Universe beauty 
pageant. 

At first sight it's very obvious 

why Kathy will be in the run
ning for Miss USA. She looks 
much older than 18, and is at
tractive enough to blend right 
into one of those "Cover Girl" 
commercials. While talking to 
her, I got the impression of her 
being a little modest about 
being thrown into the eye of the 
public so suddenly. She is very 
nervous , excited and happy 
about the chance of being Miss 
USA. When I talked to her she 
told me why she was entering 
and competing in these 
pageants. " I hope to eventually 
be a professional model, and 
winning the title of Miss Illinois 
and competing to be Miss USA 
will help my future career 
greatly. " 

.. -DO YOU FEEL that you fit 
the, you know, 'stereotype', of 
being a 'beauty queen'?" 

"You're not going to put this 
in the paper, are you? Well, I 
don't think it has affected any 
relationships with my friends , it 
isn't too different. " 

"Do you have to go through 
any training before competing 
to be Miss USA?" 

"YES. DURING THE 
summer I'll be in training in the 
Copley Mansion, (Copley was 

No. 1 in the newspaper empire 
before William Randolph 
Hearst ) which my sponsors 
own." 

" In training? What do you do? 
Lift weights? " 

" No, no. What I have to do is 
lose weight. (Looks like her 
weight is distributed in all the 
right spaces to me). They'll 
(her sponsors ) have me running 
around the ballroom in the 
mansion to lose it I guess." 

KATHY WENT TO modeling 
school for six months and is 
working part time and during 
the summer as a model. She 
likes her studies in French 
Spanish and Business ; and she 
is the Senior editor on the 
yearbook staff . When I asked 
her about schooling plans after 
graduation, she said, "Well, 
what college do you think i'm 
going to?" 

" You !? Probably UCLA, 
University of Denver or 
Hawaii ," I replied dumb
foundly . 

" Nope. Moraine Valley. My 
parents want me to stay close to 
home." (Well, now I know she's 
a typical teenager ; she has 
typical parents.) 

THINKING BACK ON IT, 
there's one thing I forgot to ask 
her. " Uh, what are you doing 
Friday night? " 

Kathy Schmalen, senior at OLCUS and recently crowned Miss Illinois. 
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Images: 
~ Adults · set bad example 

Bad days 

at OLCHS ... 
YOU KNOW IT'S A BAD DAY 
AT OLCHS WHEN .. . 

... the first bell you just heard 
is really the second. 

.. . your fingernail breaks 
during your typing timing and 
jams the typewriter . 

. . . the voice you hear waking 
you up turns out not to be· your 
Mom , but rather your first 
period teacher. · 

... your cute lab partner, who 
you 're trying to impress, points 
out that your socks don't match. 

. . . the cafeteria is out of 
Twinkies. 

... you realize that when your 
history teacher said , " The 
assignment will be due this next 
Friday," he really meant this 
Friday and not next Friday. 

... your t_eachers won' t believe 
that your dog ate all your 
homework, and he really did. 

. . . you come out of the lun
chlines with your spaghetti and 
realize that you took four straws 
and no silverware. 

... you put your hand into your 
pocket and find the conference 
pass you should ha'{e turned in 
yesterday. 

. . . since you missed the bus 
you borrow a dime to use the 
phone and a recorded operator 
tells you the call will cost 
twenty cents. 

... you say " Hello Julie" to 
your girlfriend Jan . 

.. . after wearing glasses for 
three years no one notices when 
you get contacts. 

Your J:<.:nglish teacher 
doesn't think the poem you 
turned in that you copied off the 
wall in the john is as funny as 
you thought it was. 

Nao1ni Kloese 

"Treat . Yourself 
to the Very Best" 

Capri Pizza 

I 

Pizzr -Dinners - Sandwic~ 

Organized sports for kids 
BY JEFF JEDLICKA 

The supposed reason for 
having the existence of sports . 
such as basketball , baseball, 
and hockey is to learn good 
sportsmanship, teamwork, and 
to have fun. This I doubt. When 
you hear of the big discussion 
now of some of the basketball 
squad members at OLCHS 
quitting because the sport 
wasn't. fun anymore, I can see 
why if they had the same 
initiation into the sport as most 
kids in this community get at 
the age of nine or ten . Through 
organizations such as Oak Lawn 
Baseball for Boys , O.L. Park 
District and YMCA Basketball 
for Boys, kids find out that you 
have to compete with more than 
just against your opponent. 

The fee for registering a 
gradeschooler into one of these 
leagues is generally $10 to $20 
depending on which 
organization the kid is 
registering in . At the age of 
nine, $10 is usually more than a 
nine-year-olds' weekly 
allowance. His mother or father 
end up paying for it. Because 
these organizations are so 
political , a ten-year-old can 't 
expect to amount to much 
unless his father's coach or he's 
a superstar. Being a referee for 
the Park District Basketball 
program and having par
ticipated in these leagues in 
gradeschool, I can honestly say 

that I have never seen more 
foul-mouthed , obscene 
gesturing, out-to-get-the other 
team , kill -the-ref or-umpire, . 
parents and coaches in my life . 
Although many parents and 
coaches are not like this , many 
are . 

If people would let the kids 
play, and enjoy themselves 
things would be all right. But 
you always get the one or two 
parents in the stands who use 
the kind of language you 'd 
expect to hear in an X-rated 
movie . 

You 'd think that " good 
sportsmanship" would be 
taught and bred into the kids at 
these games. Here 's some of the 
examples of " good sport
smanship" I've witnessed at 
these games by some of the 
parents and coaches: 

. . . the woman who had a 
technical foul called on her for 

complaining about a foul called 
on her son . She started 
swearing, using every filthy 
phrase you can imagine in front 
of a shocked group of spectators 
and 4th graders. She sat down in 
the middle of the court and kept 
swearing at the ref. refusing to 
get up until he revoked the 
technical foul. He wouldn't and 
the woman 's husband 
threatened to pound him .. ... 

... During the third overtime 
of a playoff game I was of
ficiating , one of the coaches got 
so made at one of my calls he 

threw his chair against the wall 
and start-kicking it. After the 
game and after getting into a 
futile argument with me about 
what I "should have" called, he 
went over to his 10-year-old son 
and said, "hurry up and get 
dressed , we ' re already ten 
minutes late for church .... " 

. . . one coach had to get up 
from the game twice to go to the 
washroom to throw-up because 
he was so drunk. When he came 
back he got mad at one of the 
ref 's calls and called out to the 
ref, telling him where to shove 
his whistle. Both started 
shouting obscenities at each 
other and a fight followed .... 

.... the assistant coach who 
was an Oak Lawn Policeman . 
He was mad because his team 
lost, decided to blame it on the 
referee, and told him that if he 
ever saw him on duty he'd find a 
reason to haul him into the 
station .... 

If a parent signs his son up in 
one of these leagues, he can 
expect to get his money's worth . 
While the kid might learn good 
sportsmanship, he'll learn the 
meaning of those words his 
parents always tell him to wait 
until he's older before he finds 
out, and he'll also learn that the 
only way to win is not just 
competitively ; if you swear, 
fight, and argue you might get 
your way too. 

. GUIDE TO MONEY 
FOB HIGHER EDUCATION 
Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and 
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over 
$500 million dollars. 
Contains the most up-to-date information on: 
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs, 
cooperative education programs, and summer job opportunities; for 
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional 
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and post
graduate study or research; funded on national, . regional, and local 
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corpora-
tions, trade unions, professional associations, fraternal organizations, 
and minority organizations. Money is available for both average as well 
as excellent students, both with and without need. 

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO. 
Dept. 214; 102 Charles Street, Bostoo, Mass. 02114. 
Please rush me __ copies of GUIDE TO MONEY FOR HIGHER EDUCA
TION at $5 .95 plus 50c for postage and handling for each copy . • 
I am enclosing$ (check or money order). 
Name _____________________________ _ 

Adddress ---------------'------------~--
City ________ ___________ State ______ Zip __ _ 

© Copyright 1976 Bennett Publishing Co. 

• 

• 
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'Moon' draws humantide 
BY CHERYL BAILEY 

THE SCENE IS a familiar 
one. A college campus in the 
U.S. A group of students are 
listening attentively to a calm, 
sure speaker who is part of a 
nomadic religious group called 
the Body. Consisting of ap
proximately three dozen men 
and women, the Body lives on 
stale bread and discarded food 
as they hike from campus to 
campus. Gathering converts 
along the way, the Body 
preaches an odd gospel that 
requires members to turn away 
from parents and friends, to 
read nothing but the Bible (not 
even billboards or signs in 
windows), to walk with lowered 
heads (observing no other part 
of the opposite sex's body ex
cept their feet) and that men 
and women be separated from 
any type of physical contact 
unless married. 

Take two. A street corner of a 
large U.S. city. A confused, lost 
adolescent is convinced to join a 
fairly large religious cult, the 
Children of God (COG) . 
Assured that a peaceful state of 
mind and being will be 
achieved, the new member is 
"adopted" and then subjected 
to long work days and sleepless 
nights full of lectures and 
memorization assignments . 
After a few weeks, he is 
"conditioned" into believing 
everything that he is told and is 
capable of spewing out in
formation about the COG like a 
robot. 

The picture is clear now. Too 
clear and by far too familiar. 
Everywhere you turn there is 
some new fad or cult to join that 
guarantees inner peace, 
security and strength. Whereas 
Transcendantal Meditation, 
Silva Mind Control, and Can
dide Hypnosis are very much 
" in" and seem to satisfy a good 
many shragra-lai seekers , 
today's youth are looking for 
something far more concrete, 
religiously oriented and 
satisfying. And according to two 
million devotees of the 
Reverend Sun Myung Moon's 
Unification Church, they have 
found it. 

THE REVEREND MOON 
and his Unification Church has 
provoked much controversy 
and has been in the spotlight 
lately following several 
newspaper articles, T.V . 
commercials and religious 
rallies drawing large audien
ces. Even more attention 
arousing are the recent ac
cusations that Moon's 
organization uses brainwashing 
techniques to secure members 
for the Church. 

The Unification Church is 
based on belief in God and the 
supposed prophet of God, 
Reverend Moon. Moon, who was 
born in Korea in 1920, claims 
that as a young boy he prayed 
continuously to help his nation 
and his God. When he was 16, he 
had a vision as he was praying 
on a mountain side on Easter 
morning. In his vision, Jesus 
Christ named him a prophet and 

.l .,. ' 
.. 
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speeches popped into my head. I 
found it strange that he couldn't 
answer any of my questions 
singly; instead, one lecture 
would supposedly clear up any 
qualms I had about the 
organization and convince me 
to join. I also found it suspicious 
that he could never tell me why 
he was so happy and what he did 
during the day-time since 
members must volunteer 
themselves entirely to the 
Church. All he could say was, 
"Sometimnes we go collecting. 
Othertimes ... mmm .... ?" All in 
all, the conversation was most 
interesting. He has invited me 
to experience commune life 
first hand any Monday thru 
Thursday and he assures me 
that if I did !would want to 
join the Unification Church. 
Once ,•gain he gave me the line 
about the two-hour lecture that 
would answer all my questions 
and convert me. That's when I 
decided t11 pass. 

Next Iss·1e: The true story of 
one victims involvement with 
the Unifica1 ion Church and her 
and her families struggle to 
help her return to the real 
world. 

Reverend Sun Myung Moon 
ANSWERS TO SPORTS QUIZ : 

(Photo courtesy of Unification Church) 

told him that he must bring a alleged that the Church is 
message of truth that would receiving money from CIA or 
prepar~ the world for the return government sources. Naturally, 
of Chnst. That was 40 years Moon denies all of these ac
ago. Since then, Moon has set up cusations. 
churches in 120 countries and 
has made it his goal to lay a 
foundation · for the kingdom of 
God on earth. 

The Unification Church 
sounds innocent enough on the 
surface, but if you look a little 
deeper, its image is a bit foggy. 
It seems hard to believe any 
religious cult based on one 
man 's vision could take off so 
suddenly and acquire two 
million followers . But perhaps it 

· is because his beliefs that the 
church are based on are so very 
basic, concise and believable 
that he has had so much success 
in obtaining devotees, 
especially when you compare 
the Moon's religion with other 
current religions such as the 
Body, Hare Krishna and COG. 
Up to this point, I could possibly 
buy Moon's philosophy. But I 
can't disregard all of of the 
accusations concerning the 
brainwashing of members of his 
church. Several parents claim 
that their children were 
brainwashed into signing over 
family fortunes and being faith
ful to the Church. When young 
people join the Church, they are 
forced to be isolated from 
family, friends, and other 
outside influences and are 
constantly smothered with 
religious-political sermons. 
After a short time, the new 
devotees begin to ,parrot the 
Moon's sermons and stop 
thinking for themselves. Also, 
the Moon has been accused of 
being extremely wealthy due to 
donations collected by his 
devotees and some people have 

I DECIDED TO get some 
first hand information from the 
Unification Church to see if 
some of these rumors could be 
clarified. and so, open min
dedly, I telephoned them. 

I talked with a nine-month 
member of the Church who was 
living with about 25 other 
members in the Church 's North 
side commune. It was during 
our conversation that I 
seriously began to doubt the 
validity of Reverend Moon. 

After doing some research on 
the Church's political beliefs, I 
found that the Reverend Moon 
was totally against Com
munism and very right-wing. I 
wanted to hear how a member 
of the Church would explain this 
since its members live in an 
almost totalitarian state. 

SPARTANITE: Could you tell 
me a few things about the 
Church's political beliefs? 

Member: Uh, I...uh ... well, I 
really couldn't say. I'm not 
really to up on politics. 

I accepted this since politics 
is not everyone's favorite 
subject. 

SPARTANITE: Could you tell 
me just what the Church does 
and what its goals are? 

Member : Gee, it's hard to 
explain. I really don't know. 

SPARTANITE: Well, just 
what can you tell me about the 
Unification Church? You see 
I'm really interested in finding 
a religion .. . 

Member : Well, I just don't 
know where to begin. It would 
be like trying to explain 
calculus to someone who didn't 
know how to add and subtract. 

SPARTANITE : Gould you 
send me some information 
then? 

Member : No, we don 't do 
that. If you just had two hours I 
could give you a sermon that 
would cover everything you 
wanted to know. I could talk 
nonstop for two hours and then 
you 'd understand. 

VISIONS OF SLEEPLESS 
nights listening to sermons and 
lectures and memorizing 

FOR THE 

YOUNG IN HEART 

1. Jerry Astrauskas 
2. Sam Good 

3. Ben Smith 
4. John Brodemus 

5. Vern Scarpelli 
6. Art Borkowski 

7. Paul Sanderson 
8. Eugene Sullivan 

9. Bill Marcordes 
10. Mark Czerniak 

11 . Linda McClenahan 
12. Jim Piaskowy 
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DIAMOND RING \ 
14kt. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD 

$24.95 

Cl11biTebaLL co. thEW JEWELLERS 
• OLD ORCHARD. SKOKIE 
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· Sports Quiz 
Can you name .... 

, Indoor track winless·; 
looks to improve outdoors 

1. the English teacher who played football at De La Salle High 
School? 

2. the Media teacher who was a multi-sport star at Evergreen 
Park High School? 

3. the Science teacher who was a 145 lb. wrestler in high 
school? 

4. the Environmental Science teacher who was a third string 
center for the OLCHS Spartans? 

5. The English teacher who was an All-Conference, All-City 
basketball player in Chicago? 

6. the World History teacher who was on a State Champion 16" 
Softball Team? 

7. the P.E. teacher who was a breastroke star at George 
Williams College? 

8. the ex-Oak Lawn All-Conference Basketball Baseball-player 
now leading Problems of America? 

9. the Science teacher who is in Bradley University's Football 
Hall of Fame? 

10. the Math teacher who was an All-City basketball player at 
St. Laurence? 

11. the Girl's P. E. teacher who was an excellent Park District 
swimmer and diver? 

.,. 12 the Math teacher who holds an OLCHS track record? 

BY DON SIUCHNINSKI 
DENNIS POWERS 

AS THE VARSITY and 
sophomore indoor track season 
finally comes to an end. the 16-
man varsity squad is looking 
forward to the outdoor season 
starting April 1. 

It is surprising to find only 
one senior on the varsity squad 
with the majority of the team 
being composed of juniors. 
Rounding-off the team are three 
or four sophomores. 

Coach John Lewis feels that 
the lack of experienced seniors · 
is one of the main reasons the 
team has posted a dismal 
record of 0-6 for the indoor 
season. Injuries are another one 
of the problems that this years' 
team is facing. At one time or 
another, each member of the 
varsity squad has been injured 
for a couple of days. 

AS COACH LEWIS com-
mented at a previous interview, 
"with a team of our size you 
need to have each man in three 
or four events and placing in 
each". 

Competing against the best 
dual-meet teams in the state, 
Lewis comments, "It's hard for 
the guys to keep working hard 
when it seems that your going 
no-where" . 

INEXPERIENCE IS THE 
last factor that really seems to 
be the effecting the varsity 
team. · · · · 

"We use the indoor season 
mostly to see which events each 
runner excels in. This season we 
are running each man with his 
best four events" , states Lewis. 

But the season has not really 
been as disasterous as the 0-6 
record indicates. Some fine 
performances have been turned 
in especially in the Feb. 28th 

meet at Morton West. Junior 
Tim Hansen ran a 2: 06,880 and 
another junior, Marty Collins, 
ran a 8.2, his best for this season 
in the hurdles. 

SOME OTHER CIN-
DERMEN that have produced 
some outstanding per
formances throughout the in
door season include Scott 
Nelson in the hurdles; Jeff 
Sizemore, Ken Kolozinski and 
Mark Casalino, sprints; Russ 
Trapp in the 440; and Tim La 
Rocque, Dave Pluhar and Rich 
Renz running distance. 

Again this year, assistant 
Coach George Dunn who has 
produced state-ranked shot 
putters like Paul Fencel, and 
last year's state champion John 
Marks, is looking at juniors 
Ernie Trembley and Don Kozak 
as his next conference title 
contenders. 

Spartan girls dominate 
The upcoming outdoor season 

for our track team opens at 
Rich Central High School on 
April 1 pending weather con
ditions. This years' team is 
hurting personnel-wise, with the 
team down to 12 men. Covering 
the three spots in each of 15 
events with the 12 men is going 
to be a problem for Coachs John 
Lewis and Ted Storer. 

BY BOB DODGE 

DOMINANCE IN A sport is often a very difficult thing to 
establish. Many times, it is avoided as much as possible. 
Professionally, the lower-placed teams are given advantages in 
choosing players. But in high school, the stronghold that is formed 
may be around for a long while. For OLCHS, that stronghold comes 
in the forms of girls ... girls ' sports that is . 

The Spartan volleyball team won conference and districts . The 
girls ' basketball team is currently holding top honors. And it's no 
surprise to find that the badminton team is in first again. When an 
OLCHS rival sees that name "Oak Lawn" on the schedule for their 
girl 's sport, they immediately prepare for a tough match. And a 
majority of the time, the m·atch they receive is to tough. 

According to Volleyball Coach June VerSchave, the success is 
due to cooperation and dedication among the players. "Among the 
volleyball team, everyone understood the problems, and the 
talents , of everyone else. It's tough to win with dissention on the 
team " said VerSchave. 

THE GIRL'S SPORT'S coordinator, Geri Vandekreke, feels that 
OLCHS has better facilities than most schools, for the girls . "The 
facilities can compare with the boys, which is more than other 
schools can say", said Ms. Vandekreke. 

The majority of the program for the girls are new. This has 
seemed to inspire a great deal of interest and the players and 
coaches are dedicated in what they are doing. All the coaches seem 
to feel that the school possesses a great crop of seniors in the girls ' 
sports. 

Although their programs are new; the female athletes of this 
school have taken right off to winning. According to Margaret 

VOLLEYBALL 

"We're the first ones to the top! Now you'll find out what its like 
to be second best". 

Groth, the coach of the first place basketball team, "The game is 
fun . The players enjoy themselves, but lately have been taking the 
game a little too seriously. The team is strong this year and will 
continue to be if we can avoid taking a dive due to pressure.'' When 
the team plays, they play to win and to have fun. THE MAIN PROBLEM 

hurting the team is the number 
of injuries that has plagued the 
runners. Coach Lewis has 
already pulled all the 
sophomores they are going to 
use up to the varsity already to 
try and remedy this problem. 
Every runner has been hurt at 
least once. throughout the indoor 
season and there is still a couple 
runners unable to perform 100 
per cent. Coach Lewis believes 
that once .they get to working 
outside on the track instead of 
on the hard hallway floors the 
number of injuries should 
decrease. 

AND WHO SHOULD be qualified to discuss dominance than the 
OLCHS badminton team. The team recently, lost their first game in 
their three year history. According to Dorne, the girls haven't had 
time to get stale like the guys have. The P .E . program that exists 
helps to inspire interest in girls' sports, and not just in cheerleading 
or porn-porns. Dorne feels the girls use sports for more actual fun 
than the boys do. The glory that goes along with being on the team 
matters little. This is why there are many girls that are on two or 
three varsity sports, not just specializing. 

That almost perfect badminton team has turned out some college 
players . Judy Mistella, Gale Ross and Wendy Justice are three 
former OLCHS students that now play on the badminton team for 
Western Illinois University. 

Although now strong for OLCHS, the girl's sports program is still 
building. Next year starts state competitions for all girls ' sports. 
Since the programs are relatively new, the formation of a good 
program really works wonders . Looking toward the con

ference meet at the end of the 
season, Coach Lewis believes, 
the toughest team they will 
have to face in the conference 
will be Sandburg and then 
Lincoln-Way. 

JUST AS DIFFICULT to build a dynasty may be to destroy a 
dynasty . The reign that the girls of OLCHS should last a long while. 
The pride of being a champion helps. A loss to the badminton team 
may hurt more now than if they had lost many times before. As 
Head Track Coach John Lewis another professor on the subject of 
dynasty, put it, "It's a lot easier to win ; if you've been a winner." 

Bowlers regain l st place 
BY BOB DODGE 

AFTER WINNING FIVE out of six games 
from Luther South, Oak Lawn's bowling team 
has a one game lead over second-place 
Richard's, with the final meet coming on 
Thursday, Mar . 18. 

Going into the last meet on Mar. 4, Oak Lawn 
was tied with Richard's for the top spot. 
Richard 's managed four wins, so the Spartans 
regained first place with their fifth victory of the 
day. 

The scratch team of Oak Lawn was back in 
their league-leading form . Tom Hammersmark 
once again led the team with a clutch 603 series. 
His 221 in the final game gave the team their 
third win against no losses. Ken Libert and Bob 
Dodge followed with series of 509 and 480, as the 
well-oiled lanes allowed little hook for any of the 
bowlers . Ron Gunderson rolled a 455 in his first 
appearance of the year at a conference meet. 

THE HANDICAP TEAM won two games, as 
Freshman Dan Boubel led the team with 518 
series. Captain Dave Hendzel came through with 
a 490 series, and clinched the second game with a 
strong finish in the tenth frame. Vince Taccola 
and Walter Murphy struggled to series of 429 and 
417, respectively, as the slick lanes caught them 
in full force . 

Although Oak Lawn won five big games, 
Richard's won four games against Stagg. Three 
of their victories came by margins of one, four 
and nine pins, as Richard's nearly met disaster. 

Yesterday was the final meet of the year for 
the bowling team . Oak Lawn was scheduled to 
play Carl Sandburg, and Richard's faced Luther 
South. The Spartans needed to hold on to their 
one game lead to gain their second championship 
in three years . Last year, Stagg won Southwest 
Suburban Conference in a late season comeback. 
Richard 's made an attempt at that same type of 
comeback this year, but the Spartans have 
managed to hold on to the top spot. 

SCHEDULED BOWLERS FOR yesterday's 
meet were the same men from the last meet, 
with a possible exception. Senior Ray Lanham 
may have gained a spot in the final conference 
competition. 

Conference averages for, this year have been 
released, except for the last meet. It stands with 
Tom Hammersmark in the top spot with a 193 

· average. Following him are ; Bob Dodge - 174, 
Ken Libert - 172, Dave Hendzel - 171, Vince 
Taccola - 164, Walt Murphy - 163, Dan Boubel -
161 , and Ron Gunderson - 152. 

Two weeks remain in the intramural bowling 
league. The banquet will come on Wednesday, 
April 7, at Holiday Inn. 
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·**********************************v • 
stickmen look to f r -. . f ars1ty 

i . . !improve on . ~ ..,,_. . . • • • 
4-6 record 

: : BY DAN PADY 

: : HOPING TO IMPROVE last 
ii • year's conference record of 4-6, 
• • the OLCHS varsity stickmen 
• : are preparing for the upcoming 
-tc 

1 

-tc 1976 season. . 
: -tc With practice underway, 
-tc -tc Coach "~kip" Borkowski. is 
-tc -tc working his players hard. Smee 
-tc • the weather isn't ripe enough 
-tc : for practice outdoors the stick-
-tc · , -tc men are forced to the "~rie~dly 
: ,- -tc confines" of the auditorium 
-tc -tc gym .. The~e, they ha_ve .b~en 
-tc -tc working to improve their tnttmg 
-tc -tc on a slow, but effective batting 
-tc -tc cage and have also been 
-tc : working on their defensive 
: -tc maneuvers. Since pitching is 
-tc ,+c such a vital part of the game, 

and Steve Dubetz will backup 
Steve, Scott and Greg as the 
other part of Borkowski 's 
praised pitching-machine. 

When asked about a starting 
lineup for the 1976 season, 
Borkowski responded , " No 
lineup is available at this time. 
This is because all the positions 
are up-for-grabs due to the 
increased amount of people that 
came out for the team." 

RETURNING SENIORS FOR 

the Spartans are Dan McEntee, 
Joe Cryan and Gene Richards. 
Dan did a fine job at first base 
last year and Gene was out· 
standing at shortstop. Reavis, 
last year's conference champ, 
and Sandburg are the two tough 
teams the OLCHS varsity stick
men will have to beat in order to 
capture the conference crown. 
Their first game is Tues., 
March 30 at Richard's High 
School diamond. 

Tennis team looks to 
an improving season 

• • Borkowski is working hard to 
-tc -tc get his pitchers in shape. BY DAN PADY 
-tc · .__. ···.·. ··. . . ! Although some of th~ playe~s AND BOR OODGE 

this year. 
IT IS HARD to tell who the 

outstanding freshmen will be at 
this time. "We had a good 
turnout this year," said Coach 
Stoy, "now all we need is good 
weather for practice." 

: • • • 1 :; lack confidence for this year s 
ii season, Borkowski is confident 

: .,>··'".'.. ii about his team, ~specially the 
• . s· . ·. .. . ii pitching staff, which has great 
-tc · -tc potential. 
-tc ...... ..._" - · ~ ~ ·.· -"'- -tc THE PITCHING STAFF for 
-tc • I' b k b II 9 1 -tc the 1976 stickmen will center : G,r s OS et a goes - : around Senior Greg Glomb and 

. . . -tc Juniors Steve Strenk and Scott 
: Semor Kar~n, Gallagher d~1~es hard past a ~mcoln-Way op--tc Faurie. Strenk and Faurie, as 
-tc po~ent. T~e girls bask~tball r1mshed.the season with a 9-1 record,-tc sophomores, pitched in some of 
• losmg their only game ma battle agamst Carl Sandburg on Mar. 9.-t( the varsity games and proved to 
-tc Head Coach Margaret Groth pulled the team into a first placeie be excellent hitters as well as 
ii finish, but the season ends there. Next year, the conference, district: pitchers, in varsity play. 
: and state playorrs will begin, as they do for all girl sports. -tc Doug Heineken, John Major, 

······························~···· 
Girls start -l st -track 
season at OLCHS 
BY BOB DODGE 

IN THEIR FIRST year of 
competition, the girl's track 
team is working hard to add 
their part in the success of the 
girl 's sports at OLCHS. 

Head Coach Linda Mc
Clenahan is looking over a big 
team to pick the best prospects 
for the season, which will start 
on Apr. 6 at Lincoln-Way. The 
girls' track meets will consist 
basically of the same com
petition as the boys . All 
distances from 100 yards to the 
two mile run exist, as well as 
relay teams in the 440, 880 and 
mile . Hurdles are also run, 
along with the high jump, long 
jump and discus . 

An outstanding prospect , 
according to Coach Mc
Clenahan, appears to be Fresh
man Lauren Kolodziej in the 
high jump and short sprints . 
Other sprinters include Cindy 
Refner, Sue Pavickek, Jane 
Fox, Melody Montry and Cindy 
Wodyla. They appear to form a 
strong part of the team , ac
cording to the coaching staff. 

The discus throwers appear to McClenahan and Asst. Coach 
be Jeanie Kotell and Lisa Jane Surma are looking at the 
Garuckus, who is also a fine team carefully and are hoping 
distance runner. Other distance everyone enjoys the season. 
runners are Kathy Ryan and EVEN THOUGH THIS is the 
Diane Nowak. first year of competition for 

"Since this is the first year of • OLCHS the district , conference 
competition, it ' s tough to and state finals will be held at 
compare the squad to anyone the conclusion of the regular 
else ," stated Coach Mc- season late in May. Only five of 
Clenahan. The team will ·Un- the regular season meets are 
dergo hard practices in conference, the first of these 
preparation for the beginning of coming on opening day , Apr . 6, 
the season and some changes at Lincoln-Way. 
may have to be made. Both 
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Hickory Hills Auto 

Speed and Performance Parts 
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SENIORS BILL PUHR and 
Jim Novy will lead the OLCHS 
varsity tennis team to an 
"improving year," according to 
Coach Robert Stoy. 

Puhr, who played second 
singles last year, and Novy, who 
played second doubles, will be 
the only two returning seniors. 
Juniors Ron Schultz, Wayne 
Novy and Dave Ulrich, along 
with some new juniors, will be 
aiding the seniors as they 
contend for second-place in 
conference. 

Last year, as a sophomore, 
Ron Schultz had an outstanding 
season, losing only once in a 
dual meet. The season also 
proved worthy for Junior Dave 
Ulrich and Sophomore Mark 
Vilchuck as they both won the 
first doubles as conference 
champs. Vilchuck has a good 
chance of playing varsity tennis 

The tennis team travels to 
Rich Central on Tuesday , 
March 30 for their first meet. 
The season will continue at a 
rugged pace through May 12. Of 
the 19 meets the varsity and 
soph teams have, only five are 
conference meets, the first of 
which comes on April 19, 
against Bremen . The team 
plays right through the spring 
break beginning on April 16. 

" Improving" on last year 's 
season may not be that difficult. 
Last spring the Spartans 
struggled to an unimpressive 
record, and an inconsistent type 
of play. Coach Stoy has a great 
knowledge of the game and can 
change the season around. 

WANTED 
BY SIMONE 

. I ~-

16 
VIA• 

SENIORS 
FOR 

HAWAII 
12 0 1V WAIKIKI BEACH 

DAYS IN HONOLULU FOR 

$439°° COMPLETE 
We'll accompany Stagg H.S. Seniors 

JUNE 13-24 IN THE HIGH jump, MC
Cienahan is looking for Coleen 
Fenton and Kathy Kasley to be 
strong, as well as Kathy 
Sullivan and Pam Justice. The 
long jump has Kathy Kellogg, 
Julie McCarv.i11I and Pam 
Johnson as the· front-runners . 
Since this is the first year of 
competition, the girls have 
chosen their positions 
somewhat blindly and may be 
subject to change. 

§(' ·~ ··~..:.. ·1 . 
§·•--··-9 ~ Machine Work Done ~ I Includes, First Class Hotei All Air 

C I t l . f p t = I and Ground Transfers, In-Flight omp e e me o or s § 
- Meals, Insurances, Tips, and more. 

9241 S. Roberts Road Hickory Hills 11 This trip is sponsored by: Mr. Simone 
and C-S Travel, Hickory HiMs 

_ . = This trip is not sponsored by Dist. 229 I 
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Athlete of the Issue 
THIS MONTH'S ATHLETES of the Issue are Judy Vilchuck and 

Tom Hanmersmark. As a two year stater on the girls' badminton 
team, Judy has not lost one match in her two year career: 

Last season Judy played third singles and won all ten of her 
matches, leading the girls badminton team to their third straight 
conference title. 

This season Judy is undefeated playing second' singles, com
peting against teams like Reavis, Oak Forest, Sandburg and 
Bloom. 

"JUDY IS A very strong and skillful player ... Judy thinks when 
she's out there", commented badminton coach Karen Dorne. 

Senior Tom Hammersmark is the premiere bowler on the 
OLCHS boys bowling team. For the past three years Ham
mersmark has led the bowling team, averaging between 190 and 
200. 

This year Tom is second in conference averaging 194 and is the 
anchorman of the scratch team. Participating in the afterschool 
intramural bowling program, he has participated in the league 
for the past three years. 

HAMMERSMARK HAS BEEN improving steadily for a few 
years now, and boasts an 807 for his personal high series. 

March 19, 1976 

BADMINTON STAR JUDY VILCHUCK BOWLER TOM HAMMERSMARK 

Badminton handed 
1st loss in 3 years 

BY J. R. ERNST 

COACH KAREN DORNE'S 
girl's badminton team was 
handed their first defeat in 
three years by Thornton 
Fractional South on Wed
nesday, March 10, by a score of 
5-2. 

Dorne was forced to use a 
different line-up for this meet 
due to an unfortunate accident 
which occurred during the past 
week. 

First singles player Maureen 
Burke dislocated a bone in her 
ankle and according to Dorne, 
will be out for about two weeks. 
This is a blow to the team, 
losing a player like Burke, who 
has only lost once in her three 
year playing career at OLCHS. 

"THE THORNTON FRAC
TIONAL South team was very 
strong, but I'd like to think that 

if we were at full strength that 
we could have beaten them. We 
were just outplayed," said 
Dorne. 

Judy Vilchµck was a victor at 
first singles, losing her first 
game by a score of 1-11, and 
then winning the next two 
games by scores of 11-2, 11-5. 
Sue Luth lost at second singles 
by scores of 9-11, 8-11. 

Karol Gasteyer was vic
torious at third singles by 
scores of 5-11, 11-9 and 3-0 in a 
set game. Rose Baker was 
defeated at fourth singles in two 
consecutive games 2-11 and 3-
11. 

JUDY V ARGOS AND Mary 
Machala lost in first doubles 
competition 15-9, 15-0, K.C. 
Cunningham and Jennie Gor
man lost at second doubles 4-5, 
15-9 and 12-15, and Dawn Macha 
and Lynn Koruba were defeated 

at third doubles by scores of 15-8 
and 15-9. 

The team 's record now stands 
at 5-1 after the team defeated 
Reavis 6-1 and Sandburg 7-0. 

The teams next meet is 
against Homewood-Flossmoor 
on March 10. 

ON APRIL 10 the girls will 
travel to Sandburg for the 
conference meet. Dorne 
believes that Thornton Frac
tional South will give the team 
their toughest competition at 
conference, but if OLCHS is at 
full strength, they should have a 
good shot at taking the con
ference crown for a third 
consecutive year. 

Losing for the first time in 
three years is a heartbreaking 
experience, and it could have an 
effect on the way the girls play 
for the rest of the year. 

Soph stickmen prepare 
roster; make fin al cuts 
BY TOM NICOLETTE 

THE SPARTAN STICKMEN took out their 
bats and gloves and began their preparations for 
the upcoming baseball season. Their first 
practice was conducted on March 6, by Coach 
Bob Moore in the Auditorium Gym. 

They will continue to practice inside until 
favorable weather permits them to practice on 
the baseball diamond. 

Practice sessions will continue right up to the 
first game of the season against Richards. The 
practices could also be called tryouts, in that 
there have been 32 guys who have tried out, in 
which only 21 of these players make the team. 
Final cuts are going to be made late this week, 
with a few already cut from last Tuesdays 
practice. . 

COACH MOORE HAS had a big job of 
preparing the team by himself. He is very op
timistic about this year's club and he ·has con
fidence of improvement over the sophomore 
won-loss record of a year ago. So far Moore is 
pleased with the practices and says "Everybody 
is in good physical shape and they have a good 
winning attitude." 

"I look for a kid who can swing a bat and a 
fundamentally sound team," said Coach Moore 

on what he has been. looking for in his players. 
Also, the players should have good attitudes at a 
high school level. 

From a hitting stand point, the players have 
been doing very well, and he said, "We've got a 
good bunch of pitching prospects." Right now it 
is figured there will be five or six pitchers on the 
Sophomore roster. "We don't have any Bucky 
Dents, but either does Veeck right now," was 
Moore's comment about the defensive abilities of 
the players. Up until a week ago all nine starting 
positions were fairly open. 

COACH MOORE HAD a strong reaction 
saying, "Our ultimate goal is to have the best 
baseball club in the conference." A baseball 
championship at OLCHS would be a great in
spiration to our school during the bicentennial 
year. 

Our Spartans will open up their regular season 
when they clash against a very good Richards 
club on March 30, at 4 p.m. It will be OLCHS 
home opener in which they will hope to start off 
with their first of many victories. After the 
Richards game, the Spartans travel to play 
Eisenhower on March 31. They then come back 
home to play Stagg in a doubleheader on April 3. 
OLCHS first conference game will be against 
T.F. South on April 13. 

OakLawn 

Spa,tanite 

Sports 
Softball team starts 
first season soon 

BY NEIL BARNHART 

PRACTICE HAS ALREADY 
started for the newly formed 
girl's softball team, which will 
open their season this spring. 

The first game for the girls 
will be on April 6th ag&inst 
Homewood-Flossmoor, and like 
the rest of their schedule, it's an 
away game. This is the first 
year an organized team was 
formed, and the girls will play 
"kittenball," using a 12 inch 
softball and gloves. Most of the 
girls on the team have had 
experience in playing this kind 
of softball, having played in the 
Oak Lawn, Hometown and 
Bridgeview Khoury Leagues for 
the past few summers. 

With this kind of experience, 
head coach Joyce Icenogle and 
her assistants June Ver Shave, 

Robert Zajac and Leighton Holn 
can expect to field a fairly good 
team for their first season. 

COACHES ICENOGLE AND 
Ver Shave use an informal 
coaching method to establish a 
"friends" relationship with 
their girls . Most of the girls on 
the team come right from a 
winter sport, such as volleyball, 
swimming or gymnastics, so 
they are in good condition. 
Many more have been in the 
girls conditioning program 
which has been running since 
December. 

This being the first year for 
softball and track teams, both 
are receiving new equipment 
for their teams. The softball 
team has new uniforms showing 
the school colors of green and 
white. 

""""-~ ..... .-iill 
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New cour .. si.rting mout -v.2 weeks 
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twenty display stations. There
will also be a street of arts and
crafts leading from the south
end of the cafeteria to the
smoking area decorated with
various displays.

PLE TY OF MU I will be
provided including in
strumental and vocal en
sembles and a rock cantata
entitled the "pirit of 76"
presented by the Acappella
Choir. For those with a taste for
the "international", there will
be a Cabaret International
complete with New Orleans
Coffee House and floor show of
song and dance. Food, hot and
cold, will be available in the
cafeteria from 4:30 p.m. on.

For television fans there will
be a satrical version of a certain
TV show which will be called
"Let's Make A Colonial Deal"
hosted by Mr. Al Collins. Prizes
for this show will be given in the
form of live entertainment.

Aside from the media type
attractions at the fair, there will
be interesting displays of art,
done by students and faculty.
Cut out, life size figures of Betsy
Ross, Paul Revere, George
Washington and the Statue of
Liberty have also been created.
Historic artifacts from the
colonial days and civil war
time, plus an "outdoor" street
market (which is really indoor)
are lined up with refreshments
of all types and more than

r
Oak Lawn Community High School

TilE RA GE OF things to do
at the fair varies so greatly that
it is impossible to highlight just
one thing. A film festival will be
featured showing five or six
hard to obtain and entertaining
movies on the hour. Among
them are "The End of An Era"
and "The Last King in
America" with Peter Ustiniov.
According to John Leary, this is
"An opportunity to recapture
the origins of a lot of people in
the area." There is also an
expensive film titled "1776"
(not the musical production)
filmed in many different areas
of the world. Mr. John
Brodemus will also be giving a
slide presentation on saving the
Illinois rairies.
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enjoyment of those who attend
and most importantly, for the
future of many OLCHS
students. Profits from this BI-

I Fair will go to the OLCHS
student scholarship fund for
both soon-to-be and future
graduates. This student
scholarship fund was
inaugurated about eight years
ago. In the past, members of the
staff employed by the district
have contributed nominal
amounts through donations
once a year. It came from their
own pockets. It is actually
generated from the teachers
welfare fund. Money they had
for bonuses ~nd things like that.
What they have left now is not
ver uch.

81 CI Fair plans finalized
8Y LAURA I-I DDLE TO

A 'D KARE LA G

"THE BIGGE T THI G to
hit OLCH since the tornado"
was how English Teacher John
Leary described the upcoming
BI-CI Fair to be held here at
OLCH on Sat., May l.

Mr. John Leary and Ms. Irene
CIautter head the committee
which was originally a seven or
eight member faculty com
mittee representing all
departments. It began about
this time last year and soon
expanded to 500-1000 people
including secretaries and
custodians, SCAB, HS, PTSA,
Bo ter Club students and other
po itions around the school. It is
the bicentennial committee that
came up with ideas to celebrate
our Bicentennial year. Among
those which have already taken
place are the murals outside the
school building. A square dance
wa also held and more ac
tivities are to come.

Fallen victim to com
mercialism in the past, the
bicentennial year will leave its
mark at OL H in two weeks.
But the idea with which it is
being celebrated here is, for the

Bicentennial
mural hung

The three-panel Bicentennial mural now hanging overlooking the South parking lot. The mural
will be d dicated on May 1.

Variety show goes vaudeville
Cartalano and Company."

The girls' chorus consists of
Janet Anderson, Dawn Am
merman, Dawn Boone, Sharon
Couch, Sue Constantine, Kathy
Desaga, Andrea Downey, Dee
Doran, Lynn Frazier, Gail
Gariess, Sue Gulli Pat S.
Gonzales, Debbie Huck, Sue
!vey, Sharon Jameson, Sue
Luth, Michelle Lizak, Audrey
Lamparski, Donna Morgan,
Mary Majewski, Anne Mc
Carville, Donna Petry, Laurie
Reed, Terri Reardon, Mark
Reardon, Eve Skembare,

ancy Sobel, Bonnie Wagner,
Sandi Wiedner, Sharon Von
Asten. Roxanne Fox, Karol
Gasteyer. The boys' chorus
members are Mark Prin
cievalli, Tom Howell, Chris
Kingslow, Dan Sobczak, Don
Siuchinski, Brian Sabatino, Tim
Sheppard, Mark Shelton and
Dan Pady.

on March 24 and 25. Almost
everyone who tried out was
used in some capacity. The two
hour show presents two magic
acts performed by Mike Patch
and Steve Galsoa. Julie Hiryak,
Bernie Dobryzinski, Flo Rowe,
and Pat Skala will perform
vocal solos. Tim Purpura, Mark
Shelton, Brian Sabatino and Pat
Skala will play the parts of
Emcee, Old man, Boy and Show
girl respectively. Instrumentals
will be taken care of by Mr.
Kenneth Kistner, Mr. Charles
Yara and Ms. Candy
Hildebrand.

OMEDY A TS WILL be
performed by Dan Pady and
Mike Cartalano, Dawn Am
merman and Tim Sheppard,
Val Yodelis and Annette Kr
niola. Other vocals will be done
by Dan Sobczak, and Laurie
Reed, Ms. Wessels and Mr.
Jack Roeckman, Cassie Gineris
and Ken Herman, and "Kelly,

TilE 1976 VAnlETY Show,
"Everything's Coming Up
Vaudeville" will be presented
May 14 and 15 at 8 p.m in the
Auditorium Theater. One
hundred fifty people including
the orchestra will take part in
the how.

Mr. AI ollin said in an in
terview Friday, "This should be
a good show. We have some
good p ople talent-Wise, better
than any other show." Collins
and Ms. Penny Wessels are
going to direct the show.
Vaudeville, the theme, was
chosen by Collins. "It's an
American entertainment of the
past, with most of the songs
taken from the 20's era," said

ollins.
Cost of producing the show is

estimat d at $250. The sales will
hopefully pay for all expense
"It will take about six weeks to
get ready to put on a show,"
Collins said. Tryouts were held

cIa ses, during th ir study
halls. The panels w re so large
that there was no room to store
them in the Art Dept., so they
wer moved to the third floor
boil r room and the painting
continued there.

The original idea for the
mural came from the OLCHS
Bicentennial Committee,
headed by Ms. Irene lauter
and Mr. John Leary. The
proposal was put before the
chool Board, which approved a

special budget for the mural.
"Rather than use the Art Dept.
lab budget to pay for the mural,
the Board approved the mural
as a special project and gave us
our own budget," said Ms.
Coveny. "We were very pleased
to receive the support of the
administration and the School
Board for this mural project.
After all. it's a special oc
casion." she said.

THE M HAL W hung
overlooking the South parking
lot on Thursday, Apr. 1, and will
be dedicated at 3 p.m. on
Saturday. May 1 to open the
Bicentennial Fair.

In the two years Ms. Coveny
ha been at LCH, she has
designed and with her students,
painted nine murals in the
school and in Oak Lawn. Her
fir t mural was an acorn with
two oak leaves painted last year
for the Oak Lawn Library. Last
year she also completed a
mural for the Boys' Gymnastics
team and another for the Oak
Lawn Library Childrens' Room.
This year she has done murals
for Girls' sports, the Pediatrics
ward of Christ Hospital, one for
the Student Service Bureau
room, one for the ROTC, and
one for the wrestling team,
which, according to Ms.
Coveny, is nearing completion.

B DO DEA

FOR THE PA T two quarters
the OLCHS third floor boiler
room has been transformed into
a stor house and painting room
for the 3-panel Bicentennial
mural now hanging on the South
wall of the school, overlooking
the parking lot.

The three B x 16 ft. panels
each represent a different
period in American history. The
first panel is early American
history, picturing Betsy Ross,
Lewis and Clark, the Liberty
Bell, Ben Franklin, the
Declaration of Independence,
George Wa hington, Paul
Revere and an Indian.

The second panel is 19th and
early 20th century history, with
Teddy Roosevelt, Babe Ruth, a
Model T Ford and a light bulb,
representing American in
ventions. a 48-star flag, Abe
Lincoln, the tatue of Liberty, a
Suffragi t and ojourner Truth,
a freed slave and an early
feminist.

TilE TIIIRD PA EL is 20th
century Am rica to the present,
with a space module, South
western Am rican artist
G orgia O'Keefe, John Ken
nedy, a computer, an ecology
symbol, a Bicentennial star,
Uncle Sam and the atomic
bomb.

The panels were designed by
John LaSalvia. Lee Anne Smith,
and Debbie McGee and painted
by "resident muralist" Ms.
Anna Marie Coveny, art teacher
and her Art 2 classes. The
painting of the panels started as
a class project in the painting
quarter of her 7th period Art 2
class. The panels could not be
finish d in that time, so Ms.
Coveny opened the painting to
students in all five of her Art 2
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Math/etes take 4th
The OLCH Youth in Government delegation, the largest in the

tate. is gathered in front of the Illinois Capitol. The group' ad
vi ors are Mr. Frank Vazzana (rar left) and Mr. Ralph Wright (far
right>.

BY BOB DODGE

THE YO TH I Government
program from OLCHS par
ticipated in the 27th Annual
Y.M..A. Youth Legislative
Session in Springfield on April 2
4. Gubernatorial candidate
John Thornton lost in his bid for
the Youth Governorship.

After heading for Springfield
on the morning of Friday, April
2, the OLCHS delegation joined
other delegations from around
the ta te about noon. The
campaigning and elections
immediately took place, and
OL HS members worked
vigorously on Thornton's
campaign. That evening, the
victors were announced at the
annual banquet. Jim Winkler
from aperville, III., was an
nounced as the 1976 Youth
Governor in what appeared to
be an extremely close election.
Bill Burns from Reavis High

chool received the Lieutenant
Governorship.

At the banquet, Governor Dan
Walker delivered a speech to
the Youth Assembly.

TIIERE WERE AP-
PROXI ATELY 800 Youth in
Government members
gathered at the 1976 Youth
Assembly. Due to the large
number, the members were
divided into separate
legislations (Orange and Blue)
that convene at alternating
times in the Capitol Building.
These legislative sessions then
debate various bills that are
presented from delegates
around the state. Just as in the
Illinois General Assembly, a bill
must pass the House and Sena~e

and b signed by the Youth
Governor to be considered as
passed.

To head the two Houses of
Representatives and two
enates, four candidates were

chosen. Eric Gubelman from
Robinson and Bruce Lowrie
from Evanston were elected
peakers of the Houses, and

John Jones from Danville and
Jim Cavanaugh from B.R.
Ryall were elected Presidents
of the Senate.

Throughout the weekend,
these officers acted just as
actual elected officials would.

THE MAJOHITY OF
legislative sessions took place
on Saturday, April 3 The two
legislations alternated in the
Capitol Building and many bills
and proposals were brought up.
The topics of bills consisted of a
wide range of topics, con
centrating on areas such as gun
control and education.

In pringfield, the Youth
delegates stayed at the Holiday
Inn East, and their delegation of
45 members was the largest in
the state. Mr. Frank Vazzana
and Mr. Ralph Wright spon
sored OLCHS's group.

Although John Thornton lost
the election, he still served on
the Governor's Advisory Board,
whose purpose was to clarify
any problems that aro e on the

executive staff.
LEGISLATIO 0 TI UED

o Sunday, April 4, for about
six hours. A joint session of both
Houses of Congress was held to
conclude the 27th Annual Youth
Assembly.

Any bills that are pas ed' and
signed by the Youth Governor
;)re sent to the appropriate

committees of the Illinois
congress for actual con
sideration.

About two-thirds of the
OLCHS delegation are seniors
this year. but Mr. Vazzana sees
no problem returning to
Springfield hopefully the
largest delegation again next
year.

MAJOR PROGRAMS INCLUDE:

Please Send Me InFormation On:

NAME---------------
ADDRESS
CITY__-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~P-H-O-N-E======~~=
HIGH SCHOOL YR

~------- ---

You've spent years
in school.

Don't lookdumb
the last big night.

20% STUDENT DISCOUNT.
Present your high school 10 to the manager

of the Gingiss Formalwear Center nearest you
and receive your special rate.

Put your address and phone number here.

Ford City Shopping Center

Chicago Illinois 60652

582-8600

,
At Gingiss, you'll find a huge selection

of colorful prom tuxedos. So why appear
at the prom in black and white

when you can appear in living color?

gMngiss formalwear

-Music
-Philosophy
-Pre-Dental
-Pre-Law
-Pre-Medical
-Pre-Seminary
-Psychology
-Sociology
-Theology

Perreet individual score in
team ("vents were won by Bob
Dodge for Trig Word Problems,
Herwig chlunk for Algebraic
Word Problems, Naomi Kloese
for Modular Arithmetic, Craig
Smith for Quadratic Equations,
and Bob Bulow and Donna St.
George for Factoring.

T RI tl I TY
CII R1ST I ArJ
COL LEG E

A CHRISTIAN COLUXt;
RIll/IT Nt.'XT DOOR

-Accounting
-Business

Administration
-Biology
-Education
-English
-History
-Math
-Medical

Technology

SEND TO: Director of Admissions
Trinity C'lristian C lIege
6601 West College Drive
Palos Heights, II. 60463
PHO E: 597-3000

III

Mulderink, "With returning
sophomores and juniors, next
season should be a better one.
We could win districts next
year." One OLCH Mathlete,

hawn Wendling, sports a T
shirt proclaiming that
Mathletes are "Jocks of the
mind. "

Individual high score in
Partial Fractions, M~trix

Algebra and Excursions were
the highlights of a disappointing
fourth place finish for the
OLCHS Mathletes team.

Seven high school teams were
in the competition at Bremen on
April 6. OLCHS scored 338
point. lagging behind the .,.------------------------<
winnins Sandburg team which
had a score of 410. Lincoln-Way
and rete-Monee took cond
and third respectively. The
other schools in the competition
were Reavis, Bremen and
Bradley.

In the Partial Fractions
competition the OLCH
mathletes received a perf ct
score of 50. Members of thi
team were Eileen Yomantas,
Karol Gesteyer, Jean Dvorak,
and Debbie and Diane Wende.
To achieve a perfect team score
in this event each team member
must answer three questions in
this topic correctly, making a
perfect infividual score of 10.

raig mith, a junior,
~ ceived top honors with a
perfect score of 50 in his oral
competition, Excursions. In
oral competition the contestant
explains and demonstrates
certain math concepts. This is
done before the judges with
chalk and blackboard.

OLCHS tied for first with
Lincoln-Way in Matrix Algebra
with a score of 30. Debbie and
Diane Wende, orman Werth,
Jim Mister and Chris Kotas
were the members of this team.

The coaches for this year'
team were Mr. Hal Mulderink
and Mr. Walter Hess. This team
scored higher than last year's
team. According to Mr.

~**************.
~Answers to Sports Quiz: ,..
,.. ~
,.. I. Billy Herman ~

,.. 2. Rogers Hornsby ~
,.. 3. Hack Wilson ,..
!: 4. Phil Cavarretta <.355) It
1: 5. Ernie Banks ~
~ 6. Ron Santo ~

~ 7. Frank Chance ~
,.. 8. Ernie Banks ,..
,.. 9. 16 ,..
,.. 10. 1908 •It
~****••••• te ••**~:1---------------------1
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Free film festival offered ********************************~ 
* * IBi-Ci FOir I THE BICENTENNIAL Fair 

will feature a free film festival 
May 1 in room 108. All five films 
are in living color and will run 
continuously throughout the fair 
schedule. 

Peter Ustinov brings to life 
the character of King George 
III in "Last King of America." 
This feature film takes an 
unusual look back at the 
revolutionary war, as Eric 
Sevareid interviews King 
George III of England. 

stockyards. as they were years 
ago, are featured . 

Another film, "1776" was 
Lexington and Concord as well 
as in England and France. It 
chronicles the events which 
created a new atmosphere in 
which man could flourish. It 
commences with the period 
where the American colonies 
were beginning to prosper and 

ends with when the first year of 
the war Washington surprised 
the British at Trenton. 

BOB HOPE stars in "Not So 
Long Ago" shows principal 
events during the postwar years 
from 1945 to 1950, when the 
optimistic outlook of Americans 
was changed to uncertainty and 
dismay by the onset of the Cold 
War and the Korean conflict. 

* * : SCHEDULE FOR BICENTENNIAL FAIR EVENTS : 

! STARTING AT 3 p.m. Dedication of murals (South parking lot: * 3: 15 Film Rm. 108: "Our Heritage" (Free) * * 4:00FilmRm.108: "ICanHearltNow" (Free) * 
: 4: 30 "Save the Illihois Prairie" ... slide-talk program Rm. 1o{ 
it(Free) * * 5:00 "Cabaret Internationale" ... coffee house with floor sho~ 
~25 cents ticket) Rm. 110 * 
: 5: 15 " America In Song" ... Senior Girls Chorus Little Thea tr{ 
~25 cents ticket) * 

In the film "Our Heritage," 
Doctor Frank C. Baxter traces 
the chain of events surrounding 
the Declaration of In
dependence. Mr. Baxter ties 
these events to present day 
situations. 

MAA results • 1n 
Jf- 5:15°Film Rm. 108: "1776" (Free, notthemusical ) * * 6:15 "Let's Make a Colonial Deal" ... satirical revue witil* 
)udience participation - Little Theatre (25 cents ticket) ! * 6:15 "Cabaret" - repeat * 

"STOCKY ARDS-END OF 
AN ERA" is a documentary on 
the 105 years history of the 
Chicago stockyards . This film 
puts the cameras on the people 
who did difficult and dangerous 
work in the once meat 
production center of the world. 
The program features in
terviews with people who 
worked in the stockyards . 
Historical photographs and 
drawings showing the 

CRAIG SMITH, A jt1nior at 
OLCHS receives special 
recognition on annual 
Mathematics Exam ad-
ministered by Mathematical 
Association of America and the 
Society of Actuaries. Only 19 
students from 367 high schools 
qualified for this honor. 

This is the 2nd year that Craig 
has taken first place in the 
exam at OLCHS. 

AWARDS ARE MADE both to 
schools and to individual con-

Kupec to speak 
at graduation 

BY J .R. ERNST 

THE SENIOR CLASS Ad
visory Board recently decided 
to ask former OLCHS student, 
standout basketball player at 
Michigan University and 
current Los Angeles Laker, C. 
J . Kupec to be.guest speaker at 
this years ' graduation. 

Kupec attended OLCHS from 
1967-71. He was an honor 
student and outstanding in 
sports at OLCHS, being named 
all-conference in baseball and 
football and all-state in 
basketball. 

After he graduated from 
OLCHS he attended Michigan 
University, where he played 
football and basketball for his 
first two years, before deciding 
to play basketball only. 

THIS YEAR KUPEC became 
a professional when he signed 

with the Los Angeles Lakers. 
In other S~AB news, the plans 

for the Bicentennial Dance were 
discussed. The dance will take 
place on Friday April :iO trom 
7:30-11 p.m. A recommendation 
was presented by the com
mittee suggesting the group 
"Quarry" be hired to play at the 
dance. 

That day will be a dress up 
day for students to wear their 
colonial best. 

PLANS FOR HAVING a 
square dance caller at the 
dance were discussed. Then 
students could square dance 
while the band was taking their 
breaks . 

The Senior Class breakfast 
was set for June 4 at the 
Sheraton Hotel in Oak Lawn. 

The Senior Class Advisory 
Board meets every Tuesday 
after school in the Jr.-Sr . 
Lounge. 

'( ' ' \ I \~ / 
I . .. 

IL 1l Jl 
DRIVING SCHOOL 

499-2422 
15 or older you can start toward your 

drivers license today. 4 week courses 
insurance discounts and school 
credit available call 499-2422 now 
5406 W. 95th St. Oak Lawn 

I 

testants on the basis of team 
and individual scores. The top 
three students from Oak Lawn 
comprise the school's team 
scores with their combined 
scores entered in state com
petition. 

OLCHS placed 12th out of 367 
high schools participating. 
OLCHS has placed iri the top ten 
percent of schools taking this 
exam three times out of the last 
four years. 
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ADIDAS 

* 6:30 "Prairie" - repeat * * 6:30 Film Rm. 108: "Stockyards: End of an Era" (Free) * * 7:15 "Rock Cantata" - Acapella Choir Little Theatre (25 cenlst ,~~) : * 7 :30 "Cabaret" - repeat * 
• 7 :45 Film Rm. 108- "Last King of Ame11ica" (Free) * 
* 8:15 "Colonial Deal" - repeat * ! 8:30 "Prairie" - repeat ! 
• 8:45 "Cabaret" - repeat * * 9:00 History Bowl Quiz Program -Rm. 11 (25 cents ticket) * ! 9:45 Raffle Drawing - Little Theatre : 

• * ***********••••*****************~ 

How does this grab you? 
Cleated sole. Tough 
leather. Padded top. 

A lower-than
your-toe heel ( to 

stand you up 
straighter). Step 
on a pair. Levi's 

for Feet. No 
hold b d s arre . , 

Sport Shoes 

Complete Backpacking 
Supplies 

Dive & · Ski Sports : 

2958 w. 95 th 
Evergreen Park 425-0822 
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Summer swim program 
halted for 'pool repairs' 

BY DAN PADY struction will take," said Mr. 
Steven Lebrecht, Administrator 

WHEN A STUDENT or of Finance. 
faculty member considers how B E S I D E S R O U T I N E 
successful the OLCHS boy's MAINTENANCE (Which is 
water-related activities have ' usually done in August when 
been, that person might not nobody occupies the pool), the 
care if the pool was to be closed work being done on the pool will 
down this summer or not. But it supposedly include " looking 
is not the past that we should be into" installation of a .chemical 
concerned about but the future. control monitor and new 

As the word was passed that heating controls for the water, 
the pool here at OLCHS would according to Mr. Lebrecht. 
be closed down this summer, Another reason the pool is 
I'm sure that there were many being closed this summer is 
dissappointed swimmers who because of remodeling being 
had been looking forward to the done.in the Spartan Gym lobby. 
1976-77 OLCHS boy's swim The pool and the Spartan Gym 
team. will be off-limits and no traffic 

'' As of now, we cannot be sure will be allowed through the 
of how long the pool will be lobby for safety precautions. 
closed this summer. We do not There are three programs 
know how long the recon- which were a par t of the 

summer school curriculum that 
will be affected, two of which 
have already been provided for . 

THE FIRST AND probably 
most successful of the three 
programs, is the Red Cross 
Swimming Program, which has 
been headed by Betsy Gerlach 
and Vern Scarpelli for the past 
five years. 

When it was announced by the 
administration that the pool 
would be closed this summer, 
the program was switched to 
Saturday mornings during the 
school year. The program has 
been so successful that once it 
reached capacity, many people 
had to be turned down. 

Another program affected by 
the reconstruction of the lobby 
is the Summer -Schoo·! 

Basketball Program, which has 
been moved to the girl 's gym 
area. 

THE LAST (and possibly the 
least importa nt of the 
programs, as the ad-
ministration sees it) is the 
Summer School Swimming 
Program in which both boys 
and girls from OLCHS par
ticipated in. 

As any swimmer knows, it is 
vital to be in the pool as long as 
you can during the off-season to 
keep in shape. The summer is 
probably the most important 
time to do this. Both swimming 
coaches are aware of the fact 
that most swimmers who swam 
during the summer did better 
than those who did not. 

What I fail to understand 
about the pool closing this year 

is the undetermined end of the 
reconstruction of the lobby. 
Surely a contractor will not 
make a contract with the school 
for an undeter mined time. 
When the contractor came to 
estimate the cost of the work, he 
most-likely gave the school an 
approximation of how long the 
reconstruction would take. 

IT SEEMS AS though there is 
a case of inconclusive in
formation here. Why is there 
this undetermined deadline? 
Hasn't the administration 
recognized the fact that there 
are only eight weeks left of this 
school year? Most students 
would probably be discouraged 
if they didn't know when the 
program started and. had to put 
off their vacation plans. 

Youth • 1n gov't: a fine program 
BY BOB DODGE of such size, the YMCA -Youth in 

Government program is ex-
RECENTL Y THE YOUTH in ceptionally well run. There 

Government members from were problems, such as room 
OLCHS returned from their assignments , etc ., but the 
annual Youth Assembly in structure of the weekend 
Springfield. Many people feel deserves merit. 
trips like this are for the sole The success of the weekend 
purpose of having fun and comes from the people who 
getting away for a weekend. participate - the students. The 
The Youth Assembly ac- members of the program are in 
tomplishes this, but goes on to charge from the beginning to 
do much more. the end. The directors and 

With 800 high school students . supervisors set up a format for 
gatheri:lg from around the the way the weekend is to be 
state, you really don' t know run. Then the students take over 
what to expect. For a program and use the program to its 

fullest extent. Most students . 
take the job of Youth Delegate 
very seriously. They feel a 
definite responsibility, and give 
whatever they can to do their 
job well. Eight-hundred high 
school students debate on 
problems throughout the state, 
and do what they can to correct 
them. 

DURING THE EVENING 
AND NIGHT, the members 
have their fun . But during the 
day, it 's serious work. It's worl~ 
that lends a feeling of respon
sibility to those involved. It 
amazes me to see how seriously 

® 

one takes getting his point 
across. 

From a weekend of legislative 
meetings such as the Youth 
Assembly, we can realize much 
more about the political 
structurer of the country . 
Naturally, we learn the basics 
used in government , like 
Parliamentary procedure, 
committee meetings, etc. , but 
we are also given an insight to 
the politics " under the table." 
There were items observed that 
aren't given on the local 10:00 
news . By this, I mean the 
bargaini_ng and the lying that is 
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done. The old phrase "I 'll vote 
for your bill if you vote for 
mine" was used more than 
once. Even in teen-age politics, 
the false campaign promises 
roll off the tongue quick~r than 
they can be discovered. 

The Youth in Government 
program works. It serves the 
dual purpose of offering an 
enjoyable weekend and an 
experience in politics. I per
sonally got more out of the 
Youth in Government weekends 
than I could ever get out of a 
series of Walter Jacobson 
editorials. After all , experience 
is the b~st teacher . 
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New board • A new seminar • 
• 

forming 

BY MARY LYNN MILLER 

IS THERE SOMETHING 
about this school that bothers 
you? Would you like to see a 
change? Well now you might 
just have that opportunity. 

In the making is an 
organization that would try to 
bridge the gap between the 
students and the administration . 
of OLCHS. At this time the 
make-up of this board is vague, . 
but it is now felt that this board \ 

• will tentatively include just . 
students with each class 
president and the Student 
Council president. There also 
will be openings for an ad
ditional three seniors, two 
juniors, two sophomores and 
one freshman. Opportunity will 
be provided for anyone in
terested to attend the meetings 
of this board to express their 
feelings on any school matter 
that they disagree with and 
would like to see changed. This 
student board would then meet 
with the Superintendent 
monthly, reporting to him as to 
the ideas and complaints of the 
students. 

It is important to realize that 
things can 't be changed over
night, but one has to start 
somewhere. Few schools offer 
this opportunity to let the 
students expresss their views 
and become involved in ad
ministrative decisions. Rather 
than complain, make an effort 
to get involved and voice your 
views and possibly create a 
better school environment. 

AS OF NOW the committee 

IN A SLOW BUT increasing 
manner, many management or 
executive level positions in 
business ate being filled by 
women. How does a young 
woman start up the ladder to 
such positions of responsibility? 

Illinois Wesleyan University 
and Country Companies in
surance, an affiliate of the 
Iliinois Farm Bureau, will co
sponsor a one-day "Seminar on 
Women in Management," Apr. 
10, at the university to provide 
some of the answers for junior 
and senior Illinois high school 
women. 

The seminar is part of a new 
program, called "Room at the 
Top," which was initiaterl J,.c::t 
fall by the two organizations to 
help train young women for 
management level careers. 

THE MORNING PROGRAM 
111111111111111111111111111111111 

that is forming this board in
cludes Mr . W.C. Hill as 
chairman; representa!ives 
from the administration and 
community include Mr. Stephen 
Lebrecht, Mr. Joseph Graham, 
Dr. Ben Smith, Mrs. Grace 
Morris, Mrs. Shirley Sears and 
Mrs. Dorothy Cheatham. The 
student representatives include 
Mark Casalino, Jerry Burns, 
J .R. Ernst, Lynn Engnell, Russ 
Trapp, Jeff Werner and Mary 
Lynn Miller. The committee is 
meeting every other Wed
nesday. The committee's goal is 
to in time, fully establish a 
student board with Mr. Hill as 
advisor, that would meet twice 
monthly and be open for anyone 
to attend. 

For any additional in
formation contact Mr. Hill or 
any board member. 

... 
Spa,tanite @ 

... 
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at Illinois Wesleyan will feature 
Kay Gangle, Division Director 
of the Retail Division of Roth 
Young Personnel Service of St. 
Louis, Inc., as keynote speaker, 
group discussions led by suc
cessful women in various fields, 
and a panel discussion led by 
the Country Comapnies 
Scholars, all Illinois Wesleyan 
student participants in the 
"Room at the Top" program. 

Lunch and the afternoon 
program, which will include. a 
tour of the Country Companies 
offices, will be held at the 
Illinois Agricultural Association 
headquarters building in 
Bloomington. 

The group discussion leaders 
include Linda Hutchins, 
asslst!lnt treasurer of Illinois 
Agricultural Association; }3eth 

Shoplifti~g story 

In the last issue of the 
Spartanite, people questi?ned 
said they would not turn m a 
shoplifter if they saw one. I 
don't entirely agree with this . 
People who rip off stores are 
keeping prices high for people 
who don't. By saying it isn't any 
of your business, you're 
cheating yourself. 

KARLA LUNDGREN 

Comments from 

YMCA 
I read, the other day, with 

considerable interest the article 
written by Jeff Jedlicka con
cerning organized sports for 
kids in the Oak Lawn area . 

Mr. Jedlicka 's premise is that 
organized sports sponsored by 
such organizations as the Oak 
Lawn Baseball for Boys, the 
Oak Lawn Park District and the 
Southwest YMCA set a bad 
example for youth around such 
issues as sportsmanship and 
any other values other than 
winning. I would like to respond 
to that premise very briefly. 

First of all, I think that it is an 
unfortunate generalization t<_> 
looking into each of them more 
deeply to find out where, in fact, 
their philosophies and un
derstandings differ. I cannot 
speak for the other two 
organizations mentioned in the 
article, but I can speak with 
real understanding about the 
YMCA basketball program in 
Oak Lawn. 

That program has con
sistently focused on values as a 
primary interest of the program 
and its components. Winning 
has not been put as the highest 
value in the hierarchy of im
portant values. It has been a 
value among other values of 
equal ' and often greater im
portance. 

For that reason our rules 
consistenly reflect the fact that 
we see the shaping of young 
boys' character, their attitudes 
and their self understanding as 
being as important an 
ingredient of the program as the 
league standings. The kinds of 
examples which Mr. Jedlicka 
mentions in his article are 
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Room at the top I 
Sauter, research analysf for 
education and training at State 
Farm Insurance Companies ; 
Kathy Lewton, assistant 
director of Bowling Green State 
University's News Service, and 
national third vice president of 
Women in Communications, 
Inc .; Carol Reitan, former 
mayor and candidate for the 
Illinois State Senate ; and Dr. 
Sammye Greer, associate 
professor and chairman of the 
English department at Illinois 
Wesleyan . 
' PRIOR TO JOINING Roth 
Young, she spent seven years 
with Stix, Baer, and Fuller 
department stores as personnel 
manager and assistant to the 
industric1l relations director. 
Before that she worked in ad
ministration and personrel with 
a pharmaceutical manufac-

certainly to be deplored. They 
do not exist, to my knowledge, 
in the YMCA program. They 
would not be tolerated. 

I would welcome any member 
of the Spartanite staff to take a 
closer look at our program next 
year and to evaluate it on its 
own merit . It can easily 
withstand the test. 

WILLIAM W. HIGGINSON 

Comic commendable 
A recent addition to the 

paper, the comic strip, is very 
different. You are to be com
mended for finally adding a 
little variety to the paper. 

Brian Weaver is a very 
talented cartoonist. I hope his 
comic strip is continued next 
year. 

SUE IVEY 

Wants lectures 
I am one of many who think 

that having speakers come to 
the school and give talks more 
often would improve the value 
system of the students (as a 
whole) of OLCHS. When the 
Indian came and gave a speech 
this year kids talked about it a 
lot. When Mr. Russo came and 
gave a speech here, we talked 
about it for weeks. Why don't 
more people come and talk to 
us? We will listen. 

DEBBIE NIEGO 

Staff does good job 
The SP ART ANITE does a 

grand job of bringing OLCHS 
alive in every issue. As a long
time reader and fan I have only 
one question. Can you recruit a 
copyreader? Ingenuity and 
imagination are fine qualities 
for a reporter but what they do 
for spelling is better left out. Is 
there some library freak who 
could reunite the fractured 
Audubon Society and put the E 
in enact? He or she would give a 
more professional look to an 
already excellent paper. 

A CONSTANT READER 

luring firm and as an executive 
placement counselor for an 
employment agency. 

The seven Country Com
panies Scholars are majoring in 
accounting , business ad
ministration, insurance or 
mathematics at Illinois 
Wesleyan . They receive on-the
job training during the school 
year by working part-time at 
the insurance company offices, 
and during the summer will be 
employed full time as 
management-level trainees. 

THE SEMINAR IS open to all 
women junior and senior high 
school students and students of 
Illinois Wesleyan. Reservations 

. may be sent to Room at the Top, 
Illinois Wesleyan University, 
Bloomington, Illinois 61701. 

I I I 

'Fair' comments 

I think that it's a great idea 
that our school decided to have 
a Bicentennial Fair. It's our 
way to celebrate and it would 
have been a shame if the school 
didn't have any activities. 
, Not many students know 
about this fair and I think it 
should be publicized more so 
we're s'ure of this event being a 
success. It would also be a good 
idea to encourage students to 
take part in this fair . 

DOREEN KASSON 

Staff com mended 
I would like to commend the 

staff of the Spartanite on the 
great job that they are doing 
this year . The articles have 
shown hard work and the 
competitiveness of getting a 
story quickly and accurately. 
Everything from the cartoon 
strip to the layout of the paper 
have improved greatly. Just 
like wine and cheese the 
Spartanite has improved with 
age. Keep up the good repor
ting. 

GERALYN THAMM 

Super Group 

On April 2nd, 1976 John 
Thornton ended, his speech for 
Youth Governor of Illinois by 
proclaiming, "here I am, I'll 
give it all I've got, if you give 
me the chance." Not only ,did 
John Thornton "give it all he 
had" but so did the other forty
four student delegates who 
participated in the program. 

Although the Youth assembly 
conducts simulated · sessions, 
the students demonstrated both 
drive and determination in 
getting their legislation passed 
and sent to the governor. They 
also vigorously campaigned, 
debated and received high 
priority ratings for their bills in 
committee. 

What can one say about a 
group of young dynamic people 
like this except--Super! 

Frank Vazzana 
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LYNN ZAVODNY-Senior 
No, because what good. is 

keeping someone out of school. 
They want to get out anyway. 

THE SPARTANITE 

RICHARD 
Sophomore 

HACKSTOCK- CASSIE GINERIS-Senior 

Yes, because it 
kid a lesson. 

No, because that 's what the 
teaches the kid wants . Learning is a punish

ment for them. 

Do you think external suspension is a good way 

to punish the students? 

Speak out 

RON HEADY-Junior 
No, because the student's 

parents will get down on the kid. 
No use in throwing them out of 
school. 

MR. GIBSON-Teacher JOE COLLETTA-Senior 
Parental ~s~ip!ine is the be~t Getting a few days off for 

~ethod of disc1plme. \\'.hen this external suspension isn ' t 
is absent some altern~hve must punishment. It's having to go to 
be found. External is one of school that's punishing 
these less desireable alter- · 
natives. 

Lounge up for grabs 
BY TERRY HENSON 

THE JUNIOR-SENIOR 
lounge is steadily becoming a 
common place for all students 
including freshman and 
sophomores. As juniors and 
seniors ask, what can be done? 

Originally the Junior-Senior 
lounge was set up for up
perclassmen. Presently we 
have an abundance of freshmen 
and sophomores who think it is 
perfectly fine for them to go 
there. 

Not long ago a complaint was 
made about the condition of the 
lounge furniture . Wasn't there a 
sign posted over this section 
stating " No food in this section 
of the lounge? " Teachers are 
assigned cafeteria duty one 
period or a half of a period a day 

to watch what goes on. Many, 
not all, don't do what they're 
supposed to do. Many sit with 
books or grade books doing a 
number of things that should be 
done at a different time. 

DURING OPEN CAMPUS 
periods there are always a 
number of underclassmen 
cutting classes and going to the 
cafeteria. If these kids want a 
glass of pop, chips or candy 
bars they're told by teachers to 
stay in the lounge area. This is 
beside the fact that they're 
freshmen and sophomores. 

The te .. chers don't want to 
pick up garbage in the cafeteria 
and in the lounge as well. But 
why can't they assign a couple 
tables in the upper cafeteria for 
those who aren't eligible for the 
lounge? If they watch the tables 
they can catch people when they 

go off leaving garbage on the 
table and have them come back 
and clean it up. If they want to 
act like little kids then treat 
them like it. 

These aren't the only cases. 
There are a number of un
derclassmen eating lunch in the 
Junior-Senior lounge. Can't 
they read the sign outside the 
lounge? 

If these youngsters can't read 
it, it isn't because they sign isn't 
big enough to attract attention. 
A senior class advisor told me 
once that the only way we could 
probably get this stopped is to 
walk up and tell them to leave. 
After all, it is for juniors and 
seniors and the teachers don't 
care to remove them so that 
leaves us , the upperclassmen, 
to tell them where they belong. 
We may as well, no one else 
will. 

Flowers for your Prom or Wedding 
Artistically designed with you in mind 

Floral Designs by GLORIA 598-1731 

Gloria Desanto 

8244 W. 95th ST. 

Hickory Hills, Ill. 60457 
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Byline 
BY MARK SHEL TON 

Once upon a time 
ONCE UPON A TIME there was a little Third World country with 

a unique population control policy. Each year a certain number of 
people were allowed to emigrate to other countries and were 
replaced by immigrants who started at the bottom of the classes. It 
was a four-year climb to the "upper class," and the emigrants 
looked upon Emigration Day as the day they entered the real 
world. 

Because this emigrant class was in such an honored position, 
they were granted . special privileg~. If they did ·their 
"homework,,, that is, learned their trade, they were 'exempt from 
the Final Test, a test given each year to show what they had 
learned. Other favors included an Emigrant Breakfast, where 
emigrants got together for a last bash, a Formal Dance at the end 
of the year, and best of all, they got to wear symbols of their rank, 
magificent animal-skin jackets. 

While an animal-skin jacket might not seem like much to you or 
me, to the "Senior Class" of this country, they were a big thing 
indeed. To some, it was a badge showing that they were ready to 
leave, to others, it was something to seperate them from the un
derclasses, and to still others, it would serve as a reminder in 
future years of their classmates and friends. 

HOWEVER, ONE YEAR a problem arose. The animal-skin 
jackets in the past had always been in the skin of the national 
animal, the seal. But because this was the 20th anniversary of this 
country's independence, something special was suggested: Why not 
have ... rabbit skin for the jackets? This suggestion was made at the 
weekly meeting of the Class Council. However, rabbit was not the 
only alternative suggested. King of ttie Hill, the monarch of the 
country, suggested snake-skin, and the Court Jester suggested 
squirrel, and all were hotly debated. But when the final vote was 
taken it was decisive in favor of the rabbit-skin. The order was 
.tl)en placed, and forgo_tten . about by most in preperations for 
Emigration Day. 

Months passed before our emigrants were reminded about their 
magnificent coats. At the regular meeting of the Class, Elvis 
Presidently, the King's right-hand man, told the group some 
somber news. 

"I JUST HAD A call from the Jacket Company, and I bring bad 
tidings. Instead of our Emigi.·ation Jackets being made of rabbit
skin, they will be made of rattlesnake," he said. "The King thought 
you might like to know." . 

When a few of the class tried to make inquiries as to why, they 
were brushed aside brusquely by Presidently. 

"I don't know ... the tailors say they don't know how to work with 
rabbit-skin. I don't have all the answers !" 

With this representative. of the King in such foul temper over this 
situation, few tried to make further inquiries. After all, had either 
of these two leaders made an unwise decision before? 

TIME PASSED, AND the jackets finally arrived, and they were 
indeed made of rattlesnake. However, as the classmates looked. 
over the jackets closely, they could find nothing different or dif
ficult about their manufacture, except their obvious lack of rabbit
skin. A few members even noted that they had rabbit-skin coats at 
home, and it didn't look too difficult. The more they discussed it, 
the funnier it seemed. Was rabbit-skin that tough to work with? 
Somebody decided to check with an expert, so he contacted the 
Chief Jacket Making Instructor in the Kingdom, Mr. Groucho 
Marks, head of teh All-heart Jackets & Marks Co. Department. He 
saw no reason why rabbit couldn't have been substituted for rat
tlesnake in the jackets, and suggested that somebody was pulling 
the legs of the emigrants. 

This latest information induced a few of the Council members to 
question Presidently a little more closely. Gruff and grouchy, he 
growled, " I don't understand ; I just know what the man told me. 
Call the jacket man yourselves. " 

The Council members were taken aback at his manner. Why was 
he so enraged over simple questions? After all, the members 
thought, the Emigration Class jackets were pretty important to a 
lot of people, and they simply were interested in why they didn't get 
what they had paid for. However, the emigrants were at a loss for 
something to do. They couldn't seem to reach the Jacket 
Manufacturer, and were afraid to press the rulers any harder 
because of the flaring tempers that they knew they would meet if 
they brought up the subject again. 

IN THE END, they decided to do nothing, which reminded some 
emigrants of another unpleasant situation they had just decided to 
do nothing about. In that situation. the emigrants had somehow 
been backed into a comer regarding the honor of a visiting 
dignitary, a former resident of the Kingdom. Some emigrants were 
upset then, too, but all they could really do· was what they did 
do ... nothing. After all, they had the jackets, and could not very well 
send them back, or get others from another manufacturer, because 
of the time factor. It was very close to Emigration Day, and they 
were reminded by King Hill that they should think about decision 
they would have to make regarding that august event. 

Here, this fairy tale comes to an end, but not really a happy one. 
The ending is a bit unhappy because whenever the emigrants think 
now about their Emigration, or see their rattlesnake jackets, they 
wonder a little about the rest of the decisions left for them, and who 
would decide them .. 
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Pontiac people 
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~ Images ; 
really get a·round ~ E 

i LARRY CARLS is our featured poet of the month. A sophomore~ 
Sat Loyola University studying pre-law, Larry hopes to publish a§ 
!book of poetry in the near future, including the two untitled poems~ 

BY BOB DODGE 

ONLY IN PONTIAC, Ill., 
does the phrase "I've been 
around" take on such a literal 
meaning. 

As the Youth in Government 
members from OLCHS were 
returning from their trip to 
Springfield, they were looking 
for a place to stop and rest a few 
minutes, and maybe get 
something to eat. The bus at this 
time was quiet, with everyone 
being quite exhausted from a 
long weekend. The bus driver 
noticed we were approaching 
the town of Pontiac and looked 
for a place to stop. She casually 
turned off the interstate to a 
small McDonald's-type 
restaurant called "Mr. 
Quicks". The people on the bus 
slowly rose from their seats to 
stretch for a few minutes and 
get something to eat. 

Someone said, "Watch out for 
the heavy traffic." This brought 
a little awareness to the group, 
for we thought we were in a 
parking lot. Nevertheless, 
many cars passed quickly by. 
As we all crowded into the 
restaurant and began to place 
our orders, we looked out to see 
a funeral-like procession of 
headlights along the outside of 
the parking lot. 

AS WE CONTINUED to 
watch with growing interest, we 
saw the same cars continuing to 
circle the lot. Upon questioning 
other customers, we learned 
that this is done every night of 
the week by the teenagers of the 
town. They simply drive to Mr. 
Quicks and spend the night 
riding around in a circle. They 
don't stop, don't eat there, but 
just ride around in the lot. 

~that follow: ~ 

There is one bowling alley, one parking in the parking lot. It~ 5 
movie, and one park. Often the could only be used for driving = § 
guys take their girlfriends here around in a circle. For some § Here I sit--alone! § 
on a date to "park" in ·the ·strange reason, the town § In a transparent box § 
middle of the circle . To banned the ordinance." . i Looking out at a world of motion. 5 
members on our bus, this ~as a The man_ag~r was one kid that 5 My isolation fires rapidly upon my brain . 5 stra~ge way t~ spend ~ mght. used to do it nme years ago. But :i And it subjects me back again to my inoverted feehn_gs of gloom.§ 
~tt~ng bored is . one thmg, but on~e . he bec,ame manager, he § People shun off others, there's no time to feel; no time to care.§ 
circlmg a parking lot every said it wasn t fun anymore. E Take a minute or two or three if there's someone with feeling.E 
night is ridiculous. SANE OR INSANE, crazr ~r 5 But if there's ~one like that 5 

Life in the little town might be normal, we now know the limit E I'm lone' ' § 
boring, but the sanity of a trick to the excite~ent i~ Ponti~c, ~11. 5 a · § 
like this had to be questioned. It seems this habit of c1rchng s . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Round and round, all night long. Mr. Quicks has attracted people 5 § 
When we observed the drivers from four counties up to 30 or 40 § Ah for amused detachment! § 
of some of the cars, we saw even miles away. Pontiac (pop. 5 But what a false state that can be. 5 
stranger sights. Expecting to 11,000) is regarded as the "big 5 1 do not demand nor do I ask; 5 
find a carload of teenagers city" by other small towns § Empty my desire, never force control. § 
every time, we found many cars nearby. E I · f d"ff" ult t 1·1 be t = 
had only the driver in them. We must thank the teen-agers 5 t is O ten 1 ic O rea Y . ~e. 5 0th h d l bo t 40 r Of Ponti·ac Before arriving = To others, to the you, you know 1s withm you. = 

ers a coup es a u o . = F . dsh" . th d . diff" ult . ta "bl = 50 years old, trying to join the there, our bus was quiet and 5 nen 1p m e en is a ic m ng1 e, 5 fun. Everyone wanted to get dead. After leaving Mr. Quicks, § . . . § 
involved. we took a few trips around the § For a strand of al~neness gives no rec1p:1cal. 5 

MY INTEREST WAS so parking lot ourselves, and § The result then is personal-I am sorry. § 
aroused I had to call the headed for home laughing and 5 5 manager of Mr. Quicks by long as ~liv~ as ever. . . 5 E 
distance the next day. It seems Life 1_n a ~mall town, ndmg § 

5 that this is where all the action around ma circle for four hours E E 
is . It gets a little crowded ~ ~ight. And they say the world f.11111111111111111H1111111111m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m 
during the weekdays, but it's 1s m trouble! 
bumper-to-bumper on Friday 
and Saturday night. The 
manager was glad they did it. It 
helped business, and brought 
attention to the place. Mr. 
Quicks is a hangout for all the 
kids, and it's a tradition that has 
been going on for 11 years. No 
one knows how it got started, 
but that's all anyone does 
anymore. 

•************************************************* • * • * • * • * 

i Hubert i 
i offers a i 
I helping i 

We wondered if anyone ever 
complained about it, or if 
anything was ever done to try 
and stop it. The manager said, 
"The kids are all quiet. They 
don't cause trouble, and they 
have fun at what they're doing. 
One time the kids did complain 
to us because too many cars 
were parking in the lot, so they 
tried to put an ordinance 
through to prohibit cars from 

I hand to i 
______ ! ·MewGrads i 

• Hubert knows how tough it is to make the * 

Upon questioning a member 
of the parade, we learned that 
they do this because there is 
nothing else to do in the town. 

"Treat, Yourself 
to the Very Best'' 

Capri Pizza {/ 
---
~ 
~ 

4823 W.103rd St. 
636-7111 

Pizza -Dinners - Sandwiches· 

t transitiofl from be ing a student to being an : 
• active member in the working world . But * 
• Hubert, with his very human heart, stands * 
• ready to help the new high school grad! If you can TYPE , take * t SHORTHAND , or have BOOKKEEPING , ACCOUNTING or DATA Jt. 
• PROCESSING skill s and are anxious for a meaningful, rewarding : 
• career ... then Hubert would like to meet you! * 
• * 
• At the Harris Bank, we offer career training programs second to * t none ... and a supportive, achievement -oriented atmosphere that ! 
• encourages you to grow professionally . Plus excellent salar ies and an * 
• exciting fringe benef it program that includes hospitaliza t ion, profit sharing, * t paid vacation and holidays, and a convenient Loop location . : 

t Additional pluses are a Free Checking Account and Low Cost Cafeteria . : 

• * • Call for an appointment to discuss your future. (Remember , Hubert * t promised to help and his word is as good as gold!) : 

• 4'61-7647 * ]· ~1~ HARRIS ! 
t t, -= BANK 111 W. Monroe Street Chicago, Illinois : t I liiiiiiiiiii An Equal Opportunity Employer : 

• . * • * • * • * • * • * ************************************************** 
f' 
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My life as an accident-prone ... 
BY JEFF JEDLICKA 

The small, blue Firebird 
came straight at me. I was 
driving my friends Ford while I 
was with him on a double date. 

I I 

the bone sticking out of the skin, 
and some idiot will ask him, 
"Are you all right?" Sure, just 
fine .. . 

So I did what's natural to a So, here I am, sitting in the 
person who sees a small, blue police station. The cops caught 
Firebird coming straight at the chick in the Firebird 
him. ·PANIC!! I sped up and r----~~!.ii:....:::::::;::;::;::::;:::;;:i~~;;;;;:::::;~~~===::::=====;1 speeding down 95th Street. She 
tried to swerve out of the way, ·---- --·---- was driving around with one 
but contact was inevitable. headlight busted, without a 
SMACK, CRUNCH! My friend, front license plate and on top of 
who was in the back seat with it all, she was stoned. The cop 
his girlfriend, never knew what asking me the questions and 
hit us. He finally came up for air making out the reports tells me: 
to scream atthe top of his lungs, "Listen, kid. You aren't at 
"You? +$'9$ What did you do to fault. The insurance companies 
my car! ! '' will take care of the damages. 

We came back to the scene of The court date is April 29. Like I 
the accident after my date, and said, you don't have to go to 
I explained to my (ex)friend, court if you don't want to, the 
who was drooling and looking at insurance companies will battle 
me with a wild gleam in his eye - - - · it out. But if you don't, the babe 
and murder on his mind, that can plead not guilty and the 
the crack-up wasn't my fault. case can get thrown out of 
The chick that hit us took of like court . 
abullet ; sowhenwecameback "Confidentially," the cop 
to the scene, the Firebird was continued, "I sort of feel sorry 
nowhere in sight. We called the for this chick. Not that I want to 
cops immediately to report the tell you what to do or influence 
Firebird so they could try and . your decision, but I gave her the 
find it. Right after that I called · (j . ticket. She's already driving 
my girlfriend's parents . ('\ o· around on a fine, she was 
(There's nothing worse than the 1..,.- stoned, she was speeding when 
wrath of a father coming after Q we caught her. I don't want to 
the kid who's got his daughter· {,J. ·(\-_ -------~o tell you what to do or anything, 
out until 2 a .m. , and doesn't ,'l but if you testify, her license 
have an idea to her could be taken away." 
whereabouts.) Then I tried to ,. (Sure , sure. What a clown. 
think of an opening line for my "1m' · This babe could have hit us at a 
Mother on the phone without her • •. • ~J...WA ..s IN Tl!~ Wl{tJ/Ja PL~~ f1T Tift /,(/ /?~Na ,, ~~' faster speed at an intersection 
g~ngin~animmedia~sta~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~andkilledall~us;andhefue~ 
shock. Let's see now : thrown open, hitting me in t e mom promp y wen mto The time I fell off the top of a 

"Hi,Mom?ThisisJeff.How's b d tt· g three hysterics . A neighbor finally t k f. ds di sorryforher.) eye row an pu m rue my nen an were on, "So, kid, if you end up going 
everything? .. .Listen, I got in an stitches there. Then my playpen called an ambulance, and , well, did I fall in the nice, soft grass? to court, you might just sit 
accident. ... " No, no. How collapsed, chopping my little I'm still alive.(With my luck it No. I fall on the cold, hard around for four hours, get 
about : finger and putting seven stit- won' t be for long.) . cement and break my leg. Here calluses on your ass, only to 

ches there. Later in childhood, I Actually, an accident-prone I am, sitting on the street, have her J'et off; on the other 
"Hi, Mom? ... What? ... Am I dove into a pool and hit bottom, person leads quite an exciting screaming in pain when one of hand, you can get her screwed." 

O.K.? ... Yeah .. . Where am drivingastoneintomychinand life. Being accident-prone I my friends standing over me I'm glad to see that the law 
I? .. .I'm, uh, sort of at the Police putting seven stitches there. have to: says, "Are you all right?" This enforcement officials in Oak 
Station." .. (The next few words While wrestling around with my Look both ways before bugs me. You've seen it before. Lawn have such good faith in 
she screamed at me were father I got thrown against a crossing a one-way street. Some kid will be hurt, with a our Judicial system. But that 's 
unaudible and un- table, putting seven stitches in Wear flourescent clothes at broken arm maybe, bleeding, another story ... 
printable ) ... . "What hap- my forehead . (Seven seems to night. 
pened? ... Well, I have some good be my lucky number . Never go in an airplane. (The 
news and I have some bad Everything happens to me in plane I would be flying in would 
news .... The bad news? I was in sevens. My first and middle end up being the · subject of 
an accident ... The good name have seven letters in another disaster move, "Air
news? ... Well , nobody's dead. I them; Jeffrey Michael. I was port 1976.") 
should be home in a little born on the seventh day of the Never go hunting. 
while ... Who was driving? <Uh, seventh month of the year . Never go skydiving. (The 
oh .) ... Listen Mom, there 's Seven stitches here , seven parachute wouldn't open.) 
static on the phone, and its stitches there. I have the Etc ... 
getting a little noisy weirdest feeling that I'm going 
here ... Bye!" (Whew!) to die on my birthday in 1977. Being accident-prone does 

While I was at the station, two See, the date of my birthday in have its advantages. The mayor 
hours after the time I told my 1977 will be 7-7-77.) Believe me, of San Francisco would 
parents I'd be home and with I've had other such incidents, probably pay me a couple grand 
visions running through my more stitches, burns, breat.;, to stay out of the city limits. 
mind of my girlfriend's father bruises-but I don't want to bore That earthquake they're ex
coming after me with a baseball you to death. pecting would most likely 
bat and wondering which arm It's funny how some people happen while I was there. 
my Father would break, I react during an emergency. (Maybe another disaster movie, 
thought, "Why me!? " I've found out through ex- "Earthquake 1976? ") I suppose 

You see folks , this incident is perience. Take one of my in- . my whole life could be made 
typical of my accident-prone juries for instance. While on into a disaster movie. 
life. Really ... easter vacation one year, I fell . · Even little kids and dogs hate 

Ever since I was a little kid of~ a f~nce my buddy and I were me, or its just my accident
I've had the curse of being chmbm~: _I fell on a · garden prone curse acting up again. My 
accident-prone. Not that I ~take sticki~g out of the ground, baby brother came running at 
consider myself a clumsy oaf or it went up m~o my leg, and I me, tripped, his head hit my 
anything, though many people started bleedin~ all over the nose and cracked it. My dog got 
might, I just always happen to · place. I cra"".led mto our family in a fight with another dog while 
be in the wrong place at the car, screaming bloody murder I was walking him. In the midst 
wrong time. Anyt~ing that c~ ~nd wondering how long I would · of the fight I stood, trying to pull 
possibly happen m a person s hye after my father looked at the two mutts apart, when my 
lifetime happens to me. No his new, green upholstered car, dog snapped out to bite the other 
kidding. My doctor gave ~p now ~one in psychodelic red. dog. The nearsighted dog bit me 
practice with the rest of his My friend went to tell my mom instead, and believe me, the 
patients to take personal care of what happened: son--of-a-gun really wrapped his 
me. He's sewn me up so often he "Mrs. Jedlicka, Jeff fell off a jaws around my leg. I had quite 
doesn't have time for any other fence--" a few more of those lousy 
patients-I've made him a rich "--So, he's always falling off stitches put in my leg. When I 
man. something." was a kid, I hugged my friends 

My life as an accident-prone "But this time I think he's bloodhound. It didn't exactly 
started off with a bang. When I going to die," replied my friend return the affection, It jumped 
was a baby a car door was who was as white as a sheet. My on top of me and bit me in the · 

shoulder. 

GREAGER KASPER 
FLORIST 

Prom Easter 

Mothers Day 

Coupon 

50¢ off all Boutonnieres 
$1.00 Bracelets 

GREAGER KASPER FLORIST 
93rd & 55th Court 
Oak Lawn, IL. 

Coupon Coupon 
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Skateboards: really rolling 
BY CHERYL BAILEY have believed skateboards 

could make a comeback. But 
REMEMBER THE· DAYS they sure are, and this time the 

when the only way to shake :,rour boom is really rolling. 
hips was with a bright orange Once again, Southern 
Hula-Hoop around them? When California was the launching 
the most popular mode of pad for this latest craze of 
transportation was the pogo 
stick? When everyone played 
with Chinese jump ropes an 
bounced Super Balls over 
houses and Slinkees down 
stairs? 

A tour through any attic or 
garage sale will produce such 
rages of yesteryear that seemed 
to pop out of nowhere and eat 
the hearts out of every young 
American a ll at once . 
Seemingly overnight, our world 
became filled with puka shells, 
yo-yos, mood rings, hot pants, 
and mod watches. But just as 
quickly and mysteriously as 
these fads took hold of the 
popula tion, these crazes 
became passee , leaving 
warehouses full of them and 
entrepreneurs pulling their hair 
out while trying to figure out 
what to do with 1 million Bobby 
Sherman pillowcases. 

Occasionally, much to the 
delight of the inventor and 
promotoer, a fad will become a 
staple and remain in the market 
at top desireability for more 
than a couple of months. Take 

I 

having hard metal or clay 
wheels. But the new boards, 
complete with the softer 
polyurethane wheels, are much 
more stable and versatile. 
Riders can now go right over 
small pebbles and bumps 

d-~ 

the Frisbee, the ~arth Shoe, Riding an imaginary wave, this skateboarder is really flying. 
and the ten-speed bike. All have 
enjoyed continuing growth in < Staff photo by Cheryl Bailey> 
popularity. But these are 3 rare wlieels . Two million without being separated in the 
cases. skateboards already are rolling air from their boards and 

SUPPOSEDLY, EVERY- around the hills out there right prevent smashing a few shins 
THING is better the now, and 2,000 to 5,000 more are on the landing. The smoother 
second time around. Platform being turned out each day. One ride of the new wheel hugs the 
shoes, popular in the '20's, came could easily ignore this West ground and is much quieter, 
back higher and wilder than Coast craze if it was confined to producing a realistic imitation 
ever before in the '70 's . just that area. But it isn't. A to surfing. But skateboards, in 
Backgammon, big in the '30's, is tour throuizh any area sports many ways, held a lot above 
the game to be playing righrt store (such as Goldblatt's and surfboards and the sport of 
now. And the skateboard .... Korvette's) will prove to you surfing. Most obviously, you 

Ten years ago, skateboards just how localized the fad has don't need any waves to 
were the rage in Southern gotten. Venture boasts the skateboard, which is helping to 
California. In 1965, fifty million largest selection of skateboards make it a national pastime, 
of them were sold. Kids were in the vicinity and has their Also, on a skateboard (which 
strapping any kind of wheel to a ample display right inside their can easily travel 50 m.p.h.) you 
piece of flat wood and at- · entrance. The past three times I can actually get somewhere. 
tempting to ride bumps and have been in _there this week, Once at your destination, you 
hills as if it was whitewater. scores of kids have been can carry your skateboard 
The International Skateboard examining the boards, spinning around with you, parking it 
Championships were held to the wheels, and begging their under your seat at the movies or 
sell-out crowds . Skateboard parents for the $15 to $40 dollars booth at McDonald's . To satisfy 
fracture , a term coined by it costs to own one. And your daredevil streak you can 
doctors for shattered elbows yesterday, while backing out of try "pool riding" ~ith your 
and knees, was the malady to · a friend's driveway, I just board. Using an empty built-in 
have. And by January 1966, the missed a 12-~ear-old who_ ~ as swimming pool, the kind where 
skateboard craze was over--- 'crouched as 1f he were ndmg the walls curve up from the 
completely a thing of yes~erday. 1the i~side of a wave and bottom, you can defy gravity by 
Skateboards were sto~ed away traveling a good 25 m.p.h. getting up enough speed and 
to gather dust along with saddle Probably the greatest reason actually riding the vertical 
shoes and Mickey Mouse hats . for the " board boom" has been walls with your body facing 

IF THIS WASN'T America, the invention of the down and horizontally. Or how 
home of the good times and polyurethane wheel. Old about trying to jump a four foot 
Pepsi Generation, I never would skateboards used to be rickety, high bar , momentarily leaving 

According to this yoµng enthusiast, skateboarding is fun- when you bite the dust. 

(Staff plaG&o lty Cheryl Balley) 

your skateboard while in the 
air, and returning to it upon 
landing? Other stunts include 
handstands, 180-degree turns, 
360s and 720s. 

SKATEBOARDING HAS 
RECENTLY drummed up a lot 
of publicity and attention. Four 
movies about skateboarding 
have been made, special T
shirts with top pros' names 
emblazoned on them are selling 
fast, and a magazine · entitled 
SKATEBOARDER is selling 
100,000 copies a month. 

This is the kind of fad only 
America could have. The 30 
million enthuiasts nationwide 
make up a cross section of the 
population, from those who 
were too young to have wit-

after SiiMALS 

nessed the last skateboard era, 
to 18 year olds going back to 
childhood days, to grandparents 
giving it a whirl to keep up with 
their grandchildren. 

Nowadays, people shake their 
hips with faded jeans instead of 
Hula-Hoops and carry around 
their Pet Rocks instead of 
Super Balls. But will the 
skateboard jump out of 
existence like the pogo stick? 
This I doubt, but before I rush 
out and blow 40 bucks on one of 
these things, I think I'll wait a 
few months to see if this fad 
stays. 

After all , my closet is already 
too filled with such past crazes 
as scooters, jai-alai pad
dles, .... etc. 

i 
·. ii I u... \ 11: ,,. 
, - . ii \\ I 

Live it up. . . . \I ,'' J 
\\ ' 

The Prom is YOUR Night 
Pull out all the stops and go . . . go .. . •go. Our 
selection of fonnal fashions by After Six was never 
more up-to-the-minute. never more colorful. Shirts, 
ties, vests-we've got everything you need to go 
and look first class. 

REN T YOU R PROM TUX OR TAILS AT 

[}{) ~ [ro [fl w 11 ~ 
12 CHI CA GOLAN D LOCATIONS 

I C.; T ALONG COTTED ._\NE I 

\{.oO HENRY ' S J'J.oo 
TH IS COUPON IS GOOD FOR S3.00 OFF THE STANDARD RENTAL 

OF ANY FORMAL OUTFIT FOR THE------------

HIGH SCHOOL PROM. OHL Y ONE COUPON HONORED PER STUDENT. 

PLEASE PRESENT WHEN BEING MEASURED. 
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Softball goes 2-0 
April 15, 1976 

***********************************, * • * • 
J Sports Quiz I • • * CUBS CENTENNIAL YEAR • 

* t : This year the Chicago Cubs celebrate their centennial season.it * Here is a quiz of the Cubs first one hundred years : • 

1n premier season 
The girl 's softball teams 

swung into action on April 6 and 
8, winning two in the first 
games of their existence. 

Victorious was the varsity 
squad, defeating Homewood
Flossmoor 14-5 on April 6. and 
Thornridge 9-4 on April 8. The 
Fresh-Soph team was bombed 
in their game with H.F . 21-7, 
while havini? their first. rnn
frontation with Thornridge 
cancelled due to darkness. 

Shaw was Oak Lawn's- first 
winning pitcher, as she went the 
distance (7 innings) , to finish 
with an excellent 3-hit per
formance. Stolen bases played a 
big part in the Spartan's vic
tory, as they swiped eight 
sacks. 

In the season's second game, 
Oak Lawn was behind by a 3-0 
score, but tallied six runs in the 
fifth inning and three more in 
the final frame to defeat 
Thornridge. 

Coach Icenogle was very 
impressed with her clubs' 
performances and said, "the 
other teams thought that we had 
less experience ." This is 
referring to the fact that this is 
Oak Lawn's first season, and 
that the other existing clubs 
might have taken it for granted 
that they were a pushover. "We 
have an all-around team with 
great defense and strong pit
ching," Icenogle commented. 

Coach June Vershaves 18-
player Fresh-Soph team had 

very little success against * • 
Homewood-Flossmoor, losing ..._ . i' 
by a 14 run margin. She em- ; 1. Th~ recor~ for most at bats m one season (666) was set by what• 
phasized that the team is not as * player m 1935 · • 
bad as the score would indicate, * 2. What player in 1929 set club .records for most hits ~n a season t 
Also, she speculated that her * (229), runs scored 056), and battmg average (380)? (Hmt: He was• 
ball club will fin1sh fhe season * an all-star second baseman.) it 
over the .500 mark. : 3. Roger Maris holds the major league record for home runs in a it 

Both of Oak Lawns' teams * single season with 61, but what Cub whacked 56 in 1930? it 
were scheduled to play * 4. In 1972 Billy Williams led the National Le~gue in ba!ting with a ! 
Eisenhower on April 13 and * .333 average, but who was ~he last Cub to wm the batting crown? i' 
Reavis today. Each varsity * 5. What Cub holds the maJor league record for grand slam home i' 
1rnme begins at 4 p.m. with the : runs in one season with five? • 

The pr.oba hie conferen~e * iC 
spots. will go to Ch~1s * 6.In1966whatCubhitsafelyin28straightgames? t 
McElhmny, Dan .Boubel, Mike * 7. What Cub stole 67 bases in 1903? it 
Urb~ncyzk, Brian Bender, * 8. What player has been in the most games for the Cubs - 2,528? • 
Kevm Kayden and Bob Spence. * 9. The last time the Cubs finished first in their league was in 1945 · • 
Other ~pots will be wide open to : but how many pennants have they brought home in all? ' • 
~he highest averages of the ,+ 10. When was the last time the Cubs won the World Series? • 

intramural league. ***********************************• 
Girl's track loses 1st meet 

BY BOB DODGE 

ALTHOUGH THE GIRL'S track team lost 
their first meet to Lincoln-Way, 86 to 42, Head 
Coach Linda McClenahan feels they did an 
excellent job in surprising effort. 

"They (Lincoln-Way) were one of the best 
teams in the conference, and we played very well 
for our first meet," commented McClenahan. 

Of the 16 events, OLCHS did bring home six 
first place finishes . Jane Fox, Cindy Refner, Deb 
Galica and Lauren Kolodziej won the 880 medley 
relay with a time of 2: 11 .3. Kolodziej also won the 
100 yard dash, coming in at 12.9. In the 440 dash, 
Sarah Brooks recorded a time of 1: 12.5 for the 
top honors. Julie Mccarville won the 110 yard 
hurdles with a time of 16.9. The other two firsts 
were Colleen Fenton in the shot put (31'0"), and 
Pam Justice in the high jump (4'11") . 

but this the first year for the OLCHS squad. 
Even if a team receives a poor record in the 

regular season competition, they are still given 
equal chance in the conference playoffs which 
begin May. OLCHS is at this time looking to 
establish themselves in the conference, and to 
institute a strong track team for years to come. 

Last Saturday, the track team met in their 
second meet of the year. Two days ago, they 
faced that Sandburg team that is so highly 
regarded. Whenever a meet is not scheduled, the 
team works hard preparing for the next com
petition. During spring vacation, the cin
derwomen face Shepard on Mon., Apr. 19, and 
Reavis on the 20th. 

Junior Debbie Schmeltzer is practicing her form at shotput for 
the OLCHS girls' track team. 

LINCOLN-WAY IS REGARDED as one of the 
better teams in the conference, perhaps giving 
way only to Carl Sandburg. Both of these schools 
have had girls' track programs in the past years, 

COACH MCCLENAHAN FEELS it is too early 
to pick the standout for the year on the OLCHS 
team. Everyone is working hard, and in many 
cases, are doing better than she had expected. 
"One example is Wiltshire, who took a third at 
the Lincoln-Way meet in the discus, but still 
threw 20 feet better than she had ever done 
before, pointed out McClenahan . 

Soph stickmen lose 
4 of first 5 games 

The sophomore baseball team 
dropped their fourth of five 
games this season to Brother 
Rice on April sixth. 

The lineup for the Brother 
Rice game went like this : Tom 
Augle RF, Carl Stalla LF, Kevin 
Issenegger P , Bill Dahlman 2b, 
Dan Geraghty lb, Chuck Sch
midt CF, Wayne Fwald C, John 
Muldoon 3b, Kevin Capple SS, 
and Mike Woods DH. In the 
third inning the sophs were 
down 2-0, but came back to tie 
with three consecutive doubles 
by Woods, Scott Kalquist and 
Larry Yodelis. In the fourth 
they scored another run on a 
two base error and a feilders 
choice. In the fifth Dan Bagus 
was on first and was brought 
home by another double off the 
bat of Yodelis. The spartans 
tacked on their final two runs in 
the seventh inning when Will 
Nance singled and was tripled 
home by Tom Alger . Alger then 
scored on an error by the 
Brother Rice third baseman. 
Despite playing a good game 
the sophs lost, the game going to 
Brother Rice 7-6, after two 
controversial calls by the 
umpire went their way. 

The sophomores have been 
struggling in their first six non
conference games . After 
beating Marist 2-1, the team has 
lost to Brother Rice, Richards , 
Eisenhower and two games to 
Stagg leaving their record at 1-
5. 

On April 13 OL opens con
ference competition against 
T.F . South. Other conference 
members include Reavis , 
Sandburg, Lincoln-Way and 
Bremen. Reavis and Sandburg 
expect to give OL the strongest 
battle for the conference crown. 

-

* -New cour- 1wtin9 lbout -v.2 -k• 
• 2 .net 4-k cour•• • · 15 to 18 'trs . .old 
• Home pick-up t« ell driving le-,ns 

........ • FrN tiip to station to, permit 

,...... • Auto inairene1 dilCDunt ctrtifica• 

- • "All instru~-~~-~~_:~:-~~ing Clll'tificete:" 

- ;:: I 423 -12121 ···~~ ------

Needed Help To Sell. ..... 

Puke Patsy 
Genuine Hawaiian Puka Shel!-S 

Special Winter Sale 

Special Orders For: 

Bracelets and Earings 

9338 Austin 
Call Anytinte 

After 9 p.m. Best 
599-5646 
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Track gets slow start 
after 7th straight title 
BY DON SIUCHNINSKI 

INEXPERIENCE IS 
TAKING it 's toll on this years 
· varsity track team, and injuries 
are the biggest part of the 
teams' problems . 

With the outdoor season 
already here, many varsity 
members are still out or are 
slowly recovering from injuries 
that were received during the 
last part of the indoor season. 

Head Coach John Lewis has 
pulled up all of the sophomores 
he can, to help remedy the in
jury problem facing the 
varsity squad. The total team 
size including field event men 
stands at 16. Now that the team 
is running outdoors, some of the 
hip and leg injuries should be 
cut down. 

The OLCUS pole-vaulting squad practices their form at a recent 
practice session. Here they just warm up for the tough competition 
they will face this year. 

AL THOUGH THIS SQUAD'S 
morale was at an all time low 
during the winless indoor 
season, they ran into the out
door season last week hopefully 
seeking their seventh con
ference title in a row. 

The varsity track team, 
traveling away for their first 
outdoor meet of the season, lost 
to a very strong Rich Central 
team by a score of 81 to 65. Tennis falls to 2-3 Although the cool weather 
conditions were not perfect to 
run a good track meet, some 
fine performances were turned 
in by the varsity team. Running 
in the two mile were Juniors 
Rich Renz and Tim LaRacque 
running 10 : 16.0 and 10: 18.6 
respectively. 

With their meet record set at 
2-3, the OLCHS Boys Tennis 
Team is trying to. overcome 
their competitors going into 
their meets with, what Coach 
Robert Stoy calls "good spirit." 

The Spartans lost to Rich 
Central , Marist and Tinley Park 
high schools , but were vic
torious over Richards and 
Stagg. 

both of who compete in singles 
competition. So far this year 
they have both won two of their 
matches. Other players who 
have done well are Sophomore 
Ted Gasteyer in second-doubles 
competition and Steve Leyerle 
in first-doubles and first 
singles .. 

"The. team has shown good 

SENIOR MARK CASALINO 
and Junior Ken Kolodzinski 
came through in the sprints 
running 23 .8 and 24 .4 and 
placing in the 220. Again this 
year, like in the past, Asst. 
Coach George Dunn is looking 
at new conference contenders in 
Juniors Ernie Trembley, Mike 
McCormick and Don Kozak in 
shot and discus events . 

Dominating at the Richards 
meet were Varsity Captain Bill 
Lightcap and Bill Puhr in the 
first doubles competition . 
Juniors Dave Ulrich, Larry 
Espinosa and Jim Novy have 
also done an outstanding job so 
far this year . 

spirits ," said Stoy. "This year 
we have only a few experienced 
seniors out for the team." 

Junior Ron Schultz and 
Sophomore Mark Vilchuck are 
the top two players on the team, 

Results of the meet against 
Homewood-Flossmoor were too 
late to make this edition. Today 
at 4:00, the Spartans face 
Thornwood at home and next 
Monday travel to Bremen for 
their first conference meet of 
the 1976 season. 

At the Rich Central meet, 
Trembley and McCormick 
placed in the discus throwing 

Stickman stand at 3-6 
BY DAN PADY 

WITH THEIR RECORD now at 3-6, the 
OLCHS Varsity Stickmen, headed by Coach 
"Skip" Borkowski, are preparing for conference 
competition. 

The Spartans open their 1975-76 season with a 
loss at Richard's home diamond. Then, wit
nessed by their home crowd, the Spartans 
defeated Eisenhower, but it was a gloomy day on 
the following Saturday when Stagg toppled the 
Spartans for both games of a doubleheader, 8-7, 
7-5. The Spartans' losses to Marist, 7-3, Brother 
Rice, 10-6, and Hillcrest, 7-3, totaled five losses in 
a row; but the losing streak was ended when the 
Evergreen Park Mustangs fell victims to the 
Spartans in both games of a double-header 6-5 
and 8-1. 

In the first game of the Spartans-Mustangs 
double-header, the Spartans hit well off the 
Mustangs' pitching staff. They knocked in three 
runs in the first inning, produced four runs in the 
second and ended up with one in the third. The 
Mustangs came up with five runs, but it wasn't 
enough as the Spartans ended the game at 6-5 
with a narrow win. Greg Glomb, who has done 
fine job so far this year, was credited with the 
win, striking out seven Evergreen Park batters , 
Scott Faurie belted a 'homer to dead-center field 
while Mike "Condo" Calandriello knocked one 
the stickmen in the second game of the Spartan-

dominated double-header, in which they clob
bered the Mustangs 8-1. Reilly gave up five hits 
to the Mustangs, let up three walks and threw 
five strikeouts. Junior Steve Dubetz relieved 
Reilly in the last inning in which he struck-out 
two Mustang batters and retired the side in 
order. 

Coach Borkowski has been sticking mostly to 
this lineup, although there are a few spots which 
are being contested; Scott Faurie, first-base; 
Joe "Falcon" Cryan, second-base; Gene 
Richards, shortstop; and Steve Saylor at third
base. The outfield usually consists of Mike 
Calandriello, Dave Kane and Steve Strenk. Tony 
Nicosia took over the catching duties early in the 
season when catcher Andy Pappas left with five 
sti~ches in his leg. 

The Spartans' infield has handled their 
defensive duties well this year.., Their hitting also 
looks good with the top hitters on the team 
consisting mostly of Steve Strenk, Don Hof
fenkamp, Scott Faurie and Mike Calandriello. 

Last Monday the Varsity stickmen battled 
Thornwood, in the "friendly confines" of the 
OLCHS diamond, in their last non-conference 
game. Tuesday the Spartans traveled to Thorn
ton Fractional South, opening the conference 
season. Results of both these games were 
unavailable at the time of this printing. 

Today the Spartan stickmen travel to Re~vis, 
last year's winner of the conference crown. 

138'5" and 126'2" respectively. 
In the shot put Trembly and 

Kozak came away with good 
throws of 53 ' 10 and 49 '31h 
respectively. 

THE SECOND WAS a con
ference meet at home, against 
Lincoln-Way. The Knights are 
one of the toughest teams that 
the varsity squad had to face 
this year in conference but 
OLCHS still defeated them by a 
score of 85 to 61. 

This meet, the weather was 
with the varsity and it showed 
by their performances, In 
sprints Casalino and junior 
Russ Trapp placed one-two in 
the 100-yard dash, running 
times of 10.6 and 10.9. 

The 440, which is known as the 
toughest of all running races, 
especially against Lincoln-Way, 
was won by Junior Jeff 
Sizemore with a time of 53.9. 

LED BY SOPHOMORE 
Bruce Carney , Ed Fabian, 
Junior Mike Green and 
Casalino, OLCHS took the 880 
Relay with a time of 1:37.8. 

Running the 880 were Juniors 
Tim Hanson and Rich Renz who 
placed first and third, running 
exceptional times for this part 
of the season at 2:02.2 and 
2:08.5. 

In the field events taking one
two in the long jump were 
~izemore and Renz jumping 
20'3 and 17'1 1/2 and Junior Marty 
Collins placing first along with 
Carney triple jumping 38'9 and 
35'7 respectively. 

THROWING THE DISCUS 
and placing first was Trembley 
with a throw of 135'7. Taking 
first and second in the shot were 
Kozak, putting a strong throw of 
50'51h , and Trembley throwing 
50'5. 

Hockey Club closes 
season at 21 -4-3 

BY J. R. ERNST 

OAK LAWN'S VARSITY 
Hockey Club ended their season 
with a 21-4-3 record, finishing 
second in their division behind 
Homewood-Flossmoor. 

In tournament play, the team 
placed second, again behind 
Homewood-Flossmoor . The 
team beat Richards 4-3 in the 
first game of the playoffs and 
then trounced on Sandburg 9-2 . 
Their hopes for a championship 
in the Southeast Division were 
extinguished when they were 
edged out by Homewood
Flossmoor by a score of 5-4. 

Oak . Lawn had six players 
named All-Conference this 
year. They were Mike 
Boudreau, Mike Calandriello, 
Bob Kimball , Mark Korosic, Vic 
Korosic and Jeff Pipalla. 

The All-Conference players 
from the Southeast Division 
which includes Oak Lawn, lost 
to the All-Conference players 
from the Southwest Division by 
a score of 6-2. 

The team has a bright outlook 
for next year since they will lose 
only six players because of 
graduation, and they hope to 
have another winning season. 

WANTED 
BY SIMONE 

I 

\il, 
Ci[",__ ,. 

SENIORS 
FOR 

HAWAII 
-12 orv WAIKIKI BEACH 

IN HONOLULU FOR 

DAYS $43900 coMPLETE 
We'll accompany Stagg H.S. Seniors 

JUNE 13-24 
Includes, First Class Hote~ All Air 

and Ground Transfers, In-Flight 

Meals, Insurances, Tips, and more. 

This trip is sponsored by: Mr. Simone 
and C-S Travel, Hickory HiMs 

This trip is not sponsored by Dist. 229 
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Badminton captures 
conference crown 
BY JR ERNS _\' 

FOR THE THIRD straight 
year the OLCHS girl's bad
minton team, ,,oached by Karen 
Dorne, has tabn the conference 
crown. 

The girls ran away with the 
first place trophy in this year's 
meet, held at Carl Sandburg on 
April 8 and 9. 

Round one was played 
Thursday and OLCHS advanced 
everyone except their first 
doubles team of Mary Ellen 
Machala and Judy Vargos,.who 
lost to Reavis by a score of 3-0, 
15-12. 

competition from Thornton by a 
score of 11-0,11-0. 

IN THE FINALS, Vilchuck 
defeated her Sandburg op
ponent by scores of 11-8, 11-1, 
giving her the individual 
championship. In her three 
years at OLCHS, Vilchuck did 
not lose a match. 

Sue Luth was playing third 
singles for OLCHS and in round 
one she defeated Thornton by 
scores of 11-3, 11-1. She faced 
Reavis in round two, where she 
lost her first game by a score of 
5-11, but she came back and ran 
away with the next two games 
by scores of 11-1 , 11-2. 

In the championship, Luth 
faced a Sandburg opponent, 
whom she defeated by scores of 
9-11 , 11-4, 3-2. · 

Gorman defeated their Bloom 
opponents by scores of 15--0, 15-1 
in round one. Round two wasn't 
as easy for them, but they 
defeated Thornton by a score of 
15-3, 15-12. 

IN THE FINALS they split 
the first two games with Sand
burg . They captured the 
championship when they won 
the third game. 

Corrie Boyle and Pam Hinz 
were the conference champions 
at third singles, after they 
defeated Richards in round one 
by scores of 15-1 , 15-4, and T.F. 
South by scores of 15-5, 15-3 in 
round two. In the finals they 
defeated the Sandburg squad. 

· This was the third year that 
the girls have been conference 
champs and th~y have a bright 
outlook for next year with girls 
like Vilchuck and Cuaningham 
returning. 

April 15, 1976 

Athletes of the Issue 

AFTER TAKING THE conference badminton crown for the 
third year in a row, the OLCHS badminton team members have 
been named athletes of the issue. 

After the first round of conference competition on Apr. 8, 
OLCHS advanced six events to the finals . All six of these won in 
the finals on Apr. 9 at Carl Sandburg, giving the team the con
ference crown once again. 

Maureen Burke, Judy Vilchuck, Sue Luth and Karol Gasteyer 
won the top spots in singles competition, and the teams of K.C. 
Cunningham and Jenni Gorman, and Corrie Boyle and Pam Hinz 
were victorious in the second and third doubles finals . Vilchuck 
has not lost a match in three years at OLCHS. 1 

THE OLCUS BADMINTON team has lost only one meet in 
three years, and have established a definite dominance over 
their oppoents. This year they once again took the title quite 
handily. 

The only non-winner in the conference meet was the first 
doubles team of Mary Ellen Machala and Judy Vargos, who lost 
a close match to a tough Reavis team. 

PLAYING FIRST SINGLES 
was Maureen Burke who won 
round one by scores of 11-3, 11-7, 
advancing her to round two, 
where she defeated her Reavis 
opponent by scores of 11-7 and 2-
0. This advanced her to the 
finals, which would be held the 
next day. 

In the finals , Burke defeated 
Richard's first single player by 
a score of 11-5, 11-1 , giving her 
the individual conference 
crown. 

Judy Vilchuck ran all over 
her opponents in rounds one and 
two. First she defeated her 
opponent from Homewood
Flossmoor 11-4, 11-3. and in 
round two she shut out her 

KAROL GASTEYER took the 
conference championship in 
fourth singles. In round one she 
defeated Eisenhower, the 
match going three games. The 
scores were 2-0, 6-11 , 11-3. In 
round two she had a little easier 
time with her opponent from 
Homewood-Flossmoor, . , 
defeating her by a scores of 11-7, 
11-4 . 

In the finals she faced 
Richards and won by scores of 
11-5, 11-8. 

Bowling team captures 
2nd title in 3 yeOrs 

K. C. Cunningham and J-ennil 

OLCUS Senior Karol Gasteyer practicing for her 4th singles 
conference badminton match at Carl Sandburg High School on 
April 9. Karol won her match and the conference title by scores of 
11-5, 11-8. 

BY BOB DODGE 

FIRST PLACE HONORS 
were captured by the bowling 
team of OLCHS on March 18 as 
they clinched first place by 
taking five games from Carl 
Sandburg. 

OLCHS had been tied for first 
with Richard's going into the 
last meet, but Richard's lost 
three games to Luther South. 
All year long the conference 
bowling team was led to vic
tories by Tom Hammersmark, 
who capped off a four-year 
career with a 654 series. 

Ken Libert rolled a 598 series, 
and a high game of 233 . Bob 
Dodge capped off three full 
years of conference bowling 
competition with a 539 series 
and a 211 high game. Ray 
Lanham bowled a 483 as the 
fourth member of the scratch 
team that won all three games. 

FRESHMAN DAN BOUBEL 
led the handicap team with a 531 
series. Vince Taccola came 
through with a 515, and Chris 
McElhinney had a 480. Se1uor 
Dave Hendzel rolled a 468 in his 
final meet as captain of the 
OLCHS -handicap team. 

This marks the second time in 
three years that OLCHS has 
captured the Southest Sur
burban Bowling Conference 
Championship. 

The conference bowling 
-squad for next year looks shaky 
at this time. Hammersmark, 

Dodge, Hendzel are graduating, 
and Taccola won't be at OLCHS. 

APRIL 14 MARKS the last 
day of the intramural bowling 
league. At the time . this copy 
was in, the first place team 
consisted of Bob Dodge, Steve 
Culp, John Hansen, and Brian 
Bender. The banquet for the 
intramural league is on April 28, 

at Holiday Inn. All league 
members will be invited. Her~. 
the league officers for next year 
will be announced, as well as 
giving many awards out for. the 
1975-7fi bowling season. Mr. P . 
J . Gatiala, co-ordinator, is 
looking torward to a strong 
turnout. 
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OLCHS presents 'Up With People' 
OAK LAWN COMMUNITY 

HIGH SCHOOL students will 
have an opportunity to see the 
Up With People concert, free of 
charge, on Wednesday, May 12. 
The live and exciting one hour 
performance will begin at 2 
p.m. in the Spartan Gym. 
School will be dismissed at 1:40 
p.m., in time to allow all in
terested students to attend. 

Up With People is an in
d e pendent , nonprofit, 
educational organization which 
has become known around the 
world through the international 

casts of the Up With People 
show. Within the structure of 
these musical productions, 
produced and staged solely by 
Up With People, the company 
seeks to provide young men and 
women with a unique and ef
fective educational experience. 
Up With People's programs are 
designed to establish through 
their outreach in the U.S. and 
around the world a creative 
framework for communication 
and interaction between people 
of varied backgrounds and 
across all barriers : age, class, 

race, nationality or political 
point of view. 

Five-hundred young men and 
women, 17 to 25 years old, 
currently travel in nine in
ternational casts of Up With 
People. Since its inception in 
1965, 3,500 others nave par
ticipated, and approximately 
1,000 students from the United 
States and abroad apply each 
month. 

Up With People casts are on 
the road twelve months out of 
the year. In the U. S. alone they 
have performed in all 50 states 

and at over 1,500 colleges and 
high schools . Performances 
over the last five years have 
included : Super Bowl X, Miami, 
Florida ; The White House; 
Carnegie Hall and Lincoln 
Center, New York ; The Los 
Angeles Music Center: Olympic 
Theatre, Paris; Royal Albert 
Hall , London; Expo '70, Japan ; 
The Festivals of Spain, 1969 and 
1970 ; as part of the cultural 
program of the 1972 Olympic 
Games, Munich : and countless 
others . Up With People has 
performed in 32 countries on six 

Oak Lawn Community High School 

continents. National television 
appearances have included the 
CBS-TV special - April. 1973 and 
Super Bowl half-lim e en 
tertainment. 

The Press has written of Up 
With People : New York Times
"People, not nations. or 
ideology, are what matter . 
That's an idea worth 
celebrating , and Up With 
People! does it with charm . 
love, and uncomplicated joy : 
The Was hington Post 
"Equality, joy , a nd the 
celebration of life : Denver Post 
" If they handed out an 
Academy Award for cap
tivating audiences, my vote 
would go to the Up With People 
group hands down : La Derniers 
Heure, Brussels, Belgi11m 
"Perhaps in this troubled world 
of ours , they are really the first 
to discover the existence of a 
new and unknown dimension." 

Volume XXIV No. 9 May 7, 1976 

The current 2 week tour of the 
150. member cast of Up With 
People is being sponsored by 
Jewel Food Stores. 

Bl-Cl fair big success 
THE BICENTENNIAL FAIR 

was held Saturday May 1, 
featuring many games and 
other forms of entertainment 
for all those who attended. 
Faculty and students all played 
a part in presenting the fair 
with all proceeds going to our 
Scholarship Fund. 

Some of the games organized 
were A Capitol Idea, 1776 Poker, 
Chicken In Every Pot and Pin 
The Tail on Ben's Kite. There 
was also a game where the 
player tried to match names to 
the pictures of prominent 
Americans. The Social Studies 
Dept. presented a quiz 
dealing with persons 
and places of the Thir
teen Colonies . Among the 
qustions were : "Where was the 
House of Burgesses?" 
" Where is Monticello 
located? " "Was John Hancock 
from Massachusetts? " The 
questions covered well known 
facts , as well as bits of 
Bicentennial trivia . 

"A. capitol Idea" was a game 
in which a team would attempt 
to name every Capitol in one 
minute. A large map was drawn 
of the United States with the 
names of each state lettered in 
the proper place. On a nearby 
table the names of State 
Capitol Cities were on 
separate pieces of paper. The 
player matched city to state 
until he made a mistake. The 
teams could match cities and 
states in any order to achieve 
the highest score but the game 
automatically stopped when a 
team player made an error. 

IT APPEARED THAT one of 
the biggest attractions of the 
Fair was the Cabaret. Because 
of the large numbers of people 
waiting to see the show, an 
extra performance was given, 
making a total of five per
formances . Our Cabaret was 
modeled after the movie 
"Cabaret". Oak Lawn Student 
Cheryl Bailey played the part of 
Emcee . The show featured 
dancing girls , skits , musical 
acts and totaled over eight acts 
in each presentation . The 
audience sat at tables and were 
served pastries and coffee." It 

was a colorful show and it was' ferent types of wire . Many 
obvious there was a lot of work" poeople commented on this 
put 'into it," said Ms. Doris unusual exhibit. 
Gineris a member of the A Student Faculty Art Show 
audience. was on display in the library. 

Two other performances that Many Student pieces were on 
drew spectators were the A display that had been part of the 
Cappella Choir and the Summer ·· Scholastic Art Fair. The show 
Band. The band performed in included paintings , wall 
the Junior Senior Lounge and hangings, sculptures, ceramics 
was conducted by Mr. Ken and photographs. Among the 
Kistner. The audience was able exhibitors were Mr. James 
to purchase refreshments and Horejs, Mr. John Brodemus and 
listen to a wide range of music. Mr. Robert Dominiak. 
The choir presented their show " There was so much to see 
in the little theater for those and enjoy there was not enough 
who wished to attend. time to really take advantage of 

A satire of a popular game all the displays and shows," 
show was presented in also in said Ms. Gineris . There was a 
the Little Theater, Let's Make a county store with a large 
Colonial Deal , Mr. Al Collins number of items, a Handicraft 
was host of the show, and center was feat4red where 
students took part as con- people were allowed to display 
testants . The show was com- their work and Films were 
plete with curtain, prizes, and a shown all through the day. "The 
cameo appearance by Mr. Bill Fair could easily_ spa~ two d~ys 
Hill who was forced off the and one would fmd mterestmg 
stage by a shower of vegetables. things to view." "It was a good 
Many small skits and a series of day," stated a visitor to the fair , 
bicentennial minutes were also and "an enjoyable way to 
featured. ' benefit the Scholarship Fund." 

Let's Make a Colonial Deal host, Al Collins, makes the big deal of 
the day with one or the less conspicuous members or the a ud ience. 

EXHIBITS WERE 
PRESENT, some were on the 
Illinois Prairie, Mr. Donald 
Stone a science teacher at 
O.L.C.H.S. displayed and sold 
many of his pieces of pottery. 
Ms. Peggy Hall , an English 
teacher here, showed some of 
her leather craft, she said she 
had worked with it for about two 

Outward bound courses: 
schools without ceilings 

years and had thought about 
selli ng her leather work . 
However , the length of time 
involved in producing a piece 
kept her from deciding to 
market it. Mr . Ed Mulcrone, a 
resident of Hometown displayed 
his collection of brick and 
barbed wire . Mr. Mulcrone was 
featured in Time Magazine 
some months ago , in an in
teresting story about his ex
tensive wire collection. He said 
that he started his collection 
about five years ago and has 
accumulated over 350 different 
styles of barbed wire . At the 
time he began this hobby he 
said he was looking for 
something unique to collect. He 
is associated with a man who 
has assembled over 1500 dif-

THO USANDS OF 
STUDENTS will he enrolled in 
Outward Bound courses this 
summer. Some students at
tending will receive academic 
credit , some will be on 
scholarships, hut all will be 
seeking a unique eliucational 
experience. 

There are 28 Outward Bound 
schools throughout the world 
and six schools in the United 
States ; the Colorado School 
near Aspen, orth Carolina's 
Table Rock Mountain School in 
the Great Smokies, Minnesota 's 
Canoe School near the Canadian 
border, the Hurricane Island 
School in Maine's Penobscot 
Bay, the Southwest School in 
Santa Fe, ew Mexico and the 

Northwest School in Oregon's 
Cascades. At Dartmouth there 
is an Outward Bound Center 
offering standard courses and 
special leadership programs. 

Students from hundreds of 
different colleges and schools, 
representing most every state 
in the country , will he attending 
an Outward Bound co-ed 
course. " Schools without 
ceilings" or "schools of the 
possible" are names often used 
when referring to OB. 

A PRERE(lUISITE IN at
tending is a person 's genuine 
desire to participate and an 
understanding of the rigorous 
nature of the course . The 
philosophy upon which Outward 
Bound was founded still 

strongly prevails .... " to discon·r 
one's inner resources ... to in!-.t1II 
self-reliance , physical fitness 
and compassion as fundam(•nlal 
va lues." 

The equipment ilnd acliv1t1<·s 
may vary al the diff<'renl (JI\ 
schools - and according to the 
season - hut the core of the 
experience is the same . 

Addition a l information 1,-. 
avai lahlc fro~ the national 
Outward Bound office al lfi~\1 
West Putn am /\v<·nu<· . 
Greenwich, Connecticut Of.8:IO . 

Outward Bound is a non
profit , tax exempt, educational 
organization , and admit~ 
students of any race , color. and 
national or ethnic origin 
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Dumke .indicted 

Powell gives insight 
BY JEFF JEDLICKA AND 'winner. Dr. Powell says he feelb (the Venture store), knowing SPARTANITE: What do you Mr: Bacon: Before 1970, 
BOB DODGE sure that the whole thing was how the zoning was illegally think of Dumke getting in- Dumke had his board for him-

fixed, and gave us his sup- acquired .. .. that is, of co~se, dieted? they did whatever he wanted. 
porting evidence. providing the accusations Mr. Bacon : Dumke's going to Then the Homeowners Party 

VILLAGE, OF OAK Lawn Take into consideration : In a~ainst Mr. Dumke are true. have a hard time getting past came in and he didn't get away 
Board president Fred Dumke the first court, which found SPARTANITE : Why do you thisone. Hemayfinagelhisway witheverythinglikehe\Lc;edto. 
was indicted Thursday, April 29 Powell to be the victor, 19,990 think all of this had to start, if in to keep him in office for the I'm just about fed-up . I've been 
by a Federal Grand Jury on votes were counted. I:Iowev~r, factLjt is true? remainder of the term, but he'll in it six years and I don't think 
charges of mail fraud . Also ' by the last recount, m ~hich Dr. Powell : Mr . Dumke have a tough time getting past' I'll run again. Dumke's a smart 
indicted were Michael O'Malley Dumke was named the wmner, . became power-crazy . Ever this one. Dumke is a smart man, a very smart man. I just 
and Wayne Betka, two 20,029 votes were in the result. since 1969, when he ran unop- man. He can connive his way don't agree with his ethics 
prominent real estate men, and Dr . Powell feels that . the posed. He thought he really had out of trouble. sometimes. 
former village attorney recounts were handled unfairly. it all then. and that's when the Bacon continued: One thing 
Gerhardt Gliege. Here are some comments Dr. alleged corruption started. about Dumke. He's been ac-

Dumke was indicted for Powell offered us in a recent Before that, he was a good man cused of a lot, and there is a Jot 
allegedly gaining $60,000 in a interview: . doing ~ good job. The po~er of talk about him. But he always 
land fraud scheme in exchange SPARTANITE: First of all, That a person gets can change manages to get by in the courts. 
for his tie-breaking vote and what are your feelings about the things around. You kno~. I hate They have been more than fair 

Spartanite: How were your 
feelings toward the voting on 
the zoning of the Venture store? 

influence in the zoning of the close vote tally from the l~st to say it, -but it's not just Oak to him. 
Venture store now up at 95th election, and what do you think Lawn, but the whole damn SPARTANITE: How have 

Mr. Bacon: I feel that Dumke 
connived us into it. He told us it 
was like a Carson Pirie Scott, 
but its just another diacount 
store !" 

and Crawford. re!_l!Y _t_iappen~? , . ~oney system is corrupt. You relations been between Dumke 
The indictment charged that Dr. Powell: Right off, Id hke kids know that. and the board of trustees? 

in 1971 Betka and O'Malley sold to say that I am positively, ~~~~==~.:=....::.:::.:::.=..:__ _ _.;;~-_._---------, 
Dumk~ a parcel of land in absolutely, definitely, 1~ per SPARTANITE: If you are not 
Hickory Hills for $50,000-$33,000 cent sure that the recounting of put in office in this term, will 
less than the price thPv the votes was fixed . There is not you run for_ mayor again? 

originally paid for it Allegedly a doubt in my mind about that. 
Dumke later resold the land Only 1500 of the total votes cast 
with the help of Betka and were recounted, for what 
O'Malley, for $110,000, netting reason I don't know. 
Dumke about $60,000. There are SPARTANITE: Could you 
rumors that the Mayor will be give us your immediate feelings 
asked to step down from office on the recent indictment of 

Dr. Powell : Only if Mr. 
Dumke runs, then I will . If he 
isn't running, then I don't think 
I will either. 

at the next board meeting. Mayor Dumke? 
Defending Dumke will be - Dr. Powell: I just feel sorry The SPARTANITE also 

Attorney Michael Nash, brother for the people of Oak Lawn, who talked to Mr. Harold Bacon, 
of Assistant U.S. Attorney now have to look at Uiat eyesore village trustee for six years : 
Gordon Nash, who brought the h d • k d 
case before a Grand Jury im- c eer squa pie e 
panelled in March to investigate 
suburban corruption. 

Loipersbek, Mary Majewski, 
Sharon Shirmack, Linda 
Kolkowsker, Jan Cesario, Ann 
Mazorka, Sue Mark and Julie 
Mccarville. 

The skills which were judged 
on by both Sophomore and 
Varsity were the crazy jump, 
the spread-eagle jump, the 

NEWS CAPSULE 
The Senior Girls Chorus' Annual Spring Concert entitled 

"Saturday Night at the Movies" will be held Saturday, May 8 at 8 
p.m. in the Little Theatre. It will feature songs made famous ~Y 
films some sung by the entire chorus and others performed m 
skits .' Tickets are $.75 for students and $1.25 for adults . Children 
under 6 years old will be admitted free . 

"Lend a Foot" a walk-a-thon sponsored by the March of Dimes 
will be held May 8. Profits from this annual event will go to 
support the fight against birth defects. 

A car wash will be the project of the HERO club tomorrow, 
May 8. It will be in the parking lot from 9 a .m. to 4 p.m. 

ROTC parents will meet in the Junior - Senior Lounge on May 
10 at 7:30 p.m. 

Student Council campaign week is May 10-14. Election for 
council members will be May J 8. during all lunch periods. 

A Cappella Choir will present its annual Spring concert May 25 
in the Little Theater at 8 p.m. 

The SPARTANITE talked to 
people involved with the mayor 
about the indictment, including 
Edna Busche, the Mayor's 
secretary. She told us the 
mayor was on vacation in 
Florida and could not be 
reached. She could not supply 
us with any information on the 
incident, noting that "Mayor 
Dumke's attorney has warned 
us not to talk with anyone about 
the indictment. As you probably 
know, Mr. Dumke has retained 
Michael Nash to defend his 
case. Mr. Nash is a fine lawyer, 
and Mr. Dumke is one of the 
most outstanding men I know, 
as anyone in this office will 
agree . Remember, an in
dictment is only an accusation, 

OLCUS CHEERLEADERS 
FOR the 1977-78 school year 
were recently choosen from 26 
girls who tried out. The 
Sophomore cheerleaders were 
judged on Tuesday, April 26 
with Varsity tryouts held on the 
following day . They were 
judged by a staff of seven 
people which consisted of 
teachers , this year's Senior 
cheerleaders and other staff 
members from OLCHS. 

Next year ' s Sophomore 
cheerleaders will be; Terry 
Vicker1 Sally ~rillen, Lisa 

round-off and right and left leg The OLCHS Student Service Bureau is sponsoring a roller 
splits . Sophomores also had to skating party on May 27 from 7 -10 p.m. at the Lawn Roller Rink. 
to do the OLCUS school-song Proceeds will go towards sending peer counselors to a con
cheer and an optional cheer ference in Colorado. Tickets are $1.50 and can be purchased in 
given by the judges. Other the Student Service Bureau office, room 229 or at the door. 
Varsity requirements included ~iWl~Q-

Przybela, Mary Quigley and 
Tami Wagner . Varsity 
cheerleaders choosen were : 

a make-up cheer, handspring, ·----------------

Patty Gadjorous , Lori 

standing Russians, Russians off 
the trampoline and the OLCUS 
school-song cheer. 

and the mayor cannot defend IJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII! 
himself until the case comes to 
court. I think it's in July or .-~ 
August. " Miss Busche gave us § 
the phone numbers of the i§ 
trustees and warned us to be = 
open-minded when we talked to -§ 
them , " .. they ' re all § 
Republicans and Mr. Dumke is E 
a known Democrat. = 
• " I state I am innocent. I have § 
been mayor of Oak Lawn for 15 E 
years and never used my § 
position to enrich myself or my § 
family ," said the mayor in a § 
prepared statement ·which § 
appeared in t~e May 2 is.sue of E 
the Suburbanite Economist. = 

Dr. Thomas V. Powell, the § 

Hickory Hills Auto 

Speed and Performance Parts 

New and Rebuilt Parts 
Homeowners Party candidate § ~ 
for Village President in the last § - " -. ---r--..:... · J 
election, was more than willing E~ - --· , Machine Work Done 
to comment on the recent in- = · 
dictment of Dumke. Mr. Powell § 

was very helpful , and tried to ~ Complete line of Ports=== i=_ 
clear up some issues., and give 5 
new insight to the whole story. § 
Dr. Powell was mayor for 312 ~ • • = 

SPRING CLOSE - OUT 

Fully Guaranteed - Fast Delivery 

Over 1000 Titles - Nev Factory Sealed 

Rock-Jazz-Soul-Country-Party 

WRITE FOR FREE CATA.LOO -
Sound Sales Unlimited, Inc. 
P. o. Box 291 
Prospect Heights, Ill. 60070 months after the last election, = 9241 S. Roberts Road Hickory Hills= 

before relinquishing the 5 ~ ~;· 
position to Dumke after the ~ s · !, . -' 
court ruled that Dumke was the 1ii11t11t1111llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllt11mffi ; ~ _:.' -~·----------------
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Class off ice rs elected 
CAMPAIGN DAYS ARE over offices in the Senior Class were 

for the newly elected class filled by Cheryl Kallquist vice 
officers of OLCHS. A total of 33 president , Susan Peters 
students competed for the 12 s e c r e t a r y a n d 
available positions for their Lynn Cherie Koruba treasurer. 
respective classes. Jim Dunning will be the 

Offices in the Senior class Junior Class president for the 
were the most sought after with 1976-77 school year. The vice 
slightly less than 50 per cent of president position went to 
the candidates trying for these · Steve Yukel a n d 
honors . Campaign speeches Denise Salvati was elected 
were given by the presidential treasurer. Mary Lynn Miller 
condidates of the Senior Class who was unopposed is the 
on election day May 3. Junior Class secretary. 
Ken Tsurusaki was elected THE PRESIDENT OF lhe 
Senior Class president. Other Sophomore Class will be 

Seniors graduation 
schedule 
In the last month of school 

there are six dates that deal 
with many senior activities. 

May 22 is the day of the 
Junior-Senior Prom. The Prom 
will be held at the McCormick 
Inn, Chicago. This, besides 
graduation, will be an im
portant date in Seniors' lives. 
There will be no school May 31, 
because of Memorial Day. 

June 2 will be the day that 
seniors will pick up their caps 
and gowns for graduation. The 
caps and gowns will be ' 
distributed in room 129 which is 
the Wrestling Room . Also on 
this date, tickets for com
mencement will be sold. This 
day is also the last for senio~ 
who will be exempt from their 

final exams. In order to be 
exempt from the exams, seri1ors 
must have a " B" average in 
their class and they cannot 
miss more than one day 
throughout the fourth quarter. 
If seniors aren' t exempt from 
exams, they will take them on 
June 3. Rooms and times will be 
made later. June 4 is the day of 
the Senior Breakfast. 

ON JUNE 7, THERE will be 
commencement practice for 
seniors who are graduating at 
10 a .m. Place will be named 
later. Also on this day Honor's 
Night will take place at 7 :30 
p.m. June 8 is the big date 
where the seniors will graduate 
in the Spartan Gym starting at 
7:30 p.m. 

French Club holds overnight 
Members of OLCHS' French 

Club will hold their annual 
"French-In" the week-end of 
May 7th at Palos Camp. 

The group will leave by bus 
Friday after school and travel 
to Palos where they will camp 
for a day and a half full of ac
tivities that involve French. Ms. 
Marilyn Williams, club sponsor, 
will have everyone speaking 
French the entire week-end and 
plans to do this by having a 
" kangaroo court" for those 
members who utter even one 
word of English. "Spys" will be 
stationed throughout the camp 
to bring the offenders to court to 

" punish" them . On Saturday, a 
French meal of several courses 
will be prepared and eaten by 
the group. 

This will be the French Club's 
final major activity of the year, 
after having enjoyed a bike 
hike, French Christmas and 
dinner party, construction of a 
life-sized Kiosk, and presen
tation of an 11-act Cabaret at 
the Bicentennial Fair. New 
members are invited to join 
next year 's French Club and 
should listen to the student 
announcements for further 
details . 

•( . 'I I \~ ' 
I , . 
il il ll 

DRIVING SCHOOL 

499-2422 
15 or older you can start toward your 

drivers license today. 4 week courses, 
insurance discounts and 5chool 
credit available call 499~2422 now 
S406 W. 95th St. Oak La Yffl 

Karen Peters Donna St. George taiio~:,..,. 
and Diane Palumbo who ran 
unopposed will be vice 
president and secretary 
respectively. The position of 
Sophomore Class treasurer 
went to Suzanne ~onzales 

Rose Baker the current 
Junior Class President com
menteq that, "There seems lo 
be a lot of enthusiasm is this 
year 's election with all the 
posters and campaigning that 
has been done. This is an in
dication of a good year ahead ." 

The newly elected Senior Class Officers are, from left : Lynn 
Koruba, Ken Tsurusaki and Cheryl Kallquist . Not pictured is Sue 
Peters. 

Pictured are new Junior Class Officers Jim 
Dunning ( left ) and Steve Yukel. Not shown are 
Denise Salvati and Mary Lynn Miller. 

The class of '79's 111'w officl'rs arl', from left , 
Karl'n l'etl'rs, l>iarw Palumbo and l>onna St. 
(;eorg<•. ot pictured is Suzanne (;onzales. -------------------------~, r-~-~----------- J 
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l 
How does this grah you? l 

Cleated sole. Tough ) 
leather. Padded top. ) 

A lower-than· } 
l 

your-toe heel (to l 
stand you up l 

straighter). Step l 
) 

on a pair. Levi's l 
for Feet. No l 

holds harred. l 
' 

ADIDAS Sport Shoes 

Complete Backpacking 

. Supplies 

' 

Dive & Ski Sports . 

2958 w. 95 _th 
Evergreen Park 425-0822 
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Parking lot Blues 

Lot attendant needs student cooperation 
HY MAHK YOMANTAS 
/\N I> MIKE CLAPPER 

u • 

SINCE THE HIRI NG of Mr . John Glandt, 
parking lot supervisor, at OLCHS theft and 
vandalism has declined in the parking lot. But 
Mr. James Brown, Cirricular Coordinator , has 
been forced to ask the OLCHS students for their 
cooperation with Mr. Glandt if the parking lot is 
to be continued as a service to the students. This 
cooperation is necessary because of the lack of 
respect Mr. Glandt receives . 

Mr. Brown has been forced to present four 
options to the ·tudcnts which are open to him in 
dealing with the parking lot completely. 

1. Closing the parking lot completely ( No law 
says that a parking lot must be provided for 
students or staff by the school). 

2. Having total police patrol of the lot. 
:1. No patrolling of the lot, no parking lot at

tendant and leaving the lot open to vandals and 
theivcs . 

' -
school student ID., and respect shown to him. 
Having parts of your car stolen or vandalized 
cculd be the result of a lack of cooperation with 
Mr. Glandt in the completion of his job. 

Mr. Brown said, "Having one gate closed, cuts 
down on the odds of vandalism and theft. It also 
provides three more parking spaces for the 
students.'' 

With cars being parked the way they are, the 
amount of parking spaces is reduced, because x 
students taking two parking spaces. 

STUDENTS WHO HAVE been backing in, 
have been getting complaints because the 
student parking lot stickers are hard to see from 
that position. 

The practice of scotch-taping the parking lot 
sticker to the rear window has become a problem 
because of switching between various cars . This 
has created a problem in trying to keep security 
in the parking lot. 

4. Leaving the lot the way it is at the present. 
The four options Mr. Brown has , leaves the 

students a choice of walking to school because of 
the lot being closed, being hass led constantly 
because of police patrol or by cooperating wi th 
Mr. Glandt. 

This could be the pa rking lot or the ruture H coopera tion is not at
tained. 

A car found in the lot without a sticker will be 
ticketed the first day with a white of paper, 
giving a warning to the driver of the car that 
sticker action will be taken if caught again. The 
second time a discipline's referal sent down to 
the dean . The third time, the owner of the car 
will receive a parking ticket from the Oak Lawn 
Police Department and-or have the car towed 
away a t the owners expense . ( 'OOl'EHATION WO ULD INCLUDE showing <Starr Photo by Mike Clapper > 

Stolen bicycles hard to recover 
HY : DA N J>Al>Y 

WITII MOHE /\NI) more 
peopl e buyi ng bicycles for 
e xe r cise a nd pl eas ure. 
carelessness seems to take it 's 
toll on the owners. as bicycle 
theft begins to increase as the 
warm wt•a ther approaches. 

Aftt' r a person 's bike has been 
stolen. it a lmost s trains one's 
credulity to think a bout ever 
seeing the bicycle again . Ac
cording to the Oak Lawn Police 
lk partnwnt. there arc r<'ally 
only two things that he lp th<' 
polict• in finding a s to l<'n 
bicyl'le: fi rs t . if the robbery is 
n .•portt•d soon aft<'r it happ<'ns. 
and Sl'l'Ond. if it is known who 
took tlw bik<' or in what 
direl'lion it was travt•ling. 

Serial numbt•rs and ptuThast• 

lnsut ance beef 

I would like to pro\'idc Oak 
Lawn Community High Sl'hool 
parents with an opportunity to 
benpfit from Ill\' n'l'ent ex
pt•riPnn• with thl' stud<'nt lwalth 
insuram·t• . We ,n•rc unfortunat<' 
enough to bt• in a position to 
plan• a daim against this 
policy. whl'n my daughtt'r broke 
lwr anklt• during basketball 
practtl'l' . 

Wl' fillrd out the required 
forms in the school nurses office 
and were told that our 
daught t'r's lllJuries wer(' 
CO\'errd 100 prr cent. We were 
also told that shr ,ras co\'ered 
100 pt'r l'ent for up to one year. 
should any problem arise that 
resulted from the injury . The 
total nwdical bill amounted to 
$26-1 .00 the school's insurances · 
100 per cent came to SI 16.00 
l S9-l .t)(l tor mrctil'al and S:!2 .00 
for rays l . Tht'Y pay 100 per cent 
of whate,·er they decide to pay. 
regardlt'ss of actual cost. 

receipts from the bicycle also 
a id in the recovery of a bicycle 
theft. When a bike is recovered 
and the owner is notified or if 
the whereabouts of the bike are 
known, there must be some 
identifing numbers on the 
bicycle to prove ownership ; of 
course, anyone who stea ls a 
bike and plans to keep it, 
usually files off . the number, 
making it ha rder the the owner 
to identify the bike. 

SOMETIME THE 
HE<'OVEHY of a s tolen bicycle 
ca n be quite complicated. This 
is the way the OLPD and most 
other suburbs handle it : 

WhPn the po lice a rrive on the 
scene of the theft . they im
nw dia tely fi ll out a theft report. 
Thl' officer takes down the 
nanw. address. phone num ber 

The school is absolutely 
l'Orrrct in one aspect of the 
insurance C'O\'erage. They cover 
100 per l'ent of the students 
l'tlrolled at a cost l to the 
parrnts \ of $6 .00 a head. We 
han' a Sl'hool representative. 
l\lr . Ste\'en L<'brecht. who deals 
with a broker. who handJes the 
polil'y through an agent of the 
l'arrirr. Amrrican Youth ln
suranl'e la Field Enterprise 
C'ompany l. 

Now ht>r<' is the interesting 
part. Eal'h St•ptrmber the 
school l'Xtracts its entr\' fee 
lS:!O .t)(l in recent wars l · from 
the parental pockei . We are all 
It'd to bt•Iie,·e I unintentionall\' : l 
that is a flat fee and does "not 
allow a breakdown . This is not 
true'. The insurance co\'erage 
amounts to S6 .00 is not and 
cannot be mandator\' . 

Based upon our experience. 
we strongly urge e,·ery parent 
who has a de quate medical 
insurance co\'erage for their 
children to wit hold the s tudent 
insurance premium port ion. of 
the entry fee . We werP also 

of the owner and then writes the 
description of the bike (iden
tifying marks are very helpful ). 

The theft and description of 
the bicycle are immediately put 
" on the air" to other police 
cars. The information is then 
put on a teletype-machine and 
fed into the Law Enforcement 
Agency Data System computer 
<LEADS) in which all " steals" 
in the state of Illinois are 
recorded on. If the Bicycle turns 
up in another town, the serial 
number is fed into the LEADS 
computer, if the owner's file 
appears , his town 's police 
station is notified and in turn 
they notify the owner . 

OF COURSE, NOT all bikes 
are claimed. These unclaimed 
bikes a re auctioned twice a 
year a t the Cook School in Oak 

I I I 

assured by Mr. Lebrecht that 
ther would be no problem 
entering your child in school. if 
you decide not to purchase 
chool insurance. 
Perhaps they couJd contribute 

th $6.00. or whatever the cost of 
insurance next year. to some 
other charity. 

Joan L. Johnson 

Choir takes 

1st in state 

There has been so much about 
the Youth in Go\'ernment trip 
1not knocking it l . that perhaps 
this has O\'er- hadowed other 
acti\'ities in our school. One 
being the choirs ' participation 
in state com petition . Our 
Acapella Choir is rated fi rst in 
s ta te . l\othing was e\'er men
tioned in the Spartanite. A 
mistake '? 

K..\RL..\ LDiDr.RE:\ 

Lawn. The bike pound usually 
consists of fifty to sixty bicycles 
by the auction time. After a bike 
is found, it has three months to 
be identified. After being in the 
OLPD 's possession for one 
yea.r, the files are dumped from 
the computer and the bike is 
sold at auction. 

" Now that the weather is 
getting warmer, more people 
are riding their bikes to schools, 
pools and stores," said a desk 
operator at the Oak Lawn 
Police Department. " But the 
main reason for thefts is the 

owner's carelessness. Bikes left 
in backyards, open garages or 
car ports are a likely target for 
bicycle thieves." 

Last summer, five or six 
bicycle theft rings, containing 
" professional " bike thieves , 
were broken up around the Cook 
County area. Pr~ can steal a 
bike in a matter of seconds, 
without anyone realizing what 
is happening. Their procedure 
is simple ; 

The thieves drive up in a van, 
or station-wagon, to a bike-rack 

(Continued on page 6) 
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Bob Krause - Junior 
Yes . but it is worth it. For 

s tudents without a job it is a 
pa in to scrape up $70 - $100. 

Lynn Carberry - Sophomore 
No, because it is a n important 

event. It should be this way. 

THE SP ARTANITE 

Sue Novinson - Freshman 
No, because it is the seniors ' 

last year so they should all go 
out and have fun . 

Speak Out 
Do you think too much money is spent on prom? 

Page 5 

Byline 
BY MARK SHEL TON 

'Only' memories 
AS Fi\R i\S memories go, mine probably aren't much to most 

people. To those who've seen Hawaii , and France, and shaken 
hands with President Ford, m y memories probably wouldn't even 
seem memorable, let alone mean ingful . But in a way, they' re 
comparable . They compare in the sense that, whether it was a case 
of meeting your Congressman, or meeting the School Board, 
having dinner at Maxim 's of Paris, or having a coke with Bill Hill , 
they were something special. Now that coke , to me at least, was 
what you 'd call a real memory. When W.C. Hill look time out to 
" have a drink" with me on Senior Cut Day, it said something to 
me, ol in so many words , perhaps, but something just the same. 
And though it remained unspoken, I'd like to believe that the same 
thought was on both our m inds--lhat we didn ' t have too many more 
cokes to go, so to speak, be fore I'd graduate, and some new nut 
would take my place as kite-flyer and coke-drinker . 

It was an odd thought, both somber and pleasant a t the same 
time, a thought that made me reflect (which I hope the retiring 
editor of a high school paper has a right to do ) on the people that 
made my memories, the people that helped make OLCHS what it is 
to me. 

There was Dr. Ben Smith lecturing on neurons and nephrons, and 
Dr. Smith giggling like a schoolboy while dragging in ice for the 
Homecoming punch with another one of the real characters Mr. Joe 
Lynch. He lping those two with anything was a real pleasure, one 

.lack Kell\' - S('nior_ .. _ - Karen Moore - Sophomore Jim Anderson - Senior that stemmed from a small attempt to pay back what they 'd given 
You bl• til' r beli('V(' it. l s guys I don ' t think there is enough Yes. because I think they me in the form of encouragement and praise, and constructive 

)!l't sapp('d into rC'nting a tuxedo spent . shouldn ' t keep it confined to one c riticism and suggestions. mostly extracurricular on their part, all 
that we ha,·(' to give back and a place. Have the dance at one volunteered in the spirit of helping me accomplish what I'd set out 
girl buys a dr('SS that s h<' can place and go out to eat wherever to do . Another " meaningless" memory, Doc Smith and Mr. Lynch 
keep . you want 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-·~~~~~~~~• flip~ng ~e rub~ at e~h ~h~ in the ~m~d~k~u ~ the 
Auditorium . 

School discipline, 
past and present 

BY : TEHHY IIE'.\SO'.\ 

t'll.\'.\( ;Es FOH TIIE next 
sd1ool yl'ar 's disl'ipli n(' cod(' 
;1n· h1•1ng d iSl'USSC'd at 
ll 1H·1pl1nary Commi ttee 
lll t' t' t I ngs Tlwre has l)('('ll a n 
t'Xl't'ptl'd changl' through th(' 
~l'ar~. till' " no d1scipl!n(' co<k" 
trum tlw past to our prPS('nt 
,, nt t1•11 l'Odt• \\'lwtllC'r 11·(' can 
lll' li t•\l• th;it thl' ,, ntten l'OOC' is 
tour our good or not. 1s up to 
rn u. ~o dt'l'1d1• for ,·oursl'lf. but 
it I~ Ill ordt•r for f;llrtl('SS 

! iu r pn •s1•nt d1sc1pl11w n xk 
la 111 ut ,,a~ 1•s tah lish('d 111 1!l7tl 
.11 id d1ang1·~ somt•what from 
\ t•ar tP ,1•a r \Ir .J E 1.,·nch 
i·1·qu1·~t;•d that .1 ,1 r ;tt('ll 
dlll'lllll t'IH ht• l'~tah l! ~twd l'X· 
pl .1111111µ ,, hat d 1sl'!pl111ary 
;1rt 1,111~ a n · to lw takC'n for 
~Pt'l' ll :l' 111fr.1l·t 1i111~ 

lh·111 n · 111 ~ t1m1• lwn · ,1 ;1s no 
,1 n t•n d1~l·1 pl11 ll' l'odl' Thl' 
n ·11 ul.1 r , d1,1t ,I d.1, l'11 11~ 1stt•d ot 
1our :1·,·n vl .1~~ 1wn 11d ~. ;1t !l lll' 
' llll t' !,1 , (!11 11 ll ll tl l .l 4.i Ill till' 
.1 1 ,·r ::nn r: .. \ nd od a, \I t' 
, 111:: pl.1111 .t111 ,ut 11ur l;1 ~· shift 
t'l·: ::1e .1: .'. :.-, .. I i J. ( ·11~ \l ; I~ llll ; 1 

IL ;; pl; rn ., h1~ 1m1· Ttw ll ;il l 
1d, ,:: -., .. , , ru:: r: 111d1 li kt· Ill' .Jr 
ll :11 . ~d11111l , n;· ::11,1 ~ uck nt~ 
. 1.t ·n · , ,·pdrd 't· ,! ::! 11 111ur hall:- . 
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~i l'en by the teacher in charge 
of the hall. The things most 
understandable about this was 
tha t each indil'idual ha ll had its 
own t('acher with his personal 
m('ans of discipline according to 
th<' offences . This so rt of 
disciplin(' was ltkely to be the 
unfairC'st nlC'ans because for an 
off Pnl'l' in one ar<'a. one teacher 
may gi,·<' a stricter. or firmer. 
form of puni s hment . Con 
sistancy was one of the biggest 
probl('m:,; . 

ll1w of the major problems of 
th(' pr('SC'nt cod(' is students 
l'Utting l'lassC's . On the Hall 
st1·:,;t1•m. att('ndancC' office. The 
~~:stl'm was fi}l('d with loop
holC':,; and ways to get around 
th(' punishnlC'nb fur cutting . 
.-\ noth('r :,;ystl' lll ,ms set up and 
pnw('d a httlt• mor(' efficient . 
Toda,· wt• ha ,·<' th(' 18\1 SYstem 
and i1•:,;s t'las:,; p('riods ·which 
sta r ted 111 th(' 1971 and "i2 schoo l 
\'l'ar This was f1nal!Y the wa 1· 
to prt' \'l' rlt cut:,; frori1 s lipping 
throul!h 

\\'1th th<' first discipli ne code. 
l'ounsl'lors r('C('l\'('d slips from 
th(' dl'ans for discipline 
rrf('rral .-\ sta ff ing • con 
f('rt•m·e wa:,; then hC'ld b('tW('('n 
thl' dl'an . sonal ,1orkC' r . par('nts 
and tht• stud('nt 111rn}\·('d This 
c;1u,l'd a probll'm of th<' 
l'OU llSl'l nr~ he111g :,;warm('d with 
,1nrk '.'0,1 th(• dt'an~ apply 
d1~r1 plin t.?._ al't1 o n l'nablrng 
l'nun~t·lors tn fulf1ll thc•1r major 
Joh 111 l'oun~l'l111g s1udt•n1~ 

\f \.IOH l>f~('fl'l.l.'\ .\H Y 
l'HOBI.E\I~ f('Cl' I\ ('d th(' 
ful ll'~ a mount of pun1~hnw nt 
,ul' h a~ t·xtt·rnal and intl•rnal 
u:,p ·n~ 11 it1~ Tbc~l· \ll•re g11·en 

for such things as gambling, 
possession of obscene or por
nographic mater ial. smoking 
off limits , fighting. truancy, 
drinking liquor , theft , 
possession of a dangerous 
weapon. assault and swearing . 

A disciplinary committee is 
set up for r evising the codes 
from vear to year . The com
mittee cons.is t s of ad
ministrators. deans. teachers 
and s tudent s . At the time when 
the committee was first 
organized. parents were also on 
the committee ince 1972 the 
parents ha\'e been excluded 
from the committee. 

This year th ere is one major 
change for the next year's code. 
This change will be in the 
di ciplinary action taken for 
cu tt ing classes . In the past. one 
cut per class is gotten away 
with only a parent -student 
notifi ca tion . According to the 
committee. a student will be 
allowed three c ut s and only 
three per semester . no matter 
which classes the\''re in . The 
cut will then be. on a cum
mulati ,·e basis . if the Board of 
Education passes it to be ac
cC'pted as next year·s code . 

.\ ('0'1:\IITTEE :\IEETl'.\G 
was held on . .\pril 28 1976. The 
nwctmg was attended by six 
p<'ople . three s tudent s a nd three 
nwmbC'rs of the administration . 
Thl'Y discu sed what chan ges 
had b('en fo rmerly agreed on 
but a ,·ot<' could not be taken fo r 
lal'k of a qoarum . With o,·er 
t,1 l'nt Y·f11·<' lll('mbers on!I' six 
~hOWl'd Up . 

THAT REM INDS ME of the time that the other Doctor at 
OLCHS, Assistant Superintendent Paul Davies was the subject of 
some good-natured ribbing about his " excessive student affection" 
memo. It really stirred me to see the usually stern, always 
reserved Dr. Davies gleefully exchanging comments with faculty 
members and autographing February copies of the SPARTANITE, 
where Cheryl Bailey immortalized those "Five minutes to live by." 
The view of the man that I once thought to be the toughest nut to 
crack in the administration laughing and joking and looking more 
relaxed that I'd ever seen him joined iny memories and really 
made the day worthwhile . 

It wasn't the only worthwhile memory that the administration 
supplied me with , though, Possibly the highlight of all my contacts 
with the OLCHS Administration took place in Director of Finance 
Steven LeBrecht's office. Worthless to most, I suppose would be his 
apology to me for his passing comment to a teacher that a quote of 
his printed on the SPARTANITE wasn ' t really fairly represented. 
Quite concerned about this when I got wind of it , I went to his office 
full of apologies and remorse at having been responsible for of
fending the man who has without a doubt been the staff member 
most sympathetic to the SPARTANITE that I could remember, 
a nd he apologized to me, for not coming to me first with his com
ments . It took a big man with a beautiful set of priorities to do some 
thing like that. and there was not doubt that LeBrecht was a man to 
be admired .. and the occasion one to be remembered. 

Alas, though, no list of memories would be complete without 
some bad ones. I guess, and a few have worked their way in. Most 
prevelent was the heated debate and endless bickering over the 
graduation gowns that almost irreparably split the Senior Class . 
That was a funny situation for all of us , being in the spotlight a 
little . pointing out our mistakes for everyone to see. We all made 
mista kes this year, though , some through inadequate planning, 
some through poor communication, and all, at least as I'll 
remember them. excusable, because we learned from them. And 
though its quite possible some feelings were hurt, and some people 
! including myself) were occasionally upset about the way that this 
was done. or that was handled, I'd be hard-pressed to find a better 
place. with more interested involved people than we have now. 
Examples that show the good outweighed the bad aren 't hard to 
find . 

\\':\T('lll'.\G . .\ CRI'.\GI'.\G Mike Sopko give blood left me with 
good feelings for a long time. as did seeing Angie Hilton back 
keeping a n eye on things . The spotless cafeteria is a credit to a lot of 
people too . and the compari sons of it "then and now " occupies a 
little bi t of my memory . 

Hill in his uperman cos tume . Brad Smith getting it in the face 
with creme pie . :\Ir . l\la rkel' s executive session speeches , as well 
as the rest of his ,·erbal inspiration to the Board. Mr. Lynch stan
ding in Barb chulthie · garage at midnight, eating pizza and 
making flowe rs for the Homecoming float. Ron Vahl being asked to 
mo,·e the weight machines . l\lr . Hess gleefully promising to catch 
the Easter Bunny. Lil' Nash and the Ramblers. My " memory list" 
could go on fore,·er . but unfortunately. my space is running out in 
this . my last issue of the SP .-\RT.-\'.\ITE . A month from tomorrow. 
I'll gradua te . a nd they 'll be few new memories about OLCHS. 
But . luckily for me. J'ye got enough to last a lifetime. 
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A letter from the President Frightening 
World of TV 

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE CLASS OF '77' 

A PHILOSOPHER ONCE said that, "If you stand still 
to look back at time, it will probably pass you by." 

With that in mind, I'd like to take a 6rief look at this 
past year and give you some idea of what is in store 
for you. 

THE GOOD AND bad feelings have fused together 
and become feelings that maybe we have learned 
something from this year . I know I have. 

This year we've seen a lot of changes, some bad, but 
many good. I personally have learned a tremendous 
amount about people and human behavior in general. 
I've seen people, who were once my closest friends 
become my sharpest critics. Why? I don't know. I 
know that as president I've made mistakes and I'm 
sure next year's president will too. But that's because 
we're human. This has been a year I wouldn't have 
lived any other way except the way I have. 

l'VE LEARNED THAT people easily can forget 
about themselves and work for others. Some excellent 
examples of this are the summer dance, blood drive 
and reopening of the breakfast program. These are 
some of the most vivid memories althought there 
certainly are others. 

The person who is elected president will hopefully 
continue some of the traditions we have started this 
year. This letter is one example. 

If by working together we can create a better 
society, then why don't more students get involved? 
Next year is the senior year for the class of '77. I urge 
all of you to get working, even if you aren't an officer 
or board member. 

TELL YOUR LEADERS what you want from the 
very beginning, so that you'll avoid problems like the 
cap and gown issue from arising. That's one thing I 
wouldn't like to relive again. 

With good leaders and seniors who voice their 
opinions, things like that can be avoided. 

Time is said to be the best healer and I hope it is, 
because I know a lot of feelings have been hurt over 
some issues this year. We did what we thought would 
be best for all. 

FINALLY l'D LIKE to thank some of the people 
who have made this year really terrific for me and for 
many others. 

First I'd like to thank Mr. Markel and Mr. Hill. 
They are two of the finest people I have worked with. 
They may not always agree with each other, but they 
are together in the fact they are behind what is best 
for the students. 

A big thank you also goes to the officers and 
members of the SCAB. I have never seen a group who 
could solve so many problems with so little thanks or 
gratitude, and continue to go on no matter how tough 
it got. . 

Although he has since retired, Mr. Joe Lynch was 
one of the greatest inspirations any leader could have. 
Often times he was here from early in the morning till 
midnight to work on projects which were of benefit to 
the students. He was never prone to getting_ excited 
over things that upset others. He was always calm 
about most matters and you knew that he thought that 
everything would turn out for the best. 

I can still remember what he told me the day I was 
elected. He said that if I stayed with it, no matter how 
rough it got, that I could look back and say that I 
really had accomplished something. His advice has 
held true. 

DR. BEN SMITH was also there whenever he was 
needed. I've spent many hours in his office discussing 
problems we were facing. Those meetings often 
cleared my mind. Doc made me see the other side to 
many things which I wouldn't have seen on my own. 
He greatly influenced me with his honest and 
thoughtfulness and I thank him for being there· when 
we needed him. 

So good luck on what should be a very special year 
for all of you. Make use of your advisors, teachers, 
and administrators. ,hey will be beside you all the 
way. 

GOOD LUCK! 

Sincerely, 
TIM PURPURA 

PRESIDENT, CLASS OF '76' 

BY: DAN SOBCZAK 

A recent study was presented 
in the April edition of 
"Psychology Today" in which a 
top television research team 
reported that by mobilizing 
fear , the medium has replaced 
the Church as the toughest 
means of social control. 

After four years of conducting 
surveys with TV viewers , the 
viewers who watched 4 or more 
hours were more likely to see 
the world aspects differently 
than they exist in the real world. 

One question in the survey 
was, "About what percent of 
Americans who have jobs are 
either professionals or 
managers - like doctors, 
lawyers, teachers, proprietors, 
or other executives?" Heavy 
viewers were 36 percent more 
likely to overestimate the 
figure. 

This is one example that 
shows that TV affects 
Americans view of the world 
On TV we have more people 
playing the roles of executives, 
doctors, or lawyers than lower 
job standings. This influenced 
the viewers to think the work 
force contains more executive 
workers because of the amount 
they see on television. 

Violence also takes a big role 
in prime-time television. More 
than half of all characters on 
prime-time television are in
volved in some sort of violence. 
The forces of Jaw and order 
must dominate this violence 
and it does on television. 

The only big factor that 
seemed to affect the responses 
was the viewer's age. Under 30 
years of age a viewer's 
response showed to be more 
influenced by TV. Over 30 years 
of age were less influenced. 

The reason for this seems to 
be that viewers under 30 years 
of age have lived with television 
during the developing ages of 
their life . Over 30 haven't been 
brought up on television as were 
the under 30. Stolen bicycles (Continued from page 4) Whatever the reasoning or 
excuses for how largely TV is 
influencing Americans, we as 
Americans must realize that TV 
does not portray the real world 
to its full extent. Also violence 
on TV is scaring our citizens 
into believing that the world is 
more dangerous than it really is 
and something should be done to 
end this. 

in a shopping-center, very 
easily snip the lock with a "bull 
cutter" (which can cut just 
about any lock made !) and load 
the bike into the van. 

ONE OF THE PROBLEMS 
at OLCHS concerning bicycle 
thefts is that many students 

insist on locking their bikes in 
places other than the bike-racks 
furnished by the school for 
student use. "When bicycles are 
locked in places other than the 
bike-racks, it is more probably 
that the bike can be stolen," 
said Mr. Wiltshire " If the bikes 

are locked up on the racks they 
are much safer because they 
can be easily seen." 

It is a very wise decision to 
have a friend stay with the 
bicycles when visiting a store. 
It only takes a matter of 
seconds for the bike to be 

stolen; then the owner must go 
through the steps of recovery 
which can be unsuccessful . 

we.LL··' 
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NEXT: /IN INTRODUCTION TO TIIE/AOST 
STARTLING OF ALL CHARACTERS. ', fQ\ 
HE ROArY\S THE HALLS OF \//~ 
OAK LAWN/ THE GREEN AND 
WHITE. GARBED HERO /S 
1/CTUALLY A TEACHEI< HERE. 
w~o /5 HE? Sc:AR?E.LLI? 
STONE? DUNCAN? kELl-Y? 
ELLIOT? COLLINS? 
WHO KNOWS1 WHO CARE s? 
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Prom over the years 
MAY 18, 1962 - The annual 

Junior-Senior Prom will be held 
on Friday, May 25, at the 
Shoreland Hotel , 155th Street at 
the Lake in Chicago. Couples 
will dance to the music of Dick 
Carlton 's Band from 9-12 p.m. 
The tickets will soon be on sale 
for $5 per couple. 

MAY Z'l, 1963 - Tonight in the 
Chicago Room of the Mc
Cormick, the Junior-Senior 
Prom will take place with the 
title of Carnival Under the 
Stars . Students from OLCHS 
will be arriving at 8 p.m. and 
dance until 11 p.m. to the music 
of Ralph Burger and his band. 

MAY 14, 1969 - Many OLCHS 
females may be absent May Z'l 
to make their beauty shop trip 
for thie year 's Junior-Senior 
Prom, and making last minute 
touches on their garters . Prom 
will be held at the Willowbrook 
Ballroom <Willow Springs) with 
the theme of "Over the Rain
bow." 

Alan Ladd and his orchestra 

and Don Caron and his Combo 
will provide musical strains for 
the evening, from 8:30 - 11 :30 
p.m. Supt. B.E. Wetzal has 
granted all students the next 
day off for the "promsters" to 
bask in the sun at the dunes or to 
have a jolly picnic in the park. 

MAY 22, 1976 - For the first 
time in the history of OLCHS, 
the annual Junior-Senior Prom . 
will be a dinner-dance spon
sored by the junior class. 

This year, couples will be able 
to dance, viewing the lakefront, 
at the beautiful McCormick Inn 
on 23rd and the Lake, across the 
street from McCormick Place. 
Music to entertain the couples 
will be played by JUSTICE and 
another trio will play. 

This year's dance will begin 
at 8 p.m. with dinner served at 
8:30 p.m. The dance will then 
conclude for another year at 1 
a.m. only to catch a few hours 
sleep before the following day of 
picnics and fun. 

lm_ages: 
.... 

, 

Mary Horn 

America awoke and said "Come." 
The people came. 
Strong of will and strong of heart. 
they moved gradually, steadily across the land. 
Aml'rica watched her people grow. 
like so many roots 
striving to keep her firmly planted 
as a monuml'nt to independence 
and a nation above all others. 

Anll'rica listened to her people. 
our ancestors. 
building and settling. 
She listenl'd to them cry for new freedoms 
new peace and new opportunities ; 
for new life. 
And Aml'rica provided. 
She provided the ideal for success 
which feeds the people's souls. 

Wt' . the youth of America. 
stand at the threshhold of her proud smile. 
We. too. feed upon America's ideals. 
looking out through her eager eyes 
at the promise of two hundred shining birthday candles 
which light a path into the future . 
We are confident: we are the new roots . 
And we are America . Amenca . 

THE SPARTANITE 

Go fly 
BY RENE SUCH 

a kite 
along. A kite can be made at 
home from paper and some 
light wooden sticks, but it might 
be easier just to buy one. A 
sturdy plastic kite (with in
structions) can be bought for 

Another beautiful day, and 
you're stuck in school. You're 
dying to be outside . ..in the sun
shine, so you try to make plans 
for a softball game after school. 
"Sorry, I'm piled with 
homework," half your friends 
say, while the other half inform 
you that they have already 
made plans. So there you are, 
with a severe case of spring 
fever and nothing to do. The 
solution? Go fly a kite! 

· about 48 cents. 

One person can easily &Jy a 
kite, but if you can scra()E up at 
least one friend, bring him 

The easiest type of kite to fly 
is the Eddy kite, which is 
diamond shaped. After you 
have mastered the Eddy kite, 
you may want to try some thing 
a bit more challenging, such as 
the box kite, the triangular box 
kite, the parawing kite or the 
decorative bird kite. 

Kites can be flown just about 
anywhere; a treeless hilltop, a 

Flowers for your Prom or Wedding 
Artistically designed with you in mind 

Floral Designs by GLORIA 598-1731 

Gloria DeSanto 

8244 W. 95th ST. 

Hickory Hills, Ill. 60457 
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broad beach, a flat prairie, your 
yard , a tennis court, a 
playground, or even the roof of 
a building, If you decide to fly 
your kite on a beach, be sure 
there is an off-shore breeze, to 
avoid being pulled into the 
water. Also if and when your 
kite falls (nobody's perfect) it 
will be much easier to retreive 
it on solid ground. 

Don't be discouraged if your 
first kite-flying expedition is a 
bit of a failure . Keep in mind 
that the Egyptians flew kites 
over 2,500 years ago, and if they 
can do it--you can tool 

•************************************************* • • • * • • • • 
i Hubert i 
i offers a i . h I . . i e ping i 
i hand to ! • • i Mew Grads i 
• Hubert knows how tough it is to make the • 
: transition from being a student to being an : 
• active member in the working world . But • 
• Hubert, with his very human heart, stands • 
• ready to help the new h igh school grad! If you can TYPE , take !f-
: SHORTHAND, or have BOOKKEEPING , ACCOUNTING or DATA it-
• PROCESSING skills and are a~x ious for a meaningful, rewarding : 
,,tE career . .. then Hubert would like to meet you! • 

• * 
• At the Harris Bank, we offer career training programs !econd to '* 
: none ... and a supportive, achievement-or iented atmosphere· that : 
• encourages you to grow professionally . Plus excellent salaries and an it, 
• exciting fringe benefit program that includes hospitalization, profit sharing, • 
: paid vacation and holidays, and a convenient Loop location . : 

: Additional pluses are a Free Checking Account and Low Cost Cafeteria. : 

• * • Call for an appointment to discuss your future . (Remember, Hubert it-
: promised to help and his word is as good as gold!) · : 

• 1 * • 461-764 * 
: i~HARRIS : 
t ~, J: BANK 111 W. Monroe Street Chicago, Illinois : : II '- An Equal Opportunity Employer • 

• • • • • • * . : • . * • * ·········•**************************************** 
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A picturesque situation 
BY TOM BROUILLETTE 

Over Easter vacation I 
bought a new camera. It 's 
really not new, though ; it's a 30-
year-old Speed Graphic 21/4XJ l/4 
press camera . 

Anyway, I bought it so I could 
get finer detail in landscape and 
closeup photos, but I never got 
the chance to try it until Sun
day, when it started to clear up 
and one could get a glimpse of 
the setting sun . That evening J 
went out to Pulaski Woods tc 
take some pictures. 

I was in a big hurry to get out 
there because the sun was 
setti ng and ever y pass ing 
minute lost a lot of good pic
tures. 

When I finall y stopped at the 
stop sign in front of Bullfrog 
Lake, all I could think of was 
gett ing out to the woods before I 
missed the sunset completely. I 
got to the s ign a t the bottom of 
the hill and did a half-second 
stop-and-go and kept moving 
with the momentum onto 
Pulaski without really thinking 
about it. 

The next thing I knew there 
were two ranger cars behind 
me, the first of which was 
signaling me to pull over. 

I stopped just inside the en
trance to the woods and got out 
of the car. Meanwhile, the first 
ranger got out of his car and 
stood scrutinizing me and my 
car. as if deciding which to 
search first. 

"Why didn 't you stop com
pletely al the lop sign back 
there?" he quizzed me. Then, 
without giving me a chance to 

Two days later the cfouds built up again to give me another chance 
to take this picture. 

answer he , said " Let me see 
your driver 's license, please." 

I was dumbfounded. I 
couldn 't think of which sign he'd 
meant, because I'd thought I'd 
stopped enough at both of them, 
Just then I remembered I 
hadn't brought my license with 
me because I'd thought that I'd 
be right back and wouldn 't need 
it. 

When I told him that, he 
countered by demanding $25, 
but I didn't have that either. 

Then he went back and talked it 
over with the other ranger and · 
they decided to take me to the 
Palos police station and let me 
sit for a while. 

After they settled that they 
got into an argument over 
whether I could drive without a 
license, so I went back to my 
car and turned off the lights. 
When I came back, one of the 
rangers was leaving and the 
other came and told me about 
their new decision. 

" I'm going to call in to see if 
you have a yalid driver's 
license," he said, "and if you 
do , I'll let you go." 

"But if you don't," he con
tinued, "I'll throw the book at 
you." 

As soon as I heard him say 
that I quit worrying about a 
ticket and started worrying 
about getting a picture. I gave 
him my name and birth date. 

Just then a carload of kids 
drove up and stopped when they 

saw the ranger. They rolled 
down the window and asked if 
the woods were open, and then 
their car died. 

After a few tries at starting it 
they decided they were out of 
gas. They just sat there, looking 
at the ranger and then arguing. 
The front passenger just sat 
there shaking his head, and 
finally he motioned me over. 

"We ran out of gas," he said. 
"Do you think you could give 
one of us a lift to get some?" 

"Sure," I said, " just let me 
get rid of this jerk." We began 
to talk about why he'd stopped 
me, and everyone loudly agreed 
that the ranger was a real jerk. 

"Sir, would you come over 
here and stand by the car?" 
said the ranger in a irritated 
voice. 

When I walked over there, he 
asked, "What did they want?" 
When I told him I was going to 
give them a lift because the~ 
ran out of gas, he said tp me 
"Let them get their own -
ing gas, anybody who runs out 
of gas is stupid ! Right? " 

"Sure." I agreed, because by 
then I just wanted to get rid of 
him. 

When he finally left, the sun 
had been down for five minutes 
and all hopes for pictures were 
gone, so I went under the 
pavillion with the guys who 
ran out of gas, and we lit a fire. 

While we were under the 
pavillion, that same ranger 
stopped three other people for 
reasons I couldn't figure out. 
Maybe he was trying to meet his 
ticket quota for the week. 

Turn off with biofeedback WANTED 
BY SIMONE BY TIM PURPURA 

Imagine yourself in a 
crowded, stuffy classroom 
taking your semester final in 
trigonometry or physics. 

You 're tense. nervous and 
frustrated, so you turn off your 
mind , reduce your tension. 
lower your temperature and gel 
rid of your headache without 
even leaving your seat ! 

Sound impossible? Ten years 
ago it may have been but a 
new scientific research area 
called biofeedback is making 
these kind of results possible. 

Biofeedback is aimed a t 
controlling involuntary func
tions of the body and mind. If it 
really works. many people will 
be able to control things such as 
high blood pressure. headaches. 
ulcers. l'tc . 

Hl'Sl'arch in the field has been 
going on for between 10 and 12 
years and it was first studied at 
some of the largest research 
centers in the countrv. like the 
University of Colorado. the 
Menniger Foundation in 
Kansas, and the prestigious 
Harvard School of l\leoicine. 

Biolfeedback has many 
different functions and 
techniques. l\luscle tension. for 
example. is treated in coor
dination with an elec-

tromyograph <EMG ) which had 
previously been used for muscle 
physiology research. It am
plifies electrical impulses 
caused by muscle beneath 
electrodes in different areas of 
the body·. 

After feedback to the patient 
is noted through use of lights or 
sounds, bright lights and sharp 
noises for increased tension , 
dim lights and soft noises for the 
more relaxed states of com
posure. 

After working periodically 
with the machine for a few 
months at bi-weekly intervals, 
the patient becomes in
dependent of the machine and 
begins to be able to rela-x on his 
own. 

The more scientific term for 
what the patients are doing if 
that they are producing alpha 
waves. 

Alpha waves are charac
teristics of relaxation. ( Beta 
waves are signs of excitement. 
delta with deep sleep. theta 
usually with dreaming. l 

l\lan·y research centers have 
reported uncovering un
conscious information from the 
patients during periods of deep 
relaxation. a possible aid to 
students in the future is a 
realistic possibility in these 
findings . 

Alpha feedback has , un
fortunately, given way to a lot of 
commercial gimmicking since 
they are mot easily detected of 
all brain waves. Some com
panies advertise devices that 
are said to, "Help you relax as 
you never have relaxed." These 
machines, which can cost up
wars of $195, in reality only 
read scalp and head vibrations. 
A true <EMG ) machine and 
equipment would probably run 
ar-0und $1990 for a true setup. 

Biofeedback is no game and 
must be used for long periods of 
time for true results to be 
present. 

These few facts are some of 
the basics for the biofeedback. 
The explanations is a bit over 
simplified while the field is 
expanding more and more 
everyday. 

One questions has definitely 
been resolved. We can find 
ways in which to control our 
bodies and protect us from 
some of the hazards of life in 
modern society. 

SENIORS 
FOR 

HAWAII 
12 OIV WAIKIKI BEACH 

IN HONOLULU FOR 

DAYS $439°0 coMPLETE 
We'll accompany Stagg U.S. Seniors 

JUNE 13-24 
lnclud~ First Class Hotei All Air 

and Ground Transfers, In-Flight 

Meals, Insuran~ Tips, and more. 

This trip is sponsored by: Mr. Simone 
and C-S Travel, Hickory HiNs 

This trip is not sponsored by Dist. 229 
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Teachers tell of prom 'fun' 
BY CHERYL BAILEY 

PROM NIGHT is certainly 
one of the most special nights in 
high school. Guys in tuxes, girls 
in beautiful dresses, and the 
dinner-dance followed by 
sleepless hours of partying and 
sunning at the dunes will be the 
crowining point for hundreds of 
seniors at OLCHS. Girls have 
dreamed about prom since 
Barbie doll days, and with 
prices what they are, guys have 
been saving their money for 
almost that -long! Memories 
that last a lifetime are created 
that night , as twenty-five 
OLCHS teachers that were 
asked what they remembered 
most about their senior prom 
will attest to. Although several 
claimed that what really 
happened to them on prom night 
would cause them to lose their 
job if printed, all the teachers 
were cooperative and had a 
smile on their face and a dazed 
look in their eyes as they 
remembered that night so long 
ago ... 

Ms. Williams: The guy I went 
with was very short- he came 
up to my armpits- and I have to 
wear flats and walk with my 
knees bent the entire night! I 
wore a hoop skirt and I had to 
keep remembering to pick it up 
and down whenever I sat down. 
It was very hard to get in the 
back seat of a car ... 

After the prom we went to 
MISTER KELLEY'S and saw 
Shelley Berman and I 
remember being very em
barrassed about the dirty jokes 
that were told. 

must have been one of the most 
beautiful girls I ever dated. 
While out in the forest preserves 
we were about to start necking 
when the guy we were doubling 
with turned around and said, 
"John, that's the nicest stuff I 
ever saw you with ." She im
mediately clammed up and only 
would give grunts and nods of 
her head to any attempt at 
conversation for the rest of the 
night. 

Mrs. Clauter : We didn 't 
really have a senior prom 
because it was during the 
depression and we couldn't 
afford it. After graduation tho 
we had a dance at the country 
club and then we drove to Green 
Bay which was 40 miles away 
(that was far) and I came in at 
5:30 in the morning. My dad 
didn't speak to me for a week. 

Mr. Maloney 

phone calls, I got another date. 
On the way to pick up the girls, 
by buddy and I were riding in 
the car that went by us splashed 
us both really bad with muddy 
water on our white jackets . We 
had to run out and get two new 
jackets and luckily they had one 
that fit! 

night. 
Ms. Leable : I went with 

theguy who was the chairman of 
the prom and all night long he 
was running around making 
sure that things were going 
smoothly instead of being with 

·me. My parents were 
chaperoning the prom so most 

..... 
Mr. Hill 

Mr. Hill : It was the first time 
I really had the car all to 
myself and could drive a 
considerable distance. My dad 

of the time I was hanging 
around with them. 

gave my strict orders to have it 
home in good condition. On the Mrs. Watland : I never went to 
way to the prom I got lost and a prom in high school, but I've 

transportation so my older 
brother ( 5 years ) had to drive 
us . To have your older brother 
as chauffeur on any occasion is 
a real damper ... 

The formal I went to when I 
was a freshman I went with a 
real dog. She had had a crush on 
me for a long time. Her dress 
was supposed to be floor length 
and it only came to her ankles. 
She wanted a picture of me so I 
sold her a crummy snap shot for 
a quarter! 

Mr. Wright : It was kind of a 
waste, but I felt I would miss 
something big if I didn't go. 
< "This is ridiculous !" )They 
just had a banquet for us since 
dancing was frowned upon(this 
was Luther South H.S.) and 
after eating we saw a magician 
and puppet show. I was a cool 
dude then (as I am now ), and I 
wore a white dinner jacket and 
black pants and she wore some 
clothes but I can't remember 
what. I do remember her blue 
garter , tho. 

Senior "L", who wishes lo 
remain anonymous : I got my 
tuxedo shirt all dirty because 
someone's car wouldn 't star t 
and I leaned into the engine 
trying to fix it. 

Ms. Siddiq : We had taken a 
lot of pictures and later we 
found out there wasn't any film 
in the camera . 

Mark Shelton, Editor of the 
SPARTANITE, and winner of 
the "Always-has-to-stick-his
t wo-bi ts-in-award" : Pretty 
nondescript. Just like any other 
dance. began to get nervous when a been to 7 OLCHS proms. I 

drunk started to follow me. We reme~ber looking frantically . 
had a chase for an hour. I got to for pins for this one heavy-set Well, it sounds as if most of 

Mr. Maloney: The girl I asked the dance an hour before it guy who split his pants from t~e teachers had a pretty good 
Mr. Elliott : That was a long to the prom left town two weeks ended. I had to call my dad front to back while dancing up a time on prom night. But you 

time ago. I wasn't really im- before the dance to visit her when it was over to come and . storm. ha~e t? remember that this is 
pressed with it because it aunt. The~ 3 days before the pick me up because the drunk their side of the story. I would 
seemed like it was more for the prom her stSter called to say she was still waiting for me outside. have loved to have heard their 
teachers than for the students. I had mono, so after a few frantic I got my first gray hairs that Mr. Leary : I didn 't have dates,' version . Especially 
went with a girl I really didn't Mark s ... 

want to go with who was o t dB d 3l~ ~ hanging on me all the time and 
really crazy about me. Kissing u wa~ oun ' 2 wee s 
~s:~:I::s~ik:e:t1~i~,c: of be&omine yourself. Lil{e it or not. 

Mr. Horejs: My date ... ooh, 
what a gal! I polished up my '51 
Ford ( even the area where the 
grill was missing and there was 
rust was polished! ) and we had 
a great time staying out all 
night long. 

Mr. Reiter : I took some 
beautiful blond .. .It was a very 
depressing night because the 
girl and I had been going 
together for some time and it 
was near the end of the 
romance, and she knew it and I 
knew it and I didn 't like it 
because I liked her a lot. It was 
a great tragedy for someone so 
young and in love. After we 
oroke up we got back together 
but it didn 't last too long. I went I 
off to school and she stayed 
home, she was king of a yo
yo ... ( 0 .K. , Mr . Reiter, this is 
beginning to sound like a soap I 
opera ... 

Mr. Brodemus : I took a girl 
from another school and she 

"/ was [Jre[Jarec/for the hoc(v 11art of'the Outward 
Bound t rt/J, hut I sure wa.\· s111yJriwd at what it 
die/for my head." 

"/ guess, in a sense, Outward Bou11cl has taught 
me that I am me.11 person with limits a11dfean· 
and ji1LSt rat iom t lwt C(lf/ he o 11erco111e hy 111yse(/: 
ancl with hel[Jj'ro111 other [Jeople.'' 

"The hnu\es ancl the h/1\·ters a11cl the aches were 
all worth it. So l(lf; Outward Bound has hee11 
the most inl[JOrtant 2', days i11111y /1/e.'' 
White-Water Canc>eing/ Rc>ck-C limhing/ Sailing/ 
Back-Packing/ Hiking/ Camping/ Expeditions/ 
Solo. 
Year-round wilderness courses- standard 1Yz 
weeks or 5 to 15 days. Spring, summer, fall, 
winter (interim term). Men, women, co-ed. 
Minimum age 16 Yz . Partial scholarships 
avai lahle. 
Schools in Maine, North Carolina, Colorado, 

" M innesota, Oregon, New Mexico, and at 
Dartmouth College. 

For information, wri te: Outward Bound, Inc., 165 W. Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Ct. ()68J0. Phone (20JJ f.61-0797. 

1"'onu Ace _____ _ School --. _ _____ _ 

Street City - -- · --- Staie ____ Zip I 
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Girl's track runs past 
Bremen; gain 2-4 record 

BY TIM PURPURA 

BY VIRTUE OF their 85-43 
win over Bremen, Thursday 
April 29th, the OLCHS _ girl's 
track team moved to a 2-4 loss 
record in conference dual 
meets. 

Sparking the Cinderwomen to 
victory were 1st place finishes 
by Bonnie McGee in the 2 mile 
run and 880 yard medeley relay 
team of Jane Fox, Dawn Bulow, 
Rhonda Wiltshire, and Cathy 
Shultz. In the 440 yard relay 
Jane Fox, Cindy Refner, Diane 
Schmeltzer, and Cathy Shultz 
also captured a first as did 
Cindy Refner in the 100 yard 
dash. Cindy's time was a brisk 
12.6. 

DEE SCHULTZ ALSO had a 
first place, she gained her's in 
the 220 yard dash. The girls also 
did an outstanding job in the 
field events taking four first 
place finishes and three 
seconds. 

Colleen Fenton swept both the 
high jump, ( 4ft, 10 in.) and the 
shot put. Colleen threw 33 feet, 2 
inches to take her first place 
finish . Discuss thrower Lisa 
Garuckas also had a first with 
her toss of 76 feet, Y4 inch. 

Second place finishes were as 
numerous as first place as the 
OLCHS gals took 7 second place 
finishers . They went to Lisa 
Harper in the two mile run, 
Julie Mccarville captured 

Steve Leyerle uses his strong forehand to his advantage in a recent 
meet against Reavis. 

seconds in both the 80 and 110 
yard hurdles . Rhonda 
Wiltshir e had second place 
finishes in the 220 yard dash and 
the long jump., The second 
place finish went to Schmeltzer 
in the 100 yard dash. 

The girls get back on the dual 
meet season once again on May 
4 as they take on Thornridge at 
Thornridge. Other future meets 
include Bradley on May 11 to 
close out the season. The 
district meet will be held May 
15 conference May 18 and the 
1976 Girls track state meet will 
be held May 21st and 22nd. Kathy Sullivan stretches over a hurdle in a workout at OLCUS. 

(Staff Photo by Tim Purpura ) 

Cihdermen look for 7th 
straight title in conference 

BY DON SIUCHNINSKI excellent throws of 52'10 and 51'81/4 . 

IN THE DISCUS event, Trembley came back 
AS THE CONFERENCE Championship meet to take a first, and following behind him with a 

draws near, the varsity track team is preparing second was Ray McCormick. Trembley won the 
for a strong bid at their seventh stragith Con- event with a throw of 142'4 and McCormick with 
ference title. a throw of 127'1. 

With injuries and inexperience making the The varsity then hosted T.F . South in a dual 
indoor and first part of the outdoor season almost conference meet. They easily defeated them by a 
unbearable, the varsity squad has been un- score of 90-56. 
defeated in their conference meets. Running in the 880 yd. dash Tim Hansen and 

"The team is coming along better than we Pat Daley both placed with excellent times of 
expected, they're doing very well", comments 2:01 and 2:08.8 respectively. Daley who is a 
varsity Coach John Lewis as he talks about their sophomore has been out for the past few months 
last couple dual meets. On April 22nd the varsity because of serious injuries. 
hosted Hillcrest and virtually ran them off the IN THE MILE Renz, ran one of his best races 
track by defeating them by a score of 119-21. he has ever ran by placing with a good time of 

SOME FINE PERFORMANCES were turned 4.47.9. 
in that Thursday by sprintment Russ Trapp and Once again the talents of Trembley, Kozak and 
Ken Kolodzinski . Running in the 100 yd. dash McCormick came through in the shot put as they 
Trapp and Kolodzinski finished taking a first and swept the event with throws of 50'4 1h for 
second with times of 10.5 and 10.6 respectively. Trembley, 50'21h Kozak and 46'6% for Me-

in the mile run, Rich Renz and Dave Pluhar Cormick. 
again delivered the one, two punch by placing As in the shot, sweeping the discus event was 
first and second with times of 4: 52.3 for Renz and Trembley, McCormick and Kozak with throws of 
5:21.0 for Pluhar. 141'6, 126'6 and 119'0 respectively. 

As usual the field eventment came through, by THE CONFERENCE MEET is scheduled to be 
taking one, two in the shot put. Ernie Trembley held at Sandburg High School Saturday May 
and Don Km.ak placed first and second with 15th. 

~~~~~_..:..::..~~~~~~~~~~~~~---. 

Tennis swings to 4-8 GREAGER KASPER 
FLORIST 

BY DENNIS POWERS 

THE VARSITY TENNIS 
team has been improving, 
winning their last two out of 
three games, standing with a 4-8 
record. With a team made up of 
all juniors, their conference 
record is 1-3. 

Bremen the team was shut out · timistic about winning the 
all the ~ay across the board by conference title this , year 
a score of 5-0. In their most , because of th~ t~am s 1-3 
recent meet held at Reavis High I record. But cons1denng some of 
School last Thursday they were ' the team's individual fine 
defeated 4-1 Ron &hultz won performances this year even 
the only mat~h of the day for the though it is inexperienced, next 
Spartans at first sin~les. year's ~earn looks good for a 

Coach Stoy doesn t feel op- · shot at 1t. 
Making up the team presently 

is Ron Schultz going first 
singles, Mark Vilchuck going 
second singles and Steve Lyerly 
in the third singles slot. The -
doubles teams are made up of · 
Ted Gasteyer and Larry 
Espinosa in the first and Mike -
Heiyand Dave Ulrich in second 
doulbes. Mark Vilchuck posts 
the best record on the team. -

In a conference meet on April 
2 7, versus a strong Sandburg 

team, the team really came -
through in the clutch to win it by , 
a close 3-2. Jim Novy and Ted 
Gasteyer had a good win in -
second doubles against fierce 
competition. "It was our best 
meet of the season, against a~. 
real good Sandburg team," . 
remarked Coach Bob Stoy on 
the win, "Steve Lyerle played a 
strong match at third smgles for 
~." 

IN ANOTHER CON· 
FERENCE meet versus 

• Approved-by Ill. Supt . .9f Public l~uctlon 

• New cour• u.rting lbout-ehry,2 weeks 
• 2 end 4 week cou, .... 15 to 18 'f,1 . .old 
• Home pick-up for all driving la-,n1 

• Free trip to mtion fo, permit 

• Auto in11,1ranea ditDOunt eartifieat9 ~ 

• "All instrUCU>r1 hMle H.S. tNC:tiing eartific:a•:" ........ 

~ I 423 -12121 ,, .. :!~ ~ 

~ 
DRIVING BCHOD~ -

Prom Easter 

Mothers Day 

Coupon 

so• off all Boutonnieres 
$ 1. 00 Bracelets 

GREAGER KASPER FLORIST 
93rd & 55th Court 
Oak Lown, IL. 

C'.ouoon Coupon 
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Sports Quiz 
Last issue we had a quiz about the Cubs and their first oue 

hundred years . This issue lo even things up we are pulling in a 
quiz about the Chicago White Sox : 

I . The last White Sox player lo win the Cy Young award, in 
1959, was, whom? 

2. In 1971 and 1972, two While Sox players won the home run 
championships hack lo back . What were their names? 

:1. The Sox haven't had a balling champion since 1943, who led 
the league with a .328 average for them then? 

4. Who was the last Sox player lo win the rookie of the year? 
:i . In 1961i and 1967 two White Sox pitchers led the American 

Lpague in earned run average, who were they? 
fi . In 1922 what Chicago pitcher threw a perfect game at 

1}(-troit°1 

7. Who was the manager that piloted the Sox to their last 
p<·nnanl in 1959'? 

11. Everyone knows Dick Allen won the Most Valuable Player 
award in 1972, hut who was the last Sox player to win it before 
that? 

ii . When was the All-Star game last played in Chicago's 
Cominsky l'ark 'I 

10. Before 1959, when was the last lime the Sox had brought a 
1wnnanl home to Chicago'' 

11 . What pitcher was famous for pitching and winning both 
1·rnls or a double header? 

12. Who plaj!ed third hase during the time of St. Louis's "Gas 
llousP (;~mg?" 

1:1. What was lht· first professional baseball team's name? 
14 . < 'y Young was nicknamed Cy because of his ability to throw 

as last as a l'yclone. hut what was Young's real first name? 
1:i . What was the name or the pitcher who threw back to back 

110 hit garn<·s·1 

Iii . Since the beginning of modern baseball, how many 
. legitimate , regular season, perfect games have been pit
/ Ch(•<f'I 
\ 17 . In _1!174, Nolan Hyan threw a fast ball clocked at 100.9 mph. 
Whose record did he break, and at what speed was the previous 
n •cord '1 

Ill . What was the largest attendance the White Sox have 
l'vcr playPd in front of? 
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Varsity stickmen having 
troubles in tough year 

BY DAN PADY 

THE OLCUS v ARSITY stick
men conference record now 
stands at 3-5 with losses to 
Reavis and T .F. South twice, 
and once lo Lincofn-Way. The 
victories have been twice over 
Bremen and once over Sand
burg. 

Varsity Coach Gene "Skip" 
Borkowski seems to be having 
problems in his lineup as the 
balling order has been switched 
many times since the season 
started. 

Une fact that is noticeable 
about the OLCHS 1976 stickmen, 
is that many of the players 
seem dissinterested or 
dissatisfied by the results that 
the team has shown so far this 
year. 

ON APRIL 24 the OLCHS 
varsity stickmen played Lin
colnway in their sixth con
ference match of the 1976 
season. They lost a pitcher's 
dual by a score of 1-0. 

Close games seemed lo be the 
trend as OLCHS next lost to 
T.F . South 2-1 in eight innings. 

Reavis , last year's con
ference champs, put up loo 
much of a fight for the varsity 
slickmen as they lost by a score 
of 5-1 for their third defeat in a 
row, with John Major putting up 
a good fight on the mound. 

ON MAY t the Spartan squad 
faced Bremen for their 5th 
home game in a row. 

The district playoffs have 
already started, as the post 
season play has begun. OLCHS 

is not in these playoffs , which 
extend to the State finals on 
June 3-4. 

Senior Gene Richards has handled the shortstop position very 
well all year. He has been one of the bright spots in the '76 season. 

(Staff Photo by Donna Dean) 

Soph baseball breaks 
4-game losing streak 

THE SOPHOMORE 
BASEBALL team finally got on 
the winning track last Saturday 
by defeating conference rival 
Bremen 7-5. 

i\ tokl'n prize of $5.00 will be given to the first reader that an
sw1•rs al I Ill qu<•st ions correctly and turns lhC'm into the Spar
.lanil<· orfil'l' with his copy of lhe paper . 

The Spartans went back lo the 
road May 4, as they contesred 
Sandburg . Their last game of 

\:,.;;;; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :;;;:J. the season is on May 13 against --------wc..w------ Lincolnway. 

The victory broke a string of 
four straight losses in con
ference competition starting 
back on April 20 when Bremen 
shut them out 3-0. Since then the 
sophomores have lost lo Sand
burg 8-5, Thornton Fractional . 
South 9-4 and rival Reavis 3-0 
before Saturday's win over 
Bremen. 

The lineup for Saturday's 
game went like this : Dave 
Downey in rf, Wil Nancaet 3b, 
Mike Woods in If, Dan Bagus p, 
Chuck Schmidt in cf, Scott 
Kalquist at 2b, Larry Yodelis at 
lb, Bill Johsnon at ss and 
Wayne Fwald c . Bill Johnson 
was brought up to the 
sophomore team from the 
freshman level to play shortstop 
and responded by singling off 
one of Bremens top pitchers . 
Dan Bagus, the sophomores 
cleanup hitter, pitched a fine 
game for the Spartans, 
throwing only eighty-nine 
pitches the entire game for the 
victory. Scott Kalquist added a 
double in the fourth inning to 
bolster the attack which hasn 't 
seen too many extra base hits in 
the last few games. 

IHSA oversteps bounds 
HY : BOB 1>01)(:t·: 

TIIE 1.11.S.i\. SEEMS to gain much criticism from various 
plal'l'S, all y<'ar round . Its Official Handbook proclaims how it has 
l'arn<'d that eriticism . 

As stal <•d in tlw 1.11 .S.A. Constitution. the purpose of the 
Assot'iation is " ... to stress eultural values. the appreciations and 
skills 111\'olvl'd in all intl'rscholastic activities. and to promote co
op<'rat ion and fril'ndship ." It is such a "sweet" statement. but as 
11wa11111gl1•ss as most oth<•r parts of the handbook. 

OU ' IIS pays du<•s of $25 1wr year for membership in the I.H .S.A. 
011<' gift n•t'l'ivl'd for this payml'nl is a shiny new I.H .S.A. Official 
llandhook . It l'onfusingly "dl'fines" standard rules set for the good 
of thl' athkll•s . 

. ll 'ST FOl.1.0\\'I N<; A high school athlete throughout the year. 
wt• l'an ohsl'r\'l' thl' man~· rules he violates: 

.Im• ,\lhldt• is th<' all -around joek at an 1.11 .S.A . school. His first 
sports t•mlt•a\'or is on thl' football team in the fall of the year . Joe is 
oh\'lously t ht• standout of till' team. and his teammates would like to 
show I hl'ir appn•l'iat ion a I t Ill' end of I he season. A local merchant 
g1,·t•s .Im· a swt•atl'r of his sl'hool's l'olors . Joe accepts the present 
modt•sl I~ . \ ' IOLATION 1 1 I k and his Sl'hool are fined for accepting 
tht• gift. for this . by Asso,:ialion standards. is professionalism . 
I II SA . Huie :\-1-lti l Latt•r. Jo<' n·<·eives an l\l.V .P . Trophy from 
his 1l'a111111at1•s . VHlL:\TION '. 1Jot' is penalized for accepting the 
trophy . II st•t•ms to l'OSI $ti and an l\1 .V.P . trophy l'annot exceed $5 in 
,·aim• 1.11 .S .:\ . Hult• A-1-lti l. 

In winier . . Im• sports th<' outfit of the school basketball team . 
Earl\· in till' season. till' tl'am plays C'x-school mC'mbers on Alumni 
llay . \ 'HlL\TlON ! 1Joc• soon receives another fine . It is im
p1·rm1ssable for a high school t<•am to play alumni for any reason. 
1.11.S.A. Huie A-11 -Wl. 

O:\ .\:\OTIIEH Ol 'l':\SIO:\ . Joe and his teammates held the 
t·onn•ssion al a wrl'stling llll'C't . ThC'ir inlC'ntion was to earn money 
to buy th1•1r ro.1d1 a gift . \ ' ll)L\TION ! 1A team cannot collect 
funds as a group. 1.11 .S.A. Huie' A-11 -17 1. 

Aftl'r baskl'tball sc•ason . JoC' joined a non-school bowling league. 
llill' night. a bowll'r on his IC'am won the "pot" for $12 . 
\'IOL\TIO:\ ' ll tTl'gardlC'ss if hC' is on the school bowling team . a 
student may not bl' a nwmber of a team where someone has 
l'l'l'l'i\'l'd a lllOJH'lary award for the game . I.H .S.A. Rule A-1-181. Joe 
rnuld only b(• on a 11011-school bowling team if no monetary awards 

or merchandise of any kind were given out. The I.H.S.A. is now 
governing a student who is not even on a school team . 

In spring, Joe Athlete goes out for the track team . Being the 
superb athlete that he is, Joe enters a Decalhalon event. He covers 
all sessions of the competition in a slow 47 hours . VIOLATION! (a i 

high school student in a decathalon event must take at least three 
days for the event. I.H .S.A. Rule A-11-22 ). 

AFTEH HEING TIIHOWN off the track team, Joe would like to 
go out for baseball. The next day he learns that a teammate on his 
Little League team six years ago once collected 2 per cent of the 
gate receipts at their LiUle League Championship game. 
VIOLATION! <If a teammate on a non-school baseball team ever 
receives compensation for playing baseball. all members of that 
team are ineligible . I.H.S.A. Rule A-1-15). 

Finally the end 'of the year comes, and Joe has something to be 
proud of. The football team won eight games and the cham
pionship. The basketball team won 14 games, and the track team 
won every meet. A reporter then discovers that Joe Athlete lived 
across the street from the boundary line for that high school's 
district .-VIOLATION ! ( If a member of the team lives outside of the 
district . e\'en accidentally, the school must forfeit every game he 
played on in the high school teams ). Thusly, Joe's school gave up 
their three championships to a winless season. (A similiar situation 
occured in 1971. when OLCHS forfeited every football game 
because Hick Hayward. a member on the team, did not live in the 
district of OLCHS. l 

And so go some "helpful" rules of the I.H .S.A. Handbook . 
eedless to say. many of these are rarely enforced, but they are 

existing rules and could be enforced at any time. 
,\ S ,\ TIII.ETIC' UIHECTOH Fred Parks puts it. "Many rules are 

confusing and not at all specific." 
These rules nearly destroyed the bowling championship of 

OLCHS for 1976. A few members of the Spartan squad were par
ticipating in non-school leagues. and it almost coM them the 
championship. Fortunately. the rules were waved off by the co
ordinators. since 90 per cent of the conference members from all 
the schools \·iolated the rules . 

The I.H .S. A. has good intentions. I'm sure. And a majority of the 
acti\'ities that thev handle turn out for the best. Still. if their ideas 
for better high school sports are included in the Official Handbook. 
they had better look at who is being helped. and who is being hurt . 

Whisperin g flames of 18K 
white or yellow gold hold 
a rad iant Orange Blossom 

diamond which 
illuminates the beauty of 

"Wildfire" by 
Orange Blossom . 

"Wildfire" 
d fY 

~ff~ 

7.i~om 
MARKS BROS. 

..tlWl\.llta • 8 1'°ft; I , ... 

[VUGAEEN PLAZA 
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Sports 
Softba I I powers to 
1st place _at 8~ 1 

BY BOB DODGE 

AT 8-1; THE OLCHS softball 
team is keeping with the hard
fast tradition of first place for 
the girls ' teams. 

After defeating T.F . South 8-1 
on May 1, the softball team 
pushed themselves into a tie 
with Thorn wood and 
Eisenhower for the conference 
lead. The only loss for OLCHS 
came at the hands of Thorn
wood, who in turn lost to 
Eisenhower, who had lost to the 
Spartans. "We shouldn't have 
lost the one game that we did. If 
we played like we normally do, 
we would have won it," 
responded Coach Icenogle 
concerning the team record. 

on May 4 and 6, respectively , to 
close out the 1976 season. Coach 
Icenogle was very confident of 
winning these games to 
secure at least a tie for the 
conference championship. 

Like the girl 's track team , 
this is the first year of existence 
for the OLCHS softball team. 
Opposing schools have had the 
program for a few years , but 
OLCHS has come through as a 
dominant figure in the con
ference. Their championship, if 
it becomes reality, will mark 
the fourth championship team 
the girls of OLCHS will have 
gained this spring. Badminton, 
volleyball , basketball and 
softball have all been marked 
with OLCHS in the top spot. 

Along with those previously 
mentioned, other girls are doing 
an excellent job in the hitting 
category. Janet Soic, one of th~ 
three pitchers that Icenogle 
rates equally, is batting .666. 
Rae Marie Ruzich and Lydia 
Kuyawa are hitting .632 and 
.631, respectively. 

OLCHS is unfortunate in that 
all softball games must be 
played away due lo Jack of 
facilities . Acquisition of a field 
may be obtained for next year's 
season . Coach Icenogle reports. 
"We've been trying to get the 
field behind Christ Hospital for 
next year. Now we practice at 
Harnew, which gets pretty bad, 
competing with the grade 
school kids running through the 
field all afternoon." 

May 7, 1976 

Athlete of the issue 

(.'olleen Fenton 

<Staff Photo by Tim Purpura) 
TII E ATII LETt-: OF the issue this month is the girl's track team 

high jumper and shot putter Colleen Fenton . Fenton. a sophomore. 
is leading the girl's squad in their first year of competition. 

Fenton's best performance came recently when she put the shot 
:13'2. In the high jump, she has lead the team all year . A hcip:M ., 
5'0, is her personel best. 

She is a very hard worker and a strong competitor, but the :n,1i11 
thing is that she is always pushing herself and striving to im :11·,,v · 
herself," comments Head Coach Linda McClenahan . 

13 of the 18 members of the 
team are batting over .500 as of 
the May 1 win. Mary Lou 
Specha is leading that list with a 
.692 mark. Karen Gallagher is 
hitting .650 with three home 
runs, as well as doing an ex
cellent job covering shortstop. 
Leading the team in the 
power department is Jean 
Sobol, with four home runs and 
21 RBis in the nine games. Still, 
Sobol has only been able to 
maintain an average of .419. 

Coach Icenogle is very im
pressed with the performance 
of the girls this season. "I feel 
that the team has done an ex
cellent job. The fielding has 
been very good .... as well as the 
attitude. Most of the girls on the 
team were on either the 
basketball team or the 
volleyball team that won first 
place. They are used to winning, 
and that has helped." 

Frosh stickmen lack timeliness 

THE SPARTAN TEAM 
played Sandburg and Bremen 

ONLY SIX MEMBERS of this 
year's squad are seniors. This 
allows for a strong team to 
return next year. 

--· Karen Gallagher readies herself for a pitch in a softball game 
against Sandburg on May 4. 

BY DENNIS POWERS 

WITH THE FRESIIMEN 
baseball team posting a record 
of 3-7-1, Coach Mike Sopko is 
looking forward to the up
coming conference games to 
help boost their sagging record. 

" We have a lot of good talent 
on this team and it has been the 
one big problem of lack of 
timely hitting that has been the 
big problem plaguing the team . 
We are always leaving men 
stranded on base," remarked 
Coach Sopko. 

The team has had many close 
games, with three one run 
losses. Their last game against 
Sandburg was highlighted by 
the fine pitching performance of 
Mark Macek. Macek threw a 
one hitter in which he struck out 
six batters and only walked 
three for the 5-0 win. He is also 
leading the team in batting with 
a .419 average and one home 
run . 

PLAYING A STRONG 
Reavis team for frosh stickmen 
dropped a close game 4-2 . 

A lost to T.F . South dropped 
the team even lower in the 
conference standings . Down by 
one run in the sixth inning. the 
team pulled through to score 
five runs in the seventh to T.F . 
South 's one. But with a 11 -6 lead 
in the seventh inning, the game 
was called because of darkness . 
Because of conference rules , 
when a game is called because 
of darkness the final score must 
revert back lo the last full in
ning, so the unlucky Spartans 
lost 

Helping the team along has 

been relief pitcher Vic Kaspul 
with a .375 batting average, 
catcher Doug Fewkes with a 
.2 19 average and shortstop -
pitcher Bill Johnson with a .214 
average and a 2.99 earned run 
average. 

COACH SOPKO FEELS the 

freshmen have been playing 
good baseball lately because 
they arc limiting their 
mistakes. With a 1-2-1 record 
conference-wise , the frosh 
stickment aren't out of it yet 
with quite a few conference 
games remaining. 

DOIT 
RIGHT 
AFTER 

GRADUATION 
Your decision now will 

last the rest of your life . 
Our free training will 
start you on a career 

in one o f hundred s 
of field s, and you 'll 

begin gaining 
experience at one of 

our locations 
around the world . 

We offer 30 days 
paid vacation from 
the very fir st year , 

and we pay all medical/ 
dental expenses . 

You 'll also have free 
food, housing and 

-:lJII~~ , clothing . If all th is 
•· 'sounds unusually good, 

we're a very unusually 
good organization .... 



Board OK's summer tab
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only classes which were offered
were in the English,
Mathematics and Social studies
Departments. Since then almost
all the regular day classes have
been added with exception of
the Foreign Language classes.

If the Board did not grant the
tuition free summer school
program, their would be many
students whose vacation (and
possibly graduation) plans
which would be interfered with.

LAST YEAR 70 students
graduated in the middle of the
school year and 46 students
graduated the summer before.
With a tuition free summer
school, the students who could
not afford the tuition would
graduate later than planned,
which could possibly put off
their career plans.

The Iln6 summer school first
semester starts on June 21, and
the second semester begins July
12.

IlnO, when a tuition free sum
mer school program was in
troduced the enrollment
jumped to over 1200 students.

In the 1969 program, the
number of courses a student
had to choose from cannot be
matched to the number of
courses available today. The

summer school program. "In a
tuition free summer school
everyone has an equal op
portunity for learning."

THE LAST TIME that OLCHS
students had to pay a tuition for
summer school classes was in
1969, and the enrollment
reached only 400 students. In

As in the past, the student will
only have to pay the basic fee
for rental of books.

"A tuition summer school
does not benefit the student who
needs it most," said Mr. James
H. Brown, Summer School
Director at OLCHS, when he
was asked to comment on the

Volume XXIV. No. 10 I

BY DAN PADY

BY A DECISION of the eight
members on the Board of
Education at OLCHS on Wed
nesday, May 19, summer school
will again be offered tuition
free.

Miss USA semi-finalist

Schmalen represents Illinois
BY JEFF JEDLICKA

Student council chosen

Senior Kathy Schmalen is taking up her usual routine at OLCHS
again after being named a semi-finalist in the Miss U.S.A. pageant
held on May 15.

members are: Seniors Jan
Polacek, Tami Ito, Lynn Egnell,
Sue Mark, Sharon Von Asten,
Cheryl Kallquist, Lynn Koruba
and Roseann Baker.

Juniors are Jane Fox, Tracey
Thompson, Lori Zeller, Janet
Racinowski, Sandie Russo,
Cathy Ott, Mary Lynn Miller
and Marlene McNaughton.

Sophomores are Diane
Palumbo, Carol Conrad, Donna
St. George, Carrie Lamparski,
Jane Armenas, Stacey Ivey,
Mike Adams and Sherry
Kluever.

BY PATTY COONTZ

MEMBERS OF THE Student
Council for next year were
chosen Tuesday May 18, 1976.
The ballots were given, and
school I.D.s were punched so
one couldn't vote twice. Eight
people were chosen from each
class. Dr. Ben Smith is head of
the Student Council. One of the
activities next year's council is
planning is to improve the
student government, along with
the usual round of dances.

Next years Student Council

in the coming year and will be Texas gave him cowboy boots,
speaking at public functions. Miss New Mexico gave

SENIOR KATHY SCH- Kathy will also travel to turquoise jewelry...and Miss
MALEN, alias Miss Illinois, Springfield to speak in both Illinois gave him a two-foot
was one of twelve semi-finalists houses of the General high, three-layer birthday cake,
in the Miss USA beauty Assembly. with two-foot tall sparklers on
pageant. The pageant was held Kathy participated in many the sides, and Lincoln's hat at
on aturday, ay IS, at iagra events during he 10 cia, stay at the top.
Falls, N.Y. As a semi-finalist, Niagra Falls, along wi~ the 51 The girls also went on a bike
Kathy won $100 and other gifts. other contestants. The par- hike along the Falls, went
Kathy represented Illinois in ticipated in a parade the city sightseeing were in a charity
the contest, she won the title of had for the girls and each girl bowling tournamental fashion
Miss Illinois last March. She gave the Mayor a present in show, and were closely guarded
will be making numerous ap- appreciation of him letting the at all times. Kathy explained,
pearances throughout the state contest be held in the city. Miss "My roommate was Miss

ElIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1I1111111~~o~~~~a~:a~~eal~e;:~~hg~n~
§ § chaperone. The chaperone did
~. § the driving around town, and we
E § weren't supposed to go
S == anywhere without her."

THE PAGEANT ITSELF was
quite a glamorous event. It was
held at the Convention hall in
Niagra Falls. There were 51
girls present, one from each
state, and one from the District
of Columbia. Bob Barker was
the emcee, Helen O'Connell was
the Hostess, and Englebert
Humperdink was the en
tertainer. Sixty-one Air Force
cadets from Colorado flew in to

§ § act as escorts for the girls on
§ § stage and at the coronation ball
§ § the next day held in honor of the
- - new Miss USA. Some of the
§ ~ Judges of the pageant were
§ § Maggie Daly, columnist on the

_---=-~-::=_----=§: Chicago Tribune; Derek Sanderson, a hockey player; Sue
Olson, Miss USA of 1962; Ernest
Borgnine. an actor; and Zoli,

§ § owner of a top modeling agency
§ § in New York. Winner of this= = year's Miss USA beauty
§ § pageant, Barbara Peterson of
~ The Student Organizations of OLCHS sponsored a blood drive ~ Minnesota, will now continue on
§which collected 224 pints of blood on May 18 and 19. § to participate in the Miss
~ In return for donating their blood, the students become ~ Universe beauty pageant to be
§members of a blood replacement program which is run by Blood~ held in Hong Kong.
~Services. Under this program the donator and members of their § There have been two Miss
§immediate family will receive free blood replacement to an § USA's from Illinois in the past
§unlimited degree anywhere in the United States, should they § four years, Amanda Jones in
§need it. § lln3 and Karen Morrison in
~ Only about 4 per cent of the people in this area donate their ~ lln4. When I asked Kathy of her
~blood, according to Blood Services, and this blood supplies the ~ ~~ture plans, she replied that,
=entire area. == Now my career heads for
§ § modeling in Chicago and
=fIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllh:'; hopefully on to New York."
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SPRING CLOSE - OUT

- WRITE FOR FREE CATALOO 
Sound Sales Unlimited, Inc.
P. O. Box 291
Prospect Heights, Ill. 60010

Rock-Jazz-Soul-Country-Party

Fully Guaranteed - Fast Delivery

Over 1000 Titles - New Factory Sealed

(

,

ADIDAS Sport Shoes

Complete Backpacking
Supplies

Dive & Ski Sports
2958 W. 95 th

Evergreen Park 425..0822

Magic acts by Mike Patch,
Wally Fronczak and Steve
Glassco.

ONG A D DA CE numbers
were presented by Lauri Reed
and Ruth Henclewski, Dale
Dietschweiler and Kim Carlson,
Cassie Gineris and Ken Her
man, and Terri Reardon.

The chorus consisted of eight'
boys and '1:l girls.

TilE HOW ENDED with the
entire cast singing a Bicen
tennial salute to our country-
"You're a Grand Old Flag."

***

Last issue we published a
sports quiz for which we offered
a $5 prize. All 18 questions were
answered correctly by Diane \~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~J
and Debbie Wende.

Answers from page 7

1. Ty Cobb's spikes
2. University of Illinois
3. C.K. Yang
4. Joe Louis
5. Johnny Weissmuller
6. Bill Russel
7. Jesse Owens
8. Bobby Jones
9. Lou Gehrig, Carl Coombs,

Tony Lazzeri, and Babe Ruth
10. 49

formed by the combo, "Hutch's
Herd," featuring Bill (Hutch)
Walker at the drums, Bob
Thompson, piano, John Matt,
saxophone, Mark Sturonas,
trumpet, Jim McGuire,
trombone, and Andy Bastounes
at bass.

OLO PERFORMANCE
WERE given by Bernie
Dobrzynski, Tom Howell, Jack
Kelly, Dan Pady, Don
Siuchininski, Mike Cartolano,
Julie Hiryak, Flo Rowe, Patty
Skala and A.K. Collins.

Comedy acts were performed
by Dawn Ammerman, Vern
Scarpelli and Mark Shelton,
Dan Pady and Mike Cartolano.

stories, poems, satire, in
dividual work and a poem
constructed by the whole staff.
This issue will also feature
more drawings and
photographs than last year.

Spear is written by eight
students who are mostly
seniors. Ms. Hall accepted those
who attended most of the
meetings.

TillS MAGAZINE IS
published annually and costs
may run from 75 cents to $1.

publication

Variety show performs

SPEAR MAGAZINE MAY
not be available before the end
of this chool year due to
printing difficulties. There is a
possibility it will be published
by September. "We will try as
hard as possible to get this
year's is u published," said
English teacher and th head of
Spear Ms. Peggy Hall.

This year Spear will contain
75 pages in all, 25 more than last
year. Th re will be 54 pages of
written copy including short

"EVERYTHING I COMING
UP Vaudeville" was the theme
of this year's annual Variety
Show, which was held in the
Auditorium Gym on May 14 - 15,
under the direction of Mr. Al
Collins and Mrs. Pennie
Wessels.

The show was six weeks in the
making. It covered a variety of
entertainment from a magic act
performed by Mike Patch to a
skit from "Funny Girl" per
formed by Julie Hiryak.

The music for the show was
performed by the Varsity Band,
under the direction of Mr.
Charles Yara. Instrumental
entertainment was also per-

Spear nears

15 or older you can start toward your

drivers license today. 4 week courses,
insurance discounts and ')chool
credit available call 499-2422 now
~ w 95th St. Oak LatVTl·

-~'
tl'ij'<

'7"f/:'- ,~
~ !Si1,

it ~ (( ~ t\!1 (VI tll ~\ ;[ r\ll"
DRIVING SCHOOL

499-2422

In celebration of Memorial Day school will not be-Qeld May 31.

The Spring Sports Banquet will be held June 1 at 7 p.ri1.

On June. 2 caps and gowns will be distributed to grad\ tes in
t~e wresthng room. Seniors may pick up their commencement
tickets on that day also. This will be the last day for seniors
exempt from exams.

June 3 is senior exam day and is the last day of school for all
seniors.

The annual senior breakfast will be held June 4, at the Oak
Lawn Sheraton Inn. Tickets will not be sold at the door.

The Spartan Gym will be the site of commencement practice at
10 a.m. June 7. The Honor's Night program will be at 7:30 p.m.
the same day.

Freshman, sophomores and juniors will take final exams on
June 7 ~nd 8.

The Commencement programs will be June 8 at 7: 30 p.m.

The last day of school is June 9.
June 21 will be the first day of the first semester of summer

chool, which will run through August 4, the last day of the
second semester.
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I I I Unknown
BYDANPADY

•Insurance

TERRI REARDON

day, that is smoking on the bus,
I personally cannot stand the
smell of cigarrette smoke, and
fifteen to twenty minutes every
school day on the bus leads to a
great deal of smoke inhalation.
Many times people have asked
me why I don't walk if I don't
like it, but that can be an
awfully long walk in the winter.
Besides, when I take the bus I
do nothing to harm anyone, but
when nearly half the people on
the bus are smoking you inhale
practically enough smoke to
have smoked a couple of
cigarettes yourself. My choice
is not to smoke, and I'd like to
leave it that way.

. ?
wHO KflooJS whO /-Ie 15

NEtT
YeAR.
Be,9i('\S
+he.
mlI\JD

BENDING
Sf¥:,A OF

THiS eR ... e.H ...
wJ.JI\TEVER.

LYNN CARBERRY

HOW MANY STUDENTS at OLCHS (or their parents for that
Imatter) are aware of the fact that they are covered by school in
~urance? Unfortunately, not all that should.

Recently an OLCHS student, participating in Girl's Basketball
IPractice, accidently fractured her ankle. The parents were not
laware of the school insurance benefits her daughter could receive.
!Finding out her daughter was insured, much later in the year than
they should have, the parents filed the claim.

After finding they had insurance and then filing the claim, the
parents were assured that the insurance would cover the costs 100
per cent. Then, when the parents received a check from the in
surance company totalling only $116 of a $264 total bill, the parents
were once again perplexed by the policy.

THE BILL WAS determined as follows: $66 was paid for surgery
(this was determined by the California Relative Value Study, Fifth
Edition, which states that not more than $22 times the unit value of
the study, $3, is to be paid for surgical expenses), $22 was paid for
he x-rays (all of the bill for the x-rays), and $28.60 was paid for a

"ast (part of the total bill for the cast. The rest of the bill was a $10
deposit for a special shoe to be worn with the cast). This leaves a
remaining bill of $148 to be paid by the parents.

This remaining portion of the bill can be explained. The parents
took their daughter to a high-priced doctor. The California Relative
Value Study, Fifth Edition, pays an average for all doctors across
the country.

All that was tolerated by both the parents and the school could
have been avoided if the school could have stated the insurance
policy more clearly in the beginning of the school year.

AT THE BEGINNING of each school-year, students are required
to pay a $20 flat fee. This fee is supposedly for book rental, locker
rental and the purchasing of an J.D. Most parents and students are
unaware that the fee also includes $6 for health insurance. The $6 is
an optional fee; but upon the decision of not paying for the in
surance, the school is in no way responsible for personal injury.

According to Mr. Steven E. Lebrecht, Administrator of Finance
at OLCHS "We have three other insurance companies on file for the
1976-77 school year: but none of them have as better coverage at
reasonable rates than the present company." Mr. Lebrecht
commented later that "Next year we will try to advertise the in
surance more than in the past."

....
'.t

proposed a plan that would
consist of c~perones searching
all the luggage when they get to
the motel. I think that would be
a violation of our rights as in
dividuals. You would think we
were on furlow from prison.
Personally I think we might as
well have skipped the trip if it
has to be like that because of a
few people.

When you hear about
problems on the buses you
probably think of vandalism;
but there is another problem
that seems to get worse every

Smoking on buses

Sponsored trips

I would like to know how the
letters to the editor are chosen
to be printed? If there are two
or three letters relating to the
same subject turned in, how do
they decide which one will be
printed, if any?

DAWN AMMERMA

SUE HATTIMER

Editor's Note: Criteria for the
choice of letters revolves
around relevance to current
issues. Th yare usually chosen
by 1 or more members of the
Editorial Board.

While strolling through the
halls of this great institution of
education, OLCHS, small talk is
heard from groups of
classmates congregating near
their lockers or in doorways.
Much of this small talk consists
of vast quantities of four, five,
six, seven and even eight letter
words. Intellectual con
versations? Maybe to some
people, but to others these
words are known of as swear,
cuss, dirty, naughty, bad, etc.
Call them what you will, but in
the end they end up being the
same thing.

Does this kind of language
make us better? Or does it just
show people that we can't think
of anything more intelJigent to
say?

Instead of using words like
these, couldn't we learn dif
ferent words, with the same
amount of letters in them? This
is our school, we're here to
learn. Shouldn't we get what we
deserve?

Recently the OLCHS band
and the pom-pom girls went on
a trip to Six Flags in St. Louis,
Mo.

The trip was a lot of fun and
there were very few problems
considering it was a group of
high school kids. The few
problems that there were,
resulted in an external
suspension for those who were
involved.

Mr. Ken

FRED M. DUMKE, MAYOR
VILLAGE OF OAK LAWN

affirmea the Trial Court and the
Appellate Court by denying
Powell's Petition for Review,

Powell's statement that
"Only 1500 of the total votes

cast were recounted, for what
reason I don't know."
is untrue. My attorney offered,
on numerous occasions in the
Trial Court, to have all the votes
recounted and to abide by the
result without further litigation.
Dr. Powell refused. Now he
says he doesn't know why only
15OO""v0tes were recounted.

Finally, Powell alleges that
the "recounting of the votes was
fixed." The fact is that the
recounting was conducted in
public at the Community Room
of Colonial Savings & Loan
Association in the presence of
Dr. Powell, three attorneys of
Dr. Powell's choosing, and
representatives of the various
newspapers. Now, three years
later, he labels it a "fix."

Your cooperation in
publishing the whole truth will
be appreciated.

@O]~D
b~ 1lJ~\"n~ IvC I}SKED SOME OF THE

IN"" 1 FACuLTY WI,O THE Y THIN~

~L1 THE PHFlJVrOM OF OL /5,

Dumke deserves
equal time

In your May 7, 1976 SPAR
TANITE issue you gave Dr.
Powell the main headline and
Mayor Dumke a small one. I
don't see why the article should
be "Powell gives insight." As I
read the article it told me about
Dumke, O'Malley, Betka and
Gliege getting indicted.

For the first seven
paragraphs it doesn't even
mention Powell's name. I think
this was an act of favoritism.
And as the story goes on it gets
more boring and worthless.

Since the main talk in Oak
Lawn Community is about
Dumke's indictment why not
make the whole article about it
and not the first seven
paragraphs. To me, the other
paragraphs are wasted space.

Why didn't you wait for
Dumke to get back from Florida
and then interview him?

Dr. Powell doesn't even have
anything to do with this issue. I
think its a build up for next
years Mayoral race. To tell the
truth I think the Oak Lawn
people are sick and tired of
hearing Powell and friends
yelling "fixed counts." Why OlCHS language
don't they shut up until the next
race, instead, and go out and .
beat the mayor in the elections A. classm~te In my gym
instead of crying to everyone'! peno~ received ~ two~hour

And why weren't the other detentlon f~r swearing while w.e
trustees interviewed if Bacon w.e~e playing softball. It IS

as? ridiculous to expect perfectly
wI' think your article was res~ectable language. out of a
totally out of place. U's like semor gym clas .of thirty guys.

. . , If we were playmg co-ed soft-
~ntlng a.sto~y ~}th bold letters ball I might understand, but we

Cubs Win Title and the story 't I . g c ed
. bo t th Wh't S I' weren p aym 0- .
IS a u e I e ox oSlng a I believe it is perfectly
double-header. healthy to swear once in a

LOU MIRRABELU while, it helps relieve tension,
that otherwise might be taken
out on one of your classmates.

Consider the following
situation; you're playing
shallow left field and a ball is hit
deep left field, you start
sprinting for the ball, make a
long dive and miss it by cen
timeters, scraping your face in
the dirt I What are you supposed

Court to say? Oh, fiddlesticks?!
I wish some of the gym

Illinois teachers would mature about
this matter.

t(jIlO /5 II£! I/tv' !lCROM+ .?
/I GYlYltJlsr? A NUT?
PERHAPS '" 5JT ONE.
THING 15 FoR SuRE
liE /S 11 TEACHER! '
()J/-Io ELSE WJULO BE
CRAZ.Y ENOUGH TO /-lOP
ARoutVD SCHOOL IN

REEl\! AND WHITE;: TIGHTS?

SAGE WISDoA1:
MANV MEN COOK, BUT

FU MAN-CHU.

On May 2, 1976, Page 2, you
published an article concerning,
in part, the Oak Lawn Election
Contest of 1973.

The pertinent documents on
this litigation are enclosed, as
follows:

1. Our brief in the Appellate
Court.

2. The Appellate
Decision.

3. Our brief in the
Supreme Court.

It must also be noted that the
Illinois Supreme Court in effect
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New code proposed
May 28, 1976

( Exams 1
unfair?

student could receive by using the accumulative
semester system. In this year's code, if a student had
five classes, for instance, he-she could accumulate
five cuts per quarter (ten per semester) without being
seriously punished. The new code only allows three
cuts per semester.

It seems as though more students would be on
external with this system; not so, students will
probably think twice about relaxing on external when
they find out that they'll be expelled after 20 days of
external suspension.

Other changes and additions to this year's code
include; one day of external for cutting detentions, 1
10 days external and possible board referral for use of
explosives (firecrackers besides T.N.T. and
dynamite) and inappropriate display of affection in
the halls will also receive disciplanary actions. All
detentions will be held after school, regardless of
employment or extracurricular activities.

"THIS NEW CODE brings the school further in line
with objectives of educational procedures and with
neighboring schools," said Mr. Markel, when asked if
the code was too strict. Mr. Markel is very optimistic
towards the Board accepting the code, which Board
members are looking over now. The proposed code
wi II be accepted or turned down at the next regular
Board meeting on June 16.

"Student participation in the forming of the code,
this year, was excellent," commented Mr. Markel,
"The changes reflect their ideals." It's good to hear a
comment like that from a teacher, when most of them
are normally heard reflecting their feelings toward
the apathy of the students at OLCHS.

Iniustice or misunderstanding?

Maggie Houli han, Mary Machala, Sue Ivey, Rene Such, Mary
Lynn Miller, Sue Hanzie, Tami Ito, Dawn Ammerman, Mary
Wendling, Mary Fitzmauritz, Pete Douville, Gary Stoika, Dawn
Macha, Pat Coontz, Scott Mcaninch, Donna Kramer, Tom
Nicolette, Gary Conrad. Rich Renz, Michelle Wierzgac, Mike
Clapper, Tom Brouillette, JerrY Peterson ..oil

~I Spaltanite 0
DanPady

Naomi KJoese
Craig Smith

Jeff Jedlicka
Donna Dean

Lynda Hesslin~

Lynda Hessling
Naomi KJoese

BY MARY ELLE MACHALA

AT THIS TIME of year when
the sun is shining everyone
begins to seek the beauty of the
outdoors. Everyone except
those of us who must stay in and
do our homework, research for
our term papers, and of course,
study for our semester exams.

As a junior, I do not have the
opportunity to be exempted
from semester exams if I, a)
have a "B" average or better
and b) if I haven't had more
than one excused absence from
class during this last quarter. I
feel this is unfair to the student
who has really tried to maintain
an above average grade and
may ruin that grade if they do
badly on the exam.

Since you are being tested on
things you learned way back in
September and October, you
have to cram for weeks in ad
vance. Except there's one
problem, you don't have that
much time to study and prepare
because you're still learning
new things, doing your daily
homework, and most likely,
finishing your term paper. So,
you finish all that, which leaves
you with a few days to study for
your exams if you don't have a
job or' aren't involved in any
extra-curricular activities.
That leaves you with the
decision to either stay up all
night in an attempt to pass your
exam, or go to bed and worry
about it in the morning. It's so
hard to be optimistic about
semester exams.

ON THE OTHER hand, if
you're doing really lousy in a
class, cramming for your
semester exam is a must, since
you might just improve your
grade. Therefore, I suggest
semester exams should be
optional to those students with a
"B" average or better.

Perhaps this way, students
will be motivated to work
harder during the entire school
year and will probably get a lot
more out of class.

by
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STAFF

with 5 years of tough
regimented practice under their
belt prior to high school?

In light of all this I think boys
sports at OLCHS should be
commended for the fine per
formances they have turned in.
Girls sports are also to be
commended. But if the present
situation persists I would think
somewhere, something has
been lost.

come
much the same, with no school
getting much of a jump over
any of the others.

This is where the difference
between boys sports anf girls
sports occur. It has been my
experience to find Oak Lawn
(as an area) has fewer high
school preparatory programs in
which boys may come to know
the sport or sports of their
choosing.

PECIFICALLY, AN AAU
program in swimming,
wrestling and gymnastic could
have a very good effect on the
winning records of those sports
at OLCHS. How can boys sports
at OLCHS, or any other place
for that matter be expected to
compete with schools that have
teams composed of students

somehow. "The girls shouldn't
start charging too early.
They've just gotten an interest
aroused," said Mr. Parks.

"Only three of the admission
charging sports are self
supporting. They are football,
basketball and wrestling," said
Mr. Parks. "The money @es
towards buses, awards and
officials for all sports."

In addition to everything else
that is being done to be fair to
the girls, the Booster Club is
donating a Most Valuable
Player plaque for girls' sports
which will be hung in the
Spartan Gym next year.

AMID ALL THE chatter
about Women's Lib, sex
discrimination in sports and
finances, OLCHS seems to be
holding its own; they're ac
tually being fair.

The boys may receive a
considerably larger amount of
money, but they use it. Mr. Fred
Parks said, "football uses
approximately one third of the
boys' budget." The Athletic
Program tries to keep activities
that people enjoy. Golf has only
20 boys participating, and they
receive less money. However,
they s~nd more money per boy
than football, because of all the
green fees.

Mr. Parks and Ms. Van
DeKreke both believe the
present system is fair, and
everyone receives the best
equipment.

ON THE SUBJECT of ad
mission charge for only boys'
sports, Mr. Parks said, "there
was an lHSA rule, which stated
you couldn't charge unless
games were after six or on
weekends, excluding football."
That rule has faded out

BY DAN PADY

WITH ANOTHER SCHOOL year coming to an end,
a proposed Discipline Code for the next school year
comes with it. Mr. Jim Markel, Discipline Committee
Chairman, has spent a great deal of time with the
other members of the committee, creating this new
code.

The proposed plan is as follows:
1st three cuts: parents are notified by the yellow

unexcused abscence card sent home in the mail.
4th cut: 2 days external and parent-dean con

ference.
5th cut: 4 days external and parent-dean con

ference.
6th cut: 4 to 10 days external suspension and parent

dean conference.
This system is based on all classes, homeroom and

study halls opposed to the present code, dividing
study halls and regular classes into two categories.
Cuts will be based on and accumulative system, three
cuts will be allowed in ALL classes before action is
taken (example: one cut in a History class, one cut in
a Science dass and one cut in a Math class count as
the first three cuts for that semester). These cuts are
accumulated during the semester, as opposed to
during each quarter in the present code.

WHEN A STUDENT accumulates 20 days of ex
ternal, he-she is brought before the Board of
Education by the appropriate dean and shall be
recommended to be expelled from school for the
balance of the term.

This new code decreases the amounts of cuts a

A RECENT RADIO ad
vertisement has boldly an
nounced "Dynasties are hard to
come by." The speaker then
procedes to read off the names
of some well-known dynasties.
He tells us that there is a
dynasty in the making right
here in Chicago.

Except for the names and a
few other changes, this
statement can be applied here
at OLCHS. Involved is the
recent domination OL HS has
achieved in girls sports.

I bring this subject up
because I am nausiated by
those scatter-brained in
di viduals who constantly
remark on how well girls sports

BY SUE IVEY

OLCHS Dynasty ;hard to
are doing, and then a~d with a
gleam in their eyes "hhw come
the boys can't win." As if that

. didn't hurt, they go farther and
say "this school is full of jocks."

I THINK THIS situation of
poking fun is uncalled for. One
need only to examine the finer
points of the situation to realize
the underlying cause for the
girls success and the boys
inability to win.

Credit should be given when it
is due. The fact is, many girls at
OLCHS have been gifted with
fine athletic ability. But talent
alone can't win. There must be
a fair level of competition. I feel
that throughout girls sports the
competition is at a fair level. It
seems that most girls practice
under conditions that are pretty

IN THE BEGINNING male
was supreme, but as the world
advanced so did woman.

The world is finally beginning
to see that a woman can do just
about as much as a man. Which
brings us to an apparent in
justice in our school.

At first glance, one might
think that OLCHS is being
unfair to girl sports. Our male
counterparts receive a con
siderably larger amount of'
money for sports.

HOWEVER AS MS. Gerry
Van DeKreke stated, "the boys
have more sports and more
levels within the sports." For
example, In basketball, the
girls have Frosh-Soph and
Varsity while the boys have
Freshman A, Freshman B,
Sophomore, Junior Varsity and
Varsity.

---__~_ __ll .
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'Heard it thru

the grapevine... I

MANY HIGH SCHOOL
seniors are now faced with the
decision of "what will I do and
where can I go" after
graduation.

The United States Air Force
can answer both these questions
and provide you with much
more. According to Major Jerre
Maiden, Commander Detach
ment 501, the Air Force has
many openings available to
those young men and women
who are seeking a challenging
job. However, in today's en
vironment one must begin a job
search with a great deal of
careful planning. June's
graduates must start now
looking for next summer's post
graduate jobs.

The all-volunteer forces have
been highly successful in
reaching its recent manpower
goals and it's not always easy to
satisfy a "job choice" in most
popular career fields. It is
possible with professional
guidance and proper planning
to take advantage of the
available opportunities by
looking into the Delayed Entry
Programs which permits
"Advanced Job Reservations"
in the United States Air Force.

ANY HIGH SCHOOL seniors
are now enlisting in the Air
Force Delayed Enlistment
Program (DEP) , guaranteeing
them acceptable college credits
through the Community College
of the Air Force. These
semester hours of credits are
transferrable to many colleges
and universities throughout the
United States.

The Delayed Enlistment
Program also permits the high
school seniors more time to plan
for their future.

Major Maiden advises those
seniors who are looking for a
future to plan that future "now"
by contacting their local Air
Force Career Counselor at any
of many Air Force Recruiting
Offices located throughout
northern Illinois or call the Air
Force Recruiting Detachment
for northern Illinois at (312) 782
8515 or (815) 424-2325.

BECAUSE OF THE an
ticipated widespread unem
ployment in civilian job
openings for 1976, Major
Maiden believes this year will
be a particularly competitive
year for many Air Force jobs.

OLD, NEW BORROWED and
used, they're worn by the
millions on young and old
people alike everyday of the
year. They're the ever-so
common T-shirt.

However, the T-shirt of today
bear no resemblance to their
origin, the skivvy shirts, that
sailors were required to wear in
the 1940's. Today they range in
price from a couple of dollars to
$30 to who-know-how-much
when they're diamond-studded.

Aside from the everyday iron
on designs that have boomed
the advertising campaigners of
thousands of companies
(especially the beer cor
porations). Money-hungrey
inventors have brought in a new
style of shirts called Body
Language. They range in
designs from an authentically
grotesque-looking potbelly to a
shirt that looks like a sportshirt
and tie or tuxedo.

ANOTHER GIMMICK IS the
Shirt-O-Gram that has a
message printed on it and can
be sent anywhere in the U.S.

Still another shirt on the
market, made of a fabric em
bedded with tiny capsules that
break open releasing a
fragrance when scratched, is
called the Smellies shirt. They
are scented with hundreds of
different odors including pizza,
strawberries, din pickles and
burnt oil.

One company is now in the
process of trying to develop
marijuana-scented shirts
...won't .that drive the narcs
wild...

The T-shirl
explosion

It has been rumored that students are shovl g people's arms into
their lockers for coat racks. The School Board has warned that
anyone caught doing so will be subject to not les~ ,tban live. and no
more than ten days external suspension.

****••••****************••••**********••••••******
t l
t Hubert !
i offers a !
.. It-

~ helping ·i hand to ~
.. It-

f MewGrads :
~ *~ Hubert knows how tough it is to make the *
t.. transition from being a student to being an i*
~ active member in the working world. But

Hubert, with his very human heart l stands
.. ready to help the new high school grad! If you can TYPE, take *
: SHORTHAND, OJ have BOOKKEEPING, ACCOUNTING or DATA :
.. PROCESSING skills and are anxious for a meaningful, rewarding •
... career ... then Hubert would like to meet you! *
.. *
~ At the Harris Bank. we ofter career training programs ~econd to ;
~ none ... and a supportive. achievement-oriented atmosphere' that ~
.. encourages you to grow professionally. Plus excellent salaries and an It-
.. exciting fringe benefit program that includes hospitalization, profit sharing, *
.. paid .vacation and holidays, and a convenient Loop location. *: :
.. Additional pluses are a Free Checking Account and Low Cost Cafeteria. *
f *~ Call for an appointment to discuss your future. IRemember Hubert •

..
i promised to help and his word is as good as gold!) , i*
~ 461·7641

~"":~HARRIS
: ~ '- :.. t~=-'= BANK 111 W. Monroe Street Chicago, Illinois *: I ... An Equal Opportunity Employer It-
« ,

.**************************************************

Air Force

gives help

good, but I'm sure it can't
possibly be true.

BY MARY LYNN MILLER

DID YOU HEAR who she is
going out with? And how about IF ALL THIS sounds familiar,
what he said to me yesterday! don't feel guilty. Gossip is a
Now don't tell anyone this ... normal pastime that suffices as
Guess what I heard about those a good outlet for emotion until it
guys. Did you see who she was gets out of hand. Then the
at Prom with? I just can't stand fireworks start to explode with
her. "telliRgs off" leaving at least

Does this sound similar to anyone person personally injured.
conversations you and your Butthen again, just think of how
friends may have had? If you boring and uneventful our lives
are a typical person at OLCHS would be if there wasn't some
these words or similar ones gossip to spread around.
have probably been uttered at
some time.

One might think that a small
school down south with a
population of 25 would have a
high gossip rate, but some of the
larger schools are just as bad.

DID YOU EVER have the
experience of telling one per
son, sworn to secrecy, your
deep, dark secrets, and finding
out the next day that the entire
school knows? If you tell one
person a hot item, she must, of
course, tell her best friend, who
must, of course, ten her best
friend, and the vicious circle
has begun. (You will notice that
throughout this article I use the
word "she" when refering to a
person in general. The only
reason for this usage is because
the female sex is more
associated with gossip than the
males. Why this is I don't know
because we are all equal, and
this is evident in our gossiping
practices.)

Gossip may range from the
latest romance, to who is
working where for how much, to
who hates who for what reason,
and even to who has been seen
wearing the latest pair of jock
shoes.

Weekend activities are
another seed in the growing
orocess of gossip. Whatever you
did over the weekend is known
to all. And, of course, things get
blown out of proportion, setting
you center-stage in outragious
situations which you weren't
even part of.

I ONCE HAD the un
forgettable and unbelievable

.experience of going out with a
few of my girlfriends on a
Saturday night while my
boyfriend was at work. By
fourth period Monday, he knew
through the grapevine where I
had been every second of the
night. As the news traveled, it
picked up some totally incorrect
details that took awhile to
straighten out.

So I'd advise you that if you
want to be kept out of the gossip
hot lines, you should sit home
every night and don't dare
speak to anyone. Then you'll
have. the problem of people
thinking you are strange or too
stuck-up to associate with. So, I
guess you just can't win.

Talking about our friends is
another goodie. This is where
the two-faced people take first
prize. One minute you can talk
sweetly to someone, and the
next minute after she leaves,
you swear about how much you
dislike her. Then there is the "I
like everybody" person who
says only one sentence in any
gossip conversation: "I'm not
saying anything because I like
everybody." This is all for the
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r.M. relieves stress of I
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ITe! 'Grizzly. i
§ ~

~From 'Jaws'i
~ ~

Ito 'Claws' to..!
5 =
~ ~= == =§ BY.JEFF JEDLICKA §
~ THE SLOWLY BUILDING crecendo of a drum beats into your ~
§ mind as the creature slowly stalks up behind the girl. The girl turns §
§and screams as the monstrous paw rakes across her face. Blood §
§flies, screams fill the forest and her disembodied arm drops to the §
=ground... =
§ This is one of the beginning scenes of the movie, "Grizzly", which §
§opened in theaters a couple weeks ago. This scene is typical of the §'

voluntary nervous system of my §movie. The plot is simple, an eighteen-foot, 2200 pound grizzly bear §
body in subtle ways never §runs amok in a national park, killing at least ten people in the §
thoug~t possible before: But §goriest ways imaginable before its finally stopped. Sounds §
even If that research falls, TM §reminiscent of "Jaws"? Yes. §
will have already served me § This movie must have been cranked out of the same plot idea §
well as an antidote for the §behind "Jaws". Three men hunt down the bear (shark) at the end §
everyd~y pressures and ~of the movie. The movie had the same music before each bear §
frustratlo~s tha~ a;,e all too §(shark) attack. There is a hassle between park (beach) authorities §
common m my life. Eon whether or not they should close the park during its prime §

The World Plan was developed §season. And in both movies the main character is p.vp.nhISlllv hlnwn §
with seven specific goals in § §
mind; to develop the full § §
potential of the individual, to § §
improve governmental § §
achievements, to realize the § §
highest ideal of education, to § §
eliminate the age-old problem § §
of crime and all behavior that § §
brings unhappiness to the § §
family of man, to maximize the § §
intelligent use of the en- § §
vironment, to being fulfillment § §
to the economic aspirations of § ~
individuals and scoiety and to § §
achieve the spiritual goals of § §
mankind in this generation. § §

Terri Schultz is by no means § §
alone in her endorsement of § §
TM. Many celebrities, sporting ~ §
stars, scholars, politicians and § §
scientists have endorsed the § §
practice of TM. § §

Actually, the TM technique in § §
itself is but one aspect of a § §
World Plan founded by § §
Maharishi Mahesh YOJ!;i. The § §
purpose of this plan is to train ~ §
one teacher of the Science of- § §
Creative Intelligence for every § §
one thousand people all over the § §
w~. § §

THE ADAPTABILITY OF § §
TM to present-day societies all § §
over the world is made evident § §
through the seven goals of the § " ,,'"'''' . §
World Plan. As one can easily = YET GRIZZLY, AS m Jaws, has Its excIting moments. I §
see, TM has been developed to § found myself jumping d~ing some ~f the ~ar attacks. The killing §
enhance life rather than change = seems to never stop durmg the mOVie, and It seems as though the =
it. § script-writer would get stuck, couldn't think of what to write during §

Getting involved in TM is as § one p?i~~ in th~,P~?t, ~o he::vould ~row in an?ther. killing. §
easy as visiting the TM Center § A.s m Jaws , GrlZZ~y doesn t ~et the viewer see the total bear §
in Oak Lawn at 95th Street and = until the end of the mov~ When I fmally saw the bear, I thought of =
Cook. Introductory lectures are § it not being quite. as vicious as it looked, ~nd as ~uddly as the bear §
presented at the center every § that the moun~am man walks around With durmg those Hamms §
Wednesday evening at 7: 30. = beer commercials. =
The lectures are presented very § This seems to be the new trend in Hollywood and the filmmaking §
casually by members of the § industry these days, the man-eating animal craze. The old fads in §
center's staff, who are trained § moviemaking were westerns, kung-fu flicks, disaster movies, and §
teachers of TM. The lectures § now the maneaters. "Grizzly", is not the last you'll see of the man- §
are open to the public and free ~ eating films. Hollywood has already given us man-eating sharks §
of charJ!;e. § and bears. In the near future you can expect a movie about a man- §

To receive the actual TM in- § eating alligator. (It starts off as a baby alligator until its thrown §
struction, how.ever, there is a § into a sever, grows to a gargantuan size and runs rampant.) §
course fee, w~lch helps ~upp:ort § There's a movie coming out about a giant spider who eats people, §
the .Internatlonal Medltatlo.n § and another one, now get this, about man-eating worms. Its entitled §
Socle~y, . a non-profit §"Squirm." §
organIZation. § WHO KNOWS? MAYBE I can profit off of this new fad of movies §
™ COURSES. MAY soon ~ Eabout man-eating creatures. I can write some good plots. How §

free to charge If more public § about a man-eating beaver? Koala bear? Cat? That one would be §
schools would follow the §good. Morris the cat doesn't get his "din-din" one night and eats §
example set by those of East- = . , =
chester, New York where TM §pe<>ple for fun. Or a carmvorous teacher maybe. If you don t hand §
has been introduced as an § in your homework or call her a ~aughty word she chews your arm §
elective in the school's regular § off. §
curriculurn . ::'11111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111" '1II111111F.

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

5-4800

Your decision now will
last the rest of your life

Our free training Will
start you on a career

in on of hundreds
of fields, and you'll

begin gaining
expert nce at one of

our locations
around the world

We oller 30 days
paid vacation from
the very first year.

and we pay all medical!
dental expenses

You'll also have free
food, hou Ing and

• clothing, If all this
, sounds unusually good,

we're a v ry unusually
good organIzation,

scendental Meditators in no
way worship him, instead they
have the utmost respect and
love for him, and his profound
knowledge.

Practiced only twice a day for
15 or 20 minutes, TM boasts of
many benefits, which are
supported by various scientific
studies. These benefits include
reduced tension, depression and
anxiety; greater stability,
resistance to stress and better
job performance; improved
health and interpersonal
relationships; and a greater
ability to enjoy. Also

l
many

studies are now unaerway.
dealing with many aspects of
the application of TM.
Sound too good'to be true? Not

according to Ter i Schultz.
Schultz publishe<\\ her ex
periences with TM f{1 Today's
Health, after she had been
meditating for three months.

"As for myself, I'm more
energetic, even-tempered and
productive than I was before I
learned about TM last
November. Medical research
may one day show that my mind
has learned to control the in-

DOlT
RIGHT
AFTER

GRADUATION

BY RENE SU H

TM is not a religion or a
philosophy, so anyone can learn
TM, regardless of their in
tellectual ability or cultural
background. Many people
harbor the misconception of TM
as a religion because of its
founder, Maharishi Mahesh
YoeL On the contrary, Tran-

"LIFE NEED NOT be the
painful struggle it is commonly
represented to be. We are
meant to be happy, and here is a
way for everybody; a way
which involves no austere
discipline, no break with nor
mal life and tradition, and
which gives fuller and deeper
meaning to all religions."
These are the words of
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi,
founder of Transcendental
Meditation and the Science of
Creative Intelligence.

The way to the life Maharishi
described involves the simple
technique of Transcendental
Meditation <TM). The idea
behind TM is to give the mind a
chance to free itself of stresses
and strains it accumulates
during a day's activities.
While meditating, one is said to

experience a state of restful
alertness. This "restful alert
ness" remains with the
meditator throughout the day,
bringing greater freshness,
clarity and creativity to all of
his activities.

TM IS A PERFECTLY
natural, spontaneous way of
releasing tension, which
requires no concentration, no
mental or physical control, no
changes in diet, posture or
personal preference. In fact, the
art of meditating is so spon
taneous, it is much easier and
much more practical than
yoga and other types of self
improvement techniques, which
require years of training before
results are obtained.
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next year are no different.
He feels that the OLCHS

Stickmen of next year can have
a good season.

His key word is gell. He
believes that if they can com
bine their hitting and pitching
OLCHS will have one of their
best seasons next year.

WHY ZAJAC TO give his
views?

Because Zajac brought good
hard baseball to OLCHS from
the lime he began since he
began coaching the teamback in
the 50's.

They were a winning team
under him. From hearing other
people or coaches that once
were coached by him, I believe
he knows this game well.

This is not an attempt to cut
down Coach Bor.kowski or the
OLCHS Stickmen because I
myself feel that next year's
team will be exceptional. This is
just a compliment to a man
missed in OLCHS baseball
whose opinions I respect very
much.

Junior Tony Nicosia showing his pitching form in a recent OLCHS
baseball game.

BY BILL LILLWITZ

Old stickman authority
comments on baseball

OLCHS varsity stickmen in
hitting for the season. Both of
them were chosen for the
S.LC.A. West All-Conference
Baseball Team. Faurie ended
the season with a batting
average of .324 and Hoffenkamp
led the team with an average of
.440. They were the only two
players to break .300 on the 1976
team.

Faurie also did a fine job
pitching this year for the stick
men, and is expected to perform
well on next year's team.
Hoffenkamp also chalked up the
best conference pitching
record, 2-2.

NEXT YEAR'S TEAM will
consist mainly of juniors in
cluding Tony Nicosia, Joe Serio

•and Andy Pappas.
formances by Carol Conrad,
Dawn Bulow, Sondra Wiltshire,
and Dee Shultz in the 880
medley relay; Carol Conrad,
Sondra Wiltshire, Debbie Sch
meltzer, and Nicki Privolas in
the 880 yard relay; Cindy
Refner in the shot put; Colleen
Fenton in the high jump;
Sondra Wiltshire in the long
jump and the discus; and Sarah
Brooks in the 440 yard dash.

MS. MC CLENAHAN, THE
track coach, said that the girls
did a fine and excellent job for
the first year of girl's track.

time in their hIstory to capture
the title. Four members of the
team were selected to all-star
spots. OLCHS loses the sec
tional title by a mere two points
to ThorntOl.-Fractional South.

MARK 2: Girl's basketball
team finished in first place with
a 9-1 record! Margaret Groth,
Head Coach, pulled the
basketball squad into the
championship, but regional and
sectional playoffs are non
existent in this sport. Next
season, the Spartans will return

score of 4-2. Then the Spartan
stickmen fell prey to the strong
Reavis Rams, losing to the
Rams 11-7.

"WE DIDN'T QUITE have it
all together as far as the team
goes," said c.oach "Skip"
Borkowski. "The games we lost
by close scores were dissap
pointing, because we were
expecting to win them."

Senior Don Hoffenkamp and
junior Scott Faurie led the

BYDANPADY

BY BOB DODGE

Sports Quiz

Another year and...

1. What was the first 6. What basketball center led
momento hung in baseball's his team to seven consecutive
Hall of Fame? titles, winning Most Valuable

2. What college did Red Player four limes during that
Grange, "the galloping ghost" span?
attend? 7. What American athlete set

3. Who did Rafer Johnson a world record in the long jump
defeat in the 1960 Olympics for during the 1936 Olympics with a
the gold medal in the jump of 25 feet, 5 inches?
decatholon? 8. What golfer set a record by

4. In 1938, Adolph Hitler winning 13 major cham-
claimed the Germans a pionships, including the
superior race, but his champion precedented grand slam?
Max Schmeling was defeated in, 9. Who were the four principle
2minutes and 4seconds by what members of the Yankees
American boxer? "Murderers Row"?

5. What swimmer in 1950 was 10. In 1934, how many games
voted the top swimmer of the did Dizzy and Daffy Dean win
half-century because of his for St. Louis?
feats in the 1924 Olympics?

THE GIRL'S TRACK team
came in fifth place at the
conference meet on May 18. The
only first place finish was in
shot put by Colleen Fenton who
thre 35 1/4 feet.

The only second place finish
was by Cindy Refner in the 100
yard dash with a time of 12.04
seconds. The 440 yard relay
~ame in third with a time of 53.6
seconds. The girls were Lauren
Kolodziej, Dee Shultz, Debbie
Schmeltzer, and Cindy Refner.

The rest of the team came in
fourth or fifth with good per-

THE 1975-76 OLCHS sports
season is over. The training is
over, the competition has
subsided. After the dust has'
cleared from the rugged
schedule, we see what will
remain of the mark the Spar
tans have left.

MARK 1: Volleyball team
captures conference and
districts! The Spartan squad
defel\ts Reavis for the second

1976 WILL SURELY not go
down in the OLCHS record
books as the best year for the
varsity stickmen.

The stickmen ended their
conference season with a final
record of 4-6.

In their district competition,
the varsity stickmen started out
by defeating St. Laurence by a

places next year; Conference,
Regionals, Sectionals and State.

"ALL WE HAVE to do is jell. We have a chance for all of
We have a lot of potential to go them.

"We !lave talent, Names like
(STEvE), Strenk, (Joe) Serio,
(Tony) Nicosia, and (Steve)
Saylor whO'will all be returning
to play next' y~ar.

S I
"Along with them there also

partans eave their mark~~~~h?;l~~~;:~i!i
"THERE WILL BE a couple

of Sophs that will be able to help
out next year like (Dan) Bagus
and (Mike) Wood. Guys like this
will be able to fill in the little
holes and we'll have
togetherness working for us."

These are not comments of
"Skip" Borkowski the OLCHS
head baseball coach, but,
comments made by the one who
coached him, Joseph Zajac.
zajac was the former head
coach who quit coaching in the
summer of '71.

HE ALWAYS HAD con
fidence in OLCHS's baseball
program and his thoughts for

4-6 in conference
Stickmen close at

Girl's track runs
to 5th in conference

trying to defend that top spot
when the playoff competition
begins for the first year.

MARK 3: Badminton team
captures the conference title I
After being set back by their
first loss in three years of
existence, the OLCHS bad
minton team recovers for their
third championship in as many
years. Names like Vilchuck,
Luth, Gasteyer, Cunningham
and Gorman, and Boyle and
Hinz are listed as conference
champs in singles and doubles

r------------------------- competition. The team looks
stronger than ever for next
year.

MARK 4: Softball team
powers to first place! The
balling averages are higher
than expected by anyone. The
team spirit has pulled out more
than one ballgame. Only six
members of the squad are
seniors. Twelve remaining
stickwomen will return next
year to make the Spartan squad
stronger than ever.

And thus the final etchings of
the '76 Spartans are put in the
record books. Four cham
pionship teams is much better
than average. That's almost
one-third of the teams capturing
the top honors. But something
seems strange about the four
champions. Volleyball, girl's
basketball, badminton, and
softball. Now·what do these four
have in common? I'll have to
ask some member of Women's
Lib....
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Cindermen close at 5-4

Coupon

Ray McCormick fifth in the
discus, with a throw of 139'8 and
Kolodzinski fifth in the pole
vault, with a vault of 12'0.

The state meet will be held on
May 28th and 29th at
Charleston, Illinois.

GREAGER KASPER
FLORIST EasterProm

Athlete of the issue

Mothers Day

Coupon

50' off all Boutonnieres
$ 1.00 Bracelets

GREAGER KASPER FLORIST
93rd & 55th Court
Oak Lawn, IL.

KAREN GALLAGHER

THE ATHLETE OF the issue this month is Karen Gallagher.
Gallagher has been outstanding at bat and on the field for the
girls softball team. She is currently batting .666, with three home
runs, four doubles, two triples and six stolen bases. The girl's
softball team has also been outstanding. They have taken con
ference, district and regional titles, losing only once to Thorn
wood.

with a toss of 54'4lh, Trembley
first in the discus and third in
the shot with throws of 154'8 and
52'3-% respectively and Hansen
second in the 880 yd. run in
1:58.9.

Also placing in the meet were

"Which is unbelievable for even
the best boy's teams," says
Henry Murillo, sports writer for
the Suburbanite Economist.

"We have three very strong
pitchers" says Icenogle, "and
we also have a well-rounded
team-there is no first string.
Everyone does a fantastic job."

The next game is Tuesday,
against Bradley at Homewood
Flossmoor, which is the
beginning of sectionals. Then
it's to the winner of the Rich
South-Thornwood game. If the
girl's should win both games,
they will go downstate June 3
and 4 where eight survivors will
compete in the first girl's soft
ball state tournament in Pekin,
Illinois. "However" noted
Coach Icenogle, "We must play
and think of one game at a
time!! "

BY RICH RENZ

THE OLeHS VARSITY Track
team completed their 1976
outdoor dual-meet season with a
record of 5-4. On May 11, the
varsity was defeated 82 to 62 by
the host-team Bradley.

Some fine performances were
turned in Tuesday May 12, by
Jeff Sizemore in the long jump
with a 20'3114 jump and a 440 yd.
dash in 53.3.

Other double winners for the
meet were, Ernie Trembley in.
the shot and discus with
measures of 52'6 and 138'3 and
Rich Renz in the two-mile run
with a 10:10 and a mile run in
4:48.5.

THE CINDERMEN WERE
trying to achieve their seventh
straight conference cham
pionship on May 17 at Sandburg.
When the meet ended, the
Spartans were in third place
with 51 points. Sandburg took
first with 83 th points followed by
Reavis with 61 points.

Some fine performances were
turned in with Sophomore Don
Kozak taking first in the shot,
with a throw of 54'8. Other first
places were turned in by
Trembley in the discus with a
throw of 147'4 and Ken Kolod
zinski in the pole vault at 12'6.

Some second place finishers
were Trembley in the shot with
a throw of 50'3, Sizemore in the
220 with 23.4, and Tim Hansen in
the 880 yd. in 2:03.

SATURDAY, MAY 22nd,the
Spartans traveled to Richards
for the district meet. The cin
dermen finished in fifth place
with 23 points. Individuals that
qualified for the state meet
were: Kozak first in the shot

two. Karen is the leading home
run hitter with six and Sobol
follows with four. Kuyawa holds
the highest batting average at
.705. This was the worst loss
Evergreen Park has had in
more than six years. Gail Shaw
did a fine job pitching, and her
record now stands at five and
one.

They finished the regular
season by defeating Bloom 6-0,
a five hitter by Jan Soic. It was
the second shutout of the year,
the first one a victory against
Richard's, 35-0, behind the
pitching of Ruth Klutcharch
who allowed only two hits.
Against Reavis Klutcharch
struck out 11 batters as she led
the team to a 15-4 victory.
Ruth's pitching record stands at
5and O. The lODe loss this season
came from a powerful Thorn
wood team, as th scored 24
runs to the Sparta s' 19. The
girls rallied for ten runs in the
last inning, but wasn't enough to
keep Thornwood from snapping
their winning streak, which had
reached six games.

But that loss didn't stop the
girls at all, with a winning
streak which has reached eight
games. Other victories included
a 34-3 whipping of Sandburg,
Thornton 14-1, and TF South 8-1.
The Spartans play Bremen once
before and beat them 9-6.

Throughout the season the
team has outscored their op
ponents 227-72 in 15 games. The
strong defense only allowed
their opponents to score a fine
average of 4.8 runs per game.

OIkLawn

$paItanite

5 Ofts

Mary Lou Specha takes a swing at a pitch for the OLCHS girls'
softbaU team.

BY MICHELLE WIERZGAC

Girl's softball has compiled a
record of 14-1 00-1 in con
ference) for another SICA West
Conference Championship and
the second regional title.

The girls took the regional
title by clipping Bremen 1-0.
Jan Soic was the winning pit
cher, as she struck out five and
allowed six hits. Her pitching
record is now 5-0. Tina Barajaz'
base hit in the third brought in
the only run of the game. The
Spartans offense could not get
anything going but the defense
was superb. "The key to our
game is defense. If we didn't
have that, we wouldn't of been
able to stop the other teams,"
says Head Coach Joyce
Icenogle. Throughout the game
there were great catches by left
fielder Lydia Kuyawa and
shortstop Karen Gallagher. Oak
Lawn's hopes for a possible
state title almost went down the
drain when the Spartans let a
runner on base with two outs in
the bottom of the last inning.
Bremen's Sidlecki slammed a
long foul ball which just missed
the left field line by a few in
ches. If it was fair, the Spar
tan's dreams would have been
over, but the next pitch ended
Bremen's dreams for a regional
title as Sidlecki popped out to
Kuyawa.

In pre-regional action, the
girls demolished Evergreen
Park Zl-7. Fine hitting came
from Jeanne Sobol and Linda
Kuyawa who had one homer
each and Karen Gallagher with

Softball swings
tochampionship
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Student Service Bureau

College Night to
be held Oct. 19

September 24. 1976

Explorers

looking for"

students

Christ Hospital's award
winning Medical Explorer Unit
goes into its 11th year this
season. Young»eople interested
in participating should call 425
8000, Extension 5941 for in
formation and registration.

Medical Explorers is a
program designed to help young
people who are interested in
medical or para-medical
careers to learn about the broad
span of medical-related career
opportunities.

During the past ten years.
more than 3400 high school
students from allover the south
and southwest metropolitan
area have been members of the
Christ Hospital Explorer unit.
Many of these are now em
ployed in the health field.

In Medical Explorers, high
.school students have op
portunities to learn through
clinical experience, films, field
trips. classes and a wide variety
of other educational methods.
In addition, the Explorers
participate in social activities
both locally and with Explorer
Units throughout the Chicago
Metropolitan area.

The Explorer program is
under the sponsorship of the
Christ Hospital Explorer
committee. The Medical Ex
plorers elect their own officers
and determine their own areas
of study and exploration.

Due to publishing difficulties,
last year's issue of Spear will
not be available until
November.

UNDER TilE DIRECTION
of Ms. Peggy Hall, that issue
includes the poems, short
stories, satire, individual work,
photographs and drawings of
current OLCHS students and
1976 graduates. It consists of 75
pages in all at a cost of no more
than $1.

PTSA.

"I think the Student Service
Bureau is a unique kind of
program," commented Greg,
"and by the way, Fridays are
open house to any student who
wants to come in and talk."

The coming of Spear

THE 1975-76 ISSUE of Spear,
the literary magazine, will now
be published by this year's
Advanced Journalism class
under the direction of Mr. Ray
Elliott.

Any work by students is
welcomed and encouraged and
can be given to Mr. Elliott in
room 210 or dropped off in the
Spartanite office, room 208.
Work should be turned in before
March, as the magazine will be
available by May.

THE SPARTANITE

The partanlte 'Sale man of the Year,' Mr. Jerry Astraukas sold
the most papers consistantly during the 1975-76 school year.

possible by the YMCA and
school, to get kids involved.

Greg stated this major
project for the year Is to get
peer counselors to lead classes
in value clarification, problem
solving and life skills to name a
few.

Over the summer the Student
Service Bureau went to
Colorado to Snow Mountain
Ranch for a youth conference.
The Student Service Bureau led
other groups in meditation and
other types of self
communication.

THIS YEAR GREG who has
a M.A. in Social Work and a
B.A. in psychology hopes to get
students involved not only in
receiving services but also in
giving them. There will be
group counseling for school
related problems, Saturday
workshops and a Training
Parent Workshops with the

BY PATTI COONTZ

"I WOULD LIKE to applaud
the school's courage for being
able to admit thatiheir students
have problems and 'f'br doing
something about it," .d Greg
Godar, head of the - tudent
service bureau.

The bureau is a counseling
service in room 229. This is third
year of this co-operation
program. There are presently
41 student peer counselors
working with Greg.

Peer counselors undergo a
training program of ap
proximately 20 hours of lectures
and practice exercises to learn
more about themselves. Next
month training will start for
new peer counselors, with
teacher-student workshops and
human relations exercises. Also
a college intern student will
help Greg.

THIS PROGRAM is made

Page 2

.. THE PUPIL PERSONN~L Colleg,e. will be there to answer
Department of OLCHS wIll them.
participate in the 23rd annual STUDENTS ARE EN
College Night to be held on COURAGED to attend other
Tuesday evening, Oct. 19, programs that are offered for
beginning at 7 p.m. the college-bound student.

College Night is the time for During the school day
students and par~~ to learn representatives from colleges
more about post-secondary and universities visit the school.
educatioral opportunities. Over Many of these schools will not
100 representatives have been be represented at College Night.
invited. Many topics will be There is a Career Resource
c 0 v ere d , inc 1u din g Center in room 105 adjacent to
requirements, curricular of- the library which is open
fering, student body, faculty, throughout the school day
expenses, living facilities, etc. where students can obtain in

formation about careers as well
as colleges. Also in the Center is
computerized system for ob
taining information on colleges
and careers. This special
service is available to all
students, and is being of(ered
for the first time this year as an
additional tool to aid the
college-bound student.

In its third yeor

BY KAREN VILLANUEVA

The popular Parent Financial
Aid Sminar will again be of
fered at 7:30 and last ap
proximately one hour. If there
are any questions about
scholarships, grants, loans, etc,
Mrs. Stiles, director of
Financial Aid and Placement at

oraine Valle Community

THE KICK-OFF Dance,
Saturday. Sept. 11, spon ored
by the cheerleaders was held in
the Auditorium Gym. "The
turnout was less than last year.
We sold only 500 tickets this
year," said varsity cheerleader
Sue Mark. "It seemed like there
were more under classmen than
upper classmen. as though it
were geared toward them."

The music was provided by
Justice. "We expected a more
complicated band. They played
songs we didn't know," said Sue
Mark. "But we made enough
money to go to ISU camp this
year. "

"It wasn't as good this year,
there were hardly any upper
classmen there, but I hope the
under classmen enjoyed
themselves," said varsity
cheerleader Anne Maziorka.

Flowers
STYLED BY

francis hullgen

4823 West 95th Street
Oak Lawn, Illinois
Phone 424-2200
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Smoking area relocated

LETTERS TO THE Too Harsh
on Cutting?
(Continued from page 4)

on the cuts from class.
However, it could be stricter."

DAWN MACHA, student:
"U's all right, I never cut."

Larry Lachey, student: "I
don't like it. It's too strict."

Dianne Hendzel, student:
"Makes no difference to me, it's
better than last year."

STEVE SEVIK. student: "I
don't care for it because it
doesn't account for at least one
cut in every class."

Randy Scholtens, student:
"It's too strict, even though I
don't cut much."

It may be too early to tell, but
it is my opinion that the new
discipline code does .not
properly deal with class ~uttm~.

I feel that the present policy Will
hurt the average student more
than it will help to eliminate
class cutting.

IT'S NO SECRET to anyone
that cutting class is much more
prevalant among some students
than others. Therefore, my
contention is that class cutting
will continue among certain
social groups of this schO?l, a~d
that the Discipline Committee IS
playing right into their hands by
givihg them external suspen
sions, or "a vacation."

On the other hand, this policy
will hurt the average student
who, in the course of 18 weeks or
540 class hours, cuts more than
three classes.

When the Discipline Com
mittee reached its conclusion
concerning this matter it failed
to take into consideration many
important aspects of student
life. Such things as schedule
monotony and being a "free
spirit" are variables to-be dealt
with, not to mention physic~

discomfort and occasional
illness which may occur while
in school. The Discipline
Committee also failed to con
sider the student who can miss
class and still do better-than
average work and maintain
high grades.

I'M NOT IMPLYING that I
would consider granting each
person a specific number of ~ree

cuts. What I am say,ng,
however, is that a more
realistic policy should be
developed, one in which the
human variable is given more
than a three cut leeway.

We'll try harder!

Media Center
De~truction!

\

there would be enough of a
turnout for the pep-rally. He
must be blind when he goes to
the pep-rallies if 1'Ie thinks that
hardly anyone turns out for
them. OLCHS may not have as
muck school spirit as some
other schools, but if the football
coach might have noticed, the
stadium was packed for
Saturday'S kick-off game
against Stagg (September 11.
1976>' Tell me that we don't
have any school spirit.

I really think it was unfair
that the pep-raJly was cancelJed
at the last minute. The kick-off
pep-rally and the Homecoming
pep-rally get pretty good turn
outs.

If anyone doesn't have school
spirit, I think it's the coaches.

After all, I know enough
people that were so mad that we
were tempted to have a pep
rally anyway. Who needs the
football players?

ROBIN S IIi\DT

I would like to comment on
the fine job you did on the
newspaper last year. I really
enjoyed it. I especially liked the
coverage on the sports, dif
ferent clubs, and on the
problems of the school. Keep up
the good work.

MELODY MONDRY

The Media center exists lor
the benefit dIthe students. Why,
then, is there such excessive
abuse to Media Center
materials? Stolen and damaged
books, magazines, etc. show the
lack of appreciativeness of
some of the OLCHS students.

Pages torn out of books and
magazines give cause for the
purchase of additional
material, which comes out of
the taxpayers pocket. If one
could imagine the difficulty
there would be to get research
and term papers done without
the aid of the school library,
perhaps there would be a
decrease in damage.
Remember, the Media Center is
there to help students.

SUECOWAltT...~~ .

School spirit
lacking

More credits
required?

I know that in writing this
letter I am not only speaking for
myself.

I'm really disappointed that
the pep-rally for the opening
football game was cancelled.

Why? From what I heard it's
because the coach didn't think

cafeteria it can be better
supervised.

But what about us people who
don't smoke? Last year I en
joyed going out, to where the
smoking area is now located, to
get some air and a break from
the confusion of school.

However, if you go out to the
same place which is now the
smoking area, you will have to
put up with breathing in
cigarette smoke and wall to
wall people. I realize that many
people in OLCHS enjoy
smoking, but is it fair to make
non-smokers who do not want to
breathe cigarette smoke and
put up with wall t~ ~all noonle
stay in th'l! cafetefla.

KEVI WERNER

I can't understand how people
who have only one or two
credits get in Drivers
Education.

I think that only students who
have nine or more credits
should be allowed in Drivers
Education. The other kids don't
even think about getting out of
school they just want their
drivers' license.

Uwould be a lot better if some
students had to try harder to get
their drivers' license, this way
more people would at least
graduate or get out of freshmen
year.

I hope someone will try to do
something about it.

DONNAMACAK

words since most of the
students are minors it is illegal
for them to have cigarettes, and
so it is illegal to have an
unrestricted smoking area.

DENISE PRPIC

Exams or
no exams?

Last year the English
Department voted to eliminate
semester exams. Grades would
be determined by averaging the
two quarter grades. I think that
more thought should be given to
eliminating semester exams in
other departments.

I don't think a final exam is
necessary. If a student has a
high average but does poorly on
the test because he has too
many facts to remember, the
students average may go down.
This mayor may not.effect a
final grade, but if it did the
student would receive a grade
he does not deserve.

MIKE FELGENHAUER

Relocation
worthwhile?

I feel that moving the
smoking-area was a bad move
by the administration of
OLCHS. I do realize, however,
that by moving it outside of the

THE STUDENTS ALSO seem
to feel generaJly against the
new smoking area due to
several reasons. One is the bad
weather conditions, and it's
really dangerous because of t~e

over-crowding on the cafetena
stairs. Another student com
plained of the traff~c on the w~st
side drive. According to Demse
Prpic, "It gets to be a pain in
the neck having cars go by
every few minutes."

Also, there is a new ~e about
food. Uis not allowed 10 the new
smoking area because of litter it
would create. We feel this could
be settled by simply adding
more garbage cans to the area.
Students don't seem to realize
that the administrations giving
the students a smoking area, as
a privilege.

We are one of the few schools
in the Cook County District to
have such an area set aside for
smoking. According to Illinois
and Cook County officials a
smoking area would be better
off restricted; then to aHow
students an area where they
could smoke freely. In other

LETTER FROM THE EDirOR: Letters to the editor YOUR
section. It's published for the students to express their opinions on
topics such as school policy, the partanite, community matters, or
other topics of interest to students.

can't see where it's the ad-
Letter of ministration's busin~ whether

or not a person drmks after
the Month school hours. I~ you're drunk,

you're not hurtmg anyone but
yourself, if even that much. I
can't see why they make such
big fusses over it. I could see
you start fighting or just sta~t

acting like a total fool. But If
you're just there to dance and
have a good time, I don't see
why there should be a punish
ment. Ten days external is a lot
to pay for one night. Why can't
they just throw you out, or even
give detentions. But making you
risk your grade average,' or
getting grounded for a year is a
bit ridiculous just because you
had a few.

Some of the students and
faculty may stop and wonder
why this school hasn't had a
winning footbaJl-team for a
while, and why this year's team
consists of a majority of juniors,
while there are plenty of
capable seniors who are eligible
to play. I am one of the many
seniors who would have liked to
play footbalJ this year, but was
prevented because of some
absurd rule saying you must
participate in a winter-sport or
weight-lift after-school for the
entire school year. I ask this,
what if a student is only in
terested in one particular sport
and would like to work the rest
of the year, would you still deny
him the right to participate in
the sport he likes; and at the
same time work for the school
and help out the team? I thought
this was a public school, a
school owned by the parents,
the parent's of the students of
the school. Are you going to
deny the taxpaying parents the
right to see their sons out on
that football field? I feel this
year's team could have been
improved 100 per cent if the
following experienced players
were allowed to play (aJi of
which gave permission to have
their names appear in the
story); Tom Mulcrone, Dave
Farragher, Larry Baragez, Ray
McCormick, Dave Kane, Gary
Hietman, Chuck Laidlaw and
Kurt Lezlie. These seniors and
more have been denied to play
in possibly their last year of
competitive football and I don't
think it is fair.

MIKE REYNOLDS

I don't see the point of
receiving external suspension
for being drunk at dances. I

Drunk dancers

BY SUE IVEY

THIS YEAR, THE school
administration has relocated
the student smoking area to the
west side of the building, out
side and adjacent to the
cafeteria.

The reason for this sudden
move is the construction of the
new air-conditioning system in
the previous location of the
smoking area. According to Dr.
Paul Davies, "The former
student smoking area was an
access area for emergency
vehicles, particularly fire
equipment and ambulances."
Because of congestion at the old
smoking area the vehicles
would not have been able to get
through if there had ~en

trouble.
Both the administration and

students agree it's more con
venient; at least, this is the
general feeling. "We anticipate
a reduction in unnecessary
traffic between the cafeteria
and the former smoking area
through the home economics
corridor," Dr. Davies said.
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Title IX
Begins
BY: MARY LYNN MILLER
AND DONNA CRAMER

everyone was struggling to
leave the crowded parking
lots, so naturally every car
radio was blasting away.

The group is overrated, and
the quality of its sound is not
equal to the amount of money
the members are making.
Money seems to be solely what
the group is after, rather than a
good, original sound.

II

Peoria?•In

impressed. The performance
was just not as good musically
as I had expected from so
popular a group.

The group seemed content to
play what pleased the crOWd,
regardless of how simplistic the
quality of the music became.
They are like some other
popular groups of today, which
rely on rewritten melodies or
standard rhythms and chords.
Unlike groups like "Led Zep
plin" or "Yes" and some little
known bands which explore
fields of music which aren't yet

~iJI it play

BY GARY STOIKA

into the paper if it was censored the way the Peoria
High School newspaper is.

"CONGRESS SHALL MAKE no law abridging the THEJR NEWSPAPER CAN be referred to as a
freedom of speech, or of the press " "captive voice." The paper can only say what the ..SEX-EDUCATION IS the

If you are not already aware of it, the preceding administration wants it to say. This results in, not a only topic that will not be
discussed in freshmen co-edstatement is taken directly from the First Amend- paper whose purpose is to "present the news of the health classes this year as Title

ment of the Constitution of the United States of day...and to inform and lead public opinion .... " (as IX is being put into effect at
America. It guarantees each and every citizen of the stated in the Chicago Tribune's policy), but in a OLCHS. Health classes will be
U.S. an opinion, no matter who he is, what religion he propaganda sheet for the principal. The last attended by freshman guys and
is or where he lives. paragraph of the newspaper's policy states: girls as compared to last years

completely segregated classes.
At Peoria High School in Peoria, Illinois, this law "Guidelines for editorial content will be established However, during the covering of

has been violated. The school paper of Peoria High by the publisher, who is the school building principal. sex-education these classes will
School is totally· controlled by the administration and One of the major guidelines is that the publication will be separated into all girl and all

S h guys classes.
the principal. Its policy states that "the adviser will stress the positive aspects of Peoria High Cool." Some surrounding grammer
give the final approval of material submitted for To inform and lead public opinion? schools have had this co-ed
publishing" and " ... the ultimate decision rests with IT SEEMS AS though the school is an "arm" of the system for several years. In
the adviser and the administration ... " This gives the state, and that the principal shouldn't have the power ~~l~:e:~e~c~~a~f~~B~~th~
paper a total censorship on what is to be printed and of deciding, as a "publisher," what is printed. This administration at OLCHS
what is not to be printed. also puts in question the last paragraph of the decided that while covering this

THE FIRST THING one is inclined to ask about the newspaper's policy. topic classes will return to
unusual situation is "Why hasn/t someone taken The point of this editorial is the comparison of the complete segregation possibly

due to the feeling of community
action; taken the case to court?11 OLCHS and Peoria High School newspapersl com- objections.

It takes time and money to do something like that. pletely different policies. In no way are the two After talking with health-
First of all, One of the concerned students on the staff policies of the newspapers alike. The Spartanite is not teacher Miss Jenkins and

several students who have co-ed
would have to press charges on the school/s ad- a propaganda sheet controlled and censored by a health, an over-all positive
ministration. The first thing the administration would publisher (the administration). Nor does it stress just responce to this change. The
do to try to alter the feelings of the student might be to the "good" aspects of OLCHS. Editorials of classes have changed from 25

d h· f h I Th h t t h I I' th tt "gl'ddy" girls or "wild" guys tosuspen 1m rom sc 00 . is could urt many disagreemen agains sc 00 po ICy or 0 er ma ers
a more mature and realisticacademic plans the student might have. have often appeared in the Spartanite... and will course.

It must really hurt one/s attitude toward writing jf continue to appear. Besides, whose paper is it, the MISS JENKINS would like to
he can not express his opinion or learn by com- administration/s? No, the students, of course. see the class go completely co-
municating with others. Most students feel that it What is the name of the Peoria High School ed; sex education section in-
would not be worth the tl'me and effort that are put k? Wh Th 0"0 f I cluded. She relayed to us thenewspaper, you as. y, e pIn! n, 0 course. outlook that if we can't talk to

the opposite sex openly now,
"lll....... ~""!"--------------------------.,.,~what will happen when later in

~ _... \ . life we encounter a problem in
ourmarriage~

Freshman girl co-ed health
students interviewed liked the
idea of the class but would
prefer a woman teacher. The
girls said they don't feel un
comfortable with guys in their
class and would be agreeable to
co-ed sex education. On the
other hand, the boys seem to
prefer all guy classes with a
man teacher. Most said they felt
rather uncomfortable with girls
in their class and would never
ask some of the questions they
might have if girls were not
present.

Considering this is the first
year co-ed health has been in
session, the administration,
teachers and students generally
feel that it will be a success.

VIRTUALLY EVERYONE
HAS heard of the rock group
"Chicago." Over the summer
they played a concert at the
Chicago Stadium, which I at
tended. I had heard the group
play before on the radio, and
many people had told me that
"Chicago" was the best group
playing today; the music of no
other group could equal it.

I listened to the concert, but
despite the vast crowds and the
waves of applause, I was not

~

"Make them smile
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Driving Blues

BY DAWN AMMERMAN
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French:
Bonjour! Bienvenue L'annee

de 76-71 a commence. 11 y a
plusiersd' activities pour les
etudianteo avec les interets
differents. Par example: Ie
football (1a saison du football) a
ouvert Ie 11 septembre. L'
equipe de nager a commence Ie
9 septembre. 11 y a une equipe
de tennis, un circle francais, et
un equipe de forensics.

Cen'est pas pour enseigner
plus de langues aux etudiantes,
mais pour aider les etudiantes

ui sont en train detudier Ie
rancais. (Et aussi pour
uelqu 'un quisinteresse aux

angues differents,)

BUEN GlORNOl Benvenuti t
ra che L'anno scolastico 76-71
inCHminciato. La scuala offre

gli studen'ti Ie differenti att
ita can molti differenti in

eressi. Per esempio: Calcio, la
uale stagione si e aperta $' "
ttembre. Ci sara un incantro

. nuato iI 9 Settembre. Tnoltre
i sano il tennis, il club fran
ese, lingue un carso de canto,
anda, e maUe albre attwita.
La regiane per questo articolo

an e per insegnare tutte Ie
.fferente Hngue, rna e per
iutare gei studenti che stanno

imparando aUre lengue aUre L'
glese, e di auitare chiunque
'sle diventare familiare can Ie
'fferentt" len~ue.

IIglish:
HELLO! WELCOME BACK!
ow that the '76-'71 school year
as begun there are many
ctivities for students with
any interests. For example:
ootball season opened Sept. 11.
e Swim team had their first

eet Sept. 9. There is the tennis
earn, the French club,
orinsics, Choir, Band, and
any more.
The purpose of this column is

not to teach many different
lanr,uages. It's purpose is to aid
students who are learning a
language other than English,
and to help anyone interested in
becoming familiar with dif
ferent language.

Spanish:
Hola! iBienvenida! Ahora

que el 76-71 ano de escuela ha
comenzado. Hay muchos ac
tividados para estudiantes con
muchos intereses. Por ejemplo:
La estacion del futbol
americano abrio del once de
septiembre. El equipo de
natacion tuvieron sus primero
lugar donde se reunen los
cazadores del nuevo de Sep
tiembre. Hay el equipo de tenis,
el club de frances, forensics, el
caro, el bands, Y muchos mas.

EL PLAN DE columna no es
para ensenar muchas lenguas
que son diferentes. See plan es
para ayudar estudiantes que
estan aprendiendo una lengua
otro que ingles y para ayudar
alquien interesado hacerse
familiar con las lenguas
diferentes.

Dad and Mom came and gave
us a jump, which was really
great. I was so happy to get the
jump from her Dad that I was
tempted to kiss him, but I didn't
feel like getting punched-out.
By now I was beginning to think
this car was a curse and not all I
put it up be.

\\

Later tha~'~t we ended UI
at the park to un, talk. This tim£
I remembered to turn'
everything off. When we were
done with our "conversation"
the car wouldn't start. But I had
jumper cables this time. All I
had to do was find a car to give
the charge.

"THERE'S A CAR behind
us."

"But there's no one in it Jeff."

"You don't see anyone, but
they're in there."

I GOT OUT and walked over
to the car. There was someone
in it alright, and man, was I
embarrased. I knocked on the
window. It rolled down, and
some easy-listening music
drifted through. Some ape was
inside with his girlfriend. Boy
was that guy big.

"Excuse me, I'm really
sorry, ub, my car won't start.
I've got jumper cables. Could
you please give me a charge?"

After much consoling from
his girlfriend, the ape decided
not to punch me out and give me
a charge.

I took my girlfriend home.
Then I started home. I
screeched to a halt 1.., front of
my house, jumped out and
started to repeatedly kick and
spit at my car. It didn't help the
car any, but I felt better.

I'VE SINCE OLD the car,
and hopefully its curse along
with it. I'm now in the process of
buying another one. When I get
it, and go on my first date in this
car, I feel like driving off into
the sunset and never look back.

But...
I'll remember to turn off the

lights if we stop at Maple Lake
to take in the submarine races.

THE PARTA ITE

"IN CASE YOU and your
girlfriend decide to go out to the
preserves and, ub, talk, make
sure you turn off everything
else before you turn her on. If
you get into some heavy, ub,
conversation and your lights
are on, you won't notice and
you'll burn out the battery."

I hope no one has the ex
periences I had my first night
out in the car. Then again, no
one's luck is always as rotten as
mine.

My date and I just got in at
Ford City to see "Silent Movie,"
and sat down and listened to
that boring, stupid music they
play before the mo.vie.

"PEGGY, I DIDN'T leave
the lights on, did r?" I asked as I
broke out in a cold sweat.

"No, no. Don't worry about
it.., Uh, at least I don't think you
did. You didn't, did you?"

Before I could freak-out and
run out to the parking lot like a
chicken with my head cut off to
check, the movie started. I
became engrossed in the antics
of Mel Brooks, and fascinated
by Marty Feldman's eyes for
the next two hours.

WHEN THE MOVIE was
over, we walked out to the
parking lot and my fears were
relieved.

"See Jeff, the lights aren't
on."

Sure the lights weren't on.
They burned out already. So
there I was, at 11:00 walking
around the parking lot.

"HEY, GOT ANY JUMPER
cables? You do? How about a
jump? You can't? Why not?
You won't miss much of the
movie, he dies at the end
anyhow."

By now this gu!y was really
burned, and I decided not to
pursue the conversation any
further, My ,girlfriend was
starting to get cold and I. felt
like a chump. So I had to phone
someone to come and give my
car a jump. I couldn't call the
gas station I work at because I
was supposed to be sick that
night. I couldn't call my Dad
because he'd break out
laughing, and my pride was
hurt enough already. So her

SOME OF YOU are unlucky.
Your parents won't let you use
the family car. They make you
buy your own. Sure, it sounds
great at first, until you find out
how much it costs to own a car.
Make sure you're sitting down
when you look at the cost of your
insurance. Again, girls have it
made. Their insurance rates
are less than half of what it
costs a guy. Even their in
surance companies know that
their boyfriends cart them
around.

the way of a bus coming
straight at us. Driver Ed.
teachers probably take a
handful of tranquilizers at the
beginning of each period.

Well, you make it through
Drivers Ed. and get that
heaven-sent license in your
grubby little paws. This is the
time your parents think you're
an angel.

"Dad, please, I'll cut the
lawn. Don't strain yourself. Tell
Mom I'll do the dishes when I'm
finished here, OK? Oh, ub, by
the way, can I use the car
tonight?"

So most 01' you end up with a
junk like mine. A '65 gas~ting,

oil-burning beater. I call it a lot
of other things too.

Now you have it. Your own
car. Hop in and you own the
world. Paint the town red. Go
where you want. Do what you
want. There's one restriction.
Before it was not bein~ able to
drive. Now the restriction is
this thing called Father, Sure, I
can do what I want. As long as
I'm back by 12:30. At 12:31 my
Dad send the APB to the cops.
Fathers also have cute little
comments when you're ready to
leave on a date.

"LETS OT BREAK the
speed of sound tonight, hub?
Last time you pulled away from
the house, I heard a sonic boom
two blocks down."

"Tell me how the submarine
races are at Maple Lake
tonight."

"Keep both hands on the
wheel."

Or.. ,

"Oh please, Mr. DET <Driver
Ed. Teacher), I didn't see that
car coming straigh{ at us. How
as I supposed to know I was in
the wrong lane? Don't fail me,
after all, I swerved out of the
way in time."

SURE, SURE. She'lJ end up
with a C. A girl wears a short
dress and she gets all the at
tention. If a guy wears a short
dress, the last thing he's going
to get is a good grade. If he
takes a right turn too fast, the
instructor thinks he's trying to
act like a gearhead and be a
smartaleck---"OK, Steve
McQueen, pull over, you're
done driving for a while."

One good point about the
Drivers Ed. Teachers. I
couldn't handle some of the
risks they take all day. For
instance, riding next to a girl on
her first Dual Control lesson.
They stay calm.

"OK, honey. See that bus
coming straight at us? Just turn
the wheel slightly towards the
right so we don't hav~ a head-on
collision, OK?"

I'M IN THE BACK seat going
into a state of shdck, wondering
what kind of flowers I'll get at
my funeral, the kid next to me
is turning blue and clutching his
heart, and the teacher calmly
tells this chick to move out of

eptember 24, 1976
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BY SUE HANZIE

WHAT DID YOU do for en
joyment this summer?? Well,
while you were out swimming,
partying, or anything else that
seemed like excitment to you,
Mrs. Mary Lou Wattles from
the Home Economics Depart
ment and her husband took a
bike tour across the United
States.

A different vacation
with Pannier Bags. (bags that country from east and west. Out
are hooked on the bike to carry west the people are more
luggage.> Their bags weighed friendly, they take more of an
about forty-five pounds and interest in what you are doing.
were filled with food, camping They offer you free food, water
supplies and a little bit of and lo<blin~if vou need it. In the
clothing. Now they were all eastern part, the people are
ready to begin their hike, which more to themselves. They are
was to take them sixty days. not as interested in what you
They rode their bikes through are doing. It As Mrs. Wattles put
ten different states, those states it, "People will wave to you only
were Oregon, Idaho, Montana, if you wave to them first. It

Wyoming, Colorado, Kansas,

WANT ADS

ORDER FORM
ONE LINE FOR 25¢

(5¢ per word)

CLASSIFIED ADS ORDER FORM

ONE LINE FOR 25{

(5{ per word)

,
.. \,,-

BY RENE SUCH

ACTION
Let's face it, OLCHS is a large, complex, and often bewildering

institution. It's confusing just to get the right pass to go across the
hall, not to mention trying to clear a cut.

What do YOU do when you Ret the run-around? Are YOU stuck in
the wrong class? Are you assigned hours for something you didn't
do? ,

As students, we need a source of information that truly wants to
help us and one we can trust. The student body needs a voice of its
own, to speak up and let people know what happened, and to fiI1d
out what can be done about it.

Many times a student can feel so helpless by being shuffled from
one office to the next or handed one pass just to trade it for yet
another.

Every month this column will be published to answer your
questions. It will provide information about gettiitg involved in the
community as well as the school. Most of all, it will help you help
yourself.

OLCHS has a lot to offer--and it's there for the taking. But how? If
you need information-Ask! U you feel you have the raw end of the
deal-Complain!

Your letters will be accepted for this column. U it is information
or help you are looking for, I will work with the administration and
staff to the best of my ability in order to solve your problems or
answer your questions.

IT something has happened to you in the past and it's too late to
correct it, let us know about it anyway, so the next guy won't get
screwed too.

Letters submitted to this column must be signed and can be
dropped off in room 210 anytime during the school day.

Mr. & Mrs. Wattles didn't just
start riding this year. They
have been riding for six years
now. They have been to Europe,
twice riding in Switzerland,
Belgium, Luxemburg, France,
Germany, and Holland.

ALL TOGETHER THEY road
forty-two hundred miles in fifty
seven days. They were
originally supposed to ride .iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiil
these miles in a period of sixty
days, but they needed one rest
day, and they bad two sick days, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
so they had to squeeze their
mil~e into fifty-seven days.

Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky and
Virginia. They rode their bikes
an average of seventy-three
miles per day, even though the
weather wasn't always the best.
While going through Wyoming,
Colorado and Kansas they had
to ride against head winds for
three weeks, and then while still
in Kansas, they encountered a
dust storm which baulted their
travels for about two hours
because of heavy rains and hail.
"Missouri was the worst state, It

Mrs. Wattles said, "because it
was too hot and humid, and the
hills were extremely steep. It

They drove on both types of
roads; main roads and back

roads. They also road up into
the Rockie Mountains, the
Cascade Mountains, and
Hoosier's Pass in Colorado.
Mrs. Wattles said, "Hoosier
Pass was the highest moun
tain that we had to ride up. It
was a two mile ride upward. A
total of 11,542 feet up. It

Mrs. Wattles said, "The
Mississippi River divides the

Early this year they signed up
with a group called the BIKE
CENTENNIAL (a name and
group put together for the
purpose of a BI-CENTENNIAL
project>. Upon signing up, they
had their choice of either going
with a group and having no
worries about where they were
going to sleep or eat, or they
could go as independants. U
they chose to go as in
dependants, as they did, they
could go along at their own
pace, but they would have to
find their own places for food
and lodging.

On June 14, 1976, Mr. & Mrs.
Wattles boarded their plane at
O'Hare Airport with their bikes
as part of their luggage, and
headed for Portland, Oregon,
which was the closest landing
spot to where they were to begin
their tour.

UPON ARRIVING IN Por
tland they rented a car and
drove to Astoria, Oregon where
their trail was to begin. They
mounted their bikes in Astoria
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record
meets this year. ever at OLCHS.

TOM MOLK, a senior, "Last year was the best team
followed Price closely with a 38. in Oak Lawn's history," said
Senior Chuck Matulik and Chuck Matulik, "and this year
sophomore Rick Sutton each looks even better. In past years
shot a 39 to round out the record- we have only had about three
breaking performance. people we could rely on for good

The victory over Stagg was scores. This year, all of our
the third meet of the season for players can come in with good
the golfers. The team had scores."
previously defeated Evergreen MATULlK, MOLK, PRICE
Park on Aug. 31 and Thornton and Sutton are all returnees
on Sept. 2. from last year's record-

Coach Bob Gates' team made breaking team, which had a 9-7
it four in a row on Sept. 14, mark, the best in OLCHS golf
beating Chicago Christian 157· history. New varsity members
161. This time it was Mollc who this year are Underwood,
led the way, to the tune of a~. Lillwitz, Doug Azzaro and Bob
Matulik followed with a 39, Walsh.
Price shot a 40. Sutton and Paul In a golf meet, each school
Underwood each came in with a has six or seven players playing
41. Underwood was slightly a 9-hole course. The four lowest
hampered by a freak injury, scores from each school count
which occurred when a ball in the final tabulation. Low
from another fairway struck score wins, of course.
him in the back. A golf team has the problem

mE GOLFERS SUFFERED of finding a home course to play
a setback the next day, their home meets on and to
however, losing tD Lincoln-Way practice on. Most schools have
167-179. The meet was held at - football fields and basketball
Lincoln-Way's very tough courts, but not too many have
private golf course, which golf courses.
explains the inflated scores for OLCHS PRACTICES AND
both sid~Matulik led OLCHS plays its home meets at the
with a 42. olk and Underwood Palos Country Club, which is
each shot . Rounding out the located at 131st and Southwest
top f()ur w ·John Lillwitz, with Highway, Closer courses, such
a 48; ,- . as Hickory HiUs, are too

IT the team contmues to play crowded. Other courses already
well, Coach Gates may have have a team playing on them.
assembled the best golf team

THE SPARTANITE

BY CRAIG SMlm

THE OLCHS GOLF team set
a new school record Sept. 8,
defeating Stagg 153-161.

This record-setting meet was
the highlight of the first third of
the golf season, which the
Spartans ended with a fine
record of 4-1.

Leading the assault on the old
record of 157, set last year
against Chicago Christian, was
Scott Price, who shot a ~ .
Price, a junior, was the
medalist (low scorer for the
meet) in each of the first three

"I think Thornton will be the
team to give us trouble," states
Coach Groth, "but we will be
ready for them."

MEMBERS OF THE varsity
team are: seniors Judy
Vilchuck, Vicki SChaar, Sherri
Burgess, Deb SChmeltzer and
Gail Shaw; juniors Sue Hat
timer, Diane Nowak, Jan An
derson and Pat Egan;
sophomores Sue Katsenes (out
with a knee injury) and Sandy
Burgess; and Freshman Sheila
Burgess.

"We have a great team, but I
think we will only make it to the
quarter or semi-finals in the
state tournament," says Coach
Groth. "We don't have enough
competition in our conference.
It's going to be rough down
there."

The Eisenhower match,
which was scheduled for Sept. 9,
was cancelled due to the
teachers strike. If it cannot be
rescheduled, it will be an
automatic forfeit and recorded
as an OLCHS win.

Golfers club Stagg;

placing second.
Due to the teacher's strike,

the meet against Eisenhower
scheduled for Tuesday, Sept. 14,
was postponed. If it can't be
rescheduled it will be recorded
as a forfeit and a win for
OLCHS.

This year the White Wave is
under the new guidance of
Coach Paul Sanderson. His
additions to the girls' regular
workout are morning practices
and weight lifting twice a week.
Coach Sanderson has a bright
outlook for the team and thinks
the girls will have a good
season.

post 4-1

,

made by the distance swim
mers in the 500 yd. freestyle (20
lengths>. Cieplak placed first;
Harper, second; Karson, third.

In the 100 yd. backstroke,
Wasowicz placed first;
Frieling, second; Carol Conrad,
fifth. Hinz and Moore placed
first and second in the 100 yd.
breaststroke with Sue Wasowicz
coming in fifth.

THE FI AL EVE T of the
meet was the 400 yd. freestyle
relay. The team of Wantiez,
Frieling, Fox and Kallhauge
came in first (one second shy of
the school record), with Galica,
Conrad, Cieplak and Karson

Tennis team

S£Dtl Pricede~~ form whtch has made him an out
standing golfer for OLCHS.

AFTER A FALSE start
against Hillcrest, the OLCHS
girls' swim team made a great
comeback and defeated Argo
with an overwhelming score of
123-46.

The girls lost their first meet
on Thursday, Sept. 9, by ten
points to a tough Hillcrest team.
OLCHS swimmers placing first
were Jane Fox in the 200 yd,
freestyle and Beth Hinz in the
100 yd. breaststroke. Jill
Mastela placed first in the
diving. The final score was
Hillcrest 91, OLCHS 81.

Leading the way for the
victory against Argo on
Thursday; Sept. 16, were Kathy
Kallhauge, Sue Moore, Joan
Rainsford and Maria Karson,
placing first in the 200 yd.
medley relay.

OLCHS MADE A clean sweep
of the next two events, taking
the first three places in both. In
the 200 yds. freestyle it was
Jane Cieplak, first; Carol d f d
Frielin~, second; La~a Har- un e eate
per, third. Peg Wantlez, ~eb

Galica and Laura Wasowlcz
placed first, second and third
respectively in the 200 yd. in-
dividual medley.

The next event was the 50 yd. BY MICHELE WIERZGAC
freestyle. Kallhauge placed
first, Hinz placed second and "THIS YEAR I'M positive we
Nancy Lough came in fourth. will take conference," says

The diving competition was Head Ten,nis Coach Margaret
next. In a meet, each school Groth. "We are considered one
enters three girls and each girl of the top eight teams in the
does six dives. There are three state."
judges and each scores every So far the team is playing as
dive on a scale from one to ten. well as conference champs,
The sum of these three scores is defeating Thornridge and Stagg
multiplied by the degree of 4-1 and shutting out Thornwood
difficulty of the particular dive. lHl. Sherri and Sandy Burgess
The total of the six separate are having a great season,
scores is the diver's final score. shutting out all of tl)eir op
Ruth Henclewski took first ponents. Second doubles, Deb
place with a score of 153. The SChmeltzer and Gail Shaw, are
school record, made last year undefeated after knocking off
by Maureen Burke, is 167.9. Jill Stagg 6-3 and 6-1. First singles,
Mastella placed second with Judy Vilchuck, had a nice
151. comeback against Thornridge.

OLCHS WAS LEADING at She dropped the first game 4-6
the half-way point 57-21. Mary and went on to win, 6-1 and 7-5.
Ruscio placed first in the next Vicki SChaar, playing second
event, the 100 yds. butterfly. singles, lost to Stagg and
Fourth and fifth places were Thornridge, but defeated
taken by Rainsford and Gail Thornwood 7-5 and tHl playing
Gariess respectively. In the 100 second doubles with Deb Sch
yd. freestyle, Fox placed first meltzer. Freshman Sheila
and Galica placed second. Burgess is undefeated playing

Another clean sweep was third singles.

September :M, 1976
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nds remaining
in the game. After a lo-yard
completion to. Carr, Ei enhowet
intercepted a Serio pass with 21
seconds left. Eisenhower ran
out the clock, winning 7-6.

COACH LLIV AN SAID,
"We got the ball down there but
we couldn't keep the drive
going."

--~---------

quarter. s
touchdown at 8: 11 of the s cond
quarter when Serio passed to
Pat Carr. OLCHS missed th
extra point, and the half ended
with Eisenhower leading Hi.

THE PART,AN STARTED
the second half of their own 38
yard line. A few plays later,
Serio ran for 15 yards, putting

Joe

held do sn't hur

Joe erio runs into a bit of trouble.

BY GARY KONRATII OLCHS at the 29-yard line.
1i:app..attempted lJ 40=yar6 f" ld

TilE PLAYERS 0 the fiel goal, but miss d. Neither tea
are ready, the coaches ar could capitalize on any play f r
nervous, other players a the rest of the quarter.
standing on the sidelines . At 11: 12 of th fourth quarte
suspense. The fans are ye j OLCHS eunted and E~nhowe

and screaming. The score rd roo 0 a .
reads 7-7, with one second I t in minute later, Jim Latat~t--...
the game. The Spartan k er recovered .an Eisenhowe
runs an IC s batticlm~~~ fumble at their 44-yard lin
air Field goall OLCHS wins Three plays lat it wtwfl5urth

71 ~~~~~~:E::~~~~~~an~d~0~n~:on~~Eis;·~nth;Ow~e~r'~s~35-~:::..lAfter both teams had fumble . . ked 1Jrn---
and a couple of penalties wer the necessary yardage or
charged to OLCHS for delay 0 first down. The drive stalled
game and illegal procedure, t and Trapp could not convert a
first quarter ended with n long field goal attempt of 49

. e no out yards.
standing plays, whic de f r After a first down by
a dull quarter. Eisenhower, OL HS picked up

With 11:15 left in the secon another fumble, putting them
quarter, Stagg punted the ball Wl...LI;.)t:utro ~rd-line...

to OLCHS, who then domin t Again the parta couldn't
the rest of the. qua:ter. Aft move when they got the ball.

o 1 ra wn th

OIIkUrm

Spcvtanite

Sports
Athletes of the issue

TilE ATHLETES of th issu this month are Sherd and Sandy
Burgess. The Burges~~eundefeated in the two years they
have played first~lestoget~· . t IX

sets hav been won by p rfect scores of 6-0. The other one was won
6-1.

In the Arlington Invitational held last Saturday, they came i
second place out of the first doubles teams of the top ten teams i
the state. They are expect d to go far in this year's state tour
name

Walt Looml . pulls in the pa
goal against Stagg.
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NEED HELP WITH CDLLEGESr

BIG BROTHER 5 ELPJN6.

GIS aids college
bound students ·t'••• 1 5

COUNSELOR AND
STUDENTS have been learning
and benefitting from the new
Guidance Information System
located in the Career Resource
Center, rm. 105.

The GIS, a new computerized
data retrieval system that gives
students and counselors im
mediate access to information
about occupations, two-and
four-year colleges and financial
aid, was donated by the OLCHS
Class of '76.

In June of 1966 Dr. David V.
Tiedman, professor of
education at Harvard
University, initiated a three
year effort to develop the GIS
under the sponsorship of the
U.S. Office of Education.

THE GIS ENABLES students
to explore large data fields
stored in computer files instead
of paging through numerous
books and "Publications fur
nished by colleges.

The four banks of information
are described as follows:

(l) Four-year and (2) two
year colleges--information
about majors and minors,
school size, costs, tuition, co-ed,
private, public, etc.

(3) Occupational information
-working conditions, salaries,
training needed and special
interests are described.

(4) Scholarships and Grants
lists different kinds of
scholarships and who may
receive them.

MRS. MILDRED WALKER.
career guidance counselor,
recommends that students and
counselors work together with
the computer so the counselors
can interpret the information
which the computer prints out.

The computer is used a great
deal during the day, according
to Mrs. Walker, and its files are
kept current.

Information that the school
doesn't have and would take a
few days to obtain only takes a
few minutes with the GIS.
.. "TO SUM IT up," says Mrs
Walker, "The computer gives
current information quickly, in
a minimum amount of space."

Come-ons

great for

your complexion
Story on page 7

Demons possess

inanimate obiects
Story on page 8
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Scholarship

CIIOLARSHIP PROVID-
ING UP to full tuition for four
years are being offered by ~he

National College of Education
through its Competitive
Scholarship program.

The first competition will be
held Saturday, Nov. 13. at the
college, located in Evanston.
High school seniors ranked in
the top 25 per cent of their
graduating classes are eligible.

National's three year old
Competitive Scholarship
program is intended to attract
students of high ability to
careers in elementary
education and early childhood
studies. Competitors write an
essay and are interviewed by
two NCE faculty members.
They also demonstrate talent in
an area of their choice: art,
English, mathematics, music,
psychology, social science,
science or speech-theatre.
Awards are given to talented
students regardless of financial
need.

NATIONAL COLLEGE OF
Education, founded in 1886, has
both undergraduate and
graduate programs in many
areas of elementary, junior
high and preschool education. It
also has an on-campus
Demonstration School with
nursery school through eighth
grade classes. The college puts
particular emphasis on practice
teaching experience through all
four years of undergraduate
study.

In addition to the Nov. 13
competition, Competitive
Scholarships will be awarded at
sessions on Jan. 29 and April 9,
1977.

For more information, call
the National College Ad
missions Office, 312-256-5150.

to be held

competitions

11111 11 not a .chool sponsoted
j

trip and the .cbool-,,,~ l
no resDOllslbllltv or .•.. /1

watch fo~

Further l

Details

***

Personals

HEY DRIBBLER, chess is your
stylet The "D".

ATTENTIO !!!
A bazaar of crafts for the
public, Nov. 15 at 52nd & James
from 5-9 p.m.

***

continue performing in some
way or another," added Kist·
nero

Despite the fact that many
students major in music while
in high school, the band is not
considered an academic course
at OLCHS. Disappointedly,
Kistner said, he has received
"no satisfactory answer" as to
why it is not.

Future emphasis will be
placed "on getting more outside
involvement of the students into
the bands through articulation
with the elementary schools.
The recent addition to a
program in District 122 will help
to do this," said Kistner.

THE BAND PROGRAM also
hopes to reactivate a string
band which would include such
instruments as the violin, cello
and guitar.

Besides performing their
Christmas and Spring concerts,
the students will compete in the
District, Conference and
Chicagoland Concert festivals
and the IHSA State and Solo &
Ensemble contests. They have
also been invited to perform ate~~~~~~~~~~~
both elementary schools and j • I

~~:7,~~I~~:~ ;:f:::~:~;: SenIOrsl
_A_DS~)

***

***

Wanted

Wanted: Organ students Call
599-7690 ask for Rich.

Wanted: Professional FOUND: One girl's (?) ring. It
Kamj kaze; must have ex- may be claimed by describing it
perience. to Mr. Elliott in room 210.

taught this year. "We're going
to be teaching the students the
study of their instruments, not
just how to play them," ex
plained Kistner. "I'd really
appreciate it if you could get
this into the paper. We're going
to try to make them good all
round musicians. To take those
who feel they are not moving
and be able to give them
direction. To help the students
improve on their own in·
strwnents. There will be an
emphasis on the individuals
performance.' ,

In comparison to other high
school band programs, OL's
will "hold its own," said
Kistner. "Our success can be
measured in two ways, how
much the students develope
from year to year and what we
actually hear. I think we've
been successful."

The enrollment into the band
program is down fifteen
students from last year but
during the past five years that
Kistner has taught here the
enrollment has "almost
doubled."

THERE ARE ABOUT "five or
six students who go on to be
music majors each year while
the majority of graduates

Wanted (desperately): In
tuitive intellectual students, for
Mr. Witowski's breakfast. No
study skill necessary. Apply in
person, room 30.

•In

their numerous performances. <Staff photo by Wayne Macha)

***

For Sale

For Sale: Chord Organ,
Silvertone Amp, Accordian 599
0115.

For Sale: AQUARIUMS all
complete with pwnp gravel and
stand-two 10 gal. $20 two 20 gal.
$40 two 15 gal. $30 One 55 gal.
with 30 gal. on bottom $110. call
Ed 599-7217.

changes
Band program plans

curriculum

Marching bond to compete

BY TAMI ITO

THE BAND PROGRAM at
OLCHS this year is not only
undertaking new activities but
it also plans to use new criteria
for teaching its students.

Besides performing pre-game
and different half-time shows
for each of the home football
games, the 13O-piece marching
band has been invited to per
form at Northern Illinois
University, Oct. 23, in an an
nual high school marching band
competition. •

Unlike the other bands at OL,
this is the first year that the
marching band has ever en
tered competition. "We've
never had a large enough staff
to function well enough to write
a show and put it together for
competition before," among
other various responsibilities of
the bands, said Mr. K.T.
Kistner, chairman of the music
department and director of the
marching band.

THIS YEAR'S STAFF now
consists of Kistner, who deals
with the music and the mar
ching band as a whole, Mr.
Charles Yara, who takes care of
the equipment and personnel
and Miss Candy Hilderbrandt,
who is in charge of the auxiliary
groups, flag carriers and the
Spartanettes (pom pon squad>'

The band's performance will
consist of mainly drill
sequences tailored to the music
with an emphasis on the
marching design to create the
visual and musical effects.

They hope to create these
effects not only through the use
of the band, which is directed in
the field by drum majors K. C.
Cunningham and Dave Purdy,
but also through the per
formances of the Spartanettes,
flag carriers and twirler Patti
Lodl, who will be using knives
during the performance.

THE BAND HAS been
preparing for their per
formances through the use of a
video-tape machine. Not only
are their performances visually
recorded but the band is also
broken down and taped during
practices. This allows them to
see what they actually look like
while marching, to know what
mistakes they are making and
to see where improvements can
be made.
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Mathletes study

to improve skills

11IE SPARTANITE

COLLEGE/CAREER
•

CORNER
The following college representatives will be visiting OLCHS in
the Junior-8enior Lounge during the designated times:

Pale 3

"The Affairs of

Mildred Wild"

to be revealed

BY PATTI COONTZ

STYLED BY

francis hultgen

Rep: Miss Downs
10 a.m. Oct. 25

Rep: Miss Dougherty
9 a.m. Oct. 25

Rep: Pat Ledvora

9 a.m. Oct. 27

Flowers

4823 West 95th Street
Oak Lawn, Illinois
Phone 424-2200

Chicago State University
Counselor: Mr. Smenos

Mary Mount College
Counselor: Mr. Welsh

St. Xavier College
Counselor: Mrs. Schwarz

said Smith. In their last meet
the Mathletes team were out
scored by the Sandburg team
298 to 278. Other teams present
at the meet were Bremen,
Richards and Shepard.

OLCHS WON IN Per
mutations and Combinations,
Algebraic Systems and Large
NUMbers. Ties for first place
were recorded in Non-Trig
Functions and Ratios,
Proportions and Variations.

Seniors Ken Tsurusaki, Don
Thorpe, Craig Smith and Naomi
Kloese received perfect in
dividual scores of ten, winning
their competitions. Bob Bulow
and Pam Glermak turned in
perfect scores of ten in Systems
of Equations.

In oral competition, a com
petition in which the contestant
explains and demonstrates
certain Math concepts, Craig
Smith and Brian Bender took
firsts. The scores were 43 and 36
respectively.

MR. HAL MULDERINK and
Mr. Walter Hess are sponsors
for this scholastic activity.

First quarter ends Nov. 2.

ITED Tests for Juniors will be taken on Nov. 9 and 10;
Freshmen will take them Nov. 23 and 24.

Homecoming will be held Saturday, Oct. 30. The parade theme is
"25 Years at OLCHS"; the theme for the dance is "If." Tickets
are $6.50 per couple, alumni may purchase tickets at the door.
Music will be prOVided by Synod.

There will be no school on Veterans Day, Nov. 11.

The OLCHS PTSA is sponsoring their second annual Arts and
Crafts Show and Sale on Saturday, Nov. 13, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the OLCHS cafeteria. Stl\dents and faculty are invited to
participate in the show. For an entry form write or call: Judy
Carvelli, 4618 W. 89th St., Hometown, 636-4076 or Sue Fiore, 4624
W. 89th St., Hometown, 425-6351.

The Introductory Concert by the Treble Choir and Acappella
Choir will be tonight, Oct. 22 at 8 p.m. The concert will be held in the
Little Theatre, no admission will be charged.

THE FALL PLAY. The Secret
Affairs of Mildred Wild, will be
held Dec. 3 and 4. The director,
Mr. Al Collins, said he chose
this play, "Because it's a dif·
ferent off beat type of comedy."

Admission to the play is $1 for
students and $1.50 for adults.
Special rates are available for
clubs (inside and outside of
school) or for students in groups
of six or more.

The play takes place behind a
Engineering and Science Greenwich Village c.andy store,

where Mildred, the main
character, goes into fantasies
based on old movies. Some of

Open House to be held the characters she portrays
are: Scarlet O'Hara, Shirley
Temple and the Invisible Man's
girlfriend.

by Northwestern University "ITIS BASICALLY a comedy
but has its serious moments",
was the way Mr. Collins
described the three part play.

NORTHWESTERN UNI· Physics" and "Scientific Glass· The characters, including
,.-- ........ IVERSITY WILL hold its 1!n6 Blowing." Mildred and her husband play

Engineering and Science Open The two-day program will be as many as five different roles.
House at the Technological held from 7-10 p.m. on Oct. 29 For this reason, Mr. Collins
Institute Friday and Saturday, and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Oct. 30. said, "It's a good cast but it's
Oct. 29 and 30. Refreshments will be served in going to take a lot to pull it off

This program which includes many of the departments. because it is a hard show."
exhibits and demonstrations of The Technological In- The cast consists of: Mary
scientific phenomena, nuclear stitute \ls located at 2145 Sullivan, Kevin Damrau, Sylvia
engineering, electricity from Sherid .{toad at Noyes St., in FarreJJ, Cindy Russ, Tom
solar cells, radio activity in the Evanston. Further information Cosentino, Sue Sullivan, Laura
home-and much more, is open, can be obtained by calling 312- Defonzo, Mike Kolodziaj and
free of admission,' to any 492-7379. Jim Reis.

~~~~Eii~::~::~~::!"BUY""iine""TACO""~"" Get""iiiie""FREE"j
chemistry, will present alec· :
ture-demonstration on "Energy:
and Chemical Reactions";:
Joseph Keren, associate:
professor of physics will con·:
duct a program on the "Prin· :
ciples of Physics"; and James :
L. Morris, manager of the:
University glass laboratory, :
will take on "Scientific Glass-: .

Bl~~i~g'~u FACULTY Will~ 9348 S. Roberts Rd. Hickory Hills 1
present lecture-demonstrations: ,
on "Ene'rgy and Chemical: One coupon per customer EXPIRES 11-18-76 .
Reactions," "Principles of: •.••••.•••••.••••• : :

THE OLCHS MATHLETES
team took second at their first
meet of the season held here on
Oct. 5.

"We have been improving
every year," said Craig Smith,
Mathletes president, "and we
should have a very good team if
we work hard."

Mathletes is a competition
between teams of top math
students representing their
schools in this area. These
teams answer questions and
work problems from various
areas of math. The team with
the highest score wins.

"OUR STRATEGY IS to
make sure our members study
and are well prepared," con
tinued Smith. "If we do this we
will have an advantage over
teams not as ready as we are."

To accomplish this goal of
better preparation, the team
has scheduled meetings after
school every Tuesday, Wed·
nesday and Thursday prior to
their next meet.

"I am confident that we will
win our next meet on Nov. 16,"
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*******************************************

i Campaign '76 i
... BY DAN PADY ...

t*****************************************t·

Gerald Ford
IN mE SECOND debate

between President Gerald Ford
and Jimmy Carter on Oct. 6,
Carter criticized Ford for not
giving enough support to Israel.
Less than a week later Ford
promised more weapons to the
Jewish state, over $1 billion
dollars worth during the next
fiscal year.

White House press secretary
Ron Nesson said he would not
deny that the disclosure had any
connection with Carter's charge
or the campaign.

Illinois, California, Florida,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
especially New York are con
sidered very important states
during this campaign. Winning
the Jewish vote in these states
could help either candidate win
that state.

PRESIDENT FORD is
working very hard to try and
change the Democratically
ruled Congress in this election.
In a recent letter to Ron
Buikema, Republican running
mate for congressman of the
3rd District, Ford wrote, "After
22 years of Democratic misrule,

it is time to change control- of
Congress. For two years I have
stood for all the people against a
vote-hungry, free -spending
Democratic majority. My
vetoes of irresponsible
legislation have saved the tax
payers billions of dollars. On
many important legislative
proposals there has been total
Congressional inaction."

Ford's basic plan for
Corvess next year, if elected,
:. l.O submit a strong and
balanced legislative programs,
based upon his record of"...
steady progress toward
prosperity, peace and public
trust."

Ronald Buikema
Ron Buikema is the

Republican running-mate for
congressman of the 3rd District.
He is the South Holland village
attorney and has never held
public office before.

BUIKEMA'S BACKGROUND
INCLUDES being nominated by
the South Holland Jaycees for
Outstanding Young Man of last
year. He has also served on
many civic community
organizations, including the
board of directors of the Calvin
Christian School, Elim School
for Handicapped Children and
the Harvey YMCA. He was a
member of the South Holland

Community Chest and Lions
Club, and has also held positions
in the Young Republication
Organization.

The slogan Buikema is using
for the campaign is an apple
with the words "Restore
respect" in it. When asked by
the Spartanite what
significance this slogan has,
Buikema replied, "When a
student gives his teacher an
apple, it is a sign that the
student has respect for the
teacher. What I am trying to do
is to restore respect and fiscal
integrity in our federal
government. "

Most politicians believe that
voter participation is a major

factor in.this year's election, on
all levels of government. "The
apathy of voters worries me,"
said Buikema, "Mistrust
toward politicians is growing
more every year. I don't con
sider myself as a politician, but
more as a public servant."

ONE THING BUIKEMA
would like to see is; more young
people working on campaIgns,
and commented, "Young people
are essential to government."

Buikema is against the Equal
Rights Amendment and says,
"A woman's place is in the
home. Tne civil rights laws are
enough; there is no need to pass
more legislation than
necessary,"

"I have been working with the
people and for the people for
twelve years," Buikema said,
"I feel I can fairly represent the
hopes, asperations and
philosophy of the people in the
3rd District."

THE RACE IN the 3rd
District has been viewed as one
of the closest congressional
races in years. The outcome of
the election will be very im
portant for the 3rd District and
those who live in it.

Women's Lib vs Male Chauvinism

LETTERS TO THE
I

dress in a skirt all the time, but
guys do not keep their
masculinity either when they
dress like they do, or when they
enter into a woman's line of
work.

Females welcome males into
their occupational field without
any comments or harrassments
and males should do the same,
because when you really come
down to the bare facts neither
sex is really satisfied with what
jobs are open to them.

Spa,tanite (l)
PubUahed by the Advanced

JournaUam Students of
OAK LAWN COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL

94th Street and Southwest Highway
Oak Lawn, lUinois 6Of53

EDITORIAL BOARD

blow dried, dyed and even
curled.

mE FEMALES SEE this,
but they don't laugh and make
fun, they just let it pass by.
They don't hold anything
against the guy because of what
he does for a living or because
of the way he dresses, just like
the males shouldn't hold it
against the females if they
choose to go into a man's field of
occupation, in order to make
more money.

There is an agreement that
girls seem to lose some of their
femininity when they do a
man's job or when they don't

every two males, meaning that
one-third of the female
population must be self
supporting for the rest of its life.

Society has made some big
changes, and our lives are much
different today then they were
25 years ago. The males were
known as the "heads of the
households," the "bread
winners," and just by the way
they dressed they fit the title of
being hard-working and
masculine. The males of today's
society try to keep up that title,
but they are not very con
vincing. They dress more like
females and when you see them,
you can't imagine them as hard
working and masculine. Guys
today wear tight fitting pants,
silky fitted shirts, high shoes,
long hair, bracelets, rings,
necklaces and even earrings.
They go to a beauty parlor to
have their hair washed, cut,

the males been doing all this
time? They have been moving
right in on the women's oc
cupational field. They are
becoming office clerks, nurses,
beauticians and even nude
dancerS.

IT you walk around OLCHS
you will find !1'\an~girls in
classes like auto m~ nics, but
you will also find e same
number of guys or .~ore in
classes like cooking, se'Mng and
typing, to name a few.

mE MALES WILL not ac
cept the fact that with all this
new machinery we have now
their jobs are not really that
hard, and that is why girls are
capable of handling them too.

The male population also has
not yet realized that females
need well paying jobs. Ac
cording to a national' standing
released in the papers awhile
back there are three females for

BY SUE- HANZIE

FOR MANY YEARS now, the
Womens' Liberation Movement
has been. fighting for equal
rights for the chance to prove
that women are just as capable
as males in handling hard jobs.
But the males will not give them
a ch nce. and they laugh and
make fun of any women who
try. But who really has the last
laugh??? As the saying goes,
"You've come a long way
Baby," and it seems to pertain
to the male population more
than the female population.

Females now wear jeans
instead of short skirts, and they
are out in the working world
driving trucks, buses and fixing
engines, but they also are self
supporting now! Yes, the
females have been making
some drastic changes over the
past few years, but what have

LETTER FROM mE EDITOR: Letters to the editor is. your
section. It's published for the studentS to express their opinions on
topics such as school policy, the Spartanlte, community matters, or
other topics of interest to students.

Patti Coontz, Karen Villanueva, Michele Wierzgac, Scott
Mcaninch, Shlela Kieger, Gary Slollca, Mary Lynn Miller, Pete
Douville, Rich Renz, Gary Konrath, Dawn Ammerman, Mary

Title IX comments

This letter is referring to the
article "Title IX Begins" in the
September 24 issue of the
·Spartanite. It deals with the
question of whether sex
education should be taught in
co-ed health classes. As of now,
the classes are attended by both
guys and girls until sex
education comes up, then they
are separated. This, to me,
sounds fine. There's nothing
embarrassing about learning
the nutritional values in foods or
how to aid injuries. There is a
positive response to the decision
of the administration of OLCHS
to integrate the classes.

But many people want to see
the classes go completely co-ed,
sex education included. I think
this is unnecessary. Students
have generally been quoted as
saying they would rather have a

teacher of their own sex teach it
or prefer the entire class to be
their own sex. A lot of students
would feel uncomfortable and
moreover "would never ask
some of the questions they
might have" with the opposite
sex present.

This being such an important
subject, why not have students
learn sex education com
fortably with their own sex?

SUE SULLIVAN

Center helpful
The Career Resource Center

in rm. 105 is very helpful to
college-bound students in ob
taining information about
careers as well as colleges.

This is a great asset to OLCHS
and I think it should be taken
advantage of. Now it is even
better due to the addition of the

computerized system which
enables students to find out
information on colleges and
careers.

This Is very helpful because
so many seniors graduate from
high school and don't know what
they want to do with their lives.
IT they prepare now they will at
least have a good idea of what
they want to do.

MARY PAT KEANE

I'm writing about the matter
of the present cut system. I feel
this system is one of the best.
Last year the students took
advantage of the system. I have
noticed that every year the code
is stricter. I feel that if the
board gets any stricter no cuts
will be allQwed. Maybe that's
the best way.

PAT CIANCANELLI
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day, but h could not fall asleep.
He could only leave the room for
just a few minutes at a tim . My
sister had to have it once and
she hated it. She said she liked
external much better because
she got out of choo!.

I believe they should start
internal suspension again.
Maybe it would cut down on all
the cutting.

DENISE PRPIC

The school should have a
booster bus for the football
games. I know a lot of people
who would like to go to away
games but have no way of
getting there. If people do have
cars they still might not be able
to drive out there because it's
too far. Everyone says that this
school'has no school spirit. It
does--it's just that we need help
showing it.

But, you and I know that il
happened last year and it will
most likely happen again this
year, and there isn't much we
can do about it.

I doubt that many of you even
know what Halloween is. It's a
festival that is celebrated on the
31st of October. It's sort of a
Chri tma Eve, only it's for All
Saints Day. Halloween is a time
for parties for everyone.

In earlier times in the United
States, Iialloween was an oc
casion for playing harmless
pranks, but in more recent
years many people played
pranks that were not so har
mless. In some cities the police
have to work twice as hard on
Halloween night, to prevent
pranksters from doing damage.
Other communities, have
stopped such actions by com
pletely stopping Halloween
festivities.

MANY OF YOU don't really
care if Halloween is or isn't
around, but just remember how
it was when you were a kid, and
think of how little kids are going
to feel.

So on this Halloween think of
how it was for you and how it
should be for others. If you guys
are going to be causing trouble,
don't hurt anyone cause you'll
be hurting more people than you
think.

It's a ad thought.

Bad songs

or bad taste

A cummon occurance in the
cafeteria has been the playing
of bad ongs on the jukebox. 1
can see playing a song out of
bad taste, but people hav been
deliberately playing awful
songs just to be funny. I think
this is pretty stupid and I ask
those people to stop.

RICH FLIS

BY DO A CRAMER

making\'tpe board. However,
some of ttidSe students come to
the meetings and help out-all
seniors are invited to attend
and, except for the power of
voting, are given the same
rights as board members
(Those rights include being on
committees and helping with
the senior activities>. I am
sorry that all the applicants
couldn't have been on the board,
but that doesn't mean they can't
be involved in the board's ac
tivities.

EVERYONE KNOWS HOW
much fun Halloween can be, but
did you ever stop and th'ink that
you could be ruining it for
others? Do you remember when
you were little, about five or six
years old? Your mother helped
you on with your trick-or-treat
costume, gave you your bag,
told you to come home before it
got dark, and stay with your
brother.

ure, you think I'm crazy for
saying this, but it's most likely
true. Now it's a lot different
than it was, now it's time to go
out, start trouble, pull pr"'nks
and damage others' property.
Well, who cares, it's Halloween,
right? WRONG!

Halloween is still a day for the
little kids to get their candy and
whatever, but with all the
trouble that goes on, the
mothers don't think it's safe to
let them out. Not so much
because of the breaking of
pumpkins and windows, but
because of all the sick people
who are putting dope in candy,
razor blades in apples, and that
kind of stuff. What mother
wants is to check her childrens'
candy to make sure they can eat
it safely.

I DON'T EE how anyone
could do anything like tnat,
knowing that some little kid
may die because of his idea of a

KE TSUR ,AKI Need booster
PRE IDENT,CLASS OF '77

bus for spirit

GEORGE POLASKI

Halloween Horrors

According to past members,
to become a member of the NHS
they did not have to answer
qu stions at the end of the
application. Now there is a
small questionnaire added and
the answers to their questions
are, according to the in
formation given in the ap
plication, greatly considered for
a person's induction. I don't
think this is fair.

A person should be inducted
almost fully on the basis of his
or her scholastic achievements
and not on how some questions
are answered. A lot of people
are better with their mouths
than they are with their pens or
pencils.

Back to internal?
I don't believe school should

have external suspension
because it is not really
punishing the students, it is a
vacation away from school.

About four years ago the
school administered internal
suspension. The student had to
stay in a room for the whole

---

ENGLISH

How they choose..,
Many present seniors are

unhappy with the choice of the
new Senior Class Advisory
Board.

Out of the many applications,
a select few were chosen. Un
fortunately, these few are
always chosen! Many of these
newly chosen members are
m mbers of the student council
and other student
organizations.

Of course, we do understand
that all seniors are invited to
attend meetings, but really
what influence do we have?

W congratulate the select
few who made SCAB.

THE U ELECTED
(NAME WITHHELD

UPON REQUEST)

THE FOLLOWING IS A
REPLY FROM THE SENIOR
CLA S PRESIDENT.

SCAB was picked by a group
decision. The four bfficers and
the class sponsors met and
discussed each applicant. The
policy this year, and from now
on, limits the organization to 35
members (plus the officers>.
Out of those 35, eleven people
were immediately placed on the
board because they ran for
office. That was done so that
everyone who voted would be
repre ented. That left 24
positions to be filled (There
were 80 applications). The
selections were based on past
and present performance in
school functions. We felt that if
a person was, or is, involved in
sctlool activities, than he would
also be beneficial to our com
mittee.

Of the 60 applicants who
didn't make it, I'm sure that
many are upset about not

LETTERS TO THE

BOB VOPINE - J lOR
"Probably not, that ain't for
someone else to use. Is it?"

(Continued on page 8)

BY SHARON JAMESON

PARENTS HAVE A legal
right to a minors' wages and
services. If a minor is driving
after curfew it is the same as
driving without a license. It is
also illegal for any junk dealer
to purchase any article from a
minor without written consent
of the parent. Slingshots and
razor blades are considered
illegal weapons and are
prohibited by the Illinois State
Law. It is unlawful to sell any
form of tobacco within 100 ft. of
any school.

As ridiculous as these laws

simply turned over to their
dean!i, for disciplinary action.

The Media Center has two
basic rules-one is that you
conduct yourself so you don't
infringe upon the rights of
others; and two, that you don't
steal or damage books or
materials. This is not very
complex when compared with
some other school rules or
codes.

MRS. DAVIDSON EN-
COURAGES students to use the
Media Center. "I want the kids
to feel welcome here," she says,
"and to use every bit of it. We
all do."

Law and
•minors

KAREN PETERS . M. WESSELS
OPHOMORE TEA HER

"Yes, I'd like my boyfriend to "Yes, he can use it any time he
have clean teeth and fresh wants."
breath, so he can pass the Certs'
Breath Test."

SP~d~l~rbQ~t
girlfriend use your toothbrush?

MARY LAMOUNTAIN
SENIOR
"No wayl I wouldn't let him use
my toothbrush. How
disgusting ! "

NORMAN GALLANT· FRESH- TEVE STRENK - ENlOR
MAN "Yes, the way some people kiss,
"I don't know? It depends on you're getting less germs by
who she is." using their toothbrush

anyhow."

BY GARY STOIKA

Media Center
has problems
MEDIA CENTER VA

DALISM is an expensive
problem, with losses of at least
$5,000 per year. Pages torn out
of books, stolen material, books
torn apart for no apparent
reason, defaced furniture or
broken furniture all need
repairing or replacing, which is
not free.

This bill is paid for by overdue
book fines, local taxes, and
some government grants. But
the Media Center is on a budget,
and more money spent on
repairs means less money left
over the purchase of new
materials like books,
magazines, reference material
or audio-visual equipment.

The Media Center is staffed
by four professionals, all of
whom have a Masters degree in
Media, and five clerical people.
This small staff circulates
material for approximately 1300
students per day-about 13
classes of slow days, and up to
30 on busy days. Also, students
on Open Campus and students
arriving on passes add to this
total.

MRS. T. DAVIDSON, director
of media services, is at times
dismayed by the actions of
vandals against the library, but
she says, "We do have our
problems, but basically the
students are all right. Van
dalism is a problem all over the
country-our situation is better
here than in most other
libraries."

Not all vandals or thieves are
caught. But those that are are
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Who draws the line? '" law and
•minors

BV DAN PADV

ON E OF TH E third party candidates for
Congressmen of the Jrd District in Illinois, is Frank
Collin, head of the National Socialist White Power
Party.

The goal of the NSWPP is to pursue to victory a
struggle to free America from al len influence and
domination as stated in a recent edition of the NSWPP
newspaper, White Power. National Socialist leader,
Commander Matt Koehl, also said in the paper that,
"the fact that White people can pick their favorite
brand of breakfast cereal, mouthwash or laxative - or
choose between Tweeldledee and Tweedledum in
some rigged election - doesn't mean they have real
freedom. Commander Koehl also said that the
struggle to free America has several aspects:

To free America from the power of international
finance capital;

To free America from the news monopoly;
To free America from Jewish influence and con

trol; and
To free America from alien racial minorities.
During the summer, there has been several In

stances of. disturbances at Marquette Park in
Chicago. These disturbances were actually rallies
sponsored by the NSWPP that got out of hand and
turned Into racial conflicts.

RECENTLV, FRANK COLLIN had hopes of having
rallies in local parks in various towns that are in, or a
part of, the Jrd Congressional District. He applied for
park permits In 15 southern suburbs, but none of the
towns have granted him a permit and two-thirds have
definitely turned him down.

Ilil...

One of the towns turned down a permit for Collin's
rallies was Evergreen Park. Anthony Vaceo, mayor
of Evergreen Park, said that all the reasons for
turning down the permit were valid. He said, "There
were many reasons that the permit was turned down.
We received many letters from citizens when they
found out about Collin's request, saying that we would
be endangering their lives and property by permitting
Collin to hold his rally here. other reasons for turning
down the request for the permit were:

(1) There is an ordinance in Evergreen Park that
claims parks should be restricted to residents of
Evergreen Park (none of the members of Collin's
party are residents of Evergreen Park).

(2) The Past history of violence in previous rallies
Let me say, at this time, that although I am not

endorsing the NSWPP, or what they stand for, I am
standing up for their rights as citizens which, under
the 1st amendment, say that they are guaranteed
freedom of speech and the right to assemble in public.

others have done it in the past for what they stand
for, but why draw the line here?

MARTIN LUTHER KING, anti-abortion groups,
Vietnam protesters and other groups have all held
rallies before, letting them show the people what they
stand for and express their views.

Why is the NSWPP different from all these other
groups? Because of the fact that there could be an
outbreak of violence? What about Martin Luther
King's rallies, wasn't there violence during them?

It seems as though, in this day and age of freedom
of the press and freedom of speech, that the amend
ments to the Constitution are unclear ...and that not
everyone is guaranteed these rights.

(Continued from page'S)
seem they can still be enforced
upon minors. Many of these
laws are outdated by present
situations, but it takes time and
money to remove them from the
statutes.

Like all persons, minors have
constitutional rights. Only
recently has it been determined
that minors have the same
rights upon arrest as adults.

IN EVERYDAY LIFE minors
run into situations that deal
with the legal system and those
who do not know their rights are
just plain out of luck. It is a good
idea to keep informed of the
law, minor or adult. Many
parents do not know that they
can be fined if their child is
truant once too often, or that the
minor can be given into the
custody of a juvenile court.

Many times the rights of
minors are not fully enforced,
but whose fault is it? Is it the
minors' fault, like the old
saying, 'ignorance of the law is
no excuse,' or is it the fault of
authorities who take advantage
of minors?

To know how to handle any
legal situation is a good defense.
Know what to do upon arrest or
in case of an emergency. Don't
assume others will be totally
fair with you just because you
aren't 18. It is a lot easier to
avoid trouble than to tangle
with something as technical and
confusing as law and the minor.

is next to GodlinessCleanlines
perfume have helped to hide
this fact.

Now. after these facts have
been exposed, there seems to be
no reason in the world for the
girls not to take a shower. It
seems as though girls generally
handle locker room language
and antics with the same gusto
as boys, so with the absence of a
shower it seems as though
equality and atmosphere are
lost.

FOR THE GIRLS who are
worried about wasting your
makeup by having to reapply it
after a shower, you might
consider if you would rather
have a few less "cents" or a few
more "scents."
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I know the general feeling
among girls is that they would
like to be treated as the boys'
equals so how come you sweaty,
locker-room-smelling females
don't have to take a shower
after the day's activities?"

YES, IT'S TRUE boys, the
shower we're required to take
even if we just stand in line for
role call the girls never have to
take, no matter how much they
sweat (excuse me, perspire).

In the true sense of the worQ
this is discrimination. It's
terribly frightening to find out
that the girls you have been
dating over the past couple of
years are not so clean and fresh.
Extensive use of deodorant and

BY JERRY PETERSON

"SAY THERE YOUNG
LADY, how come you're all red
and sweaty?

"I jUst got out of my physical
education class. Did you know
that we girls at OLCHS win
more conference titles than the
OLCHS boys? IT you didn't know
that, you should realize that we
girls work hard for those titles.
That's even reflected in our
physical education classes; we
play hard."

"Yes, it seems that you've
played just as hard as your
male counterpart during your
physical education activities,
But wait just one minute please.



Come-on lines

... it's great for your complexion

'It must be love'

II

Page 7

with it.

Cheryl Beckwith

regular job. I need my ar (and
money to run it> just as mucn as
any guy. It's a long way to and
from school, and for those
nights when there' no guy to
"cart me around" so that I can
"wrap him and his paycheck
around my finger," I need my
car to get me where I want to
go.

{o'

leo EON!

DANCING
GALORE

9010 S. Harlem
featuring instruction In:

DISCO

BALLET - ACROBATIC,:;i;~ \:q

430-1711 i/~1

their girls everyday. Also, most
every guy I know goes out with
"the guys" at least one night of
his weekend (not to mention
weeknights). I suppose your
girlfriend should sit home
whenever you're not there to
"cart her around...... "

...1 have a car of my own and
(at present) do not have a

\

THE SPARTANITE

notes:
many other girls too, so I cannot
sign my name only.

unsigned
While reading Oak Lawn's

first Spartanite issue, I came
across an article "Driving
Blues," which aroused my
attention and probably many
other gals like myself. In
response to Mr. Jeff Jedlicka's
descriptive experiences per
taining to female drivers, I'd
like to say a few words in the
female defense.

First off more girls today
drive cars then ever before for
purposes of necessity. The
greater majority of us work-·for
the same purposes as the guys
do. According to Mr. J's opinion
gals needn't drive because we
get such good service from the
boyfriends. Speaking of good
service, it reminds me of the
time the bus proved quite
handy, when my gallant
chaffeur was drunk.

I also have completed the Oak
Lawn Drivers Ed. classes and
would like to comment on my
experiences. There's nothing
like being an observer in a car
rocking like a motor boat while
the MALE driver repeatedly
brakes, and holding my breath
as he attempts to run down the
fence on the range.

And by the way Mr. J., just
what period of time did you get
your information from? The
1960's or maybe early 70's???
It's been awhile since short
skirts were around!!

I've got to admit one thing
though. It took a lot of guts to
write an article like this aimed
so much at the female ego. By
the way, is Peggy still talking to
yah???

And here are the rest of the
"come-ons" :

"ITS~OT SEX, ITS MAKING
LOVE' <Oh come on now).

"WHY SPOIL A PERFECT
EVENING?"

THAT'S ALL FOLKS. Maybe
I should send the results of my
inquiry to Ann Landers. But I
don't think I'd want it shown in
the Sun-Times that OLCHS is
the dwelling for a few sex
maniacs.

"TRY IT, YOU'LL LIKE IT"
"Good idea. I need some alka

seltzer, you're making me
sick."

"I'LL STILL RESPECT
YOU"

"IF YOU REALLY LOVED
ME....etc."

Sharilyn Harm
I think your article "driving

blues" was written in very poor
taste .... It was writlen
humorously, but I think it could
have been written without
putting down girls the way you
did.

Girls may need a car just as
much as a guy does even
without a job. You may have a
girlfriend that you "cart
around" everyday, But there
are some guys that don't see

GOOD LUCK WITH THOSE,
friend. Another guy suggested
the old scientific approach:

"ITS ONLY NATURAL"
(Can't argue with that).

"HOW DO YOU THINK WE
GOT HERE?"

"Stork I !?"

ONE PERSON SUGGESTED
the ultimatum approach. He's
used one of these lines for the
past twenty weekends in a row.
He's bound to get lucky one of
these days. For instance:

"NOW OR NEVER"
"Could you be more

specific? "

"IF NOT NOW, WE'RE
THRO H"

"We were through a long time
ago."

BY JEFF JEDLICKA

Readers'

I RECEIVED A FEW letters
of encouragement from
students and faculty on my
story from last issue, "Driving
Blues":

"Driving Blues" in one word
is ghastly. Wordy, sloppy, too
cute, and lacking in a clear
point of view ....And wonder of
wonders I The author once again
dives into his rich past for
another little personal an-
cedote! Really! Its full of
humorless humor .

Tom Reiter
Head of English Dept.

I would like to comment on
the article "Driving Blues."

I feel this was an unjustified
article. ·How about the girls
side? Well, since one wasn't
given in the article, I'd like to
give one now.

What does a girl need a car
for? Work, thats what! You
don't see us girls riding around
trying to find guys. We don't
jack our cars up and try and
look like "Joe cool". We're
sensible. We drive our cars on
the ground, not in the air. Why
don't you guys buy a jet? If you
ever looked at statistics (of
course boys don't open books,
it's bad for their image) men
are the worse drivers. Can you
see why your insurance is
higher?

You also seem to think we get
away with murder in Drivers
Ed.. Very funny. Who wears
dresses today to hitch up for the
teachers? Did you ever try to
hitch blue jeans up? Im
possible! So just what are we
getting away with? Can we girls
help it that we're that much
better?

As far as dating goes, you
guys are the suckers who take
us out. Nobody twists your arm
each Friday and Saturday
night. Why don't you spend your
money on more sensible things,
like "Hot Rod" magazines and
white socks. Us girls can have a
good time without you. We'll
recruit older guy who don't
look upon us as bills to pay.

I'm not writing this letter on
my behalf alone, but along with

October 22, 1976

BY JEFF JEDLICKA

YOU DON'T HAVE TO FEEL
GUILTY"

"I don't, but you should for
using this stupid line."

"THE RES NOTHING
BETTER TO DO"

"Yes there is. I can tell you
how many times a guy has tried
this line on me."

"COME ON, ITS ALL PART
OF GROWING UP" (The old
psychological technique).

"Oh yeah I '! You try anything,
but the time my father's done
with you the last thing you'll
have to worry about is growing
up."

"YOU DON'T HAVE TO
FEEL GUILTY"

"I don't. Quit wastin' time."
<Oh yeah. Don't ask me who
gave these comments. A good
reporter never reveals his
sources>.

"ITS GOOD FOR YOUR
COMPLEXION"

"Oh yeah!? Well it won't be
good for yours with a big red
mark on the side of your face
when I slap it."

"NO ONE WILL KNOW"
"Except that cop looking

through the back window."

"NO ONE WILL KNOW"
"Just you and me and the 20

guys outside ready to turn the
car over because you pulled in
with your brights shining on
every car in the lot."

In Ann Landers' column the
other day, I came across an
interesting item. A Phd. wrote
to Ann asking her to ask some of
the teenage guys reading her
column what they used for
"come-on" lines with their
girlfriend. The writer of the
letter was doing a study on the
"evils" of premarital sex and
wanted to find out what a person
used to make his date "give in".
Oh brother...

I decided to look into it, and
here's the results.

I asked some of the guys
around school what lines they
used. (and some girls what their
boyfriends used). I then found
out what some of the girls have
answered to each line. Here are
some of the better ones:

"HEY BABY, WANT TO GET
LUCKY"

"What are you going to do,
leave?"

"COME ON, RIDE MY
MOTORCY LE, PUT
SOMETHING EXCITING
BETWEEN YOUR LEGS"

No comment

"COrtm ON, ITS ALL PART
OF G ROWING UP"

"It sure is, and by the time
you get home, you'll have to
duck to get through the door."
(Sorry guys, can't say who
answered this one either.)

,
"I'M NEARSIGHTED, LETS

GET IN THE BACK SEAT"
Supposedly this line is for use

at the drive-in. This sounds like
a smooth line to me and
omeone should try it.
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Demonic possession of
inanimate objects

Tf,e M&M kid

The
Gap

English:
The language department is

very active the month.
There will be a language

department float in the Home
Coming Parade, October 30.

The parade is at 10:00 a.m.,
Saturday, October 30, along 95th
Street. The language depart·
ment is also presenting a
variety show. The performance
will be Friday, November 13, at
the Arts and Craft Fair at
O.L.C.H.S. The show will be
performed in a variety of dif
ferent languages.

German by Mrs. Douville
Italian by Antonell Canallar

Thanks to all those who helpe
and a special thanks to all th
language teachers who too
time t'l help.

Espaniol:
Habra un boya del depar

tamento de lenguas en el desfile
de casa, venido el trienta de
Octubre.

El desfile comienza a las diez
el sabado, el trienta de Octubre'
un la calle de noventa y cinco:
Las bayas esteran juzadas en el
partido de futball el sabado.

El departamento de lenguas
eatan presentando tambien un
exposicion de varidades. EI
expoicion de variedad sera el
viernes el trece de Moviembre.
Sera dirgado por la Sera en
muches lenguas diferentes.

";erman:
Die fremd- sprachen klassen

sind sehr taetig diesen monat,
zur feit besch aeftigen ser sich
mit dem schmueclen eines Platt
form wagens fur die Heim
Kommen Parade.

Die Parade ist am Samatag
denn 30, Oct, Iln6, um 11 Uhr
frub entlang 95th strasse. Die
Platt form wagen werden
waerent dem Fuss ball spiel
abgeschaetzt.

Die Fremd-Sprachen Klassen
praesentieren auch heuer ein
Talentspiel Die Vorstellung ist
am Freitag denn 13, Nov, Iln6,
in der Kunst und handwerk
Messe in O.L.C.H.S. Die vor
stelJung findet in verschiedence
sprachen statt.

Italiano:
II departimento in lingue e

malto attive questo mene.
II dipartimento in lingue sars

pure incluso nella home Caming
Parata, il 30 Ottobre.

La Parata sars sabato 30
Pttobre, alle 10:00 a.m. suI
carso 95th St. I carri saranno
asservati dalla giurio, sabato
alla partita di calcio.

II dipartimento in lingu
presentera pure un programma
di varieta. II programma sara
presentato venerdi, 1
Novimbre, all'Arte e Craft
fiera all'O.L.C.H.S. I
programma sara presentato i
una varieta di differenti lingue

BY DAWN AMMERMAN

just eat when I feel like it, and in
the end it averages out to about
one M&M per pa~e."

mAT WILL ONLY work with
some books, however.

If her initial tests tell her that
reading a particular work
would be above and beyond the
call of scholastic duty-in other
words, if she couldn't handle it
on only one M&M per page-she
feels it's essential to adjust her
reward to fit her effort.
Therefore, that book is
automatically given double
M&M status.

The extra strain placed on
Ms. Kloese with a double M&M
book has a subconscious effect
on her eating habits·-she claims
that she actually needs two
M&Ms after finishing a page, so
she will involuntarily gobble
twice as many candies as she
would have otherwise.

HER M&M ONSUMPTION
reached a peak last year when
she ate one pound of the
chocolate bits in one weekend
while re earching a history
term paper.

Naomi has also tried other
methods of self-reward, none of
which have worked as well as
M&Ms. She has tried reading
her books in the bathtub, but she
says she falls asleep and is
afraid of drowning. She will also
place a glass of ice water in
front of her while (joing
trigonometry homework, and
drink it when she has finished.
She finds this useless, however
if she is not thirsty. - '

As far as writing goes, her
only guidelines are that for a
difficult paper she will watch
one hour of good T.V., and for
an easy paper she will see 30
minutes of junk T.V. She is
currently developing additional
reward systems for writing
papers and essays.

SO BACK TO "America and
Russia." By the time Naomi
Kloese has finished reading it,
there will still be a half bag of
M&Ms left over. What is she
going to do with all this surplus
chocolate motivation? Like a
squirrel storing nuts for the
winter, she'lJ stash it in a
cabinet where she knows it'll be
safe. After all, she's got to get
through semester exams
somehow.

Professor Xavier Nitwitz of
Geneva, Switzerland, brought
forth an idea that seems to
reveal a devastating fact.

"MAN HAS BECOME so
rotten in the past 2000 years,
that demons can't make it any
worse.

.. ...Demons are a useless
entity in the supernatural
world. In layman's terms, they
are the white elephants of the
occult."

What Nitwitz was trying to
say, was that men and demons
will eventually trade places in
an unending cycle. Man will
become the tempters of good
demons. Thus, the gap between
good and evil shall eventually
be resolved into a perpetual
state of apathy.

WOULD YOU BUY a used car
from this girl?

Neither would a lot of people.
But Spartanite Editor-in·

Chief Naomi Kloese is entitled
to her quirks, one of which is a
system of self-reward that
would make Sigmund Freud
turn in his grave.

NAOMI WILL SIMPLY give
herself one or two M&M candies
for each page that she reads in
any given book, depending on
its classification as a single or
double M&M book, which
depends on how long, boring or
difficult the volume is.

Before she begins reading,
Ms. Kloese will place a bowl of
the coated chocolate bits in
front of her and feed herself as
she reads.

"The actual theory of one
M&M per page is the control,"
she says. "I don't stop to eat an
M&M after each page, 'cause I
wouldn't get anything done. I

DEMONIC POSSESSION OF
inanimate objects remains a
mystery to theologists and
members of the clergy.

One attempt at explaining
this p~enomena was made by
FrancIS Altarbound, a choir boy
at the thirty-third church of
Vienna.

Francis explained that it was
due to the new spiritual re-birth
that was going on throughout
the world. That demons had no
place else to go.
. BUT OF COURSE, who

listens to irresponsible choir
boys who know nothing of
demonology?

The true basis for this
phenomena lies in the fact that
demons are apathetic towards
men.

Naomi Kloese demonstrating her system of study. (Staff photo by
Wayne Macha.)

BY DONNA DEAN

THE BOOK IS titled
"America and Russia." The girl
holding it wears an expression
of. intense concentration; it's
evtdent that she's making a
serious decision.

She weighs the facts
carefulIy--the size of the
print ~he number of
pages the wei~t of the book
itself. She feels the pa~es to
judge their thickn. ,checks
the ~ength of t index,
examines the table of contents.
Then as her major test she
reads the first page.

She gets through it well-page
one is favorable. To be ab
solutely certain, she reads the
second page and then pauses for
a long minute, calculating,
considering. Finally she makes
her decision. It's definitely not a
single-it has got to be a double
M&M book.

This was just one of many
cases involving the demonic
possession of an inanimate
object.

In Montreal, a man com
plained that his toothbrush
would lodge itself in his mouth
making it difficult to remov~
the wet toothpaste.

A WOMAN IN FRANCE
reported that her hair curlers
would roll themselves so tight,
that they couldn't be removed
for weeks.

In Bern, Switzerland, a
cheese shop owner was forced
to chain his blu cheese in the
back room.

While in Milan, Italy, a man
was forced to contact his local
bishop and two other priests to
exorcise his salad.

BY
HENRY WORTHLESS
SHORTFELLOW
AKA
BRIAN WEAVER

IN MY STUDY of
demonology, I have uncovered
conclusive evidence leading to
the fact that demons are
becoming tired of possessing
human beings.

Cases of demonic possession
have dwindled in recent years.
Thus, creating another in-depth
look into exorcisms.

Many theologists believe
other "things" are being
possessed. If people are not
being possessed, then what is?

ONE ATTEMPT AT that
answer came from Dr. Hugo
Gruuuube of the Theological
Institute .in Helsinki. He
guessed that animals were
being plagued by the devils. But
after several, extensive in
terviews with church officials
it became evident that animai
exorcisms were rare and often
ignored.

In 1936, a budgie owned by
Roland Phelps of Loomisville,
Pennsylvania, claimed his bird
Tweeters was suffering from
possession. Mr. Phelps ex
plained that the bird's beak was
damaged and that it had lost
most of its feathers during a
siege of convulsions. When In
fact the bird was not a budgie at
all, but a field mouse with a
loose, paper cone for a beak and
clumps of feathers stapled to its
back. This shabby attempt at
free publicity put an abrupt end
to animal exorcisms.

But the question still
remained, where are the evil
spirits striking?

DR. LEIF POLLAN, a
botanist at UCLA reported
having numberous calls
referring to plants in po session
cases.

"Yes, we've had many in
stances where a venus fly-trap
would throw-up all over the pot.
Some reported having their
plants talk back to the owners
using obscene language. One
woman claimed that her
honeysuckles had forced her
from her home and had
barricaded the doors and
windows."

This was only part of the
answer.

THE HIDEOUS TRUTH was
revealed to me in Swampton,
Louisiana. Harmon Boggs
awoke one morning in his
marshy home to notice a drastic
change in his box of Q-Tips.

"It was horrible," explained
the nervous construction
worker. "It'd go into the
bathroom to clean my ears,
when they'd start that
miserable dance,"

Boggs was so frightened as he
continued, that he was forced to
break the box when it refused to
be opened. Once the swabs were
out, they'd hurl themselves at
his ears in a frenzy.

"IT WAS TERRIFYING, I
went screaming out of the
bathroom more than once. I,
I'm afraid of cotton now, and let
me tell you, it's not easy
cleaning your ears with
styrofoam."
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life•In
that time were not made by lone
anarchists, but by carefully
organized conspiracies. Con
sidering the reopening of the.
stlJdy of the Kennedy
assassination, if Ms. Caldwell
had set the book in present
times these implications could
cause an uproar.

CAPTAINS AND THE Kings
is a cynical, but thought
provoking book. It could teach
us a lot about ourselves and
our history. If you like to read
interesting books that also
make you think, Captain and
the Kings is recommended.

values haven't changed much
since then. Ms. Caldwell could
easily have set this book in 1976
and come to the same con
clusions. A possible reason she
didn't set the book in modern
times is that the picture she
paints of human nature is dark.
It is easy to believe awful things
about people in past times, but
to believe them about our own
society is asking too much.
There would be explosive
denials and refusals. No one
likes to believe that greed is
stronger than love and that
money is stronger than charity.

Caldwell also implies that
many political assassinations of

INCLUDES:
AIR FARE, FLOWER' LEI
GREEING, TRANSFERS AM>
BAGGAGE HANDLING,
TRIPLE OCCUPANCY AC
COMMODATIONS, SIGHT
SEEING ON EACH ISLAND
AND LOS ANGELES, TAXES
AND TIPS FOR THE ABOVE,
BUS TRANSPORTATION
BETWEEN WORLD TRAVEL
MART AND O'HARE AND
ACCIDENT INSURANCE.

Oak Lawn's
Easter Trip
April 7, 1977 - 9 Days

Angeles 2 D~ys

Waikiki 5 Days
Maui 2 Da..ys

$489

$50 deposit due Dec. 1, Balance; Feb. 15, 1977
Limited capacity 90 seats available

CHAPERONES:
Mr. and Mrs. William Hill Make checks payable to:
Dr. and Mrs. Ben Smith World Travel Mart 56!5 W. 95th St.
Mr. and Mrs. Len Scaduto Oak Lawn, Ill. 60453 Phone'636-7800

Reservations must be i~ our office with a $~ deposit by December 1. Final payment will be due by
February 15. Cancellation up to 45 days prior to departure - $20 cancellation charge. Cancellation
between 45 days and departure time is assessed a $50 cancellation fee. No refund for no-shows
Students may participate on a voluntary basis. This Is not a school pon ored trip and the s~hool
assumes n(> respon IbiHty or llabiUt".

Though the book is set in the
middle 1800's to the early 1900's,
it is obvious that people and

"I'M SORRY SIR. but I do
think you have the wrong
number."
"Pardon me?"

Laughing softly my caller
said, "Hi love, it's me. Try to
get a babysitter for the kids and
as soon as I get off work and get
home we can go out on the town
tonight."

Whoa. Kids, what kids?
Discovering his mistake, he

apologized saying he was sorry
and must have dialed the wrong
number.

IF BOOKS WITH over two
hundred pages turn you off,
Captain and the Kings may
change your mind. The author,
Taylor Caldwell, turns what
might have been a long, boring
novel, into a grim, but
fascinating page-turner.

Captain and the Kings is the
story of Joseph Armagh and
how he went from a poor, Irish
orphan, to a powerful and
ruthless millionaire.

It is not a pleasant book or a
fairy tale. Its' stark reality is
disturbing. The author
challenges our beliefs in
religion, American government
and business. This is no war
med-over, rags to riches story.
It is a believable account of a
man's life.

MS. CALDWELL LEADS you
through the events of Joseph
Armaugh's life with skilled
ease. Traumas and tragedies
which are so numerous that
they leave you defeated, are
made to seem like average
parts of everyone's life. Ms.
Caldwell takes a cynical and
pessimistic view of nearly
everything the book touches on.
Love always goes wtong,
businessmen are liars and

are chosen on a yearly basis
with the list not coming out until
second llemester. So you'll have
to check with your counselor on
that.

Also, you can only drop a
class on the basis of failure
after you h8ve already failed
the entire first semester. This,
of course, will affect your grade
point average.

Schedule changes because of
disciplinary problems are just
as hard to obtain and are only
granted as a last resort.

If you should feel that you
really do need some type of
schedule change, talk to your
counselor, and he or she will do
all they can to help you.

If you're not sure what a
particular class involves, ask
your counselor for more in
formation. It might even be a
good idea to talk to the teacher
of that class, too.

To locate a particular
teacher, use the
schedule.

If you have any questions
about schedule changes, or
OLCHS in general, write a letter
and drop it off in room 210
anytime during the schoolday.
It's that easy.

MILLER

ACTION
Y RENE SUCH

BY MARY LYN
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Phone-Aholics talk it all up
GIRLS WITH PHONES in can write ner a Jetter; It's ner caUs. He might get the hint.

their rooms can be real phone number. Maybe it's WHEN USI G A public
menaces. It provides privacy easier to ask a girl out when you phone, there is a sneaky way to
fo-r telling your' girlfriends don't have to look at her, if she call home and not Mve to pay
about last nights date and the says no you can say you have for it. Whenever I got off of
drinking plans made for the the wrong number or just hang work I'd call home ~r a ride.
coming Friday night. The only up. Instead of waiting for an an-
problem is that i(somebody else For a girl it!s easier to accept swer, I'd let the phone ring
is trying to call your house they a date over the phone, if you three times and then hang up.
may get pretty mad after blush no one will know. If you Because there wasn't any
getting a buzy signal for two don't want to talk to some guy answer to my call, I'd get my
hours. who calls you every other hour, inflationary price of 20 cents.

When a guy wants to ask a maybe you can bribe your little back. Upon hearing this three
girl out, what is one of the first brother or sister into telling the ring signal my mom would
things he wants to know about guy that you are sleeping or at come and pick me up.
her? It isn't her address so he your grandmothers when he

Captains and Kings: lesson
BY MARY WENDLING greedy cheats, government

officials are not elected by the
people, but by men with money,
women live for their men, their
men live for money and all men
and women are basically very
selfish. But the pessimism is
made bearable and believable
by the realism. No matter how
bad Joseph Armaugh's
situation is, you know that it
isn't purely imaginary. All the
things he experiences are real.
They might have happened to
anyone of us.

So you've already sat through
wo weeks of that same boring
lass when it dawns on you,
'Hey, why don't I just drop this
lass--it's not required
nyway!?"
Dropping the class may seem

ike the logical thing to do, but
t's not always that easy.
chedule changes of any kind
re discouraged by the cpun·
elors because of the paperwork
nvolved.

The reason most students at
LCHS want to drop a class is
imply for convenience. They
e usually bored with the class,

ot to mention the teacher, and
ould like to take a more ex
iting one--or none at all.
Counselors give these con

enience drops last priority out
f all schedule changes.
Tbe two most acceptable

reasons for dropping a class
:tre;

1. If you're failing it. And;
2. If there are serious

disciplinary problems.
Only certain classes can be

dropped, though, even if you are
ailing. These selected classes

THE PHONE RANG into the
night, startling me out of my
sleep. I grabbed it worrying
that something serious must be
wrong if someone was calling
me at 2 a.m. I went into sudden
shock as a full blast of
Aerosmith tunes were sounded
into my ear. The dial tone then
informed me that my mystery
caller had hung up. Someone
must be having a wild party and
I wasn't invited. If only they
knew the dream they disturbed.

The telephone can be often
taken for granted in a
household. Many important and
time-saving communications
can be made through its proper
use. On the other hand, if only
Alexander Gram Bell had
known that when he invented
the phone it would provide
many uses for the average
weirdo.

Did you ever have the ex
perience of having the phone
ring twice? You get up to an
swer it, and it stops ringing.
Five minutes later, just as you
are trying to find the page in
the book you were reading, the
phone rings again. This time it
continues to ring until you
answer it. You know somebody
is on the other end of the line by
the deep breathing, but as soon
as you say "hello" he hangs up.
I've heard of shy callers, but
this is ridiculous.

ONE AFTERNOON THE
phone rang and I answered it
expecting it to be just one of my
girlfriends.

"Hello," I said unexpectingly
into the phone.

"Hi honey," I heard a man's
voice say in response.
"Wouldn't it be a lovely day for
a drive in the woods?"

HMMM. I DON'T have the
slightest idea who this is, but a
drive through the woods does
sound like fun. For lack of
anything better to say I said,
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THE RAMS SCORED another
touchdown before Serio passed
to Saylor for an Oak Lawn
touchdown. The score was 20-14
at the end of the third quarter.

Reavis scored again by using
running plays while wasting
time on the clock. They scored
iigain with two minutes left.
LAT~NSKI ENDED THE

game with 107 yards rushing.
Chappel led in tackles with 23,
Nicosia was second with 20, 
Loomis had 18 and Latanski had
17.

Last Saturday, the Spartans
beat T.F. South 15-14 in an
overtime game.

The Rebels scored first with a
touchdown and a two-point
conversion. Latanski ran for
eight yards for the Spartans'
first touchdown. Serio ran for
the two-point conversion. The
score was tied, 8-8, at the end of
regulation time.

THE REBELS AGAIN scored
the first touchdown in overtime
play but missed the two-point
conversion. Saylor scored the
Oak Lawn touchdown with
Trapp kicking the extra point.

Faurie ran 20 yards on the
kickoff return, Matt Mc
Campbell sacked Sandburg's
quarterback for a loss of seven
yards and Serio showed his
passing ability by throwing a 20
yard pass to T.J. Murphy.

Sandburg dominated the
fourth quarter completely by
scoring two touchdowns. The
first one was after an Oak Lawn
fumble and the second was a
five minute attack with runs
and short passes.

THE SPARTANS UFo
FERED their second straight
lost to Reavis on Oct. 9th by a
score of 36-14.

The Reavis Rams seem to like
running, too, for that is mostly
what they did. That is how they
scored their first touchdown
seven minutes into the game.
They scored again early in the
second quarter and with a two
point conversion made the score
14-0.

Tony Nicosia ran to the 25
yard line on the kickoff return.
With 7: 59 left in the quarter,
Jim Latanski ran all the way, 75
yards, for a touchdown.

BY GARY KONRATH

Gridmen fall to
andburg,Reavis

IT WAS a beautiful sunny
afternoon with 80 degree
weather on Oct. 2nd when
Sandb'urg beat the OLCHS
Varsity Football Team 21-0.

As the minutes of the first
quarter ticked away, it was
obvious which way the game
was going. Both teams were
just punting the ball back and
forth with a few penalties on
both sides. It was not until 5:34
was left in the quarter that Joe
Serio hit Steve Saylor for a
complete pass. To keep the

, attack going, the Spartans ran
for a first down. The attack
failed when they missed
another first down by inches.

The second quarter was much
of the same. This time the ac
tion didn't happen until there
was 2: 23 left when Sandburg
intercepted Serio's pass and ran
it to the OLCHS ll-yard line. A
minute later, they scored on a
ouchdown pass, making the

ore 7-0 at halftime.
IN THE THIRD quarter, the

partans started rolling. Scott

Athlete of the issue

THE ATHLETE OF the issue this month is Jim Latanski, who
;1as played solidly on both offense and defense for the Spartans this
year.

Latanski has been the leading rusher for the football team.
Against ReaVis, he ran for 107 yards, including a 75 yard touchdown
run.

II

now.
With the Army's Delayed Entry Program, you can come down

now and pick the job you want. And if you quality, we'll hold it for
you--for up to one year, depending on the job you choose.

Then you can relax and enjoy the summer without worrying
about what you'll be doing when the summer is over.

Whell'You do come in, you'll also have a salary of $374.40 a month
before deductions waiting for you. Plus free meals, housing, health
care and 30 days paid vacation. And if you'd like to try college while
you're in, we'll pay up to 75 per cent of your tuition for you.

"Reserve your iob

for fall

Call me. Army SSG Dale Sharp

10735 S. Cicero Ave., Oak Lawn
636-3912

Join the people who've ioined the Army
MARKS BR()S.

FOR THE

YOUNG IN HEART

YORIo:10\\ -I \'1 RCRII PLALA

.JEWELI!:RS • SINCE '8~5

PROMISE
DIAMOND RING

$24.95
14kt. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

Terry Hoffman throws a key block (Staff photo by Wayne
Macha).



White Wave swims
by Bremen, Richards
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facing this year is injuries.
Juniors Fabian, Lancaster and
Vilchuck have missed over half
the meets due to injuries.

Another problem with the
Spartans was the lack of runner
condition. "Most of your good
distance runners will run
anywhere from 500 miles and up
over the summer, to get a good
base down for their up coming
season. This year, most of our
runners did not get in over 400
miles over the summer," stated
senior Tim LaRocque.

THE SOPHOMORE TEAM
has a record of 3-7. On Sept. 21,
the Spartans defeated Reavis
15-46. On Sept. 23rd. the
sophomores travelled to
Richards and defeated them by
a perfect score of 15-SO. The
other sophomore win came over
Shepard by a score of 22-33.

The top 5 runners for the
sophomores so far this year
have been George Daly, Wayne
Vilchuck, Mark Ksiazek,
Anicich and Scott McGrail.

The only meets left in the
season are the Conference meet
on October 23, Rich East Fresh
man Invitational on the 26th,
Districts on October 30th and
Sectional on November 6th. The
State meet is to be held in
Peoria on November 13th.

1423. 12121

Approlled-by III. Supt. of Public: InItl'ue:t1an
New cour_ awtlnll eou• ...,v.2 _k.
\,-

• 2 .nct4 _k CIOUr••• 15 to 18 "'•. .old
• Home pidt-up fOf .11 driving ..~.

• Free trip to _tlon fOf permit

• Auto In,,,rence dltcount certlfa.
• "All inltrUdOr. Mw H.s. tNChing certificetll:'

ON OCT. 5TH, the Spartans
defeated Shepard 19-41. OLCHS
placed 1st and 2nd with Renz
and LaRocque, respectively,
followed by Pluhar, 4th;
Anicich, 5th; Mark Vilchuck,
7th.

The varsity lost to Reavis on
Sept. 21st, 23-38. Renz placed 1st
with a 15:05. LaRocque followed
with a 4th place. After that
OLCHS had trouble getting
their next three men in. were
Bill Lancaster, lOth; Richard
Flis, 12th; Fabian, 14th.

OLCHS ran into trouble on
Sept. 30 as they faced Stagg.
The Spartans lost 19-43. Again
OLCHS had trouble breaking up
the oppositions pack. Stagg
placed five runners between
Renz, 2nd and LaRocque, 8th.
The next three runners for
OLCHS were Pluhar, 11 th;
Fabian, 13th; Lancaster, 15th.

THE VARSITY TRAVELED
to St. Laurence's three mile,
hilly course on Oct. 7th. St.
Laurence won 23-38. Renz
placed 1st with a 15:34 and
LaRocque took 4th place in
16:22. Again OLCHS had trouble
getting their next runners in, as
Anicich placed 11th; Pluhar,
13th; Marty Collins, 16th.

One of the problems that the
cross-country team has been

BY RICHARD RENZ

THE OLCHS VARSITY cross
country team is off to a shaky
start this year with a record of
2-8.

The Spartans' two victories
have been over T.F. South and
Shepard High School.

Against T.F. South, the
Spartans won 24-36. Placing for
OLCHS were Rich Renz, 1st,
Tim LaRocque, 4th; Rich
Pluhar, 5th; sophomore Bill
Anicich, 6th; Ed Fabian, 8th
place.

THI!: SPARTANITE

Cross-country off
to a 2-8 record

Homecoming '76...
and 'yOU want the very best

Greager-Kasper
55th Ct. & Southwest Hwy.

coupon special:
corsages & nosegays $ 1 of
50¢ off on all boutonnieres

to order dial 636-9890

won by a close five point margin on Sept. 28. The final score of
with the final score OLCHS 88, the meet was Sandburg 105,
Richards 83. OLCHS 67.

OLCHS swimmers placing The girls lost a close meet to
first were Wantiez, SO yd. T.F. South on Oct. 12 by the
freestyle; Cathie Skinner, score of 45-38. Placing first were
diving; Jane Fox, 100 yd. Wasowicz, Hinz, Wantiez and
freestyle. Coming in second in Kallhauge, 200 yd. medley
the 100 yd butterfly was Wan- relay; Jill Mastela, diving;
tiez, breaking the school record Wantiez,looyd. butterfly; Hinz,
(set by herself last year) of 100 yd. breastroke.
1.11.8. Her new record is 1.11.1. ON SATURDAY, OCT. 2, the

Another record was broken swim team traveled to
during the team's victorious Homewood-Flossmoor for an
meet against Reavis on Sept. 21. invitational. Participating ........
The record of 4.28.8, set by Pam schools, in order of their final JIIIII"""
Crosset, Pam Ritter, Kathy and placement, were Naperville~
Corey Boyle in 1974, in the 400 North, Homewood-Flossmoor,
yd. free relay was broken by Moline, Stagg, Tinley Park and
juniors Fox, Wantiez, Galicz' OLCHS. OLCHS's highest
and Frieling with a time of places were won by Henclewski, ......
4.28.7. . fifth place, diving; Wantiez, JlIIIIIII""

THE TEAM LOST therr meet sixth place, 100 yd. butterfly;
against Oak Forest on Sept. 23 Wasowicz, fifth place, 100 yd. lIIIIIIIIIIIIII
by th~. sc~r~ of 114-59..He!l- backstroke; Fox, Kallhauge, P'
clewskl In dlVlng and WantJez In Wantiez and Galica, fifth place,~
the SO yd. freestyle and 100 yd. 400 yd. free relay.
butterfly were the only girls to "We should be able to place -----.
place first. second in conference," said~

Laura Wasowicz in ~e 1.00 yd. Kallhauge, "if everyone works
backstroke and WantJez In the hard and swims her best." The
100 yd. butterfly were the only conference meet is going to be
two to come in first for OLCHS held on Oct. 'n at OLCHS.
in their loss against Sandburg

Glen Williams recovered a
fumble at the Reavis 23-yard
line.

REAVIS SCORED AGAIN
with four minutes left, on a
touchdown run. With the two
point conversion, the Rams led
16-6.

The Spartans had an attack
with four minutes left in the
game. Bulow was in the
limelight, for he threw a 38-yard
pass to Williams, ran on several
plays and ran for the touch
down. They missed the two
point conversion again, ending
the game at 16-12.

The only difference between
victory and defeat against
Reavis was that Reavis con
verted their extra point at
tempts and OLCHS did not. The
sophomores need some work on
this aspect of the game, as it
can decide the outcome. The
team learned this lesson the
painful way.

1-4 record

Jill Mastela preparing for a dive.
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BY ROSE BAKER

WITH TWO MEETS left in the
season, the OLCHS girls' swim
team posts a 5-4 record, after
recent victories over Bremen
and Richards.

The last home meet of the
season was held on Oct. 5
against Bremen. Senior team
members Sue Moore, Ruth
Henclew ki (captain) and
Cathy Kallhauge (captain)
were honored. All three girls
have been on the swim team for
four years. Moore swims
breaststroke, Henclewski dives
and Kallhauge is a freestyler.

The girls swam a good meet,
defeating Bremen 96-76. First
places were won by Jane
Cieplak, 200 yd. freestyle; Beth
Hinz. 200 yd. individual medley
and 100 yd. backstroke; Deb
Galica, SO and 100 yd. freestyle;
Henclewski, diving; Peg
Wantiez, 500 yd. freestyle;
Kallhauge, Wantiez, Galica and
Carol Frieling, 400 yd. free
relay.

THEIR SECOND CON-
SECUTIVE victory was on Oct.
8 at Richards. The meet was

Sophs post
BY GARY KONRATH

THE OLCHS OPHOMORE
Football team lost to Sandburg
and Reavis 16-6 and 16-12,
respectively.

The sophomores are now 1-4
for the season.

Sandburg's second touchdown
was scored late in the game
after they intercepted at the
OLCHS 30-yard line. They
scored their second two-point
conversion of the game.

OLCHS S ORED ON on an 80
yard punt return by Bob Bulow.

In the game against Reavis,
the Rams were on the
scoreboard first with a 16-yard
pass for a touchdown, after they
intercepted a pass at the Oak
Lawn lQ-yard line.

OLCHS scored in the
beginning of the fourth quarter
on a touchdown pass to Doug
Murphy. They missed the two
point conversion. This was after
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Oak Lawn

Spaltanite

01
Undefeated at 12-0

Tennis captures
conference title

Break school record

Golfers finish at 11-5

BY MICHELE WIERZGAC

FOR THE FIRST time in
OLCHS history, the girl's tennis
team has recorded a conference
championship, after defeating
all of their opponents in con
ference playoffs.

Varsity players Judy
Vilchuck, Gail Shaw, Sherri and
Sandy Burgess and Deb Sch
meltzer placed first in the
finals. Sheila Burgess, defeated
in her final match, came in
second.

"I have more confidence now
in the team than I did in the
beginning of the year," says
Head Coach Margaret Groth.
"They have been able to par
ticipate in a couple of lour
naments that have given them
added confidence. You need
that to have a winning team."

THE GIRLS HAVE posted a
fantastic record of 12-0, after
demolishing Reavis, Bremen,
Shepard and Bradley by perfect
scores of 5-0; Richards,
Thornton, and T.F. South by 4-1.
The Eisenhower match, which
was cancelled due to the
teachers strike, was not
rescheduled. It is an automatic
forfeit and recorded as an
OLCHS win.

The closest match of the
season came from Sandburg,
but the team managed to pull it
out and win 3-2.

First singles, Judy Vilchuck,
won 6-3 and 6-2. Her record is 10
1, the lone loss coming from
Thornton. The first set she lost
3-6 but came back to win 6-2. In
the final set she lost a
tiebreaker, 6-7.

SECOND SINGLES, GAIL
Shaw, lost her match 4-6, 4-6.

Sheila Burgess playing third
singles, won her first set by a
tiebreaker of 7-6, but lost the
next two, 1-6 and 3-6.

Sandy and Sherri Burgess,
playing first doubles, scored
another perfect match of 6-0, 6
O. They have a total of 19 perfect
sets and are undefeated during
the season.

DEB SCHMELTZER, WHO is
also undefeated, plays second
doubles with Vicki Schaar. They
also won their match against
Sandburg; 6-1 and 7-5.

"We have just a great team,"
says senior Vicki Schaar. "Most
of us have been playing together
for a couple of years, but we're
not the same. We have all im
proved a lot."

"I think we will have a good
chance in districts," states
senior Judy Vilchuck, "but
state will be hard because we
didn't have enough competition
here. "

SHAWHAD A nice comeback
against Shepard. Losing the
first set 4-6, she rallied to win
two tiebreaking sets; 7-6, 7-6.

The Burgess sisters scored
another perfect match. Schaar
and Schmeltzer got by their
opponents with 7-5 and 6-3
scores. Vilchuck and Sheila
Burgess also won their matches
in two sets.

The season finale was against
Bremen, which they won by the
score of 5-0. There were a total
of three perfect matches in the
meet. They were scored by
Vilchuck, the Burgess sisters,
Schaar and Schmeltzer. Sheila
Burgess won 6-1 and 6-2 to get
by h~r opponent. Shaw also won
6-1 and 7-5.

"WE IIA VE A group of
seniors that have played for
three years on our varsity that
have done an outstanding job
and put Oak Lawn on the
winning side of tennis," states
Coach Groth. "These girls are
Sherri Burgess, Judy Vilchuck,
Vicki Schaar, Deb Schmeltzer,
and Gail Shaw.

Districts will be held at
Richards High School, on
Friday, Oct. 22, at 1:00 p.m.

Gail Shaw, back to work after her conference victory.

Second doubles team Vicki Shaar and Deb Schmeltzer practicing
for districts.

Judy Vilchuck practicing her swing.

nobody else shot well.
The Spartans were rewarded

for their record-breaking
season with a third place finish
in the conference, behind only
the powerful Sandburg and
Lincoln-Way teams.

In the conference meet, held
Oct. 12th, Scott Price took
second place. Mter shooting a
79, Price won a sudden death
playoff against Lincoln·Way's
Wayne Anderson.

IN THE IS-HOLE meet,
which clinched third place for
the Spartalf'i, Rick Sutton shot
an 82. Doug Azzaro came home
with an 83. Tom Molk and John
Lillwitz each shot 85. Paul
Underwood finished with an ffl.

The golfers have been im
proving l!very year, and it
appears that next year will be
no exception. Price and Sutton
will be back for their third year
of conference play. Underwood,
Azzaro and Lillwitz will all be
back, much improved from a
year of conference experience
under their belts.

members of the team, each
improved their averages from
last year in posting the second
and third best averages on the
team.

SUTTON, ONLY A
sophomore, played well all year
in posting the fourth lowest
average on the team.

These four veterans from last
year's record-breaking team
were backed up by very capable
play from Paul Underwood,
Doug Azzaro and John LiUwitz.

In posting their 11 wins, the
golfers knocked off Evergreen
Park, Thornton, Stagg,
Eisenhower, Chicago Christian,
Argo, Reavis, Thornton
Fractional South, Bradley,
Tinley Park and Bremen.

THE ONLY BLEMISHES on
the OLCHS golf record were
against Lincoln-Way, Sand
burg, Lemont, Richards and
Shepard. The Shepard meet was
a tough defeat for the golfers.
The Spartans lost to the
newcomers by five strokes.
Scott Price missed the meet and

BY CRAIG SMITH

WHILE OTHER TEAMS at
OLCHS have been receiving all
the publicity, the golf team has
quietly made its mark in the
record books of OLCHS sports.

The secret is out now. Coach
Bob Gates' men swung to an lI
Srecord, the best in OLCHS goft
history. The previous record
was 9-7, which was set last year.

The success of the golfers can
be attributed to good team
balance and the overall con
sistancy of the team. One
outstanding golfer cannot win a
meet all by himself. It takes
four men turning in good scores
to win a golf meet.

FOR OLCHS, THE four men
turning in good scores were
usually Scott Price, Tom MoIk,
Chuck Matulik and Rick Sutton.

Price, a junior, got off to a
sensational start and finished
the regular season with the best
average on the team.

MoIk and Matulik, the senior
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Story on page 4
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M&R Rush to play
for VICA dance

The OLCHS Chapter of the Vocational Industrial Club of America
(VICA) attended their first regional meeting of the year in October.
Those who attended the conference are (seated left to right)
delegates Sharon Henry and Dan Gatz, (standing), Ed Babbe, who
ran for regional president, and Mr. Frank Vazzana, VICA sponsor.

health education, to help
students attain a purposeful life
and to create and enthusiasm
for learning.

are boys.
Some of the goals of VICA are

to unite the students enrolled in
trade, industrial, technical and

M&R Rush will rock the
Auditorium Gym tomorrow
night during a dance sponsored
by the OLCHS chapter of VICA,
a service organization that is a
part of the school work
program.

The band is scheduled to play
_from 8·11 p.m. Advance tickets
. are $2 and will be sold at the
door for $2.25.

VICA, which stands for
Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America i a statewide club for
·tud .nt interested in in
dustnaJ, technical, health find
related careers.

It originated in 1965 and has
programs of instruction which
includes courses in trades,
industrial and health programs.

The first regional meeting
was held Oct. 7 to set this year's
formal. This meeting included a
pie-eating contest, a dance and
an election. The election was for
a regional President in which
Ed Babbe, Jr. ran but lost.

The people who attended the
conference were Seniors,
Sharon Henry and Dan Gatz,
Junior Ed Babbe and
Sophomore John Stadler.

This year's service
organization is made up of 46
members, the majority of which

The five member male band M&R Rush will perform tomorrow
night in the auditorium gym for an OLCHS dance sponsored by
VICA.

Graffitti lives on

2000 years of art
Story on page 8

Bocinsky back at OLCHS
Story on page 10
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No - Fault Wrangler's

Washington Dee eee's

Discount Prices!
Guy's &Gals's JEWELRY
South Peacock Alley

Ford City Shopping Center

Meetings are usually held
twice a month on Tuesday in the
Jr-Sr. lounge.

Fle,.,"'l".
ALL. MACHIN••

Student organizations
reveal future plans
BY MARY FITZMAURICE

TilE JU lOR LA S Ad-
visory Board's 35 members
were chosen by sponsors Mrs.
Millie Watland and Mr. Frank
Vazzana and junior class of
ficers.

Activities for this year in
clude sponsoring the
Sweetheart Dance and later on
in the year, Prom. JCAB was
involved in Homecoming, their
float placed second.

"This year's officers and
members have shown the most
enthusiasm and willingness to
work," said sponsor Mr. Vaz
zana. "It seems we've got a
good working group of en
thusiastic juniors," said
sponsor Mrs. Watland. "We
should have a prosperous
year." •

Meetings are held every two
weeks after school in room 259;
all juniors are encouraged to
attend.

15629 W. 87TH STR I5:T

OAK LAWN, IL.-I... 604153

(312) 636.QS34

6EWING CLASSES - SPECIALIZING IN KNITS

15% OFF
Fabric & Notions

ITED Tests will be held for Freshman Nov. 23 and 24 during the
first three periods of each day.

NHS installations will be held Nov. 23 in the little theater at 7:30
p.m.

There will be no school Nov. 25 and 26 in observance of the
Thanksgiving holiday.

The fall play comedy, "The Secret Affairs of Mildred Wild" will
perform the nights of Dec. 3 and 4 in the Little Theater. There will
also be a matinee performance on Dec. 4.

Mid-term of second quarter is Dec. 8.

Free swine flu immunization clinlc for persons 18 to 59 years of
age are being held at Christ Hospital, Nov. 20 and 21, from 7 a.m.
to 7 p.m. Enter the building on Kostner Ave. and register at the
desk.

ASVAB Tests will be held for Sophomores Dec. 1 and 2 during the
first three periods of each day.

NHS meetings are held every
other Monday in room 262.

Students to be inducted this
year by the NHS are seniors
MarlZie Cieolak Michael Heiy

NAT ION A L H 0 NOR Cathrine Holesha, Margaret
SOCIETY will induct 39 Houlihan, Rich Renz, Ellen
students in addition to the Ryan, Margie Ryan, Dee Sidock
present 35 members later this and Mary Jo Solberg.
year. Juniors are Jarlf~t Anderson,

NHS participates in com- Sharon Chermak, Deborah
munity and charity Cramer,' Karen Dan~remond,

organizations such as the Blood Richard Flis, Jane Fox, Sue
Drive and Peanut Day. Franczak, Gail Gareiss, David
Members were ushers and Goblisch, Jenifer Gorman,
guides at OLCHS for College Michelle Lizak. Bonnie McGee,
Night, Career Night and the Laureena Morrell, Curt O'Hara,
Arts and Crafts Fair. Catherine Ott. Geor~e Polaski.

To apply for membership, a Scott Price,Debra Propst,David
junior or senior m~t have a 3.0 Purdy. Patricia Roberts, Glenn
cumulative grade point average Rosenberg, Sandra~usso,
and participate in extra- Kristv Smith) Dawn Sobczak,
curricular activities. Students Kathryn Sulhvan, Bonnie Tabor,
are judged on scholarship, Tracy Thompson,Susan Thorton,
character, leadership and Judith Vargos and Wendy
service. Walschla~er.

NHS IS SPONSORED by Mr. SCAB, NHS and Student
William C. Hill. The officers are Council, through Christ
Cheryl Patterson, president; Hospital, will conduct a Blood
Dan Loren, vice-president; Drive once a month; the first
Judy Vilchuck, secretary; Jan two will be Nov. 23 and Dec. 19

FI~TEEN SE~IOR CLASS Kovacic, treasurer. "This in room 133. Sign up today, Nov.
AdVIsory Board s members year's officers are excellent" 19, in the cafeteria if you want to
make. up.a committee to ',Vt'ite a said Mr. Hill. ' donate.
consb tubon. "Any organlzation . ll!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~""involved in policy making needs r ....
a constitution," said senior Bl d · R
class sponsor Mr. William. Hill. ee "ng earts

ALL OLCHS HIGH School be announced at the Seminar's Another SCAB commIttee's II
seniors are eligible to compete annual meeting May 13, 11:117 in goal is to purchase a change
for ten $500 Chicago Motor Club Decatur. _~', maker and better furniture for
scholarships which will be Entry blanks may De "btained the lounge.
awarded to winners of the by writing Seminar "I hope all seniors take an
Illinois Editors' Traffic Safety Headquarters in ChicaiD. The active interest this year," said
Seminar's eleventh annual essay contest has been e~orsed Mr. Hill. "The main criticism of
traffic safety essay contest. by Dr. Joseph M. Cronin, state last year was a lack of in-

Topic for this year's contest is superintendent of education. terest."
"What Can I Do To Encourage _

My Friends and Classmates To ~h B B bb·
Become Safer Drivers?" The e US)' 0 'In
essays of 500 words or less must II
be submitted to Seminar
Headquarters, 66 E. South
Water St., Chicago, Ill. 60601
with a postmark no later than AUTHOR'ZEO OI:A<.O:..

Dec. 31, 1976. VIKING 8c PFAFF
Top scholarship grants will be SEWING MACHINES

awarded to five boys and five
girls. The Chicago Motor Club
also will present $25 U.S.
Savings Bonds to the 25 runners
up.

FINAL JUDGING WILL be
done by a panel of University of
Illinois educators. Winners will

Chicago Motor Club

to offer 10 scholarships

----------------------------

Flowers
STYLED BY

francis hultgen

4823 West 95th Street
Oak Lawn, Illinois
Phone 424-2200
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INCLUDES:
AIR FARE, FLOWER LEI
GREEING, TRANSFERS AND
BAGGAGE HANDLING,
TRIPLE OCCUPANCY AC
COMMODATIONS, SIGHT
SEEING ON EACH ISLAND
AND LOS ANGELES, TAXES
AND TIPS FOR THE ABOVE',
BUS TRANSPORTATION
BETWEEN WORLD TRAVE
MART AND O'HARE
ACCIDENT INSURANCE.

Reservations must be in our office with a $50 deposit by December
1. Final payment will be due by February 15. Cancellation up to 45
days prior to departure - $20 cancellation charge. Cancellation
between 45 days and departure time is assessed a $50 cancellation
fee. No refund for no-shows. Students may participate on a
voluntary basis. (This is not a school sponsored trip and the
school assumes no responsibility or liability,)

26
5

11
20

15
16

23
8

Faculty
15
16

***

***

The OLCHS marching band captured the trophy for be t use of theme and won $50
for placing first in its division during last month's homecoming festivities.
Staff photo by Wayne Macha.

Open To All Students

Oak Lawn's
Easter Trip

April 7, 1977-9 Days
Los Angeles - 2 Days
Waikiki - 5 Days

. Maui - 2 Days

ADS) $489

Happy Birthday Bob - good luck
in sports. Love, Gimpy

***
Well it's in the paper gang!
BuzL Ps. Hi, Fro!

Personals

cent) for what they see as half a
decade of failure.

In the same vein, you
people view government contro
of limited resources desirable.
But that's the only place they'd
put the government in charge.

More than one half of the
students still believe its better if
government leaves the lid off
business profits. And, nearly 60
percent think the government
shouldn't bail out troubled
companies.

Only one third of the surveyed
group had anything favorable to
say about business.

Ford carries
OLCHS election

Governor:
Thompson (R) 164
Howlett (0) 68
Flory 1

Attorney General:
Scott (R) 168
Partee (0) 55
Pirson 3
Milonas 2

Sec. of State:
Harris (R) 74
Dixon (0) 156
Brown 2

Comptroller:
Lindberg (R) 129
Bakalis (0) fYl
Wallace 6
Hunter 1

AST DE T-FACULTY election was held at OLCHS Nov. 1 for
President and the Il1inois government offices of Governor, At
torney General, Secretary of State and Comptroller.

In order to vote in the election it was necessary to register
preceeding Monday and Tuesday.

Over 540 student registrations were received but only 250 votes
were cast, 17 of these were spoiled ballots. The faculty cast an
additional 31 ballots.

THE FACT THAT most underclassmen were unaware of the
election is reflected in the voter registration and the actual casting
of votes.

The results of the Nov. 1 election are:

Pre Ident: Students
Ford (R) 158
Carter (0) 75
Hall 1
McCarthy 1-----

ATTENTION: Groups and Penni and Denny. Be cool, stay
clubs. I silk-screen T-shirts. alive I Gerble Kid.
Call Greg Abrams. 425-1766.

Happy Birthday Marilee. Sorry
I'm late! Sue.

*** Jiappy Birthday on the 25th,
Flour, Someday you'll change Pea and D.B. Love always
your mind. Dimps. Turkey, Tweety, and Toe.

***

Wanted

( CLASSIFI ED

Ibig business'

Teens mistrust

A nationwide survey of more
than 1,700 teens listed in
"WHO'S WHO AMONG
AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS" showed that
young people approve of
America's free enterprise
system, but have no trust in its
areas of big business.

If the country's corporate
officials aren't pleased with the
survey's results, at least some
economists will be happy to
know that 83 percent of these
young people accord the
American economic system
high honors. They agree it's
better than that of any other
country and almost two-thirds
feel the system works for them.

Big business on the other
hand, gets a thumbs-down
rating from high school seniors.
They're convinced that U.S.
corporations care more about
profit than anything else.

A majority of the teens (64
percent) believe manufacturers
are more interested in slick,
glamorous ads and pretty
packages than the quality of the
contents. The same nwnber are
sure that big companies use
their wealth to control what the
consumer gets and doesn't get
in the marketplace.

Truth in advertising and trust
in business are empty words as
far as today's teens are con
cerned. Almost three out of four
think that companies twist the
facts in their ads. More than
half believe that big firms don't
abide by the law and some 60
percent aren't even sure they
trust the people who run the
country's biggest corporations.

To add insult to injury,
students feel the American
worker has gotten a raw deal. If
machines haven't already cut
out jobs, three-quarters of those
polled are certain that in
creased automation will do the
trick.

Mention pollution and big
business in the same sentence
and listen to the roar from
tomorrow's worldly
inhabitants. For the past six
years environmental preser
vation has been at the top of
teen priority lists., Business is
still blamed by most (77 per-

Wanted: Poems, short stories,
etc. for SPEAR literary
magazine. Drop all work off in
room 210.

Wanted: Four A's and one B
from assorted teachers
(preferably mine).
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e-mns Juke box
or no

duct juke box?
justified in supervising from the inside by saying,
"This has been the coldest October this school has
ever seen. We stayed out as long as we could have
possibly stood the cold weather."

Mr. Scaduto agreed, "I'm cold. I had one day off of
school (due to sickness)."

The SPARTANITE asked Mr. George Dunn,
Physical Education Dept. Head if he felt the in
structers were properly supervising the class, he
said, "Technically they should be on the field of
ficiating the game."

Regardless of the cold, the SPARTANITE believes
that if the students are outside, the instructors should
also be outside; regardless of the fact that the senior
physical education program was constructed so
"coaches wouldn't be breathing down the students'
backs," we believe the activities should be supervised
by the instructors --on the field and not from the
comfort of inside the bui Iding.

We believe that all faculty members, in whatever
class or activity, should be present with their classes
at all times. Our education and well-being is at stake
and can only be furthered and preserved by the in
structors presence and conscientious supervision.

Situations or allegations involving faculty
misconduct in the performance of official duties are
seldom brought to the attention of the student body.
However, such a situation has recently been brought
to the attention of the SPARTANITE.

The SPARTANITE alleges that two physical
education instructors, Mr. Len Scaduto and Mr. Mike
Sopko, have been negligent in the performance of
their teaching duties by not properly supervising
their combined physical education class during 3rd
period on at least two occasions-- Oct. 20 and 22.

Specifically, both instructors took their combined
class outside to play soccer on these dates and, after
seeing that the class completed a running exercise,
proceeded to the warmth of the building. This was
done while the group of students was left to regulate
the activity of the day. If this allegation is true, and
both men have admitted it is, we feel that steps should
be taken to see it does not happen again.

When asked by the SPARTANITE if he felt he was
properly supervising the class Mr. Scaduto said, "I
definitely had my eyes on the activity at all times."

"Most definitely," Mr. Sopko agreed.
From inside the building, Mr. Scaduto said he

"could see all three games at one time."
"If we could not have seen all three games," Mr. Editor's note

Sopko continued, "there is no way that we would have
been inside those doors. And the minute we saw The above unsigned editorial
disturbances, and there were several occasions which was conceived and writt~n by
., t of~~l-o. d Jerry Peterson, assistant

we dId see disturbances, we came ou r~!Use oors editorial editor. It does
and made the corrections." how~ver, express the opinion of

This is verified in that the men did come o&tside on the SP.ARTANITE staff as
one occasion but this does not account for the many determined ~y ~he SPAR-
. '.. TANITE Editorial Board,
Instances that infractIons occured and were not consistingofthe Editor-in-chief,
corrected. the Managing Editor, and each

Mr. Sopko seemed to feel he and Mr. Scaduto were Section Editor.

We feel that a teacher is not
fulfilling the duties of his job if
he is not present during his
class's activities. While the
SPARTANITE is aware that
these failures may apply to
teachers in other areas of study
in this school, we feel that they
should be brought to the at
tention of our readers in this
particular instance because the
circumstances are potentially
dangerous.

BY GARY STOIKA

The juke box which was
formerly in the cafeteria will be
repaired and returned, but no
one knows when.

The juke box is the respon
sibility of the Student Council.
When it was broken earlier this
year, the juke box was returned
for repairs to the company
which leases it to OLCHS. No
word has been received from
the company about the juke
box. This doesn't seem right.
the Student Council has a $150
deposit on the juke box which
the company still has.

Dr. Ben Smith, Faculty ad
visor to the Student Council,
stated that, "I have not been
overly satisfied with the service
we receive from the ompany;
sometimes three or four weeks
could go by and still no word
would be received as to whether
or not they're going to fix it."

The company, (the name of
which Dr. Smith refused to
reveal), is one of the few local
companies which leases out
juke boxes, and they also share
in what profits are made with
OLCHS, but OLCHS has not
made a profit on the juke box in
over a year and a half.

The students have no choice
but to wait until the juke box is
repaired and returned, and to
hope that it doesn't break again.

Publlsbed by the Advuced
J ......USm Sbldeata 01

OAK LAWN COMMUNITY mGR SCHOOL
Nth Stnet-aad Soathwest Hlp.ay

Oak Lawn, II1IDoIs IM53

EDITORIAL BOARD

STAFF

Patti Cooatz, Karea ViDanueva, Mldlele Wierqac, SCott
Mcaninch, SbieIa Kieler, Gary SIoIb, Mary Lyrm MI1l«, Pete
~ RIc:b Rea&. Guy Koaratb. Dawn Ammerman, Mal')

....Wendling.

Naomi Kloese
Donna Dean

DanPady
Jerry Peterson

Tamilto
SIwron Jameson

Jeff Jedlicka
SUeHanzie

Craig Smith
Rose Baker

Suelvey
~Such

Suelvey
Mary Fitzmaurice

Donna Cramer
Brian Weaver

Ray Elliott
.Tobn Sinicki

WayneMacba

Art1It
Newspaper Advisor
BuIinelII Advisor
Photographer

BUSINESS'DEPT.

Business Manager
AdManagera

Editor-in-d1ief
Managing Editor
Editorial Editor
Assistant Editor
NewaEditor
Assistant Editor
Feature Editor
Asalltant Editor
Sports Editor
AssiStant Editor

Where are they? The in-
structors are behind these Circulation Managers
doors.

This third period gym class is playing soccer. The instructors are not present.
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Rebuttal
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Course change~

made easier

False idea behind
pop-machine 'deal'
BY DAN PADY

As a member of the OLCHS swim team, I was pleased when I
found out that the coaches had rented a 7-Up vending machine for
the benefit of students participating in after-school sports.

After approximately two weeks of the unexpected pleasure
<which the athletes, including myseU, truly enjoyed) word went
around to the teams that the administration said the machine had
to be taken out.

What did the athletes do to have this machine taken away?

Nothing.

Lou Mirabelli

you guys; not to have scents,
because make-up doesn't have
any scent.

Denise Wallinberg

Clocks at fault
During my 3 years here at

OLCHS, I've seen more money
spent on useless things such as
"Smoking Area" signs, "No
Smoking" signs, the paper used
for cutcards, plus the so-called
hall guards.

It's about time that the school
gets off its rear and does
something about the clocks in it.
If the school administration is
so concerned about the lack of
attendance, they should know
that it's due to the people who
get external from tardy cub;.

I have yet to see two clocks
have the right time at the same
time of day. So how about either
getting the clocks fixed or
abolishing tardy cuts.

Letter of
the Month

For years, young children
have been impregnated with
capitalistic ideals against their
wills, and eventually they were
all effectively brain-washed to
believe bourgeois dogma. We
cannot blame young children
for holding capitalist ideologies
dear to their little hearts
because it is not their fault that
they have been compelled to
believe such trash against their
will.

The fault, and means of
supression of the masses, lies in
the educational system. Under
the present educational system,
young children are taught how
to kill and maim their fellow
human beings, how to be
corrupt and untrustworthy and
how to practice capitalism.
What I propose is a total
revision of the educational
system, teaching young minds
the force which all things in
nature strive to achieve:
communism.

Under the present grading
system, students are graded
individually, encouraging
capitalism and hatred for their
fellow man. I propose a revision
of this system, arguing that
students should be graded
collectively, encouraging peace
and harmony over a wanton
desire to murder and maim.

Let us take for example an
imaginary classroom with nine
students. Let us say that their
grades for one semester were
two A's one B three C's one 0
and two E's. Instead of giving
individual grades and en
couraging capitalism and
materialism, I propose to give
everyone a collective grade of a
C. This encourages Com
munism and collectivism over
capitalism. Students would
work together under the
teachership of the proletariat
(the need of which will decrease
with time, eventually being
phased out all together), form
collective work study groups,
and appraise each other's work,
eventually raising the work
norm to a higher level.

I hope that we can operate our
system without the intervention
of capitalist pigs, and can build
a fully collective society, free
from bourgeois control of the
proletarian masses.

STAFF WRITER
GARYSTOIKA

next semester. I realize that the
school does it for a reason, but it
takes so much time and money.
I could see at the end of the
year, when kids have taken all
their courses. Most of us
students have had a bad quarter
or just had a bad day, and then
we do something we don't
mean.

I know that most kids change
their minds, 95 percent of them
drop out so whats the sense of
doing it. Pre-registration
wastes paper and time, some
kids take study halls to rest and
study, but with counselors
calIing them down, it's no use!

Donna Abbott

But, we do
smell good!

In regard to Jerry Petersoos'
article, 'Cleanliness is next to
Godliness,' in case you didn't
know, after every conference
game, the girls do take showers.
We even use something called
deodorant.

We don't have to take showers
after gym, because we don't
sweat as much as guys do, and
our locker rooms are not
'smelly.'

Just because you poor boys
perspire so much, doesn't mean
it's our fault. Every girl that
you guys have taken out has
!Uost likely taken a shower and
washed her hair just for you.

The only reason girls wear
perfume and deodorant is
beca ~ we like to smell fresh
and clean, and because you
guys l\ke your girUriends to
smell pret~...

The only reason girls wear
make-up is so we look pretty for

Registration
Now is the time to pre

register, most students don't
even know what they're taking

college-orlented club, we feel
we must give our members the
best possible college
preparatlon. This Includes field
trips, recommendations and
practice In filling our ap
pllcatlons.

CHERYL PATERSON
PRESIDENT,

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

and pIan out your schedule and
bring your ideas to your
counselor to see what happens.

This is the process for a
schedule change:

I. Student requests schedule
change.

2. Counselor phones down to
see if class is open.

3. It is sent to Dr. Davies for
approval.

4. IBM check.
5. Another IBM check to see if

there is still an opening.
6. Counselor sends for

student.
7. Student gets signed out and

enters a different class.
You are the one that has to go

to school and do all the learning.
Why put yourseU in an un
desirable environment?

am about to present, I would be commending the coach responsible
for the idea at this point.

As I heard more about the way the coach had handled this
situation from the beginning, more and more fingers started
pointing at people. As it seems, the responsible coach had
originalIy planned to use the vending machine for coaches and
other faculty members only. After the machine had been installed,
the coaches realized they could not keep the price at 20 cents a can
since they could not drink the required eight cases a week, so they
decitied to let the athletes "pick up the tab."

Mr. Fred Parks, OLCHS athletic director, said that he was ap
proached by one of the coaches, asking him if he would donate $5
toward the deposit of a vending machine for the coaches and
teachers who stayed after school on that side of the building. Mr.
Parks, not caring for soda, refused to give him the money and also
informed this coach that he should get administrative approval.

The coach in charge of the machine said he had received per
mission from Mr. Parks and Mr. George Dunn, head of the P.E.
department. Mr. Parks and Mr. Dunn both said no approval came
from either source.

Where would the profit (and there certainly was profit> go? It
had been stated that something would be bought for the athletic
department. But according to school policy, no outside con
tributions can be made, except by the OLCHS Spartan Athletic
B005ter Club. Certainly the coach (being here as long as he has)
knew this policy and also knew what the "proper channels" were.

So as it stands, the students and some faculty members have
been mislead on more than one account.

If the original intent of the machine (for faculty use only) had to
be changed, then why wasn't it noted? Why must all of this be
covered up, even to the point of misleading fellow faculty mem
bers?

It was a great idea, but the lies surrounding this controversy
make it unworthy o~ being carried through.

applicants must answer. The,
NHS Handbook anows these
questlons, Indicating that It Is
up to the chapter Itself to
determine whether or not they
are used.

We feel we should take ad
vantage of this optlon because
In the long run, It helps the
appllcants. Many college ap
pllcatlons have a questlon and
answer sectlon to be fllled out.
Many of their questlons such as
"What high school activity
benefitted you most and why?",
directly relate to oun. Being a-

next semester you have
discovered that some classes
you have don't meet your needs.
Do you have a teacher next
semester who you've heard is
hard, and you know you have
to pass that class? More than
one teacher may teach that
subject, you know.

Are you hoping to get a job
next semester, or do you have
one now and getting out after
th per. makes you rush to

work? If you have the credits
and can arrange to get out after
6th per. then it's to your ad
vantage to do so.

YOU MAY SAY it's not that
easy to get classes changed. It
isn't that hard, but you must
have a good reason. Look over
one of the big schedule sheets

According to the letter
written by George Polasld In the
last Issue of the Spartanlte. NHS
appllcants never had to answer
questlons at the end of their
appllcatlons before this year.
I'm afraid Mr. Polasld Is wrong.

Mr. W. C. Hill has been our
sponsor for the last four years.
All the appllcatlons that have
been used during those four
yean have had questlons the

DURING THE COURSE of
the first semester you might
have found yorseU in a heated
discussion on how school is
going, what teacher is the best,
who gives the least homework,
what class is the easiest, what
classes are boring, what
teacher is hard and gives a lot of .
homework. These are good
things to talk over with friends
(makes study hall pass by
faster) .

Talking over these things
helps OLCHS students know a
little bit about a subject and its
teachers before they have to
attend a particular class next
semester.

Maybe after thinking about

The coaches made sure that the athletes understood that the cans
must always be put in the proper receptacles. From what I and
others had seen, there was no evidence of misuse. The athletes
received no reason from their coaches as to why it was being taken
out, so a group of concerned athletes drew up a petition and
presented it to Superintendent Hal Wiltshire. Approximately 185
athletes involved in winter sports signed the petition.

Four of these athletes, representing basketball, gymnastics,
swimming and wrestling, brought the petition to Mr. Wiltshire. Mr.
Wiltshire explained that the responsible party did not go through
the proper channels and at no time submitted a proposal for the
machine.

Not even the other coaches had known that this had been dealt
with improperly.

A few days later, Mr. Wiltshire met with a delegation of coaches
about the vending machine. He was fair to the coaches and decided
if they went through the proper channels, a favorable decision
would be made by an administrative board.

The coach behind all of this had no intention of giving up, and is
working very hard to try to reins~ll the vending machine fOJ the
athletes. It is a great idea, and if I were not aware of the facts I
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Health

BY SUE IVEY

only
the beginning

CO-ED HEALTIl IS only the beginning of tt.e ~fect Title lX has
on the P.E. Department at OLCHS.

The P.E. Department-meets regularly to discuss Cl>-ed gym. At
these meetings they talk about such problems as facilities, lack of
space and activities, so they meet the requirements by the 1978
deadline.

OLCHS plans to experiment first with certain classes at all
levels, then expand the program to all classes.

"IT WAS EASIER setting up cl>-ed health because it's only a
semester long," said Mr. Marks. "When you talk about P.E.,
you're talking about a 4-year program." Units includi.ng physical
contact will still be segregated but as a whole, P.E. WIll be cl>-ed.

The idea of co-e<i gym seems to be taken quite positively by the
students and faculty of OLCHS. During the course of the in
terviews, only one person agreed with this writer against the idea.

The questions asked were: .
1) Would you be willing to participate in a cl>-ed gym class?
2) Do you think it would be inconvenient?
3) Would you rather have a male or female teacher?
4) What about exercises, do you think they would be fair?
THEIR VIEWS WERE as follows:
Maureen Ryan, a sophomore, likes the idea of cl>-ed gym. She

thought that being in a cl>-ed gym class would make you work
harder. She didn't think such a class would be inconvenient. "Male
teachers would probably expect too much from the girls," said
Maureen. Exercises she felt would not be fair.

Scott Hammonds, a sophomore, said he would like cl>-ed gym
because he would like to see the girls do as well as the guys. "It
wouldn't be inconvenient," said Scott.

Rick Szumigalski, a junior, said he'd like the idea of cl>-ed gym;
"It would be more fun." He doesn't think it would be inconvenient,
and he's the only one interviewed that would rather a teacher of the
opposite sex. His reasoning, "I could cheat on calesthenics." He
feels exercises would be fair.

Andy Pappas, a senior, said he would like ilie idea of Cl>-ed gym
because, "It'd be a different experience." Andy felt that lack of
locker-room facilities would cause an inconvenience. He would
rather have a male teacher, "that's how it's always been, female
teachers don't have enough experience."

ANOTHER STUDENT, HARM Lanenga, feels it would be more
competitive, but there would be too much time wasted. "I'd rather
have a male teacher because they have more authority and are a
little smarter," said Harm. He doesn't think girls would be able to
"hack" the exercises.

1also interviewed two faculty members. The first, Diane Herron.
Diane is a cafeteria monitor, and she had co-ed gym in college. She
feels that since girls and guys play baseball and football together
outside of school, then why not in school. "There would not
probably be an inconvenience because students are mature enough
to handle it," said Diane. She'd rather have a male teacher because
they have bigger mouths. She said, "Males are supposedly
superior, so they would have to have harder exercises."

Mr. William Hill was my second faculty member. He also had co
ed gym in college. "We had dancing, and I'd much rather hold a
guy than a girl. It would be inconvenient during specialized sports
such as football." He also feels exercises should be separated.

THE ONLY PERSON of those interviewed that was negative
towards the program was Donna Lenz. She felt there would be too
much competition Gtnd said, "It's ~0("1 for outside of school, but not
for a ~rade."
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Ruffles potato cl1ip.

Cathy Brucker - Junior: A

leave the application, and then 1
go over it later. If they miss
places or if they can not work
the hours that I need them, I
just throw them away."

"I feel sorry for the kids that
don't have a job, and they really
need it, so 1 try to give them a
break. I hire a lot of kids cause
if 1 don't give them the chance,
then who will.

Even if you have been looking
for a job and haven't found one
yet, don't give up because alot
of people start hiring at this
time of year because this is the
Christmas rush.

Atomic particles.

Mr. Astraukas . Teacher:

If you are what you eat, what are you?

Page 6

Jim Doyle -Senior: A peanut

butter and jelly sandwich.

Nancy Dunning - Freshman: Chris Kingslow . Junior: Audrey Lamparski - Junior:

A big fat pizza. Probably a bunch of junk food. Probably a chocolate sundae.

Speak Out

BY DONNA CRAMER

Job hunting hints
A lot of students have been

having trouble, while applying
for jobs. It seems that n()-()ne
wants to hire an employee that
has not had any prior ex
perience.

In the last five years there has
been the biggest increase in job
loss. Which means that there is
more competition while looking
for a job. Even though it seems
like the greater part of the
majority of students are
working.

Many managers who run a
business look for many things
while interviewing students.
One of the first things that they

Relentless l..,
he h~()t~ ~~e

c.oRRldoRs ~nd hAll S
sel"r\~ SPAA+",nl+es.
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THE EDITOR

Dear Editor:
I think that in between classes

the smoking area should be
open. Kids are just smoking in
the bathrooms. For the people
who don't smoke and go into the
bathrooms between classes get
sick as they go in there. This
way, if the smoking area is
open, they wouldn't have that
problem.

More kids are asking to go to
the bathroom during lunch
periods to go down and have a
cigarette. So, the school loses
either way.

EILEEN WATTERS

The facts and differenoes that
would have caused a strike at
OLCHS, are now settled, as of
last Friday.

rat er be
swimming instead of sitting
around in classrooms. One
teacher said, "If we strike by
next Monday, I-will expect you
to still come and hand in your
book reports." I thought this
was funny at fi~t, but then I
realized how much some
teachers really care about the
education of students. Last
week, I really wanted the strike,
just for the fact of catching up
on homework. Now, I don't
think it's such a good idea.

NADIA BEDWAN

We receive many letters in
the Spartanite office pertaining
to the rules of the smoking area.
I think it is disgusting to walk to
school and suddenly get hit with
the odor of cigarette smoke a
block away. I think this is going
to be a big problem at OLCHS,
but if it gets too out of hand, it
might lean toward the closure of
the smoking area completely.
which would cause more
problems than they began with.

THE EDITOR

SHERIOREMUS

Dear Edi tor:
A few weeks ago, there was a

rumor a strike will be held at
OLCHS. I, at first, found it hard
to believe. If OLCHS wouldn't
even take off in the middle of
January on 30 below zero days,
they won't possibly strike on us.
These days missed will even
tually be made up, only in the

The were five or more
letters \to the Spartanite staff
concernjp'g the clocks being off
for the ~llS.t month. That's
nothing students, we don't even
have a clock in the Spartanite
office to tell the time in the first

place. ...---------...THE EDITOR

Dear Editor:
It has now been a couple of

weeks since the short black out
at OLCHS. Why haven't the
clocks been fixed? It certainly
is a pain going from class to
class looking at clocks that say
B: 30, when you know it's
sometime after 9. Students are
being tardy as a result from this
and I don't think it's fair. I know
a teacher who couldn't wait any
longer for someone to set his
clock, that he did it himself.
Please, set the clocks right.

DENISE RYKAR

Dear Editor:
One thing which I find very

aggravating is walking behind
someone with dead feet. Many
students in the halls of OLCHS
must not realize that when a
bell rings that indicates you
should be in your class. Five
minutes is barely enough time
to get to and from each class
plus the time needed when you
get behind two heavy feet.

Some people walk around at a
good pace and then all of a
sudden decide to stop or turn
around. This, of course causes
you to bump into them and
cause discomfort to both of you.

If people wouldn't daydream
while walking and making
sudden changes in direction, the
hallways wouldn't be so
congested.

Thanks for your letter. Now,
maybe people will pick up their
feet and WALK.

THE EDITOR

THE EDITOR

SPARTANITE

leiters
to the
ediffJf

I am among one of the puz
zled. As a part of the Junior
class, I was told to sit and wait
till later, and knowing my
common courtesy, I did what I
was told. When I was told the
senior class was the winner, I
wondered when the contest was
held.

DURING THE SUMMER of
1977 a great change took place.. .. in the hallways of OLCHS.

Instead of the "prison" look 0

Dear Editor: the old gray lockers, a nice
I would like to comment about orange and yellow was added.

something that is probably not "The reason why the lockers
commonly talked about. The were repainted is because som
washrooms. The washrooms of the lockers started to rust an
here at OLCHS are filthy. If you other locke~ started to get

Dear Editor: come in to wash your hands, dented up," said Mr. Miller, the
At this year's Homecoming there is no soap. You can't put Head of Groundskeeping.

Pep Rally, the Student Council anything down when you go to The school put a cool two-
did something very different. comb your hair because there is thousand dollars for the two-
They never called on the in- no space and if you put your year job of repainting the
dividual classes to shout, books on the ground, there is school's some 3,500 lockers. To
scream and show their pep. I always some type of junk stuck add to the appearance of the
don't think this is very fair to the noor. Just recently, in one newly painted lockers, some of
because during the whole pep of the bathrooms, the toilets the lockers got new locks. If you
rally, they kept telling weren't in service and the are caught ruining your locker
everybody to sit down and save mirrors were gone. I know the in any way and there is a cer-
it for later. What later? There bathrooms can't be spotless, but lain amount of damage in-
was no later. Three out of four they sure can be cleaner. I think volved, you could be fined up to
classes followed directions and the only clean washroom is in $30.00. This year the battered
all lost. The senior class was the nurses office. lockers in Room 101 were
always jumping up and down NAME WITHHELD replaced from t~ cement up.
and screaming and eventually The company that built the
won. I was among many who lockers, built them to OLCHS
wondered why it was conducted You've said what I and many requirements.
differently. I think the Student others have thought every time OLCHS had to hire a cement
Council should give an ex- we walk into a bathroom. contractor to lay a base for the
planation for this action which THE EDITOR lockers to stand on. The frames
has puzzled many. and doors in the Spartan Gym's

DEBBIE BROOKS ..------------1 locker rooms were repairedslightly but enough to make
them in operable condition.
OLCHS would like to have by
next year new lockers in the
Auditorium Gym locker room.

ALL OF THE MONEY for
these lockers is coming from
our parent's tax dollars, so
think twice before attacking
your locker. OLCHS has better
things to do with their money.

In my opinion also, the
Student Service Bureau has
messed up too many schedules
for too many people. The
Spartanite has received many
letters about counselors not
changing or dropping a class for
a student. A new rule in the
counseling offices is that
changes have to be made a
week before school starts. What
I would like someone to answer
for me is how is a student
supposed to know if he will like
or be able to pass a class a week
before the class begins?

THE EDITOR

Dear Editor:
After receiving our mid-term

reports in math, a few of my
friends and I decided it would be
to our benefit to drop to a lower
math class. We asked our
teacher about this and he
laughed. Without even listening
to us, he laughed and said it was
"too early to worry about it." In
my opinion, it was already four
and a half weeks too)ate. By the
end of the quarter, it will be
much too late.

After talking to our coun-
selors, we were told we should ..------------1
talk to our teacher again and to
the department chairman. The
department chairman decided
to go along with whatever the
teacher thought was best. If we
are still doing bad at the end of
the quarter, we can drop down.
Suppose we nunk the first
quarter, we would have to get
an A in the other class, just to
pass the semester with a C. In
my opinion, students should be
allowed to drop a class at mid
term if they feel it is too hard. It
would save a lot of hassles later.

BETH DORGAN

October '1:7, 1978

Two years ago, the penalty for drinking before or at
a school activity was changed from five days ex
ternal, to ten days external. This was due to the fact
that students were coming drunk or with the smell of
alcohol on their breath.

This seems to be to harsh of a punishment for any
student, because of the amount <2f class work missed
and it could be harmful to his grades. To help the
student's grades, the school allows any person on
external to come to school and take any test dealing
with material which was learned during the time he
was in school.

To be subject to this penalty, any student caught at
. a school related activity with possession or use of an

alcoholic beverage. The word 'use' means anything
from the smell of -alcohol on his breath to the
disturbance of other people. Is this a fair rule? We
think so, until we consider the fact that OLCHS' has a
smoking area and it is also illegal for any person
under 18 to buy cigarettes. No one in OLCHS had ever
gotten ten days external for having the smell of
cigarette smoke on their breath.

When a student comes into an event and the
chaperones believe he has been drinking, they ask the
student to leave before he enters. If he persists saying
he wasn't drinking, and they let him in, he will be
under surveillance by the teachers and or deans. We
respect a teacher's judgement, but who is to say if a
person is qualified to judge if it is alcohol or cough
medicine on a person's breath.

We asked Dr. Paul R .. Davies, Assistant Superin
tendent, jf any teacher had ever shown up under the
influence of alcohol. He commented that he never
recalled anything like that happening, but if it ever
did in the future, the teacher would be asked to leave.
We also asked some students of Reavis and
Eisenhower High Schools if their punishment for
drinking was as severe as ten days external. Most
remarked that they didn't really know, but the
chaperones would probably ask the person to leave if
he were disturbing others or making a scene.

The school is a public building. Any person who is
not drunk and just smell of alcohol, should not have to
leave any public activities. If that person is disturbing
others or making a nuisance of himself. he should be
told to leave, not asked. If more problems occur, then
some type of punishment, such as five day's external.
should be given to this student.
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Movie

Review
By DAN SULLIVAN

CALL IT TYPICAL Jack
Nicholson, but don't call it
crazy. "Goin' South" is a
Nicholson creation engineered
to please, and please it does.

Nicholson directs and stars in
this light comedy about love in
the post-civil war era. The actor
portrays a Texas outlaw hero
who wriggles from the
hangman's noose to an unex
pected marriage. The lucky girl
is Mary Steenburgen, a typical
Southern spinst'er. The
marriage is convenient for both
parties; One beats the rope, and
the other lands some cheap
labor for her unsuccessful gold
mine. From that point on, it's
beauty and the beast bound by
matrimony.

Nicholson is excellent as the
good·hearted bandit, Henry
Moon. Moon displays some of
the most slovenly personal
habits ever filmed. He devours
boiled chickens in a single bite,
and drinks as if his stomach
were bottomless. Nicholson's
mannerisms are also catchy;
dumb grins and crazed laughs.
His character is lovable, despite
it's obvious vulgarity.

WITH SUCH A STRONG
performance by Nicholson, one
would expect all the supporting
roles to be inconsequential.
Nevertheless, Steenburgen
turns in a commendable per
formance as spinster Julia
Tate. A previously unknown
actress, Steenburgen hold her
own opposite the charismatic
Nicholson. She fights his bizarre
advances with cool collec
ti veness that leaves the
audience laughing.

As for the beloved John
Belushi of "Animal House"
fame, don't expect a show
stealing performance. Belushi
has a small role as a mangy
varmil who takes great
pleasure in harrasing the
townspeople. He gets a few
laughs, yet Nicholson doesn't
allow him to go overboard. The
comedy is kept low-key, with
the exception of some individual
scenes which are true gems.

For the Jack Nicholson fan,
"Goin' South" is a dream come
true. For western-lovers, it's an
enjoyable comedy. As for the
average viewer, it's a cut above
the rest. I give it three stars.

7800 WeFt 95th Hreet.
Hi<kory Hill. HlinoiF 60457

Phone 598-7400 •
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There has to be a lesson learned here somewhere. As a matter
of-fact, there are three:

1) Our discipline code is just as efficient as ever.
2) Our administration turned SWAT team deserves

congratulations.
3) Beer breath can be hazardous to your health, grades, social

life, and future.
Amen to law, order, and the OLCHS security system. Let it not

be aid that our school is all that bad.
EVERYONE MAKES MISTAKES, even senior girls. And

believe iter not, even the administration. But in this incident, who
is to blame?

Being as open-minded·as I am, I've taken all the stories and
rumors into consideration. Student vs. administration, student vs.
teacher, student vs. dean etc. All classic struggles. All
meaningless.

The flaw in our school is right there in black and white,
surrounded by a golden halo. Yes, the discipline code has it's
short-comings. Just ask your local neighborhood burnout(s).

DOES THE PUNISHMENT fit the crime? Obviously not,
allhough the question is debatable. All bias aside, I believe it's
not. Not fair to a conscientious student who is concerned about her
grades and her future. Not fair to single out one offender to
shoulder the blame. What's good for one is good for all. But just
where should we draw the line?

'\

A NightTo Forget

Super-Security prevails

flicked her bic, thus scorching
the eyebrows of the poor monk
standing behind us. "What are
you girls doing here? ," he asked
In a deep booming voice,
making us almost lose control of
our kidneys. Knowing she had to
think of something to say fast,
Brenda pleaded, "Don't hurt us,
we're only mere children!" The
monk asked, "Just how old are
you?" To which we quickly
replied, "We're fourteen, no,
fifteen! "

Being a known fact that Mary
Ellen is a terrible story teller,
she had to spoil everything. She
turned to the monk and said,
"We're on a field trip from
school, isn't this the Lincoln
Park Zoo?" Somehow the monk
knew she was lying.

Taking both of us by the arm, ,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
he steered us toward the castle,
saying, "You'll pay for your
nosiness! "

liE INTENDED TO make us
spend the better part of an hour
kneeling on rice. We were I

horrified and our knees ached at
the very thought of it.

After much pleading and
many tears on our part, we
were able to leave with a stiff
reprimand, and a warning
never to return.

We each came up with a
different moral for this story,
Brenda's being: Don't
disbelieve a story until you've
tried to prove it, and Mary
Ellen's being: Never scorch a
monk's eyebrows, he may not
think too highly of it.

GOD AND THE ADMINISTRATION.Both work in mysterious
ways.

To one OLCHS senior,·the administration operates ruthlessly,
especially where the "almighty" discipline code is concerned.

Remember Homecoming? Take the dance, to be exact.
Everyone was having a great time. People were literally
staggering with enjoyment. Some students dodged around the
gym floor. Others settled for the privacy of the bleachers, where
passing-Qut was less noticeable. The washrooms were packed
with students assisting other students in their time of need.
Considering all this, how could anyone have a bad time?

LEAVE IT TO OUR all-knowing administration to find a way. A
way to "single-Qut" one senior girl who must have deserved it.

How did our clever administration do it? Using their keen sense
of smell, they detected a odor. It was alcohol. They even deduced
that it was beer. Beer on a students breath! A senior girl, no less.
Crisis time for sUre. Ten days external on top of it all. Such were
the spontaneous chain of events that fateful night.

Let's just call it brilliant security on the part of the ad
ministration. Beer breath has been known to wipe out whole
populations. That's why the administration shuffled this security
threat quickly to the deans office. Rathern than offering her some
Scope, or alleast a Tic-Tac, they chose to drill her with irrelevant
questions. After an interrogation session lasting an hou and
fifteen minutes, they issued a sentence: ten days external
suspension. A get-well card just wouldn't do.

FINALLY, THEY A KED the student to leave. And leave she
did. Strai ht home to drown her sorrows in Listermint.

Dan Sullivan

BY BRENDA NANNEY
A 0
MARY ELLEN LUBY

WIIO BELIEVES I ghosts,
goblins, and ghouls? We do! We
didn't at first, but we sure as
heck do now!

Friday, Oct. 13 was one night
we'll never forget. It was one of
those damp gloomy nights you
only see in Creature Feature
movies. Being the bold skeptics
we were, we decided to put an
end to all those unbelievable
tales we had always heard
about Monk's astle.

We threw our trusty
flashlights into the car and
began our journey to that place
of mystery and suspense.

WHEN WE FIRST started
out, we couldn't wait to get
there. But by the time we
arrived there, our skin was
crawling and our nerves were
fraZZled. When we finally
mustered up enough courage to
get out of the car, it was ;: IS
p.m.

Clutching each other's hands,
we made our way to the small,
private cemetery located in
back of the castle.

We had just gained back some
of our courage when, while
viewing a few of the old tomb
stones in the cemetery, our
flashlights went out. Needless to
say, our courage level hit rock
bottom.

THE SUDDE LY, THERE
was a loud rustling of leaves
directly behind us. Being the
intelligent girl she is, Mary
Ellen quickly spun around and

Flick of the Bic
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M.•••...t.. !-~ ~ .
J: • • • • • • ~~ •• ..:
.:. SURE, .. AND THERE'S ABIT ~:

::: OF THE IRISH IN HALLOWEEN :::
..:. Halloween ... Though it's old hat .:.
:. to believe that ghosts walk thc earth ;
... . 1 (. I ...:. on October ,31, the approae lOt 1(' :.

·:·day still sends a chill clown many an :.
•••adult spinc. What will the kids do .:.
...+1 11 is ycar~ ...
..:. One thing is certain: Thcy won't do ..:.
..:.anything half as bad as when Ilallo- ..:.
:. \\,('cn Iwlonged to thc grown-ups. Fes- :.
~:·ti\'ities of the day go back at least"·
".2,000 veal's. TIl(' last day or the year •
.!.on th', old pagan cal '1lC1ar, Odober !.
..~.31, served the triple plllVOS of bid- ....
:. din~ good-byc to summer, wclcoming :.
.:. winkr, and rl'lllt'mbering tIl<' de-ad. ~:.

.:.. The Irish app('ar to lay claim to ~:.
~:·ll1uch of the Hallowcen tradition. 11)(' ~:.
••• earliest of the buncl\ used to huild •••
..~. hug bonfires and toss someone in it .
..:. to pIa 'ate Sarnhain, god of th • dead :.
:. HenwmbN, thesc were- gro\\ n-ups. :.... ...
:. \10re- fcarful of spook~ than any- :.
.:. thin~ 1st', folks began hollowing out •••
.:. turnips and PUI~)p~ins and placin~.:.
••• lighted candles Il1s1dc to scare- ('\ d ....
.... spirits from the hOllse. \\'h)' w;\s tIl(' ..:.

~
result called a jack-o'.lantel11? Bt'cause :.
of an Irishman, of coursc. .:.

.. Tradition says that an Irish rack, too .:.
••• wicked for }1('av('n and ('xpell('(1 frolll.~

..•• that other placc for playing practical.~.

..~. jokes on the devil, was condcmned to..:.
:. walk the earth with a lantern forever- :.... ...
:. mo~. :.... ...
: Surprismgly, IIallowe('n was ~carc('- :.

·:·Iy o!>sen'ed in the l nited Statl's till·:·
••• the last half of the- 19th century. It's•••
.... thougilt that the large-scale Irish mi-.+.
..:. ~ration at that time had much to do..:.
:. with popularizing tl)(' holiday. 11)(':'

\.:"+ English had long ago transf '.T d most·:·
'... of their Ballow ening to ,u' Fa\Vkes~:"+

~ Qay on I\ovember S, and til(' Puritans•••
..~. t> Ii \' d too stron~ly in flesh-and-....

i
bJOOd witches to 111av at the id a on •.. . ....
Hallowecn. :.

I ...
It appears, theil, that rIal oween :.

wouldn't. be wl~at it is today ~vith()u~:

.: those fflsky Inshnwll. So tIllS year,•••
••"+let\. all paint. our pumpkins green as....
....a bIt of a tnbute. And ... Jlappy..:.
-t:..lIiu~tilll1:!~ ~ ~ .~.. ~ • ~ .. ~ :.........~ .

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

* . {r

~ ~\.WA// ~* {r

~ $49goo ~
* {r

~ IN JUNE ~
~ 11 NIGHTS 10 DAYS ~* {r1} Conttl!;.t Mr. Si ",o~ {r
1} {r

* {r* Included: {r* * In Flight Meals {r* *All Air &Ground Transfers {r* *' Lei Greeting -h* *One Continental Breakfast ~* * Insurance {r* *Much More C-S Travel {r* Not .su,oo1 "po"-'0 r~cI ~
~*****************~
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spoke. "Nice of you to drop in. I
just had to say that. I've had so
many teachers say that to me
that I just couldn't resist."

After the laughter subsided,
Edmonds took a question from
the students.

"That's an interesting
question," he said. "Did I make
up my name?" No, I didn't. I
went to college in Athens, Ohio.
The owner of a bar I worked in
wanted me to play records and
be crazy. He put a classified ad
in the school newspaper and
called me Crazy Chris.

"BUT THAT'S THE BEST
way to get into broadcasting.
That or a small radio station.
I've worked at great places like
WMPO in Pomeroy, Ohio and
WPAR in Parkersburg, W. Va.
That was my big break--70,OOO
people live in Parkersburg.

"You laugh," he said. "But
that's the way I got into radio.
It's the best way, too. The
pressure is justas great. You do
the same things in a small
station, even more. And you get
used to it without the extreme
pressure of a place like Chicago
and the ratings where you'd
have a difficult time getting the
experience.

"So what I'm saying about
getting experience is that if you
want it badly enough, you're
going to get it. If you're really a
radio freak, you'll figure out
some way to do it. That's what
it's all about."

45.1 megacycles. Try finding
that on your FM radio.

"The FCC had temporarily
authorized FM broadcasting to
operate in that band. That was
pre-World War II. That band
turned out to be TV channels
and everything had to be
restructured.

"When the Japanese got into
the market, Zenith had to sell
the station. They couldn't ab
sorb the loss the station was
taking every year. So they sold
the station for the incredibly
low price of $1 million to
General Cinema Corporation in
1971.

"JUST TO GIVE YOU an
example of what a great in
vestment a radio station would
be, WLUP just sold for $4 1fl
million. That's six years after
my station sold for a million.

"When General Cinema
bought the station and an
nounced plans to make it a rock
and roll station, this small but
extremely conservative and
powerful minority formed this
group called 'Concerned
citizens to save 'WE'FM. "They
petitioned to the FCC that we
not change formats, that it was
in the public interest that we
shouldn't, that classical music
should live." And they kept us
from changing formats for over
six years.
• "NOW WHAT ELSE do you

want to know about radio?"
Edmonds asked. A student
walked into the classroom as he

Essay contest
- awarded to five boys and five

girls. The Chicago Motor Club
also will present $25 u.s.
Savings Bonds to the 25 runners
up.

FINAL JUDGING WILL be
done by a panel of University of
Illinois educators. Winners will
be announced at the Seminar's
annual meeting next May.

Additional entry blanks may
be submitted by writing
Seminar Headquarters in
Chicago. The essay contest has
been endorsed by Dr. Joseph M.
Cronin, state superintendent of
education.

AN OLCHS HIGH CHOOL
seniors are eligible to compete
for ten $500 Chicago Motor Club
scholarships which will be
awarded to winners of the
Illinois Editors' Traffic Safety
Seminar's thirteenth annual
traffic safety essay contest.

Topicfor this year's contest is
"Your Driver's License: Should
It Be Harder To Get -- And
Keep?" The essays of 500 words
or less must be submitted to
Seminar Headquarters, 66 E.
SOuth Water St., Chicago, Ill.,
60601, with a postmark no later
than Dec. 31, 1978.

Top scholarship grants ~ill be

October Zi, 1978

BY RAY ELLIOT
CHRIS EDMO D IS a

Chicago disc jockey. His name
isn't exactly a household one to
Chicagoland radio listeners.
Neighter is his alias, "Crazy
Chris." But then he's only been
in Chicago for eight months.
And he's only 24 years old.

His radio station, "WE" FM,
isn't exactly a household station
to Chicagoland radio listeners,
either. That's something that is'
changing as the "oldest con
tinuously operated FM radio
station in the world" works its
way into the rock and roll
market of the mostly under-35
age group. Edmonds says it
already has about four percent
of the market.

The station was a classical
music station until just a few
months ago. Switching from
classical to rock and roll wasn't
easy for "WE" FM, according
to Edmonds. It encountered
some of the same problems that
the management of the station
in the new TV show, "WJ{RP in
Cincinnati," did in the season
premier when the station
changed its format from easy
listening to rock and roll for the
advertising dollar.

EDMO DS SAT
CROSSLEGGED ON the desk in
a classroom at OLCHS and
looked out at the students. He
didn't look as they had expected
him to. His hair was moderately
long, only slightly over his ears.
He wore horn-rimmed glasses
and dressed more like an Ivy
League college student than a
rock and roll disc jockey.

"That's right," Edmonds
said, pushing his glasses back
on his nose. "WE" FM has been
on tne air since 1938. But nobody
ever heard of it. And here's
why: The station was put on the
air by Zenith Radio Cor
poration-- you know, 'The
quality goes in .. .' -with the
intention of selling a lot of
radios.

"Practically everybody had
AM radio by 1938. It went from
no radios to the point where
everybody had one in about five
years. It was a popular thing-
the radio. Zenithy had sold a lot
of them and was looking for a
way to make more money.

"A GUY AMED ARM-
STRO G was experimenting
with FM. They decided it'd be a
great thing for Zenith to get into
early on. They could sell
another set of radios. So they
put in a station for the sole
purpose of demonstrating the
superb quality of FM radio, the
kind of radio vou could listen to
during an electrical storm and
you wouldn't hear all the funny
noises or wouldn't fade out
when you drive under a
bridge."

Students from com-
munications classes listenp.o.

sometimes restlessly and
sometimes attentively. When
they got restless and talked
among themselves or all at once
Edmonds said, "Do I have to
call a teacher? I feel like a
substitute teacher."

The students laughed and
listened again.

"THE STATIO WAS out of
their factory somewhere on the
South Side of Chicago. In '39 or
'40 they moved downtown. It
was still experimental. They
didn't know what they were
doing. They were operating at



paid for while you're in the Army).
Some came for the financial rewards.

Where else can you get a starting salary of
$419 a month (before deductions? and a
raise to $467 in just six months? (Plus free
meals, housing, medical and dental care, a
30-day paid vacation every year, and low
cost transportation to help you enjoy it.)

And some came for a
different kind of reward.
Where else can you do a
service to yourself while
you're being of service to
your Country?

High school seniors, see
me for information on how
you can take advantage of
this now and still finish
high school.

October 7:1, 1978

Karen's
orner

THE FALL PLAY, "THE DARK OF THE MOON,"
(Oct. 26,27 and 28 at 8 p.m.) has a srr.~11 problem
which has plagued the production for a. 'mber of

years, it's cursed. The play, when i~ waso~ B, 'dway,
they used a Bible as a prop. In the time of Its ru , two
cast members died, one during a performance and
another In Tnt:: wing. The question is, are we using one
in our play?
THE SPARTANITE'S BUSINESS MANAGER

PAT WASI ELEWSKI, is proud to announce that
for once in the newspaper's long history, we are
actually running in the black (not in debt).

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE Varsitv Tennis
Team for cap turing the title of the SICA West girls
tennis championship. Well done gals...A scoop for
all you Christ Hospital fans, they
hired the "Blond Bomb" ot Oak
Lawn, DIANE PAUGE, where
danger and laughter walk hand in ..
hand.

ATTENTION PYROMANIACS:
The fire in the second floor
bathroom wasn't cute, you know that
OLCHS doesn't believe in heat...

TIM DONOVAN, WHO DISPLAYED PAUGE,
HIS talents of baton twirling at the first home football
game of the season, will compete aoains·t PATJI and
SHERRI LODL for the title of Miss Majorette of
Illirl?is. I can't wait to see his costume.
~MALL NOTES... Forensics begin their season

on November 1 for the novices, and November 4 tor
the pros...curiS are back and JERRY KOSTEL's
got 'em.

ONE YEAR OLDER...Chuck Suchy (10·1), Tim
Lewis (10-3), John Olsen (10-5), Diane ~ueller (10-19),
Laurie McEathron (1O-20)and Kevin Werner (10-29).

RIRTHDAYING SOON...Terri Wiley and John
Williams (11-20), Sandra Kolodske (11-3), Sandra
C I d N . H'I (11-8), Donna Bartlet1(11-16lar son an anci I ger

rr

Since the end of the draft a lot of young
people are discovering a good place to
invest their time. The Army.

They've come, over 300,000 strong, for
things they may not have found anywhere
else. Some came for the job training.
Where else can you get your choice of over
300 good jobs? Some, for the chance to
travel. Where else can you get to go almost
anywhere in the world?

Some came for the
personal challenge. Where
else can you get as much
responsibility right out of
high school? Some, for
education. Where else can
you get such a good head
start on college? (With up
to 75 per cent of your tui tion

"Join the people

Call me. Army Sgt. AI Veierstahler

636-3913

who'.ve joined
the Army."

---"Your waterbed sprung a
leak?! That's a most interest·
ing excuse for being late."

SPARTANITE

~
/

"Mother, please let me d~st
my own room. I had an 1m·
portant number written on
this table."

Daylight Saving Time comes to
an end on Sunday, Oct. 29, 2
a.m. So. .. .
- Turn back your clock one hour
on Saturday night.
- Test your car lights to make
sure they are in good working
order.
- Wake up on time Monday
morning.

Time for

standard time

personally that I had nothmg to
hide or to be ashamed of. and
factually I had no choice, I
willingly followed her into her
office.

I sat in my dean's office for
one hour and 15 minutes. While
sitting there for approximately
one hour, I had no idea that I
was going to be punished, let
alone get ten days of external
suspension. The first questions I
was asked were totally
irrelevant to the situation.
When finally discussing the
situation at hand, she informed
me that since I did admit to
having consumed two be.ers
between the Homecommg
football game and the dance,
that constituted that· I was
"under the influence," and that
I was suspended for ten days.
That was it, there was no ifs,
ands or buts. It was yery clear
cut and she had made the
decision before I had even
entered her office.

MY DEAN ALSO mentioned
during our chat, that she would
have to notify my parents.
When finding they were not at
home her next step was to call
the Police if I was in fact,
"under the influence." The
police were not called and I
walked right out of the dance.
Was that the proper course of
action?

While I was talking to my
dean in her office. my date, who
was very worried about me,
oegan talking wjU? Qne member
of the administra.pon. This
member of the administration
stated that in mb\;t cases,
students who were sober in the
office, were not punished. I was
as sober in the office as I am
when I attend school everYday,
which is completely sober,
ana I was still punished.

When finally leaving the
dean's office, I felt more mad,
hurt and upset than I ever had
in my life. I felt let down and
very disappointed. When
leaving the building, a couple
members of the faculty and
administration did try to talk to
me, but the situation as it was,
my immediate reaction was
that I wanted nothing to do with
their system anymore.

My date did stop and talk with
them, although not much was
said and mo~ just expressed
their sympathy.

SINCE I HAVE been out of
school for four days already, I
have been putting a lot of
thought into the incident. I feel
very grateful to the students,
faculty and administration that
have been kind enough to care
about, help, and understand me.
I'm not mad anymore, I feel
that I've learned an important
lesson (and it does not pertain to
alcohol). I hope that there's not
many hard feelings but I don't
feel I was wrong.

I don't feel that I deserve this
suspension and I have appealed
it twice. My parents consider
me to be a responsible in
dividual and they allow me to
drink. If the point to which I was
under the influence of alcohol
was just a matter of my breath
and I caused no incidents to
make me any more noticeable
than anyone else at the dance, I
don't feel its up to the school to
reprimand me.

BYDONNAS~GEORGE

I HAVE HAD very few upsets
during my years at OLCHS.

As an active senior, I've been
around long enough to know the
school and the system very
well. Besides minor issues like a
schedule change and a deten
tion freshman year, I have had
no conflicts with school at all
and had generally liked it here
at OLCHS.

Now, as I sit at home on my
fourth of a ten-day vacation,
quite commonly called external
suspension, my mind constantly
focuses on the pain and
memories of Homecoming.

Homecoming was very dif
ferent for me than that of the
average OLCHS student. As
President of the Senior Class
and member of Student Council,
my concerns were of the design
of the float and the type of
refreshments to be served,
rather than who my date was
going to be and what color shoes
I was going to wear.

FIVE LONG AND HARD
weeks of work on Homecoming
had brought me to that
Saturday, October 7, ra~her
tiredly. But having the sem~rs

win the pep rally and our semor
class float win first in its size
category and also "most out
standing float" brought mo~e

happiness to me than It
probably did to anyone else.

1 had expected the
Homecoming Dance to be the
grand finale of what I had
worked so long fo:-. I was in for
the surprise of my life.

After arriving at the dance
near 8:30 p.m., and dancing for
approximately one-half hour, I
left the dance floor with another
girl to go to the bathroom. Upon
leaving the bathroom, I was
then "noticed" by two faculty
members with whom 1 had
previously been acquainted
very well. As I stopped to talk
with them, they claim to have
been able to smell beer on my
breath and to have noticed a
"weaving" movement in my
walk. They thereby concluded
and pronounced that 1 was
"under the influence of
alcohol. "

As my date proceeded to walk
past the two faculty membe~,
they stopped him and told hIm
to get me and leave.

IN THE MEANTIME, I had
walked with my friend to the
balcony to get refreshments, sit
down and talk. By the time I
was again united with my date a
matter of 20 minutes had
passed.

Upon my date telling me what
the faculty members had
concluded 1 asked him to
assure th~m that I was in a
completely sober and
responsible state and request
that I stay. In doing so, one
faculty member replied that he
wished to remain out of the
situation and that the decision
lay with the other member.

When approaching the other
faculty member, who was
situated on the way out of the
building, my dean approached
the three of us and a~ked that I
come into her office. My date
protested, saying that we w~re

on the way out. But feeling

Page 8
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INCLUDES: All Ground
and Air Transfers,' Room,

Air and Ground Insurance.

$50 deposit due Dec. 1,
Balance; Feb. 15,1977

Accompanied ~y Stagg Seniors

The Gap

WANTED
Seniors Only
Hawaii in June
12 days $467

BY DAWN AMMERMAN

AT THE CLOSE of the first quarter, there are 'J:1 weeks of school
eft. Exciting isn't it!

.The fall sports banquet was held on Nov. 17 thus opening th
wmter sports season. Boys basketball and gymnastics, girls
volleyball and basketball began.

M&R Rush will be featured at a dance Sponsored by VICA on
Nov. 20.

.' 'The Secret Mfairs of Mildred Wild" will be presented on Dec. 3
m the Little Theater. Show times are, 8 p.m. on Dec. 3 and 8 p.m.
nd 3 p.m. on Dec. 4.

ERMAN:
AM ENDE DES ersten Vierteljahr, da haben wir noch

iebenundzig Wochen Schule. Reizbar, nicht wahr!
Das Herbst Sport Festmal war am 17 Nov. damit began die
inter Sport Saison Tungs-Korball und Gymnastik, Maedels
lugball und Tungs-Korball, urn ein paar zu nennen.
Am 20 nov. da ist ein Tanz mit der Musikkappelle M&R Rush

nter Richtung von VICA.
Das Siel "Secret Affairs of Mildred Wild" wird am 3 und 4 Dec.

m kleien Theater gezeigt. Die Vorstellung ist am 3 Dec. urn 8:00
hr Abends und Nach mittag urn 3:00 uhr und Abends urn 8:00 Uhr.
rench:
A LA FIN du premier quartier il nous reste 'J:1 semaines de

lasses. Formidable, n' est-ce pas?
Le banquet des sports d'automn a eu lieu Ie 17 Nov., ainsi Is

aison des sports d' hiver est commence. Le basketball et la
ymnastique des sports d' garcons, Ie volley ball ey et basketball
es filles sont quelques'uns.

11 y aura une dance Ie 20 nov. avec M&R Rush, parraine par
ICA.
"Les Mfaires Secret de Mildred Wild" sera presenter Ie 3 et Ie 4

ec. au Petit Theater. Le 3 dec. au y aura une presentation a 8
eures a 3heures et une presentation a (8) heures du soir.
SPANISH

AL FIN DEL primer cuarto, queda veimte y siete semanas de la
scuela. Emocionante, no!

EI banquete de las deportes fue el diez y siete de nov. y abrio la
estacion de los deportes del invierno. Basquetball, gemnasio,
bolibol de s chicas y basquetball de las chicas y nadando estas
incliudos. \\

Habra un baile en el viernes el veinte de nov. con M&R Rush su
fiador es VICA. ~Los asuntos secritor de Mildred Wild" stara
presentado el tercer y el cuarto de dic, en el teatro pequeno. Er el
tercer de die., havra una presentacion a las ocho y en el cuatro d

ic. habra un funcion de tarde y una funcion del tarde a las ocho

This is not a school sponsored ~rip and the
school assumes no responsibility or liability.

SPONSORED BY: C-S Travel
CHAPERONE Mr. J Simone

came in . A paramedic nUdgea
me away and put an oxygen
mask over the guy's mouth and
tried to bring him around with
smelling salts. They asked the
woman with him if he had any
record of heart trouble and the
usual mumbo-jumbo.

Angrily, I snatched my rolled
up jacket from the floor and my
girlfriend and I fought our way
out of the crowd in the lobby.

NO ONi: COULD say thanks
except the lady with the black
guy.
"I'll pray for you every day of
my life." I guess that's all I
could ask for.

As I reached my car, I
realized, quite suddenly, that I
still had to go to the washroom.
What else could go wrong? A
dead body in the back seat? I
wasn't even going to look.

$184 if less than 30 skiers
- rentals additional

Make Checks Payable to:
Tyme Away Travel Ltd.
8260 W 95th St.
Hickory Hills, 60457
598-8000
CHAPERONES:
Mr. and Mrs. John Brodemus

If':lCLUDES: Bus Transportation, Lodging with Breakfast Ie
Dmner, Heated Indoor Pool, Four Days' Lift Tickets, One Full Day
Lesson, Trip & Medical Insurance.
(This is not a school sponsored trip and the school assumes no
resoonsibilitv or Iiabilitv.)

"Peggy, waita minute, I have ,
to go the washroom," I said as
we reached the lobby. I couldn't
hold out any longer after
viewing the suspenseful movie. "SURE," TilE MAN replied

without budging.
When you gotta go, you gotta go. I kept blowing the much-

As I walked hurridly towards needed air into Michael's lungs,
the washroom, I noticed a d
commotion around the cigarette an he began to show signs of

conciousness, but he slipped
machine. Upon closer in- back into unconciousness. He
spection, I saw about five couldn't breathe on his own so I
people standing around the continued artificial respiration.
body of a young black man. "Oh, God bless you," said the

One guy reached down and female companion.
yanked his arm up. Nothing PEOPLE STARTED coming
happened.

"Probably had too much to out of the theater. Some stopped
and looked; some ignored the

drink," one snickered. scene and J'ust walked by. A few
One iust walked away.
WHEN I GOT TO the scene I snickered and tried to keep

realized he was unconscious. I from laughing at the sight of a
th WASP high school senior giving

pushed the man tugging on e mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to
arm away, knelt down and
ripped away the guy's coat and a black man. Maybe that makes
shirt to give him more air. I me a weirdo or something.
took off my jacket, rolled it up People just didn't care, and no
and placed it under his neck one asked if help was needed.

I heard sirens and an am
causing his chin to jut into the bulance and squad car pulled up
air. I started to give him mouth- in front of the theater. Two
to-mouth resuscitation. paramedics and a couple cops

The woman he was with leant, ,-!:::.:..=.:.::==::=-.::::::....::.-=.::!:..:=--.::..:!:.:...--------------,

?~=r:en~~i~:~n~~~hs~~~c:e Holl-day SKI Trl-pGod. let him be all right."
"What's his name?" I asked

between breaths.

SKI 4 full days!
December 26 - 30
$169

Indianhead,
Michigan

BV JEFF JEDLICKA

I CAN'T BELIEVE it.
I've been through a lot in my

seventeen years, car accidents,
ripped-up, ripped-off, seen
deaths, met a lot of people, held
about ten different jobs and
have gone a lot of places. I've
seen a lot of different aspects of
life and yet unus\\al things keep
happening to me. Another
unusual thing happened last
weekend.

I still can't believe it.
AFTER WATCHING THE

main character of "Taxi
Driver" shoot the hand off a
pimp and start to shoot more
people, I realized that the movie
was finally coming to an end.
My date and I decided to leave
before the crowd. There was a
full house that night at the
Colony Theater - at $1.25 a
person the Colony does pack
them in.

People helping
people?

....--ooQ,,--.

They won't get involved

"MICHAEL."
Someone said the manager

had called an ambulance. I
slapped Michael's face a couple
of times to try and snap him out
of it. His pulse was weak and he
still couldn't breathe in
dependently.

"Come on, stand back and
give him air," I said looking at
the front of the theater for the
long awaited ambulance.
Minutes were like hours.

WHAT HAPPENED next
amazes me now, but made me
agry at the time. People didn't
care. Either it was because the
man was black or they didn't
want to get involved. No one
wanted to help.

"Sir, could you keep the
people from coming out of the
exit behind me," I inquired of a
man watching me.
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Two thousand years of wall writing

Tamar is a foreign exchange student attending Trinity Christian
ollege in Palo Heights, 111. As much as she likes the U.S., Tamar

wiIl pack her bags and go back to Beirut as soon as the war in
Lebanon is over,

leaving a wt9r

reflected in the nature of their
humor. An example: "It's not
work that gets me down, it's the
coffee breaks."

TO DESTROY, MOCK or
protest against something the
artist feels is wrong are a few of
the reasons behind graffiti.
Boredom is probably the
biggest reason people write on
walls, recognition is another. In
protest to an increase in prices
this warning appeared on a dry
cleaning truck; "Pedestrians
Pressed."

Graffiti is still not looked at
seriously, although it should be.
It's the oldest form of com
munication. It can be in
teresting if you perceive its
meaning.

See our campus. Learn about our academic programs. All
the traditional undergraduate offerings in the arts and sci
ences, music, commerce, education-with a personalized
difference.
NEW:
Pre-law Studies-Develop the knowledge and skills neces
sary for the successful study of law.
Communications-.Ihe Department of english and the De
partment of Speech and Drama collaborate to present a
rounded program in all areas of communications.
Pre-Med-Like all of DePaul's preprofessional programs,
Pre-Medical studies are rigorous. Which may account for
the success of its graduates in gaining admission to the
nation's most prestigious medical schools.
Allied Health Fields-Fully accredited programs in Nursing,
Medical Technology, and Radiologic Technology.
Career Counseling-an opportunity to explore the kinds of
things you can do with your degree, regardless of your
major.
Financial Aids-you CAN afford an education at DePaul.
Our Financial Aids programs help students with real need
and talented students irrespective of need. Special helps
are available for students of mid-income families. Last year,
nearly $8 million was awarded to DePaul students through
a variety of programs. Talk to our counselors.

Bob hurriedly called the Oak His boss provided him with no
Lawn Police Department who reason why.
sent four squad cars there

immediately. The police *****************searched the area finding only T. .
the nylon stocking. The robber yp,ng service
still has not been caught. B d

Coincidently, of course, when •• U get rates
Bob ~eported to w?rk the next •• Fast service
mormng he was Informed he .
wasn't working there any more. Nita 422-8968

*****************

Graffiti is a form of com
municating that still exists
today. It's a way of expression.
The inscriptions can be in
teresting if you perceive their
meaning.

Several psychiatric
authoritiies view the sexual
message and observe drawings
as a kind of masturbation which
is sometimes followed by a
physical masturbation. The
run-<>f-the-mill exhibitionist is
driven by some inward relen
ting anxiety to expose his own
sexual organs in public, in order
to release his anxiety. "Batman
loves Robin."

A large group of wall writers
appear" to be doubting
Thomases. Their bitterness is

theme that appeared on walls in
Europe, during the 19th cen
tury. "Jews are the biggest
pigs, there for kill them without
remorse."

One type of graffiti that did
exist was pictograph messages.
Examples of this are:

man with dog V4JVJ
danger IK:l.
very good 0
all right -r
IT IS ASSUMED that lower

class writes one level of graffiti,
the middle class another level
and the upper class simply
doesn't write graffiti. This
judgment is made on the basis
of spelling, vocabulary etc. It is
onlv l\ llueSS. but one lluess is as
gooa as anower.

Take the money and run
BY MARY LYNN MILLER

"Gimme all your money and
nobody will get hurt. If ya don't
listen to me, I'll kill ya." This
could have been the last words
Bob Vopinek, OLCHS junior,
heard, He had a shotgun pointed
towards him to back up the
threat.

Bob had been working at the
Danny Boy gas station on 95th
and McVicker for two weeks.
On Friday, October 15 at 9:30
p.m. the gas station was robbed
while he was working.

Sitting at the desk thumbing
through the latest issue of
Power Mechanics and talking to
girlfriend Gina Maronto who
also attends OLCHS, Bob wasn't
too disturbed when the alleged
robber walked in. What made
Bob take a second look was the
nylon stocking over his head
and a double barrel sawed-<>ff
shotgun pointed straight at him.

"Male, between 17 and 19
years old, standing 5 foot 8 and
weighing about 160. He was
typically dressed; a gray
hooded sweatshirt with a blue
parka over it, jeans and
gymshoes," was the description
Bob later gave to the police.

Bob, who was mistakenly
identified as Norman Gallant in
Speakout in the last issue of the
Spartanite, looks like a guy who
could take care of himself.
However, with a gun pointed in
his face and $3 an hour not being
much to die for, Bob managed
to spit out, "Take whatever you
want buddy."

In response to the robber's
demand, Bob game him all the
money he had taken in that day.
It amounted to about $250.

"It was just like one of the
scenes on "Adam 12" or "Police
Story. " The only difference was
that it was real and happening
to me. You have to experience it
to know how really frightening
it is to have a gun pointed at
you, knowing that it could blow
your head off at any minute."

The robber took the cash and
shoved it in his pocket. Still
pointing the gun at Bob and
walkin~backwards. he snoored.
"Give me five minutes ro run
before you call the cops, and
you had just better hope I don't
get caught."

Ignoring the robber's threat,

and his housing as being poor.
"The beginning of the plague
was in 1350 minus one...wret
ched, fierce, violent. The dregs
of the population live to tell the
tale. (the inscription goes on to
note a terrible storm on St.
Maurus's Day on Jan. 5, 1361.)
At the end of the (pestilence) a
mighty wind. This year Maurus
thunders in the heaven."

WALL INSCRIPTIONS OF
the 18th century present the fact
that the price paid for sex was
to often included in the cost of
the doctor bills to treat venereal
disease. "Here did I lay my
Celia, I got the pox and she got
half a crown."

Radical prejudice was the

"I wanted to finish my studies
in the United States, because it
was impossible to study in
Lebanon anymore. The fighting
got to a point that everyone was
afraid to step out of their
homes. They feared that they
either would get kidnapped or
shot."

GETTING SHOT AT wasn't
unusual to Tamar. Once she
was walking her dog and she
saw a bullet coming at her,
which she said missed her by
about two feet. Bullets flving
around were so common in
Lebanon that they are referred
to as "Flying Bullets." The kids
around Tamar's house in
Lebanon would make a game
out of the bullets lying on the
floor by seeing who could collect
the most.

Another thing that wasn't out
of the ordinary in Lebanon was
hearing bombs go off. "Some
nights we could not sleep
because of the noise made by
the bombs. They would start
around nine at night and go on
without stopping till about six in
the morning."

Before Tamar arrived in the
U.S. the fighting wasn't so bad.
•'You could hear the fighting,
but you could never see it."
After she arrived though, she
received word that her house
was hit by a bomb and also they
were fighting right outside in
the streets.

Tamar is very fond of the U.S.
She says she has more freedom
here than she did in Lebat1on.
As much as she likes the U.S.,
she said that the minute the
fighting stops in Lebanon she'll
pack her bags and go back.

BY DAWN AMMERMAN

DIRTY WORDS ON clean
walls, or "graffiti." Term it
anyway you like. Either way it's
two thousand years of wall
writing.

Man has been using graffiti to
express himself and his
surroundings since prehistoric
times. Before writing was
established man used symbols
to record things like, how many
deers were killed in an alotted
time period.

Romance, kings and knights
are words often used when
referring to the middle ages.
The wall writings of this time
reflect.man's physical cOl'rljtio'l

BY PETE OOUVILLE

WHEN YOU TALK of war in
the United States, you are
talking about something past.
When Tamar Kalidjian, a fresh
man at Trinity Christian
College, talks about war she is
talking about the present.

Tamar was born and raised in
Beirut, Lebanon, and at this
time Lebanon is in the middle of
a religious war. Lebanon is the
only country in the Middle East
that has a Christian Govern
ment, and the Moslems wanted
to change this. When the
Palestinians came to Lebanon
for refugees after the war in
Israel, they and the Arabic
countries around Lebanon
wanted Lebanon to become a
Moslem country.

Moslems are believers of but
one God, Allah, and when this
fight first began the men of
Lebanon formed a Christian
group which they call the
"Phalangist Party." The
Phalangist Party is now
,ighting against the
Palestinians to keep Lebanon a
Christian country. "This is what
we want, a Christian Lebanon,"
Tam,lr said. "If the
Palestinians and the Moslems
want a Moslem country, they
can go to Egypt, Syria, or Saudi
Arabia which are all Moslem
countries,"

TAI\IAR ARRIVED IN the
United States in early February
of this year. Her father stayed
in Beirut for business matters,
and her mother, brother and
sister went to Paris. Tamar is
majoring in business at Trinity
Christian College in Palos
Heights.
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CAMPING IN GYM

Drugs? Ask Alice

imagination to create
something that would be Indian
like. Then a group of girls got
together and by putting their
drums together they formed a
totem pole. Their poles were
then entered into a contest that
was judged by Ms. Hohn (girls
dean), Mr. Lawrence (visual
aid director), Mrs. Olsen (girls
gym teacher), and by Mrs.
Verschave (girls gym teacher).

There were seven poles to
each gym class and Ms. Dorne
wanted everyone to win a prize
for their efforts, so she made
seven different categories for
the poles to be judged in. They
were; the Best Indianish, the
Best Design, the Most Color, the
Best Technique, Most Use of
Outside Materials, Most
Materials Used and the Best of
All of the Above.

In second period gym class,
the Most Indianish (pictured)
was won by Judi Fogarty, Carol
Bunting, Diane Ganz, Brenda
Becker, Carhy Gilberto, Barb
Nevels, Meg Firzgerald and Sue
Osward.

IN THIRD PERIOD gym
class, the Best of Everything
(pictured) was won by Terry
Baburek, Mel Jakovich, Mary
Gardner, Sue Damico, Chris
Passaro, Lynn Green and Sue
Hanzie.

MARKS BR()S.
.J~W~L~AS • SINC~ lSStS

YORKTOWN. EVERGREEN PlAZA

FOR THE
YOUNG IN HEART

PROMISE
DIAMOND RING
14kt. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

$24.95

camping. They learned how to
pitch tents, follow directions
when reading a compass and
how to cook over an open fire.

Ms. Karen Dome, the cam
ping director said, "I want the
unit to be a "doing" unit, rather
than a lecture type unit. So in
order to accomplish this, she
turned some of the outdoor
activities into a contest. Instead
of merely pitching a tent each
group of girls were racing
against a clock to see which
group could put up their tent
correctly in the least amount of
time.

WHEN TilE GIRLS were
given compasses each group of
girls had a starting point and
directions to their unknown
finishing point. The contest was
to see which group could
complete their route most ef
ficiently.

As far as the open fire cookout
went, there was no contest,
because everyone was very
proficient in barbecuing.

The indoor activities con
sisted of a lecture on back
packing by Mr. Ogrodowski
from Reavis High School and a
"totem pole makin~ contest."

FOR TilE TOTEM pole
contest each girl received an ice
cream container (or drum) and
was asked to use her

The best of everything, (righl- This one was won during third hour
gym. Mo l Indianish, <left - This one was won during second hour
gym. (Staff photo by Wayne Macha)

ONCE AGAI THIS year the
girls physical education
department sponsored a
camping class for senior girls
as a part of their daily gym
activities.

The majority of the unit was
held indoors, but a few of the
activities did require the unit to
go outdoors. In the unit the girls
learned the basic essentials of

GO ASK ALICE raises many
questions about our society.
Why do people use drugs? Is our
society so bad that an escape is
needed? Are we all basically
potential drug addicts? Do we
judge those who use drugs like
acid and pot too harshly? Why
don't we help people to stop'
their use of dangerous drugs?
Are marijuana and LSD really
non-addicting?

This book offers no answers,
but makes us think of our own.
No professional opinions are
given, only the feelings and
experiences of a girl who was
addicted to drugs and knew
what the drug-world was like.

The author writes very well,
which is surprising when you
realize that you are reading the
diary of a fifteen-year-old girl.
She describes her experiences
with an imagination that is
unusually written in a diary.
The book is heart-breaking and
at times, unpleasant reading.

THIS PERSONAL AND
highly interesting diary shows
with brutal honesty, the need
for helping those addicted to
drugs. The possibility that it
could happen to almost anyone
is one of the most frightening
aspects of the book. Go Ask
ABce gives us all something to
think about.

ACTION
It seems the students attending summer school are not allowed

to use the lockers they were issued the year before. They are off
limits to us. Does the summer school committee think we don't
get books in summer school?

Another problem in summer school is that the cafeteria is
locked up. Some OLCHS students have classes from 8 a.m. until
noon and then a sport from noon until 2p.m. This is almost as long
as a regular school day.

Don't we get hungry anymore, just because it's summertime? I
don't think they should serve lunches, but just let us use the pop
and candy machines. It would be a nice convenience.

Now that we have to pay $30 a credit for summer school I don't
think it's asking too much to let us use our lockers and to open up
the cafeteria!

Pele Douville
Upon receiving his letter, I took Pete's complaint to Mr. Jamal

Brown, director of the summer school program.
The first thing I found out was hat lockers are not issued durin~

summer school for two reasons.
First of all, Mr. Brown feels that there is little need for locken:

during summer school because a student can only take twe
courses anyway.

Secondly, summertime presents the best opportunity to clean
and repair the lockers. If the lockers were to be occupied during
this time, the maintenance would be hampered.

During our interview, Mr. Brown informed me that the
cafeteria was in fact open to students during summer school, but
only from 12 to 12:30.

The hiring of a cafeteria supervisor would have been necessary
to keep the cafeteria open all day. This was not possible, though,
because of the tight summer school budget.

THOUGH SATANI M ISN'T
as advertised as some cnflstlan
faiths, it is a part of reality. As
much as we want to hide its
existence, Satanism is growing
popular and it always will be
known as something bad and
evil.

BY MARY WENDLING

GO ASK ALICE is the diary of
a fifteen-year-old drug-addict.
The author is anonymous, but
her story is one that many drug
users could identify with. The
book is frightening because it is
true.

As on reads the experiences
of the author, it becomes ob
vious how subtle the path from
experimentation to actual
addiction is. In the end the
drugs become the master and
the user its victim. The book is a
diary and there is no pretending
that the author's experiences
are the same as all drug-users',
or that everyone who tries
drugs will become an addict.
The subtle implication that, "If
it happened to her it could
happen to anyone," is there.

This book takes a definite
stand against drug use and it
doesn't state it with statistics,
psychiatric viewpoints or
sermons. The author simply
writes of the hell she went
through because of drug use.
Since the author wrote this book
without expecting others to read
it, she obviously wrote the truth.
She wasn't trying to turn
anyone against drugs, she
simply wrote ber feelings in her
diary. This fact makes the book
even more powerful.

Satanism
Something evil

BY PETE DOUVILLE

IN THE UNITED States
today most religions believe in a
God of love. What many people
don't realize or don't want to
realize is that there is another
religion entirely different from
these.

This religion IS Satanism: the
belief in and worship of Satan.
People still try to hide the facts
of Satanism because they were
raised believing that God is
good and that Satan is evil. This
may be true but not in the eyes
of the Satan worshiper. One who
is referred to as a Satanist
believes that Satan is his ruler
and will do or sacrifice anything
for him.

Authors who have written
books about Satanism say it is
as strict and sometimes stricter
than some Christian religions.
The prayers are very similiar to
the Catholic's except were the
word "God" is written, "Satan"
is put in its place. Satanism also
has the offering of Communion
but the Satan wafer is tri
angular with writings inscribed
on it in blood.

SATANISTS HOLD MA S on
a regular basis but their masses
are called Black Masses and
they are usually held in secret
places. Black Masses are held
in such places as basements and
sometimes even vacant
churches that were bought out
by wealthy Satanists.

Wherever the Black Masses
are held the atmosph re is
always the same. The colors of
the place of worship are always
dark and simple; usually black.
Daylight is never seen in the
Devil's Church. The windows if
any, are always covered. Its
basic layout and people are
quite similiar to those of a
Christian Church. They have an
altar, their own crucifix and a
priest who is referred to as the
Devil's Priest.

A person who wants to
become a Satanist usually has
to go through a few initiation
tests. Before these tests begin
the future Satanist has to give
up all belief and love for God
and worship Satan.

THE TESTS THAT each
future satanist has to undergo
differ in each coven. A coven is
a group of Satanists who
regularly go to mass and do
things pertaining to Satanism.
Most covens have their own
technique for initiating new
members. Sex has a lot to do
with initiation. Males may have
sex with as many females as
they can sometimes against
their will, while the female may
be required to have sex with as
many men as will have her.
There also are many other
initiation tests that do not
pertain to sex.

The last step ill becoming a
Satanist is known to be the most
difficult. The person who is
involved with this test must slit
the throat of a small animal and
drink its blood, symbolizing his
first sacrifice to Satan.

Satanists come from a wide
range of people. Nevertheless
they all indulge in some form of
black magic. To show their love
for Satan, they are known to
cast spells to hurt people, and
sometimes even kill them.
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Bocinsky back at OLCHS

C& IItIi/'ouette'DI. SPORTS 1 EQUIPMENT

Hockey Club skates by

BOCINSKY 1'111 K TilE
OLCHS basketball team will be
good this year, although he
won't make any predictions
because he hasn't seen the rest
of the conference.

"They've got spirit and they
work hard," he says. "The
speed and defense will make up
for their lack of height. Also, 1
don't see any problems with
dissension or anything on this
team."

Bocinsky helps both the
varsity and sophomore teams.
Since the sophomores don't
have an assistant coach, he has
filled that role.

SO, IF A Y one of you
readers happens to be an NBA
scout looking for a guard, you
don't have to look any farther
than the OLCHS faculty.

cost to the players, the club is
planning some fund raising
activities. Nothing definite has
been set yet.

Since no coaches from the
school are available, it takes the
help of some dedicated parents
to run the club. Bob Kimball's
father is the coach of the club.
Augie and Gene Bova's father is
the manager and Mark
Korosic's father is the
president.

THE CLUB IS made up of 17
players, mostly juniors and
seniors. They're in a conference
with Richards, Homewood
Flossmoor, Sandburg and
Eisenhower.

This season, the players think
they have a good chance to take
the Conference Crown. Last
year they finished in second
place, only one point out of first.

opener, 5-2

"C.J. PLAYED with a good
college team, and he played
well whenever he played in
California, which was a big
reason that Los Angeles drafted
him.

"There are some guys, like
Erving or Jabber, who can play
on any team. But most teams
want ballplayers from the area.
They're drawing cards. Take
Mickey Johnson. Now, he could
play for any team. But when he
was a rookie, only the Bulls
would take him because he was
from the area.

"Or take Ernie DiGregorio.
He's not a superstar. He played
for Providence in college, so
he's a big drawing card now in
Buffalo. He couldn't play
anywhere else."

Jim Bocinsky, a basketball player for OLCHS in 1971, is now a
substitute teacher. (Staff Photo by Wayne Macha)

a representative from the
school. Tom Lia fills t~ latter
role. However, except for these
restrictions the club is in
dependent of the school.

This situation came about
because the OLCHS athletic
department does not have
enough money to support a
hockey team.

Most teams would fold up
without school aid. However,
the players on the hockey club
have the necessary deter
mination to keep going without
help from the school.

HOWEVER, FINANCING
THE club is not easy. Each
player must dish out ap
proximately $200 for uniforms,
equipment and rental of the ice
rink <Oak Lawn Arena, located
at 94th and Knox).

To help defray the enormous

season•In
BY RICH RENZ

"I had an offer to play ball in
Belgium. It's very hard to make
it in the U.S., so I took the sure
thing.

"Basketball is a growing
sport in Belgium," Bocinsky
continues. "The main sports are
soccer and bicycling, but
'basketball can be played during
the winter months. The fans
really enjoy it. There was less
pre~ure, and it was the-old high
school spirit type of thing. I
personally knew about 80
percent of the people at the
games.

"The Belgian people were
really good; always friendly,
kind and willing to help. There
was a language barrier, as they
speak French. I took French in
high school, but it didn't help
me much. I got along alright,
though."

TODAY, JIM BOCINSKY is
teaching at OLCHS as a full
time basis substitute. He takes
over for any teacher who is
absent.

"It came as a spur of the
moment thing," says Bocinsky.
"I had planned to go back to
Europe, but I couldn't get a
good contract from my team. So
Coach Scaduto encouraged me
to apply here.

"I would like to go back to
Europe next year. 1like it there.
But this year, 1 can get some
experience in the teaching field.
Now, when I'm looking for a job
after my playing days are over,
I'll have a year's experience to
point to, besides my degree."-

WILL JIM BO.CI KY ever
play professionally in the
United States?

"I doubt it now, with the NBA
ABA merger. It's a difficult
situation for basketball. There
are already a lot of players out
of jobs.

"Of course, there's always a
chance, if you stay in shape and
in good health, which I plan to
do. Not everybody gets the
breaks, however.

he says. "There wasn't any
time to be nervous. We were
just organized. We went with a
job to do and we were ready to
do it.

"Coach Scaduto set a curfew
and said 'no horsing around.'
We were all busjpess. We
wanted to prove something."

Bocinsky recalls the final
game against Thornridge as if it
were played only yesterday.
"Coach Scaduto told us to just
go out and play the same as we
had all year, take the game to
them, don't change our game
plan. We played it like it was
just another game; we were
only thinking about winning."

11' WAS BOCINSKY'S job to
guard Buckner when the
Spartans played a man-to-man
defense. "We didn't play man
to-man very often, though,"
says Bocinsky. "Anyway, we
were more worried about Batts
than Buckner. We keyed on
Batts. Buckner wasn't that
much of a scorer, but Batts
could both score and rebound. "

With OLCHS down by two
points with only a few seconds
left in the game, the Spartans
had the ball. "I was trving to get
the ball to get a shot off, being
the best percentage shooter,"
recalls Bucinsky. "I would
rather take a pressure situation
than force it on somebody else.

"But you know what hap
pened. (Tom) Dubetz stopped
his dribble at midcourt. There
were two g~ on me, so he
passed to C.J. on-Ute side. C.J.
missed, then (BOb~).Carr got the
rebound and miss I was just
hoping C.J.'s shot w uld go in."

BOCI SKY PLAYED
COLLEGE ball at DePaul
under Ray Meyer, who has
more lifetime victories than any
other active major college
coach. "I wasn't awestruck by
Meyer," he says. "I very
seldom idolize people. 1 judged
him by what he did. I respect
him for his analogy of the game
and his ability to teach.

"There was a lot of pressure
in college. It's Win, win, win,
every game. You only have two
or three years, so you have to
win while you're there."

WHY DID BOCINSKY decide
to play pro ball in Belgium last
year?

BY CRAIG SMITH

,.

SIX YEARS AGO, Jim
Bocinsky was pumping shots for
the greatest OLCHS basketball
team ever. Today, after playing
ball at DePaul University and in
Belgium, Bocinsky is back
teaching at his alma mater.

For those readers who don't
know, the 1970-71 OLCHS
basketball team, led by
Bocinsky and C.J. Kupec, took
second place in the state. In the
championship game, Thor
nridge, led by Quinn Buckner
and Boyd Balls, dedeated
OLCHS by two points.

"We didn't expect to go
downstate at the beginning of
the year," reflects Bocinsky.
"We didn't expect to be one of
the top 16 teams. We just
wanted to win conference.

"GOING DOW STATE
WASN'T really unbelievable. If
it was, we wouldn't have gotten
there. We fust took each game
as it came, and it progressed.
We always believed in our
selves.

"The only lime it was un
believable was when we looked
back and saw what we had
done. We had come so far."

If the team didn't expect to go
downstate at the beginning of
the season, just when did they
realize that they were no or
dinary team, that they were
something special?

"I REALIZED THE team
was something special after the
regionals," says Bocinsky. "We
defeated three teams, including
LaGrange, who had won state
the year before."

Although Bocinsky received
attention, most of the publicity
went to C.J .Kupec. Kupec went
on to play for the University of
Michigan and is now playing for
the Los Angeles Lakers.

"Being honest, I'd have to say
I felt I was being overlooked
(because of the publicity Kupec
was receiving), but it didn't
bother me," Bocinsky remarks.
"We just had a great bunch of
guys. If it had bothered
anybody, we couldn't have done
what we did."

BOCINSKY HAS VIVIl>
memories of the trip downstate.
"We weren't really nervous,"
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Volleyball off
to 3-1 record

Girls' coaches optimistic Kathy Kasley scores a point for OLeHS as teammate Mary
Haubenrieser looks on.

trouble. "We lost on their hard
serving," says Coach Ver
Schave. "We had poor defen
se."

SENIORS ON THE team are
Michele Wierzgac, K.C. Cun
ningham, Judy Vilchuck and
Patty Gajdoros. Juniors are
Kathy Kasley, Colleen Fenton,
Judy Vargos, Sue Franczak,
Jeni Gorman, Jamie Bilcer and
Leslie Busch. Mary
Haubenrieser is the only
sophomore on the team.

"The teams that will ~ive us
the most trouble are T.F. South,
Sandburg, and Shepard," said
Coach VerSchave.

The leading servers are
Haubenrieser and Gajdorus
with 35 and 32 points respec
tively.

"GAJDORUS AND WIER
ZGAC are the best defensive iIi!!!l.
and offensive players on the
team," says Coach VerSchave.

The next home meet will be
Monday, Nov. 22, against
Shepard.

score of 2-1, losing the first
game 20-15. They managed to
hold on and win 2o-11 and 20-12.

GAJDORUS HAD ANOTHER
great defensive game, as did

senior Judy Vilchuck. "Both of
them moved well on the court,"
said Coach VerSchave.
"Vilchuck was always there
when you needed her."

In the season opener against
Stagg, OLeHS had little troubl~

in the first game, winning easily
20-7, with senior Michele
Wierzgac leading the team with
seven spikes that were aces.
OLCHS barely got by in the
second game by the score of 21
19.

The lone loss came from a
tough T.F. South team. T.F.
South's serving gave the girls

BY MICHELE WIERZGAC

THE GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL
team defeated Reavis to set
their record at 1-1 in con
ference.

Playing a great aU-around
game, senior Patty Gajdoros
and sophomore Mary
Haubenrieser led the team to a
20-17, 20-4 victory.

Haubenrieser served ten
consecutive points to give the
team a big lead. Gajdoros had a
great offensive game, leading
the team with hard spiking.

"EVERYONE IS MOVING
and doing their thing," says
Head Coach June VerSchave.

In a non-eonference meet, the
girls defeated Rich East by the

Can they do
it again?

BY ROSE BAKER

WITH THE CLOSE of the fall
sports season and the opening of
the winter season, a question
arises: "Will the girls be as
successful this year as they
were last?"

Four girls' teams, volleyball,
basketball, badminton and
softball, captured their con
ference crowns last year. Of
these, volleyball and softball
went on to win at districts.

The volleyball team, coached
by June VerShave and Joyce
Icenogle, has already begun
play this season. Mter four
meets they hold a 3-1 record, the
defeat coming against T.F.
South.

"WHAT WE LOST with last
year's senior members was
k":owledge and experience,"
said VerSchave. "I feel this
year we have better potential
taleqt. "

The team shows good court
coverage and individual talent.
Yet, it is very inconsistent.
Coach VerShave feels it's too
early to say how they'll do in
conference this year.

The basketball and bad
minton seasons will begin in two
months.

HEAD BASKETBALL
COACH Margaret Groth is very
optimistic, although most of the
first string of her winning team
graduated. "We have a fast
team like last year," she said,
"but our shooting is what's
going to hurt us."

This year there will be
regional, sectional, super
sectional and state tournaments

continuing after the regular
conference season.

Head badminton Coach Karen
Dome will be going into this
year's season with a very
positive attitude. She feels that
the spots left open by last year's
graduating seniors will be
adequately filled by other A
team and B-team members.

THERE ARE A few different
schools in their conference this
year. Among these, Oak Forest
and Evergreen Park, along with
T.F. South, could present a
challenge.

This will also be the first year
for Badminton district and state
finals. Coach Dome is looking
forward to sending some of her
players to these tournaments.

Looking even farther into the
future we come to this spring's
softball season. Head Coach
Icenogle is quite confident that
this year's team will be just as
good as last year's.

WITH ONLY FIVE varsity
members graduating, only one
position has been left wide open
to be filled by a frosh-soph or
new player.

Coach Icenogle gives a lot of
the credit for the new team's
success to the Khoury League, a
twelve-inch softball league for
girls of aU ages, which many of
the team members have been
playing in for a couple of years.
Also, the fact that many of these
girls had come from a winning
basketball or volleyball season,
thus starting them out with a
winning attitude.

Now the question remains:
"Will the girls live up to their
coaches' expectations?"

"Reserve your iob
for folJ- now."

With the Army's Delayed Entry Program, you can come down
now and pick the job you want. And if you quality, we'll hold it for
you-for up to one year, depending on the job you choose.

Then you can relax and enjoy the summer without worrying
about what you'll be doing when the summer is over.

When you do come in, you'll also have a salary of $374.40 a month
before deductions waiting for you. Plus free meals, housing, health
care and 30 days paid vacation. And if you'd like to try college while
you're in, we'll pay up to 75 per cent of your tuition for you.

Call me. Army SSG Dale Sharp
10735 S. Cicero Ave., Oak Lawn

636-3912
Join the people who've ioined the Army
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Sports Summary

had times when some wrestlers
had to stay after school unW~
meet started in order to lose the
ncessary weight to wrestle.

Mr. Craig recalls a story from
his high school days. "There
was one wrestler who was a
quarter-pound within weight
when he left school the day
before the meet. He came back
the next morning two pounds
over. The coach asked him why
he gained so much weight. The
wrestler replied that he said he
could have an orange. As it
turned out, the wrestler had 13
oranges I "

MR. CRAIG ALSO recalls a
story about himself when he
was in his sophomore year of
college, wrestling in a national
tournament. Mr. Craig was
beaten in the quarterfinals by a
wrestler he didn't think was
very good. When he lost he went
and ate hot dogs and drank
cokes and water. He came back
the next morning seven and one
half pounds overweight. When
the other wrestler won again,
Mr. Craig blew his chance for a
third place finish because of his
craving the night before.

One time, a couple of years
ago, John Paolisso lost a lot of
weight for a meet. "He looked
like a ghost," said Chuck
Laidlaw. Paolisso came out
onto the mat like he was half
dead. He lost the match.

Jim Lalanski lost 17 pounds
for a challenge, but had no
strength to wrestle. "I lost too
much weight too fast," he said.
Another time, Latanski didn't
make weight and had to
wrestle at a higher weight class.
If you miss weight twice you are
kicked off the team. Latanski
said iUs only fair. "If you're not
going to make weight at the one
weight class, then move up
one."

. WHEN I WAS on the team two
years ago, I had to lose about
five pounds to wrestle in a
tournament. After laying under
the mats and not eating all day,
I came within one pound of my
goal. I decided to go to the
washroom to relieve myself.
When I got back I had
mysteriously made weight.

run. They run in the wrestling
room and in the second floor
hallways.

In order to lose weight for a
meet, many wrestlers will lay
under a couple of mats for an
hour or so. When they get up,
perspiration pours from their
bodies as if they were standing
under hot showers. While doing
this, they wear sweatshirts,
sweatpants and even rubber
sweatsuits.

YOU MAY WONDER why the
wrestlers want to lose so much
weight. Why don't they wrestle
at a higher weight class? The
reason is that if a wrestler
wrestles at a lower weight,
chances are he'll wrestle a
person who is smaller and less
strong than if he were to wrestle
a person in a higher weight
class.

The wrestler picks the weight
class he wants to go for; he is
not forced into a weight class by
the coaches. Once the weight is
selected, the coaches try to help
the wrestler lose weight.

The wrestlers are put on a
diet where fat and car
bohydrates are eliminated.
They also take vitamin pills to
supplement their diet.

THEY ALSO HAVE a drink,
"break time," which replaces
certain minerals and salts that
are lost through perspiration.

Mr. Chuck Lawson, varsity
wrestling coach, says there is
no consistency with his
wrestlers. They will come in on
a Monday at 130 pounds, lose
weight all week to get down to
119 pounds for the Friday and
Saturday meets then come back
on Monday at 130 pounds again.

Mr. Lawson recalls the time
when a wrestler officially
weighed in, then sat down to
eat. Before he wrestled, he
gained seven pounds.

MR. JAMES CRAIG, dean of
boys, a former coach of varsity
wrestling and an ex-wrestler
himself, said that wrestlers
shouldn't wait until the last
minute to lose weight. They
should take their time, lose two
pounds or so a week, and keep it
down all week.

Mr. Craig says that he has

..,
Gary Ramirez losing some weight.

BY GARY KONRATH

IS LOSING WEIGHT a
problem? If it is, just talk to one
of the wrestlers. They know how
to lose weight. They do it every
week.

One of the things the
wrestlers do to lose weight is

Wrestlers grapple
against pounds

Mr. Larry Kelly is the new varsity coach this
year. Mr. Howard Rubin is the sophomore
coach.

THE GIRLS' GYMNASTICS team opened
its season on Tuesday, Nov. 16 with a home
meet against Oak Forest.

The team is under the new direction of Head
Coach Paul Dreger and Assistant Coach Janet
Woerner.

The team has been set back by an unusual
amount of injuries. Veteran seniors Dee Sidock
and Julie McCarville have been sidelined and
Flo Rowe is out for the season.

Swimming
THE GIRLS' SWIMMING team ended its

conference with a winning record of 6-5.
The swimmers placed third in the Conference

meet held at OLCHS on Oct. Z7. with a score of
189. First and second places were taken by Carl
Sandburg and Reavis respectively.

Swimming districts were held at Thornwood
on Oct. 30. Sixth place medals were awarded to
Laura Wasowicz, Beth Hinz, Peg Wantiez and
Cathy Kallhauge for the 200 yd. medley relay.
Wantiez also placed fourth in the 100 yd. but
terfly.

BOYS' SWIMMING opens up its season with
a home meet against Downers Grove South on
Nov. 23.

The varsity swimming team is coached by
Mr. Vern Scarpelli. Mr. Paul Sanderson is the
coach of the sophomore team.

Tennis
THE GIRLS' TENNIS team won their first

district title and three girls advanced to the
state finals.

Singles player Judy Vilchuck and doubles
team Shem and Sandy Burgess defeated all of
their opponents in district play. Gail Shaw,
Vicki Schaar and Deb Schmeltzer lost in the
semi final round.

Vilchuck lost her match in the first round of
the state playoffs to Jan Razny of Mount
Prospect. The Burgess sisters lot in the semi
final round to Stephanie Frei and Elizabeth
Stogin of New Trier East.

"I'm very proud of these girls," says Head
Coach Margaret Groth. "They were just
super."

THE GRAPPLERS OPEN their season
Wednesday, Nov. 24 at St. Lawrence at 7 p.m.

"I expect to win over St. Lawrence," said Mr.
Chuck Lawson, the varsity wrestling coach.
"We should have a good team for the season.
Some seniors that are doing really well are
Paul Cizek, John Paolisso, Gary Ramirez, Bob
Berndt and Jim Latanski. Juniors who are
doing well are Jack Chicerillo, Ken Spitzer and
Greg Ramirez.

"I expect my team to win," says Jerry
Wallin, sophomore wrestling coach. "I always
expect them to win." ~

Wrestling

Oak Lawn

Spartanite

orts

Basketball
1976-'77 OLCHS basketball season will open

tonight at Stagg High School.
The sophomore game will start at 6: 15 and

the varsity will follow at 8:00.
Freshman and junior varsity will play Stagg

at home on Saturday at 9:00.

Football
THE GRIDMEN WON their last two games,

defeating Bremen two weeks ago by a score of
22-7 and beating Shepard at Homecoming,by a
score of 28-15.

On Oct. 23, they lost to Bradley by the score of
22-0.

The varsity football team came in second in
conference with two other teams, Bremen and
Sandburg. They finished the season with a 4-3
record in conference and 5-4 overall. Reavis
took first place in conference with a 6-0 record.

"WE LOST A lot of ball games that we
should've won," said Mike Sopko, the assistant
sophomore football coach. "We lost to Reavis
and Shepard on conversions."

The sophomores defeated Bremen 2lH> but
lost the two previous games to Shepard and
Bradley 7-6 and 28-0 respectively. The
sophomores finished the season with a 2-7
record.

THE FRESHMAN FOOTBALL team lost
their last two games, 14-6 to Bremen and 14-0 to
Shepard. They won their game against Bradley
22-0. The freshman had a 3-6 season. The "B"
team finished with a 6-3 record.

,Bowling
THE BOWLING TEAM emerged undefeated

from its first meet of the season, sweeping six
games from Marist on Nov. 4.

Mike Lynch led OLCHS bowlers with a 534
series. He rolle{i a 197 in the third game, which
was the high games for OLCHS. Larry Sch
mudde was the only other OLCHS bowler'tp
break 500, with a 516 series, including a high
game of 178. \

Bowling for the scratch team were Ed Belter,
Kevin Kayden, Schmudde and Marty Ur
banczyk. Bowling for the handicap team were
Brian Bender. Lynch, Curt O'Hara and Bob
Spence.

Cross-country
THE VARSITY CROSS-COUNTRY team

ended their conference season in fourth place
with a record of 2-4.

In the district meet, the team finished in 9th.
Qualifying and placing eighteenth in the sec
tional meet was senior Rich Renz.

Gymnastics

,

BOYS', GYMNASTICS opens up its season
with a home meet against Stagg on Nov. 30. On
Dec. 2, the gymnasts host a triangular meet

....against Naperville Central and Hinsdale South.
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Foreign born students
relate past Christmases

and a

Decorated trees are a Christma tradition to not only the people of the United tates. but according
to stories related by foreign born OLCHS students. they are a common sight in many other countries,
too. This Christmas scene i located on 95th Street and Cook Ave. (Staff photo by Wayne Macha)

r •

macaroni with tomato sauce
and octopus, fried fish, shrimp,
linguini, tuna, eel salad with
tomatoes, lemon, and vinegar,
and panattone cake made with
raisins.

IN POLAND. CHRISTMAS is
celebrated on December 24.
Families gather and the
children put on a show called
wiaits, dressed in their native
costumes. "One boy plays the
bad kin. The childr{lI\ demand
{rom him pres nts 01. oys and

ndy nd if he does not plea
them, they will cut i If his
head," said Jolande Wi zek, a
student at OLCHS for two
months. Santa Claus in Poland
is Swiety Mikola.

For dinner, families eat carp
fish, mushroom soup, lima
beans and plums.

Children in Germany
celebrate S1. Nicholas on
December 6. They believe Kris
Kringle has filled their shoes
with candy and fruit, or if they
have been bad, they don't
receive anything. The birth of
Christ is celebrated on
December 25 with Christmas
carolling and a big dinner.

A week before Christmas
every house in Ireland puts a
lighted candle in the windo~ to
symbolize unity.

Christmas dinner in Ireland is
similar to that in the United
States. They eat turkey,
mashed potatoes, toasted
bread, lima beans and plum
pudding. On S1. Stephan's Day,
December 26, Wren boys and
girls dress in costumes and sing
door to door, collecting money.

Merry Christmas

Happy New Year

BY KAREN VILLAN UEVA

CHRISTMAS IN AMERI A.
With all its pleasures, frosted
streets and lamposts, Santa
Claus and bow trimmed
presents. Not so says Martha
Rendteria, her sister Laura and
Alex Cuellar, students at
OLCHS. In Mexico, Santa Claus
is called Reyes Magos and the
customary plans for the holiday
are posadas; parties that last
or nin d , h re famili

and friends me t to cel brate
and sing. The children play a
game with a large paper
mached animal called a pinata,
which is filled with candy and
toys. Each child takes a turn to
break open the pinata with
heavy stick while blindfolded.
"Christmas Day is the biggest
event," said Laura. "Families
have turkey for the main meal,
and others have soup called
pozele, made with pork meat,
corn, lettuce and topped with
oregano. With the soup they eat
buonuelos, a sweet bread made
in a large loaf and each member
of the family breaks off a piece.
Some families set out Nativity
scenes in the living room in
stead of a tree. "

On Midnight January 5, stores
in Italy are open for parents to
buy Christmas presents. The
presents are set out unwrapped
for the kids to find in the
morning, believing they were
brought by Babo Di Natala
(Santa Claus).

On Christmas Eve the family
goes to a mass at midnight. On
Christmas Day the families
have parties. They eat
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Freshman clas\

elects officers

( CLASSIFI ED

THE STUDENTS AT OLCHS
have continued to show interest
in and support of the Ecology
Club this year since it un
derwent structural changes a
year ago.

The Ecology Club, sponsored
by science department teachers
Mr. John Brodemus and Mr.
John Thompson, consists of
approximately 100 student.s,
with a balanced amount of both
under and upperclassmen and
has been divided into sub-

Spartanite
Writing, graphics and

photography awards were
presented to the SPARTANITE
at the annual SICA Newspaper
Workshop held at Governor's
State University on Dec. 7.

The Spartanite staff received
awards in six' of the seven
categories. Taking second place
honors were Donna Dean,
Personality Sketch; Jerry
Peterson, Editorial of
Argument or Persuasion; and
Rose Baker, Coverage of a
Sports Event.

Third place awards were
given to Tami Ito, In Depth
News Story; and Brian Weaver,

committees according to the
students' interests.

The students are currently
active in the following sub
committees, Prairie Plants,
Tree People, Prairie Animals,
Skins and Skulls and Nature
Photography.

A MAJORITY OF the plants
and animals the club studies are
found within its nature center,
located near Christ Hospital in
Oak Lawn.

receives
Graphics. Wayne Macha
received an honorable mention
for Photography.

TWENTY SICA SCHOOLS
participated in the conference.
Seminars were conducted on
the topics of Sports, Layout,
Feature, News, Interviewing,
Photo, Business and Staff
Relations.

Featured at the conference
was Mr. George Bliss who has
won three Pulitzer Prizes and is
currently Chief Investigator
and Acting-Executive Director
of the Better Government
Association. Mr. Bliss worked

The Prairie Plant committee
studies the plants that are
native to Illinois and have
mapped areas of the nature
center where different plants
can be found growing. The
students are planning to place
benches and form trails within
the nature area.

The Tree People are
preparing to put together a
walking.guide to the trees found
in Oak Lawn which will

awards
for the Chicago Tribune from
1942 until 1968. He was their
chief investigative reporter
until he resigned to take his
present position.

Mr. Bliss discussed ways in
which extensive investigative
reporting had led to in-depth
news stories and other times
when investigation resulted in
wasted efforts. He stressed the
press's responsibility to in
vestigate and report fairly.

Lost: at Beatles \dance, Sat.
night Blue-gray plaid coat ;with
gray fur on sleeves, and hood.
Had an J.D. in pocket $10
reward (call 599-1078)

describe the various types of
trees, how and what they need
to grow, properly, what kinds
are best for certain yards and
where they can be found in the
area.

MEMBERS OF THE Prairie
Animal committee have been
trapping various animals and
after marking and determining
their specific species, they
release them again.

The minks that were
dissected by last year's Ad
vanced Biology students are
presently being used by
members of the Skins and
Skulls committee to make
"skull kits" for further
classroom study by science
teachers and students at
OLCHS.

Both the Prairie Plant and
Tree People committees are
under the direction of
Brodemus while Thompson
supervises the Prairie Animal
and Skins and Skulls groups.
Plans and work on the Nature
Photography committee are
just getting underway.

"THERE AREN'T ANY

Marshmallow
Have a Merry Christmas
Your secret admirer

Villain

officers of the club," said
Brodemus, students with a
great amount of interest in
certain areas just "take the
lead in the groups."

The students have taken field
trips to the Warren Dunes, to
the University of Chicago's
Greenhouse and they have gone
fossil-hunting in a quarry. Most
field trips are taken on Satur
days and at the expense of the
students. They receive their
funds from the school. by
working concession stands and
in the spring they will sell a
variety of plants grown by the
students.

Any student may join the
Ecology Club, which meets four
times a week. Notices of
meetings can be found either in
the student announcements or
on the bulletin board located on
the west end of the second floor
cross-over.

"THE ECOLOGY CLUB is
probably the largest club in
school," said Brodemus, "it is
active all year-round and new
members are always welcome.
And besides, there's never any
homework."

ADS)
Good luck to the Varsity
Volleyball Team in Conference
and in State Tournament!!
KA all the wayl!!

Eunice

THE HALLS WERE NOT
decked with boughs of, holly but
campaign posters which an
nounced the freshman class
officers' election of Friday,
Dec. 3.

Twelve candidates ran for the
four offices. The vice
presidency was the most sought
after office with four students in
the running.

Bill Tasker will serve as the
freshman class president and
Karen Vinci will be vice
president. The posts of
treasurer and secretary will be
filled by Leonetta Rizzi and
Jody Banach respectively.

THIS YEAR'S FRESHMAN
class has a new adviser as well
as new officers, Mr. Scott, an
Industrial Arts teacher.

Piano Teacher Available on
Saturdays
Call Julie: 424-1052

Personals

Fritz, Proms, Carson Pirie,
'Deb. You're a great bunch of
friends, Merry Christmas II
Happy birthday Fritz.

Ken,
Sorry I gave Mitchel my
number. If you want your
present you'll give me your
ring.

Love, the Blusher
PS John says HI

Blusher, Mary has my ring, but
I'll take the gift anyway.

Ken

Douby and WOPI
Congratulations on your
Engagement

Creepy Brother

Merry Christmas and Happy
17th Bill

Sue

FORD CITY--t.OWER LEVEL

The Staff

BAM+BAM, BOOM-BOOM,
DEN, OI, TERI, MILLER.
Have a nice Christmas

Donna (BAM-BOOM)

M.L.

Donna

Mary,
You and Brucey Baby have a
nice Christmas.

To the ~uvs in 4B lunch:
I'm afraid to kick the jukebox
anymore cause last time they
took it away.

FOR SALE:
1971 silver Torino "SIlO"
Power Brakes - Steering
Air Conditioning 8-Track
-Removable Tape Player

43,000 miles Clean - '1800. or
Best Offer Call Jerry: 423~9311

To1b

Love you,
Babe

Dawn (Gimpy)

Merry Christmas Mom, Dad,
Ma, Gramps, Nancy and Bob
I love all.

Babe,
Tell Jr. to drop in! I We have a
lot to talk about.

Claudia, I love you.

Chop loves Whip! ....Shave,
Weazy and Easy,
se ya at the Colosseum, Good
Luck in the game, I got my
rabbits foot. Love ya,

Jack

Merry Christmas, JJ Ray,
Love CCI and CC2 Merry Christmas!

Pee-Wee

We luv you Baby Huey
The Gang

Villain

Win-Win
You're really weird!

Happy Birthday Pat McQuinn!
Jan. Marilee and Sue

BUZI

Mr. Witowski,
We respect your right to give
essays but we feel that you
should give less

Signed G.H. T.C. P.G.

B.T. Happy Birthday!

Bob Unger,
Merry Christmas I

2/3 off on all
Sterling Silver

Turquoise
JewelryTurtle Ring

reg. $30

now $7.50

Three days only!
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Forensics takes 4th

meet

were Sophomore Lisa Maras in
Verse, Junior Cathy Ott in
Oratory, and Senior Jim Ries in
Dramatic Interpretation. Other
awards were won by Mike
Kolodziej in Original Comedy,
Kolidziej and Terry Corlett in
Humorous Duet, Ken O'NeiJI
and Donna Dean in Ex
temporaneous Speaking, and
Debbie Hauck in Oratorical
Declamation.

Head coach John Leary said
that he is "pleased with the
team's performance so far,
especially since there are only
two returning members of last
year's varsity team in 12
events."

recent•In

state meet," said Ms. Barb
Whiteaker, assistant coach.
"Never have I seen so many top
Forensic schools this year at
one meet."

Over 25 schools participated
in the T.F. South meet, which
was won by Wheaton Central,
followed by Homewood
Flossmoor and Thornwood in
front of OLCHS.

In its previous meet on Nov.
18 at Eisenhower High School,
which was a conference meet
for first-year competitiors,
OLCHS as a team did not place
but won eight individual
awards.

FIRST PLACE WINNERS

THE OLCHS FORE SICS
team took 4th place in its 4th
meet of the season at Thornton
Fractional South High School on
Saturday, Dec. 4.

Seniors Sylvia Farrell,
Sharilyn Harm, and Donna
Dean all won second place
awards, in Dramatic In-
terpretation, Oratorical
Declamation and Ex-
temporaneous Speaking,
respectively.

Despite only three awards,
the team was able to win 4th
place due to high point totals
scored by the rest of the team.

"0 E OFFICIAL I talked to
compared this meet to a mini-

Mathletes 1st

chool resumes Crom Christmas vacation on Jan. 3.

The tudent Service Bureau is again offering training Cor students
who would like to b come Peer Counselor . The training is bein
held one aturday per month Cor four months, began on Dec. 11.
Students may sign up Cor the remaining available slots in room
229. Tho e who have previously igned up must do so again. Th
next workshop will be held Jan. 8, 1977.

This year's contest play will be a stage adaptation of Paul Zindel's
"The Pigman". There are roles Cor 6 males and 4 to 6 females.
Auditions will be held in the little theatre at 2:45 p.m. on Wed.,
Jan. 5, 1977.

No - Fault Wrangler's

Washington Dee cee's

troduction to Probability.
OUT TANDI GIN

DIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE
by students who received
perfect scores in written
competition were seniors
Naomi Kloese and Herwig
Schlunk, juniors Ken O'Neill
and Shawn Flynn, sophomore
Maxine Marolt and freshman
Jan Warpinski. Outstanding
individual performances in oral
competition were by Srs. Brian
Bender and Craig Smith.

fJleeding Hearts
\\

Discou.nt Prices!
Guy's &Gals's JEWELRY
South Peacock Alley

Ford City Shopping Center

their first two meets of the year
respectively.

Four high schools par
ticipated in the Nov. 16 meet,
they are in order, OLCHS,
Richards, Eisenhower and
Evergreen Park.

In written competition,
OLCHS won in Geometry of the
Right Triangle, Inequalities and
Matrix Arithmetic. In oral
competition, OLCHS won in
Modern Geometries and In-

RIIII["~I".

ALL. MACHINE.

•warning

8629 W. 87TH STREET

OAK LAWN, ILL. 60483

(312) 636.Q634

with

AUTHOAI2ED OI£Ar.~..

VIKING Be PFAFF
SEWING MACHINES

15% OFF
Fabric & Notions

SEWING CLASSES. SPECIALIZING IN KNITS

The Busy Bobbin

THE VICTORIA FLU is less where innoculation has caused
publicized, but took the life of death or potentially fatal
12,000 people just last winter. reactions. In the same instance
The elderly are advised to get people have reacted to the flu
this vaccine because they are shot by a severe allergy. The
very susceptible to this flu. The following precautions should be
symptoms are very similar to followed. People with known
those of the Swine flu. allergy to eggs should receive

A few side effects may occur the vaccine only under special
from either shot, such as fever, medical supervision. People
chills, huaches, muscle aches or with fever should delay getting
tenderness around the in- vaccinated until the fever is
noculated area. If the side ef- gone. People who have received
fects are revelent 48 hours after another type of vaccine in the
innoculation a physician should past 14 days should consult a
be consulted. There have been a physician before taking the flu
few cases in the early 1940's vaccine.----------------------------

•arrives

Second semester begins on Jan. 22, 1977.

Flu
IN THE 1920's an epidemic

killed millions of people. Early
in 1976 several hundred out
breaks were reported at Ft.
Dix, New Jersey.

With the vast majority of
Americans being susceptible to
the Swine flu, there is a
possibility of another outbreak.

The chronically ill and the
elderly will be the first to be
innoculated since they are the
most susceptible. People under
18 must have a parent or
guardian sign for them giving
permission to be innoculated.

SYMPTOMS OF THE flu are
fever, chills, headache, dry
cough or muscle aches, and
complications may lead to
pneumonia or death in severe
cases. A monovalent vaccine is
recommended for those 25 to
middle or early fifties SO's. A
monovalent vaccine consists of
the swine flu vaccine alone. A
bivalent vaccine is recom
mended for those who are ill or
are elderl¥. The bivalent
vaccme conSiSts ot the Swine flu
vaccine and the Victorian
vaccine.

BY SHARON JAMESON

BY MARY FITZMAURICE

THE OLCHS MATHLETES
team opened their season with a

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil second and a firs t place fi nish in

Flowers
STYLED BY

francis hultgen

4823 West 95th Street

Oak Lawn, Illinois

Phone 424-2200
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What do you want for Christmas?

567-3300 or 567-3365.
SPONSORED BY lIT and the

lIT Alumni Association, the
Fair will be held during
National Engineers' Week and
on lIT's Open Classes Day.
Students exhibiting at the
Engineering Fair may also visit
lIT classes and talk with faculty
members.

Exhibits at the Fair will in
clude drawings, models and
essay papers relating to an
engineering principle, practice,
development, design or
problem.

The three entry divisions
include freshman-sophomore,
junior-senior, and teams of two
or more students. First, second,
third place and honorable
mention awards will be
presented to winners in each
category.

ENTRY FORMS MUST be
received by February 1, 1!177.

NHS holds
Inductions

ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF
Technology invites Chicago
areas high school students
interested in engineering to
exhibit their projects in lIT's
Fourth Annual High School
Engineering Fair, to be held
Monday, Feb. 21, 1m on the
university campus. .

The Fair will be held at
Grover M. Hermann Hall, 3241
South Federal Street, and is
endorsed by the Illinois High
School Association and the
Chicago Board of Education.

Request for entry forms
should be made now to assure
students participants enough
time to prepare entries. Entry
forms and information are
available from Fair co
directors Darryl F. Janowicz
and James E. Novak, Illinois
Institute of Technology, 3300
South Federal Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60616, telephone (312)

lIT sponsors

engineering fair

Don McCartney (janitor)

I want to know if Santa
Claus Is still alive or
if he shot himself.

Kay Parrish (freshman)

A quarter horse.

Pat McQuinn (senior)

A '77 Cutlass Supreme

Mrs. Shupryt
(student supervisor)

ee happiness and peace
throughout the whole world.

Eileen Gumbleton (junior)

Ed Pappas (junior)

A million dollars.

I want to get out

of school forever.

Speak Out

Students write code
- '" \ It

BY GARY STOIKA also five Adm~~istrators,

Mr. Murphy, Mr. ~raig, Mrs.
Muench. Mrs. HoMl and Dr.

THE STU DEN T Davies and as a gro'Jp'they have
DISCIPLINE Committee, four votes. Each class is
which is responsible for the represented by at least two
revision of the Discipline C.ode, students, with each class having
and has also established the two votes. The student mem
recent school policy on cutting bers are as follows: for the
classes. This policy has caused Senior Class the two
much controversy throughout representatives are Lynn
the school, and has culminated Engnell and Robert Geary. The
in a student walk-out in which Junior Class has three
an estimated ten to twelve representatives, but only two
students had walked out at one votes. The representatives are:
time. Kevin McGrail, Marybeth

The Discipline Committee is Stroud and Sou Thornton.
made up of the following; four Sophomore Class represen
faculty members, Mr. Markel, tatives are: Mark Kolodske and
who is Chairman of the Com- Auroara Esposito. Freshman
mittee and Mr. Gibson, Mr. Hill elections will be held the week
and Mr. Rhinehart, each of prior to the Christmas vacation.
whom have one vote. There is A Proposal need win in the

Committee by only one vote.
After gaining the approval of
the Committee, the revised code
is sent to Mr. Wiltshire and then
to the school attorney, to insure
that no one's rights either the
teachers or the students rights
have been violated. If the at
torney approves it, the revised
Code goes to the school board
which will either accept or
reject it. If accepted, it will
become part of the Discipline
Code.

IF ANY GROUP or individual
students does wish to change a
portion of the Code, action can
be taken by seeing either Mr.
Markel, your class represen
tative, or by attending a
meeting of the Committee,
which meets every Thursday
after school in room 104.

INDUCTIONS WERE HELD
by the Spartan Chapter of the
National Honor Society for their
40 new members in the Little
Theater last Monday night,
Dec. 13.

At the induction ceremony,
the inductees were led through
the traditional candle lighting
ceremony and awarded their
certificates of NHS mem
bership. Senior members
received pins signifying their
membership in the NHS.

Following the presentations
Cheryl Baily, last year's club
president, spoke. She stressed
the added benefits that her NHS
experience has given her in her
present endeavors.

THE NUS OFFICERS Cheryl
Paterson, Dan Loren, Judy
Vilchuck and Jan Kovacic
presented the society's goals of
leadership, scholarship, service

and character and gave
examples of how the OLCHS
club fulfills these goals.

J.R. Ernst, Julie Hiryak and
the OLCHS A Capella Choir
provided the entertainment for
the evening.

A reception for the parents
and friends of the members
followed in the cafeteria.

j
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Yule Sounds

Fi II Spartan Gym

weighing heavily on his mind.
The Yule shopping season was approaching its climax, Bill was

putting in 50 hours a week at work-the Christmas season could
make or break a business for the year-Bill's employer emphasized
just how important he was to the operation of the store during the
holiday season. Bill felt with swelling pride that he mattered.

SCHOOL WAS BECOMING increasingly bothersome to Bill, he
often wondered why most of his teachers piled up the homework
before Christmas break, he contemplated, then considered that
they probably just wanted to tie up any loose ends.

Bill was seeing less and less of his girlfriend, buddies and
family. He stayed up until almost 2 a.m. four days out of the w~ek in
an effort to complete his homework assignments.

Suddenly, something snapped inside of Bill. He nearly killed two
of his classmates in an outburst of violence that was later com
pared to the actions of a wild man.

AFTER BEING JAILED, the only thing Bill could remember
thinking before his display of violence was that man's biggest drive
.,roughout history was to survive. Now survival was meaningless

.Jnless generally accepted social actions were accompanied with
survival.

At his trial people who had known Bill testified that "Bill had
always been such a normal boy." They were astonished that he
could do such a horrid thing.

Bill was found guilty of attempted murder and sentenced to 15
years in the federal prison. One hour after his arrival at the prison
Bill was found dead, he had hung himself.

Effects of Santa

Students teach

BY JERRY PETERSON

BILL ~A AN average guy, he was 17 years old and attended his
local. higl .scho?1. In addition. to school Bill had a part time job in a
medIUm SIzed IJquor store, BIll had a steady girl friend and liked to
play basketball and volleyball.

Bill usually worked between 25-30 hours a week not too unusual
for a high school student, although it seemed a lot 'compared to his
parents and teachers. They worked a 40 hour week and did not
attend school. Bill just shrugged this thought off when it was
suggested to him that the generation before him had done the same
thing.

In school, Bill was considered rather smart. He spent five-ten
h?urs a week doing homework, this meant staying up until mid
mg~t after work .one or two times a week in order to complete his
assIgnments. ThiS extra effort didn't bother Bill, after all he had
always been told that he would never amount to anything unless he
did well in school.

o HI DAYS off Bill would try to see his girlfriend, then he
would try to find time to go out with the guys. If everything went
well he might even have enough time to playa little basketball.
Leisure time was almost nonexistant for Bill.

.One day when Bill was depressed and confused, he began to ask
hLmself why he even bothered to keep up wi th the modern day pace
of life. Bill felt as though he were in a suspension between what was
real and what was imaginary, he became mcreasmgly aware of
this feeling as it approached late December when Christmas was
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RayEUioU
John Sinicki
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THE JOYOUS OUNDS of the
holiday season filled the
Spartan Gym last Sunday, Dec.
12, when the OLCHS Music
Department presented its
annual Christmas concert.

Parents, friends, students and
teachers were welcomed into
the school with the music of the
Cadet Band, conducted by Miss
Candy Hildebrandt, playing in
the lobby prior to the start of the
concert.

The program began at 2 p.m.
with the Freshman Girls'
Chorus. They were followed by
Beginning Band, Treble Choir,
Varsity Band, A Cappella Choir
and Concert Band.

A GUEST SOLOIST, Mr.
David Hickox, sang a Spanish
song, "Hacia Belen va un
Borrico," with the A Cappella
Choir. Mr. Hickox, a graduate
of Eastern Illinois University,
taught at Casey High School for
two years and is now singing
with the Chicago Lyric Opera.

Four members of the Music
Theory class, Mark Sturones,
Brian Gibbs, John Matt and Bob
Zelek, performed a piece
written by Julie Hiryak for the
class entitled "Christmas
Tidings."

The Concert Band performed
its three numbers under three
different conductors.
"Greensleeves" was conducted
by Miss Hildebrandt, "H05anna
in Excelsis" by student teacher
Mr. Gary Hreben and "A
Legend of Kings" by Mr. Ken
Kistner.

THE BA D AND choruses,
conducted by Mr. Jack
Roeckeman and Mr. Kistner,
combined to present "A Tribute
of Carols." The concert ended
with everyone joining together,
singing "Joy to the World."

awareness of population and
technology and the idea of one
sleigh carring enough toys for
20,000,000 children around the
~Iobe "

\\
IT WAS VERY hard for both

Ms. MhClt;ley and Mr. Recchia to
answer iRi questions briefly.
Ms. Mooney informed me that a
book has been written by Dr.
Bruno Bettlehiem on the subject
of fantasy in childhood, similar
to this story.
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teach the Santa Claus myth
seems unimportant if the
feelings of sharing, giving
warmth and friendship are the
ones emphasized at Christ
mas."

Mr. Recchia had a different
reaction to Santa leaving. "In
the future Santa Claus will
probably become more un
believable to five, six, and
seven year olds, just because of
the children's growing

BY SUE IVEY

response was "Hardly. I think
that most people learn the
lesson or symbolism about
these characters when young.
They do not have much added
meaning when older."

While wondering if Santa was
a good symbol or a misleading
one I asked if the traditional
Santa Claus should leave. Ms.
Mooney said "I believe people
should keep the traditions they
feel most comfortable with.
Whether a person chooses to

In child care lab

AROUND THIS TIME of year, students are usually running
around trying to rearrange their schedules so they can get out of
classes because of conflict with the teacher.

This is practically unheard of in the courses of Child Care and
Child Care ~b taught by Mrs. Cindy Doyle. Mrs. Doyle was hired
to teach Child Care because she had an interest in the class. She
teaches both courses in the old ROTC room. When asked what
would have happened if the room was not available she said
"They would probably be in a classroom, hut it wouldn't have'
worked as well." •
~he course, Child Care, is designed for students interested in

children and IS also a prerequisite for Child Care Lab. Child Care
deals with such things as the mental and physical health of a child
the importance of their play time and what can be done for a child
with a physical handicap.

MRS. DOYLE ALSO teaches Child Care Deal which deals
directly with children. Children in the program are usually at the
age of four and come lo OLCHS for one hour on Tuesdays, Wed
nesdays, and Thursdays.

The reason the Child Care Lab started was because, "There's a
need for more and better pre-schools," said Mrs. Doyle."It also
helps give students a ahance to work with younger kids for job
experience." Mrs. Doyle also said, "It would give students a
chance to see how to teach in a pre-school situation. II

Students in the two classes seem to agree that she is a good
teacher who understands and cares about her students. She sets up
guide lines, but still gives the students freedom. Some of the
students take the course to be a better parent and to know what to
expect from children. Other students took the course to get a look at
pre-school teaching to see if it would be an interesting career.

The program has been more of a success than anyone expected
and might not have been possible without Mrs. Doyle.

BY DONNA CRAMER

SANTA CLAU IS a mythical
old man who brings gifts to
children at Christmas. For
hundreds of years, people have
celebrated the feast of St.
Nicholas.

This tradition has been traced
back to 300 A.D. It started with
a real person, St. Nicholas, who
was the bishop of Myra.
Nicholas was only a boy when
he became a bishop. He was
very kind and would often give
presents to the needy. After his
death, his name and what he
had done spread throughout
Europe.

St. Nicholas was imagined as
a tall, thin, stately person. Then
the name changed from St.
Nicholas to the Dutch version
Sinta Klaas, which was soon
chan~ed to Santa Claus.

SA TA'S APPEARANCE
BEGAN to change at about the
same time as his name did. He
went from tall and thin to jolly
with glasses, as we know him
today.

We have become accustomed
to this symbol of Christmas; but
would Christmas be the same
without good old Santa? Ac
cording to Mr. Steve Recchia,
psychology teacher at OLCHS,
"Yes, children could learn
about giving and receiving
without Santa, and not lose the
spirit"of Christmas."

When the school psychologist,
Ms. Cynthia Mooney, was asked
if it would be the same without
Santa she answered, "Santa
Claus is really a part of the
Christmas aspect, and the
celebration of go6d feelings
among people. Christmas in
America wouldn't be the same
without Santa."

I A KED BOTH Ms. Mooney
and Mr. Recchia if the fictional
character Santa Claus affected
us in any way as we got older.
Ms. Mooney replied,
"Generally no, except perhaps
that the experience is fun when
we are children." Mr. Recchia's
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Cafeteria conditions
decline in first
months of school
BY SUE IVEY

ATTENTION HAS RECENTLY BEEN drawn, to
the deteriorating conditions of the cafeteria after the
first three periods.

Students who use the cafeteria during these periods
seem to think it's a catch-all for debris. Upon walking
into the cafeteria 4A, students can find spilled cups of
hot chocolate or whatever, allover the table. They
also have the displeasure of seeing, half-empty waste
baskets with four or five inches of assorted candy
wrappers and paper cups surrounding it. Under the
vending machines and the tables nearby, are mounds
of wrappers and cups.

Mr. W.e. Hill, cafeteria coordinator, feels that,
"The teacher supervision in certain periods could be
improved." However, the students present in the
cafeteria during these periods should also be blamed.
They should realize that without the cafeteria, they'd
have a choice of going out somewhere during their
open periods 'or going to the library.

BY THE TIME TIME a group of students left the
school and reached some kind of destination, they
would have only a limited amount of time. Of course
there's the library, but no one would be allowed to talk
in there.

An intelligent alternative would be for people to
simply pick-up after themselves. It's Important that
students keep the cafeteria clean, if not for ap
pearance sake, but for the sake of themselves and
other students in the same periods. Action such as
closing down the vending machines, or even-ffle whole
cafeteria during these periods could be taken'';~The

administration is aware of the cafeterias' \poor
condition and they're willing to meet the students
half-way," said Mr. Lebrecht. "Students however,
have to take the iniative."

Students with suggestions or ideas on improving the
present situations in the cafeteria, may submit them
to any Spartanite staff member, editor or Ray Elliott
in Room 210. These suggestions will be presented to
Mr. Hill and Mr. Lebrecht for a possible solution and
correction. A continued dirty situation in the cafeteria
during the first three periods could result in the
closing of the cafeteria for those periods.

THE SPARTANITE

BY SHEILA KIGER

MOST PEOPLE HAVE heard
about or seen the programs
"The Six Million Dollar Man"
and "The Bionic Woman."

In these shows Lee Majors
(Steve Austin) and Lindsay
Wagner (Jaime Sommers)
experienced serious accidents
in which they lost different
parts of their bodies. Both were
so special the government
wanted to try and rebuild them
and make them better than they
were before their accidents.
Since they were given these
special parts, they were
classisfied as top secret
material and highly special
people to the government.

Try to imagine what it would
be like if one could become
bionic. People wouldn't have to
lose parts of their bodies or be
special to the government (they

I could even be teenagers).
WITH ALL THESE new

options, many OLCHS students
said would they like the idea
and would have their bodies
replaced with bionic ones.

If a person had bionic legs he
would no longer have to worry
about getting a cut card for
their consecutive tardies; in
stead, he would be there in 30
seconds flat. Getting down
crowded stairways would be
made a lot easier by jumping
from landing to landing. Getting
out of that disliked class would
be simple; go to the window and
make a nice descending leap.
(No more jumping from win
dows and getting killed).

Some OLCHS students want
all new parts, legs, arms, ears,
and eyes. These students would
do even more. Forget a gym
locker combination? Don't ask
the teacher for it and risk
getting a lecture, simple rip off
the lock. Afriad of getting
locked in the locker room?
Forget it. Simply kick the door
open.

Agood powerful ear would aid
in hearing announcements
when the speaker is faint or
doesn't work. Telling secrets in
whispers just wouldn't work
anymore.

December 17, 1!rl6

Students have to take the
initiative if the pre ent
situation in the cafeteria

during the first three
period is to b improved.

( taff photo by Wayne Macha)

IN CASE SOME OLCHS
students have not studied for a

test, they can look at the paper
next to them or get in class
early and take a sneak look at
the teacher's answer key. (I'm
sure that all OLCHS students
would rather study and pass the
test honestly,)

Taking note of all the ad
vantages of being a super
person (bionic) makes you wish
science would hurry up and
develop bionic parts.

Not meaning to disturb your
daydreaming, but one downfall
exists. Man could do things
much better in many respects
(as in sports), but it wouldn't be
the actual person doing these
things, it would be instruments,
machines. Bionics are now just
in television programs, but
perhaps in the near future they
might be realfty. But for now,
get to class on time, know your
locker combinations, and never
get locked in or out of places.

OF COURSE, if these things
somehow happen to occur, at
least you can say, I'm only
human, with human abilities.

****************· LE:"fTERS TO THE ED~TOR ~***************

Letter of
the Month

So what's the point? That's
what I kept saying to myself
after reading Sue Hanzie's
article, "Women's Lib vs. Male
Chavinism," in last month's
Spartanite. It sounded like she
was using the article as a means
of pouring out her hatred for the
male population.

The statement that girls now
wear jeans instead of short
skirts is one that I didn't un
derstand. Girls have been
wearing jeans as long as I can
remember--when was the last
time girls wore short skirts?

As far as the males not ac
cepting females into their jobs
goes, I don't know any guys who
care one way or the other what
job a girl has.

The part in the article that
really bugged me was that the
males of today do not fit the title

of hard-working nd masculine.
Where she got her justification
for that statement I don't know.
First of all, guys have been
wearing tight pants for a very
long time, and as for the rest of
her comments about the way
guys look I'd say that about .01
per cent of the male population
look the way she described
them.

The real kicker, though, was
when she said that the females
see this but they don't laugh.
It's as if all those girls walking
around today are ready to burst
out laughing at any second, only
so far they've been able to hold
it back. But to straighten things
out, I also disagree with Jeff
Jedlicka's article and Jerry
Peterson's article commenting
on girls. The three stories that
those staff members wrote were
about the most unfair things
ever written about girls. I
wouldn't be surprised if every
girl in the school punched these
two guys in the head, and I

wouldn't blame them for doing
it, either.

I think the Spartanite is
becoming one big Battle of the
Sexes, and the staff should cool
it because it is really getting
disgusting.

DOUG MACLEAN

I think if 117 were converted
to a lunch room instead of being
a study hall, it would solve a lot
of student complaints. Anyone
who brings a lunch from home
could go to 117 and anyone who
doesn't could go to the
cafeteria.

Lunch tables could be kept in
there with a few vending
machines. It would give kids an
hour lunch and if they wanted to
study they could when they
finished their lunch.

FRANK HYNES

The progress reports which
this school sends out after every
quarter of the school year are
almost useless.

The reason for the reports is
to show students and their
parents the grades they hne
received in the courses they
have taken.

Most of the students know the
date on which the reports will be
in their mailboxes, so they race
home and try to intercept them,
or hold out in an abandoned
shack until the worst has
passed.

By the time the reports get to
the students' homes, most of the
students know their grades
already because the teachers
have told them.

Either have the progress
reports fulfill their function or
don't send them out at all.

GEORGE POLASKI

There should be some way to
prevent teachers from flunking
their students just because they
don't like them. A student
should be graded on his work,
not his personality. We should
have the right to stop this kind
of grading. The really bad part
of this is that it's almost im
possible to prove, though both
the student and the teacher
know it. I guess you can't tell it
if you don't get along with a
certain teacher. Everyone does
not get along with everyone
else. What isn't fair is-that while
a teacher can take it out on us
by failing us, we can't fail the
teacher.

DENI EPRPIC
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Not Out to Get Anyone

Student Parking Lot Rules

'The Little Woman'

One of the last subjects that
was talked about was, what is
the reason for not allowing cars
to be backed in. Brown said, "It
is easier for checking." It was
then brought up that pulling out
of a parking space after school
only congests traffic and
wouldn't it he better to go a little
out of the way for checking on
stickers than congesting
traffic? He said, "No, because
most people cannot back into a
parking space, but they can
back into a roadway."

The last subject that was
talked about was giving tickets.
Brown said, "We have an
agreement with the police
department that says that they
may come into the parking lot
at anytime and issue tickets to
cars without stickers. Usually
we will call them first and tell
them to issue tickets on certain
cars so that the innocent party
will not be ticketed.

doesn't belong in there. The
guard stands watch over
anyone who comes into the lot
and if they start acting
suspicious, he gets them out of
there before anything hap
pens."

According to the rules on the
parking lot application, it
states; The car must be locked
upon arrival at school and
remain so until the student
leaves for the day. Open
Campus conflicts with this rule
because on the open campus
contract a student is free to
leave the school for this
designated time period. Brown
said, "We don't say anything if
a student gets in his or her car
and pulls away.' "We just don't
want students going out there
sitting out in their car because it
might lead to trouble."

Hit and run accidents are
about ther biggest problem that
occurs in the lot. Someone
accidently hits a car and then
pulls away to another parking
place aim never reports the
accident. When the person
who's car was hit comes out and
finds the damage he or she is
very aggravated. They go up to
Brown's office and start
complaining. They want
something to be done, but
nothing can be done. The
reason; according to Brown, the
school accepts no respon
sibility. They can't. By parking
your car in the lot you are
taking just as much of a risk as

you would if you parked it
anywhere else. When asked
about having some type of in
surance, Brown said, "We can
not get insurance because no
insurance company would take
the risk. Secondly, the amount
would be just too high because
there is too much traffic in the
lot."

THE SECOND BIGGEST
PROBLEM is theft. Students.
bring their cars to school with
tape players, citizen bands, etc.
and don't think anything of it
until it gets stolen. An empty lot
is like an open invitation for
people to come in and steal.
Although theft is not really a
major problem, it does occur
leaving its victims angry and
sad.

Vandalizing is the third
reason for why the school
decided to put in a parking lot
supervisor. Someone will get
mad at another person and in Smoking in the car was
order to get back at them, they another subject that was
go into the lot and vandalize the brought up. Brown said, "We "WE WOULD RATHER have
person's car. This doesn't will not do anything if you correction, than detention,"
happen very often but still smoke inside your car, but we Brown said, summing up his
protection is needed. Brown try to discourage it because reasons for why the rules have
said, "We are just trying to from a distance we cannot see been enforced so strictly
keep everyone out of the lot who what you are smoking." recently.
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BY PETE DOUVILLE

Far from

BY SUE HANZIE help insure the safety of the
cars parked in Ute lot. We are
just trying to protect the
students from unnecessary

THE STUDENT PARKING crime."
lot for many years hns had an
uprising crime rate. Students
have been the victims of van
dalism, stealing, and hit and
run accidents. Last year the
school decided to help stop this
problem, so they hired John
Glandt as a parking lot
supervisor. His job was to
watch over the parking lot so
that some of the crime that was
being committed could be
prevented.

While talking to Mr. James
Brown, director of Career
Education, Summer School and
Federal Funding, he said, "Our
only reason for putting in a
parking lot supervisor was to

FOR GENERATIONS NOW
woman have always been rated
second in the classification of
the sexes. It was thought that
the woman's place was at home
having babies and keeping
house.

How true is this today? For
quite some time now women
have started their own careers,
have led their own lives and
have not depended on men for
their survival. It is not un
common for a female to have a
job or to be living on her own.
Some are married, have
families and are also taking on
the responsibility of holding a
job, just like men have been
doing for years.

The independent woman has
been here for quite some time.
At the beginning when women
first started declaring their
independence and insisting on
equal rights, most men
protested. Men thought it
wasn't feminine for a female to
want to be equal with a male or
to want to work. Working was
considered the man's job,
women were supposed to stay
home to cook, clean and take
care of the kids. Men thought of
women in this manner, but
would you say then, that a man
is less masculine because he
wants to cook or style hair for a
living? If so, there are probably
a number of Chefs and Hair
Stylists who would disagree.

WE CAN COMPLAI all we
want on women being equal, but
did you ever really give it some
thought on why women wanted
equal right so badly? Men have
always had priviledges over the
women and they always have
been thought of as the stronger
of the sexes. Put yourself in
their place. What if you, the
man were considered the
weaker or placed second? Just
picture yourself at home
cleaning, cooking and having
babies.

Why is it so bad for a woman
to be equal with a man? Are we
afraid of competin~ with her?
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Mildred Wild: no ordinary play
out to be fake, Mildred finally
realized the artificial life she
had been leading so blindly and
promised with Roy to create a
more realistic goals--ones they
could strive for as husband and
wife. This is precisely where the
theme and significance of the
play lie and its relevancy can be
applied to any time or place.
The characters are so
remarkably human as designed
by Paul Zindel that all humor in
incidental but real, and it is a
sad kind of humor that can't be
helped.

Although the play dealt with a
decidely middle-aged group of
characters it was still directed
in part to the high school
audience it served, either
because the performers were
students themselves or because
they portrayed the occasional
fakeness of the adult world in a
way that was neither 'harmful
nor horrifying.

"The audience is great! It's
so responsive for a small
group," said Mr. Collins during
Friday's performance.
Members of the audience itself
had many favorable comments,
if only to say that the play was
not borin~, as so many high
school plays can turn out to be.
From the success of the
production, the Thespians hope
to attract a number of mem
bers, especially un
derclassmen.
_. ,,~,*"-*c< ......W< .....

t
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$395

$6.95

$6.95

$3.95

$9.95

From

From

PEACOCK ALLEY • FORD CITY
~
~

Mildred's devotion to movies
and show biz magazines-
sending in every contest post
card and waiting for the
magical day when she would
win and live "Happily ever
after. "

The entire production took
place within a single setting, the
rear of a dilapidated candy
store in Greenwich Village,
New York. In the opening scene,
marriage was not going well for
Mildred and Roy Wild, and
neither was their candy store
business, with their seemingly
futile attempts at both. But
despite the threat of losing the
store because they were unable
to pay rent to a neurotic lan
dlady, Bertha Gale, and the
attempts of Roy's sister Helen
to move then out of the store and
into a vacant convent, the
Wilds' life was continuing as
usual. Mildred continued
swooning through movie
magazines, television dramas
and nightly double features at
the theater as Roy tried to
persuade to stop, while trying to
keep the candy store going.

Then one Thursday afternoon
while Mildred was viewing one
of numerous television quiz
shows, the studio telephoned
her and she won the "grand
prize" of the show by correctly
answering two show biz
auestions.

WilE TilE PRIZE turned
.~* ".et' ..-x.~ ............~~ ..Ml('~~ ,..,

GRAND c;-e
OPENING C9aJe

iOpp~;"11 BOTTOmcS
TOPS IN STYLES * BOTTOMS IN PRICEI

their Santa," Marchinke told
me.

A true Christmas spirit is
needed to be a Santa Claus to
crying babies, boys who want
everything on T.V., and little
girls who sit lovingly on his lap.

"Dolls are the most com
monly asked for toy by girls,
and trucks are the most com
monly asked for toy by boys."
This seems only natural, but
when I asked Santa the oddest
thing he was ever asked for, he
told me, "I once had a girl ask
for a saw and hammer. I guess
that's just a form of womens'
lib."

characters, a surprising
number of which are non
Thespian members were Cindy
Russ as Helen Wild, Tom
Cosentino as Carroll Chatham,
the butcher and others, Sue
Sullivan as Sister Cecilia, Laura
Difonzo as Miss Marley and
Mike Kolodziej as Rex Bulby
and others.

NO ORDINARY PLAY, "The
Secret Affairs of Mildred Wild"
was a production which offered
itself readily to audience in
volvement. Conflict centered on

....
•t

ITOPS

•• Denim Jackets,
I
~ Wrangler Jeans
I
i
t
J All Polyester Shirts

• GALLERY
j Western Shirts
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Santa, I hoped no one would see
me because I felt, and probably
looked, a little silly. But I
realized just how much
Christmas and Santa means to
the little children staring in awe
at Santa and his Christmas
surroundings.

Author Marchinke, a grand
father of three, saw an ad in the
paper for a job as Santa Claus
four years ago. He got that job
and has been the Santa at Ford
City Shopping Center since.

"PATIENCE WAS THE
major requirement for the job.
You have to have patience and
nave a love for children to be

... if Sam flipped coins con
stantly between now and the
year 2000; approximately fifty
percent of them would come up
heads.

...at least by the year 2000 Bob
who has two containers one
holding five liters and another
one holding three liters will be
able to fill one with exactly four
liters,

BUT...
...what if John spends the

money he has saved on a new
car?

...what if Jane is lying about
her age?

...what if Mr. Jones decided to
stop for a cup of coffee?

...what if Sam loses count?

...what if solving the problem
drives Bob todrink?

John, Billy, Sally, Jane, Mrs.
Smith, Mr. Jones, Sam and Bob
are unpredictable. They're only
human you know.

BY MARY LYNN MILLER

MOST TORIES TELL of
Santa Clause living happily in
the cold of the North Pole
preparing for his long Christ
mas Eve journey. Ironically,
when I asked the Santa at Ford
City what he wanted for
Christmas, he replied after
deep consideration, "The best
Christmas gift for me would be
a long vacation in Hawaii!"

Driving through snow on icy
streets and fighting the
Christmas rush of shoppers I
began to wonder if it's all worth
it. As I stood in line to interview

BY NAOMI KLOESE

I don't want the year 2000 to
come. I am expected to know
what is going to happen and I
don't.

I HAVE PREDICTED
THAT...

...John will have more money
saved in the year 2000 than Billy
will have saved if John's bank
compounds interest daily while
Billy's bank compounds interest
monthly if they start with the
same amount of money.

...Sally will only be six years
older than her sister Jane in the
year 2000 if her sister is six
years old now and Sally is twice
her age.

...Mrs. Smith will never catch
up to Mr. Jones who is driving
70 m.p.h. if she is going 60
m.p.h. not even by the year
2000.

BY MARY HORN The play was written by Paul
Zindl, who has also written
"The Pigman," "My Darling,

THE OLCHS THEPIANS My Hamburger," and the play
production of "The Secret "and Miss Rearaon Drinks a
Affairs of Mildred Wild" was Little."
presented on Dec. 3-4. Three The role of Mildred Wild was
performances were held, in- played by Mary Sullivan. Roy
cluding a Saturday afternoon Wild was played by Ken
matinee. Thespian adviser Mr. Damrau, and Sylvia Farrell
AI Collins supervised most of performed the role of Bertha
the activities involved in putting Gale. Both Mary and Sylvia are
the show together, with veterans of past Thespian
assistance in directing from Ms. -J)roductions a~d are members
Pennie Wessels. of the ForenSIcs team. Other

Mary Lynn Miller, partanite staff member, snuggling up to Santa
in Ford ity hopping Center.

Santa Says

By the year 2000
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The United States Air Force
has extended the Delayed
Enlistment Program to a total
of nine months so that young
men and women can take ad
vantage of full GI Bill benefits
and preserve their $13,000
scholarship. Under the Delayed
Enlistment Program, an in
dividual can enter the Air Force
inactive reserve now with
guaranteed training reserved
for a later date (or active duty.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
on reserving a job after
graduation, call the Air Force
recruiting office at 425-4922 or
come in to the office at 10735 S.
Cicero Avenue in Oak Lawn.
Get your reservation before
your $13,000 scholarship is gone.

WANTED
Seniors Only
Hawaii in June
12 days $468

This is not a school sponsored !rip and the

school assumes no responsibility or Liability.

SPONSORED BY: C-S Travel
CHAPERONE: Mr. J Simone

THE UNITED STATES
Congress recently abolished the
Vietnam Era Educational
Benefits (GI Bil1) program,
eliminating a virtual $13,000
college scholarship for future
veterans. These educational
benefits will be replaced by the
Veterans Educational
Assistanc~program,which will
be in the f~ of a contributory
'trust funa' instead of the
previous Gl'Bill which was non
contributory. • -

The previous GI Bill benefits
are still available, however, for
those who enter the Armed
Forces by December 31. After
that date the Veterans
Education 'Assistance program
takes effect.

INCLUDES: All Ground
and Air Transfers, Room,

Air and Ground Insurance.

$50 deposit due Jan. 17,
Balance; May 1

.....--.~ Accompanied By Stagg Seniors

"So. ,.
"Uh, we're not going in the

direction of the arrows."

mls particular day it hap
pened to be cold (0 degrees)
and snowing.

But, "Ah," it is asked
.. ...what difference does that
make?"

The difference is that on the
day I went downtown I went
with Dan Pady, another editor
on the SPARTANITE, and a
Bob Greene fan. We went in
Dan's '69 Mustang. Dan's '69
Mustand has no window. Dan
drives like a madman. I was
now heading toward the evils of
the Chicago 1/ 'lp to interview
Bob Greene in - . degree wind
chill weather, in. '69 Mustang
with no window, an, Ii maniac,
who was driving 75 n. '.h. in a
55 lone.

"You trying to makt. this
car fly'?!"

We finally got to the heart of
the Loop. Driving conditions in
Chicago are bad enough, let
alone driving with a madman
with Dan Pady.

"DAN. THIS IS A one-way
street. "

Thanks,
Bill Walker

Jeff
Jedlicka

you have a few spare moments
and have a small interview
with .. what? ... try next
week? ...O.K." thanks."

"Mr, Greene? This is Jeff
Jedlic~ I called last week
about an interview and you said
to call back this week and... this
is election week ... try next
week? ...O.K.... thanks."

"Yes. This is Jeff Jedlicka
a~ain Yessir, I know you're
busy Yeah... !?.. Sometime
Thursday?. ..CaJl Wednesday to
find out what time... thanks a
lot!" Click.

ON WEDNESDAY of that
same week Bob Greene in
formed me that he would be
busy Thursday, that he didn't
want it to appear that he was
brushing me off, and to of
course, try again next week.

"Hi, Mr. Greene? Yeah this is
Jeff. Listen, could you spare
sometime this week ....Thur
sday? ....call Wednesday to find
out what time... thanks."

After bragging to about 70 per
cent of the student body that I
was going to interview Bob
Greene (and getting answers of,
"Bob who.... ?" from the other
30 per cent) there was no way I
was going to call Wednesday
only to be told that he was busy
again this Thursday. Rain or
shine, hot or cold, I was just
plain going to go there in per
son.

MR.

ACTION

GREENE?'

'HELLO

BY RENE SUCH

Dear Action,

I WOULD LIKE to voice my complaint about the school rules on
the minimum number of credits a student must carry. You must
carry nine credits and if you're in band you must carry ten. Well,
I'm in band and in my senior year, I'll have to carry ten credits
though I'll only need six to graduate.

I am sure many others are in this situation and would like to see
it changed.

WELL, TO BEGIN with nine academic credits qualifies a
student at OLCHS as full-time. These standards are set by thE.'
llinois High School Association (IHSA), and the school board

strictly enforces these standards. The status of ull-time qualifiel:
a student for all of the benefits of school life, such as extra'
C'urricular activities, honor rolls, etc.

Students enrolled in the band program need ten credits t<..
qualify as full-tim~because the band credit is non-academic.

Now in Bill's case, it might seem as if he could attend the first
,emester only next year, since a student can carry a maximum of
ix credits per semester. This would not qualify him for

graduation, however, because he must have Physical Educagion
his senior year. Thus, he would only get If.! credit for one semester
of PE, so he would only have a total of 51h credits, not the needed
~. This, of course, does not even take into account the government
ourses which are also required for graduation.
IF YOU HOULD have any more questions concerning your

['redit situation, talk to your counselor.
Letters submitted to this column must be signed, but the name

may be withheld upon request. Letters may be dropped off in
room 210 anytime during the school day.

"SUN TIMES."
"Could I have the City Desk

please?"
One ringy-dingy. Two ringy-

dingy.
"CITY DESK."
..... .Is Bob Greene in?"
"He's on the phone right now,

but I can put you on hold if you
want."

......YEAH, PLEASE."
Silence, I always hate when

someone puts you on hold. It
gives you time to think about
what you're going to say, and
you get so nervous that you
usually flub it up anyhow. And
talk about nervous. Here I am,
waiting to talk to Bob Greene, a
widely read and controversial
author-columnist for the
Chicago Sun-Times. He also
happens to be my idol. I could
always picture him. -sitting
there, on the fourth floor of the
Sun-Times building, Gold
typewriter, fancy desk, tailor
fitted suit, a 36-24-36 secretary
under each arm, and some snot
nosed kid on "hold" on the
telephone who he probably
doesn't want to talk to any-

......Greene. "

"HELLO, MR. GREENE.
My name is Jeff Jedlicka and I
write a column in, uh (in a high
school newspaper? No, no) a
small newspaper in a south
suburb. I wondered if it would
be possible to come down to the
Loop anytime this week when

"HEY, ARE YOU trying to
tell me how to drive?"

We screeched t{) a halt in the
middle of State St. intersection
as the light turned red. Dan
threw the car into reverse and
into a pedestrian crossing the

U~FORTUNATELY, ON street, who promptly thrust his
1f!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11 middle finger at us, kieked the

rear of the car, and gave some
harsh comments about Dan's
driving ability.

WE TOOK ANOTHER corner
and screeched to a halt inches
~rom another man walking
across State who hardly flin-
ched and walked on without
showing much emotion. I
mppose inhabitants of the Loop
are used to these conditions.

We reached the Sun-Times
building at last.

Parking facilities in down
town Chicago are a gearhead's
dream. The parking facilities
are tall buildings spiraling up
floor by floor, with op
portunities of fish-tailing and
spinning your tires every turn
on every floor. I found this out
by driving up and down every
floor with Dan Pady in his '69
Mustang with no window. We
then took the elevator down,
and crossed Wabash St. to the
Sun-Times building in hopes of
talking to Bob Greene. He's in
there somewhere. Here I go. Off
to fulfill my desire to see the
buy who has really "made it" in
my eyes, but only to find ....
temporary disappointment.

Does Bob Greene's per
sonality really come across in
person as it does in his articles
in the Sun-Times?

Does he really have a gold
typewriter?

Are the Bosoms of the
receptionist in the lobby of the
Sun-Times building all hers?

Does Dan Pady's car really
fly?

"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ Find out next month in this
column.
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Help or hinderance?
pays $200 for a ringside seat to
watch two people beat up on
each other. He watches pro
wrestling on television because
he thinks he's seeing some
fantastic violence. Of course,
every third-grader knows that
pro wrestling is phony. .

HOWEVER, VIOLENCIUS
MAXIMUS will not pay any
attention to amateur wrestling,
a sport which is competitive,
takes much skill, and is very
legitimate.

Violencius Maximus will
watch any sport, as long as it's
violent. If ABC had a show
called "Saturday Night
Streetfight," where Howard
Cosell reported on a different
gangfight each week, it would
shoot right to the top of the
Nielsen ratings.

The sad part about it is that
sports which make athletic skill
and ability, as opposed to

. violence, the name of the game
are virtually ignored. Since a
little bit of Violencius Maximus
is in all of us, we will not even
take the time to watch the artful
skill involved in a soccer game,
a volleyball match, or a gym
nastics meet.

Hull skate his way through five
players to score a goal.

Today, there are 18 teams in
the NHL. Only the most loyal
hockey fans know that there are
such teams as the Colorado
Rockies and the Cleveland
Barons.

In ten years, there has been a
200 per cent increase in the
number of teams in the NHL. If
baseball had had the same
increase, there would be 60
major league teams today.

OBVIOUSLY, THIS
WATERING down of talent has
seriously lowered the quality of
play in the NHL. Today, there
are many players who have no
ability whatsoever. Their main
purpose is to give the talented
players smashing bodychecks
every time they get near the
puck.

This brings us right back to
Violencius Maximus. While true
hockey fans protested the
changing of the hockey rink into
a roller derby, Violencius
Maximus loved every minute of
it.

Alarmingly, this has become
the pattern of sports. Violencius
Maximus is everywhere. He

With the Army's Delayed Entry Program, you can come down
now and pick the job you want. And if you quality, we'll hold it for
you--for up to one year, depending on the job you choose.

Then you can relax and enjoy the summer without worrying
about what you'll be doing when the summer is over.

When you do come io, you'll also have a salary of $374.40 a month
before deductions waiting for you. Plus free meals, housing, health
care and 30 days paid vacation. And if you'd like to try college while
you're in, we'll pay up to 75 per cent of your tuition for you.

"Reserve your iob
for fall now."

Call me. Army SSG Dale Sharp
10735 S. Cicero Ave., Oak Lawn'

636-3912
I

Join the people who've ioined the Army

first home conference game.
Tomorrow night, OLCHS will
face Evergreen Park at home.

were forward Ytterberg with 12
points. Guard Cristofano added
7 points.

ON DEC. 10, the Spartans lost
a tough game to the home team,
Lincoln-Way, 50-49. It was a
rough game all the way. With a
little more than a minute left in
the game, .qncoln-Way was
ahead 46-44. •

Then Cristofano and Fewkes
each put in two f~e throws to
give OLCHS a two't>oint lead at
48-46. With only 31 seconds left,
Fewkes hit another free throw
to give the Spartans a 49-48 lead.
Then, with only 12 seconds
showing on the game clock
qncoln-Way made a ten foot
jump shot to upset the Spartans
50-49.

Two of the Spartans' victories
came in the Oak Lawn Holiday

.Tournament. OLCHS defeated
Downers Grove South and
Benet. Then, in the cham
pionship game, the Spartans
lost by one point to Chicago
Christian.

TONIGHT, THE SPARTANS
go against Sandburg in their

/Jt",.ouette
SPORTS 1 EQUIPMENT

BY CRAIG SMITH

"" Outllit~ tlltd Pe"J,lttlliJed ~e"vicc

Complete Lines of Sporting Goods
Team Outfitters - Plaques &Trophies

School lockets & Sweaters

4861 W 95th St,
Oak Lawn 424-5533

3206 W 63rd St,
Chicago - 436-3311

leaves the baseball-watching to bodychecks and more fighting!
the people who want to relax The players put on a great show
and get a sun tan. for Violencius Maximus.

A NEW SPECIES of sports FOOTBALL SUITS THE style To Violencius Maximus, there
fan has emerged in recent of Violencius Maximus much is only one thing wrong with
years. This fan, who shall be better. He enjoys watching big hockey. In between all the
called Violencius Maximus, has men crash into each other. He action, the players, waste their
greatly dictated the popularity gets a big kick out of it when a time chasing a little black thing.
of the various spectator sports. player breaks a leg or gets I suppose that one simple way to

Violencius Maximus loves smashed in the head. To make the game more exciting
violence. He has made hockey Violencius Maximus, the only for Violencius Maximus would
and football the fastest-growing bad part about football is the be to eliminate the puck.
major spectator sports in the referees. The nerve of those HOCKEY USED TO be an
United States. Baseball and guys in the striped shirts! They artful and competitive sport.
basketball have lagged behind. won't even allow the players to Ten years ago, there were only

Sure, Violencius Maximus swing each other around by the six teams in the NHL. Every
will put in an appearance or two facemasks! player in the league was an
during the baseball playoffs to Hockey is another favorite of exceptional athlete. Back then,
throw bottles at the players or Violencius Maximus. What a a hockey fan would be treated to
s~out obscenities at the um- game! Fighting and blood and the graceful play of Stan Mikita.

Ps~Opl~;e rano~~;ng RiS~;;;Bobb,

post 4-4 record
BY RICHARD RENZ

WITH A RECORD of 4-4, the
!iPphomore basketball team has
had its problems this year.

One of their problems is that
Bill Johnson has left the
sophomore team to play on the
varsity squad. Another problem
is that John Wallace has missed
all but the first game with a
back injury.

The leading scorers for the
sophomores are Tony
Cristofano and Brian Ytterberg.
Rounding out the starting five
for the Spartans are Doug
Fewkes, Gary Salis and Don
Bodey.

LAST SATURDAY, COACH
Czerniak's sophomores evened
their record at 4-4 by defeating
Brother Rice 35-34.

The game was played in the
Brother Rice gym in Chicago.
The game was a close battle
with each team taking turns
leading. At the buzzer, the
Spartans had the victory due to
their tough team defense.

Leading OLCHS in scoring
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Sports Summary

INCLUDES:
AIR FARE, FLOWER LEI
GREEING, TRANSFERS AND
9AGGAGE HANDLING,
TRIPLE OCCUPANCY AC
COMMODATIONS, SIGHT
SEEING ON EACH ISLAND
AND LOS ANGELES, TAXES
AND TfPS FOR THE ABOVE~
BUS TRANSPORTATION
BETWEEN WORLD TRAVE
MART AND O'HARE
ACCIDENT INSURANCE.

OLCHS 112.
The girls' victories were against Stagg, 148

146 and Bloom, 155-112.
THE NUCLEUS OF the team is made up of

four seniors, Margie Cieplak, Ruth Klutcharch,
Pam Justus and Dee Sidock; two juniors, Joyce
Howver and' Patty Tallon; two sophomores,
Sharon Burgin and Michelle Scott.

Hockey
THE OAK LAWN Hockey Club moved into

second place in its conference with a 6-2 record.
One of the team's losses was to conference

rival Richards. The only other loss was a non
conference game against Lyons Township.

Wrestling

Open To All Students

Oak Lawn's
Easter Trip

April 7, 1977-9 Days
Los Angeles - 2 Days
Waikiki - 5 Days
Maui - 2 Days

$489
~
,;.~

Reservations must be in our office with a $50 deposit by December
1. Final payment will be due by February 15. Cancellation up to 45
days prior to departure - $20 cancellation charge. Cancellation
between 45 days and departure time is assessed a $50 cancellation
fee. No refund for no-shows. Students may participate on a
voluntary basis. (This is not a school sponsored trip and the
school assumes no responsibility or liability.)

Bowling
FOLLOWING IN THE footsteps of previous
conference champions, the 1976-77 OLCHS
bowling team has opened its season with a 13-5
record, good for a tie for first place with Sand
burg.

The bowlers split six games with Luther
South on Dec. 2. Walt Murphy rolled a 547
series, high series of the year for OLCHS.

Following Murphy in the scoring were Mike
Lynch, 507; Bob Spence, 502 (including one
game of 213, the high game of the year for
OLCHS); Ed Belter, 492; Marty Urbanczyk,
489; Rich Majewski, 437; Kevin Kayden, 426;
Larry Schmudde, 382.

MR. GAHALA'S BOWLERS won four of six
games from Richards on Nov. 18. Leading
OLCHS was Kevin Kayden, with a 532 series.

G VARSITY WRESTLERS HAVE a 5-1 record

Ym nos tics as of last Thursday, defeating St. Laurence 42-
15, Rich East 30-15, Rich Central 31-20, losing to

SWINGING THEIR WAY past three of their Pekin 38-17 and defeating Eisenhower 45-6 and
first four opponents, Coach Larry Kelly's Tinley Park 36-18.
gymnasts are off to a good start. The loss to Pekin "should have been closer,"

The boys' varsity gymnastics team has said Varsity Coach Chuck Lawson. Jim
beaten Stagg, Hinsdale South and Rich Central. Latanski was winning 8-2 and pinning his op
They lost by 0.2 of a point to Naperville Central. ponent. As it turned out, the ref called the pin

Performing in the all-around competition are on Latanski and he lost.
seniors Ken Tsurusaki and Dave Vahl and Last Friday and Saturday they wrestled
junior Dave Tsurusaki. Senior Steve Bylak and against Lincoln-Way and Thornwood. Coach
sophom res Ron Scaduto and Tim Dillon work Lawson said, "They both are tough, Lincoln
on the trampoline. Scaduto also does floor Way has three state qualifiers. To win, it will
exercises along with junior Nick Pullia. have to be a team effort and we'll have to pin."

SENIOR DON THORPE is on rings; senior Greg Ramirez is the only varsity wrestler
Harry LaSalvia works the side horse and junior undefeated, with a 5-0 record. Latanski has the
Greg Abrams does rings, parallel bars and the most team points with 27 and most pins with
horizontal bar. four.

The gymnasts' next home meet is Jan. 6 THE OPHOMORE WRESTLl:\'G team has
against Bloom Trails. "I wish more people three straight victories, defeating Tinley Park
would come to the meets," said Ken Tsurusa' 48-9, Eisenhower 40-19 and St. Laurence 48-18.

\\ Undefeated for the sophomores are Karl
AFTER LOSING THEIR first two meets, th\ Schoeneman, Keither Wagner, Glen Williams,

girls' gymnastics team has recovered from .- ~ric Miner, Rich Baader and Ron Grosg.
their slow start, winning two of their last three FRE HMA GRAPPLERS HAVE a 1-2
meets. record, defeating Eisenhower 42-30. They lost

Their first two meets were both lost by less to Tinley Park 31-27 and to Sl. Laurence by a
than ten points. The final scores were Oak score that freshman coach Kent Youngren did
Forest 143, OLCHS 136 and Hillcrest 120, not want to report.

defensive players are juniors
Judy Vargos and Colleen
Fenton and seniors patty \
Gajdorus and Michele Wier-
zgac. :

THE NEXT MEET will be the I

Shepard Invitational, held at
the newly built Shepard High
School Dec. 22 and 23.

~
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in tie for first
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the year."
ASSISTANT WRESTLING

COACH Mike Woerner says that
if he has a winning streak going
he would always wear the same
socks and pants. Mr. Ted Storer
always puts his right sock on
first.

Mr. Jiw Piaskowy, ex-cross
country coach, had a different
way of expressing his super
stitions. "In high school we used
to always carry around a
stuffed animal for good luck on
the bus. We also hoped for a
lousy practice before a game."

Varsity volleyball player
Mary Haubenreisor eats a hot
fudge sundae before a home
meet.

Mike Mech of the sophomore
football team ties his shoelaces
twice around the bottom, then
on the top.

Senior K.C. Cunningham
must wear the same rub
berband in her hair. "Against
T.F. South I just wore any kind
of rubberband and we lost."

THE DEAN OF Girls, Ms.
Leighton Hohn, had a com
pletely different theory. "Once
we played in a basketball
tournament. When we won a
game we would not wash our
uniforms or socks because we
wanted to keep the winning dirt
in them. We lost because we
washed them. So really it
wasn't a superstition; it was a
proven fact."

Whether these superstitions
or proven facts affect the
outcome of each sporting event,
no one really knows. But we now
know that most of the athletes
and coaches here at OLCHS
have them and believe in them.

out the third game as senior
Michele Wierzgac led the team
with her spiking to a 20-15
victory.

"We had a great first game,
but then we got too over
confident," said Mrs. Ver
Schave.

The leading offensive and

Volleyball

BY MICHELE WIERZGAC

ATHLETES' SUPER·
STITIONS were recently
revealed in the Chicago
Tribune. Reading with interest,
I decided to find out how some
of our athletes and coaches at
OLCHS are involved in
superstititions.

Head tennis and basketball
Coach Margaret Groth says,
"When somebody is standing
next to me while I'm watching
one of my players in a tennis
match and she scores a point, I
tell that person to keep standing
in that same exact spot. If she
loses it, I demand him or her to
leave the area. I never wear the
same clothes, either."

Ms. Jane Surma, assistant
coach of the tennis and
basketball teams, admits that
she is ~etting more and more
superstitious about her clothes.
"Everytime I have a dream
about the team it comes true.
I'm getting all my superstitious
training from Ms. Groth."

MANY PEOPLE ARE
superstitious about their
clothes. Ms. Linda McClenahan,
coach of the girls' diving team,
tries to wear a green and white
outfit on the day of a meet.

Senior Matt McCampbell of
the football team wears a
"Popeye" teeshJrt underneath
his uniform every game.

Mike Lepper, also a football
player says, "The first game of
the season I wore a pair of
orange and blue socks, while
everyone else wore green and
white. We won and I had a good
game, so I wore them the rest of

BY MICHELE WIERZGAC

THE GIRLS' VARSITY
Volleyball Team defeated
Bremen to set their record at 9-2
(7-2. in conference), and a three
way deadlock for first place
with T.F. South and Reavis.

Last Tuesday the Reavis
Rams defeated the Spartans
and earned themselves a first
place tie in conference. OLCHS
won the first game 20-12, only to
lose the next two, 20-8 and 20-13.

"We lost our attack and we
weren't moving," said Head
Coach June VerSchave.
"Reavis had a real good of
fense."

AGAINST BREMEN THEY
had an easy time with a 20-5, 20
11 victory. Senior Patty
Gajodorus led the team with her
powerful serving, scoring 15
points.

The girls had a very con-~
vincing win against T.F. South,
defeating them 20-11 and 20-8. "I
was very satisfied with the~
team," said Mrs. VerSchave. __-~
"We had a great offense and
defense. Nothing would drop in~
front of anyone."

Sandburg gave OLCHS some
trouble, but the Spartans
managed to pull it out by a score
of 2-1. They won the first game
20-8 but lost the second, 20-11.

OLCHS MANAGED TO pull

Superstitions
play a role



Cagers hustle

December 17, 1976

Argo on Nov. 30, Traynor
shaved two seconds off the
school record for the 500 yd.
freestyle, bringing the time
down to 5.30. The record of 5.32
was set last year by Traynor.
Also in that meet, Miller tied the
school record of 1.03 for the 100
yd. backstroke. This record was
first set in 1966 by Frank Kelly.

The final scores of the other
varsity meets are OLCHS 89,
Downers Grove South 83;
OLCHS 48, Argo 35; OLCHS 46,
Quigley South 35; OLCHS 105,
Stagg 59.

After a 98-71 victory over
Reavis, the sophomore swim
team posts a winning record of
3-2.

SWIMMERS PLACING
FIRST in the meet were Bob
Shields, Bill Anicich, Bill
Sorensen and Karl Krout, 200
yd. medley relay; John
Kerrigan, 200 yd, freestyle and
500 yd. freestyle; Jim Klinger,
50 yd. freestyle; Steve Doylida,
diving; John Burke, 100 yd.
backstroke; Anicich, 100 yd.
freestyle and 100 yd. breast
stroke; Kerrigan, Klinger,
Krout and Sorensen,~ yd. free
relay.

The sophomores' two
remaining victories were over
Argo, 49-34, and Quigley South,
by the close score of 40-39. Their
defeats were to Downers Grove
South, 60-106, and Stagg, 64-1<17.

Reilly with Bordoshuk coming
in second and Peleckis placing
third.

THE DIVING COM-
PETITION was next. With a
score of 166.25, Peleckis placed
first for the varsity team.

The second half of the meet
was led off with the 100 yd.
butterfly. Kruse came in first
and Javorski placed fourth.

In the 100 yd. freestyle, first,
second and third places were
taken by Yukel, Reilly and
Bordoshuk respectively.
Traynor placed first in the 500
yd. freestyle with John Olson
coming in third.

THE NEXT EVENT was the
100 yd. backstroke, Miller
placed first; Pady, second;
Flynn, third. Bresnahan came
in first in the 100 yd. breast
stroke with Javorski placing
fourth.

The final event, the 400 yd.
free relay, was won by the team
of Traynor, Olson, Flynn and
Yukel.

The Reavis meet was a repeat
of'\tle one against Stagg on Dec.
7, "'here the boys had also
pla~ first in aU eleven events.
Adding~the first taken by the
free relay team in the Dec. 2
meet against Quigley South
brings the Green Wave to a total
of twenty-three consecutive
firsts.

IN THEIR MEET against

5
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BY ROSE BAKER

THE OLCHS BOYS' swim
teasm dives into the 1976-77
season with a perfect record,
gaining their fifth victory
against Reavis by a score of 112-

'44.
The meet began with the 400

yd, medley relay. Mike Miller,
Greg Bresnahan, Dan Kruse
and Mike Reilly placed first and
the team of Dan Pady, Dave
Peleckis, Jim Javorski and
Jamie Bordoshuk came in third.

OLCHS made a clean sweep
of the next three events. Placing
first in the 200 yd. freestyle was
Steve Yukal; second Mark
Traynor; third, Shawn Flynn,
Kruse, Miller and Bresnahan
came in first, second and third
respecllvely in the 200 yd. in
dividual medley. First place in
the 50 yd. freestyle was won by

Green Wave
perfect

meets

Oak Lawn

Spartanite

orts
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Mark Traynor, preparing to beat his own record at the 500 yd.
free-style <staff photo by Wayne Macha).

to 6-2 record
BY RICHARD RENZ

"INEXPERIENCED" WAS
A key word used to describe the
OLCHS varsity basketball team
last year.

This year the story has
changed, as all five starters saw
action in last year's varsity
games. Seniors Steve Strenk,
Walt Loomis and junior Bill
Lillwitz all started for Coach
Len Scaduto last year. Steve
Saylor and Joe Serio, the other
two starters, also saw a lot of
action. Junior Scott Kallquist
has also been starting for the
Spartans.

Another reason for their
improvement over last year is
that "We are not depending on
only one man and the team is
playing better defense," ac
cording to Assistant Coach Skip
Sullivan. This fact is evident as
the Spartans have had three
men consistently scoring in
double figures.

THE SPARTANS HAVE run
their season record to 6-2 and
are presently 1-{) in conference
play. Last weekend OLCHS split
two games as they beat Lincoln
Way on Friday 53-48. On
Saturday the Spartans were
defeated by Brother Rice 47-31.

Against Brother Rice both
teams got off to a slow start.
Cold shooting and turnovers
held the score down in the first
half. The Spartans held a slim
17-16 lead at halftime.

The second half was totally
dominated by the home team,
Brother Rice. Cold shooting and
turnovers by OLCHS helped
Brother Rice open a 16 point
lead for the victory.

THE HIGH SCORER for the
Spartans was Strenk with 12
points. Saylor did not dress for
the game due to a knee injury.

On Dec. 10, OLCHS traveled
to Lincoln-Way for their first
conference game.

In the first half of the game
both teams had trouble hanging
on to the baIl. OLCHS had 9
turnovers to Lincoln-Way's 8.
Lincoln-Way used a tough zone
defense and a fast break offense
to take a 28-24 halftime lead.

IN THE FOURTH quarter,
with the game tied at 38-38,
Lincoln-Way scored two quick
baskets to take a 42-38 lead.
OLCHS came back to tie the
game at 44-44. Then Kallquist
scored the Spartans' last 9
points to give OLCHS the 53-48
victory.

On Dec. 4,. the Spartans'
record became 5-1 with their
away victory against Morton
West, 65-55. Both teams played
a rugged first quarter with
Morton West leading at the end,
21-19. Then the Spartans started
to hit their shots and opened up
a 41-35 lead at halftime.

In the third quarter, the
Spartans came out shooting and
opened up a 19 point lead.
OLCHS outscored Morton West
20 to 7 to take a commanding 61·

42 lead at the end of the quarter.
AFTER THE SPARTANS'

win, Coach Sullivan said "We
were not mentally ready for
Morton West after the tough
victory last night over
Eisenhower."

In their home opener OLCHS
defeated Eisenhower on Dec. 3,
63-53. The Spartans started out
quickly, taking a 7-0 lead
midway through the first
quarter. Then Eisenhower
outscored OLCHS 10-3 to tie the
quarter up at 10-10. The Spar·
tans then outscored Eisenhower
14 to 8 to take a 24-18 lead at
halftime.

In the third quarter the two
teams traded baskets until the
score was 28-22. Eisenhower
scored two quick baskets to
bring the score to 28-6. With 4: 08
left in the game, Eisenhower
moved within three points at 51
48. Serio sank a free throw and
Lillwitz added a lay-up for a 54·
48 lead.

WITH LESS THAN one
minute left to play, Strenk
added two free throws to give
OLCHS a 9 point lead and their
fourth victory. Leading scorers
for the Spartans were Strenk,
18, Loomis, 17 and Lillwitz, with
14 points.

Tonight the Spartans open
their home conference season
against Sandburg. Saturday
night the Evergreen Park
Mustangs will invade the
Spartan Gym.

SCOTT KALLQUIST DRIVES AGAINST EISENHOWER <STAFF
PHOTO BY WAYNE MACHA>
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OLCHS 
advai, 

lleyb.all tea 
ces to state meet 

VO m . 

Colleen Fenton.(35) and fellow teammate successfully block the 
ball after a spike attempt by Morgan Park. <Photo by Donna Dean) 

All conference setter K.C. Cunningham(21) sets the ball to spiker 
Kathy Kasley(23) while teammate Mary Haubenreisor(44) follows 
the play. (Photo by Donna Dean) 

The girls' varsity volleyball 
team defeated the city champs, 
Morgan Park, Tuesday to take 
the supersectionals crown and 
become one of the eight teams 
to enter the state playoffs . 

The team made it look easy in 
front of' a standing room crowd 
only, by defeating an upset 
Mustang team by the. scores of 
20-2, 20-15. 

Seniors Judy Vilchuck, and 
. KC.Cunningham led the teams 
serving, while seniors Michele 
Wierzgac and Pat Gajdorus led 
them in the spiking department. 

This win advances the team t o 
Bloomington, Ill . at ISU's 
Horton Fieldhouse on Friday, 
Jan. 28 at 12:15 p.m. If they 
should win the qu:irterfinals 
they will play Saturday, Jan. 29 
also at 12:15 p.m. 

FOR THE SECOND con
secutive year, they have also 
captured the conference and 
district championship and 
defeated Immaculata 20-10 and 
20-11 to take the sectional crown 
for the firs t time in OLCHS 
girls '. sports history_. 

The girls have posted a fine 
record of 21-3 (10-2 in con
ference play). 

" I am very pleased with the 
girls ' performance this year," 
said Head Coach June Ver
Schave after an easy sectiq,nal 
victory. "We had consistent 
serving from everyone and 
consistent net play from juniors 
Kathy Kasley and CQlleen 
Fenton. 

"We saw them play before," I 
said VerSchave, " but they just 
couldn 't get it together. Once 
they fell apart that was it. We 
had an easier time in sectionals 
than in districts ." 

IN THE FIRST game of the 
match the Spartans were down 
6-0. That didn' t last for long as 
senior Judy Vilchuck led the 
team with her serving to give it 
a wide margin. From then on it 
was an ea~ victory for OLCHS. 

With all the excitementy after 
the match, there was even more 
as Jeannie Morris and her 
cameramen from WBBM-TV 
were there for an interview 
after the presentation of the 
trophy. 

out managed to pull it ou_t 21-19. 
In district playoffs the girls 

had to play Thornridge and 
Eisenhower because they _were 
seeded . very . low. In the 
Eisenhower match, they lost the 
first game 20-13, but pulled out 
and won 20-16 and 20-18. 

Against Thornridge, the 
-Spartans won an easy game 20-
13, but were embarrassed in the 
second game 20-6. In the last 
game of the match they won 20-
16 . 

FOR THE FINAL match of 
· districts, they had to tangle with 
a tough Evergreen Park team. 
Down 17-9, the girls had no 
hopes at all to win the fi rst 
game, but Vilchuck. led the 
team with her serving to upset 
Evergreen 20-17 . 

The ~1 kt1 g tov'- foe .,,ec , 
game 20-10, but the fi nal game 
of the match was the Spartans 
all the way. Vilchuck 's superio't 
s.erving and Senior Michele 
Wierzgac 's spiking led the team 
to victory. 

" I was very pleased," said 
VerSchave after the victory. " I 
knew we had a chance against 
them and we looked very good.'' 

THREE VOLLEYBALL 
PLAYERS from OLCHS 
highlighted the SICA West girls' 
All-Conference team selected 
recently by the conferef!Ce 
coaches. 

The Spartans placed the most 
players on the team, including 
senior spiker Michele Wierzgac, 
senior setter K.C. Cunningham 
and senior server Judy 
Vilchuck. All three were chosen 

( 

BEFORE MEETING IM
culata, the girls had to play a · ".:± 
tough Riverside-Brookfield 
team . The first game was no 
trouble as OLCHS won 20-5, but 

•• -

to the conference's first team. 
Other first team selections 

included · Sandburg senior 
Margaret Sloan as defensive 
player, and Thornton Frac
tional juniors Dee Ericks, 
spiker, and Cathy Fjeldheim. 

"I THINK WE can go very far 
with this team," says Ver
Schave. "We have so much 
talent and we have eight all
around players who can go in at 
any time. I am very proud of 
these girls ." 

"The key to this year's team 
is consistent serving by 
everyone, good hitting from 
Michele Wierzgac and senior 
Patty Gajdorus and good all 
around setting by seniors K.C. 
Cunningham and Judy 
Vilchuck. And most important 
i5 the sr'rit nn thi tP~m," said 
VerSchave. 

The frosh-soph volleyball 
team had another good year as 
they fi nished at 13-4 (9-3 in 
conference). Sophomore Lydia 
Kuyawa led the team 's offense 
as did Nancy Sobol and Fresh
man Caroline Barajaz. High 
server s were JoAnne 
Haubenreisor and Liz Dorgas. 

"THE KEY TO this year's 
team success was our con
sistent serves and everyone 
used their heads," said Frosh
Soph Coach Joyce Icenogle. 

Tina Marcek led the team 's 
defense ·and Jan Lucerto had 
outstanding dinks and good 
sets. "This team- is the best 
team I have had so far because 
this group seemed to learn a lot 
faster and we had many players 
returning," said Icenogle. 

the Spartans got over-confident 
as they almost lost the match, 

OLCUS volleyball team rallies during the super-sectional game 
<Photo by Donna Dean) 

• 

. '· 
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The Illinois Institute of Technology will conduct a series of one
day Saturday workshops for high school students interested in 
engineering and how a professional engineer carries out a 
project. The free project-based workshops will be held on Feb. 5, 
12, 19 and 26 , and on the same dates in March at IIT's Engineering 
I building, 10 West 32nd Street. The eight workshops will be 
identical , and students need to attend only one of them. For in
formation regarding registration, telephone · (312) 567-3192. 

The ACT will be given on February 5, for those who hav 
registered for this test date. The next one will be given on April 2, 
of this year . . -

OLCHS will host approximately 109 bands at their annual Jazz 
Festival on Saturday, Feb. 5. Tickets for the 7:30 p.m . per
ormance are $2.50 for adults and 1.25 for students. They may be 

purchased in the band office or at the door. 

The Sweetheart dance, sponsored by the Junior class will be held 
from 8 to 11 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 12. Tickets for this turn-about 
dance, will be on sale Monday, Feb. 7, during all lunch periods in 
the cafeteria . 

Zaiac to retire 

after 2~ years 
A TEA WAS held in honor of mathematics. He received his 

Mr . Joseph Zajac who is Masters in Education at DePaul 
retiring June 30. He is one of the · University. About nine years 
five people who have been at ago Mr. Zajac received his 
OLCHS since it opened 25 years Counseling Certificate. 
ago. _ MR. ZAJAC HAS lived in Oak 

Mr .. Zajac starte~ his Lawn for 21 years and plans to . 
teaching at Co_vmgton continue living in this com
Elementary School in S_ep- munity for a number of years. 
tembe~ of 1940 as a physical Aithough he is retiring from 
education tea_c~er. After twelve OLCHS, he has no plans to 
years he Joined 25 other completely retire. He plans to 
teachers at _Oak Lawn. He was a get a part-time job, to play a lot 
mathematics teacher , fresh- of golf and to come back here to 
man football and basketb_all watch' the Spartans compete. 
coach and also a varsity 
baseball coach. After a year he 
gave up coaching basketball, 
and about 10-11 years later he 
gave up coaching football. His 
job now is Director of Pupil 
Personnel. 

Mr . Zajac received his 
education at Lacrosse State 
where he received his Bachelor 
in Education and a major in 

Mr. Zajac was Superin
tendent of the Oak· Lawn Park 
District from about 1948-1968, he 
helped to construct the first 
parks in the Oak Lawn area, but . 
he gave that job up to work full
time at OLCHS. 

"I WANT TO thank 
everybody for their co
operation and their help," he 

( CLASS I Fl ED 
Personals 

Fangs, 
Bitten any necks lately? A & T 

Personals 
Hey Johu, 

You and Jayne go a few 
rounds and Turf will mow her 
down. TJ 
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OLCUS students participate along with the children enrolled in the Child Care Lab. Pictured 
left to right, are Lori Krzos , Jason Gallacher, Steven Ivey, Carol Doering, Tracy Kucharzyk 
and Pam Blazina. (Staff photo by Wayne Macha.) 

Child-Care Lab 

i 

Home-Ee with children 
BY SHARON JAMESON young chil.dren. 

OLCUS IS NOT only a school When the child arrives he is 
for freshman , sophomores , free to explore the area set up 
juniors, and seniors, but it has for him, which includes paint, 
become a pre-school for clay , books , dolls, musical 
children. instruments, and assorted 

mothers and teachers along 
with the students enrolled in the 
course, to observe children 
without them knowing it, to 
enable the child to perform 
without any pressure. 

The Home-Economics games. The program helps 
dc~artment has devised a plan children prepare for kin
with the assistance of Mrs. dergarten and to learn to 
Peggy Doyle, to observe child associate with other children 
behavior. The program is called their age. 

Five to eight children are 
presently enrolled, next 
semester the program will be 
extended foF two hours and 10 to 
16 members will be enrolled. 
The class is held from 9:50 until 
10:50 in room 18 (which used to 
be the old ROTC classroom). 

the Child_ C:ar~ Lab and ~he o~ly THE CHILDREN ARE 
pre-reqws1te 1s a c_our~e m Ch1l? , graded on their creativity and 
Care and a genwne interest m : methods of organizing rather 

Mr. Joseph Zajac, head of Pupil 
Personnel, will retire at the end 
of this school year. He is one 
of the few remaining faculty 
members who have been at 
OLCUS for its entire 25 years of 
existance. 

said. "It was a pleasure 
working with all these people 
both past and present. And if I 
offended anyone, I am sorry. I 
want to leave with good 
graces. " 

ADS) 
Personals 

Flour, 
Thank you. Things are going 

smoothly_ It's what we both 
w.ant. Guess Who! 

• 

than a test-like basis. Emphasis 
is entirely in freedom to explore 
what interests the child, there is 
no exact lesson planned for each 
day. 

A two-way mirror was in
stalled in the room to provide 

"THE PURPOSE OF the free 
atmosphere is to let the child 
discover and explore on his 
own," says Mrs. Doyle. 

Carl Sandburg, Evergreen 
Park, and Reavis also have a 
child care program similar to 
OLCHS. 

WANTED 
Seniors Only-
Hawaii in June 
12 days $468 

INCLUDES: All Ground 
and Air Transfers, Room, 

Air and Ground lnsura, ,ce. 

$50 deposit due Jan. 17, 
Balance; May 1 

,-...-.~ ..... -- Accompanied _By Stagg Seniors 

SPONSORED BY: C-S Travel 
CHAPEF{ONE Mr. J Simone 

Thi.s is not a school sponsored trip and the 
school assumes no responsib.ility or liability. 
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Scores on ACT 

test average 
HA.VE YOU EVER wondered how our high school rates 
academically compared to state and national norms? If you have 
you will probably be interested in some of the following statistics. 

The following results were taken from the ACT test taken by the 
class of 1977 in the 75-76 calendar year . 

On the test a 36 is a perfect score, a 32 ranking a student in the 
99th per~entile. National means were taken from a random 10 per 
cent sampling of students taking the test. This number was ap
proximately 35,000 students, most of whom planned to attend 
college. -

THE TEST HAS four areas which students were questioned in; 
English, Math, Social Studies and Natural Science. The final score 
being a composite of the four individual scores. 

ENGLISH: 

OLCHS 
State 
National 

MATH: 

OLCHS 
State 
National 

NAT. SCIENCE: 

Boys Girls Total 
17.0 18.5 17.8 
16.9 17.9 17.4 
16.8 18.0 17.5 

OLCHS 
State 
National 

Boys Girls Total 
21.0 19.0 19.8 
21.7 19.7 20.6 
22.0 19.7 20.8 

SOC. STUDIES: 

Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 

18.4 15.6 16.8 OLCHS 18.2 16.1 17 .0 
19.4 16.3 17.7 State 17.9 16.6 17.0 
19.2 16.0 17.5 National 17.9 16.2 17.0 

COMPOSITE: 

Boys Girls Total 
OLCHS 18.7 17.4 18.0 
State 19.1 17.6 18.3 
National 19.1 17.6 18.3 

THE SPARTANITE 

. . Some of the outstanding participants in the Eco-Art Fair included 
(left to right> Junior Jim Dunning, Junior Cathy Ott and Freshman 
Joan Doig. (Staff photo by Wayne Macha). 

500 entries for Eco-Art 

WHERE ELSE BUT at the 
Eco-Art Fair, could you find a 
gorilla hanging from the 
ceiling? The third annual Eco
Art Fair was presented by the 
Environmental S~ience classes 
Dec. 17. 

Five hundred projects were 
displayed this year for which 
the students all received 
grades. Mr. John Brodemus 
originated the Eco-Art Fair 
three years ago with his classes, 
and Mr. John Thompson, Mr. 
Bruce Dazell and Mr. Pat , 
Gaertner have their 'classes · 
participating this year also. 

The idea behind the fair is to · 

abilities with their knowledge of 
the environment" and en
vironmental problems .. 

THE PROJECTS 
DISPLAYED covered a wide 
range of artistic abilities . These 
included ; sand art, mosaics, 
string art, wood burning, plastic 
casting, pottery, crewel, paper 
mache and even sewing and rug 
making. 
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Chess 
team 1-1 

THE OLCHS CHESS team 
defeated Reavis 85-40 on Jan. 18 
to even their record at 1-1. 

OLCHS completely 
dominated the meet, winning 
six of the eight boards. Winning 
for OLCHS were Craig Smith on 
board one, Brian Bender on 
board two, Mike Domico on 
board three, Glen Rosenberg on 
board four , Cy Morong on board 
five and Mike Heiy on board 
eight. 

Coach Bob Dominiak's team 
lost a close 64-61 meet to 
Shepard on Jan. 11. Victorious 
OLCHS players were Smith on 
board onEi, Bender on board two 
and_ Rosenberg on board five. 

IN A CHESS meet, board one 
is worth 20 points for a win, ten 
for a draw and five for a loss. 
Board two is worth 16-8-4. 
Boards three through six are 
worth 12-6-3 and boards seven 
and eight are worth 8-4-2. 

Play is timed by a clock. Each 
player has 75 minutes to make 
his first 40 moves. If the game is 
not completed within this time 
period, each player. has ten 
minutes in which he must make 
all of his remaining moves. A 
player overstepping the time 
limit loses on forfeit. 

-------------------------tie in the students' creative 

Everybody 
h(J,S a 

Forensics 3rd incon.ference Sweetheart! 
THE OLCllS FORENSICS 

team won 3rd place at the SICA 
Conference Tournament orl 
Friday, Jan . 14 at Homewood
Flossmoor H.S. 

Senior Sylvia Farrell , in her 
last meet for OLCHS, took 1st 
place in Dramatic In
terpretation, Senior Tami Ito 
placed 6th in Verse and Senior 
Donna Dean won 2nd in Ex
temporaneous Speaking. Junior 
Dawn Ammerman was a 
winner in two events , with a 1st 
in Oratorical Declamation and 
a 3rd place in Original Oration. 

Curt O'Hara and Ken O'Neill , 
juniors , took 5th and 6th 
respectively in Radio 
Speaking and Extemporaneous 
Speaking. 

Head Coach John Leary said, 
"I was very pleased to retain 
our record of placing in the top 
three since the start of SICA." 

OLCHS WILL MOVE on to the 
district tournament on Feb. 5 at 
Lyons Township H.S. " We'll 
miss Farrell ," said Leary, "but 
we 're · actually as strong this 
year as we ended last year 
because we've got Ito, who 

placed i~ state last year in 
Oration. In other words , things 
look good with solid, strength 
(Ammerman, Sharilyn Harm, 
Dean , O'Hara, etc.) scattered 
throue:h 11 events." Ms. Farrell 
will not be with the team due to 
her January graduation. 

The next meet for the OLCHS 
team will be on Jan . 29· at Oak 
Park-River Forest H.S. 

"We should be more than 
respectable at Oak Park-River
Forest, which should be a fine 
tune-up for districts ," said 
Leary. 

' ' 

Tell him (or her) so in 
SPARTAN ITE'S special 
edition-0nly five cents 
per word! 

Ads can be placed at 
the Spartanite table in 
the cafeteria - Jan. 26, 27, 
28, 31, and Feb. 1--or 
dropped off at the 
Spartanite office, Room 
210. ALL ADS PAID AT 
TIME OF ORDERING! 

Flowers 
STYLED BY 

francis hultgen 

4·a2-3 West· 95th Street . : 

Oak Lawn, Illinois 
Phone 424-2200 
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Teacher's line 
SHOW them the way 

" SHOW 'EM" -- (STOP SMOKING) -- "don't 
tell 'em" -- (STOP SMOKING) -- is a maxim 
often used, seldom practiced. "Do as I say," -
(STOP SMOKING) --" not as I do" -- (STOP 
~MOKING) --is close to reality. 

clinging to her like stink to Limburger. 
"DON'T COME TO the lounge if you don't 

like it then: " one "ladylike" teacher said in
dignantly, asserting her inalienable right to 
smoke whenever she wanted to wherever she 
wanted to. She squinted her eyes and puffed on 
her cigarette and implied that the only purpose 
of the teacher's lounge was for cigarette 
smokers. Before my very eyes the lounge 
changed into a Chinese opium den, only here I 
could see the teachers gathering to relax in the 
hazy, smoke-filled room to get their tobacco fix 
so they could face their screaming students 
another day. 

As adviser to the Spartanite I tell staff 
members to show readers what happened, not 
tell 'em. But then what do I do? Why, I tell 'em. 
What else? And when they can 't find a story 
idea or can' t meet a deadline, I tell 'em what to 
do . 

" You shouldn 't have any problem with 
ideas ," I admonish them, using my best 
you're-not-really-trying-hard-enough-teacher 
voice. " We have 3200 students here . Something 
happens e eryday. We never touch a lot of 
stories. So look for them . 

"AND YOUR DEADLINE. We only come out 
once a month. You should be able to write ten 
stories in that time," I say, knowing that I 
never have to write anything or meet any 
deadlines . 

Sure. Ideas are abundant, it's no problem to 
meet deadlines . We all know that. Rhetoric of 
this kind habitually spews forth from my 
mouth. (Please bear in mind that I'm speaking 
for this teacher only, foks . I know that none of 
you advise the Spartanite. ) But I've told the 
students it 's easy. That even I could do it. And 
now that I've opened my mouth, I can't back 
out. .. I've got to write something-- (STOP 
SMOKING.) 

Now, let me tell you--excuse me, show you-
that there's nobody more admantly opposed to 
smoking than a former smoker. Which I am. 
And I'd like to see smoking banned from all 
public places, particularly school. 

NO BETTER PLACE to start than OLCHS. 
Not just the student smoking areas either. No 
siree, Bob. I mean the school, period
anywhere on the school property , by anyone. 

To check out the attitudes about smoking, I 
talked to a cross section of students and faculty 
about banning smoking on school property 
because it (smoking)infringes upon the rights 
of non-smokers by subjecting them to the foul 
smelling air. Well, sir , you never heard such an 
uproar in all your life . Some of the addicted, 
hard-core smokers, both student and faculty, 
loosened up some of the phlegm from their 
smoked-up lungs as they bellowed their in
dignation at the suggestion that smoking be 
banned on school property. 

"That's really ignorant," one female student 
said, the stench of a recently smoked cigarette 

PubU.bed by the Advanced 
JoarnaU.m Stucleata of 

But there were other views. 
"The smoking area is a sore spot, " another 

faculty member said. "But I'd feel like a 
hypocrite not letting students smoke when I'm 
a confirmed smoker who can't quit, even 
though I believe all the health warnings against 
cigarettes." 

NOW DON'T GET me wrong, folks . If you 
want to smoke, that 's fine with me--as long as I 
don't have to smell it. What you do to your body 
is your business . But your rights extend only to 
the point where they infringe on the privileges 
of another. And it is the right and the privilege 
of non smokers to breathe smoke-free air--
( STOP SMOKING). 

Back to school, though , where they teach you 
a version of the Golden Rule : "Do unto others 
as they do unto you, only do it first, And bet
ter." Even I know that elimination of the 
student smoking area would never work. 
Students would smoke in the restrooms, in the 
hallways, in the stairwells. Rightly so, too, 
since the faculty smoking areas would un
doubtedly still be smoke filled. 

But what if all teachers were to quit smoking, 
showing the students that they can show, rather 
than just tell. Lead rather than point? Be active 
rather than passive? Cause a chain reaction to 
take place where everyone quits smoking? Why 
the smoking area , tne smoky lounges, the 
department offices, and so on would dry up 
without any hassles and the fresh clean air of 
beautiful downtown Oak Lawn would be 
available to all. Of course. 

NOW ALL WE need is to have an idealistic, 
humanistic educator to volunteer to quit 
smoking and show the way. Or even a realistic, 
unhumanistic educator. Any volunteers? 

I think that'd have to include Skoal, too. 
STOP SMOKING. 

RAY ELLIOTT 

l O Seconds 
BY NAOMI KLOESE 

OAK LAWN COMMUNITY IDGH SCHOOL 
Nth Street.and Soathwest Hlglaway 

I am hooked. Thanks t o your 
thoughtfulness I am able to 
survive my 5 hours and thirty 
five minutes (that is not Oak Lawn, llllnols IMsa 
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counting tra vel time ) of 
Naomi Kloese schooling without suffering any 

DonnaDean . withdrawa l symptoms . You 
supply me with my necessary 

Dan Pady drug. 
Jerry Peterson You see I am a junk food 

Tami Ito addict. A typical week for me is, 
Sh.ron Jameson Twinkies on Monday followed 

JeffJedlicka by Ho Ho's for Tuesday , 
Sueffanzie Wednesday and Thursday , 

Craig Smith saving the big treat of the week, 
Rose Baker Suzy Q's (my favorite ) on 

Suetvey 
RmeSuch 

Sue Ivey 
Mary Fitzmaurice 

Donna Cramer 
Brian Weaver 

RayElliott 
Jobo Sinicki 

Wayne Macha 

Fridays. For those days when I 
don 't have time for one of these 
nourishing lunches you have 
been kind enough to put in 
candy machines for a quick pick 
me up. Peanut Butter Cups 
usually do the job nicely. 

Patti ~ Karen Villanueva, MiCMle Wien.pc, Scatt 
Mcaninch, Sbiela-Kieler, Gary Sloib, .Mary Lynn Mllltr, Pa 
~. Rieb Rem. Gary Koaratb, Dawn Ammerman, Ma 
Wendling. 

TO COMBAT THE awful tell
tale breath from my addiction, 
you even supply more candy 
labeled appropriately breath 
mints. This is one kindness I 
really appreciate. 

So from me and all of those 
like me, thanks, you're doing a 
terrific job. 

" HURR'( PAW ,,. OUR. &JY IS ON TV.I" 

Gilmor~'s escape 
not his-punishment 
BY DAN PADY 

I COULD TELL you about the history of executions, about how, 
until around 1890, they held public executions. 

But, I won't. 
I could tell you how gross the execution of Gary Mark Gilmore 

was ; about the blood and the bullet holes, and the way his body 
"moved slightly" when the four bullets ripped through his chest (as 
described by other journalists). 

BUT, I WON'T. 
Most people failed to realize what was actually happening to 

Gilmore. He was a convicted murderer found guilty of killing two 
men. Both men were working their way through college and had 
families . Both mei:i were also shot in the back. Gilmore wasn't a 
normal person who had some kind of an incurable·disease, but was 
somebody who chose death as an al ternative to spending his whole 
life in prison. 

Gilmore was lucky . Lucky he fooled so many people into ~hinking 
that death was a more supreme punishment than life in prison. 
Actually Gilmore escaped punishment; he wanted to die, and that 
means he chose his punishment. A punishment isn't a punishment if 
someone chooses it for themselves, and Gilmore probably did not 
even consider death as a punishment. 

GILMORE WAS IN the center of a three-ring circus. The three 
acts in this circus include the U.S. court system, the· press and 
Gilmore's " promoter" Lawrence Schiller, who has purchased book 
and movie rights to his life story. 

In ring one of the circus is the court system. What can one say 
about the court system in such a case? It can be said that the case 
was definitely filled with indecisiveness. As the sun rose over Point 
of the Mountain, Utah (where the Utah Sta te Prison is located) 
decisions were still being made whether or not Gilmore would get 
what he wanted. But as the sun rose from behind the mountains, 
and Gilmore was brought to be executed, one could not help but to 
wonder if the court was going to stop the five marksmen in the 
middle of pulling their triggers. 

In the second ring, the spotlight was on the press. The repor ter 
covering the execution that is most noteworthy is Geraldo Rivera . 

RIVERA, SMARTLY FITTED for the occasion with a black 
turtleneck-sweater, was speaking to the nation live over network 
television. Rivara was also fooled by Gilmore into believing that it 
was agony Gilmore was suffering, by having his execution put off 

..by the courts so many times. 
It wasn' t agony. Gilmore got what he wanted. And it wasn't a 

punishment. 
And in the third ring was one of the men who Gilmore asked to 

have present at the execution. Each of these four men was allowed 
to approach Gilmore, as he was seated in his black leather chair 
waiting to be shot, for a few final words . One of these men was 
Lawrence Schiller, who has the rights to a movie and book about 
Gilmore's life . 

THIS RING HOLDS the main act. What would have happened to 
Schiller if Gilmore was never executed? There goes Schiller's great 
idea. · 

When Gilmore was asked if he had any final words, he replied, 
"Let's do it." Maybe that is what Schiller had to say to Gilmore 
before he died. Or maybe Schiller told Gilmore which side he 
wanted his head to rest after the shots were fired. 

Gilmore, wherever he is, is happy to be dead. He got what he 
wanted, and escaped punishment--escaped everything and 
everyone; but most of all, Gilmore escaped living with the fact that 
he shot two human beings ... and the circm; ends. 
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Teen runs for 
Com.missioner 

WOULD YOU VOTE for an 18 year old hi!Zh school student who 
was running for a position on the Park District Board of Com-
missioners? If you said "yes" and are a registered voter you might 
have a chance to do so in the Apr. 19 election. The election will be 
held for, village trustees, mayor and one position on the Park 
Board. 

OLCHS senior Doug Von Holst is running for this position of Park 
District commissioner, vacated by the retirement of one of the 
present commissionei;s, Mr. John McNamara, Speculation of 
persons close to the situation is that Mr. McNamara will run for 
Village president. 

In order to run for the Park District Board an individual must be 
at least 18 and is required to have a petition signed by 430 register.eel 
voters . 

ONE OF THE first questions that comes to mind is "what are the 
official duties of a commissioner?'' The Board of Commissioners is 
a five person panel which serves without pay, vote and set decisions 
about allocations of Park District funds . Matters for decision are 
sent to them from Mr. Bob Hope. 

When you consider that an 18 year old running for this position is 
in an unusual but not unique situation you wjll probably be in
terested in some of Von Holst's responses to questions asked by the 
Spartanite. 

"What made you want to run for a position on the Park Board?" 
"Heel that the experience will be good for me, and that I can do a 

good job despite the doubts of some. Being independent, and having 
no special interest group to please will be a reaf plus for. me and will 
eventually revert back to the people of the community. I consider 
myself a concerned citizen, not a politician." 

Doug Von Holst, OLCHS senior, 
is l"Unning for the position of 
Oak Lawn Park District Board 
of Commissioners. Due to Von 
Holst's age, this is not an 
unusual situation. 
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OLCHS secured 
BY GARY KONRATH AND 
GARY STOIKA 

SECURITY AT OLCHS is 
both important and necessary if 
the school is going to be run 
efficiently and effectively. A 
student could come into contact 
with the security system either 
by violating a code or law, or by 
being protected by the system. 

Security at OLCHS covers 
both the inside and the outside 
of the school. Only one person is 
responsible for security outside 
of the school, Mr. Joe Lavriola . 

Every morning, before school 
he is out in the student parking 
lot looking for traffic violations. 
He patrols the lot every lunch 
hour, except for one when he 
takes his lunch break, which he 
moves randomly from day to 
day. If someone on internal 
security is absent, Joe Lavriola 
must take his place, leaving the 
outside of the school unguarded. 
Extra security personnel is not 
hired as a student teacher 
would be hired to take an absent 
faculty members place. 

THE FUNCTION OF the 
guard outside of the school is to · 
keep theft and vandalism down 
to a minimum, and to watch for 
traffic parking violations by 
either students or faculty 
members . If an unauthorized 
car (one without the proper 
sticker) is parked in the student 
lot, or a student car is parked in 
the teacher faculty lot, a 
warning is placed on the wind
shield of the car informing the 
owner that he is violating the 
law by parking there. If the 
violation is committed again, a 
sticker is put on the drivers 
window as a final warning that 
if the offense is committed 
again, the car will be ticketed. 
The school has a contract with 
the Village of Oak Lawn, and 
the police do come by and patrol 
the lots, ticketing unauthorized 
cars . The school can also 

conta.!!t the police to come by 
and ticket a car. 

THE INTERNAL SECURITY 
system takes in the entire inside 
of the school. The hallways are 
guarded against movement 
around the school by any 
authorized person. The · 
cafeteria . is protected by the 
monitors, who make sure 
garbage is picked up, and in 
general , to keep order. To guard 
the lunch lines against theft, a 
monitor will occasionally watch 
stand in the lines and watch, but 
the main factor in keeping down 
theft has the rule which 
prohibits bulky sweaters from 
being worn in the lines. Any 
student caught stealing is 

· brought before the Board of 
Education for disciplinary 
action. ~ 

The media center is also hit 
Jy theft and vandalism. The 
Media Center employees watch 
the area, and the no coats rule is 
enforced here also. As an extra 

(Staff photo by Wayne Macha) 
precautionary measure·: a11 
books are checked as the 
student leaves the center to be 
sure that they have been 
properly checked out. 

Punishment for stealing from 
.the Media Center varies. If a 
student is caught stealing as he 
leaving the center, two hours 
detention is given. If a student is 
caught later with stolen 
material, the student receive 
from one to ten days uf external 
suspension. The students 
respective dean determines the 
exact extent of the punishment. 

CLEARLY, SECURITY AT 
OLCHS is still lacking in some 
areas, but there has been 
considerable improvement 
made over the past several 
years. However, the system can 
be, and does need improvement 
in some areas . 

If anyone, either a faculty 
member of a student parks in 

(lAotbaaed on page I) 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Announcing 

"WHAT FACTOR DO you think your age will have on the elec- announcements 

fast program might also im
prove the students ability to 
perform in class . Another 
chance is all we ask . 

anyway. The non-smokers don't 
have to go out there if they don't 
want to But the smoking area 
should be put back where it was, 
because when the weather is 
warm, people like to go outside 
on their lunch period, and this 
way, non-smokers would not 
mind the presence of smokers. 

tion?" 
"Before I ever decided to run I took a survey of about 150 persons 

to see if they would vote for an 18 year old, I got a positive response 
from 77 per cent of those polled. I feel that my age will be a positive 
factor in the election." 

"Presently·, who is slated to run against you?" 
"Mr. Don Anderson, president of Oak Lawn's Baseball for Boys 

program. Basically, I'm interested in getting out and letting the 
people know that an 18 year old is running for a position in this 
community. I've been getting ideas and suggestions from these 
people, and if elected I will present some of the suggestions to the 
Board. Besides that, I have or plan to attend various community 
groups to hear what they have to say. I have been studying up on 
how Park Board meetings are run, and right now I feel qualified to 
do the job. 

" In running for this position, I feel that as a teen I can present 
new and fresh ideas to the Board, and I'm closer to the parks than 
anyone who is presently serving on the Board." :· 

"DO YOU THINK you can have much influence on the Board? " 
" I'll have at least one-fifth the influence. I feel that the other 

members would hear me out and at least consider my ideas." 
The Spartanite feels that it is important for the youth of the 

community to become involved in some of the decision-making that 
will affect it. We see now that if the inititive is taken we too can 
become part of the Democratic process. 

Some OLCHS students became actively involved in campaign 
work for various candidates ;md parties in the election past. Most 
thought it an enjoyable experience, and all agreed that something 
was learned about how we elected our leaders . 

THE SPARTANITE FEELS that now would be a good time for 
students to become actively involved in the election of one of their 
peers . Win or loose, a valuable learning experience could be made. 
It would show that we should and do have a voice in decisions that 
will affect our lives. 

The student announcements 
are given at the beginning of 4a, 
if you don't hear-them, then it is 
your tough luck, because they 
are not repeated. 

I have lunch 4a and I find it 
impossible to hear the all" 
nouncements. I usually don't 
get enough time to read the 
announcement sheet between 
classes, so I have to rely on 
word of mouth to find out what 
is going on in school. 

I am sure many students are 
in the same predicament as 
myself. I think if they would 
have the announcements 3rd 
and 5th more students would 
hear them. 

Mary Pat Keane 

Bring back breakfast 
Many students in this school 

want the breakfast program 
reinstated. 

For the students who don't 
have time to eat breakfast at 
home, this program would be 
especially helpful. Perhaps the 
students who left their garbage 
in the cafeteria last year would 
be more likely to clean it up this 
year. 

Reinstatement of the break-

SUECOWERT 

Heating Problems 

The past couple of school days 
have been freezing. Not just 
outside but insidi too. I realize 
that the energy is low, but then 
why not close the school? 

Other schools like Stagg and 
Sandburg have been closed the 
last couple of days because of 
heat problems. But, is our 
school closed? No way! Instead, 
the heat is turned down, some of 
the lights are shut off, and 
everyone freezes! Then after all 
this, some teachers don't Jet us 
wear out coats to class. 

If the heat can 't be turned up, 
or the school can 't be closed, 
then at least we should be 
allowed to wear our coats to 
class. 

Tina Venturella 

Keep smoking area 

All of the non-smokers in this 
school seem to be wanting the 
smoking area out. 

I don' t believe th t it should 
be removed, because most of 
the kids in school want it 

<NAME WITHHELD 
UPON REQUEST> 

Credit subject 
At this school, requirements 

for graduation include a total of 
36 credits and two majors and 
two minors or three majors . 

With ·these requirements a 
student may be limited to 
certain courses I think we do 
need a minimum ·number of 
credits but I do not feel that we 
have to meet the major and the 
minor requirements . 

For many people, studying 
one subject for three years in 
only a waste of time. If a person 
wishes to study a subject for two 
:.ir three years that should be his 
choice. On the other hand, the 
student that wishes to vary their 
studies should be free to do so. 
After all, the purpose of school 
is supposed to be to learn. If you 
get bored with it, your are not 
learning a thing. 

CHERYL BECKWITH 
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Jane Arminas Soph. 

Sophomores should have . 
their say in. the open ' campus contracts 

Kurt Stomiany Junior Changing the 
cut system to three 'cuts a class, pul 

. the smoking area back where it was. 

Speak Out 
If you were an administrator, what 

changes would you want to make? 
~-,,, ..... ~ ~---~~...-""""" 

Vicki Kysilka Soph. Get better 
I want to establish better relationships and try to get ' food in the cafeteria, 
students and the administration, the music into·an academic course. 

Family living course - Senior girls only 
BY SUE IVEY 

I HATE TO, as Mr. Tom 
Reiter, head of the English 
Department would say, "beat a 
dead horse" but this is a topic 
that should be taken into con
sideration. 

This is Family Livings' sixth 
year in existence. It was started 
to inform senior girls to prepare 

them for "the outside world." 
The course covers such topics 
as alcoholism, rape, divorce, 
children and birth. It is not like 
a Health class because the girls 
are not graded. Also, Family 
Living goes into more detail 
than a freshman Health class. 
There are guest speakers who 
volunteer or work for the cause 
they talk about. But... 

Why is it just girls? Why not 
Senior guys too? I've asked 
several people and I've come up 
with th~e answers. The reason 

s 
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guys don't take Family Living 
according to Dr. Davies is that 
"it's probably because the 
program was started by the 
female PE teachers," and the 
guys were just never included. 
However, P .E. is going co-ed 
so .... 

"FAMILY LIVING is 
something that will definitely 
have to be taken into con
sideration when drawing up the 
co-ed program," said Mr. 
Marks. The course will have to 
be revised probably. 

If it happens at all, boys will 
be taking, Family Living when 
P .E . goes co-ed. 

I asked some guys how they 
felt, only because a senior read 
my story and said, "don't get 
guys Family Living. They don't 
want it." Along with, "I sure am 
glad I'm leaving this school." 

SENIOR BARRY LYONS was 
the only one of the seniors I 

interviewed who did want 
Family Living if P .E. was co-ed 
and he had a choice. 

Junior Dave Peleckis said, " I 
wouldn't want to learn in school 
about problems I might not 
face ." 

Sophomore, Wayne Peterson, 
was the only sophomore who 
chose Family Living. He said, 
" If thef'e's co-ed P.E. 
everything should be co-ed." He 
wouldn't mind Family Living. 

FRESHMAN MIKE VASIL 
agreed with the rest of the 
freshman I interviewed and 
said, no he wouldn't want 
Family Living, He'd rather 
have P .E. 

Most of the guys just said they 
didn 't want it because it's 
dumb, why should they learn 
about stuff they learned as a 
freshman . It's just .a repeat. 

Tm SORRY BILL. , 8uT YoU 

KIJOW THE PENAL. TY FOR. 

THREE. TI'IF>.DY SLIPS.. 
MY HANDS '1RE. TIED. 

You KNOLJ How 10U6H THE. 

DISC.IPL.i tJE. CODE (AtJ BE. ... 
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Summer school, 
a rip-:off? 
BY DONNA CRAMMER 

OLCHS SUMMER SCHOOL 
program is going to cost $30 per 
semester this year. . 

Since this is the first year that 
summer school is going to be so 
high in cost, the --school ad
ministration is expecting a big 
drop in attendance. Last 
summer the summer school 
program had 1769 students 
participating , at $2 .50 per 
student. The cost this year is 
going to be $30 per semester, 
which is a big difference. 

Mr. James Brown thinks the 
price is not too high, con
sidering what you are getting 
for your money. In the summer 
school program, you are 
finishing a regular 36 week 

.course in one sixth the time. 
This proves that students are · 
getting a good deal for their 
money. 

IN 1969 THE income of the 
average family was less than it 
is today, and summer school 
was l20 to $40. Which means 
th~t \\'.e are getting good value 
for our money. So if they could 
make it in 1969 why wouldn't we 
be able to handle it in 1!177 with 
higher incomes? 

We realize that $30 per 
semester is a lot of money to 
spend for three weeks of ~your 
time but there is notliing we can 
do about it. The public high 
schools are usually funded by 
the state, and this is the first 
year in awhile that it hasn' t 
been funded. 

Considering the cost of 
everything the school ' s ad
ministration is still expecting 
approximafely 800 students to 
attend summer school this year. 
Compared to last year's 1769 
students, this is going to be a big 
drop. 

THE MAJOR PROBLEMS 
with this year's summer school 
program is the drop in at
tendance, which is goihg to 
cause the closing of classes. The 
main classes that will be af
fected will probably be the 
home economics classes and 
shop courses. 

should be ready by the end of 
January. By the way, the 
pamphlets are free. 

Security 
(Cait'lll.aed from page 5) 

one of the areas designated as 
visitors parking, the car will be 
ticketed automatically. 

To 'put parking lot security to 
a test, two . Spartanite staff 
members went out to the 
studenL lot and began 
looking inside of various cars 
during the 6A lunch period on 
Friday, January 7. They finally 
singled out a car, opened it up, 
went inside and pulled out an S
track tape player. The entire 
set-up had been pre-arranged 
with the owner of the car, who 
even supplied the keys , but 
actions such as these might in 
some way be considered at least 
suspious to the casual observer. 
The two then repeated the 
procedure in the faculty 
parking lot, except this time for 
something to steal they used the 
already stolen 8-track. 

AT NO TIME did anyone 
seem to notice or to care about 
their actions. That same period, 
the staff members observed a 
student smoking outside of 
school in an unauthorized area. 

The question arises, where 
was the security, or else didn't 
he consider such actions 
suspicious? Mr . Brown, 

. Director of Career Education, is 
also in charge of parking lot 
security. He said that the man 
was probably at lunch at this 
time. But, if he was, than it is 
possible for anyone to watch 
him on a particular day, and to 
wait for him to go to lunch 
before going to work on the lot. 
Also, the faculty •Jot is totally 
unprotected. The only time the -
security man passes through 
there is in the morning when he 
is looking for parking 
violations. 

This is ridiculous. Not only is 
the faculty lot open to theft or 
vandalism, but also, for at least 
one period a day the student lot 

If the summer school is a clear target. Also, on cer
program still confuses you, the tain days, the security man is 
OLCHS counselors will have not even present, he is guarding 
pamphlets printed up for your the inside of the school against 
conv_eni_ence. These pamphlets God knows what. 

..• . ~ HUMOR AS ·s·' w r::.AV·· ,. 

\~~~~ ~~ Fii ~l] 
[30GGLE YovR ~ - /,.c-; .----=D 
fT\1/\JD. IF 1r Sr~ _.......~?-"'~/~ • ./iJ~ 
TAKES you MORE ~ '\ ~L- ~ ,-=:r-
THAtJ IO SEC.01-JDS ===] FUN-TI ME. /VJAZ.E. f 
TO COfYI PLETE 
You REALLY \(\D I __ ':I: sAID 
Do NEED l4E.Y RS'=' youP.. ?ASS ' 
HEL.P. \J,J\-\Cpp,SS '? NOi I 

e,ASS. 
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Students il1vade .Windy ·City 
BY NANCY FEWKES -

GET A STORY. It sounded 
like the most natural act in the 
world coming from Ray Elliott. 
A field trip downtown would 
providt: the opportunity. Fellow 
student Donna Dean and I ran 
circles around the loop looking 
for a story. People kept giving 
us weird looks . Donna and I 
tried to fit in with Chicago's 
elite shoppers in Marshall 

Fields, we even spoke French. 
We didn't understand very 
much and before long were 
giving each other weird looks. 
But we did try . I guess down
towners just don't like outsiders 
who act like outsiders. 

Did our clothes reveal our 
suburban high school iden
tities? My parka and Donna's 
school jacket probably stood out 
like a couple rocks in a precious 
jewel display. 

Lunch was a different story. 
We gave up the French to 

concentrate on our sandwiches. 
A stack of three cheeses, let
tuce, pickles, and tomatoes on 
hard French bread requires 
some concentration, especially 
with a butter knife . After 
staring at this thing for a while, 
I picked up the knife and Donna 
laughed hysterically. 

"THE ONLY WAY you'll get 
through that thing is with a 
chainsaw," she said. 

"Oh yeah?" A loud · clunk 
echoed through the restaurant 
as my knife touched the bread. 

Evil doings .in Salem's Lot 

BY MARY WENDLING 

'SALEM'S LOT IS the new 
novel by Stephen King, the 
author of Carrie. It is a thrilling 
account of strange doings in a 
mythical Maine town called 
Jerusalem's Lot. It is a 
frightening as it is fascinating. 

King spins a horror story that 
is not just a sick fairy tale. He 
has the reader believing in 
haunted houses and vampires 
before the book is half-read. 

The haunted house in 
'Salem's Lot, (the town itself 
was named after a crazed pig) 
is called the Marsten house 
after it's former owner, Hubie 
Marsten, who died in J 939. It 
can be seen fro.m almost any 
point in the town. King 
describes it as a physical em-

bodiment of all the evils of the 
people in 'Salem's Lot. As if all 
of the theiveries, brutalities, 
perversions and adulteries in 
the hearts of the townspeople 
had turned to mock them in 

torm of the grotesque and 
looming mansion. 

KING COMPARES THE fear 
that people have of this house to 
the inexplicable fears we have 
as children . Fears of the 
darkness, of the bogeyman, of 
the rumpled blanket at the 
end of the bed that somehow 

. takes the shape of a monster. 
The fear of things that don't 
exist of things that cannot hurt 
us. 'Adults forget these terrors 
as time passes and the sen
sitivity of children wears off, 
but the Marsten house produces 
that same inexplicable terror. 
King explains the fears to be, 
not of substantial things, but of 
the evil in men's souls. The vile 
force that a Freudian would call 
the Id. The fear of the unknown 
evils that lie within all of us . 

If the people in the town had 
no vices or evils the haunted 
house wouldn't be haunted and 
the vampire would have nothing 
to tempt his victims with. 
Therefore the people are not 
victims of an evil vampire, but 

victims of their own vices. Vices 
that King enumerates in detail 
and are surprising in their 
number and type. 

King has the gift of writing 
with clear and powerful 
description. The reader can 
almost feel the sensations the I 

characters feel. The reader gets I 

so involved in the story that it is 
hard to put the book down. The 
terror felt by the characters is 
felt by the reader. It is almost 
impossible to stop reading until 
you know the fate of the 
characters. 

THE CHARACTERS IN the 
book, whether good or bad, talk 
and act like real people. The 
language is rough, but honest. 
The reader always knows what 
a character means when he 
says something. 

Overall 'Salem's Lot is a 
very well-written, moctern, 
horror story. It is terrifying in 
an interesting kind of way. If 
you like a good scare this book 
will give you that and more. 

81 graduate ·early 
BY CHERYL BECKWITH the commencement exercise attent10n to them until · they're 

and Michelle is undecided. not around you anymore," said 
EIGHTY-ONE STUDENTS EVERY GRADUATE WILL Sue. 

LEFT OLCHS at the close of the have things they'll miss at Pa~ty's reply was, "I'm going 
first semester ; these were the OLCHS depending on the to miss gettmg up at the crack 
total number of January person. :,I don't know what I'm of da~n, walking a mqe_ to 
graduates. . , . going to miss because when school Just to. get ~ere or_i bm~ 

St':1dents with all their you're around things day after a~d most o~ all I m gomg to 
reqwrements met at the end of day you don't pay any special miss strugglmg the day of hard, 
the first semester in thei~ senior l o · o o e O br~al wwk." O O O ._ 
year have the option of 
graduating early or continuing 
on until June. 

Why these students want to 
graduate early varies from 
person to person. 1'1 was going 
to start Moraine, but I missed 
the deadline so I'm going to look 
for a full time job. I plan on 
starting Moraine next June, 
hoping to start my Pharmacist 
career," said senior Patty 
Coontz. 

~ Fourth Annual Student 

D 
FLORIDA TRIP 

. aytona Beach 
THE IDEA APPEALED to 

me, getting out six months 
, early. I plan on getting a full 
time job," commented Sue 

~. April 7-17 (10 nights-9 days) I 

Hanzie. 
Another early graduate 

Michelle Massett said, "I'm 
starting a full time job as a 
paYfoll clerk as soon as ·y am 
out. I haten't done anything this 
entire semester anyhow." 

After a senior gradua.tes 
early, they still have the 

Bus & Hotel: $190 
Plane & Hotel:. $297 

Open 'to all students-I eacher sponsored 
Call 974-4238 For Resv. or Info. 

priviledge of returning at the , Write : Don Murphy 
end of the year for the For more inf O 25 Cour Masson , 
graduation ceremonies .. Both ,,.. Palos Hills , Ill . 60464 
Sue and Pattv are returnmg for -...-~--.. ------9C----"'° __ .__.,._~ .. 

While Donna's soft bread 
sandwich melted in her mouth, I 
sawed. She was drooling over 
the dessert menu when I finally 
hit plate. 

"I deserve an award for this. 
I'm really proud of myself." 

Donna gave me a standing 
ovation. The waitress behind 
her almost landed on the next 
table when Donna stood up and 
drove the chair into her knees . 
Another weird look. 

"IS EVARYTHING OKAY 
over here?" she asked. 

"Donna wants her dessert," I 
said. , 

"Oh, I see. You can sit down 
now, Donna." She glanced at 
my plate. "My, you're a slow 
eater." 

"WELL, IT'S A hard sand-

wich to get down." 
"Yeah, it's really big, but 

most people plow right through 
it." 

"I suppose you don't have any 
handy," I said. 

"ANY WHAT?" she asked. 
"Plows." 
Donna's creamy cheesecake 

arrived about the same time I 
was wrapping my French bread 
in a napkin. Like Hansel and 
Gretal we would break one 
piece up and leave a trail in 
case we got lost. The other piece 
could be used to beat off 
muggers . 

WE WERE STILL outsiders 
when we_left. That's why we 
needed the bread. After all, if 
you ·can't beat 'em, join 'em. 
Well, we tried to beat 'em. 

Bleeding Hearts 

No - fault Wrangler's 

Washington Dee Cee's 

Discount Prices! 
Guy'~ & Gals's JEWELRY 
South Peacock Alley 

Ford City Shopping Center: 

PROUDLY PRES ENTS1' FOR YOUR 

SKAT ING AND LISTENING PLEASUR E 

LIVE ROCK MUSIC 

BY THE FABULOUS 

SATURDAY'- FEBRUARY 19,1977 

FROM ,\': IJII P.ilf. TIU. 11:.W P .. lf. 

DOORS OPhX .- 1 T 7:/5 P.M. 

ROLLER WHEELS ROLLER RINK 

13360 S. CICERO, CRESTWOOD 

389- 5300 

A DMISSION : $2.50 lt'J ADVANCE 

53 .00 AT DOOR 

SKA TE RENTA L SO. 75 

(ALL PATRONS MUST HAVE SKATES) 

ONLY 600 TICKETS WI LL BE SOLD 
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FUture Bob-Greene? 
' ,; 

"WHADDA YOU GUYS 
want?;' asked the guard 
standing at the desk in the lobby 
of the Sun-Times building. 

"My name is Jeff Jedlicka 
and this is Dan Pady. We write 
for the Oak Lawn Community 
High School newspaper, the 
SPARTANITE, and Bob Greene 
said we could come in today and 
talk to him." Bob Greene didn't 
really say we could come today, 
but then again., the less this guy 
knew, the better. 

"Wait, I'll call up to his desk 
first. This is a bad time to come, 
you know, 'cause a lot of these 
people are out to lunch," the. 
guard said, " ... . and being 
reporters, they're always 
running in and out of here for 
stories and all." 

HE PICKED UP the phone 
and called upstairs to try and 
find the whereabouts of Bob 
Greene. Ah yes, Bob Greene, 
columnist, author and my idol. 
He's up there somewhere on the 
4th floor, in his tailor-fitted suit, 
sitting behind his gold 
typewriter, looking out over 
Chicago, a 36-24-36 secretary 
under each arm, and the lobby 
guard on his phone bugging him 
with two snot-nosed high school 
kids who he probably doesn't 
even want to be bugged with 
any-

"-He's not at his desk now, 
but you can go up to the 4th floor 
and talk to the secretary by the 
door in front of the Editorial 
Room. Maybe she knows where 
he is." 

"Whadda you guys want?" 
asked the secretary by the door 
in front of the Editorial Room . I 
explained the whole situation to 
her, and when Elton John wrote 
"The Bitch is Back," he 
probably had her in mind. 

"HE'S IN CONJ"ERENCE 
right now, and he'll probably be 
out to lunch after that," she 
said, " .... I would call back in an 
hour or so, and don't go wan
dering around where you don't 
belong, and don't try to find 
him ." · 

After walking away, I 
promptly decided to go wan
dering around the building and 
Dan reluctantly agreed. We 
came across a cafeteria on one 
of the floors cleverly called 
"The Masthead." 

"Come on let 's eat in here, 
maybe Greene's here or 
someone like Ann Landers, 
Mike Royko, or Marshall Field 
on their lunch hour ." 

" No Jeff, lets get outta here, 
we're not supposed to be up 
here. " 

"We'll tell anyone who asks ' 
that we're copyboys." 

" No, Jeff." 
DAN DOESN'T HAVE much 

of a spirit for adventure. 
"Whadda you guys want," 

asked the cook as we stood in 
line in a greasy spoon 
restaurant on State Street. Dan 
and I decided to bum around the 
Loop, periodically calling 
Greenes' desk to find out when 
he'd be back. 

"I'll have the 'Super-Spice 
• Dog' with everything on it, the 

'Far-Out Fries', and a banana 
shake," I said. 

"I'LL HA VE A hamburger 
and a coke," Dan said. 

Dan doesn't have much of a 
spirit for adventure. 

We kept calling Greene's desk 
and he was still out, so we 
walke_d around the Loop, 
browsmg through all those little 
specialty stores, "Specialties" 
of knives, sawed-off shotguns, 
pornographic literature and 
stuff, stereos. 

"WHADDA YOU GUYS 
want?" asked the clerk behind 
the counter of a small store that 
had clocks, guns, clothes all the 
way to porno books. 

"Nothing special, we're just 
looking for something in the 
way of a birthday present for 
his mother," I said, as I pointed 
an accusing finger towards 
Dan. The guy gave me a weird 
look. I suppose not many people 
came in there looking for a 
birthday present for their 
mother. So what, I was going to 
have a little fun. 
., "Does your Mom speak 
French?," I asked Dan as I 
leafed through a magazine with 
pictures of people in positions 
that resembled pretzels. 

"NO JEFF, SHE doesn't." 
"You want knives, we got 

knives," said the clerk, as his 
mouth spread in a grin 
revealing about four gold teeth. 
He was standing behind a 
counter containing more knives 
than I had ever seen before. 

"You want switchblades, we 
got switchblades," the clerk 
said as he stood under a sign 
saying WE DON 'T SELL 
SWITCHBLADES. 

I WAS LOOKING at glasses 
that had a foxy chicks' picture · 
on it. When you poured the drink 
in , the temperature of the 
beverage would make her 
doth es disappear . 

"Hey Dan, why don't you get 
your Mom a new coffee cup?" 

"Ha, ha, Jeff, Ha , ha, ha," 
Dan said, glaring at me. 

A COUPLE OF hours later, 
and after about 15 unsuccesful 
phone calls to try and find 
Greenes' whereabouts, we 
returned to the Sun-Times 
building. By now I was getting 
mad about the whole thing. 

"I'm just going to walk up 

there, they can take the "ap
pointment" stuff and use it for a 
suppository. You can come with 
or you can stay here," I said to 
Dan. "I want to talk to Bob 
Greene. Who does he think he 
is? Is he so special?" 

"Yeah, I think he is," Dan 
wise-cracked. 

"AFTER BRAGGING to 
everyone, we gotta talk to him ." 

"What do you mean, 'we' , 
Dan replied. Leave it to a friend 
to desert you when you need 
them the most. 

"Well I'm going to do it, with 
or without you," I said as we 
walked across the Chicago 
River. The Sun-Times building 
loomed ahead of us . 

BUT AS WE reached a pay 
phone just outside of the Sun
Times building I copped-out and 
pulled out another 20 cents. 

"Hey, tough guy, I thought 
you were going to walk right up 
there and ... " 

"Shut up, Dan." I said as I 
poked two dimes in the phone. 

''SUN-TIMES." 
"Could I have the City Desk 

please?" (Ringing) 
"City desk." 
"IS BOB GREENE in? 

(Ringing) 
'' ... . Greene.'' 
"Hi, Mr. Greene. This is Jeff 

Jedlicka , Yeah, You remem
ber! ? .... Well, I just happened to 
be downtown today and thought 
that you would be able to talk to 
us for a .. . Well .... We're on State 
Street now .. .. 1:30? Great ... 15 
minutes will be fine .... Great.. ... 
Bye!" 

"WHY DID 'YOU tell him we 
were at State Street when we're 
right in front of the building 
and .... " 

I glared at Dan with my fists 
clenched, and steam was 
coming off the top of my head in 

Jeff 
Jedlicka 

read for 15 minutes?" Dan said. 
"Now why didn't I think of 

that," I replied. 
I STARTED TO read Bob 

Greenes' column. It ran on the 
front page, aqd was about an 
interview over the phone that 
Greene had with Idi Amin, a 
bloodthirsty dictator of the 
African country, Uganda. 
Greene had just picked up the_ 
phone and called Amin over
seas, right from his desk. He 
said in his article how he 
couldn't believe that he could 
pick up his phone and get ahold 
of someone like Idi Amin. (I 
could relate with that. I couldn't 
believe that I could pick up the 
phone that day in school and get 
ahold of someone like Bob 
Greene) . 

It was 1 :25. 
"Come on Dan. lets get up 

there, we want to be on time." 
"What do you mean 'we' Dan 

replied again as he stared at one 
of the secretaries or recep
tionists, or whatever, who had 
enormous, uh, who was 
physically well endowed. 

"DAN, WHA'I,: ARE you nuts? 
What's more important, that or 
Bob Greene?" 

Dan looked at me. Dan looked 
at her. Dan slowly got up and 
followed me to the elevator 
mumbling and cursing under 
his breath. I swear that kid's got 
no will power. 

I started humming "The 
Bitch is Back" as we got off on 

the 4th floor and walked down 
the hall to the secretary by the 
door in front of the editorial 

. room. 
"YOU-GUYS WANT to talk to 

Bob Greene, right?" 
"Yes." I had thought of a lot 

of other good answers but had 
settled with that one. 

"I'll see. if he's in," she said 
and walked away in the 
direction of the city room. When 
she returned she had a grin on 
her face. 

"HE'S NOT AT his desk" 
she said. I felt like belting th~t 
grin right off her puss. 

" .. .. But he said he'd talk to us 
at 1:30." 

"Well, I wouldn't worry," she 
replied, " .. .. Some of the guys 
said he just stepped out for a 
minute. You can sit here and 
wait," she said motioning to 
some chairs next to her desk. 
She sat down and werit back to 
work. 

I SAT DOWN, and Dan 
hesitated, "Jeff I gotta go to 
the washroom." 

I swear that kid's got no will 
power. 

'. 'Down the hall, to the right," , 
said the secretary by the door in 
front of the editorial room after 
we inquired to the whereabouts 
of the john. 

AS WE WALKED into the 
empty washroom Dan started 
cracking a bunch of dumb jokes 
about how funqv it cron\')age 9 

continue . 

Open To All Students 

Oak Lawn's 
Easter Trip 

April 7, 1977-9 Days 
Los Angeles - 2 Days 
Waikiki - 5 Days 
Maui - 2 Days 

$489 INCL!Jl)ES: 
AIR FARE, FLOWER LEI 
GREEING, TRANSFERS AND 
BAGGAGE HANDLING, 
TRIPLE OCCUPANCY AC
COMMODATIONS, SIGHT
SEEING ON EACH ISLAND 
AND LOS ANGELES, TAXES 
AND TIPS FOR THE ABOVE', 
BUS TRANSPORTATION 
BETWEEN WORLD TRA VE. 
MART AND O'HARE 
ACCIDENT 'INSURANCE. 

the brisk, below zero weather. Reservations must be in our office with a $50 deposit "'y December 
"Oh," Dan said. " IT WAS 1 : 15 and we had 15 1. Final payment will be due by February 15. Cancellation up to 45 

minutes to kill. We went into the days prior to departure - $20 cancellation charge. Cancellation 
lobby and I sat down and between 45 days and departure time is assessed a $50 cancellation 
started reading that days issue fee. ,No refund for no-shows. Stud~nts may participate on a 
of the Sun-Times. volunl¥}' basis. (This is not a school sponsored trip and the 

"Why don, t we sit here and lisiicihiooi1i·iassiiuimieisinioiiriesipoiinisiibiiliityiiiioiriiiliilia•b•iiiliiiityiii.ii) iiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiii.l 
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Bob Greene 
Continued from p~ge 8 

see and meet all the Sun-Times 
celebrities or someone like 
Marshall Field while standing 
over the urinals . 

" I can see it now. All these 
big-name reporters get their 
only chance to read their stories 
while they're sitting in the 
stalls," Dan said bursting into 
laughter. I did the same until I 
noticed that Jhe supposedly 
empty john was not e-mpty. A 
pair of feet shifted under one of 
the stalls. I stopped laughing 
abruptly. 

"What's the matter? Don't 
you think it would be funny, 
making a big deal out of talking 
to Bob Greene and finally 
meeting him in the john?" Dan 
said, continuing to giggle. Dan 
looked at me and noticed that I 
wasn't laughing. He followed 
my eyes to the pair of feet un
derneath the stall . Dan shot out 
of the washroom like his pants 
were on fire , and I followed. 
"JESUS, YOU DON'T think 

that was him in there, do you? 
After all they said he stepped 
out for a minute, maybe it was 
to the john," said Dan whose 
face had turned to a sick
looking red from em
barrassment, no doubt. Now it 
was my turn to burst into 
laughter. 

We went back down to the end 
of the hall and sat in the chairs 
next to the editorial room 
secretary . A few moments 
later, it happened. 

Bob Greene strolled in. I stood 
up, and Dan just stood there and 
stared. Greene wasn't wearing 
a tailor-fitted suit, he didn't 
have a 36-24-36 secretary under 
each arm. As a matter of fact, 
he looked - normal. He had a 
pair of faded levis and a sport 
shirt, open at the neck, and his 
sleeves were rolled up. 

"What can I do for you 
guys?" 

I made introductions and 
shook hands with him. Dan just 
stood there and gaped, as if in a 
trance. 

"We just wanted to ask you a 
few questions, Mr. Greene." 

He directed Dan and I to a 
small conference room off the 
side of the hall. We went in and 
sat in leather chairs, facing 
Greene across a long con
ference table. 

"I bet that call to Idi Amin 
cost a fortune. Who pays for 
it?" 

"Yeah, that's the first thing 
my editors asked me, 'Who's 
going to pay for this telephone 
call? '" Greene replied. 

" Is · it really true, you just 
picked up the phone and called 
there?" 

"Yeah, it is. I could hardly 
believe it myself. " 

I still felt pretty uneasy 
talking to this guy. I looked over 
towards Dan, hoping he'd ask 

· some questions. But he just sat 
there, in his trance, staring at 
Greene with his mouth open. I 
thought he was going to start 
drooling. I kicked him under the 
table, hoping he'd snap out of it, 
but he still showed no signs of 
emotion. 

"Do you ever get any hassle 
from your editors about the 
stuff you write? Do you write 
what you want, or do you take 
assignments from your editors? 

"No, I don't get any hassle at 
all, really. They give me ideas 

sometimes, but if i don't like the 
idea, I don't use it. If something 
doesn't interest me, how can it 
interest my readers?" Green 
said. 

Da'n's droll started to drip 
down his lower lip. 

"Mr. Greene, you write quite 
a few stories about weird new 
fads and novelties, like your 

before he left to go back to his 
desk. He told me, among other 
things, that he had originally 
planned to be a professional 
tennis player when he was in 
high school, but " .. .I realized I 
wasn't going to get rich hitting a 
ball 24 hours a day. I threw my 
tennis racket away ten years 
ago." 

When Dan and I left the Sun
stories on edible underwear, the Times building I felt ten feet 
s tory about T-shirts , and life taller. I met Bob Greene, and 
size dummies. A lot of people darn it, I'm going to have my 
believe that you don't try to own column in the "Sun-Times" 
promote these items but that some day. I'll continue in his 
you're trying to promote 'Bob footsteps when his hands are 
Greene .' You were selling old, wrinkled, riddled with 
'Johnny Deadline: Reporter' T- arthritis so bad that he can't 
shirts in your column on T- type up the next days column. 
shirts, (Johnny Deadline: I'll write about life size dum
Reporter, is one of Bob mies of myself too. 
Greene's books.) You appeared We got in Dan's car and took 
in a picture with a life-size off at 40 mph. We ripped 

Mr. Bill Hill and senior Dee Sidock dance to the music of Johnny 
Star and the Meteors, who performed during lunch periods in the 
cafeteria on January 14, for the Senior class' 50's activities. 

Hill SO's Dance • reviews 
dummy of yo'ijrself next to your through two stop lights before I STUDENTS - STROLLED, Contests were held during the 
story about the company that asked Dan why he was driving BUNNY - HOPPED, j it- band's breaks Saturday night. 
makes dummies to look like the more maniacal than usual. terbugged and twisted to the With a white tee-shirt, tight blue 
buyer. Is it true that you're just " I've got a swim meet at 3 music of Johnny Star and the jeans, white socks and a pair of 
trying to feed your ego?" p.m." Meteors Friday, Jan. 14 during shades, Jim Dunning won best 

"No, I don't think so at all. I It was ten minutes to three. I all lunch periods and Saturday greaser . Dancing to " The 
do it all humorously, but a lot of buckled my seat belt, sat back night, Jan. 15 in the Auditorium Peppermint Twist" three times, 
people don't think so," Greene and said a prayer. Gym. Anne Maziorka and Bob Pavic 
replied. won the dance contest. 

"Yeah, I know. There are a Freshman Nancy Dunning 
lot of readers who can't stand A c Tl O N. and junior Mark Schulthies won 
you. But I really like the way best dressed couple. Acting as a 
you just go ahead and print a'· gang, the Pythons captured the 
the bad letters you get. As far, best original costume, this 
the 'Dummies' and 'T-shirti. group included Mike Lepper, 
go, I'll bet you get a lot of calL· Bill Lancaster, Bob James, Don 
from people hoping you'll writ, BY RENE SUCH Kozak , Joe Pettinato , Kee 
about their new product, don' Murray, Larry Yodelis, Ray 
you?" "Why is it so cold in here?" "I can't even think straight I'm so McCormick , Mike Lehmann 

"Yeah, I do get a lot. of calls cold!", "Why don't they ttn-~ on the heat? ". ' and Larry Clark. . . 
from novelty_ companies. But These complaints have been heard around OLCHS a lot since Contest and _door prizes m-
~hat one mormn~ wh~n I walked the cold spell of the century hit. Some classrooms haven't been eluded four $3 _gifts, four albums 
m and saw ~h~t hfe-size ~m;~ occupied because of the cold conditions, and coats have been worn and concert tickets . _ 
?f myself sittmg at my es ' to those that are occupied despite the cold. . THE SENIOR CLASS Ad 
Just couldn't handle that ," , . . . . . . , v1sory Board sponsored the 
Greene replied laughingly. . Im sure the_ admm1strati,on ha~ heard about how cold 1t s been dance and made $500 in profits. 

I relaxed a little and sat back. m the s~hool ( if they haven t felt It for therr:selves)' but Dr. P~ul SCAB sponsor Mr. Bill Hill feels 
Dan kept staring at Greene with R. Davies has ~robably h~ard more t~an his share. The heatmg this was "the best dance ever in 
his eyes wide open, and showed problem ~as discussed with Dr. Davies at a recent press con- regards to no trouble or 
little signs of movement. ference with the SP}_\RTA~ITE staff. . . . problems ; it was well 

"I write stories for our school When confronted with the problem_, Dr. Davies said that a boiler organized." 
newspaper, which comes out had broken down and should be repaired by the next day. When he This 50's dance was the least 
once a month, and have enough was told, however, that the radiators in some of the rooms (in- attended, 500 tickets were sold, 
trouble coming up with story eluding the one we were in -210) had been blowing out cold air for last year 735 were sold and the 
ideas . You have to write a story at least a week, Dr. Davies was pretty surprised. year before 1,200. "There is a 
every day. Just how do you get He said he would do all he could to rectify the situation. The possibility that this may have 
your ideas? staff showed their appreciation, hoping there was something he been the last 50's dance because 

"That's one of the questions could do. Well the next day,of classes in room 210 were warmer of a lack of enthusiasm," said 
~hat peo~le ask me mos~ ofte_n. I than they had 'been in a long time. The sound of the heat hissing Mr. Hill. He feels "the 50's fad is 
Just don t know. They re Just from thP radiator was music to everyone's ears. over because very few students 
there. I don't know how to ex- and teachers dressed up." 
plain it. It's just something I-------------------------_. 
gotta do. I get paid for it, I'm~.-. .. ··•~ :,w.· -... ··• ,._.,,,.. ~~"liM>:· ..-,· -...: ·,-e-)M(,·,.-, ·:,Mt"·;,9c· _,_. ._..,. :~ ·-

~~~~~~g i~~~t/l~t ti:1i:o~1~ • Sk;;ng the Rock;es • come to me with ideas. As you A &, &, &, : . 
know, I don't have my calls f f 
screened, I take them direct. I ~ · 

:!!ryd~~-~.dreds of cans~ Breckenridge, Keystone, t 
I asked him about William' Conner and ')'.'.\,, Basin t 

Gordo_n III, a cop_yboy at the f t-'t-' , I, 

~~f;~!~~~e~~~1;'~!\fi':i0:~t!; I Ski them all with one lift ticket. : 
overnight by letting him wri~e a * ~ 

sort of "Dear Abby" advice-to- f $219 · 
~he-lov~lorn column for the. per person quad occupancy • 
inner city black male. '- , 41 

"Yeah, how do you guys like~ . ~ 
Sly?" Greene asked. " lncludt:JS. Round trip transportation via AMTRAK + Round trip tr~n- ~ 

I told him that he was a big hit I' ~ · sportation between Denver train station and your hotel + Six '-
at our school and a lot of kids. night accommodations based on quad occupancy at the Ramada & 
read "Sly" when it ran in his I' For more info see Inn, Silverthorne+ Shuttle service between the Ramada Inn and f 
column. ;.. '.!' Breckenridge Mountain, Copper Mt. , Keystone Mt. , and "A" ft 

"I don't know if I'm going t~ IMr. Sam Good. Basin + Six days ski lift tickets for use at all mountains + All J 
do a 'Sly' column anymore, ., taxes I 
Greene said," .. . They made him I $50 d · d C b 10 I 
into a star. Hews on W~ the. -DEPARTS epQS/( LJB ,8 . i 
other day, and he's Just .a I APRIL 9, 19 77 . . · ~ 
copy~y. He works over the,r;e m : This is not a school sponsored tnp and the school J 
the city room somewhere. t RETURNS ·b T l' b T ' 
G:e:'n!~.!~:fi~~ :01! ~~n~t~ i.f~~~ '.~}~ :u.:~':.:!f:.: . .:.:!~-~ Ul~ '!: -~ ,,,.., '9<.'~ 
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• Gymnastics 1n winning rol.Jti'ne 
BY CRAIG SMITH 

LED BY ALL -around per
formers Ken Tsurusaki nd Dave 
Vahl, the OLCHS varsity 
gymnastics team defeated 
Thornridge 84. 72-81.53 on Jan. 
13. 

Under the guidance of Coach 
Larry Kell, the Spartans ' 
record was upped to 6-3. They 
are 2-2 in t'!onference meets . 

Tsurusaki scored 4.71 all
around, while Vahl was close 
behind with 4.62. All-around 
scores are determined by 
averaging the competitor 's 
scores (which range from a low 
of zero to a ·high of ten) on the 
floor exercise, horse, high bar, 
parallel bars and rings . 
Tsurusaki 's high scores were 

5.75 on horse and 5.7 on the high 
bar, while Vahl scored 5.95 on 
the floor exercise and 5.7 on · 
rings 

ANOTHER VERSATILE 
TEAM member is Dave 
Tsurusaki, who performs on 
horse, high bar, parallel bars 
and rings . His high score was 
4.65 on the horse. 

Ron Scaduto, with 6.8, and 
Nick Pullia , with 5.2, turned in 
strong performances on the 
floor exercise. Scaduto's score 
was the highest single score of 
the meet. 

The trampoline team was 
greatly hurt by the loss of Steve 
Bylak, who broke an ankle, and 
Tom Dillon, who was ill. Steve 
Mission, called up from the 
sophomore team to join Scaduto 
and Vahl on tramp, turned in a 

Soph cagers 
BY RICHARD RENZ 

WITH A CONFERENCE 
record of 3-2, the sophomore 
basketball team still has a 
chance for the championship. 

OLCHS' five starters , Doug 
Fewkes, Tony Cristofano, John 
Wallace, Brian Ytterburg and 
Gary Silas , have led the 
sophomores to six victories out 
of the last seven games for an 
overall record of 13-5. Their 
only loss in that streak was a 47-
42 defeat at the hands of Reavis . 

One of the major reasons for 
OLCHS' winning streak is that 
its defense is holding most 
teams to less than 50 points a 
game. 

THE SOPHOMORES FACED 
a tough Shepard team at home 
on Jan. 22 , and won their third 
conference game 60-51. 

OLCHS led for the -Whole 
game, opening a 15-13 lead at 
the end of the first quarter. 
Turnovers by Shepard in the 
second quarter allowed the 
Spartans to widen their lead to 
31-24 at half time. 

In the third quarter, both 
teams shot poorly as OLCHS 
could only put 4 points on the 
board while Shepard added 6 to 
their score. 

IN THE FINAL eight 
minutes , both teams of hot as 

OLCHS out-scored Shepard 25 to 
21, for a final score of 60-51. 

Leading the Spartans in 
scoring were Ytterburg with 15, 
Wallace 16, Doug Fewkes 7, Ed 
Stearns 7 and Chuck Prochaska 
with 6 points . 

The Spartans lost their second 
conference game to Reavis, 47-
42, on Jan. 7 at Reavis. 

COLD SHOOTING AND 
turnovers kept the scoring 
down . Late in the second 
quarter Reavis converted some 
of OLCHS' turnovers into quick 
baskets and opened a 28-18 lead 
at half time. 

In the fourth quarter OLCHS 
cut the Reavis lead to 37-34 as 
Wallace and Cristofano scored 4 
quick points . With 4: 16 left, 
Brian Ytterburg fouled out. 
Reavis went on to win the game 
47-42. 

After the game reserve 
forward George Daly, who saw 
little action on Friday, com
mented that "For us to win 
conference we must cut down on 
our turnovers and mistakes." 

IN THE QUIGLEY South 
Holiday Tournament, OLCHS 
captured first place by 
defeating Leo 54-50. 

Before the Spartans could 
play Leo for the championship, 
they defeated St. Joseph 28-27. 
The Spartaps also had a close 
call as {hey defeated St. 

ta /Jt111-ouette 
'a SPORTS l EQUIPMENT 

'),,. Oualit¥ t11td Pe,.,11talged ~ el'llicc 

Complete Lines of Sporting Goods 
Team Outfitters - Plaques & Trophies 

School Jackets & Sweaters 

4861 W 9·5th St, 
Oak Lawn 424-5533 .., 

3206 W 63rd St, 
Chicago - 436-331 l 

creditable 2.7. 
DON THORPE $.CORED 4.65 

on rings to help seal up the 
victory. Greg Abrams turnd in 
consistent scores on high bar, 
parallel bars and rings, and 
Harry LaSalvia scored 2.4 on 
the horse. 

It takes a long time to perfect 
a gymnastics routine. Members 
of the team practice about 20 
hours per week. 

An interesting aspect of 
gymnastics is that the -gym
nasts never actually compete 
against the other team . They 
are all by themselves when it's 
time to do the routine. It's the 
age-old conflict of man vs. 
nature . 

THE GYMNASTS' SCORES 
are completely determined by 
the judges. "It's okay except 

13-5 
Laurence by 3 points, 44-41. 

Tonight the Sophomores will 
face the first place team in 
conference, as they go against 
Lincoln-Way at home at 6:15. 
They also have a home game on 
Feb. 1 against Reavis. 

when the judges aren't sure of 
what they're doing," says Ken 
Tsurusaki . 

Because he is basically 
putting on an act for the judges, 
a gymnast behaves differently 
from most athletes . "If you 
make a mistake , you try to 
cover it up," says Tsurusaki. 

Since an outward display of 
anger will cost points, a gym-

nast has to keep his cool. Many 
gymnasts have anger and 
frustration written all over their 
faces after finsihing their 
routines, but they have to keep 
it all in ; they can't let it out. 

SOPHOMORE COACH 
HOWARD Rubin's team did not 
fare as well as the varsity. 
Thornridge defeated the sophs 
51.5~.66. 

* Appro'9db'I Ill. Supt~9f Public .,_uctlon 
* NM cow• mrtlntl ._,.~,2 WNkl 
e 2 end 4 week ODUI' .. e· 11 to 11 ~L.old 
~ Homit • ..., tor 111 drMfll ...... 
• ,... "'! to *"°" to, S*mlt • Auto...,.... dilcount ~If--
• ·~It .................. II ,, .......... ~., 

'~Reserve your iob 
for fall 11 

now. 
With the Army's Delayed Entry Program, you can come down 

now and pick the job you want. And if you quality, we'll hold ,it for 
you--for up to one year, depending on the job you choose. 

Then you can relax and enjoy the summer without worrying 
about what you'll be doing when the summer is over. 

When you do come in, you'll also have a salary of $374.40 a month 
before deductions waiting for you. Plus free meals, hc>using, h~lth 
care and 30 days paid vacation. And if you'd like to try college ·while 
you're in,'we'il pay up to 75 per cent of your tuition for you. 

Call me. Army SSG· Dale Sha_rp 
, -

l 0735 S. Cicero Ave., Oak Lawn 
636-3912 

Join the people who've ioined the.Army" 
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Sports Summary 
Basketball Bowling· 

THE OLCHS JUNIOR varsity basketball team 
is off and running this year with a record of 7-3. 
Mr. Skip Sullivan, who was the Sophomore coach 
last year, now heads the junior varsity team . The 
starting lineup for the team varies from game to 
game. Scott Kallquist, Tom Murphy and Dan 
Bagus share the starting guard positions. Keith 
Vopelak and Bill Johnson are the starting fot
wards .. The center position is shared by Don 
Bodey and Bill Lillwitz. 

The leading scorer for the Spartans has been 
Kallquist. 

THE FRESHMAN BASKETBALL team has 
run their overall record to 8-6 and are presently 
4-0 in conference. 

Their sixth defeat of the season was a 32-28 loss 
to Chicago Christian, Jan. 17. A major reason for 
the OLCHS loss was that their two starting 
forwards saw little action. Mike Schulz has not 
played since Jan. 6, due to a knee injury. Greg 
Lehmann was injured in the first half, after he 
went diving for a loose ball. 

Leading coach Sam Good's freshman team in 
scoring are Lehmann, Glenn Rupich and Schulz 
with 15, 14, and 9 points average per game 
respectively. Tim Flynn and Rick Omiecinski 
are the starting guards with Bill Stermer and 
Mike Stearns also seeing some action. 

THE GIRLS VARSITY basketball team begins 
its regular season play against Stagg on Jan. 'Z'l. 

Head Coach Margaret Groth is very confident 
that her team will be ready for action. 

Team members are : Vicki Schaar, Deb Sch
meltzer, Karen Sestak, Deb Petzel, Allison 
Warner, Conni Treantafeles, Dawn Wesselhoff, 
Gail Shaw, Anne Minarik, Missy Wierzgac, Sue 
Katsenes, Lydia Kuyawa, and Janet Heintz. 

THIS YEAR THE team will be able to par
ticipate in the first IHS..A State Basketball 
Tournament. 

THE OLCUS BOWLING team is still in first 
place after taking five of six games from Sand

. burg Jan. 20. 
Keeping the Spartans ahead of second place 

Sandburg were bowlers Ed Belter, Marty Ur
banczyk, Larry Schmudde, Walter Murphy, Bob 
Spence, Mike Lynch, Dave Ulrich and Ray 
Lewis. 

Gymnas_tics 
WITH ONE MEET remaining in the season, 

the girls ' gymnastics team has a record of four 
wins and seven losses. 

The girls performed beautifully in their recent 
victory over Bloom Trails on Jan . 18. First place 

, was won by OLCHS in almost every event. In 
compulsary vaulting, Ruth Kutcharch won with 
a score of 7.45 and it was Kathy Cochrane with a 
6.45 in the optional event. On the uneven bars 
Linda LaRoque placed first in compulsary with a 
score of 7.35 and Joyce Hover won the optional 
event scoring a 7.10. Dee Sidock scored a 7.00 on 
the compulsary balance beam to win first and in· 
optional it was Michelle Scott with a 6.45. 
Breaking a school record, Pam Justus placed 
first in the compulsary floor exercise with a 
score of 9.45. 

Assistant Coach Janet Woerner is pleased with 
team. "Although we didn't win a lot of our dual 
meets, the entire team has shown definite im-
provement," she said. · 

Track 
THE OLCUS INDOOR track team opened its 

1977 season with a triangular meet at Thornton 
Field house. Thornton won the meet with 75 
points followed by OLCHS with 52 points and 

Sandburg with 25 points. 
The Spartan shot-putters, Mike Lehmann, Don 

Kozak, Ernest Trembley and Ray McCormick 
swept the event, placing 1st through 4th. 

In the running events, Rich Renz and Tim 
LaRocque took 1st and 2nd in the 2 mile run. 
Renz also placed 2nd in the mile run. Pat Daly 
set a new field house record, running the 600 yard 
dash in 1: 20.8. In the last event of the meet, the 
OLCHS mile relay team of Jeff Sizemore, Bruce 
Carney, Daly and Tim Hansen took first with a 
time of 3:46.0. 

Wrestling , 
"WE HA VE WON the last ten meets in a row, " 

says Mr. Chuck Lawson, coach of the varsity 
wrec;tling team. "We defeated such teams as 
Sandburg, Evergreen Park and Thornton." 

Jim Latanski has the most pins with an out
standing number of 13. He also has a good record 
of 18-1-1. "Latanski has set goals for himself and 
is putting forth an effort to achieve these goals ,,' 
says Coach Lawson. "He has a good chance to go 
to state." 

Coach Lawson said that juniors who are doing 
really well are Greg Ramirez, 15-6-1, Mike 
Morganthaler, 15-3 and Ken Spitzer, 14-6-2. 
Seniors are Paul Cizek, 17-4 and Gary Ramirez, 
10-2-2. 

THE SOPHOMORE WRESTLING team is also 
doing very well. They have a 11-1 record going 
into tonight's meet. 

The team placed second in an eight team 
tournament. First place winners were Glen 
Williams with a record of 13-1, Eric Miner, 13-1 
and Rich Baader, 14-Q. Second place were Karl 
Schoeneman, Doug Murphy, Tom McEntee and 
Dan Fadden. Third place were Curt Fortney, 
Chuck Sanow and Ron Grosz. 

Glen Williams won the tournament award for 
most outstanding wrestler. 

Hockey club 
(jlop·p~ ~ eOTTOm 

ties Sweden 
THE OAK LAWN Hockey 

Club has a 9-4 record. Coach 
Kimball is doing an excellent 
job considering that the team 
does not always field all of its 
players (other team com
mitments prevent 100 per cent 
attendance). But when the full 
complement of players is ready, 
the team is formidable . This is 
shown by their recent game 
against a visiting Swedish 
Hockey tea·m <UHC, 
VASTARAS hockey club). 

The game was organized by a 
parent, Mr. Bova, who is in
volved with the Saints hockey 
team (he has two sons on the 
Oak Lawn team ). At this game, 
which was held at Saints Arena 
at 7:30 Jan. 2nd, approximately 
100 spectators witnessed some 
professional hockey under the 
direction of Roy Sutton, who 
was coaching in the place of Mr. 
Kimball, who was ill. 

The two teams exchanged 
gifts before the game. The 
teams were situated on opposite 
blue lines and at a signal skated 
towards the red line where Oak 

Lawn players gave bicentennial 
patches and Sweden gave tee
shirts . · 

THE GAME WAS scoreless 
the first two periods as both 
teams displayed a cautious 
defensive approach. In the third 
period, promising freshman 
Ron Prior scored for Oak Lawn. 
It looked like that was going to 
be the game, but with five 
minutes remaining, Sweden 
scored to end the game in a tie. 

The last game was played by 
Oak Lawn against St. Francis. 
The score was Oak Lawn 21, 
S.F. O (sounds like a football 
score). The game, as the score 
indicated, was dominated by 
Oak Lawn. Shot,s on goal were 
70 to 12 in 'favor of Oak Lawn. 

Leading scorer for Oak Lawn 
was Gary VerSchave, 11 points. 
Others scoring were Bob 
Kimball, Joe Dvornik, John , 
Brissman, Ron Prior, Mike 
Boudreau, Dave Schmeltzer, 
Rich Illkanic and Augie Bova. 
The goalies didn't have too 
many shots on goal , but the 
shots they had were good ones. 

t[fi:::-TOPS IN STYLES * -BOTTOMS IN PRICEI 
1!!!~r WRANGlER JEANS 
1( . 399 1395 :J\~ from to 
:i==--------:i~~l WRANGLER & LEE 
\Ir oENIM JACKETs· 
?J 995 1395 

.::~==== to 

;:!f,l trt::K:ttt:ir,rt'It:t:rt''ti'''::t:t?:t:t/t:tm:;J; 
Now for the Ladies .. featuring · 

Lady Lee & Lady Wrangler 

Ir' M:::;:\;fa:~:=ii'n tt t L,"J. ! { I 
1J · from 6 to 9 l -· \ . · !JI 
\!!I PRIME CUT JEANS ( ' . ' If 

I 1295& 1395 , ! . ~ 
::::# Lower Level }) 
f \ Peacock Alley - North Corner }~ 

}f . . Beneath Turnstyle 735-1133 }! 
. :~~;:::.:::::::::~::~;~:;:.:::::::;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;;;:;:::;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;::.:;.:::;:;:;:;:;::~:·:·:·:·:·:·::~::·:·:·:·:·:·::.:,;,:~:·:·:·:·:·:::;:;:·:·:·:·:·:;::;::·:·:·:·:·:·:..;::::·:·:·: ·:·:·::.;.::·:·:·:·:·:·:::;::~: 
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. 
Oak Lawn 

Spartanite 
Varsity, soph swimmers , 

Orts 
undefea-ted in conference 

Fall to 4th 

BY ROSE BAKER 

BOTH THE VARSITY and 
sophomore swim teams post 
perfect conference records 
after a double victory over 
Bremen on Jan. 20, in their last 
home meet of the season. 

Varsity cagers 3-3 
conference play • 1n 

BY RICHARD RENZ 

WITH A CONFERENCE 
record of 3-3, the Varsity 
basketball team 's chance for 
the conference title seems dim . 
With losses to Sandburg, T.F . 
South and Bremen; OLCHS fell 
into fourth place in the SICA 
West Conference. 

Leading the conference is 
Sandburg, who is undefeated, 
followed by Bremen with 1 
conference loss and T.F.South, 
with 2 conference defeats. 

OLCHS played its first home 
game since Dec. 18 last Friday 
and only has three more home 
games left. Assistant Coach 
Skip Sullivan commented, 
"This home stand will give us a 
chance to prove ourselves." The 
Spartans will face Lincoln-Way 
and Reavis at home before 
traveling to Sandburg. 

THE SPARTANS HAVE been 
getting steady play out of their 
starting five, consisting of Steve 
Saylor, Walt Loomis, Bill 
Lillwitz, Steve Strenk and Scott 
Kallquist. Sophomore Bill 
Johnson has also been doing a 

good job offensively for the 
Spartans. 

On Parents Night, held on 
Jan. 21, OLCHS defe3ted 
Sheoard 58-55 . The Spartans 
scored on the opening tip-off 
and were never behind from
there on. At the end of the first 
quarter the score was 16-10, and 
by half time OLCHS opened its 
lead to 31-25. • 

In the third quarter the two 
teams played almost to a stand
off as OLCHS scored 13 points 
and Shepard put 12 points on the 
board for a 44-37 OLCHS lead. 

IN THE FINAL eight minutes 
of play Strenk scored 4 quick 
points to open an 11 point lead. 
Then Shepard tried to make a 
run at the Spartans as they 
outscored them 18 to 14, but fell 
short at the buzzer, 58-55. 

The Spartans lost their second 
conference game. of the season 
as they traveled to T.F.South on 
Jan. 8. It took two overtimes 
and a last second shot by 
T.F .South to pull out a narrow 
66-64 victory. 

Both teams enjoyed good 
outside s.hooting throughout the 

Steve Saylor setting up the OLCUS offense during their 58-55 vic
tor~ over Shepard.(Staff photo by Wayne Macha) 

game. At half time OLCHS held 
a narrow margin of 30-28. 

THE SPARTANS HAD their 
troubles in the second half as 
T.F.Souths' tying basket came 
with only 2 seconds left in 
regulation time, to even the 
score at 58 all . 

In the second overtime, with 
OLCHS leading 64-62, Strenk fell 
short on two consecutive one on 
ones. Later Lillwitz missed an 
easy lay-up. With O: 30 
remaining, Scott Kallquist went 
downcourt on a breakaway lay
up, but he slipped and Jost the 
ball to T.F.South, who con
verted it into the tying basket at 
64 all. 

OLCHS got the ball back, with 
O: 08 remaining, under their own 
basket. The Spartans inbounded 
lli,e ball to Saylor, who then 
tried to pass inside to Loomis. 
One of Souths' guards in
tercepted the pass and threw it 
down court to guard Al Surdell, 
who laid it up at the buzzer for a 
66-64 victory. 

ON JAN. 7, the Spartans 
traveled to Reavis looking to 
avenge their earlier Joss. 
OLCHS got their revenge with a 
56-45 win. 

The SpartanJ; dominated the 
whole game as they jumped out 
to a 14-10 lead at the end of the 
first quarter. Hot outside 
shooting increased OLCHS' lead· 
to 27-22 at half time. Leading the 
Spartans in scoring were 
Lillwitz and Kallquist with 11 
and 6 points respectively. 

In the third quarter the -
Spartans made 75 per cent of 
their shots as they dominated 
the quarter and opened a 13 
point lead. Lillwitz had to leave 
the game in the quarter due to 4 
personal fouls. 

DURING THE FOURTH 
quarter OLCHS kept up its good, 
outside shooting and opened a 21 
point margin at 53-32 . Reavis 
started to cut into the OLCHS 
lead when Coach Scaduto put in 
his reserves, but it was too late, 
as OLCHS won 56-45 . 

Leading scorers for the 
Spartans were Lillwitz 17, 
Saylor 16, and Kallquist with 9 
points. 

In the Oak Lawn Varsity 
Holida;,1 Tournament (held at 
H.L.Richards High School) the 

ispartans took third place. 
TONIGHT THE SPARTANS 

will face Lincoln-Way at home 
and will then face Reavis, also 
at home, on Feb. 1. 

After placing first in only two 
events, the varsity swimmers 
were trailing at the end of the 
first half by a score of 36-42. 

Steve Yukel led off the second 
half by _placing first in the 100 
yd. butterfly. Mike Reilly and 
Shawn Flynn put the Spartans 
in the lead by coming in first 
and second respectively in the 
next event, the 100 yd. freestyle . 

BREMEN SWIMMERS 
TOOK first, third and fourth 
plac~s in the 500 S,d freestyle , 
puttmg OLCHS down by four 
points. 

Placing first, third and fourth 
in the 100 yd . . backstroke were 
Mike Miller, Dan Pady and Jim · 
Javorski respectively, which 
tied the meet at 71-11. 

Bremen pulled ahead again 
by winning first, third and fifth 
places in the 100 yd. breast 
stroke. 

OLCHS swimmers winning 
medals were Yukel, third place, 
200 yd. freestyle; second place, 
100 yd. freestyle ; second place, 
400 yd . free relay; Steve 
Doylida, third place, diving ; 
Traynor, second place, 500 yd. 
freestyle ; second place, 400 yd. 
free relay ; Miller, third place, 
100 yd. backstroke ; Reilly, 
second place, 400 yd. free relay; 
Kruse, second place, 400 yd. 
free relay. 

Ribbons were awarded to 
Traynor, fourth place, 200 yd. 
freestyle ; Kruse, fourth place, 
200 yd. individual medley ; 
fourth place, 200 yd. medley 
relay; Miller, sixth place, 200 
yd. medley relay ; fourth place, 
200 yd. individual medley; Dave 
Peleckis, fourth place, diving ; 
Pady, fourth place, 100 yd. 
backstroke ; Greg Bresnahan, 
fourth place, 200 yd. medley 
relay; Reilly, fifth place, 50 yd. 
freestyle; fourth place, 200 yd. 
medley relay. 

THE OUTCOME OF the meet 
was .left up to the swimmers in 
the last event, the 400 yd. free 
relay. The team of Mark 
Traynor, Flynn, Reilly and "I.T'S JUST AN ideal team " 
Yukel placed first and coming said Varsity Coach Ve;n 
in third were Jamie Bordoshuk, Scarpelli . " They work hard and 
Jerry Peterson, John Olson and they're consdentious. I guess 
Dan Pady, putting the Spartans the reason for their success is 
ahead by two points to beat that they eat, drink and sleep 
Bremen for the first time in 15 swimming." 
years, by a score of 87-85. The sophomore team now 

The sophomores had a much holds a 9-4 record. Their most 
easier time defeating their recent victories were over T.F. 
opponents. They were in the North, 46-37; Hillcrest, 105-57; 
lead the entire meet and won by T.F.South, 91-77 . 
a comfortable score of 102-60. The team swam in the Reavis 

Kevin Burke, Bill Anicich, Sophomore Invitational on Jan. 
Bob Shields, and Rob Cummins 22. The sophomores ranked 
led the victory with a first place third against Lockport Central, 
in the 200 yd. medley relay. .Stagg, Argo, Reavis and T.F . 

FIRST AND SECOND places North. 
were won by John Kerrigan and OLCUS SWIMMERS WIN
Jim Klinger respectively in the NING ribbons were Kerrigan, 
200 yd. freestyle. The 200 yd. fourth place, 200 yd. freestyl~; 
individual medley was won by second place, 500 yd. freestyle; 
Bob Shields. third place, 400 yd. free relay; 

OLCHS swept the next event, Klinger, fifth place, 200 yd. 
the 50 yd. freestyle, with Kevin freestyle; fifth place, 100 yd. 
Burke placing first; Bill Pazda, butterfuly; third place, 400 yd. 
second; Karl Krout, third. free relay; Shields, fourth 

First places were won in the place, 200 yd. individual 
second half of the meet by medley; sixth place, 100 yd. 
Shields, 100 yd. butterfly; butterfly; fourth place, 200 yd. 
Klinger, . 100 yd. freestyle; medley relay; Bill Sorensen, 
Kerrigan, 500 yd. freestyle; sixth place, 200 yd. individual 
Anicich, 100 yd. backstroke and medley; Doylida, first place, 
the 400 free relay team of diving; Todd Martin, fifth 
Kerrigan-, Klinger, Anicich and place, 100 yd. butterfly; Mike 
Pazda. DiMartino, fi(th place, 500 yd. 
THE VARSITY SWIMMERS' freestyle; Burke, first place, 100 
overall record now stands at 11_ yd. backstroke; fourth place, 
l-1. 200 yd. medley relay; Anicich 

The Green Wave traveled to fourth place, 200 yd. medley 
H'll relay; third place, 100 yd. 

I crest on Jan. 11 to recejve backstroke ; third place, 400 yd. 
their only defeat of the season. 
It was a close meet, with free relay~ Cummins, fourth 
OLCHS in control of the lead all place, 200 yd. medley relay; 
f f 

Pazda, thi d place, 400 yd. free 
o the irst half and most of the I second. The final score was re ay. 
Hillcrest 87, OLCHS 85. Coach P_aul Sanderson . ~!so 

Two school records were - brought his freshmen sw1m
broken in this meet: The 1.59_1 mers to the Dow~ers_ Grove 
record for the 200 yd. fi eestyle South Freshman Inv1tabona~ on 
set by Gus Hartigan in 1972 was Jan., 15. OLCHS_ placed nmth 
broken by Yukel who swam a out ?f. the t~elve schools that 
1.57 .5. Traynor broke his record participated m the meet. 
for the 5po yd. freestyle again. The only freshman winning a 
The new record is 5.21.9. ribbon for an individual event 

ON SATURDAY, JAN. 8 the was Klinger placing sixth in the 
team swam in the Morton East 200 yd. freestyle and fourth in 
High School Varsity In- the 100 yd. freestyle . The free 
vitational. The six schools that relay team of Klinger, Cum
participated (in order or" their mins, Pazda and Bill Hom
final places) were Morton West, mema placed fifth with a time 
OLCHS, Downers Grove South, of 4.25.327, breaking the school 
Morton East, Stagg and Argo. freshman record for the event. 
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Valentine's

Birdman, I love you.

Mouth, Drink 1', EI Greco--
lIappy Valentine' Day!
Moon Maid

Pro e,
Th song you sing plays on my

station!
Radio

Ft·b. II, 1977

John-boy, lIappy Valenline's
Day!

Amazon

J B.--
Sorry aboul your (accident>.
Jim

Carole and Dav ,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Bob and lonna

GRP---
Happy Valcntinie's Day!
Piggy-Wiggy

Mr. Leary:
Fear nOI your leam is here!

The volleyball bounced in
second, but we'll come in first!

Love, urt, Donna, Dawn,
harilyn, K n, Mike, Tom, Jim,

Tami and Michelle

Augle,
Happy Valentine's Day
K:Jrpn

Brandy,
Hope you and Vic 'git razy'
Buzzin.

To OLCH 'iris' Voll yball
Team,

Thanks for th five day.
Thanks for letting me share in
one of the greatest moments
Oak Lawn has ever had.

ONGRAT LATIONS. Love
to all of you, M rge.

The hell. Good luck with
Jeff.

Endounce.

Quk--
Woll, sh finally asked!

Congra tula lions!
Dec and Extemp I

TilE SPARTA ITE

First'L'
Happy Val nUne's Day
I Love You
Last 'L'

Scott Price,
Do you Fr nch?
Love, ???????

Steve,
You're a Swe theart!
Love, Kay

Rick,
Happy V-Day!
Nancy

Pte,
I still love you! Happy V-Day!

ancy

Penny Man Will trike!

Blue Beard is MI E!

Karen
Excuse m
Ri h

Where is my Girl tonight?

This c1assifi d ad doe n't
make sense!

Flour,
I'm ready for conf l' nce,

hope you'll be there.
Taco Lover

,

Happ.y

WANTED: Guys
for
Junior Girls! ! !

Rick,
B my Valentine-You know
Your T.B.

Dave,
Be my Val nline!
Love,
Daf

Ed,
You're still the one!
Love, Rose

"Grothie" and "urm the
Worm"-

We're next at state
GVBB

urly,
I like you bunches & bunches.
Love, Fuzz

Tommy,
I love you!
Mickey

To Mr. Ston & 6th P riod
Chemistry

Happy Valentin's Day, you
nuts'

From Laurie

Bug ye -
I love you very much!
Rabl'

'heryl.
I really do like your shirt &

you.
Tom

he is not red;
he is not blu ;

I know that sh 's happy,
And everything's cool.
The Little Mailman
of Bayberry Lan

.K.,
RoBritannia! -~\'

From Boring

Loyal Swim Fan,
)ur Last V-Day as T. S. Next

V-Day I won't be S. but you'll
still be T. Will think of YOU while
I'm away. Love you Camaro.

Dec. 12

Yuk,
Happy Valentin's Day--
and tie your strings lighter,
Squint

Can you get m a coke? 16
cents please.

Try 1643, you'll love it!
The Captain

My irl, my love to you
alway. Your Man.

Juliet and Romeo,
Happy 2nd on th 27th
toe

A trauska ,
A bit nippy outsidC', Isn't it?

D-zel (Pea),
You know, if we g t stuck in

the snow, we won'l hav to .....

4th period, Room 15,
All you English trippers 

don't get lost in the fog, 01'
chaps!

Late vi itOI'.

D.B
Ki lawk-tom?
Tom-bo

lion,
I wear 10 (;od. what a drag,

you know what I mean?
- W. I. Paul and MIT

Long Live Qu n.

Babyfac ,
I love you.

neeky Gre n Eyes

'Huff' Son
Ratatouille forever!!!! (And

quil following me around' )

(;an. )'11 love you always,
Cherie

Walt 1', I don't hate you.

Iley GG 7529,
That's not what you said last

night! Be stoogl'y!
yuk, yuk.

Rai in,
Let's s ... what cla should

w try to get out of n xt?
Tomato

eps,
Slill chewing gum? Or are you

walking now, 100'/
toe

Mv Man, You make me want
to 11ve and you make il all
worthwhile. Love you Lots,
Girl. .

/

Flowers
STYLED BY

Francis Hultgen
4823 West 95th Street

Oak Lawn, Illinois
Phone 424-2200

o
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Office Occupations works for seniors LOVE NOTES

In Concert - OLCHS
Award-winning COMBO

CONCERT &JAZZ BANDS
Feb. 24 - 8pm

JR-SR Lounge
$1.25 adult - .15 student W/10

Mik , Dry up!! Guess who

Year's

Merry Christmas!
There Craig

Sandy M.
Let's do it again.
Tony S.

D.M.
Be my Valentine.
Love,
D.P.

To my Jock
B Mine.
Lov ,
Pris

"Ye Olde Friars"-
Wh n's the ew

party?
J.E.M. & P.

reading of the minutes of the
last meeting. The business part
of the meeting was closed.

"FIVE MI TES TO sur-
vival," the title of one film was
very detailed and educational.
Again I proved my elf, I was
the only on who walked out of
the movie because I couldn't
stoma h it.

Th cad t program i offer d
to young men and women, ages
14 to 20. Young people belonging
to the group are mainly from
OLCHS and Richards High
School. but there are a few
members from hicago area
schools.

Captain Weigon was the Adult
Advisor of the group. He retir d
Jan- 14, 1977. He will be
replaced by Officer MacKey.

Drug abuse, alcoholism,
communication <how to use a
radio), fingerprinting and
firearms are a few of the many
things taught· during th
me tings. .

TRAFFIC CO TROL OF
pecialitives <parades, etc.)

are duties the group performs.
I really learned a lot about

myself and the community from
this meeting.

Groups of this nature are very
b neficial to society. It's a
shame groups like The Law
Enforcement Explpr rs aren't
more readily available to young
people. Not just in law, but
other fields of interest.

BJ:
IleaI'd any good tunes lat ly?
BA

Law enforcement
explorers

Happy Valentine's Day,
Jingle bells, Mouth, and Willy &

ompany.
Luv Ya all.
Daahling

Dawn Culbertson, Deborah
Daum, Mary Jo Daum, Sherry
Ebley, Wanda Forsythe, Susan
Gapinski, Mary Jankosky,
Mary LaMountain, andra
Pitts, Cynthia Polacek, Kathryn
Ross, Madonna Stanton,
Geralyn Thamm, Roy Vazquez,
Sue Worsham and Diane
Zoladz.

ChicI' Pct I) Officcr Den IIi, ~l:ldigan

r-.a\) I{cc'ruiting Station
10735 South l il'Cro \\cnIlC
O;i1du\\ n, Illinol' 60-lSJ
Phone 31 ~--l2-l-2099

THENA~

IT'S NOT JUSTAJOB,
IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

BY I)AW AMMEHME

In thc Navy, ajob niean' morc thanju,t a good I'a\lhel'k
II mcans the adventure of ,cc1l1g pla<:cs like t,rcl'n·. ~palll. lIawa11 Jnd

lIong Kong. It mcan, bcconllng an c\pert on c\lItlng tCl·hnll.i1
equipmcnt III our submannes, on our jels. ,Ind 111 our ,hlp'. II IIlcans
dOlllg ajob Ihal really l'ounls, wnh pcople \tho <:ount un )ou III do 11

lhc avy can gllc you tra1l1111g In morc Ihan 61l <:arccr Ilcld, I ,ilk n
ovcr wllh )"our "Ia\) recruilcr IIc'lI be Jble ((l ll'11 \ ou \\ h"l \ (lU ,'"l

quah!') for In the "'av)

AHE YO I TERE TED in
law enforcement? Want a
hance to xplor the many

br ches of law? Or are you
just concerned with your own
eivil rig ts?

The Na.,ional Association of
Law Enfol' ment Explor scan
help you. ,

The Oak I1lW1'n Police 0 pt.
and Youth Commission sponsor
a local division of the Law
t:nforcement Explor rs.

Meeting are held at the old
Cook chool building located at
Wabash and Cook Avenue, on
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.

Jan. 12, 1977, I attended on of
th meeting. Walking up the
stairs to the second floor (where
th meetings are held) I was
drowning in a stream of friendly
conversations. I was expecting
to nter a room filled with
ogr s. To my urprise the group
was friendly, attentive and
there with a purpose. A purpose
to learn.

TIII'_ltE WERE
young men and three young
women. Each in a uniform
consisting of Navy pants, a blue
shirt and a lie.

The meeting opened with the
Pledge of Allegiance. Her I
proved my intelligence, I was
the only one who couldn't
I' m mber the words.

Everyon was eated, th
secretary proceeded with

•

Other things planned for this
year include a work and
business related class, the tate
and National Busines Contest
and a banquet in May. At this
banquet the employees will
treat their employers to a
dinner and a show,

MEMBER' OF TillS years
0.0. program ar ancy
Amundson, Bonnie Bahno,
Jeane Cerny, Alan Cluver.
Sharon 01'1 tt. Cynthia osta,

Johnny H.,
Why are you 0 little?

Hockey Stars,
We all love you!
4 B's

Matt,
Won't you be my valentine?
Rosy Cheeks

Excuse me Rich!

Mike L.
I love you from afar.
Rathead

Bob Pavic,
I lov you Hinie!
Burrrrrr

Bob, Happy Valentine' Day!
ee ya tomorrow night. Love,

Pat

Hi Dave!
Love, •
Joanne

D ar M anie, at your
Alg bra v ry day,

don't twitter around.
rememb I' P-K4,
shun the brain massage,
take two chocolate cakes

before b dtime,
and call me in the morning.
POET

Madhatter,
Somehow, someday..

som where, someway, one four
three!

The White Rabbit (3-15-76)

Teddy Bear,
Happy V. Day. No matter

what you'll always be my only
teddy bear.

Love you,
Turtle
BS-Me more!

all

•

Occupations students also
participate in various activities
such as the UNI EF Drive
which was held on Nov. 3. Miss
Wagner and the 0.0. student
I' ceived thanks from UNI EF
sponsor arroll O'Conner
(Archie Bunker) for the
donation of $107.57 received
from students, faculty and
administration. The money will
b used to help poor childr n
around th world.

To the man who will always
wear the noodles in th family!

L'uv, APR

Barford, Happy 18th! Burford

Happy Birthday Sasquach!
Love and ki ses, the gang

Congatulations Kith and
J annine--Kathy

D-PTL! He'll always love
you!-J

Good luck tomorrow TuRK Y
relay!! !

Bob Z.
I (appy Valentine's Day!

me!
Love, ???????

Happy Valentine's Day,
Doc!! from your corn popping
scientists

I (umungou Iy small noodles
tonight: Apr.

Happy Valentine's Day
Sabine and Laurie
Love,
Josee

CMC
Happy V,l1entin 's Day
Love,
Jobless

Mr. Horejs,
Your the only Horsey for u
Love,
Fourth period, first semester

Mag:
Try it, you'll like it.
G.

Tina,
Three Years isn't that long.
Love,
Gary

GOV-LOVE YOL

Hank,
Sevcn-and-a-half months isn't

that long.
Love,
Terri

OFF ICE OCCUPATIO IS
one of the work programs which
is offered to tudents. The
number of student nrolled this
y ar is 22. Each student is a
senior and works at jobs such as
stenographer, typist, ac
counting clerk, bank teller,
receptioni t, general office
clerk qnd file cI rk.

The Office Occupation
Programs upervisor, Miss
Mary Wagner, and the Office

Happy Valentine's Day
Reverend, ,heep's Had, tork
& Teddy

Carol.
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Everybody has

Honors enrollment low
Steve,
I'll miss you!

Mark,
Thanks for going!

I love you babe!
Beth

John,
TE AMO!
alway Zita

John,
I love you!
Bird

Monday, although was not the
only day that the weather has
been severe. Only about one
week before there was a large
amount of snow fall, in·
conveniencing everyone who
had to come out in it, and again
the doors of OLCHS did not
close. On that day the student
parking lot remained only half
filled and the start of school had
to be held off for twenty minutes
so that there would be enough
teachers to start school. The
question now arises; why is the
weather severe enough on both
these days to close schools
fifthteen blocks away and
closer, but it is not severe
enough to close the doors of
OLCH.

IF YOU LISTEN to the
television or radio you can't
help but hear that this is the
coldest winter of the twentieth
century. That the mercury has
not gone above zero since Dec.
17, 1976.

Something should be settled
about carrying on schoo on
such days as Monday, Jan. 17.
This is something new and, no
one is actually prepared for it.
Sometimes it makes me wonder
if keeping school open on. such
terrible days is really for the
bett r or for the worse.

Winter hits hard

Don't point your fingers at
me!

Signed, Zap Kid.

Mary,
Have a nice Valentine's Day!
Love, Polski, Mrs. V. &

Wiggle

Cheryl,
I love you.
An Admirer.

... Sweetheart

Qackie,
• Happy Anniversary!

Love, B. Duck

for

•••
WINTER IS UPO us once

Pepper, Cathy again, with its cold north winds
and light amount of snow. But
this winter is much different
than the winters before hand.
This winter has brought quite a
lot of snow and severely cold
weather. Weather that none of
us are quite used to. Its sub·zero
temperatures have hampered
motorists from getting to work,
because their cars will not start.
It has caused businesses to have
cooler working conditions so
that the gas company can keep
people warm in their homes. It
has stopped people with heart
conditions and respiratory
diseases from going out and
possibly getting the things they
need. It ha caused an increase
in the amount of colds, but in-
spite of all this inconvenience it
has not closed the doors of
OLCHS.

In Monday's (Jan. 17) Sun·
Times it says that Sunday was
the coldest day in this century,
and that Montiay was not going
to be much warmer. Most area
schools clo ed because of this
weather, but not OLCHS. It was

people at Carol's open, despite the fact that the
school was cold. So cold in some
rooms that you could see your
breath when you talked. The
regular school starting time
~

a

Mike
You're a honey!
Guess who

Jeff,
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love always,
Linda

I love you, Pammy.
Eunice

Happy Valentine's Day
Love you always,
Bubble Bull

To our
Kallauge.

We think you're the greatest.
Your second-period class

Happy Birthday Debbie Jones
from

all the
locker.

Vicki Schaar,
Take this home to brother

tevie
Pretzel loves him

Fuzz,
I'm here now . thanks

waiting!
Bunches and Bunches

DA-O
Keep the faith· "RaCQuetball

Nut" .

Hate to run; hate to race
Happy Valentine's Day .

Delta Dawn and Funny Face!
Candy Lady

John,
- i love you!

Congratulations Pam and
Dave on your new arrival!

Limp.

Michael,
I love you.
Madam X

Bonk,
Hi, I'd like to get to know you

belter.
Debby

I call her 'My Love'

•__._.1

Dear Ver Schave:
We love you.
Fifth xoxox

Pepper Pam:
You're the sweetest.
Fifth hour

Babe·
Happy Birthday & Valentine's

Day.
Love Ya,
Me

Happy Valentine's Day, Mrs.
Battaiw! .' \ .

Love & Ki ses,
Mrs. Korzik

all subject areas are being
ca ncelled due to lack of
enrollment. A minimum of 18
tudents are needed for a class

to be held.
The following classes are

characterized as advanced
level courses and are subject to
cancellation.

herman Redd,
I MI S YOU
Love,
ELMER

Donna,
All in good fun

nake

Mr. Marcordes,
I love your body!
Faithful Watcher

Mike Matallano,
I got the hotsy-toties for you.
Anonymous

Joe
Be my Valentine!
Hope to see ya
Love always
Ann

Mary,
Happy Valentine's Day to my

sweetheart.
Love you,
Craig

Kelly,
Forsake Jeff and take me into

your arms. I long to be yours.
Everlastingly yours,
Arden

MEMBERS OF II are
required to take mainly college
prepatory level classes. The
members' schedules are
reviewed each semester and the
individual enrolled in classes
felt unsuitable by NH stan·
dard may have his or her
memb rship revoked.

Many upper level courses in

ocial tudies
Geography Comparative
Government
Psychology
World Problems Seminar
Economic Theory

Foreign Language

All offerings

Busines

Accounting 2

Mathematics Advanced
Algebra
Plane Geometry
Senior Math
Trigonometry
Analytical Geometry·H
Math Analysi~·H

College Algebra·H
ollege Algebra·Trigonometry-

English
Gothic Literature

reative Writing Journalistic
Writing
Expository Writing
Grammar and Usage
American and English
Literature

tudy Skills Advanced Jour
nalism
Writing for Publication
Advanced Placem nt

cieuce

Advanced Biology
hemistry

Physics
Advanced Chemistry Scientifi
cientific Instrumentation

Introduction to Anatomy and
Physiology

Chipper,
Be my Valentine!
B.P.

Becky,
Let's do it!!!
Chipper

Hey Roach,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Rocky

Ernie Trembley has a brown
nose.

Mike Lehmann has big fe t.

Dave Barker
Stop blowing in my mother's

ear.
Snake

Elmer & Sherman Redd,
Get your act togeth r! We

miss you both. -
Buzi & Bill

Be my Valentine, Pork
Love,
Chop

f/

Correction

To Jo and Sabina
Happy Valentine's Day
From Laurie

Ski
Happy Valentine's Day
Twinkie

Happy Valentine's Day, Muff

"All these classes are in
jeopardy of being cancelled. We
won't know for sure if they will
be cancelled until registration
in February," according to Ms.
Tome ki, counselor.

If you are int rested in any of
the above clas es please contact
one of the depa rtment in
structors regarding course
r qUlrements, expections, and
career possibilities

Dear Jamesy,
ZAP!! I

Mr. Simone's Hawaii Trip will be taking $50
deposits until Feb. 14 rather than Jan. 17 as printed in
the January issue.

This trip is not sponsored by the school. A



Febll"Va lentineARTAMessagesge,

In our minds
Float thoughts aching to be released-
I see them in your eyes
And you see them in mine.
Therefore, the thoughts are ours, shared.

@
o

FOR
GET

ME
NOT

SHOP

the shadow of love
is like the taste of sweet wine
upon my memory;
it walks in late afternoon,
cool velvet,
toward the dusk.
the shadow of love
is like the blush of strawberry
in a sunset sky.
this soft presence
breathes a rainbow mist
and gently takes my hand.
the shadow of love'
is like the distant song
of guitars in harmony.
a blissful, secret whisper
which dwells within the quieter things,
and is painted on a dream.

Hitheremynameis
Heyilikeyouwon't you
bemyfriendandhowis
lifewhen'syourlunchohso'sminei
thinkmysmilelovesyour
smileandmyeyesloveyoureyesand
iloveyoulovemeloveyouloveus .

patience is a virtue
monumentally difficult
to maintain-
like poetry on a harp
deprived of the final
lingering note.
and patience in love
is impossible to bear.
yet I wait.

IrnaGES

love is filled
with decoupage dreams
and rose-colored raindrops,
painted in poetry
as magical as fairy dust.
it is delicate, fragile-
a gossamer gown.
sparkling shyry
it dances on moonbeams
and shares the sweetest smiles.

8736 S. Cicero
See our Love Coupons

Toni S.
loves
Dave V.

Aunt Pat,
Happy Valentine's Day! We

love you! Love and Kisses!
The Oak Lawn Kids,
Chris, Dawn, Bryan and

Nancy

Happy Valentine's Day,
Froggy.

Love,
Tom

Goat,
I love you!
Cat

Happy Valentine's Day, Chris
Love,
Dave

Greg,
I love you!
Cin

Stick-in-the-mud and Thur
sday's Child,

Happy Valentine's Day!
Pinball Wizard and Chicken

Noodle.

J.J.
Happy Valentine's pay, you

big devil.
Love,
Slim and Rabbit

Dear Dan Biggane,
Happy Valentine and good

luck with the girls th'is year.
From T & 0

Pete Douville,
Popular you're not, but you're

a GREAT SALESMAN!!
Sue

Jim(' 'ojO) I LOVE YOU!
Guess \.ho?

Harold,
Pay up!!

ME
Stay buzzed! Love me!

Anmars Flowers
7300 S. Harlem

phone: 458-0192

Valentine Corsages
.&Flower Arrangements I

Girls'

--Karen Opitz

Tony,
Happy Valentine's Day
Love Sandy.

Rotunda,
Happy Valentine's Day
Luv Rolunda.

Pervy Tenors,
I Love You All!
Tig.

Hi Nancy,
I like you.
Chris

Beware of RL No. 158!

Diane K.
Love Always
Tony S.

John
Tell Steve I love him.
Sue

My brother Rich is great.
loving sis

Lorie
I love you?
Opie <Rock)

MAN,
REMEMBER THE THREE-

ROOM APARTMENT?
SOMEDAY!!!
LOVE,
ME

Congra tula tions
Volleyball Team.

R.A.R.

We walk together
Through the curtain of falling snow.
In our hands we hold our dreams.
As our hands touch
Our dreams are exchanged.
I hold your dreams
You hold mine.

Mr. Gumby,
My Brain Hurts!

Teddy Bear,
I wuv you!
Love, Blue Eyes.

Mickey Walsh, (cush)
I Love You!
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love Carolyn (couchy)

Herwig,
Will You be My Valentine?
Your Secret Lover.

B.B.
NOT TONIGHT!
Godiva

Mark,
Do you know what happens

when there's a full moon? The
werewolves come out.

Laura

Andrea,
Happy Valentine's Day
Love always,
John

On our lips there are words
Unspoken and anxious,
But through our kiss
We speak wordlessly.

Sasquatch,
Happy Firthday, 'Sweety'
Toe

Happy Birthday Dad and
Derwood, Mary.
At least you know it's not for Rich and GIQr

your money
Luv, Jan.

Roo,
Toe is 'Oh so proud' of you in

volleyball.
Congrats.

Sue,
I want you now.
Mark

Hey,
What am I, your nigger

slave?
George D.
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BY liE RY WORTHLE
1I0RTFELLOW

DEEP I TilE horizon th
tips of th buttes seemed to rise
from the scorching sand. The
heat of th midday sun wa
intolerable.

High atop the painted m a
wa the lonely form of Matt
Stallion. Moun d on his gold
palomino he scanned the
western edge of the vall y.
Squinting his watery ye, h
spi d a lowly moving wagon
train upon the ro ky trail.

The furnace-like air bl w no
bre z as bead of swat
trickled down his rough and
weatherbeaten fact!. Slowly he
proc ded down the face of the
me a to the rugged path below.
The h at gr w more int nse as
the surefooted beast made its
way down the slope. earby the
familiar cream of a hungry
puma alarmed the horse.
Bolting furiously the hor
threw Mall into the prickly
n dl s of chola. An anguish d
Cry of agony was heaved by the
stri k n cowpoke. By this tim
the horse had galloped into the
distance.

Matt lay in the thicket only to
discover the worst was yet to
come.

WITII A PHAINED back
and an indescribable thir t,
Matt lay und r the mercil ss
rays of the sun. nknown to
Matt, a hungry diamond back
wound its way toward its
haples victim. Mom nts lat r,
Matt's body jerked from the
shock of the snake's fang
sinking into his expo ed fie h.
Seizing a rock, Matt snash d the
vermin' kull. But to no avail.
The Poi on began to take it
toll.

Beneath the rock thrived a
family of c ntipedes and scor
pions all of which attacked the
defen eless cowboy without
mercy.

Hours passed and all emed
lost. The afternnon sun was
unbearable. The sun was so hot
that Matt was sweating less and
less. He wa dehydrating.

But in his dying stupor. h
made out the faint outline of
three figures approaching him.
In a final attempt, he tried to
form the work "help." But it
was no use. aliva formed at his
tongue' edge and spilled to th
scorching sand below. II
black d out.

"IIEY. J A ....LOOK at
dee e." A fat sweaty Mexican
bandit stood over the near
lifele s body of Matt tallion.

"Ees he dead?"
" o. But he will be oon."
The fat on knell down before

Mall and grunted in approval.
Drops of weat fell from th
huge black mustache onto the
crusty fa ce of the dy ing
cowpok

"IIEY, GHI GO. W KE up,
hi"
Matt ould not answ r. H

could only twitch hi eyes
lightly.
"Hey, Hombre, you dying,

you know dat?" a inister mil
spread acros his piggish face.
"We could help you. W could
put you out of your mi ery, eh?
But dal would be murd r 0 I
tell you what we do, I will let

you leeve ef you g eve me your
mawnee."

The bandit's pudgy hand
reached into Matt's vest and
removed the few pe os he has.

"TIIA 'YOli MY fren', we
hope you geet better." The
desperado guffawed as they
left Matt behind.

The afternoon sun began its
retreat behind the plateau. The
velvet sky of night was upon the
land. With it, th beasts of the
night began their prowl. Mall
still breathed, but ver faintly.

The dusk had brought the
cold. emptine s of the desert.
Matt lay prostrat in th sand
His head was plant d har hly
against a rock.

HOLLOW WI D swept
through th ba rren gulch.
Tumbleweed roll d aimles Iy
about the m sa. Matt re ted.

He was weary. SIck and cold.
A pain of monumental
magnitude throbbed away in hi
head. To add to his already
hopeless situalton, a tarantula
silently crept up on Matt. Mall
could do nothing but await the
inevitable. And it happened.
After successfully biting Matt,
it scurried back to its lair.

Matt fell asl ep as best as
could. But the pain kept him

onscious. Throughout the.
night, harsh, frigid winds
whipped him almost the point of
nurnbess. He was sick to his
tomach but he~cbUldn't muster

the strength to th?ow up. His
head reeled in a ny as his
vision fad d. Y t h" endured.

A TilE 'IGIIT continu d.
he found him elf ictim to a
vampire bat. lowly, ilently, it
sucked the v ry blood from
Matt's veins. It finally fluttered
off leaving Matt till weaker. In
the distanc Matt ould hear th
lonely crie of the coyotes.
Would he never find peace?
Probably not.

Matt awoke the next morning
ffom the intense heat of the sun.
On the horizon, h could make
out the steady clopping of a
wagon train. But h could not
answer.

His burning throat struggled
to release a word but it was so
low, so silent that it was below a
whisper. Matt rais d his head to
see if he could pot the train.
But instead, his watery eyes
focused on the prodicious jaw
of a mammoth gila monster.
This was it, or so it eemed. But
ju t as the gaping jaws
prepared to clamp down on
Matt's arm, an arrow plunged
Into the lizard' back, killing it
instantly. A Mall turned hi
head. the rocky I dge above was
filled with Apa h braves
preparing to slaughter the
wagon train below. :oon the sky
above him wa full of arrow,'
aimed at him Within seconds
his body took on the charac
teristics of a pin cushion.
Arrows by th dozens impaled
his pitiful body But Matt till
lived. The thru ting arrows
finally forced Matt's limp body
over the side of the mesa. He
rolled end ov r nd until h
reached the bottom.

WIIOOPS ..\1\1) S,\ V,\(;..:
screams eeh(wd throughout th
vall y as a multitude of
bJood'tilirsty Indians swept
down upon th unsu pecting
pttlprs
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Matt was again uncon cious.
His body lay in the path of the
marauding savag s' horses.
Th very earth hook with fury
unbound as Mall' body
bounced between the thun
dering hooves of th horSes. The
nearby wagons drew into the
traditional circle while flaming
arrows ignited the canvasses.

creams of torment inundated
the gulch as women were
thrown from the wagons by
gunfire. Th onslaught con
tinued as the Apach warmed
th dooomed wagons. The on-
laught continu d a the

Apa hes swarmed th doomed
wagon Mall wa oblivious to
the carnage.

Then, a woman rushed out
and dragged Mall into a wagon
in th midst of th pan
demonium. he plae d him face
down between some crates and
made her way to the wagon
head. Just then, a flaming
arrow ripp d through her chest,
throwing her b fore the ru hing
whe Is of the wagon. The joll of
the wagon rolling over her
waken d the badluck cowboy.

o one steered the wagon as it
haded for Rockbottom anyon.

MATT CO LD OT move.
The arrows in his back pinned
him to the floorboard . Even
now the boiling wagon was
head d for a sheer 1,000 ft. drop.
Matt was helpl ss.

Mall clawed hi way to the
front of the wagon only to watch
hims If plummet over the dge.
Wracked with pain beyond
belief, Matt gra ped for his life
at the headboard. lie recoiled in
horror a the wagon drew
nearer the jagged ro ks below.
The wag~n spun pr cariously

Emilv,
What' is your real Identity?
D.

Kurt ( urt> never could spell
it right! Well

Happy Valentin' Day-
anyway!

Ho es are red,
Violets are blue
Ilappy Val nlin s
Jkck. Daf, and Lu I

Irs "B"

downward and dashed again t
the hug ston that protruded
and br a hed the water. Matt
wa thrown clear of the wreck
and land d in the icy flow of the
rapids. Th current carried him
downstream wher hi body
crashed again t the bank in
bone-cracking agony. After
flound ring in the calmer
waters, Mall washed up on the
muddy shore and settled in the
dirt. Still he breathed.

WilE 1\1 TT AWOKE
AGAI ,h was on the back of a
hor e with a noose around hi
neck that wa looped around the
branch of an oak. Below him
wa a vigilant group from the
nearby town.

"Finally came to, did ya?
Well. It ain't no nevermind
'cause we're fixin' ta hang ya,"
aid the bri -t1y sheriff.
They read off the charge . It

was appar ntly a cas of
mi tak n identity. They ac
cused Matt of murd ring a local
odbu t r whose body was

found thr e mile from Matt.
But ing a how they couldn't
find anyon else to hang. they
figured a dying man wa th
best to hang.

POWERLESS TO STOP
them, Mall just losed his eyes
and b gan to cry. Just as th
rope wa bing tied around the
tree, Mall breathed his last and
lowly lumped over th hor
e.... d ad. The venom, th

arrow" th thirst, the hung r.
th avages and the nurnerou
other mi fortunes had finally
taken th ir toll

A hi body toppled to th
ground, the sheriff grimaced
and aid. "Some men just can't
take beIn , hung."

Mary la('hala ha a brown
nose

Hru('e.
WWWWW
Kar

Sue,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Bill

O·Henry!
Don't (,'all us, we'll ('all
B ours forever!
Your {,\dl>rl~ women

Feb. It, t977

LOVE NOTES
Greg,
I lov you!
ylvia

Wayne,
I love you and glad I'm back!
Julie

Jim,
Love always!
Janet

Pettinato,
What' my nam 'I

Hoa h clip,
Happy Valentin ' Day!
Love, Wilt

Dear V relen.
Love
Ken

To my hon y on Valentine's
Day-not a minute of lhe day
goes by when ('m not thinking of
my lif togeth r with you.

Love you, Joanne

•Monkey,
Love to my Favorit

Valentine.
Puppy.

Jocy,
I wish I would'v listened to

liP".
I still I ve you anyway.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Judy.

Bob,
I wish w 'ould top fighting

because,
- I Love'You'

D b.

Lynda,
Be' cool, stay alive because
I Lov You!
Dave.

Mike Matalliono,
You're foxy!

ick,
You have a fin body!

Tom,
Hav a I (appy Valentll1e's

Da, I

Love ya, gu S5 who?
lary Beth

Gary & EVl',
Happy Val ntinc's Day and
Happy Anniversary!
Hence.

Prostitut ,
Happy Anniversary!
Darling. I love you.
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Valentine Wishes

trik , you'rTony, Thr
out.

John,
Take off your socks!

K v,
You'r a I' ally we t guy
You've h Ip d me Ihrough a

lot!
Jlappy Birthday!
Love always, Kathy

We love you Quarry.
Lov ,
Bananas, Flirts, & Bunny

D--YOU'RE UGLY!
....you're welcome.-R

Hello Gl n,
From Chris

Worsham, Hairy L gs and
Dom forever.

Bananano e & eymour

being together

Hey Muscle ,
Come an' gel me!
Spider-walcher

Bowl 0 Earl Anlhony.
\\

Wolf,
Slay away from mufflers.
SSS nake

Pinball Wizard,
didididit didit! didididit didah

didahdahdit didahdahit dah
didahdah didididah didah
didahdidit dit dahdit dah didit
dahdit dit dididit. •

Lemon Drop

I love the volleyball team-
you're great!

unice

To Vel' len, Vickt, Bunny,
Kim, Mary & Paula--

You're the only one for me.
K n

Rose, AHE YOl' CHAZY'! ~ Mike,
Jean Miss always

with you.
Love you!
~'K't

To my dedicat deaf tria
aides.

Love & Kisse ,
W. C.

Ilappy Valentine's

To a very pecial guy,
Bananas and mushrooms you

love so well,
You'r my Val ntin candy,

so sweet and swell.
Lots of x's and o's.
Love,
Kris

Mr. Horej ,
Happy Valentine' Day!
Th Photo Club

My hy crazy Pat,
Happy Val ntine's Day,

w etheart.
Lov ,
Ilarml s'

I loW' you, Ruthi
Y Ilow Toad

Doug and Dina:
Put your gla ses on!

Happy Val ntin 's Day!
Happy Anniversary!
Lov you with all my heart!
Luv,
Brat

Happy Valentine's Day, inko
and Padr a.

Lov , Skimp and himp

o ar Mono,
Happy Val ntine' Day.
Lov ,
Sw eti

Moth rball-
You're still cool.

Witowski, Have you eaten
breakfa t yet? An interested
int Ilectual

First 'L' Happy Valentine's
Day! I Lov You Last 'L'

The e things I leave to you,
Gary:

A' bleeding heart: a doubl 
decker carousel: a walk
t~rou'gh Timrs quare; hot,
~lery red gates: th v of
Judgment: the whit rob of
et rnal purity.

Happy Val nline's D
B b

ay,
a y!

Outlaw and Pi d Pip 1',

. W.e love you--Happy Val 'n·
tIne s Day!

88's, Bookworm and Lemon
Drop

Diane,
Ilappy Birthday,
From the girls in lun h.

H.J., I wish to you all thr
s~~kers you can at f inoc says
hI. Happy Valentine's Day!

I love you. Love.
Punk

To Mrlanie·
You silly 1'-0

Sue

I Lech you a lot!
Your crel admirer.

1'00: I think I'v got it back.
Mayb it' I' nt d--I haven't
decid d. MAl TAIN? .

Pit I'

To: (' 2, lim, Patches, Li'l
o viI, and oh yeah, indy!
Happy Val ntine's nay!

From: Cel, Rabbit, GREAT
Nl':RD. and oh yeah, athy

Dino: Ke p cool and have
fun! Aaaaaaaaaaaay! Fonz.
P. . Happy V-nay.

Love, Cathy B.

nave: Yes, I am afraid of
coll ge, hut you will h my
mother.

Love, Spa Cad t

Header,
nless the little mailman i

read another story, ther won't
be a V-PI'S nt for you!

V ry inter t d

W.
W W.: Be mine.

Fuzz: Looking Good.
Windy

Corny: Love ya.
Susie

St vie: Miss ya.
Barb

Twizzle: You're fantastic.
Slicks

Slinky: You'r magnific nt!
Gumhall

Gang: tay together.
Bugsy

!':verybody: Happy Valen
tine's Day! .

Therese,
I think you'r swt'el.
A Friend

Dopey,
I Luv U with all my heart
Jayne

To the Ga Phantom.
With love,
A.K.

The girl with the Red
Houmele loves the nut at Oak.

Peggy,
You're my Iitt! swerthearl.

Call oon.
Dopey

r
Sticky Lady and arrot Top,
Get your a I together and

show up for work.
We HAVE work 10 do!
B&K

Dear Max and George. Hope
you have fun at the Jazz
Festival f<'eb, 12. Happy
Val ntine's Day. Love, Mertle
and Prysilla

GEortGETTE, REALLY
MI. SING YO ! HAPPY
VALE '1'1 E'S DAY. LOVE
GEORGE '

,Happy Valentine's Day to:
(,arne L., Linda D., Rich 1'.,
(.uy M., Sherri B., JoAnne A.
and Greg B. Love, Jane

Hich. You'll always be in my
hart Pleasr b my Valentine
FOHE\'EH. Lov , Me

Rag Doll and Good Arch
Happy Valrntinc's Dav! '
III1's, Lemon Drop,' Book·

worm. Pinball Wizard and
Chicken oodle.

Dork. I want your bodv
Wop . .

You're a doll. Pammy!
Eunice .

Esor--I really like you hair!
Larry

Steve,
Je t'aime avec tout mon

coeur.
Prggy

Bill: B mine or I .
Phantom

To the library staff: Happy
Val nline's Day from Brian
Bpnder

Cheryl, lelanie and Sweet
Pea; MAII\'TAI Sue

WALLS OF AMEICA BITE
BACK! '
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state•In

OLCHS
volleyball
2nd

OLCUS all·conference spiker Michelle Wierzgac
holdin~ the girls' volleyball team second place
trophy. The team had returned to the school
moments before from Bloomington, Illinois
where the state tournament had been held. An

The OLCHS volleyball team gives Coach June VerSchave a stan
ding ovation as she is introduced by uperintendent Harold Wilt
shire. Coach Ver chave's team had won districts, sectional.
super-sectionals, state quarterfinals semifinals and had lost in the
tate finals to place second.

The OLCn 'girls' volleyball team is mobbed by well-wishers and
escort of several fire engines met the team bus at friend on its return to the school from the state tournament at
the edge of Oak Lawn, and at the school itself a Bloomington, IIIlnoi .
crowd in excess of 300 met the team. <Staff
photo by Donna Dean)

Sparklplug, You get my
motor running.

Patty

Honey, Luv ya nwre.
ue

Fut Tut:
Leaf presents "The Four Who

Dared to Park" or "I Could've
Cried All Night."

To Jill and Wendy,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Grandpa and Donna

Hey Bob!
Hi! Happy Valentine's Day!

See you-
Me

Flour,
Happy month! Hope there

will be many more! The last two
presents I gave are not as
meaningful a the one you're
going to get. Don't forget about
March 11.

Fi h Back.

Psycho-Ceps,
How's the red punch?
P.S. Happy New Year!

Rows, Rows, Row , Anyone
for a Rows?

Me

To my past, my present and
future.

Wonder Women

Dear Rob,
Thank you, 143.
Love, Judy

Hello, Meatheaa.
Flowers

Geri, give up Pud-Ilove you.

Danny-boy

Brownie--
I dig your sound.
Dizzy

Love is for fools.



Blood drive aims
for 665 pint quota

Senior Rich Pluhar donating blood during the Jan. Blood Drive.
(Staff photo by Wayne Macha>

The next blood drive will be
held on March 29. Donors must
be 17 years of age or older
weight at least 110 pounds, and
should not eat fatty foods or
dairy products four hours
before donating or consume
alcohol beverages 12 hours
prior to giving blood. The State
of Illinois does not requir a
parent's signature for those
students who donate blood, but
the school asks that they do
receive parental p rmi sions
before donating. Persons with a
cold or flu, or a medical history
of cancer, hepatitis, heart
conditions, diabet s, syphilis or
malaria may not donate blood.
For those who have donated
blood, th y must wait at least
eight weeks before donating
again.

blood samples and in general a
physical examination to
determine if they are eligible.
Fifteen people were rejected
and could not give blood during
January's blood program.

PREVIOU LY, THE BLOOD
donor program was h Id twice a
year in which there was a
greater number of students who
participated. This year, even
though there are not as many
tudents donating at each drive,

the increas in the number of
driv from twice a year to
monthly, should make up for the
difference in the amount of
blood donated. Having the
program every month instead
of twice a year also helps the
hospital, which can now count
on receiving new supplies of
blood more often.

Feb. 16, 1977

donors goes directly to Christ
Hospital for processing and use
in the hospital's facilities. They
can handle up to 50 - 60 pints of
blood at each blood drive which
amounts to 665 pints for the
year, the goal they are trying to
reach. About half of the blood
used at Christ Hospital mon
thly, comes from the blood
program at OLCHS.

According to Mr. Dom Frigo,
one of the coordinators of the
program, "This is a good in
centive for students to help
people and one of the best and
easiest ways possible."

Since everyone cannot give
blood, each person is screened
by taking their blood pressure,

members donated. These
statistics show a decrease in the
number of people who are
donating blood each month.

FOR THE PEOPLE who
donate, in addition to helping
others, the blood drive provides
a blood replacement program
for the students, staff and
families who donate. If they or a
member of their family needs
blood at any time it will be
available, free of charge, to
them. For example, if a
student's parent needed 19 pints
of blood, he would receive it free
because the student had
donated blood in one of the
drives.

All of the blood collected from
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BY DO G MACLEA

THE BLOOD DRIVE for the
month of January at OLCHS
was successful in collecting
approximately 33 pints of blood
which will be used in treatment
at Christ Hospital.

The student organizations at
OLCHS are the sponsors and
Christ Hospital Blood Bank
coordinates the program.

For the blood drive of Jan. 26,
1977, 31 students, one staff
member and one parent
donated blood. On the Dec. 14,
1976 drive, 44 tudents, four
staff members and one parent
donated. On Nov. 23, 47
students, and eight staff

plans extended 'programs
BY MARY E. HOR

DO MO T • T DE TS know
the whereabouts of room 219,
what goes on inside of it, or even
that it exists? Probably not. In
its third year of existence at
OL H ,the tudent ervice
Bureau still remains relatively
unknown to many up
per lassm n, as well as
sophomores and freshmen who
haven't had a much of an
opportunity to find out about it.

Mr. Greg Godar Irading a
values clarification exercise
for studrnts.

ituated at the top of the first
blue stairway at the south end of
the second floor, just around the
corner from the driver's
education classroom, the

tudent ervice Bureau is a
very busy organization, ac
cording to director Mr. Greg
Godar, even though though it
does appear a bit secluded. He
would like to have more space
and be able to reach more of the
students and faculty with the
bureau's programs, as already
the general reaction of those
who have come in contact with
the bureau is favorable.

This year marks the third in a
eries of p er counselor-peer

lead I' training programs, two
of which were h ld last year.
Workshop are held on various
aturdays from 9:30 a.m. to 3

p.m. at the YM A Barn in Blue
Island, in cooperation with
tudent and bureau directors

from Morgan Park and
Eisenhowcr high schools, and
p rsonnel from the Barn.
Follow-up meetings are held on
Wednesday during lunch
p riods in the Student rvice
Bureau office, the purpose of
which are to join pI' vious
program mcmb rs with new
members to r vi w ex rcis s
and principles of value

larification, communication
and problem olving.

TilE FU 'DAME TAL
GOAL of peer counselor-peer
leader training is to make
students aware of the things
that are important to them
(values), how these affect
decisions, behavior and com
munication, and how specific
methods of communication are
more effective in solving
problems and improving their
relations with friends, parents,
teachers, and others.

Anyone interested in learning
more about the peer counselor
peer leader training program
and perhaps joining next year's
program can stop by th bureau
office and talk to Mr. Godar.
One of the office aides will sign
persons up for a short interview
if he i n't ther . This year it was
discovered that the interview
proc s was b neficial to in
suring a certain degree of
commitlment from members in
attendance of meetings and
r asonable parlicipation in the
exercise. and discussion Ideal
memb rs are undcrclassmen
who can pass on the information
learned to friend , thus getting
more people involved, and who
can work with the bureau in th
next years as office aides and-or

aides for training groups.
Mr. Godar and a committee of

students who were a part of the
peer counselor-peer leader
program last year are working
on plans for values and com
munications mini-workshops to
be held during study halls, an
idea which is met with much
enthusiasm by the members
who have volunteered to lead
such groups. The plans are not
definite yet as some problems
still encountered are space and
efficiency. Other op rations to
be continued are the career
workshops for juniors-several
peer leaders worked w~th

counselor to present In
formation on how to choose a
career or job, a peer leader
training program for next year
and the op n house held on
Fridays in the bureau office.

1\1 CII I FORMATIO 0
relevant topics is also available
in the Student Service Bureau
offi e, including pamphlets on
drug abus , its effects, how to
get h Ip for yours If or friends
and information on dangerous
additives recently found in
various drugs in thc area. Also
thcr are several booklet on
birth control and sexual hang
up common to teen .

Most pamphlets are free for

the taking; no questions will be
asked, though some of the
booklets, if taken out of the
office, need to be returned the
next day. Literature on laws
and teens' rights under certain
circumstances, and various
community services in Oak
Lawn and outlying areas is
available, including hot lines to
call for emergency problems,
volunte I' placement, rap
sessions, and trips for teens
sponsored by the YMCA.

Counseling is avaHable by
appointm nt in the office for
any type of problem whether
it's boyfriend, girlfriend,
parents, teachers or a feeling
of just plain helplessness. Mr.
Godar is a certified social
worker. All a person needs to do
is walk in, introduce himself
and ask for an appointment; if
Godar isn't busy at the moment,
he may talk with the person
right away, otherwise he will
make arrangements to talk as
soon as possible. Those who feel
they don't want to talk to Mr.
Godar might like to talk to one
of the office aides, who are
trained to Ii ten to problems,
help focus on one aspect that
can be dealt with immediately
and help examine some
alternatives for action.

Latanski wrestles to state
Story on page 12
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Th Illinois Stat cholarship and the Basic Eduational Op-
portunity Grant (BEOG) applications for the 1977-78 school year
may be obtained from any of the counselor's offices.

Illinois Institute of Technology is holding free workshops for
tudents int rested in engineering on Feb. 26. Mar. 5, 12, 19 and 26

at lIT's Engineering I building. 10 W. 32nd Sl. To I' gister,
telephone (312) 567-3192.

The Mu eum of Science and Industry is ho ting the "Hispanic
Festival of the Arts" Apr. 13-24. This program will be compris d
of th at I' program ,art exhibits by local representatives from 20
Latin-American nation'. Admission to the festival is free.

Class AA North Chicago High School etting up for the evening performance at the Hllh Annual
ak Lawn Jazz Festival aturday. Feb. 5 at OLCII, . taff Photo by Wayne Macha.

A Teacher's Institute day is scheduled for March 7. There will
be no school for students.

School hosts festival

The Muscular Dystrophy Association is searching for school
groups or organizations to participate in their 1977 Shamrocks
Against Dy trophy crusade, scheduled for Mar. 11, 12 and 13. For
information write to 332 S. Michigan Ave. or telephone (312) 427
0551.

traveling trophy. The awards
were based on points awarded
for sightreading at the
ev ning's performance.

The Best of Festival award
w nt to Rolling Meadows High

chool for outstanding
sightreading ability. The
traveling trophy awarded by
th Oak Lawn Band Parents
Association w nt to Hinsdale

ntral High choo\.
BE T OF LA AAA award

went to IIinsdale ntral High
chool. Be t of lass AA award

went to Champaign entral
High School. B st of Class A
award w nt to II rscher High
School.

Th outstanding Combo
award was won by Downers
Grove outh High School. The
vocal jazz comp tition was won
by Maltoon High chool. Wilson
Junior High S hool of DecatoI',
ledy by Bill D throw, won the
Best of Cia s in the junior high
chool category.

Mr. Kenneth T. Kisnter,
OL II Music Department
Chairman and Band Director
served as chairman for the
festival, h felt it "was a suc
c ss in more ways than one, it
was an artistic success."

Writ : Don Murphy
25 our M s on
Palos Hills. Ill. 60464

For more info

High School. led by Len King,
played "Cuban Fire uite."

In Class AA (enrollment of
801-16(0)- Champaign entral
High School, led by am
Licocci, performed "Ap-
proaching the Speed of ound."

orth Chicago. led by Rogers N.
Brown, performed "Faran
dole. "

In Class A (Jess than 800
enrollment)-Hersch I' High
School, led by Dal F. Hopper,
performed "Tall oUon."
Northwestern High School, led
by Bernie Polter, perform d
"Love for Sale."

IN COMBO, DOWNERS
Grove South High School, led by
R. Janousek performed
"Butterfly." Mattoon High
School provided the vocal jazz,
led by Gene A. Prange, they
performed "Zip-A-Dee-Doo
Dah," "Opus One" and
"Chiapas. "

The bands app aring in th
evening session were selected
by points achieved for their
performance in the day's
events. Class AAA, lass AA
and Class A Jazz Bands com
peted for Best of Class trophies
and the Best of F stival

Fourth Annual Student
~ D FLORIDA TRIP

aytonaBeach
April 7-17 (10 oights-9 days)

Bus & Hotel: $190
Plane & Hotel: $29

Open to all students-Teaeher sponsored
Call 974-4238 For Resy. or lofo.

OLCHS...and all that jazz
OVER 100 ILLINOIS high

chool and junior high school
jazz ensembles competed in the
18th Annual Oak Lawn Jazz
Fe tival held at OLCHS on
'aturday, F b. 5, 1977.

Sponsoring the Festival
vents were the Oak Lawn Band

Parents Association, Lyon
Healy Music Company and
OLCH.

Aft rth day competition, the
University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire Jazz Ensemble, featured
soloist Mr. Dominic Spera,
trump tel' and jazz composer.
Mr. Spera is presently assistant
professor of music, teaching
trumpet and jazz ensemble. The
Eau-Claire Jazz Ensemble was
recently selected as the out
standing jazz ensemble at the
University of Notre Dame
College Jazz Festival and the
Elmhurst ollege Jazz Festival.

FEAT RED IN THE
EVENI G PROGRAM WERE
Class AAA (enrollment over
16(0)- Barrington High School,
led by Dave Hans, who played
"La Fiesta." Hinsdale Central
High School, led by Walter
Nechoda, who played "Chump

hange." Rolling Meadows ....IHHI ...._O'-IHHI------~

MARKS BR()S.
.JEWELERS. SINCE '895

YORKH)WN.' VI R(;RH PLAZA

PROMISE
DIAMOND RING
14K. WHITE OR YELLOW GOLD

$24.95

To the best swim
team ever!!!
Love ya always

Management

To world's
greatest...
we've had a
lot of fun!!!

The three of us

HI YA ROB! BUZI

AMN Patrick Lyons, a 1976 OLCHS graduate and a recent
graduate of the Air Force's Technical Training Center will be
visiting OL H to answer any questions interested students may
have about the Air Force. For more information, visit the U AF
R cruiting Offi at 10735 S. icero in Oak Lawn or telephone 425
4922.

Mr. Jaslow ki, We love your
bald head!! L HS Girls

Bill, Have a nice day! Luv,
ME

lar, For om one who can't
dance you really can move!
Bra!! !

Ver-Burg, You dance funny!
Dudley

(CLASSIFI EDS)

ongrats Oak Lawn Swim
Team, Varsity and Soph, on a
truly uper Year!!

Thanks to all Swim Timers.
W couldn't do it without you!!

Coach

Bugeyes, The score is tied, so
you better get to work and fast.
I love you, Babe

Cindy A, Don't forget to drop
by you forgot your change.
Love. The Boys

Bill Baad I' has a brown no e
in Analyl.

Bernice, I want your body!!!
You know who!

Dino, Happy fyr. 8mo. an
niv I' ary sw etheart,
Remember that I'll always love
you. Love Vania (3-1o-n)
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Honors enrollment correction

students at OLCHS

Special education

AFTER LOSI G FOR the second time to undefeated Shepard,
the OLCHS chess team is in third place with a 3-3 record.

The team, coached by Mr. Bob Dominiak, has beaten Reavis,
Eisenhower and Richards. The only other defeat came at the
hands of second-place Evergreen Park.

Individuals winning against Shepard Feb. 15 wer Craig Smith
on board one, Mike Domico on board four and Mike Heiy on !><lard
eight.

Till':: WI P SilEO Smith's record on board one to 5-1 and 105
points, second highest in the division. Heiy's record was lifted to a
perfect 5-0 with 48 points. Domico is now 3-2 with 42 points.

Other OLCHS players who have compiled winning records are
Brian B nder, with 4-2 on board two for 72 points; Glenn Rosen
berg, with 4-2 on boards four and five for 54 points and y Morong,
with 4-2 for 53 points. Morong's four wins were consecutive.

OLCHS demolished Richards and Eisenhower, winning seven of
eight boards from each school. Beating Richards Feb. 8 w re
Smith, B nder, Rosenberg, Morong, Heiy, Ken Libert and Rich
Pluhar. Defeating Eisenhower Feb. 1 were Smith, Bender,
Domico, Rosenberg, Morong, Heiy and Dan harleston.

OLCBS LOST TO Evergreen Park Jan. 25 as Smith and Bender
lost on boards one and two. Winners for OLCHS were Morong,
Heiy and Venetia Vladish.

urt 'Hara, radio speaker for the OLCHS forensic team,
placed third at sectional competition Feb. 12 at Proviso West. He
was the only team member to compete at state-level comp tition
held at Bradley University Feb. 18 and 19.

O'Hara missed qualifying for the final round at Bradley by two
point . He placed ighth overall.

The team finished in fourth place at District comp tition, with
five m mbers advancing to sectionals. The five member w r
Donna Dean, first place, extemporan ous peaking, Tami Ito
first, origin oratory, Kurt O'Hara second radio, radio sp aking,
Mik Kolod j, s cond, humorous int rpr talion and Sharilyn
Harm S ond. .pros reading

Forensics

Team
Reports

Chess

approved by his parents.
The committee is composed

of Ms. Cindy Mooney, chool
psychologist; Ms. Linda
Ragsdale, social worker; Mr.
Dominic Frigo, administrative
assistant; Mrs. hris Polito, co
chairman of the Scr ening and
Evaluating committee; and
teachers Mr. Don Leach, M .
Gerry Zemla and Ms. Margo
Rife and nurse Mrs. Lillian
Marino who acts as consultant
on medical problems.

OLCHS ALSO OFFER
supportive ervices to LRP
students from the school
psychologist, speech therapist
and social worker, working
jointly in the Learning
Resource Program.

"There is a big difference in
students involved in p cial
Ed., and those who are slow
learners or are simply un
concerned with school and their
grades," said Mrs. Polito.

average to above average
ability or they are not con
sidered capable for the
progr~m here at OLCHS.
Students having below average
ability are enrolled in a similar
program at Evergreen Park
H.S.

LRP T DENTS BECOME
eligible if they've had previous
difficulties in their regular
cla srooms. According to Mrs.
Chris Polito, LRP tutor, the
studen having difficulty is
referred by his teacher to his
counselor. The counselor and
teacher review the abilities ~nd

educational achievements of
the student and refer him to the
Screening and Evaluating
committee.

The committee reviews the
information and gathers ad
ditional data to make recom
mendations to the student and
his family. All program
recommendations must be

OLCHS HA TUDENT
enrolled in a Special Education
program, more commonly
referrep to as the Learning
Resource Program. (LRPl.

The LRP provides in
dividualized programs to im
prove skills of students with
difficulty in learning. Essen
tially the goal of LRP is to build
up skills of these students so
they are able to function in a
normal classroom setting.

Students in the LRP at
OLCHS are classified as having
leaming disabilities and
educational handicaps. More
serious disabilities are behavior
problems, impaired vision or
hearing, mental impairment
and physical handicaps.
Students having the e
disabilities are not capable of
functioning at OL HS and are
likely to function more easily in
a special school. However,
students in LRP must have

The "Honors enrollment low"
story in the Feb. 11 issue of the

partanitt' reported that NHS
members were required to take
certain courses, they are
recommended, not required to
take those classes.

Also, some of the following
classes, are characterized as
advance level courses and
subject to cancellation due to
low enrollment.

Social tudie
Geography Comparative
Government
Psychology
World Problems Seminar
Economic Theory

Mathematics
Ad va need Algebra
Plane Geometry

nior Math
Trigonometry
Analytical Geometry-H
Math Analysis-H
ollege Algebra-H
olleg Algebra-Trigonometry-

cience
Advanced Biology

hemistry
Physics
Advanced hemistry
cientific Instrumentation

Introduction to Anatomy and
Physiology

English
Gothic Literature
Creative Writing Journalistic
Writing
Expository Writing
Grammar and Usage
American and English
Literature
Study Skills Advanced Jour
nalism
Writing for Publication
Advanced Placement

Foreign Language
All offerings

Business
Accounting 2

Mathletes
WITII 0 E MEET remaining before division finals th OL'11

Mathletes team is in the top third in the ICA conference for the
year. The team placed seventh of the 24 schools competing on
Feb. I.

The OLCH team placed first in the district in V ctors, with a
score of 39 out of SO. Participating in this category were seniors
Bill Baader, Herwig Schlunk, Craig Smith, Don Thorpe and Ken
Tsurasaki. Tsurasaki scored the highest of the five team mem
bers with a perfect score of ten.

Other team members with perfect scores were Craig Smith,
senior, in P rmutations and Combinations, Bonnie McGee,
junior, in Ratios, Proportions and Variabl s, Ken O'Neil, junior,
in ircles and Lea Whynot, sophomore, in Complex Fractions.

TilE OLCH ORALS team finished eleventh place in this meet.
Mathletes will have their next meet March 1 at tagg. Division

finals will be held March 29.

Flowers
STYLED BY .

Francis Hultgen
4823 West 95th Street

Oak Lawn, Illinois
Phone 424-2200
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Jealousy strikes iocks
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1

teacher and dean have a con
ference to try and solve the
problem, if there is one. If the
absences continue, the
student is put on pronatIOn; and
if the absences still do not
cease, then the student is
dropped from the class.

A dean at EPHS commented,
"Why put a student on external
when that is what he wants?" In
most cases, the tudent receives
external, and does whatever he
choses for a few days, because
the parents are working. This
could lead to more trouble, and
really show no disciplinary
action.

This brings us to the topic of
internal suspension. If internal
suspension was added to the
code, it would replace external
suspension only for
unauthorized absences, an
external uspension would still
be administered for
disciplinary action problems.

Internal suspension would
have to be held somewhere to
accommodate the people who
would get it.

Internal suspension would
consist of coming to school at
8:00 in the morning and leaving
at 2:35, with two washroom
breaks and one lunch included.
The general idea is to
discourage students from
cutting class. It is so military
like that it might work.

Mr. Murphy commented once
that, "I never get a chance to
really talk to students, about
personal problems, like I'm
suppo ed to. The thing that
occupys most of my time is
taking care of unexcused ab
sences and detentions."

The next Discipline Com
mittee meeting will be held on
Wednesday, March 2 after
school in 105. All tudents are
invited to attend.

BY DA PADY

Would the students of OL HS
be in fa VOl' of a turday
detentions? Or how about in
ternal suspension?

Whatever the Discipline
Committee change in the code,
the students of OL HS will have
to go along with ... or else
suffer the con equence ; that is
what the Disciplin ode is for 
if you don't follow the rules, you
have to suffer the con
sequences.

But does the punishment for
too many unauthorized ab
sences really make the stud nt
suffer?

External suspension seems to
be an easy way out for those
students who are "habitual
cutters." neighboring schools to
OLCHS have stricter discipline
codes allowing few, if any,
unexcused abscenses.
Evergreen Park High School,
for instance, has (what this
writer views) one of the best
discipline codes.

When a student is absent from
a class at EPHS, that stlJl1ent:

1. Receives a 0 grade for all
work missed that day (which
cannot be made up)

2. Receives a 50-minute
dentention after school.

3. Parent is notified (when
referring to the OL HS
discipline code, parent notified
means the yellow computer
card is sent home to thE\ parents
stating " ... your son-daughter
was excused on an authorized
basis ...... But at EPH , it
means that the parents are
contacted by phone, so nothing
gets lost in the mail.)

EPHS does not let students
have the opportunity to r ceive
external suspension. If the
student continues to be ab ent
from a class, the student,

Discipline Code
lacks severity

Why not ... eliminate study
hall, cafe, etc. duties for
teachers and use parapro
fessionals?

Why not ... have an institute
day for teachers and students to
get together and share orne of
their common interests?

Why not ... have yearbooks
paid for out of school funds and
di tribut d to every student?

Why not ... have a free
,partanite newspaper?

Why not ... have rotating
department chairmanships
among the members of each
d partment?
MR. DAVID SOVEREEN

10 Seconds

/

OMETIMES IT just doesn't
seem fair. To most girls at
OL HS it se med unfair not to
hav off the day of the
volleyball state meet, Jan. 28.
After all when the boys'
ba ketball team went to state in
1971, school at OLCHS was
cancelled.

Would OLCHS do the same for
the girls' team? Surely it is just
as important for them to have
won supersectionals, to be
competing downstate, to be one
of the top eight teams in the
whole state. What about equal
rights? Or fairness? Or even
showing some pride in the girls'
sports which have shown so
many more victories lately than
the boys' teams?

What answer did OLCHS
give? It's not the same thing 
volleyball and basketball. Of
course they weren't playing
favorites. It just isn't the same.
Besides if we took a day off we
would all be expected to stay an
extra day at the end f the year
(Naturally thiS was not a faotor
when the boys' team was
honored with a day off').

B T TilE WEATHER
demanded that the girls be
given their tribute. No way
could chool be held with a wind
chill factor of 60 below. The all
male administration was forced
to come to its senses. No wonder
they call her MOTHER nature.

to injury the same people
talking out against the
volleyball team winning were
the same guys cheering them
home. They were also sitting in
the partan gym yelling and
whistling the loudest at the Pep
Assembly. They acted just as if
nothing ever happened.

Now I would like to say that
not all male "jocks" are like
thi . Many meant th spirit they
showed towards the volleyball
team There are just a select
few who want to b popular in
all asp cts and are trying to "be
cooL"

Their actions, along with
what they say, proves they're
not!

Naomi KJoese
Donna Dean

DanPady
Jerry Peterson

Tamilto
Ilary Fitzmaurice

Jeff Jedlicka
Pete IDouville

CralgSmitb
Role Baker

8uelvey
RSeSUch

SUelvey
Mary Fitzmaurice

Donna Cramer
Brian Weaver

RayEUiott
lohn Sinic:kl

WayneMacba

really be a cafe?
Why not .. create an indoor

smoking area, (outdoors in the
cold and rain and snow is cruel
and unusual punis.hm ntJ?

Why not ... require that ad
ministrators occa ionally teach
a semester class and take a
duty assignm nt to better un
derstand what the teachers are
trying to do and how the
students feel?

Why not ... hav student
evaluation of teachers?

Why not ... have more (any)
student assemblie and cultural
enrichment program during
the semester?

up there, BAMM!! An un·
dercurrent of whi pers started.
orne had the nerve to talk out

loud as if bragging they were
two-faced. The feelings of this
group were that of hope. Hope
for a los .

Their rea oning is most likely
due to past history. Girls' sport
are starting to catch up, and
With volleyball, they'v reached
as high as second in tate. The
gyys too have reached second in
state. So you see it was a
definite threat'ti\, th m. The
thought of girls actually being
better than they wn too much
to take.

TillS PART, however, is not
the worst of it. As if to add insult

What if...?
Why not ... eliminate all study

halls?
Why not ... have one lunch

period, one hour long, let each
stud nt and teacher eat out,
brown bag it or buy lunch at
thcir own choosing?

Why not ... convert 262 into
faculty office space and give
each tcacher a desk and a phone
for tudcnt, teach I' and parent
confer n I' ?

Why not ... r cognize that the
library is a place to study and
learn and not a ocial center?

Why not ... convert 117 into a
real stud nt lounge for juniors
and eniors and let the cafe

Editor·in-dJief
Managing Editor
Editorial Editor
Assistant Editor
NewsEditor'
Aaaistant Editor
Feature Editor
A.uiltant Editor
SporuEdltor
Al*tant Editor

BUSINESS'DEPT.

Business Manager
AdManaael'

Circulation MaDalen

Art1It
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Bulinea Advisor
Photographer

STAFF
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JoaruUam SWdeDta 01
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MALE "JOCKS" at OL 'HS
have a tend ncy to get jealous
of their f male counterparts. In
oth r words, they want to be the
center of att ntion.

It wa - my observation that a
good percentage of the male
"jo/:ks" wcre quite upset when
the girls' vollebyall team was
playing for first in state. Oh
sure, they werc rooting for them
up until the final gam It seems
all of th . udden their dual
p rsonality emerged. During
th gam s th y s I'mI'd to cheer
the team on, or not pay at
tentIOn to them at all. Llddenly
when the tcam started getting

Teacher's line
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

19 year 5 too young
Feb. 16. 1977

and 18 year olds ar n't. Moving
the drinking age up to 21 would
make the accessibility of
alcohol much more difficult for
the 16-18 year old bracket, while
it would still be accessible to the
more mature 19 and 20 year
olds.

What will this mean at
OLCH ? The raising of the legal
drinking age could have good
effects h reo If students saw
that th drinking ag wa well
out of their reach they might
decide that it's not the thing to
do. This trend could r ach the
entire school including many of
the athl tes.

partanite:
"Letters to the Editor is your

section. It's published (or the
students to express their
opinions on topics such as
school policy, the Spartanite,
community matters, or other
topics o( interest."

Since this issul' the partanite
has not changed it policy, but
because o( the lack of the letters
rec Ived (rom students, thl'

partanlte was (orced to seek
the talents o( our own staff to fill
this section of our paper.

You are reminded again that
any "Letters to the Editor"
may be turned In to Ray Elliott
in room 210 or any partanite
staff member.

Rebuttal

time

the socially acceptable thing to
do it might be a good id a to
make alcoholic b v rages much
les availabl to the average
te n-ager. It i at times alar
ming to hear my p ers say "I
drink to have a good time" or
"It's the thing to do."

Th restoration of the I gal
drinking age to 21 would hav
som effect on teen-agers. It
would make alcoholic
beverages less accessible to 16.
17 and 18 year olds who usually
ha ve associa tes (potential
purchasers of alcohol> of legal
drinking age.

While 19 year olds may be
mature enough to handl
alcoholic beverages, most 16, 17

It's about

Recently an article was
printed in the school paper,
concerning our parking lot
ecurity. The article that was

written ontained a few inac
curate statements. In protec
ting all concerned, I would like
to correct these statements.

I think the plan the tudents
used, to steal an 8-track tape
player out of a car in the student
parking lot, was v ry good. The
only problem was; that they had
used th driver's set of keys to
enter the car. If a burglary is
plann d, I think at least it
should be done in the correct
way. There is nothing
uspicious abut a person en

tering their car with their own
key. Furthermore, I would like
everyone to know, that there

CURT O'HARA has not been one tap player
reported stolen since I have
been here to my knowledge. The

In recent issues, I have seen second statement made was
in this column letters written by that I patrol the faculty lot only
members of the Spartanit once a day - visually in the
staff. I think this is unfair. In morning. The truth is, I patrol
my opinion, the idea of this this lot at least six times a day,
column is to allow someone not rotating the times everyday.
connected with the newspapers Finally it was a ked in the
to have their say. article, why was I brought in-

If members of the staff have side the school periodically to
an opinion to voice, they can do guard against "God knows
so in a regular ditorial. By what." My answer to this is only
using the "Letters to th that I was hired here to protect
Editor" column, you are taking the students, their cars, and the
away the opportunity for a property a well. In order to
reader to let his viewpoint be complete my job duties, I must
known. be in ide the building as well as

I would like to see this policy outside. I personally feel we
changed in the future. because have one of the be t security
it borders on c nsorship. systems around. I also credit

KEN ETIJ H. O'NEIL the whole student body for
cooperating and attempting to
keep our sy tem working well.

Joe LaBriola
(parking guard)

EDITOWS OTE: As stated
in thl' Oct. 22, 1976 issue of the

There is an interesting
phoenomenon occuring in this
school, which I think should be
brought to the att ntion of the
faculty and staff of OL HS.
That is -- clocks and pencil
harpeners. Of course we all

know what they are, but I ask
you, how many clocks have you
seen with the corr ct time, or
how many pencil sharpener
have you used which really
work?

I would say the percentage
that work correctly is small,
very mall. Now take, for
exam pI the clocks. When I ay
"clocks, II I mean the ones in the
hallways ._Usually, the room
clocks keep pretty good tim . If
you haven't noticed already, the
hallway clocks have faces on
both sides. If there be a person
in thi choolthat has seen both
sides of one of these clocks with
the exact and correct time, give
that person a cookie, for he has
witn ss d a rarity.

Now, to th pencil shar-
pener . Most, if not all, of the
harpeners I have used in this

school, always have covers
falling off or something. I have
also noticed that the sharpen rs
are extremely hungry. When
you begin to sharpen,
rem mber to pull the pencil out
in time, or it will be devoured.

Now that I have brought this
to your attention, ob erve the
clocks and the pencil shar
peners in this institution.
Remember, a cookie goes to the
ey witness.

TilE PARTANITE.

BY JERHY PETEHSO '

Statistics show that half of all
auto fatalities are caused by
drunken drivers. Of that
number approximately 60 per
cent are killed by teenagers.
Some lawmaker in Springfi Id
think that many of th se
fatalities are directly related to
the lowering of the drinking age
ot 19.

A bill to re tore the drinking
age to 21 has been introduced in
the 80th session of the General
Assembly by Rep. Harry
Yourell m., Chicago) and
Richard F. Kelly, Jr. m., IIazel
Crest>.

In a time where drinking is

Phantom Card

Swapper

Something happening quite a
bit lately is beginning to get
extremely annoying. What am I
talking about? The famous
"Book-Card Mix-up" in the
library.

For the fortunate few of you
who don't know what this is, I'll
explain. The traumatic ex
perience begins when you check
out a book that has the wrong
card in it. You can return the
book you thought you checked
out, but you'll still get a fine for
a book whose card was ch cked
out by mistake. Of course, you
can't return the book you got a
fine for so you eventually nd up
paying for a book you never
checked out.

Going back to step one; you
may ask, "how did the card get
in the wrong book?" I can ex
plain that quite easily. Some
unintelligent +&! + +&? +
d cid d to be clever, so h took
th card from one book and put
it in another book. Then he took
the card from the other book
and put it in another book, and
so on, and so forth, ad infinitum.

I know it is impossible to stop
the fools who switch the card in
the books, but the way th
library handles the problem
now i . not fair to the victim; the
innocent stud nt who want to
read.

Two of my friends have
air ady been zapped by the
Phantom ard Swapper.
Luckily, the librarians realized
that one of them was a mistake.

nfortunately, my other friend
is saddled with a fine she
do sn't deserve, a fight with the
librarians, and the possibility of
not getting her hard-earned
credi ts; a very upsetting and
fru trating burden, indeed.
Fortunately, this type of thing
does not happ n very often, but
when it does, it really gets to be
a hassle.

I feel tha t the librarians
should be more observant when
th y check out books, and I
sugge tthe student take it upon
him elf to make sure the book
and the card match. If not,
report it to the librarians.

Now. I would lik to ask two
questions;

J. What kind of nut gets his
jollies out of zonking fellow
student·, and.

2. If our librarians are as
careful as they claim, why did
the above incid nts ever occur?

LA RA DIFONZO

Freedom of the press

Facts: the
ONCE UPON A TIME, way back in 1908, two

Wisconsin high school students wrote a poem
satirizing their school's rules and published it in the
local newspaper. The principal of that school i~

formed the two young ladies that they would be
suspended unless they wrote an apology "admitting
that they did a wrong thing." The students refused to
apologize and were promptly suspended.

Recently the Spartanite has received complaints
from various OLCHS teachers concerning the con
tents of the paper. One teacher refused to allow
Spartanhite salespersons to sell papers his study
because he said he did not agree with articles which
had appeared in past issues, and he felt that an
apology for and-or retraction of those articles should
appear in the paper.

The Spartanite feels that, as a newspaper, it has the
right to publish factually correct articles or opinions
without apologizing for them. If a situation con
cerning administrators, teachers or policy arises
which we feel should be praised, condemned or
otherwise brought to the school's attention, we will
not hesitate to comment upon it. If any student or
teacher disagrees with our views, he has the right to
reply with a letter to the editor or an article in our new
"Teacher's Line" column, in which the teachers' or
administrators' views can be read.

AN APOLOGY FOR a published article or editorial
when the basic facts have not been challenged and
proven wrong is not the policy of a professional
newspaper, and nor will it be ours. This is not to say
that we are always absolutely accurate--we do try for
complete accuracy, but we are not always successful.
The most recent example of our failure to provide the
correct information has been pointed out to us by Mr.
W.e. Hill, NHS sponsor, who told us that the article
"Honors enrollment low" in the Feb. 12, 1977 Spar
tanite is partially incorrect.

Spartanite articles concerning administrators and
teachers are not personal attacks, but impersonal
reports of the facts. If the Spartanite is proven guilty
of misrepresentation of the facts, then we will issue a
correction and-or clarification, as with the "Honors
enrollment low" article. But as was proven three
years ago by the Washington Post, Richard Nixon
was not above the law, and neither are OLCHS ad
ministrators or teachers above observation or
comment by the Spartanite.

We on the Spartanite see no reason to apologize for
an article on the whim of a teacher. We are not a
professional newspaper, but as we are bound by the
same journalistic ethics as the Post or Chicago
Tribune--accuracy, fairness, etc.--we feel that we are
also allowed the same rights. Specifically, we feel we
have the right to a free and uncensored press where
unpopular opinions can be published without fear of
repression by a higher authority, be it the federal
government or a high school's administration or
teachers.

OH YES... that case long ago in Wisconsin. The
father of the two girls went to a state court to fight the
suspension on the grounds that the poem saying that
the suspension wasn't an abuse of "broad discretion,"
but was "an earnest desire" to discipl ine the students
"for their own good and for the good of the school"
and to keep "decency, decorum and good government
in public schools."

How times have changed in 69 years... or have
they?

tvSpartan ite

Editorials

page 5



Would you support the equal rights Amendment?
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•movie
I thought an airport as big as

O'Hare would be filled with
people 24 hours a day, but there
was no crowd at all. I had also
expected many an
nouncements, but the biggest
part of them were all pagings.

After going through a security
check we entered the ga!e
where we were to meet Ken, it
was a room with 100-125 seats,
and there were only about seven
other people in the room with
my dad and I.

ANXIOUSLY I SAT waiting
for that magic time with my
eyes fixed to my watch.

"Flight 469 at boarding
area", came a voice over a loud
speaker. This was the first
arrival or departure I had
heard.

"For those of you waiting,
fligtlt 202 has landed and is
proceeding to the gate now,"
was the next announcement
made, and the one I had been
waiting for.

ABO T FIVE MI UTES
later the door opened and the
people were unboarding. I
watched everyone get off the'
plane until my brother walked
half way up to me. I didn't even
recognize him. He left home
with shoulder length hair and
weighing 140 pounds; he came
home with only bristles and at
least 20 pounds heavier.

BY CHERYL BECKWITH

AFTER RECEIVING WORD
of my brother Ken's discharge
from the Marines, I couldn't
wait for him to come home. It
would give me a chance to visit
an airport for the first time.

It's strange to think that in all
my life I had never been to an
airport. What lillie traveling
that I've ever done was by car,
and I've always wanted to fly.
Meeting my brother at the
airport is about the closest I'll
ever come to an airplane.

Ken's flight was due in from
Los Angeles at 10: 10. My father
and I arrived at 9:00. We parked
on the third level of the garage,
and once we stepped outside of
the truck we were lost. After
about a half hour of walking we
found the terminals. We walked
down the street for about three
blocks, reading the signs of all
the different airlines until we
finally came to American
Airlines.

AT LAST WE were in. "Now,
where do we go from here?" I
asked. We asked a security
guard where the gates were and
he told us they were on the
second floor. As we walked
towards the escalator we came
to two television sets that had
all the data of each flight
(destination, flight, number,
etc.) .

OLCHS fights back

Far from a
THE SPARTANITE

huck Holesha (senior) . No
because I don't think women
should be able to do what men
do because they can't handle it.

PeteFlonda (freshman)· Yes, I Dawn Latas (sophomore)· Yes.
think it's fair that everyone I think all men and women
should have the same rights should be equal because they
because everyone was created were created equal.
equal.

Feb. 16. 1977

Speak Out

Population on Decline

Jim immonds (senior) . Yes, I Sue Haworth (senior) - Yes Mr. Stitzer (teacher)
think women deserve the same beeau e I believe wome~ because I like girls.
breaks as men do. deserve equal pay for doing the

same job as a .J'Q{lQ does.

BY GARY TOIKA

FOR MA Y YEARS now, we
have been cowed into believing
a lie so immense that it boggles
the imagination. We have been
told, and have assumed it to be
true, the lie about the
population explosion. It is not
our fault that we have believed
the e stories, nor is it our fault
that we educate our children
with such a lie.

The falsehood is this; there is
no population explosion. In fact,
the population has been on a
down swing for thousands of

years. Figures will prove me
out, and hopefully, someday, all
of us will realize this
phenomena, and then we can do
something to combat it.

The facts are these. Each
person has two parents, who, in
turn, each have two parents,
who each have two parents, and
so on down the line. This would
mean that only one generation
ago, population in my family
alone was double what it is now.
Four generations ago, there
were sixteen peopl in my
family who were alive. Now,
there is only me.

RATHER THAN AN ex
plosion, there is a definite
implosion, a decrease in
population. My ancestors
twenty generations ago num
bered a total of l,m,152. This is
just in my family alone, not
counting at all the other billions
of families the world over.

If you are shocked, then you
should be, because the way the
trend is going, within a few
generations or so, we will cease
to exist as a race, and become
extinct.

BY DONNA CRAMER

RECENTLY YOU IIAVE
BEEN hearing a great deal
about the energy crisis, and
having people tell you to turn off
this and to turn off that all
because it is a waste of energy.
Well OLCHS has started to fight
back against the energy crisis.

Oak Lawn has started to turn
out lights, only the unnecessary
ones that is. Most of you have
probably noticed some of the
hall lights out or the ones out in
the cafeteria. The school has
come across a slight problem in
fixing the lights, it seems that in
the cafeteria they are able to
turn off every other light, but in
some of the hallways the system
is different, and the only way is
to have all them on or to have
them all off.

Many of you have been
complaining of the heating in
the school. Well the thermostats
have all been turned down to 68

degrees but that isn't that cold.
THE TATE liAS notified

OLCHS that we do not have a
serIOus problem in our area so
there is no emergency.

Oak Lawn is working on 8 new
heating system, this system will
adjust all the thermostats so
they will work automatically.
This system will register the
thermostats to go down after
school hours and then bring the
heat back up so it will be warm
by the time we get into school.

This system has not been put
into effect yet because it has to
be worked out, the problem is
that we have four separate
boiler rooms, heating the school
and each has to be fixed for this
new system.

The OLCHS has been trying to
do these things with out in
conveniencing the students and
faculty. The school is constantly
looking for new ways to help
fight the energy crisis.

•OME DAY WHILE IN ST\JDY HFlLL

r-- ..""'--' ..,~ r:i'\i·...: ... ,........",,\...}:j.... "

8Y WfAV: EDIT'OR HIGH .scHOOL PORTRA IT:
II C.UTTING A CL.ASS 1\
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Last but not Ieast

Answer survey

Bleeding Hearts

INCLUDES:
AIR FARE, FLOWER LEI
GREEING, TRANSFERS AND
BAGGAGE HANDLING,
TRIPLE OCCUPANCY AC
COMMODATIONS, SIGHT
SEEING ON EACH ISLAND
AND LOS ANGELES, TAXES
AND TIPS FOR THE ABOVE'.
BUS TRANSPORTATION
BETWEEN WORLD TRAVE
MART AND O'HARE AN
ACCIDENT INSURANCE.

continued to date him he would
cut off your allowance. Just
because this young man
belonged to the local nudist
society, was intoxicated nine
times out of ten am! hPlipvprf in
pre-marital sex, what could
QOssibly be wrong with him?

YOU CONTINUED YOUR
schooling for the third year. Not
that you really wanted to, but
what else was there to do?

IT WAS EVER thought
possible but you finally ac
complished the unbelievable in
spite of yourself, you graduated
from college.

Now the big question, "What
to do with yourself?" The only
real thing you were any good in
college was flunking classes. On
the average you flunked 2
classes a year. For some reason
Mom and Dad did not find this
quite as amusing as you did.

Ten years and some oao ui:lys
later, you find yourself married
to the local drunk and the proud
(not to mention poor, over
worked... ) mother of six kids.
(Again you have succeeded in
out doing older sister, she is
married to a politician who's
yearly income is somewhere
around $100,000 and has two
kids.

AT THE GRAND age of 33
you begin to witness your life
unfold before your eyes through
your children (but in greater
dimentions, then there was only
two, now there are six.)

Being the youngest is not the
least because you are not the
last. Not that it makes any
sense, circles never do. And life
goes on with its delightful little
touch of unfairness.

Open To All Students

Oak Lawn's
Easter Trip

April 1, 1911-9 Days
Los Angeles - 2 Days
Waikiki - 5 Days
Maui - 2 Days

$489
/h
,,~6

The most vivid memory of
your mid-teen years is the high
pitched hysterical voice of your
mother saying, "But your sister
never did that." The goal most
important in your high school
years was doing the opposite of
what big sister did. For
example your driving record,
you proved much more talented
than big sister. All she could hit
was poles, you could drive
through the garage door and
come out with out a scratch.

At gradua tion from high
school you couldn't figure out
why Mom and Dad seem less
enthusiastIc as wrU::fl your big
sister graduated. Perhaps it
had something to do with the
fact that you were graduating
699 out of a class of 700 and your
sister graduated two out of a
class of 700.

COLLEGE, OF COURSE,
proved more interesting than
high school. At the end of your
first year, Father nearly hit the
roof when you announced your
plans to quit school and become
a Jesus freak. His only com
ment was, "Oh, God."

Against your better
judgement you went back to
school for a second year. By
this time in schooling you are
supposed to have some idea of
what you are there for, but ;not
you. You ~re still working on
your name,ltmd how to spell it.

During s,\mmer break bet
ween your !lE\cond and third
year you met a wonderful boy.
And as the story goes you fell
madly in love over night. Of
course you fell out of love just as
quickly when Father said if you

Reservations must be in our office with a $50 deposit by December
1. Final payment will be due by February 15. Cancellation up to 45
days prior to departure - $20 cancellation charge. Cancellation
between 45 days and departure time is assessed a $50 cancellation
fee. No refund for no-shows. Students may participate on a
voluntary basis. (This is not a school sponsored trip and the
school as urnes no responsibility or liability.)

No - Fault Wrangler's

Washington Dee Cee's

But then of course you can
take revenge and three fourths
of the time get away with it. For
example, while Mom and big
sister are out buying big sisters
new clothes (not that she needs
any, but the dress she bought
last week has gone out of style)
you can make a big mess in the
kitchen with grape juice and
peanut butter knowing that big
sister will have to clean it
because the kitchen is her iob.
You won't even have to worry
about getting yelled at because
you are "too young to know."
Then there is always mom's
new tube of lipstick that breaks,
by accident, of course, without
you having to worry about the
results because naturally big
sister will get blamed because
you are "too young" to use
make up.

YOU IIAVE TO hand it to big
sister because she does have it
the hardest when it comes to
things like confincing Dad she is
a safe driver (the pole she hit
last week was placed there with
out her knowing it), or letting
her date the boy next door. Just
because his hair is down to his
shoulders doesn't make him
bad. She has to plead with Mom
to let her cake on the make-up.
All you have to do is sit back and
relax because by time you are
her age the path will be well
blazed.

Pampered and spoiled are the
two most prominate charac·
teristics of the youngest child,
and you are no exception.
Almost anything you want you
get. When you won't eat your
vegetables it is big sister who
has to show you how good they
are.

Parents are generally over
protective but when it comes to
the youngest they really out do
themselves. All the other kids
(including your older sister) are
allowed to cross the highway at
age 5, you have to wait till you
are 7, and even then Mom has to
be watching. All your friends
are allowed to play freely in the
neighborhood, but not you, you
have to report in to Mom every
half hour, so that Mom can
watch her soap operas without
fear of vou bein£ kidnaoped

Discount Prices!
Guy's &Gals's JEWELRY
South Peacock Alley

Ford City Shopping Center

an assignment and wander over
to their so called favorites and
forget about the rest of the
class.

Ninety per cent of the
teachers feel that they have no
problem getting along with
their students, but there are
always a few students who do
not want to associate with them.

A QUESTION WAS put to the
students <;oncerning their worst
class. They put down what it
was and the reason why. The
main complaint was the
teachers and how they run the
class. The students made it
quite clear that teachers do not
make their class interesting
enough, it is just plain boring.

Many teachers think that
department meetings are a
waste of time and should not be
held. The second thing teachers
dislike most is study halls and
cafeteria duty. ,

These were the comments
seen most often on the survey. I
think it is benificial for us to
know these things, since we
attend OLCHS for almost nine
months a year.

AT THE MATURE age of 12
your best friend is allowed to
date, but not you. Your best
friend again at the grand age of
12 is caking on the make-up, but
not you. You have to wait till
you're 14, just like big sister
(mother of course doesn't
realize that in a matter of a few
short years times have
chan~l.

mother with the idea of dressing
you, basically because you are
still her "baby." So even when
you get new clothes they are
still what mother likes. Voicing
your opinion proves useless
because you are always "too
young to know."

BY DAWN AMMERMAN

BEING THE YOUNGEST in
the family, whether the family
is large or small has its ad
vantages and disadvantages as
well.

One of the disadvantages,
more physically noticable then
the others is having to wear
your older sister's clothes.
Whether they look right or
wrong, or whether that par
ticular style of clothing went out
two years ago right after your
sister bought it doesn't matter,
if Mom likes it, you weClr it. The
fact that you are the "baby" of
the family seems to delight

WHAT DO YOU think of the
students at OLCHS? "A
majority of them are good
kids", "Immature,
disrespectful, unfeeling little
brats who need a good kick in
the butt", "On the whole I like
them and enjoy working with
them."

This question was one of
many asj,ed on a recent survey
taken regarding teachers' and
students' attitudes toward
OLCHS. Thirty-five teachers
and 116 students were surveyed,
each expressing his views on'
the school and its surroundings.

Many filled out the form
completely, and some added
their own questions which they
felt were benificial to the
school. Others gave names of
persons who they felt were
destroying the school by being
there. Interestingly enough, out
of all the students surveyed, 90
per cent of them would like to
see the school blown up!

IT WOULD BE impossible to
put down every important
comment made by each in
dividual, so listed are the
comments and criticisms seen
most often.

More than half of the teachers
at OLCHS feel the students here
are more worried about their
present than their future. Also,
many of the students are not
willing to hold responsibility
and many are very immature.

Seventy per cent of the
students surveyed feel the
teachers at OLCHS do not know
what they are doing. They
always rely on their aids to do
their work and when a teacher
wants to get friendly with aI
student he or she puts on a
phoney act.

EVERY TEACHER IS
concerned when a student does
not learn what he teaches them,
but many made the comment
that there is always the what
they call) stubborn student who
wishes not to be taught.

A little over 60 per cent of the
students feel many teachers
play favorites to certain
students, the so-called jocks and
glams. The teachers will give

Teachers and students



Pumping gas

Pagt.' 8

Summer

blues

Jeff
Jedlicka

Noses:
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• •
IS misery

I MlST B ,crazy.
"FiJI it up, pleas ."
Ther 's a wind chill factor of25 below z ro, and I'm pumping ga .

I don't des rve this. I should be sitting up in my guard chair, baking
in the sun, my hair bleached blond from th sun, looking through
the '01 mirror d gla es at bikini-clad girls.

"CO LJ) YOU CHECK the oil too?"
"Sure."
This car is practically fre h out of the showroom, it still smells

from Zi bardt, and she wants me to check under the hood. Does she
think the dealer i going to sell her a car with no oil, and no water in
the battcry? My hands are frostbitten. Lady, you ought to get out
h re and learn how to do it yourself.

"OIL' ,"'I E, batt ry's full."
Ah yes, summer. ut-oUs, un-tan oil, bikinis, the girls that go in

the bikinis, beache , pools, and best of all, 98 d gree weather.
What's really disgusting though, is that I, a lifeguard at Southw t
Pool, lower myself to pumping gas in freezing weather for $2.50 an
hour. ut

"That'll be $10.50 Ma'am."
YEAH, • 0 THWEST Park during the ummer wa where it wa

happening. People were on the basketball or tennis courts, laying
on th deck of the pool getting a tan or swimming. On Friday
night, there's a band playing in ide the pool area. Fireworks on
the 4th, green grass, 98 degree weather, and girls. Yeah, the girl.
There wa Jim, Bob, teve, John, and I sitting up in the guard
chairs watching the park com alive.

"Five dollar uper Regular, O.K. guy?"
razy. I'm pumping gas in weather I wouldn't send an Eskimo

out in. Pumping hell gas. Yeah, the only car I get in here are new
on . Unl aded is 71.8 a gallon. People with a car like mine don't
care what they put in the gas tank as long as it isn't over 60 cents a
gallon.

"CHECK TilE TIRE pressure, will ya?"
ure. What's the difference. If they'r low I'm not going to put air

in them anyhow.
"Tir s are fine. That'll be $5 sir."
GOD, I'M COLD. My fingers feel like they're going to crack off.

My face ha no feeling in it.
"FiJI it up with ethyl, will ya pal?"
Yeah, summer. I was so sun-tanned and burned that my skin

looked like.trat of our Afro-American brothers. Man, sometimes
th heat up in- ¢at guard chair was so unbearable that I thought I

\

take your pick

Fl'b. 16, 1977

was going to di of expo ure. Th cool, blu water was a dive away,
but w 're only allow d to take a dip very half hour when we
rotat d chairs. I've got to keep my eyes on the pool anyhow. I
r m mber the time I had to pull that little kid out when that gorilla
jumped on her off the high dive.

"THAT'LL BE $11.35."
Great, ju t gr at. He gives m a cr dit card. How does he expect

me to write? My fingers hardly move.
"Kind of cold tonight, huh, pal."
J • T WIIAT I EED. A comedian.
"Thank you, have a good ev ning sir."
Yeah, outhwest Park. So alive during the summer, 0 dead

during th winter. I drove past the other night. The trees, barren
and dead, cast long shadows on th cold concrete of the tenni
courts. Muddy lawns, th pool empty. Ghosts of ummers past
seemcd to be whispering in the night.
"FIVE DOLLAR REG I. R PLEA E."

Crazy. Nuts. Work 12. Get to bed at 1 a.m. G t up for chool at 7.
Blech! chool. rades, cia ,teachers, detentions, cuts, jock
cliqu ,burn-out. Blech! Go home, do homework, and off to work.
It's a vicious circl .

"That'll be $5." What a chump. He give m a $20 bill.
MMEfl. J T TWO month, Thr months away. 0 close, yet

so far. Damn, its old out. ..
"Fill it up, and check the oil, will ya pal?"

"WHAT? WAT II PEOPLE
pick their nos ?"

The last assignment I ex
pected to rec ive when I
register d for a creative writing
class wa to watch people pick
their noses. I exp cted to write
poetry, short tories, fantasies
and oth r typical creative
writing assignments. When my
schedule showed Mr. Ray
Elliott was my teacher I ex
pected a little of the unex
peet d, but not the unique
assignment I received.

Well, the a ignment was
mine. Doomed as I was to
nausea, I set out to watch as
many people a possible doing a
common and natural thing. I
say nose picking is a natural
thing b cause, through my
observation, I saw many
children having their tiny fi ts
tugged away from th ir no es
as embarassed mothers or
fathers reprimand them to stop
picking their noses. hildren
have a tendency to do what
comes naturally. They
naturally suck their thumb, put
new obj ts of interest in their
mouths, explor things with
their fingers and one fine day,
they find their fingers fit in
those two little holes called
nostrils. From this day of
discovery, the nostrils are u ed
as area of exploration. Now,
through this little exploration
comes a result: the product of
the nostril. We all know what
children do once they "catch the

BY KAR OPITZ product", but few of us have
taken noiice of what adults do,
including myself, until I had to.

TilE MO T OMMO place
to observe adult no e pickers is
at stop lights and red lights.

ow, th r are many species of
nose pickers in this position.

1) THE DISCREET NOSE
PICKER: He-she slyly glances
left then right, slowly raises his
hand to his no , covers his
hand with his other hand, shyly
removes the product of the
nostril, carefully removes a
hankie and places the product of
th nostril in the hankie before
carefully folding the hankie and
replacing in the pocket or purse.

2) THE SEN ITIVE NOSE
PICKER: He doe n't cover his
picking hand with his other
hand, but after relieving the
pressure in his no tril in
discriminately flicks it off his
finger.

3) THE AVERAGE 0 E
PI KER: He scrunches his face
and qu ezes his yes shut and
then after removing the product
of the nostril examines it with
much concentration and drops
the product, oblivious as to
where it lands.

4) THE DI GUSTING NOSE
PI KER: He, like the average
nose picker scrunches his face
and removeS the product, in
tensely examin s it, and after
his ritual of examination, im
bibes the product.

5) THE REPULSIVE NO E

PICKER: He inserts hi finger
almost completely in his nostril,
he might even insert a finger in
both nostril ,he digs around for
a while, remove the product,
plac it on an un busied finger
and then go s back for more to
add to his coli ction. After
coli cting all possible, he
examines and then Imbibes with
the expression of satl faction of
hung r from th juiciest of
steaks.

By now, I'm ur I have lost
some of you, but if you're still
with me, hang in there. Your
stomach will str ngthen-mine
did.

top lights are a common
plac for no e pickers but I also
noticed many no e pickers in
church the grocery store, in
school and in the school
cafeteria. (two were of the
repul ive gender>. This, to me,
was the absolut ultimate in
places to observe no e pickers, I
completely lost my appetitie.

What I am trying to prove,
and what Mr. Elliott was trying
to prove by this a signment is
the activiti of human we take
for granted. Mo t of us have
probably been oblivious to nose
picking, but now that it ha been
brought to your attention, I bet
you'll start noticing it. Your
stomach will weaken on your
first few observations, but take
it from a professional nose
picker watcher, you'll g t used
to it.

Okay you nose pickers, watch
out- the world i watching (at
least Mr. Elliott's creative
writing classes ar !)
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Hypnotizes viewers

Thin Lizzy finally came back to
playanother ong for the encore
and the fans heered again.

Qu en's opening was even
more spectacular. Again the
lights went off, but thi time
smoke started rising from the
bottom of the stage. BLA T! A
big explo ion in the middle of
the tage illuminated the ntire
stadium for a split s condo
Everyone ro e in his seat,
astonished by the udd n ex
citement. A few colored lights
went on and the band started
playing their opening song, "Tie
Your Mother Down", from
Queen's A Day at the Races.

ABO l' HALFWAY
THRO Gil th conc rt some
fans in th upper d ck began
throwing water balloons and
eggs onto th tage. The lead
guitarist for Qu en, Brian May,
mu t have felt embarra 'cd
when he slipped on an egg May
made sur h land d on hi ide,
so a not to damage hi guitar

Queen, e~pecially Freddie
Mercury, was really angry
about the throwing incident.
Qu en probably would have
play d b tt r and may even
have played a few more ong if
it hadn't be n for this. Another
incident occurr d when two
Andy Frain u hers carried a
mal Caucasian to th exits. 0
one knew or bothered to find out
what happened. A minute later
the people had forgotten about
the incident and wer once
again rocking with Queen.

punishment i always received
with cringing, it is downright
cruelty. When mom's not home
the failur can't watch
television. During hi week of
penance, the addict acts w ird.
He spends more time on his
homework, pouts, and volun
teers to do the dish s. lie
complains about the loudn ss of
the T.V. ometimes at the end
of the week an addict is cured of
his habit. Ex-addicts don't enter
an active T.V. room unJe s
there is no alternative, and ven
then they run through the room
with hands over their eyes,
singing loudly so they can't hear
the T.V. Often they fall over
furniture and other obstacles
and are stranded near a
television long enough to catch
a glimpse of ix Million Dollar
Man. If this happens, there is no
hope. Their will power i gone
forver.

o WEEKE OS MY mother
hands over all T. V. rights to
dad. He is an addict him elf so
Almost Anything Go(' .

BY GARY KO RATH

TilE PEOPLE • CR AMED
as the lights went off. A moment
lat r two red rotating lights,
like two giant Martian land
crafts coming to de troy, were
flashing on stage, streaming
over the heads of thousands of
pellbound people on the main

floor
Thi opening put the people in

a good mood and got them
ready and rolling for a good
concert.

The loud music echoed in
their ears as the spectators
watched four long-haired males
in jean and T-shirts. weat
glistened on their bodies as they
tri d to sing louder than their
instrum nts could play.

TilE OVERHEAD LIGIITS
changed colors - from green, to
yellow, to blue and red, and
back to green again - making
the member of Thin Lizzy look
like it wa flying through a
rainbow. And who wasn't flying
that night!

After Thin Lizzy sang
"JaIlbreak," the fans cheered,
whistled and screamed and
gav a, tanding ovation as their
half of the concert ended The
place wa . total darknes
Then, man. light seem d to
appear ever ~her . Everyone
wa holding 1.W _hi lighter,
ignaling that the audience

wanted an encore. The smoky
stadium was illuminated by
thou and of small lights, as in
th haolin Temple with 15,000
candles lit everyWhere. Tnen

Queen Rocks
at Stadium

tube i king and mothers don't
exist. In this situation there is a
temporary loss of will power
accompanied by a mad dash to
the set and a determined flick of
the "on" witch. But mom can
en ea warm T.V. a mile away.

Not even the rotten punishment
of washing the dishes without
dinner can dim the addict's
mile. He has seen three

minutes of The Little Rascal .
Wh n addicts are sure they

can't change a mother's mind,
they will use sneakiness.
Pret nding to be buried with
homework, the junkie groans on
down to the television room,
houling that he's not to be

disturb d. Anyone following
him will hear a click, hurried
footst p , and a plop into a
chair.

There is no problem when
mom's not home. The addicts
tak turns as lookout. When the
lookout becomes involved with
a movie on a T.V. in another
room, h i puni hed severely
by the discovered group. This

that accommodated about 30
stoves. .

"The government allots us
about 5 million dollar annually.
We've got four mor years 10

which to isolate bacon grease,"
explained Fuddle

"Then what?" I asked.
"Well, after we isolat

spatter, then it's back to in
dividually wrapped Rice
Krispies."

Fl DOLE DOE '1' EE a
spatter container for at lea t
three more y ars. By that tim ,
another 400,000 Am rican will
fall victim to the menacing
grease.

Progres can only advanc 0
fast, remember-

you can't make a silk purs
out of a sow's ear.

Huh?

wizzos wh n it com s to their
homework and automatically
end them back to their books.

Then they start to panic. The
webbed wonder must be
crawling the walls by now.
Simply eeing a blank television
drives them crazy.

The next move, the little
brother or sister stunt, is w 11
known and proven to soften
most mothers. A young family
member is sent to beg mom.
The other addicts anxiously
wait for him in the basement
where the color T.V. is. An
experienced mother handles
this without much trouble. She
will turn on the kitchen et for
the little devil and stick a
chocolate-chip cooki in his
hand. His fellow addicts are
quickly forgotten in the
pleasure of the mom nt.

THE KID 0 W TAIRS
can't take this any longer and
become conscious only of the
blank T.V. 'screen in front of
them. They fanta ize about
being in T.V. land wher th

to find a way to contain patter.
The bureau occupied a con
spicuously large marble
bwlding 10 back of a diner in
Wa -hington,D

l PON F.. 'TERING THE
elabora tely decora ted struc
tur , one could be led from t-he
rotunda by th dlstmct odor of
bacon fryfng-. Above the door to
the te ·ting lab were the words,

BHEAKFASTOLOGY DIV
1SIO

Dr lyburn Fuddle the
dir ctor of bacon re 'arch
show d me the lab from behind
a protecliv r en. I could ee
the scientist working on
spatter isolator in their
p cially fitted asbesto suits.
"This i where we do most of

the mitial t ting. "
II showed me a huge kitchen

Television

WAHNING: TilE CR EL
t levi ion syndrome has mercy
on a privil ged few. Those
ov rlooked by this epidemic
aren't controlled by the T.V.
Many people like my father and
brothers, are hooked. An addict
in the advanc d stage will get to
th t any way possible.
Following ar a f w of their
mo t popular tactics.

During the week, determined
to ur the afflicted, mothers
mak it hard for them to get
near the t levi ion. When the
kid g t home from chool, the
first cry is hard. A calm voice
is used. "Mom, could I please
wat h piderman~" But that
plea i hot down." 0, do your
hom work." ow we have
p ac for a few minutes.
Con idering the first few
mlllute of pid y is never too
good, the n d for the tube isn't
urg nt yet.

Before step two is used there
is a pause of approximately
fift n minutes. Mo t mothers
know their children are not

BY BRIA WEAVER

LEON BLI TERS WA
hungry. He decided to treat his
palette to some ta ty strip of
bacon. After seizing the
package from the frij, Leon
began peeling th long, brown
and white strips and placed
them side-by-side in th pre
heated skillet.

Curiously h watch d the
slender meat curl and hriv I
into bizarre contortion within
the Teflon coat d skillet. He
casually reached for the handy
dandy spatula ... then it hap
pened.

L on was to sed clear across
the kitchen by the sh er
momentum of a splash of bacon
grease!

WIIILE F LLI G, liE
carelessly twi ted his ankle,
making escape from th ki tchen
impo sible.

It was too late anyway.
Leon was being showered by

hot spatters of grease WithIn a
few short minutes, Leon
Blist rs was dead

CAL'. E OF OE\TII- bacon
patter
Y s, manv thousands of

Americans a-re mjured each
year by spatt r accld nts. In
1976, 136,000 Americans fell
victim to bacon gr ase. A much
larger projection is e timated
for 1977

It appear that bacon gr ase
was among the big three
national kill rs last year

-Heart di ease
- ancer
-bacon grease
Hospitals around the country

are filled with BGV' . (bacon
grease victims) Som of th
people have stories that could
tear your heart out. (not
literally)

CIIRIST 1I0SPITAL'S OW
bacon ward holds mor than 50
patients. A nurse explain d that
most of the bacon victim are
treated immediat Iy for seriou
burns.

he went on to how me
'Bacon's Row'. Thi wa the
dreaded room that only the
terminal greasers shar d. The
terminal grea ers were burned
beyond all hope and were only
given a few weeks to live.

Some bacon victims contract
a rare disease of th mind
known as Sizzler's Di ease.
These poor souls just lay on the
hospital bed and curl their
bodies like a strip of bacon and
make sizzling noises. It's pitiful.

WIIAT I BEING done about
bacon spatter?

" ot enough," oinked a hog I
interviewed.

In my previous 'Hog-on-th
street interviews, I asked a
number of sows the same
question. The squeals were
generally the same. "Th
government should do
something.' ,

The governm nt is doing
something. In my quest for
answers I hit upon th FBI
(Federal Bacon Institute>. I
was surprised to find out that
the infamous bureau dealt with
breakfast safety rather than
criminal law.

The FBI agents I encounter d
were top level experts in
chemical and agricultural
fields. It was the in tHute's job
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BY BILL LILLWITZ

JACK GYMNA IUM. "WHO is he?" you ask. Well, he is 6'8",250
pounds. He is an all-around American athlete who works hard to
develop every muscle in his body. He is all braun, no brains.

Every month in this column, Jack is going to be traveling to
different countries trying to conquer foreign sports. Jack is going to
find out the rules and all other aspects of the foreign games, in
cluding why they're popular.

Jack will give everything his best shot, but if he thinks he can
master everything because he's an American superstar, he has
another guess coming. He will find foreign sports quite different.
Turn to this column each month for the adventures of JACK
GYMNASIUM: JOCK

Jack Gymnasium: Jock
TilE SPARTA ITE

individual medley; third place,
100 yd. backstroke; Jerry
Peterspn, sixth place, 50 yd.
freestyle; Greg Bresnahan,
fourth place, 100 yd. breast
stroke.

The Green Wave ended its
season with a 5·1 conference
record and an overall record of
12-2-1.

THE SOPHOMORE
WIMMER placed fifth in~

their conference meet, coming ......
in behind Sandburg, Shepard, t'
Bremen and T.F. South.

Winning ribbons were John
Kerrigan, fourth place, 200 yd.~
freestyle, 500 yd. freestyle, 400
yd. free relay; Bob Shields,
fourth place, 200 yd. individual t'
medley; Doylida. third place.
diving; Kevin Burke, fifth
place, 100 yd. backstroke; Bill~
Anicich, fifth place, 100 yd. __--:
breaststroke; fourth place, 400
yd. free relay; Jim Klinger,~
fourth place, 400 yd. free relay;
Rob Cummins, fourth place. 400
yd. free relay.

With an overall record of 10-5
and a 5-1 conference record, the
sophomores rank third in their
conferenc .

yd. freestyle, which had been
broken by Traynor in the
conference meet, by swimming
a 1:57.2.

THE 1977 S.LC.A. West
swimming conference cham
pionships were held at Shepard
H.S. on Feb. 12. The final scores
of the meet were Sandburg. 302;
Bremen. 238; OLCHS. 185; T.F.
South, 171; Reavis, 99; T.F.
North, 79; Shepard, 48.

Medals were awarded to
Traynor, fifth place, 200 yd.
freestyle; third place, 500 yd.
freestyle; second place, 400 yd.
free relay; Yukel, sixth place,
200 yd. freestyle; fourth place,
100 yd. butterfly; second place,
400 yd. free relay; Kruse, fourth
place, 200 yd. individual
medley; second place, 100 yd.
butterfly; 400 yd. free relay;
Reilly, fifth place, 50 yd.
freestyle, 100 yd. freestyle;
second place, 400 yd. free relay;
Mike Miller, fifth place, 200 yd.

/Jt1lJ-ouette
SPORTS1 EQUIPMENT

Green Wave
5th in district

Complete Lines of Sporting Goods
Team Outfitters - Plaques & Trophies

School lackets & Sweaters

teve Yukel who set a new 200 yd. freestyle record of 1:57.2 prac·
tices for the district meet held Feb. 19. <Staff photo by Wayne
Macha)

Pa~e 10

2nd in conference

BY ROSE BAKER

SWIMMING ITS BEST
season ever, the varsity swim
team ranked fifth in its district
and tied for second in con
ference competition.

The boys scored 98 points in
the district meet held at Lyons
Township H.S. on Feb. 19.
Outscoring OLCHS were La
Grange, 284; Evergreen Park,
252; Brother Rice, 187;
Richard , 111.

Receiving medals for their
efforts were Steve Doylida, fifth
place, diving (breaking the
school sophomore record for 11
dives with 309.84 points); Mike
Reilly, sixth place, 100 yd.
freestyle; Mark Traynor, sixth
place, 500' yd. freestyle; the
TURI<EY relay team of
Traynor, Reilly, Dan Kruse and
Steve Yukel, fourth place, 400
yd free relay. Yukel also
regained his r cord for the 200

f'-OPP-;&80TTom~-i
• TOPS IN STYLES * BOTTOMS IN PRICE! -
•• •
• GRAND Ge •
: OPENING t;9aJe :
ITOPS $3.95 :, ,
• Denim Jackets $9.95 t
I iI ,
I Wrangler Jeans , I
~ From $6.95 . I
• Ii All Polyester Shirts $395 :

! II, Western Shirts $6.95
4861 W 95th St, • :

Oak Lown 424-5533: PEACOCK ALLEY •FORD CITY , •
3206 W 63rd St, ••... _Notth Corner _

Chicago - 436-3311 . . Lower Level 735-1133 .
• Beneath Turnstyle I'llilI. , ......... ~...-r ,.,. .......~~~~~.~~.._c 4tt ,......-c .><lID< >W< ...
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Sports Summary
Badminton

ROTII VAHSITY AND frosh-soph badminton
teams open their sea on with perf ct records.

After defeating T.F.South, Bradley-
Bourbonnais and Homewood-Flossmoor, th
girls met Richards on Peb 16 in their first
conference meet. OLCHS play I' swept the
entire meet, both teams ~inningwith cor of 7
O.

The next home badminton mel't ill b on
March 2 at 4: 30 against. hcpard.

Basketball
TilE SOPIIOMORE BASKETBALL team took

over sole po ses IOn of first plac in confer nee,
a they defeated Lincoln-Way 58-46 on Feb. 8.

The win gave the. partans a 8-2 confer nee
record and 18-5 overall I' cord. OLCIIS has won
15 out of its last 16 games. Its only loss during the
winning streak was a 47-42 defeat to Reavis on
Jan. 7.

One of the main I' asons for th Spartans' good
record is the consistant play of their starting
five. Tony ristofano and Ed Stearns are the

starting guards. The forwards are Brian Yt
terberg and Gary Salis, with John Wallace
starting at center.

Bowling
TilE OLCIIS BOWLI G team, sponsored by

Mr. P.J. Gahala,lengthened its conference lead
to eight games by sweeping six games from
andburg Feb. 17.
Dave Ulrich led the scratch team with a 541

eries. Mike Lynch, Wall Murphy and Kevin
Kayden also bowled for the scratch team.

Marty rbanczyk had a 570 serie to lead the
handicap team. Ed Beller followed with 515.
Larry chmudde and Bob Dice rounded out the
conf renee team.

Hockey
TilE OAK LAW hockey club fini hed in

fourth place in its confer nee with a record of 16
5.

The fourth place finish was good enough to
earn the club a spot in th playoffs. The club
faces second-place andburg Sunday in the first
round. The winner of this game will meet the

winner of the Homewood-Flossmoor-Shepard
game for the championship on Mar. 6.

Seniors Mark Korosic, Mike Boudreau, Bob
Kimball and Joe Dvornik have be n th club's
leading scorers.

Track
TilE VAR ITY I DOOR track team was

defeated by Proviso West and LaGrange in a
triangular meet held at Proviso West on Feb. 15.
The final score of the meet was Provi 0 West 76,
laGrange 63 and OLCHS 42.

The Spartans started the meet in good fashion
as Rich Renz and Tim laRocque placed 1st and
3rd in the 2 mile with 9:48.8 and 10:10.7
respectively. Pat Daly took a fir t in the 1000 yd.
run with a time of 2:24.1.

The partan shot-putters, Mike Lehmann, Don
Kozak, Erne t Trembley and Ray Mc ormick
swept the event, placing 1st through 4th.

PLACI G ECOND FOR the Spartans was
Renz with a 4:45 mile. Marty Collins placed 2nd
in the triple jump, breaking the old school record
of 42'43 4" with a jump of 42'7". The Spartans'
mile relay team of Bruce Carney, Pat Daly, Ru s
Trapp and Tim Hansen took 2nd place with a
time of 3:38.5.

Mr. John Lewis, head coach or the track team, gets ready ror the
new season. ( taU photo by Wayne Macha)

Hon Scuduto, also a
sophomore, scor d 6.7 on floor
exercise and 2.7 on trampoline.
Nick Pullia turned in his best
score of the year with a 6.15 on
the floor exercise.

Sophomore Jim Thorpe
scored a 3.1 on side hoI' e.
Performing on the trampoline
were sophomores Jim Banich
and Tom Dillon, who scored 4.6
and 4.5, respectively.

THE TEAM WA hurt by th
10 s of Greg Abram , who in
jured his shoulder in a freak
accident before the m et.

The sectionals are being held
Feb. 24 and-Feb. 25 (tonight) at
Homewood-Flossmoor. Ken
Tsurusaki is considered by
teammates as having a good
chance to advance to the state
meet.

scor s on th other events w re
4.15 on floor exercise, 6.85 on
high bar, 5.4 on parallel bars
and 3.4 on ring.

DAVE T. l RU AKI
PLACED third on the side horse
with a scor of 5.4. He also
scor d 4.9 on high bar and 3.9 on
rings.

Thorp finish d fifth on rings
with a 5.85 p rformance.

Vahl came in sixth place on
parallel bars with a 5.6 score.
Vahl, who went all-around for
OLCH ,also scored 6.65 on floor
exercise, 2.0 on horse, 3.8 on
high bar, 2.5 on trampoline and
5.4 on rings.

OPIIOMORE JOE DYBA
a1 0 performed all-around for

L H . Dybas scor d 4.5 on
floor ex rci e, 2.6 on horse, 4.15
on high bar, 3.65 on parallel
bar and 3.75 on rings.

BY GARY KO RATII

Softball
Registration

REGISTRATIO pon 'filE
Hometown Girl's 12 in. Softball
League (fast pitch) will be held
on Saturday Feb. 26th from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at lIammond
Hall, 4343 Southwest Hwy.

Girls born in 1959 thru 1969
are eligible to join. Those girls
already on Hometown teams
need not register.

The league is not re tricted to
Hometown resident !

A Y PARE T OR AD LT
willing to help are a ked to
come too!

Mr. John Lewis, head coach
of the OLCHS track team, came
to Oak Lawn in 1952, when the

BY CHAIG S IITII

KE TSl'HVSAKI, DAVE
Tsurusaki, Don Thorpe and
Dave Vahl qualified for sec
tionals as the OL II gym
nastics team finished fourth in
the district meet held Feb. 19.

The meet was won by
Thornwood with 114.24 follow d
by Thornridge, 107.44; Heavis,
99.51; OL H ,98.7; tagg, 75.92
and Thornton, 15.9. The 98.7 was
OLCHS' highest team score of
the year.

Ken Tsurusaki placed first on
the side horse with an out
standing score of 7.7. This wa
the highest individual score for
any member of the t am all
year. He also placed fourth in
the all-around competition with
a score of 5.5. Tsurusaki's

Gymnastics swings
to 4th in districts

Coach Lewis keeps them running
school first opened. it was hard because I was also Storer was an excellent runner say about him:

He has coached track for the coaching basketball and foot- at Ohio State. He has the knack "He works with everybody,
past 24 years, winning 12 con- ball. When I quit the other for getting kids in shape and individually as well," "He
ference championships--this is sports is when I really got getting them to work for him. enjoys it because he likes
a I' markable record. And the serious about coaching track. The coaches motivate the working with kids," "He won't
I' ason for this record is If you notice, we didn't win any runner and ake him work cut you down, he'll tell you what
because of one man--Mr. John conference tilles those years. hard. \\ you're doing wrong and he'll try
L wi . Yes, this man has We have won 12 in the last 18 Q. Has your tyle of coaching to correct it," "He'll take time,
compil d and put out a good years. changed over th years? talk, reason, and explain," "He
team year after.y aI', eyen after Q. Why did you quit as A. It changes with knowledge. tries to raise your spirits," "We
runn~rs h~d 9U1t on him. athletic director? You learn new techniques every respect him becau e he
. ThiS artlcl IS to show why he A. I was athletic director for year, from books, clinics, your respects us kids." cott Nelson
IS able to put out a good team 13 years until I quit because I own mind, other schools, etc. put it well. He said, "He's like a
and how he gets hiS runners to fell family had priority. I wasn't Q. What do you think it is that second father to us."
run for him.. . seeing my family much, makes you put out a good team Mr. Storer says, "He knows

The followlOg questIOns were especially my oldest boy. I year after year? how to work with young people,
asked to. find the qualities of didn't get to see him grow up. I A. To believe to be proud to how to make kids give him th ir
Mr. LeWIS. . have three boys and on girl. wear a uniform. Pride. The best, how to make them

Q. What was your approach 10 Q. Do you feel you have good way they behave, act, ride motivated. Il's hi per onality,
starting a successful track assistant coaches, and how buses. I don't like goof-offs, I the way he acts and reacts.
team? much do they help in improving eliminate them. I don't want He's sincere, honest and means

A. First, you've got to teach a runner? you to quit. It's your ap- what he says, and this is with
the. runners the basics. The A. Yes, I do, Mr. George Dunn pearance and the way you anybody."
basICS ar always there. Then is one of the best in the country compete. All the little things These are all reason why he
you can devel.op them from in the knowledge of weights that help. consistanlly puts out a good
there. For the fIrst seven years (building of strength). Mr. Ted I spoke to some runners about team year after year. "Work

Mr. L wis and they had this to those legs ... "
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Cagers 7-4; eye state tournament

enlor Steve aylor hooking up a basket for OLCHS as teammate
Bill LllIwltz (51) looks on. OLCIIS won against T.F. South Rebels on
Friday. Feb. II. The final score of the game was 16-54. (Staff photo
by Wayne Macha)

Latanski captures
districts, sectionals

year with his sophomore team.
They had a 13-1 record and
came in fifth in conference."
Sophomores who took first are
Glen Williams, Doug Murphy
and Eric Miner. Rich Baader
took second and Keith Wagner
and Tom McEntee took third.

In the last quarter Sandburg
scored 6 quick points to open a
40-27 lead. Then OLCHS' outside
shooting and team defense
started working for the Spar
tans as they held Sandburg
scoreless for 3 minutes. During
that time OLCHS outscored the
Eagles 12-0 to make the score
44-43 with 0:51 remaining. The
Spartans fouled Sandburg
forward Ray Studniarz, who hit
his first free throw but missed
the second one. The rebound
after the missed shot went to a
Sandburg player and OLCHS
fouled Jeff Adams to get the ball
back. Adams hit both of his free
throws, opening a 47-43 lead.

Strenk then brought the
Spartans within 2 points on a
jump shot with 0:04 left. OLCHS
again fouled Adams and with
0:02 left he iced the game with 2
free throws.

TONIGHT THE SPARTAN.
travel to Midlothian to take on
Bremen before starting
Regional play on Monday at
Eisenhower.

Jim Latanski (on top) advanced to state last week- nd. He will be
wrestling for lh state title today and tomorrow. (Starr photo by
Wayne Macha)

team next year," said Coach
Lawson. Returning juniors
will be Jim Berndt, 98; Greg
Ramierz, 105; Mike Morgan
thaler, 145; Ken Spitzer, 155;
Jim Dunning, 167; Jeff
Williams, 185.

"(Sophomore Coach Jerry)
Wallin has done a super job this

LlLLWITZ LED' THE
Spartans as he scored 19 points
and hauled down 11 rebounds.
OLCHS also got good play out of
their two forwards as Loomis
had 10 points and 7 rebounds.
Saylor was also in double
figures for the Spartans with 10
points.

The Spartans traveled to
Sandburg on Feb. 4 to face the
conference leading Eagles.
OLCHS used a control-typed
offense to try to upset Sandburg
but lost the game 49-45.

Sandburg scored first and
was never behind for the rest of
the game. At the end of the first
quarter OLCHS was down by 4,
with the score at 12·8. In the
second quarter Sandburg
.scored 8 points to the Spartans'
6, to open a halftime lead of 20
14.

IN THE THIRD quarter the
Spartans trailed by as much as
14 points before their outside
shooting enabled them to cut
Sandburg's lead to 34-26 at the
end of the quarter.

BY GARY KO RATJ-I

JIM LATA SKI liAS
wrestled his way to state,
winning conference, districts
and sectionals. Latanski won
sectionals last weekend,
defeating Argo in the first
round, Rich East, 9-4 in the
second round and Oak Forest in
overtime, 8-7 in the third round.

Latanski's record for the
season now stands at 29-1-1.

"Jim has really worked hard
and deserved to win," said head
wrestling coach Chuck Lawson.
"He has beaten two of the
toughest kids in state already so
he has a good chance for state."
Latanski will have to wrestle
and win in four matches this
weekend when he tries for the
state title.

Pi\ L CIZEK, JOHN
Paolisso and junior Ken Spilzer
also went to sectionals, but lost.
Cizek lost in his first match, 4-3.
Paolisso also lost in his first
match, 9-4. pitzer lost his first
match but his opponent won his
second so pitzer was allowed to
come back and wrestle again,
but he los 5-0.

The team' final record was
16-3. This is their best record in
15 years. The team came in
second in district and fifth in
sectionals out of 32 teams. "We
should have a tough varsity

0IkL.m

$paItcde

Sports

points, while Loomis netted 11
points and had eight rebounds.
As a team the Spartan shot 58
per cent from the floor.

THE SPARTANS WON their
fifth conference game of the
year as they beat the Lincoln
Way Knights 54-46 in a home
makeup game played on Feb. 8.
The game was originally
scheduled for Jan. 28, but had to
be rescheduled due to bad
weather conditions.

The Spartans jumped to a
quick 6-0 lead on baskets by
Kallquist, Lillwitz and Saylor.
They ended the first quarter 6
points ahead of Lincoln-Way, 18
12. OLCHS opened a ten point
lead at 28-18 late in the second
quarter; then Lincoln-Way
scored 8 unanswered points to
make the halftime score 28-26.

In the second half of play
OLCHS forced Lincoln-Way out
of their zone defense. The
Spartans scored 26 points in the
second half, whiJe Lincoln-Way
could only manage 20 to make
th final score 54-46.

inside game and opened up a 13
point lead. OLCHS outscored
Shepard in the quarter 11-10 to
end the quarter at 44-31.

IN TilE FINAL eight minutes
of the game Shepard started
making a run at the Spartans,
cutting their lead to 54-53 with
1: 15 left to play. Strenk sank
two free throws to increase
OLCHS' lead to 56-53. Shepard
came back within one on an
outside jumper with only 12
seconds left.

Shepard was forced to foul
Loomis with 0:08 left to try to
get control of the ball. Loomis
foiled Shepard's plans as he
calmly sank two free throws to
give OL HS the 58-55 lead. The
victory gave the Spartans a
conference record of 7-4.

OLCHS moved into third
Dlace in conference as they
defeated T.F. South 70-54 on
Feb. 11. The victory gave the
Spartans a 6-4 conference
record and put them two vic
tories ahead of fourth place
T.F.South.

THE FIR T IIALF of the
game was closee as only one
point eparated the teams as
the first quarter ended with
OLCHS ahead 12-11. In the
second quarter, the Spartans'
biggest I ad was 5 points at 26
21. Near the end of the quarter
the OLCHS offense slowed
down, and T.F.South closed the
gap to 2 points for a 30-28
halftime score.

In the second half the Spar
tans totally dominated the
action as th y outscored T.F.
South 22-14 in Ute third quarter.
In the last 8 minUkes of play the
Spartans added .1-\more points
to the Rebels' 12 for a final score
of 70-54.

Lillwitz was high scorer for
OLCHS with 24 points and nine
rebounds. Strenk added 14

BY RICIIARD RENZ

MAR H MADNES .S about
to hit the state of Illinois. To a
person who does not follow high
school basketball it might sound
like a di ease, but that's the
term used to describe the battle
for the Illinois state basketball
championship.

OLCH travels to Eisenhower
for its Regional games. The
Spartans' first opponent will be
Eisenhower on Feb. 28, at 8:30
p.m. The winner of the OLCHS
Eisenhower game will then face
Brother Rice. The winner of the
Brother Rice game will then go
on to play either Evergreen
Park, Richards or Marist for
the Regional championship.

The winner of the Eisenhower
Regional will advance to the
Downers Grove North Sec
tional. The State finals will be
held at Assembly Hall on March
18 and 19. The championship
game will be played at 8:30 p.m.
on the 19th.

WITH JUST ONE conference
game left, the Spartans ar in
third place with a 7-4 record.
Leading the Spartans this
season is junior center Bill
Lillwltz, who is one of the
leading scorers in the I A
West onference. teve Strenk
and ott Kallquist are the
Spartans' starting guards with
Wait Loomis and Steve aylor
starling at forward.

OL HS traveled to Shepard
on Feb. 19 and won its 7th
conference game, 58-55. The
Spartans jumped to a quick 4-0
lead with baskets by Lillwitz
and Joe Serio. Good outside
shooting and tough team
defense helped the Spartans
increase their lead to 33-21 at
half time.

In lhe third quarter the
Spartans started to go to their



Spartanite staff condemns 
student procrastinators 

Story in next issue 

artanite 
Articles in this paper are fict icious and are not 

intended to make any implications as to those people 
involved. The stories are fake and the names have 
been changed to protect our innocence. ( Paid display 
r1 ds are true.) 
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Dr. P. Dabbies 
t 
t 
t 
t 

t 
t 
t 
t 

suspended for 
I Prom will be held at the local VFW Hall on Friday the 13th. A t t fish-fry and apple dunking contest will follow. t 

t In appreciation of the 33 people who recently donated their t t blood, the Trannsylvannia Blood Bank offered to pay the expenses t 
t of the 25 coffins needed. The eight survivors of the blood drive t 

have formed an organization called the Surviving Coagulates 

forged degree 
Against Bleeding, better known as SCAB. f 

tt Due to student apathy, Easter vacation will not be held this ft 
year. 

t t t An unannounced fire drill will occur Mon. April 3, 1977 at 10:45 t 
a .m. 

BY DONNA BEAN 

THE DOCTORATE 
DEGREE of OLCHS Assistant 
Superintendent of Instruction 
Paul R. Dabbies has been found 
to be a fake and he has been 
suspended for the rest of the 
year according to Superin
tendent Harold L. Wiltliar. 

The degree , a Ph.D in 
Education, was supposed to 
have been granted to Dabbies 
by Pits State University in Pits, 
Ohio. Stephen LaBreak, 
assistant superintendent of 
finance, was the first to suspect 
the fraud . " I thought something 
funny was going on last January 
when I looked in his CDabbies') 
desk for some rolling papers 
and a roach clip, and instead I 
found six copies of the diploma. 
I mean, if I had a Ph.D I'd be 
proud of it too, but six copies 
seems excessive," said 
La Break. 

During the third week of 
January , La Break went to 
superintendent Wiltliar and told 
him of his suspicions. Three 
days later , according to 
LaBreak, Wiltliar contacted 
Pits State for confirmation of 
Dabbies' claim to the diploma. 
The University checked its files 
as far back as 1902, but was 
unable to find a record of a 
doctorate degree given to one 
Paul R. Dabbies in any subject. 
"We didn 't have records of a 
student named Dabbies even 
attending the University," said 
University spokesthing Mrs . 
Olive Green. 

AFTER HEARING FROM 

Pits State, Wiltliar contacted 
the Board of Education for 
District 22,900 and called for an 
investigative committee. The 
committee, headed by Mr . 
Robert Ketchup of the Board, 
met with Wiltliar, LaBreak and 
Director of Pupil Personnel , 
Mr. Joseph Kojak in early 
February . The closed-door 
meeting las ted five hours , 
produced findi ngs by the Board 
that Dabbies ' diploma was 
indeed faked . "We were shown 
evidence that could've curled 
your hair, " said Kojak . The 
evidence included a home 
printing press, several blank 

· printing plates and a 
calligraphy handbook, but the 
most damning materials were 
diplomas from 48 public and 
private institutions across the 
country, granting degrees in 
everything from fine arts to 
mortuary science. "We even 
found--get this--a counterfeit 
medal collection," said Ket
chup. "By far the most well
crafted and elaborate medal in 
the collection was a copy of the 
'Hero of Socialist Labor' medal 
given to Nadia Comaneci by the 
Romanians . Shocking . 
Shocking." 

All the evidence was found by 
committee members in the 
basement of Dabbies' home 
when they dressed as Abe 
Lincoln and his aides at a 
Lincoln's birthday party given 
by Dabbies in late January. By 
the time the party broke up, 
everyone there was so smashed 
that the committee members 
could sneak downstairs with no 

trouble. tt Students will be dismissed early tomorrow so teachers may ft 
The Board of Education and attend their faculty demented meetings. 

Wiltliar confronted Dabbies I f 
with the findings in mid-March. 
Dabbies' reaction , according to , Due to the lack of support and participation by the students for f 
LaBreak, was one of "total ' Senior Cut Day it is being cancelled and taken off the school's 
indifference." "We told him we t agenda for next year . t 
had proof that his Ph.D degree t t 
was forged, and all he said was, Daniel Schneider, age 16, was released from Little Company of 
'It's a':><>ut time you .. found out t Mary Hospital Monday, March 28. t 
about 1t, you nerds. ~aBreak Daniel has been hospitalized since last April when he was in- t 
a)so, went on to describe Dab- t volved in a fight with a teacher in room 117. 
b1es demeanor t~roug~out the t Although we {the Spartanite) cannot disclose who the teacher , 
rest

11 
of thde mteetmg .. Ht~' ghoet was, Mr. Dave Moonier is being held in custody on suspicion of the ' 

rea y ma a one pom , , beat· t 
said. "That was when Bob , mg. 
Ketchup asked him whether or t t 
not his Master's degree was Tryouts for the Easter Bunny will be held soon. Contestants 
fake. Dabbies jumped up and t must have a cold nose {not a Brown-nose), bushy tail and be able t 
started screaming, 'Of course it f to recite the Hippity-Hoppity song forwards and backwards. , 
isn't, you filthy morons, do you , 
think I'd have a real Master's , . , 
when I went all the way with a , THE OLCHS CHESS team lost to Brooklyn Heights last, 
Ph .D? What kind of a freak do , Tuesday. OLCHS failed to win a single board. . , 
you think I am?' It was wild ' Coach Bob DeManiac, a frustrated would-be artist who has' 
there for a while ." t become a drug addict, went crazy after the meet. DeManiac, t 

At that meeting, the Board t boozed ~pas always, attacked members of the Brooklyi:1 Hei~hts , 
also suspended Dabbies for the team w_1th a razor blade after_ the meet. To cover up this action, , 
remainder of the school year, t DeMamac later shave~ off his moustache.. .. . . t 
pending the revocation of The playe~ had var10us ~xc~es for l~mg. I wa~ w~nm_ng, 
Dabbies state teaching cer- t then DeMamac started blowmg pipe smoke m my face , said first t 
tificate. board player Craig Dodge. "I've had bad luck all year ." 

"What really got him in the t DOCTOR FEND~R •. ECCENTRI~ board two p_Iaye~, lost,:,Vh~n t 
e~d was that he thought he , he fell asleep_ and ~1s lime ran out. They rang his chimes, said , 
would never be found out " said ' the OLCHS hbranans. ' 
Wiltliar. " It was brazen ~nough t l\_1ike St. Lauren~e and Rosey Glenberg lost to a sc~eme in f 
to keep his reefers in his desk , which Brooklyn Heights stole boards three and four and hid them t 
drawer, but to keep his extra , in the washroom. "I was perplexed," said Glenberg. " I couldn't 
diplomas there too was just , find anything over the board." t 
foolish. It proved to be his ' Cecil Moron lost on board five when his opponent asked him a 
downfall." t ~aseball trivia question. Moroi:i ran h~me ~o look up the starting t 

"That's right," agreed Kojak . , hneup of the 1934 Cleveland Indians while his clock ran out. , 
"I keep my fakes with Hal's, , AS EXPECTED, THE always consistent Mike Lowe lost again , 
right in the cafeteria A on board six. _J 
storerooms ." t----------------
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Team 
Report 

Mathletes 
OLCHS EASILY SLID by their opponents at the recent meet. Of 

the one school in competition they easily took first place. Team 
scores totalled 551, the highest score ever in mathletes history . 

Responsibility for this terric score is due in part to the snow 
storm on the day of the meet. All other schools were disqualified 
from participation in the meet due to their schools being closed 
for the blizzard . 

Since OLCHS ";,Yas the only school to keep its doors open during 
the storm, it was the only participating school. 

THE ORALS TEAM of Brian Fender, Ken Leaper and Craig 
Dodge led the team by scoring 432 of a possible 150 points . Credit 
for this has been attributed by some sources to the -coaching of 
Hiswig Schlunk. 

In senior competition the scores were again excellent. The 
Simple Addition team of Eileen Atlantis , Don Roles , Bill Baaader, 
Rich Plarhu and Don Thrope received respectively 34, 54, 23, 71 , 
and 12 for a perfect team score of approximately 112. 

Seniors in Small Percentages who turned in perfect scores were 
Cheryl Peanutson, Naomi Caboose, Ken Sohcahtoa. Juniors Ken 
O'Kneel and Rich Slif also participated and received perfect 85 
per cent scores. 

WORKING IN QUACK Equations Bonnie McGlee, Gail Grease, 
Craig Rocks and Donna St. Bill turned in perfect scores. This 
team shut out their nonexistant opponents . _ 

Mathletes studying inequalities turned in five equal scores of 54 
and 36. Those in this competition were Rich Slif, Ken O'Kneel, Bob 
Below, Heimann and Marolt. 

Those in competition B who scored high with no effort were 
Shawn Finn, Larry Yoyo, Rosey Glenberg, Chem and Marolt. 

WINNING BY DEFAULT were Pam Gearmak, Karen Wagon, 
Judy Sleeve, Johanna Shoes, Brian Dodge. Members in these 
teams who turned in perfect outstanding scores will not be 
mentioned due to shyness. 

Club sponsors Mr. Rollerink and Mr. Test were unavailable for 
comment. 
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Fools heist peanut 
BY HARY MORN Now the group had to wait for It is rumored that the 

Wednesday, March 23, at another chance . It was illustrious Little Man replied 
approximately 7:50 a.m., plans photographer Donna Bean who "Oh, you people must be 
for the Great Peanut Heist of provided the distraction. She flakey ! " and tossed the peanut 
19TI became reality . The scene attracted the librarians at· into a corner. 
was the relatively tranquil tention while preparing to take Still unable to comprehend 
student gathering place, the a picture of Dodge and fully the implications of what 
OLCHS Media Center. Peanutson near the peanut. they had done, the pranksters 

At th . t JI th stumbled breathlessly through 
As usual , the chimes were is momen , a ree 

t . · t I di h" d the hallways , trying to locate 
rungat7:45a .m. byDr.Fender, par1c1pans ou y w 1spere "N " H M d hed t their first period classes. Jt w~~ 
but the atmosphere became ow ary orn as O h Id 

th f. t d Th · t agreed that t~e peanut s _Ql.!. -
tense as spectators crowded in open e trs oor. e g1an 

t ff d t f. t th h oe returned as quickly as 
and plans for the heist were s u e peanu I roug ·1 If Dod d p t possible to the library, lest it feverishly finalized. east y. ge an eanu son 

could make it through the become homesick. 
Masterminds of the scheme, second door, it would be smooth However, before this could be 

Craig Dodge and Cheryl sailing ; they would be out of the accomplished, the peanut was 
Peanutson, steeled themselves library and into the hallway. heisted again ; from its snug 
for action, despite the taunts of Another overlooked aspect of corner in the math office, it was 
the crowd that they would the peanut in transit was the delivered to a Spanish class at 
chicken out. A secondary early morning traffic jam of the other end of the school. 
member of the team, Hary students. Fortunately, at the Members of the Little Man 's 
Morn, prepared to open and sight of the frantic peanut class hastened to retrieve it and 
clear the necessary doorways . heisters , the crowd dispersed returned it to the classroom. 

A major drawback of the and Morn was able to get to the Dodge returned it to the math 
scheme which threatened to door and hold it open. office as soon as he finished 

· I bl th taking a test. remain unreso va e was e Surprisingly, the staircase to 
f th l.b · It was then agreed to 

presence o e I rarians , the second floor proved to be no · JI th L. b k A ceremonially replace the expec,a Y e me ac er. n problem, though it was risky for 
unforeseen problem arose when a moment when the door at the peanut in the library the next 
th B d d · t th day during the Little Man's 

e uzzar move m o e top of the stairs threatened to 
f th f. t d t be class. In the meantime, a area o e ,rs oorway o close abruptly and crush the 

eg t. t d ransom note was placed in the 
n o ta e . peanut. Once through the door, 

Tension peaked as more and the cohorts had time to catch book-drop of the library. At this 
l.b · · d d th time, it was rumored that the 

more I rarians mva e e their breath a little, then laugh · d librarians still had not 
area . Nervous grms an giggles uproariously about their 
f bo h · · d discovered the absence of the 
rom t participants an situation. 

spectators jumped back and The second floor destination ~~~t~ the same day.a third 
forth like electricity. Finally , was the math department of· heist attempt failed when an art 
the librarians went back into f,·ce. Cra,·g Dodge had asked the d h · d epartment teac er mtercepte 
hibernation, or back to their department head, af· the peanut in transit and con· 
regular patrol posts. f Prtinn~tP.lv known as "Little fiscated it. It was agreed by the 

For an instant the coast was Man,." onl~ the day_ before how 
I od 

original pranksters that the 
c ear. D ge and Peanutson he would feel about being scheme had gotten out of hand. 
lunged for the peanut and lifted presented with a giant peanut. No harm was done to the peanut 
it off the bookshelf for a split Bursting in the door in a final fit and no malice was intended 
second. Peanutson became of chuckles , Dodge and toward the talented creator of 
momentarily paralyzed and Peanutson placed the peanut on the thing; simply, the Great 
dropped her end of the giant his desk and announced "Here's Peanut Heist was a publicity 
peanut. "It crinkles! " she your peanut, Little Man!" stunt. 
lamented, "It must be stuffed ,-----------------------~ 
with paper. I can 't do it!" 
Quickly, the crowd consoled her 
and persuaded her to carry on. 

OLCHS ranked 2nd 
• 1n nation wide pol I 

One of the OLCHS' female students who were kindly escorted out 
of one of the washrooms which were previously reserved for males 

A RECENT WORLD-WIDE 
poll . taken exclusively in the 
American high schools ranked 
OLCHS second (out of who 
knows how many), as the best 
all-round, in the kindergarten to 
first grade level category. 

A report , examining the 
findings found that this school 
takes the best care of its 
students not only during school 
hours but before and after 
school, week nights and 
weekends as well. 

To begin with , it prevents any 
student from becoming lost by 
personally escorting them 
through the halls to their 
classrooms by the use of the 
ever-so-kind , trusting hall 
guards. 

THE FACT THAT the school 
is so well planned, is also 
another reason why students 
never become lost or (heaven 
forbid ) are seen roaming the 
halls . What other school labels 
its second floor with numbers 
such as 30 or 32? (Numbers that 
any dimwit would think 
belonged on the doors of rooms 
situated on the third floor .) 

What other school has foreign 
language department room in 
the busiest part of the building? 

Upperclassmen at this school 
are also a great asset to the 
innocent and honest freshmen . 
"Well you know, I didn 't have 
change for a five dollar bill to 
pay for the 50 cent elevator 
passes , so this really kind senior 
named B.S. Makadeel gave me 
a break and sold me seven 
tickets for my five dollar bill. I 
don't know what I would have 
done without him," commented 
Benny Pushover. 

ANOTHER OF THE many 
good deeds demonstrated by the 
students at OLCHS was the 
unfortunate incident of a 
misplaced sign. It seems that 
somehow or another, a sign next 
to the boy 's washroom was 
quite accidently thrown out into 
one of the waste recepticals . A 
poor disillusioned young girl 
who mistook the washroom for 
her study hall was kindly 
directed back into the hall by 
one of the many gentlemen who 
were crowded in front of the 
washroom mirrors . 

Another feature of OLCHS is only during an accidental mix-up of the proper signs. 
tl'te great care and effort the 
teachers take to make ure I•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
their students are not bored :E t G t · C d f : 
after _school hours by providing. as er ree ing ar, s. : 
adequate amounts of en- : • 
tertainment more commonly . Fanny May Candy! : 
known as term papers, essays, : • 
book reports and (what every • 0 k L N A : 
students always does) studying : • 
for tests . • a . awn . . : 

Further evidence of this : • 
school's great concern for their • • 

students is the three to 10 day: Book Store = rest periods for those who find • • 
themselves in need of a : : 
vacation. However there have: : 
been reports of students who • • 
have been taking advantage of: 9517 S C k : 
these privileges and are con· • • 00 • 
~~~ally asking for more days: GA 3_3 7 OO : 

The school also provides an : : 
area just outside of the • M • 
choketeria where out of shape : any magazines available ·including: : 
students may exercise not only • • 
their 1ungs but may a1so put: Seventeen Mad & Cracked : 
their joints to better use. • : 

The only factor which : n llK h · • 
prevented OLCHS from the • r opular 1neC aniCS • 
number one ranking was that : . . : 
they did not gain enough sup· • We have a wide selecllon of paperback hooks. • 
port for thier Senior Cut Day. r.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••i. 
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Terror in detentions 
BY OSCY 

OLCHS HAS MANY forms of 
punishment, one being deten
tions . early everyone has paid 
an after school visit to 117, but 
for the benefit of those 
brownies , fags and freshmen 
who have never been there, I 
decided to take a trip down 
there to see what it was all 
about. Unfortunately, that was 
two years ago, and I have been 
going regularly since. 

On my first trip down there, I 
expected to see a highly 
regimented mini-society , with 
students sitting rigidly at their 
desks , being constantly wat
ched over by a teacher who 
looks like a guard from Cook 
County jail. Actually , I was in 
for a shock. 

The instant I walked through 
the door my nose was assulted 
by the distinct odor of 
cigarettes and beer. I saw 
students either engaged in card 
games, acts of sex, or else 
simply lolling drunkenly up 
against a wall. 

STEPPING OVER EMPTY 
beer cans and vomit. T m::in<> hv 
way to the desk 9J ti)~ !!:~~ .. ~[ 
whO was supposed to monitor 
the detention hall , Mr. D. 
Moonee. Moonee has since been 
relieved of his job, and for the 
past year, the detention hall has 
been monitored by Mr. Alger 
Hiss and Mr. J . Asparagus. 

I walked up to the slovenly 
pig, and I saw that he was 

dressed in blue jeans and a beer 
and pizza and beer stained T
shirt. He had a can of beer in 
one hand and a cigar in the 
other. On his desk were about 
nine empty beer cans, two full 
ones and a pair of panties. 

"Whadda ya want, scud? " 
Barked Moonee, his drunken 
eyes attempting to focus on me, 
as a rivulet of beer ran out of the 
corner of his putrid mouth. 

"WELL SIR," I nervously 
began, " I am here to serve a 
detention." 

Moonee looked at me with a 
blank expression on his face , 
and then emitted a long burp. 
"So," he said, " whadda ya 
want, a medal or sumpint?" 

" Well , I don't know." 
MOONEE DIDN'T REPLY, 

he just took another slug of beer 
and shoved his finger up his 
nose. Suddenly, he sat bolt 
upright in his chair and became 
at least semi-alert. 

"No!" He screamed, his eyes 
fixed on a grimy looking young 
lad of about fifteen , who had a 
rubber hose wrapped around his 
arm , and was about to inject a 
needle into his exposed, bulging 
vein. 

Moonee lunged over hs desk 
and staggered across the floor 
to the young junkie. 

"YOU LOUSY +?&! ! !" And 
so on. I won't go into details on 
the language, most of it being to 
obscene to print. 

Moonee grabbed the lad by 
the hair and delivered a karate 

type chop to the throat. He then 
kicked the young fool several 
times in the groin. Next, after 
grabbing the junkie's arm and 
twisting it until it gave a 
satisfied snap, he threw the kid 
on the floor . 

Once onthe floor, the poor kid 
screamed again and again, 
begging and pleading for 
mercy, but Moonee kept up with 
devistating kicks to the face 
until finally the kid passed out. 

"SCUM! SLIME! SCUD!!" 
Screamed Moonee as he kept up 
his continuous string of bone · 
crunching kicks . 

Then, to my horror, Moonee 
picked up a desk and brought it 
down with divistating force onto 
the kid's rib cage. Finally, his 
wretched deed finished , Moonee 
stood upright and vomited. 

" Jesus !" He screamed, 
"someone gimmee a beer." 

I LOOKED ABOUT, but no 
one had even noticed the 
beating, or if they had , they 
didn ' t show it. Therefore, 
fearful of the consequences, I 
ran and got him his beer, then 
left the hall myself, sickened at 
what I had just witnessed. 

Regretfully , I kept on 
receiving detentions and was 
forced to serve a total of twenty 
detentions last year alone . 
Because of the influence of that 
den of sin, I have given up my 
ambitions to become a brain 
surgeon, and now all that I want 
to do is sit around home, collect 
welfare and drink beer. 

Fralph • remains hero 
FRALPH WAS A normal kid 

BY JERRY PITTERPATTER who lived in a normal home 
went to a normal school and wa~ 
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a kid in the normal early 60's . In 
fact , the only thing that wasn't 
normal about Fralph was his 
name. 

If you were to ask Fralph how 
he had been dubbed with such a 
name he could only shrug his 
shoulders. Even if you con
tinued to investigate and 
inquired of Fralph's parents as 
to the origin of his name they 
could only sigh in ignorance. 

llne day u.~ neighborhood 
bully came along and punched 
Fralph light in the stomach. 
Now Fralph could understand 
why the bully did this (he was 
normal , as I have said before); 
bullies have attained their 
stature, status and reputation 
because they do things to harm 
one's person for no apparent 
reason. The reason part didn't 
worry Fralph although the 
stomach cramps did . 

FRALPH WAS CON-
TINUOUSLY being punched in 
the stomach and was subjected 
to doing various tasks for the 
bully. Eating dead worms and 
lightningbugs were just a few of 
the things that he made Fralph 
do . But Fralph didn't mind too 
much; he was a pretty good 
sport, at least for the first 11 
days. 

On the 12th day Fralph 
knocked the bully out cold. He 
was acclaimed a hero and then 
everyone knew how he had 
gotten his name. 

F is for fearless 
R is for relentless 
A is for all 
L is for leather 
P is for punching 
H is for hands 

Just one nick Just one nack 
Just one fatal heart attack 

Roses are blue 
Violets are red 
JEDLICKA THE • • • • • · • • • • • • 
MUST BE SHOT IN THE HEAD 

John Matt, 
You have a good body 
(for a Goodyear Blimp) 

I'm always hard for you, Mush 
RL No. 158 Strikes Again 

Goat, The rabbit died! 
Cat 

Jeffy, 
When are we setting the 

Date? 
Love, Peggy 

Wade is a puppy 

Orangatang, 
My Dad really likes you! 

Deb 

Liz Dinaso, that was good 
Oregano, huh? 

Rocket man, I love you, The Big 
D. 

Dear Bill, 
You mean so much to me. 
Happy Birthday 

Love, Rita 

Smokems movin-in 
tonight. 
Bring your own. 

Toe, 
Happy Eighteenth. 

McCartney, 
It's the Fool 
who plays it Cool 

party 

Us 

Lennon 

Buba hows Burr ? Nancy 

Babe, How is your Love Life, 
hope its fine, sorry for the 
delayed action!! Love Ya Babe 

BABE, 
l'M GONNA MISS YA. OH AND 
WHILE l 'M GONE A COUPLE 
OF BASIC COMMANDMENTS: 

I. NO GIRLS 
II. NO BOOZE 
Ill. NO PARTIES 
IV. AT HOME BY 8:00 
V. IN BED BY 9:00 (ALONE) 

April fool 

D.S. 

LOVE, 
ME 

NEWSFLASH Minnesota is in 
New York!! 
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Dear D, 
You should have been a 

bricklayer. 
The Three Muskateers 

To Maw, Brother Andy : 
Love, 
Wallflower 

Smitty(Doo), 
It's almost two years now, 

and I love you more each day. 
That's no joke. Thanks for 
choosing me as your future 
wife. Doo, don't ever doubt my 
love! 

Love, 
Pat(Woob) 

You aren' t mean, cruel, or 
inhuman. 

April Fools ! 
The Bobsie Twins 
Giggles + Frown 

Julie (Mame), 
Break a Leg! 

(Good Luck-No Fooling) 
Tom 

Lighthall 's a member of Hell 's 
Angels ! 

Kelli Comise has hairy legs! 

Mr. Collins: 
Looked at your car lately? 

The Leary-ites 

Carol, 
Mess with the hat once more, 

and I may have to do something 
drastic, 

Dave 

TO THE TEACHER WITH THE 
FATHERLY INSTINCT: 

Mrs . Klein has been losing a 
pound a week for the past year . 
If Mrs. Klein weighs as much as 
her husband did when he played 
quarterback for the Chicago 
Bears. Also, if she gains twice 
as much on the holidays, will 
she fit into her $3,000 Paris 
original in time for the Turn-of
the-Century party she plans, to 
have that will cost $8,354.92. 

-Some of US 
P.S. Who Cares 

Der Pesach, Diz , Fingers , 
Hutch, Count Basic, and B.T., 

Get choaked, fried , bleed to 
death , decapituted , speared, 
and caught in the piano. 

From both of us, 
A and L 

Steve Peck : 
It's a little bit hard, but it's 

coming!!! 
Rob, I'm late 
Love, ,lody 

We love you Tank. 
love Bunny and Duck 

Frog at1 (:Jc·ks teacher 
BY MARY FRITZ 

Biology teacher Mr . Bob 
Marcordius was rushed to 
Christ Hospital suffering a mild 
concussion, severe bruises, high 
blood pressure a nd em
barrassment, according to 
hospital officials. 

On March 17, 1977, Mr. 
Marcordius was lecturing to his 
third hour Biology class in 
Room 268 on the external 
anatomy of frogs. He then took 
a live specimen from a bucket 
and placed it on his desk. 

While Mr. Marcordius was 
explaining the method of 
removing warts contracted by 
toads, the female frog swiftly 
crept up his arm . Just then his 
blood pressure rose as his face 
turned red and he let out a yell. 

He began to jump around 

vigorously, causing him to hit 
his head on the tree limb where 
a stuffed falcon was perched. 
But that didn't stop him, he 
knew there must be some way 
to get rid of the frog. But what 
was it? He thought of jumping 
into the aquarium and try to 
drown the frog, but the class 
reminded him that frogs are 
aquatic as well as terrestrial. 

Why not get a male frog? That 
way, the female would leave 
Mr. Marcordius for her own 
kind. So, one student searched 
for a male frog while another 
student summoned medical aid 
for the ailing Biology teacher. 

When asked why he took so 
long to seek aid, the student 
replied, " I was one of the first to 
recover ." " Recover 
what? ," I asked. "Laughter," 
was his answer. 
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Spartanite condemns 

Situations or allegati ons involving faculty 
misconduct in the performance of official duties are 
seldom brought to the attention of the student body. 
However, such a situation has recently been brought 
to the attention of the Spartanite staff. 

The Spartanite alleges that two hal I guards at 
OLCHS, Mrs. Gene Summers and Mrs. Edna Shoepit, 
have been negligent in the performance of their 
supervising duties by allowing nearly 314 OLCHS 
lockers to be stolen from the gracious hallways of this 
learning institution during the third semester of the 
1976-77 school year. 

When asked by the Spartanite if she felt she was 
properly supervising the hallways, Mrs. Shoepit said, 
" I definitely had my eyes on the lockers at all times." 

"lndubiably so," Mrs. Summers replied. 

From any point in one hallway, Mrs. Shoepit said 
she "could see 439 lockers at one time." 

If we could not see at least 350 lockers at any one 
time, we would have changed our station in the 
hallway," Mrs. Summers continued, "there is no way 
that we would have been in that position. And the 
minute we saw suspicion of someone actually taking a 
locker, we came out of our position and made the 
corrections." 

This is verified in that the hallguards come out of 
their positions on one occasion when a student was 
found carrying a locker through the hallway during 
the 48 lunch period. 

The Spartanite asked Mr. Gene Frebitz, head of 
OLCHS locker control, if he felt the proper super
visors were properly watching the lockers, but Mr. 
Frebitz is no longer employed by the school, so no 
response was given. 

Regardless of the position th~ were in, or who the 
locker control department is being run by, the 
Spartanite feels that the loss of nearly 314 lockers 
from the OLCHS hallways is an uncalled for and 
totally irresponsible action. 

We believe that all facult'y members, in whatever 
class or activity, should be present with their classes 
(or in this case, lockers) at all times. Our educat"icin 
and well-being is at stake and can only be rurmered 
and preserved by the instructors presence and con
scientious supervision. 

SPARTANITE 

Cieps, 
Now that you're eighteen can 

you chew gum and walk at the 
same time? I? 

Tim Lewis, you're a fox . 

NO FISH 
NO POOTSIES 
NO FUN RIGHT KIM 

Twinkie, 
See you at 8:00 P .M. 

Love, 
Ski 

Brewer, 
Sorry about the an-

nouncement. 

To Kee, 
Hi 
Ticket No. 4 

Steve, 

Sue 

Happy Anniversary and soon 
you'll have no worries . ILYM 

Sandy 

Tiggest, 
I found your bits in the 

hallway. 

Punk, 
62001 
Cutie 

Kramer 

Nancy W., I love you too. 
April Fools. 

Roach Clip 

Kathy, 
You still haven't changed. 

Always will remember tea 
cups, duck, labratory, Sch 
wartz, and rolls . 

Hey Barbie, 
What's that on your neck? 

Love, 
P&J 

Tucker, 
Improve your own attitude, and 
stick with your program. 

J .D. Carrot 

Sean, 
Your Bush in on fire . 

Dear W.A. 
Easy on those Pootsies. 

LuvGlam 

I love you E .J.I. 

Happy B-day Sue! 
Bella Lagosie 

Mike + Greg are the finest and 
foxiest guys! 

April Fool! 
Helen 

April I, 1977 

Girls rebel 
BY DONNA CRAMMIT 

END THE 
.today from year one stand to 
come will trial This .brother 
Charlie's ,right thats, Manson 
Perry lawyer own our hired we 
,could we thing only the DID 
GIRLS US. 
.times all at prepared be to have 
we but equipment own our 
carry to having with forced are 
we only not now So .us help to 
refused, right Thats. .refused 
they and, board school the of 
head the to went OLCHS of girls 
The 
.anymore it take couldn't just 
we, Well .empty or, into broken, 
broken are machines the either, 
time the all happens It .do 
OLCHS of girls the could what 
well ,idea man THE THATS 
WELL 
.quarter a for change with in 
comes someone till wait and 
there stand just , WAIT is do 
can you all, Then .all at nothing 
, nothing ano knob the turn, 

machine the into it plunk you 
Then 
.own you dime only the finding 
change some for looking purse 
your through digging enter You. 
.bathroom the to it make to 
going just are you tell can You 
.class. your of out are you 
Finally .back hurry to you tell 
they but, go you let they and 
lengthwave same the on them 
get finally You 

.washroom the to get to have 
you and problem this got you 
teacher your convince to 
minutes five you takes it that is 
situation typical The 
.work don't them of half is 
problem The .washrooms ladies 
the in machines tampon and 
napkin sanitary the : is it here 
Well .OLCHS at girls the of most 
with problem serious a become 
has It 
.joke a just not and one serious a 
is you to presented be to about is 
THAT SITUATION THE 

HERE START 

Schools' end near , 

Mother stops 
child 
BY JERRY PITTERPATTER 

IT'S NEAR THE end of the 
school year and everyone is 
anxiously awaiting the last day 
of school and the beginning of 
summer vacation. As it is with 
all children I had big plans for 
this particular summer. This 
summer things would be dif
ferent. My time would be so 
scarce I would hardly have 
enough time to do such things as 
go to the bathroom. 

Two months have passed 
since school let out and my 
friends and I are bored stiff. 
Contemplating our awful plight, 
someone comes up with the 
terrific idea of bgilding a 

clubhouse. A frenzy of plans 
envelopes the porch we sit on. 
Within ten minutes the con
struction of our dream 
clubhouse has begun. Each 
member of the club looks up and 
down alleys, in garages, 
workshops etc ., for con
tributions which he feels will 
make the structure a Utopia . 

After three days of unselfish 
work the clubhouse has been 
completed, total joy has filled 
our hearts and pride swells in 
our heads . As for our ac
complishment, it is unequalled 
by modern civilization. Just 
then my mother appears at the 
doorway and calmly says, 
"Now tear it down." ----------------------------

Let's 
Let's pick one 

Let's pick two 
Let's pick a real good 

lawyer to pay for this stuff 

ancy, 
I told you it would be in here. 
You're a good friend . 
Chris 
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Teacher's liae 
Congratulations OLCHS for a great year 
BY MS. NAOMI CABOOSE 

CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF '71 ! This year marks 
the first time in OLCHS history 
that students have shown their 
true school spirit. 

As a faculty member I per
sonally feel that the students 
this year deserve a lot of credit. 
Student apathy here at OLCHS 
is virtually non-existant. 

Every club has reported 
growing membership and much 
enthusiasm. Basketball games 
and pep rallies have been 
packed. Dance tickets have 

been bought in large quantities 
by scalpers to sell when tickets 
are sold out. The SPARTANITE 
has been deluged with letters to 
the editor stating students' 
views on all current topics of 
controversy. 

NEW ENTHUSIASM OF this 
type has not only been 
demonstrated in extra
curricular activities , but in all 
school work. In my classes 
when I assign a paper, the first 
question most students ask is 
the maximum length permitted. 
Quarter projects are turned in 
way ahead of schedule. 

Not only are this year's 

students participating in school 
activities and demonstrating 
outstanding dedication to their 
academic work but there has 
also been a great amount of 
maturity shown. Vandalism and 
thefts in the library have 
decreased to an amount where 
checking out books has become 
unnecessary, as students are 
honest and thoughtful enough to 
return them in a reasonable 
amount of time. 

The discipline problem has 
disappeared. School deans are 
considering the possibility of 
teaching classes because of the 
shortage of work. The discipline 

code will not be written this 
year. It is an unnecessary ex
pense. 

HONORS CLASSES AND 
advanced classes for next year 
have been in such demand that 
their number will double. 

School cafeteria personnel 
have become unnecessary due 
to great student cooperation in 
keeping the cafeteria in order. 

All in all I feel that these kids 
deserve a great deal of credit 
for their accomplishments. 

that no one teacher would be 
allowed the privelidge of 
sponsoring two or more clubs. 

Absenteeism is unknown in 
the teachers' ranks . Never in 
this entire year has a teacher 
been late for class. Each of 
them has always been early, 
with notes in hand for that day's 
lesson. The teacher's cafeteria 
and lounges and offices are 
practically closed down from 
lack of use. 

Teacher riot in meeting 

TEACHERS ARE MY next 
subject. Not until this year 
have I seen such dedicated 
teachers here at OLCHS. I do 
not know of one of my 
colleagues who does not 
anxiously look forward to 
teaching every day. Daily work 
schedules have been worked out 
for months in advance. A 
rotation system has been in
stituted so that every teacher 
may have an opportunity to 
sponsor a club. This was done so 

Departmental meetings have 
taken on new meaning for the 
staff. Rather than a required 
ritual , teachers look to them for 
answers to questions and the 
discussion of group problems. I 
have never seen a teacher leave 
immediately after class ends 
for any reason. 

AND SO, FOR the part played 
by the school community, both 
students and faculty, I would 
like to say, "thank you and keep 
it up." Too bad its only April 
Fools. 

BY WINDY WENDL Y 

AS TODAY IS All Fools Day 
I've decided to write about one 
of the most foolish things I have 
ever seen. 

On March thirteenth 
department meetings were held 
at OLCHS. I decided to attend 
one of these to see if any im
portant changes would be 
made, but moreover to see if 
teachers are really human 
beings. 

As I walked into room 289, 
where the meeting was being 
held, I encountered several 
hostile glares and a few childish 
pouts. I wanted to turn back and 
walk out right then, but I pushed 
forward to the department 
head 's desk . 

MR. TIM "EASY" Rider, 
head of the English department, 
looked up at me and grunted, 
"what do you want? " I told him 
who I was and what I was there 
for . He motioned vaguely for 
me to take a seat. He didn 't 
seem very pleased with my 
presence there. 

Neither did Ms . Babs Win
nifred who screeched, "this is 
our meeting and we don't want 

any students here!" She then was restorea an umaent1fied 
proceeded to blow huge bubbles te~cher raised her . hand and 
with her gum as Mr. Rider said that she woul~ hke_ to see a 
tiredly explained to her that a ~ew gumball m~chmes mstall~d 
representative of the school m the _teachers Joung~. This 
newspaper had every right to be suggestion was met with en
at the meeting. thusiastic approval by the other 

I sat in a desk in the back of teachers . "Let's vote on it," 
the room and looked at the said Mr. Rider, "all in favor say 
teachers around me. On my aye." Most of the teachers 
right Mr. Terry Asparagus and responded favorably (and some 

The first fool 
Ms. Penny Corridor were very loudly) . "Those opposed," 
having an enthusiastic con- said Rider. None were opposed. BY CHERYL BECKWITHOUT finding no success. 
versation about cricket while "Motion carried," said Mr. A LAST SIR Reginald came 
Ms. Tam Dressler tried to Rider and again the babble, FOR MANY YEARS, it has up with a "fool proof" idea--
repair a run in her stocking with totally unrelated to the English been a tradition for people to why not try the back door . As 
purple nail polish. department, began. celebrate April Fool's Day. the conquering hero pried open 

MR. RIDER TRIED to call Someone threw a spitball and According to historians. April the latch, he was embraced by 
the meeting to order by banging just missed Ms. Tessy Chesh- Fool's Day is traced back to the ever thankful April. 
on his desk with a ruler that was chire. She jumped from her seat Medieval England. When Sir Reginald gazed 
stolen from the math depart- shouting angrily about "certain Sir Reginald Fool,. the most upon her beauty, it was love at 
ment. grown men who act younger brave knight of all the knights in first sight. They were soon to be 

It didn't work. The noise level than their students" and the riot the octagon table is noted for wed and the date was set for 
in the room could be compared began. originating the day. Fool was April 1. 
with that of a woodpecker SPITBALLS BEG AN famous for slaying dragons and The day had arrived and the 
convention. Mr. Rider, looking FLYING across the room and saving damsels in distress. longest wedding ever was held 
more and more neurotic as the soon almost everyone joined in One spring day while can- in the kingdom for Sir Reginald 
noise grew louder, finally the game. It was just like tering through the country side, Fool and April. 
shouted for everyone to shut-up. watching a pie-fight on a Three he heard a cry for help. As he WHEN THE COUPLE were 
An uncomfortable and em- Stooges show. peered skyward, the Warlord's alone on their wedding night, 
barrassed silence followed. Mr. Rider was hitting his desk black tower blocked out the sun. April asked if she could make 

"Now," said Mr. Rider, "let's angrily with the ruler. The ruler Sir Reginald called out "Who herself more comfortable ; Sir 
get this stupid thing started. missed the d~sk ~nd his hand hit calls for help?" Reginald gr nted his per-
What were we discussing at the the corner of 1t with vehemence. "I DO", CALLED the fair mission. 
last meeting? " "Beats me, He jumped from his chair maiden, "the Warlord has me April placed I er hands on her 
Tim , what were we shouting, "ow, ooh, ow, aah, locked in this tower against my lovely face ano took it off. To 

d 
• • discussing ?," asked Ms. ouch!" and ran out of the room will and I wish to be rescued Fool's amazen ent she was 

IV Ing 
Winnifred . " Doesn ' t anyone to call an ambulance. from this gloomy place." quite ugly ar. 'l had been 
remember?," asked the I looked around me in the " What is thy name of fair wearing a lovely mask so that Cliff 
exasperated Mr. Rider. A bunch madness and the only person maiden?" asked Sir Reginald in she could capture a man into 
of blank faces answered him. who wans't spitballing his his "foolish" manner. wedlock. 
"Well, that takes care of old fellow instructors was Mr. Jay "I am April" , she repli>'<i. The trickster then replied 
business, " he said, "now what Ellyfoot. He was calmly "I SHALL RESCUE ye! " "Ha, ha , April fooled ye!'" 
do you want to discuss today?" combing his beard and ad- After a few minutes, Fool THE NEWS OF April 's trick 

IMMEDIATELY ALL OF miring his reflection in the decided to pole vault up to the spreac; rapidly through the 
THE teachers began talking to pocket-mirror he carried. window, but he failed and he kingdvm, and each year after 
each other, like a class when the I WALKED OUT of the room sunk in the moat. on April 1 people would play 
teacher walks out of the room. I feeling like a child who has just He wandered through the tricks on each other. Through 

takes guts 

BY FANCY DUKES 
heard fragments of con- found out that there is no Santa forest until he found a vine long the years the tradition caught 

KEYWANA ISLAND, APRIL versations about Erica Jong's Claus. I left school that day a enough to reach the tower a~d on and is still widely celebrated 
1, 15 B.C. -The whole population new book, conditions in the lost and disillusioned soul. endeavored to climb it, again today. 
of Keywana turned out men's rest room and the cost of Authors note : If you believe 
yesterday to witness the first mufflers at Midas. this story I have some swam- .-••••••••••••••••••.••• .. ••••••••••~••••••••••• 
event of cliff diving from Mount Again Mr. Rider had to pland in Florida that I'm just• Wanted ; Male, no experience To Mr. Muldermk: . 
Reltowa, the island's steepest scream for order. When peace dying to sell ..... ; necessary. . . Two cars leave Chicago at the 
cliff. • contact Josie Pmner same time. The first car is 10 

A total of 50 native men en-.. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••F . --- mph. faster than the second. If 
tered as contestants for this • Andres Holesha es un pervertir Hey squirrel , how about some Ski, the first car has three more stop 
exciting sports spectacular. : ?e gay?! scrambled eggs for breakfa_st. Th~n~ for holding me up ! signs and ?n~ less stop light, 
Most of the contestants simply : ;:,th p_er10d Bird Twinkie how long ~11l 1t. take the seco~d 
jumped off of the cliff with the • Spanish II . ----- ---- car to coll_1de with the ? :45 tram 
exception of the last 15, who had; . ---- Spiller, . . Screwy, to ~loo~mgton? -(Hmt: Mrs. 
to be thrown screaming into the • Vama shut-up Watch that soup and milk will Act your Heart out in MAME! Klem weighs 106 lbs.) 
icy shark infested waters of'the: p J . ----- ya! Freddy Astaire -H-Alg 
Key Sea . • . . is graoucho Lunch _____ M.K. ---

This event was greatly en- ; ---- . ----- P & J , Come home early 
joyed by the islanders. Kebi Lee• A gap between two neurons . Hello Captain Leable, My neck got caught on the Saturday 
was considered the winner or: Recchia from Peter Pan muffler. 
the contest since he came out of• --- Prose : ---- Love 
the water a head. • Sue _C. Happy Birthday to a real Want to "Fool" around? Babs' 

: April Fool. Radio 

W.W. 

Bill 
Stop breaking the boxes! 

Ma! Shes ..... 
• 
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Sarrah Faucet: 
You're drownin 

BY KAREN DOPEIT 
THE WORLD KNOWS her ; 

part of the world adores her 
while part of the world breeds 
contemptuous thoughts about 
her. Yes , the world's most at
tractive blond doll who is made 
of 100 percent pure polymers of 
plastic . That ' s her , Sarrah 
Faucet, with the million dollar 
smile and the six million dollar 
husband, Lee Minor. While 
Sarrah rakes in the money from 
her slightly revealing posters, 
Lee sells dolls of himself for tiny 
tots to play with . During a 
recent interview I had with him, 
he told me "the dolls were 
manufactured for kids but I 
know the women of the world 
have one to keep under their 
pillows ." Ah yes , the 
wholesome, humble couple, Mr. 
and Mrs. Lee Faucet - or is it 
Mr. and Mrs. Sarrah Minor? 
Anyway, you know who I'm 
talking about and believe me, 
I'm on a personal vendetta to 
stop the corruption of the minds 
of the universe. 

J ust last week, I was shopping 
at what used to be my favorite 
shopping center, when an an
nouncement was made that 
Sarrah Faucet T-shirts and 
posters would be on sale for the 
next 15 minutes at a bargain 
price of $4.99 each. With a 
sudden surge, a stampeding 
herd of lustful Faucet lovers 
approached me before I could 
dodge out of the way. The 
ambulance arrived about a half 
an hour later and the doctor 

saiu 1 om.)' have to wear my 
whiplash collar for six months 
and my broken hip will be 
mended in no time. As for my 
face, I guess it' ll have to be 
written off as a permanent 
injury. 

While waiting for my x-rays 
in the emergency room, a nurse 
had the audacity to ask me if I 
had a Sarrah Faucet hairstyle . 
"O course not" I replied, as I 
snatched a blue hair cap used in 
surgery and placed it on my 
head. I'd rather be bald than 
have someone think I was 
trying to be another Phony 
Faucet look-alike. The next day 
I pushed my wheelchair the 
nearest beauty shop and asked 
for a baldy sour. 

FOR A WHILE I thought 
maybe I was being a little too 
harsh, so I called Sarrah on my 
picturephone myself. 

"Hello, Sarrah?" 
"Yes?" (smile, smile ; head 

shake to toss hair ; jump, jump 
to bounce not-so-private private 
parts and a final sigh to be 
sexy) 

" YES, UM HOW are you? " 
"Just as beautiful as 

always ." (bounce , bounce ) 
"Who is this? " 

"I'm a reporter from the 
Natural Requirer and I was 
wondering if you could answer a 
few questions for me." 

"Q ESTIONS?" (toss , toss) 
"I'm not too keen on questions. " 

" Well, just do your best." 
(smile, smile) ''I' ll try." 

"HOW OLD ARE YOU?" 
"Well, (bounce, toss ) " I was 

born in 1948 but that 's all I can 
remember. I'm not quite sure 
how old I am , it just seems like 
I've always been told I wasn't 
old enough." 

"Well Sarrah, if you were 
born in 1948 that means you 're 
29." 

"MAYBE, I'M NOT quite 
sure." (toss , toss ) 

"Okay, maybe this one will be 
easier for you; what's your 
husband's name? " 

"Husband? Oh no, Charlie is 
my boss, not my husband." 
(bounce bounce) 

"NO SARRAH, I'M talking 
about the man you cook and 
clean for ." 

" Oh ! You mean the man I live 
with, Lee. Well I don't really 
clean for him anymore because 
after we'd eat, I would want to 
start cleaning the dishes but 
Lee would say 'forget the 
dishes .' He's want to kiss and 
hug and everything.'' 

" Everything?" 
" YES, (SMILE, SMILE) and 
then he'd finally get tired and 
want to go to sleep and I'd have 
to attack the dishes , which is the 
worst thing in the world to me. 
That's how I talked Lee into 
hiring a housekeeper. (smile, 
smile) 

I told him if he wanted me in 
the bedroom, he would have to 
get someone to do the dishes. He 
hired one the next day ." 
(bounce, toss, smile) 

April l, 1977 

Cashe cash 
BY DAWN AMMERMAN 

The loud screech of the boat 
whistle sounded, piercing the 
ears of the passengers. The 
ocean cruiser pulled out of the 
dock. The long wait was over. 
Everything seemed clear 
sailing to Kathy. The cache was 
aboard and the million dollar 
profit was only a few days 
away. Heaven awaited. 

Deciding to wait to unpack, 
Kathy settled down in a lounge 
chair to sun for awhile . After all 
the cocaine was neatly sewen in 
the hem of one of her dresses 
and the dress was locked away 
in her suitcase. 

She had not even seen a copy 
anywhere when she boarded the 
boat. 

The security guard did not 
even search her possessions. 
Even if he had, it wasn't 
probable that he'd find the 
cache. 

It was a beautiful day. Kathy 
closed her eyes and settled 
down to catch some sleep. It had 
been forty-eight hours since she 
had slept. Kathy had spent her 
time securing things before her 
trip. 

It was a shame she had not 
stayed awake long enough to 
see the man at the other end of 

g us 
"Oh, I see. Listen Sarrah, it 

was nice talking to you. Bye." 
(smile) "BYE NOW." (toss ) 
After that conversation, I 

became a firm believer in the 
cliche " All body and no 
brains." Yes, Sarrah Faucet, 
called the nation's Number One 
pinup girl is getting nailed. 
Slowly but surely, the world is 
being corrupted and un
corrupted simultaneously. One 
group will become "Faucet 
Fanatics" and "Faucet Fan
tasizers ." Another group will 
become the "Anti Faucet 
Phalanx. " There will also 
always be the "Faithful 
Faucet" admirers . 

Personally, as if you didn't 
know, I'm an active member of 
the Anti Faucet Phalanx and 
will continue to be until, as 
stated in our bylaws : 

I WILL BE A member until : 
1) Faucet's unsupported not

so-private private parts are 
sagging and 

2) her golden mane of un
tameled hair is straight, dull 
and gray ano 

3) the Jamaiican tanned skin 
is wrinkled and 

4) Sarrah Faucet is old and no 
longer desireable. 

BY THE TIME the previous 
have happened to Sarrah, I 
should be over my injuries and 
maybe someday, with the aid of 
plastic surgery and padded this 
and that, I'll be as beautiful as 
her. On second thought, maybe 
I don't want to be like Sarrah 
Faucet-NATURAL is nicer. 

the deck who was watching her 
every move. 

Time passed quickly, Kathy 
awoke. Glancing her clock, she 
realized she had best be getting 
cleaned up for dinner. it was 
now four-thirty , and dinner was 
scheduled for five o'clock. 

The man who had been 
watching her, also returned to 
his room when Kathy did. The 
man's room was located to the 
left of her's . 

The music was soft, the lights 
on low, the wine good, the mood 
mellow, Kathy was having an 
enjoyable evening. 

Kathy finished eating and 
returned to her room. As she 
placed her key in the lock her 
stomach turned with the uneasy 
feeling of imequitability. The 
knick knaks around the room 
seemed misplaced. Kathy was 
confused. She quickly moved 
towards the closet. Her dress, 
the one containing the cache, 
was on the floor of the closet. It 
was possible the dress fell off 
the hanger, but very unlikely. 

After awhile she decided to go 
to the bar and have some 
drinks, hoping it would calm her 
nerves. 

Kathy entered the bar and sat 
down at a table near the wall. It 
wasn' t long until Kathy noticed 
a man approaching her table. 
He was a tall man, having a 
medium build. 

" Hi, mind if I have a seat?" 
"No, of course not! Go ahead, 

it would be nice to have com
pany," Kathy said. 

"I'm Bill. What's your 
name?" 

" Kathy ..... Kathy Glenwoof. " 
Bill asked, 'You alone?" 
Kathy answered, " Yes, I 

enjoy traveling that viay . I find 
it to be more interesting." 

Kathy never got an answer. 
Before she could complete her 
sentence another man came 
from behind . Bill excused 
himself and left with the man. 

Time passed, a friend of 
Kathy's approached the table . 

"Kathy , that man you were 
talking to ... . do you know him?" 

" Well , kinda .... he bought me 
a couple of drinks , he rooms 
next to me." 

" No ! NO, I mean how well do 
you know him?" 

" Not very well ." 
"Kathy, he's a cop. He's an 

F.B.I. agent. I heard him 
mention it and something about 
a cache that was hidden on 
board." 

" God help me, I'm going to 
need it. " 

Calm and cool , stay calm and 
cool , Kathy kept hearing her 
friends voice telling her to be 
calm and cool. She hurried back 
to her room . 

Looking in the door , she could 
see a male figure bent over near 
the closet. Quietly she waited. 
The door leading to the hall 
wher e Kathy was waiting 
fi nally opened. 

The cold sharp blade of the 
knife pierced the man's heart. 
Kathy glanced, it was Bill. By 
the cringed expression on his 
face she knew he was hurting. 
Blood trickled from his chest. 

As she turned and walked 
away, she felt kind of strange. 
But then ..... 

As she entered the bar, her 
thoughts turned to the new. One 
more part of the deal ended. Too 
bad to such a nice guy. 
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Sokpo c hospitalized 
BY PENNY MAN KONRATH out the bed's motor. He kept 

playing with it, going up and 
down and up and down. 

Sokpo just got out of the 
hospital yesterday. He won't be 
back in school until Monday. I 

asked him what he will be doing 
this weekend. "I'm going out 
with the boys," he said. 

"Oh, for a few beers right?" 
"NO, FOR J OKES and 

cokes." 

GYM TEACHER MIKE Sok
po was mysteriously hit in the 
head by a flying volleyball last 
Friday at the end of the 
volleyball games during second 
period. 

An ambulance was rushed to 
the scene and finally came two 
hours later to take Sokpo to the 
hospital. Some jerk (me) had 
called the Milwaukee Am
bulance Service. 

He was taken to Christ 
Hospital where doctors and 
surgeons waited anxiously: It's 
not every day you get to operate 
on a gym teacher from OLCHS. 

Replay state 
volleyball match 

THE DOCTORS TOOK x-rays 
and found a mass of something 
or other growing inside his 
brain. The surgeons had to 
operate. They had found Salad 
in his Brain Surgery. 

Sokpo was booked in the 
hospital for a week after the 
surgery. The only thing he could 
eat to fill the vacant space was 
meat. 

The doctors were mad 
because they couldn' t help in 
the operation. So the surgeons 
agreed that they will let the 
doctors take out Sokpo's ap
pendix. 

A FEW STUDENTS went to 
visit Sokpo and said that he has 
recovered and looks very well. 
He had to pay an extra $100, 
though, because he had burned 

Punk, 
I am suffering from 

KUKAMUNGAPHOBIA! ! ! 
Please send me some cookies! 

Mr. Woerner, 

Love me and 
the bear and 

the rabbit 

Girls softball could beat 
wrestling any day! 

Love, Pam 
(Girl Jock) 

BY EUNICE WIERDO 

MR. RED SHARKS, head of 
the K.L.U.T .Z. athletic 
department at OLCHS, recently 
read a letter he had received 
from the president of the Illinois 
High School Association 
OHSA ), at the Winter Sports 
Banquet. 

Miss Jane Shoe, coordinator 
of the state volleyball tour
nament, claims the official 
made many mistakes in scoring 
the match between the Rich 
Central Olympians and the 
Spartans in the match for the 
state volleyball title. 

Speakers for the F .B.I. 
(Federal Bureau of Idiots), said 
they found the official scorer 
tied and gagged underneath the 
bleachers two days after the 
match. 

A RICH CENTRAL fan then 

Long live Tau Tau Tau. 

Ding likes Carr 

Ragdoll, Good Arch, Outlaw, 
Pidepipper, Cheata, Book
worm, Stick-in-the-mud, 
Thursday's child, Pinwall 
wizard, and Chick'en noodle, 
(Oh, yes, Hi Aunt Pat, .t<:athy 
and Amy! ) 

I love you .... . Guess Who? 

Welcome to the Chea ta, 
Steve Peck : family+ 

It's a little bit hard, but it's 
coming! !! 

Love 
Soft & Easy 

Al cawal 
I love you 

Viki Kalafut 

Steve, Conni and Jim .... . Good Luck 
You certainly are an S.I.G.! 

----- Doc .. ... Quit kidding yourself 
Mr. Gumby wears pink un- Dissatisified 
derwear ! 

Rob, I'm late 
The Duck Hunter is loved by his Love, Judy 
number one Porn. 

We love you Tank, 
Surpriser Love Bunny and Duck 

Next time I'll walk in on you. ___ _ 
Turbin Cheata-- Take a 10 - 100 ! ! Love 

I Love Walt P . 
you , 

W213 1/ 4 
Love, Kathy K. 

Ha ! Ha ! April Fools ! Hairy Legs thinks J .B. is cute ! 

Barney, 
You hair is gone 
Your mind is too 
And we all know 
The jokes on you 

PK can't catch hard balls! Billy 

Tribute to Jerry West (Earl 
Anthony) Star of the court and 
in the alleys "The heel has no 
soul" Lens 5th per. gang 

Tex, 
How's John? 

Paula , 
How's John? 

Dad B.-

J .C. 

Joe -- Remember? 

Love, Laurie Seniors are the greatest, Class 
of "77 " ALL THE WAY Jamie 
how about Friday night? Signed 
G.P.A. 

Love, Lauri 
The masked Penman rules 

Happy Birthday Max ! How is that Chinese guy! ! 
Love, Queen Bee Happy April Fools Day ! 

took the place of the scorer and 
gave the Olympians many 
unearned points (like the whole 
match) while all 5,000 spec
tators were looking in the other 
direction. 

"What this means ," says Mr. 
Sharks, "is that Miss Shoe has 
decided the whole match will be 
replayed." 

The match will be held at 
Illinois State University in 
Normal-Bloomington, Satur
day, March 32, 1977. 

TICKETS FOR THE match 
will go on sale in the cafeteria 
from March 26 through March 
31 . 1977. 

'l'icket prices are : one ticket -
$13, two tickets - $14.50, three 
tickets - $4 and more than three 
are $10 apiece. 

What does Head Coach July 
VerSave have to say all about 
this?? 

"APRIL FOOLS, GANG!" 

Spit--
"Take it easy" 
Luv, 
Me 

Pit, 
Howdy! 
Ginny 

I meant Nancy V. roach clip. 

Kelly, 
Been on any good elevators 
lately? 

Emergency Stop 

Recchia : Learn the definition of 
synapse. 

Sue, Happy Fool's Day! (I 
mean birthday! ! ! ) . 
Sometimes a fool, but still a 
great friend. 

Gerry 

Tom, I'm not joking ... you're 
the best part of my life . Happy 2 
months ! ! Luv ya always! 

Gerry 

Lee, High? Don't get busted. 
Only a fool would! 

Bubsie, 
Luv your Bug! 
Luv you too! 

Me 

Maryland, Roachclip, and Red 
Neck 
Happy April Foools Day 

Angry 

Ken Borkowski looks like Barry 
Manilow! 

Jack&Shave 

Margie, 
Como Estantus Zapatos 
Nueuous 
Mr. S. 

P . 
You' re just too much 
J . 
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You've spent years 
in school. 

Don't look dumb 
the last big night. 

At Gingiss, you'll find a huge selection 
of colorful prom tuxedos. So why appear 

at the prom in black and white 
when you can appear in living color? 

g;ngiss®formalwear 
Ford city - Chicago 582-8600 

10 TO 30% STUDENT DISCOUNT 
Present your high school ID to the manager 

of the Gingiss Formalwear Center above 
and receive your special rate. 

To periods 1 & 3, 
I just love Freshman! 
J .S. 

Pat, 
Maybe we can do it again? 
Me. 

Cindy, 
Let's meet next Feb. 29, 
s. 

Don Kustok and Cathy Miller. 
april fool 

Giggles , 
Nickels, ice? 
What next hands? 

Hairy Busch, 
Rub the brown off your nose. 
Anonymous 

Gang, 
Thanks for the shirt and 
HUSTLER magazine 
Jappy 

DS 
What's on your mind? 
BD 

Scarp, 
Just because you're paranoid 
doesn' t mean we're not out to 
get you. 
3 Stooges 

Renee, 
I'm proud of you. 
N.H. 

Zern, 
Happy 28 b-day, 
One day away! 
y OU April Fool ! ! 

jj 

Marsh: tie your shoes 

Hi! Powder Pit, 
Love, the 2 CS's 

Morgy, 
I love you 

april fool! 

Rene S. 
Let's do it again 
Joe, Tom, Roy, etc. 

Carolyn 

Reed, buckle your belt buckle 
a briend 

Groucho, 
Qui zzmas ters-F ! 

.The Breakfast Bunch 

Congratulations-
Your chickys finally came 

Shar 

Kasso-Asso 
You have bad breath! 
From : The best friends 

you've ever had (3rd Period) 

To the new student teacher in 
Espanol III! "Beware!" 

Sus Amigos 

WAn, 
Senor's got a water gun too! 
He's gonna get ya! 
GRRRR! 
Christina, Denisa 

Fools, 
Mark sits up front with Ken, 
me in the hatch. 
Guess 

M.K. 
Beware of K.M. in the white car 
Guess who 



,. 
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B-bird shot down by 
Bloom Trails, 0-7 
BY ROSALYN RAISIN 

THE BADMINTON TEAM 
ended its winless season with its 
final defeat going to Bloom 
Trails, April 1 by the usual 
score of 0-7. 

Judy Woodchuck, playing 
first singles varsity, executed 
an easy loss with 0-11, 0-11 
scores. 

Playing in the second position 
was Dawn "Sasquach" Masher 
Masher proved to be a little 
more competition for her op
ponent by scoring a few points 
and losing with scores of 2-11 
and 3-11. 

THE MOST EXCITING 
match of the meet was played in 
the third position singles by Sue 
Horticulturist. With a 
miraculous surge of power, 
Hort gained the advantage by 
winning her first game 11-8. 
Unfortunately, her luck ran out 
and she lost the two remaining 
games 5-11 and 2-11. 

Fungus. Playing really lousy, 
the girls' final scores were 11-15 
and 10-15. 

WINNING THE THIRD game 
of their match, K.C. Capulet 
and Jeni " Parrotmouth" 
Morman lost their match with 0-
15, 2-15 and 15-12 scores. 

Third doubles team Maggie 
Hulahoop and Maggie John
sdaughter were defeated by a 
good team. Their scores went 
unrecorded because the girls 
couldn 't remember them. 

This was the team's twelfth 
consecutive loss , bringing its 
record to an imperfect 0-12. 

WHEN ASKED WHY she lost 
this time, Woodchuck declared, 
"There must be a hole in my 
racket. " Noticing the doubtful 
look on my face she added, 
"And the lighting in the gym at 
Bloom Trails is really poor. I 
hardly ever saw the birdie." 

Obviously. 
Capulet angrily stated, " It 

was all Jeni 's fault! " 

meet, another loss ." / 
The frosh-soph team did 

equally as poor as the varsity 
squad, losing their meet 0-7 
also. 

UNVICTORIOUS WERE 
SING LES players Tammy 
Budgets, Dianne Columbo, 
Tama Bozub and Spacey Vine 
and doubles teams Jan 
Lostertoe, Shari Klutchcargo & 
Sherry Eyeser and Diane 
Devans ? Carol Culrich. 

Assistant Coach Audrey 
Sonderan is very pessimistic 
about the conference and 
district meets . "The season has 
been too short. The girls still 
need more time to practice," 
she said. 

/ 

/ I 
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April 1, 1977 

Singles player "Sasquach" masher shows good form in the 
Bloom Trails meet as she executes her best shot (staff photo by 
Brian Leavher). 

OlkLltwn 

Spa,tanite 
Another close match was lost 

by Sandie Karuso, fourth 
singles. Her final scores were 1-
11 and 2-11. 

Leading off the defeat in the 
doubles department were Mary 
Ellen Magayla and Judy 

AND WHEN MORMAN was 
questioned about the match she 
replied. "K.C. stinks ! I'm just 
glad that she's graduating so I'll 
have a different partner next 
year." 

Head Coach Karen Drone's 
only remark was , "Another 

Sports 
101 for Daley 

Spartans take State Crown 
BY RICH ALLAMERICAN 

SPARKED BY ITS 6'10", 220 
pound, all-state, senior guard · 
George Daley, OLCHS was able 
to overcome an early deficit and 
beat Mudville High in the State 
Basketball Tournament 159-68, 
to win the state championship. 

Mudville took their first and 
only lead of the game at 2-0, 
when Eric Tomajowski hit on a 
jump shot only ten seconds into 
the first quarter. 

Then Daley, who's averaging 
86.5 points a game, started to go 
to work for the Spartans. He hit 
12 jump shots, ranging from 25 
to 45 feet out, to give the 
Spartans a 24-6 led with three 
minutes left in the first quarter. 
Daley added eight free throws 
to end the quarter with 32 points 
and give the Spartans a slight 
lead of 41-10. 

AT THE BEGINNING of the 
second quarter, Daley brought 
the standing room only crowd to 
its feet as he did a double twist 
in midair before doing an over
the-head slam dunk off a fast 
break. After that fantastic dunk 
shot, Daley slowed down a little 
as he only managed 32 more, 
J?Oints in the quarter. 

Daley ended the first half with 
66 points to give the Spartans a 
commanding 89-21 lead. Daley's 
halftime statistics were a little 

below average as he only 
managed 21 rebounds, 18 steals, 
22 blocked shots and 9 assists . 
Shooting-wise, the all-stater, 
was also below average as he 
made 27 out of 32 attempts for 
84.3 per cent. He also was 12 for 
12 from the charity stripe. 

In the third quart.er, Mudville 
put five men on Daley in an 
attempt to stop the all-stater 
from scoring. This did not stop 
Daley, though, as he went into 
his inside attack and put in ten 
slam dunks before the halfway 

mark of the quarter. 
WITH THE WHOLE Mudville 

team on Daley, he started to 
pass the ball off to his team
mates for easy lay-ups. After 
seeing that the Spartans were 
getting easy baskets off its 
defense, Mudville's Coach, Bob 
Clay, decided to put his team 
into a 1-1-3 zone in an attempt to 
stop the Spartans. 

The zone did not affect 
Daley's outside shooting as he 
went on to score 15 more points 
in the closing minutes of the 

third quarter. Daley ended the 
quarter with lQl points, which 
set a new state record for in
dividual single scoring in one 
game. 

The Spartans opened the final 
quarter with a commanding 139-
31 lead. Mudville made a final 
dash at the Spartans, trying to 
catch them before the final 
buzzer . In its final surge , 
Mudville outscored the Spar
tans 37-20, but fell a little short, 
with the final score being 159-68. 

AFTER THE GAME, 

reporters asked Daley what he 
~bought of his performance in 
the championship game. " I 
played a pretty good game, but 
it could have been better if I 
didn' t sit on the bench for the 
whole fourth quarter." 

Another reporter asked Daley 
if he would accept the 3 year, 
$8.5 million contract the Los 
Angeles Lakers had offered 
him . Daley said " No, not at the 
present moment. F irst I ' m 
going to see what the Chicago 
Bulls will offer me." 

Next season :beer drinking 
BY CRAIG DODGE 

OLCHS wiJI add beer drinking 
to its sports program beginning 
with the 1977-78 school year . 

"We've finally done it," said 
Athletic Director Ferd Perks. 
"We've instituted a boys ' sport 
in which we will surely go 
downstate every year . Our 
teams have always been hurt 
because our best athletes only 
play in their favorite sports, 
liurtin~he other teams. Now 

we have a sport that all of the 
top jocks will go out for." 

" It's no surprise to me. " said 
Basketball Coach Len . (Stick 
with the Program ) Scadodo. 
" Half of our team was already 
into training for the new sport 
before the Eisenhower game. 

"The beer drinking coach will 
still have some problems," 
continued Coach Scadodo. 
"Some Friday night before an 
important meet, he may catch 

the entire team playing 
basketball. The players may not 
have their minds on drinking 
beer. The coach would then 
have a discipline problem." 

" I think this is an excellent 
idea for a new competition, " 
said Mr. John Weary, head 
coach of the Forensics team . 
"There's no reason for i;1-
tellectua l competitions like 
forensics, chess and mathletes. 
The good studP.nt has all day to 
be intellectually stimulated. We 

need a competition for the kids 
who sit in school all day and do 
nothing." 

This 1s the most important 
step this school has taken in 
yea rs ," said · Superintendent 
Harold Wiltliar . " Bee!_' drinking 
will decrease the dropout rate. 
All of the burnouts who were 
quitting school have a reason to 
stay now ... their school needs 
them !" 



compete at ,state 

Students · who represented OLCHS in the Illinois VICA (Vocational and Industrial 
Clubs of America) Skill Olympics Individual Skill Contest held April 21, 22 and 23 in Springfield 
are front row (I to r) sponsor Mr. Frank Vazzana, senior Mike Fitzgerald and junior Ed Babbe. 
Back row (I to r) senior Vern Spengler{ and jumor Jay Rzechula. (Staff photo by Wayne Macha) 

THE ILt.INOIS- VICA Skill 
Olyinpic_s Individual Skill 
Contest· was- held April 21, 22 
and 23 at Holiday Inn East and 

· various sites in Springfield. 
Students representing OLCHS 

were junior Ed Babbe, small 
machine repair; junior Jay 
Rzechula, dental technician; 
senior Vern Spengler, sheet 
metal ; senior Mike Fitzgerald, 
carpentry. 

These students have been 
studying and preparing for the 
competition for the past hve 

. . 
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Pie-throw planned 

• 
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weeks . Th_ey were selected by 
sponsor Mr. Frank Vu:.una, 
and other students in their 
class. 

TO QUALIFY FOR the skill 
test, a stud~nt must pass a 
written test which consists of a 
series of questi0ll6 related to the 
individual 's field . 

Stud.ents compete for plaques, 
ribbons and scholarships. 

Mr . Vazzana feels this 
competition is a "good learning 
experience ." 

' 
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r 
Spirit Week, ·May 2-6 

BY TAMI ITO 

Spirit Week, a five-day period 
from May 2-6 which is spon
sored by the Student Council, 
will be filled with various ac
tivities for both the students and 
the faculty . 

The Student Council's ob-
- jectives for Spirit Week, ac

cording to their sponsor Dr. 
Ben Smith, is to "promote 
school "pirit within the classes 
as well as a total ~chool basis. 
We hope that the students, as 
well as the faculty will become 
involved." 

Three of the five activities 
will judge the students' par
ticipation on a cumulative point 
basis . Student participants with 
ID cards who register · their 
name with Student Council 
members in the cafeteria for 
the designated activity of that 
day will receive a set number of 
points towards their respective 
class. 

A PARTICIPATING 
FACULTY member who 
registers their name in the 

cafeteria will receive twice the 
number of points received by a· 
student and may donate their 
points to the class of their 
choice. Registration will take 
place only during the· lunch 
hours . 

Points gained by each class 
will be totalled at the end orthe 
week. The class receiving the 
highest number -0f points will be 
awarded a cash prize from the 
Student Council. 

On Mon. May 2, Spirit Week 
will begin its activities with 
"Fro Day." Students who "fro" 
their hair and register in the 
cafeteria will receive ten points , 
and faculty members will 
receive 20 points. · 

"CLASS SPIRIT DAY" to 
be held on Tues. May 3, will 
measure the "spirits" of each 
class by the color of dress worn 
by the students of that class. 
One of four colors , brown, 
green, red and white, will be 
drawn by each of the class 
presidents. The color drawn 
drawn by each of the class 
presidents. The color drawn will 

represent the color of that class. 
Students who dress-

predominantly in that color and 
are a member of that class will 
receive 15 points . Faculty 
members who dress 
predominantly in one of the four 
colors will receive 30 points 
towards the class of their 
choice. 

The activity set for Wed. May 
4 is "Flower Day" Roses, 
carnations and daisies, each 
signifying a different meaning, 
may be ordered Mon. and Tues. 
May 2-3 in the cafeteria during 
all lunch periods. 

ROSES (I LOVE YOU) will be 
sold for $1 each, carnations (I 
like you) will be sold for $.75 
each and daisies (friendship) 
will be sold for $.35 each. 

Only 100 roses, 50 carnations 
and 100 daisies will be 
available, so orders will be 
taken on a first-come, first
serve basis . Small cards 
will be attached to each flower 
explaining their meaning with 
space provided for the buyer to 
write a message. 

THESE FLOWERS WILL be 
delivered by Student Council 
members on Wednesday 
morning during the first ten 
minutes of 2nd and 3rd periods. 

A food eating contest will be 
held on Thurs. · May 5 during 
each of ' the six lunch periods. 
One representative from each 
class will be asked to be chosen 
by the students of the lunch 
periods. The representatives 
will be given 15 minutes to eat 
as many sloppy joes as they 
can. The top two winners in 
each lun~h period will receive 
50 and 30 points, respectively, 
towards their class totals . 

Faculty members who wish to 
· participate will be given 100 or 
60 points , to donate to the class 
of their choice, if they should 
place as one of the top two 
winners. 

"PIE THROW DAY" will be 
held on Fri. May 6. During the 
week prior to Spirit Week, 
students and faculty will be able 
to sign petitions for a student or 
faculty member to be one of the 
participating targets of the pie-

throw. Other possible targets 
would include class presidents, 
representatives from the ad
ministration and faculty 
members from various 
departments. 

School will be dismissed early 
on Friday and the pie-throw 
will occur~ immediately after 
school. 
' The pies will consist of 

whipping cream on paper plates 
and would be thrown at a 
distance to be determined by 
weather conditions. Tickets for 
each pie will be sold during 
lunch periods Friday and after 
school. 

PIECES OF PLY board 
with holes cut out of them that 
are large enough for a head to 
fit through them will be erected 
in the tennis courts. 

Elections for next year 's 
Student Council will also be held 
on Friday. Students with ID 
cards may vote for nine 
members of their class. The 
new members will be an
nounced on the following _ 
Monday. • 

Badm.inton • 2nd • ,n • state 
·story on page l2 
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Team 
Reports 

Chess 
THE OLCUS CHESS team finished in third place out of six 

teams in the division with a record of7-7. 
After defeating Richards March 15, the team could only 

manage one victory out of four meets at the intra-division 
quadrangular held at Homewood-Flossmoor March 26. 

After defeating Thornwood, OLCHS lost to Lincoln-Way, 
Thornton Fractional North and Homewood-Flossmoor. 

CRAIG SMITH FINISHED the season with a 10-2-2 record and 
230 points, second highest in the division. Brian Bender finished 
seventh in the division with over 150 points. Other OLCHS players 
scoring more than 100 points were Glenn Rosenberg, Mike 
Domico, Mike Heiy and Cyril Morong. 

Mathletes 
FIRST PLACE GOLD medals were awarded in five events to 

the OLCHS Mathletes Team when they competed in division 
finals on March 29. 

The Mathletes took second place at the meet. They were edged 
out of first place by seven points, compiling a total team score of 
287 to first place Lincoln-Way's score of 294. 

Mathletes Coach Mr. Hal Mulderink seemed pleased with the 
team's improvements over previous years. He was , however, 
" .. .. looking forward to a better year next year because some of 
this year 's seniors , who were apathetic near the end of the year, 
will have graduated." 

EARNING FIRST PLACE honors for the OLCHS team were 
The Permutations and Combinations team, the Quadratic 
Equations team, the Inequalities team, the Systems of Equations 
team and Oralist Craig Smith in Algebraic Systems. Smith scored 
49 of 50 possible points. 

Members of the winning Permutations and Combinations team 
were Eileen Yomantas , Ken Tsurasaki , Herwig Schlunk, Ken 
O'Neil and Rich Flis. Flis and Schlunk both turned in perfect 
scores in this event. 

The Quadratic Equations team was composed of Bonnie 
McGee, Donna St. George, Gail Gareiss , Lea Whynot and Craig 
Roxas . Gareiss had a perfect score of ten. · 

MEMBERS OF THE winning Inequalities team were Rich Flis , 
Ken O'Neil, Maxine Marolt, Mike Lehmann and Bob Bulow. Flis 
scored a perfect ten in this event. 

The systems of Equations team was composed of Maxine 
Marolt, Mike Mech, Shawn Flynn, Glenn Rosenberg and Larry 
Yodelis . 

Individually, Don Thorpe and Judy Schieve turned in perfect 
scores in Trigonometric Equations and Systems of Equations, 
respectfully. 

FOR THE FIRST time since Mathletes was reinstituted at 
OLCUS (three years ago), the team was asked to an invitational 
meet consisting of the top high school mathletes teams in nor
thern Illinois, but the team has declined the invitation. 

The Spartanite April 29, 1977 

Powell defeated 

Kolb elected· 
OL 

BY DAN PADY 

"HEAR YE, HEAR ye, the 
polls are closed." 

This sound could be heard 
throughout Oak Lawn at 6 p.m. 
on Tues. April 19, as the election 
judges began to count the votes 
cast in the previous 12 hours . 

Later that evening, at the 
Holiday Inn in Oak Lawn, 
Ernest Kolb, village clerk for 14 
years changed what had been 
months of hard campaigning, 
into a victory celebration. Kolb 
won the village president 
election by near:Iy 3,000 votes. 

CLOSE TO A mile away, at 
the Oak Lawn Sheraton Motor 
Inn , Thomas Powell , twice 
defeated candidate vowed to 
" ... never run for office in Oak 
Lawn again .. . " 

" All I can say · is, " com
mented Kolb in a recent 
Spartanite interview, " that is 
what he said four years ago." 

There were many factors in 
Kolb's overwhelming victory. . 
"The most important factor of 
my victory was the grea.t 
number of volunteer worders 
that helped. I have never seen 
so many interested people 
before." 

KOLB ALSO HAD the ad
vantage of being well - known in 
Oak Lawn, living here for 30 
years . 

The party affiliation of Kolb 
helped a great deal, too. The 
Citizen's Coalition Rarty was 
made up of Republicans , 
Democrats, Independants and 
businessmen all working 
together . It was great to see 
"Bus"(Harry Yourrell, - Oak 
Lawn) and Herb (Huskey, - Oak 
Lawn) working together for the 

mayor 
When Kolb started his 

campaign, his three main 
policies were fiscal , 
managament and youth and 
senior citizen policies. But when 
he took a survey of what Oak 
Lawn residents wanted, it 
became clear that the youth 
should be the first most im
portant policy. 

"OAK LAWN YOUTH have 
nowhere to go, no programs 
made for them. They sit around 
in alleys and on street corners, 
maybe 10 or 20 kids, and just 
talk, maybe have a few beers. 
They don't intend any harm, but 
it bothers people just having 
them there in big groups. " 

Kolb also mentioned the fact 
that there is not enough har
mony between the schools, the 
park district and the village." 
"The schools have the facilities. 

the park district has the talent 
and the village has the concern. 
There are many schools that 
have facilities not being used at 
night." 

For Kolb's youth policy to 
take full effect, this point must 
be stressed ; " Cooperation 
between the park district, the 
village and the schools is im-

portant. It can be done; we are 
all working toward the same 
goal." Kolb also added, "We 
have to show the youth that we 
care. We can't charge large 
fees ; these fees have to be 
eliminated.' ' 

As far as youth in politics are 
concerned, Kolb would like to 
see more of it ; for instance on 
the Youth Commission, because 
the youth are needed to lend 
their views on what the youth 
wants and needs. 

Kolbs youth program will also 
involve traveling to other towns 
to see what kind of programs 
they have. 

', '-.•il()o .~ ~i ·-~\'f, -~,r:· «:·~~ 
I 1S:i.. :C:\.~. '*,~-· ,. · 

IF YOU CAN FIND A 
BETTER JOB - TAKE IT! 
BUT YOU WON 'T . .. 
Immediate open in gs . 17 to 25 , 
years of age . Train .with good 
pay , regular raises. 30 days 
vacation with pay annually, 
world travel , medica l and 
dental care , meals and lodging . 
Choose any one of 60 career 
f ield opportunities. 

There is no better job to get 
you started on your future. 

To learn whet her you qualify, 
;r.all your local Navy Recruiter 
tvday at 
: (312) 424-2147 
NAVY. 

._ ______________________ _. same thing," said Kolb. 

ALCOHOL AND DRUGS are 
the things that Kolb feels will be 
the most difficult to handle. But 
he feels that although the 
village is not and authority on 
drugs or alcohol, they have to 
help ; and politics shouJd not be 
involved. 

IT'S. NOT JUST A JOB, 
11 'S AN AO VENTURE . 

-

Flowers 
STYLED BY 

Francis Hultgell 
4823 West 95th Street 

Oak Lawn, · Illinois· 
Phone 424-2200 
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Pro_m explained 

JCAB ·concludes 

4th active year 

BY MARY E. HORN 

"IT'S A VERY SMOOTH 
operation," said Mrs. Millie 
Watland, Junior Class sponsor, 
about this year's Junior Class 
Advisory Board, "especially for 
a relatively experimental type 
of thing which has only been 
in existence for about three of 
four years ." 

While JCAB does not have to 
deal with the same rush of 
activity as the senior board, the 
major functions it does sponsor 
require ample participation 
from its fifty members . 

Though its large membership 
can be a restricting factor 
during meetings, the ad
vantages include having a 
larger reserve of students to 
draw upon for getting jobs done, 
and a wider margin who gain an 
idea of the school structure and 
how to improve it. 

THREE MAJOR AC-
TIVITIES for which JCAB is 
responsible during the year are 
the organization of a committee 
to build the Homecoming float, 
the Valentine's Day dance, and 
the Prom. 

This year, as last year, the 
Prom has been a source of 
controversy, for some of the 
same reasons, and also because 
the junior class has not 
publicized the plans it has 
made. 

What most students don't 
know about are the numerous 
restrictions attached to having 
a Prom. This year's junior class 
has had little to do with 
choosing the place and time-
these plans are finalized almost 
as soon as the previous Prom is 
over by that year's class of
ficers and sponsors . 

IT IS NECESSARY to place 
a deposit for renting a hall a 
year in advance as well as 
hiring a photographer for those 
who ,would like professional 
pictures. Also, the Prom favors 
must be ordered in September. 

JCAB is concerned only with 
choosing a theme, ootammg a 
band, selling tickets, and 
composing and typing the copy 
for the programs. 

. 
The biggest source of con

troversy over Prom is whether 
to sponsor just a dance or to 
have dinner included with the 
dance. While the majority of 
students favor having only the 
dance, plans this year include 
the dinner. 

-
would be excessive. 

JCAB operates on a more 
informal level than SCAB, and 
consequently was not required 
by the Board of Education to 
draft a constitution; rather, 
JCAB was asked to submit only 
a standard code of 
qualifications for members. 

Since its activities are spaced 
out within the school year, there 
is no real need for regular 
meetings of the junior board. 
Before e,ach event a series of 
meetings is held and usually a 
meeting afterward to discuss 
the outcome. 

MR. FRANK VAZZANA, 
another junior class sponsor, 
was quoted by Mrs. Watland as 
saying that this year's junior 
class officers are diligent in 
their efforts and successful in 
their leadership. Officers are 
Jim Dunning, president; Steve 
Yukel, vice-president; Mary 
Lynn Miller, secretary; and 
Denise Salvati, treasurer. 

When asked what the 
projection for next year's 

EXPLAINING THIS IS Senior Class Advisory Board 
simple. Attendance at Prom is was, based on the JCAB 
usually somewhat over 700 m~mbers, who will most likely 
students. Locations with a hall . serve on the senior board, Mrs. 
large enough to accommodate Watland answered, "I told Mr. 
this crowd and provide an Hill he was in for a pleasant 
adequate dance floor require surprise next year; the board 
that dinner be included, should be very effective and 
otherwise the cost to them enthusiastic." 

( CLASSIFIED ADS) 
For Sale 

FOR SALE : 
Nesco Produs , American 

Camper ; Deluxe Nylon Tent (2-
man ) Contact in Rm. 263 . 

For Sale: 
World Stamp Book with spaces 
for over 5,000 stamps, and about 
75 loose stamps. See Mr. Meek if 
interested, ($10.00 or best of
fer.) 

For Sale : 1970 Pont. G.P . $750 Hot Dog: 
See Mr. Gibson. You're Fantastic! 

Personals 

Sir 
Thanks for a great time in 
London 
Kelly 

Junior 

Mr. Collins
Shave ! 
Uncle Jack 

To Bob. 
I love you! 
Kermit D. Frog 
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The cast of the OLCHS' production of "Mame" will perform 
April 29-30 and May 6-7. Tickets are $1.50 for students and $2.50 for 
adults . 

Petitions for the Student Council election on May 6 must be 
returned to the registrar in room 124 before 3 p.m. today. 

The following are tha activites which the Student Council will 
hold during Spirit Week, May -2-6. 

Monday : Fro Day 
Tuesday : Class Spirit Day (each class will wear clothes of a 

specifically designated color) 
Wednesday: Flower Day 
Thursday : Food Eating Contest 
Friday : Student Council elections and Pie Throw Day. 

Class rings may be ordered May 4, 5 and 6 during all lunch 
periods. 

The Ecology Club will be selling both flowering and green 
foilage plants prior to Mother's Day, May 8. The plants, some of 
which were grown by students , will be sold Thursday and Friday 
May 5-6 in the cafeteria during all lunch periods. The average cost 
per plant is from $1 to $2.50. 

Awards night for the Forensic Team will be Fri. May 13 in the 
Little Theater. 

The last blood drive of the school year will be held May 24 in 
room 133 from 8 a .m. to 3 p.m. 

Plans were made for an NHS banquet at the Martinique on 
May 25. 

NHS recently inducted two new members, seniors, Melanie 
Rellson and Rich Pluhar on April 7 in a brief meeting. 

The Experiment in International Living, a non-profit 
organization, is providing a chance for high school students to 
visit one of over :n different countries during the summer 
months. The programs include orientation, a homestay, informal 
trips thourghout the country and a stay in the capitol of the 
country of the student's choice. For more information contact the 
Experiment's regional office at 65 E. South Water, Suite 1802 
Chicago 60601. (Telephone 236-3352) 

.,---------------------------
The Daisy Shop 

for Prom flowers 
9918 SW Hwy 499-1318 

20% discount ---------------------------~ 
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Teacher's line 
Student teacher needs help 

On behalf of all student 
teachers- former, present and 
future- I thank you for 
welcoming we university 
students to OLCHS so that our 
experience in practice teaching 
is meaningful and enjoyable to 
you students and to ourselves. 

What ctoes student 
teaching involve? The time 
spent in a high school is a period 
of apprenticeship for the 
student teacher. I will soon 
complete my college courses 
and graduate. Now is the ~ime 

when I can practice, in a real
classroom situation, all of the 
teaching methods I have 
learned about. Though the 
experience I gain I will learn 
how to employ the effective 
techniques that produce lear
ning and how to create new 
ones . The student teaching 
experience also will help me to 
decide if teaching is truly the 
profession I desire. · 

Without doubt I will profit 
from my 10 week assignment 
here. Yet the apprenticeship_ 

Spartanite over 
BY JERRY PETERSON 

The Spartanite is a highly 
visable aspect of student life 
and opinion here at OLCHS. But 
for the people who work on it, 
the Spartanite is much more 
than that. Working on the 
Spartanite is an education in 
itself, much more than any 
class I have been personally 
involved in. The Spartanite can 
teach an individual about 
journalism, but more im
portantly it teaches respon
sibility and an awareness of the 
happenings in the world around 
us . 

For the reader the Spartanite 
can bring information and news 
that may otherwise have been 
lost in all of the schools' other 
activities. It can also bring 
rewards for those who have 
worked hard and won. 

Like anything else the 
Spartanite costs money, be
tween $500 and $600 per issue. 
Students pay 15 cents a copy if 
they choose to buy a Spartanite. 
The staff, the English depart
ment and various other in
dividuals to_gether sell about 
1400 copies an issue, a revenue 
of $210, As you can see this does 
not meet the production cost of 

hNINed by tbe Advueed 
JearuU.m Sbldellu el 

OAK IAWN COMMUNITY IDGR SCIIOOL 
Niii Streetud S..lllwes& lllpway 

OuLawa. .... lNU 
EDITORIAL BOABD 

Editor-in~ 
Mauging Edit.or 
Editorial Editor 
~tEditor 
News Editor' 
Alaiatant Editor 
Feature Editor 
Aai!Wlt Editor 
Sports F.ditor 
Alliatant Editor 

BUSINE88"DEPT. 

Business Mana&er 
AdMana&en 

<lrculation Mana&en 

Artist 
Newspaper Advilor 
Bullnaa Advilor 
Photographer 

STAFF 

Naomi Kloese 
Donnal>ean 

DenPady 
Jeffy Peterson 

Tami Ito 
llu'f Fitzmaurice 

Jeff.•«llicu 
Pde Douville 

CraigSmitb 
&leBuer 

Sue Ivey 
Rme&JCb 

Sue Ivey 
Mary Fitzmaurice 

Donna Cramer 
Brian Weaver 

Ray Elliott 
.John Sinicki 

Wayne Macha 

Doug Maclean KaNll Vlllanueva, lllCMle Wlenpc, Scott 
Mcaninch, Shiela Kieler, Guy Slolka, Cheryl Beckwith , Pete 
Dot,mle, Rieb Rem. Guy Kamath, Dawn Ammerman, Mary 
Wendling. Mary Horn Nancy Fewkes 

serves to benefit you students 
also. In addition to working 
under the supervision of your 
teachers , I am also accountable 
to university supervisors and 
ultimately to the director of 
student teachers at the 
university where I study. These 
professors from the university 
visit me whole I'm teaching and 
evaluate my ability. Once a 
week I attend a meeting during 
which the professor points our 
my weaknesses in teaching. We 
hope to offer high · 

not meet the proeuction cost of 
the Spartanite. But alas, there 
are other i forms of revenue for 
the SpartaniteJI1ainly procured 
1rom display advertising and 
supplemented with some 
personal ads. These amount to 
about $200 per issue, putting the 
Spartanite about $150 in the red 
every issue. Thus reaching our 
ores~nt deficit of $1,129.72. One 
might wonder how the Spar
tan-ite continues. The answer is 
in the school board, they bail the 
Spartanite out at the end of each 
year and pick up the costs that 
couldn't be met. The school 
board has been picking up the 

Corporal 

RECENTLY THE UNITED 
States Supreme Court handed 
down its ruling that corporal· 
punishment may be used for 
infractions of school rules . This, 
if it is deemed that corporal 
punishment will indeed be an 
effective device in the 
elimination of the particular 
infraction. 

The individual who delivers 
the corporal punishment must 
be accompanied by another 
teacher as a witness, the 
purpose of this is to save 
students from cruel and unusual 
harm which could be delivered 
from people the size of Mr. Bob 
Kunde and Mr. Bill Marcordes. 

While corporal punishment 
has just become " legal" many 
students are aware that it has 
been in practice at OLCHS for 
some time. Especially at the 
swimming pool, where some 
teachers have been known to 
give students swats, either with 
kick-boards or "ma brown"(a 
wooden paddle about 3' long, 6" 
wide and an inch thick ). 

THIS WRITER EVEN recalls 
a time when one of the swim
ming coaches threatened to 
give his swimmers swats if they 
didn 't flip their turns during a 
dual meet. One swimmer didn 't 
flip his turn and the coach 
proceeded to carry out his 
threat, much to the scorn of the 
official who saw the swatting 

school students a better quality provides each student teacher 
of teachers. with guidelines as to how we 

I wonder if you students are should dress and act and also 
aware of the responsibilities of , what disciplinary measures 
a teacher. When I was in high to take . At the end of the student 
school, I didn't pay much at- teaching period, I will receive 
tention to the duties of my two grades for the work I've 
teachers. Now I am the one who done during this time. So, as you 
takes attendance, plans lessons, see, you and I are both being 
prepares and grades tests, graded. Such is the life of a 
keeps records and assigns student! 
course grades. I have assumer! 
the role of a teacher, but still I 
retain the responsibilities of a 
student. The university DIANE TYAHLA 

• 1n debt 
tab for almost every year the 
Spartanite has been in 
exlstence. 

HOWEVER THERE IS a 
better idea, an idea that would 
save the school about $1500.00 a 
year . What we . propose isn't a 
new or radical change, instead 
it's a change that many schools 
have already implemented. The 
change would make the 
Spartanite (and possibly the 
yearbook) part of an activity 
fund that students would pay at 
the beginning of the year. This 
would allow the Spartanite to be 
given away free to each student 
throughout the year. Another 

• I 

good aspect of this would be the 
elimination of annoyance to 
teachers and students when the 
Spartanite is being sold. Ad
vanced journalism students 
would have more time to work 
on improving their paper, both 
in content and layout, if they 
didn 't have the huge burden of 
trying to meet production costs. 
This is not to say that students 
will just depend on their budget 
but will instead be a more 
professional organization. 

.-
punishment "legal" 
and threateded to bring the 
situation to the SICA board if 
these tactics weren't stopped. 

The Spartanite invites any 

individual to submit a 
humorous or not so humorous 
episode of corporal punishment 
used a OLCHS, to be published 
in our next issue. 
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Spartan ite rates 
cafeterias 
BY DAN PADY 

This year's award for the "first - thing - someone -
complains - about - at - OLCHS" goes to the cafeteria 
for "outstanding performance . " 

It seems as though the cafeteria is the main 
recipient of criticism from OLCHS students ... and 
their criticism gets worse as the student reaches his 
Senior year. • 

Recently, four Spartanite members visited Carl 
Sandburg, A. A. Stagg and Alan B. Shepard high 
schools to compare cafeteria programs. This is how 
we rated them; 

Food Atmosphere 
Shepard 7 9 
Stagg 9 3 
Sandburg 6 5 
Oak Lawn 6 5 

Note: Schools were rated on a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being 
poor and 10 being excellent>. 

STAGG HIGH SCHOOL definitely had the best food 
out of the four schools evaluated, but it had the worst 
atmosphere. Sitting in the cafeteria at Stagg could 
probably be compared to eating lunch with the 
OLCHS Marching Band, Jazz Band: Concert Band 
and the A Cappella Choir in the Spartan Gym. If 
Stagg's cafeteria had a juke box , the two closest 
tables might be able to hear it. 

Stagg's food was rated the best because of the 
variety it had to offer. In the A La Carte line, things 
like enchiladas, grilled cheese, sloppy joes and yogurt 
could be purchased. There is also, besides the A La 
Carte and Type A 1u·nch lines, an ice cream line, 
where students lined up to mostly buy milk shakes. 

Although we gave Stagg a superior rating, some 
students from Stagg obviously didn't agree. The 
students being referred to are the ones we saw 
sneaking across the street to enjoy Burger King's 
menu. Before we left the school, we were assured by 
the superintendant that heavy precautions were 
taken to keep students from leaving the school 
grounds during their lunch hours. 

SANDBURG'S FOOD PROGRAM is very similar to 
OLCHS, it can be labeled.a "typical cqfeter ia lunch." 
The potatoes and rice were starchy (probably used 
for tennis practice after school) and dessert was so 
good that none of the four Spartanite members who 
ate there could remember what it was. 

Shepard, being a recently - built school, was 
designed with the student in mind. The atmosphere in 
Shepard ' s cafeteria was relaxed and formal; more 
like ~ating in a restaurant. All of the administrative 
offices were located in th cafeteria itself, because the 
cafeteria is not a seperate room in the school; all the 
hallways lead into the cafeteria 

The food program at Shepard was nothing ex
traordinary, but better than average. The A La Carte 
l ine had a variety of different hot and cold sandwiches 
for lunch. 

BOTH SHEPARD AND Stagg had chocolate milk as 
well as white milk. 

OLCHS has its good points and bad points in the 
cafeteria. Our staff expected to find other school's 
food much better than ours, but they have their bad 
points, too. Maybe someone from OLCHS should look 

• into other cafeteria programs as we _have done. 

i 

LETTER'S TO THE EDITOR 

Outraged at Army 

I feel that something should 
be said abQut the U.S. Army. I 
was shocked as rm sure most 
Americans were to read that the 
military had used biological 
agents on several U.S. cities to 
test our germ-warfare defenses . 
The toxicity of many of these 
agents was in doubt at the time 
of their use, investigations are 
now underway regarding a 
series of deaths that may be 
related to those tests. 

The Army is kept secret and 
seperate from laymen. · The 
Army has become entangled 
with their own importance, 
reciting phrases like "We must 
protect our flag" and "Defense 
for the homeland." They have 
forgotten that a country i~ not a 
patch of cloth or a stretch of 
dirt. It is one thing and one thing 
only, people. The existance of 
the Army is justified only by its 
protecting the lives of American 
citizens. When it begins to 
experiment with those lives it 
no longer has a reason for 
existance, it must be abolished 
or radically altered. 

I would like to hear the 
Spartanite's view on this . 

Ken O'Neill 

The Spartanite feels that the 
Army has overstepped its 
bounds and has landed right 
into a sore spot with many in
dividuals. Deservedly so. The 
Army must not take the role of 
an all-powerful decision maker 
to protect the country from 
germ warfare and nuclear 
proliforation. However, we feel 
that the Army should remain 
secret and separate from the 
rest of society. After all, the 
defense of this· country is 
essential, to carry out this end 
some secrecy is needed. 

We feel that the abolishment 
of, or a radical alteration in the 
Army would be foolish. We do 
feel that some changes should 
be made and that certain 
guidelines pf caution . are 
followed . Controls oTI 
ethnocentric generals might be 
a start to see that nothing like 
this incident of biological agents 
happens again. 

Class .off ice rs 

serve purpose 

.So many people feel that class 
officers are just there to hold a 
title. Well, they're wrong! If 
more people knew the inside of 
what the officers do, I feel that 
they wouldn't jump-the-gun so 
quickly. 

The first thing people usually 
suggest 1s to sell something. 
Great! That is , it's great for 7th 
and 8th graders, but un
fortunately 

I 
the administrative 

board won t allow us to sell 
anything because they don't 
want students to feel obligated. 

What about a car wash? Well , 
that's fine too. In the beginning 
of the school year you sign up 
for a certain date and you pray 
up until that time that it doesn't 

rain or snow. If you don't get the 
good weather, well, all you can 
do is to blame it on Mother 
Nature. 

Speaking of nature, how about 
a picnic? That's fine if you're 
standing in line, on· J.anuary 1st 
at the Bureau of Forest 
Preserves, waiting for a permit. 
Of course, you have to pray for 
good weather again. 

What are . some more 
suggestions I've heard? Well, 
how about a roller skating 
party? Fine, but would there be 
enough students that would buy 
tickets to rent out the roller rink 
without going into debt (where 
we're just about at now)? I very 
strongly doubt it. 

And then, there's the one I've 
heard a million times, "What 
about a dance? " If the 
suggestors would only consider 
the work, headaches, time, and 
of course money involved, I'm 
sure that they would probably 
swallow their words. It takes a 
lot of organization. If you were 
lucky, you could end up making 
a few hundred dollard but, there 
would be some risks involved 
(Such as, how are your chances 
of getting the band you want?
Will you gat a good date? Will 
the students buy the tickets? 

I wish for once people would 
quit criticizing the officers and 
hear us out! I've looked into all 
these suggestions, and more; 
but there was always something 
holding back our progress . 
Some of you 'people realize the 
jobs we do, but others don't hear 
about them because the com
plications make them im
possible, which means nothing 
is ever made of them. We don't 
just "hold a title," we do the 
inside jobs that no one ever 
hears or knows about. 

I know I'm no only speaking 
for myself but also for the of
ficers of the past, present and 
future. If someone has 
suggestions, they should at least 
be polite to us and if that's too 
much to ask, they can at least 
pretend that we're human 
beings too! 

KAREN PETERS 

See what 

we mean? 

Cafeteria food at OLCHS - a 
curse to many students. To 
others, "delicous meals." Now I 
am not saying that all the meals -
from OLCHS' famous cafeteria 
are bad, but there is no other 
way to describe them. Seeing as 
I have become violently ill 
several times due to im
bibement of the forementioned 
food, I consider myself 
somewhat of a connisseur of 
bad things. 

For example, there are three 
main causes of death at OLCHS 
- oddly enought , they all 
originate in the cafeteria; 

1) "Delicious ravioli" -
three to four tiny pieces of meat 
rolled in a slimy noodle (ii meal 
not fit for a court jester) . 

2) " Beef Fritter" - a juicy 
(hack, cough) piece of beef 
similar in texture to an S.O.S. 
pad. 

3( "Pot Luck" - Pot 
Luck is hard to describe , 
because I don 't really know 

what it is . I often wonder what 
kind of 'pot' it comes' from. I 
will, however , compliment 
those women-in-white who 
prepare these delicious 
delicaci~ for our enjoyment ; 
the pizza is great. 

Due to circumstances beyond 
our control this food situation 
remains stable, therefore I 
suggest that the brains of this 
school get together and discuss 
the matter. Either better food 
or Alka Seltzer. 

CURT O'HARA 

\ 

In the last Spartanite issue 
(March 18, 1977) a very sad yet 
unfinished story entitled "A 
Girl Named May " was 
published. My tnain reason f~r 
writing you is to complement 
and thank Pete Douville. 

Your article was dynamic and 
frankly I didn't believe there 
wal"anyone left at OLCHS who 
still had a heart. It's really 
funny how as we creep into our 
teen years we seem to interpret 
the world around us wrong. All 
too often we consider a person 
who acts or dresses differently 
as a weirdo or a crazy, mixed
up person. Did it ever occur to 
any of you that the person who 
wears striped pants and a 
polka-dotted blouse may not be 
able to afford another outfit? Or 
the person who speaks with a 
lisp may have been born with a 
throat imparement which 
required several operations to 
allow the person to speak at all? 

Teens today just take too 
much for granted. Instead of 
condemning and making fun of 
those who are different, we 
should be thanking God, or who . 
ever you choose, for the warm 
clothes we have and the ex
cellent health we hold. I guess 
what I'm trying to say is that if 
we are ever to be respected by 
others as well as ourselves we 
had better start thinking before 
we do any loud mouth 
criticizing. 

Mr. Douville, I must say, I 
have to go along with vou. I 
can't understand how a person 
can gawk and be cruel to a 
person who is handicapped. If 
doing this is supposed to be 
the"in" thing (you do it because 
the gang does it and of course 
you don't want to be laughed at) 
then the only thing I can say is 
in my book you're an "out" 
thing. You don't respect your 
feelings and I sure as hell 
wouldn't want to be your friend . 

Most of you will go away now 
and the next time May walks 
by, the pennies again will be 
flung--but think to yourself what 
would it be like if you were the 
one on that floor collecting the 
pennies because you couldn't 
afford to be dressed like the 

· "in" group. Or for those of you 
who can't imagine--what will 
you say or how will you feel if 
your first child five years from 
now was born DIFFERENT. 

"MAY -- YOU NOW HA VE 
TWO F:_RIENDS" 

<NAME WITHHELD 
UPON REQUESTl 



Robert J. Gautsch <senior) -
Yes, that is an act of Com-

The Spartanite 

' monism (this one's for you Bob 
Pam Johnson <senior ) - Yes, Moore, teacher). If I want my Mike Walrath (sophomore) -
because it is nobody else's privacy invaded, I'll ask the No, I don't care. It doesn't 
business, except mine. narrow-minded Democrats! matter to me. 

Would you be offended if other stu~ents 

had access to your grades? 

Speak Out 

,:;; 

- No, it Ping Culligan (junior) - No, kids Kim Begeske (junior) - It 
person are not interested in other doesn't matter to me if anyone 

people's grades anyway. looks at my grades. 

Turning off darkness 

BY GARY STOIKA 

HOW MANY OF us have at 
one time of another gone into a 
dark room and flipped a small 
switch which activates the 
1%hts? Most people think of this 
as turning on the lights , but, in 
reality, it is not the lights 
which we are turmng on, it is 
the dark which we are turning 
off. 

• 

refuses to accept these ideas as 
fact, because our scientists 
were raised in a capitalist 
oriented society in which close
m indedness is taught and 
practiced. 

DARKNESS, IN BUILDINGS 
with no windows, is an accepted 
fact , without artificial lighting. 
Therefore , the act of activating 
the lights turns off the dark , 
which is natural to those con
ditions anyway, henceforth, the 
turning off of the dark when the 

lights are activated. 
A person does not turn off the 

lights when he leaves a room, he 
turns on the dark . The small 
switch on the wall controls the 
dark, a person can either turn it 
on or off. 

Unfortunately, science 

Society, and science as well, 
must recognize these facts and 
use them. This will of course, 
mean that people should not 
read with the dark on , as it 
could cause eye damage. 
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You've spent years 
in school. 

Don't look dumb 
the last big night. 

At Gingiss, you 'll find a huge selectioi:1 
of colorful prom tuxedos. So why appear 

at the prom in black and white 
when you can appear in living color? 

g;ngiss®formalwear 
Ford city - Chicago 582-8600 

10 TO 30% STUDENT DISCOUNT. 
Present your high school ID to the manager 

of the Gingiss Formalwear Center above 
and receive your special rate . 
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/ ' "'\Pci·rewnt replaceme~f 
BY BRIAN W_EAVER ' 
FACE IT, we're living it a WHEN TIM'S FATHER got 

sava_ge society. The newspapers· home from work, he likewise 
are full of murders, rapes, and was murdered by hanging him 
criminal assaults . Each day with his own dental floss . Within 
thousands of people fall victim the span of only six hours, the 
to some form of violent crime. police, the CIA and the FBI 

What can we do? were on the scene . They 
In , effect, our government arrested the madman, removed 

says we can do nothing. the bodies, cleaned the house 
Criminologists say that we have and replaced the expired 
reached a point of no return. parents with two CIA agents. 
Our law enforcement agencies When Tim got home, he never 
can no longer control the suspected that his parents were 
rampant lawnessness of our actually government 
socie~y. replacements . Tim finally 

N A T U R A L L Y O U R caught on when his mother kept 
GOVERNMENT will not openly forgetting his name and the rest 
admit to its criminal of the family as well. 
capitulation, but most experts The reason the govenment 
have revealed the startling had done this was because the 
truth with a case history of last murder rate in the Dippenbrow 
year. area was so staggenng that it 

Tim Swells of Dippenbrow, had to be kept hush-hush. It was 
Idaho, was a victim to a CIA- also the idea of the FBI to 
FBI oriented plan involving the capture the madman by process 
replacement of murdered of elimination. If they let him 
family members. kill enough people, he would 

One day while Tim was in eventually be the only person m 
school, a madman was in the town who was not a government 
process of butchering his poor, replacement. 
helpless mother. He had seized THE PLAN WAS a-success 
her in a fit of rage and but at a cost of nearly $75,000 
proceeded to dice her up in a and about 634 lives. The plan to 
Popeil Veg-matic. Afterwards expose the criminal by process 
he placed her in a large Hefty of elimination has since been 
bag with some wet bread abandoned. The cost and lives 
crumbs and shaked and baked involved was highly unethical 
her to death. and uneconomical. 

A recent FBI survey found 
that the tactic was not a popular 
one amongst large metropolitan 
areas . An estimated 3,765,982 
people could be sacrificed in 
order to find one murderer. 

However, the replacement 
program was maintained. The 
CIA-FBI coalition provided 
some startling results. 

WHO MAO TSE Tung died 
last year the CIA initiated its 
replacement plan . A moon
faced agent attempted to take 
over the Red Ghinese govern
ment by claiming to be the late 
Mao Tse Tung. The plan might 
have worked had he not made 
the pompous statement that he 
was not dead , but in fact only 
very tired. 

Likewise the FBI has con
tinued its campaign of criminal 
cover-ups with the replacement 
service. The plain truth is, there 
are about 28,000 people walking 
around, asuming the role of a 
murder victim. 

IT'S HARD TO tell . You 
might even prefer the imposters 
to your.own flesh and blood. At 
any rate, chances are that your 
family has been replaced. Go 
home tonight and quiz your 
parents'. Ask some poignant 
questions . If one of them looks 
like Efram Zimbalist Jr., then 
you're a victim. 

Escapades in lovflrs· lane 
BY KAREN OPITZ 

IMAGINE BEING IN 
Lovers Lane at 10 p.m. The 
stars are twinkling and the 
moon is shining brightly. The 
perfect place to be romantic 
and here I was playing "I Spy" 
with a girl It's strange to be 

with a girl. It's strange to be 
when you're a girl- it's even 
more strange to go to Lovers 
Lane alone. Somehow, I was in 
this predicament wffli many 
occurences before I made my 
way out of there. 

My best friend and I were 
riding around with no 
destination, both of us in a 
depressed state of mind. Pam 
was more depressed than I was 
because "her boyfriend had 
called earlier that day to cancel 
their date. Pam suspicioned 
that he might have another date 
and she deduced that he would 
end up with his date in the usual 
place- Lovers Lane. 

"NO PAM, I'M not driving 
you to Lovers Lane. Sorry." 

"But Karen, PLEASE. I've 
got to find out who he's with." 

"Pam. do you know what 
people would say? Nothing 
could be more hwniliating or 
embarassing." 

"I'LL DUCK DOWN in the 
seat and you can look for him." 
. "Pam, I don't know anything 

about your boyfri'end ; I 
wouldn't know what to look for . 
Besides, how .would you feel 
driving into Lovers Lane 
alone.?" 

"Just head out there . I'll tell 
you all about him on the way. 

FOR SOME ODD reason, I 
agreed. Maybe it was because 
my sense of adventure decided 
to appear that day. When we got 
there, Pam ducked down in the 
seat and there I was, Solitary 
Sal, in Lovers Lane. My 
stomach had tied six square 
knots by now and I decided not 
to face this alone. 

"Pam, sit up ." 
- "Why?" . 

"BECAUSE I'M NOT doing 

this" along." 
"Well wait a minute and shut 

your lights off, you dummy. 
God, haven't you ever been here 
before?" 
- "Well Pam, I'm not in the 
habit of driving myself here." 

"Okay Kare, just take it easy. 
We'll be out of here in a 
minute." 

THAT~ WAS THE longest 
minute of my life. I crept along 
in the car, sitting up and trying 
desperately to look like a guy. I 
didn't kn'ow if it would look 
better if Pam sat really close to 
me or over on her side of the 
car. We decided she should stay 
on her side. I pulled over and 
parked, and after keen in
structions from Pam, I flicked 
my parking lights on. 

Suddenly, lightning bright 
lfght shone upon the lane and 
Pam and I looked at each other 
in disbelief. 

The flashlight tapped on the 
window and I turned my head 
the opposite direction. Pam 
opened her window and stood 
on the seat so she was looking 
over the car roof at the officer. 

" YOU'LL HAVE TO excuse 
my friend, Officer, but he's deaf 
and didn't hear you knocKing." 

"Is everything okay, young 
lady?" 

"Yes, Officer, everything is 
just fine, thank-you." 

She slumped back into the 
car. 

WE STARTED LOOKING 
around only after Pam con
vinced me to stay. We were 
looking for a Blue. Chrysler 
Newport. As I was looking to my 
left, I saw three people pointing 
at me with looks of disgust. on 
their faces . I said an asperation 
but the people outside my car 
apparently thought I was 
mouthing obscenities because 
four more kids piled out of the 
ban and were stalking towards 
my car. 

' 'Pam, what do we do now?" 
"You put the car in reverse 

and get out of here." 

• 

AGAIN, I OBLIGED.I was 
hurrying now ; I really didn't 
want anymore trouble. 
"Karen! There's his car. Pull 
over. There's a spot almost next 
to him. PLEASE." -

"Pam, are you crazy?" 
"COME ON, PLEASE." 
For the third and hopefully 

final time, I obliged. We parked 
again and simultaneously 
looked Pam's boyfriend in the 
eye. We slwnped down in our 
seats so quickly that my knee 
hit the steering column and 
knocked the emergency flasher 
on. The whole are was ryth
mically lighting up. If the lights 
had been accompanied by a 
sound equal to this blaring, the 
entire occupancy of the lane 
would have suffered from 
broken eardrums. What did I 
do? I fumbled around, sear
ching for the switch to turn the 
flashers off but I couldn't find it 
because I've never used the 
flashers before. I was laughing 
so hysterically that I was 
almost convulsive. Pam and I 
never laughed so hard. She was 
turning the ignition key trying 
to turn it off but we sat there 
through eternity hoping one· of 
us would control our laughter 
long enough to stop the night
mare. I was wiggling in my seat 
and with the same technique I 
used in turning the flashers on, I 
turned them off. By now, some 
people were gathered around 
the car to find out what the 
problem was. Others were long 
gone in a trail of dust. I looked 
at Pam and her face was tear 
streked from laughter. 
"Let's get out of here," she 
gasped. 
"DON'T GET ANY bright ideas 
about going Ever again." 

As we pulled away, we 
realized someting that made us 
want to laugh and cry at the 
same time. . 

"You know what, Kare? " 
"Huh?" 
"We never did see his 

girlfriend.' ' 
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Working 'hours 15 
BY CHERYL BECKWITH they couldn't find one. Two of 

the five had no desire to work. 
MANY PEOPLE, RIGHT Of the twenty that do or have 

ABOUT the time they begin worked all work because they 
high school, find a real need for want to. Several of the students 
money; they just cannot make have cars and must work to 
it anr more off th~ $3 allowa1_1ce· keep them. 
they ve been gettmg fo~ takmg The type of jobs that are held 
o~t the garbage or domg the by students don't vary all that 
dishes every day. . much. Four main jobs are held 
. Though the legal working age by the 25 students interviewed: 
1s 16, some peopl_e have the good Office--two employed 
fortune of lookmg older t_han Store (cashier or stockboy) --
they are and ~re able to get Jobs five employed 

The Spartanite 

before that time. A good many Construction (summer)--two 
restaurants (usually not employed 

Gail Fuka, and her gum wrapper chain. 

chains) hire people without . Restaurants--eleven em-
even asking for proof of age. J ployed 
This works out well for the SIXTEEN OF THE 
employers beca1:15~ they don't STUDENTS have hours ranging 
have to pay m1mmum wag~. from 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. weekdays 
Most people _under age won t and weekends. The four others 
pressure for higher pay because interviewed have day jobs 

bubble· yum 
they want to keep their job. Less than half of the students 

RECENTLY I IN- said that their jobs did not in-
TERVIE~E~ . 25 OLCHS terfere with their school work ; 
_s_tudents mg~mng whether or half of the students jobs do 
not they had Jobs . Twenty of the interfere with their social life 
~5 students hav~ o! did . have Only three of the students 
Jobs . Out of the five mterv1ewed have been working for more 
that have never had jobs, three than a year. 
said they were pressured by 
their parents to get jobs . but 

Come and see Mame 

BY DAWN AMMERMAN 

• 
Quietly she sits, immensed in 

h~r . work. Folding, tearing, 
p1ecmg together another link, a 
step closer to her goal. 

She is Gail Fuka, a freshman, 
and her goal is beating the 
worlds record for the longest 
gum chain. 

"I started about three years 

Ope A a window 
BY NANCY FEWKES 

IT WAS A mistake, but it was 
a good one. The setting was a 
Mame rehrearsal. Mame 
Dennis , portrayed by Julie 
Hiryak, was to be given a slide 
across the stage in a paper 
moon set up on a wooden 
platform. 

would come out for these things. 
We have so much talent but 
people are afraid to try out. 
Because it's a musical boys 
thinks it's sissy. " 

Poor Ruth Henclewsk1 has the 
rotten job of a chorus member. 
"You don't get any credit. It's a 
behind-thelines-no-good job. 
But I like it." 

Carmen DeMicheal also has 

Dismissing all the silliness 
around him with an un
concerned wave of his hand, 
Tony Vrame said, "All the 
people in the theatre have 
something wrong with them. I 
guess everyone is a little crazy, 
but theatre brings out the worst 
in us." 

D.J. !<'arr, who plays Young 
Patrick with the handicap of a 
broken leg, makes the best of 
what he's given. His leg is no 
problem to him. Before the 

ago," said Fuka . A friend of 
mine gave me a gum wrapper 
chain. At that time it was only a 
foot long." In three years the 
chain has _grown from one foot 
to 75 feet. Approximately 25 feet 
a year or considering each link 
(gum wrapper) to be 1h inch in 
length, that's 600 pieces of gum 
a year . 

"The only real problem I run 
into," said .Gail, "is breaks in 
the chain. By breaks, I mean, a 
link will become worn and tear . 
When this happens I have to 

· start all over." 
"Why?" 
"Because there is no way of 

attaching two chains, it just 
doesn'w- work," said Fuka . I've 
started over many times!" 

Gum wrapper chains are only 
a hobby. But I have great ad
miration for someone who can 
stick with it. Probably after 3 
breaks, and 3 months I'd have 
given up. 

AUTHORS NOTE : Any one 
willing to donate gum wrappers 
to Gail Fuka 's collection, please 
leave any and all gum wrappers 
in the Spartanite office (located 
across from the Eng. Dept. 
room). Thank you. 

First of all, Mame and her 
rolling moon missed their cue 
intentionally. When the moon 
finally did roll out with Julie 
waving and climbing all over it, 
the platform tipped up an? our 
Auntie Mame took a nose dive to 
the floor . It added a nice effect. 

complaints about his role, the 
Older Patrick. " I have to make 
out with Gloria in front of 
everyone and I feel kind of shows he'll trade in his crutches..--HN-.0--04----1>4-~ll!-C..__~-H>-9<..__.. 

The stage production of 
Mame is based on a true story 
written by the grand dame's 
nephew, Patrick Dennis . 
Moving through the period of 
Mame's life from 1928-1946, the 
story's action takes place in her 
Beekman Place Apartment and 
various other locations in which 
she became involved. 
MAME IS A good show and it's 
not overdone," commented Al 
Collins one of the shows 
directo~s . . An important in
fluence in choosing Mame over 
other musicals was that the 
turnout of male actors was very 
uncertain. "We do have a very 
cooperative and talented cast. A 
lot of freshmen. It has been an 
expensive show." 

Mame Dennis is an unem
ployed, loaded, lush. She loves 
parties and opening new win
dows. Everything, including the 
appearance of a nephew that. 
she will be responsible for, is 
reason for a celebration. Julie 
Hiryak is a very believable 
Mame. She loves singing and 
acting and it shows. When she 
talks about the theatre she 
·becomes serious. "I hope they 
can continue putting on 
musicals . I wish more people 

weird knowing everyone 's 
watching. It's fun , though." 

JIM KAMPF OTO) claims 
that Carmen knew what he was 
getting into. "That's the ortly 
reason he came out for the 
part." 

for a walking cast. "You meet a 
Jot of new people. It's a good
experience. Now I'm known 
around the school." 

Bleeding Hearts 

No - Fault Wrangler's 

Washington Dee Cee's 

Discount Prices! 
Guy's & Gals's JEWELRY 
South Peacock Alley 

Ford City Shopping Cer,,ter 

• 

DOlll 
Presents the exciting music(ll 

"SING ME" 
every Wed., Fri., Sat. & Sun. 

The Sabre Room is a great spot for 

after Prom call for reservations 

8900 W 95th St. • 

Hickory Hills 598 - 1200 

• 
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Parking presents rob/ems 
A new 

season 

Jeff 
Jedlicka 

"HEY JEFF, I'VE 
great idea for a story." 

' 'Sure, Dan , sure. 

got 

remember your last idea. I 
almost got arrested." 

"Listen, will ya? It's getting 
warm out, right? And what do 
people do when they go out on 
dates when it's warm---" 

"NO." 
"Why? " 
" No. I'm not going to do a 

column on parking. Forget it. 
They'll throw me outta school." 

''COME-ON.'' 
"Parking? Whatta you want 

me to do? Put a tape recorder 
under the front seat of my car 

on my next date? " 
"No. no. Just on places to 

park, problems while parking, 
lines to use, that sort of thing." 

"LISTEN, PADY. I 'VE 
been labeled as a 
'Chauvinist pig' by every girl in 
this school. If I do a story on 
parking the parents' ll be calling 
the school, my girlfriend won't 
talk to me, the story'll be 
censored, my--" 

"Chicken." 
That's it. It can't stand it 

when someone says I'm 
chicken. I'll do just about 
anything, once. 

I SUPPOSE THE best way 
to get the lied own, er , 
lowdown on parking 
woold be to drive out 
to the forest preserves 
some . lazy · summer 
night. Maple Lake is one of 
the more popular spots . The 
parking lights from the cars 
light-up the woods like 
Christmas trees . Many dif
ferent sounds fill the summer 
night. 

"Ahh .... " 
"Take me home!" (slap) 
"OHH .... " 
"No. I don't care where you 

were operated on." 
"Yessss .... " 
"WAIT UNTIL MY mother · 

finds out.. ." 
"Argh .... " 
Yes, parking. A psychological 

sport. The only time it gets 
physical is when you try to get 
out from under the steering 
wheel. It's a real battle of wits 
for guys . 

"THAT WAS A pretty good 
show, huh? " 

"Yeah, but if my mom ever 
finds out we went to see 'Boxcar 
Bertha ' instead of 'Bambi' she's 
going to--" 

"Nevermind. What time do 
you gotta be home? It's only 
10." 

" Oh, 12 or so." 
"Whadda you wanna do?" 
" I don't care. What do you 

wanna do?" 
"WHATEVER YOU WANT to 

do ." 

Child abuse 

'Yeah ,' you can always tell 
when it 's the ' just for the 
record' no. She'll say, 'No.' and 
at the same time hug tighter 
and kiss deeper. Yeah, man, 
just in case something, uh , goes 
wrong, she ' ll remind you, 

p<:... - - · __ ___ " ... . but I said 'no."' ..- _ ______ - --c::::::- -~~ ~ Steamed windows can present 
E-~ -:~ ~ --~ , a problem after parking. For 

~~;.. . ., , instance, on the way home once 
----- I was pulled over under false 

, - -...... pretences. " O.K.Kid . Let's see 
......__ ___.r.::--- , _ _.-, your license. What the heck 
~ --..... / .-Y--.. • were you two smokin'O" 
--- ~~--._ : I HAD ANOTHER 

'/ ---
This goes on until you pull into 

a dark spot, put the car in 
"park," lean over and kiss her 
during her 30th, "I don't care, 
whadda you want to do?" It 
works too. 

A more crude technique can 
be used if you get ' to take out 
the old mans' full-powered 
Continental. 

"WHERE ARE WE going?" 
" Maple Lake." 
" I want to go home. " 
"HEH, HEH, HEH." 

'\ _ ~ problem. I went on a double 

~

' date with my buddy, and he 
_ drove . The girl he was with he 

had been going out with for 
"' quite some time. The girl I was 

..........__ ........, with was cute but really, really, 
""'-. ,,,,--- <:": shy. At the end of the night he 

you in the knees or head, pulled over and sank to the 
depending on your point of view. bottom of the front seat ent
I think the old, $300 beaters with wined in the arms of his girl, 
the holey bench seats are the and I was with a girl who 
"in" thing. hugged the door. __ 

Many problems can result "Uhh .. ... Nice night, huh?" 
after a fun-filled night of · " My stomach hurts. " 
parking. For instance, when she ONE PERSON TOLD me his 
sits d<:>wn for breakfast the next problem when parking was 
mormng. bras. 

"WHAT THE HECK are you " I hate the things. I fumble 
wearing a turtleneck sweater around with those catches and 
for? It's 90 degrees out! " can never get it off. Man., it's 

Or when you bring her home discouraging." 
late after another eventful night He later told me that he 

"Stop this car and let me and her ma 's waiting up . solved his problem by hooking 
out!" 

"Heh, heh, heh." 
"I'LL SCREAM!" 
At this moment all windows 

slide shut with a push of the 
"auto-window" button. The car 
pulls into a dark space. 

" Heh, heh, heh. " 
" I'LL GET OUT! she 

threatens. The door buttons 
click down with a flick of the 
"auto-door lock" button. Her 
seat reclines with another flick 
of a button. Push another button 
and WBBM comes drifting 
through the quad speakers . Just 
about now give her another 
sinister laugh- and take it from 
there . 

There is one problem though. 
The newer the car , the less 
suited it is to park in . Did you 
ever try to make out in a bucket 
seat? Sometimes the adjustable 
steering wheel will fall and rap 

"Where the heck were you one of his sisters' bras around 
two? It's 1 a .m. ! " his ma 's ironing board. He 

"WE WENT OUT for pizza practiced to the point where a 
after the show." girl can't even feel it fall off 

"Call first so I know. Was it when he 's with her . Wll 
od?" ' any go . whatever turns you on. 

"Yech," and "Yummy," are . 
your simultaneous replies. PARKING PLACES m the 

"WHERE DID YOU go? " she Chicago area are wide and vary 
asks glaring at both of you greatly. They can_ range fr?m 
suspiciously now. the forest preserves to the side 

"Palermo's." of 1-55. Yeah, one of my buddies 
" Romeo's . .. ! mean .. .. parked along side a busy ex

Palermo's.' ' Always make sure pressway one night. 
both parties get their stories "It wa reall~ w~l<;i, i:nan. Jan 
straight before arriving home. really was gettmg mto 1t. All the 

ANOTHER PROBLEM, cars whizzing by gave it sort of 
GUYS. Suppose she says, "No.'1 a strobe light effect. It's the last 
You can take "no" from agirl in place a cop's gonna bug you, ya 
a couple of ways. There's the know?" . . 
"leave rile alone get the The all-time favorite place for 
?&? ! +? &! away fro~ me" no. oarkin~ is the _neightiwho~ 
Another is the " just for the Half tlie people m a dnve-m 
record" , no. One of my friends couldn 't tell you what the movie 
pointed this one out for me. was about the next day. Make 

sure you come early if you want 

The hidd en problem 
. a good back row spot. Whereas 
: indoor movies usually fill up 
: from front to back, drive-ins fill 
: up from back to front. 
: "HEY, WHY ARE you 
: stopping back here in the back 
; row instead of up front?" BY PETE DOUVILLE 

"MOM, I'M VERY sorry for.not 
cleaning the house. I love you." 
This letter of apology was 
written by a boy before he died. 
his name was Jonah. 

Jonah was beaten un
conscious and left outside in 
freezing weather for not 
cleaning the house, he was 
found dead by police. The 
person responsible for his death 
was his mother. 

This story you have just read 
is true . (i)ne million children 
suffer child abuse each year. 

CHILD ABUSE IS an ac t of 
violence, physical or sexual to a 
child by someone who is 
responsible for their well being. 
In other words when the words 
"Child Abuse" are heard, it 
doesn't necessarily mean an 
infant as people tend to think, It 
just means a person who is 
beaten by someone who is 
responsible for them. 

There are two major types of 
child abuse ,. physical and 
sexual. Physical abuse is the 
act of bodily harm to one's 
health or physical well being. 
Beating , starving and 
neglecting are prime examples 
of physical abuse. 

Sexual abuse is said by 
psychologists to be the worst to 
a child, it can involve a variety 
of sexual happenings between 
members of one 's familv . 
Sexual relations between a 
mother and her son or a father 
and his daughter are prime 
examples. 

"a parent who beats his or her 
child is sick and needs help," 
says Ms. Susan Doyle, in
structor of child care. "The 
beating usually occurs, because 
the parent is frustrated so they 
take their frm,trations out on 

thei,r r..l:Ji!!lren.'' 
Mrs . Doyle a teacher at 

OLCHS, like any other teacher, 
is required by-law to report any 
susp1c1on or situation con
cerning child abuse to a higher 
authority, this usually is Ms. 
Ragsdale, Mr. Godar or Dr. 
Davies. 

" There are abused and 
neglected students at OLCHS." 
says Social Worker, Linda 
Ragsdale. "Low grades , non
achievement , absence from 
school are often manifestations 
of child abuse noticed by 
teachers, social workers and 
schools." 

HER JOB AS a social worker 
requires that she contact the 
Illinois Department of Children 
and Family Services whenever 
she comes ::ir!"OSS a child abuse 

. . 
situation·. The service will then: " l)h ... the speakers are 
investigate the s"t t" "th" : better back here becuase they 1 ua 100 wi 10 • aren't used as much " 
twenty four hours . : "Oh." · 

. The investigation usually: A ~VICK ~A~K ~ast a row of 
mvolves a parent-investigater: cars m a dnve-m will allow you 
conference, where the in-: to . hear and se_e many u~usual 
vestigaters come to the house: thmgs . Cars will be movmg up 
and talk with the people in- : and dowi:i , _but you can't see 
volved. It has been proven . anybody m it. 
though, that this isn 't always a : " I'm farsig~!ed , let 's get in 
good idea. Once the in- ' : th~. back_ seat. . ,, 
vestigaters leave the child is : Uh, did the movie end yet? 
left alone with the parents or : . The most famous parking 
guardians who are now furious : spot for couples , and the most 
because the child reported : glamourous, is the drive going 
them. : towards the Adler Planetarium 

. : in Chicago: You know the place 
There 1s no sure cure for child : you go after prom. It's famous 

abuse and there are many : for its beautiful view of the 
unanswered questions , like : Chicago Skyline. And if your 
what makes a person abuse a : girl iS mad at you, you can 
child? I guess if we can't an- : always pass the time watching 
swer that question, we are lucky : the private planes crash into the 
enough not to have had an ex-: Lake when they try to land at 
perience w_ith child abuse. : Meigs Field. 

~ 

.. 

., 
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Varsity track runs to 5-1 
BY RICHARD RENZ 

AFTER LOSING ITS first 
outdoor dual meet of the season 
to Rich Central, the OLCHS 
track team has won five dual 
meets in a row to bring its 
season record to 5-1. 

In conference play the 
Spartans are undefeated as they 
have run their record to 3-0. The 
closest any team has been to 
OLCHS in conference play has 
been Reavis, who lost to the 
Spartans by 38 points. The 
Spartans have also defeated 

· Lincoln-Way by 41 points and 
Sandburg by 45 points. 

This year the conference 
championship will be decided 
by both conference dual meets 
and the conference meet to be 
held on May 14. Each team will 
receive 2 points for every dual 
met victory plus 2 points for 

· every team they beat in the 
conference meet. A perfect 
conference record would give a 
team 24 points. After three dual 
meets, the Spartans have 6 
points. 

ON APRIL 19, the Spartans 
won their third conference meet 
of the season as they defeated 
Reavis 81-46 in a rain-shortened 

meet. The last two events of the 
meet, the 220 yard dash and the 
mile relay, were cancelled due 
to inclement weather. 

in the first event of the meet, 
OLCHS' two-mile relay team of 
Bob Bulow, Gregg Heinze!, 
Scott Nelson and Mark Vilchuck 
took first in 9: 10.5. The Spartans 
lost the 400 relay, but came 
back strong with Tim 
LaRocque, who took a first in 
the two mile run. 

Other first places in the 
running events were captured 
by Bruce Carney with a 54.1 in 
the 400 yard dash and Pat 
DFaly in the 880 yard run with 
2:06.1. 

. . IN THE FIELD events the 
Spartans placed first, second 
and third in the shot-put and 
discus . Don Kozak won the shot 
with a put of 56' 1 ", Ernie 
Trembly and Ray McCormick 
placing second and third 
respectively Trembley came 
back to win the discus with a 
throw of 153' 5". Kozak took 
second and Joe Pettinato placed 
third . 

OLCHS also swept the high 
jump with Marty Collins taking 
first with a jump of 5' 8". Nelson 
and John Schinter placed 
second and third respectively, 

as they jumped 5' 6". Collins Lincoln-Way on April 7, for its 
also jumped 41' 8" to win the first conference meet of the 
triple jump and Tim Hansen season and defeated the Knights 
won the long jump with a leap of 91-50. 
19' 6114 ". The Spartans got their first 

On April 12, the Spartans points of the meet when their 
defeated last year's conference 440 relay team of Carney, Price, 
champs, Sandburg, 93-48, in a Trapp and Hansen placed first 
home dual meet. in 46.9. LaRocque followed that 

GOOD DEPTH WAS a major with a first in the two mile run 
factor in the Spartans' victory to give OLCHS a slight lead over 
as they placed first, second and the home team. 
third in five events. The five The Spartans then started to 
events that OLCHS swept were take control of the meet as 
the shot, discus, long jump, 120 Trapp won the 100 yard dash in 
high hurdles and the 330 low 10.7. Hansen and Daly then took 
hurdles. first and second in the 880 yard 

CollinsledtheSpartansinthe run in 1:07.3 and 2:07.4 
meet as he placed first in both respectively . 
hurdle races and also won the OLCHS WAS ALSO doing 
high jump. Tim Hansen was extremely well in the field 
also a double winner as he won events as Trembley and Leh
the 400 yard dash in 51.1 and the mann placed first and second in 
long jump with a jump of 20' the discus . Lehmann came back 
61h". to win the shot-put with a put of 

second with a put of 53' l1h". 
Collins won both the triple 

jump and high jump with jumps 
of 41' 7" and 6' O' respectively. 
In the long jump, Hansen placed 
first for the Spartans with a 
jump of 20' 5". 

The Spartans finished the 
meet in strong fashion as they 
captured the last three events. 
Daly and LaRocque took first 
and second in the mile run and 
Price won the 220 yard dash in 
24.2 The mile relay team of Ed 
Fabian, Dave Goblisch, Trapp
and Hansen finished the meet 
for OLCHS, taking first in 
3:42.9. 

This Saturday the Spartans 
travel to Champaign Central for 
the Champaign Central Relays . 
On May 3, OLCHS travels to 
Bradley for a dual meet, before 
going to Hillcrest on May 5 for 
another non-conference dual 

Other first places were turned 56 • 3 'h", and Kozak placed 
in by Russ Trapp with a 10.3 in. _________________________ ,. 
the 100 yard dash, Daly with a 

meet. 

2:02.00 in the 880 yard run, Mike 
Lehmann in the shot with a put 
of 56' 9112", Trembley in the 
discus with a throw of 153' 10", 
and the 440 relay of Carney, 
Scott Price, Trapp and Hansen 
in 44.7. 

OLCUS TRAVELED TO 

Jack Gymnasium: Jock 

By Bill Lilllwitz 

"FLIGHT NUMBER 493 from United States arriving at gate 
32!" rings out the P.A. system in Mexico City's airport. On this 
flight is our American hero, Jack Gymnasium, who has refused to 
quit even after his bullfighting episode. 

"Jai Alai, what kind of game is that? " asks our hero. 

Sophs, Freshmen 
"It is a game of intrigue," answers his new companion, TiJu 

Haveras who is a retired champion. "Nobody knows just who 
invented' it, where it originated, or where the game is played. It's 
like handball but much, much faster. 

"YOU USE A cesta (a hand basket) to throw a pelqta (a hard 
ball) that is two-thirds the size of a baseball. You hit the wall with 
the pelota in a 176' x 55' x 40' court and it flies back at your op
ponent at 150 miles per hour. He has to catch it on the first 
bounce! " 

• swing 
BY CRAIG SMITH 

AFTER STARTING ITS 
conference season with vic
tories over Sandburg and 
Bremen, the OLCHS sophomore 
base ball team has slipped to a 
2-3 record. 

The sophomore losses have 
come to T.F. South and Reavis 
(a doubleheader). 

The leading hitters are cat
cher Doug Fewkes, .370; third 
baseman Mike Kane, .333 and 
designated hitter-pitcher John 
Koliopoulos , .333. 

MIKE MARINO, WITH a 2-2 
record, is the leading pitcher. 
Other OLCHS sophomore pit
chers are Koliopoulas, lefty Ed 
Stearns, Fewkes and Bill 
Johnson, who is also the star
ting shortstop. 

Other Spartan starters have 
been Mark Kehoe, first base ; 
Don Kustok, second base ; and 
outfielders Jeff Poynter, 
Chuck Gehrke and Guy 
Maugeri. 

The Spartans have been hurt 
by injuries. Tony Cristofano, a 
shortstop prospect, is on 
crutches and will be out 2-3 
weeks. Joe Dybas was injured 
in gymnastics and has only 
played twice. 

"WE STILL FEEL we have a 
chance to win conference, if we 

"150 miles per hour?" Jack stutters. 

into season "Yes, it is the fastest-moving ball in any sport." 
JACK DOESN'T RESPOND. ' 
When they reach the fronton (stadium) earlier described to 

Jack he has to have a cesta made for him according to his hand 
size.' Regular sizes are too small. The uniforms are nothing 
special, but are colorful. A numbered shirt, sweat pants and shoes 
are all florescently color coordinated. 

stay at three losses, " said 
Coach Bob Moore. 

The Spartans have road 
games tomorrow at Bremen 
and Tuesday at T.F. South. The 
final game is May 12, at home, 
against Lincoln-Way. 

THE OLCUS FRESHMAN 
baseball team has a record of 6-
4, 2-2 in conference play. 
· Outstanding freshman 

players, according to Coach 
Mike Sopko, are Ralph Dvorak, 
Mike Culbertson, Greg Leh
mann, Chris Culer, John Major 
and Don Kalkstein . 

The relief pitchers have done 
an excellent job for Coach 
Sopko. This is fortuante because 
the starters have been having 
trouble going four or five in
nings. The leading pitcher is 
reliever Mike Culbertson with 
two wins, one loss and two 

I ~ I 
-

-
I"' ,~ 

3. ~~t~o ./ 
~ '1 1' -11 

-

saves.Greg Lehmann and Don 
Kalkstein are each 1-0. 

IF THE STARTING pitchers 
give us five or six innings, the 
team will be in a gooa posmon 
to win the majority of its 
remaining games," pointed out 
Coach Sopko. 

The team has been hitting 
well, with an average of .276. 
Leading hitters are Dvorak, 
first baseman-pitcher 
Kalkstein, third baseman Major 
and shortstop Culer. 

The freshmen play at Bremen 
tomorrow. Since OLCHS has 
only on field, the freshmen have 
not had a home game yet. 
However, they have three 
scheduled non-conference home 
games--May 6 vs. Oak Forest, 
May 7 vs ., Evergreen Park and 
May 11 vs . Homewood
Flossmoor. 

Now comes Jack's moment of truth. He steps into the fronton 
with his blue uniform (wearing number 1, of course) and cesta as 
Tiju follows. 

THEY ARE LOCKED into the fronton, which has one wire cage 
side where spectators are allowed to look through. 

Jack serves first. He puts the ball in the pocket of his cesta and 
whips it at the wall. It returns to Tiju on the fly. He then throws it 
at the wall. It caroms back to Jack, who ducks, afraid of the ball. 
Now it's Tiju's serve. Jack is really nervous now, expecting a 
super-fast throw. No sooner have the first salty drops fallen from 
his forehead than 4 straight points whiz past him. 

"I've gotta do it!" Jack's voice rings out. 
IT ALSO PAYS off in a catch and point----for Tiju. Jack lost the 

point by catching the pelota on the second bounce, which is illegal. 
Down 5-0 with only one point to go, there isn't much he can do. 
Jack decides to try a fancy catch backwards between his legs. 

Tiju serves. 
Jack screams. 
HE HAD GOTTEN HIT right in the "gluteus maximus" with 

one of Tiju's 150 m.p.h. shots. 
"Jack! " yells Tiju. "Are you hurt?" 
"No,"' Jack responds, "just bruised. Bruised inside, my pride ; 

and outside, my !1/s? &-?&!!!!! " 

F ormalwear Rental and Sales 
9537 South Cicero Avenue 

SENO - 636-2500 
Walter Kogelis, Manager 

--
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4-2 in conference 

Stickmen fight for 
. ·;r. 

&i; - we.;, ~&:ji%pf..,.0fp;,,,,Ji~~v•a 
Scott Faurie showing his form up at bat during the Lincoln-Way 

make-up game on April 25th. (Staff photo by Wayne Macha). 

BY CRAIG SMITH 

DESPITE GAINING ONLY a 
split in a doubleheader against 
Shepard April 23, the OLCHS 
baseball team still has a good 
shot at the conference title . 

OLCHS beat Shepard 11-7 in 
the opening game, then lost the 
second game 4-3 . 

The Spartans have a 4-2 
record in conference play. 
Besides the split with Shepard, 
OLCHS has beaten Sandburg 
and Bremen and split a 
doubleheader with Reavis. 

averages of three Sandburg 
pitchers. 

SCOT FAURIE WAS the 
leading Spartan hitter in pre
conference play, where OLCHS 
was 4-2. Major, Serio, Nicosia 
and Strenk have led the hitters 
in conference play. 

"The whole team is hitting," 
says Coach Borkowski. "lf one 
guy's not hitting, the rest of the 
team picks up for him. 

"Everyone's playing up to 
potential. The hitting of Major 
and Kane has been a pleasant 
surprise, but I knew the other 
guys could do it." 

A STRONG LINCOLN-WAY 
team holds first place. Lincoln- ·• 
Way is undefeated but has yet to 
face OLCHS or Reavis. A 
perennial powerhouse, Reavis 

JIM MAJOR HAS been 

is tied with OLCHS with two 
conference losses . 

"It's been a team effort," said 
Coach Skip Borkowski . 
"They've been working hard in 
practice and hustling during the 
games." 

A perfect example of the 
Spartans' team effort came 
during OLCHS 's conference
opening 16-1 victory over 
Sandburg. In the bottom of the 
third inning, with OLCHS 
leading 4-2 and Dave Kane on 
second base with two men out, 
the Spartans suddenly ex
ploded. 

Page II 

l st 
handling the largest share of the 
pitching chores. Other OLCHS 
hurlers are Dan Bagus, Will 
Nance, Mark Macek and Steve 
Strenk, who is a brilliant pitcher 
but has a history of arm trouble. 
"It's a day-to-day thing with 
Strenk," explained Coach 
Borkowski. "I've been saving 
him for the important games." 

Coach Borkowski thinks the 
team has a chance in the state 
tournament but " ... . we're going 
to concentrate on conference 
first." 

THE SPARTANS PLAY 
Bremen at home tomorrow. 
Game time is 10 a.m. 

· Softba U · 1 s.t 
DESIGNATED HITTER 

WILL Nance walked. Second 
baseman Joe Serio singled, 
scoring Kane. Nance scored and 
Serio advanced to third on a 
wild pickoff attempt. Catcher 
Tony Nicosia singled home 
Serio. Third baseman Mike 
Colantone walked. After 
Nicosia got to third, the switch
hitting catcher scored on a 
double steal. Colantone then 
stole third and scored on a balk. 

/ 

BY ROSE BAKER 

POSTING A 2-t conference 
record after its 5-4 win over 
Shepard, the girls' -softball team 
ranks first in the SICA West 
conference. 

The Shepard win was pitcher 
Jan Soic's third, striking out 
two and walking none. 

Due to the poor condition of 

Tennis 
.Loses 

BY GARY KONRATH 

AFTER A FEW postponed 
meets because of bad weather, 
the OLCHS tennis team has not 
yet been able to record a 
victory. The reason for this is 
because, "We don't have 
enough depth " claims first 
singles Larry Espinoza . 

Steve Leyerle plays second 
singles and Ted Gasteyer is the 
man for third singles. First 
doubles are Mike Heiy and 
Chuck Matulik. The tennis 
players for second doubles are 
Bill Geary and Bill Smeltzer. 

Epinoza himself has not won a 
match and claims the reason for 
this is because, "People that I 
am playing are better than I am 
-- I don't have eno\Jgh ex
perience." 

the playing field, junior Kelli 
Comise sprained her ankle and 
will be sitting out for at least a 
week. 

THE SPARTANS WON their 
first conference game against 
Sandburg in six innings by the 
slaughter rule, 17-2. 

Their conference defeat came 
against Reavis. The score was 
tied in extra innings when a 
Ram homered to left field to win 
10-8. -

The girls also beat last year's 
state champs Rich South in a 
doubleheader . The scores were 
11-9 and 13-10, wins going to 
Ruth Klutcharch and Gail 
Shaw. 

COACH JOYCE ICENOGLE 
feels she has a really strong 
team and is quite confident it 
will win its conference. 

With the bases empty, the 
Spartans started all over again. 
Center fielder Scott Faurie 
walked. Left fielder Steve 
Strenk singled, and Faurie 
scored and Strenk went to third 
on wild throws. Kane, up for Ute 
second time in the inning, 
walked and stole second. Pit
cher Jim Major singled home 
Strenk and Kane and first 
baseman Andy Pappas singled 
home Major. 

Nance finally grounded out to 
end the inning, but the Spar
tans ' nine-run outburst had 
already sewn up the game, 
besides ruining the ·earned run 

JOB 
[}l1QdJ~ 
DEGREE 

OPPORTUNITY 
The Air Force Now Offers You: 
•A Good Job 
• An Excellent Salary 
•Some of the Finest Technical Training ,n 

the World 
• The opportunity to earn your Associate 

Degree through the Community College 
of the Air Force. 

.lj\J]J} Call your local Air Force Reen.lier. ==-===4"'-._ SSgt. Terry Coile. fflou~ l0?,5 S. Ciooro Aft. 
• _ _,.,... 425-4922 

Tony Nicosia reaching for a ball in the make-up game against 
Lincoln-Way April 25th. (Staff photo by Wayne Macha). 

K. C. SPORTS 
PEACOCK ALLEY 

760• So. Cicero BY WARDS 

11, ADD ID AS 

* CONVER SE for all types 
of sports 

* PRO -KEDS & 

*BAT A Bags 

* PU!viA 
~- - -~ I 

*BAUER 

*SP O T -BILT f MARHAL ARTS 

* TR ET RON Physical Fitness 

* /IJIK E \ 
Boxing, 

* TIGER & Body Building 

J:REE C-nft toR ??? ----- _____ ._ _____ ----, 
l O % DIKOVNT COUPONS : 

/ 

.. 
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Badmint·on ·2nd 
st.ate tourna.ment 

Badminton stale competitors sitting I. to r.: Judy Vilchuck, Jeni 
Gorman. Standing: K.C. Cunningham, Dawn Macha, Judy Vargos 
and Mary Ellen Machala. 

Oak Lawn 

Sportanite 
. 

BY ROSE BAKER 

AFTER SWEEPING ITS 
district tourney, the badminton 
team went on to place second in 
the first first State Tournament 
held at New Trier West on April 
22 and 23. 

Singles player, Judy Vilchuck 
won her first three matches on 

_ Friday, placing her in the 
quarterfinals against Beth 
Nevins of New Trier East. 

After defeating Nevins, 
Vilchuck went on to beat Sandy 
Keenan of Evanston in the 
semifinal round. 

THIS VICTORY PLACED 
Vilchuck in the championship 
match against topseeded Ann 
French, a junior from York. 
Vilchuck, playing a tough 
match, Lost by scores of 11-4 
and 2-0, leaving her with 
another second place title. 

Successful in her first two 
matches, Dawn Macha lost in 
the third round to Arlington's 
Leslie Grabitz. Grabitz went on 
to finish fourth in the tour-

ports 

G·irls' track holds 
l st place _ •• 1n 
BY MICHELE WIERZGAC 

THE GIRLS'S TRACK team 
is currently holding first place 
in the SICA West Conference. 
Defeating Reavis , Sandburg, 
and last year's conference 

- champs Lincoln-Way, gives the 
team a conference record of 3-0. 
Their overall record is 6-0. 

"Everyone is working hard," 
says Head Coach Linda Mc
Clenahan . "We are receiving 
more talent is our field events 
and our lon·g distant running." 

OLCHS defeated a tough 
Lincoln-Way team with a score 
of 64 11! to 63%. Joyce Howver 
won tfie 80-yd. hurdles with the 
time of 13.78 seconds. 

IN THE 880 YARD RELAY, 
. the team of Pam Justus, Carol 

Conrad, Linda LaRoque and 
Janice Troyuiar place first with 
a time of 2:00.47. 

Vicki O'Brenski placed first 
in the shotput event with a 
throw of 31' 1". In the discus 
event, she took third place with 
a fine throw of 85' 2". 

Te girls had an · excellent 
performance against Reavis, 
smashing them ,102-26. Lauren 
Kolodziej led the Spartans to an 
easy win. 

Deb Schmeltzer, Holly 
Johnson , Dee Schultz, and 
Kolodzief won the 440 yd. relay 
with a 53 .7 seconds. 

KOLODZIEJ LATER TOOK 
the 100-yard dash in 11.6 
seconds. In the 880 yard Medley 
Relay, Kolodziej , Schmeltzer, 
Troyniar , and Schult~ teamed 

SICA 
up for a time of 2:05.5 to place 
first. 

O'Brenski turned in ·another 
fine performance in the shotput 
event. She had a throw of 30' 4" 
which placed her second. In the 
discus event she placed first 
with a throw of 95' 3%". 

Pam Justus placed a first in 
high jump and second in long 
jump. 

IN A NON-CONFERENCE 
meet against Argo, OLCHS 
defeated them 77-51. 

"We are looking forward to 
the Reavis Relays," said Mc
Clenahan, "and also the con
ference meet. " 

The Reavis Relays will be 
held Saturday, April 30 'at 
Reavis . Starting time will be 10 
a .m. 

nament. 
Jeni Gorman and K.C. 

Cunningham received a bye in 
the first round of the doubles 
competition . Defeating Bev 
Oesch and Julie Peet of 
University, placed the two 
Spartans into a third round 
match against a tough team of 
juniors for Barrington. 

AFTER ~OSING THE first 
game 15-12, Gorman and 
Cunningham rallied to cinch the 
match with 15-6, 15-6 scores. 

The quarterfinals faced the 
OLCHS team against the 
second-seeded team of Peggy 
Phelan and Sue Schwaba from 
Deerfield. Another victory led 
them to their semifinal match 
against Lisa P-ugsley and Kris 
Richey of Arlington. · 

But the Spartan twosome's 
streak stopped there ; - losing 
their semifinal match and then 
the consolation match to the 
New Trier East team of Ann 
Meeker and Ginny Morris 15-8, 
15-5 ; Gorman and Cunningham 
wound up with a fourth place 
finish in the tournament. 

PLACING FIFTH WERE 
teammates Judy Vargos and 
Mary Ellen Machala. 

Also receiving a bye in the 
first round , Vargos and 
Machala easily won their 
second ro1md match against 
Manual 's. Diane McKnight and 
Toni Daniels. 

Meeting their only loss early 
in the tournament, the Spartan 
team was defeated in the third 
round by Jayne Malmquist and 
Kate Simpson to New Trier 
West. 

Vargos and Machala went on 
to win their next four con
solation matches against Lake 
Forest, Joliet East, second
seeded Deerfield and New Trier 
East. In thier last match, th~ 
defeated Lynn Giunta and 
Marj Plumb of Glenbard North 
to capture the fifth place 
ranking, ending the tournament 
with a 6-1 record. 

The doubles championship 
was won by Janet Haberkorn 
and Karen Zobel of Arlington, 
beating teammates Pugsley 
and Richey 15-10, 3-1 and 15-8. 

OLCHS finished the tour
nament with a to4ll of 19112 team 

points, outscored only by first 
place Arlington with 23 points . 

THE REMAINING HIGH 
schools finishing in the top ten 
were New Trier East, 14 points ; 
New Trier West, 9112 points ; 
Sandburg and Prospect (tie), 8 
points ; York and Riverside
Brookfield (tie, 7 points ; 
Glenbard North and Oak Park
Rivar Forest (tie), 6 points . 

The district tourney, held on 
April 16 at Shepard, was an 
overwhelming victory for the 
Spartan girls. 

In singles play, Macha led off 
with a 3-1, 11-3 victory over 
Shepard 's Cathy Moore . 
Vilchuck received a bye. Round 
two showed both players easily 
over power their Eisenhower 
opponents. 

MACHA PLAYED AN ex
cellent match against 
Evergreen Par]c's Diane Crotty, 
beating her 11-9, 11-6 while 
Vilchuck defeated Marilyn 
Mayer of Oak Forest 11-1, 11-6. 

In the champoinship match it 
was Vilchuck over Macha, 
advancing both girls to the State 
Tournament. 

Vargos and Machala received 
a bye while Gorman and 
Cunningham beat their 
Eisenhower opponents 15-2,'15-6 
in first round play. The second 
round also brought easy vlc
tories for the doubles teams ; 
Vargos and Machala over 
Shepard and Gorman and 
Cunningham beating Oak 
Forest. 

V ARGOS AND MACHALA 
defeated Linda Ramos and 
Denise Ohl of Eisenhower 15-9, 
15-9 and Gorman and Cun
ningham beat Conference 
Champs Leanda Jehn and Mary 
Kofulos of Evergreen Park 15-4, 
15-9 in the third round. 

The championship match 
between the two Spartan teams 
went into three games. The 
outcome was Gorman and 
Cunningham over Vargos and 
Machala 12-15, 5-0, 15-7. 

The badminton team ended 
its dual meet season with a 
perfect 7-0 record. Winning the 
conference meet on April 5 and 
6 proved the Spartans the 1977 
SICA NORTH-WEST Con
ference Champions. 

Pam Justus competing in the high jump. Justus placed first in the 
meet on April 26. 



School discipline

Punishment hits bottom
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policy would not oermit it
A few faculty members

conceded that some students
are unable to understand
anything but physical force
when it comes to a matter of
discipline, but even then the
attitude toward actually
striking a student is reluctant.

cases there would be no other
solution to a discioline problem.

Students were asked about
their probable attitude toward
the use of corporal punishment,
were they teachers at OLCHS.
The twenty nine per cent who
said yes, they would use cor
poral punishment, restricted its
use to very extreme cases, and

ACCE PTA BI ~ I T Y 0 F one student replied "only if I
CORPORAL pUnIshment as was armed with a lethal
determined by faculty mem- weapon."
bers surveyed ranged from INEFFECTIVENESS OF
~ompletely unnecessary. to only corporal punishment as a
m extreme cases outSIde the teaching-disciplinary measure
classroom and to its possible seems to be agreed upon by both
effectiveness only in the lower students and faculty.
grades. A consensus seemed to When questioned as to the
be t~at force does not have probable effect on a classroom
teachmg va)ue. if a teacher hit a disruptive

Both stuct.ents and teachers student, most replied that the
were asked If they felt corporal victim would be unnecessarily
punishment was a necessary embarrassed or would retaliate
disciplinary measur~ at with greater force, and that the
OLCHS. All teachers rephed no, rest of the class would take it as
principally because they fe.1t a joke, thereby reducing
that they could not lower their respect for the teacher.
standards of behavior that far, It can be concluded that
and that it would not produce a OLCHS will probably not face
desirable effect. Twelve per an increase in the use of cor
cent of students answered yes, poral punishment, if it does
because they felt that in some exist in limited cases even now.

DESCRIBED as a temptation
for teachers to hit students is
insubordination. However, none
of the OLCHS faculty members
surveyed have ever hit a
student, but for some reason,
gym teachers did not par
ticipate in the survey.

All faculty members sur
veyed believed th'at the ruling
on corporal punishment would
have no effect on student
behavior; reasons include that
it is unnecessary, that teachers
would not use it at the high
school level, and that school

ment has been around a long
time, notably in Catholic
parochial schools (as evidenced
in the biographical Last
Catholic in America by John R.
Powers). and, as reported by
many students, in gym classes.

Twenty five per cent of
surveyed students at OLCHS
said they had been hit by a
teacher, however, the majority
of these incidents occurred in
grammar school. All punish
ments were for reasons of in
subordination.

MOST FREQUENTLY
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MARY E. HORN

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT.
What is it all about? When the
Supreme Court ruling was
handed down almost a month
ago, a minor uproar flared. For
some there may have been
images of battered kids in hot,
dull classrooms with dictatorial
teachers.

By now, excitement has
settled and the ruling has hit
bottom. The administering of a
disciplinary slap or spanking is
nothing new. Corporal punish·

Motive unknown
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.... The commencement exercises will be~in at 7:30 p.m.

Senior exams will be given on Thurs. June 2.

If necessary, a second commencement practice will be held
Tues. June 7at 10a.m. in the Spartan Gym.

school had been confined to
minor damages.

THE HOOL IS considering
installing lights for the athletic
field since the area is not lighted
at night.

The Oak Lawn Police and
Fire Departments who are
conducting the investigation
have found neither suspects nor
a motive for the fire.

"The fire department
responded very quickly and
professionally," said Lebrecht.
"They were back out here again
the next day for about five to six
hours checking the damages. I
think that has a lot to say for the
city."

arsonists was rather small.
The flames which may have

reached up to 1500 degrees
melted parts of the large metal
doors and ceiling pipes.

INSPECTORS WILl. COME
the school to check the extent of
the damages for safety reason.
However, Lebrecht believes
this will be "more or less a
formality" he doesn't feel that
the structural safety of the
building was reduced by the
fire.

The fire also damaged
maintenance equipment and
folding diivli,der doors that were
in storage.

Previous vandalism to toe

Various objects that were burned in the fire beneath the stadium lands lay in front of one 0.'

the metal doors that were also damaged in the blaze. (Staff photo by Wayne Macha)

·'It was planned to some
extent, " commented Assistant
Superintendant. Finance Mr.
Steven Lebrecht, because the
vent on the south wall from
which they first entered, was
tightly secured to the wall.

A CORDING TO
LEBRECHT, they brOke into
the empty cabinet that is used
for the concession supplies, then
they made a hole through the
second wall into the storage
area.

"The hole was roughly 14
inches in diameter, smaller
than the size of the vent," said
Lebrecht, which leads him to
the conclusion at least one of the

The fire, started by arsonists
(apparently more than one
person was involved) destroyed
$5000 worth of athletic equip
ment, including the track teams
two high jump pits, worth about
$2000 apiece.

The Senior Class Breakfast will be held on Fri. June 3at the Oak
Lawn-Sheraton Tower, 93rd St. and Cicero. Ave. The breakfast
will be served from 9:30 a.m. to 1l:30a.m. in the Grand Ballroom.
Tickets are $4 and may be bought in the cafteria during lunch
periods or from any SCAB member. Today is the last day to
purchase tickets.

Commencement practice will begin at 10 a.m. on Mon. June 6 in
the Spartan Gym.

The Honors Night program will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Spartan Gym on Monday night.

Cap's and gowns will be issued and tickets for graduation will be
distnbuted to graduates on Wed. June I, in room 129 (wrestling
room). Each graduate will be given three tickets. This also the
last day of school for seniors exempt from exams.

Last Minute
Senior Checklist

BY TAMI ITO

DAMAGE HAS BEEN
estimated at up to $15,000 for the
fire which blazed beneath the
stadium stands on the night of
Mon, May 16.
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Memorial Day is on Mon. May 30, school will not be in session.

The pring Sports Banquet will be held in the cafeteria on Tues.
May 31 at 7:30 p.m.

THE SPARTANITE

Survey predicts
MAY 27, 1977

Wed. June 8 is the last day of school for underclassmen.

The Summer School session will begin on Mon. June 20.

The 1977-78 school year will begin on Tues. Aug. 30.

Forensics

has been a steady decline in the
percentage of graduates at
tending four-year schools and a
steady increase in the per
centage of graduates attending
two-year schools.

''The percentage of those who
are employed has remained the
same each year.

"THE MAJORITY OF
graduates seem to feel that
OLCHS prepares them for post
secondary schooling or em
ployment. This seems to be
especially true for those
students who took business
courses at the high school
level. "

The survey from which these
facts are gathered is compiled
each year. 41 per cent of those
who received questionnaires for
last year's summary respon
ded.

greater understanding between
students and teachers today.
Mr. Gahala then commented,
"OLCHS has a good spectrum of
students. They have high
standards and they work to
accomplish them. Gifted
students are given special at
tention, and the slower students
are probably assisted more at
OLCHS than the other schools
around here."

Mrs. Ellanson said that
teaching methods have
definitely improved over the
last 25 years. She says this is
highly du to the amount of
re earch that has been 4.QI).~
concerning ways of teaching.
When Mrs. Ellanson was asked
about open campus, she replied,
"It hasn't helped." When asked
about how to improve the
school, to raise the learning
level, she replied. "The best
thing would be for students to
come to classes more. At
tendance is one of the biggest
problems."

Mr. Lewis said both school
spirit and student altitude are
decreased because of outside
school activities. "There are
more things for students to do
outside of the school. That's
why there are not many
students involved in school
projects." Mr. Lewis says he
enjoys being a teacher. "There
is never a dull moment," he
said, "I enjoy watching the
students come in freshmen year
and watching them graduate 4
years later."

Twenty-five years ago, the
school's total attendance was
little over 300 students. Now it's
over 3,000, and becoming more
modern every year. AJot of
things have changed, including
the students, but these 5
teachers are still here. I think
Mr. Johnson summed it up best
when he said, "Oak Lawn High
has been good to me, and I hope
I have been good to it."

•

About one out of each 25
graduates last year entered the
military service. This is more
than the previous year, 1975, in
which 2 per cent entered
military service.

In evaluating OLCHS's
preparation for advance
schooling, more than three
fourths of the graduates at
tending school felt that OLCHS
had helped them.

THO E GRAD ATES WHO
entered the work force directly
after graduation were slightly
more negative toward the value
of their high school training.
These students tended to take
an A or F approach to the
evaluation, they either felt they
were helped a great deal, or not
at all.

Over the past six years, ac
cording to the report, "there

Following the dinner, a brief
history of OLCHS was given by
Superintendent Harold Wilt
shire, with a special note given
to the original OLCHS faculty.

The five teachers celebrating
their silver anniversary were
asked by the Spartanite,
"What's different about OLCHS
now with regard to 25 years
ago?" Responses follow:

Mr. Johnson: "Students get
along better with teachers
today. They communicate
better. They can accept
responsibilities now more than
they could 25 years ago.
Teaching methods have im
proved, new audio. visual
equipment has helped get
students interested in. their
work, and they have become
more conscientious." With
regard to school spirit, Mr.
Johnson remarked that
students today have so many
sport activities it is hard to get a
majority of the students in
terested in anyone sport.

Mr. Zajac agrees with Mr.
Johnson on school spirit. He
added, "The School was much
smaller 25 years ago, the
teachers were more im'elved in
activities." One major thing
Mr. Zaiac feels that has
changed is the dress code,
"Twenty-five years ago," he
chuckled, "you were even told
how to cut your hair, and that
you HAD to wear a belt. You
wouldn't see these clothes the
students are wearing during the
warm weather. "Mr. Zajac
thinks the school is getting a
little too permissive in relation
to the student work. He said the
students should have more
responsibility and the teachers
should pressure them a little
more to get their work done.

On student attitude, Mr.
Gahala said the student ac
tivities and the student council
have helped the school very
much. He said that there is a

BY NAOMI KLOESE

WHAT DO OLCHS graduates
do the September after they
graduate? If they follow the
pattern set by last year's
seniors most of them will be
attending school.

Seven out of ten graduates of
the Class of '76 were enrolled at
the beginning of the 76-77 school
year according to a survey
compiled by Mrs. Mildred
Walker, Career Counselor.

Are OLCHS graduates af·
fected by the high unem
ployment rate? Last year's
seniors recorded an unem
ployment rate of one per cent,
far below the national average.

IN FA T 41 per cent are
attending school and holding
down jobs. While another 25 per
cent of the graduates are em
ployed and not attending school.

For Sale

ADS)

Twenty OLCHS teachers were
honored with a banquet Friday,
May 6, for their many years of
service to the school.

The banquet was given by the
Board of Education, and held at
the Oak Lawn Sheraton Inn.

Among the honored were
Joseph Zajac (Pupil Personal
Services Director), Peter
Gahala (Foreign Language
Dept. Chairman), Robert
Johnson ( cience Dept.) , John
Lewis <Boy's P.E. Dept.) and
Mary Ellanson (Business Dept.

hairman). -
Each of these five teachers

have taught at OLCHS since
1952, the year the school opened.
Each of the teachers were given
"Accutron" watches in ap
preciation of their twenty-five
years of service. Mr. Zajac, who
is retiring after this year, was
also given a gift certificate.

FOR SALE:
SIGNET Bb CLARINET
WOOD-EXCELLENT CON
DITION
$175 PHONE 636-3780

FOR SALE:
SIGNET B b CLARINET
WOOD+excellent condition

OLCHS teachers honored

My love always
J.R.

Julie,
Congratulations on your

graduation! Although your last
few months were rough, you
hung in there really well. Now
the pressure is off and you can
relax. Good luck in college and I
hope everything is the same
soon.

Eileen--
Have the bugs been biting
lately?
The Gym Team

THE OLCHS FORE SI S team got together for the last time
this year to hand out its team awards on Wednesday, May 18. The
Most Valuable team member award presented by Julie Hiryak
was won by Seniors Tami Ito and Sylvia Farrell, both four-year
veterans of the team.

Presentations were given by Mike Kolodziej in a Humorous
Interpretation of Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
Tami Ito with a Verse program on balloons, Sylvia Farrell in a
scene from Edward Albee's "Who's Afraid of ~r~llia Woolf?"
and Curt O'Hara who p rformed a fi e minute radio broadcast.

Between them, Ito and Farrell have eight years o.i<..Forensics
experience and have won over 40 awards. lto is known ttlroughout
the state for her performances in Original Oration, and twice did
Verse programs this year. Farrell has done both Humorous and
Dramatic Interpretation. Both girls have qualified for the state
meet in the past and lto was the first OLCHS speaker to go to the
"Tournament of hampions" meet since 1969.

THI YEAR NEITHER qualified for state, with Farrell
graduating in January and Ito failing to advance beyond sec
tionals. This year's only state contender was Junior Curt O'Hara
who finsihed eighth in the state in Radio Speaking.

The awards handed out in the program were won by team
members during the past season, and were redistributed by
various team members in an effort to recap the highlights of the
season.

The second half of the program was a presentation of this year's
Contest Play, "The Pigman," with Michelle Lizak, Ken Damrau,
Jim Ries, Mike Kolodziej and Curt O'Hara substituting for Dave
Barker in the main roles.

Volunteers who want to work with disabled children or adults
may serve in the Helping Hand's Summer Day Camp, Summer
Day School or Sheltered Workshop programs.

These programs provide opportunity for much individual at
tention for Helping Hand clients. Volunteer days and hours are
nexible. Programs are located in Helping Hand's facilities in
Countryside, LaGrange and Brookfield. (Minimum age: sixteen,
or those going into their third year of high school.)

For more information call Dorothy Fredian, 354-6929.

( CLASSIFIED

Gene Bova loves Rita
DeAngelis

Personals

Pat, Marilee, Viv, Jan,
Marybeth, Linda, Donna, Pat &
Lor,
Happy Graduation!
Hae
Have a gret Summer!
Good luck in everything you do.
Smile Always,
SUZI
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STUDENTS WHO PLAN on
attending summer school this
year can register in their
counselor's office until the June
14 deadline.

Those who do not register by
June 14 but still wish to attend
will be required to do so in the
Career Resources Office, Room
261, by June 20.

The cost for all students is $30
a semester for all courses ex
cept Drivers Education which is
$2.50.

Marne succeeds

Adviser leaves
to finish projects

all teachers should take a leave
of absence every two or three
years in order to "get away
from verything." For himself,
he would prefer parttime
teaching rather than full-time.

Regarding the SPAR-
TA ITE, Mr. Elliott said he
feels that the'school newspaper
is one of the most important
aspects of a school's
curriculum. He said since most
students become newspaper
readers later in life the ex
perience of reading a school
newspaper is a great benefit to
them. He added that he enjoys
working with students on the
SPARTANITE, and is proud of
the job they have .done.

Mr. Elliott currently teaches
Creative Writing, Journalistic
Writing and Advanced Jour
nalism, whose students publish
the SPARTANITE.

of them.
Senior Judy Engh felt the

"acting was good, the actors
were really into their parts, the
singing was great." Senior
JoAnne Zander thought there
was "a lot of work and effort
into the musical, the costumes
were well done." Senior Karen
Villanueva felt the "performers
were really enjoying them
selves."

. The production cost of
"Marne" is around $4,500. The
set cost $1,200, royalty and
scripts $1,000, choreography
$300, publicity $300 and
costumes $800. The total taken
in was around $3,500. The fact
that they're behind $1,000
(,ioesn't really bother Mr.
Collins because he says most
high school musicals get a
budget of around $10,000, he still
claims "Marne" was a "suc
cess."

MUSICALS CONSIDERED
FOR next year are "My Fair
Lady," "The Wiza¢"of Oz" and
"Godspell."

BY CURT O'HARA

MR. RA \ELLIOTT, adviser
to the PARTANITE for the
past thr ears, announed his
olans to take a ieave of absence
in a recent interview. He will be
on leave the next school year.

When asked who his
replacement would be, Mr.
Elliott said that although he
would like to choose his
replacement it would no doubt
be someone from outside the
school. No one has been named
at this time to succeed him.

He plans to spend his leave
finishing the two books he has
been working on. Mr. Elliott
said that while teaching, he has
had no time to finish them. In
addition to writing Mr. Elliott
plans to take a cross-country
hitchhiking trip.

HE ALSO SAID that he feels

BY MARY FITZMAURICE

"MAME," THE OLCHS
musical of 1976-77 wl}ich was
presented April 29-30 and May 6-

17, was labeled a "success" by
director Mr. Al Collins. Musical
director Mr. Jack Roeckeman
feels it was "extremely suc
cessful. "

This musical was chosen over
others such as "Fiddler on the
Roof," "Camelot," and
"Cabaret" which was heavily
considered, because of the large
female cast and the lack of
males trying out for roles.

Mr. Collins feels "Marne"
was "a tremendous public
relations for the school, it give
more students an opportunity to
participate. "

'JlIE CAST WAS CHOSEN by
Mr r.nllins. Ms. Pennv Wessels
and Mr. Roeckeman. 'During
the try-outs, students sang and

Iread aloud.
Mr. Collins said. the cast was

I"one of the best groups." Mr.
Jtoeekeman was "very proud"

Summer classes
to begin June 20

BY DOUG MACLEAN THE HIGHER COST to will be any drop in cost for at
students can be attributed to the least two years. In the past
discontinuation of state aid. The outside teachers were needed
only course still funded by the because there were not enough
state will be Drivers Education. teachers from OLCHS who were

The rising cost brought an willing to work. This year
expected drop in enrollment, it OLCHS will not have to seek
is only half of last year's total. outside help.

A number of courses also will Mr. Paul Brown, director of
have to be dropped due to lack summer school said, "If tuition
of eru:G1lment. These include is free they wjll take courses
Chemistry, World History, the~ desire· if it's not free, most
Ceramics and all P.E. classes will take courses out of
except one general P.E. class. necessity, or just to try to get

IT IS DOUBTFUL that there one out of the way."

The follOWing classes will be offered in the l!m Summer School. Some of these classes may be
dropped after June 14, due to lack of enrollment.

SUMMER SCHOOL COURSES

Course Title Time Cost Cons Ed 8-12 $30
Cons Ed 8-12 $30

Eng 1 Sem 1 8-10 $30 Cons Ed 10-12 $30
Eng 1 Sem 2 10-12 $30 Pers Typing 8-10 $30
Comp & Oral 8-10 $30 Shop Orient 8-12 $60
Adolsct Lit 10-12 $30 Shop Orient 8-12 $30
Read-Writ Spt 8-10 $3() Shop Orient 8-12 $30
Com Thru Wr 8-10 $30 Sml Eng Concp 8-12 $30
Com Thru Media 10-12 $30 Sml Eng Concp 8-12 $30
Algebra 1 8-12 $60 Auto Mech 8-12 $60
Algebra 1 8-12 $30 Auto Mech 8-12 $30
Algebra 1 8-12 $30 Auto Mech 8-12 $30
Fund If Algebra 8·12 $60 Fndry & Weld 1 8-12 $30
Fund of Algebra 8-12 $30 Fndry & Weld 1 8-12 $30
Fund of Algebra 8-12 $30 Mach Tool Op 1 8-12 $30
Cen Math 8-12 $60 Mach Tool Op 1 8-12 $30
Gen Math 8-12 ,$30 Woods 1 8-12 $30
Gen Math 8·12 $30 Woods 1 8-12 $30
Field Biology 8-12 $60 Woods 2 8-12 $60
Env. Science 8-12 $60 Woods 2 8-12 $30
Env. Science 8-12 $30 Woods 2 8·12 $30
Env Science 8-12 $30 Hmkg lC 8-12 $30
Cosmetology 1 8-4 $60 Hmkg IF 8-12 $30
Cosmetology 1 8-4 $60 Art 1 8-12 $60
Cosmetology 2 8-4 $60 Art 1 8-12 $30
Cosmetology 2 8-4 $60 Art 1 8-12 $30
Amer Natl Gvt 8-10 $30 ApI Art & Crft 8-12 $30
Amer Natl Gvt 10-12 $30 Ceramics 8-12 $30
Law Amer Soc 10-12 $30 Photography 8-12 $30
Man and City 10-12 $30 Photography 8-12 $30
State Lac Gvt 10-12 $30 Health 8-12 $30
History of US 8-12 $60 Health 8-10 $30
History of US 8-12 $30 General PE 10-12 $30
History of US 8-12 $30 Driver Educ 8-10 $ 2.5G
Prom of Amer 8-12 $60 Driver Educ 10-12 $ ~.5O

Prom of Amer 8-12 $30 Driver Educ 12-2 $ 2.50
Prom of Amer 8-12 $30 Driver Educ 2-4 $ 2.50

Flowers
STYLED BY

Francis Hultgen
4823 West 95th Street

Oak Lawn, Illinois
Phone 424-2200
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It never happened

PIINhhed ., tile AdYUCelI".............,
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--'"-' RIcIa ..... Guy x..-atb, DawD Ammermaa, Mal'}
Wendling. Mary Horn Nancy Fewkes

those things I was late...every
one of them. '

"And you know something, it
was great, just great; as a
matter of fact, it was fantastic.
Yeah, the whole thing was a
tremendous fantasy! I AIl four
years!! None of it really hap
pened, Larry. I mean how could
it have happened? It was all too
silly, too ridiculous, too much
fun and hard work, it was too
painful and too exciting... it had
to be."

"Yeah, Dan... uh huh, a
fantasy. Your wife left this note
while you were talking. What
does it say?

"It says somebody just broke
our car window in the parkiilg
lot! "

"Wait, oh no, waitl Let me
guess, let me guess ... the
driver's window?"

"Uh huh.... "
"Ha ...a fantasy, Huh?! I"

would've been a big mistake,
prom was fantastic."

"Hey, didn't we double to the
prom?"

"YES, Larry, WE doubled to
the prom!"

"I'm sorry, I'm
sorry...sometimes I think the
whole thing never happened."

"I know. All those do-or-die
things that were so important
ten years ago, seem like they
never really happened."

"You know, I never really
thought this reunion would
happen earlier. Ten years ago
we stalked those halls like an
accident lookin' for a place to
happen."

"All that bull senior year,"
Dan reminesces, "First, I qwt
the swim team, then I didn't;
then I quit the paper, then I
didn't; then I quit my girl, then
I didn't; then I quit my job, then
I didn't; I gave up on prom
twice, and then I didn't. For all

No "eminent bores"
at graduation, please

If encouraged to do so, this writer could probably sit down and
visualile what the valedictorian and salutatorian will say on
graduat;on night such as what it means to them to have had the
education they had, what they plan on doing as a career, the
problems they have had, the good times they have had; the list is
endless. But they will all be things that the senior class can relate
t.o.

bY THE WAY, if you don't know what the words valedictorian
and salutatorian mean (since all that is required is 36 credits and
passing a State and Federal constitution test), they are the top two
ranking seniors graduating this year.

The valedictorian and salutatorian have to prepare a speech.

This is your chance, valedictorian and salutatorian, to show the
1977 senior class that having their own classmates as the guests of
honor at the commencement ceremony is much more worthy of
their attention than some "eminent bore." Just make sure that you
are not the "eminent bores" instead.

BY DA PADY

WHILE SPEAKING TO a standing-room-only crowd at the
Miami University graduation in Oxford, Ohio, columnist James
Reston said that commencement addresses are given by "eminent
bores." "You were expected to listen to some elderly type telling
you that you are the smartest bunch of students in the history of the
Republic and that the rest of us can't wait to step aside and let you
take over. Well, I have news for you. This is rubbish. We are not
eager to step aside. We're going to stick around until you elbow us
out of the way."

On the evening of June 7 this year, the guests of honor at the Class
of 1977's graduation will be different than in the past.

THIS YEAR. THE 1977 valedictorian and salutatorian will be
the guests of honor at the commencement ceremonies for the 1977
graduating class.

In this case, it wasn't the Senior Class Advisory Board's fault for
having the administration pick the guests of honor for graduation.
SCAB did contact a number of people such as, Governor Thompson,
Congressman Marty Russo, Walter Jacobson and Bob Greene; but
none of them were available.

Some seniors may not be able to see what is so honorable about
having the valedictorian and salutatorian speak as the guests of
honor at graduation. But think about it: they are fellow classmates,
they have been through the same things the rest of the seniors have
been through, they will be talking to the seniors on their own level
of thinking (not as some "eminent bore" would talk about world
problems, foreign affairs or how not to start a career).

James Markel, senior class sponsor, commented, "I would much
rather see one of our own students, someone who is familiar with
the Oak Lawn area, speak at graduation instead of an outsider;
one who is not familiar with the community and its problems."

o THE GUESTS of honor are selected and are preparing for the
ceremony. Now the guests of honor have the toughest task of the
whole commencement to face.

"Well, I still swim even
though I haven't been in a real
race since freshmen year at
Bradley. Yesiree, it's like riding
a bike, you never forget."

"Not really, you can't fall off
a pool."

"Oh, you're a real
Weisenheimer-bang...zoom."

"Have you seen Kruse,
Traynor or Miller yet?"

"No but they'll be here. Kelly
told me they would. Remember
senior year? We were the best,
Super Mex! Just bein' there
meant everything. There was a
time when I thought it would
never end."

"Hey, tell me about it, Dan!
When we got back from London
senior year, I must have relived
the trip a thousand times in the
first two weeks. It was fan
tastic!! "I'll never forget the
hassles with my girl. And now,
well, it makes me feel good and
warm all over, remembering all
those people, Guy, Mike, Anita,
Mary Jo, Debbie, Sharon... "

"Yeah, I know what you
mean. The day before prom I
went berserk and almost called
the whole thing off. That

BY MARY E. HOR

Choir, theatre

look to futu re

CONTROVERSY has been
building for several years that
dramatics and the choral
department aren't r ceiving the
publicity and recognition they
deserve.

The dilemma is that OLCHS
puts I11Pre emphasis on athletics
than any other extra-curricular

Iactivity. Students simply don't
know that other extra-
curricular options are
available, and if they do know

, about the, dismiss them as not
worthwhile or as evidence of
weak character.

I Not true. Producing a well
rounded program of choral
music or a polished play
requires a tremendous amount
of discipline by participants and
certainly as much exertion as
most sports. The outcome of
these type of performances is
consistently more than
satisfactory to those involved.

LACK OF ATIENTIO to
these activities has decreased
the turnover of fresh talent.
Therefore, the full potential
cannot always be reached and
publicity is poor. The problem
has become self-perpetuating.

However, it should not be
concluded that talent is scarce
and that the performances of
choral and theatre groups are
unworthy of praise. For the past
two years, Acappella Choir and
Trebel Choir have placed
second in state.

IT IS'EXPECTED that witt
all its sensationalism, Mame
will open the way for a greater
interest in choir and theatre,
and shy talent might be coaxed
into involvement. OLCHS was
once very well-known in the
community and surrounding
areas for choral and theatre
excellence and can be again. It
just takes time.
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sh~ wanted to travel, you know,
career and all that, I guess she
found a man. " Larry sees an old
friend across the room.

"Oh no, no, no, no, it's The
Weav!"

"Where, where?"
"Over there, talking to that

bald guy in the band."
"My God, that's Oscy with the

horn ...and no :Ialr!"
"Are you kidding? Look at

Weaver, he looks like he
swallowed Minnesota, good
grief those cartoonists just let
themselves go after a while I
guess."

"I heard he's been selling his
cartoons to Dell and Gold Key
Comics."

"Gold Key? You mean Casper
the Ghost and Ritchie Rich
garbage... ? I figured he'd be
into Mad magazine or at least
National Lampoon."

"Yeah, Scarpelli is still tryin'
to sell Weaver's memoirs from
freshmen year."

"Larry, are you still holding
'services'? "

"You know, I've been holdin'
services since I got my degree. I
never have recovered from
Godar's Peer Counseling."

"Dan, I heard you're writin' a
real estate column for the
Tribune?

"What do you know about real
estate?" - ~ \

"Nothing, that's' Why I got the
job. My wife thinks;\I should be
writing a novel 'bout the
frustrations of a backstroker... I
call it Chlorine Dreams... "

"You mean you still swim?"
"Well, you're still playing

tennis and racquetball!"
"Sure... to some extent."
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By Vern Scarpelli

Larry is standing just past the
reception line looking at his
watch and shaking his head.
Dan flies into the main dining
room area and spies Larry
across the way.

"I should've known you'd be
late... I haven't seen you in
seven years and I could've bet
the mortgage you'd be late."

Dan smiled, "Alright,
alright... how've you been,
Super Mex?"

"Fine, fine," Larry glanced
behind Dan. "Was that Karla
back there?"

"I can't believe she's gotten
fat!"

"You've got a lot of room to
talk, Dan."

"Well, I just can't believe it.
She looks like she's 35 years
old... She still single?"

"I think so.. .1 heard she
finally got back from that safari
she was talkin' about senior
year."

"No kiddin'," chortled Dan.
"Hey, Dan did you catch

Rose? I thought she'd be a
nuclear physicist or something'
by now," quipped Larry.

"Yeah, well she's got two kids
and one is in second grade."

"How do you figure that?"
"I don't know, I haven't

talked to her since Christmas
after freshmen year in college.
Who's got the most kids in our
class?"

"I talked to Kelly, she's on the
committee, Margie has five
kids ... three boys two girls and
one on the way."

"You know I always thought
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Editorials
Prom could be better

BY JERRY PETERSON

Sh ield staff shou Id
be commended

BY DAN PADY

With a new adviser who has never even taught in
this school before, it could probably be expected that
the yearbook would run into difficulties. This year's
yearbook is scheduled to be picked up on Tues., July
12.

Already there have been many complaints about
the 1977 "Shield" coming out so late. Many students
have said that they would not be able to have their
yearbooks signed by all their friends; but this is only
half-true. Everybody will be coming to pick up his or
her yearbook on one day, almost everyone will be
here, somewhere. Some students might not be able to
pick up their yearbooks because of vacations and
other plans. No solution has been brought up for this
yet.

But there is something that everybody should try to
realize: this is Clarence Kurdts' first year as the
OLCHS yearbook adviser. Kurdts has advised two
oth~r yearbooks previous to coming to OLCHS, but
neither had the large circulation or size of ours.

One of the things that would seem to create
problems would be that Kurdts had not even taught
here before. Many new teachers have remarked at
one time or another, that it takes at least a whole
school year to learn how the school operates and how
the administration feels about certain things. Kurdts
did not actually have this problem because he
graduated from OLCHS in 1966, allowing him to be
familiar with school policies and administrative
paths.

There were many problems with the staff at the
beginning of the year, according to Kurdts. "The
main thing is that the seniors on the staff really didn't
care enough or work as hard because they're not
going to be here next year. The freshmen,
sophomores and iun iors work harder." Th is was
taken into consideration when Kurdts picked next
year's "Shield" staff, which is going to be composed
of some of this year's sophomores, juniors and even
freshmen. The way Kurdts has picked a variety like
this will most likely prove to be worthwhile when this
year's freshmen of the yearbook staff are editors in
their senior year.

After the confusion with the staff at the beginning of
the year settled, things began to work better.
"Sometimes we would be working on the yearbook for
twelve hours in one day to meet a deadline," said
Kurdts.

But the biggest problem that occurred this year, the
one that really caused the delay in the yearbook, was
when 75 pages got lost in the mail on the way to the
publisher. Included in these pages were most of the
sports sections and the whole faculty section. The
pages eventually were found in a post office dead
letter file somewhere in Texas.

The reason it takes sp long for the yearbooks to
come out is that the pubIisher has to have ten weeks to
print it. Kurdts says that when regular books or
novels are printed, it often can take more than a year.

"Besides," added Kurdts, "there are at least 15
other schools in the area that come out with their
yearbooks in the summer."

Another problem Kurdts ran into was the apathy of
students, typical of OLCHS. "We had to send the
photographer away three times because there
weren't enough kids that were supposed to have their
picture taken."

By the way, the summer supplement to this year's
yearbook is expected to be on time and will be
distributed, as usual, in September.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

NAME WITHHELD PO
REQUEST

elves as to restaurants. After
all, how many people have
been aboard a luxury Imer? The
effects of this type of new ex
p rience could have a very
positive ffect on the attitudes
of prom-goers.

For those idea Iistic in
dividuals, prom on a luxury
liner could be a utopian
romantic selting, thought of
only in their wild st dreams.
Compare this to the drab or·
dinary settings at McCormick
Inn or McCormick Place, and
the preceeding statements
seem to have a sound basis.
Unfortunately complacency
will set in and next year will be
like this year and the year
before.

AME WITHHELD UPO
REQUEST

the fatalities, and general
gastric discomfort, allegedly
caused by the cafeteria food.
His letter, however, has a few
nauseating spots of its own.

Mr. O'Hara claims, in effect
that the cafeteria food is con
taminated. He overlooks the
fact that if it were con
taminated, it's unlikely that
only one oerson was so affected.
If he became "violently ill" due
to the cafeteria food, it follows
then that a good portion of the
student body would also be
incapacliated. But only once so
far this year has there be n a
mass exodus of students from
classes-Senior Cut Day. In
light of the occasion, it seems
ludicrous to attribute the
number of absences to the
cafeteria food. Perhaps his
illness was due to stomach
ulcers or other such maladies.

And then he speaks of "death
to the students." Has anyone
ever, to your knowledge,
dropped dead before from
eating a hamburger here, Mr.
O'Hara? Obviously you haven't.
If you feel our victuals are not
fit for human consumption, go
look up the recent Chicago
Tribune report on school lun
ches. Find the schools that buy
frozen dinners and sandwiches.
and try their fare for a week.
I'm sure the food there will
seem gourmet selections after
the "hack, cough" food at
OLCHS which is made on the
premises fresh every day.

I think Mr. O'Hara, that your
comments are prompted, not
by the fact that OLCHS' food is
bad, but because it's "in' to
gripe about school food. fl's a
typical complaint in grade and
high schools everywhere, and it
appears that you're only tryinJ:!
to revive a trite gripe because
"everybody does it" and it's
cool to see it in the paper, rather
that air a legitimate complaint.
You must realize that you
cannot expect your mother's
lasagna or whatever when food
is made for over 500 students,
but compare our food to some
other schools' frozen garbage,
and you may change your mind.

Your letter was a waste of
space--but you must be
commended for your kind
words about the pizza.

major reasons for the problems
is that not enough foresight is
used. Right now, befor the
school year ends is the time to
finalize plans for next year's
prom. L t the prom committee
get together and prove itself
worthy of the responsibility that
has been bestowed upon it.

TO • TART THE prom
committee off on the right foot,
iust one of many suggested
alternatives follows: plan a
unique prom experience; for
example, hold it on a luxury
liner docked at Navy Pier. This
way there would be an
elimination of the disputes over
whether dinner should be
s rved with the dance or if the
couples should fend for them-

Last year before the election
for senior class president, Ken
Tsurasaki (elected president)
promised a lot of things such as
a pool table or pinball machines
and a change maker for the
cafeteria plus a promise to
make this one of the best senior
classes. So far, and it's near the
end of the year, I can't think of a
thing he has done for the school
or senior class.

Think before you
talk

Marne a success

sure I can find people who like
the food just as Curt O'Hara
hates it. As a matter of fact, I
know people who actually like
the acfeteria food (I think that
they're crazy).

MARK STURONAS

I would like to write not to
complain, but to praise
something. My letter is in
regard~\ to the production of
Mame. I was in the orchestra
and I wa 'really surprised at the
outcome. I ltive to admit that I
had my doubts about the
chances for success. The show
was really great and everyone
involved did a fantastic job.
There was so much to that show
that most people don't know
about. Mrs. Siddiq's many
hours of work, Mr. Roekeman,
Mr. Collins and Mr. Kistner had
to plan the event, the work the
crew and orchestra put in and
most of all the cast, with their
four months of practice
everyday after school. I think
this show was a great ex
perience for me and everyone
involved. We need more things
like this in our school.

BILL WALKER

President of senior
class made
promises but?

Regarding the letter to the
editor in April 29th issue of the
Spartanite concerning the
cafeteria food: it's idiotic. urt
O'Hara, in a righteous fit of
wrath, wrote of his ill health.

PROM "77" HAS just
recently beeen completed and
should be fresh in the minds of
all those individuals who at
tended. Due to the special
nature of the affair it can safely
be assumed that most of the
persons in attendance had an
enjoyable and exhilarating
experience.

In view of the fact that dif
ferences of opinions will in
variably arise when a school
chooses when, where and how
prom will be held, the OLCHS
edition proved "adequate."

OLCHS has had problems
with the planning of its prom for
the past two years. One of the

Cafeteria food,
it's not that bad

The picture of the Pigman
cast appearing on the front page
of the March Spartanite was a
disappointment at best. (A
disaster at worst)

To begin with, the picture was
so badly out of focus as to make
most of the faces in
distinguishable.

Secondly, the picture was so
ill-lit as to make one cast
member almost invisible.

Thirdly, one of the names in
the caption lacks a first name.

Fourthly, no mention was
made of the All-Conference Cast
award won by Ms. Lizak, or the
Best All-Conference Actor
award won by Mr. Ries.

Fifthly, the order in which our
names appear does not describe
our placement in the picture.

We feel that if Mr. Macha is
good enough to be your staff
photographer, he should be able
to pose, light, focus and label his
pictures with a minimum of
trouble or effort.

If, for some reason this was
not possible, then the picture
should not have been published.

If a Pigman story was wanted
or needed, then our Producer
Director Mr. Collins would have
been more than happy to help in
any way possible.

We feel that not trying to get
the story was an example of bad
decision making and poor
journalism.

KENNETH DAMRAU
MICHELLE LIZAK

JAMESRIES
GARY GILBERT

MARTHA DOMINE
DEBBIE HAUCK
DAVID BARKER

MIKE KOLODZIEJ

We are truly sorry

This is a reply to Curt
O'Hara's letter to the editor
about how lousy he thought the
food was here at OLCHS. I
personally don't care for the
food but he has no right con
demning the food, he must
realize that the food is made for
the 3000 plus students who eat
lunch every day in the school
cafeteria.

It is impossible for the
cafeteria staff to please
everyone who eats here. I am

MAY 27, 1977~page 5
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A-letter from
the president

An open letter to the Class of 1978

THIS YEAR HAD its problems as did the previous
years. The hardest and still unfinished task this year
is the writing of the SCAB constitution. If the class of
'78 writes the constitution I feel that the ad
ministration should, be present when the actual
writing occurs instead of looking at a rough draft and
saying what's wrong with it. The latter process failed
to produce a constitution, and only the frustrated
committee and r personally feel that the las·t draft of
the constitution' is incomplete and inefficient. I hope
the class of '78 can work with the administration
instead of against it.

One of the main problems this year was apathy.
When the new board was picked, complaints were
made about the choices. Although everyone of the
meetings were open, only two or three non-members
showed up at any of them. When some of the members
were dismissed because of a lack of participation and
new applications were accepted, only three people
applied. I hope next year the entire senior class gets
involved instead of just a dozen or so people.

Although being Senior Class President has had its
drawbacks, I don't regret the experience I have
gained. First, I found that you shouldn't be afraid to
remind people of their duties or deadlines. Secondly,
when being a leader you have to forceful and un
derstanding. Those two main ideas I direct to Jim
Dunning.

FINALLY, I HOPE NEXT year will be a fruitful
and fullfilling one. To Jim: all I have to say is that
don't ever regret being President, and to do the best
because people can't ask for more.

Ron Koronkovski (fre hman)
- Ye ,mostofthem, b cause it's
someone I can talk to.

Mrs. Ilich (student teachel') 
Yes, I have socialized with
them, gone out to lunch with
them and they d8Q't talk down
to me.

Speak Out

Do you consider you r teachers as your friends?

Bonnie McGee (junior) - Martha andoval (Fresh- Tom Burleson (Junior) - It
Some of them, because they are man) - It depends if he or she is depends who they are.
nice. easy to get along with.

Marty Roubik ( ophomore) 
orne teachers, some are fair

and some aren't.

Cafeteria cleans up mess
Ken Tsurusaki

Senior Class President

BY G. STOIKA

CONDITIO I THE
cafeteria have improved
dramatically in the last four
years. Those students and
faculty members who either
saw or ate in the cafeteria will
appreciate this fact. Great im
provements in the cleanliness of
the eating area has been made,
and students in the later lunch
periods do not have to share
their tables with garbage left by
earlier periods. Vandalism has
been cut, and theft of food from
the lunch lines has dropped to
almost nothing.

These changes are a direct
result of a new system of
monitoring the cafeteria, a
system which was set up by Mr.
Bill Hill. The system, which has
been in effect for three years,
employs three professional staff
members and about 70 student
monitors fifty of the students
are paid $2.50 per week, or a
free lunch per day, and the
remaining students are unpaid.

Under the old system of
monitoring the lunchroom, the
place was watched by two to
three faculty members, plus as
many aides as they dl emed
necessary.

THE OLD SY TEM was
ineffective for a variety of
reasons. Probably the main
reason was lack of continuity.
The personnell monitoring the
cafeteria changed from period
to period, therefore, the
monitors were unable to
determine who remained in the
lunchroom for more than one or
two periods, or who was in the
cafeteria on an unauthorized
basis. Also, discipline for
various offenses would vary
from period to period, depen
ding upon the faculty member
administering the punishment.
Teachers also hated the job, as

it took up some of their spare
time.

The present system of three
professional monitors, hired
specifically for the job of
monitoring the lunchroom, has
definitely proven itself more
effective in controlling students
in the cafeteria. B cause the
staff members are hired for one
purpose, they are more
dedicated to their jobs than the
faculty monitors were. Also, the
permanent staff is able to spot
students who are in the
cafeteria for more than one or
two periods, or who are in the
lunchroom on an unauthorized

basis and the staff is able to pick
out individuals who are
trespassing.

Discipline is uniform and
centralized, and the lunchroom
staff develops its own policies
which become effective after
approval by the administration.

TAFF MEMBER ARE on
the job from fifty minutes
before the first lunch period
begins, until fourty minutes
after the last priod ends. Since
the smoking area has been
moved to its new location, the
cafeteria monitors are also
responsible for it.

I HlWE 8E.&J SElVr 10 DESTROY You
AAlD YOUR CARrOolJS BECA().SfE You

-~ HINE 7VRfo/lEIJ175l:> fOUR SCJ./OOL WITH
~~"lh YouR. f/CcuRScD ~CRI8BLCS!
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Practice what you preach
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Tell it like it

Jeff
Jedlicka

SOME MEMORABLE
QUOTES from my high school
years:

"You guys can do it by the
four year plan, or the six, seven,
eight or nine year plan." Mr.
Hess, teacher, on the first day of
classes in my freshman year.

"Prom can't cost more than
$100." William Engel, Senior

"LET ME SAY that there has
been no dishonest acts com
mitted in my office." Richard
M. Nixon

" ... two of you, in this class,
will probably be dead 5 years
from now." Mr. Recchia,
teacher

"I'll never touch the stuff
{potl." Numerous classrnates
durin~ mv freshman year.

"LET'S GO PARTY a couple
joints after 5th." Same
classmates during their senior
year.
"Ther~ only four things you

should remember in life. Don't
borrow money from a friend.
Don't drive someone elses car.
Don't get married because you
have to. And when you do get
married, she'd better be
white." My father.

"The only way I'll run for
mayor again is if Dumke runs."
Dr. Tom Powell, candidate for
'Tlayor.

"DID YOU HEAR? They
burned my office down. They
burned it down and he was still
elected mayor." Dr. Tom
Powell, Homeowners candidate
for mavor

"Man is the highest form,
the most intelligent form of
life." My Science teacher
during my freshman year.

"Russia and the U.S. are
going to end up blowing each
other to hell, and its going to
happen in your lifetime." Social
Studies teacher during my
senior year.

"LIFE IS LIKE a bowl of
chili, the more you eat, the
sicker you get." Steve Leyerle,
senior

"Girls. You'll never figure
them out, no one ever has, so
don't try. Numerous ex
perienced adult males.

"It's a good runner. It'll never
give you a problem." The guy I
bought my first car off of.

"MARRIAGE IS ONE of
!ifes most rewarding ex
periences." My freshman
health teachp.r.

" .. .I haven't met a married
man yet who had more positive
than negative things to say
about marriage." A bachelor
fciend.

"Listen kid, I wouldn't bother
testifying against this chick. (In
reference to a drunk girl who
ran into my car with bers.) I
sort of feel sorry for her, and all
you'll do is sit in court all day
and get calluses on your ass."
An Oak Lawn Police Officer.

"GIRL ARE LATE for
everything. Its in bred in them.
I should know, I live with four of
them. When my wife goes
shopping and says she'll be
back in 20 minutes, all I do is
find out what store it is, what
time it closes, and add one half
hour to it." My girlfriend's
father.

....And as our high school
years end, the school of ex
perience continues....

•
IS

Maureen's "Unisex"

W'hair It's At

The Late Late bus "Not as large as many,
but reliable as any."

We will meet or beat any
Oak Lawn Salon Ad in
price and quality upon
presentation of their ad.
(For a limited time only)

Specializing in all phases of hair
stylin~.

Precision razor and scissor
creations $5 & $7
Blow waving and Curling iron
techniques $7
Shampoo and set $5 & up
Custom perms $16.50 & up
French hair straightening
$17.50

"Nova" "Wedge"
"Liberty Look" - Hair
care freedom "Cap" cuts
"Scoop" and many
more!

BY LAURA DIFONZO

THE 3:45 BUS, commonly
known as the late bus, truly
lives up to its nickname; it has
been ten to fifteen minutes late,
nearly every day, for the past
month.

For those people who are
within walking distance of
OLCHS, or who don't need to
take the late bus, this article
holds no interest. However, the
people who take the late bus
home regularly, are extremely
upset about the situation.

UPON CALLING THE buses? They are very rarely, if 5757 95th St.
company, I found out what the ever, even halfway full. The
problem is; a lack of drivers. It company also bought 20 new
stands to reason that if a buses this year, at $64,000
company is short workers they apiece, with $2,500 apiece extra
should hire more. Why doesn't for radios. That's over 1 million
Suburban? Perhaps they can't dollars. It takes a lot of bus I Turn on the lights in your hair
afford it. Consider that it costs passengers to pay for that. Iand.... "Luminize" - brings out
them $5.00 an hour for a driver, your hair's natural highlight-
$2.80 an hour for office workers, All in all, there really isn't s ....as it conditions. What it is- a
about $2.00 in gas for an anything we can do about the unique U.S. patent pending Style Time!
average school route, and a late "late bus" situation. Just product by Clairol; the only one
payment of $18,000 a year for remember this article the next of its kind. What it does - con
insurance on each bus. Add all time you're waiting for the 3:45 ditions your hair as it
this up and average it out, and bus, and -- oh yes! Don't forget SLIGHTLY LIFTS your own
the cost of running one bus to bring a good book. color just enough to bring out all
comes out to around $2.00 a your natural highlights. The

"We're almost ready to mile. This means that at our 25 effect - hair that's a little
hijack a bus!" said Debbie cents fee, at least 32 people llighter...and a whole lot shinier
Hauck, on a day when the bus must take the bus, as the total in 50 to 10 minutes. Why you'll
was 15 minutes late. It is ~ost for the entire bus route like it - it looks so natural. The
seldom, if ever, that the bus ~omes out to around $8.00. only thing anyone will notice is PH 636-4333
arrives at school before 4 p.m., your great looking hair. Not a
and even phoning the Suburban Perhaps the company makes haircolor...not a dye.
Transit ~us Company rarely a small profit on our school, but Luminizing - $6.50 and up.
speeds thmgs up. have you ever seen the other I------------------------:-L

Ii•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..
• NEEDS FOR NEXT SEASON: •
• local businesses of OL who -the nod •: :tt gave $1,600 to the team - team from Mr. Wiltshire -support :: J. members & parents who gave from the school board - •• LAWN the other $3,000 -volunteer understanding from the ad- ;; OAK coaching by Mr. Kimball ministration -a budget from Mr. ;
• HOCKEY volunteer managing by Mr. Parks -a new coach from the •
: Sutton -services by Vic Korosic, 'aculty (if interested see Tom :
• CLUB Augie Bova, Laverne Balati, Lia) •
; Mary Sutton -OLCHS pep band PLEASE HELP, THE CON- ;
• Wishes to thank the following by Tom Mitchell-Mr. Kurdtzfor TINUATION OF THE •
: for their help and support yearbook picture -Dawn Am- HOCKEY CLUB DEPENDS ON :
• d~i~g our highly successful merman for publicity -our loyal YOU! OAK LAWN HOCKEY •
: wmnmg season: and enthusiastic fans CLUB NO.1;
~..........................•................................................~....•...........•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.
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AS MUCH AS these shows
lack reality (Come on! How
many girls can knock out guys
twice the size of them with two
Karate chops) and lead us on
(they must think the television
audience are very gullible
people). The T-shirts are still
being worn and the posters are
still being bought.

"Oh Kelly you did it, you
knocked him right out and he's
twice the size of you."
"It was nothing Jill."

Charlie's Angels, is a show
about three attractive private
detectives, who are specially
trained to defend themselves.
It's never a problem for them to
take on guys twice the size of
them.

On the other hand take a show
like Starsky and Hutch. It's
another private detective plot,
but this time it's two men with
average builds. When these two
take on men in a brawl it is to
the finish. Why is it, that on
television women fight off men
so much easier then men do?
They must know something we
don't.

"HIlI YAAAH!" (Karate
chop, chop, punch, chop, chop)

It's ...essages, the FREE persona

ad section Inside s:.lelracLs

You're Invited to pick up on
Chicago's biggest
FREE party line!

So even if you're looking for beachfront property in
Skokie or want to sell your complete set of Vanilla
Fudge albums, "Messages" is your direct line to
that one-in-a-million character who shares your
vision.

"Look! Up in the sky, it's a
bird, it's a plane, I don't what it
is but look at her, er urn, I mean
look at her outfit! Who is this
fantastic creature?" It is none
other than the comic book
character gone television,
Wonder Woman (Lynda Car
ter). The 36-24-36 protector of
evil and beholder of justice.
"How does the song go? In her
Satin tights, fighting for the
rights and the old red, white and
blue."

"Don't worry Jill I see him."

AS SHOWS SUCH as Wonder
Woman go upward in the
Television Neilsen Ratings,
stores start stocking up on
posters and T-shirts which bare
the picture of the star.

"Kelly! Look out! He's right
behind you:"

The television audience 01
today turns on the so-called
"tube" and what do they see? A
wide variety of television actors
and actresses made up to be like
sexy super human gods.

IT IS NO longer "One Adam
12, one Adam 12.", but rather
it's "Once upon a time there
were three little girls who went
to the Police Academy."

THE SPARTANITE

Q: What did you do?

A: I started givin' him paper
cuts with it.

WHAT EVER THE case,
corpital punishment is here to
stay. The question remains,
"Where do we draw the line?"

BY PETE DOUVILLE

Q: And what did he do?

A: Bleed.

REVERSE CORPITAL
PUNISHMENT has been
grossly misued by students in
the last few years. More andmore teachers have requested .._104_"O__~ IHl__o-_oCH_'O__~ _

transfers only to find the
problem only follows them.

"Some teachers are just
beggin' for it," commented one
student. "They bring their
coffee in the room, they give
surprise quizzes, they repeat
themselves... I mean I put up
with a half a dozen teachers
every day, I don't need this
grief. "

"I think a good crack in the
mouth will straighten most
teachers up," remarked
another student.

Q: Why did yuu hurt your
teacher?

A: He gave me a cut card,
man.

Incidents such as these
plague our schools in the
highest eschelons of ad
ministration. There have been
countless reports of beatings of
administrators throughout the
nation. Yes, even superin
tendents have been forced to
grovel before such intense
inhulTl'lnity.

I confronted some of the
perpetrators themselves in a
number of private interviews.
One such interview occurred
shortly after a teacher had been
chastised with a cut card.

Q: What did you do to protect
yourself?

A: I threatened to give him
hours and then...and then... oh
God...

Q: WHAT HAD you done that
made your pupil angry?

A: I didn't see him raise his
hand.

Q: What did he do?

A: He threw his pen at me at
first.

Q: Go on.

A: He clapped th \ erasers in
my face to the point whereas I
couldn't breathe.

Corpital punishment

WHEN THE SUPREME
Court ok'd corporal punish
ment, they failed to comment on
corpital punishment. Corpital
punishment is a cross between
corporal punishment and
capital punishment. Reverse
corpital punishment involves
the near-death beatings of
teachers by the students.

"I didn't do anything... really.
And then she started hitting me
with her purse."

This was one such case in
volving a teacher collecting
homework and being thrashed
by a student who didn't have
hers.
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THE BRUISES WERE now
more pronounced. His body
reeled back with the repeated
blows. Blood spilled to the floor
from the gashes that seemed to
cross-hatch his arms. His face
and hands had been pummelled
to the point whereas they
seemed to be featureless.

"Take that, you creep!"
The above was a mere

dramatization of what actually
goes on in schools today,
reverse corpital punishment.
No, not corporal punish
ment...co!1lital.

BY BRIAN WEAVER

"THE TELEVISION."
AMERICA'S number one en
tertainer. It gives day time,
prime time and late night en
tertainment twenty four hours a
day, Monday thru Sunday, three
hundred and sixty five days a
year.

The television age has come a
long way since it began. There
have been many shows that
have come and gone and there
are many more to come.

Today's television has come
to the point where most shows
no longer emphasize on the plot
of the show, but rather the

L -l character in the show.

ADVENTURE - TRA VEL
The chance to make it on your own.

We have it alII
If you're a normal, ambitious American high school grad
uate, you've come to a time in your life when you're ready
to bllSt oul and do something.

Maybe you want to sec more of the world than your
home town. Meet new people. Make new friends. Do
some traveling in California, Hawaii or Europe. You can
in today's Army, plus enjoy some other great benefits.

Call me. Army SSG Dale Sharp
10735 S. Cicero Ave., Oak Lawn

636-3912
Join the people who've ioined the Army

(sample ad)

II" I~ U~ 11, CIAIR T tiE.IY IT II CK £rT ~ I... £ EIC IT '110 !f- lUIN ISITIAIn , IU M rI ~.
CA LL GIE OR 4i E • 3~ I ~ 00It) •

Just fill In the boxes below according to the sample shown,

I I I-J
!
I I I

Your "Message" must be in our hands by Monday
to appear Thursday in "sidetracks." Include your
name, address, phone number, and your free
"Message." (Any "Message" over 3 lines will be
charged at a rate of 50¢ a line.)

We, of course, reserve the right to reject com
mercial, libelous or offensive "Messages."

Send your "Message" to: Chris Winters
Chicago Daily News
401 N. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III. 60611

For further information, call (312) 321-2901
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Call Your Navy
Recruiter Today At

NAVY (312) 424-2147

IT'S NbT JUST A JOB,
IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

MAKE IT HAPPENI

YOU'RE THE ENVY OF
YOUR FRIENDS. AND
YOU'RE GETTING PAID TO
HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR
LIFE. THAT COULD BE WHY
400 PEOPLE JOIN THE
NAVY EACH DAY.

TRAININ'G, LIBERAL
BENEFITS, TRAVEL. ..

No - Fault Wrangler's

Washington Dee eee'S

Bleeding Hearts

Discount Prices!
Guy's &Gals's JEWELRY
South Peacock Alley

Ford City Shopping Center

of your choice. The exchange
student takes part in family
activities and life. If the family
travels during the summer the
student goes along. All par
ticipating familes are well
screened ~ representatives
from the prOlram. A student is
placed with a 'family that shares
his general int rests.

There are pbssibilities for
obtaining a loan of up to half of
the total fee for either program.
This special loan is to be paid
back within a certain time
period, with a five percent in
terest rate.

INCLUDED IN THE price of
this experience are round-trip
transportation, a program to
orient the student to the new
country, placement with a
family, secondary school
enrollment fees, and a language
instruction program.

There is also the option of
hosting a foreign exchange
student if the program ad
ministrators approve of your
family. Both being an exchange
student and hosting one are
beneficial experiences.

buddies" on his Midland
mobile.

Not quite two months later it
was time to move up to a base
station. With the base station
the whole family can enjoy the
wonderful noise brought live to
you in the comfort of your own
living room.

I'm now convinced that my
dad has an accute case of C.B.
mania. To date he has invested
several hundred dollars in
equipment and has purchased
at least two more mobiles.

Il seems as though the days of
the '208s have returned. Once
everyone sat in front of the

tiny Luther, who lives beyond
the caves."

Lapp agreed and prepared for
the day's journey. With him,
went the whole townsfolk.

Upon reaching the caves,
Lapp opened his sack and with
club in hand, summoned the
dwarf from hiding. Having slain
an estimated 5,633 dwarfs, Lapp
sighed in routine boredom.

Then, from behind a boulder
stood Luther. He was a star
tling forty feet high.

"I thought you said he was a
dwarf!" Screamed Lapp.

001 smiled and said,
"He is, he is, He's a dwarf,

only bigger."
Then with one mighty swing

of his tremendous arm, Luther
delivered a bare-fisted punch to
Lapp's tiny mouth. The force of
the blow was so intense, that it
sent Lapp's face into the sky. i

Lapp was indeed, dead. But I
the legend doesn't end here.
That super punch was Luther's
claim to fame. For Luther
began what was known as a
face-lift service.

3.0 or above, language stUdy,
and academic achievement are
the requirements for the Year
Program. This program con
sists of living with a foreign
family and attending a se
condary school. There is a
choice of sixteen possible
countries for $2375.

Both programs include the
fantastic experience of living
with a native family of the land

One da¥. while romping
through the forest mercilessly
butchering helpless elves, trolls
and ultimately, dwarfs, Lapp
came upon a village. Deciding
he would slay, he checked into
the local inn.

Weeks went by and Lapp stili
boasted of his famous giant
slaying technique. Each day, he
would go off into the forest
bragging he'd kill a giant. But
each night, he would return with
only a sack full of dead dwarfs
or whatever.

People in the hamlet would
say,

"I thought you were going to
kill a giant."

Sometimes Lapp would say
that he did, but it was too heavy
to tote back. Or he would say
that it ran away in fright. But
his clincher was that the dwarfs
were actually giants, only
smaller.

But one day, 001 the fool came
to Lapp and said,

"If it is true that you slay
leviathans, than it would surely
be no trouble slaying the dwarf,

years old.
Twenty-three countries

participate in the summer
program from mid-June to mid
August. This program costs the
student $1180. Satisfactory
grades in school are preferred.
Having previously studied a
foreign language is helpful, but
not required for any country but
France.

A GRADE POINT average of

Ex-change yourself

Many years ago in a far-off
land, lived the giant-killer,
Lapp the luckless.

Lapp was a strong, verile
man with a huge bludgeon who
traveled the world killing
giants-or so he said.

But as his name implies, Lapp
the luckless could find no
giants. This was for two
reasons:

U there were no giants.
2,) He didn't look very hard.
Instead, Lapp would go into

the forest and kill dwarfs. He
detested dwarfs. This hatred
stemmed from his mother being
frightened by one but I won't go
into his psychoses.

People all knew what Lapp
did. They woul.d say,

"There are no giants around
here, fool!"

But Lapp would snidely reply,
"See what a good job Tdid?"
Lapp knew there were no

giants, but seeing as how he was
[00 lazy to work, he decided
giant-slaying was the life' for
him.

BY CHERYL BECKWITH listening to a CB (citizens band)
radio, this is the type of heavy
conversations you are missing

"Breaker channel three, out on.
breaker channel three." t3eing the fortunate person

"Go ahead breaker, channel that I am, I get to listen to these
three." . highly intellectual con·

"Yeah-how 'bout ya 011 Pan, versations morning, noon, and
you got a copy one the Grease night.
monkey?" Il all began some time last

::Yeah ~e gotcha--go.:' year whel!, several of the neigh-
Hey Oil Pan what s your bors got [heir CB's, it was at

20?" .. this time that my dad decided it
"I'm at that one mnety-flve was time to become a full

and Cicero, what's your 20 fledged "good buddy." Before
Grease Monkey?" long my dad was cruisin' 'round

For those people who have town passing all those "good
not ever had the good fortune of numbers" to all the other "good

Lapp the luckless,
the giant killer

BY NANCY FEWKES

WHERE CAN YOU go when
no one understands you? Or
maybe when you don't want to
be understood? Why not South
America or Eastern Europe?

Youth for Understanding, an
International Student Program,
offers two foreign exchange
programs for high school
stUdents, fifteen to eighteen

Citizens Band

Breaks language barrier
that if you left your radio in

radio listening to their favorite your car that when you retur
entertaining program. Today ned, your "ears" would be gone.
millions of Americans sit in Another asset in having a C.B.
front of their CB radios hoping family is that I've come to learn
for a break to talk to his favorite a whole new language without
"good buddy." even studying in school. Who

. would ever think that there
.C.B..mama has now spr~ad would come a day when you

WIdely 1Oto the teen generation. could talk through numbers.
!he days when you couId walk Imagine being able to tell
1Oto s~hool a~d see students someone that you are busy by
carrymg theIr 8-trac~.tape saying I'm 10-6, or that you are
players are gone; today It IS not IG-2 double plus (lG-2++)
unusual to see ta~ players everything's great. When you'd
repl.aced by C.B: radIOS. 'like to know somebody's

WIth the com1Og of the CB ocation imply ask "What's
cra~e has also com~ a good 'our 20?"
~usmess for many rJp-of~ ar- The most exciting part of
lists. Il would not be unlikely .Iaving a C.B. is being able to

think up a clever new name for
yourself.

If you should be stricken with
C.B. mania, just remember the
good old days when watching
television and listening to music
was a good time.
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Vilchuck, Latanski: Athletes of the Year
there or the hours of practicing
wouldn't have paid off.

WHEN ASKED WHICH type
of sport they enjoyed more,
although both admitted to be
better at their individual sports,
they felt that the spirit and unity
of working with a team was
more enjoyable.

HAWAII! DISNEYLAND! LOS ANGELES
DEPARTURE - FROM O'HARE
THURSDAY, MARCH 23rd, 1978
DEPARTURE FROM HONOLULU
THURSDAY, MARCH 30th, 1978

DEPARTURE FROM LOST ANGELES
TO CHICAGO - APR IL 1st, 1978...........

in physical education.
"How much of your success

would you attribute to talent
and how much to hard work and
training?" was asked to the
athletes.

Both felt that the split would
be about 50-50. They agreed that
the natural born talent had to be

Judy Vilchuck, one of the 76-77 Athletes of the Year, ranked second
in state badminton singles and played on the econd in state
volleyball team.

••all
californ-a

EASTER TRIP
1978

hit over the fence on the home
field. Major also pitched.

Sandburg beat the Spartans 6
5 in spite of Joe Serio's two
triples. Bremen also beat the
Spartan by one run. This time
the score was 5-4.

ONE OFTEN WONDERS
what happens to the high school
superstars after they've
completed their years of
defending the Green & White.

The senior class' choice of the
, "most athletic senior girl and

guy" seemed to be the best
target for the Spartanlte to aim
its questions at.

Judy Vilchuck will be at
tending Western Illinois
University this fallon a bad
minton-tennis scholarship. She
plans to major in math and
chemistry.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY will be the
residence of Jim Latanski this
fall where he will be taking full
advantage of his wrestling
scholarship. He will also play
football while he begins a major

O.
Dave Kane and Joe Serio

have ach hit two homers in the
tournament, and Jim Major has
added another.

WHEN MR. BORKOWSKI,
the head baseball coach, was
asked how he felt about the
season, he said, "I was
disappointed, so were the
players. We felt we could beat
Reavis and take first in con
ference. We lost four games by
only one run."

Abut next year, Mr.
Borkowski Sma} uIt's going to
be a rebuilding yellr. This year
we played an aIm t all senior
team. We put all otr.Pur eggs in
one basket."

Dave Kane, Jim Major, Tony
Nicosia, Joe Serio and Steve
Strenk were named to the all
conference team. Serio was
nominated for the all-area
team.

T.F. SOUTH was another
victim of the Spartan's attack,
to the tune of 14-3. Joe Serio and
Jim Major hit home runs. These
were the third nd fourth home
runhs in Oak Lawn history to be

Varsity stickmen 2nd
BY RICH FLiS

THE SPARTAN BASEBALL
team ended its regular season
in second place in the con
ference with an 8-4 record.

The Spartans clinched second
pl8'Ce with a 5-2 win over third
place Lincoln Way in their last
regular seajon game. Steve
Strenk pitch!d and Dave Kane
led the attack with two home
runs.

Stagg eliminated the Spar
tans from, the state tournament
in the &uartan's first district
game .. a score of 3-2. Dan
Bagus went the distance,
yielding three unearned runs.

THE SPARTA S THEN
entered a post-season tour
nament, where they lost to
Stagg again, this time by a
score of 3-1.

Homewood-Flossmoor also
beat the Spartans, but the
Spartans beat Quigley South,
Marist, and last year's state
champs, Brother Rice. Strenk
threw a three-hitler against
Brother Rice, blanking them 4-

Freshmen take
conference

Jim Latanski, grappling another OLCHS wrestler, placed seventh
in the state wrestling tournament and was an All-Conference
Football player.

BY GARY KONRATH

IT HAS BEEN said lately that
the boys never win conference.
BUNK! Yes, it is true. The boys
have actually won a conference
title. Who is this team that has
debunked the rumor? Why
haven't we heard from it? Why
has nothing been said?

It is the boys' baseball team.
No, not the varsity and no, not
the sophomores but yes, the
freshmen. They have taken
conference with a record of 9-3
and 15-6 overall. The freshmen
won the conference on May 13,
defeating Shepard in a
doubleheader 8-0 and 8-1.
Winning for the Spartans were
Greg Lehmann and Don
Kalkstein.

The pitching .has improved
the last few weeks of the season.
There were some outstanding
performances from Lehmann,

Kalkstein, Bill Stermer and
Dirk Veldman. Mike Culbertson
saving three games and Dvorak
one.

THE LEADING HITTERS on
the team include John Majors,
who hit two home runs in the
Shepard- contest, Chris Cuber
and Dvorak. The freshmen
got off to a slow conference
start with a 2-3 record but won
their last seven conference
games and 12 of their last 15.

"Everyone on the team made
a contribution and deserves
recognition," said Coach Mike
Sopko. "The conference title
was a team effort. This fresh
man team has had its back
against the wall aJl year and
won when it had to. They kept
their poise the entire season. If
they continue to work hard and
stay together 1 see no reason
why they can't become one of
OLCHS' finest baseball teams."

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

Round trip jet transportation aboard United Air
lines. Airfare based on G IT fara in existence as of
May 15th, 1977.
In flight meal anltbeverage service.
SEVEN nights In Walklkl - 1st class hotel - based on
quad occupancy.

• TWO nights in Los Angeles· 1st class hotel - based
on quad occupancy.
F lower Lei Greeting upon arrival Honolulu.
All transfers in Hawaii and California.
Luggage handling in Hawaii.

Illness insurance.
• City Tour of Honolulu.

Sightsaeing of Los Angeles.
• Adm ission to Universal Studios and to D ISN EY

LAND'

TOUR COST - $499.00 per student.

liability.
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OLeHSs ports: s ueeessfu I?
coach at OLCHS. "Coach Lewis
taught us to enjoy track," says
Marty Collins. "He didn't push
us. He said it was up to us
whether or not we wanted to
win."

U is not as easy to pinpoint
coaching trends in girls' sports.
Judy Vilchuck says that the
coaches encouraged the girls to
have good sportsmanship and to
enjoy the sports.

OTHER GIRLS
DISAGREED. however, saying
they were pushed to win. This
hasn't proved to be a problem,
however, since the girls' teams
usually do win.

For major sports, the
problem of whether to win at all
costs or to have the athletes
enjoy themselves is a difficult
one to resolve. Having a win
ning team in a major sport can
give a school good publicity and
bring in money.

But is winning so important
that a coach should push until
his players hate him? I don't
know. Ask Bobby Knight.

with newcomers Argo and
Stagg. LincolnWay, T.F. South
and Shepard comprise the rest
of the conference. Reavis will
again be a tough opponent for
the Spartans, with seven of its
eleven defensive starters
returning from the cham
pionship team of 1976.

The Spartans' main asset will
be experience. The entire
starting offensive line of Craig
<Bionic) Roxas, Terry Hoff
man, Mike Felgenhauer, Mike
Morgenthaler and Larry
Yodelis will be returning. Other
starting juniors returning are
Jeff Werner, Steve S vic, Carl
Stalla, Kevin Cappel and Don
Kosak.

The team is looking for
replacem nts to fill the spikes
of all-conference players Joe
Serio and Jim Latanski. Good
talent coming from the
sophomore team along with
other returning juniors will help
fill these key positions.

With a lot of hard work, ac
cented by a winning spirit in
spired by the OLCHS football
coaching staff, the Spartans
stand a good chance of cap
turing a second conference
championship for OLCHS.

Working for No.2
BY WADE KRAUSE
AND DAN HEITING

"U's fun winning."
BUT WHAT IF the team was

to lose? Football player Joe
Kozub says, "There was no
noise on the bus after a loss. If
someone said something, the
coach would tell him to shut
up. "

Ken Tsurusaki can tell the
story from both sides of the
spectrum. He was on the
football teams freshman and
sophomore years, and on the
gymnastics team the past three
years.

"Football was fun at first, but
I quit because I was too small. I
also wanted to devote more
time to gymnastics, which was
more fun.

FOOTBALL WAS WIN at all
costs. On football buses it was
'shut up and think about the
game.' Gymnastics was much
more fun, even if we lost. Mr.
Duncan was a good coach. He
stressed performance, not
whether we won or lost."

Track coach John Lewis is
probably the most respected

FOOTBALL TEAMS AT
OLCHS have only one con
ference championship to their
credit in all of the school's
years. is was back in 1959.
Now, wit'l\ the upcoming foot
ball seasen just around the
corner, the varsity squad is
working hard towards a second
title.

Head Coach Chuck Chilvers
has been working hard with the
team after school in a
weightlifting and running
program. Varsity members not
participating in winter and
spring sports are required to
attend. The purpose of this
program is to better the team's
overall athletic ability and
frame of mind.

Although the players are
small, Coach Chilvers, along
with assistants Skip Sullivan
and Chuck Davelis, are looking
forward to a quick, strong team
to move through its bigger,
slower opponents.

TEAM BATTLI G IT out
with OLCHS for the SICA West
title will be the usual rivals,
Reavis and Sandburg, along

sports was worth it. They have
no regrets about having to put in
all of those practice hours.

U would appear at first glance
that all OLCHS athletes had
similar experiences. However,
it is easy to see that this would
be an untrue assumption after
looking at the various coaching
methods employed.

LOOKING AT BOYS' sports,
there is an obvious difference in
coaching between the so-called
"major" and "minor" sports.

Tennis player Steve Brewer
says, "There was no pressure to
win--just enjoy yourself."

Walt Loomis, as a varsity
football and basketball player,
was on the "major" teams that
were always in the public eye.
He says that his coaches em
phasized that enjoyment would
follow naturally from winning.

on third base. The game ended
after a Oy out to center field, the
Spartans a run behind.

OA H JOY E ICENOGLE
felt it was obvious which team
controlled the power in the first
five innings. "We clicked and
they didn't," she said.

The girls went into the
championship after winning
their three previous games by
the to-run slaughter rule (if a
team is ahead by alleast 10 runs
at the end of the fifth inning the
game is called).
. Their firsl game in the

regional tournament was
against Tilden High School. Soic
pitched a shut-out, giving up
only three hits and striking out
ten batters .. The final score was
ll-Q.

TilE PARTANS AP-
T RED the sub-regional title
by defeating Luther South 18-1.
Shaw pilched a near-perfect
game with 14 strike outs.

Luther South gained its sole
run in the fifth inning when
Shaw walked a balter. She
advanced to third base after two
passed balls and was sacrificed
in with a grounder to the first ApprOfIM by ",. Supt.l)' Pubtlc 'nI\f'uetion
baseman.

.... oour_ewtlng 1boUt-.....,.2 .....
OL HS' first tournament win~ • 2 end .. week ClOU'" •. 15 to " ~•.~ ~

against Reavis. The Rams
had beaten the OLCHS girls - 'HOme pidl~ tOt .11 drlvi"l II.-»nt
twice in conference play, but~ • ,... trip to IIIItlon tOt .......
the Spartans came out on top in ,...... • ~__dilcOunt cenlfa. ~
their final contest, winning the~ .O' ""AN .....,.......... --....certit...
game 17-1.

THEIR FINAL CON- Low 14 I CIlII ........
FERENCE record was 7-3, ~..... .23 --1212 ..or:..... t'placing second only to Bremen
with a 9-1 record.

Four Spartan players were~
named to the All-Conference __--:: \
team. They are Soic, pitcher;
Shaw, shortstop; Schaar, firsl ,
base; Ruzich, fielder.
Honorable mentions went to'
Gajdorus, second base and,
Mary Haubebrieser, catcher.1

The girls ended the 1977i
season with an overall 13·5
record.

record is just a memory. a thing
of the past. What the athletes
learn from the experience may
be with them for the rest of their
lives.

Following this criteria, how
successful is the OLCHS sports
program?

To try to draw some con
clusions, this reporter in
terviewed some of the athletes
of OLCHS.

ALL OF THE athletes
originally joined their
resp8Q1ive teams because they
enjoyed playing the games.
This is a good sign because a
person is not going to enjoy the
experience of playing on a team
if he or she doesn't want to be
there, but was pressured by a
coach or parents.

The athletes also felt that the
time they devoted to their

FALLING ONE TEP short
of last year, the softball team
lost its regional championship
game to Stagg by a close 5-4
scor .

Soic have up one hit which
scored Stagg's last run and the
half-inning was over with a
force out at second base.

But the five runs scorea wa:.
only part of the damage done to
the Spartans team in the inning.
In the last play, as Shaw was
bent down fielding the ball and
tagging the base, the advancing
runner ran into her, the run
ner's knee connecting with
Shaw's head. She was taken out
and watched the remainder of
the play from the sidelines. At
the conclusion of the game she
was taken to Christ Hospital,
where she spent the next few
days suffering from a con
cussion.

THE PARTANS
LE SE ED the gap to three
runs in the bottom of the sixth
when two Stagg errors enabled
a run to score.

Two more scoreless innings
brought the game to the top of
the sixth. The first batter for
Stagg stole second base after
being walked, only to be
doubled off after a line drive
was caught by pitcher Gail
Shaw.

TWO MORE WALK (the
econd intentional) preceded

back-to-back base hits, each
bringing in a run. A triple and
two runs later. Shaw was
relieved by Jan Soic and put at
short stop. Prior to the sixth
inning Shaw had struck out
eleven and only given up two
hits.

The top of the seventh was a
three-up-three-down inning,
opening the door for the top of
the Spartan batting order.

After a Oy out, Pat Gajdorus
tripled and Vidki Shaar was
walked. Another out and an
error brought the two runners in
and landed Connie Trentafelas

•In

beats Argo

BY ROSE BAKER

BY CRAIG SMITH

THE ATHLETES OF OLCHS
are probably the group of
students that is most often
thrust into the public eye.

But do the athletes enjoy
being on the high school teams?
Are they playing for enjoyment
of the sport, learning to have
pride in themselves, pride in
their performances and good
sportsmanship? Or do they feel
pressured by coaches?

The success of a high school
athletic program should be
measured by what the students
gain from the experience of
participating. More often than
not, people look at the won-lost
record of the teams to judge the
success of the athletic program.

HOWEVER. AS OON as the
season is over, the won-lost

The game was scoreless until
the bottom of the third inning
when sophomore Lydia Kuyawa
led off with a base hit for the
Spartans. After a strike out and
a sacrifice advancing Kuyawa
to second, Rae Ruzich hit to
bring in the first run of the
game.

BY DAVID NIEMEYER

out

THE OLCHS VARSITY
tennis team saved itself from a
winless season of May 11 when
it defeated Argo. Other than
that, this wasn't a season to
remember for the team. The
victory over Argo wa its only
win and it finished lasl at the
conferenc meet held May 13-14
at Shepard.

Players consistently playing
well for OLCHS were Larry
Espinoza and Chuck Matulik.
Varsity oach Robert Stoy
commented "There's not much
you can say. We're looking
ahead lo next year. I think with
some of the sophomores coming
up, we'll have a decent team
next year."

The sophomores, led by Brian
Ytterburg and Vince Simos,
finished 5-8 and fifth in the
conference. At the conference
meet, Ytterburg and Dave
Winston advanced to the
quarter-finals before losing.

Softball bows
regional

Tennis team
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OLCHS athletes

Jocks? Burnouts? Drunks?

Defeat Sandburg

necessarily include a joint and a
can of b er.

I, TOO, K OW of many
basketball and baseball, etc.
team members who are active
pot smok rs or boozers; but I
can also see the ffects it has
had on them. Their per
formances aren't as good as
they could be, for one.

No one should intentionally
mess up their lives, especially
not someon else's. And, in a
way, the athlete who drinks and
smokes is hurting himself as
well as the school and other
students.

BY DAW AMMERMAN

A ATHLETE, a person
having athletic ability. A high
chool athlete is, in many ways,

a symbol of the school. He is
judged by other schools, thus
judgment about the school is
passed on through him.

If the athlete, who is put in a
higher position than the averae
student, demonstrates poor
behavior (pot, alcohol), then he
deserves to be taken out of his·
position.

Everyone love~ having a gOod
time. But, a good time doesn't

players. What about the
swimmers and trackmen? Well,
I really don't know a great
number of either of them so I
can't comment (truthfully).

So the jocks are burnt, fryed.
cooked, blasted, or drunk all th
time?

NO.
They just like to live and have

fun without being penalized.
Let's go back over the first
definition from the dictionary.
They are good at sports and
have natural ability. Now where
does it say that they can't
party? Huh? Wh re? - It
doesn't, it's just an added bunch
of crap that our fathers,
coaches, and other people
before us have put into it. Who
knows, maybe someday it will
change to the idea of a classless
society in school where all will
be treated equal, and if you're a
jock you'll be able to live.

I'm not trying to say that
partying doesn't hurt an
athlete's performance. What I
am trying to say is that an
athlete should be able to do
what he wants without being
penalized only because he's an
athlete.

A FINAL ANALYSI for all
my jock friends: It will
probably happen sometime
when all of our basketballs,
footballs and baseballs are put
away and we only dream of
playing again; but it will be us
who will remember when we
had it, the way we had it, the
time we had it. All of OUR
coaches will probably be dead
and gone. Then it will be up to us
to stretch definitions.

longer what they were with
jocks. The things that a
tremendous amount of them do
today are realistic and anti
social. They don't care what
other people think. If they like
to smoke pot they do it. If
they're into chemicals they take
them. Athletes do what they
want but the only problem is
~ople around here don't or
won't realize what they really
are.

LET ATHLETES DO what
they want and decrease
penalities and generalizations.
They ought to be able to use
talents and live their lives
normally without penalty.

I know about 30 football
players who drink beer and
about 20 of them smoke pot. I
know of 5 golfers who drink. I
know about 22 basketball
players who drink while almost
half of them have smoked up.
The wrestlers love to drink their
beer and so do the baseball

Oak Lawn

Spartanite

orts

BY BILL LlLLWITZ

DEFINITIO OF A athlete 
A person who has the natural
prerequisites for sports com
petition. Examples of these are
strength, agility and endurance.
He or she is also trained totally
to compete at his or her best in
the sports he or she is involved
with.

A little extra -- He and she are
better physical specimens than
the normal person because they
don't drink or smoke. They eat
the best food to keep themselves
in shape (like fruit, milk, and
plenty of beef) and frequently
are idolized by the "normal"
person. Drugs are never ever
mentioned with the name of an
athlete unless it is in disgrace.

I say Miller Beer, Marlboro,
Big Mac, french fries, and
marijuana to that. That's the
way our fathers had thought of
the athlete. Times have
changed and things are no

Trackmen •wIn conference
BY RICIIARD RENZ

PRIDE AND DEDICATIO
are the best words to describe
the OLCHS varsity track team,
which won its 13th conference
championship this year.

The Spartans tallied 97 points
In the conference meet com
pared to only 52'4 for runner-up
Sandburg. The victory gage
OLCHS its seventh conference
championship in eight years, its
only loss being last year to
Sandburg.

One of the major reasons for
OLCHS' success in track i the
tremendous amount of pride the
athletes have in themselves and
their track team. This pride can
be seen in the track locker
room, as all OLCHS individual
and team conference cham
pions of the past 25 years are
hanging on the locker room
walls.

ALSO IIANGING ON the
locker room door is a sign that
signifies the track program at
OLCHS. The sing was put up by
the three OLCHS coaches, Mr.
John Lewis, Mr. Ted Storer and
Mr. George Dunn, and reads as

follows:
"The moment you enter this

locker room, we assume that
you have the pride and desire
that has made Oak Lawn the
most successful track team in
the conference.

"This also means that you
have accepted the respon
sibility of carrying on the
tradition of work, sacrifice and
even pain that developed
Spartan track champions."

ANOTHER KEY FACTOR in
the Spartans' conference vic
tory was that almost everyone
was healthy. Only one member
of the team could not run in the
conference meet due to an in
jury. Junior Scott Price pulled a
leg muscle early in the meet
and was unable to run in the
finals of the 100 yard dash.
Getting back just in time for the
conference meet were seniors
Jeff Sizemore and Rich Renz,
who both just started running
recently after injuries had kept
them out of action for over two
months.

OLCHS dominated the field
events in the conference meet.
In the long jump, Marty Collins

took first with a jump of 6' 1".
Scott Nelson placed second at 6'
0". The Spartans were first and
third in the long jump with Tim
Hansen winning it and Sizemore
placing third. Mike Lehmann
and Don Kozak went 1-2 in the
shot-put with puts of 59' 11 2"

and 58' 103,,1" respectively. The
Spartans again went 1-2 in the
discus as Ernie Trembley won it
with a throw of 161' 0" and Leh
mann was second with a throw
of 148' 9".

The Spartans also dominated
the sprints, as Hansen won both
the 220 yard dash and the 440
yard dash. Russ Trapp won the
100 yard dash in 10.3 and
finished second in the 220 yard
dash. The OLCHS 440 relay
team of Bruce Carney,
Sizemore, Trapp and Hansen
placed first in the conference
with a time of 44.2, which set a
new school record for the
Spartans.

OTHER PLACE FINI HER
in the meet were Renz and Tim
LaRocque, who were second
and third in the 2-mile run,
respectively. In the 880 yard
run, Pat Daly took second place

with a time of 2:00.3 and Ed
Fabian was fourth in 2:05.2
OLCHS' 2-mile relay team of
Gregg Heinzel, Nelson, Rich
Flis and Mark Vilchuck also
captured a second place in the
meet.

The Spartans closed out their
dual meet season on a winning
note May 17, defeating cross
town rival Richards, 69-67. The
Spartans' dual meet record this
year was 6-0 in conference and
10-1 overall. Their only loss of
the season was against SICA
East champions Rich Central,
in OLCHS' first outdoor meet of
the year, back on March 31.

In the district meet held at
Richards on May 21, the
partans finished in third place

behind Mendel and Leo.
Q ALIFYING FOR THE stte

meet, to be held in Charleston
on May 'J:l and 28, were: Tim
Hansen, second place in the 440
yard dash in 50.2 and fourth in
the long jump with a jump of
22'8". OLCHS' 2-mile relay
team of Renz, LaRocque,
Fabian and Daly won first place
with a time of 8:17.3. In the
discus, Lehmann and Trembly

qualified for the state meet with
throws of 165' 0" and 163' 0".
Lehmann also won the shot-put
with a put of 58' 21/4" and Kozak
~C?C?k second with a put of 57' 11".

TilE OPIIOMORE TRACK
team placed second in its
conference track meet held
May 14 at Reavis. Sandburg
won the meet with 85 points.
OLCHS was next with 42 points,
just getting by T.F. South, who
ended the meet with 40 points.
In conference dual meets the
Spartans were 5-1, their only
loss being again at the hands of
Sandburg.

The only conference cham
pion on the sophomore team
was John Schinter in the high
jump, with a jump of 5' 8".

Other placers in the con
ference meet were Ron Marks
in the hot-put and discus with
throws of 47' 11/4" and 125' 7",
respectively. Ron Swanson also
took two second places as he
went 18' 61f/' in the long jump
and 39' 1" in the triple jump.
Bob Kelly placed second in the
100 yard dash with a time of
10.5.
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Co-ed Gym Program
Comes To OLCHS

Code

the quality of teaching has
decreased in some cases. Certain
activities are conducive to co-ed
gym, and some aren't. We'll just
have to wait and see how the
program turns out."

The girls adopted some of the
boys policies, and vice-versa. For
instance, the girls have to take
showers and wear red suits now,
and the boys have adopted the
girl's major and minor demerit
policy.

MR. DUNN ALSO said that the
cooperation of the teachers has
been fantastic so far. When the
students were first told of co-ed
gym starting they objected to it,
but now the students have really
gone out of their way to make it
work.

this includes frisbees, will be
subject to detention. Also harsher
punishments will be given for the
use of profane language.

TWO POSITIONS ARE
presently open for freshman
students who wish to be part of the
discipline committee. Any in
terested students should see Mr.
Markel.

The discipline committee meets
once a week for one hour after
school.

New

(Staff ph to by Wayne Macha)
OLCHS students endulglng In a Co-ed loltba" game.

BY GLENN S. GRIFFITH

THE SENIOR CLASS took a
vote if Co-ed gym in softball
should be continued. In all but the
class in which the accident hap
pened the answer was "yes".

As of now, the extent of injuries
to the girls that is known to the
school is a broken nose.

The only complaint that the
school has received so far is about
the new dress code for the girls.

WHEN ASKED FOR his
comments on the program Mr.
Dunn gave the SPARTANITE the
following:

"Right now, things have gone
along smoothly, but we really
can't evaluate it yet. But I do feel
the gym program will not be as
effective as it used to be. For one
thing it cuts down the amount of
teaching time. I also believe that

THE OLCHS DISCIPLINE
committee, chaired by Mr.
Markel, made a few changes in
the discipline code for the 1977-78
school year.

If a student enters a class more
than ten minutes late It will be
counted as a cut. Also, three cuts
will result in two hours of
detention.

Any student caught throwing
any object on school grounds, and

school year should have a co
educational physical educational
program. So, in compliance with
the bill, OLCHS introduced the
program to it's gym format.

Actually, co-education isn't all
that new to OLCHS. During the
last decade the gym teachers had
really been toying with the idea.
On occasion they had set up co
educational activities in the P.E.
program. Also last year the co
educationai health program
began. Students of both sexes
where put into health classes.

THIS PROGRAM doesn't effect
the suburban school, such as
OLCHS, so much as the rural
schools, such as downstate
Illinois. In these schools, some of
which only have on' f1\l' the girls
w re deprived of the athletic

\
L

BY GLENN S. GRIFFITH

A NEW PROGRAM began at
OLCHS as it opened its doors for
the 1977-78 school year-Co
educational gym.

Originally, the idea of co
educational physical education
began on the college campuses.
The girls wanted the same op
portunities as the men, especially
in athletics. So in 1972 a bill under
the heading Title IX was passed in
Congress. The bill stated that "No
person in the United States shall,
on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied
the benefits of or be subjected to
discrimination program or ac
tivity receiving Federal financial
a tBn e." Th bill went on to
say that all schools by the 1977-78

facilities until the bill was in
troduced. Now it is law that the
girls must be able to use these
facilities as often and as much as
men.

Mr. George Dunn explained the
preparation of the program. He
said, "Last year Mr. Markel, Ms.
Vandekreke and myself spent
over 60 or 70 hours just setting up
the charts and setting up the
program. We tried to get together
as many various activities as we
could. We worked to get together a
real good program. Also during
the summer Mr. Dreger, Ms.
McClenahan, Ms. Groth and
myself worked for four weeks on
the new policies and the new skills
that would be emphasized this
year." Mr. nunn continu d, "Now
that we a tually started th
program we r aIlzed that we have
made some mistakes. Things have
happened that we hadn't planned
on."

MR. DUNN CONTINUED,
"One of the biggest problems we
have right now is the mechanical
problems. For instance, the girls
have their locker room at one end
of the school and the boy's have
theirs at the other. There is a
waste of time getting together
before going to the activity.

Mr. Dunn gave as one solution
to the dilemma making the
Spartan gym for juniors and
seniors of both sexes, and using
what is now the girl's gym as the
gym for freshmen and
sophomores of both sexes.

OLCnS students on the tennis courts (Staff photo by Wayne Macha) Mr. Dunn went on to explain
that after each unit, each of which
last four and one half weeks, the
P.E. teachers will evaluate each
activity, and make changes in
things that didn't work out well.

RICHARDS HIGH SCHOOL has
co-ed gym for the last seven
years. According to Mr. Dunn~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
their P.E. teachers said that
things still aren't working out
ideally, like they would like it to.
Reavis had had it for three years
and they say new problems keep
cropping up every year. Just as
they think they have one licked,
another one pops up.

The only occurance that has
happened so far is an injury that
happened during a softbali game.
Aseventh period girl got hit with a
bat as it slipped through a boys
hands.

Mr. Dunn describes it as "Just
an unfortunate thing. It doesn't
matter if it was an all boy class or
an all girl class, it still would have
happened. What probably made it
seem bad is that it happened on

OLCHS's battle of the sexes on the court. (Staff photo by Wayne Macha) the first day of the activity."
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News
Notes

Heavy Rains Destroy
Books, Equipment

replaced.
MR. REITER SAID that

although there were no injuries at
the incident, he was hurt
emotionally because of the many
hours he had spent preparing the
English department.

The library roof was also to be
replaced, but fortunately work
had not yet begun at the time of
the storm.

The SPARTANITE tried to
reach the owner of R & J Roofing
several times for comment, but
was continuously told the owner
was not in.

seminars will be to help students
and their parents understand the
financial side of college, and to
show them ways of dealing with
this problem.

During the week preceding
College Night, there will be
workshops held for Juniors. These
workshops will be held during
lunch-study halls, on Oct. 17, 19,
and 21, in room 105, the career
resource center. Students may
attend during their study hall, and
attendance will be taken. The
workshops will include a
demonstration of the computer in
room 105 which is used to obtain
information on colleges.

Juniors, make sure you mark
these workshop days down on your
calendar, and everyone make
sure to mark College Night down.
It promises to be a very in
formative evening.

"MAGIC TO DO'~

Presents the exciting musicaL

shows at 8:30 and 12:00

every Wed., Fri., at., & un.

SABRE ROOM

The Sabre Room is an
excellent idea after Homecoming

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

College Corner
College Night

here again
O.L.C.H.S. will hold its annual

College Night here on Tuesday
October 25 from 7-9 p.m. in the
Spartan gym. College Night has in

{J the past, proved very useful to a
(J I II great many students and parents

S
alik~, and should prove so once

()
? agam.

• Mrs. Tomeski, counselor, said it
/ ~ is not certain how many schools
--Ce will be represented since all the

~§~~ S ~ schools invited haven't replied
r yet, but over 100 schools have been
• invited. A wide range of higher

education facilities will be
represented in the areas of
colleges, nursing schools, and
Armed Force Academies.

Mrs. Tomeski emphasized the
likelihood of two financial aid
seminars being offered. These
seminars will be offered from 7-8,
and 8-9 p.m. The purpose of the

BY DARYL KEHL lany of the OLCHS books or with the roofing company!"
equipment. During the night a With the help of other OLCHS

HEAVY RAINS CAUSED heavy storm flooded a portion of teachers and students, Mr. Reiter
destruction at the OLCHS English the English department. I was able to salvage some of the
department Thursday, June SO as Mr. Reiter, chairman of the materials from the rooms in
water poured through the un- Engllsh department, said that volved.
finished roof, destroying $2062.00 when he arrived at the school the The incident cost a grand total
worth of books and equipment. next morning water was leaking of $5745.94. $2062 of this was

The roof, which had been heavily through the roof damage done the books and
leaking, was in the process of throughout many portions of the equipment belonging to the
being replaced by R & J Roofing English department. Mr. Reiter English department and the
and Tuckpointing Company of described the incident as "A SPARTANITE. $3683 was to
Chicago. After they had com- terrible disaster!" replace the ceilings over the
pleted removing the faulty roof WHEN ASKED WHO was to rooms involved. Also the elec
housing the English department, blame for the incident, Mr. Reiter trical wiring of the rooms involved
R & J Roofing neglected to cover I replied, "The entire blame rests were destroyed and had to be

Daisy Shoppe
9725 SW Hwy.

499-1318

Make it a real Homecoming

with flowers from the

The Booster Club meets on Oct.
5th at 8:00 p.m.

The cast for the Fall Play,
"Plaza Suite", has been an
nounced as these students: Debbie
Dougherty, Debbie Hauck, Vickie
Hoffman, Mike Kolodziej, Lisa
Maras, Ken O'Neill, Cathy Ott,
Cindy Russ, and Russ Taylor.

The ACT tests will be given on
Oct. 8th for those who have
regli;iereci tWO t:i:ii iest aate.

There will be no school on Oct.
loth because of Columbus Day.

National Merit Semi-Finalists
for the class of '78 at OLCHS are:
Debbie Cramer, Rich Flis, and
Ken O'Neill.................•......

Saturday Oct. 15th is
Homecoming. The Sophomore
game starts at 12: 00 and the
Varsity game starts at 2:00. The
dance starts at 8:00 p.m. t: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....................... tFord City Photography &

A Teachers institute is ,
scheduled for Oct. 24th. There will •• od k· t
~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~o:.t~: =:u~:~~'... (mtr -ruce a new pac age pnce t

College night will be held Oct. t 1-8xlOt
~5:~ t 2-5x7 $12.95 t

Students are attempting to form a t
non-school sponsored wargaming 767-2652 10-Wallet ize
club. Anyone interested may call t t
599-3541. tfor families, graduation pictures and singles toot

-

All students interested in
membership in the Spartan
Chapter of the National Honor
Society, should keep in mind its
qualifications:

1) Junior-Senior status,
2) 3.0 Cumulative grade point

average, and
3) Participation in extra

curricular activities.
NHS is the only high school

organization of its kind which
recognizes scholastic scholarship.
Members receive both graduation
with honors and college
placement priorities........................

....•...•..•.•...•..•.•

Students receIve a 20% discount on all flower orders
8900 W. 95th St.

Hickory Hills
598-1200 for reservations
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OLCHS Welcomes New Teachers

went LO ;'Iiorlhern Illinois
University where she earned a
masters degree in sociology.

When asked about her VIews of
OLCHS she replied, "It's com
fortable, a lot bigger than the one I
went to. I'm impressed with the
manners and friendliness."

The SPARTA ITE would like to
welcome thes and other teachers
new to OLCHS, and wish them the
best in the year to come.

and Machine Tool Operation at
OLCHS this year.

When asked about his im·
pression of OLCHS he answered,
"It's a big change from a small
school that I previously taught at.
So far I've adjusted very well and
I'm pleased with the cooperation
of the staff. I think the kids are
well disciplined and it's a good
atmosphere to work in."

LEDA D1NHAM I a teacher of
Sociology under Mr. Severeen at
OLCHS this year. She is from the
northwestern side of Chicago. She

as the language lab, among
others. It's really a good school,
for instance 11'1 myoId school we
used to have to stay after to clean
the room."

Dave Schoenecke is 24 years of
age and hails from Tinley Park.
He attended Illinois State
University in Normal where he
majored in Industrial Technology.
He now is in his second year of
teaching. He taught previously at
a juvenile delinquent home in
Quincy, Illinois. He is teaching
Woods I, Foundry and Welding

(Staff photo by Terri Wiley)
Four of the new teache" at OLCHS. Pictured from left to right are Rebecca Bertlnettl, Candy Swetz, Dave Scboenecke, Leda Dlnham.

Columbia University and the
University of Wisconsin.

She taught high school 1 year in
Duluth, Minnesota at a junior high
school in Minneapolis and Siene
High School in Chicago. Here at
OLCHS she will be teaching two
classes of English I and two
classes of Individualized reading.

WHE A KED WHAT she
thought of OLCHS so far she said,
"It's a nice place, larger than
other schools. The kids are nice,
kids are kids wherever you go. I'm
impressed with the facilities such

BY DO G MACLEAN

AMO G THE NEW faces en
tenng OLCHS this year, some
happen to be teachers.

New teachers, like new fresh
men, are just getting adjusted to
the different surroundings and
meeting the faculty and students.

Rebecca Bertinetti is starting
her first year as a teache of
English I, Journalistic Wri~ing

and Advanced JOlJrnalism. Sh is
originally from Tinley Park and
still lives there. She attended St.
Xavier College where she earned
a major in English and minors in
Education and French.

WHE ASKED WHAT her
impression of OLCHS is so far, she
answered: "It is a very liberated
school with open campus and a
smoking area, it's a bigger school
than what I'm used to. The kids
are nice, the teachers are friendly
and the administration has be 1'1
helpful." She also added, "OLCHS
seems to have more school spirit
than many other schools I've seen
in the area. For instance, Tinley
Park H.S. doesn't have a school
paper and it's been there for 20
years."

Candy Swetz comes from
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin and
attended colle~e in Wisconsin at

OVER THE MMER months
while everyone was having their
vacation, new Jaws were being put
together for the 1!n7-78 school
year. One of the e laws concerned
whether or not 18 year olds would
be able to call in for themselves.

abolished

)

I'll HIKI. AZUKI and
MOTOBECANE B,cy I

SCHWINN®
If IT DOESN'T SAY
SCHWINN IT'S NOT
A SCHWINN

HAPPINESS IS

5368 West 95th Street
Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453

425·3364 Jerry & Shirley Pierce

BEING ASKED

TO HOMECOMING

For exclusives In Homecoming

wear hop ABRl A

BOUTIQUE

9315 S. Cook Oak Lawn 424-3698

When a person turns 18 he or she
can be tried in court as an adult.
So this year they will still be tried
in courts as adults, but won't be
able to call in for themselves. The
law and school policy are two
different things.

MR. MURPHY said that the 18
year olds could get a petition
together about changing this law,
not just for their benefit, but for
the benefit of everyone in school
for when they reach 18!

The answer was no. This
became a rather large con·
troversy for some 18 year old
students, yet for some others it
hasn't. The PARTA ITE knows
of at lea t two students who have
dropped out because they coulQ no
longer call in for themselves. ~.
Craig and Mr. Murphy gave the
SPARTANITE outright statement
on this i sue, saying "18 year olds
abused the privelege too much,

_ they IU\lk advantage of it!"

•In18 call
BY BILL O'HARE

I
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ON T ESDAY. EPTEMBER
13, 1977 the Student Service
Bureau was once again open for
business, under the direction of
Ms. Nancy Lennon. The Student
Service Bureau is a counseling
center for kids with problems. The
Bureau is also a place to air your
views, feelings and opinions
without criticism from others. Or
it's just some place to go after a
particularly rough day.

Serving YOU:

SSB Reopens
faculty, lor other possible
programs.

The Bureau will be open evel'y
school day during school hours.
On Fridays "open house" will be
in session. "Open house" is when
students may come in during
study halls and free periods
without making an appointment
first. A sign in sheet will be
provided for those out of study
halls.

M . LENNO IIA been a
resident of Chicago all her life.
She earned her bachelor's degree
at Loyola Uni versity, her

The Bureau is located on the master's degree at Northwestern,
second floor, room 229, next to the and her M.S.W. at University of
Driver's Education classroom. Illinois. She has degrees in social
Ms. Lennon says she has hopes of work and anthropology.
starting a woman's group this So the next time something is
year but she is always open for bothering you, stop in to see her. It
sugg~stions from students and I can't hurt. Can it?

THE SPARTANITE
theme. The decision came after
many disagreements, "A Time
For Us," on the basis that it would
be a good theme to use for the
parade as well as the dance. The
Student Council did leave a
Student Council Suggestion Box in
the cafeteria for students to give
us some ideas for Homecoming
themes. but no one seemed to take
the box seriously. People just put
suggestions in the box like
"Popeye, the Sailor Man." As for
the band, we've finally decided on
one called"Morning Star," which
looks to be pretty good. Other than
that, we've divided into com
mittees to get all the details
straight about the parade and the
dance.

Last but not least, Student
Council is in the proce s of
rewriting our Constitution. We
decided that our current one is
very outdated. This Constitution
will need the approval of the
administration as well as the
Student Council itself.

That about sums it up for this
issue. This column will be in the
Spartanite every issue to let you
know what the Student Council is
or isn't doing. Remember-we're
striving to work effectively, but if
you .want something done, let us
k w!

problems, gripes, or suggestions,
your Student Council represen
tatives will help you as much as
they possibly can. Also, you
shouldn't be cared to go to
Student Council for help. They
want to help you. That's why
they're on Student Council. Below
I've listed the people on Student
Council. Anyone of these people
are at your servi e.

Now I'll tell you a little bit about
what Student Council is working
on. Our first big project is
Homecoming. We've picked the
date, which is October 15th. We've
also decided on the Homecoming

BY DO A ST. GEORGE

Just what is Student Council?
When Mr. Witowski brought up
the subject to his government
class, a lot of kids didn't even
know that a Student Council
existed in our school, or that the
people on Student Council were
supposed to represent them. This
isn't the case only in Mr.
Witowski's government class. It's
true that a' lot of people in this
school don't know much about
Student Council, including the fact
that Student ouncil can help a
person individually, as well as
helping to plan activities that a
group of people want to par·
ticipate in.

As far as helping a person in
dividually, Student Council can do
just that. Ie' you've got any

MsRRush
PRICES COMPETITIVE-PACKAGE INCLUDES

all insurance, round trip air- G.\. T. United; first class

hotels/ condominiums; City Tours; Adm'issions to Disneyla

Universal Studio transfers & more. \!Vatch this space for

further info & final prices pending fare & room confirmations.

WORLD TRAVEL MART
5615 W. 95th St. 636-7800

PRESENTS

OPEN TO ALL

OAK LAWN STUDENTS
EASTER TRIP

9
HAWAII

DAYS
7 Days Waikiki - 2 Days Los Angeles

March 24-April 3

BIL MARY ANN L PROPS ... \ •
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Macrame' Classes
Every Day II am-l pill

I'

Mon., Thurs., Fri., Evenings 7 l;m-9plll .••.
Expertly chaperoned & supervised trip with enforced rules to

Insure your enjoyment & safety
Call & Sigu

The Craft
p ow ._••Factory CHAPERONES: Mr. & Mrs. W.C. Hill

Dr. & Mrs. Ben Smith

9916 S.W. H"Y.
Not a school sponsored/ related activity
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VICKY O'BRENSKI, JUNIOR,
"Jacqueline Bisset, We really
resemble each other."

MR. HILL, TEACHER,

"John Wayne, Big, tough,

and he's got guts."

OUT

. .-

SPEAK
If someone was going to make a movie of your life story, what actor

or actress would you like to portray you? Why?

KATHY O'DONNELL, FRESHMAN,
"Jaclyn Smith, because I'm an

angel, HA! HA'"

JEFF JOHNSON, SENIOR,
"Paul Newman, because he
knows his stuff."

living near parks and other teen
age "hang-outs" complained of
vandalism, noisiness and just
basic annoyance caused by teens
supposedly "under the influence."
Other supporters of the law feel
that young people aren't old
enough to handle alcohol, using
drunken-driving and other various
disturbances as examples.

Many teen-agers feel that they
can accept the responsibilities
involved with drinking. Parents,
on the other hand, disagree. They
believe that their children should
wait until they reach the age of
twenty-one, the so-called "adult"
age. Many don't believe that
because the age is higher in one
city than another, kids will travel
to the city maintaining the lower
drinking age to consume alcohol.

It seems unusual that only
certain communities would make
this decision. One reason could be
that in the surrounding towns,
changing the legal age for
drinking back to twenty-one is
very difficult, due to certain city
ordinances.

I tend to agree with those
against hikin~ the drinking age, in
that I feel doing this creates more'
of a problem than solves one. By
raising the age in Oak Lawn, it
just forces nineteen and twenty
year-olds to seek liquor where it is
legal for them to purchase it,
which is what is happening. I
believe that until some action is
taken on this matter, controversy
will continue on the subject of the
legal drinking age.

Drinking
problem;

21 solve it?
BY CURT O'HARA

Controversies. This world is full
of nothing but controversies:
Abortion, the Cross-town Ex
pressway, Birth Control to name a
few. One controversy which I feel
has a great impact on students of
OLCHS and their friends, or, for
that matter, any high school, is
the recent drinking age hike for
Oak Lawn.

Some months ago, the city of
Burbank raised its drinking age
from nineteen to twenty-one,
causing quite a controversy in
volving liquor store owners,
bartenders, and naturally, teen
agers. One of the main arguments
against hiking the age limit was
that young people would merely
seek alcoholic beverages
elsewhere. Other flaws in the new
law included a decrease in sales to
nineteen and twenty-year-olds as
reported by liquor store owners,
and a loss of customers told by
bartenders.

When Oak Lawn recently
followed suit and passed an or
dinance that prohibited the sale of
alcohol to persons under twenty
one, many of these same
arguments were heard.
Evergreen Park attempted to
pass this same law shortly after
Oak Lawn did, but was un
successful. Naturally, the
afore!'Jlentioned reasons were the
cause.

As for reasons supporting the
drinking age hike, multitudinous
examples were given. Parents

Safety Tips
By Ken O'Neill

In the event of a nuclear attack
on OLCHS itself, there are a
number of measures that can be
taken to minimize loss of life and
property. The Spartanite
recommends that all students
familiarize themselves with these
procedures so that, if necessary,
we may answer the call to stem
the Red Tide.

IF IT IS reported that a single
enemy plane or missile with
thermonuclear capability is
targeted on the school, you
should:

+Go to the southwest corner of
the school and line up against any
convenient wall. If all walls are
occupied, attempt to build your
own wall in an uncrowded area.
DO NOT double park on the walls.

+ If you are a physicist, con
struct a force shield centered in
room 265 of radius 1300 meters
with strength sufficient to
withstand a 20 kiloton device.

+Pray.
IF MORE THAN one plane (but

less than one squadron) or more
than missile, or one missile with
multiple warheads, are attacking
the school, you should:

+Coat yourself with
moltenlead. Cases of lingering
radiation sickness are always a
big drain on the postwar school.
This precaution will prevent any
such cases.

+ If you are religious, pray.
+U you are not religious,

convert.
IF ONE OR more squadrons of

planes or more than one missile
with multiple warheads attacks
OLCHS with nuclear devices, you
should:

+Panic.
Fortunately, the United States

is the only nation at this time in
possession of a quantitative
irradiation warhead (neutron
bomb), since defense against such
a device is difficult. However,
there is the possibility that a shell

aimed in the wrong direction may
explode over OL. In this case,
these precautions should be ob
served:

+Destroy all water containers,
outlets, sources, elc. Water picks
up radiation easily. Some water
will be uncontaminated, but there
is no way of knowing which.
Better to be thirsty than sorry!

+00 NOT DIE. The neutron
bomb is designed to kill people,
not destroy buildings. Dying helps
the enemy achieve his goal and
should be considered
collaboration. It is recommended
that traitors of this kind be shot
without trial.

+If you must die, try to destroy
a building as well. Do not attempt
a building above your
capabilities; seniors may smash
the gymnasium, freshmen chew
on bricks, etc.

IF YOU FOLLOW these tips,
you will be on your way to a safe
and happy fallout. The bomb is in
your court. Happy surviving!
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felt they served no purpose. When
the announcements were in
operation, I heard many com
ments pro and con. Some students
said that they were unable to hear
them; others complained that
they were annoyed by the sound;
and yet some actually listened to
them.

I believe that the Student An
nouncements do serve a purpos
to inform students on what is
happening in this school. I don't
feel that it is the right of the ad
ministration to cancel them in
definitely. Perhaps a vote should
be taken among the student body,
as to whether or not the Student
Announcements should be read.
Then, if they are voted out, a
cancellation could be in order.

Dear Editor:
I am a senior at OLCHS, and as

a result, I am obligated to par
ticipate in the co-ed, physical
education class. The idea of non
sex discrimination is fine, but
there is no underlying statement
in the contract which says girls
can run, do push-Ups, and a
variety of other calisthenics as
well as the boys. I for one am
physically unable to run as
quickly as the boys, and many of
us females are not used to doing
male push-Ups.

Whether my physical education
teacher is aware of it or not, he Is
discriminating against females.
There are many boys who "goof"
up in the calisthenic line, and our
instructor never reprimands
them.

I do not feel that the co-ed
physical education course is going
to work out if we, as girls, are
required to keep up at the same
pace in the energetic exercises as
the boys.

UPONREQ EST

UPON REQUEST

NAME WITHHELD

time to get to their jobs.
It seems to me that the

Suburban Bus Service feels as
though they're doing us a favor by
being our means of tran
sportation; but Jet me remind
them that it's our money that
helps keep them running.

AME WITHHELD

BY CURT O'HARA

If it is true that all good things
must come to an end, then surely
the discontinuation of the Student
Announcements this year is a
good example. For those students
who are ignorant as to what the
Student Announcements are, they
are just what they sound like
announcements of student ac
tivities. In years past the an
nouncements were read at the
beginning of fourth and fifth
periods, and last year only prior to
fourth.

The reason they were ter
minated is not quite clear to me; I
think it was done because it was

UPON REQUEST

Dear Editor:
I'd like to sound off about the

lateness of buses for students with
early dismissal. It seems to me
that seven out of ten buses sent
here are late. We pay money for
these buses, so why can't they
have the common courtesy to be
here on time? Some people need
this transportation to get to their
jobs, and others to get home in

Dear Editor:
I am a junior, and for two years

I have been reading the Spar
tanlte. I think the Spartanite is a
fine newspaper; however, I think
a few things could be done to
improve it.

More school-related articles, for
one. Last year, Oak Lawn Com
munity High School had two
National Merit finalists. However,
no mention of it was made in the
Spartanlte. There were articles,
though, pertaining to such topics
as "nose picking". I also think
that the paper should include
more feature articles. Features
can be written about a new
teacher in the school, a sports
team, or even the coach of a team.

NAME WITHHELD

school won't support a hockey
team. They support most of the
other sports, but when it comes to
hockey, they don't want anything
to do with it. Last year, and the
year belor ,parents and students
of OLCHS formed a hock y team
themselves. Last year our team
almost took state, coming in third.

All we want is to use the school's
nam we don't want any money.
We had to call ourselves the "Oak
Lawn Hockey Stars", so we could
use the school's initials.

This year, we should have
another good team, but we still
would like to say that the school
supports us. If anybody would like
to try out for our hockey team, call
Roger Sutton, 599-2339.

RICK SUTTON

LETTERS TO

UPON REQUEST

Dear Editor:
I believe it would be better for

the whole student body if the
smoking area was moved back to
its original place. As a result of
the smoking area being where it
is, that whole west side of the
building is a mess. It is also un
sanitary because of all the lef
tover particles being blown into
the cafeteria. This also includes
the track and field.

The west side of the building is
much colder and gives no
protection from the wind. In the
"old" smoking area the space was
limited to that certain area, and
that area wasn't near any food
serving place. It was much
cleaner, and gave shelter when
needed.

If this school were considerate
of its students, they would move
the smoking area back, for the
protection of its students.

NAME WITHHELD

Dear Editor:
This letter is in regard to the '78

class officers. Last year these
same officers protested in a letter
to the Spartanlte that their job
was too much of an involvement.
They also stated that it took too
much time and effort to sponsor
the dances, car washes and other
similar activities.

I would like to ask these same
officers, "Why did you run for
office if you knew what was
happening?" I would also like to
say, if the officers need help to put
a dance or a car wash together, all
they need to do is ask. I know
many students who are willing
and able. So what do you say,
officers: Can we have a dance?

LAURA POLERECKY

Dear Editor:
I feel it's very unfair that the

As you have noticed, the
Spartanite has been forced to
raise its price from 15 cents to a
quarter. There are two reasons for
the increase; first, a rise in
printing costs, and second, a
budget cut.

Costs have been upped by five
per cent, which means about two
hundred to two hundred fifty
dollars for the year. This year we
are working on a budget of $1500.
Last year the budget was ex
ceeded, and the school was forced
to pick up another $2000 in debts.

This year, we intend to saddle
them with no such debt, and have
raised the price accordingly.
However, the final say belongs to
you, the reader. Even at twenty
five cents, the Spartanlte is less
expensive than most High School
papers in this area.

Please support us by buying the
Spartanlte.

Announcements no
___.. longer announced

be given a chance.
For some students, Co-Ed. Gym

may cause drastic changes and
could be very difficult to cope with
at first. For others, the new
program may not in any way alter
their present lifestyle. However,
other factors should also be
considered before pre-judging C0
Ed. Gym. For example, not only
do students find it a radical and
often times unwanted change, but
gym teachers also have a hard·
time adjusting. Students and
teachers alike seem to find much
to criticize concerning Co-Ed.
Gym. It should be recognized that,
in any gym class, accidents will
happen, as in the recent incident
involving two OLCHS students.

The Spartanlte staff believes
that, in due time, the rough edges
will smooth themselves out; but
until that time, the best thing to do
is to try and adjust. Whether or
not the student of OLCHS praise
or curse the Co-Ed. Gym program
is up to them. J\.Jl lh.e Spartanlte
asks is that it first ~ given the
chance. But chance or not, it must
be considered that is ~s not the
choice of OLCHS to incl:tde Co-Ed.
Gym in its curriculum, but the
choice of the state. Perhaps if this
program were dealt with using
patience instead of malice, it
would be realized that it's not so
terrible after all.

~1(H9

AN

Since this school opened its
doors a quarter of a century ago,
many programs have been added,
disposed of, or completely
changed. Programs such as Open
Campus, the Student Smoking
Area, and an improved girls'
sports program are a few
examples of these activities. Both
students and faculty discovered
that getting ~ed to these new
additions to their daily schedules
was frustrating and sometimes
impossible, but in the end they
found that the problem could be
met with understanding and calm
endurance. They realized that
new programs take time to get
organized, and were willing to sit
back and accept things as they
occured.

This year, a new program has
been introduced: Co-Educational
Gym. This program was offered
as a "guinea pig" a couple of
years ago in some of the PE
classes by the administration,
when opinions both for and
against were expres ed. Now that
it has become part of the OLCHS
curriculum, due to the recent
statewide Co-Ed. law, these old
feelings of job or dismay have
once again been released.

The Spartanlte feels that the Co
Ed. Gym program should be dealt
with as would any other new
program in the school-it should

HAV~

REPLIES TO SPARTANITE EDITORIALS ARE WELCOME.



And now--

After a long, hot summer of
thought and anticipation, I
wondered what my first year in
high school would be like. As I
entered the so-called "high school
years", I was shocked at the
leniency of the Discipline Code.
Kids could cut classes because
they didn't want to be in school,
and their punishment was merely
a short vacation from the school.
This to me was pure stupidity, and
certainly not any part of
responsibility. This year the
Discipline Code reminds me of my
grammar school days.
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Lowering the
• •minimum wage

BY RICH FLIS around. The problem is that many
of the jobs pay too little for many

The U.S. House of Represen- kids to think they're worthwhile.
tatives, Thursday, September 15, Letting businesses pay teenagers
rejected a proposal that would less than the minimum wage
allow businesses to pay teenagers would only increase the number of
less than the minimum wage. these low paying jobs.

This was a close one for Already many businesses can
teenagers, with the bill being get away with paying less than the
defeated by one vote. minimum if they do business of

The purpose of the bill, which less than $250,000, in a year. In
was sponsored by the Chamber of fact, the House passed a bill which
Commerce and other business would raise that amount to
groups, was to increase the $500,000.
number of jobs available to The problem is to make the jobs
teenagers. On the contrary, it that are available to teenagers
would ve just Increased the better paying. The House has done
number bf low paying jobs. something toward this end by

The lo~ering of wages does not voting to raise the minimum wage
increase the .number of jobs. No to $2.65 in 1978, $2.85 in 1979, and to
matter how much people are paid, $3.05 in 1980.
there is only a certain amount of This should help keep teenagers
work to be done. close to the rate of increase in

There are plenty of jobs to go college costs and Inflation.

BY DONNA ABBOTT

Responsibility: For high school
students, this word has slowly
become meaningless. Webster
defines responsibility as "capable
of trust and maturity"-which
brings us to this year's Discipline
Code. Many students think that
it's very unfair. Why? Because as
one-time grammar school grads,
all of us have heard that once-in-a
lifetime speech on how as soon as
high school begins, it's time for us
to mature a little.

How our Discipline
Code sizes up

UNDECIDED

DISGUSTED

YOURS TRULY,

THE SPARTANITE

Dear Aunt Flabby,
I have a big problem. I'm going

out with this boy that I never see.
The other day I was at the park
watching some people play tennis,
when this boy who was also
watching asked me what time it
was; so I told him and we started
to talk about things. I really liked
him, so every night I go to the
park and we talk.

The problem is that my
boyfriend is wondering where I
go, and I don't go to see him and
he's getting mad. Today he's
going to come over, and I won't be
there because the other boy wants
to meet me again tonight. What
should I do?

Dear Undecided,
Either take up tennis or give up

boys.

Dear Disgusted,
I have two things you could do.
l) Get to know more guys.

or
2) Stop hanging around with

her.

Dear Aunt Flabby,
I have a friend who does nothing

but talk about guys she knows. I'm
getting sick of it. What should I
do?

Dear Anonymous,
Get to know a good lookin'

locker who will hold them for ya ...

Dear Aunt Flabby,
There is a girl in my class that I

really like, but the kids say that
she's a jerk. What should I do?

CLASS MEMBER

ANONYMOUS

Dear Aunt Flabby,
I have a problem. I have a book

for every class, and my locker
isn't near any of them. So I have to
carry four thick books, spiral
notebooks, and folders to every
class. Can you please tell me how I
can get rid of ome of my books
besides the alternative of drop
ping?

September 30, 1977

Dear Math Hater,
Algebra is a prerequisite for

most colleges. So grow up and
stick with it.

If you have a problem with
school or dating, tell Aunt Flabby
about it. All problem letters can
be given to your English teacher
or dropped off in the Spartanite
office, 210.

Dear Aunt Flabby,
I hate algebra. I think there isn't

any use for it in life unless you're
going to be a math professor,
because when are you going to be
asked what a variable is to an
equation? But the school won't
lower my class. What should I do?

MATH HATER

Dear Aunt Flabby,
I have a small problem. You see

it concerns how I should act in the
classroom. I know all the teachers
are different but is it possible that
you can get sort of rowdy without
getting in trouble? This probably
concerns the disciple code, but
really, how should I react? It's
really hard to get in the front of
the room where you don't know
anyone.

ROWDY(M.. J

Dear Rowdy (M.S.)
It all depends on what your

definition of rowdy is. There's a
time and a place and a teacher for
it.

Wade Krause • Dan Heiting •Therese Jackson. Mike Kolodziej

Dave Niemeyer, Bill O'Hare. Donna Abbott, Bill Walker,
onna St. George Lynn Weirus Michelle Schulz Rich Flia

............ ., tile Mftaeed
J .........ID 8&IIdaItIel

OAK LAWN COMMUNITY 10GB SCHOOL
Mtia Streetaad..tIl.est KIP'"

Oak La... 1JIb*a INA

PAW

offered

Personal Awareness Workshops
are being offer d this y ar by th
Counseling D partment. Thes
workshop will provide students
with an opportunity to explore
some of their own attitudes and
feelings about themselves with
others, to learn more about
others, to learn how to com
municate more effectively and
openly with others, and finally to
examine the process by whIch
they deal with difficulties and
decisions to be made.

This group experience will
consist of 20 sessions ar~ will
involve both group discussion and
activity. The workshops will begin
Oct. 25 and run through the 18th of
November. If you wish to par
ticipate in the woo kshops, please
see Mr. John Lock~'ood, room 363
r Mrs. Sheila Clements, room 2
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Others are disturbed because
they feel they were forced into the
co-educational gym program
without a choice.

THOUGH SOME LOOK down on
the program, a good part of the
student body endorses and enjoys
the activities of a co-educational
gym class. Unlike the physical
education classes of past years,
consisting of vigorous, strenuous
calisthenics and fierce com
petition, co-educational gym Is set
on a lighter note.

More fun. More spirit. Some see
it as a successful step in
smothering the topic of sex
discrimination in atWetics. These
are the students who whole
heartedly support co-educational
gym and would not like to see it
discontinued.

You, the reader have now been
explosed to both sides of the
controversy over the co
educational gym program. Many
are supporting and applauding the
program, others are looking for an
opening to jump in on a futile
effort to blow the program to
kingdom come.

IN A CONTROVERSY such as
this, neither side Is wrong. The
student body is entitled to its
opinion. All we can hope for is a
safe program which will fall into
Its place at OLCHS. It is probably
summed up 'best by Coach Chuck
",nuvers: ' 1ry to make the best of
it. The students should be more
open about It."

No laughing matter

ORIGINALLY MY ASSIGN·
MENT from the SPARTANITE
was to write a humorous story on
the issue of the newly adopted co
educational gym program. But as
the school year progressed I
encountered many setbacks which
made the word "humorous"
totally Inappropriate.

Co-educational gym is not a
laughing matter. The topic has
been one of the most controversial
in recent years. Co-educational
gym is part of a bill passed by the
U.S. Congress for equal rights
under the heading of Title IX.

Since the time the issue was
brought to the attention of the
public, there have arisen many
supporting and opposing
arguments. Remarks such as
"male atWetic supremacy," and
"lack of female aggressiveness,"
have been blurted aloud and
thought in the minds of many.
These statements are aimed at
ridiculing the co-educational gym
program.

NEGATIVE ATTITUDES, THE
circulation of petitions, and even a
suggested grievance letter to Sun
Times columnist Bob Greene have
been schemes brought up by some
students in an attempt to foil the
co-educational gym program.

These people dislike the new
program and would like to see it
discontinued. Little do they know
the program can not be discon
tinued because it is a Federal law.

The Music Crib
9753 Southwest Hgwy.

Oak Lawn Phone 636-5545
"The Pro Rock Music Store"

THE SPARTANITE

If OLCHS became integrated
Woerner "wouldn't mind", as h
said, "The black kids would hav
to be a little above average to
living in Oak Lawn."

Woerner would not like to wor
here for the next twenty year
because ''It would get dull." H
can not compare our school wi
another since this is the onl
school he has taught at.

Most who have had, or have
Woerner as a teacher would agree
that he is "easy going and willing
to help each individual out. ~--------------------------~

, 'T'L B B bb· 15% OFF I
In conclusion, Woerner stated, I .1 ",e usy 0 In ,

"Students don't realize how well , F b' & N' I
they have it compared to otherl,A~t~orized Dealer 5629 W. 87th Street a ncs otwns,
schools." ,Vikmg & Pfaff Oak Lawn, Ill. 60453 ,

I ,SeWing Machines (312) 636-963. with coupon only,
--- .---- J r----------------------------+

-;::.._~_..........:o_ ......_:;;:a..,_........ r ... ... r

40% Off
Fender Gibson Martin Guild On All Guita
B.C.Rich Ludwig Rickenbacker JBL Strings
Ampeg Ibaney Altec

Marshall Tama Tapco With This A
Kustom Slingerland Epiphone Remo

Sunn Fibes Yamaha Acoustic Oi Marzio

Peavey Pearl MXR GHS Latin Percussio

Kramer,.

We Buy,
Trade & Sell
Used and New

Musical Equipment

that they will have a winning
season.

Woerner likes variety when he
teaches. "Most of the kids come in
with negative attitudes about
government, so I show movies,
lecture, have ~n discussions,
and make them ~¥d, so the
students don't get bo~ed."

In one breath he~ described
OLCHS as he sees it: '~uilding is
nice, attractive, large, good
facilities, well maintained, and
better than average discipline."

Woerner feels that the new
IP"8ding system is a fair one. "For
the students who do their work,
the new system Is beneficial, and
for' those who goof off, they
delerve to fail."
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Another ice age? -.
BY LORI PAULSEN I"'. tho more h..' w. would Will Ilao;", ,pmd ..uth? .£

need. There wouldn't be enough Northern Michigan is quite cold in
heat for all of the homes in the parts. The upper peninsula of
world, not to mention every other Michigan remains snow laden in
building. This Is not the only certain areas until mid May. But
problem. Would It mean that there is one town where cold
everyone on the face of the earth temperatures stay year 'round.
would end up like Good Humor The town is Stalwart; there you BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ
bars? can snow ski in July. People claim

THE ANSWER TO whether or that as long as they have lived
not there will ever be another Ice there, ice has covered much
Age is unknown. However, there ground and is spreading. The
are many facts and surprising people of Stalwart feel there is no
accounts that may help scientists controUing the spreading of the
and geologists find the answer. ice. and within the next twenty

The last Ice Age was known to years, the little town may no
have covered more than one longer be. Suppose this glacier
fourth of the land surfaces of the continues to spread, as many
earth. If this was to happen again, claim it will? No matter what
the United States would proposals any president can Issue,
presumably be covered. OLCHS an Ice Age cannot be stopped.
would consist of penguins! One It is estimated that in time,
fact about the Ice Age that per- many hundreds, even thousands
plexes scientists: The glaciers of years to come, there will be
took over the Northern another Ice Age. Hopefully, it will
Hemisphere. Siberia became a occur after we are gone. But what
frozen wasteland. At present, about our children and their
Siberia remains frozen-cold. children? Will they have to live
However, before the Ice Age, short lives in a frozen world? Until
Siberia was merely a rocky more research is done, we'll just
terrain, rich in iron, and minerals. have to keep arguing with our
It was dry and relatively warm. parents about shoveling the

DOES THIS MEAl'! that Siberia driveway next winter.
never completely thawed out?

BY THERESE JACKSON

LAST WINTER WAS one of the
coldest on record. The Farmer's
Almanac predicts an even colder
one for the coming year. Maybe
that's why boots, scarves, cowl
neck sweaters, and huge coats of
all kinds are so much In style.
Are we headed for another Ice
Age?

A million years ago, the Ice Age
was accepted. The dinosaurs and
pterodactyls knew that it was
their time to take a break from
life. Once the Ice Age approached,
these animals turned into ice
cubes. This period in time marked
the origin of the word freeze
dried!

We've all studied about the Ice
Age at one time or another in our
school years. We know that ice
covered the earth and decreased
its temperature to the extent that
just about all living matter was
frozen to death. Suppose there
was to be another Ice Age? What
would the world do? What would
each of us do? For one thing, it
would be too cold to go outside, so
that means there would be no
more school. But the colder it

IN EACH ISSUE of the
"Spartanlte". I will interview a
different teacher asking him his
views on students, and our school.
I feel we should get to know our
facully as well as our peers, so
information concerning their
background of schooling will be
included in each interview.

Mr. Michael Woerner teaches
government here at OLCHS. He
attended Augustana College in
Rock Island, Illinois, for four
years, and received his bachelor's
degree in Political Science.

This is Woerner's fourth year

here at OLCHS, and says that he
likes it and, "The faculty is good
to work with." His wife is also a
substitute teacher here. ,

WOERNER HAS Afew things to I

say about the students in general,
and the school itself: "From my
imoression, the students have an
'I don't care' attitude," were his
first words. He continued on by
stating, "The students are more
interested in their jobs than school
work." He also feels that, "The
students are very intelligent, but
are lazy, which accounts for their
low grades." When asked whether
he thought that there should be
any changes in the school, he
answered without hesitation,
"Yes. a canned pop machine in
the teacher's lunchroom."

Woerner's main reason for
becoming a teacher was the fact
that he enjoyed government and
coaching sports. As coach for the
freshman football team, he hopes
t,ttat the boys will do well. Also as
assistant varsity coach for
wrestling, he has much confidence
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cannot just be read and played, it
has to be interpreted. To be able to
do this well, you must work many
years at it.

There are many jazz forms
swing, bop, free form, rock, which
is why the music has to be in
terpreted. The same note doesn't
get the same value all the time.
The easiest form to play is rock,
because it is played straight
ahead, (that is, the notes are
played evenly) and the
technicality of it isn't so difficult.
Rock is an important music form
but it did not just pop up with the
invention of Elvis Presley. It has
come from what is known as jazz,
one of the directions in which
music is going or rather, going
back to. Right now they are
calling this "fusion music" a
fusion of jazz and rock. This type
of music is played in a jazz style,
but it keeps the hard, driving beat,
which is symbolic of rock. We're
sure music will keep moving on to
other things, but remember that it
doesn't matter what it is called, be
it rock, jazz, fusion, or whatever.
All music is related in some way
or another, so try out a wide
variety. You might surprise
yourself.

will the season's
greatest sport shoes

sign in, please

\"

THE SPARTANITE
related. New ideas are in
corporated but the basis of music
has long been established.

Of course, everyone has their
own personal preferences, but too
many people limit themselves in
their listening. One of our favorite
music types is jazz. Jazz in itself is
very hard to explain, in fact,
impossible in such a short space.
However, there are some things
about it which might interest you.

Jazz is America's only con
tribution to music. In fact, jazz is
also considered an art form. The
first forms of jazz were the songs
the slaves in America would sing
as they worked. Even in later
years, when jazz became firmly
established, most jazz musicians
were black. This is not to say that
only blacks played jazz, as there
were also many whites involved,
but jazz had its beginnings in the
black culture.

Since then, jazz has grown and
blossomed. It has branched off
into many directions, one of them
being rock. Yes, rock, the music
many of us adore, has been very
directly derived from that strange
music called jazz.

Jazz is a very difficult type of
music, because in jazz the music

music has existed for quite some
time before the SO's.

From the beating of a stick on a
tree trunk to the electronic
sophistication of today's songs,
music has been a part of every
civilization in the world. Ever
since music began it has grown in
many directions, and it continues
to '"ftlove on. Music affects
everyone, it is something to
rejoice with, to cry with, to dance
to, to listen to, to express hap
piness with. In fact, music is
probably one of the most im
portant things to mankind.

As we said before, rock is not
the only music form in the world,
so to limit yourself to onl~ rock
music is cheating yourself out of a
lot. Even though music has and is
continuing to open new doors, all
of music is in some way or another

innings instead of nine. In the
second and fourth innings, a tee is
used for the batters who can't get
the timing of a pitch.

The Chicago Sound consists of
nine members: Rich Poncin,
Penny Kempf, Pat Byrne, Rick
Casillas, Rennee Decourcey, Jack
Zielinga, Frank Sinon (pitcher
coach), Linda Zielinga (spotter
catcher), and Dave Donaldson,
six of whom are blind. Frank
Sinon coaches the team and takes
care of all the business ends of the
team. Sinon was asked by the
teams captain, Rich Poncin to
coach them.

Beginning Friday, September 15
through Sunday, September 18 the
Chicago Sound took part in a
national tournament for blind
softball teams. The tournament
was held in Lawrence, Kansas.

Prior to the fund raising game,
Southwest CB Club sold more than
$700 in raffle tickets. This money
is for the team's traveling ex
penses (air fare to and from the
tournament> .

Poncin hopes to have at least
another six teams started by next
year in the Chicago area.

Bill Walker

With the death of Elvis Presley
in our not too distant past, we
thought it would be appropriate to
start off this column with a bit
about Elvis, and how he affected
music.

Kids today, when asked what
kind of music they listen to, will
most likely answer "rock." The
age of rock-n-roll (later shortened
to just rock) started in the SO's.
Elvis was there right near the
beginning, and as everyone
knows, he became the most im
portant influence on the music we
now call rock. As teenagers we,
the writers, enjoy listening to
rock, but as musicians we prefer
other types of music and realize
that they exist. It is true that Elvis
and his music had a great deal of
influence on the music business,
but peopie tend to forget that

OLCHS Teacher

BY CHERYL BECKWITH

THE CHICAGO OUND, one of
four blind softball teams in the
Chicagoland area, beat the South
west CB Club 22-1 in a fund raising
game held on Saturday, Sep
tember 10 at the Hancock School
Park Facilities, 79th and Pulaski.

Southwest CB members wore
blindfolds and were led onto and
off the field. The Chicago Sound
ran onto the field to their positions
and ran off the field at the end of
each inning.

BLIND SOFTBALL WAS
designed by the blind for the blind.
It differs some from the regular
written softball rules.

A beeper softball is used so the
players may judge where the ball
is when batting; it also aids in
finding the ball when fielding.

Bases one and three are the only
bases used. When the player goes
up to bat, the pitcher signals to the
person at either base to set off a
buzzer. After hitting the ball, the
batter must determine which base
is humming and run to it.

FIVE STRIKES ARE allowed
instead of three; there are only six

Softball for
the blind

LARRY KELLY, GYMNASTIC
coach and Social Studies teacher,
won a home run championship at
Windy City Stadium in
Bridgeview, Illinois, Sunday,
September 11. He hit three home
runs out of ten trys, the most in the
competition. He won 25 cases of
Hamm's beer. This was the
second year they held this com
petition but this is the first year he
entered it. The competition was
telecast on Channel 5 during an
intermission of the softball World

.t!£Te ~ri'~'~~ ~t.~
and the Nocturners.

Kelly is a graduate of OLCHS
and University of Illinois, Chicago
Circle. While in school he was a
baseball player and a gymnist. He
started playing ball in the Neigh
borhood Park League. He won
most valuable player at Claraton
Park. When asked if he ever
considered playing professionally,
Kelly replied, "I think everyone
who's played ball has considered
it." He is scheduled to try out for
Chicago Storm, a 12 inch softball
team.
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"Dan?"
"IS THAT YOU, John?"
"Danny Pelter, how the

have you been?"

ex
• AH YES, SEPTEMBER. Notwould have finished counting and ~

gotten angry. I spit on him and only does summer end, the reign
of the earth sign Virgowalked away.

I didn'tIike the look of him, even begins.
writhing in pain as he was now. AU Virgoans are born between
There were still a few anti- August 22 and September 23.
cafeteria fanatics that I hadn't flashing. My sixth sense was Virgo is an earth sign (as I stated
ferreted out yet. I made a mental warning me to watch out; I before) and ruled by Mercury. A
note to keep an eye on this Fils. smelled danger. Something told Virgoan's lucky day would most

Iturned right by the comer near me to duck right, and I did so, likely be a Wednesday, and for
the library, then changed my leaning into the blow from the added luck, Virgoans should wear
mind. I decided to go into the blunt instrument. My sixth sense their lucky stone, the Sardonyx.
media center itself. From what I'd never was very good with Ask any astrologer to sum up a
heard, a lot of the students who directions, I thought as I blacked Virgo in two words or less, and
went there regularly had IQ's that out. they inevitably say, "critical and
would qualify them for the paternal." Yup, you heard it right.
position of Table Washer. NEXT ISSUE: Watson takes the On a bad day, (which is rare), a

I HEARD A sound that was case. Virgo can be impossible to please.
music to my ears-the ringing of They are perfectionists, and will
chimes. A librarian said L.. keep at whatever it is they're
exasperatedly, "Oh, Brian, when 0 0 V ,e 0 joing until they are satisfied with
are you going to graduate?" logIt. Even though a Virgo may
looked at the student in question 00 * WObecome discontented with

~ f
~omething, he or she will literally

with puzzlement. There was 0 e ride it until it drops--or until they
something about him that I 0
recognized. DOdo. This unbelievable patience

"Hi, I'm Rex Regression, [JlSY MI ·"AU.KU"'L()UZIt:J gmakes them good direct~rs a~d
cafeteria monitor. Did I hear you 0 obusiness people. If a Virgo IS

called 'Brian'?" g I THE OFTE -bizarre movie, o determined to reach a set goal,
"Yes, that's correct. How do o"The Last Remake of Beau 8they will. .

you do?" oGeste," English actor-director 0 THIS IS NOT to say that a Virgo
"RATHER WELL, REALLY. Is OMarty Feldman mixes slapstick, o will remain with something that

your nickname by any chance, gsatire, and tomfoolery into a 8really bores them. ~f a Virgo i.s
'Doc'?" ocomical parody of the Hollywood 0 turned off by something, they split

"As a matter of fact, it is, How oclassic. 0 faster than you can tell them not
did you know?" 0 "The Last Remake of Beau 0 to. Virgos, unfortunately, tend to

DOh ·th . t"Are you Brian (Doc)" [JGeste" stars the wild-eyed Marty 0 remain appy WI a new proJec
"WATSON, DOC WATSON. oFeldman, Ann-Margaret, Michael 0 for only a short time, and soon

Meet my friend, Sherlock oYork, Peter Ustinov, and James g become restless. Travel,
Rosenberg." gEarl Jones, an entertaining and 0 literature, music and art are

"Oh, I'm sorry, I thought you Dwell proven cast. 0 always good for a Virgo, and
were someone else." I shook 0 In thi spoof of the French 0 many Virgoans are deeply in
hands with Wa~son, but ~he gForeign Legion, it is Feldman who gvolved in the Fine A~ts in ~ne way
famous Norwegian detective Dis centered upon most. Not only 0 or another. Once a Virgo finds the
Rosenberg ignored me, so I left. odoes Feldman star in the film, he 0 person that they really love, they

Mistake, Ab, well, I had to take galso directed it and wrote the g will be happy with that one
out a book anyway. I walked back ostory. You may recall Marty 0 forever, but many Virgoes tend to
to the non-fiction section. oFeldman from two outstanding 0 roam about restlessly from lover

THE LIGHTS STARTED oMel Brooks comedies, "Young 8 to lover before they find "the"
8Frankenstein", and "Silent 0 one, even though each relation
oMovie." If you're familar with the 0 ship could be deep and
ozany, slapstick style of writing 8 meaningful.
gMel Brooks uses, then Feldman's 0 Virgo women have a very strong
ostyle of comedy should be no 0 maternal instinct, and most of
oshock. 0 them love children.
8 FELDMAN'S STORY SEEM 8 Wirgo men are usually very
oto be a tribute to Mel Brooks. 0 dependable and attentive, and
oThough at times the movie is 0 much sought after because of this.

hell 8hilarious, and the technique of8 They make excellent fathers, and
osplicing in old film cliches is neato are usually very close with their
o(especially the scene whereo children.

You'll both shake hands and 8Feldman chats, with Gary8 Virgoans are most compatible
he'll probably smack your arm oCooper), the. story s p.lot seem~ too with Pisces, but also get along

d of course you'll both be (]Wander. While watching the fllmo well with Taureans, Scorpios,
:~iling You'll talk for a little ~ou may wonder "What's the o Cancerians and Capricorns.
while a'nd tell each other about [JPoint of the movie?" I know 18 '
your social status and what ocertalnly ~d. . 0 ALL IN ALL, a Virgo is a lot of
wonderful children you have and 0 The movIe adds up .to thIS: A8 fun to be aro~nd, easy, happy,
then you'll say goodbye. Do you gwe~l act~d, poorly written "spo?~0 care~ree, and one who flows with
know what your parting words oWhlCh qUIckly turns Into aLe. So the tide.

'II be? Ddo anything for a laugh" movie. 10
WI o· . rJ"DAN, CALL ME sometimes so []8lve Il two stars.
the wives and us can get 0
together. " ...,

"Sure John, will do."
You both depart without even

exchanging phone numbers,
knowing you'll probably never see
each other again.

get the idea that they were to keep
the cafeteria clean in my absence.

I sprinted down to the curb and
took a flying jump at my Con
tinental. I landed squarely on the
black panther fur seat. My back
wheel spun a hole in the
pavement, and I accelerated so
quickly that the "Schwinn".
ticket on the handlebars fell off.

The road was lined with female
Homo Sapiens, so I decided to do a
wheelie all the way to school. I had
to anyway. Somebody had swiped
my front wheel.

I CLICKED THE heavy
padlock-and-electrocution ap
paratus onto the now-unicycle and
walked in the school. I don't trust
conventional burglar alarm
systems, so I designed my own.
Anyone touching my bike would
receive enough voltage to cause a
pregnant elephant to have a
miscarriage on his front lawn.

I was passing lockers 1359-1452
(Main Corridor-East Building)
when a voice rang out. "Hey,
Casanova, some conversation.
Sure look tired!" I looked around.
It was WilJ T. Bugs -I didn't know
him, but I recognized his winged
sandals. Never gave me any
trouble before. His misfortune.

I had to control myself, I
couldn't get angry. I wasn't in the
cafeteria and so was outside my
jurisidiction. I remembered an old
trick I learned in Cafeteria
Monitors' Boot Camp: count to ten
before you get mw, •

ONE. HE LOST hia.Jront teeth.
Two. His nose was a Puw. Three. I
broke his jaw. Four thril~gh eight,
inclusive, the fingers on his left
hand. Nine...he was on his knees,
begging for mercy. He was lucky.
If he'd waited two more seconds, I

Ken O'Neill
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By Rex Regression

HI, TURKEY, YOU might
remember me from last year. I'm
the cafeteria monitor that got
involved in that rather bloody
incident in the Junior-Senior
Lounge. I did a news story on it for
the Spartanite, but for some
reason they printed it in the Spear.

Rex Regression Is the purest
fiction and hould be treated as
such. Any similarity between
character In this story and real
persons, living or dead, without
satiric purpose Is purely coin
cidental.

Well, anyway, they offered me
twenty dollars a word to do a
column for the paper this year--
not that I need the money, but I
thought of all the people that'd kill
to see my picture and decided to
take pity on them. So, here goes.

It started on a Thursday. I
remember because I had just
finished an interesting con
versation with Dawn Louise, a
good friend of mine, at her
apartment. I staggered away and
checked into my own rat hovel to
make up for the sleep I'd missed. I
awoke three days later.

THE FIRST THOUGHT that
came to mind was that I'd have to
recruit some more flunkies to
wash the tables. They'd been in
short supply ever since ix of them
were killed in a time span of less
than two hours by a crazed
German follower of Idi Amin. I
decided to take a tour of the school
to see what I could come up with.
I'd waste a couple of freshmen
before I left so the others would

BY KAREN OPITZ you. It is a cop-out word, ~ou

never say anything definite when
using the word "sometime."

"HI LINDA, HOW was your PRETTY SOON, YOU'LL be
summer?" bidding your farewells at

"Oh, it was really nice, but it graduation. Then what? Will you
went by too fast." say you'll call those school friends

A common complaint. It seems sometime or will you say a sincere
like just the other day, Linda and I goodbye and leave that friend
were standing in the hall saying honestly?
goodbye for the summer. Of One day when you're thirty or
course, we didn't reaJly mean forty years old, you'll run into one
goodbye. After all, we promised to of those "sometime" friends. He'll
call each other over the summer look vaguely familiar and you'll
so we could "keep in touch." What look away when you catch his eye.
does "keeping in touch" mean? You'll dig deep back into your past
Does it mean waving across the and high school will be a vivid
pews at each other when by memory. You'll suddenly
coincidence we happened to go to, remember this person. He was
church at the same time that your old partner from chemistry.
week? Or does it mean looking He'll look different. His face will
through the yearbook one lazy somewhat be the same, but It will
summer evening and spotting her probably be the only recognizable
picture and saying to yourself "I feature. He'll probably weigh
should call her sometime" and about forty pounds more and he'll
shutting that thought out when you probably have a couple of kids
shut the book? ..... that resemble him when he was

I'LL SEE YOU Marie. I'll caB their age. When you finally have
you seomtime over the summer so the courage to speak, you'll say
we can play tennis." something like:

"Yeah, Kare, that'd be fun...--_..._-_.,---....
Give me a call sometime for J.J.'s eye ery- 1
sure."

Sometime. When is 8741 S H ,
"sometime?" The summer makes • arem
"sometime" undefinable. 598 7979
"Sometime" makes a liar out of -...._------...
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Coach Chllvers giving his halftime lermon.
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Coach Groth feels that this hurts
the team because she had to move
girls up from the frosh·soph team
to fill the empty spot. Sheila
should be back in the swing of
things by tomorrow's invitational.

The girls also have more meets
per week than usual. For instance,
last weeks' meets were held
Monday through Friday (Thorn·
wood and Argo meets were rained
out the previous week and were
rescheduled for last week) not
including the Arlington In·
vitational, which was originally
scheduled for the 17th but was
postponed to the 24th because of
rain. Otherwise they have an
average of three meets a week.
Because of all the rainy weather
postponing meets the team hasn't
been able to get in any practices
on whatever tWey might need
improvement on, such as serves
and the like.

Another problem is that by the
time the J.V. starts to play (they
play after the varsity) it begins to
get dark and they are then unable
to continue playing. This was
solved by the l.H.S.A. who on
Sept. 14th, passed what is called a
eight game pro set. This means
that the girls play a minimum of
eight games, having to win by two.

Tomorrow, the girls will
compete in the Crystal Lake In·
vitational in which Coach Groth
expects to place fourth, the same
as last year. Her team will be up
against six other schools who are
considered to be top in the state
along with Oak Lawn and
Arlington, Those schools are:
Aurora West, Cary Grove, Lake
Forest, New Trier East, Rich
East, and Wheaton-Warrenton.

Tennis off to
a good" start

BY: MARIA KARSO

Although the girls' varsity
tennis team opened their season
with a loss to Thornridge, they
have made a great comeback with
seven consecutive wins.

The girls swamped Eisenhower,
Rich Central, and Chicago
Christian 4-1, and shut out Argo,
their first conference meet, S-O. In
addition to this, they have
defeated Reavis and Lincoln·Way,
two other conference rivals.

Playing first singles for the
team is junior Sandy Burgess,
who has yet to lose a match. At
second singles sophomore Carol
Moore has replaced classmate
Sheila Burgess, who has been
unable to play for the past three
weeks due to a foot injury. Moore
also stands undefeated. Third
singles has no definite player. It
varies mainly between junior
Mary Kay Valdez and freshman
Joanne Preto. Juniors Sue Kat·
senes and Shelley Wantiez make
up first doubles; senior Sue
HaUimer and Junior Vicki
Obrenski are partners in second
doubles.

Coach Margaret Groth states,
"I feel we have a tougher group
this year. I am positive we will
take conference and possibly
districts if the same schools
participate as last year. It

However, the team has been
having its share of problems.

With the Burgess sisters being
the remaining varsity players
from last years' team, Coach
Groth had the task of rebuilding
the team around them. Fur·
thermore, Sheila broke a bone in
her left foot a week before the first
meet but it went unnoticed until
after the meet with Thornridge.



6th because the rest of the OLCHS
runners came in right after Fitz
maurice.

OLCHS fell below the .500 mark
by losing badly to lincoln-Way, 16
41. Daly finished hlgJlest for
OLCHS at 5th.

Coach Lewis commented on the
team's showing so far: "I like
what I see. Everyone is giving it
all they've got, and I particularly
like the way Daly and a few others
are coming around for us. The
biggest problems in our con
ference will be against Sandburg
and Stagg."

The Frosh-Soph have chalked
up one lone victory against Argo,
2()-35. Sophomore Scott McGrail
has made a fine showing with
three victories in the first five
meets. Sophomores Brendan
Casey and Pat Grant have also
ran well.

placed only two in the top ten
runners. Daly turned in the
Spartans' best time of the year so
far with a 16:17. Also placing in
the top ten were Wayne Vilchuck,
3rd; Bill Aniclch, 4th; Ed Fabian,
5th; Fitzmaurice, 6th; Mark
Vilchuck, 7th; Greg Heinzel, 8th;
John Schinter, loth.

However, the Spartans ran into
trouble the next day at Thornton.
They lost 2()-35 despite what Coach
John Lewis called their best run of
the year up to then. Three OLCHS
runners, Daly, Aninlch, and
Fitzmaurice finished under 17
minutes.

On Saturday, the 17th, the
Varsity participated In the Reavis
Invitational along with fourteen
other schools. It was a cloudy,
rainy, day which slowed the
runners down. Things did not look
much brighter for OLCHS because
their fastest finisher, Fitz
maurice, didn't come in until 29th.
But the Spartans managed to take

Homecoming '77...
and you want the very best

Greager-Kasper Florists
__ ",._1 55th Ct. &S.W. Hwy.

coupon special:

corsages & nosegays $1 off

soc off on all boutonnieres
to order dial 636-9890
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X-Country off to 3-3 start
Dave Niemeyer

The OLCHS Cross-Country team
is off to a 3-3 start after two weeks
of dual meets. They are 2-1 in
conference by defeating Argo and
Reavis, but losing to Lincoln-Way.

OLCHS' opening meet was
against Argo September 6. Argo is
a new member of the SICA West
conference. The Spartans took
three out of the top four spots and
edged the Argonauts 25-30.
Juniors George Daly, Wayne
Vilchuck, and Mike Fitzmaurice
took second, third, and fourth
respectively. Daly finished with a
time of 17:14, Vilchuck with 17:33,
and Fitzmaurice with 17:43.

Marist came to town September
10 and won easily, 18-41. They took
eight out of the top ten spots and
their top runner set a new course
record.

OLCHS turned things around
Sept. 10 and crushed conference
rival Reavis l!H4. Reavis could
not break up OLCHS' pack and

game, but our offense couldn't get
going. We blocked all their hard
spikes but we couldn't manage the
soft hits." Coach Ver Schave
projects that Morgan Park will go
to state.

As for the Homewood
Flossmoor game, Coach Ver
Schave says, "Our team has a lot
of potential. We were too slow. We
needed to be aggressive, but we
weren't." Another disadvantage
Oak Lawn had at the Homewood
Flossmoor game was the injuries
of two of the teams best players,
Colleen Fenton and Leslie Busch.

usually have' two respectable
scores to round out the "four-man
team" total.

"We have a tougher schedule
ahead but I think we'll do all
right," said Rick Sutton, "but we
will have to play better than we
have so far."

"THEY'VE improved sinced
last year but consistency Is still a
problem," said coach Gates about
his team this year. "They'll have
to do better to win the meets
ahead."

There is no question that OLCHS
has high hopes for golf this year. A
conference title or a district title is
in the picture for sure. The only
problem is that to get there they
have to beat Sandburg, <Orland
Park), Lincoln-Way (New Lenox),
and always migllty Homewood
Flossmoor. They ca.- do it, there is
no mistake there, but time is of the
essence to them. Tirrl to improve
yet only a little is needed.

"We've been playin' together
now since we were freshman,"
said juniors Lillwitz and Sutton,
"not on the same team every year
but as OLCHS players."

STATE?
Well that is quite a dream short,

but just short, of reality. The
OLCHS Swingers could possibly
do it. Have a great season, about
16-3, and go conference. After that
districts for a victory then maybe
sectionals. Then the "State"
dream?

Now look back at the first seven
lines of this article. Take a good
look. Now let me ask you another
question.

QUESTION: How many OLCHS
students do you think do care or
would care?

September 30, 1977

,!wbd~fY M~gQlte.Jtaga in?
lost to Morgan Park and to the spirit, the skill, and the This year Oak Lawn has its first
Homewood Flossmoor, they have amlbition to go all the way this freshman volleyball team. At
won their first conference meet year." tryouts for the fresh-soph team,
against Argo with scores of 2()-11 They all agreed that one factor there were so many good fresh
and 21-19. Coach Ver Schave that helped them to be so suc- man that not everyone could get
explains, "Individual per- cessful last year was the con- picked. As a result, our firstfresh
formances at this game were tinuous support they received man volleyball team was formed.
excellent. A lot of girls that from the faculty and the students. It will give them a chance to
usually sit on the bench did very In games like state and the sec- practice and actually be in
well in the game." tlonals at Richards, the support competition before they try out

This year's varsity team con- they received really helped. They again next year.
slsts of: spikers Colleen Fenton, are looking forward to continuing The freshman volleyball team
Mary Haubenreiser, Kathy support this year. did very well in their first game,
Kasley, Leslie Busch, Judy This year's sophomore defeating Reavis in two games
Vargos, Lydia Kuyawa, Nancy volleyball team is off to a good with scores of 15-11 and 15-3.
Sobol, and Andi Neswick; setters start with a record of 2-0, having Coach Cindy Sternisha hopes they
Sue Franczak, Jeni Gorman, and won the games played against will continue to do this well.
Diane Palumbo. The newest Morgan Park and Homewood This year's freshman team
addition to the varsity team is a Flossmoor. consists of Kathy Hanline,
setter, Missy Wierzgac, who has This year's team consists of Carolyn Kasley, Janet Wasowicz,
never played on a team before but sophomores Caroline Barajaz, Sandy Wesselhoff, Lynn Taylor,
is extremely useful in blocking Joanne Haubenreiser, Liz Diogos, Marianne, Scott, Lisa Sadlon,
due to her height of 5'11". Tina Haisma, and Chris Ross, and Delores Douce, Pat Letourneau,

When talking to the girls on the freshman Chris Fenton, Rose Judy Porembski, Judy Bumstead,
team themselves, they all Geraci, Marie McGrath, Carol Barb Wilke, Jackie Davis, and
generally said the same thing. McTeague, Cindy Ritter, Lori Jolee Lamporter.
They said that they were more Cramer, and Paula Companion. Oak Lawn plays Reavis today at
experienced this year since half of Coach Joyce Icenogle is very home, at 6: 15. Come support the
them went to state last year and pleased with the success of her team!
they're all working together to go team. She says, "They look very
there again. In talking to one girl impressive on the court. With
in particular, Mary Haubenreiser, teamwork and skill we're hoping
she said, "I'm sure this team has for a winning team this year."

BY Donna St. Georg~
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An OLCHS tradition?

Oak Lawn's varsity volleyball
team was defeated at home for the
first time in two years, by a tough
Morgan Park team, on Friday,
September 16th.

This loss with scores of 22-20, 16
20, and 14-20, was then followed by
another loss. Oak Lawn was
defeated by Homewood
Flossmoor on September 20th with
scores of 16-20, 22-20, and 6-20.

Coach June Ver Schave explains
the Morgan Park game, "Our
team couldn't get the ball to the

Can

• 'T'tlU•••W'.·SW'"Si~!~
~ * Approved by III. Office of Education

~ •
* New courMS sterting Ibout every 2 weeks ~

2 and 4 week cour.. • 15 to f8 yr•• old .......
• Home pick.-up for all driving Ieuonl ~

:..... • Free trip to stltion for permit .......

JIIIIl"" • Auto insurance discount certificate ~

~ ~:~~~~~~o.. have H.S:.~~~lng certifiCl~':'~~ii_ ~

.....,. Low

Ratel 423-1212 ForInfor ITlIIt ion
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Sports

FOOTBALL

Oct. I CrvstRl L~ke

Invitatir>nal
Oct. 4 OL vs. St~ ~

':'!1f!re
Oct. 6 OL vs. ~,nrl

bur , ':'h~re

ct. II OL VB. Rich
Sast " Here

Oct. III P,I5 CO!1ferrlncE'
(Lincoln-~ia:v )

UPCOtU;:G G," '1:::05

PAST GAMES

T:.:J',.IIS

3f!pt. 7 Thornrirlgf! 3
OL 2

Sept. 8 OL 4
8isenhower I

Sept. 9 OL 3
Ric"Jards 2

.:>ept. 14 oL 4
Rich Central .

Sept. 15 Andre~s

Rained Cut
Se t. 19 CL 5

"rgo 0
Sept. 20 OL 3

Reavis 2
Sf!nt. ;:>1 OL 4

Chel~
Sert. 22 OL 3

Lincoln-Hay I
ept. 23 Thornwood

CaDcelled
Sept. 24 Arlington

Invitationnl
Placed P.th

GOLF

PAST G,',H;;:'

UPCOMIt\G ~ i\HI-:.5

Oct. I Rich ~ast Var.
~nvit'ltional

Oct. 4 OL VS. Sand
burg, There

Oct. 6 OL VS. Bremen
Here

Cct. II Conference
(T.F. South)

Oct. I~ District
Oct. 18 Sectional
Oct. 21 ~ 22 ~te

Bremen 20
Oak Lawn 13
~isenhower I~

Oak Lawn 0
Oak Lawn 15

• Argo 6

PAST GAMES

Sept. 24

Sept. 10

Sept. 17

Oct. I OL VS. Re~vis

Here
Cct. 8 OL VS. Li~coln

'.Iay, There
Oct. 15 OL vS. T,F.

South, H re
Oct. ?2 OL VS. Jhepard

Here

Aug. 30 OL VR. Ever
r,rf' f!n, 'don

Sept. 6 01 VB. Bro.
Rice, 'Non...-----------1 Sept. 7 OL VS. Lemont
I~on

Sept. 8 OL VS. Argo
\~on

Sept. 12 01 VB.
~isenhO't/er

Rained Out
Jept. 13 OL VS. Reavis

Rnined Out
Sept. III OL vs. ChGo.

Christian, \\'on
1- .... ,sept. 20 OL VB. Lincoln-

"ay, fon
ept. 2~ 01 VB. Richards

•\-<?st
Sept. 22 Ot-ve. T.F.

South, Tied

PAS':' G:..M~;S

C:~.s0-COur TctY

UPCOlm:G G,j.M:..S

Sept. 6 OL' 25
Argo 30

Sept. IO Y.arist 18
OL 41

Sept. 13 OL 19
Rei'lvis 44

SE'pt. 15 ':'horton 20
OL 35

Sept. 17 Reavis
Invitational
Placed 6th

'sept. 20 Lincoln-I.!ay
16, OL 41

Sept. 22 OL 25
Rich;1rds 32

Oct. I Tinley Park
Invitational

Cct. 4 Cl vs. Shepard
Here

Oct. 6 01 vS. St.
Laurence, Here

Oct. 8 Crete-Monee
Invitation 1

Oct. :::1 CL VB. St"gg
Thert>

Oct. 15 Rich Central
Invitational

Oct. 18 01 vs. Sand-
burg, There

Oct. 22 Conference
(oJandburg)

Oct. 25 Rich ::ast
Invitational
(Frosh)

5
p
o
R
T
5

PAST GAMES

UPCOIUNG G.;M?S

Oct. 7 OL vs. Lincoln
',~ay, There

Oct. II OL VB. T.F.
South, Here

Oct. 14 OL VB. Shepnrd
Her

Oct. I8 OL VB. 't:tgg
There

Oct. 22 OL VS. S nd-
burg, There

Oct. 25 OL VS. Areo
!'!ere

Oct. 28 OL VS. Reavis
There

Se~t. 16 ot VB. r.organ
Park, (?2-20
16-20, 14-20)

Sept. 20 OL VS. Home
wood Flossmoo

(16-20, 22-20, 6-20)
Sept. 23 OL VS. Areo

(20-II,21-I9)

424-8730

5360 95th 3t.
Oak Lawn

parking in rear

Mon. 8-5
Wed. 8-5
Fri. 8-9

VAL'S
UNISEX

coupon special:

haircut & blowdry $9.00

Open 7 Days:
Sun 8-3
Tues. 8-5
Thurs. 8-9
Sat. 8-5

--------------- -----------1

-----------------------------

oooooooD

Thatsa' Nice Pizza
10300 Cicero

$1.50 off any Medium or Large pizza

$2.50 off any Family or Fiesta pizza
.85e off any Small pizza

Mon-Thor in r taorant only



quarter. Bremen regained the
lead on a touchdown drive which
included some key fourth down
passes and ended with a two yard
plunge. A two point conversion on
the next play made the score 20-13.
The Spartans last chance came on
a fumble recovery by Pat Daley at
Bremen's 20-yard line. The hopes
of a comebac,k ended with a
fumble on the next play and a 20-1'9
defeat.

In the Season's first home game
on Sept. 17th, the Spartans again
fell to the state ranked
Eisenhower Cardinals in a 14-0
defeat.

On the opening drive, the
Cardinals moved the ball on a
strong running into the end zone
for a 6-0 score. Until the fourth
quarter when the Cardinals added
another touchdown and two point
conversion, the game was played
evenly on a muddy field.

PLAYERS OF THE week
named by the Varsity coaching
btaff of Chuck Chilvers, Chuck
Davelis and Skip Sullivan were
senior running back T.J. Murphy
and senior linebacker-split end
Kevin Cappel in the Bremen game
and Senior Mike Lepper, safety,
and senior tackle Don Kozak In the
Eisenhower game.

With the Spartans openlng two
games being played against state
ranked teams, hopes remain high
for a successful conference
campaign. The first conference
game at Argo on Sept. 24th and the
second at home against Reavis on
Oct. 1st should give a good in
dication as to the way the Spar
tans w}ll go.

BY WADE KRAUSE & DAN
HEITING

Gridmen fall
in opening two

MIke Lepper (17) and W.de Krause (82) stopping a potential Bremen
touchdown. (Staff photo by Ed Fabian)

LADY LUCK DID not shine on
the OLCHS Gridmen in their
opening games against Bremen
and Eisenhower, both ending in
defeat and putting a damper on
the hopes of a successful season.

The opening game against the
Bremen Braves on Sept. 10th
ended in a 20-13 setback.

Things looked good in the first
half with senior T.J. Murphy and
the Spartans senior offensive line
of Craig (Bionic) Roxas, Larry
Yodelis, Jim Cheatle, Terry
Hoffman and Don Kozak grinding
things out on the ground. Mur
phy's running, which led to a
game total of 95 yards, set up Oak
Lawn's first touchdown. Quar
terback Steve Sevik pitched out to
Murphy who lost control of the
ball looking for a receiver
downfield. The play was broken so
Murphy reversed field and ran 23
yards to set up a one yard plunge
by Quarterback Steve Sevik. Chris
Kozub kicked the extra point to
give the Spartans a 7-0 lead at the
half.

THE SECOND HALF was a
complete turnabout in favor of
Bremen who broke for two quick
third quarter touchdowns making
the score 12-7. The Spartans came
up with a 48 yard pass from senior
Quarterback Steve Sevik to Split
End Wade Krause which carried
them down to the one yard line.
Again, the Spartans went into the
end zone on Steve Sevik's second
plunge. The extra point was
missed to give the Spartans a slim
13-12 lead going into the fourth

•Issue
Ath letes of the

LEFT: T.J. Murphy was eler.ted our first male athlete of the issue by the Spartanite for many 1-1
yard runs that added up to a totall1f 95 vards in 18 rushes. He did this aespite an injury that kept
him' out of most of the second half. His brilliance was only blurred by the final tally of Bremen
20. Oak Lawn. 13. RIGHT: Sandy Burgess was chosen as first female due to her outstanding
effort. against Richards, Rich Central, Thornridge, and Eisenhower. Miss Burgess has
won all of her matches in straight sets, that's eight'in a row, and has yet to lose now in:the first
singles spot for the first time as a player at OLCHS. The change does not seem to be affecuOg
her much. (Staff photo by Ed Fabian) (Staff photo by Terri Wiley)

Bob Bulow (24) picks off an Eisenhower pass as Ron Swanson (26) looks
on. (Staff photo by Ed Fabian)
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G ading Policy

ocial Stude
Change

5 Departmen

n

responsibility will measure the
number of a Ignments turned in
from the experimental classe
and compare that with the
number turned in by e regular
sections.

A PARAMETRIC
MEA UREMENT will record the
effects of cumulative and non
cumulative grading systems on
the fina! semester grades of low
G.P.A. and high G.P.A.

A comparls '1 of final semester
grades will meas:ITe the number
of grades actually aifected by the
different grading sys ms and the
direction of that differe"lce. The
wllJ lobe a compari ......f dass
averages.

A urvey of st den

Some of the students who were
refused admission knew their
school code numbers and even
knew the chaperones that were
taking the tickets.

At Homecoming, two of the girls
on the Homecoming Court
couldn't get In becaWie they failed
to pr ent thClT 10 cards. They
had to go home and get them.

MA Y PEOPLE FEEL that
this rule houldn't have applied to
Homecoming because they
weren't Informed that 10's were
required.

The words, "IO's are required,
could be found in large print on the
ticket and also in the stu ent
announcements. So, if the pe on
who bought the ticket didn't read
the print on the ticket or the
student announcements that
week, then they were never in
formed that the ID's were
required.

of this new project are to provide a
more accurate grade for a
students' work for the entire
seme ter and to motivate the
students in such a way that they
will work for the entire semester.

The current progress reports
and Ist·3rd quarter grade reports
will be issued applying the
grading scale to the work ac
cumulated at that particular time.

During the econd erne ter the
experimental classes will include
two Law in American Society, one
State and Local, two Man and the
City and one Psychology.

THE CURRIC LUM A D
activities in both the xperlmental

nd regul r clas will be the
rr. .I' ex 1m

'in y <\'It t i mJ.th ..r.-I~·,lrrll~ •

IIt'on .f the grane. and regul;:r cJa~ses. The survey
ial ·tl dil\ dep ttm ~t ~;1I I. d j nf'd to rr. ur th£'

he termined a ~rit riB fCir t d 'lis' at Itude on fro.. fairne ,
comparing the experimental ffort required, an kn!Jwledge
la gained.
An index of Individual

our Homecoming. That made it a
little hard to find a band that
wasn't already booked for that
evening.

Homecoming was also two
weeks earlier this year. That gave
Stud nt Council's band commltt
lea than six w ek.! to fi a band,
have them sign a contr ~ I and
have them learn to play our
Homecoming theme. With thJs
lack of time, the band committee
didn't get the chanC'e to hear them
play first.

The other main complaint was
that the student were required to
have their 10' with them to get
into the dance. Although students
are supposed to carry their lO's at
all time ,not everyone thinks of it
when thelT getting ready for a
dance.

THE RULE THAT states that
students need their 10 card for
admission to a chool dance was
al 0 used for the KIck-Off dance. A
lot of students learned about thi
rule when they couldn't get In.

BY: KAREN PETERS

policy. A grade determined by
averaging two quarters and a
semester exam does not
necessarily represent a correct
valuation of the student's total

output. Also, some students,
particularly seniors, subvert the
present system by getting a "C"
or better the first quarter and' then
refuse to do anything afterwards.
So the grading chart which was
designed to protect students Is
now being abused by them.

SINCE ALL CREDIT is given on
a seme ter ba is, this grade will
equate credit Wlth the work of the
semester rather than two distinct
quart r .

d for the
ttll;·t ill b
;'''' ... nd ng Wlt•• :. e .Cor p'

for t.
A .. pr Pdcl'll ff\r t1ilS a tlo}1

summer !lchool rades ar
determined on a me t r a I
rather th n a quarterly basi .

THE PRIM RY 0 J E

WHENEVER RULES AND
regulations are made, it usually
ta·· s the students a while to
djust to them. Mor times than

not the student body doe n't agree
with them nd everyone wants to
ta part In a cllange. Well, this
doesn't always work.

Th- partanlte has recently
received many letters concerning
the Homecoming dance sponsored
by Student Council. The letters
were about two main complaints.

The first complaint was that
most people disliked the band.

STUDENT COUNCIL LOOKED
inlo many different bands. Out of
all these bands there were only
two possibilities. The bands that
Student Council would have liked
to have hired were, for the most
part, booked up for the evening.
There were close to fifteen other
Homecomings on the say day as

the school grading standard to the
total amount of work completed
for the semester. The ex
perimental cia se will use this
policy instead of averaging the
two quarterly and semester exam
grades for a final mark which is
the system being used presently
by the regular classes.

There are many reasons that
substantiate this new change In

he is going to try what he call!> "A
traveling Children's Play" that
will be presented at hospital ,
n ing homes, day care centers,
and other chools.

ALSO IN PROGRESS are
Theatre Workshops. Acting
workshops are pre ently being
held Mondays nd Wednesdays.
Technical theatre workshops are
held Tuesdays and Thur days.
Both meet in the Little Theatre
after school. Everyone is welcome
to join.

Theatr

Program

Makes Plans

BY DOUG MACLEAN

AN EXPERIMENTAL
GRADING policy-for Government
and Psychology courses has been
in effect In five of the class s since
the outset of the school year.

With the new policy a student's
grade will be d termlned at the
end of the sem ter by applying

The cast of Plaza Suite. From left to right are Vicki Hoffman,
Lin Mara., Ken O'NeUl, Debbie DouJlberty, Mike KolodzieJ, Deb
Hauck, RUII Taylor, Imd Cindy RUII. (Staff photo by Ed Fabian)

BY GLEN S. GRIFFITH

THE FALL PLAY Plaza Suite
will be presented Friday,
November 4th, and Saturday
November 5th in the Little
Theatre.

The play is described by Mr.
Ricken, director of the OLCHS
Theatre Program, as a typical
Neil Simon comedy. It is about the
goings-on in a suite in the Plaza
Hotel in New York.

Mr. Ricken hopes to have the
Theatre program put on as many
as five productions this year. Also
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Club Corner

assesment in place of their usual
admission application forms.

Pullman and Illinois State grant
applications are also now
available from your counselor.
This year the state is offering up
to $1550 per year to be used for
tultion and fees at colleges in
Illinois. These grants are based on
financial need and do not have to
be repaid.

If you would like additional
information on financial aid
please contact Miss Quinn, room
363.

BY KEN O'NEILL

THE CHESS TEAM held its first
practice Thursday, October 20.
The team meets every Tuesday
and Thursday, with meets star
ting in January.

BY GLENN S. GRIFFITH

~gis ration for the February 11
ACT tes will begin November 19.
Your ACT test scores are im
portant to college. Your scores on
the ACT test, along with the in
formation you supply on the ACT
registration form are commonly
used by colleges as part of their
admission process. Colleges also
use the information to plan your
educational program while you
are attending college. Some
colleges even use the ACT

THE NEW MATHLETE of
ficers for the 1977-78 school year
are Glenn Rosenberg, president,
and Karen Wagner vice president.
The first meet is on Tuesday,
November 1.

College Corner

Last season was a "tradition"
year. The team had to be rebuil
almost from scratch b cause s
many members had graduated.
Even though most of the entries
had never competed before, an
excellent record was run up. This
year, an even better one is hoped
for.

SO THAT LAST YEAR'S ex
perience won't be repeated, head

Thespians president this year IS coach John Leary is attempting to
Mike Kolodziej. prepare at least three entries for

each event. That way, when
members are lost by graduation,
there will be someone ready to
take their place.

Through a lucky chance, the
second meet of the season is the
SICA Novice. Only students who
have not competed before are
allowed to enter. "That's an ad·
vantage for us," said Leary. "The

THE OLCHS FORENSICS new kids we've been working with
team, one of the best in SICA, will will get a chance to go out, and we
open its season October 29 at can see how good they are without
Maine West High School. Co- throwing them right into com
Captains Mike Kolodziej and Ken petition."
O'NeilJ are optimistic about the The third meet is the Statewide
team's chances. Invitational at Illinois State

"Our outlook is good," said University in Normal. Last year
Kolodziej. "We've got a number of over fifty schools attended. Of
veterans returnin'! from last year those fiIty, OL placed third, even
plus some very talented though many entries were left
newcomers." There are about ten blank. This year, with a more
veterans on the twenty five seasoned, and perhaps a full
member team, a good balance team, OL might recapture the
considering that most of those ten first place trophy that they held in
are graduating seniors. the 75-76 season.----------------------------

financial aid or careers in
general. A computer information
system will be provided to help
identify suitable colleges or
career schools for the individual.

Representatives of the College
Entrance Examination Board and
American College Testing
program will discuss such tests as
the PSAT, SAT and ACT, their
importance in college admissions
and the dates they will be given.

Each student will re~eive a free
copy of the National College Fair
Directory, which is.a guide to all
the services and schools
represented at the Fair. The
directory will also contain in
formation on admissions, costs,
tests, federal and state financial
aid programs, financial aid forms
and general information. Students
will be able to use the directory
when theyr discuss their future
plans with their parents and high
school counselors.

SKATE - at the "~" ROLLER WHEELS::

LOOK - at '~he magnlficient "New Li9ht-
ing System" as well as our New
Wall Designs

LISTEN - to the "Top 50· Oisco HIts
(Constant Music::)

nO~~~~~C~=d~~~===~O~d~Q~=~~

o OISCO NIGHTS (14 & over) 11
a 0
o FRIOAY'S & SATURDAY'S [l
D Sp.m. - Midnight 0
o ADM. $2.50 Skate Rental .75¢ D

g(See our schedule for other skating sessions.) ~
Dcg~~gc~~===~~~==~=~~~~~~~~

ROLLER WHEELS
13)60 S.Cicero Ave.Crestwooo· 339·5300

College Of The Air Forces'
present stature as an associate Paul Jenkins, Mrs. Sarah Strobel,
degree granting institution. He Mr. Steve Stelmack, and Mr. John
also explained how the college Lundin. Also in attendance were
blends vocational and academic Mi. joe BergmaJan from Brother
education with job training for Rice; and Si~ter Margaret
college credits, a combination of Johnson and Si~ter Cora from
traditional and non-traditional Mother McAuley.
education. All hailed' the event as very

In attendance from Oak Lawn infonnative and quite a success.
High were Mr. Dom Frigo, Mr. For more informatio:1 stop by the
Jim Smenos, and Mr. Frank Air Force Recruiting Office at
Vazzaana. Evergreen Park High 10735 S. Cicero or call Ssgt. Coit at
School was represented by Mr. 425-4922-4454.

4~ {> D <),)~ 'W 1), ~ .;;.<;:s~O
~.... ./..... ""', .".....( ( ...., / ....
,,.$ >" )...1 V ,~ ~.-" {'-( l-,,( c:.( /( '-
~ .I~ J"-, ~ 'J --' .,... "\0" -..../.... ): ( ',,- L.,:( J ....

• ).,$ ~ rr.;:rD.i' '''iln ~ ~( .1
f=')1?'\) nbC,,- .~~~~(I~~-l:~~ G':}
L~~~~ ~ ~ffi ~

~- ApR F· 15 1

W/h)@U'@~g;@oo 3)( 1 I
~orn@$ !l({'JOUP

respect; Ie schools' programs,
facilit:es and financial aid
avaiil\ble.

Tile Chicago Fair is one of
several sponsored each year by
the National Association of
College Admissions Counselors, a
non-profit organization whose
membership includes college
admissions and financial aid
officials and high school coun
selors. More than half a million
persons have attended fairs
sponsored by NACAC over the
past five years.

Students attending the fair may
also attend information sessions
on financial aid and may ask
specific questions after each
presentation.

IN AN INDIVIDUAL Coun
seling and Career Information
Center a student may talk in·
dividually with a counselor or
admissions officer about college
entrance requirements, costs,
possible majors, programs,

Air Force Recruiter Sgt. Terry
Coit met with community
educators at the Coffee Pot West
Restaurant in Hickory Hills
Tuesday, October 11 to discuss the
community College Of The Air
Force.

Msgt. Marshall Smith, the.guest
speaker, detailed the birth and
development of this educational
concept. He took the educators
and administrators in attendance
from the early years of initial
accreditation thru the Community

~ ~

.~ "EVERYONE LOVES :~:
~ ~
~ ~

:~: RAGGEDY ANN" :~
~ ~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

U.S.A.F. Holds Talk

HAVE YOU DECIDED you
want to go to a college or a career
school, but don't know exactly
what kind of school you want or
how much vpr;'''l~ ~~~uois cost?
~ J you need financial aid, but
don't know where you can get it?

U the answer is yes to either or
both of these questions, you will
want to attend the fifth annual
Chicago National College Fair
Friday, November 18, and
Saturday, November 19, at Expo
Center-Chicago.

More than 300 college,
university and career school
representatives from all around
the country will be available from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 10
p.m. on the 18th, and from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the 19th to talk to
students, parents and counselors.

ADMISSION TO THE Fair is
free, and students of any age are
invited to attend. Each student
can "shop" around and talk to
representatives about their



Sophomores
16- Blood Drive
17- P.T.S.A. Open House
18- SO's Dance
19- A.C.T. Test for those who

have registered for this date.
24-25- Thanksgiving Holiday

NO SCHOOL either da

two hours detention. This
statement was incorrect. Three
tardies will result in two hours of
detention. Four cuts wilJ result in
two days external suspension.

d ductlons). With a raise to $434

ft r 4 months
We'll also glv you a chanc to

tr v I. G t a head start on colleg
through In·serVlce college OOUrties.

wlthth Army
paying up to 75% of
your tUition.

If you're Inter
est d, give me a call.
You'll not only be do
rng a good lob for your
self. You'll be dOing
on for your Country.

. GRIFFITH

page 3

Clarification

BY GLE

I THE ARTICLE "New Code"
in the September 30 issue, it was
stated that three cuts wilJ result in

9- NHS Induction at 7:00 in the
Little Theater.

1(}' I~ day- workshop. School
ends at 11:55.

11- NO SCHOOL
12- P.T.S.A. Arts & Crafts Fair

from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
15-16- A.S.V.A.B. Test fol'

Call me. Army SSG Dale Sharp

636-3912
Join the people who've joined the Army.

"I h\'~ . "11<1may ave Apfrox;fY/ ly

good job for you."a
In fact. til Army has ov, 50

dlff rent Jobs you could apply fOI
and probably g t.

If you qualify. w'lI uarant e
your chOice of lob trallling rn fields
like construction.
computer program·
mlng, Intelligence,
electronics, commUni·
cations, and many
others.

We'll pay you a
starting salary of
~7 a month (before

THE SPARTANITE

Nov.
2 - End of first quarter.
Booster club meets in teachers

cafeteria at 8:00 P.M.
4-5-Performance of "PLAZA

SUITE" in Little Theater.

Havek, Donna Heitman, Annette
Jelly, Karl Krout, Lydia Kuyawa,
Teresa Kuzel, Victoria Kysilka,
Carrie Lamparski, Linda
LaRocque, John Leary, Joanne
Lewis, Jeff Lippner, Anita Loren,
Lisa Maras, Maxine Marolt, Lori
Matha, Sheri McGee, Mike Mech,
Donnajean Mulhall, Richard
Olson, Karen Peters, Gene Poull,
Kim Reis, ~helle Scott, Mitch
Skelly, Donna St. George, Don
Sullivan, Susan Sullivan, Suzanne
Tebo, Christina Toth, Karen
Wagner, Susan Wasowicz,
Leandra Whynot, Brian Yt
terberg.

THIS IS THE largest number of
inductees ever accepted in the
history of the Spartan Chapter.
Congratulations!

grade reporting, scheduling, and
in performing certain services for
teachers, such as attendance.

Mr. Ray Reynolds is in charge
of the Computer Center and also
serves as Technical A visor to the
tea h rs 01 th computer cia s .
Mr. Reynolds stated that future
plans for the computer include its
use in counseling offices, the
scoring of tests, and possibly for
statistics and analysis of test
grades.

MECHANICALLY THE
COMPUTER has been working
well except for a few minor break
downs which were repaired within
24 hours. The first three weeks
there was some trouble with
scheduling and attendance due to
the transition period between the
old and new computers. The
computer will most likely never
need to be replaced since ad
ditions may be put on if the need
arises.

FLORIDA GETAWAY I~A t
A I of)

~ IT'S A WHALE Ff
OF A VACATION!

10 DAYS/9 NIGHTS - EASTER
rMRCH 2) Thru April 1,

FORT LAUDERDALE
OR

~3ln30 - $285.00 p.p.
(based on four persoD in a room)
PRICES INCLUDE I .AIR FARE. HOTELS
DEPOSIT DUE: JQn Ocean}.Taxgs.N ~lPS . Baggage

ov. 1st Handlin~ To
$25.00p.p. Escort. ~rans~rs

Sponsored by: qould Kelly Travel
See' 4t4-2224

. Eileen '-:ibbons

BY GLENN S. GRIFFITH

BY ERIC VANA

UPON RECOMMENDATION
OF the faculty, Oak Lawn Com
munity High School is proud to
announce the new inductees to the
Spartan Chapter of the N.H.S.

The Senior inductees are Kathy
Bragg, Leslie Busch, Julio
Calderon, Terry Corlett, Mike
Lehman, Ken O'Neill, Ann
Stearns, Rene Such, Janet
Sullivan, Jeff Werner, Larry
Yodelis, and Mary Zalapi.

The Junior inductees are Toni
Alessi, Rich Baader, Linda Bruhn,
Carol Conrad, Frank Divincenzo,
Mike Eckel, Susan Egan, Dan
Fadden, Bill Geary, Susan
Geisler, Pamela Giermak, Glenn
Griffith, Laura Harper, Debora

NHS Induct
Members

October 28, 1m

A EW OMP TER system
has been installed at OLCHS for
the ben fit of tudent learning and
for the convenience of the ad
ministration. The new computer
was installed in Room 124 in the
la t week of June of this year. It
replaces the previous computer
which was too small to meet the
needs of the school.

The IBM System 3, Model 12
computer has rn million positions
of storage and is being leased on a
long-term basis. It is used for
teaching students in classes such
as Computer Sciences and Data
Processing. These courses, open
to Juniors and Seniors, use the
computer six periods a day and
consist of 25 students to a class.
The students actually run the
computer which is an uncommon
practice in Illinois High Schools.
The computer is also used for

.Ii•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•• •
: DIVISION OF THEATRE ARTS :
: OAK LAWN COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL :
: Presents:• •• •• •• •• •• •• •
: Cllaza 8.uife :

New Computer~ by Neil Simon • ~
• •

Serves 0 LHS i NOVEMBER 4th & 5th i• •• •• •• •• •• •: 8:00 p.m. LITTLE THEATER :
• •• •• •I............ •........ ..•...•. ..•.............................=

\\
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problems involved. "There is
some equipment that will have to
be replaced. Also, the tracks will
have to be relined.

"The larger, northern schools
should be able to handle the
change financially, but the
smaller schools down-state might
not. They will probably have to
run the English system until they
get to the state competition.

"Other schools that are going to
have a problem are schools like
Richards, with the all-weather
tracks. They have permanent
lines marked in the English
system. They will probably have
to go through the cost of putting
down another set of lines.

"Oak Lawn isn't going to have
much of a problem. We are con
sidering putting in a new track
because of the big rainstorm last
year, which washed away the
entire top surface. If we do get a
new track, we will just have to lay
it out in the metric system. If we
don't, there is no problem because
we lay down new lines before
every meet anyway.

"I haven't heard anything about
any other sports going metric. The
IHSA hasn't mailed us anything
concerning other sports, and they
are the ones who have to make the
decisions.

do, together with the grammar
schools, is to familiarize the
students with the metric system
so that when or if the United
States decides to change over to
the metric system, the kids will be
comfortable with it.

"I feel that the change over will
be slow and gradual. As tools and
parts become worn out and need
replacing, some of them will be
replaced with ones in metric sizes.
The same holds true for textbooks.
We are not about to throw out
books just because they use the
English system of measurement.

"We don't even know if the
United States is going to change
over to the metric system. Much
depends on what the people want.
For instance, they were going to
change all the highway road signs
from miles to kilometers, but
enough people objected so that the
plan has been abandoned for the
time being.

"I don't know what is going to
happen. Whatever does happen
will take a long time, but Oak
Lawn will be ready for it."

The metric system is also going
to invade the sports world. Track
is going to be run entirely in the
metric system by 1980.

Mr. Parks, the school athletic
director, de cribes some of the

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~ A Star is Born? ~
* ~* :lupposed to stick to a pattern of

WHETHER YOU. KNOW. It or questions such as, How students
not we have a radIO star m our are taught, and descriptions of the
school actuaily it is Mr. Carter professional life of a teacher. The
teacher of Business Law Classes. announcer strolled on to other
He was on W.I.N.D. radio Sunday, questions involving teaching and
Oct.9,at1:00a.m. He and another its methods.
teacher from Arlington Heights Mr. Carter wasn't really excited
were interviewed by radio an-, about being on the show, the way
nouncer JIm Boutell on the people get excited about being on
subject, "Talking About Lear· the "Tonight Show" with host
ning". The teachers were asked Johnny Carson. Whether Mr.
various questions about teaching, Carter goes on being a star and
what they liked and disliked about changing his name like most
it. movie stars do is unknown, but for

Mr. Carter isn't whatllQu'd call now he is just plain old Mr. Carter,
a radio star. He was picked star of "Business Law", some
because he knew the producer of student's favorite class.
tne show. The interviewer was

.
I I J I I 1 I I I I

.t ) 'i S ~ 1 , , ID
I..."" - ~

-y \ { T- --
IJ'tl " ." I
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You may not have realized it,
but Oak Lawn Community High
School has been slowly going
metric.

Over the past few years, the
metric system is being used more
and more often in the school's
curriculum.

For example, the home
econorrtics department is using
some recipes that give the
amounts of the ingredients in
metric units.

The industrial arts department
is making its students use some
metric lay-outs and tools.

In the mathematics depart
ment, instead of finding how many
hours it takes to travel the 300
miles from Chicago to Des
Moines, students might have to
find how many hours it takes to
travel the 483 kilometers from
Chicago to Des Moines.

All of the measurements done in
the science department are done
in the metric system.

Mr. Marks, the school's
curriculum director, is in charge
of much of the transition over the
metric system. He has these
words on the school policy to in
troduction of the metric system.

"I would say that the two key
words are 'introduce' and
'familiarize'. All we are trying to

Metrics: Coming Soon

VICA
Elects
Members

hear them play before we signed
them up. This was due to lack of
time. Next time we will hear them
play before they sign a contract to
aVOId any similar situations. But
overall, the dance seemed to be •
success. .

More work came the day after
the dance when Student Council
members were required to be at
school at 9:00 on Sunday morning
to clean up.

The next big project Student
Council Is working on is called the
High School Spirit Contest,
sponsored by WMET and Coca
Cola. A school enters this contest
by submitting signatures of
students on petition sheets. The
school with the highest percentage
of students' signatures, from the
number of students enrolled, Is the
winner.

The winning school receives a
customized van, a concert-dance
by a nationally known rock group
at the winning school's auditorium
or gymnasium at no cost to the
school, and a~c .footgear for
all the school's Vuslty sports
teams provided by q~iroyal·Pr

Keds.
This contest will run from

October 24th to November 11th.
Sign up now! Show that our school
has the most spirit!

********************
~ ATTEN'TION SENIORS: *
* FROM MR. SIMONE ~

* ** * BY DANA NOVINSON

* ----- *~ * OAK LAWN COMMUNITY* HIGH SChool's own Laura Mor-*.,..r _ ~ ~ * zuch has won an election. To be*~~_,.~ * exact, she's now the Historian for* ~~ Region 9 Vocational Industrial
,,~~ * Clubs of America. The region 9* ,~"" * V.I.C.A. meeting was held* ~~~ * Wednesday October 12, Hm. ue* ' <..~~ meeting is to help students to

a..~'4." * become familiar with the V.I.C.A.* (\ ~, * organizations, to report on the* ~N~ ~,,~~ * national V.I.C.A. conference, and

*
...~~ ~~ * to provide a social meeting for all

\., the V.I.C.A. youth of our region.* ., * Mr. Bill Garry and Mr. Frank* * Vazzana are the O.L.C.H.S.* 12 DAYS 10 NIGHTS sponsors for the V.I.C.A. club. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~* Chaperone: Mr. Simone ~ -:---

* Only $484 Including tax and services * t ., . EA TER V TIO ill t* Air fare with meals * t 1 .PARIS and LO DO t* 10. nights. lodging * t $655 from hicago Afhr~ ~.t** Lei greeting * t March 25 - April 2 1..5 t
Baggage handling * . r1.. il 11 j..( t t* Insurance & more * t .. e MIS ~illiam for dela or a t

* *Prices subject to any * t EMI AR ITER ATIO L 322-7027 t* C.A.B. air fare increases * t al I all year of French recomm nd d t
~****************** ~ ~__ ~o.:.a-:~o.!: ~1~~I~i~ _

BY DO A T. GEORGE

Although Homecoming meant a
lot of hard work for Student
Council, we are generally pleased
with the results.

Committees were formed
among Student Council members
about five weeks before
Homecoming. These committees
each did a lot of work in getting
Homecorrting off the ground. They
ook care of everything from the

parade to the refreshments at the
ance.
Besides all the work each of

these committees did before
Homecoming, Homecoming

eekend ItseU brought much work
that had to be done.

On Friday, Student Councii
pent many long and hard hours

orating the gym and getting
verything ready for the Saturday
ight dance. Most people started
orking on the gym at 8:00 a.m.
nd the last people left the gym at

11:30 that night.
Early Saturday morning, about

9:30 to be exact, found many
Student Council members at 95th
St. and 51st Ave. working on the

rganization of the parade.
Washing of the cars, decorating of

e judges' platform, and float
ntrles were just a few things that

had to be taken care of.
As for the dance itself, Student

Council considered it to be a
success although many com
plaints were made about the band.
The band was not what we ex
pected it to be because we didn't

.: ..
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SANDY PARKER.
SOPHOMORE A Clown,
Because I like to be funny.

JOHN KOLIOPOULOS.
FRESHMAN. A Joint, So
I'll always be partying.

MR. MC COOL, STUDENT
ENGLISH TEACHER,
A Christmas Tree, So I'd feel
out of season.

OUT

DEBBIE MARSHALL,
SOPHOMORE. A Hobo,
Because I won't have to get

dressed up.

~. PILAT. ART TEACHER,
A Championship Skier, For the
thrill of it. •

LAURIE GALLOWAY. JUNIOR.
Candy. So everyone will think

I'm sweet.

SPEAK

What would you like to turn into on Halloween? Why?

JOHN GILLEN, SENIOR,
A Afro-American, There isn't
that many in the neighborhood

so I'll be different.

MR. KURDTS, ART TEACHER,
A Taco Flavored Dorito, Because
it's the best junk food ever
invented.

DENNIS FIORINO.
HALLGUARD. A Cut Slip,
That way I could get all of

OLCHS on external.

JUNIORS AND SENIORS at OLCHS are given the
rivilege of Open Campus-or are they? Somehow the
erm "Open" Campus Isn't appropriate. A better
erm might be "Limited" Campus.

When a student fills out a form to receive Open
Campus privileges, he is led to believe that he can
maneuver freely within the school, using the Media
Center and other school facilities as he wishes.
However, these so-called "privileges" have recently
been modified greatly. For one thing, once a student
enters the Media Center, he I'S' not allowed to leave
during that particular period. Is this an Open Campus
privilege? It seems that It Is just another class, when
you are required to remain In a certain area of the
school for a given amount of time.

Some students stay In the cafeteria, enjoying the
(sometimes) mellow sounds of the jukebox, or pur
chasing food and drinks from the machines found In
the Junior-Senior lounge. Occasionally, these
students find it necessary to leave the cafeteria to get
a book and finish some homework, use the washroom,
or have a conference with one of their teachers. But,
as many students have noticed, their travel through
the halls has been made difficult by such Individuals
as a hall guard, teacher or administrator. These
individuals constantly check you for passes, and
eventually advise you to either go to the Media Center
or the cafeteria. Ntany students feel that since they
have Open Campus, they should not have to account
for themselves every ti me they use the halls. Why are
Open Campus students subjected to this constantly?

THE FACT IS that It's the few students who goof off
In the halls and other previously mentioned areas of
OLCHS that make It bad for the majority of well
behaved students.

The Spartanite attempted to find the cause for the
changing of certain Open Campus privileges. When
asked why students, particularly those who have
Open Campus, are required to have a pass when
I~aving or entering the cafeteria, Mr. HIli, Cafeteria
Supervisor, said that these students, when allowed to
roam In and out of the cafeteria freely, cause too
much trouble, citing vandalism of school property as
an example. He added that the percentage of students
that do cause trouble while on Open Campus Is small,
but the fact that there are a few makes It necessary to
enforce stricter rules concerning passes. To his
knowledge, students were permitted to enter and exit
from the cafeteria during periods other than lunch
hours. Apparently, the fact that there are some
students who abuse their Open Campus rights during
these periods makes It necessary for the hall guards
and others to question their destinations excessively.

The Media Center Is another area of the school
which students possessing Open Campus find
troublesome. Mrs. Davidson, Director of Media
Services at OLCHS, was asked about the new rule
requiring Open Campus students to remain In the
center unti I the end of period once they enter. She sa id
that, as in the case of the cafeteria, some students
who are allowed to go In and out of the center cause
trouble in the halls. According to her, the school
administration decided that too many students were
abusing their privileges in this manner, and because
of it they should be required to remain In the center
for the duration of the period. Mrs. Davidson told the
Spartanite that she had suggested to the ad
ministration that a sign-in sheet be provided for Open
Campus students using the Media Center, as can be
found in the Counseling Centers.

THE SPARTANITE BELIEVES that this could be
one answer to the problem. But it Is hard to say what
will and will not work concerning Open Campus.
Evidently, because some students find It necessary to
abuse their Open Campus privileges Instead of
obeying the contract which they signed, the entire
student body must suffer.



TERIK ZEL

Dear Editor:
I would like to comment a littl

on the first issue of the partanlt .
I personally think it was a bi
success, with many intere ting,
informative and funny article.
The quality and topics of thi
year's articles are a definite
imp 'ovement over last year. The
article conc rning the roofing
problem was excellent. I also
enjoyed reading Ken O'Neill's
articles. Howev r, I do think that
there is room for improvement.
The sports section could be a litt!
better. I would al 0 like to suggest
that a featur be done on each
"Athlete of the issue."

BILL GEAR

we t Highway to the practice
field. Something should be done to
solve the problem. I think the
football team is more important
than the gym classes. If one of
these classes wins a game, there's
no big deal. It's a different story if
the football team wins. Their goal
is much higher. The football team
first, then the gym classes.

RICKOL 0

Dear Editor:
I feel that the partanlte is

being financially abused by the
student. Whenever the paper goe
on sale, trying to sell copies
becomes a chore. The usual ex
cu es are, "I don't have any
chang ," or "I bought one
already." They really want to
r ad one, but they don't want to
pay for it. So, they borrow one for
fre . This hurts the paper, and
could eventually result in its
cancelling. I hope this abuse
stops, before the partanlte
becomes a m mory.

ERICVA A

RI K UTTO

Dear Edi tor;
Th condi tions of the football

field are bad. The gym classe
play on the field and rip up the
grass. I understand that the gym
classes have to go somewhere but
they ruin the field. The gym
classes should go across South-

Dear Editor:
In this school each room has a

______________ number; howev r, these room
numbers are mixed-up, confusing
and out of order. The room
numbers are quite impossible to
~ollow. On the first floor, room 101
IS across the hall from room 1(}
now, tell me if tho e numbers are
very close!

The number system confuses
most incoming freshmen, transf r
students, new teachers, student
teachers and even students who
have been attending the school.

They should take the existing
numbers down and re-number the
rooms. Then, the classrooms
would have numbers that were in
order, and tudents wouldn't com
in saying that th y couldn't find
the room. It would solve a lot of
problems, and even make th
school look neater. Classroom
n ed numbers, 0 why not have
them in order?Dear Editor:

In this issue, I would like to
express myself in your column.
This is my first year at OLCHS,
and I am a senior who will
graduate in January.

Under other circumstances
transferring in senior year would
be a big adjustment. Due to the
fantastic hospitality I have
received from teachers, students,
as well as neighboring buildings,
my move here has been very
beneficial.

I feel OLCHS has a very good
curriculum, and the discipline
code is enforced very well. I've
found that this school is much
more mature than the Chicago
public school I went to.

I've never seen such consistant
group of people working together
to achieve such mighty goals.

Thi new paper is comparison
is far more advanced than any
schools' I've seen, and I'm proud
to be a part of it.

To the faculty and students I
express my gratitude.

THERE E JA K ON

Dear Editor:
Since you printed a letter in the districts. Coach Gates has done a

last partanlte against Co-Ed. tremendous job with the team
G~m, I think that it's only fair to working long hours. He deserves ~
pnnt one from someone who is for lot more credit than he is getting,
Co-Ed. Gym. even if it's just a picture in the

~ am a female (senior), and I yearbook. This year Scott Price,
thmk ~-Ed. Gym is a very, very Rick Sutton, Paul Underwood,
~<><.>d thmg. It has its flaws (since Doug Azzaro, John Lillwitz and
It IS the. fi~ t year) but, never- Herb Stewart were the only six
theless, It IS a lot better than golfers who tried out for the
before. Even though boys are varsity golf team. They are all
st~on~er than girls are, I don't good golfers, and they deserve to
thmk It would hurt the girls one bit be recognized for their golfing
to do the boys' push-ups and other achievements. --------------i
various exercises. They may not
be able to do them as fast, but they
can still do them (we're not that
weak, are we? >.

Obviously, there are more
spo~ts-mindedboys than girls, but
I thmk many girls are not giving
the idea of Co-Ed. Gym a chance.
It is much more exciting and
competitive than the usual all
female P.E. classes. It makes the
girls play harder, and the teams
are much more evenly matched
inst.ead of the female jock~
agamst those who don't give a
hoot about sports. (Now is that a
fair match, girls?). '

I s;sy,.give it a chance, girls, you
won t die from it! (You may even
meet your future husb nd in your
gym class!).

CATHY BERLI

Dear Edi tor:
I would like to know why the golf

team wasn't mentioned in the
yearbook. Every other sport had
both pictures of the team and
individual pictures. Last year, the
golf team had their be t record
ever-eleven wins, three losses.
This year, they ended the season
with eleven wins, three losses and
one tie. They also came in fifth in
onference and second in

REPLIE TO PARTA ITE
EDITORIALS ARE WELCOME.

Dear Editor,
In regard to last weekend's

homecoming, I witnessed one of
the most ridiculous situatIOns of
my life.

Upon entering the dance
everything was cool, just like at
any other dance I went to here at
OLCHS, until we found out that we
couldn't get into the dance
because my date and the couple
we doubled with didn't have
1.0. 'So I paid seven dollars and
signed both of us up on the list. My
date is a cheerleader and I'm in
my fourth year of basketball, and
w till couldn't g t in. I was in
total awe at how stupid and in
considerate the Administrationr---- system was. Both Mr. Craig and
Mr. Hill know us. I would have
understood if they didn't know us
or didn't know we went to Oak
Lawn On Monday morning, after
talking to several different people,
I found out that some people got -------------1
into the dance without their J.D. 's
just because they'r "special". I
thought rules were rules.

I think this whole matter is
totally ridlculou . If it continues
there won't be anymore turnout at
the dances because no one needs
this hassle. I know many people
that are so angered that they plan
to avoid all the dances with the
exception of prom. Maybe by
then, some changes will be made
in the Administration. I hope that
all of us who were taken ad
vantage of will at least get our
money back out of this farce.

01 G 1'EDLY YOUR ,
KEITH \l.OPELAK

-G

being a number and not a name?
Sure, it's a bIt easier for the office
to ~ut someone's number through
theIr computers. The next thing
people will see is teachers calling
out numbers of students and not
names, because numbers are
easier to pronounce. People who
a~e born in the future won't be
L.ven names, but numbers. What
if your parents went around
calling you "No. l000?" Every
p~ace people go anymore they are
gIven a number for service, credit
cards, bank accounts, and so on.
Look into the future, and you'll see
that people will become numbers
instead of names. Then ask
"why?"

BY ARAH BROOKS

MBER, N MBER
N MBER !! Everyone is ~
number. Does everyone know
their number? I know mine, but
not too many people know their
numbers. I'm speaking of the
student numbers, which appear on
ID cards, mail sent to people's
homes and attendance cards. This
number is to be used when signing
in and out of deans' and coun
selors' offices. Can anyone
imagine going Into an office and
forgetting their number? "Don't
give names, just numbers." This
is quite impersonal. Do people like

The Crosstown:
Just A Memory

BY CURT O'HARA southeast to 95th Street and
Central Park Avenue, and con
tinuing along 75th Street to a link
up with the Dan Ryan Ex
pressway.

THIS HIGHWAY WOULD
benefit Chicago and its suburbs
tremendously in- {TIany respects.
For example, b i1ding the
Cr~stownwould cre te a quieter,
environment for icagoans.
Because it will be uilt in a
depressed route with landscaped
sloping sides which will reduce
traffic sounds, many engineers
say the expressway will muffle
noise greatly. Another benefit
from the highway would be fewer
traffic-congested expressways,
particularly the Dan Ryan. Should
the Dan Ryan break again, a it
did in 1973, the effects could be
disastrous.

Naturally, if a highway such as
this is constructed, there will be a
need for land on which to build
which will call for th~
displacement of some home and
business dwellers. A new federal
law increased the comp nsation
which is given to these displaced
property owners and tenants,
because of today's higher housing
prices and rentals. According to
the law, a home owner will receive
payment up to $15,000 for the
difference between what he was
paid for his home for the
Crosstown acquisition and what
he could have to pay for a similar
home somewhere else.

Since the time the Crosstown
was proposed, the cost has risen
drastically from $200 million to an
estimated $1.6 billion. As time
goes on and construction is
delayed, it co ts the taxpayers
$400,000 each day. Once the
Crosstow£1 is constructed, high
way planners calculate that the
expressways would carry ap
proximately 100,000 cars and
trucks per day, which would
reduce traffic on heavily crowded
streets near the expressways by
40 per cent. Traffic on the four
existing expressways would be
reduced by 20 per cent.

PERH P SOO, 0-
STRUCTIO of the Crosstown
expressway will get under way.
Only time will tell.

October 28, 1977

Is No. 20 Present?

IMAGINE YOUR ELF
TAKING a Sunday drive along the
Dan Ryan Expressway in
Chicago. You are listening to your
favorite FM station on your new
stereo system, and your brand
new Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
• operating smoothly at 55 mil
per hour. All of a sudden, without
warning, you feel yourself begin to
fall. You look out of your window
and notice the pavement beneath
your car slowly sagging. All at
once you, along with hundreds of
other helpless persons, crumble to
the street below. Sound im
possible? No so, because someday
thi situation could prevail, if
heavy trucks and oil tankers
continue to ride the Dan Ryan.
However, this problem does have
a olution-the Crosstown Ex
pressway.

The Crosstown has been an
important issue for over a decade
now, and still little has been done
concerning it. Back on May 1,
1963, George De Ment, then clty
public works commissioner
announced that "construction of
the proposed north-south
(Crosstown) expressway will
begin in 1965." But, as can be
noticed, construction did not take
place. Since that time, the battle
for the building of the roadway
has been touch and go.

One of the major opponents of
the Crosstown in the past few
years has been former Governor
Daniel Walker, who described the
highway as a "waste." He
rejected its construction mainly to
win support of the homeowners
who would be forced to leave due
to its construction in the 1972
election. The late Mayor Richard
Daley was Walker's major op
ponent in the Crosstown feud.
From the day that Walker took
office until the day he left, he and
the Mayor never reached an
agreement.

If and when the Crosstown is
built, it will cut through Chicago'
south and west sides, extending
approximately along Cicero
Avenue from close to the junction
of the Edens and Kennedy Ex
pr ssways to 67th Street, then
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Heat
Problem At
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Laura DIFonzo
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Curt O'Hara
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Sarah Brooks \ Bob Parke
Jane Fox ~ Karen OpitZ

th Y produce cold. Usually, the
same rooms face this problem
year after year. A far as hot air is
concerned, the problem is very
similar. During the warmer
months, such a late April and
May, these same air vents
produce heat. It's certainly
feasible that the maintenance
department of the school could
reverse the situation--in other
words, heat when it is cold, and
cooler air when it is warm.

It has been said that the now of
air (either hot or cold) is con
tinued regardle of what type it
is, in order to maintain a steady
now of air throughout the school.
In this way, supposedly the
schoolrooms will not become
stuffy. But isn't that going just a
little bit too far? As was stated,
this procedure is fine, but only if
air of the appropriate tem
perature is what the rooms are
getting. As most students (and
teachers as weI)) are aware, a
freezing cold or boiling hot room is
very uncomfortable to work in.
Concentration is easily lost, and
th quality of the work is not as
good as it would be if the room
were properly heated or cooled.

PERHAPS THE SCHOOL
ventilating system should be
diagnosed, lo s ek th cau of
thi problem. Although repair
are being made occasionally,
the e conditions till persist. If
this situation were controll d, it
would benefit both the students
and the administration.

Wayne Macha) Ed Fabian) Terri WtI yPhotographer 8
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BY CURT O'HARA

ALTHO GH M CH HAS been
said concerning heat and cold in
this school, much more can and
will be until measures are taken to
control it. There is truly no excuse
for freezing cold air pouring in
from the ventilating systems in
rooms during fall and winter. On
the other hand, why should there
be heat nowing into classrooms
during the warmer seasons? Not
only is this situation annoying, but
dangerous to your health as well.
A student should not have to be
subjected to constant blizzard-like
classroom conditions. Even
though most of these heat and cold
problems pertain to the rooms
with very few windows, other
rooms are also affected. Of
course, students of other schools'
probably find themselves facing
this same problem. But what is
being done to control it?

One solution might be to turn off
these ventilators which constantly
produce cold air. It seems that
they blow cold air, day after day,
apparently waiting for the
miracle of heat. Every year these
vents are left on, and every year

Beginning i the November issue
of the Spart~ite, a controversy
column will begin in the editOrial
section. Any t\.rdent who wish to
take opposing slMs of a con
troversial issue can submit theIr
opinions In writing, no more than
250 words to the Spartanite office,
room 210

another 10 years before the next
one.

SIX CREDITS OF English are
required for graduation, but only
two each of math and science.
Why? Students are just not in
terested. Most wouldn't---and
don't--take any more credits than
those.

The answer lies in another
requirement for graduation: six
semesters of P.E. It all boils down
to the old argument that OLCHS is
too "jock" oriented. The publicity,
the money, the support---the
classes, too?

"You always get what you
want." Very apt in this cases, and
also very true. As long as students
are content with' things the way
they are, nothing will chalice. It's
up to you. How about it?

"JOCKS GET AI.L the
scholarships." Another famous
quote. Untrue. Athletics are not
the only source of full or partial
college scholarships. Dt'pending
on choice of college, there are
many scholarships available in a
variety of vocational or
educational intersts.

Upon recommendation of a
member of the OLCH faculty
(one directly involved" Ith your
interests), one could rec ive
financial assistance in many
fields. Scholarships and gUIding
assistance are available All one
has to do is open one's eye and
try.

I feel there are no rea ons why
one can't join a certain group.
Some groups are alway looking
for new members. The op
portunities are great.

THE WHY DO these ,tudents
say all this garbage? Attention
That's why.

So all you "jock Jaws," do us a
favor and shut up with your "Jock
strap" philosophy.

follows: Student Council,
S.C.A.B., J.C.A.B., the Forensics
Team, NUS, the Spartanite Staff,
the French Club, H.E.R.O., the
Chess Team, the Key Club,
Thespians, Cafeteria Monitors,
Spear Magazine, Peer Counciling,
the Yearboook Staff, the
Cheerleading Squads, Spartan
Guards, Swim Timers, the
Photography Club, V.I.C.A.,
Senior Peppers, Wrestlerettes, the
Ecology Club, Junior NHS,
Mathletes, Spartanetle's Porn
Porn, Band (Jazz, Concert,
Marching, Varsity, Cadet,
Beginning, Jazz Combo, Pep),
Chorus (Mixed, Freshman,
Treble, A Cappella Choir, Spartan
Singers), Ollice Occupations,
Aides (Nurse, Ollice, Swit
chboard, Library, Dean), the
Discipline Committee, the many
Theatre Productions, and alas,
our good old athletic teams.

Quite a lengthy list isn't it?
Especially for an "all jock and
nothin' else high school," as so
many claim.

distinct topics to choose, and only
two of those, Biology, and
Chemistry, extend into a second
year with an advanced course.
Why not separate courses in
Marine Biology, or Biochemistry?

The math department at OL is
generally considered among the
best, but it too has a relatively low
number of courses when com
pared to other departments. For
example, look at the English or
industrial arts departments. Even
the foreign language department,
though it only has three subjects,
offers ten semesters of each.

Why the difference? Clearly, the
responsibility rests with the
students. Advanced Chemistry
was taught last year for the first
time in some years. This year's
Calculus class is the first in about
10 years, and it will probably be

BY KEN O'NEILL

ITEM 5: High School Courses.
List total semesters taken in the
following subjects.

Anyone who's filled out a college
application is familiar with that
question. It's important because,
in answering it, every student at
OL wiJI come up short in two
areas: math and science.

There simply are not enough
classes offered. This is not a
criticism of the OLCHS ad
ministration; in fact, we have one
of the best college preparatory
curricula of any high school
around. But the fact remains that
students wishing to go into either
of those two fields are at a
disadvantage.

IN THE SCIENCE department,
for example, there are only seven

BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ

MANY STUDE TS SEE
OLCHS as being just the
headquarters of "Jock City,
U.S.A." To this, horsemanure.

Granted OLCHS has many fine
productive varsity teams in a
variety of sports ranging from
badminton to gymnastics. OLCHS
is not the only high school with
students participating in ex
tracurricular athletic activities.
We're not any different than the
guys next door.

For one to say OLCHS is purely
an "all jock" high school just goes
to show that many students don't
bother to look past their own noses
to notice what other activities are
going on in our school. In this
sense, they are totally blind.

OLCHS OFFER VAST op-
portunities for the student body to
express their individual or group
talents, interests, or leadership in
various school related activities.

The many student activities one
CQuld join or particpate in are as

CON:

Not a
iock high
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Homecoming
BY Bob Parke

Blues

Reality orFantasy?

dinner reservations, ap
proximately fifteen couples were
turned away at the door because
they didn't have their ID's with
them. Eleven of the couples which
were turned away went home and
returned with their lO's, and were
then admitted. To receive a ticket
you had to give your name and
your date's name and pay your
seven dollars. The people who
were turned away and didn't
return should have their money
returned to them. To a student
with a part time job, seven dollars
is a lot of money. It is too much for
the entertainment which was
given. A student ID shouldn't
mean that much to the people who
chaperone these dances, since the
tickets are purchased in school.

Boy's Dean, Mr. Murphy, when
asked the reasons why ID's are
required for school dances said,
"The first reason is so we have
control of who is at the dance. In
case something happens we know
who is there. Reason two is, we
want OLCHS students and their
guests only and not anyone who
walks in off the street." Also, it
said on the tickets that ID's were
required.

Homecoming, probably the
biggest weekend at OLCHS
besides prom, took place on
Saturday, Oct. 15. Il was a suc
cessful day for most of the
students, with a parade in the
morning and a big win in the
football game against T.F. South
in the afternoon.

This day of events was planned
months in advance. Each class
had a few people who worked hard
to make a float to represent them
in the festivities. The students
nominated a homecoming court
and a queen, to show OLCHS had a
little spirit left. A dance with a
band (which was terrible) was
planned for that night. Tickets
were sold in the cafeteria for
seven dollars a couple, which is
quite expensive for most of the
students who also have to buy new
clothes, flowers, and need money
to pay for their dinner after the
dance. At Bogan High School in
Chicago, the tickets cost $8 a
couple, but their dance is held at
Condesa del Mar In Alsip and not
In their school auditorium like it is
here at OLCHS.

After buying the tickets,
clothes. flowers and making

You Can't Change Us.
BY DONNA ABBOTT

AFTER MANY mOUGH~ on For some who don't ron at home
coed-gym had been express it was or are not used to running track or
difficult to face my recent en- THE FACT UJ" the matter IS to
deaver with this subject with an be or not to be ourselves. Girls we
open mind. Trying hard not to let are, and not a week of gym with a
this hunder me from putting this male gym teacher is going to
subject in proper light I found out change it.
quickly that coed-gym wasn't as I'm sure that during that week
bad as the treatment the girls the boys were not expected to act
were faced with. like girls. And when the teacher

The first week we didn't have called them for roll she didn't say
boys - just their teacher who "Come on Junior Girls, lets get in
reminded me of a army sergent line."
sitting behind a desk telling us the We as girls cannot change our
rules of soccer as if we never physical or mental appearance
played in our life. When we were just to meet up to a guy's stan
told to report outside, I heard 'he dards. or any standards for that
command "come on guys, lets iet matter. It might be nice for some
in line." It's small but its a s~t, girls to act like guys, to be able to
and it sure wasn't the end. do the things that guys do. We

In one period we were expec~ girls who don't act like boys an~
to run the track once-that Ja.; refuse to do the things that guys dO
Rimple enough. Then fifteen push- are stiJl girls. We still walk, talk,
\up~'{boys-stYle) WhlCll was a little and act like girls, and no male
more difficult, (It was more like gym teacher will ever change us.
'25). Another run jU'ound the track Take us or leave us, but you can't,
and then back in. line on the field. e.nd never will, change us.

PROBLEM

ROTTE 51 TER

Dear Rotten Sister,
This is a common problem. If

you are better than he is prove
it....by helping him in math. Grow
up.

1) Get an interpreter
2) Teach him English

Dear Aunt Flabby,
Help! My mother is a big pest.

she only likes my crummy little
brother. I'm to the point of hitting
him. My problem is I'm better
than him and my whole family
doesn't care. I have to help him
with his math. I don't know if I
should help him or what. What
should I do?

Dear Aunt Flabby,
I've got a real problem. This is

my first year at OLCHS, and I find
the grading system too hard. I've
just received a failure notice in
one of my classes. Why? That's
what I want to know. My tests are
low I know, but my class par
ticipation is excellent.

"AVERAGE" STUDENT

Dear Aunt Flabby,
I have a problem that has to be

solved. I can't take criticism. I
can dish it out but I can't take it. I
can't stand anyone cutting me up.
Please don't suggest therapy or
counseling.

Dear Problem,
It's a common problem and it

has a common answer ..
"If you can't take it. .
don't dish it out!!!!!!!!"

Dear Condemned in China,
As they say in China.....

Ying-Yang
Ping-Pong
Chopsuey
Moo-goo-gy-pan

Dear Aunt Flabby,
I recently opened a fortune

cookie and it said" I am being held
captive in a fortune cookie fac
tory." What should I do?

CONDEMNED I CHINA

Dear "Average" Student,
- ~ It's hard at first for some kids to

a ' .........pget used to the system, but it's just
_____~I one of those things that comes

Dear Aunt Flabby, with high school. You just have to
This is a very common question, learn to adjust.

but how do you break a date with a
guy without hurting his feelings.
I'm 16 and he is 20. I thought of
telling him that he's too old, but he
knows it isn't true.

BREAK AT THE STAKE

Dear Break at the Stake,
There's only one way....
Tell him the truth.

Dear Aunt Flabby,
I have a dog that talks but he

speaks Spanish and I can't un
derstand him. What should I do?

D.K.

AFRAID

Pretzellessly,
THE RING

ear Afraid,
I have coed-gym this semester

nd I was afraid at the thought of
ym with the guys but I soon found
ut there's nothing to it.

Dear Aunt Flabby,
I have a problem. I have gym

next semester and It's coed. I'm
nervous that I'm going to get hurt
by one of the boys. I'm afraid that
a baseball bat is going to knock
me out or someone will down me
in the pool. What should I do, I
don't want to get hurt?

Dear Ring:
After much careful thought, I

think I may have a solution. First
f all, you must somehow rub out
is only O,le eye-I suggest getting
im into a football game and
Ilowing Bigfoot to tackle him.
nwever, if that does not work,

'ou might try sending him on a
i1d pretzel chase to Manchuria.

ear Aunt Flabby:
We, the members of the Pretzel
ing, have come across a serious
roblem. This problem is the
otorious M.E. (alias "Fast
ddie", and "One-eye", "Wild
an"-the list goes on). He is

rying to infiltrate the Ring. We
ave tried every possible means

to discourage him. First, we hired
Detective Harry Hat to put a tail
on him, but Fast eluded him.
Then, we put out a contract on
him, but again his one eye got to
the hit man. Our final attempt was ,
the bag of salt in the locker, but/ .' !

that was to no avail. I
In the past, we have been able to

exterminate troublesome in
dividuals, but nothing seems to

ork on the Wild Man. What shoud
e do?

BY LA RA DI FONZO

C RRE TLY, THERE IS
much in the news about robberies,
arson attempts, and assaults.
Many people think that
"something like that never
happens to people like me." Il's
strange how one goes on thinking
that way until a situation presents
itself, and reality thru ts itself
coldly in front of the victim.

Take, for example, what hap
pened on the night of October 10,
1977, in a Chicagoland store. Il
was about 9: 30, and the store was
rather full. Some of the lights in
the back of the store went off, and
an announcement was made for
the cashiers to pick up their in
store phones. The cashiers were
then informed to lock their
registers and to help evacuate the

store. 1ne reason ( A oomo threat.
Luckily, no one was injured, and
no device which even faintly
resembled a bomb was found on
the premises. This instance was
just a threat, and nothing more.
But what if it had not been a
threat? What if there had been a
bomb?

Imagine, for a minute, the
confusion and fear the people
involved must have felt. Many of
them were probably of the type
that thought "this never happens
to people like me." How do I
know? I was there.

AFTER THIS EXPERIENCE, I
began to realize what miscon
ceptions I and many other people
have of reality, Through gram
mar school, high school, and
college, people live in a fantasy
world-we are given a place to go

to, a time to be there, and even
people to supervise them. This
goes on from the time they begin
to form opinions about the world
until the time they are adults.

Then, suddenly, the fantasy
world is shattered. No longer is
there a teacher or a school to go
to, no longer a parent to watch
over one's every move. There is
only oneself.

Perhaps this fantasy world
existence could be modified to
become more realistic. Schools
could begin (and some have) a
course in marriage and family
life, or perhaps courses on sur
vival in the outside world. After
all, it shouldn't take something as
drastic as a bomb scare to im
press reality upon a person,
should it?
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BY KAREN OPITZ

THE ARMY HAS its mule, the
navy has its goat and the OLCHS
VICA club has its door. Mr.
Vazzana and Mr. Garry are the
sponsors of the Vocational In
dustrial Clubs of America (VICA)
at OLCHS.

The annual meeting to install
new regional officers was held at
OLCHS on October 12th.. After the
meeting, a pie eating contest was
held and the door prize was an
outhouse door. This door is not
just any ordinary outhouse door.
This outhouse door has special
significance to VICA members
since the winner of the door prize
has his name engraved on a
plaque and mounted on the door.
The door is nine years old.

A member from Homewood
Flossmoor High School won the
pie eating contest and con
sequently won the door prize. The
victors left triumphantly, thinking
the door was their possession for
one year until the time of election
of new officers.

ONE WEEK AND one day later,
Gino Lech, Ed Babbe and Rick
Van Stedum, members of VICA,

drove out to Homewood
Flossmoor High with the intention
of stealing the door. Previously,
there were three successful at·
tempts to steal the door. Two
attempts were made by
Homewood Flossmoor and one
attempt was by Bloom Trails.

The door-stealing trio met no
obstacles while entering
Flossmoor High. They were
directed by Mr. Cady's office, the
headof Flossmoor's organization
of VICA. Lech, Babbe and Van
Stedum searched Cady's office
but did not find the door.

In a frenzied search, the
pranksters stumbled across the
tabernacle containing the much
sought after outhouse door. As it
turned out, the alleged tabernacle
was a locked wood supply room
containing the prized outhouse
door. Using the tools of the trade
(comb, credit card, etc.> the three
tried to pick the lock. After
minutes of fruitless effort a small
miracle was bestowed upon them.
A teacher needing to enter the
wood supply room, unlocked the
door. After leaving the room, they
proceeded in, since the teacher
left the door unlocked.

THE SPARTANITE

JUMPING ON THE golden
opportunity, the trio dashed in and
heisted the precious door and
sprinted down the hall and zipped
out the exit.

Lech, Babbe and Van Stedum
were spotted by a group of
students outside on the campus.
The group of approximately 75
students chased the trio as they
were running for their car. One
oversized girl leaped on the door
and broke the door frame. The trio
did not halt to pick up the frame,
they continued running with the
part of the prized door that they
possessed.

They reached their station
wagon and tossed the door in the
back. They jumped into the car
and started on their merry way,
only to be interfered with by the
stalling of the car, not once but
three times. They made their way
out of the school, as you can tell,
definitely not with ease, but they
made it. The door is guarded now,
it is OLCHS's possession.
Congratulations Boys, Mission
Accomplished.

It is e grossing to know the
various tffings that happen in a
counselor' • office. I patiently
stood in Mrs: .Evelyn Tomeski's
office on October 13, anticipating
an interview with her. En·
couraged by her smile and
openness, I sat down in her warm
looking room. The FM 100 radio
station playing in the background
made the conversation very
desirable. There were papers
scattered everywhere on her desk,
books galore on careers, and file
cabinets were open. It was a very
comfortable surrounding, and it
intrigued me. So began the
questions...

Mrs. Tomeski has her bachelors
degree in science, and her
masters in guidance and coun
seling. Both of these degrees were
earned at Northern Illinois
University.

This is Mrs. Tomeski's fourth
year here. Prior to this job, she
taught science at three junior high
schools, two of which were in Oak
Lawn, and one in Park Forest.

Mrs. Tomeski, as well as Mr.
Lockwood, Miss Quinn, Mr.
Welsh, Mrs. Clements, Mr.
Meredith, and Mr. Meek, are
counselors. Mrs. Walker is
chairman, and Mr. Saminos is
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vocational counselor. Their
services include career planning,
college planning, scheduling,
conferences with students,
teachers, as well as parents, and
personal counseling on outside
problems. They are also there if
needed to sit in on classroom
discussions.

On personal counseling, Mrs.
Tomeski said, "I'm here to listen.
I can give alternatives, but the
decision is the individual's." She
prefers a one-to-one basis. As she
said, "That's why I went into
counseling. "

Mrs. Tomeski explained that,
"My job consists o( many duties,
but the most common are class
and scheduling problems, such as
class changes, tutoring if needed,
teacher conferences, and finding
alternatives for these."

Personal co~nseling is quite
confidential. Said Mrs. Tomeski,
"Unless I inform a student before
hand, I will never go out and tell
someone else of their problem."
Many students feel counselors do
not express confidentiallity,
though Mrs. Tomeski stated, "I
hope I have enough of an image to
let us prove hear-say wrong." She
did include the two social workers
of our school, Linda Ragsdale, and
Greg Godar, and said they are
very good to talk to.
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was struck by a car and killed,
thumbs to a number of cemeteries
on this night, including Holy
sepulcher and St. Mary's.

MONK'S CASTLE, ALTHOUGH
spoken of frequently at many
times throughout the year, is
brought to peek interest on the
eeriest of all nights-Halloween.
Those who dare enter the grounds
may sustain the hazard of
unknown persons, objects or
spectres within the walls of the
castle.

Instances of capture by the
monks are occasionally reported
by adventurists; tho e caught by
the monks are haven bald and
dressed as monks and practice as
monks do. Release is granted
after a lesson has been taught.
Monks desire solitude and do not
welcome visits by and heros or
heroines.

Whichever myth it is that one
may choose to follow up on, he
should be sure to go in company,
and bring whatever is necessary
to ward off all evil spirits.

THE SPARTANITE

Fact or fiction

Halloween Tales
BY CHERYL BECKWITH down the window to determine the

I sound on the roof. Peering over
IN EVERY TOWN there are a the roof, she was mortified at the

handful of tantalizing tales to sight of her boyfriend hanging by
arouse the interest and to taunt a rope from a tree.
young people to seek the truth Legend has it that to this day on
every Halloween. Being so near to Halloween that same rope is
the forest preserves, OLCHS hanging and the ghost of the body
students have a vast amount of appears. Whomever parks
stories to investigate. Each time a beneath this tree may suffer the
stf'ry is told there is a new detail same consequences.
added or slightly altered, so EXPLORERS MAY FIND
depending who you hear it from, turned up graves and fences to
the facts may vary. discourage trespassers at

Bachelor's Grove is a highlight Bache""'s Grove, but rumors of
for tall tales. Back several years the disippearlng house and all
(nobody really knows when), a sorts of oings-on seem to be a
guy and a girl were parked message·tb~leave at peace this
beneath a tree at Bachelor's area. However for many it is more
Grove when he tried to start his of an invitation.
car he found that he was out of Resurrection Mary, the girl who
gas. He informed his girlfriend thumbs a ride down Crawford on
that he'd hitch a ride to a gas Halloween night, attracts
station, and to wait with the doors caravans of cars for several trips
locked inside the car. A constant past the cemeteries along
thumping was heard upon the Crawford.
roof; when after several hours her The ghost of Mary, dressed in a
boyfriend had not returned, she white gown which she wore to a
was terrified, but decided to roll high school dance the evening she

The next group is the Treble
choir. This group could be con
sidered the stepping stone,
bridging the gap between the
freshman choruses and the A
Capella choir. This group Is for
those students who are above the
beginning level but who are not
quite as advanced as the A
Capella group would expect them
to be.

There are three choruses on the
freshman level; freshman boys, I
freshman girls, and freshman
mixed. These choruses are all on
an equal level. They are for those
students who wish to develop their
singing ability.

The sixth group is an extra
curricular group called Spartan
Singers, which is a group designed
to sing contemporary music.

instrumentation is decided upon
by the director, so the auditions
are needed to see who will be
placed in this band. Every student
in the marching band must
audition to get in the concert band,
even if they've been in it the
previous year. Those not making
the concert band are placed In the
vaMlity band.

There are two extra·curricular
bands at OL. The Pep Band, which
plays for home basketball games,
and the Jazz Band, which does a
lot of traveling performing con
certs.

In the vocal area there are six
different groups, the A Capella
choir being the top group. This
group is for those students who
show a genuine interest and talent
for the field of vocal music.

A third division of the music '
department is the academic
courses. The courses in this group
are those which are not applied
music courses. The academic
courses are as follows: Music
Theory-designed to teach the
fundamentals of music, showing
how it is written and how it works
(Writing actual compositions of
music is a part of the course.
Music in the Mass Media--a course
designated to show the
relationship between music and
the media. Listening to Music is,
as its name implies, to help
students develop their ability to
listen to music properly.

As you can see, our school has
quite a fine music department run
by Mr. Ken Kistner, Mr. Charles
Yar, Ms. Candice Hildebrandt,
and Mr. Jack Roeckeman. Think
about it. You might be Interested
in taking a course.

BY BILL WALKER

I
In the music column this issue

we would like to write about the
music department here at
OLCHS. We hope that this article
will give you some insight on what
our own music department has to
offer.

I First of all, music is a very

"

large field, with areas ranging
from playing an instrument to

I
running the sound equipment for a
radio show, and our music

I
department covers a wide variety
of the divisions of this field. Even

I if you have no desire to play an
instrument you may still be in
terested in music.

Our music department could be
divided into three main
categories--Applied Music(ln
strumenta)) Academic, and
Vocal.

The instrumental area includes
all the bands and beginning
strings. Beginning strings is a new
course in the school this year. Its
purpose is to give those persons
with a string instrument the in
struction needed to learn to play.
Only acoustic string instruments
are taught--that is, instruments
which aren't electrical.

The bands offered at O.L. range
from least advanced to most
advanced, as far as the skill of the
players is concerned. The order of
these bands, from least advanced
to most advanced is: beginning
band, cadet band, varsity band,
and concert band. The beginning
band is as its name implies, a
band for those persons with no
experience on an instrument. This
course starts aspiring musicians
on the way to learning how to play
an instrument. The in
strumentation varies in this band
from year to year, so it is possible
to place each student on an In·
strument which is best suited for
the student, rather than set up the
band with a certain number of
each instrument.

The cadet band is a band which
is designed to help those students
who have had some musical
training but are having some
trouble in one area or another.
Cadet band, like beginning band,
is not concerned with the in
strumentation, so persons in this
band are in there because they
need the individual help that is
offered in the band.

The varsity and concert bands
are the two top bands in the

Ischool. At the beginning of the
year they are combined to form
the OLCHS marching band. The
marching band auditions are held
to place the students in a band and
in a chair. The concert band's

TAPE TOWN
Di uunt Hecords & Tapes

tereo Sale & Repair
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the next dance was in order. I
really didn't want to go, but
everyone was going. So did the
Phantom. "Ter," [ said, "Why
don't we hang it up? She's too
good. We'll never catch her. I

don't really care anymore
anyway. I'm too sick of hiding in
stalls waiting for her. The last
time I hid in a stall, someone had
thrown up in it from the period
before."

To this day the Phantom hasn't
been discovered. Since then
we've never found anothe~
message. We still have her lip
stick though. We don't want to
press the issue further. We feel
that she's better off a mystery.
But if we ever see her writing on
the mirrors, we'll initiate her with
her own lipstick!SATURDAY: Getting ready for

I knew he didn't want me to take
out a rag and wipe off the book,
but rather to look for fingerprints.
I applied myself to the task.

"AHA! HE WAS ki1led at
exactly 7:45. See here? He was
wearing one of those watches that
stops when the owner is mur
d red."

I interrupted. "The book'
clean, I'm afraid. No prints at
all. "

toilet, causing it to flush. We
heard a sinister snicker, but were

clamoring to get out of the stall.
"What'd ya do, fall in?" Terri
laughed. I rinsed out my purse.
We could hear loud footsteps going
farther and farther away.

FRIDAY: "Lor, don't tell
anyone that we're trying to find a
kid who writes on bathroom
mirrors," Terri said, "My
boyfriend would think I'm crazy if
he found out."

We went to school early that
morning to see if we could catch
her. The hall guards couldn't
figure the Phantom out. They
gave us permission to roam the
halls to find her during our lunch
periods. It was almost time for the
first period bell to ring. "Terri,
what are we gonna do? We've
been in here for almost an hour,
and sti1l nothing."

"REALLY," TERRI AGREED.
"and this is her favorite writing
spot." The bell rang, and we
started to leave the washroom. I
forgot a paper in the washroom
and returned for it. Terri followed.

"We've got one clue," I said,
"Look over there." There in the
corner was a tube of red lipstick.
The mirror was covered with
'Linda & Steve'.

"It's Poppysilk Red," Terri
noticed. She looked on the label.

Sherlock bent over the body.
"Hmm. Ki1led with book number
13---the r's. Ironic, don't you
think?" I wondered whether he
was referring to the number or the
letter. "Here, Watson, dust the
book."

"As I suspected. This is the
work of a professional, Watson.
That narrows down our field
considerably. Tell me, Watson,
what does 'professional' mean?

"WHY IT MEANS that one gets
paid for one's work."

"Precisely! And who in this
school gets paid?"

"Well, the janitors, the ad
ministrators,---the teachers!"

"JUST SO, WAT ON. They are
the only group of those three with
which Regression would have
daily contact. If his wallet con
tains his class schedule, we'll
have our suspects laid out for us in
black and white." Perhaps red,
too. I thought, looking at the
condition of the body.

"But Sherlock, why a teacher?"
"My dear Watson, as I have told

you many times, there are only
three motives for murder: money,
a woman, or insanity. My guess is
that Regression drove one of his
teachers insane each day, and he
or she took his or her revenge. You
knew more of him than I; does my
theory sound reasonable?"

"INDEED. THEN THE in
vestigation is only a matter of
questioning a short list of
suspects?"

"Yes. Now, be a good fellow and
get the schedule, will you?"
Rosenberg's callousness ap-

WEDNESDAY: Walking Into
one of the bathrooms, I see Terri,
a faithful friend and soon
professional photographer. "Hi,
Terri, seen any good stuff on the
bathroom mirrors lately?"

"Yep," she says, as she brushes
her hair, "someone wrote 'Get
High' in the john downstairs, and
there was a lot more on the third
floor. I'd love to know who she is.
The suspense is killing me." We
decided to cover the washrooms
the next day to see if the
mysterious graffitti would
materialize for a fourth time.

THURSDAY: "TERRI," I
whispered, "Turn out the lights.
Maybe if she knows no one can see
her, she'll whip out her lipstick
and we'll catch her in the act."

Terri turned to me and pushed
me into one of the stalls. She
pulled a camera out of her trench
coat. "Shhhh, I think someone's
coming. Now, when ya see if she's
writing, turn on the lights, and I'll
try and get a picture of her."

I heard someone coming too.
Whoever it was, wore the noisiest
shoes I've ever heard. "Are ya
sure that isn't a horse? She's got
noisy feet!"

"SHHHH," TERRI INSISTED,
"they don't let horses into this
school." Sure enough, a girl
walked into the darkened room.
All we could see was a shadow.
Terri and I hid In the small
cubicle. All of a sudden, we
slipped, and I fell and hit the

Wat's This?
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{! )}! Lauro DiFonzo

:e *i WHAT IS ALibI n? Ponder the
Yl' ~ mystical quest!:>n asked by
{! R'i philosopher and commoner alike.
{! ~ I For centuries, Llbrans have
~ ~ baffled astrologers with their cool
Yl' unruffled acceptance of the
{! surrounding world, and its many

widespread Influences. Llbrans
{! ~ never worry about anything,
{! which can be sometimes carried
~ , to extremes. What do I mean?
Yl' *' Many Librans tend to become
{! overly apathetic. Quite a few have
~ an existentialist point of view.
Yl' J Librans are Intelligent, ex-
{! tremely so, and give the ap-
{! pearance of really having It all

I together. Immateriallstic values
{! , are incorporated into their prime
{! philosophy.

If you see a person walking
{! around with no expression on their
{! face, staring blankly into space,
~ and seemingly unaware of the
Yl' outside world, that person is
{! definitely a Libran. Librans are so
~ wrapped up in "inner self" that
Yl' _ they rarely notice "outer self" or
{! -- - outer anything else, for that

>:M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M matter. As an illustration of this,
Yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy gather together a roomful of

. .. Librans and yell .. fire!" Chances
parently dId not extend to frlskmg ,are there'll be no response.
corpses. However, as a full-I However take the same roomful
fledged member of the A~A, I of Libra~s and yell "Om!" One
was used to that sort of thmg. . .

Th 11 t 't di Icould easily get trampled If theye wa e was qw e or nary. . .
. 1 't card driver's are not standing rn a safe place.

~Ia securl y , . LlBRANS GET ALONG very
license in the form of an rn- I .. .
struction permit and a certified Iwell WIth ArI~s. Actually, Llbrans

I t·, d d th chedule get along WIth almost anyone-
una IC scar ...an e s . th d 't II bo t

Bloods ned, but not as badly as ey on rea. y care a u very
I'd fearJH; it was still legibl. I much, so nothJng both rs them. It

NEXT • ISSUE: The In-I c~n be vs:y frustrating to argue
f f \ WIth a Llbran. They never get

ves Iga Ion ' - I upset. Try it sometime and see
what 1 mean. It's impossible to get

Phentom Str -I kes Age -I n l:r~~:~::~~e~fat~~~~a~Sa~~
anyone else, the other person is

1 inevitably sweating and steaming,
and the Libran is calm, cool, and

I collected, and babbling about
cosmic forces and the state of the

I universe.I Even more bizarre than an
argument between a Libran and

I another person is an argument
I between two Librans. An example

of a knock-down' drag-out verbal
I exchange between two Librans
I goes thusly: 1st Libran ~ The world
. is flat.

2nd Libran: No, it's round.

l
Ist .Libran: Oh. Cosmic, man,

cosmIc.
"LOR, I'M GOI G to go brush TRYING TO SURVIVE with a

my hair. Let's go to the I Libran is not hard. It's com
washroom," Terri announced. i parable to living with a plant. Just

"I'm afraid to go in there. I'm Iwater, feed, and read from "The
sick of bathrooms." TM Book" regularly, and they'll

"Come on," Terri said, "I don't be happy.
want to go alone. I could get I
mugged." I went in there out of
curiosity. A note was taped to the
mirror. It read, 'Thanks a lot--no I
more Phantom. She broke her :
writing arm. Signed, Accomplice'. I

"IF HE WRITES another I
message, I think I'll break her
other arm! We can't catch her. • ••••••••••••••••••••• ,

It's too hard." The Busy Bobbin:
I

5629 W. 87th Street :
Oak Lawn, Ill. 60453 :'i vi
(312) 636-9634 I #" "I-

~Aff('){.

Fabric & otions ~f{
I
I

with. coupon only :
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BY LORI PAULSEN

BY DOC WAT ON

MY NAME IS Doc Watson, and 1
appeal to you, dear readers, to
bear with me in this most tragic
time. It is with true grief that I
now assume the task of writing the
column originally assigned to that
most illustrious of cafeteria
monitors, Rex Regression.

After some cajoling, I per
suaded the great Norwegian
detective Sherlock Rosenberg to
join me In investigating-yes, I
must say ito-Mr. Regression's
murder! I'm proud to say that I
happen to have more than a
passing acquaintance with the
great sleuth (All-conference 1975,
All-city 1976, Allstate 1977,
Prudential 1978).

I arrived at the scene of the
crime slightly after Rosenberg,
and he blew a smoke ring at me
from his pipe by way of greeting.
The body of Mr. Regression was in
a most horrible state. He was
lying in a pool of his own blood, in
the non-fiction section by the 6OO's.
A "World Book", 1973 edition, was
found near him. Apparently it was
the murder weapon; there was a
cubic indentation In the skull that
matched a bloody corner of the
encyclopedia.

"WELL, WATSON, A most
interesting case, eh? A cafeteria
monitor is murdered on the only
day he chooses not to go straight
to the cafeteria. Strange coin
cidence, wouldn't you say?"
There were times when I could do
without Rosenberg's professional
detachment. Rex was sort of an
idol of mine.

MONDAY; I WENT in just to
brush my hair, and see if I could
go back to class looking halfway
decent. What's this? Where are
the lights? How can I see where
I'm going without lights in the
washroom? For aliI know I might
be in the men's room! Ab, there,
that's better. Now what? The
moment my back is turned, some
jerk turns off the lights again! I
can't even see my way out of the
stall. Hello? Can somebody turn
on the light? What's going on? I'm
past the sink. There, lights on
again. Wow! Now I know Why
someone put out the lights. There
on the mirror is written 'The
Phantom Strikes Again'. Wait 'Wl
I tell everyone back at class that
we've got a mystery writer in the
washroom! A Phanlom at Oak
Lawn High School, who writes in
lipstick, yet.

TUESDAY: Boy, I must have
this ravioli allover my chin. The
lunch today was terrible. I think
I'll take a trip to the ole' john and
see if I can chisel it off. Oh no, not
again! 'The Phantom Strikes
Again'. This chick really doesn't
know when to quit. Just this
morning I heard someone say that
they saw message like this on the
second floor. Hmm,lf she wants to
write, Why doesn't she do it in
study hall, or she could get into
Freshmen Composition.
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Reliable All Any"

witness the Soccer Bowl '77. The
two teams pitted against each
other were the Cosmos and the
Seattle Sounders. This was to be
Pele's final regular season game.

TWO GOAL , ONE by Steve
Hunt, another by Giorgia
Chinaglia permitted the Cosmos
to sneak by the Sounders 2·1. Pele
was part of a NASL championship
team.

The rain fell unnoticed that
October evening. They were there
to see Pele. Though it was only an
exhibition game his magic shined.
When the game ended he was
carried off by both teams, the
Cosmos and the Santos, the team
he began with back in 1956. The
crowd roared. A legend had
bowwed out. Gracefully.

THE GAME IT ELF is being
played more by youngsters and is
being adopted at colleges and high
schools across the nation. It is on a
surprising trend.

In a sense Pele has almost
single·handedly made soccer
popular sport in the United States.
Attendances for NASL games
were astronomical in 1977.

In one Cosmo game against Fort
Lauderdale at Giants Stadium
77,691 fans showed up. In a game
at Seattle's new Kingdome there
were 56,256 fans on hand.

Upon presentation of I.D.

"Not All Large All Many- But

$1 OFF STYLE CUT'S
During month of Nov.

for all O.L.C.H.S. students

Every Day 11 am-l pm

Mon" Thurs" Fri" Evening 7 pm-9pm

Call & Sign Up
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Pele

BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ

Soccer king bows

This past summer 35,548 fans
filled Portland's Civic Stadium to

IT WAS EARLY October, 1977.
The scene was at Giants Stadium
in New Jersey. Over 75,000 people,
young and old filled the massive
two year old stadium. Excitement
filled the wet autumn air.

Why were these people there?
To bid a sport legend farewell.
Pele.

Pele; the Babe Ruth of soccer.
He could do things with a soccer
ball one couldn't imagine.

DRIBBLING, BALL CON·
TROL, defense, passing,
quickness, stamina he had it all.
These were his tools,

From Los Angeles to Rochester
he awed Americans with his play.
Nations throughout the world saw
his talents. Now he's a recognized
figure; a world·wide celebrity.

Pele's ca~eer began 22 years
ago in his country of Brazil. In
those years he booted in a
breathtaking 1,281 goals. He led
his Brazilian National Team to
three World Cup victories.

IN 1975, COMING out of
retirement, Pele signed with the
New York Cosmos of the North
American Soccer League (NASL).

In Pele's first two years as a
Cosmo the team failed to claim
the NASL championship.
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Incidentally, if you do buy a
good rope, your life should rarely
be in danger. Part of the thrill of
climbing may be gambling your
life and surviving-·that's why
some experienced climbers go off
rope, or solo-but after a couple of
falls you'll find out that you're
relatively safe; if you've done
your homework, that is. There is a
certain number of climbing
deaths each year that occur
through sheer stupidity-roping
up with a slip knot, for example.
However the vast majority have
enough brains to learn from
someone that knows before trying
anything.

The senior is experienced
enough not to have to worry about
that, but there is one problem he
shares with the klutziest novice,
the area. Illinois is nicknamed
"The Prairie State." So where can
you climb? The only answer is to
go out of state.

THE NEAREST (and best)
climbing area is Devil's Lake,
Wisconsin, about two hundred
miles north. That's some four
hours of driving, and the only way
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BY KEN O'NEILL

Climbing - Man
Against Nature

ASK THE AVERAGE high
school student to name his
favorite sport. Nine chances out of
ten the reply will be football,
basketball, or baseball. However,
there are some students that have
a more offbeat nature, and go for
more offbeat sports.

One such sport is mountain
climbing. There are only two
really big differences between
climbing and the sports men
tioned before. First is that it's
definitely not a team sport. A
second climber may be needed for
safety, but he's certainly not
wanted. The other difference is in
the competition. Instead of
fighting man against man, it's
man against nature. The opponent
is much tougher, and the victory is
much sweeter.

All this information was gained
from an OL senior who doesn't
wish to be named. He has been a
climber for some five years now,
and he's pretty good. He hasn't
tackled the Himalyas (the Tetons
were the closest he came to that>
I
I
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The mighty Spartan mascot?

Boy, some Refs really ham It up!!

Coach Marcordes showing a Uttle affectiOll

to one of his Sophomores.

...
Don Kozak freaking out the opposltiOll.

Mark VJlchuck at the starting block.

October 28, 1977

..

Volleyball• • •
~ ..~~~~~~~~~~~~.Dm~ .YDONN~~.~£~
~

* New cour_ ....tlng Ibout every 2 week. ~ ,ALTHOUGH TliE OLCHS
• 2 and 4~k cour... 15 to 18 yra. old JIIIIIll'" Varsity Volleyball team was off to

~
• Home ptck.-up for all driving lellOn. ollIIIIIIIIIIII a bad start, they have run away
• F,.. trip to .tation for permit JIIIIIll'" with the lead again.
• Auto inauranc:e diacount certificate 'The team is now first in Con-

"

• "All inatruetor. have H.S. teaching certificate." ~ ference, with a 6-1 record, losing
---__. ........ only to Reavis. As of now, they

Low 42 Call ~ have played each team in Con-
~ Rate. 3-1212 For ference once and still have to play
........ Informetlon _ each team again.

~
--:: Individually, the girls are doing

great. Kathy Kasley has been the
offensive star and Colleen Fenton

....... constantly plays a game that's

........ hard to beat. The team's three
setters; Sue Franczak, Jeni
Gorman, and Judy Vargos are
doing their job very well also.

AS OF NOW, the team has no
injured players. Leslie Busch is
back on the court and working
hard. Colleen is also doing w I

,
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Spartans looking
toward Conf.

Kevin Cappel hauls In a first down for the Spartans against Argo In

Jeff (Willy) Werner Knocks down a possible L1ncolnway touchdown
passin the Spartans 26-7 victory over the Knights. (Staff photo by Ed
Fabian)

The Spartans' last two games of
the year corne against Stagg and
Sandburg. Both are away. The
Spartans will be looking for a big
game against Stagg in their quest
for the title. Both teams will bring
in 4-1 conference records. The OL
defense will be looking for strong
performances from Don Kozak
and Steve Sierros, two big tackles,
to stop Stagg's strong running
game. On offense OL will need a
good showing from junior quar·
terback Pat Magrath in running
the Spartan's option offense.
Senior running back T.J. Murphy,
hampered by injuries all season
could return for this game and
give OL some much needed
imagination on offense. The
Psartan's passing game could
also influence the outcome which
came through with a big game
against Shepard. Senior split end
Carl Stalla and Bob Bulow each
made some big receptions and the
offensive line gave Pat Magrath
good protection. Oak Lawn's first conference game. (Staff photo by Ed Fabian)

~*****************************,. *
* ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** *
* ** ** ** Get a pair of pre-washed Fashion denimJeans at a ** down-to-earth price of 5 12.99. during Just Pants' Far-out sale. ** Choose From five out-oF-sight styles for guys and girls. ** Because no matter what your genes. Just Pants has the jeans for you. ** now for 512.99. *
* * ** Just pant§ *
~ Come on Into Just Pants for a chang~. ~

* 4819 W. 95th St. *
* *~ Oak Lawn, III. :

******************************

defense held Reavis to a fourth
and 3 situation when Ram
quarterback Ron Czarnecki lofted
a pass into the endzone which was
hauled down for the winning
score. The Spartans carne up with
their best performance of the
season at Lincolnway in a 2()-7
thriller. The big offensive play
carne on the option, run to per
fection by junior quarterback Pat

and junior tailback Bob Bulow
which resulted in a 60 yard
scamper by Bulow for an OL
touchdown. Safety Pat Daley
made the big play when he
stepped in front of a Lincolnway
pass and returned it for a touch
down to give OL their victory
margin. Homecoming found the
Spartans playing a weak T.F.
South team and the Spartans
responded with a 12-<l victory.
Against Shepard the following
week the Spartans needed a win to
stay in the fight for the SICA West
lead and they carne up with a 15-13
squeaker.

..........

BY DAN HEITING AND
WADE KRAUSE

Bringing a 4-1 conference
record into Saturday's contest
with Stagg the Spartans find
themselves in a tie for the SICA
West lead with Reavis and Stagg.

Opening up conference play
with Argo the Spartans came up
with a 15-6 victory at the
Argonaut's home field. Penalties
and fumbles turned what could
have been an easy OL victory into
a closely fought contest. Retur·
ning home with a victory the
Spartans looked set to play a big
game with favored Reavis. Heavy
rains turned the field into a mud
bowl, stopping the Spartans of·
fense, which relies on the option.
Both defenses held up under the
slippery conditions and regulation
(H) standoff. Given four plays
from the ten yard line the Spart·
ans were backed up to the 15 by
a strong Ram defense. The OL
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SPORTS SUMMARY
Boys Bowling

Anew season got underway for the bowler . October 20. as they split 6
games with Richards. The team Is going after a fourth consecutive
conference championship for OLCHS.

At the Initial meet. the Icratch team won three games while the
handicap team lost all three. Richards practically conceded the cratch
games to OLCHS by puttlng their be t bowlers on the handicap team.
Ordinarily. a team puts Its best bowlers on the scratch team and It
econd best on the handicap team.

Soph Football
Thru 7 conteltl the Spartanl lophomore football team has a 3 win. 2

lOll and 2 tle record. The winl have come agalnlt Eisenhower. Argo and
Reavis. The 100Iei have come agalnlt Uncoln-Way and Shepard and the
100Ies have come agalnlt Bremen and T.F. South. The Spartanl con·
ference record Is 2·2-1. Outstanding offensive players have been
tailback Bill Tasker and Quarterback Mike Culbertson. On defense. the
standoutl have been Unebackers John Major and Tom McAntee.

Frosh Football
The fre hman footbaU team Itarted out with a tremendoul opening 5

games. In the five games the freshman defenle was unreal. giving up a
total of zero points while the offense has come thru with at least one
point per game to win. But In the lalt two gamel thlngl haven·t gome as
well for the class of "SI" because the S.I.C.A. West conference leader •
T.F. South. beat the Spartans 33-0 and then Shepard beat then also.
Their overall record Is 5-2 while their conference record Is 3-2. Per·
forming outstandingly for the frelhman Is offensive lineman Phil
Lenart and defensive lineman Jim Maddox.

Varsity Golf

Soph Volleyball
The sophomore volleyball team Is doing average with a record of 4-3

In Conference. which doesn't quite match up to the Varsity team'
record of 6·1. They're stm owrklng hard though with half the season to
Improve their record. IndJvldually, they are doing well though.
Recently one member of the team. Caroline Barajaz. was moved from
sophomore to the varsity level.

Soph. Golf
The Var Ity Golf team had a spectacular season finishing at 11·3-1 and

a 2nd place finish In Districts. The Ilx players all year were Scott Price.
Rick Sutton. Paul Underwood, Doug Azzaro. John LlllwItz, and Herb
Stewart.

"It was a better season tban I thought we'd have but next year we'll
have to rebuild," according to Coach Gates.

The Sophomore team was a little dlssappolntlng turning In a 3·10
record. If they Improve they'll playa big part In the rebuilding program
that Coach Gates plans.

The five women lormeo a type
of 'X' formation on his side of the
court. They just stood there
throughout the game and before
Bobby Riggs ~ould hit each ball
back to his opponents, he would
have to ki s the woman whom he
was closest to first.

The ball landed twice by Ms.
Sternisha and consequently she
received two kisses from Bobby
Riggs. Quite an unusual day at the
t!'onis club, wasn't it?

~

P DISCO
FRI. SAT.

lI·ssed by a
Superstar
On Sunday, October 16th Ms.

Cindy Sternisha, a teacher at
OLCHS, was kissed twice by a
celebrity, namely Bobby Riggs.

This event took place when Ms.
Sternisha was standing near
center court, at Evergreen Tennis
Club, and was asked to help in an
Exhibition match that Bobby
Riggs was going to play. She
replied affirmatively and was
asked to just stand, along with
four other women on the side of
the court on which Bobby Riggs
was to play.

~ ARTIST MATERIALS

~ DRAFTING

~ CUSTOM FRAMING

~ CLASSES

11230 S. SOUTHWEST HWY, PALOS HILLS, IL 914-1611



Tennis trium~

Takes conference

Ath letes of the
Series of all time, in a four game
sweep. A change seemed
unavoidable.

Of cour e, there are exceptions.
The Iln5 Series between the Reds
and the Boston Red Sox is a good
example. The Reds were more
overpowering than they looked at
times. When they finally won, it
was a 4-3 game Series, due to the
fine team spirit of the Red Sox. It
was worth watching.

This y aI's Series wa n't a joke.
This years Series wasn't all that
interesting.

This years Series was a World
Series; just an average World
Series. It had points of greatness,
like Jackson's three home runs in
one game. Even our own homer
king, Larry Kelly, could have
taken a lesson. Then again there
were things that had no place in a
World Series, like the Yankee
quarrels, that have plagu d them
all year. I wish someone could
explain to me how a team, in
dividuals playing together, could
win as individuals. All I know is
their bankbooks got heavier.

Is a change needed?
Well, one thing i for sure. The

glory days of being World
Champions are gone. The idea of
the great "American Pastime" is
gone. The only thing left are the
stars, and they'll never be gone
unless their checks are marked
nonsufficient funds.

BY: BILL LILLWITZ

OCtober 28, 1977

World Series
Time Again

It's World Series time again and
complaints are in the air. Com
plaints like "It's so boring," or
"The season is too long," and the
always efficient "Who cares?"

What if there was only one game
for the championships and one
game for the "World Series"
which would then be called the
World Game, obviously. Then
again, one game would mean the
season, which is too boring now,
would have more meaning and be
more interesting.

Another idea is to have more
teams included in the American
League and National League
playoffs, like the N.H.L. or the
N.B.A. That, of course, would
make the eason more of a joke
because a team wouldn't have to
play their best every day to make
the playoffs.

Still yet the imagination runs
into another way. What if there
was an All-Star Series at the end
of the season called the World
Series? Then the winner of the
season would be "champs". The
real setback to this is that there
would have to be one division or
league of 26 teams.

The only thing that most people
know is the Series of last year was
a real joke. The Cinncinnati Reds
made the New York Yankees look
sick. It was one of the mo t boring

THE SPARTANITE

•Issue

LEFT: Scott Price, by almost an unanimous vote, is the male Athlete of
the Issue. He led the golf team all year to an outstanding record, a 2nd
place !inish in.Districts, and a Sectional playoff berth.

(Staff photo by Ed Fabian)
RIGHT: Colleen Fenton was chosen female Athlete of the Issue due to
her high number of serves and aces that have led the Volleyball team to
a &:1 record, good for 8 fint place standing in conference.

(Staff photo by Wayne Macha)
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BY: MARIA KARSON

BRUSHING OFF THE rest of
their opponents, with the ex
ception of one, the girl's varsity
tennis team then proceeded to
conference and emerged as the
victors for the second consecutive
year.

The team ended their season
with a 6-1 record in conference,
the sole loss coming from Sand
burg, who defeated them 3-2.
However, they did a fine job of
llhutting out Argo and Stagg 5-0,
and did just as we)) against
Reavis, T.F. South and Shepard,
with the score of 3-2. Another
victory was also chalked up as the
Spartans girls whizzed past
Lincoln-Way 3-1. They have now
posted an impressive overall
record of 12-2.

In conference, Sandy Burgess
swept first singles clean for first

place, upsetting Reavis In the
final round 6-1, 6-1. At second
sin~les Sheila Burgess, defeated
in the final round, came in second.
Carol Moore went all the way In
third singles and placed first in
the finals beating Sandburg 7-5, 6
3.

THE DOUBLES COM·
PETITION didn't go as well as the
singles but the girls gave it their
best. First doubles Sue Katsenes
and Shelly Wantiez lost to Argo in
the first round. A really tough
game was played by Sue Hattimer
and Vicki Obrenski at second
doubles who lost in the second
round to T.F. South by a close
score of 7-6, 7-6.

Oak Lawn won the meet with a
total of ten points; Shepard came
in econd WIth eight; Lincoln-Way
placed third with seven points.
Coach Margaret Groth com·

mented, "Shepard was ahead of
us In round one by one point and
Lincoln-Way was tied with us so
that gave us a little scare but w
gained the lead in the second
round and kept it to win."

THE NEXT WEEKEND first
and second singles and doubles
traveled to Shepard and took first
place in districts.

Sandy went all five rounds of
competition and in the fifth beat
Stagg for first place. Sheila lost to
Stagg in the second round.
Another victory was doubles team
Katsenes and Wantiez, winning
first place alter knocking off all
five rounds of opponents. Hat
timer and Obrenski were defeated
in the second round by Luther
South.

The junior varsity team placed
second in conference with sixteen
points, won over by T.F. South

who took first by nineteen points.
COACH JANE SURMA is very

pleased with the girls perfect
conference record of 7-0 and says
thllt they did we)) all season,
posting an overall record of
fourteen wins and one loss.

At first ingles for the team was
Joanne Preto who lost in the
second round to Stagg. Lynn
Wierus won first place in second
singles, while teammate Lisa
Hennessy 10 t in the second round.
Playing fir t doubles was Carolyn
Dwan and Karen Vinci who were
defeated in the second round by
Stagg. Krist! Schyrver and Jean
Paterson lost to Sandburg in the
first round at second doubles.

Coach Surma said, "The team
only needed one more point in a
round to win but everyone has to
have one low day and conference
just happened to be it."

SINGLES PLAYER SANDY
Burge and double players Sue
Katsen and Shelley Wantiez will
be taldng part in the state meet
which started yesterday and will
continue through Saturday. If
Sandy makes it to the top she')) be
up against Susy Jaeger, the
defending state champion from
Stevenson. Last year th team
tied for eieventh place. This year?
Who knows?
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Forensics Triumphs

Ecology Club
Landscapes Courtyard

Key Club helps
Handicapped

An adQltlon of a horticulture class
to the science curriculum is also
being considered.

Besides school-related ac
tivities, it is possible stud nts will
be allowed in the area during their
lunch periods and free lime to
relax and maybe even picnic.

In addition to the courtyard
project, the courtyard project, the
Ecology Club is also sponsoring
various other activities. These
dctivities include a possible trip to
an eagle r<lfuge in Moline, Illinois
and a cros!: countrv skiinlo! trip.

money. Peanut Day raised about
$1,000 for their many service
projects.

THE SPON ORS, MR. Stoy and
Mr. Wakmundski, as well as
president Jeni Gorman, are very
proud of their service
organization, and the work
they've put into their projects.
Thanks to them, there are many
happy children and adults that
will enjoy Christmas.

If SCAB assists in the funding of
this project as it is now hoped, the
project should be competed by the
'78 graduation. However, such
funding has been denied to the
Ecology Club for three years
prior. If this occurs again, the
Ecology Club will have to fund the
entire project and It won't be
completed for an extra year.

THE GOAL OF the project is the
eventual utilization of the cour
tyard for students' leisure time
and school activities. Such ac
tivities would include biology and
environmental science projects.

helped to distribute them at the
Christmas party. Some of the
members of the Key Club were at
each of the two schools to help
with the presentation and
organization of the party.

The Kiwanis are the central
fund raisers. They raise money
many different ways, an example
of this being Peanut Day. Peanut
Day was held in October and on
this day members of the Kiwanis
and Key Club stood on street
corners selling peanuts to raise

By Glenn S. GrlIfith
Doug MacLean

BY DO NA ST. GEORGE

THE OLCHS E OLOGY Club
earned a profitable $275 from their
plant sale held November 16 17
18. The profits from the sale 'wili
go tward the completion of the
courtyard project.

The project consists of land
scaping the courtyard with trees,
bushes, stone pathway, a pond,
and flowers forming the school
letters "OL." Installation of
picnic tables is also being con
sidered.

News
Notes

<

Five OLCHS students recently
attended the sixth annual Ac
counting Careers Conference at
the University of Illinois Circle
Campus. Toni

Students Toni Alessi, Joe
Faurie, Ed Krecioch Chris Kuli

OLCHS senior Glenn Rosenburg
was recently selected the winner
in the Century III Leaders -------------1
Program Competition.

Selection of the winner was
based on a current events
examination, projection for in
novative leadership, and in
volvement in community and
extra-eurricular activities.

Glenn is presently in the state
competition. Two winners will be
selected to represent Illinois in the
national competition in
Williamsburg, Virginia February
24-17. All expenses for the trip will
be paid by Century III. In ad
dition, each of the two state
winners will receive $1,000
scholarships.

The OLCHS Mathletes gained
their first victory of the year on
December 7 at Evergreen Park
High School. In their second meet
this year, the Mathletes turned in
260 points, beating second place
Thornwood by two.

OL won three of five com·
petitions, and even of fourteen
topics. Competitions B, open to
freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors; C, oral pfes r1tation, and
F, open to freshmen"dnly, were
taken by the OLCHS tE!lm.

Turning in perfect sco s of ten
were Shawn Flynn, Theory of
Equations; Mike Mech, Judy
Schieve, and Linda Bruhn,t------------- Systems of Equations. Orallsts
Rich Fils and Ken O'Neill both
won their topics with a 41 and 43 in
Analytic Geometry and Math
Logic, respectively. Glenn
Rosenberg also competed in
Orlans to give the C competition
an overall victory.

and 1 ..l8 Wnynot represented Oak
Lawn at the conference, which
was composed of many Chrlcago
area high schools.

Students with many types of
Accounting Careers in the public,
industrial, governmental, and
education sectors attended.

Speakers and panelists at the
conference stated that the

The first NHS semi-formal demand for professional ac
Christmas Dance will be held countants is hlgp, and so are its
Saturday, December 17. rewards. ON THURSDAY, DECEMBER

Refreshment, drawings, prizes, Students who attended the 15th, the OLCHS Key Club helped
and a special guest appearance by conference are in Mrs. Jauzawi to make over 200 handicapped
Santa Claus will be included In the accounting II classes. children and adults very happy.
festivities. -1 The Key Club assisted the

Tickets are still available The 9th annual VICA can food Kiwanis, a service group for the
during all lunch periods, or from drive held Nov. 14 through the city of Oak Lawn, in sponsoring a
any NUS member. Tickets will not 23rd, was the most successful yet. Christmas party for the han
be available at the door. It was set up mainly by the 65 dlcapped children as well as

The ticket price is $6.00 per students who are in the club and adults, that attend the Garden and
couple. was sponsored by Mr. Vazzana Park Lawn schools.

The dance will last from eight to and Mr. Garry. The collection of The Key Club used the mO/ley
eleven o'clock. One student from food I t ed f '1'was g ven 0 ne y amI les raised to buy Christmas presents
each couple must have a student in this area. for these handicapped people.
1.0. VICA also announces the They then wrapped presents and

Faculty Tea which is planned for1------------- this month's activities. It will be
held in room 105, periods 1-7. VICA
tries to hold some sort of a get
together once a month.

--------------------------~

Curt v'Hara, third place, Radio
Speaking; and Cathy Ott, third
place, Original Oratory. Adding to
the accomplishments OLCHS
claimed the third place cham
pionship trophy.IlRI GI G HOME 110 01{

Wf're Mary Majewski, first place,
Declamation; Michael Kolodziej,
second place, Humorous In
terpretation; Debbie Dougherty,
second place, Prose Reading;

One week later the team par
ticipated in the Thornridge
Tournament at Thornridge High
School.

with coupon only

Fabrit: & Notions

••••••••••••••••••••• -I

The Busy Bobbin:
•

5629 W. 87th Street
Oak Lawn, Ill. 60453
(312) 636-9634

15% OFF

BY MI HAEL KOLODZIEJ

..... ~_ ...........•...•

THE OLCH FORE SICS
TEAM continued its 77-78 season
with three Individual Events
Tournaments (at ISU, Thor
nridge, and York> this past
month.

At the state-wide ISU meet, the
team placed an overall seventh
out of 49 schools. Taking home the
only individual trophy was
Michael Kolodziej who placed
second in Humorous In
tf'rpretation. Though the team
expected a nigher finish, a good
team effort was turned in.

Call & Sign Up Now

The Craft Factory
9916 S.W. Hwy. 422-3346
Complete Line of Handicrafts

5% off on any purcha e

r--------------------------
: Macrame' Classes :
I I
I Every Day 11 am-I pm
I
: Mon., Thurs., Fri., Evenings 7 pm-9pm
I



BY KEN O'NEILL

OCR Seeks Recognition
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Spartan ite Takes
Four Awards

recei ved fi ve days' external
suspension. Each one took a long
time because we had to call their
parents and make arrangements.

"The sponsors o{ the other
dances and I have all recom
mended that the dscipline code be
changed so that from now on the
penally will be ten days' external
suspension. "

There was almost another
major problem. Mike Kolodziej,
one o{ the emcee , said, "During
the best greaser contest, there
were a lot o{ kids on the stage, and
they were g tling pretty close to
the band's equipment. The band
was becoming pretty nervous.
One of their member's said to me,
'You get the e kids away {rom
here, or we ar n't going to play
anymore.' It took some pretty
quick thinking by the emcees to
save the dance. From then on,
nobody got on that stage except
for the emcees and the band."

BY RICH FLI

THE 50'S DANCE came out like
an old good news-bad news story.
The good news was that the dance
sold ou~nd made money. The bad
news •as the disciplinary
problems.

THE ~O' HAD a sell-out
crowd. The o~y other time the
SO's dance sold out was in 1974, the
first year the SO's dance was held.
Last year's dance sold under 500
tickets, compared to this year's
7SO tickets. The senior classes'
profit was over $1100.

The concession stand and the
coat check both made money.
There were no problems in these
areas with no coats being lost in
the coat check.

MR. IIlLL, 0- PO OR of the
senior class, said, "The big
problem was drinking. It seemed
as if all we did that night was haul
out drunks. We had to escort four
girls and a boy out. They all

By Doug MacLean

50's Dance:
Semi-Successfu I

ASSOCiation (SICAi awarded four
Spartanite staff Q1embers at a
journalism workshop held on
November 29 at Governor's State
University. The following students
took places in competition with 19
SICA member schools. Doug
MacLean won 1st place in the In
Depth News category for his
October issue article on the Social
Studies Department. Ed Fabian
took 3rd place {or his Rex
Regression photograph in the
October issue. Mike Kolodziej won
3rd place in the Feature category

THE SOUTH'INTERCONFERENCE for his October issue article on
Pele: The Soccer King. Cheryl
Beckwith won an Honorable
Mention in a copy-editing contest
which was held at Governor's
State University during the
workshop. Other contests held
included headline writing, lead
writing, copy-editing, and
proofreading.

Students attended workshops in
which area newspaper reporters,
advisors, and other people in the
field o{ journalism talked about
the various a pects o{ journalism.

tributions to the community.
Rene, Mischelle, and Rich
welcome the opportunity to
present the D.E. Story to any civic
and-or professional group that is
interested in finding out what
distributive education is. In
terested parties should contact
Mr. Burdan or Mr. Brown at 424
5200, Ext. 82.

recognize the student's potential, is that the Bears will win on
through recommendations by Sunday.
teachers, examination of other Of course, OCR in this capacity
extracurricular activities, and, if is purely advisory. It can't hand
necessary, a personal interview. out open campus privileges any

Obviously, joining in this more than it can shave points for
manner is somewhat tortuous. A the Bears. But since the members
student who meets all the set should represent so many clubs,
requirements would find it quite a
bit easier. its advice will be at least noted by

quite a few other students.
It~ould be still easier for a THER OCR HAS other functions

student to join if he or she was in planned as well. A special tutoring
many other school related clubs or . .,

. t' dId h' program for junIOrs and seniors In
org.a.nlza Ions, an .ea ers. Ip advanced courses is on the
poslttons are always ImpressIve. dr . bo d If . bl 'ts .. awmg ar. via e, I aim
The OCR wants a cross sectIOn of'll be t hit d t h t

d
.. B . ". WI 0 e p s u en s w 0 wan

stu ent ?plnlon. ecommg a~ m- to pull a "B" u to an "A."
group" IS always an easy pitfall, p
and the OCR will try to avoid it As a service organization, it
like the plague. would take its share of duties

WHAT SEPARATES THE OCR connected with the school, for
from other clubs is its mem- example, running the concession
bership, and so its main function stand or coat check for. a
will capitalize on that mem- basketball game or dance. Field
bership. If things work out as trips are planned almost
planned, the OCR will be com- everywhere in the state of IJIinois.
posed of the top students of the All this and more is the product
senior class. though not o{ "Creative Research" by a
necessarily by GPA. There is an very few people. There are high
incredible amount of potential in hopes {or new ideas once new
these students, and the OCR wants members are inducted. Currently,
to tap it. th!s i.s impossible bec~us~ ap-

Above all else the OCR is a phcattons cannot be distributed
discussion group'. Anything and until the group has faculty ap
everything can be discussed. With proval.
the resources it has, if the OCR THE OCR AWAITS school
gets a problem, it is likely to find a ~ecognition before starting any of
solution, from whether or not ItS programs.
freshmen and sophomores should
have open campus to how likely it

DEC Selects Students
liaison personnel between the

AT A RECENT State Executive State organization and local
Conference sponsored by the communities.
Distribute Education Clubs of These students qualified for
Il1inois, three Oak Lawn Com- their new positions by demon
munity High School students were strating superior knowledge of the
selected from over 350 par- Distribute Education Clubs of
ticipants to serve as DECI State . A mer i c a , p a I' lim e n t a I' y
Ambassadors. procedure; and the "free en-

The new ambassadors for the terprise" system.
1977-78 school year are: Rene The Ambassadors' primary
Such, Mischelle Brown, and Rich objective is to inform their
Szumigalski. The newly selected communities of the Distribute
Ambassadors will serve as state Education and D.E. 's "on,

A NUMBER OF OLCHS seniors
are disgruntled with life in the fast
lane. Everything's going by all too
quickly, they reason. There's no
time to see, or hear----or think.

The OCR, or Office of Creative
Research, is being formed for just
this reason. Dedicated to "im
proving tbe educative en
vironment" both for "serious
students" and teachers, the OCR
is a new concept at OLCHS. As one
member puts it, "It's a cross
between a think tank and a Greek
Fraternity. "

The OCR }'fill be a "spirit"
organization, but much more as
well. Membership is limited to
seniors of high academic ability or
talent. Judgment of new a'p
plicants is, therefore, very sub
jective, though the club con
stitution specifies a number o{
ways of measuring such ability.
Admission is open to many
students who were refused
membership in other clubs on the
basis of strict criteria.

FOR EXAMPLE, a student
heavily involved in theater may
not have an impressive GPA
because he devotes so much time
to that activity. He may have real
talent, be an excellent actor,
articulate, intelligent,
imaginative. A number of clubs in
the school would refuse him
membership on the basis of the
GPA. OCR, however, would

- t285.00 Per Person

fLORIDA GETAWAY
IT'S A WHALE

OF A VACATION!
10 DAYS/9 NIGHTS· EASTER
MARCH 23 Thru April 1, 1978

(based on four persons in a room)
PRICES INCLUDE: AIR FARE - HOTELS (On

Ocean) - Taxes - Tips -
Baggage Handling Tour rJ---'6-8-R-a-m-b-le-r---
Escort - Transfers.

4-Door tan
Call 448-8159

DEPOSIT DUE:
Nov. 1st
525.00 Per Person

Sponsored by:

OR1 LAUDISRDALE - $315.00 Per Person
OR

I DAYTONA BEACH I

*********************
~ BUSTER ~
~ (WKQX-Hometown Album) ~

* ** *'* with special guest *
* *
~ MARINER ~
* ** ** lawn Recreation Center '*
~ 87th & Ridgeland *,
* **Tuesday, Dec. 27th
~ $3.00 Admission ~
* Doors open 7 p.m. *
~******************~
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The building which will house
the new center, was purchased 15
months ago by the Village and was
formerly a gun club. This building
is currently housing various
village offices. The first and
second floors contain offices for
the Building and Engineering
Departments, the Civil Service
Commission, and the Youth
Commission. The lower level,
consisting of a large open room
which is being used for storage,
will eventually be the teen center.
This large room was formerly
used for firing ranges and after
their removal, a lot of work will
remain to be done. The village
hopes to recruit some teenagers in
the future to help with the painting
of walls, laying tiles, and in the
general preparation for the
room's use. .

Other teen centers in the area
include the Cook School and the
Menard Activity Center.

Ski Club
Visioned

MR. BRODEMUS, CO-
SPONSOR of the Ecology Club is
also trying to organize a ski club.
The school board has decided
against the ski club being a school
supported activity; therefore, a
community organization is needed
to sponsor it. Student support is
also needed for this new club to
get started. Any interested
student should contact Mr.
Brodemus in Room 267 or Mr.
Thompson in 271, or at any
Ecology Club meeting.

~~~:"A~~~~;:":iio;;;;;l. .
:~ Christmas ~:
:~: :t:
:~: Centerpieces :~
.:. .:.

:1: 7300 S. Harlem :~:
~~~ phone: 458-0192 l~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

CconviRSE

T~

College Corner
BY GLENN . GRIFFITH These forms can be u ed to apply

for federal financial aid. The
APPLICATIONS FOR THE F.A'.F. andF.F.S. can also be used

February 11 ACT ..Test" and the to apply for individual aid.
January 28 SAT Test are now Students should check the school
available from C1>unselors. The they plan to attend for which form
ACT registration deadline is they require.
January 13, and the SAT deadline Additional infoqnation on
is December 23. financial aid can be obtained from

The Financial Aid Form Miss Quinn in room 363.
(F.A.F.), Family Financial PULLMA A D ILLI OIS
Statement (F.F.S.), and Basic State grant applications are still
Educational Opportunity GraM .available. These grants are based
<H.E.O.G.) applications are also on financial need, and do not have
now available from counselors. to be repaid.

BY ERIC VA A

The Village of Oak Lawn is
planning a new community center
for the residents of Oak Lawn. The
center will be located at 9630
Southwest High\yay and is
scheduled to open in January of
1978.

According to Mr. O'Neill,
Village Manager, the center will
be used primarily as a teen cellter
but will also serve for community
activities. It will be open to all
teenagers and be supervised by
personnel from the Youth Com
mission. Plans for the center's
facilities include pool tables, a
dance area, and various table
games such as air hockey and
table tennis. Future hopes also
include planned activities such as
ping pong contests and dance
contests. The center will be open
late afternoons, evenings and
possibly weekends, but the exact
hours have not been established.

We hrIe Spartan wrist & healUIds

Athletic Attic
MII1h Mall WI1SUing
EVERGREEN PLAZA_

423.5020 '"'10'''''''

~"t 'A115!i IN A, fin tTlr '-OOTW'Arf

J.J.'s Cyclery-l
8741 S. Harlem

598-7979

I THINK the teacher spotted me
right away. If not, then this is
what his class is normally like:
the teacher is physically violent,
luckily only to desks and meter
sticks. His basic method of
teaching is dealing with
heretofore insoluble problems
with threats of reprisals. I got out
of this class before he got
physically abusive on my body,
but only just to the teacher thanks
for not killing me. Students: this
guy is a GOOD SPORT.

I lost a little nerve, and decided
to work on students instead. I
picked on Mr. Scarpelli's fresh
man English class. No luck; a
loud screech of laughter from a
fellow staffer behind me greeted
Mr. Scarpelli as the door was
opened, and the class lab led me a
clown from the start.

After an unproductive five
minutes, I retired to anotehr
freshman English class. The hour
was seventh. This one was good. I
summoned all my forensic ability
to keep up a line of talk that
identuied me as 1) a librarian, 2)
a speech coach, and 3) advisor to a
school paper. Let's be humble and
sy the bennies were fooled not by
me, but by their faith in their
teacher, who cooperated in
misleading them. Don't trust
anybody, should be the rule for a
freshman.

8661 '. Pulaski

737-5656

10% off
with pur ha

R&D Florists
Open 7 day

BY KE 0' EILL

Take an accomplished master
at the art of BS-ing his way
through a term paper. Give him a
reasonably well-developed talent
for acting. Add a touch of madness
and a convincing costume, and
finally, a situation in which to use
all this. One might be surprised at
some of the things he can find out.

For example, what sort of sense
of humor do OL teachers have?
How quickly can they spot an
imposter? And the ever-popular
"How gullible are the freshmen?"

On December 9, I tried this stuff
on an unsuspecting school. This
was the last day for NCA
evaluation committee's visit, and
so I became an NCA member.
Here is how it happened.

By odd coincidence, on
December 9 the Rich South
Forensics Tournament was
scheduled. I'm on the team, and so
had my fancy duds all packed up
and ready to go, when the news
came that the tourney was can·
celled due to fear of snow. The
clothes were rather bulky, and I
experienced some anger at
carrying them in sub·freezing
weather for no reason at all. Then,
being possessed of a quick mind, I
found a reason, and donned by
outfit.

I wore dress pants, brand new
shoes, green print shirt, tie,
sweater, and suitcoat, plus
glasses for disguise and clipboard
and Df'n to round out that "priss"

look. Finally, a homem e button
proudly proclaimed, "Mr.
O'Neill-NCA" .

First exerxise: to walk around
school dressed like that, with a
straight face. That accomplished,
I strode into the library and
closely questioned some friends to
see how long I could last without
laughing.

It's always best to put the big
one first: it was time for the test.
How nutsy was I? Pretty much so.
I casually lounged into the NCA
lounge and spent a few minutes
there. Since no one showed signs
of making ready to throw me out,
or even noticing me, I put an entry
in the "mission accomplished"
column and left.

There was another classroom,
105, the typing area. Why not? I
took one step in the door and was
greeted by stare from at least
'three legitimate NCA's,
calculated to send a chill down the
spine of any. illegitimate one.
Diagnosis: "No way!" Treat
ment: immediate removal; in
laymen's terms, tactical with
drawal. I left.

But there was more to come. As
yet, I hadn't fully exposed myselI.
I had to talk to someone, enter and
observe a class.

The teacher shouldn't know me,
but had to be good-natured, since I
didn't want to risk being thrown
out the window. Target: a fresh-
man ah!'f'bra c1ass~ \_,

~ _ •••••••••• ~~~~~~~~~QP~~~~~~~~i·:··:··:··:··:··:··:··:··:··;...·"'O··<;··:·A·:-·:-K·:··:··:·LA·············W·..:··:O·· .: ~ ~~ i "EVERYONE LOVES ~:
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t ~
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.:. OKPLZ .:-? ~
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NCA For A Day O.l. Plans
Teen Center



JERRY HUGHE ,JU lOR
1am going to get at least a
"D" in History.

KAREN WOLF, OPHOMORE
To keep everyone laughing! So
the new year will be happier.

STEVE SIERROS, SENIOR
Attempt to watch the Bears game,

instead of the Honeybears.

Why?

to be your

New Year's

Resolution?

What is going

0- 0

~

SPEAK ~~o
JERRY CRICKERltLO. l5
OPHOMORE SHUT MY BIG 01flif1

MOUTH, Because I always get.~
myself in trouble with it. QU

0- 0

~"t>
e

~
~.o....

" 0

°O~
e~
~o

o -0

TONY SIERROS. JU lOR
To turn down date requests
from beautiful women regardless

of their crying over the phone.

EVELY CHARLESTON, FRESHMAN
To do my be t so I can get out of
school early.

PATTY LETOUR EAU,
FRESHMAN Make the Honor
Roll next semester. because I
want to be smarter!

KIP SULLIVAN, TEACHER
To lose weight by not putting Bosco
on my Ice Cream.
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NOW THAT IT'S once again Qt2
more people than ever will be traveling to shoppin ';1;)0
centers in order to finish their Christmas shopping. lJ])o
One can always tell when a holiday is near, because 0 0
there are more sales, and the checkout lines are ~o
longer than ever. There is also another charac- 0 0
teristic, not only of Christmas, but most other busy e
holidays as well-shoplifting. (,". 0

Shoplifting is not something that occurs within just 0 -0
a corner store anymore, but something which has Q6
become a big business. It used to be that small ';1;),o~
children would sometimes swipe a toy off a shelf, or a lJj,Il
candy bar from a counter. But now there are o~
professionals at work throughout department stores, 0n'Awho know how and when to strike. This year, experts '¥JU
have estimated the loss from shoplifting (along with
the cost of trying to control it) will be nearly $26 ?~o
bi Ilion nationwide. Every year department stores di'e
lose thousands of dollars in merchandise, simply 0 o
because a handful of thieves decide to take a "five-
finger-discount" and shoplift an item. ~Qb

Even though security measures are taken within )CJ
stores, the rate of this crime is increasing yearly. Th Offf)
Spartanite decided to find out just how shoplifting i ~~
affecting the metropolitan area, and how it is being QU
dealt with. 0- 0

A STORE MANAGER of a business in Tinley Par ~
was interviewed concerning this crime, and he said Oe
that the amount of merchandise shoplifted can 0

determined by taking how much was pur-eha-sed an
subtracting how much was sold. This amou t in hi
store was 41/2 per cent of total sales. Wt1en th
Spartanite asked him about the upcoming holiday, h
replied, "Christmas is bad only because people ar
out more often. Most people feel shoplifting is no 0- 0

wrong, because a business can afford to have mer o~
'1}' ...

chandise stolen." ...
Naturally, the obvious question is "Why do peopl 00

shoplift?" There are many reasons. Some are tru 0c!!
kleptomaniacs, some professionals, but most are 00
amateurs. Professional shoplifters steal mostly to re-
sell the items and make a profit. To many of these 0f!J2
individuals, shoplifting is their living. Many ~d
amateurs steal because they desperately need ~
money, to revolt against the store, or just for the thrill
of it, the latter usually resulting from peer pressure.

When asked about the different forms of shoplifting,
the Tinley Park store manager said, "The most
common form is simple concealment: in huge purses,
or under clothing. Also, price tickets are often
switched."

STORES USE VARIOUS methods to combat
shoplifting. For example, sales personnel in some
stores have been well-trained to watch for potential
thieves. Using price tickets that tear apart when
removed is one way to stop ticket switching. In some
stores, fitting room clerks only allow a person to take
a certain number of items in at a time, so that the
individual cannot shoplift clothing. Convex mirrors
and television cameras placed at strategic points also
act as deterrants to the crime. Even a simple warning
sign which states that shoplifters who are caught will
be prosecuted often prevents shoplifting.
. "In the end," says the manager from Tinley,
"shopl ifting costs more for everyone. The loss is
passed on to the customer through merchandise
markup."

The Spartanite believes that, better security
measures must be taken to control shoplifting. As
with pollution, people start shoplifting, and people are
going to be the ones to stop it.
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And what to his eyes should appear
but a little red VIW,
pulled by 9 tiny reindeer.

A PARENTS HASSLE

Then all the sudden Dad
heard such a clatter,
he sprang from the check out line to
see what was the matter.

BY DONNA ABBOTT

A dolly for Suzy,
a train for Link,
Mom needs an aspirin,
Dad needs a drink.

Twas the day before Christmas
and all through the house,
all the kids were yelling even
the mouse.

The stockings weren't hung yet
because they were filled with mud,
and the memories of last summers
flood.

Mommy and Daddy all trapped
snug in the stores,
tried to find something that the
kids will adore.

Mom in her nightie,
lin my cap,
had finally settled down
for a short winters nap.

Then for a nightmare
I awoke in fear,
it was a thought of
the Christmas hassle of
NEXT yEAR.......

II movies when the enemy says
that famous line "Wyou will speak
fen wyou are spoken to." (And not
even then.) But I feel the line that
really is fitted for this subject is
"Do as I say, not as I do.... " This
is the philosophy of most teachers
as they walk into their jungle of
animals, just waiting to attack.

Il seems to me that if one
doesn't like the challenge of
teacher working with kids of
people, don't become a teacher.
The way some teachers teach it's
like they choose to be a teacher by
picking career's out of a hat. I
know that teaching must have a
lot of pressure involved and a lot
of responsibility too, but if one
can't hack it, don't do it. Teachers
don't seem to realize that we as
students hava pressure too.

I don't mean to say that we
should have another stage like in
the 60's when there were riots
everywhere, but why can't we talk
about it like human beings like
we're supposed to be. This
freedom isn't much to ask since
it's promised in our constitutional
rights first as Americans then
second as students.

TAKE OPPO ING SIDES OF AN
I UE, MAY SUBMIT THEIR
VIEWPOINTS IN. ~RITING, NO
MORE THAN 500 WO DS EACH
(NOT LESS THAN 4~WORDS),
TO THE SPARTANITE FFICE,
ROOM 210.

society, also sets rules, and as do not. A school, a a miniature
members of this society, students respect when they try to maintain
must obey them. Naturally. in this atmosphere in a classroom.
society, behavior must be Technically. everyone is equal,
regulated. Do we allow a thief to but this is not practically so. If
steal because it makes him they are to rise to superior
happy? Personal rights are positions, they must do so within
limited when they infringe on the society, and by its rules.
rights of others. Teachers who One can refuse to respect
limit behavior do so with a goal in society's authority figures.
mind: the protection of the rights During the 1960's this was a more
of those who come to school to common practice. The Chicago
learn, and to grow in socially Seven are good examples in their
accepted ways. disregard of the system ana their

But the question remains: Why disrespect of the cow-t and Judge
should a student be quiet and sit in Julius Hoffman, ("Julie, Baby,"
his seat when the teacher tells him to them). But was their behavior
to? If he has freedom of speech, right? Is behavior which is in-I
and freedom to pursue happiness, sulting and detrimental to society
he should do whatever he chooses. to be allowed in the name of free
Why should h be limited? speech or happiness? I

The final argument really has a Freedom;)f speech, or pw-suit of
great deal to do with Con- happiness are not the issues in
stitutional rights, but would exist most cases. Submission to
if the Constitution had never been authority. when the authority is
written. It concerns human legitimate, is a factor of our
dignity, and respect for the rights society. As their teachers once
of others. Other students have a had to do, students should learn to
right to an atmosphere condusive work within this system, and not
to learning. Teachers, as elders in defiance of it. Perhaps that is
with more education and ex- the key to success in all facets of
perience, are entitled to some life.

by Donna Abbott

~eech defense

We're people too

Page 6

PRO:

This year at OLCHS there has
been a litUe change in the en
velope which we all received at
the beginning of the year. This is a
little yeliow pamphlet which is
inti tied "Students Rights." This
pamphlet was strange to me
because I didn't realize students
had any rights.

The issue of students rights,
covers many areas. The right of
free speech is just one of them.
This I feel is the most abused, and
most by teachers not even used. It
becomes a principle of our rights
as people, not just as students,
when we are denied to speak out
against unfair punishment, or
abuse we arE: forced to take.

The fact stands true that
teachers do have a sense of
authority, and educational ex
perience but one must admit that
sometimes it goes to their heads.

For instance, a teacher asks the
student to sit down in his-her seat;
when the kid doesn't the language
starts to fly. The unfair thing
about it is, that as soon as we try
to defend ourselves we get hours.

Il reminds me of old World War
THE PARTANITE IS

LOOKING FOR TEACHERS OR
TUDENTS TO TAKE OP

POSI G IDES OF A CON
TROVER IAL TOPIC FOR ITS
PRO: CON COLUMN. ANY TWO
STUDEN WHO WISH TO

N
Follow rules now,
Speak out later.

BY MS. BERTI ETTI

The Bill of Rights grants
freedom of speech to all persons.
Presumably, this statement in
cludes students, and therefore it is
senseless to argue about a
student's freedom of speech: it is
an intrinsic right. However, this
argument is often used by
students to express ideas which
have litlle bearing on freedom of
speech as outlined in the Con
stitution.

Most generally, students feel
that "freedom of speech" allows
them to say or do whatever they
want, whenever they want to do it.
Attempts by teachers to regulate
this are considered to be a
violation of rights. But teachers,
like it or not, represent authority.

If we got past consideration of
federal law or of a 200-year-old
document, we may be able to get
to the core of the teachers'
argumen t: c.onsideration and
respect for others, as well as
willingness to follow society's
rules. Like it or not. we are all
part of this society. We must
follow its rules, and society has set
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refereeing a game of Snow
Football.
Fernando, escaped from the Zeke
and Zeb traveling terrorism cult.
Fernando was brought to Oak
Lawn in an effort to caollect bills
from cheap mongrels.

The mouth-foaming wolverine
chased Aunt Flabby over the 18
foot cyclone fen<:e and promptly
proceeded to dress the walls with
her flesh. Witnesses claim Miss
Flabby tried to apply a Full
Nelson to the beast but apparently
lost the touch she had when she
took the Alabama state cham
pionship in the 126 weight division.

BEFORE FERNANDO COULD
IMBIDE our Editor-in-Chief,
three wolverine specialists from
Kalamazoo Michigan ap
prehended his snapping jaw.
(Darn).

Miss Flabby's body (whatever
could be scrounged up) will be on
display in the Spartanlte Office
from 1-2:30 p.m. It is the third
mason jar from the left.
Replacing her column will be the
excerpts or a crazed organ
grinder.

anyway? That may sould like an
extreme exaggeration, but think
about it. Is it really? A law is a
law, whether it be one considered
extremely important or one
considered not so important. And
despite what some people believe,
laws are not made to be broken.
They're made for protection, in
most cases, and they're needed to
make a safe and decent society.
students that they couldn't smoke
on the bus. And of course, as
expected, the child ran off the bus
before they got there.

The bus driver's actions might
seem drastic, but that's not the
point of this story. Nor is it really
that smoking is not allowed on
buses. The whole point is that the
law is being broken and no one
seems to care. Some laws are
ridiculous, granted, but there is
usually some reason behind them.
So, perhaps there is a good reason
behind the smoking on the bus
law. If people don't give a second
thought about looking at a NO
SMOKING sign and ignoring it,
how long will it take before people
see a redlight and go through it
anyway? Or before they know
killing is wrong and they do it

THE SUBJECT OF smoking on
the buses has come up many times
in the past few years. Those who
smoke on the bus believe that they
have the right tO,smoke on the bus
and if the non-smoker doesn't like
it, he can just quit riding the bus.
Well, there's one slight problem
with this attitude. Smokers don't
have the right. There are NO
SMOKING signs posted on the
bus, so unless one is illiterate, he
should be able to read and com
prehend these two words.

An incident took place recently
on an early dismissal bus, which
was totally uncalled for. The bus
driver informed just about
everyone who got onto the bus that
he would not allow smoking on the
bus. He shouldn't have had to do
this because a NO SMOKING sign
was posted at the front of the bus,
but this did not stop one child. I
say child because his actions
proved that he still has the
mentality and maturity of a child.
The bus driver told him to put it
out, but just like a child, his brain
couldn't comprehend it. The in
cident ended with the bus driver
going down to room 121 and
bringing Mr. Craig and Mr.
Murph down to the bus to tell the

O-bifuary
BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ

DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCE
beyond the partanlte's control
we are most joyous to inform our
readers that our infamous
columnist Aunt Flabby was
mauled to death by an enraged
volverine. Her once sexy and
lustful body is now strewn about
the east wall of the old Smoking
Area.

The staff praises this wolverine.
We no longer need to hire that
$10,000 hitman from inner Detroit.

But a problem was bestowed
upon us. Through hours of deep
thought and discussion the
Spartanlte staff brightly con
cluded that her column would
logically have to be cancelled,
unless her preserved gall-bladder
could wobble out an answer or
two.

THROUGH RELENTLESS
INVESTIGATION the Spartanlte
uncovered that the wolverine,

Barrelling through his zinc cage
Fernando dashed to the grounds of
OLCHS where he came across
Aunt Flabby who at the time was

North Pole
North Star
Poinsetta
Prancer
Present
Reindeer
Ribbon
Rudolph
Santa Claus
Sled
Sieighrides
Snow
Stockings
Tinsel
Vacation
Virgin
Wisemen
Wreath

Suzy Snow Flake

Bethlehem
Blitzen
Bing Crosby
Candy Canes
Carols
(;heer
Chestnuts
Chimes
Christmas Tree
Church
Co Co
Comet
Cupid
Dancer
Dasher
Dasher
Donner
Drummerboy
Eggnog
Elves
Fireplace
Frosty
Greeting cards
Grinch
Hardrock
Holiday
Holly
Jinglebells
Joe
Mistletoe
Mrs. Santa
New Year

BOB BULOW

Dear Editor: the football season this year, we
My congratulations to SCAB for didn't have one halftime to our

sponsoring a fantastic SO's Dance! selves. Now the same thing is
"Flashback" did a fine job with happening in the basketball
the SO's music. Although most of season. Out of about nine home
us weren't around when the songs games we have only three games
8£.1ually came out, I feel they left in which to perform.
a tremendous impression on all of All of the Pom Pom girls bought
"hard rock" for a while and enjoy sweaters with their own money to
a different type of music. wear to the games and now e're

I also feel that ~e h~d a re~lly being told we can't even perform
good turnout, which IS a little pre-game with the band. We were
unusual looking back at some of always considered part of the
the past dances. I think it showed band, so that's why I can't un
that OLCHS students really do derstand the reason for not being
have some school spirit! So here's able to perform. People don't
to SCAB and OLCHS students! realize the work that we put into
Keep up the good work. Pom Poms. The school won't

BRENDA NANNEY provide us with any place to
practice, so we use the Spartan
lobby. We also can't practice after
school now, so we have night
practices. Besides making up

Dear Editor: routines, we have side line
Because of this year's Christ- maneuvers, the O.L. fight song,

mas Dance being semi-formal, parade moves, and competition
there are many people who will routines to get ready for. Usually
not be going who enjoy going to all of this is done in the lobby. I
this dance. It will be too much think that this treatment is totally
money to pay right before unfair. We get little recognition
Christmas, and many people do for what we do and that's why we
not go to dances where they go in only have three games to perform
couples. I think the N.H.S. will at AND no pre-game. I know I'm
find out that there will be a speaking for all the Pom Pom
decrease in attendance also. girls as I write this.
There are also sporting events IIIA_ T•IR....E""'D.A.N_D.D.I.S.G_S.T.E.D_P.O.M...
going on that day, and many Dear Editor:
people will not feel like going to
the dance. I am writing to you about the

buses leaving school. I think that
the buses should stay an extra five

_____________ minutes, in order to give the kids
that have lockers at the oppositp
end of the building from these
buses a chance to get their coat
and still catch the bus. It is unfair
for some people who don't have
any control as to where their
lockers are put.

LAURA POLERECKY
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Dear Editor:
OLCHS dances have improved.

The bands are far better and the
students are participating.
However, three major difficulties
have come to my attention.

Students I.D.'s are required at
the dance. It could be assumed
students must attend the school to
obtain a ticket. The second is
police officers. It seems seven or
eight officers were in attendance
at the SO's Dance. All they could do
was throw you out if you were
drinking. It would be much more
conservative if only three officers
were around but get more
teachers to go. Then if students
were caught drinking the teachers
would- call their parents, ex-
plaining that the student is Ill. •

Then when the parent picks up his
or her child, they will realize they
have been drinking, and the fear
of parents finding out would be
much greater. OLCHS should also
sponsor some Jean-T-Shirt
Dances. The sponsors should
realize the expense of clothing and
flowers.

Dear Editor:
I wish to complain about the

heating system of our school. No
matter what time of day it is, It's
cold in this school. Why? Is it
because they don't have an
adequate heating system? If so,
then why don't they get a bigger
one to compensate for the space to
be heated? With this winter
getting colder, I feel the ad- Dear Editor:
ministration of OLCHS should do I am formally a member of the
.-"Illclhing to make the school Oak Lawn Pom Pom Squad. I
comfortable in temperature. have been on it for a few years and
Students and teachers alike it has been great. This year,
cannot do their best when they are though, I feel we are getting a bit
freezing to death. of a run-around as far as school NAME WITHHELD

~ N.A_N.C.Y_U.K.O.C.K.I.S_.a.ct.iv.i.ti.e.s.a.r.e_co.n.c.e.r.ned_._D.ur..in.iig;,,~~__~~UIPONREQUE T

By Donna Abbott
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Oldies Deserve
Appreciation

BY DONNA ABBOTT

Short- Changed

OF COURSE, IN today's world,
money is important, but
something must be said of those
who give it their best and don't
expect a whole lot in return. As the
saying goes, "Money can't buy
you happiness". Or can it?

are paid an average y,earJy
salary. It seems that these players
are the ones winning the ball
games rather than those "bought"
for that purpose. The best player
in both the American and National
Leagues, all around, would have
to be Rod Carew. Considering
ability, talent and just plain pride,
Carew is definitely the best, and
without being a multi-millionaire
at the same time. A player like
Carew performs superior to most
players, and doesn't ask for the
huge contract. This is the mark of
a true competitor.

Along with the wealthy
superstars, there are those who

price they are asking. No player is
worth two or three million dollars
for a few seasons. However, if
baseball club owners are willing
to spend that kind of money,
players are crazy not to take it.

WE'VE ALL HEARD of the
pennant and world championship
that the New York "a!1tees
"bought". When one looks at the
salaries paid the players of that
club, this fact is found to be true.
But, like it or not, they did it.

During the past baseball season,
the stats show that baseballs
"millionaires" were rich only in
money, not talent. The only player
who proved to be worth his weight
in dollars was Reggie Jackson of
New York, but even then it took
the World Series to bring his talent
to light. Other "Superstars" such
as CaUish Hunter and Vida Blue,
who were paid unheard of
amounts of money, didn't do a
thing last season.

The free agent syndrome has
created a number of money
hungry players, many who don't
deserve one-fourth the salary

BY CURT O'HARA

Money makes the
world go 'round

TEL E V I S ION - - UN- made the rounds, some still ap- starring Boris Karloff, and "King
DOUBTEDLY ONE of the best pearing courtesy of syndication Kong", will never be matched as
forms of entertainment known in throughout the world. It is to these far as true suspense and fright is
the world. Where else can a old relics that we owe a great deal concerned, not to mention special
person get away from the frets of thanks. Why? For one thing,' effects. The comedy team of
and cares of life but through T. V.? many of these old shows, such as Abbott and Costello and the
I( one is down in the dumps and "Lucy" and "The Honey- madcap antics of the Marx
doesn't know what to do, he mooners" are still very popular, Brothers have kept audiences in
simply flips to channel 7 and and get high ratings as far as stitches for nearly half a century,
watches the Fonz on "Happy number of viewers is concerned. and reruns of their movies will
Days", or to channel 2 and wat- Those shows were ones which continue to do so for a long time to
ches one of Norman Lear's 35 employed true comedy and en- come. The 1939 classic, "The
situation comedies which are on tertainment. Wizard of Oz", has become an
the tube, "All in the Family." SOME OF THE old dramas, like annual event on television, and is
Drama, you say? Then turn to "Perry Mason" and "The still enjoyed by young and old
channel 2 on Monday and watch Rifleman" were excellently alike.
one of the newcomers to prime written, and really entertained LAST YEAR, ONE of Chicago's
time, "Rafferty." For some their viewers. Many of today's local radio stations, WFLD, began
variety, a person can merely flip comedies and dramas can't even a week-long series of presentation
to a show like "Carol Burnett," or begin to compare to these oldies, of old comedy series classics,
to the king of late-night television, as far as quality is concerned. consisting of such golden greats as
Johnny Carson. Most of today's copy shows consist "Dobie GilJis" and "People's

NOT ONLY DOES television of nothing more than a few Choice". This proved to be so
have dozens of comedies, dramas, arguments, with a car chase or popular that WFLD decided to
cop shows, variety shows, and gun battle for a finale. Programs make it a yearly event, this year
sometimes even concerts, but labeled as "comedies" are for more than just one week.
movies as well. Made-for-T.V.ers, nowadays so bad, using the same "Charlie Chan" and "Sherlock
old classics, spaghetti westerns, jokes and punch lines week after Holmes" movies are aired by
more recent films directly from week. Comedies like "The Ad- WGN-TV on Sunday afternoons,
the theater-- you name it, dams Family" will or "The Dick along with the annual "Family
television's got it. And yes, there Van Dyke Show" will never be on Classics" series hosted by Frazier
are sporting events- everything T.V. again-occasionally a remake Thomas. These movies have also
from an arm-wrestling cham- is attempted, but can't ever beat proven to be very popular.
pionship to the Olympic Games. the original. So how about a round of ap-

EVEN THOUGH TELEVISION THE STATEMENT THAT plause for all those "golden
is only slightly more than a "they don't make movies like they oldies"? We may see them a
quarter of a century old, hundreds used to" is very true. Horror thousand times, but we'll never
of old shows and movies have classics like "Frankenstein" get tired of them.

BY CURT O'HARA

As the years progress, salaries \
for professional athletes rise. Of
course they must rise, because
inflation is pushing them up there.
But what happened to professional
pride? Back in the "good old
days", athletes such as baseball
players didn't worry so much
about how much money was in
their wallet, but whether or not
their performance on the field was
adequate. Today, free agents have
practically destroyed the word
"pride".

IN ALL WALKS of life, money is
everything. Most often a person
attends college and obtains a
degree- for what? To get a good
job which pays lots of MONEY. It
appears that the world of sports is
no different.

vs.

never used to do this until this
year. I think that the ladies could
give us change. What does it
harm? It isn't going to kill them, is
it? What if someone needs change
to make a phone call, and can't
make their call because the ladies
in the cafeteria won't give them
change? Maybe they have a good
reason for not giving change, but
why should everyone have to lose
the chance to get change for
something that might not be
important? Maybe the school
should install a change machine in
the cafeteria. This way, the ladies
won't get bugged for change, and
we would get the change we need.

BY . ARAH BR OKS

"CA I HAVE SOME
CHANGE?" I asked one of the
ladies working in the cafeteria.
The lady replied, "No, we don't
have change," as she sat over an
open drawer filled with quarters,
dimes and nickels. Why won't they
give us change? Everyone knows
that they have change in that
drawer. I( people want change,
they must buy something, and
then they may not get the right
type of change. If someone wants
two dimes so that they can buy a
candy bar, and all they have is a
quarter, they must buy a carton of
milk, which they might not have
wanted in the first place.

THE LADIES J. the cafeteria

because they make it that way.
THINKING OF AN idea for this OLCHS has alot of activities. The

month's editorial was hard. I like subjects range from swimming to
to be original with my writing. My chess. People say that 'tlLCHS is a
interest runs to seek out problems Jock High. Well, maybe.
that haven't been put in proper TO ME IT doesn't take much
light before. The reason being not muscle to move a chess piece or
because they have no meaning or playa note on a band instrument.
interest to students, but mainly But, point two, it's half the schools
because they are sensitive sub- fault for not promoting band or
jects which student and faculty theatre or other clubs more than
both choose to ignore. I could sports. One never hears, "Come to
therefore play it safe and write on a band concert or a play," but a
the Christmas no-no's which have voice is always ringing in the ear
been written about every to come to a basketball game or to
Christmas since I can remember, a pep rally. This school gives way
for example, credit card riJHl((s, to the students request by letting
or shop-lifting, and where would Ithem out of school when they cut a
we be with out the article class on external suspension
on......How Christmas Is com- (which I'm glad they're
mercialized....... The idea came changing.)
from none other than my dear The old saying still holds true,
editor, who is always original in "that things don't get easier when
his writing. He told me to wrlt~ a one steps out the doors of high
editorial; he didn't say anythmg school. The only place there is
on the subject, but to make it long. more quality than quantity is

probably in sports. One who is
How many of us today, whether involved might say no, but look

it be teacher or student, worry again. What's the object of a
more about quantity rather than basketball game? To win yes, but
quality? In other words, how what's the foundation? How does
many of us worry more about how one reach his goal? Does one's
much rather than how good? One coach pick five 200 pound guys
might say, not I, think again. who are three feet four inches
Remember that English report, tall? No, he goes for quality and
last month, needed a couple extra picks five guys who are fast on
words, so words were added a their feet, know the game, and
little here and there. Filling, for who are tall. And how about a
those who have never done It rootball team? Does a coach pick
before, is adding little words; for twenty skinny guys who wouldn't
example: like, as, and, is, they or Itnowa football if it hit them in the
the. . 'ace? No, he chooses eleven

By doing one's worst in school, nuscular guys who know the
no one will get out earlier. And tame.
getting 0(( on external suspension The bottom line is therefore
every other day won't do much luantity rather than quality, isn't
good either. The cry for most t? To me, we should keep quality
students Is, "School is so boring." n the classroom rather than on
The reason that it's so boring is he football field.

Quality
quantity?



Your friend
KAREN

Your friend,
BILL

Dear Santa,
How's the pole? OK? ok. How

cold is it up there than there? I bet
it'sa a lot colder up there than it is
down here. Say Santa is it true
that you have flying reindeers?
How's Rudolph? ok? I'H teH you
what I want for christmas, a new a
new bike, a kitten, another dog, a
bird, and race track, a new house
and thals it. Oh no its not I want
Rutolph!! thats it
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Dear Santa,
How is Mrs. Claus I bet You are

getting ready for Christmas. And
How are the eives and Rudolph
and all the rest of the deers. And is
it really cold down there. Are you
packing yet? please bring me a
tape recorder, Suntan Tuesday
Talor, Barbie town house and two
games. Please write back and
send Me a picture of you and
Rudolph and Mrs. Claus. and send
Me a pack of tapes.

Sesons Gr etings from
LI DA

Dear Santa,
How is it in the North pole. Here

it's cold I supose it's cold up there
to But ~y hi to all the eU's in the
vUuge. The same with the rain
deer. Are the eUs working hard.
One more thing you better start
eating so you'l get nice and fat for
x-mas.

Love,
JANE

Love,
MARY

Dear santa,
How is the wether up there ours

is cold and snowy I would amagen
it would be colder there but you
never know. How are the toy's
comeing along are the litU elf's
makeing toy for girls and boys are
you traning all the litUe raindeer
how to fly are all your raindeers
ready to fly do you still have all
the same raindeer's.

Dear santa,
How is things up in the north

pole. Are you little or big. I bet
big. how are your litUe elvs. are
they working hard Does Rudolph
still have a shinee nose. I wish I
can come and see your elves
someday well I have to go now

Yours truly,
MAUREE

of them sick? I do believe in you
but some people don't believe in
you. I wish we were home on
Christmas. I wish I had a pony and
a rabbit. And I love you and I will
always believe in you.

Dear Santa,
My name is Jane 1m nine years

old. I wonder how cold it is up
there. Do you know if Rodolph has
a red nose because I love that
show. This year I want a toys like
old fashion dolls and other things.
Santa do you eat a lot becaus
santa is always fat. In School we
heard that North Pole is 90

degrees

from,
RON

Love,
LISA

Your friend
ANDY

Dear santa,
How are you feeling, 1m feeling

fine. And how are things up at the
North Pole how is Rudolph,
Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, Vlxon,
Comet Cupid, Downer and
Blitson: I hope things are going
fine at the shop? And speaking
about the shop, do you have a doll
house, the popcorn game, life,
agravation, a doll, and a few
games.

Dear santa,
Am I getting a watch? U I'm not

what am I getting? I want a one
hundred dollar pinball mecean. I
want a magic set and a afx grand
roye\. and how old is rould the red
noese reandeer? My beer can
collechen needs about fifty more
then 300.

Dear Santa,
I was wondering how Rudolph is

doing. Does he still have a red
noeS. I hope he has a blacl\ noes
and all the raindeers stllllike him
like Dacher and Prancer Fickin
Comet and Coupid Doner and
Blitzin and hope thay don't run out
of gas in the air good by.

Your fe frind
BEN

TIlE SPARTANITE
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Dear santa,
How are your reindeer? Are any

Dear Santa
I now that You and your Elf ban
working four me with My prsits to
wite your Elfs a ladr to and I am
going I want a boke and a brbey
hose and brbey closto and a tot of
Brbeys doHs.

By PauLa Vaglica Lieb school
Dear Santa I can't Wait in tile
christmas I hope I get earrings
But Most of all I Like you Batter
then my frindes. and When you
come to are house I am going to
leave You a presinet unde the
Christmas tree.

Jeannne Lieb School
Dear Santa Claus I like you do you
like me yes I Do I want some toy's
anD I no you are true anD I no
you're ELfs are true too Do you
like me to yes I Do you theek you
are true to anD I Like you to anD I
like anta Claus Do you like me
The EnD.

Genie Pappas Lieb school.
One day Santa was sitinin his

harr it was dood to you can fa I a
sleep init wan christmas was
heair. Christmas EVE.

Mike rowbot
hot wheelcan
I wont a moUe
I wont a backitbaH
net and a backitbaH

Dear santa from Tina
I like Christmas and I like toys
But I like youThe mo t and I like
toPlay and I like to wack up My
mom and DaD in The moning

Brian Dunn from Lieb school
Dear Santa Claus I no how much
work it is you and your eUs and I
hope you give lot of toys to the
children and make them happy.
here is my list of toys

Dear Santa
Janet Schmidt Lieb School from
Jan to Santa I hope that Evryone
has a happy Christmas I wis you a
happy bay and Evryone to Ho Ho
Oh Evryone is so nice I am nice to
I hope I get some toy's on
Christmas Eve and Christmas bay
and Aftr Christmas is new Year's
Eve Santa comes Evry Year and
Santa comes to so gode by Santa.

By Michael Phillips Lieb school
Dear Santa I can't wait. In till
Christmas. I hope I get pajamas
an shists. Ihope I cane leave you
some cookies. And a present.
under my Christmas tree. I wi h
you and your eUs an raindeers. A
happy Christmas. And if you now I
watch you on T.V. would you Peas
give me. a rase trake. I hope you
and your eUs an raindeers a happy
Christmas.

Dear Santa when school starrted I
brlike my leg. On christmasl
aiways go to my grandmothers
hou e can't I go any where else. I
can't wait in tell Christmas. I jird
that who ever makes the be t
story is in the newspaper. I know
why theirs christmas becau e of
Jesus Birthday if it wasin't for
Jesus their wudit be any christ
mas. I Want the barbie town
house. Love Tammy Leib school

Dear santa From Kellie G.
I love toys and Christmas to but I
Love you the most of all Christ
mas is when we like to play all day
and mom said go to bed Christmas
is today!

Santa I want a dollan and a top
and play clown. Santa have a
happy Christmas

Lieb Schoo\.

The star by Kellie G.
one night I sat by the fire and the
star fell of f the three but didnot
weak up my mom a d dad I put the
star -back up on the tree. then I
went to bed wan I wokemup thre
wrhen under the tree

Dear Santa
Annette Marie Marzano Lieb
school.
I like the Things you get us. and
th things you get my dog he likes
th m to my mom and my dad likes
them to I am glad thre is chrismas
cuse I like you.

Laura Burba lieb school
To Santa Claus I like you very
very much. I like toys and

hristmas tool I like your little
grin. Do you like Me? Do you like
comeing down the chimney?

Laui'll Burba

AS THE CHRISTMA season
approaches, lists of great length
are written by most all young
people, and presented to mom and
dad with hopes that even partial
fulfillment of our wishes come
tru .

A new pair of Levis, an angora
sw ater wished for since the
beginning of August, a new blow
dryer or a set of weights are
common items on high school
student's lists It is hard to
remember back to the times when
we add res ed our letters to
"Santa" instead of mom and dad
and they differed immensely in
the gifts that we asked for.

The foHowing is a sampling to
refresh aH memories of the types
of letters that did, do, and
probably will always flow by the
thousands into the post office each
year at Christmas time addressed
to " anta Claus".

Dear santa
Hi My Name is Kathleen sue Ann
noto and This is My list
I would like oPeration game and
eat's Eye and MRs Mouth and
Pattery and Donny and Marie's
Things. and Holly Hoblestove and
chane's Angle Dolls and the hide
Poway house And OuUits-and suPe
star barbie DoH and outfits And I
holp you and Mris Cloze have a
merry christmas.

Merry christmas
Love Kathy
Lieb school

By CHERYL BECKWITH

Dear Santa I like toys. but I like
you The most. I like to open
prazns. That you give me. I can't
want till Christmas comes.
I like to put up the Christmas tree
and athr things. I thik you are
veary nice.
Cheryl Lieb School.

By Manish Acharyd .
Dear santa I NO it is a drag but 1

like you and christmus Eve I want
some good toys like you.

Tina Claybourne LiBe school
Dear Sata
I wont a doll and a BarBe and a
wudr women doll and doH ho e.

Room 109 Michelle Lieb school
Dear Santa I like the toys you
bringand most of all I like you.
and for Christmas I want a doll
the end

Dear Santa from Dawn
I Love toys at Chrismas but I Love
you the most and toys are fun to
play With it at Christmas Day or
at Christmas Eve I LiKe toys on
Christmas. Santa I LOve you Lieb
school

December 16, 1977

Gayle Hudson Lieb school
Dear Santa claus

I will have fun on christmas I
will get toys and I will be happy to
play with my toys I have a big doH
at home I will be happy to see you
I will play house with my dolls to I
will have fun with my doll by
Santa claus.



Be a bel iever !

pale 10

Santa Claus

BY LORI PAULSE

THE SPARTANITE December 16, 1m

PUTTING OFF MY assignment
for the Spartanlte, I decided to go
shopping on the weekend. I had to
buy lots of Christmas presents
because I was far behind on my
shopping. My destination was
Ford City, Oak Lawn's main
shopping convenience. Weekends
are the busiest times at Ford City,
especially during the Christmas
season. The shoppers walked
clutching their bundles down the
mall where Christmas
decorations were hung
everywhere. Brightly colored
clothes in store windows had a
hint of holiday glamour In them.

In the middle of the jam-packed
mall, a large winding line of
children waited to see their
favorite man In the world-the
ever popular, Santa Claus. I ap
proached the line, looking at all
the little kids waiting impatiently
to see Santa reminded me of my
childhood. It had been a long time

since I've asked Santa for toys.
It's almost a shame to find out
that he's a mere fantasy.

The white beard was shining
below this Santa's cheeks. The

'18miliar red suit and black boots
were still worn, but Santa looked
quite thin.

"I went to weight watchers and
lost a good twenty pounds," he
laughed.

"SANTA, ARE YOU changing
your image'?" I asked.

"Heck no," he replied, "It's just
that when I'm carrying a large
pack on my back, the extra weight
in my belly is too much for me to
handle."

I looked at this man in question.
He can't be serious. What guy
would really go around carrying a
pack of toys'? I thought I'd ask him
a few more questions. "Hey
Santa, where did you rent your
suit'?"

"WHAT DO YOU mean'? My

wife made it!" I was impressed.
"Your wife did a great job!"
"Thank you, young lady. She

made one for each of the elves
too." His eyes were a crystal blue,
and they twinkled as he spoke. I
couldn't believe the guy.

"OKAY, THE JOE'S over,
Santa, now tell me who you really
are and what sort of work you do
after the Christmas season is
over'?"

The man looked offended.
"Everybody knows who I am,
don't they'? You mean, you've
never heard of me'?"

"I've heard of Santa Claus, but
sir, I'd like to know who you really
are so that I could interview you
for my school newspaper. You
know, you could tell me things like
how it feels to be dressed like
Santa Claus."

"YOUNG LADY, ARE you
questioning the existence of Santa
Claus'? I'll have you know it took a

great many years to establish
myself. I dress this way because I
always do. It's nothing out of the
ordinary for me."

A crowd of people began to
gather around us. "Sir, won't you
even tell me how Ford City hired
you'? I mean, they just didn't see
Santa Claus in the phone book, and
dial his number!"

The man smiled at me. "I came
in and got out my list, and they
told me to sit up here. I'm under
the impression that you still don't
believe who I am. My dear, would
you like to see my American
Express card'? My name is
written clearly upon it. I am Santa
Claus. All of these children here
believe me, why don't you'?"

I WAS BEGINNING to feel like I
was reinacting a scene from
Miracle on 34th Street. "Sir, I
said, "the joke's over. At one time
I believed in Santa Claus, but that
was when I liked Raggedy Ann

dolls and watched Kaptain
Kangaroo! Come on, now, you've
had your fun, won't you answer
these questions truthfully'?"

"As truthfully as possible," he
chuckled. "Now, if you will excuse
me, I must go back and talk to the
children. Look like there are a
couple hundred in line. Well,
Merry Christmas. miss!" He
winked and smiled at me. I
couldn't figure out who he could
be. That beard didn 'tlook fake. He
turned to me, "Oh, miss, I hope
that someday you WILL believe
I'm real."

"MERRY CHRISTMAS," I
called to him as he walked away.
Was I bein an old fuddy duddy,
not believing him'?

I felt a tingle of happiness. As I
watched him walk up to his
throne, something deep down was
recaptured. If he was the real
Santa or not-he sure made a
believer out of me.

oVle When once asked who his favorite
singers were, Louis answered,
"Bing. That's all, man."

One way Bing learned was from
his friend and roommate, the
famous jazz cornetist, Bix
Beiderbecke. Bing would imitate
Bix's cornet playing with his
voice.

Both Bing and his roommate
Bix were heavy drinkers back in
the '20's. Bing started getting
movie offers and changad his
ways. He started drinking Minute
Maid instead of booze, and he
gave up a real jazz talent so he
could croon and become famous.
What happened to Bix'? Well, he
kept drinking and died a young
alcoholic.

Yeah, Bing saved himself and
Bix didn't, but I wonder If Bing
was really better ofr. At least Bix
is remembered as being talented.

55th Ct. &S.W. Hwy.

As I've already said, he was a
crooner. He held this title for the
last four decades of his life. Before
this, however, he was a very in
novative jazz musician.

People usually forget how
complete his musical experience
was. He started as a drummer,
and lead his own band. He then
played cymbals in the Paul
Whiteman Band. He became a
band whistler, jazz variations,
like a clarenetist. He sang in an
ensemble known as the Rhythm
Boys who specialized in imitating
instruments. He helped compose
music. In other words, he was
well-versed in the area of music.

BING WAS HIGHLY regarded
by many musicians. Lo~is Arm
strong was one Bing admirer.

I'd li to do is tell some things
probaQ.ly unknown.

For Ch ristmas Dance:
$1 off on purchase of corsages and nosegays

50 off on all bOLltonnieres

Creager-Kasper Florists

BY BILL WALKER

MUSIC ON TH£ GO

to order dial 636-9890

Looking for a gift for that special someone'!

& beautiful floral arrangements

Come see our planters, centerpieces, figurines

LAST I UE, THI column paid
tribute to Guy Lombardo, a
musician who has helped bring in
the New Year for as long as most
people can remember. In this
issue, we would like to pay tribute
to another musician. This man
was popular around the holiday
season for his Christmas specials
and the like, but he was known
throughout the whole year as well.
As a musician, he was a
"crooner," and almost everyone
has heard this man croon. He was
frequently on T.V., and he sang in
nightclubs. Oh, and by the way, he
was also a movie star, and he
liked Minute Maid Orange Juice.
Evaryone should know by now
that I'm talking about Bing
Crosby. I'm sure everyone knew
the e thinlls about BlnlZ so what

force and now use" hiS once-good
powers for sinful deeds.

THROUGH THE PERSUASION
of Ben Kenobi (Alec Guiness), the
last of the Jedi Knights, guardians
of Peace and Justice throughout
the galaxy, Luke decides to rescue
Princess Leia knowing that the
"Force", a mighty spirit that
gives a Jedi Knight his powers,
will be with him.

Joining Ben and Luke is Han
Solo (Harrison Ford), a pilot of a
light-speed spacecraft, and his
first-band Chewbacca Wookie
(Walton's Carpeting>.

After an array of spectacular
laser battles, they rescue the
Princess, escape, and later
proceed to destroy the "Death
Star" with the aid of Rebel forces.
.. "STAR WARS" also featured
two mechanical robots who added
a comical kick to the movie. C
3PO and R2-D2 were hysterical.

Director-writer George Lucas
should be proud of his movie
monument. The display of special
effects and sound is utterly in
describable, and the flick's theme
song fits the action beautifully.

"Star Wars" is an experience in
itself. If one hasn't seen it the first
thirty weeks it's been airing then
make it a must to see it during
week thirty-one. The movie adds
up to be this: colossal, stupen
dous, amazing, extraordinary, .
......See it! I give it four galaxies
worth of stars.

BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ

"A LONG TIME AGO in a
galaxy far, far away" came "Star
Wars," the fabulously successful
science fiction movie which is
invading the nation for its thirtieth
record week.

"Star Wars," the cream of
originality and novelty, features
Mark Hamill, Carrie Fisher,
Harrison Ford, Peter Cushing,
Alec Guiness, and a galaxy of
bizarre characters in the title
roles.

"Star Wars," is a combination
of every imaginable space fantasy
all rolled on to one movie reel. It is
an extraordinary mixture of
adventure, sci-fi, comedy, and
drama.

THE FILM'S PLOT evolves
around the rescue of the beautiful
Princess Leia (Carrie Fisher)
who is being held captive by the
evil empire of the "Death Star," a
man-made space enterprise which
controls and rules the star
studded universe.

Luke Skywalker (Mark
Hamill), the hero-to-be, doesn't
want to get involved in the clash to
free the galaxy from the iron grip
of the evil empire.

Leading the empire is Governor
Tarkin (Peter Cushing) and Darth
Vander, a former Jedi Knight who
was enticed by the dark side of the



The turning point

Myth and

"on GOD! I'M scared to death!
My lecture hall looks as big as
Soldier's Field I My dorm is
worse. I've got a kid from
California sharing it with me who
does nothing but hide my term
papers. Oh, how did I get myself
Into this? I knew I should have
gotten a job straight out of high
school and that would be it. I don't
really want to do this, so why did I
let my parents foree me to go? I
should have taken off; just left,
and no one would even know that I
was missing from that rat hole of
a dorm. I could write my parents
letters, saying lies like how much
I love college; and they'd never
know the difference! Oh, but that
wouldn't work. Nah, they'd find
me out when the administration
writes them and then they'd
crucify me. I want to have a good
career and everything, and I
won't get paid the salary I want if
I don't go through with college but

THE SPARTANITE

by: 10:30 p.m.

I'm SCARED TO DEATH!" attend OLCHS. about their In a plastics firm. I inquired as to
THIS IS Aletter I received from thoughts on college. I've divided whether she had future college

a friend that attends a state these people into four categories. plans. "My job is so time con
school. This friend attended There is the POSITIVE suming, I have no time for
OLCHS last year, and is, once STUDENT: This student knows college."
again, a terrified freshman, a definitely what occupation he will SOME STUDENTS CAN be
nobody. In the summer she pursue and what college he is classified as ALMOST, BUT NOT
couldn't wait to get into college- going to. He has known this from QUITE. These people had
her friends and parents regarded at least sophomore year. When everything figured out as to oc
her as an intelligent individl\8l, asked how these decisions came cupations and their college
eager to learn. But now that she is about so quickly, he most often choices, but at the last minute,
away from home she feels times answered with, "My they changed their minds. It
despondant, lonely, and can't wait parents told me to do it." seems that they like all kinds of
until Thanksgiving break. Those Next comes the HESITANT subjects instead of one in par
first few months in college can be STUDENT: He claims that he will ticular.
really scarry for some people. wait a year before entering Out of all the categories, this

COLLEGE. It's an old subject, college. He says he wants to go to one had the most members. It's
but one of the most important ones work for the first year to meet the UNDECIDED group. They
any high school student can college expenses. I bumped into don't know which college they'd
wonder about. Each college-bound one of these types who was a like. They're also undecided as to
student faces a dilemma in his senior here last year. She was what field they'd like to go into. I
senior year: What college should quite popular then and the type of sympathize with this group. It's a
he go to, what he will pursue as far girl likely to succeed. She waited difficult choice with many __P /
as occupations and courses are the year, and currently has a job varieties to choose from. - ~

:Bree:~i:!·::ethe:;~:~:~~------W-O-R-L-D-T-R-A-V-EL-M--A-R-T-----:
IMATELY twenty people who,

i 5615 W. 95th St. 636-7800 I
rumor : PRESENTS ,, I

:a~e:~:~~ :;a:m~::raasss~~~~~~~ , 0 PEN TO ALL ,
in front of the classroom, and I, '
immediately the myths fly. They 0 W STU t
are implanted.into the minds of:' AK· LA N DENTS f
everyone who IS near. ,

Keeping an open mind until self- , \, - ,

experience proves negative may , EASTER TRIP
allow for more pleasant situations ,
from t~ose which initially are not , ,

appealing., • 0 '

b t 'Bye- ye I HAWAII :
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, t
• t
• 7 NIGHTS HONOLULU '
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

Maybe I'm another Rodney
Dangerfield, maybe I just have a
bad disposition and attitude, but
I'm fed up when it comes to the
holidays, especially New Year's
Eve. Being 10:30 is fine from
January first to December 30th
but in between that time is
misery-sheer misery. "I don't get
no respect on New Year's Eve!"
Just think about me for a minute.
Your evening activities are often
based on me and for that I'm
honored. When I roll around, so
does Johnny Carson or the hunger
pains related to that time. Some
people decide to take a bath others
decide to start their homework
and there are those who await me
to tun in to Ralph and Ed. So tell
me this: Since I'm so important
all the rest of the year, why can't I
be in the spotlight on the most
exciting day of the year?
Eve,?,one runs around kissing,
making noise and merry at
Midnight on New Years Eve but
it's got to be changed this year. All
Midnight ever did was turn Cin
derella ugly. Don't you think New
Year's excitement should be at
1O:3O? I do.

December 16. 11m

College

BY LORI PAULSEN

BY DONNA ABBOTT

In my life 1 have heard many
myths, they float around
everyWhere, some more strongly
emphasized than others. Their
subjects may range from sex to
coed-gym. They are amusing to
funny, mysterious to outlandish.
Some stress important points,
some are simply thoughts.

I remember back in sixth grade
~h~n I was going to be starting
Junior high. Did the myths fly. The
older kids spread stories about
one junior high science teacher.
They said that he was the
meanest, he makes you tow the
line. All that summer my
girlfriend and I spent our time
worrying about it.

The day finally came when I
walked in the doors of the science
room. Behind a desk sat an elder
man; all that went through my
head was how mean he was
supposed to be. Slowly he got out
from behind the desk, looked at us
and said in a deep voice, "You
may have heard that when you
walk through these doors that
you've walked through the doors
of hell," I sat there and swallowed
my heart, "well you have," that
was all he said. He returned
behind the desk and sat there until
the bell rang.

To this day I never understood
him, however, he later became
one of my favorite teachers.

There are also some myths I
have heard more recently which
cover more important facts that
have to do more with our present
and future. Coed-gym, for
example, has placed fear in the
hearts of many OLCHS students
particularly girls. Now that it ha~
come about it's not as bad as we
thought it might be. The American
Heritage Dictionary says that a
myth is "a notion based more on
tradition or convenience than on
fact," they are started by gossip.
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BY MICAEL KOLODZIEJ

We Don't Just Sell

concentrated staff effort. Many
staff members go out to local
places of business and attempt to
sell column inches of newspaper
space. It's not an easy task. On a
lucky day one might get one ad in
seven tries. But that one ad makes
it all worthwhile.

SECONDLY, THE journalism.
"I DO 'T HAVE A Y Every member of the staff is

CHANGE." expected to contribute to the
"I'll borrow one later." welfare of the paper. Not only
"I don't read it." does the writing of stories fall into
FAMOUS CHEAP COP-OUTS. this category, but proper editing,

That's what it sounds like to sell headline writing, bookkeeping,
the Sparanlte. It's a frustrating art, photography, and ad
job. But that is only part of the managing are also included. All
staff's iob. work must be of quality, timely,

THE FACT IS that a good and sent out to the printers on
majority of the student body time.
doesn't know what it takes to SALES ARE GOTTEN by the
publish one issue of the Spar- staff through constant pushing
tanite. All they see is the staff with a business-like, courteous
peddling papers every fourth manner. Again, not an easy job,
Friday. but rewarding. It seems that

THE STAFF FINDS it many students hate to depart with
rewarding to see our work in print that prized quarter.
but we become disillusioned I

when fellow students refuse to buy THIRDLY, the paper layout.
the paper. Three days before publication

THERE IS MORE than just the date all copy is sent back to the
selling of papers. It takes a united Spartanite office where each and
staff which will pull together to every page is carefully laid out by
accomplish one goal: a respec- the staff. Headlines, copy, photos,
table high school newspaper. And captions, ads, etc., are waxed and
to accomplish that goal there are placed on a paste-up sheet
obstacles to clear. straightly. Most of the time the job

FIRST, THE FINANCIAL looks good and is complete
hurdles. At the beginning of the 77- Among the three main jobs of
78 school year the Spartanlte the staff, many smaller tasks
determined a bu<!get from school exist. Hopefully, these "Big
funds of $1500. So far the combined Three" jobs have been brought to
cost of this year's first two issues the attention of our readers. We're
totalled $1,386.70. So where does not complaining, we're just
the rest of the money come from bringing up the points.
for future publications? Unlike But one could bring up all the
some other local high schols points in the world about the work
where the paper is fully financed, put into the Spartanlte, that won't
the Spartanlte staff must come up sell papers. It's the quality of
with funds. work put into the Spartanlte that

THESE FUNDS are gotten will sell .papers. Hopefully we've
through subscriptions, ads, and accomplished that goal.
sales. Subscribers are reached ,------.-------r
through letters which the staff EASTER In LONDON
typed, reproduced, addressed,
and mailed out to every student's $472
home.

ADS ARE GOTTEN through a
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affair with all ten of his girlfrienas
on the same night. As for the
question, Julio was in no condition
to answer, and I decided il could
wait.

WATCH CALMED THE
hysterical Hispanic by having
Lars talk to him. The Norwegian
accented Spanish had Julio
alternately rolling on the floor in
laughter and scratching his head
in bewilderment.

I followed a path of smashed
tables and mangled bodies to
where Roberts was biting off a
freshman's ear. "The game's up,
Spencer T. Pack it in."

But instead he finished with the
freshman and broke into a run for
the outside exit. Watson was at my
elbow, and I turned to him in
amazement. "Has he lost his
mind? Even though he Is a full
fledged cafeteria monitor, he
can't hope to get away with
di obeying an order from me!"

"DIDN'T YOU SEE these
dilated pupils, the green tone of
the fingernails? I'm afraid he's
manicidal, Rex."

"What?"
"He's manicidal----he kills

maniacs."
"MY GOD! HE could wipe out

half the student body? Well, the
seniors, anyway."

I heard Spencer T. slam into the
fire doors, which were locked
because the 17-year locusts were
due in only another 12 years. Then
I heard, in quick succession, a
loud expletive, a gleeful little
laugh, an indignant scream, and
132 books hitting the floor as a
shelf fell over. I saw the renegade
monitor on the run, with an
irate librarian in pursuit.

NEXT ISSUE: The Chase

cellent sense of humor, even if it is
somewhat bizarre. They tend to
see humor in things that not many
other people do. For instance,
some Sagittarians like to drive
people up the wall just to see the
poor person go insane. However,
the Sagittarian means no harm to
anyone. They don't take too much
seriously, and this applies almost
all the time.

Many people think that because
Sagittarians are cool, carefree,
slightly spaced, and clumsy, that
this means Sagittarians ar.e not
intelligent. Not true! Sagittarians
are very intelligent.

Maybe that's why they just sit
back and calmly observe the rest
of the very insane world go by.

the most part, incredibly clumsy.
The latter of the two reasons is

illustrated quite clearly by the
fact that Sagittarians are almost
always sticking their feet in their
mouth. For this reason, Sagit
tarians are also rather quiet.

Sagittarians like food and drink.
As a matter of fact, most Sagil
tarians who enjoy their food a
little too much (or too often) have
the badge of a conniseur-the
famous "spare tire" around the
midriff.

The Sagittarian's fatal opposite
is Gemini. Sagittarians generally
get along pretty well with
everyone. They are a lot of fun to
be around. One is always assured
of a good time with a Sagittarian.
Sagittarians also have an ex-

"Then 1suggest we retire to the
Media Center. Come, Watson, stop
groveling...

I had to ask. "What---- ..
"OUR LITTLE WILD goose

chase was solely for the benefit of
your kidnapper. I had to keep him
guessing while I called In rein
forcements. I have a feeling he's a
very dangerous man." I didn't
have the slightest idea what he
was talking about, and I began to
wish the Norwegian was back
home playing with his fiords. I
wondered how I would have to
punch him to put him there.

We reached the library doors.
Rosenberg turned. "You prefer to
work with Cubans, do you not?
Pepe! Jose! Martinez! Lars!
Olaf!" Five blue-eyed blondes in
sombreros and ski jackets ap
peared from nowhere.

"I'm sorry. The best I could do
was Spanish-speaking Nor
wegians." I was about to tell him
that the only Spanish words I
know are Tac_o. Enchilada, and
Pasta, but there \\.04 a commotion
in the back of the main reading
room. We rushed in~de.

WATSON TRIPPED OVER
what seemed to be a small an
teater. On closer inspection, it
turned out to be Julio, a Cuban
table washer. He worked for
Spencer T. Roberts, another
cafeteria monitor. He was frantic.

"Senor Rex! Senor Spencer just
walked back by the 9OO's, looking
for something, then he went
berserk! You must help us,
senor! "

"But why Chinese?", said
Rosenberg, who must have
reached the same conclusion I
had: Spencer T. was my kid
napper. 1 rememOer he'd oeen
jealous of me ever since I had an

LA RA DIFO ZO

BY REX REGRESSION

YEA, I'M ALIVE. Never died
even though the bumbling Doc
Watson and Sherlock Rosenberg,
the Norwegian detective whom I
don't know well enough to insult,
thought I had kicked the bucket
for sure.

When I was coshed in the
library, I went out like a light-
but one with a dimmer switch.
Before I los~ consciousness, I saw
the book that hit me. That's right.
It wasn't a World Book 1!n3
edition No. 13, the R's, at all.

It was "Tales of Chinese Water
Torture," by Lee Ming Chong. As
I blacked out I saw a gloved hand
slipping a phony book jacket over
it. Hence the misidentification and
the lack of fingerprints.

WHEN I CAME to, I was
stacked in with the 9OO's, the
classical literature section, where
no one----from this school,
anyway----would ever have
looked. I was bound, gagged,
handcuffed, chained, and locked
inside a cast iron strongbox.

Being great, I was free in under
thirty seconds and on the second
floor. I ran into the Doc and
Rosenberg. Watson babbled
something about being ecstatic at
the sight of me, and fell to his
knees in adoration.

I was used to that, so I turned to
Rosenberg, who wasn't at all
perturbed. He removed his pipe
and looped a smoke ring around
my nose. "So you're not. Good.
Did you see who it was that kid-

pped you?"
. I WA STUN ED. I'd heard

about the Norwegian's fantastic
deductive powers, but this
was /antastic. "Duhh .... NO,
lib ..

Rex wrides again

page 12

:0' ..The Sagiltarian; a bizarre
!~ linage comes to the minds of all
. trologers when this magical

ord is mentioned. Sagittarians
may not have the overpowering
personal magnetism of a Scorpio,
or the freaked-out attitude of a
Libran, but they are dangerous
enough. Sagittarians have a quiet
subtlety which creeps up on one
unexpectedly, and then attacks.

Sagittarians never rush through
anything unless they feel like it.
They tend to take their time and
calmly plod through everything
The reason for this is twofold
one; Sagittarians are cool by
nature. Two; Sagittarians are, for
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Problems
but Potential
BY BILL LlLLWITZ

PROBLEM, PROBLEMS,
PROBLEMS. Everyone has them.
Even a coach who is young and
still has a long life ahead of him.
His assistant, 2nd year out of
I.S.U., shares in some of these.
Together between these two spry
individuals they have more
problems than the average coach
of our time. The reason is they
coach Gymnastics, one of the
most difficult of all the physical
arts.

The two men I'm talking about
are Larry Kelly and Howard
(h.R.) Rubin, our illustrious
leaders on the rings and the high
bar. They have experienced this
year some of the worst incidents
that could happen to coaches and
their teams. Of course they can
look to the future for their
problems to mend and the future
for OLCHS's Gymnastics team is
not that far away.

Problem 1: This year so far the
Spartan Gymnasts have had an
excessive amount of injuries. Joe
Dybas, one of the Spartan's all
around or all-event men, is out
with a bad back, Osgood slaughter
of the knees, and a broken ankle.
Dybas, a junior, was expected to
be one of the promising Spartans
this year. Dave Tosurusaki, senior
and all-around man, is working
out with a bad back that has kept
him from his top form. Tsurusaki
was expected to be one of the best
side horse and high bar men for
the teav this year. Mark Vahl, a
junior, was also exp cted to do
well but because of a knee injury
he has been out since the pre
season workouts. Last but not
least on the injured list is Ron
Scaduto. Scaduto, only a junior, is
also out with a back problem. To
add to that, he has a bad wrist.

"INJURIES HAVE HURT us all
year," commented coach Kelly,
"Guys like Ron have no way to go
but up to becoming one of the best
Gymnasts around. This team
really has a lot of potential,
especially a predominately junior
team."

Problem 2: This year the IHSA
has taking the trampoline out of
competition. Due to this the
Spartans lost three probably

Gymnasts that would have helped
the team tremendously. These
men were also good in other
events that would have been
stronger for the Spartans.

"THE IH A TOOK out the
Tramp for two reasons. The first
was the great amount of injuries
and law suits that developed last
yea~ according to Coach Kelly,
"and the second was the fact that
no progression to college could be
made because the NCAA
(National Collegiate Athletic
Association) does not consider
Tramp a part of Gymnastics.
That's the same reason we have
vaulting this year."

Problem 3: The turnout has
been low to average while at most
schools the turnout has been on
the up. This really hurts along
with injuries becau e the team is
only about one-half its normal
size.

"The freshman turnout was
average," according to Soph.
Coach Rubin, "but along with the
sophomores returning we'll have
a 'good learning' season."

AFTER ALL THE problems the
Spartans now have a record of 1-1
1. That is one win, one loss, and
one "called off because of
weather." The one win was
against a stagnant Rich Central.
When we refer to stagnant we
mean not mobil or, more plainly,
not there as the other team did not
show up. The Spartans then had
their own inter squad meet which
they scored an 86. Their goal this
season is to score 100 in a meet.

The loss was the first meet of
the season against Stagg. With all
of the before mentioned out with
injuries the Spartans went down to
defeat 88-68.

"The only reason we lost was
because of the number of people
we had," said Rubin, "we could
have beat them."

THE ONE THAT was weather
stricken was against Thornwood.
Remember the Thursday we
almost got out rearJy due to a lot
of snowfall, then we almost had no
school on Friday? That was the
day. In fact the Spartans might
have been lucky in getting
weather stricken instead of loss
stricken. But no one doubts
potential including their coaches.

Pretty boy Bill Lillwitz relaxing before

Mr. Craig refereeing one of the local high

school meets .

Dave Purdy, our drum major, is a real cool cat.

\.-

One of our many beautiful partan cheerleaders.

• ,T 'OUI OIWfl'SI."'IISE~
* Approved bV III. Offlc. of Education

• New courl8S sterting Ibout ,wry 2 week,
2 and 4 week courses. 15 to 18 yr•. old

• Home pick.·up for all driving Ienons
• Free trip to It.tion for permit
• Auto insurance discount certificate

•

- - ......- - -- -- -- -- -- - - - - -- -
Low

Rates 423-1212 For
Information

SCHOOL

4957 W 95th t.
T.J. Murphy speeding by an opposing defender.
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Basketball

BY DAN HEITING

THE OAK LAWN SPARTANS
Basketball team under the wat
chful eye of head coach Len
Scaduto got off to a somewhat of a
rocky start this season.

With three returning starters
back from a successful season, the
Spartans were up for the opening
game against St. Laurence in the
Quigley South Thanksgiving
Tournament. Things did not work
out the way Sacudato or the
Spartans would have liked. The
Vikings started out strong and the
Spartans could not keep up with
the Vikingu and got totally blown
away and the walls caved in on the
Spartans hopes of starting out on a
winning note. They lost to
Laurence by the score of 64-33.
After the loss to Laurence, the
Spartans went on to beat a lowly
rated Bogan team by the score of
66-60. Since they won against
Bogan they went on to play
Brother Rice. This was a vary
tough game but because of a few
mental errors Rice beat our
Spartans in overtime by a score of
46-45. Coach Scaduto started the
same five through all the games.
At l(uards were seniors T.J.

Murphy and Scott Kalquist.
Kalquist was one of the starters
last year. At the forwards were
senior Keith Vopelak and junior
Bill Johnson. Johnson returning
after suffering a severe ankle
injury last year. Johnson played
varsity ball as a sophomore. The
big man in the middle is 6'6"
center Bill LiUwitz. Others getting
playing time were Gary Salis,
Tony Cristifano, John Wallace,
Brian Yitterburg and Don Bodey.
Lillwitz averaged the most out of
any all the Spartans in the
Tournament.

In the first regular season game
against Eisenhower Cardinals at
Eisenhower, the Spartans ran into
another stumbling block, the big
men for the Cardinals. Oaklawn
lost to Eisenhower in the regionals
last year and this year they lost to
them by 24 at 75-51.

OAKLAWN STARTED IT'S
conference season on the road at
the Summit in Argo. Going into
the game as anunderdog,
Oaklawn's defense held a quick
Argo team at bay throughout the
game. The Spartans went in at
halftime three points down and
tied it at 33 at the end of three
periods of play. Much of thiswas
due to Bill Lillwitz's outstanding
inside shooting and an extremely
tenacious defense. Regulation
play ended ip.{l 45-45 tie. Lillwitz
played much o(~ fourth quarter

THE SPARTANITE.

with four fouls. The overtime
started with Oaklawn getting the
tip and scoring the first bucket.
But two turnovers that resulted in
three points and Lillwitz fouling
out with twenty-five points cost
the Spartans a 55-52 defeat.

Last Friday, December 9,
Oaklawn went into it's first home
game with a 1-4 record and a ~1

conference record. They were
meeting arch rivals Reavis from
Burbank. A large and boisterous
Oaklawn crowd had gathered to
welcome their Spartans. The
game was very close knit through
much of the first half.

Bill LiUwitz, Gary Salis and
Scott Kallquist kept Oak Lawn in
the game. The lead finally went to
the Spartans late in the second
half and both teams traded
basekets until Lillwitz got the
rebound of a Scott Kalquist free
throw and sunk it for a six point
lead which they never lost, win
ning the game by a score of 72-66.
The Spartans are now 2-4 and 1-1
in conference play. Lillwitz Is the
leading scorer and his 32 points in
the Reavis game was tops for him
in his career. He is averaging
approximately 24 points per
game.

December 16, urn

Gary Salis taking a jump shot against Reavis. Staff Photo By
Wayne Macha

Tonv Chrlstophano handling pressure from a Reavis defender.
Staff Photo Bv WaYne Macha

Bill Llllwitz reaching for a rebound during the Reavis win.
Staff Photo By Wayne Macha

PAT'S HOBBIES &CRAFTS

Now you don't have
to choose between

getting agood job and
.continuing your

education.
Over 1000 colleges and the Army have an educa

tional plan called Project Ahead. It's a way to enlist in
the Army and start your college education at the same
time.

If you qualify under Project Ahead, you choose the
participating school you'd like to graduate from before
you enlist. Then no matter where you study while in the
~rmy, you'll t.ak~ courses taught by accredited colleges
r1~h.t on post, With the Army paying up to 75% of the
tUition.

After your ~nlistn:-'ent's over, you'll be eligible for
further financial aSSistance under the G.1. Bill.

If yo~'re interested. in starting on your college de
gree While you're working at a good job, call me.

An excellent gift
idea for Christmas

5730 W. 95th St.
424-6131

Daily 9 am-9 pm
Sat. 9 am-6 pm

Sun. 11 am-5 pm

Call Army Sgt. Dale' Sharp
about Project Ahead.

636-3'112
Join the people who've joined the Army.
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BY DAVE IEMEYER

AN AMERICA WHO has been
in exile the past few years may
experience a shock when retur
ning to the good old USA. Yes, we
still live in a democracy but a new
and powerful monarch is making
waves throughout the land. He is
Lord Boob Tube, king of TV. The
man is a crooked and sly person;
His rare good deeds, such as the
exposure of Watergate, do not
overshadow his true personality.
In this story we shall explore his
strange doings in the wide world
of sports.

Baseball, the national pastime,
is a good example of how Lord
Boobe Tube even controls Mother
Mature. Bowie Kuhn, one of his
jesters, is commissioner of the
game and thus assists in getting
him what he wants. Let us go back
to last year's World Series:

The 1976 series was not exactly
a hot item, both in excitement and
weather. Many of the games were
played at night, to accomodate
Lord Boob Tube and NBC. The
temperature dipped as low as 32
degrees, but NBC's contract with
baseball required a certain

amount of prime time games.
Kuhn tried to act normally by just
wearing a suit and tie, while his
skin turned blue.

MORE RE E TLY, THE final
game of the National League
playoffs between Los An~les and
Philadelphia was played in the
pouring rain, under orders from
National League President Chub
Feeney. He didn't have much
choice. TV had the game
scheduled so close to the World
Series1:hey had to play that day,
no matter what. Even so, there
should be on reason for a cham
pionship game to be played under
such deplorable conditions.

Not even the grand old game of
golf has escaped Lord Boob
Tube's grasp. A sport which
thrives on tradition and a unique
suspense has gone the way of
Arnold Palmer's game. The U.S.
Open used to have the format
where players would play 36 holes
on the last day instead of the
normal 18. It provided some in
tense moment!> and the winner
was truly a one-of-a kind cham
pion. Now however they use the
normal standards and the Open is
hardy the tournament it used to
be.

Another major tournament, the

Masters, has also made a change
for the worse. Whwereas they
formerly had an 18-hole playoff to
settle a tie, they now have a
sudden death playoff to ac
comodate TV.

o E SHOULD UNDERSTAND
that Lord Boob Tube's biggest
problem is his always starving
ego. He is never satisfied at just
being a spectator; he wants a
piece of the action. Being ignorant
to sports fans is how he became
powerful. But he definitely
reached an extreme in a boxing
match a while back. Here's what
happened:

Ken Norton and Jimmy Young
were having a scheduled.l5-round
battle and CBS decided they would
need a hype to gain some extra
viewers. And presto, they thought
up the idea of showing the judge's
decision at the end of each round.
Only Ken Nortons' camp had prior
knowledge of this and they used it
to their advantage. Come the 15th
round and it was about even,
according to the judges. Young
thought he was ahead, so he boxed
conservatively. Norton knew the
score, however, so he went after
Young, and consequently won the
fight. Even though it was Young's
fault he didn't know the score, this

kind of setup takes much of the
suspense out of the match.

Lord Boob Tube does not stop at
just changing sports. He invents
his own sports for his three net
works. His first and most famous
is the Superstars, where athletes
dive through tires, paddle canoes,
climb walls, ride bikes and
generally act like fools. Of course,
when omething catches on TV
produces umpteen more like it.
TV executives love them because
they're cheap to produce and can
fit into any time slot. The
Superstars has bred such min
dless trash as the Challenge of the
Sexes, Celebrity Challenge of the
Sexes, Battle of the Network stars
and a handful of other ZZ
Superstar-Related" programs.
We also have weekly features,
such as the CBS Sports Spec
tacular, with everything from
alligator wrestling to wrist
wrestling. And let us not forget the
originator of these made-for-TV
events, ABC's Wide World of
Sports. But there is good news.
Ratings are falling in these
nauseating events and there
should only be half as many shows
on next year.

BUT WILL THI nonsense ever

really end? A recent hearing of
the House Subcommittee on
Communications sheds some
bright light. Some of the following
points came up; key ABC per
sonnel, including Howard Cosell
and ABC Sports President Roone
Arledge played a suspicious role
in the fraudulent United States
Boxing Championships. ABC was
also accused of influencing Pitt
sburgh to play in the 1977 Sugar
Bowl by giving them extra TV
exposure. CBS was charged with
advertising "Winner-Take-All"
tennis matches, when in actuality
both players received large sums
of money.

Some things will never change,
though. TV has made sports a
multi-million dollar industry.
Free agents, rich owners, and
illegal amateurs will be with us as
long as Lord Boob Tube and his
kind control sports. But sooner or
later the fans will catch on and
professiional and college sports
will die out. Only high school
athletics would remain, and then
maybe we could get back to real
sports.

Spartans strongest rival in the
SICA West conference.

If the good start is any in
dication, it could mean another
big year for Coach Chuck Lawson,
who has had many winning
records and some great wrestlers _ ...."A"J~_--_-A
in his coaching career.

. ...... .. .. ... .. .... .. .... ...
·i· SEASO 'S GREETI GS ·i·T T.:. frOnl .,.... ~.

.!. K.C. SPORTS ~t.:. .:.
••• . 1 S I I .,..... p CIa a e. .!+..:. ..:.
..:. All ho k y qUiplll nt ..:•..:. ..:.
.!. 25% off (xeluding 'kale) .!...~ ~.:. :.
••• - -K h···.... ooper 0 0 ....

~L ~..:. ather Hi/LowAlI brand $29.99 ..~.
~ . ~
.:. a conlpl t line of portIng good ..:.
~ ~
..:. K.C. port. ~ %.
·1· F I C~?Ol h'· Ci~ roc . ·1·
~:. on Ity oppm~ elll r .:.
.:. Soul.h end of P acoek ABe .:•
•:. 735-7000 :.•.. ~~~~~~~~~~ .. ~.~~ .. ~ .•...........................++ ~ .

r
167. Jeff Williams then moved up
to the Heavyweight di 'ision. At
132, juniors Glen Williams and
Keith Wagner have been fighting
it out in practice in order to fill the
division. Wagner wrestled in the
first couple outings until Williams
earned his spot there in the last
four meets. Both were outstanding
in their sophmore years, which
typifies the teams strong com
petiveness.

TWO MORE VI LORIES came
in conference meets against Argo
and Reavis. OLCHS slaughtered
Argo and tripped Reavis 25-19.
The Reavis victory was a big win
because Reavis could be the

senior, 126; Glen Williams, junIOr,
132; Chuck Sanow, junior, 138;
Eric Miner, junior, 145; Mike
Morganthaler, senior, 155; Ken
Spitzer, senior, 167; Jim Dunning,
senior, 185; and Jeff Williams,
senior, Hwl. Leading the team
with unbeaten records are Berndt
and Morganthaler.

Opening the season against St.
Laurence at home the grapplers
came away with a 46-9 victory.
The team showed no weak spots in
the line-up. The only question
marks at the beginning of practice
were 185 and Heavyweight. Jim
Dunning came through at 185 even
though Jim usually wrestles at

the Spartans so far this year. The eight pin victory. Things looked
handicap team also chipped in two bleak after this embarrassing
victories, with a high series of 537 defeat for the Spartans. However
by Ed Belter. . the bowlers coasted to an easy

Only two changes were made on victory in the third game, thanks
the team for the Stagg meet. Chris to some fine shooting from Dice
Jakel made his debut for the and Hoffman.
handicap team, and Belter was Meanwhile, the handicap team
promoted to the scratch team. The was also having a few troubles.
scratch team started out well, They lost the first game and it
Winning by a 91 pin margin. Dice, looked like they could also lose the
who scored anotherfine series, led second. However, they rallied to
with a 198 game. But the next win by four pins. The Spartans
game was quite a different story. went on and won a decisive vic-

Led by the league's only female tory in the final game, with Jeff
bowler, Debbie Miller, Stagg Novy getting a 223 game, high for
romped to a hundred-seventy- OLCHS this year.

rappl
BY WADE KRAU E

THE OL GRAPPLER have
started out their 1977-78 wrestling
season on the up-beat with an
undefeated slate so far. Coach
Lawson has a well balanced squad
consisting of both juniors and
seniors.

Filling the weight divisions are
Jim Berndt, senior, 98; George
Klahn, senior, 105; Karl
choeneman, junior, 112; Greg

Ramirez, senior, 119; Bob Waller,

Bowlers go Scratch
BY DAVE NIEMEYER

By winning their last nine out of
twelve, the bowlers have moved
into sole possession of first place
for the first time this season.

The bowlers were deadlocked
with Stagg for first going into their
December I showdown. Two
weeks earlier the Spartans had
their best day yet, taking five out
of six from Sandburg. Bob Dice
led the scratch team to 8 clean
sweep with a 547 series, tops for
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Coach Jane Surma is very
hopeful in her outlook towards her
Sophomore team as she explains,
"We have a really good chance of
going first or second in con
ference."

The sophomore team consists of
Caroline Barajaz, Paulette
Companio, Lori Cramer, Jill
Dague, Jan Girten, Shargn
Kennedy, Carol McTeague, Sherri
Sawyer, Michele SChultz, and
Janet Wasowicz.

For the first time in OLCHS
history, there will be a Freshman
Girl's Basketball Team under the
guidance of Coach Bob Moore.
This will enable freshman girls
who didn't make the Freshman
Sophomore team to practice and
actually participate in com
petitive sports before next year's
tryouts.

THIS YEAR'S FRESHMAN
Team includes Marian Adams,
Judy Heebner, Pat Letourneau,
Charlene McCollum, Christine
Michel, Deborah Moravec,
Roberta Panice, Christina
Polaski, Joyce Refner, Cindy
Ritter, Peggy Ryan, Jennifer
Thomsen, and Sandy Wesselhoff.

Michelle Cook took second and
Pat Murray placed fourth.

The 100 yd. butterfly was next.
This wa the lone event in which no
first was taken. Rainsford placed
second; Muth, fourth; and Muller,
fifth. In the 100 yd. freestyle it was
Galica, first; Lough, second.
Cieplak and Marshall placed first
and second in the 500 yd. freestyle
with Laura Harper coming in
fourth.

Leading in the 100 yd.
backstroke was Frieling with a
first; Tompkins, second. And it
was a clean sweep in the 100 yd.
Breaststroke with Mastela, Mary
Anicich and Dawn Pacourek
taking first, second, and third
respectively.

THE FI AL EVENT was the
400 yd. freestyle relay. The team
of Cieplak, Heintz, Gatica and
Lough placed first with Muth,
Tompkins, Marshall and Rain
sford coming in third.

The girls stood up to Evergreen
Park and won the meet 90-82.
Firsts were taken in all events
except the 200 yd. medley relay
because of a disqualification.

BY: DONNA ST. GEORGE

OAK LAWN'S VARSITY Girls'
Basketball Team began it's
season with two games played this
week, on Tuesday, December 13th
and Thursday, December 15th.

The team is very optimistic in
their outlook towards the coming
season. Coach Margaret Groth
says confidently, "We're taking
first place in conference this
year."

This year's team consists of
seniors Lori Rohde, Conni
Treantafeles, and Dawn
We elhoff; juniors Nancy Dowd,
Mary Haubenreiser, Lydia
Kuyawa, Catherine Sierakowski,
Catherine Traynor, Shelley
Wantiez, Susan Wasowicz, and
Melissa Wierzgac.

THE TEAM IS also enthusiastic
in the outlook of the upcoming
season, hoping to beat their record
of third in conference from last
year. This season will include 18
games and 2 tournaments.

WIMMING THEIR WAY
through three consecutive wins
the OLCHS girls' swim team faced
their first loss of the season to
conference rival Reavis.

The girls won their first meet on
Tuesday, Nov. 22, placing first in
all the exception of the 200 yd.
medley relay. The final score was
Oak Lawn 110, Eisenhower 55.

A repeat performance was
made on Tuesday, Nov. 29 when
the junior varsity white wave took
first in all the events except one,
drowning Sandburg, 115-55.

THE SANDBURG MEET was
swum on two levels: Varsity and
J.V. The J.V. team won as
mentioned above but th~varsity

faced a loss of 137-30.
Placing first in the 200 yd.

medley relay were Carol Frieling,
Jill Mastela, Joan Rainsford, and
Kelly Heintz. In the 200 yd.
freestyle Jane Cieplak, Debbie
Marshall, and Judy Tompkins
placed first, second and third
respectively.

The next event was the 200 yd.
individual medley in which
Debbie Galica took Cirst; Helene
Muth, third; Lisa Maracich,
fourth. In the 50 yd. freestyle
Nancy Lough placed first, Heintz
placed second and Frieling came
in fifth.

NEXT CAME THE diving
competition where Mastela broke
the six dive record set by herself
last year. Mastela placed first
with her new record of 177.45.

BY MARIA KAR 0

Basketball

New season

White
•wave wins

miles a day. What goes through
her head as she runs? She usually
thinks about the route; sometimes
sings to herself, and in this
weather concentrates on not
slipping and falling.

The Junior Olympics are con
sidered as a stepping stone to the
World Olympics. Though McGee
doesn't feel he is that good, it was
certainly a terrific opportunity to
better herself.

When asked if she considered
herself a talented athlete she said,
"No. Anyone can run, you just
have to work at it."

Jrs.•In
other states besides Illinois.
Despite this fact, there weren't too
many girls in her age group
because cross-country hasn't
really been included in girls'
sports according to McGee.

McGee started running in her
sophomore year by trying out for
softball team but somehow ended
up in track. In the summer before
her junior year, McGee joined the
Prairie State Striders. She
practices in Pulaski Woods with
her teammates on Monday,
Wednesday, and Thursday and
takes part in meets against other
teams held on Saturday. So far she
has just run track and cross
country with the team, but she
now plans to run indoor track with
them also.

ON THE DAYS when there is 00

team practice McGee runs alone,
varying between five and fifteen

McGee

•Issue
Ath letes of the

BY MARIA KARSO

LEFT: Don Kozak was chosen as our male candidate after a BUcces ful
sea on as defensive tackle. He complied a total of 88 tackles,S sack, 2
fumble recoveries, and one blocked field goal attempt. He also earned
honor as AII- tate, All-Area and number one player in the .I.C.A.
W t conference.
RIGHT Peggy WanUez. girl's swimming, Is the female selection. he
has a record of 3 first finishes and one econd In the 100 meter butterfly
with a couple of first In the 200 IndIvidual medley. he promIses to be
one of thIs year's top conference wimmer. Staff Photo By Terri
Wiley

RU NI G WAS THE scene in
Longview, Washington when
Bonnie McGee, a senior at
OLCHS, flew there on Dec. 8 to
compete in the Cross-COuntry
Junior Olympics.

McGee qualified for the national
meet by competing in the Cross
Country Junior Olympic
Regionals held at Pulaski Woods
on Nov. 19. In order to qualify she
had to place in the top eight of her
16-17 age group, which is the
oldest. Running three miles,
McGee's average time is in the
high nineteens. There were
athletes competing from five
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See page 4
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OL Swings on 4th

Bak row (trumpet) I to r Jim Mct:lIiott, Kurt Stomlany, Dave
Ever on, Ted Gasteyer, (not pictured) Mark Sturonas) 2nd row
(trombones) Tim Donovan, Chuck Holesha. Bob Burn. Connie Prosser.
Kevin Flynn. Front row (saxes) Jobn Corcoran, Mark Schultles. Brian

Jazz Festival Returns

Gibbs, Renee uch, Ron Carbone <Rhythm section) Scott Jakel. per
cussion, Andy Bastounes, bass. Don Randle. guitar. Bob Thompson.
plano. Bill Walker. drums, (Not pictured) Sound Engineer, John Burns,
and Director, Mr. Kistner.

The 19th annual Oak Lawn Jazz a.m. The top groups from each Tickets for the evening per
Festival will be held on February division will be selected to per- formance are available in the
4,1978, here at Oak Lawn high. + form at the night concert ~hich music department. At 4:30 a
113 groups will be J?erCormlnl{ 'i will be held in .the Sparta.., gym. special free concert will be given
throughout the day beginning at 81 Admittancedurin~ the day is tree. bv th~ U S. Air Force Band of the

Midwest. This concert will also be
held in the Spartan gym. The
festival promises to be exciting so
make plans now to attend

+The Jr. High division of the
festIval will be held at Simmons
scholll lit 95th and Ridgeland.
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otions

15% OFF

5629 W. 87th Street
Oak Lawn, Ill. 60453
(312) 636-9634

with coupon only

Fabric &

The Busy Bobbin

and transportation expenses, $500.
Getting a bit closer to home, at
three year college that qualifies
one for a four year degree (it's
done by tri-semesten.) This
college's tees are $2160 for
tuition, $200 book fees, $700 for
room and board, and $75 for
general fees.

I strongly suggest if one prefers
a private college over a state one,
to try to get some kind of grant or
scholarship. Many state colleges
have a variety of scholarships
under different areas of study.
Also available are (1) National
Direct Student Loan, (2) Sup
plemental Educational Op
portunity Grant, (3) Federal
Work-Study Program, (4)

Educational Opportunity Grant,
(5) 1lIinois State Monetary Award,
(6) Illinois Guaranteed Loan and
(7) Student Employment. These
are the basic ways to get financial

and Ken O'Neill, third place,
Dramatic Duet Acting. As a
consolation, the team I'eceived a
sixth place honorable mention.

At the SICA Conference meet
held at Oak Forest High School,
OLCHS struggled and managed to
place only four people in the
crucial final round of events (only
final round points counted for the
team tally). The foursome, Curt
O'Hara, Mary Majewski, Cathy
Ott, and Mike Kolodziej, placed
fourth, fifth, fifth, and sixth,
respectively in their events in the
strong SICA competition.

The last invitationl tourney at
Wheaton Central High School
closes the regular season this
week. Two weeks later the
"second season" kicks off with
Districts, than to 8ectionals, and
hopefully a few individuals will
make it to the Illinois State
competition on February 18.

......................•.

8ld, and can be found ID both
private and state colleges. All
colleges, whether state or private,
have their own special scholar
ships that concern different areas
of study or athletic ability.

A college education is ex
pensive, and to many, worth its
weight in dollars, so it's up to the
student to shop around and see
what he likes best and which he
would spend time and money on.
It's for oneself, so one has to be
"choosy"
.•.•••......•...•..••••

points at one tournament. As a
result of the fine team effort,
OLCHS captured the third place
championship trophy. Taking
home Individual trophies were
Rick Olson, first place, Radio
Speaking; Mary Flemnting, first
place, Prose Reading; Cathy Ott,
second place, Original Oration;
Lisa Maras and Chris Kingslow,
second place, Humorous Duet
Acting; Jim Nestor and Cathy
Smitko, second place, Dramatic
Duet Acting; Mary Flemming,
third place, Dramatic In
terpretation; Cathy Ott, third
place, Declamation; and Curt
O'Hara, third place, Radio
Speaking.

THREE DAYS LATER at Rich
South, OLCHS placed five winners
on the slate. Taking awards were
Curt O'Hara, first place, Radio
Speaking; Jim Nestor and Cathy
Smitko, second place, Dramatic
Duet Acting; Terry Corlett,
second place, Original Oration;
Mary Majewski, third place,
Declamation; and John MOr%uch

dlcott College in Beverly,
Massachusetts, a two-year
women's school. Their estimated
tuition costs $2600 per year, room
and board, $1750, general fee, $80,
books, and supplies, $350, personal

Lewis College in Lockport, the
estimated tuition cost is $2240,
general fee of $75, average cost for
books, $200, and $730 for room and
board. Another Illinois private
school in that direction, the
College of St. Francis In Joliet is a

Now, if one has a special
preference for a private school,
and can pay for that preference,
go right ahead, (more power to
you). As far as I can see, and what
school counselors have told me,
the only difference between
private and state colleges is the
tuition fees and possibly the size of
the college's student body. The
quality of the education itself is
similar, although state colleges
would more than likely have
larger classes, and for some, not
enough individual help that slower
students might need.
LET'S PICK A PRIVATE

college out of the blue, say, En-

BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ

·•••••..•.......••..•...........•...•••.••••.•••
••••••••••••••••••

Pinball Palace
52IIJ W. 11151 Oak Lawn

9:111" a.m. to Midnight
. Open 1days a week

Doe FREE game with coup 0
(1 per student)

••.•.•.••...••.......••••••..........••••.•••••
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It has to meet certain standards
set by the state. When a school
wants carpet put in any part of the
school it has to meet these safety
standards for the benefit of the
students and the school. In case of
a fire the carpet the school had
ordered would burn, in contrast
with the fire resistant carpet
which would not burn. The car
peting is still being discussed and
It Isn't certain that the library will
be reearpeted. '

Bill O'Hare

No Library Carpet

.£""~ ~ ~
~~~~\)~.. qJ ~

~~C>'\)Y Q Q
C;J~~ $2.00 off ~ ~

on all style
Hair Cuts

Feb.-7th thru Feb. 11th
Look great to say "I Love Yon"

Maureen's
W'HAlR IT'S AT

5757 w. 95th St.
Oak Lawn, 636-4333

BY GLENN S. GRIFFITH

BY GLENN S~ GRIFFITH

IN NOVEMBER the library
staff sent a sample of its rug to the
Superior Rug Company ordering
carpet for the entire library. The
job would have been very ex
pensive and would have taken a
couple of days to do. The job was
all set to be started whe~ a
problem arose concerning the
safety requirements and
qualifications of the carpet.

I NE;'ABLE ~~ ~~~ETENT~.e.J Forensics Wins
Council Capers Page 4 Rex Regression
Club Comer Paj;(e 2 Music
News Notes Paj;(e 4 Movie Review
College Comer Page 2
Theater Page 2
EDITORIAL Page 5 SPORTS Page 13 WITH THE SEASON comin~ to
Staff Editorial Page 5 From the Locker Room Page 13 a close in less than a month, the
Pr<K;on Page 7 Basketball Page 15 OLCHS forensics team is rising to
Speak Out Page 5 Wrestling Page 14 the plateaus of being a strong

-:-Le~t~te~rs~to~th_e..E..di.·.to.r_p.a..g..e_8..._G.iriil.'s.S.w.i.m.m_inlilllll~__.P.a..g..e_13~threat in District competition on
iii Th February 4 at Lyons Township

t
High School.ea -re news In the past four meets, OLCHS:.I. I has taken home two honors and
received an honorable mention
at another.

that leaves the audience Before the Christmas vacation,
laughing....at itself." OLCHS traveled to Elmhurst to

THE OLCHS THEATRE The cast is as follows: Ed Delso, participate in the Fenton-York
!Program Is in full swing. The Bill Knapp, Mike Kolodziej, Curt ("Fork") Tournament held at
IProduction of their first musical, Lange, Lisa Maras, John Miner, York High School. OLCHS placed
"You're a Good Man Charlie John Morzuch, Jim Nestor, Curt a very strong coming in behind
Brown," is now under way. Mr. O'Hara, Diane Randle, Cindy proven state powers. Taking home
Ricken, director of Theatre, says Russ and Cathy Smitko. Individual awards were Curt
that the musical pokes fun at O'Hara, first place, Radio
humanity as only these characters The play will debut March 3, Speaking; Mike Kolodziej, second
can." He described it as "A fast and there will be performances on place, Humorous Interpretation;

March 4, 10, and 11 also.moving and rapid fire paced play and Terry Corlett, third place,
.~~----~--------------_""'Io~riglnaJ Oration.

Travelleng chi!,l-en's After the Christmas break,lUi OLCHS traveled to Shepard High
School and proceeded to smash aplay retUrns "'hool <e=d (., moo' team

College CornerThe cast for Jack and the
Beanstalk consists of Andrea
Downey, Tina Colesby, Maureen

THE ONCE TRADITIONAL Foertsch, Debbie Hauck, Rhonda
traveling children's play has Kansoer, Laurie McEathren BY NANCY SKYBAL
returned to OLCHS. "Jack and the Cathy Ott, Cindy Russ, and Lori
Beanstalk" will be traveling to Sorensen. A COLLEGE EDUCATION is
various schools starting Friday, BOOKING INFORMATION very important these days to get a
January

"". higher-paying job as your career.
10' CAN be obtained 'by.•contacting Th b II

The group also hopes to vI'sit J h R e worry a out a co ege
osep icken, Director of d . be' i

pediatric wards of nearby Theater at 424-5200 or 7~14. e ucation gms n one's senior of
hospitals. ... high school. A major decision that

• • has to be made is whether one

wishes to go to a state college or a
private college. Now, if one is
looking for a less expensive
college education, the most 0b
vious is a state college.

A popular and very good college
is Illinois State University. At
Illinois State University, tuition
for a resident is $250.00 per year,
$33.50 general service fee, and an
average cost of $200 for books.
Another state college, Northern
Illinois University's tuition is also
$250. with $144.75 for other fees
plus the $200 average for books.
Probably the most popular college
in this area, Moraine Valley
Community College charges $12
per credit hour if one is in the
college district. For non-district
residents, the fee is $50 per credit
hour. <In all colleges, the fees are
subject to changes). Moraine
Valley Community College is
advisable for students who aren't
sure of their major, but want to 'O"'O''4'ocoo->·>ooo(o~~ooo·><o>.;.<-<o><-

~e~~ in touch with their learni~g : ." EVERYONE LOVES ;
&?Ihty. Most of the credits I. ~
a,~hieved at Moraine Valley I: t
Cotnmunity College can be easily..) RAGGEDY ANN" :
transferred to a state or: <.
pri~ate school. t-:-.c-oOooOooOo.->oOooOo.oOooOooCoo)(ooOooC'tOo:
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Debbie feels that she is able to
get through to these students, and
because of this they learn more
than if they were in a normal
classroom.

DEBBIE WENT ON to say that
the tutoring not only benefits th
class, but the tutors too. She
described it as ItA good learning
experience for me also."

"Easy to get along with" is how
she described the students of th
class. This feeling was eviden
throughout the interview. In on
instance I asked her how man
there were in the class. Sh
replied by counting out the seve
students, usinl( only their FIRS
names.

Yes. I must admit I was getting
to the point where I thought th
days of the good samaritan was
extinct. This is one time I'm glad
I'm wrong!

10% off
with purchase

R&D Florists
Open 7 days

8661 S. Pulaski

737-5656

Agreat idea for Valentines

BRODEMV81 ana Slither

Editors Line...

MR.

Helping hand
\

deservespat on back
BY GLENN GRIFFITH
"WHAT MAKES A student want

to help out a fellow student that is
having problems learning?"

That's the question I asked
myself when I recently learned of
a special education class started
at the beginning of the school
year.

Although the class is under the
direction of a teacher, Mr.
Dzurison, it is STUDENTS who
come in on their own time, and try
to help the class get a better
education.

I DECIDED TO taUe to one of
these tutors to find out what
exactly motivates a good
samaritan.

Debbie Hauck, junior, tutors the
class in the field of Math. When
asked why she takes time out of
her day to help these students
learn she replied, "I do it because

akes me feel ood."

student or part of the faculty. t-------------------------.THE OTHER BIG PROJECT
that the Senior Class is beginn!Pg
to work on is Honor's Night.
Honor's Night is a night on which
outstanding graduating seniors
who have won monetary or college
scholarships, contributed out
standing service to the school, or
departmental awards are
recognized.

Students are encouraged to
suggest ideas to their SCAB
representatives.

Boa
will wrap herself around her prey
and constrict its body as it
exhales, thus suffocating it.

No need to worry about Slither
knocking off human prey. The
only possibility might be a small
unconscious child. If her grip
becomes too tight she can easily
be pulled off.

BOA CONSTRICTORS ARE
non-poisonous. Given enough time
her length will expand from its
present 41h feet to 8 feet. Her skin,
which is shed every 2 months can
make a good wall plaque.

The original owner of the snake
was Karen Whittington, a former
OLCHS student who sold it to the
school when her parents objected
to its presence in the household.

Every Day 11 am-I pm

Mon., Thurs., Fri., Evenings 7 pm-9pm t:
'.: I ~l' •

Call & s;~ Up Now ni\

l1\eratioos Mending
Repla Coat Linings

For A
hand, it may stop their urge to go
out and buy one. Thus, more
snakes have the privilege to
remain in their natural habitat.

MANY PEOPLE HAVE a fear
of snakes, so Slither helps to
relieve their fears by showing
what a harmless creature she is.
Slither is an especially docile
creature. Her disposition is quite
unlike what one might expect
from a snake. She likes to be
handled, as most creatures do.
She has a healthy appetite which
is sa . fied by the numerous white
rats kept in cages around her
abode. This is especially lucky;
for some boas in captivity have
eating problems. Her method of
dining is quite interesting, it's how
she received her name. Slither

The Craft Factory
9916 S.W. HWy. 422-3346
Complete Line of Handicrafts

5% off on any purchase
-----------------------~~-~

MR. HILL, sponsor of NBS,
explains, "Most schools have a
semi-formal Christmas Dance
sponsored by their local NBS
Chapter. We hope to start a
tradition with a semi-formal
dance every year. We expected to
take a loss the first year we
started this tradition, but we
expect a larger turnout in future

years. This year we had a turnout
of only 100 couples."

NHS members have recently
nominated Rict! Flis and Tracey
Thompson for uo to 11000
scholarshi~s 8(lOnsored by tQ~

National Association of Secondary
School Principles, which charters
local NBS chapters throughout the
country. The competition is based
upon scholarship, leadership,
service, and character as
determined by extensive ap
plications that have to be filled
out. These two will compete with
approximately two thousand NHS

&3& I 4508 students across the country.
-, Winners will be announced at a

later date

t~-------------------------
I Macrame' Classes

SCAB Projects

BY DONNA ST. GEORGE

BY DONNA ST. GEORGE courtyard. The suggestion is being
considered, although no definite

The Senior Class Advisory decision has been reached.
Board is starting to work on its Another concern that the Senior
biggest project of the year. Class has been presented with, is
Graduation plans. the suggestion to move graduation

ONE OF THEIR BIG concerns from a weekday to a Sunday.
right now is what to give to the Reasons for this switch were that
school as their class gifL. The it would be more appropriate on a
Ecology Club has suggested that Sunday with a more relaxed at
the Senior Class give the money mosphere.
for the construction of the cour- The Senior Class also has to
tyard. The money is needed for decide who will be the guest
flowers, trees, shrubs, and other speaker at graduation. It has to be

aterials to landscaoe the decided if the speaker wiIJ be a

Home
BY DOUG MACLEAN

MR. BRODEMUS is all
wrapped up in his work. Wrapped
up, that is to say, by a boa con
strictor. Slither is its name, and
she's a permanent resident of
room 267, science department.

She is there to serve many
useful purposes. Most people do
not own boas, so obviously, she is
a showpiece. A more notable
reason is so students can observe
it from the adaptation viewpoint.
They can do characteristic
comparisons of her relatives
living in their natural en
vironment.

Slither also helps the cause of
wildlife conservation. Once
students observe the snake first-

Valentine Corsages
&Flower Amngement

AnmarsFlowers
70 S. Harlem
phone~ 458-0192

NHS Activities
WITH MUCH HARD WORK and

effort, the National Honor Society
was able to sponsor their First
Annual Semi-Formal Christmas
Dance without cancellation on
December 17th.

The cancellation that was
proposed came as a result of the
extremely small number of
tickets pur purchased as of
Thursday, December 15th. This
small number of tickets pur
chased lead to the calling of an
important meeting that Thursday
to decide if the dance would be
cancelled or not.,

After much discussion at the
meeting, members voted in favor
of continuing to sponsor the dance.
Many ideas were made and used
to cut down costs to decrease the
money loss of the dance. As a
result, only $75.00 was lost in
sponsoring the dance compared to
an earlier estimate of $250.00.
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Nazis look
toward O.L.

are Oscar Meyer Pure-Beef
Frankfurters.

MRS. KRONER EXPLAINED
how the food is prepared. "Most
food must be cooked from scratch,

while a few others are pre-cooked, '"'Edij[~J
and must be re-heated." One food III
which is pre-cooked is the pork
fritter.

Type A lunches aren't the only
food served in the cafeteria. There Cafeteria rsonnel hard at work. (Stare
is also much so-called "junk
food". When asked Why the
cafeteria sells so much junk food,
she said, "It's what the students
want. If we didn't sell it, they
would just go somewhere else."

One thing that the food
preparation people have nothing
to do with is the machines in the
Junior Senio'r Lounge. Another
thing that they have nothing to do
with is the prices of the food sold said that if Whalen wished to rent
in the cafeteria. All prices are set the school for an evening
by the school board. The Type A BY GLENN . GRIFFITH presentation he may submit a
lunches cannot exceed a written request directly to the
maximum price set by the board of education.
government. The school board NAZI PARTY MEMBER
also sets the prices for all the Michael Whalen has asked for ON THE SUBJE T of having a
other materials sold in the permission to hold a presentation school assembly for the students,
cafeteria. Even if the people who at OLCHS on the Nazi movement. Wiltshire said that speakers are
sell the junk food to the cafeteria THREE WEEKS AGO Whalen, not allowed to promote any
raise their prices, the cafeteria I a former gra~uate of OLCHS, political or sociological
cannot raise their prices until the as.ked. Supertntende.nt. H.F.' philosophies, be they Republican
school board says they can. Wiltshire for permission to Democratic or Socialist, at a

MONEY TAKEN IN by the present a program on the Nazi school assembly. He also com-
cafeteria is used to pay for the party at a school assembly, or mented that the district does not
food, and to pay the wages of the some o~er format. The ~equ~st allow for speakers to hold political
cafeteria personnel. There is no was denied. However, WiltshIre talks in classes.

profit made.

BY DONNA ST. GEORGE

Cafeteria
speaks out

Page 4

BY JERRY PENDER

Will you be my

Valentine
at Turnabout "I•

BY RI H FLI AND CURT

ON FEBRUARY 1 at 8:00 there O'HARA
will be a boo ter club meeting in FOR A LONG time, the
the teachers' lounge. cafeteria has been the victim of

The Oak Lawn Jazz festival will much abuse, much of it from the
be held all day Saturday, SPARTANITE. We have decided
February 4. to give the cafeteria equal time.

District For nsics will also be Mrs. Kroner, who is in charge of
held on February 4, at Lyons food preparation at OLCHS, gave
Township High School. us her reaction to the criticism.

THERE WILL BE A HALF day Mrs. Kroner said, "We like to
workshop on February 8. There get feedback. We want to hear
will be no school in the afternoon. suggestions from the students on

On Thursday, February 9, there what needs improvement."
will be a band parents meeting. Regarding the food that is served

ACT tests will be given on she said that she would appreciat~
Saturday, February 11. hearing from students what foods

There will be a sectional speech they did or did not like.
contest on Friday, February 11. "WE DO GET a general idea of

THE JU lOR CLAS what the most popular meals are
Sweetheart Dance will be held by the amount we sell. For
Saturday, February 11 from 8:00- example, tacos have recently
11 :00. surpassed pizza as the most

There Will be no School 0 popular meal. Spaghetti also sells
February 20 to commemorat well."
WaShington's Birthday. The cafeteria tries to plan their

Ablood drive will also be held 0 meals on a monthly basis much
"'''bruary 20. like a teacher uses a lesso~ plan.

~=:::::::;~:;~~:;~~ Changes are made subject to the
I availability of food.

J.J.' s eye lery-l The cafeteria gets some of its
food for its meals from the

874 1 S. Hor'e m government, and the rest it buys
from companies which specialize

598-7979 in foods for school cafeterias. This
food must meet government

.. .11 standards before being served.

For instance, tile ~?t dogs served

JCAB Holds Dance

Lucy wants you to
go to

"The Velvet Trunk"
for that special
Valentine dress

The Velvet Trunk
9515 So. Cook

Oak Lawn,
424-3698

A FACULTY VS. student
volleyball game scheduled for
February is Student Council's
biggest promotion right now.

The administration has ap
proved it, and it is now in the final
stage of pl~nning.

Another activity of Student
Council's right now is a ship called
the U..5. St. Louis. Student
Council members are circulating
petitions requesting President
Carter to intervene on behalf of
the United States public to secure
the return of the U.5.5. St. Louis to
the United States, and have it
dedicated as a national
monument.

THE JUNIOR LASS Advisory
Board is sponsoring its Annual
Sweethearts Turnabout Dance on
Saturday, February 11.

The dance will take place from 8
p.m. till 11 p.m. with at least one
student ID required for ad
mission. There will be no tickets
sold at the door. Tickets will be
sold in the cafe February 5
through February 10 during all
lunch periods at the cost of $6.00
per couple.

Mr. Vazzana, along with the
new JCAB sponsor, Ms. Bagsdale,

THE U.S.S. ST. LOUIS The
Lucky Louie, is one of the few
ships to escape unscathed from
the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941.
The ship had an illustrious career
during World War II, having shot
six enemy aircrafts down and
sunk a Japanese submarine. It
was sold to Brazil in 1951. Brazil
no longer needs the ship, and is
considering scrapping it. The
petition drive is sponsored by
crew members of the St. Louis
that survived Pearl Harbor Day.

Student Council is also con
sidering ideas for Spirit Week.
Among the ideas are: a
Powderpuff Football Game, a Tag
Day and an Ugly Guy-Ugly Girl

explained that "Although the
Sweetheart's Dance is turnabout,
guys are encouraged to ask girls
as well."

THE BAND PLAYING at the
dance is Synod, the band that
previously played at the Oak
Lawn's Homecoming of 1976 and
Sweetheart Dance of 1971, and will
also play at Oak Lawn's
Homecoming of 1978.

"The Junior Class is hoping for
a large turnout despite date of the
dance, says Junior Class
President, Karen Peters. The date

Contest. Ideas from students are
encouraged.

Last Friday's Pep Rally
brought an idea to Student
Council. President Tracey
Thompson suggested that Student
Council award a trophy to the
class that won the Spirit Stick the
most times throughout the year.
Student Council agreed with this
idea, and will award a traveling
trophy to the class with the most
spirit by the end of the year.

STUDE T COUNCIL I
planning ahead for next year's
Homecoming. The date, October
7th, and the band, Synod, have
already by chosen.

chosen for the dance coincides
with a number of sports events,
much to many peoples' disap
pointment. As Karen explains
though, "The date for the dance
was chosen quite awhile in ad
vance without the realization of it
interfering with sports events. As
much as we'd like to change the
date, it is impossible to do because
of our contract with the band."
Karen, and the other officers of
the Junior Class, have checked out
all possibilities of rescheduling
the dance, but it is not possible.
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JOHN L1LLWITZ, JUNIOR,
Sft., 1Jln., I think it's great
because it's true.

TI 0 BRUNO, JU lOR, set. 9
in., I think it's alright since I'm 5'
9".

BILL ERNST, FRESHMAN, 5
fl., 3 in., I think it is prejudice
against short people.

,.. .., ,.. .....
I

~

.....
I....

COLLEEN FENTON, SENIOR,
set. 7In .• I think it's cute, but I can
understand short people getting
mad.

SPEAK

KEVIN LUCKETT, FRESH
MAN, 4ft. 9 in" I like the song, but
it cuts us small people up.

.. JOII LOCACI ,JUNIOR,
set. 7 in .. I think it's alright, I don't
think it' discriminating.

What do you think of the song "Short People"? Why?

FINALLY, SOMETHING is being done regar
ding suspension systems in OLCHS.

Beginning second semester, internal suspension,
along with external suspension, will be issued to
persons violating certain stipulations of the school
Discipline Code. Under the new policy, internal
suspension wi II be given to students who have
received their third or fourth cuts, the amount of
days determined by the number of cuts involved.
The Spartanite believes that internal suspension
will act as a definite deterrant to cutting classes.

External suspension, which is currently the only
form of suspension used at Oak Lawn, is a good way
to punish violators of the Discipline Code, but some
students don't appear to be affected by it. Students
who frequently cut classes natura Ily do not want to
be in class, or they wouldn't cut it. In this case,
external suspension is just what they wanted in the
first place--a vacation from school. Knowing in
advance that when they cut class they will receive
internal suspension will perhaps cause students to
think twice before cutting.

STUDENTS, HOWEVER ARE not totally to
blame. Some parents aren't bothered by the fact
that their kids are on external suspension, in some
cases every other week, and don't care. Where
some students would have one foot in the grave for
being on external in the first place, these students
are practically free to do what they please, without
home supervision. This isn't the case with every
student of course, but unfortunately there are a few
situations such as this. Being suspended from
school inside the building will certainly cause
second thoughts.

Having internal suspension will also affect other
student disciplinary infractions, not'just cuts. For
example, internal suspension will be given to
students who have had numerous tardies. This the
Spartanite believes, will force students who con
stantly stroll into their classes late due to a quick
smoke or just plain laziness to get to their classes
on time.

After school detentions this school year have set
attendance records. Occasionally, detention
recipients decide not to attend during their
scheduled time, and cut it. One of the sections of the
new Discipline Code calls for internal suspension to
be given to students who commit the forementioned
act. This is another way in which this form of
suspension will help restore discipline to the school.

INTERNAL SUSPENSION WILL also be given to
students who are truant, and to students who use
forged passes, or ID cards or passes not issued to
them. The Spartanite feels this will cut down on
such offenders. And, last but not least, students
caught smoking or in possession of a lit cigarette in
unauthorized areas will be hit hard with internal
suspension-· this form of disciplinary action should
prove to be effective.

While external suspension in some cases does
stop disciplinary offenses, it is the opinion of the
Spartanite that the addition of the internal
suspension system will decrease the number of
infractions within the schoQI, and generally make it
a better place to learn.
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The Almighty"A"
'OWFALL

Editor leaves

Last year, I wrote a letter to the
editor concerning the clocks in
OLCHS, mainly to point out the
fact that very few school clocks
ShflW the correct time; in fact,
most clocks in the hallways
(which have faces on both sides),
not to mention the classroom
clocks rarely, if ever, show the
same time. One will read 8:55,
while another will show 12: 30.

I A CHOOL especially,
students who don't wear watches
definitely need to know the correct
time, since three tardies now
con titut two hour of detention.

Surely something could be done
to correct this inexcusable
blunder, perhaps fixing these
clocks. If there are going to be
clocks in the halls and rooms of
OLCHS, at least they should do
what a clock is supposed to do-
show the correct time.

The cloud wer like downy feathers from a pillow
Scattered over a ky of d p blue

: From the clouds ther drift d a downy snow
That draped a pure white cape over mountain peaks.
Deep in the valley b low, the snow glitt red under lamplights
Icicles hung from rooftops, glislening in th moonlight.
As if to celebrate the serenity of the first now.
The city was hushed, a the wind rush d, swe ping up the snow
and dragging it along the street.
Hurling snowflakes in frantic whirlpools, and chasing it into
barr n corn rs wh re no snow could fall to r st.
The valley wa held in winter's hand.
The air was chilled as the sun hib rnates during winter,

Only to show it face a an illu Ion .......

KRI TI MEDOW

Time for change

booked. the following week,
February 25, was also Checked
into but the band will be on tour.

Having the dance on a Friday
night was al 0 considered but, on
February lOth and 17th, th re are
sports event also.

H the dance was moved up one
week from the planned date, that
would make the dance February 4
which wouldn't give people
enough time to make necessary
arrangements.

IF PEOp,LE ARE involved with
the sports events, they're still
welcome to attend the dance later
or, they can also make some of
their own arrangements.

For the small number of
students who will have a difficult
time attending the dance, they
should also con ider that the
dance is for ALL students, not just
them.

BY C RT O'HARA
THI WORLD I very for

tunate, whether people realize it
or not.

There are many inventions
whicb have changed the cour I' of
history, not to mention the human
race itself. Examples are Eli
Whitney's cottin gin, Benjamin
Franklin's bi-focals, and Thomas
Edison's lightbulb.

There is, however, one invention
which stands out far in front of the
others--the clock.

THE CLO K lone of the most
important facets of everyday life,
in that it allow us the know
precisely what time it is at any
given moment, simply by a
glance. Scientists have developed
a portable clock (wristwatch),
which can be carried around. This
enables many people to know the
exact time wherever they may go.

Sometimes, there is a dire need
to know exactly what time it is.
For example, if a person must
catch a train, he needs to know the
time so that he will not be late.
Another example is when
a businessman has a two o'clock
appointment, and must not be
late-in this instance a clock
comes in very handy.

example student A is a relatively
intelligent per on, while student B
is average. Student A finds out
from his instructor what the
requirements are for an A, a~d

simply meets those requIr
ements, no more, no less. For this
he receives an A. Student B, on
the other hand, does not find out
the exact requirements, and
performs his work to the best of
his ability. He even does extra
credit in order to build his grade,
but because he doesn't meet all
the requirements, he receives a B.
This example shows how some
courses can be no more than a set
of "requirements" and "tan
dards" to meet to get good grades,
rather than the quality of the work
done. Student A has simply done
the minimum amount, instead of
really working hard to get more
out of the class.

T DE TS WHO TAKE the
"easy way out" sometimes end up
regretting it when they get to
college, where the "men are
separated from the boys," so to
speak. When exposed to some of
the intense studies and lectures,
students who took it easy in high
school, ducking hardships and
challenges, may wish they had
taken Advanced Biology rather
than Earth Science.

BY KARE PETER
THE ANAL WEETHEART

"Turnabout" dance scheduled for
Saturday, February 11, will not be
changed becau I' of sports events.

This date was chosen by the
Junior Clas Advisory Board
b fore Chri tmas vacation.
Everyone felt the dance should be
held as close to Valentine's day as
possible. There was a discussion
about sports events at the meeting
but, almost everyone still agreed
on February 11.

Further arrangements were
made. The band "Synod" was
chosen immediately because of
the good impression they gave
students from previous dances.

MANY STUDENTS HAVE
made complaints concerning the
date of the dance. Calls were
made to the band's manager to
check the date of February 18th,
but unfortunatelv the band was

AT THE CL()~ E of the lIrsl
Il'mester, the SpartaOlte's editor
in·thiel. Pete DoUVIlle left h!
pOSItion to graduate early.
Douville will worK from now until
A~ust to save for college.

"1 plan to go to Eastern nIinOls
University where I'll be majoring

--------------------------- in journalism and broadcasling.
• .t A I My only regret in graduatingDAN CE DATE F11)l.!1JI1...-- early is leaving the paper and my

~~~~~~!....!!!!.....-=:..=.~-=--=:.---''--- frIends. I won't really miss school,
I've got four more years in front of
me,' said Douville.

At the beginning of thi sehOUl
year. the entirl' staff (with lh ...
excl'ption 01 four tuden~) was
ne..... , as was the Splirlanite's
advl 0" Ms. Berlinetti Douvilh
declares that getting out the first
issue under the!.e crcumstanc S
as 'lis major accomplishment as
edllor.

"t\ EDITOR I think I matured
journalistically. I tfled to keep in
mind that an editor is one who is
good with hi Job, not one who
think~ he is GOO with his job. 1
I IIrned a lot from past editors and
I looked up to them even though
they were my peers; I tried to help
my staff in much thl:; same wa) "
s~ted DOUVille.

After college what does thl;
future have in store fpr Pele
DouvlUe'? "I'd like to replace
Fah y Flynn or Bob Greene"
replied .Douville

guilty of this at one time or
another in their school years,
because it is very ea y to do.
Occasionally it boils down to
either bring the "dummy" in a
class of masterminds, or the
"brain" in a class of no-minds.
These, of course, are exaggerated
examples, but this is the basic
idea. In order to get an education,
a student must take the challenges
presented to him, even if it means
a little sweating around exam
time. By choosing classes in which
a majority of the time is spent by a
student sleeping because he
already know the material, a
student might as well have taken a
second lunch period.

Getting an "A" in a class is
probably the biggest part of a
student's school days, because
this particular letter is what he
strives for. What does it mean
when a person receives three A's
and two B's for the semester? It
doesn't necessarily mean that he
knows everything in the class
which was presented to him, it
simply means that he has met the
"requirements" for that par
ticular grade. Most students who
receive A's and B's do know what
they are doing regarding the
class, but may have lost some

knowledge in the process. For

Counselors unavailable
any other free time than the~r
lunch periods to go and see theIr
counselors.

A STUDENT EED to get to
know their counselor better than
just seeing them ~or ~re

registration and reglst~atlo?

Those are about the only times In

my four years at Oak Lawn that I
have seen my counselor.

WHERE ARE THE coun elors
when we need them? Why aren't
they around? People have gone to
their counselors looking for help,
and they aren't there. Sometim~s,
people go to their counselors WIth
serious problems, and they are not
there. Students sometimes want to
get out of classes which they're
flunking, and the counselors
should be there to help these
students with their decisions
about the class. The counselor
could find help for the student,
such as an NHS tutor, so that the
student would have some en
couragement. Some students
could be put into an easier class of
the same type. Where is the
counselor to do this?

Sometimes, when students go to
see their counselor, he is busy
with another student, and after
waiting for half an hour or longer
he rushes the student out.
Students often need more time
and don't get it. What are the
counselors here for if they are not
going to be around when they are
needed? Or are they too busy?

The students that the counselors
believe need help aren't always
the right students. There are
students who need help, although
other people believe they don't.
One day, I went by the counselors'
office and saw a sign on the
window saying, "Counselors Out
Until 1:00". I wanted to see my
counselor. Some people don't have

BY URT O'HARA

AC ORDI G TO WEB TER'
New Collegiate Dictionary, a
school is "an institution for
teaching children." Teaching
children certain skills is one thing,
but having them learn them is
another. Upon thinking of this
question of education, a faculty
member I was talking with came
up with an inter sting thought: Do
children go to school to get an
education? Sometimes, it seems
that all students are after is an 'S',
not a total understanding of what
is being taught to them. Actually,
it is relatively easy to go through
fot2r years of high school and
maintain a perfect 4.0 grade point
average - all one has to do is be
somewhat intelligent, and take
courses which present little or no
challenge to him. This is not in any
way saying that the top 15 in the
class have done this, but in reality
these individuals could have if
they wanted to. It seems that
some students don't accept the
challenges involved in their quest
for a high school diploma, and
back down. Instead of taking the

harder classes, they feel that it's
too much for them, and select
somewhat easier courses.
Surely most people have been

Exam Days

ON THE DAY In which
semester exams are given, school
should only be In session for a half
da) . ow the exams are given on
a full day schedule with the exams
oC the odd period classes given one
day, ami the exams of th even
periods are on the other day. In
the first semester the odd periods
were on Monday and the evens on
Tuesday.

The half day schedule would
benefit the students because they
wouldn't have to go to lheir other
cla es ~fore taking the test. The

classes which are not taking
exams are usually given to. the
students as study periods,' which
usually results In the students
having an open talk se ion These
period!;, which aren't teslJng, ar.~

a waste of time, and many tunes I

hurts th students grades on
exams. The reason thesl' period"
ar" a waste of time is because
most students study the day
before and then have longer to
wait befort> talong th test

The half day exam schedule ilf
used in other hIgh hools in the
area. DUring Ul year we h~ve

many tel1cher workshops in which
the school is dismis ed early, so
why don't they cancel a couple of
them and then u e the half day
schedule on examdays? The
shortened day benefits the student
on the average. Many of the
departments us the semester
exam!! for too mu('h credit on the
grading scale for the students
grades. The school should at least
try the half day schedule for the
students who need to pass ~
exams which could affect their
car r.
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Motivation
New Grading

IN RECENT YEARS, many
departments at OLCHS have ,
reduced the weight of final exams i
on students' final grades, or
dropped finals entirely. The Social
Studies Department has gone a
step further, by introducing a pilot
program using CUMULATIVE
GRADING. If successful, the
Social Studies Department will
use this grading system in many
of its classes.

Cumulative grading determines
a student's semester grade by
"adding up" the student's grades
over 18 weeks. The present system
gives a grade every nine weeks
(one quarter), and averages two
quarters plus a final (If any), to
get the semester grade.
Cumulative grading would not
"average" the grade, since the
scores would be "carried over" to
the second quarter. Students
would still get mid-quarter
reports and nine-week grades.

Student scores on their final graoe up or down. Unfortunately, Radi-O().
exams would be added to the instructors are most likely to ~

scores they had accumulated in notice unfair grades at the end of
the previous 18 weeks. the grade scale (A's or F's), in-

Cumulative grading would stead of the equally large number game he can't seem to hit the
prevent unfair grades caused by of unfair grades in the middle BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ station delivering it at that time.
the present system. For example, range. How likely Is the student In So what do we do?
a student with a C, B, C (two the preceding paragraph to get "IS THE RADIO MEDIA TRY FM RADIO. Don't listen to
quarters plus final), often the B he or she deserves through a becoming just one big com- the radio. Bury the radio. Read
deserves a B for the semester. teacher waiver? mercial?" newspapers. These are some
This happens frequently when Cumulative grading will result That's a question that seems to s~estions; some bright, some
students narrowly miss getting in Increased student responsibility be spreading quicker than an not so bright.
the higher grade in either quarter and motivation. This will happen outbreak of Hong Kong flu. It'· Recently I conducted a test of
(especially first quarter; when because cumulative grading seems every time I turn on an my own. I dialed to the "Big 89"
many papers and projects are makes the student aware that AM radio it's the same old thing.. on the channel selector and picked
incomplete). Under cumulative each grade he gets directly affects . "Use Babbo on soap scum". up the bubble gum rock castle,
grading, the student In this his semester average. The Social "What would you rather have? A WLS. After a nauseous sean
exampl~ would get a B. On the Studies Department is planning to few less cents, or a few more zits? Cassidy disc, WLS proceeded to
other hand, the student who analyze the grades of students Use Oxy 5"....."Let's see what run over three minutes of non-stop
passed one quarter and did with cumulative classes, to show Fernando thinks of new Purina commercials and garbage talk.
nothing the rest of the semester evidence of increased respon- dog appetizers" .....A constant The point I'm making is per-
would no longer pass. sibility and motivation. barrage of commercials)lJld their fecUy clear. Most radio stations

CUMULATIVE GRADING Preliminary data seems to in- "get the consumer" gimmicks. are interested in the profit of
WOULD prevent inconsistent use dicate that students in cumulative. It is hardly ever when one wants commercializing rather than
of the grade waiver by teachers. classes turn in classwork more the temperature he gets it within pleasing the listeners with
Instructors who notice an unfair, . consistently, and perform better minutes of turning on the switch, something they desire, music or
semester grad!! usually waive the on surprise grades. or if ~meonewants the score of a news.

Cumulative' system
not wanted

BY PETE DOUVILLE

HAS THE SOCIAL Studies
Department gone a step further
(in our favor) with cumulative
grading? What scrcaJled "weight"
have they reduced concerning
students?

The cumulative grading system
which is now in E:xperimental
classes and soon to be teachers
hope a permanent grading
system, is in other words, what
one could call a change.

The grading system itself is
beside the point. The manner of
which the school went about in
troducing it is what concerns us.
We (the students) had no in
volvement in the matter.

THERE IS A possibility that at
this moment a few faculty
members (teachers), after
reading the last sentence, are
saying to themselves, .. I don't feel
it reaJly concerns the students.
It's none of their business."

If that's the case, they're
wrong! The problem with a
majority of high schools is that
when matters such as the
cumulative grading system arise,
(a matter which would affect the

students of OLCHS), students are
at times the last to know about It
or find out about it when it is too
late for them to speak their minds.

A survey was taken last year
concerning an overall student
teacher attitude about the school,
faculty and student body. On the
survey the teachers received

. numerous questions about their
feelin~s they had towards
students. One in particular had
the most effect; "How do you feel
generally about the students at
OLCHS?"

REMARKS FROM
THIS question were as follows:
"Students are very immature",
"One major thing students lack is
responsibility", "They should
grow up!" etc.,

How is a student supposed to
learn responsibility, pick up on a
sense of maturity and "grow up",
as they label it, when matters
which affect us are shoved in our
faces whether we like it or not
(many times we don't like it).

Again, there may be a few
teachers thinking and laughing to
themselves (I can picture a few
who are and it wouldn't be the first
time) about this entire story.

IT I VERY irritating to be a
member of a school (some people

caJl it a prison) that makes one I
feel like he is an outsider. I

The cumulative grading system
has its advantages, such as: A
student can pass one quarter, pass
the second and flunk the exam.
The result would be that the
student would (there is a good
chance) most likely flunk the
entire semester.

Don't ask me why! I am as
confused about it as the next
person. Even being involved in an
experimental class and having it
explained to me many times, I
still don't understand it (to all
teachers: It is not because I am
incapable of understanding it!)

IT IS VERY hard to write about
something a person disagrees
about. The reason for this is the
(in this school> a person does not
get enough experience to stand up
for what he or she believes in.

One question: What was so
terrible about the old grading
system? One more thing (for all
you teachers who laughed), some
free advice: It is not very funny.
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goes to the committee, which in
turn votes on the change. If it is
agreed upon, Superintendent.
Wiltshire approves the change
and it is then put into effect.
However, if any time it is agreed
that it shouldn't be put into effect,
the whole thing is forgotten. This
process can take from a semester
to a year.

Counselors have no real part in
this process. It seems that the
counselors should be more in
volved. Remember, they
recommend classes and take care
of our class needs and wants. One
counselor I have spoken with, Ms.
Clements, commented on the
responsibilities of counselors,
"We are given instructions and we
follow them. We really have no
say in pre-requisites."

Clubs also have pre-requisites.
Most clubs sponsored by Oak
Lawn do not follow any set rules
when creating the club's pre
requisites. The next club one
encounters may require him to be
five feet, six inches tall, have red
hair and play the tuba. This is a
totally blown-up example of what
could happen. Some clubs could
also come up with illegal or im
moral pre-requisites, and as of
now nothing could be done. It may
be time for a needed change in the
way pre-requisites are handled,

or done away with completely.
That, of course, would mean a
combined Junior and Senior Class
Advisory Board, which would no
doubt be better.

HOW MUCH TIME was spent on
preparation for arrangements?

From information I have
received, there was only one
meeting held to discuss and vote
on the date. To me and most of my
peers in athletics, this seems
pretty hastily done.

"Karen Peters said that there
was just as much on the 18th as on
the 11th," according to a JCAB
member,

BY CHECKING THE calendar
of athletic events, the 18th has
nothing except state finals of
gymnastics, which will be held in
the evening. This is not the case on
the 11th, when one of the biggest
games of the year will be held at
Shepard, tied for the conference
lead with OLCHS in the battle for
the SICA West championship.

I'd like to wish the JCAB good
luck in the selling of tickets for the
Sweetheart Dance. I hope they
break even, and have a better
turnout than at the Christmas
Dance.

BY BILL LlLLWITZ

hearts,

Jocks have

Prerequisites:
A necessary evil?

AS EVERYONE KNOWS, Oak
Lawn HIgh School has many pre
requisites. Most of these are used
to keep students in so-called "rank
and file." As an example, most
students must take Algebra I and
pass with a "C" average or better
to take Chemistry. This seems fair
for most students, but as always
there are exceptions to every rule.
The way these exceptions are
handled is by waiver form~The
forms must be written by a
department chairman or by
Superintendent Wiltshire. The
possibility of student
misplacement is great, and the
chance of having a friendly
teacher who is on the board sign a
form is a great possibility.

Most students who cannot get
into a class do not take any type of
action. Most, however, suffer
from disappointments.

Presently a change is in the
process. The Ceramics class,
which in the past was offered to
juniors and seniors, may accept
sophomores next semester.

THE CHANGING PROCESS is
a long and difficult one. It requires
that the department first vote for
the change, then after approval it

The Spartanlte

complete it is very important. And
unless the person has an ex
tremely low paying job, income
taxes are a must. If the student
goes on to college, he may have to
keep on a budget to make sure all
expenses are met. For newly
married couples on a low income,
a budget is a must and loans are
often needed.

In my opinion, Consumer
Education would be much more
valuable if changed to senior year.
That two year difference could
mean a lot and surviving in
today's society without this
valuable knowledge can be ex
tremely difficult.

could be the difference between a
good grade and a bad grade. I
think they should have two hours
to take exams. which would be
plenty of time to write our an
swers do'A'Tl and then check them
over.

Editor's Reply:
I quite agree. This seems to be

the case with most of the sporting
events at OLCHS. Unfortunately,
students sometimes forget that
there is another team besides the
Varsity.

Dear Editor:
I think they should allow more

time to take semester exams. We
have only one hour to cram all of
our concepts learned in a whole
semester. Sometimes you have to
hurry through questions which

everyone's life time at sometime
or another. In my opinion, Con
sumer Education class should be
in senior year instead of sophmore
year.

In sophmore year, few students
are old enough to have jobs, so
tht:te's very little need to pay
much attention to the process of
filling out job applications, much
less the process of filling out in
come tax forms. And very few
sophmores have to keep a budget
or apply for a loan. But by the
time students are seniors, most
have jobs, or upon graduation will
be lookin~ for one. Being able to
comprehend the application and

abuse lately from fellow
classmates. To think that our
school isn't grolA'Tl up enough to
accept the fact that when joining
sports they are bound to miss
some events ~

REPLIES TO SP:\RT"~ITE EDITORL\LS ARE WELCO:\tE.

Consumer help
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Seniors need

Dear Editor:
I'd like to complain about the

poor bearing system in this
school. [n one of my classes the
temperature was 52 degrees. I
think that it is too cold to do any
school work. This isn't the first
time some rooms have been this
cold. [ think something should be
done. about it, like getting the
janitors to fix the heaters or
something.

DAVE MEYER

Dear Edttor:
This letter is in regard to the

heat in the school.
This school has some rooms that

have a lot of heat that feel like
summer. In other rooms it feels
Uke a very cold day in winter. MARILOU PERRY

What is the problem? Why are •••••••••••••••••••••GiEiiOiiRiiGiEiiiDiiAiiLiiY..
some rooms getting more heat
than others? Is it because of bad
insulation and bad construction of
the building and pipes? They
Should find out what is wrong and
fix it. before everyone comes
dolA'Tl with a cold.

TERI Kl'ZEL

Dear Editor:
In regard to the upcoming dance

on February 11, I'd like to say that
I'm really disappointed by the
way some kids have been acting.
Karen Peters, Junior Class
President, is not to blame about
the date.

The annual Turnabout Dance is
scheduled for February II. It
shouldn't be changed because
there are other activities set for
that night.

Karen Peters has taken a lot of

BY VICKY CALVERT

A study conducted among recent
high school graduates showed that
many of them did not know how to
fill out their income tax forms,
keep a budget, apply for loans,
and many had difficulty com
pleting a job application. All of
this, plus more, is taught in
OLCHS' Consumer Education
program.

This class is obviously very
valuable and very little, if
anything, is taught in Consumers
that won't or can't be used in

Dear Editor: ON SATURDAY NIGHT.
I am a freshman. I'm also a Dear Editor: February 11, 1978, the annual

person. Upperclassmen and I want to congratulate the Sweetheart (or Turnabout)
faculty at OLCHS seem to forget discipline committee on the fine Dance will be held. This is an
that fact. At least half a dozen job on the subject of internal obvious mistake on the part of all
times, I've heard speeches about suspension. I think it's long those involved in making
how Inadequate freshmen are. overdue, and necessary. I believe arrangements.
We're capable of doing anything it will stop the cut rate and the rest To say this is a mistake because
that would be equivalent to the of the stunts all of the jerks in this there is an important basketball
work of a senior, or even a junior. school pull. What's your opinion? game (against Shepard) would be
Seniors and juniors really seem to PLUHAR an understatement. To say that
enjoy verbally ripping apart the there is part of the state wrestling
bennies. tournament taking place is still

The SPARTANITE also seems Dear Editor: not enough. To say that there is
to be anti-freshmen. Ken O'NeiJI [am a junior who is quite part of the state varsity gym-
must realkly hate freshmen. He disappointed with my fellow nastics meet, a girls Varsity and
almost never writes an article students. I recently attended JV basketball game and the girls
that doesn't make some several basketball games. The Conference Swimming meet on
derogatory comment about fresh- turnout for the freshman- that day is still too little.
men. I'm not stupid, I'm not sophomore games was The only thing to say about this
gullible. ['m not incompetent, and disgusting! There were ap- situation is that the annual
I resent being told to chew on proximately ten people at the Sweetheart Dance won't be that

.............. bricks. O'Neill's articles are beginning of the game. A handful great in attendance, because of
Editor's Reply: always pretty good, but he always wandered in about halftime. Kids another irresponsible decision on
Your two letters were not the has to ruin them by cutting down swarmed in to see the Varsity the part of the Junior Class. The

only ones the SP.-\RTA~ITE we bennies. play. Why? I think both teams Junior Class advisory board,
received regarding beat in the All I'm asking -tot' is a little have shown extreme talent this sponsored by Mr. Vazzana, is
school. Apparently, since I wrote respect. I'd also like Ii 'chance to season. again irresponsible, and shows
an editoral concerning this prove that I can be an ~portant I think it is discouraging for our thatlteithp.r needs to be improved
problem, nothing has been done. part of OLCHS, just like 'lbly other guys to have to play for empty
Hopefully letters like yours wiJl freshmen. [t's not right that I bleachers. Visiting teams have a
open up the eyes of the ad- can't do anything about proving good crowd of well-wishers, why
ministration. myseU for two or three years. don't we? There is only one ad-
..............Maybe some freshmen are im- mission fee, surely it wouldn't

mature, but I know quite a few hurt to come and cheer our guys to
immature seniors. I wouldn't be victory. I am not putting down our
the least bit surprised if this letter Varsity team, but I do think we
isn't printed-I'm a freshman. should show our sophomore team

MAUREEN FOERTSCH that we're proud of them, also!
BRENDA NANCY
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See page 11

Elatedly, I told them to catch weglans in the -doorway, no
Roberts and bring him back to vandals could have gotten in. Of
me. course, the students already in

UNFORTUN ATEL Y, I'd there might make some trouble.
forgotten that they didn't speak NONE OF THIS concerned me
any English, and all they did was except that it got all those people
run alongside me saying "Que, out of my way. I passed the five
senor? Que? Que?" I decided to embarrassed teachers who had
Ignore them. been part of the mob, making
Rosenberg, the smoker, lost his small talk and lying about their

wind before he got to the doors, salaries. They'd just started
and fell over in a dead faint. Julio another round of insults on their
was still busy talking with Lars, respective department heads
as he had been all during the fight. when I arrived at the door to 121.
I could see that in this one I'd be SPLACKI Roberts tried to slam
on my own. the door into my gut, but luckily I

Well, not exactly on my own. managed to block it with my face.
Roberts had some crowd after On seeing this, the normally
him now,. Every once in a while, pacifist deans both gave off
I'd hear an angry shout and a body. animal cries and started after
hitting th floor, and another him. I decided to rest for a while,
student would join in the pursuit. and took a few seconds to bounce
Some were Qunded too badly to' off some walls before my eyes
walk, but they wer.e mostly fresh- uncrossed and I was able to
men and I didn't worry about follow.
them. The frantic librarians had had a

THE FOUR Norwegians, Pepe, battering ram effect on the four
Jose, Martinez, and Olaf, slowed Norwegians, so the doors were
down to let me go through the open to Roberts's charge.
door, then blocked It off by trying However, after he and the deans
to go through all at the same time. went through, the table washers
I left them back there, swearing at jammed it up again. That was fine
each other In Spanish, and turned with me-as long as Roberts
my attention to the criminal. couldn't get out, I was in no hurry

By the time we reached office to greet another door with my
121, there were about 100 students nose.
and five teachers in the mob, plus It was time to wrap this caper
the librarians, Then Roberts did up, but I needed help. Then, like
something no one expected; be the cavalry coming just in the nick
actually ran Into the deans' office. of time, help suddenly appeared.

The students froze, then scat- It would take some persuasion,
tered for fear they would be given but I was going to enlist the aid of
hours for running in the halls. The the only person In the world who
librarians suddenly realized that was as dangerous as Rex
school was in session, but they Regression, Cafeteria Monitor.
were outside the library. Two of And it wasn't bad Leroy Brown,
them had heart attacks on the either.
spot. The others ran back to see if
they could save any of their books.
I knew their fears were un- NEXT ISSUE: Finale
founded; with the four Nor-
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Rex: The chase

The Spartanite

OLCHS
and all that Jazz

I WAS ON the trail of Spencer T.
Roberts, the renegade cafeteria
monitor, in the library. Assisting
me were Sherlock Rosenberg, the
great Norwegian detective, and
his sidekick, Doc Watson.

Roberts had just dumped a shelf
and was headed for the door. He
whipped a small package toward
us. I dove for cover, and saw
Rosenberg and his "Cubans" do
the same. There was a blinding
flash and a smell of burnt
sausages (or something equally
disgusting). The- table washers
were all downwind, so I knew It
was a phosphorus bomb.

That didn't make me too en
thusiastic about chasing him, nor
did the fact that Watson had
caught his hand on a chair while
trying to hide, bending back the
thumb and breaking off the two
middle fingers altogether, giving
it the appearance of a
chameleon's back left foot.

NONETHELESS, he was a
cafeteria monitor and so was I,
and it was my duty to catch him.
Roenberg bad the same idea, but
he and the Norwegians were still
trying to figure out how to un
tangle themselves--they'd all
taken cover behind the same
chair.

I moved out on the attack.
Watson, none too intelligently,
followed. Roberts' last
phosphorus bomb elicted a cry of
anguish from the dimwltted Doc
as a direct hit cauterized the
stumps of the center two fingers.
By the time the Norwegians
managed to get up, Roberts had
the Media Center in a shambles
and several other librarians, as
well as some students, on his tall.

I increased my speed. The
Norwegians, all former track
stars, easily caught up to me by
the time I reached the front doors.

on how many times the youth has
run away and how long he has
been gone. They first prepare an
initial report and feed it into a ...
computer. They next track down
the runaway's friends to find out
where he might be. They then try
to find him and bring him in. Once
In the custody of the police, the
runaway is either brought hume.
kept at the police station, or
referred to the court sy tern
depending on whether the
problem can be worked out with
the parents.

But once home, the problem is
not soWed. The parents may not
want the youth, and the absence of
family counseling may drive the
youth back Into the street.

Runaways may go to specially
set up runaway centers which
have been established all across
the country. In the Chicago area,
runaways can go to the Otherslde
Youth Bureau who can provide
them with temporary housing.
The Bureau first checks police
records to determine if the youth
has run away from a group home,
detention home, or from his
parents. The next step is to con
tact the guardians to tell them the
youth is there and to pick him up.
The Bureau, however, cannot
forcibly keep the youth there and
he may leave whenever he
chooses. If the youth does not want
to return home, the Bureau may
contact a foster family to provide
housing for him.

IN OAK LAWN the Southwest
YMCA has a runaway counselor
who can be seen at 4951 West 95th
Street or reached by phone at 424
8100.

Why do we do it? Who knows?
Who cares? But it's a lot of fun to
see an ex-loser smash a champion
and put them by the wayside.

REMEMBER THE
"MIRACLE" Mets of 1969? The
White Sox of the summer past?
How about 5' 1" pro basketball
guard Calvin Murphy? And than
there's the return "home" of
Willie McCovey to San Francisco
this past year? The NBA's Por
tland TraJiblazers of 76-77? They
all got fan respect because of their
all-out performances In recent
time.

But the emotional favor swings
both ways. Remember the
downlook of the million dollar
Yankees? Reggie Jackson? The

punch-happy LA Lakers? How AF~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
about the Ken Norton-Muhammed
Ali fight last December? Howard
Cosell? These people (and teams)
Involved In certain events caused
tradewlnds of disfavor and
disgust. We all hoped to see the
"villians" fallon their faces.

One must say that is another
great feature of sports com
petition. The loyalty and team
support of the people of our nation.
Not only In sports but in all per
spectives.

WITHOUT THE SEN·
TIMENTAL FANS and their
sincerity, the thrill of victory and
the agony of defeat would taste
awful sour if the spirit of any field
was not shared.
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Help for Runaways

Underdogs
BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ

TEENAGERS HAVE BEEN
running away from home for
many years and will continue to
do so for years to come. In the
1960's they were running away for
adventure, and would hitch-hike
to faraway places. But, unlike the
flower children of the 60's, today's
teen runs away to escape family
trouble. Some teens still run away
for other reasons, but this is the
main cause. These problems often
stem from the family's economic
situation. If a family is going
through hard times, economic
pressure on the parents may
cause short tempers that lead to
constant arguing. These
arguments may lead to the teen
running away. Other causes In
cluded child abuse, intolerable
rules for the teen to follow, or
plain hassling of the youth.

Runaways today are mostly
girls, and are between the ages of
13 and 15. Of all runaways, about
90 percent return home within two
weeks and many stay away only
one or two nights. They usually
stay close to home, sometimes in
their own communities, and often
seek shelter at a friend's or
relative's house.

But that leaves 10 percent who
run away for good, or until the
authorities pick them up. These
runaways may turn to prostitution
or crime to supply them with
money and may be easily arrested
by the police.
THE OAK LAWN Police

Department handles runaway
cases in different ways deoending

BRONCOMANIA. Orange
Crush. Mile High Stadium. It was
really nice while it lasted.
Everybody loved it and everybody
fell in love with the NFL's Denver
Broncos of the AFC.

Broncomania, for those un
familar with the phrase, was a
frenzied frolic bought on by the
football fans of the Rocky
Mountain city. This "disease"
eventually forced its way cross
country and caused Orange Crush
soda pop sales to go on a haywire
increase.

In the seventeen year existance
of the franchise never once did
Denver make post-season playoff
competition. Not until the season
of 77-78 when with the help of a
number of Craig Mortons, Tom
Jacksons, Ruben Carters and
many, many more they managed
to surprisingly buck their way into
Superbowl XII In New Orleans,
where the fantasy abruptly
crumbled with a 27-10 loss to the
Dallas Cowboys.

THE DENVER BRONCOS are
just one example of a "clndereUa
team", or a "miracle team" that
captured the sentimental favor of
millions everywhere.

The underdogs, one might say,
everyone pulls for an underdog
when they suddenly change their
spots and start on a winning track.
It's just a natural human urge to
pull for them.



Anybody for a disaster?

another family went to our neigh
bor's house and all of us stayed
there until our power was all
restored.

Now all we have left of those
disasters are our memories and a
few old newspaper clippings. I'm
sure I not only speak for mysell
but for many others when I say I
never want to live through one of
those again. Two in one lifetime
has been quite enough.

January 27. 1978

clouds went rolling by in big
puffs. I couldn't figure out why I
was being herded into my
bedroom closet and felt a little
cramped. My brother started to
cry and my mother made my
father run out during the tornado
to find his pacifier so that she
could shut him up.

We were lucky because it
jumped right over our house but it
totally demolished the houses on
Southwest Highway. A friend of
mine, whose house was hit said,
"It was really scarry. It sounded
like we were all in one big vacuum
cleaner." One police officer stated
that after all the damage was
done, what was left of most of the
houses was rubble. Trees were up
rotted, garbage was everywhere.
"The people who were trying to
get home to their families couldn't
because there was no way of
clearing the streets."

After the tornado my family and

Th Spartanite

When speaking to one girl, I
found that they had had
snowdrifts in their backyard that
reached their roof. This made it
very difficult to let the dogs out so
that they could do their thing. In
order to solve this problem, they
dug tunnels in the snow.

The next great disaster was the
tornado of 1967. Most all of us have
memories of this tragedy.

The day was going fine for me.
Not a care in the world. My father
came home from work as usual, at
the usual time, and went to take in
the garbage cans. My mother was
in the house taking care of my
brand new baby brother and I was
minding my own business. My
father noticed that the sky was a
bit on the dark side and started to
talk to one of the neighbors. The
wind started to Dick up and the

We could hardly move and looked
like ten motly penguins.

around us. The things I remember
about the snow storm were that
the vast accumulation of snow as
almost taller than me. My mother
was seven months pregnant and a
bit on the uncomfortable side as
we were all snowed in the house
together (my mother, father, and
myself>. There was no way to buy
the necessities like bread and
milk, because there was none to
be found. Trucks had no way to get
to the stores, but then again,
neither could the people. So it was
a Carnation Instant Milk diet for a
while.

When the snow began to melt,
and people could push their way
out of the front door, it was time
for fun and games. All my friends
and I were dressed up to the tee.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,

S'mmo.. " .. had ........ha' 01: WORLD TRAVEL MART :
~~~i~,i~gd~~i~~h~:~:~~~~ t 5615 W. 95th St. .636-7800 t
over 26,000 volts. Throughout his' PR ESENTS t
solo, he crept around the stage, I
lapping his long tongue at the t
screaming fans, which he did I I
through the entire concert as well. 0 PEN TO ALL
u that wasn't enough, Simmons lit • '
a torch from the~ mouth of the a '
serpent and proceede'tfto breath a , ,

fifteen foot flame of fi"" much to I OAK LAWN STUDENTS t
the delight of the auditlbce.

During the song "God of' t
Thunder," Peter Criss captivated a EASTER TRIP
the multitudes with a terrific' t
drum solo, as the drums moved I a
to the front of the stage. Various a I 0 '
shades of blue and red lights, , t
~~n~:~,fl::~:st~~I~~:c~~~~t HAWAII t
:~:~ shower, which thrilled the t t

ONE OF THE group's best, t ,
"Rock 'n Roll All Nite," was one •
of the final numbers. Before the' DAYS t
song was over, Paul Stanley took t ,
his guitar and attempted to break t '
it in half by slamming it on the t
floor. He eventually resorted to I
breaking it over his knee. He then t
presented it to a lucky fan sittingt 7 NIGHTS HONOLULU a
in the first row. ,

After that, it appeared that' 2 NIGHTS LOS ANGELES a
KISS had left, but they soon I '
returned to play "Detroit Rock ,
City." After another short break,l $524.00 COMPLETE PACKAGE INCLUDES a
Peter Criss returned to the stage a ,
alone, and sang the Grammy-, all insurance, round trip air- G.I.T. United; first class confirmed a
winning song, "Beth," while the I -'
female members of the audience t
voiced their approval. He then t hotels; City Tours; Admissions to Disneyland, & 11 attractions"
tossed four red roses into the t '
audience, and exited.. baggage handling, continental breakfast daily in Honolulu, t

The group's final song, "Black, a
Diamond," ended with huge b . b WId TIM d· ,
flames protruding from either' US transportation etwe8n or rave art an airport a
sides of the drums and both sides, ,
of the stage. Fireworks and ex-' Expertly chaperoned & supervised trip with en forced rules to t
plosions accompanied the t
levitation of all four members of . . t & f t t
the band. Then, suddenly, it wast Insure your enJoymen sa e y t
all over. KISS had disappeared. a '

IN THE END, KISS was welU $50 deposit by Dec. 1 - Final payment Feb. 1 t
worth waiting for. Their unique t a
brand of rock and roll has never CHAPERONES: Mr. & Mrs. W.C. Hill ,
been equaled in the music world. t a
In just a few hours, KISS created. '
an excitement neverfelt before by' Dr. & Mrs. Ben Smith ,
an audience. It was truly, "The I
Show of Shows." ~ Not a school sponsored/ related activity t

~..-. .........~~~ .....~~~~~~~~~~~~ ....--..~~"""
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By Pat Wasielewski

Most people think that Oak
Lawn is just an average quiet
town where nothing out of the
ordinary happens. Wrong-o!
We've had our share of disasters
within the last decade or so. We've
also had our share of nasty little
things like murders, robberies,
assaults, beatings, and arsons. I
think that we live in a lively little
town.

The first really great disaster
that comes to mind was the
snowstorm of 1967. Most of us
were but wee tots back then, but
we still have those few vague
memories of what was going on

Kiss

Concert Review

BY CURT O'HARA

IT WAS NEARLY 9:30. A
packed house at Chicago Stadium,
SundaY,January15,hadjustseen
the warm-up band, The Rockets,
perform for about an hour. But
that wasn't who they had come to
see. They were growing restless.
The stagehands made the final
adjustments. Suddenly, darkness
filled the arena. The crowd knew
that this was it. Spotlights flashed.
A voice blasted from above. "You
wanted the best and you've got the
best-the hottest band in the
world-KISS!!" The rock group
KISS exploded on stage, first with
lead guitarist Ace Frehley and
lead singer-guitarist Paul Stanley,
then with bass player Gene
Simmons and finally Peter Criss,
the drummer. The Stadium went
wild with excitement as the group
performed "I Stole Your Love,"
followed by a devastating ren
dition of "The King of the
Nighttime World."

Because they had not been in
Chicago for such a long time, KISS
decided to heat up the windy city
with "Firehouse." At the con
clusion of the song, smoke poured
out, covering the stage, while
lights flashed wildly and sirens
blared.

The KISS stage is a marvel in
itself. On the left and right sides of
the stage are huge stairways, the
steps of which flash during the
concert. In between these is a
huge drum set, which moves
forward, backward and levitates
to a height of nearly 30 feet. On the
far left side is a huge serpent,
which breathes fire and smoke
upon Gene Simmons' command.
Behind the stage is the KISS logo,
which flashes throughout the
show.

MID-WAY THROUGH THE
show, Ace Frehley performed a
fantastic guitar solo, during which
smoke poured from the depths of
his in trument, covering the
stage. The guitar became too hot
to handle, making strange
mechanical sounds as he waved it
over his head. It finally became
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MUSIC ON THf GO

OLCHS and all that jazz
BY BILL WALKER

WITH FEBRUARY just around
the corner, there is a great deal of
excitement in the music depart
ment here at Oak Lawn. This
happens every year at this time
and it's not b cause of Lincoln'
birthday or Val ntines day, it's
because every February means
it's Oak Lawn Jazz Fe tival time.
Every year on the first Saturday
in February Oak Lawn hosts one
of the finest jazz festivals in the
entire country. I sincerely hope
that everyone here at Oak Lawn at
least knows that this event takes
place though I'm afraid too many
people don't know enough about it.
Therefore, it is my hope to be able
to give everyone a better look at
the jazz festival, from when it
started to what is has become
today.

It all started back in 1960, a time
when jazz was becoming popular
in high schools all across
America. Earlier, jazz had suc
cumbed to rock music, however, a
resurgence of jazz started to take
place. This resurgence was
primarily because of the intere I
in the high schools. Colleges at th
time offered nothing with th
exception of a few schools like
Berklee and North Texa State.
High school jazz was a wei omed
sight for it showed that someone
took an interest

It was this inler st in jazz Ihat
brought about the jazz fe tivals.
The creation of jazz festivals gave
those person' interested in this
music a chance to p rform,

something not t 0 easy for a jazz
band to do at that time. In 1960

there were about a half a dozen
festivals started in the U. S. but
none before this, thus making our
festival one of oldest in existence.
The man primarily responsible
for the start of the festivals in
America was Chuck Suber, the
publish r of Downbeat magazine.
In an effort to bring jazz back,
Dow1tbeat sponsored a number of
festivals to help get them
established.

THE FIRST CHAIRMAN of the
Oak Lawn festival was Mr. Pet
tibone the music department
chairman at the time. The first
:estival here started with 10
groups and it has added some
more every year. This year is the
largest yet with 113 performing
groups, making our festival the
largest single day festival
anywhere in the country including
college festivals. The few festivals
larger than ours take 2 or 3 days
time. The number of participants
here is greater than the number of
students at Oak Lawn. Ap
proximately 3500 kids will be
'competlng this year, 0 it
promis s to be quite an event

The size of our festival has
help d to establish it a one of the
best, but this hasn't been the only
reason. I spoke with Mr. Kistner,
the fe tival chairman to see what
he thought made the festival what
it is today and he said that he felt
that it i "the quality of th
playing at the OUF that ha
mad it 0 well known, it hasn't

. really been the size." I also spoke
to several members of the Oak
Lawn jazz band to see what thev
thought about the festival. Bob
Burns, lead trombonist of the jazz

band said "it's (the festivalJ the
greatest thing at Oak Lawn." Bob
Thompson our piano player
agreed and added "the festival is
something I look forward to all
year." Everyone I spoke with
seemed to agree that it is the
quality of the plaYll1g that makes
the festival so gr'eat. When I asked
the solo trumpet play r from the
jazz band, Mark turonas. what
he thought mad the f'stival what
it is, he seemed to sum up
everyon 's thought perfectly
when he replied "th musicman,
the music."

Hopefully everyone at Oak
Lawn is proud of th reputation
our festival has. As I have already
stated, it is widely recogl1lzed a
an excellently run festival.
Through my travels to jazz con
certs, camps, and other functions
I have met people from all over
who are familar with our festival.
Mr. Kistner has been approached
by people in places like, L. A.,
Oregon, and Winnipeg, Canada,
who have recognized his name
from th festival.

TJIIS YEAR TilE FESTIVAL
celebrate its 19th year on
February 4th with what promises
to be th biggest and b st festival
y t. There are 8 dire rent division
operating this year. The divisions
ar AAA, AA, A, ombo, Vocal
Jazz, Swing Choir, Jr. High, and
Non- ompetitiv. Th guest
clinician for the non-competitive
division this year will be Jack
Mous , professional jazz drum
mer in the Chicago area. In ad
dition to performing, Mr. Mouse is
a fine teacher and clinician,
working for organizations such as

the National Summer Jazz jazz combo, which last year took
Clinics. The high school jazz 3rd place. The combo was started
bands are ranked in AAA, AA, or 2 years ago by some of the band
A, according to school size. members. This year it consists of
Throughout the day all the groups Mark Stl,1Tonas, trumpet, Bob
will be judged and the top group Thompson, piano, Andy
in each dlvi ion will be el cted to Bastounes, ba s, and Bill Walker,
p rform at the I1Ight performance drums. All 4 members are from
in the Spartan gym, the highlight the jazz band and all 4 have been
of the festival. By the way, ticket. in the combo from the start. They
go very quickly for this concert in are working hard for this years
facl by the time this paper is out festival and they feel that they
they may b sold out, but check in have a good chance for 1st place.
the music department. There may I hope that I've been able to get
b a few left. everyone interested in the jazz

Three groups from Oak Lawn fe tival. With such a great event
will be performing at the festival. right h r at O. L. it seems a
Th jazz band (pictured on the shame that anyone would pass it
front cover) will b playing in the up. Make plans to attend. Ad
non-competitIve diVision. ThIS mittance is fr e with the exc ption
group has recenlly competed at of the night concert. All centers
the Augu tana college festival, start at 8:00 a.m. right here at O.
and th y will be trav ling to Notre L. except th Jr. High divi ion
Dame and W stern III. University which will be held at Simmions Jr.
to compete in their festivals. They High. There will be a sp cial
have also r cently been picked concert given at 4:30 p.m. by the
along with Spartan Singers, to Air Force Band of the midwest in
p rform at the National Mu ic the Spartan gym. Food will be
Educators convention this April at available all day in the cafeteria
the Conrad Hilton, downtown. The at reasonable prices, so come on
Oak Lawn group is one of only 6 out for an exciting day of great
groups asked to perform at this jazz music, and be sure to check
event. Mr. Kistner has said that out the Oak Lawn groups.
this is the highest honor our music SPECIAL THANKS TO: Lyon
department has ever received. Healy, the Oak Lawn Band
Th Spartan Singers will also be Parents, and Oak Lawn High
p rformirlg at the OUF in the School for sponsoring this great
Vocal jazz\\ctivision. This group is event. Also much thanks to Mr.
new to the school this year and Kistner {or information needed to
they are reallyaiine group. To be write this story, and M.r. Kistner
picked to pay at the National along with Mr. Yara, Mr.
Music Educators convention is Roekeman, Ms. Hildebrant, and
really quite an honor especially all the music students for working
for a brand new group. The other so hard to host the OUF. I hope it
Oak Lawn group that will be goes on for many years to come.
competing at the festival is the

Lincoln College
Lincoln~ Illinois

A private, residential,
coeducational

two-year college;
eLaw Enforcement .Psychology
eEnglish/Literature eEducation
eCommercial Art eBiology
eHistory/Political .Arts
ePE/Hecreation
• Mathematics

For further information
Office oj Admission

Lincoln College
Lincoln, Illinois 62652

217/732-3155 (coLlect)

Cold War script. With this com
bination plus the fact that the plot
unravels slower than a mile long
rug, it is a total joke. If it wasn't
for Bronson's and Remick's
halfway decent p rformances the
movie would be a complete
disaster.

"TELEFON" is a cheaply put
together movie that falls into the
"thriller" category. I was thrilled
to leave.

The movie adds up to be this: A
time-waster. It wasn't worth
reviewing. I give it one star. Just
barely.

Watch for next issue when I
review the highly regarded
"SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER."
starring John Travolta.

COMI G TO THE RES UE is
Bronson who portrays a "good
guy" Russian spy who destroys
the threat of a U.S.-USSR nuclear
war by apprehending PleaSt,lCe,
the "bad-boy" Hussian spy.

"Telefon," is not a movie for the
Bronson type character, nor was
"Breakout." Bronson is more
fitted for roles where he utters a
few words every so often and then
does something macho. I per
sonally feel Hard Times was his
best flick in recent years.

"Telefon' .. plot is far-fetched
and totally unbelievable, while the
script is nothing but a renovated
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BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ

In this suppose-ta-be thriller, a
Russian madman plots to start
World War III by telephoning
certain code words which trigger
Soviet agents scattered across the
U.S. to commit acts of sabotage.

"TELEFO ," a recent United
Artists release, is an exasperating
display of so-so acting, unsensible
plotting, poor direction and
writing, and slow story
development.

"Telefon," directed by Don
Siegel, stars th strong, silent
Charles Bronson, Lee Remick,
Tyne Daly, and Donald Pleasence.
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Great failures

Concert Review' ~\
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by all.
BA D COMPETITION WAS

quite an experience also. In thirty
degree weather, the OLCHS
Marching Band went to Illinois
State University to compete with
various other schools in U1inois.
The Pom Poms joined them to
march. I attended the competition
and at the time, I didn't know
which was worse-the freezing
cold or the case of nerves I had!
It's time like those that I wish we
had fur lined suits. The com
petition is always impressive.
Each has a certain style of dress
and music that wins their trophies
for them. The Pom Poms ac
company the band with a variety
of formations and routines.

Other bands have rifle carriers,
baton squads, and flag carriers
which accompany them. Each
group is interesting to watch.

I KNOW I speak for many band
members and Pom Pom girls
when I say that the scariest
moments while competing is when
the band marches onto a huge,
quiet field and hears a voice over
a loud speaker say, "Is the Oak
Lawn Community High School
Band ready to take the field for
competition?"

Captain Audrey Lamparski and
Co- aptain Penni Treantafeles
have done a fine job this year in
choreographing routines for the
girls. They are both seniors and
are sad to see the season come to
an end. "Knowing that this is our
last year depresses us. We will
really miss the games and the
routines. We'll never forget it."

I WILL PROBABLY never
perform as a Porn Porn girl again
after graduation. Well, not unless
they want reject Honey Bears!
The homework I can easily forget,
but Porn Poms is one high school
memory I will always remember.

BY LORI PAULSE

o

Pom Poms

Practice, practice

THE DRUMS BEAT furiously,
the symbols crash, and the crowd
is cheering. Whether it is a
basketball or a football game, the
Porn Pom Spartanettes are on
hand for a halftime performance.

Suited up with brand new
uniforms, they look better than
ever. "I think we've really im
proved in the past season,"
commented Penni Treantafels,
Co-Captain of the squad, "the girls
are more together this year." To
have the whole squad doing the
exact same move at the exact
same time is what the captains
strive for. It looks quite easy to
put on a routine, but takes the
sixteen girls hours of practice to
accomplish. Each girl doesn't
have the advantage of learning a
routine at her own pace. She has to
learn as fast as every other girl.
She also has to follow the exact
same movements as the other
girls, so that the outcome will look
right. In some instances, the girls
had 0 learn a outine in less than
an hour and perform it in frtmt of
an audience AND judges! That
takes a lot of experience, so
anyone who tells me that it's so
darn easy to totally full of
bolderdashe!
Going out onto the football field

or ba ketball court is like going
out onto a stage for the girls. The
crowd is their audience. The girls
are nervou waiting for the music
to begin. One time, the music
didn't begin. "We were competing
in November with other Pom Pom
girls, waiting for the music on our
tape to go on. The tape was put in
backwards. We were all shaking
to death, waiting. We had to stand
very still until the music was
heard, but it was almost un
bearable." Needless to say, the
cassette was finally put in
correctly. A sigh of relief was felt
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that time, the Italians were both
tired of war and confused as to
just who they were suppoed to be
fighting. Lambretti had his in
fantry pile into the ICAB's and
pointed them toward the German
lines. His final words to his
drivers were "Don't stop for
anything."

They didn't, and the Eighth
Corps made its way to a monk's
retreat in the Italian Alps, where
they spent the remainder of the
war. Vino Del Ocho Corps 1945 is
one of the best vintages in Italy
today.

Perhaps the goof most costly to
the American taxpayer was a cold
war weapon, the Super projectile
Especially for Aiming at
Russians. Hand held, it had a
range of 100 yards, tops. The
designer of the S.P.E.A.R., Albert
Oop, had intended it as a joke, but
the Air Force saw it as a possible
anti-aircraft weapon. Money was
poured into research to increase
the range to 15,000 feet, about the
lowest altitude a modern jet can
fly. After ten years of modifying
the basic "long pointed stick"
design, USAF engineers found
that they had re-invented the
phoenix missile currently in USt
and the project was discontinued.

Farewell
BY THERESE JACKSON

FOR THE PAST MONTH, many
seniors, as myself, have been
involved in a "count-down." To be
more explicit, January 18th en
tails first, the end of a semester,
and secondly, an early graduation
date. It's exciting, yet scary...

"It seems like just yesterday I
was standing on stage receiving
my grammar school diploma.
These high school days have flown
by...wow, what's next? Who will
be successful? Who will further
their education? Wasn't it last
week I was lost in the corridors,
mixed up in the chaotic halls?

...This is scary...wait, I'm only
seventeen...I haven't decided my
future yet. It is sad.. .I'm leaving a
place where I learned to grow
up... my second home... It always
seemed to be the same. I couldn't
wait until summer vacation
began, then could hardly wait
until school started up again.

GUESS THIS I IT... farewell to
what my poetic sister once had
written... "School is more than
just a building, it is a way of life."
Farewell to homework, tests,
books, bells, teachers, friends,
and awful lunches! Not really,
high school has prepared me for
more books, tests people always
test each other I'1l see my
friends and teachers again in 1998,
twenty years from now, when we
still have another tesl.. .our
reunion will be a test to see how
well we can remember each
other."

Farewell to one of the most
enjoyable times of our lives.

SE."/ORS
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the short-lived 1956 rUbber
shortage. Said shortage lasted
only three days, and was caused
by an error in calculation by CPA
First Class Borisnikov Fabian.
(He subsequently resigned his
commi sion, took up photography
and blinded himself counting the
number of little blue dots in a
Sylvania flashbar.

THE XM-OO's advantage was
that, where other armored cars
wasted rubber on four tires plus a
spare, the XM-OO had only two
tires, mounted on a single axle.
The disadvantages of this in
novative design became apparent,
during simulated battle testing.
Manning the vehicle or firing any
of the guns caused it to flop over
on its side and make a noise that
sounded like, as one observe put
it, "A cow in labor." A later
version with three wheels in a
tricycle arrangement, the XM
OOA, was scrapped in late 1958
when Congress refused to sub
sidize a car that would only work
when someone was inside
pedalling.

The ICAB-UCAB2, a light ar
mored personnel carrier, saw
actual battle in 1945 before the
Army discovered it only drove in
reverse. Patton's Eighth Army
discarded it quickly, and Rocco
Lambretti's Italian Eighth Corps
picked it up just as quickly. By

wrote a couple of songs, so every
song is different. The worst !>Oug
on the album is "My Melancholy
Blues" which is badly written and
sung terribly by Freddie Mercury,
who is the lead singer in most of
the songs.

THE ALBUM ON THE WHOLE,
however, is very good. I give it
three stars.

NEWS OF THE WORLD
John Deacon- Bass Guitar
Brian May - Guitar and backing

vocals
Freddie Mercury - Lead vocals

and piano
Roger Taylor - Drums and

backing vocals

BY KEN O'NEILL

THE UNITED STATES Army is
the most powerful in the history of
Man, but this wasn't always so.
The road to world domination is
full of potholes and covered with
horse droppings. In its continuing
effort to keep OLCHS informed,
the Spartanite has researched
some of the more interesting)
inventions that never quite "made
it" on the battlefield.

The U.S.S. Postage Stamp was
the world's only paddle - wheel
propelled aircraft carrier.
Designed later in WW II to halt a
possible Japanese invasion up the
Mississippi River, she was
declared obsolete before
production was finished, and
never received her aircraft.
Instead, she was used as a floating
rest home for retired and
discharged generals, old men who
tried to give orders -- impotently,
since they no longer had control
over their privates or officers. The
Postage Stamp sank in 1947 when
the windup rubber band that
turned the wheel snapped,
sending all hands to the bottom.

The XM-OO's armored car was
to have revolutionized modern
warfare, but never got past the
prototype stage. The "Oh-Oh", as
she was called, probably wouldn't
have gotten that far but for the
fact that she came at the height of

BY VITTORIO CARLI
"QUEEN", one of Englands

most successful rock groups, and
in my opinion is one of the best.
Some critics say that they are just
clever imitators of Led Zepplin,
but I think over the years they've
developed their own distinct style
most unlike any other rock band.

Their latest album "News of the
World" has rocketed its way up
the charts into the top twenty.
"We Will Rock You", definitely
the be t song on the album has
now been released as a single
along with "We are the Cham
pions."
The good thing about the album

is that each member of the grouo
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POSTING A 3-6 record with one
meet against T.F. North left, the
Spartan White Wave is in the
midst of a process known as a
taper.

A taper is simply cutting off
I yardage and distances in the

workouts. The purpose of a taper,
according to Coach Paul San
derson, is ba ically designed for
alot of rest but quality swimming.
The girls are expected to swim top
times in practices as well as
meets.

Their conference record is 2-4.
Scores for various meets are:

Richards 100. Oak Lawn 72: T.F.
South SO, Oak Lawn 33; :stagg 80,
Oak Lawn 75. At the Stagg Varsity
Invitational held last Saturday
Oak Lawn placed s venth out of
eight teams beating R avis. Atth
invitational Peggy Wanliez broke
her own record in the 100 yard
butterfly and came in hundreds of
a second shy of breaking the 100
yard brea troke record.

The girls will swim against T.F.
North on Jan. 31 and the Con
ference meet will be held at Stagg
on Feb. 10 and 11.

For instance, the varsity team
has gotten up to 7,400 yards in one
practice. They now are leveling
off the yardage and cutting out
distance swimming completely.
Weightlifting wa discontinu d
after Christmas. The girls still
hav their daily morning and
after-school practice where they
are working hard to get their
times down.

THOUGH THE TEAM hasn't
been doing too well due to the loss
of experienced swimmers from
last year Coach Sanderson say
that they are individually stronger
and doing better than he expected.

The partanite

~~Nm team tapers

only ISO students he taught P. K,
History, and Government, along
with coaching football, basketball,
and track.

"The relationships are closer in
the small schools, I miss that. The
bigger the chools the less the
closeness to the students."

The next job Parks encountered
waSin Pacton High School which
is located just outside of Peoria.
There Parks taught only P. E.
(head of the Department) and
Health. Parks also took on the job
of Athletic Director here while
coaching Football, Basketball,
Track, and Summer Baseball. He
left there in 1956.

HIS NEXT JOB was at
Limestone High School with a
student body of 1100. He taught P.
E. but still held the respon
sibilities of football coach and
Athletic Director.

Finally in 1959 Parks started
here where he has been ever
since. He started out with just P.
E. courses, and as the football
coach. Since then he has
progressed to Department head of
P.E., and to Athletic Director, his
only responsibility today.

"I think Oak Lawn is the finest
school in the metropolitan area.
Our student body and ad
ministration are all great people.

FROM 150 STUDENT to 3,300
students. From five respon
sibilities to one. From small to
large. From '51 through '77,
teaching and loving it; truly our
expert in all facets of teaching
and most in liCe.

In closing Parks said, "I've seen
all sides of teaching and coaching.
To me, experience is the big
teacher."

That says it all about Fred
Parks.

BY BILL LlLLWITZ

Fred
Parks: A.D.

"liE' A OUTSTANDING
Athletic Director and I wouldn't
trade him for any other in the
world. He's very concerned and
dedicated, always putting the
interest of the kids first" - H. F.
Whiltschire.

There's no mistake about the
identity of the individual above.
He's Fred Parks, OLCHS' Athletic
Director. A man who has seen alot
of things, been alot of places and
met alot of people. Thinking of a
word to describe this man only one
came to mind: Exp rienced.

To be~in with Mr. Parks was
born and raised in Chicago. He
went to Englewood High School
where he graduated in the spring
of '43.

"Living in the city is an ex
perience in itself," recalls Parks,
"blacks and whites together
where I lived." After his
graduation he then enlisted in the
U. S. Navy. During WW II he
served in the Pacific on islands
like Gaum and Midway, a total of
three years during the worst war
in history in one of the worst battle
areas. That is really experience.

"I LEARNED a lot in the
Navy, things I probably wouldn't
have learned otherwise," says
Parks, "I wouldn't trade those
three years away for almost
anything."

From the Navy, Parks went
back to school again at Bradley
University, where he graduated in
the winter of '51. While attending,
he lettered four years in football
and baseball with a major in
education. From '51-'53 Parks
taught at a small High School
called Annawan in Peoria, his
first teaching job. At this school of



the Spartan gym on Oak Lawn's
Wall of Fame. Of these 190
photographs. only those of 36
students are on either football or
basketball. Therefore, it cannot be
because of an individual athlete's
performance. The outstanding
athletes are on sports other than
basketball or football, by far.

An athlete in almost any sport
would do better knowing that he or
she has the support of fellow
students and facuIty. Crowds like
that of football and basketball
should follow all the school's
athletic programs.

Many stud nts attend athletic
ev nts, not only because they
enjoy watching that particular
event, but because they know
other students will also be at
tending that event. If the school
could establish a trend like that
for all sporting events. I'm sure
the outcome would hold more
conference, aistrict, sectional.
and state titles in more sports
than Oak Lawn is currently
holding.

January Tl. 1978

How many people have ever
been to a track meet? How many
people have ever been to a swim
meet? How many people have
ever been to a gymnastics 'meet?
How many people have ever been
to a badminton meet?

The attendance at these spor
ting events is relatively poor com
pared to that of football and
basketball games. An average
boy's basketball game draws a
crowd of over 500 people, whereas
an average track meet draws a
crowd of about thirty people.

Is this large diHerence in the
size of the crowd due to the suc
cess of the team? The answer is
definitely no. Oak Lawn's Boys
Track Team has placed first in
confer nce for 13 out of 15 years.
Basketball and football records
combined could not begin to
compete with this record.

There are approximately 190
athletes photographs in front of

BY DONNA ST. GEORGE

Sports Need
Our Support

The Spartanite

BILL MARCORDES. another
football coach at O.L.C.H.S. also
had some college experiences that
were a little unusual.

"During a football game."
Marcordes recalls, "I remember
my coach arguing with the refs. I
think I had just gotten thrown out
of the game. Anyway. our coach
was real mad and he was yelling
when all of a sudden his dentures
fell out."

Needless to say this ended the
argument. Marcordes also
recalled the time his team was
practicing their tackling. A
dummy. which was suspended
from a chain. was used as a
target. One of the players was a
little upset that day and he at
tacked the dummy. It was a
beautiful tackle and he broke the
dummy. but in the process
knocked himself out. He was
unconscious for about five
minutes.

THE MOST COMMON answer
that I received was. "That's a
tough question." and it is. The
coaches I talked to, though. en
joyed reminiscing about their past
experiences. and although these
stories may not seem funny when
read, try and think what it would
be like to be there when it hap
pened.
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Call Army Sgt. Dale Sharp
about Project Ahead.

636-3912

Now you don't have
to choose between

getting agood job and
continuing your

education.

Join the people who've joined the Army.

. Over 1000 colleges and the Army have an educa
tional plan called Project Ahead. It's a way to enlist in
the Army and start your college education at the same
time.

If you qualify under Project Ahead, you choose the
partici~ating school you'd like to graduate from before
you enliSt. Then no matter where you study while in the
~rmy, you'll tak~ courses taught by accredited colleges
n~h.t on post, With the Army paying up to 75% of the
tUition.

After your ~nlist~ent's over, you'll be eligible for
further finanCial assistance under the G.1. Bill.

If you're interested in starting on your college de
gree while you're working at a good job, call me.

favorite initiation. as many other
coaches here have had to do the
same thing. But Coach Sullivan's
was a little more embarrassing
than others were.

Since Iowa State was on a long
trip they had to stop for dinner. To
make it worse. it was at a
smorgasbord place and it was
packed. Skip was introduced to
the "audience" then took his
stage. which was the seat he was
silting on. He then sang out, "Hail.
our loyal Spartans .... " loud
enough so that the team wouldn't
make him sing it at the next place.
He says that he has more fun
listening to the other freshman do
it than doin~ it himself.

Skip Sullivan, varsity football
and basketball coach. remembers
his first road trip with the Iowa
State Cyclones. The baseball team
at I.S. U. has a traditional
initiation for their freshmen to
sing their high school fight song
during a breakfast stop in a
restaurant a.long the way. This Is a .

BY BOB BULOW

WHE 0 E THINK of the
world of sports he usually thinks
of things such as skill. strength.
and speed. But there is another
aspect to it. In every sport there is
always a bit of humor. Such is the
case at O.L.C.H.S. Many coaches
remember their college days and
the events that made them laugh.

Coaches recall
past experiences
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Senior guard T.J. Murphy drives the lane In an attempt for two points
against Shepard In the Spartans 43-42 overtime victory,

race
year has been troubled by fouls
was fairly aggressive through the
quarter. The Eagles turned things
around in the second quarter and
the Spartans were down by four at
halftime. Lilly and Collins seemed
to even each other out through the
first half. Things started out just
where they left off at the start of
the second half and Sandburg
would not stop hitting. For every
basket the Spartans hit, the
Eagles would counter. Collins
played the third quarter with
three fouls and had to be a little
cautious. The quarter ended with
Sandburg adding a point to their
halftime lead of four points. The
final quarter was the toughest and
most emotional. The crowd really
got both teams' adrenelin flowing
with their loud cheers of support
but the Spartans came up with too
many turnovers. Although the
somewhat sloppy play, the
Spartans were still able to stay
close and when Collins picked up
his fourth foul the Spartans were
three points down with almost half
a quarter to play, Bill Johnson
sank two from the charity stripe
bringing the Spartans to within
one. But a guard by the name of
Jack Crummie picked up the slack
when Collins had to go out with
foul trouble and the Spartans
could rfot stop his hot hand. At the
final buzzer Sandburg ruled and
claimed a 61-54 victory. Lillwitz
outscored Collins 19-17 and both
had a good game. Bill Johnson
also sank 15 for the Spartans and
Crummie pumped in 13.

Oak Lawn is now in second in
conference with a 5-2 record.
Behind are Sandburg and
Shepard. They still have a good
chance at the Conference crown
because they still must play
Shepard and Sandburg again, so
don't count the Spartans out of the
SICA West race.

with Spartans leading by five, but
Shepard was not going to play
dead and they came from behind
to tie Oak Lawn at 39 at the end of
regulation.

This set the stage for the over
time period. The game ended the
exact way the first half ended with
Scott KaJlqllist dropping in a 12
foot throw which (luckily) went in.
Kallquist ended up scoring 18
points and was the game saver.
Lillwitz scored only six and
Waterlander nine, so Scott was the
workhorse.

This S'et the stage for the game
against Sandburg January 20th.
The Spartans were able to get by
Stagg the night following their big
win against Shepard, 67-58. This
put the Spartans conference
record even with Sandburg's and
Shepard's at 5-1 and a three way
for the SICA conference lead.

SO THE SPARTANS MOught
their nine game winning streak
Into Orland Park and the Sand
burg Eagles home gym. Both
teams seemed to be up for the
game _llnd all eyes were on the
Spartan's 6'6" center Bill Lillwitz
and Sandburg's 6'9" center Phil
Collins. Each team traded hoops
through the first quarter and tt
ended as close as it could be a 12
12 tie. Collins, who throughout the

Cagers tighten up
BY DAN HEITING

THE SPARTANS BROUGHT a
seven game winning streak into
the Spartan Gym Friday night,
January 13 against the unbeaten
Shepard Astros, who also claimed
a seven game winning streak.

The game started out as
everyone had thought- close and
tough. Spartan center Bill Lillwitz
and Shepard big-man Mike
Waterlander battled and
neutralized each other. At the end
of the first period, the Spartans
and Shepard were at a stand still
tied at HHO. Scoring balanced out
with Water lander leading all
scorers with six.

The second quarter was not
much better than the first with
Spartan guard Scott Kallquist
scoring six of the Spartans 13
points. Kallquist's 20 foot jumper
at the buzzer sent the Spartans
into the locker room with a 32-21
lead. The main reason for the low
score was the fact that Lillwitz
was continually double and triple
teamed and came away with only
two points for the half.

THE SECOND HALF, Kallquist
caught fire and the Spartans
outscored Shepard 11-8 and
Kallquist had six of the 11.

The fourth quarter started out

Spartan big man Bill L1l1wltz goe up for a jumper and shows the form
that has him the leading scorer In the S.I.C.A. West Conference.
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College football
;

Time for

For instance, the Rose Bowl game
is always the winners of the Big
Ten and Pac-8 conferences. The
quality of both conferences has
decreased over the years and if
you saw this year's game you
know what I mean.

Even stranger than this is the
practice of inviting losers of big
games to major bowls. This is
done, as all bowl games are,
before the season is even over.
That is why there are so many
losers in the smaller bowl games.
For example,let's take the season
finale between Oklahoma and
Nebraska. Even before the game
started, they knew the winner
would go to the Orange bowl and
the loser would go to the Liberty
Bowl. Oklahoma won and went on
to beat another leftover, Ohio
State, in the Orang Bowl.

IT HA 'T BEE until the last
few years that the NCAA has
wondered if there wasn't a bettl'r
way of deciding the champion
Many Ideas have come up on how
a college football playoff would
work. One idea fluating around is
to have the winner of the four
major bowl' fac off in an
elimination playoff. Another idea
is elimination playoff at each
level. Similar to the on used in
college basketball. This would
almost certainly eliminate bowl
games, because they wouldn't be
part of the playoffs.

The latter idea seems to have
the best chance, considering the
recent creation of the 'super'
college football division. It would
now b possible to have cham
pions at different levels, as is done
by the Illinois High School
Association. This would also
eliminate some of the complaints
about 'soft schedules', since the
super teams would be playing
opponents more of their own
caliber.

playoffs
BY DAVE NIEMEYER

THE BOWL SEASON has
finally climaxed. The college
ranks have gotten us bug-eyed
with their post-season festivities,
but at least we know who's the
best, right? Well, the polls say
Notre Dame is no. I, since they
only have one defeat. But what
about Alabama, Texas, Arkansas,
and Penn State? They also
finished with only one blemish
against their record, but they
have to join the ranks of the also
rans. There is obviously only one
fair solution: a playoff.

Practically every college sport
has a playoff to decide the
champion. Yet football's national
champion is still hand-picked by a
bunch of writers and coaches.
When there are a number of teams
with identical records, who's to
say who's number one? Certainly
not partisan observers, such as
coaches. Not sports writers, who
often know less about college
footba I than the average person.
Only a Saturday on the ballfield
should de 'de who's the best.

To top it all off, the basis for
sel cting a national champion is
u ually decided by the outcome of
the bowl games. The bowl games,
though usually exciting, are just
cheap entertainment and college
football has little control over
them. Money is the big interest, so
the bowls only want name teams.

FOR EXAMPLE LOOK at USC,
a four-time loser, and a well
known team from a well-known
conference. Yeah, they went to the
Bluebonnet Bowl. Now let's look
at San Diego State, with a 10-1
record. They're not well-known,
so they wound up spending the
holidays at home.

The major bowls also have a
policy of allowing only certain
conferences to play in their bowls.

•Issue

LEFT: BlII LlIIwltz Is our male athlete of the issue. The 6'6" center
was chosen primarily because of his outstanding play during the
Spartans nine game . "Lily" Is averaging just over 23 points a game
and Is the leading scorer In the ICA West conference.

RIGHT: Our femal sel ction of this month is senior Dawn
Wesselholf. The forward-guard has led the girls' basketball team with
an average of 15 points per game. She was also voted best offense for the
wins against Lincoln-Way and Shepard.

Athletes of the
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The man who makes them run
BY BILL GEARY

AROUND 3 O'CLOCK as
students are on their way home or
to work, the Oak Lawn track team
begins loosening up for its daily
workout. It's too cold to go outside
so the trackman run on the second
floor. The hard tile plays havoc on
the tender ankles and knees of the
team that is just cranking up for
the long season that won't end
until late May. The school is quiet
except for the thundering of feet
and the constant sound of "C'mon,
c'mon" and "kick it in, kick it in."
The man yelling the en
couragement is, of course, the
mentor of the Oak Lawn Varsity
Track Team, Coach John Lewis.

But what drives a kid to

dedicate himself for seven months
to track? "We try to have fun on
this team; however there is a lot
of work too," says Lewis. Maybe
it's just a matter of pride, which
Lewis seems to instill in his team.

"Pride comes from the coaches
and from picking good kids. If I
didn't respect a kid he wouldn't be
here," comments Lewis.

COACH LEWIS HAS been
coaching track since the school
opened way back in 1952. It is he
who is responsible for the teams
twelve conference cham
pionships, including seven in the
last eight years. But Lewis did not
limit himself to track.

"I coached basketball for a
couple of years and then football
for five years." In fact, he was the

coach in 1956 when the football
won its' first and only conference
title in the school's history.

But why stick to a seemingly
less glamorous sport such as
track? "I always liked track and
there was less pressure in the
sport." Besides coaching Lewis is
also a freshmen gym teacher. He
teaches only freshmen gym for a
very good reason. "I get to know
and watch them grow up.
Sometimes they get a little wild
but I get used to it." Lewis though,
doesn't let the boys get out of hand
as he set the tone for the class with
three weeks of straight
calisthenics which he likes to call
"orientation."

LEWIS HAS HIS thoughts on
coaching, gathered over the years

by watching and listening, which
he sums up this way: "You
borrow little things from here and
there and try something different
each year and whatever doesn't
work you throwaway." Then he
turned serious. "We set goals for
the kids to reach, not unattainable
goals, but goals which are within
his reach, whether it be a 52
second quarter or a faster time. If
a kid Scores only one point in a
meet he has helped the team and
has done the best he can do. When
we win a meet, it isn't me who
wins the meet, it's their (the
teams') win."

Lewis has also won the respect
of the kids on his team, which is an
important asset. "He's the best,"
says senior sprinter Bruce Car-

ney. "He's one heck of a coach,"
says junior Ron Swanson. And
senior captain Pat Daly probably
put it best, "It's unbelievable how
much that man knows about
track." There is a sign taped to
the door of the track locker room
that sums up what it's like to be a
member of the OLCHS Varsity
Track Team. It reads: The
moment you enter the locker room
we assume that you have the pride
and desire that has made Oak
Lawn the most successful track
team in the conference. This also
means that you have accepted the
responsibility of carrying on the
tradition of work, sacrifice and
even pain that developed Spartan
track champions.





THE EVENT' SUCCESS
was evident by the audiences'
reactluns. Students said they
enioyed a chance to say thanks
to their parents. One parent
said: "We should do this again,
it was really nice!"

All in all, the event was well
received. Mr. Ricken, director,
said the Get Together may
become an annual event.

with. coupon only

Fabric & otions

150A OFF

5629 W. 87th Street
Oak Lawn, III. 60453
(312) 636-9634

AdmIssion is free, and there
will be free food for the dancers.

The BusY' Bobbin

THE PURPOSE OF THE
DANCE is to help raise money
for March of Dimes. Students
who pre-register should also ask
for a spon or sheet. The purpose
of the sh et is to have people
sponsor you for a certain
amount of money. This
procedure is like the Walk-a
Thon, exc pt It'S dancmg.

Ther will be two bands
playing at the dance, Matter of
Time, and Harvest. Prizes will
also be awarded at the dance.

H.E.R. . sponsor Mrs. At
wood is hoping for a large
turnout. If this dance goes well,
mayb it can be an annual
dance.

. .................•.•..

and Tuesday March 14. Mr.
Dzurison said that he is
especially looking for somewhat
athletic students who are
talented at smgmg and dancillg.
There are thirty-five parts
open. Tryouts will be held in the
Little Theatre after school on
the above mentioned dates.

•.....•••.......•.....

Marcb 3, 197t1

game anyway, with a 15-11
score. The funniest hit of this
game had to have been made by
Ms. Zemla, as in an effort to
receive a serve, she tripped
over the ball.

The second game brought a
victory to the facully with a
score of 15-11 with the pressure
on Mr. Godar as he served the
game point and won the game.

THE THIRD GAME was also
won by the students with a score
of 15-5 as Jeni Gorman served
the game point that won the
match for the students.

T

Mr. Rechla, Mr. Scott, Mr.
Dominiac, and an outstanding
performance from Mr.
Piaskowy, as he played in his
extremely injured slate.

AFTER A LITTLE practice
and some cheers of team spirit,
both teams were ready to play.
The match was played with the
winners of two out of the three
games, the champion. The
students took the lead from the
start. After losing the first nine
points, the faculty then made a
come back but lost the first

p.m. Students Ids are not
needed, but students who would
like to allend the dance must
pre-register in room 261.
Students not pre-regIstered will
not be admitted into the dance.

relate to.' He went on to say
that one of the reasons the play
is so popular is the music.
"People really like ill " he said.

The play will be under the
supervision of directors Tom
Dzuri:;on, Jack Roeckman, and
Joseoh Rirken

Tryouts for the play will lake
place on Tuesday, March 13.

transporlation of their children,
sellin!! tickets. and other such
problems theatre parents deal
with.

A showcase display of "Jack
and the BeanSlalk," presented
by the OLCH Traveling Youth
Company slarted the evening
off. Thi was followed with

, refreshments.

424-5355

3574 W. 95th l.

Twins Educational
Center

chool Supplie

New and Used Text Books
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BY DON A T. GEORGE
THE OAK LAW' Girl's

Volleyball team defeated
representatives of the facully in
a Student vs Faculty Volleyball
Game held on Wednesday,
February 15th. This activity
sponsored by Student Council,
was held after an early
dismissal on Wednesday.

The facully's team included
Mr. Godar, Mr. Sanderson, Mr.
Scarpelli, Mr. Craig, Mr. Lock
wood, Ms. HoUac, Ms. An
derson, Ms. Zemla, Ms. Bach,

DRAFT! G EQUIPME

H.E.R.O. is sponsoring a
Spring Maratho'l dan-I;: on
Friday, March 3. (This dat~ is
Questionabl )

The dance wilJ lake place ill
the cafeteria from 4 p.m. till 10

BY DEBBIE HAUCK

OLCHS HELD ITS fint
Theatre "Get Together"
W~ay, ~anWiry 25.

The Get Together was created
as an evening of relaxation for
the students involved in the
theatre program and their
families. It was menat to say
"Thank You" to the parents for
putting up with late rehearsals,

BY JAN Rl'A I. OW:KI

BY GLENN . GRIFFITH

WEST SIDE STORY, A
musical set in the 1950's, will
debut at OLCHS Friday, May 19
in the Little Theatre. The play
will also be pre ented May 20th,
26, and 27.

The play IS described.by Mr.
Tom Dzurison, one of the
directors of theatre, as one that
"High school students can

Second Musical Planned

Theatre Get-together Held

HERO Sponsors Dance-a-thon

BY JERRY PENDER
INCE THE BEGINNI G of

February about 100 p ople have
called in sich with what as
commonly cal1ed the measles.

The school nur e says that it
is not known if this was the
measles. Many students did not
go to their doctor. They just
assumed it was the measles.
But those who did have have
doctors diagnose it as measles,
German measles, Scarletina,
and Scarlet fever. Thus the
nurse's office is calling this just
a rash.

by Glenn S. Grirrith
Over $600 in equipment was

stolen from the music room 104
over the weekend. The
equipment included an am
plifier, a cassette tape deck, a
turnlable, and a speakers.

According to Mr. LeBrecht,
administrative assistant in
charge of finance, the suspects
apparently forced their way
into the room. Although method
of entrance into the school is not
known at this time. Mr.
LeBrecht said that the school
was seemingly locked up".

Police arrived at the school
at 7:30 a.m. Monday morning
and began their investigation.

The loss suslained to the
school due to the theft was
covered by insurance.

More theft prevention will be
the result of this incident, ac
cording to Mr. LeBrecht.

Seemingly unneeded student
extra-curricular activities will
be curlailed, more guards will
be added, and locks wil1 be
checked more fre~enlly.- \

SUMMER SCHOUL
REGISTRATION for students
currently attending OLCHS is
now iQ. progress. Summer
school classes will be held from
June 19 to July 12 for first
semester, and July 13 to August
3 for second semester.

;-I»a e"2

THE SPARTAN SWIMMING
pool will be again open to the
public. Hours for open swim
ming are 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
Admission is $1.00 for adults
and 75 cents for students.
Children under 10 must be
accompanied by an adult. All
swimmers must wear suits
provided by OLCHS. Staff
members Vern Scarpelli and
Jan Woerner will supervise the
open swims. '.

News
Notes

275UNITS OF blood have been
donated by OLCHS students and
slaff members. The blood goes
to the Christ Hospital Blood
Bank. Three more blood draws
are planned on March 22, April
25, and May 23. Parents in
ter sted in giving blood should
report to the LillIe Theatre
between 8:00 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
on the above dates. For further
information one should cal1 Mr.
D. Frigo, at 424-5200, extension
12.
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Traveling Youth Company Remembers

OLCHS CLAIMED third pIa
District honors with the efforts
of the above foursome and
commendabl contributions by
Mary Majewski, Jim Nestol'
Cathy Smitko, Debbie Hauck
Mary Flemming, and Laur~
DiFonzo.

compete in the I HA District I -HA Sectional , AdvanCing to
tournament. Sectionals w r four s nior

FOR DISTRICT OM- speakers, urt O'Hara, second
PETITIO the OLCHS speech place medal, Radio Speaking;
coach s selected the District Ken ONeill, second place
team. At I HA tournament m dal, Original omedy; Mike
only one speaker i allowed per Kolodziej, third place medal,
event for ea h participating Humorou Interpretation; and
school, whereas invitationals Terry Corletl, third plac
follow the ba ic two entries per medal. Ori2inal Oration.
event.

Round'nl'( out the Lyon
Di triel rea. weI' OL HS,
Argo, Sta g, Richards, Luther

uth, Do n rs Grove North
and South, Re'avi ,De La Salle,
Kennedy, and Lyons Township.

t\t an ISHA meet a speaker
must attain at least a third
place finish to pro eed to the

YOU'RE
A GOOD MAN

CHARLIE BROWN

LITTLE THEATRE

March 3, 4, 10 & 11, 1978
8:00 pm

OAK LAWN COMMUNITY
HIGH SCHOOL

Mary Majewski, Cathy Ott, Ken
O'Neill, Chris Kingslow, Eve
Skembar , and Rich Flis.
Juniors: Lisa Mara, Mary
Flemming, John Morzuch"
Laura DiFonzo, Karl Kraut,
Nancy May, Rick Olson, and
Debbie Hauck. Sophomores:
Cathy Smitko, Debbie
Dough rty, and Rick Bradley.

AL 0, TO THE OACHE
who all worked so hard: Head
Coach, Mr. Leary, A istants,
Mr . Tomeski, Mr. Collin, Mrs.
Dani I , McMc 001, and some
other h Ipful faculty.

On February 4, OLCHS
open d the "second season"
traveling to Lyons Township
High School in LaGrange to

After the show, the cast goes
out into the audience to talk to
the children.

I'll whole cast removes
costumes, and onc again
become OLCHS' high school
students. Problems change
from real to make-believe.
Darn th~t Algebra homework!

One little girl said, "I'm glad
you got the gold. Jack."

A LITTLE BOY, who shyly
held out a hand to the giant said,
"You know you're really mean!
I hate you!" Then the boy and
the giant shook hands.

Th harp is loved by all, and
so is Penelope, the cow, who
moos lovingly.

The cast for Jack and the Beanstalk consists of Andrea Downey,
Tina Colesby, Maureen Forrtsch, Debbie Hauck, Rhonda Kansoer,
Lauree McEathern, athy Olt, Cindy Russ, and Lori oreneen.

Forensics Closes Fine Season

I had forgotten how real
make-beJi ve is until I saw that
the audience seemed to back up
ten feet when the giant began
his "Fe fi fn fums"

TilE 1977-78 FORE I
TEAM ended a fine season with
the Wheaton Central In
vitational and the I HA
District, Sectional, and State
tournaments.

At Wheaton Central, only two
OLCHS speakers advanced to
the final round of competition.
The twosome receiving honors
were Mike Kolodziej, fourth
place, Humorous In
terpretation; and Cathy Ott,
fifth place, Declamation, and
sixth plac , Original Oration.
Due to a number of blank en
tries OLCHS faltered in the
team tally.

BY MI IIAEL KOLODZIEJ

OLCHS playing host to the
ISHA ectionals saw four
OLCHS speakers participate. Of
the four <O'Hara, 0' eill,
Kolodziej, Corlett) both O'Hara
and Kolodziej mad the final
round. Kolodziej faltered in the
finals whit O'Hara gleamed.
O'Hara captured second place I
and is off to the ISBA tate
competition at IWU on
February 18. He is the only
OLCH representative. I

With the close of the season it
would be only fair to pay tribute
to a hard-working team that
placed resp ctable all year
long. Th 1977-78 varsity
members were: Seniors: Curt
O'llara, Michael Kolodziej, I
Terry 01'1 Lt. Jim Neslor, I

As always in make-believe,
there is a happy ending. The
giant is outsmarted, and Jack
gets the gold. The mean and
wicked Dame Isabel can no
longer force Jack and his
mother to pay their debt
because the music of th harp
forces ner to dance to the end of
the world.

SO, JACK, his mother, and
their cow, Penelop, live
happily ev rafter. Oh yes,
Jack's godfather is also pi ased
that Ja k ha grown up.

10% off
with pW'tha e

R&D Florists
01'<'11 7 days

8661 . Pl.uaski

737-SflSfl

Agreat idea for EASTER

TilE GII\:\IT WAS after Jack.
Nevertheless amidst yells flOT!'
the audience of "Watch out
Jack!" he flOt awav.

News

Wh n the play began the
mood changed, and all of us (the
audience and cast included)
were climbing up the beanstalk
and Into the land of the sky

CAB

BY DEBBIE HAUCK

As the mu i started the
audience of Kindergarteners
through third graders squirmed
tu find the best s ats.

I HAD ALMOST forgotten
about the world of make·
believe. Then the cast of "Jack
and the Beanstalk" began its
tour. It debuted at a grammar
school in Lemont, followed by a
public production at the Oak
Lawn Public Library.

~y DONNA ST. GEORGl!:'

THE JUNIOR CLA was
again successful in sponsoring
its Annual weethearts Tur
nabout Dance held Saturday,
February 11th.

Although many p ople
thought the dance would not be
successful due to the number of
sports events also held that day,
the turnout was very good with
over 400 people attending.

To make up for the scheduling
of the dance conflicting with
many people involved in sports,
the junior class- allowed thesp
p ople fr e aamlssion w the
dance, because many of th m
could not make it until the
dance was more than half over.

Officers of th junior class, as
well as sponsors, Mr. Vazzana
and Ms. Rag dale, have heard
no complaint about the dance
or the band so far, and beli ve it
to be a success. The dance has
brought a profit close to $500 for
t f' Junior class. Now that the
Sweetheart Dance has proved
u h a succ s to the junior

cia s, they hav high hope in
their plans for p'·'lm.



A FEW YEARS back, the class of 1975 donated
furniture to be used in the Junior-Senior Lounge of the
cafeteria, as a class gift. At that time, the furniture
consisted of cushioned chairs, coffee tables and bean
bag chairs. Over the years since then, different pieces
of furniture have been removed, due to students
tearing them apart. Now, there are only a dozen or so
chairs and a few tables remaining.

Mr. Hill, Cafeteria Supervisor, has removed these
remaining pieces of furniture, because this problem
has gotten so out of hand. Because of the problem of
litter from the concession machines, he is also con
sidering either shutting off or completely removing
these machines as well. He said that he has been
considering doing this since last year, when the
situation began to get bad. Even though this is a
rather drastic measure, the Spartanite feels that if
students can't handle the responsibility of keeping the
lounge c.lean and safe from vandal ism, there is no
other alternative.

When one looks at the few remaining pieces in the
lounge, it is really sad. According to Mr. Hill, every
chair in the lounge has been vandalized in one way or

nother, either by ripping the foam from in the inside
r pouring beverages over the covering. It is hard to
elieve that there was once $2,500 worth of furniture

in the lounge.

THE PROBLEM OF litter in the lounge is one
which is becoming worse as each day passes.
Cafeteria staff members must spend much time
cleaning the lounge after the first three periods,
which the Spartanite feels should not be necessary.
Students should be able to keep the lounge clean
themselves.

As most students are aware, staff members of
OLCHS monitor the cafeteria during first, second,
third and seventh periods; however, this has not
solved the problem in the Junior-Senior Lounge. Last
year, at the request of the students, the staff mem
bers were taken out of the cafeteria during these
periods, with the idea that students could supervise
themselves. When it was found that this did not work,
members of the Senior Class Advisory Board took
their turn at monitoring, but to no avail.

The Spartanite feels that the staff members who
currently monitor the cafeteria during non-lunch
periods should better watch over students occupying
the lounge. This perhaps would prevent the constant
littering and vandalism. Stricter punishment for such
offenders would also be effective.

AS MR. HILL states, "The situation may improve
temporarily, but it will never improve permanently.
The responsibi Iity is not with the teachers, but with
the students themselves." The Spartanite agrees with
this philosophy, and believes that, should these
machines and pieces of furniture be removed, it is

II- e rv
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"Lot4}4} of Problellls

What happened
ROY BERNARD

BY BOB PARKER becomes almost impossible to
drive through the parking lot
because the cars are hanging
out so far.

The school should have
someone watch the lot and give
notices to these students who
don't know how to park
properly. The lot is kept in good
condition, the maintenance men
always have it plowed. The only
problem with the snow is that
they pile it in front of the gate so
we have to walk over the pile.
They should shovel a path for
the students to walk in.

THE PEOPLE WHO keep on
violating the parking rules
should be notified, and if things
don't improve, their parking
permit should be taken away.

, M&H "
income Tax ---ervice

3754 W. 1 I J[h
Chicago, 77Y·5<)()()

... ....o1lI

ON MOST MORNINGS
during the winter months, the
student parking lot resembles a
snow-bound road when
everyone abandons their cars.
The lot has ample parking for
all the students who drive to
school, but many times spaces
become limited. Many of the
students must feel that they can

" park any way or any where they
want to.

On some mornings students
have formed a single line of
cars down the center of the lot.
There is supposed to be two
lines of spaces there. Also the
students feel that they can use
as many spaces as they want,
but the lot will soon only be able
to hold half as many cars if
everyone does this. Another
problem is where the middle
spaces are to be formed,
because usually during the
winter months the lot is covered
with snow. Sometimes it

reason th Y did this because
they fe I theatre isn't a "major
event. "

I would ii:<e to see some
school officials look into the
matter. Perhaps rearrange
scheduling. OLCHS theatre
deserv s its time without
having to worry about a
disturbance.

Change to Open Dat

J.J.'s Cyc\ery - 1
8741 S. Harlem

598-7979

Dear Editor:
Concerning your article in the

January edition of the par
tanite, "The Man Who Makes
Them Run", on behalf of the
Oak Lawn track team I would
like to say that the article on our
coach was very motivating, but
the Oak Lawn track team's
succe s does not lie alone in
Coach Lewis. We also have two
other coaches unmentioned in
your article: Coach Storer and
Coach Dunn. I could positively
say (and both present and past
member feel the same way
alsol, that success would have
not tak n place if it wasn't for
the combined effort of all our
respectable coaches.

ONE OF THOSE THAT
HAS BEE R N

Dear Editor:
The lack of chairs in

Junior- enior Lounge is
ridiculous. The problem is that
many freshmen and
sophomores think the lounge
was made for them, while many
juniors and seniors have to sit
on the benches outside of the
lounge: The cafeteria coor
dinators should crack down on
these underclassmen by
checking their ill's. The;) we
can give the Junior-Senior
Lounge back to whom it
belongs.

thing is that the peopl art:
becoming less and less aware of
the things these famous men
have done because less and les
is said about them. Now we no
longer get Lincoln's birthday
off.

The grammar schools around
here had a day off to celebrate
Lincoln's birthday. Too bad we
didn't at least get a day off too.

to oiLI Abe?

C.D.

Dear Editor:
I find it strange to see OLCHS'

H.E.R.O. Club sponsoring a
disco-dance marathon from 4 to
10 on the exact date of the
opening night of the musical
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown."

There is no way this dance
could be held on this date
without distrubing the per
formance, performers, and
audience. The band would no
doubt be loud and the dance
attenders would be "straying."

Also the performance date for
this production had been set a
good two months ago. Why
didn't H.E.R.O. care to look into
the schedule for this date? If it
were an away event it is quite
understandable. Or is the

Denr Editor:
Th cheerlead rs are sup

posed to pep up the team
members. They are supposed to
relate their chee to what is
going on in the game. I went to
every football game of the
s ason, and the Varsity
che rleaders were disgusting.
The basketball game against
Lincolnway last weekend was
th last one I was able to stand.
Sophomores and even freshmen
were out there cheering the
t am on, watching the game
and doing their cheers. The
Varsity got out there and
spoiled my evening with their
"Let's Boogie" and "Do the
Funky Chicken", and even they
did a cheer that is a takeoff of
the song, "We Will Rock You"
by Queen. If the cheerleaders
worried more about the game
than how cute they look boogie
ing, maybe there would be a
better turnout at sports.

. -,.. """Ill ,.. "'III

....lIIl

.... ... I-

Washington's birthday off this
year, but this isn't tru ,and he's
the mo t famous American
ther ever was, the first
president of the United tates of
America. What is it coming to if
we can't even have a day off to
honor such famou men as
George Washington and
Abraham Lincoln?

I CE I STARTED school, I
alway remember getting a day
off for both of th se men's
birthdays. Two famous men
who are remember d mainly on
February 12th and 22nd. Come
to think of it, we don't even
celebrate thier birthdays on
thes days because of these
holidays being changed to
either Monday or Friday.

I know it' nice to have a
three-day weekend. The ironic

BY SARAH BROOKS

ear Editor:
I would like to reply to Jan

Racinowski's article in the
Valentine's issue of the Spar
tanite. In my opinion, Jan, you
think that just because your
taste in guys is bad, that every
girl's is. There are only a few
guys who would do what you
claimed, and chances are you
got stuck with one of them.
Now, because you were
probably stood up and lell as
you put it, "candyless, cardless,
and prid less," do you actually
think that all the other girls
were also? If you do, you've got
another thing coming. Maybe
the guy you chose is trying to
tell you something.

LOVI GLY YOURS,
B..

ear Editor:
I would like to complain

about the grading system at
OLCHS. In my gym class, we
currently have ping-pong. I
have never b en an expert at
the sport, in fact, 1'10 rather
rotten. I like to play for fun, and
the last time I had even looked
at a ping-pong table was almost
two years ago. To get to the
point, our class is being graded
according to wins and losses,
which means that if I lose all or
almost all of my games, I'll
flunk. Since gym is now added
into a person's grade point
average, this means that I will
probably lose grade points
because of it. I don't think that it
is fair that I should be subjected
to this kind of moronic grading
system, and, should this really
hurt my grade, I will certainly
do more about it than complain.

JOH DOE, SENIOR

.. ABRAHAM L1NCOL WA a
famous president born and
raised in our state, Illinois.
Famous for the Gettysburg
Address and many other things
that dealt with th Civil War, he
is Illinois' most famous person.
So why don't we gf t his birthday
off?

We get Washington's birthday
off, and Lincoln is just as
famous as Washington is to the
people of Illinois. I bet some day
the people from Jimmy Carter's
home state have his birthday
off, and the p ople of Michigan
have Gerald Ford's birthday
off. The peopl of Chicago have
Martin Luther King's birthday
off. What's one day off?

I heard around the school that
we weren't even going to gt
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volved. Three of these cast
members are talented fresh
men who show much potential.
The fact that we only had two
female roles to fill was of course
a very difficult one. For the
most part the ladies that were
selected exhibit solid sense of
responsibility which com
pliments their talents. So far the
overall rehearsal period has
proven to be an enjoyable
learning experience for all
involved."

A lot of time and effort is
being put into this large-scale
production, not only by the cast
buy by anyone who is associated
with the production.

THE PLAY ITSELF is a
comedy with many fine musical
numbers. It is based on the
comic strip "Peanuts" by
Charles M. Schulz. Although the
title suggests a pre-adult script
it is far from that. The play was
a smash success on Broadway
and is a highly regarded
musical that is done nation-wide
by many theatrical groups. It is
a mature script, and Producer
Joseph Rieken stated it best in
the last issue of the Spartanite
as being "a fast moving comedy
and rapid fire play that leaves
the audience laughing ... at
itself. "

Tickets are available from
cast members and anyone
related to the show. They will
also be sold at the door or can be
gotten in rooms 205 and the
music room and room 133.

The fi!,st musical of the year
is guaranteed to be an event one
will not forget. See what OLCHS
theatre is all about and enjoy.

Ii. Post "\Vpt Floor" sig-n and harrirrs
wh('n cleaning- or re-finishing- floors. AI
\\'a~'s kppp traf)je off until floors an' thor
oug-hl~' dr~.

I. 11insp floor eomplP(el~' and allo\\' to dry
lll'fon' appl~'ing- finish.
R. I\P('P oil off floors. .
~I. '-\\'(lid cal'l'lpss p1<IC('nlPl1t of tools altd
(''1 ui pmC'nt.
Ill. (; round pl('e! ric cords \\'h lip olH'rat i 11g
floor ma('hinps, val'uums and o\l1('r ('11'('

t rieal a""lian('('s.
II. l's(' non-slip "ad lInd(',· small rug's.

Musical

'.-

BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ

THE UPCOMING MUSICAL,
"You're a Good Man Charlie
Brown" surely shows
tremendous promise to be one
of the oustanding highlights
here at OLCHS during the 77-78
school year.

"You're a Good Man Charlie
Brown," is being directed by
Mr. Tom Dzurison, is being
produced by Head of Theatre,
Mr. Joseph Rieken, and is being
musically arranged by Mr.
Jack Roeckman. The musical
has a fine cast with a good
amount of theatrical experience
plus some highly regarded
newcomers to the program.

The first musical of the year
is set to debut on the weekend of
March 3 (Friday) and March 4
(Saturday), with two per
formances also on the following
weekend of March 10 and 11.

THERE ARE TWO CASTS.
One cast for the two Friday
shows and the other for the two
Saturday shows. The cast
features Jim Nestor and Curt
O'Hara as Charlie Brown, Lisa
Maras and Cathy Smitko, as
Lucy, Mike Kolodziej and Ed
Delso as Schroeder, John Miner
as Linus, Cindy Russ and Diane
Randle as Patty, and Curt Lang
as Snoopy.

Director Tom Dzurison
describes his cast as being, "A
very talented group that
displays an abundance of
knowledge in the musical
comedy arts. A refreshing
factor with this cast is the
amount of talented and en
thusiastic uys that are in-

ASSURED PERFORMANCE

THROUGH QUALITY CONTROL

FL OaR ~AFETY TIPS
I. Always pick up paper clips, pap('r,
cig'ard\p hulls al1d <I\I1I'r drOl'l rei articl.,s
iI11ITIl'diat(,I.I'.
2. S\\,P('p floors fl'Pqll<'l1t I~' to pn'\,C'n\ ac
cUIl1IIi,tli<ll1s of dilt from Iwil1g' s::-rnunrl
il1to fil1ish.
:l. AI\\'a~'s \\'ipe up floors prornptl~' wl1l'l1
t1H'~ g-p( wl't (\raek-in,ll'aks, C'\e.).
I. I1pplacp \\'orn till'S promptl.I'.
.'. ('h()o~(' a slip rl'tardal1t finish \\'1H'n
type of surfac(' or tratlic condItions rna!;('
It Itl'C('6Sary.
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become No.1 here at OLCHS.
"BUT ROBERTS PULLED A

DOUBLE CROSS. He got the
money, then killed Amin. No
doubt he planned to sell you into
slavery---there are a lot of
schools that could use you."

I WAS AFTER Spencer T.
Roberts, my kidnapper and
fellow cafeteia monitor, when
he ran into the library. Four
Norwegians, swearing at each
other in Spanish, blocked my
pursuit by jamming up the
doors. Suddenly, I saw someone
who could help me.

His name was Billy
Dangerous, and he was. Not to
me, of course; I wanted him
because he was head criminal
in the school and employer of
the greatest assassin in
recorded history.

"Hiya, Billy."
"REGRESSION! You got

nothing on me! Nothing! I'm
clean!" Two burly Armenian
exchange students that must
have been his bodyguards
started taking an interest in
me; they took off their shades
and reached for the slight
bulges in their jackets. But guns
are no match for cafeteria
monitors.

"I got plenty on you, Billy 
and don't think these pals of
yours will stop me from running
you in." I indicated the apes
with the itchy armpits. "But
don't get all worried. All I want
right now is to have a little talk
with the Chipmunk."

"The Chipmunk? But why ---
'" My look convinced him to
shut up. "Okay, sure, sure." He
snapped his fingers and left. I
looked around, but didn't see
anyone.

"SO WHAT DO you want?"
He was behind me. I turned
around.

There he was. Mark "The
Chipmunk" Marks, once the
greatest killer of all time. He
gained his rep in the famous
"Pizza War" in New York. He
singlehandedly wiped out Vito
Corleone and his entire Family.
Then, working for Vincente
Totino, he destroyed the
Columbraro empire and as a
finishing touch made a bloody
hit on Mama Celeste. It was a
grotesque scene: He put her in
the pepperoni machine, and she
was found in 71 separate piz
zals, all "Super-Deluxes."

He was a dangerous one. His
hobbies were bullfighting and

weapons. He once took a trip to
Uganda to steal Idi Amin's
basketball.

LATELY, HOWEVER, he'd
fallen on hard times. The money
just wasn't coming in, and he'd
taken to killing anything he
could----flies, mice, aluminum
siding salesmen.

"Hi, Marks. Strangle any
bears lately?"

"Get to the point,
Regression," he said, crushing
an ant between his fingers.

"I WANT TO put out a con
tract. Or are you too washed up
to do a real hit?"

"Just give me the name," he
said, watting a moth, "and I'll
get it done. You're a good
muscleman, Regression, and
you can kill in a fight, but you'll
never be a good assassin. No
finesse," he said, stepping on a
cockroach.

"I don't need philosphy. Get
to it."

"RIGHTO," he said, kicking
a passing freshman where it
counts. "but what's in it for
me?"

I described what would be in
it for him if he turned down the
offer. No one stands up to Rex
Regression, cafeteria monitor -
not even the world's top
assassin. He flung the Nor
wegians aside and entered the
library. I followed.

We ran into Sherlock
Rosenberg, the detective, just
coming out of a faint. I pointed
out Spencer T. to Mark Marks
and told him to kill. I sat down
to talk, oblivious to screams
from the other side of the
library, where Roberts was
having it out with the deans.

"REGRESSION! .. Am I glad
to see you," said Rosenberg.
"There's been a most heinous
plot perpetrated against you.
That corpse in back, which we
mistook for you, is none other
than Horace Amin Dada!"

"Horace Amin? Idi's brother
from the Chicago public school
food service?"

"None other. Roberts was
supposed to kidnap you and
deliver you to Amin for a
handsome fee. Amin would get
the greatest cafeteria monitor
in the world for practically

9ovt~utiR~~ViUId

BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ

IT ALL BEGINS in a small,
rural Indiana farm town, and in
due time spreads cross-country.
What happens can cause one to
think. To think about that
inescapable, eerie, and mind
boggling question: "Are we
alone'!"

"Close Encounters of the
Third Kind", directed by Steven
Spielberg stars Richard
Dreyfuss, Francois Truffaut,
and Terri Garr in a rather
different movie.

"Close Encounters of the
Third Kind", is an intimate epic
of goodwill. It is about a select
group of individuals who are
drawn to meet the aliens of
outerspace, our neighbors of
another near galaxy, the UFO
phenomenons.

DIRECTOR SPIELBERG
has blended a fine array of
lighting effects, queer musical
arrangement, stars, and human
curiosity. The story is on a
constant level of excitement

and interest with the final forty
minutes hitting an ultimate
climax.

Dreyfuss and Truffaut give
excellent portrayals of their
characters, believable and
instinctive. And the extras used
in the flick don't act as though
they're HIRED extras. The
acting is real.

"CLOSE ENCOUNTERS" is
not the "Star Wars" sci-fi type.
It is calmer, and is not forced on
the audience. It follows a unique
story plot and development
pattern. The special effects are
as good as "Star Wars," and in
some senses better.

The flick is one of the best I
have seen, and trust me, I have
seen many movies. It is an
experience everyone should not
miss.

The movie adds up to be this:
Not the average Tom, Dick or
Harry flick. It is surprisingly
different, witty, well-written,
etc. It could grab a few Oscars.
I give it four stars.

"WE ARE NOT ALONE."

~~: Janitorial Service
Industrial • Commercial • Institutional

734 W. Madison • Chicago, Illinois 60606
(312) 726-4912

SERVING SOUTHWEST CITY & SUBURBS
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SPORTS SHORTS Swimmers show class

WHY USE
TEMPORARIES?

• r::ustnmers sCW0 ')1 ' fnr I enefit expenses.
Fmployee benefits account tor an average of
54000 per year per employee That's an impor
tant savings that's passed on to the customer.
• Customers save on the high price of absen
teeism There is no absenteeism With temporary
s rvice employees Customers pay only for the
work that IS performed
• Customers save on turnov rand recruitment
costs The temporary service company handles
allturnov rand recruitment problems. at no extra
cost Customers do not have to pay for flexible
lif styl sand population mobility that can and
riC' cost businesses i"IIIIIOf'S ach l8ar

• Approximately 75% of all business expenses arA
related to personnel. including fringe benefits.
absenteeism, recruitment. and turnovers.
• Many employees areneeded only during the
"peak" business periods yet remain on company
payrolls during the "valleys"
• Even when business is booming. overtime
expenses may take a large chunk out of profits
due to lower productivity during overtime hours.
• "Routine" Jobs may become so routine that
employee turnover and recruitment become
an expensive liability to employers.

734 W. MADISON ST.• CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60606

LAKE SHORE Labor Service, Inc.

by David Niemeyer

The girl 'varsity sWIm t am placed fifth at the conference meet
held at Stagg on Saturday, Feb. 11, while the J.V. team captured
first the day before. Peggy Wantiez was the conf renc champ in
th 100 yd. breast-stroke and Jill Mastela broke her own diving
record placing fourth. Fourth place medals were also won by Jane
Cieplak, Mastela, Wantiez, and Kelly Heintz in the 200 medley
relay and in the 400 fre r lay by Heintz, Laura Harper, Carol
Frieling, i'lnd Debby Galica. Winning medals for the J.V. team
were Joan Rainsford, first place, 200 free; Debbi Marshall, first
place, 500 fr ; and Nancy Lough, Marshall, Julie McCormick, and
Rainsford, fir t place, 400 free relay. At districts the girls placed
seventh out of fourteen teams. Sixth place medals were won by
Frieling, Mary Anicich, Wantiez, and Galica in the 200 medley
relay. Th y also set a new school record for this event. Other sixth
places were taken by Wanti z, 100 fly; and Galica, Rainsford,
Wantiez, and Lough, 400 fr e r lay.

The Girl's Gymnastics Team nas started it's new sea on with a
win to Oak Forest and a 10 to Tinley Park la t week. The team is
very optimistic this year with hopes that putting more difficulty in
their routines will bring a very successful season. Coach Janet
Wo rn r has a new assistant coach this year, that being Howard
Rubin. Coach Woerner explains, "The girls really like Mr. Rubin
and he helps them alol, h 's excellent at tumbling."

Boys Indoor Track

Girls Swimming

wno says school spirit is something. "I always announce many of the swimmers were hit
limited to the basketball courts good performances. win or by a wave of sickness, including
and th football fields? lose" he commented. Scarpelli Coach Scarpelli himself, who

Coach Vern Scarpelli and his has started another new was sick for the first week of the
Green Wave certainly have tradition, the "swimmer of-the- season.
disproved that. In case you week" award, with great prizes Despite the difficulties, the
don't hear the stud nt an- like a brand new 1947 Green Wave was able to keep
nouncements, like mo t of the Studebaker Winged Victory their heads above water, thanks
school, the swimmers have automobil ,a short-wave radio, in part to the largest turnout
been praising the ac- and a cas of Shampoo d Wolfe ever for boys swimming. A total
complishments of other Spartan men's hair detergent. Scarpelli of 43 swimmers tried out, 21 for
atl}letes. This se ms especially promises bigger and b tter the Varsity and 22 freshmen.
strange in a school where things in the future. Scarpelli has been forced to use
athlt sseem to care only about Whatha theboysswimteam a relatively young team,
one sport; their own. accomplished this year? Th y composed mainly of

Coach Scarpelli, the man got through the pre-season for sophomores and juniors. Even
b hind these announcements, one thing. That was a bigger with a large varsity squad,
explain why he has be n doing feat than one might think. The they're all able to swim twice a
thi : ") really think there is a Green Wav opened training meet and most of them swim
need for mutual respect among with only four seniors swim- three times.
athletes. Winning conference, mingo In addition, the swim- The Varsity team is lead by
just finishing a season is a big mers start d weighllifting on a juniors captain Mike Demar
accomplishment and I think it regular basis for the first time. tino, Bob Shields, Bill Aninich,
should b recognized. Coaches But th biggest problem for and seniors Greg Bresnahan,
have thanked me and maybe the swimmers by far has be nand Shaun Flynn. They will be
they'll do the same for us when the inability to get everyone at playing four consecutive road
we finish our season." practice. Thi is the first year games against Tinley Park,

Scarpelli also mentioned its boys swimming began in Reavis. Morton East. and Argo.
an honor to be congratulated by February instead of November, Scarpelli also has three
your peers. As any athlete can when most winter sports start. sophomores whom he feels will
tell you, moral support is a This in itself would not present soon be in the OLCHS Record
grealthing to have on your side. too mllch of a problem. But for books. "Th y are about one or
But their seems to be litlle of it some reason, the IHSA decid d two meets from shattering four
at OLCHS, except in major to overlap the girls swim season sophomor records for this
sports such as football, with the boys. This forced the school", predicted Scarpelli.

The Boy's track team is 1-2 as they meet the halfway point in the basketball and volleyball. boys to practice at night. Some They are sophomore Captain,
winter track season. The Spartan swim coach also of th swimmer had legitimate Jim Klinger in the 200 and 500

The Spartan victory came again t New Trier East. In that meet gives his own team its share of reasons for missing practice, yard freestyle; Todd Martin in
Junior John Schinter received three firsts in th 50 yard high publicity. He wants people to such as jobs, but a few kids just the 100 yard butterfly; and Jim
hurdles, triple jump and nigh jump. Other firsts for Oak Lawn were know there is a swim team and skipped practice and had to be Wielebnicki in the 100 yard
Mark Ksiazek in the 50 yard low hurdles; Ron Swallson in the long that they have accomplished reprimand d. On top of that, breaststroke.
jump; Ed hWanin th «O~~d~h;a~M~e~fi~aM~theL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~ ~ ~

shot put. OLCHS also won the 12-lap relay.' .\
The tra k team ran a triangular meet agamst Morto' West and

doffman E tates last we k. Mike Lehmann snar d the only
Spartan first, with a victory in the shot put. The track team placed
a host of second-place finishers, including a second in the mile
relay.

'l ne ::>partans will end their season March 25. "I use the indoor
track sea on mainly for helping each players as an individual" said
head coach John Lewis. After that the spring outdoor track sea on
cnmmenc S.--------------
Girls Gymnastics

* Approved by III. Offlc. of Education

* New courses Ilartinllibout every 2 weeks
• 2 and 4 week cour... 15 to 18 yrs. old

• Home pick:up for all drivinlllessons
• Free trip to ,ta'lon for permit

• Auto insurance discount certificate

____~:~_:'A~~~~~~~~~~~~.:~:..~~~~ingtertif iaI.:e':'~;ii'_

" Aa,es 423-1212 Info:~tion,,--
""
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Oak Lawn

GA2-9220

Our thanks to

Rupich Pharmacy

5209 W 95th

Skokie and Evanston.
Team members include

Janet Dedore, Marge Berkery,
Marge Brandt, Peigy Brooks,
Tammy Budzius, Delores
Douce, Dianne Evans, Sue
Gardner, Jan Genis, Jeni
Gorman, Joanne Haubenreiser,
Rita Irlbacker, .Sherry Iser,
$tacey Ivy, Sue Jaksich, Debbie
Jones, Tama KOZUb, Mary
Leske, Jan Lucerto, Chris
Morong, Pat Murray, Diane
Palumbo, Karen Peters, Lori
Ralston, Leo Rizzi, Sandy
Russo, Mary Ryan, Celeste
Ryaczewski, Carol Schiavetti,
Mari Schmitz, Kristie Schryver,
Nancy Sobol, Kathy Sullivan,
Penny Treantafeles, Judy
Vargos, Dena Wetzel, and Terry
Wysocki.

I find it very ironic how
Sandburg seems to be the thorn
in Oak Lawn's side. Looking
back to the football season, the
gridmen had a tremendous
chance to win the conference
championship if they could have
beat Sandburg in the last game
of the year. As fate would have
it, through, Sandburg won 6-0
snapping th Spartans five
game winning streak and
crushing their dreams of a title.
The same holds true for the
Cagers who lost to Sandburg
and started the Spartans on a
losing skid, damaging their
chances for a spot at the top of
the S.l. .A. West Conferen e.

In conclusion, I think that if
the Spartan gridmen and
Cagers ar planning to have
success in the future and at
tempting to take the conference
crown in their respective
sports, they should either
change conferences or try to
reverse the curse Sandburg has
on them.

WINS

Sandburg game ~he Spartans
had a 5 and 1 conference record
and at the time this story is
being written their record
stands at 8 and 6, thus meaning
their record since losing to
Sandburg is 3 and 5 putting
them in third place in con
ference

One of the bright spots in the
now dismal basketball year is
All- tate possibility Bill
Lillwitz. Bill is the leading
scorer in the S.LC.A. West
Conference and 11th in the
metropolitan area. He has
played outstanding all year,
scoring in double figures in 12
out of 13 conference games.
Scott Kallquist has also played
a strong guard position and has
a very good possibility of All
conference honors.

EVEN THOUGH OAK Lawn's
conference hope are over, they
can still look forward to the
Class AA state playoffs. They
open up at the Richards'
Regiona

\

end. That makes a fine per
formance more than winning
do s."

The badminton team had a
terriffic record last year, being
conference champs, district
champs, and then winnin.g
s cond in state. Coach Dorne IS
very optimistic in her outlook of
the season, explaining, "Many
team members from last year
have graduated. but I'm con
fident in the kids. They have a
winning attitude and they look
strong, although they do need
more experience." .

THE BADMI TO TEAM is
pleased to have been asked to
compete in two big invitations
this season at Arlington and
Sandburg, as well as two dual
meets on the north side, at

~tagg, three new players had to
be used, because a few of the
regulars couldn't make it. But .. •
they did their job, winning two
out of three games for the
handicap team. It was the
scratch team that ran into a
wall. They could only salva~e

one game so the bowlers wound
up with a split for the day.

AFTER THE REGULAR
season ends, the bowlers will
compete in the individual
conference tournament to be
held on March 9 and 16. Mr.
Gahala will send Oak Lawn's
top five bowlers to represent theSpartans. 1.. ..

SANDBURG
OES IT AGAIN

Spartans Lose

BADMINTON
BY DONNA ST. GEORGE

Boy's Bowling

AFTER LOSING THEIR first
meet to Homewood-Flossmoor,
the Girl's Badminton Team has
returned to their usual success,
winning meets against Niles
West and Oak Forest.

The team lost in their meet
against Homewood-Flossmoor
with a very close score of 4-3
and won their meets against
Niles West and Oak Forest with
scores of 7-0 and 5-2, respec
tively.

When asked which team
members made outstanding
performances in the season so
far Coach Dorne replied, "I
thir'ut all the girls were out
standing whether they won. or
they lost. They all kept trymg
and didn't give up right to the

BY DAN HEITING

IT WAS ALMO T predic
table; once an Oak Lawn team
gets rolling and a winning
streak develops and there are
high hopes for a conference
championship does the bomb
drop. Such is the case involving
the Spartan varsity basketball
team.

While being expertly coached
by Len Scaduto and Skip
Sullivan the Spartans put
together the winning com·
bination and this resulted in a 9
game winning streak. They also
established themselves as a
lethal threat in the S.LC.A.
West Conference. But the
bottom dropped out on the
Spartans hopes when they in
vaded Carl Sandburg's gym.
There was a three-way tie for
first place with Oak Lawn,
Sandburg, and Shepard each
sharing a spot at the top. That
all changed as Sandburg top
pled the Oak Lawn cagers. This
was the beginning of the end for
the Spartans. Going into the

BY DAVE NIEMEYER

THE BOYS' BOWLING team
is only a few games away from
winning conference as they
head into the last meet of the
season.

The bowlers split six games
with Luther South, their closest
opponent. That gave them a
three game lead on Luther
South, and to put it bluntly, the
runners-up would need a minor
miracle to conquer the Spar
tans.

A few recent troubles have
prevented the Spartans from
taking the title outright. Against

In the State competition
beginning with districts, Chuck
Sanow, Mike Morganthaler, and
Ken Spitzer this time at (155)
again capture first place
finishes advancing them to the
sectitlhals at Riverside Brook
field. A first, second or third
place finish at sectionals would
advance Sanow, Morgy or
Spitzer to the state finals held in
Champaign at the U of L

After one of the most suc
cessful seasons in their history,
and still having three wrestlers'
in state competition a lot of the
varsity teams success needs to
go not only to coach Lawson and
Asst. Mike Woerner, but also
sophomore coach Jerry Wallin
who again came up with a
conference champ in John
Major and a strong sophomore
team, which will give the
varsity plenty of talent next
year, as it has been doing the
last couple of years.

Skill, Determination, Guts 
these three words best describe
Oak Lawn's grapplers. Led by
coach Chuck Lawson to a 17-3
rel{Ular season record the team
went on to capture 1st place in
the S.LC.A. West conference
tournament at Reavis and then
a third place finish at Sandburg
in district competition.

1st place finisher's in the
conference tournament were
Chuck Sanow (138) the only
junior to place, Mike
Morgenthaler (145) and Ken
Spitzer (167) both of whom
finished with only 2 regular
season - losses, 2nd place was
captured by George Klahn
(05), Greg Ramires (112), and
Jim Dunning (185). The only 3rd
place finisher was Jeff Williams
at heavyweight. Other's turning
in strong performances to
enable the wrestlers to take
first were Jim Burndt (98i, Bob
Waller (19), junior Keith
Wagner (132), and junior Doug
Murphy (155).

Conference Crown

Grapplers Capture

by Wade Krause
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Athletes of the

to compete and to him there is
no easy road to glory in college
ahead.

"College is gonna be much
harder than high school, you
can never try to breeze through
one event," he says. "There is
no slipping."

"DAVE, TO ME, is a good
gymnast and could be an out
standing gymnast in college."
Comments his head coach and
main teacher for the past four
years, Larry Kelly. "He is a
great person because he is
always helping others.

As far a th academic asp ct
is concerned, he is studvinl!
business. He told me that he
would like to tak up a study in
the course of computer Science.
Maybe some day he'll be a
computer programmer or
technician.

"I grew up a lot," stated the
dark-hair d individual. "I
learned an awful lot about life
as well a gymnastics. I gues
you could say I grew up a bit
through all the injuries and
work, specially a a gymnast

FINALLY. my last question
was the obvious. All the punish
ment and pain, was it worth it?

With a liltle grin on his face he
said, to m , "Bill, you know as
well as 1 do its worth it. Well
worth it.

Insid I smil d to myself and
thought to my elf, 'That guy
deserves mor credit than I
thought, for a little guy."

girl wears jewelry on the
court they must do finger drags
across the gym floor. Finger
drags consist of slouching over
and dragging your fingertips
across the floor. This is con·
sidered a good defensive drill.

LAST YEAR THE team
placed third in conference but
this year they may do better
because Coach Groth feels that
th y have improved over last
year.

BY BILL LlLLWITZ

DAVE TSURUSAKI is an
OLCHS gymnast, who, as I'm
told by many of his peers, is one
of the most dedicated athletes
they have seen. He is a team
leader in all aspects of the
phrase. Mentally and physically
he is the inspiration to a bunch
of hard working guys down in
the auditorium gym.

"He is one of the hardest
workers I've ever seen," ac
cording to assistant coach
Rubin, ''I've seen him work
while in pain so many times,
gathering his teeth and all, but
he never stops.

After all the finishes and stats
are in the book (lst place - side
horse - districts, 2nd - high bar 
districts, 3rd - all -around 
districts, and 4th - all-around 
conf r nce) there is another
side to Dave, and that i the
future. Dave is hoping to
become a cholared athlete and
go to coli ge. To what college or
univer ity he is not sure.

"THERE ARE A FEW that I
really have an interest in." savs
th quiet speaking s nior, "U.
of I., I.S.U., and North rn Ill.
Th Yall pre ent what I want in
m .year as an undergrad."

1Ihe college life for Dave wiIJ
be qivided into two important
parts', tbletics and academi s.
Athletically, he thinks he is
ready mentally and physically

Dave Tsurasaki Oak Lawn's little big man.

Not bad for
a little guy

sprained their ankles, while
Traynor has a bruised
shoulderbone. In addition to
this, Wesselholf broke her
finger and she is one of the main
players.

However, Coach Groth keeps
the girl on the ball during
practice, doing the basics such
as ball handling and offensive
and defensive work. She also
has a rule that for every free
throw missed during a game,
the girl must shoot ten in
practice. Another rule is if a

scorer is forward Dawn
Wesselholf. The senior usually
gets 14 points a game and was
named best offense against
Lincoln-Way, Shepard and
Lincoln-Way scoring 31, 18 and
15 points respectivelr.

Lydia Kuyawa, Junior for
ward, has a good defen e and
moves well offensively too. She
averages 9 rebounds and 12
points per game.

Substitutes for the team are
Sue Wasowicz, center-forward;
Shelly Wantiez, forward-guard;
Nancy Dowd, forward-guard;
and Cathy Traynor, center
forward.

ALTHOUGH COA H GROTH
thinks they might have a snatch
at the crown, injuries may hold
the girl back.

An of the above mentioned
substitutes, except Dowd, are
injured. Wantiez and Wasowicz

•Issue

three or four years and
therefore have had the ex
perience playin~ as a team.

IN THE POSITION of center
is 5' 1" junior Missy Wierzgac.
Being the tallest on the team,
Wierzgac is responsible for the
majority of the rebounds,
averaging 11 a game. She is also
a good defensive player.

Junior guard Mary
Haubereiser plays well on both
sides of the court.
Haubereiser's average number
of points per game is 12 and she
was named as best offense and
defense for the game against
Stagg.

Senior guard Conni Trean
tafeles is one of the highest
scorers in alot of the games.
Averaging 15 points a game.
Treantafeles is also a good
offensive and defensive player.

THE OTHER HIGHEST
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Shooting for first
BY MARIA KARSON

"WE ARE A well-balanced
team both offensively and
defensively." These are the
words Coach Maragret Groth
used to describe her team.

Indeed, the girls' varsity
basketball team is doing we))
posting a 9-2 conference record
and a second place in the
conference standings. The two
losses were against Stagg, by
one point and Sandburg, by a
basket. The are also the two
other contend rs for the con
ference title. Coach Groth feels
that there is a possibility of a
three-way tie for first between
Oak Lawn, Sandburg, and
Stagg.

The varsity's success can be
contributed to the teams fine
line-up of players. Most of the
girls have been on the team for
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OLCHS Students Create Murals
By BII O'Hare

O.L.C.H.S. students may be
noticing the murals being

; painted in various places in the
scHool.

This work is being organized
, by Ms. Coveny (Art 2 teacher)

and some of her students in
different classes. They are
painting two types of murals;
supergraphic (which is a bold
design) and murals (which
have a story and theme). It was
Ms. Coveny's idea to paint these
murals at various locations
around the school. The painting
of the murals fits in to the Art 2
curriculum which includes nine
weeks of painting. Ms. Coveny
also has an idea for having an
outdoor linear sculpture painted
in the courtyard, but as yet
nothing is definite. The pain
tings are as follows: English

department, supergraphic;
entrance to the teachers cafe,
supergraphic; Mr. Lebrechts
office, supergraphic; Science
dept., scientific mural; and a
new mural in front of the school,
replacing the old bicentenial
mural. Ms. Coveny also takes
credit for murals in the
auditorium gym, girls gym, a
wrestling mural in the Spartan
gym, band room mural, and
health room, which is now an
English room. The painters
taking credit for these murals
are Sheri McGee, Laura
Marotzke, Joe Sapulich, Eileen
Adams, Greg Olejniczak, Kristi
Medows, Vicki Kalafut, Mike
Patch, Sue Polcaster, Joe
Vajarsky, Connie Litto, Bonnie
Bishop, Chris Kingsloe, Becky
Quasney, and Sue Parkey.

Coveny and Company hopes
to paint more designs around
the school in the future.

Discipline committee decides

Lounge, smoking
BY GLENN S. GRIFFITH

•area ill limbo

SPARTANITE
Honored

allow their machines in the
cafeteria while they are not
allowed to operate."

The discussion concerning
such closings will continue at
the next meeting.

RECOMMENDING THE
REMOVAL of the smoking
area during all periods except
lunches was one of the topics
discussed at the March 20 and
April 3 Discipline Committee
meetings.
Possible shuting down of the

Junior-Senior Lounge and
cafeteria during periods 1, 2, 3
and 7 was also discussed. The
committee feels such actions
would take away the areas used
by students cutting classes.
Another alternate discussed
was allowing. students to go into

the lounge during periods 1-6,
but they would have special
information saying that they
have open campus that par
ticular period on their J.D. card.
During first and seventh
periods a holding study hall
might be used for those with
late arrival and early dismissal.

The committee realizes these
actions would also impose upon
students with open campus
privileges who have a right to
be in the above mentioned
areas. Durin!.! a discussion

concerning this matter, it was
brought up that without the
machines or Juke Box working
and with the absence of the
lounge furniture the lounge is no
longer serving its original
purpose anyway. The fact that
little effort by students or
student organizations to correct
the littering problem has been
made was brought up by Mr.
Murphy. In regard to this, Dr.
Davies stated, "I suspect we
will have to take the machines
out of there entirely, I don't'N •
expect the vending companv to ews/

At the April 10 meeting the
tightening up next year's
discipline code was
discussedThe discussion will
continue at the next meeting.

Graduation PlansMade

Niemeryer, Curt O'Hara, Bill
O'Hare, Ken O'Neill, Dana
Novinson, Jerry Pender, Karen
Peters, Jan Racinowski, Nancy
Skubal, Donn~ St. George,
Nancy U kocklS, and Bill
Walker.

plore the NIU campus, and
. ournalism department, home of
the Northern Star, were
available.

CONGRATULATIONS to
News Staff Editor: Glenn
Griffith, Assistant Editor: Eric
Vana, First Semester Assistant
Editor: Doug MacLean,
reporters and layout assistants:
Kathy Bragg, Tom Burleson,
Rich Flis, Debbie Hauck, Daryl
Kehl, Mike Kolodziej, Dave

BY DONNA ST. GEORGE

THIS YEAR'S SENIOR
Class Advisory Board, one of
the wealthiest classes ever,
has been busy planning the
best use of their funds, which
total over $2300.

A majority of their funds
will go to the Senior Class
Gift. After much discu sion
and debate, it was decided
that this year's gift to the
school would be the im
provement and landscaping
of the courtyard. The c ur
tyard, which is the area of
land adjacent and east of th~

cafeteria, WIll be landscaped

and remodeled by SCAB and
the Ecology Club.

Graduation is also a major
topic at SCAB meetings. It
has been decided that
graduation will take place on
Sunday, June 11, (in previous
years it has been held on a
weekday evening.> Caps and
gowns were another aspect of
graduation that was
discussed. This year, for the
same price, seniors wilI
receive a light, synthetic
gown that they may keep.
Still another aspect of
graduation discussed was
that of the speaker at the
graduation ceremony. SCAB

aecided that the speaker
would be the OuUitanding
Senior boy and girl.

THE JUNIOR CLASS has
made all the necessary
arrangements for Prom this
year and it looks to be quite
successful.

Prom will again be held at
McCormick Place. The bands
at the prom will be Quo Vadis,
(the same one that was at the
Christmas Dance,) and Filly.

The tickets and the time
will again remain the same,
at $35 and 8 o'clock respec
tively. The theme, 'I've Been
Searching So Long,' a song
done by the group Chicago,
has also been chosen.

THE SPARTANITE NEWS
section received two awards for
excellence at a recent NISPA
convention.

The awards were given to the
SPARTANITE News team for
outstanding achievement in the
areas of New and News
Analysis.

The convention was held
Friday, April 7, at Northern
Illinois University, and was
controlled by NISPA (Northern
Illinois School Press
Association). In addition to the
award ceremony, 31
representatives of the SPAR
TANITE attended sessions on
the subjects of In-Depth-
Reporting, Sports Reporting,
Feature Writing, Photography,

and Advertising, Also, tIme was The award certificates are on
alIoted for the students to ex- display in Room 210.
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ABC Films OLCHS Drill

oLCHS spring hit

BY DEBBIE HAUCK aDd
KATHY BRAGG
ABC CAMERAS FILMED

OLCHS as it took part in a
statewide disaster drill Wed
nesday, March 8.

At 10: 15 A.M. an alarm
sounded, and students in all
private, parochial, and public
schools in Illinois were in
structed to open windows, and

West side tory

to take the disaster drill position
by going into the hall, facing
north, and putting their heads
between their knees until the
"all clear" is sounded.

During the same time period,
a channel 7 news crew, con
sisting of light and sound
technicians and a cameraman
was lead onto the second floor of
OLCHS by Jim Gibbons,

GIBBONS INTERVIEWED
SEVERAL students and
teachers, one of which was Skip
Sullivan, a student at. OLCHS
when the tornado of 1967 struck.

Sullivan stated he was near
the south end of the school when
the golf team arrived and said a
tornado was heading for Oak
Lawn. He didn't believe it, but
his doubts were proven wrong.

After the drill, Ms. Bertenetti, company. Then, planning to
Spartanlle adviser and teacher, become a director in the
invited Gibbons into her 3rd television industry, he went
period Journalism class. He back to school. He' hadn't
graciously accepted, and planned on a news career, but
discussed the field of Jour- after being a broadcaster he got
nalism with students. a job ~ a newsman.

HE ALSO SHARED his own The film of the OLCHS
career with the class. He said disaster drill was shown on WLs.
that after junior college he on the five and six o'clock news.
worked with an insurance.'__IIIII!I!I_IIIII!I!I_~"'~~_"

April 15 the National Hono
Society is sponsoring a dance.

April 19 there will be half da
workshop for teachers. Students
will be dismissed at noon.

April 25 there will be a bl
drive in the little theater.

April 28 the Booster Club
sponsoring a basketball game
Some former Oalt Law
basketball players will compe

ainst the teachers.

424-5355

3574 W. 95th t.

Twins Educational
- Center

School Supplies

New and Used Text Books

DRAFTING EQUIPMENT
The Busy Bobbin

5629 W. 87th Street
Oak Lawn, Ill. 004M
(312) 636-9634

Viki~ Sewin~

Machine Dealer
Sewing Lessons

eroice On All Makes

periencing
winter.

The most scorching day was
Friday, when it hit 88. This also
happened to be the band's final
day in Florida, which would be
spent at Daytona Beach.
Despite warnings, sun·bathers
and non-sun bathers alike got
over-cooked. Several band
members had to go to the
hospital because of their burns
and most everyone had painful
momentos of that day for quite
awhile.

OLCHSLibrary
Laura Christie, Belinda Her- B C. ks
nandez, Nadia Bedwan, Marc ac
B~n<:ivalli, K~n O'Neill, Bill eam r
LillWltz, and BlIl Knapp.

The show is being produced Construction company installed
and musically directed by Mr. the beam. Instead of staggering
Jack Roeckman, and is being the bolts which hold the beam as
directed and choreographed by BY ERIC VANA was done in the other beams,
Mr. Tom Dzurison. A WOODEN BEAM that the bolts were in a straight line.

This production will no doubt supports part of the OLCHS This resulted in less strength.
have well over 100 individuals library roof was found The second reason was the
putting out an effort to make collapsing Friday, February 10. weight of the snow on the roof.
"West Side Story" an un- At about 2:00 a.m. a night The snow accumulated to 30
forgettable experience. security guard heard noises inches in the center and 6 in-

THE SHOW IS STILL in the coming from the library and ches deep at the edges. This
making and will debut on May went to investigate. He found snow load weighed 20 pounds
18. Performances will be. on that a wooden support beam per cubic foot and had reached
Thursday May 18 in OLCHS's was cracking so he called the the specified capacity. The
Auditorium Gym at 8 PM. It will building and grounds director. support beam, however, should
also run on the evenings of The director and Mr. LeBrecht, have held if it were not for the
Friday, May 19 and Saturday, administrative assistant in mistake in construction.
May 20. Keep those eyes open charge of finance, came down to MR. HARDMAN, THE hired
for more information on "West the school that morning and call architect, and Nissim
Side Story", it will be dynamic. was made to an architect and Eskenazi, structural engineer,

construction company that discussed the repairs with Mr.
specializes in shoring • a LeBrecht. The repair plans
process of using wood planks to included the use of belts to
prop up collapsing beams. The reinforce an angle brace which

FI
·d company then put up the supports the beam and through

temporary shoring. bolt which will also secure theon a After inspecting the beam, beam.
the cause of its failure was The actual repairs were
shared by two factors, faulty completed over Easter vacation
construction and the extreme and the beam is now completely

Chicago's frigid weight of the snow on the roof. repaired. The library roof itself
The fault in construction oc- was not damaged and will not
curred when the Wil-Fred need to be replaced.

OPEN 7 DAYS
Flowen for all occasion.

by

(;eorgia
Kekempanos

The band departs from a
crowded O'Hare airport at 10: 30
PM on Monday, March Z1. Their
North Central plane arrived at a
comparativ~ly deserted
Orlando airport around 12: 30
AM CST, where they en
countered another long wait
before arriving at their hotel.

THE WEATHER IN the
Sunshine State for most of their
stay was, as it usually is, warm.
For the first three days, it was
in the lower SO's, which was a
welcome relief after ex-

familar numbers. The dance
numbers are breathtaking and
fluid.

CASTED IN THE MUSICAL
are Curt Lang, John Miner,
Curt O'Hara, Terry Hoffman,
Larry Cunat, Jim Nestor, Mike
Kolodziej, Ed Delso, Doug
McClean, John Morzuch, John
Corcoran, cathy Smitko, Vicki
Kolinski, Cindy Russ, Annette
Wozniak, Kim Schryver, Vicki
Hoffman, RQ.byn McCourt,
Diane Randle, \ Nancy Lough,
Jan Hood, Etlen Cizek, Ken
Jankist, Frank I\uII0 , Rick
Bradley, Jim Ma&lox, Dave
Eaton, Kevin Rush, Bryon
Spruth, Mike castagnio, Jim
Angelucci, Richard Hernandez,
Laurie McEathron, Mary
Flemming, Gina Marchetti,
Linda Luna, Lori Sorenson,
Terri Egan, Lisa Evers, cathy
Ott, Dawn Koruba, Gerri Boyle,

WHILE OTHER OLCHS
students spent their Easter
vacation at home in the cold
north, the Spartan band jour
neyed south to bask in the warm
slm of .Florida.

The band spent four days and
five nights vacationing in well
known tourist spots like the
Kennedy Space Center, Walt
Disney World, Daytona Beach,
and not so well-known spots
such as the Orlando Mystery
Fun House.

Band travels to
•

423·3393 4139 W. 103rd St. I Oak Lawn. III. 60453

(if purcha

BY MICHAEL KOWDZIEJ
"WEST SIDE STORY", one

of the most acclaimed musicals
of our time, has been casted
with 49 OLCHS students filling
the roles of the spectacular
Broadway play which will be
presented as OLCHS's spring
musical of 1978.

"West Side Story", is set in
the SO's on the island of
Manhatten, New York. It is the
combination of the modern day
Romeo and Juliet love story of
Tony and Maria, plus the
flaring rivalry of two teen-age
street gangs, the Jets and the
Sharks, which threaten their
love.

The production which has
been done both on stage and on
film during the past two
decades, features 18 musical
numbers such as "The Jet
Song", "Tonight", "Cool", "I
Feel Pretty", and many more



We have what your
looking for at prom .

Come see our planters,

centerpieces, figurines

Greager-Kasper Florists
55th Ct. &S.W. Hwy.

Looking for that special gift for

that special person

The Spartanite

BY DONNA ST. GEORGE
Student Council's biggest The pictures of these four For Thursday, there will be

Mr. Thompson, the designer of plans right now are in the up- couples will be on the stage in an ice-cream eating contest
the courtyard plans. Mr. coming Spirit Week, which will the cafeteria. In front of each held in the cafeteria during all
Thompson also said that sup- be held from April 24-28. couple's photograph will be a lunch periods. The person who
plies could be purchased at a Activities for Spirit Week are jar in which to put pennies. eats the most ice cream during
lower cost. All members of the already in the planning. Spirit Each student may vote for the their lunch period will score
Senier Class are invited to help Week will start with Monday as couple of their choice by placing points for their class. Also to be
w~rk on the courtyard, along Clash Day. Each person that a penny, (or pennies), in front of held on Thursday is the start of
WIth the Ecology Club. Work dresses in a 'clashed' style, the corresponding jar. a 2 day event called Slave Day.
will begin in mid April when the (and that gets registers With Wednesday, comes Finally, on Friday, will come
ground thaws enough. Work is themself in the cafeteria), will Flower Day. Orders for flowers the end of our Spirit Week, as
not. expected to be completed score one point for their class. will be taken the week before well as the remainder of Slave
untiWall though. There will be a Teachers that register for a Spirit Week, that being April 17- Day, (this day being the girls'
plaque built and placed directly certain class will score ten 21, in the cafeteria. Flower Day Slave Day). Also on Friday, the
outside the courty.ard. The points for that class. The class will generally be held the same class with the most points will
plaque will make it known that with the most points ac- as last year, the only difference be awarded a prize.
the Class of 1978 donated the cumulated by the end of the is in the kind of flowers that will During this time, Spirit Week,
Rift. week, from the various ac- be sold. This year, only car- from approximlltely April 19-28,

TRACY THOMPSON SAID tivities, will win a prize. nations will be sold. A red petitions for the Student Council
that it has not been decided yet Tuesday brings us to a carnation will represent love, a representatives will be
whether or not students will be combination Ugly Guy- pink carnation will represent available.
allowed to use the courtyard Beautiful Girl and Penny Day. liking a person, and a yellow Student Council also plans to
during their free and-or lunch Two students from each class t' '11 donate some of the proceeds

will be
carna Ion WI represent

periods. SCAB members would 'made up' to look like an friendship. from the Faculty-Student
like to see benches installed Ugly Guy-Beautiful Girl Couple. Volleyball Game to Mr. Leary's
where students could sit and lII ~fam=il~·y~· -II
enjoy the courtyard. If done it
would be on a trial basis to see if
any problems would arrise. A
committee of SCAB members is
working in a set of rules con
cerning the use of the courtyard
itself.

DID YOU EVER

THE NONDESTRUCTIVE

EVALUATION PROGRAM

WONDER HOW ...

.. .'to determine if a repaired bridge structure

will bear heavy traffic of elevated trains 

before the train crosses?

. . . to test a car door without slamming it a

million times?
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SCAB Funds
Courtyard Project
By Tom Burleson

THE SENIOR CLASS Ad
visory Board had decided upon
the class gift to the school. The
gift includes several new ad
ditions to the courtyard located
just outside of the cafeteria
According to Tracy Thompson'
a SCAB member, the cla~
treasury contains ap
proximately $3,000. Of the $3,000
about $1,000 will be going
toward the project in pur
chasing supplies for the land
scaping.

The courtyard plans are to
include: A railroad-tie pathway
lined with different types of
flowers, a rock garden, several
new trees and bushes and
possibly a pool with' some
plants. There may also be some
electric lighting equipment to
highlight some of the special
features of the courtyard.

The Senior Class has been
working with the Ecology Club
headed by Mr. Thompson and
Mr. Brodemus, on the project.
The Eco~ogy club is, and had
been, usmg money from their
treasury and some from the
school. Artistic Landscaping
has donated their time to assist
the Ecology Club, accordin to

WILL PROVIDE THE ANSWERS Tired oj' Ge1t illg Bliriled III Pr0l11 Til1/(~ '!

at

LEARN TO TEST WITH

A TWO-YEAR PROGRAM

Your Selection Guaranteed
or

We Pay for Your Tuxedo!
Rent All the Latest 1978

Colors and Styles atLiquid Dyes • Sound Waves
• Leak Detection Devices

TO THESE QUESTIONS

AND MUCH MORE

X·Ray •

Magnetism

MORAINE VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
10900 S. 88th Avenue
Palos Hills. I L 60465

974-4300

11016 S. Cicero, Oak Lawn
OVER 10,000 TUXEDOS in STOCK

[Clip this ad - good for $5 off the rental price.
This ad must be presented when you order your tux.]



"radical" group so we can
revoke their Constitutional
rights.

On the other hand, the Jews
would have old wounds opened
up again by having the Nazis
march through Skokie. But all
they have to do is sit in their
houses and pay no attention to
them. No on said that they have
to watch them march. A lot is
said about the Nazis causing
violence. Everywhere they go,
there seems to be violence. But
there have also been large
crowds present when violence
has broken out. If the Nazis had
been allowed to march right off,
there would have been little
publicity and probably litUe or
no violence. But Skokie
lawmakers passed laws to ban
Nazi marches; these were
overturned and now they can
march. Still, they want the
court to reverse its decision (to
go against the First Amend
ment) which is generating more
publicity the more they want
them Dot to march in Skokie. If
the Nazis do march, there will
be literally thousands of people
just to watch the parade, in
cluding a large number of
concentration camp survivors
the Jews are bringing in from
allover the country. This is
when violence starts--when
there are two opposite factions
in large numbers.

SO MY QUESTION is: Who
are the real instigators?

AN UPHOLDER
OF AMERICAN

FREEDOMS

been involved before, but quite
a few new {aces as well. In some
cases, people who one never
suspected would try-out dld try
out, and were good.

MR. DZURISON, DIRECTOR
of "West Side Story" , was asked
what he thought about the
show's cast as a whole. "The
cast is very enthusiastic, and is
very capable of doing the show
with excitement and energy the
way it should be done,,' he said.

Considering the small
number of people trying out
previous to "West Side Story",
Mr. Dzurison said that OLCHS
will hopefully build off the
musical, and next year's choice
for a musical will be just as
good, with even more students
trying out. He said that if the
show is as successful as it
seems to be, a sort of
"tradition" could be starting.

Oak Lawn High School needs
to have successful musical
each year, 80 that the students
and faculty can become in
volved. "West Side Story"
should prove to be a building
blOCk for the annual musical at
OLCHS. This school needs it.

BY CURT O'HARA

April 14, 1978

Nazi march

Who are the
real instigators?

A FEW DAYS ago, someone
came up to me with an opinion
poll on the subject, "Should the
Nazis be allowed to march in
Skokie?" After giving my an
swer, I asked the poller what
the results and reasons were.
The person said it was split 00
SO. Those saying yes gave the
First Amendment as a reason
and the no's said it would bring
back World War II memories
and violence started by the
Nazis.

I expected these two reasons
to be major decision-makers in
the polled people's minds and
took them into careful con
sideration before placing my
vote. I can see the reasoning
behind both sides and could
have taken either side just as
easily as the other. However, I
said yes.

The frrst reason I said yes was
because of the First Amend
ment. This guarantees the right
of peaceable assembly, so if
they do incite violence, let the
police arrest them. If they
aren't allowed to march, look at
how much easier it will be to
keep the blacks out of
Marquette Park and silence
other minority groups just
because they are radicals and
have lost their Constitutional
rights as a result of their
beliefs.

IF THE NAZIS are denied, we
could be brought back to the
1950's, except this time instead
of finding out who's a Com
munist, we'll fmd out who is a
Nazi or member of any other

OL shows
• •some SpInt

Dear Editor:
Why must the school pick only

one spot for a smoking area?
For the people in this school
who smoke, and for the people
who don't, the present smoking
area location is poorly chosen.

For the smokers, one spot for
a smoking area doesn't seem to
suffice. If you wish to have a
cigarette before school, you
must walk all the way around to
the cafeteria side of the school.
It is virtually impossible to have
a cigarette between periods
without getting a tardy, unless
your classes are right near the
smoking area. The present
smoking area is also subject to
all of the weather situations,
making it very unpleasant to try
to have a cigarette in bad
weather.

For the non-smokers, who
wants the smell of cigarettes
coming through open doors and
windows on a nice spring day,
thereby spoiling your appetite
for lunch? If you wish to go out
for a little fresh air after lunch,
all you get is fresh cigarette
smoke.

The best solution to these
problems would be to have
more than one smoking area.
This would eliminate the over
crowding in just one area. The
present one could be moved
further from the lunchrooms for
the non-smokers. If a smoking
area was put on three sides of
the building, eliminating the
seldom-used east side, this
would create much more
convenience between periods,
and more choice for protection
from the elements.

So I wish the school would
consider this situation for the
benefit of all students. Let's
hear some support for the idea.

ACONCERNED SMOKER

TONY CRlSTOFANO

JIM HENNESSEY

Dear Editor:
Is it fair if seniors miss more

than one day of school, they
have to come back and take
final exams? I think keeping a
"B" average up is enou~h.

~at if a s.tudent j~ really ill?
Thls reqUlrement' pretty
stupid to have. I miss more than
one day in a semester,libd I still
have a "B" average; l lot of
people do. I really believe this
requirement should be thought
about.

JAN RACINOWSKI

Dear Editor:
I am writing to you about the

new computer system that this
school is using for cuts. These
computers are making too
many mistakes. I came into
~dy hall a few times last
semester a little late, and the
teacher must have marked me
either late or absent, because I
got a cut the next day and
couldn't get it cleared. All
because of a little pencil mark I
had an unfair cut counted
against me. Last year none of
this happened. I think they
should go back to using the old
way of sending in your card
when you're absent.

Il~ APP illCIi TION' ~_

like to express our de:~s~

~--- ----

CAROL CONRAD

I!:OUld

Dear Editor:
Now, the machines in the think it's a shame~at this had.

cafeteria were turned off to happen, because Mr.
because of the misbehavior in Schoenecke likes to help people
the Junior-Senior Lounge, in that class. He is a young
during 1st, 2nd and 3rd teacher. I can underst~nd
periods. But a lot of innocent veteran teachers gettmg
people are being punished for priority to new teachers, but I
something that they have no still think it's a shame someone
control over. People who aren't as good as him should be
in the cafeteria 1st, 2nd or 3rd dropped or eliminated. There
period have to suffer for the shoUld ~ some~ing he. can ~o.
immaturity of the people that According to hlm, he 18 bems
are. Also, freshmen and dropped because of the shortage
sophomores that use the of students.
machines are being punished.
Why can't they turn them on
just for the lunch periods?

ap~reciation to Dawn's many friends

who extended their sympathy to our

family.

Mr. & I1rs. Harvin r1anwpiler

Dear Editor:
I am a senior and will be

graduating in June, and I am
writing to compalin about the
dates set up for graduation and
our last day o{ school. When you
really think about it, we are
only getting out a week before
graduation, three days before
everybody else is. We should at
least get out a week before
graduation, because if they give
us a few extra days off, I think
that we have earned them. The
date set up for graduation is
June 11th and it is a Sunday. I
don't think a Sunday is ap
propriate {or graduation. Most
people have applied for summer
jobs and will probably start
working that Monday, and that
doesn't really give you any time
to do what some of us had
planned.

TONI CAVALLARO
Editor:

I have a class called
"Woods". I have a teacher in
his class named Mr.
choenecke. He is a good

cher and know's what he's
ing. I found out that he is
ing "laid off" or cut from the
chers program next year. I
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OUT

CHRIS TOTH: (Junior) - Just
have a real good time.

TOM O'NEIL: (Senior) - Do
you want me to say something?
Oh, ugh, play soflbaJl and drink
beers.

BERT HAISMA: (Semor ) 
Go on a picnic, I don't know.

"'.

SPEAK

DON VOGEL: (Freshman) - NANCY UKOCKlS: (Junior) -
Learn to be a sophomore. Urn, spend a lot of time in the

woods.
What do you plan to do

now that it is warm out?

SCOTT YUKEL: (Freshman)
- I'm ~onna learn how to swim.

HEIDE COOK: (Freshman) 
PARTYI!!!1l1

I
MISSY WIERZGAC: (Junior)

- Start hillin' all the discos with
P.M.

LAURA DIFONZO: (Junior) 
What do people usually do when
it's warm out? Get hot.

•

MON EY SE EMS TO be something that is meant fo
only certain activities at OLCHS. Those activities
which are not supported financially are either left to
fend for themselves or are limited in what they can
do. The SPARTAN ITE feels that this should not be the
case; all school functions should in some way be
supported equally.

The OLCHS forensics team, or speech team, is one
of the more successful teams in the school, and has
been over the years. Last year, one OLCHS student
competed at the State Speech Contest, and one other
student went along to observe---barely. An Oak Lawn
speech coach practically had to sneak the other
student on the trip because the school didn't want to
let him go. At that contest, many schools attended,
some of which having no one at all competing. Those
schools, however, were willing to send observers and
pay for them. At OLCHS, It seems that the person
competing is lucky to go.

OLCHS' newspaper, the Spartanite, receives no
budget, but is expected to put out nine papers during
"the course of the school year. In order to pay for the
printing costs of the paper, the Spartanite runs ads
from various businesses in the area.

THE ACTIVITY THAT seems to receive most of the
money is sports, which, when one takes a look at all
the equipment needed, is understandable. Fred
Parks, Athletic Director at Oak Lawn, said thaf all
sports coahces propose budgets to him based on what
they feel they will need during their respective
seasons. He then reviews it, it is reviewed by the
administration and the school board. The procedure
then is repeated, until finally i t goes on record for the
following school year. Preparing budgets this far in
advance appears to be one of the only ways an
organization can secure money in the school.

According to Mr. Parks, busses are paid for by the
school, and this budget is separate from the other one
proposed by the coahces. He said that some busses for
other activiti4es, such as Forensics, are also paid for
in this same way.

Theatre is another activity which calls for large
sums of money, depending on how big the production
Is. Last year for "Mame," there was some com
plication regarding the budget, but it was worked out.
For future shows, Mr. Dzurison and Mr. Roekeman,
directors of the present musical, said that they will
propose budgets early In the year so that there Is no
problem. However, the SPARTANITE believes that if
an activity requires money, it shouldn't have to go
through such red tape to get it.

IF OLCHS IS not a"Jock" hgih school, then why do
they apparently only have enough money to cover
sports and a few other chosen organizations? Of
course, sporting events do need a lot of money In
order to be successful, but so do numerous other
activlti4es in the school. MOl1ey isn't everything, but it
can make the difference.
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Sarah Brooks
Bob Parker
Donna Abbott
Karen Opitz
Wayne Macha
Ed Fabian
Terri Wiley
Dana Novinson
Tom Burleson
Bill Walker
Rebecca Bertinetti

Doug MacLean
Glenn Griffith
Eric Vana
Mike Kolodziej
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Curt O'Hara
Vicky Calvp.rt
Maria Karson
Dan Heiling
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Dave Niemeyl'r
Donna St (;eorg0
Bill O'Hare

Cheryl Beckwith
Bill Lillwitz

electricity is bemg used, but I
doubt it. There weren't that
many electrical outlets to begin
with. And I doubt if the reason is
that the school can't afford it.
It's our parents' taxes that run
the school, so in the long run,
aren't we using our own elec
tricity anyway?

Perhaps a compromise could
be reached by taking the
covering off some of the outlets.
Apparently some girl or girls
had already thought of that. An
outlet in a second floor
washroom was partially
removed. All they uncovered
was a hole in the wall with ten
million different colored wires.
U some of the outlets were put
back the way they were before,
perhaps not as much electricity
would be used and the girls
could have the opportunity to
use the outlets again.
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Bring hack
our outlets!

BY VICKY CALVERT
Recently all of the electrical

outlets in the girls' washrooms
were covered. When I first
noticed the covering, I joked
about it, as most of the other
girls who noticed it did. Later,
while thinking about it, I
became apittle upset. What was
the reason for the covering? I
didn't know the answer, but
attempted to look at both sides
of the issue and hopefully come
up with some answers.

To begin with, many girls
were coming to school and using
their curling irons to curl their
hair before school and after
gym classes. Since most curling
irons have to be plugged in for a
period of time, there is a great
deal of electricity being used in
one day.

Since I'm a girl, the pro at
titude isn't likely to be very
strong, but the con attitude is.

Many girls did use curling
'rons and for some very good

sons. Some have jobs after
chool and they must be
resentable. The curling iron is
big convenience. Then there's
e situation of. the girl who's

'ust gotten out of swimming and
he looks like a drowned rat.
sing a portable blow dryer can

lJ real convenience.
It is possible that too much
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should be comfortable.
These are just a few of the

many reasons. They are the
most important ones needed to
determine whether or not
graduation should be held
outside. There is one solution to
this problem about graduation,
and that is to issue two color
tickets-one for indoors and the
other for outdoors, so if
graduation is held outside or
inside there are the tickets. U
graduation is held outside only
the one color tickets get in, and
if it is held inside both tickets
get in.

the intersection of 95th stree
and Southwest highway woul
surely be a prime factor to be
avoided by an inside ceremony.

Also, I'm sure no Kraduate
would want his name to be the
one called as an O'Hare bound
747 roars over the ceremony.

Inconveniences are not
limited to the actual ceremony
itself, but also apply to the
practices. If an outside
graduation were planned,
students would have to rehearse
both on the football field and in
the Spartan Gym, so as to be
prepared for bad weather.

I FEEL UNPREDICTABLE
weather, outside disturbances,
lack of seating capacity, and
inconvenience to students form
an excellent argument for an
inside graduation ceremony.

spring vacation or after schoo
was dismissed for summe
vacation. The car~ting in th
Center could have made i
through the rest of the year,
which is only a couple of
months. The walls were painted
during the spring vacation and
the week after. The im
provements in the Media Center
are needed, but they could have
been done at a later time.

The closing affected many of
the students of OLCHS. Closings
of such facilities and other such
work should be scheduled
around the time studfents aren'
in the school.

his hand as a gwde and skims
over each line, picking up the
key words. Many people notice
an increase in their speed using
the latter method. Of course,
one must be taught how to
comprehend while doing it.

A beneficial method to read
such as Reading Dynamics
could mean the difference
betweeh getting ahead and
getting behind it:! the world, and
should definitely be taught to
students in schools. It should not
be limited only to those who can
afford it.

COUJ..D be the answer tothe low
reading scores found in schools
allover the country. According
to the claims made, along with a
faster reading speed comes
better comprehension, which is
part of the problem.

Free lessons are offered
periodically around the Chicago
area. At these lessons, those
attending are given a piece of
reading material and asked to
read it the way they always do
for a minute. The amount of
words is then calculated. After
that, they are asked to read
using the Reading Dynamics
method, in which a person uses

how one looks at it. We would
prefer to look at the green grass
and blue sky, instead of looking
at the gym walls. It also looks
better in pictures than gym
walls and it doesn't look as
crowded as it would inside.

The acoustics and being
comfortable are 1b~ next things
to think about. When -there is a
full gym the acoustiK~ are a
problem, but when oU~de that
problem doesn't exist. During
graduation we want to be
comfortable. Held outside there
would be more room, without
seating as close together. We

Library booked up
THE MEDIA CENTER,

which -is designed to aid the
students at OLCHS in their
classes, was closed during the
week of April loth. That is one
week after spring vacation
ended. The Media Center was
closed to be recarpeted and the
work was scheduled to take
approximately one week.

Many students of OLCHS use
the media center during study
halls and Open Campus periods
to do their homework or write
term papers. The center should
have been worked on during the

BY BOB PARKER
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PRO
graduates ended up without

BY GLENN S. GRIFFI11I getting a diploma at all t For
ONCE AGAIN THE this to happen again would be

discussion of having an outside inexcusablel
graduation has arisen. Weather is not the only reason
Arguments for and against are for an inside ceremony. seating
heard flourishing throughout capacity must also be con
the school. sidered. U the ceremony were

I feel the idea of an outside to be held on the football field,
graduation, which wo~ld take only half of the friends and
place on the football fIeld, has family members that could
already been proven, attend a ceremony in the
unreasonable many years ago. Spartan Gym could be present.
Does no one remember the Tickets would have to be limited
graduation of 1967? Graduation to a maximum of two per
was held outside that year, and graduate. I'm sure those family
the ceremony was ruined by a members who would be unable
heavy downpour of rain. to watch the outside ceremony
Graduates ended up running to due to lack of room could surely
the shelter of the cafeteria, appreciate an inside ceremony.
where they ended up getting OUTSIDE DISTRACTIONS
their diplomas tossed at them AND noise are also important
from a teacher standing on top reasons to hold the ceremony
of a cafeteria table. Some indoors. The traffic noises from

By Curt O'Hara
ANYONE WHO WATeHES

television often encounters
numerous commercials-some
good, some not so good.
Products range anywhere from
toilet tissue to garage door
openers. One, however, which
seems to catch one's eye is the
commercial for Reading
Dynamics, or speed reading.

Reading Dynamics is a
method by whereby a person
learns to skim over material,
picking up key words and
comprehending them at a faster
rate than a person normally
reads. Surely at one time or
another one has seen one of
these ads, in which various
individuals such as teachers,
students and businessmen
Claim to have read 40 books in
one week, and a 200 page book in
a quarter of an hour.

Not to say that these claims
are false, but if they are true,
then these people could become
near-geniuses. This brings to
light the question, "Why doesn't
this reading method exist in
school systems all over the
country?" Judging by the price
of the speed reading lessons,
apparently speed reading is
intended for the elite, those who
can dish out the big bucks. If
this process is so good and so
beneficial, then it should be
taught in schools.

READING DYNAMICS

Inside Graduation Practical

Answer to low levels?

BY DIANE BURLESON
THERE ARE MANY reasons

why graduation should be held
outdoors, and the main one is
the weather outside. For
example, if it is hot out one
would not want to have
graduation inside, because of
the stuffiness. It would be
awfully uncomfortable for the
graduates and their relatives.
There are many other reasons,
such as the scenery, acoustics
and seating when having
graduation outside.

The scenery has a lot and a
little to do with it, dependin'! on
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BY JOHN SCHINTER AND
PAT GRANT'
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created by the men's for
malwear industry for Spring.

The popularity of the con
temporary full dress influence
of 1976 and 1977 appears to be
continuing, allowing the Prom
goer to achieve a formal ap
pearance, yet making him
stand out among his peers. And
the acceptance of lightweight,
100 percent texturized polyester
fabrics, featur'ng gaberdine,
pebble and slub weave shantung
looks will help to make the
styles stylish and comfortable.

The decision of what to wear,
according to Gingiss, very often
reflects the climate of the
times, the character of the
school, and the tastes of the
individual and his family
background. But no matter
which tuxedo is chosen, it is
important to him that he looks
his very best.

Gingiss ·FormaJwear is the
world's largest chain of stores
specializing in the rental and
sale of men's formalwear.
Founded in 1936, the firm now
operates over 150 Gingiss
Formalwear Centers in thirty
states.

for 1978

The Spartanite

The Prom a dinosaur of the this positive attitude toward
past? No! Accordinig to the 1978 proms as a reflection of the
graduating class. desire among young people to

During the Viet Nam period, dance and listen to mo~e

many people thought that the traditional forms of mU~lc

Prom was through, an which extends to the formality
anachronism of the establish- of the prom as the big event.
ment that no longer was "Also contributing to this
meaningful. The post war strong revival of the Prom is the
period, according to Joel D. feminine Influence, II says
Gingiss, has seen the Prom Gingiss. "Young ladies, whose
burst forth in greater splendor daily garb may consist of b~ue

than ever before. jeans, look forward to gettmg
"Why is this?" asks Gingiss, dressed up for a gala evening."

president of the world's largest "High school men are not
chain of men's formalwear often in the position of owning a
stores bearing his name. "The dress suit, so that renting
prom is a celebration of status something special for the Prom
for the graduating senior," _ to 'promenade' at the dance
GIngiss states. "In many cases, and through the streets - is not
it is the first time the student only practical, but. t?e
will have a 'big' night out on the recogniZ4id thing to do," Gmglss
town. It is also, for most, the points oUf,.
first time that he will purchase While every color of the
a corsage, rent a tuxedo and rainbow I -available to Prom·
take his date for a evening of goers, Gingis '"feels that earth
dinner and dancing." tones and pastels will be the

A recent Scholastic magazine most popular for 1978 Proms.
poll emphasizes Gingiss' "This coincides with the
beliefs. The Scholastic Youth women's dress industry which
Poll of 52,000 juniors and seniors anticipates various shades of
from around the country states blues and browns to be very
that students are "all for such popular this year ," he adds. ~er
formal dances and would like to date can choose from a Wlde
attend them." The poll points to variety of styles and colors

Revival of Proms

9723 SOUTHWEST HIGHWAY
OAK LAWN. IL 604!l3

Busy Bee
INSTANT PRINTING CENTER

RAYMOND A. BUDNIESKI
BOB BUDNIESKI
PHONE 42:1.:17:10

For the person with nothing to
MANY STORIES that have do, a perfect assignment is

appeared in the Spartanite have counting to one billion. It would
been trivial. This story is only take 95 years,'23 days, five
certainly one of them. hours, 19 minutes and 50

Trivia normally deals with seconds.
small, minor bits of in- ONE GROUP with a lot of
formation. However, our trivia time to waste are a group of
is big, minor bits of in- Nepaleso marks in the
formation. Himalayas. According tr

For instance, the OLCHS legend, the monks have been
library is 169,203,172 cu. inches playing a game since the
in volume. beginnlDg of time.

YES, THE TRIVIA we are The game consists of 64 dif-
talking about is large number ferent sized discs of beaten gold
trivia, especially distances. and three pegs of diamond

needl~s. The game starts with
the discs put on one of the pegs
in a pyramid with the smallest
with discs put on top. The object
of is to move the pyramid to
another peg by moving only one
disc at a time, and never putting
a larger disc over a smalle:- one.
The game is possible with any
number of discs.

When the game ends, the
world will s:Jpposedly come to
an end. Considering that the
.....orld is about four billion years
old, and if the monks make one
move every second, do we have
anything to worry about? No.
They have about five-hundred
eight-nine billion, 'four-hundred
million years to go.

ANOTHER GOOD WAY to
waste time is to collect dumb
trivia, but somebody else is
already doing that.

Trivial Inatters

1000 BUSINESS CARDS S 11.!l0 CAMERA READY COpy

1000· ENVELOPES # 10 S 17.00
1000. 8V.Xl1 #20 Le:TTERHEADS

BROCHURES· FLYERS SI3.2!l

Distances aren't necessarily
measured in feet and meters.
They can be measured in
matchsticks. The distance to
the sun is 231,2,352,000,000
matchsticks.

For those who don't like
dealing with such large num·
bers, the distance to the sun Is
272,800,000 Sear's Towers.
Speaking of Sears Towers, one
Sears Tower, the one In
downtown Chicago, is 239 Bill
Lillwitz's tall.

NUMBER TRIVIA can also
deal with speed, Speed is
relative. For example, Scott
Price runs 36 times slower then
the world's fastest car moves.
Don't pity Scott though. He runs
177,84 times faster than the

. sloth, the slowest moving land
mammal. The figures for the
speed of the car and the sloth

!SIOO W. 95T .... STREET

OAI< L~WN

42!5-078e

9828 W. 143"0 STREET

ORLANO PARK

349-S323

MUSIC ON THE GO

By Bill Walker
YOUR LOCAL FORMAL WEAR SPECIALISTS

FREE TUX FOR GROOM

'PARTY OF FOUR OR MORE)

R&D Florists

also made a switch, switched
from one string to another.
Being quite an accomplished
guitarist before the course, he
also wished he could learn about
more strings: "This course was
just what I've been waiting
for." commented Rush.

Mr. Yara said that the course
is branching out already with a
string quartet which was
started by Andy Bastounes, the
Concert band bass player. This
group which is made up of Mike
Kirchner bass, Kevin Rush
cello, Jerry Kruder-viola, and
Marie Balluf-violin, rehearses
on their own time, Yara said.
He also said that they are doing
a fine job.

Lincoln Micheal a student in
the string program, has
recently been asked to play in
the orchestra for "West Side
Story," and that is quite an
accomplishment for a person so
new to his instrument,
especially since the other string
players will be hired
professionals.

It is obvious that this course
will continue to be successful.
It's certainly a class to think
about.

very accomplished on other
instruments.

One student in the string
course (who was previously a
musician) is Jerry Kruder, who
was a drummer in the Varsity
band last year. This year Jerry
dropped band to take up the
viola in the string class. Jerry,
when asked if the class has
helped him, responded, "Well, I
pay my dues when it comes to
practicing, but I would not have
gone anywhere without the
class." There are others who
have also switched to strings.
Mark Sturonas and Kevin.Rush
are two more, and they've done
it differently than Jerry.
Sturonas, who Is the top
trumpet player here, and In fact
one of the top rated trumpet
players in the state, has taken
up cello in addition to trumpet.
He told me that he took up
strings for "experience with
transposition and some ex
posure to the string family." He
added, "I really enjoy it, there's
a really good bunch of kids
involved and Mr. Yara is really
a great teacher." Rush, who

1270S RIOGELAND

PALOS HEIGHTS

389-2133

10% off
with purchase

Open 7 days'

8661 S. Pulaski

737-5656

A great idea for Prom

17702 OAK PARK AVE.

TINLEY PARK

532·4312

Well, another issue, another
music column. This issue I'd
like to talk about a class offered
here at O.L. The class is
Beginning Strings, new to the
school this year, and for such a
new group it Is doing ex
ceptionally well...----IIII!!!111-- I11111~ ~ The Instructor of both the
classes offered, is Mr. Charles
Yara, who amoung other things
is the director of beginning band
and one of the directors of both
the Varsity and Concert bands.
Mr. Yara seems very en
thusiastic about the program.
"The kids all work hard and
they are coming along very well
and that is really great to see,"
commented Yara. He also said
that there are plans for an
advanced string course next
year, which will probably lead
into an orchastra within the
coming years.

In the string program there
are basically 5 instruments
offered. They are the violin,
viola, cello, string bass, and the
acoustical guitar. The students
in the course range from total
beginers to musicians who are
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Hey, Mal Who were they?
tV

•

For thlt lpeclll OCCllion.
give her (him) something
rNlly spec,,' "bNulitul.
luthentlc Hlwlilln I...
mede of fresh orchids
end flowers. Oell.ered
from Hlwlilln Gerdens
direct to her (hll) door.
with I cerd l"lched.

$15 pOlllge
plld

----------_.._---
40 DAYS

- -------..
(lie..... checll.-.y .det .. ., 5 and _II to

G.A.L., P.O. Box 1388, H.w.lI.n
G.rden, C.llfornl. 80718
Allow 10 dlYs for delivery"
Olle ot OCClslon: _

Deliver to:
NAME
AODRESS _
CITY__STATE_ZIP_
From: _

Jeans

of

10% off to all

OLCHS students

Upon presentation of ID.

8835 So. Ridgeland

Loval's Emporium

overnight hits. The kids loved it 'e!'orted to unless absolutely the 1970's. Now kids are starting
when someone got "rubbed necessary I to turn against that type of
out"l Filling someone with MOVIes in the 1920's aHoWed' a acting. 10 year-old Elizabeth
bullet holes or the burning of ~ I>\d to use his imagination. Rayner, wrinkled her nose and
rubber with cars was somehow When kids couldn't afford said,"1 don't like violence on
very "different" and "cool" movies they read books. T.V. It gives me nightmares."

In the middle 1970's, Television today has closed the Her sister, 12 year-old Lois
television 'Programs started in doors to other kinds of en· Rayner said, "I'd rather see a
heavy with sex. Women's tertainment. A mother recently show that makes me laugh, than
Liberation and the "Free complained, .....kids could care one that makes me cringe in
Movement" were very much a less about anything else but fear I"
source of this cause. television. That's why reading Musicals, cartoons, and

Three young women proved to and vocabulary skills have typical Westerns seem to be
be able to handle themselves as lowered so greatly!". coming' back into popularity.
well as men in a show called, YES, A CHILD is not longer "That's Entertainment",
"Charlie's Angels". All three truly able to use his imagination "Anchors Aweigh", "Holiday
women were equipped with all in movies today as he was able Inn", are just a few of the many
the "essentials"l In the show, to, say 20 years ago. Every musicals that are now favorites
one had brains, one had brawn, thing is shown and said on of the younger generations.
and the third had the "looks". television. Sex, killing, and "Mickey Mouse", "Fred
The latter was a girl namfd swearing, are not longer edited Flintstone", and "Dagwood and
Farrah Fawcett-Majors. Within from television. Tht younger Blondie" are all favorites in the
six weeks of the debut of the generations are growing used to cartoon world.
show, there were posters out this and never think about A17 YEAR-oLD remarked on
with her picture on them. changing this habit. how enjoyable old movies and
Within six months, there were Today, movies take '(illians musicals are: "I never would
"suggestive" posters of her all and give them the glamour and have seen them if I hadn't dated
over the world.' Young girls make the good guys look like an old-fashioqed girl. Some of
considered her their idol and "suckers". A 16 year-old these old programs are .better
rushed out to copy her hairstyle. commented, "Heroes today just than this crap on television I"

SUZANNE SOMMERS, aren't the good guys in the white Television has indeed had a
(Three's Company), became an hat." She went on to add how terrific influence on young
overnight sensation with many killing another man is con- people's admiration of heroes.
teeny boppers by acting young, sidered cool and is to be ad- Through the years it is evident
dumb, and innocent. Posters of mired in televisioh today. "hat it has changed young
her started circulating well Young people stay glued kJ front people'S chOice (if heroes t) a
because of her being "well of the television and it is cer- completely different type of
endowed". tainly rare if they ever pick up a hero!

Another attractive girl, born book to read. They have never When an older 1Jers(In al>kf; •
in England and raised in learned and will never know the younQ kid of today who 5a11
Australia, made a big im- heroes in. books, only those on ",fix and Hoot Gibson were, kids
pression on young girls. She was television. ~ re going to laugh and they will
meek and quiet Olivia Newton- The majority of the older 1c;.K strangely at him. Later,
John. She had dozens of hit generation say that modern when they think about it,
songs out, and appeared as a heroes disgust them. "They're they're going to ask: "Hey Mal
guest on many popular shows. so damned phony and corrupt!" Who Were They?"

It i~ very evident that times sputtered a 75 year-old. ---------------
have changed drastically in "TELEVISION doesn't show ~
comparison to the past. Kids in the old-fashioned type of hero of
thE: 1920's were more than yesterday," a mother com-~, I I I ~
willing to spend their allowance plained. When asked what 'I'~
of 1.0 cents to go to the-movies to h~roes she misses most! said \ 'r3' /

.8t'fJ guys like TQm Mil( and Hoot WIthout a pause, "Tom Mix and ~

.Gibson. In thos.c times, kids saw Hoot Gibson, of course I" j'
a good, clean movie. Bad guys Television styles are \ / I

~;l!!!~!!!~!s!!.h!!U!!!~!~~!I!e~~~~W~e~n!!!!~~~!!!!s!!!!th!!!!e!!!!n~:v!!!!O~!!!!r~~!!!!~!!!!~!!!!~!17!!!!~~~g!!!!h·!!!!e!!:~~;~':~~~~~b~f~~~!~!U!!~~~lIIIo..in 'jill /rp

so for years.
In the 1950's, Mario Lanza

captivated women with his
voice 'and his strong acting
abilities. He was equally suc
'.e3sive in both fields.

1960 BROUGHT our country a
new hero. He was our new
president, John F. Kennedy. His
stunning wife Jackie had many
admiring women fans. Their
children, John Jr. and Caroline,
dazzled the American people.
Many felt that the Kennedys
were the perfect model for a
family..

A cartoonist named Walt
Disney, was the all time hero
for many parents. His cute
inventions, such as Donald
Duck, Mickey Mouse, and
Goofy, kept many a child en
tertained.

Shows like "Ben Casey",
"Rat Patrol", and "Combat"
were going strong. They were
going over big with growing
children. Quite a few children
got a funny feeling inside when
they heard the page for their
favorite hero: "Calling Dr. Ben
Casey, Calling Dr. Ben Casey".

JAMES BOND AND SEAN
CONNERY were just starting to
make names for themselves in
the 1960's. They were added to
the "heart throb" list of many
~irls.

Dumb, clumsy. fat Fred
Flintsone and his gang were
considered important heroes by
young cartoon watchers.

The public "cracked up"
when Dick Van Dyke stumbled
over his footstool. His show was
a huge succesS, watched by
many (those who, didn't mind
the canned laug terl). Kids
tried to copy his easy-going
manner and his jokes, often to
the dismay of their parents.

IN THE 1970's, violence came
in strong on new television
shows. It had been coming
gradually through the years but
it seemed to really "boom" in
1970. Shows like "Starsky and
HutS:h" 'and "Swat" became

In MEN'S and WOMEN'S
fashion.

Excellent buys in beautiful
formals, also a selection of
Mother to bride and Men to
groom, Bridesmaids dresses
and graduation gowns in the
best styles. Will find a large
choice of custom mafe clothes
to fit perfectly.

Done to fit every need.
Specialized people working with
European talent to provide you
with fine leathers and fabrics.

10846 S. Cicero

422-1877

HEY, MA! WHO'S' were they?

IMAGINE THAT YOU'RE in
a movie theatre. It's the year
1923 and you're a typical 13
year-old. You anxiously watch
the screen and wait for the
movie to start. All is very silent
when suddenly a cowboy rides
into the picture. The audience
applauds! Is it Tom Mix or Hoot
Gibson? You You can be sure
the audience knows!

The question may come to
mind: who were Tom Mix and
Hoot Gibson? They were two
very popular cowboy heroes of
the silent screen in the 1920's.
They starred in several silent
movie comedies.

As Tom Mix and Hoot Gibson
dimmed in the starlight, in a
cloud of dust and with the pound
of hoofbeats, the mighty Lone
Ranger rode in. Along with his
trusty horse Silver and his loyal
sidekick Tonto, they were the
heroes of every radio listener.
Little did they know that in
upcoming' years they'd - be
pictured on a remarkable new
invention called the
"television". The masked
man's heroic enforcement of
justice amazed many, leaving
them in awe.

RIGHT UP THERE with the
Lone Ranger rbnked Fl'ankliq
D. Roosevelt. He was the
country's hero. He was thought
to have been a greflt president
who did much for his country in
the 1930's.

The late 40's and early SO's
brought along Fred Astaire,
Clark Gable, an:i j,Jd:; G1rland.
There were not n any around
who didn't wis they could
move their fept like Astaire.
Clark Gable was WOi"SIOppeCI by
the women. He was considered
to be the world's perft"ct lOan,
besides being a dynamic actor.

Little Judy Garland, who
CCluid sing like a lark or a
buIJfrog (depending on her
mood) captured everyone's
tteart and would contmue to do

DIAMOND TAILOR SHOP

Specialt~

Ladies

Tailo~

"-------------,
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Spring Is...
BY LORI PAULSEN

MORAINE VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

at

Two-Year

take a look at the

worry about it
4-29 Concert Band to compete

at the Wheeling Band Contest

4-30 Marching Band to march
in Chicago Ridge Parade + All
originals of M.S.

5-7 Marching Band marching
for West Side Baseball for boys

5-11 Band Awards Night
5-21 Marching Band to march

in Hometowns 25th anniversary
parade

Muddy grass!
Spending one's whole

paycheck (or two) on things for
Prom.

Always seeing seniors show
up for class during 4th quarter.

Asking for the car to go to the
dance, and finding out it's
already gone.

Getting the wrong color
corsage.

Feeling the hot, muggy heat
coming out of the radiators in
OL on an eighty degree day.

Seeing couples in every
corner!

Laziness, laziness, and
MORE laziness!

Wishing that it was time to
leave instead of being first
period.

Wondering why the weekends
go by a lot faster than the weeks
do.

Getting ready for those lousy
finals.

Getting a new novel to read in
every clasS" you've got
(BORING).

Staying out much later at
night, to find you have to get up
earlier.

Finding out Clash Day is the
following Thursday, instead of
today!

Getting fitted for graduation
robes, and getting the one long
enough for Bill Lillwitz.

Tripping on the stairs as you
walk up to receive your
diploma.

Going on a picnic the day of
the big flood.

On the way home from
Gingiss, dropping the tux in a
mud puddle.

Discovering you're NOT in
the top one-hundred of your
class.

Knowing the pop and candy
machines are STILL "Out of
order."

Feeling generally
lighthearted about everything
but school.

Rehearsing for West Side
Story.

Finding out that the vacation
you wanted to take during June
~ancelled becaus~ you have to
go to summer school.

a 0 nOD ~aooo

Band trip to Florida during
Easter break was great!11

4-14 All-State Orchestra
member Mark Sturonas and
All-State. Jazz Band member
Bill Walker attend the MENC to
~dsin their respective state

4-18 Varsity Band travels to
ISU for a performance

4-19 Beginning Strings Con
cert Uttle Theatre 7:30 +Don't

GEORGE WILLIAMS

® ~~~~~~e~L 60515
51 liberal arts or professional programs emphasizing
humanitarian responsibility. including:

• Management Stuuies • Health Education
• Recreation Services • Biology
• Physical Education (including pre-med)

(including Athletic Training) • Psychology
• Social Work • Liberal Arts

FOR INFORMATION, CALL

964-3113 or 964-3114
An equal opportumty educator and employer

ON OUR MUSICAL STAFF

If SECURITY means something to you,

BE A SECURITY SPECIALIST

DOES LINUS' BLANKET

SECURITY AND LOSS PREVENTION

PROGRAM

MORAINE VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
10900 S. 88th Avenue
Palos Hills, I L 60465

974·4300

ONE OF THE FASTEST G tOWING

PROFESSIONS IN INDUSTRY TQDAY!

MEAN ANYTHING TO YOU?

Does theft control, natural disaster evacua

tion, prevention of criminal acts and crowd

control mean anything to you?

team with lots of
class!!

Thanks.... JM('N.I{

To agymnastic's

..~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~.
'''EVERYONE LOVES I
t RAGGEDY ANN" i
:~~~••••••~~~~~~~~~t

make him and his mind as
powerful as an atomic bomb.

A girl, also in Chicago, and
also wanted by the agency,
shares the same likeness of the
boy, also having ESP powers,
which are powerful enough to
cause sudden outbursts of gory
bloodshed when she goes off into
her mind-boggling forsights of
the boy whose mind is being ,. :'IIIl
inhumanly treated by the J.J.'S Cyclery - 1
agency, and also when she gets

en~~ed'cinematOgraphY of 8741 S. Harlem
Chicago is brilliant. The 598-7979
lakefront, the sites, the heart of \...,__----..._ ..~,
Chicago, and the Old Chicago .
Amusement Park make for
subperb movie settings.

"THE FURY" is a bizarre
flick with plenty of excitement,
Chicago, intensity, and blood. It
bas its moments, with three or
four exceptionally good scenes
(watch the finale).

The movie adds up to be this:
On the lines of "carrie" and
"The Omen", a good gory
thriller that carries the viewer
even though the plot wanders
Not fantastic, but good. I give it
two and one half stars.

recall, those doors were lockea
because of the 17 year locusts.
The last time they were open
was during the last "plague,"
and a lot of the buggers were
trapped in there.

Well, a locust can get pretty
hungry in five years. And there
was only one thing to eat.. ..so
instead of there being a small
room full of a thousand locusts,
there was a small room full of
one locust. A big locust. I used
to slill..food under the door for
the thing, which I'd named
Marvin in honor of my Biology
lab partner. He was now about
four feet long.

I quickly shut the door and
relocked it, ignoring the cries of
terror. They got louder, then
changed to screams of pain,
then silence. There was a
steady munching noise like corn
flakes without milk. I listened a
bit longer, but that was all that
could be heard.

I LOOKED OUT over the
library: bookshelves toppled
over bodies, smashed tables,
overturned chairs, dead fresh
men, students moaning in pain,
large craters where the
phosphorus bombs went off,
Rosenberg panting for breath,
Julio and Lars breaking up over
some Norwegian lying dazed
by the door, and the Doc lying
next to the remains of his hand,
out cold with the pain.

I turned to the head librarian,
or rather the head of a
librarian, and said aloud, "Boy,
what a mess! From now on, I'm
staying in the cafeteria I "

AGory Thriller

Me, Rex Regression, being
sold into slaveryl I'd heard
rumors about a cafeteria
monitor's black market, but I
didn't know they were true.

My thoughts were interrupted
by a humongous crash. I raced
through the library, littered
with freshmen, Norwegians,
and the Doc's fingers, to the
source of the sound. On the way,
I saw that Spencer T. had
cracked one of the huge sup
porting beams over the
reference section. The collapse
had killed three people, and I
felt bad until I found out that
two were freshmen and one a
Hall Guard.

SPENCER T. was at the back
of the main reading room. He
had finally accomplished what
every student dreams of: a
demonstration of the domino
principle using the bookshelves.
He tipped the 7-800's over on the
Chipmunk, and the other
shelves went as well, crushing
both deans and two patriotic
librarians who were still in thE
fight.

When I arrived, there was
nothing to be done. They were
all dead, except Marks, who
wasn't saving. I confronted
RobeFts.

"You'll never take me alive!"
he screamed. That was my
intention exactly. I pulled my
Webley-Veckers .30-.30 single
action two shot out of its holster
and aimed for his nose.

HE TURNED AND
SMASHED into the fire exit
doors, bursting the lock. If yo 1

The Fury:

BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ
WHAT 00£8 ONE call a

movie that grips the viewer into
a world of the paranormal, the
odd, and the strength of ESP
along with wild special effects
necessary to create these
feelings even. though the story
line floats like a balloon? One
could call it "The Fury".

"The Fury", directed by
Brian DePalma highlights Kirk
Douglas, Amy Irving, John
cassavetes, carrie Snodgress,
Charles Dunninig, and Andrew
Stevens in the title roles of this
tale of terror and suspense.

DePalma has created a
successful show with a plot full
of bullet holes. Though the plot
makes little sense, DePalma's
mixture of special effects and a
non-stop script makes this
quick-paced, flaring chiller
good entertainment.

THE FLICK'S BEST PER
FORMANCE is given by the
always admirable Kirk Douglas
who portrays the avenging
father of a paranormal boy who
is kidnapped by a U.S. secret
CIA-type agency and is taken to
Chicago. This agency hopes to
bottle the boy's paranormal
"gift", hoping eventually to
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Craig Roxas will try anything to

get a base hit.

The Spartanite

Kevin Isenel(l(er rearing back

boping to find the strike zone.

- ~ ,Ed Fabian giving a little extra effort.

April 14, 1978

Coach Borkowski hitting a few fungos

during practice.

I.P. Daly hlttln~ the fInish Jine to
open up the track season.

Stickmen conference opens

Pre-season a flop
You can goa

longwayin afew
shortyears.

When you sign up for the Army today, you can
also sign for Europe. It may not be the easiest
way to see the world, but it could be the most
rewarding.

You'll be there to do a job. You'll soldier.
Bivouac in the mud of Grafenwoehr's rainy sea
son, squint into an early August sun in the valley
of the Rhine, and fight the chilly January winds
of Hohenfels.

And just about the time you wish you had
never left the States, you'll be celebrating the
Oktoberfest in Munich, eating bratwurst in
Frankfurt, or learning the slopes of Garmisch.
And aII the tough work wi II have been worth it.

Call Army
Sgt. Danny Skinner

636-3912
Join the people who've joined the Army.

BY DAN HEITING

SPRING MEANS
BASEBALL and around Oak
Lawn High School the Spartans
Stickmen are of prime concern.
After an exhibition season
against non-conference foes, the
Spartans did not fare as well as
anticipated. Being guided by
head coach, "Skip" Borkowski
and his assistant Bob Moore,
the Stickmen merged with a 2-5
record. Four of the losses were
decided by one run. On April
lOth, the Spartans open their 14
game conference season on the
road against Argo.

In order for the Sparta'iis to
capture the conference crown,
they must defeat the top four
SICA West contenders: Reavis,
Lincoln-Way, Shepard and
Stagg.

Having a very promising pre
season were catcher Dave
Downey, outfielders Mike Wood
and Carl Stalla and southpaw
pitcher Mike Collins, who is
starting his first year of Oak
Lawn baseball. A serious blow
was befeld the Spartans when
junior Eddie Stearns broke his
finger. He was possibly the
most promising pitcher on the
staff.

BECAUSE OF THE bad
weather, six much needed
games were n ot played.
Possible starting line-up for the

conference opener is Larry
Yodelis at first, Craig Roxas or
Scott Kallquist at second, Dan
Bagus at short, Mike Kane at
third, Mike Wood at left field,
Carl Stalla center, Chuck Sch
midt or Bob Bulow for right
fielder, catcher Dave Downey
and pitchers Doug Fewkes and
Mike Collins and designated
hitter John Koliopolous.

. If the pitching holds up and
the bats and gloves come
through, the Spartans can have
a successful season. The record
of pre-season tells nothing
because four out of the seven
games were decided by one run.
This year's Spartans show
promise and have a great
possibility of being tops in
conference. They also have a
great chance of putting several
players on the all-conference
team. The people in the school
should give the Spartan Stick
men support by coming out to
their games. A crowd will give
the players just enough
psychological lift to give 110 per
cent and go undefeated this
year.
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SPORTS SHORTS
-

Badminton is first
taking one step at a time. We
hope to do well. We have tough
Conference competition and we
are hoping only to play the best
badminton we can. The team
itself is a fine, hardworking,
and dedicated one."

This year the Conference
Badminton Tournament will be
held at Oak Lawn, on April 28
and 29. Friday afternoon, about
4 p'.m., Junior-Varsity l:om
petition will begin. Saturday
will start the Varsity com
petition, at about 9 a.m. April 22
is also a very important date for
the Badminton Team, as there
is a very important tournament
at Sandburg that day.

already satis.fying personal
challenge will be accomplish.

"Well, I plan to stop the day
after the Daley Marathon."

I thought about it and said to
myself, "All that work for one
event? "He is ot to be n ts."

Ford. City Shopping Center

On prom night, a tuxedo from Gingiss
Formalwear could mean the difference

between passing and failing.

gDngiss formalwear

10% TO 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT.
Present your high school 10 to the manager

of the Gingiss Formalwear Center nearest you
and receive your special rate.

'For the student
who wants to excel

in social studies.

Although positions on the
team do change, the Varsity
team's singles players are
usually as follows: first Singles;
Jeni Gorman, second singles:
Sue Gardner, third singles ;
Sandi Russo, and fourth
singles; Stacey Ivey. Doubles
positions are: first doubles:
Pennie Treantafeles and Rita
Irolbacker, second doubles:
Judy Vargos and Kathy
Sullivan, and third doubles:
Tammy Budzius and Nancy
Sobol.

WHEN ASKING COACH
Anderson if she thought the
team would do as well as last
year when the team placed
second in state, she replied,
"Coach Dome and I believe in

more of a career-oriented
person, I guess."

WHAT LIES IN the future for
this man after aU the miles, aU
the hours, and were all the
copies of Runners- World
ma zine? What other than his

Administrator
and Athlete

BY DONNA ST. GEORGE

OAK LAWN'S GIRL'S
Badminton Team is doing very
well with a 5 and 1 record in
Conference, losing only to T.F.
South in a very close meet with
a final score of 3-4.

The team has defeated Argo,
Reavis, Sandburg, and
Shepard, losing only to T.F.
South, after the first round.
Assistant Coach, Audrey An
derson explains, "They found
our weakpoints and outplayed
us. We had a bad day." The
Varsity Badminton Team had
defeated T.F. South once,
earlier in the season, with a
score of 4-3.

cell ~For

Informetion til

nationaily ranked Spartan is
considered .one of the best
shotputters around Assistant
coach George Dunn hopes Leh
mann can reach as much as 65
feet.

ON . THE GIRL'S SIDE,
weather has also handicapped
the Spartans. They have only
been able to get in one meet out
of four scheduled meets. "We
really needed those meets to
help us gain experience," ac
cording to Coach Linda Moeller.
"For instance, we were
scheduled to have a non
conference meet against
Sandburg. We would have had
an idea of how strong they are
without it counting in the
standings." Sandburg, (last
year's co-conference cham
pions along with the Spartans)
and Reavis pose the biggesdt
threat to unseat Oak Lawn.

Many girls from last year's
undefeated squad also hope to
carry this year's squad. They
include HoUy Johnson in the
hurdles and the high jump;
Vickie Heinzel in the 880; Carol
Ryan in the 880 and the mile;
Sue Polcaster in the 2 mile; also
Heinzel in the 440. Moeller
expects them to win in almost
every meet. "I think we've good
chance to repeat," said Moeller,
modestly.

So get ready, track fans. This
could be quite a year!

track

423-1212

softball

Low
Rates

.'7'''U''''''W.''·$W••S.~ ~* App,_ed by III. Office of Educatl_ ~

* New cour~ tt.nlng about .wry 2 weeks
• 2 and 4 week GOUrteI • 15 to 18 yrs. old
• Home pic:k,-up for ell driving leSIOnS olllllIIIIIIII
• F.... trip to station for permit JIIIIII"
• Auto insurance discount CIl'tlfk:8. ~

• "All Instructors heve H.S. tellChlng CIl'tifk:8te." .......

TO MANY DEDICATED
OLCHS runners, spring means
only one thing, the opening of
the track season. After a long
winter of empty, snow-filled
tracks, the dust is again rising
on the dirt-fiUeld pavement.
And, not unexpectedly, both
head coahces look with op
timism towards the current
season.

Boy'S coach John Lewis
seems prepared to face another
season. "We've got several kids
who've done a good job, in
cluding, Mike Lehmann, Pat
Daly, Rich Baader. But our
team is really well-balanced.
We don't have to many guys
who will win every meet, but
we're good enough so that
almost everyone can do a
reasonably good job. We're just
waiting for a chance to prove
it. "

Like other spring sports, the
track team has had to have
patience with Mother Nature.
The numerous spring showers
have played havoc with the
schedules. The boy's team has
o ly been able to squeeze two
meets in so far. They beat
Shepard and Richards in a
triangular meet and lost to Rich
central in a dual meet. In the
Rich central meet, Lehmann
was the only Spartan to take two
firsts, those coming in the
discus and shot put. The

BY BILL LlLLWITZ

HE RUNS NEARLY
everyday. Step by step, breath
by breath. Nothing Is going
through his mind as it remains
blank, trudging out every mile.
Indoors in gyms or outdoors on
roadways, it's all the same.
This is the life of a runner.

Mr. Steven Lebreicht Is a part
of this world. During the day be
is the Administrator who takes
care of money matters here at
OLCHS. At night, after school
he turns into this monster that
taunts the country nowadays.
The cold, dark, and
unemotional jogger of America.

The first question one of us
"normal" people as is why'?
Why all the pain and agony'?
Why run 10 clrcles? Alot of
people say, "To get in shape,"
or "To have a healthier me."

MR. LEBREICHT HAS a
different approach to the
question at hand, a more sin
cere one.

Oak Lawn's Varsity Girl's Softball Team has only played one out "I do it for a personal
pf their last six scheduled games, due to bad weather. The game challenge. Every since I
that was played, against Rich South, was a terrific success for the started in the fall I made up my
~partan girls, who won 23-4. mind I was going to run in the

The team's record last year was 13-5 and they are hoping to be Daley Marathon this year."
even more successful this year. Listening to this answer I was

puzzled for a while. How could
...---------------------.... anybody just run, it's so boriing.

Then I asked what started him
going?

"I TALKED TO Mr. Godar
after he got done running in the
Marathon. I got interested and
started OCtober 1 but I had leg
trouble right away. I didn't
really start going hard until
about February. Now I increase
10 percent a week. Right now I
run over 30 miles per week."

How about his past?
"I was a cross country runner

in high school and in college. I
did a little lifeguarding. I was
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THE GIRLS HAVE more
difficult routines which adds a
challenge. The schedule of
difficult schools gives the
gymnasts a chanc~. to go
against better competition and
experience. Coach Woerner
teels that if more junior high
schools had gymnastics
programs it ~ould mak~ a
difference in high school smce
experience is vital in gym
nastics.

Scores for various meets are:
Oak Forest 151.85, Oak Lawn
152.45; Hinsdale South 69.7, Oak
Lawn 69.3; Rich Central 155.05,
Oak LaWn 155.35; Thornton
149.7, Oak Lawn 151.94; Reavis
132.60, Oak Lawn 138.50; Bloom
153.35, Oak Lawn 155.35. Four
meets were lost by six-tenths of
a point and alot of the scores are
pretty close. Posting a 3-3
record in conference Coach
Woerner expects the girls to
place somewhere in the middle.
Their toughest opponents are
Thornwood and Thornridge,
who they go up against tonight.

During practices the girls
work on their routines and
difficult spots that need
smoothing out. One aspect that
they especially work on is
amplitude. Amplitude is a
complete stretched out position
of the body in a routine worth
four points out of the possible
ten. Assistant Coach Howard
Rubin helps the girls with
tumbling.

Tonight the girls have their
last me~t at Thornridge.
Conference will be held April 20
21 at Sandburg. Districts, in
which Coach Woerner expects
to place eighth, takes place
April 24-29.

BY MARIA KARSON

Getting along
Girl Gymnasts

THE OLCUS GIRLS' gym
nastics team has been doing
well this year, showing more
interest in gymnastics and
training harder for their dif
ficult schedule of schools.

According to Coach Janet
Woerner the girls have im
proved over last year. Starting
out with an average of 145 points
per meet and building up to
158.62, their goal this year is 170.
Last year the girls started in the
13O's and reached 159 so a
definite improvement has taken
place.

THE SECOND LEADING
scorer is sophomore Kim
Connelly. This is Connelly's
first year on the team and she is
doing well on the vault, floor
and beam.

Contributing to the team
effort are junior Michelle Scott 
floor, beam, and vault,
hopefully all-around by
districts; senior Karen Moore 
beam, unevens; Judy Berg 
vault; and Sharon Burgin 
unevens, beam, and vault.

Freshman have also played a
part in the meets. All the
following freshman have had
experience in gymnastics which
will help the team for next
year. Those freshmen are:
Chris Fenton, Kathy Stanko,
Joan Brewer, Sandy Kolodski
and Debbie Swan who will
hopefully be all-around by
districts.

The leading scorer for the
"team is senior Joyce Howver.
Howver has consistently placed
in the sevens on the unevens and
has yet to be beaten. She also
competes on the beam and has
progressed from last year.

rpost points scored in one
season with 3002. He now also
attends S.I.U. on a full
scholarsip.

MORE RECENT RACK
stars include Tom Hansen
who went downstate in four
events, and Russ Trapp who
was not only a track star but
an all conference football
player as well. Hansen, has
passed up college and now
works in construction. Trapp,
on the other hand, took ad
vantage of hs athletic
abilities and now attends
Eastern Illinois U: niversity
on a partial scholarship. _

O.L. wrestlers have hao
state champs since the school
opened in 1951. Terry
Mulrenin and Jim Cizek, both
state champs themselves in
1974, led the team to their
second place state finish.
Mulrenin now attends S.I.U.
and Cizek dropped out of
school after one year of
studies. Recently graduated
wrestlers Dan McEntee,
Steve Morganthaler and
Larry Wagner, all conference
champions, now attend
Chicago State U:niversity on
scholar:ships.

career, was drafted by Ute
Los Angeles Lakers. He was
put on wavers and now plays
for the Detoit Pistons.

PLAYING ALONG WITH
KUPEC was Jim Bocinski.
Bocinski too had the chance
to play proball in the U.S. but
instead decided to play his
pro years in Belgium.
Bocinski returned to Oak
Lawn to teach several years
ago but quit, and has since
then has been in the in
surance business.

Other than Bocinski several
Oak Lawn stars have
returned as teachers, Mr.
Piascovy, a conference pole
vault champ, attended
Valperaso University and
now teaches Math at Oak
Lawn. Coacb. Sullivan, a
multi-talented athlete, having
been all conf~ence in
basketball, bas~all and
football, attended tbwa State
U:nivesity and now also
teaches at Oak Lawn.

Some of Oak Lawn's top
track athletes include John
Marks and Kevin Moore.
Marks won conference in his
junior and senior years in
shot put and discus. He
topped that off with a state
shot put championship in his
senior year. Marks is at
tending S.I.U. and is
majoring in criminal law.
Kevin Moore holds records in
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Champs of past
BY RICH BOADER

THROUGHOUT
O.L.C.H.S.'s 25 years. of
existance, she has main
tained a reputation as a
powerhouse in sports. Boy's
sports we,re dominant, in
wrestling under Coach Chuck
Lawson, in track under Coach
John Lewis, and in basketball
under Coach Len Scaduto.
Girls sports, only newly
developed, has also proved to
be an asset to Oak Lawn's
sports program.

Of course, spirit and
teamwork help push a team
to greatness, but it's usually
the star, the conference
champ, or all conference
player that puts the team
over the top. Oak Lawn has
had more than her share of
these unique people, and
certainly her record shows it.

It would be only fair to give
the best top billing, and
whenever the best is men
tioned C.J. Kupec comes to
mind. J.C. was one of those
stars that helped Oak Lawn in
their 2nd place state finish in
1971. This was Oak Lawn's
year of glory and Kupec was
spotlighted in it by being
O.L.'s first all-state
basketball player. After his
glorious years in high school,
Kupec was awarded a full
scholarship to M.S.U., and
upon ending a terrific colle~e

First Doubts, then victory
B D id Niemeyer left a huge burden on the rest of WOUl~ be attemptmg to nolO on entry with the loser getting Meanwhile, Belter had also

y av the team, composed mostly of to a fIrst pi.ace lead over Luther eliminated and the winner reached the finals by barely
"We won it this year but you sophomores and juniors. South, .whlle Stagg would be advancing against another edging Luther South's Derek

However, these young strugghng to stay out of the winner. Banks 174-172 in the semi-finals.can forget about a cham- II 0 . th ul
plonship for a few years." bowlers surprised everyone by ce ar. nce agam ~ res ts RICHEY WAS PERHAPS the So the top two pit Oak Lawn's
Anonymous OLCHS bowler. doing a good job, even during were the .sa!"e, WIth the most surprising entry with only smooth southpaw against the
after conference last year. . the Spartans slow start. Spartans wmnmg four games one conference meet experience powerful stroke of Sandburg's

THE 1977-78 BOYS' bowling Sophomore John Hoffman and a~d t~e conference cham- under his belt. In .his first Lysik. And it was Belter win
season had closed its doors for Junior Bob Di e both had hot plons.hip. For the rec~rd, the match, he outshot Sandburg's ning, scoring a surprising upset
another year. The final stats hands early in the season. When ~ndi~ap t~am tur~ed 10 three Jefry Gresik 156-126 to win. In and closing the curtain on a
were all in, and once again one Hoffman and Dice were off, Mr. vI.ctones, WIth a senes of 515 by the semi-finals, he actually fantastic season for the Spar
school had collected all of the Gahala could lean on either Jeff RIchey, 448 by Harkt;r, 546 by bowled lower than his opponent, tans.
major prizes: 1st place, in- Novy or Steve Sikorski, and ~tewart, and 516 by DIce. A pat Chuck Lesko, but won because FOUR YEARS, FDUR
dividual conference tour- later sophomore Herb Stewart 10 the back must also go to he had a 19 pin advantage in championships. With only two
neyman, with handicap; Glenn and Glenn Richey. scratch team members ~Iter? handicap. He capped it off by seniors graduating, and a h~st
Richey, OLCHS; 1st place, THE SPARTANS SHOWED Hoffman, ~ovy and Sl~orski beating Richard's Dan Bishop of others waiting to fIll
individual conference tour- their true colors in their first who. even WIth only one VIctOry 180-151 in the finals, his highest their shoes, there is talk of yet

h Ed B It encounter with Stagg. The then ag~lDst Stagg, were the game of the tournament. another championship. No one
neymen, scratc : e er, first place Stagg squad were mamstay of the team all year Belter, too was considered an can deny that Mr. Gahala has
OLCHS. 1st place, team stan- riding pretty high until the long. ... underdog. Favored to win it all built a dynasty. What does it
di~fs~~L~~S'jOke, that's for Spartans brought them back to At the mdivldual conference was Sandburg's Ray Lysik, with take to win four years in a row?
sure. The Spartans had gained earth. Oak Lawn won four tournament, the Spartans w~re the highest aver~ge in the entire "Good bowlers, motivation and
the lead in the fourth meet and games and moved permanently doubted once ~gam e,,:en WIth league. Lysik ,'lid away with luck" according to Mr. Gahala.
held it to the end. But there into the lead, while Stagg fizzled three bowl~rs 10 the fmal two Sikorski in the quarter-finals, If that is true, then the Spartans
were many doubters early in and never challenged for the r?unds?f eIght each. Belt~r and 205-151. Lysik die a crunch job already have good bowlers in
the season. Only two seniors, Ed lead again. Sikorski ~~r~ ente~ed I~ the against his felli,w Sandburg the plus colwnn. And next time,
Belter and Rick Harker were Three months later these scratch diVlSI?n whIle RI~hey bowler Rich 80ler next with an even the Spartans will believe in
good enough to bowl regularly same two teams would meet '~a~ .entered 10 the handicap unbelievable 266 game to themselves.
on the conference squad. This again. This time the Spartans d;!vlslon. Each bo~ler bowled Solner's 172.

rolled one game agamst another
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Discipline cODlDlittee

Proposes new code
BY GLENN S. GRIFFITH

THE STUDENT
DISCIPLINE code may have a
new look for the 1978-79 school
year. More changes in this
year's code have been proposed
by the present Discipline
Committee.

The changes, which will be
presented to the school board
and Mr. Wiltshire next month,
are both major and minor. The
proposed code is more lenient in
some areas, while stricter in
others.

The flrSt proposed change
involves the amount of cuts a
student accumulates before he
is suspended. The present code,
enacted at the start of second
semester, allots the student two
cuts before he is put in internal
suspension on the third. If the
proposed code is passed the
student will be put into internal
suspension on the second cut.

THE DECISION INVOLVING
the amount of cuts alloted was
made only after a long
discussion, a vote, another
discussion, and anb er vote.

The first vote was on whether
even one cut should be a1l0ted.
The result was negative, with a
majority saying that the student
should receive suspension on his
or her first cut. This was
followed by another discussion,
and a second vote, from which
the decision of alloting the
student one cut was made.

The second change involves
coats and hats in the classroom.
The present code state that
detention may be issued for
having hats and or coats or
jacketS in th classroom. The

new proposed code allows
students to bring coats and hats
to class, but prohibits them only
from wearing them in class.
The committee feels that
because the amount of coats
stolen from lockers has in
creased, the student should be
allowed to carry them with him,
if he so wishes.

THE MOST NOTABLE
change made in this section
involve a student failing to
serve internal suspension at the
time appointed. The present
code has th student put on a

one day external, followed by a
parent conference, and his
return to school. The proposed
code states that a student who
did not serve internal the day
~hat he was given will also have
to serve a day of internal in
addition to the day of external.

The committee feels this will
cut down on students who would
rather have external than in
ternal suspension from cutting
internal.

Chess takes division

Arts and antique exhibited at the Fair.
(Staff Photo by Eric Vana)

the auction. At the end of the
day, there was demonstrations
on spinning, leatherwork,
quilting, sculpting and portrait
painting.

There was a change in Sun
day's program. There was a
magic show by William Dun
borough, Francesco and
flamenco dancers. At the end of
the program, there was a
discussion on upside-down
portrait sketching.

Out of the sixty-five
exhibitors, among them were
John Moismen, Steve Lous, and
a woodcarver who carved a
harp for Monaco's Prine
Rainier and Princess Grace.

The Division winning Chess Team.
(Staff Photo by Eric Vana)

recital at 9:30, Garfield Goose
for the kids at 11: 30, Milt An
dersen, head of the commission
gave a classical guitar exhibit,
and following that the Oak
Lawn Barbershop Quartet sang
"It's a Grand Old Flag."

John Moismen painted scenes
from San Francisco and the
Grand Canyon. Steve Lous, of
Oak Lawn, carved a village
birthday cake out of ice, while
classical guitarists played
music from different countries
in the background.

THERE WAS AN auction of
Grandma Moses' outstanding
work. For the Senior Citizens
there was a square dance after

BY DIANE BURLESON

OL HS HELD THEIR annual
Arts and Antiques Fair on the
weekend of May 20 and 21. The
Oak Lawn Parade and Special
Events Commission was in
charge of the fair. The chair
man of this commission is Milt
Andersen.

The fair attracted sixty-five _
exhibitors to show off their
works. The fair was held from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. The cost was $2.00
per family, $1.00 for adult, and
.50 for students and children.

The Oak Lawn Parade and
Special Events Commission
planned a great program for the
fair. It started with a piano

Paul Lundquist was the point
leader in the Division and took
first place. Mike Domico came
in third and Glenn Rosenburg
took fifth place. Mr. Bob
Dominiak is the sponsor and
coach of the Chess Team. He
expressed that it was an en
joyable season and that the
team members are truly
talented. Dominiak added that
the next two or three years
could also go well for the team
since four of the eight starting
players this year are Fresh
men.

OLCHS holds art fair

wins, three losses, and one tie.
Victories included two wins
against Evergreen Park, two
wins against Eisenhower, and
two wins against Bremen. They
also took one ma tch each
against Reavis, Richards and
T.F. North. Their three losses
were against Reavis,
Homewood-Flossmoor and
Shepard while tying once with
Richards. A trophy was
awarded to the team.

Out of the top five players in
the Division, three Oak Lawn
team members were included.

BY ERIC VANA

THE OLCHS CHESS Team
won the North Division
Championship of the South
Inter-Conference Association.
The eight-member team con
sisted of Paul Lundquist, Mike
Domico, Glenn Rosenburg,
Dave Meyer, Dan Charleston,
Brian Smith, Bruce Parson and
Dave Szum.

Out of the team's 13 game
schedule, their record was nine
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Band students honored

The Oak Lawn Combo section provided entertainment.
(Staff Photo by Jerry Kostal)

Also, Ms. Hildebrandt is
leaving the faculty and will live
in McHenry, Illinois after she
gets married. The band's
directors and members wish
her the best of luck.

IN UPCOMING EVENTS, the
Graduation Ceremony Band
will play for the June 11 com
mencement. For the 1973-79
year, the various bands plan on
going to music festivals in all
parts of Illinois.

BY ROY BERNARD

THE OLCHS BAND held its
24th annual awards night
Thursday, May 11, in the
cafeteria. Recipients of some of
the major awards were Bob
Thompson; the Louis Arm
strong Award, Blll Walker; the
Director's Award, and Mark
Sturonas, the John Philip Sousa
Award. Karen Dangremond
was chosen the Outstanding
Section Leader. Nancy May was
the Outstanding Junior in
Concert Band. Andy Holesha
and Don Randle won Out
standing Junior and Senior in
Varsity Band, respectively.

Entertainment was provided
by a combination of the Con
cert Varsity, and Cadet Bands
conducted by Ms. Hildebrandt.
The group played "Lawrence
Milk", a satirical music piece
while some of the band mem
bers expressed the spirit of the
selection. with humorous skits.
One skit included Charles Yara,
co-director of the Varsity Band,
as the Lone Ranger.

Honors night will be on Friday, June 9.

The 1978-79 school year begins on Tuesday, August
9.
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Last day of school is Monday, June 12.

Summer school classes begin on Monday, June 19.

Year end
Wrap up

Senior Class Breakfast will be Friday morning,
June 9, from 9 until 11 at the Grand Ballroom of the
Sheraton Tower.

Graduation practice will be held on Thursday June
8 and, if needed, on Friday June 9.

Cycle classes held

The class of 78 will graduate
on June 11 in the Spartan Gym.
Each graduate will receive
three tickets initially but may
sign up for more. The ad
ministration is expecting 2,000 .
2,200 people to attend the
ceremony.

DANIEL FADDEN, A junior
at OLCHS recently won a
national writing award from
Scholastic magazine.

He won the third award in the
1!n'8 Scholastic Writing Contest.
This contest is nationwide with
thousands of entries from all 50
states.

His subject was a familiar
essay on packaging techniqup.s
of managers. It was entere( in
the humorous division of the
contest. Dan originally wrote it
for Expository Writing, but his
teacher, Ms. Leable thought it
was good. He improved the
story by rewriting it several
times and then sent it to the
contest along with 14 other
entries from Oak Lawn.

first day so they must bring
leather gloves, long-sleeved
clothing, and boots to protect
ankles. The motorcycles are
rented. They are lightweight,
between l00cc and 200cc.

Mr. Wallin teaches this class
because surveys show that most
motorcycle accidents happen to
young, unexperienced
motorcyclists. Another reason
why he teaches this class is
because he has been riding a
motorcycle for 15 years, and if
he learned how to ride a
motorcycle the proper way, he
could have saved himself from
embarassing moments and
miner accidents.

girls. The course is non
creditable and consists of 11
hours classroom and 11 hours on
the range. The fee, $5, paid at
the beginning of the course is
refunded at the end of the three
week period.

THIS COURSE IS not being
sponsored by OLCHS, but by
Northeastern Illinois Univer
sity. There is one more three
week course starting June 121

1!n'8. Those wishing to learn how
to ride a motorcycle the correct
way, can pick up an application
from Mr. Wallin.

The only requirement is a
driver's permit. Students will
be riding in the range on the

Ms. Bertinetti, advisor to the
SPARTANITE, will be leaving
OLCHS after this school year.
Bertinetti, who also teaches
journalistic writing and English
I, is leaving due to the return of
Mr. Elliott. Elliott will resume
his position as advisor to the
SPARTANITE after a one year
sabbatical leave. the SPAR
TANITE staff wishes Ms.
Bertinetti the best of luck.

News briefs
Mr. Leach, special education

teacher at OLCHS has written a
book entitled Mea Culpa. The
setting for the story is at St.
Elizabeth's, a home for han
dicapped boys and involves an
insane monk, a dark tunnel, the
forces of good against evil and

'exorcism. Leach has sent his
novel to the Avon Publishing
Company in New York and
should receive a reply sh rtly.

Beaut~

Salon

ltalrdu'gn
men .. women

5210 W 51 95th tre t
Oak Lawn. IllinOIS 60453

Tel ph ne(312)4251815

EMMET'S
425-2372

5168 W. 95th St.

BY EUGENE STURINO

THREE DAY OUT of the
week Mr. Wallin won't be going
home. Instead he will be across
the street in the student parking
lot teaching people how to ride
motorcycles.

Since April 17. 1!n'8 Mr. Wallin
has been teaching OLCHS
students the proper way to ride
a motorcycle. This course is
after school and lasts four hours
a day, three days a week, for
three weeks.

There are only 24 students per
course, and many of them are

TRY THE ORIGINAL EAT IN
OVER 28 DIFFERENT SANDWICHES

ITALIAN U-BOAT
TAKE OUT GREAT SUB. SAND. CORNER OF

87th -0- CICERO
,~~
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Mr. WaHn's motorcycle cia s.
(Starr Photo by Jolee Lamparter)

1FREE 14 OZ. Soft Drink With The
Purchase Of Any Sandwich One Per

CustOO1er Per Coupon Exp. 6/15/18
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Society for Journalists. The
editors accepted are Pete
Douville, Glenn Griffith, Curt
O'Hara, Bill Lillwitz, and
Cheryl Beckwith. Pins and
membership cards will be
issued to these students on
Honon Night, June 9.

In addition to those awarded
membership, several members
were also given honorary
certificates for their out
standing work on the Spar
tanite. Congratulations!!

10% off
with purchase

Photo by Glenn Griffith

A great idea for the next dance

Debbie Hauck, assistant director. expresses the cast and crew's
opinion of their director closing night.

"Mr. Dzurison. we think you're this good!"

~..,.ire
~~ .

o~ R&D Florists
8661 S. Pulaski

737-5656
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HONORS AND WRITING
awards went to six Spartanite
members this month.

Bill Geary received honorable
mention for sports-writing from
the Eastern Illinois School
Press Association.
Gle~ Griffith was awarded

honorabie mention for
newswriting from the Illinois
Women's Pr s Association.

ALONG • WIT' THE
AWARDS, five ec.... rs were
membership into Quill and
Scroll, the International Honor

Spartanite gets
Writing awards

SCHWI
Empire Beady Saloo Pierce's Oak Lawn
5503 lest !6h St. Bike SIqJ

424-1170 518 I. lith St.

Penton Dirt 'R del Hodakan oa yc e
9805 SOUTHWEST HWY.OAK LAWN, ILL.60453

BULTACO KTM

The Spartanite

At the end of the closing
performance the realization
that this was the end took its
grasp on the cast and crew.
Gifts were exchanged between
directors and students, and the
girls of the cast received
flowers. It could easily be seen
that the seniors had realized
that this was their last high
school performance.

Mr. Dzurison and Mr.
Roeckeman, the Directors,
received numerous handshakes
as people congratulated them
on the success of the play.

BUT THE DIRECTORS and
the cast aren't the only ones
who deserve to be
congratulated. The orchestra,
production staff, and publicity
assistants also played a major
part in the success of West Side
Story.

Conrad, Sue Egan, Yvonne
Flynn, Suzanne Gonzales, Pat
McGrath, Diane Palumbo,
Gene Poull, Mary Quigley,
Donna St. George, and Sue
Wasowicz. Class of 1980, Nadia
Bedwan, Jerry Chickerillo,
Nancy Dunning, Sue Krammer,
Annmarie Ott, Laurie Petrica,
Leonnetta Rizzi, Carol
Schiavitti, Bill Tasker, and
Karen Vinci, Class of 1981:
Margret Brooks, Nadine Flynn,
Jan Genis, Katherine Koroba,
Martina McGilloway, Marie
McGrath, Eileen Quealy, Cindy
Spano, Maureen Thompson, and
Kathy Woods.

The newly elected officers of
Student Council, Diane
Palumbo, President Carol
Conrad, Vice President;
Leonetta Rizzi, Secretary; and
Jerry Chickerillo, Treasurer,
are already meeting to make
plans for next year. These plans
included possibly cosponsoring
a Freshmen Social, with the
Pupil Service. The purpose of
this social would be to have
freshmen coming from dif
ferent schools meet each other
and become a unified class
early in the year.

Student Council itself has
already met at a recent
meeting, and is planning a 2nd
Annual Turnover Picnic on
June 3, to have old get
acquainted new members.

Hand, One Heart." Act II began
with the tension exploding
during the "rumble" and
continued with scenes in the
bridal shop where Maria works,
Maria's bedroom, Doc's
Drugstore, and ended with
Chino finding Tony in the
streets. The songs "I Feel
Pretty," "Somewhere," "Gee,
Officer Krumpke, " "A Boy Like
That" and "I Have a Love"
were' presented in Act II with
"Gee, Officer Krumpke" going
over especially big with the
audienC81

AT THE CONCLUSION of Act
II the entire cast appeared on
stage and the audience showed
their appreciation by giving
them a standing ovation. The
cast's emotions broke open and
they began to scream with
happiness and hugged one
another.

audience. Although the students
did win the game, I think that
everyone had a good time.

The last major event of the
school year for Student Council
came with Spirit Week. Spirit
Week is important to Student
Council because it shows to the
whole school that we do have
some school spirit and en-
thusiasm, and clearly
disproves the apathetic
outlook a lot of people have
towards Oak Lawn. Spirit Week
did come out a success with the
sophomore class getting the
largest accumulation of points.

These activities, by far, are
not the only activities that our
Student Council was· involved
in. They have done numerous
other activities such as helping
with the NCA Evaluation,
Freshman Orientation, Blood
Drive, and attending depart
mental meetings, just to name a
few.

This year's Student Council
has been very successful. The
council itself is partly
responsible for this, but without
the excellent guidance from Dr.
Smith, the sponsor, and of
ficers, Tracey Thompson, Carol
Conrad, Sandy Russo, and
Diane Palumbo, its success
would certainly have l>een
doubtful.

Student Council has recently
had its election for the 1978-79
school year. Students with
suggestions for Stud~nt ('.nnn"n

to consider should brlDj~~~
their class representatives who
are: Class of 1979; Carol

BY ERIC VANA

THE PLAY, WEST SIDE
STORY, was presented before a
packed house on May 18, 19 and
20 in the .A,uditorium Gym.

The presentation, based on a
conception by Jerome Robbins,
consisted of two acts with a
brief intermission during which
time refreshments were sold
outside the gym.

The musical takes place on
the west side of New York City
during the last days of summer.
Act I built up the pressure
between two rival gangs, the
Jets and the Sharks, and in
cluded the musical selections
"Jet Song," ~'Somethings
Corning," "Dance at the Gym,"
"Maria," "Tonight,"
"America," "Cool," and "One

Student Council
BY DONNA ST. GEORGE

West Side Story: Hit

As the end of the 1977-78
school year comes to a close, I
feel it is necessary to revive all
that Student Council has ac
complished.

The year began with the
ijomecorning Dance, held on
October 13. The dance was
generally well-liked by
everyone although there were
many complaints about the
band. But Student Council, like
everyone else, learns from their
mistakes. This year they have
already booked the band for
next year's dance. A well-liked
band, Synod, has already been
booked.

The next major thing Student
Council did was to discuss with
the administration, two current
school policies, actually getting
them altered. These two
policies, one concerning open
campus students in the library,
and the other concerning
presentation of ID's at semi
formal dances, are now in ef
fect.

.The next concern of the
Student Council dealt wi .1 a
ship from World War II, The
USS ST. LOUIS, Students cir
culated petitions requesting
President Carter to dedicate the
ship as a National Monument,
instead of scrapping it, as had
been previously planned.

Student Council also spon
sored a Faculty vs. Students
Volleyball game. This event,
held on February 15th, was met
by a large and enthusiastic·

YEAR ENDS
FREEDOM AT LAST

'.



and it shows! especially when a
girl track Star gets beat by a
guy. This could make a girl feel
inferior to her male teammates,
even though she is definitely
not.

All activities offered in
OLCHS gym classes should be
more carefully planned. The
endurance, ability, strength and
general injury risk present
should be carefully considered.

Some activities appeal to one
sex more than the other, and the
people who don't care for them,
don't enjoy them. U co-«l gym
is to continue, the participants
should have a voice in the types
of activities they both would like
to take part in. They should
choose athletics that both guys
and girls would equally enjoy
and could fairly participate and
compete in.

BY TAMMY CARSTENS

After one semester of Co-«I
gym, my opinion is that it really
isn't fair to girls or guys. True,
it can be fun in certain ac
tivities, but others cause a lot of
frowning and even em
barrassment, on the part of the
participants. Cered swimming
seems to be a major contender
for the title of "Most Hated Cer
ed Sport." For a beginner or
someone who can't swim well, it
can be degrading. My gym class
was spared the wrath of co-«l
swimming last semester, and I
have been told that I was very
lucky. As for volleyball, I had a
lot of fun. I found that I liked it
better when it is co-«lucational.
This was one sport where the
girls had the advantage over the
guys, and really excelled! Now,
track is one sport that I felt
wasn't fair at all. The problem
is that the guys seem to have
more endurance than the girls,

June 2 llr78

Boy's View
~~T:~d Gym:

Co-Ed Gym;
Girl's View

Master of Time

OUT

Oh, Great One
your light shines on
yet the children don't see
what your true meaning is

You rule each of lives
Granting happiness and misfortune
It's ironic, but apparent
Time is our best friend and our enemy.

Master of Time
We beckon your arrival
our souls are scourged
from past punishment

Master of Time
Our faith is weak
We must see the image
that you have set for us

SPEAK

-Ron Koronkowski

Green Peppen

Points of a pentagon point at me
as fearsome colors snow my mind.
I'm confused in a cloud above all
and I need love from someone kind.

Everyone turns
I'm all alone
But the points of a pentagon still point at me.

I try hard to fight it out of my head
I swim through anger and beer.
I've escaped from them all it seems
but one thing forgotten that I fear.

What is the most Intere tlng
thing you did thl year?

Miner-Junior-Fool
I ended up hating co-«l gym,

which is suppose to get boys and
girls to work together. This is
another joke, because they end
up at each other's throats,
which makes a big effect on the
game. There are more
arguments and more lack of
communication now than ever
before.

All in all, the only thing co
educational gym accomplishes
is friction towards the
relationship of boys and girls.
Co-ed gym is not working out in
most areas where it's been
used. If the people who thought
up this great idea would try it,
they might realize that they
made a mistake. But, until then,
we'll have to suffer the con
sequences.

Minority
BY KARL KRO T

Smokers:

I didn't have cered gym very
long, but what I had of it, I
didn't like. The discipline
required for an organized game
was lacking. The games ended
up boring because all the
competition had been drained
out.

In our class, the boys were
graded on skills. If a person
didn't set the volleyball, the
girls would refuse it, or just hit
it wildly. This made the boys
mad and caused aggravation
between the two sexes.

The idea of gym is physical
competition, but this has turned
into a joke. The boys can't play
all out, which causes boredom.
Many times I felt like sleeping
throu~h class.

Kramer-Senior
during football

Laureen
Cheering
season.

Eric
around.

Mr. Chilvers-Teacher-Beat
Sta~g High School in football.

Dolores Douce-Freshman
Played on the volleyball team.

Kevin lsenegger-Senior-
Going to Hawaii on Spring
break.

Don Kalkstein-8ophomore-
Learning how to cheat in
Wallin's class.

Face it, smokers, you're all
burned out. According to recent
statistics, you have slipped into
the minority. on-smokers are
beginning to get their revenge.
For instance, in more and more
buildings, elevators, and other
public places, smoking has been
outlawed. Restaurants now
have reserved smoking sec
tions.

Smoking really started its
heyday when the talking movies
first began. Many an actor and
actress saved themselves by
using cigarettes as a starting
technique so they could
remember a forgotten line. This
spread to the public, especially
during the SO's, with people
imitating tough guys like
Marlon Brando and Jimmy
Dean

In the 60's, it was definance
against society that led
thousands of young to smoke. In
the 70's, the television com
mercial, "You've come a long
way baby!" gave the incentive
to girls and women to smoke.
For a while, more women were
smoking than ever before.

Now, cancer scares and plain
dislike of smoking have con
tributed to the drJP of smokers.
The tobacco companies will try
to keep people smoking, but for
now there is a decline.

More non-smokers are going
to their state and federal
lawmakers for anti-smoking
legislation. It's just a dirty,
hazardous, seldom enjo)led
habit. Try to kick it. It may be
the best decision you'll ever
make.
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Baked Alaskan Pie
Over all, I think prom was

organized very well and kept
under good control. I only hope
that next year's will be as en
joyable and memorable for all
of us.

Anonymous Female Who
Loves Her Male

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

i "EVERYONE LOVES !
i _G'EDY ANN" I
.~ . ~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

DAN SULLIVAN

Student
Sound

Off

This year, more than ever,
student apathy has plagued our
school. The problem is a serious
one, and should be called to I
everyone's attention.

The Student Council elections
wel'e a perfect example. The
election was held in the
cafeteria whel'e most people
were concerned with eating
than with voting. As a result, a
small minority of the student
body voted.

Student apathy can be curbed
in this school if students are
motivated properly. If elections
are held in homeroom, than
more students are encouraged
to vote. What's more, added
publicity would also help get
people involved. Unless
something is done to prevent
this problem from getting out of
hand, it will only grow worse in
the year to come.

Prom is a big event, and the
people who attend it have put a
good bit of money into it,
especially the guys. They've got
tux rental, the Ucketa, the

by Carol Conrad

The Junior and Senior Prom
was on Saturday, May 13. It was
a huge success. The Juniors had
everything under control except
for one thing-the weather!
Downtown at McCormick
Place, it was a little damp and
chilly.

Quo-Vadis wasn't as great as
I expected them to be, but Filly
really had everyone dancing.
Everyone enjoyed it so much
that the chairs and tables were
moved to make a bigger dance
floor.

The food was cooked to my
liking: very tasty, and it felt as
if it would just melt in my
mouth. It was accented by rich

The SPARTANITE this
month is put out by a different
staff, the staff the reader will
become familiar with next year.
They have been advised and
assisted in this by the 1977-78
staff. On behalf of both staffs,
the SPARTANITE would like to
thank some very special
people; first, the school board
and administration of Oak
Lawn High School for allowing
us to publish this year free from
the constraints which so many
schools put on student
publications. Though there have
been those who believe that the
student's speech should be
limited, the school board and
administration has encouraged
fair and unbiased reporting, as
well as honest expression of
opinion. This has greatly aided
the students, in too many ways
to enumerate here.

We would like also to thank
the teachers and maintenance
people who have been so
helpful, in selling papers,
volunteering information and
suggestions, and in donating
their time. Without them, the
task of publication would have
been impossible.

A very special thanks should
go to Mr. Reiter, the chairman
of the English department. He
has put in a lot of lime to help
us, and has become an honorary
"staffer" for his loyally to us.

Finally, we must thank our
readers. Without them, there
would be no SPARTANITE.

This is to the men who never
ask for publicity, but do their ------------.11.
jobs and stay behind the scenes:

How many people notice the
man outside cutting the grass?

~
tering the lawn? Did you

e r stop and think who keeps
th s place clean? The
cuModians, of course. They
work'mt>rning, noon, and night flowers, and the gas to pay for.
cleaning up our messes. Who That all adds up to ,quite a b!t.
else do you think pick up the I In most c~ses, it s worth It.
papers we drop in the halls or But a few mcoosiderate girls
clean the floors we drop 'our don't, seem to. appreciate it.
food on? These men receive no They 11 start dating a guy a few
fame but do an important job weeks before prom, then dump
for o'ur health standards Just the poor jerk the next day-and
think, did you ever th~nk a some don't even wait that long.
custodian for cleaning a desk, Well, they say ,there's a sucker
or washing the windows? This b?rn every. mmute, and some
school would be nothing without girls know It. So, to all of you
them. Grow Up! Guys can be just as

So, thank you custodians, for st".n8itive as we are. But,if you
emptying the garbage cans, c~mned a guy once, you.ll con
keeping the water fountains and him twice. Good luck In the
washrooms clean enough for future, cause you'll need it.
use, and for putting up with us.
But most of all, thank you for
keeping the school together for
another year.

Night to remember

J.J.'s Cyclery - 1
8741 S. Harlem

598-7979

beer.
The SCAB car wash deserves

mention here, because even
though it turned out into a
miserable day, we made some
mnnp.v and had a llreat time.

Spirit week was alot of fun
also, I know we took third place
but the last two years we took
first. Our major problem was
that most of the Seniors had

I contracted the dreaded 
Senioritis- ; adj. the total
apathetic outlook toward school
that seniors usually get their
last quarter. However, one
definite show of class spirit is
our blood drive totals. Last
Tuesday we set a school record
for most pints donated in one
day, that big day helped us
break the school record for
pints donated in one year.

Prom was really nice but once
again the weather could have
been better. But since it was
only two weeks ago and you
were there, I'm not going to talk
about it. (If you weren't there I
know you don't want to hear
about it again,)

AT TnE END OF THI~

YEAR we had the first annual
badminton tournament, Senior
class Picnic is June 8, Senior
Breakfast and Honor's Night
are on June 9. Finally
Graduation is June 11. Well that
wraps up what we've done and
now some advice to next year's
President.

Donna, the most impor1a,&lt
thing I could say to you is:
you can't please all of the people
all of the Time. The hardest
part of Presidency is making
decisions. First get the in
formation, make the decision,
and stick to it. Good Luck, I
know you'll do a good job.

•...................•.~
! BOB'S BIKE !
• •
e SHOP e
,! • SOlJlHWEST IMY. !
: OAK LAWN, n. IIM53 i: .
i * SCHWI SALES i• •i *SERVICE i• •• •! BOB HEln 5
• •! PHONE GA3-:lJ14 ~· ~........................

Donna Abbott
Dave Niemeyer
EricVana
Roy Bernard
Becky Kulsufls
Donna $t. George
Dan Sullivan
Carol Dornan
Art Paterson
Mary Lou Perry,
GrorgeDaly
Bill Geary

Pat Wasielewski
Jerry Pender
Sue Wasowicz
Carol Conrad
Brenda Nanny

Jerry Kustal,
Wayne Vilchuck
Jolee Lamparter,
KarenLech

Rebecca Bertinetti

a special appearance, the
"Studs" must have got lost. It
was very chaotic but everybody
had a good time.

Then came the winter and
with-it, home basketball games.
Oak Lawn had its own type of
bleacher bums, which were
slightly perverted but very
rowdie. The wrestling team
brought some honor to the boys
of this school by taking con
ference. The girls sports, well
what more can be siad-they're
the best.

The Sweetheart dance came
nat, and although there was
some controversy over the date,
I think most people felt the
dance turned out fine. There
was quite a bit of pressure on
the juniors and I think they
andled it really well.

Senior Cut Day was really
spoiled by the weather. But
because it coincided with St.
Pat's, some Seniors made their
own little party downtown. I get
the feeling some guys here
could have a good time in
Siberia, if they had a case of
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Diane Burleson, Jeff Lippner, Sam Klementozos,
Carol Dwan, Jerry Kotas, Tammy Carsten, Keith
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IT you are reading this, you
are probably wondering why I
wrote this. Well, I wrote this
because it's traditional for the
Senior Class President to write
a summary of the year, to recap
the events, and give next year's
Senior Class President some
advice.

Well, the yeat started off on
the right foot, by having a lot of
organization and hard work
turn out a really good float. In
fact, it was the first time in
quite a few years that the senior
class beat the band for "Out
standing Float."

The next big event was the
SO's day and dance. The school
was getting ready for it all week
and by Friday, it was sheer
hysteria. We had a fantastic
participation during the day.
Everybody dressed up for it and
the cafe dance floor was
packed. The dance was even
better as it sold-out easily. The
gangs really added life (and
almost death) to the dance. The
"Pythons" and "Lords" were
there and the "Referees" made
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Year End Reflections

This is to the men who never
ask for publicity, but do their
jobs and stay behind the scenes:

How many people notice the
man ~utside cutting the grass?
waterlOg the lawn? Did you
ever stop and think who keeps
this place clean? The
custodians, of course. They
work morning, noon, >and night
cleaning up our messes. Who
else do you think pick up the
papers we drop in the halls, or
clean the floors we drop our
food on? These men receive no
fame, but do an important job
for our health standards. Just
think, did you ever thank a
custodian for cleaning a desk,
or washing the windows? This
school would be nothing without
them.

So, thank you custodians, for
~mptying the garbage cans,
keeping the water fountains and
washrooms clean enough for
use, and for putting up with us.
But most of all, thank you for
keeping the school together for
another year.

BY ART PATER 0 .

~he Busy Bobb~
5629 W. 87th Street
Oak Lawn, m. 804M
(312) ~lI634

Viking Sewing
Machine Dealer
Sewin~ Lessonst:.roice On AU Mak~

because the kids would rather
show up to watch other students
beat the teachers. You have to
admit that there is no ex
citement like watching a
teacher fall down just to try to
return a volleyball. Because
these events turned out to be so
successful, maybe there will be
more in the future. I know I'll
look forward to them.

Thanks

". "In.

BY CAROL DORNAN

How many people attended a
football, baseball, or basketball
game this year? Not very
many, which gives Oak Lawn
High School a reputation of
having the worst school spirit in
the area. But did you see the
attendance at the volleyball
game when the OL girls played
against some willing teachers,
and beat them two out of three?
Or what about all those people
that stood up and cheered when
the '71 basketball team came
running out, back together
again to play the teachers? It's
the spirit shown at games like
these, that makes me proud to
be a part of the school.

So, why isn't this spirit
brought out at the regular
sports events? Probably

June graduation, time for parents to go •
•

all out for "The Graduate."

he is special for that day.

A Presentation Bouquet from

Hultgen Florist, be it roses carnations,

or a mixed bouquet, •

properly presented, is very, very,

424-2200

ana being on the l;taff gives us
the experience we need. Others
ere just interested in school
activities. For example, the
sports staff consists mostly of
students involved in sports.

There have been lots of ar
ticles already in the Spartanite
about the problems of putting
out a newspaper, but this is the
first issue put out by a new staff,
who now see the problems in a
whole different way. That's
because we're faced wjth them
and how to solve them. So next
time you go to throwaway your
Spartanite (if you took the
trouble to buy one), think of the
work, but most of all tHe cost of
trying to keep interested
students informed about the
activities of this school.

Francis Hultgen
4823 W. 95th Street

Once a month the students of
Oak Lawn High School are
asked to buy a Spartanite. It
seems that not many students
can afford a quarter a month to
find out the news of this school.
The question is why? But it's an
unanswerable question.
Because I'm on the staff, you'll
probably think that I have to
say this, but the trouble all
these kids go through to put out
the paper, doesn't seem worth
the effort. All you'll hear at a
meeting of the staff is "get ads,
get ads" which is all we can do
to keep the paper from going
underground. We get more in
debt every month, but we try to
get by with what we have. Why
do we do it? Because most of us
are interested in journalism and
want to earn livings that way
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just pass hini a joinf and he
leaves them ,,!'lne). The par
tyers also love noncerts. I
mean, some go to just about
every concert that come~ to
town (But concerts are really
great. You can sit back and just
watch all the smoke float by). A
true partyer doesn't worry
about a thing. He enjoys himself
and doesn't bother anyone else.

The people-in-between is the
category which fits most of us.
These people like to work but
like to have fun. They work
their rears off all day and party
all night! (Just kidding!)

These people do other things
too. They go to all kinds of
places and enjoy doing different
things. They like money, but
know that money isn't
everything. They like to party,
but don't carry their garbage
bags everywhere they go. They
like variety and change. They
even find time to help at home.
(Cut the lawn, wash the win
dows and all that other fun
stuff.)

I don't know if you'd put
yourself into one of these
categories or not. Maybe you
have your own. Whatever you
do this summer, do it because
you want to and ENJOY!
Summer vacation only comes
once a year.

When asked if it would be any
different being a senior, junior
Chris Nilles said "Yes, because
you'll have to worry about
keeping your grades up and
you'll need to start thinking
about your future and whether
it will include college or not."
Others said yes because they
were going to be the top now and
not just. low man on the totem
pole. Most juniors were looking
forward to their senior year
because the sooner it is over the
sooner they get out of school and
into the world.

424·5355

3574 W. 95th St.

Start Planning
for summer

BY BECKY KUTSULIS

Twins Educatwnal
- Center

School Supplies

New and Used Text Books

DRAFTING EQUIPMEJyT

With summer on its way,
everyone is trying to decide
what to do over vacation.
Everyone, I figure, is more or
less placed in three categories:
The workers, the partners, and
the people-in-between.

The workers are an in
teresting group. They have a
mania: Money, money, money,
and MORE money!! They will
do anything to make piles of
green and go to any lengths to
get it in their grimy, little paws.
They search frantically for a
job that will make them the
most money with the least
amount of work.

Some of them are not in it for
the money as much as for the
work itself. Some people enjoy
working. (I don't know how they
do it!). They like their jobs and
are really into helping other
people.
. Then we have the partyers:
The fun-loving group whose
second home is Pulaski Woods.
They come equipped with
garbage bags filled with Can
nabis, (SHAME!) bowls, bongs,
pnpers, and the ever-loving
sixer of Strohs. They spend
their day lounging in the
morning sun, early dusk, late
evening and morning sun again.
Once in a while they might be
pestered by a ranger. (They

the Beginning?fThe End or

Success for OL graduates
O.L. He was from last year's He lives in the oldest still
class of 1977. existing house in O.L. Built in

Mike's wife Brenda and his 4 1893 by a Mr. McCord, Mike's
children have a right to be victorian-style house on the
proud of him for his corner of 96th and 54th stands
professional and political ac- three stories tall, has nine
complishments, but Mike rooms and is surrounded by 14
doesn't stop there. Athletically towering oak trees. Mike and a
he is active, mainly with specially trained crew are
hockey. He founded the Oak working hard to restore it to its
Hockey League and the Oak original beauty. The driveway
Hock~y. Leagu~ Officials was removed, flagstone walk-
AsSOCiation. He IS a charter ways are being put in, the house
bo8:r~ member. o~ the' Ho~key is going to be painted and the
OffiCials AsSOCiation and IS a porch is being rebuilt, to name
former NCAA Ice Hockey some of the major things being
Referee. done. Mike doesn't expect to be

When someone who knows totally finished for about 8
Mike s~aks of him it is obvious years, and by then it'll need to
that he IS well respected. Scott be painted again.
Ja.kel an. em.flo~ee of Mike'~, The house is really a marvel.
said of ~Ike, H.e s not one to Sit Besides from what I already
and WaIt for thmgs to happen, said the house has two stained
he makes things happen, he's glass windows, one with over
really an advocate of hard, 350 pieces which is priceless.
honest work." An excellent The doors are all 8 feet solid
description of Mike indeed, but wood and the 23 of them are
of course more can be added. worth close to $10 000 and the
Many have referred to Mike as main indoor stairc~se is a very
an advocate of a better com- ornate oak structure. All this
munity. ~e lends a hand in the and more help make this house
comm\J!llty as much as he can. something to be proud of. It is a
He was an organizer of the O.L. landmark for O.L. and because
His~orical Society. He's the of this Mike's going to apply for
chairman of the O.L. Lake the National Registry or
Shore Park Concerned Citizens Historic Landmarks. This will
Committee and he is a member mean that the historic quality of
of the Palos Hills Chamber of the house cannot be altered
Commer.ce to nam~ a few of his without approval of the
acc0!Dphshments m the com- National Registry.
munlty: ., Well, with his job, his politics,

Well It seems lik~ I v~ pretty his home and everything else,
well covered the hIgh hghts of Mike has really been someone
Mike's life right? Wrong I O.L. can be proud of.
haven't even talked about his I wonder what the class of '78
hobby yet, which is his home. will produce?

.~\

BY BILL WALKER

Check the

bylines

This year over 700 students
will be graduating from OLCHS
and with all these people
graduating one might start to
wonder, what does OLCHS
produce? What have some past
OL graduates done since
leaving these hallowed halls.
Well, this article is going to
show what one man has ac
complished. He is a man who is
not only an acquaintance of
mine but also an employer and
a friend.

Twenty-seven year old
Michael Rzechula was in the
O.L. graduating class of 1969.
During high school he worked
very hard, determined to get
ahead and he certainly has
succeeded. He started training
in his teens for his chosen
profession-that of a dental
technician. He has moved up in
this profession from trainee to
owner and president of Oak
Dental Laboratory Limited
quite an accomplishment for
someone that age.

The dental industry is surely
one very important aspect of
Mike's life, but unlike many
people, his career is not all that
he's active in. Politically he is
extremely active. He attends
meetings of the local govern
ment on a regular basis and is
active in campaigns. Just last
year he was the campaign
manager for Doug von Holst
who was running for Park
Board Commissioner. By the
way Doug is also a graduate of

BY DAN SULLIVAN

BY PAT WASIELEWSKI first, being that they'll be the socially as well as
Here we are finding ourselves first to leave this safe little nest academically. Others said no,

putting the closing on another known as O.L.C.H.S. Don't ask because school was too much
school year. One can always tell me what those letters stand for work and bother, as well as a
when there isn't that much time because no one will tell me. waste of time.
left until school lets out by how As can be expected, nine out The same thing applied when
nice the weather becomes, and of every ten graduates are the juniors were asked that
by the restlessness of the happy to leave this haven. But same question. They wanted to
student body. Nobody wants to when asked if they would miss get all their required govern-
stay cooped up in a classroom anything after graduating, most ment Constitution tests over

As you read through this issue all day. said yes because they'll be with in the beginning of the year
of the "Spartanite", you may Because of this restlessness I leaving friends and favorite so that they could enjoy the rest
have noticed that the bylines decided that my story would be teachers behind. of their senior year. Next came
are different. New printing type based on what I was t61d when I When asked if truthfully they the issue of the new discipline
you say, well no. Mispelled polled various juniors and had enjoyed the last few years code. Mostly all of the juniors
names ... wrong again, but seniors of our school about at O.L.C.H.S. (there are those spoken to wanted it to be
you're close. The names are things that they either liked or letters again) there were mixed changed back to the system
new ones, and putting two and didn't like. reactions. Some said yes, used in the 1975-76 school year.
two together, you come up with Le"s start with the seniors because they had expanded ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~!!!!!~~~=II:Im::lIl:l.IWl!!I:~~~~....
one inevitable conclusion; a 11 r. . ~talented new "Spartanite" • • "
staff.· •• •This issue was produced by a • •
fresh group of student- : :
journalists. Led by four veteran • •
editors <Donna Abbott, Eric : :
Vana, Dave Niemeyer, and • •
Donna St. George), the staff is : :
learning just how the school-. •
paper works. This issue had a : :
dual purpose; to provide : :
students with a final copy of the • •
"Spartanite", and as an • •
initiation paper for next year's : :
staff. In producing this issue, : :
the new staff became. •
acquainted with the editors, : :
each other, and the "Spar- • •
tanite" itself. It was a learning : :
experience which benefitted • T •
everyone involved.: he Honeycomb :

For a list of who comprises • . •
the new staff, refer to the mast : :
head which identifies staff: We now have 7 Hairdressers to serve you.•
members and their respective • :
pr~itions. <?th~rwi6e check the: Hair Creations for Men and Women •
byhnes, which IOtroduce a new • : I
story and a new staff. i Mens hair styling $8.00 : I~

• • .,...Iiii_iiii!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~;;;;;_~_~~!!iii~iiiiiii~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Internal or External?
June 2, 1978

aaa

to this method of discipline?
Nancy Lennon, head of the
Student Service Bureau, (rm.
229), having constant contact
with students, Is familiar with
the negative attitude expressed
toward internal. She believes
that the Internal Plan, as it now
stands, is a waste of time. Ms.
Lennon believes there should be
a program organized, (i.e., a
group discussion) that would
give students a chance to not
only release their anger but also
explore the reasons why they
got into this predicament. The
students would have an option
of whether to participate in this
program, which probably would
consist of a group discussion,
which would take place on an
hourly basis once a day.

The group discussions might
help the students to
realize that when rules are
broken, consequences must be
paid. Of course, there may be
some students who are so
turned-off by the structure of
school that nothing is going to
help their behavior. It is Ms.
Lennon's opinion that it's worth
a try to do something,
something different. After all,
isn't internal suspension on a
trial basis?

oa

Terry Colt. U Af Recruiter
Phone: 425-4922/4454

10735 S. Cicero Avenue
Oak Lawn. IL 60453

a

What" your goal ..1Il'f gradual Ion? A Ir<>de? A skill'J
College? Your own business? Whatever. perhaps
Ihe Air Force can ~p you reach that !JOI'I through
its Delayed Enlistment Program Check It out (or
yourself You" (lnd th t the Air Force offers you
some o( Ihe (Inest technical training in the nallon
an opportunity to earn your 2 year as idle degrt'e
through lhe Community College o( the Air Foret>
'JUaran:eed Irdlnlng In one of more than 140 modem
Air Force )ob,> an excell nt salary, plus much,
much more

acl now Makp your Air Free JOb rt>servatlon
today Ihrough th Dela~d LnJistmenl Program

It s a great way to make sure you h,,1I(> the kind
o( Job you ...·ant wailing for you when you

./. gr"duate For Information. ca"

II

A NOTE TO HIGH
SCHOOL SENIORS:

a

internal sentence, and notbeing
deterred.

At the same time, there are
some students who vow never to
repeat their so-called offense,
thus never having to serve
internal again.

Those who have served in
ternal had much to say about it.
The following opinions about
internal were the only ones
decent enough to print. As a
starter, students feel that room
219 (the Internal room) has
very uncomfortable surroun
dings. They feel that if a student
is expected to sit in one room, in
one chair, at one very long
stretch of time (about six
hours), is it too much to ask that
the room be equipped with
better ventilation and more
comfortable seating? Granted,
the kids that have work are
allowed to do it in this room, but
what of those who have nothing
to do? It is reported that most
internal students do nothing but
sleep. It is the lZeneral opinion of
the student body that in school
this is a huge waste of time. As
one student commented, the
only thing to do in internal (for a
laugh) is to read some 1920
issues of Time Magazine.

Is there a possible alternative

o

RAZOR CUTTING

CL-O."O MONOAY

SAT.9TOI!I

Since it's the deans' job to
assign internal, it seemed only
fair to obtain a dean's opinion of
the plan. Ms. Hohn feels that the
plan is beneficial to the
students, in the way that they
are able to gain credit for work
missed. Ms. Hohn commented
that internal suspension is more
effective than external
suspension. Giving the student
external is giving them just
what they want, a vacation. In
Ms. Hohn's opinion, internal
gives the student a look at what
may come if the offense is
repeated. When asked who and
what is subject to internal, Ms.
Hohn replied, "Don't you read
your Discipline Code?" As a
final remark, Ms. Hohn made it
known that she would like to see
the Internal room better
equipped next year.

Thomas Doherty, who
supervises the first shift of
internal also had a few com
ments on the subject. He ex
plained the disadvantages of the
internal plan. When students
are made to sit in internal, they
don't have the opportunity to
get the proper classroom in
struction that their fellow
classmates have. He also said
that he noticed many of the

ts re tin their

times locally. A highlight of the
year for us was doing a radio
special for WBEE Jazz radio a
few weeks ago. Finishing the
year out we will be going to
North Chicago for a festival on
June third, and on May 24th we
are recording for an album we
are going to make, (which by
the way is being sold for $6.50 a
copy in the music department>.
Our jazz combo placed third out
of twenty-two combos at our
own OWF. Six persons in the
jazz band were selected for All-
District bands, and two of them, P. '? is9R I

Mark Sturonas and myseU were - \..1'-"'-J

fortunate enough to go on to All- 1'~_o04_"_.c ......CMI_~o"_oCIo",,,,,,,,_>co,,~oo_,,,~~.
State. Our piano player Bob O. 0 0

Thompson received outstanding
performance awards at all four
festivals he attended this year,
and Mark Sturonas and Andy
Bastounes each received one,
Mark at Western 111., and Andy
here at our festival.

Well, we are all going to miss
this year but we all know that
bigger and better things are in
store for us, so we are able to go
away happy, but that sadness
still exists. Well I'm getting
writer's cramp so thank you
jazz band.

4074 SOUTHWEST HIGHWAY

HOMETOWN. ILLINOIS

PH. 8S7-9230

HOMETOWN BARBER SHOP

HOUR8, CAIL.Y g TO 8

HAIR STYLING

BY BILL WALKER

To end my column for the
year, I -would like to thank
everyone who has followed me
on my musical journeys. I've
truly enjoyed writing for the
Spartanite, Ms. Bertinetti and
the rest of the staff has been
great, so to all of them a special
thanks.

I guess everyone who writes
for a paper says thanks at the
end of the year and as you can
see I'm no exception. There is
one group I'd especially like to
thank before I put my pen and
pad away. This group is the Oak
Lawn Jazz Band and Combo.
Everyone involved in this group
has really helped to make this
year very enjoyable for me.
We've accomplished alot this
year so I'd like to take a second
to "bragg" about it. The jazz
band traveled to 3 festivals this
year placing third at Western
IlY.University. We also played
'R the non-eompetitive division
of ~ur own festival, played in
Florida over Spring break,
played at the National Con

J vention of Music Educators,
and performed a number of- .

from 8:00 a.m-: to 11:15 a.m. 'I'he
second person Debbie Katz
mann supervises from 11 :15
a.m. to 2:35 p.m.

Those students who are
- subject to Internal Suspension
are those who have ac
cumulated three cuts; those
who have a problem getting to
classes on time (nine tardies),
those who decide to play hookey
(truancy), and those who can't
seem to wait until they get out to
the smoking area to light up
that cigarette (smoking in an
unauthorized area).

In a recent discussion, Dr.
Davies explained his viewpoint
on Internal. He explained that
parents favor Internal
suspension because it not only
allows students to make up
work and get credit for it, but
keeps their kids in school. When
asked which Dr. Davies favors
<Internal or External), he
replied, "I don't really favor
either one." He went on to say
that he wished it was possible to
maintain school without any
punishment. According to Dr.
Davies, the internal suspension
plan has succeeded in what it
was originally planned to do,
and has been successful enough
to be continued next year.

BY DAN SULLIVAN

In a year of too many comical
or violent pictures, "The Greek
Tycoon" provides an en
tertaining change of pace.
Starring Anthony Quinn in the
title role, and Jaqueline Bisset
as his sophisticated wife, "The
Greek Tycoon" combines fine
acting and camera-work in the
biography of the late Onassis.

The movie basically deals
with a biography of the
billionaire captain of industry,
Ari Onassis. The plot covers the
tycoon's rise in power, his
marriage, and the last days of
his life.

The acting in the "Tycoon" is
very commendable. The casting
of Quinn as Tomasis compares
to Travolta as the dancing
Toney Manero: excel,1ent and
exciting. Quinn highlights the
movie with a terrific portrayal
of an elusive character. He is
able to change from crude to
cunning to charming in seconds.
What he isn't afraid of doing is
showing us the boy inside the
man in his character. Quinn
plays his tycoon as a billionaire
who still knows how to get
drunk: That gets one to· identify
more easily with the tycoon.
Bisset does a decent job as the
elegant Jaqueline. She is at her
best when with Quinn, ac
centing his performance
beautifully.

Director Lee Thompson adds
to the "Tycoon" with beautiful
scenes of the Greek island and
the billionaire's mansion.

"The Greek Tycoon is a love
story, a drama, and oc
casionally a comedy. These
fluctuations add up to an en
tertaining flick deserving no
less than four stars in any
review.

As the school year rol.1B to a
close, the time comes to look
back on the various new
changes that took place during
this year in the school, one of
these being the internal
suspension plan. The internal
plan was re-instated second
semester for the first time since
1971-1972.

The internal suspension plan
is exactly that, suspending the
student(s) from his-her classes
but the punishment being:
remaining in the school instead
of being kicked out. The student
on internal is sent to room 219 to
remain there for the day. There
is no talking, eating, smoking,
etc., in this room. The student is
allowed to make up classwork
(thus gaining credit for it),
read, or sleep. He is taken to the
cafeteria third period 00: 15
10:45) for lunch. Once in the
cafeteria, the student(s) may
talk to others on Internal, but is
assigned a table. The
student(s) is not allowed to
venture out into the smoking
area at this time, nor is he-she
able to talk to others who may
be in the cafeteria at that
particular time.

The internal room is super
vised by two people, one being
TQm I)oherty, who has the task

BY BRENDA NANNEY AND
MARY ELLEN LUBY

Movie Review

Ii. 9reol way of life,
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Women Softball Players

BYDAVEN~E~n they be taken seriously?

Call Army
Sgt. Danny Skinner

636-3912

I may have
a good job

for you.
In fact, the Army has over 300 different jobs you

could apply for and probably get.
If you qualify, we'll guarantee your choice of job

training in fields like construction, computer pro·
gramming, intelligence, electronics, communications,
or many others.

We'll pay you a starting salary of $397a month
(before deductions). With a raise to $417' after
4 months.

We'll also give you a chance to travel. Get a head
start on college through in-service educational oppor
tunities. With the Army paying up to 75% of your
tuition.

If you're interested, give me a call. You'll not only
be doing a good job for yourself. You'll be doing one
for your Country.

thrown out. The next batter hit a
grounder to third base and
successfully stopped the first
baseman from catching the ball
by jumping in front of the ball.
She was called out for in·
terference as Kong strolled in.
She bounced in, discarding her
two warm·up bats. She took a
mean grip on the bat, holding it
like an axe. The pitcher nero
vously reared back and arced
the ball to Kong. Seconds later,
the ball was in airstream, over
everyone's head. Kong rounded
the bases to the cheers of "Get
the lead out, Kong." However,
the ball was finally tracked
down in the outfield and in came
the throw. Kong hit the dirt, just
as the catcher put on the tag.
Everyone awaited the call. But
there was none, because the
umpire had been dazed by
Kong's bat.

By a majority vote from both
teams, Kong was ruled safe.
The teams left the field,
forgetting about the home
team's last bats. The managers
and coaches packed their gear,
and left shaking their heads as
they departed. As for the urn·
pire, he left with a banaaged
head and never came back
again.

Itwas also the last game I will
ever see. Maybe this wasn't a
typical game but if it was, men
don't have to worry about
women's lib for a long time.

Their two losses went to Main
South and Main West. When
talking to the Badminton Coach
it was easy to see she was proud
of her team, as well as Penni
and Rita.

She had a lot of good resons tu
be proud. Some of them were
Christy Schryver and Mary
Shimitz who played 1st doubles
for J.V. JoAnn Haubenreiser
whom played 1st Singles and
J. V. ; Jeni Gorman for first
singles; Nancy Sobol and Judy
Vargess and Cathy Sullivan for
2nd doubles.

paying no attention to the ad·
vice given by their managers
and coaches. Everytime
someone said "You can overrun
first base", "Don't throw the
baH at the runner," or "Don't
throw the ball ten feet over the
first baseman's head" they
would smile politely and on the
next play do the same thing they
did wrong on the previous play.
The managers just shook their
heads and sighed.

But the umpire's day wasn'L
much better. It was the poor
fellow's first day on the job and
he had to ump solo. The women
argued with every call he made
and chided him with unsoothing
words. But this wasn't the worst
part. The visitors centerfielder,
nickname Kong, had a habit of
throwing the bat whenever she
hit the ball. No problem, except
the umpire nearly got his
eyebrows singed on a few of the
swings by the 300 lb. lady. Once,
he threatened to throw her out
of the game if she kept throwing
the bat, but she calmly said "If.
you do," showing five clenched
fingers, "I'll shove this down
your throat I "

Kong would bat one more
time as the game reached the
seventh and final inning. She
was to bat third and the umpire
was already thinking about the
oncoming danger. The first
batter hit a shot to center, but
she overran second and was

O.L. girls

BY~~PER~t again
FOR FIVE CONSECUTIVE

years the Oak Lawn Girls
Badminton team were con
ference champs, this year
proved to be no different, with
two of the girls going down
state. Rita Irlbacker and Penni
Treantefelas played 2nd
doubles.

It all began when the Oak
Lawn Girls Badminton team
became conference champs,
this according to Coaeh Dome
was an high enough honor.
However the girls went ram
bling on and took second out of
eight schools in districts
competition. The girls Penni
and Rita, were finally after a
long battle backed by the whole
team were going down state.

On May 12, everyone wllom
had known about that big event,
that was taking place later, on
that day had their fingers
crossed. It was an exciting
moment much like when Judy
Vilchck went down state last
year.
. EVEN THOUGH PENNI and
Rita didn't take a place in state,
the girls did win two of the
matches, the first against Oak
Park Forest View, and the
second against Niles West.

knocking her down but getting
the out. Mr. Derwin yelled for
the runner on first to tag up, but
in true Little League form, she
was instead on third. The throw
from the shaken right fielder
doubled her off the bag.

The home team got the third
out, and took their cuts in the
bottom of the first. I thought
that maybe the top half of the
inning, was just a fluke, that
they weren't that bad. I was
wrong. The lead·off hitter, a
lefty, hit a soft grounder to the
second baseman and hustled
towards first. It looked like she
had the ball beat but suddenly
slowed up and stopped dead in
her tracks at first base. She was
thrown out by a hair and it was
the opposing manager's turn to
sigh.

AFTER SIX INNINGS, the
score was deadlocked at 3·3.
Both pitchers had no-hitters
going, all the runs being scored
on nine errors committed by the
two teams. The male fans were
witnessed an exhibition funnier
than the Harlem Globetrotters
playing basketball. They had
seen kicked ground balls,
runners tripping over bases
and outfielders getting knocked
down by fly balls.

The ladies, they didn't mind
one bit. Like little kids, they
played the game their own way,

tops, blue knickerbockers with
white pinstripes, black spikes,
and even blue and white caps.
However, you can't judge a
book by its cover, as I would
soon find out.

THE PRE·GAME TALKS
ended as the home team took
the field. After an enthusiastic
ovation, the first batter stepped
into the batter's box. Well,
almost in the box. The first
pitch came directly over the
plate and she lunged at it, but
still missed it by a foot. Her
manager, a short, portly
looking fellow, named Mr.
Derwin, gazed to the sky and
told her to move closer to the
plate. She did, and almost got
hit by the pitch which was again
right over the plate. Finally, she
straightened up, and fired to
first. However, she discovered
too late the ball had gone
through her legs and into left
field.

The next batter, a tall dark·
haired woman stepped up to the
plate, batting cross handed. She
took a mighty swing on the first
pitch and nearly keeled over, to
the amusement of the male fans
in the crowd. Mr. Derwin yelled
"Switch your hands," but she
paid no attention. Somehow she
connected and hit a long fly to
right. The right fielder camped
under it and 'thud', she caught
the ball a~ainst her chest,

.~\

WOMEN AND SPORTS. A
sometimes humorous com·
bination, but nevertheless its
not an unusual combination
these days. In this era of
liberation, many of the ladies
actually know the difference
between a touchdown and a
home run. Some of the females
have even dared to venture into
sports once dominated by men.
Basketball, weightlifting, even
boxing are now sometimes co
ed.

Softball, a sport once
dominated by beer·chugging
men whose only joy was when
they could hit the ball over the
outfielders' heads, has ended its
exclusiveness and now there
are women's fotball leagues
popping up everywhere. They
even have a professional soft·
ball league aJ1d one of its
franchises is here in Chicago.

I decided to watch a typical
league game, to see if these
women can really be taken
seriously. Oddly enough, the
managers and coaches were all
male. Most of the women
seemed to be in their late 20's
and they seemed to be in half·
way decent shape. The home
team was dressed in shabby red
blouses, gray sweat pants, and
shoes of every kind. On the
contrary, the visitors were
dressed in neatly pressed blue
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Lehmann: Hard Work Pays Off
June 2, '1978

BY GEORGE DALY

THE SPARTAN WEIGHT.
MAN have dominated the area
year after year, and Mike Leh
mann is one of those who is no
exception. Mike has developed
from a nothing to the best high
school shot-putter in Illinois.

When Mike was a freshman
he played football during the
fall, and then decided to come
out for track with his sole
purpose to weightlift. Mike
putted the shot 33 ft. in his
freshman year which in the
words of coach Dunn "stunk"

In Mike's sophomore year he
played football again in the fall
and then went out for track in
spring. Mike got more size and
develnood a new technique

which resulted in a put of 46- ft.
Mike then made a decision that
was very pivotal in his career.
He decided to stop plaYing
football and concentrate on the
shot-put. What influenced
Mike's decision was that
teammates Don Kozak (another
sophomore) was throwing 54 ft.
and Mike wanted to beat Don, so
he figured he would have 3
months on Don because Don
also played football. This
decisioo..enabled coach Dunn to
work with Mike all year round
and coach Dunn says it is im
portant for a weightman to lift
all year round. "We lift 11
months straight, taking August
off"

MIKE DEVELOPED INTO
an excellent putter during his

junior year and begun to beat
Don. Mike extra training added
to his size as Mike grew to 6 ft.
and 190 Ills. by the end of junior
year. The climax of Mike's
junior year came when he
captured a fourth place in the
IHSA state track cham
pionships with a put of 59 ft. ~
in.

Between his junior and senior
year Mike developed his size the
most. "Mike worked harder
than anyone I ever had," said
Coach Dunn. All of this work
really paid off as Mike has come
from a scrawny five foot seven
inch, 135 lb. freshman, to a six
ioot one inch, 216 lb. Super
Senior.

Now when the track team has
their meets, whether at home or

away, everyone has their eyes
on Mike and he deserves every
bit of the publicity he gets.
Every meet Mike Lehmann
goes to, he comes to competes.
As Mike puts it: "I just turn
animal, I don't see anyone I just
concentrate. "

ALL THIS HARD work and a
super coaching job by Coach
Dunn, have molded together to
accomplish a tremendous put of
64 feet, 41,2 inches, which is a
school record and the unofficial
(because less than three teams
participated in this particular
meet) best ever in the state of
Illinois. Mike also has
developed tremendously in the
discus as he has achieved
another school with the throw of

180 feet, IS Inches. Mike has the
best toss of the shot this year in
the state of Illinois and he
should be a cinch to win the
state title in this event.

Who knows how far Mike will
go after he is finished with High
School? With his hard work ana
determination Mike will go as
far as he wants. As the sign says
in the track locker room,
"Spartan Track is Pride", I
think this is what represents the
time, hard work and sweat put
in, but most of all the sign
exemplifies the man himself,
Mike Lehmann.

Swimmers end season

CHaDLDRIVING

Girls softball
4957 W 95th t.

'BY HELLY WA TIEZ Honorable mentions went to
Mary Haubenreiser catcher;

A L THO UGH THE Y Kelli Comise 2nd base; and
HAVEN'T finished their con- Dawn Wesselhoff 3rd base.
ference season yet, Coach The Spartans didn't finish as
Icenogle's softball team ad- well as they would have liked to
vanced in the state tournament at the Homewood-Flossmoor
by winning in sub-regionals the Invitational 0-2), but it was an
week of May 14th. In their first excellent experience for the
game, the Spartans defeated team as they continue in the
Richards 10-0. Connie Trean- state tournament. On the Frosh
tafeles led the scoring with a Soph level, a strong well
home run and a double. Rae balanced team now stands 8-4 in
Ruzich belted a triple and Vicki conference, likewise with 2
Klutcharch earned the victory. games remaining to play. Elli
This advanced the Spartans to Kostec and Kathy RanIine have
the championship game against handled the pitching position
Stagg- a revenge game for the well and have done an excellent
Spartans, since Stagg ousted job. Leading the team in batting
the Spartans in Districts last is Rose Geraci-.585 plus 1 home
year. In a fantastic 9 inning run and Paula Compani<r.564
game. with the Spartans down plus 2 home runs close behind. 5
by a score of 15-6, an Oak Lawn J.V. players were brought up to
comeback won it, 17-15. Varsity to assist the team as it
Caroline Barajaz and Sherri continues to State tourney play.
Comise combined for an ex- They are Soph. Karen Wolf and
cellent pitching job. Mary Fresh. Paula Companio, Lori
Haubenreiser tripled in the Cramer, Rose Geraci, and
winning run and had 5 RBI's. Carol McTeaque. Other J.V.
Karen Wolf and Conni Trean- players who have potential are
tefeles had doubles. This ad- Jill Dague, Linda DaMico, Judy
vances the Spartans to Heebner. Eileen Quealy, Mary
Regionals on May 22. In Con- Ann Scott, Roberta Panice, Kim
ference, Oak Lawn is 7-5 with 2 Carbone, Sue Kramer and
games remaining to play. This Dawn Pacourek. The team is
year's All-Conference selec- only losing 5 seniors (Connie
lions from Oak Lawn were: Treantafeles. Dawn Wesselhoff,
Connie Treantefeles 1st base; Rae Ruzich. Karen Collins, and
Lydia Kuyawa outfield; and Kellj Comise) this year
Caroline Barajaz p"itcher.

..T'''UIf ••W.If'I ....,'~t'tJ' * Approved by Ill. Off~ of Educetlon ~
• New cour_ startlnt Ibout -V 2 _ka

~ • 2..,d 4 Mek CIOUrIM • 15 to 18 yra. old

~
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• Free trip to _tion fOf ptrmit .......

• Auto inaurlWlce dilaount certificate ~=;=~ ··423~1212;fD.:.
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because theIr season was
changed from winter t? spring.
Swimming in the spnng may
sound more sensible than
swimming in the winter, but it
'has caused problems. The girls
swim season was changed from
a fall sport to a winter spo.rt.
Their season overlapped WIth
the boys, forcing the boys to
practice later at night. Also, the
team was more out of shape in
the spring because most boys
had not swum since the sum
mer.

placed 4th in the 200 yard in
dividual medley and Steve
Yukel took 4th in the 200 yard
freestyle. The varsity record
was a bit of a disappointment
this year, but with the team
consisting of mostly
sophomores and juniors, the
outlook for next year's team is
much better.

The sophmore team, coached
by Paul Sanderson, ended their
season with 6 wins, 7 losses and
a tie. Since all the sophomores

FROM NOON TILL 3 SAT.,
BY BILL MALONE
COMEDY BY
Rich Purpura

SUNDAY MAGIC BY BOB AND
THE AMAZING MARDINI

Make Reservations For
Children's Parties

Mon. Night we will have 4'Taco the Clown"
making Batloon Animals for all children

accompanied by adults.

The Spartan swim team, led
by Vern Scarpelli, ended its
season this year with a 6 win
and 8 loss record.

The "Green Wave" placed
third in the conference meet
held at A.A. Stagg High School.
Top finishers in the meet were
senior Shawn Flynn who placed
2nd in the 50 yard freestyle,
junior Stephan Doylida who
placed 3rd in the dIving com
petition, Gregg BLesnahan

BY JIM WIELEBNICKI
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to victory

Johnson leads
Spartans
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Athletes of the
•Issue

Our male athletes of the issue, consist of from left to right Mark
Vilchuck, Ed Fabian, Greg Heinzel and Pat Daly. They have run ~o

a time of 7: 57.3, which is a new school record. They will compete m
the IHSA State track meet, May 26 and 27 at Eastern Illinois.

Rita Erlbacker and Penni Treantefalus were voted our female ~

athletes of the issue for their outstanding play in badminton which I

advanced them to the state meet where they won two matches.

BY GEORGE DALY
The Oak Lawn Girl's track

team traveled to Sandburg on
May 8 for their conference track
meet. The Spartans, led by
coaches Linda Moeller and
Greg Godar come away with a
tie for the team championship
with both Oak Lawn and Reavis
getting 54 points. When it was
over, Coach Moeller was glad to
have had Holly Johnson. Miss
Moeller said: "Holly is like a
team herself. She's great to
watch."

The meet started out in good
fashion for the Spartans as Sue
Polcaster finished strongly in
the two mile run with a time of
12: 17.31. Bonnie Meyer aIso
finished strongly, placing third
with a time of 12: 19.48.

At this point in this crucial
meet Holly Johnson stepped in
for her first of four events, this
one being the 220 hurdles. Holly
had a slow start but as she came
around the turn she poured on
the speed and won the race
goig~ away. Holly was clocked
in 3!/.26, which is a new con
ference record. Lauren
Kolodziej then entered the
picture 'With a very impressive
second place finish in the 100
yard dash with a time of 11.8
seconds, and later in the meet
Lauren placed fourth in the
quarter mile.

The' next event was the 880
yard run and it was Carol
Ryan's turn. Carol turned in a
great performance as she took
second in the event with a time
of 2: 32.37. Then Carol, the tough
competitor that she is, came
back later in the meet to turn
another second place in the mile
run with a time of 5:41.09.

Holly then came through
again for the Spartans, winning

the no yard low hurdles in a
time of 15.51. While the meetvas
going on Holly was high jum
ping whenever she had a break
from running. Holly finished the

... high jump with her best being 5
feet, 4 inches, which was good
~noughforasecondplace.Holl~

then reste<l wolle the mile run
was taking place and came
back to run her final event of the
day, the 220, in which she placed
second as she lost by less than a
tenth of a second. Holly finished
the meet with 4 individual
medals but most importantly
contributed 20 points towards
the team total of 54.

Many other superb efforts
were turned in by the Spartan
girls including: Lynnette
Dunn's fourth place finish in the
shot put, Vicki Obrenski's fifth
place in the shot put, with puts
of 34'l'h" and 33' 10" respec
tively. The Spartan relay teams
also turned in some great
performances as the 440 relay
team consisting of Jan Trojinar,
Mary Ellen Mulhall, Juanita
Johnson and Lauren Kolodziej
placed.fourth in a time of 53.94.
The 880 relay team of Jan
Torjinar, Denise Vilchuck,
Bonnie Sawyer, and Mary Ellen
Mulhall placed fifth with a time
of 1: 58 and the mile relay team
consisting of Joyce Trojinar,
Bonnie Sawver. Vicki Heinzel
and Lauren Kolodziej captured
third with a time of 4:26.66 to
cap off the victory for the
Spartans.

Miss Moeller will be waiting
anxiously for the start of next
season since the only three
ladies graduating are super
seniors Bonnie Meyer, Janis
Trojinar and Vicki Heinzel.

Trackmen capture title
BY BILL GEARY

FOURTEEN AND STILL
COUNTING. That's right. The
O.L.C.H.S. Track Team
recorded its fourteenth con
ference title by edging out Stagg
541h-53 last Monday at Shepard.

"We knew it would be that
oClose", said Coach John Lewis.
"Some people did well and
others not as well but overall
they did what was expected of
them."

The meet was postponed from
Saturday due to the wet con
ditions. But did the post
ponement hurt the team?

"I WAS A LITTLE
WORRIED at the beginning
said Lewis when we didn't start
out as well as we planned".

The Spartans opened the meet
by finishing 2nd in the two-mile

relay, an event which they
hoped to finish first and wh~n

they couldn't place anyone m
the hurdle events it didn't look
too promising. However, down
certainly doesn't mean out and
the Spartans proved that.

Glen Williams and Don
Mueller finished one, two in the
pole vault, Williams going 12'6"
and Mueller clearing 12'0".
Wayne Vilchuck, who hasn't
been triple jumping well all
year, finally put it together.and
finished second just a half-mch
short of first. John Schinter also
did l.vell, tying for second in the
high' jump and placing 3rd in
triple jump. The most out
standing performance in the
meet was turned in by Mike
Lehmann who set two con
ference records in both the shot

put and discus.
"I WAS REALLY PROUD,"

said Lewis, "when we were
down and then the field events
brought us right back into
contention. "

The meet went right down to
the mile relay. All the Spartans
needed was fourth place to wrap
it up. They took third. "When
Swammy <Roil Swanson) ran
that first leg in 54.0 I knew we
had it," said Lewis.

The Spartans went into the
meet having lost only three
meets all season. In fact two of
those losses were to Stagg and
Sandburg (third place). The
Sandburg meet was a little
puzzling as Lewis placed his
boys in events which they
hadn't run all season. Maybe
Lewis didn't want to "tip his

hand" before the conference
meet.

"No. We placed them in those
events so we would know if they
could run them in case of injury.
Nothing said Lewis em
phatically is done on this team
without a reason."

THE SPARTANS HAVE the
district and state meets coming
up in the next two weeks. Leh
mann has a good chance of
winning both the shot and discus
downstate. Bul that can wait for
now. The Spartans have yet to
savor this one fully.

Amid shout of we're number 1
seniors Mark Vilchuck and Ed
Fabian accepted' the trophy.
The Spartans proved once more
that they are the dominating
track force in the SICA West.
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ew ru les at OLCHS
Freshmen meet their counselors
BY GENE STURINO

FOR THE FIRST semester of
this school year the freshmen
class will attend a new and
interesting program, Freshmen
Orientation seminars. Once a
week on Tuesday, Wednesday,
or Thursday the .freshmen will
get out of study hall to meet
with their counselors.

This program came about
when OLCHS's pupil personnel
services dept. visited other high
schools for new ideas. "We felt
a need to help the in-coming
freshmen," said Miss Quinn.
The freshmen were going to see
a slide show on the first day of
school to help them get around
the school. The one problem

with this was that a lot of the
students couldn't find the little
theater so they did not see the
slide show.

One student said that this was
a waste of time and another
student said that she goes
because the class is interesting
and so she doesn't get a cut.
"We want the freshmen to meet
new poeple and this is really
helping alot of the students do
just that," said Miss Quinn.
Since the beginning of the
school year the attendance has
been high. ,

THE FIRST WEEK the
students talked about the
school, second week they met
each other and in the final week
of september the freshmen

received three handbooks. One
wil1 help the freshmen learn
about all the clubs and sports
which are happening at OLCHS.
Another handbook gives all t'l.e
general rules. and the third IS
about the freshman's counselor,
and the library and other minor
information.

The freshmen will be seeing a
film and visiting room 105 in the
weeks to come. "I think it would
have been helpful if the
program was being given when
I was a freshman," said
one senior. It was hard to learn
about all the events that are
given at OLCHS, and what
makes it harder is if there is no
one to help you.

Freshmen meeting with their counselor Mr. Welsh.

The smoking area - how long can It last?

See page 3

eu -down tone

BY ERI VA A

ACTIO TO PREVE T
unauthorized absenses (cuts)
have been changed. Last year
two cuts were allowed before
internal suspension was im
posed. Under the new rules,
only one cut is allowed.

The accumulation of nine
unexcused tardies will also
result in one day of internal.
Many students feel this is unfair
since tardies are easy to build
up. If a student refuses to attend
internal he will be given ex
ternal suspension. But, after
serving the external, the
student is still required to make
up the missed internal befor
being readmitted to school. Last
year the external for missed
internal was recognized as a
replacement for the missed
internal.

According to Dr. P.R. Davies,
students would intentionally
miss int rnal to take "in their
thinking" th easier punish
ment of external. In order to
stop these intentibnal truencies,
internal this year have to be
served before readmittance.

(those slower in the learning
process). OLCHS already has
handicapped students enrolled
in school. Students who
previously attended han
dicapped schools will now have
access to their neighborhood
schools.

OLCH I PRE ENTLY
being assessed to see what
changes must be made to ac
commodate the handicapped.
These changes will then be
made to comply with Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
In the near future Mr. Frigo
hopes to make OLCHS adap
table to all handicapped in
dividuals, including the hearing
impaired.

Any person wishing to make
an inquiry or complaint
regarding discrimination on the
basis of a handicap at OLCHS
can contact Mr. Dominick
Frigo. Administrative
Assistant, at the school or can
call him at 424-5200.

Oak•InNazis

BY ERIC VANA

OLCHS MAY SOON be ad
mitting more handicapped
students and hiring more
handicapped teachers. The
reason is the new Rehabilitation
Act which was passed into law
in 1973. For five years
lawmakers have worked to
specify guidelines and only now
is this procedure being put into
effect.

Under the new Act it is illegal
to discriminate on the basis of a
handicap in admission or access
to, treatment of, or em
ployment, in its programs and
activities. What this means is
that OLCHS cannot refuse to
admit students or refuse to
employ individuals for reasons
of a handicap. It also means
that easy access to OLCHS must
be provided through use of
ramps, elevation, door handles
or other means.

Special programs must also
be devised not only for the
physically handicapped but for
the mentally handicapped

New handicapped guidelines

Football preview
See Sports

Letters to the editor
See Editorial

gwn?
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explained, was that tardies to
class were increasing. Students
would go to the smoking area
between classes and then arrive
late to class.

Davies would not comment if
this is a step toward complete
elimination of the smoking area
but pressure brought on by
county. state and federal of
ficials may force the chool to
close it. Although smokers may
feel they are being cheated by
the cutting of smoking area
privileges, they should still feel
happy since OLCHS is one of the
few high schools in the state
with a smoking area.

Smoking area cut

THE SMOKING AREA can
only be used during lunch
periods according to the new
discipline code. Students caught
smoking or possessing a lit
cigarette other than during
lunch periods or in an
unauthorized area will be
subject to parent notification .
followed by two days internal
suspension.

This change was brought
about after letters of protest
were sent to OLCHS by county,
state, and federal officials.
These letters condemned a
smoking area at a high school
because of concern for the
health of students. Another
reason, As Dr. P.R. Davies

BY ERI VA A
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THIS DEVICE IS being of
fered to law enforcement
agencies and coroners' offices
throughout the state but there
may be some problems ob
taining the blood sample due to
the search and seizure laws.

Pot smokers may consider
the test a bad break but it is
being looked upon as a
prerequisite for legalization.
According to law officials,
marijuana cannot become legal
if there is no way to detect and
prevent "stoned" driving.

.
Performance dates are

Thurs. Oct. 26, Fri. Oct. 'l:l, and
Sat. Oct. 28 at the 8 p.m. in the
Little Theatre. The show is
being directed by Mr. Tom
Dzurison.

This test, however, cannot tell
to what degree the person is
"stoned." Another drawback of
the device is that it is so large
and complicated police officers
cannot do the test in a police
car. The blood sample must be
brought to the laboratory. In the
future, chemists hope to have a
machine which can be used
roadside.

The chemists who developed
this device at the Illinois
Department of Public Health in
Chicago see this as a
breakthrough since up until now
there has only been a device to
test for alcohol.

dling along with the meddling of
two jealous witches, the Dark
Witch played by Diane Randle
and the Fair Witch Maureen
Foertsch cause violence and
tragedy.

SPARTANITE

Pot smokers be~

BY ERIC VANA

POT SMOKERS HAVE yet
another problem in the long
road to legalization of
marijuana. Chemists have
developed a testing device to
detect traces of marijuana in
the blood stream. A sample of
blood is taken from the suspect
user and placed into the device
where the molecules are
analyzed. Chemists can then
determine if the chemical
tetrahydracannibinal, the
active substance in marijuana,
is present.

THE THEATRE DEPART·
MENT will present it's fall play,
DARK OF THE MOON, on
October 26, 'l:l, and 28. Dark of
the Moon is a powerful drama
taking place in a setting in the
Smokey Mountains.

It features Curt Lang as John,
the Witch Boy who falls in love
with a beautiful girl named
Barbara Allen, portrayed by
Vicky Hoffman.

The Witch Boy longs to
become human so that he can
marry Barbara Allen. He seeks
the aid of the Conjur Man
played by Rick Bradley, when
he is refused his wish, Mary
Fleming as the Conjur Woman
decides to teach him a lesson.
She makes him human for one
year, during that which time
Barbara Allen must be faithful.
Now the Witch Boy must win
Barbara Allen from Marvin
Hudgens, the strongest man in
the country. Marvin is played
by Larry Cunat.

THE TOWN PEOPLE,
PLAYED by Jon Hood, Ken
Jankist, Vicki Kolinski, John
Morzuch, Bruce Parson, Cindy
Russ, Barb Schimidt, and
Bryan Spruth, are a super
stitious group and their med-

New test device
for mariiuana

Theatre presents

Dark of the Moon
.,

blood must be at least 17 years
, old and have other
requirements. To find these out
contact Mr. Dom Frigo in Room
125.

Registration has begun for
the PSAT tests Oct. 24. For
applications see Mrs. Palumbo
in Room 20 and Mrs. Dite in
Room 363. This test is for
juniors who plan to go to
college.

OLCHS WILL HAVE the ACT
tests Saturday, Oct. 21.
Registration for the next ACT
test December 9 will begin Oct.
9. For more information see
your counselor.

OLCHS WILL HOLD it
annual fall theatre presentation
on Oct. 26, 'l:l and 28 in the Little
Theatre. This year's production
is "Dark of the Moon" starring
Vicky Hoffman, Mary Fleming,
Rick Bradley, Curt Lang and
Larry Gunat. Tickets are $2.25
for adults and $1.75 for students.
Tom Dzurison is the director.

sign next to three of those
reasons, that is to show you that
they are convenience changes
and the others are not. But the
point is that the new rule and
the list might show that a
change made by the student is a
convenience change, and not an
important one. But no matter
what a list or rule says the
reason used by that student will
be and mean a lot to that per
son.

Mr. Malony is the newest
counselor this year, he is
looking forward to helping and
talking with students on a one to
one basis. All the other coun
selors have helped Mr. Malony
get settled in his office and job
and with any problems or
questions that might rise during
the school year. Students have
made him feel right at home
because they have been un
derstanding.

BY ROY BERNARD

OLCHS STUDENTS LORIE
MATHA and Bob Bulow were
named as the recipients of this
year's J.E. Lynch Awards
given annually to the most
outstanding junior girl and boy
as selected by the faculty
committee.

Lorie Matha was a member of
last year's Homecoming Court
and is ranked eighth in her
c.l8:ss. Sh~ also actively par
ticipated In track and tennis.

Bob Bulow is active in Oak
Lawn's football team and last
year made SICA's all
conference team.
BOTH STUDENTS HAD their
names added on a plaque a'nd
each received a medallion
commemorating the high honor
they received.

In
Other

BY DIANE BURLESON

'NO CONVE lEN E
CHANGE are to be made after
a certain date.' That is the new
rule at OLCHS this school year.
According to some of the
counselors here they think that
the new rule is causing some of
the problems with schedule
changing. Miss Walker states
that they are not having any
specific problems this year, but
jammed packed offices and
students waiting a long time to
see if there is a possibility of
getting their schedule changed
is proof that the counselors are
having some kind of problems
with schedule changing.

If you want to know wlly, they
have a list in the counselor
office on how you can get your
schedule changed. They have a

\
Counselors kill

The Student Organizations
,,~ oring the blood drive on
~pt. 13, received 62 donors. The
next blood drive will be Oct. 11.
Students wishing to donate

•conven lence
changes

737·8876

Complete Line of Automatic Vending for Industry
Office Coffee Service Available

-

V-O-B, Inc.~~,
1:1-1 -3-' #1#13 ¥M

Non-Conrormlt"

LONDON
Easter tn

See Scarpelli Rm 15
2545 West 79th Street

Chicago. Illinois 60652
BOB JOHANDES
LARRY WAGNER
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College-Career
night ioined

By ROY BERNARD

WILL THE AZI march in
Oak Lawn? This question has
been in the minds of many Oak
Lawn residents. Oak Lawn
Park District director Robert
Hope does not intend to honor
any of the National Socialist
Workers Party, ommonly
called Nazis' applications for a
permit to "rally," at Beverly
Lawn Park or any other park in
Oak Lawn.

Mr. Hope is not commenting
about the rally, and is hoping
for it to be a forgotten issue.
However, Frank Collin, leader
of the Nazis is trying to per
suade the American Civil
Liberties Union (a group who
fights for all citizens' rights) to
file suit against the Oak Lawn
Park District, the village of
Evergreen Park and Kansas

ity, Missouri, for refusing to
give the Nazis permit to
"rally. "

On of the few town to allow
the azi to rally i Chicago
Ridge. However, Jim Dolan,

hicago Ridge Park District
Director said the board opposes
"the azis' philosophy, and also
hopes there will be no counter
demonstration during the
"rally." The main rea on

hicago Ridge is letting the
azis rally i if they refu ed to

give the permit, the Nazis would
sue hicago Ridge in court,
which would co t the town a

large amount of money. Mr.
Dolan also aid the rally will be
held between ctob I' 29 and

ovember 5. Both directors
agreed that the media is giving
Frank ollin and his members
too much publicity.

THE NAZI I the past few
months have h Id "rallies," in
the Loop, Dolton, 'outh
Holland, B rwyn, and
Marquette Park. Th la t two
areas mentioned had mas ive
count r-demonstration and
violent fights broke out injuring
many people.

The azis have used their
tactic of filing suits in court to
gain their rights of rallying in
any town th y please. The only
way the azi rallies can be
topp d is if the court say so.

However, n vel' ha a ci ty won a
suit against him, and many that
are bing challenged realize
this. Some source from local
villages have admitted that if

the Nazi went to court, they
would give them their permit.

So, will th azis march in
Oak Lawn') nly tim will tell.

NAZI OTE: ince the
writing of the above story, the
partanile ha learned that Mr.

Hope, Oak Lawn Park District
Dire tor has denied a request
by Nazi leader Frank ollin for
a permit to "rally" in Beverly
Lawn Park. The permit wa
reject d for three main reasons.

One was a 1971 ordinance
requiring park users to be
re idents. Another reason was
that Mr. ollin didn't how
proof that he had the I' quired
$300 for liability insurance. The
third wa that th park was
newly land cap d and could be
damaged by the "rally." Oak
Lawn has given b tter reasons
to stop the "rally" than any
other town. It looks as though
the Nazis will be stopped for the
first tim .

been cancelled. Du to conflict
between the Homecoming and
50's Dance, the Halloween
Dance cannot sponsor d.
SCAB is presently discussing
other ideas for a Halloween
activity.

Another large, and usually
very successful project that
SCAB is undertaking is the
Annual 50's Day and Dance. The
date chosen for this event
tentatively is Nov. 17, 1978. The
Advisory Board is very en
thusiastic about this activity
because it ranks high in par
ticipation throughout the
student body.

enior las Advisory Board
meetings are h Id most Wed
nesdays, after school, in room
357. All inter sled seniors are
welcome to attend.

Forever was picked.
Homecoming dance will be held
in the auditorium gym from 8
until 11 p.m. The cost of this
year's tickets are $7 a couple.

HOMECOMI G DA E IS
sponsored by the Student
Council. Dr. Smith is just the
adviser. Student Council votes
on the songs, makes up the
dat s we will have them, and
everything else. Dr. Smith is
there in case something goes
wrong or that they need help.

Students don't forget the date
of Oct. 7, 1978. Everybody is
invited to the annual
homecoming dance. Tickets can
be purchased from one of the
Student Council members or at
the door.

Doors will open at 7:30 p.m.

The enior Class Advisory
Board in the midst of one of
its m ny large projects
through~ut the year, the
production', ,oj a first place
Homecoming float. The Board,
as well as many other en
thusiastic seniors, are hard at
work to make their last
Homecoming float a winner.

The Board is also still selling
school activity calendars. These
calendars include pictures of
many students, activities, and
sports, along with a full school
year calendar. The calendars
cost $1.75 each and may be
obtained through any S AB
members or the sponsor, Mr.
Hill.

As far as dates on the ac
tivities calendar goes, the
scheduled Halloween Dance has

Synod to play
homecoming

SCAB plans
activities

WELCOMING ST DENTS
BACK to school, or is it just
tradition. Those are the two
main reasons on why we hold an
annual homecoming dance that
is sponsored by the Student
Council.

On Oct. 7, 1978 the students of
OLCHS will be listening to the
band called Synod, who has
been around for the past three
or four years play the theme
song of the night. Always and
Forever which was nominated
out of eight different songs to be
the theme of the homecoming
dance.

Dr. Ben Smith the adviser for
the student council had replied,
"It appeals to the students and
it is easier to decorate the
gym." When asked why the
theme song Always and

o E REASON WHY the two
nights are combined is to show
the stud nts the type of oc
cupations he can obtain with the
amount and type of schooling
need d for you to go in a certain
field of interest.

Mr. Smenos believes this will
help students to mak decisions
regarding their post high school
education and careers. He is
hoping for a good turnout. Last
year about 600 people attended
coli ge night and career night
when th two w re separate.
Now that they are together the
turnout should be somewhat
larger.

evaluate only career or oc
cupational classes and the NCA
evaluates the entire school. "I
think it is good, it gives us the
opportunity to get new ideals,"
said Dr. Davies, assistant
superintendent.

THE REA ON WHY we are
being evaluated again is,
because NCA last year
evaluated the school for a
different purpose than this
year's AVTE. The NCA make
sure that the school meets the
minimum amount of ac
creditation for college. This
means that if OLCHS wasn't
evaluated by NCA you might
have had to take a test to go to
college. AVTE is a state
sponsored organization that
sees if you are going by the state
guidelines, and if we don't go by
the guidelines the state will cut
off the funds which they sub
sidize.

Some of the benefits that
AVTE help to provide for
OLCHS are counseling centers,
social workers, handicapped
aid, special programs for
educational disadvantaged
students and it also helps the
schools economic need.

pected amount of represen
tatives.

There will be 80 to 90 four year
colleges, 10 to t5 junior colleges,
and 20 to 30 specialized chools
such as occupational and trade
chools. Representative from

the Armed S rvices will attend
for those students interested in
military services. There will be
two scholarship representatives
to talk to people about financial
aid. This will help because last
year tudents would go to
college night to find out about
colleges. Then they would have
to go to career night to find out
about 0 cupations.

AVTE to evaluate other
teachers in other high schools.

A you might have recalled,
we were evaluated last year
also. That was the North
Central Association, and they
evaluate schools every seven
years for the past 100 years.

AVTE evaluates on the one,
five year method. This is done
by making sure we are at the
right one year location out of a
five year projection. They

boutonniere to matchFREE

BY GENE TURI 0

THERE WILL BE NO
C LLEGE NIGHT THIS
YEAR! After 24 consecutive
years of college nights and eight
years of career nights Mr.
James Smenos: areer
Counselor, and Mrs. Eve
Tomeski; Counselor, in
corporated the two nights into a

ollege areer night.
On Oct. 24, there will be

representatives from colleges
and occupation in the
auditorium and Spartan gyms.
The cafeteria may be used if
there are more than the ex-

AVTE evaluates'!

Career classes

8661 . Pula ki

735-5656

Silk or Fresh nosegays

R&D Florists

BY GE E STURINO

o 0 TOBER 24, 25, and 26,
there will be about 12 teachers
and administrators from other
high schools evaluating our
school. The organization AVTE
<Division of Vocational
Technical Education of Illinois
office of education) has been
evaluating schools once every
five years for the past ten years.
The people that evaluate the
schools do not do it as an oc
cupation, they are picked by



We don't have music in the
cafeteria any more either. The
juke box repairs seemed to be
so expensive that it was un
profitable.

As of now I wouldn't call the
junior and enior Lounge, a
lounge at all.

apathy has broadened to en
compass the faculty. Such
school apathy can be prevented
by cooperation between both
students and faculty on future
activities. The delayed kick-off
dance is relatively in
significant, but the implications
of school apathy are far
reaching. Who knows, it may be
the Junior-Senior prom that
gets "kicked back" or "kicked
around" next time.

'i ri

•nlor

from the true offenders. ThE'
faculty played a major role in
po tponement of the dance.
According to Mr. Frigo,
Director of Student Activities,
"without faculty sponsors, the
cheerleaders couldn't hold the
dance." Luckily enough, they
finally acquired two sponsors,
Miss Ragsdale and Mrs. Bar
tlett. Hence the dance was
preserved, but the traditional
combination was ruined.

The entire situation could be
blamed on student apathy. It's a
timely excuse, yet not in line
with reality. The students, in
this instance, were eager to
have a dance, preserve
tradition and promote school
spirit. The lack of faculty
cooperation blocked such ef
forts. Now the problem of

abuse continued."
"I see little chance of getting

back the furniture." Mr. W.C.
Hill, the Cafeteria Supervisor
said, "The furniture in storage
is in very bad shape. pen
markings and rips cover it."

He mentioned that if we
wanted furniture in the lounge,
one of the school organizations
would have to buy new fur
niture. But considering the cost
of the old stuff about four or five
years ago, was roughly about
three thAusand dollars

"Place"
Junior Se

BY CAROL ONRAD

Through the years bean bag
chairs, fancy tables, music and
even trees were put in the
cafeteria to give it lounge ef
fect. But last year the dull
yellow and orange padded
chairs were put into storage.
The reason? The furniture was
abused. Mr. Steven Lebrecht,
the Administrative Assistant
said, "The students were
warned and disciplined but the
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Dance Kicked Back
BY DA ULLlVAN

It was a combination 1 had
eagerly awaited, along with
many other students: the first
home football game, the first
jeans and tee-shirt dance. The
game was right on schedule;
however, the dance was post
poned for two weeks thereafter.

Who could be responsible for
this delay? Surely the accusing
finger points to the
cheerleaders, who have
traditionally sponsored the
event. It is their kick-off dance 
- they organize it, they promote
it. As a result, they have
received the majority of
complaints from disappointed
students. Such complaints have
been registered 180 degrees

,

begun, it's had its problems.
The senior class doesn't ap
preciate having juniors in
volved in its activities. The
girl's locker rooms are also
more cramped this year. These
problems are slowly being
ironed out.

Since there are more facilities
in the Spartan gym, and since
the freshman and sophomore
classes outnumber the juniors
and seniors, they dominate it.
The girl's gym has new lockers,
now they are the boy f\2r use.
The Spartan gym has be8t up,
old lockers. This seems to~ the
only advantage in the ne~~ym
rules, and it's strictly foF the
boys.

We'll just have to live with
this for now, but just think, "It,
couldn't possibly get worse,
unless they decide to have C-ed
locker rooms."

BY JERRY KOTAS

Worse?

Page 4

One thing came to the at
tention of many OLCHS
students this year: their
schedules. For the JunIor ana
senior boys, the Spartan gym
was out. This year the Cooed
gym program took another
step. This one a little more
radical than others. One reason
for this change is that some
boys got female gym teachers,
and some girls got male gym
teachers. It all vened out in the
end by the junior and senior
boys in room 101 locker rooms,
and the junior and seniors girls
in room 10 locker rooms. The
freshman and sophomores are
in what used to be the boy's
gyms.

Since the new program has
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O.L. Students
Killing Themselves?

By Art Paterson
HOTDOGS, PEANUT

BUTTER, bacon and now beer
are "All American" and they all
cause cancer. How many people walk downtown at night, or
took notice of the warnings? Not drive in rush hour traffic. There
very many could have, since are thousands of maniacs on the
there haven't been any bans on streets, so why doesn't the
these products. government tell us that street

For decades, people have gangs are dangerous for our
been killing themselves with health.
these foods and haven't realized Instead of the government
it. Do many people really care telling us that we are killing
what foods are dangerous ourselves, why don't they open
anymore? If they did, they "government safe food
would follow the lists the stands"? It wouldn't work out
government made on .foods. that well, because not many
But, how long ca~ you .hve ~n people would buy the foods.
bread and wa.ter. (Walt, skIp They would rather eat their
the. br,ead, It has preser- favorite foods and enjoy what
vatlves. ) time on earth they have left.

If the ~overnment put bans on With all these warnings and
everything that mIght cause bans, I have decided to live
cancer, they would have to dangerously and eat peanut
outlaw ~e sun. In 20 years, the butler and jelly sandwiches,
w?rld WIll be so messed up, who drink sachrinated pop. and no
WIll care ~hat foods are one has stopped drinking beer.
dangerous? RIght now, I would Will many people do the same?
rather eat ~ dangero~ peanut I don't see Skippy off the shelfs,
butter and Jelly sandWIch than and beer is selling like crazy.
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they were to begin work.
All was not lost for the two

would-be-Archaeologists. they
both arne up with lost artifacts.
"It wa a thrill to dig up a pot
which is nuw in the hands of the
Dept. of Conservation in
England. though it would of
been nice to have th pot as a
souv nil'. I do have bits of
pollery and bones that Vi re
contaminat d by the touch of
human hands. We had to pick up
the bones by tweezer and put it
in plastic bags. If the bone
fragments were contaminat d,
th Y could not be used in th
Carbon 14 Dating Proces,"
supplied Ms. Jenkins.

Th artistic Ms. Coveny
enjoyed combining her tal nts
in drawing, lettering, and
photography as a contribution
to science. Ms. Cov ny found a
cr mation urn containing glas
beads fused together because of
the heat from the cremation. "I
also found a mod rn day
styrofoam wig stand. I carved a
skull out of it then buried it
hoping to add some excitement.

Ms. Coveny expr ss d that it
was hard, physical labor for the
first few days, complete with
calluses and aching muscles.
but she enjoyed the dig because
it was an education and a
contribution that was wor
thwhile.

4233393

BY KARE
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Ambiage
Facial design created especiallv for you

by ~ancy

Teaching women everyday skin care and
makeup technique created for the uniquen~s of
each individual. Present this ad and receive a
free consultation at the

HOUSE OF CHARLES
7056 W. 127th Street
Palos Heights, IL

448-3778

"Our vacation was spent in a
5th to 6th entury Anglo
Saxon cemetery. I've been on
many vacations before, but this
time I really dug it." Ms.
Jenkins from the Health Dept.
got the id a from a small
newspaper article sh read. Sh
then wrote to Earthwatch for
more information and receiv d
a booklet explaining differ nt
expeditions all over the world.

Ms. Jenkins then went on to
explain that Earthwatch is an
organization that supports
scientific expedition on ar
chaeology, astronomy, and
other sciences and she was
always interested in ar
chaeology.

But why was their vacation
spent in a cemetery? "Ms.
Coveny and I worked in a burial
site which is part of a small
village of ancton in Northern
England," Ms. Jenkins added.
The field had been a Pagan
cremation cemetery in which a
num bel' of mall pots wi th bones
and artifacts in them.

The whole experience was
saturated within 3 weeks with
only 1 day I' st. The worst part
of the expedition was when the
two became "Farmer Browns"
with pitchfork in hand to
remove plastic and bails of
rotting straw which was over

end , the football game begins.
With the bleachers full and
floats along side the field, with
the band playing and the crowd
roaring, the football team
makes a grand entrance. The
sophomore game is played first
and the stands become even
more crowded as the varsity
game begins.

TilE TEAM WILL hopefully
play a winning game on their
Homecoming, although it
doesn't always work that way.
During halftime the band, the
cheerleaders, and the porn pon
girls will usually give an ex
cellent presentation. The
presentation of the court and
the announcement of the new
Homecoming Queen will also
take place during half time. The
Homecoming Queen of the
previous year crowns the happy
senior and the last quarter of
the football game is played.
Later that night the presen
tation and announcement is
given again at the dance.

In conclusion, one can readily
tell that Homecoming is an
exciting day and a celebration
for the alumni, it's not just
another dance.

Nonetheless, dances are far and
few between. This Decemb 1',

N.H.S. will sponsor a hristmas
dance open to the entir student
body. It promises to be a
swinging spectacular.

It's clear to see that N.H.S.
members do get around. Under
the guidance of Mr. W.C. Hill,
the club sponsor, they are kept
busy year-round. Nevertheless,
their .work is not without due
rewards. Members enjoy:
university visitations, special
attention at honors night.
college placement priorities, a
year's end banquet, and
graduation with honors. Even
more rewarding is the pride
that accompanies their
membership in such an elite
organization. It is this pride that
makes the National Honor
Society worth knowing about.

ultimate goal of "N.H.S. to do
away with this stereotype. The
goal is more tangible very day.

N.H.S. MEMBERS ARE FAR
FROM "U COOL". They are
involved in many commendable
activities.

The first football game was a
scorcher. Thirsts ran high.
People crowded to the con
cession stand for relief. N.H.S.
members were there to greet
them with either a coke or
seven-up.

MUSCUL R DYSTROPHY
I a crippling disease fought by
charity telethons every year.
N.H.S. sponsors a fund raising
drive of it's own, This April, you
can expect to see members in
lunch, prying people for that
extra change.

Dances are great. If it were
up to me, there would be a
dance every weekend.

Homecoming. Nominations are
held in the homerooms of
sophomore, junior and senior
students. Any junior or senior
girl who wins the majority of
the votes in any homeroom is
considered nominated. The
nominees' pictures are then
placed on the bulletin board
right outside the cafeteria for
approximately a week until the
court elections are held. The
entire student body is eligible to
vote for,J,he girls who will be on
court. Only four senior and
three junior girls will make the
Homecoming Court and only
one senior girl will have the
honor of being Homecoming
Queen.

The four seniors and the three
junior girls who are chosen for
the homecoming court will each
be escorted by one guy, each of
who will represent one of Oak
Lawn's boy's sports.

The Homecoming day will
begin with a parade including
floats (made by each class of
the school as well as various
clubs and organizations), a
marching band, porn pon girls,
the Homecoming Court, and
more. 'fhe parade leads to the
high school and soon after It

BY DAN SULLIVAN
OT MA Y PEOPLE ap

pI' ciate this organization. For
year' it has serviced OLCHS
and the surrounding com
munity. It's benefits -are un
surpassed, and it's members a
select group. The Spartan
Chapter of the National Honor
Society is a truly unique
establishment.

The actual basis of N.H.S.
makes it so unique in today's
society. It honors scholarship,
leadership, service, and
character. Such are the pre
requisites for membership; a 3.
minimum grade point average,
leadership and service' ac
tivities, and a respectable
moral character. In this day
and age, scholars are frowned
upon as "uncool". They are
criticized for being intelligent
and hard-workjn~. It is the

BY DONN T. GEORGE

"J T WHAT IS
1l0MECOMIJ G?" one fresh
man asks another. One might b
very amused that the freshman
didn't know exactly what
Homecoming was, but the fact
is that not many students do
know what Homecoming really
is or what it is meant for.

Homecoming, as defined in
Webster's Dictionary, is "a
celebration for returning
alumni. II What this means is
that the parade, the football
game, and the dance are our
celebration for the returning
alumni.

Each year the Student
Council places posters in most
of the local stores and
businesses to advertise
Homecoming to as many
alumni as possible. The Student
Council also gives money to the
Home Economics department
so that they can prepare and
arrange things to eat and host
an alumni hospitality room
where returning alumni may
meet old friends.

HOMECOMING BEGI S
EVERY year with the
nominations for a queen,
usually scheduled alJOut two
weeks prior to the

Especially for Homecoming

Francis Hultgen
4823 95th St.

424-2200

styled byFlowers
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Movie Review

BY DAN LLIVAN
There's a movie out that is

captivating audiences
everywhere. A comedy so
riotous that movie-goers are
leaving the theaters sore from
laughter. Ticket lines are
spanning blocks for this won
derfully vulgar masterpiece.
National Lampoon's "Animal
House" is destined to be a
classic comedy motion picture.

Why is this outrageous movie
such a huge success? There are
many significant reasons. The
comedy material is excellent,
life in a rowdy college fraternity
back in the 1960's. The acting is
also superb; howev r, one
comedy actor emerges a a
superstar. He is John
(Samauri) Belushi of " atur
day Night Live" fame. Making
his movie debut, Belushi por
trays the rowdiest of all the
rowdies: big bad Bluto. His
exciting, literally crazy
character, spurs the wild
comedy which best exemplifies
Animal House. The supporting
roles are also very com
mendable. Tim Matheson
provides a truly humorous
portrayal of "alter," the
minent central character. He

is the unifying force in the
movie, as embling all the
craziness into a scanty plot.

The plot itself deals with the
infamous Delta fraternity and
it s struggles with the Faber
college administration. Delta,
led by Otter and Bluto, meet the
opposition head-on in a series of
wild comic scenes. The finale is
so bizarre and hilarious that
some dialogue was omitted to
compensate for the audiences
laughter.

In the tradition of Mel Brooks,
The Producers, National
Lampoon' "Animal House" is
a frantic farce about an issue
everyone is familiar with. The
movie leads insight into our
college system, and the student
body that encompasses it.

"Animal House" is a credit to
National Lampoon, a strike at
our college system and top
notch entertainment for the
public. I I'!ive it four stars.

t.

Visit us after your

Homecoming Dance
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ROCK & ROLL

BY DA SULLIVAN Such sideshows were great,
I VIVIDLY RECALL my first but I decided to get a glimpse of

outdoor concert. It was one of the main all action. As I en-
those things you never forget, tered the are a, the view was
like chemistry formulas. After awesome. People were
landing a classy job parking everywhere!! The immediate
cars for the Chicago Park vicinity was an obstacle course.
District, I was assigned to Moving three feet was as close
concert duty. It was an offer I to impossible as getting a cut
couldn't refuse, although I cleared. However, I did manage
received no pressure from the (I don't cut much either), and
mob. made my way a clear 50 feet

I reported for work at 6 a.m. before I hit a stone wall of flesh.
Soon, they came from nowhere. I had finally found my true
Party-people with wine-sacks of place in this whole situation;
"water ," Glad bags of ten feet from aisle 5, and
Columbian tea, hits of hundreds of feet from the band.
hydrocloric and quick, and I assumed a comfortable
naturally ales of different position (leaned on girl next to
varieties. As for dress, the guys me) and began to enjoy Ted
wore bare chests along with the uggent live. After an hour of
girls. I found it easy to easy listening, things started to
distinguish between them. It get out of hand. People were
was all in the hairstyles. whipping water containers at

When the cars were all each other, some nearly full.
parked, I headed for the con- When the innocent bystander
cert. Nuggent was jamming to next to me went down for the
"Wang-Dang" as I stormed count, I decided to either leave
through ticket lines and ticket or file a complaint with the
scalpers. The smell of a Park District. The concert was
thousand lids lingered inside the ending, so I decided to beat the
ageless stadium. People were rush. It was time to flee the
sprawled out on the concrete concert scene.
Ooor, obviously enjoying the And so went my first rock
concert. One dazed sprawler concert. It was total craziness,
was being carted away by even without Steve Martin.
paramedics. His eyes were as Since then, I have attended
red as his sunburned back, and even other concerts. I guess
his face as pale as this paper. I'm a true music lover...or
Some people sure know how to more. More crazy than the next
live it '!P. guy.
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"Something About You."
Another song, "Party," sounds
like a second-hand copy of an
old song by the same group
entitled "Smokin'." The album
contains six other songs sure to
catch every Boston fan's ear.

You won't be able to miss this
album, just look for the cover.
It's almost the same as the first
album cover: A giant guitar
converted into a spaceship with
the band's name appearing at
the top, and, of course, the
unforgettable blue flames
shooting out in all directions.

IN MY OPINION, if you liked
the first album by Boston,
"Don't Look Back" is another
album you won't want to miss.

In the past, the obvious credit
for student body activities has
been given to the various class
clubs themselves. Afew of these
are JCAB-Junior Class Ad
visory Board, SCAB-Senior
Class Advisory Board,
Cheerleaders, and the school
band. Don't let it be said that
these clubs, and individuals in
these clubs don't deserve credit,
because they do, and lots of it.
However, how many people are
aware of the fact that many of
these clubs would not, and could
not, function without sponsors?

Donna Jean Mulhull ex
plained how students take a
sponsor for granted: "When you
know for sure you hav a
sponsor, you forget the role she
plays and tend to ignore her;
and her importance. Once your
club faces the problem of being
dissolved du to lack of spon
sors, you learn to really ap
preciate them and what they
do."

TO SIIOW TilE VAL E of
ponsors, lets go back a bit, to

when O.L..H.S. had a club
called, Youth In Government.
More students involved in
Youth In Government were sent
to Springfield than any other
school in the state. This club
folded imply because the
ponsors felt they were putting

in alot of time and not getting
paid for it.

In a similar situation, the
Pom-Pon club almost folded
this year because of lack of a
sponsor. When all hope seemed
lost, a new teacher at
O.L.C.H.S. vehmteered her
services. N edlesi'to say the
Pom-Pon captain, ~nna Jean
Mulhull, was elated~t.

Ms. Ragsdal really enjoys
what she does. The pay seemes
fair enough, and it doesn't seem
very tim consuming. Ms.
Ragsdale commented on the
time factor involved, "I don't
feel like it's an enormous
amount of time, it doesn't seem
like a big deal." All of this
seems to be due to the fact that
she enjoys being a sponsor.

AS I TilE OMMER IAL
where the young Negro man
lams his book because the

professor has announced the
class cancelled due to lack of
funds, don't let your club or
activity be cancelled due to lack
of sponsors. Show the faculty
how fulfilling being a sponsor or
chaperone can be and let them
know they are appreciated.
That's all anyone really wants.

So perhaps when the next
dance, event, or club is planned,
a moment will be taken to
acquaint the sponsor and let
him-her know how much their
time and concern is ap
preciated!

September 29, 1978

By ELLEN LUBY
Album Review

IN REVIEWING THE newest
Boston album "Don't Look
Back," I find that it sounds like
their first album, "More Than a
Feeling."

The music is smooth and
relaxing, but it keeps up a
steady beat and holds the
listener's interest.

The title cut, "Don't Look
Back," seems to have certain
parts of the music copied from a
former Boston son~,

Record'
Rap

BY BRENDA NA NEY
BElli D TilE E ES
TilE POM-PON PROGRAM,

the Chess Club, Photography
Club and the Cheerleading
program (to name a few), are to
be discontinued this year due to
lack of sponsors.

Now calm down, take it easy,
this isn't true, although it very
well could be. Right now there
are a number of dedicated
teachers and staff who are
willing to give their spare time
to being a ponsor and-or a
chaperone. Will this last though,
if teachers are not given some
credit and thanks for their
time? Many of you ask, "Well,
they get paid for it don't they?".
Yes, they do, although at one
time it was strictly voluntary,
but let it be understood that
those who get paid, get
relatively little for their time
and efforts.

It isn't always n cessary to
provide the sponsors with a gold
medal or a large heck, but how
much could a word of thanks
possibly cost? Now, many say,
"How can we say thanks when
we don't even know who the
sponsors are!" This is often
sadly the case.

Just what these sponsors do,
and who they are, no one quite
knows. These sponsors assume
great responsibility and time to
thes student groups and ac
tivities. More than likely, when
teachers and staff sign up to be
ponsor and chaperones, they

don't really exp ct a lot of
recognition and credit. But this
doesn't mean they don't deserve
it.

MANY MAY ASK, "Why the
need for sponsors anyway?"
Ms. Linda Ragsdale, sponsor
for J AB and Cheerleading,
tri d to supply an answer.
"There must be adult super
vision, some faculty supervision
whenever kids are gathered
anywhere in the school. It has a
lot to do with insurance." Most
faculty and students do agree
with this need for supervision,
although many di agree that
those who supervise must be
faculty members.

Donna Jean Mulhull, captain
of the Pom-Pon squad, com
ment d that although the need
for adult supervision will
always be present, " ... there is
no reason why an able adult
outside of the school (parents,
neighbors, etc.) shouldn't be
able to dedicate their time to
being a sponsor if they want to."
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Spartan Football Preview
BY GEORGE M. DALY

The 1978 Varsity Football
Team looks to be strong this
year again as 18 lettermen
return from last years squad
which captured second place in
the SICA West.

This year the Spartans are
looking to improve on last years
5-4 record and these men are the
reason whyl

Patrick McGrath - 5' 10", 165
lbs. Sr. Pat is one of the key
players in the Spartan offense
this season. Last year Pat had
the quarterback position nailed
down and this year is no dif
ferent. Pat is a proven quar
terback as last year ·.e com
pleted 29 passes for 387 yards
and 2 touchdowns. Pat also will
do the punting for the Spartans
this year as he did last year for
an average of 32.3 yards per
kick. If McGrath hasn't already
proven that he is the best
quarterback in the conference
he soon will because when the
arm of Pal McGrath comes
alive the SICA West will take
nOtice.

Robert Bulow - 5' 10", 1651bs.
Sr. Last year Bob Bulow got his
chance to show everyone what
he was made of after T.J.
Murphy was injured in the 2nd
game of the season, and he sure
showed everyone he could play
football. When the season ended
Bob had carried the ball for 730
yards at an average of 5.8 yards
per carry. Bob also was named
to the SICA West All-Conference
squad and also received an
honorable mention on the All
State squad. All the other teams
wiII be looking for Bob to get the
ball on every play, which will
put a great deal of pressure on
Bob at all times. But Bob is such
a determined ballplayer that all
the pressure will just make him
strive that much harder to be

the best.
Ron Swanson - 5' 9", 150 Ibs.

Sr. Ron is a very hard worker
and earns every yard he picks
up. Last year Ron averaged 5.4
yards per carry as he saw
limited action. This year is a
different story as Ron will be a
regular in the backfield, along
with McGrath, Bulow and John
Morganthaler.

Bob Kalebich - 5' 10", 1701bs.
Sr. Bob came to Oak Lawn last
year after going to St. Laurence
his 1l'eshman and sophomore
years. Bob waited last year
fulfilling his eligibility
requirements (which states that
transfer students must wait a
year before being able to
participate) but now Bob has his
chance. Bob will be platooning
with John Morganthaler at the
fullback position and on defense
Bob wiII start at the cornerback
position.

John Morganthaler - 5' 9", 160
lbs. Jr. The Oak Lawn Football
program has been fortunate
enough in the past couple of
years to have such players as
Steve and Mike Morganthaler
but they have graduated. This
year it is John Morganthaler
that must hold up that
Morganthaler tradition of hard
hitting. John will have his
chance since he will play on
both offense and defense. He
will platoon with Kalebich at
fullback and play outside
linebacker.

John Wallace - 6' 2", 190 Ibs.
Sr. Last year John was a
fullback and also a linebacker.
This year John has a new
position: Defensive tackle.
Most people wonder why
someone who only weighs 190
lbs. is playing in the midst of all
those many gigantic linemen
and not playing a position like
linebacker where guys are his
own size. Well the reason is that

John Wallace is one of the
toughest kids qround and he
won't let anyone push him
around. Even though John is
smaller than a lot of tackles he
more than makes up for it with
his desire to want to beat his
opponent. (John must watch
himseU though, to make sure
his desire doesn't cause too
many personal fouls).

Todd Frederick -6' 1", 1951bs.
Jr. Todd is a defensive tackle
who is inexperienced but he will
improve with every game. Todd
is an important factor in
clogging up the middle to make
the opponents run outside to
tangle with Gary Salis and Bob
Kelly.

Bob Kelly - 6' 0", 180 lbs. Sr.
Last year playing defensive end
Bob had 31 tackles and 28
assists as he was one of the few
starting juniors on last years
defense. Bob is very quick and
is a great hitter but what
separates Bob from the rest is
his great attitude toward
playing. He just can't wait to
get out on the field and try to
destroy his opponents. Coach
Chilvers also utilizes Bob's
speed on offense to catch passes
as he has made Bob split end.

Gary Salis - 6' 0", 180 Ibs. Sr.
Gary also plays both defensive
and offensive ends. Last year
Gary made 23 tackles and 21
assists as a starter on defense.
The names Gary Salis and E.>b
Kelly mean a lot to opposing
teams since they are both pass
catching threats on offense but
moreover on defense. Gary and
Bob are the best pair of ends in
the area, so if you wonder why
teams will be running up the
middle instead of around end,
the reason will be Gary Salis
and Bob Kelly.

Arthur Patterson - 5' 8", 160
lbs. Sr. At 160 lbs. Art is one of

the smallest centers around but
Art is a hard worker and a hard
hitter and is very underrated
because of his small size.

Tom McEntee - 5' 8", 1601bs.
Jr. Tom plays both offensive
guard and middle linebacker.
Tom has a great attitude toward
football and really likes when
backs run behind his blocking.
While Tom is not opening holes
for his backs on offense he is
tackling the opponents backs on
defense.

Phil Strenk - 5' 9", 1691bs. Jr.
Phil is another junior with a lot
of desire to play football and
Phil already is showing that
desire as he was chosen Player
of the Week in the Spartans first
game of the season.

Mark Kehoe -6' 0", 1851bs. Sr.
Mark has pretty good size for an
offensive tackle and even
though he did not play that
much last year he now has his
chance. Mark will do the job
because he knows how much he
is depended upon.

Doug Schmidt- 5' 10",200 Ibs.
Jr. Doug is an offensive tackle
who possesses great size and
tremendous strength. All Doug
needs is experience, and as the
season goes on and Doug gets
his needed experience he will
become one of the best tackles
Oak Lawn has ever had.

Eric Miner - 5' 7", 1651bs. Sr.
Eric played off and on at
fullback last year but this year
Eric !:las found t~e positio~ just
right ~ for him: middle
lineba er. Eric is a hard hitter
and a very tough kid. Eric loves
the game Of. football and the one
thing you always know about
Eric when he is out there
playing is that he will always
give you 100 percent effort.

John Major - 5' 10", 154 Ibs.
Jr. John will start at outside
linebacker this year and he is

already showing the coaches he
can do it as he has played very
well in the Spartans first two
games. John loves to play
football and makes up for his
size with his quickness.

Gene Poull ·5' 8", 150 Ibs. Sr.
Cene is a cornerback and is a
smart football player and
knows what to do and can
usually get the job done. Gene is
also a mainstay on the specialty
teams.

Glenn Williams -5' 8", 1451bs.
r. Glenn is a cornerback who

has a lot of strength and a super
hitler. Besides being a good
cornerback, Glenn also does a
super job on the specialty
teams.

Bill Tasker· 5' 9", 1551bs. Jr.
Bill is a afety who possesse a
lot of speed which is a very vital
part of being a safety. Bill's
speed al 0 makes him a good
running back and Bill is also
used on punt and kickoff
returns. Bill's speed makes him
tough to get past on defens and
when Bill gets in there on of
fense his quickness makes him
a breakaway threat.

Doug Murphy - 5' 11", 160 Ibs.
Sr. Doug is a split end who has
good hands and is able to catch
most anything thrown around
him. Doug didn't play much last
year but now that he has the
opportunltYi{o play he will make
the most 01 it.

Don Kustok - 5' 6", 155 Ibs. r.
Don didn't see much action last
year but this year Don is getling
his chance at split end. Don is a
big part of the specialty teams
mainly because Don really
wants to play and will do
anything to make a contribution
to thp. team.

Too much money?
BY DAVE IEMEYER

I THE 50's, it was the
greasers who led the anti-jock
revolt. To them, jocks were the
pits. A good greaser would do
anything to cut down a jock, or
socialites, as they were called
then. The girls got to choose
between the grease-haired guys
with black leather jackets and
sleek automobiles; or the clean
cut All-American guy who
would gladly give up his letter
sweater to his girl.

The 60's marked the end of the
, greasers and the beginning of a

new anti-jock group, the hip
pies. The hippies repelled not
only jocks but anyone who
didn't wear long hair, blue
jeans, or didn't like the Rolling
Stones. The jocks continued
their reputation as the guy who
everyone wanted to be like who
would never do anything wrong.

Now we have the 70's. But
what's happened? Now more
greasers, no more hippies, no
more organized anti-jock
campaigns. Oh sure, the 70's
have burn-outs, but it's not the
same. Unlike their

predecessors, burn outs are
joining the enemy and actually
engaging in sports. Likewise,
those former clean-cut athletes
are finding out winning the big
game is not the only way of
getting a high.

DESPITE OTHER GOOD
signs, such as rising at
tendance, it appears high school
sports are beset with many
problems. Though there is
no organized effort, as in the
past, more people than ever are
becoming fed up with what they
call an over-emphasis on sports
in the schools. At Rockford a
few years ago, taxpayers went
to the polls and voted to close
down Rockford's entire athletic
program. Though it was
recently reinstated it still has
not fully recovered from the
blow.

OLCHS has not escaped those
kind of problems. "A few years
ago, our entire freshmen
program plus the golf and
tennis teams had to be drop
ped," said Fred Parks, Athletic
Director. "Though it lasted only

one year, it really hurt us
because our freshmen missed
that one year of experience that
couldn't be made up."

With the growing number of
students and teachers here at
OLCHS joining the anti-jock
campaign coupled with the
problem of inflation, the
possibility of some drastic
athletic cuts in the near future
doesn't appear too far-fetched.
Parks agrees that sports will
and should be the first thing cut
in case of a money emergency
at the school. But he doesn't
agree with the people that say
athletics is over-emphasized
here at OLCHS. "When people
talk about athletes here they
think they're just talking about
a select group of people. But
last year we had about 700 kids
in sports, or about 1/4 of the
school. That's not even counting
other students who are in
directly involved, such as the
band, cheerleaders and the fans
enjoying the game."

HE CO TI UES, "Many of
the people who criticize the

money we get aren't really
qualified to make uch
judgments. These people just
look at the figures and say to
themselves 'That's a lot of
money'. That's not fair, just as
it wouldn't be fair for me to say,
for example, that the theatre or
chess club gets too much
money."

The anti-jocks main criticism
of the athletic budget is that the
school often buys equipment
that's not really needed.
Stephen Lebrecht, Assistant
Superintendent of Finance,
doesn't think so. "We usually
only buy equipment that is
really needed, and that is
usually safety equipment.
Parks added, "Much of the
equipment we buy can serve a
dual purpose. For instance, the
wrestling room is used by both
the wrestling team and PE
classes."

Still, the jock criticism
continues. Though they won't
admit it publicly, members of
the school's non-athletic
programs are envious of the

money sports gets. Students and
teachers alike are getting fed up
with the administration as
academic-type clubs struggle to
stay in the black. One of the
major complaints has com
from theatre, which gets a
small budget from the school
each year. "Ware ba ically
self supportive while sports are
school backed," said Tom
Dzurison, Theatre Director.
This is a fact, as most academic
clubs must depend on outside
revenue for enough money to
run.

AND 0 THE battIe goes on.
Teacher Peter Cahala put it
best when he said, "There must
be a viable balance between
academics and sports for a
functional continuance in the
total educational program.

VVhat are your ideas on the
subject? If you have an opinion,
we'd like to know. Drop off your
comments in Room 210.
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Cross country start

Tennis

At first doubles this year for
the Spartans are seniors Sue
Katsenes' and Shelley Wantiez.
Sue and Shelley are two very
experienced players whose
teamwork is magnificent to
watch. The two are having a
great year and hopefully will
make it to the state meet as they
did last year. The 2nd doubles
team is made up of two juniors,
Karen Vinci and Caro
lyn Dwan. Karen and Carolyn
are v ry good competitors and
they will always give 100 per
cent everytime their out on the
court. The two lack experience
but with their determination
~aren .and Carolyn will keep
Improvmg and they will be
ready for the conference meet.

IF YO THI K that is all the
talent this team possesses then
you're wrong! The tennis team
also has such good players as
Vicki Obrenski, Mary Kay
Valdez and junior' Lynn Werz.

..

Anyone?

undefeated
BY GEORGE DALY

Hlifback Ron Swanson takes the handoff from quarterback
Pq~. McGrath and drives for yardage against Bremen.

Tennis team.

THE OAK LAW Girls
Varsity Tennis Team is off to a
super start this season under
new coach Cindy Sternisha. The
girls have piled up an 8-0 record
so far. "The team is strong and
can go a long way if they keep
their minds to it," says Ster
nisha.

The Spartans are 3-0 in
conference thus far as they
have beaten Argo, Reavis and
Lincoln Way. The girls are
tuning up for the conference
meet held on October 13-14.
Leading the way for the
Spartans at first singles will be
senior Sandy Burgess, who has
just destroyed her opponents so
far this year. Sophomore
sensation Joanne Preto has the
second ingles spot nailed down.
Watching Joanne play one
would never know it was her
first year on varsity because
she is very confident and sure of
herself which makes for a good
tennis player. Sheila Burgess
plays at the third singles spot
for the Spartans. Sheila, only a
junior, has also been having a
good year. Sheila has developed
into an excellent tennis player
because of the many hours of
hard work and along with her
sister Sandy they have put in
quite a few hours over the
summer.

wanted to stop so many times, I
said to myself I'm stopping, I
can't make it, it's too far. I'm
not sure what made me keep
going but my mind kept telling
me to keep going."

The cross country team has
two big meets this week and
after a marathon it takes a
couple of days to recooperate.

"MY COA H DID 'T LIKE
IT. He tried to discourage me
from running in it because he
didn't think I'd be ready for the
meet this week."

Only time and George's legs
know the answer to that
question.

Pat McGrath scored on a one
yard run. Bulow kicked the
xtra point with 4:57 remaining

in the first quarter to give the
partans a 7-0 lead. Argo tied

the game in the 2nd quarter,
and the half ended in a 7-7 tie.

Near the end of the 3rd
quarter, Dory Murphy in
tercepted a pass and returned
the ball 19 yards to the Argo 27
yard line. Th Spartans then
scored on a three-yard run by
Bulow. That made the score 13
7.

The defense was again superb
with great efforts by end Bob
Kelly (four tackles, four assists
and three sacks), linebacker
John Major (four tackles, three
assists, one blocked Dass and
one assist> and tackle John
Wallace (three tackles, four
assists, one blocked pass and
one sack).

The Spartans now have a 2-1
overall record and are 1-0 in
conferenc play.

But just getting in shape doesn't
always make a great team, it
takes a little omething extra.

"It has to come from your
mind" says Piaskowy. "If you
want somethlOg oad enough
then you can have it but only if
you really want it".
conference wins over Argo and
Reavis. As for a conference title
it'll be tough contending with
teams such as Sandburg and
Lincoln-Way but then again this
team wants it. Let's just hope
they want it bad enough.

Why then did <.reorge run in
this grueling race? "I hadn't
been doing as well as I wanted
to in cross country, and I
wanted to do it for a real good
workout because I knew that
when the effects wore off my
body that it would start to help
me."

DALY FI I HED THE
race in 3 hours, 9 minutes
finishing 340th. Pretty good fo~
a person who has only run 26
miles once before. "I ran in the
Marathon last year in 3 hours 25
minutes and finished 345th out
of 5,000.

"It's so hard to start out and
think why I am here doing this, I

magnificent, giVing Bremen
only two first downs the whole
game. The defense was led by
ends Gary Salis and Bob Kelly,
tackles John Wallace and Todd
Frederick and linebackers John
Major, Eric Miner, John
Morganthaler and Tom
McEntee.

In the second game of the
season, the Spartans were
beat n by Eisenhower. The
Spartans, down 32-0 in the third

,.guarter, came back with Pat
McGrath throwing for two
touchdowns and running for
another to make the final score
32-22.

The Spartans came back to
beat Argo 13-7 in the third game
of the season. Oak Lawn looked
impressive on their first
po session as they marched
steadily downfield on runs by
Bob Bulow and Ron Swanson.
Bulow ended the game with 66
yards rushing while Swanson
coil cted 32 yards.

pain but if you're a winner you
don't feel a thing".

Extra Effort? The Spartans
have been doing their share,
eight and ten mile workouts in
the seering heat attest to that.

TilE PARTA ARE hoping
to improve on their 4-8 record a
year ago. This year's team
looks like they can do it. Paced
by seniors George Daly and
Mike Fitzmaurice and junior
sensation Scott McGrail, the
Spartans have already posted

BY BILL GEARY

R NING 26 MILE to most
people would seem virtually
impossible. In fact to most it's
just a dream hardly worth
thinking about. But for the
10,000 runners who turned out
for the Mayor Daley Marathon
last Sunday the impossible
dream beca~e a reality.

Runners from all over the
world came to run in the second
annual Mayor Daley Marathon.
Among them was a seventeen
y"ear-old senior from OLCHS
rnnned George Daly. George is
a member of the Cross Country
team and ran over 800 miles this
summer to prepare himself for
the upcominjO! season.

The Oak Lawn Spartans
varsity football team whipped
Bremen 28-0 in their first game
of the season on Sept. 9. The
Spartans could do no wrong as
they racked up 227 yards on
offense.

Pat McGrath opened up the
scoring in the first quarter with
a one-yard touchdown run.
When Bob Bulow kicked his first
of four extra points, the Spar
tans led 7-0.

Later in the first quarter it
was Ron Swanson scoring on a
24-yard run with the point after
making it 14-0 Spartans. They
scored another touchdown
before halftime on a six-yard
run by Bulow. His extra point
kick made it 21-0.

In the second half the Spar
tans picked up where they had
left off as Bulow capped off the
scoring with a four-yard touch
down run and the last of his
extra point kicks.

The partan defense was

Varsity Football 2-1

"PAl LAST B T for
moments, but the memories are
forever".

Jim Piaskowy wrote this
poem when he was a high school
track star at Oak Lawn. This
year he is coaching the Oak
Lawn cross country team and
he is instilling this sort of spirit
in the club.

If you're a winner says
Piaskowy you'll have memories
that'll last the rest of your life.

IT' GOI G TO take a little
extra effort and a little more

Daly Runs Daley
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Teachers call off strike

OLCHS teachers met to discuss contract change on their way to ratifying a new two year con tract. Union President Hal Mulderink stated there was a "fair
compromise on all issues." Photo by Eric Vana

See page 5

Homecoming
See page 3

Teacher's Line
See page 1

Letters to the edito

BY ERIC VA A

OL HS TEA HERS AND the
Board of Education have ap
proved a new two-year con
tract, ending the threat of a
teachers' strike.

On October 4, teachers by a
vote of 78 to 23, authorized their
bargaining team to call a strike
at any time because contract
talks were not moving toward a
settlement. But, in the last two
weeks negotiations resolved the
three main issues of salary,
teacher reduction and health
insurance.

On the salary issue, the
teachers union wanted a 7.5 per
cent pay hike and the Board
proposed a 4.6 per cent raise.
The two teams settled at a 5.7
p I' cent increase the first year
and a 7.03 per cent increase for
the second year.

SINCE ENROLLMENT AT
the school is dropping teachers
are concerned with teacher
r duction. Last year student
enrollment was 2,963 compared
to this year's enrollment of
2,718. This drop resulted in the

dismissal of -five teachers.
Because of these falling
enrollment figures, teachers
wanted the new contract to base
teacher dismissal on seniority;
the last teacher hired would be
the first teacher fired.

The Board of Education
called for the use of an
evaluation process to decide
which teacher would be let go.
The two sides agreed on the use
of a reduction force committee
made up of personnel from both
the Union and the Board. Three
union-appointed teachers along
with three board-appointed
administrators would develop a
procedure to be used to dismiss
teachers. They would then
submit this plan to the Union
and Board for approval.

The last major issue was
hospitalization insurance. The
teachers were receiving entire
payment of insurance costs for
the past seven years. This year
the Board wanted teachers to
pay premium co ts which ex
ceeded a certain dollar figure.
The teachers' bargaining

committee rejected this plan
and the Board agreed to con
tinue paying complete
hospitalization insurance.

The bargaining sessions
began in the middle of May with
an average of two meetings per
week. Union President Hal
Mulderink headed the Union
negotiating team which in
cluded Walter Hess, James
Smenos, Donald Carter,
Charles Yara and Mike
Woerner.

STUDENTS FELT THEY
should have been informed
about the negotiations and the
threatened strike. Instead they
had to rely on rumors. One
student commented, "Even
though we are just students at
OLCHS doesn't mean that we
don't have to hear about what is
going on between the teachers.
If the students weren't here, a
strike would not be needed."

James Smenos, treasurer of
the Union team, stated that
since no strike was called, the
students were not involved.
Superintendent H.F. Wiltshire

expressed a similar opinion
when he said that the
threatened strike shouldn't
have changed the classroom

atmosphere. Students felt they
were left out of the problem to
the point of not even knowing
what was going on.
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News Notes Junk food on
The way out?
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government is mterested in
promoting good ating habits, it
should push nutrition education
for younger children.

TilE BAN MIGHT go into
effect next eptember if the
department of Agriculture can
get enough information and
evid nce to back up their
theory.

The goal of the department,
according t director ain
Jon s, is to insur a hot break
fast and lunch for every student
enrolled in the public high
chool . Jones aid that junk

foods are sold in the high
schools. "High school students
are young adults," he said. "If
we don't serve them soft drinks,
they'll walk across the stre t to
buy them. If the federal

Can the government ban ice cream, doritos and fudge bars?
Photo by Eric Vana

SPARTANITE

BY J)\A E BlIHLE 0 I

TIIERE I OW an im-
portant study going on that
concerns all high schools, in
cluding OLCHS. The govern
ment want to ban all junk food
from the cal' terias during
lunch p riod .

The U.. Agricull ure
D partment says 40 years ago
the school lunch program
tarted. Federal aid provides

about $3 million annually for
school programs, while Illinois
received about $90 million of the
aid. For example OLCHS will
buy 300 Ibs. of beef for the
school lunch program. The
government will pay for 50 Ibs.
of it.

TilE MAl REASON that tbe
Department of Agriculture
wants to ban Junk food is that
the administration thinks school
lunches can be used to stress the
importance of good eating
habits. However, teaches have
the right to pop machine while
the students do not. Mr.
Lebrecht went on to explain that
the teachers have to pay more
for the ame typ of lunch than
the tudents do ince the
teachers' lunches are not
federally funded by the
government..-

Registration for the next A '1'
tests ends ovember 10. The
test will be held at OL HS
Saturday, December 9. For
mol' information see coun
selors.

OLCIIS will hold the theatre's
fall play! "Dark oflhe Moon" on

'I. 26, 27 and 28. The play star
Mary Fleming, Vicky Hoffman
Ri k Bradley, urt Lang, Larry
'unat and Bruce Parson.

Tickets are $2.25 for adults and
$1.75 for students and are on
sal now. Tom Dzurison is the
dir ctor.

ov mber J7, OLCH will
holds its annual 50's day and
dance.

Material. will be accepted for
teachers Ime for each i ue of
the partanite by the paper's
taff or Ray Elliott. Teachers

may write feature or ditorial
material.

The Illinois tate cholarship
application are here. To obtain
these applications see oun
s lor .

Sue Polcaster, senior was
chosen as this year's
Ilomecoming Queen during the
half time program of the
Spartan-Lin 'oln Way varsity
game. Sh was elected from
among four s niors through an
all school el ction.

Senior court included, D bbie
Hau k, Marie La Saliva. and
Diane Paluml>o. Junior court
members were Michelle Cook,
Sandy Panice and 'arrie
Provost. Th court was escorted
by Bill Anicich. Bob Bulow, Bill
Johnson, Mike Kane, Chuck
Sanow, Ron Scaduto, John
Schinter and Rick ullon.

48 stud nts gave blood during
the October 11 blood draw. The
next blood drive will be Wed
nesday, Nov. 8. tudent wishing
10 donate blood must be at least
17 years old and have other
requirements. To find these out
contact Mr. Dom Frigo in Room
125.

The OL 'liS PTSA will have
Its annual chool Open House on
November 16. This tim is set
aside for parents and teachers
to discu s their tudents
a hievement and failures.

\

Vandalism 'hits school

Df.>tf.>ntion hall, room 262( has a new look - broken desks, smashed
window and missing d~wer . Photo by Eric Vana

4949 W ('I51H ST

OAK LAWN ILL. 0·153

424.0186

424.0166

vandalism and school theft
seem to be omewhat more a
suburban than big city problem.
From their surveys, the cost of
vandalism in suburban ook
County schools <excluding
security measure and arson)
for the J975-1976 school year was
$782,524. Th I' port further
stat d that student vandals tend
to b those with lower grades,
student with a history of minor
behavioral problems, and tho e
with record of truancy,
suspension and xpul ion. Other
cause for vandalism by youths
are boredom and frustration
with school work or hostility
toward teachers pnd school
personnel. Family or em
ployment problem may also
turn students to de truction.

SOME LOCAL AP-
PHOACHES to deal with school
va nda lism supplied by the
report are b tler training of
building admini trators to deal

• with the student and alter
native education programs for
student who commit van
dalism.

THE ~tJ, .fCUlNf, CAMERA SHOP

MILT ANDERSEN

fire threal. 'ince then, all
plastic dispensers have b n
removed and will be replaced
With metal ones.
J)ETEl"TIO~ IIALL WIIlCII

I' now in room 262 has been a
victim of the mcrea ing van
dalism problem Five desks
have been brok n, two windows
were smashed and plast I' ha
been picked out of a support
beam creating an eyesore. The
drawers of the de k ar al 0
miSSIng. Other vandalism
around the school include
burnt garbage cans in th boys'
wa hrooms, a broken exit sign
and graffiti.

Very Iitll vandalism occurs
at night but there are preven
tative measures to control it.
Out ide light illuminat the
school, the school custodians
work until 12 () 'clock. and there
IS a watch servIce which take
over after midnight and I' main
m th bui Iding until the ch 01
day begins.

According to a school violence
and vandalism report put out by
th Illinois Office of Education,

('l(otil(
'-' \I( rei C( (:

Q] 0141 WENDY DOHERTY

" "( \
• I,

;..".'.'

"t AlAN WUlCF

CO"l,'ICI~A,",.~,\"f" .111(1 ,I' f".1 ,.' .1' "It
("'O(!\f'''lJ Nt't<I'jIIPf"' 'rfl....~ t.&Q",l,'

BY EHIC \' \~A

\' ANUAI.ISM AT OU'IIS has
t come more of a probl m this
year than m pI' vious years but,
a' -uperintendent Willshire
explained. the problem of
destroying, defacing, stealing
and damagmg school property
ha' not yet reached major
proportions.

Wiltshire w 'nt on to 'ay he
believes that only a small
percentage of the student body
IS I' 'sponsiblc tor the increaSing
vandalism and that most
students have I' spet't for school
property. Asked why he th ught
sludent· d stroy. Wiltshire
r plied. "I wish 1 knew!"

o speCial preventative
measures have b en tak n at
the school but efforts are bemg
mad by the staff to try 10 catch
vandals in th act. Mo t of the
vandalism occurs during s hool
hours. On thr e separate oc
t'a 'jon - a plastic towel
dl penseI' was et on fire in a
boys' washroom and the plastic
caught on fir, ausing a major

;



Great Sub-Sandwiches from 6 inches to 6 feet!
"Try a big one for your next get-together"

A misunderstood school
Page 3

Photo by Karen Lech

th interview, this reporter
realized that Bogan had much
more school spirit than OLCH .
Two member of the Senior
class enthusiastically talked
about the many events held
during the week such as pie
eating contests and pushing
volkswagens across their gym.

Also, their discipline code has
many differences as compared
to OLCHS's code. For example,
if a person is caught being
drunk at a school dance, the
person wil1 be sent home with no
other reprimand. However, if a
person is caught being drunk at
an OLCHS dance he or she can
be uspended for up to ten days.

Another Bogan rule total1y
illegalizes cigarette smoking
anywhere on the s"Chool
grounds, and if caught a person
can be given three days
susoensionThe school is doing
very wel1 and is having a great
time during their pirit Week.
However, Bogan wish that the
media would leave them alone
and I tthings take their course.

955412 SOUTHWEST HIGH-WAY

(I block outh of OAK LAW
HIGH)
PHO E: 425-0460

Ice Cream

undaes & ConesShakes

Park or Oak Lawn you're not.
That's the difference between
the city and the suburbs."

After this reporter and Mr.
Ryan straightened out our
misunderstanding, we talked
about the school itself. When a
person walks into Bogan the
lights are very dim actual1y
making it hard to see, but when
one enters the administrator's
office, the people there are
friendly and cordial. Mr. Ryan
was amazing when he talked
about jocks, and burnouts just
like any student wourld. He
really keeps up with the
students of Bogan and knows'
many of them personal1y. He
said "The tudents of Bogan
depend on someone in the ad
ministration to have faith in,
and that is what I try to do."
Many students feel that he has
been succe sful.

DURING TillS I TERVIEW,
Mr. Ryan told us about spirit
Week, such as is held at OL H ,
however, from only a few
events, that happ ned during

SPARTA ITE

misunderstood the media,
Black children are being bused
into Stevenson, not here."
However, he also said that "if
Blacks did want to go to Bogan,
there is nothing I can do to stop
it." The main point is that these
children being bused in
Stevenson will soon be going to
Bogan when they graduate.

MOST OF THE residents of
the Bogan community are city
employees such as firemen,
policemen, and teachers. These
employees are forced to live in
the city or they lose their jobs.
For them this is their last
refuge. They have seen their
other neighborhoods
deteriorate and they don't want
to see it happen to Bogan.

Many of these residents have
moved before and refuse to ever
move again. Mr. Ryan fell that
the suburbs were thinking that
Bogan was fil1ed with bigotry,
but as he put it, "If you live in
the Bogan area you're con
sidered a bigot, but ten blocks
away in segregated Evergreen

Homecoming: Celebrating
BY DIANE BURLE ON

"HOMECOMING DAN E
AND festivities were a hit.
About 95 per cent of the student
body showed up for the
festivities or helped in the
decorating," Dr. Ben Smith, the
adviser of Student ouncil said.

I.D. 's were not a problem this
year, because the workers at
the dance tried to look at the
I.D. picture and the student
using it. Dr. Smith said that
even though the police were
notified of the dance they didn't
show up at all.

The only incident that marred
the festivities was the removal
of some students and other
guests, due to the disregarding
of the school discipline code
concerning alcoholic
beverages. Students arrived at
the dance drunk or at least with
alcohol on their breath. The
students that were caught
received days of external.

<E=::2===,/"==c:::::;:::::::::==/==7=/===:::::_==S7

THE DEN DELI

Hot Dogs

With all the trimmings

OPEN 7 DAY

MON THRU AT
10:00 AM - 9:00 PM

UN
11:00 AM - 9:00 PM

pattern. It happens mainly
during lunch periods or after
school. "If it continues
something is going to get out of
control, and the person that
started it wil1 be found," said
Steve Lebrecht, financial
director.

The fire department set a
meeting with NHS and cafeteria
monitors Oct. 19, 1978, about the
false alarms.

people were given the false
impression that there were
blacks being bused into Bogan.
What the media meant by this is
that Black children were being
bused into the Bogan com
munity, meaning Stevenson
Grammar School.

Assistant Principal Ryan of
Bogan said, "There have been
no black students ever enrol1ed
at Bogan. People have

BY ROY BER ARD

October 27, 1978

I WAS UPPOSED to do an
article on Bogan's
desegragation program,
however, to my surprise, there
is no desegregation program!
In other words THERE ARE
NO BLACK TUDE TS AT
BOGAN. Due to the media's
highly publicized attack on this
segregated school, many

Bogan:

Bo~an's Senior Class President celebrating
their school's 'pirit ~eek.

'Fire bugs'
At OLCHS

BY GE E TURI 0

"A TREMENDO S RASH of
pulJing fire alarms boxes,
started three weeks ago and
now suddenly decreased," said
H.F. Wiltshire, superintendent
of OLCHS, "As many as 16 fire
boxes were pulled in a single
day. "

The problem was not limited
to only pull boxes but also to
fires that occurred at OLCHS.
Three paper towel dispensers
have been set ablaze in the very
short time of only two weeks.
These paper dispensers cause
very dense smoke af' ~ burn
easily. One fire was in a
washroom next to a gym, and
the dense smoke traveled into
the gym making it hard to see
and breathe.

When an alarm box is pulle
alarms go off in the ad
ministrative offices and in the
fire department. The fire
department sends one chief car,
one fire truck, and an am
bulance. Each time the alarm
goes off the fire department
responded to the call as quickly
as possible because they don't
know if it is a false alarm or an
actual emergency. By doing
this they run the risk of getting
into an automobile col1ison, or if
there is another call while they
are going to OLCHS they must
first continue to OLCHS and
make sure that there is no fire
and then after wasting all that
precious time they must
respond to the other call.

FOR THE FIRE department
to answer a cal1 the cost is $300
to $500. This money comes from
our pockets in taxes, the day
there were 16 false alarms the
cost was $4,800 to $8,000.

At the moment the choof ha
no clue to the person or persons
responsible for the fires or false
alarms. There is no certain
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SPEAK OUT
If you were going to be on TV,

what show would you want to be on

and why?

they know someone else will be
around to clean up their mess.

Enter the clean up crew.
People don't realize what a job
it is to clean up those stands.
Poking underneath the seats to
get out all the trash that people
had shoved in there. Sweeping
up the confetti was the real
mind blower. It was
everywhere. What made it
worse was the fact that the wind
was blowing at a pretty brisk
rate. There was no controlling
the confetti as the wind blew
making it virtually impossible
to clean the stands.

I don't think that people
realize what a job it is to clean
the stadium. It's long and tiring
work and not a very pleasant
pastime.

So come on people let's show a
little more respect for those
whose job it is to clean up after
a game, be it football or
basketball, and remember
that you're also keeping the
environment a little cleaner.

Published by the Advanced
Journalism Students of

OAK LAWN COMMUNITY
HIGHSCHOOL

~
94th Street and

Southwest Highway
Oak Lawn, BUnola 60453

Spatl:anite~

Cleaned Out

•'When it comes to a class
debate, our teacher always
has the last wor~t."

By PAT WA IELEWSKI

EVERYBODY HAD A
GREAT time at the
Homecoming game, the floats
were there, the band played,
Homecoming Queen was an
nounced, the varsity team won
and the confetti flew.

There's our problem. The
confetti and the garbage left in
the stands after the football
game was atrocious.

School spirit is a great thing
to have. It shows interest and
pride in ones team. Only a few
people carried it a little too far.

Winning the game was super
and more than a few people got
overly excited. The confetti and
the garbage from food stuffs
went flying. Everywhere you
looked was garbage and con
fetti, confetti and garbage.

THIS IS ALL fine and terrific
for those who didn't need to
clean the stands. They can just
leave it, not worrying because

NINA RINCHICH, SE lOR·
I'd like to be on All in the

Family because I don't like
Archie Bunker, and I'd like to
tell him so.

CURT LANG. OPHOMORE·
The Tonight Show. It makes a

lot of money.

DAN GRIGG, F·RESHMAN.
."\.:, Police Story. I don't know

. why, I like it. It's pretty good\ .

BILL HEITING. JUNIOR
Mork and Mindy, because I'm

a wild and crazy ~uy.

LAURIE GALLOWAY,
SENIOR-

Vegas, to be Dan Tanna's
live-in secretary.

MR. HILL. CAFETERIA co
ORDINATOR-

The Honeymooners. 'Because
I Qelieve in male superiority.

Spartan Fan

Photo by Teri Wiley Eric Vana
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Endangered Species
By ART PATERSON

IN RECENT YEARS, fewer
spectators have been going to
the sports events at OLCHS.
The lack of enthusiasm shows
not only in attendance, but in
the school's over all spirit. Last
year, at some of the home
football games, there were
more fans from the visiting
schools.

This affects a team's attitude.
The spirit of the team goes down

when there is the lack of fans to
cheer for them. Many teams
have been carried to victory by
the crowd's momentum. Oak
Lawn has lacked this
momentum in the past few
years, but the teams seem to
have the talent to go far without
them. The football team has the
talent to take first place this
year. but the competition is
rough, and they need the fans
there to help them.

Football games are cheap at
OLCHS, compared to pro

games, but the games are just
as exciting. This year, the
football conference is known as
the "wild west" because of the
great talent in all the schools.
The games will be fuJI of action.
The Spartans are full of am
bition, but so are Stagg and
Sandburg, and the rest of the
conference tams.

0, WHY OT COME to a
football game and see why so
many people come back year
after year?
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Bee Gees: The Not-50-lonely Hearts Club Band

5210 West 95th SITe t
Odk l.awn, illinOIS 6045:~

T Iephone (312) 425 1815

Many have compared then
family organization to that of
the Osmonds, who hav cr ated
a giant entertainment complex
in Provo, Utah. "We have a lot
of admiration for what the
Osmonds have done and we
have clean teeth too!", said
Maurice. "However, 1 don't
think we are quite as clean·cut
as they are. 1 had a mad dream
that Andy married Marie and
we had one giant family. What if
we cut records together?"

While all of their family are
enjoying their fame and for
tune, th Brothers Gibb
recognize the risks. Barry aid,
"When it happens, you don't
change, but th people around
you do. Th y treat you dif·
ferentlv. Thl time ware
trying to tak it all in stride. We
know that eventually th bubble
will burst and we will no longer
be on top. But right now it's

,

fluence others and last. Now w
have the chance 0 we are using
every opportunity to take ad
vantage of it."

The Bee Gees are constantly
expanding their involvement
with entertainment. Not only do
they write and record music on
their own, but they write cores
for movies, produce albums for
other arti ts, and they recently
starred in "Sgt. Pepp r's
Lonely Hearts lub Band."

The Bee Gees still have great
admiration for the Beatles.
"They did a great deal for the
world of music," said Maurice.
"We owe them a lot since w
originally started out copying
them. It was a real thrill for u
to do the movie and record their
·ongs."

A family empire is what th
B e Ge s are gradually
building. They have already
successfully launched the
career of their little brother
Andy and have plans for more
records, movies and their own
company.

places to male s~re th .little darlings
continue to remain darling. Then, or
course, he sponsors on or more extra
curricular activities, attends teachers
meetings, department me tin.gs, P.T.A.
meetings, and meeting meetings.

To progr s in .his . pro~essi?n, he
continues his studies 10 hiS field at
institutes, at after school sessions with
members of his d~partment, and dur
ing the summer atllsom university.

Face it - teach\!rs have too little\,.
to do.

Even if th y had nothing more to
do than fill out the various forms and
records required for each student, they
do enjoy it. Enjoyment is really not
work ...

After their initial success, the
Bee Gees suffered some
frustrating years and finally
broke up for a while in 1969. "A
lot of the reason we split you can
chalk up to drugs," said Barry
candidly. "We took pep pills,
sleeping pills and things like
that. It was highly destructive
and stopped us dead. We
thought we were going full
speed, but we were just talking
a lot."

Robyn said, "I nearly died
because of drugs. Another
couple of days of what 1 was
doing and 1 wouldn't be here
today. We no longer use drugs,
and we have never felt better in
our lives and we are closer than
ver. We just hope kids will take

our advice and stav away from
the stuff." .

Desire and energy seem to be
the things that really put the
Bee Gees on top. They work
between eight and twelve hours
a day in the studio recording
their songs and perfecting
them. "We always wanted to
make music that would in-

857-9292

up that which wilI motivate these
characters to do the homework they
should have done in the first place s
that he can collect, check, r ord, and
return the tardy papers.

Now it's follow up time. The teach
er must make sure that the assignment
has been completely understood. More
often than not, portions of the hom
work papers reveal too many errors.
So he must show th students where
they are wrong and explain the sub
j ct again.

Removed from the classroom situa
tion, the teacher does even less. He
patrols the halls, the grounds, study
halls, school dances, and sundry other

81540 SOUTH CICERO
BURBANK, ILLINOIS

snooker, and they all collect
gold jewelry. Maurice and
Robyn are fraternal twins born
on December 22, 1949. Maurice
and Barry, however, look the
most alike. "We used to tell
people we were deformed
triplets," joked Maurice.

Though they are seasoned
entertainers now, the Bee Gees
have been working
professionally since they were
teenagers.

All of the Gibb children (four
broth and two sisters) were
taught music by their father,
Hugh who was a bandleader.

"W'e traveled a lot and
practiced constanlly,"
remembers Robyn.

The group had its first !n
ternational hit in 1967 With
"New York Mining Disaster'
followed by huge sellers like "I
Started AJoke," "Holiday" and
"I've Gotta Get A Message To
You." They became famous
about the same time the Beatles
diQ. They were good friends
with the Beatles and shared the
same manager, Brian Epstein.

Open 24 hours

eaemiej
ITALIAN BEEF AND SAUSAGE

VIENNA HOT DOGS AND SUBS

767-2585

DELICIOUS
SANDWICHES

TEACHERS DO SO LITTLE

TONY Be MARIA Rocco

- If hit
songs, multi-million selling
records and starring roles in a
Hollywood musical ex
travaganza are merely "stayin'
alive," heaven forbid the Bee
Gees should flourish.

With their music from
"Saturday Night Fever,"
"Grease" and "Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band"
dancing atop the pop charts,
they are at their peak.

Consider this: if you took all
of the Bee Gees' albwns sold
this year and laid them end to
end, they would stretch from
Los Angeles to ew York and
back again.

Though fame and fast money
are not strangers to the Gibb
clan, even they have been
urprised by the success. "The

scale of it all has reallv
staggered us," said Barry Gibb,
the oldest of the trio of brothers.

Today the Bee Gees all live in
huge mansions in Miami Beach,
Florida. All three are married
and have families. They enjoy
deep sea fishing, swimming,

.:;~~.~~~ .

Everyone knows a teacher doesn't
do too much. Of course, he does have
a few problems ...

First, he must figure out how to
present his subject effectively. Then,
he must a tually try to teach it. listen
to the questions that were originally
answered in the presentation, and ex
plain it all over again.

The homework must be planned in
a meaningful manner and it must b
assigned, collected, checked, recorded.
and returned.

But some characters don't do th ir
homework, so the teach r mlist follow
up with an inquiry as to why it wasn't
done, listen to the exclls s, and think ri 00000000________________IOuDDD DDDDDDDDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC
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"Me"

Love Us

Guess Who?

Lori and Karen

I hate this Hole; Reason: Jocks

We Love you's

B.W. Loves RW.

FOR SALE
Black Naugahyde Love Seat.

Good condo $50. Call 599-8551
after 4:30 p.m.

K.W.
Happy Birthday

Love Always,
D.B.

Hi! Kev and Bill

"OLCHS Is The Pits..... Il "

P .S. One-two-three

Kruder,
I like you alot! If you only

knew ....

For Sale: Galaxy - V8 stick, 4
dr., Runs great! $140.00.

424-1157

Diane M.,
Just remember that we all

know!

J .. ,
Why can't we be friends?

P.W.

Happy Birthday, Amazon
LuvMe

Linda G.,
Please get rid of Dave!

M.S.

Evelyn, Beth, Joe,
Becky, MaryEllen

Appro"" by ,n. Supt.9' Public ucelon.... .-1"" 1IboU1'~.2 ....
• 2 end 4 cour.... 15 .. ,. 'ttL""
• HofN twe*'iIP for I" drMnt InIDftt
• ". tr~ to II8tion for permh
• Auto"'.-. dilclDunt ClIF1lfic:MI
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Happy Birthday Terri!
Love,

Ads

Happy Birthday Terri!
TheW's

at first doubles. It took Sue and
Shelly one set to warm up as
they won in three sets 2-6, 6-4, 6
O. At second singles Sophomore
Joanne Preto placed second to
add to a great overall per
formance.

If you think the girls' per
formance in conference was
great, you should have been at
Richards last Saturday when
the Spartans proceeded to win
the district title. All six girls
qualified for the state meet held
in Arlington which started
yesterday and ends tomorrow.

Sandy Burgess qualified by
placing 2nd losing in three sets
in a very tough match. For the
district championship, Joanne
Preto qualified by taking a 3rd
place in singles. The dynamic
duos of Sue Katsenes and Shelly
Wantiez along with Sheila
Burgess and Karen Vinci both
turned in outstanding efforts in
placing 2nd and a 3rd respec
tively.

WHAT HAS GOTTEN these
girls to state has been a lot of
hard· work throughout the
summer and throughout the
season. Now these girls are
about to spend the climax of the
season together, which is where
they belong.

Happy Birthday Evely? I
Beth, Becky, Tern, Mary

Ellen

"Me"

Unpopular

"W" club rules
Dennis Prychitko,
I Love You!
Wish you only knew!!

Tennis team
rolling along

BY GEORGE M. DALY

Deer! Friedmind,
Garbage with Chicken and

ICA's got June Patrolta!
Signed,

The Original T.P. Queens

Happy Birthday Helen Love,
Jodi and Karen

Kid "S",
Don't you wish you could be

popular?

THE OLCHS Girls Varsity
Tennis Team continued to
dominate the SICA West Con
ference and the whole area for
that matter, as they finished
their dual meets with an ex
traordinary 16-0 record.
Recently, The Spartans beat
Shepard, Stagg, Sandburg and
Rich East as they tuned up for
their conference meet held on
October 13 and 14 at Shepard.

The Spartans made it through
Friday the 13 with all but one
girl making it to the finals,
Junior Lynn Werz (3rd singles),
lost her quarterfinal match. The
rest of the team made it to the
finals and the Spartans were in
a tight race with Lincoln-Way
for the conference cham
pionship.

At first singles, senior Sandy
Burgess, playing flawless,
defeating her opponent 6-1, 6-2
to win a conference title in
tennis for the fourth straight
year.

At 2nd in tennis doubles, it
was juniors Sheila Burgess and
Karen Vinci, who did their thing
as they totally dominated their
opponents in 6-3, 6-2.

Sue Katsenes and Shelly
Wantiez clinched the team title
for the Spartans as they cap
tured another conference title

H Sun Mon Wed Thur 4·12
ours Fri & Sat 42 (Closed Tuesday)

By

BILL

GEARY
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Running fun
for Lebrecht

RUN ER ! WHEREEVER one goes they're there...short, tall,
fat, skinny. They have taken this country by storm. In fact, for
most serious runners it's an obsession to hit the roads everyday and
go 10 to 20 miles a day.

But for Steven Lebrecht, a faculty member at O.L.C.H.S. running
is something to do. Lebrecht competed in the Mayor Daley
Marathon ( ept. 2) and did quite well for someone who doesn't
consider running an obsession.

"I tried to run everyday in the summer averaging about 40 to 45
miles a week and near the end I was running 60 miles a week" .

"I ARRIVED AT the Marathon at about 9:30 and parked my car
at the finish then walked to the starting line. I figured if I parked at
the finish line I had to finish."

Crossing the finish line isn't hard except if you have to run 26
miles to cross it.

"I had run 20 miles a number of times in the summer. All the
literature I read said if you can make 20 don't worry about it, leave
the last part unexplored".

"THAT WA THE craziest thing I ever did, next time I will
definitely explore it".

"I don't do any jogging before a race. I sit down and rest my legs.
The more energy I save the more I got to use later. I use the first
couple miles to warm up because I'll be out for a long time".

Lebrecht finished the race in 3 hours and 45 minutes and'Mthough
he doesn't know what place he finished, he figures he was in~e top
1,000. to.

"I TARTED AT a seven and a half minute mile pace which
r found out was a litlle fast and did O.K. up until about the 18th or
20th mile.

That's when I hit the "wall".
Many distance runners say that runners hit an imaginary wall at

about the 19 mile mark. It is at this point that the runner supposedly
"dies." The runner feels fatigued and it is at this lime where your
mind must tell you to keep pushing.

Apparently that's what it is (the wall). I hit it and bounced back.
"AFTER THAT IT was just...aughhh!"
"They say the first half of marathon is 20 miles long and the

second half is 6 miles long. "I believe that".
Water stops along the way, which might be compared to Holiday

Inns served as the only bright spots at the end of the tunnel for the
10,000 runners who turned out.

"I DIDN'T STOP at the first stop because I had ran all summer
without water, but as the race wore on I'd come up to a water stop,
take two cups of water, walk away, drink one and pour one on my
head".

"They (the water stops) extended my life longer".
"After the race I don't ever think I'd had a feeling like that. I

wasn't exhausted but all my muscles were sore. I wasn't tired or
sleepy. I just wasn't comfortable. "Any position you were in,
standing up. laying down on your back, your stomach or standing
,?n your head, you just couldn't get comfortable."

A FOR A OTHER marathon, Lebrecht doesn't think it's in his
future.

"That was the hardest· thing I've ever done in my life. It was so
hard I don't think I'll ever do it again".

This years marathon will without a doubt be overshadowed by
many more in the years to come. Lebrecht, however, summed up
his weeks of training and his 3 hour and 45 minute finish very well.

"I'M PRO D OF that".
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Footballupand down

wCoach has
".;

. .

8831 S. Ridg land Ave.

599-1850

Unisex Styling

for Guys & Gals

Carousel

aLon of Beauty

However next year with Sutton
and Lillwitz gone the Spartans
will rely on returning Val' ity
Golfers Herby Stewart and John
and George Matulik. Add
sophomore, Doug Blyth, Rick
Otten, Joe Palmer, John Rule
and Joe Kezenza and next year
golf season should be more
successful.

7011 W111th Street· Worth
361-0387

Girls Award
Jackets

Up Season

• Sizes: 36-42
• pecial sizes on request

When you play to win...
buyTop-Line!

Golf Winds'

By KEITH WAG ER

TilE VAR ITY GOLF team,
coached by Mr. Bob Gates
finished the season with a
record of 7-10-1. The team may
have done beller but a lack of
players hurt the team more
than an)lhing else. "We lost all
our seni from last year" said
John Lil\"Yjtz. 'We lacked ex
perience. Lillwitz and Rick
Sutton led the team with con
sistant scor s in the lower 40's.
In a golf meet, four golfers from
each school shot 9 holes. At the
end of the game each team adds
up their four scores and the
t am with the lower total wins
the meet. The main problem for
Oak Lawn was they didn't have
that 4th golfer who could really
shoot a good game, this hurt the
total score and again a lack of
pla~ers was the answer.

SAT 9-5

Kalebich (4 carries, 13 yards).
The Spartans came on runs by
Bulow and McGrath and
another touchdown came on a
pass from McGrath to Gary
Salis, Bulow also add d three
extra points. The def n e was.
again awesome with Bill Ta ker
and Doug Murphy intercepting
pa ses and Salis (I tackle, 5
assists, I blocked pa ,and 1
ack), Todd Fr derick (7

tackles, 2 assists), and Johnny
Major (4 tackles, 6 assist)
providing th big hits.

LA l' 'AT IWAY. O(,T. 21,
the partans had a di ap
pointing game against a v ry
tough and highly rat d hepard
team, the outcome had Shepard
on top 34-9. Bob Bulow was th
lone bright spot for the partans
as he accounted for all of th
Spartan 9 points. Bulow kicked
a 22 yd. field goal in the s cond
quarter to keep the game c10s
at half time, with hepard
leading 13-3. hepard then
scored 21 points in the third
quarter to make the are 34-3
when, in the fourth quarter,
Bulow took a handoff and ran 55
yards for the only Spartan
touchdown of the day. Todd
Frederick, Johnny Morgan
thaler, and Gary alis again
turned in good performances on
defense.

The Spartans now have two
games remaining as they meet
Stagg at home tomorrow and on
November 4th play Sandburg at
home to close out the 1978
season.

OR COME IN

5633 W 79th 5T - BURBANK

OPEN DAILY 9-9

Call: 423-2321

record. The Spartans only man
who consistently finished in the
h ad of the pack wa George
Daly.

lIow vel', this y ar i a dif
fer nt ·tory, mainly because of
s nior Mike Fitzmaurice and
junior call McGrail. Fitz
maurice. after a disappolnJ.ing
season last year, has improved
gr ally and is about even with
Daly for the team's most
valuable player. McGrail has
made great stride , knocking
almost a minute and a half off

'1EENAGE INSURANCE
AUTO - LIFE - FIRE

* FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY * BONDS
ALL AGES 15 TO 80 • EASY BUDGET TERMS

SAVE ON OUR SAFE DRIVER POLICIES

•(8J
HEIltUG!

I$UUHCE ro

half Even though the defense
stopp d Reavis and the offense
moved the ball up and down the
field they could not core and
the game ended in a heart
breaking 15-14 defeat.

01'\ OCT. 7, the partans
played th ir homecoming game
against Lincoln Way with the

partans romping to a 37-21
victory. Pat McGrath supplied
the offen ive punt as he ran for
two touchd wns and threw to
end Bob K lley for another, in
all McGrath had 115 yards
passin and 40 yards rushing.
Ron Swan on had a touchdown
on a uper 80 yard run; Bob
Bulow also added an extra point
and a field goal to add to the
Spartan point total.

Th d f n did the job once
more as John Morganthaler
mt rc pted two passes and
return d on of them for a
touchdown. Morganthaler and
Bill Tasker al a had seven
tackl s ach, with Tasker also
picking off a pass. The big
hitters in the gam were Todd
Fr d rick, Dan Salvino, Bob
Kelley, and Gary Salis, and
lin backs Tom McEntee and
Johnny Major.

Th Spartan then traveled to
T.F. South and poiled their
homecoming as they came
hom with a 21-6 victory. The
k y to th offensive attack was
the running game with great
p rformances turned in by Bob
Bulow (18 carries, 91 yards),
Ron 'wanson (11 carries, 60
yard ), Pat McGrath (6 carries,
35 yards), John Wallace (6
carries, 25 yards), and Bob

ning Record
his limes last year. Together
with Daly, th three of them
have led the Spartans to their
best year (along with 1975),
time-wise, in the history of
OLCHS.

o no matter what the
Spartans do tomorrow at
district, Jim Piaskowy can feel
secure in his job. And if he can
keep producing winning teams,
he might be coaching as long as
Lewis did.

BY DAVE 'IEMEYEH

Wi
WIIEI'\ O'E I. tabbed to

replace a man who has b en
coaching for as long as John
L wis has, the new coach is
bound to feel pressure. Because
if the new coach's t am start
losing, the blame is going to be
put un him.

That is the problem cross
country coach Jim Piaskowy
had this fall when he replac d
Lewis, who quit the job after 26
years. But Piaskowy d nies
feeling any pressure. "1 learned
a lot from Coach Lewis wh n 1
wa a runner here at OL HS
and I basically coach the same
way. The only difference is 1
like to mix up our workouts a
liltle more."

With this philosphy h
coached the Spartans to an 8-6
record, their best since 1973.
Piaskowy feels this year's team
is probably beller because the
partans were in a different
onference in '73, one less

competitive than this year's
conference which had four
teams ranked in state.

BUT NOT EVE the greatest
coa 'h in the world can wave a
magic wand and turn a losing
team into a winning team. It
takes a team effort, one which
the partans did not get last
year when they posted a 4-8

By GEORGE M. DALY
TilE OAK LAWI'\ partan

Varsity Football Team now ha
a 4-3 overall record and a 3-2
cunference record. In rec nt
games the 'partans hav
trounced Lincoln-Way and T.F.
outh, and have lost to R avis

and hepard.
OLCHS met Reavis on

(Friday nighLJ 'eptember 29th
with Reavis coming out th
victor 15-14. The reason I em
phasize Friday night is that Oak
Lawn has not won a night game
smce 1973. When this game
b gan, it looked like the Friday
night jinx was ov I' becaus
after Reavis scored on their
first pus e sion, the 'partan
got Ihe ball and began t c.ontrol
the game, th Spartans mar
ched duwnfi Id wilh the help of
a :1I yard pass play from Pat
McGrath to Don Kustok.

The Spartans then scored on a
one yard run by McGrath with
th Bob Bulow kick tieing the
score at 7·7. Th Spartans
scored again thi time on a 1
yard run by fullback John
Wallace, with the Bulow kick
making it 14-7 Spartans. Reavis
then 'arne back to scor before
half, the two point conversion
and some questionable of
ficiating made the core 15-14
Reavis at halftime.

The Spartans dominat d th
econd half with superb passing

by McGrath who complet d 8 of
It passes for 232 yards. The
Spartan def nse was lead by
John Morganthaler and Tom
McEntee, the defense did not
give up a point the whole econd

I
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The Junior-Varsity Volleyball
team has a four win, two los
record. Headed by the Assistant
Volleyball Coach, Jane urma,
the JV hopes to grab the Con
ference tille. Their potential
shows that they will go far. With
superb selling on Aimee
Fleming and the spiking power
of Janet Wasowicz, and
Kathleen Hanline, the team
looks in good shape.

The JV consisting of fiteen
players are as follows:
Kathleen Hanline, Marianne
Scott. Aimee Fliming, Brandy
Masseit, Paula mith, Cathy
Novotny, Lynn Haubenreiser,
Pa tty Letourneau, Sandy
Wesselhoff, Barb Wesselhoff,

oreen Fitzmaurice. Janet
Wasowicz, Paula ompanio,
Peg I n and Lisa Vasil.

Support your underclassmen
by attending their next game at
Lincoln-Way, on Ocl. 31, at 4:30
p.m.
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JV
Volleyball

Soph
Tennis

The Junior- Varsity Tennis
Team wrapped up a third place
finish in their Conference. Their
season record was seven wins,
eight los es. Coach Margaret
Groth commented, "For an
unexperienced team, they
played their best." Also, an
injury put their first singles,
Gina Busch, out for two weeks.

The line-up was composed of
Gina Busch, first singles;
Deanna Poynter, second
singles; Sherri Hinkleman,
third singles. First doubles
were Jean Paterson and Knstie
Schryver; second doubles were
Sue Hinkleman and Jill Dague.
Other team members include:

atherine Carty, Carolyn
Dwan, Sherri M yer, Wendy
O'Brenski and Gwendolyn
Sigler.

frosh-soph~
cornerFootball

The Freshmen Football
Team coached by Dan Scott
has had a very disappointing
season. They have yet to win a
game after six outings with only
three left in the season. The
team is relatively small 0
they've had to rely on a passing
game led by quarterback Bruce
Scaduto. Scaduto has been a
bright spot in an otherwise
dismal season. The team did
have a good time against TF
South but they lost it 14-6. There
are still three games left so
maybe they can finish on the
upswing.

The sophomore golf team
finished just below .500 with a 6
7 record. It was a disappointing
season A few golfers felt with a
little more practice they might
have made it a more xciting
season. Golfers Doug Blyth and
Rich Otten had excellent
seasons with Blyth getting a
hole in 1 in a meet. Other golfers
doing a fine job were John Rule,
Joe Palmer and Joe Kezenza.

Golf

Soph
X

Country
Winning only one meet out of

twelve is not going to please
many coaches. Such was the
plight of the sophomore, or,
fre hmen cross-country team.

But they were lucky to win
one, according to coach Jim
Piaskowy. "Our entire team
was freshmen, and we were
very lucky to Win a difficult
meet vs. Richards."

The teams best runner, Jim
Callahan, provided one bright
~t in the midst of a dismal
season. He ran var ity a few
tim sand Piaskowy expects a
lot from him in the next few
years.

\ ..

Burgess heads tow·ard sta e

State rank tennis player Sandy Burgess

BY GEORGE M. DALY
WHEN SA DY B RGE S

began playing tennis at age 12
she thought that it was a lot of
fun. "My dad taught me how to
play and I played 2 or 3 times a
week," Sandy said. Sandy
began competing against others
in various tournaments when
she was 13.

The following year Sandy
enrolled in OLCHS and as a
freshman she decided she would
play on the tennis team. Even
though Sandy had lillie com
petitive playing experience she
was chosen to play on the
varsity squad. Sandy, along
with her sister Sherry (who was
in her junior year) were to fill
the first doubles spot. The
Burgess sisters went through
the 1975 season very im
pre sivel1 as they were un
defeated In dual meets and were
conference champions. The
following week after conference
Sandy and Sherry qualified
them for the State Tennis
Tournament at Arlington.

Sandy and Sherry went to the
state tournament the next week
and lost in the quarter finals to
cap off a tremendous season. 0
for andy and herry the 1975
season brought a lot of pleasant
memories but even better than
the memories were the dreams
of th season to come.

THE B RGES ITER
worked hard over the summer
of 1976 to prepare for the up
coming season. As the season
began and progressed Sandy

and Sherry continually
dominated all their opponents
as they turned up for con
ference, district, and state
meets. The sisters once again
destroyed their opponents by
winning the SICA West tille
once more, going through the
season undefeated. The
follOWing week Sandy and
Sherry again won the district
title and once again made the
trip to Arlington where they
finished in the top four in the
State of Illinois. For Sherry the
1976 season was a happy end to
a great high school career at
Oak Lawn. Just as her sister's
high school career had ended,
Sandy's had just begun. She
now had the experience she
needed to be one of the best
tennis players in the state.

DURI G TilE FOLLOWING
winter, spring and summer
andy put in a tremendous

amount of work and as she puts
it, "I developed most as a tennis
player between my sophomore
and junior years."

Since her sister Sherry was
now playing tennis at college
(at the Univer ity of Illinois),
Sandy would now play at the
first singles spot for the

par tans. Sandy adapted to the
change very well as she won her
third straight conference and
district tilles. Sandy went to
Arlington for her third straight
state tournament. The com
petition was fierce to say the
least. andy fared very well

though as she just missed
making the quarter finals which
placed her as one of the top 16
players in the state. With such
an impressive year in 1977 all
Sandy could do was keep up the
hard work and wait in an
ticipation for the coming 1978
season.

Sandy worked tremendously
hard over the winter and spring
months and especially during
the summer as Sandy played
tennis about 5 days a week for
over three hours a day while
comp ting in six tennis tour
nam nts.

AS TilE LO G summer of
constant tennis was coming to
an end, Sandy's biggest two
months of her life were about to
begin!

This 1971l tennis team was to
play in 16 dual meets and two
tournaments before the con
ference tournament. This
season began on September 6,
1978. And as the season
progressed Sandy kept winning
and winning concentrating on
every opponent and gelling
ready for the State Tour
nament. Sandy contmued to
dominate virtually every op
ponent as she showed on Oc
tober 14, by winning her fourth
conference tille.

Last aturday Sandy placed
second in the district tour
nament losing a close match for
the title, this qualifies Sandy for
her fourth trio to Arlington this

week, October 26-28. Sandy now
has a phenominal record of 33-2
thus far.

S RE TE IS I still fun for
Sandy Burgess, but right now it
is serious business.
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Courtyard nears completion

As winter comes around the corner, the courtyard finally nears completion. It took one year and $2,000 for the project.

BY ROY BERNARD

FINISHING TOUCHES ARE
being put on the 1978's Senior
Class gift of the courtyard. The
Ecology Club is completing
what the former seniors could
not do because of lack of time
and labor.

The club, led by science
teachers, John Brodemus and
John ThompSon, both science
teachers, worked all through

the first 'quarter to get the job
done before bad weather set in.
According to Mr. Brodemus, all
that is left to do is hold the
formal dedication and prepare
the courtyard for winter.

Dedication of the courtyard
has been scheduled for some
time after Thanksgiving. On
Thursday, Nov. 16, the cour
tyard was illuminated with
lights all around the area for
open house.

THE' DEVELOPMENT OF
the courtyard has cost the
Ecology Club and the '78 seniors
over $2,000. The former seniors
put in $1,300 and the Ecology
Club gave another $1,300.

The courtyard was hoped to
become a meeting place for
students during lunch and open
campuses in the spring and fall.
It will be also used as an outdoor
classroom, but this idea
depends on the students. If

destruction occurs by the
students then the courtyard will
not be used for the above pur
poses.

In the spring, flowers will be
planted in a group in the
courtyard to form the shape of
an 0 and an L.

THOUGH THE COUR-
TYARD work is about over, Mr.
Brodemus and Mr. Thompson,
are planni~ on buildlol( a

Photos by El"ic Vana

greenhouse, combined with a
large room to fit at least three
regular sized classes. The
school board has not approved
this idea yet. Costs of the
greenhouse are undetermined.
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News Notes Outside Drivers
loses half credit

THE WINTER PORT
cheerleaders have been named.
For basketball, the
cheerleaders are Julie Loomis,
Michelle Scott, Sharon Burgan,
Marlie Reardon, Mary Quigley,
Sue Kramer and Kathy Judd.
The wrestling cheerleaders are
Kelly Heintz, Deb Eckert, Ann
Marie Ott, Carol Schiavitti and
Wendy Webster.

Material will be accepted for
teachers line for each issue of
the Spartanite by the paper's
staff or Ray Elliott. Teachers
may write feature or editorial
material.

Keep your Spartanites
because they have ,Your lucky
number. This number can
entitle you to win one of ten free
albums.

THE NOVEMBER 8 blood
draw brought in 61 donors. The
next blood drive will be
Thursday, Dec. 7. Students
wishing to donate blood must be
at least 17 years old and have
other requirements. To find
these requirements out contact
Mr. Dom Frigo in Room 125.

Registration for the next ACT
tests start November '1:1. The
test will be February 10. The
next ACT test for those who
have registered is Dec. 9. For
more information see coun
selors.

On December 17, the Music
Department will hold its annual
Christmas Concert in the
Spartan Gym. Included in this
presentation will be the Con
cert, Varsity, Cadet and String
Bands. The A Capella Choir and
the Girls Choir will also per-
form. •

By GENE TURINO

DRIVER'S ED. IS worth half
a credit, that is if it is taken at
OL HS. Take it at any driving
school and the half credit i not
given.

That's right, with this new
school year came a rule that
states that driver's ed. must be
taken at OLCHS to receive half
credit, although the
requirement is fulfilled. Why
the change?

"Driver's ed. is a required
course for graduation and other
required courses generally
cannot be taken else where, so a
compromise was made by
meeting the requirements for
graduation but not the credit,"

explained Dr. Davies, Assistant
uperintendenl.

I E Till I a required
course at OLCHS the school felt
that it should be taken here. One
reason i because the standards
of other schools might not be as
high as ours, a Iso certain
qualities might differ from
school to school. By taking
away the credit the school hopes
more people would take Drivers
Ed. here.

Even though it is one half
credit it is the only one half
credit that students look for
ward to receiving because it not
only is a requirement qut they
also receive the privilege to

ra e down the idestreets in
their customized "mean
machines."

"This new rule will not hurt
my' business because this was
the only high school that used to
give credit for taking the class
at a private driving school,"
said L n Scaduto.

Dr. P.R. Davies said, "a lot of
people take it else where and
probably will continue to do 0,
but if the high school
requirement was not received
then a lot less peopl would take
it somewhere else.

Lech,
We think you're a hunk.

Love,
4th period

C:F&MB

Babs,
Thinking of you always.

B.B.

Love,
Donna

Punkin
I love you now & always.

Love, Angel

Anna
I hope it lasts forever...

Mike
Happy Birthday, Mike

Sue S.
How Bogus!

Speakers
5 1/'4 Dual

AM/FM In-Dash 8-Track
R g. 114995 NOW $89 95

Get Ready For
Christmas

For the Stereo Minded
Pioneer In-Dash Cassette
Super Tuner KP8005
R('~. '24995 NOW $162 95

Andy H.
I tried
Hope it works I

Laurie Galloway
Nilles,

Always remember
Never forget .
It was while parking
We first met.

Mr. Recchia:
I told you I'd get your name in

the paper.

Joe,
I think we should tell your
mother.
Love, Greg Baluk

Junior Girls Are Gorgeous
Love, Senior Guys

Love, D.P.

RoyG.Biv

S.D. Repair
• W. 95th St.
Phone: 599-6262

Installation
Available

At All Times

We Service
What We Sell

For the CB Minded
Colt 222
40 Channel Mobile
R('~. 189

95 SALE $79 95

Colt AM Base No. 80°
with Super Penatrator
Antenna
75' Coaxial Cable

$239 95

B.B.
1 love you, no one else.
B.B.

K.W.
Happy Thanksgiving
Thank for being you.

Love Always
D.B.

Diane M.,
Congratulations I
from 4th period Locker Room

Chip G,
We think you're cute!

N.H.&J.F.

P.S. One-Two-Three

The Rowdie RubieS Rule the
School

YBFA
Sue

for Turn-Off

Contact Tom C.

Teresa
Happy Turkey Day

Bob Kelley . .
Things could work! Give It a

chance!

Bananas

Herb,
I love you & I always will

LoveYa,
Sue

Pauge
Beware of the MOOSE

MOBILE

Complote AccenOf~.OOClln." I()I Kmttml
C,orhetln& NeedlelJOtnt Crelofrelini" QUIllIn.

MARIAN WULFF 4D-OI4I WEND" OOHERn

5~1 WiST 9".>thST OAKlAWN IllINQIS604\l

Wanted
Centerfold

Magazine

.. ,
Lin, Gin, Reg,

Take Care - Of Jay, Jo~ and
Steve -~

Brenda,
Sorry, the kid checked out!

Jackie

M.M.
Baby's Alive and Kicking

Jackie

Nancy L.
It would be the ultimate

Venus to pull your leg!

For the one who marked \IS
absent, we're out to get your a .
?

M.M.

FromS.K.

Dear Jody, Cindy, and Lorrie
Yours Always, Jeff

The Beatles: Bill Sorensen
VinceLech

Judy, I hope we make it to
FLORIDA!! !

Jackie D.
How's the Baby?

5th period clothing

Chomper,
Keep chewing cow!

Guess Who
P.S. Keep on singing you A H I

Cupcake
I love you always.

Poopsie Woopsie

Screaming Banshee
I love ya

, Your Secret Admirer

Personal Ads
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87th St. bus stopped
BY DIANE BURLESON

ONE OF THE 87th st.· school
buses didn't run after school,
November 14. The driver said
that some of the students on the
bus didn't pay their 25 cents.
Instead they climbed through
the back window and door.

The students starting
harrassing him and made fun of
him, partly because he is black
and also out of their own anger.
This all happened when the
driver asked the students who
didn't pay to leave the bus.

A haH hour later, the students

were SUlI on me bus at the North
end of the school. By this time,
two supervisors and Mr.
Woodin, the dispatcher were
there to help out the driver.

THE ONE IN charge
threatened students by saying,
"If the students that didn't pay
didn't get off the bus they would
call the police. The police
showed up at about 3:15. There
were leur squad cars and a
paddy wagon. By that time
there was no need for the police
because the students who didn't
pay got off the bus out of fear.

Mr. Lebrecht's reaction to
this so far was that he was on
the student's side. He also
thought that both sides were out
of line in what they were saying.
The police and the people from
the bus depot had no right in
what they said and how they
treated the students.

The reason that all this
happened was because they
didn't want to be ripped off of
the money. However, with them
refusing to run the bus after all
this happened, the students
were the ones that got ripped
off, all for the actions of a
couple of students.

The students who were stuck
on the bus reacted by cursing at
all the officials that were there.
Even the police had a few words
of their own to say to the
students. Saying things like
"Get off the bus" and when
asked "why", the reply "Your
weight is enough to break the
bus" was returned.

WHEN THE STUDENTS
asked if they could get their
money back the answer was no
for two reasons. One being that
they brou@t it on themselves
and secondly, the school can't

refund the money because they
don't have anything to do with
it.

The thing that is at slake is
not just the s~dent's 25 cents
it's the fact that the bus com:
pany has an obligation to bring
the students home. The removal
of the students from the bus was
illegal. If any of the students
who were kicked off the bus
were injured, such as in a car
accident, the bus company
could be sued for the damages.

Wall murals change thei r colors

•

OPEN DAILY 9-9 SAT 9-5

outh side of OLCHS has been decorated again. This time
murals represent school classe and activities.

Phot() bv Terri Wiley

'fEE NAGE INSURANCE
AUTO - LIFE - FIRE

* FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY * BONDS
ALL AGES 15 TO 80 • EASY BUDGET TERMS

SAVE ON OUR SAFE DRIVER POLICIES

I~ ~: 4~c~;,~321
t$UftAIIf(( ('0

5633 W 79lh 5T - BURBANK

Visit Sid's for all of your Gardening Needs. Over 2
acres of display with l000's of growing varieties to
choose from.
Our Greenhouses are full, of house plants from
exotic to philodendrons.
Trained personnel on hand at all times to answer
your questions.

Coveny's design was chosl·n.
First, the panels were primed
by 18 ~olunteer students, then
the deSign was transferred onto
the panels by the following
students: Chris Kingston, Kristi
Meadows, Sheri McGee and
Bonnie Bishop. These students
worked after school and
received extra credit.

Volunteer teachers then
painted the drawn-in design
with gold, white and two shades
of green colored paint. These
teachers included Anna Marie
Coveny, Cathy Coons, Ruth
Jen!:tins, Mr. Coons, Peggy Hall,

hella lement and Linda
Ragsdale. All the contributors'
names are listed on the mural.
Coveny said "this mural is
different than the other school
murals because teachers
participated...

sessions is the question and
answer time with plenty of give
and take from the students and
speakers. The seminars provide
a means for the nation's young
people to return home and make
a positive thinking in
motivating themselves and
their classmates."

greenhouses and
garden center

10926 SOUTHWEST HWY. PALOS HILLS 974-4500

A "BLUE RIBBON" com
mittee composed of 53
nationally recognized members
will select the candidates at the
state level. Those chosen to
participate in the internship
leadership seminar will be
interviewed. Only one boy and
girl will be chosen to go to
Atlanta, Georgia.

Mr. O'Brian said, "One of the
most exciting aspects of the

Although the mural was
completed at the end of the last
school year, it was only put up
for display Thursday, Nov. 2
and Friday, Nov. 3. One of the
reasons for the five month delay
was the difficulty in obtaining a
special village truck to hang the
enormous panels. Another
problem was that during
completion, Coveny and
Company moved back and forth
between the auditorium gym
and the little theater which
caused confusion.

THE PROJECT BEGA :35'
y ar when 2 selected Art
students submitted mural
designs as an alternative to an
art project. Ms. Coveny also
submitted a design. The two art
classes then voted on which
design was the best and Ms.

TilE WALLS OF OLCHS are
marked with a new art creation
and it' not graffiti. Instead, it is
the new mural created by
volunteer art students and
teachers.

The mural which replaces the
Bicentennial mural, represents
all the school departments such
as math and science, along with
school activities through the use
of abstract symbols. These
various symbols such as a globe
for Social Studies and a book for
English, are composed into a
curving line. The last symbol is
a graduation cap, reflecting the
final high school activity. Ms.
Coveny, the art teacher in
charge of the project, used
these symbols to show outsiders
what goes on inside the school.

By ERI VA A

THE H GH O'BRIA award
was founded in 1958 to seek
outstanding sophomores and
provide them with the op
portunities for their potential
leadership abilities to emerge,
develop and be recognized.

Michael and Gloria were the
two sophomores that were
selected out of nine other
students by Dr. Smith and Mr.
Reiter. The way they were
selected was on how they an
swered these three
requirements.

1. Demonstrated leadership
ability

2. Expressed sensitivity and
concern for others

3. Shown the desire to learn
and share knowledge and ex
perience with others.

Soph. wins award
By DIA E BURLESO

The winner of this year's
Hugh O'Brian award is Michael
Novak. He will compete in the
international seminars held in
IL. for a trip to Atlanta,
Georgia, April 21-28, 1979. If for
any reason Michael can't
compete, runner up Gloria
Nowiki will compete.
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Thank God
for friends

because you know that they
would do the same for you. Not
very many people telJ their
friends how much they care
about them or love them. (You
can love a friend.) There is no
reason for a person to come out
and say "Thanks for being my
friend. tI But God has done it
again, giving you a reason.
Thanksgiving is tomorrow and
that's a very good reason to say
"Thanks for being there when J
need you, and when I don't.
Thanks for lelling me cry on
your shoulder when I need
someone to lean on. Thanks for
making me laugh when the
world h:iS let me down.
Everyone needs friends, and I
sure am glad I got you. If God
didn't want us to be friends, he
never would of let us meet one
another. Thank you for
everything, and especially for
being my friend."

THANK GIVI G I FOR
giving thanks, and aren't we all
grateful we have friends to give
thanks for? We give friendship,
and we receive it. And as they
say at the end of the Crusade of
Mercy commercial:

Thank God you can give.

By CAROL DORNA

DID A YO E EVER feel
like your best friend was your
next door neighbors dog?
Everyone gets those feelings
once in a while. But just who are
your friends, and how do you
know?

A friend is someone you can
love and hate at the same time.
They are special people who you
trust, respect, and get along
well with. God didn't put us in
this world to be loners, or to
hate each other. He put us here
to work together, have fun
together, and to be together for
companionship. Everyone has
to feel they have a true friend
but just what exactly is a tru~
friend?" No one walks around
saying, "You look like a nice
person, how about if we're
friends?" But on the other hand,
no one has to.

Do you have someone you're
fond of who won't mind listening
to your thoughts, complaints,
and your wildest dreams? That
can be friendship, even if that
person is your mother or sister.
A friend i someone you care
about, help get out of trouble
and slick up for, and you do it

LORIUE SARGE T, Senior
"Trying to ditch the hunters."

BARB BOLDUC, JUOlor
"I'm chicken!"

turkey and you knew

Thanksgiving was just around

the corner, what would you be

thinking of?

Diane Burleson
Gene Sturino

Keith Wagner
Jerry Kotas

COTT OBOL, Sophomore
"Losing my feathers."

MH. ItECCIIIA Teacher
"What I couid do to make

everyo~e in th U.S. a
vegetarian. "

SUZA NE GO ZALE ,Senior
"Eat me."

LA RA A AVAITI , Fresh
man-

"Getting killed and eaten."
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AROUND TEN O'CLOCK you'll open your eyes, roll
out of bed, and open the drapes. The aroma of self
basting turkey rises from the kitchen into your room.

Around 10: 3D, the television goes on as the last of
the parades go by. Then COI1'1'eS the big events; the
football games. They last until five when your mother
calls you for dinner. You will sit around the table with
a bunch of lazy relatives and you'll be glad there is a
lot of food to eat so you won't have to talk.

At the end of the evening, you will go to bed with a
stomach ache and a curiosity of what the dinner was
really for.

IN THE LAST few years, the true meaning of
Thanksgiving has died. People do not realize the true
meaning of Thanksgiving. It is not a time to stuff your
face with pumpkin pie, turkey, and other holiday
goodies, nor is it the last holiday before Christmas. It
is a day we set aside a long time ago to show thanks to
God for what we have. Many people say Thanksgiving
is just an old folklore, which should be thrown away
like an old jacket is comfortable, but out of style.

This idea is contrary to our beliefs. We have many
things to be thankful for. We are not starving of
hunger or living in poverty. We are not under a
Communist form of government, nor are we involved
in any type of war. Plus, there are many individual
things we have to be thankful for.

Now, don't you have time in your busy day to show a
little thanks for what you have.

Students as well as teachers probabl y com
plained about the selling of the SPARTANITE since
the first publication.

People complain that they are being hassled by
Iittle obnoxious creatures who wander the halls
aimlessly looking for one, just one subject, to pounce
on. Is there no end? Must students as well as teachers
be put through this animal behavior?

This is probably the attitude of most students and
faculty members at OLCHS. Many of these people
don't know half the story. One day out of the month
they suffer a little, and they act like it's a crime. They
overlook the fact that the staff goes through a lot of
hassles to while trying to get a halfway decent paper
out. They forget the hours laying it out after school or
the time spent writing the stories. True the SPAR·
TANITE might have some rough edges, and our sales
people might not be the politest people one would care
to invite to your mother's birthday party, but, our
cI ients aren't to hot either.

If a sales person is rough around the edges when
trying to sell a SPARTAN ITE while you are trying to
get to class on time, or, interrupts a lecture on the sex
life of a worm, we truly apologize. We are truly sorry
and will try our best to correct this problem. The
students and teachers must also learn to correct
theirs. The rude remarks and comments we receive
as SPARTANITE staff members also needs to be
corrected. It's time to realize that the SPARTAN ITE
like any other organization in the school puts a lot of
hard work into the final product. As much hard work
in fact that goes into anything in the school.

My point is simply this, if a SPARTAN ITE sales
person is rude or obnoxious its probably because he
she has probably had rude and obnoxious clients
before you.

SPARTANITE

leiters
tv the
editor

Dear Editor,
In my past three and one

quarter years at OLCHS, I've
been building and confirming
my beliefs of the students,
faculty and the school's system.
I've decided to express my
thoughts and opinions openly.

My thoughts and feelings are
mainly gripes and complaints.
Like all schools, it has its
fault. and the old cliches.
things that will probably n ver
change.

For one, the r ason for the
continual lack of spirit at
OL H is the cheerleaders and
the jock . Hey, by no mean 
nothing wrong with sports or
cheerleading - I want our school
to be good just a much as they
do. For instance. I got to the
football games because I enjoy
the gam and I want our team to
win. Problem: heerleaders.
They're so worried about their
hair and how "cute" they look
for all the guys. They never
watch the game - they don't
even know what is going on
during the game. the plays. or
when our team is running for
the big T.D. Instead. they're
chanting cheers such as,
... "one, two, three. everybody
cr am, eeee!"

DISGUSTING! Or, "Boogie,
Woogie Blues" and cute little
dance steps. Come on! They
seem to forget they're supposed
to be cheering for those guys
playing football for our school.

In addition to sports, the
Spartanite writes on almost
three fourths of th whole paper
about sports. Almost every
page is about how well the
"sports people" are
progressing. How often do you
read about the progress of other
club or organizations? It's
fantasti that we have people
who are very tal nted with
sports, and people who support
them ar very commendable.
But how many people support
(or are willing to support) other
organizations who have as
much or more talent, such as:
Foreign Language, Key Clubs,
Photography Clubs, Music
(choir cor.certs, jazz band,
marching band, treble choir,
etc.). Theatre (forensics.
thespians, plays, musicals),
Work Programs. and so many
more. Now, out of all these
clubs and organizations.

PORTS dominate the school?
Listen to the members of the
above named activities - part of
the reason for these groups not
being noticed as much - it's our
own faults! Make yourselves
known in this school!
Remember, anyone can throw a
ball in a hoop, or even run a
pigskin across a line and call it
a point or so, but I believe it
takes more than physical ability
to do the things we do. For in
stance. theatre. It takes guts,
brains and energy. It's very
rewarding to be another
character in a play. You learn
what it is like to be omeone
else, how they would react or
what they're feeling at a gIven
lime and ituatlOn and be. "hl('

o nn I 0 I
people (an audience); to bring
that situation to life from a
script of black and white.

Students, faculty. and mostly
jo ks lau-gh at people in th atre.
Why laugh? II was something
some choose to do, and enjoy
doing it - so why isn't theatre
accepted? And believe it or not.
thespians is a highly regarded
international organization. and
one must actually earn points to
be in it a a member of this hard
working organization. I, as a
thespian, am truly disappointed
in th attitude of this school.
I've gone into the coun eling
offices on the third floor to be
exact, to sell tickets for a play
talking to adult - and started
my little sales pitch about the
play and was told very sar
casti 'ally that I was turned
down and on wonders why. The
spirit is rapidly decreasing - it's
very disheartening to be
rejected by tudents - but even
the adults - and couns lors yet?
Think about it!

Still another complaint:
externals. Think about this too.
(administrators, discipline
committee an'd whoever else is
involved) why external? To
pUl1lsh stud nts by kicking them
out of 'chool for a one to ten day
vacation for not going to class?
I that logical? I could, and do
agree with internal suspension.
although I believe it should be
up to the individual wh ther or
not to attend cia ses - but I also
understand that the law puts its
foot down on that one.

But. what about things like
leaving a class to use a
washroom - only with the
teacher's permi sion. or not
being able to leave the
caf ria. or even entering the
buil~ing during your open
cam~es and bing questioned
upon mering? I r m mber
such cases in kindergarten, but
high school? Sure teachers say.
"If we give them an inch.... ".
but how about a chance first?
Massive Confu ion? Maybe not.
but I don't believe we'll have the
chance to prove ourselves, will
we? The system never changes.
It's still the arne old "bull" and
getting worse.

I'm not fil1l hed yet. The best
is yet to come.

I'd like to make my own
comment on the problem of the
"DRU KS" at the OLCH
dances, as long as the subject is
now so important!

Last year, I was not allowed
into th Homecoming Dance
because my date had "beer
breath" and we were rejected
from our danc . Many students
were rejected then, but it wasn't
a big issue.

This year. everal students
were sniffed out and al 0
rejected. Th big stink was that
Donna St. George was rej cted.
Miss NHS. SCAB, President of
enior lass. tc. was turned

down. This goe to show, you
think you're somebody around
here, you're still a student and
you'lI be punished just like the
rest of us. Maybe now, Donna,
you and the "big guys" know
how it feels to be kicked out. or
plainly rejected. Since you
wrote us a long "poor me"
Jetter in the last issue - just
thought I'd write a nice long
"IIA! "

About the teachers and other
associates who wer in
dIscussion of a strike. Why
w ren't teach r's allowed to
inform students of what was
going on? That was ridiculous!
When 1 asked an authority on
the subject. because of personal
concern. I wa told it was not
the ronccrn of the student .

on y e eac ers
miltee members."

Many tud nts and faculty
didn't realiz what could have
happened. Any sports events
forfeited, play rehearsals and
shows cancelled, vacations
shortened or taken away - Ye'!
It concern d us I I only hope th
student ar given the op
portunity to be op nly in
formed of any i sue that con
cerns the student hody in the
future. should one arise.

These are just a few of my
thoughts and opinions of the
condition at OL liS. I wish I
had not waited so long to writ .
Hey! You Juniors, ophomore
and Freshman! This is your
chool. too! Open-up! This is

your paper - '0 write to it! You
n ver know. it might even g t
printed!

You'lI b hearing from me
again! VICKY HOFFMAN

Dear Editor,
In th last addition of the

Spartanite, I found three ar
tlcles written to defend the
senior class president because
she received ten day' xternal
for drtnklng before the
Homecomll1g Dance. They all
stat{'d how unfairly she was
treated by administrators and
her dean. because she wasn't
really drunk.

I have known other stud nts
who in the past hav received
th dread d "10 days" and
rather unjustly too, but I nev r
come across even on article
about tho kids. It eem to m
that some of the partanite taff
members aren't questioning the
fact that t n days external is too
har h, but rather that it is to
harsh for the bell r-known
students like officers and
athl tic stars .

1£ you ar going to defend
student • d { nd all Ludenl,
not just the chosen f w.

A TY SOBOL

There ar no articles in the
last issue of the Spartanite that
defend the senior cIa s
president. The staff editorial
was written for the b('nefit of all
the students who have b en or
will in the futur be given ten
days for drinking. There were
no names mention d and the
article didn't apply to on
person. The article written by
the pr sident was put in
because 'he asked to hav it
printed. The Spartanite will
accept any students work. if
th Y want to defend themselves
or anything Ise wrilt n for the
ake of themselves for the

student body. Dan Sullivan's
column is hi business and h
can write what h pleases.
"Belter-known" students. as
you call them, are only better
known b ause they want to b .
They are not claiming to be
better than anyone else, they,
just happen to be more popular.
Th partanite do sn't play
favorites with students or write
only about the chosen few. If
any student has a problem they
want to inform the chool about,
inform the Spartanite.

TilE EDITOH

Dear Editor,
After being interrupted in

class three out of three times,
approached as walking into
school, and coming from lunch,
I think the SPARTANITE
should evaluate its marketing
policy. How many times do
students as well as staff
members need to be ask the
same question? Enthusiastic
salesmanship is encouraging
but nuisance hassling and high
pressure, the wearem' down
philosophy selling is irritating.

Juh.o Brodemus
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Thank God
for friends

turkey and you knew

Thanksgiving was just around

the corner, what would you be

thinking of?

By CAROL DORNA

DID A YO E EVER feel
like your best friend was your
next door neighbors dog?
Everyone gets those feelings
once in a while. But just who are
your friends, and how do you
know?

A friend is someone you can
love and hate at the same time.
They are special people who you
trust, respect, and get along
well with. God didn't put u in
this world to be loners, or to
hate each other. He put us here
to work together, have fun
together, and to be together for
companion hip. Everyone has
to feel they have a true friend
but just what exactly is a tru~
friend?' No one walks around
saying, "You look like a nice
person, how about if we're
friends?" But on the other hand,
no one has to.

Do you have someone you're
fond of who won't mind listening
to your thoughts, complaints,
and your wildest dreams? That
can be friendship, even if that
person is your mother or sister.
A friend is someone you care
about, help get out of trouble,
and stick l!P for, and you do it

because you know that they
would do the same for you. Not
very many people tell their
friends how much they care
about them or love them. (You
can love a friend.) There is no
reason for a person to come out
and say "Thanks for being my
friend." But GQd has done it
again, giving you a reason.
Thanksgiving is tomorrow and
that's a very good reason to say
"Thanks for being there when I
n ed you, and when I don't.
Thanks for letting me cry on
your shoulder when I need
someone to lean on. Thanks for
making me laugh when the
world h:iS let me down.
Everyone needs friends, and I
sure am glad I got you. If God
didn't want us to be friends, he
never would of let us meet one
another. Thank you for
everything, and especially for
being my friend."

THA K GIVI G IS FOR
giving thanks, and aren't we all
grateful we have friends to give
thanks for? We give friendship,
and we receive it. And as they
say at the end of the Crusade of
Mercy commercial:

Thank God you can give.

BARB BOLD C, JUnior
"I'm chicken!"

\\
-~ LORRIE ARGENT, Senior-

"Trying to ditch the hunters."

Diane Burleson
Gene Sturino

Keith Wagner
Jerry Kotas

SCOTT SOBOL, ophomore
"Losing my feathers."

MR. RECCHIA Teacher
"What I couid do to make

everyo~e in the U.S. a
vegetanan. "

Photos by Karen Lech

SUZA EGO ZALES, Senior-
"Eat me."

LAURA SA AVAITI , Fresh
man-

"G tUng killed and eaten."

Eric Vana
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The weekend
we tripped
to St. Louis

THE PLAY WAS a fantastic
piece of work and each actor
and actress was wonderfully
suited for each of their roles.

The only flaw of the
production was the scenery.
The mountains detracted from
the very realistic looking tree.

Those also earning
recognition for their part in the
production of the play were,
Rehearsal Assistant Liz
Drogos, Choreography Annette
Wozniak, House Managers
Jeanine CuJlop and Ray Beister,
Costume Construction Maureen
Phiefer, Costume Coordination
Ms. Linda Korbackus, Crew
Chairman Martha Domine and
Mike Adams, Mountain
Graphics Christie Meadows and
Mrs. Joy Meadows, Tree
Structure Martha Domine,
David Domine, Terry Castleton,
Scott Smitko, Ray Oliver, Mark
Johnson and Brian Taylor,
Building Design Brian Taylor,
Lights Mike Adams, Brian
Taylor and Ed Delso, Sound
Gina Marchetti and Karen
Ettling, Photography Robyn
McCourt.

Other crew members in
cluded Bill Knapp, Mary
Morgan, Kathy Woods, Diane
Johnson and Marion Adams.

This is scene five and all sorts
of shocking trueisms are
revealed about several of the
towns people, such as Edna and
Hank 'pleasuring' themselves
in the barn.

Under pressure Barbara tells
of John's promise and the
congregation feeling that the
only way to release Barbara
from her sins is to break her
record of being faithful to John.
She is then forcefUlly raped by
Marvin Hudgens.

In the closing scene Barbara
searches for John on the
mountain ridge to tell him of
what has happened. John in
forms her that now he must
die. The witches enter again
and Barbara dies, John turns
bar.k into the witch boy that he
was and just leaves her there to
die. He then returns to his two
female witch friends.

50's
Day

ENTER JOn WHO asks
Barbara's parents to marry
her, and in the fourth scene they
are married.

Act two scene one begins with
John doing his chores and being
shown up by Marvin Hudgens.
Here enters an extremely
pregnant Barbara.

IN DUAL ROLES were Mary
Fleming as Mrs. Allen as well
as the Conjur Woman and Rick
Bradley as the Preacher and
the Conjur Man.

In the scene the fact that
Barbara Allen is with child is
revealed by a vindictive Edna
Summey.

Marvin Hudgens feels that he
has some claim on Barbara but
in a fight John takes care of
him by using some of his own
magical powers and then stakes
his own claim to Barbara.

In the third scene the
Preacher approaches Bar
bara's parents about marrying
her off before her condition
becomes too recognizable.

played by Jim Maddox and
Marvin Hudgens, played by
Larry Cunat.

The Dark Witch and the Fair
Witch come back again to taunt
John in the end of the first scene
and in the beginning of the
second scene after it becomes
known that Barbara's child was
born a witch and taken away to
be burned. The two witches
relate to John that he will be
sorry for ever wanting to
become a human and will make
him pay for his actions.

In the beginning of scene
three John goes back to the
mountain ridge to confer with
the Conjur Man and Woman.
The two witches tell John that
they won't rest until they see
Barbara AJlen dead and he
comes back to them. He is
reminded that if Barbara
doesn't remain faithful he will
change back into the witch that
he was previously.

BARBARA'S PARENTS
FORCE her to go to a revival
meeting at the church in order
to get her to confess her sins and
repent.

By PAT WASIELEWSKI

TillS YEARS FALL play,
'Dark of the Moon" was indeed
a hit, shown on the nights of Oct.
26, 'n and 28.

The play was directed by
Thomas Dzurison with assistant
director Debbie Hauck.

The play itself was mainly
heavy drama with bits of music
and humor thrown in and if one
really got into heavy drama
then they were in for a treat.

In the first scene of the first
act one was introduced to John
the witch boy, played by Curt
Lang, whose only wish was to
become human so that he could
court and marry Barbara AJlen,
played by Vicky Hoffman. He is
constantly taunted by two
unbelieving witches, the Dark
Witch, played by Maureen
Foertsch and the Fair Witch,
played by Diane Randle.

The SO's Day and Dance, an
annual event sponsored by the

The dress-up day held in
school, Friday, Nov. 17, was
met with much participation
among students as well as
faculty members.

It led to a fun-filled evening,
on that same day, that included
dancing, door prizes, dress-up
contests and dance contests.

These pictures review that
exciting SO's Day.

Dark of the Moon

Senior Class, was again a
smash hit for the entire student
body.

JOHN ASKS THE Conjur
Moo, played by Rick Bradley,
to grant his wish, who in turn
advises him not to go through
with his idea. In desperation
John turns to the Conjur
Woman, played by Mary
Fleming, and asks her to grant
him his wish. She does so on one
condition, that for one year
after he marries Barbara Allen
she be faithful to him.

This play by play account of
the action is meant for those
who weren't fortunate enough to
actually see a performance.

Watching the first scene was
a bit like spending a night
watching the Corps de Ballet at
work.

Act one scene two introduces
us to aJl of the towns people,
Edna Summey, played by Cindy
Russ, Mr. Summey, played by
Tim Reyna, Mrs. Summey,
played by Jan Hood, Miss
Metcalf, played by Barb Sch
midt, Mr. Atkins, played by
Bryan Spruth, Uncle Smelicue,
played by Bruce farson, Hank
Gruder, played by Ken Jankist,
Floyd Allen, played by David
Hoffman, Mrs. Bergaen, played
by Vicki Kolinski, Mr. Allen,

AFTER THE SHOCK and
panic were over we agreed to
make the best of the situation.
We filled the back packs and
began walking. Mter about
3,000 cars passed us and an hour
and a half of hitchhilting, we sat
down by the side of the'tbad. We
didn't know it then bu Elliott
had been watching us al along
as he drove on a side street SO
feet below the Expressway.

Feeling compassionate Elliott
came up the entrance ramp and
loaded the exhausted group in.
As we got back on the highway
he labeled us failures as hit
chhikers. We all agreed, but
couldn't care less. We were just
happy to be back in the car. We
joked about the experience and
even forgave Mr. Elliott.
Everyone that is but Roy. Roy
wanted a little revenge for his
humiliation. When the banana
peel smeared across Mr.
Elliott's forehead and down his
neck, Roy laughed hysterically.
The adviser wiped it off his face
with a near-by Kleenex and the
score was setlled.

Before long the St. Louis
skyline appeared and we were
registered in the "ritzy"
touffer's Riverfront Inn. The

Gateway Arch and Mississippi
River were just outside our
windows. As we crashed on our
beds, Elliott walked in.

"ALL READY FOR the big
write-off contest?" he asked.
We were all tired and half-way
delirious from the trip but the
contest sparked excitement.
Mter the contest, our little
group of Becky Kutsulis, Terri
Wiley, Dan Sullivan, Dave
Niemeyer, Roy Bernard and
myself retired for music and
cigarettes as the enjoyment
stage of our trip began.

The rest of the three-day stay
was filled with journalism
lectures and workshops.
Although these were
educational and the Spartanite
and us will surely benefit from
them, they couldn't compare to
the dance and all-night toga
party.

walked out to the car. I couldn't
believe it! The suitcases were
out of the car and Elliott was
opening the spare tire com
partment. I looked down into
the dark compartment and
instead of a spare tire, there
were ix large back packs. The
rest of the group joined us and
nobody but Elliott knew what
was in store for us.

Elliott finally spoke. It was
musical and simple. "I'll meet
you in St. Louie!" We lunged at
the door handles but the power
locks slammed down. The
wheels spinned and he was
gone, leaving us, six suitcases,
a typewriter, and a pile of back
packs.

Damn you, Elliott, we all
screamed!

AFTER A BIG Mac, large fry
and shake had begun to digest, I

ByERICVANA

ELLIOTT, AS YOU might
recall, is the teacher who last
year took a one-year leave of
absence to write a book. But
that's not the only thing he did.
He also hitchhiked around the
United States in thirty days.

Elliott started to tell us about
his hitchhiking exploits as Oak
Lawn disappeared from the
rear-view mirror. We soon
learned that he was a "hit
chhike fanatic" and was trying
to rub-off his beliefs on us.

I didn't really think we were
going to hitchhike to St. Louis
until he told us about a trip he
had heard the 1953 wrestling
team took. It seems the
wrestlers won a series of meets
which entitled them to compete
at a nationwide wrestle-off in
Oklahoma. The team really
wanted to go but the school
(which was only starting out)
could not finance such a trip.

TilE PONTIAC STATIO
wagon with lSO,OOO miles worth
of use was being loaded with
·tudents, teachers. seven
sUitcases and a bulky
typewriter.

Circus and Hit Parade
magazines, along with copies of
the Sun-Times, were strewn
about tht: floor.

After tlte last piece of luggage
was buri,~d behind the seat, we
began one of tbe strangest
"trips" I had ever been on. Mr.
Ray Elliott, adviser of the

PARTA 'TE was taking
several stuc ents to the St. Louis
Journalism Education Con
vention.

TilE TEAM DID not give up
and the coach decided to drive
the team down himself. About
halfway there the car broke
down. The desperate wrestlers
were determined to make it to
Oklahoma so they split into
groups and hitchhiked the rest
of the way. They all made it and
regrouped as a team at the
meet.

We all looked at each other.
Elliott smiled, a slight gleam in
his eye. None of the other kids
seemed really worried, but I
couldn't help but feel I was
going to walk through the better
part of Illinois and some of
Missouri.

As we passed Springfield, my
fears were all but gone.
Restless bodies were packed
together along with empty pop
cans and candy wrappers.
Suggestions to tie one of the
larger group members to the
roof luggage rack were
beginning to be taken seriously.
Finally, hunger made us stop
for lunch.
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has its

Doug Kershaw
"The LOUISIana Man"

Starbuck
"Moonhght Fe Is Right"

This undermines th
effect of suspense.
theless, the movie
highlights.

ANTIIO Y 1I0PKI I
SUPERB. He compen ates for
the plot with a shocking por
trayal of the mentally disturbed
magician. Hopkins terrifies the
audience with cold sweat and
sudden outbur ts. His charact r
is extremely convincing. As for
Fats the dummy, con
gratulations goes to the
special effect cr w. who must
have worked overtime on thi
little devlale Togeth r, this duo
provIde the movie wrth
susp nse and excitement. The
are the only unpredictable
aspect of the entire plol.

Despite a weak s r enplay,
"Magic doe have som trong
performance' that shouldn't be
missed. Everyone loves magic,
and Hopkin is a good magician.
I give it three stars.

The Flying
Burrito Brotliers

Progr SSIV
Country Rock

Mary MacGregor
"Torn Betwp n Two LovPrs"

Grass Roots
"Sooner or Later"

Martha Reeves
Formerly Martha Re ves

and the Vandellas
"Higher and Higher"

Wild Cherry
"Play That Funky MUSIC"

Heartsfield
Country Rock Super Band

Chubby Checker
King of the TWist

Old Chicagofeaturmg liv nl rtOinm nl
ev ry week nd. Plus rides. gam s. at n s

and theWll1dy CIty DIsco all for Just one
low admissioll pric . For show dates and tlm s.

call 759-1895.
Or see weekend edillons of Chicago Tnbun

or Sun·Times. Tickets avadabl at
box office and all Tick tron outl ts

includIng S ars and Ward~:

Appearing Live
November & December

panky 81 Willie Aames
Our Gang 81 Paradise

"Suod V,will N ver H 's Tommy on TV's
Be The Same" "Eighlls Enough"

Amusement Park
Take I-55 (51 venson Expressway) to Rt 53.

Boll ngbrook. IL (312) 759 1895. FREE PARKING

By DA ULLIVAN

AFTER WITNE ING THE
thrill of magic, one is usually
awed and amazed. The tricks
may be predictable, but a good
magician is a pleasure to watch.
Such is the case in "Magic",
this years me merizing movie
thriller.

"Magic" i a one-man show.
The movie focuses on Anthony
Hopkins as Corky, a rags-to
rich s magician. Corky makes
his claim to fame with the help
of a bIzarre ventriloquists
dummy. Fats. Fats IS clever.

Iy, vulgar and uninhibited
Strangely enough, Corky uses
Fats to release his "second
personality" Such
schizophrenic behavIOr lead to
inevItable violence on which th
movie thrIves.

The big trouble with "Magic"
is the plol. It is too predictable,
too arly. We realize much too
soon the strange relationship
Corky share with his dummy.

(312) 15815-2900

SPARTANITE

Unisex Styling

for Guys &

Carousel

alon of Beauty

8831 S. Ridgeland Ave.

599-1850

serious to ignore. But what can
we do to abolish it? Thp bottom
line is this: students must learn
to cooperate with and respect
each other. In reality, this is
comparable to having the Bears
win the Super Bowl. Never
theless, changes can occur.

CIIOOL SPIRIT IS a major
factor involved. Today, school
spirit resem bles election
voting; on the decrease. If
students had better attitudes,
things would be a lot smoother
here at OLCHS. Let's face it,
this is your school, your life.
You either make the most of it,
or it becomes an upward climb.

What more can be said about
OLCHS student segregation?
It's embedded in our school and
community.

As for the blacks, they would
feel right at home here. Let's
hear it for group number five.

make a statement about some
controversial subject, stop and
ask yourself: Am I stating the
facts or am I overgeneralizing
again? This is so important,
because you never know who
you may be offending or hurting
w~en ~u speak ~o ignorantly.

~c7et~
Bowling Center; Inc. ~

PQ\\
I; I'f')

GENERAL.. MANAGE"

7801 5. CICERO AVE.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 606152

et the blacks

Student
Segregation

JIM LIVINGSTONE

These kind of people never
stop to winder if their facts are
straight before jumping into a
debate with both feet. They
think they know the whole
school's attitudes on a par
ticular subject, when in fact,
they just know how their per
sonal friends feel about the
subject.

ALL TOO OFTE • people
over-generalize about race or
religion. Think back and try to
count the times you have said:
All blacks drive Cadillacs and
are on Welfare. How many
times have you heard: All
preachers are in religion only
for the money'! Perhaps you
have never said any of these,
but I'm sure you've certainly
heard many of them!

The next time you attempt to

the washrooms rubbing the
brown off their noses, or
rushing to a class. After school
is lime for t.b.e zillions of extra
curricular activities which help
make school a challenge. Don't
call them bigots, or they'll
define it for you.

The burnouts are a radical
breed. They are non
conformists. You can tell by
their army jackets and joints
that they love to party. Between
periods, they are usuaIlr in the
smoking area "wasting' away.
After school, burnouts are
nowhere to be seen. They have
already cut seventh period and
are weIl on their way to a local
"drug" store. Don't call them
bigots, or you'll have to explain
it 300 times.

LAST AND LEAST are the
unapplicables. They are a
special group in that they are
not special at all. Their clothes
are ordinary. They blend into
the surroundings every day.
After school, they fade away.
Call them a bunch of bigots, and
you'll never get a reply.
Unapplicables never express
themselves. They would make
great politicians.

Who are the bigots? The
students are the bigots.

School se re ation is too

For

Dan
Sullivan

November 22. 1978

OLCHS IS MORE than
racially segregated. It is
student segregated.

Obviously there are no blacks
roaming the hallways or in
vading the precious smoking
area. Our proud school bigots
wouldn't stand for it.

Why should we worry about
the blacks? We have too much
segregation in the school
already. OLCHS students are
segregated into four major
groups:

1) The jocks
2) The brains
3) The burnouts
4) The unapplicables
TilE JOCKS ARE an in

teresting breed ... They're
noticeable. Flannel and sport
shirts prove they are loyal
Spartans. You can catch jocks
in the halls humming a few bars
from "Macho Man," or
checking out the opposite sex.
After school, they're cracking
heads, slam-dunking, or
working up a sweat. Don't caIl
them bigots, or they'll
rearrange your face.

The brains are workaholics.
They love challenges. You can
teIl by their tons of books and
handy 1'1-30 calculators that
they know-it-all. Between

riods you can find brains in

By BRENDA NANNEY
I'M AFRAID MY friend, that

you are ignorant! Before you
seek me out to ventilate your
anger, let me explain why.

By definition, ignorance
meaAS: the state of being
without knowledge. Now don't
take that to mean that I think
that you are illiterate or stupid.
What I actually mean is that
you are misinformed or
unaware about many things.
Don't take offense, thinking that
I am pointing you out as the only
ignorant person around. Believe
me, you are certainly not alone,
we are all ignorant at times!

Perhaps now the question
comes to mind: what is this kid
talking about? Well, bave you
ever sat in a class or a group
discussion and talked about
race or religion? There's
always some wise guy who
thinks he knows everything.
He'll start quoting percentages,
statistics and always thinks he
knows what everyone else
thinks, and how they feel. He'll
tell you how he knows the
majority of blacks are only good
enough to shine shoes, and how
all preachers sleep with their
Bibles. He'll go on to state that
all kids believe in this or that.
Yeah, this fellow really thinks
he knows it all.

Is ignorance
really bliss?
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Brass _
Tree Stand

Adds to
any decor

Typing Stand

DRAFTING
TABLE

Height & _ngle
adjustmenU.
Holds flat tool

$75

office furniture
warehouse

div. of aaron's office furnitur&

Breuer Chair Walnut
The Re.I Itahan import.

20" X 60" or 24" X 54"
Top & 2 files

·Recessed Handles-
Now In Colors and Full suspension

3 drawer model $10 additional

DESKSIGO

Oak Lawn
8734 S. Cicero
In Woolco Shopping Center
423-0600

Steno Chair

Directors Chairs
Slight seconds

$8

SIX-Shelf
84" high wood
bookcase.
The best 011
walnut we
could find.

$149

In Time for ThanKsglyjng
From

Office Furniture Warehouse and Aaron's

Steel Clamp-On

LEDU
LAMP
Six buutlful
colors

Cloth Seat.

$5J

ROlllop Desk
Fits everyWhere
D,stinct styling and hardware

Only $2:19

SWIVEL
CHAIR

SeE Scarpelli Rm 15

Easter tn

Teacher's Line

'~~lng honest, not immoral'
he...etc. Religion aside the . . .ideas made sense" any m?rallty begins with small the money out of the cash actIOns, whIch had hitherto fore
civilization that wants to exist thmgs on a small scale. register is just taking a little bit been almost a taboo, became
with any degree of stability and If we are o~ a job and we see of change, and what if your boss the natural .and . accepted
tranquility must have laws to someone ta~ng money out of overpays you just a little bit n:teth~ of dealing WIth certain
protect its citizens from each ~he ~ash regIster and putting it a~d what if the check out girl~ SituatIOns. Of course one may
other, and these laws did that. m hIs. po~ket, yes, we should gIves you back just a little bit of as~,

The law, any law if it is to be turn hIm m. ~oney, and what if you take Who are you to talk; you
respected and abided by must If we are on a job doing piece Just a little bit of things from some sort of messiah?"
have teeth and not be af;aid to work at a factory and the boss where you work is it wrong? Perhaps I should say here and
use them. That's the way it overpays us, yes, we should call Yes, it is wrong. it's like the old now that to the best of my
began. Now you know as well as it to his attention and return the cliche says, "You can't be just a knowledge I'm not a messiah,
I do that in the Old Testament money. little bit pregnant." and th~t I have ~ertainly. not
civilization Moses and those If we are at the Jewel and the "Aha:." you say, "but many been sImon-pure m all thmgs,
fellas weren't just kidding check out girl gives us too much people m your generation do it." nor ha~e most ~dults in my
around. For example if they change, yes, we should return Yep, but that doesn't make it gener~tlOn, nor WIll you be. Yet
found som one g~ilty of the e~tra amount. right. You must realize that you a man s reach sh,ould exceed his
adultery they'd rock him to Is It wrong to take things can't always look to the grasp, els,e what s a hea~en for.
sleep until he was dead all over. home from work like pencils', generation before you for the Now I rea!ly am rambling. .
The law prescribed stoning as paper clips, money, wrenches, correct aaswers; however this WHAT I M TR~I G to sa~ IS
the punishment for adultery, and tooth brushe$? Ye , it is do s not give you the right to that each fledghng generatl~n
and tho e ancient Hebrew wrong to take things home from formulate your own incorrect 0!1 the way up,. mu:st re~et Its
could really heave a rock. the job that don't belong to you. ones. SIghts a.nd realign .Its thmking

IF' WE'D ASK any given Is it wrong to cheat on an It's so easy to become tainted concernmg values like honesty,
number of people in our current exam when you know that a lot in this crazy civilzation we're a trut.h, loyalty. Because if you
civiliza~ion, "What pops into of. peopl~ are doing it and you part of. I imagine more than one be~m where we leave .off you're
your mmd when the word law is Will fad If you don't? Yes it is public official and more than gomg to be so far behmd by the
mentioned?"; we'd probably wrong to cheat on an exam' even one non-public official when end of your generation that
receive a short range of an- if a lot of people are doing it. they first began their careers there won'.t ~ a cave deep
swers like policemen, squad Is it wrong to call in sick on were honor bright and really e~ough to hide m. So ~ leave you
cars, guns, or jail. Yetthe law is the job when you're not really planned to stay that way. With one last grand cliche, "You
n:t0re than these; these are sick, but just want the day off? However, circumstances forced must learn to pull yourselves up
SImply law enforcers which Yes, it is wrong to call in sick or encouraged them into by the. boot straps of ~our own
compel us to be civilized and when you're not really sick. compromises with their own mora~lty, r~me.mberIng that
allow us to live in peace outside BUT WHAT IF the guy taking moral code; and eventually th~re IS nothmg Immoral about
of the caves we originally came bemg honest. "
from. The law is a beautiful
thing; the law is thoughts and
ideas that man assembled to
prove that he could walk about
on his hind legs in relative
safety and fulmT hi!> role as the
King of the mammhls.

Our problem is t~t the laws
we have put togethe-~to govern
ourselves with simply aren't
working out as well as they
should. Our courts and penal
system are inadequate and
antiquated; many felons are
free and walk among us to
repeat their felonies. Also we
have found to our distress that
there are those from on high
who have disregarded the law
and become a law unto them
selves. Who can and would dare
~o forget Watergate; however,
It must be said in our favor that
we took the errant ones to the
hoosegow and threw them in the
slammer.

I could ramble on for pages
about what's wrong with our
civilization, no one can accuse
us of giving you too much to
work with, but don't be too hard
on our generation; remember
we inherited it from th~
generation before us. So what is
the answer? You are the an
swer. Many of us older ones will
be dead before long, so that puts
the responsibility for im
provement and survival in your
,ha:nds; if you fumble, there
might not be any generation
after you to pass things on to.
But I stray too far afield.

Let's go back to the "what
ifs',' and the "is it wrong tos"
whIch were mentioned earlier;

MY FIRST HOUR class and I
were having one of our group
discussions as is our frequent
wont. We began innocently
enough, talking about honesty;
for example, we talked about
giving an honest day's work for
an honest day's dollar about
being honest with on~s self
about honesty in general being
the best policy, et cetera, et
cetera, and so forth. Gradually
we moved into the area of
"what ifs". What if you are on
the job and you see a fellow
employee take money from the
cash register and put it in his
pocket, should you turn him in
to the boss? What if your boss
miscounts on some piece work
you're doing and you find that
you have been overpaid, should
you call it to his attention, or be
grateful for your good fortune,
or bad fortune as the case may
be? What if y6u'r at the Jewel
and you give the ch ck out girl a
ten dollar bill to pay for a five
dollar purchase, and what if she
gets confused and gives you
back fifteen dollars instead of
five you're suppose to get,
should you tell h r about the
mistake? From the "what ifs"
w strayed into the "is it wrong
tos". Is it wrong to take things
home from work, like paper
clips, pencils, stamps, a loose
cre cent wrench, spark plugs,
tooth brushes? Is it wrong to
cheat on a test when you know a
lot of other people are doing it
and you may fail the exam if
you don't? Is it wrong to call in
sick to your employer when
you're not really sick, but just
want the day off?

Question: Is it really wrong to
do any number of things, as long
as everybody else is doing
them?

Question: Who is everybody
else and why are they
responsible for establishing
your moral code and what is a
moral code anyhbw?

Moral codes are kind of
mushy laws in our civilization
not that the codes themselve~
are mushy, but adherence to
them i.s ..T.hey cover everything
from. dllclt sex, cheating and
stealing, to foul language, tight
bow Is, and dirty underwear.
(Cleanliness is next to
godliness. )

Where did these moral laws
come from? You remember old
Moses, I can't recall his last
name; he was the guy who

'climbed up Mount What's-its
name and came back down with
ten moral code or laws
chiseled on stony sheets.. Ac
cording to many, he got them
straight from Number One.
These laws laid it right out;
Thou shalt not steal; Thou shalt
not kill; Thou shalt not commit
adultery; Thou shalt not

..-a---ONDO
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Christmas parade. The oq
Club VICA Club, and HERU
Club' are planning for their
respective contests and con
ventions in March. Several
HERO Club students are
looking forward to an overnight
leadership conference at the
O'Hare Marriott this month.

To support these different
projects and activities, the
students will sponsor a fund
raising event. This year the
featured sale item will be Or
ville Redenbacher's Gourmet
Popping Corn packed in Snoopy
decorated glass jars.

OPEN 7 DAYS
Flowers for all occasions

by
G('()rxw

Kekefnpun()s

4739 W. 103,d St. I Oak Lawn. III. 60453423·3393

VICA Events
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN

work-study programs are in
volved in different types of
projects. The VICA ~lub p~
ticipated in an area pie eatmg
contest and won the traveling
trophy, "the door." The winner
was Ray Schmitz, a senior. The
Office Occupations Club ac
cepted a challenge from their
national headquarters to collect
$200 to support the Special
Olympics, a program of sports
training and athletic com
petition for the mentally
retarded. And, were able to
raise the money needed!
WECEP students have been
taking mini-field trips to local
businesses; such as, Mc
Donald's, Sheraton Towers,
Illinois Bell Telephone, etc.

Events in the offing for
students in work-program
clubs: CWT and VICA students
(with help from 00 and HERO
clubs) arc planning a Christmas
party for the 400 residents of the
Greentree Nursing Home. The
activities will include a short
yuletide program with a
presentation of gifts and
flowers.

The VICA club is also going to
participate in the Oak Lawn

14, the play will be shown for an
Open House along with the
Thespian play, "Adaptations"
at OLCHS.

Then, the play will be put on
at about 17 other elementary
schools. Winnie the Pooh is
directed by Tom Dzurison and
is assisted by Cindy Russ and
Jan Hood.

The main reason for this
traveling children's play is to
provoke the interest of the
children for theater and acting
in the future also for the en
tertainment of the younger kids.
Many members of the cast are
in this play to gain points in
becoming Thespians, However,
they enjoy doing it and are
having fun being in it.

"He's looking for a way to
Improve his grades."

Vicki Kolinski as Eeyore and
Barb Schmidt as second
animal.

"Winnie" is a three-act play
about Pooh, a honey bear and
his animal friends and how
their lifestyle is l:hanged by
some unwanted company.

THE CAST IS working very
hard and is holding rehearsals
almost every day after school.
The play's first performance
will be at Gasteyer Grammar
School on December 13. On Dec.

BY DIANE MCGRAW

PRACTICES HAVE
ALREADY begun for this
year's traveling children's play
"Winnie the Pooh." The play
will be performed at about 17
elementary schools.

The play stars Gina Marchetti
as Winnie the Pooh, David
Hoffman as the boy,
Christopher Robin; Bruce
Parson as Rabbit; Lita Budz as
Piglet; Diane McGraw as
Kanga; Kathy Woods as Roo;
Maureen Foertsch as Owl;

Karen's
orner

Children's play
Winnie the Pooh

THE FORENSIC TEAM STARTED their season on the right foot
with a 3rd place victory in the Novice meet. VICKY HOFFMAN
and CINDY RUSS placed first in their events. In the ov. 4 meet at
Highland Park High School, OAK LAWN placed 9th out of 53
schools. How was the Toga party at ISU?

WAYNE VILCHUCK, BETTER KNOW

as the "Orkin Man" of Oak Lawn,
combined his talents of exterminator and
architecture by slaying a bee with his book.
Fatalities, one bee and one window.

THE VLASIC PICKLE STORK stopped
for a short visit at the residence of MR.
HOREJS, a fellow art teacher, to drop a

VILCHUCK bundle of joy. His name, GREGORY
JAMES HOREJS. ONLY THE MAD BOMBER IF study could puJl
off a stunt like bringing the Fourth of July in Nov. His fireworks
show will never go unnoticed.

FRIDAY THRU SUNDAY
NOVEMBER 24, 25, and 26

MR. RECCHIA WAS SEEN CHASING two students who had
concealed water balloons. The wild chase included the halls, the
football field, and the teacher's parkin~ lot. The culprits escaped.

SHORT NOTES: MARY ELLEN LUBY, otherwise known as the
"passion flower of Oak Lawn" is blooming all over...Now for the
$64,000 question, who'S' that fantastic male substitute teacher that
has been seen around here lately? ..Attention JUNIORS of next
year, you will be required to have a full year of gym and the half
year of drivers Ed. to graduate...DEBBIE HAUCK is returning
after a short vacation and a visit to the hospital. Great to see you're
back ...The sparkling MS. DOROTHY CHEATHAM lifts the spirits
of many, and keeps them smiling for the rest of the day. Keep it
up! ...JERRY ASTRAUKAS is the top "SPARTANITE SELLER"
of the year, so far. YOUR PRIZE will be coming shortly.
Thanks! ...The phanthom aide, AURORA ESPISTO has left Oak
Lawn for rival school RICHARDS. Good luck over there!

Fourth
Anniversary ~
SaIe 't\\\1-~'S

\>o~\..""

When you get the munchies

Go to Tafdes

for a great pizza

Call 423-6201
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F~otball brutality: changes needed
Yes, it wili be awhile before

the football executives wake up
and untangle the giant mess
that they've gotten themselves
into but it will be like closing
the barn door after the horse is
out. In this case, it will be the
fans that are out. America has
had it with watching violence,
as witnessed by the decline of
hockey and violent TV
programs. And America has
had it with incompetent
executives and officials, as
witnessed by Watergate. And
soon, America will turn its back
on football and wonder why they
wasted their weekends on the
sport for so many years.

&:IJ5 W. lith St., Oak Lawn
APPO INTMENT ON l Y 423-7833

sufficient. High schools are the
only ones making some
progress, when they ruled that a
no helmet blow could not be the
first contact in blocking and
tackling. This had led to. a
decrease in head and neck in
juries. The NCAA made similar
laws concerning spearing, but
they have been barely enforced
and have not been effectiv~.

THE MIl"OR CHANGES
made in the NFL have hindered
the game more than it has
helped it. Most of the laws are
so unclear that even the
referees are baffled by them.
This has increased the referees'
workload, indirectly causing
the stripe-shirted men to botch
up many a game this year. The
"zebra factor" has changed
almost a game every week,
further ruining the game's
credibility.

Offering qualitv hair care

for both men anO women

MANICURES& SHOE SHINES

,
Hairstyling

However, it was the handicap
team that paved the way to
another four wins for Oak

~;,' ;~~ ~~~ ~9~ss~~e~f~~~(TIml]J[bUl](]
198 average. The remarkable • I
thing is that his average during
the Wednesday intramural
league is only 131. His series
highest for the Spartans thi~
year, led the handicap team to
three easy victorie.<:

CHOOL .",

series; John Hoffman, with a
452 series; and Steve Sikorski
with 449 series.

nSslsting in the effort were
Dave Niemyer, with a 484
series; Slezak, with a 457
series; and Glenn Richey, with
a 417 series. The scratch team
had three 500 series, d spite
winning only one game.

THE SPARTA S EXT meet
will be against Luther South on
November 30. The team will
probably remain basically the
same, with maybe one or two
changes.

Springfield, and Frank Ozinga
defeated Anthony Vacco to
continue as State Senator.

The voters of IIlinois must be
satisfied with our present state
government. In fact, no maj~r

incumbents were defeated. ThiS
fact must mean that the people
of IIlinois like the job the state
and local government is doing.

levels have rigid enough rules,
the pros have the most liberal
laws and consequently the
dirtiest games. Watch any NFL
game on TV and you will see at
least a dozen illegal hits a game
that are not pe~alized.

Headhunters such as Denver's
Lyle Alzado and Pittsburgh's
Franco Harris have made a
career out of such tactics.

As might be expect~, ~he
NFL denies any bad offiCiating
and they. see no reason for
change. No matter that the NFL
is the only one of the four major .
professional sports leagues to
have part-time refs. No matter
posed so much IS the very
solution to the problem: The
instant replay.

The few rule changes made in
recent years have been in
that that the reason why the
refs' mistakes have been ex-

begins season

DRIVING

Alan Dixon trounced Sharon
Sharp in the race for Secretary
of State. Richard Elrod had no
real problem defeating Don
Mulack for Cook County sheriff.
Marty Russo will continue to
represent us in Washington. He
defeated challenger Bob Dunne.
Herb Huskey, Harry YourelJ
and Jane Barnes will remain
our representatives in

players a year, over-aggressive
tacklers thrashing quarterback
after quarterback, and team
physicians being ordered to
give amphetemines to injured
players so they can continue
playing.

SChOol is virtuauy wlknOWlng
about the bowlers. With a 12-6
record a tel' three meets, five
consecuti ve championships
appear very possible.

I THEIR FIRST meet

~~aa~s~we~~r~~f·t~~~ :fc~~~~
games, while the handicap
team won only one. T~ scratch
team had no trouble at all,
winning by margins of 109 pins,
100 pins, and 66 pins. Senior
Tony Slezak led the team with a
515 series. He was assisted by
Mark Peterson, with a 478

BUT ADMINISTRATORS,
LEGISLATORS, coaches, and
players have closed their ~y~
to such important and obVIOUS
problems. The NFL has denied
the league's drug crisis, while
the few rule changes they have
enacted against brutality have
not worked. Congress has stObd
and watched while playing
football has become more
dangerous than walking
through Central Park at night.
Coaches continue to preach a
"beat-up the opponent at
titude" even if one has to
ignor~ the rules. Players give
the same old cliche, "it's part of
the game," until they..are
c10theslined by a malIcIous
monster who is "just playing
the game."

••T'tlU.D.".If'I ....I.~~:
.", • Approved bv III. Off~ of EduCiltlon ~

• New cour...t.tinllibout ewry 2 _k.
~ • 2 end 4 week «:our... 15 to 18 yr•. old

~ • Home pick,-up 'or ell driYlng "lIOn. .......
:.....I • Fr.. trip to .tetlon for Pll'mit JIIIIIII'"
,..... • Auto InlUrllrtc:e dilCOunt c:ertlficeu ~tI ~~~~rue:tor. hew H.~.:.~~lngC8ni'ic:ate.:~ ,......

~::. 423-1212 InfE.~ tI

'~. q 7 W. 95 h t.'

TilE DUST HAS finally
setlled on another election year.
All the major incumbents won
back their seats with no real
problems.

In the race for U.S. Senator,
Republican Charles Percy
narrowly defeated the
D mocratic challenger, Alex
Seith. This race was the most
closely watched of all the
contests in lIIinois. Almost two
weeks before the election, Seith
had a commanding lead in
many of the polls but he lost it
by the Nov. 7 el~ction. Seith's
campaign was said to be one of
the "dirtiest in years."

Seith cut down Percy with
slanderous radio advertising
and with bitter speeches against
his work in the nate. Percy
retaliated by u ing Mike
Hoyko's columns that attacked
Seith as full page newspaper
ads. Though Seith lost the

lcetion, he is still bitter at
Percy and the media.

I ' OTIIER ELECTIONS,
Governor Jim Thompson ea ily
defeated 'omptroller Michael
Bakalis. Bakali campaigned
hard but it was hopeless due to
Thompson's popularity.

By ROY BER ARD

THE MOST CONSISTENTLY
winning team in the history of
OLCHS has begun another
season. No, it's not the track
team, and no it's not the
basketball team.

Give up? Well, the answer i",
Oak Lawn's bowling team.
Having won seven Southwest
Suburban Bow ing Conference
championships in its ten year
existence. and four consecutiveJone would think the team woula
get more publicity.

Still, With the .:>partans once
again battling ff'r first, the

OLCHS best

By DAVt; NIEMEYER

AMERICA'S MOST
POPULAR sport is in trouble.
In fact, unless a few brave souls
start doing something, the sport
will be all but a memory of how
we used to spend our weekends.

The sport, of course, is
football, and the opinion belongs
to many leading journalists and
worried fans. Unfor
tunately, the people who
refuse to see this profllem are
the ones who have the power to
work on the sport's dilemma's.

In particular, let's look at the
problem of brutality. A national
magazine recently printed a
series on the "wounding woes"
of the sport, such as the deadly
helmets supposedly used for
safety; the constant intentional
injuries being made by over
zealous linemen; and the in
creasing use of drugs by teams
to "improve performance."
Despite this, one continually
finds head blocking helping
injure a million high school

Election results
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Frosh
Football

The sophomore football team
coached by Bill Marcorde
fini hed with a record of 4-5. It
was a di~appointlng sea on a
the Spartans could only finish
4th in conference with a record
of 2-5. They did beat tagg and

hepard however; two of the
toughest teams in the con
ference this year. orne out
standing players this year were
Phil Leonardi, center; Mike
Fox, running back, Pete
Koliopolis cornerback, and
Larry Heinz quarterback, who
played on the varsity team for
the last game of the year. The
varsity team next year should
be a contender for the con
ference crown with many
returning juniors and the up
coming sophomore squad.

-

With one conference game
left, Coach Jane urma of the
Fros1f-Soph Volleyball team
holds a 3rd place lot with an 8-5
conference record. This trong
team of six Sophomores and
nine Freshmen are now aiming
for the title In the Shepard
Gemini Volleyball Tournament.
After completing their first and
second round matches with
wins, the team advances to the
championship playorrs. A
victory would give the Spartans
their second JV Championship
In tournament throughout their
four year history. (The other
game In 1975).

Co-Captain Katy Hanline was
moved up to varsity after the
Shepard Game on Nov. 7, but
the JV Team has continued to
knock-olf their opponents under
the leadership of Co-Captain

Paula Companlo. A strong
setting game has been con
trolled by Aimee Fleming and
Lisa Vasil. Jan Wasowlcz,
Marlann cott, Sandy
Wesselhoff, Kathy Hanline and
Barb Wes elhorr are'" key
players In spiking which supply
the power part of the game.
Paula Companlo and Patty
Letourneau are outstanding
players In serving this year for
the team, with great con
sistency.

Coming off the bench and
adding fine plays In every game
are Lynn Havbenrelser, Brandy
Massett, Paula Smith, Cathy
Novotny, Noreen Fitzmaurice
and Reg Olen. Skill and
determination along with great
spirit have powered this year's
team to the top.

The Oak Lawn freshman
football team ended It sea on
with a dismal 2-7 overall record.
Some outstanding performers
on this year's team were
quarterback Bruce caduto,
Lineman Scott Kehoe, and
running back Ed 0' eil. The
team's poor performance was
partly due to the low turnout of
freshman players. The fre h
man usually field an A and B
team, however, thi year they
could only field an A team. The
fre hmen defeated tagg and
also knocked off conference
champ Sandburg.

424·0196
424_0166

4949 W ~5TH ST.

OAK LAWN. ILL. 60·153

9554 112 SOUTHWEST HIGHWAY
(1 block south of OAK LAWN
HIGH)
PHONE: 425-0460

Ice Cream

undaes & Cones

[vorything Photograph,c

THE (!JoJ, .ltulMf, CAMERA SHOP

hakes,

MILT ANDERSEN

doors are broken there is
nothing I can do if the girls
won't lock up their lockers. It's
not my fault that they are
getting their things stolen. All I
can do is warn them."

Hot Dogs

With all the trimmings

OPEN 7 DAYS

MON THRt1 SAT
10:00 AM - 9:00 PM
SUN
11:00 AM - 9:00 PM

Great Sub-Sandwiches from 6 inches to 6 feet!

THE DEN DELI
"Try a big one for your next get-together"

periods. "Laiely, teachers' keys
have gotten stuck in the locks.
We hope to solve this problem
soon, but until then we have to
keep the doors open," said Miss
Vandekreke.

Girls who did not take this
warning seriously became
victims of theft, the common
loss being a wallet or purse. One
victim said, "I shouldn't have to
lock up my things." To this Miss
Vandekreke replied, "Since the

BY CAROLYNN DWAN

THE NUMBER OF THEFTS
in junior, senior girls' locker
room in gym 101 has dropped
since the end of last year ac
cording to Miss Geraldine
Vandekreke, girls' sports
coordinator.
Last year, five to ten articles

were taken during one period,
with no clues as to who the
thieves were. In one case, a girl
had somethinll stolen while sh.e
was getting a re~~l §wt This
started a-rumor that the thief
must be in the same class. Yet
no one was ever caught.

"So far there has been only
one case of theft reported," said
Miss Vandekreke. There have
been other instances this year
where two or three wallets have
been stolen during one period
but have not been reported.

AS A SECOND precaution
girls are issued locks at th~
beginning of the year to be used
to lock up their clothes, purses,
etc. There are now signs on the
locker room doors saying "This
door will not lock I Lock Jp your
valuables." This was put up to
alert students that if their
personal belongings are not
locked up, it would give
someone the opportunity to rip
them off:

~I<e ''Yo He''Y°i

PP~ ~.I

Locker room- theft drops
\\



Football Upsets Stagg

Volleyball Going Strong
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Bi II
Geary

A time to
look back

AS THE LEAVE turn color and the wind turns cold and snow
starts to fall another season of football at OLCHS has ended. The
field which has been worn and torn by the pounding of spikes will
have time to rejuvenate itself. The bright green and gold uniforms
that have become so popular since Charlie Finley's first introduced
them, will be washed and put away until next season. The season is
gone and as it goes it takes away the joy, pain and heartbreak
which has made OLCHS Varsity football so exciting.

SPARTANITE

By GEORGE M. DALY

THE OAK LAWN Spartans
loss to Shepard on Oct. 21 put
~hem virtually out of contention
ior the conference title. One
would think the Spartans would
give up in their two remaining
games after such an emotional
loss. Whoever thought that was
the case was wrong.

The Spartans had fire in their
eyes as they were about to meet
an unbeaten Stagg ballc1ub. The
Spartans dominated the game
on the ground as they ~iled up
192 yards, with John Major, Ron
Swanson and Bob Bulow
carrying the load. In the aerial
department, quarterback
Patrick McGrath completed 7 of
17 passes for 69 yards on the
day. Despite this great of
fensive effort, the game was
scoreless going into the fourth
quarter until McGrath ran two
yards for the games lone touch
down which gave the Spartans a
6..() victory.

The defense was the key to
this Spartan victory as they
shutout the explosive Stagg
ballclub. The big "0" was led
by ends Bob Kelley who made a
lot of big plays as he sacked the
quarterback twice and
recovered a fumble. End Gary
Salis (l sack, 3 tackles, 3
assists), linebackers Johnny
Major (eight tackles, three
assists) and Phil Strenk (four
tackles, three assists) were the
big tacklers along with a super
job by the whole secondary
consisting of Bill Tasker, Bob
Bulow, Doug Murphy and Glen
Williams.

THE NEXT SATURDAY
Nov. 4 the Spartans were to
meet Sandburg for their last
game of the year. The Spartans
didn'tfare as well in this one as
Sandburg came out the 2(}-8
victor. The only bright spot of
the day for the Spartan offense
came in the 4th quarter when
quarterback Doug Murphy
threw a 45 yard touchdown pass
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to Don Kustock. Sophomore
Larry Hinz then came in as
quarterback and took it in for
the two point conversion to cap
off the Spartans lone tally.

On defense for the Spartans it
was Tom McEntee with two
interceptions and a fumble
recovery and Gary Salis who
blocked two passes and made
seven tackles who carried the
load.

The Spartans didn't end on a
winning note nevertheless
finished with a 5-4 overall
record good for a fourth place
finish in conference.

FOR THE ENIOR ,the 1978
football season brought an end
to what for most was enjoyable
years playing football for Oak
Lawn. The end of high school
football is not really the end, but
the beginning, as the seniors
will now be preparing for
college, always keeping in mind
those very special memories.

By SHELLEY WANTIEZ
The Spartans finished the season with a 5 and 4 overall record

and allhough their record may not indicate it this season has to be
deemed successful. Heach oach Chuck Chilvers took a team that
boasts only two people over 200 pounds and turned them into a
contender. Small but mighty would be the best way to describe this
team that scrapped and scraped their way into contention in the
always tough SICA West.

The defense which was hurt greatly by graduation was as tough
as ever. Take for example, the Stagg game in which the Oak Lawn
defense stymied all-conference quarterback Mark Sutor enroute to
a 6"() win. There was nothing at stake in that game as the Spartans
who were knocked out of contention a week earlier by Shepard won
it for nothing else but pride's sake. The Spartans opened the con
ference season by beating Argo. They dropped their next game to
Reavis when in the waning seconds of the game Bob Bulow's
controversial field goal was ruled no good.

THE PARTANS OW had their work cut out for them. They
wou!d have to win all.of their remaining games in order to gain that
elUSive conference lItle. They rolled over Lincoln-Way and T.F.
outh but that's when the bubble finally burst for the Spartans.

They. were. humiliated by Shepard, 33-9, as Shepard went onto win
the lItle With an unblemished 7"() conference slate.

It seems that a team with such guts and determination should
deserve a better fate. The Spartans dropped their last game to
Sandburg and it was over. It was over for the coaches the fans and
it was especially over for the seniors. '

For the seniors its a time to look back, remembering the first
time they put on a football uniform at OLCHS. The uniform was no
doubt a hand-me-down from the sophomore or varsity team,
however it served its purpose well.

A time to think about the first time they went through gruelling
two-a-day workouts in the swellering August sun. It was tough to
slick with it and keep breaking your back everyday to gain that
elusive starling position on the team.

MANY OF THESE people will not play college football. However,
for those selected few such as all-conference defensive back Bob
Bulow these four years could be used as a launching pad into a
brilliant football career.

As for the Juniors they have another year to look ahead too. Phil
Strenk and Todd Fredricks were outstanding on the defensive line
and they MP iust a few of the people to keep an eye on next year. '

The Friday before the Sandburg game was the last practice of the
year and as usual blocking and tackling drills were part of the
ritual. As the seniors hit the tackling dummies Coach Chilvers
shook each of th ir hand and wished them good luck for this was the
last time the seniors would hit a tackling dummy at Oak Lawn. As
they filed through one has to think where the four years have gone
because after a while there isn't time to look back anymore.

a team that only consists of nine
members which are; Senior·

THE GIRLS VOLLEYBALL Lydia Kuyawa, Juniors -
team is doing very well this Caroline Barajaz and Sharon
year with an overall record so Kennedy, Sophomores - Carol
far of 12-5 and a conference McTeague, Cindy Ritter, Chris
record of 7-4. Heach coac - Fenton, Rose Geraci, and Lon
Joyce Icenogle says "We'r \ Kramer. Also, Freshman
doing better this year than we,. brought up from the S~phomore
did last year" and she's very \ quad, Kathy Hanlme. Two
happy about that. other very strong players on

Recently Oak Lawn beat Varsity that haven't been
Stagg by s~ores of 2(}-lO, 2(}-12. playing because of illnesses are,
Watching the girls play is M~ry and Joanne Hauben-
fantastic and that says a lot for relser.

Lydia Kuyawa in actlen.

RE E TLY, AROLl E
BARAJAZ was named the
Tribunes Athlete Of The Week
because of her excellent playing
ability. Coming up is the
Shepard Invitational and Coach
Icenogle said "I would like to
take first place in this tour
nament because in past years
we've only gone into consolation
rounds". She also slated that
her goals for districts would be
to place this year. Districts will
b - held November 28 
December 2at Shepard. Be sure
to come out and support the
team and also see some ex
cellent volleyball.
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FUNDS THAT WERE
originally meant to be used
for educational materials are
going instead to pay for the
rising cost of energy.

This film will serve as an
example for other schools
across the United States on
ways of cutting down energy
costs. For example, the money
that Clark school saves on
energy by using insulation and
lowering their thermostats will
go toward educational
materials.

Greater public awareness of
the schools energy problems,
and ways that the community
and schools can control rising
energy costs are the most
important goals of the SEED
program.

cia

THIS FILM STARS actress
Eve Arden who acts and
nlp'rates in it. It explains ways
to reduce energy costs in the
nation's schools.

After the special preview in
January, the film Will. be
released nationwide sometime
in February. This movie is part
of the Schoolhouse Energy
Efficiency Demonstration,
known as SEED. SEED is an
energy program sponsored by
Tenneco, Inc .• an oil company
in Houston, Texas.
The purpose of this film is to

show our community and area
schools on how to conserve
energy. Among the viewing
public will be professional
educators, parents, taxpayers,
civic leaders. and others con
cerned with the quality of
education.

Marching Band
part of film

BY DIANE BURLESON

THE OLCHS MARCHING
band participated in a film on
conserving energy. The band,
along with Clark Grammar
School was filmed in this area
during the movie's five day
blocking period.

The marching band was
asked to participate in the film
because the movie needed a
marching band for background
music. Jeff O'Neill was the
center of one of the shots
because a cymbal player was
needed to playa role in the film.

Clark School in Oak Lawn 
Hometown District 123 was
selected from 20 other schools
nationwide to participate in the
energy film. The film will be
previewed in early January.

h

Next issue the Spartanite will
try a new format to give our
readers the most interesting
and informative news section
they can find. It will be called
"In-Depth News. It Each of the
stories in In-Depth News will
contain informative stories
affecting the students and the
Oak Lawn area. Starting next
issue, remember to look for In
Depth News.

Registration for the next ACI'
tests will end Jan. 12. The next
test will be February 10. For
more information, see coun
selors.

Keep y'our Spartanites
because each of them has a
lucky number. This number can
entitle one to win a free album.

marsra

Today will be the last day of
school for 1978. Christmas
vacation officially starts this
afternoon at 2:35 P.M. Classes
will resume January 4, 1979.

Material WIll oe accepted for
teachers line for each issue of
the Sparlanite by the paper's
staff or Ray Elliotl. Teachers
may write feature or editorial
material.

News Notes

i
The December 7 blood drive

brought in 25 donors. The next
blood drive will be January .
To donate blood you must be at

Ileast 17 and have other
requirements. To find these

I requirements out contact Mr.
Dom Frigo in Room 125.

In meetings held since the
proposal was originally made.
the parents of District 123
students have voiced theIr
dissatisfaction with the plan.
They are upset because they
want their children to go to a
neighborhood school.

Dr. Manson explained that no
decision has been made yet. He
said the Board of Education
may close some schools even if
the proposal is not approved.
The final decision will be made
at the December 18 or January 8
meeting.

9543 S. Cicero
Oak Lawn, IL

Dr. Man on also said that
there are several reasons for
the closing of these schools. "It
IS pointless to keep open all the
schools in Di trict 123, because
ofthe declining enroIlmenl. "He
continued, "Keeping (am the
schools open could cause us to
go in debt in a few years."

DR. DOUGLAS MCGUGAN
said, "The student enrollment
has dropped from 6,000 to about
3,200 students hhis year, almost
half. It When asked his opinion
on why the enrollment has
dropped so much he replied,
"The homes in Oak Lawn are
too expensive for a young
couple to buy."

Visit Sid's lor all of your Gardening Needs. Over 2
acres of display with 1000's of growing varieties to
choose from.
Our Greenhouses are full of house plants from
exotic to philodendrons.
Trained personnel on hand at all times to answer
your questions.

Schools. If this were to happen,
Gasteyer students would be sent
to Sward, and Hannum students
sent to McDonald. Phase II
includes closing either
Hometown or Gaddis School,
and Clark or Kolmar chool.

greenhouses and
garden center

10926 SOUTHWEST HWY. PALOS HILLS 974-4500

The proposal, swbmitted
October 23. consist of two
phases, According to Dr.
Manson, Assistant uperin
tendent of District 123, Phase I
consists of the possible clOSing
of Gasteyer an \Hannum.,

BY nJA. 'E BllRLESO

'l'IIE CLO'L It OF two
schools IS part of a plan
prop.osed to the Board of
Education by DistrIct 123 office
administration.
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State Assembly takes pay raise

IHOP burns; cause unknown

BY ROY BERNARD

STATE LEGISLATORS
RAISED their salaries this
month from $20,000 to $28,000, a
40 per cent increase from their
present wages. However, the
infamy of this raise caused this
story to gain much interest.

Eighth District Represen
tative, Republican Herb Huskey
said that he was in Hawaii when
the voting for the pay raise
occurred, He also said he was
against the raise because he
personally didn't need it.

However, fellow 8th District
Representatives, Jane Barnes
and Democrat Harry "Bus"
Yourell both said that Huskey
was in favor of the raise.

Yourell said he "asked
Representative Art Tener if all
of the 8th District (meaning
Huskey, Barnes and YourelJ)
were for the pay raise and
Telzer said yes."

ALSO, MRS. BARNES said
that "Republican minority
leader Ryan told her that
Huskey was in favor of the
raise. Representative Huskey
said that before leaving for
HawaM., "he told no one how he
was going to vote on the pay
raise."

While Huskey was in Hawaii,
he said he feft his key in the
voting switch. The key monitors
a representative's votes. It calf

be used for yes, no, present and
other votes as well. When the
question of the pay raise was
being voted on, someone used
the absent Huskey's key and
marked him present. This
person also voted yes on the pay
raise for the legislators.

Representative Huskey said
he doesn't know who voted for
him and he "doesn't really care
because (he) doesn't want to
start a witch hunt on who voted
for (him) and get everybody
mad at (him)."

HUSKEY ALSO said that ne
never saw anyone take his
voting key out of the sWltcn.
However, Rep. Barnes said that

most members of the Illinois
House either lock their keys,
making it impossible for anyone
else to vote in that member's
place or they take the keys out,
put them in the desk and lock
the desk up.

Barnes also said that she has
left her key in the voting switch
because she feels nobody would
try to use her vote when she's
absent.

When asked why he was in
Hawaii during the final weeks of
the present legislation,
Representative Huskey replied,
"I scheduled the trip a year ago,
it was a business trip. There
was no way I would know what
would be going on a year later.

There really wasn't anything
(going on in the House) that I
was interested in (during that
week). This pay raise was
snuck in there. ( kn w nothing
of it."

HOWEVER, REP. BARNES
said that this was an important
week for legislation and all the
representatives knew of the
upcoming pay raise proposal.
Both Barnes and Rep. Yourell
said they voted for the pay raise
because each of them felt that
the Legislature had become a
full·time job and both of them
are always at the public's
service.

/

,

MIKE MAHANY

Oal<1awn, Illinois

some cardboard boxes and
paper.

The fire started at about 3:00
A.M. on December 4. It spread
quickly to the roof of the
building, which is made of slate,
slowing the efforts of firemen
who had to cut through the roof
with power saws.

Assisting _ Oak Lawn
firefighters in near zero tem
peratures were firemen from
Evergreen Park, Burbank, and
Hometown.

According to fire officials it
was established that there was
no break in.

9554lh SOUTHWEST HIGHWAY
(I biock south of OAK LAWN
HIGH)
PHONE: 425-0460

[lie)
Oaklawn Texaco

\' ... -

We ere a SERVICE Station
COMPLETE AUTO and LIGHT TRUCK REPAIR

.. ........ ... ~ ....

6034 W. 95th Street

Phonfl 598·0202

Ice Cream

Shakes, Sundaes & Cones

An investigation is underway
to find the cause of the fire at
the International House of
Pancakes, 95th and Cicero Ave.
As of December 13, the cause
was undetermined.

Captain Kalb of the Oak Lawn
Fire Department said that the
fire started in the North end of
the building, however, not in the
kitchen, it started in a
stockroom in the same section
of the building. Kalb also said
that Ul(!re was no combustible
materi~ls in the room, only

THE DEN DELI
"Try a big one for your next get-together"

Hot Dogs

With all the trimmings

OPEN 7 DAYS

MON THRU SAT
10:00 AM - 9:00 PM
SUN
11:00 AM - 9:00 PM

Great Sub-Sandwiches from 6 inches to 6 feet!

Photo by Karen Lech

c:J-

"NFMAA/.

"I'd like to discuss this essay
of yours titled, 'The Principal
Is Unfair.' ..

Firefighters examine the burnt

remains ofthe mop.

J-
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Guardrails, speed bumps...

No action after lake tragedy
the ice and snow, the risk of
a'hother accident is increased.
So where is the increase in
village action?

5724 W. 87th Street
Burbank, Il.
423-7888

Full line of Pet Supplies

10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Hours:
Mon. - Fri.
Sat. - Sun.

I •
/

! '

~20 Fathoms
Pet Center

Grand
Opening Sale

Small Birds & Animals

Marine & Tropic.al Fish

!

The car finally breaks water on its way out of the lake.
Photo by Eric Vana

discourage motorists from
driving on roads near the
retention basin.

ONSULTI G AND
REVIEWING does not stop
further accidents, Now that the
roads are even slipperier due to

10 TO 8

10 TO II
10 TO 2

KORVETTE PLAZA
8740 SOUTH CICERO

OAK LAWN, ILLINOIS 80453

ByERICVANA

ALMO T ONE MONTH has
passed since an accident at an
Oak Lawn retention basin
claimed the life of former
Economist sportswriter Henry
Murillo, still no safety devices
have been installed to prevent a
similar occurrence.

Murillo drowned when the car
he was riding in went out of
control on wet pavement and
plunged into the retention basin
at 97th and East Shore Drive.
Two other passengers, David
Klatt and Rudy Bojorik, and
driver John C. Denton III
managed to escape the sinking
auto and reach shore safely.

Murillo, who could not swim,
never reached shore. His body
was found after over an hour
long search by North Palos Fire
Department scuba divers.

ACCORDING TO
RESIDENTS of East Shore
Drive, the retention basin has
been the scene of several ac
cidents in the past. Since there
has been numerous accidents,
one of which cost a human life.
why has no precautionary
action been taken?

The reason is not lack of
citizen concern. Residents
formed a Lake Shore Concerned
Citizens Committee and have
been requesting the installation
of safeguards since 1976. The
Oak Lawn Police Department is
also calling for a guard rail
around the basin.

Oak Lawn's Mayor Kolb
responded' to these requests by
stating he was not sure a guard
rail would be the answer. "If
you put a rail around it, it
doesn't look like a lake," Kolb
has been reported as saying.

IF TilE GUARD rail,
although it seems the most
practical, is not the answer,
then other precautions should
be laken.

Suggestions by the Lake
Shore Committee include the
use of warning signs and speed
bumps along with the reduction
of the present 25 mph speed
limit to 10 mph. I recently drove
on East Shore Drive at 25 mph
and had to drastically reduce

. my speed to about 5 mph just to
make the curve.

Despite these suggestions,
nothing has been done. Another
idea was the installation of a
natural barrier - a row of
evergreen trees around the
lake. Trees would also preserve
the lake appearance. Village
officials responded by saying
the trees would be too costly.

So if the Village Board and
village officials rejected all
these measures, just what are
they planning to do? Kolb has
stated he would consult with the
Village Board and ask the
Village Engineer to review the
area. Other "notable" village
action includes steps to

AGENT

CALL ME I FOR LOW AUTO LOANS

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES

JOHN C. LOCASCIO

Photo by Eric Vana

MONOAY AND THURSDAY

TUESDAY AND FRIDAY

SATURDAY

CLO"CD WEONL"OAY

PHONE 423.5951

AFTER THE CONTEST and
workshops, an awards
presentation was he}d, at this
time Eric was presented with
his award.

Firefighters assist a Palos scuba diver in chaining up the \Sub-
merJ{ed car to a tow truck winch. ~

SPARTANITE EDITOR IN
CHIEF. Eric Vana. was
awarded first place in a writing
contest held at the 1978 SICA
Journalism Conference.

The contest involved writing
headlines and lead paragraphs
for newspaper articles. Eric
was competing against ap
proximately 25 other students.

About 20 of the 30 schools in
SICA attended the conference,
held at Thornton Community
College in South Holland, Ill.
Eight students attended the
conierence representing
OLCHS. The students spent
much of the day attending
workshops concerning ad-
vertising, administration,
problems, and general
newspaper publishing.

Anil:iU!f2.~t.:f' llr:';~i..lS at Oak Lawn Lake.

Tow truck prepares to pull up the submerged car in almost 15 feet
of water. Photo by Eric Vana

Editor wins award
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considered the "senior class
news." What she does and the
things that happen to her have a
direct (or indirect) effect on us.
I am sure that this is not the
first time in her life that Donna
has been rejected and I doubt
that it will be her last time
either. Everyone feels rejected
at times, it's a part of life and
life is tough all over.

I think the column, Letters to
the Editor, in the SPAR
TANITE is a good idea only if
something constructive can
come from it. Last month's
letter by Vicky Hoffman caused
many hard feeling from a
number of people. If Vick>:
intended to cut up our schoo
and many of its important
organizations, I think that she
did a very good job. I believe
everyone has the right to his or
her opinion but I think tha
person should have some first
hand knowledge backing up her
views before expressing those
views so strongly and
publically.

MICHELLE SCOTT

Page 5

Dear Edi tor:
We'd like to take this op

portunity to express our
feelings and opposing views to
last issue's editorial concerning
those involved in sports, and
student organizations. We think
the author of that article treated
the subject rudely and without
sufficient knowledge.

First of all, the statement
about the cheerleaders,
"They're so worried about their
hair and how "cute" they look
for all the guys," is merely a
personal opinion and totally
irrelevant. What high school
age girl doesn't worry about her
personnal appearance? Or are
you implying that cheerleaders
don't des rve that privilege'?
You seem to ignore the fact that
cheerleaders represent our
school, therefore, have all the
more reason to want to look
presentable.

The second statement we
wish to refute is, "They never
watch the game--they don't
even know what is going on
during the game, the plays or
when our team is running for
the big TD." This is ridiculous!
Who are you to say what
someone does or doesn't know!

If cheerleaders didn't know
wh'at was going on in the game
they wouldn't know what cheers
to do. If you really paid at
tention at the football games
you'd see that most cheers
correspond to the happenings in
the game. The image you paint
in your article of cheerleaders
is the typical stereotype: a
conceited no mind.

If you used adequate facts
while writing your article you'd
know that cheerleaders must
pass a certain number of
academic courses to remain on
the squad. To accuse an entire
sport (the IHSA recently
declared cheerleading a sport)
of being conceited is childish,
not to mention prejudicial.

l"inally we would like to
respond to your following
statement that, "anyone can
throw a ball through a hoop or
run a pigskin across a line." As
for that, all we have to say is
that you want respect for your
talents (theatre, music, etc.>
but fail to recognize our talents.
For your information ANYONE
can't throw a ball through a
hoop or run a pigskin across a
line. It takes a lot of hardwork,
talent, dedication and guts.
Whether you believe it or not,
we respect your talents and we
only ask that you respect ours.

THE CHEERLEADERS

you aSk lor our sUi>port 01
theatre and other organizations,
then why then do you criticize
the support of sports? I always
thought we were all on the same
side so why can't we all just
support one another?

It is true to say that girls and
boys sports, boys football and
basketball in particular, are the
dominate interest of the school,
but that is how it has always
been.

In last month's letter a gripe
was made about how other
organizations, such as those
dealing with the theatrical
department receive very little
attention in the school
newspaper. If you would turn to
page 6 of November's SPAR
TANITE you will notice a
rather sizeable article con
cerninj;( the plav. DARK OF
THE MOON. May I also point
out that on page 9 of the same
issue there is an article about
the childrens play, WINNIE
THE POOH; an article con
cerning the Forensics team and
an article about VICA events. If
you would open your eyes and
look, you would see that other
organizations besides sports
ARE noticed by the paper and
by the students of the school.

The reason that sports,
especially boys football and
basketball, seem to shine
beneath the spotlight is because
that is what the majority of
people are interested in.
However, look at other athletic
teams like girls gymnastics or
tennis, they too like Thespians,
attract relatively small crowds,
even when the team is winning
and these are "sports". The
same goes for some of the boys
sports such as boys track or
bowling. I understand the
discour ing feeling of being on
a team and having no crowd to
cheer yo4, on at a meet, but we
should nof f.&Js~ out our anger by
criticizing otber organizations
just because they are more
popular and get larger crowd
turnouts.

In regard to the complaints
made about the school
discipline code, I tend to agree.
Our school discipline code is
very struct. Every year we are
subjected to more rules and
regulations that, we students,
must follow. Also, every year
more of our privileges are taken
away which leads many
students into thinking of school
as a kind of prison instead of a
place of learning. Maybe if
everyone abided by the rules,
the discipline code would not be
so hard. However, I consider
this virtually impossible
because there is always
someone who is trying to beat or
break the system. This, in the
long run, hurts everybody
because we all must pay the
penalty.

To the best of my knowledge,
no student at OLCHS has ever
been placed above the set rules
of the school.

We all find ourselves in the
same sinking boat if we break
one of these rules. In my opinion
the section of last month's letter
concerning the so-called
"drunks" at OLCHS was biased
and very vicious. The reason so
much talk arose from the Donna
St. George incident at
Homecoming was because
Donna St. George is Donna St.
George.. She has made a name
for herself, a name she has
worked hard for and deserves. I
am not trying to be Donna's
defense attorney, all I want to
do is try to explain why it
received so much attention. Big
people make big news. Donna
St. George is our class
President so therefore could be

SPARTANITE
The cheerleaoers 00 much more
than just attend games.

During the football season,
every Saturday morning of a
home game the cheerleaders
were at the high school by 9 in
the morning to decorate the
football field and locker room to
psych the guys up. The
cheerleaders also take the time
to make hoops for the football
players to break through at
half-time. Every year they
sponsor the KICK-OFF DAN
CE, which by the way, is
dedicated to the football
players.

At Homecoming the
cheerleaders participate in the
pep rallies, spirit stick contest
and parade. They also take the
responsibility of selling and
distributing the Homecoming
mums. On days of away games,
since'the football bus is over
crowded with equipment, the
cheerleaders have to find their
own transportation to and from
these games, which tends to
cause some problems. Over the
summer the cheerleaders are
required to attend a
cheerleading camp where they
learn new cheers, techniques,
and RULES OF THE GAME.
Yes! Believe it or not, we DO
know what is lZoinlZ on.

The cheerleaders have always
cheered for the guys playing
football but they also cheer to
the crowd so they too can cheer
for their team. The
cheerleader:> cannot help it if
not every single one of their
cheers is accepted by every
person seated in the crowd. As
the saying goes ' You can't
please all the people all the
time, but we try our best. If
anyone feels they could do a
better job, why not try-out?

Cheerleading involves a lot of
hard work, harder than most
people realize. Just recently the
NCA has declared cheerleading
a sport and like all other sports
the cheerleaders have practices
and take part in competition.
Like other atheletes, the
cheerleaders have to follow the
same rules and live up to cer
tain standards set by the school.

The cheerleaders are a
decisive factor to the schools'
spirit and in my opinion do
PLENTY to support the guys on
the team.

Another thing I want to set
straight is the misconception
that some people have about
jocks. The fact of the matter is
that NOT just anyone can throw
a ball in a hoop, or even run a
pigskin across a line. It takes a
very special talented person to
accomplish such tasks. The
statement that atheletes only
have physical ability is not true.
Athletics, besides th~ natural
physical ability nl*'-ded also
involves guts, energy, hard
work, dedication, and brains.
Haven't you ever heard of
"team strategy" or "using your
head on a play"?

Vicky, I agree with you that
other teams such as Forensics,
require many of these same
qualities and skills as the
athletic teams do. What I
disagree with is how you can
judge another persons ability
and minimize his talents when
you have never actually par
ticipated in such sports events
yourself?

The majority of students at
OLCHS are not laughing at the
people in theatre. As a matter
of-fact we recognize and respect
your special talents and hope
the same from you. Vicky, you
shouldn't generalize and put
down the entire school for the
actions of a few derilict students
who are ignorant of such ac
tivities as theatre. In vour letter

leiters
tvfhe
edit()r

DEAR EDITOR:
I have found the need to write

to you and the paper on a
problem I have. This year, I
was asked to join the Discipline
Committee, thinking that I
would have part in making and
passing a few rules that would BRIAN TAYLOR
take a little pressure off and 1------------..
help the students of OLCHS. DEAR EDITOR:

So, I accepted. But my hopes This letter is in response to
were soon put down. I also found the letter written in last month's
that I was wrong, try no fault of paper by Vicky Hoffman. I
the committee. I found that the would like to take this op
administration feels very little portunity to express my
passion for the students of opinion, many of which are
OLCHS. opposing to hers.

The problem is that, during The first organization that
the second week of being, I was Vicki attacked was the
what you'd call one of the cheerleaders. She stated:
senators on the discipline "They're so worried about their
committee. I tried to get a law hair and how "cute" they look
(maybe rule would be better) to for all the guys .... " This is
help the students. As you know, merely a biased, personal
winter is here and the streets opinion of the author and not an
are becoming slick. Due to the actual fact. I feel a person
closing of the smoking area should not comment and
during certain parts of the day, stereotype things he or she
many students have had to find know very little about.
other places to have daily dose The author of last month's
of tabacco. Sometimes, the letter implied that all the
other places that they find are cheerleaders do is demote
in the streets, out of the way of school spirit and stand around
the strangle hold the ad- at games doing retarded cheers
ministration puts around their that have no relation to the
necks, so they go to the streets. aAmp Thi~ is totallv UNTRUE.

The ryling that I'd hoped. to
get passed: "Due to the traffic
problem, the smoking area
would be reopened before
school from 7:30 to 7:50 and
~fter school from 2: 35 to 3, for ~
trial period of three weeks.
The committee voted in favor of
it, but glory was not ours yet 
the administration turned down
the project and we had failed. I
started to wonder if the ad
ministration really cared about

t.E~D~I~T~O~R~'S~N~O~T~E~:----"" the well-being of its students,
but maybe that is a little harsh

Letters to the editor must be to be saying.
imited to 250 words or less. All But let's say there is a girl
etters are subject to editing. (we'll call her Mary Jones), a

Letters containing material senior, who for the past three
pertaining to gripes must be years has gone to the smoking

..s~lig~n,!!"e,!"d!,!"",,!!~~p " area to have a cigarette. When
DEAR EDITOR: the adIl:W1istration closed the

It's really nice to see the south smoking area, Mary was not
end of the building not bare about to give up the morning
anymore. What I'm referring to cigarette she had for the past
is the murals which represent three years. So, like many
the activities at OLCHS. A lot of others, she went to the street to
credit goes to the creators, have her morning cigarette.
organizers, and the volunteers As Mary and may others are
who helped with the murals. having their cigarette, the road

The last time the outer school is fairly slick, as it had snowed.
walls were decorated was She is standing there as a car is
during the Bicentennial year. sliding uncontrollably toward
It's really great to see her, striking her, and killing
something more than just plain her.
brick walls. Nice going, We look at the administration
OLCHS I to see who is to blame, but they
CAROL ROUPAS say that they are not at fault,

because she was not on school
DEAR EDITOR: property. So who is to blame?

In response to a letter to the The students? Or maybe the
editor in the last issue, I was cigarette, that's itt The
very impressed that someone cigarette ran over her!
really cares enough about the No, the way I feel it is that the
school problems and school administration is at fault, for
spirit to write a letter. For in- taking away the smoking area,
stance, I enjoy watching a rightthat the school gave to us
football games also, but it would years ago. But that's the way
make me feel more comfortable the administration works. Just
to see the cheerleaders proceed like giving someone something
their cheers in a more un- they want very much, and just
distracting way, such as trying when the anticipation becomes
to relate to the game instead of high, they take it away.
trying to relate to "Saturday The administration lives on
Night Fever." the motto "Do as we say, not as

I've also heard many low we do." Teachers get days off,
things about the article and the paid vacations, medical ser
person who wrote it. Is this the vices and pay raises. What do
way to handle it? Talking the students get? Just constant
behind people's backs? Saying repeal of the Discipline Code. I
things about other activities as feel that the students should not
if they didn't take the guts, and take this sitting down, they
hard work? should feel fed up with the

I would like to see some system and try to change and if
people at least try it and see they don't soon, the school doors
what it's like. Also, for all the will have chains on them.
people offended by the last So do what I'm doing and
issue, if you don't like being write the paper. In closing, I
called a jock, don't act like one. would like to say to the ad-
NAME WITHHELD ministration that maybe the

story of Mary Jones is made up,
but when Mary is real, the
finger of blame will be pointed
at you, and then you can pass a
rule when it's too late. Just like
the students, the administration
will learn from its faults.
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hat would you give your true love?

If there were 13 days of Christmas , ~bitorial

Pat Wasielewski
Brenda Nanney
Becky Kutsulis

Mary Ellen Luby
KarenLech
Ray Elliott

EricVana
Dave Niemeyer

Roy Bernard
Carol Dornan

Donna St. George
George Daly, Bill Geary

are afraid that if they stand up
for their school they will be
humiliated. What a joke, it
should be the other way around.

The attitude that the school
has to be bad is wrong. The
feelin~ of pride and spirit is
great. "Think" enjoying a
school makes it that much
easier to get through.

OLCHS will never be perfect,
but the way the attitude is going,
now, you wouldn't notice it if it
was. Not only stop putting down
the school but stop putting down
each other. I'm sick of hearing,
"I hate the jocks," "I hate the
burnouts," "I hate whoever."

We are the same, only our
lifestyles are different because
of circumstances. What I mean
is, there were things that
happened in our lives that made
us what we are today, and the
things that happen today will
affect us in the future. We like
the way we're living and we're
searching for a better way to
live. No one likes to be told their
way of living is wrong, because
personnally, they don't think so.

We are only human beings
and far from being perfect.
Criticism is good if used to try to
help someone and if the person
receiving it remembers that
someone is trying to help them
improve. Attacking one another
with words trying to feast your
own ego is bad news.

To you, the silent majority,
don't let someone else try to tell
you that the school is bad. Think
about yourselves and if
something bothers you, you
raise hell, use the paper and get
the problem solved.
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'Cool' put down school

BY TIM REYNA
Does anybody out there like

the school? Of course, the an
swer often will be, "No."

Why do most people (that's
right "most people" I dare
someone to prove me wrong)
dislike the school? I receive
answers such as "I hate the
school because it's unfair" or
"It's a jock school" and of
course, "It sucks."

OLCHS does have its
problems, but the problems are
not the reason why students
dislike the school. It's because,
"It's cool to put down the
school."

No one has the guts to say
"Yeah, I like the school," even
though they may feel that way.
No one likes to go against the
majority, who hates the school.

This majority is made up of
people unwilling to speak for
themselves being pushed into
this attitude started by two
minority groups. T)le jocks and
the burnouts, are these minority
groups. Both breeds are seen
and heard throughout each day.
The burnouts are known for
their way of talking and

. dressing, four-letter words, and
army jackets. The jocks are
also known for their way of
talking and dressing such as,
"Hey coach" and team jerseys.
I'm not trying to put anyone
down, I'm just making a point.

Both of these groups, and this
is just a generalization, hate
OLCHS. Each reason why
depends on the individual. But it
is this attitude along with their
outspokeness that gives other
people who aren't jocks or
burnouts an unfair chance to
make up their own mind. People

didn't know what, till I asked a
person next to me what hap
pened. Not everyone knows all
the rules of basketball. They
should have an announcer. If
anyone is interested in an
nouncing at the basketball
games, talk to Mr. Scarppelli.

BETH WYDRA-SENIOR
Me.

KEVIN WALSH-JUNIOR
13 bottles of wine.

MARK JOHNSEN-
SOPHOMORE

13 diamonds in a heart ring.

less enthusiastic.
At most of the away games

the bands are a lot smaller in
size. Which enables them to
learn new songs faster. For
example, learning our school
song, or Christmas Carols. It
gives the opposing team 8!1
inviting feeling, to hear their
own song.

There I was sitting in the
stands watching a good
basketball game. When the
audience started clapping.
Something had happened, but I

_... \ "

Photo by Terri Wiley

SCOTT McCAULEY-
FRESHMAN

13 tickets to a concert.

JULIE STRAUSS_
SOPHOMORE

All my love.

KATHY COCHRENE-
SENIOR

I don't know. We'd probably'
be fighting the rest of the 12
days.

Diminishing crowds
The wrestlers could be giving

the basketball players com
petition. There seems to be a
decrease in attendance at the
basketball games. Could it be
the regularity of the songs
played by the pep band? Or not
knOWing any of the players
except the starting line up?

One of the most important
parts of a basketball game is
the band. Our pep band's
spirited music is what gets the
crowd, "rowdie." For without
our band the crowd would be
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to any particular group. Dan Sullivan's column on
drinking at school dances was his own opinion, not
necessarily the opinion of the whole staff. We feel that
he was justified in writing that column.

Another point we wish to stress; We believe in
covering sports, theatre, music, and club events. We
don't consider ourselves partial to any group. We try
very hard to write about as many activities as
possible, but our staff is not large enough to cover
everything. We try to cover activities that interest the
most people. If students feel that more should be
written about a certain activity, they should submit a
story to the paper themselves. We would like to get
information first-hand from members of groups. This
way, credit would be given where it was due.

We want student input for the paper, but the
SPARTANITE Is not for personal vendettas. If
anyone has a complaint about a certain group, go to it
and tell the people involved about it. They might not
like what is said or take the advice given, but most
likely they will think about what has been said and
might do something about it. If the matter is im
portant to the whole student body and something has
to be done, then it should be brought to the SPAR·
TANITE.

We are open to suggestions. If anyone has ideas or
houghts to share with us about the paper, we'd like to
ear them. We hope other organizations will consider
his idea, too.

NOTICE: The SPARTANITE is a student newspaper.
In fact, OLCHS students, it is your new~paper.We try ~

to inform you about school events and happenings. We
feel, though that certain students are taking ad
vantage of the paper.

The SPARTANITE is here for students to voice
Itheir opinion. It is not, however, a place to let out
hostilities against certain groups. In the recent pasT,
people involved in specific activities and
organizations (including our own) have decided to,
more or less, "cut each other up", using the SPAR
TANITE AS A MEANS OF CSMMUNICATION. We
are not here to voice students gripes -- at least ex
clusively.

We know we have had a few problems in the past.
As most students know, the whole staff was fired and
re-hired. This was to teach us a lesson in leadership
and the purpose of hard work. We have also heard
quite a few complaints pertaining to stories about the
Senior Class President (2nd edition.)

We want to make something clear. Anyone can
write for the SPARTANITE. In Fact, we'd like for
them to. If you have something to say that would
somehow affect the students, teachers, ad
ministrators, etc., we want to hear it. Also, the
SPARTANITE is not censored. The reporters and

lease as

Christmas in full swing, downtown at Carson's. Stat . . '
.. nOlu 011 IV lVVO "_ 'lour children of those wonderful ~hrJstmases,or will

-~ , 50 l.;}/ ....."'... "'..the counter for faster service. . ~.~? ,~-

These and a few other delightful sayings are what It is hard to take brisk walks in the snow with the
we shall hear for the next few weeks as the great snow plows pouring mounds of snow at your feet.
Christmas rush begins. Then they give you a quick blast of rock salt. City ice

The stores are crowded with people. Mothers ponds are so filled with pollution, you can't skate
chasing their children around the store; the children anymore. Of course, there is the great thrill of
who are playing with expensive toys. People jammed tobogg'aning. After you climb 20 flights of stairs, there
against each other looking at the display windows, is the long line for the chutes. Toboggans will slam
and don't forget the holiday artist: the pick-pocket. against you as you reacli the end of your long wait.
He will make more money in one day then J. Paul Then the big moment comes, the tobbogan is set
Getty did in a month. The floors will be set like a mine down, and whoosh, you're at the bottom of the hill in
field. There is gum wads, soda pop, and popcorn two minutes. And you'll run up 20 flights at stairs to
everywhere. get in line again.

People pushing, people shoving, just to reach the While on the subject of things which bring joy ~~

greatest thrill of the day, a cashier. Christmas, let's take a look at some of the words in
As a mother holding small children knocks you out our Christmas carols. For instan"'" "Chestnuts

of line with her shopping cart, remember: This is the roasting on an open fire." For the .I ir d part, open
time of good cheer, and put a smile on your face, and fires are illegal in most parts. Or "0.., holy night, the
say,. "Excuse me." This sign of courtesy will stars are shining brightly." With all the pollution, we
probably put her in shock, leaving your spot in line can't see many stars. How about. "Deck the halls
vacant again. with boughs of holly." In most publicly used halls, all

Christmas is a time to make memories for the rest there is, posters and pornography, neither of which
of your life. When you're older, you'll be able to tell are very good. And the song Anita Bryant hates, "Tis

the season to be jolly, fa la la la la la la la la."

Vou hear a hello
From a voice like a squeak.
vou hug her and kiss her,
And wipe off the snow,
Of course, it's alright,

. Because - mistletoe.
Vou sit and sip eggnog,
And talk of the day,
Spending Christmas Eve,
In your own special way.
Relaxing in dreams,
And memories in time.
Then hear some sleigh bells,
At least in your mind.

Vou listen to carols,
Then holler at mom.
"I'm starving!" and "What's
there to eat'?"
She yells in reply
While stomping her feet.
"Sit in that seat, we're soon
gonna eat!"
The day's running on,
And dad's finally home,
He talks of the weather,
And calls on the phone.
Says hi to Grandma
And his sister, Aunt Kay,
He wishes them a merry,
And nice Christmas Day.
Dinner's now ready,

BY JIM MADDOX

Twas the day before Christmas,

The day before Christmas
Dad says his prayer,
vou dig in to eat,
And find a dog hair.
Mter you eat,
Vou're calm and content
But times flying by,
And it's time that you went.
Vou get in the car,
Mter brushing it off,
Wipe off the windows,
To get off the fog.
Vou drive to your loves
And knock on the door,
Stomp off your feet,
As your mouth goes brrr.
A face at the window,
And the door starts to creak,

And all through the land,
People've been shopping,
And spending a granl1.
Kids are all nervous,
And dad's still at work,
Mom's in the kitchen,
And calls Boss "a jerk."
All through the house,
You're feeling so cold,
The heat's gone out,
So you stand by the stove.
The dryer is going,
The radio's on,



Tripper,
I will 'never stop
loving you.
Charlene

Dear Senior girls,
George Daly does it.

Tony,
Cake and coffee Sat.
night?
Love, Nancy

December 20 1978

Do it Do it Do it
Disco

Annette,
Drop Swannie and come
with me.

Love, Bob------
To Larry C.,
Isn't W.C. fat?
Signed,
The mad geographer

To the O.S Express,
D.S. is a jock.
Shots

To
S.C., Sherrie Softball, Bonnie.
Eldest sis, Pattie Popular,
Roseann Roseannadana and
Dad,
Merry Christmas!
Love ya, Laurie

Yo-yo, Walnut, Mulnut 7 & Co.
Vacations will be funl '
We'll have to talk sometime
about experiences with '
orange juice.
Love ya'll
Bronze
P.S. Make the best of our
senior year. I am!

Happy Birthday
"N the P."
Love,
Judith Ann
Marie Stork

I I love you, Mike.
C.S.

To: Kelly & Tut
Are your chestnuts
roasting on an open
fire????
Merry Christmas,
L.O.L. Peum & Concert
Tina

Happy Sweet 16, Kathy.
Luv,
Barooba II

H.D.,
What are yOll doin'?
H.K.

MFS,
Stay loose as a goose.
MFW

"Ernie"
I'll love you forever
and ever. I hope
your Christmas is
happy.
Love, your "Baby"

Dodi
Happy Birthday,
Love ya, Vinnie

Sweetie,
You've made my life complete.
Cupcake

Happy Sweet 16, Gina
Luv,
Barooba I

Rex,
I think you have a
fantastic bod, you have
a nice head of hair.
Love, me

Moses, Schultz, Kim,
Jewels, and Tammie
Have Merry X-mas.'
and a wild New Year.
(s eve)
Friends Always,
Swan

Mickey:
Meet ya under the
Mistletoe!
Braby

A.J. is the Cookie Monster
L.M. .

ATTENTION ALL WITCHES:
Meeting at Carol Schiavitti's
house Wednesday. BYOB
(Bring your own broom.)
Karen Wolf
Vice-Witch

Herb,
Hope Santa leaves you
in my stocking ...
Love ya, Sue

------
Debbie & Sue,
Merry Christmas.
Love, Sue

Eat Grundy!

Cutes
We love you
from

Jill and Kim

Looney's friends,
Merry Christmas!
Loved Ya Lots,
Looney Cooney

------
Merry Christmas,
Becky, Beth, Evelyn, Joe.
Luv, Terri

Chris,
Christmas will be
nothing without you.
S.L.

Merry Christmas Scarp I
Lisa

Merry Christmas imd
Happy Birthday,
Tinker Bell.
Love, Spoola

SPARTANITE

Paul,
You're a cutie!
G.K.

Has Santa really been wat
ching?

Sax,
You're a honey!
2nd

Laurie,
Merry Christmas!
P .S. Pay up on the bet.
Love, Mark .

C.D.
Coaches are great,
Bills are too.
You know who
is for you.
J.G.

Annie,
You've made "78" a great year
for me. Love, Lisa

He's so nice

Merry Christmas, Mr. Simone!
Lisa

Russ, I luv you,
Merry Christmas!
Guess Who

T.C.A.,
Hope Santa is good to ya.
Love, Sue

KW
Hey, your the
greatest! \
Love ya always Kev,
DB
P.S. One-two-three

Kathy,
Hope your birthday is
one of the best. Always
remember, "Didn't know!"
Love Always .
Carol

Mike,
Have a real nice
Christmas & a
Happy New Year.
Love Always,
Anna

Sue,
You're the greatest
friend anyone can have.
Merry Christmas t
Love, Teresa

Kevin,
Happy Holidays to the
guy I love!
Love Always, Chery

Catalina,
Hola Feliz Navidad.

Su
Mejor Amiga
Ana

Ethel,
I knew it from the start-
Our love shall fracture each
star
And you shall inherit the
universe.
Ernie

Jodi
Happy Birthday!
We love you.
Friends-
Carol & Maureen

Anne & Ron,
Merry Christmas!
You're the best!
Love always
Carol

Woerner is an okay guy.
Luv, Me.

Kathy,
Always remember 0lU'~ rshall
Field's try-Qns. It was fUJll
Happy Birthday.
Love ya, -~
Maur

Merry Christmas to
all my friends.
From, Sloppy Seal

Merry Christmas David,
Big R. Beast.
Love, me

Hey,
Bob and Tina,
Woo-woo.
KW·DB

Punkin'
I know this will last forever.
Merry Christmas. Always
remember, I love you.
Love-
Angel

Carrie,
I'll keep your secrets if
you keep mine.
Friends forever-
Carol

Smile, who me?

Bulldozer,
I love you. .
Happy 1st year.
Nernie

Max & Nan,
Merry Christmas I
Suz

Guy,
Merry Christmas I
Love, Your Poopie

Bob, Mickey, John
Try to stay out of
trouble for the next
3 months and have a
Merry Christmas.
Love Always,
Vicki, Bonnie, Rita

(Your DP's)

Maury,
Merry Christmas to
my favorite daughter
and best friend.

Love Always,
Cary

Merry Christmas
Rippers
(watch your locker)

Page 8
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Dad,
Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year.
D.B.

Dear Scott McAuley,
You turn us on!
Love,
The girls in 4a.

Senior guys are sexy.
Love, Junior Girls

Wierdzac, Why? dra,
Merry Christmas, Happy
New Year.
W's Rule.
Luv, Wiley Coyote

Hi Fred
Love Sam

To the man on the Silver
Mountain

Merry Christmas! By the way

-;s it cold up there.
From your not so secret
Admirer

------
Lori:

Your Admirer

M.R.
You Have a Dolly Parton

Body?

Sweetie,
I love you.
Cupcake

To our favorite Dad:
Merry Christmas!
With alot of love
from your 4 darling
daughters: Maureen,
Carol, Maryellen,
and Laurie

Truckdrivers are
breakers

Cement,
Oh he's a brick house.
Love, That girl.

AI, the kid,
A wild and crazy guy.
Love, A wild and crazy
Disco Mamma

Tony,
You are mine,
I am yours ... :
Thanks.
Love,
Your Little Baby

David,
Do you wanna Dip?
Love, Dippy

heart-

Woodstock,
Famous line, "Could it be
serious," is it?
Snoopy

Junior girls are still
gorgeous.
Love, Senior Guys

Woodstock,
Remember, my heart belongs
to you.
Merry X-mas.
Love, Snoopy

To M.D.
Merry Christmas and Happy
Anniversary.
Love, Miss Duck

Beagle,
Bills do it better!
Sleezy

Melissa Frisco,
Let's disco and
get down.

For Sale:
'71 Chrysler Newport Custom
2dr., PS, PB, AC, R.D.W., Good
Runner, good body. ~7oo or best
offer. Call Tom anytIme after 5
p.m. 636-2106

Moped; Columbia Commuter
3 months old.
$475.00 or best offer.
425-4430

For Sale:
'72 Matador. Good running
cond.,
cheap. 499-2079.

Happy Birthday, Mary Mol
Love, Jodi

Porky,
Watch out for flying reindeer.
F.F.W.

Helen,
Thanks. Merry Christmas!
Love Always-
Carol

Sweeds forever!
Uncle L. Bill S Mark C.
Key K. Rogiei V.

Cos,
I still love you
and always Will.
Lori.

Cos, I love you.
Lori

Hey Dan,
Who loves you?
Baby

J.T.
My Blue Christmas,
From a wild and crazy kind

of guy. .

David Hoffman,
We don't want your autograph!

Hey Mulnut,
Love those legs t

Luv, your favorite gymnast (1
hope)

Jane,
We know all,
we have looked in
your windows,
The Brewskis

Brian,
I'll always love you!
Terri

Mark,
You're doing great! See ya in
school, soon!
JBR

Dear Dave,
I want you in my stocking
for Christmas.
Your Elf

Sis, .
May your Christmas wish come
true!
Love, Anne

\.-
Fido,

Merry Christmas and Happy
14 months.

Love, Rover

All Baroobas:
Merry Christmas and Happy

New Yearsl (Eve)!

David Hoffman,
Hi!

Merry Christmas and a very
happy
New Year. To Beth, Becky, Joe,
Terry, and Mary Ellen.
Love Always, Guess Who

Nancy L.,
Sleazebag would like to pull
your leg!

Brenda,
How do you like being President

of C. of B.B.?
Your Loyal Subjects

To:
Becky and Bill
Terry and Bill
Beth and Randy
Merry Christmas!
The duck.

Junior Girls,
You may be beautiful but Senior

girls do it better!

Dear Scott,
Merry Christmas!
Love, Wendy

Merry Christmas Beasties I

Bronze, Cripper, Yo-yo,
Reflecting brought back alot of
memories, and there will be
more.
HAPPY NEW YEAR! III
OJ

Cary,
Your a great friend I
I'll always remember P.B.P.
and "Didn't Know" Good
luck with our mutual relative.
Merry Christmas.
Love, Maury

Diane,
Check out the blondel
Shawn ------
Bod Squad,
We'll have "vitamin CIt
together.
OJ

Diane M.,
What are you giving
away for Christmas?
4th period

Seniors Guys,
Try taking some lessons from
Junior Guys. They know how.to
to do it. ,

Seniors Girls

Jodi,
Have a happy birthday and
a merry christmas.
J.G.

Sam,
Merry Christmas and a

Happy 10 months. I'm just a
wild and crazy kind of guy!

Love Always.,
Freddy

Merry Christmas Patl
If you only knew ...

Chic,
Merry Christmas!

Peggy

Love, J.G.

Grams,
Have a merry merry christmas.

Helen,
PUD. Have a Happy
Christmas.
Love ya,
Snuggles

L.B.
I hope all your dreams
come true. Merry
Christmas.
Love you,
H.D.

Dear Cheechee, Sobo,
Quincy, Skinny, Otter,
Janie, Naomi, Cuz,
Nemo, and Moe,
Merry Christmas! !
Love, Shelly W.

Teresa, Carla, Sue,
May your Christmas
wishes come true.
Love you, Annie

Cupcake,
I hope to spend all
my holidays with you.
Love, Sweetie

Punkin'
You're the only thing I want
for Christmas. Thanks for
everything,
Love Always,
Your Angel

Merry Christmas,
Bronze, Toky, and Mulnut.
Love, Yo-Yo
P.S. Dopededope

dopededope

Debbie, you're great I
Merry Christmas I
Love, Lisa
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Tradition" Dies Slow Death
By PAT WASIELEWSKI

HEAR YE, HEAR YE, this is
a proclamation to state that
tradition is dying a slow and
long but progressive death.

Yes people it is true and I hate
to say it but all the tradition
behind our most important
holidays is slowly being snuffed
out, that is, nobody cares
anymore.

All the fun behind any holiday
was one of the greatest things to
look forward to when I was a
kid, but it seems now that all the
fun has been drained out of
holidays. When a holiday comes
up nowadays people think of it
as a burdensome occasion and
not as a meaningful one.

Let's start with Easter. The
Easter holiday has become a
lime of Easter baskets, fuzzy
baby ducks and Peter Cot
tontail. Children only care
about what candy and other
goodies have been left to them
in their Easter baskets. Very
few children know the real
reason for Easter, that Easter
Sunday was the day that Jesus
Christ rose from the tomb.

NOW LET'S TAKE a look at
the Fourth of July. It was on the
Fourth of July in 1776 that the
United States of America
declared its independence from
Great Britain and began its long
battle to become a honest-to
goodness country. It's on this
date every year that we
celebrate our country's bir
thday, but in the last few years
that hasn't been so, except for
the summer of 1976 mavbe.

Every year we sho-uld be
rejoicing the fact that we've
remained this way for over 200
years. Whatever happened to
all the fireworks and block
parties? It's gotten to the point
where some cities don't even
have a fireworks display
anymore.

Halloween was once one of the
greatest holidays for a kid. It
was fun to put up all kinds of
decorations hoping that one of
them might scare someone and
trying to decide what type of
face one's pumpkin should be
for that year. The real topper
was dressing up in a homemade
costume and going Trick-or
Treatinl'! with a bunch of

friends. At the end of the
evening one came home a little
tired and cold to sit down to a
nice warm cup of hot chocolate
and baked pumpkin seeds to
sort out the candy collected for
that evenin,g.

What has hap ened to
Halloween is that it has turned
into a dangerous night and not
very much fun for the younger
kids. There are sick people who
put razor blades, pins and other
harmful things into the candy
that they give out thinking it a
joke. Teenagers roam the
streets looking for something or
someone to egg, .TP. or get
their fill of shaving cream. To
sum it all up, Halloween isn't
fun anymore.

NEXT ON THE calendar is
Thanksgiving. Traditionally
and historically remembered as
the day the pilgrims shared
their meal of thanks with the
native Indians of the area.

How many people ever think
of the historical significance of
Thanksgiving and not just the
fact that it's the day th.-'

#'0. ~.I''' ..

stuffing and pumpkin pie?
The bi~~estholiday letdown is

that of Christmas. All the
meaning of the Christmas
season has been killed. The
dreaded disease of com
mercialism cancer has spread
to the world's most important
holiday.

December 25th, or Christmas
Day, as it is most commonly
called, is the birthday of Jesus
Christ, the day he was born into
this world. How many people
really think of this as the
Christmas season draws near?

'SEEM THAT NOW
Christmas is a time of Santa
Claus, presents, Rudolf, elves,
Frosty the Snowman and
Hardrock, Coco and Joe, Sure
all of these things are part of the
Christmas holiday but what has
happened to the historical and
traditional reason for
celebrating Christmas?
Commercialism has taken care
of tradition and replaced it with
being a burden of the com
petitive kind.

People feel the need to
'~'Q with each other as far

can give to someone before they
break their bank.

Those are just a few ideas on
how tradition is dying its slow
death but given a few more
years it could be gone per
manently.

Christmas S~

season as JC Penney increases
its employees by nearly 400.

All employees are prosecuted
when caught shoplifting. Theft
would drastically decrease if
stores were allowed to make
police checks on prospective
employees, but due to an "In
vasion of Privacy Act" made by
the Supreme Court, this has
been declared illegal.

To most shoplifters, 'what'
they steal has little importance.
Mr. Fletcher summed it up by
saying, "Teenagers that
wouldn't normally steal from a
friend will steal from a big
chain because they think
something stolen from a big
chain won't hurt."

t!
showed me a classic example 01
a professionai shoplifter. A
woman, 49 years old, arrested
22 times for crimes ranging
from con game, and bad checks,
to narcotics, grand theft, and
prostitution. To Mr. Burns the
pattern seemed obvious. "The
lady has a drug habit she needs
to support. She resorted first to
prostitution as a means of
support, but not earning enough
to support the habit and getting
older besides, she turned to
retail theft as a means of
support."

Although most shoplifters are
prosecuted, they alCJne are not
the people who pay for their
crime. Shoplifting losses are
generally not absorbed at ail by
the stores from which the goods
are stolen. Instead, losses are
absorbed by the individual
consumer who will pay more for
merchandise purchased.

Consumers not only absorb
the cost of the merchandise
stolen, but also the cost of in
creased security, alarm
systems, time in court and

• increased sales personnel.
Shoplifting does account for

great amounts of store loss but
even more so is the loss due to

Wa) 'IP {:'- l.ucille BC'kla

t3~ FLOWERS
& Interior Decor

3800 WEST 9:5TH STREET

r VfRGREEN PARK. ILLINOIS 60642

PHON 423·8446-47

That is certainly not-th~.~nly
kind of shoplifter. Shoplift~rs

come in many assortmed\s,
including young boys, mid~
age ladies, professionals, and
even families who steal
together.

The next question I asked is
probably the most common,
"What happens when a person
gets caught shoplifting?" Ac
cording to Mr. Fletcher and his
assistant, Mr. William Burns,
an adult, a person of age 17 or
more, will almost always be
sent to the police and
prosecuted. A person under 17
can expect to have their parents
notified to come to the store and
pick them up and depending on
the cooperation and attitude of
the people Involved mayor may
not be prosecuted.

Professionai shoplifters are
aiways prosecuted but it is
estimated that a good
professional shoplifter gets
caught only once -out of every
one hundred times.

Professionai shoplifters, who
in general are responsible for
the more expensive thefts, are
usually stealing to support a
drug habit, whereas the
teenager is usually shoplifting
to keep up with the peer group
or for the thrill of it.

BY NNA ST. GEORGE

Walking through doors that
read "Employees Only" and
then led down winding aisles
through a huge and crowded
stockroom, I came to the office
of Mr. Charles Fletcher,
manager of security at JC
Penney.

Before the interview started,
Mr. Fletcher and his crew were
discussing. an incident that
occurred the previous day. The
mentioning of guns, knives and
the theft of television sets made
me realize for the first time that
shoplifting does not solely
consist of a child stealing a
candy bar or a teenager
stealing cosmetics.

Retail theft, otherwise known
as shoplifting, is the number
one crime in the United States
today, and will' increase by
approximately 30 per cent
during the Christmas Season.
These facts, quoted by Mr.
Fletcher, will account for ap
proximately eight billion
dollars of merchandise stolen
nationwide this year.

Mr. Fletcher explained that
the Christmas season for most
shoppers will take place in
November and December,
increasing the store volume by
four times. With this huge
density of people, shoplifting
increases.

When asked who is his· most
common shoplifter, Mr. Flet
cher replied that a female,
white, and between the ages of
14 and 17, who will be stealing
cosmetics or fashion jewelry is
the most common stereotype.
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Commemorate your love
this Christmas with an exqUi
site Orang BI ssom dla
mond engagement nng
crafted Just for you All
Orange Blo sam dlamonc;l
engagem nt nngs are fully
warranted for on year VI It
us and w 'II h Ip vou makp
vour dream come true at
Chnslm "

See what Santa has for youl

A ALFRED'S

~ngeblossom
s.rv.';P~:f~·nd jell'e"erN

1530 S. CIc.ro A"•.• OAK LAWN
425-3050 Open Evenlnp6730 WEST 96th STREET

OAK LAWN. ILLlNOII60453

SPARTANITE

CRAFT SUPPLIES

TRAINS . PLANES

Merry Christmas
424-6131 PAT'S
~ H088IES&

CRAFTS,INc.
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How to get an Interview

Doug
Kershaw

"Louisiana Man"
Dec. 17

Grass Roots
"Sooner Or Later"

Dec. 22 & 23

Wild Cherry
"Play That Funky Music"

Dec. 30&31
Special New Year's

Eve Party.
Open till 2a.m.

person there. I decideo t08t I
would just take the chance. I
couldn't let her know the truth. I
knew that if I did. I would blow
the whole thing. I said "His
name is Tom Johnson." I don't
know why I said that name. It
just popped out of my mouth.
Jane was just looking at me
shaking her head like it's never
going to work.

Just then, to my total
disbelief, I heard her say,
"Here it is, Tom Johnson, his
cell is B-34. His number is A
284... "

The moral of this story is
Persistance Pays Off.

Mary
MacGr~or

"Torn Between Two Lovers"
Dec. 26. 27. & 28

Rare Earth
"I Just Want To Celebrate"

Dec.29 .

Joh Mayall and

R~R~:~O~~!:~ell
Dec.~l & 2

The Shirelles
"Soldier Boy"
"Will You Still

Love Me Tomorrow"
Dec. 3

Heartsfield
Chicago's Own

"Music Eyes"
Dec.8&9

Musique
Disco QUeens
"In The Bush"

Dec. 10

Willie lames
81 Paradise
"Tommy 01 TV's

'EIGHT IS ENOUGH' "
Dec. IS & 16

Appearing live in December

Amusement Park
Take 1·55 (Stevenson Expressway) to Rt. 53.

Bolingbrook, IL (312) 759·1895. FREE PARKlNG.

Open every day during Christmas vacation.
Old Chicago featurin-" live entertainment

every weekend. Plus thrill rides, games, eateries
and the Windy City Disco all for just one low

admission price. For show times, call 759-1895.
Or see weekend editions of Chicago Tribune or

Sun-Times. Tickets available at.box office
and all Ticketron outlets.

I said, "I hope so" and asked
her what has to be done to visit a
prisoner. She asked if I was on
his visiting list. I said no. She
then said, "You'll have to write
to him and ask him to put you
on. Only he can put you on his
list." She asked me if I had his
cell number to write to him.

Since I didn't know anyone, I
had to say no. She said sh~ could
get me his prisoners number
and cell number. She asked, "Is
it your husband?"

I tried not to sound horrified
and said, "No, just'a friend."
The question I ~ad been
dreading came. She asked,
"What is his name?".

I had to make my decision.
Should I tell her the truth, that I
just wanted to do an interview
and talk to any prisoner, or
should I just make up a name
and hope that there is ."uch a

question ana he sala, "Lady,
this is the Management
Department of Illinois Bell".

When I called there and
proceeded to say, "What do you
have to do to visit a prisoner?"
The man increduously replied,
"What?!?" I repeated my
number for Joliet State
Penetentiary.

I said "Il1inois Bell, What is
going on?" He then said that I
probably didn't dial the right
area code.

I sai.d "Oh. The operator
didn't give me one." He gave
me Joliet's area code. With the
prison number and the area
code, I thought that the next
phone call was going to be the
last. Well, I was wrong. I asked
the lady who answered about
visiting a convict.

She hooked me up with the
prison information. The in
formation lady was chomping
on something and I guess I
didn't get the number right that
she gave me. She said, "Call
civics. It's in the next building."
I called the number and a man
answered the phone. He said,
"Hello, Montgomery Ward Auto
Department, may I help you?"
All I could do at this point was
make moaning noises. I hung up
on him and called Joliet PrisQn
back and told them that I
needed to get hold of the civics
department. I also told them
what just happened.

She said "Honey, information
could have just hooked you up
with civics, she didn't have to
give you a number to call."

I just told her it was all right,
I didn't care. (At this point Jane
and I could have believed
anything.) I asked her if she
could connect me with civics.
She said "Sure". The ringing
stopped.

A woman's voice said "Joliet
State Penitentiary Civics
Department, May I help you?"

Tafdes

Call 423-6201

for a great pizza

Go to

Non-School sponsored

5 days - $295

When you get the munchies

1 asked whose number it was
and he said it was criminal
information. I thought I was
getting somewhere. After I
called there, I found out tha~ it
was NOT criminal informatIOn
but branch 44 of the same
building.

I said, "Don't you have the
phone number of the correc
tional facilities in Illinois?" He
said he didn't. He told me that
he was just there to answer
phones. He gave me another
number. After three more calls
and getting nowhere, I was
really getting discouraged.

Jane's hand hurt from
frantically writing down all the
numbers I was getting. I called
the next number llnd the lady
was some kind of counselor. She
told me she didn't know much
about prisons.

See Mr. Brodemus

COlORADO-5-DAY EASTER

She then said "I do know that
the biggest one is Joliet State
Penetentiary". I said thanks
and called inf«mation. They
gave me the phone number for
Joliet information. No one
answered so I called the
operator. She gave me the

get convicted of felonies. She
said in a bored voice, "Who is it
that you want to find out
about?"

I told her that it was no cer
tain person, I just want to know
in general where criminals
went after being found guilty.
She said that there are about
eight to ten correctional
fa~ilities in Il1inois.

1asked ~r for the names and
phone numbers of them.

She replied, "I don't know,
call this number and they'll tell
you". I Cfllled the number she
gave me and asked the same
question.

The man who took the call
said, "This is the Sheriffs office.
I don't have this information,
why don't you try this number."

With my friend Jane's help,
we sat down by the phone ready
to call a prison. U we would
have known then that two hours
later we would still be at that
phone getting big run-arounds, I
would have been able to
visualize myself in a dentists
office with a notebook in my
hand.

Since I had no idea where
prisoners got sent, I s~rted out
by calling the Chicago Police
station. I asked the lady what
happens to the criminals who

By BECKY STRYSZAK

After reading the last issue of
the Spartanite, and also w~th a
little influence from my JOur
nalistic writing teacher,
(You've all got stories due on
Monday") I decided that I
would write an atticle.

"Make it interesting" he said.
"Write it so people will want to
read it and not skip over it." I
thought that was pretty obvious
and decided that I would come
up with an interesting and in
formative article. It won't be
hard I thought to myself. The
first step is to think of a good
topic. Interesting topics were as
easy to come by as I thought.
My great hopes started to
dwindle down though, as I
began to realize that I would
have to talk to someone pretty
interesting or witness
something spectacular before I
could write the story that I
wanted to.

It was then that the idea of
going to a prison to talk to a
convict came to me. Now I had
to be realistic about this and I
thought tha~ it was more
possible than my earlier ideas
like wondering what I would
have to do to get Steve Martin
on the phone. I knew that my
prison idea would be more in
teresting than getting an in
terview with our family dentist
like my parents suggested.
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BRENDA NANNEY

424-6010
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presents you've received. You
got everything you wanted
almost. Isn't there always
something you wanted but
didn't get? Everybody just
loved your presents.

Sniff! Sniff! The turkey is in
the oven cooking deliciously.
Finally, your mom calls "Come
and get ill" You rush to the
dining room - the same meal as
Thanksgiving right down to the
pumpkin pie. Gee was that only
a month ago? How time flies.
After you've stuffed yourself,
this lime for 11 months, you're
drowsy and turn in early. As
you drift off to sleep, you think
"Holy Cow! Only ten more days
of vacation left!"

COLONIAL MANOR FLOWERS

Flowers for al/ Occasions

9058 South Cicero
Oak Lawn, IL 60453

-- ' .... -

CRaugch -CQ ib~Oltd

vacation! Sleeping late, no
homework, going out every
night and millions of things you
can't even think of to do. Oh the
fun you'll have. .

Christmas songs are playtng,
the trees and decorations are
being put up and presents are
being wrapped. Christmas Eve
is a maglc tll.lea mgnt. M f!lany
thin$s are g010g on. Last mmute
detaIls are being taken care of
in a hurry. It's Santa's big night
of course. Little boys and girls
can hardly sleep wondering
"What will Santa bring me?"
Finally, after drifting off into a
dream-filled nigh1. ..

Merry Christmas! In the
flurry of paper wrappings and
bows, you exclaim "Thank
you I" for all the wonderful

\\ ~...----------------...

SPARTANITE

by Debbie Brooks
Mmm. The smell of turkey

cooking in the oven. The stuf
fing, mashed potatoes, yams,
cranberry sauce, hundreds of
different kinds of breads and
jello salads and the ultimate
pumpkin pie. You stuff yourself
because heck you might have to
wait a whole month to eat the
same meal again. Why
tomorrow the papers will be
filled with Christmas sales.
Christmas sales?

Christmas season has no
official beginning. It's a per
sonal preference of when you
want to start celebrating the
Christmas season.

The first snow gracefully
descends from the clouded sky,
occasionally sticking to trees
and rooftops. After a few hours,
there is enough snow. Enough
snow for What, one may ask.
Enough snow to make a
snowman. The little children of
the neighborhood put on their
snowsuits and boots and run
outside to make the first
snowman of the year. The
memories of your childhood
flash back as you see the rosy
cheeked kids make angels in the
snow. After playing in the snow
until they're exhausted or the
snow is gone, they come in
ready for hot chocolate and
writing Christmas lists.

Christmas catalogs are
dragged out and looked through
very carefully-page by page.
Once the lists are made and
mailed to Santa Claus on the
North Pole, the campaign "Be
good-Santa's elves are wat
ching" begins.

Realizing Christmas shopping
has to be done, the pennies are
furiously counted. As usual
you're broke and nobody is
going to get a fantastic gift, but
at least it will be something. As
you make your small purchases
for Grandpa on down to Spot,
you hope everybody will be
happy.

Only seven more periods, you
think as you come to school the
day before Christmas vacation.
The day goes slowly but finally
the bell rinJ{s. Christmas

The Christmas Season
IF ANY STUDENT WISHES TO SUBMIT stories, poems, art

work or photos to SPEAR, the literary magazine, they should bring
them to room 210 before school.

Karen's
orner

BRENDA NANNEY, DISCO
Queen of 4th period gym class,
is currently a top contender for
JOHN TRAVOLTA'S leading
lady in a remake of Saturday
Night Fever.

THE CRAZED CYMBAL
PLAYER, JEFF O'NEILL
became the center of attention
when the OLCHS marching

band was filmed back in
November for a energy con
servation project. JEFF'S part,
a 10 sec flash. Since then, offers
from Hollywood have been
pouring in.

THE SHORTEST TERM FOR
A student in OLCHS lasted for

one day when BIG RED (THE IRISH SETTER) was seen roaming the
halls late last month. He was kicked out with the knowledge that he
had the brains, but the looks of a dog.

SHORT NOTE: VERN SCARPELLI was crowned the top
Spartanite seller for November.....KEN JANKIST AND MARY
FLEMING placed second at the Forensic meet at Rich East.. ..A
personal note, D.J. FARR, you'll get YOURSI

BlRTHDAYING: JERRY BUSKING (11-26), ANNAMARIE OTT
02-13), JILL SCUHOMEL (12-11), DENISE MANDEL 02-14),
JODI BANACH (12-19).

********************
~ Christma Comic ~
* DeliCJhtful Idiots ** Dum ] n,,: .." hat did the dog get ** for Christmas as it crossed th d sert ** at Death Valley?" *

Dum 2wo: "Sandy claws."

* *
** *The ThouCJht Counts* A husband, feeling th pin h of . ** hristmas, was buying a scarf for his *
*

wife's Christmas gift. *
*

"Sh'lI be surprised, won't she?" *
said the Jerk.* "Sure will. he's expecting a fur ** coat!" *

~*******************
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ZIPZ
ICE CREAM &DELI

Hot Dogs - trimmed to perfection

Ice Cream - Shakes .Sundaes & Cones
Make your own sundaes 40 Different Toppings

**************************************As a soecial offer all orders olaced from now till Christmas will receive
two pounds of potato salad or cole slaw FREE with each giant party sandwich

~~
"Home of the Six-Foot Super Sub"

NothinCJ StirrinCJ
'Tis th night before Chrishnas

and all's in a mess.
Wher> ar th Christmas Seals;

what's our address?
Somehody's hammering;

th -rp goes the phone.
Fath l' is fixing

the fuses 10m's blown.
The neighbors arriv

with their presents for liS.

We must find something
for th m without fuss.

Broth I' who's trimmin~

the tree gets advice.
Sis ruins a gift wrap

to tak off the price.
Ev I' on's yelling,

"Th cissors are gone!"
'''e've run out of ribbon;

it so n will b dawn.
The stockings we hung

by th himney with carc
Start smoking and one

has started to flar .
I've just ut my finger:

th dog is upset.
\\? find that our cards

aren't ev n mailed yet!
Now, I'd like to know

whcr ,oh wh re, is th house
"There nothing is stirring

not c' 'en that mOllse?
000

9532 S. Cicero
425-2022

Mon. thru Sat. 11 a.m,-10 p.m.
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Teachers Line

OLCHS ain't that bad, folks
BY JACK ROECKEMAN

As an avid reader of the
Spartanite since my humble
beginning at good old OLCHS I
have been concerned about a
certain trend that has run very
strong in this little epistle. That
is the tendency of our students
to gripe. Bellyache. Cut Down.
Everything from the food in the
cafeteria to permission to go to
the restroom has been raked
over the coals in the past three
years. The letters in the last
issue moved me to get off my
piano bench and ask the sponsor
for permission to write this
issue's teacher's line. I would
like to pat a few unpatted backs.
Call this Christmas
Congratulations. In other words
folks, I think this school is a
pretty good place to be, and I
would like to point out a few
reasons why I think so.

First, congrats to the jocks.
You heard me. The jocks. It
seems the fashion to cut down
athletics these days, and I have
been as guilty as anyone. But

they are here, day after day
sweating their hearts out to
achieve something worth
recognition. When they suc
ceed, the whole school looks
good. The coaches put in long
hours working with their teams.
If paid by the hour their salaries
would hardly amount to a
minimum wage. So let's hear it
for the jocks. But hey, athletics
aren't the only thing going on at
OLCHS. Read on.

Do you know how many
teachers are involved in extra
activities at this school? Many
of us work long hard hours after
school, in the evenings and on
weekends for which we receive
little or no pay. Why? We are
trying to make the school just a
little bit better for everyone.
Just take a look at the list of
activities available here. You'll
probably find a lot of things you
didn't know even existed. So,
while trying not to break my
arm patting myself on the back,
I give one "attaboy" to any and
all teachers who deserve it.

Right on.
Which brings me to my

favorite topic. The performing
arts at OLCHS. (You didJ'ii t

think I'd take the trouble to
write this without getting in a
plug did you?) Last year this
school presented a musical
called West Side Story. We were
ail prOUd of our efforts. Ask
anyone who was in the play how
they felt about it. Our school's
number one jock, Bill Lilliwitz,
said it was one of his greatest
thrills. I mention this to point
out what a great experience
performing can be. We are
building a great drama
program. Tryouts are coming
up for Godspell, our first
musical play of this year. Check
it out.

If you can't tryout for the
play, come to a performance.
You'll see a great show. More
than that, you'll see people
involved in their school, having
a great time, and making this a
better place for everyone.

.(While your at it, check out the

music department. OLCHS's
musical activities have had a
great reputation for many
years. Another feather in the
Spartan Helmet.)

I am very proud of the student
body at this school. When I see
other schools with armed
patrolmen in the halls and
students sometimes being led
out in handcuffs; when I see
damage done to other schools
running into hundreds of
thousands of dollars every
year; when I hear of riots;
beatings; rapes of both students
and teachers; etc., etc., I
realize how good I have it to
teach in a school like this.
(Think about this then next Hme
you feel ~ssled by a hall
guard!)

Last of all, a good word for the
administration. While I have
had my disagreements with
some administrators in the
past, I think this school has an
administration that is con
cerned with the welfare and
education of its students. The

next time you feel the urge to
gripe about some rule you think
is unfair, try asking, "Why?"
You may find there are more
reasons than you imagined. You
may not agree with the ad
ministration's judgment, but
you'll find out rules are not
made because administrators
sit around and think up ways to
make your life miserable. They
are trying to run this school in
the face of some pretty hard
obstacles. So, thanks gen
tlemen, and hang in there.

At last I said it and I'm glad. I
know this school is far from
perfect, but let's see what we
can do to make it better. Yes,
that includes constructive
criticism. But remember, if you
look for only bad things you'll
find them. There are a lot of
good things at OLCHS. All you
have to do is look. Thanks for
letting me get this off my chest.
And have a Merry.

COllle on in.••

4849 WEST 95th STREET. OAK LAWN

Hours Sun - Mon - Wed - Thur 4-12
Fri. & Sat. 4-2 (Closed Tuesday)

PHONE 636-9890

One wrestler kept trying to
persuade me to still come in.
Just then the varsity wrestling
coach walked out.

"What are you doing up here?
Don't you know this is a guys
locker room? Don't you know
girls aren't allowed in here?"

Maybe it won't always be like
that I

fJzeaflez- XaJpeZ
7tcZtJt, 9nc.

93RD STREET 81 55TH COURT

OAK LAWN. ILLINOIS

"All Major Cr~dil Cards Acc~pl.d"

Merry Christmas

Eleanor Roeder • Jack Kasper ,.Q.

tinue the~ interview.
After~g with a group of

wrestlers, As~ng them for their
opinions, the)' '<!brdially invited
me into the wrestling locker
room. One even offered to
personally escort me. I casually
followed them, slowly walking
up the stairs. I stopped third
from top stair and looked down
at a group of guys watching me.

I could hear many comments.
"If I was asked into the girls

locker room, no one would have
to drag me," or, "Come on, I
dare you!"

425-6262

bare facts and for a more
personal, realistic story."

Compared to the guys in
terviewed, only a few girls were
reluctant to go in the guys
locker room for a story. They
gave reasons such as, "Id like

-my privacy. I'd be too em
oarrassed to and would know
that I couldn't do my best job."

Most girls were very con
cerned about their career, not
like a majority of the guys who
were mostly interested in sex.

Girls reasons for going in the
locker room consisted of, "It
would be one more step towards
ERA. If guys can go in ours,
then we should be able to go in
theirs." One that summed up
everything pretty well, "They
did their job, now it's my turn to
do mine!"

Most students admitted
they'd be embarrassed going in
one anothers locker rooms.
Some students furthered their
interviews by telling what
they'd do if someone purposely
exposed themselves. Guys
generally stated they'd look
away, pick up her towel and at
the same time ask her for a
date. Most girls said that they'd
probably turn all red and would
make a comment like, "If
you're trying to impress me 
try again." They'd then con-

YOUR HOST

BEN & NINA

they're going to cause an upset
with some team members? I'sf
make it so no reporter could
come into the locker room. We
might be able to use an office in
the Spartan Gym and have both
male and female reporters have
an equai ovportunity to in
terview the players."

I got the impression from
Parks that he's in favor of
women's rights in the men's
locker rooms, but personally he
wouldn't allow it.

1decloed to get the oplI1ions of
some students. Seniors, juniors,
sophomores, guys, girls, jocks
and nonjocks were all asked the
question, "If you were a
reporter and had the right to go
in the locker room for a news
story afterwilrds, would you?
Why or why not?"

I surveyed hundreds of
students in each grade level
receiving various responses.
Half of the guys interviewed
said that they'd be reluctant to
go in the girls locker room,
w.vn~ reasons ranging from,
'We d want our prlvacy, I'm

sure they'd want theirs," to the
basic, "It's dumb and they've
no right to be in there." The
other If.z gave reasons for going
in like, "I love chicks, I'm a sex
fiend-what can I say? illemaies
want liberation so mUCh, wny
not give it to them? To llet the

By GINA BUSCH
I thought my brother's room

was in disaray, until I saw dirty
towels, soap, sweaty clothes,
nakedness and goofing around;
so this is a jocks locker room I

What's this you ask, a girl in a
guys locker room? Yes, this is
true. Girls can freely go into a
guys locker room for a news
story as a reporter and vice
versa as of a court order in New
York, last September.

The question then came to my
mind, do these standards hold
true on the high school level? I
decided to do some research on
my own.

Walking into Mr. Stephen
Lebrecht's office, superin
tendent of finances, one day
after ochool, I began asking him
questions. He looked at me
puzzled. According to him the
matter had never come up.

I asked him what he'd do if he
had the say-so.

"I wouldn't allow it. Not at
this point. We don't have the
right locker room ac
comodations. We're not like the
big times, having a separate
shower room and pressroom.

"Why don't you go talk to Mr.
Fred Parks, athletic director?
He should get a kick out of this.
Be straight forward and tough
with him. I'd like to hear what
he has to say."

So off I went, into Parks of
fice. I didn't waste anytime
getting to the point. I asked him
my question. He was
momentarily shocked.

"Could you please repeat
yourself? "

So I did.
"Oh. No, I don't think so. It's

a matter of privacy. Why should
a female or male reporter be
allowed into the opposite sex's
locker room for a story if
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Junk and Controversy

Readers Reply

Chri tma
Myth

BYGEORGEVANDERLI DE

Being the oldest son or
daughter, you immediately are
made the family consultant for
all your younger brothers and
sisters. When Christmas rolls
around, my little brothers can
sure ask a lot of questions about
Santa Claus. Trying to explain
their questions to them without
giving away their childhood idol
can be one of the most difficult
things in the world.

"If the reindeer go to the
bathroom on our roof, who
cleans it up?"

I had to explain that all
reindeer empty themselves at
the North Pole just like he does
every night.

Some questions can be a little
more than out of the ordinary.
What would you say if your little
brother or sister asked you to
check if there was snow on the
roof, and if there wasn't, if ou
would kindly go and shovel
some up there? I just said if I
was Santa I would put wheels on
the sled for just such an
emergency.

The most classic question
came from my brother Matt.

"Why doesn't Santa sell his
toys?"

I guess I'll blame that one on
the Carter administration.

Satisfied Reader

Nick Santillo

burnout who favors a "ba ic ocial or economic change" and who
carrie 2000 Ib . of books home every night. That make me a
"smart burnout with 19-1nch biceps." Thanks for the compliment.

COMME T: I back you up 100 per cent. I'm all for student
feedback. Your staring at the proof right now!

I have a feeling that many letters to the editor might be based on
the writings of Dan Sullivan. .

You hit a major issue in the last issue of the Sparta.mte abo~t

student categories. I really don't know why you wrote It, but thiS
article proved to be publically upsetting to a great majority of
students.

Overall, it will probably get students wanting to write against
you, although there were those who felt it wasn't a put-down at all.
Instead, it should wake up students and encourage them to start
writing in for the paper. .

The Spartanite newspaper presents a ~retty good .vlew on sc~ool

activities as well as sports and other stories concernmg the nation.
But so many students dislike the paper. I believe that if a few

more of us got together and send in our thoughts and ideas to
contribute then those who were distressed about the article by you
can have their say. The same holds true for what they enjoy in the
paper. . .

Even if your article was against a number of students, I think It
was an excellent persuasive article to get some of us writing to the
Spartanite.

COMME T: I am in the process of uncovering one of OLCH
mo t heated controversies - bathroom graffiti. You just wouldn't
believe the woe thi has caused the administration. ow I'm sure
that should raise a few eyebrows.

Your articles may cause controversy, and some people may
disagree with your sarcasm, but I think)'our articles add spice to
the paper. Your style is good and articles interesting. I think that
you should continue exposing school controversies such as coed
gym, discipline system, student apathy, etc. This attracts readers
and sells papers.

Dan
Sullivan

Readers' reply with put-downs and praise:

COMMENT: I s em to fall into the brain categor.v a a radical

Scott Smutney

Why is the Spartanite publishing ~unk articles? :'Student
egregation" is the article I am referr~ng t~. Dan SUll.lvan has

chosen to group every single p on In this school Into four
categories. That is junk. You have also put down each group and
called us all bigots. That is junk. I guess that we a~e to ~ssume that
you are better than all of us bigots. Your next article Will probably
tell us all about how great you are. That would really be ju.nk! I. just
hope no one will be wasting their time reading your halfWit artIcles
anymore. And that, is not junk.

COMME T: It's too bad you're into junk. I'm planning a story
entitled, "Junk "oM and the Average Junkyard Junkie." But then
again, life isn't always a bag of Doritos.

"One who holds blindly and intolerantly to a particular creed,
opinion, etc." What's that all you workaholics out there? That's the
definition of a bigot. .

No one askea you, Daniel Sullivan, how many books you bring
home nightly, what kind of challenges you enjoy, what kind of
calculator you use, how brown your nose is, or if you "know it all!"
Who really cares?

So it seems you fall into the category of a brain, so how would you
know what a burnout's life is like or if jocks really know the words
to the song, "Macho Man."

Speaking of radical burnouts, Mr.' Sullivan, in our opinion you are
NO.1 in that category. You and your brainy friends are the "people
who favor a basic change, as in a social or economic view."

If you're so good at grouping, why don't you take a good look
around the school (at boys and girls)? How many students do wear
f1ar.nel shirts? We know that they aren't all jocks.

Just because you bring home your "tons of books, (at least 2000
lbs.) and your model TI 30 calculator every night," doesn't mean
that you are a brain. Nor does it mean that because you smoke an
occasional joint at a party, you are a burnout. Last, but not least,
the biggest group is the unapplicable students, the people who
would "make good politicians." How do you know, one of them may
be your president some day!

Furthermore, every person is an individual, regardless of
whether they are white or black or if they fall into ~e c~tegory ~f a
brain, a jock or an unapplicable. You have no right In groupmg
students by their physical character.

Some 5th Period Government
Students

Ski Review
ByERICVANA

LOCATED IN CABLE,
Wisconsin, Mount Telemark ski
resort is one of the top resorts in
the Midwest for serious skiers.
Telemark offers ten downhill
slopes with a vertical drop of 370
feet and up to 2600 feet in length.
There are also five cross
country trails ranging from one
to 15 kilometers. Ski lifts in
clude three double chair lifts,
three T-bars, and eight rope
tows.

Although the skiing is the
main attraction at Telemark,
the lodge and its facilities are
also top quality. The lodge
which cost $6 million, has
overnight accommodations, two
pools, saunas, a hydro-therapy
pool, and massage room. Other
attractions at the lodge include
a 55 foot high fireplace, game
room, bar, lounge, jazz and
country rock bands, stores and
a free ski check. Town houses
are also available right on the
slopes.

For all the luxury, prices are
not unreasonable. A lift ticket
for two-days of skiing ranges
from $15 to $19, depending on
age. Equipment rental is $17 for
a two day downhill package and
double occupancy rooms are $42
per night. Discount rates are
offered for groups of 20 or more.
Telemark also has NASTAR
races every weekend in both
downhill and cross-country
categories.

MOU T TELEMARK always
has snow on its lon~ runs and
trails because it is so far north.
If you can handle the nine-hour
drive and dress warm enough to
ski in below zero weather,
Telemark is a paradise for
skiers.

On
Th~..

GIFT GIVING - A CUSTOM
Lon~ bdore the fir\l Chri\ll1las,

;\iew Year's Day was lhe ancienh'
time of gift giving, oldest of \e\\' )"('ar
customs. The HOrn(\lh started it \\'ith
offerings to Janll\, the' l\\'o-fa('('d god
of heginnings. The idea \\'as to per
strack him to make lhe ('orning year
a good one. Janus retullH'd the ('orn
plinH'lIl, in a scnse, hy gi\ ing hi\ n,\n1('
to the first ll1onlh.

-fEENAGE INSURANCE
AUTO - LIFE - FIRE

* FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY * BONDS
ALL AGES 15 TO 80 • EASY BUDGET TERMS

SAVE ON OUR SAFE DRIVER POLICIES

~ Call: 423-2321 lif1
HUIUC( Olt COME IN .~

ISUflluCf ro

~ OPEN OAILY 9-9 SAT 9-5

IF!11~I~
5633 W 79th Sf BURBANK
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The Oak Lawn freshman toughest competition at Lin
basketball team is off to a good coin-Way. The Spartans have
start this year. They are un- defeated such strong teams as
defeated and look to be a strong Leo, Brother Rice and Reavis.
contender for a conference title. Coach colt hopes they wlll be
Dan cott in his first as head able to top the great season our
coach. lie has his freshman pre ent senior had when they
working hard and it is paying were freshmen.
off. This week the team faces its

Undefeated sophs
leads wrestlers

SPARTANITE

Frosh cagers
undefeated

Riding on the coattails of
three undefeated wrestlers, the
ophomores are off to a 4-2

record and 2-0 in conference.
Yet to lose a match are Cliff
ehmzow, with a 6-0 record;

Pat Doyle. with a 3-0 record;
and Bob Ostrowski, with a 4-0
record. Also off to a good start
are captains Paul Maddox,
Keith Krout and teve enka
all with 5-\ records. '

The sophs also boast John
Miner. with 4-\-\ record; Dan
Arquello. with a 3-2 record; Bill
Ernst and Keith Kruege with 3-3
records; and Jim Lagiglia and
Bob Heints. with 2-2 records.

points again t Eisenhower.
tying a school record for
ophomores. Many people have

been comparing him to partan
great Jim Boclnsky.

Other regulars include Larry
Heinz, one of the partans' Best
defensi player: Terri

abatini, one of the partans'
best offensive player: and
Mike Fox, who has don'e good
work on the boards.

frosh-soph .
cornerKolodziei leads

basketball team
The sophomore ba ketball

team has a record of 4-4 as they
take off to play in the Quigley
outh ophomore Tournament

over Christmas vacation.
With a relatively small squad.

Coach Mark Czerniak has had
to vary his starting five from
game to game. One player who
has consistently been in there is
Jim Kolodziej. He has averaged
\8 points a game, including 32

December 20, 1978

Players look toward future
BY GEORGE M. DALY

LAST YEAR BOB Bulow
made the AU-Conference
football team and honorable
mention on the All State football
squad. He then played at the
running back position, but this
year is a different story.

Bob started this 1978 season
solely at running back and the
going was very tough, as Bob
had to earn every yard. The
other teams knew about Bob's

ability, and were keying on nim
on every play. To offset this
Coach ChiIvers went to his othe;
backs more often. Since Bob
was no longer the workhorse on
offense, he started playing
defense. At corner back Bob
had a good year as he made the
all conference team and also
received mention at running
back.

Achievements like this help to
get athletes what they dream of,

a college scholarship offer. Bob
has received many letters from
colleges who show interest in
him. Gary Salis had a great
year on both offense and
defense, as he lead the Spartans
in·total defense and receptions.
He, along with Bob Kelly, Pat
McGrath, and Ron Swanson all
who have received many letters
from colleges.

OW IS THE time to look
ahead to the future. College

scouts will be visiting Oak Lawn
and talking to these athletes.
Coach ChiIvers will be doing the
best he can to help out the above
mentioned along with his other
players including John Wallace,
Bob Kalebich, Glenn Williams,
Doug Murp~y, and Mark Kehoe.

Good luh to all these
athletes. High-school football is
over. Their futUre is the most
important thing now.

Bowlers Struggling?

,
Hairstyling

&:lIS W. lith St., Oak Lawn
APPO INTMENT ON l Y 41J-7833

Offering qualitv hair care

for both men and women

MANICURES& SHOE SHINES

(312) 888.2900

the same old talk of finally
unseating Oak Lawn as con
ference champ. New conference
member Brother Rice and the
perennial bridesmaid, Stagg,
appear to have the best chance.
But for the two teams to have
any chance, they're going to
have to beat the Spartans head
on in the second half of the
season. But don't count on it, as
the Spartans have not lost a
series in more than two years
and are odd-on favorite to do it
again in the second half.

JIM LIVINGSTONE
GI:NEftAL MANAGEft

~~dd
lORD CITY Bowling Center; Inc.•g:

PQ~

71501 S. CICERO AVE.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 601582

ALSO DROPPED FROM the
Brother Rice meet was Glenn
Rickey, who has had a couple of
good series but has had con
sistency problems. Also give~
the axe for the November 30
meet against Luther South was
Dave Niemeyer. He rolled a

WHEN YOU HAVE a history series of a few pins under
of winning, it is hard to accept average the previous meet and
anything but perfection. Just was replaced by Steve Thomp-
ask the Cincinnati Reds, Notre son, whose average was 25 pins
Dame's football team, or the under Niemeyer's.
OLCHS bowling team. Only four bowlers have been

While the bowling team is in in each of the five meets. They
first.place, they have not really are: Steve Sikorski, Mark
dommated any of their op- Peterson, Tony Slezak, and
ponents in their first four meets. John Hoffman. Sikorski has had
In fact, in each of the meets 2 - 500 series on the scratch
they have won exactly four out team, and a 232 high game.
of six games. While most teams Peterson, though sometimes
w?uld be more than happy to erratic, has had a 506 series.
Will two out of every three, it is Slezak has had a two 500 series
hard for the Spartans who and Hoffman has had a high
usually get two or three 6 game series of 509 but has had a
sweeps a year. c~uple of. bad weeks average-

Part of the problem seems to wIse. Junior Dan Blyth is high
be the odd line-ups made by with a 173 average even though
Sponsor Peter Gahala. He has he has only bowled three meets.
put Jeff Novy, one of the The southpaw has a high series
Spartan's best bowlers, on the of 563 and sometimes throws the
handicap team instead of the ball so calmly you can hear a
scratch team where most high pin drop.
average bowlers are placed. Still, as the first half of the
~nd.after Novy came up with ,.-se.allls.o.n.dr.awiiiis.to.a.c.los.e.th.e.re.is •
hiS first below average series of
t~e year, he was dropped en
tIre~y for last week's meet
a~alOst second place Brother
RIce.
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Gymnasts few in numbers
By KEITH WAGNER to reach it. Varsity gymnasts

this year are: Senior Ron
THE VARSITY GYM· Scaduto, all around, Juniors,

NASTICS team, coached by Glenn Abrams and Wally
Larry Kelly is off to a 2-1 start. Willinsky, all around; Junior
In the first home meet of the Jim Oneill, multi event man and
year, the Spartans defeated Juniors Mike Smith and Gregg
Stagg by a score of 95-71. They Johnson; side horse specialists.
then followed with a 95-78 Scaduto is the only senior on
victory over Rich South. They _ the team, again showing the
dropped the third meet lack of experience on the
however, to a tough Thornwood varsity level. He has a good
team by a score of 107-87. The chance for state competition in
team is doing better than ex- the floor exercise and vaulting.
pected. A shortage of gymnasts Scaduto made a good-showing in
is the main concern ofthe team. the district meet last year.
There are only six gymnasts on Glenn Abrams and Wally
the varsity team. There should Willinsky will also be gymnasts
be about ten. The team has no to watch in the district meet.
depth so an injury could be very ALTHOUGH THERE ARE
costly to the Spartans. seniors only six gymnasts on the varsity
Joe Dybas and Jim Thorpe were team, all six have been able to
not out for the team this year. make a good showing so far in
Losing two seniors can be very the first three .meets of the
crucial on such a small team season. Gymnastlc meets do not
but the Spartans seem to have receive large crowds like
been able to replace them. football and basketball nor do

The Spartans hope to be a they expect to, but support at
strong contender for the con- the home meets would be
ference crown. The main goal of greatly appreciated by the
the team however is to reach a gymnastics team.
score of 115. -If the team can
avoid injury they should be able

The OLCHS Varsity Gymna tics team from
left to right: Wally Walinski, Glenn Arbrams,
Ron caduto, Greg Johnson, and Mike Smith.

-r-

Brass
Tree St"na

Adds to
any decor

Reg $25

CHROME

CLOTHES
RACK

S8

Typing Stand

DRAFTING
TABLE

Helghl & "ngle
adjustments.
HOlds flal tool

S7S

96"x30"

Oak Lawn
8734 S. Cicero
In Woolco Shopping Center
423·0600

office furniture
warehouse

div. of aaron's office furniture

Breuer Chair Walnut
The RNI Italian Import.

72"x30"

FOLDING TABLE

• I

Sleno Chair

Directors Chairs
Slight seconds

$8

Six-sheil
84" high wood
bookcase•.
The best 011
wainul we
could lind.

In Time for Christmas
From

Office ~miture Warehouse and Aaron's

Steel Clamp-On

LEDU
LAMP
Six beautifUl
colors

$17

18" depth.

Rolltop Desk
Fns everywhere..
Distinct styling and herdware.

2.DRAWE~_

FILE

STEEL

FOLDING
CHAIRS

$650
5 for $32
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CHAS P GENNA"lO. R Ph
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST

554Qw81" .... ST. OAK LAWN,ILL

Senior Ron Scad"to performing on the high bar.
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and on January 6, Richards will
come to Oak Lawn for what is
shaping up to be a super meet.
Whatever challenges they get in
the near future, Coach
Lawson's wrestlers will be
ready.

Senior Carl Schoenemen in action.

sophomo~ ve Stearns is undefeated and a big reason for the
wre tiers early season surge.

.fT'IIU.D.Wf.·I"fIlS.~~
* Approved by III. Office of Eduutlon ~

*. New cour_ .t_ting Ibout every 2 week.

~ * 2 end 4 week cour., * 15 to 18 yr•. old
~ . * Home pic:k,·up for ell driving Ieuon. .........

:....I * Frn trip to .tetion fOf permit ~
...... * Auto inaurenc:e diacount certlflQte ~
,, * "All inatruetora h_ H.S. ~.lIChlng c:ertificllte.:: ~

~ ;::. 423-1212 I~:::'~~
t'
t'
~

the Spartans have worked hara
to get down to wrestling weight
and be able to compete with the
best of them. The wrestlers
have some important meets
coming up such as the Hinsdale
central Tournament next week

In their first conference meet
of the season, the team lost to
Sandburg 28-55 with most of the
girls taking second and fourth
place.

The Spartans came back with
a victory over Reavis 98-72 in
their second conference meet.
Girls that took first were Jill
Matsela, diving; Rainsford, 100
yd. freestyle; Frieling, 100 yd.
backstroke; Aninich, 100 yd.
breaststroke and Frieling,
Aninich, McCormick and
Hellene Muth in the 200 yd.
medley relay.

The swim team now has an
overall record of 2-2 and are 1-1
in conference.

Chuck Sanow. Chuck has a 9-0
record and leads the team in
near falls. (almost a pin) with
24. Chuck has dominated every
opponent this year. Last year
Chuck went to the state meet
and he hopes he will again make
that great trip this year. The
way Chuck is wrestling now, I
doubt if anyone can stop him.

At 145 Junior Johnny Major
has a 6-1-2 record and also is
tied for the team lead in
reversals. Johnny keeps im
proving with every match he
wrestles. With his continuous
improvement Johnny will do as
good in wrestling this season as
he did in football this year.

SENIOR ERIC MINER and
Junior Tom McEntee have
shared the 155 spot for the
Spartans. They both have
identical 4-1 records and Tom
leads the Spartans in escapes,
with six. Eric is a very deter
mined athlete who will always
give 100 per cent. Tom also did a
super job in football this year,
and is very determined to do
good as a starter at 155. Where
does Tom get his great deter
mination? Irs simple. He's an
Irishman

Dan Fadden has been filling
In for injured seruor Doug
Murphy at 167, but now Doug I.

ready to go. Doug oa won all
three of the matches he has
wrestled this year and ha
greatly improved th!» year
Doug will regam full strength
back shortly and start ripping
opponents again

Pat Quealy IS at 1115 for the
Spartans. Even though Pat is a
senior he doesn't have much
experience but still has won two
matches so far and will gain
experience and improve with
every match to come.

John Schmitz is a big boy,
wrestling in the big times. He is
the Spartans heavyweight and
only a sophomore. John has
good size and as he gets more
wrestling experience John will
be omeone to watch for in the
future.

AFTER THE LONG summer

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
HOME OFFICES BLOOMINGTON ILLINOIS

FRANK L. McGINNIS
Agent

8745 S. Ridgeland Avenue
Oak Lawn. Illinois 601153
Bus. Phone: 312·599·8600
Res. Phone: 312·798-7911

The team came up short of
winning their meet against
Evergreen Park, 84-88. Girls
that came in first place were:
Frieling, 50 yd. freestyle,
Galica, 100 yd. freestyle,
Mastela diving, and the 400 yd.
freestyle relay team which
consisted of Rainsford, Julie
McCormick, Lough and Galica.

"These girls have improved a
lot since last year," according
to Moeller, "and Cook is into
learning some original dives."
This should help her in meets to
come, since the score is based
on the degree of difficulty of the
dive.

look like a sophomore when
wrestling because he wrestles
very smartly, which is great for
someone which hasn't had an
abundance of experience.

At lOS, Senior Joel Arce and
Sophomore Chuck Suchy have
been sharing the load Joel and
Chuck both have 3-1 records
thus far. They both are very
determined wrestlers which
shows the fact that they are so
close in challenge matches (a
match to see who wrestles in the
meet) . Di.lhng the week if either
one slacks off they know they
won't wrestle the following
week.

AT 112, MARTY Jonaitis,
Marty is also a sophomore but
he already leads the team in
pins, with five, and takedowns,
with 12, and has an 8-1 record.
One should expect a lot from
Marty in the future because he
is a hard worker and even
though he is good now, he will
always be striving to make
himself better and better.

Senior Jeff Suchomel holds
down the spot at 119. Thus far,
Jeff has a 7-2 record and is tied
for the team leadership In
reversals, with seven. Jeff has
Improved a lot, as he has come
from a non-starter last )ear. to
an exceptional Varsity
wrestler

As a Jumor Carl 5choenenmen
started at 112 for the Spartans a
year ago. But thi year Senior
Carl Schonenmen is at 126 and
he must not mind the switch
becaUse he has a 7.2 recorld
with seven reversals to add to
that. Carl has also improved a
lot as last year he gained a lot of
experience and is now begin
ning to put it all together.

132 HAS BEEN a mixed-up
weight for the Spartans, It has
been shared by three wrestlers,
Curt Fortney and Brian Zima
have been filling in for Keith
Wagner, who has only wrestled
two matches this year, winning
both of them. Keith should be at
full strength soon which would
solve" the problems at 132.

At 138 is undefeated senior

BY GEORGE M. DALY
ON NOVEMBER 22, Coach

Chuck • Lawson's Varsity
Wrestling team came out of the
locker room with the theme
song from "Rocky" playing
loudly, for on this cold Wed
nesday the Spartans were to
face St. Laurence in their first
meet of the 1978 wrestling
season.

The Spartans ripped St.
Laurence 48-6 with the Spartans
only loss coming at 167 pounds.
The Spartans currently hold a 7
1-1 overall record and a 2-{)
conference record.

On November 25, Spartans
traveled to Pekin for a quad
(four team) meet where they
destroyed Rich Central and
Rich East by scores of 48-18 and
50-15, respectively, the Spartans
gained a tie with Pekin 29-29.
The Spartans next traveled to
Argo on Dec. 1 and came home
with another decisive victory,
with the final score read 48-10.
The next day the Spartans were
home against Thornridge and
looked totally awesome. The
Thornridge 'wrestlers spent
most of their time looking at the
ceiling of the Spartan gym, as
the Spartans shut them out 52-0

0.' FRIDAY. DECEMBER
8th, the Spartans mer archrtval
Reavis in a home meet The
Spartan!' wen' really psyched
up for thiS meet as they wore
the same t-shirt, which on one
Side said KILL REAVIS, on th
other side reads REAVIS
RUBBERHEADS. The inspired
Spartans bested Reavis winning
28-17. On December 9, Spartans
hosted a triangular meet in
which they competed against
Thornwood and Andrew. The
wrestlers had an off-and-on
performance on this day as they
soundly whipped Andrew 39-9,
but were beaten by a tough
Thornwood team 31-17 for their
1st 10 of the year.

Individually for the Spartans,
there have been many bright
spots. Wrestling at 98 pounds,
Sophomore Stevie Stearns has a
perfect 9-{) record. Steve doesn't

"The girls' timings started
out better than last year at this
time and are always improving.
We should have a strong team
this year, small but strong,"
said Miss Linda Moeller,
assistant coach.

BY CAROLYNN DWAN
THE OLCHS GIRLS swim

team defeated Eisenhower by a
landslide in their first meet of
the season on Nov. 21. Coming
on strong for the Spartans were
Seniors Debbie Galica, and
Carol Frieling and juniors Joan
Rainsford and Nancy Lough.
Mary Anicich also set a
sophomore record in the 100
yard breaststroke.

THE DIVERS LOOK forward
to a good season with Seniors
Jill Mastela and Juniors
Michelle Cook, Pat Murray and
Carla McGuire giving it all
they've got.

Though more freshman
joined the team, it is still small
compared to last year because
of returning seniors not coming
'lut for the team.

Swimmers beat Eisenhower
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As for the rest judgment is
still out on the Spartans. They
still have to play old nemesis
Sandburg and conference
heavyweight Stagg and Shepard
twice apiece, and not until then
will we see what Scaduto team
is really made of.

The Oak Lawn Spartans Varsity basketball team.

The Spartans were more than
ready for the game against
rival Reavis. "We dominated on
defense, and we made the big
plays when we had to," said
Sullivan'. The Spartans won by a
62-47 score as they took ,the lead
from the start and never lost it.

. \ .... -

The next night the Spartans
traveled to Brother Rice. The
underdog Spartans prevailed
58-57, as Libert and Lehmann
scored 20 and 16 points
respectively. However, it was
the bench that played a major
part in Brother Rice's undoing.
Guard Tony Cristafano came
off the bench to lend a big hand,
on defense, and forward John
Wallace came in to score eight
points.

Senior Chuck Sanow, 138, hopes to make a return trip downstate.

At forwards are Senior Gary
Salis and Junior Greg Lehman.
Salis has been a tough
rebounder, and has not been
afraid to take charge. Lehmann
has also been tough on the
boards and has played a
scrappy defense.

Leading the Spartans at
center is 6' 6" sophomore Keith
Libert. Libert, though lacking
experience, has improved
every game. "He has the
potentiaf to be an outstanding
center," said Assistant Coach
"Skip" Sullivan.

BY DAVE IEMEYER
NO, THEY'RE OT a team

with someone who can single
handedly lead a team to its
victory, and almost always
leads the team in points.
Nevertheless, the cagers are off
to a 5-2 start, and are un
dp.feated in conference.

At guards are Senior Bill
Johnson and Doug Fewkes.
Johnson is starting his third
year on the varsity, most of t~e
time playing forward. He IS

recognized throughout the
conference as an excellent
scorer. Fewkes, in his second
year on varsity, usually sets up
the Spartan offense and brings
thp. ball down the court.

'No-name'cagers
defeat Reavis

\\

THIS TEAM OF "no names"
showed how well balanced they
are, as they have' had three
scores in double figures against

. Reavis, Johnson led with 18
points, salis came in with 15
points, and Libert added 12
points.

Bill Geary

POSITIVE THINKING is one aspect of any sport that is
sometimes overlooked.

However, on this year's Oak Lawn Varsity Wrestling Team
positive thinking is the earmark for a fantastic season.
"Everything we do around here is positive," says Spartan mentor
Chuck Lawson. "If someone does something wrong, we don't put
him down, we just try and correct it."

Lead by sophomore standouts Steve Stearns and Marty Joanitis,
the Spartans have jumped out quickly, winning dual meets over St.
Laurence, Reavis and Argo. Other standouts in this team's early
season surge are John Major, Tom McEntee, Dough Murphy and
Chuck Sanow, who made it down state last year and hopes to make
a return trip this year. As for some of the otMrs making it down
state Lawson is very cautious about his team's chances. "If you're
not mentally ready for every match, anything can happen." "You
might beat some one in a dual meet and then he could turn around
and beat you in districts."

"WRESTLING IS Asport that is 90 per cent mental.attitude and
if you don't have that confidence and attitude you're not going to
win."

This type of attitude typifies the personality of Coach Lawson.
"Outside of the wrestling room these boys know I'll do anything for
them but inside that room they are expected to work." The tem
pera ture in the wrestling room sometimes gets into the nineties and
wrestling in there certainly isn't a picnic.

In this writer's opinion wrestling has to be one of the most
grueling sports in high school athletics. Although a match consists
of only three 2 minute periods the wrestler has to be able to use
every part of his body and sort of blend it into one fluid motion.

MAYBE IT TAKES a special breed of person to be a wrestler.
Because it is so demanding may be the reason that most wrestlers
don't compete in other sports and seem to be a very close-knit
group of people. Coach Lawson, however, tends to think differently,
"Because wrestling is such an Individual sport some of the boys get
a little moody and at times it gets a little tense in there."

There are so many variables inVOlved in wrestling that its tough
to stay on top. Every week there are .challenge matches or a
specific weight and if you're not at your best then you might not
wrestle. One also has to keep his weIght down. it's difficult to lose
weight if your body isn't used to being eight, sometimes ten pounds
less than it is normally.

The Spartan wrestling team has been successful in the past, take
for example, in 1974, when the Spartans finished second in state.
Since then, they have recorded 1 conference title and 2 second
places.

It takes a lot of guts and determination to wrestle for four years
as most of this.year's team has, but after that long and for some
three years of summer wrestling one knows almost all there is to
know.

There is a plague hanging in the wrestling room that reads like
this: To be a state champion you have to work harder than anyone
else in this room.

Hard work, guts, determination ... it l:akes all these to be a state.
champ but then again let's not forget the power of positive thinking.

Wrestling:
it isn't easy
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Amazon,
Where could I ever find a

better best friend? Happy V
Day. ME

------
To V.K.,

I can't use words they don't
say enough sometimes. All I can
say is I Love You Very Much.
Love, J.W.B.

K.L.,
You're sexy Me!

Lyn and Mike,
Ready for action? Vicki

Curt,
Love your bird legs1!l1 ?

Rita, Bonnie,
You razzle, dazzle me. ?

Denice,
DAARI 1I1 ?

Michelle,
Want to take a walk? ?

5A Dugers,
Let's pig out!! Lynski

Everstone,
Have a good onel Roach

Minnie,
Happy Valentine's Day! Luv,

Mickey
------Honey,

Happy Valentine's Day. I love
you. Diane

Carol & Anne Baby's Love the
autographs I FFW
Sue,

Happy Valentine's Day & 61h
months? A bunny lover

Dear Harriet,
Plump wants to explore

Vito '
Love you always, Mary

Dearest Greeneyes,
1 love you whole lots cause

you've got sex appeal and green
eyes tool Love Jim

Ron Marks - Opedipus Complex

Mr. Peaslee & Cindy Slawecki,
True love 4 ever

Sweetie.
Be mine forever. Love ya,

Mugs P.S. Be good

I cannot find the words to say I
love you in a very special way,
What can I do or what can I say,
To make you know I feel this
way, I love you, Ronny! Love,
your Inky

------
Jill, Michelle, Pat, Carla, Kim,
Carol, Linda, Linda, Colleen,
and Kathy

Congratulations on a great
season. MM

Best of luck to the Girls Track
Team. Let's have another
winning year! MM and MD

Happy Valentine's Day! Cindi
Brigid, and Fran Love, Shari PS
Pat tool!

Don,
I love being with you. Debbie

KW,
Be my Valentine, Forever.

Your the greatest. Love you
always, DB PS One-two-three

Joe F.,
The first time I met you my

heart throbbed. My heart's still
throbbing. Be my valentine.
With love, Barb N., 5th per.

Nancy, Jane & Beth,
Happy Valentine's Day to

three great friends I Love
always, Tammv

Howie,
We know about those nights

under the covers.

Colleen,
Do you like lasagna? Guess

who

Wilbs,
You're my most favorite ERI

Don't forget that I Love you
always, Diane S.

Mr. Hill,
Be my Valentine. Not Rick's.

Love & kisses, Tom G.
Heyl L.M.O.

Love ya, Babe, P.E.B.

Margaret O'Connor, Love your
secret admirer I

Monica, Carol, Pam, and Leo,
Happy Valentine's Day. Love

yal Debbie
------

Vicki,
Enjoy your lasagna. Guess

Who?
Joe, --

Thanks for being more than a
friend. Happy Valentine's Day.
Love always, Tammy

Dear Jimmy - James,
Get a haircut! Love Annabel

PS Happy Valentine's Day

-less Judd Happy V-Day
Marshall ------ Purpura ----
Zickus
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Ed, RJ.,
Happy Valentine's Day. Smack smack smack. M.K.

Diane

Punkin',
The love I have for you is

something that grows with
every breath I take. Thanks for
loving me. I'll always be here 
just for you. Love Always,
Angel------
Dear Bill,

In our love we have a great
faith in each other. In our love
we have the hope of the future.
Because we love we will sur
vive. So faith, hope, and love
abide, these three; but the
greatest of these is love. Love,
Nancy

You make my heart THROB
ROB so be mine this Valentine'
Love, Jill .

The Pom Pon girls wish
everyone a happy Valentine's
Day

Eric Miner,
I hope your knee is ok.

Someone in the same boat.
Brian,

Happy Valentine's Day. I love
you. Love Always, Mary

Thanks Georg~, Su~ .

Dear Prince Grundy,
Trumpet players may make

beller lovers, but I don't let my
hair down for just anybody.
Rapunzel------
To mein good friend Linda,

101 and I wish you a Happy
Valentine's Day. Adolf

Jim,
Always and forever, Love,

Paula

What does Ronald McDonald
mean? Kristin

Jim,
Always and forever, Love,

Paula

To Patrice K.,
A wonderful girl, a happy

Valentine's Day. Love, Sam K.

Porgie and Winnie - Woman,
Happy V-Day VO

Cutest Couple,
Congrats! Nicest Smile

RW.V.
Together, forever, A.M.K.

Steve Tsiamas,
I thought June 11 was the best

day of my life but they keep
getting better. Your the
greatest! Can't wait till 1981. I
love you. Sue Krisik

Dear John (Burke)
Hope we always stay good

friends. How's Nan? Love,
Traci

Mary K-L, Toni, Sue,
Happy V-Day VO

Laurie Retard
Thanks alot. Your the one who

can be called. love ya! Canary

John Schinter,
I want your body! Love, Mary

MBW
Looking forward to the month

ahead. Especially that can
dlelight dinner for two, but for
which one? D.

Swamie,
I'm saving myself .... Your

Assistant

To Mr. Expert Skiier,
I'm still waiting for you to

teach me how to ski. Expert
Driver

Jill and Tony,
O.S.R Love wop and Natzi

Happy Valentine's Day, Deb
And Jim

------
Happy Valentine's Day Linda
And Jay-'-------
Bonnie, Rita, Tina, Lynn,
Denise, Michelle, Kim,

Hope we stay friends forever.
Happy Valentine's Day. Love
ya's Vicki

Kevin,
I hope you have the best

Valentine's Day ever! Love
you, forever, Debbe

Have fun in California:
I'm gonna miss you. Have a

Happy V. Day. Love, B.F.A.

Jeannie, Beth, Krista,
Let's go skating! Happy

Valentine's. Donna

Dawnie,
Thanks for all the good times.

I hope we last forever, Love,
Richard

Otter,
May this be the start of

something to last for a long
time. Love, Bob

Sweetness -
I love you very much. Thanks

for coming into my life. Ter

Hey Sis,
You're great! Happy

Valentine's Day, Laurie, Cindy,
Cathy, Ellen, Kim. Love ya,
Jumbo Jim

Melinda Lewis,
I T...ik(' YOI,I, "ave M.

Sherri, Lisa, Joan, Vicki,
Sheila, Kristi, and Ellen,

Your the best friends anyone
could have. Love Nad

Mar,
You have to have a fogchaser

at the KonaKai. Mar

Carol & Anne Baby's,
Love the autographs! FFW

Karl, My Love,
I'm yours always! Love and

Kisses, Wendy

Lori Gizewski,
I Like You, John H.

Ovi.
You'll never know, Unknown

Shen and Jim,
You love it, 3rd narty

Seniors do it better; Because
Seniors are better I

Little Sis,
Happy Valentine Birthday.

Love, Cosmic Curad P.S.
Wanna pitch in?

Kevin W.
Be my Valentine forever,

. t.9ve Pat }3.

Snitch and Corky are sexy. I Sue,
Happy Valentine's Day to a

Shots, great kid. Jolee
Big shots are just little shots I

who keer shooting. Me.

Greg B., I
I'm still waiting for you!

Conceited

Cast,
Happy Valentine's Day. Luv,

Musketeers

Deb, Regina, Good luck always
with Jim, Steve.

Kim,
You've been a great friend.

Thanks. Happy Valentine's
Day. Luv, Michele I

Jay (Doobie Brother), I
You are the bird of my life.

You space-case. Love, Marie
(Flower-child)

Kim
I love you. George

Doug,
I stiiI respect you. Steve

Barb:
Have a happy V-day! Roach

J. Ice,
Ice and brownies mix. From

CPMC

Happy Birthday Tim & Tina.
Love, Shelli

Bird,
"Hold the line .... " Happy V

Day. Love, Dry

Mark,
Remember when .... ? Always

& Forever, Love, Laur

Mr. Pea's.
Thanks for your book.

quad A
Any new developments I? t

Happy Valentine's Dayl The
Gang

MSK,
Happy Valentine's Day! Run

extra hard for me. Love, C.C.

Scotch & Maureen,
Friends Always. Love, Brian

& Mary-"-------
Dave Lawrence,

We love youl Your Aides

Bill Sorenson,
There wilJ be a time for us, I

hope. Love ya lots

Hey Sov,
Guess what? You were

wrong. I finally got one without
your help. Ha ha. T.M.

Tom,
How come you don't talk to

me anymore? Dianl! <Oi-Dry)

Brat,
Happy Valentine's Day, I wuv

you. Dopey
------

Froggy,
Thanks for being such a great

friend. Love ya, Frenchie

Luscious Lollipops,
You're as sweet as candy.

Chocolate Mint

Randy,
You're the sweetest, Be my

valentine, Love, Beth
Bac:

I'll be your eggs if you'lJ be
my Bacon!

Sherri,
Don't worry about D.D. Don't

forget to pig out when you're
feeling "low." Happy Valen
tine's Day. Love ya, Laurie

Mike D.,
You're O.K. Love, Nancy

Playdough,
Let's row around. Love

&ri~ ,

Cheech.
Best friends are hard to find.

Thanks for being mine. Love,
Dian

Mar, Mo, Bonnie,
Happy Valentine's Day! Love

ya, Laurie
------

You are the ninny of my life.
Yep! Love ya, Mare

Hey Babes,
Will you be my Valentine?

Love, Sweets
Rene,

Happy V-Dav! Love~ Nancy

Jeff, Handle Judy. I'll handle
the other one. Sully

To Frenchie,
May you have many more

experiences. Happy V-Day.
Love, Froggy

My Fellow muskateers:
Hugs & kisses & loving wishes

for a Happy Valentine's Day.
Carol------
Happy V-Day. oops sorry. Love
Lip ,

... 11 always be mtn'e. P.S.
Happy Belated. Jill \

Pockets and BunIey,
Have a happy V-Day. Love us,

Reenie and Scotch

Kathy J.,
Nices Bruises, Love, C.C.

(Scary)
------

Birdlegs & Klutch,
Now we're ready for action!

Lynnski
------

Debbie,
Have a happy V-Day, Love,

John

Keith,
It's been great so far! Your

Valentine
------

Peaches,
Been in any vans lately?

Happy Valentine's Day! Max-F

Dooger Bunch,
Push push in the bush! Lynn

Junior Girls,
I'll give it to ya later, Signed,

Jr. Dooger-=------
Jeff, Greg, Mark, Bill, Fitz,
Curt, Swat, Gene, O.L.
Rowdies,

Keep up the good work I
Columnist D.S.

Mr. Hill,
Be my Valentine. Love, Rick

Olse'l!....- _

To Nancy L.,
The greatest solver of my

problems. Love you always,
Trace.!..y _

Dear Bill,
I hope we'll stay together

always, you mean alot to me. I
Love You, Dawn

Lisa,
Someday when I'm 60, I'll ice

skate..Slip. slifle and away.

.'\

Fred,
Happy V-Day 1 year, wow!

Ditto-ditto Zoo-Zie

To the rat pack,
Remember all those summer

nights when we got in all those
fights! Happy V-Day. Ben and
Willard (get in RAT-pack)

To the one and only Baby,
All my love always and I hope

forever. Happy Valentine's
Day. Love, Pooosie

Porgie,
Happy Valentine's Day! Alice

Dearest Cheechee, Quincy, Cuz,
Sobo, Moe, Skinny, Nemo,
Janny & Otter,

Happy Valentine's Day! Love
always XO Michelle

Dave,
Grrrr! Grr-grrr! Love, Ti

double g-err

Dear Jewels, Crash, FooFoo,
Phantom F., Juddy and Suzie,

Let's all roll vertically
sometime soon, Love, Shell

To all my best friends, Mare,
Ninny,

Have a great Valentine's Day
and thanks for the good times
we had, T.ove lots, Lata

Dear Vic,
I love ya much. Asch

Bronze, Cripper, Yoyo, Charlie
Kushca,

Have a sexless Valentine
Day. The red zipper.

Beth, Nancy & Tammy,
Happy Valentine's Day.

Thanks for being my friends.
Love, Janie -
Judy Schieve has bongs.

Lynn,
Happy Valentine's Day. Now

you can't call me cheap. Karen.

Burn-outs stink from the Jocks
in 4B.

Come on Anna B~by! Do it, do
it, do it! Love ya, Michelle

Mar,
We still going to Acapulco?

Love ya, Laruei

Snoopy,
Your my favorite Valentine,

Forever. Love, Woodstock

Dorito, Boyle, Drogos,
MTM is keeping her eye on

you 3 wild and crazy girls!

BFR,
-'-~t's life in the bill r.itvl

LOV~, ,'4 rS It Wc.w.....

Debbie,
Thanks again for everything,

Happy Valentine's Day. Lucky 7

To all my Dooger loving friends,

Eat Grundyl!! PS Let's
laugh, hahahahah Etc. Happy
V-Day Farrah

Remember naked in Q of P'd
parking lot?

Deb,
Love that Snopps! Sorry

about the pitcher! Mother
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Shelly, Marshall, Vermuth,
Love that A.B. II I Snitch

Bugs

Sophomore Swimmers,
Swim suits? Where? Snitch

4A-4-B Dugers,
Luv ya, Lynn

Dawn,
Happy Valentine's Dayan

may your little bug putt forever,
Love, Carolyn

Gary,
Happy Valentine's Dayl. I

hope we can work somethm
out after all. Lauren.

Nancy,
Happy Valentine's Day.

Thanks for being a great friend.
Love ya, Carolyn

Sandyman:
Silly sophomores never

change------
Canary Provost:

Tweet, Tweet, Love NO, FFW

Dear T.R.,
Your a great guy I Happy

Valentine's Day! Love, Chris
and Mary

------
Dooger Delight & Farah,

I don't want something that's
been used. C.C
Happy Valentine's Day to the
girls on track and coaches
Moeller and Downing. Lauren
PS. Sorry about Wednesday

Mr. & Mrs. Cheatham,
Happy Valentine's Day and

have a nice Anniversary. Just a
happy .::81::.,:'d::..::e _

Eddie Stearns,
The Junior class has voted

you DOOGER OF THE YEAR

Teresa,
I wuv youl Annie

FLOWERS STYLED by

francis hultgen
't~ \ 424-2200 I
f482.3 95TH ST., OAK LAWN

BT2,
Happy Birthday. Love, M&M

Sausy, O.J., Dry, Byrd,
You guys are the greatest.

Happy Valentine's Day. Love,
R.T.

Dear Pulaski No I,
Our friendship we'll last

forever. Love Ya Kiddo, Eve
Plam _

Girl swimmers are sexy III

Annie,
Guess what? It's February 14

and I still love you. Ronnie

Jimmie 0.,
Happy Valentine's Day,

V005hna, Love you, San

Ronnie,
Be my Valentine I Love ya

Always, Margie XXOO

Happy Valentine's Day Mrs.
Mooha D.D.

Larry,
I miss that Jovan Smell!

Come on you cripple I I luv you,
Cindy------
Love is Saturday night slidersl
Guess who?

Happy Val tine's Day Freedy,
Love Sam \

Toni,
Hope you don't get to burntl?

Have fun in California. Lov ya
Kiddo, Karen

Bugs & Snitch,
Chinese Firedrill (Shelly)

Mother _

Kurt,
Thanks for all the counseling.

Find any prickly brushes? Lynn

Heart and flowers for my Valentine.

The
LoveBundle

Bouquet ...

Jeff,
Nice place I Love, Nancy

Ovi,
You'll never know. Unknown

Mo & Helen
You Dugers are great I Luv

ya, Lynn
Lori G;-:-'iz~e::-w:::s:T:Id:!",---

I Like you. John H.

Melinda Lewis,
I like you. Dave M.

Sheri & Jim,
You love it. 3rd Party

Sheri, Lisa, Joan, Vicki, Sheila,
Kristi & Ellen,

Your the best friends anyone
could have. Love, Nad

Annie,
Kiss me and buy me some

onion rings! Love, Carol
George,

Thanks for getting us
together I Luv, Lynn

Grandpa Dzurizon,
We wuv you, Your family

JoEllen,
Happy Valentine Cuttiel %

Fred (Frank, too)

Snitch, Bugs, Mother,
J. V. Conference, that is

great! The phantom

Razzle, Dazzle, Tunn, Klutch,
Denise,

I do it for pleasure! Luv, Lynn
Dawn,

Could you repeat the question,
please? Richard Dawson 
Plumb------
John K.,

Drivers second

-N- NET

)

Dawnie,
We'll be best friends forever!

Love, Margie
Uppy, Moldy, Carterski,

Happy V-Day! Flash, <Dizzy,
Nizzy)

----::-:-:---::-
Charger 68 and No.7,

Love and Luck. Happy V-Day.
Peaches::=- _
Max F-,

Got any new rigs? Happy
Valentine's Day. Chris

To mein good fnend Linda,
IDI and I wish you a Happy

Valentine'" DI''' \..dolf
Mike,

Always and Forever. Love,
Barb

Lynn,
Here's your dumb ad III Love,

Maureen------
Dear Mae,

No More Holes in the walls,
No more Broken car Grills Just
a place in the sun. Willyem

Dear Prince Gunky,
Trumpet players may make

better lovers, but I don't let my
hair down for just anybody.
Rapunzel------Kevin,

Maybe after baseball. Hoping

Jodi, Joann, Marie, Thersa
Love Nej ,

Jobs, Sab, Bush? Laur,
Happy V-nay. Joan

George,
Have a happy Valentine's

Day. Love always, Kim
Curt L.,

You really don't have skinny
wrists I Signed The Curious
Junior _
To my uncles all of which I love
very much.

Happy Valentine's Day Love,
!,(ermit the frog
D.P.,

Search the snowl Love,
Roach'-- _

Cupcake, Be mine. Sweetie

Go". r .
Jill, 'H '~';.j~, _..

I Love you more and always
will. Love, Rob

Mr. Leach-
Thanks for the help, advice

and understanding you've given
me. Ju_d.....y _
Sue - AA, Chris, Boner, Pebbles,
Shirley No.7, Donna &
Everyone else,

Happy Valentine's Day. Max

Cindy,
Happy Valentine's Day.

Bestest friend. Love, Anna

Carol,
Friends Always II Love,

Maureen
~-----

Cutest Couple,
Congrats! Nicest Smile

Karl, My Love,
I'm yours always I Love &

Kisses Wendy

Mary K-L, Toni, Sue,
Happy V-Day. va

Porgie and Winnie-Woman,
Happy V-Day. va

Susie,
Prop too? LoVf> Maggie

Bambino,
Happy Valentine's Day 2nd

time. I Love You. 6-13-81 Love
ME '
Lea, Rose, Boner, Judy, Donna,

Never forget the great times
we've had. Happy V-Day Chris

John Wallace,
Happy V-Day, Joan

Luv Notes
Cantaloped,

Wouldn't you rather ice skate
then disco???? Happy V-Day
Peaches-=.... -

Juddie,
Nice posters. Luv, Lynn

Chris, Boner, Judy, Donna,
Happy Valentine's Day. Lea

Judy-
To one paranoid person from

another, Happy Valentine's
Day. AAAA

------
Dorthy,

Nice Smile. Ron, Gene, Billy
sa

Max, peaches, AA, pebbles &
Colleen,

Miss you in 5th Happy
Valentine's, AAAAA

Margie,
Be my Valentine and friend

forever. Carol

Lynne,
Thanks! Nice hair I Still

pig~ing out. Don't forget to
lfivlte me to the wedding. Love
ya, Lynneski! L!lurie

Jody Banach is dooger happy.
Love ya, your friendly dooger
admirer

~-----

Carol Cow,
Thanks for everything I

Happy Valentine's Day. Love
ya, Laurie------
Carol,

Happy one year. Don't forget
our Date in '84. Love, Mike

To all our friends,
Happy Valentine's Dayl

Laurie & Cindy Nizzy

Gary,
Be mine! Cirl at bus stop

D.S.
Your the best friend ever!
ve, N,....·_'S_, _

SQueaky,
Happy Valentine's Day!

Charlie:..:..------
Bob,

Thanks for making February
2 a day I'll never forget! You've
made all my hopes and dreams
come true. Diane

Dear Bill,
I hope we'll stay together

always, you mean a)ot to me. I
Love You, Dawn
Care,

Thanks for being such a
GREAT friend. Good luck with
Rob. Love ya, Nan
Yack,

To my favorite dancing
artner - Happy V-Day. Love,
eykes

------
ear Pulaski No. I,
Our friendship we'll last
orever. Love Ya Kiddo Eve
lam._~ _

ven Dwarfs-
Happy Valentine's Day I
ve, Doc

Adeline and Tony,
Good Luck, Love, Nan

Tim,
I Love you. Your secret ad

mirer------
Lynn and Jay,

Do it on V-Day .....

Karen,
Thanks for being there, your

great friend. Love, Jodi

Trumpeters do it better!
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Valentine
Messages

Boy Snitch,
Sex. Mother

Doug Fookes,
I wuv you! Jules

Doug,
Put your glasses on

Pooper,
Happy V-Day I Love ya lots &

lots! Me

George Daly,
Junior girls don't like small

DOOGERS Senior Guys

Dan & Kathy,
Break any walls lately? Love,

Bill & Carol

Karen,
How's the little crutch? Carol

Carol,
Friends Always!! Love,

Scotch,
Happy V-Day. I love you.

Love, Reenie

Richard,
Be my Valentine. With Love

Always, Tama

Monica R.,
When are you going to tell

your mother? You Know Who

Amtrack Face,
Ultra-Brite wants to

proposition you .....

Sweetie,
Hope you're my valentine

forever. Love, Cupcake

Mickey,
Happy Valentine's Day to the

One I love. Karen

Chubby,
I LOVE YOU I! I hope you

have a Happy Valentine's Day.
I know I will because I've got
you for my Valentine, Love ya
always, Bambino

Maury,
Hope your Valentine wishes

come true. Love you-always,
Cary

Bunky,
Tiny Shorts! Pie in the face!

Wiggles
------

Waldo,
I love, need, and want you!

Signed, Pig-Tails

Happy Valentines Max & Nanl

George Achter,
Happy Valentine's! Love,

Kris P.S. 3&8

Nancy Dunning,
Reclines with Jeff. Real low.

Sandyman,
We still want out! Saps

Track stars do it better!

Vicky & Nadia,
Thanks for being there. Joan

John,
I still like you! Colleen

John,
I still like youl Colleen

Krispy Schribbles,
I love you! Forever, Wiggles

Boogs,
I will always love you. Love,

Eileen

Shawn,
Check out the chest I Thu""\per

To junior girl swimmers,
Love that Burger King cupl!

From the loppies

E-E
H~PPY Valentine's Day I

Love, Your adopted sister

Debbie,
Be my best friend forever.

Happy Valentine's Day. I love
ya, Sue

Nancy,
& Jim

Day,

ObeiWan,
A small 6 ft? Nancy

MSK,
Happy Valentine's Day! Not

just today but every day. Luv,
C.C.

Ter-
Be mine forever! Love

always - Pam

Chuck,
Happy V-Day. Love, Nancy

Bill,
Happy Valentine's Day. I love

you. Thanks for being there,
Always, Carol P.S. La-de-da

Innocent 10,
Thanks for the laugh I

Cleverage
=-------

To the Innocent Ten;
"KWPBNPLD"

Mary, Ginny, Diane,
Carolyn, Mike, Kevin
Tine.

Love, Fri

Al,
Happy Valentine's

'Love' Carol

Mr. Collins,
To an especially nice person

on Valentine's Day. Cheers!
H.K.
-2

Guess who loves you?

Dan,
Happy Valentine's Day. Love

ya always. Kathy

Carter,
Happy Valentine's Day!!

Love, Shari

Mariblow Menstrutela, loves
Dooger. Love Pudd, Canary C.

Senior Class eats grundy

Junior Class is Dooger

Froggy,
Be my Valentine, Love,

Grover

George,
Happy Valentine's Day.

Kinky Sex
------

Awesome,
Hiding behind bars and

walking outside at 1: 15 am
WITHOUT SHOES are both
gay, but I love every minute of
it. Sugar plum still is the best
flavor! Love ya, me.

Jesus,
Mom LOVES Twinkiea,

Bubles

Lou,
Happy Valentine's Day. I

miss YOU. Spot

Randall Car,
Been workin' out at the

YMCA lately? You macho man.
Girls in History

Dad,
Never Forget - "partners",

my pink bow, big woman and
Ice man, my doll, 'your' car,
J.T. or me . Happy Valentines
Dayl Love ya, Your baby

Mare, Lata, Fri,
Happy day, as in Valentines,

Love, Nin
------,----

Dear Eileen & John,
Hope I get to walk down the

aisle soon. Love va both Tracey

John,
I like you just the way you

are! Love always, Marilou

Ellen,
Mr. Archer is a barber, but

Larry Longtail drives a black
van I Keep missing Abe, it's a
record! Obviously. Me.
Fri and Mare,

Happy Valentine's Day, Love
ya, Nan

------
Ken J.,

I wish I said yes at ISU. Love,
Rm.238

Biff, Quack, quack JP

Mary Ellen,
Happy V-Day! Love, Nancy

Was,
Disco Queen, Baby. Dip,

anyone? Love, Bean

Sue, . In' b'We're gonna make It. ~GO Ie.
--Flem,

What Sweetheart Dance?
Love, Nancy

-----
Lea"

Solve any good quadratic
equations lately?

Dear Kurt,
Of course I'm not mad. How

could I be with a friend like you.
Guess who

Toni Bologni:
Save some of the Hawaiian

sun for mel M.P.

Ken,
You'll always be the ONE!

Love Always, Pat

To Kyorose, Radiomoscow,
I wuv you both. USAF

Mark, Johnson
Happy Valentine's Day.

Grover------
Margie-

It means a lot Love Sue

Bean,
Love that Boogie, Love

Always, Waz

Hey Jan,
Don't forget to bring home

some Hawaiian sand. M.P.

Blondie, Hoge, Gran,
Happy V-Dayl Love Always,

Weasle

Maureen,
Happy Valentine's Day. I love

you, Scotch P.S. Care to see a
"movie?"

Mike,
- - -I Lynn

Mitch,
Always and forever, Renee

Julie Loomis has the best figure
in the school. Love, The Clark
Rice Fan Club------
Dan Sullivan,

Before you make me sick get
on the stick.------
Greg,

Yep, yep, yep, yep. Lynn

Vive Ie BO baby's. Jill & Lynn
M.K.,

You Bring the Suntan Lotion
and I'll Bring the Teddy Bears.
M.P.

Mickey
&

lil' Anna

Willy,
I fit!

Zelda,
Love Ya! Mary

To mother,
It's been nice listening in on

your conversation. Country
Chokes

Carrie,
"I will survive" and so will

you. Thanks for everything.
Happy Valentine's Day. Love
ya, Laurie

------
Carol,

I still say before 251 Love,
Lynn _

Carol,
Friends Always! ! Love,

Maureen

Torch, - ~ \ '!\

Happy Valentine's Day, Love,
Sobo '\

Dear Dan,
Be my valentine, You will

always be the Brat in my life. I
love you, Carol

Laurie, Greg, Mike,
Nice ice cream I Love, Lynn

Karen,
Thanks for be~ng there,

You're a great f~iend, Love
Jodi '

Greg & Mike,
Superman was great 1 Luv,

Laurie & Lynn

Happy Valentine's, Mr. Simone
H.K.

J.V. Conference:
5 dm 5 mc. 1 swim meet

eauals totaled t

Harry & Scary,
2:30 in the morning?! Ps

That's OK they take
precautions

------
Grover-

He wuz blind bor nine dabs I
Friends always, Froggy .

Jill, LSR Tonight I

Kevin,
Happy Valentine's Day! Iluv

Yal! I Love Always Michel
Karen,

Deodorant! Love, Lynn

Lata,
It's me for you, you for me ....

together wherever we go. Love
ya, Mary

------
Fri,

I don't hate you, I still wuv
ya! Mary---
Houlihan,

Org! Love Mary

Debbie,
Happy V-Day I Love Always,

Nancy

Gearhead,
I'm wearing pink. Ich liebe

dich. Gearhead's Girlfriend
Wiggles,

I love you. Always, Bunky

Godspell
We love you I Love, Kim (&

Birtha)
Mary Ellen,

Mrs. Emil Likol Love, Nancy
Laurie,

One word, Thanks! Love,
Lynn

Dave C.
Let's go see "Closed for the

Season." Love, Barb

Jim, L
Always and Forever, ove,

Paula

Greg Baluk,
I Love You. XXXX Joe

Curt L.,
Do you really have sexy lips?

Curious Junior

Ernie,
How about fXYl in 502? You'll

be my Valentine forever I Love
you, Eth_el _

Have a beer, Mr. Hill.

Snitch, Coke, Hotlips, Burbs,
Missing: 25 suits, 4 caps, 1
beach towel. Lucky for us they
weren't found! Bugs

Mommy & Daddy Perry,
'Happy Valentine's Day' %

Youngest Perry (The ONE that
does follow the rules)
Mike,

Happy Valentine's Day! Iluv
Ya. Always and Forever, Little
Anna

------
Chris,

H.O.R.S.E. Happy Valen
tine's Guess Who

Karl, My Love,
I'm yours always I! Love and

Kisses, Wendy

Laurie,
One word, Thanks! Love,

Lynn _

Karen, Sheila, Tina, Vicki,
Pam, Mo, Mar,

I do drive good! Lynski
Dear Pulaski No.1,

Our friendship we'll last
forever, Love Ya Kiddo Eve
Plam '
Dear Bill,

I hope we'll stay together
always, you mean alot to me. I
Love You, Dawn
Lisa,

Someday when I'm 60, I'll ice
skate. Slip, slide and away.

K.K.,
Had a great time Hub!?

Princess------
McCormick,

Food - Cocaine I Snitch

Don (Kusto),
Be my Valentine. Love Joan

Happy Valentine's Day to CC,
Winnie, J AP, Flakes and WAZ!
Love, George

Puppy-face,
I WUV YOU I! !I! Me.

Dear Jerry,
Do you remember the 22 time

September, cause I'll never
forget. I LOVE YOU!

Carol,
If you be my valentine I'll

give you a bigger bag! Love
you, Anne

------
Steve,

Be my Valentine. Love,
Sherry PS, I really still trust
you and by the way, Happy
Birthday, (a little late)

Carol,
Albert! Love, Lynn

Jimmy,
Be mine forever. Love,

George
------

L.B.,
I hope your heart is always

happy. Be mine always. H.D.

Sam,
Happy Valentine's Day! Love

Always, Freddy

Lisa,
Happy Valentine's Day! N.U.

Next year. Love, Donna

Judy,
Happy Valentine's Day. Love,

Jeff
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Night school offered

'7Seniors:
Congratulations &

Best Wishes,

Class of '80 .:J

VICA News

IF A GENERAL tornado
watch is announced as a long
term watch covering a few
hours nothing is done at the
school except to observe the
weather. But if a short-term
watch is announced, decisions
are made when to put the safety
procedure into action since the
storm has intensified.

The last tornado drill OLCHS
bad was before Easter vacation
and another drill ls planned in
the future. Mr. Wiltshire ex
plained that only a few drills are
needed during the school year
since this kind of drill doesn't
need a lot of practice as does a
fire drill.

another junior who withheld his
name. The freshmen had only
one second place winner who
was Mr. Scott, and the seniors
bad two second place winners,
Mike Lehman, and Mike
Kolodiej.

As far as slave day goes, one
hundred and eighty-two people
signed up to be slaves, but only
one-hundred were actually were
bought.

The end of the week came
with Flower Day as the final
activity. It was a success, with
all the flowers sold. We hope it
will be as big a success next
year.

plan at the April" 18 Board
meeting.

It was emphasized at a
meeting concerning the
program April 20 that it would
have nothing to do with the
G.E.D. program in which the
student takes a test based on his
general knowledge. If he passes
the test he receives a G.E.D.
diploma. Mrs. Walker ex
plained that she has learned
that a G.E.D. diploma is not
highly recognized by the armed
forces and various businesses.

CLASSES WOULD START
sometime in January. Anyone
who would like further in
formation on the program
should contact

alanncause

curriculum would be English,
math, science, government,
U.S. history, health, consumer
education, physical education,
and driver education. Elective
courses would vary from
semester to semester and may
include art, business, shop and
other somewhat special interest
courses.

TEACHERS FOR THE
program will be selected
depending upon their interest
and ability to relate with
students successfully during the
school day.

Mrs. Walker, committee
member, said that Mr. Wilt
shire was very much in favor of
the idea. The Board of
Education also approved the

ON PENNY DAY, it was the
freshman class who came in
first with a total of $24.98 in
their jar. The senior class was
in close second with $24.30.
Sophomores came in third with
$13.56 and the juniors were last
with a total of $13.00.

For the ice cream-eating
contests the sophomores took it
overall with four first place
winners, who were Gregg Leh
man, Jeff Lehman, Jim
Newsome, and SchmiM,y. The
sophomores also had a second
place winner, Karen Wolf. The
juniors came in second place
over all with Andy Holesha and
Chuck Sanow as first place
winners, and Keith Wal(ner. and

Davies and Mr. Marks decided
to put the tornado procedure
into effect. Students moved out
into the halls and took their
safety positions. A short time
later the bad weather passed
over and school resumed
although students were late
going to their seventh-period
classes.

This was not a drill although it
was announced as one. Ac
cording to Mr. Wiltshire, it was
announced as a tornado "drill"
to avoid panic. A specially
assigned staff of teachers who
viewed the procedure in their
assigned areas told Mr. Wilt
shire it went "real well."

---- --- - -- -l

• ~

Sophomore Class Car Wash
f May 6

10 am - 3 pm

• Cars $1.00 Vans $1.50

• - -- - -

Student Council

Drop-outs get second chance

Funnels

BY GLENN S. GRIFFITH

AN EVENING EDUCATION
Program is presently being set
up to earn high school credit
toward a diploma. It would be
available to anyone within the
OLCHS boundaries who has not
yet received a high school
diploma, and over 16.

Mr. Reiter, head of the
OLCHS English department
and a member of the committee
working on the night school
program described it as, "A
different kind of school that
might make some sense while
you get a diploma.

Classes that would definitely
be a part of the night school

BY ERIC VANA

BY DONNA ST. GEORGE
SPIRIT WEEK 11IIS year

was very successful, having the
sophomore class come out as
the final winners, with the
largest accumulation of points.

The junior class was in second
place, followed by the fresh
men, with the seniors in last
place, surprisingly enough. The
Class of '78 had won in the last
two years.

In recapping the entire week,
the sophomore class came out
first on Clash Day. The junior
class came in second, with
seniors third and freshmen last.

OLCHS' TORNADO SAFETY
procedure was put into effect
Monday, April 24 ilt 1:35 due to
threatening weather conditions.
The weather bulletiQ was heard
on a state-wide receiver in Mr.
Wiltshire's office. The National
Weather Service warned of a
funnel seen at the intersection
of Interstates 55 and 80 and
another in the New Lenox area.
These funnel clouds were
heading in a north-easterly
direction.

Although Mr. Wiltshire was
not in the office at the time, Dr.

Night
scholarships, and other offered
scholarships.

Mr. Hill, the master of
ceremonies, expects an
assembly of 300 students and
parents.

MEMBERS OF SCAB and
NBS will be recognized, along
with the distribution of
department awards by the
department heads,

DennlS Smolinski, Jay Rzechula
and Jim Krauss Skill Olympics.

According to Sponsor Frank
Vazzana, Oak Lawn students
distinguished themselves in the
contests and made it to the
semi-finals.

VICA is a national
organization serving students
enrolled in trade and technical,
industrial and health oc
cupation progr~ms. Mem
bership in Illinois is about 3,000
and national membership total
about 200,000 in 47 states.

MUSIC WILL BE provided by
the bands Filly and Quo-Vadis.
Although Filly has never played
at an Oak Lawn dance, Quo
Vadis has played at our
Christmas Dance, and was very
well-liked by its audience.

Today, Friday, May 5, will be
the last day that tickets for
prom are available. Tickets will
be sold for $35.00 in the cafeteria
during lunch peri.C¥.\S.• ID's are
not required for prom. but the
tickets must be presented.

\-,

Exploration Program), CWT
(Co-operative Work Training),
ICE (Industrial Cooperative
Education), PPSO (Personal &:
Public Service Organization),
00 (Office OCcupations) and
DE (Distributive Education).

VICA Olympics

The Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America (VICA)
Annual State Leadership
Conference and Skill Olympics
was held in Springfield, Illinois
from April 20 to 21.

Mtending the Conference
from Oak Lawn High School
were the following students:
Rich VanStedum, Ted Fulta,
Office candidates, Gary Wroble
and Beth Hogan; Action Skills,
Laura Morzuch, Ed Babbe,

The Cooperative Education
Department at OLCHS presents
its annual employer-employee
banquet on May 18, 1978.

In appreciation for employing
OLCHS students, employers
will be the guests of their
student employees at the
Martinique restaurant in
Evergreen Park, featuring the
play Sunday In New York
starring Hugh O'Brian.

The Cooperative Education '
Department offers various
programs including WECEP
(Work Experience and Career

BY DONNA ST. GEORGE AND
KAREN PETERS

THIS YEAR, ONCE again,
Oak Lawn's Junior-Senior
Prom will be held at Mc-'
Cormick Place, in downtown
Chicago.

McCormick Place is located
at 22nd on the Lake and the
dance will be held in the Lin
denheimer Room.

The dance will begin at 8 p.m.
and a prime rib dinner will be
served promptly at 8:30 p.m.

Jr. Sr. Prom

News Brief~

BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ
HONORS NIGHT here at

OLCHS is scheduled for Friday
June 9, 1978 at 7:30 pm in the
Spartan Gym.

The' two-hour annual event
features outstanding students
who have achieved recognition
in school clubs and activities,
and the ceremony recognizes
students who have received
state scholarshipS. University

Honors
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oL theatre crew

People behind the "scenes"
BY GLENN S. GRIFFITH

announcesVICC program

TO AN AUDIENCE it may
appear that the performers of a
theatre production are the only
people that count. This could not
be farther from the truth. There
are many people involved in an
OLCHS theatre performance
who are never seen, but without
whom a show would be im
possible. These people compose
the theatre "crew".

The man who took charge of
the crew responsibilities for
most of this years per
formances is JoseDh Rieken.

head director of OLCHS
theatre. He, and his crew of
students built and lit five
prO;1!.uctions this year.

In recent articles feature on
such productions as "You're A
Good Man, Charlie Brown," the
names of only the cast were
listed. The following is a list of
the crew members for the above
mentioned production.

THE STUDENTS WHO built
the props, bandstand and stage
extensions were Tom Burleson,
Denise Rynkar, Glenn Griffith,

Martha Domine, Bill Knapp,
and Terry Castleton. The
lighting technicians for the
production were Tom Burleson,
Glenn Griffith, Debbie Hauck,
and Bill Knap~.
Others who were part of the

theatre crew lliroughout the
year Include Terry CasUetun.
Debbie Dougherty, Liz Drogos
and others.

During an interview with the
people who composed the crew
for the March production

"You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown," it was evident that the
crew worked well together and
with their director, Mr. Rieken.

One member put it. "You
didn't feel like you were
working for Mr. Rieken, it was
more like you were working
with him."

The audience of a per
formance probably does not
realize the amount of work put
into the stage props. An average
day for the crew of "You're a
Good Man Charlie Brown"

consisted of about five hours of
work, and crew members, along
with it's director, ended up
eating their dinner out of a
pa£.t!r sack.
The audience probably also

did not realize that while they
are enjoying the performance,
there were four people inside 8
five foot by four foot booth for
the entire length of the pel
formance operating the lighL<:

or

$35.00
- $45.00

Thi car -fr e lyle,
preci ion ul and

permed, drie'

naturally for the

ultimate in
hair care a

This program is open to 40
students and a $55 fee also will
be charged. Interested persons
should apply by June 15.

Scholarships are available for
both programs. For further
information and applications,
call Setton at 996-2202.

Cut, Penn, Conditiong 
Stacked Penn, Condition

Choice of free curling iron

tyling bru h. Value

10terest 10 engineering aDO
related schiences.

According to Setton, students'
time will be divided between
lectures and laboratory work.
They will study mathematics
and science, solve materials
and energy engineering
problems and use various
computers. They also will learn
abo'4t career opportunities and
futurli needs in en~ineerinll.

:Space IS available for 50 and
registration is open through
Monday, May S. A$55 fee will be
assessed for supplies and in
surance.

The second program will be
held Saturdays from Sept. 16
through June 2 of 1979. Sup
ported by a $IS,490 grant from
the National Science Foun
dation, it is desi~ned to incrflase

Soft body wave adds
thi kne and movemenl.

the various tlelds in engineering
and the academic and technical
demands faced by engineers.

According to Henry Setton,
assistant dean of UICC's
College of Engineering and
director of the programs,
students will study
mathematics, attend lectures,
solve engineering problems and
perform laboratory ex
periments.,

\.-

SHEARS HAIR DESIGN
Presents

THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE

For Appoilnlll nt Call: hears Hair D ign
5427 W. 95th Sl. Oak Lawn, 425-6141

Offer e pires July 4.

Hair i graduated

frolll a hort face

framing front to

houlder 1 IlgLh in

back, creating

dim n ion of softne

Two programs designed to
acquaint high school juniors
with all areas of engineering
will be offered this summer by
the University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle (mCC) on
campus.

The first program is
scheduled July 24 through Aug.
4 and is aimed at giving
students an understanding of
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The "Jets" from the production "West Side tory" durin"
rehearsal. & Thf' "Sharks". "West Side Story'''S Puerto Rican g~ng.

PhoW!o by Eric Vana. Glenn Griffith

West Side Story coming
BY MICHAEL KOWDZlEJ
"WHEN YOU'RE A JET,

you're the top cat in town,
you're the gold medal kid with
the heavy weight crown. When
you're a Jet you're the
swinginest thing, little boy
you're a man, little man you're
a king.

The Jets are in gear .... "
The Jets are in gear, and so

are the Sharks. They're in gear
for May 18, 19, and 20 at 8 pm. in
the OLCHS Auditorium
Gymnasium for the presen
tation of this years spring
musical, "West Side Story."

WELL OVER NINE WEEKS
ago, try-outs began for the
production. An astounding 96
stu4ents tried 0111:: Of these 96,
forty-six were chos'e~ to fill the
roles of the music"'. Casted
are: (Jets) Curt LartA. as Riff,
John Miner as Tony, Curt
O'Hara as Action, Terry Hoff
man as A-Rab, Larry Cunat as
Baby John, Jim Nestor as
Snowboy, Mike Kolodziej as Big
Deal, Ed Delso as Diesel, Doug
McClean as Gee-Tar, and John
Corcoran as Tiger.

Also, Cathy Smitko as Velma,
Cindy Russ as Anybodys, Vicki
Kolinski as Graziella, with
Vicky Hoffman, Nancy Lough,
Kim Schryver, Robyn McCourt,
Annette Wozniak, Ellen Cizek,
Jan Hood, and Diane Randle.

Also casted are: (Sharks)
Ken Jankist as Bernardo,
Frank Lullo as Chino, Rick
Bradley as Pepe, Milte

Castagnio as Toro, Jim Maddox
as Luis, Richard Hernandez as
Nibbles, Jim Angelucci as
Indio, Bryon Spruth as Moose,
Dave Eaton as Anxious.

WITH LAURIE
McEATHRON as Maria, Mary
Flemming as Anita, Gina
Marchetti as Consuelo, Linda
Luna as Rosalia, with Cathy
Ott, Teri Egan, Lori Sorenson,
Belinda Hernandez, Nadia
Bedwan, Gerri Boyle, Lisa
Evers, and Dawn Koruba.

Portraying the adult roles are
Ken O'Neill as Lieutenant
Shrank, Bill Lillwitz as Officer
Krupke, Marc Brincivalli as
Doc, and Bill Knapp as Glad
Hand.

Director Tom Dzurison
describes the show as being:
"A good selection for high
school performers since It Is so
easy for them to relate to the
problems and emotions of the
show. An important aspect of
West Side Story Is that the in
dividual must learn to relate
and react as a group. Because
the acting scenes are difficult;
they are learning to help each
other, the dancing Is very ex
tensive, so the cast is learning
they must drill each other to
accomplish the perfection we
want. WElSt Side Story Is a team
effort: ,'. team effort we are
proud o~

"WE ;'~' HDE STORY" Is a
highly acc.aimed Bro9dway
musical set on the Island of

Manhatten, New York in the
1950's. It is the combination of a
modern day Romeo and Juliet
love story plus the flaring
rivalry of two teen-age street
gangs the Jets and the Sharks,
which threaten Tony ann
Maria's love.

The production which has
been done both on stage and OIl
film during the past two
decades features many musical
numbers such liS "The Jet
Song", "Tonight", "Maria",
"Cool", "I Feel Pretty", and
many, many more. The dancing
is fluid and breathtaking.

Mr. Tom Dztirlson, director
choreographer, and Mr. Jack
Roeckman, producer-musical
director, are most responsible
for the making of the produc
tion. With the help of student
directors and a large set crew
the play Is wen supported.

MANY OTHER IN-
DIVIDUALS also are putting
out an effort to make "West
Side Story" a success. To name
every person would be futile
because the list is virtually
endless. Without each person
contributing every ounce of
effort, "West Side Story"
wouldn't be what it is going to
be. An experience.

The adults In "West Sld(' • tory" consist of (from If,(t to . hi
f · . K k Lt S h k - r1~ ) or·leer rup e, . c ran , Bottom row: Doc, and Glad Hand.

Tht' directors Mr..Jack Roec:kman, Mr. Tom Dzurison.

Photos by Eric Vana, Glenn Griffith
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would have in other schools in
this area.

The complaintS about OLCHS
usually have nothing .to do wi~
academics. The smoking area IS
just an eyesore which gets
complaints from the people who
are smokers and non-smokers.
Most people who stay outside
smoking during scheduled
classes aren't going to succeed
anyway. The food in the
cafeteria, which gets m~ny

complaints from the Spartamte,
has nothing to do with the
academics of OLCHS.

OLCHS is a good academic
school and it should be
recognized by the students as
one of the best. (From the class
of 1977 a total of 62 percent of
the students are enrolled in

college.) If the students would
think of it this way, maybe some
of those minor complaints,
which don't mean much would
be limited.

Sherron Eggleston
461-7645

Kevil Muchow
461-7643

Rick Sullivan
461-7644

~"",.. HARRIS
n~BANKe

111 W. Monroe Street
Chicago, III. 60690

An Equal Opportunity Employe, AUF

Anneliese Cohen
461-7841

Trevor Davis
461-7842

Nancy Ray
461-7844

Tom Waldron
461-7846

By Bob Parker

Senior year in high school is
the big time in your life. It is the
time when you are let loose iJlto
the world of concrete buildings
and computers. The student is
left with three choices: he can
enroll in a college, go n~t into
the working world, or jom the
armed forces. When the
students are let lOO6e th.ey will
\:'l"obably learn more 10 one
year, than they did in four years
of high school.

Oak Lawn Community High
School is a good school for a
high school education. ~any

students complain about things
that take place in this school but
most of those complaints are
minor. The complaints over the
past four years were always
about the cafeteria,. the
smoking area, the planmng of
dances and other events, and
about teachers or counselors.
The students of this school have
a lot more freedom than they

... to the big, bright world of banking! Follow your Interests
and ambitions to a world where futures are made. Where
change and progress are signs of the times. And where the
time is perfect for you to build an exciting future.

Our world is paved with the kinds 01 opportunities that. c::an
take your talents and skills as far as ~hey can go. Our training
program is nothing short of outstanding. : .. the ca~ee~ .areas
we offer open up a broad horizon of exciting pOSSibilities.

When you follow the road to our convenient downtown loca
tion with easy access to all transportation, you'll also find an
excellent salary and generous fringe ~enefit~.. If you have
typing or secretarial skills, data processing tralnl.ng, account
ing and bookkeeping courses or any other buslne~s-related
interests, give us a call. We'll lead you down the right path
to the right future.

Call one of our Harris Bank personnel representatives:

Minor Complaints

up for days after the eVE:nt or
fall down and litter the hall.
They should be removed
promptly so .they d0!1't ad
vertise something that IS over.
Another problem is in the
spelling and overall appearance
of many posters. I think
whoever approves the posters
should raise their standards.

ERICVANA
Dear Editor:

A lot of students are upset
over the caps and gowns. Who
was the clown who told
everybody they were paper:: To
be honest the gowns are nicer
than ever before. They're made
of thin material called aceta.te,
and for almost the same pnce
they look better and are a lot
cooler. Hopefully this matter
will be cleared up.

JAN RACINOWSKI

Dear Editor:
The Senior Class Advisory

Board Board voted to have the
Outstanding Boy and Girl speak
at graduation this year.
However, the school board
recommends that we think of
some other way to a have a
speaker, yet no one will
represent the school board
stating why they want seniors to
choose someone else. Sure,
there's only two days between
Honors Night and graduation,
but can't those seniors who
were voted the top ten ~

notified earlier and have a
speech all prepared by Honors
Night, instead of going back and
forth to the school board and
SCAB meetings for different
ideas?

KATHY BRAGG

Dear Editor:
This letter has been long

overdue. I didn't think I'd be the
first one to write it. I am quite
enthused in the work that the
SPARTANITE adviser, Miss
Bertinetti is doing. I don't think
she gets as much credit as she
deserves. Sbtl has only been
here at Oak Lawn for a year,
and she has really done a great
job. Many people come to her
when they have gripes about the
SPARTANITE, believing that
everything they don't like is her
fault. These people are unaware
that the students write the
paper. I know I'm not the only
one who will miss her. She's a
great teacher and a nice friend.

LORI PAULSEN
ASSISTANT FEATURE

EDITOR

Unsigned.

In the article, "Champs of the
Past", what happened to all the
girls that have truly been
champs also? One of our former
softball players, Karen
Gallagher, is playing pro ball
and earning a salary for her fine
job. Oak Lawn High School had
another team that came in 2nd
in state and two of these
athletes have their pictures
hanging next to CJ's, they are
Michele Wierzgac and Colleen
Fenton who also made the all
state team. Our badminton
players not only made it to the
state tournament but placed:
2nd, Judy Vilchuck, 4th: KC
Cunningham and Jeni Gorman,
5th: Mary Machala and Judy
Vargos. Also girls swimming
and track and tennis have also
had players go "downstate".
How about our former girl
athletes that are now on
scholarship and playing in
national collegiate tour
naments?

For an award winning
newspaper, you- are certainly
lacking in giving fair
recognition to ALL students.
Before submitting an article to
print, you should. make sure
that your research IS complete.
I will be looking forward to an
article in the next issue on
women champs of the past.

JUNE VER SCHAVE

Student elections and other
events such as Career Night
have been advertised in the
halls with posters. These
posters are so numerous and
clumped together that they
usually become an eyesore.
This however, is not that bad
and 'even shows school spirit.
The problem is the posters stay

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE of themselves. Maybe if you do
. these things they ~l care

SPARTANITE. th articipants 10 all and
Recent refert:nce was,,~~~ :~re~f t~~e events will try a

to OLCH~ .bemg a J I rttle harder and in the long run
school. ThIS IS one of the most ~e all perhaps can benefit from
erroneous statements ever th' that can be

d To me a "J'ock" school is en uSlasm
ma e. ted by a few
one where the ~arents take part ge~~~k you for y~ur time in
as spectators I.n th~e events. di g this letter. I hope that
After researching thIS on my rea n f' d the room
own I find the attendance at some~owyou ~an ~ion of this
most of these events miserable to pnnt edven bePO I't Wl'll help

1 t letter an may
to say the eas. . 0 n up the eyes of some people.

True, you can fmd parents ~. be'n written on the
galore at football and basket- ~~ ~f ~~~ m~Jent. I have had
ball games and true these .are tgese convictions for manyexciting and have a lot of achon,
but there are other sports of just years.
as much importance as these.
What about track and field,
tennis swimming, gymnastics, Dear Editor:

llleyball, badminton, girls
b·.sketball and girls softball,
etc. Thes participants practice

d work just as the "glory"
ports, they try just as hard to
in. But if these are no rooters

you are only playing for
yourself and no o~e els~.

There is very bttle, If any,
"SCHOOL SPffiIT" at Oak
Lawn. But how can you expect
the students to come out if the
parents don't. Remember
parents set the example in more
ways than just one. you ~an try
to instill some pnde 10 the
school by showing some interest
in what is going on at the school.
The enthusiasm a teenager
shows in what's happening at
school can later reflect in en
thusiasm in studies at the
college level, in work, in most
anything they will do in the
future. But just a little can go a
long way. .

What about the more 10
tellectual endeavors of these
students. The forensics,
mathatheles and other groups.
The.y are almost embarra~ed
to admit that they have brains
of any kind. Why should they not
also be proud of their
achievements. How many
parents attend these events?

I am not putting down all of
the students nor all of the
parents. There are a select few
that really do care. But they are
far and few in between. Parents
take notice. You have only a few
years to insti!l the proP,er values
and virtues 10 your kids. Help Dear Editor:
these be aware of what is im-
portant, let them know that you
too care about what happens at
the school encourage them to
try out fo; anything tha~ suits
them, give them the confidence
in themselves, let them know
that you will stand behind them
in whatever they choose even
though they may be ridiculed by
their peers, help them be proud
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stories are out of date or a week ~
old?"

A-This goes back to the first
question answered. We don't
have our own press so we must
send it to the printer with
enough time to get the ink down.
This process starts the Wed
nesday a week before the day of
print, a Friday. The process is
difficult, but it is our only
choice.

Here again I must say that we
can be guilty of goof-ups. A
story occurred in our last issue
that was so old it had mold on it.
Remember "LIBRARY BEAM
CRACKS?" I know it was bad,
but we make mistakes.

I LEAVE KNOWING I tried
to learn the world of journalism.
The public is the most im
portant, and the readers come
first. I gave my utmost to try to
make everyone happy, and I
hope I did. The only thing I ask
the impatient to do is consider
this:

High SChool Newspapers will
always be in a state of learning:
It's part of the process.
LEARNING: IT'S PART OF
THE PROCESS.

the only way for us until we get
our own printing press. We
make over 300 dollars in ads so
the rest must come from sales,
which rarely go over 200
dollars.

As far as the Sun-Times goes,
they have their own press, ads
(Sears and other big
businesses), and mass
production. The two really can't
be compared.

Q-WHY ISN'T ALL the news
in the school being printed?

A-The easiest way to state
this question is "Why aren't all
school activities given the same
amount of space in the paper?"
This is probably the worst
problem to all high school
newspapers. The truth is we
only have so much space and we
tend to fill it with things that
have more appeal and have
more interest to more students.
We try to be fair.

That is not to say that we
aren't guilty of neglect at times
but we are the same as the rest
of the students here. We are in
the learning process. We may
blow a story just like a test (our
stories are tested by the
readers), but we continue on.

Q-HOW COME SOME of the

The S artanite

BY BILL LILLWITZ
"IT WAS GREAT fun and I

had a great time while it lasted.
I enjoyed it very much and I
wish it could start all over
again. It was fantastic I"

These are some of the sounds
or expressions we all say when
something worthwhile is over or
finished. In OUR case it's high
school and graduation is the
finisher. In mine, it's that, and
the experience I had as a
newspaper worker for the
Spartanite, first as a reporter,
then as a sports editor, and
finally as editor-in-<:hief.

I did enjoy it but instead of
boring you with all that garbage
I'd rather answer some of your
questions. These are the No. 3
that were asked of me most this
year and I'd like to explain
them to you, our readers.

Q-"HOW COME THIS little
piece of paper costs 25 cents and
the morning Times is only 15
cents?"

A-God only knows bow I hate
this question. It's asked every
issue at least 10 times. The truth
of the matter is it costs us about
600 dollars to get an issue
printed by a printing company.
This expensive way of doing it is

Editor's
Swanson

.

.£D'ITORIAL f'

EVER SINCE MOST of us can remember, we have
been attending school. School therefore, has become
part of our Ilves---something which is Included In our
daily schedule. But just why do we attend school? The
answer is simple: To get an education.

Along with getting an education, school also
provides an opportunity for students to involve
themselves In different activities, such as school
clubs, organizations, sports, etc. Of course, taking
advantage of such opportunities requires students to
devote some of their time to these activities. At
tending meetings, helping out seiling tickets for
dances and attending planned club events are ways in
which students can do this.

However, there is one thing the Spartanite feels can
keep students from being Involved In such activities,
not to mentiqn affect other parts of their daily lives: A
job.

AS MOST PEOPLE know, both school and a lob
reQuire responsibility. Going to school and also
holdin9 a iob can sometimes become frustrating, and
often conflicts result. If a person who works desires to
become involved in an extra-curricular actvitly, he is
pretty much out of luck, because the two just don't
mix. Meets, meetings and activities are very hard to
attend when one holds a job.

By MI. BertlnettJ

Every organization has its
own philosophy, and its own
special interests. In a school of
this size there are many
organizations, and con
sequently, many philosophies.
The SPARTANITE is one of
these organizations.

AP. the student newspaper at
Oak Lawn High SChool, the
SPARTANITE tries to
represent a wide range of ac
tivities and interests. Due to
limited size and an equally
limited budget, it is simply not
possible to include every
group's activities in the paper
each month. The editorial board
is forced to cut some stories,
while giving a bigger play to
others. Often, this causes
groups to feel slighted. The
editors do not make these
decisions maliciously, or in a
random manner. They try to
run the paper to the best of their
abilities, and to use their power
as editors fairly. The power of
the written word cannot be
overemphasized. It is therefore

Extra-curricular activities are not the only things
affected by working while in school---schoolltself can
also conflict.

Some jobs, such as working in a restaurant, employ
students at late hours, sometimes until after mid
night. Having to awaken at 6: 00 or 7: 00 in the morning
after a night's work for school the next day can affect
the student's train of thought for the day. Working
three or four nights a week in this fashion can wear a
person down, and can definitely affect his-her
schoolwork. The Spartan/te believes that when at- By Cheryl Beckwith
tending school, the number one priority should be ALONG WITH THE
school, not a job. publication of this special senior

issue also comes the end of my
WORKING WHILE IN school also takes away time position as one of the two

normally spent doing homework. A lot of students editors-in-<:hief. My work on the
work after school until the late evening, which leaves Spartanlte has been the most
liHle or no time to do homework. A student may have challenging of my entire senior
t

year.'
o stay up until all hours of the night in order to finish At times readers are un-

his-her homework when they get home from work. satisfied with our publication;
Before a person decides to get a job while attending as editor I have learned to do
h I h h Id my best to iron out problems

sc 00, e s ou consider all these problems Involved that arise, but to stand behind
first. Leisure time, homework time, sleep---all these the Spartanlte and the staff.
become affected in one way or another when a student Advanced Journalism
holds a lob. The Spartanite believes that working and students (Spartanlte staff

members) receive grades for
...o.i.n...to...s.c.h.oo...'.s.im_u.l.taiiin.eo_u.s.l...d.o....n.o.t.mliiil.x•. " working on the paper just as we

a rather awesome respon
sibility for anyone to have.

The philosophy behind the
SPARTANITE is not always
simple to understand. This is a
student publication, written and
managed by high school
students who really do work
long hours at a sometimes
frustrating job. Perhaps the
newspaper would be better if it
were put out by adults, but this
would defeat its whole purpose.
Sometimes the students have
problems; sometimes they
make mistakes. However, this
is an educational institution,
and it is hoped that the students
in each organization or sport
learn from their mistakes. The
SPARTANITE exists as a
means for students to express
their views responsibly. Also,
the staff tries to cover the
events it feels are most
important at the time to the
greatest number of readers. In
this matter, the editors have to
use their best judgment, and it
is understood that their opinions
will often be contested.

The SPARTANITE does not

receive grades for all other
classes, except that our work is
judged by the entire school
body, faculty and other high
schools.

THOUGH WRITING IS an
essential element of the paper,
it alone is not what the student's
grade is based on. Because we
have limited financial support
from the school, it is also the job
of the students to sell ads to
advertisers and to sell papers
each month.

Each year the Spartanlte has
made great progress all
around; better quality in
writing, photographs and the
general appearance of the

exist as a publicity sheet lor the
other organizations within the
school. We try to cover special
school events, but space,
resources, and time are limited.
While our coverage pleases
some, it often displeases others
who would like to see their
name in print. Anumber of very
good stories are written every
issue but there is simply no
room for all of them. Those who
understand journalism \ wlll
know that this is true of most
newspapers. Those who don't
will criticize the editors "poor
judgment.' ,

The point is simply this: Any
swimmer could voice his
opinions on how to improve the
theatre productions; any band
member could tell what is
wrong with the basketball team.
The validity of these opinions
would be questionable. Let's
remember that we are intended
to be a group of organizations
devoted to the common goal of
making Oak Lawn High SChool
a good place to learn. We should
not criticize what we do not
know.

paper. This year alone we have
seen several changes, including
a bigger paper (when we have
enough ad revenue to do it).
Each issue, the number of
pages that we are able to print
is determined solely on our
financial situation, which
means that many stories must
be either cut or held for the next
issue.

We began this school year
with a new advisor, Ms. Ber
tinetti, a new staff, and goals to
reach in gaining experience in
publishing a newspaper to try to
service and interest you, our
readers.
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Violence at an

Doug MacLean
Glenn Griffith
Eric Vana
Mike Kolodziej
Lori Paulllen
Curt O'Hara
Vicky Calv~rt

Maria Karson
Dan Heiling
Wade Krause

Cheryl Beckwith
Bill LiUwiU

Sarah Brooks
Bob Parker
Donna Abbott
Karen OpiU
Wayne Macha
Ed Fabian
Terri Wiley
Dana Novinson
Tom Burleson
Bill Walker
Rebecca Bertinetti

Dave Niemeyl'r
Dooha S1. (;eorg;::,
Bill O'Hare

through the bother of pickin
them up and returning the
after graduation. This year
May 17 will be the day to pay fo
the gown on the spot and wil
choose what size the gradua
desires (there are three sizes,
small, medium, large). Pric
more than likely wilJ be in th
same range as in past years.

Mr. Hill, SCAB advisor,
claims the gowns are, "More
durable, perma-press, and a
more true OLCHS color." Upon
inspection of the gown, we found
this to be true, and were im
pressed by the quality of the
gown.

"MANY SCHOOLS are going
to this," Mr. Hill claims, "it's
less bother."

Along with the gown, the
graduate receives the cap and
traditional tassel and many
memories when in the future
while cleaning in an attic and
finds his or her graduation gown
of 1978.

By the way, we found one con
issue; you can see through
them, so wear clothes to
graduation under those gowns.

Publisbed b) the .\dunced
Journalism Students 0{

OAK LAWN ("'OMMt.'NIT\ HIGH SCllooL
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News Editor
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EdttGn-In-CIlIeI

Clrculatlun Mau.cer
Newspaper Advisor

Jan Racinowski
Jerry Pender
Becky Kutsulis
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Purely Pro
Graduation Gowns

BY MIKE KOLODZIEJ AND
DAN HEITING

TWO SENIOR CLASS AD
VISORY BOARD MEETINGS
AGO, the Board voted to change
the format of graduation gowns.

The Board voted by a vast
majority to go with a new
synthetic material gown which
the graduate will be able to keep
for sentimental value, at a cost
that ranges only a few cents
more than the used over and
over rented cloth gowns.

When news of the vote
reached the senior student
body, it somehow flared into a
rumor that the gowns were
made of paper. This is not so.
The gowns, made by Ecc>-nc>
gown, Inc., are an anacatat
material somewhat similar to a
light table cloth material.

HENCE, BEING A LIGHTER
MATERIAL, the graduate wiJI
be more comfortable during the
usually hot and stuffy June
ceremony.

The pros for these gowns are
many. In past years students
rented ~wns for a price bet
ween $4.~ to $5.50 and had to go

Violence in these sports is
understandable during the
course of the game, but the
extra attractions which have
occurred recently are uncalled
for. I believe that this situation
will never be controlled,
because as salaries go up, so do
injUries. In trying to do his best,
an athlete can sometimes forget
himself and become too violent.

Deaths resulting from guns,
knives and other weapons in
creases each year. Cars and
other motor-driven vehicles kill
thousands each year, and injure
countless others.
People's bare hands also af
count for violence in the world.
The solutions for these
problems seem simple, but in
reality are not.

Stricter gun laws should help,
but don't. Actually, the theory
that "guns don't kill, people do"
is true. But even trying to
regulate the sale and use of
guns doesn't stop people from
being killed by them. The same
can be said for other weapons.
Stricter laws and prison terms
that are more severe for per
sons committing such acts of
violence doesn't seem to work
either.

THERE ARE SOME long
range effects of violence. The
primary one is that which
concerns children. Many
studies have shown that
violence, mainly on TV, in one
way or another affects children.
Some watch these violent
shows, and then try to imitate
what they have seen. Shows like
"The Three Stooges," which
many kids like, have proven to
affect the way that some of
these children act. The same
holds true for adults. Persons
who are somewhat mentally
disturbed could get ideas from
cop shows or other violent
programs.

Violence, in all forms, is at an
all-time high. Further studies
concerning causes and effects
should be conducted. Until the
time violence is controlled to
some degree, all people can do
is either watch it and enjoy, or
avoid it like the plague.

blinked. If they can't handle the
responsibility, they shouldn't
take the job.

I think that if there was a lot
more restriction there that
would take care of the problem.
There are a couple of routes
that I feel the school could take.
One would involve closing the
machines down during all non
lunch periods. The second in
volves having more responsible
teachers to have monitor duty.

If something isn't done soon
there just isn't any reason to
have the yellow letters that read
"Junior-Senior Lounge." They
might as welJ be taken down
because it is only a memory of
what use to be. It ain't what it
use to be.

privileges.
It isn't like that now. There

are only three stairs to separate
the lounge and the cafeteria.
There is no longer any music,
vending machines, or lounge
chairs. We have to face that
there just isn't anymore lounge.
A couple of years ago there was
more restriction on who sat
down there. Now it seems that
anyone can just come right in
and sit right down. The teachers
are supposed to keep things in
order during the periods when
there is no lunch. The last time I
sat down in the lounge during
second period two boys were
kicking the pop machine while
the teacher sat and read a
paper. I don't even think she

BY CURT O'HARA and movie violence allows
people to live out "fantasies,"

THERE ARE MANY and often-times release
problems plaguing American frustrations and tension.
and world society, one of which This type of brutality on the
concerns violence-all types of screen «ten creates "heroes"
violence. for different people, remem-

One type is television and bering that the "~ood guy"
movie violence. When dealing always wins. Even if the "bad
with this type of violence, every guy" triumphs he can still
person has his own idea of what become a hero to someone.
is too violent and what is per- VIOLENCE OCCURS IN
missible. As far as television is other facets of life, not just TV
concerned, there are some and movies. Music is another
shows which contain entirely area which has been affected.
too much violence, mostly cop Punk rock is a prime example
shows like "Baretta" , "Police of this. Groups like the Sex
Story" and others are prime Pistols indulge in violence while
examples of TV shows con- performing, which, whether
taining an over-abundance of accepted morally or not, has
violence. been recognized in the music

IT people feel that the shows world.
on television are too violent, Alice Cooper formerly used
they have the choice of not violence in his concert per
watching them. If one of these formances, which proved to be
shows comes on their TV, all very successful for him. The
they have to do is change the rock group KISS also uses
channel and avoid it. As with various violent methods to thrill
beauty, violence is in the eyes of their audiences. Even though
the beholder, and can be KISS has been criticized as
avoided as well as seen. No one being nothing more than a
forces anyone to watch these "show" and not a musical
violent TV shows, or subject group, their violent habits have
their children to them. gotten them attention, not to

TODAY' MOVIES ALSO can mention a lot of money..
become very violent. However, Violence in the music world is
if people don't want to see also geared to a certain type of
violent movies, it is their audience. Naturally those who
prerogative to stay home and go to see KISS in concert expect
save $3.50, instead of paying to see bassist Gene Simmons
money and seeing them. Violent breathe fire and spit blood':"if
movies (and TV shows) are that is offensive to other people,
designed to entertain viewers then they can simply not go to
who evidently enjoy violence to see them or listen to their
some degree, or film studios music.
wouldn't produce them. IN THE PAST few years,

It seems that these shows are sports such as hockey have
created with a certain type of become extremely violent,
audience in mind, just as However, hockey was always a
Disney movies are designed to rather violent sport, and there
appeal to children and John probably aren't too many fans
Wayne movies are aimed at who haven't gone to a game
western movie fans. Obviously, hoping to see a fight and some
moviemakers feel that there blood on the ice. Sports like
are still violent movie fans basketball and baseball, two
around, or they wouldn't keep more relaxed sports, have
making these movies. The same recently been invaded by
is true for TV. Most everyone at violence. Incidents involving
one time or another likes to see players being seriously hurt due
segment of violence, whether it to tempers flaring in the course
be a gun battle, a street fight or of action have gotten out of
a murder, or even see Bruce hand. Then, next to all of these,
Lee kick someone's adams there is football, which is
apple out through his nose. TV probably the worst of all.

all-tiIne high

I'T AIN'T WHAT IT USE
TO BE!

BY DONNA ABBOn

When I first came to OLCHS I
saw many things which I looked
forward to as I would progress.
One of these things that caught
my eye was the Junior-Senior
Lounge. On the tour that the
school gives to incoming fresh
men I thought how great it
would be to become an up
perclassman. In the lounge
junior and seniors could go and
enjoy such things as a juke box,
vending machines, and some
comfortable lounge chairs. I
couldn't wait to enjoy these
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Many seniors do feel that
more than the GPAshould have
been considered. A suggested
criteria could be as follows:
Must rank in the top 25 percent
of the senior class, must be
involved in two activities and-or
two sport teams and another
activity, and school par-

.ticipation in events such as
blood drives, attending sports
events or plays. More could be
added.

HOPEFULLY THE
CRITERIA in future years will
ch~nge, becCl:use being in the top
25 is somethmg a senior should
be proud of knowing he or she
earned that spot.

, J.J.'s Cyclery-1

8741 S. Harlem
598-7979

Briefs

The TV news programs
however are somewhat
hypocritical. complaining about
violence on TV in their com
mentaries, when they them·
selves show distasteful violence
to keep the public mterest and
mor(> important, rlltml(s.

WITHIN RECENT WEEKS
the seniors of OLCHS chos~
from a list of 25 students (25
male, 25 female) the most
outstanding senior boy and
girl.

The honor of even being "~_IMJ__"_0()4_~__
named as one of the top 25
should be quite distinguishing.
But here at OLCHS many
seniors feel that nothing was
looked' at besides the student's
GPA (grade point average).
Some seniors feel about 60
percent of the nominees did not
fit tpe billing of "outstanding".

True. Upon looking at the
ballot one could see that some of
the listed did virtually nothing
for the good of OLCHS. Just
because a student is smart
doesn't mean he's naturally "lO"lIIIl!~__()4_H)o---"
outstanding. Hitler was smart;
was he outstanding?

THE CRITERIA SHOULD
have been based on more than
one issue. Club involvement,
athletics, activities, and school
support were passed up without
thought. The word "out
standing" means projecting;
distinguished; prominent.
Many of the nominated
stuaents'were not outstanding;
they were msart.

BY ROY BERNARD

SOME TIME AGO, Karl
Wallenda, tightrope artist. fell
to his death ten stories. Wary
cameramen present captured

.his fall on film and was shown
nationally to millions of people
on network television

Some people switched
ch~nnels to see which station
had the best shots of Wallenda's
death fall. Tacky.

For many people, lIlciuding
children, this was the first tim~

they had seen anyone actually
die on television. Why did the
media show his fall? To fulfill
tht:: viewers need Cor TV
violence? "Go for thE' guts"
entertainment?

THE NEWS STATIONS show
this type of grisly film cliches ttl
help boost their ratings.

When "HusUer" magazine
publisher Larry Flynt was shot,
cameras focused his internal
gunshot wounds.

Channel 2 news uses this
disgustin~ tactic often, showing
mutilated bodies likE' they were
some type of sideshow. Though
bloodshed and violence has
been more tranquil on prime
time television, the news
programs are exploiting it more
than the most violent TV series.
People seem to shy away from
Starsky and Hutch violence but
seem to show real interest of
real life dramas on the 10
o'clock news.

THE STATIONS WILL keep
showing real·llfe nightmares
such as Wallenda's ten story
fall.

The Spartanite

TV: Violence

elections were very well
supervised. Examples of this
close supervision include: a
name list of eligible students
(which was used to insure each
student had only one vote),
required lD's, and each ballot
was initialed by the person
responsbile at the time. If this
poll would have been as
regulated as that of
Homecoming, I'm sure that the
results would be more
meaningful to those persons
involved.

This year's poll was also
poorly organized. It was not
planned out ahead of time and
resulted in a seemingly rushed
job. An example of this oc
curred with the deadline
change. In this year's
Homecoming elections, there
was a sufficient amount of time
in the event that there was a
need for correction. In the
Who's Who poll the student's
deadline for casting their
ballots closely tied in with the
yearbook's own deadline to the
printer. There was no margin of
time for corrections if they were
needed. In conclusion I think
that the poll would bE! more
significant part of a student's
senior year if it was run fairly.
It's not worth much to the
student if it's not done right.

In a previous issue of the
Spartanite, an editorial was
printed, written by Rich FHs, on
the subject of Who's Who, a
popularity poll taken among
seniors and sponsored by the
yearbook.

Who's Who is a special
feature of the yearbook. It
consists of a poll taken among
seniors about their opinions of
their fellow students. Most
admired, most popular, best
looking, and best personality
are just a few of the categories
included. In the editorial that
Rich wrote, he pointed out that
the dealine change for turning
in ballots, without notification
to the students, denied some
seniors of their say in the poll.
While agreeing with Rich, I'd
like to point out several other
flaws in this year's poll.

The most important flaw in
this year's poll was the lack of
necessary regulations. The
ballots were left unattended on
the stage in the junior-senior
lounge. Obviously any student,
senior or otherwise, wanting to
vote more than once, would be
free to do so. There is a very
significant contrast between
this poll and the elections at
Homecoming. Homecoming

BY DONNA ST. GEORGE
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For all seniors who have
never seen their name in the
paper, here is the senior class of
'77-'78 as listed at the beginning
of the school year.

Gregory Steven Abrams
Kathleen Adamow
Catherine Teresa Adams
William Christopher Adams
Lynda Marie Aidinovich
Rose Marie Aiello

.Thomas Jude Alger
Christopher William Allaway
Janet Lynne Andersen
Leanne Marie Anderson
Matthew David Andersen
Sharon Jean Anderson
Edward James Andrews
Daniel Eusebio Arce
Cynthia Marie Arens
Vania Arquilla
David James Augle
Douglas Anthony Azzaro
Edward August Babbe
Daniel Richard Bagus
Debra Sue Ballard
Donald Allen Banach
William Thomas Banich
Michael Robert Barattia
Debra Dorothy Barnhouse
William Ernest Barra
Lisa Lynn Baumgart
David Joseph Beard
Debora Lynn Beard
Cheryl Ann Beckwith
Kimberly Jean Begeske
Richard John Behrens
Patricia Ann Bell
Charles Lloyd Bella
Edwin Michael Belter
Anthony Benbenek
Joel Curtis Benton
Catherine M. Berlin
Robert Edward Berndt
Cheryl ~arie Berndl

James .H.aymona Berndt
David Thomas Bielawa
Dimitria Beverly Biker
Jane Biller
Laura Ann Bingenheimer
Jack Fredrick Bishop
Douglas Scott Blair
Paula Green
Jeffery Blankenship
Gary Michael Blumm
Cathleen Rose Blunk
Carmen Marie Bonomo
Dawn Marie Boone
Larry Raymond Brevitz
Marc Anton Brincivalli
Patricia Aileen Broderick
Sarah Anntoinette Brooks
Jody Beth Brossart
John Leo Brouillette
Kathleen Ann Brown
Michael Richard Brown
Mischelle Ann Brown
Vicki Lynn Bruce
Catherine Elizabeth Brucker
Patrick Bubeck
Paula Renee Bujanski
Mary Ann Buncak
Robert Charles Burgin
Vickie Lyn Burklow
Thomas O'Neal Burleson
John Joseph Burns
Maureen Ann Burns
Leslie Kay Busch
David Paul Busekros
Cateno Calabrese
Juli09 Antonio Calderon
Vicky Lynn Calvert
Mark Richard Campbell
Kevin James Cappel
Lynn Patricia Carberry
Ronlliri Anthonv C-arbone
Kelly Jean Carlisle
Rrian James Carmodv
llruce Patrick Carney
Kathleen Ann Carr
Tina Mane Carrano
Deborah Lynne Carvelli
Karen Ann Casey

Antonella CavalI8ro
Jennifer Sue Cawall
Elizabeth Jeanne Cedano
Kenneth James Chamis
James Robert Cheatle
Sharon Patrice Chermak
Diane Helen Cheshire
Robert James Chesna
John Thomas Chickerillo
Karen Lynn Chickerillo
Geoffrey James Choyce
Steven Alan Christianson
Patricia Ann Ciancanelli
Steven Richard Cichon
Renee Anne Ciszewicz
Lawrence William Clark
Kimberly Marie Clifford
Dennis Allen Cohen
Sharon Aileen Cole
Karen Ann Collins
Michael George Collins
Vicki Jean Columbus
Kelli Jean Comise
Roseann Marie Constantine
John Michael Conway
Peter Donald Cooney
Terrence Jay Corlett
Timothy Patrick Cornish
Darlene Corriero
William Mike Cosgrove
Janine Marie Coughlin
SUsan Dian Cowart
Michael Anthony Cramarosso
Deborah Lee Cramer
Donna Marie Cramer
James Michael Crouse
Cynthia Bernice Cruce
Debra Lee Culbertson
Robert Allen Cullen
Sharon Marie Curley
Ronald John Czimra
William 'Henry Dahlman
Santina A. Daidone
James Alan Daley
Patrick William Daly
Karen Leigh Dangremond
Donna Jean Danielson

Theresa Carol Dawn
Alison Margaret Davis
John Edward Davis
Mark Steven Dawson
Michael Scott Dawson
Jacqueline Jean Deady
Anthon:( Michael Deangelis
Michelle Irene Dellorto
David Deman
Joan Mary Demas
Donald Adam Denk
Michael Anthony Denton
Richard Casmire Desaga
Patricia May Dignan
Elizabeth Margaret Dinaso
Thomas Gerard Dobry
Theresa Lee Dolce
Brenda Lee Domaika
Charles Edward Dominski
Brian Gerard Donovan
Kathleen Jean Donovan
Peter Raymond Douville
Michael Jude Dowling
Andrea Loren Downey
David Ervin Downey
Paul Edward Doyle 
Peter James Dryan
Susan Marie Drzewiecki
Marjorie Louise Dublin
Margaret Jeanne Duff
Frank Charles Dunkel
Mark Scott Dunlap
James Daniel Dunning
Margaret Mary Durack
Dawn Marie Dusik
Margaret Ann Duvall
Michael Kevin Dwyer
Robert E. Dzialowy
Sammy Eassa
Michael Eugene Edwards
Nancy Sue Egan
Patricia Ann Egan
Linda Marie Eichberger
Lynn Marie Elias
Douglas Kirk Engeln .
Carol Lynn Engquist
Donna Jean Ephraim

Gail Marie Ernst
William John Evans
Edward Francis Fabian
Mary Frances Fadden
Nadine Marie Faurie
Mary Therese Feehery
Michael James Felgenhauer
Colleen Anne Fenton
Deborah Ann Fenton
Raymond Edward Ferencak
Margaret Dorothea Fieroh
Michele Denise Finnegan
Deborah Adele Fiore
Frances Ellen Fitzgerald
Francis J. Fitzgerald
Richard John Flis
Shawn Flynn
Brian Peter Fogarty
Sharon Ann Fogarty
Maryanne Judith Forden
Allen Emil Fortney
Jane Naomi Fox
Sue Marie Franczak
Jeffrey Lind Frazier
Christine Geralyn Fritsch
Walter James Fronczek
Debby Ann Fudala
Debra Ann Galasso
Michele Marie Galati
Peggy Ann Gallagher
David Edward Gracia
Susan Marie Gardner
Gail Gareiss
Dina Roxanne Garlipp
Patricia Jean Garrett
Deborah Ann Gary
Theodore Hall Gasteyer, III
Jyl Frances Genis
Daniel James Geraghty
Brian Robert Gibbs
Marcia Lynn Gierach
Joseph Paul Giertych
Zita Marie Gignac
Dominic Paul Gilardi
Daniel Alexander Gilbert
Kathleen Marie Gill
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Pam Stublefield
Therese Marie Sturdy
Mark James Sturonas
Rene Such
Gail Ann Sullivan
Janet Louise Sullivan

Kathryn Mary Sullivan
Grant Susemiehl
Robin Anita Suvada
Nancy Ann Swan . .
Richard Wil1iam Szumlgalskl, Jr.
Bonnie Lou Tabor
Bart Jack Tal10n
Carol Ann Thompson
Richard Allen Thompson
Robert Kennedy Thompson
Tracey Rene Thompson
Susan Jane Thornton
Gary Neil Tieman
James Telfer Tinman
George Joseph Townsend
Kent Trautman
Connie Treantafeles
Penni Treantafeles
Martin Anthony Trlak
Janice Marie Trojniar
Deborah Ann Trosper
David Shig Tsurusaki
Ronald David Tucker
Laura Marie Tully
Edward John Tunstall
John Joseph Tuscher
Cindy Lee Tynan
Cheryl Ann Tyrka
Paul Wilburn Underwood
Martin Edward Urbanczyk
Janice Marie Vahl
Andrew Vajko
Rita Vallera
Judith Mary Vargos
Linda Marie Vasil.
Richard Bernard Vazquez
Denyse Elaine Veldman
Tina Marie Venturella
Debbie Marie Ver ecke
Mark David Vilchuck
Michael James Vogt
Keith Edward Vopelak
Robert Kevin Vopinek
Barbara Frances Voss
Dianne Renee Wagner
Pamela Marie Wal nt
William Louis Walker
Deni Marie Wallenberg
Robert O. Waller
Thomas Jeffery Waller
Robert Kevin Walsh
Michael Joseph Walsh
Christine Walsh
Wendy Geralyn Walschlager
Margaret Ann Wantiez
Allison Marie Warner
Laura Ann Wasowicz
David Wayne Watters
Randall William Weinberg
Linda Marie Weinert
Barbara Jean Weir
Mary J{atherine Weir
Vickie Lynn Weisskopf
David Henry Werth
Jeffrey Gerhardt Werner
Dawn Mari Wesselhoff
Dena Mari Wetzel
John Kenneth White
Patricia Anne White
Thomas Scott Whitney
Gregg Stephen Widel
Debra Lynn Wiley
Cynthia Mary Wilke
Albert John Willey. Jr.
Jeffery Joe Williams
Daniel Wayne Willis
Donna Lynn Wilson
Laura Wisniewski
Jame Stanley Wojciechowski
Harold David Wokoun
Michael Patrick Wood
Robin Ann Wood
Gary Thomas Wroble
Paul Thadd us Wysocki
Kevin John Yandik
Lawrence Blaine Yodells
Steven Anthony Yukel
Kenneth M. zad
Deborah Ann zadakus
Mary Terese zalapi
Anthony Charles zalduendo
Gregory Robert Zbylut
Terry Ann Zdano
Jean Zegar
Julie G. Zegers
Gary Edward zeigler
Lori Ann zeller
Richard Allen Zickus
Michael Anthony Zimmerman
Carol Ann Zoll

Janet Kay Racinowski
Mary Ann Radzien~a
James Michael Ralnsf?rd
Gregory Michael Ramirez
Donald George Randle
Daniel James Reed
Erin Margret Rei1ly
Martin Reilly
Gloria Ann Renz
Karen Marie Rettig
Robert John Reynolds
Roberta Ann Reynolds
Wilburn Lee Rhoades, Jr.
Gregory Alan. Ric~ards
Janice Ann Rlpaldl
Kenneth Leroy Ritter
Robert Dale Roach
Patricia El1en Roberts
Lori Jean Rohde
Paul Romanazzi
Stephen Paul Romascan
Glenn Alan Rosenberg
Jeanette Marie Ross
Mary Claire Ross
Michael Joseph Rourke
Francis Craig Roxas
Scott Melvin Ruckman
Dawn Marie Ruebe.nson
Donn Edward Ruebenson
Mary Angela Ruscio
Kevin Thomas Rush
Charles Thomas Russ
Sandra Marie Russo
Rae Marie Ruzich
Kathleen Mary Ryan
Marie Patricia Ryan
Maureen El1en Ryan
Thomas Patrick Ryan
Jay Alen Rzechula
Mary Linda Saddler
Mark James Sala
Peter Dean Sal1as
Denise Ann Salvati
Joanne Alice Sanders
Vincent Santillo
Karen Savaiano
Sharon Savaiano
Kimberly Susan Sawyer
Robin Lynn Schadt
Gary William Scheckel
Joa~e Schinke
Jam Patrick Schloe~el
Char es Michael Schrmdt
Robe . harle Schmidt
Larry Rdtfert Schmudde
Sue Marie Schneider
Dwight Leslie Scholtens
Anthony J. Schopper
David Milton Schuberth
Debra Lynn Schull
Susan Dian Schuller
Mark Edward Schulthies
Kim Therese Schuntz
Dennis Al1en Scott
Dawn Marie Selmeister
Mary Carol Sendra
Steven Paul Sevik
Thoma Arthur Sheppard
Steve Nick i r

alherine Ann Sikorski
James Peter Simmonds
Debra Rose Siuchninski
Patricia Ann Skala
Reed Raymend Skembare
Eve Audr Skembare
Catherine Ann Skinner
Matthew John Skronski
Nancy Carol Skubal
Jeff Allen Slawecki
Kri ty Marie Smith. .
Dennis Michael Smohnskl
Dawn Christine Sobczak
James Paul Sombraske
Linda Sue Sorrentino
John Howard Soule .
Joanne Elizab th Soyrmg
Robert Lee Spence
Michelle Marie Spencer
Kenneth J. Spitzer
Walter Robert Spoon r
Theodore Anthony Staberow
John George Stadler
Carl G. Stalla
Patrick Gerard Stal1a
Nancy Dee Stanek
Mark Andrew Starostka
Debra Lynn Staycoff
Ann Frances Stearns
Dawn Marie Stefanich
Sheryl Ann Steinberl!
Thomas Joseph Stel1
Walter Steven Steusloff
Kurt Joseph Stomiany
Wil1iam Edward Stratman
Jill Carole Stratton
Kimberly Ann Strauss
Mary Beth Stroud

The Spartanite
Joseph James Mensin~a

Teresa Michel1e Memman
Julie Ann Meyer
Charles Michael Michalak
Nancy Jean Middleton
Joseph Mikoff
Sharon Ann Milewski
Denise Ola Milianti
Michael John Millay
Dawn Renee Miller
Marylynn Mil1er
Laura Lee Milligan
Richard Clarence Mills
Julianne Minarik
Irene Ann Miracle
John Joseph Miszkiewicz
Laura El1en Moon
Karen Marie Moore
Tina Arlene Morfoot
Rodney W. Morgan
Michael Joseph Morgenthaler
Andrew Patrick Moriarty
Laureena Anne Morrel1
Kathleen Elery Morris
Laura Inez Morzuch
Frank John Mottis
Judith Ann Mulcrone
John Edward Muldoon
Thomas James Murphy
Kieran Francis Murray
Timothy Joseph Murray
Pamela Muth
Ruth Evelyn Nagel
Wilfred John Nance
James P. Nestor
Paul Clarence Neuman
Joseph Newren
Mark Arthur Nichols
John Ronald Niego
Edward John Noonan
Gary Michael Nowaczyk
Diane Frances Nowak
Mark Al1en Nykaza .
Shel1ey Marie Obrenski
Ellen Jean O'Brien
James Patrick O'Connor
Kathleen Ann O'Connor
Curtis Tarud O'Hara
William Michael. O'Hare
David Lester Ullver
John Robert Olson
Lori Marie Olson
Meriellen O'Malley
Gail Mari O'Mar~ .
Mary Elizabeth 0 ell1
Kenneth Robert O'Neill
Thomas Sean 0' eill
Lora Lee Opiela
Karen Ann Opitz
Margaret Sue Orris
Catherine Susan Ott
Donna Elizab th Pacheco
Deborah Lynn Pacourek
Thomas Richard Pajor
Patricia Ann Pal1ek
Dena Panagiotaros
Leah Ann Panic
Edward John Pappas
Janet Marie Parisi
Gregory Scott Parker
Robert William Parker
Susan Lynn Parkey
Raymond Kenneth Parrish
Christine Mary Passaro
Michele Diane Passaro
Michael Patrick Patch
Lori Ruth Paulsen
Adrian Agnes Pavic
Anthony Robert Pazda
David Joseph Peleckis
Frederick Wayne Perry
Robert Kenneth Personett
Nancy Mary Petersen
Joseph Anthony Pettinato
Donna Duwie Pettry
Bernadette Marie Pheifer
Paul Walter t>ieske
Joseph Gerard Plank
George Joseph Polas~
Thomas Stanley Ponzlano
Mario Thomas Pope
Laverne Martha Popham
Walter Joseph Powers
Peggy Ann Poynter
Scott Thomas Pressley
Scott Eric Price
Maureen Joan Probst
Donna Jeanne Proper
Debra Ann Propst
Denise Dawn Prpic
Margaret Therese Pubins
John George Puhr
Nickolas Pul1ia
David William Purdy
Mary Jo Purse
Rebecca Ann Quasny
Donna Lee Quinlan

David Edward Klinger .
Linda Marie Klockowski
Kim Marie Knapp
Erik Jon Knutson
Cynthia Elizabeth Koehler
Keith Robert Koehler
Michael Kolodziej
Guy Edward Kosek
Wayne L. Kosty
Donald Al1en Kozak
Chris Daniel Kozub
Laurene Therese Kraeger
Lauren Ann Kramer
James William Krauss
Wade Allen Kral1:>e
Cheryl Ann Krauss
Mark Edward Krause
Edward Al1en Krecioch
Susan Mary Krivich
Stephen Charles Krupa
Janet Ann Krush
BeriThrd Joseph Kryszak
Lorri Lynn Krzos
David Paul Kucala .
Christopher John Kulig
Jeffrey Walter Kutschke
Patrick Lynn Kwiate
Larry Thomas La~key
Caryn Marie La~alre
Cynthia M. Lafalre
Donald Gordon Lagerstrom
Charles Scott Laidlaw
Corey Ann Lambert

John E. Lambert .
Robert Steven Lamoun~m
Audrey Lynn Lamparski
William James Lancaster
Paul Joseph Landgraf
Peter John Landgraf
William Davie Lanenga
Kenneth John Lanenga
Jack Lee Lapice
Helen Mary Lasalvia
BettyJean Katherine Lasalle
Kurt Charles Laske
Susan Valerie Laskowski
Janet Mae Lauterjung
Cynthia Rose Lech
Gino James Lech
Claudia Ann Leddin
William Joseph Leddin
Michael Hans Lehmann
Frank Phillip Leo
Michael John Lepper
Raymond Ronald Lewis
Sh rri Lynn Lewis
Stacy Liebegott
William John Lillwitz
John Patrick Long
Kathleen Ann Long
Rosario Cynthia Lopez
Robert James Luckett
Ann Rose Lullo
Mary Ann Lullo
Elizabeth Ann Lunn
Kenneth James Macak
Wayne David Macha
Richard Brian Mackowiak
Douglas Arthur Maclean
Roxane Rena Maerker
Judy Ann Majewski
Mary Lou Maj~wski
Stephen J. MaJor
Kimberly Irene Malelo
Ned Malley
Diane Laura Mandel
Thomas J. Mangin
Donna Marie Manoogian
Teri Joanne Manweiler
Kenneth Frank Markiewicz
Sharon Marie Markowski
Norman Martel
Jean Ann Martin .
Susan Elizabeth Martm
Charles Scott Martinovich
John Anthony Martos
Dawn Marie Masokas
James Richard Mason
Pamela Anne Matejka
Tammy Sue Mathis
Lawrence Edward Mattes
Col1een Nancy McAl1ister
Scott Al1en McAninch
Robert McClel1and
James Fred McElligott
Bonnie Sue McGee
Kevin Patrick McGrail
Gayle Ann McGuigan
Donna Francis McLernon
Mary Monica McMahon
Marlene Nadine McNaughton
Frank Louis McNerney
Michael John McTeague
Janet Sue McVay .
William Michael Melvm
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John Richard Gillen
David Frank Goblisch
Mark Edward Goldbach
Lynda Evelyn Goltz
Jenifer Joy Gorman .
Raymond John Gorski .
Diane Marie Gostkowski
Mary Eileen Graff
Loretta Mary Graham.
Robert John Graham
Ignatius James Grana
Earl David Green
Robert Andrew Green
Steven Robert Green
James Joseph Greene
Wil1iam Harold Grel1man
Michael Donald Grieshaber
David Phillip Grossman
Eileen Marie Gumbleton
Lisa Ann Gunther
Jeannie Marie Gusline
Richard Earl Hackstock
Bert Jack Haisua
Karen Irene Halford
Michael William Hall
Daniel Joseph Hamill
Geralynn Marie Hamilton
Julie Rl1en Hamilton
Martin Thomas Hanrahan
Marian June Hanson
Brian Raymond Hardy
Richard Kenneth Harker
Caprice Lynne Harlow
Sharon Kae Harmon
Steven Richard Harrington
Dwayne Curtis Harvey
Marybeth Harvey .
Suzanne Patricia Hatllmer
Debra Alice Hayes
Bret Ross Hazen
Daniel Martin Headley
Daniel Adam Hehn
Victoria Lynne Heinzel
Daniel Gerard Heiting
Victoria Heraty
Karen Marie Herman
Ronald James Herman
Belinda Alice Hernandez
Kurt Brian Hickey
Gary Thomas Hicks
David Scott Hilger
Nichola Joseph Hilger
Allen Thomas Rin
Beth Ann Hinz
Teranc Jeff Hoffman
Robert Jeff Hogan
Debra Lee Holcomb
Chari s Thomas Holesha
Judith Kay Hommema
Thomas Robert Hornick
Mary Jo Houlihan
Janice Sue Howver
Joyce Marie Howver
Denise Marie Hrebenak
David Albert Huizenga
Frank V. Hynes
Rita El1 n Irlbacker
Kevin Wil1iam Isenegger
Sandra Jeanne Ivey
Theresa Marie Jackson
Robert Mark James
Perry Edward Jarka
Marc Christopher Jochens
Jon Wil1iam Johnsen
Diann Louise Johnson
Jeffrey George Johnson
Jill Ann Johnson
Kenneth David Johnson
Nancy Jean Johnson
Robert Arthur Johnson
Susan Barbara Johnson
Patricia Mary Johnston
Matthew John Joyce
Lawr nce James Jun~man

Laurie Ann Kaczynski
Linda Marie Kaczmarek
Kathleen Anne Kalafut
Maryann Kalec
Scott Alle John Kal1quist
Sharon Marie Kane
Michel1e Annette Kapp
Maria Joanna Karson
Kathryn Moira Kasley
Faye Lynn Kass
Mary Patricia K~ne
Daniel John Keatmg
Dawn Marie Keenan
John Joseph Kehoe
Patricia Lynn Kel1ey
Raymond Thomas Keltner
John Angelo Kidis
Karen Lynn Kiley
Christopher Leslie Ki.ngslow
Frederick Thomas Kirpec
George Patrick Klahn
Anthony Nicholas Klementzos
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Favorite Teachers

Final Flash

Mr. Sullivan is my all time
favorite teacher because: He's
a crazv nice ~y.

Mr. Hess is my all time
favorite teacher because:
Every time he talks about his
wife her weight changes.
Yesterday she was 852 Ibs.
Today she was 435 Ibs.

Mr. Woerner is my all time
favorite teacher because: He
told me to say this or else I
wouldn't Dass.

Mr. Woerner is my all time
favorite teacher because: He
tells good stories about his
college days.

Mr. Peaslee: He sells food to
his students at a "cheap" price.

Mr. Leary is my all time
favorite teacher because: He's
a great forensics coach, and
English teacher, and great
person.

Ms. Tomeski: She seems to
notice me all the time. She
listens and is patient warm and
friendlv. '

Mr. Sullivan is my all time
favorite teacher because: He
tells the corniest jokes, and
laughs about them by himself.

Mrs. Jaslowsky: .She makes
learning very interesting and
ta~es alot of time with her
students. I really feel that she
cares alot about her students
and how they feel. Teaching is
not lust a job to her.

Wild Bill Ward is my all time
favorite teacher because:
Anyone that can stand 2nd
period autos must be doing
somethi~ right.

Mr. Wright:- I'm almost his
size and don't have to strain my
neck to talk to him.

Mr. Sullivan: His classes
never were boring, he taught
the material to be taught and
added a good joke here and
there. He kept you on your toes.
Sullivan is a little "Skippy"

Mr. Recchia: It's a very
interesting class. Something to
learn-he helps you understand
what it is we have to learn.

Mr. Bilyeu: Because he tells
juicy stories of when he was in
the service.

John Leary is my all time
favorite teacher because he is
very friendly and helpful. He
can be a friend. He's a great
person to be around.

Miss Anderson: We always
have fun together and I think
gym is the best subject of all.

Dr. Smith: He's so easy to
talk to, he's always in a good
mood, and is a great science
teacher. I've learned alot from
him in the past 2 years.

Mr. Woerner is my all time
favorite teacher because: He
likes food.

Miss R. Bertinetti is my all
time favorite teacher because
she likes us and treats us like
people. She doesn't get mad or
yell but acts mature and doesn't
make us feel dumb and lets us
have fun while we're learning
stuff.

Miss Dome: Not only is she
sweet and understandirlV; but
she taught me the meaning of
persistance and setting a goal in
my life that is within reach. She
is also the greatest badminton
coach ever because she un
derstands us and gets to know
us personally. She got involved
with my character which helped
improve my game and my
personality .

Mr. Wallin is my all time
favorite teacher because: He's
got a mustache.

Mr. Dominiak is my all time
favorite teacher because:
You've gotta have art.

on Faculty

Mr. Hess: He is the only
teacher who can get down on the
class day in and day out without
a false ~rin.

Mr. Woerner is my all time
favorite teacher because: He's
tall, dark and handsome. (Ua
Ha Ha)

Mr. Piaskowy: He explained
things very well. I had fun
learninR in his class.

Mr. Peaslee is my all time
favorite teacher because: He is
cool.

- Mrs. Bibeau: She was really
considerate and helpful' also
she didn't act like a ~cher'
s.he also.graded fairly, she acted
like one of your friends. I en
joyed her class thoroughly. She
came up with assignments that
weren't lo~g or boring, and
therefore, didn't make me hate
the class.

Mr. Recchia: He's old enough
to be a bad teacher and young
eno~h to know better.

Mr. Marks: He is a pretty
decent RUY.

Mr. Malloney Is my all time
favorite teacher because: He is
really neat. .. 1

Mr. Wallin:
1. He rides a motorcycle.
2. He is nice looking.
3. He is all-out great.

Mrs. Janzow: While taking
accounting 1 had Mrs. Janzow. I
not only learned alot from her
class but everyone enjoyed it
which made accounting a little
more fun.

Mr. Horejs: He is always in a
good mood, always willing to
help you. He is very good at his
job, he has a good sense of
humor. and is generally a very
nice person.

Mr. Jim Piaskowsky is my all
time favorite teacher because
he is the most funniest person.
He teaches and has fun at the
same time!!

Mr. Chilvers is my all time
favorite teacher because: He
wobbles but he doesn't fall
down.

Mr. H. Rubin is my all time
favorite teacher because he
gave me an "A" in history and
he helped me really learn to like
it. He'~ .very understanding in
my o,!>Imon.

Mr. Moore is my all time
favorite teacher because of his
warped sense of humor.

Mr. Vern Scarpelli is my all
time favorite teacher because
he has helped in times of
trouble, he was there when I
needed to talk and is an all
around good friend. Thank you
for your years of friendship.

Mr. Woerner is-irlx· all time
favorite teacher because: He's
nice, funny, and witty. \,

Mr. Ed' Olson is my all time
favorite teacher because he
puts books away in such an
upmost manner. It pleases me.

Mr. Sullivan is my all time
favorite teacher because: He
never got mad for the things we
did.

Mr. Woerner is my all time
favorite teacher because: He's
got the sexiest smile. (Ua Ha
Ha)

Mr. Reiter is my all time
favorite teacher because he's
challenging.

Mrs. Watland is my all time
favorite teacher because: She's
a terrific person to be around,
she has the nicest personality
with students. She makes the
class fun even while she's
teaching, all heads are turned
on her. She is interestin~ to
listen to. Everyone's heart was
broken when she had to leave.
But we hope that she is happy
with her new baby. Even though
she isn't teaching now, she'll be
back next year for new
students. By then I will be out of
school. I just want to say I
really miss one of the greatest
teachers I ever had.

Doc Smith is my all time
favorite teacher because: He
knows his A's and P's.

Miss R. Bertinnetti is my all
time favorite teacher because:
she is easy-going, even
tempered, a very likeable
person, and she is very helpful.

WE see these teachers
everyday, but it's seldom that
we give our thanks, or say what
we feel. Our grammar may not
be perfect. Our spelling may
need help. But our feelings are
sincere when we say thanks to
our favorite teachers.

Mr. J. T. Thompson is my all
time favorite teacher because:
he likes to hug trees.

Doctor Smith is my all time
favorite teacher because: he's
got a great anatomy.

Mr. Bilyeu is my aU time
favorite teacher because: he
tells juicy stories of when he
was in the service.
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Off to College

SENIOR STARS

I

I

I
l
l

l
I

I

l
l

-
YOU THEARE

--------

at

and

No Need to Wait for Fall

Ongoing Enrollment

One- Year Certificate

TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Options Open for Two-Year Degree

FOR A P LAC E I N THE

KIND OF

PERSON WHO ...

· .. wants to continue your education?

· .. needs flexible class hours to maintain
a job while in college?

· .. is willing to study in a completely
self-paced lab?

MORAINE VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE I
10900 S. 88th Avenue I
Palos Hills, IL 60465 I

974-4300 I
I

\ "

HURRY, HURRY TO APPLY

I
I

••I
Vicky Calvert will attend I

Northern Illinois University.

Faye Kass will attend Regis •
College in the fall. a

•

Mark Dawson will attend
University of lllinois in the fall.

Mark Schulthies will attend
Illinois State University in the ~
fall. I

•
•
•

Lawrence Yodelis will attend
Augustana College in the fall.

Lynn Carberry will attend 'I

lllinois Benedictine College in
Ule fall.

Mike WalSh will attend
DePaul Univp.rsity in the fall.

Andy Moriarty will attend St.
Xavier College ir. the fall.

I
Kevin Cappel will attend I

North Central College in the
fall.

Don Kozak will attend
Western Illinois University in •
the fall.

John M. Conway wI1l attend
Harvard University in the fall.

Robert James will attend
American Academy of Art in I
the fall. •

~arg~ Duff will attend the •
Umverslo/ of Illinois Circle
Campus In the fall. •

a

•Seniors I

Gary Reed will attend Mount
San Antonio College, Cal., in the
fall.

Patrick Daly will attend
Southern Illinois University in
the fall.

Adrian Parvic will attend
Moraine Valley Comm. College _

• ................a...- - - ~ a. ~...in the fall. - - - - - -

Bruce Carney will attend
Drake University in the fall.

Ann Minarik will attend
Moraine Valley Comm. College
in the Jail. •

I

Nicest Smile - Patl! Skala,
Jim O'Connor

Prettiest Eyes - Kathy Ryan
Dreamiest Eyes - Joel Benton
Nicest Hair - Jenni Gorman,

Don Randall
Funniest - Pat Ciancanelli,

Dan Geraghty
Most Naive - Janet Vahl,

Wade Krause
Quietest - Kristy Smith, Jim

McElliott
Class Clowns - Pate Skala,

Carl Stalla
Best Physique - Wade Krause
Best Figure - Ann Stearns

Kim Malelo will attend
Illinois State University in the
fall.

Lorri Krzos will attend
Moraine V!llley Comm. College
in the fall.

Curt O'Hara will attend
Northern Illinois University in
the fall.

Glenn Rosenberg will attend
the University of Boulder,
Colorado in the fall.

Lori Olsen will attend North
Park Colle~e in the fall.

Sharon Curley will attend
Purdue University in the fall.

Perry Jarka will attend
Illinois State University in the
fall.

Lori Rohde will enter the Air
Force in the fall.

Jim Nestor will attend
DePaul University in the fall.

Ken O'Neill will attend
Harvard University in the fall.

Rich Flis will attend Moraine
Valley College in the fall.

Allison Warner will attend
Northern IL. University in the
fall.

Grell Parker will attend
Moraine Valley Comm. College
in the fall.

-
Mike Patch will atteM Illinois

State University in the fall.

Terry Hoffman will enter the
Air Force in the fall.

Bound

Ted Gasteyer will attend
Bradley University in the faU.

Most Sophisticated - Tracey
Thompson, Ken O'Neill

Most Conservative - Tracey
Thompson, Scott Price

Fastest Driver - Dan Arce
Most Accident Prone - Kathy

Kinner, Jim Dunning
Most Fun to be With - Penni

Treantefeles, Mark Schu!thies
Best Hall Roamers - Terry

Zdano, Bill Walker
Best Senior Loungers 

Colleen Fenton, Mario Pope
Hot Dog of the Year - Bill

Lillwitz
Best Actor & Actress - Kathy

Ott, Mike Kolodziej

Debbie Siuchninski will at
tend Moraine Valley Comm
College in the fall. .

Dann Arce will attend
Chicago Circle Campus in the
fall.

Lori Paulsen will attend
Northern Illinois University in
the fall.

Mike Kolodziej will attend
North Central College in the
fall.

Kevin Rush will attend
Roosevelt University in the fall.

Joel Benton will attend
Northern IL University.

Wi! Nance will attend Lewis
University in the fall.

Kee Murray will attend
Moraine Valley Comm. College
in the fall.

Richard Vazquez will attend
Greer Tech Institute in the fall.

Ed Krecioch will attend
Moraine Valley Comm. College
in the fall.

Gregg Bresnahan will attend
Augustana College in the fall.

John Muldoon will attend
North Central or Eastern IL.
University.

Terry Corlett will attend
Illinois Benedictine College.

Gayle McGuigan will attend
MacCormac Junior College in
the fall.

Sean O'Neill will attend.
Moraine Valley Comm. College
in the fall.

Sarah Brooks will attend
Moraine Valley College in the
fall.

George Polaski will attend

C II
~o~~~~Iy'alley Comm. College

e e Kathy Adamow will attendo 9 Moraine Valley College in the
fall.
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Dave Goblisch
Bruce Carney
bronzed track

Benefactor:
Beneficiary:
Will: My

spikes.

Will: I, hereby, leave Mr.
Mulderkink, Ohm's Law and all
other laws and rules in Physics,
though I really hate to give
them up.

Be;efuct~:L;ri-p"iiuJsen
Beneficiary: Terri Wiley
Will: My friendship.

Benefactor: Don Kozak
Beneficiary: Bob Kelly
Will: Ability to drink a case in

2 minutes.

Benefactor: John Muldoon
Beneficiary: Rich Zickus
Will: I want Rich to have all

of my school books that I have
ev-er had because I know how he
likes to learn, and I want him to
have all of my wordly
possessions such as my tooth
brush, my last week's socks,
etc., and I would like to wish
him all the luck in the world
with them.

-------

Benefactor: Roxane Mal~rker

Beneficiary: Husband
Will: My car, my apartment,

my furniture, my stocks, my
money, my jewelry, my ashes!.

------.,.,
Benefactor: Present rhysics

Student
Beneficiary: Future Physics

Students

Benefactor: Steve Yukel
Beneficiary: George Daly
Will: To Geor~e Daly mv 2as

pedal foot when he gets his
license.

Benefactor: Mike Patch
Beneficiary: Jart Leskav
Will: My captain video space

cadet helmet.

Benefactor: Bert J. Haisma
Be~eficiary: Short People
Will: Being of solemn mind

and (body), I will my ability to
tower over crowds, to walk up
flights of stairs in a single bound
and the lumps I received from
walking through low doors.

Benefactor: Bruce Carney
Beneficiary: Scott Jakel
Will: My ability to get caught

drinking at football games.

Benefactor: Mark Krause
Beneficiary: Danny Jo Reed
Will: I Mark Krause, being of

sound mind and body leave all
of my worldly possessions to
Danny Jo Reed. I leave him all
of my Donny & Marie records. I
also leave him my razor blades
and shaving cream hoping that
someday he could put them to
good use. I also leave him six
full cans of Afrosheen.

---------
Benefactor: Jane Biller
Beneficiary: Gayle

McGuigan
Will: I, Jane Biller, will a

"Biggins" to Gayle McGuigan
to do what ever you want to do
with it. --------

Benefactor: Chuck Domil~ki
Beneficiary: Kevin Cappel
Will: I Chuck Dominski leave

all my Stroh's pop t@s & empty
Stroh's cans. I alsOleave him
six dollars to pull him through
the next weekend.

Benefactor: Dan Arce
Benefactor: Sharon Curley Beneficiary: Mark Kehoe
Beneficiary: Erin Reilly Will: I leave my ability to
Will: My 5 foot long nose stand up straight at parties.

warmer. Benecactor:JTni"NeslOr
----~---- Will: I leave my locker to the

Benef~~tor: Kim Malelo sanitary district.
B~neflcla!y: Laura Howell I leave my schedule to the
Will: I Kim Malelo leave my first maso<:lust to bid $5.00.

spacey mind to Laura Howell. I leave my talents to the horse
------:---- I got them from.

Benef!i~tor: Lorn Krzos I leave this school to anyone
BenefiCiary: Sue Johnson dumb enouuh to want it.
Will: I Lorri Krzos will my - g,;; - - - --

funny laugh to Sue Johnson. Benefactor: Mary zalapi
--------- Beneficiary: Bonnie McGee

Benefactor: Andy Moriarty Will: I bequ ath to Bonnie
Beneficary: Karl Vazquez McGee my book on self defense
Will: To my ability to drive and my baseball bat in hopes

when totally drunk. that they will help her fend off
--------- K2 at Q1lJ!.t>J!.£0.!!~~

Benefactor: Mike Kolozdiej
Beneficiary: Steve Doylida Benefactor: Steve Yukel
Will: My wit. My fishes left Beneficiary: Pat Daly

gill. And a year supply of Hartz Will: To Pat Daly $1,000 if I
gopher chow. should ~e_bef~~h~~_

nub Wtstnmtut

Benefactor: Laura
Bingenheimer

Beneficiary: Pat Duffy
Will: I leave my car which he

bought me, my jewelry which
he bought most of, but not my
wedding ring. I want to wear it.
All my clothes and make-up he
can give to whom ever and I
have money hidden from him in
my ceiling in which he can use
for a down payment on a new
motorcycle of his choice.

Benefactor: Dan Heiting
Beneficiary: Bill Heiting
Will: Muscular physique and

old Charles' body building
books.

Benefactor: Dawn Sobczak
Beneficiary: Dina Sobczak
Will: My car so she can whip

those corners at 50 m.p.h. to
make it to school on time. She
needs all the help she can get.

Benefactor: Faye Kass
Beneficiary: Erin Reilly
Will: She can have my clutch,

so now she'll carry around a
clutch.!~~. .

Benefactor: Jan Racinowski
Beneficiary: Diane Palumbo
Will: I leave you nothing,

except hope of a better senior
year than I had.

---------

Benefactor: Kevin Cappel
Beneficiary: Chuck

Dominksi
Will: I will leave all my

albums and empty Stroh's cans.

Benefactor: Mike Walsh
Beneficiary: Dave Downer
Will: I leave you a set of

shocks--you need them.

Benefactor: Adrian Pavic
Beneficiary: Linda Pavic
Will: I leave to my sister all

the things that helped me get
through my senior year, like all
my favorite teachers who
passed me by the skin of my
teeth, my 7 externals, a map on
how to escape the school, my
locker which has a secret panel
and inside there is a ------.

Benefactor: Kevin Rush
Beneficiary: Doug Maclean
Will: All of my guitars and

musical equipment because
that is all I own.

Benefactor: Pam Walent
Beneficiary: OLCHS

students
Will: My backyard as a

smoking area.

Benefactor: Terry Corlett
Beneficiary: A benny
Will: My charm, wit, and

unperverted techniques which
enabled me to seduce all of my
208 girlfriends in my last four
years.

Benefactor: Gregg
Bresnahan

Beneficiary: Mr. Sanderson
Will: My swimming goggles

or at least the lens from my
freshman year, so that he may
remember me.

Benefactor: Larry Yodelis
Beneficiary: Any junior

stupid enough to take it.
Will: I Larry Yodelis leave

my baseball hat to any sucker
that will take it.

Benefactor: Jim Dunning
Beneficiary: Mr. Hill
Will: I leave all my casts,

crutches and braces to Mr. Hill.
He's going to need them in a
couple years.

Benefactor: Donna Cramer
Beneficiary: Mike Madden
Will: I leave to you my new

hairdryer, all of my worldly
possessions, such as old school
notebooks that you will never
use my rings that you bestowed
upon me, don't jose them & the
hopes of getting ~~ew car, and
the love you hav~ always given
me. But~o_m~~~l_

Benefactor: Jim Dunning
Beneficiary: Donna St.

George
Will: I can't leave her

anything because she already
has it.

11lnst Ifill
~tninr.illBenefactor: Senior class girls

Benefactor: Curt O'Hara
Beneficary: Al Collins
Will: My liver.

Benefactor: Greg Richards
Beneficiary: Jodi Richards
Will: My reputation as a wild

and crazy guy.

Benefactor: Kee Murray
Beneficiary: Mike Leheman
Will: I leave. Mike Leheman

my 22 lb. bowling ball so he can
use it for a shot put.

Beneficiary: Junior class
guys

Will: Maturity.

--------

Benefactor: Chuck Mar-
tinovich

Beneficiary: Mr. Woerner
Will: My great test scores

and work sheets to hang in his
house whenever he gets down or
depressed.

Benefactor: Terry Hoffman
Beneficiary: Some poor

benny
Will: I leave to him my style

and wit which will get him any
chick he wants.

Benefactor: Chuck Russ
Beneficiary: My brother

Mike
Will: Mike I leave you with

all my good looks, that someday
you will be as handsome as me.
I know I've been taking all the
girls away from you this year,
but you will improve. Ask
"Hank" for advice.

Benefactor: Big Dan
Geraghty

Beneficiary: Bill Johnson
Will: I will fantastic jump

shot to Billy J.

Benefactor: Sue Krivich

Beneficiary: Carol Stalzer
Will: I leave my remaining

extra credits to you!!!! You
need them if you want to get out
of here someday.

Benefactor: Mark Dawson
Beneficiary: Johnny

Paycheck
Will: I, Mark Dawson, being

of no-so-sound mind and body
will all my earthly possessions
including my car, my Les Paul
and my sunglasses to the said
herein, PROVIDED he-she
comes up with the bread to pay
for such things.

Benefactor: Lori Paulsen
Beneficiary: Jerry

Astrauskus
Will: I, Lori Paulsen, being of

sound mind and body (no
comment), do hereby will every
English book (text and novel) I
have ever heard of or seen to
Mr. Astrauskus. Because it
seems like we've covered every
text book or novel that he's ever
seen!



PROGRAM

In the year 1';)88 Terri Wiley
will still be a photographer for
the Spartanlte. At her
retirement, they'll give her
FREE subscriptions to it!

.•.........••

In the year 1988 Dave
Huizenga will be married to
Enid Cassidy and have 5 sets of
twins.

In the year 1988 Ann Stearns
will have her first pimple, and
second, and third, and fourth,
and fifth, then ACNE I

In the year 1988 Joanne
Schinke will be married with
ten brats and will be a famous
shrink.

In the year 1988 Mr. W.C. Hill
will still be senior Class Sponsor
only 10 years older.
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In the year 1988 Dena Wetzel
will still be trying to perfect her
lemon meringue pie.

LOOK UP

... 1T'S A PLANE

\

LOOK AROUND
\.-

... IT'S A T R A IN

...IT'S A TRUCK

IT'S THE

TRANSPORTATION

CONTACT MVCC TODAY ABOUT

at

THIS TWO-YEAR TIMELY PROGRAM

THE HUB OF THE

TRANSPORTATION WORLD

IS RIGHT HERE IN

MORAINE VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

10900 S. 88th Avenue
Palos Hills, IL 60465

974-4300

Sales • Traffic • Oper?tions

Personnel • Rates • Records

•..•.••...•.•

BECOME A SUPERVISOR OR MANAGER

Moraine Valley Community Collegeland

Trucking • Railroads • Pipelines

Air Terminals. Bus Companies.Steel Industry
• Water Freight •

In the year 1988 Ken O'Neill
will be adopted by librarians of
OLCHS. He will learn to
respect Mr. Olson and will
become a leader in campaigns
to keep the libraries of
America clean. He may even
marry the library ladies .

In the year 1988 Mark
Sturonous will be the greatest,
hippiest, trumpet plaver in the
universe or he'll be dead from
practicing.

In the year 1988 John Puhr
will be . my brother-in-law and
uncle to my 13 kids.

..•.........

.. -••........

....••.••...

In the year 1988 Perry Jarka
will be the owner of a chain of
McDonald's hamburger stores.
He will also be the second
baseman for the Chicago White
Sox.

In the year 1988 Janet McVay
wilJ be married, with two kids
and working in an accounting
firm, and reading Agatha
Christie books. She will be
happy!

In the year 1988 Tony
Schopper will be the owner of a
mirror factory because of his
constant combing of his hair, ~e
will have a hired hand walking
behind him with a blow dryer
and styling brush.•...•...•...

In the year 1988 Scaduto will
still be trying for a cham
pionship basketball team.

•.•....•..••.

.............

In the year 1988 Dan Page will
be waiting for a good day to play
soccer.

In the year 1988 Karen
ChickerilJo with still be looking
for the blue candy bar of her
dreams.

In the year 1988 Craig Roxas
will still be giving statistics 96
per cent of the time, the other 2
per cent he will be eating health
food. . .

••..••....••

.•.......... ,

In the year 1988 Ray ~rski

wilJ still be combing his hair.
.•..........

•........•••

In the year 1988 Mike
Leheman wilJ be Olympic ~ld
Medalist.

In the year 1988 Kevm Rush
will be a successful musician
playing the world over and
loving every minute of it.

In the year 1988 Lori Rohde
wilJ be the talJest person in the
world.

In the year 1988 Mark
Vilchuck will be married to
Shelly Wantiez, and probably
have at least 4 girls.

The Spartanite

In the year 1988 Sandy Russo
will still be playing badminton
for the high school.

In the-year·198itM:arJ{ krause
will still be trying to pass
Moonier's Creative Writing
class. • ••••••••• _••.

In the year 1988 Kathy
Kozlarik will be a real estate
sales woman and have two of
her own offices.

In the year 1988 Craig Roxas
will still be studying his
statistics.

1988

r Prophecy

..............

In the year 1988 Bill Lillwitz In the year 1988 Mark
will still be talking about Schulthies will still be driving
himself. like a maniac.

In the year 1988 Mike
Kolodziej will be bumming
drinks on Rush St. and telling
everyone what a great actor he
was.

In the year 1988 students will
be thinking, "Gee, I wonder if it
was this bad ten years ago."

In the year 1988 Mr. Nolan
will be still giving his almost
alive lectures.

In the year 1968 Peg Wantiez
and Jeff Werner will be married
and have sixteen children
twins, triplets, etc.

.•.•.........

..............

In the year 1988 Rich Flis will
be replaced by a Texas in
strument's calculator...............

In the year 1988 Oak Lawn
High School will have bars on
the windows, watch dogs in the
washrooms, armed security
guards in the smoking area and
no furniture in the cafeteria.

In the year 1988 Mike
Kolodziej will strike it rich as a
~ld-Digger in theatres around
the world.......•••_...

In the year 1968 KelJy Carlisle.
will be married, have 10 kids,
and still stay skinny.

In the year 1988 Fro will be
sitting at home with 8 kids.

In the year 1988 Leslie Kay
Busch will be Ralphy's wife and
the head zookeeper at Brook
field Zoo..............

10 the year 1988 Jane Biller
and Mark Krause will be
happily married.

In the year 1988 Mike Kolodziej
will be tending a llama farm in
Peru.

In toe year 1988 Ruth Nagel
will be pasting down her wings
with alJ-set.

.•.••.•....•.

In the year 1988 Dan Arce will
be wrec~i!1~ .a.~~ •tr~~s. am.

In the year 1988 Pat Broderick
will be living in Colorado and
own her own photography store.

In the· yea;· i988· Penni
Treantafeles will be happily
married to Mike and will be
taking good care of her two
children.•...........

In the year 1988 Kurt
Stomiany will be a manager at
McDonald's.

In thej'ear 1988 Mary Ann
Kalec will still be crazy after all
these years.

In the year 1988 Jane Biller
will be practicing & distributing
her famous "Dr. Jane's Cure
all."

In the yea; i9s8·HICi ::»wmu
will still be trying out to be a
White Sox olaver..•...........

In the year 1988 Mike
Kolodziej will still be working at
Great Lakes Golf Ball Company
for $2.25 an hour. Wade Krause
wilJ be a stand-by garbage man.

-!!I ••••••••• a.

...... -- ....
In the year 1988 many of us

will be 10 years older.

In the year 1988 Mr. Scarpelli
will still be shooting baskets
after Saturday morning swim
practice from his wheel chair.

In theyear·198itC8'rry Lackey
will be a champion weight lifter
in the Olympic games....•••..•.••

In the year 1988 Ted Nugent
will be deaf.

My, What Some People Say!

............
In the year 1988 Mr. Sullivan

will be losing his knack for sick
jokes.

In the year 1988 Mr. W.C. Hill
will still be senior class sponsor,
only te.n.~~H .o!<!e!~ ••

In the year 1988 Debbie
Holcomb will be secretary to
the President of the U.S.
because of her skills she bas
acquired from OLCHS.

.•...•.....•.

In the year 1988 Lori Paulsen
will be on ABC Evening News.
"I will replace Terri Murphy
because she will be too old to do
reporting by then. She'll also be
rich enough where she doesn't
have to!"

In the year 1988 Ellen O'Brien
will graduate.

It Is Predicted
May 5, 1!rl8

......•.......•

In the year 1988 Dawn
Stephanich will still be sending
out her 20 chain letters to keep
herself alive!

In the year 1988 Mike
Kolodziej will be starring in
"The Life and Times of Arnold
Horshak's Pelvis."



I predict: Mr. Hill will
replace Fidel Castro as the
world's top dictator.

I predict: Jose Cardenal will
never complete an interview
that will leave the audience
knowing what he has said.

I PREDICT: Dave Don
Knotts will be America's newest
sex symbol.

I predict: Dave Kingman will
bat a vicious .198.

I predict: The Japanese will
bomb Iwo Jima.

I PREDICT: Ken O'Neill will
win a mathletes medal (Hal).

I predict: Mr. Collins will
have controlled classrooms by
1987.

I predict: Don Rickles will
grow an afro.

I PREDICT: Jimmy Carter
will ban furnaces.

I predict: Mr. Reiter will
critique this article as filler.
He's right, it is filler.

I predict: A power failure
during graduation.

I PREDICT: Dan Garaghty's
softball team will be city
chumps.. .I mean champs.

I predict: Jim Dunning will
never get handsome.

I predict: Jim Dunning will
break my neck.

I PREDI T: Shaun Cassidy
will join "Kansas".

I predict: Jim Nestor will win
an Acad my Award for his
portrayal of a crazed organ
grind r.

I predict: The Toronto Blue
Jays will win the World Series.

I PREDICT: "Quark" will be
on TV for 17 years.

I predict: An end to this
nonsen e.

Their Fillure
May 5,1978

BY MICHAEL KOLODZIEJ
PREDICATIONS. The world

is full of predictions. Yet, the
Spartanite has never predicted
an~hing to happen anywhere.
ThIS year the Spartanite hasn't
been what one could call an
explosive newspaper, but next
years staff will be really ex
pl.osive because these things
WIll happen, according to the
stars of the Northern
Hemisphere :

The Spartanite

Even the Anatomy and
Physiology classes are pone
dering this tough-to-crack
question.

The A&P classes are sure
moving up these days - last
month they were working on a
pig, now they're working on OL
high school students. There's
only one problem amidst the
aid of these classes: By the time
they find a cure, (if they do), the
class of '78 will have graduated
already! The problem is, we
need help fast. If any readers
have a cure, send it to the
Spartanite Office in Room 208.
I'm sure we'll put it to good use.

IN THE MEA TIME, there's
always the comforting thought
that there are a few weekends
left to relax before a tiring
summer of work. For some of
us, that summer will mean
packing up our things and
heading up to that big univer
sity, far, far away. Some will
love the escape. Others who
have senioritis will have the
memory of their high school
years on their minds, and
wishing those years would
never end. Only time heals ....

ALL YOU LU KY little
devils who happen to have been
born after us don't know how
good you really have it. You've
got a lot of time to pick out your
graduation gifts, dates for
graduation parties, and one of
the more important decisions;
the profession you'll do the rest
of your life_,Qbviously, we
should envy YOl::J, instead of
being envied. I my eU am still
infected with t dreaded
disease. Sometimes 't renders
nausea.

Some of the hardest hit vic
tims of the disease are those on
the Senior Class Advisory
Board (why do you think they
call it SCAB, hmmmmmmm?).
It's all over for them I Poor
souls, and some of them STILL
don't know what to do about it?
The cure? Time is the only
healer. Doctors by the handful
don't have an injection to give
the stricken senior. In fact,
many of the chemistry classes
are working on a cure at this
very moment (that explains tpe
explosions heard the past few
days, and the horrible smell).

That dreaded disease

~

...... r ~ ... """'Ill .. lr- - ~
...

JI ~I.. ~
...4
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BY LORI PAULSEN

SENIOR: A STUDENT in the
year preceding graduation from
a school of secondary or higher
level.

Senioritis: A painful disease
that affects the mind of a
student in the year preceding
graduation from a school of
secondary or higher level,
which frequently causes him to
go into a temporary stage of
either panic, carelessness,
unhappiness, or all of these.
Senioritis is quite contagious.
Once one has it, the infection
period can last up to one year.
Some cases reported were
known to last even more than
the usual year. They occurred
when seniors from a certain
school didn't graduate (ahem).

With exactly 33 days (in
cluding weekends) until the last
day of school for seniors and 37
days until graduation, with all
exams, book reports, term
papers, oral presentations,
analysis, and speeches due
prior to June 7th, it's a wonder
'us weary seniors' are still
around. Who wouldn't have
senioritis? III

'Senioriti '

DIAMOND TAILOR SHOP

10846 . Cicero

422-1877
In ME' and WOME 'S

fashion.

Done to fit every need.
Specialized people working with
European talent to provide you
with fine leathers and fabrics.

Excellent buys in beautiful
formals, also a selection of
Mother to bride and Men to
groom, Bridesmaids dresses
and graduation gowns in the
best styles. Will find a large
choice of custom mafe clothes
to. fit perfectly.

Ladie

pecialties

Tailori~
We have what your

looking for at prom .

Come see our planters,

centerpiece, figurines

Greager-Kasper Florists
55th Ct. &S.W. Hwy.

Looking for that special gift for

that special person
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BY MICHAEL "FLICKS"
KOWDZIEJ

The Spartanite

Movie lllontage
May 5, 1978

..

SINCE THIS ISSUE of the
Spartanite is somewhat super I
thought it would be appropriate
to do a "movie montage" of
three of 1977-78's top movies.
The threesome which I chose to
review are "Saturday Night
Fever", "The Good-bye Girl",
and Best Picture of last year,
"Annie Hall". Watch our Roger
Ebert.

"SATURDA Y NIGHT
FEVER." When one smart
director mixes John Travolta,
the "Bee Gees", disco dancing,
and a mixture of emotions into
one tw()-hour flick it has to be
dynamic.

"Saturday Night Fever",
starring John Travolta of
"Welcome Back Kotter", and
Karen Lynn Gorney, is directed
by John Ba~am.

Travolta, America's newest
rising star is powerful in his
portrayal of a Brooklyn punk
not knowing where life will
carry him day after day. All of
Travolta's world orbits around
fast disco-dancing on a
Saturday Night.

THE FILM RISES above the
stereotypical teen-age flick. It
makes one laugh, cry, and think
"What the hell am I doing with
my life?"

The script is real, not phony,
and that may be why it's rated
R. To support a good script the
"Bee Gees" music fits the
movie's moods perfectly.
"Night Fever", "How Deep is
Your Love" "Stayin' Alive"
and "More Than a Woman" ar~
original scores from the flick.
Other disco tunes are also
heard.

Althou~h the scriot and music
are both tops, it is Travalta's
dancing that puts the ice cream
on the cake. The choreography
is exciting and stunning, and it
makes the audience want to go
register with the Park District
disco classes.

THE MOVIE IS enjoyable yet
depressing in some ways.
Though the characters are
happy-go-lucky we see the
sadness and strains of these
N.Y. "hoods". The movie adds
up to be this: Travolta deserved
his best actor nomination on
account of his portrayal, but
mostly on account of his
breathtaking dance moves. Add
the "Bee Gees", and a good
script, and a good... Cripes it's
great. I give it four degrees
worth of stars. "Catch It".

"THE GOOD-BYE GIRL". U
an individual likes snappy Neil
Simon one-liners than hurry up
and pull $3.50 out of the
pocketbook. The plot is corny
and we wonder why how this is
going to end up as a love story,
but nevertheless, love and
Richard Dreyfuss conquer and
we end up liking Simon's
screenplay of "The Good-Bye
Girl".

"The Good-Bye Girl",
directed by Herbert Ross,
highlights Richard Dreyfuss
("Jaws", "Close ncounters"),
and Marsha Ma on. It also
introduces 9-yea~0Id Quinn
Cummings as LUcy~

The movie is funny, and the
humor comes strictly from the
multi-talented Dreyfuss. His
character is lovable, insane,
and unpredictable. Marsha

Mason (Simon's wife) is all too
brittle and unchanged
throughout the movie. Little
girl, Quinn Cummings, delivers
each and every line the same
way, no variation. Truthfully I
think she received an Oscar
nomination because she was
"cute" and "darling", not
talented.

THE PLOT IS STABLE and
the script at times is weak. The
story is about Mason, a stage
dancer who wears her heart on
a sleeve, her smart-alec
daughter, and the actor who
brings the happy ending and
true love to Mason.

Dreyfuss shows the audience
just how wide his talents range.
His performance in this flick
was worth the Best Actor award
but his performances in
"Jaws", and "Close En
counters" equaled it. The
award was a tribute to all three
of his efforts.

The movie adds up to be this:
Dreyfuss once again is ad
mirable. Mason and Cummings
are just average performers.
Simon comedy is good, but if
one has seen one Simon play,
one has seen them all. Hurrah
for Dreyfuss I He earned my
three stars.

"ANNIE HALL". Woody
Allen, Diane Keaton. Diane
Keaton, Woody Allen. How
many is this for them? Three?
four? Who knows? Who cares?
As long as one sees "Annie
Hall", one won't care how good
the others were. It's this one
that counts. It's a nervous
romance for Alvie Singer
(Allen) and it's a hilarious

movie for the theatre-goers.
"Annie Hall', stars Woody

Allen, Diane Keaton, Tony
Roberts, Carol Kane, Paul
Simon, Shelley Duvall, Janet
Margolin, Christopher Walkin,
and Colleen Dewhurst.

The combo of Allen-Keaton
glows in "Annie Hall", chosen
as last year's best picture.
Along with Best Picture, Keaton
took the Best Actress award.
Woody came through with the
Best Director award (he also
was nominated for Best Actor).
"Annie Hall" also won Best
Screenplay.

THE MOVIE SPREADS out
into original dimensions of the
persona Woody Allen has put
into films. The story is about an
on-edge nervous romance
between Allen and Keaton.

Will Woody Allen ever have
an enduring relationship in New
York City? What is life without
the search for somebody? Allen
answers this in his comedy
delight.

Allen makes the film comical,
original, and intriguing. Keaton
played up to Allen well. The
script is strong, and originality
is fun, and the leads are well
casted. The weak link in the
film is the supporting cast
which is practically dead and
unmotivated.

Some of the scenes, I donned
as classics (watch him battle
the spider). The movie is surely
different.

THE FLICK ADDS UP to be
this: typically Woody Allen:
Funny, unpredictable, com
plicated. Keaton moved out of
Woody's shadow by claiming

Best Actress. And hear this
movie critics: the kid who
played Woody as a child is much
funnier than Quinn Cummings.
I give it three and one-half
stars.

NOTE: These may be my last
reviews of the school year. I
sincerely hope I've helped
many people in answering "Is it
worth seein?" Movies and
Theatre are great. They take
the worries of the world off my
shoulders, and I hope they do
likewise for the readers.
Hopefully eight years from
today a kid on the SPAR
TANITE will be doing movie
reviE:ws, and if I play my cards
right, he might be reviewing my
performances. That's a take on
this year, readers.

M
o
n

tage
MUSIC ON THf GO

As my fourth and final year
here at O.L. comes to a close, I,
like all seniors begin to realize
that we've come quite far.
Granted, we've got aways to go,
but during our past 17 or 18
years, we've all gone through a
lot. Many things have helped to
shape us into what we are. Our
parents, our peers, and grade
school are a few things which

have had a profound influence
on our lives. Another thing
which has greatly influenced us
is what we're about to finish,
and that is high school.

Now one might wonder what
all this has to do with my music
column. Well it's simple. This
article is giving me a chance to
show just how music has made
my high school years enjoyable.

Being involved in music in is, is the feeling of pride we music. It has made my high
high school has been a very have for what we do, from school years extremely
rewarding experience. The playing at the basketball games memorable ones. The number
band room has practically to competing at a jazz festival. of people who have helped me is
become my home and my life I'm sure anyone involved in any enor~ous, so to all of y?U,
revolves around my music. At group activity can relate to this espec1811y those connected WIth
times things get somewhat feeling of pride which comes my music, let me extend my
frustrating, but for the most with hours of hard work. sincerest thanks. It is because
part, every minute spent for Well, with all this I guess the of all of you that I'm able to say,
music has been worth it. One point I want to make is I'm I'll really miss this place.
thing that makes band what it grateful for the opportunity of Bill Walker

~!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~

R&D Florists

Open 7 day

A great gift idea
for Prom

10% off •
WITH PURCHASE

8661 S. Pula ki

737-5656

Twins Educational
Center

School Supplies

New and Used Text Books

DRAFTING EQUIPMENT

3574 W. 95th l.

424- '355



Holly Johnson has also shown
many outstanding per
formances in this year's season.
Although she has participated
very little in the last few meets,
due to injury, throughout the
season she has broken three
school records. These records
were broken in ttte hurdles, both
110 and 220, as well as In the 100
dash with a time of 11.2.

This year's track team also
bas a junior varsity team. The
J .V. team has done terrific thus
far in the season, creaming
Sandburg and Shepard, and is
eagerly awaiting conference.

Conference competition will
take place today at Sandburg at
3:30. The team is looking for
ward to your support.

THE OLCHS
VARSITY Stickmen are not off
to a very good season primarily
because their pitching has not
held up as well as expected and
their lack of coming up with the
big hits when needed.

With a conference record
standing at 3-wins, 4-losses and
2-ties, the Spartans find
themselves 3 games out of the
SICA West race with 5 games
remaining. Two very close
losses to Reavis hurt very
dearly and the two ties didn't
help either. It doesn't seem
likely that the ties will be made
up unless the stickmen close up
the race with four or five more
victories.

Having a good season is Dan
Bagus with two mound vic
tories, Dave Downey, and Carl
Stalla have been pretty strong
in the field, as have Mike Kane
and John Kolioplous with the
stick.

THEY HAVE JUST STAR
TED playing their home games
at the OLCHS'field acrOss the
street from the school because
it had been previously in very
bad shape and they had to play
at the four fields behind Christ
Hospital. Maybe this will bring
them around a little bit.
Hopefully something will, and
the Spartain stickmen can get
on the winning track.

OPEN 7 DAYS
Flowers fOr all occasion.

by
Georgia

Kekempanos

THE OAK LAWN TRACK
MEN are continuing to show
SICA rivals that they are a
strong threat to take the West
title again. The varsity team
has consistantiy been getting
strong performances by seniors
Ed Favian, Scott Price, Bruce
Carney, Pat Daly, and Mark
Vilchuck. Juniors Mike Fitz
maurice, Rich Baader, Greg
Hainrel, along with sophomore
Scott McGrail and freshman
Jim Kolodziej have also been
outstanding in recent meets.

Senior shotputter Mike Leh
man has yet to come across the
face of defeat in both of his
events, the shot and discuss.
Mike is very likely to capture
the state crown in at least one of
the events, if not both.

Consistant winning events
along with Lehman's duet are
the mile relay of Fabian,
Carney, Daly, and Kolodziej,
the 440 with Fabian, the 440
yard relay of Price, Fabian,
Carney and Kolodziej. Other
events have also showed very
strongly. Pat Daly has year
long been a definite winning
threat in the 880.

RECENT VICTORIES have
come against St. Laurence,
Shepard, Lincoln-Way, Reavis,
and had very respectable
showings at the Brookfield and
Champaign relays.

dY: DONNA ST. GEORGE

\\

Track Takes First

BY WADE KRAUSE
DAN HEITING

The Oak Lawn's Girls Track
Team is performing very well
this year under the guidance of
their two new coaches, Ms.
Moeller and Mr. Godar, as well
as their captains, Janice
Trojniar and Carol Ryan.

A special highlight of this
year's season came with a first
place victory at the Riverside
Brookfield Relays, with com
petition from twelve schools.
Two records Two Riversidi
Brookfield records were
broken by our girls, namely
Holly Johnson in the high jump
and a team of Lauren Kolodziej,
Bonnie Sawyer, Denise
Vilchuck, and Carol Ryan in the
one mile medley relay. A school
record was broken by Bonnie
Saw McGee in the two mile,
although later broken again by
Sue Polcaster at the Reavis
Relays.

Track and Baseball
two different stories

The Spartanite

Mike Lehman as a beginner

javelin thrower.

One of the many young girls on the OLCH

'loftball team.

May 5, 1!n8

Dave Downey having a bit of

difficulty holding on to the baseball.

Mike Wood exhibiting his Golden Glove.

style.

Doug Fewkes winding up for his mighty fast ball.
423-3393 4739 W. '03rd St. / Oak Lawn. III. 60453

(if purchased before May 12 $1.00 off)
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Spartanite's Athletes of the Year

Don Kozak was our December
Athlete of the Issue after a
successful season as defensive
tackle. He compiled a total of 88
tackles, 5 sacks, 2 fumble
recoveries, and 1 blocked field
goal attempt. He also earned
honors as AlI-8tatle, All-Area
and number one player in the
SICA West Conference.

Colleen Fenton was chosen
October's Athlete of the Issue
due to ber high number of
serves and aces that have led
the Volleyball team 'to a 6-1
record, good for a first place
standing in Conference.

Scott Price, by an almost
unanimous vote, was our Oc
tober Athlete of the Issue. He
led the gold team all year to an
outstanding record, a second
place finish In Districts, and a
sectional playoff berth.

Sandy Burgess was chosen as
female Athlete of the Issue for
september due to her out·
standing efforts against
Richards, Rich Central,
Thornridge, and Eisenhower.
Miss Burgess has ~on all of her
matches in straight sets, that's
eight in a row, and had yet to
lose in the first singles spot for
the first time as a player at
OLCHS,

T.J. Murphy was elected our
male Athlete of this Issue for
the month of september for
many nO-yard runs that added
up to a total of 95 yards In 18
roshes. He did this despite an
Injury that kept him out of most
of the second half. His brilliance
was only blurred by the final
tally of Bremen, 20, oak Lawn,
13.

In December, our fem~le

Athlete of the Issue was Peggy
Wantiez. She has broken her
own record in the l00-yard
butterfly a number of times and
was onference champ in the 100
yard breaststroke. She also won
the MVP award.

Bill Lillwitz was our January
Athlete of the Issue. The 6'6"
cehter was chosen primarily
because of his outstanding play
during the Spartans' games.
"Uly" averaged over 23 points
a game aM was the leading
scorer in the SICA West Con
ference. He also won the MVP
award.

Dawn Wesselhold was our
female Athlete of the Issue for
the month of January. The
forward-guard had led the girls'
basketball team with an
average of 15 points per game.
She was also voted best offense
for the wins against Uncoln
Way and Shepard.

Our male Athletes of the Issue
for the month of March were
senior wrestlers Mike
Morgenthaler, Ken Spitzer, .and
junior Chuck Sanow. Mike and
Chuck both captured seventh
place finishes in the State
Tournament in Champaign. All
three captured conference titles
and first place finishes in
districts. Mike won the MVP
award.

Conn! Treantafeles, 5' 9"
senior guard, was our female
selection for the month of
March. Trent had scored 15
points per game on the average
and has been named best of
fense twice. She is known as
playing as well on defense as
she is on offense. She recently
won the MVP award.
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News Notes

Breakfast for Seniors

'Fiddler' coming in May
bring in, Dzurison explamed
that it is used for the production
of future plays.

THERE ARE ABOUT ten
people working on. the set of
Fiddler on the Roof with the
added help of Mr. Ron McKay
industrial arts teacher, and Ms:
Anna Marie Coveny, art
teacher. They have two weeks
to create the set.

Many of the plays par
ticipants are involved in ac
tivities other than acting.
Assistant directors of the play
are Curt Lang, Maureen
Foertsch, and Janice Brons.
The dance captain s Terri Egan.

When asked about the
benefits of involvement in play
production Dzurison said "The
kids gain self-confidence: learn
respect and discipline. Some
want acting to be their future
careers."

the play, Jim Maddox, Mary
Fleming, Sheri Wantiez, Vicky
Kolinski, Sheri Simpson, Dawn
Koruba, Tim Reyna, Larry
Cunat, Bill Sorensen, Cathy
Smitko, and Jim Xeros were
picked by Dzurison who also
directs the play.

Dzurison said that the general
-school attitude of plays has been
up considerably. "Compared to
some of the other plays like
Plaza Suite and You're a Good
Man Charlie Brown, the
audience turnout lately for the
last two plays has been
tremendous. "

When asked how successtul
the last play, GODSPELL, was
in terms of audience turnout,
Dzurison replied, "GODSPELL
did very well. Every night was
sold out. Even the extra
showing we had was sold out
with very little previous
publicity." When asked how the
money is used that ticket sales

BY BECKY STRYSZAK

THE CAST AND crew of
Fiddler on the Roof are busy
preparing for their next play,
which is scheduled to be
presented on May 3, 4, and 5.

Mr. Tom Dzurison and Mr.
Jack Roeckeman decided on the
play. Dzurison, who
choreographs the play, said
that he and Roeckeman agreed
that it would be an interesting
play to present.

Dzurison said, "It takes about
seven or eight weeks of
preparation from the time of the
first rehearsal to the time that
the play is ready to be
presented. " The actors and
actresses rehearse every
Monday and Friday from 3:00
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. and every
Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m.

THE MAIN CHARACTERS ip
. Graduation for the Class of
1979 is scheduled for Sunday,
June loth.

Honor's Night will then be
held on Tuesday, June 5th.
Honor's Night is a ceremony
that recognizes and honors
outstanding seniors. It is
scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.

Activities for the Y.M.C.A.
are as follows; Great America
on May 19, 9:00 a.m. all money
must be in by April 28, this.price
includes transportation.

The Jr.-Sr. Prom will be May
12 from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
McCormick Place. The bands
are Crash and Skyway. Tickets
will be on sale starting April 23
during all lunch periods. The
price is $40.00.

The Ecology Club Annual
Turkey Run canoeing Trip is
scheduled for May 4, 5, 6. Plans
are- still being made. Activities
includ.e: camping, hiking, and
canoe1Og, etc. The price is $25
per student.

On Sunday, April 8, there will
be an Open House at Moraine
Valley Community College.
Students who are interested
should see their counselor for
details.

The last day of school for
graduating seniors is scheduled
to be Friday, June 1st, with
many seniors. returning on
Monday, June 4th, to take
senior exams.

Graduation Practice will take
place on Thursday, June 7th. It
'is tentatively scheduled to begin.:t 9 a.m.

wins conferenceChess team

OLCHS '76 Grad

Debbie Niego, 20, was chosen
Miss Illinois out of 102 con
testants and now will compete

Miss Illinois

•

for the title of Miss U.S.A. in
Biloxi, Miss, at the end of this
month.

BY DONNA ST. GEORGE

Contrary to popular belief,
the administration has granted
the Senior Class Advisory
Board permission to sponsor the
annual Senior Class Breakfast.

This decision, made after
careful consideration, also
includes an added benefit for
this y ar's seniors. Seniors will
be required to attend only the
fi~t three periods of the day on
whIch the breakfast will be
held. After attending these first
three classes, seniors will be
released from school and the
breakfast will begin at 11: 15
a.m.

It is important for seniors to
realize that they must attend
their first three classes that
day. The administration is

granting seniors the privilege to
attend the breakfast on school
time. Misuse of this privilege
could cause many problems
with other graduation plans.

Problems in past years with
the Senior Class Breakfast and
Senior Cut Day nearly led to a
cancellation of this year's
breakfast.

Although Senior Cut Day
seems almost traditional at this
point, it is not, and has never
been approved by the school.
The problems of Senior Cut Day
have been further compounded
in recent years with a great
majority of freshmen,
sophomores and juniors also
participating. The ad
ministration has made progress
with the problem this year, but
continuance of the cutday could

revoke tne prIvilege or .:>emor
Class Breakfast.

In recent years, there has also
been a problem with students'
behavior at Senior Class Break
fast. Students have been found
throwing food and generally
ruining the appearance of the
Sheraton. ThIs is the major
reason for the breakfast being
held in May, instead of the
traditional June date. The
administration wishes to punish
the individuals causing the
disturbance, instead of the
group as a whole. With a June
date, there was little or no time
to do so. As with Senior Cut Day,
if these problems persist, the
tradition of Senior Class Break
fast may end.

Easter

BY BRIAN SMITH

FOR THE SECOND straight
year, the OLCHS Spartan Chess
Team has captured the SICA
North conference title after the
inter-conference triangular
meet on March 17.

Before the triangular, the
Spartans were in a 3-way tie for
first place with Eisenhower and
Richards, having a 7-3 won-loss
record. The Spartans ended the
season with a 9-4 record, the
best record in all three con
ferences at the triangular.

PLAYED AT RICH Central
High School, the triangular was
set up so that players on the
same boards with' similar
season totals in points from
different conferences would
play each other, with the points
of a team being put up against
the total points acquired by the
separate players the team was
playing. Each team played
three matches.

"Domico couldn't play in the
triangular because of an in
jury," Coach Bob Dominiak
said, "so we sacrificed Board 3
by moving LeVan up to Board 2
and putting Kilgore on 3."

Dominiak was counting on the
middle boards to do well. but
the upper board players carried
more than their share of the
weight of the meet, with Lun
dquist winning one and drawin~

the other two matches and
LeVan winning his first two
matches. Also winning matches
were Charleston, Smith, Par
son, Yontez and Johnson. •

"WE HAD THE title clinched
after the first two matches at
the 'tri'," continued Dominiak.
"None of the other teams in our
conference had won a game
there, and we won both of ours."

Will the Spartans take the
conference title next year? "We
have a good chance to," Board 1
player Lundquist said. Lun
dquist, a sophomore, was th~

top scorer 10 the conference last
year and tied for second place
this season. Domico, who
placed third in the conference
last year and seventh this year
in season points, is the only
senior on the team, and
probably would have placed in
the top five if he had been able
to play in the triangular.

Oak Lawn's chances of being
three-year champions are
fortified by the tact that Domico
is' the only senior on the team.
Besides Domico, the only player
that the Spartans are losing

I •

Happy

next year is Parson, who is
moving out of the district.· The
other schools in the Spartans'
conference, with the exception
of Eisenhower, are- going to
suffer much more severely than
Oak Lawn in the area of having
experienced players on the
team.

CHESS TEAMS ARE made of
of eight players, playing at
chess boards numbered one
through eight. Each board is
worth a certain number of

•

points for a win, loss, or draw
with Board 1 worth the most
points and Board 7 and Board 8
the least. The team with the
most points at the end of a
match wins.
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,Spartanite surveys pot andbooze
For one reason, most parents

drink, so they feel that their
children can do the ame if they
want to. Another reason is
because most people realize
when they've had enough to
drink, they stop. With
marijuana, the strengths differ
so much that you can't really
tell how much you've had.

Smoking marijuana and
drinking are a common,
sometimes everyday practice.
Nothing looks like it can stop
this, not even scares from the
government, like the Paraquat
scare of 1977. Both are here to
stay, no matter how illegal they
are.

OTE: This above survey
was conducted to 100 hundred
students on March 30. Joe and
Linda are real students who
asked that their names be
changed.

OLCHS senior Linda. "Usually
a joint costs 50 cents to a buck
unless it's really good stuff."

It's also easy to obtain. I
asked Linda how long it would
take to get a bag of Columbian
(a type of poll. She said that
she'd have it after school.

Even though marijuana use
by the students of OLCHS is
high, it can't compare to the
amount of drinking that is done.

95 percent of the students at
OLCHS have drank beer or wine
to get high. Most of the students
have been drinking since 8th
grade even with the parents
knowing about it.

Of this 95 percent, 90 percent
of the parents know their son or
daughter drinks. It seems the
parents are less concerned
about drinking as compared to
smoking marijuana. Why?

tomorrow nlgllt at the la t chance dance sponsored by the
p claJize in rob1c:n-roll. but also play top 40. and di co,

what it was like. Other reasons
were peer pressure, to escape
reality for a time and to get
high. Some students didn't know
why they smoked marijuana.

Parents feel that smoking
marijuana leads to harder
drugs. However, the SPAR
TANITE survey shows that 36
percent of the students who
smoked marijuana went on to
"harder" drugs such as speed
and LSD.

Though marijuana has been
used by a little more than half
the students here, it is not ex
clusive to the Oak Lawn area.
Large percentages of students
from Evergreen Park, Stagg,
Bogan and Reavis smoke
marijuana.

"Many students smoke
marijuana because it's a cheap
wav of catchin~ a buzz." said

believe it. They tell their son or
daughter that they are losers if
they take marijuana and the
parents also say that it will lead
to harder drugs such as cocaine,
LSD. speed and THC.

Joe, a senior at OLCHS was
caught with a small bag of
marijuana by his parents. He
said, "I never felt so terrible in
my life. My dad was so angry I
thought he was gonna smack
me. But he also looked like he
was in a state of shock. They
asked me how long I was on the
stuff, like it was heroin or
something. I told them I was
never on it, I only smoked it a
few times. They asked me why I
did it and I told them because I
wanted to see what is was like."

Nearly 40 percent of the
students at OLCHS said they
smoked marijuana to find out

glad we have them again."
THE A CELLED DA CE

had brought a touch of con
troversy to OLCHS last
January. Students felt that the
dance shouldn't have been
cancelled. Dan Sullivan,
President of the National Honor
Society states, "The weather
took everyone by surprise. Our
dance was unfortunately caught
in the snow bank, so to speak. If
we would have gone through
with it, the financial loss would
have been great."

It is· doubtful that this dance
will be cancelled. Tickets are
$2.50 pre- ale and $3.00 at-the
door. Tickets will be available
{rom any N.H.S. member. "Ro ket" will appear

National Honor Society. They

A school that rules

BY ROY BERNARD

A recent Spartanite survey
shows that three out of every
five students at OLCHS have
smoked marijuana at some
time.

Of this 60 percent only 28 per
cent of their parents know.
Marijuana has become a very
social drug which is used by all
different students. From CAB
to band members. From the
NilS to VICA.

However, most adults or
parents who learn about
marijuana think that the user
will become addicted to it. This
has not been proven. Marijuana
can be taken for any length of
time with no addictiveness.

When a parent learns that his
son or daughter smokes
marijuana, they can hardly

SATURDAY, APRIL 7 is the
date for the last school dance of
the year. The dance will be held
in the auditorium gym from 8
p.m. to 11 p.m.

The dance is sponsored by the
National Honor Society and will
feature a 5-man band called
"Rocket". The band specializes
in I:ock-n-roll, but also- plays top
40, disco, and popular SO's
tunes.

The dance was previously
scheduled for last January, but
due to the Blizzard of '79, was
cancelled. According to Mr.
W.C. Hill, N.H.S. sponsor. "The
band is the same. Due to a slow
April month, they agreed to
perform for our new date. I'm

Last Chance Dance

they have to be sent to. the
school attorney, and then they
have to be approved by the
Board before they are passed.

955412 SOUTHWEST HIGH-
(1 block south of OAK LAWN
HIGH)
PHONE: 425-0460

Ice Cream

undae & ConesShakes,

the smoking area, we've had
cleaner washrooms. Without it,
it will only cause more
problems."

"The discipline code just
recommends their (the slate's)
ideas," said Mr. Markel. "Later

area. The state has been
pushing OLCHS to shut the
smoking area out altogether.
"A new law states no smoking
in public buildings," said Mr.
Jim Markel.

One student said, "Because of

Hot Dogs

With all the trimmings

"Try a big one for your next get-together"

THE DEN DELI

OPEN 7 DAYS

MON THRU SAT
10:00 AM - 9:00 PM
SUN
11:00 AM - 9:00 PM

Great Sub-Sandwiches from 6 inches to 6 feet!

students and some don't even
look at detentions as a form of
punishment," said one student,
"They just don't take it
seriously anymore ."

Another area affected by the
discipline code is the'smoking

--~~-----~----------~~----~~-------~-----~~

BY NADIA BEDWAN

EVERYONE IS WARY of it,
no one wants it, but it's always
there and it rules your life
throughout your days at school.

The OLCHS discipline code is
still around, constantly
changing, according to how
much it is abused by students.

As every year goes by, a
student is allowed so many
"free cuts". Three years ago, a
student was allowed three cuts
before receiving external
suspension. Two years ago a
student was allowed two cuts.
This year a student is allowed
one "free cut", before receiving
external suspension.

I TERNAL SUSPENSION,
THE newest form of punish
ment, was designed to keep
students in school while the
student is allowed to study and
or work under the supervision of
a teacher. They are also offered
to join in on rap sessions with
the social workers and the
Student Service Bureau during
their time in internal to help
them understand why they
received internal suspension,
and what they are supposed to
learn from the experience.

Out of the 26 years OLCHS has
been operating, only since 1969
has the cut system began due to
excessive absentees.

Detentions, which are served
after school on an hour a day
basis are now under review.
"Detentions have become an
everyday thing to some
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Old jeans fade out
New dress code fad-es in

'ODDDDODDDDODDDODODDDODDODDOODODDODO
o 0

§ SPEAK OUT §
o 0
o 0

8 ·What do you think about 8
o D

8 having a non-smoking area? 8
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0o SHELLEY WA TIEZ, 0
o SENIOR-

Yes, because the smoke 0o bothers my eyes. 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
O WALLY WILINSKY, 0

JUNIOR·o Yes, because smoking stinks. 0
o 0
o 0
o 0o AL PALERMO, CAFETERIA 0
o UPERVISOR - 0o No, because they have a

section, the whole cafeteria. 0o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0o .',. 0
00 SHAW "McCAULEV, DO

JUNIOR _ \,
o No, becaus~ tney don't o·o smoke. they sit in the cafeteria ) 0
o anyway. 0
o 0
o 0
o PAM PARKEY, JU lOR - 0o Yes, because I would think 0o it's only fair. Everyone has 0
o their rights. 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 08 ROBY McCORTT - JU lOR 8
o I think it's a gre.at idea, 0o because if the smokers can have 0
o one, why not us. C

DDDOOOODDOODOODDDDODDDODDODDDDDDDOD

Pat Wasielewski
Nadia Bedwan

Brenda Nanney
Mary Ellen Luby

Joe Vajarsky
KarenLech
Terri Wiley
Ray Elliott

Becky Kutsulis
Donna St. George

Roy Bernard
Marilou Perry
Carol Dornan

Pat Wasielewski
George M. Daly

problems with a f w of the 45
hall monitors. orne let their
friends go by without question,
while others don't listen to any
explanation , and just demand
a pass. Mr. raig said the hall
monitors have to assume that if
a student is walking the halls,
they have no purpose being
there, until they prove them
selves otherwi e. A hall monitor
has the power to take a student
to their dean and explain why,
and let the dean handle it from
ther .

ow that r und rstand these
"hall monitors," I still don't
beli ve that th yare totally
nee s ary. When they start to
I t power go to th ir heads, their
purpose is defeat d. I'v been
push d by a hall monitor, I've
had one tell m I need a pass to
go home, I've had my books
knocked out of my hands as a
hall guard monitor grabbed my
arm, I've had arms h ld out
across the hall in front of me to
keep me from passing, I've
been yelled at, corted, and
I'v had talks with three deans.
This makes m wonder if the
hall monitors still serve their
r ai, original purpose. r always
have a reason for being where I
am or going wh re I'm going.

ertain hall monitor just don't
understand or even try t9. I give
them credit, where credit's
d s rv d, but I still believe
they'r guards.
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BV CAROL DORNAN

Monitors
or guards?

BEING ON TilE Spartanite
staff, I find we receive many
complaints on the hall guards,
as they're frequently called.
I've had constant rounds of
fighting with these non
understanding hall guards, so I
decided to investigate their
purpose. With the idea of
saluting one of these hall guards
as I walk by, I went to see Mr.
James Craig, Dean of Boys.

I was first correct d from
calling them hall guards to hall
monitors.. the real term..not
known by many students. Mr.

raig said the hall monitors
original purpose was to prevent
the pulling of false fire alarms
and to eliminate students from
wandering the halls. As many
people can see, it is not a fad to
pull fire alarms anymor , and
the hall monitors can take
credit for this.

T DE T WANDERING
TilE halls, should not, in the
first place, have been wan
dering the halls. If a student has
a pass, it alleviates the problem
completely. The question in a
lot of cases seems to be--if a
student doesn't have a pass, but
a good explanation of where
they're coming from and going,
does the hall monitor let them
through? Mr. raig seems to
believe that some do, and others
don't. He said he has had

~

halter without a blouse, or other
covering. Gym clothing worn in
P.E. classes cannot be worn in
other classes. Short shorts
clothing that is body ripped or
torn, or dago-T's.

4. A student not complying
with these school guide lines
will be r ferred to the dean for
further action.

These guide lines will be
voted on by the Discipline
Committee during their next
meeting. Some people feel that
other things should not be
allowed like shirts with foul
language.

used by the school. These rules
have not been officially ap
proved but they do have some
ideas such as:

1. Moderation and dress is to
be in effect at all times in the
school year.

2. As a health, sanitation and
safety measure, protective
covering on the feet must be
worn at all times, but should not
include the thong type sandals.

3. Clothing should not be worn
that causes interference with
work or creates a class rOom or
school distraction. Such
clothing shall include, tube tops,

BY ARTPl\TERSON

NOW THAT THE weather is
warmer the snow is melting off
the ground, and the clothes on
students seem to melt off with
it.

This brings up a point. Should
there be a dress code and what
should be in it.

Many people feel that T-shirts
with foul language should not be

• allowed along with torn up
clothes.

THE DISCIPLINE COM·
MITTEE has decided to set up a
few ~uidelines which will be
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MARTHA DOMINE

Honors courses

have downfall

Open Gyms

DEAR EDITOR:
A lot of other schools have

open gyms at night. People can
come in at night and play
vol1eyball, basketball or swim.
Why doesn't this school have
this sort of program? I know a
lot of people would use the gyms
and there would be something
for people to do besides watch
T.V.
HELENE MUTH

Hall guards

unnecessary

Art showcase

appreciated
DEAR EDITOR:

I'd like to compliment on the
idea of converting the wasted
space in the hallway across
from the library into an art
showcase. This showcase shows
off some of the students art
work, and it gives those who
don't have art a chance to see
what talent this school has to
offer. Keep up the good work!
MICHELE BURNS

No more jocks

DEAR EDITOR:
You should have more ar

ticles concerning other people
besides jocks. There are other
people in this school. Why don't
you just call the paper, the
JOCKANITE? You should write
more about the harsh punish
ments and rules of this school
such as hours and internal, and
have students voice their
opinions on these subjects.
Then, maybe people would buy
the Spartanite.
MARY BETH GURNIAK

DEAR EDITOR:
I am a faithful Spartanite

reader. I like to read the
Spartanite because it keeps me
informed on what's happening
around school and other im
portant news. I also like the way
it's written and the people who
write it.

But, lately, the paper has
been used in the wrong ways.
The paper isn't suppose to be
used to put people down and to
put people into different
categories. If there's one thing
this school needs, it's school
spirit and the paper hasn't
helped lately. So, let's get your
act together, so the school can
act together.

MIKE I1AU ER

Spartanite used

DEAR EDITOR:
Report cards just came in an

that depressing feeling of no
bringing up your G.P.A.
(Remember promising yourse
last semester?) comes to many.

Actually the grade poin
system is a penally for th
foolish student who tries to
ambitious. We take thes
ridiculously hard classe
thinking they may someho
improve our minds and end u
spending hours, either doin
those "little" research pape
our teachers think up for us 0
spending hours worrying if w
will pass the course, mostly th
latter.

But, I expected that from a
honors class. What I didn't

Teacher
's expect was the worthless point

system. A "B" in an honors
class gives .6 extra points, a

d d "C" gives .4, "D's" and "F's"
ress CO e give none. This does no good for

DEAR EDITOR: our average, especially since
I'm writing to complain about we do more than twice the work.

the way the teachers dress. I'm There isn't even a difference
not saying that all the teachers between honors and high-
dress sloppy, but some do. If the honors.
students have a dress code, I This means I can work my
think the teachers should have a brains out in College Algebra
dress code. The only time I see a and Trig.-High-Honors, which I
teacher dress nice is when there am, only to receive the same
is a teachers institute. If the credit as someone sleeping
teachers are supposed to set through Advanced Algebra, a
examples for the students, I class I could easily get an "A"
think they should dress decently in. 0 I'm losing grade points by
instead of wearing faded out taking honor classes.
blue-jeans, t-shirts, and flannel Other schools have a policy of
shirts. giving an extra point for honor

I'm not putting down the classes and more for high-
teachers at all, but I do expect honors. This sylem seems to be
teachers to ess properly if the working well.
students hay to. Until we s e that in our
DOREE B~ HOWSKI school, I ask you-honors, i itt-------------' worth it?

SPARTANITE

leiters
t()the
edit()f

Disappearing
auto equipment

DEAR EDITOR:
I find the hall guards

degrading and unnecessary. A
few, m aning one or two, are all
right, but presently, it seems
like there's more hall guards
roaming about the halls.

I'm sick and tired of being
stopped every ten seconds and
having someone ask me where
I'm going. Sometimes I feel like
saying it's none of your

EDITOR NOTE: There are business, but if I say this, they
would immediately demand my

four sections to a newspaper: J.D. Then, if I didn't happefl to
DEAR EDITOR: ews, Editorial, Feature, and have my LO. with me, I would

I think something should be SPORTS. We write about sports be dragged down to my dean's
done about the stealing of tools because many students are office.

d . t f th t interested in sports. If you wantan eqwpmen rom e au 0 Once in the deans office, she
shop. In the past month, two to read about problems at would probably lecture me or
complete sets of sockets have OLCn, take a look at the staff even possibly give me a couple
disappeared, along with two air editorial. And if you want to of hours.
tools, and other equipment. Mr. hear other people'S opinion, I really don't see the purpose
Ward, the autos teacher, and pass the word around that we're in all these hall guards. Maybe
Mr. Hall, another shop teacher, happy to print whatever they a few by the lunch rooms, but
have set up a system so that have to say. that is all that's necessary.
before a student can get a tool, 1------------... MADO A LINK
he must sign a piece of paper,
which is put on the hook in place
of the tool he is given. The tools
and equipment are locked in a
large cage on wall hooks. The
shop teachers pick someone in
the class to sit in the cage and
hand out the tools. This student
must stay in the cage all period
for a week and then another
student takes a turn.

This system works out pretty
well, but there are still tools and
equipment disappearing
without any explanation.
Signed:
COULDN'T GET IN
VO ATIONALS

Thanks from

cast member
DEAR EDITOR:

In past articles that I have
read, I noticed that a majority
of the letters were complaints.
Well, this is going to be a switch.
I would like to take this time to
express my appreciation for all
the cooperation during the play,
"Godspell."

There is no way that I could
write down everything that I
learned from this play. There is,
however, one very important
thing that I learned, and that
was how much understanding
went on - not only in the cast 
but with my friends. I will be the
first person to admit that I'm
not the easiest person to get
along with on opening night.
But, somehow, you understood 
you gave me the support I
needed. When we were in the
cafeteria, most of you didn't
laugh at us - you laughed with us
- you gave us support. The
shows were full-house and for
the first time in OLCIIS'
history, we had to add an extra
performance. You again gave
us your support.

Thank you for letting me
borrow your olumn to express
my f elings. I kn w of no other

ay to thank everyone who
supported the show, b cause I
could never thank each and
every individual and I wouldn't
want to forget anyone.
Rememb r, the cast isn't the
only people involved in putting
on a show. Without our direc
tors, publicity crew, and the
people who worked on scenery,
lights and sound system, there
would be no show. But, most
importantly of all, there would
be no show without you! Hope to
see you at Fiddler on the Roof!
Thank you.
VICKI KOLIN. KI

. .
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Student discipline, or the lack of it, has been
discussed at OLCHS for many years. An in-service
committee of eight faculty members recently raised
the issue again.

After taking a look at the problem raised, we would
like to offer a few suggestions an<:lideas.

Study hall procedures top the list. Teachers agree
that study halls are not conducive to studying, that too
much commotion takes place and attendance is not
accurate.

We feel a study hall should be a study hall, a place
where students can work quietly on their homework.
This is the purpose of study halls. Loud talking and
noise-making are unnecessary. We feel, though that if
students do not wish to use this tim'e for studying
quietly they should be offered some other alter
natives, for example, library privileges, study
groups, etc. Otherwise, students become bored and
find something to do by disrupting study halls.

Another problem considered ma jor l:5y teacher is
detentions. Some feel they serve no purpose because
students do not serve their hours or act as "aides" to
the deans instead of serving detention hours.
Teachers also object to being put on the spot by deans
who try to find ut if the teacher is "telling exactly
what happened." They do not feel they should have to
defend their position.

We agree to a certain extent. Students should be
required to serve hours if they receive them. We do
not think that acting as an aide to the deans should be
considered a form of punishment when it's only an
easy way out of serving detention hours. This is unfair
to students who have hours but are not friendly with
the deans. And if a student is given hours, he should
have to serve them after school or become subject to
internal suspension.

We do not, however, believe that a teacher
shouldn't be questioned about why he-she gave out the
hours. A matter of principles is involved here and
what one person might consider unacceptable
behavior may be all right to another. We feel that the
discrepancy should be resolved between teacher,
student, and dean.

Attendance is another factor that is stressed by the
teachers. They feel students are abusing open
campus privileges and are having their parents call
in for them regardless of the reason for tardiness or
absence. Classes are disturbed because of open
campus students who are in the halls. Teachers also
feel students "sign in" to the dean's office just to get
out of class.

Teachers are also against the current policies of
internal suspension. They don't think students should
be given credit for work completed in internal.
Students should not be free to visit the deans, library,
etc. while on internal.

Internal, like detentions, is supposed to be a form of
punishment and should be recognized as that.
Allowing students to roam the halls on trips to their
dean, library, etc , is not restraining them from their
normal school routine. Only schoolwork should be
allowed in internal. Allowing students to do what they
want defeats the purpose of punishment. They might
as well be in their classes.

The teachers also feel that more emphasis should
be placed on learning rather than on following rules
and regulations. All teachers should be informed on
how to deal with discipl ine problems so that there will
not be as much need for detentions and internals.
They are trying hard. to find ways to avoid these
problems.

We've stressed our opinion on these problems.
What's yours?

April 6, 1979
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More than 'spring fever'

The Frustrated Class

•

Dan
Sullivan
IT WA MY first taste of college life. As Billy Carter might say of

beer "It was unbelievably addicting."
I spent the weekend of March 23-25 at Western Illinois University

in Macomb. I was called down for a scholarship interview, but in
reality it was a business-pleasure trip.

I roomed with my brother, John, his roommate. "Nellie," and a
good friend, Chris. They had prepared lush accommodations on my
behalf" a mattress on the floor and barely anymore. But it didn't
stop ~e from enjoying myself. All three guys made me feel like a
normal W.I.U. student.

AFTER MY INTERVIEW, my brother invited me to his
fraternity's (Phi Sigma Epsilom) parent's night. He reasoned that
I could represent our family. I was honored. The night proved very
enjoyable and unforgettable. I met more people that night than at a
local Oak Lawn bash. And I had a better time.

There was something about WIU that made me disappointed to
leave and return to OLCHS. It could have been my brother, the
fraternity, or even the interview. But I will venture to say that I just
couldn't face-high school life. More particularily, OLCHS life.

I'm a senior and active in student government. I see how the
administration works and how things are accomplished.,I witness
students in action everyday, and work closely wi.th the faculty.

I AM A E lOR and I'm restless.
What could be the cause of such "unusual" behavior? First off,

the attitude isn't unusual at all with seniors this year. Most seniors
seem edgy and discontent with OLCHS. The gripes are never
ending: discipline code, senior-cut day, senior breakfast,
graduation dates, and downright lack of love for OLCHS I

Lack of love? Of course. Such is the common result of boredom
mixed with disrespect. The annual senior holida s have been

disgruntled. Graduation plans seem chaotic and volatile. These
Issues have helped widen the gap between student-faculty
administration cooperation. But no love lost there.

MAYBE WE CA just call it a simple case of "spring fever" and
let it slide. Many people already do. Nevertheless, the seniors are
still frustrated, and have two months of so-called "spring fever"
left. They need a cure.

Seniors need one dose of added responsibility, and two doses of
respect. Let's face it, they're not wide-eyed mischievous freshmen
anymore. Most of the derelicts have been weeded out, via the
discipline code. In the class of '79 anyhow.

Most juniors feel that they are seniors. Even some sophomores.
The administration moaned that senior-cut day promotes junior
cut day, sophomore-cut day, etc. Why? The "class" classifications
have been de-emphasized.

TilE JUNIORS IIAVE no respect for the annual tradition of
"senior-cut" day. In context of this, they must have little respect
for seniors themselves. Next year will be another "junior" year for
them. With one negligible difference--they will be called "seniors".

Such is the vicious cycle we are faced with at OLCHS this year.
But it wasn't always that way. When my brother John was a senior
at OLCHS (class of '76), there was added responsibility and respect
given seniors. There was a senior-cut day, a senior- breakfast,
early graduation. All this minus the hassles. According to him, it
was a fine senior year.

Look at that class of '76 student now. He's a computer science
major in his third year at WIU. But he states rather impatiently,
"I'm still not a senior."

I BELIEVE OLCHS seniors feel the same way.

Librarians
in law?

BY CAROL CO RAD

MRS. DOROTHY L.
DAVlD 0 is the Director of
the Media Services, or more
commonly known as the "Head
Librarian. "

When she leaves her full time
job she goes straight to law
school. She tells me that people
always ask her why she is
studying law, after she has
earned a Bachelors Degree,
Masters Degree and a
(M.A. L.8.) Master of Arts in
Library Science. She replied
with the standard line, "I plan
to live the rest of my life
defensively. "

Mrs. Davidson mainly
believes that understanding the
laws of our government will
help solve most of the problems
that people encounter.

She uses her time carefully
but is very dedicated and
devoted to her job.

LIKE WIFE, LIKE husband.
Dr. George Davidson is the
head of Carl Sandburg High
chool, their first principal.
In 1963 she was an elementary

school teacher, but OLCHS was
in need of a librarian. So they
broke her old contract for a new
one at OLCHS. There were only
two librarians and one clerk
when she came. Three years
later she became head of the
Library Department.

Teachers beat students in Student
Council volleyball game

j

The teachers, a group con
sidered unskilled in any type of
sporting activity. upset the
students in the Teacher-Student
body volleyball game last
Thursday. The teachers won
two out of three games to solidly
beat the students in an
exhibition for the benefit of the
students of OLCHS. Mr.
Piaskowy stole the show by
coming out 10 his wheelchair,
bandaged lrom head to toe. He

recovered quickly to help the
t achers to their victory.

olorful comments were added
by Mr. Gibson at the
microphone. His sarcastic and
willy remarks helped to un
dermine the strategy of the
students. giving the teachers an
upper hand. Everyone seemed
to h~ve a good time, though,
despite the outcome of the
game.

Photos by Terri Wiley
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Designers of Chicago. Research
for the exhibit series is being
coordinated by Judith Mayer.

TilE MU E M IS located at
57th S1. and Lake Shore Dr.
Hours are 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday and
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. weekends
and holidays. Admission and
parking are free.

OO".~G'Evergreen Plaza
vergreen Park

636-6770

It's your night and the fashion ex
perts at Dream On & oftwear will
m k' ure you 'II look better than you
ever have before. Select from CI SJJ cial
array of dre ses guaranteed to mak
you glitter nd at prices that won't
break Ih) bank B 5t of all. If you
bring in this ad., you'lI save even
more. 20% to be exact. Just

nough to plurg un elegant
gold Jew lery for th perfect
fllllShlllg touch Save 40 %
on 14K gold jewelery.
You'll be as fashion
able as the evenIng!

~
~FordCity
~.,~ 7601 . Cicero

hicago 585-8222

'Science alert' exhibit series launched

YOU MUST BRING THIS AD WITH YOU TO RECEIVE YOUR DISCOUNTS.
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER. Offer explru May 31, 1979-----------------

A ERIE OF four "Science alternative energy sources, and
Alert" exhibits on timely safety considerations in today's
scientific and technological technological world.
topics will be launched Apr. 9 at "One of the objectives of the
Chicago's Museum of Science series is to better acquaint the
and Industry. • public with science and

The exhibit series is an at- technology issues that have
tempt by the Museum to policy implications, thereby
respond quickly to significant helping to produce an informed
scientific and technological citizenry qualified to influence
issues, advances, and con- public science policies," Dr.
troversies, explained Victor J. Danilov said.
Danilov, Museum president and IN ADDITION, THE "Science
director. Alert" program is aimed at

He said it usually takes establishing an exhibit system
several years or more before that can be replicated across
museums normally can in- the nation. The exhibit system
corporate fast-breaking is designed to be assembled
developments into permanent quickly and used repeatedly for
exhibits - and sometimes they timely science exhibits.
are omitted because of their The Museum is being assisted
specialized nature. by an advisory committee of

FIRST I THE series of four five University of Chicago
exhibits planned for the coming faculty members. They are: Dr.
year is "Exploring the Planets" Roger H. Hildebrand, professor
from Apr. 9 througll June 30. It of physics and astrophysics;
will describe and illustrate Dr. R. Stephen Berry, professor
America's Pioneer and Voyager of chemistry; Dr. Barry D. Karl
space missions to Venus, and Dr. Neil Harris, professors
Jupiter, and Saturn, and the of history; and Nobel laureate
contributions of these missions Dr. Charles B. Huggins,
to understanding the solar William B. Ogden Distinguished
system. Service Professor in the

"Science Alert" exhibits later Division of Biological Sciences.
in 1979 will spotlight genetic The system was designed for
engineering, solar and other the Museum by Kaulfus~-----------.--

ARCE

aren's

AT THE DEPARTMENT MEETINGS held on
March 12, an expert on tornado hazards was in
structing our studious teachers on the do's and don'ts
in case of an emergency. During the question and
answer session that followed, one teacher raised his
hand and asked, "What color does the sky turn at
night?" I think we need more institution days.

BASKETBALL STAR JOHN WALLACE demon
strated his techniques in consuming foods in mass
quantities by shoving down a cafeteria lunch (pork
fritter, peas, potatoes, applesauce and milk) in a
record time of one minute.

OLD NEWS: DEBBI ANN NIEGO (class of '76)
was chosen to be the Illinois representative in the
Miss USA contest. Debbie was selected out of some
102 contestants from across the state. Best of luck.

JOEL ARCE (aka Wood-z-owl) was bitten on th
hand, whil

feeding his pet owl
LUCY. The injury was
not very serious but one
annoying side effect
remains every now and
then he gives a hoot.

MARTHA DOMINE
HAS informed that next
years musical, BEN
HUR, will take place on
the football field.

IF YOU NOTICED A
GAL coming out of the

oy s a room on e second floor, don't be alarmed.
It is only JAN GIRTEN cleaning paintbrushes fo
the p~inters who are redecorating a room nearby.

BECAUSE OF A DECREASE IN the enrollment,
the following teachers will not be seen roaming the
halls of OLCHS; Ms. LINDA KORBAKIS and Ms.
LYNN KUPPER, both from the English Department.
Mr. CLARENCE KURDTS (rumor has it that he
maybe back for only a half semester) and Ms. II NDA
MOELLER for the PE department, Mr. HOWARD
RUBIN from Social Studies, Ms. NANCY JACOBIUS
from the Home Economics department and Mr.
CHRISTOPHER RICE from the English department.
They were notified by the school board of their
release and may be offered re-employment in the
future. We will m.iss them greatl

MARY ELLEN rUBY ...-----
AND KIM EVANS know
they are going to win a
bet between them and
Mr. CHARLES GIBSON.
The bet, to stop smoking
for 2 months. Mr. Gibson
says no way could they do
it. So far 3 weeks have
passed and Mary Ellen
and Kim are winning.

SHORT NOTES: TON I EV
PER IONG Ieft 0 LCHS to r~idl!le·t!l!lh·e·s·uiir~f!Iiiniis·u·n·n·y--"

California. Good luck over there and don't get too
burnt! ...After just completing her summer vacation,
JOAN DOIG returned here in Feb to begin her school
year ... Is it true Mr. DAV E SOV ERE EN cannot find th
airport when he goes flying or that HE'S the reason fo
fl ight insurance.

One year older; Pat Letourneau, 3-3, Sandy Bergel,
3-4, Kathy Lang, 3-5, Lori Hoger, 3-6, Jeff Lehman, 3
7, Greg Lehmann, 3-7, Ted Fuka, 3-10, Gail Fuka, 3-10,
Colleen Granat, 3-11, John Beddre, 3-13, Laurie
Galloway, 3-20, Rene Brooks, 3-22, Karen Wolf, 3·22,
Bonnie Lang, 3-23, Sharon Murphy, 3-23, Anna
LaSalvia, 3-28, Mary Barich 3-30, Margie Berlin, 3-30,
Nadine Flynn 4·1.

BIRTHDAYING: Becky Kutsulis, 4-5, Kris Flynn,
4-15, Donna Heitman, 4·17, Nancy Loman, 4-18, Carol
Frieling, 4-19, John Bartlett, 4-20, Donna Hansen 4-20,
Barb Luby, 4-~1, Karen Lech, 4·23, Carrie Flynn, 4-24.
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WOULD YOU BELIEVE I'M
IRISH?

Jumping (or joy

On The
SPARTANITE

OH HAVE I GOT A SPLIT
TING HEADACHE.

Kiss me you (ool!

Page 8

Hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil. especially in choo!. Photos by Chris Morong
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Funny Side

\,

It's a plane, It' a bird, no, it'
super Joe

YOU WANNA RIDE TOO!

Photos by Terri Wi ley & Karen Lech

Shawn up to his old tricks again
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ladder, eith r. om 42 per cent
would never consider allowing
the woman to bring home the
bacon while th man car s for
home and children. One third
would try a 1'01 -r v rsal a an
xperiment only
It all adds up to a full-lime job

at home after a hard day' work
at the office for these futur
female breadwinners. If these
te ns are any IIldicalion, an old
saying still ring true today: "A
man tOIls from 'un to un, but a
woman's work is nev l' don ."

Wom n are no longer defined
by th ir child-bearing abilities.
Nine out of ten teens think
having children is not necessary
to a woman's fulfillment. till, a
vast majority (92 per cenll plan
on offspring of their own.

Almost two-thirds feel that
working in the home and raising
children full-time could be
totally rewarding. Yet, only one
in five would recognize
hou k eping as work by
awarding Social Security to
homemakers.

TilE BOYS WON'T take over
the hearth while the girls are
climbing the management

a result 01 the women's
movement. While 23 per cent
feel feminist treat men un
fairly, another 29 per cent
disagrees. They say th
movement has had a positive
effect on male-female
relationships.

LIBERATION HAS
CHANGED the young men to a
degree. Nearly a third of the
guys say the women's
movement has changed their
views on how they will conduct
their own marriage, and 29 per
cent indicate that it has effected
how they relate to the opposite
sex.

ALMOST ALL (85 per cent) of
the survey group say women
are equal in intelligence with
men. Eight out of ten co-eds
polled enjoy leadership op
portuniti in their com
munities.

P rhaps that's why the group
is in a quandary over women's
legal rights, which stack up
right next to dust mops in the
teens' consciousness closet.
Just over half (53 per cent) of
the teens favor the Equal Rights
Amendment.

Half of the youthful respon
deflU; have changed their views
of the feminine role in society as

Women's roles defined by outstanding teens
KID ,KITCHEN D career

are all in a day's work for the
modern woman, according to a
nationwide survey of America's
outstanding teens.

In the latest annual poll of
high school juniors and seniors
listed in "Who's Who Among
American High. School
Students," motherhood and
apple pie get equal play with
feminist values.

While 85 per cent of the young
women plan to marry, half of
the teens surveyed say a
combination of career and
wedlock is necessary for a girl

Over the hill?

After 25 •
IS one

Change for a $50!?

$350 STEREO IS YOURS AT NO COST

We have:* Unbelievable selection* Full 5 year guarantee on every tape we sell. No
other store does that.* Same price as the local store

* A nationwide music store is giving away com
plete AM-FM cassette stereo systems. Simply buy
some of your albums from us. That's it.* YOU ill have a stereo in your home in one week
(it's yours to keep) Then simply buy 60 hours of
prerecorded music anytime. You have 5 years to do it
in. No monthly requirements. Most students do that in
less than one year.

Contact: Steve Peterson

Joy told Mr. Hill she worked at
Walgr ens and produced a
check stub as evidence.

Mr. Hill was still un atisfied
so h called Joy's dean, Miss
Mu nch. He asked if Joy had
ever been in previou trouble
with the school. He also asked if
he should search Joy's pur e.
Miss Muench felt this wa
unnecessary.

Miss Muen h later came and
apologized to Joy for the in
terogation. Joy said, "Miss
Muench was very nice about the
whole situation."

Joy later aid, "I fell it wa a
great invasion of my pnvacy.
Mr. Hill seem to think he's Joe
Detective trying to bust lillle
people for the Iilllestthing. I fell
Mr. Hill was trying to get me for
dealing drugs. What else would
I think when h tells me to bring
all of my personal belongings
and then later asked Miss
Muench if he hould check my
purse." Mr. Hill later told this
reporter, "It would have
happened to anyone carrying an
excessive amount of mon y."
Mr. Hill also aid that he
thought that anyone carrying
that much money could have
been involved in drug d aling.
Mr. Hill stated, "this is normal
procedure." Mr. Hill fell this
was normal procedure. Joy did
nol.

974-4032 (9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.)

*' The music is better than what you're getting
now.

BY MARY CARROLL

Put yourself in this position.
You have been working at
Walgreens for months where
you receive a bi-weekly check.
You are unable to get any small
bills so you are forced to bring a
fifty-dollar bill to school. This is
the situation which recently
faced Joy Buttice.

Joy was not sure if the
cafeteria would have change for
a fifty-dollar bill so she asked
one the cafeteria lunch ladies
if the i:had change. The woman
told Joy they would be able to
cash \he fifty. Joy then
procede"d 'tb-get into line. Once
Joy reached her destination of
paying for her lunch, she was
informed that they could not
accept her fifty-dollar bill.

Joy then went back and
borrowed money from her
friend and bought a lunch.

The fifty-dollar bill was
brought to the attention of the
head lunch lady Ann Knoner
who in turn brought it to the
attention of Mr. William Hill,
Cafeteria co-ordinator.

Mr. Hill asked Joy to come to
his office and bring all of her
personal belongings.

Joy spent approximately 15
minutes of her 25 minute lunch
in Mr. Hill's office where she
was interrogated on where she
received the fifty-dollar bill.

*Plus--we give you an AM-FM stereo featuring a
cassette recorder, BSR turntable and speakers at
absolutely no cost.

**If you're going to buy albums anyway, Why not
get a complete stereo system for simply changing
stores?

All too soon the years pass by
and childhood is left behind.
Once Christmas couldn't come
quick enough, now that I have to
buy presents for others with my
own money, it comes much too
soon. No longer do I possess a
child's innocent belief in Santa
Claus, the Easter Bunny or the
Tooth Fairy. Now I believe only
in what I can see or touch, (with
the exception of God) life is less
disappointing this way.

I'VE HEARD THAT growing
old is a sign of maturity.
Perhaps tho e who know me
would not use the word mature
to describe me but I'm sure they
would admit that I'm more
aware of myself and life than
I've ever been.

I guess the whole matter lies
in how you look at it. Whether
I'm told I'm growing up or
growing older, I feel like I'm
three-fourths of the way up that
hill. Take a look at yourself and
I'll meet you on the other side.

r

YE ,IT WAS 'T so long ago
that I was looking forward to
high school, now I'm looking
toward college. Suddenly it's no
longer important as to whether
I get the highest grade in my
lass, now I'm forced to worry

about whether my grades will
get me out of high school and
into a decent college. My
parents no longer wonder to
whom they make out the $25.00
check for school fees. Now they
worry where the $3,0000 a year
for college is going to come
from.

I can remember when my
older sister and I used to dream
and talk about the future. She
couldn't wait to be 18 and I
couldn't wait to be 13. What had
once seemed like a dream took
place all too quickly. Soon I hit
18 and my sister is plLShing 26.

I definitely feel like I'm
growing old. No longer can I
depend on my family to take
care of me or to make decisions
for me. Now I'm a responsible
adult of legal age. I can vote,
drink and drive now. and I have
many decisions that I alone
need to make. Are you starting
to think I'm being silly and
overly dramatic? Read on and
wait to pass judgement.

"How old is little Susie now?"
"Sixteen! Oh, that's im

possible, I remember when she
was just this big!"

"She had big, blue eyes and
wore those cute, little ruffled
dresses. I remember those
anklets with the lace around the
tops and of course she had those
adorable long, blonde curls."

"Oh my, she's sixteen now!"
"I feel so old, positively over

the hill!"
ALL MY LIFE I have heard

people say how they feel they're
quickly aging. They reach 25 or
30 years old and they're sud
denly over the hill. Sometimes
my own mother refuses to
believe I'm 18 years old,
because then she feels old.
Many adults scoff at young
people who say they feel old.
Well, it's nothing to scoff at, I'm
18 years old and boy do I feel
ancient!

Just the other day I spent
some time with a close friend
down the street. I couldn't
believe what I was seeing. It
seemed like only yesterday that
I was nine and Lois was four.
We all used to play together,
Lois, her ten year old brother
Stephen and Lois's two year old
sister, Elizabeth. Soon the real
shock hit and I remembered
that I was now 18, Lois 13,
Stephen 19, and Elizabeth 11.

As children, Lois and I
favored one another. Two
gawky, little kids with big eyes
and lots of freckles. Now L'ois is
tall, thin and very much a young
lady. Where once we played
games and told jokes, we now
help each other with homework
and talk about religion, politics
and life. Once Lois regarded me
as a playmate, now she looks
upon me as an older sister. I
don't object to this idea but it
does make me feel old and
doesn't do too much for my ego
either.

When I was about 13 years
old, I thought I'd never get out
of grade school. Eight years in
one school is one long stretch.
Then I moved up to high school,
and hell, I just can't figure out
where those four years went! I
went from a shy, scared fresh
man to a tired, bitter senior. I
can't recall when I first started
to go from one to the other.
Suddenly I was grown up and
ready to go out on my own.
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Teachers'line

Everywhere there are prisons

of cut

plea e call the

at

424-2200

Easter Bunny

FLOWERS STYLED by

francis hultgen

4823 95th St., Oak lawn

Francis Hultgen

Florist & Gifts

For your special arrangements

flowers and corsage ,

J

Open 24 hours :

$1.50 per dozen
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with this coupon

4740 W. 79th St.

767-2585

Turn in the door once and turn without a pass." teach because of the noise - pay me to now. I've seen too could do. I'm goin' die in this
once only She turns and walks away. even with the door shut." many other people do it. Then I place anyway you cut it.
We think of the key, each in his Back inside her classroom she "What would that ac- see them years later, and thev "These dudes be runnin'
prison takes a book of pink passes and complish?" another asks. "And don't seem to have bettered 'round here paintin' their cells
Thinking of the key, each writes herself a pass, signs it what would you do with themselves any. all kinds of pretty colors,
confirms a prison. . . and walks out the door, past the everybody?" I guess I'll stay right here. thinkin' they helpin' their

(from "The Waste Land, three young males, waving her The bell rang. "But what'r you going to s Ives. They ain't doin' nothin'
T.S. Eliot.) pass in the air, and out the door. "What're you going to ao?" do?" he asks and shrugs again. but ettin' their selves up for a

Two young males stand The three young males return one of them asks again and A group of men walk down the big fall.
talking at the middle of the long to their conversation. takes another drink of his coffee small cellblock and look in on "Most of us 'round here ain't
corridor. Another joins them. 'Phe little room is packed. and snubs out his cigarette in a each cell. It is an experimental n ver goin' to get out any other
The larger of the first two turns Men and women sit talking, nearby ash tray. cellblock, and cells are way except feet first. What I
and sits down in the desk chair. smoking and drinking coffee. "We might try treating them decorated by each individual to want to paint my cell up pretty
Arching his back, he tips the One of them leaves the room like responsible people rather his own taste. and lie to myself for? This ain't
chair back against the wall with occasionally and returns with than expecting them to foul up About half way down the no kind of life for a dude."
his feet. He leans his head back more coffee in the styrofoam all the time," another of them cellblock, the men stop. The "Wouldn't you rather be less
against the wall and smiles. cups. Once in a while one of says to him as they walk out of cells they have passed have pessimistic?" one of them asks

A young girl walks down the them leaves and doesn't return. the room. "Maybe they been painted bright colors, the man.
hall toward them. As she ap- Others join them from time to wouldn't be in the halls if they giving the appearance of "I ain't got nothin' to be any
proaches, one of them motion time. had some place to go and had comfort. The cell they stand in other way for," the man says.
her to him. "But what are you going to some choices they could make." front of is painted black "I'm goin' be here. I'm goin' di

"Got a Pass?" he asks, do?" one of them asks. He throughout. There are no right her. And I might live to
looking down at her. shrugs, takes a drag on his "They had a lounge and designs or pictures on the walls be an old, old dude. All I got to

"I'm going home," she says. cigarette, turns a palm upward, destroyed the furniture." as th re are on others. look forward to is passes, bells,
"You can't go home without a takes a drink of his coffee and "They didn't. People before "Wonder what that man IS lousy chow, hacks, cons, livin'

pass." glances quickly over the edge of them did." trying to say?" one -of them through it all and dyin'.
"I can't what?" his coffee cup allhe clock. "Can "They'd do it too." asks. "That's justice, Jim. If a dude
"You can't go home without a you tell me that?" "They could be taught not "Looks as though he's saying ain't got no freedom, he ain't

pass." "I think getting rid of open to." "It's his tomb," another says. got nothin'. I ain't got nothin'.
"But I've got open campus," campus would help," another of "Oh, well," the ma,n says and "You damn right that's my Probably couldn't handle no

she said. "I'm going home them says. "Halfthetlmethere turns into his room. "I guess I tomb," a black man says. He freedom, anyway. Freedom's
now." are so many kids in the halls could always get another job, may be 30 years old. "I got me not something everybody can

"You can't be in the halls outside my door that I can't but I don't see why. It wouldn't more time to do than all of you handle. You dig it?"

You Are What Your Friends Eat
BY GINA BUSCH

. jet-rocket engine. Now tell me best friends or even be part of one distinctive ~rson who isn't ::I~ e classified as an item
DID YOU EVER notIce how who's a burnout. the groups mentioned above, judged by hIS friends or you're not sure of remember,

vulnerabl~ people are or how THEN COMES THE jocks. but these people are unique in enem s; but being oneself. "GROW P AMERI A AND
narrow mmd~ they can be just According to the bookworms, a their own way. An individual is SO EXT TIME you hear SE YOUR DI~TIONARIES!"
to go along WIth the crowd? If jock is a genatalia supporter for
not, take a look around. ~k at the gentleman participating ill
yo~ fello~ students. Listen to sports or strenuous activities.
therr ~OSSlp. . How many of you can still

You 11 pr.obably fmd that classify yourself as the noun
people are Judged from small "jock?" Again someone
talk - good !i"d bad. Also, yo~'l1 changed the meaning of a word
probably fmd out that you re for a convenient name to go by.
judged by the friends you keep. Then there's a group
You are what you eat, perhaps, cetagcrized as "gay." Gay, you
but does that make you what ask? I don't know if you could
yow: friends eat? S~ it seems. actually call them a group, but

WIth that reasonmg, I sup- the word is sure used a lot. By
pose if you're a ~ok"Y0rm, definition, I see nothing wrong
defined as any of vaTJOUS .JnS~t being gay, meaning merry,
larva that feed on the bmding . lively and bright in color. That
and paste of books, you're not is not the definition people go by
allowed to hang around anyone when they use the word.
other than a set of en- Now to tell the truth I'd be
cyclopedias. Their idea of fun, embarrassed to be kno~n as a
descri~d. by other c.liq~es, is larva eater, a jet-rocket engine,
memorlzmg the dIctIOnary a supporter or even a brightly
bac.k~ar~ and forwards, then colored person.
recltmg It.. Don't let me misguide you

Another group I~ the bur- into believing that all cliques
1l0uts. People d.escnbe them as names don't fit their true
co~pl(>tely .wlthdr~wn drug behavior because some do.
addicts, havmg nothmg. be.tter Take for instance this one
~o do th.~n shoot up. :pus IS a minority group known as in-
~oke. A tr:ue-blooded ~urnout dividuals. Yes, these in-
IS a cessatIOn of operation of a dividuals may associate, havt'---- ....•....... _----_ -.. ~

•

--- -···· __ ················!'!1I.·.·.~ .. -rP.· ~':::' .
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Horoscopes
You were born on a rotten day

~~dci
fORD CITY Bowling Center; Inc.•g::

PQ\i

JH;aster Ads
C'. uswego, .-

Happy Ea ter and Happy Smuggy Bunny 'wants an
olorado. Easter Huggy from E;~ Mugsy

Love, George Happy E ter, Ann

lIapgy Easter! Missy and Mark in J.C.
To t greatest gang of friends, Mark is a sexy hunk

Mary Kay, Taterbug, Vicki,
Toni-bologna, Jan and Andi! Sw, WP JAP, LK:
MariJou (alias 'EASTER Happy Easter and great
BU NY') times in Florida!

AI,
Love, Georg£'

You are terrific!
I love you. Bev Pinching Pervert,

PrecIOUS, You've bruised me for the last
time!"Do it for the team" Happy Black &BlueEaster

TG, Kevin,
Happy Easter-I'll win the Il's been the excellent year.

bet!
SS

Happy anniversary.
Love always, Debra

P .. One-two-three
Her Baby,

I you have the honey, I have C.G.,
the spoon. I'm having a great . I love you always and
time, I hope you are too! forever! Happy Easter.

Love always, NanookYour Sexy Senior Kitten : P.S. L.W.K.U.T.F.

Dougie and Leable forever!!
Karen (UrOOler),

Linda and Sylvi, You owe Wal1y a new shirt!
Hapy Easter. Keep laughing Three Guesses

and thanks.
Love,Ann

VO, DH, CF, MB:

Innocent 10,
Happy Easter & Happy

~ Let's have another laugh . Hawaii!
I Innocent MISS SS

\\IHtJ
\\1;\IT

fading, and your lucky day is
worst than most.

AQUARIU : Aquarius is the
water sign and people born
under it are all wet. These
people love the sea and all
wa ters everywhere, often
becoming stowaways or
lifeguards of low moral
character. Some of the more
dedicated Aquarians even swim
upstream to spawn. You can
expect disappointment, pain,
frustration and other erotic
things. You have a very popular
lucky number it is
3554664958674928795378.

PI CE : Society rarely hears
about the Pisces because they
usually join the mafia before
they drop out of the third grade.
While in school, however, they
do shine at dusting erasers,
passing notes, and flirting with
married math teachers. If you
are a Pisces you don't have a
lucky number, which serves you
right, and your lucky star was
recently arrested for making
one of those movies.

9530 South Cicero
Phone: 425-3050

for thot )(Clllng

moment whWn you

fir 5 t 5 lip

your loss

ring on your

finger?

o R D E R
NOW, ond WEAR
YOUR CLASS RING in

just 4 WEEKS!

picked up my things and
checked out the contents of my
purse. Everything was there.
Luckily. My friend couldn't find
her coat at first. Then she did up
on the stairs by lhl! pbol.

I pointed down to the numbers
on our two tickets. Her's was
the number after mine. Her
coat was all the way down the
hall from mine. Ha!

ALFRED'S

Orange
Blossom
Jeweller

friend. If you are a Vir~o you
goof off too much, especially by
reading these trashy
horoscopes. Better you go home
and fix your face; the late hours
and wild parties are beginning
to show. Your lucky number has
been disconnected, your lucky
break will probably be your
arm, and the Good Fairy who
watches over you has just been
busted.

LIBRA: Libras are cud
dJesome and abound in warmth.
Their only real problem is they
never know when to stop. A
Libran will keep on being
cheerful and attractive to
others forever, tending to
remarry often. You have
another small problem no one
likes you, not even your own
dog. Your birthstone is cement,
you lucky day isn't.

ORPlO: People born under
this sign have very active
minds, bodies and police
records. Scorpios are simply
marvelous cheaters. Their
favorite games are poker and
craps. 11 you ar a Scorpio,
never play with your yo-yo in
public. Your lucky color is

prise, she said, "Go right on in
and get what you need." As we
walked around the table to get
in, we saw about fifteen other
people inside getting what they
wanted from their pockets,
purses etc. It doesn't take a high
amount of intelligence to see
that the people inside the coat
check could have gotten what
they wanted from their pockets
and what they wanted from
anyone elses for that matter.

I think that coat checkers
should know what they are
doing and be responsible for the
job that they took on. It was
their decision too. They wanted
to run it to make money for
their organization.

THE LAST STRAW was when
we were leaving the dance. We
were one of the last people out.
When we got to the coat-check
to claim our coats, no one was
even there! We slowly walked
in, not believing our eyes. On
the floor, my coat was sprawled
out with footprints covering it
trom top to bottom. My purse
was a few feet away on the
floor, a book that was in it, lying
on the floor, next to it. My
purse, even had a footprint on
it! Talk about furious! We
couldn't believe it! We just
looked at each other, bent down,

Wrestling matches. Your lucky
star is Lassie and you obviously
have no lucky number.

CA CER: People born under
this sign are the chosen ones of
the Zodiac, lucky in love, good
natured, terribly, terribly fat
and ill-mannered. You can
succeed at anything if you
compete against small stupid
children and people with great
handicaps. Your lucky day was
May 3, 1851. Your lucky color
runs when laundered in hot
water, and about half of you
think you're women.

LEO: Leos can always find a
happy solution to all their
problems, usually it's four parts
gin to one part vermouth. Many
Leos end up in jail, either as
prisoners or guards. Leos are
very giving-always ready to
give others bad advice or a hard
time. Your lucky day is dooms,
your birthstone is mud, and you
suffer from an annoying af
fliction you contracted at a
small intimate party.

VIRGO: Virgos are very
creative, of course you know it
was a Virgo who first carved the
Lord's Prayer in the head of a

BY BE KY STRYSAK

I USUALLY ENJOY at
tending dances here at OLCHS.
Did you notice that I said
usual1y? Well, I USUALLY do
enjoy them unless something
happens to destroy my en
joyment.

The M&R Rush dance is a
perfect example of something
totally unnecessary happening
to ruin my night. As you're
sitting here reading this, your
mind is probably racing ahead
wondering what it possibly
could be. I'll set you at ease
right now. I didn't get caught
drinking or smoking.

What ruined my night was the
coat-check. The coat
check? !? !? What could possibly
be wrong with the coat check
you ask? Well, if you were at the
dance, I'm sure you know what
I'm talking about.

WHEN MY FRIEND and I
first walked in and checked our
coats, everything seemed fine.
Everything was fine until one
hour later when we wanted to
get something out of our purses.

We walked over, our tickets out,
ready to tell whoever was
working there what we wanted
from our purses. To my sur-

Ruining of a dance

(312) 11811·2900

you take up single g~mes at an
early age, like solitaire and
mugging. If Aries is your sign,
your lucky color is not as good
as it used to be. Your lucky Day
is Doris. Your lucky star hasn't
made a picture since 1917 and
famous people born in this sign
are not very famous.

TAURU : Men and women
born under this sign are known
in the Zodiacal spheres as "The
Silent Ones." No big mouths
here. But it's mainly because
they have nothing to say. In
spite of this, they usually
manage to destroy an in
teresting conversation. The
Taurean birthstone is plastic
and your lucky color is puce and
you should look for this lucky
number wherever you go
MCXXVII.

GEMI I: If you are a Gemini
you are a natural for show biz.
You wear lamp shades at
parties, clean out elephant
barns, and dance a mean polka.
You attract attention naturally
because of your tendency to
carry tubas on subways and
crowded levators, and
challenge people to Indian

JIM LIVINGSTONE
GIlNEltAl. MANAGER

71101 S. CICERO AVE.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 1l01l1l2....

AGITTARIU : You are not
a nice person, you are im
possible to gel along with, the
nicest person born under this
sign was Scrooge. But you love
food and it loves you as it
refuses to leave your body.
Your compatible sign is wrong
way, your birthstone is fake,
your lucky number is missing,
and your lucky star having a
thing with her agent.

CAPRICORN: Capricorns
make great cheapskates. This
birthsign is a hex historically
filled with gangsters, misfits,
perverts and TV repairmen.
You have a tendency to be shy
when undressing outdoors, and
remember with concentration
and dedication you can be
normal. Your general health
will continue to deteriorate and
you probably won't make it til1
the next full moon.

ARIE : If you are an Aries,
you are probably lonely--and
with your personality it's no
surprise. Although the Aries
born do become attached to
others. the others never become
attached to you. So it's best if
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Spartans are the best in west
BY GEORGE M. DALY

Yes, it's true that Greg Leh
mann and Keith Libert carried
the Spartans throughout the
year, but in the end it was the
bench that turned out to be the
hero.

Yes, the bench "that
responded to the pressure, the
bench that wouldn't be traded
for any around" according to
Coach Scaduto, this includes the
heroes, Tony Cristofano and
Larry Opiela.

You wonder how the two got
to be heroes. Well, the big
sophomore Larry Opiela, got
the Spartans back in the
ballgame, which set up Tony
Cristofano's heroics at the
charity stripe.

To set the stage, we all I'm
sure know I am talking about

March 2 when Coach Len
caduto's varsity basketball

team beat Carl Sandburg in
overtime 66~2 to win the SICA
West Conference Cham
pionship.

3100 fans were on hand for the
8 tipoff between these two
conference leading 12-1 teams.
The Spartans grabbed a 12-8
first quarter lead as Bill
Johnson and Greg Lehmann
ea(Ob scored 4 points.

The second quarter saw
Sandburg going to the free
throw line nine times, con
verting eight of them, as they
took a 22-20 lead into the locker
room at halftime. Libert led the
Spartans with four points in the
second quarter. Four Spartans
ballplayers had two fouls at
half-time which showed the
aggressiveness of the ballgame.

As the second half started it
seemed as if it was anyone
ballgame, then suddenly
Sandburg began pulling aw~y.

The Sandburg fans were gomg
wild anticipating a conference
cha~pionship within their
grasp. Sandburg built up a 7
point lead while Keith Libert
and Doug Fewkes watched from
the bench as they were both in
foul trouble. With Sandburg up
37-30 and the third quarter
coming to a close, the stage was
set for what Coach SCaduto
called "the biggest play of the
year." A Gary Salis shot with
three seconds left was
rebounded and put back in by
Opiela with no time left. Opiela
wasn't through yet as he was
fouled on the shot. The quarter
had ended so the floor was
cleared and Larry stood calmly

at the line and shot the free
throw right through to close the
deficit to 3 points at 37-34.

The Spartans went into the
fourth quarter with all the
momentum. The Spartans were
scoring everytime down the
floor, and were just waiting to
capitalize on a Sandburg
mistake. Johnson and Lehmann
kept the pressure on Sandburg
until they finally made a couple
mistakes and the Spartans took
over the lead as time was
running out, but two last second
free throws put the game into
overtime at 54-54.

Overtime or Cristofano time
was very charitable for the
Spartans as they went to the
charity stripe ten times,
Cristofano shot eight of those
ten free throws and he made all
eight. Coach SCaduto added

"Cristofano came off the bench
and lead the team." Gary Salis
added a basket and two free
throws in overtime to help the
Spartans victory cause.

Perhaps the biggest story is
this Spartan victory was the
fact that it was done with Leh
mann and Libert sitting down
with 5 fouls. It was done not by
people being mad because they
were on the bench. It was done
by one player yelling for
another, by togetherness.

From the conference
champion Spartans of 1970-1971,
you can remember C.J. Kupec,
you can remember Jim
Bocinski. This year though, the
year of the 1978·1979 Conference
Champions everybody is to be
remembered for this was a
team of which everyone was a
part of.

game

~82-8600Ford City

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT.
Present your high school 10 to the manager

of the Glnglss Formalwear Center nearest you
and receive your special rate1-______ _ --l

91n9155) formalwear

For the student
who wants to excel
"in social stud-es.

On prom night. a tuxedo from Glnglss
Formalwear could mean the difference

between passing and failing.

Libert skies on the jump
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close

In the second overtime the
Spartans controlled the tip.
Playing the delay game, the
Spartans ran the clock down
until Gary salis shot one in with
two minutes remaining in this
second overtime. Gary was
fouled, so he was now on the
free throw line for one shot.
Gary missed, but Libert
rebounded and put the ball back
in the basket, but Libert was
whistled for traveling and his
basket was wiped out. The
Spartan's momentum was
wiped out too as the next trip
down the floor Eisenhower got a
three point play. A barrage of
Eisenhower free throws
followed that handed the
Spartans a season ending 50-43
loss.

•In

5633 W 79lh ST BURBANK

-fEENAGE INSURANCE
AUTO - LIFE - FIRE

* FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY * BONDS
ALL AGES 15 TO 80 • EASY BUDGET TERMS

SAVE ON OUR SAFE DRIVER POLICIES

(~ ~:4~~~~321
.suu_" ro ---

~ OPEN DAILY 9-9 SAT 9-5

rvJ1~fjf1~ INSURANCE
ltY~rJlJJ ASSOCIATES

lead at the quarter and a 25-19
advantage at the half. Lehmann
poured in 12 first half points,
eight of them on free throws.

As the second half began the
Sparttlns shots just wouldn't
drop as they could muster but 6
points in the third quarter.
Eisenhower dominated the
quarter, as they now lead the
Spartans by two 33-31, going
into the final quarter.

In the fourth quarter Libert
added a basket and two free

throws while Lehmann added
four free throws to deadlock the
game at 39. Eisenhower had the
ball for the final shot but missed
so the Spartans entered another
overtime game (their third in a
row) with a big sigh of relief.

Eisenhower got the ti~ in the
overtime and milked the clock
aU the way down to 14 seconds
before they called a time out.
They planned out their strategy
and came back on the floor,
they worked for the last shot but
it again was missed. The game
would now go into double
overtime.

I
I I

I
12705 RIDGELAND

PALOS HEIGHTS
38"·2133

On Wednesday, March 7, the
Spartans opened up play in the
IHSA regionals held at
Richards.

Their first opponent was a
tough Marist baJlclub. The first
half went by very quick with
good sound defense being
played by both baUclubs. After
one quarter the Spartans led 12
10 and at half led by one 21-20.
Bill Johnson led the Spartans
with 7 points. Keith Libert and
Greg Lehmann added 6 apiece
in the first half.

The third quarter ended with
Marist in the lead 32-29. Greg
Lehmann then took control for
the Spartans getting 7 of their 9
fourth quarter points. The
quarter ended in a tie at 38 all as
Lehmann shot a potential game
winner at the buzzer that went
in and out which sent the game
into overtime. The Spartans had
the baJl at the end of the
overtime. With one tick of the
clock remaining Gary Salis let
go of a Shot that this time didn't
go in and out, it dropped right
in, to give the Spartans a 40-38
victory. Lehmann had 15 points
to lead the Spartans in scoring.

This win put the mighty
Spartans into the regional final
on Friday March 9 against
Eisenhower. In the Eisenhower
ballgame the Spartans
dominated early taking a 10-7

tt
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game

p.m. That is not the extent of
their workout, though. They
also attend morning sessions in
which they do a lot of throwing.
That means getting up extra
early so they can start to
practice at 6:45 a.m.

RIGHT NOW RICH and Ron
have a good chance to place
first and second in both con
ference and districts and
hopefully place in the state
meet. Rich also has a chance to
do very well in discus if his
progress continues like it has
been.

( andy) carry the team."
Rubin went on "Debbie Swan
hits all of her routines, all the
time, she's always consistent."
Debbie hurt her ankle in the
first meet of the season and is
just now making her comeback.

WE CA DEFINITELY look
ahead to when the time these
very young gymnasts get their
much needed xperience. The
experience is needed for names
like Chris Fenton, Debbie Swan,
Sandy Kolodske, Linda
Eggersets and Denise
Pacourek, the real significance
of these names is that they are
all sophomores with the ex
ception of one freshman
(Pacourek>. There's not much
anyone can do until experience
is gained we'll all just have to
wait. When you think about thE:
future of these underclassmen it
will make the waiting much
easier.

Despite the long hours of
practice, both Rich and Ron
have maintained a high enough
grade point average to be on the
honor roll. That shows what
kind of conscientious
motivation they have.

,

BY GEORGE M. DALY

waiting

Gymnasts

"IT'S A MATTER of ex
perience, and we just don't have
it" said gymnastics coach
Howard Rubin after the varsity
gymnast's record fell to 1-8.

Even though the record is not
good Coach Rubin was happy
with the meet they did win
against Bloom. The reason is
that the team scored 90 points
which shows that they really
are a good team when they want
to be. Seniors Michelle Scott
and Sharon Burgin did well in
this meet, Michelle won
vaulting and floor exercise, and
Sharon won beam and uneven
bars. Michelle turned in an
impressive 7.8 on her floor
routine which enabled her to
take first.

Coach Rubin had a lot to say
about the underclassmen, he
stated "Fenton (Chris), Swan
<Debbie), and Kolodske

As freshmen and sophomores
no one would have guessed that
Rich Baader and Ron Marks
would end up state caliber shot
putters by their senior year.
Their great success, Ron im
proving from 34' 6" as a fresh
man to 56' 8" now, and Rich
going from 44' 11" as a
sophomore to 54' 5" now, this is
due to hours and hours of hard
work, determination and a lot of
self discipline.

LIKE NO OTHER shot put
ters in the state, Rich and Ron
go through a very intense
workout everyday. This
training started in September,
after lifting weights all sum
mer. Besides using Coach
George Dunne's weight lifting
program, the two go through a
variety of different exercises
which help to achieve leg power
as well as strength, coor
dination and quickness. Along
with this routine training, Ron
and Rich also have coach
conferences and film-viewing
sessions that will help in bet·
tering their technique. Most of
these practices are very long
and usually end around 6: 30 or 7

CA THE DYNAj\oJlC duo of
this year do as well as that of
1975? Well, we'll soon find out!
This year the duo consists of two
seniors: 6'6", 220 pound Rich
Baader and 5' 9", 190 pound Ron
Marks.

BY LYNE'M'E DUNN

Spartans

'Dynamic Duo' to. regional tourney
GEORGE M. DALY

working hard
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the

Wierzgac averaged eight points
with 15 rebounds per game.
Sherri Sawyer and aroling
Barajas both had six point
averal!:es.

Other team members in
cluded Nancy Dowd and Cathy
Sierakowski; both seniors were
best defensive guards. Junior
Sharon Kenedy was the team's
fastest player and sophomore
Peggy Ryan was the team's
Hottest left-handed shooter.

Page lS

The sophomore track team
finished up by placing 4th at the
ix team Morton East In

vitational. The sophomores
were lead by Jim Kolodziej who
turned in a meet record time of
53.5 to place 1st in that event.
Kolodziej also placed second in
the 330 with a time of 34.4, 3rd in
the long jump with a be t jump
of IS' 10", and al 0 a third In the
50 yard dash with a tim of 5.7
econds. On the fr shmen level,

Tom elson placed first in thre
events.

Soph.
Track

•version

The sophomore gymnastics
team has compiled a 6-4 record
and a 4-2 conference record thus
far this season. Standout on the
sophomore team have been
Denise Pacourek and Liz
Gorniewicz. "Pacourek is doing
a really good job as she ha
averaged 7.4 on all-around"
said gymnastics Coach Howa;d
Rubin.

DRIVING

Soph. Gym.

',t 9 7 W ..95 St .. ·,

~ "~~~~~~~:,~~~~~.DSn ~
* ~ courles .t..tin" Ibout everv 2 week. ~

~ • 2 .nd 4 week cour.... 15 to 18 vrs. old ......

~
~ • Home pick.-up for .11 driving I8l1Ons ~

• Free trip to .t.tion for permit ......
• Auto inlUr~cediscount certificate ~

" ~~ruetors hew H.S. teK~ing .certificate.:~ .......

~=. 423-1212 ,,,:,:~~~

Reavis the gIrls won Oy a short
shot with two seconds left which
advanced them to the Regional
Championship.

Maria High School defeated
the girls by a score of 66-44; it
was a tough game to the last
seconds. The Spartans Girls
have taken second for the past
three years in Regionals. They
look to take first next year.

MARY HAUBE RISER was
voted MVP for the team th;s
year. She was an All
Conference player and
averaged 12 points per game.
Lydia Kuyawa was voted
Honorable Mention with a 10
point average per game. Missy

corner

Other members participating
in the Conference win were:
Joyce Refner, Jackie Davis,
Cindy Koncelskl, Coleen Boyle,

hrls Michaels, heryl Ken
nedy, Isabel Rizzi, Lynn
Haubenreiser and Karen
Kallqulst.

Heartbreak:
basketBall

SPARTANITE

BY MELI SA WIERZGAC
THE WORD THAT best

descl"ibes the Girls Basketball
season in detail is "heart
breaker." With an 8-17 record
one would not think too much of
this team; but when seven of the
loses were by one and two
points, one could agree it was
some heartbreaker! Coach
Margeret Groth said, "This was
the hardest season ever, against
the competition of the other
teams."

The team consisted of nine
players, five seniors, three
juniors, and one sophomore.
They started off with losses of
non-conference games. Soon,
the team got back into the swing
in the regular conference
season by starting off with three
wins. Plunging into the middle
of the season against the "tough
and ~ll" leams, like Sandburg,
ReaVIS, and Stagg, the girls
were defeated by two and three
points in each of these games.
At the end of the conference
they came out with a 6--8 record.

AS REGIONAL CAME, the
team had to face Shepard and
Reavis had beaten them.
Winning the first game against
Shepard came easy, but against

coached by Vern carpel1l ha a
record of 4-5 anit a conference
record of 2-1. Although the
sophomores have been having a
rather bad eason, Scott Yukel
is having a uccessful one. He
ha broken his own 500 yard
freestyle record three times on
the sophomore level. lie has
also broken the sophomore 200
yard freestyle record.

STATE FARM INSURANCf COMPANIES
HOME OF"ClS BI. aOMINe rON II (INOIS

FRANK L. McGINNIS
Agent

at 7-2

Soph.
basketball

The Girls Junior-Varsity
Basketball Team finished first
in their Conference with a 12-5
over-all record. MVP for the
season was center Cindy Ritter.
Teamed along with Cindy were
Carol McTeague, Lori Kramer,
Paula Companio and Jll1 Dauge
which made up the starting five.

frosh-soph

8745 S. Ridgeland Avenue
Oak Lawn. Illinois 60453
Bus. Phone 312·5998600
Res. Phone 312798 7911

THE TRACKMEN HAVE
been hampered by a lot of in
juries in the past month but
everything is starting to come
together as more and more
people recover, Wayne
Vilchuck and Glenn Williams
are both now on the upswing
after injuries slowed them for a
while.

The track team needs
everyone healthy for now the
outdoor season is here and the
coaches look toward the con
ference meet in May. They
know that it's going to take the
whole team to bring home the
SICA West crown another year.
Staying healthy is the key to a
successful season for all the
trackmen.

seconds off the 100-yard
breaststroke record.

The Spartans are having a
great year despite a small
team. The swimmers have
practices before school each
day coming in at six-thirty each
morning. Then after school they
swim for a couple of more
hours. SWimming is an en
durance sport so the only way to
get in shape is to swim long
tiresome hours. In one practice
a swimmer can swim three
thousand yards for an in
dividual or relay race.
Members of this year's varsity
s~im t~ are Rob Cummings,
BIll Anislch, Kurt Mesha, Jim
Willibecki and Jim Klinger.

The ophomore wim team

The Junior Varsity bad
minton team has a conference
record of 3-1 and an overall
record of 9-1. Undefeated in
their positions are Kristy
Schryver and Mari Schmitz
playing at 1st doubles and
Peggy Brooks and Jan Genis at
2nd doubles. Freshman Aimee
Fleming is also doing a great
job in singles.

Track ends

Swimming

J.V.
badminton

By KEITH WAGNER

THE VAJtSITY swim team
coached by Vern Scarpelli has a
record of 7-2. The team is so far
2-1 in a tough conference. Junior
Rob Cummings feels the team
should be able to capture third
place in the conference tour
nament.

The team recently beat
conference opponents. Ar~o by a
score of 95-77. Earlier In the
season the Spartans destroyed
Hillcrest by an amazing score of
163-35. Spartan swimmer Kurt
Mesha is trying to break the 100
yard backstroke record. He is
only one tenth of a second off.
Jim Willibecki is also trying to
break a record. He is two

indoor season
BY GEORGE M. DALY

THE VARSITY TRACKMEN
finished their indoor season 1G
5-1 which is the best indoor
record ever.

John Schinter is doing very
well as he has come back from
his knee injury in fine fashion.
At the New Trier meet (which
the Spartans won 62-56) John
took six 1st places as he won the
high jump (5' 10"), the long
jump (18'4"), the triple jump
(41' 21h), the high hurdles (7.17
seconds), the low hurdles (6.76),
and John was a part of the
winning 12 lap relay.

THE SHOTPUTIERS HAVE
dominated every meet the
Spartans have went to, placing
I, 2, 3, in every meet thus far.
Again the dynamic duo of Ron
Marks and Rich Baader, who
are both in the top 8 in the state
of Illinois, have both done very
well, as they both are over the
56 feet mark. Ron at 56' 8" and
Rich at 56' 2V.'. They both got
invitations to the prestigious
Proviso West Classic last week
in which they only invite the top
guys in the state in each event.

Others doing a good job for
the Spartans have been Mark
Ksiazek in the hurdles, Mike
Fitzmaurice and Greg Heinzel
in the middle distances, and
Scott McGrail in the long
distance races.

April 6, 1979



Girls badminton on
the comeback trail

track waiting

Scadutopraises fans
By C;EOH(a·::\1. DALY

Page 16

Bill
Geary

Let's pass the buck

A winning

team at OL
JOHN WALLACE is a 6'2" back up forward for the Oak Lawn

High School varsity basketball team. Although Wallace is on the
bench more than he is on the floor, he plays both spots rather well.
Wallace was the team's spiritual leader. He was always on his feet
yelling encouragement, praise or advice to his teammates, and so
it was only fitting that Wallace spoke at the Pep Rally before the
Regional Final against Eisenhower. Wallace in his usual boisterous
manner praised the fans who had been instrumental in bringing the
Spartans this far. It was the first time in eight years that the
Spartans reached the regional finals. .

A week earlier the Spartans beat the Sandburg Eagles 66~2 m
overtime to win the SICA West Conference title. Again not since
l!nl had the basketball team won the SICA West Crown and again it
would have been fitting for Wallace to speak. But on that Friday
afternoon in Spartan town Wallace did not speak, the bank did not
play its familiar tunes and the team was not honored.

THE REA ON? There was no pep rally.
"No one asked me," says Mr. Dominick Frigo, Administrative

assistant at OLCHS. I've never turned down a request for a pep
rally."

A request? "The cheerleaders or the coaches have to let me know
at least a day or two in advance that they want a pep rally," said
Mr. Frigo.

O.K., FI E, sounds great, right? Wrong.
"The cheerleaders didn't know it was their responsibility to ask

for a pep rally," says varsity basketball Coach Len Scaduto. "So
when the found out it was their responsibility to petition a pep rally,
it was too late."

So there you have it. A classic case of everyone standing around
waiting for the other guy to do something and nothing is ac
complished.

THREE CHEER for lack of communication.
Now what are we going to do about this situation?
P obably nothing. This problem will just die down and after a

little time, it'll be swept under the rug never to be heard from until
next year or the next time a conference champ rolls around.

BUT LET'S say that does happen. And let's say a miracle does
happen, and the administration takes an active role in planning ~p
rallies. If that happens, the administration still must establIsh
better rapport with coaches and cheerleaders and vice versa. In
other words, the administration needs to be more involved with
athletics rather than only concerning itself with problems of the
school.

Superintendent Hal Wilshire doesn't see it that way.
"I think the decision should be left up to the discretion of the

coach because some coaches don't want pep raines," he says.
COA II ADUTO says he would never object to a pep assembly

and feel the administration doesn't just want to get involved. "They
should lead the students," he says.

Had there been a pep rally before the Sandburg game, it would
have meant two pep rallies in two weeks. "If we have pep rallies
every week, they would lose their effectiveness," said Wilshire.
Granted, they would lose their effectiveness, if there were one
every week. But I don't think the pep rallies would have lost their
effectiveness in this situation and they certainly wouldn't have
started a trend.

Il's too bad that pep rallies don't insure victories. In fact when
there wasn't a pep rally the Spartans won, but when there was a
pep rally they weren't so lucky, but then, that isn't the point.

SPARTANITE

BY CAROLY N DWAN

THE GIRL BADMINTON
team is makillg its way back
from a slow starting season
with their recent victory over
Sandburg. This evens the
Varsity conference record at 2-2

... and an over-all record of 5-5.
The team defeated the Sand

burg Eagles by a score of 5-2.
Winning for the Spartans were
JoAnn Haubenreiser playing at
1st singles, Mary Ryan at 3rd
singles, and Debbie Jones at 4th
singles. The 1st doubles team of
Nancy Sobol and Jan Lucerto,
and the 2nd doubles tearn of
Tammy Budzius and Diane
Palumbo, also scored victories.

WI NING THE SANDBURG
meet helped raise the team's
spirits after losing to Reavis 2-5.

Girls
BY MI SY WIERZGAC

SNOW, RAI OR sleet; call it
what you will-but the Girls
Varsity Track Team does not
have to many kind words for the
weather. Running indoors is the
main event now for the team.
Coach Moeller states that the
weather is plain "cruddy."

This team is young and filled
with a lot of potential. More
girls have come out this vear for
the team; all events are
covered. Coach Moeller thinks
they will take conference and
districts and has hopes of
having qualifiers for state.

PROMISING RECORD
BR AKER for this season in
the 440 are: Jill Dague, Mary
Mulhall, Juanita Johnson, and
Bonnie Sawyer. In the 1 mile
relay Lauren Kolodziej, Joyce
Trojniar, Bonnie Sawyer and
Denise Vilchuck are keys for
breaking the record.

TilE SPARTA HAD a
great season as their final
record was 19-7, the fifth best
winning percentage in Spartan
basketball history.

Junior Greg Lehmann was
named MVP and he also
received all-conference honors
and a mention on the all-state
squad. Sophomore Keith Libert
was also named to the all-

1st doubles, obol and Lucerto,
and 2nd doubles, Budzius and
Palumbo, had the only wins for
the meet. "Reavis is tough this
year," said Varsity coach

..Karen Dorne. "They have
players who have played four
years at the varsity level."

The team was defeated 2-5 by
T.F. South in their first con
ference meet of the season with
only two victories by the
doubles teams of Lucerto and
Sobol, and Budzius and
Palumbo. "Whenver we play at
T.F. South we lose," replied
Dorne, "I don't know if it's
because of the gym, or what,
but every year we've played
there, we have lost."

WilEN A KED HOW she felt
about the upcoming T.F. South
meet at home, she answered,

Other leading Varsity track
girls are: Mary Bachelder,
Gina Busch, Lynette Dunn,
Holly Johnson, Vicki O'brenski,
Sue Polcaster, Carol Ryan,
Sheri McGee, Patrice Kramer,
and Debbie Brooks. New

).
\\

conference team. Bill Johnson
I' ceived honorable mention for
all-conference.

"TilE FAN SUPPORT was
phenominal" said coach
caduto. He went on, "all of the

players really appreciated the
fan support, they knew they had
the school, the community, and
the student body behind them."

Len Scaduto's Spartans were
honored before the Oak Lawn

Apri16,1979

"We should be able to beat
them."

In their second confer nee
meet of the cason again t
Argo, the girl pulled together
and breez d past the Argoanuls,
5-2. The doubles team
demolished their opponent at
all three positions. Playing at
1st doulbes for Spartans were
Sobol and Lucerto, 2nd doubles
Palumbo and Budzius. and 3rd
doubles, Leo Rizzi and arol
Schiavil1i. Third ana fourth
singles, Mary Ryan and D bbie
Jones also racked up a win
against their opponents.

TEAM MEMBERS TAMA
Kozub, 1 t singles and Chns
Morong, 4th single, hav also
contributed a lot to the team by
bringing in victories at Andrews
and Bloom.

memb rs of the quad are Chris
Michaels and Joyce Refner.

TilE GIRLS NEXT home
m et will be against Reavis on
April 10 at 4 p.m. Come watch
them display their talents on the
track.

Village board on March 14, and
also the Hometown City ouncil
on March 27. "I thought that
was really an honor." said
coach Scaduto.

AFTER A SLOW start, the
partans began winning and

from then on gained nothing but
resp ct. They really des I've all
the honor dished out to them.
For honor is something you
must earn,;,;. -.-
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Spear will

be here
May 15

The mamas consist of Debbie
Dougherty, Cindy Russ, Bev
Tebo, Laurie Galloway, Marie
Spero, Lita Budz and Robyn
McCourt.

The sons are raised primarily
by the fathers and most take
over their father's job. They are
educated in Hebrew and begin
working alongside their fathers
at a very early age. The sons
consit of Curt Lang, Tim Artus,
Joe Sapulich, John Miner, Joe
LaSalvia, Mark Johnson, Dave
Eaton and Bill Knapp.

THE DAUGHTERS are
brou~ht up by the mama. Thev
are taught to mend and take
care of the household duties
until the Papa, with the aid of a
matchmaker; decides on a
husband for them.

The daughters consist of Barb
Schmidt, Donnajean Mulhall,
Joan Brewer, Judy Bumstead,
Laurie McEathron, Diane
Randle, and Kathy Woods.

"Fiddler on the Roof" is
directed by Tom Dzurison,
Theatre Director at OLCHS.
Mr. Jack Rockeman is the
play's musical Director.

TI KET ARE $3.50 for
Adults and $2.50 for students
and Senior Citizens.

9554 112 SOUTHWEST HIGH-
(1 block south of OAK LAWN
HIGH)
PHONE: 425-0460

Ice Cream

undaes & Cones

9058 South Cicero
Oak Lawn, I L 60453

hakes,

COLONIAL MANOR FLOWERS

424-6010
SpecializillK ill !Jrom flo1{'ers •

suitor is played by Bill Soren
son. Tevye's five daughers are
played by Vicki Kolinski, Shari
Simpson, Dawn Koruba, Shari
Wantie and Ella Thompson.

Other characters in the
village include Grandma
Yzeitel, played by Ellen Cizek;
Fruma Sarah, played by Lori
Sorenson; the Rabbi, played by
Bruce Parson; and the con
stable, portrayed by Ed Delso.
Minor characters include Ken
Jankist, Paul Reed and Diane
Lata.

THERE I AL 0 the fiddler,
played by Dave Domine. The
fiddler is a symbol throughout
the show. He signifies tradition.
In Tevye's opening speech he
says, "Without our Traditions
our lives would be as shaky as a
fiddler on the roof!" Besides
their seperate roles in "Fid
dler", the villagers are cast as
an important part of the show
since they give charader to
Anatevka and represent distinct
groups within Jewish society.

The Papas are leaders of the
household who make all final
decisions, and provide their
families livelihood.

The OLCHS production casts
the following as Papa's; Dennis
Boersma, Scott Brons, Terry
Castleton, John Corcoran, Ron
Kapp and Randy Moline.

THE MAMA' ROLE in
Anatevka is to run the
household and bring up the
children. Often the Mama
works right along with the Papa
in the field and at home.

by Debbie Hauck
"FIDDLER ON THE ROOF"

continues tonight in the
Auditorium Gym at 8 p.m. The
last performance will be
tomorrow at the same time.

"Fiddler" is a show about the
enduring strength of the human
spirit and man's ability to grow,
to change and to overcome
adversity.

OLCHS' production of
"Fiddler" features seniors Jim
Maddox as Tevye. Jim has been
involved in theatre for three
years, working on both crew
and cast. He feels "Fiddler" is
an appropriate way to wind up
his high school years. "Tevye is
the most challenging role he has
ever played," according to
Maddox.

TEVYE'S WIFE GOLDE is
played by Mary Fleming, also a
senior. Golde is a Jewish
mother hardened by a life filled
with poverty and hard luck. The
relationship between Tevye and
Golde is a vital one and reaches
a peak in the beginning of the
second act when they sing "Do
you love me?"

The characters in "Fiddler on
the Roof" are easily recognized.
The village of Anatevka and its
people could be found anywhere
in the world. There is Vente, the
busybody matchmaker played
by Cathy Smitko. There is also
Lazar Wolfe, a butcher and the
richest man in the village.
Lazar Wolfe is played by Jim
Xeros.. Larry Cunat plays
Perchik, a revolutionary
student. Notel, the honest tailor
IS being played by Tim Reyna.
Fyedka, the gentle Russian

5168 W. 95 St.
GA 5-2372

\ Emmett's
Beauty Salon

"Try a big one for your next get-together"

THE DEN DELI

Hot Dogs

With all the trimming

OPEN 7 DAYS

MON THRU SAT
10:00 AM - 9:00 PM
SUN
11:00 AM - 9:00 PM

Great Sub-Sandwiches from 6 in~hes to 6 feet!

_______-ee,..'8,••••••---••---t!P''''!'''''!'?----e-,ee,e,----e,

The Spartanite won four
awards in journalistic ex
cellence last month at the
Northern Illinois Students Press
Association workshop.

Classes will not be held on
Monday, May 28 because of the
Memorial Day holiday.

The Spring Sports Banquet
will be held in the student
cafeteria on Thursday, May 31
at 7 p.m.

Material will be accepted for
Teacher's Line for each issue of
the Spartanite by the paper's
staff or Ray Elliott. Teachers
may write feature or editorial
material. This will be the last
chance for teachers to speak
their views or opinions.

Varsity Football cheerleading
tryouts were held after school
Tuesday, April 25 and
sophomore tryouts April 26.

Next year's varsity squad
members are; Linda Egresits,
Debbie Swan, Sandy Kolodske,
Elly Kosteck, Jill Grall, Sue
Kramer, Kathy Judd, Carol
Schiavitti and Kim Connolly.

The sophomore squad
members are; Jackie O'Con
ner, Patrice Kramer, Joyce
Klinkman, Denise Pacorek, Liz
Gorniewicz, and alternate Beth
Eakins. -'\

The Spring musical "Fiddler
on the Roof" continues tonight
and will conclude tomorrow in
the Auditorium Gym at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $2.50 for students
and $3.50 for adults. They can be
obtained from any member of
the cast or crew.

The annual Spring Concert
will be presented on Wed
nesday, May 16 in the
Auditorium Gym. The Varsity
and Concert Bands will be
featured.

The Junior-Senior Prom will
be May 12 from 8 p.m. till 1 a.m.
at McCormick Place. The bands
are Crash and Skyway.

Graduation Cap and Gown
pickup will be on Wednesday,
May 16. Souvenir gowns will be
used, and they will not be
returned.

The Senior Breakfast will be
May 11 and will be held at the
Sheraton Hotel at 11:30 a.m.
Tickets are $5.

THE JU lOR-SENIOR
Lounge furniture is back! Mr.
William Hill said the furniture
was returned "'because it was
either that or throw it out. It
was taking up space in the third
floor storage so we had to move
it somewhere."

BY ROY BERNARD

Lounge
follow-up

The furniture is watched
during the school day by
cafeteria workel' Al Palermo
and some unidentified students.
Since it has been put back, there
has been no other damage done
to the furniture. Not all the
pieces were returned to the
lounge, some were in such bad
condition that they had to be
destroyed.

Hopes for the vending
machines to return are still low
because of the messes that were
always around the machines.
Mr. Hill said, "I am not against
next year's seniors and juniors
bringing back the vending
machines." However, he would
want the machines watched just
like the furniture is now.

Registration for the next ACT
test will end May 25. The test
will be June 23. This will be the
final chance for students to take
this test For more information
~ counselors.
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•Visit Sid's for all of your Gardening Needs. Over 2
acres of display with 1000's of growing varieties to
choose from.
Our Greenhouses are full of house plants from
exotic to philodendrons.
Trained personnel on hand at all times to answer
your questions.

greenhouses and
garden center

10926 SOUTHWEST HWY. PALOS HILLS 974-4500
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'Fiddler' continues tonight
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Spirit week
approaches

~bitorial
SPEAR loses
recognition

It is the opinion of the Spartanite that student effort
and talent deserve support and encouragement.

In this respect, it is a concern of the Spartanite to
publish the school's literary magazine, The Spear.
The Spear contains stories, poems and photographs
created by OLCHS students. It is an outlet for student
imagination and creativity that provides a rewarding
experience for talented students.

The Spear is struggling to become an annual
publication. It was first designed to be a yearly
publication, but this has not always been possible.
Due to lack of funds and recognition as an important
activity at OLCHS, The Spear tends to lose the
struggle more times than not.

The purpose of a high school education is to receive
a diploma in the academic aspect. Yet, when students
are talented academically, little support or en
couragement is given.

It is for this reason that students, faculty and ad
ministration should begin to recognize the Spear. It
should be regarded as an equally important extra
curricular activity, and should be funded likewise.
The Spear will cease to exist altogether if funds
cannot be found to support it. It is also possible that it
will cease to exist if moral support and en
couragement are no longer found within the student
body. -~\

.\

NAME WITHHELD

Leave doors

unlocked

Conditioning

program

DEAR EDITOR:
Why are the outside doors

locked? You know some people
do have open campus and to get
in the school, you have to walk
all the way to the front of the
school, or else, if you don't feel
like walking, you stand at the
door and pound until someone
hears you. Once I wanted to get
in, a hall guard was sitting there
and she wouldn't open the door.
Eventually, I got in the school,
but it was a student who opened
the door.

I still have another period and
it happens to fall on a lunch
break. No one will let you get
passed them. So either you have
to cut the class, be later than
you already are by getting a
green pass, or sit in the lunch
room trying to decide what to
do. But, if you're lucky, you
might sneak by a hall guard or
if you have a friend that's a hall
guard, you might get through
with their help.

One day, I was sitting on some
steps and I saw so many people
try to open the doors. Both doors
were locked and every time,
you have to search for the
opened ones.

CAROL WITHAM

I don't want to put down all
cops, but I feel that the ones that
are taking the law into their own
hands or feel that they are
above the power of the Con
stitution are destroying the
respect of the whole police
department.

These complaints I have
slaled may not seem like our
whOle society is in danger, but if
we let the police push us around
and not raise our voices we may
end up in big trouble. The public
didn't know about strip sear
ches until a few people had
enough nerve to complain about
it.

We must all try to get in
volved. Too many people are
afraid to talk in fear that the
police will come down on them.
If we become involved with our
community that fear could be
wiped away.

DEAR EDITOR:
I am writing this letter in

regards to previous letters
about hall monitors. Hall
monitors don't give students as
big of a hassle as people say.

Carol Dornan says: "I've
been pushed by a hall monitor,
I've had my books knocked out
of my hands as a hall monitor
grabbed my arm, etc." That's a
lot of B.S. Hall monitors don't
push students, especially girls,
knock books out of their hands
or slam them against the
lockers asking them for passes.

And you wouldn't believe the
hassles we get - kids swearing
at us, calling us fags, starting
fights and throwing stuff at us.
We take more abuse than
anybody. All this just because
we ask them for a pass.
A HALL MONITOR,
BILL SORENSEN

Hooray for

hall monitors

'Scored Straight'

controversy

EDITOR'S NOTE:
My heart really goes out to

you being hassled by all those
people, but why push others
around instead? I never
claimed to be slammed against
a locker by a hall monitor, but I
still wouldn't be surprised if I
did see it happen. If you'd like to
know who caused all this so
called B.S., I'll be glad to tell
you.
CAROL DORNAN
EDITORIAL EDITOR

May 4, 1979••.............................................

my car. The police officer told
me to move about ..five feet
forward so I wouldn't be in front
of the no parking sign.

I felt that the officer should
not have given me a ticket but
told me to move forward. The
officer did not care that I did not
see the sign. It was about five
feet up from the curb.

These two incidents are small
compared to the harassments
many teenagers must face
when pulled over by bad cop.
The young person may be pulled
over for speeding, but his car
will be searched for drugs or
alcohol. The officer many times
will not give a reason for
searching the car. He will just
do it on his own, not caring if
what he is doing is right or
wrong. I know this is true
because I was the victim of such
a search myself.

DEAR EDITOR:
In room 107, the documentary

"Scared Straight" was shown
during seventh hour and after
school on April 9th. Notes were
sent home to members of the
Journalistic Writing classes,
the Advanced Journalism class
and some Communication
through Media classes to let
parents know this movie was
being shown.

I really don't understand why
people had to go to so much
trouble to show the movie when
it was already shown on
television, and especially when
it pertains to people in the high
school age bracket. I'd like to
know the reason for this if
possible. Thank you.
C. CLOW

.•................•.....
DEAR EDITOR:

A few weeks ago a new rule
came into effect. There was to
be no jogging or weightlifting:
after school for those people:
who are not on a sport. I can.
understand the reasoning for
this. I'm sure it's because there
has to be someone there to
supervise over these people.

But if some people want to
exercise after school, why can't
we set up a program where
students or even teachers could
work out after school? We have
all the equipment we would
need.

Maybe a small fee could be
charged. The money could be
used in the smaller depart
ments in our school who don't
have a lot of spending money.

In this way, everyone could
get into good condition and the.
money could be put to ~ood use. :

•••• •................................................

leiters
tv the
edit()r

Detention hall

needs help

SPARTANITE

DEAR EDITOR:
Were you ever stuck going to

detention hall 117? If you
weren't, just keep up on your
P's and Q's. I was given two
hours in detention hall for
tardies. I'm not complaining
about the two hours, but I'm
complaining about the people
that attend hours.

l"lrst off, the teacher in the
detention hall can't control the
little mud-runners that sit there
and antagonize him throughout
the full hour. I've heard some
people call the teacher just
about every ignorant name they
could imagine.

After thIS, the teacher will get
upset and he'll keep everyone in
the detention hall longer than
usual. He might keep us 20 to 25
minutes longer. I feel that is
very unfair for the people who
sit there quietly just doing their
homework. I really feel there
should be something done about
the detention hall. Why should
the people who can control
themselves be punished also?

KATHY JEN ING

DEAR EDITOR:
I would like to suggest to

anyone who is intimidated by
Mr. Wm. Hill, as Joy Buttice,
was, to stand up for his rights.
They should in no way submit to
any searches that Mr. Hill
wishes to perform.

Anyone that let's Mr. Hill
push them around only adds to
the problem of what powers he
thinks he has. If students stand
up for their rights, maybe he
would get in his place as a
cafeteria monitor.

REX CAYER

BY ART PATERSON

Police create ticket traps
-•...........••.........

•••..........•.•....•...•
:Stand Up
for rights

Where are police when you
need them? Most likely giving a
ticket. Many people have
received tickets for either
minor or questionable things.

Ms. Penny Wessels, OLCHS
substitute teacher, was a victim
of an invasion of privacy. She

.' was given a ticket for not
having a vehicle sticker
displayed on her car win~w.

This seems a legitimate ticket
until the facts are told. ~er car
was in a private parking lot and
it was in a garage. This is a
gross miscarriage of justice.
The police have no right to go on
private property and give
tickets.

Ms. Wessels is not the only
person to be hassled by ticket
happy cops. I received a
parking ticket while sitting in

Annual FLOWER DAY will
be Wednesday, May 9. Orders
for them will be taken during
the lunch periods on Monday,
May 7 and Tuesday, May 8.
Then on Wednesday the flowers
will be delivered to that special
person with your own message.
The flowers are carnations and
will cost $1. Three different
colors will be sold each with a
different significance:

RED means I LOVE YOU
PINK means I LIKE YOU
WHITE means FRIENDSHIP
On COLOR DAY, Thursday,

May 10, members of the four
classes should dress up in the
designated colors:

FRESHMEN ORANGE
SOPHOMORES YELLOW
JUNIORS GREEN
SENIORS RED
You must be wearing two

articles of clothing of the ap
propriate color to get marked
for points, during the lunch
periods.

Friday will rap up the week
with ELECTIONS for next
year's Student Council mem
bers. May 11, VOTE! The
Seniors will be dismissed after
third period in order to go to the
Senior Breakfast.

Throughout the whole week
the points will be accumulated
and the class with the most wins
a cash prize. GOOD LUCK!

BY CAROL CONRAD

Do you believe that OLCHS
students are lacking school
spirit? Do you believe OLCHS is
boring? Well, the Student
Council is going to break the
monotony and give you a
chance to show your school
interest by sponsoring, the
annual "SPIRIT WEEK".

The Student Council doesn't
make money from these ac
tivities. The purpose is to en
courage each class to develop
recognition while having some
fun in school. Then at the end of
the week, the class with the
most points wins a cash prize.

On the first day, May 7, it will
be MAKE·ME LAUGH DAY.
Yes, just like on TV. The
students will have a two-minute
period in which to make a
teacher laugh. There will be one
student representing each of the
four classes in every lunch
period. If he is successful in
doing so, the points will be given
to his class.

On Tuesday May 8 there will
be an ICE-CREAM EATING
CONTEST. During the lunch
periods, one person from each
of the classes will be timed in
eating one pint of ice-cream. Of
course they don't use spoons
because their hands are con
fined behind their back.
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BY ART PATER 0
CAROL DOR A

In response to our last issue
Speak t question, we'd like to
explain \\just what we mean
about h\l~ing a non-smoking
area. \ _

Our schOOl has a smoking
area to fill the needs of the
smokers. This area is set up
outside by the cafeteria. It is
us~d by all the non-smokers,
too. This brings up our point.
Why not have a non-smoking
area? There could be a place for
non-smokers to gather where
they won't be annoyed by all the
smoke.

Many of the re ponses we
received pertained to the fact

Photographer
Adviser
STAFF

Art Pat.erson, Carol Conard, Dan Sullivan, Keith Wagner, Bill
G~ary, Diane Burleson, Jerry Kotas, Gene Sturino, Beth Wydra,
Gma Busch, Becky Slryrzak, arolyn Dwan, Brian Smilh, Mary

arroll, and Carol Wilham.

Protect non
smoker's righ.ts

A D that non-smOkers haa the whole
school, excluding, of course, the
smoking area. But just how
much trouble would someone
get in if they played frisbee or
sat down to talk to their friends
in the hallways?

It is possible that there is a
need for a smoking area, since
it alleviates the problem of
smoking in the washrooms and
elsewhere. However, non
smokers have their rights, too,
and that makes a need for a non
smoking area.

Public places and restaurants
are finally realizing and
protecting non-smokers rights
with smoking and no smoking
ections. OL HS should respect

those rights, too.

suited with the Spartanite
adviser (who was the inside
coordinator of a narcotics
rehabilitation program at
Menard (Ill.) State Correctional
Center for over a year) about
the statement "marijuana can
be taken for any length of time
with no addictiveness."

Probably the adviser would
have told him that marijuana is
not physically addictive but
may be psychologically ad
dictive. That's according to the
individual, though.

That the standard five Ws and
the H of the traditional news
story are absent is an error of
omission, we suppose. But we
also believe that "news" stories
cannot be the traditional in
verted pyramid style in a paper
that comes out monthly. We
hope to move to a news
magazine format completley
next year.

True news reporters probably
shouldn't refer 10 themselves as
I in news stories. Part of that
may stem from writing so many
first person essays and themes
for English teachers along the
way. We don't really know. Nor
does it excuse the problem any
more than anything excuses the
general sloppiness of the paper
at times.

Words shouldn't be
misspelled, sentences shouldn't
be fragmented nor should slang
be used in most stories. That
represents laziness on the part
of our writers. They know
better, and we apologize for
those errors. Readers deserve
better.

Again, thanks for the letter.
We hope you continue to 0 fer
your constructive comments.
Please continue to borrow a
copy of the Spartanite for future
research, too. Il's obvious that
you enjoy reading the paper.
And until we start giving the
paper away as about half of the
SICA schools now do, YOU'll
have to either borrow one or buy
it, if you read it.

your compliment. We don't
receive much of either. The
Spartanite staff does as much of
the work (researching stories,
writing them, selling ads and
newspapers, pasting up and
making decisions about
finances and policy) as possible
and always appreciate both
faculty and student comments.

Sure, we make mistakes.
That's how we learn. We believe
it's more of .a learning ex
perience to have our efforts out
front and subject to criticism
than it is to develop a staff that
puts out a school PR sheet or a
teacher's newspaper and avoids
criticism.

Some of the staff didn't ap
prove of the "bunny" cover. But
as for "the lack of journalistic
responsibility," we belive that's
a matter of opinion.

And we didn't design the
cover for a religious holiday.
Joe Vajarsky, the very talented
artist who drew the cover, was
given an assignment which
simply asked for a picture that
captured something of the
season.

Whether you agree or not, he
seems to have done that from
his point of view. That's what
we asked for. Ditto for the
Christmas issue.

Your comment on' the
"editorial policy" appearing on
nearly every page is dishear
tening. It's also untrue.
Features, editorials, columns
and sports stories make up the
majority of the paper. More
leeway is allowed in the writing
style in these forms.

We agree that the "Spartanite
surveys pot and booze" story
was shallow and superficial.
But the reporter has learned
that hasty surveys don't do the
job adequately, something he
wouldn't have learned in the
classroom.

The reporter's evidence was
his weak survey and his own
opinion. He could have con-

Sincerely,
Peggy Hall

Adviser's note: Thanks for
the constructive criticism and

Dear Editor,
In the past, I have been

reluctant to criticize the
partanite because it

represents the efforts of a group
of students who are active and
involved in a worthwhile school
activity. Certainly, their
creative interest in the school is
to be commended.

The "bunny" cover of your
April 6 issue has prompted me,
however, to write this letter. I
will not comment on the sexism
which is involved, but rather the
lack of journalistic respon
sibility which the partanite

• exhibits. Is this a suitable cover
design for a religious holiday?
(You may recall that the
Christmas issue depicted Santa
with a hip flask,) Are either of
these suitable cover designs at
all?

Turning to the inside pages, I
am struck by the "editorial
policy" which appears on
nearly every page. A "news"
story on page 3 (Spartanite
Surveys Pot and Booze) insists
that "Marijuana can be taken
for any length of time with no
addictiveness." What is the
reporter's evidence? What
studies does he cite? What cart
of speech is addictiveness?

What has happened to sound
jounalism? What has become of
the standard who, what, when,
where, why, and how in the lead
sentence, or in the first
paragraph? Why do news
reporters refer to themselves as
"I"? Why are words mis
spelled and sentences
fragmentary? Why is slang
acceptable?

I found it necessary to borrow
a copy of the Spartanite in order
to research this letter. I did not
buy one, and I may not in the
future.



Teenagers and alcohol are a lethal combination. Nevertheless,
the'state of Illinois may never be troubled with this combination
again.

A bill in the Illinois General Assembly is concerned with hiking
the drinking age to a statewide 21 years old. This has, of course,
rallied both support and conflict among Illinois residents.

Many teenagers, along with 2o-year-olds, favor the present
system of "home-rule." This system enables each town to establish
its own drunk laws. Meanwhile, those 21 years of age and older are
throwing full support behind passage of the forementioned bill.
Their case is backed with some impressive evidence; teenage
drunk driving and subsequent auto accidents spearheading the
attack.

Just reflect on the current status of "home-rule" in Oak Lawn.
The drinking age is a rigid 21 years, yet how does it affect Oak
Lawn minors?

Observe a local teenage hot-spot any weekend night. Take Mc
Donald's, for example, a franchise located at 91st and Cicero.
Hundreds of tipsy teenagers can be found there engaging in various
liquor-related activities: brawling, barfing, urinating in public and
antagonizing police officers.

Even more can be found "getting smooth" with the opposite sex.
Many patrons enjoy making vulgar passes at restaurant personnel.
"Can I take your order" develops a new meaning. If they didn't
serve food, you would swear McDonald's was a bonafide drunk
tank.

This brings up a crucial point. Most teenagers get their liquor
regardless of age restrictions. Through the wonderful world of
phony l.D.'s, older brothers and gracious liquor stores, their booze
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Dan
Sullivan

SPARTANITE

Illinois proposes a toast

Raising the Drinking Age

is made available. For Oak Lawn underage drinkers, towns like
Chicago Ridge, Bridgeview, Willow Springs and Hometown are
only a stones toss away...where the drinking age is 19. And what a
difference two years can make.

Towns with drinking ages of 19 or lower attract minors like flies
to...flypaper. The liquor business is booming there, basically due
to the out-of-town minors. What's more, the liquor stores encourage
it all. Any 16-year-old with some facial hair, a deep voice, and hefty
build, can buy beer without the fear of being carded. In most "19"
towns, booze is big business.

So what can raising the drinking age do to stop all these elbow
bending festivities? A lot.

A higher drinking age will smother many undesirable effects
created by teen abllse of alcohol. Some of these effects include
alcoholism, drunk driving, police records, plus the mixture of
drugs and alcohol-another lethal combination.

What's more, not many 16-year-olds would have the audacity to
buy a case of beer with a drinking age of twenty-one. Not even with
phony I.D.'s. Towns like Chicago Ridge and Willow Springs would
no longer be a filling station for underage drunks from Oak Lawn,
Chicago, etc. The liquor business would still boom there; however,
but on a legal basis.

With all this support, I feel the drinking age will soon be raised.
And with it, many a teenager will be forced to board the band
wagon.

I can sympathize with Illinois teenagers over their future plight.
No more "19", a lot more "21". But better illegal than lethal...the
lethal combination of teenagers and alcohol.

Ma 4,lln9

60
Seconds
REMEMBER ALL THOSE

cold, wintry days when you had
to walk to school while every
school in the area was closed.
Everybody at OLCHS said,

"Look at the bright side, those
other schools won't get out until
late June." So we went to school
while Stagg, Sandburg,
Reavis and every other school
was closed. We all thought we'd
get our revenge in June, when
they would be stuck in school
while we went out to the woods
or dunes. We sure were smart.
RIGHT? WRONG I

Those other schools will be in
session just as long as us and in
some cases less. Richard
Martwick, Superintendent of
Public Instruction for Cook
County plans to give the schools
~hat closed "forgiveness days",
In other words the days that the
schools were closed won't have
to be made up.

It kind of ticks you off, doesn't
it? To think that we froze our
feet and toes for nothing. The
people who make the decisions
on Snow Days for OLCHS should
think about the' students who
walk to and from school instead
of themselves.

Present daurom

Running into big bucks

424-7770

hours of the morning.
Lastly is the day after prom.

That's when we all go out and
have fun at the dunes, or Great
America or whatever else turns
one on. Who can say how much
all this extra fun is going to cost.

PROM? MONEY? - Oh, who
cares I It only happens once in a
lifetime.

5503 W. 95th St.

Empire Beauty Salon

Read on.
First of all, the car needs to be

filled up with gas unless you
plan on spending the big night
on the expressway in a stalled
car. And how do you explain
that one to your parents?

Second. After prom has ended
who wants to go home at an
early 1 a.m.? So what do you
do? You find a restaurant that
stays open until the wee small

10% Discount
on order over $7.50

eater is the small engraved
charm she gets so that he can
remember who it once belonged
to.

NOW CHARMS ON the
average run anywhere from $3
to $40, depending on whether the
wearer wants sterling silver or
real gold.

Engraving the charm can
cost one a pretty penny if the
parties have long names.

The old, horse-whipped
saying, "I can't do a thing with
my hair!" is often heard about
this time. By this time I mean
mid-April to early May. So what
does a girl do? She sets up an
appointment with her favorite
hair stylist. There goes another
$20.

Oh Boy, only one more week
until the big night. It's about
time for the guys and gals to put
in their orders to the local
florist. The price of flowers has
shot up so high that I don't have
enough time to talk about it.

DOES THE READER realize
that all this money has been
spent before they ever put a
step out the door on prom night?
Can you now imagine what
you'll end up spending on that
night? If not I'll let you know.

~~-'I-'~~l~-'I-'...&

~7' f!lI &('0 q
::Jt!tYu{}/

8661 S. Pulaski
735-5656

escort. Of course they must
have a matching handbag and
must look perfect with the
dress.

Now while the girl is out there
wracking her brain about a
dress the lucky guy is looking at
tuxedo brochures and deciding
which one would best show off
his physique.

AS HE LOOKS through the
various styles, prices start to
pop into his head. On the
average tuxedo rental is about
$35. Now that's not countinJe
extras like canes, gloves and
top hats.

After the happy couple figure
out what they will be wearing
for that night of nights one of
them has to have the money for
the tickets or they aren't going
anywhere. Everybody knows
that the cost of prom tickets this
year is $40 per couple. Pretty
stiff price for a little dining and
dancing.

Another small added expense
for the female is the little
souvenir that her boyfriend gets
to always remind him of their
happy evening, her garter.

The garter itself doesn't cost
a whole lot. They run anywhere
from $4 to $10. The real money

By PAT WASIELEWSKI

SEEMS THAT NOWADAYS
the biggest day in any high
school girl's life has become th
most dreaded day in her current
beau's life. What I'm speaking
about is prom.

A girl waits four years until
the time she can attend her
senior prom. She may have
attended proms in her other
three years of school but none
were as important as her senior
prom.

Every year around the middle
of March, females start spin
ning their cunning plots in order
to grab the escort of their
choice. For those girls who
already had steady boyfriends
the only problem they faced was
keeping them around for a few
more months.

Once she has achieved the
test of pinning down her escort
the next move to make is tell all
her friends about him and then
begin to think about what type
of dress she will wear.

SHOULD SHE HAVE a full
skirt, or tapered skirt or a
flounced skirt? What color
should it be? Yellow? Blue?
White? Pink? Long sleeves,
short sleeves or no sleeves at
all? All these decisions have to
be made by her. The average
price of a dress that is ap
propriate for prom is $65.
Remember, this is only an
average price. A girl can really
spend anywhere from $30 to $120
if she really wants to.

Once she gets her mind
straight on what she wants, all
she needs to do is find it.

After the dress comes the
shoes. The height of the heel
depends on the height of the
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Please don't bury me! I'm not
dead! I have a lot of living to do!
I want to laugh and run again. I
want to sing and dance. Please
don't put me in the ground. I
promise if you give me just one
more chance, God, I'll be the
most careful driver in the whole
world. All I want is one more
chance.

Please, God, I'm only 17!

Please God, I'm only 17

Evergreen Plaza
Evergr en Park
636-6770

~
~Ford ity
~.~ 7601 . i ero

ChicClgO 585-8222

00" ~G'

It's your night and the fashion ex
perts at Dream One & Softwear will
make ure you 'II look better than you
ever have before. Select from Cl sfJecial
array of dresses guaranteed to make
you glitter and at prices tlrat won't
break the bank. Best of all. if you
bring in this ad, you'll save even
more ... 20% to be exact. Just
enough to splurge on elegant
gold jewelery for the perfect
finishing touch. Save40%
on 14K gold jewelery.
You'll be as fashion- ,
able as the evening!

THE DAY I died was an or- HEY, DON'T PULL that
dinary school day. How I wish I sheet over my head. I can't be
had taken the bus! But I was too dead. I'm only 17. I've got a date
cool for the bus. I remember tonight. I am supposed to grow
how I wheedled the car out of up and have a wonderful life. I
Mom. haven't lived yet. I can't be

"Special favor," I pleaded, dead.
"all the kids drive." Later I was placed in a

When the 2:50 p.m. bell rang, drawer. My folks had to identify
I threw all my books into the me. Why did they have to s~
locker. I was free until 8:40 me like this? Why did I have to
tomorrow morning I I ran to the look at Mom's eyes when she
parking lot, excited at the faced the most terrible ordeal of
thought of driving a car and her life? Dad suddenly looked
being my own boss. Free! like an old man. He told the man

It doesn't matter how the in charge, "Yes, he is mYlSon."
accident happened. I was The funeral was a weird
goofing off, going too fast, experience. l sawall my
laking crazy chances. But I was relatives and friends walk
enjoying my freedom and towards the casket. They
having fun. The last thing I passed by, one by one, and
remember was passing an old looked at me with saddest eyes
lady who seemed to be going I've ever seen. Some of my
awfully slow. I heard the buddies were crying. A few of
deafening crash and felt a the girls touched my hand and
terrific jolt. Glass and steel flew sobbed as they walked away.
everywhere. My whole body PLEASE...SOMEBODY...
seemed to be turning inside out. wake me up! Get me out of
I heard myself scream. here. I can't bear to see my

Suddenly I awakened; it was Mom and Dad so broken up. My
very quiet. A police officer was grandparents are so racked
standing over me. Then I saw a with grief they can barely walk.
doctor. My body was mangled. I My brother and sisters are like
was saturated with blood. zombies. They move like robots.
Pieces of jagged glass were In a daze, everybody I No one
sticking out allover. Strange can believe this. And I can't
that I couldn't feel anythinl't. believe it, either.---------

YOU MUST BRING THIS AD WITH YOU TO RECEIVE YOUR DISCOUNTS.
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER. Offer expire. May 31,1979-----------------

$1 off any prom item I.,
ordered bp.fu,pen

May 4-11

Clip this ad

•
For nosegays and ~
corsages, come to ~.

•

Oak Lawn Florist:
4739 w. l03rd

Oak Lawn
423-3393

..........•••••••••..... ------------------- .....

S., J., J., Smuggy and Chicl",!,
Wasn't that a cold moon last What more can anyone ask

week, guys? ' for as great of best friends I
L., C., C. have!
l- --jHappy Belated Easter
Three Guesses, ..ave Ya's

Wally now wears a bib! BUG
I:'rnoler You only live once, Murph

1-=-------------1 -Dennis P.
Rila who?

•.••.•........•.•• ~ .

Our Spring production, "Fi dJer on the Roof", will be competing
with Sandburg High School's production of the same play. Both are
scheduled for the same nights (May 3, 4&5).

On the injury list: Dan Fadden suffered second and third degree
burns on his right hand, after he dousec\ out a fire in a front seat of

the car he was riding in.
Diana Fairchild is in

hospital in Kalamazoo
Michigan with injuries sh
sustained in a car accident ove
the Easter vacation.

The Chorus' of OLCHS hav
chosen the songs they will sin
at the Commencement Exer
cises JlUle 10. The list includes
the traditional "Halls of Ivv"

plus "The Sounds of Silence" and "You'll Never Walk Alone"·
Short notes: Ken Jankist planted a rubber tree in the front yar

of Liz Drogos' house...Who were the three "actors" who streak
through "rocket slide park?" One of the three had practiced th

stunt earlier... Debbie Marshall _----....,-----...
Joan Rainsford are selling their
boxes of M&M's before school in
the library and anywhere they
go for their Sertoma Club. The
idea is to raise money for
camping trips ...

Baby's Maybe: One has the
nicest smile of the senior class
for the boys and one won the
Lynch Award last year.

One year older: Mary Anicich, 3~, Ray Pecor, 3-8, Brian Parson,
3-19, Lynn Weirus, 4-12, Nancy Dunning, 4-15, Mr. Ray Elliott, 4-23
and Glenn Abrams, 4-25.

Birthdaying: Bill Geary 5-4, Debbie Bidocka, ~, Josie Par
tington 5-10, Debbie Dougherty 5-13, Gerry Boyle 5-13, Bill Tasker 5
23.

Karen's
orner

f- D_en_n_is_P_.--j ********-**
f-S_h_ut_u_P_M_ur_P_h_I! =..De=n=nI=.·s.:...P.:...-.---J ~ THE MUZIK ~
Please Murph, just this once! * GALLERY *

-DennisP.
f---------=:.....::..:=:.=....::....:.---l * _\I

C'mon Murph * ~

1-- D_en_nI_·s_P_.-'-----j * Music for all **
I~~break up with her but she'd * occasions *

-Dennis P. * *
I

Hells Angel, * Ca II: 737-4103 *
Boy, do I know how you feel!

-=.O.=:M.::....:.PA.:..:...! ------' **********

-Personal Adsl
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Teachers line
From the mouths of children

1:- L/lCllle !lel-ta

AI's Fox &Hounds
***** Teen Disco *****

Every Sunday 5-9 p.m.
Starting May 6, 1979

motivating experience:
Grabbing all you can get while
you can get it. We're afraid if
we limit our kids, we may have
to limit ourselves. And, on our
own, not even the "moral
equivalent of war" can ma'ke us
do that.

So, the next time your neigh
bor's kid streaks away from the
Stop sign; the next time you see
little Boopsie Sue and her
friends get out of her Buick or
Olds at the Burger King to
unwind after a rough day of
Rock 'n Roll English and
Creative Study Hall; the next
time you notice that most of the
faces in the cars around you
keep Clearasil in profits, start
feeling guilty because there's a
ten-year-old out in California
who's going to hate your guts in
6 years when there is no more
gas for his rides.

Clearly, someone is not
sacri ficing enough!

AI's Fox & Hounds
8104 S. Archer Ave.
Willow Springs

~ OPEN DAILY 9-9 SAT 9-5

f{f7f1ht1fiPfiP~ INSURANCE
It/''~dl);. ASSOCIATES

Mommy's boy and Daddy's girl
are rushing from the classroom
to the counter because Mommy
and Daddy don't want to say NO
to their children's selfish wants.
Besides, with the kids working,
more money is freed up for
Mommy and Daddy to enjoy the
things they've always wanted.
Mommy and Daddy want to live
beyond their income, so they
push the kids out "to earn their
own way."

Well, if you've stayed with
these ramblings this long,
you're entitled to some sort of
wrap-up. Really, it's one you
air ady knew: no one in
government or in the home has
the guts to say NO to .THE
ADOLESCENT FORCE!
People may smile at the
thoughts suggested (some may
even secretly agree) but the
concepts are too un-American.
No - not in the fact that they
limit youth's freedom - but 
they are contrary to America's

c;.. ",-,.. ,
- '

I

j ... ,."

when inflation is going to wipe
out every cent not put mto gas
tanks, maybe it's lime we have
the kiddies make sacrifices and
be responsible too!

Just about now, a familiar
chorus should be developing.
Among its verses will be that
the kiddies need these cars for
jobs - "My God, how is Ju-Ju
Bead, Jr. going to get to his
after-school <instead of schoo))
work?"

Well, first of all, in this era of
growing mass transit, why not
train the little buggers to rely
lXlQI'e on. DubUc transPQrtatiQ1l?
This could help set a pattern for
generations that would make
our country less "fuelish and
dependent on foreign oil."
(Thank you, Amoco, for your

Second, how much does little
Ju-Ju really need his job? Off
hand, I wonder if J-J is out there
hustling bucks more for his own
stereo, TV, clothes and car than
for helping the family survive.

t i)ektcu FLOWERS
& Interior Decor

3800 WEST 9!5TH STR, 1

,VI RGREf N PARK. ILLlr~OI5 60642

PHONE 423,8446,47

Dress Code
Age: 13 to 18

$2.00 Cover Charge.
Phone: 839-1086

turn out mature, responsible,
motor vehicle operators. For
years, psychiatrists, teachers,
parents and anyone else in post
pubescence have clucked about
how teenage males attempt to
impress therr peers (especially"
of the budding female type)
through reckless antics with
2000 pound toys. Now, even Car
a~d Driver ma2azine has ioined
the chorus to question just how
safe these high school proficient
driv~ really are.

When gas wa 27 cents a
gallon and the country was
economically stable, the in
sightful could be shrugged off
when they cried for removing
these lethal toys from the
kiddies. "By God," rallied the
machos, "my kid's gotta have a
car. These pinko int'll'ctuals
tryin' ruin our country?"

But in the very near future,
when people are going to
reminiscence about the price of
gas being 75 cents a gallon and

Senior year blues foucyem of an abundance of

A E lOR YEAR begins to likes to lose touch with those they will be missed. toil and labor.
draw to a close many things run wno nave meant a I~t to. them Besides lo~ing frien?s t~e THERE' A WHOLE big
through one's mind. even though at some lime It was biggest fear 10 most mmds IS world out there just waiting for

All of a sudden one realizes bound to happen. that of the graduation ceremony us to dive in head first. For
that there isn't much time left IT'~ REASON L1~E college, itself. Most people spoken to some it will be going on to
and that this really is the end of new JO~ and ~arnages that feel that this night will mark the college, while for others it will
their high school life. make friends drift apart. end of the final mile. It ~ill be a full-time job.

Ever since the first day of Most p~ple look forward to beco e the tombstone of hIgh Whatever it be for you always
school we've all been com- all ~h~.gaIety of. all the P~om choo ife for most seniors. The remember th good times spent
plaining about how we couldn't fe~tlVllles, espe~lally the gIrls. final reali~tion of the end of during your high school days.
wait to get out of this place and ~t s o~e of the bl~es~ moments ,,_...... -,

now a lot of people have said 10 qwte a few gIrls lives, 11"\ ~-
, Other people even have EENAGEthat they ~on t want to leave. favorite teachers that say INSURANCE

Th~ maIO re~on for not they'll miss terribly. Others
wantm.g to leave I~ the fact that have teachers that they don't

f~:irwg\e~s l~~~~. mJ~yo~~ get along with too well but even * FINANCIAr~ESPO~~,BILI;~ * BONDS
ALL AGES 15 TO 80 • EASY BUDGET TERMS

SAVE ON OUR SAFE DRIVER POLICIES

~ [ Uill: 4;C~[-,?321-·1if2
ISUAAN(1 (0

BY LES LUKA

Those friendly folks at the
federal government, in their
crusade for a "stronger
America," have a TV ad to
make all of us feel guilty as hell.
In it a typical American tyke
<He must be typical: he walks
along a California shore and
speaks like a Madison Avenue
executive) lectures us on the
energy crisis.

This pint-sized prophet tells
all the old fogies (anyone over
14) that we better start
sacrificing -and quick - because
he and his generation have a
right to the same life style we
have. I imagine that most of
middle America (not upper
America because they're too
busy burning jet fuel to get to
their next money spa and not
lower America because they're
still waiting on street corners
and "L" platforms for the mass
transit to become unfrozen,
unbroken or unvandalized)
responds with a tear in the eye,
a benign glance on their own
progeny and a silent oath in
their hearts to save a barrel for
the kids!

But, for one without issue, the
appeal for posterity's sake
brings up some other im~ges. I
just bet this dimpled darhng on
the screen has an older brollier
or sister (of the 16 throuW! 19
version) who carries his
"CARD TO FREEDOM" and
"THE KEYS OF THE
KINGDOM": A Drivet's
License and car keys. And I'll
just bet, too, that this
adolescent sibling, unaware of
anything called an energy
problem (too many syllables to
pronounce for him-her), burns
enough gas to keep the
ayatullah in a fresh supply of
posters and Standard Oil of
Indiana in a fresh supply of
dividends.

But nowhere is mention made
of this age group sacrificing.
What if the good ole boys at the
Fed stop caricaturing the oil
problem-maker as a baldmg,
middle aged driver of a gas
guzzling monster who travels 75
miles each way to work by
himself and commutes to the
Gulf of Mexico on weekends for
family outings? Instead, maybe
the Feds (and their coun
terparts in Springfield) might
consider the energy savings of
forbidding everyone under the
age of 21 to operate a motor
vehicle.

The gas saved on Friday and
Saturday nights alone should be
enough to turn the trade deficit
upside down. With the kiddies
no longer able to play with thei!
mechanical toys, all that 011
used for multiple sized tires
might be diverted into building
reserve that everyone says we
need. And who knows, maybe
the gas saved from those drag
strips (Santa Fe - Home of the
Action Packed Clay Track)
may be diverted to the RTA and
suburban systems to prevent
another fare increase and to
buy some equipment that runs
even in winter!

And just consider the effects
on auto deaths - accidents and
insurance rates. Without a
doubt, the under 21 age group is
most responsible for the high
rate in all three areas. This, in
spite of the hours in Driver's Ed
classes and in spite of the
millions of gallons of gasoline
used in high school programs to
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A night for romance

23 years of OLCHS proms

In 1975. ['rom lost some of its formalities, along with the tux.

In 1964. "The Twist" was in tyle, along with short dres es.

In 1955. one did not only have
to worry about wearing the
same dress. but also the sam
tux.

r

The popping of balloons
signifies the ending of this 1958
Prom.

The 1973 Prom was held in the
M&M Club in downtown
Chicago on May 18. Music was
provided by a then no-named
group called" TYX".

~ ..
• •
: Looking for that special gift :
+ •
: for that special person? :• •• •
i Greager-Kasper Florists i
• •
f 55th Ct. &S.W. Hwy. i
• •• •
: We have what you're :• •
: looking for at prom... :• •• •i $1 off corsage or nosegay 50c off boutonniere :
: CLIP THIS AD :
................................................!

THE flJ. .2G11Mf, CAMERA SHOP

Don McCarthy
461-7842

Kevil Muchow
461·7643

Uzo'Connor
461-7646

~""'~ HARRIS
n~BANK.

111 W Monroe Sireet
Chicago, III. 60690

Annehese Cohen
461-7841

TrevO( DaVlS
461-7644

Nancy Ray
461·7644

Tom Waldron
461·7645

, , , 10 Ihe big, brigh' world 01 banking I Follow your Inleresls
and ambitions to a world where futures lire made. Where

~~;~::8n~egt~:9:~u8t~O bS~R~S8~' ~:~'It~~ef~tu~~~ where the

Our world Is paved wllh Ihe kInds 01 opportuntlies Ihal can
lake your lalenls and skills as far as 'hey can go, Our Iralnlng
program is nOlhing shorl of oulslandlng .. , ,he career areas
we offer open up a broad horizon of exciling posslbllilles,

When you follow tho road to our conyenlent downtown loca
lion with easy access '0 all lransportalion, you'll also find an
8J(cellent salary and generous fringe bonefits. If you have
typing or sccrotansl skills. data processing training. 8ccount~

Ing and bookkeeping courses or any othor business-related
inIerests, give us a call, We'll lead you down Ihe righI palh
10 Ihe righl future.

Call one of our Harris Bank personnel represenlallves;

424.0186
424-016&

4949 W !lS'H S1
OAK LAWN ILL. 60·153

Evmything Photograph,c

MILT ANDERSEN

HEY!!!

Lost:
Gold cross with green stones,
Reward. Contact Sandy Carlson
or Spartanite
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Soph baseball

Frosh baseballThe sophomore track team
has a 2-1 overall record and a )-2
conference record. Jim
Callahan and John Pajor are
doing well in the middle
distances. John Smarz and Lee
Baxa are the top hurdlers, while
Pat Traynor and Mike Fox take
care of the spirits.

The OLCHS Freshman
baseball team is off to a 2-2
conference record, ha ving
recorded victories against
Shepard and tagg.

The Spartans, led by leading
hitter Rob Omicinski, started
the season slowly, but since

then have won two in a row.
First year coach Pichloff is
confident that the team will
come around and will be a
serious contender for the
conference championship.

Coach Pichloff is a student
teacher and a graduate of
Western Illinois University.

softball
The sophomore softball team

has a 3-2 conference record.
having beat T.F. South, Argo
and Shepard. Standouts for the
team have been sophomore
pitchers Ellie Kostec and Kathy
Hanline and freshman slugger
Colleen Boyle.

The OLCIIS Sophomore
Bas ball team under the
guidance of Coach Doyle are
currently in third place with a
record of 3 and 3. The
ophomores have defeated

Reavis. Shepard and Sandburg.
The sophomores have been led
by pitching star Mike Scala who
ju t could be one of th best
hurlers in the conference. The
sophomores are looking to
break the 500 mark this week
when they play Lincoln-Way at
home.

Hey weatherman let's play ball

Senior Lydia Kuyawa at bat
__ ~ ~·········9!'!1'.·.·~· ·!'!1'.·..·.·.-:~:~ ..-.•.• ~

(312) 585·2900

Open 24 hours

played 5 out of their 15
scheduled games) but then
again the Spartans as a team
are batting higher than that.

(~~6d
FORD CITY Bowling Center, Inc.•~

PQ~

JIM LIVINGSTONE
GENERAL. MANA.GER

767-2585

7601 S. CICERO AVE.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60652

$1.50 per dozen

~~\ p~?
~ /'-/i (.

with this coupon

4740 W. 79th St.

,.

-_ ..-.... ~-_ ...._----_ .......•.......... ----_.. ~
I
I

win it. Haubenreiser again led
the hittin~ attack with a double
and a single.

THE WEATHERMAN IS
batting .333 (the partans have

inning. Sophomore Rose Geracy
had 5 hits while Sharon Ken
nedy added three.

In the Spartans loss to Reavis
Sheri Comise pitched a great
game giving up only five hits.
Oak Lawn held a 5-2 lead going
into the 6th and final imfin~

when Reavis scored four runs to

was against Argo, Vicki
Klutcharch got the win but this
game was not a pitcher's dual
by far. The Spartans slammed
out 21 hits to Argo's 13. Dawn
Pacourek started the Spartans
rolling with a home run and
Haubenreiser and Kuyawa
slammed out homers in the next

BY GEORGE M. DALY

GIRLS OFTBALL COACH
Jane Surma's toughest op
ponent this year has been the
weather. Yes, weather has been
the key word for all the spring
sports.

In the five games the Spar
tans have played they boast a 3
2conference record having beat
T.F. South, Shepard and Reavis
and have dropped games to
Lincoln-Way and Reavis.

In the Spartans loss to Lin
coln-Way we were outhit 16-9
and out scored 8-4. Vick Klut
charch got the loss for the
Spartans. Lydia Luyawa had
two hits in a losing cause.

The Spartans had T.F. South
next and they evened up their
record at 1-1 with a 10-7 victory.
The Spartans pounded out 20
hits while Sheri Comise did the
pitching for the Spartans. Mary
Haubenreiser collected four hits
(two doubles, two singles) and
Lori Cramer added three
singles to lead the hitting at
tack.

AGAINST SHEPARD
CAROLINE Barajaz gave up
only eight hits enroute to the
Spartans 13-6 victory. The girls
continued their hitting as they
collected 18 hits. Haubenreiser
collected 4 hits again while
Kuyawa got three and Cramer,
Comise and Sue Kramer added
two hits each.
The 2-1 Spartans next contest

Unisex
Hoi rstyl ing

423-1616
5722 W. 87th St.

Just in time for:

jrwHlr'(:

.'0
~t\Or,

Proms & Graduation
We have IIDisco Curlers ll

and the latest long hair fashions

The latest in men's hair fashions, too!
10% student discount whh this ad

CHoaL ~

••, 'flU•••W••·SIB.IIS.~~
* Approved by III. Offl« of Eduutlon ~

* New cour_ ltW1inlllbout every 2 week.
~ • 2 end 4 week cour.. • 15 to 18 Y'S. old

~
~ • Home pick.-up for ell driving Ieuons ~

• Fr" trip to station for permit .......

• Auto Insur.nQl discount ClIftificate til

=~:~ "423~121~2if~:E.~ ~
-----=-,--
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Spartan story Conferen~e nearing,
no sticks trackmen ready

-
We are number

Run

582-8600

."""'II&NCI

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
HOMC OFFICES .1.0OMINGTON ILLINOIS

page at the conference meet on
May 12.

FRANK L. McGINNIS
Agent

Ford City

8745 S. Ridgeland Avenue
Oak Lawn. Illinois 60453
Bus. Phone 312·599·8600
Res. Phon' 312-798-7911

For the student
who wants to excel
\, . .
In social studies.

On prom night, a tuxedo from Glngiss
Forma/wear could mean the diHerence

between passing and failing.

glngiss formalwear

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT.
Present your high school 10 to the manager

of the GinglSS Formalwear Center nearest you
and receive your special rate

sophomore Jim Kolodziej has
been doing a great job in his
four events. Jim leads the
Spartans in the 1oo-yard dash,
the 22o-yard dash and the
quarter mile, he also anchors
the 440-yard relay team. In the
middle distances, Mike Fitz
maurice, Greg Heinzel, and
Brendan Casey have been doing
well. While in the distance
department Scott McGrail is
doing a good job.

The Spartans all must reach
their peak in order to turn the

By George M. Daly

THE VARSITY TRACKME
have a 4-2 record thus far and
are getting ready for the con
ference meet on May 12.

OLCHS has beaten Reavis, St.
Laurence, Lincoln-Way and
Shepard, and have dropped
close meets to Marist and T.F.
South. Three of their meets
have been cancelled because of
the weather.

Seniors John Schinter and
Wayne Vilchuck lead the team
in total points as they take care
of most of the field events. For
~he Spartans, Schinter is the
leading high hurdler as well as
low hurdler. Schinter is also the
top high jumper and is even
with Vilchuck in the triple
Vilchuck runs two-mile relay
jump. Besides triple jumpmg,
and adds more points in long
jump and high jump.

I THE REST of the field
events the weightmen have
dominated the shot put and
discus. Ron Marks and Rich
Baader have taken one, two all
year with John Morganthaler
and Jeff Lehman not far behind.
On the pole vault Don Mueller
and Glen Williams must
duplicate their one-two finish in
conference last year for the
Spartans to stay in the race.

In the running events

victim of a bad call by the
umpire.

The Spartans lost other
games, 5·2 to Argo and 3-0 and 6
2 to Reavis and Stagg respect
fully. One of the Spartans
problems this year has been
lack of hitting. Only one player,
Kevin Ichemburger, is really
doing the job at the plate.
Ichem1rurger is hitting in the
.400 so far this year. Lack of
clutch hitting has been a
problem this year.

The Spartans have had only
one serious injury all year.
Senior Ron Swanson was
warming up pilcher Mike
Collins when he was stuck in the
mouth with a fastball.

MEMBERS OF THI year's
varsity team are pitchers Mike
Collins. Ed Stearns and Dirk
Veldman; second baseman
Kevin Ichemburger; shortstop
Chris Cub, third baseman Mike
Kane; first baseman Don
Kalkstein; left fielder Rick
Omienski; center fielder Ralph
Dvork; catcher Dan Carr and
designated hitter John
Kaliopolis. Rotating in right
field are John Major, Mike
Shultz and Jerry Olen. Also Bob
Bulow is in the outfield and Ron
Swanson and Doug Fewkes are
catchers. The Spartans will
compete in the Regional
Tournament May 15 to the 21.

BY KEITH WAG ER

THE VAR ITY BA EBALL
team coached by Bob Moore
and assistant coach Bob Kunde
have a record of 1-5 in con·
ference and an overall record of
3-5 for the season.

The Spartans have had a bad
start due to the bad weather. A
lot of games were rained out at
the beginning of the season.
Since then the Spartans have
had to play almost everyday.
Although the Spartans so far
have not had a good season,
they did beat the top ranked
team, Carl Sandburg, in the
SICA west.

Mike olJins who was named
to the all-conference team last
year and who also has a
brilliant earned run average of
0.03 shut out Sandburg 2-0.
Collins also shut out Evergreen
Park 2-0. Earlier in the season
in the second game of a double
header.

Ed Stearns got the only other
Spartan win in the first game of
the DH 5-2. The Spartans lost
two close games, one to Shepard
and the other to TF South.

In the Shepard game right
fielder John Major was thrown
out at the plate, the Spartans
losing 2·1. In the last inning of
the TF South game with the
Spartans trailing 1-0, pinch
runner Ron Swanson was also
th,fown out at the plate, the

1J·c£de
Happy days are in store for you as you plan exciting
details of this years "Prom".
Our nose gays will compliment artistry, our designers
are ready to create bouquets distinctly for you

Moments of joy to remember, memory m~k,"g

bouquets for you from... FLOWERS STYLED by

francis hultgen
$1 off nose gays \ I
$.50 off corsages and boutonniers fJ~ 424-2200

482.3 95TH ST., OAK LAWN



Scott, Berg make it
to sectionals

SPARTANITE May 4, 1979

high and long jumps, and is the
highest in points for the dual
meets.

THE RECORD MAY not be
the most important factor with
the girls, but teamwork and the
cheering on by members will
put them on top. Come out and
help cheer them on at Stagg on·
May 7 at 4 P.M.

•In
another.

Coach Moeller knows her
team is capable of winning
conference. She says, "With the
improved times and nice
weather, this would be the
perfect combination for win
ning."

Starter Holly Johnson has
really come on stronger in
dividually, considering her
recent illness. She competes in
the 110 and 220 yard hurdles,

will fall
by Mis y Wierzgac

THE SPARTA girls track
team hold a 2-1 record in their
conference and took a 3rd place
finish in the Riverside Brook
field Relays. Sandburg, Reavis,
and Stagg still lay ahead of the
girls as being the toughest
teams in the Conference. There
is so much skill and ambition on
th.e team that the girls' dreams
seem to fall in place one after

Moeller: things

place

BY: GEORGE M. DALY

TilE OLCIIS girls varsity
gymnastics team had what
Coach Howard Rubin called
"the best performance the team
had all year" in the district
meet.

Seniors Michelle Scott and
Judy Berg came away with the
2nd and 4th place medals in
vaulting. Michelle scored a 7.7
and Judy a 7.4. "I'm very glad
two seniors got medals," said
Coach Rubin.

The top five finishers in each
event go to sectionals but there
is another way of getting to
sectionals called and at-large
score. Chris Fenton placed 6th
on beam with a score of 7.0 and
had an all around score of 6.88.
They have to wait as their at
large scores are compared with
others in nearby districts.
Michelle Scott also has a chance
for an at large sectional berth in
floor exercises.

THE SECTIONAL MEET is
next, to be held on Wednesday
May 2. I'm sure the few gym
nasts we have left will be
competing, knowing that the
state meet in Palatine is the
next step.

Bill
Geary

Lewis, Storer
spark trackmen
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They compliment each other so well.
John Lewis, the talker, teacher and head coach of the OLCHS

Varsity track team. Ted Storer, the yeller, screamer and chief
motivator of the track team. These men are two reasons that the
trackmen have been so successful in the past.

"Coach Storer does an excellent job getting the kids to work,"
said Lewis, "whereas I work more with the field events and you
can't really yell when you're teaching."

Although the coaches playa big part in the success of any team,
the effort has to come from, as Lewis likes to call them "the kids."

I don't consider coaching that important," said Lewis.
If coaching isn't that important as Lewis claims, then what is

important? Wh~t turns a mediocre team into II winning machine
that the Spartans have become?

Pride...Motivation...The intangibles that are so often overlooked
but are vital to a good team.

The Spartans have won a total of 14 conference championships
and three in the last four years. But this year the Spartans are
going to be in a real dog fight. Stagg, Shepard and Argo are all good
teams.

"I've never seen a conference like this," said Lewis. "The
competition is so even anyone could win it." The Spartans allhough
not favored to win the conference this year do look tough. They had
a fantastic indoor season beating such track powers as Proviso
West, Morton East & New Trier East and have won four dual meets
thus far.

This year's team is very much like the team that won the con
ference a year ago.

The field events led by state bound shot putter Ron Marks will
provide much of the scoring punch for the Spartans again this year.
Returning senior pole vaulter Glen Williams and junior Don
Meuller should be able to place in conference. Seniors John
Schinter and Wayne Vilchuck should bring home a first and a
second place in the triple jump.

If there is a weak spot on this year's team it has to be in the
sprints. Sophomore sensation Jim Filipiak had provided much of
the Spartans scoring in the sprints until last week when he pulled a
muscle. He will be sorely missed.

Although the Spartans are doing well they are still lacking the
consistency that is a mark of a great team, and with conference
only a week away the Spartans have their work cut out for them.

This year's team is made up of mostly seniors which makes the
desire to win even more intense.

But if the Spartans are to win this year the team will have to put
out a super effort. Not only will the team have to perform at its best
but it'll need something extra. A little bit more effort, it little more
motivation.

Lewis claims that coaching isn't that important and that it's "the
kids" who put forth the effort. But what makes these "kids" put
forth that effort is motivation and that, is coach Ted Storer's
department.

Badminton looks toward conference
BY SHELLY WANTIEZ

THE GIRLS VARSITY
badminton team is all set for
conference action, according to
coach Karen Dorne.

Says Dorne, "The talent is
there and we hope to make a
good showing. II She feels the
toughest schools will be Reavis
and Sandburg.

Leading the team with an 8-1
conference record are first
doubles players, Nancy Sobol
and Jan Lucerto. Both Nancy
and Jan are considered a real
threat in SICA West and being

the first seed is one of the
reasons why.

They're a strong team that
hits very consistanlly. The girls
have also done well capturing
second place in the Sandburg
invitational. Last weekend, at
the Arlington Invitational, with
Jan Lucerto out because of
illness, Nancy Sobol and Amee
Fleming doubled up and did a
fine job helping the Spartans
place third in team standings.

The second doubles players,
Diane Palumbo and Tammy
Budzius are another team to
watch, with a 7-2 conference

record. This is their first year
LOgether playing doubles, and
both are doing equally well.
Diane has finesse, while
Tammy has power.

At third doubles are Carol
Schiavitti and Chris Morong.
These girls haven't played
together much this year but
these two are tough and won't
let anything stop them. First
singles player, Joanne
Haubenreiser is expected to do
well for the Spartans. She's only
a Junior, but her experience
this season will help her in
conference.

At second singles is Tama
Kozub. She's a smart player
with a very good attitude
towards the game. Tama is a
tough competitor and just never
quits. At third and fourth
singles are Mary Ryan and
Debbie Jones. Both girls work
equally hard to achieve their
goals. They hope to place well to
insure a conference victory for
Oak Lawn.

I WAT lUNG THESE girls
practice, you'll see that
everyone works together
helping one another. The whole
team has a good attitude and

that's what will help them meet
their goals.

Coach Dorne feels that this is
one of the better teams that
she's coached because the girls
have maintained a true com
petitive spirit and that's what is
important. One thing she wants
her players to always
remember is "Play the best
that you can, never give up, and
respect your opponent."
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CAROL ROUPAS and
COLLEEN GRANAT: We
would charge the theme song to
"Whose the leader of the club
that's made for you and me. W
I-L-T-8-H-I-R-E! "

CHRIS VRAME: I would
have played basketball for
OLCHS, then I would of gotten
the all-state and conference
basketball, plus I'd get many
scholarships.

CHERYL BURSON: Get my
picture in the Spartanite.

VICKY HOFFMAN: I would
of pulled more fire alarms.

DONNA HEITMAN: I would
stay out of the library.

LAURA DI FONZO: I would
study for my constitution test.

JIM THORPE: I think I could
of been more involved in school.

SPEAK OUT
If you could live Senior year

over again, what would you do

differently or over again,?

brought back into the Junior
senior Lounge.

It was about this time that we
started to plan gradua tion.
SCAB went through many
heated arguments about
graduation plans and dates. Our
planned graduation is a result of
these arguments.

senior Breakfast and Prom,
on the same weekend, were to
be the highlight of senior year.
Both events were successful,
expensive, and enjoyed by most
seniors.

Presently, all that's left is
graduation. Most students are
glad that It's over, but somehow
it'll still be sad.

As for next year's Senior
Class President, Bill Tasker, I
wish him all the success in the
world. The key to an active
senior Class Advisory Board
and a fun senior year is
motivation. If you can get
people to work hard for a good
senior y ar, then you'll have
one. An important thing to
remember also is to keep
trying. Don't let other people
get you down. Keep trying and
always know you're doing your
best. Initiative and ambition
will make it work.

Good luck and best wishes for
a great senior year!

Sincerely,
Donna St. George

Class of '79
Senior Class President

, page full of gray copy. There's
something about a good picture
that really makes a paper. You
see familiar faces or even just
something that captures a
certain mood. Hopefully next
year's staff will use a lot of
pictures to brighten the pages.

If you check out the middle of
the paper. you'll see that we've
included the SPEAR Literary
magazine in this month's issue.
This is how we plan to have it
next year, as a pullout section
of the SPARTANITE. You'll
notice that all of the articles,
pictures, and drawings were
done by the students and
teachers at OLCHS. Take a
good look at this. I think you'll
find the reading enjoyable.

We also have something
special for seniors this issue.
The "senior Section" has been
added as a sort of good-by to all
the class of "79". It includes
senior prophesies, after
graduation plans, wills, and, of
course, "HAPPY SENIOR
ADS". Check this section out.
I'm sure you'll have a good time
reading through it.

Well, everyone, now it's time
to say good-by (Kind of like the
Mickey Mouse Club). I just
want you to know that the
SPARTANITE staff and I really
enjoyed working on this paper
and we hope you've enjoyed
reading it. On behalf of the
staff, I'd like to thank all the
teachers, students, and ad
ministrators who have helped
us this year. Thanks to all of you
who submitted material for the
SPARTANITE and SPEAR
literary magazifte.,Good luck to
all you graduates no~and in the
future and to rhe r~t of our
readers, have a gre~summer

and lots of fun next year.
Becky Kutsulis

Editor-in-Chief "79"

Well Everyone, this is it! The
last week of the school year is
staring us right in the face. For
all of you seniors, this might be
the last SPARTANITE you see
for the rest of your life. Sad,
isn't it?

You're probably looking at
this article right now thinking,
"Hey what's happened to the
newspaper?" Well, my friends,
the SPARTANITE is no longer a
newspaper, but a news
magazine. We've changed the
format a bit so we can give you
more interesting and in
formative articles. Now before
you start to laugh, leaf through
the SPARTANITE and see if
you notice the difference. We
don't have sections anymore.
No news, sports, editorial, and
feature sections set apart like
separate little papers. From
now on, (next year, that is) we
plan to do the paper in the style
you see now. Stories will be
longer and have more to them.
They'll be more in-depth,
something that we planned for
this year that never worked out.
No more short, choppy articles
about things that happened
three weeks ago. We're trying a
whole new approach to school
newspaper reporting.

From now on, the paper will
contain feature stories about
people and things happening
right now that affect students
and faculty. We want to write
more on teachers and students
as people, not just as coaches,
directors, and class officers.
There's a lot of interesting
people running around this
school who we know nothing
about.

If you look through this paper,
you'll see more pictures. I don't
know about you, but I'd rather
see a page full of pictures than a

A letter from
the President

It is traditional at OLCHS
that the senior Class President
write a letter in the SPAR
TANITE to advise the future
class president, as well as to
recap the senior year.
Following tradition, I will do
just that.

Tn mv ooinion. our senior year
could have been better.
There is room for im
provement in almost everything
and it probably could've been
better. That's not to say what
we had wasn't great though. It
was a good time and a fun time
for a lot of us and I'm sure it'll
be remembered. There's only
one senior year.

The year started with hot
weather and an early
Homecoming. The football
team won the Homecoming
game and the senior class won a

I first place trophy for our
: Homecoming float. Our class
also won first place in the pep

I
rally. Homecoming was
memorable for many of us.

, The next big senior class
I event was the SO's Dance. It was

I
profitable and the seniors won
the spirit contest once again.

The Senior Class Advisory
Board helped to co-sponsor the
Blood Drive with Student
Council throughout the year. We
distributed our senior class t
shirts and we stood amazed as
the loun~e furniture was
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government from sales taxes.
This money could be used to
repair our road systems, in
stead of passing another gas tax
to cover the road repairs.

One argument that people
opposed to the lowering of the
drinking age use is that there
are more alcohol related deaths
because of 19 and 20 year-olds.
The reason for this is due to the
fact that the more people who
drink and drive, the more ac
cidents we will have.

If the government were to
raise the drinking age to 55
years-of-age, it would again cut
the amount of accidents and
deaths in alcohol accidents.

The statistics shown in
Psychology Today, March, 1979,
teU us that teenagers can
handle more responsibility now,
so let's give it to them. Let them
prove that they are just as
responsible as other adult .

fected. At present females don't
have equal scholarshi..p op
portunities, a fact which could
again be changed by the
ratification of the E.R.A. All
sports programs in any publicly
funded institution would be
required to have all facilities
open to both sexes.

A common objection to the
E.R.A. has often been the basic
belief that men are physically
stronger than women, and
should thereby be treated dif
ferently, Chicago Tribune
Science Editor Ronald Kotulak
has noted "The notion that men
are physically superior to
women because of genetic
difference is all wrong ac
cording to a panel of scientists."
It is possible that if women were
subject to the same conditioning
as men, they would soon
become their physical equals.
Dr. Jonathon King, a gentltist at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology said "The
assumption that the male is
dominant in nature is untested
and probably untrue." Since it
has been proven that women
are able to become physically
equal to men, E.R.A. should be
ratified if only to give them this
chance.

E.R.A. won't meddle in
private lives and cause a man to
stop being a "gentleman." The
amendment's ratification will
not cause coed public restrooms
and sex-integrated dormatories
to sudd nly pop up. or will
mandate homosexual marriage
or invalidate rape laws.

Our daughters shouldn't be
brought up in a society which
teaches them that they are
members of a weaker sex. Even
if E.R.A. were ratified
everything would not be
changed overnight. Women
may be able to amend the
constitution, but they can't
change the hearts and minds of
men who refuse to accept
change-even one which might
be beneficial for them too.

BY MIKE DOMICO

The drinking age in the entire
United States should be 19 years
of age because the teenagers of
today are growing up faster
than the teens of the SO's and
60's. This s a proven fact which
appeared in Psychology Today,
March, 1979.

In the rushing society of the
1970's, teenagers are given
more opportunities and
responsibilities than their
parents were given. 19 and 21
year olds can handle more
responsibility than is given to
them. An 18 year-old girl wl\s
elected to a city office on May ~,
1979, after a tough struggle. She
earned her role in society and I
feel that other teens can do the
same.

If the drinking age were
lowered to 19, more money
would be generated for the

ERA:
Ratification
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Lower Drinking Age

BY MAUREEN FOERTSCH

In America, the so called land
of the free half the nation suf
fers from oppression. By
denying the ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment it
would seem that many citizens
chose to ignore this fact.

The E.R.A. has been an
important controversy for
many years. About 200 years
ago when the constitution was
written, it stated that all men
were equal, a simple statement
which overlooked half the
population. The ratification of
E.R.A. would only reinforce an
originally stated, but wrongly
worded fact. Each time a law or
some other formal paper is
written for "man" or
"mankind", while it was meant
to cover the female side of the
population, it never seemed to
do so.

E.R.A. is a matter of simple
justice which should have been
a law. Nine out of 10 women will
work at some point in their
lives, yet a recent study showed
that for identical work men
earned 20 per cent more money.
Simply because on their sex
women are often last to be
hired, and first to be fired.

In Louisiana, a husband can
sell family property without his
wife's permission, yet she
cannot do the opposite.
Proper{ laws in almost all
states i ore the nonfinancial
contribu4Qns of a housewife.

The E.R,<\- would extend
alimony rights to either part
ner. Child custody would be
deterined by the qualifications
of each parent such as to who
could best fulfill a child's needs.
In such cases, E.R.A. would be
beneficial for both sexes.

If E.R.A. were ratified, then
all publi<:,ly funded schools and
universities would be forced to
open admission to members of

I both sexes, although private
schools would remain unaf-Dear Editor,

This is a letter of complaint
about this year's yearbook. I did
not pay eleven doUars to see
myself "Camera Shy". My
picture was taken for the
Yearbook, but it did not appear
in the Yearbook. Toward the
back of the Yearbook, there is
an apology for those whose
pictures were lost.
"Celebrities" pictures were
replaced for the missing ones. I
paid eleven doUars for an
apology and a picture of a
celebrity. If this ever happens
in next year's Yearbook, the
Yearbook staff should retake
the missing pictures so every
student could have a chance to
appear in the Yearbook.

Feeling Gypped

SPARTANITE

Dear Editor:
As we end another school

year, we look back at our
successes and at our mistakes.

We honestly believe that an
improvement is quite necessary
on the part of our Superin
tendent, deans, counselors, and
the many others who have a
"s<><alled" great concern for
our school.

In order to make this im
provement, these people should
definitely' have more concern
for the students at OLCHS.
When a change is needed in a
particular situation, why should
a student be ushered from one
administrator to the next
without receiving any results?

We are thoroughly disgusted
with the establishment of this
school.

In our business department
there has been a considerable
amount of turmoil regarding
the teaching process of a par
ticular staff member.

Throughout the entire school
year, we have spoken to several
administrators on this subject.
Yet, nothing has been ac
complished through all of our
efforts.

We, the students, feel that we
have been taken advantage of
by this particular teacher. Class
ridicule, personal humiliation,
and a definite lack of credit
given for the students hard
work are only a few of our
complaints. We feel the future
of this class is very
questionable.

We hope this letter will show
you, the administration, that
we, the students, do care about
what we are taught. We need
this experience for future
careers. This knowledge is very
valuable to us. If we don't get
this experience now, our future
will suffer greatly.

We don't plan on stopping this
"crusade" just because it's the
end of the year. We will be back
again next year, pushing as
hard as possible to prove our
pont and get results.

We sincerely hope that we can
look forward to a more un
derstanding 1979-80 school year.

NAMES WITHHELD
UPO REQUE T
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busy streets where they coula
earn their pay.

I know that teens do a lot of
unnecessary driving, but with
the rising cost of gasoline, cars,
their maintenance and in
surance, this problem may soon
solve itself. I know a good many
teenagers who seldom drive
except to school or work. An
occasional drive to amovie or to
a store is not what's causing the
energy shortage.

Using mass transit is a good
way to conserve, but is Ju-Ju
Bead, Sr. any better than Ju-Ju
Bead, Jr. to ride a bus? Why
don't more adults use mass
transit?

A lot of students drive to
school.....and gas could be saved
by riding the school bus. But
what kind of incentive do we
have? Crammed into a bus built
to hold 50 per cent less
passengers, with some guy's
elbow in your ear. And the
driver never sees the cigarettes
or joints or the cloud in the bus.

Another thing, Mr. Luka,
Your attitude does not endear
you to your students. If you
want the kids to listen to what
you're saying, you don't talk
about them as if they are Iitlle
insignificant creatures that just
happen to occupy the same
world as you big, important
int'U'ctuaUs. You may think
your remarks like "little Boopsi

ue" and "lillie buggers" were
funny, but in fact, your sarcasm
low red you almost to the level
of childish name-calling. In
doing so, you destroyed any
chances of them paying at
tention to you.

It ounds to me as if you
really have something personal
against teenagers. If you do,
why are you in this business?
You hould find a job where you
can throw your weight around
(no offens ) and never have to
look at our Clearasil-smeared
faces again ... except, perhaps,
in the cars around you. Get used
to us, because until you are
either President or Dictator,
w 'II be on the roads with you.
We'r not perfect, we're
te nagers (ten'a'jer'). It mav
be the only work in the English
language that you don't un
dersland.
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DEAR EDITOR:
MR. LUKA:

After reading your article in
the May 4 edition of the
SPARTANITE, I think I should
inform you that teenagers don't
get their gasoline for free. They
buy it, just like you do. They
also buy plates, stickers, and
insurance.

Your suggestion of raising the
driving age to 21 would mean
not only 16 and 17 year-olds, but
also 18, 19, and 2G-year-olds
would be unable to drive. The
draft age used to be 18. If a man
is old enough to go overseas and
fight for his country, I think he
is old enough to drive. His car is
most likely a compact that
daintily sips gas, while his
father demands a car with a 140
inch wheel base to carry his
immense bulk in air
conditioned comfort.

I think I speak for a lot of
teens (drivers and non-drivers
alike) when I say I'm sick and
tired of adults overgeneralizing
about my generation. Since I
started school, I've sat next to a
few irresponsible kids, and
adults put me in the same class
with them. ow, I'm driving
next to a few of those
irresponsible kid . Again, the (
adults put me in the same cl ss
with them. ow there is a new
twist; I also drive next to a lot of

Iirresponsible people of other
generations that drive as
carelessly as any teenager.

I Dangerous drivers can bei found in any age. brack~t.
; Weeding them out Just With
i tickets and suspensions is the

just way of eliminating them.
I I've seen too many cop
: hanging around the side streets
. waiting for somebody to come JEFF BASS
I by doing 26, instead of out on the SOPHOMORE II~ ''''''I
,
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fascinate me, It she smiled
proudly. She has reason to feel
proud she stated, after ~ot

teaching Shakespeare for qwte
a number of years, the kids
stated they really needed for the
future experience for college.
She will now begin a whole new
unit on King Lear.

This is the kind of motivation
we will all truly miss greatly,
Good Luck Mrs. Cheatham.

EDITORS NOTE: I've en
joyed trying to inform the
students about things in and
around the school. I've tried to
make In-Depth News into a
piece that could help solve
problems. Though the News
section of a paper may seem to
bore most readers, the stories in
News pertain to most of the
student body. News this year
has had stories about the
Courtyard, the Junior-Senior
Lounge, the school plays and
about the blizzard of '79. I hope
our readers realize the time
and effort every member of the
staff spends on the SPAR
TANITE. Thanks for supporting
us.

974-4500

the school had just took care of
that problem."

No matter what, students who
smoke will find some area to do
it in. It can be in a controlled
area such as the smoking area,
or it can be all over the school
grounds, in the washrooms and
anywhere else the students can
find. The decision to stop
smoking in unauthorized areas
was made by the Discipliine
Committee. They will probably
be the ones who will make the
decision on the fate of the
smoking area sometime during
the next year.

said "I walk to school, and I felt
things had gotten a little out of
hand when I had to walk in the
ditch along Southwest Highway
to get around the students, Mr.
Scott also said "that it was his
duty to bring in those three
students because the teachers
were asked by the ad
ministration to help enforce the
rule."

Dr. Davies said he plans on
"continuing to enforce the
smoking rule until the end of the
school year. Dr. Davies also
said that he checked with the
school's attorney who said that
students can be Pllt on internal
suspension if they are caught
smoking around the school
property. That means students
who walk across Southwest
Highway to smoke could be put
on internal suspension.
However, that has not happened
yet.

With no area to smoke on the
school grounds, some students
feel that the smoking area by
the cafeteria should be opened
up before school, like it was
before. Most students who
smoke feel that the ad
ministration is trying to ban
smoking everywhere in the
school's area. Dr. Davies said
that he doesn't think the
moking area should be

reopened before school.l2.ecause

plans were, Mrs. Cheatham
pointed out that her future plans
were not clear at this time,
however, she does want to visit
parts of the U.S. and that she
would like to tour European
countries. She stressed that a
large portion of her time would
be spent at home doing all
things she always has wanted to
do.

Mrs. Cheatham began her
teaching career in South~rn
I1Iinois where she taught semor
English. She attended Southern
Illinois University where she
finished her bachelor's degree
only three and a half years.
Mrs. Cheatham worked herself
through college taking care of
the children in a doctor's home.

When talking with Mrs.
Cheatham one might get the
feeling she is satisfied with her
classes which she is. When
commenting upon this fact Mrs.
Cheatham replied, "I like
children of all ages they all just

Visit Sid's lor all 01 your Gardening Needs. Over 2
acres 01 display with 1000's 01 growing varieties to
choose Irom.
Our Greenhouses are lull 01 house plants Irom
exotic to philodendrons.
Trained personnel on hand at all times to answer
your Questions.

SPARTANITE

BY Marilou Perry

With the school year coming
to an end many of the students
will be facing quite a change
leaving school some for good,
some to go on to college but
along with all the students that
will be leaving this year and
facing a new life one of our
English teachers will also be
leaving. Mrs. Dorothy
Cheatham, after 21 years as a
teacher, fourteen of which was
spent here at Oak Lawn, will
soon retire. Mrs. Cheatham is
known by many as well
humorous, with an internal
'Mona Lisa' smile.

"When you respect someone,
so highly as I do, you can't help
but to feel sad when they leave,
but her husband and herself are
so happy that you can't help but
to feel that happiness also,"
said Mr. Riter, Department
Chairperson of the English.
When asked what her future

BY ROY BER ARD

THE OLCHS CHOOL ad
ministration began its crack
down on smoking in
unauthorized areas. One of the
administration's main targets
was at the North end of the
school. The school started the
crackdown on smoking May 21.

Dr. Paul Davies, assistant
superintendent said "anybody
caught smoking in an
unauthorized area, such as the
North end or anywhere around
the school will be given two
days internal suspension."

Since the rule went into effect,
ten students have been given
internal suspension and some of
them didn't know about the
rule. Dr. Davies said "the
students were warned one week
before in the announcements
that the rule was to be en
forced." However, very few
people read the announcements
or listen to them in the
cafeteria.

TilE REA 0 THE ad-
ministration wants to stop
smoking in unauthorized areas
is because it has become a

rious problem especially on
the North end of the school. Dan
Scott, an OLCHS teacher who
caught three students smoking
marijuana on the North end

Cheatham retires

School cracks down
on smoking

greenhouses and
garden center

10926 SOUTHWEST HWY. PALOSHILLS

sad

on

Happy

graduation

Of the 1978 graduates who are
mployed and are not attending

school, 44 per cent are in
business related fields. 19 per
cent are in various trades, 15
per cent are in merchandising,
transportation and commerce is
fourth with 11.2 per cent, food
service is fifth with 9.2 per cent
and health-related fields are
last with 1.6 of the graduates.

THE GRAD ATE WERE
given the opportunity to express
some of their ideas and com
ments to the students now at
tending OLCHS. Here are some
of their comments.

- Stress the importance of
two or three years in basic
areas such as math, science,
and english.

- Strongly suggest more
math and science.

- Find some way to better
prepare themselves for college.

- Emphasize the need to
have set times to study. It has
made a difference in my grades
in college so far.

- All seniors should be made
to take some type of a Gram
mar and Usage course..

- Stressing the importance of
career chonsing.

Tell sttldents their
mistakes and that 'the teachers
are right (Study!! ~ Students
will listen to pee~ before
teachers. By this I mean last
year's grads. The '78 graduates.

- Believe that the students
should carry more respon
sibilities at school as they ad
vance in the four years and
should have less restrictions.

- The graduates do want to
let you know that high school is
a very important thing, and that
they wish they had studied and
concentrated more because to
mo t of us alumnus people,
school is very well missed.

'78 students
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Survey

BY BECKY STRY ZAK

EACII YEAR TilE graduates
at OLCH provide information
about themselves. Through
their cooperation and interest
they present to the school an
opportunity to refine and update
its programs in order to meet
the everchanging needs of its
student body.

Many of this year's graduates
are in the process of making or
have already made these im
portant decisions concerning
their futures.

They will probably all
eventually work at some sort of
job or career. These different
careers all have different op
portunities for advancement,
rate of employment, etc.

The survey compiles in
formation from the last
graduating class. The topics of
main interest pertain to what
further education and what
careers each student is seeking.
In addition to this information,
every member of the class
surveyed may express his
suggestions to improve any
aspect of the educational en
vironment at OLCHS.

I THI YEAR'S survey
approximately 36 p r cent of the
graduates from the Class of
1978 who were sent the forms
returned them.

From this survey submitted
by Mr. James Smenos, Career
Counselor, students here at
OLCHS can possibly make
wiser choices concerning their
futures.

The highest percentage of the
1978 graduates who returned the
survey are mployed and are
attending school. They
r pr ent 41 per cent of the
r sponses. The next highest
group are employed and not
attending school. These
graduates who are employed
represent 29.7 per cent of the
responses.

ANOTIIEH 23.6 PER CENT
of the graduates place in third
by attending school and not
being employed. And 4.7 per
cent of the graduates are not
attending school and are
unemploy d while .9 per cent
are presently in the military.

orne 64.6 per cent of the
graduates who responded at
tend post-secondary schools. Of
these 137, 47.4 per cent attend
two schools, 46 per cent attend
four years schools and 6.6 per
cent attend other types of
schools.

The areas of study by OLCHS
graduates in these post
secondary schools vary greatly.
Business comes in first with
most of the graduates which
comes to 34 per cent. Science
and health related studies are
second with 25 per cent. Trades
are third with 8 per cent. Fine
and Applied Arts and Education
are equal, both with 7 per cent
of the graduates who respon
ded, and Engineering is last
with 5 per cent. Over 55 per cent
of those enrolled in each area of
study have taken reia ted
classes in high school.



'Hey kid, are you all right?'
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fell over a fire hydrant and then
decided to walk.

He finally reached the store
and asked to see the manager.
He was informed by a worker
that the manager wa on a
coffee break and would be back
in a litlle while. Fe ling nervous
and tired, Charlie wandered
around the store trying to look
like he belonged there. After
about twenty minutes, a big guy
came up to him and a ked, "Ar
you the one who wants me?" I

"Yes," mumbled Charlie,
"I've come about the want ad in
the paper. I'd like to apply."

Charlie suddenly felt very
nervous as the man stared at
him lik he was ch cking him
out. But then he felt good as the
man smiled and said, "All right
we'll try you out. Report here
after hool tomorrow."

"Thanks a lot, sir," said
harlie as he started walking

out the door. "Wow, has my
luck..... ,

CRASH!!! Charlie tripped on
an empty eight pack of bot lies
lying near the exit and went
crashing into a row of shopping
carts. He stood up, brushed ('Iff
his j an and began to walk out
again like nothing happened.

"Hey kid, are you all right?"
asked a nearby stockboy.

"Sure I'm fine,,' said Charlie.
"Nothing could bother me
today. I just got a job!"

I hope that he gets it because
not only does Dzurison deserve
that su cess he should also have
a yearbook picture!

9554"2 SUUTHWEST HIGH-
(1 block south of OAK LAWN
HIGH)
PHONE: 425-0460

Ice Cream

undae & Coneshakes,

and would not go back on. The
reminder, "THE TEM
PERATURE OUTSIDE IS 21
DEGREES AT MIDWAY",
shout d from his radio.

"Oh great, now I'll catch
pneumonia on the way to the
interview. "

After he collected his coat
from under Fred, he went to get
the paper for the address of the
place. As he opened the paper to
the first page of the want ads he
thought he must be dreaming.
There were holes all over the
page. He turned to the page
before it to realize that his
mother had cut out her weekly
coupons on the other side and
the ad that he wanted wa
completely gone. All he could
remember was that it was a
block west of Calumet Drive. H
decided to take his chances and
get on a bus that went in that
direction.

He got on the bus and found a
seat toward the back. While he
sat, he tried to collect his
thoughts. When the bus pa t
Lockspurr Lane, he polled the
liquor store on the corner.
Charlie got up to go to the door,
but was stopped because his
shoe was stuck in a big wad of
gum and he couldn't get it off.
Meanwhile, the bus kept going
down the street. Finally, after a
cursing batlle with the gum, he
freed himself and got off only to
realize that he was now about
four blacks away from his
destination. He started to run,

between \)~':.'rison and his
students; they are all one big
happy family.

Dzurison's greatest success
so far has been the musical
"Godspell". The audience
reaction and financial outcome
were tremendous enough for
Dzurison to call it his greatest
success to date. As the future
bring Fiddler on the Roof to
"Grandpa Dzurison" he is
hoping for the same success and

has the philosophy of involving
the students in all aspects of the
department. He has the per
ception to recognize each
students special talents and how
to use that talent in the best
possible way.

Great affection for Dzurison
has provoked the students to
device such loving knick-names
as "Grandpa Dzurison" which I
have found to be a good
estimation of the relationship

"Try a big one for your next get-together"

THE DEN DELI

Hot Dogs

With all the trimmings

OPEN 7 DAY

MON THRU SAT
10:00 AM - 9:00 PM
SU
11:00 AM - 9:00 PM

Great Sub-Sandwiches from 6 inclles to 6 feet!

"Oh gee, and mom's not even
home to iron it. Oh well, maybe
I can do it."

It only took him 20 minutes to
find the iron under a 12-inch pile
of laundry and another ten to
figure out what switch to put the
iron on. The ta~ inside his shirt
pid ninety ~rcent acetate and

ten percent nylon and neither
was on the iron dial. Cotton was
the only one he could recognize,
so he put it on that not knowing
that it was the hottest setting.

He let the iron warm up as he
went ta,brush his teeth only to
find that the only tooth paste left
was some grimy tasting stuff
his dad uses for his partial
plate. After a fast brush with a
lot of water, he proceeded to his
ironing. He was almost done
when the phone rang.

"Boy, why is it that everyone
calls when I'm busy," he
thought.

He set the iron up straight
being careful not to let it fall on
the shirt and went to answer the
phone. It wa only Petey
Simmons wanting to give him
the latest gossip about a new
chick at school. While Charlie
was chating away with Petey,
Fred, Charlie's overgrown
persian cat, decided to in
vestigate the black snake like
object that reached from the top
of the ironing board to the hole
in the wall. At first he gave it a
couple of swats and then
decided to give it all that he had.
He put both paws up and yanked

done his job correctly. Perhaps
Dzurison's rapport with the
students is because of his age,
since his age is closer to that of
the students than most teachers
he is easier to relate to. Many
other explanations exist for me
to delve into, such as the affect
he has on a group. The words of
Dzurison are mighty enough to
silence 53 wild and crazy
students. When working on
educational theatre Dzurison

-~-~-~---~-~-------~~------~-------~~~~--~~

BY CAROLYN DWA
Charlie searched the want ads

of the wet Chicago Tribune for a
position he could fill. (The
paper was wet because he had
just spilled root beer all over it.)
These past couple weeks had
been sheer murder for him.

"I've got to get a job right
now," he mumbled, "or else I
won't be able to get that
beautiful car for sale at Mur
phy's used car lot!

Just as Charlie was about to
close the paper, an ad in bold
type caught his eye.

"STOCK BOY WANTED: See
Bob, manager at Rocky Way
Liquors, located at 3399 West
Lockspurr Lane, two blocks
west of Calumet Drive."

"Why not," thought Charlie
as he flung down the paper on
the coffee-table, "maybe I'll get
lucky. "

He then proceeded to go
upstairs, shower, was his hair
and get dressed. He thought

r~~~ ~~~e~sbenr~~ 1~~~St ~~~
younger sister had borrowed
them that day. So he settled on
his second best, the pair with
the battery acid holes around
the pockets. He had an even
more difficult time deciding
what shirt to wear. His mom
didn't finish the laundry and
most of his shirts were in the
wash. He finally picked the
black silk one with a red dragon
on it, only to find that when he
put it on, the seam around the
button& wouldn't lay fiat.

on the cord. He heard it hiss
back at him which made him
leave it alone and returned to
his daily lounge on Charlie's
school jacket.

What Fred didn't realize was
that the iron had fallen on the
shirt and the steam was making
the hissing noise.

When Charlie came back
from his telephone call he felt a
twitch in the pit of his stomach.
He gazed down at the black iron
shaped patch on his shirt and
couldn't llgure out how it
happened until he spotted Fred.

"Man, now what am I gonna
wear?" exclaimed Charlie.

As he was contemplating on
what to do, he heard a rustling
in the kitchen.

"Mom?" he yelled.
"Yes Charlie," replied his

mother, "I just got home from
the beauty parlor."

"Good, you're just in time.
How do you fix a scorched
shirt?" he asked.

"Oh Charlie," replied his
mother as she inspected the
black spot, "the shirt is ruined
now. You'll have to wear
something else. How about that
nice yellow one with the
monogramed pocket?"

"I guess I'll have to," he
muttered, "it's the only clean
one I have left."

He decided that his hair was
still a little wet so he pulled out
his hair dryer from his junk
drawer and proceeded to dry il,
until without warning, it shut off

No room for a picture
As I flipped through the 1978

edition of the yearbook I noticed
that a certain teacher's picture
was not present nor was there
any mention of his name in the
book. I have a vivid picture of
him in my mind which I will
now describe: He is tall, ap
proximately 6' 5" of medium
build. On his gentle face he
wears wire glasses hiding
sensitive blue eyes. His name is
Tom Dzurison, special
education teacher, and head of
the theatre department.

Dzurison is a busy man who
finds little time for such things
as television or lying around the
house. His work with his
students as well as the theatre
department requires a great
deal of time after school hours.
During this extra time Dzurison
spends with high school
students he has developed a
special rapport with them; any
student who knows him
recognizes the fact that if they
have a problem they can to
Dzurison for understanding,
friendship and possibly an
answer.

He attended Bloom High
School where he was active in
the theatre department as well
as being editor of his high school
paper. After graduating from
high school Dzurison went on to
Northern Illinois University
where he majored in special
education and minored in
theatre - that didn't occur so
very long ago. He is only 26
years old.

Even away from his
classroom Dzurison is still a
teacher. For Dzurison one of the
most important factors of high
school theatre is the educational
aspect. He feels if he has not
taught us something he has not
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Miss Illinois
SPARTANITE

"I received $750, a trophy,
make-up, a white adillac, and
a whol new wardrobe which
contains about 25 outfits, shoes,
pur e and hats to match. You
know the funny thing is, I have
allth cloth and 1 still w ar
what 1 always wear."

D bbie's advice to someone
just starling out i, if your
heart's not into it there's no
point in trying." The judges can
see. Th y're not just picking the
most beautiful girl. They're also
looking for what's inside. They
want to ee someone who really
want to win and there's no one
that wanted to win more than 1
did."

J

II

that's how it all started.
"nA ALL Till

RECOG ITION, and publicity
affected your position with
family and friends?" "No,
everyone asks m that. I don't
feel any differ nt, or dress any
different. This type of
recognition has also helped her
with her career. Eileen Forgo
who has a modeling agency in
New York, has invited her go
there and work with her.

"DID YO FEEL GOOD or
bad that you were chosen third
runner up?" "Well 1 felt both.
The thing is, when you go thru
the pageant like that, there i so
much hard work, and it's just
incredible the pressure and
especially in the last couple of
days the girls are getting edgy
because it's all coming to an end
and there's so much work that
has gone into it. When we're on
stage on that final night, we
really don't know who the
finalists are or what the scores
are or anything, so when they're
announcing who the top 12 are,
you just want to hear your
name. Each time Bob Barker
says "and the next one", you
just cringe because you want it
so badly to be your name. When
he said ny man and I was
coming down th tairs, it was
like floating. When your 1TI the
top five it's just the opposite,
you don't want to hear your
name. You know you're going to
hear it, but it's just crazy how
you feel." She seemed so ex
cited just talking about it, as if
she were re-living that night. I
began feeling the excitement
and 1 wasn't even there.

She began talking about the
judging. "Well what 1did was, 1
tried to pick out he ones 1
thought liked me. Those are the
ones that I looked at. I figured 1
couldn't win them all, and
anyway it's impossible to look
at them aiL"

"WHAT KI D OF AWARDS
did you receive for becoming
Miss Illinois, and third runner
up in the Miss U.S.A. pageant?"

"WHAT ARE YOU DOING
now as Miss Illinois?" "I'm in a
lot of parades and I go to a lot of
places such as banks, churches,
and shopping centers, just to
say "Hi". I'm also going down
to Springfield to speak before
the house.

The subject shifted back to
the Miss U.S.A. pageant, oonly
surprisingly enough, it wasn't
about a girl. This interview
wouldn't be complete if I didn't
find out how Bob Barker was!
When I asked her about him her
face lit up with admiration.
"He's so nice, and so funny. At
rehearsals he was so friendly
and he's real handsome. Even
more handsome in person than
on T.V. He's so good looking."
While I was asking about the
men on the show 1 also wanted
to know how Leif Garrell was
doing.

"He was cute," she said, "But
he was so short. He's also realy
nice."

Now came time for the man
her life. I was curious to know,
is he your average person? Or is
he some famous athlete or
singer? Well, my curiosity was
fulfilled. His name is Jim
Gibon. He was the winger at the
Mi Illinois pageant.

"At the Miss Illinois pageant
hang to us when we were the
top five. That was the first time
1 have ver caught his eye. He
has green eye and 1have green
eyes too. He noticed my green
eyes and 1 noticed his, well that
was it, we didn't have to talk or
anything. 1 lived with Joanne
and Tony, my state directors for
three weeks, and he lives in the
same town, so he came over
three days before I left for the
Miss U.S. A. pageant. He came
over there because he heard I
liked popcorn and he brought
me a bag. I guess he just came
over to wish me luck. We really
hit it off, and the next day we
went to the health club together
to work out, and when I left to
the Miss U.S.A. Contest he
called me down there, and

lilt's still a dream
"HOW DO YO LOOK back

on your years at OLCHS?" She
tossed her hair back and began
to laugh. "Oh I liked it. I was a
twirler, and I twirled all the
time during my study halls,
lunch and after school. I just
always twirled. I was a member
of Student Council. I also
remember a couple of
teachers." She sat back and
began to think. "Mr. Wallin, I
had him for Geometry and the
following year I aided for him. I
also remember Mr. Rieter, I
had him for English." The
phone rang. She put glass down,
and went to answer the phone. A
couple of minutes later she
returned, Apologized and
continued. "I'm going tpart
time to Moraine Valley now.
That's a two-year college. I
have no desire to get a degree, I
just go to keep in school."

"WAS IT LiKE a dream to
you knowing you have become
Miss Illinois?" "Yes it still is a
dream. It was only what, a
couple of months ago. Some of
the girls in the Miss U.S.A.
pageant were crowned almost a
year ago, so I was the only new
one. That was good because I
was still up in the clouds about
the first pageant." Were you
nervous during the Miss U.S.A.
contest?" "Yes, I was shaking,
especially in the last part, for
answring questions. I'm not
kidding you, under that dress
my knees were hilling each
other. It was really scary.
Anyways, by the 1~e.. they did
the top five, when ..,e were
answring questins, we weren't
being judged on them, . there
was no need to be nervo ,they
only did that to stall in case
there was a tie." "Did you gain
any new friendships from the
pageant?" "Oh yes, Miss
Alaska was my roommate, so of
course I became friends with
her. I write to Miss Texas, and
Mi s New York who I have also
become good friends with." As
she was talking, I kept starring
at her. It was because she
looked so much like Cheryl
Teigs, so I decided to ask her if
anyone has ever told her that.
"Yes, so many people tell me
tha tit's unreal."

BY ADIA BEDWA

MY FIR T I TERVIEW with
a celebrity. I was so nervous I
didn't know what to say or h~w
to act. I got up to her apartment
and rang the doorbell. The door
was opened and within seconds
she was there. I don't know why
but I expected to see her in a
long dress and a ribbon iden
tifying her as Miss Illinois. It
wasn't like that at all. What I
saw was a fair-skinned girl
with soft blond shoulder-length
hair, wearing a red tube-topped
terry cloth short set, and red
footies. When I saw her all my
nervousness seemed to
disappear. She was so nice and
friendly that I couldn't be
nervous even if I wanted to. The
interview went like this ...

I AT 0 THE 0 H,
turned on the tape recorder, and
began by stating the fact that
two years ago one of her
girlfriends entered the Miss
U.S.A. contest, and became one
of the finalists. "Is that what
inspired you to enter?" I asked.
"Yes it did. Her name was
Kathy Shamlin and we were
best friends at the time. We are
still good friends. Her winning
made me realize that it was
possible, so I guess you can say
that she inspired me." She sat
back took a sip of iced tea, and
began explaining her first
thoughts when she was crowned
Miss Illinois. "Well I'll tell you,
the first thing that I thought
aft r 1 was crowned was my
Mom and Dad. They Were
sitting right in the center, in the
auditorium, up in front. They
were the first thing I saw and
they came running up on stage.
I wa just thinking I had worked
so hard." There was a pause,
she sat back, and I went on to
the next qu stion. "How do you
f el you benefitted most from
the Miss Illinois pageant?" "I
wanted to go into contract
modeling So part of my prize
was a wardrobe, pictures and a
portfolio, which is what a model
needs to start out. So it kind of
gave me a head start on my
career."
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j"l iust got robbed"

AI's Fox &Hounds
Teen Disco

Every Sunday 5-9 p.m.
Starting May 6, 1979

THE THESPIA S HELD THEIR FIRST banquet on May 16, at
Green's West. Recognition awards were also handed out, an~ the
winners are as follows: DEBBIE HAUCK, outstanding Th splans,
MARY FLEMI G, for outstanding actress, TIM REYNA, for best
K~r. .

WHO IS THE BARBER SHOP QUARTET in second penod gym?
Rumors have it the public would to stifle them.

IN THE SAME LASS, DIA ERA DLE, INDY R ,LI DA
LUNA, and MAUREEN McCLURE were involved in a .baby
powder fight in the locker room. Till this day, no one admIts to
starting it.

ATTENTI N ALL JO KS. Astrap was found May 24, in front of
212. Any claims can be made there.

ON FRIDAY MAY 25, DOUGS FEWKES, BO~ BULOW, BOB
KALBICII and an unidentified "jock" len a h Ipmg hand to MS.
MARGE LEABLE. They helped the English teacher move fur
niture. The qu stion is how much of a helping hand, did they lend.

THE TITLE OF GOSSIP QUEEN OF OLCHS has been awarded
to KARE LE H, of KAREN'S KOR ER FAME.

BY PAT WA IELEWSKI

"And that's the way it
was .... this is Walter Cronkite.
Goodnight." Famous last words
to everybody's favorite nightly
news program.

I really do dread reading the
newspaper or watching the
news on television because
there is never, or rather, hardly
ever, any good news that
happens around here, or
anywhere else for that matter
that ever gets reported.

Most kids nowadays, myseU
included, get so depressed when
they pick up a newspaper that
they don't read any of th
stories in the first few sections
of the paper. Instead, they kip
right over to the comics or the
horoscop s. After that all the
gossip columns will be read,
along with the movie listings.

To prove (,hat very little good
news is print d in a large paper,
I'm going LO take examples
from one of last week' "un
Times."

Let's start at the beginning,
the front page. There i a
quarter pag headline about a
kidnapping, with no story and
then a tory on I.ow rough the
gas runch is in California.

Page SIX is totally devot d to
the pros and cons of what WIll or
won't happen If Wood tock II,
the propo ed rock concert, IS

given the all' clear sign
"Worid-NatlOn" is the title on

page 15. Of th four storie on
this pag three of them d al
with problems.

They start off with a turkish
kidnapping plot, then to the
Middle-East re-Iocation
problem, and lastly the won
derful news that Iran's
Ayatollah has decided to put
curbs on the number of how
many former Iranian officials
he will have executed.

The fourth tory on the page,
if you car. really call it a story.
In fact all It Nas was a couple of
pictures with some cut lines
that dealt with how Britain's
Prince harles spent his
weekend shooting, fishing and
"horsing around".

Page 22 has a headline that
reads, "Uganda may swap PWs
for Amin." That's nice but don't
you think lhat they hould find
him first before they tart
making plan for the man?

On pag 26 and 27 there are
two separate slories. on facing
page!> rur: ',n nuclear reactor
;"'1 k~ '''11 and

spired from this man. May
she wasn't an ordinary victim 0
robbery but she might hav
helped someone.

When the bus came to a stop,
she stepped on, smiled at the
rJriver and even though he gave
her a dirty look, she was happy.
She ha ted the smell 0
cigarettes but when the rna
across the aisle blew smoke i
her face, h did not care. A
her stop, she pranced off an
headed down the street towar
her house. The fat man at th
grocery store who always
smelled and usually ripped you
off was standing outside of his
shop and she greeted him
cheerfully. She skipped along
her way, pas ing many people
who gave h I' strange looks but
they did not bother her. She
skipped up the front stairs of
her house and pranced in the
door. The house looked en
chanting and seemed to lighten
as she entered. Her mother sat
looking up at her, wondering
where she had been.

"Well, you certainly seem
happy. What made your day so
good?" Her mother had her
usual smile. She looked young
for her age, her hair not yet
gray.

She immediately smiled, a
curious one that her mother
questioned. "I really feel like I
accomplished something today,
mom. I helped someone that
really needed it."

Her mother looked puzzled
but managed to smile. What had
her wild daughter done now.
"What did you do to help this
person?" her mother curiously
asked expecting some hero
story.

She smiled and laughed un
consciously. Her face lit up
again. "I let him rob me."

AI's Fox & Hounds
8104 S. Archer Ave.
Willow Springs

h I' the knife. She tremored and
shook. He wore an old stocking
cap on his head that looked like
he stole it from another poor
soul. His face was dark,
reminding her of an old Indian,
ready to scalp her. He was not
that old though. Maybe twenty
five.

"Give me the damn money."
He shouted louder this time, his
eyes blazing with fire. She
didn't want to mess around with
this guy. Her life was more
important than the fity dollars
she was carrying. He looked
more scared as if he didn't want
to kill her. he knew if he had to,
he would. he opened her mouth I
but couldn't speak. She slowly
opened her coat with caution as
not to make a sudden move that
might alarm him, She pulled out
her small wallet and as soon as
he saw it he grabbed it from
her. He quickly flipped it open
and grinned as he saw the
money.

"Anymore?" he growled,
pleased with his authority.

"None, I swear. This is all I
have," she cried, tears forming,
"I usually don't even carry
around this much, but it's my
mother's birthday tomorrow."
For a moment he looked as if he
was going to give it back. His
eyes turned sad and his face
almost smiled at her. Then he
changed his look back and he
was mean again.

"I never had a birthday
party. I don't even know what
one is." He snarled at her and
she al ~t felt sorry for him.
Then tl was gone. Hidden by
the dar~,

She hurried out, the opposite
direction from where he went.
For some reason, she didn't feel
the fear she felt before. She
didn't even feel the anger. She
had a totally different feeling
inside of her. She didn't feel
hate for this man who had just
robbed her but more sympathy.
She didn't even need this
money. Maybe this poor man
had a wife and kids at home
with nothing to eat. To not even
know what a real birthday was
like. What kind of life must this
man lead? When someone has
to go and rob to survive, then
maybe it was worth getting
robbed to help this man.

She felt so giving towards the
world. As she walked back
toward her home, she felt in-

BY HERRI SAWYER

When the darkness hit her
face, she felt the presence of
danger. This kind of danger left
her feeling eerie. She shiyered
as a cold gust of wind swept
through her. Her hair fell on her
face, leaving her blind for a
second. She was just letting her
imagination get to her. She
knew she watched too many
movies. The sound of breaking I
glass broke her concentration.
She wanted to cry but she was
too scared to make a sound. She
quick ned her pace in hope of
outrunning her assailant. This
alley was more like a long
tunnel. No lights. No doors to
escape. Her face was cold like a
corpse. Then she head another
sound but this time closer.

"Aaaaaaaaah". She let out a
piercing scream. Someone had
to hear her cry. The footsteps
grew louder as they came
closer. Suddenly he was upon
her. She felt fear from head to
foot. All she saw was a shadow,
dark against the wall. She felt
uncertain of what was to hap
pen. Then a heavy hand
grabbed her neck.

"Don't scream lady, or it'll be
the last time", muttered the
deep and growling voice. She
felt something cold against her
neck. He silently muttered
again. "This could do it, man."
He laughed beneath his breath.
Her heart beat so loud she was
sure he could hear it. What did
this stranger want? This man
was not a mysterious man but
he eemed more like a helping
neighbor. His voice did not
seem to fit him. He was
breathing heavy and sweat was

I pouring on his face.
"Please don't hurt me," she

softly said, hoping he was soft
hearted.

He grabbed her and turned
around, throwing her against
the wall. With vengeance, he
shouted, "Shut up, you dumb
broad. I'm not afraid to use
this."

She saw his face light up. His
eyes popping out of his head.
His teeth flashed as he smiled a
grueling smile which slowly
turned into a deceptive frown.

"I just want your money.
Give me your jewelry. Anything
worth anything. I warn you.
Don't scream." Upon finishing
his last statement, he showed

~es: 1:3 to 18
2.00 C(Her Charge
Phollt>: 8:~9-10864
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has happened has been known
since the "Three Mile Island"
incident. Now it seems as
though these people are trying
to either scare the American
population about what can
happen with the use of nuclear

Ienergy or they're beating a
dead horse with a long stick. If
they can't think of anything else
to print they should at least
print those two stories on
separate pages and not on
facing pages.

Not only does the fact that
there isn't any really good news
in the paper bother me but the
fact that they cut stories up in~

little segments drives me ab
solutely batty.

After I finally find a story that
I might think be interesting and
then I really start to get into
reading it and I come to the last
column, last paragraph of the

I
story and then I read "con
tinued on page such and such",
I want to give up the entire idea
of reading the paper. By the

I time I find out where the story
picks up again, you know
section, page, column, I've
already forgotten what I read
on the page b fore I had to go on
the wild goose chase. It' really
qwte aggravating.

Now are you good and
depI' ssed like I am when I read
the paper')

good news I
•
IS

newsNo
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SPARTANITE

It's your night and th fashion x
pert at Dr am One & Softwear will
mak ure you'll look b tier than you
ever have b fore Select from iI SIJ cial
array of dresses guaranteed to make
you glitter and at prices that won',
br ak the bank Best of all, if you
bring in this ad, you'll save even
more ... 20% to be exact. Just

n ugh to splurge CJn elegant
gold) wei ry for th perf ct
lini hingtouch. Save40%
on 14K gold jewelery,
You'll be as fashion
able as the evening!

bushed by lurking faculty. It's rough on the front. It was rough as a
sophomore.

A corporal is really a private with one more stripe on his arm. A
junior is really a sophomore with one extra year's combat duty.
The juniors of '78 had ambition though. Most looked forward to
varsity s~rts, higher class ranks, and their final year. Then the A
bomb hit. Juniors on varsity s~rts collected splinters. No one
cared about upperclassmen. A stricter discipline code made senior
year look hopeless. Morale was hurting.

This last year of war has been the most costly. Casuallies have
been high (January graduates, flunkies>. Communism is
threatening (dress code). High ranking officers have been
dismissed of duty (teacher layoffs). But victory is near.

Senior graduates will soon launch a massive counterattack. They
will conquer time, tests and teachers. The wea~nry of pink passes,
P.E. and parent-teacher conferences. June tenth will be D-day.

The war ends.

The War Ends

The platinum band
creates a circle

of eternity
surrounding your love

and a glittering
round diamond.

Only by
Orange Blossom.

For senior graduates

Dan Sullivan
War is hell. For seniors, OLCHS has been a four-year war.
Senior graduates have known the battles of time, tests and

teachers. They have fell the scourge of pink passes, P.E. and
parent-teacher conferences.

It was four years of military service.
Boot camp-initiation, induction, and interrogation. Times of

physical strain via P.E. classes, and mental anguish through ap
prehensive questions. Where is my next class? Why is my dean
sending me these pink passes? Who is this Mr. Olsen guy? What
will mom say when she gets my cut in the mail? ... what will dad
say? Of course, there were drill sergeants (seniors) and the in
famous brig (dean's office). And the new terrain was rugged (study
halls, detention halls, and just-plain halls).

Wide-eyeri and wary, the freshman of '76 eventually served in the
OLCHS legion as sophomores. And the war raged on.

They were bombarded with pink passes, conference
passes, library passes, and the almighty summons pass. Some
sought shelter in the library, cafeteria or gym--i>nly to be am-

Nuclear test cause cancer

CATHY, A TUDENT at
OLCHS who wishes to remain
anonymous is just one of 41

million Americans who are
affected with alcoholism. Over
half of these people don't know
what it really is.

Alcohol is a depressant, not a
stimulant. It acts on the control
center of the brain, by
depressing it which shows in a
person's behavior and attitude.

The student found that
alcoholism doesn't only affect
her, but everyone who comes in
contact with her. Since I started
drinking I've been flunking out
of school," she said. "I hardly
ever come. My mom and
teachers are fed up with trying
to help me."

She decided to go to a doctor
at Christ Hospital. He couldn't
Qelp her but said, "Don't worry
about it, all the kids your age
drink. "

After that she went to the
hospital for treatment. Cathy
said, "Forget it. I can't take the
shakes and being sick to my
stomach, along with withdrawal
symptoms."

CATHY IS JUST one of many
people who are affected with
alcoholism. "People really
don't care what other people do
until it affects their school and
home life," she said. "People

A small boy sits on his front are only willing to help you if
~rchinasmalltowninNevada~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~you hclp yoursclf.' ,
right by where the nuclear tests **********were carried OUl.

"My name is Billy and I lived * TH E MUZ IK *
here in this town all my life," * *
the boy says. "Right by where * GAlL_~R.Y *
they had those nuclear tests. _
Mom says the towns not the * ', *
same since those God-awful *
things. Well, anyways, I wanna * Music for 4! **
tell ya about my dog Blue, he's
acts kind a funny now that the * occasions *
doctor say he got some kind of

bone cancer." ** Call: 737-4103 **Billy leans down and pats old

Blue on the head and says, **********"Aren't ya boy."
See Blue wasn't always like

this. He was the champion
squarrel chaser in the whole
country. He could run faster,
jump higher, bark louder and
lick any dog in the wpole world.

Well, maybe not Lassie,. But
he sure was the best. Now he
just lies around all day and
wobbles kind of funny. Billy's
mom ays they're gonna have to
put old Blue to sleep. She says
that's the best thing for him
because he's gonna suffer a lot
if they don't.

Billy kinda agrees with his
rna. I guess since he saw Mrs.
Jones all crippled up in her
wheel chair and Uncle Ned
going into the hospital all the
time for tests. In fact when Billy
was sup~sed to be asleep in
bed he heard rna crying and
she told his dad that granapa
had cancer of the spine.

It seemed to Billy that people
are either dying or getting
awful sick all the time. His mom
says it's nothing to worry about,
't's just God calling all his faith
ful servants up to him.

But Billy heard different the
night his mama was crying. His
dad says it's all the govern
ment's fault, because of the
fallouts from those dammed
tests. And then he heard rna
say, Billy might be harmed
because he was born during all
those tests.

"Oh, well, il's time for me to
give old Blue his medication
now," says the boy. "You
should have seen him in his
prime. Just like a lot of people
.n this town J uess."
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The flannel shirt
generation

voice as it droned on forever.
"No good Victorian home was

without one. Here, you look
through the galss and pUl the
picture in here. See now isn't
thal pretty." I had looked at the
picture of a horse and muttered
sarcastically under my breath.
I remembered a lot as I stood in
the empty room.

"Aunl Miriam," I yelled. I
looked at the needlepoinl
samplers that hung on the wall.

"I made lhose as a girl. Pity
you can't sew. Bul then you
could if you wanted to. You can
do anything you apply yourself
to you know." I headed for the
kitchen.

"Aunt Miriam, are you
hom ?" my voice grew
pleading. It was mixed wilh
impatience and fear. I felt the
warmth of the old coal stove as I
passed it. I smelled the fresh
baked bread that sat on lhe
counter.

"Aunl Miriam!" It was a yell
now, "Aunl Miriam!" I found
her on the back porch. She was
slumped over as if she had
suddenly, and quickly fallen
asleep.

"Lai ness won't do lass. If
you are ever lo be of any im
porlance you must be prompt.
Now sil up straighl. Don'l
slouch."

I didn't cry lhen. Nol al the
wake or the funeral. I didn'l
understand... then. Weeks laler
lhey had an auction to clear oul
lhe old house. I walched all lhe
strangers digging thrugh Greal
Aunl Miriam's belongings.

"Must have been an eccentric
old bitty," one of the strangers
said.

, "No she wasn't," I told him.
Surprised lhat I had spoken.
"Great Aunl Miriam just
wanted lo hang onto the old
times. She was a great old lady,
Aunt Miriam was, she taught
me lo play the piano."

I Know what it's like to live without friends,
I'm always hanging by loose ends.
They all claim to really care,
yet they all refuse to share.
You know I really hurt.
It's no fun to be lreated like dirt.
Day after day I stare at a blank wall,
I sit there just waiting for my fall.
Emptiness is all I feel,
I can pretend, by my heart's turned to steel.
I watch people, so busy rush about,
not me - I just sit here with my doubt.
I'm tired of being told that I'm crazy,
and I don't want to hear that I'm lazy.
Didn't it occur to you that I'm lonely and cold?
I guess then you'll have to be told.
I have memories of dances I didn't go to,
tears that feel jusl for you.
I want to scream, I want to shout,
And there have been times when I let it all out.
Is it really so wonderful to be free?
all it means is that I'm alone, just me.

LONELINESS

"Come inside, and wait for
me. I'll have lo hear you before
I come, eventually," She would
snicker the instructions to me.

I wondered how old she was.
Probably in the hundreds if
people could get that old. I
studied\er dress and decided it
was prdbably older than she
was. Sh •wore a dark blue
tweed dress. that went down
past her knees, it hung limply
like a flower sack. On her feet
were a pair of brown loafers
that looked in worse condition
than the lennis shoes my
brother fell in the swamp with.
She pulled her grayish white
hair back into a knot, that
seemed to grasp her glasses and
perch them precariously on her
nose.

Now that I'm older I can see
that she was just trying lo be
kind lo me but then she was a
batty old lady who spent hours
trying to force me to play the
out of tune grand piano that
lurched like a monster in the
livingroom.

It was a Wednesday afternoon
when it all happened. I was sent
solemnly off to Greal Aunl
Miriam's for an hour of piano
and then I was instructed lo
stay for dinner lo keep ber
company.

"You understand, your Aunt
Miriam is very old now. She
doesn't always know whal's
going on, II my mother lold me. I
didn'l understand then. I do
know but know it is too late.

I rang the bell and then
pushed my way through lhe
heavy oak door and stood in the
entrance hall, waiting... There
was no reply. Great Aunl
Miriam didn't feel children
should be heard and yelling was
a sin high on her list. I slood
quietly as the minutes ticked
by.

"Aunt Miriam?" I whispered.
The grandfather clock bonged
loudly. I jumped. I moved
slowly into the structure of the
house. The living room was
empty. On the table lay a box of
old photographs and a funny
kind of viewer. I couldn't
remember what it was called,
but I could hear Aunt Miriam's

***********************************

SPEAR

Packer, baske'tball star of '79,
started in with all the sports
memories. "So you guys
remember the Sandburg game
for conference? "What about all
the parties?" "What about all
the drinking?" interrupted the
former class clown and
drunkard. "Yeah, I guess we
did get drunk a lot," said Steve
as he guzzled his fifth stone
sour.

Before he knew it, it was 2
a.m. and time to leave. "Par
ty's over," he reluctantly
thought. He didn't realize how
much he missed the old place
until tonight. Before leaving he
decided to take one last walk
around the school. He passed
the dean's office remembering
every trip he ever made there.
He proceeded to the cafeteria. It
looked exactly the same, and
for a minute he felt like he was
once again an OLCHS student.
Going out to the parking lot, he
heard many "keep in touches".

"THAT'S FUNNY," Steve
thought, "I've heard that
somewhere before. Like, maybe
at graduation."

I didn't understandthen
BY DEBBIE HAUCK

Great Aunt Miriam, was a
strange old woman. A bit ec
centric some people said. And
for years I was the subject of all
her peculiarities.

"Here dear, sit up straight
now and we'lliearo to play the
piano," she would say pulling
me toward the huge horrible
instrument. Didn't she un
derstand I did not want to spend
afternoons in a dark, dusty
room with an ancient old lady?
My mind always raced with
things I could say to her. I
always had the feeling that if I
could say or do something
really horrible she might detest
me so much that she would
never let me near her wonderful
grand piano again. Vulgar
obscenities came to mind but
they always seemed to get stuck
somewhere in the hollow of my
mouth and there they stayed
captured behind my clenched
teeth. She pulled me closer and
closer to my destiny.

"There we are, now, good
posture, feet on the floor. Pull
your hair out of your eyes
dear." Then we would begin to
play. There was no other way
out. The relatives thought Aunt
Miriam was a saint lo sit
through hours of lessons with
me. I lhought I was a saint to sit
through hours of lessons while
putting up with the endless
chatter about the old days.
Couldn'l anyone see I despised
Aunt Miriam?

I was sent over lo Great Aunt
Miriams al four p.m. every day.
I could feel the laughter of my
friends as I trudged off lo piano
lessons. All of the other kids on
the block were busy playing
baseball, or tag. The house was
like a castle, it even had two
towers in the top. That was the
attic, I'd been told. The front
steps creaked as I mounted
them. The huge oak door stood
firm against my weight as I
forced it open. The musty smell
from inside greeted me. I stood
inSloe .he dark hallway and
waited. Aunt Miriam was
almost deaf and never heard the
door.

any papers? Try to nave an
intelligent conversation and you
get the feeling of being held
prisoner on a treadmill, as the
statement "I don't know" keeps
bouncing back into your face
like an obnoxious lennis ball.
Personal opinions have been
wiped off the face of their minds
and the deserl just gets dryer.

This new wave of conformists
and conservatives must be
stopped before they get a
chance lo grab any government
positions. Do you want another
Nixon running around loose in
the White House? We simply
can not allow this deadly
disease to spread anymore than
it already has. It's not too late.
Chivalry may be dead but
honesty, courage, integrity and
individuality are not. It is your
duty as a human being and as
an American to call forth these
virtues from yourself and from
your friends. Because un
dernealh all the cigarette
smoke and flannel they're still
there, waiting patiently.

MARKUS

10 year reunion
how foolish they'd been in high
school not to have snatched
him. The night would be a
complete success! "Yeah,
right," he thought, "keep
dreamin'. "

Saturday night came around.
It was D-Day. He got ready. It
took rather long. Inside, he
thought, "Why the heck am I so
nervous about a class reunion?"
He then headed for OLCHS, the
first time in ten years.

When he arrived he was
somewhat relieved to see that
physically Oak Lawn was still
the same old place. Another
thing b1! was relieved to see was
that there was none of the
segregation that was so
prevailent in 1979. Former
"jocks" and "burn-outs" were
actually mingling. He at
tributed this to the growing up
everyone had done over the last
ten years. They were all adults
now, not 17 years old who
thought that high school was all
there was to life. No, these past
ten years had brought many
changes: They were evident in
everyone.

THE FIRST PERSON to say
anything to him was Dawn
Johnson, who was greeting
people at the door. "She .hasn't
changed much," he thought.
"Miss Involvement in high
school, and she's the same way
now. I'll bet she's the president
of PTA, or the League of
Womens Voters or something."

"Hi, Steve. It's wonderful to
see you," she said.

"Great to see you too, Dawn,"
he replied. He proceeded to
make the rounds chatting idly
with anyone he saw. While
wandering, Pete Trax spotted
him. They began talking, and
before they knew it, they had
the whole gang sitting at their
table. A few drinks helped to
ease the tension, and then the
memories began to surface.

"YEAH, I REMEMBER that.
Do you remember the time we
got sent down to the dean? Oh,
what was that guy's name?
Craig, wasn't it? Yeah, Mr.
Craig. Boy, time flies! It seems
like yesterday. I can't believe
that was ten years alOto!" Bill

BY MARGIE BERKERY

A sinister disease is unob
lrusively munching away at our
very moral fiber. This is no
ordinary disease like bubonic
plague or hemmorhoids. No,
lhis nasty little disease is most
lricky and devious. Those who
suffer from il feel that whoever
isn't afflicted is sick, and in
more ways lhan four. This
dangerous and unAmerican
disease is called conformity.
There seems to be little dif
ference in the way people
around here act, dress, talk and
think.

How many guys do you know
whose entire wardrobe consists
of flannel shirts, tee shirts,
jeans and imitation earth
shoes? How many girls do you
know who dress the same way?
How many people do you know
who are only capable of uttering
three phrases; This school
sucks, I hate this school and got

BY
RICHARD
BRADLEY

. "YES, THIS IS he. Who? John
Thompson! John, how the heck
are ya? That's great I So, what's
goin' on? A class reunion,
you're kidding. Ah-ha, the good
ole class of '79 finally got
around to having a reunion.
What ever happened to the five
year thing we were supposed to
have? Yeah, I guess you're
right. Ten years is soon enough.
SO, when and where is it?
Really, they're having it at the
school? O.K. I got it - the
Spartan gym, July 11, at 8 p.m.
I'll see you there John. Yeah,
you too Bye."

STEVE HUNG UP in
amazement. Had it really been
ten years since he was a senior
at Oak Lawn Community High
School? Boy, time flies, he
thought. Ten years! was it
possible? Sure it was possible.
After all, it was 1989.

THE THOUGHT OF a ten
year high school reunion
brought many questions to
Steve's mind. Were Wiltshire
and Davies still there? How
about Chilvers, was he still the
football coach? Were there still
"jocks" and "burn-outs"? Were
there still library passes,
conference passes, and summer
cards? Was the Oak Lawn High
School of 1989 at all similar to
his OLCHS of 1979? Still other
questions racked his brain,
questions about his former
classmates. What were all his
old friends doing? Would they
ever remember him? Sure, they
would You don't see someone
practically everyday and then
forget him. Anyway, his
questions would be answered
next week.

FOR THE EXT six
days, he often thought
what the approaching
reunion woUld be like. He had
the whole night figured out in
his mind. He would walk in late
and all the women, who, ten
years earlier wouldn't have
given him a second look, would
stare. They'd comment on how

. handsome he had gotten, an~
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"Marcy, come on and play!"
they called. "Hey Marcy,
Where's your dumb brother?" a
lanky red haired boy shouted.
Marcy ignored him. "I'll be it."
she told them. Her hands
clamped tightly over her eyes
she began to count. She counted
slowly at first, speeding up
when she neared one-hundred.

"Ready or not, here I come!"
Marcy uncovered her eyes and
turned around. She saw the arm
of a bright red windbreaker
from behind a tree. "I see you
Billy," she called as the small
boy climbed out of his hiding
place. She continued her search
finding all but one boy.

"Ollie, Ollie, Ocean! Freel
Free! Free!" she called as a
signal to end the game. Todd
crawled out from behind an
evergreen tree.

"I wonl I won!" he cried as he
ran towards the group. "Billy's
it now!"

"Hey, here comes Marcy's
dumb brother the retard!" the
tall red haired boy laughed.
Marcy grew silent as she
watched the small figure of her
seven year old brother trudge
cautiously across the street. He
grew excited as he saw the kids
and began to run. He tripped
and fell, his smile gone for a
moment, he got himself up and
kept walking.

"Marcy, can I play?"
"Sure, Timmy, come on,"

Marcy forced a smile.
"I'm not playing with no

mental kid I" the red head
yelled confronting Marcy.
"Marcy's brother is a retard!"
he yelled. Marcy left Timmy's
side and walked towards the
boy. Although both of them
were in the fifth-grade, the boy
towered over Marcy's small
frame. Her heart beat against
her chest and she tried to keep
the tears that were fiUing her
eyes from falling. She looked
back at Timmy. He wasn't
smiling, he was just standing
there frightened by the anger
coming from the children.
Marcy stood between her
brother and her classmates. She
knew that now she had to make
a choice. She started slowly.

"My brother is mentally
retarded. He is handicapped
because he doesn't learn things
like you and me. He was born
special. Timmy would never
hurt anyone. But you are all
hurting him. He didn't ask to
have trouble talking. He didn't
ask to be handicapped. But he is
and he needs everyone's help to
do things that are hard for him.
He's not wrong, he's just dif
ferent from us." They stood
quietly as tears began to stream
down Marcy's cheeks.

"Il's okay, Marcy." Timmy
told her in his halted speech.

"We're sorry." a little girl
with pigtails told her.

"Gosh, we didn't know" Billy
said. The red hair boy stood by
looking silently. "Come on
Timmy," he said. "We'll show
you how to play hide and seek.
You can be it with me," he
smiled as he took the small boy
by the hand. Marcy stood there
watching the boy, and Timmy
as they began to count slowly
towards one hundred. Timmy
couldn't count that high, but he
would have help. The two boys
VOICes rang out loud and clear
as they counted in unison.
One...Two...Three...Four...

"No, that's my Math book.
See," she explained, "Fifth
Grade Mathematics." Timmy
nodded. "Here's your book,"
she went on, "Il's called Tom
Barrow and his Racing Car."
Timmy took the book and sat
cross legged on the sofa.
Marcy's mother came into the
livingroom. She was a tall
slender woman in her middle
thirties. She smiled at the sight
of Marcy and Timmy reading
the book.

"Hello Marcy, I didn't hear
you come in," she said.

"Hi Mom," Marcy said
greeting her with a kiss.

"My you feel warm, I hope
you're not coming down with
the flu."

"No Mom, I feel okay. I'm
just warm because I ran home
from school."

"Did you have trouble with
those kids again?" she asked
growing concern. Marcy
watched her mother for a
moment.

"No," she lied, "I never even
saw them."

The phone rang in the kitchen
and their mother hurried to
answer it. Marcy got up to do
her homework and Timmy
the pictures, talking to himself
as he read.

"Marcy, I learned to write my
name in school today," he cried
excited.

"Let's see!" Marcy said
smiling. Timmy sat down at the
table. His tongue clenched
between this teeth and the
pencil grasped awkwardly. He
laborously began to write.
Marcy watched him as she
opened her book to begin her
math work. Minutes later he
finished, proudly displaying the
uneven letter of his name.
Marcy and her mother
congratulated him. Timmy sat
there for a moment and then
losing interest began to play
with his toy cars on the kitchen
floor. After a while Marcy
closed her Math book and
stretched. "All done, can I go
outside now!" she asked.

"Just watch for your Dad's
car to pull in the driveway.
We'll be eating as soon as he
gets home." Marcy grabbed her
jacket and ran outside. Her
friends were already playing
hide-and-seek.

SPEAR

BY DEBBIE HAUCK

Little could I have known of the world of art,
To me it consisted of Rembrant, Da Vinci and Van Gogh.
I thoul!:ht that was the end, but it was barely a start.
How was I to know that I still had far to go?
Salvador Dali with his surrealist dreams.
Contorted figures poised on the spot.
For impressionalistic style with Suerat it seems.
That his paintings are composed of a dot.
For Duchamp a stranger style you will never find.
In abstract art any fixture will do fine
With Picasso his subjects are never aligned,
Geometric shapes instead of a straight line.
Without inspiration see what I could have missed
Whoever was it that said ignorance is bliss!

THE DECLINE OF THE GREAT MASTERS

Marcy walked faster Q!?~!!

the long white sidewalks, trying
unsuccessfully to block out the
harsh words that seemed to lash
at her from each direction.

"Your brother's a retard!
Your brother's a retard! " Tears
ran down her cheeks, she wiped
them away. The voices called
after her for over a block, but
then the taunters lost interest
and turned away. Marcy sat
down on the ground. Her lunch
pail had spilled open and all her
school papers fell out and
scattered in the brisk autumn
wind.

"My brother is not a retard,"
she said out loud. She pounded
her fist on the soft green grass.
Why couJdn't she ever say what
she wanted to? Why did she
always start crying. Words
formed in her head, just as they
always did, after it was too late
to say them. She had wanted to
tell them for so long. At night in
the darkness of her room she
would repeat the words to
herself, and always, when there
was trouble the words seemed
to lend a small amount of
comfort to her. Someday, just
once she would tell them. She
would tell all of them. She
smiled as she pictured the
scene...

"My, brother is mentally
handicapped. He was born very
special. He is different than you
or me, he was born that way.
Please don't call him names. He
never hurt anyone and he didn't
ask to be different."

Her smile faded. They would
never understand. To all of
them different was a word for
wrong. The taunting voices
echoed in her ears as she ran for
home.

A small boy with blond curls
and blue eyes sat on the front
porch, rocking back and forth
and humming to himself. He
jumped up and down as he
watched his older sister come
closer.

"Marcy! Hello Marcyl" he
cried in a slow halted speech.

"Hello Timmy," she said
putting her hand in his. "I
brought a new book home for
you today," she told him as she
unfolded her school papers.
Timmy picked up a book.
"This?" he questioned.

My Mother

My mother is the one I love,
The angels made her up above.
They sent her down to take care of me,
She's a sweet person anyone can see.

I write this poem for you my friend,
And hope our friendship never ends!

A friend is one who is loving and
caring,

A friend is one who is always
sharing.

A friend is one who is always
true,

Even when they are not around
you.

A friend is one who is always
close,

Especially when you need them
most.

A friend is one who is
understanding,

Even when times are very
demanding.

BY: MICHELE SCHULZ

BY: MICHELE SCHULZ

When all my nightmares seem like reality
She's the one who comforts me.
She's the one who encourages me,
To do my best and try to succeed.

When something goes wrong,
For her to solve the problem it won't take long.
But as the years go on changing this you see,
Now it's me who cares for she.

ACRAZY POEM

What is a Friend?

Words put together into one
single idea so that everything is run
together in one big mess,
so that the only way that you can figure it out is to guess.
The writer was a crazy lady with other things
on her mind.
Sometimes it sings,
and other times the rhyme is hard to find.
Sometimes it's happy, but other times it's not
·because the writer was sad
or the room was too hot
but when it's finished you're glad
because the stupid thing made no sense at all.
Are you having trouble finding the message in
my litlle note to you, don't call
just read, and if you're able to pin
it down, I'll be very proud
because I didn't get it as I wrote for you.
Since my words get a little lost in a crowd,
and I don't know what to do.
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How could this happen to friends?
BY DEBBIE DOMICO

Diane Tyler is an attractive 26
year'old. There is always a
sparkle in her blue eyes, which
seem to gaze with curiosity.
Brown bouncing curls fall over
her shoulders. Her hair feathers
neatly over her forehead.
Although she is only 5' 3", she
has a tall, slender appearance.
When Diane was younger, she
was always involved in sports,
and her athletic ability con
tinued to show strongly in the
way she participated in the
softball games at work, leading
her team to a first place victory.
Diane hasn't changed much
since she was younger. As
always, she tried to find the
answers, she searches
desperately for the right
reasons, because Diane
believes that you should know
why things are the way they are
and why things happen the way
they do.

Diane's best friend since
childhood is Linda. Linda Olson.
Linda, surprisingly enough,
isn't too much like Diane. They
are best of friends, though.
Linda doesn't have the patience
to explore that Diane has. She is
quite a bit taller than Diane,
and quite a bit less active. Their
abilities are not the same, but
Linda has an outstanding
personality, which leads her to
have many friends. She cares
about them and tries to help
them with their problems
whenever she can.

The girls have been friends
for several years, and the girls
would continue to be friends for
a long time to come. They
always help each other out. The
girls are both living together in
a little apartment. Linda and
Diane both have jobs; their jobs
ae close by so they do not have
to go far to reach their offices.
Linda is a secretary for the
Baker Insurance Company. She
is a very good typist, and has
very polite manners. Down the
street from her office, there is
The Post. It is the newspaper
where Diane works. She is a
reporter and writes many in
teresting articles for the
newspaper. The girls both love
their jobs because they are both
gooo at them.

As usuaJ, on Monday morning
at 7: 00, the girls started getting
ready for work. Linda was not
feeling too good, so she decided
that she'd better stay home. On
Diane's way to work she was to
stop at the drug store, pick up a
prescription for Linda, and then
stop off at the Baker Insurance
Company to explain why Linda
was not coming in to work
today.

At the drug store, Diane
witnessed a small group of kids
trying to cause some trouble.
She was very careful, as she
proceeded, for you have to be
careful whenever you walk
around New York City. These
kids don't have anything better
to do but cause trouble, Diane
thought quietly to herself as she
paid for Linda's prescription,
and asked if it could be
delivered. The drugist, from
behind the counter, tossed the
address card into the bag and
said that it would be delivered
soon. Diane quickly made her
trip to the Insurance Company,
and then hurried herself off to
work.

When Diane entered the office

of The Post, she noticed many
concerned looks on her em·
ployees faces. Before she could
ask what was wrong, Tom, one
of the employees she worked
with, approached her. He
placed his strong hand firmly on
her right shoulder. "Diane,"
Tom said, "there is nothing to
worry about, everything will be
alright." From this strange
conversation, Diane knew that
something was terribly wrong.

"Alright, what's up?" she
asked.

"There have been a couple of
more killings. This time, they
were done near by." Tom spit
out, trying to tell it like it was
,and yet trying not to alarm
Diane too much.

"What are we going to do'?"
Diane said with a terrified
voice.

The office was quiet; the
paper had to be printed. "Well,"
Tom replied, "we have to do
something right away, or this is
just going to keep happening
again and again. Damn those
stupid punks anyway."

Just' then, a loud noise came
from the corner of the room.
Everyone jumped at once, but it
was only the telephone.
Everyone was pretty shook up
about this whole situation. "I'll
get it," said someone from
behind, as he walked over to the
phone.

"Okay, we all should try to
figure out a way that we could
help stop some of this violence.
We could possibly set up a
center where these kids could
kind of hang out, " someone
suggested.

"Diane," came a call from
the corner, "the telephone is for
you."

"Is it Linda?" asked Diane.
"No, unless you have a

boyfriend by the name of Linda,
because it is a man's voice on
the phone," came the smart
reply.

Diane then walked over
toward the telephone, she
picked up the receiver and said
with a jilting voice, "Hello?"

"Yes, is this Diane Tyler?"
the man's voice asked quite
loudly.

"Yesitis, whO is this?" Diane
asked in reply.

The terrifying news came. "I
am Detective Hughes, I just
came from the hospital. Linda
Olson was brought here just a
few minutes ago."

"What has happened to
Linda, is she okay?" Diane
quickly interrupted.

"If you could come to the
Parkside hospital right away,
we could fill you in," stated the
man.

"Yes, I will be there as soon
as I can," Diane's shakey voice
replied.

Through the troubled look on
Diane's face and through her
eyes, trying to hold back the
tears which streamed down her
face, she said to Tom and to the
other employees in the office, "I
have to go to the hospital, Oh
my God, I should never have
left her home alone today, she
was sick," Diane burst out in
tears.

"I'll drive you right now,"
Tom said quickly.

On the way to the hospital
there was not a sound in the car.
Whimpering quietly came from
Diane. but there was nothin$(

said until they reached the
hospital where Tom assured
Diane that everything would be
alright. They rushed into the
entrance and tried to find a
doctor to see what was wrong
with Linda. A youn~ doctor
approached them slowly. The
strange look on his face gave
them the impression that
something was terribly wrong.
"What happened, what is going
on?" Diane frantically yelled
out.

"Your friend, Linda Olson,
was badly beaten. She is in fair
condition at this time, but we
cannot permit anyone to visit
her until we take some more
tests," the doctor replied in a
stern voice.

"How did this happen, who
could have gotten into the
apartment?" Diane asked.

'·'Well, all we know is that she
opened the door for some
delivery man, and then a couple
of people barged in, demanded
money, and beat her severely.
We cannot understand the story
that Linda is trying to tell us,
but that is what we can make
out of it so far. She is not able
just as yet, to have any visitors,
so why don't you go have some
hot tea and try to take it easy,"
the doctor suggested. Fear and
fright ran through Diane's body
as they walked into the waiting
room.

Diane and Tom proceeded to
sit down. Diane did not say a
word. She was too disturbed and
too much in shock herself. After
Tom tried to calm her down, she
still muttered out something.
"I'm gonna get them."

"What are you talking about
Diane. You're just too upset,
just try to relax," Tom
suggested. The doctor gave
Diane a pill to settle her down a
little, and, about 45 minutes
later, Diane was allowed to see
Linda.

As she slowly walked into the
hospital room, she was panic
stricken. She did not want to see
what leaving Linda home alone
had done to her. She could see
Linda's face, which was badly
bruised. "Linda," Diane called,
"Linda? Everythin$( is $(oing to
be okay. I am sorry, Linda, I am
so sorry," Diane said as she ran
out of the room in tears. Linda
just lay in the bed, not moving,
not wanting to survive, she just
lay in bed staring at the ceiling.
Diane ran out of the room
screaming, "What have they
done to her? She's not moving.
She's just like a vegetable!"
Tom and the doctor both ran
after Diane and tried to calm
her down. She took a sedative
which made her sleepy. Tom
took her home to his place, and
she spent the night there. Not a
sound came out of Diane the
entire night.

The next morning, though,
Diane repeated over and over to
Tom, that she would find out
who did that to Linda. Diane
and Linda were very close
friends, and they cared for each
other very much. Ever since
Linda's parents had passed
away a few years ago in a tragic
car accident, Diane felt that she
should take care of Linda, like a
sister, and watch over her. She
thought that Linda's parents
would have wanted her to take
care of Linda.

Tom was getting worried
about Diane at this time, and

suggested to Diane that it was
not going to solve anything to
go search for whoever hurt
Linda, but rather hurt herself
and Linda. "Can't we both go
search for them together and
try to find them ourselves, I
cannot just sit here and do
nothing!" Diane said. He gave
in rather quickly.

"Okay, under one condition,
that when we find them and I
mean if we find them, we will
call th~ police immediately,"
Tom said.

The nod of Diane's head
showed that she agreed to this
idea. She knew that she would
not be able to find them herself,
and that she could not give up.
With Tom's help, Diane was
determined to find out why
anybody would just break in
and hurt an innocent person as
sweet and nice as Linda.

Diane thought and thought
about that Monday, and she
remembered that she had
locked the doors before she left
for the dr~ store. The delivery,
she thought, the drugstore
could someone in the store hav~
seen the address card and
delivered those packages
themselves? That was the first
step. As Diane told Tom her
idea, they both knew that the
drugstore wa the first place to
look.

Diane and Tom got into the
car and proceeded to the
drugs~re. At the store they
talked \~ith the drugist. The
drugist IDd remember a group
wearing black jackets with an
emblem of'a l>trange spider on
them. "I remember too,
because I was thinking of how
much trouble they were looking
for." Diane replied.

"Could they have seen the
address on the card before you
delivered the prescription?"
Tom asked.

"I'm afraid so," the drugist
replied, "You see, I placed the
address in the bag and one of
them could have seen the card
very easily. I am very sorry, I
didn't know."

"Thanks for all your help,"
Tom said.

Just as they were leaving the
store, there was another lady
ordering a prescription, a group
of teenagers then walked in
after her. Diane thought they
were up to something, and when
she saw that the lady did not
want to wait for the
prescipriton, she decided to
stay to see just what happened
to the address card. "I have to
buy some things, Tom, it will
only take a few minutes," Diane
stated as she stared at the
young group of boys. They were
hanging over the counter. Diane
just then noticed one of the boys
take out a slip of paper from the
bag, which lay upon the
counter. "Tom, did you see how
he just took the address card
right from that bag?" asked
Diane rapidly.

"Let's follow these boys and
see what they're up to," said
Tom.

The boys walked down the
street to a small house located a
few blocks away from the store.
Since the lady at the drug store
left in the other direction, the
boys decided to help themselves
into the house. The door was left
slightly ajar, and the ooys
proceeded into the house. Diane
and Tom both noticed heir

cautious movements. They
slowly began searching for
something. As the boys
proceeded to look through the
drawers, tearing everything out
of them, Tom said, "Hold it
right there!" Just then one of
the boys drew out a swit·
chblade, and another a gun.
Diane was afraid that the same
thing was going to happen to
then that had happened to
Linda. Tom and the boys
started fighting, then the gun
was knocked out from
someone's hands, and
proceeded to slide across the
floor. Diane picked it up,
pointed it toward the boys and
was about to do something she
would regret. Her hands
trembled. "Diane, I'll go call
the police, don't shoot, give me
the gun," begged Tom.

"They deserve to be
punished," Diane said.

"They will be punished, in
jail," stated Tom.

Tom pried the gun out of
Diane's motionless hands, the
tears rolled down Diane's pale
white face. A few minutes later
the police arrived.

"Everything is going to be
alright, it is all over Diane,"
stated Tom as he tried to
comfoJt Diane. They slowly
walked out of the house, as the
police took the boys into
custody.

The next few days were very
tough for Diane. Tears rolled
down her face once again as
they laid the casket of Linda
Olson under the ground. She had
died Tuesday afternoon. The
doctors said that she was not
tryin$(. and that she was just not
responding to anything. She just
had given up. There was
nothing they could do, there was
nothing anybody could do, for it
was too late.

College?
BY DIA E BURLESON

I COLLEGE WORTH IT?
Mr. Smenos, career counselor
~aid, "It'.s hard to say if college
IS worth It because this depends
on your career goals and what
values you have in it".

According to Mr. Smenos,
only 67 per cent of all seniors
end up going to college or a
vocational school. 45 per cent of
them end up graduating from
there.

Many OLCHS juniors and
seniors agree that you shouldn't
wait until your last year to
~ecid.e to go to college. College
IS a big step and students should
know what they want to do after
graduation. College may help a
per;;on fin~ some value and help
defIne their goals in life. But
colleg.e is nol for everyone. By
knowmg ahead of time a
student could check just how
~uch schooling is needed and
Just whal classes are best to
take to be better prepared.

A student should not go to
college because of peer or
family pressures.

A student musl feel that it is
worth it and that it will benefit
him later.
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Meeting a Broadway vampire
June I, 1979

way of goodbye and then as I
turned to walk away, he patted
my back causing me to
suppress a long overdue
shriek.

We literally ran from the
theatre and down several dark
New York streets in an attempt
to reach our hotel before our
enthusiasm would die down.
The rush was in vain for at this
very moment my enthusiasm
has not yet faded. In fact, don't
be surprised by a girl walking
about the halls in a daze who
incessantly repeats the word
"Raul, Raul .... "

Now it was oeflnitely time to
baby my abused hair. All those
girls in the TV commercials
that use baby shampooo look so
fresh with their squeaky clean
hair, that it seemed like a sure
thing. My hair did turn out
squeaky clean, but it was quite
embarrassing everytime I
moved my head in a quiet room.

I needed something to restore
my hair to its original state. So,
back to the store I trotted to buy
something to fix my hair. As I
walked down the aisle, I saw the
product of my dreams. It was
called the Hair Fixer (what
else?) and was guaranteed to
repair split ends and leave hair
shiny and healthy by a scientific
polymer structure formula. It
sounds impressive, even though
I don't know how it works, but
I'm trusting my hair to science
or maybe I'm donating it.

painful minutes of waiting, I
peered about a corner and saw
him standing just a few short
feet away beckoning us with a
smile and two upraised fingers.

Possibly for the first time in
my life with nothing to say I
shyly moved toward him. I
remember thinking "How
strange, he is so different from
Dracula." Any sadistic look
oncle worn by his face had
faded into a warm gentleness.
Wearing glasses and a bathrobe
Dracula, or should I say, Mr.
Julia, was far less threatening.
As we stumbled awkwardly
over our words he listened
patiently.

After autographing our now
ragged playbills. he smiled in

hair and constantly ran his
fingers through it. But I. ~oon
bel'Simp !;omewhat SUSPICIOUS

when, after a quiet evening, he
staggered to the door.

By this time, my hair looked
vitamin-deficient. It had been
through qui te a lot and deserved
something good. Liquid-protein
diets have been known for doing
some rather miraculous things.
They have produced great
results in improving people's
bodies, so why couldn't they do
the same for hair. I put my hair
on a strict liquid-protein diet
that is supposed to rejoin split
end. It definitely rejoined them
-by waxing the two hairs
together. That worked well until
I lit the candles for my romantic
dinner with my boyfriend. The
wax on the ends of my hair
melted along with the candles.
My boyfriend thought that I was
the incredible melting woman
in disguise.

Bemg two tourists alone at
night in ew York can be a
frightening experience and
while waiting in the cold for our
new - found hero we came upon
an unusual stranger who tried
in vain to convince us of his
"connections" with the stars
waiting inside. We waited
nervously for half an hour
watching the various cast
members walk past for we had
little interest in Van Helsing or
Renfield. We were waiting for
Dracula.

Finally the stage hand who
had once kept us out in the cold
opened the huge steel door to let
us inside. I bit my finger nail as
I cautiously stepped back into
the theater. After our long,

together to wash my hair, but
soon gave up that idea when I
was practically knocked un
conscious by the avocado pit. I
went back to the store, pur
posely avoiding the product
aisle, and bought the real
shampoo. I really liked it until
my boyfriend said that I
smelled like a fruit salad.

The ultimate humiliation that
I suffered came while ex
plaining to the liquor store
manager why I was trying to
buy beer with a phony J.D.
When questioned, I told him
that I had heard that beer was
very good for the hair and
desperately wanted to try it. He
looked at me a bit skeptically;
but when I took off my hat, he
took one look at my hair and
gave me a free case of his finest
beer-compliments of the house.
After washing my hair with it, I
really thought that this was the
answer to my prayers. My
boyfriend loved the smell of my

When at last the evening wa~

over and I was still unable to
shake off the Dracula mystique,
a friend and I succeeded in
convincing the chaperons to
allow us see "Dracula" a
second time for which we were

able to obtain sixth row or
chestra seats - the best in the
house.

When Mr. Dzurison
discovered my great at
tachment to Dracula he en
couraged me to try and get Mr.
Julia's autograph, and ex
plained how to carry out this
deed. After giving the players a
glorious ovation my friend and I
hurried out of the theatre to be
the first of those waiting at the
sta~e door.

With the sudden boom of
Farrah Fawcett-Majors,
women are trying to copy
everything about her. One of the
main reason for her rising
popularity is her flowing golden
locks. I, too, have been trapped,
but not because of Farrah, mind
you. I am forever in search of
the perfect shampoo that will
make my hair shoft, shiny,
bouncy, and more lively. Right
off the bat, I admit that my hair
will never be lively. But three
out of four isn't blld.'

On my way to the c'bsmetic
counter, I passed tht fruit
stand. I had heard aboutlCatural
shampoos that come in apricot,
green apple, avocado, and
strawberry scents. Th y con
tain no alkaline and have the
proper Ph, whatever that
means. If a manufactured
product is good for hair, then a
home-made one should be even
better. 1 bought one of each of
the fruits and blended them

Commercials don't payoff
BY PAM GIERMAK

I

While many of my felIo\\
students were soaking up
Hawaii sun I sat in a darkened
theatre absorbing a legend.
Thanks to Mr. Tom Dzurison
and the ttip he sponsored to
New York I had the chance to
live a dream.

Our trip was to include
several Broadway plays, and 1
was thrilled by the news that
my favorite, "Dracula", would
be among the group. Having a
personal obsession wi th
vampir s 1 was not terribly
upset by the news that Frank
LangeJla, the original Broad
way Dracula, was to be
replaced by a man whom 1 had
never heard of. His name was
Raul Julia - and I may never
forget his name or his face.

Any Broadway play holds a
good bit of mystery and ex
citement but Dracula in par
ticular had the magic to com
pletely captivate 'an audience.
Upon watching the play 1 was
treated to a beautiful set done
exclusively in black and white
with the exception of a few
miniscul drops of blood red
which erved as eyes for the
bats etched on the curtains.

A marvelous cast and et held
my interest as I impatiently
awaited the arrival of Dracula.
Unsurprisingly my instincts
were correct in that his entr
nace was indeed a spectacular
'In . With a strong step and a
weep of the great red cap he

was on the stage surrounded by
female sighs. From that first
moment my eyes were glued to
Raul Julia and his every
moment; my ear never mis ed
a beat of hi speech which came
across with strength and a great
neal of subdued sexiness.

BY MA REE FOERT H

Being a benny is not all that bad!
BY KAHEN LECH

MY PHI 0 TERM OF 1,220
days will b up in one week.

When I entered the halls of
OLCH . 1 was amazed for my
eyes couldn't conceive what
was ah ad. As a graduate of

immons Jr. High, school with
more than one hall and two
bathroom was a palace. I
thought tomyseU, "I'm going to
like thi place."

I received this pi ce of yellow
cardboard that contained a ea
of holes. Emotion raced through
me, my first computer card. It's
now placed along side my first
pair of shoes and my first
training bra.

FEAH FILLED MY LITTLE
PI HEAD, "How do I read
this?" I'd faked it.

My brother, who would be a
senior the same year gave me
three rules I must follow to the

nr.
"First," he said, "If you are

lost beyond help, don't ask any
students at anytime for
directions.

I asked why and he abruptly
said, "Two, do not buy any
elevator passes."

I interrupted, "I didn't know
that OLCHS had an el~vator." I
was so naive.

"Three," my brother shouted
for he was losing his patience,
"Don't reveal to anyone that
you're a freshmen, for you will
be likely to be bennied. Bennied.
The dreaded word that
everyone spoke of in Simmons.
Rumor had it that took lipstick
and shaving cream and
proceeded to artistically create
a new you on the old body.

WE WERE REA RED
Q I KLY by a local egg head,
who said that he knew a Benny
Thompson and nothing hap
pened to him.

In six hours, I managed to
lose my way seven times,
bumped into three "up
perclassmen" and broke rule
number one. I was desperate.

In Art I, which was my sixth
penod, I pulled out my Fresh
men folder to plan my route to
my last class, gym. The 6a bell

rang and many of us moved to
leave. We thought the period
was over with. The class of '79
quickly learned that it was a
false alarm, and were told to
stay put. All of us immediately
began tying our shoes and
finding lost pencils to cover up
our error.

WHE THE ORRECT
BELL RA G, I walked out of
240 with my head held up high
for I knew where I was going! I
floated down the hall noticing
somehow I missed my stairwell
on my planned route. My eyes
then fell upon two brown doors
by the Math department. I
pushed it open and walked in.
Twenty feet later I noticed I
have hit the locker rooms.

"That's good," I said to
myseU, "I know where our
locker rooms are."

At that instant, someone tall,
blond and handsome walked in.
His attire included an OLCHS
gym shirt with the name
Weidner scribbled across with a
black magic marker on it. He
opened a locker and placed a
lock on it.

PA IC HASTE ED
THROUGH MY BODY. Unless
we have coed gym, I was in the
wrong place.

"Look at our new classmate,"
Weidner screamed to an on
coming male.

I wished the gravel floor
would swallow me up. I couldn't
think of a way to get myseU out
of this. -

"I THI K I'M I THE
WRO G PLA E!" I motioned
to go, but I just remembered I
didn't know the way out.

"Ab, do you know the way out
of here," I asked with the
biggest smile.

"Straight ahead," another
guy mumbled through his
laughter. I made it to gym
twenty minutes late and acted
like nothin~ happened.

THE FINAL BELL RA G
AND AT this point all was the
peace and quiet of a glass of
cool 7-Up and my soap opera.

I walked out to find two buses
to take us home in. I asked the
first driver where he was going,

for I didn't want to take the
wrong bus home.

"87th." he said. I live near
87th and Harlem so I dropped
my two dimeS in, and walked to
the smokey rear of the bus. The
vehicle proceeded down Central
and on to 87th and Cicero. 0,
this can't be happening to me!

THE FIR T THI G I HAD
TO DO was to get off this crazy
thing. At the corner of 87th and
Cicero, I glazed down the long
hot road toward Harlem, and
began my journey home. Every
block added a degree on to the
temperature outside.



A few words on astrology
June 1. 1979

By Lora Galzin

To begin this horoscope I
would like to define a few words
that pertain astrology for those
of you that might be baffled by
the subject Astrology: The
study of girls or guys backsides
on depending on who is doing
the studying.

Planet: What you do with a
potato.

Moon: Sun playing it cool
Zodiac: A deranged person

who steals Zodes
Rays: something you ask

your boss for.
Sphere: To talk dirty with a

German accent as in "Sphere
Verds"

Second House: The one you
rent for the "Certain someone."

Now that you understand. the
terms I hope you'll enjoy my
column.

ARIES: The Ariesborn have
magnetic personalities. This
explains why they are usually
covered with small bits of tin
and rusty nails. You adore
being looked up to, and you will
do anything to achieve this,

even sawing the legs off other
people's chairs. And just
remember don't be taken off
guards, you'd make a busy
quarterback.

TAURU: Taurus born
people are quick to grasp any
opportunity, and anything, else
that's lying around loose. They
are born with a keen memory
and a cheap camera, may do
well at blackmail. And
remember you may be caught
holding the bag. Say it's your
sisters-

GEMINI: This month will be
truly wonderful. But not for you.
You tend to feel you're at wit's
end, yet this is not so, your wit
ended two years ago.
Remember not to move or act
through a third party. Two
parties in one night is your
limit. Try to attend a movie,
darkness becomes you.

CANCER: Today will be
another sparkling day!
Probably burgandy. A hand
some man may wink at you
today. (If you're a man, don't
wink back.) Your main concern

SPARTANITE

today is forgetting everything
you did last night, and under
any circumstances don't an
swer the phone.

LEO: Leos should watch the
sunrise this morning, but try to
go to bed first. Start the day
with a smile. After that you can
be your nasty old self again. If
you are a man Lady Luck
brings added income today
unfortunately Lady friend takes
it away tonight. Please do not
drink to excess tonight, but you
can drink to anything else you'd
like!

VIRGO: Virgos have the
capacity to learn from
mistakes. Today you'll learn a
great deal. This will be a
memorable month, no matter
how hard you try to forget it.
You will get what you deserve,
(Sorry). And you will be
recognized soon so hide! Yet
Stars say it's a fine time for
household chores, (They would!
They all have hired help.)

LIBRA: You should stop
burning the candle at both ends.
You're becoming known as a

drip. Make plans for the day
while your mind is clear, then
begin drinking. Remember to
show respect for age. Drink
good scotch for a change and
don't tell any big lies today,
small ones can be just as ef
fective.

SCORPIO: Surprise! Today is
really a wonderful day, it's only
your hangover that makes it
seem so terrible. Ladies,
remember you are all things to
aU men, but if you're not
available this might pose a bit
of a problem. Dickering is out
today. Dockering is O.K. And
guys you're current chick is all
burned UP too.

SAGITTARIUS: You are one
in a million, and the 999,999 are
glad of it. A long-forgotten loved
one will appear soon. Buy the
negative at any price. A new
inspiration will come to you
soon, but it won't be any better
than the others you've had.
Surprise your boss today-get to
work on time.

CAPR1CORN: You despise
chan~e of anv kind except of
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course the kind that goes int
your pocket. Your persona
affairs are suffering. Good tim
to consider becoming a hermit
Don't overextend yourself
You've done nothing for so Ion
it might be fatal.

AQUARIU : Be careful
you're being followed, yo
better cut out the hanky-pank
for a lew days. Your stars are i
conflict. For details, see the six
o'clock news. Give thought t
your reputation this month.
Consider changing your nam
and moving to a new town.

PI CES: Pisces keep yo
eyes on possessions today. And
keep your hands to yourself.
Good lime to think about
money. Follow a Brinks truck
for a while. Be free and open.
Enjoy! Things aren't going t
get any better so get used to it.
Give your best today. Heaven
knows it's little enough.

A word to the wise

Open 24 hours

424-6010
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Oak Lawn, IL 60453
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1978. Disco seems to be a
passing trend, a big money
maker. Many people are tired of
being taken for a ride, so are
quickly wearing out the disco
craze. The big bands are once
again appearing in the spot
light.

The term big bands is used to
mean the rock groups that
refuse to be put backstage, and
whose music continue to
aggravate parents and
mesmirize youths. Groups such
as Led Zeppelin, The Who, Yes,
Jethro Tull, and countless
others have worked to become
the best in the business.
Americas youth is not only
inspired but motivated by what
these people have to say. The
Musicians seem to be taking
Americas babies and sending

a correspondence course. There
is.a drawback to this though,
there is no instructor present
during the home studies (which
can be a real handicap>.

Should a correspondence
course seem too dull or drawn
out, there is always summer
school. This idea isn't bad if one
doesn't mind paying $40.00 a
credit and having to go to school
all summer.

There is one more possibility
for those who lack enough
credits to graduate. They can
wait awhile and take a high
school equivalency test later in
life. This can be a problem
though, for it's virtually im
possible to get a good job
without a high school diploma.
If a person wishes to get a job
right away, then perhaps a high
school equivalency test might
not be the solution.

YE , IT'S PLAIN to see that
senior year can be a worrisome
one for those carrying a full
credit load. Of course a lot of
students don't really care
whether they graduate on time
with their class or not. So to
them, senior year is no different
than the three before.

To totally avoid this sticky

quoted from Time January 29,
1979, "They (Anericans) now
consume about 130,000 lbs. per
day, quadruple the 1974 con
sumption, and they spend 15
billion per year on their
pleasure. Marijuana seems to
be very much accepted by
Americas young. Even this
statement is back up with fact,
42 million Americans who have
tried pot have made smoking it
the most widely accepted in
dulgence since drinking during
Prohibition.

MU IC, OFTEN DRUG
related, influences youth today.
They spend most of their money
on entertainment, often in the
form of music. Stereos are or
seem to be the youngs favorite
past time. Millions were spent
on albums tapes and concerts in

mess, there is one very clear
solution. Make the most of the
first three years in high school
and senior year should be no
problem. It is possible to be
serious about one's studies and
have fun at the same time. It's
just a matter of putting things in
the right perspective and
determining priorities. The old
quote: "All work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy," allould
be changed to "A lot of work
and a little play, with a serious
attitude will see that Jack
graduates on time!'"

Without a doubt, senior year
should be an enjoyable one.
There are a lot of activities for
the seniors, commemorating
their up-coming graduation. It
doesn't seem right that one
should have to spend their
senior year with their nose in a
book, worrying about whether
they'll have the credits to
graduate.

SO A WORD to the wise
freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors, this me~ns you), take
your studies seriously so you
won't have to stay a minute
more in Oak Lawn Community
High than absolutely
necessary!

Off the wall

BY BRENDA NANNEY

FOR MOST SENIORS, their
fourth and final year in high
school is a relatively easy one.
Usually by senior year, one has
accumulated enough extra
credits that they can just relax
and slump off on their studi .
Ah ha, not so with all seniors I
There are those who sweat
everyday, and pray every night
in hopes that they'll have
enough credits to graduate with
the rest of their classes.

Senior year can be awful
tense when one is carrying a full
credit load. Fail one subject,
and that's that! If graduation
with the senior class is out of the
question because of lack of
required credits, there are four
possible solutions (none of them
too thrilling).

There is always the obvious
five-year plan. This of course,
means another year or part of a
year (depending on how many
credits are needed) at Oak
Lawn Community High. For
many, this is a nauseating
thought.

IF THAT ISN'T appealing,
then there's always the option of

By Lora Galzin

I AS THE author would like to
dedicate this to Debbie
Wallenburg, for her persistence
in something she believed in,
and Steve Chap for seeing the
light, and last but certainly not
least, Debbie Swatkowski for
making it work. "She's
Graduating! "

KILL THE BEE GEES. This
triggered it all off. Was the
meaning of this as self-evident
as it appeared? In the back of
my mind, things began to click,
"Is disco really dying?" "Are
the big rock 'n roll bands
coming back to once again
claim their spots on the stages,
in the autidoriums, and on the
radios?"

Yes, they must be. One of my
ints of reasonin is dru s. As



of 6' 7" 350 lb. giant will be
vigorously traveling up and
down your spine. Far fetched
you say, well think again.

Maybe you can survive. Who
knows? Buy yourself a new
bicycle, skateboard, roller
skates or a canoe (and hope it
rains a loll. Sit back and relax.
Maybe this is a sign for you to
slow down, take your time, see
what life is all about.

After all everyone is involved.
Watch our government officials
help out too. (They're forming
car pools in their limos and
private jets.)

You can make it if you give up
a few things. Say goodbye
brum-brum-brum- of those
jacked up gasoline guzzlers.
Say goodbye to the eeeeerrt
sound of hard breaking or burn
ing rubber tires. Goodbye mo
peds, lawnmowers, golf carts,
snowblowers and snowmobiles.
So long race tracks, airplanes
and summ r vacations. Hello
new shoe with good soles, bike
pumps, baseball, apple pie and
Chevrolet?

they shoot those mlnll:llur~

~annons at you, you've had it!
Getting off of that subject and

onto bigger and better things
have you thought about what
this so-called gasoline shortage
is going to do to our economic
situation? Imagine the
thousands of p ople out of work.
Cab drivers, automobile
manufacturers, the people who
make CBs and . fuzzbusters,
roadway repairmen. People
would stop traveling, tourists
cities would shut down,
Disnelyland, Great America
and Old Chicago all gone
forever. ot to m ntion people
like maiLmen. How would they
deliver your letters? Rain or
snow, leet or hail and gas
shorlag ? The United tates
would be in the mid t of a major
depression.

After depression think about
protection (of your lives, your
homes and familie .) Ga oline
attendants will turn into armed
guards. You might drive up to
an at-one-time-self service
pump and find a double barrel
shotgun slaring you between the
eyes. "What do you think you
are doing ther boy?" the voice

will be to create a rather large
gas shortage, When you can
raise the prices of your precious
nuid 0 high that the poor can't
afford it. Rationing i the next
tep. G t Pr sident arter to

make a nice sp ch on limiting
the purcha e of our highly
needed fuel. Then if you are real
lucky Gov. Thompson can
enforce those needed fuel speed
limit and they send you to the
gallows. Maybe capitol puniSh
ment should be allowed to take
care of thos I ad-footed
mon ters.

Has anyone stopped and
thought lat Iy Lhat maybe just
maybe your p edmeter could
be slightly maladjusted? (A
mmor mi calculation deserves
on Lhou and lashe with a wet
noodl ! ) Or maybe even a
small malfunctin could cause a
Lm e -winsee change in your
rate of velocity? And maybe
you don't even know about it!

an radar b really effective?
What i the major question
here. What ever happened to the
days wh n good honest people
could use Radar detectors to
fool the fuzz? CBer's can't
match up to radar guns. Once

spring. Why not? Everyone is
already getting into the health
kick habit. Il's either that or gas
siphoning parties.

The cost of gasolin is one
thing that will stop those after
school trips to McDonald' or
those hot Saturday night dates
to the show. ure, If
restriction is one thing, but
what about if you hav to top
driving? What if the govern
ment rations gas? What if no
one under 18 years of age is
allowed Lo drive? What if you
have to quit your aft r school
jobs because you have no way to
transport your Iiltle body? And
you thmk you've got probl ms
now (ugh! l.

Maybe its time to dig out the
rusty old ten-sp ds that you
had when you were ju t a wee
little tyke and start pedaling it!
People should start ska te
boarding around town.

Well, however, you plan on
getting around in the future
think about when you are old
enough to play the game. What
is the game you ask? Well you
ee, when you get older you can

become the president of an oil
company. Your first mission

Once upon a time the familiar
brum-brum-brum of those
jacked up ga oline guzzlers
could be heard for miles.

cr eech burned the huge
black tires as they hastedly
whe led around corners and
through parking lots. They often
marr d the pavem nt with
Lhick lines of m ILed rubber.

In thos days one could oft n
find himself racing wildly down
ndless strips of highway.

Sp eding along could give you a
free and easy fe ling. It could
even make Lh worries go away.

You could floor it back then
v ruugh veruugh veruugh the
ngin would hum a you step

on the gas pedal. Th r was
nothing wrong with taking a

unday I i ure crul e off to the
wood .

But now Lhing have changed.
asolin is like a precious gem.

In a couple of years it will be
cheap r to fill the tank with 14
kt. gold (and that's not just gold
filled either>.

Be ides who really wanted to
drive anyway? Maybe horses
will be the "in" thing this

Those iacked-upPgN~soline guzzle~~l0
BY CAROL WITIIAM

'Guys like that don't grow on trees'

Putting down teachers
throughout the ages has b en a
satisfying and ntertaining
pasttime for students of all
ages. From coli ge to kin
dergarten, from Romper Room
to Radcliffe, from Bangkok to
Bridgeview, they all indulge in
it. Many feel thi wonderful
little game to be the only worth
while thing that they I arned in
their entire academic car ers.
While others enjoy this game so
fully that th y make it their
ccupation , becoming film

critics or go' ip columni ts.
ver being one Lo follow

trend . I wdl now make a move
that could v ry po Ibly
ali nat me from all my
friends, make m s veral n w
nemles, and put my !tfe and

r putation in grave danger. I
will compliment a lea her
However, before you sLart
writing ouL death thr ats and
mult to my mother I suggest
you r ad on.

Ever ince John Leary
tart d t aching her he ha

strived to not only ducate hiS
tud nt about Englt h, but

about life In today' world of
produ tion !tne ducatlOn and
computenzed teachmg methods
this I nothing to sn ze at Th
fact that h has b en qually
ucc . ful at both objective

makes hiS achievement all the
mor Impr ·slve.

Of th many cia thaL h
tach s, Lwo of th mo t popular
ar r atlv drama and
Am ncan hLeraLur Mo t
tudents thaI I talked to feel

that th e are the few, If not the
only da es that th y ver took
Lhat wer both worthwhil,
challenging and fun. Too oft n a
t acher will sacrific the fir t
for the later or visa versa. Mr.
Leary bl nds the Lwo Logether
ffortle sly. As aLhy mitko
aid. "H taughL me not only

proper pr di ate, but poise,
dignity and elf re pect '.

Tim Reyna had this to say

Ju t in time for:

Proms & Graduation
We have IIDisco Curlers ll

and the latest long hair fashions

The latest in men's hair fashions, too!
10% student discount with this ad

Unisex
Hairstyling

423-1616
5722 W. 87th St.
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about him, "He never makes
you feel that he is teaching you
just because it's his job or that
you're just another dumb kid,
even if you are. Not only is he
one of the most intelligent men I
ever met, but one1,Mhe nicest".
That reaction is a faltty typical
one. \\

When students are al(ed how
Mr. Leary taught them, they
are all at a loss to explain it.
Most of the time, they were not
aware that they were learning
until, as Ken Jankist said, "It
was too late". Almost all the
students questioned agre that
he is an extremely subtle
person.

One asp ct of thl man that
can't be ignored is hi strong
personal appeal. To Liz Drogus
and lary Flemmg it's 'Imply
magnetism. To Cathy mitko
It's hi ex appeal And to
Debbie Hauck he repr sents a
father figure. Of all the students
IOterrogated, not one had any
negative comm nts to offer.

Mr. Leary IS also head coach
of the ForenSIc '-speech Leam
One of its mo t activ m mbers
had this to say about him.
"Even though my Idealisllc and
Impetuou ways have caused
him conSiderable h artbr ak,
headache. exa peratlon and
anger, he never once IOsulted
me. never once said that I
should listen to him ju t
because he was old r, never
poke to me in anythlOg but a

calm and rational manner, and
above all never held any of th
numerous stupid thing' I did
against me Guy Itke that don't
grow on tree "

They certainly don't You
won't find very many teachers
that inspire a much loyalty and
warmth from their tudents as
he does from hi'. John Leary I
a man who IS doing somethlOg
worLhwhile With hi talent and
his life.

MARKUS
BY
RICHARD
BRADLEY
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assists anchoring down third
base. Caroline Barajaz was
selected as an All-Conference
pitcher. Caroline finished the
year with a 4-1 record besides
pitching Caroline didn:t do too
bad with the stick, as she batted
.481.

Photo by Greg Olejniczak
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At second base, sophomore
Lori Cramer was also on All
Conference selection. Lori hit
.412 while only making three
errors all year. Sheri Comise
was the Spat tans other All
Confer nce infielder. Sheri
batted . while she had eight
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John chinter display his hurdling form.

Five named to

BY GEORGE M. DALY

All-Conference
"It's really what I expected"

said Coach Jane Surma of the
Varsity softball team's 2nd
place finish in conference. 'The
kids held their own, we ended
with a 9-4 conference record"
added Surma.

The Spartans played steady
ball all year. This consistency
was due to tremendous hitting
and pitching. They lacked
defense at the beginning of the
season but things kind of fell
into place as more games were
played.

Recently the All-Conference
selections were made. Five
Spartans made the first team
and one made honorable
mention.

The two scrappy outfielders
Lydia Kuyawa and Sharon
Kennedy batted .481 and .451
respectively while combining
for seven swiped bases. Lydia
had 19 put outs to her credit
while Sharon only made two
errors all year.

As for the Spartans
honorable-mention choice,
catcher Mary Haubenreiser.
Coach Surma said with con
fidence "Mary is the finest
catcher in the conference. II

Surma went on, "She was beat
out by a girl who hit .250 and had
about 20 put outs." As for Mary,
all she did this year was hit a
phenominal .558 and also had 61
put outs (she lead the Spartans
in both categories). "Sure we're
upset about it, but Mary is a
great kid, she and I both know
what she accomplished this
season," Coach Surma added.

As for next year's team,
Coach Surma has high hopes,
saying they should be "really
strong." With All-Conference
players Caroline Barajaz,
Sharon Kennedy, Sheri Comise,
and Lori Cramer returning and
add the likes of Rose Geraci,
Sue Kramer, Sheri Sawyer,
Dawn Pacourek, Vicki Klut·
charch and Karen Wolf. Put it
all together and it should equal
a winner in 1960.

Bill
Geary

The sophomore track team
placed 5th in the conference
track meet on May 12. The
Spartans were paced by Darren
Taylor and Dan Mauley, with a
1-2 finish in the pole vault. Mike
Fox won the triple jump and
Lee Bava helped out with a
fourth place in the 120 yard high
hurdles.

frosh-soph

The memory
Never dies

I arrived at school early the other day. I had a little work to do in
the library so I wanted to get started. I entered on the south side of
the building and began my usual walk through the Spartan gym.
(My locker is in the shop corridor on the other side). The lights
were off and there was an uncomfortable silence about the usually
vibrant gym.

The bleachers, all numbered and pushed back in tight rows made
the gym look huge. I was about halfway across the floor when I
stopped. I noticed the banners signifying the state basketball team
of 1971 and the wrestlers of 1974. During the day I might have
noticed the green color, faded terribly over the years and the white
trim, gray with age. But in the shadows I couldn't really tell, nor
did I care.

I turned toward the huge scoreboard. Just below it is a sign that
reads "Ninety Percent of Defensive Play is Desire". It had been up
there since midway through the basketball season. It must have
been Len Scaduto's idea I thoWlht who else but the master of the
high school basketball coul~ think of som.ething so a~propria~.
Just below that is another Ign congratulating the varsIty on their
comerence championship.

My mind drifted to the last game of the basketball season. The 12
1 Oak Lawn Spartans vs. the 12-1 Sandburg Eagles. The winner
would carry home the SICA west crown. The Spartans trailed by
seven in the third quarter, cut it to four on Sophomore Larry
Opielas' three point play, tied it in the fourth and finally won it in
overtime.

A thin smile crossed my face and I recalled the pandemonium
afterwards. Spartan fans poured out of the stands. Amid shouts of
we're No.1 everybody was hugging and jumping on one another.
The scene was chaotic but victory never felt so good.

I began thinking about how many Friday and Saturday nights I
spent at basketball games. Looking around the gym the picture
became so clear. The pep band would blare out the familiar sound
of the theme to Hawaii-Five-O. Just then the Spartans would come
bounding down the locker room stairs, take one lap around the floor
and then go into the immortal "Spartan Weave".

I don't know how many times I've seen that weave. The Spartans
do it before each game and each time it's a little different and a
little more interesting.

But now it's all gone. All the games, players, victories, defeats
and even the famed Spartan weave. Four years of high school have
passed and...

Just then I heard a loud buzzing sound. A janitor had turned on
the lights. As they slo~ly came to life (It takes about 5 minutes
before they are completely lit) I glanced down at the Spartan head
in the middle of the floor. It looked a little worn but nonetheless the
expression on its face was still clear and as meaningful as ever. I
started to walk again. As I reached the door I looked back, it cer
tainly didn't look the same. (The gym was almost fully
illuminated) .

But the memories were still there. Nothing can erase those.

The Freshman baseball team,
under the direction of coach
Tim Callahan, finished 3rd in
the SICA West conference.
Their record was 4-5-1. Rich
Omiecinski led the team in
batting this year. Next year
these boys will have to improve
if they want to win conference.
The hopes for a conference
championship looks dim for
these guys in the future.
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play at first doubles for the girls
varsity badminton team. What
team? Well, Nancy and Jan
sure didn't have losing on their
mind after such a poor team
showing at the Conference Meet
(Nancy & Jan placed first in
conference). AU they did was
place first at the district meet
the following week which
qualified them for the state
meet on May 11·12 at New Trier
West high school.

Nancy & Jan won three out of
five matches to finish in the top
eight in the state of Illinois. As
for the dynasty maybe its over,
for now.
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BY GEORGE M. DALY

Things didn't go too well this
year for Coach Karen Dorne's
defending conference champion
badminton squad.

The Spartans were at the
bottom of the SICA West this
year. Boy, what a change.

What happened to the dynasty
of conference championship
teams? The badminton team
has won conference ever since
the sport was started in 1974.

I guess you could say the
dynasty is over.

I guess nobody told Nancy &
Jan. Who are Nancy & Jan?
Well I guess you didn't hear.
Nancy Sobol and Jan Lucerto
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week. "When I came back, my
attitude towards track had
changed a little. My times were
much slower and I was getting
upset with myself," said.
Johnson. Holly had to work hard
in practice after her bout with
pneumonia with conferences
just around the corner. Holly
did just that, with her four first
places.
Johnso~ accomplishments

don't end on the high school
level. She competes nationally
at AAU meets. She is a member
of the Prairie State Striders (a
track club), that travels to the
meets. Holly has done well at
the national level. She has
received third and fourth place
ribbons at the AAU meets.

Holly' contributions to the
girls' track team are enormous.
She often helps the other girls at
practice. he has the highest
point total for the last two
years.

Holly is a very dedicated and
talented athlete. With her great
ability, we'll b hearing more of
her in the future.

everyone in the 880 yard dash as
he ran to by far his best time of
the year, as he posted a time of
2: 00.68. Schinter was called
upon again, this time in the 330
yard low hurdles. John capped
off his phenominal day with an
unexpected third place finish.
"What can you say about John
getting 19 points, it was un
believable," said coach Lewis.
Sophomore Jim Kolodziej
capped off his surprising day by
sprinting to a third place finish
in the 220 yard dash.

TilE PARTA HAD the
meet locked up by the time the
last event came, the mile relay,
the team of Wayne Vilchuck,
Greg Olejniczak, Mike Fitz
maurice, and Greg Heinzel ran
to a fourth place finish. The big
smile on Heinzel face as he
came down the final
straightaway told the whole
days story.

That smile told the ex
citement, and the ecstacy the
whole team felt at that moment.
This feeling will last forever
lhanks to a lot of hard work by
not only the athletes but by the
best coaches around Coach
Lewis, coach Storer and Coach
Dunne. This team is a well
disciplined unit, a close-knit
group, a hard working squad,
however you put it, Oak Lawn
Track is Prid .

was better because I was lifting
my legs higher after cl~ari~g
the bar with my back, said
Holly.

Holly really wanted to win a
state championship lhis year.
She just missed first place in the
high jump last year. She was
out to capture a first place this
year, no matter what.

High jumping isn't Holly's
only event. She long jumps and
runs hurdles. In the conference
meet at Reavis High School,
Johnson placed first in long
jump, high jump, 110, 220
hurdles. At districts, Holly
placed first in the 110 hurdles
and the long jump. She placed
second place in the 220 hurdles
and the high jump. Her be t
times this year for the 110 and
220 hurdles are: 14.6 and :30.0
respectively. These times are
from the State Meet com
petition. They are also school
records. Holly also holds the
long jump record with a leap of
17'4". Holly also placed eighth
in State in the 110 hurdles.

Johnson had a setback in the
midpoint of the eason. She
contracted pneumonia. She was
out of practice for almost a

those unexpected surprises
came early in the meet when
Jim Kolodziej, who was not
supposed to place in the long
jump, took second place. The
pole vaulters did their part as
Don Mueller placed first ahead
of last year's conference champ
Glen Williams. ext up to do
their part, were the Spartans
state ranked weightmen, Rich
Baader took first in bolh the
shotput and discus with Ron
Marks placing second in both
events.

ow it was John Schinter's
turn. John had a phenominal
day. John took an unexpected
first place in the high jump, and
then came back with a con
ference record first place triple
jump, as he leaped 43'912"

(Wayne Wilchuck wa econd in
lhe event with a 41'13/'). That
rounded out the teams 45 points
in the field events. Schinter was
not through yet.

The first running event was
the two mile relay in which the
relay teams of Scott McGrail,
Dave Szum, Brendan Casey,
and Greg Heinzel placed 5th.
The Spartans next points were
in the 120 yard high hurdles
where it was Schinter again
coming through, along with
Mark Ksiazek. S~hinter was
barely nipped for 'fi\St place
while Mark Ksiazek placed a
strong third. \\

Mike Fitzmaurice sd.-prised

BY CHRI MORO G

Junior Holly Johnson won the
high jump competition at the
IH A Girls' State Track Meet in
down tate Charleston. She is
the first girl in OLCHS history
to win a state championship.
Holly won with a jump of 5'8".
Thi jump ties the state record.
(Holly placed fourth last year in
the high jump at State).

Johnson is a very confident
and determined athlete. She
p yches herself out when she
competes. But at the State
Meet she began to lose some of
her 'confidence. When this
happens, Coach Linda Moeller
ha to encourage and cheer her
on. "Holly has a lot of self
confidence. h can p yche
herself out. This is what drives
h I' to do well. At the dual meets
this year, Holly didn't have
much competition. When her
ompetition isn't that good, she

do sn't do as w II. But at the
tat Me t, ther is much more

competition, so h did better,"
said Moeller.

"In warmups, I was trying to
cl ar 5', but I mi d in three
out of four attempts. But on my
last jump, I cleared it. .Miss
Mo lIer told me that the Jump

BY GEORGE M. DALY

MAY 12 WA a day of great
anticipation for many people as
lhey waited for prom night. Oh
what a day! However, the O.L.
trackmen had something else to
think about. For this cool
aturday was the day they had

dreamed about for so long - it
was the day of the SICA west
conference track meet.

tagg and andburg were the
team picked to battle it out for
the champion hip. Th par
tans were count d out of the
SI A west race by many prior
to the m et. When the meet
ended, it wa not andburg or

tagg with the smile on their
faces. It was some team that
wa counted out. That team was
the Oak Lawn partans. "It
f els great," proclaim d head
coach John Lewis. "That's 15
conference championship in 20
y ars and it feels great every
lime" added coach Lewis.

Coach L wi went on "We
worked th whole year and it all
am out in on day, we just did

it again." Coach L wis told the
Spartans what they had to do
before the meet.

o TilE SPARTA trackmen
went out and did what their
mentor asked of them, and then
som. oach Lewis aid "We
just have to do what were
capable of doing and the
un xpected will come." One of

Page 12

Johnson gets up
for state meet
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Cindy Hanus will be attending
Moraine Valley Comm. College
in the fall.

Lydia Kuyawa will be at
tending Iowa Wesleyan College
in the fall.

Bill Sorensen will be at
tending Lewis College in the
fall.

Dia~ Pauge will be attending
Morain~Valley Comm. College
in the fall.

\.

Bill Geary will be attending
St. Xavier College in the fall.

\ .-
Shari Klutcharch will be

attending Saint Xavier College
in the fall.

Brenda Nanney will be at-
tending Eastern lllinois
University in the fall.

Donna St. George will be
attending University of Illinois
in the fall.

Cindi Corlett will be attending
t. Xavier College in the fall.

Linda Dolan will be attending
St. Xavier College in the fall.

Rich Baader will be attending
University of Illinois in the fall.

Curt Fortney will be at
tending USMC, Camp Pen
dleton, CA in the fall.

Roy Bernard will~ atte~di~g
Northern Il1inois Umverslty 10

the fall.
Mark Ksiazek will be at

tt~nding Moraine Valley Comm.
College in the fall.

Yvonne Flynn will be at
tending Fox College in the fall.

Bob Burns will be attending
OLCHS in the fall.

Sue Sullivan will be attending
Augustana College in the fall.

Mike Mech will be attending
lIT in the fall.

Lori Matha will be attending
Ariz.ona State U. in the fall.

Pat Quealy will be attending
Moraine Valley Comm. College
in the fall.

PARTANITE

Carol Conrad will be at
lending Palos University in the
fall.

Dan ullivan will be attending
Western Illinois University in
the fall.

Nancy Ukockis will be at
tending Illinois State University
in the fall.

In the year 1989, Linda
Vazquez will be still getting
busted by Oak Lawn cops.

Graduating Seniors
Announce Plans

Geri Clark will be attending
Moraine Valley Comm. College
in the fall.

Donna Durkin will be at
tending Moraine Valley Comm.
College in the fall.

Art Paterson will be attending
Elmhurst College in the fall.

Kelly Heintz will be attending
.Evangelical chool of ursing
in the fall.

Lin Riley will be attending Sl.
Xavier College in the fall.

Vicki Kysilka will be at-
tending Arkansas Tech.
University in the fall.

Nancy May will be attending
Illinois State University in the
fall.

La.urie Galloway will be at
tending Moraine Valley in the
fall.

In the year 1989, Donna
Durkin will be a giant!

Mark J. Sharon will be at-
tending Western Illinois
University in the fall.

In the year 1989, Jeff Lipp,ner
will be in Alcoholic Anonymous

In the year 1989, Llsas Hanas
will be giving mohawks!!

In tne year 1989, OLCHS will
be just the same as it was in
1979.

In the year 1989, Nancy llMY
will be still practicing.

Shelley Wanliez will be at
tending Western University in
the fall.

Beverly Harper will be at
tending St. Xavier College in the
fall.

Linda Bruhn will be attending
Valparaiso in the fall.

Donnajean Mulhall will be
attending North Central in the
fall.

Terri Wiley will be attending
Columbia College in the fall.

Pat Wasielewski will be at
tending Northern Ill. University
in the fall.

Chris Aschenbach will be
attending Moraine Valley
Comm. College in the fall.

In the year 1989, Laurie
Galloway will be giving Curt
Lang her thumb.

In the year 1989, Terri Wiley
will be taking pictures for
Playgirl magazine.

In the year 1989, Naomi Douce
and Mike Mech will be divor
ced.

In the year 1989, T~rri Wiley
will be pregnant with her 5th
baby.

In the year 1989, Mr. Johnson
will finally r tire.

In the year 1989, George
Daley will be trying to win a
marathon by using cheat
sheets.

In the year 1989, Mark Sharon
will be Mark Sharon-DVM
Doctor of Veternary Medicine
with a wife and 3 kids.

In the year 1989, Debbie will
be still getting caught with
hickeys.

In the year 1989, Ella
Thomp on will be 5'2".

In the year 1989, Nancy May
will not be playing her flute.

In the year 1989, ancy May
will be married w.ith 9 kids
running and screaming around
her 9-story shack.

In the year 19B9, Sue
Wasowicz will be still learning
to handle a 6-pack.

In the year 1989, Brenda
Nanney will be a hospital social
worker.

In the year 1989, Mike Mit
chell will own General Motors

orp.

In the year 1989, Donna Sl.
George will be head speaker for
A.A.

In the year 1989, Dan Sullivan
will be President of the United
States of Europe.

In the year 1989, Wendy
Pierce will be married and have
nine kids

In the year 1989, Anna Scheidt
will be sailing on the French
Coast in her $100,000.00 yot

In the year 1989, Kelly Heintz
will be 90 pounds lighter with 10
Little kiddies

In the year 1989, Diane Pauge
will be the blond bombshell of
United Airlines

In the year 1989, Jane Ar
minas will still be toasting to the
class of '79

In the year 1989, Rene Brooks
will be married with 10
screaming children, 9 running
cats, 8 dogs in heat, 7 leaky
faucets, 6 in-laws for dinner, 5
televisions going, 4 car pools, 3
dead evergreens, 2 stereos
blasting and a husband who will
~ home in 5 minutes.

In the year 1989, Linda Bruhn
will be finishing all her
government reports for Mr.
Witowski and Mr. Moore.

In the year 1989, Yvonne
Flynn will be Mrs. Weisenhoffer
and have 3 kids.

June 1. 1979

1'1 !"n :":::-:" 1989, Jeff Lippner
'~"\, /)• .1 meml)er of A.A.

In the year 1989, Mark
Ksiazek will be sheriff of a
small Southern town.

In the year 1989 Monica will
be sunbathing in Hawaii.

In the year 1989, Karen F. will
still be fooling around.

In the year 1989, Cindy Hanus
will be married.

In the year 1989, Jane Ar
minas will still be by the ice
machine.

In the year 1989, Mr. Kistner
will be bald

In the year 1989, Jane Ar
minas and Kelly Heintz still will
be at Woodfield Mall waiting for
the bus.

In the year 1989, Anna Scheidt
will be sailing the French coast
in her 100,000 yacht.

In the year 1989, Tim Donovan
may graduate from OLCHS.

In the year 1989, OLCHS will
be blown up!

In the year 1989, Shari
KJutharch will be teaching 50
hyper-active kids.

In the year 1989, Linda
LaRocque will have a per
manent bruise on her chin.

In the year 1989, Julie Loomis
will be another "Honeybear"

In the year 1989, Nancy
upran will be living in

Michigan.

In the year 1989, Mr. Yara will
be Department hairman.

In the year 1989, Beth Wydra
will be finally passing her
Constitution test.

In the year 1989, Terri Wiley
will be finishing her butterfly
rug for art class.

In the year 1989, Becky
K"utsulis will be married and
have a dozen little pookies.

In the year 1989, Terry
Newsom will be in jail.

In the year 1989, Lydia
uyawa will hopefully had her
arne changed for the better
nd will b giving out free
linical service to people who
ent to OLCHS.

In the y ar 1989, Stroh White
and the 7 sauceheads will be out
of luck, because Prince

harming will have already
kissed Stroh White and carried
her off on his white horse.

In the year 1989, Jeff Lippner
will be in Alcoholics
Anonymous.

In the year 1989, Jeanine
Tatro will be married and have
ten little brats running around
after her with snotty noses.

In the year 1989, Karen Lech
will have her own gossip
magazine.

In the year 1989, Ms. Coveny
will smile for the first timw.

In the year 1989, Karen Lech
will be doing Ultra-Brite
commercials.
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Seniors say,IGood-bye'

June I, 1979

Margie XX-OO

Lech

Love,C.C.

Suepy CrO<..k

Kelly

Love,Sobs

To all Sauceheads:
It was a great year I

P.S. Tiny Bubbles

Pa-Coona,
Good luck. I wish you the best,

because I love you more than
the rest.

Love,Sobs

Mary Kay, Marilou & Vicki,
Have a great time in Hawaiil

Aloha, Toni

I hate this hold.
DaveH.

Love,Michelle
----

Alcoholism is not a drug.
signed, Shelly Wask

Feebs, Frenchie, Perky &
Rubble-

It's been funl
Cheryl

To Jeff, Mike, Mark, Gregg,
Bill, Curtis, and Dave: Stay
saucedl! I will.

Huh, huh, huh, Rubble

Jan & Andi,
Thanks for the memories!

Toni

Crash Sully
----

Attention all sauceheads II
Stroh White has V.D. I think we
should drown our sorrows.

Crash

Sauceheads,
One more and I'm out of 'I

Cr····'

To the seven sauceheads: You
guys are the best. We will stay
sauced forever! Summer is just
a shot (jellybean awayl

ASaucehead CRASH

T.C.,
Good luck with B.S.

Carol & Nancy,
Keep cool. Just one year to

gol See ya,

Love,Hun
----

Cathy F., Pam M., Nikki B.,
Keep smoking that TEAl

Jan & Shell

Char McCullom,
You make great sandwiches.

Love, (and your friends)
J.W.&J.K.

I need you Dave Blyth signed,
Dan

GOOD-BYE

Shelley Bean, Taters, Jany, and
Nes. Happy Graduation and
good luck I

Maryjo L. & Tina D., I love you
sixy bodies.

To my dear & wonderful
friends: Sandy, Sharon, Dina,
Niaomi, Diane, Jan, Karen,
Stacy, Maureen, & Gail; It's
been a great 4 years I Thanks
for everything. I love you
always.

How bogus Boo!

Sue, Donna, Cheryl, Carol, &
Toni, It's been a slice I Love,
Michele

Mahlia Kay and Malialou,
Aloha! Ahookie louie maui

Waikiki! Aloha!
VO

P.S. Don't forget the suntan
lotion!

I will to Carol Hyan my
shinsplints.

Anne.....

J.M.

Butteye,
It's been a real slice! Thanks.

Luv, VO

Jo

Love, Jill

Pat,
I'm happier now tool

Teresa,
Thanks for keeping all those

secrets. I love ya.

Innocent 10,
We all must have a reunion!

Nicest Smile

I hate Wednesdays

Cathy

Catalina

To 5A & 5B Lunch,
You're the greatest bunch of

girls I know. I love you all.
B.C.

McDiaper

L.B.,
Best friends forever I Love

always, the Buggy Lady, H.D.

Rojo:
Glad we're friends.

Love,
"Ouch"

Agnes,
I am the eggman

They are the eggman
I am the walrus
"Goo Goo Ca Choo

Frank Ritacco,
To my second favorite

gearhead, Bobby's first.

Love,
Pauge

Janet O. has creepy-crawlers

Pat, Shelly, Jan, Nikki, Mary
Glad we're friends.

Cathy & Joanne
----

Liz: Hold the animal

Carrie,
Have fun with Don HO. Hope

he gives you a lei.
Brigid

Nancy,
How's Boo-Foo & I.P. Daly?

Shelley

Innocent 10,
Hey I It's been a slice. I'll love

you guys always, you're all
great.

Goodbye to: Frank, Kluth, Pat,
and all my numerous friends.

Me

Vicky & Lisa,
Have an excellent gi:aduation

as well as future. Plan to keep in
touch for our friendship is too
valuable to waste!

W,W, &K,
It's been a great year!!

There's no doubt that time will
enhance rather than hinder our
friendships.

Donna

Michele,
Who's to know?

Magevin,
Remember 95th street?

Annie 3

Moore, Lucky
----

Dear Tom,
You mad~ this year great!

Love, Sue

H.D.,
Let's get together, take off

our shoes, and fool around with
our toes again.

To the Seven Sauceheads, Put
another keg in the cooler.

From Blitzy & Sudsy

Howie,
Thanks for everything I

Love, Auntie
----

Glad to be with you next year
Friel

Sophie

DH, CF, MB,
Thanks for being 3 terrific

friends all the time I

H.K.

Annie, you're someone
special, Always, USA

Bob, always
----

Little Howie
The Aids

Annie 4,
How's life?

Order more sauce for Stroh
white & the 7 sauce heads.

From Blitzy & Sudsy

Lizard,
The past year has been great!

Hope the future is as great.
Can't wait till 7-18-80.

Cheryl

Jane

Junior girls,
You eat the shabbiest grundy

around. Seniors are the
greatest. We know you'll miss
us, but, don't forget you'll be
Seniors someday too! Good
luck,

Ken,
It's been a GREAT 2 years

and I'm looking forward to
many more. I'm going to miss
you next year. Congratulations!
Love always,

Donna,
Quel beau garcon, alias Cute

Knees I

Duck

Sue

Hey Gang,
You've made High School the

greatest time ever.

I'm available. Call Vicky.

Girls Track Team,
Thanks for such a fun season,

we are going to miss you all.
Love, Suepy & Vicky

Senior girls
----

To the 4B nuts of 79,
This summer everyone come

over and sim, eat, and we'll
have a big blast. (42 A's?) Love
ya all,

Lorri Sargent,
You still owe me a b-day

present.

Love,Nad

Mi,
Sheri W., Jim A., Lisa E.,

Kathy A., Debbie J., Kristi M.,
Shelia B., Joan R., Vicki K..
Nikki B., Cindy S., Ellen C.,
Becky S., Mark K., Barb B.,
Jim K., Sandy B., Andy B., Bill
M., Brian M., Carol R., Melissa
0., Marilou P., Lori S., Lou, and
Annette W.

Sue, - ~ \ •
I love you I Good luck I

\\ Teresa

Beagle,
Good luck with the house!

Amazon I

Bug

Bethanne,
BBTBBQ piaaz forever!

Chefs

Beth, Becky, Jill, Ella,
Thank God for graduation

otherwise we'd never make it!
Terri

To the 4B crazies:
"We are family" & "Tiny

Bubbles" forever!

It only took the class of "79" to
shape up this years yearbook!

Yearbook,
What, no beaver shots?

D. Pauge

Ron,
Thank you for making my

senior year the 1st of the best
years of my life. I love you,

AnneXOXO

Anne

Sov,
Would you settle for Burgers

& Strohs?

Carol,
Let's always share bags &

onion rings. I'll keep my tree
trunks & you keep your hulk.
Here we come Le-Boat!

Bertha,
Hang loose & remember the

"Unitt"

Anne,
Happiness always! Miss ya

Love, Teresa

ATTENTION: SEE "NITE
SONG" EXCITING FILM I
SUNDAY-JUNE 3rd. 8:00 P.M.
KEDVALE CHRISTIAN
REF'D CHURCH. 10415 So.
KEDVALE AVE. (4100 W-l No
Tickets. Free- Will Offering

Luv,Agnes

H.K.,
402 is just as good as 502. (it

even overflows more.) Love,
H.D.

Ernie,
You're the most, to say the

last. From the spy who loves
you.

JoAnne,
I hope everyone ask's you

next year if you're Jane's
sister! Only kidding. Please
keep my locker clean next year,
okay? Good luck. Love,

Jane

Pat Murray: Smell the roses

Andi

Jesus, Barbara Allen, Per
chik, Anita Thumper, Robert
Cupcake, Gloria, Sonia,
Wiggles, Sasha, Jimbo, thanks
for always being there. I love
you, Yente.

Nancy:
It's been great being in

Peppers with you. We had some
great times last year. Good luck
and stay sweet.

Suepy

Russ,
If things keep going the way

they are ...who knows, maybe
someday we will!

• Love, Yvonne

Jan, Toni, Lorri, Had some
wild times in Hawaii. Let's do it
again. Suck em' upl Hang
loose I

Laurie,
Thanx for always being there.

Luv & Best Friends Forever,
Yvonne

To: Jellybean, Lisa, Pamie,
Jeanette, Debbie, Kelly and
Sue, thanks for being such
wonderful friends. I sure do love
you guys and I'm going to really
miss you next year.

Punkin'-
Just want you to know I love

you now, always, and forever.
Love always,

Angel

Bronze, Red Zipper, & Cripper,
Thanks for making my senior

year the best I Luv Always~.
lOyO

Kim,
Who loves ya Baby?

" Lo'!,!, Pookey's friend

Zelda,
We love-one you, Oh, yes we

do-oo! Zingbait, Zorba, Zorky,
Zink, Zoppie, & ZeI.

Mr. Roeckeman:
Thanks for a delightful four

years and for helping me gain
confidence and a wonderful
experience for myself in music.

Julie Propoggio
----

Julie Propoggio is planning to
attend Moraine Valley Com
munity College in the Fall. She
will either take Music
Education or Grammar-Special
Education classes.

Looking to trade two "YES"
tickets for 6-9-79. Need two for 6
8-79. 636-0843.

FOR SALE
1969 Suzuki 200cc. New bat

tery, excellent condition. $300.
See Mr. Wallin in room 217.

To my Sweetheart,
The last 41h years is

something to look. I will never
forget. Looking forward to the
years to come. Love you
always,

Lost:
Pearl earring in 6-prong gold

setting. Reward. Contact
Spartanite office.

Judy chieve loves T.I.M.
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I admire Sue Wasowicz
because she can handle her beer
(sometimes) .

I admire Mike Mech becaus
he is a big Poohbie.

I admire Mary Fleming
because of her talent in theatre.

I admire the Incredible Hu
because he's a mach
guy... thing??

I admire all you sauceheads
because you're still alivel

I admire Paul McCartney
because he is a beatle.

I admire Curt Fortney
because he is a radical.

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
HOM[ OFf f(.:£5 flL aOMING TON IL llNOIS

FRANK L. McGINNIS
Agent

[vl>rythinll Photographjc

THE flo!. .efUIMI. CAMERA SHOP

874 S. Ridgeland AWf1l-'e
Oak Law". Illinois 60453
Bus. Phone 312-599-8600
Res. Phonp 312 798-791 1

MI~ T ANDERSEN

I admire Rose McCormick
because she quit high school
and didn't suffer like I did.

I admire Curt Fortney
because is is wild and crazy
guy!!

I admire Nancy Sobol
because she's the kind of person
who gets along with everyone.

I admire me because I like
me.

I admire Mr. Gibson because
he has real class.

I admire Cindi Corlett
because she's cute.

as' Words
SPARTANITE

I admire Bill Geary because
of his red hair.

"I'

I admire the Graduating class
of '79 because we're getting out.

I admire Mr. Recchia
because he puts up with us all.

I admire Carol Conrad
because she can handle one
beer and still act sober.

I admire Gail Kerns because
she was smart enough to
graduate in January.

I admire all the seniors
because they went to OLCHS for
4 years.

I admire Mr. Piaskowy
because he is funny.

I admire Andy Bastounes
because he's achieved a lot as a
musician in the past four years.

I admire Yvonne Flynn
because she is lots of fun to be
with.

I admire Donna St. George
because she can almost handle
one beer before homecoming.

I admire Miss Dorne because
she put up with Patty, Renee
and Nancy all year.

I admire Dorothy and AJ
Cafeteria Supervisors because
they probably went to four
years of college, to watch the
children in the Cafe.

I admire Laurie Galloway
because despite several set
backs at OLCHS during her 4
years, she has managed to keep
smiling.

I admire Michele Scott
because she has been on
gymnastics, cheerleading and
been involved in the school,
while also doing very well
academically.

Seniors'
June I, 1979

[ admire Captain Kirk and
Spock because they have
brought peace to the galaxy and
they don't let Klingons in the
halls without passes.

I admire Mr. Gibson because
he can teach a class and have
fun at the same time.

I admire Lea Whynot because
she's a good photographer.

I admire Daffy Duck because
he's got a cute b ak.

I admire Mark Ksiazek
because I'm the man on the
Silver Mountain.

I admire Doctor Ben A. Smith
cause of how he can keep his
iddle name such a big secret.

I admire junior girls because
they never seemed to have
rown up.

SENIOR STARS

1 admire Jane Arminas
t because she survived on liquid

nourishment for 10 days!

(312) 585-2900

t J)ektcu FLOWERS
& Interior De(or

1600 wr ST 9:1TH STRE T

f \d ."'GHrl PARK ILLINOIS 60642

PHONr 423·8446·47

~~~d.
FORD CITY Bowling Center; Inc.•g:

PQ~~

JIM LIVINGSTONE
OltHlt""'L .....H...OE"

II (1\ IIC l~ 1,lCnl/" 11, ~Ia

Empire Beau~y Salon

71101 S. CICERO AVE.
CHICAGO, 1L.L.INOls 60682

5503 W. 95th St.

Dreamiest eyes . Doug
Murphy

Spaciest seniors - Maureen
Ryan and Roger Wojciechowski

Prettiest eyes - Mary Q~gley

Most athletic - Lydia Kuyawa
and Glen Williams

Handsome guy - Doug Fewkes

Most radical - Karen Peters
and Dan Sullivan

Most accident prone - Ann
Dornan and George Di1ly

Shyest eniors - Sherri Schull
and Jeff Brewer

Best at not getting caught 
Donna St. George and Pat
McGrath

Best actor and actress - Jim
Maddox and Mary Fleming

Most naive seniors - Stacey
Ivey and Geor~e Daly

Most admired seniors - Diane
Palumbo and Doug Fewkes

Cutest couple - Naomi Douce
and Mike Mech

Biggest mouth - Donna
Kardosh and Don Kustok

Bigg-est cutters - Kathy
Cerevic and Bob Kelly

Class clowns - Sue Reed and
Don Kustok

Most conservative seniors
Diane Ollen and Mike Mech

Most sophisticated - LIsa
aras and Mike Mech

Prettiest girl· Sue Polecaster

Biggest hot dogs . Lydia
Kuyawa and Don Kustok

Most wanted to be stranded
on a desert island with - Ann
Dornan and Doug MurphX

Best build - Pam Giermak
and Dou~ Murphy

Fastest drivers - Laurie
Galloway and Jeff Lippner
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'bJast Mill an~ •tstamtnt

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Moonier because he opened m
mind to the creative points 0

life.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Lawson because Chuckie is
cool.

My favorite teacher is Miss
Dorne because she's a
pushover!

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Woerner because he is great!!

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Recchia because he is
crazy ....but interesting

My favorite teacher is Kathy
Pilat because she is an excellent
teacher who cares about her
students, and keeps a sense of
humor always.

My favorite teacher is Mrs.
Persak because she is someone
who's sweet to talk to and has
the most outstanding stories to
tell.

My lavorite teacher is Mr.
Woerner because he can be
conned into anything

I, Terri Wiley, being of sound
mind and body, leave my
craziness to Girty cause you'll
need it to survive in this hole.

I, Mark J. Sharon, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
dirty dissecting kit and fetal pig
to a lucky junior who is taking
anatomy and Physiology.

I, Linda Bruhn, being of sound
mind and body, leave all my
algebra notes to any fool who
will take them.

I, Lora Polerecky, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
ability to get out of trouble to
the dumb bunnies.

I, Debbie, being of sound
mind and body, leave all the
drugs from 6th per. art to Dean.

I, Brenda Nanney, being of
sound mind and body, leave
nothing to Laura Galzin, she
already has all the spunk she
nee<ts to get out of OLCHS.

I, James D. Maddox, being of
sound mind and body, leave the
knowledge, that they can be as
good as I am to Past, Present
and future students of OLCHS.

I, Yvonne Flynn, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
greenies to the Pom Pon SQuad.

I, Cindi, being of sound mind
and body, leave all govt. tests to
Maureen Pheiffer.

I, Bob Burns, being of sounO
mind and body, leave my Ex
tensive Habbit of getting F's to
Fran Burns.

I, Anna Scheidt, being of
sound mind and bodY,Ieave my
sister Bonnie to carryon the
tradition of having "parties".
And having a great Senior year.
And the frustration of trying to
pass government. Good Luck.

I, Connie Prosser, being of
sound mind and body, leave Sue
Gonzales Potty chair which she
failed to use in time of need to
Eileen Adams.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Worner because he makes
learning fun.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Recchia because he teaches
very well, makes it interesting
so you want to learn.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Dzurison because he is a great
person and friend.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Yara because he doesn't B.S.
students like some teachers I
know!

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Simone because he only catches
Debbie with her hickeys.

Mr favorite teacher is Mr.
Gibson because he treats
seniors like they're adults.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Woerner because he let's me
read his newspaper.

My favonte teacner is Skip
Sullivan because he's the
coolest ~uy I'll ever know.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Saunders because he's a unk .

I, Kathy Cochrane, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
empty band locker to be filled
by Sharon Kasson.

I, Bill Sorensen, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
reputation to Keith Krout.

I, Beth Wydra, being of sound
mind '"Jd body, leave all my
failing gQvt. Constitution test to
my three brothers left to suffer
in this ja'I·~c!tool. Hope you'll
pass guys) Good Luck III

I, Art Paterson, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
charm and perfection to George
Dempsey.

I Lin Riley, being of sound
mi~d and body, leave a Roger's
6 Piece drum set to Mick Riley.

I, Dan Sullivan, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
journalistic exceIJence to Ray
"sac" Elliott.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Yara because he relates to his
students as a 'friend not a
teacher.

My favorite teacher is Doc
Smith because it was a very
enjoyable learning experience
to be in his class.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Mulderik because he's so
sarcastic, he's hilarious

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Witowski because he is an
excellent teacher

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Woerner because he is a wild
and crazy teacher.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Recch;a because he's my uncle.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Woerner because he is in tune
with us.

My favorite teacher is Mrs.
Coons because she is super
sweet.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Gibson beause I passed his
government class.

My favorite teacher

I, Sue Wasowicz, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
overwhelming maturity to the
junior class.

I, Chris Aschenbach, being of
sound mind and body, leave all
my freaky and spaced-out ideas
to Ken Jankist.

I, Laurie Galloway, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
thumb & body to Curt Lang.

I, Lori Matha, being of sound
mind and body, leave my sound
mind and body to the Class of
'80.

I, Donna St. George, being of
sound mind and body, leave all
the fun of presidency & SCAB to
Bill Tasker.

I, Vicki Kysilka, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
band award to Jeff Pyrn.

I, Shelley Wantiez, being of
sound mind and body, leave all
my craziness good looks, charm
& personality to my sister Sheri
there still hope for her.

I, Linda Dolan, being of sound
mind and body, leave my
motherly advice to Room 705.

I, Jane Arminas, being of
sound mind and body, leave the
cafeterias 45D chicken breasts
to the junior girls who were left
empty.

I, B cky Kutsulis, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
patience and organization to
Mr. Elliott because he's going to
need it next year.

I, Pat Quealy, being of sound
mind and body, leave my four
sets of crutches to Steve
Stearns.

I, Carol Conrad, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
memories of V.P. of Student
Council to Leonette Rizzi.

Fauoritt ttathtrs thostn by studtnts

My favorite
teacher is Mr.
Gibson because
he is bald.

My favorite
teacher is Mr.
Gibson beause of
his analogie .

My favorite
teacner is Mr.
Gibson because
he's funny.

My favorite
teacher is Mr.
Gibson because
I can relate to
his teachlOg.

My favorite
tp~cher is Mr
Gibson because
he is cool.

My favorite teacher is Miss
Dorne because of my ankles.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Sovereen because he's terrific!

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Gibson bedcuse he makes
teachin fun.

I, Cheryl Burson, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
moose mobile to Margie.Burns.

I, Mark Ksiazek, being of
sound mind and body, leave all
my empty Stroh's cans to Ron
Koronkowski.

I, Bill Geary, being of sound
mind and body, leave my
Journalistic Excellence to Ray
"sac" Elliott.

I, Donnajean Mulhall, being
of sound mind and bodv. leavp.
all the patience in the world to
Charlotte Reed.

I, Monica, being of sound
mind and body, leave all my
pictures & mementos to Liz
Allen.

I, Jane Arminas, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
big mouth and dumb ideas to
JoAnne, my sister who needs a
little craziness! !

I, Cindy Hanus, being of
sound mind and body, leave all
my possessions in my locker to
Dawn Pacourek.

I, Rosana Rosana Dana, being
of sound mind and body, leave a
sweathall dripping from my
nose to all the smelly juniors.

I, C>'dia Kuyawa, bein'g of
sound mind and body, leave my
first set of B-ball shorts' to
OLCHS, be careful so you don't
catcha draft! And my fantastic
bleached softball shirt to the
fantastic softball team.

I, Anne Dornan, being of
sound mind and body, leave one
Large bag and the game buzz to
Ron Koronkowski, Carol
Dornan, and Bill Tasker.

I, Marli Reardon, being of
sound mind and body, leave all
my si terly love to Nanci, Tim,
and Nicole.

I, Shari Klutcharch, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
government papers to Vicki
Klutcharch.

I, Jane Arminas, being of
ound mind and body, leave my

clean locker to anyone who can
find it!

I, Terri Wiley, being of sound
mind and body, leave my great
accounting knowledge and
ability to remember things to
Julie Strauss.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Scaduto because he is one hell of
a guy.

My favorite teacher is Mr.
Komarchuk because he is a
great guy and I've known him
for four .' eMS. He's funny and
we et Cllon real well.

I, Becky Kutsulis, being of
ound mind and body, leave my

ste-up kit and desk to Carol
ornan.

I, Mike Mitchell, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
body to all of the freshman,
sophomore, & Junior girls.

( Pat Wasielewski, being of
sound mind and body, leave my
'ob as Spartanite business
manager to some poor sucker
who better know how to add and
subtract.

i, Nancy May, being of sound
mind and body, leave the first
chair concert band fJuto section
to any up-and-coming flute
player.

I, Nancy upean, leave all my
Accounting Work to Mr. Carter

I, Terri Wiley, being of sound
mind & body leave girty the job
of cleaning point brushes in the
guys john. but remember to
check it out before going in!

I, Liz Allen, being of sound
ind and body, leave $10,000 for

heir California Van to Gail
Kerns & Dana Novinson.

I, Mech, being of sound mind
nd body, leave my brain to
urt Fortney who needs it.

I, Curt Fortney, being of
sound mind and body, leave all
my empty Strohs can & 69 chevy
to Pat Grant & Brendan Casey.
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Disco vs. Rock and Roll
Beginning in 1977, a new craze

swept the country, compliments
of John Travolta and the Bee
Gees. Everybody started to
sway to the music of a different
beat called disco. But they
weren't exactly swaying . . .
they were dancing.

Disco is a style rather than a
dance. The opportunity for
originality in steps is unlimited.
Of all people that have ever
been born or that will ever be,
no two will ever dance the
same. Creative dancers move
along as they feel the rhythm,
30 a disco dance nevers has to
have the same movements.

Instead of just performing tne
movements on a stationary
basis, disco includes locomotive
movements that carry dancers
across the floor. It combines
both rhythm and smooth
dancing.

Disco couples have the
greatest challenge - two
peoplp., moving as one. Unlike
folk dan-:ers, who move In
specific patterns, or square
dancers who follow the direc
tions of the caller, disco dancers
have to work their rhythm
together.

One of the best aspects of
disco music is that it has a
steady beat that people are able
to move to. This is very un
common among rock songs.

The atmosphere at a rock
concert is usually of hard
concrete floors, bleachers in the
balconies and cold steel chairs
on the main floor, along with a
stage loaded with equipment.
The scenery includes people
just sitting back and listening,
people clapping their hands or
jumping up and down while
shouting out the words to a
particular song.

It is a totally different scene
at a disco establishment. The
most significant difference is
that the people are dancing the
latest disco steps while snap
ping their fingers to the latest
disco records played by a disc
jockey sitting up in a fully
equipped sound booth. Beautiful
lights compliment the dance

floor which adds to the flavor
and excitement of the new disco
craze.

Although the atmosphere
seems much more pleasant,
many rock lovers have failed to
agree with disco music, no
thanks to Steve Dahl and his
anti-disco campaign. Along
with his record, "Do Ya Think
I'm Disco?" he has turned a Sox
game into a smashing anti-disco
fiasco.

However, what actually
seemed a craze or a fad, has
now turned into a widely ac
cepted form of dance and a
popular style of music.
Although rock music will
probably always be most
significant in our society
because it has been around the
longest, disco is only a step
away.

-CAROLDOR AN

A strange quality in modern
man is his stubborn refusal to
admit error, even after having
made the most monumental of
miscalculations. The music
industry has created a monster
- disco. This highly repetitious
form of music has finally gotten
on my nerves. I can't take it any
more! The sonj;{s have no
meaning. The way the
musician shows unique talent
is totally distasteful. Most of us
who attack disco do so in the
sovereign name of RO K &
ROLL.

"Disco sucks" has become
the catchwords of the most loyal
rockers. Di co's principal
followers have been gays,
blacks, and Hispanics. The
presence of the gay culture
alone in disco has been enough
to ward off a lot of rockers.
Disco seems to have brought out
some of today's stranger types
of I ~ple. In effect, disco has
done to America what punk
rock was supposed to have
accomplished.

Disco is a producer's
medium, not an artists', and
that is what makes it alien to the
whole "rock experience." An
art such as music should be
shared, not sold, only for the
"beautiful people" to enjoy. The
glamor relat d with disco
makes the whole concept seem
artificial. Will all problems end
at the YMCA or IN THE NAVY
or perhaps on the dance floor?

Commercially and ar-
tistically, rock & roll has never
been more successful,
resourceful or varied. Disco is
not hurting the rock industry
financially, but morally.
Everything disco stands for
rockers seem to be against.

Rock pride has been hurt by
the disco movement. Rock &
H.oll is being compared with
disco now because some artists
have written danceable rock &
roll songs. Danceable and disco
are two completely different
words and hould never be
confused. Danceable does not

mean the ong has to have 1,000
beats per second and every
other word sung must be
"boogie. "

Rock lives. Record com
panies are headed for another
boom year, mostly on the
strength of rock's continued
popularity. A look at a record
chart will tell you that rarely in
this decade have so many acts
done so well. This was done
despite all the new disco bands.

It's next to impa sible to
convince doubt rs of all rock's
present - day riches by using
words alone. All you can do is
point the way.

LA HAGALZI

- Reference us d: Rolling Stone
Magazine (Galzin)

\\

keep on your toes, ..
by showing them! Now. a little d~Ja vu. bring
back those fabulous slinky '40s-complete
with slit skirts. ankle straps. high heels and
peek-a-boo toes. Not only fun and fashionable.
but flirty and feminine l Tiny peek-a-boo cutout
in ITwig tan or wine suede $27.95 Wrapped
style in black, brown or navy $28.95

Cozy's Bootery
5009 West 95th Street Oak Lawn, Illinois

unmistakably

424-1212
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Dear I':dilor,
This Il'tt r is in response to

Miss Jean Paterson's leller of
last month in which h states
that she is tired of stories on
cafet ria food and world
probl ms. I agree only to an
extent. Tru , the food stories
are gellmg ridiculous, but I
think te nagers should know
what is happening in our world.
If that means printing it in a
school newspaper, th n so be it.
World affairs affect high school
students as well as adults.

As for her sugg stion on
artie! s about stopping acn , I
beli ve this is totally ta teless
and shouldn't be print d. A lot
of people don't get a chance to
read the paper until lunch, and I
don't thmk an artIcle on acne
would please too many
stoma 'hs.

-SCOTT SOBOL
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Later in an interview with Me.
Hal Wiltshire I asked, "Has
anyone been singled out yet as a
violator of these dress
guidelines?"

"Not to my knowledge," he
replied.

Well maybe someone didn't
inform him, but, yes someone
was cited as a violator.

Rachel McDavitt was the
student who was singled out of
some 2,000 students. She was
picked up on the short-shorts
violation by Miss Leighton
Hohn.

Later I asked that same
question to several faculty
members. Has anyone been
picked for a violation of the
dress guidelines? To their
knowledge, no. It would seem
the students should inform the
teachers on current events
because from the answers
given, they're not getting the
news on the old 'Grape Vine.'

What it boils down to is a total
revision of these "Dress
Guidelines" and a little more
openess by the schools
somewhat informed faculty.

-GERALD E. KRUDER
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Dress Code
Folly

II

Ev,Q, though the nineteen
sixties faded out with Vietnam
protest, draft card burnings,
black skinny ties and the dress
codes in the public schools.
Oops! Did I say dress codes?
Sorry, This was chanRed by the
student dean sub-committee on
special dress and a few
Supreme Court decisions to
"Dress Guidelines."

This subcomittee, somewhat
devoted to the purrose of
changing attitudes 0 dress,
must have taken most of its
knowledge from that fashion
fij;(ure Mr. .James Craig,
who we all know wears the
latest in apparel and also some
fairly short-shorts himself.

In an interview with Mr.
James Craig, I asked what does
the school offer as a definition of
short-shorts? He replied,
reluctantly, "Well, something
that's not to, revealing or
something that's not showing
the cheeks!"

"How many of your fellow
classmates have you seen
dressed in a manner which
leaves nothing to the
imagination."

J W!lAiT [V{/l')11I1AJ6 TtJ(;()
PfflfHl TOIVl6HT. IUf5[{(CffIJ
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Dear Editor,
Your last issue of the Spar

tanite was lousy. I realize the
staff didn't have much time to
prepare your paper but in
almost every issue you print
some thing about the vending
machines, I'm tired of hearing
about them and so are others.
Also the articles in the first
issue stated that nobody knew of
internals and externals being
held over till this year, Bull!
everybody knew. Then you go
on printing things irrelevent to
the school such as the eggroll
story. I realize that not much is
happening in this school and
that it isn't easy to write but lets
get some good things back to the
paper like Photo Opinion.

-ALADAMOW

Dear Editor,
I think that the vending

machines in the cafeteria
should be replaced. They were
taken away because of the mess
that was always around the
machines.

I think we deserve another
chance at the machines. The
people who always left the mess
are probably gone, so I think
that the school should give us
another chance.

The furniture was replaced
and now there is no writing on
it. I think that proves our lesson
wa well learned.

·00 VOGEL

-DAVE IKORSKI

I HU M'I BROfIIER TH{ SfAJ/(IR
15~T IAJ )[/INS/liAr '/0// 5/0f ~

/1/1II}T I/IlPJlOtiD 5t?Mf
800') Ol{?
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ear Editor,
Whil 1 agree that hours and

int rnal are a disruptive force
in th beginning of a school
year, I personally support the
idea of some sort of discipline
for th massive end of the year
cutting and truancy.

Perhaps the time should be
served the week before school
starts. If you can't do the time,
then don't do th crime.

-JOliN BHOUEMUS

Dear Editor,

I think that what we are
forced to pay for the paper is a
rip-off. You pay twenty-five
cents for a couple pieces of
pap r, when you can buy a Sun
Times for only fifteen cents and
you get ten times more. Why do
you only have eight or ten pages
in your newspaper? Maybe if
you get more writers the paper
will get bigger and better. And
why don't you cut down on the
sports section. The sports
section takes up half of the
paper.
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The 1979 lIomecoming Court; Bottom L
Mauref'n Thompson and Kathy MoraD. \ •.,

Top row L to R Annmarle Ott, Michelle Cook, Cindy lawecki,
and not pictured Dawn Pacourek.

Bits and pieces
IF YOU DID not fill out a

form for Senior information for
the yearbook, you may pick up a
form from the yearbook office
(room 231) 7th period or after
school, or see Mrs. Dee
Kotherimer in room 34. If you
don't fill out a form, only your
name will appear next to your
photo in the '80 Shield. Root
photographers will be here the
week of Oct. 15 to finish senior
pictures and to have pictures
retaken. You must have your
picture taken if you want to see
it in the yearbook. There is no
charge for having your picture
taken; you are not required to
buy any photos.

APPLICATIO TO THE
University of Illinois-Urbana
Champaign for Fall 1980 are in
the Counseling Centers, Rooms
363, 20 and 105. Deadline for
applications to be received by
the U of I is November 15. To be
considered for application on an
equal basis, please do not delay
in obtaining your copy.

ATTENTION ALL TUDENT

IWRITERS: Material is needed
for the Spear ection in the
Spartanite. Any student wishing
to submit poems short stories

( :>r essays please bring them to
Mr. Ray Elliott, Room 210.

I CO-ED GYMNASTI S will be
open to everyone every Tuesday
and Thursday after school
through Nov. 15 in the
Auditorium Gym. There is also
a season change this year.
Girls' Gymnastics begins Nov.
19, and Boys' Gymnastics will
have a Spring season.

THE OLCHS MUSI DEPT.
is presenting its first concert of
the year on Nov. 6 in the Little
Theatre. Acapella, Treble Choir
and Freshman Girls Chorus will
be featured. Admission is one
dollar.

THE PARTAN GYM will be
open after school for
weightlifling and basketball
activity from 3 to 5 p.m. starting
Monday, Sept. 24.

THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE
have been chosen for the Senior'
Class Advisory Board: Bill
Tasker-President, Karen Vinci
Vice President, Jodi Banach
Secretary, Jerry Chickerillo
Treasurer, Nadia Bedwan,
Margie Berkery, Debbie
Brooks, Carol Dornan, Bob
Dunkel, Nancy Dunning, Mike
Flis, Jan Girten, Maureen
Graham, Dave Hughes, Don
Kalkstein, Dave Kilgore, Sue
Kramer, Pam Laube, Sue
Leach, Greg Lehmann,
Maureen McClure. Dawn
Pacourek, Laurie Petrica,
Carrie Provost, Leonetta Rizzi,
Carol Schiavitti, Doug Schmidt,
Mike Sears, Pat Siovick, Chuck
Suchy, Dave Szum, Lynn
Wierus, Walter Wilinsky, Karen
Wolf, and Alternates Chris
Morong, Jill Gratt and Mary
Ellen Mulhall.

- --
EVERYONE IS INVITED to

attend Open Swim every
Wednesday from 7 to 9 p.m. The
cost is only $1 for students, $1.25
for adults. Bring a towel; suits
are provided.

CAREER MEDIA CENTER
ACTIVITIES: Oct. 9, Major
Shalos of the Air Force
Academy will visit OLCHS and
College Workshops begin.

COLLEGE NIGHT WILL be
Tuesday Oct. 30 at 7 p.m. There
will be representatives from 200
public and private schools to
answer questions about en
trance requirements and
curriculum.

There will also be a Financial
Aid Seminar by Betty Stiles
from Moraine Valley Com
munity ollege. Pamphlets and
mailing information will also be
available.

A' EACH YEAR PASSES,
there is an increasing demand
for blood. In order to meet this
need, blood donors must donate
on a more frequent basis. There
are no substitutes for blood. It is
manufactured in the human
body. It must come from YOU,
and it must be free. Illinois has
a law stating that no money can
be paid to blood donors.

When you donate blood at
Christ Hospital, you are
enrolled as a member of the
hospital's Extended Blood
Assurance Plan. By par
ticipating in this plan, you and
your family are assured of
blood replacement benefits.
This means that you will not
have to ask friends or relatives
to replace blood that may be
used by you or your family.

The next blood drive will be
Tuesday, Oct. 16 in the Little
Theatre.

ONE OF THE many services
provided by the Guidance
Department is the Occupational
Placement Service. Employers
in the Oak Lawn community
call in at various times during
the year, describe the type of
job they have and offer
positions to the students who
have the skills that are needed.
Many times teachers and other
faculty members funnel job
information to the Career
Media Center, Room 105, where
the jobs are listed for the
students' use. The bulletin
board between the Deans'
Office and the Superintendent's
Office also contains current
information on openings
throughout the neighborhoods
in the community. Finally, any
students who are actively
seeking a job may register in
Room 105, and if any sUltable
position becomes available, the
student is notified.

These services are open to the
students of OLCHS and are
available throuRhout the year.

• TH~ .PRELIMINARY
HOLA TI APTITUDE

TE T National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying Test
(SAT-NMSQT) will be
offered Tuesday, October 23, at
OLCHS.• Taking this ~st is .the
first step in entering the
scholarship competitions ad
ministered by the National
Merit Scholarship Corp. This
test is recommended for juniors
who pl.an to continue their

education and are seeking
financial assistance through
programs administered by the
National Merit Scholarship
Corp.

All OLCHS seniors are
eligible to compete for ten $500
Chicago Motor Club scholar
ships which will be awarded to
winners of the Illinois Editors'
Traffic Safety Seminar's
fourteenth annual traffic safety
essay contest.

Topic for this year's contest is
"High School Driver
Education: Is it Doing The
Job?" The essays of 500 words
or less must be submitted to
Seminar Headquarters, 66 E.
Sout/J Water Street, Chicago,
Illinois 68601, with a postmark
no later than December 31, 1979.

Top scholarship grants will be
awarded to five boys and five
girls. The Chicago Motor Club
also will present $25 U.S.
Savings Bonds to the 25 runners
up.

F~nal j\Jdging will be done by
a panel of University of Illinois
educators. Winners will be
announced at the Seminar's
'mnual meeting next May.

Entry blanks may be obtained
by writing Seminar
Headquarters in Chicago. The
essay contest has been endorsed
by Dr. Joseph M. Cronin, state
superintendent of education.
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PE. "I tried football, but I did
not understand it. We do not
play baseball in the U.A.E.
either. We have volleyball and
basketball. "

Now he has tennis in gym. He
is lea:ning thp skills quickly,
but is still havmg trouble with
'he English terms.

hul Noh, 19, is a classmate of
Shubeibar's but he is of Oriental
descent. He was born and spent
the first 12 years of his life in
Korea and then moved with his
family to Equador. They moved
to the U.S. this summer in order
to be with their relatives who
have been living here.

Chul, who speaks fluent
Korean and Spanish, is learning
to speak English now.

The school system and size of
OLCHS is different than the
school Chul attended in
Equador.

"In Equador students are in
two classes," he said. "Some go
to government schools and do
not pay, and the others go to
private schools and must pay. 1
had about 500 students in my
school."

Noh and Shubeibar both have
specific plans for their future In

the U.S. Noh wants to be an
electrical engineer, while
Shubeibar wants to be a doctor.

Before they can graduate
from high school, they have to
pass the required English,
history and government courses
at OLCHS. Th' is why their
first year or two, is focused
mainly on learning ~peak and
write tRe English la guage.

-CAROLY DWA,\

here's your chance to be in the
paper. So what do you have to
say?

"I didn't mean to say for just
me to be in it, because my name
appeared in it every once in a
while. 1 just mean for the kids
who try to accomplish
something and miss their goal
by one or two. I remember a
buddy of mine, Greg Johnson,
who tried to break the situp
record, and missed it by one
situp. I mean he tried hard for it
and didn't even get any
recognition for trying.

"The SPARTANITE is a good
paper. 1 don't want to criticize
the paper. I know there's a lot of
work and money being put into
the paper. I buy the paper every
issue, because I like to know
what is happening around the
school. There are also a few
excellent stories in the paper.

"I'm sure going to miss the
SPARTANITE and OLCHS,
after one or two years out of
high school. I had a lot of good
times here, especially while I
was in the play "Mame." I had
a lot of fun doing it, too. That's
when everybody started calling
me "Shorty" and "Shrimpy."

"To summarize the years 1
had at OLCHS, 1 think it is a
damm good school, and I'm
glad I will graduate from it."

-GI 'A BUSCH

He sat at the table, extending
his 5"~" slender body toward the
microphone in order to respond
to the question he was asked.
Because of his Arabian dialect,
the conversation was slow and
simple.

"I have only been in the U.S.
for a month," he said. "It is
very nice. The weather here is
cold. Where I come from, it i!>
very hot in the summer and cool
in the winter."
Sami Shuheibar is a native of

Jerusalem, but was raised in
the <United Arabian Emerities)
<U.A.El. He came to the U.S.
with his parents, two brothers
and two sisters in order for his
older brother and sister to at
tend college here. Shuheibar
himself started school here this
fall as a junior. His younger
brother, Wael, is a freshman.

"In the U.A.E. we had hard
classes. We studied Physics
Che11?istry, Biology, English:
Arabian, Geography, History
and Algebra-all in one day. I did
not want to take math and
science here because I had it all
in the old country."

"In ny country we learn
English, but we do not know it
that well. We have it in school
but do not use it at home. SO w~
forl'(et. "

Shuheibar has an English
clas~ that is designed to help
foreign students like himself
with the English language. His
classes are selected on the basis
of how much reading and
writing is involved.

He has problems not onlv in
academic courses but also in

Here's your
chance, D.J.

A new start
in the U.S.

Oct. 5, 1979

The last few minutes of class
seemed to drag on. The students
in the room were trying to keep
themselves amused. Fingers
were tapping on the tables, and
feet were pacing back and forth,
waiting impatiently for the bell
to ring.

My lab partner kept peering
over my shoulder to read what 1
was trying to write. He asked if
1 was writing a note. I
responded no. He then asked
what 1was doing. 1told him that
he was being nosy, but then
explained 1 was writing a story
for the SPARTA ITE. He
asked what 1was writing about.
1 told him he'd find out soon
enough, when the SPAR
TANITE came out.

"Why should 1 buy the
paper?" David Farr, senior,
asked. "I'm never in it."

I asked him why he should be
in the paper.

Farr asked, "Why shouldn't
I?

"What do you have to do to get
in the paper? Climb the Sears
Tower and jump?"

1 said that would be a good
idea and a good news story.

"Real good story," Farr said.
1 explained to him that we're

always looking for stories and
tudent participation in the

paper.
"Oh," Farr said.
Well David lD.J.) Farr
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Hi.. my "me;' TIm q r" a~l:~f!:yt~£~11:n./~~~~g~~ ~~!:!~~e:eCiaIlY
the next year this is where we'll crepe suzzetes at me yelling (Note to Mr. Hal Wiltshire: in written for this event.
meet. Right now I'm wearing "Viva La France." 25 words or more please tell me By greasing a few palms of
my red satin underwear two O.K. kids, let's get down to what you do for a living and is it the local archdiocese, I was
sizes too big, and I'm lying on a biz. First, to do my humanistic true you're a half brother of able to see the new songs, but
brass bed with saran-wrap deed for the month for the girl Wally Phillips?) was not permitted to write down
sheets. Got the picture ... good. who wanted ~o know how to stop Oh my God, everyone's got anything. You lucky people, it

~iii''iliiaiiiiiimiiiaiiiniiiriiiubiiisiiiFiiiiiireiiiniiiciiihiiioiiimiii'°iiiniiidiiii'Piiiiiiiiiaiiiciiiniiie iiibeiifiiioiireiiiiltiisiitaiiriitsii:iiHiiiaiiiviiiiiejiYi.°iiiu~ Va tican night fever, just just so happens that I have a
~ because the Pope is coming to great memory, and right here in

town. With all the people print are the songs. Prepare
starving in the world, I am yourselves for the unbelievable.
realIy glad the Pope is coming TlJe first song is without title
to Chicago. and goes something like this:

Hey, who am I to question "Who's the leader of the
how the Catholic Church spends church that was made for yOl
its money ... I'm Lutheran. and me? P-O-P-E J-O-H-N P-A-

Anyway, before Pope John U-L, Pope John Paul (number
Paul (George and Ringo) II two), Pope John Paul (number
steps out on stage in October, tWt ), God on earth until the day
choirs from all over the world he dies ... dies .... dies .... dies."
will warm up the crowd with The last song I found is

written to appeal to the youth of
the church. It is a hristl'an
version of the Rolling Stones'
"Jumping Jack Flash." Il is
entitled, "Jumping Jack
Jesus."

"I was born with a bright star
in the sky.

I was visited by three men
who were wise.

But it's all right now, in fact,
it's real boss.

Oh, it's all right, I'm Jumping
Jack Jesus

Got my cross, cross, cross. II

Well, that's all I remember. It
sounds like a good show. Every
ten minutes someone dies of
starvation. Thanks for coming
Pope. We really need you here.

-TIM REY",
PRO VING OuRSf L vi S /)A /L ...

alex Joseph
WINNER CW II MAJOa AWMOS

Presenting 'Pippin'

-REF.. FOERTSC

enthusiasm faded.
When the Widow Catherine

offered Pippin her love, his
outlook on life brightened.
From this point the play builds
to a dramatic climax.

Don't miss this blockbuster
production coming to the Little
Theatre November 1, 2, and 3,
at 8 p.m. With everything
Pippin has in its favor, it
promises to be an excellen
show.

{JEt{ BRII/~ AfT[R 5EEIIJG
'KJIJ Te/leN !JOUR GIJt./J/15/1
KIIRIIT[ I COI/{f))!! IMIIGINE

\

"Pippin" reach its peak.
Another positive quality that
this production will have is that
the stage is being transformed
into a magical showcase. The
audience should be pleasantly
surprised by the miracles which
seemingly appear from
nowhere.

Pippin, the first born son of
Charlemagne, had great
aspirations. Because he wasn't
satisfied with his involvement
in war or with his attempts to
become involved in politics, his

mR. l f1ill5a~ Y~lJll

t1E\Jt~ G~t55 WHAT "'n
~m'lG fa~ my 5C~'JICf

PROJECT.
/

Opening the theater season
this year is the powerhouse
musical "Pippin." A few years
allo this production became a
smash hit on Broadway that
dazzled its audiences with
heautiful sonlZs, intricate
choreography and a humorous
scrIpt.

The leading player, who acts
as narrator, tells a magical
story with a bit of intrigue and
romance included. Songe. such
as "Corner of the Sky," "Magic
to Do," and "Glory" help

\\
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\1111111111 Blazt·

The intense heat,
Of the golden sun,
The last rays of summer,
Caress me as I lay,
Daydreaming in the grass.
Co~ton puffs of clouds,
Dnft through the sapphire

sky,
Taking funny, unusual

shapes,
Images way up above,
Mellowing the days of sum-

mer.
The humming of the locusts
A reminder of summer's end'
Awaiting the blades of grass:
All fuzzy with frost,
Melting with the morning

light.
The folige a lush emerald
Rustling in a hush with the

breeze,
Discovering a change in

season,
Dropping from the branches
Swept away forever. '
The last remnants,
Of this autumn blaze
Yielding to Mother'Nature
Passing through the seasons
Hidden under snow. '

-PEGGY BROOK

The window pane has become a picture-frame
in the midst of the coldest winter chills
Icy magic has spun the white winds
into a masterpiece of ice

tars and ivory flowers seep within the ore of my soul
reaching my muse
The artic glory is conflicting with the glow of inspiration
I am torn, pull d in two directions
by ~he majesty o~ beauty and the whisper of a poem
WhIle lace and Silver stars became a mystery in my eyes
For I can conceive no material forged of such beauty.

--MAUREEN FOERT CH

'unset

Before fall \ has gone com
pletely, try to kpend sometime
smelling the f1bwers. It's going
to be a long w-t-rl-t-e-r-.

A special feeling

As I gaz~d o~t at the dying horizon of the western sky, a lump
began to nse In my throat and tears welled in my eyes. I was
overwhelmed by the glimmering natural which surrounded me.

My feet fell sticky and moist from the early dew of the green
grass. Like a child grasping for something beyond his reach, the
last golden rays barely reached the tops of the mountains. The hues
which surrounded the golden ember blended, till all that was left
was a soft silver haze and the memory of the day. I slowly turned
and walked away.

-MARY CARROLL

1IIIIIIall frll~lralioll

Stop!
Stop!
Stop!
My vole is dead.
He has dropped his viola;
I will have no sonorous tones.
Now the green-grey birds
Will not be able to quaff down
Their Sigmund Freud.

-LINCOLN MICHAL

Her bottom lip began to
quiver. Her young, sensitive
eyes flooded with tears. She was
saying goodbye to her only
grandfater. He was going to live
far away.

Had it been any other of her
relatives, she may not have
shown such emotion. But this
old, tired man she embraced
was special. He wasn't like her
other relations. He, unlike
them, loved each one of his
children just as much as the
other. Never showing
favoritism, he understood and
respected everyone's feelings.
This characteristic in a relative
was unique to the young girl
holding him as if she had no
intention of ever letting him go.

None of her aunts or uncles
seemed to notice she was ever
in the same room with them.
Upon their arrivals to her
house, a, "Hello! My you've
grown!" was tossed in her
direction. This was followed by
a wet kiss that had no feeling of
love, but that of tradition. She
decided to accept the situation,
and returned their greetings

with the same false love.
This was never so' with her

grandfater. The two had always
been able to talk to each other
and express real love and un~
derstanding for one another.

The time had arrived when he
had to leave. She released her
arms. Her uncle was waiting in
the car along with her grand
mother. The old man walked
away from the girl, whose
hands were still reaching out to
him. Slowly she brought them
back to her side.

In the car, his eyes stared
blindly into the dashboard. A
tear rolled down his cheek.

The car pulled out of the
driveway. Alast hand wave was
shared.

The car was a long way out of
sight, yet she remained stan
ding where she had said
goodbye to him moments
before. She wondered if she'd
ever be with him again. Before
she finished the question, she
had the answer. No matter if
they were in two different
worlds, they would always be
together.

-VANESSA FAURIE



First Date

Page 2

Across the Room

Schmidt, calm down. If you
had the guts to ask her, you'll be
able to ring that doorbell.
You've got a shirt on that
doesn't show the sweat...don't
worry ...you look fine.

Why did you pick a 50's
dance for your first date?
You've got enough grease in
your hair to lubricate a Mac
truck. That should really im
press her parents.

"Hi Sue... Hey, you really
look nice!" That must be the
ugliest dress you've ever seen in
your life. What does she got on
her lips? Looks like the latest
thing on Rush street. "Hello Mr.
Baum, Pardon me sir? .. .It's
Brill Cream, sir," Stupid Kraut.
"Sir? .. my dad will drive us."
Actually, I thought we'd roller
skate to the dance, idiot.

"I'll give you a call about
11: 15, dad." You wouldn't have
this problem if you had your
license. Don't worry, once
you've got it dates will be a
breeze.

So this is a dancefloor. Boy,
it's pretty dark in here. Guess
that's good. Maybe if you keep
bumping her shoulder... "You
want me to meet who?" One of
the actor's in your Thespian
group eh? "It's a pleasure to
meet you." That scarf you're
wearing it's really thavage. Get
away from me...you fruit.

"Here he comes Sue." Your
stomach has never felt this bad.
Except for sneezing down her
dress during the slow dance, the
dance went ok. It's these last
few moments you know you're
gonna botch up. What if you get
sick just before ... ?

"Dad, you overshot her
street! ...uh .. oh.. OK, we'll walk
from here." Now that's com
munication. You knew you
could count on dad to fix you up
like this.

Well she's used to you
bumping her shoulder, now if
you just slip your hand... down
her arm... GOT IT! You're
actually holding a girl's hand!
Thought you couldn't handle it,
eh? Well here's her house.
"Well I'll see you in
school...huh? ..I'm glad you had
a good time." So what. Well,
here goes. My God! ... You only
got one lip!. ..Should you start
over? ... Heck no! ...That was
great! "Goodnight."

He's looking at me. His eyes
are penetrating. Dark brown.
No, almost black. But somehow
gentle, serene. What should I
do? Look boldly back? No, I'm
much to self-conscious for that.
Ignore him? I can't do that
either. Something is compelling
me to draw sharp, jerky glances
at him. Maybe, I should leave.
But what would that ac
complish? He's probably yet
another chauvanist and expects
everyone he looks at to become
nervous and uneasy. I'm just
another one of his female vic
tims. I wish he'd stop staring. I
feel like a fool. He must be doing
it on purpose. Yes, he is.
Definitely. He's the fool. A very
attractive fool. I wonder what
he would think if I looked a t him
for a long time. That I'm flir-

tatious? Vampy?
Sophisticated? All of the above?
I could walk over to him and try
to start a conversation. Excuse
me sir, But, I couldn't help
noticing the way you were
staring at me. No, I don't think
that would do it. It's pathetic,
not to mention embarassing. I
wish I could leave. Hey lady,
who are you trying to kid?
You've got two feet. You can
walk. There's the door. But
wait, I can't leave after all. I'm
glued to the chair. What's
wrong with me. I should feel
indignant. I do. Somehwat. I
could glare at him. Maybe then
he'd get the message. What?
And have him stop. Not on my
"nfe. -I really am pathetic. What
ever happened to liberated me?
Did my precious image just
flash before my eyes? See what

you've caused, you louse? Hey!
Where'd he go? He left. Why
am I feeling so dissappointed?
Is it just my imagination or is
there someone standing behind
me? There lsI It's him! Slow
down heart. I need to catch up
with you. Can he sit with me? Of
course. My, how quickly we
forget.

-MARY KAY LESKE

Mollday Blah's

Ab, Monday, first day of the
week,
When I rise you begin to speak.
You say hello,
I say good-by.
You ask how I feel?
And I give my reply:

"I partied all weekend,
And stayed up until dawn."
Now my head is aching,
And my mind is gone.

I try to face you,
But stop dead in my tracks.
I try to retreat,
But I can't find the way back.

I can't get free of you,
And your ice-like grip.
I try to get away,
But instead I slip.

I scream and holler,
I punch and I kick,
But to my disappointment,
I see you have got me licked!

-BILL HENRY

-DOUG S HMIDT By Becky Peterson

Escaped convict

I knew this was gonna hap
pen. She'll see that I don't have
a pink pass or even a green one
and she'll know right away that
I'm an escaped, classroom
convict. I know, I'll play it cool,
pretend like I don't need a pass.
Yeah, that'll fool her. I'll walk
real straiRht and look right at
her and smile. I'M a good kid.
My teacher lets me leave
without a pass because he
knows I'm a good kid.

Uh-oh. She's givin' me the
evil-eye, staring right back at
me. I bet she can see right
through my disguise. She
probably thinks I'm cuttin' out
of study or something. Those
stupid study halls. They won't
even let you talk in there. This
school thinks You're supposed
to study in study hall. I think
that's really dumb. They got
these witches to run the studys
too. I bet this lady hall guard
would make a great study

teacher. She looks like a witch!
with her 'horned-rimmed
glasses and crooked nose.

That witch is gonna ask to see
my pass and when f don't have
one she'll grab me by the ear
and drag me down to my stupid
dean. She'll be so happy when
she hears that the dean gave me
two days internal. These hall
guards, they love it when kids
get in trouble.

I should've stolen a few pink
passes from my looney math

teacher. He's so dumb, ne
leaves them sittin' on top of his
desk for anybody to swipe. If I
had a bunch of those passes I
could walk around school all
day and nobody'd stop me.

Who am I fooling? I betcha,
even if I had a real pass, them
hall guards would take me down
to my dean anyway. Those
stupid hall guards don't trust us
kids.

-KRISTI MEDOW



SPEAR

That long-awaited time of
year is upon me at last. Well, I
might as well sit back on my
seat and accept my fate: one
solid week of isolation and
boredom. Why did I ever let
them talk me into coming along
on this trip? Oh, I could kick
myself now..

I really should try to look at
my situation more op
timistically thOUgh. I made
Mom. Happy. At last someone in
this car is happy. And maybe
she's right, I shouldn't
altogether rule out the
possibility that maybe, just
maybe, I'll meet someone in
teresting who is over twelve
and under forty.

Anyway, I'm prepared for the
worst this year. Past family
vacations have at least taught
me that much. I have the
security of knowing that in the
trunk lies my key to happiness:
the July issues of half a dozen
beauty magazines, plenty of
Archie comic books, two
Harlequin Romances and ~
needle point kit. Oh no. I hope I
didn't forget the crossword
puzzles.

"No Tommy, I don't want to
play the license plate game. I

'eptember

Page 3

have a headache. And do you
have to take up three quarters
of the backseat?"

Maybe if I think about other
things I can get my mind off
becoming carsick. I'll try
counting silos. One... two,
three... I wish the dog would stop
drooling in my lap. I wonder
what the gang's doing tonight?
Well, at least I have dinner at
cousin Judy's to look forward
to. I'm almost excited.

Welcome to Wisconsin.
Great. It can't be much longer

now....Oh no, that can't be it.
Red Oak Inn.
That's it. At least I don't see

outhouses in the back. That's a
relief anyway.

"Yes Mom, its really cut.
How ,did you ever find this
place?"

Wait a minute. Who is this
coming to help us bring in our
suitcases? My contacts must be
playing tricks on me. He looks
like Warren Beatty I Where's
my comb darn it. Just wait until
I tell the girls about this
vacation. And they told me it
would be boring I Shows how
much they know I

-SUE LEACH

PLAIN, ORDINARY YOU
WERE
JUST A WOMAN
i needed love you gave it to me
i tried to leave you
i should have gone but love held
me down
you were sweet

AND YET YOU WERE MINE

-GERALD KRUDER

Wlto <llll U

I am me, a young girl growing
with the world....

Changing as the world
changes or am I?

I mean, really, am
changing?

I feel no different than months
ago.

Well, maybe older... but not
really.

My outlook on life hasn't
changed much.

I don't want to change, but I
wilJ for better or worse I'll only
hope...

No! I can predict the change
myself!

I can make me be tomorrow
what I want to be today!

So is the question Who Am I,
or rather-Who Will I Be?

-KAREN VON A TEN

September-school starts, the
football season begins, the night
air becomes cooler, leaves
begin changing into their
beautiful fall colors, and the
Cubs stage their annual flop.
Every single year the same
thing happens. The Cubs' get
up-and-go gets up and leaves.
Progress is suddenly halted and
is completely reversed. In just
thirty days the Cubs drop three
places, lOlling three fourths of
their games in the process.

This is not just one of those
things that happens. This is a
professional art. The Cubs lose
professionally. This is obvious-
after the tenth straight
strikeout or the third stupid
error, they kick the water
cooler, spit, or scratch their
butt on camera. Then there is
the manager who tries to
straighten them out by his good
example-screaming, swearing,
kicking dirt all over the um
pires, and everything else in
Herman Frank's The Two
Year-Old's Handbook.

Year after year the Cubs are
"pennant contenders" until the
September humiliation. This
has happened every year of the
Cubs' miserable existence,
except in 1945. What happened
in 1945? AU the good ballplayers
were shooting Germans,

leaving the Cubs to play ball
with zero-ability ballplayers.
Because of this slight ad
vantage, the Cubs won the
pennant in 1945. That year is the
only exception to the SeAtember
flop. Otherwise the\\ Cubs
remain the same-a b~ch of
forty-year-old kids who. Wt_e
baseball.

This pattern raises a
question. Is the September flop
a baseball rule? Just imagine a
team meeting on September
first. Franks quietly posts the
lineup, turns around, and starts
pointing. First, at the pitchers.
"OK, fellas, new rules--only
three strikeouts per game and
each pitcher must walk fifteen
men, including ten runs, or you
don't get paid." Then one by
one the batters get the finger.
"Y~, 0 for 4; you, three infield
flies; Kingman, eas>: on those
homeruns, no more With men on
base." After getting around to
all the batters and insuring a
disaster in that department, he
talks about fielding. "I won't
ask you to embarrass your
selves out there by making lots
of errors, that comes
naturally."

I am not a Cub fan. How could
you tello-by what I have said in
this article? Wrong. Even the
best (largest mouth and biggest
beer belly) Cub fan knows about
the September flop. The dif
ference has to do with sanity. In
October the Cub fan will be
saying, "Wait till next season."

-BILLBILA

Boys Cross Country - I am
very proud of all of you I Keep
up the great work! Love Your
Super Stat

Rainy (~rtern()()fl

I sat in the corner of my room
very cozily,
sipping hot jasamine tea
and eating toasted cucumber
sandwiches.
My little brother came in

earlier,
slammed the door,
and told me I looked radiant.
He spoiled the quiet
of my afternoon for a little

while,
but I didn't mind.
It was a rainy,
cold
gray
day.
I loved it
I could hear the rain,
drizzling deep,
and the buzz of the radio
far away
downstairs.

-MARY KAY BARIO



Reigning supreme among the
spoiled brats of "America", I
took a brief vacation from my
title about the time I was four
years old.

I grew up in a good family
that was always teaching me
right from wrong. I remember
my mother would tell me how it
was wrong to steal. Being so
young, I didn't understand and
didn't care. It wasn't until later
that I would know what she
meant.

My mother was 5' 4" and very
pretty with her light com
plexion, brown eyes, and her
shoulder length brown hair that
curled under. You couldn't tell
by looking at her that she had
the temper of Atila the Hun.

Living up to the standards of
spoiled brats, if I asked for
something and was turned
down, I wouldn't let them hear
the end of it until I got what I
wanted. The remarkable thing
was that this method always
worked with wonderous results.
Oh, but when you hit four,

everyone is so sick of you
getting your own way that they
make you regret you even asked
for anything.

Now it was just your average
spring day, that day, a light
breeze, the sun shining, and I
was going to the store with my
mother. Shopping with her was
a usual thing. Because I wasn't
in school yet, she had to drag
me everywhere she went. I was
in good spirits that day (four
year ollis are almost always in
good spirits).

In the supermarket, as she
was pulling me along down the
aisles, I kept asking if she would
buy me a special treat. Very
simply, and without hesitation,
sne said, "No Vanessa."

I began to beg and plead. I felt
like a dog asking for table
scraps. Still my persistent Mom
kept giving me a negative reply.
I was in a good mood though, so
I let it pass. I felt I was giving
her a break by not nagging her.
Maybe since I wasn't putting up
a fight, she would buy me
something after all.

Our trip was ending and I saw
nothing in the shopping cart
that resembled a box of cookies
or a bag of candy. She didn't
buy me anything, unless she
was planning on giving me a
box of laundry detergent, or
perhaps a bottle of Drano.

We were in the check-out line
and I was getting impatient. I
thought I'd try one more time.

I said, "Mommy," in a 'cute
little kid' like tone, "could you
buy me something, ple-a-se?"

Again I was rejected. I had
been staring at the candy rack
in the line for some time now.

I thought to myself, "Why
should I waste my breath? No
one is looking. I'll just take this
insignificant pack of gum. No
one will miss it."

It was so easy, too. I wonder
why I never thought of it before.
It never entered my mind that it
might be against the law, only
that I was supposed to do it.

A smile appeared on my face
as I walked out of the store
triumphantly with my mother.

After we got home, I sat down
on one of the kitchen chairs to
watch my mother put the
groceries away. I folded my
legs "Indian style" which made
my brown pants, that were
already up to the top of my
ankles, come up almost to my
knees.

I pulled the pack of gum from
out of my pocket, removed the
wrapper from one of the sticks,
shoved it into my mouth, and
began to chew. I was having
great fun when my mother
turned to me. She saw the open
pack of gum in my hand, and
asked where it came from?

Seeing that she was a bit
suspicious, I brought the 'cute
little-kid' tone in again. I told
her I'd picked it up in the store.
(totally innocent, of course).

Her expression qUickly
changed to anger as she
smacked me across the cheek.
My face stung. I was shocked.

"Vanessa!" she yelled,
"What the hell did you think you
were doing? You know it's
wrong to steal!"
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And so my mother, the honest
woman that she is, brought me
back to the store, and made me
apologize for my actions. She
paid for my mistake,(ten cents
those days), and dragged me
out of the store.

As we were driving home, she
was in silent anger. I had
learned my lesson, but now I
had to think of how I was going
to get through the next week
without being able to sit down.

-VANESSA FAURIE

PRIME TIME

Have you ever wondered
about what the major ad
vertisers think of us, the
average consumer? They must
think that we're illogical fools.
Just take a look at some of the
absolutely ridiculous com
mercials they send our way.

First of all, what would your
reaction be if you saw a man in
a little motorboat harbored in
your toilet bowl? Well, I think
I'd scream rather loudly and
flush him right down. What a
way for an aspiring actor to
make a living. I'd be
humiliated. I'd never want his
autograph either. GOO knows
what kind of mold and mildew
he carries.

Then, there's some totally
half-witted lady who opens her
bottle of ammonia and can't
wait for a white tornado to
emerge in her face. Who, in her
right mind, wants a tornado in
her face, even in her house
scrubbing floors? I was always
told that tornadoes did a great
deal of damage and you were
supposed to protect yourself
from them in the basement.
Well, next time I see a tornado
heading my way, I'll be sure to
ask it to stay a while and clean
the linoleum.

Next you get to see some guy
in bed telling you that his
deodorant is so great that he
hasn't used any in three days.
Well, if he leads a semi-active
life, I wouldn't want to go near
him. He probably hasn't taken a
shower either. No wonder he's
in bed alone.

How would you like your
boyfriend saying, rather loudly
at a partYl that you had the
dreaded omon breath? I think,
after dying of total em
barrassment, that I'd call him a
few choice names and tell him
to suck on garlic. But on TV, it's
normal behavior to say, rather
demurely, "Oh! I'm so sorry,
I'll use some of my minty
mouthwash." I'll believe that
one when I see it happen.
more skill. The difficwt' part IS
that you have to make the top of
the bowl appear to vibrate.
Those people are just loaded
with talent, I guess.

Another that totally boggles
me is how people of supposed
normal intelligence can sit and
argue with a bowl of margarine.
Don't they know that margarine
doesn't talk? Maybe they're
crazed ventriloquists in search
of a new act. Everyone can
make a dummy talk nowadays,
but margarine requires much

And the commerical that
really tops them all is the one
with the dogs eating at a
counter at what looks like some
sleazy truck stop. Those poor
little animals must be all alone
in the world and have to fend for
themselves. If they had
masters, they wouldn't be in
that state. I know I wouldn't
want my loyal pet to eat at some
greasy spoon. He'd probably get
botulism.

Now can you see why I'm so
appalled? TV totally in
timidates the public with its
gimmicks and slogans, not to
mention alll the mental anguish
it gives us with its nonsense
advertising. So think for
yourself. Don't we deserve a
break today, let a smile make
us feel good, and we'll always
have it done our way.

-TERRI EGAN

Freedom
ofchoice,
W(' think il'~ .i'I~t a~

ill1portant ill ~('I('d

ing a t'la~~ ring a~ ill
anythin,~ ('b('. So
\\ (' 0 ITt, r I h (' ;, (' -I
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9530 s. Cicero
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-BillAI\' SMITII

445-5700

The latter suggestion, on
closer examination, would
probably prove to be im
practical. The creatures wouid
most likely become frustrated
to the point of going berserk,
and besides, I don't know of
anyone who would dare try to
put a chastity belt on a pol"r
bear.

ENERGY CONSERVATION

II

Conserz e Heal EneTf~.Y In

The Home This Winter
'ave At Leasl 45%

On Your JIeatill~ Bill

State Automatic

O k L Trust t B ka a,wn Savings an
4900 WEST 95TH STREET. OAK LAWN, IL 60454
425-4900 • 239-7151
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tlET YOUR DRIVER'S LlCENSE?F...-SY~
~~ .: ANPprOVed by III. Offic. of Education ~

ew courses starting about every 2 weeks

2 and 4 week courses. 15 to 18 yrs. old

• Home p.ck:up for all drtvong lessons ~
~ • Free trip to station for permit ~
~ • Auto insurance discount certificate

~ ...~:;;:'...:::'."'"."~."."'.~~~'::."~~~~".'-"""~."'~'::~;"-- ~
~ Rates 423-1212 For........ Information

~-----,

~

Dear Brian Smith (Author of
"The follies of freshmen"),

I think your article about
freshmen could have been
written by a retarted ape. It
didn't say that much about
freshmen but it did say alot
about you, it shows that you are
a prejuducedegotistical moron.
And a concetted over grown
wimp. And those are some of
your better qualities. And its a
shame all you mature seniors
don't have something better to
do with your time than make
elevator passes. Adjusting to
high school life is not easy, it
never has been. But you have no
right to say that none of the
freshmen have' adjusted
because thats wrong. Did you
watch every freshman and just
what do you consider ad
justing? Theres more to than
doing puUups on pipes. And how
long ago was it that you got over
your urge to run home and
watch atom ant, I didn't even
know the show existed till you
informed me in your mindless
article. Many freshmen are
involved in plays, sports, and
clubs. They've found better
things to do than make out
elevator passes and cut down
seniors. Now I think you seniors
should adjust to freshmen being
great.

DENA GOEPPNER,
a proud freshman

From Brian Smith:
These three letters are typical

of the rebuttals which The
Spartanlte ~eceived concerning
!TIy column 10 the Sept. 14 issue;
In ~act, they're the only ones.
We ve printed the letters
without editing them. The
freshman writers' numerous
errors in grammar, spelling
and punctuation, as well as
their inability to correctly read
my article, prove my
argument: the freshmen need
hefp.ANONYMOUS

thrilling entanglements bet
ween Marlin Perkins'
associates and a warthog on
"Wild Kingdom."

Hmmm... that's an idea...
The students at OLCHS would

indulge in the educational ex
citement of a zoological cour
tyard, but it couldn't have just
any creature in il. There would
be no raheits, nor squirrels nor
any other cute, furry animal
which can be found in any park
in the area. The yard would be
filled with cruel and vicious
beasts such as panthers, wolves
and anteaters (anteaters aren't
v ~ry ferocious, but they'd at
tract attention because they
look funny,) and the only reason
there might be squirrels present
in the courtyard would be so
that the large, carnivorous
members of the OLCHS zoo
would be able to stalk them
down and rip the rodents' flesh
with sharp, blood-stained fanl!s.

That would satisfy the
students. They'd look out into
the courtyard using every free
moment they have and watch
the lions and tigers and bears

passes when you don't need
them, and just today a fresh
man told me that a up
perclassmen tried to sell him a
"locker light," in his opinion
and many others they thought
he was really stupid trying to
sell that.

So as I end this rebuttal I add
just one comment. Some of
you have brothers, and sisters
coming to OLCHS next year, so
If you give us the same treat
ment as in the past, we fresh
man will give the same treat
ment to them as you gave us.

-BRUCE NORRIS
Mr. Editor:

In regards to the article "The
Follies of Freshmen" by Brian
Smith, well, I think it was really
cruel.

You seniors think you're so
tough and rule the school. Well
you're probably tougher than
most of the freshmen, but let's
admit it, some seniors are
mindless twerps. They roam
about the school in a daze
talking about cars. Big deal!
Who cares!

Also, the freshmen who go
around with Kiss t-shirts and
BEE GEES folders are dumb.
Go ahead, yell at them, they
deserve to die.

Our lips don't reek of
Twinkies. What's wrong with
Twinkies; is there some law
about seniors not eating
Twinkies? But no! Seniors are
too good to eat Twinkies.
serve them sardines.

Lastly, I think freshmen are
not dumb enough to buy
elevator passes and ask min
dless questions.

Oh and by the way, If you
were a freshmen, Brian Smith,
and I was a senior, and you ask
me, "Would you please beat my
face into a disgusting, pulpy
mass?" I would certainly
oblidge, and put you out of your
misery.

,rl 0 n 5rrHth, ~:~~~~~"~ ~~~:,~~ '~d:~~~~~; ~:~~,
roaming about the yard, gorily be written up denoting which might present a problem, but
killing defenseless ~Quirrels. members of th~ a.nimal that, too,. could be easil)"
Just in case the fnghtened kingdom would reside In the resolved. Either tents could be
rodents take to the water, the yard at during a given season, erected so the animals could
pool could be stocked with as such: exercise their breeding habits
piranha. hammerhead sharks AUTUMN-wolves, cougars, without disrupting classes of
and great, eight-foot moray eels Siberian tigers, carnivorous gawking, perverted voyeurs, or
whose needle-like teeth could eels. chastity belts could be put on
dice the squirrels' writhing WINTER--polar bears, lynx, the females of each species.
bodies faster than a Cuisinart. pumas, snow leopards, killer

Of course, the furry meals whales.
would h;lVe to be supplied to the EARLY SPRING--Kodiak
meat-eating beasts. This would bears, mountain lions, various
be the Ecology Club's job - species of sharks.
they're the keepers of the LATE SPRING-SUMMER--
courtyard. Besides, feeding all lions, panthers, ocelots, boas,
of those quadrupeds and marine piranha, Aztec war chieftains.
fauna would provide more Changing animals with the
practical experience in en- seasons would work to the
countering nature than, say, school's advantage, as the same
seed-collecting trips. pride of lions becomesFeeding the widlife at OLCHS ,. -.1
would present no problem, but
our winter climate would. Many
creatures could not survive the
cold, and many more hibernate.
Hibernating bears are as boring
as trees. However, this situation
is easily resolved by placing
animals in the courtyard during
their most active season, and
keeping the out-of-season
critters in cages in Biology and
Environmental Science

Freshman rebuttal

"I think tha t 1sha II never see
A courtyard as boring as

these trees."
This adulteration of Joyce

Kilmer's famous poem runs
through my mind every time
my head hangs out of a second
story window overlooking the
horticultural courtyard.

It seems such a waste to have
such a nice, peaceful courtyard.
I mean, people walk past a
window and look at the trees
and the flowers, the grass and
the path, the benches and the
nice little pool in the center of
the yard, and maybe even read
the plaque on the wall outside
the school's middle liason. Then
they walk away, and they never
give the courtyard a second
glance.

Why shOUld they'! '1 ne
courtyard won't change. A
biology teacher or a member of
the Ecology Club might say that
subtle bio-chemical changes are
happening all the time out
there, but students don't want to
watch subtle bio-chemical
changes. They want to see
action, big action, like the

Dear Brian "Bennie Hater"
Smith,

As you said at the beginning
of your article in the September
14th issue about "bennles" you
said we wear Kiss T-shirts,
Carry Bee Gees notebooks, trip
each other in the halls, do puU
ups on the ledges above the door
ways, and also wear f1uorcent
sweatshirts saying in purple
letters "I'm a Bennie", telling
us we rush home at noon time to
watch Atom Ant.

All of those things are not
true, (unless there is a weirdo
roaming the place) with all of
the above in one place then call
him a bennie. Example 1 The
Bee Gee note book: since the
antidisco revolution, I myself
have not seen one. Example 2
Pull-ups in the halls: any kid
(weirdo) who did that in the hall
would probably get punched out
by some upperclassmen.
Example 3 You show me a
freshman with a fluorescent
shirt with purple letters, and I'll
show you a senior who picks his
nose, so if any senior who does
not pick his nose there are not
any fluorescent shirts with
purple letters floating around.
Example 4. Atom Ant: Atom
Ant is not on TV. Everyone is
not allowed to leave the grounds
except upperclassmen with
open campus passes. So what do
you do upperclassmen on your
lunch hour? Watch Bozo Circus,
Underdog, Tennessee Tuxido?
Example 5 I don't see any thing
wrong with Kiss T-shirts, I
myself don't have one as of
most other people, but the ones
who do have one probat,lly like
the group. You probably like
something that they don't, do
you see them writing articles in
the paper about you? Do you?

One thing I hate about up
perclassmen is that they are a
little bit ignorant, why?
Because they sell elevator
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Girls mal~e big splash
Th girls' swim team opened

up th ir season this year on
September 9 against Richards.
Richards won the meet 87-69,
despite s m go d swims from
the Spartans. The 400-yard
free tyle relay, made up of
Nancy Lough, Joan Rainsford,
Mary Doyle and Eil n
Geraghty, took first place.
G raghty also broke the
sophomore lOO-yard fr style
record.

The following meet, the
'partans were pitted against

Eisenhower. The partan won
BH-83. Nancy Lough took a first
place in the 200 and SOO-yard
freestyl . Other first place
honors went to Mary Anicich in
the tOO-yard breaststroke, and
Joan Rainsford. Lough. Gerri
Dunne and Mary Doyle in the
400-yard freestyl relay. arol
Wendling won the diving
competition for the White Wave.

The next m et was against
Andrew. The 'partans lost 112
59, depsite the first place
finishes by Michelle Cook in the
diving competition and the
m dJey relay team of athy
Houlihan. Mary Anicich, Joan
Rainsford and Eileen Geraghty.

Mr. MIne. th new girls' swim
coach said. "The girls got off to
a slow start this year, becaus
th y began th ir season two
we ks after all the other schools
began practicing. 0 they were
two w ks behind in their
workouts."

Mine also w nt on to say,
"The girl' are improving very
well and will do much better in
conference.' ,

Nancy Lough has broken the
varsity sOO-yard fre style

.Joan ftainsford swimming in the 100 ·yard butterfly. (Photos by Chris Morong>

record. Joan Rainsford and
Mary Doyle have been excellent
in the butterfly. Eileen
Geraghty has already broken
the sophomore SOO and 100-yard
freestyle records and is close to
the varsity SO-yard freestyle
record.

"The freshmen have very
good potential th: year. Gerri
Dunne is doing outstandingly
well in the 200 and 500-yard
freestyle events, 100-yard
frees tyler Nancy Kasson is
making great progress. Fellow
freshman Tracy Fredericks is
also doing fine work in the 200
yard individual medley," Coach
Mine said.

Seniors Joan Rainsford and
ancy Lough have been

selected as captains for the
varsity team this year. These
two aqua-jocks will lead their
teammates to victory.

The diving team is also doing
well this season with the help of
their new coach, Bill Cernicki.
Mr. Cernicki is a student
teacher from the University of
1Ilinois-Circle Campus and has
coached diving and swimming
at Reavi High School.

"The divers have really been
working hard this year," Mine
said. "They practice before and
after school. One of the divers,
Kim Pipala, attended diving
camp over the summer."

This year's diving team
consists of captains Michelle
Cook and Carla McGuire and
fellow teammates Carol
Wendling, Kim Pipala and
Linda Wahlfeldt.

-JIM WIELEBNICKI

JOII MAJOH (left), has been Jected as male athlete of the
issue due to his awesome performance on the football field.
Major, a player of the week for every game so f< r this season, has
compiled an impressive record already.

A fullback, he has rushed for 207 yards in 27 carries, including a
fantastic 80 yard kick-off return that scored a touchdown against
llinsdale outh. Major also intercepted a pa;s in the closing
minutes of that gam which insured a Spartan victory.

II has tackled t7 of his opponents and also has 16 assists. On
punt returns, Major has returned three punt for 33 yards. And he
has gained 75 yards in six pass receptions, too.

*******************
CAROL nY AN (right), has been selected as female athlete of

the issu for h r cross-country accomplishr•.ents. She is the
umber I runner and team leader for the lIe\ 'ly-formed cross

country tam.
A enior llyan. took 1st place in the Lincoln-Way and T.F. South

meets. She brought in time of 13:27.6 (2'" mil ) and a IS:12.7S
(2' 1 miles). respectively Then sh took 2nd place in the Thornton
meet, posting 13:04.4 for a 2' ., mile run.

When the team travelled to Argo (where 90 girls participated)
and Reavis lnvitationals. Ryan took 4th place in each meet. She
ran the 2' 1 mile course at Argo in 13:49.71. and the three-mile
course at Hcavis in 19:46.S1.

Ryan also grabbed 2nd place honor 111 the T.F. South
Invitational. runl1l11g llle three-mile terrain in 18:24.6.
(Photo by Chris :\loronl-(l (Photo by GrC'g Olejniczak>

Athletes of the issue
·~.iJ1S=:;:;mE~~
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'We love you Mr. HiII' NHS George, Beatles, Forever,
members Everywhere Ringo

ShelIi Loves Scott Always

Wanted: Homecoming date
for Bobby Buehler. Tina Colsby
preferred.

Georgie, Hope The "Grass" is
Forever Green

CINDY RUSS: I LOVE YOU
Guess Who?

Spartanite, Super-cally-frad
ulistic-expi-ally-doe-tious I

For Sale
2 12" Mag Wheels. Call 423

0585 after 4 PM.Joan Loves Dave Always.

Dzurison, Help a bus!

Scott, I LOVE YOU!!! I
GLORIA

1 month Jim Vida and Carol
Duncan

M. Conway, guess who loves Wanted, Art contact: Me.
you? J.S.

DISCIO: Your derrie is nice Wanted: Homecoming dale
and round! MISSY for Michelle Szum

CLASSIFIED ADS

Greg, I LOVE YOU I babz

Polly, look out the shingles
still loose, Shoe shine boy

CarolBirthdayHappy
Duncan

Mike Sears and Jeff Lehmann
are schbisskopfs. WAGS

MISSY: Snott goosdme!
OOOOOOH NOOOOOO DISCO..

PIPPIN: Meet you at
Poochie's. Love Polly

Proper use of the English
Language is for people with no
imagination. S. Spade

Co-ed gymnastics

Wally Walinski performing a flip during co-ed gymnastics.

(Photo by Chris Morong)

FALCON DETECTIVE
AGENCY

Cheap rates, Experienced.
h-~:r"""':"*""'-n""""""""~'!""'T"!'~~"":'T!~i!'I"::":'~~--~:-'\1See Spartanite office. San Spade

ESQ.

Debbie Swan doing a walkover. (Photo by Chris Morong)

424-2200

424-1221

f¥iee

Styled by

with this ad
outhwe't Hwy.

Oak Lawn IL. 60453

9939-41

Oak Lawn, Illinoi

FLOWERS

4823 We t 95th Lr t

Phone

'francis hurtgen

'n~ Things
NAME

IMPRINTED
with

Jeans

$6.00

Transfers
$5.00

French cut

T-Shirts
For guys & gals

........................................................................

classmen really encourage the
younger members," said
Rubin.

This year, the boys' and girls'
gymnastres teams have swit
ched seasons with each other.
The boys season has been held
during the winter for the past
twenty-five years and the girls'
season has been held during the
spring. The Illinois High School
Association is responsible for
the change in seasons. This
change has angered many
coaches. But Rubin is hoping it
will encourage more boys to go
out for the gymnastics team.
"Last year only three freshman
boys went out for the team.
OLCHS also has excelIent
facilities for its gymnasts.
Gymnastics not only builds up
the upper body muscles, but
stretches and conditions the
whole body," said Rubin.

The cooed program is free and
there is no attendance
requirement. It's a lot of fun for
everyone. Anyone interested in
learning about· gymnastics
should attend. This is not
restricted to team members.
Any freshman or anyone no
participating in a faU sport are
encouraged to come.

-CHRIS MORONG

"The o-Ed gymnastics
program is an after-school,
recreational activity for anyone
interested in gymnastics," said
sponsor Howard Rubin. He is
the coach of the boys' frosh
soph and girls' gymnastics
leams. Larry Kelly and Ms.
Voight are sponsors, too. Kelly
is the head coach of the boys'
varsity gymnastics team.
Voight is a newcomer to
OLCHS. She's been active in
gymnastics all her life. The kids
will have excellent gUidance
under these three coaches.

This program began Sep
tember 15 and will continue
until November 25. The kids
meet every Tuesday and
Thursday after school in the
Auditorium Gym.

The boys work out on the
following six pieces of ap
paratus; highbar, parallel bars,
pommel horse, still rings, free
excersise and vaulLing. The
girls work out on only four
pieces of apparatus. These are
vaulting, beam, floor excerise
and uneven bars.

"The kids really enjoy the
program. They like to impress
each other with new tricks. It's
friendly competition. Everyone
helps each other out. The upper

~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• ••• ·4
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Spartans welcome new gridman

Bill Valentine is a big guy.
He's 6' 1", and tips the scales at
274 lbs. Valentine, a football
player, is a transfer student
from Wintersville, Ohio.

He entered OLCHS Sept. 14
and isn't eligible to play untii
the Oct. 20 game against Stagg.
According to the Illinois High
School Association's rules

regarding athletic eligibility,
"If your parents move to a new
public high school district and
you transfer, you will be eligible
immediately if the transfer
occurs within the first ten days
of the semester for the school to
which you transfer or after one
calendar month if the transfer
occurs after the start of the
11th school day of your new
school's semester."

Valentine began playing
football in junior high school.
When he entered Wintersville
High School (in the tenth
grade), he tried out for the
football team and made it.
However, Valentine quit after
the third game. But he never
stopped working out. Valentine
continues to lift weights. He has
been lifting throughout his
sophomore and junior years.

Football players say that
their sport isn't just during the
fall; they train year round.
They lift weights, run and study
play patterns. They also view
~ame films to see how they can
Improve. "I spent 14 months on
weightlifting and training for
high school football," Valentine
said.

Gridmen are ruthless as any
spectators can tell you. They'll
stop at nothing to tackle their
opponents. Before the start of
each game, the players get
themselves psyched up. They
yell at each other, shouting
obscenities, and what they are
going to do to the opposing
team.

"At Wintersville, we used to
get all riled up," Valentine said.
"We'd be climbing the walls.
Here, at OLCHS, these guys
concentrate; they don't get as
hyper.

Gridmen also take pride in
themselves when they sack an
opponent real hard or even
injure them. "I like to hurt
people. If I can put somebody
down, it's nice. When you hit
someone, you're hitting each
other with equal force,"
Valentine said.

Compared to the football
players on the Spartan football
team, Valentine is massive.
"Down home, I'm really small
compared to all the guys," he
said. He could bench press 375
Ibs. when he was in shape but
says he could probably bench
only 250 lbs now because he

stopped lifting last May.
"Between the time I've got now
until the Stagg game, I think I
can get into shape."

He's also unfamiliar with the
Spartan game procedures.
"Right now, I'm really lost. But
I'm beginning to adjust to it,"
Valentine said.

"It's hard to say how Bill will
do. He's been out of football for
almost two years, so we'll have
to see. It depends upon how he
comes along in practice," said
varsity football Coach Chuck
ChiJvers.

"I hope to get into the last few
games. I'm gonna work my butt
off," he said. Valentine likes the
Spartan football team. "The
guys work together well as a
team."

With the girth Valentine
possesses, the Spartan line
could use him to help crush
their opponents. If he
progresses well in the practices
In the weeks ahead, we'll be
seeing him hold down the
defensive tackle position.

-CHRIS MORONG

I love to run
It's hard to believe that

somebody loves to run but cross
country runner, Jimmy
Callahan does. He endures the
pain and agony of cross country
running. He also sees the good
side of running.

"It makes me feel good when
I do a good job at a meet. I also
feel great when my times im
prove," said Callahan.

allahan's time for this year
is the second best for both the
varsity and frosh-soph teams.
He has run a 16:10 (three mile
course), but has not yet reached
his goals.

"I really didn't think I'd be
running in the 16's," he said. "I
knew I'd improve over last
year, but I never thought I
would this much. Now I am
looking forward to breaking my
16-minute time."

Although Callahan doesn't
have a tremendous amount of
natural speed, he still wins. His

winning is due to hours and
hours of hard work, along with
strategy. He has learned how to
feel out his opponents to see if

he will kick at the end of run an
even race.

Callahan, however, always
starts out with a strong, fast,
first mile to set the pace and
then evens out with a strong,
fast first mile to set the pace
and' then evens out until his
sprint to the finish. This
strategy has worked so far
against his two toughest con
ference opponents from Lin
coln-Way and Reavis.

His practices just don't
consist of a lot of different
running, but weight lighting as
well. "I lift weights to help my
legs become stronger so I can
handle any kind of course. A

\\

immy Callahan sprinting for
a 8th. place fini h in the

Invitational. Callahan coming into a 1st place and setting a new time at the argo
invitational.

(Photo by Greg Olejniczak)

hilly course usually kills most
runners, but I do better."

He runs not only on the frosh
soph level, but also on the
varsity level when he is needed
to help out the team score.
"Varsity is more competition
for me," he said. "But I prefer
running on the frosh-soph level
because I win more." I hope the
coaches keep me on the frosh
soph level for conference,
because I want a chance of
winning it." .

At times it seems as If
Callahan sheepishly lines up for
the start, but that is not true. He
is really psyching himself up for
the race ahead. "I never really
plan ahead before a race," he
said. "All I do is think about
running the race to win it and to
hopefully break my own time."

Cross country isn't the only
sport Callahan competes in. He
also go s out for both indoor and
outdoor track. "Track is as fun
as cross country. And in track
I get to run more than one kind
of race," he said. "During track
eason I get to run the mile and

two mile and sometimes even
the 880."

Callahan doesn't get his
support from just teammates
and coaches, but from his
mother and family as well.
"They're always there when I
need them, and I like that," he
said.

His mother is also an avid fan.
She comes to as many meets as
he can and when she does, she

brings other members of the
family along, too. Once she
brought in Callahan's younger
brother who may become a
runner for OLCHS someday.

With the rest of the season
and two years left of cross
country, you can expect to hear
a lot more about this sophomore
sensation.

-LYNETTE DU N
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Carol Wedling in diving with
score of 132.35

Nancy Lough in SOO-yard fre
style with a time of 611.32

Mary Anicich in lOG-yar
breast stroke with a time 0

120.463
Nancy Lough, Joan Rain

sford, Gerri Dunne, and Mar
Doyle in the 400-yard free styl
relay.

9-13-79 Andrews
Lawn 59

1st Places:
Cathy Houlihan, Mar

Anicich, Joan Rainsford, an
Eileen Geraghty in with a tim
of 2:13:96.

Michelle Cook in diving with
score of 149.2.

wlmmlllg
9-6-79 Richards 87 - Oak Lawn

69
1st Places:
Eileen Geraghty, Mary

Doyle, Joan Rainsford, and
Nancy Lough for 400-yard free
style relay.

Eileen Geraghty also broke
the sophomore lOG-yard free
style record.

9-11-79 Eisenhower 83 - Oak
Lawn 88

1st Places:
Nancy Lough 2OG-yard free

style with a time of 217.36

ophomor

volleyball

9-11-79 Thornwood loss 14-20,
20-14, 11-20

9-13-79 Thornton Won 20-8,20-8
9-18-79 Homewood-Flossmoor

loss 20-14, 13-20, 19-21
9-21-79 Reavis loss 20-15, 14-20,

18-20

9-11-79 Thornwood won 12-5,
15-1, 15-13

9-13-79 Thornton won 15-7,15-4
9-18-79 Homewood-Flossmoor

won 15-3, 15-10
9-21-79 Reavis won 15-2, 15-9

Jim my working hard.
(Photo by Greg Olejniczak)

~~~~~ Var ity Girl

volleyball

Szum 16:09
McGrail 16: 19
Kilgore 16:52
Grant 18:21
Nehmzow 20:36

9-4-79 Reavis won by forfeit
9-8-79 Marist loss 39-22
9-11-79 Lincoln Way loss 43-18
9-13-79 Thornton won 16-44
9-15-79 Reavis Invitational.

10th place
9-17-79 T.F. South loss 34-22
9-20-79 Richards loss 33-23
9-22-79 Argo Invitational, 15th

place
9-25-79 Shepard loss 34-25

Personal b st:

Var ity

ros ountry

Singles:
Burgess 2-6, 1-6; Preto 6-2,

0; Wierus 6-3, 7-6; Poynter 3-8
Hinkleman o-s; McCart o-s

Doubles:
Vinci-Dague 2-6, 6-4, 6-3;

Schryner-Hinkleman 7-0, 3-6, 2
6; Fulop-Messett 3-8; Bour
balus-Messett o-s

9-13-79 Loundres
Singles:
Burgess 6-2,5-7,6-1; Preto 6-2,

6-4; Wierus 3-6, 0-6; Poynter 8-1;
Hinkleman 9-8; McCart 3-8

Doubles:
Vinci-Dague 6-4, 6-1;

Schryner-Preto 6-0, 6-2; Fulop
Messett 8-2; Bourbalus-Kiza 8-2

9-17-79 Andrew
Singles:
Burgess 1-6, 2-6; Preto 4-6, 6-2,

6-4; Wierus 6-4, 7-6
Doubles:
Vinci-Schryner 7-6, 6-3;

Dague-Hinkleman 6-1, 6-1
9-18-79 Reavis
Singles:
Burgess 6-2, 6-2; Preto 6-1, 6

1; Wierus 6-3, 6-2
Doubles:
Vinci-Schryner 6-3, 6-1;

Dague-Hinkleman 6-0, 4-6, 6
9-19-79 Chicago Christian
Singles:
Preto 6-2,6-2; Wierus 5-7, 6-2,

6-1; O'Brenski 3-6, 6-0, 7-6
Doubles:
Schryner-Preto 7-5, 6-2;

Dague-Hinkleman 6-1, 6-0
9-20-79 Lincoln Way
Singles:
Burgess 6-4, 6-3; Preto 4-6, 4

6; Wierus 6-2. 4-6, 6-4; Poynter
8-6; Hinkleman 3-8; McCart 0-8

Doubles:
Vinci-Schryner 6-7, 3-6;

Dague-Hinkleman 6-4, 1-6, 5-7;
Fulop-Messett 2-8; Bourbalus-

6-0;
3-8;
6-1 ;

9-12-79 Rich Central

9-7-79 Richards
Singles:
Burgess 6-1, 6-1; Preto 3-6,6-3,

6-4; O'Brenski 5-7, 2-6; Poynter
8-2; Sigler 0-8; McCart 4-8

9-5-79 Thornridge
Singles:
S. Burgess 6-2, 6-2; J. Preto 6

2, 6-1; L. Wierus 6-4, 6-1; D.
Poynter 8-4; C. McCart 3-8; G.
Sigler 2-8

Doubles:
Vinci-Schryner 7-6, 6-2;

Dague-Hinkleman 6-0, 6-1;
Hinkleman-Fulop 8-6; Messett
Bourbalus 8-9

9-6-79 Eisenhower
Singles:
S. Burgess 6-0, 6-0; J. Preto 6

0, 6-0; L. Wierus 6-0, 6-1; D.
Poynter 8-4

Doubles:
Vinci-Schryner 4-6, 6-2, 6-3;

Hinkleman-Dague 6-3, 7-5;
Hinkleman-Fulpo 4-8; Messett
Bourbalus 8-4

Girl tenni

Doubles:
Vinci-Dague 6-2,

Hinkleman-Fulop
Schryner-Preto 6-1,
Hinkleman-Bourbalus 0-8

9-11-79 Thornwood
Singles:
Burgess 6-2, 6-3; Preto 6-3, 6

4; Wierus 6-1, 6-1; Poynter 8-4;
Hinkleman 8-6; Matha 5-8

Doubles:
Vinci-Dague 6-4, 6-1;

Hinkleman-Schryner 6-0, 6-1;
FUlop-Messett 8-4; Bourbalus
Sigler 4-8

re hman
football

~"r hmall
volleyball

ophomor

football
9-8-79 Richards 6, Oak Lawn

21
9-15-79 Hinsdale South 20, Oak

Lawn 6
9·22-79 Reavis 22, Oak Lawn 7
Rushing:
D. Balachowski - 11 carries,

36 yards, 3.3 yards-carry, 1
touch down

T. Pope - 31 carries, 151 yards,
4.9 yards-carry

T. arnavale - 22 carries, 52
yards, 4.7 yards-carry

T. Carnavale - 22 carries, 52
yards, 4.7 yards-carry

R. Wilkie - 11 carries, 52
yards, 3.6 yards-carry

G. Schultz - 3 carries, 11
yards, 3.7 yards-carry

Passing:
B. Scaduto - 10 receptions, 162

yards, 34 passes
Receiving:
D. Balachowski - 4 receptions,

57 yards, 2 touch downs
M. Wiersema - 2 receptions,

12 yards. 1 touch down
S. Angelussi - 3 receptions, 80

yards
G. Schultz - 1 reception, 13

yards

9-11-79 Thornwood won 15-9,
15-1

9-18-79 Homewood-Flossmoor
15-10, 15-9

9-21-79 Reavis won 15-10, 15-13

Frazier 17: 18
Lakie 17:34
Kosvick 17:24
Harm 18:24
Suchy 19:38
Theil 17:03
Dolan 17:24
Fadden 17:58
Walsh 21:13
Maluck 20:02
Thorpe 21: 13
S. Olewinski 19:20
M. 01ewinski 20:40
J nsen 22:33
Killelea 18: 59
Lorusso 22:46
Robson 20: 42

eros' country

9-8-79 Richards 6, Oak Lawn 8
9-15-79 Hinsdale South 22, Oak

Lawn 6
9-22-79 Reavis 30, Oak Lawn 0

3rd quarter: No. 31, John Totals in:
Major with an 8O-yard kick off Yards rushing- 240 yards
return touch down. Yards passing- 101 yards

No. 89, Todd Fredericks 1st downs- 12 yards
with a point after touch down Penalties- 110 yards
kick. Receptions- 2

4th quarter: No. 34, Paul Fumbles- 4
Maddox with a 2-yard run touch I--.-,;T::.;0::.:u::.:c~h....:d::.:o;.;.w;..:n;;;:s....;s:.;;c;.;;;0.;..re.;..d.;..-.....;3'--_-t
down.

9-22-79 Reavis 15 - Oak Lawn
18

Points made scored by:
1st quarter: No. 34, Paul

Maddox with a I-yard run touch
down and a point after touch
down kick.

2nd. quarter: No. 34, Paul
Maddox with a 3-yard touch
down.

No. 17, John Smarz with a
point after touch down kick.

4th quarter: No. 34, Paul
Maddox with a 30-yard field
goal.

9-8-79 Richards 26 - Oak Lawn
12

Points scored by:
2nd quarter: No. 40, Bill

Tasker with a 93-yard touch
down.

4th quarter: No. 89, Todd
Fredericks with a 6-yard run
touch down.

9-15-79 Hinsdale South 19 - Oak
Lawn 20

Points scored by:
1st quarter: No. 34, Paul

Maddox with a I-yard run touch
down.

No. 89, Todd Fredericks
with a point after touch down
kick.

Var ity

football

Callahan 16: 10

Frosh- "oph
9-4-79 Reavis won 20-41
9-8-79 Maristlo s 34-25 and 39-

o
9-11-79 Lincoln Way won 22-38
9-13-79 Thornton won 23-32
9-15-79 Reavis Invitational,

th place
9-17-79 T.F. South loss 30-26
9-'11}..79 Richards, Frosh. won

by forfei\.
Soph. WOn 11-34

9-22-79 Argo Invitational, 4th
lace
9-25-79 Shepard loss 28-27

Personal b st:
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Re na and Bradle

From OLCHS to Holl wood
"It's real boring." Rick

Bradley said, explaining what
the "movies" are really like
backstage. "It's nothing but
cheap ex and a lot of good
drugs. It gets old after awhile.
In the beginning, of course, it
wa exciting and everythin~,

but after awhile it got jaded. It's
not all glamour and tinsel."

Bradley along with another
OLC'HS student, Tim Reyna,
spent six weeks this summer at
Lakeview High School in

hicago filming the upcoming
Warner Brothers movie, "My
Bodyguard. "

Reyna gave his impressions
of his first crack at show
business by saying, "It's a lot of
aggravation. Nobody really
knew what he was doing."

"Yeah, it's a lot of waiting
around. It's 'not like theatre,"
Bradley said. "Like, for
example, the first two days we
worked for 24 hours on
something that will be about
five minutes on film."

According to Bradley, it
wasn't all bad, though. "There
were a lot of groupies -- a lot of
young girls that looked like
Farrah Fawcett were always
coming around."

Besides the groupies there
were numerous others on the
set. The director, assistant
director, cameramen, casting
agents, make-up man, principle
acton- and extras all played a
part In the filming of "My
Bodyguard."

"Everyone's real nice,"
Bradley said. "It's a real family
atmosphere. People are a lot

1,~~~!~g;l~A~llJg~'~~~~l:Idfillaall mo vee ! '"nicer and a lot more close in the I "I looked 10wards,"Well I
movies than they are at 'nighI nol rnak il," "Heyna
scbol." said. "ThaI way I wouldn'l g I

"Yeah," Reyna said, '0 depres ed if I was turned
agreeing "there were down. 0 when I found out Ihal I
times when I felt everyone was was going 10 be in iI, it wa Iik
really working together for r< ief. Bul I didn't freak out and
something. But there were also go drink Low nbrau all night.
limes I felt it was just a "I'd ju tlike to ay that It was
business. Everyone's real nice .1 good experience. I've learned
to you, because they have to be, a lot. Ther wa a time wh n I
I guess. "The actors do have the "as pretty mis rable because I
power to complain to the dIdn't see any of my friends,
producer and get someone and I didn't know what was
fired, There were a few people, going on wIth my family. ow
though, who I really felt were it's done with nd I I' alize
not just doing their job but were ther 's a lot I've b n mi sing
genuinely being nice to us." uul on.

The people at the set weren't "Anoth l' thing is I don't want
the only ones expressing in- anybody to think thaI I'v
terest in Reyna and Bradley. "hanged. I d n't want anybody

"People I haven't seen since to think I'm snobbi 'h now or a
kindergarten come up to me hi~ shot becau I'm not."
and say, 'Hi Rick, How ya Bradley offered closing
doin'? I heard you were in a ommenls of a different typ
movie. How much money did
you make?" "PI ase ignore anything l'~e

Until this point Reyna and said. It was only the pathetic
Bradley agreed on most of their babbelings of a once fine man
experiences. However, when d stroyed by 100 e morals.
questions dealing with plans " layaway from Ihe SWinging
and philosophies were brought Hollywood scene," "It' not
up, their definite character g:-oovy al all, kids. It only leaps
differences surfaced. to moral and spiritual

"I don't need a diploma," hankrupcy and hopelessly viI
Bradley said. "I proved myself d cad nc .
in the real world. I just camf" "Go to float m elings, kids.
back here because it's my major wasles of time that any "'urther diSCUSSIOn rt:dt- Graduate and 0 straight 10
senioryear,all(Hwanttoenjoy int lligent person could put firmed Bradley' nonchalance Moron Valley, excuse me,
it." ., him If through." and Reyna's realism. Moraine Valley. Become a

"Like people are phyped-up On the other hand, Reyna "I 'ot real high when I found doctor, a lawyer, an English
and involved about:{grades. I plans "to get the basics at out lhat I was going to be in a T a h r, nything but for
don', really care. If I pass, then Morain Valley for two years movie," Bradley said. "I just d ency's sak ,stay away from
I pass. If I don't, then I'm just and finish studying drama at waJr<ed around for about three Hollywood, kids. It may be too
going to New York, anyway. I Northwestern. At least I'll have weeks going, 'Wow, hey, high, '1te for me, but there's till
think that college is one of the an educalion behind me." yea, I'm gonna be in a hope for ~~RGJE BERKERY

Joy's Card Shop
8841 S. Ridgeland

599-3411
Ilal/mark ('(tn's & ~U'tsThe Rolling Stones

-------------------

Ladies and gentlemen:

The Rolling Stones is an
English rock band, and since
their beginning in 1962 they
have developed an image of
outrageousness, vulgarity,
rebellion, arrogance and sen
suality.

As the "bad boys of rock &
roll," the Stones attracted the
attention of millions of young
people who identified with their
image and music, and who felt
that the group sang what they
felt inside. Stylistically, the
Stones are an extension of black
rhythm and blues music. Lead
vocalist Mick Jagger, who
along with guitarist Keith
Richard, writes nearly all of the
songs, gives the group an ex
plosive almost frantic sound,
The steady beat and the stage
antics of Jagger result in what
seems to be a release of
frustration and energy. As one
of their songs state "We gotta
vent out our frustration, before
we blow a 50 amp fuse."

The song which seems to
clearly illustrate the philosophy
of the group is "(I Can't Get No)

Satisfaction." This song
became an anthem of the mid
60's; self-gratification was the
problem, drugs and sex the
answer. This hike in self
gratification or personal
satisfaction over any authority,
law or concern for others has
become the basic outlook of
many young people in the 70's.

The darkest side of The
Rolling Stones has been their
toying with Satanism. Mick
Jagger has consciously taken
an anti-Christ position, causing
lables such as "Satan's
Jesters" to be applied to the
group. In the late 60's era of
flower power and love children,
the Stones released an album
entitled "Their Satanic
Majesty's Request." By its art
work, it appeared to be
dedicated to Satan himself. On a
later release, "Sympathy for
the Devil," atan is described
as a "man of wealth and taste"
who has presided over world
history. He was there when
Jesus had his "moment of doubt
and pain" and made sure that

Pilate "washed his hands to
seal his fate." He was on the
scene when the Tsar was top
pled in the Russian Revolution
and rode with Hitler's tanks
through Europe. The song asks
that those people who meet
Satan treat him with respect
and sympathy or else have their
souls "laid to waste." Written in
the first person and sung by
Mick Jagger, the words and the
music take on an eerie, evil
mood.

The Rolling Stones are made
up of five extremely talented
musicians, Mick Jagger, lead
vocal, Keith Richard, lead
guitar, Ron Wood, baCk-up
vocals and guitar, Bill Wyman,
guitar and Charlie Watts on
drums. Their latest album
"Some Girls" displays this
groups versatility and talent.
"Far Away Eyes" a country
rock song reveals the groups
changing attitude towards the
music they perform, while
"Shattered" proves they still
have what it takes to get an
audience on their feet.
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.Call Me Army Sgt. John H. King

With the Army's Delayed Entry Program, you can
come down now and pick the job you want. And if you
qualify, we'll hold it for you-for up to 12 months,
depending on the job you choose .

Then you can relax and enjoy the year without
worrying about what you'll be doing when you
graduate.

When you do come in, you'll also have a salary of
$448.80 a month before deductions waiting for you.
Plus free meals, housing, health care and 30 days paid
vacation. And if you'd like to try college while you're
in, we'll pay up to 75 per cent of your tuition for you.

636-3912

.,

"Reserve your job
for fall now~'

............................~ .
*****************************....
*......
*..........
*******************....
*....
*..
*****************************..
*............
****************
~ Join the people who've joined the Army. ~
~***************************************************** *********************************:
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Bits and •pieces
TilE FAC LTY OF OLCHS

takes pride in announcing the
following students for
membership into the Spartan
Chapter of the National Honor
Society. Our congratulations on
your outstanding achievement.

SENIORS INCLUDE: Daniel
harleston, athy Fadden, Tina

Haisma, William Henry, David
Kilgore, Susan Leach, Jeff
Lehmann, Laurie Perrica,
Andrea Reed, Leonetta Rizzi,
Brian Smith, David Szum,
Karen Vinci, Robert Wagner,
Sheri Wantiez, James Xeros,
and Bill Tasker. JUNIORS
INCLUDE: Cathy Alexander,
Mary Bachelder, Lynette Blein,
Mary - Kay Bourbalous, Patrick
Bowden, Margaret Brooks,
Marjorie Burns, Michael Burns,
Judith Carlo, Robert Chapelle,
Deena Coakley, Tammy
Carstens, Mary ivincenzo,

hristine Fenton, Jan Gems,
Larry Hinz, William Hogan,
Susan Jaksich, Joy Kakta,
Peter Koliopoulas, Keith Kraut,
James Lagiglia, Mary Murray,
Caryn Meyer, Cynthia Niziolek,
Michael ovak,
WendyO'Brenski, Lisa Parson,
Jean Paterson, Jerome Pender,
Judy Porembski, Joanne Preto,
Mari ~chmitz, Kristie Schryver.

arolyn Sexton, Penny Sierros,
John Smarz, Robert Springer,
Debbie Swan, Linda Wahlfeldt,

arol Wendling, Kathleen
Woods, Sherry Wortel, Karen
Petersen, Gerald Whiteford,
Michelle Szum.

COMM NITY OPEN WIM:
The swimming pool is open to
the public every Wednesday
evening through Nov. 14, fr9Jll 7..
to 9:00 p.m. Admissioods '$1.25
for adults and $1.00 for students.
Students of any age will be
admitted, but children age 10
and under, must be
accompanied by an adult. All
swimmers must wear suits
provided by OLCHS. Mr. Vern
Scapelli, partan swim coach,
will supervise the open swim.

THE BEVERLY THEATRE
GUILD PRESENTS GYPSY, a
musical fable Friday Nov. 16,
Saturday Nov. 17 at 8:00 p.m.
and Sunday Nov. 18 at 2:00 p.m.
Tickets are $5.00 for Adults, and
$4.00 for Students, Senior
Citizens and group rates. The
play will be presented at the
Beverly Art enter, 2153 West
lllth Street. For reserved
seating phone 445-2588.

TilE OLCII MU IC
DEPT. is presenting its first
concert of the year on Nov. 6, in
the Little Theatre. Acapella,
Treble Choir, and Freshmen
Girls Chorus will be f atured.

COME SEE TilE M 
SICAL CO 1EDY Pippin
Friday Nov. 2 and ,aturday
Nov. 3 at 8:00 p.m. in the Little
Theatre. Tickets are $2.50 for
adults Jd $2.00 for Students
and Seniors Citizens.

OPE 110 E WILL BE
Nov. IS, from 7 till 9:00 p.m.
Light refreshments and
entertainment by the Music
Department will begin at 9: 00
p.m. in the Juniors-Seniors
lounge.

ATTENTION ALL ST DE T
WRITERS: Material is needed
for the SPEAR section in the
SPARTANITE. Any student
wishing to submit poems, short
stories or essays. Please bring
them to Mr. Ray Elliott, in room
210.

IF YOU ARE INTER
ESTED IN camping and-or
skiing trips see Mr. Brodemus
in Room 220 for further
information.

AN OPEN FORUM CO
SPONSOHED by Christ
Hospital, the Oak Lawn Police
Department, and the public
high schools in the Oak Lawn
area for parents, young people,
educators, and community
residents concerned about
substance abuse in our
community.

Speakers include: Dr. E.J.
Voltolina, Psychiatrist, Christ
Hospital, John H. Haberkorn,
Chief of Police, Oak Lawn
Police Department, Ms. Doris
Chamberlain-Griffin, Manager,
Alcoholic Treatment Center

hrist Hospital, and a Guest
Speaker; experienced with
alcoholism.

Meetings will be held
Wednesday, November 7, and
November 14 at OLCH .

YEARBOOK SALE' TAFF
members are taking orders for
the 1980 SHIELD in. the
Cafeteria. Order now and
reserve your copy. Price is
$10.00.

DATES TO REMEMBER:

BASKETBALL and wrestling
tryout will begin ov. 1

BOYS WIMMING and Girls
Gymnastic will be Mon. Nov.
19.

GIRLS BASKET ..
BALL will begin Thursday Nov.
19.

TilE ACT TE T will be Dec.
8, 1979. D adline to sign up is
Nov. 9, 1979.

THE NEXT BLOOD
DRIVE will be Tuesday, Nov. 6,
in the Little Theatre.

WITH THE COMI G OF
COLD weather and snow the
possibility of having to close
school because of inclement
weather increases significantly.
If school i~to be closed because
of adve e weather con
ditions 0 for some other
unforeseen ""eason, we plan to
make the closing announcement
as far in advance of the regular
tarting time as we can. We will

notify the City News Bureau
and radio stations WBBM,
WGN, WIND, WLS, and WMAQ
whenver classes are being
canceled due to some
emergency. Also quite often
school clo ings are reported
over the radio by the school
district number rather than by
the school name, our school
district is District No. 229.

DO OMETIII G DIF-
FERE T NEXT MMEH. Go
to a foreign land the
experimental way! Travel with
other students from all over the
U.S. and live with a family.

hoose from over 32 different
countries and widen your
horizons. Learn about another
country and culture as no
ordinary tourist can by living
with a pecially chosen family.
Learn more about the
experiment in International
Living, write to The
Experiment in International
Living, 310 outh Michigan
Avenue. uite 1401 Chicago,
Illinois. 60604 or call 663-1398.

APPLICATIO TO THE
NIVER ITY of Illinois 

Urbana hampaign for Fall
1980 are in the Counseling

enters, Rooms 363, 20, and 105.
Deadlines for applications to be
received by the U. of 1. is

ovember 15. To be considered
for application on an equal
basis, please do not delay in
obtaining your copy.

TilE HOOL HAS BEEN
notified that the Horticultural
Courtyard, a gift to the school
from the Ecology Club and the
Class of 1978, has received a

ational Award from the Keep
America Beautiful in New York
City. Oak Lawn is the only high
school in Illinois and one of six
schools nationally to be
honored. Ecology Club
members, Nancy Dunning and
Patrick Slovick will travel to
New York City in December to
accept the award with club
sponsors Mr. Brodemus and II
Mr. Thompson. Congratulations II
to all those past and present
students that contributed to this
national r cognition.

TilE COURTYARD I II
OW being considered to open

on a trial basis. tudents will be
issued passes from the
cafeteria, and can visit during
lunch p riods only. Students
will be asked that there be no
smoking, food brought into the
courtyard, or disturbing the
surrounding classes. If the
above mentioned suggestions
are abused the courtyard will be
closed.

This year the 50's dance will
be Saturday ov. 17, from 8:00
to 11:00 p.m. "Flashback" will
play during all lunch periods on
Friday, Nov. 16. At the dance
there will be a dance contest
and prize will be awarded.
Tickets are $3.00 presale and
$3.75 at the door. ID's required.

Nov. 16 is SO's day so dress up
and support your class.

BY ADIA BEDWA
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don't want

Ken Jankisl

'w

temptation of the Billhilly
doctrine is the concept of being
honored upon graduation from
OLCHS. As the Society's
sponsor W.C. Hill (whence the
name "Billhilly" is derived),
said at a meeting of tyronic
acceptees, myself included,
" HS membership is the only
way to graduate with honors." I
can see his point; I know of no
one who would not throwaway
his modesty for an asterisk by
his name on the program and a
golden tassle on his
mortarboard at the
commencement exercises.

Another lure is that NHS
membership gives one college
placement priorities. However,
it seems that this device is not
much of a reason to become a
Billhilly. According to a former

ociety member, if someone
can be accepted by the Society,
he is in such good shape that he
doesn't need the honor of
college placement priorities.

Those who choose to convert
to the cult are made aware of
Billhilly teachings immediately
after acceptance. The principle
of the honor of being a member
in the Society is repeatedly
worked into the students' brains
until nothing mallers to them
but graduating with honors.

After a month-long period of
having their beliefs molded, the
hopeful honor hounds become
full-fledged Billhillies through
an indoctrination ceremony.
This is one of the most revered
traditions among NHS
members, and the
"indoctrination," service is now
called an "induction"
ceremony, reportedly because
of a speech impediment which
belonged to a former Society
president, and the revised
nomenclature was accepted by
the cuJt.

Although I heard that the
induction is a highly mystic,
candle-lil ritual where the
entire membership
acknowledges its creed of
Billhilly honor, I know not what
is in store for me as I proceed
towards the ceremony. I'd like
to experience being a Billhilly
out of journalistic curiosity. but
the Society is not too keen on
having ils condition of being a
cult publicized, and it has been
known to lake drastic measures
against those who rebel against
the religious doctrine:
excommunication, maybe a
goon squad to reinslate Billhilly
beliefs through physical means
.... Uh .... excuse me a minute;
there are several persons
wearing golden tassles and
carrying branding irons
emblazened with the word
"HONOR" at the door ...

The cult
of honor

Qllote:
" tamp out m tri

any forei~n ruler !"

Ii< (:. II

0f'/lQrll ~)mllltrn\

STAFF

Students alld faculty
members of OLCHS may
submit articles for
publication in The partanite
and short sLories, poems,
photographs and drawings
for publication in Spear
literary magazine to The

partanite office (rooms 208
and 210) or to any member of
the slaff. The partanite
assumes no responsibility for
returning submissions.

To write to or subscribe to
The Spartanite, address mail
to:

THE P ARTANITE
Oak Lawn Community

High School
94th Street and Southwest

Highway
Oak Lawn, IL 60453

Please include $3 and your
name and address with
subscription requests.

The Spartanite is a
subscriber to the Student
Press Service and a member
of the Northern lIIinois High
School Press Association, the
Eastern lIIinois High School
Press Association and the
Quill and Scroll Society.

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-chief:

Carol Dornan
Managing Editor:Nadia Bedwan Many OLCHS students
N ws Editor: believe that the National Honor

Carolynn Dwan Society (NHS for those who
Editorial Editor: aren't able to comprehend

Brian Smith words of two or more syllables)
Feature Editor: is a group of simpering honors

Margie Berkery students which congregates to
ports Editor: discuss methods of kissing the

hris Morong feet of its sponsor and other
Spear Editor: ~ faculty members and devises

Traci McGuire II::!0 plans to transform a TI-30 into a
Contributing Editors: ;]la tactical thermo-nuclear

Gina Busch, Dave warhead. This image of the
lough, Lynette Dunn. "TROUBLES? I'LL TAKE CARE OF THEM FOR YOU." organization is untrue and

Vanessa Faurie, Beth Fischl, tll--:;;;;;;;;,.....=----------------------~totallyabsurd.
Maureen oertsch, Laura • Being a newly accepted
Galzin, Mark Johnsen, Kelli 0 mecom ln~ member in the Society, I can
Keenan, Sue Leach, Carla •• now see what kind of clique it is:
McGuire, Tim Reyna, Pat a fanatical religious cult
Rich, George Vanderlinde, devoted to the purpose of
Jim Wielebnicki uniting the intellectually elite

Adviser: reV lS lOn students of the school into a
Ray Elliott I l grand aggregation which

BUSINES DEPARTME T strives to possess a monopoly on
Busine s Manager: extracurricular activities.

Jerry Kruder l The "Billhillies," as the NHS
Circulation Manager: propOSa is called by those who recognize

Maureen Graham its status as a secretive sect,
Advertising Managers: accept only students who excel

Bill Henry, academically and in
Carol Witham participation in activities. Thus,
lassified Advertising The ide.a- of a second point: there are the Society acquires the

Manager: H' '~ t· f devotion of its members and
Jerry Kotas omecomlng our IS or no specific requirements then uses the followers to

AnT DEPARTME T the entire stude~t body to a girl has to meet to be influence the activities of the
Artists: C h 00 s e a'm 0 n g nominated for the extracurricular organizations

Dawn Pacourek, the m s e I v est h 0 s e Homecoming Court, yet a for the cult's own purposes.
arrieProvost, members whom it Is b t b . TheSpartaniterecenllyhada

Brian Smith, oy mus e a superior run-in with the Billhillies'
Joe Vajarsky generally agreed are the athlete in order to qualify attempts to exert their

Cartoonist: most popular and as an escort. This means influence on other organizations
Joe apulich deserving to represent that boys who are in the school. Not being able to

Photographers: the school. involved in other school infiltrate this news magazine,
Russ Harper, the Billhillies sent their
Jerry Kruder, Why, then, are the activities or who may not president to Th Spartanlte's
Traci McGuire, members of the court be the most "outstand- office because of an alleged
Jim Mitchell, chosen only from the ing" in a particular sport artIcle which "might be of a
Chris Morong, junior and senior classes, are ruled out. defamatory nature" regarding
Greg Olejniczak NHS.

and why isn't everyone This is unfair The president, while
allowed to vote on the discrimination, just as explaining the consequences of
escorts one feels should not allowing freshmen or an attack on his cult by infidels,
represent the school? h t h scanned the office for clues ofSOp omores 0 ave an article which would wage

Homecoming is a time Homecoming attendants such an attack, in much the
when all the classes are is unfair. same way that I'd seen him
e nco u rag edt 0 The best solution is to receive visual stimuli of

t
scantily clad women.

participate in he have students choose one I elucidated that if,
festivities. Freshmen and boy and one girl from emphasizing "if," such an
sophomores build floats their own class to article existed, the powers of
and attend the represent them on the NHS did not include stopping'

Homecoml'ng game as H . t Th the paper from printing it.omecomlng cour . e He left the office with the
well as the dance. It is entire school would vote same pious attitude witu...which
only fair that they, too, be on the senior boy and girl he had entered, after babbling
a 1I0wed to choose who would be the king something to the effect of,

"Well, you'll be the ones who
representatives of their and queen, and also on a get in trouble."
classes in keeping with prince and princess from To date, the cull has not
the spirit of the occasion. the Senior Class as monopolized on any other

Many would argue that runners-up to the king organization, but it is building
the base it needs. For now, the

being elected to the and queen. Society is building itself up in
Homecoming Court is an This system may not be size, tempting prospective
honor that should be tradition at OLCHS, but it disciples with the rewards of
res e r v e d for is a fairer way of following the NHS doctrine.The main enlistment
upperclassmen. Why not, representing the school
then, let the election of at Homecoming. It
the queen and, yes, a king worked at my former
be saved for those of school for 20 years and
senior status only? would work at OLCHS

Which brings us to a just as well.
--SUE LEACH

1~RtANITE
is published by the

Advanced Journalism
students of

OAK LAWN COMMUNITY
HIGHS HOOL.
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• A 101 01 mOSIn'ormallon IS repeal d about
acnel

• 75 - 85% of all adolescenls have acne to
some deg,pel

• Untreated acne can lead 10 <ca,rong
'• Acnp can alfect your b havlor and

personalotyl
• There are safe and elfecllve methods 0'

treating acne I

DID YOU KNOW rrn

SEW HAPPY

TEENAGE DRIVER ED.

-'FACEfAcTS,.
nOES YOUR ACNE PIMPLE CONDITION HAVE

YOU CONCERNED?

20% discount

Teachers and educators

Dod you know that a recent nallonal survey revealed Ihal acne IS one of
the chIef h allh con e,ns of Junior and senoor hIgh school studenls?

Use FACE FACTS as a leaching tool Orde' COP'OS 'or your cla'ss and
savp 5O¢ per copy For ord IS over 25 copies the pnce IS only S7 50 per copy

Gel alllh latest known lacts aboul ACNE on lI"s easy to read booklel End
your confus,on and save hundreds of dollars that you m,ght spend on worth·
less home ,emedl s Fill ,n Ihe below ,nformaflon and send Illogether WIth
S3 OOlotheAMERICAN MEDICAL FORUM FRESS. BOX Ill,CRANFORD.
NJ 07016

Photograph r ,
arti t , cartooni t and writer

for the
SPART NITE

See Mr. Elliott In room 210

Name

Address

CltV

*Fabric we sell new
pfaff machines* SeWing lessons

*Patterns

*Notions

"~~~~~~~V~~.~~f~~~fL~~~~~E.. ~:I"! ~

~
\~ New courses startIng about everv 2 weeks ~
• '2 find 4 week courses. 15 to 18 vrs. old ~
• Home plck..up for all driVing lessons ~

~ • Free trop to station for permit ......

...... • Auto Insurance diSCOunt certificatetJ' _.._::~~....::~~~~~~~_~.~.ors ~~_~~:_~~:~!_~~~~~fi~:e':'~;ii'- ~

Rates 423-1212 ForInformatoon

error

SPARTANITE

Sport

for a writer to cut up people (for
any reason or reasons he might
have>.

Isn't cutting up their
~ammar a bit petty? Maybe
they are not as all-intelligent as
Mr. Smith is, but if he is going to
leave the errors in the
freshmen's reb ultals, why
doesn't he leave the errors in
others?

In conclusion, we believe that
Mr. Smith should use his talents
to expose the positive side of life
instead of the negative I

-CHUCK SUCHY
DA VE KILGORE

enough to meet the demand and
nutrious. Adiet of cafeteria food
should be ruled out (though the
Cod Almondine, served to
teachers, is superb and worthy
of any polar bear>.

Perhaps the answer is more
at hand than we suspect - a
foot or an earlobe donated by
students seeking the relief of an
excused gym class or the refuge
of the nurse's office. Such
scraps, while worthwhile, still
fall short of the required
poundage.

The overcrowding in some of
our study halls may need a new
interpretation. The demands on
the deans could be reduced if
the reflective mediation of
Room 219's inmates were
allowed a bnsk Jog tnruu~11 llIe
critters before - no, after-lunch
(a full stomach and slowed
reaction time would support a
post-luncheon dash).

Even more logical, pragmatic
suggestions may run low on
occasion and further
alternatives may have to be
explored. With all due respect to
Jonathan Swift, does Brian
Smith weigh over 130 pounds??

--J,T. THOMPSON,
Ecology Club Sponsor

Dear Editor, I !!!!!!!!!!!!!!:!!!:!!::::!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!:!~!!~~~~~~!!!!..,Every statement in stories f'
that are printed in a newspaper
should be true. This was not the
case in the last issue of the
Spartanlte,

The article written by Jim
Wielbnicki, "Girls make a big
splash", contained many false
statements. For instance,
Eileen Geraghty never broke
the 500-yard freestyle record for
sophomores. She never even
swam it before. And allhough
Joan Rainsford may be doing
excellently in the butterfly, I
am not. I never swam the
butterfly in a meet before, so
how can I be doing excellently
in it?

I feel that this article was
very poorly written, and it
showed a lot of laziness on the
part of Mr. Wielbnicki. He
should have made sure his
information was correct so he
could've given credit for the
good job the girls' swim team is
doing to the right people.

-MARY DOYLE

-VANESSA FAURIE

Petty use
of talents

of this bIOmass makes the
development of natural food
chain within the confines of the
8,000 square foot quadrangle
doubtful. The home range
required by an adult grizzly
bear _ (Ursus horribilis)
averages about 25 square miles.

Dear Edi tor,
My letter pertains to the

subject of offensiveness.
Tim Reyna's article last

month, "Vatican Night Fever",
brought about mixed opinions
among the students and
teachers here at OLCHS. Many
feel the story was in the poorest
of taste, and just as many feel it
was harmless.

It is the opinion of this
sophomore that people are
becoming too hung up on the
idea of indecency.

I am one of the people who
feel that "Vatican Night Fever"
is harmless. I'm sure Mr.
Reyna doesn't have a personal
grudge against the Pope or the
Catholic Church. It seems to me
that he was just poking fun at all
the hype created by the Pope's
visit to the U.S.

One has to look at things light
heartedly once in a while. Being
serious all of the time isn't
healthy.

Provisioning, as Master
Smith correctly points out, is
called for in order to insure
success. The squirrels that were
recommended in the "Lions on
the Landscape" article may not
be a satisfactory suggestion
(this is not including the
specific dietary requirements of
the Aztec War Chieftains, I have
sent a memo to the Social
Studies Department requesting
such information. Final
recommendations are pending
their response). The Eastern
grey squirrel (Sciurus
carolinessis) weighs about one
pound - far below the 25 pounds
of meat consumed by a single
adult wolf. Adaily ration of 25 to
100 squirrels seems an arduous
task to supply.

I certainly feel that in order to
expand beyond the subtilities of
detritus production we must
secure a larger source of
protein and vitamin B 12. Such a
source should be readily
available, easy to handle, large

Dear Editor,
Although we found Brian

Smith's article and the
following rebuttal (Oct. 5)
humorous, we feel that they
were unfair.

To criticize one group's
supposed actions is one thing,
but to change procedure
concerning rebuttals to serve
one's petty purposes i~ another.
AItf'!r all, school is meant as a
place of learning, not as a place

The courtyard: a word
from the sponsor

Nov. 2, 1979

Dear Edi tor,
Any successful effort always

reflects a diverse input of ideas.
I wish to extend my
appreciation to Brian Smith
(Spartanite, October 5, 1979),
for his suggestions to finalize
our courtyard. Sometimes when
we become deeolv involvecl
such dramatic ideas are
overlooked as the forest for the
trees.

While the suggestion for an
increased zoological treatment
in the enclosure is insightful, his
comments on the "bio-chemical
cycles" does seem
unsophisticated. Surely, the
thrill of the nitrogen - fixating
bacteria, the drama of humus
accumulation or the seasonal
anticipation of deciduous
defoliation should be shared by
all and not just those of a
botanical persuasion.

The increase in faunal
diversity for the horticultural
courtyard has enormous
educational value. Your
sincerity is to be commended. I
envision a few problems with
such a proposal. The effective
home ranges of some of the
species you suggest needs
further consideration. As you
are certainly aware, the
implications of the Second Law
of Thermodynamics on species

Letters

D ar Editor,
The situation in the school

parking lot seems like the
saying, "Schools out, schools
out, teacher let the monkeys
out."

Once most of the kids get into
their cars, turn on the ignition
and go for the exit, all you can
hear are tires squealing, and
cars are taking off very which
way.

Everyday there is almost an
accident just because the kids
are trying to show off to one
another. One of these days,
someone is going to end up in a
serious accident. Do you think
that will teach anyone?

I don't think so.
-PAM VEREECKE

Monl{ey lot

harmless?
Dear Editor,

I'm no holy roller, but I think
Tim Reyna's article on the Pope
was very obnoxious. There are
a lot of people who have respect
for the Pope.

I think that the whole article,
especially those songs, were
ignorant and insulting.

And I haven't heard anything
about the Lutheran Church
feeding the starving people of
the world lately.

-LAURI DUMPERT

Insulting or
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They've got 'Magic To Do'

lJllil-l('X Sl~ Iill/;!:

for (;lIh t'\ (;"t.I:--

8831 S. Ridgeland

599-1850

Lang's dancing was
consistently superb throughout
the play.

In my opinion, the most
enjoyable part of "PIPPIN"
was the songs. Not only were
the melodies pleasant but the
lyrics were meaningful, and
very relevant to the theme of
the play. Most of the songs were
performed well. "Magic To
Do", "Simple Joys", "Glory",
"Morning Glow", "Kind of
Woman", and "Guess I'll Miss
Him" were the most
outstanding.

Laurie McEathron gave an
outstanding performance as
Catherine. The feeling and
conviction with which she sung
was very moving.

Pippin does not lack humor.
The characters portrayed hy
Diane Randle, Jeff Bass, and
Bev Tebo lighten up the play.
Lewis, portrayed by Bass, is
somewhat of a Mamma's boy.
His "mamma" is Fastrada,
played by Diane Randle.
Fastrade is a comical figure,
adorned in a see-through
negligee. Bev Tebo as Pippin's
grandmother, is a wise and
"cool" old lady.

Every player contributed to
"PIPPIN" in a different way.
Whether it be through their
humor, singing or dancing,
Jayne Anderson, Vicki Kolinski,
Mark Johnsen, Curt Lang, John
Miner, Gloria Nowicki, Tim
Reyna, Cindy Russ, Shari
Simpson, Lori Sorensen, and
Annette Wozniak gave the play
its substance and made it work.

The songs had been sung, and
the dances had been danced,
"PIPPIN" was over .... It was
quite an experience indeed.

-MARGIE BERKERY

Joy's Card hop
841 . Rid~eland

599-3411
Hallmark cards & K~fls

_ ...,~~,~ ...__..-. ~l'lI

Carousel
alon of Beauty

clearly Annette Wozniak and
Curt Lang. During "With You",
Wozniak displays perfect grace
and elegance in her dancing,

Along with acting and
singing, dancinj;\ is a major
point of "PIPPIN". The
sta ""douts in this area are

The Players or Pippin's mind.

father, he is carlOg and
understanding. He succeeded in
combining the two aspects of
this role.

WE.LL JOliN PAUL, -Wf'R[ RUlf\Y TO /' SUAE IS fWD I~A(COIlD YOUR \I We flrc 5[COA//)!J
AND ff/CIO AJ II RECORD! 50 [5 [( TO 1\ 1

WORTH MAA./IJOHN
I 15 MI(J1 --- I GIrCIfl/ tJo I

JAGGfflH fI[ ')()u SIIPflO'[ j rORGfT
COtJ(/) ,P/f(,1(11Ii ---- IT -yfT? ( ....
~01(({ !JJl3UWfUJ

(~.- l \ .', TRACft5?
1

"?t
/ l I ('

.J 0l ~.~I. 11~

While the band finished
practicing. the crew rushpr!
around tending to last minute
details. I sat back, ready to
watch, or rather experience.
"PIPPI ".

The story concerns Pippin,
the Itrsl-oorn son u. .. ...~

harlemagne, an idealistic, but
confused, young man. He is
disgusted by poverty, war, and
his father's oppression of the
common people. Armed with a
true sense of reform, Pippin
sets out to find personal
fulfillment and to put an end to
the injustice of the late Eighth

entury.
"PIPPIN" is a play within a

play. The story is acted out by a
group of players and is narrated
by the Leading Player (Cathy
Smitkol. The opening song has
the players and Smitko singing
"Magic To Do". Ms. Smitko is
excellent in her role.
Throughout the play she is very
intense with an underlying
wickedness eveident in her
character.

One of the most important
aspects of "PIPPIN" is the
character's personalities. The
Litle character, Pippin, is very
bewildered and unsure. He is
unsure about the direction of his
life. He goes through a period
wandering from lover to lover,
and has little self-confidence.
These traits are excellently
portrayed by Paul Reed.
Kerrykay chryver in her role
as Thea, a child, is endearing.
She genuinely is very wistful
and innocent. Another
noteworthy characterization is
that of Ken Jankist's King

harlemagne, As the king, fie
acts very regal auu
'authoritative. As Pippin's
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_Butterflie

The Impossible Dream

You slip away,
Like dreams that fade into mist.
My tears fall,
Like rain drenching the earth.
I sigh,
Like a breeze ruffles the leaves.
I'm lonely,
Like a vacant beach.
I'm upset,
Like a storm rolling across the sky.
I'm empty,
Like a cloudless sky.
You're gone,
Like the sun sinks into the horizon.

-PEGGY BROOK.

& Caterpillars

Butterflies are related to the
season of faJI. Fall is a midlife
and butterflies are the midlife
of caterpillars.

Caterpillars are the sea on of
spring spring meaning new and
fresh. On their way to new life.

The color of butterflies are
many different colors. Such as
different shades of yellows,
reds, browns, and blacks.

Where the colors of
caterpillars are almost limited.
Limited to greens or browns.
Not much variety.

If I were to give the relation of
fabrics to butlerflies and
caterpillars it could be:

The butterflies are fabrics of
soft fine silks because they are
both delicate.

The caterpillar is the fabric of
cotton. They both can take a
little more wear - but only so
much.

-JULIE FLAmOM

Hello, Lord? Lord, I know
you're pretty busy, but I hope
you will take out a few minutes
to listen to the desperate
pleading of one of your subjects.
I'm crying out for your help
right now, Lord. It's no big
thing, no huge request I'm
placing, just a minor thing
actually. Ready? Here goes: I
want to be perfect. Is lhat so
horrible, Lord? It won't be so
hard. It's not like you have to
make anything up. In fact, I can
read my new personality right
out of a Harlequin romance.
"Her midnight black hair fell in
lon~ silken strands around her
waist. Her eyes darkly
turbulent, like the churning
green depths of the ocean, held
him captive as she glided across
the room, her womanly curves
drawing all eyes. She was
perfection in motion. II That's
what I want, Lord. Perfection in
motion. And midnight hair.
Well, I guess my present color
isn't too bad. It's somewhere
between a honey and ash
blonde. "Dishwater, II I believe
it's called. If I have to make
concessions, I could give up the
churmng eyes, but the womanly
curves are a must, Lord. I
suppose, I am well
rounded in a few places. My
head has a pretty good shape
and the bottoms of my feet can't
be compared to many. In fact,
my Italian relatives are always
exclaiming over them.
"Wonderful feet, just

wonderful." Thrilling. With
those things going for me, I'd
make one heck of a lampost.
And with such great feet, you'd
think I'd be able to walk fairly
decent. Ha! I've fallen
downstairs, upstairs, off stairs.
Tripping on perfectly level
surfaces is one of my favorite
past-times and I even managed
to roll off the stage at rehearsal.
Don't ask me how, 'cause I
couldn't tell you. You know
what my homecoming date told
his mother when she asked if I
was pretty? "Well, not exactly
pretty, Mom. More of a .... a ....
a conversation piece. II Thanks
loads. For a small fee at your
next dinner party, I'll pose on
your table and' you can talK
about me all night. Come on,
Lord I I want men to drop like
flies when I walk, no, when I
glide past! I want to wear my
"VOluptuous Blonde" T-shirt
without promoting hysterical
laughter around my school! I
want to die and be remembered
by all, not just a bunch of
scientists to whom I've donated
my wonderfully arched feet to.
Is that so much to ask? Yeah ....
I guess it is. I mean, I'm sure
there are lots .... some a few
people who would love like
.... not mind being me. I guess
there's something to be said for
conversation pieces. And feet.
Oh, well. Thanks, Lord. Amen.

-SHARI IMPSON

"M'rella" a tale from Tergian World

M'rella........

should have been preparing his
dinner, he was going to whip her
hide!

M'rella?

The air was heavy that night,
the skies with menacing clouds
that hung low over the small
stone-hewn city.

M'rella?

The man called for her as he
entered his home, removing
from his head the helmet of a
palace guard serving in the
kingdom of D'war. He was no
longer young, his years existing
in the arbitrary term of
"middle-age". Years as a
palace sentry had set their
mark on his once youthful
vis4ge. The fur on his face had
lost its bright color, his
brownish stripes had all but
faded. Most of his appearance
had changed through the years
save the rock-like jaw....and the
scar. Running down from his
scalp the jagged scar crossed
his left forehead, through one
eye, and coming to an end deep
in his cheek.

He had not always lived in
D'war, being a native of S'farth,
a neighboring country. Yet
there he found in his youth that
women were repulsed by his
scar, time and again he
proposed to one to be his life
mate, all to no success.

Disheartened and a bit
desperate, he learned from a
traveler passing through the
village that to the north there
were countries where women,
all women were slaves to men.

For a mere bagful of dakat
coins a woman was yours for
life, or until you grow weary of
them. It did not take him long
for the man to leave the village
for D'war.

M'rella? •

The room was empty save he,
a single burning candle in a
corner dimly lighting the small
chamber. She couldn't have
gone far, was the thought
burning in his mind. I had her
chained to the post.

M'rella?

He had bought her at an
auction shortly after obtaining a
position as a palace guard. One
by one the auctioneer stripped
the slave women on a platform
of the silks they wore,
displaying them for all to see,
vaunting the qualities of their
breasts, the slenderness of their
limbs, the slimness of their
waist, and above all, the
unparalled skills they possessed
within the privacy of one's
bedchambers. Breathing hard,
he bought the young woman
M'rella. At last a woman was
his!

M'rella?

She must be in the bedroom,
he decided, near where the long
iron chain, cold and black, was
bolted to a post. If she was
sleeping when instead she

and sorry about it, he had really
liked her. Besides, there was a
thousand dakats down the
drain ....

Ah well, he thought. He could
always go to another auction
tomorrow. Should in fact be

He discovered her slumped on able to afford a better one.
the floor, her hands stili firmly As he left the room he didn't
holding the dagger that was even notice the letter on the
buried up to its hilt 10 her chest. table, propped against the
She had killed herself. leather whip heaped together.

The man turned .away, his The dead girl had written it
head bowed. He fell saddened before her death, telllnlZ her

..----,~-

master how so very much she
had loved him, but found her
affections useless, he cared not.
A sinKle teardrop, glistening in
the candlelight, still remained
where it had dropped on the
short signature.

M'rella.

-TONY WEDlCK
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You will live forever, undying, while I will die
In years too short.
You have had more lovers than the years,
I've only had one.

Mistress of the Sea,
Daughter of the Storm,
Old as the Oceans,
Young as the Thought.

Mistress of the Sea,
Daughter of the Storm,
Old as the Ocean,
Young as the Thought.

Oh, you, and your burning thirst
for gasoline
and need
for paved roads
make every part of this country
look like every other part.

-JEFF BASS

-SAM SPADE

production if more parents
could behave like our Mr.

lroehler.
A national committee

spotlighting Stroehler's
activities would be a fine idea.
Discipline should start in the
home. Criminal activity could
be sharply curtailed if all
potential lawbreakers learned
the consequence of wrongdoing
from infancy. Of course, those
children who didn't learn would
be rid of immediately. I am
proud to announce that
incidences of wifebeatlng anc
hUd abuse are on the rise,
despite the efforts of the
bleeding heart liberals who find
violence so distasteful.
Someday men such as Stroehler
might overrule those spineless
creatures who act under the
erroneous notion that corporal
punishment is wrong.

If matter is energy,
And man is matter,
He can do all
Since energy is boundless and
all powerful.

Changes

-MAUREEN FOERTSCH

Fall

.JULIE FLATHOM

& its

Fall is the season of changes.
Changes like animals in the
texture of fur, and the ways
they get ready for winter by the
collection of food. Other
changes are the changes in
nature with the leaves on the
trees to the dif~reDces in
temperature. It seems that
people change when fall comes
too, by their moods and feelings
and the way they dress. To me,
fall is many, many changes.

trimmings. On one certain
occasion Stroehler found
William smokinK a cigarette
and fortunately he curtailea
such activity by dragging
William home where he pushed
him down a night of stairs. How
many fathers would do this for
their children?

His eldest daughter Melissa
once had serious problems
stemming from the overly
friendly intentions of young
men but thanks to her father
tttis 'is no longer a nuisance.
When Stroehler found Melissa
passionately necking with a
young man on the living r.oom
couch he quickly reacted With a
switchblade. Melissa may no
longer be a beauty, but since
she spends so many nights at
home her grades have greatly
improved.
If other adUlts have been

annoyed by the nuisance of
colicky children, perhaps they
too should follow StroehJer's
exemplory behavior. Two-year
old Michael continually cned,
keeping his parents up nights.
Solace brought about no
improvement but instead
enforced the child's dependency
upon his parents for constant
comfort. Toilet training became
an impossible task when Mrs.
Stroehler continually coddled
the child. After a week of
sleepless nights Stroehler
permanently quited the child by
bealing him with a rolling pin
until he was totally motionless.
Minus the annoyance of whining
children working men and
women would \ be far more
productive. Think,of the great
improvement in ~ll facets of

~

"Sea Son~"

Mistress of the Sea,
Daughter of the Storm,
Old as the Oceans,
Young as the Thought.

Yours is the power to capture
A man's heart.
And yours is the skill
To crush it.
In a web of wizardry you wrap yourself
Yet I know you.

-We, the members of the
Council for the betterment of
the American Society have
joined here today in honor of our
outstanding member, Mr.
Stroehler, in order to commend
his fine example of family life.
In our continual effort to stamp
out liberal forces working
against violence, Stroehler has

en the one among us to
conceive the most original and
workable concepts. If all men
behaved in the manner of our
Mr. Stroehler, society would be
closer to the perfection we are
striving for.

Regretably, Mrs. StroehJer
could not be here with us
tonight, but her absence is for
the better. When she showed
insubordination, her husband
broke both her legs, fractured
her skull, and temporariiy
~kndl~ her. Behavior aucJ'l ..
this brought us together tomght.
Imagine, if all husbands acted
in this manner - the divorce rate
could be drastically reduced,
for wives would never betray
their husbands. Wife beating
could be the start of a truly
Utopian society.

Because of their father, the
Stroehler children are now fine
examples of young men and
women. Young William
Stroehler, now paralyzed, will
live a complete sedate life.
When Stroehler found William's
life to be less than disciplined,
he decided to protect him from
the seemier side of life by
confining him to a wheel chair.
At the age of 13, William had
taken to using the word
"damn" and soon after he
began to refuse his weekly hair

Sailormen who cross your seas swear,
With a curse,
Your heart is cold, colder than

utting Ice.
But beneath your stormy surface lurks a warmth
A blazing fire.

You.

Mistress of the Sea,
aughter of the Storm,
ld as the Oceans,
oung as the Heart.

-TONY WEDICK
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I cared about you so deeply,
and yet you hurt me.
You dug your nails deep into my heart
and pulled until it tore in two.
Was it only to bathe yourself in
the rushing red blood of my hurt?
Proud as a peacock.

-ANONYMOUS

Rain
Rain ...
Falling on my house
Against the windows,
Into my heart.

I've often wondered,
if.....when we dream,
we are existing,
And, I, silting here, Writing ...
.. am just a dream.

-CATHERINE MITKO

II

·EI.LEN CIZEK

They are the same.
At least related.
Rain causes loneliness and misery,
Misery starts the tears.

GROWING

Leaves falling downward,
all colors falling
d

o
w

n,
Trees are so beautiful this time,
now
Winter's coming soon
almost here ....
snow,
snow will come.

-JERI KASBOHM

And through all the tears
And the sadness, and the pain

Comes one thought
That can make me

Internally smile again
I

HAVE
LOVED

"Smile!" people say,
"The rainbow is coming soon!"
I see no sun,
No colors in the storm.

The last day of my
Loving you IS

At hand.
In hand,

pen, writing one of
The last poems

Exclusively yours.
My pain fades

As my love does,
As Autumn did.

Winter is too intense
A season to miss

Someone in.
Tht: last leaf
Fell today.

The first snow
Falls tonight.

Careful! Or I will flood your heart, too.
And make it rain on your house.
Your heart will hurl.
Try to soothe it in the rain.

(ALL IS F AIR IN LOVE)

TO MEIGS FIELD

Puddles of water gather everywhere,
Sliding in and out of my eyes.
Is it rain water?
Or is it my tears?

-
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A Message From Our Sponsor

I am sure many of you have
seen those obnoxious record
commercials for K-Tel, Ronco
and every other fly-by-night
company around. They have the
greatest of artists like the
Osmonds, Rolling Stones, Sam
Cooke, and any other person
who ever recorded a song. That
is the problem, we never know
who is going to put out "a
collection of his greatest
assembled on one album."

First we can look at one of my
favorites, the Roger Whitaker
commercial. As it opens up,
Roger walks out on a stage
surrounded by a throng of
whistling and applauding fans.

Chances are he came out during
a Rolling Stones concert and the
people were so stoned they
mistook him for Mick Jagger.
Then we are introduced to the
album, All My Best. which
Roger says is all his best. I don't
see how he gets an album out of
his best songs when it couldn't
fill out one side of a 45. Not one
song is popular at all. The only
song I ever heard was the one
Channel 9 plays while their logo
is flashed across the screen. I
think the only stations that play
his songs are the dentist-office
music stations that put you to
sleep.

Another nauseating piece of

vmly for sale is the Osmond's
Greatest lilts. Gee, isn't that
swell! And Cor an added bonus
we get neato pictures of the
family as they grew up. That's
great seeing Donny and Marie
go through puberty and never
getting one zit on their lovely
faces.

The Rolling Stones also have
a greatest hits album. Anybody
who likes them would probably
have most of their records
anyway so why buy them
again? The Stones will probably
take the proceeds and get Keith
Richards a good lawyer in case
he gets nabbed for possession of
heroin again. Or maybe Mick

needs the money for Bianca's
alimony. He could use some
cash for cosmetic surgery on
those lips of his too.

The worst commercials for
records are the ones where you
send money to some post office
in Chicago. To get a reCund,
which you will undoubtedly
want after you hear the record,
you must send it back to some
hole in New Jersey.

Now I don't want to come off
like the Ralph Nader of
records, but if you want to save
yourself from headaches and
financial losses, then don't
waste your money on those
cruddy records.

-BRENDAN CASRV

Voluptuous Blonde

F.F.W.

CLASSIFIED

ADS
1----------1/

Bertha,
Have you seen "Ralph"

lately?
Love,

Banana

M,G.,
Hope things are better.

Love,C.D.

Wanted:
Female Slave. Inquire 4A

lunch.
CRL

JCL.
I'll love you till the end of

time.
Love,

Bubba

"Babes take it away

Leon likes rubbing noses

Leon has phosphorous hands.
Kevin Dean

Rowdy Rubies Wreak.
Love,

Blue Babes

Rowdy Rubles Rule!

ZEN

Rita,
Don't abuse me.

Raz

Rowdy Rubies Rule!

Dear Dzurison and cast of
Pippin,

Good Luck! I love you!
Signed.

The girl who rolls off
the stage regularly

We love you
Editor-in-chief I
The jerks in 4B

Susie Susie,
I'm goona win
I'm the winner
of the dinner.
(dessert included)

Rita.
GO BONKERS I

Tina & Wendy &
Vicky

Neaner Weaner Nurd Scout,
Thanks Cor everything.

Luv,
Nurd

Way to go crew!
MD

Juniors Rule ..... ,
Blue Babes Rule! '~

Later Rowdy Rubles '\,
"Mas Tardes" Wolfe

Monica M.,
Hold me!

K.L.

An apology to M.S.

Pimp.
Thanks for last nightl

Your Beloved,
Hookers

We MIGHT love you, Mr. Hill.

Judy sleeps with Joe in Govt.-H.

To the table across the lunch
room: How've you been lately?

US

Art.
Love ya always!

Me

Break-a-leg, Pippin!
Love,
Cathy

Pat-Rick,
Let's start over again.

Love,
Who Me?

Poin eats 60-year-old black
tacos.

AC

Gloria and Cathy,
Thanks for being there. I love

you.

We love you Butterfingers
Karyne & Collette

Batman Wozniak

Bat-man Wozniak

'2ao<tna:
Have you seen Ralph lately?

Love. Bertha

Ralph, I need you.

Sue,
Happy Sweetest Day!

Love,
Dave

BDRM Girls do it better

CHEVY owners make better
lovers.

Remember "DE-VO."

Dave,
Do you want to give "us"

another try?
Love,

Your Tigress

SUSAN ELIZABETH
KRAMER

Happy Birthday!
Love,

F.F.W.

MULDOON'S FOREVER

Rowdy Rubies Rule!

SCHIA-
Get out of my way - I have a 3

level essay to do.

Witch,
You're in trouble!

Love,
F.F.W.

D.K.,
If I could save lime in a bottle

D.G.

Pippin,
You're my best friend, that

won't change, but what do you
mean by "conversation piece."

Polly

Polly,
I've questioned what I cannot

Cortell. I've wondered about our
Ceelings. Love isn't a question,
it's an answer. I can't stop
loving your luscious shoulders I

Pippin

Sophomores do it better I

J.T. & Bro
Pork & Bean cook' signed,

Weener & Vegy

Feature Editors do it better.

Jerry loves 4B sales staff.

We love Jerry.
Yearbook4B

Wanted:
More time to F.xpos, Ms.

Leable!

Hi Timmy, Me

Work wanted:
Do my Argumentation paper

or other homework pertaining
to school.

Mike Sears is a failure.
JeffL.

Woz,
Friends Forever.

Cathy

(t's a gas!

Girl Wanted.
M.S.

Wanted:
Robby O. Ria

Cathy,
He's not worth it. I love you.

C.D.

Mrs. Voight,
Get stuck in any corn fields

lately?
5th per. cons.

------
Happy Birthday Laurie N. 10-24

Nanci,
Thanks for listening. We will

play racquetball soon!!
"Love,

Maur

Maureen,
He's not worth it.

Y.F.

-ley Susie!
Karen wears your gold chain

everyday.

Carol,
I hope I'll get over it. Thanks

for being there.
Love,

Maureen

Chubby,
Ding-a-ling: Do you have

prince Albert in a can?
B.B.

Peggy Brooks,
You're now wanted in

Taiwan! Ha, ha.

Litta Cawol,
5:00 pm Mass (Jimmy Baby

loves you)

D. Sabbo,
You'll be owing me $5.00

D.E. (Brat),
I hope whoever's next on your

list isn't as stupid as me!
Brat

P.S. No more "Shrimp
Feets."

Wolf,
No more 6: 30 masses and then

eats.
Maureen

Mic,
T.D. Forever

Re

Nikki and Linda,
Happy 17th!

Rita and Mary

Plippis
Loves

Richie G.

Schia,
Read any good BRIDE books

lately?
Kate

Porkey,
You DIE! The Mid-night

Riders

Fantastic Four,
I still love you, Good luck

tonight.
Love,

Wonder Woman

Bassman (Louis).
Like ya lots!

Banana

Maureen Graham,
Moooooooooooo! (JIke a cow)

Gina

DOLLHAIR RULES I ! ,

Bowling Shoes are awesome I

Annaball,
Crack those kips signed,

Vegy
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'The alcohol and
drugs do not
eliminate the
problems,' said
Ragsdale.

"and I feel I can't keep the
student from committing
suicide, I would call the parents
and suggest that they seek
outside professional help for
their child and maybe even
have the teen hospitalized for
his or her safety."

Medical examiners look at
certain factors to find out if the
person really intended to kill
themselves. According to Dr.
Seymour Perlin, Professor of
Psychology at George
Was.h i ng ton Un iv e r sit Y,
medical examiners try to
analyze suicide deaths by
looking at three factors.

1. Where did the person do it?
(deserted building or the
kitchen) Could someone have
walked by and helped them?

2. Would the person have
known how strong the drug
was? Would they have known if
the method could have killed
them?

3. How strong was the method
used? Was it an overdose on
aspirin or a strong narcotic?
(Glamour)

That's the way they try to
analyze deaths by suicide.
S~tting the initial signs and
trymg to prevent it is something
else.

"People who contemplate
suicide do not constantly feel an
intense need to carry out this
desire," said Mooney. "If a
person is in this severe state of
depression and in crisis, it is
essential that he or she talk to
someone, or simply be with
someone to help carry them
through this period."

Metro-Help (929-5150) is a 24
hour hotline in Chicago, who's
volunteers talk to people who
need help in solving a crisis.

"We do not get too many calls
about suicide, but when we do,
we try to keep the person
talking and hopefully they will
relax," said a young
unidentified female volunteer.
"But we cannot literally stop
the person from pulling the
trigger. "

"Crisis intervention is a help
but not a solution, said Mooney.
Counseling or psychotherapy is
(also) needed."

No valid answers to the
problem of teenage suicide
exists. Hot-line can be used and
a friend's advice taken, but the
solution seems dim because of
the two views people take on
suicide.

"Should I be responsible
enough to do whatever I can to
stop a person from killing
themsei(1I is one view taken.
The other is that "Why should I
get involved. People have the
right to kill themselves if they
want to."

-CAROLYN DWAN

commit suicide.
"The teen would commit

suicide because of his original
problems," said Ms. Linda
Ragsdale, OLCHS Social
Worker. "The alcohol and drugs
did ~ot eliminate these
underlying problems but just
disguised them."

Teenagers are naturally
drawn into the competitive
world of modern society during
their adolescent years. Some
teens turn to suicide because of
their unsuccessfulness in
society and are too weak or
unwilling to co,p.c with it.

"Since suiCide is a very
personal thing, each case is
different .... " but there seems to
be one feeling in common, said
Ms. Cynthia Mooney, OLCHS
Psychologist. "They (suicide
victims) feel that there is no
solution to their problems."

In Cook County, men are
three times more successful in
suicide than women, but women
attempt suicide more often than
men. (Coroner's Office) This
can be traced to the methods
used. Women tend to use less
violent means of suicide than
men. Males use more violent
and direct methods like
shooting or hanging themselves
and therefore are more
successful at their attempts.
According to Today's Education
Magazine. women use less
violent methods of suicide in
order to have time to get help.
Males, however, have a hard
time asking for help and,
therefore, use more direct and
final methods.

If people decide they need
help with their problems,
hinting about suicide is one way
they hope to gain this. Most of
the time people who do commit
suicide have communicated
their intention to do it before
they did it. Statements like,
"You'd be better off without
me," "I'm tired of the pain"
and "I have nothing to live for"
are examples of hints that
suicidal people use. (Today's
Education)

One way to help a teenager in
any situation is to care enough
to listen to them. Sometimes
that's all they need.

"The'y feel that
there is no solution
to their problems, "
said Moone'y.

According to Mooney,
students should be responsible
enough to help their friend who
is talking about suicide, to get in
touch with an adult who they
feel they can trust. This adult
can help carry some of the
burdens and relieve some of the
teen's pressures.
Adults in turn can help refer the
troubled· student to an
appropriate person like a social
worker, psychologist or other
mental health professional.

"If I'm working With a
suicidal teen" said Rasdale,

Nov. 2 1

This excerpt was taken from
the book "Admission to the
Feast." It is a story about a 19
year-old girl named Annika, wh
is contemplating suicide,
because she is dying of
leukemia. Many teens have
these same feelings, and look at
suicide as a way out, but for
different reasons than Annika's.

Teenage
suicide

"Oh ... help lIIe, ou
IlIU t hstcl1 to 111(' ... L
llIuot have sUllie on to
talk to, otherwise J'U /!.O
mad. "Perhaps llwre'll
never h a leller ...
an how never posted.
But 1 ('an't just write
·trai/!.ht off like that ...
llIust spea k to SOIll one.
To omeone' face.

omeone who knows
e and 'peaks Lh same

language ... someon

who doe~m't interrupt to
comfort m. 'omeone
who e eyes I can't s e.
.. od I IlIW;t sp ak ...

let out all the thoughL"i
and muddled word ..
which are erowding
insidt· my hrain and
('elll'l ~il and talk out
loud to m self. "

The number of teenage
suicides has doubled since 1969
and is now the leading cause of
death among teens, according
to an article In Senior
Scholastic. In 1977, there were
45 teenage suicides, ages 11-20,
in Cook County. (Coroner's
Office) These deaths were
Identified and proven to be
suicide.

Many drug related deaths
cannot be considered suicide.

"We have to have a note or an
indication by the family that it
was suicide or else we have to
label it undertermined," said
Mr. Roy Dames,
Administrative Assistant of the
Cook County Coroner's Office.

In some cases, these deaths
are recorded as accidental or
undetermined because of the
family's insistence that the case
be dropped and hushed up. <Oct.
Issue of Glamour)

Many reasons for committing
uicide are prevalent among
eens. Some of these deal with
he structure and lifestyle of the
amily. Parents' constant
emands, crltisms and
bsences can contribute to a
en's cracking up.
One escape method that a

teen might use if he cannot cope
with his problems is to lake
drugs or drink. To the teen, the
alcohol and drugs help to
relieve the pressures and get
the attention he needs. Just
t2king the drugs and alcohol
. t e the rson to
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'Apocalypse Now'
Nov. 2, 1979

Rick's r1ating ****
compames spend hundreds of
millions on movies about killer
sharks or comic book
characters, one man had the
courage to make a film as basic
and as pure and
uncompromisinhg as
APOCALYPSE NOW. A movie
this good doesn't come along
often. Don't miss it.

-RICHARD BRADLEY

at Oak Lawn Savings and Trusl
as a clerk. Mike recently went
to an area OEA contest where
he won the office of
Parliamentarian, which gives
him the honor of participating
in area OEA meetings.

Officers are Linda Galati,
Bonnie Bielewa, Donna
Bujanski, Chris Morrell, Chris
Ross, and Kathy Seislowicz.
Sponsor. Mrs. Laura Karpiak,
is anticipating the upcoming
contests and holiday fund
raisers.

The next time someone
questions the meaning of OEA,
simply tell them that it's a
worthwhile organization which
exists for the benefit of both
OLCHS students and the
community businesses.

-MAUREEN FOERTSCH

classes. On the field, which
houses a wide assortment of
plants, trees, and weeds, the
club has observed many
different types of plant and
animal life. This year it's hoped
that some additions will be
made to the field. namely a pine
forest, a pond and a path
through the field. The club
conducts many experiments on
the field. Experimental topics
include such things as trapping
and tagging animals for
observation.
- The Ecology Club was started
in 1971 under the direction of
Mr. Tom Murphy, Dr. Ben
Smith and Mrs. Evelyn
Mahoney. In 1973 it was taker.
over by Mrs. Barbra Anderson
and Mr. John Brodemus (Mr.
Brodemus was graduated
O.L.C.H.S. in 1967). In 1975, Mr.
J.T. Thompson joined Mr.
Brodemus in sponsoring the
club and they have supervised it
ever since.

The Ecology Club also offers
a wide variety of trips. The first
is the annual Dunes Trip at the
beginning of the year. Some
other trips sponsored by the
Ecology Club are a cross
country ski trip and a trip to
Iowa to observe Bald Eagles. "I
think the reason for the trips
education pleasure and
experience." The club also has
a yearly over-night camping
trip which last year included
canoeing. The club has traveled
about 1000 miles every year,
this year however they're
hoping to travel over 2000 miles.
Their next trip will be to
Michigan to the Kellogg
Research Center.

·BETHFISCH

It adds a little beauty

to OLCHS

involved.
The OEA began this year with

a breakfast at Oak Lawn
Restaurant bright and early at
6:45 a.m. on October 5. This
year the club entered its first
homecoming car which won 2nd
place in the competition. The
award winning car was not
OEA's only homecoming
accomplishment, member
Cindy Slawecki was crowned
homecoming queen.

Cindy who is employed at Bob
Kane Insurance Company as a
general office clerk, plans to go
on to Moraine Valley
Community College where she
will further prepare herself for
a career in the business world.

Another of OEA's members is
Mike Manley, who is employed

when Brando came on, when
that terrible face emerged from
the darkness, the audience was
hushed. While Brando talked
you could hear your heart
beating. No other actor I know
of could have elicted a response
equal to that.

APOCALYPSE NOW is a
beautiful film. It is beautiful
because in a time where

The Ecology Club interests all
types of students. Presently
there are ninety-two members,
with more memberships being
taken everyday. When asked
about the membershio, Mr. J.T.
Thompson replied, "It's not the
amount of peOple we have in the
club that counts it's the kind of
people. We have a background
of people from diverse fields."
"Many students involved in
Ecology Club are also involved
with the other activities and
clubs if the student can handle
it. "

The sponsors of this year's
Ecology Club are Mr. J.T.
Thompson and Mr. John
Brodemus, both men hold
Master's degrees in Biology.
This year they've started a
student board consisting of five
members: seniors, Nancy
Dunning, Chuck Suchy, Bob
Buehler, and sophomores Linda
Neeves and Joan Dunning.

The Ecology Club has two
main responsibililie~ the
Courtyard and the
Environmental Science. The
Courtyard was the combined
gift of the Class of 1978 and the
Ecology Club. The Courtyard is
open to all students to visit, with
benches provided for silting and
studying. It has given the club
National Recognition from the
Keep America Beautiful
Association of New York City.
The citation was won under the
ca tegory of "distinguished
service."

1 ne Olner major
responsibility of the club is the
Environmental Science field
located behind Christ Hospital.
This field is maintained by the
club and is used by the science

pecializing t,n:

The Office Education Association
Many OLCHS students have

heard of the OEA brought up in
conversation, but probably a
very small percentage of them
know what it actually means.
Simply, the initials stand for
Office Education Association,
which is a division of the co-op
program.

Being a part of the OEA has
proven to be a good opportunity
for those students planning to go
into secretarial, accounting, or
data processing occup,ations.
The requirements to be a part of
OEA are senior class status,
and enrollment in an advanced
level business class. Although
the main purpose of the OEA is
to include stUdents in the
business world with office jobs·
a certain amount of fun is

the beginning of lime. There he
finds pure savagery.

The use of the Brando
character is as impressive as
anything that I've ever seen in a
major motion picture. I saw the
film at ten o'clock on a Saturday
night. It was a full and rowdy
house. The audience laughed at
some of the most violent and
moving points of the movie. But

8603W.95th

Hickory
Hills

with this coupon
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surrealistic movie only to the
extent thflt it was a surrealistic
war. For example, Captain
Willard lands on a beach under
fire. He is. not only met by
bullets and explosions, but by a
television film crew. Thev veil
out, "K ep going. Go on! Like
you're fighting. Go on!" A
cript girl takes a light reading

on a wounded soldier as he
walks away. This is not
explained. We are just as
confused by this as the soldiers
are. This film takes you to
Vietnam.

The story concerns a
government assassin, Captain
Willard, played sublly and
intensely by Martin Sheen, who
is ordered upriver into
Cambodia to "terminate with
extreme prejudice" the
command of one Colonel Kurtz,
played by Marlon Brando, has
set up in the jungle, Kurtz has
gone insane and set up his own
brutal regime, where he is
worshipped by natives and
American deserters as a god.
lie is fighting his own war and
winning.

As Willard and his crew go
farther down the river, they
also go back in lime. At one
point, their boat is actually
attacked by wooden spears. At
the journey's end, when he finds
Kurtz. Williard has traveled to

Oak Lawn

0\. 1L 1(79)

names
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on t-shirts
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APOCALYPSE NOW opens
with a shot of an area of dense
foliage in Vietnam. After a few
seconds the face of Martin
Sheen, who plays Captain
Willard, the movie's main
character, is superimposed
over the shot. The eerie organ
music of the 60S rock band, The
Doors, starts to creep in
through the huge speakers set
up in the theater. We hear Jim
Morrison sing, "This is the end
beautiful. friend, of all our
elaborate plans. The end of
everything that stands." Then
in a split second napalm fire
rips through the trees. And one
of the greatest films of this
decade has begun.

It would be a mistake to
overlook that beginning. For
with it, director Francis Ford
Coppla warns you that this will
be no conventional movie. This
is not THE DEER HUNTER
or COMING HOME. There are
no heroes or heroic moments to
cry ot cheer over. There are no
intricate and complex
interrelationships. There are
only men at war with each other
and themselves.

APOCALYPSE NOW is an all
out, no holds barred, descent
into the insane hell that was
Vietnam. Some people claim
that it is an unrealistic or
surrealistic movie. But it is a
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FOOD FIGHT!
Pa e 9

ll.!All

stops, when they see thl
society.) Load your Twinkies!
(All the students do.) READY'
AIM!! FIRE!! (The HS get.
belted by Twinkies. The grou
is dazed and confused. The
break rank.) LOAD YOU

DING DONG! READY! AIM!
FIHE '! (Another barage hits
Ih m.I

II PRES:
Retreat, retreat I say'
NilS VP:
I second the motion!

liS PRES:
All in favor

liS KID :
Aye! (The NHS retreats,

running toward the South
cafeteria doors)

SOl'TII (',\FE. Gl'i\H»:
top! You cannot come out of

the cafeteria without crpass!
II PRE:

(With Ding Dong filling he left
lens of his glasses) We are THE
- H !! You have to let us
through!

OUTH AFETERIA
/{uard;

I don't care if vour the SOBS.
you still need a 'pass.

II PRES:
(Cryin,g) Please lel us 1m

Ihrough (now acting bratty) Or
I'll tell Mr. Balinger on Y'OU!

GUARD:
Big Deal!
NARRATOR:
Will Mr. Balinger ever be able

to stop the food fighl? Will the
HS be able to leave the

cafeteria? Tune in again next
month, same lime same paper!

-DAVE CLOUGH

,,/I.t~ Ii 1t~j 'IIJliHIPC( 'MJ.'ANV
tU\lll)( ,AlII (J AM1IJK.AN MArII
All1ll' I lvVli"P
Jr}.d I 'i!')o:"I .... h-
,.. JI n A VI I',
/101 11. •

J( II f 11. , >0 UAlf"l

t••"..-A A

We know whal your
SChool olOlS rneon 10 you
Thais why we ra working w,lh
you and yow locol spOl"n

oods dpal", 10 off r our tlnest
shoe 10 you anrj your SChOOl
Be Ih II", ,n your WOO to color
,n the nurn rs and sand In Ihe
coupon We II "mel you I:>ock
everylhlllq you n 10 know
about glVin your I ,fll sorn
SPirit GIVE> your fenl some Van's'

Vans S no Com ""on
Shoe dnSI nnu tor I y's
.erIOUS nlhlol

did it! This calls for drastic
action! (She walks toward
Balinger's office, trying to wipe
mayonnaise from her forehead)
Mr. :Balinger'! I cannot control
them! I think we should use
Emergency Plan No. I.

BALINGER:
Think it's that serious?
DOROTHY:
YES!!
BALI GER:
FINE. I'll call Emergency

Plan o. One into action.
(Balinger then goes to the
microphone in his office, and
after switching a few switches,
to make the mike project all
over the school, he talks)
ATTENTION. ATTENTION,
PLAN O. 1 IS NOW I
AFFE T. REPEAT, PLAN 0
1 IS NOW r AFFECT. (All
over the school, doors are flung
open, and out come N.H..
members. The Dragnet theme
comes on as the NHS kids join
together walking toward the
cafeteria. They finally reach
their destination)

NH PRES:
(Walking out from the group)

We are here, and ....
NHS KID :
We love you Mr. Balinger!
BALI GER:
Fine. So do I! Now as your

leader, I command you to stop
this food fight!

NHS KID :
Yes, !\Ir. Balinger !The

Dragnet theme comes on agaIn
as they start marching to the
fight.)

SENIt4R BOY:
Look!1\;s the NH ! (The filZht

"At~ '4 I
)4 I H .. , I .... 1. ')~

When II comes 10
malch,n your schOOl colors
only Von's can IV you sh s
With SPlrlt l

Show us your colors.
and we II show you a sh 'h I

IV Syou "I. comlor! and
rlormance 1 e S no..·• Sh

bV Von s 'S handcraft ,n
Amenc for Ihe senous Ihlel
And now Vans IV S YOIJ all
th f,ne features of a quality
athle"c shoe In your own
school colors tor your school
learn, bond pop squa nd
mOsl 01 all your school sr,"'"

SHOES--BY TH
UMBERS!

Again he reaches in and pulls
out a modifIed Bazooka that
shoots Ding Dongs. He reaches
in once more and pulls out five
Suzy-Q grenades. With his face
showing confidence, he then
moves out of his office. Taking
one step out of the office, a
chocolate whipped cream pie
finds him in the face. (Now
sputtering mad)

Stop this a t once! (He
screams a little louder.)
STOP!! ..... I'll hold my breath
until you stop, see? malinger
than holds his breath until he
turns purple. Exhaling.) All
right, you forced me to do this!
Balinger calling Dorothy!
Baling r calling Dorothy!
Dorothy come in!

DOROTHY:
Did you call master? What

can I do to help you?
BALINGER:
Help me stop this food fight!

(Wailing toward his office)
AIEEEEEEE!! (He slips on a
piece of bologna and falls.)

DOROTIIY:
Le me help you up, please?
BALI GER:
No, just stop this food fight!

<HE gets up and moves back
into his office.>

DOROTHY:
(Walking up to a senior) Stop

throwing that freshman! Give
him to mel

SENIOR:
O.K. (He throws the

Freshman at Dorothy)
FRO H:
AIEEEEEEEEEEE!
DOROTHY:
UMPH! (getting mad) That

Cafeteria Coordinator's office)
TUDENT:

<Running in) Mr. Balinger!
Mr. Balinger! There's a food
fight in the cafeteria, come
quick!

BALINGER:
I will, child, as soon as I get

ready. Please leave. <He now
prepares for the food fight. He
reaches into his cabinet and
pulls out his twinkie-proof vest.

his sound in the song,
"Everyone's got something to
hide except me and my
monkey. " The song ,. Yer
Blues" is slightly reminiscent of
the music of Led Zepplin. The
whining guitar of Eric C1apton
can only be credited to his
friend, George Harrison.

ritics wrote that the Beatles
topped their artistic ability with
each album they produced. By
1968, the Beatles had become
more than a group, they had
become a corporation. They
owned their own recording and
publishing companies, and even
a hippy clothes shop. But the
most optomistic thing that they
did was form a club to help
young artists get their start in
the recording business. This
was the stone that dragged the
Beatles down. Their offices
were soon swamped with people
who had lyrics, songs, new
instruments and ideas for new
sounds. The staff was swamped
with work. Unable to keep up,
the corporation fell apart
internally. Millions of dollars
were unaccounted for.

At this time, the Beatles
released their last album, "Let
it be". This was a final attempt
for the Bea tles to find
themselves. They were drifting
farther apart, each having a
solo album in some stage of
completion. For the most part
this album failed, due to the fact
that Ringo, John, Paul, and
George wanted to to something
on their own.

By 1970, internal corruption
took its toll. Various lawyers
began looking into the financial
records and an audit was taken.
Paul McCartney filed suit and
the group was dissolved. He
cited that he was a Beatie most
of his life and that he just
wanted to be himself and settle
down and raise a family. It
seems that the Beatles wanted
more than money, for no group
would break up at the pinnacle
of their career.

The Beatles were rumoured
to have been planning a concert
for the Boat People of

ambodia. It was to be
broadcast via sattelite across
the world from Switzerland.

It won't be taking place,
however, as negotia lions
between the group have broken
down. Paul McCartney said,
"We all talked together, but the
Beatles will not be eettiOliz back
together. This was the closest
thing to a reunion that will
probably ever occur."

--GEORGE VANDER L1NDF.

NARRATOR:
Oh Oh! A food fight in the

Cafeteria! This looks like a job
for the Cafeteria Crew! (A
theme similar to the 'Batman'
theme comes on) Yes, a highly
trained team led by that macho
guy, Precifield Balinger trying
to preserve Truth, Justice and
the American Way. This is the
CAFETERIA CREW! (Music
fades out. The setting is the

'Meet the
Beatles~

America was first introduced
to the Beatles on the Ed Sullivan

\ show in 1963. After that evening,
they took America by the ears.

With George Harrison on lead
guitar, Paul McCartney on
bass, John Lennon playing lead
and rhythm guitar, and Ringo
Starr playing the drUIDS, this
group brought rock music into
the limelight. They played like
nobodv had ever olaved before.

The group's early years were
ones of great leaps and strides.

uddenly four unknown men
from Liverpool became idols
throughout the world. Wherever
the Beatles went they drew
crowds of thousands. Some
concerts had to be cancelled in
the middle of the show because
they couldn't hear themselves
play.

This instant popularity also
appeared to be a bit too much.
At a press conference, John
Lennon was quoted, "We're
greater than God." That
statement led to a decline in the
Beatles' popularity. Radio
stations in the U.S. went as far
as to hold Salem witchhunt-type
burnings of Beatie albums. Only
after a public apology did all
seem forgiven.

After a couple of world tours,
the Beatles' suddenly quit doing
concerts. They did this because
they wanted to enrich their
musical abillty. McCartney
sludied Beethoven, Bach, and
other great composers.
Harrison studied the sitar under
Revi Shankar. John Lennon co
starred in a movie, "How I won
the war". Ringo just took a
break from the world.

When the Beatles reunited
themselves, they began
working on an album called
"Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band". It contained
sounds never before heard.
Lyrics didn't make sense.
Perhaps the most debatable
song on the album is "Lucy in
the Sky With Dia monds" .
People have insisted this song is
the beginning of drug related
music. With lyrics like "Picture
yourself on a boat in a river,
with tangerine trees and
marmalade skies. Somebody
calls you, you answer quite
slowly, it's the girl with the
kaleidoscope eyes," one can
hardly doubt the song is drug
related.

After openly admitting to the
use of drugs, the Beatles began
releasing some of the most
copied music in history. In the
Beatles' "White Album" you
can hear where Nugent found
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Runners end first season

Golfer end up .500
The boys' golf team ended conference. On October 11, the

their season this year with a Spartans traveled to Cog Hill to
record of 7-8-1. play in the district meel.

Coach Bob Gates said, "The Junior Joe Cosenza was the
team did better than I thought second individual in that meet
they would this year." Gates to qualify for sectionals. The
continued, "They ended up with sectionals meet was held on
a .500 dual meet season." October 15 at Cog Hill. Joe shot
C~ac~ .Gates sta.ted that no a score of 78 but did not qualify

one II1divldual carried the team for the state meet, missing by 2
through the year. They all shots.
worked together as a team. Joe osenza commented

Gates also commented about about next year's team "With
n~xt year's team, "T~e. bo~s this year's team co~sisting
WIll have to keep pracLJclOg 10 mostly of juniors we should
the summer months in order to have a good team 'next year."
~.tay good." Ga.tes contin~ed, This year's golf team

We are only 10slOg two semors members are Juniors Jim
next year, George and John Ellision Ken Fewkes Joe
Matulik." . osenza', Rick Otten, 'Doug

Conference for the boys thIS Blyth, Joe Palmer, Jim
year was October 9 at Deer Schaffer and Seniors George

reek Golf Course. The and John Matulik.
Spartans placed sixth in the -JIM WIEL.EB ICKI

PAT H1CII

Schryver and Dague beat a
team from Richards that they
lost to twice during the season.
Not only did Schryver and
Dague have to fight their
opponents but they also had to
ballie the partisan home crowd
and a 45 M.P.H. wind to take
third place.
Preto was able to capture the
fourth place position. Wierus
beat her opponents in the first
two rounds but was unable to
place.
. "It was unreal the way the

girls played," Coach Sternisha
said. "They all played better at
the districts meet than they did
all year."

"Sheila and Karen were
fantastic. They dominated the
net in all of their matches which
is very important and rare in
high school."

The five girls who placed in
the districts meet all went on to
represent O.L.C.H.S. in the
state tournament beginning
Ocl. 26.

Nov. 2, 1979

Di trictstal eTenni
The Spartans girls' tennis

team ended its season with an
overall record of 12-3 and a
conference record of 4-2 which
put them in third place.

This was the first time in a
few years that the Spartans
couldn't finish on top of S.LC.A.
West. Head coach Cindy
Sternisha said, "We lost some
key people who were seniors
last year, and I'm proud of the
way the girls played this year."

"I would really like to stress
the point that all the girls
worked very hard this season,
especially right before the
districts," Coach Sternisha
said.

On October 19, the Spartans
sent six girls to the districts
meet at Richards High School.
The six girls were: heila
Burgess, Karen Vinci, Lynn
Wierus, Joann Preto, Jill
Dague, and Kristi Schryver.

Burgess and Vinci who were
playing doubles together for the
first time in the four years that
they've been on the team took
first place.

SPARTANITE

--CHRIS MORONG

continued coach Reynolds.
Teammates Dawn

McClelland (a sophomore>, and
Sue Kosvick (a freshman>, are
the sixth and ninth runners,
respectively. "Dawn is a
sprinter during the regular
track season. She really loves to
run and gives it her all. Sue's a
typical freshman-naive, but
sweet. She needs a Iitlle more
experience. She has good form
for a distance runner," said
Reynolds.

"Sharon Kennedy, Sherry
Sawyer, and Paula Companio
mainly came out for the team to
condition for basketball.
They're all natur.al athletes.
They are nice girls and are very
easy to work with. They're the
kind of athletes a coach likes,"
stated Reynolds.

"Although we came out for
the team to condition, we really
like cross country." Il's so
different than any other sport
because we work so hard," said
Sawyer.

The team traveled to Argo to
<f9rnpete in the conference meet

-Oct. 20. The Spartans came in
third. First place Lincoln Way
had 56 points, second place Argo
had 55 points, and OLCHS had
54 points. "Losing conference
was a real disappointment to us.
We really wanted it," said
Reynolds dejectedly. "We're
looking forward to Sectionals
tomorrow. I'm hoping our team
can place high enough and go
down State next week,"
continued Reynolds.

This year's team is a young
one, with two freshmen, one
sophomore, four juniors, and
only three seniors. Looking at
this season's final standings,
their prospects for next season
look bright.

available here for the girls to
practice their uphill and
downhill running. Mr. Parks
and Mr. Lebrecht approved a
bus for the girls to travel to Bull
Frog Lake. At Bull Frog Lake
the girls can really test their
uphill and downhill running,"
said coach Reynolds.

There isn't a varsity or frosh
soph team. Instead, there is one
team that includes freshmen,
sophomores, juniors, and
seniors. This year's team
consists of Carol Ryan, Joyce
Trojniar, Peggy Ryan, Mary
Kay Bachelder, Patty Ryan,
Dawn McClelland, Sue Kosvick,
Sherry Sawyer, Sharon
Kennedy, and Paula Companio.

Carol Ryan is the number one
runner and team leader. "She's
very self-disciplined. Carol has
placed first in all of the dual
meets," said Reynolds with a
smile.

Sisters Peggy and Patty Ryan
are the 3rd and 5th runners.
"I'm glad they're (Peggy and
Patty> on the team. Il's easy to
tell them things that will help
them," said Carol.

"The girls look up to her. She
really helps," said Reynolds
about her top runner. "Patty, a
freshman, is really dedicated.
She'll be super by her senior
year. Peggy, a junior, is a hard
worker and really sincere, II

said coach Reynolds of Carol's
sisters.

Joyce Trojniar and Mary Kay
Bachelder round out the top five
runners. Trojniar is the second
runner and B~helder the
fourth. "Joyce, a-ju'hf~r, is good
to work with. She's very
talented and has a\ lot of
potential," said Reyno! . Mary
Kay is really dedicated. She
tries her hardest and gives 100
per cent in every race,"

Page 10

The girls' cross country team
completed their season Ocl. 16,
with a victory over the Argo
Argonauts, 28·29. The Spartans
ended with an 8-1 (the lone loss
was to Lincoln Way, 29-26)
record for their dual - meet
season.

Girls' cross country is a new
sport at OLCHS, although other
schools in the SICA West
conference have had cross
country for a couple of years.
Mrs. Linda Reynolds is the
coach for this new team.
Reynolds also coaches the girls'
track team.

"I've really had a lot of help
from the boys' cross country
coaches, Mr. Piaskowy and Mr.
Doughney. They've helped the
girls and have helped out at our
meets," said Reynolds. "Mr.
Parks (Athletic Director> has
been great for the team. He got
us in to a lot of invitationals that
were really beneficial for the
girls. He helped us get
organized, get started off on the
right foot at the beginning of the
season," continued Reynolds.

The girls run between 2 - 21/4

miles in a cross country meel.
All the team members compete
but only the first five runners
count in the point standings.
First place receives one point,
second place receives two
points, third place three points,
and so on.

In practice, the girls run 6-10
miles each day, including
sprints. The sprints help to
improve the girls' kicks at the
end of a race.

"When we practice each day,
you can't cheal. You have to run
the 6-10 miles each day. Only
yo~ know what you've ran,"
saId cross country runner Paula
Companio.

"There were no facilities

but conference was held on the
hilly Argo course and that
created a slight disadvantage
for Szum. Despite the kind of
course it was, Szum's
determination to reach his goal
of placing in the top 20 led him
to a strong 20th place finish.

"Running the three-mile race
just doesn't include physical
ability and readiness," says
Szum. "You have to be mentally
ready too. That's why I always
listen to fast music before I race
because it psyches me up and
makes me run harder and
faster."

Cross Country isn't Szum's
only sport. He was also a
member of the 1979 Conference
Championship track and field
team and plans to be a member
on the 1980 team. "My main
events are the mile and 880,"
says Szum. "At times I am
placed in the 2-mile, but I prefer
running the shorter distances."

After high school Szum hopes
to continue running. "I am
planning on attending Loyola
University for pre-medicine and
if I can work cross country and
track around my studies, I will
go out for the team, II says
Szum, "but if I can't work
running for the teams in, I'll
still run on my own."

Dave SlUm heading for II strong
finish. <Photo by Greg
Olejniczak)

Szum drops time
At the starting line Dave

zum stares out at the course
while giving his thin, muscular
body a final stretching before
the gun fires.

Although the varsity team
hasn't had a very successful
year, Szum has. He has proven
to be the best varsity runner by
being the number one man all
year, "which is a surprise,"
says Szum. "Last year I didn't
sho~ the potential of being a
real good runner because at the
end of last season I was only the
number five man."

Szum's position on the team
!sn't the only sign of
Improvement for him. His time
has gone from 16:30 last year to
a 15:36 this year and as Szum
says, "my improvement is due
to many miles of running this
summer and season, also a new
and more relaxed running
form."

"I haven't gotten this far all
by myself though," says Szum.
"If it weren't for Coach
Piaskowy's coaching and
thought-out practices, and my
will to win, I wouldn't have
thought of placing in conference
this year."

Szum had to overcome a real
psychological problem when
running in the conference meet.
He prefers running on flat land,

Mon - Thurs 1()-8
Fri 10-6

1 'I
GIRLS AWARD JACKETS

7011 W111th Street· Worth
361-0387
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Girls tennis

State Qualifiers:
Singles:
J. Preto
Doubles:
S. Burgess - K. Vinci
J. Dague - K. Schryver

10·20-79 Districts
Singles:
L. Wierus bye, 6-2, 6-3, 2~, 6-0
P.J. Preto bye 6-0, 6-0, 5-7, 7-5, 6
0, O~, H
Doubles:
S. Burgess - K. Vinci bye, 6-2, 6
o 6-3 6-1 6-2 7-5 6-3 6-1
K. Sch~er -'J. Dagu~ bye 6·0
6-0,6-7,6-3,6-3,6-0, 5-7, 5-7, 7-5
6-2

9-25-79 Oak Lawn vs. T.F. South
ingl s:
. Burgess 0-6, 1-6

J. Preto 4-6, 0-6
L. Wierus 4~, 5-7
D. Poynter 8-4
S. Hinkleman 4-B

. Mc art 1-8
Doubles:
K. Vinci - K. Schryver 2~, 2~

J. Dague - S. Hinkleman 7~, 2~

6-4'
L. Matha - B. Massett 6-8
C. Fulop - K. Bourbalos 4-8

9-26-79 Oak Lawn vs. Oak Fores
Singles:
Preto 6-4, 6-1
Wierus 6-0, 4~, 4~

O'Brenski 0-6, O~
Poynter 8-0
Hinkleman 8-2
McCart 3-8
Doubles:
Burgess - Vinci 4~, H
Paterson - Schryver 6-2, 7-5
Fulop - Massett 2-8
Bourbulos - Matha 8·4

9-27-79 Oak Lawn v Shepard
ingles:

Burges 6-3, 2~, 2-6
Preto
H, 62, 6-2
Wierus 2-6, 6-4, 6-1
Poynter 82
llinklernan 9B
McCart 8-4
Doubles.
Vmci Dague 6-1, 6 1
Schryver - Paterson 6-0, 6·0
Massett - It ulop 6-8
Boubulos - Matha B-6
10-2-79 Oak Lawn vs Stagg
l'tamed out

10-4-79 Oak Lawn vs. Sandburg
"ingles
Bur~ess 6·4, 7~
Preto 6-1, 6-3
Wierus 6-2, 6-0
Poynter 8-0
Hinkleman 8-1
Mc art 4-8
Doubles:
Vinci - Dague 7-5, 6-2
chryver - Hinkleman 6-1, 6·1

Fulop - Massett 2-8
Bourbulos - Matha 6-8

10-9·79 Oak Lawn vs. Argo
Singles:
Burgess 6-1, 6-1
Preto 6-1, 6-0
Wierus 6-1, 6-1
Poynter 8-5
Hinkleman 8-2
Fulop B-1
Doubles:
Vinci-Dague 5-7, 7~, 6-4,
Hinkleman - chryver 6-2, 6-2
Mc art - Ma sell 8-1
Matha - BourbuJo 8-0

10-12-79 onference
Singles:
S. Burge s 4~, 4-6
J. Preto 6-3, 6-2, 6-7, 2-6
L. Wierus 6-1, 6-1, 6-3, 6-3, 2~, 4-

Doubles:
K. Vinci - J. Dague H, 6-7
S. Hinkl man . K. chryve
forfeit

9-25-79 Oak Lawn vs Lincolnway
15-10, 15-9
9-28-79 Oak Lawn vs T.F. South
15-9, 15-11

10-2-79 Oak Lawn vs. Shepard
15-8, 16-14
10-5-79 Oak Lawn vs. Stagg 15-7,
15-3
10-9-79 Oak Lawn vs Sandburg
15-9, 15-3
10-12-79 Oak Lawn vs Argo
Forfeit
10-16-79 Oak Lawn vs Reavis 15
11, 15-12
10-18-79 Oak Lawn vs
Lincolnway 10-15, 16-14, 15-13
10-23-79 Oak Lawn vs. T.F.
ol'th 15-13, 13-15. 15-10

Varsity
volleyball

9-25-79 Oak Lawn vs Lincolnway
20-5, 20-6
9 2879 Oak Lawn v T.F. outh
1720. 207, 20-18
10-279 Oak Lawn vs Shepard 20
12, 20-7
10-5-79 Oak Lawn vs Stagg 20-9,
207
10-979 Oak Lawn vs Sandburg
20-5, 20-9
10 12-79 Oak Lawn vs Argo 20-8,
20-9
10-16-79 Oak Lawn vs. Reavis 20
17. 20-11
10-18-79 Oak Lawn vs
LIOC nway 20-10, 20-12
10-19- Rich East Tournament
Oak L wn vs Barrington 20-13,
20-14 \.-
Oak Lawi'l·~ Oak Forest 8-20,
20-18, 8-20
10-23-79 Oak Lawn vs T.F.
South, 20-1B. 20-16

Sophomore

volleyball
9-25-79 Oak Lawn vs Lincolnway
15-4, 10-15, 15-9
9-28-79 Oak Lawn vs T.F. South
15-13, 15-11
10-2-79 Oak Lawn vs Shepard 15
6, 15-12
10-5-79 Oak Lawn vs Stagg 15-13,
15-11
10-9-79 Oak Lawn vs Sandburg B
IS, 6-15
10-12-79 Oak Lawn vs Argo 15-2,
15-6
10-1679 Oak Lawn vs Reavis Il
lS, IS 1, 15-3
10 1879 Oak Lawn vs
Lincolnway 15-11, 15-7
10-23-79 Oak Lawn vs T.F South
15-13, 13-15, 16-14

Freshman
volleyball

Sophomore

football

Freshman
football

9-25,7\1 Oak Lawn 211, Shepard 27
9-27-79 Oak Lawn 28, Homewood

Flossmoor 29. Rich 'entral :18
10-2-79 Oak Lawn 25, tagg 34
10-4-79 Oak Lawn 24, St
Laurence :10
10-9-79 Oak Lawn 17, 'andburg
44
10-11-79 RIch East InVItational
11th place
10-13-79 Rich CentraU
InvitatIOnal 8th place
10-16-79 Oak Lawn 27, Argo 32
10-20-79 Conference 3rd place

John Morganthaler and John Major doubling up , hepard running
back Scolty Boman. (Photo by Chris Morong)

Boys
frosh-soph

cross
country

10-6-79 T.F. south 0, Oak Lawn
18
Points scored by:

o. 44, Craig Dominski with a
55-yard run touchdown

o. 44, Craig Dominski with a
30-yard touchdown
No. 34, Jim Popp with a 65-yard
return of an intercepted pass for
a touchdown
10-13-79 hepard 16, Oak Lawn
26
Points scor d by:

o 34, Jim Popp with a 43-yard
run touchdown
'0. 44, raig DomlOskl with a

BO-yard run touchdown
:\0 44. Craig DomlOskl With a
50-yard run touchdown

10-6-79 T.F. South 6, Oak Lawn 0
10-13-79 hepard 6, Oak Lawn 19
Points scored by:
No. 14, Roy Wilkie with a 2-yard
run touchdown
No. 14, Roy Wilkie with a I-yard
run touchdown
No. 30, George Schullz with a 40
yard pass interception for a
touchdown

0.64, Mike Bila with a PAT.
kick
10-20-79 Stagg 13, Oak Lawn 8
Points scored by:
No. 34, Tony Carrevale with a 3
yard run touchdown
No. 82, Steve Angelucci with a 2
point conversion pass

Boys golf
9-20-79 Oak Lawn 158, Stagg 161
9-24-79 Oak Lawn 174, Brother
Rice 154
9-25-79 Oak Lawn 186, Sandburg
175
9-27-79 Oak Lawn 159, Argo 169
lQ-4-79 Oak Lawn 161, Bremen
171

Boys
varsity cross

country
9-25-79 Oak Lawn 34, hepard 25
9-27-79 Oak Lawn 67, Homewood
- Flossmoor 47, Rich Central 15
19-2-79 Oak Lawn 35, Stagg 20
10-4-79 Oak Lawn 43, SI.
Laurence 19
10-9-79 Oak Lawn 43, Sandburg
17
10-13-79 Rich Central
Invitational 23rd place
10-16-79 Oak Lawn 29, Argo 26
10-20-79 Conference 6th place

9-29-79'Lincolnway 9, Oak Lawn
6
Points scored by:
3rd Quarter:
No. 40, Bill Tasker with a 41
yard run touchdown
10-6-79 T.F. outh 14, Oak Lawn
15
Points scored by:

o. 34, Paul Maddox with a
PAT.
No. 31, John Major with a
PAT.
No. 31, John Maddox with a
PAT.
'lo. 11, Larry Hinz with a
touchdown

o. 83, Bob Dunkel with a
touchdown
10-13-79 Shepard 10, Oak Lawn
12
_ oint scored by:
1st Quarter:
\/0.31, John Major with a I-yard
touchdown
:rd Quarter:
No. 31, John Major with a 4-yard
touchdown
10-20-79 Stagg 7, Oak Lawn 32
Points scored by:
No. 31, John Major with a 10
yard run louchdown
2nd Quart r
No. 31, John Major wllh a 10
yard run touchdown

0.31, John Major with a 3-yard
run touchdown
No. 31, John Major with a
P.A.T. 3-yard run
No. 40, Bill Tasker with. an
interc pted pass for a 40-yard
run touchdown
3rd Quarter:
No. 40, Bill Tasker with a 52
yard run touchdown

Varsity

football

Girls. .
sWimming

Nov. 2, 1979

Tina Hai rna shows perfect form in her spiking. (Photo by Chris
Morong)

Girls cross
country

9-25,79 Oak Lawn IS, Shepard 41

9-27-79 Oak Lawn 31, Homewood
- Flossmoor 25, Rich Central 65
9-29-79 Tinley Invitational 3rd
place
10-2-79 Oak Lawn IS, Stagg 53
109-79 Oak Lawn IS, andburg
46
10-11-79 Rich East Invitational
5th place
10-16-79 Oak Lawn 28, Argo 29
10-20-79 Conference 3rd place

9-18-79 Oak Lawn 78, Reavis 91
1st places:
200-yard medley relay 2.14.42
Eileen Geraghty in 50-yard
freestyle 29.52
Joan Rainsford in IOo-yard
butterfly 111.65
9-21-79 Oak Lawn 81, Bremen 81
1st places:
Joan Rainsford in 200-yard
freestyle 2.25.35
Joan Rainsford in 100-yard
butterfly 1.13.58

Nancy Lough in 500-yard
freestyle 6.05.71
9-25-79 Oak Lawn 64, Evergreen I
Park 105
1st places:
400-yard freestyle relay 4: 44.6
Michelle Cook in diving 139.90
10-5-79 Oak Lawn 56, Tinley
Park 112
1st places:
Gerri Dunne in 50-yard
freestyle 28.12
4OO-yard freestyle relay 4.43.9

10-9-79 Oak La.wn 61, Shepard
110
1st places:
Gerri Dunne in 50-yard
freestyle 28.28
Nancy Lough in 500 yard
freestyle 6.10.62
10-11-79 Oak Lawn 88, Proviso
West 84
1st places:
200-yard medley relay 2.08.65
Nancy Lough to 200-yard
freestyle 2.14.!'i

Gerri Dunne in 50-yard
freestyle 27.2
Joan Rainsford in 100-yard
butterfly 1.10.3
Gerri Dunne in 100-yard
freestyle 100.3.
Nancy Lough in 500-yard
freestyle 6.03.8

4OO-yard freestyle relay 4.43.6
Michelle Cook in diving 139.95
10-13-79, Oak Lawn 82, Stagg 88
1st places:
200-yard medley relay 2.00.2
Gerri Dunne in 50-yard
freestyle 27.0
Joan Rainsford in 100-yard
butterfly 1.11.2
Gerri Dunne in 100-yard
freestyle 1.00.2
Eileen Geraghty in lOO-yard
backstroke 1.15.2
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Cross country wrap up
Nov. 2, 1979

LYNETTE DU N

"Even the freshmen are
anticipating a success'ful
season," says Coach Doughney,
"and that is very encouraging.
All of the boys on the frosh-soph
team were out because they
wanted to be, not because they
had to be. That's probably the
reason for the team's success
and ability to work together."

Next year's hope for a
successful varsity season will
depend on Jim Callahan, Gary
Kosvick, Rick Lakie, Ron
Frazier, Tim Fadden, Tom
Harm, Bob Suchy, and George
Theil. This year's freshman
members will comprise the
structure of next year's frosh
soph team.

meets a week, in dual meets and
an invitationals. That meant
that practices had to be
developed around the e meets,
making it difficult to train hard.
That's why the summer training
was so critical.

"Practices early in the season
consisted of distance running,
but as the season progressed,
they changed to speed and
interval workouts," says Coach
Doughney.

"The top scorers on the
sophomore team are returnees
from last year and will be the
backbone of next year's varsity
team," stated both coaches.
"They are all hard workers and
have the desire to win next
year."

the issue

The frosh-soph team had a
very successful season. Last
year they were ranked 8th in
conference and this year they
moved up to a strong third
place, along with having a 8-6
record.

"The reason for their success
was due to a lot of hard and
tedious work that the runners
put in during the summer and
season," says Coach Doughney.
"They were also determined to
prove themselves this year
after their terrible season last
year." Coach Doughney can be
credited with a successful
recruiting campaign that
resulted in the largest freshman
turnout ever.

The team competed in three

Gerri Dunne (right) has been selected as a frosh-soph athlete of
the issue due to her record-breaking performances in swimming.

Dunne is only a freshman and owns Varsity records in the SO-yard
freestyle, with a time of :26.923 and in the l00-yard freestyle with a
time of :59.803. Dunne is also part of the 200-yard medley relay that
was broken at the Proviso West meet.

Frosh- oph

811.1. TASKER AND TOM McE TEE Oeftl, have been chosen
male co-athlete for this issue for their outstanding blocking and
running performances on the gridiron. The Spartans' co-captains
(teammate John Major is also a co-captain) have both been chosen
as players of the week already.

Tasker, a running back, has rushed for 326 yards in 34 carries
against Lincoln-Way, Shepard, T.F. South, and Stagg. He carried
40 yards for a touchdown against Lincoln- Way. In the Stagg game,
Tasker intercepted a pass and returned the ball 40 yards for a
touchdown. He scored another touchdown in the Stagg game on a 52
yard carry. Tasker had 8 tackles and 5assists against the Shepard
Astros. He's also been playing well in the secondary.

McEntee, a lineman, has made an impressive showing on
defense. He had 9 tackles and 8 assists against Lincoln-Way, 10
tackles and 9 assists in the T.F. South game, and 10 tackles and 2
assists against Stagg. McEntee tackled 11 times and had 11 assists
against the Astros. He also recovered a fumble and intercepted a
pass to halt Shepard's last-minute drive to insure a Spartan
Victory. McEntee has also blocked well for the running backs on
offense.

both physically and mentally."
The varsity team wasn't just

made up of a bunch of runners,
but also a group of "brains".
"The entire varsity team is in
the top two per cent of the senior
class," says Coach Piaskowy.
"That proved to me that they
had enough self-discipline to be
a good runner as well as a good
student."

Throughout the season, Coach
Piaskowy and Coach Doughney
had to bring some of the top
seven sophomore runners to the
varsity level. "However, we
tried to plan to see if moving
them up would jeopardize the
sophomore chances of
winning," says Coach
Doughney.

Athletes 0

(Photo by Chris Morong>

Although the varsity cross
country team didn't have a very
successful season with a 2-12
record, it proved to be a season
of individual success under
difficult circumstances.

"This year was a hard one for
the varsity team," says Coach
Piaskowy. "We only had five
members which made
competing in meets more
diffi~ult than ever before, but
we did our best."

Despite the fact that the
varsity team only won two
meets, the individual times of
each person improved
tremendously. Coach Piaskowy
says, "The improvement was
due to a lot of hard work, years
of experience, and maturity

Jim Callahan left), has been selected as the male frosh-soph
\ athlete of the issue. He has proven himself by being the number one

phomore and the number two varsity runner all season.
Callahan's best time of 16: 10, has come down over a minute from

hl1 freshman time. His times for the three-mile races range
be'tween 16: 10 on the home course to 17: 53 on the Argo course.

Callahan has acquired an impressive record with a 1st place
finish at the Argo Invitational, a 3rd place finish at the Reavis
Invitational, and a 5th place finish in conference. He also has a
number of 1st place finishes from the dual meets that he competed
in.

Next year Callahan will be the main man on the varsity team as
he was on the frosh-soph team this year.

(Photo by Greg Olejniczak> (Photo by Chris Morong>

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Var'ity
SHEILA BURGE AND KAREN VINCI (right), have been

selected as female co-athletes of the issue due to their performance
in tennis this season.

Burgess and Vinci creamed their four opponents at the district
meet in straight sets to capture the doubles championship. They
allowed only 17 games in eight sets and advanced to the state meet.
(Sheila and Karen were conference champions last year at 2nd
doubl~s and placed third in distri~ts.)

straight sets to capture the doubles championship. They allowed
only 17 games in 8 sets and advanced to the state meet. (Sheila and
Karen were conference champions last year at 2nd doubles and
placed third in districts.)

Burgess's and Vinci's doubles victory helped to conquer the
district team championship for the fourth year in a row.
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SPARTANITE 

Almost all who have seen plays presented by the 
OLCHS Theater Group, especially "Pippin," per
formed earlier this month, have agreed that the 
people who put them together do a spectacular job. 
However, the auditorium where the plays are 
presented, the school's Little Theater, is hindering 
the display of the Theater Group's full potential. 

Basically, the problem is that the auditorium is a 
"little theater." For two performances, "Pippin" was 
playing to overflow audiences; people were seated in 
the aisles. 

The seating capacity of the theater isn't the only 
area of insufficiency. According to those involved in 
play production, other negative aspects of the Little 
Theater include the small size of the stage, the lack of 
stage wings and the absence of a backstage storage 
space-work area for sets and props. 

Acoustically, the Little Theater is not too good. 
Even with the sound-absorbing ceiling tile and 
capacity crowds, the walls of the room play havoc 
with the sound systems which are set up for plays. 
Echoes and feedback are prevalent during per
formances. 

It seems that a renovation of that auditorium is in 
order, changing it from the Little Theater into the Big 
Theater. The Theater Group indeed has proved itself 
worthy and should be encouraged to develop itself in 
more professional surroundings. · 

The theatrical auditorium could not be externally 
enlarged; it seems that the school board wishes to 
maintain the basic shape of the school building. 
However, it is feasible to remove the wal I between the 
Little Theater and Room 117 and make all or part of 
117 an addition to the theater. ' 

This would provide the needed seating, -stage and 
work areas, and some sound problems could be 
eliminated through acoustic planning. With the added 
space, the Theater Group would not need to perform 
its big spring musical in the Auditorium Gym, and 
events such as assemblies could be held in the 
theater. 

The project would cost money, but the Theater 
Group receives very little financial encouragement 
from the school and is almost supportive on the sale of 
its play tickets. 

We urge students, faculty members and most of all 
parents to support and initiate a program to improve 
the theater facilities of this school. After all, our fine 
Theater Group needs and deserves more that ap
plause and verbal praise to produce the performances 
which give pleasure to thousands every year. 

Nov. 30, 1979 

Doing away 

with school 
prejudice 

"Jocks suck." 
"Burnouts bite." 

From a washroom wall came 
these words of conflict and 
prejudice. It seems as if there 
always has been a battle bet
ween the " jocks" and the 
"burnouts," and everyone knew 
if a person belonged to one of 
these groups or not as easily as 
one can tell that if someone is 
shrewd with a dollar, he's 
Jewish. 

Stereotypically, a " jock" has 
been any athlete, usually 
described as being an iron
pumping human brick. By the 
same token ' "Burnout" has 
been the epithet bestowed upon 
anyone indulging in the 
smoking of marijuana, con
stantly occupying the smoking 
area, and generally considered 
to have very little control of his 
motor responses. As with all 
stereotyped groups, prejudice 
exists between them. 

However, in this day and age, 
there seems to be a bit of per
plexity arising when these 
stereotypes are applied; there 
are a number of athletes in this 
school who smoke pot. 
Likewise, group stereotypes 
such as the "brain," the brown
nose who carries a TI-30 
calculator and plays chess, are 
faltering. Most of the players on 
the Chess team use TI-55's <a 
much more sophisticated in
strument than the TI-30) and 
play the game not because they 
are sniveling intellectual twits, 
but because they are lured to 
the team with promises of 
glory, drugs, and women. 

Therefore, beca-use · of the 
diverse interests of the modern 
student and the fact that each 
student holds company with a 
variety of people, a new system 
of labeling is needed to prevent 
confusion. If this system of 
labeling students was to be to 
not label them, it would not only 
ease our brains, but it would 
also abolish preJudice between 
groups. 

However, a method of student 
recognition is already evolving, 
and that is one of each student 

labeling himself. But these are 
not simple labels like the basic 
identifications of " band fag" or 
" theater fag ," unless the person 
grants that he is such. Rather, a 
student identifies himself as a 
" burnout-jock-theater fag ," for 
example. 

Such labeling clearly defines 
the student's social status, but 
another form of confusion exists 
in the guise of chaos, stemming 
from the almost infinite number 
of brands which could be 
created from the innumerable 
basic social groups which are in 
existence at OLCHS. 

Another problem could crop 
up from the self-labeling 
system : Our friend , the 
" burnout-jock-theater fag ," 
probably has friends who are 
still devoted solely to one of 
these basic groups. Thus, if the 
"jocks" and the " theater fags" 
had a conflict, our friend will be 
forced to pledge loyalty and side 
with his acquaintances in one 
basic group and reject his 
comrades in the other, causing 
extreme social and 
psychological damage. 

So, the evolving hybrid 
system of self-identification 
seems to be faulty , but there is 
still hope for a coherent, non
prejudiced method of rostering 
our students . The ad
ministration already knows the 
subordinates at OLCHS by a 
five-digit numerals, and enough 
people compare the school to a 
prison, so it stands to reason 
that an arrangement can be 
made in which the entire body 
of scholars wears convict 
uniforms with each student's ID 
number imprinted on his back, 
and everyone would be allowed 
to be recognized only by his 
number. Imagine, no more 
prejudice between the school's 
social groups ! 

But, then again, there are odd 
and even numbers ... 

Speak Out If reincarnation exists, whom or what do you want to be 111 your next life '~ 

ROSS BRAND, FRESHMAN 
I would like to come back as a 

horse so people could ride on my 
back (especially girls ). 

KAREN KALLQUIST, 
SOPHOMORE 

I would like to be a dog 
because it's man's best friend . 

STEVE FILIPIAK, JUNIOR 
I would like to come back as 

myself because I'm having a 
great time. 

PAM PARKEY, SENIOR 
I would like to be a DC-10, so I 

could fly high then decide to 
blow up and kill every one. 
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Letters the hall guards and monitors more emphasis is put on en- this to his drawings, for he is Jankist gave us a dignified King 
and all kinds of other people tertaining rather than repor- good enough in what he does. He Charles, while Diane Randle 
playing policeman in the school, ting. does not have to exploit his was deliciously evil as his 
it would be highly unlikely. Topics such as drugs, sex, drawings to attract the readers ' scheming wife Fastrada. Great 

Librarians 
- no help 

If the school can supply all family problems, etc., play a attention to them. I do not know comic relief was provided by 
those people, can't they supply large part in a teenager's life if other Joyal Spartanite readers Jeff Bass as the narcissistic 
at least one guard for a really and should be covered in a high have begun to realize this. Lewis and Bev Tebo as Pippins 
classy suburban-style lounge? school newspaper . En- I am left with one sad con- dirty old Grandmother . 
During a student's first two tertainment is important, but it clusion : that Mr. Vajarsky Directing all this traffic on 
years here, he breaks his butt should not dominate the whole actually believes that he is stage was Kathy Mitko as the 
just trying to find his classes. paper fooling the Spartanite Lead Player, who prowled 
Let's try to make the last two . --VANESSA FAURIE b t th "th th readership with his attempt at a ou e stage w1 e grace Dear Editor, 

I'm fed up with the librarians. 
Instead of helping students, 
their favorite pastime seems to 
be throwing the students out of 
the Media Center. 

years a bit less hectic. s • guile. Unfortunately, there is of a black cat, purring and 
--JOE KLIMEK p artan1 te only one person ·who is being roaring in turns. 

fooled-- and he , ironically The company of players is too 

Students who are assigned 
work to do are also yelled at. 
Open your mouth just once and 
you get hours . When you get 
around to doing research, they 
don' t have most of the materials 
you ask for . When you get bored 
of asking them for things they 
don' t have, you sit around and 
do nothing and then get yelled at 
for not having anything to do . 

See what I mean? I think the 
Media Center personnel should 
worry about helping students 
instead of throwing them out. 

-Jim Cunningham 

Cries for 
the lounge 

Dear Editor, 
I believe that the refur

nishing of the Junior-Senior 
Lounge should be one of the 
concerns of the school. 

The days of the past are not 
the future; the destruction of 
the last Junior-Senior Lounge 
was caused by a basic group of 
ungrateful rowdy people. Sure, 
it's possible that future Junior-
enior Lounge might be 

Dear Editor, 

I am a junior now and I'm 
tired of looking at a bare 
cafeteria ever since freshman 
year . 

What I mean is that the juke 
box and candy machines should 
be put back into the cafeteria 
for student use and en
tertainme~t. To my knowledge, 
the machmes were used im
properly by students in classes 
which have now graduated. 

. Now that they are gone, Jet's 
give the present students at 
OLCHS use of the machines. I 
am sure many students besides 
myself want them put back in. 

'Suicide' 
emphasizes 

concerns 
Dear Editor 

I'd like to compliment 
Carolynn Dwan on her article 
last issue called "Teenage 
Suicides." 
The Spartanite should include 
more articles about the 
problems and concerns of 

enough, by h:--·-" numerous to mention, but 

hassles Hl• 11 --Margie Domico sufficient to say that there was 
not one weak link in the chain. 
They were snarling, funny and 

Dear Editor, 

I can't comprehend why the 
last issue of The Spartanite was 
chock full of insulting remarks 
directed towards the NHS. I'm 
not opposed to one article 
cutting up the organization in an 
issue, but two is like a bom
bardment. 

The next time the paper runs 
a cut-up or complaint article 
about a club or such, please 
print just one. Believe me, one 
is enough ! --Jean Paterson 

Wasted 
Talents 

Dear Editor, 
This letter concerns a very 

talented artist, Joe Vajarsky. 
Joe sketches all the covers for 
The Spartanite. However, in the 
last few Spartanites, I have 
noticed something very 
peculiar. Joe has hidden words 
m his sketches; the specific 
words are "drugs," "pot'; and 
"sex." 

' 'Thanks'' 
Dear Editor 

In every play in which I have 
participated, I have always had 
the secret desire just to be able 
to sit back and watch. In this 
year's fall play "Pippin," I was 
able to do just that. I couldn 't 
have been any prouder if I had 
been involved in it myself. 

Directed and choreographed 
by Tom Dzurison, the play 
moved from scene to scene 
quickly and without in
terruption. The scenes were 
snappily danced by the cast of 
17. The story of the play was 
presented clearly, and no one 
was in doubt as to what was 
going on at any time. 

The cast, headed by .t'aul 
Reed as Pippin, the confused 
son of King Charlemagne all 
performed in really 
professional style. Paul was a 
convincing and lovable 
character. His leading lady, 
Laurie Reed, was a dizzy and 
delightful Catherine, being in 

delightful down to the last one. 
It was obvious that they all were 
having fun in this show. The fun 
was contagious. 

The show was supported by a 
fine combo headed by Ms. 
Laurel Ostermann. The band 
was so good they almost went 
unnoticed by the audience. This 
is the greatest compliment a 
band in a show can have. Ms . 
Ostermann, musical director of 
the show, did her work in fine 
fashion, and the gutsy vocals 
proved it. 

If you missed this show, you 
missed the chance to see a truly 
pro level production at high 
school prices. My only disap
pointment was that our Little 
Theatre is so small that a 
limited number of peonl,e will 
see this outstanding show . I 
hope someday the theatre and 
music departments will have 
the auditorium they deserve. 

So thank you, Tom Dzurison 
and all of the "Pippin" cast and 
crew for such a delightful night 
of entertainment. I hope it will 
lead to even more participation 
in theatre by the students in this 
school. BRAVO! 

-JACK ROECKEMAN 

p.m. 
All the fun you can have in an amusement park is yours for just $3 after 8 p.m. every 

Friday at Old Chicago Amusement Park. Ride the rides, play the games, see the shows 
and disco to the great sounds and fantastic light show of the Windy City Disco. 

Come back for our 
Weekend Concerts. 

Big-name entertainers perform on the 
Old Chicago stage every Saturday at 6 & 9 p.m. 

and Sunday at 4 & 7 p.m. 

SAVOY BROWN 
featuring Kim Simmonds 

Dec. 1 

TOMT.HALL 
"Old Dogs, Children and 

Watermelon Wine" 
Dec. 2 

BARBARA MANDRELL 
"Sleeping Single In A Double Bed" 

Dec. 15 

Watch for our ads in every issue of your school 
paper for current entertainment at Old Chicago. 

Just bring the coupon below along with your group 
and you'll all get in for $3 per person. 

- - - - - - - - -r.- - --
.29,---~ Adrrrission ~~ 
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This cou pon g ood for 
$3 adrn 1ss1on for yo u 
and eac h m e m ber o f 
your party N ot valid 
with any o th e r pro m o · 
t1o nal o tte r or 
d iscoun t. inclu ding 
Senio r C 1t1ze ns 

H~qu d i Ai. 111 .1· ? r , 

Adul t $695 D 
yo u pdy 51 
C h ild ren 13 1 JJ $5 5 
yo u pa y 51 D 
Children uncle1 3 Fr ee 

Discoun t 

$3 after 8 p.m. on Fridays 

Of-fer e xp u es 
Dec 14. 1979 

The Wind y C i ty D 1sro. p lus e xc 1t1 ncJ 11des. dtlr dc t 1ons. gdrnes 
and ea t eries Open Friday t ill rn rdn1q h t 

ADMISSION JUST $3 PER PERSON WITH COUPON 
HS79 
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. . <L to R> Mr. John Brodemus, Pat Slovick, Nancy Dunning and 
Mr. John Thompson will travel to New York's Biltmore Hotel to 
receive the award at the National Awards Lunch on Thursday, Dec. 
6. 

Nov. 30, 1979 

The Horticultural Courtyard 
"Distinguished Service Citation" 
Beautirul, Inc. 

which has received a 
from the Keep America 

WITH THE COMING OF 
OLD weather and snow the 

possibility of having to close 
chool because of inclement 
eather increases significantly. 

If school is to be closed because 
f adverse weather con
itions or for some other 
nforeseen reason, we plan to 
ake the closing announcement 

s far in advance of the regular 
tarting time as we can. We will 

tify the City News Bureau 
nd radio stations WBBM , 
GN, WIND, WLS, and WMAQ 
henver classes are being 

canceled due to some 
emergency. Also quite often 
school closings are reported 
over the radio by the school 
district number rather than by 
the school name, our school 
district is District No. 229. 

ates to Remember : 

DEC . 7 Freshman Class 
Officer elections will be held in 
the Cafeteria during all lunch 
periods. ID 's required to vote. 

UEC. 16 Christmas Concert
usic Dept. in the Spartan Gym 

t 2:00 p.m. 

DEC. 20 Theatre Open House 
n the Little Theatre at 7:30 p.m. 

Bits and pieces 
DEC. 24 Christmas Vacation 

begins 

JAN. 7 School Resumes. 

FEB . 16 ACT Test 
Registration Date is until JAN. 
18, 1980. 'MAR. 22, SAT Test -
Regis tration is until FEB. 15, 
1!1110 

AS EACH YEAR PASSES, 
there is an increasing demand 
for blood. In order to meet this 
'.teed, blood donors must donate 
on a more frequent basis. There 
are no substitutes for blood. It is 
manufactured in the human 
body. It must come from YOU, 
Jnd it must be free. Illinois has 
a Jaw stating that no money can 
be paid to blood donors . 

When you donate blood at 
Christ Hospital, you are 
~nrolled as a member of the 
ltospital's Extended Blood 
Assurance Plan. By par
ticipating in this plan, you and 
your family are assured of 
>lood replacement benefits . 
This means that you will not 
have to ask friends or relatives 
to replace blood that may be 
used by you or your family. 

The next blood drive will be 
Friday, Dec. 13 in .the Little 
Theatre. 

A TI'ENTION ALL STUDENT 
WRITERS: Material is needed 
for the SPEAR section in the 
SPARTANITE . Any student 
wishing to submit poems, short 
stories or essays. Please bring 
them to Mr. Ray Elliott, in room 
210. 

ONE OF THE many services 
provided by the Guidance 
Department is the Occupational 
Placement Service. Employers 
in the Oak Lawn community 
call in at various times during 
the year, describe the type of 
job they have and offer 
positions to the students who 
have the skills that are needed. 
Many times teachers and other 
faculty members funnel job 
information to the Career 
Media Center, Room 105, where 
the jobs are listed for the 
students' use . The bulletin 
board between the Deans' 
Office and the Superintendent's 
Office also contains current 
information on openings 
throughout the neighborhoods 
in the community. Finally, any 
students who are actively 
seeking a job may register in 
Room 105, ·and if any suitable 
position becomes available, the 
student is notified. 

These services are open to the 
students of OLCHS and are ' 
available throwthout the year. 

Second-year accounting 
students at OLCHS recently 
attended the eighth annual 
Accounting Careers Conference 
at the University of Illinois -
Circle Campus. The conference 
sponsored by the Illinois CPA 
Society features business 
leaders and educators . Its 
purpose it to acquaint juniors 
and senior students with all 
types of accounting careers in 
the public, industrial, govern
mental , and education areas . 
An increasing need for 
professional accountants and 
many career opportunities for 
men and women were revealed. 
Chicago area high schools were 
invited to bring interested 
students . Those who attended 
from OLCHS were : Joyce 
Refner, Tammy Parejko, 
Penny Sierros, Robert 
Springer, and Hanann Razik . 

IF YOU ARE INTER
ESTED IN camping and-or 
skiing trips see Mr. Brodemus 
in Room 220 for further 
information. 

THE WRESTLING 
CHEERLEADERS are Pam 
Major and Gina Bush, Sheri 
Wantiez , Cathy Alexander, 
Kathy Koruba , and alternate 
Terry Egan. 

THE OL VARSIT 
BASKETBALL Cheerleade 
this year are Kim Connelly an 
Sue Kramer, Jill Gratt, Ell 
Kosteck, Carol Schiavitti, Su 
Jaksich, Kathy Judd, Carri 
Provost, and alternate Mari 
McGrath. 

DO SOMETHING DIF
FERENT NEXT SUMMER. Go 
to a foreign land the 
experimental way! Travel with 
other students from all over the 
U.S. and live with a family. 
Choose from over 32 different 
countries and widen your 
horizons. Learn about another 
country and culture as no 
ordinary tourist can by living 
with a specially chosen family. 
Learn more about the 
experiment in International 
Living, write to The 
Experiment in International 
Living, 310 South Michigan 
Avenue, Suite 1401 Chicago, 
Illinois, 60604 or call 663-1398. 

LOOK FOR FUND RAISERS 
by the Choral Dept. selling 
candles and the CO-OP Dept. 
selling Magazines. 

BY NADIA BEDWAN 
AND 

M A R G E BERKERY 
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In Search of Historic 

Jesus: Oh my God! 

At one point in the movie to 

FREE 
~·~~ I .. ,. 

-· 

BEE GEES OR COMMODORES 
CELE BRA TING OUR FIRST ANNIVERSARY BY OFFERING 
1 FREE WALLET SIZE PHOTO PER FAMILY. ( with coupon ) 

SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE TO: 
PHOTOS UNLIMITED PO BOX 527 INGLEWOOD. CA 90301 IN SEARCH OF HISTORIC 

JESUS is a truly horrible film . 
It proports to draw the truth 
from the myths and stories 
surrounding Jesus . Instead it 
draws out millions of poor and 
ignorant people who believe 
that anything that has the name 
of Christ in its title must be 
about religion. This movie has 
absolutely nothing to do with 
religion. 

fillupwmetime , theyd~~e~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ramble on about the Star of • 

Everything about this film 
is cheap and boring. The actors 
are outstanding in both of these 
aspects. Playing religious 
characters is usually extremely 
difficult. But these guys have 
got a system. They talk in 
rambling monotones and keep 
their faces completely blank 
and expressionless. All except 
for one daring old man who 
decided lo add a mannerism. 
The old man played the prophet 
who told king Herod about the 
birth of Jesus . I guess he 
decided that prophets should 
have shaky hands . Un
fortunately , the closest he could 
come to making his hand 
tremble was to move it up and 
down quickly. So what we have 
is a wonderful scene where the 
prophet tells a comatose King 
Herod that the Messiah has 
been born while he continually 
jerks his hand up and down as if 
he were waving goodbye at the 
airport. 

In the beginning we are told 
that these people' spent millions 
of dollars and several years 
treking across the globe tc 
make this picture. This was 
very odd to me since none of the 
footage was shot outside of Los 
Angeles. 

Bethlehem. In order to find 
proof of its existence the 
narrator, with the manly voice 
that would sound more at home 
in a diarrhea commercial , visits 
a magnificent observatory 
about the size of your average 
dog house, to talk with noted 
as tronomer John Anderson. I 
was very impressed with John 
Anderson, since only six months 
ago he was playing psycotic 
killers on Starsky and Hutch. 
Just think, in only six months he 
reformed himself so that he no 
longer felt compelled to try and 
rape Hutches' girlfriends. Not 
only that but he a lso had time to 
go out and become a noted 
astronomer. 

This movie is aimed mainly al 
parents who want wholesome 
and maybe even educational 
entertainment for their 
children. The disgusting thing 
about movies like this is that 
they trivialize religion. And 
finally what happens is that 
mill ions of children walk away 
thinking that Christianity is just 
another bad movie. I could go 
on and on about how bad this 
pi_cture is, but I think I can sum 
it up with a story. During the 
movie I sat next to an elderly 
couple. While John the Baptist 
was baptizing Jesus in the Los 
Angeles canal , the old lady 
leaned over and whispered to 
her husband. " Which one is 
J esus? " " He's the one who's 
going under." replied the old 
man. How true. 

RICHA RD BRADLEY 

A skip in a record is God's way 

of playing your favorite part 

over and over again. 

~'tea, g.e t - °ka.6 p e >t 

1e" 't i.,, t ' 9 nc. 
93RD STREET & 55TH COU.RT 

OAK LAWN, ILLINOIS 

636-9890 

Sa-} it w~ fi.frWr/tA, _,a); J!fr_Al..rt~ 

Jeans 'N' T ings 
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'~ I I., 

Ste reo~, Tap~s, 
t 

0

11~ l~ .4 f • L ~~ ··. t 
Cart ridp~s and Equipment 

312/389-0938 

Give a Tee Not a Tie! 
Mr. Bill T-Shirt 
OLCHS T-Shirts 

available for Christmas 

9939-41 Southwest Hwy. 

Oak Lawn, IL. 60453 

424-1 221 

~ 
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-- ' ITAL/AN & AMERICAN CUISINE 
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103rd & Cicero·Oak Lawn 
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2 and 4 week courses• 15 to 18 yrs. old II""" 

• Home p1ck.-up for all driving lessons ~ 

:....iii • Free trip to station for permit 911111"." 
........ • Auto insurance d iscount certificate 
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Rates 423-1212 For 
Information 

• 

OPE N 7 DAYS A WEEK 

3909 W 103rd St. 
238-6748 •................................................ 
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No one ever said it 
was going to be easy 

So. you're turning 18 next 
week. I' m really sorry to tell 
you that you've missed the 
drinking age but you're right on 
lime for the draft. Scares you 
doesn' t it? Can't say that I 
blame you at all. How many of 
you 18 year olds are ready to 
defend your country and 
possibly get yourself killed in 
the act. There are, of course, 
al ternatives, Canada, or for 
those of you that would rather 
go by the book, register as a 
conscientious objector, but just 
one little foul up in the paper 
work would put you right on the 
front lines with a M-16 in your 
hands . Good thing your car is 
a lso in your parents name it 
would rea lly be a shame for 
them not to be able to sell it 
when they get the letter that 
your two arms have just been 
amputated. 

Now that you ' ve decided 
Canada must be the answer 

think again, if you don 't get 
caught you' ll probably be fine, 
lonely but fine, but if you do get 
caught plan on spending many 
long years in one of this coun
try 's fine correctional in
stitutions , wi th the tag coward 
pinned to you. Just think all this 
for thinking your life is loo 
valuable to be thrown away at 
war, for being scared and not 
knowing what else to do. Of 
course you might not be killed 
by the enemy, you might end up 
killing yourself or at )Past 
blowing off a couple of your 
fingers or toes with the gun that 
you are taught so expertly to 
use. 

There is also the other point 
that we do live in the freest 
country in the world, and now 
our freedom is being 
threatened. Who are we to say 
that freedom is not worth 
fighting for and if it's not what 
is this country based on? Isn' t 
the freedom the reason most 

people live m the United States? 
Isn' t the freedom that we have 
what we feel strongest about 
when it is vio lated? Isn 't 
freedom what people are 
always screaming about. If 
you 're not prepared to fight for 
it then you really have no right 
to expect your constitutional 
right to be honored. 

No one ever sa id it was going 
to be easy. Don't even expect it 
to be, because it's not. No two 
people wi ll have the same 
reason for going off to war lo 
face the circumstances or for 
saying I'm really sorry but I 
just can't and catching the first 
plane, train or bus lo Canada. 
The decision will be up to you 
and you alone if and when the · 
time comes, all I can wish is 
that you a ll make the correct 
decision for yourself. I'd really 
hate to hear of my friends 
missing in action or killed, or 
Jocked up for life . 

By Lora Ga lzin 

It takes a thief 
This is a true story 

'John Doe' looked relaxed and 
laughed, as he told his story. 

" I remember that night 
perfectly. I was the only one at 
my eighth grade dance with a 
car" he said. " It kills me, 
thinking I got away with it. " 

Doe recalled the atmosphere 
that night, " It was a warm, May 
day . The time was mid
afternoon, still light out. There 
were police cruising the streets 
as usual. I waved 'Hi ' to some 
cop, just to let him know I 
wasn't a trouble makei;, " 

Doe stopped for a moment, He 
wanted to make sure his real 
name was not going to be used. 
He was assured of keeping his 
identity secret ; just like Deep 
Throat , of the Watergate 
scandal. With those words, he 
continued. 

" It was a spur of the moment 
decision to rip off the car. The 
keys were there, so I took it. 
Plus I thought it would be pretty 
cool to go to the dance in a car.'' 

" My friend and I were 
walking down the street. We 
stopped to look at a new and 
used car lot. I noticed in o ne 
used car , there was a set of keys 
in the ignition. I called my 
friend over. We looked at each 
other, and I knew he was thiking 

1 tilt! same thing as me. I took the 
~eys, and pocketed them." 

J ohn Doe looks much younger 
than 18. He stands at ap
proximately 5' 9", with an 
average physique, wearing blue 
jeans and a flannel shirt. 

Wit.h that present descriotiv~ 

The name is fictitious 

one could imagine how inuch 
younger he looked in '76, when 
he was 14 years old. The 
questions then followed. How 
did he get away with stealing a 
car and where were the police 
when this was gQing I:!!'.~ 

" I went home to get ready for 
the dance. My friend and I met 
on the corner of my block. We 
walked down 95th St. carrying 
our flowers in one hand and 
wire-cutters in the other. 

" When we got to the lot, the 
first thing we did was cut the 
wired gate that was blocking 
the parking lots' dirveway." 

While doing so, Doe said that 
a car slowed down to where they 
were standing . 

''We got kind of scared, but all 
the cop said was, 'Now have a 
nice time tonight boys."' 

"We drove out of there with 
no problem. Next, we went to 
pick up our girlfriends. Their 
parent 's didn ' t ask any 
questions about the car. I think 
they forgot that we were only 14, 
and that we weren' t old enough 
to drive." 

According to Doe, the dance 
was a success. All of the 
students seemed to be im
pressed. 

" We were the talk of the 
dance. As we were leaving, 
some teacher came to check the 
gossip out, and see if we really 
had a car . I remember 
distinctly the look on her face. 
Her eyes lit up and her jaw 
dropped in amazement. She 
then kept pointing at us . 

"We laid on the horn as we 
cruised by the school. My friend 
then flipped her the finger and 
we drove off screeching the 
brakes." 

After the dance, Doe and his 
friends went driving around. He 
said that they ruined the engine 
of the car by racing it and just 
driving recklessly. 

" We didn 't ruin the body of 
the car, just the gine. When we 
were ready to go home, we took 
our girlfriends home, and then 
parked the car in the old 
Community's parking lot. "We 
got out of the car and wiped off 
all of the fingerprints . After we 
were sure of not leaving any 
traces, we alked home," Doe 
laughed. 

One police source who too 
wished to be anonymous said, 
" John Doe was smart. He 
wasn' t careless. He did not 
leave any fingerprints. Police 
officers get tired of chasing car 
thieves . They take them to court 
and the judge pats the kid on the 
back and tells him . not to do it 
again. If the police did spot 
Doe's stolen car and saw him, a 
teenager driving it , they 
would've probably ignored it, 
for the reason I stated 
previously. Plus they would've 
chalked that car up as the 
1,00,001 stolen that year." 

As one professional car thief 
said in the October '78 issue of 
Money Magazine, " It's a job 
and it 's my business. It's how I 
make money . The cops ' 
business is to try and stop me 
and others like me." 

-GINA BUSCH 
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Light. .... .... . 

light is something that changes 
darkness to day. Without light .... .. 
eyes would be useless . 

I am your light, and I will 
make you see how beautiful your 

life should be. 
The beauty to your life isn 't 

something you 've lost, and it isn 't 
in your stars ; the beauty to your life 

is in you. 
You need light to find 

yourself. 
And when you find your own light 

within you. 
Our lights together shall show 
me things never before seen .... because 

...... l.. .. .. as you are .. .. .. . am in darkness. 

-DEACON BLUES ., 

Confusion 

"From where do 
originate?" I asked of the 
stranger <who, incidentally , 
had one large ear , and a yellow 
being on his shoulder who was 
iumping up and down and 
clapping his hands , and who 
was named Fred.) 

"We cannot be too very 
completely sure, " he abruptly 
responded ("we" referring to 
he and I and the somewhat 
large crowd of rotund, grey
haired ladies who had very 
recently joined our company ), 
"but we do know that your 
mother was a large vat of 
Yorkshire pudding and your 
father stank of perspiration." 

"Oh, it's all clear to me now," 
I said, "but if you really want to 
rid yourself of that terrible case 

of acne, tell me about black 
holes in space." 

"I never saw one, myself, " he 
confided, "but a person I know 
owns a great Greek restaurant. 
Let's ask him." 

"I'm realy not that interested 
in black holes," I said, " but I 
really would like to teach Babs, 
my pet kiwi, how to yodel. Do 
you know where I could find a 
book on related information?" 

"Yes," he replied, "your local 
library carries a complete line 
of the latest varieties of-cheese 
and footwear. " 

"Thank you, " I replied, and 
as I turned to leave him I had 
but one thing to say: "Tell your 
friend with the Greek 
restaurant lo use more lamb on 
his gyros.'' 

SPEAR 

- JIM MITCHELL (I think) 

By Liz Allen 

A sunset ago, the moon was sculptured 
By timeless shadows, 

Into a crescent 
Like a petal plucked from a silken flower 

And shown al random skyward, 
The moon lay nested in place 
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In its half life, the moon fascinated the stars 
Leaving them spellbound and stationary 

Through the night 

-KRISTI MEDOWS 



Kiss 
You may have heard about it. 

You may have gone through the 
torment of actually seeing it 
with your own eyes. I'm talking 
about <dare I say it?) the 
handful of us who are bold 
enough to give our boyfriend or 
girlfriend kisses goodbye in hall 
before class. Yes, I admit it -
one of the biggest crimes in 
OLCHS, and I, a fairly in
telligent senior fall into that 
criminal crowd. 

Everyday, an attempt at the 
perfect crime is made : 

Male criminal: Is anyone 
coming? 

Female criminal: Um .... I 
don't see any - Oh God! Back 
off! It's one of them! 

<The couple whips out a 
Spanish notebook and starts 
reciting vocabulary words. The 
feared, authoritative ad
ministrator walks by.) 

Female C: Abuelita, como ... 
Whew! That was close! 
· Male C: And I don't even 
speak Spanish!) 

Luckily these people were 
prevented from committing the 
perfect crime. But some of us 
aren't so lucky : 

Administrator: Children!! 
My God! I caught some more! 
. Male C: But we were just -

Administrator: I know what 
you were doing! You were <he 
quiets to an almost inaudible 

One warm summer night 
While other stars shone bright 
A wingless bird made a daring flight 

Soundlessly it slid from a cloud 
And through the evening mist it plowed 
Flashing its light ; being so proud 

Dipping & gliding and dancing at play 
It listened to hear what people might say 
And then like a sunset it faded away 

-KRISTI MEDOWS 

This Serene Place 

As I sit here upon this mountain, 
the world at my feet and me 
feeling as if I rule the word. I 
look out over the ocean, the sky 
so blue, the water so green ... .. I 
turn and take a deep breath, the 
smell of the ocean fills my 
lungs. I look behind me and see 
green grass everywhere it is so 
beautiful , so calm, but as I turn 
around I hear the thunder of the 
white waves crashing against 
the rocky beach but then rolling 
out into silence. I look up into 

the sky so blue so calm, tht day 
so bright, I feel a warm glow 
like the way I felt about my firs\. 
love, but then I realize that my 
life is in the city filled with 
smog, dirt and noise and I wish 
that I could stay here forever 
but I can 't. I turn to I leave this 
serene place, I stop and turn to 
take one last look at this 
beautiful scene of what I wish 
was mine. I turn to go tbis time I 
leave .. ...... ...... for good 

- LORI SORENSEN 

By Jim Haworth 

OJJ~.,m 

whisper ) kissing each other! 
Female C: Oh, no! We were 

discovered! I'm gonna kill 
myself! I am gonna kill myself! 
Ahh! 

Administrator : It was 
coming, you knew it, but I won't 
give you the satisfaction of 
killing yourself. For this crime, 
my dears , you get the most 
severe punishment of all ! A 
parent conference with me! 

Male C: No! Anything but 
that ! 

Female C: Sure, we 010 ac
tually hold hands, I admit, but 
God forbid if we did anything as 
disgusting as kissing in the hall! 

Administrator : You do 
realize then that it's awful, 
sinful, and unheard of to give a 
peck on the old cheek to 
someone in this school? We give 
hours for smiling and heaven 
help you if you look at each 
other with anything other than 
cold hatred in your eyes ..... 

And so it goes, just another 
day in a hardened criminal's 
life. Here's where the tears 
start, because those who get 
caught have to go with their 
parents (sob! sob! > to discuss 
their deviance with Mr. Ad- 1 

ministrator, I tell you, with 
risks like that, it almost makes 
you want to go straight! 

- ELLEN CIZEK 

By N. Sobol 



Sexism 
I'm tired of the 

overgeneralizations 
of the American male 
and his ancient beliefs that 

have tied me down. 
I'm tired of common social 

standards 
and the sexist stereo-type that 
suppressed my expression 

"to hell with the Abraham 
Lincoln-Albert Einstein dream" 

I'm tired of being hidden in a 
shell 

like a sick snail trying to be 
free 

I'm tired of never having a 
chance .... 

to reach 
the 

heights 
I'm 
longing for ..... 

No reason exists why I can't 
be 

. Jane Byrne, or even Janet 
Guthrie - tomorrow ; 

I'm gonna rise above 
the rules ignoring the times 
that I've been slowed 
by angry moralistic guards 
protecting the male ego trip. 
I'm gonna see the sexist 

dragon stayed 
and help my sisters to 

smother the power of those 
who ' ve played the ugly 

chauvenistic game 
I'm gonna prove that, I'm 

more than 
a number and that I'm strong 

enough 
to climb off the 

discrimanitory shelf. 

- MAUREEN FOERTSCH 

Lil)eration: 

f.)oe~ it .Free \\·01nen Fro1n 

Women still act the same as 
they did before they were 
'Liberated', as they always will. 
I will prove my point with a 
recent publicized illustration. 

We all know the famous 
Mayor Byrne, the epitome of a 
liberated woman, but what of 
her recent actions in concern 
with the presidential 
nomination (of course 
Democratic, we're in Chicago 
you know >. What happened is 
simply a basic female behavior 

involving the Mayoress-oops the 
Mayor person or the Mayor ... 
Well Mrs. Byrne or Ms. said 
that she would endorse 
President Carter to be our 
·prestigious' chief executive for 
another four years. 

I'm not partial but one week 
later to everyone ' s dismay 
(except possibly one man from 
Massachusetts l she formally 
endorsed one Ted Kennedy of 
the famous Kennedys . Now this 
is very strange and, or, foolish 

especially for one in Mrs. 
Byrne's position, but, if you 
were observant you would have 
noticed that a big fuss wasn't 
made. The reason is simple ; the 
men that run this world un
derstand female behavior-that 
women can and do change their 
mind for no apparent reason. 

I know many claim that she 
changed her mind because 
some deal was made but in 
order to make a deal you must 
be intelligent, so we can rule 

this interpretation out. The 
answer is logical ; Her sub
conscious made her act in this 
typical female fashion . 

This is but one of endless 
examples I could have made, 
But it remains that women do in 
fact act as they have always, 
liberation or not <what are they 
'liberated' from anyway? l. So 
don ' t try to act different you 're 
not ! 

-CHARLES SUCHY 
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You are like a breath of sunshine 
You are the morning air 
You brighten up my life with pleasure 
You are known as a great friend 

-LISA SCHOENEMA 

The summer sun has not yet 
risen on the broad shoulders of 
the eastern horizon. The 
country air is fresh with the 
pleasant morning smell of the 
glistening dew on the tips of 
each blade of grass. A door 
opens and a gray bearded 
fisherman appears. As the old
timer stands on the wooden 
porch, he stretches his arms out 
wide and brathes his early 
morning sigh of contentment. It 
is just another day for him, as 
he reaches for his fishing gear 
and begins his brief walk to the 
rolling brook . 

- BARB SULLIVAN 
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Friendship • is ......... . 

By Jeanette Headley 
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Students 'Twist and Shout' 

Dawn Pacourak and Karen 
Wolf roller skated their way 
through school. Karen said, 
"The ramp on the second floor 
was great." 

) 
"Hey, baby. When you got it, 

flaunt it." 

SO's 
DAY 

Task and Berks "at the hop." 

The Rowdie Rubies 
"strolled" at the dance. 

. · ... : . : : : .· .· .. · ._ ·. ·. ·. : : : : _ .. ·. 

<Photos by Carol Dornan and 
Scott McAuley> 

The senior girls move with the 
music on Saturday night. 

Even teachers get into the 
act, but when Mr. Piaskowy 
does, he does it right. 

The Lone Greek, alias Jim 
Xeros showed he could •'Twist.'' 
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JOHN WIELEBNICKI 
Manager Tower Division 

,_ · RIVERSIDE CORPORATION 
_.,. ~ . .: 5117 OANSHER RO. COUNTRYSIDE. ILL. 60525 

··~l•••NC•0'"CI "'''""" " AC"'"' TELEX 255103 

(312) 354-6770 

Bike Burglar Alarm 

with purchase of new bike 

sounds piercing alarm 

when bike is touched 

See our wide variety of BMX part 

Park Schwinn Cyclery 

3333 w. 95th 422-6738 
Evergreen Park 

NAUTILUS 
available for Christmas 

Gift ~ertif icates 

8659 West 95th Street 

Hickory Hills. lllinoi.s 60457 

(312) 598-3313 

Oak Lawn Youth Commission 

::>rcle ,.. __ .... 
PAM ROSE PAUL 

Friday, Dec. 14, 1979 8.00 p.m. 

Only $2.00 
9630 Southwest Highway 636-2929 
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'I thought I'd 
With silver streaked hair and 

a belly that hung slightly over 
his belt, OLCHS Counselor Mr. 
John Lockwood sat in the chair 
next to his desk and remem
bered the year he had spent in 
Viet Nam. He leaned back in the 
chair and didn 't say anything 
for several minutes. Finally, he 
spoke. 

"I was in college at the time I 
heard of Viet Nam, and about a 
year after I gradua led, I 
enlisted," he said. "When I 
landed, it was really scary. The 
first thing I encmmtered when I 
stepped off the plane was the 
terrible heat and the soldiers 
going home. They were yelling 
at us how long we had to live 
and that they were going home 
to deal with our girlfriends. 

"Everything was new to me, 
the people and especially the 
dirt. Not that I haven't been 
around dirt. But the city of 
Saigon- was really dirty. 
Beggars lined the streets. The 
buses had big wire screens over 
the windows so nothing could be 
thrown in." 

Lockwood continued, telling 
how he arrived in Saigon right 
after the Tet Offensive, in which 
the Communists launched a full 
scale attack against 30 South 
Vietnamese cities. These at
tacks caused severe loss of life 
before the Viet Cong withdrew. 

"I was in the area around 
Saigon," he said. "They called 
it III corps. Viet Nam was 

divided into four corps, and I 
was in the third one. I was with 
the 18th ARVN Division based 
in Xuan hoc, about 150-kl. 
northeast from Saigon on High
way One. 

"My first job was to advise a 
Vietnamese lieutenant-colonel 
in the training of is division. 
That was my first six months. 
My second job was to advise a 
Vietnamese infantry battalion 
in the field ." 

Lockwood explained there 
were four Americans per 
battalion, and that he was 
second in command. His bat
talion on patrol to protect the 
food supply in the Saigon ar~a . 

Lockwood was becoming 
more tense as the discussion 
went on. His right hand tapped a 
paper clip on his chair's arm to 
some unknown beat. 

"II was very frustrating for 
me in the Vietnamese unit 
because we were supposed to be 
training them, but we weren't 
actually doing it. They did it on 
their own. They wouldn't listen. 
The Vietnamese thought that 
we were too young and too naive 
in war because we had only 
been there but a year and that 
they ' ve been fighting since 
W.W. II ." 

Lockwood mentioned his 
combat experiences. 

"I didn 't go on many search 
and destroy missions like the 
American did." he said. " All 
the Vietnamese wanted to do 
was to make their presence 
known. 

"The torture of people 
suspected of being Viet Cong 
was unbelievable. The first time 
I encountered it, I reported it, 

but nothing was done. I saw 
them torture somebody once, 
and I walked out. " 

Lockwood's voice changed 
from a deep monotone to a 
tense, stammering staccato. 

"When I first came into the 
war I was very gung-ho, active 
and aggressive towards it. Al 
the end of my tour, as I became 
more frustrated , I lost my 
enthusiasm to do my job.·· 

There was silence for a couple 
of seconds. Then he continued. 

" My strains and fatigue were 
not as great as it would of been 
with an American unit," he 
said . "I was not in battle day 
in and day out, the Vietnamese 

didn' t fight that way, at least 
the unit I was with. There were 
a lot of strains, but I learned to 
cope with a lot of things . I drank 
while I was over there, but I was 
never a big alcohol person. 

Mentioning his v1s1ts to 
American base camps Lock
wood said he could go to a 
camp, be himself, and key 
down. 

" I found it hard to associate 
with the Vietnamese," he said. 
"They ate different food, drank 
different things . Their lifestyle 
was just different. My relief 
was to get back to my own 
lifestyle, some American food, 
find a shower and get a haircut. 
I'd also look forward to visiting 
an officers ' club and drinking 
some Pepsi instead of cognac 
that the Vietnamese drank. I 
detested it. " 

\} MJbE ~ LI tJ tf 
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First time • 23 ears in 

Spartans take conference 

Phil Strenk "tackling" the dummy at the Senior Tackle. (Photo by Gary Aschenbach) 

Not since 1956. have the 
OLCHS varsity football team 
won a conference cham
pionship. <That year the team 
was 4-3-1.l The varsity ended 
that streak by tying with Lin
coln Way for first place in the 
SICA West conference. This 
season the Spartans posted 
their best record ever -- 7-2 and 
6-1 in conference. 

The gridmen's season began 
with a loss < 26-12 l to Richards, a 
top stateranked team. The 
Spartans rebounded after that 
defeat with a victQry over 
another top state-ranked team. 
Hinsdale South, 20-19 Next 
came a win over Reavis , 18-15. 
The following wee~, the 
Spartans lost a close game to 
Lincoln Way, 9-6. 

" I thought we could have beat 
them <Lincoln Way). But w~ 
had a bad field position. We 
couldn't get it out of our end
zone," said head coach Chuck 
Chilvers. 

The varsity won their last five 
games in a row against T.F . 
South < 15-14) , Shepard < 12-10), 
Stagg (32-7), Sandburg (7-0) 
and Argo <40-6). 

" Sandburg was the most 
important game. We knew we 
had conference after we beat 
them ," said all-conference 
running back John Major. 
Major was also voted most 
valuable player by his team
mates. He and five of his 
teammates were also selected 
to the SICA West All-Conference 
Team. Joining him were : Tom 

*<**************:* 
~ · Q:ast)!' s ~ports Q:o. ~ * _ QUALITY • SERVICE *PRICE * * FORD CITY PEACOCK ALLEY * 
~RIDDELL a"' REG.$34.95 * 
~WARMUPS ~$2799 : 
* * 
~30% to 50% off~ * CLEARANCE SALE SHOES * * ADIDAS, NIKE, BATA, MANY MORE * * COMPLETE LINE OF MARTIAL ARTS * UNIFORMS, BOOKS, WEAPONS, ETC . * 

* SPECIAL ~ * Any White Stag Winter Jacket * 
~ or Ski Vest s10°0 off with this~ 

~:*at*************~ 

McEntee-middle linebacker, 
Phil Strenk-guard, Bill Tasker
saf ety , Jim Xeros-offensive· 
tackle and Phil Leonard-center. 
Tasker and McEntee also 
received special mentions at 
running back and offensive 
guard respectively. Junior Ed 
Mertie received an honorable 
mention at defensive tackle . No 
other teams in the conference 
had as many players named all
conference as OLCHS had. This 
is also the most Spartans 
football players ever selected 
all -conference in a single 
season . Major, McEntee, 
Strenk , Tasker , Xeros and 
Leonard also received 
honorable mentions at the state 
level. 

This year 's varsity broke two 
team records - total number of 
carries in a season 379 (old 
record 357) and total team 
rushing for a season 1,895 yards 
<old record 1,744). McEntee 
also established a new record. 
He broke Bob Johnson's 1969 
record of most defensive points 
earned in a singl~ game and 
Preston Fortney's 1972 record 
of most defensive points earned 
in a season. 

"We had the best offensive 
line in the SICA West. 
Everybody was really 
dedicated. They set their goals. 
went out and got them . They 
wer well-disciplined," said 
coach Chilvers . 

At the beginning 6f the 
season, the Spartans weren' t 
favored to win conference. " We 
thought that we could take it at 
the beginning of the season," 
said McEntee. 

" We knew we were going to 
win it and worked hard for it. 
We knew we had a good chance 
to take conference," said 
Major. 

Certain factors were 

beneficial to the Spartans in 
taking conference. "Everyone 
got along and worked really 
well together. No one held any 
grudges - we all had the same 
goal in mind - winning con
ference," said Xeros . 

" The juniors ' size really 
helped us . But the Pine 
Brothers helped us the most. 
They were really great, " said 
McEntee. 

" The kids were a lot of fun to 
work with. Everyone enjoyed 
themselves this season," said 
Chilvers. 

Injuries also affected the 
team this year . Defensive end 
Todd Fredericks was lost early 
in the season due to severely 
torn ligaments on both sides of 
his ankle. Fredericks was in a 
cast for four weeks and was 
able to come back and play the 
last two games. Phil Strenk was 
also injured this season. He 
suffered a hip pointer when a 
helmet smashed into his hip 
during the Shepard game. 
Strenk also received an injury 
to his knee in the Sandburg 
game and had to have it 
operated on. He missed the last 
game ag~inst Argo. Mike Fox 
was also out most of the season 
because of a severely sprained 
ankle. Fox was able to see some 
action in the Stagg and Argo 
games. John Mertie played with 
a light cast on tiis arm. " We 
never knew if John could play 
because of his casts . Some 
referees would allow him to 
play with it and others 
wouldn't," said Chilvers. 

The football team did some 
crazy things this season. 

"After the games, the 
coaches would lead the team in 
reacton drills . We threw them in 
the showers, too. Our theme 
song this year was 'Tiny 
Bubbles'," said Major. 

"It was a super season. 
Everybody did their part, from 
the 1st stringers down to the 
Pine Brothers, " said assistant 
coach Eugene "Skip" Sullivan. 

"I've been waiting for this for 
14 years. It's really an honor to 
win a conference cham
piol)ship," said Chilvers, who 
was named All-Area Coach of 
the Year by the Suburbanite 
Economist and The Worth
Palos Reporter. 

.. After the last game of the 
season against Argo, everyone 
came back lo the Spartan Gym 
lo congratulate the team on 
winning conference," sai d 
Chilvers . 

Al the end of each season, the 
freshmen , sophomore , and 
varsity football players go 
through a ritual called the 
Senior Tackle. The kids form 
two lines and the senior football 
players run through it, with the 
other kids cheering for them. At 
the end of the line the seniors 
·tackle' a dummy. " It's real 
nice for the seniors, it ends the 
season on a good note. But this 
year the Senior Tackle went a 
little differently. Instead of just 
the kids from the football teams 
participating , the fans and 
parents all joined in the Senior 
Tackle. " There were a lot of 
tears . emotions. Everyone was 
so happy . The varsity then gave 
Phil Strenk their autographed 
game ball. Phil had just got out 
of the hospital that day and was 
just able to make it to the game. 
It was really touching, " 
recalled Chilvers. 

As for next season, this year's 
graduating members wish good 
luck to all the juniors next year . 

" I don' t see any reason why 
we couldn't take it again next 
)ear." s tated Chilvers. 

· -CHRIS MORO NG 
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Basketball favored to win 
The Oak Lawn Spartans go want to. He's a good outside 

into the 1979-80 basketball shooter as well as a good inside 
season favored to win the SICA player," said Scaduto. 
West Conference crown, by the Standing at 6-7 and tipping the 
coaches in the area. scales at 191 , Libert led the 

Coach Len Scaduto said, "It's team last year in rebounding 
nice to be respected by your with a 5.7 average. He also 
peers but I can't say we're added an average of 12 points to 
going to win the conference, the Spartan offense. 
because look at last year. They " He has a pretty good shot for 
had us picked for fourth or third a big man. When we want to go 
at best and we ended up on top. our big lineup, I'll move him out 
You can never be sure until the to forward . Keith can also bring 
last game is over". Scaduto the ball down the court for us if 
continued to say " I would we need it. " 
rather go into a game as the Starting at the other forward 
underdog and come up with the position will be George Demp-
upset. If you 're favored to win sey, Dempsey transferred to 
your division, the other teams OLCHS last year from St. 
try just a little bit harder to beat Laurence, but was ineligible to 
you. " play because of IHSA rules . 

The Spartans will have two of " Dempsey should actually be 
last years starting five retur- playing guard but we're going 
ning to the lineup this year, to have him at forward hoping 
Greg Lehmann and Keith hecanusehisstrength (6-0, 207 ) 
Libert. to get some rebounds," said 

" Lehmann and Libert will be Scaduto. 
the key to our team this year. Starting at the guard 
Both of them . are proven positions for Scaduto will be 
players. They both made all- Glenn Rupich (6-1, 165 ) and Jim 
conference last year ." Kolodziej <6-1 , 163). 

Lehmann is a 6-3, 188 lb. "Glenn will play a major role 
forward who led the team in in our 3-2 zone. He's going to be 
scoring last year with a 16 point up front and in the middle," 
average . Lehmann also noted Scaduto. " Both of these 
averaged 5.1 rebounds per guys <Rupich and Kolodziej ) 

last three games last year and 
he filled in nicely." 

Scaduto said, " Last year we 
usually played eight people 
during the game. This year 
we' re going to use nine or ten. 
Our bench will be more in
volved." 

The main man coming off of 
the Spartan bench will be Larry 
Opiela (6-7,218). It was Opiela 
who turned the game around 
against Sandburg. His three 
point play at the end of the third 
quarter that cut Sandburg's 
lead to four and gave the 
momentum to the Spartans. 

" If we're getting beat on the 
boards I'll put Opiela at center 
and move Libert to forward and 
those two guys should be able to 
get the job done,'' said Scaduto. 

Others coming in off the 
bench will be forward Mike 
Schultz < 6-2, 181) and guard 
Rick Omiecinski (5-10, 165). 

" I' ll be able to put the guys in 
and not have to worry ," Scaduto 
said. 

Filling in the rest of the 
Spartan reserve will be guards 
Don Kalkstein, Larry Hinz, and 
Dan Kulig. At forward will be 
Dave Lewis, Dan Carr, Terry 
Sabatini, and M*e Skala . 

PATRICH 
Former OLCUS basketball player Gary Salis blocking Jim 

Kolodziej's shot. <Photo by Greg Olejniczak) game. can shoot from the top of the 
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G~applers 

start season 
. 

The OLCHS wrestling team 
fficially began work outs this 
ear on November 1. 

Chuck Lawson, coach of the 
arsity squad, said, "I think we 
hould have an excellent team 
his . year , but Sandburg, 
eav1s, and Lincolnway will 
!so be tough. 

Coach Lawson also said the 
only thing he feels will hurt the 
team this year is not having 
Chuck Sanow, who last season 
placed fifth in state, Jeff 
Suchemol and Karl 
Schoeneman . All were 
graduates of the class of '79. 

But Lawson has some 
returning juniors and seniors 
who will make up for the loss. 
Steve Stearns < 105 l placed sixth 
in state last l<' ebruary down m 
Champaign. Steve also was the 
state freestyle champ in a 
tournament over the summer . 
In the same tournament John 
Major 0 67 ) was the state 
freestyle runner up. 

Cliff Nemhzow, who last year 
had a record of 20-1 competed in 
the Junior Olympics which were 
held in Nebraska over the 
summer. Nemhzow won a gold 

medal in Greco-Roman 
wrestling and a bronze medal in 
freestyle wrestling. 

" Chuck Suchy < 112) and Bob 
Ostrowski 012 ) are working 
hard," Coach Lawson said. 
" Last season Marty Jonaitis 
had a record of 25-6." 

Mr. Lawson said; " I think 
four wrestlers this season 
sholild qualify for the state 
meet. Steve Stearns did good 
last year down in Champaign 
and should do even better this 
year. I also think John Major 
Marty Jonaitis and To~ 
McEntee will Qualify. 

The " Grapplers" have three 
·people wrestling at 126, Bill 
Ernst, Dan Arguello and Steve 
Senka. Other wrestlers this 
season are Joe Mcintyre 0 38), 
Paul Maddox < 155 ) and Tom 
McEntee < 167 ). Tom was last 
season's District champ. At 
heavyweight for the Spartans 
is Joe Schnitz. 

The Grapplers first meet this 
season was Saturday, 
November 24th at home against 
Rich East, Rich Central and 
Pekin. 

- JIM WIELEBNICKI 

I Ken Hansen SPORTING GOODS 
I 

! Boys OndGirls ~· 
: ~~tJl : 

Oak Lawn 
High School 

Jackets : Jackets! 

$49.95 8603W.95th 

Hickory : 
with this coupon 

Good thru 

Dec. 9, Hills : I 

598-0660 I I 
Not All Sizes Available Only While Supplies Lost I ___________________________________________ , 

SKI TRIP 

January 27 
per person 

. _.·,.":,i('- :)(,( ~ / ,I 
~Jl-~ill- Jlill,,,.111_~-~~P,...*~!'!1. ;, ~~----:- - -'.:0~J·•-f.- 1111a•1J7,. :-; 1~n ups for trip Slctrl.s 

IJceemher durin~ all lun('h 

Price includes: Tran:;. equip. rental 

and lift tieket · 

FuU payment due 

when you :; 1~n up. 

See Beth Fischl or Ray Elliott 

In Rm. 210 to sign up or for more info. 

THIS IS NOT A SCHOOL SPONSORED TRIP 
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Kruder, I want my lab book! Krit let's be Kindky and curl out 

hair. N.N. 

Wanted Shawn Cassidy tickets. 
Phone Kathy Jennings. K.K. 
and N.N. 

Persona I Ads TOE Joyce and Lisa : Merry 
Christmas. 

K.M. How's Pete? 

Mike, Always and Forever. 
Love Always, Me 

K.M. Is Pete lonely? 

C.D., Thanks for everything. I 
love You ! Cathy 

Shelly , Thank you much. Love, 
Sandie 

Peter K., Love you forever. 
Luv Moe 

Peter K., Love you forever . Luv 
Moe 

J e r ry Kruder , cram your 
classified ads The girls in 4B 
lunch 

Aileen K., Happy Birthday, 
Sweet Sixteen. Love, Maureen 
a nd Cathy 

A TOEst to Joyce and Lisa 

Joe LaSalvia ; May I have your 
salami? Luv Me 

SOPHOMORE'S RULE!! 

Cathy, Happy Sweet 16! Hope it 
will be better than ever ! Love 
ya ! Aileen 

Male Aqua-Jocks , You smell so 
sweet ! A.M. vandals 

Brian, I love You! Love, Jodi 

Happy Birthday Lesa 

Me, 
Tu eres mi preferida. Love, 

'Stang 

Shar i Simpson walks softly but 
carries a big banana. Lovable 
Lewis 

'"\ ,. 

Wanted, Art contact: Me. 

Marie, Are you tt.ady for P .A.? 
Carol 

Hi Marney Sherri . 
Hil1-n-Nickie. 

Skins 

Senior Name Ghonk. J .E . 

Ron Szilagyi has the key to the 
Universe 

Georgie, Your basement heat 
works great. 

Sex is great! S.G., J .M., G.K. 

C.C. I won't give up because I 
love You. Yours forever 
Babydoll 

Beer, I want REVENGE I Carol 

For Sale: 
Ampeg V4-B Bass speaker 

cabinet. $300.00 Call Marty 599-
8089 

P .S., 
Thanks for helping me with 

the football stories this year. I 
really appreciated it. Sorry 
about tlle picture, too. C.M .• 

z 
M.C., You can go crazy now, 
your legal! Happy B-Day Kathy 
''J " 

Feature Editor, 
Thanks for your time in the 

Spartanite office. You really 
know how to satisfy a person's 
needs. 

A grateful member of your 
staff 

Demon Dolls and Jades do it 
better. Love Camel 

Mastrada can you bondo my 
piston holes? A.Z. 

Pat, why tuna? Love, Kaye 

Party Harty! 
----

Dave, I'm glad we're together. 
5007 

Laura, Thanks for always being 
there. Let's stay close. Susie. 

I love you Lisa, Steve 

Spic, you're gorgeous. Your 
secret lover 

To Danny, you burt me! Your 
only Love 

Ti, Glad your back! ! Love, 
Mike 

Tom M., How's C.C.? Mike A. 

Larry Paul Loves 
Tom M., How's C.C.? Mike A. 

Larty Paul Loves Debbie 

Tracy Loves Ron 

B.G. is king B.F . AC 

Demons Rule 

Debbie Loves Paul 

Dice, I love you. 

Cathy Chevalier, I can't do it 
alone. Come on help me. Reb 
Mordcha 

Demons do it better 

Michelle, Jan, Cathy, Kevin, 
Got 20 cents? Mooner 

Injuries end their 
Injuries in high school sports 

can shorten the athlete 's 
season, take away hopes for a 
scholarship and recognition and 
the injuries can stay with the 
a thlete for the rest of his life. 
Two OLCHS varsity football 
players fell into these situa lions 
this season. 

Starting at defensive end this 
season, senior Todd Fredericks 
was a 'marked man '. He was 
the one to watch for this season, 
the one who would make all 
conference without a doubt 
according to head varsity coach 
Chuck Chilvers . 

" Last year Todd played 
defensive tackle and received 
an honorable mention in the 
SICA West conference. But we 
switched him to defensive end 
this season because he's so 
quick <Fredericks runs the 4 o 
yard dash in :04 .6)," said 
Chilvers . 

During the second game of 
the season against Hinsdale 
South, Federicks was hit on his 
leg from behind. At first it was 
thought that he only had a 

sprained ankle. Fredericks was 
told to put ice on his foot when 
he got home after the game. 
" Later that night, I knew I 
wasn' t going to play . I had had 
sprained ankles before but they 
had never swelled up like this . I 
was real disappointed," said 
Fredericks . " Mr . Chilvers 
called me up the next morning, 
and by then I was in so much 
pain. He came over to my house 
and looked at my ankle . He 
called a doctor who specializes 
in sports ' medicine. I saw him 
the next day . I had severely torn 
ligaments on both sides of my 
ankle. A cast was put on my foot 
for s ix weeks ," said Fredericks. 

Fredericks was able to come 
back to practice the week 
before the Sandburg game. He 
had no contact on his ankle until 
two days before the game. He 
came in the second half of the 
Eagle game. " I was unsure of 
myself. I was pretty leery of 
getting re-injured in the game,'' 
said Fretlericks. 

" Todd 's really a tough kid. He 
just goes out and does the best 

he can. He's a natural athlete," 
said coach Chilvers. 

" We were really lucky to have 
him back. Everyone was glad to 
have him back. He was a big lift 
for us in the Sandburg game," 
said assistant coach Skip 
Sullivan. 

" Todd had a good Argo game 
and we have a good film on him. 
12 schools have expressed an 
interest in him," said Chilvers. 

Phil Strenk played offensive 
guard this season. Like 
Fredericks, Strenk received an 
honorable mention for guard in 
his junior season. He was also 
named outstanding lineman of 
the team last year. This year, 
Strenk was named to the all
conference team for guard. He 
received an honorable mention 
in state and was named to the 
All-Area team. 

Strenk was injured twice this 
year. The first time was in the 
Shepard Astro game. He suf
fered a hip pointer when a 
Shepard nose guard's helmet 
smashed into his hip. He missed 
the following week's game 
against Stagg. 

I love you, Michael Me 

Learn the Chevy Religion or get 
your doors blown off? 

South suburban Racers rule 

R .R. find out the truth. Brats 

BF hkes McDonald's Big Macs. 
Po in 

Gimme drugs D.T. 

Eddie O'Neil B, I love you baby 

Donna, Beware of Kurt 
Romascan Guess who? 

Mike Lunn loves Paula Smith 

~icky Queen, How's Clark? 
Munchkin 

I love you John, Mary 

The BEATLES rule 

To Mike, I love Ypu! Diane 

Hey Cheerleaders I ! 
Love, F.F.W. 

Is Miss Heskin really Mrs. 
Wayne Jadis? 

Chubby Kramer & Fatso 
Schiavetti, 

Thanks for making my room 
look just like yours. 

I love you Kris, L.K. 

I love you Dave. Nancy 

Think Snow 

F.F.W. 

JCL, Merry Christmas. I WUV 
you! Bubba 

Bird: Lur ya always! Pooh 

Eddie, Keep a dollar in your 
pocket so when you die, you win. 
Aaron 

Wanted : Female sadistic slave. 
Must have high black leather 
boots. Inquire 4A lunch. CRL 

M.B. Just keep on floating 
along. 

Hi Tim V. - Me 

Need a band for any occasion: 
Call Frank 636-2741 

To all Pippin Cast and crew, yau 
all deserve a round of applame. 
KR 

Well, Hello! Mario! Jodo 

Krit, it's been great. Love Ya 
N.N. 

Flashback 

Kegger-lnever loved Velveeta 
so much before. Marry-on 6 

Merry Christmas Toe you Joyce 
and Lisa 

Happy Birthday Maryjo! Love 
Jodi and Laurie j 

Janet, Thanks for being so 
sweet. I hope we stay close. 
Sm~ 

Solinko, Your mind blowing 7th 
period Alg~a 

Neal Young anti Crazy Hone 

season early 
Strenk had suffered a hip 

pointer in a game last year, too. 
"I knew it was a hip pointer 
when I got hurt in the Shepard 
game. This hip pointer healed 
faster . I soaked it on ice before 
each game, said Strenk. 

" My hip pointer was still 
hurting in the Sandburg game. I 
was bound and determined to 
play," said Strenk. 

Phil 's second injury occurred 
in the first half of the Sandbun! 
game. " I still had a pad on my 
hip to protect it. I was in 
position with my foot planted in 
the ground and my legs were 
stiff. I got hit with a helmet or 
shoulders real hard on the side 
of my leg by my knee," said 
Strenk. 

Strenk had to be taken to the 
hospital and had his knee 
operated on two days later. 
" When they brought me into the 
hospital , the nurses were all 
laughing at me because I had on 
so many layers of socks all the 
pads and my.hip pad, which was 
strapped onto my hip with a big 
ace bandage." They tried to 

take my helmet away but I 
wouldn't let them because it 
was mine. I kept it in my 
hospital room on the window sill 
with my other stuffed animals ,'' 
said Strenk. 

" The thing that got me the 
most was that I wasn't able to 
finish the second half of the 
Sandburg game. It was an 
important game to us . I wish I 
could've fin ished off the season. 
It was a real disappointment," 
stated Strenk. 

Each guy wants to go to 
college. Fredericks wants to go 
to Purdue to study engineering 
and Strenk isn' t sure yet about 
which college he wants to at
tend. 

" I'd like to play in college. I 
just hope I'm not too small ,'' 
said Strenk. 

Strenk doesn' t know if his 
knee will ever be the same. 
" It' ll take a lot of rehabilitation 
to heal my knee,'' he said. 

But who knows what could've 
happened had each not been 
injured? 

- CHRIS MORONG 
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never make it back 
Lockwood leaned back 

heavily in his chair and let go a 
deep sigh. 

" There was too much graft, 
too much of people who didn' t 
Want to do their jobs. There 
were those over there to make 
money, or they were there.on a 
lark. I don' t think the Viet
namese were doing their job, 
and some of them couldn"t. 1 
couldn' t do mine. 

" If I made out a report that so 
and so was not performing up to 
his capabilities, that I had 
advised him to do this or that, it 
wouldn 't matter. When you're 
dealing on the colonel-general 
level, to whom the report would 
go, that 's very unimportant to 
them . The important thing to 
them was how the compound 
looked. It was stupid. 

" The Vietnamese generals 
didn ' t take risks because they 
didn' t want to lose men. And 
that 's understandable, but you 
had to take risks . They weren' t 
willing to do a lot of things.'' 

Still leaning back in his chair, 
Lockwood spoke about the 
Americans and how easy they 
had made the war for them
selves. 

" My God, you had USO 
shows, you had clubs to join," 
he said. " I mean if you wanted 
to see war at its best for certain 
people, there it was. " 

He explained that for the guys 
out in the jungle it wasn't easy, 
but for the guys back at base it 
was a piece of cake. 

I. 

" They made a lot of money in 
the black market. The women, 
everything, was to be had for 
very little. The guys at the base 
would steal off their own 
Americans in the mail. The 
APO were the people that sent 
and delivered the mail. 

" You 'd be lucky if you 
received something that hadn't 
been ripped open or tampered 
with. They'd rip-off the outgoing 
mail , too. There were officers 
who were big on collecting 
things like weapons or flags . 
They'd send big footlockers 
over to the states on military 
aircraft so they wouldn 't be 
ripped off. 

''They were corrupt, both the 
Americans and the Viet
namese," Lockwood continued. 
" Anything could be bought or 
sold. You could purchase people 
for a certain amount of money. 
American advisors would buy a 
young Vietnamese girl to work 
in his barracks. She would be 
handed down among the 
soldiers as each one rotated 
back to the U.S." 

By now Lockwood's voice 
wavered between frustration 
and pity as he talked. 

" I have no way to judge if we 
gained anything," he said. "I 
didn' t see any gains. If body 
count was the measure of gains, 
there always seemed to be 
more. The body count never 
seemed to stop escalating . 
When you experience life being 
so cheap, it makes your life and 
your family 's life seem so much 
more important." 

When he found the date he 
was going home and the orders 
for his next assignment, Lock
wood said, " I was afraid I'd 
never make it back home. It 
was tradition that in your last 2-
3 weeks you were sent to a less 
hazardous job. They didn't do 
that with me. I was scared when 
I left to go to Saigon in the 
helicopter. To this day I'm still 
uneasy when I'm flying in an 
airplane. 

" The Vietnamese unit I was 
with was probably a lot safer 
than an American unit in some 
respects, but not all. I had a lot 
of close calls, but I don't owe my 
life to anyone except myself. 
The Vietnamese ran a couple of 
times. The more I think about it, 
it was pretty damn easy." 

GEORGE VANDERLINDE 

a e 9 

alex Joseph -"*·---
Tues., Thurs ., Fri. 9 to 7 5427 W. R SI. 

Sat. 9 to l~ 867.7464 OM LAWN 

" NO F RILLS ROCK AN D ROLL " 

Neptune 's Garden 's 
Complete Line or· 

Unusual Marine and Tropical Fish and Supplies 

Hrs: Weekdays 12-9 
Weekends 10-5 
Clsd . Mondays 

Phone : 636-1235 

----- - -----

All SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
PERSONALIZED SERVICE 

10353 S. Ridgeland Ave. 
Chicago Ridge, 
Illinois 60415 

DON'S WORLD OF SPORTS 

PHONE 974-4 144 

OLD WILLOW 
SHOPPING CENTER 

10714 ROBERTS RD 
PALOS HILLS. IL 60465 

3 12 / 839-0998 

The Parent T cacher Place 
EDUCAT IONAL A I DS 8c CREATIVE TOYS 

ae9!5 s . ARCHER AVE. 
RUSSELL J . HARPER W I LLOW SPRINGS. ILL. 60480 

~--- -----------

9543 S. Cicero 

Oak Lawn, I/I _ 

425-0115 

6l1len of Eden Restaurllt 
presents 

TEE1V DISCO & ROCK 'N' ROLL 

Sundays 3-8 p.m. 

430-1800 

8055 W. 103rd St. 

Palos Hills 

$3.00 per person (incld. free coke) 
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BURbANI<
R
DlSCO~NT

ECORuS
7900 S. AUSTIN AVE. IN THE BURBANK SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER

598-0161

OUR NEW SUPERSTORE IS NOW OPEN
TO SERVE YOUR HOLIDA Y SHOPPING NEEDS BETTER

NEWLY EXPANDED STOCK WITH MORE

ROCK e JAZZ e BLUES e FOLK e CLASS/CA·!
-' .

.\ AS WELL AS

It FULL LINE OF CAR ·STEREO
AND HOME AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT

CRAIG. PIONEER. ADS. JENSEN. MARANTZ. QUASAR

CAR STEREO INSTALLATION AVAILABLE ON PREMISES

ROADSTAR 3000 AM-FM CASSETTE IN DASH WITH DIGITAL READOUT $R:~. $~~~.
60 WATT EQUALIZER-SPECIAL! $85.00

ONLY • •
IF YOU MENTION THIS AD!

NEW!
FLEETWOOD MAC 'TUSK'
$15.98 LIST
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LISETTE SCIIUNTZ
S!'~ lOR
To think- photo more often while
partying.

JAIMIE ZIY/\O
JU lOR
To pa s all of my classes.

I \Iould Ilkt' tooffN \'ou Ill\ sincrre congralula(ions on your mos(
gelwrous con( nbu( lOti lot hi, degrada tion of a Iorn1t'rl~' respected
milll ,1I!long Chnstlan chdclren. t'specially thost' of the I~oman

Catholic and Eastern Orthodox denominations. The man of which I
Ilnte IS SaInt llcholas

I'll admit (hal certallllt'gends and tradilons surrounding St ick
\\l'n' slarted long bt'lort' your pot'm, commonly called by Its flrsl
line, "'Twas the night before Chnstmas," was compost'd (such i1S
Ihe hangll1g of stocklllgs by the fireplace and the .chlm n y ent rirs of
Saint Nicholas), but many of the accounts in your \'erses an' tolally
01 \,our t'!'t'alion and ar l'xtrrm('\y sillv

'l'!lrough your warped imagmation. you' have made the good Saint
Nicholas Into an Arctic clown True, your poem says nothlllg of hIS
supposed workshop at the orth Pole, but the shop and a fcw other
related trademarks of today' commercializ d "Santa laus" can
be traced both directly and indirectly to your text.

Implications of a northern haven and business e lablishment for
(he samt are primarily derived from th misju lic you performed
in giving him a sleigh pulled by reinde r. The real Saint Nicholas,
whose kindn ss and spirit of ~iving we should respect and follow
instead of capitalize on, wa. a 4th C('ntury Turkish bishop. It really
puzzles me why the good will of a Mediterran an holy man would
(ksirc the usc of flying reinde r.

110 vcr, b cause you gave Saint i holas poss ssion of Iht'St,
sup r-'1l!TlInant , his h adquart rs and stables had to t locall'd ill
th Arclicdbat'swh reI' ind rarefound.ltfo/lowedsimpJy th~ll.

because no one had ever I' ported eeing the saint 'xc pt on
Christma Eve (a habit also formed via tradition), that Saint
Nicholas live in the most desolate of places, where nobody travels
to - th orth Pole.

Some I:'ntcrprising par nt must have reasoned to his childr('n that
SI. ick ne ded a workshop to fabricate the products which h('
distributes m answer to the offspring' queries regarding the gifts'
ongins. Your tall' had alrl:'ady made it impossible for one to rxplain
to a child that S..lInt icholas' spirit possess s a living person 10
glV(' presents at Christmas. and so the workshop theory caught on

SII1CC' tht' samt ownt'd a factory - not only of toy., but also 01
Il'xttlt'S, books and confl:'c:tionery -- hI' needt'd the manpower 10 tilkl'
on IIw workload. COllsidenng lhat you c.. lled Icholas "a right jolly
old I'll" In ~our po 'm. I'VI'n an Amc'ncan Ilroadcastlllg Compan~'

SCl'lp1\1 nt('1' could Invent a lahor lort't' of ('Ifin I>cin~s.

Ld's taC't' II. ('It'm - you'v(' Iwlpl'd (lPpriv(' H c('nlur~' and il ha If's
chlldl'l'n of till' tl'UI' meaning of Chri 'tmas It is a holiday of giving
alld J'('IlH'ml>('nng (;(Kl's gill 10 man. but you and those who hav('
t'l' 'atc'd rt<hculous jlnglt'·!>ell characters· such as Hudolph the
I(('d nos('d H('indc('r and Frosty thl' Snowman . hav(' transl'orm('d
th(' occasion of love and I ('ace into iI world-Wide. multi·blllion
dollitr ('dillOn of tl1(' HlI1gling Hrolht'rs' show

'I'll CIl'llll'nt C 1\1uol'l' (I77H·II\li:II. author 01 "/\ Visit from St
~Icholas"

HI' Saint ;\;ieholas

A memo from the

dead letter file

~ hal \\ ill Iw Otll' fi"~1

(;EOI~GE NIKOLOPOULOS
SOPHOMORE
To lose mol' weight!

(S c th Spartanite's survey on the Iranian crisis. Page 7 I

The situation of the American hostages being held
in Teheran has sparked emotional feelings of
patriotism and anger in most Americans.

The emotions of this newly found national.ism tends
to rule over reason. In the past months many students
urge the government to take quick and ultimate
military action. Yet most veterans, especially those
who had been in Vietnam, support military action
only as a last resort. In short, mostly those who have
seen war oppose it.

The ignorant feeling of hatred is also seen in novelty
shops, which sell targets bearing the visage of the
Ayatollah Khomeini. The vocalization of this gesture
is heard almost everywhere; shouts of "Kill the
Iranians" are common in schools and on the streets in
Oak Lawn and communities across the nation.

Anti·lranian violence stems to the point where
anyone who has Middle-Eastern physical charac·
teristics may be attacked. Actions such as these are
far past the point of ignorance where the line should
be drawn.

Innocent people are not the cause of the events in
Iran. The crisis cannot be solved by antagonizing
those of Iranian descent or starting a war without
sufficient motive, it can only be provoked into a more
serious stage,

We urge any feelings of hostility to be channeled
into peaceful and positive means of expressing
concern. This community is displaying American
flags to indicate its support of the hostages and the
national cause; organizations show their concern
through the wearing of white armbands; Christmas
cards are being sent to the embassy in Teheran from
individuals from all areas of the country,

Besides showing our support, letting the hostages
know that we're with them, in peaceful ways, all we
can do is bear with President Carter and his stand in
trying to solve the crisis.

It's the only sensible chance the hostages have.

LOU PALLEK
FHESIIMA
To not buy three lunches every
day.
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Kathy Jennings, OL('IIS senior, has been
missing ince Saturday, Dec. II. Anyone having
any information regarding Kathy's disap
Ilearance or whereabouts should contact the Oak
Lawn Police Department or phone Henry Jen
nings. Kathy's father, at 425-0437.

from The Staff

After hearing that The
Spart3nit(· was having some
financial problems, I was
prompted to write this letter to
a k why the chool does not aid
in the funding for The Silar
tanite.

This is one of the few school
new papers left in the
Chicagoland area that has 110

financial aid other than what
th staff acquir .

I think I am 'afe in saying
that a lot of peopl at Oak Lawn
lligh chool I' ally like the

partanite. True, some are
hard-nosed critics, but where
would lhey be if there wasn'l a
Silartanite to criti ize?

I believe the staff does a good
job with the mon y availabl to
them. ome financial
a 'istance from the. rhool
could help them make Ihe paper
bigger and even b tter.

VANESSA FAllHIE

I
II is Chri"lmas. The signs of

Ihe Sl'ason are eVl'rywhen' In
lhe shop windows one sees thl'
Christmas y scenes, inside Ihe
slon's one can faintly Iwar Ihe
choruses of all his lavon!I'
Chrislmas songs. Even on \l1l'
streets one is still J'l'minded Ihal
this IS "The Mosl Wonderful
Tinw 01 the Year" by all Ihe
d corationssuch as caildles and
"cind' I' hanging f,'om the light
pol s.

I it "The Most Wond rfu\
Time of the Year'?" It is for me,
and probably for you too.
Everything se ms to say it.
I rom the decora tions down to
the music.

But as we gather around the
table with our family to eat Ihe
lradilional Christmas dinner
this yl'ar, rem'mber all those
people who are not as fortunate
as us.

It 'm 'mb I' thos people who
have no money to buy rood, let
alon' a ('hri tmas tree, those
peopl who have no family to
care for them and those p opl
who arc inl il'med.

In the spirit of the season,
help thelll. The n xt time you
('orne across a Salvation Army
I'oluntel'r asking for donations,
chip in some money. You'll feel
a lot better, guarante d.

-DAVE CLOllGII

Thoughts at large

.JlLL FUNDAHEK

someone put the Ihermo tat
setling a little higher? The
heaters 111 the classrooms push
up cold air Ill'tead of hot air. J
hear students and ev n teachers
complaining about this.

Why doesn't somebody do
anything about iP We all know
it is going to get a 101 colder.

-(;H 10;(; KIWSII

ro lUg

50" Dance:

Juniors There

,SUSA PIIEL

()ear Editor,
This lett I' con' rns the

picture layout for the 50's day in
the last issue of The Spar·tanitc.

Can you give u a I' a on why
more than half th pictures
were of s niors'!

I know for a fact th re weI'
many junior, both guy and
gals, who were dressed. In fact,
I would ay there were mol'
Juniors than seniors dr ss d for
lhe occasion. Why were we not
represent d? Do we n cd our
own pholographer to lake
pictures?

Dear Editor,
I would Iik' to point oul a

problem that doc n't have ;)
solution at this I ime. The
problem is getting across 95th
Stre t and Southwestllighway.

This is an almost impossible
situa tion. ot only is there such
heavy trarri " but the spe d of
the automobiJ s is also very
tr acherous. It is with great
difficulty that my fellow
student· and I cros these
slreets every day.

":ven as th' 'ars lurn onlo
!)filh Street from Southwest
Highway, Ih 'y do not decrease
their spl'ecl until they are
almost upon LIS. Thl' (IV rpass
Iwlps sonwwhat. but p ople still
noss al th' corner of Soulhwest
Highway.

Nol only arc th streets
dan~erous' lor pedestrians. but
studies have shown a high
aCCident raIl'. I lhink il is a
nuisance for the students 10
('ross the stn'ets. Sometimes
\ ou have to run across it befor
;\ car hits you. You really hav
to bl' careful wh n you cros
that street.

Dangerou

-KATIIY Sl'HIEC

old OLCH

-1M VE SI KOHSKI

Dear Edi tor.,
1I0w come it is so cold in thi

school'? In most of my class s it
i' clo e to 60 degrees. I f I that
this is prelty cold to be silting
there doing work. Add to this, if
you will, that som teachers will
~ive you hours if you have a
coat on.

The highest the 'chool's
Ihermo tats are supposed to be
is sixty-five. I just hope that the
heat will be turned up wh n it
gets 'older.

help you bul all you do IS harass
them.

Th y Iry to help you. not to
waste your time <and theirs). So
please, b' nice. They arc ther
to help you.

[) ar Editor,
It is 'old out and it seems like

it is colder in the chool than
outsidl'. The temp rature
should be at (,5 d gree , but in
most of the classrooms it is not.

Sine it is so cold, tud nts
start to wear coats in the
classrooms which is contrary to
Ihe discipline 'ode, so the
leachers get .1 n~ry.

What is wro 'i5? Why won't

Be 'Lee To

ur e

()ear Editor,
J want to say omething to

those slud nts who go to the
nurses' office. The nun; stake
your temp ratures becaus
thl'Y arc I' quired to by state
law. Thp nurses aI' there to

is in in the eyes of the beholdler.
as everal members of Thl'
Spartanitl"s staff had seen it
and read in no sexual overtones
whatsoever. Howev 1', the
y arbook representative who
pointed out the "Suggest
iveness" also aw a
football and skateboard in th
pi 'ture a phallic symbols,
ac 'ording to Mrs. Kotheimer.

Dear Editor,
I couldn't believe that letter to

the editor about Joe Vajarsky. I
do not think he is trying to fool
anybody. I beli ve he i one of
Ihe most inspiring artists I have
seen in a long time.

Just let him do his "own
thing." It is not up to anybody
but him on how he designs tho e
great Silartanitl' front page .

I do not think having th
words sex, pot or drug hidden
somewhere in his promi ing
drawings are hurting anybody.
I am sure I am not alone in
saying, "Ke p up the good
work!" -('AIIOLY KASLEY

-MELISSA IIALL

Vajar ky

ot Fooling

Anybody

Letters

Dear l':ditor,
"I am writing to you con

cerning a very talented young
artist, Joe Vajarsky." Sound
familiar'! Thi was the lead to a
letter in the last is ue of Thl'
Spartaflitl'. The writer, Margie
Domico, went on to say that
Vajar ky is fooling only himself
by hiding word in his drawings.

As everyone probably knows,
'V1r. Vajarsky draws the cov I'
of Tht, Spartaflite and he does a
damn good job. As people also
know, Vajarsky has a
reputation for disgui ing word
such a "pot," "sex," and
"drugs" in the cov 'I' drawings.

What Miss Domico has said in
leI' letter is CUlling down
lajarsky's style. That is the
way h' wishes to draw. 0 one
'vel' asked anyon to look for
the words. .

Many artists do the same
thing, but not with such words.
If Vajarsky wants to continue to
hide the words, he will do as he
pleas s. To make a big deal out
of it docs nothing for anyone,
except for Vajarsky, who gets
some more exposure to his
talent.

One bad thing has happened
with Vajarsky's words. Joe had
a chance to draw the cov I' and
anything <.",s 1'1 ded for the
yearbook, but b cause he put
the word "idiots" and b cause
the pos of his people was, as
Ken, the y arbook repI' en
tative. said, too suggestive, his
design was rej 'ted. II an no
longer be trusted, Mrs.
Kolheimer, the yearbook ad
visor, said.

Wh th I' or not Vajarsky adds
these words to his drawings, his
talent is not to b ignored. The
words should be.

ED. OTE--
Mr. Vajarsky had offer d to

remove the word "idiot ,"
which wa not hidd n in the
drawing, from his yearb ok
eover ell sign, but the' artwork
was slill not accepted ror
consideration by the yearbook
staff. Also, it seems that the
students pictured 111 tne a Ign

o

o
o

o

o

o

o

oo
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Students and teachers all participat d in the Dec. 13 blood driv held in the Little
Theater. The drive was successful and provid d the Christ lIospital Blood Hank with
much - needed blood for the holiday cason.

Bits and pieces
81' DE l' LV CIIES

HAISED to "h lp offs t the
deficits in the Caf teria." Type
"A" lunch, which is the full
lunch, will b rais d from 55
cents to 75 cents. An example of
this would be sandwiche which
are 45 cents being raised to 65
cents. The afet ria has been
10 ing money. In past years it
us d to pay for itself, but now
even laying off two ooks has
not made a steady balance.
Prices will be in effe t as of Jan.
21.

TilE FOLLOWING
STllDENTS have b n lected
to the Ex cutiv Council of the
Spartan Chapter of th National
1I0nor oceity. Peggy Brooks.
Science Dan Charleston,
Business, Chari s Suchy, .ocial
Studies, Music and Arts, Kristi
Meadows and Extracurricular
activities, Bill Task r.

YOll ('A SUBMIT LET-
TEHS to the Editor, or
materials for th SPEAR
section of the partanite, by
submitting them to Mr. Elliott
in Hoom 210.

L 81' CALL !,'OH A Y
SE Ion who have not turned in
their Senior information heets
for the 1980 yearbook. Sheets
should be turn d in by Mid
January in Hoom 231.

JA '~AHY GRADUATES
PLA I I '(; on attending
Moraine Valley Community
College should see their
counselors immediately
regarding semester exams.
Classes at Moraine Valley
Community Coli ge will be
January 11,1980 for th pring
Semester.

DATES TO HEMEMHER:

ACT TEST I·EB. 16
Hegistration date is until Jan.
18.

NEXT BLOOD DHiVE is Jan.
10 in the Little Theatre.

JAN. 7 chool He umes

.JAN. III liS Dance

.JAN. <!I chool Lunches will
be raised to 75 cents.

SAT TEST MAIL 22
It gistralion date is until Feb.
15.

TilE {'IIIC GO METRO
IIISTOHY FAIH, a program
now in its s cond year is open to
all high school students to
present proj ts on family and

community history und I' the
dir ction of your history
t acher(s). Winners will
rec ive college scholarships,
ca 'h awards, and other forms of
re ognition for an award
winning project.

Projects may be an xhibit,
accompanied by a narration, a
research pap 1', or a pres n
tation.

1"01' further information talk
to your history teacher or call
Th 'hi ago Metro History Fair
at 943-1444.

TII"~ {'AH EEH MEnlA
{'E TEH. Lo ated in room 105
has several new services such
a' A microfiche device used for
coli ge catalogue storage.' An
entire catalogue may be put on
single piece of photographic
material and viewed in a
microfiche reading proj ctor.
Film strips cass ttes for almost
any fi Id of occupational in-

tere lare available. If you have
any question or wish to obtain
car er counseling contact Mr.
Sm nos, in Hoom 105.

TilE MATIILETES AHE
TilE NllMBEH one team of the
schools 'omp ting this s a on
in the SICA Conference. Th
·tandings all based on a
cumulative point total of the
individual contests. Oak Lawn's
Mathl te hsave a total of 817
points, closely followed by
Lincolnway with 756 points.
Comp titive topics include
fractional equation, factoring,
productive geometry,
'alculators, etc.

TilE EWLY EI.E{'TEIl
FH ESIIM EN class officers ar
Wally Busse, Pre ident 'Dan

oakl y, vice-Presid nt,
Debbie Campbell, ecretary,
and Sue Schi ve Treasurer.
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Lh v accompli:h d

om thing' mor

th n 110U h pa m nL.'

onLinu d from back 0 r)
M ntally l' tard d p OpJ

may not alway realize if th y
are bing tea ed or hara ed by
omeone, but most at last

l' aliz that th y ar differ nl.
"They'r like normal kid too,

they g t angry," Norri said.
"Th y may yell, or strike
out. .. ju t lik you. But they
u ually don't how anger as
often as you or I would."

P ople don't ca t th m n
tally handicapp d asid as th y
did 20 year ago. More p ople
have b com awar that they
ar human b ings too, but not
enough people.

"P opl just don't know
nough about them," h aid. "I

don't think they ever do or ever
will."

Th school would like to have
a small-group home in which a
few of th tud nt could live in
a hou e om wher nearby with
a qualifi d sup rvisor. By living
together 24 hour a day, th
chool thinks th y could do

more and learn more.
" ne of the probl ms though,

is th peopl." Norri x-
plained. "Th y'r ap-
pI' h nsiv. They don't want
th e' razy' peopl around.

"Th s are not crazy p opl .
These ar damaged p opl ."

- VA E A FA IHE

more than 3 R's
(
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II lit anoth I' cigarette.
al 0 hay a workshop for

th kids here in the chool," he
aid. "They package pipe
I an l' for a manufacturing

company."
Th re i a y t m to count the

pip lean rs becau e om of
th tudent cannot work with
numbers.

Each package hold 36 pipe
cl an rs. A table was t up
with 12 dots in a row and thre
dot above them. On pipe
cl aner is placed on ach of the
12 dots. When all of th dots are
fill d, th yare coUect d and put
on the fir t of the three other
dots. This is l' peated until the
l' maining two ar fill d.

The pipe cl aners ar then put
into a package and plac d on a
p g board on which there are 50
pegs. When each peg has a
package on it, theyar colleeled
and put into a box.

Norri aid that, although the
worker receiv a small amount
of mon y for this service, the
feeling Ihat th y have ac
ompli h d something i mol'

than nough payment for th m.
"A far a und I' tanding the

m ntally handicapp d, you
never r ally know unless you
are with th m," Norris aid
lat 1', back in his office.

Total urv y 350
Total urv y 188
Total urv y 162

Total urv y 350
Total urv y 188
Tolal urv y 162

Total urv y 350
Tolal urvey 188

Tolal urvey 162

Vnd cided 8
Vnd cided 7
Vnd cid d 1

nd cided 20
Vnd id d 3

Vnd cid d 17

o 146
o 70

76

o 178
o 86
o 92

o 87
o 51

No ,6

152
99
53

G n ral Public
Age 17-26
Ag 27 up

School
.

Y 97 247 nd cid d 6 Total 350
I

0 urv y
Y s 57 0 128 nd cid d 3 Total urv y 188
Y 40 0 119 nd cid d 3 Tolal urvey 162

Gen ral Publi
Age 17-26
Age 27-up

Y
Y

Do you b Ii v in u ing further diplomacy?

Y s 255
Y s 130
Y s 125

G n ral Public
Ag 17-26
Age 27-up

FO 0 CITY

00 you think th Iranian situation ha matur d to a point wh l'

military action i nc d d?

If th hostag s are l' leased should ther b om l' taliatoryaelion
on th part of th nit d tates?

n ral Pbulic
Age 17-26
Ag 27-up

cs 191
Ye III
Y s 80

Th urv y wa 'onduct d and the results w re ompiled by Jerry
Krud l' and Tim Reyna.. \

Spartanite Survey
Should w nd th Shah back to Iran?

"Ex use me sir, may I ask
you a f w qu stions'?"

"About what?"
"Iran. "
"Sur , go ahead."
Thi wa th beginning of a

typical onver ation during a
survey we conduct d to find out
how th g neral public felt
about the Iranian cri is.

Th surv y consi t d of five
question which tho e in
t rvi wed w re ask d. The only
r quir m nt was to b at least
17 years of age. Th urv y
cover d 350 peopl from th
following place; Ford ity,
Oak Lawn Public Library,
Moraine Valley ommunity

ollege, L H and an Oak
L wn area phone survey.

The finding do not represent
th vi ws of everyon , but we
did try to include a fair and
l' presentative set. The surv y
howed that th re was a ur

prising turn-around in th at
lilud of those )igible for the
draft involving military action.
Below are the l' suIts of the
surv y which has b n brok n
down into thr e major
cat gories: gen ral public,
tho e betw n th ages of 17-26
who would be Iigible for th
draft (it's important to note that
th ag 17 was includ d becau e
of th 1'01 th Y could be playing
in thi ri is oon>, and tho
who ar 27 or old l' and are non

ligibl for the draft.

Thi urvey was tak n bet-
w nNov. 29 and Dec. 6, 197,.

Classes for all ages in poise,
glamour, self-confidence and
much more. Here are just a
few examples of what you'll
learn:

Wendy Ward brings you the
American Beauty Workshop.

Crossroads
AJ::p,!-l to I:.!
o \ •••,} r"I.-t· :-".\l A", l)rent'~s
o Illd alld E""fl'l"t' Pro~ram
0:-'1-111 t', re (Inc! :'.lallltrllann'
• Il.llr ('af('

o ~.llqllt'lt'· Part Il'~ and S. h(I,,1

Teens
AI1'" 1.1·\.;. H; 11-
o \-I-u,d 1'111-" ~,II ;,,' .. n·l\,·,
• Ulf.'t and E~".. r\'l"""' I'rH)!rdlll
o :-iklll ('ar,· ,In0 \I.IIIlI,·II,IIlU'
• :'.lal-,·up I
o 1l.llr C., fl'

OI:IIIUl'lt,· \ '"rl 11'- d'h! '" h,,,,1

...~

Advanced classes for all ages, too!

Registration (or new dasles he,ms .now!

'Nee Wendy Ag,,, I tu to

• ,Oi..;ual Pul ....'

• \\i.;\lrunO alld 1't'dll'lIr,·
oHair Car('
o ElI'1 U l'lt"

I 1'" rt It·,
:.! School
,I Illlw tu -.(·t t h.· t,lhl.· illld

lln~" 'r Ih ° 1,·J..phtllll'

Adults
o \'I-U,,} 1't1 I "-(' :-'0·11 .\" ,II"lh'"

• Did ,llld ~.,,'" I'" "n.gr·,'111
• ~1:lI-,'up I ""d "
• :'>1 II 11 KlIrt' iUHII','d" un
• 1l.'1 r t '11"
o SI-II,I'"n' .11,,1 :'-1.'1"1"11"11('('

• ElIqu"!le IIU'"h'"
EIII,'I1,llnlng

w c1a"es Lart Jan. 12,1980 Phon

284-4844

284-4800
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A Christmas Story
It was the type of hou that

everyone notic d, not becau e
of its beauty or structure, but
because of its drab, dingy ap
pearance. The backyard was
made up of big moss grown oak
trees that w I' great to play
around. My fri nd and I didn't
think w were bothering anyon
in the house becaus we had
never seen anyon inside it
before. But. one winter we
found out that an old man by the
name of Ben Chritmore lived
there. He was not what you
would call the grandfather typ '.
On the contrary, he would yell
at us from hi upstairs window

very time w got ncar his
house.

I remember one tim wh n I
was playing ball in the str t
and Chris Owens hit a home run
right into Mr. hritmor'
kitchen window. I was elected to
go ask him for our ball back,
cause everyone aid my curv d
spitball mad Owens hit it
there.

r acted like it didn't matt I' to
me so the kids wouldn't think I
was a chicken, but I was scar d.
I kept going over what I was
going to say to him as r walk d
up the splint I' d step to his
front porch. I mad 'ur r
walked as lightly a possibl 0
he wouldn't hear me coming but
my luck ran out. As soon a I
I' ach d th top st p, th front
door swung open and th I' I
was starring at old Mr. Chrit
more. I had never. e n him up
dose before, so for the first fl'w
minutes we just stared at each
other.

H was shorter than I
thought, maybe 5'5" with a liltle
patch of gray curl at the back
of hi head. Ill' wa wearing a
pair of dingy gre n work pants
and a frayed nann I hirt that
lead me to believe that he was
not well off.

After getting over the shock of
seeing him face to face, I pull d
back my shoulders, looked him
right in the eyes and started my
rehearsed speech.

"Good afternoon Mr.
Chritmore, sir. We'r terribly
sorry about your window and if
you will tell me how much it
costs we will pay for it. 'ould
we also have our baseball back
too, please?"

Alfirst he didn't answer back.
I(e ju t stared. I was getting
more nervous by th minute.
Then he spoke. .

"Don't you kids have any
respect for the olde'r
generation? Why when I was a
young boy, we didn't go around
playing ball near p ople's
houses. Isn'llhere a park where
you can play and leav an old
person in pace?"

"Oh sure Ih re is, I said, right
down the block, but the big kids
won't let us use it."

"Oh," he said, and looked at
me III sort 01 a friendly way.

I thought for a moment that
he was softening up and was
going to say something nice, but
he kept up his guard.

"Well, don't let this happen
again," he said. ''I'll let you
know how much the window
costs later." With that h 'clo ed
the door.

I walked down th stairs

toward m anxious friends not
hearing the que tions they were
asking me. I was too busy
thinking about Mr. Chritmore.

"I bet he doesn't even have a
family," I aid out loud.

Ev ryone topped chattering
and looked at me. Owens spoke
first.

"So what," he said, "he' so
mean no one would want to be in
his family."

"Layoff," I said. "Did you
know lhat he didn't even know
lhere was a park a block away
from here. I b t he doesn't get
out of hi hou e much-ju t to go
to church. We know he gets his
groceries delivered from the
store by a stock boy."

After a moment Cathy Owen,
Chris's little. i tel' added, "He
mu t be very lonely."

"I hav a great idea," I
yelled. "Christmas Eve is next
we k. Why don't we decorate
Mr. Chritmore's house when he
is at ma s?"

"Yea, why don't we," all the
kids shouted. And from that
moment on we spent the rest of
the day plannfug.

We all decided to go home and
ask our parents if we could have
a set of outdoor lights and a
'ouple of ornaments. They w re
h sitant at first but let us have
them aft /' we told them what
we were going to do. A couple of
dads even aid they would help.

C'hri tmas Ev finally cam ,
Evl'ryone was having fun at
ram ijy partil's singing, laughing
and just enjoying. But to the
kids on my block, it was more
than celrbrating Christma
Eve, it was also Mr. C'hrit
more's night.

A lilll after 11 :30, Mr.
('hrit more left his house for
church. As soon as he turned
down thl' next block, we rushed
over and started.

The dads put the lights on the
house while some of the older
boys d corated the evergreen
trees. Some of u added the
ornaments to the trees and a
light d santa on the front porch.
1'h lillie kids shoveled the
sidewalk while the young boys
made a family of snowm n on
the front lawn.

We weI' just about done when
I noticed Mr. Chritmore coming
down th str et. We finished the
last of the job and hid the
ladd rs and l'xtra materials
behind the bushes and took
cov I' ourselves.

Ill' stopped at the house next
door and starred at his house.
Ill' look d around to see if he
could see anyone. lie then put
his hands up to his face and
stood thl're.

Onl' of the kid gave a yell and
\\'(' all caml' out of hiding yelling
('hrlstmas wishes. He took
dOl.\ll his hands and I noticed
t aI's in his ey s as he looked at
us and managed to say thank
you and M('rry Christmas.
, Mv dad announced thai
evl',:yone was invited over to
illY house for a small party.
B~'forc we left though, J
pn's 'nt d Mr. Chritmor with

(Continued on pa~{' 9)

:EntireStock of Boots Reduced 20%
Choose from Western, Lined,

Fashion or Cowboy Boots.
In Mens and Womens Sizes.

New Store hours for your
convenience

. Cozy's Bootery' ..
Mon.-Fn.l0a.m.-9 p.m. 50011W.1l5THSTREET

.' Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. OAK4L2:~~~:~&0453
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Bacl~sta~e with 'The Who'
"Any tickets for sale?" Two

20 year-old guys dress d in levis
and down jack ts asked, waving
a wad of mon y in the air,
"Docs anyone have an extra
tickel"" '

I held my purse a little bit
clo I' to my sid and walked by
the two young men, hoping they
would soon find tickets, so they
too could sec the show. I h ld
my br ath as I walked through
gate 5 at the Amphitheater on
Dec. B for the one night ap
pearance of the Who. My
wildest dream was about to
come tru because in my purse
I had a backstage pas .

The stage was set up with
speaj<ers, amplifiers and every
olher kind of imaginable piece
of sound equipment. People
\\( rl' walking every which way
yet they wcre not tile people you
usually sce at concerts.

Th< 1" wcre promoters in
black satin Loop jackets, BC
camera mcn,. photographers,
sound men, lighting men,
ushers, sccurity mcn, and even
a n1('ml)('r from the band eh ap
Trick. Women wcre dresscd in
high fashion apparel, men were
elrcsscd in suits, and very few
pcoplc \\ er' dres ed in fadcd
I(·vis.

My eyes kept staring at my
watch, waiting for 9 p.l11. to
comc I had my canll'ra in hand
just waiting to' gct a glimpse of
the band

Thl'n mv h 'art dropped as
a. yl'1low)acketed sccurity
guard told me that I had to wait
outside the backstag door. I
knew it was just too perfect to
I tru, som thing had to go
wrong.

As I was leaving I asked when
I would be allowed ba k in and I
was told as soon as the band was
on stage.

Looking through a slllall
crack between th door and its
fram , I saw four mcn run up
the stairs leading onto the stage
at the same time ( heard the
packed house of scrcaming fans
start 'Iapping their hands and
screaming louder.

Th band was on stage and
now I could I' turn to the dream
\\orld of ba 'kstage. My main
concern now was to gct as close
as humanly possible. I did not
want to miss a thl/lg.

OnCl' agal/1 everythlllg went
perfectly. I was standing right
next to on of the cameras that
was tran, milling the simulca-1.
The stag was no more th n 20
feet away. I couldn't have been
elos'r if I were sitting in th
lirst row

Hoger Dallry was dr ssed in a
pair of tight filling, faded I vis,
,mel he no longer had his long
blond curl to frame his face.
lie now had a short haircut
\\ hich gave him a dean-cut
look.

P<'lcr Townsend was wearing
what appear d to be bright red
vclvet pants, a royal blue
vclour shirt and a I' d bandana
around his neck lied oullaw
stylc.

,John Entwistle looked as if he
was comp ling for best dres ed
of the band, wearing dark
brown dress pants, a coor
dinating dr ss shirt and (l

rhinestone st udded brown
leather blaz r.

The Who's new drummer,
KC'nny Jones, (formerly wilh
Faces) was dressed in faded
blue jeans and a light hluc t
shirl.

I>allry was l'enterstage,
Townsend to his left, Entwistl
to his right ana ~JQq dir ctly
I> 'hillel him. The c1<lsh of loud
music b gan, and , ~c w it wa
gOlllg to bc fa ntas tic~

"My Gelleration" was one of
thc first songs th band per
formed. The lyrics s emed to be
expressing the band I' 'eling
toward life. "People try to put
us down just because wc gct
around things th y do seem
awful cold hope I die before I
get old."

The crowd wa on their feet
again, yelling, screaming and
chanting, "Who! Who! Who!"
Dallry was jumping around on
stag . laughing.

Townsend soon joined in on
the act Dall ry then took a few
steps backward and began
swinging his microphone by it
cord.

"People try to put

us down
Just because we
~et around
Things they do

look awful cold
Hope I die before

I get old!"
The Who also played '" Can

Sedor Mil s," "Who Are You,"
"Pinball Wizard," "Sparks"
and Illany other ongs. Yet the
songs that se mcd to get the
best response were "Teenage
Wasteland" and" ee M Feel

I " 'e
The band was explosive,

vibrant and enthusiasti . They
played to thc crowd, catered to
their fans, Ihe loved it. The
glow of lighters filled the
stands. The applause was so
loud that YOU could not hear
) ourself taik

The crowd was promised two
and a half hours of Who music
.1I,1d the promise was k pt. The
'" ho I fllh stagc after an hour
and. a half, looking totally
dralllcd of .n rgy anp returned
~bout 15 I11l1lutcs later, saying

the old people have all the
n~onC'y, all the gold and all thc
diamonds, but we have all the
cnergy," which they showed by
dOlllg an hour encore. '

Then, finally, th Who
cas~ally walked off stage,
plcklllg up their pace on their
way to th ir dressing rooms.
The crowd stood and ch ered
until th yellow-jacketed
security guards, and the ush rs
began to t 1/ people to leave.

People were ev rywher ,
smiles on th ir fac . "Th Y
were dynamite, they were
elynamite" was the phrase that
nearly everyone was chanting
as they were still spellbound by
the music.

My ears w re still buzzing
from the music as I leflthrough
the same door 1 had come in
nearly three hours before. It
seemed as if I were going d af.

The drive home was quiet
becau neither I nor the person
I took could beli ve what we had
just seen. I do rem mb I' him
saying, "Damn, w re they
good" and "This has got to be a
dream come true."

Well, I could not have said it
b Her myself, and it docs till
seem like a dr am. TilEY
WEltE DYNAMITE.

- LAllHA GALZI

I'm sorry about the blank spac ,
but some chump screwed me around
and did not show up with my pictures.

L. Galzin

SPARTANITE

cartooni 18 and writer

See Mr. Elliott tn room 210

arti t ,Photographer ,

for the

WANTED

Yes, operator, that's right! I want to call, anta at the orth Pole, 1)0 you know the art'a code?



1islress of th,' Sea,
I)aughler of lht' 'torm,
Old as the Oc('ans,
Young as th(' Heart.

Jim Dillon
their savior ..... but it left th m
\' eak. Th y had meant to act
like watchmen on this world
yet they no longer could. Thu :
with th ir Ja t strengths the
Ancient Ones cr ated beings

somewhere in strength betwC'enl
themselves and men. In many
forms these guards of th J<:arth
WCl'e created, with the hopes
that thC'y would be able to show
the wav Qui t1v for the life of
Ihis world to achIeve the toull
dl'sli,y

'" I nl11 one of the' :1 'ings.'
"Lord. how r believed her. II

explainC'd so much. So n'c'ny
It'gends thought l1leaningles~

began to have !nt'aning for me.
And it ('xplained her as well.

"Sea was sil ntlor the rest of
IhC' evening. Our love for one
,lIlUther had somehow changed.
as if the Truth aboul herself
affe 'ted us so greatly, as if her
origins held a secret nwaoing to
S('a, a meaning that was
dang rous to the love I kn w
Ihere was Iwtween us.

"ll was /lot all too long b fore
I found what the meaning was.

"I had been with Sea for
l'xactly a year that night. An
,1nniversary of sorts. A day r
:-,uppose that we should have
/lappi I' than most other limes. I

as wrong.
"'Thomas, I can still

remember Sea saying to me.
tears 111 her ey s, 'I ha ve
something to tell you.'

"'Of cours, what's th
Illatler'?'

"'You must leave m' thiS
hight, not to sec me again. I no
long I' wish for you to be here. I
/l0 longer love you.'

(cont. on page 2)

\.-

"After many hours of this,
'pending it so pleasantly, I at
la task d with a request.' a'~

Would you t II me your own.
story'? Why arc you h re'? Who
are you'?'

" ea turned to me, lightly
caressing my forehead with her
finger tips. 'Do you truly wi h to
know who ram'?'

'''If you will have it.'
"h nodded. 'I have be 'n

'all d many things in my life
time .... Iy ses all d me I
Circe, the sorceress .... others
said r was a sea-succubus, a I
demon. a gho.l. the daughter of I'
Satan himself.'

," Iys es'? 1I0w could he ... I 1
Im'an. he lived..... · I

'''Thousands of years ago. ,
Yes. I know. And he died,
thousand of years ago, while I,
I hav lived through the cen-
tunes.' I

.. Bul vou arc not one of thOH I
other Uiing '. arc you'?'

", o. 0 I am not I am. what
I am. (,'01' millenia I have live':
here, heneath the sea, Iivlllg ,
\\ Ith the sea, a part of Ihe
oc ans themselves. If you ask
how I 'v I' came to be this. 10 he
immortal, I do not know if I
{'ould answer you. Mtllions 01 I
years befor you were born, -,his i
world, this small planet v:as ,
II1habited for a time by the I
Ancient Ones. beings so
powerful that your kind has'
since called them gods. Th y
creat d much of the hop, trp
life of this world. yet their ral'e
was all but wiped out when they
were betrayed from within, h~1 a I

fallen ang I. Th Ysucce oded 111

dt'stroying him that they callc'd
the Base One by the birth of

s~am n down ...... to their
deaths. r began to consid I'

seriously the fact of my own
oncoming death. 'Why have you
taken me here'?' I asked, though
I thought r wa convinced I
knew th answer.

"The Mistres sighed and
looked at me in a faraway gaze.
'If I hadn't taken you from the
wa tel', you would ha v
drowned. I do not care for the
wa te of life. 0, r took you and
brought you to me, here. Do you
not like it'?'

"'Il dep nds on what you
\\ould hav me for.'

"'Companionship. A p I' on to
talk to, to take the burden from
my long, weary life. r would
have you to be this. and more.'

"With a little courage. I
walked lowly up to where she
sat upon h I' throne. 'And that
would be including ...... ?

"'This,' he told me, pulling
me up to her, to her lips full and
rC'd. We kiss d. That night I
would I' member for the rest of
my life 101' th pleasur that I
felt with her. We becam lovers.

"Month later, ther was an
exp rienc that aff cted our
relation hip severely. We were
in the Gr atllall. with ea, (as I
cam to call h rJ upon her half
shell and I reclining at her sial'.
Sea was telling me of great
stori s of the 0 eans, of m '1'

maids and mermen, of
cr ature fair and foul, of
dragons flying ov I' moonlit
sea . All through this I listen d,
letting her words like magic
flow into my mind, forming
pictures of what was happening
in my imagination.

"In a colossal great hall I
was, th walls of somber blu
granite extended high up to
what, a sight I almo t couldn't
believe, was a ceiling of vir
tually wat I' itselr. 0 glass
separated the water above and
the air of the great hall, y t I
could see it. I was virtually
underwater. Up above me I
could see swimming past fishes
of all sizes, dolpfiines, even
great whales.

"Welcome Thomas Kent." It
was a voice, a voice so
d cid dly f male my sens
became overwhelmed. I turned
to s e her.

" he was I i urely repo ed in
a thron formed like a giant
seashell and Lord, sh wa
beautiful. Dr sed in silk was
he, and it hid little of her

perf ct form. Her skin was pure
whit • as if culptured out of
f1awle s alaba tel', a Gr ek
version of Aphrodit . Her hair
was long, straight, and black a
night save for a single ilver
streak of hair that started at her
brow and went straight back
until it ended at her waist. I had
dr am d of women like her, yet,
never before then had 1 ever
hoped I would be able to meet
one of such perfection.

"How did you know m
name'~' I managea to aSK.

"The woman smiled elusively
then, almost as if he was ac
tua lIy enjoying this, my
moment of weaknes . With, a
fri ndly yet mysterious voice
she told me, 'I know about all
that travel across my domain.
That is how I knew that I would
want you. I know you.'

"'And you'?' I ask d, 'I would
like to know your name.'

"Once again she smil d
b fore she spoke, saying, 'My
nam would hold little meaning
for you. L t it be this .... my
name in the Ancient Tongue
translates to "Mistr s of the
ea".'
"The Mistress of the a. r

had heard storie of her b for
many a tim from old sailors
speaking in hush d whispers, in
taverns thick with smoke. Yet, I
had always thought the stories
of her weI' just that, stories,
m re I gends like the Flying
Dutchman. Yet this ..... this wa
oreal.
"According to the tales, I had

heard over many a bottle of
rum, to the ailors she was a
she-demon, a witch who com
.llanded the seas, and pulled

ea story:

Mistress
of the-sea

"Hmmm? 0 .... you have
guessed my secI' t. Ye , it wa
indeed I who wrote the
'SeaSong' poem. I had it ub
milled to a publisher under th
nam of a young friend of mine,
a chap who ha om unusual
idea about what he 'ails 'tim
travel' .

"I suppose you would like to
know why I, Thomas C. Kent, a
modestly weaLthy g t1eman
would write such a thing, under
an alias no less.

"W II, you se , there is a
story behind that po m, a tru
story that happened to me. The
year was 1879 .... n arly thre
year ago. Three years. It
nearly eems like an eternity
ago. I wa a sailor then, before I
had gained my fortunes, a
lieutenant officer aboard the
U.•.. Melissa. It was a good
job, a good ship. I had many
friend aboard the Melissa.

"We w re 'ailing in the
caribbean that Decemb 1', just
off th Less I' Antilles when a
sudden storm came upon us.
The sea its If seemed to be
trying to crush us, to pull us and
the ship under in a deadly
embrace. From abov ,the ski s
blacken d, striking at us with
grea t bolts of lightning,
booming its superiority over us
poor, helpI ouls. Again t
this all, against the very
lements of the weather we

strove to survive.
"Yet, in the end. it was

useles . the .S. '. Melis'a went
down with all hands, including
myself.

"I rememb I' little of what
happen d ju t after the hip
keeled over. My memories at
that point ar vague. filled with
dreamlike visions, of being in a
dreamlike state. Forms of
moving things floated by b fore
my eyes. It wa ......difficult to
breath, as if a great weight was
placed upon my che l. Ev n
tually, I came out of my trance,
if it was indeed that, and what
followed has b n tched into
my memory as if with a flaming
brand iron, it is 0 un
forgettable, however, hard I
have tried to.

"I awoke from my dreamy
condition lying face down upon
a urface that was hard, cold. It
was in fact, a tone floor, made
from marble smooth as glass
With aching bones 1 ;1I'U,,';,

standing with weak knees. I was
111 a place beyond any of my
imaginings.
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Fortune

- G1 A BlJSCII

EI.I.E CIZEK

her. At first I didn't beli ve it, I
couldn't. Not knowing what I
was going to do without her I
cried for several weeks.

I often wonder where she i
now and if she has someon
taking care of her. It's bee
very quiet in the house thes
past years. Even if we ha
another dog or two it woulan'
be th same as having her.
knew it would be that way fro
the day I sat on the couch an
stared at the shinning, sta
filled sky all by myself.

('IIERY VO (,IJ

-Ton~ Wl'rlirk

when the light faded, along th
harbor docks. My clothes had
changed to warmer fare. Across
my shoulder was a sack filled
with a thousand dollars worth of

pani h doubloons and gems.
"And it was hristmas Eve.
"That is my tory, of how I

attained my initial fortun s, of
why I wrote that po m. And you
know, sin e then, aft r the
months of feeling orry for
myself, I began to r aliz that I
wa giving pity to th wrong
person. Yes, that's right, I've
com to fe I sorry for ea, for
the on Mistr ss of the Sea,
for ver alone, as undying as th
oceans th mselves.

. 'God help me, I wish in the
nd sh rec ives what she truly

want .......a normal life, and, so
help m , I wish she was here to
hear that .......

"Thank You, Thoma, r.
Krnl."

Sea Story'

woulo be too, she also shar d
my sadne S. Once i was sic'k
ana I nad to stay III oea lor lWO
w eks. She laid in bed with me,
and stayed th re until she made
sure that I was all right.

I'll nev r forget her first
birthday when I brought her a
big bone and a few toys. Happily
sh looked at me with her big
green eyes and wagged her tail.

She loved to run out in the
wide open space in the country.
Until that awful day when Jim
called and said that one of
Peaslee's neighbors had shot

"I fell as if my heart had been
plucked from my chest and

hown before my eyes, still
bealin~ 'Sea why?'

"Iler voice becam angry
with rage. The white stripe that
ran down the middle of h r hair
s em d to b growing whiter,
changing the re t of her long
brown hair ju t as white.
'Because fool, you will die oon,
if not one y aI', th n the other, if
not in a decad , then in two, but
you will die. You will die Iik all
the others that I have ever
loved, and I ....... 1 will live
forever, the Mistress of the Sea
Eternal" ow .....Go!!'

"The last I saw of h r was her
lithe form turning away from
me, sobbing. I want d to
comfort her so much, yet I
couldn't for in a flash of light
.. ... ea' palace disappeared
around m ,gone from my sight,
forever.

"I found myself in Boston

(From page 1)

h loved to have her picture
taken. In all of our family
snapshots, birthdays, in the
summer time, at Christmas, in
front of the birthday girl the
summer flowers, the hristmas
gifts sh was there for us to
remember.

Ther were times when I
would come home at night and
talk to her but she would not
r spond to me because she was
and aft r I had bone out leaving
her behind.

Whenever I was happy she

wonderful world out th re
somewhere, and we didn't know
why it couldn't belong to us.

I have not yet d scribed her
or the things that made her
her elf. he had a wiggle in
her walk. She was off white with
gray and black all about h re,
so most p ople said that she
looked part wolf. The fact is thaI
sh wa beautiful. She would
never admit that he stopped
and stared at herself in our th
full I ngth mirror in our
bedroom.

What good am I tonight?
The cloud has cuaght me up

and taken me away from
veryon .

Po pie float around, and I am
passed by Iike and old
n wspap r.

SlUing here in this corner,
crying my uns en tear, I
wond r.

I wond r if things will ever be
good again.

Do I really exist?

I know my fe lings for you
remain my private dream.

Maybe it's my sad fate
to stand in the wing
and watch from b tween

the
closed curtains and

lliltiently wait.
If I could only open your ye
to see m as more than just a

In 'nd
You would see me on my Ion

doud.
happy as can be.

There's a vacant space next
10 me

filled with thoughts of you.
The space is just your size

and I'd save it forever.
I'd lik • to IIlvit' you up h re

onto my lone cloud,
But you'd only come as a

Iricnd
and that 1 couldn't take.
I wish I could let you know

I,ow I fee!.
If you only knew of my

Il'clings.
you'd understand my smile

;ll1d'

the sparkle in my eyes
every time you're near.

If you'd accept what I was
trying to reveal ...

Who' to say you may not feel
Ihe

sam way or that my dream
\'. ill

n ver come true'!
I guess I'll just have to wail in

the wings,
nlil you decide to reach out;

further than just friends.

friend

a
Just

Sh was th only dog I knew
who smil d. ot a wid mile,
and not a baring of the te tho
and not all the lime only oc
casionally at the funny things of
life that she and I knew. It was
Ihe curling of the lip - A Mona
Lisa smile.

I would sit on the couch in
front of the picture window, and
she would come and it next to
me. We both would stare out
'nto the sky and watch the
stars brightly shine.

We knew there was a wide
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Searching
It Sl'ems like I've spent my

wholl' life searching... looking...
seeking .. standing on the edge
searching for something I want
so hadly, grasping, d sp rately ,
mto empty air, running con
tinuous races Irving to win...

Voices thunder on my
dreams, "don't be serious - just
take life as itcomes - don't be so
-can'tyouh -isn'titenough-"

No. It' not enough for me. In 
my mind ther is always th
promise of something belt I'
just around the corn 1', but a
blindn ss to what it is makes me
run in circles, confusing me,
and tears wash away all the
colorful dreams, leaving my
mimi gray.

I have so much it doesn't
seem fair to want more. But
when one owns th ky, there is
always one star that is
unreachable, on star tllat you
keep reaching for because you
know it will brll1g you true
happin ss -

or will ir~

That's why I can't stop
I' aching for my star, wherever
It IS. for only then will I know if
it shine as brightly in my
hands, or if I'm ju ·t the N rnal
dreamer... whose stars ar only
in her eyes.

SHARI SIMP, ()

Jim Haworth

"That first

piano recital
My first piano recital was an

exciting exp rience. I at in my.
eat with a great deal of

restlessn . I had practic d,
I' practiced and practiced again
but I wa still quite haky. My
fingers weI' fr ezing cold
because I wa so n rvou·. Even
the thought of eeing ten people
in the audienc ent shivers up
and down my back, but there
weren't ten p ople there were
200.

I sat in my cat watching the
performanc of the children
before me as I wait d for my
turn to play. The next thing I
knew I wa on the stage and
next to th plano looking down
nervously at the k ys. Hopefully
my partner and I would ke p
our liming together. I felt my
hands de cend to the ivory keys
and my mind took of the
remainder of the time which
se med Iik an eternity. The
song was finall over and I
stood up to take a bow.

The lights b fore me were
hot, making th air sticky, but I
was reli ved to have compl t d
th task without making any
serious mdakes. ontently I
walked down th stairs at the
ide of the stage as I fixed the

"bows on my pony-tail .

Mi\ltli\ RYL-Kll('lI \It
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I want the ocean to reach out
and take me

down,
down,

down.
The comforting blackn ss will

surround me and I will never
surfac .

·ELLEN CIZSJ(

Look how far down it is.
The shiny new bridge reflect

the wat I'
as a mirror I' flects the sun.

To exp rienc weightlessess,

that IS the only thrill lell lor
me.

-Lori Sorensen

I 'll cross

and jump

my fingers

That is the best part.
To be free forever.
My body helpll1g the s a as it

d cays.
seful! I'll b useful for

something!

Who will care If I jump?
Mayb a 'chool of fish if

disrupt th ir classes,
Maybe the turtle who I'll

clumsily hit as I sink.
But th y'll get ov I' it.

·TONY WEDICK

look, and you shall se ,
ven when it isn't there.

watch, with a suspiciou eye,
and you will see betrayal.

exp ct, expect in one an vii,
you will receive even wor e.

look, for hidd n meanings,
hidden words,

the eye will 'upply them.
watch, with a burmng gaze,

there will be fuel in what you
se .
expect, xpect darkness
amidst the light,
• you may not see th light
again.

Subliminal Eye- \

Bl S('/I

MAHIA RYL-K CHAl~

tne nallway. ~h was 0 haken
that sh stumbled slowly for
ward through the sea of her
lov done.

The food was arranged at one
end of the hall in exc II nttaste.
making her mouth water and
her stomach grumble con
tentedJy in hpr expectation of
soon bell1g treated.

It was an important and
unforgettable ev ning. Stream
ers and decorations still
noat in h I' mind wh never sh
returns to that day. How
wonderful, she thought, to be
reborn into a world of
memories. Maybe today she'll
cel brate her first birthdav.

--(;1

someone

A delighful sensation quells
upon.

The fancy of your affection
enlightens my days.

Thoughts of "us" penetrate
over my aged, dull aching heart

Now replenish d with ec
stasy of you.

r m enl ightened by your
presence

and enchanted by your
tidings.

You ndow the f male gend I'
with romances omeday to be

theirs,
Bul you're mine
and '1 'II hold you as a k ep

ake jewel
--too valuable to forgo.
My feelings for you are

compared
to an exclusive chain.
One link bonded to the other
forming a olid ring
of never ending links.
Ju t like "us".

Her 51 st Birthday

D eper than flat photos.
My desolation pI' vails;
'tronger than weet annals,
I I' memb I' all d tails.
Wicked as the winter wind
A harp that plays alon '

with such tun as tear 
wh n is my baby coming

home'~

Th long shadow that I c st
di -play a realm forlorn
of withoutness as a death

of the one whom I ador .
I'm Ion Iv as th icv lake
betwixt with dark and cold.
Th elements that on I'll die;
A d ath that is not so old.

IW ALI) KO){ONOWSKI

Page 4

That
special

Today is her 51st birthday.
During her daily stroll
memorie of her previous y aI's
were apparent. Her family and
Iri nds took the trouble to put
log ther a giant festival for her
In a wond rfully decorat d
huilding. he remembered
seeing people silting, standing,
talking, dancing eating,
drinking, smiling, and waving
to her.

It all eemed Iik a dream.
Il I' mind tri d absorb
everything which wa taking
pia e b fore h I' eyes, ausll1g
to remain in a daze throughout
tfle entire evening.

So many p ople who were
clear to her were present to
:--urprise her at the ntrance of
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PARTANITE

remcmber receiVIng a pI' 'S nt
Irom him and the fun we had at
the party that year, but most of
all I think they will n vel' forg t
the look on his face as he walked
toward his house on that
Christmas l<~ve night.

·('.\IWLYl\'l\' DWA .

(Continued from pa~(' 7)

"Merry Christmas children,"
he said and set the box down.
Inside were baseballs. bal.
dolls, jumpropes and a lot of
other games. All the kids were
once again screaming and
Yl'lIing with praise for Mr.
Chl'ltmore a . we walked toward
my hou e.

j'nl sure all the kids will

Dec. 21, 21, 1979

A Christmas Story
an envelope containing m ney
W had sa ved from our
allowance to pay for his broken
window and a box of presents
we had all made for him. A. he
took it from me. he said. "Wait
a minute, I have something for
all of you too." Ill' went in the
house and came out with a big
hox

'Star Trek, The Motion Picture'
is a great A merican film

1I0w IS it that actors Iik brav Iy facing th unknown and
I never could tol rate crili s Wilham Shatn r. Deforest K Ily rising above th 'lverage

who gave full plot summari s to and L<'onard imoy, who have b caus of their humanity and
the films that they revi w. A fuJI failed so dismally in ev ryother love. For exampl the Medica!
plot summary of Star Tr k picture they were ever in, put Officer, Bon s Mc oy, play d
would be even more us I ss togeth I' in the setting of the by Defor t K Ily on e again
than it usually is. Starship Enterpris seem more provides comic I' Ii f with his

What the film starts out a is than believabl , but awe in- stubbornness and antagoni m
the story of a swirling cloud spiring and universal? The toward Spock. II made dozens
moving quickly throu!1:h spac chemistry between this group of of jokes that no on lsI' could
towards Earth. Th cloud has actors is as phenomenal as it is hav gott n away with in any
the capacity of absolut unexplainabl . other movi . Th jok s w I' n't
destruction and is I' gularily particularly funny, yet they got
de troying ev rything that has A~LILlS laughs from the audi nee
come in its way. The only thing n because they weI' real.
standing between Earth and These weI' n't brilliantly
de, truction IS, you guessed it. 0 D T'N. r:! craft d witticisms that usually
the 5S Enterpris . But as the n rl II.llJ fill up motion pictur s. They
film progres es it d velops into Wl'r of th humor that is simply
more than this, much more. i:J * i:J i:J a reaction to a threatening
Thes developments, however, situation that just happen to be
should unfold unexpectedly as TIll' slogan of Star Trek is, tunny. In reality th things w
they would in life. "Thl' human adventure is just find am usi ng aren 't rea Ily

Ii you know the details of the twglllning." I really like that I funn.. The humor is propor-
plot' In advance you will bl' phrasp. IL kppt popping into my tlOnal to our involvempnt with
w,l!chlllg thl' film from the Illllld all through the film That the situatIOn. The fact that th s
pprs!X'ctive of a vi weI' III the one b autiful phrase says more Jokes did gel laughs testifies to
theater watching a film If you about thiS film and the Star the fact that the audience was
Ict it unfold by Itself It Will take Trpk phenomenon than I could rpacting to the film as not just a •• t'
you in with it. up to the point ~ay In a thousand page-. film. buf a situation that they IIET 'OUR DRIVER'S LICENSE '"
that you feel you are sharing the Thc Litk "Star Trek" brings were a direct part of. ot many * Approved by III. Office of Education
experience wilh the actors on forth an image of 'old and films do that. t'
thcscren.Jfyousaylhatthis dangl'rous spacc stretching In the end. Slar Trek is a ~ : Newcoursesstartingaboutevery2weeks
sounds pretentiou and over- through the void of m ind- great Amcrican film. \l is a film 2 and 4 week courses • 15 to 18 yrs. old
blown maybe you're righl. lessn' s. but lhe actor bring with great acting, fantasti • Home pick:up for all driving lessons t'
~aybe words like that ar the teeling and humanity to this special (,[fects and bound! ss t' . Free trip to station for permit

only words that can be used to wasteland. optimism. But most of all it is a
describe an unexplainable Th appeal of Star Trek is film with a moral. I like that. • Auto insurance discount certificate ~

r-Ph_e_n_o_m_e_n_o_n_. t_h_a_t_i_t_t_a_k_e_s_a_v_e_r_a_ge__pe_o_p_le .I_t_H_.1{_'_B_I_t'_\I_>_L_E_'_'-t' _..::~~-.:~~I.~~~~~~~.~,:~~~~~~~~~~ificata~~;ii·-""'"
Rates 423-1212 ForInformation
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CLASSIFIED ADS: PATRONIZE ADVERTISERS

Let's get "giddy" Andy Frain

A 'C 312-436-8080

Merry hristmas, Dan, Joe,
Cliff, Jim, and Judy.
LLet's get "giddy" Andy Frain

Shelly C. You oughta be shot!

3356 W. 19TH ST.

CHICAGO, ILL. 60652

Mopar owners have Chevy
nightmares

----
Marty, Dan, Cathi and Shelly,
GROW UP - about 10 years!
Carla and Janet

To the best friends anyone could
ask for,
Annerz. B., Bonnie, Byrd, Hee~,
Martina, Nel, Re, Rean, Ten,
Ween. You guys are the best.
Merry Christmas!!! Love
Queal

To someone special, who I'll
always be appointed in;

Well cance Romance We've
been through a lot.
Thank you for making the past
eleven months and two days the
best of my life. And Merry
Christmas babe.
I love you, forever, Iberz

J.J., I want leather underwear
for Christmas,
Love C.D.

Ken Vopelak, 12-1-79 was the
best night of my life.
Thank you for inviting me. Love
Carol
P. . Thank you James for
taking me.

----
Merry Christmas to the
"Group" Love Dolores

Merry Christmas! To all of my
friends.
Loveya Ei

Sue, Merry X-Ma . I wuv you l !
Steve

Merry Christmas Ken

Merry Christmas .Debbie
Campbell

B'~il-:-I~S"-te-r-m-er, I Love you
Your secret admirer

anci, Merry Christmas.
Love ya, Mqur

Marie, Merry Christmas
(Skinny)! Love, Liz

MUSIC SERVICE INC.a

Carol S., Thanks. Carol D.

Katie, Happy Birthday and
Merry Christmas.
Carol

Lisa, Margie, and Judy,
I don't know what is going on,
but if I did something, I'm
sorry. Lynette

----
James J., I love you, Carol

Mr. Janzow, I have your
Geritol
C.K.

Mrs. V., I have your Dentures,
P.T.

G.B. B., Have onfidence in
your Decisions. Good Luck,
4413"

The Falcon Detective Agency is
now in operation.

INSTRUMENTS, MUSIC ACCESSORIES a REPAIRS

"I never met a dame that'didn't
understand a slat in the mouth
or a slug from a 45" S.Spade

Merry Christmas, Sue. Love
Dave

Ed mertic loves Carl!

Coach Storer, Disco just isn't
lhe same without you! E.C.

Tor, Merry Christmas. We
LOVE

Tor, Merry Christmas. We Love
Ya!! Nan and Lis

Male jocks are stuck-up!
C. Bowman I really like you!

Guess who?

Porter,
You owe me one.

Mike, Merry Christmas! Love
you always and Forever,
Jeanne

"Michelle"

Portraits in Pencil-$5.oo.
H.S. Scherubel Room 284

To my Baz, Have a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New
Year.
Your loving wife Kitten

210 CM Kneissel Skis For Sale.
$25.00
See Mr. Brodemus.

S.C,
Take it easy baby.
(I'm watching out for 'ya.)
Please do the ame for me!

Felicity

Robin, Sweet and Innocent?
Chicken

Michelle S., Merry Christmas
Pat S.

Cuddles - I love you. Annie.

Kathy( KKK) , We did it
survived another year( without
getting caughl) Happy "17"
Birthday. Love, Your better
half of trouble, Gina

Tracy, We still like your S.T.'s
no matter what.
your friends 4A

Ham, I'll always Love you, Dust
child

Carol Dornan, Want some
Cantelopes?
Call Doe at 599-8800.. Ha-Ha

Mark, Don't forget what's
written on your heart. ..
It will never die. I Love You
Love Bruno

Greg, Thanks for listening
Merry Christmas
Love Your Little Sister

Lisa" Happy Sweet 16 B-Day
and Merry Christmas. Beth

Busk, Kiss me you Fool! !!

Mary, Merry Christmas to the
Best Friend I know

Mike, I Love you! Always and
Forever. Love you, Jeanne

Beth

4~3 4561
6--1100

Seasons Greetings from
Wally Busse~ pre . •

Dan Coakley ~ vice pre .

Debbie CamiSbell~ ec.

Sue Schieve~ treas.
and the Freshman Class

Joe, Happy Christmas and
Merry Birthday Love Kelli

Dave. Merry Christmas, I love
you Ellen

Pine Splinter, You Owe Me!
Confidence GBB

Li a Dorgan, Just remember a
dance and a long flight of stairs.
Raylene

Gina, Happy B-Day and Merry
Christmas. Love, Moo-Cow

Gina, Thanks for everything.
Sorry to miss your Birthday.
Hope everything is fine.
Love, Helyn

----
Family, Merry Christmas!
Sister Mini, Jap

Katie, Franks a forti Happy
Birthday and Merry Christmas I

ILY Bra

Merry Christmas Debbie
Campbell

C.C., Is it hard behind the bush
with the screwdriver? Jack

Tor, Merry Christmas. We Love
Ya!! Nan And Lis

JOHN F. PETROZLA
VILLAGE TRUS1EE

"th Dlstnd

Hou:oit' of Pancakeii

HO\o1f' 10652 S. L.\R.\MIE

VllL/I>L. 5252 W. DU~IKf DR.

0·\" I/lV.'" 11 L. LV·l"> ,

Ray, Merry hristmas l Thanks
for being such a good friend.
Love, Liz

REO SPEEDWAGON KICKS

SJC
How could you function select

enter.

Laura Meyers
Aqua jocks hate you!! Aqua
jocks

Sleezek, Did you hear about
Santa? (the poor soul.) Now he
has to wear those da rk
sunglasses! Merry X-mas ...
OOops! Love, Sis Holly

SJC
How could you do it

Function select

Iris, We have great times
behind us
Our pr sent times are
tupendous

Our future lies in our love. John

Mr. Saunders
Get some heat in room 122.
Sue told us to do it.
Gloria, Jenne, Pam, and Sue.

Happy Holidays from the
Ecology Club.

Polly, Your lips are sweet when
to mine they meet
your features so bold and your
nose so cold? Pippin

A Merry Chri tma to th atre
people everywhere. This in
cludes you Dzurs. Pippin

A Merry Christma to a soecial
friend, Reen. Love Paul

Oak Lawn Key Club
,@@@'Il'R'Il11'1l111111'1ltrtr1111111111111111

'I'Iltrtrtrtr'Rl1tr'Rtrtrtr'Rtrtrtrtrtrtr'll1ni

Merry Christmas

from Kiwanis and

Bill L., Later! D. L.

Debbie loves Larry

Bob and Judy Carlo Cosmo
Carlo. Love, 6-Raff

Rachel Hogers. Thanks for
nothing! G.K.

Happy Silver Dollar uay

A.C. Likes Woppers. Pain

Babe. The card ays it all,
Merry Christmas

Love Lis

Dan, Ed, Phil. Mike. and Karen,
R m mber eggs and my
freezing feet I

Merry Christmas Love Marge

John, Merry Christmas Love
Maureen

Puddy<Silly) You're 18, don't
get in trouble. F.F.W.

Duck, We're forever! I'm in
triuged by your brown eyes.
Good Luck in your last track
season.
Mouth

Rachel Rogers: Give George
the sweater back.
The girls in 4B lunch

Happy Holidays,
all my friends.
Love, Colleen

~
"~.'J '.'.

,-" .....
'\\,

§:/U.ljj, and (r::>oLLj,

.J)tljLil2:J ~aLon

4919 W 95'H STREET
OAK LAWN. IL 60453

PHONE
422- 1653-54
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239-4573

Bill, I love you. Your Little E.lf

Puddy, M rry hristmas from
the high ladd r.
Love, Doll-face P.S.-H.V.O..S.

J.B., H.B., F.F.W.

Tuti, Moose, Marold For v r!

AUTOMOTIV

COMMERCIAL - INOU TRIAL· R SIOENTIAL

SAFf::

CHARLIE'S LOCK & KEY

~ ~ rM' rt't rm- rm' ~ ~ eM' rM: rt¥l em: ~
~
,~

\~

~

~

~

\ .
Mike Russ, G off that ice
Damn it.
Sign d tu k up.

Carol, Thanks for always being
there'
Merry hristmas Love ya Maul'

P.5. Jailbait

open 7 days

Bunky, aj, Teks. Nicocia,
Bulterboy, cooner, moter
mouth,
have a great Christmas!
Wiggl s

Dave A. M rry Christmas to a
great ba ketball player.

lov, L.C.
Lover, I think I'm in love with

you. Lovie

Babe, Th card say it all,
Merry hristmas.
Love Lis

Joe, Frankand and Larry; What
happened to our o-ed showers?
Signed, Guess who

Fatman, Buns, Wilbur,
Boogand Garbonzo, Good Luck
in Swimming this season. Go for
the records!
Love, Jeanne, Irish, Jill and
Diane.

+
Kermit, M rry 'hri tma !
You're the gr atest friend I've
ever had. Love, Best Friends
Always, Fozzie Bear

Silly Puddy, L t's "00"
Love Ya! e'
P.S. Merry Christmas Sw eUe

Complete make-up service

'lip ad for special $5 hair cut on Monday and Tu sday nights

'Il'll1r1r1r1r1l1l'll1l1il'R1l1nl'R'lf1l1l'R'
teadinf{ tally Hair Care Center

+22-3939

4441 W. 95th - Oak Lawn

CC How's the mal pros
business Roost I'

Joe Mama

SJC Just kidding The Weird
Bunch

(' You're off our t('am in more
ways than one Jacking

Kup You're good 10 pool, sure
you are Pocket

PAT'S 1ft
~ HOBBIES& II

CRAFTS,INC.
CRAFT SUPPLIES \ \

TRAINS - PLANES

5730 WEST 95th STREET
OAK LAWN. ILLINOIS 60453

424-6131

LHA~STr:1flS

Roy-keen, Merry X-mas! (1'11
bet you're jealou ; this Isn't
ven perfumed!) ME

'(' Have fun With th guys,
snow, and skis. Your lover, Mr.

CC You argue so much vou're
just a master debator. Jane
'oller, Mister

,-----Empire Beauty Salon

5503 W. 95th St.
Oak Lawn, IL.
424-7770
Unisex styling

fR[]~ THE SPHR TH~~TE STHff

JOHN F. P TROZZA
VILLAGF TRU TEE

5th D,stnet

SHEIK HAIR DE IGN

857-7277

NO APPT. NECESSARY

Discount on hairstyling with student 1.0"

From Puddles 1 to Puddles 2, I
love you and always will no
malte wnal I said at times.
Love, Puddles 1

-Kitten-, Love hurts, Love
always, -Baz-

+ +
TO: Avery spe ial friend
RE: Christmas

Have a very Merry hristmas
and a pleasant N w Year!
D.M.D.
Shari Simpson,

Thanks for always being
there! I love you! Gloria

HOM!: 10652 S. LI\RAMI·
VILLAGE: 5252 W. DUMKE DR.

OAK LAWN. Il L. O~5)

423-4564
36-4400

Jenny mmmmBob L s

Ken, Merry Christmas. Love
Ya, Patti

Son, "Mnyeah, Mnyeah!!"
Merry Christmas.
You're Getting closer, (at
Maple Lake)
Luv Ya, ki

Graak, Hicport, 'rero, Kid,
Gizew; Merry hristmas!
Schmo



Patti-llarr Alias

Mr. Moonier, Miss any belt
loops lat ly?
Your 4th Period cia s

Dear J.K., Thanks for being my
bodyguard and for our friend
ship that will n vel' come to an
end.
Love, you know who

Marijo, Happy Christmas,
M rry Birthday; Wirdo.
Love, FFW

Pippin, I can't wait for my
dinn r.
Too bad you have to walk! Polly

Lewis: I love ya, you
knucklehead.
Banana Woman

Khomeini's full of 'hi'ite!

John, You're in my hart.
I love you. Iris

Patti-Barr Alias

Party-harr

Shove the ads :, ruder.

Beat! s, were are we going?
To th Top!
What top?
The very top! Ringo

I.S., .S., ophomores got it.
'.S.

Love Twad

im Valasek, Hi an

Mr. Thompson, You'r a turkey
but happy Birthday anyway'

Love, Miss 'ynic

.vIerry Christmas to Princes
Sheri.
Love, Prine Lewis

Merr)- X-Mas, Liss th Priss.
Love Me

.'uzie, Fag, Conway, Emce
Linn., the Pooh, Dolly. Merry

hristmas

for
V, I. P. Men's Hairstyling

C.C.

aboul some mol'
ks? Love, Curious

ales & Rental

SJC
You know you did it.

************

6305 w. 95th st. / oak lawn, ill. / 423-7833

Bob 1101 hia, Wanted by M.Il.!

Wrestling Hahs do it on the
mats.

Colleen, Linda LallT"a Merry
Christmas!
Camill

Joy's Card hop
841 . Rid~eland

599-3411
HaLLmark cards & KiflS

Doe Mike Hauser have Littl
gems?

"-:,bor, Mv "icw Year's
I{('solution is to never call you
"Bird" again' Love, Adnil

(;reg 13., You still owe me a trip
to the zoo!
Happy B-day and Merry
Christmas. Lov ,Maul' n

eym('r, Br aking up is hard to
do-but go ahead and do it!

Mike" Merry Christma Lov
ya, 0 nise

~parKy,

How
~now h

8036 So. Cicero
Burbank, illinois 60459

George, Gue s what? I'm
having a 'hristmas party.
Sorry I won't see you there.
Carol

from the Seniors

E-Z RIDER~BIKE SHOP

CUSTOM MX PARTS

Cross country ski

Tammy Loves al'l

Scott Paul. How about a set of
one for X-mas?

Love Ellen-Sue

C.A. and M.T. - Thanks for
being my friends.
Merry Christmas. Lov, .0.

Bob - Ilappy Belated Birthday. 
And thanks.
Love, Carol

Mike, Merry X-mas Mar

Bunhead, I love youll must b
crazy)
Merry 'hristmas Love Me

Berks, May your dream come
true, now and always.
Love, Carol

M, Whi Whove Whou M

Jeff Cz rwin ki, You and Me 4-
vel'

Tammy

Tom Pieper, I love you, Merry
Christma
largie

Cuddly Puppy Dog, I luv u
Boobie

Chrissy Morong, YO know
what I want for Christmas' I'll
be und I' Mistletoe.
Wiggle

Hob, I'll Love you forever, Love
Jill

Mr. Astrowskis, i a Delimuka

Happy Holiday to the two top
guys in the 'lass of "81" Ken F.
und Ed M. M rry 'hri tma '
Secret Admirer

Pat, But I love you. Mar

(312) 422-1155

Don, Merry hristmas! Diane

George Dempsex, I.M.K., lOI~.

Make up your mind.
cathy

To my bestest and Friends,

Marijo, Laurie, Lynn Uave a ~t·ld Chrt·stmasHave a Merry hnstmas. .111
Cliqu Love lIelyn

To all my fri nds: Thanks'
Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year
Love Ya, Peggy

Gina, Kathy, Pam, Carol, W
are family!
M rry hristmas Your loving
sister,
Margaret.

---
Thankx, Sat. Dec. I
To everyone who shared our
birthdays with us! We hope you
had a great time!
"3 Kegs"

Dec. 21, 1979

Poins so happy, he's gay A.C.

Merry Christmas (BFT)

Jill Fundarek, Did you ee Jay?
Merry hristmas. athy

Krispy and Babycake , M rry
Christmas'
You aren't getting coal! Don't
get caught under the
mistleto !' Lovingly Wiggles

Joe, lIappy hristma and
Merry Birthday.
Love Kclli

V e - Merry Christmas ven
though you hate the name.
Beth

Dave, M rry Christmas, I love
ya. Ellen

Carla, It's what it is ! Janet and
'helley

To my best friends: Kathy,
Pam, Peggy, Carol, Helyn and
Marge.
We've gone through a lot.
Thanks for always being there.
Merry Christmas! Love you all.
Gina
P.S. To all my oth I' great
friends, Merry 'hristmas!

Merry Chriskllo!; Barbi ,Kathy
and Carol. '\
Love, "The Parr<~r

Lisa Dorgan, Just remem
bering a dance and a long flight
of tail'S.
Haylene

Jean, Je t'aime') Joyeux oel.
Anne

PHONE 636-5545

Maureen, It's our "S nior"
hristmas.

Have a m rry one. Love, Carol

Mary-Merry Christmas to the
be t friend I know!
Beth

Lisa - Happy sweet 16 B-Day
and Merry Chri tmas

Bu k - Kiss me you fool!!'

Greg, Merry Christmas. Love
Your Little si t I'

e.C., How's your screwdriver
action? OFF

Pooch, Merry Christmas Love
Bubba

Greg, Hememb I' that during
vacation no matter how far

e.C. away I am, I'll still be with you,
I uddles
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Ca~hy, if you like Wiskey our,
write to me and ES APE! Kisa

Americans out of Iran.

Hi, Jidi

M.II. Merry Christmas P.G.

SJ '
Are they really bionic?

Santa

SJC
Short p ople do it with bionics.

, Austin

C.C.
Yes, th y a~e.

Nadia
Did you read garfield yet')

Sheri
Watch out for that parked car.

SJC
How could you function select
and ent r.
Give us an update when you
return or us your index.

H.P.G.

Season's Greetings
from

the Sophomore Class

WE BUY, TRADE & SELL
NEW & USED INSTRUMENTS

M rry Christmas
Suzzett , Mary

Happy Holidays,
Happy Belated Birthday Jules!

SJ
We're w ird?

SJC

M.D., D.P., B.D., AND P.O.
are sex starved!

C.C.
How's your grappler'~

Snowmen

hubby, Moos, wine, Horse,
Oxen, 'ow, .S. Sue Kramer,
this is to you! Merry Christmas.
Love, Skinny-City Karen

Hi guys, Viva Tutti and Piu
Largo
Love, Th Hoodlum

C.L... I.L. ...

Nan. M rrv Christmas, and
orry. Good Lu k with --
. Luv Li

Linda, You're the best!' Love
Mikki.

Cleo and Richard get together.

THE MUSIC CRIB
PERSONALIZED SERVfCE FOR

TODA Y'S MUSfCfAN

9753 SOUTHWEST HIGHWAY, OAK LAWN, ILL. b0453

Frosty

GUS KUKOWSKI
MANAGER

MON. Thrv FRI. 12 - 8: 30 PM
SAT. II - 6:00 PM

To my "bestest friend", (and
"other-half," )
Gina Bu ch Happy "BIG 17!"
P S "Two-treats in-one!"
Love, Kathy

Peggy, Kathy, Pam, Carol,
Gina-Loving i ters-
Oh Yah'

Vince, Merry 'hristmas!! Love
ya, Theresa

laureen and Kelly M. The snow
i falling in the metropolitan
area I Love, Lodi

Karen and Larie, "oh little town
of Arcalltask"
Love Lorli

Whoever I know. lowe. Don
Kalkstein

F !,'.W
Everthing in my room is

sentimental. T B.

SJC
How do you do it? Are you
bionic?



-LYNETTE BLINN

this year, dupli 'aling la t
year's record. "Last year the
sophomore team pia ed firSl in
conference," say Coach Bob
Moore, "and this year the
pl'l'ssure is on th' new
sophomores to do the same."

"Although the team doesn't
have height, they're still a
fund<lmpntally sound team,"
Moore explained. "The thing I
lik about th' t am is that they
<II" friends both on th court
and off, which is a definite plus
for their game,"

ThiS year s learn is working
on new'offensive and defensive
se(ups mu h likc the varsity
team's, "After they have
learned th' ncw offen e and
dl'fens . we can start working
more on the fundaml'ntals, lik
free Ihrows, which I'm not too
happy with right now," sa,

loore.
"So each mcmber of the,

team, mad up of three fresh
men and seven sophomores."
stales Moore, "('ould play any
one of the pos I tIOns beca use
they all play at th same level."

This is the first year there is a
freshman team. Coach
Cheryl Cservenyak says, "II is
good because it gi s th fre h
III 'n a chan 'e to play and gain
experience whi 'h wi II be needed
lor next year." This also
enable the girls to have a
beller opportunity to tryout for
and mak the bask 'tball team.

The freshm n pra tice two to
two-and-a-half hours a day on
lhe basic skills along with
learning differ nt play patterns
and rules. "Their hard work has
paid off," says C rvenya~.
"They are a balanced team III

all areas."

nl' Barajaz r"bounding fill' till' Sparlans a~aillst EVI'I'gn'('ll
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Girls' 8.8.
wants it all

Last v'ar the girls' val' ity
ba. ketball t am took fourth

'place in confer nee, but this
year's learn has its sights set on
a much higher place than that.
In fact, th y feel they can place
fi rs \.

"we l1a e a strong bench,"
says Coach Jane urma. "All
except one ar returnees from
last y ar's sophomore or
varsity teams"

Ther IS a lot of exoeri neon
thi year' team with four of
the twelv team members from
last year's varsity team. "Th
girls arc Quick and strong
play rs," says. Ul'ma. "1:3 Sl 01
all, the girl work well together
and can handle pall rn play,
too."

Bl'fore tht' season officially
opened on November 15, the
girls \\'('nt through a pI' 
conditioning program if they
weren't involv d in volleyball or
cross 'ountry. 1I0wever, they
still had to qualify in order to
make the team

"Th girls were given a one
week trial pl'riod," state Coach
Surma. "In that time they had
to how that th 'v 'ould handle
the basic skills and show a lot ot
improvement." An example of
Ih team's potential and depth
is that no one had to be cut from
the team.

This year's team i working
hard to improve their record
over last year's. The girls have
practic sessions every day
except gam days, and th ,e
exhausting practi s last up to
four hours. Most of the prac
tices focu on offensive and
defensive game play, and oft n
end up in th weight room to
work on the "leaper," which is
used to d velop leg strength and
power.

The sophomore team has a
real challenge in front of them

The Sparulns have four un
deleatl'C1 wrestlers so far:
I\!ajor (l\-lll, l\larly Joal1ltis 17
Ol, Stl've Sl'nka (7-(ll, and
StNlrns (7 Ol. Dan Arguello IS 4
I and I\\('Entee IS 7-1. Billy
Iluntl'r, who is only '\ freshman,
has a :H-I record on lh ' varsity
level

"I think we have mol'
potential this season because of
several outstanding in·
dividuals: ,Jonaitis, who's thl'
besl all-around wresller. Major,
Mt'Ente<' and Stearns.
I':veryone's In good shapl'.
Then"s Ileen littll' IIljuries,
although on(' of our \IT('stlers,
Bill Ernst didn't wreslle al
Hl'avls Ill'cause hl' was in
jUrl'{ ," said coach Lawson.

Once on the \'Ctrsitv level, thl'
\Irt'stlt'rs have I{'arned the
sporl No\\ they just con
('entratl' on Impro"ing (heir
1ll00'('S and ll'chnlque "\\'I1('n
they gel 10 the \'arsity Il'''pl.
tl1('v knO\\ \lhat to do al prac
lin: TIll'Y have tht'ir own stvll·.
We work'\\lth them to Impr'ove
theil' \1 resiling," said Lawson,

The praclicl's aren't always
rough, "Mr. Lawson I ets us
that \\'l' ean'tmake our w(,jght. I
won mv last het with him. Ill'
ow s me a ok," aid liff

ehmzow.
"It (th b lling) encourages

Ihe kids to make their weight.
It's reCilly hard to always make
your \\ eight. But the team's
pretty good about making
weight this year," said Lawson,

Lawson is optimi tic that his
team will take confer nc this
year. "I still think w 'II win it
this year," he stated.

-('JIII~S MOHO (;

over and you know that you did
it, you disciplined yourself to
make the weigh\. Arter the
sea 0 over, I pig out and eat
anything I want," he continued.

Several of the wrestl I'S were
on the football team and had to
cut a lot of weight to make their
weight class. John Major and
Tom McEntee had to drop over
20 Ibs. in the short span of lime
bl'twc n the football and
wrestling seasons.

The \\Te tlers began their
season with a victory at a tri
1l1l'l'l between Hich East, Hich
Central and Pekin ovemb I'
24 The Spartans took ('ach
wl'ight class at the tn mel'l. The
grappll'rs lost tlwir Iwxt wl'ek's
111('('t at Heavis by only 2 pOints.
Thl' following week thp Spar
t,lns weI' victOriOUS at Thor
nridge. The \ITl'stlers lost
another close J11C'et to Lincoln
Way by three points on
I)ec('ml er7 The next we('k, lhe
varsity lost to Andrew by two
points but also defeat d
Thornwood.

"W had a couple of meels
that we 10 t by only a f w points.
Th s los es arc going to make
u work a litll hard 1'," said
val' ity coach Chu k Lawson.

'I'll par tans weI' fav I' d to
win th ir conferenc thi year.
(This y ar's points from dual
me ts won't count towards the
final conference championship
meet. Th individual and team
hampion hips will b deter

min d at the championship
m t.)

"We have a strong confer nee
team and a strong dual meet
t am," stated co-captain
Mc nt .

Steve Stearns wrestling his opponent at Thornwood.

The dry, hot air, the sweaty
smell of the mats and the
wresUers' weary bodies ar
what one obs rves when at a
practice of the OLCIIS Grap
plers.

The doors to th wresUing
room ar kept 'hut so that none
of the hot air escape. The
wrestlers must work in this type
of atmosphere so th y will lose
weight.

I n order to make the par
ticular weight category they
wi II be competing in, a wresUer
practically starves himself. Ill"
doc -n't eat; he only takes in
liquids. The \I'I'l'sUers lie un
derneath thick mats and wear
vinyl S\I'l'at outfits to sweat
their \\eight olf. The week
1)('lore l'at'h mel't. many
\\TpsUprs wpar till' vinyl sweats
under their clothes and go down
tothe \ITl'stllllg room during
their Iree periods to \\restle or
lie underneath the mals to cut
\I'l'ight.

Stpve Stearns, wresUes at 105
Ibs. but IS certified at 98 Ibs. '0
b f I' ach m t wh n h
wrestl s at 105 Ibs" tearn
must get his wight down to 98
Ibs. to continu to b 'rtified at
Ihat weigh\. The day of the T.F.
South m t. l urn 10 k d
'rna iat d. 11 hadn't at n any
olid food for four day ; he only

had liquids. "I flick. Making
w>ight i th worse part of
WI' sUing. Making weight is
what makes WI' sUing so hard. I
try to start cutting my wight a
we k ah ad of time, though,"
't arns said.
"/l's really worth it to make

the weight, to starv yourself.
You look back aft rth eason's

potential this season

Wrestling has more
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11-)0-79 Reavis 45-18 11-)0-79 rteavis 27-)0

12-1-79 Thornridge ))-)0 12-1-79 Thornridge 50-9

12-7-79 Lincoln-"ay 26-)8 12-7-79 Lincoln-iJay 25-29

12-8-79 Thornton 35-2)' 12-8-79 Thornwood 25-)0

Georl!f' Dempsey taking in the Brother Rice gaml'.

(Photo by Greg Olejniczak)
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12-8-79 Lincotn-~ay )8-54

12-10-7 drother Rice 44-41

11-21-79 oogan 77-35

11-23-79 1lliana Christian 77-55

11-24-79 ",uigley Sou th 45-4)

11-27-7 ~isenhower 65-55

11-)0-79 rteavis 88-)

12-7-79 Lincoln-, y 54-5d

12-8-79 arother Rice 58-41

12-3-7 ~vergreen Park 45-5~

12-1-79 Reavis 50-69

SOPnOI'lOfG fl,\SKETBi\LL

11-23-79 Chicago Christian 60-47

11-23-79 Fenger 82-56

11-24-79 LIliana Christian 54-)2

11-29-79 ~senhower 52-35

11-30-79 Reavis 72-52

12-7-79 Lincoln-day 46-47

12-8-79 arother Rice 62-6)

dance techniques, ana most
importantly, attend summer
camp.," said Rubin. "During
the season, since w don't hav
a lot of practice time, w work
routin after routine <lnd
combinalion after combination.
We do this so we can mak the
regulutions s t down by the
1\JatlOnal lIigh School
Association, United States
(;ymnastics 1'('deratlOn, and
Frd ration Inl rnational
GYlllnflstlque. Th('s
requlr m nts include trick
combination, difficulty level
and how the routine is per
lornwd

Wlll'n asked what ffeel the
new season will have on the
gymnasts' p('rformances,
Hubin said, "'( he s ason is on
we k short I' this year, pu 'hing
things tog ther mol' too fa t
and maklllg it a little harder to
beat Oak For sl. Stagg and
Tinley Park, which have been
the previous conf renc

powerhou ('s. 1I0wever, with
the hl'1p of Linda H ynold
donating her tree tim' to th
team and with the help of my
a. si tant coach, I'm ure we
can hav u 'tough' season."

Hubin added at the nd of th
mterview, "We weI' able to
reschedule the meets from after
school to 7 p.m. this year so the
girls could have a crowd to
perform in front of."

Ev'n though the gymnastics
team lost their first me t of the

ason to Sandburg, th yare
optimistic because they know
that the potential's ther .

-I.Y ETTE DU

J. V. ~K<.Ta.u.L

12-1-79 rte vis 68-60

12-)-79 ~vergreen Park 64-45

12-d-79 Lincoln-.ay 6)-40

12-7-7~ Re vis 92-62

I n order to b an all-around
competitor, the gymnast must
go through extensive training
all year long. "In the off season,
we work on n w tricks, building
strength, dev loping belle I'

cl1anc for state comp lilion,
doesn't have a 'low' evenl. She
IS tough in every ar a and ha a
lot of fin sse. which is a great
plus for her since this is hard to
find at the high school I ve!."

Other important m mn'rs on
thl' team arc ancy Dunning
and VIcki PoIX'. "Dunning is the
team leader and has improved
tremendously this year." Hubin
('ontinued on to sav. "Vicki has
lhe pot('nllal 01 a quality
gymnast She is just learning to
1)(' an all around competitor, but
has prov('n 11('1' talent, desire.
and learll'ss atlltude by IWlIlg
Illl' team's b sl vaulter so tar."

I lound out lal('r that all 24
gymnasts compete on an op
t ional level rath('r than corn
pulsary ll'vl'1 because com
I ulsary routines were dropped
as of this year. "That has its
good and bad points," stated
Hubin. "bul III the lorlg run It
Will improve the quality of
gymnastics found at the high
school I('vel and produce more
gymnasts."

Hubin \\'('m on to explain th
team's training practices.
"There IS a 'carryover' from
('vent to event in gymnastics
\\ hich means ~'orking all the
('vents will h 'Ip an individual on
('<Ich singl 'vent because many
of th skills are similar and
us d over and over again."

G". '",hmmm." lh, dd" to lh, h••p ,.,;",1 Rmlh" Rk,. I
(Pho(o by (;rl'l! Olejniczak)1

-------------

I' -7-7, rhornrid~e ))-10

VIlRSITY .{fu,;SfU;;u

1,-8-79 Thornwood 40-1d

11-24-79 Pekin 39-16

11-24-79 Rich Central 45-14

11-30-7~ rteavis 2b-)0

11-24-79 rtich ~st 43-12

can mean~~success

Il'Xp ct each girl to strive to
!'<'Cl h her full pot ntial." Coach
Iloward Hubin said when a ked
what can be expect d from th
OLCIIS girls' gymnastics team.
"We have the 1X'0pie and the
tall'nt to he a threat to the
traditional powl'rhouses in the
('onfl'l·ence. If each girl strives
to reach her !>otl'ntial und
listens and tak s lhe adVIse
f!'om m\' assistant coach,
,Janice \;OIght. \>'e'li have a
\\'lnl1lng season ..

11(' \ll'nt nn to say, "It isn't my
expel'tatlon of th(' team that"s
Important. but th(' ('xpeclations
of the team m'mlJl'rs them
selv('s. Th('ir 0\\ n expcctatlOns
aI'(' what motivates them and
make them \\ant to reach the
tup ..

I coni inu('d minter iew by
askll;,.~ who he' f ('Is are th('
oulstanding n1l'mb('rs at this
tunl'. "I have lour outstanding
mcmbers at thiS time." stated
Hubin... two fn'shmen and two
jUlliors. The freshmen ure ickl
I'ope and Connie Sonzski, both
hav(' brought a lot of talent and
('xp l'Ience with them from
prcvious gymnastics training.
Chris Fenton and f)('bbie Swan.
Ihe juniors, have not just talent
and experience, but lead rship
and ('nthusiasm which is ne ded
for the team ..

This y('ar th focus will b on
!"l'nton' and Swan, two all
around val' ity competitors.
"They complim 'nt each oth I'

well," said Hubin. "Debbie is a

strong and con i \.ant cum
petitoI'. Chris, Oak Lawn's b st

Page 14

Gymnastics potential
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Todd Martin swimlllin~ in tht' 100 yard bllllt'rfly.

(Photos by Grt'1{ Olejniczak)
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provCd to be the b st 10 Oak
Lawn by ating Richard 9Z
llO.

I-irst place for the Spartans
went to the 200-yard medl y
I' lay, coli Yukcl in the 200
yard free tyle events, Joe
Cosenza in th ZOO-yard in
dividual medley, Rob Cum
mi~ in the 50-yard free tyle
and Scott Yukel in the 500-yard
freestyle.

This year the swim season
was changed from a spring
port to a winter sport. Since the

winter season is shorter, the
Spartans had to drop some
meets from their schedule.

Scarpelli said, "We were
lucky not to have to swim
against Downers Grove South
thi season, b cause they're
always tough." Scarp IIi
continued, "but some easy
teams like Hillcrest and T.F.
South weI' also dropped from
our schedul ."

Although the partans are
swimming well, they will have
prob lms with the always
powcrful Stagg and andburg.
Both of these schools have age
group programs and tart their
futur wimm rs in th water at
the age of ight. By tthe tim
th se kids I' ach high school,
they arc bett I' than some high
school eniors. OL H do s not
hav an ag group program.

Th next hom m t for th
Gr n Wav i on January 10
again t h pard.

Green Wave

The 01. II boy's swim team
has gotten off to a flying tart
thi s a on by winning th ir
first three dual m cts.

The first meet of the season
was on Dec. 7 <It Reavis. The
Spartan won by a scor of 92
62. Th "Green Wav " had
r\1any good swims including a
fir t place in th ZOO yard
m dJ y relay. The "Deadly
M dley" consist of Joe
Cosenza, Jim Wielebnicki, Todd
Martin and Rob ummings.

•

undefeated

Other fir t plac s for the
par tans w re 'ott Yukel in

the 200-yard fr e style, Kurt
Macha in the 50-yard fr e style,
Joe Cosenza in the tOO-yard
backstroke and Jim Wielebnicki
in the 100-yard breaststroke.

'oach V rn Scarpelli aid, "I
feel optimistic about this year's
squad. We'll be strong in our
stroke events (backstroke,
breaststroke and butterfly), but
we'll have som difficulty in the
fre styl events."

o records were broken last
s ason, but Scarpelli thinks four
should be brok n in th next
month. "One thing that will hurt
this year's squad are thr e
individuals who decided not to
swim this year," said arpelli.

The second m et in the
swimmer's sch dul was
again t the t. Laurence
Vikings at hom on December 8.
Th I' n Wave outswam th
Viking and won 91-63.

Thc following Tu sday,
i) mber II, the partans
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Foster parenting-a true Christmas ideal

nana, Sue, Torre, and fosler child nonie, one of lhe lwenty children
lhe Scotts have had in lhe lasllwo years. (Sparlanile photo hy Russ
Harper)

"We've had a six-week old
baby with brok n legs, abused
by her 16-year old father. We've
had a four-month old baby boy
with skull .fractures. One Jiltl
boy, Anthony, had radiator
burns on his had," said Mrs.
Sue Scoll as she sat back in her
Oak Lawn home holding a five
month old black boy in her arms
while sp aking about her
"career" as a foster mother.

"We're an em rgency foster
home that's used when a child is
found wand ring the streets or
for a child that' b en abused,"
explained th short, youthful
looking woman.

Mrs. Scott and her husband,
OLCHS teacher Mr. Dan Scoll,
are foster parent with the
Illinois Departm nt of hildren
and Family ervices. They a t
a a temporary foster home,
k eping children until long
Lerm arrangem nts can be
made.

Presently. Lh S 'olts have two
children of their own, Torre, 5,
and Dana, ;l'~, and three 1'0 tel'
children, Stacy, 4, Jesse 21~,

and Donte, 5 monLhs.
Stacy, an Am rican Indian,

and Jc e, a Puerto Rican, hav
heen abused hoth emotionallv
and physically. Oonte, a black
child, hasn't been abused.

"I Jis m other is severely
mentally ill." said Sue. "She's
111 a northside mental insLitution
now. lIe's Lh last of six children
and we gOL Oonte when he was
only nine days old," she said.

"You see lhe authorities kn w
his moth I' had problems when
.1. ~ntd her last child befor£>
DonLe. So when they found ouL
she was pregnant again they
went inLo h I' home and found
her in oherent and
hallucinaLing and they took Lhe
children away from her," she
said as she looked down at
Oonte through her large
rimmed glasses.

'ue Scolt holds no grudge
against the woman whose son is
temporarily hers, though.

"The onditions Lhat the
mother grew up in were so
atrocious that it's no wonder sh
cracked .llnder str ss. The case
worker indicat d that there was
s xual abu e by the father in
h I' hom ," she said.

These types of problems Lhat
occur early in life affect the
vi tims in differ nt ways. This
victim's children had to be
given up for adoption, and
according to the Scotts, there is
a serious problem for black
children who need homes.

"There are ov I' one-hundred
black baby boys 111 the Chicago
ar a thaL no one wanLs," said
Sue.

In thi case the problem isn't
that the 'cotts don't want
Donte, buL that, "This is an all
white community and so it
might be hard on him growing
up without any contact with
black culture," said the
bearded Dan Scoll.

"We do feel that a black chilo
needs to have black culture,"
col11inued Sue, "and we feel

that's very important. But you
wonder what's worse for the
child-growing up without the
love and one permanent set of
pa I' nts tha t they need or
growing up with love and not
having the black culture. You
have to decide what you think is
more important."

Most would agree that the
former i more important, but
obvious problems arise. Some
of these rather common
probl ms the Scolls encounter

are und rothe-breath comments
and lingering looks.

"When Sue is walking by
herself or if I'm ten teps b hind
h 1', 'Inc! people don't I' late Lhe
two of u together she gets a lot
of stare and comm nts that
you're not supposed to hear, but
you do," explained Dan.

F orLunately, public I' action
is not always bad. orne people
I' spond positively to the colls'
sih,ation. Speaking of black
people. ue says, "They are.
fantastic! There's uch a dif-

ference between th reaction
of blacks and white. The black
people come up to me and ask
qu stions, whereas th white
pcopl are embarras d. I ran
into a lady at Dominick's the
oth I' day. She was a black lady,
v ry attractive and she was
asking all kinds of questions. I
told her he was a 1'0 tel' child.
Sh was very encouraging,"
said Sue.

In pi ration such as that was
what got the Scotts started in

fost'r can' in the fir t plac .
"RlghL after we were

married, there was a couple
that W('nt to our church that
were in th 'ir sixties and they
were fost I' parents," said u.
"They weI' really fantastic.
Her th y were in their sixties
and they'd have three babi sat
one Lime. That made an im
pres ion on us. That's how we
really got interested in it," h
reminisced.

"So w looked into it aft I' we
were marri d in Detroit and w

didn'tf llikewecould afford it
because what the state paid
didn't really cover everything,
she said. " 0 when we moved
here we looked into it again. Th
em rg ncy plans in the larger
cities like this pay you ten
dollars a day for the first 30
days. Th n aft I' the 30-days it
go stoas trat of 118 dollar a
month.

You're reimbursed for the
thing' like medical and d ntal
expens ,but you have to com

up With cloth s, lood. nnd
anything extra. We knew we
could afford that and it wouldn't
put a strain on our budget," said
Sue.

So th decision to ent I' the
.....orld of foster 'are was mad .
The only things I ft weI' the
formalities.

"You have to make ap
plication for a foster care
licen e, explain d Sue. "You
have to go through intens in
terviews to mak sure you'd be
a good parent. Everybody in
your family has to have a
physical. It Lakes at least 4
IIlllntns to go through. Then it
has to be ren w d every two
year ," she said.

(lnce th y b' arne foster
parents. Dan and Sue had to
face the possibility of problems
IIlvolving their own two
children, Torre and Dana.

"They understand about their
loster 6roth rs and sisters and
I he problems they've bel'n
through," explained Oan. "In
lact. when Oana plays with 11('1'

dolls they're usually fosler
children \\aiting for their foster
parents to pi 'k Lhem up," he
said.

"Yt'ah. all her dollies have
bl'en abused." conllJ1ued Sue.
''J'm not really sure she un
dl'rstand - 'xacLly what that
means. but slw twars us lalktng
aboul iL We haven't had any
jl'alousy, hut Wl' starLed this
almost2 years ago and so Torre
was ;\1 , and D<lna was ju t 2,"
she said.

"And Dan's a big help too."
she said with obvlOu pride, "hl'
dlll'Sn't change rliapers 100
Illuch but he plays with the kids.
What has r('ally helped is thaI
he has just ubout taken over
,dth Torre and Ullna. They n cd
lime alone with us. So when hI'
runs errands, he takt's one or
hoth of Lhem with him and that
gives him lin1l' alone to be with
their daddy," h aid smiling.

Many smiles should b ob
served this C'hristma at Lhe
Scotts. "It's the fir t Lim we' II
be home for Chri tmas," Sue
said. a touch of excitement
evident in h I' voice. "Yeah and
most of the shoppi g is done for
the kids," 'he added.

Bides thes Loys and
mat rial things, Dan and Sue
~cott have given over 20
children much more. Even if
only for a while, they have given
"!lese unwanted kid a home.

Mi\RGII': BERKER\'

School more to mentally handicapped than just the 3 R's
"Loving and passive is the

best way to describe a han
dicapped person," Mr. Robert
M. Norris, administrator at the
Garden School for the Han
dicapped in Burbank, said as he
leaned back in his chair.

The stout, middle-aged man
sat in his office wearing a blue,

otre Dam sweater and
inhaled d eply from his half
smoked cigar Lt .

"Ours (th students) are what
you'd call severely and
profoundly retarded," Norris
-aid. "The sad thing is thatlh y
can never be ured.

"These people can't express
how it feels to be retarded. H's
not like if you were blind or had
lost a limb, becau e you can tell
how you feel. Retarded people
can't. "

The people who go to this
school are from 17 to 40 years
old. But because of their han
dicap, their thinking abi lilies
are equivalent to those of a
young child.

orri took a final drag from
his cigarette, then gently put it
out and said, "The state
I' quires that all handicapped
people must have educatIOn

from the time they ar three
years old until they are 18. But
thi is a private school, so
there's no age limit."

The classrooms in the school
weI' similar to thos in a
nul' ery chool. Th blank,
white walls enclo ed a lot of
toys and pre-school games.

A round table sat in the
middle of one of the rooms with
five pupils, all non-v rbal, and
their teacher gath red around
it.

The woman communicated
with th m through her hands.

The gestures w re meaningless
to the average observer, but the
stud nts didn't acknowl dge
any understanding either.

All but one girl smil d and
made small, murmuring
ounds. he sat qUietly 111 1I~1

chair, h I' hands folded in the
lap of her gr en, pull-on slack .
H I' sho had no laces or
buckles.

"Many of the 'kids' wear this
type of clothing because they
aren't coordinated enough to ti
laces, strap buckles and fa ten
button," orri said as h

sto6d in th doorway of the
classroom.

lowly the girl b gan to lide
her elf down off of her chair and
onto the floor. The class con
tinued with its I sson, not
paying any attention to the girl.

She sat on the floor for a
moment. I IeI' y drifted from
wall to wall. She then stood up
and returned to her seat a if
nothing had happened.

"It's not an uncommon
ight," Norris said, referring to

the girl's action.s

(Continued on p. 6)
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...the comedy that's 100% pure

ONLY IN AMERICA
COULD A HOG

MAKE MOVIE HISTORY!
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Al l Speedo sw imwear and accessories

Q:asfll's ~ports <io.

735-7000

OUA LITY • SE R VICE· PR IC E

FOR D C ITY PEACOCK Al l EY

10-15 percent off

OE~ ~~~~~v~~.~~~~~f ~~~~~~E~~!t'
* New courses starting about every 2 weeks ........

• 2 and 4 week courses" 15 to 18 yrs . old .......

• Home pick-up for all driving lessons ........

• Free trip to station for per mit .......

• Auto insurance discount certi ficatl' ~

" .....:....: :~~~~~~~~.~.~~~~~~~.~.:~:.~~~.~.~~~~-~~~~~~~':~~ii'-'- ........

Rates 423 1212 For_ In f ormation

Have a Sporting Good Summer at

Ken Hansen

PIERRE DAVID and VICTOR SOLNICKI Present HOG WILD
Starring PATTI D'ARBANVILLE· MICHAEL BIEHN· TONY ROSATO

Directed By LES ROSE Wri tt en by ANDREW PETER MARIN Executive Producers PIERRE
DAVID· VICTOR SOLNICKI •STEPHEN MILLER Produced By CLAUDE HEROUX

A RlMPLAN IHTEJltolAnOHAL Product io n In Association With IpG! PAIUTAI. GOOAII:l: SlmSTID <lDl> I
A£IHOUR RLM and The Canadian Film Development Corp, ......."' _ ...' ..,. . ...... ' OIICHUlO1N

~VCO EMBASSY PICTURES Relea s e c._ •..,., ._ ... "".... ,,-

STARTS JUNE 6th AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOUI

specializing in:

Jeans'n'Things

9939-41 Southwest Hwy.
Oak Lawn, IL. 60453

10 percent off with this ad

PINK FLOYD
WMET
LOOP

424-1221

,

Jackets, t-shirts and jerseys

f or:

8603 W. 95th St.
Hickory Hills

598-0660

Sporting Goods
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Badminton team excels in conference 15

revisited

~r~

'Spartanite '
changes format

As you read this issue of the " Spartani te" , you will probably notice
that the style of type and overall look of the magazine has changed.
We'd like to explain th is change.

In the past , all written material for the " Spartanite" was sen t out to
a commercial printer to be set into type But over the course o f the
past school year , as the result of attending scholastic journalism
workshops, we 've become aware of the potential of having all
material for the magazine set In the graphic ar ts departme nt o f
OLCHS.

This issue, with the help of Mr. Steven Lebrecht and Mr. Joe Marks,
we 've put this pot ential to use . Upon considering th e si tua ti on , the
conclusion was reached that having copy for the "Sparta ni te "
typeset on the school's eq'Jlpmen t (thus changing the type of style)
would help students learn practical skills and gi ve th em a larger part
in the production of the magazine. As an added blessing, the in·
school arrangement is financially benef icia l to the publication.

We hope you like the new look and are optimistic abou t bri nging It

'Metamorphosis, '

As Gregor Samsa o f Kafka 's Metamorphosis changed into a
monstrous Insect, each member o f th e class of 1980 will soon
become a new creature. Th is creature is th e high school graduate.

Each graduate of OLCHS will be go ing out into the strange, new
world of Independence, or at least semi-Independence. A large
number of the grads will be go ing on to higher education. Some will
go straight to work; a few might settle down and be joi ned In the
bond of ho ly matrimony.

In a way , becom ing a graduate seems to be quite similar to Gregor
Samsa's si tuati on. The gradu ate will be an Insec t In the adult world,
a newly formed creature that possesses the power of a complete
high school educat ion but Is Ignorant of his capabilit ies .

Yet , it is the neophyte's Ignorance wh ich gives the graduate the
conf idence to explo re his new world . With his high school d ip loma
to back him up , the grad will fee l powerful as he probes the fields of
college and ca reer. In suc h explora tion he soon will d iscover his In
signi f icance .

Yes, th e gra duate will d iscov er th at he Is an insec t in the world . He
also will f ind that th ere are ot her insects, verm in wh ich are bigger
and better than he Is. The grad ua te will need to co mpete; he will f ind
tha t Darw inian princ iples do apply In the world .

To add to the struggle of the .qraduate-l nsect , he will discover the
challenge of the veterans of the world, the professors and bosses
that step on insects and try to crush them. The insects tha t are to
survive must stand up to these incecticldal beings; they mu st
tough en their exoskeltons.

Ho wever, in discovering his incapabili ties the gra dua te will also
find wha t he can do. He will realize tha t Insects are highl y specalized
creatures; some are mean t to fly, others to crawl or burrow. And , as
Gregor Samsa came to enjoy scurrying up the wall o f his room, the
graduate who learns to survive wil l come to appreciate usi ng his
specialized skills.
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by Reen Foertsch Special Ed , teacher . Don Leach and Special
Ed , students know the students are no dillerent than other
teenagers , It's just a matter ot " those teenagers "
understanding that.

Former OLCHS softball player now plays in
women 's pro league 14

by Sue Leach.lndividual players excel during the season and
in the conference meet. Next year 's team. filled with
potential.

Sport events don't happen by themselves .....15
by Lynette Dunn. Fred Parks ' job at OLCHS requires more hard
work and planning than a lot of people would be willing to
put in,

Operating switchboard gives a good experience 9

by Chris Morong.Karen Gallagher- a softball player who is one
of a few OLCHS ' studenls now playing in a professional league.

by Phil Slrenk.W,C. Hill explains his position of cafeteria
coordinator.

Classifieds 17

by Jell Bass.A blue-ribbon committee discusses plans for a new
school auditorium,

Charles Goodwin-playin' the blues with style 13
by Vanessa Faurie. Charles Goodwin started playing blues
harmonica long before he moved here from Mississippi 26
years ago ,

by Eileen Quealy. Working the school swrtcnboard is a good way
to learn how to deal with people.

New York City-a place where memories are made .. .. .. ..10

Cover story:

Special Ed. students strive for the acceptance they
deserve .

by Vanessa Faurie.The end of the school year is a time to look
back on the good times that were shared with friends.

Committee explores possibility of new theater .... ... ... 12

Going away to college is more than academics 12
by Jill Gratt.The independence college freshmen must take on
their first year away from home IS an experience In useu.

Hill: 'Any time you 're in discipline , you 're not
the most loved .' ............................................. 9

Letters ·
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Bits & Pieces .
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Speak Out
If you could choose how you 'll die when
your time comes , what wpuld be your choice?

--BOB GRAFF '74
··PAM MANOOGIAN '80

Spartan Gym
lockers unfit

--ANDY KUTSULIS '81

I'm writ ing in regard to a
rid iculou s action that has been
taken aga inst students at OLC HS.
Many students have been accus
ed by the ir deans and/or teachers
of drink ing before school. They
make thi s accusation on the
premise that there Is liquor on the
student 's breath. If an accusation
like this going to be made against
the students, some form of proof
should be required ot her than the
smell of the ir breath . Even when
an officer of the law suspects so
meone of drunken driving, the
driver may submit. to a test to
determine the level of alcohol In
his/her bloodstream (which seems
fair).

At the end of last month, a
teacher smelled alcohol on my
" ' other's breath . He ws then turn
ed over to the deans who offlc iall
accused him of dr inKing and pro
ceeded to hand out the punish
ment. He refu sed the ten days an
Is now tak ing it betore the board .
He did not dr ink before school, bu t:
did go to a bachelor's party th
night before. I think what the stu
dent does the night before is of n
con cern to the school. Therefore
the teach ers and/or dean s snout
be mor e careful of how they deter
mine if one has been drinking
because assuming just Isn' t fa ir .

Alcohol accusation
unfair

The condi tion of lockers in the
Spartan gym locker room is terri 
ble . The doors of the many lockers
are bent. Man y of them will open
even when a lock is put on . I'm not
refer ing to a small number of
loc kers, the re are quite a few.
They have been this way for some
time and nothing has been done
to fi x them. Many students. in 
cludin g mys elf . have had thing s
stolen from loc kers whi ch appear
safe but really are not. I hope that
over the summer somet hing will
be don e to improve co nd itions fo r
those students wh o wil l use these
lock ers next year .

I th ink it' s time this school gets
some better c lubs and intramural
s p o r ts .

First of all, there aren 't any in
tramural spo rts at al l. I'm sure a
lot of peopl e aroung here would
lik e to play some 'sport in an
orga nized way without ac tua lly
joining the sc hool's team .

As far as clubs go , there are very
few here. The Eco logy Club is a
good one, but we need more. I
th ink there should be a ski c lub
whi ch could eventuall y turn out to
be a ski team . Some teachers may
sponsor a sk i tr ip once or twice
du ring the winter, but that 's not
enough. I bet there are a lot of
students who would be interested
in th is.

OLCHS needs
more extra
curriculars

for this maybe because no one
knew about it unt il Wednesda y or
Thursday wh en some more
posters were put up . Monday, I
saw only two posters. I don 't
rememb er reading about it in th e
bullet in ei ther.

If th e studen t counci l, who
sponsors th ese event s. wants any
turn out at all , they need to
publici ze it. I'm not talk ing about
word of mouth. I mean posters
and announcements. They need to
run these conti nuall y not just
once. Th is may be the only way
anyone will know,

--MEG BERLIN '80

·· OAN GRI5J<O '81

·-JIM CUNNINGHAM '81

Media Center
wastes funds

I am aware that the Media
Cente r tries to be an educational
asset. but I do not see how some
of the magazines there could be of
any use to anyone. least of all
any one coming in on a pass to
read .

Take the magazine " Modern
Plast ics" . for exa mple I do n't
know of too many people Who are
in to pla sti cs Those magazines
aren' t chea p either ' I rea lly think
that sch ool fun ds co uld be used a
bit more ettic rent tv

I have a
frie nd wno goes to ReVIS Sch ool.
and he cla ims our school has a lot
of school spm: Yet last week
wwa s spint week and hard ly
anyo ne showed it. A prim e reason

-·JIM WIELEBNICKI '80
STAFF WR ITER

STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

I would just like to commen t on
how well Phill ip St renk wrot e his
edi to rial on the Am erican Flag
("Spartani te", May, 1980).

Such a th ing as a torn flag
should not be overlooked. So
meone must sta rt opening the ad 
ministrators ' eyes on such a mat 
ter. Strenk did a great job.

I was glad to see that someone
In th is school takes pride in our
country and wants to see our na
tional symbol look Its best.

Str enk also showed us if we just
put our m inds and pens to work,
we can accomplish something
that could improve our school and
community. I wish all of the
students at OLCHS and other high
sc hools could show as much
patriotism as Strenk did. This
would show all Amer ican high
schoo l students are proud to be
wh at they are.

Spirit Week 's
foolish games

Strenk 's
patriotism praised

I'm a bit confused about the
mean ing of sp ir it week . Does
wear ing hats, dressing in different
colors, and send ing flowers con
sti tute sc hoo l spi ri t?

Sure, you might say It' s fun , but
Ins tead of playing these games,
the students co uld show their
spi ri t by having a sc hool clea nup
or beaut if icat ion projec t. The
students could show their spi ri t
by doing something constructive
that will beller the sc hool rath er
than playing th ese foolish games.

·-RUSS HARPER '81,

Spirit Week not
Publicized enough

--JIM CU NNINGHAM '81

Well done,
administration

-·LARRY TOMASEK '81

As the author of " It' s a home for
kid s with cancer," ("Spartani te,
May 1980). I'd like to mak e a few
co rrec tions co nce rni ng th e map
th at appeared with th e sto ry.

In addition to the th ree Ronal d
McDonald Houses shown, there
are now 13 other houses open and
ope rat ing thr oughout the United
Sta tes These are locat ed in San
Franc isco . Minn eap oli s, Birrn 
Ingham , Atl ant a, Durh am. N.C..
Richmond. Wash ing ton D.C..
Balu more Pit tsbur qh. New York,
Boston Detrcit and Dayton

Also many thanks to Dr Ben
Smi th lor additional information
and assis tance .

I would like to compliment the
school adm in istrat ion on job well
done, for once.

Unt il thi s year students were
limited to a max imun o f four
credits in indus trial arts . With
some o f the new co urses offered
by that departmen t bei ng four
credi ts alo ne, taking o ther in
du st rial arts c lasses was lmpossl
ble .

In a rare ch ange of policy, the
admin istr ation dropp ed the four
credi t lim it. This made sc heduling
muc h easier.

--MARGIE BERKERY '80
MANAGING EDITOR

mechanics only 22 ca n get int o
Vocational Auto Mechanic s. The
system now works on a fir st com e,
first serve ba si s .

I couldn 't get into Vocational
Autos even tho ugh I registered on
Feb , 1 diring th e fi rst r lunch period
of the day . Students were signing
up ahe ad of time and nobod y told
us we co uld do that. Now I have to
tak e other shop classes I don 't
like as well , becau se I co uldn' t get
Vocat ional Autos . My so luti on is a
wr itten test that would be given to
all students who want ed to get in
the class .

" Spartanite' ,
Correction

OLCHS ALUMNUS

Letters

I think there sho uld be some
kind o f test for students who want
to get Into Vocational Au to
MechaniC' S Out o f about 200
s t ud e n t s who t o o k a u to

'74 Grad still
subscribing

--THE '79·' 80 " SPARTANITE" STAFF

uto mechanics
entrance test

I am a 1974 graduate of OLCHS
and st ill have the "Spartanite"
delivered to my hou se in Hun 
tington Beach, Ca. Guess why ..
.because it' s a good paper. The
" Sun-Ti me s" doesn 't tell me
what's happen ing in myoid
neighborhood. Neither do any of
the other local papers. Not really .

The " Spar tanite" is a pleasure
to read . All the papers available
on newsstands today are full of
the same old depr essing bul l. Thfl
" Spartanite," how ever, seems to
be concerned with things that
mailer to the peop le read ing and
writ ing it. When I wa s in sc hoo l, I
think th at I took it for gran ted
(" Big deal , the " Spartani te" came
out today " ). Bu t it is a big deal.

I don't kno w how badly the
pape r is censored because I neve r
worked with it but it seems as
though you fo lks have a lot of
freedom in wh at you writ e abo ut.

Cong ra tulat ions on ano ther.
'l0od year.

Thank you , Bob . We si nce rely
ppreciate your interest. We con
ider it quite a complimenl mat
ou are still subscribing to our
ublicalion .

As for being censored, we
i ren't . This IS partially due to th e
ac t th at we are largely a se lf
upporting organization.

SHARI SIMPSON -- JUNIOR
By being flu shed down the loilet

of life.

JIM XEROS -- SENIOR
Lead ing the final charge of the
French Fore ign Legion.

MARY CAROLL -. SENIOR
I'd die laughing .

JOHN GRANOSKI -- SENIOR
With Mary In my arms, a beer in
my hand and a Jim i Hendrix jam
playing on the stero .

JIM MARKOWSKI -- FRESHMAN
With a bull et from a .357 magnum
through my head .



--EILEEN QUEALY 'Sl

Tennis courts
bad shape

5

Graduation not too
far away ,

With graduation righ t around
.ne corner, a lot of feelings are fly 
ing around. It seems as though
four years of learning, loving and
experiences are being tossed . ' f

around in stories and con versa
t i o n s . The p hr a s e s
like,"Remember w hen ?," " I' l l
never forget the time.," and "Can
you believe it's almost over?" are
everyday occurances.

I see sadness in it all. But
beyond that , the re is a kind of ex
citement brewing w it h in jus t
about every senior; the excitement
of a new world being spread out
before them, just waiting to be
discovered, lived in , and most of
all , a world of new friends, ex
periences and cha llenges. That' s
one way of interpreting the world
of a high school senior, but as in
everyt hing, th ere Is ano ther si de .

In this case, it's the si de o f a
nerve·s t raini ng, w o rr ied , edgy
senior . Th is is th e type who leav e
everythi ng to th e last minute.
When it co mes t ime to graduate,
th ey're stalking upon th in Ice. Any
minute a crisi s may ar ise by a sim
ple cut, bad grade or m issing
as signment. When grad ua t ion
does arr ive, there will be mixed
emot ions in the air ,

Graduation's not too far away .
And when it's gone, it' s gone
forever.

Som ething must be done to 1m
prove the tenn is co urts . There are
only fi ve courts , Three o f th ese are
used by the var sity team and the
o ther two used by the
sop homores . Tennis mee ts extend
from 4 p.rn. until af ter 6:30
because there are team ma tches
to be played on only these five
courts.

A lso, the fences are too close to
th e playing area . Qu it e o ttsn, they
prevent players from returning
deep shots. Moot other schools
have much better cour ts, so why
can't some improvements be
made to make ours a li ttle better?

--ANDY KUTSULIS 'Sl
Statf Wrltel

--BILL HENRY 'SO

-·JOE VAJARSKY 'SO
STAFF AR TIST

--DESI WALLENBURG 'SO

that can 't find anything else to do
with their time than to throw wads
of paper , gum, pencils ,
magazines, erasers and even can
dy . When I get assigned to spend
a day in intern al (Which isn 't too
often), I think, " Oh great , I get to
sit in the funny farm with a bunch
of raving monkeys."

Right now, I'm s itt ing here with
a moron at my right , a little jerk
gettin ' off on throwing candy
behind me and a chick snoring in
front of me. Intenal isn 't the right
punishment for some students
who can't control themselves, and
Ithink a chang e ought to be made.

Give diplomas at
ceremony

Recently, I found ou t that in
stead of gi ving us graduati ng
seniors our diplomas at th e
graduation ce remony , t hey ' re
ma king us co me back th e nex t
day. I don 't see any reason for
this,

I thought th e ma in purposes of
the graduat ion ceremony wa s to
hand out th e diplomas, How are
the people who have to work the
day after graduat ion go ing to be
able to pick up their d iplomas?

Instead of g iving us the
diplomas a day la ter , they should
give them to us on the last day of
school or the week be fore gradua.
tlon.

" Thanks"

I would like to co mment on the
• sc ho ol paper and to th e sta ff onsuspensIOn the excellent job yo u' ve don e w ith

our paper this year .
I am now a senior, and didn't

realize, until this year , t he hard
work and time that was spent on
the paper. I know you, the staff ,
know what has been accomplish
ed , but I don't think the students
do .

So, on behalf of th e stude nts , I
would like to give a " spec ial
thanks" for trying so hard to make
our paper the best ever edi ted ,

--KELLI KEENAN 'SO

ASSISTANT AD MANAGER

--RICK WALSHON 'Sl

Student
searches unfair

Prom
Disappointing

I was very disappointed in Prom
this year. For $55 we had a band
that didn 't play the theme song, a
dance floor you couldn ' t dance on
because it was too small for the
number of people there. Even with
the directions to the Hyatt Regen ·
cy, we got lost as did a lo t of peo 
ple I know. Why does Ithave to be
so far away? Next year why don 't
you try and have it somewhere
around here , like the Golden Age ?
Try to keep the price down
because there are other expenses,
suc h as th e tux , dress and
flowers, that add up .

People do some really stup id
things that don 't make much
sense. The internal suspension
punishment in our school is one of
these stupid things, Studen ts who
did something wrong or cut
classes to sit in a stupid room
with a bunch of stupid idiots for a
day. I'm not saying all the people
in there are id iots. Just the on es

Internal
needs revision

Throughout the yea r, I have had
5B lunch and always sit at th e
tabl e c lose to Mr. Hill 's o ffice.
Almost everyda y, Hill is br ing ing
students into his o ffice and sea r
chin g them . Although it d id n't
bother me mu ch , I soon began to
get sick of it. Then, one day, on e
o f my fr iend s wa s taken Into Hill 's
off ice by AI Palermo and Hill. Aft er
as king why th ey were bein g
brou ght in to th e room, Hill replied
" You look su spi c iou s."

I be liev e th is Is aga inst con 
stit utional rights. I also believe it
is approp riate that if HIli want s to
beco me an unde rc o ve r in 
vesti gator, he should apply at th e
OLPD, not OLCHS.

--JOE KLIM EK 'Sl

--LYNDON CHAD 'S2

popular candidates , not
necessarily the most competent ,
possess an unfair advantage. :

Secondly, the student govern·
ment should organize a reform
panel which carefully considers
each complaint and then tends to
the valid ones. Que stionnaires ,
based on those complaints,
should then be answered by
students, either during homeroom
or during some other prearranged
time. After the results have been
tabulated , the statistics may. then
be used as leverage to ach ieve our
goal.

Thirdly , every progressive step
taken by the student government
should be publicized through Stu 
dent Announcements and the
" Spartani te" to keep OLCHS
students informed about what im 
provements are being made in our
school.

This will tend to increase our
school's morale, knowing that
there are peop le out there working
for the betterment of the student
body. We, the students, have a
vo ice in our sc hool too, and we
should take full ad vantage o f our
st uden t govern ment to vo ice
th ese op in ion s. Then, and on ly
then, will student government li ve
up to what it was meant to be,
" STUDENT GOVERNMENT."

The new d isc ip line co mmittee
had made up a new discipline
co de.

I beli eve these new rules are
harsh and ba rbaric and should be
revised. The first Issue of the
1980·1981 "Spa rtanite" sho u ld
publish the new discipline code
and request changes from the
students if des ired. I believe if the
co -ordinators of this code can be
such barbarians as to impose
suc h harsh rules, then let them try
t o go through the same
disciplinary actions.

If all of the co-ordinators don 't
agree to change the discipline
codes, I believe that perhaps it's
time for a walk-out at OLCHS.

New
discipline code
too harsh

June 1980

Student
government
elections unfair

Does the toothfairy really exist?
Is the Ayat o llah a ki nd ·hearted

old man?
Does a person 's popularity

reflec t that person's competence
to hand le a job effectively?

The answers to the three
previous questions, expecially to
the last one, is ob viously " No".
Yeti question the IIgic in choosing
students fo r important jobs such
as class presiden t, vlce-president .
treasurer, and secretary, based
not on their competence, but
rather on their populari ty.

It is an obvious and t ragic fact
th at the elections of class of ficers
throu gh th e yea rs, side tracked
from its original purpose and
develo ped Into a popu lar it y co n
test. Furtherm ore, th e elections
for th e Stude nt Counc il have also
encou ntered th e sa me pr ed ica 
ment.

It seems apparent that our stu
dent government has accomplis h
ed close to nothing for th e pa st
few years to imrove conditions at
OLCHS for th e betterment of the
student body. Is this a portra it of
competence? Obv iously not!

Issue after Issue, the " Spar
tanite" po ints countless com,
pla int s fli ed by stude nts (many of
them very valid) about the diff icul
ty In c learing un just ified cuts, th e
unfai r hon or s grade po int sys tem,
the ex pensive pro m t icket and th e
lac k of sc hool sporlt. How ever, I
have nelther see n nor heard of our
s tudent government discussing
any at these co mplaints, mu ch
less acting on them . Wh at , then, is
the purpose of student govern 
ment if It can ' t even represen t the
stu dents who elec ted them?
Evidently, some changes must be
made.

First o f all, the elec tion pro
ced ure should be al tered . Each
ca ndidate should be allowed to
pub licize his/her qualifica tions so
that the students may decide
which one Is most competent for
the job. Such Information is ra ther
tedious to read on a posterboard,
so handbills should be allowed to
circulate. Otherwise, the can 
didates are chosen for little more
than name only and the most

Graduation
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Spring musical successful
June 1980

"Food, glorious tood." sang the
young cockney work boys as
theyy danced around the wooden
benches during the opening act of
Oliver .

The use of g irls to play the parts
of young boys had a good effect.
co nsidering the pitch ot the
voi ces. You could really ge t the
sad feelin g th e girls were po rt ray 
ing with th ei r so tt high voices .

Shari Simpson i, pla ying a
dynamic lead role as Ol iver, began
her co urse o f misadventures by
being chosen amoong th e wor k
boy s to ask for more gruel.

John Minoras Mr. Bumble along
with Diane Randl e as Widow Cor 
ney, being the snobbis y misers in
charge o f th e wor khou se, were ap
palled at Oliv er 's behavior and
stamped aroun d in dismay.

Min or portrays his charac ter
well as th e next sce nt shows him
flirt ing aimless ly with Randle ac
compan ied by a fast mov in g song
enti tle d " I shall sc ream, " which
kept the pace of th e sce ne mov inq

Chuck Mangione

and the audience trying to an 
ti cipate what th e out com e would
be. The fiasco ended, how ever , as
Oliver wa s bought in and tak en
away In be sold .Ed Delso and
Robin McCort playing the roles of
Mr. and Mrs. Sow erberry, th e
village undertakers, take Oliver in
until a cockey lad , well played by
Jeff Bass, comes on the scene.

He infuriates Oliver to a point
th at sen t Oliver into a fighting
rag e .rMcCortl , being th e
do mo neeri ng wif e, co uld be heard
screa mi ng an d seen running
a r o u nd while th e m eek ,
my st eriou s Del so came upon th e
sce ne obli vous to th e trouble.

Oliv er escapes th e battl e and tl ·
ed to th e stree ts and came ac ross
th e Artfu l Dod ger , played by Jane
And erson.

And erson is outs tand ing as th e
con niving pick pocket and never
let s her enthusiam down dur ing
her perf orm ance.

The play pick s up as Ol iver is
present ed to the head thi ef Fagin

played by Tim Reyna .
Reyna 's cos tume and makeup

was one o f th e best in the show.
His deep thi ch con ckey accent
werealso an asset to the great per 
formance he gave .

Oliver was befri end ed by Nancy
and Bett , played by Vicky Kol insk i
and Carol Wendling , who were
lady fri ends of the family of
thieves.

Koli nsk i plays a co nvi nci ng rol e
as a women in love with a man .
Her fac ial express io ns were great
along with her stro ng alto voice.
Bill Sik es, played by Jim Xeros, is
fagin 's top thi ef. Xeros 's large
overpower ing appearance help ed
him in his rol e. He al so talked with
a deep accent whi ch made hi s
charac ter seem very real. Becau se
o f her love, Nan cy will do anything
for Bill , even if it inc luded tri ck ing
Oliv er.

Oliv er is ca ught by th e poli ce
becau se he was mi staken for
Dodger, wh en Mr . Br omwell ,
played by Paul Reed, wa s pick

pocketed . But Bromwell took a lik·
ing to the boy ad took him home
with him.

Fagin and Sik es talk Nancy in to
hidnapping Oliver, because they
are afraid he will talk . Yet fearful
of what they will do to him, she
told Mr. Bromwell that she wi ll br
ing Oliver to him.

The next sce ne was one with a lot
o f ac tion as the audience saw
Nancy and Oliv er runn ing one way
and Sikes runn ing th e other way .
Wh en they finally met , Xeros
played hi s rol e well as a man so ln
fur iat ed that he did 't know his own
strenth. The result wa s Nancy
di ed .

As Sik es sta rted up th e chimney
to finish Oliver off, th e townspeo
pie found Nancy 's body and pro 
cee ded after Sik es and Fagin.

Fagin su cceeded in hiding, but
Sik es, being sca rred of th e people,
tripped and fell off th e house.
(Thi s looked very good to the au
di enc e, becau se of the excellent

Pete Townsend

stag ing) The crowds resh ed up
and retrieved Oliver who was seen
cr ying and shak ing on th e roof.

The las t scene showed Fagin si ng
ing a renditi on o f hi s t itl e song
" Reviewing the Situ at ion ." He had
los t all his treasur es and all hi s
th ieves and bec ause o f thi s he
feels th at he should sta rt a new
lif e.

I felt the play was very enter
ta ining. The players never let their
rol es down. The musical numbers
were handled well and added to
the story . The staging was very
appropriate for the play and there
seemed no trouble with moving
the props and stage itself .

Looking back at the sp ring
p lays directed by M r. To m
Dzurison at·OLCHS, I'd say that he
has out don e himseli once again .
He will have a hard time beating
the great sucess of " Oliver" next
year .

--CAROLYNN DWAN

" Fun and Games "

Generally speaklng,Chuck
anglone's " Fun and Games" is
n excellent album. It showed that

iach person In the combo is an ex·
ellent soloist , and can double
ery effectively . The Mangione
ound, th e doubling of th e mel ody

by the soprano and flugelhorn , is
lost a bit in a few songs, but
beleive it or not , it sounds much
better.

Pina Colada is Chu ck
Mangione's first attempt to sing .
Hopefully , it will be his last. The
man possesses a lot of talent s,
but singing is not one of them. As
soon as he stopped singing,
things picked up and climaxed by

the time he wa s through with his
f1ugel solo.

" You' re th e Best There Is", like
all the other cuts In th is album, is
very danceable, and mellow. Chris
Vadala does one of his better
soprano solos . This is the only
so ng where the " t rue" Mangione
sound shines th rough .

The rest o f the songs are all
br illiantly executed. The only bad
song is th e Int ro to Pina Colada. I
would recommend thi s album to
anyone who likes jazz or to
anyone who hates it. It 's one of
those albums that's going to be a
hit , no matter what happ ens.

--DAVE CLOU GH

" Empty Glass "
Pete Townshend, after years of ding song is " Rough Boys," a fast 

sticking with The Who, has gone te mpo tune t h at re li ves
astray to produce his first solo Townshend 's boyhood. Ot her ex
album, " Empty Glass. " cellent cu ts on the album are, '"

If you 're looking for music that am an Animal" and " Jools and
has the hard rock quality that The Jim."
Who performs, you won't find it in Aft er 15 years ef playing with
" Empty Glass." Townshend has The Who, Townshend has gone
taken a different route wllh a more aside and suc cessfully expressed
laid-back, casual rock n' roll style. himself both as a songwrl fer and a
There's much less guitar work in performer. Although he already
this album (in fact , not one guitar reached " star" status years ago,
solo appears) and emphasis is he makes a fr esh start. He proves
placed on keyboards and syn - to himself and his fans that if The
thesizers . Townshend takes on Who ever breaks up (which is very
the role of lead singer, possessing ,doubtful , since they have been
a slightly nasal , hlqh-pitched playing through thick and thin for
voi ce that adds a certain flavor to 15 years), he would be able to
the album. The lyrics, as always make it as a solo performer. Let's
with Townshend, are excellent , hope this Is the first of many more
and are what supports the ent ire solo albums to come from Pete
album. Clearly the most outstan- Townshend.

·· RUSS HARPER

" Empire" doesn't strike out
Science fic tion-fan tasy movies

. are usually judged so lely on their
en ter tainmen t value, including the
use o f specia l effects. " The Ern
pire Strikes Back," th e second
mov ie made in a proj ect ed nin e
film series, is no escapee from
this judgement.

Like its predecessor, the fir st
" Star Wars" sequel sacrifices
serious character developmen t for
special effects and light dialogue
bet ween the characters And, like
its predecessor, " Empi re" works
very well using this formula.

" Empire" is a very entertaining
film. Even though a few special ef ·
fect s in the film look like rejec ts
from " Yog, Monster From Space ,"
the product as a wh ole serves it s
escape purposes quite well . Most
of the effects creaied for this f ilm
are bigger and bett er than tho se

duri ng each presentation of " Star
Wars. "

The characters are also more
entertaining in "Empire" than in
" Star Wars." In addition to the
rob ots, hum an charac ters and
God -know s-wh at th at had ap
peared In th e orig inal , two new
major characters are seen in " Ern
pire ."

One of these new charac ters, a
small green creature named Yoda ,
is responsible for a great deal of
the fil m's amusement. Possessing
the voice of Frank Oz (also known
as Fozzie Bear and Miss Piggy o f
Muppet fame) and th e wi sdom of
Plato, the old Jedi mast er trie s to
tea ch ou r old fr iend , Luk e
Skywalker (Mark Hamill), th e ways
of the For ce, the evergy wh ich sur
rounds everythi ng and ca n be us·
ed for good or evil. Yoda 's at
tempts to eucate th e impatient

and ignorant Luke, coupled wit h a
fantasit c swampland set (corn 
plete with flying creatures and
real smakes). make thi s sequence
one of the fi lm's highl ights.

The o ther new charac ter, played
by Bill y Dee Will iam s, is Lando
Calri ss ian , th e proprietor of the Cl
ty in th e Clouds . He is a
mer cenary sco undrel, but besides
his part in the movie's plot all he
adds to th e film is his appearance
as the only Negro on the screen.

In the relat ionships between the
char ac ters who were carri ed over
from " Sta r Wars, " a little romance
develops; a new twist is added to
th e c o n f l ic t between th e
vill iamous Lord Darth Vader and
Luk e; and benevol ent knight Ob i
Wan Kenobi (Alec Guiness), who
was seeming ly kill ed in the fir st
fil m, sho ws th at his spiri t is al ive
a nd w e l l. Oth erw i s e , th e

characters are very much co n
tinuations of themselves from
" Star Wars."

Of th e hu man cha rac ters, th e
most entertai ning is good·natured
ex-pi ra te Han Solo, brilliantly per
for med by Harrison Ford . Almost
anyone can act as adventurous
farmboy Luke or bossy Princess
Leia , but Ford makes it seem as if
he is the only person who could
ever bring color to his part. He has
the look for II, the vo ice and man 
ner isms for it. It is the Solo

character who brings escapist
amusement to otherwise ordinary
scenes.

In one emot ional sequence of
th e film , Prin ces s Lela (Carrie
Fi sher) looks at Solo with a tear in
her eye and cries, " I love you! "

Never flinching , Sol o cas ts her
th e same tearful glance and , afte r
a moment of hesitat ion, says, " I . .

know."
The co ncei ted wit of Han Dolo

is only equa lled in co mic rel ief by
th e film 's lead robots, C3PO and
R2D2. Their attempts at being ac
cepted In a human (?) world and
pseud o-slbl lnq rivalry also break
up what would have been many or
dinary moments.

The only major fault that can be
found in "The Empire Strikes
Back" is the movie's ending.
There is no big, heroic endi ng as
in " Star Wars," and the fat es of
several characters are lef t ha ng
ing until the nex t fil m in th e series .

But even though II has a few
strikes against it , " Empire" is far
from out of the game. Its purpose
is to entertain , and the film does
it s job well.

--BRIAN SMITH
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Cafeteria Improves

THE SCHOOL BOARD approved
a reco mmenda tio n to elim ina te
open campus, early d ismissa ls
and la te ar rivals for the 1980·81
sc hool year. Th is w ill a l lo w
students to meet the minimum
school day o f f ive hour s of super
vised attend an ce as defined by
the Illinoi s Off ice of Education.
Under current sc heduli ng pro
cedures, many stude nts would not
qualify as being in " full-t ime at
tendance" for state funding pur 
poses.

VARSITY CHEERLEADERS for
next year are Elly Ko steck, Laurie
Bujanski , Marie McGrath, Debt- '
Swan , Erin Grassl e, Pa tr ic e
Kramer , Joyce Clinkman, Liz Gor 
nowitz, Sue Jacksich and alter
nate Jackie O'Connor.

THE U.S. ARMY , Air Force, Navy
and Mar ine Corps are ho ld ing and
inf ormati on al di spl ay in th e Green
Oaks Sho ppi ng Cen ter Park ing
lot . toca ted at 95th and Cice ro in
Oak Lawn . The di splay will run
May 28, 29 and 30 from 2·8 p.m. all
thr ee da ys. Members from eac h of
th e four bran ch es will be th ere to
answer any qu est ion s. Military Ar·
tillerary on di spl ay inc ludes th e
12-ton millite. a 10-foot mod el
cruise, a how itpzer and a van
equi pped with movi es.

IF YOU NEED AN 8th semes ter
tran script sent to th e co llage o f
your choi ce, pleas e see Mrs.
Palumbo, rom 20 or Mrs. Dit e,
room 363. An 8th semeeste r
transcript request form must be
completed before th e transcript
can be sent. There is no charge for
8th semest er transcript s.

THE BUS FOR THE last thr ee
days o f school is as foll ow s:
Frida y, May 30, 1980 Regu lar
sc hed ule
Monday , June 2, 1980 Regul ar
sc hed u le
Tuesday, June 2, 1980 One full run
o f buses to arr ive at sc hoo l at 7:50
a.m. One full run o f bu ses at 9 a.m.
dismi ssal tim e.

TH E ARRANG EMENTS have no t
yet been mad e co nc ern ing next
year' s jr ./sr . Prom . Mr . Frank Vaz
zana, one of th e Jr Cla ss spo n
sors, has resi gn ed after thi s year 's
prom and no plan s will be made
unt il a new spo nso r is found. Any
sugge sti ons on new sites lor
Prom and any changes wh ich you
th ink would help can be submitted
to Ms. Linda Ragsdale.

NEXT YEARS NATI ONA L
HONOR SOCIETY officers are
Pres ident , Mike Nov ak , v ice
President , Ge r ry Pende r ,
Sec re tary , Li sa Par s o n an d
Treasur er . Kei:h Krout.

Next yea r's Spart an it e/Spear
sta ff has been anno unced. Edi to r,
Vanessa Faurie, Managin g Edito r.
Maureen Foer tsc h. Busines s
Manager, Laura Galzin , Assist and I

Business Man ager , Dan Vagal ,
Adv e rt i s i n g M an a g er , To m
Caro lla , Assist ant Man ager , Jean
Sorice, Circula tion Mana ger, Gina
Bu sch , and Senior Editors, Gin a

Busch , Lynett Dunn , Tony •
Wed ick , Laur a Gal zin , Sco lt
Sobo l, Art Direct or, Russ Harp er
and Print ing Supervisor, Jim Cun
ningham .

IF YOU HAV E recei ved
scholarship from the college a
your choice or busin ess orga niza
tion, please br ing your recognitio
lett er to Mrs. Dit e in room 363
Th is informa t io n is needed fa
Hon ors Night.

CONGRATULATIONS to Beck
Ackerman and Sandie Alf ano fa
th eir part icipat ion in th e Stat
FHA ·H ERO Conf erence on Ma
2-3. Sandie won a second pla ce i
the Nu rsery Sc hool Act ivity an
also cap tured the Out st andin
Ach ievement awa rd ove r 29 othe
st uden ts in her ca tegory.

SOPHOMORE FOOTBAL
Cheerlea ders for next year ar
Wendy Tusik, Sheri Cougholin
Kim Lundgren, Karen Webster an
Lisa Marquw ite and alternate
Jenni fer Bateman,

As every passes and every class
g radu ates what they almost
always remember abou t the years
at OLCHS is the Cafeteria food.
And wh at they remember ho w bad
they thought it was.

Mrs. Anna Kroner, Cafeteri a
manager, feels tha t no thing is
wrong with th e Cafeteria food . I
most cases, she is probably right.
As many students have probably
no ticed there has been an irn
pro vement in our lunchrooms th is
year. We now have a choice of lun 
ches . If the lun ch scheduled for a

particular day is something you
really don 't like, you now have an
alterna tive, which is a hamburger
or a hot dog at the usual lunch
prices.

Accord ing to a su rvey , taken by
a Communications Thru Media
Class, most of the comments
made were not because of the
food , but because of some of the
harassment that goes on such as
assigned seating. Another thing
that really bothered some
students was the size of the silver
ware . When this issue wa s

brought up to Mrs, Kroner, her rep 
ly was that it is the Students to
blame because they were careless
when they had the standard size
of s ilverware,

Vending machines, which have
been gone for almost three school
years now, are still being sought
after by the students, The federal
government is seriously trying to
do away with " junk food " in the
lun chroom. Along with vandali sm
th is is reason why the vending
machines no longer exist.

As inflat ion hit s everyone, it can

even hit OLCHS. As everyone who
has bought lun ches, reguraly, will
notice that they are 75 cents. The
reason behind this is that the
Cafeteria pays for itself and even
cutting a few lunch ladies from
work didn 't help . Therefore, the
lunch pr ices were ra ised . Another
way of trying to keep prices down
was to c lose down one line, and
only have thr ee li nes act ively serv o
ing lunches.

As on e stude nt said " I think the
Cafeter ia food has gotten a lot
better. They have improved the

food . I would like to commend the
people working in th e Ca feteria
for trying to mak e th e food'
better."

It's no thi ng more enjoyable
than to hear a student say that the
meal is good, " said Mrs. Kron er,
with an expression of a pleased
mo ther on her face. " It' s more
work for the ladies, bu t as 10n'1 as
the kid s are enjoying it, it's wort h
il. ..
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Special Ed. students
strive for

Juno 1980

" I feel like a real person now."
The words of a 15-year old stu

dent who'd gone out with his
sister and her friends for the first
time. He'd been in special educa
tion most of his life, and until that
time he'd found himself isolated
from society because of its
general opinion of children with
learning disabilities.

Sandy Oswald, an OLCHS
senior, understands his feelings
all too well . She has been In
special education classed since
third grade, and because of taunts
and catcalls is ready to stand up
for her rights.

Echoing Sandy's sentiments,
Don Leach, special education
teacher at OLCHS said , " They say
that if you have the need to put so
meone else down, then you must
not be too secure inside your own
skin .

Once she heard a group of
students cry out, "That's a' rub
berhead class."

Sandy turned to them and said,
"If you can call them rubberheads,
then you must be the real rub
berheads. They're every bit as in
telligent as you are; maybe more.
They're just a little slower ."

"I think that the vast majority of
students at OLCHS who have their
heads on straight don't have the

need to put our kids down , but it
only takes a few, " Leach said . " At
times, it doesn 't even take a stu 
dent saying anything . Even a sub 
tle look can be crushing, because
those kids are insulting your mind ,

. ~

'What can we do to
make people
understand?
1"'mW~-W,~

and there can't be anything more
personal, more painful.

" A student can run away from it
and feel crushed , or he can take a
swipe at them . I'm not sure that
the last idea might not be a bad
one," he chuckled , "although I,
wouldn't encourage it.

"Sure," he continued, "many of
our students have problem areas.
They have learning disabilities,
and a learning disability is a dif 
ficult thing to define because it
doesn 't take on any set form . I
don't think anyone really knows
all there is to know about learning
disabilities. Scientists know more
about the moon than they do
about the human mind. But one
thing we are certain of is that lear 
ning disabilities have nothing to
do with intelligence," he said .

Leach's face tightened and his
words were accentuated as his
clenched fist pounded the table
before him . His face softened
before he continued.

"But this is what? An intelligent
young man who has a learning
disability. What can we do to
make people understand?

" II' s gotten better, though.
Years ago, when our youngesters
had to ride in those daggone
buses that actually had the words
'Special Education' printed on the
side, they couldn't get off the bus
without hearing some kind of
derogatory remark."

Leach's face twisted into an ug
ly grimace.
"Uhhhuhhh," he said, "there's

one that really gets you . II's pain 
ful for them , and it 's pointless
because so many of our kids are
bright , creative and witty. We have
kids on the wrestling team , Some
of them play hockey. And some of
our guys have three or four girls
chasing after them."

The corners of Leach's mouth
turned upward.

"One kid," he said, "had a girl
friend, a couple of girl friends,
who were in study hall in the room
across the hall from him . He was
either extremely early or extreme
ly late because it was hard to be
seen in a room that he more or
less labeled him."

The children in special educa
tion aren't the only ones who have
a difficult time accepting their
learning disabilities. According to
Leach, the problem with the
families of special education
students have gone back many
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'You ask them what's

going on in the world
and they know it.'

~:

years .
" When parents were told their

child was retarded , mongloid or

simply had a learning disability
back years ago ," he said , "they
thought it was a curse of God .
God had cursed them, they
thought. This has gone back many
years with superstition, like elves
souring the buttermilk and other
crazy nonsense."

Leach's eyes lowered to the
table before him.

" I've got some kids in my class
who have problems with
mathematics or reading , but
they 're bright. You ask them
what's going on in the world and
they know it. I've got this one kid, I
won 't mention his name, but he's
a bright guy . Ask him about
something in the news and he
knows it. He knows It. "

Leach emphasized his point by
quick, hard finger snaps.

" Where's Yugoslavia?"(snap,
snap) " He knows it. Where's Iran?
Tehran?"(snap, snap) "He knows
it. But you ask him about one of
the most basic steps in
mathematics, and he told me that
iI's like someone pulls a screen, a
black screen, down in front of his
eyes so he can see absolutely
nothing," he sighed, then con
tinued.

"Some parents are very sen
MMiWm~_·B: .. ""-

'If you can ca ll them
rubberheads, then you

mu st be the real
rubberhead. '

~"i~<mk\m II m1N~

sitive to their children being in
special education," he said . "And
they don't want to accept It. But
it's difficult for them . This Is an ex
tension of themselves. When a
child is born you have high hopes
for them, then you hear that he
isn't like other children and you
realize he's not ging to be what
you perhaps wanted him to be."

Sandy Oswald feels that
students are often misplaced
because of their family 's ig·
norance, and that it is unfair to the
kids. She has had only good ex
periences with her family, though.

"I had a step brother who was in
school with me for a while," she
said , "And, let's put it this way-It :
any of the other kids would have
laid a hand on me, he would have
beaten the crap out of them."

With the support of her family
and teachers, such as Christine
Polito, John Doughney , Gerry
Zemla and Margo Rife, Sandy has
been able to overcome her pro
blems and finish four years of
high school.
~mh S ·w ~

I was able to say; 'Hey,
I can do this.'

..~~~~ '" ~ttlJ~ .... -~~

'If I wasn't in Special
Ed. classes, I wou ldn't
be graduating this

year.

"If I wasn't In special education
classes, I wouldn't be graduating
this year," Sandy said.

Leach agreed .
"I wouldn't doubt there are a

number of kids who have dropped
out that might have graduated if
they 'd been in special
education,"he said. Leach is very
concerned about the stigma hang
ing over special education
students.

"Look at Nelson Rockefeller.
He had a learning disability. No
one would dare call him stupid. He
has dyslexia, a reading disability.
ThaI's why he became a Vice
President of our country instead
of going into finance like his
brothers ."

For Sandy, this could mean ris
ing above her present plateau. As
she put it, "My best experience at
OLCHS was working in the child
lab because I was able to say;
'Hey, I can do this.' ''

Like Rockefeller, Sandy is
reaching for great heights. She

plans to go on to college where
she'll try to handle two or three
classes. If she succeeds, she'll go
on to teach blind children.

·· REEN FOERTSCH

the acceptance
they deserve

..... ...... .. . .. . ,.,. ,. . ..... ,,. .. ,. ...
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--PHILIP STRENK

--EILEEN QUEAl ~

position doesn 't do i t to win
popularity. I just wish we had bet .
ter rapport in some of the cases. It
would help to understand
everybody if people would just
talk. I've always said that ."

sc hool. There are st ill a lot that reo
quest a cafeteria date, but more
and more bands are being turned
down..a great chance for ex
per ience and public expos ure.

Hill sum s up his feelings th is
way : " Anybody in th is type of

d iffer ent person and become
ho stile due to the fact you let
them ramble aimlessly. Another
one you may receive is the curious
cal ler. These people will ask you a
question about anything having to
do with the school, from the date
it was built to the room number of
a certain teacher.

One learns a great deal about
the school through the swlt
chboard: who its admlnistrator5
are , who their secretaries are and
what rooms teachers are located
in. Anything and everything you 'd
want to know can usually be
found by working the swit
chboard. It might give one an in
sight to how the sc hool ru ns.

This is a skill unlike others
learned in school, in that it's a
ski ll you could go ou t on the street
and get a job with no training
necessary. It pro ves in teresting
without a doubt and will be an
asset to those who seek office
jobs.

All in all , operating a swi t
chboard is fair ly si mp le, one»
learned. The skill it provides you

rhese people will keep you talk- with is one that is similar to ridir fI
ing , it seems,i1ke a lifetime before a bike, once you learn , you never
you can get a word in . When you forget.
finally do, they want to talk to a

telephone is amazing .
The var iety o f ca lis one rec ieves

th ro ugh in terac tions on th e swi t
Chbo ard is surp risi ng . It includes
th e typ e wh o forgot why th ey call
ed, to those who w ill talk yo ur ear
of f about wh at th ey want to kn ow .

Last but not least is the prank
caller. If ble ssed with this type of
humor, one might have the abil ity
to comprehend a possible motive
for a number of calls. Like they
say on the commerc ial , " Just
hang up " so that's what I do .

Instead of s itt ing in a study hall ,
doing homework among other
things, you could be learning a
ski ll which proves itself valuable
in a number of areas.

Besides learning about a variety
of people one would learn
telephone manners. These include
speaking c learly, developing a
message taking technique, and
the ability to deal courteously
with rude callers. Most are not
born with these qualities but in
stead learn to develope them with
practice.

good experience

Spananite

a
Operating Switchboard

" The bands have always caused
an increase in students cutt ing
c lasses. Then I get pre ssure from
other off ices," he says .

Th is is jus t another example of
how th e mist ake s o f a few
s tude nts ca n hurt th e whole

Ther e is mor e than one way to
es cape a bor ing st udy hal l.
Among th e poss ibl e so lu ti ons o f
ald lnq , conference pas ses and
cut ti ng, li es an escape un like the
others · operating the sc hoo l sw it
chboard.

It's a switch and it doesn 't reo
quire a tremendous amout of skiil .
What i t actually involves is
answering calls on a possible 11
lin es and connect ing th em with a
possible 80 extensions. Another
duty of the switchboard operator
is to dial out numbers for persons
in the building.

To perform the latter of the two,
you must have the ability to
operate more than one of your
fingers simutaneously, s imil ar to
walking and chewing gum at the
same lime, not too dilfucull.
Memory is most likely the main
key . When given the number by
the party pla cing the call , if not
written down, one must remember
it. It's not all that difficult to keep
track of one number but when
three other lines are ringing , it
may requ ire a bit of pat ience, and
a slight trick of the hand.

The type and amount of people
one i n t e ra c t s with over a

job, you 'll never win any populari
tyawards.

It is even harder gelling out 
siders who will do thi s type of
work, but Hill has co nfide nce in
this group of pa ra-pr of ess ionals.

" These people are all ret ired .
It' s a job to th em , a source of in
co me," Hill says. " They' re
ded icated and they 're go in g to be
here fo r awhile. "

Because they are in the ro le o f
s u p e rvisors a nd f req ue n tly
d iscipline students , so me kids
displace a lo t o f host i lit y on th e
ca fe teria staf f. Th ey reg re t th at
negat ive atti tude , but writ e it off
as pa rt o f the jo b.

Being a firm beli ver o f talking,
Hill ca n' t underst and why so many
stude nts refuse to cooperate.
One studen t sees it th e ot her ·way
and feels th at the cafeteria sta ff
sho uld put mor e effort in try ing to
understand today's kids.

Some resen tment of Hil l is due
to the absence o f a juke box and
several vend ing machines. These
thi ngs were never used by most of
today's stude nts . They do no t feel
res ponsi ble for the des t ruc tion
tha t was don e by fo rme r students.

Hill is very relaxed in denying a
hand in th e removal of th ose
so und and food disp ensers. "Tha t
was the student council's dec i
sion, und er Dr. Sm ith, "expla ins
Hill. "Everyt im e we put a juke bo x
dow n here, it was vandalized."

Respon isbil ity for th e vend ing
ma ch ine removal Is gi ven to other
st aff members.

" They were being vandalized ,
not during the lun ch period s, but
during th e first thr ee periods o f
th e day," co nt inues Hil l. " To be
honest , th e tea ch er supervision
back then was rotten."

Accord ing to one fa culity
member, on e female teacher wa s
not enough to control th e crowds.

Am id all th is unpopularity Hili
cla ims to be unshaken.

"I've had people make com
ments to me , it' s ju st something
that dosen't bother me." He con 
tlnues , pick ing hi s words
cautiously , "I. .. I'm not the one to
be Intimidated. Anytime you 're in
discipl ine , you 're not the one who
Is most loved, I guess."

There have been some lrn
pro vements In the student at 
mosphere since Hili took over. He
was the one who originally pushed
the Junior-Senior Lounge and is
disappointed to have seen it
reduced to really nothing.

Action was also taken to get the
vending machines replaced. " I
put it up before the Junior and
Senior Class Advisory Boards to
come up with a plan for better
supervision, but nothing ever
materialized, " Hill says. He
agrees that the type of supervl
sion needed is probably student

supervision.

Another improvement in
cafeteria life Is occasional live
bands. The band's refusal to keep
the volume low during many of
these 'concerts' has introduced
possible termination of these
shows as a new problem.

Hill cites other reasons for the
possible change in policy.

Any time you're in discipline.
you 're not the most loved. '

,
•
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Imagine what it was like seven
years bac k in OLCHS' history,
when many of our older brothers
and sisters attended. Every high
school graduate has stories to teli
about 'When I was in High
School. '

One thing that would appear dlf
ferent ls the cafeter ia . Somet imes
the cafeteria became so messy
that shovels were needed to clean
it up after school. There was also
a severe sec urity problem with
tresspassers wandering in and
out freely .

That is the way it wa s until th e
appointment of Mr. W.C. Hill as
Cafeter ia Coordi na tor.

" There wa s a real need for
supervision down here," ex pla ins
Hill , " W it h tw o teach ers dow n
here every twe nty - fi ve m inutes,
there was simply no co ntinui ty ."

Hill , a fi ve-year teach er at
OLCH S, was chosen by fo rmer
supertn tendant , Mr. J. E. Lynch.
Althou gh he wa s already the
Senior Class Adv isor and Chair.
man o f th e Nat ion al Honor Socle
ty, Hili hadn 't any valid experience
fo r the jo b he wa s now taking on .

" My biggest concerns were
thef t and vandalism," accord ing to
Hill. " One o f th e firs t cha nges I
made was to eliminate coa ts from
the lunch line."

Another big problem was
t resspasser s. Being in t he
cafeteria for four ho urs st ra ig ht
1I0ws one to see who th e cutters
nd tressp assers are . Fi rst o f

ense tresspassers are simply
arn ed, but i f caug ht a second

ime on school grounds, they w ill
e arrested.

General student d isc ip line has
Iso Inc reased noticeably in the
ecent years.

" Anyti me we bring so mebody
n,we try to explai n wh at we really
anI. Usuali y we ca n se tt le th e
roblem by talking ," says Hill.

Many students f latly refuse to
alk . Either they refu se to talk, or
hey don't believ e th ey 'll get
nywhere if they do talk .

Some kids refuse to even go In-
o Mr. Hill 's off ice. Th is act ion
otds a penalty of two days inter
ai suspension. One cri ti ca l
en lor thinks that two days out of
lass seems too ha rsh for refus

ing to talk with a supervisor,
maybe two hours would be more
approprtate, The student also
suggests that the internal penalty
be given to frequent offenders on 
ly.

There are also a number of part
time monitors in the cafeteria.
These people are called para
professionals. A term referring to
workers In a specialized role that
have not reciefed a college-level
degree for their profession.

Hili is responsable for the hiring
and firing of these workers.

"These people are down here
for three hou rs steady. They can
see trends and patterns," says
HilI.

The only req uirement fo r this
jo b Is to be Interested In worl<lng
wit h kids. But some have the
wrong attitudes.

" I've had to let people go who
were strict , or wh o let socializing
w it h the students Interfere with
th eir job."

It is hard to find the right people
to do their job. Even teachers
dislike cafeteria work. Nobo dy an
joys the duty of discipiing high
school students. With this type of
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ca tch yoursel f peeking up for a
quick look, though. At least we
did .

And we gawked at the peopl e,
too. The people that pass by or
work In those bu ild ings are every
bi t as Interesting as anything we
did in New York. We'd heard, as
you may have, that New York er's
are ignorant and obnoxious . That
was supposedly because they
were afraid of everyone else-the
muggers, rapis ts and murderers.

We talked with all sorts of peo
pie : an old Russian man who,
although he was difficult to
understand, talked about the time
he had spent in a concentration
camp in Sibe ria; an old man wh o
has sold Hershey bars around Co l
umbia University for mo re than 40
years, whose Broo klyn accen t
caught our attention a block away
as he barked, " Hoishey bars ,
Hoishey bars, " hold ing th em bet
ween two knarled fingers; and a
hundred other equally Interesting
people.

We found, as you wou ld, th e
usual sig hts o f tourist New York
impressi ve, places like the Statue
of Liber ty, th e Empi re St at e
Build ing and the Unit ed Nat ions
Build ing. But the rea l New York CI·
ty is the everyday lives of everyday
peop le. And to do what those
everyday people do was what part
of the tr ip was ' abou t. Doing it
tog eth er was part of it, too.

Visi ting Greenw ich Vil lag e and
the Soho distr ict was part of th at
idea . These are the areas of New
York wh ere art ist s, wr it ers, must
cians and act or s live and work. In
Soho, we went to a nealth -tood
restaurant that looked out onto
the brick stree ts and old , red·brick
buildings that make up this former
warehouse district.

And what would a trip to New
York be without seeing a few
Broadway plays? Not much if you
were like us . Broad way is
something you've always heard
about, but being right there was
more exci ti ng than we ever ex
pect ed.

And wh en we returned to
Ch icago and at school the fo llow 
ing morn ing , our enthus iasm for
New York and the close ness we
shared still dominated our
thoughts. As we got back into our
dally routine, though, that en
thusiasm and closeness faded .

Yet there 'll be a t ime when we 'll
be rem inded of the trip, and
although we had forgotten for a
while, the spec ial memories will
come to mind and a smile will ap
pear on our faces.

Your experiences may not be
the same as our s. You 'll surely
have ones you wil l never forg et ,
though.

10

Looking back over the school
year is something most o f us do
now, even though we're also look
ing for ward to sum mer. And I'm no
different.

Alt hough we' ve all had some
bad t imes, it 's the good ones we
remember most.

Some of those happier
memories, for me, have been
since I ollicia lly became a part of
the " Spartanite" stall at the
begi nning of 2nd semes ter .

It took awhile to get to know the
other staff members. But then,
somebody once said , "You never
really know people until you 've liv
ed with them."

For f ive days, I li ved with 11
" Spartanite" members during the
March 12·16 "Spartanite" trip to
New York Ci ty for a journalism
con vention at Columbia Universi·
ty .

Talk about getting to know so
meone. Those few days made 12
people who had worked with each
other, bu t were still strangers,
gro w very close. And while we
were growing close, we were also
discovering the Big App le.

New York 's war m, proud at 
mo sph ere Is ref lected by the peo
pie who live the re. You mi ght say
th at that warm, proud atmosph ere
is f illed with muggers, rap ist s and
murderers . I guess that depend s
on your relat ionshi p with the ci ty.

But if you took a walk down one
of the stree ts, as we did, you
co uldn' t help but sto p at one of
the venders wit h his old·fashioned
cart and buy a hot pretzel or a bag
of roast ed chest nuts . He' d warm
the pretzels for you in an open grill
with fo il separating them from the
coals.

Then your eyes might be
distracted from the vender when a
ho rse and carriage pulled up
along side the curb. If it'd been a
life-lonq dream of yours to lake a
horse and carriage rid e th rough
Centra l Park, as it has been mine,
your ear-to -ear smile wou ld pro 
uabl y show it, as mine did.

The dr iver of the carr iag e might
be dress ed in a long rid ing co at
and top hat. And he'd step down
from the ctd -Iashloned buggy to
open the door for you . It would be
like stepping back Into the 1800's.

Riding through Central Park ,
you 'd listen to the sounds of birds
chirping and people laughing as
they jogged, bicycled or roller
skated by, waving, smil ing or ju st
looking at you .

You can 't overlook the bu ildings
In New York, either. We walked all
over , looking at the buildings, ou r
mouths hung open in awe , trying
not to look straight up at them
because we'd heard that the way
to tell a tourist IS to see who 's
walking around, look ing up at the
build lnas. You 'd ' -orobabtv- 'sti li '
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Canoe infinity

The river flows on and on , ever on.
It's without beginning and without end .
It merely glides through many an eon
Silently sliding through many a bend .

The trees grow tall beside the river
And stone grey bluffs stand even taller
Standing as moments to the water
Are silent, unmoving. by the river.

You are canoeing by calm waters
The paddle is dripping, dip, dip, and then
You swing it bac k through the cool, deep waters
Carrying you on a trip wit hou t end.

The river will fore ver co ntinue,
Dow n would always go. yo u and the canoe.

--TONYWEDICK

Photos by Russ Harper.

Caring
A girl once told me abou t caring.

One day she died .

I couldn't stop to cry
I had to get my car washed
besides it was going to rain any way .

--GERRY KRUOER
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Continued from last issue

" Meli ssthlna," the writer said loudly. "I 'm going to tell
you a story."

" Wordcra ft er ! He'll hear you!" she warned in a
whisper. Outside he could hear the guard react with a
grumble as he Interrupted In whatever thoughts he was
thinking .

"ShUSh, child." the writer said. Inwardly he was quak
Ing and shaking In his shoes. "I'm going to tell you a
story from the kingdom of Mary·ca . Now in this one
kingdom there lived is man who rose from being a mere
castle guard to the high throne of king Itsell. He was a
strong, handsome man, though few realized his
greatness while he was still a guard."

"Stop it! Mellssthlna told him sharply. " Or they will ...
oh'"

''No.'' a gruff voice from gehlnd the writer spoke.
"Gowan, gowan, fi'sh the stawy."

Calmly in appearance, the writer turned around to see
a face In the window, a face of a man well-aqed, a face
of a man with a tanned, deeply-furrowed visage, a man
with a long jagged scar running down his forehead,
through one eye, ending deeply in his cheek. When he

"":'"

I

mind, twisting his thoughts, invading his identity. The
writer felt hlmsef crying one moment, laughing the next,
screaming, cheering, moaning, all of which was uncon
trollable, as if he was watching someone else displaying
his emotions.

Inside the writer felt like dying. Every pain, every
defeat replayed Itself In the boy's mind, as If the strange
being was viewing the memories of his life. Every time he
fumbled and fell, everytime a girl said no to him,
every time that he tried with all that he could and ended
in anything but triumph. He wanted to cry out , " Kill me!
Kill me now,"yet he couldn 't, no matter how much he
tried, he couldn 't overcome the small part of him that
wanted to hang on . He couldn't even succeed in asking
for his own death.

On and on years of dreams that ended in despair
flashed by him like streaks of dark light , wounding him
with stabs at his soul. Through the years of elementary
school , junior high, then fianally high school. Suddenly
the images, the memories stopped at the point of his life
when he began writing stories, when he began thinking
that maybe he might just succeed. He saw Tharkun
then , standing in the wrlter'a mind, his eyes brightening

"On and on the years of drea ms that ended in
despair flashed by him like streaks of dark
light, wounding him with stabs at his sou,"

with the light of a thousand stars . Was that a smile he
saw beneath that hood just then?

And again all was dark.
" Wordcra ft er?" a voice penetrated the darkness that

hung like a shroud about him. It was the voice of singing
streams, now whispering in concern .

The writer opened his eyes once more and looked up
at the most beautiful face he'd ever seen . It was she ,
Melissthina. Kneeling beside him, she was gently rubb·
ing his forehead with her soft and tender hands. A single
strand o f ha ir fell astray across her face. " Wordcraft er !
You are well!"

,," you could call what I feel is well , yeah . What hap
pened? Wait , skip that. I remember now."Abruptly the
writer sat up and looked around him. Tharkun was gone,
as were au the guards. Strange, it seemed like they were
even in a different room. " Where...?"

"They brought us to a room where they knew no
secret doors in the walls are hid . No , don 't stand yet ,
rest some more. I feared that the shadow-cloaked one
had killed yuur mind,"

' 'I' m okay." he said softly. " How. ..are you doing?"
" I still live , I still survive, though if I am forced to

choose between dying and marrying Gorgath, I would
gladly perform my execution for them."

" No!" the writer blurted out.
" Hush, WordCrafter·" the girl urged him quietly.

" There be a guard out the door, and they yet thi.nk you
are mindless! "

"Okay, okay. I have a few friends back home that feel
the same way . About marrying Gorgath though, what
brought that about?"

Melissthina turned partly away, allowing the writer a
view of delicately formed profile. "II began soon after
you left Xathia wllh my people finally free of the tyranny
of the storm giant Ynad . Our land laid in ruins because
of him. Aqed-old enemies saw our sudden weakness and
sought to conquer us as Ynad had . The elders requested
aid from the neighboring land of Borkalio, the land
which Gorgath rules over as war -lord . The elders were
sedperate, and excepted his one condition in return: the
hand of an eleven maiden In marriage. To them I seemed
to be logical choice. I had no family, and I companioned
myself with a dragon, something few elves have done in
centuries,"

Then she turned towards the boy and he could see
that tears were falling from her eyes . Her own people
had betrayed her . For long moments both were silent,
gazing at their own refections In each other's eyes .

" We' ve got to get out of here," the boy said, finally.
Peering through the bars of the oak door, the writer
could see a lone guard sitting a few feet off to the side
silently Inspecting a sword. The writer's sword! Slowly a
smile formed on the writer's face as he turned back to
the kneeling girl with the pointed ears, and once again
leaned against the door just beside the window.

He had a plan, and he hoped that It would work. II was
a crazy plan, but trying anything was better than not do
ing anything.

"He was Gorgath, and he was the enemy. "
said drop itl Drop it now or I shall give my
soldiers the command to kill you!"

He was in trouble. BIG trouble.
He was a teenager who wrote fantasy stories, stan

ding in a castle room on another world, surrounded by
guards armed to the hilt , their sharp swords all directed
at him. All he had was a single sword that glowed in the
dark and said " WordCraft er" on its handle that he had
taken from an acient skeleton's bony grasp.

Each of the guards had probably been trained for lon~

hours on how to use their weapons; thE: youngwriter had
held a sword only once before in his entire nre.

There were four guards, surrounding him from all
sides directions under orders to sieze him. The writer
was only one . Hopelessly outnumbered . . .

"Drop your sword, whelp," the man who commanded
the guards to sieze him now ordered. The boy looked at
him, looked at the great bulk of a man who stood behind
the circle of guards with a smirk on his fat , ugly face .
Arms, legs, and belly of the man were huge, not with
muscle, but with great mounds of fat hanging from his
body. At each side of the man servants were required to
keep their master from toppling over from his own
weight. He was Gorgath, and he was the enemy. " I said
drop it! Drop it now or I shall give my soldiers the com 
mand to kill you!"

"No!" a voice called out, a voice that once sparkled
with sweet music now cracked and strained as if chain
ed like the girl that possesed it. To the far wall her wrists
were chained with heavy links, yet she fought against
them in a fierce fury . Fine golden hair whipped about her
once gentle and soft face as she struggled to get at
Gorgath in vain . Yet still shp toucnt. her pointed ears

making her all the more like a wild creature fighting
for Its freedom .

Gorgath turned with a savage snarl towards the girl,
knocxrnq one 01 hi s servants out of the way . Cruelfy he
cracked his hand across her face , throwing her head
back , silencing her at all but the sound of her short and
shallow breathing.

" So, you know this whelp, hmmm? Do you ,
Melissthina? Answer me! "

" Yes... . " she said weakly.
"Drop your sword, boy ," Gorgath told the writer

without turning to face him, " or she will get more of the
same, much more,"

"Don 't ,"the girl protested faintly, her head bowed
down, her hair hiding her face .

Without a Word the writer dropped the sword. Within
an instant he was pinned down be a deluge of auards
pouring over him. He fell hard upon the cold stone floor ,
knocking his head on its uneven surface. His body was
feeling numb as the guards grabbed hold of his limbs,
and his vision was blurring, darkening.

He heard Gorgath speak, as If from a tar -ott distance,
" I want you to destroy his mind, Tharkun, and I want you
to do It in full view of the she-elf!"

Another voice, a man terrified : ·" Sir ! The castle has
been attacked! "

" What"
" A dragon is attacking the upper reaches of the cas 

tie , sir! "
" Gods! It must be the girl's beast. We shall deal with

it now."A pause of a .heartbeat. " Tharkun! Do as I say I
shall be back soon! " Huge footsteps disappearing in the
mists.

"Yes, I shall do as you say ... . .for now," still another
voice said, with the calm of death.

Then -au was silent and dark.
" Awaken."
The boy sat up suddenly, rubbing his eyes and the

back of his head . Before him stood a tall , dark figure
clothed In a monk's robe . The hood drawn up around
where his face should be. Where his face would be, yet
wasn 't, for all that could be seen In the shadows of his
were stars, mlnature sums, galaxies, universes! For
eyes, where eyes should be, this man(?) had two large
stars, burning brightly Into the young writer's soul.

" Who . ..who are you?"
"I am Tharkun ." An arm of the robe, filled with nothing

save darkness, pointed at the young writer. Suddenly
the writer began to feel dizzy. " I am nothing more and
nothino less ." Then there he was. inside the writer's
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spoke again he revealed a mouthful of teeth either
blackened with decay of missing entirely.
"Till the en' 0' the stawy."

"Well, I don't know..." the writer confided in a friendly
tone. "My companion here thinks you wouldn't like it."

"Bah. You till Ol' Scarr how 'come king."
"Well," the writer Whispered, "If you come up a little

closer, I'll just tell you and leave the girl out of it."
"Yeah..." Scarr agreed, drawing nearer, his face filling

the window, his large nose pushing through the bars.
"Well you see," the writer spoke softly, "this guarq

looked quite a lot like you, yes he did. Same bright eyes,
same bold and gallant-looking scar, same NOSE!"

Suddenly the writer grabbed hold of the guard's snoot
as tight as he could and squeezed, bracing himself
against the door.

"YEOW!!!!" Old Scarr screamed in pain. In anguish
he pulled away, only to be met by more torture to his
nose. Tighter and tighter the writer squeezed, preventing
the guard from anything but writhe In agony and try in
vain to pry his fingers between his face and the door
window.

" Hurry!"
" I' m coming! " he called as he ran after her . His

fingers gripped tighter the handle of the glowing sword.
Melissathina climed on top of sacen's.srncotn green

back and beckoned the young on. As he climbed he said
quietly, " Well , yu're free again I guess this means I'm
going back home."

The girl with pointed ears looked deeply into his eyes .
"Not if you want to ."
"Would it be possible? Would he, a boy from the or 

dinary world of traffic jams and taxes, be able to survive
In Xathla, world of dragons, magic and . . . Melissthina?
He wanted to stay, yet he belonged in his world didn 't
he?

The boy stepped back for a second in Indecision, then
jumped aside in surprise when he bumped into
sornetru.iq . 1\ was Tharkun, stanging tall.

" You are wondering of your place in Xathia."
" Yes, but-"
" Read the word upon Pen 's hilt. "

"Wordcrafter," he read . Minutes he spent silently, roil 
ing that word over and over on the tongue of his mind.
Then finaliy, he said, "I'll stay."

"WordCrafter! " the girl burst out in joy.
" Live for your dreams." Tharkun told him.

" And more: Learn of what your newly gained sword can
do, for it has many powers unknown to you . After all , is It
not written : The Pen Is mightier than any other sword ."

The young man grimaced and climed onto the
dragon's back behind Melissthina, his arms going about
her waist.
As they flew Into the dawn sky, the WordCrafter looked
back to see Tharkun Durst Into a sphere of light, light
that travelled up far Into the sky till it twinkled and
glistened as the morning star.

They flew on Into the sunrise.

"And more: Learn of what your newly gained '
sword can do, for it has many powers
unknown to you. After all is it not written: The
Pen is mightier than any sword. "

Unexpectantly the room again shook, yet It shook
stronger this time, and longer. Suddenly one entire wall
of the huge library burst away; stone, wood, books, all
was sent hurtling across the room, while larger sections
of the wall fell straight down to the floor. Falling In
through the wall was a winged giant, its wings crused,
Its arms trying to grab upon the dragon, Mellssthina's
dragon, that was pushing it down with sharp claws and
a breath of fire . Yet it was useless for the emerald-green
dragon struck quickly at the giant's neck, piercing a
jugular nein, giving out at the same time 'a burse of
flames . The giant screamed, Its screams those of the dy
Ing .

Other screams mixed with the giant's to penetrate the
air filled with dust. Screams, screams that died away
quickly as the writer realized what had happened.

Gorgath had been crushed beneah tons of rubble.
" Sagen!" the girl cried, running towards her dragon,

running towards a group of soldllers as well.
" No ! Wait! " the writer called , running after her .
The soldiers, now leaderless, decided in their shock

that somehow it was all the elven malden's doing. As a
single wave they advanced upon her with weapons of
war .

Melissthlna stoped running just as the writer caught
up with her, just as the soldiers reached her as well.
They had to fight now.

One struck out at the writer, his long sword slicing the
air . The writer ducked, then sprung up to knock the
soldier's sword aside, wounding the man's sword arm.
Yet the soldier fought on, and more were coming upon
them.

Then they were seperated, the writer losing sight of
the girl as she contunued to fight back with a sword she
had won from one of the men . "Melissthina!" he called
as he grew worried, even as he swung and missed at a
guard, Where was she? Could she have been .. .? No!
Not her! Eyes beginning to water,the writer swung again
and again , not even looking at where he swung, not even
caring . The sword glowed now, as it never glowed
before, glowing in scarlet red . Yet he only half-noticed
the sword, wanting just to swing it until he saw
Mellssthina, Until ha saw that she was ali right.

" Wordcraf ter!" Suddenly the writer opened his eyes
fully at the soud of the girl's voice. " We've stopped
them! Now, let us flee !" The writer looked around, sur 
prised . Sure enough all the guards aboutwere lying upon
the stone floor. How?

••TONY WEOICK

'Books fell along one portion of the room to
the floor in a heap of ancient, crumbling per
chments. "

Yet somehow the girl knew. "Sagen
"Who?" he asked as they continued on, the writer

following close behind the girl Yet she didn't reply.
On they ran until they finally came to a stop in an im

mense room. The writer's jaw fell In awe at the size of it
alone. It was huge beyond belief, so huge In fact that the
writer didn't doubt that the entire Astrodome building
could have been placed In this room, with space to
spare. Yet what astounded him even more was what lin 
ed those huge walls...shelves upon shelves of books!
This must be the largest one-room library ever, the
young writer decided.

Suddenly the doors that they entered by behind them
slammed shut, shut by castle guards.

"You have surVived and escaped, " a thick, grating
voice blared. It was Gorgath, sitting in a huge golden
throne In the center of the room. About him were
assembled dozens of servants, soldiers, and guards.
" Pity."

Again the floors, walis, and all else shook with a sud-
den jolt. Books fell along one portion of the room to the
Iloor In a heap of ancient , crumbling parchments. Again
Gorgath spoke."ln case you are wondering, fair
Melissthlna, that was your dragon Sagen battling a sky
demon one of my mages conjured up , and he's LOSING!
Heh heh heh. All your loved ones are going to be killed,
elf-girl. The dragon will be defeated soon, and his bones
will make good materials to form chairs out of. That
whelp of a boy besides you ...1 don't know why Tharkun
chose to disobey me, but I will see your friend dead, as
well as Tharkun punished. All who you loved are on their
way to their dooms, Melissthlna. Agree to wed me and I
may spare them."

" It Is written:" a strange voice said then , and all eyes
_ went up to see Tharkun floating In the air above them,
- his arms outstretched, "When the day a follower of the

Great One comes, so shall the light."

" How dare you!"Gorgath screamed, pointing a stubby
finger at the shrouded figure. "How dare you disobey! "

"it Is written: "Tharkun continued, "When the light
returns, so shall the morning. When the morning comes,
so shall old bonds be severed by the return."

"Do not speak nonsense to me!" Gorgath ordered.
"It is written : By Dragonclaw and Dragon flame, shall

the Evil be sundered and Its master the same."
" Do not speak riddles to me!" Gorgath ·screamed.
Tharkun pointed at Gorgath with an empty. " Another

who has taken after the Old King is here, Gorgath, and
his arrival marks your end ."

"You have no control' over me any longer, Gorgath.
The bond is severed, severed by the return of the
follower. Your fate is sealedl" Again the room shook
with thelmpact:>f two huge beasts of the air impacting
against the castle.

"Tell me then," Gorgath demanded, "Who is this
follower?"

"He is the only one here that could have taken the
sword called Pen from the Old King's grasp. He is the
only one In this land able to fulfill the prophecies. it Is he
that you called a 'Whelp', the young man standing
there." With surprise the writer saw that Tharkun was
gesturing towards him! He was a follower of a king?

" Surpri se," the writer said with a grin. "Now if you
don;t unlock this door right now, I am going to pull your
nose clear off your ugly face."

"You-you won't," Old Scarr moaned, tears forming In
his eyes .

"Try me."
it wasn 't long before Old Scarr found himself bound

and gagged within the cell and its two former oc 
cupants gone down the corridor, the boy with his
recovered sword in his hand.

Down winding passages and shadowy stairs
Melissthlna and the writer ran, past enormous
tapestries upon the walls that pictured dwarves,
dragons, centaurs, giants, and elves In colors long faded
with the years . Suddenly the floor beneath their feet
began to shake, as did the walls and the ceiling above,
shaking for but a moment before it was gone.

" What was that?" the writer asked, not expecting an
answer.
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Crush
I am not in love w it h you.
I am not devoted to you .
I am not in need of you.
I am no t even sure that I l ike you 
What I am
is intrigued with you.
I like the way yo ur blue eyes ta lk.
I like the way your dark hair
rolls and waves and glis tens in the sun.

--GINA BUSCH

Photo by Russ Harper

Morning glories

I stare from my bedroom window. Lig ht white
raindrops crys ta lize on the still. Al most

hyp notized I press my face against the glass.
I cool my cheek. Piercing thunder thrown me

from my trance.Bolted lightning jeers.

The rising sun outflanks its rivals.
Deafening thunder hushes. At dew point the

gra ss glistens. A gust wind sweeps through the
yard . Vined flowers cling to the outside fence.

Morning glories bloom to mark the dawn of a new
day.

--HAZEL COONEY
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Reaching for the gold
The Olympic Gam es had begun, The deciding race

was tomorro w, and Bill kne w he was ready. The shy ,
quiet, nai ve boy from Main had finally made it. This was
the big time and Bi ll kne w this wo uld be the only time, If
he didn't win, there wouldn ' t be a second chance. He
was psyched up and analyzed the competition in every
way possible. He felt sure of himself , but he didn 't want
to get over -confident . He understood that he wasn 't the
favor ite to win , but he was close enough and that was all
he needed. Ju st to make it thi s far was fantast ic but br
ing ing hom e the go ld medal to his aging father would be
beyond words.

His fa ther never really showed Bi ll any affec tion or
pride. He th ou ght the medal would make his fa ther ac 
cept him for wh at he was no t fo r what his fath er want ed
him to be, Taking over the family fis hi ng busin ess was
not Bil l' s idea of happiness and fulf illment. The only
thing that would make him happy would be to feel the
medal being placed around his neck. The race was get ·
t ing closer , and Bill could taste victory . It was so close
but yet so far . He had to get a good night's sleep to give
his best performance tomorrow, but he just couldn 't

close his eyes . He was concentrating on the race,
esp ecially the outcome,

The alarm clock rang, It was 7:00 a.m. It felt like he
had jus t closed his eyes, bu t he had been sleeping for
some time. He got up and got dressed. He heard a knock
at th e door and knew that it would be Coach Melvin; a
kind man with a soft voi ce wh o had helped Bill to no end .

" Come on in , The do or is open," said Bill.
" Did you get eno ugh rest ?"questi on ed Coa ch Melvin .
"I'm all rig ht. I'm go ing to run for awhile and psyche

myself up . Then I'm goi ng to ge t so me break fast ," said
Bill.

" Well do n't ea t to much or yo u won't be able to mo ve.
Are you nervous Bi ll? I was a bu ndle of nerves before my
race, It seems like just yes terday tha t it was me gelling
ready , I guess I'm reli ving the expe rie nce throu gh you, I
do n' t have to do the run ning but I sti ll do th e sweati ng
and worrying , If anyone deserves th is medal Bill , it's
you , You 've work ed long and hard for th is moment. Good
lu ck and I'll see you at th e fin ish l ine ,"sa id Coac "
Melv in .

" Thanks Coach. I'll see vou at the stadium," said B,

A few ho urs later, Bill was in the m iddle of th
stadium and on the track. It was fina ll y here. The mo
ment he had worked so hard for and It wou ld all be over
in a few minu tes . He knew the 100·yard dash only took a
few seconds. He sized up his competition fo r one las t
time. He was ready and nothing could stop him. The run
ners took posit ion in the start ing blocks, The gun went
off Ina rang through Bill 's ears . He felt like he was runn
ing in slow motion but he actually wa s on his way to a
wo rld reco rd. None of the other runners were near
him, He took th e lead immedi atel y and held it throughout
the race . He was f irs t ac ross the fini sh line. He saw his
fa ther's face inthe crowd and began to weep. His father
was glowing wi th pri de. Bill had never felt happier as
they pla ce the meda l around hi s neck and lis tened to the
National An them, Bi ll kn ew he had finally made his
fath er proud.

Bill had achi eved hi s goal. The one thing he had
wanted in li fe was not only the gold medal but h'is
father 's love , affection and true and Bill never wan ted to
wake up.

·· MARTI NA MCGILLOWAY
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Some places and laces In New York City. Clockwise ,
Iromabove: A grimlacelooks outIroma bUilding near
theMuseum of Modern Art; The Chrysler building ; St.
Patrick 's Catherdral; Columbia University's Hershey
bar man; The library of CU, where the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association 's conference was head
quartered.

Photos by Russ Harper
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Going

away
•
IS a

part of

college

education

itself

which is very different. They have
to leave everything tha t they grew
up with and are used to, to go to a
new education experience.

There are many adjustments
college freshmen mus t make. L1v·
Ing on their own fo r the f irst t ime
Is probably the hardest th ing to
get used to. Their pare nts won 't be
there to do their laun dry, prepare
meals, or help th em in th eir da lly
routines, they become tot all y
responsi ble for themselves.

This part of college Is an educa
tion itself. Studen ts learn how to

adjust from being dependent to in
dependent. They also learn to be
responsible for themselves and
everything they do.

Students can also learn many
valuable economic aspects of llv
ing on their own . They can , and
must learn, how to budget money,
and while doing that, learn the
value of the dollar. When studen ts
make purchases, they are sure
that wha t they buy is necessary
because of a limited budget.

Many emotional and men tal
aspects can also be learned by
the college st uden t. They learn to
live harmoniously with people
their own age, and also relate to
them and get along with th em bet
ter.

Students can gain great
knowledge abo ut human relatlon
sh ips In co lle ge. With many kids
the same age around them all the
tim e, they can relate to each other

more easily because they share
the same problems, situations,
and where they are for basically
the same purpose.

Time Is something also to be
learned about in colleges .
Students have a limi ted number of
hours In each day . Obvously, the
morning to early afternoon hour~

will be devoted to class ti me only.
From the time the studen ts get
home from class to the ti me they
go to bed at night, time must be
budgeted for studying, running er
rands, eating and relaxing .

The days of the week mos tly
repeat t hemselves , but the
weekends are very dil ferenl.
Saturdays and Sundays have no
classtime, so the kids have to go
out and have some fun to break
away from the monotony of the
rest of the week.

Study habi ts are also fo rmed
naturally because of the essence
of what college Is all about. Cer
tain hours of study are necessary
to pass co llege courses, and t ~e

st udents eas ily fi nd out what Is
expected of them.

Education In academic s Is only
one part of what Is to be learn ed
by students at college. The go ing
away and becoming Independent
Is an education In Its elf.

··JILL GRAn

Committee explores possibility of new theater
The establishment of a blue rlb

on commi tt ee to Investi gate the
oss lb illity of a new auditorium
or OLCHS was made public In
ast month's Issue of the school
oard newsletter.

The th ree-man faculty commit
ee, consisti ng of Ken Kistner,
teven Lebrecht , and Tom Rleter
gree that the school 's present
acillty, the Little Theater, Is vastly
nadequate and a drawback to the

us lc and theater departments.
"Everythi ng Is stili very ln

eflnlte at th is po int ," stated Mr .
Kistner, head of the music depart
ment. " All we (the committee)
have done so far Is to travel to
other schools In this area , accorn
panled by contractors, to look at

ir auditoriums. " In th is way ,"

he said, " we hop e to fi nd a design
that will best serve our Interests at
OLCHS ."

Mr. Kistner then commented on
what a new aud itorium wou ld
mean to the mus ic department.

" Well, the Little Theater Is
nothing more than a lec ture hall.
The rela tionsh ip between the au
dien ce and the stage Is poor," he
said, " and the acousti cs are bad
for play ing Inst rume nts . An
aud itorium would be built with 1m·
proving these th ing s In mind, no t
to ment ion the grea ter seating
capacity ."

" The committee was form ed
three months ago ," said Tom
Reiter, head of the Engli sh Depart
ment. 'Since then we've traveled
to about 15 schools and recorn-

mended two arch ite ctural firms to
the school board. Now th ey have
to decide whether or no t we go
any farther."

Stephen Lebrecht , Assistant
Super intendant of Finan ce, was
asked about the financial aspect s
of bu ild ing a new auditorium .

"The trick will be to convince
the board to spend all that money
on an aud itorium whe n there are
other places It could go," said
Lebrecht. " The sce lnce depart
ment wants a greenhouse, and the
athleti c depa rtment wants an all 
weather track ."

Mr. Reite r beli eved, however,
that "I t would be a wise Invest
ment because It would benefit
several activities, not Just one."

" The music and theater depart-

ment deserve better than the Little
Theater," he continued, " not to
ment ion forensics, art , and many
others tha t might make use of an
audi tori um."

Reiter went on , " Theater at
OLCHS has really taken off under
the direct ion of Tom Dzur lson.
Right now , the theater club Is do
Ing their spr ing mus ical in gym
110, wher e the set must be
dismantled and moved before and
after each rehearsal, si nce the
gymnasti cs team uses that same
gym .

Wh en quest ioned about the
cost of th e str ucture, Mr. Lebrecht
rep lied , " It depends on seating
capaci ty and sound equipment ,
and dozens of other variables. I'd
say It sho u ld cos t i n the

ne lg hborhood of $800,000 ."
Lebrecht went on to say that a tax
referendum may be used , and If
everyth ing goes smoothly, the
auditorium could be ready for use
In the 1981·1982 school year.

Mr. Kistner was asked about
location for the auditorium , an
replied, " There are several beln
cons idered. The football flel
across the street , elevated above
the teacher's parking lot , but mos
likely It will go along the east sid
of the building,"

Reiter summed up the situation
by say ing , " We have a long way to
go, but we've also come a long
way ,"

··JEFF BASS
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Charles Goodwin-
Cradling one o f hi s fou r nar

monicas in hi s large hand s, he sa t
bef ore th e thr ee o f us in hi s blue
det a ilrnans uniform from Hawkin 
son For d and hi s faded gray
wor km an 's boots . Ju st above th e
front right pocke t o f hi s shir t was
a pa tc h with th e nam e Cha rles
pr int ed on it.

" Now I'l l play ya so me ore
fashi oned bl ues. or wh at th ey call
'cornfie ld blu es' , " th e 58·year ·old
bl ack ma n sai d, ho lding the nar
mon ica a few inc hes from hi s l ips
with h is right hand wr apped
aro und one end and hi s left s l ig h t·
Iy opened at the othe r. Hi s un lin 
ed fa ce and sti ll·da rk co lo red hair
mad e him look mu ch younger th an
58.

·\n~~:;'~f1.::~t'"%:..:::::·:*

'I 'm too young to die.'
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Putting th e. harmonica to hi s
mouth, he sta rte d a blu esy pi ece.

" Yes, I' m a poor boy , baby," he
sa ng , th en lean ed forward and
played so me more. " And I'm a
lon g way from hom e." !1e c losed
his eyes and sto mped th e fl oor
with his fo ot in time to th e mu si c.

" Oh yea -a-an ." he sai d , after th e
last note was played , and he srni l
ed at th e three of us.

Charl es Goodwin wa s talk ing
with us becau se o f h is blues har
monica playing . But aft er li s ten 
ing to what he had to say , I also
fo und him to be the kind of in 
teresting per son you don 't meet
every day...and that's too bad .

" I get to thinkin ' 'bou t Ih e good
t im es I had and that I'm comin ' up
10 ," he said. h is dark eyes looking
strai ght into mine, " and I get away

'on rn ' own, ge t me a pock et 0 ' har 
monica s an ' I'm gone. Like that 01'
say in ': I'm to o young to di e,"

Then he nodded. " That's right ,"
he sa id , hi tt ing the end of th e har
monica agains t the palm of hi s
hand to dry it.

Be ing from Macon, M iss.iss tpp i.
his Southern-Black di al ect was
ha rd to pick up at fi rs t. But I
couldn 't have ag reed more with
wha t he wa s savmp.

In 1954. he moved to the
Ch icag o area With a w if e and
thr ee kid s . Sin c e all of his
rela tives had alr eady mo ved nor th,
he de creed to Join them. Al so , it
was eas ier to make mo re money in
the nort h than down sou th , and
Goodwin made hi s livin g selling
frui t from th e ba ck of a trail er .

He sti l l owns 60 acres nea r
Macon th at he rent s out. And he
misses the So uth.

" Yeah, th ere's thin gs I m iss,"
Goodwi n sai d , hi s vo ice so f te n ing.
" I m iss th e coo l br eeze, th e ti sh in ',
the hun tin ' , th e good cookin', the
good whi sk ey , the good churc h,"
then he slo w ly look ed up , grinned
and sai d,"and th em go od look in'
girl s ."

A war m gl ow c arne to h is face
as he remembered be ing down
so u th. It was wh il e he liv ed in
Missi ssipp i th at Goodwin taugh t
hi mself to pl ay ha rmonic a at th e
ag e of f ive o r six . He reca l led
so me times wh en he'd play th e
blu es w ith a few fr iend s, inc lud ing
his mother 's f ir st cous in, B.B.
Kin g.

...... ~.~.~. ~:"Y~M~~~::t'::&.

'I farmed, drove trucks
an ' made whiskey.'
wm:~·~;~~:::..~F~(&..ID"~tW

" B,B, use ta plow a mule in the
South an ' he be playin ' that
guitar," he said . " Had one 'bout
thi s lon g," he added, holding his
hands about a foot apart. " That' s
righl. "

Goodwin al so played in bars
and at pi cn ics and fa irs.

" I 'd bl ow all night long," he
laughed , " Use ta wear ou t two a
night- blow 'ern to death where
they wouldn ' wo rk no more. I spr
ing 'ern, know what I mean?

" Use ta playa guitar Ii tlle bit ,

playin' the blues with style

·-VANr- SSA FAURIE
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an'stay out 0 ' troubl e . , . you can' t
go wrong ."

I jus t sm ile d with my head
resting in my chi n and watched
him. He ga ve a faint smi le in
relurn..

" Ya see , peop le have it here,"
he said, point ing to h is head, th en
he po inted to h is heart , " but yo u
go t ta have it here. That' s right. "

'I don 't like prejudice
and I won 't go for it. '

Th en he pi ck ed up a harmon ica
and began to playa blues song I
had never heard before. Aft er a
few minutes, he stopped, got up
and sta rted to dance. We all sm l l
ed . Th en he took my hand and we
both danced a few s lo w, [lt terbuq
type steps, lau ghing at our
crazin es s.

As I twi rled in and o ut from
under hi s arm, I thought about
wh at he had said ,

All I co uld sa y wa s, " Yeah,
tha t 's right. "

Having a good time j'

nec essary, according to Goodwin .
But i t 's no t singing and playing
th e harmonica tha t he gets the
most fun ou t of. Nor is it drinking.
It 's talking about Jesus Christ.
Religion is an import ant part of
Charles Goodwin.

" Prayer is the best th ing there is
th is side 0 ' the world ," he said ,
taking a cigarette from his pocket
and st ic ki ng it between his lips.
Ligh ting a match, he held it to the
end of the cigarette and inha led .
" God says we all hi s people,
black , white and all th e rest o f
'ern. And God don 't l ie ."

Goodwin believes all people ar e
the same.

" You may not like their ways ,
but th ey made out o 'f1esh an '
blood jus ' li ke you ," he said quiet 
Iy. tak ing a slow drag from his
c igare t te.

" I don 't like prejudice and I
won 't go for it. You ain't no more
than I am . I a in 't no more than you
are . Th at' s right.

" Be yourself , though ," Goodwin
sa id . looki ng a t each one o f us.
" Ttia ts m y advice for any young
person . If yo u be you rself , read the
Bibl e, tr eat y' fell ow man right

.£..~ :::"".'

::.{

'If you be yourself, . .
you can 't go wro ng '

too , I couldn 't do much with it. I
laid it dow n. Never picked i t up no
more,"

Then his eyes lit up as he picked
up hi s harmonica and said , " Now I
lik e playin ' one 0 ' th ese,"

Goodwin did mor e down south
than playing and singi ng the
blues.

" I farmed , drove trucks, made
whiskey an ' drank whiskey ," he
sa id . " W h i te Li ghtin ' . Th at' s
righ t. "

" You want me mak e you
some?" he ask ed th e o ldest of th e
three li steners.

Everyone laughed .
" You got th e mon ey , I got th e

t im e," Goodwin sa id .
Th e l ist en er sm i led and sai d,

" We ll , I don 't kn ow ab out th at. "
" You kn ow we get ca ught, you

ga in' ta ja il , I'm goin ' home,"
Goodwin sa id , c la ppi ng his hands
and laugh ing some more. " That's
righ t. "" Ya see, people have it her" ," said Charles .

•, " ". . . " ". ' . . . ....... . ... ... .... .. .. .. ..
' . I , . J I • .. , .. • • '" ~ :. , .
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Track Team
Impresses
Reynolds

t'

June Igar

Karen Gallagher, former OLCH S student, playing badminton at the
team 's pract ice during a recent visit to her alma mater.
(Photo by Russ Harper)

Spartan/te

Former OLCHS athlete in
women 's pro softball league

··JIM WIELEBNICKI

that day ." She also commen ted
abo ut other t eam members,
" Lynett e Dunn did well bu t I th ink
she had problems wit h the weight
of the sho t put. They went from an
eight ·pound shot to a four kilo
(eight pounds 13 ounces) which
may have threw her off a bit. I
know Lynet te 's not happy about
the way she did but I think she did
all right. "

Coach Reynolds feels that a
real plus to the team are the Ryan
sis ters." Patty Ryan. a freshman,
has so much potent ial , she 'll
follow right in her older si ster
Carol's footsteps. Peggy has
brought her time down con
siderably and I'm positive she will
break the two -mile record next
year."

Reynolds sa id Carol had a
stres s fra ctu re but never gave up
or quit try ing . " Carol tried so ha rd
even though the doct ors to ld her it
would break ." Reynolds sta ted ,
" She put everythi ng into the
races. She wa s our team leader."

The team has a lot o f potent ial
and with the freshmen on the
team , they will be on top agai n.
" It's hard to lose Holly and Carol
both in the same year , but I th ink
we'll be able to rebu ild because
we have a lot of depth on th e
team ,"

The OLCHS girls track team
may not have won conference or
distric ts th is year, but Coach Lin 
da Reynolds isn't worried about
that right now .

" I think the team did really well
thi s year ," Reynolds. said, " They
never gave up whether they were
winn ing or losing and they always
cheered eac h other on .

The Spart ans ended up th e
season with a record of 3-1and a
4th pla ce fini sh in conference
behind Argo , Sandburg and Lin 
co lnway.

" All the records were brok en
thi s year except the 440 yard
medl ey relay ," Reynolds said .
" One record that I felt was really
an accomplishmen t was the three
year old 880 relay record broken
by Patrice Kramer , Lisa Evans, Jill
Dogue and Michell e Szurn."

The on ly sta te qual ifi er this year
was Senior Ho lly Johnson . She
co mpeted in the 110 hurdles, th e
220 hurd les and the high jum p
event in whi ch she was defendi ng
state champ.

Coach Reynold s sai d, " Holly
had a lot more competi t ion in the
high jump and her hurdl es race
has gotten a lot better. In the last
two years she has taken 8th in the
110 hurdles, th is year she took 3rd
in the 110's and 5th in the 220."

Reynold s added, " Track Is ju st
a matter of how everyone feel s

Gymnasts

·· CHRIS MORONG

the lin eup . Al so on the team is
Joan Joyce, " a prem ier pit ch er"
as Ga llag he r d escr ib ed her .
" She's a supe r pi tc her . I'm glad I
don 't have to hit agai nst her," she
said.

The Fal cons have been the
leagu e's champions for the last
few years. " The games are tough.
Th ey 're usually one run
decisions," Gallagher said.

For her summer job, she earns
$1500-$2000 . Along with that she
is able to see a lot of the country,
all expenses paid . She has also
met a t ew of the Falcons owners,
namely tenn is sta r Bill ie Jean
King and professional golfer Janie
Blalock .

"It's a big part of my
l ife. But I'll know when
to hang it Up."

Gallagher's parents are proud
" of their daughter and support her.

" I' ll call them up regUlarly and
sometimes they' ll fly to Connec
ticut to see me play. It's really
nice," she said.

Gallagher hopes to coach a pro -
fessional team someday after her
career Is over . She said, " I love do
ing It(playlng softball) . II's a big
par t of my life. But I' ll kno w when
to hang It up. But tha t won't be for
a fe-h more years,"

"I never really though.t
I'd oe on a profes
siona l teem."

" I never really thought I'd be on
a professional team . I just always
set my goals high and did as well
as I could. If you want to keep
athletics in perspect ive, you must
set your goals high , too," she
said.

Gallagher averag es .270-.275
and is usually first or second In

A small , s trong woman with
bright eye s and short ha ir ,
Gallagher said, " It was a thr ill to
be picked . I gue ss they thought I
has a lot of pot ential and plus I
was a local girl. "

Being on a professional team
made me " grow up quick," she
said.

She learned a lot on the team
and took her new career in stride.
Play ing cons is tentl y, she soon
took over the short stop pos ition.
Gallagher was named to the All ·
Star team that season.

She is now a member of the
Connecti cut Falcon . She was
pi cked up by them after the
Ravens folded .

" The six -team league has been
in fi nancia l problems. Right now
they are dec id ing whether or not

"Being on a
professions l team
made me grow up
quick."
mm:!IDi~

to have a leagu e th is season. They
f igure if we don 't play this year,
they can reco up fi nancial ly and
have a bett er seaso n nex t .year.
It 's like any ot her new leaq ue
soccer,wo men's basketbal l. They
all have their fans and sponsors
but not widespr ead popularity . We
just need one th ing to let the sort
ball league take off[slmilar to
when Billie Jean King played Bob 
by Riggs) ," she said.

The softball season run s from
May until Sept. In the off season,
Gallagher attends Texas Wom en's

~"11f i #i¥'iii#.;~~ Univers ity on a basketball scholar.
sh ip . A physical education maj or ,
she plays guard on the team

Gallagher, though, sets her
pr iorities In softball , a sport she
began playing as a kid . She
started out In the Khourey League
in Southfield and stayed with it
through high school. She also was
on the volleyball and basketball
teams at OLCHS.

What began as thr ee high
sc hoo l senio r girl s try ing out for a
profession al so ftba ll team for the

- heck of it, turned into a prot es
siona l ca reer for one of them.

Tina Bara jaz, Karen Gallagher
and Jeanne Sobol were memb ers
of OLCHS ' girl s' so ft ball team in
1976 wh en they heard the now 
defunct Chicago Ravens were
holding tryouts at St. Xavier 's Col 
lege . They all d id fa irly well but on
Iy one rece ived a response from
the Ravens -Karen Gallagher.

··DON VOGEL

strong
Dahlman as he finished second on
the horse. "Tim has a lot of poten
tlal ," says Kelly, " He could have a
good future In gymnastics If he
continues to make progress,'.

Freshman sensation Slwlckle
finished sixth on the high bar ,
sixth In vault ing, sixth on the
parallel bars and seventh on the
high bar . Other strong perter
mances were turned in by Gillian,
sixth on the high bar, Bob Carlo,
Dan Dunning and Bob Bennet.

"The gymnastics program will
be very strong In the future," tor 
casts Kelly. " We have some very
promising sophomores and
freshmen and the season change
from w inter to spring helps
because a lot of athletes come out
for the team who would otherwise
wou ld be Involved in other
sports,"

stand
The boys' gymnastics team

finished a strong fifth In con 
ference this year . Even though the
squad was small It didn 't hurt that
much because those tha t did go
out for the team had " a lot of
heart," according to varsity coach
Larry Kelly.

In the conference meet, the
Spartans entered only three
per formers·Wally Wallnskl, Glen
Abrams and Bill Reardon. Wall n
ski finished sixth on the rings,
sixth In the all -around and eighth
In tumbling.

Abrams, who Is on the road of a
terrif ic comeback after a serious
Injury also performed well on the
high bar .

Reardon also performed well,
finishing eighth on the horse with
a score of 5.3.

On the Irosh-soph level, the
squad led by Tim Dahlman, Steve
Siwickle and Joe Gillian, finished
fourth In conference. Ar lbbon win 
ning routine was turned In by
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Sport events don't

·· SUE LEACH

of potent ial is returning next year "
according to Coach Anderson .
Specifically she is referr ing to
Mary Doyl e and Brandy Massett
who played fir st doubles, Kathy
Fahey, second singles and Aimee
Flem ing who at first sing les has
gone un d ef eat ed tn e entire
seas on with a record of 17·0.

" Aimee is a very good pl ayer,"
she sai d. "Her 'concentrat ion and
dedication are unbelievable."

The increased number of exhlbl 
t ion games played by th e frosh·
soph team this year provided them
wit h th e opportunity to gain addl
tio nal experience that will prepare
them for vars ity compet iti on. Ap 
proximately 35 gam es were played
In all. In addition, some of th e
returning members of the team
plan to attend summer camp to
further improve the ir skills.

To conclude their season, the
varsity and Irosh-soph teams ptac
ed third and second In the con 
ference meet. First place ribbon
winners on the frosh-soph level
were singles players Flem ing and
Fahey and Doyle and Massett In
doubles. First pla ce medal win 
ners wer e Morong and Sch iav itt l,
Schryver and Schmitz at doubles
and Lanenga at sing les.

in conference

Peggy Brooks smashes a return

team excels

=

Badminton

Although the OLCHS girls'
badminton team ended the
season with a record of five win s
and II losses , several singles and
doubles teams have excelle d In
co mpet it io n th is year .

Coach Audrey And ers on co n
t ribu tes the losing sta tis tics to the
co mpetition in our area, descr lb 
ing it as " the tou ghest o f the SICA
conferences ."

The most successful records of
the season are held by th e first
and th ird do ubles teams, Krist ie
Sch ryver and Mar l Sch mit z, and
Chr is Morong and Carol Sc hla vi ttl ,
resp ectively . With over all record s
of 18·7, and 19·7, Anderson feels
the girls are definitely on the " wi n
ning sid e."

In the third singles slot, Shirley
Lanenga holds the best singles
record with 13 wins and 13 losses
for the season. She has come a
long way this year.

First and second singles
players, Mary Ryan and Debbie
Jones, and second doubles team,
Peggy Brooks and Jan Genis, fac 
ed tough competition in their posl
tion s and were not as successful
in term s of win s and losses but
displayed commendable dedlca 
tion throughout the year .

On th e trosh-soph level , " a lot

"

-...:.

\ \

•

··LYNETTE DUNN

work with th e Boost er Club for th e
pla nni ng o f awa rds nig ht and th e
football program s and also with
th e ad minis t ratio n on th e hir ing o f
coac he s and d et ermining a
bud get.

Parks ' job is a very t im e co n
sum ing one.

" When the school hos ts a tour
namen t , I am directly
responsi ble," Parks said. " That
means I'm in -charqe with the
basics , suc h as , offi cials and
wo rke rs, along wit h half -ti me
en tertainmen t and in t roducing the
schoo ls to eac h othe r."

The most t ime consumi ng
period o f th e ten-rnon th-lonq jo b,
however, is du ri ng th e wi nter
season.

" I am required to attend all
hom e winter sport even ts," sai d
Parks. " I also have to work out a
sc hedule of who can use what
gym when . That 's because th ere
are so many sport s and only so

- rnany gyms. This is o fte n quite a
problem."

Throughout th e year , Park s is
al so required to keep up on th e
equipment that has to be repaired
or ord ered, it is a field that has to
be lined and cared for ,

" My favorite of all th e respon
slb ilit ies is the 'Hall of Fam e' in
th e Spartan Gym lobby," sa id
Park s. " I make sur e all the' pic
tures of the conference cham
pion s are taken and put up on the
wall and all the troph ies are pla c
ed in the proper showc ase . It is en
tirely my responsib ility. And I'm
proud o f it. "

by themselves

~?5:m?»WW$~~

Fred Parks, athletic director

" My favo rite of all the
responsib il it ies is the
'Ha ll of Fam e' in the
Spartan Gym Lobby. /I

~iMk¥:!ii! l i : : I :"" liiAWJ'~

At times Park s is even a
co unselor wh en problem s ar ise
between coach and coach, coach
and athlete or coach and parent.

" Many t im es an athlete or
parent has a qu est ion or problem
with a coach ," stated Parks, " and
then It ;s up to me to solve it or to
tak e further ac tions ."

However , Park s' job do esn 't
sto p with the coaches, athletes
and parents. He is al so required to

co mpet it ion."said Parks. " This is
a must, as li st ed by Ihe IHSA. and
all schools mu st foll ow it. "

Besides doing th e basic
athle ti c-director job s, Park s has a
lo t of lit tle , yet important jobs th at
go with the titl e.

" I am responsible to keep on
fi le a physical card fo r each
ath le te .t'Parks said. " I also have
on file a co py of o f the IHSA rules ,
school athlete rul es, and eac h
teams person al rul es."

Parks is also responsible for the
ac ti on f o f all 39 coa ches at
OLCHS.

" My job with the coaches is to
make sure th ey understand the
IHSA rule s and that they inform
their athletes o f th ese rules ,"said
Park s. " I mu st also see th at th ey
are perf orm ing th eir job to th e
best of th eir abll i tv "

happen
Not many peopl e reali ze jus t

hat goes into planning a sport s
ive nt. However, there is one per
'on at OLC HS who does. Tha t per 
on is Mr. Fred Parks, the athleti c

Jirec to r.
Fo r th e past 16 years, Parks has

een athle tic d irect or at OLCHS.
hat' s after having nin e years of
revious expeie nce in downst at e
cnoots,
~~~liWZ$ , ::...!lH:~...m

This year alone, Parks
cheauted over 800
porting events.

" My job in general is being th e
public relat ion s person for th e
sports program ,"Parks sta te d.
" I'm in charge o f scheduling all
the sporting events for th e boy s
and girls for the enti re year ."

Along with scheduling the
ates and times for the variou s
ompetit ions , Parks has to
chedule bu ses , officials and
orkers .

Mo st of the scheduling is done
year in advance to assure the

est officials and workers posst 
Ie," said Parks.

This year alone, Parks sheduled
ver 800 different sporting events.
hat inc luded getting competition
ates and times, officials, and

.workers. But most important is
the sending out of contracts and
eli gibil i ty l ists .

" The contracts and eligibili ty
lists must be sent out at lea st one
week prior to the actual date of

t~~«,mw.~~~
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Sport Shorts

Jim Kolodziej taking the lead in the 220 . (Photo by Greg Olejniczak)

"

June 1980

4·25·80 OL 3 Richards 2

4·29·80 OL 0 Sandburg 5

4·30·80 OL 5 Eisenh ower 0

5-6·80 OL 5 Arg o o

5·7·80 OL 2 Shepard 10

5-10-80 OL 1·2 Stagg 9·5

5-13·80 OL 4 Sandburg 7

5-14·80 OL 5 Sandburg 2

5-19·80 OL 5 Argo 0

Boy s Tennls-Frosn-Soph

Baseball·Freshmen

Basebal l·Sophomores

5-8-80 OL 5 Shepard 4

5-12·80 OL 3·4 Stagg 8·9

5·13·80 OL 0 Sandburg 10

5-15-80 OL 1 Sandburg 0

5-17-80 OL 2 Brother Rice 9
Badm lnt on.FrOSh·Soph

Scoreboard

5·1·80 OL 5 Shepard 2

5-6·80 OL 7 Homewood·Flossmoor 0

5·8·80 OL 4 T.F. South 3

5-13·80 OL Blo om

Badmlntcn-vars tty

5·1-80 OL 4 Shepard 3

5·8·80 OL 3 Homewood·Flossmoor 4

5·8·80 OL 3 f..F. Sout h 4

5·13·80 OL Bloom

5-24·80 Dlstrlct s·Schryver/Schm lt z 2nd Place

State qua lif iers

Gymnaatlcs-Frosn-Soph '

5·3·80 OL 66.85 Hinsdal e South 73.48 Naper·

vil le Central 61.43

5-5·80 OL 59.9 Thornwood 60.6

--TOM CAROLLO

The Spartan varsi ty baseball
team ended its season on May 24,
with a loss in districts against
Brother Rice, 2-0.

This year's team had f ive all
conference players: Don Kalks
teln, Ralph Dvorak, John Major,
Chris Cubr and Dan Carr.

--ANDY KUTSULIS

Surma said the support of the
students and parents has been
growing eac h year and has been
great thi s year, too .

Boys' Tennis

-- JOE COS ENZA

Baseball

The vars ity tennis team finishea
it's season with a disappointing
4-13 record . The team did not ex
pect to fin ish high in the sta n
dings, but hoped to have a
somewhat better record . The sta r
ting lineup consisted of seniors:
Todd Frederi ck , Mike Vasil , Bob
Dunkel , John Hoffman , and
George Matulik and juniors: Andy
Kutsulis , Dave Lewalski and
George Vanderlinde. With only
three starters returning , a lot will
be requ ired from this year 's
sophomore team to make next
year a success.

The girl s' varsity so ftball team
is current ly 2nd in co nference with
a record of 8-4, and a record of 12-8
for the season .

Coach Jane Surma sai d, " We
have excell ent pit ch ing in Sherr i
Comise and Vick i Klut charch ."

She also went on to explain how
aggress ive the team is on the
bases and what a good-hitting ball
c lub it is. Eight out of 12 players
are batt ing over .300 in con
ference. Lead ing the team in runs
batted-in are Sharon Kenn edy and
Carol McTeage.

Surma couldn 't name anyone
outstanding player. As she said,
" All of my players are outstan
ding."

With the season coming to an
end, Surma is looking toward next
year. There are six seniors leaving
the team, but Surma has Lori
Cramer, Rose Geraci , Carol
McTeage, Paula Campania and
Cheryl Kennedy returning next
yea r.

Coach John Welty has been do
ing a grea t job with the trosn-soph
team, which is now 1st in con 
fere nce with a record of ten wins
and two losses. Surma is looking
for ward to getting some of the
frosh-soph players for next year 's
varsity team. For example, Col 
leen Boyle has been doing a super
job as catcher.

Girls' SoftballBoys' Track

--LYNETTE DU NN
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LEHMANN·MUELLER WIN CON·
FERENCE

Th is year the Spartan team
placed 4th in the SICA·West co n
ference meet. Jeff Lehmann was a
double winner in the shot put and
di scus. Don Muell er wa s OLCHS'
only oth er winn er by winn ing the
pol e vault champio nship. Muell er
also placed 5th in th e 330-yard low
hurdles and 6th in the 120 yard
high hurdles. Jim Kolodziej pla ced
2nd in the 220 and 440, 5th in the
100, and 6th in the long jump.
Oth er scorers were Steve Filipiak,
6th in the 220, the mile relay team
took 5th , the two mile relay team
6th, Phil Leonard took 2nd in the
discus, John Morganthaler, 3rd in
the shot , Todd Dominski , 3rd in
the pole vault , and Bill Tasker, 4th
in the triple jump.

LEH MAN N GOES DOWN STATE
At this year 's district meet , Jeff

Lehmann was the only one to
qualify for the state meet. He
qualified in both the shot put and
discus.

Other placers In the district
meet were Don Mueller, 5th in the
pole vault, Todd Dominski, 4th in
th e pole vault , John Morganthaler,
5th in the shot put and Jim Kolod
ziej, 5th in both the 220 and 440.

. (Photo by Greg Olejniczak)Lehmann WinS State

On the weekend of May 24 and 25, at the state track meet, Jeff
Lehmann turned intwo very impressive performances . He won the
shot put with a throw of 60' 10 3/4 " and came in 6th in the discus
with a throw of 165' .

s e r r o a t i - v a r s t t v

5·10·80 OL 9·14 Stagg 22·9

5-1i ·80 OL 1 Sandburg 4

5-14·80 OL 8 Richard. 3

5·19·80 OL 9 Chicago Christian 13

Boys' Tennls·Varslty

Girls' Track

4·26·80 Reavis Rela ys·4th Place out

o f 17 team s

5·3-80 Conference OL 67-4th Place

4-25·80 OL 2 Rich ards 3

4·29-80 OL 0 Sand burg 5

4·30·80 OL 4 Eise nhower 1

5-6·80 OL 5 Argo 0

5-10·80 OL 19-13 Stagg 12·12

5·12·80 OL 20 Sandburg 19

Sofl ball·F ros h·Soph

Tra c k

Tra ck

.........

5·5-80 OL 13 Shepard 15

5·7·80 OL 3 Shepard 4

5-10·80 OL 19-9 Stagg 8·\

5·12-80 OL 8 Sandb urg 14

5·15·80 OL 12 Sand burg 2

5·19·80 OL 2 Argo 1

Bo y s ' F rosh ·Sop h

4·29·80 OL 54 Argo 86

5·1·80 OL 92 Hil lcrest 49

5-6·80 OL 52 Sandburg 92

Don Mueller racing to the finish in the 300 hurdles .

(Photo by Greg Olejniczak)

Baseball·Var slty

Gymnastlcs·Varslty

5·3·80 OL 95_85 Hinsdale South 106.25 Naper

ville Central .122.53

5·2·80 OL 65.6 Rich Eas t Invltatlonal ·5th Place

5·7·80 OL 95.7 Thornwood 97.4

Bo y s ' Va r s it y .

4·29·80 OL 59 Argo 86

5·1·80 OL 65 Hill crest 79

5-6·80 OL 75 Sandburg 71

•
~

..
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"You

and excellant

To the non-qraduatlnq c las s of
1980: Beller lu ck next time
President Jimmy

To the cast of Oliver and of course
T.D.
Thank you for your time, your pa
tience, and most of all your kind
ness.
Tim

Joe & Curly,
Thanks for being so great!
two are excellant"
Tom

Mar , Barb, Ter ese , Jan,
Thanks for being there.
Love , Vicki

Happy Birthday, Poof Kevec,
Be good, Denny you're the besl.
Sheebler

Tom,
You 're great
yourself!
Curley and Joe

Shelley , Cathi, Patrice, Joanne,
Sue and Diane,
II's been a great year!
Thanks! Love, Janel.

Bev , Maria, Cathy,
I'll miss you guys one hen-et-a-tot.
Love, Vicki

Mike, Dan,C,C.M., SAS.,
I'm going to miss you guys SO BE
CRAZY .
MAKR

Sheil a,
Happy birthday . Hope we hav e fun
this summer .
Cat hy

Sot inko ,
The pic tu re was very blurred , but I
be l ieve it!
Chevy and GTO

Tud, Shel ly .Red Sue, Pat
It was a real ex perie nce
Dingle

Lost: Nice blonde, very nice
girl ,(loves to party, sometimes
very bit chy , very understanding,
very funny (looking).HaHa. Oh ,
yea h, and gro wing a mu stach e
HaH aH aH a

Ot t(Ski),
You 're the greatest thing that 's
happened to rne In a long time.
You 'll be at sch ool but that s OK .
Love va , from a distance Ted
Nugent

wild

!~~f(g~I~~~NT
4861 YVEST 95th STREET

GArden 4-5533

It is normal for
Really!

424-7770

Unisex sty ling

5503 W. 95th St.
Oak Lawn, IL.

Empi re Beauty Salon

SPECIALIZING IN TEAM UNIFORMS
AND JACKETS

TROPHIES AND AWARD PLAQUES
WITH CUSTOM ENGRAVING

- BOYS AND GIRLS WIN T ER SCHOOL JACK ETS

?~I' QUdlit'l dlfd Pe".Jclfl1liJ~d ~~!,pk~

P.B .,
I love you .
S.O.

Lizzie, M.D., and Sue ,
Thanks for the memories,
times at he Big U.
LD

Susan Marie Leach,
U of I wants you, Northwestern
just wants your money.
Future Roommate

Tyrone Pope,
Can we borrow your curl ing iron?
Sophmore Girls

Wood,
Flord ia's co mi ng !
Blon d ie

Ste ve Ha ll,
you ' re so me body special!
Love al ways, Purrrr

Kruder,
I'm not kidding .
you to like girls!
The Big Cheese

NB.,
I 'm sorry I didn 't send you a flower
on flower day.
Red

Hey Cut re ,
I'll a lways be there if you need so
meonr to talk to !
That Swee t Shy Gir l

To D.G & P.C.,
I lov e you guys, you are the best
friends anybody could ask for
This summer will kick .
Love , S.B .

Carol ,
Thanks for being a wonderful
trrend .
Love you a lways. Fozz

M ~ - - - - -

Ca rol Schiavet li and Chris Moron g
Now tha t you r al l-co n fe rence are
Iyo u go ing to ge t smashed! .-----------

me

Spartanite

Pete
Environments changing
Klingons

Tammy's easy
Tony

Tom Dorian,
We got our red flowers.
Anonyomous

Tommy,
Holen Sie,
Sie wissen wir!
Jo

Joe H.,
Keep in " TOUCH" this summer.
Love, Lynn
P.S. I'll keep in " TOUCH" this
summer and always.

Kup
use
membership

Red Devil , Blue Demon and White
Lily-
We 're the only ones that have it!
Saphire Saint

Sully 's Crayons,
It takes one to know one ,
From one Airhead to another.

To the second hour Sales and
Mark et ing Class ;
We accept your chal lenge , and
you bet te r wa tch ou t 'c ause we're
go nna ki ll ya !
First hour class

Base,
Don't criticize the way I drive when
you can 't Yoursell!!
Space

Slim.
You re sweet.
Toothpick

Oolthatr Lives

101 thin gs vou ca n with a spoon
by Car ol Moon

41 thing s you can do with a shud
der rel ease cable by Monica Ran
na lli.

Carr!a ,
" DaaaDa Da DaDaaa Da "(gradua
non theme)
Love Karen

Ka thy,
Guess Who?
NUN YA

Michael.
I'm so rry for every thing th at has
happened . I hope we can work
thi ngs out
Me

Styx Rul es ! ! I

J .
Had a good time in P.E. hop e to
see you over th e sum me r.
C.

S.O.,
I lov e you .
P.B .

LASSIFIED ADS I
C.C., L.L., M.M ., S'S ': . . Ca r,ol, -c T ' " chai r one Mr . Marks,
Thanks for bein g ter itti c fri ends. Let schalk .. s We'd like to extend our sincere ap-

J.J. more ti me! preclatlon for your assistance in
- - - - - F.FW . helping us publish this Issue of
Erik Asti cot a n d J ohnny - - - -'- the " Spartanlt e." Thank you.
Bluewhalehead , Syco ' . The staft
F the poster kid ' PLEASE These past SIX months hav e been

rom , 0 'T f hiGIVE!!! the besl. We W N orget t IS

J.Weiss summer.
- - - - - Lov e, Fly
Lora, You've been a real great
friend, you 're my best, we 're gon·
na have to see each other a lot
over the summer. Take care.
Friends Forever,
Jeanne

Diane P., Lora M., Chris Mc ., and
Kim B., have a great summer and
keep in touch , also keep the hot d .
going.
Friends Forever ,
J.S.

Mike,
II's been the best year and Three
months a person could ever ask
for, we had good times and bad
times but , through it all I still
LOVE YOU! I hope we last a lot
longer !!!
Love you ,
Jeanne

L.M., D.P., C.M. and K.B. II's been
great in biology, keep in touch
over the summer.

Cathy, Shelly, Janet , Joanne and
Pat ,
Good Luck in the future- I'll never
forget ya!
Love Sue

Liz, Gerry, Martha·
Always fri ends no mailer whal...or
whwre.
Lov e Sue

Nad ia Ku shka, Geor g ia, Ole
Best o f lu ck always
Lov e Kr ist i

Ger and Sue ,
Put up tha t lo t. I' l l be visi ting often
eno ugh.
See ya at th e Big U.
Liz

Zen
Cruel and Heartl ess,
June 79

Sapul ic h,
Is i t s t ill s li ppe ry?

M.D..
I hop e June '80 is as good as June
'79. See ya at the Big U.
LD

TO ALL IT MAY CONCERN :
1· I'm going to rtii ss you .
2· I love you .
3· Happy Gruduation!
-Karen

them

DONUTS
15 Ceach

with ad
limit 1 dozen

OLCHS STUDENTS
ONLY

Offer expires 7/1/80

June 1980

Nancy, III miss you, me darlin'
love you!
Oliver

Gip,
John Phillip Sousa forever! I'll
miss you lots, Write me from
University of Broccoli. I love you

Moody,
Work on you're back hand ,
Please!!!! It needs il. M'M's .
P.S. the first M is me

ro everyone in driver' s ed fifth
hour,
I'm passing drivers, which is more
than I can say for some of you .
Belin
P.S. See you all on the road

:SOUTH
: WEST
:DUNKIN

DONUTS
(corner of 87'h & Pulaski)

S.A.S.,
IT's bin nice hav'n ya LERN me.
we'll all miss you.
GTO, Puppy, (Gluehead), to-days

•........•............. .

Clones,
It 's been a slice (too bad you
didn't get a piece). Stay in your
cages and watch out for finger·
prints!
Love, Weenie

Bill ,
Happy Bir thday , iI's bee n a week !
Lori

' •••••••••••••••••••••• " Lori.
Tim ot hy, ,YOU need a M o o ser -p oo p er
Thank you for the best th ree mono scooper
ths of my life. You are th e BEST! Ching·Ctling-Ching
Don 't for get we got a deal Babe. - - - - -
Love you always, Mr . Mulderink , Mr Hess, Mrs.
Punk Kluesendorf,
_____ Thanks for all the help throughout

Lis , Angel , Margo, WITHAMM M, the past four 'l ear s . We appreciat e

Girty, Gina, Smit, Ho lly , Cerny: it.
Thanks for some GRE AT TIMES. IJan and ~udy
I'll never forget any of them. -- - - - -
Love always, Caro lynn ILisa Heidenreich ,
_ _ _ _ _ You're in the twilight zon e!

Babe, DC
Thanks fo r making my senior year - - - - 
so specia l, beca us e you r so Ke lly Knauz,
specia l to me! Rem ember, we've Earth ca lling Kell y, Come in Kell y

on ly jus t begu n, Kwaz ic ! Lora
Me - - - --

Kri sp ie,
Is yo ur moose pooped ?

To M.O.J.B.,V.P.J .M.,Pres.
too my ice crea m! ! !
Love al ways,
IBS the F.L.

Vicki K.,
You're the one for me!

TO: th e gr eat est bowlers,hockey,
volleyball , basketball and so ftball
players-
LeI's get together again this sum
mer we can beat them all
Laura
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$10 and up

order early

R&D Florists

To my friends and BLS,
"I never d id get done"
Sor ry.
Unknow n

Graduation
bouquets

Li nda, Merr it, Carl a,Tina , Thanks
for making my junio r year great!
Hope to see you all over the som 
mer.
Love Mik ki

K.M .F.
How fa r can you squ irt?

Hutch,
Thanks for all the fun t imes
together. Also for being there
when I needed ya.
Fr iends Forever,
Starsky-

J im ,
Had fun in P.E.
See you over the summer!
C. .

Noodle Hips,
Jelly donuts forever!
Cu-tie

Pasta-butt , Cu -tie . Noodle:Hips,
and Sexy ,
Hang Loose!!!
J.J.

Kristie, Jill , Shelia '
Remember the vasoline on the
door handle.
Joanne

Jesse Gomez;
Chi cago's better!
Disco Mony

Plippis, Fai ry-Kaye, Kermie, M.J .,
Ritz, Gaybra.
It's been a blast! I'll never forge t
the great times!

'=9v~ ~'1. _
Reagoa,
Thanks for the good t imes.

Dolores, J il l , Joyce, Luc y ,
Marykay, Pam, Peggy , Susan,
Couldn 't ask for better friends.
It's been a great year.
Love , Jan'

SIN C E\ Spaz is a sex -machine
193 01 ---- -

Carol,
"Come give yo ur ki ndness"
Tim

Gasey,- --
Bubba and Stuart forever!

3238 West 63rd Street

Sue,
Good luck at Nor thern, the best
has yet to come.
Love ,
Ted

Devil , Demon, Saint , Goolle, Bean ,
Fun , Jap, Smitty,
Pow er to yas !
Lov e Lily

Scottsdale Shopping Center
7967 South Ci cero Avenue

Jeanne,
Thanks for the last year and 3
months we 've had togerher and I
hope it is mu ch longer.
Lov e always and forever, Mike

Jun ior Girls,
Are you ready for a rematch in
football?
F.FW.

I Mike ,
Let' s make two tears, (only s ix
mor e months). I love you .
Jeanne

" . , " '. ' , TT/ ;T/ .
-. " \. " \ . . ; : ..' . , / /

Bl:~af\.

f-dia~ondA
BEGEMAN & CO.

NO WAY, MOLL!

Lee B.,
Two more inches.

Brementowne M all
6865 A West 159th Street

4167 Archer Avenue

Om ie ,
" Please do n't go "
A " Friend(?)"

Mary,
I hope you have great times bet 
ween classes and plenty of sleep
suring them. Have a good senior
year.
Love ya ,
Laura

Tom C.,
How 'bout another session?
Hindahl

Debbie, Missy, Carol , Kathy, Mary,
Mary, Hazel , Anna, Nikki Barb,
and Linda:
I love YOU guys!
Love Rita

Tom ,
I am not in this world to live up to
your expectations; And you ar e
not in this world to live up to mine.
You are you, and I am I.
And if by chance we meet each
other, it's beautiful , but if not we
can always be friends. Sio

To my Pal ,
Love being with ya & I can 't tell
you why.
Guess who?

Bert ,
No more Camero action, it 's better
on the wat er. I love you .
Ernie.

(PSSST)
Cath ,
Let's pa rt y to all the crazy times
and definetly more to co me.
Love, Cindy

Congratulations Seniors!

Sharon,
I'll miss you .
Love ya, B.C.

Loose Lisa,
Happy 17th .
Luv ,
Your kinky, sex-cra zed friends

Barb-ie
Love it like leat her.
Mu sh-rnosh

Ni ece handshake 32!
85

I CLASSIFIED ADS

Mon ,
To th e best friends, sta y sl eezy !!
Ton -a-sex

Fl aggers·Karen & Tammy ,
Wait t ill next year.
Second in co mmand

Baby Cakes ,
You ' re so me thi ng special.
Signed Serio us

Mr.Solinko,
Be high on sunshine and you 'll
make it!
Mony
P.S. Lif e is fai r!

Joe,
I kn ew you co uld do it i f you tr ied .
I love you .
Kell i

Hap py Birhtday , were you surprlz
ed? Wo z

Kr ist ie Moose Poop,
Keep on moose-poo pin '
The one and only moose poop

To everyone,
Co ng rad ula tions to all,
le t 's celebrate- AoMOFo
Tom D.

Ni col e,
Thank s for li st ening.
Dan.

Tom M. (Vi rgo?)
Well , it' s been a slice!!
Sti ll
Mike a. (Leo)

Gip,
John Phill ip Sousa forever !
I' ll m iss you lot s. Wr it e me from
Universit y o f Brocco li.
I love you ,
Oll ie

John Chao. Chinese Giaol o

Sandy and Michelle,
Thanks for being my friends!
You 're great!
Deb

Mr . Sol inko,
I hav e reall y enjoyed meet ing yqu !
Thanks for being you!
Deb

Ma rgie,
I'm glad you 're my sister!
Thanks.
Love Deb

Hey Evans!
A 41·b ra ins man
Guess Wh o

8661' 5 Pulaski
J

735-5656

Rinky Jr .,
You being my best fr iend is really
important to me. You 've been
more of a friend than fish ~ve r

was . We 'll have fun in the sun (and
moon !) th is summer, and we 'll get
f ish ! !
Your crac ked,
lillie crac ker

Wh it e Sox rule!

"Rampage"

" J.S. BOX anda
guest band

" S AT U RN' S
CHILD"

Oak Lawn Village Hall
Dumke Drive

Ju ly 18:

6:30-10:30 p.m.

June 27:

August 15:

you thwi thout$2. 50
center
1. 0.

NONE·

Admission : $1.50 with
youth center 1.0.

MIN US YOUTH CENTER
9630 Southwest Hwy (around the back), Oak Lawn, Village Annex

2 NIGHTS OF LIVE ROCK'N' ROLL WEEKLY
OPENING (for Oak Lawn residents and students between 14-21 years of age)

TUESDAY i FRI DA Y NIGHT I <,'l-"'CONCERT~~
NIGHTS m ROCKS I OUTDOORS

W 7·10:30 p.m . M
JUNE 24 ' June 6 "Trance" b

1*1 June 13 " Paradox" I7-10 p.m. M

~O;d1JU:~i~~~dS I~~7ye~O ;~~:~::r I
July 11 " Pegasus" I

$1. cover or FREE with IJuly 25 " Cold Shoulder" I,
minus none J.D. • Aug 1 "Trance" I

I 1980 10,s only $5 I :
Bands call 636·2929 for auditions
ask for Laura
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We ar e a widelv recogn ized
leader in th e health insu r
an ce industry and we ca n
offer you an excellent sa l
ary and ben ef its . Fo r mor e
i n for m a t io n , please ca ll
661 ·8166 .

23 3 N. Mich igan Ave .
Chicago, I l 60601

A n E qual Op p o rt u n lty
E m p loyer M /F

BLUE CROSS
BLUE SHIELD

Car ol ynn Dwan,
Than ks for being suc h a beau tifu
friend .
Love, Carol

Lis a Hennessy,
I m iss your sm ile and our lat
nig ht talks. Please come ba ck t
Johnstown, I lov e you .
Hunch

Chr ist ine F.R. Mo rong ,
It s been great! Love ya
Margaret A,K, Ber r ery

Carol (Bub),
Thanks for the great
season!
Love, Chris (Quas)

Ret , I'm dreaming of th e days
when Eric & Sarah w ill be wearing
J.C. t-snl rts, carryi ng um brell as
and drin ki ng min t ;ull ps ! I!!!!
Love a ways, Scarlet

Hunch,
Someday we 'll be together.
Lisa

To all our frienc's,
Have a good future and we'll see
ya over the surr-mer .
Joe Garcia & Kelli Keenan

Ray Elliolt,
Your beard's to long.

To all my friends and BLS,
"I did get some of it done, but not
much."

Karen, Don na,& Sue,
How about if th e 'gi rls' get
together so me time over the sum
mer and have one of those ' loose'
ni ghts!! !
Love , Carol

at I Kelli ,
I love you,
Joe •

great
, Thanks for all those wh o helped

ou t w ith th is iss ue .

Cunningham :

K.M.F.
can' t have my locker IHow far can you squirt?

Mrs. Kotheimer,
Thanks for all the pics this yearl
SPARTANITE

Pasta Butt ,
Hang loose!
Q.T. w /e

Eric Ast lcot & Johnny Bluewhale
Head ,
From the Post er Kid
Please give!
J. We iss

Mr s. Bibeau,
Tha nks for being so
throughout the year.
Love, Carolynn

Nessa & Reen ,
Its been " interesti ng" Best of luck
next year .
Maggie

To all my friends,
I wish you good times. Be happy.
Be Yourself. That's right.
Ness

Ali ce Armstrong,
I love you, I love you , I love you.
Johnny

J ill
Ana ba ha-blck - ya habib
Nadia

Carolynn, Lisa & Marge,
Thanks for all the fun times
OLCHS. Best luck always.
Love, Chris

GRADS:

Ready to Make the Big Jump?
...Don't Do It Blindly!

You could qu alifv fo r on e o f th ese int eresting po sitions at our
convenientlv locat ed downtown office - easilv accessib le by
many forms of public transportation .

Be invest igative. Be ambit io us. Be smart . And take th e tim e to
give in-depth conside ratio n to a ca reer at Blue Cross Blue Sh ield.
After you 've weigh ed th e chall9nges , salaries and benef its , vou'll
see why Blue Cross Blue Shi eld is an outstanding place to begin
your ca ree r in on e of th e following areas :

• TYPISTS • GENERAL CLERKS
SECRETAR IES • STAT IST ICAL CLERK S

• CRT OPERATORS

Spartanite (Bog),
Good luck next year .
Angel·Scoop

Nejeh
Sorry you
next year .
Nania

Donna Hansen,
Some Saturday night you bring
Gary and the lea ther strap, and I'll
bring Tim and the French onion
di p.
Carol

B ruc e
Hello, Bru ce.
Bruce

Jerry Kruder .
Please grow your moustache
back, it's very sexy!
Love , S.J.

Desparat e for a date !
Jo in lon ely hearts c lub. New
member s co ntac t Joan Do ig ,
Nicole Nlc isia or Laurie Dumpert.

Good-bye Jodie
Love, Lu -te

Sloppy Rhonda ,
You ugly sc rag
You owe me!

Cli nt Chu ck Bruce Eas twood Nor·
ris Lee ,
Thanks aga in for everythi ng. Don 't
ever forget that I'll be back so
please be waiting .
Love Always,
Me

MAC.,
You 're the best friend I ever had .
It 's gonna be a great summer.
Love, Sherri

Joann,
" It's no biggie,"
Jo lee

Tiger, I love you
tony

To Lauren, Marc, Diane, Jeannine,
Kluev; Steve, Bill , John, Andrea ,
Kelly, Kelley, Gene , Terrie and
Penny,
Have fun forever!
Love , Diane G.

Geerdes
Does he really go
DUH-DUH-DUH-DUH ?

01
Good Luck on your next 2 years of
schoo l.
Your loving bro .

Oremus
Keep SIU on its toes and warm it
up for me . I'll see you on ca mpus .
Stay high.
L. Galzin

Diane and Jeannine,
Stay away from sun poisoning,
down-eleva tors going up, and
slow skrews!
S.D.BO.

Bobber Go natural
L.P.

JIMI AND JANIS ARE ALIVE AND
WELL AND LIVING IN OAK LAWN

CC
The grappler holding out ?
Jack

Colleen
Summer Is upon us , and I know
It' s gonna kick.

Sheri,
We are finally through·Do you
believe it.
Nadia

Deana and Caryn,
Have a good summer and hope to
see you at the pool.
John

Lauren,
It' s funny isn't it? Don't worr y
about it. Only the trut h counts,
and suckers wh o be lieve her are
rearend!! And the world to
describe her in unprin table .
Linda

To Seniors
I will miss you .
High School was great.
Sam Spade (Man for the people)

Roeckeman,Dzurs, Coll ins, Leary,
Sov , Solinko, Osterman, Theatre
peop le, .
We love you and we'll miss you!
Smitko & Randle

Jeff Pyrn
Is it really that small?

Jeanne,
Thank you for the last year and 3
months we've had together and I
hope it is much longer.
Love always and forever
Mike

Joe Halford,
Meet me in the " walk-In" all sum
mer long.
Love , Lynn

We will 20 cases of Old Style to
eac h band tr ip in th e future.
John LaFave & Mike Doles

Wish I had a beer for all
the kisses I've snatched
and vice versa

Donna A.
How's your techn iqu e?
Cerny

To Hubey,
You 're too possess ive!
Love , Sue and Debbie

EDDIE l.Y.ON.S

Slooooooo,
Can you figure t h is out ? I
ootlnkuryhanlevmeoutth .
Tom

DIVER DRUGS

ADAM ZARJ

John S.
See you over summer
Judy

and

Home of

Frlskie
Do you know me ?
Buffo

To senior Bruces and Shellas :
Anyone caught not drinking at
graduation will have a bottle of
Foster's lobbed at his head!
Bruce

You 're Eaton manly, let's do it
JimW.

Lau ren,
It' s funn y isn 't it? Don't worry
about it. Only the truth counts,
and any suckers who believe her
are ' rear -end'f l And the word to
describe her is unprintable!
Linda

Sparky and Spunky,
This years been great! Thanks for
ente rtaini ng me du ring lunch!!
Love ya both,
Spi ff y

Kev,
Wat ch ou t for Molly, the knee
grabber! !

Bill

appy birthday, Poof Kevec,
e good, Denny you 're th e best.
heebl er

Angie,
S.MA forever
Hazel

Friske
Buffu me

Margret O'Connor,
Thanks for always being
there.
Colleen Bowman

Jo ,
It's been a sli ce of heaven.
Die

helley, Cathi, Patr ice, Joanne,
ue'Diane,

t's been a great year !
hanks Love, Janet

Bev, Maria, Cathy,
I' ll miss you guys one hell-ot-a-Iot.
Love, Vicki

randpa,
love you! and I always will , me
Id pork chop.
li ver
-----

Congratulations to the graauat lng
class of 1980.
President Jimmy

Blond ie,
How's you 're stache coming
along.HaHa

Ike , Dan, C.C.M, S.A.S.
I'm going to miss you guys. SO BE

RAZY!
akr

Tom and Tony (studs)
Linda and Carrie (studdeltes)
We belong together!
love Colleen

Loose Noodle Hips
Do it with a mink!!
Before you slit the wrists!!
Pinto Kids

yrone Pope,
Can we bo rrow your
blow dryer?!

Mar, Barb , Terese , Jan,
hanks for being there.

Love, Vicki

om ,
Yo u ' re Great and exc e ll en t
yourself!
Cutly , Joe

oyce (S.S.)
ou 're a great fr iend .

Love ya,
Lucy
-----
o Mr . Dzurlson and the Cast of

Ioliver:
You are all wonderful! I LOVE YOU
ALL. See ya next year (and this
summer)
Klowev-----

EVERYBODY: LMEMMASOOM!!!-----
To Uncle Ray,
Thanks for a great year , but next
year will be
beller!!! !! !!!!!!!! !!!! !!!!! !!! ! ! !.
Sophmore and Junior Spartanlte
Staff

oe' Curly ,
hanks for being so great ! " You

two are excellent"
Tom

Nancy,
' II miss you , me darlln? tlove youl
liver
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PHONES:

312.·e3e·7BOO

5615 W 5TH STREET

OAI-; LAWN. ILL. 60453

Call Army
SSG Lanning

. 636-3912

MEN-WOMEN

It's the Army's Delayed Entry

Program for high school seniors

and graduates. Here's how it

works'

Suppose you want to learn

Data Processing in the Army. To

be sure of getting the training

you want, you reserve the that

training by enlisting now-and

taking up to a year to report for

duty. The training you get is the

training you want. The Army

guarantees it in writing.

The Delayed Entry Program

may also give you your choice

of duty station.

Even Europe

See if you qualify for this

program.

Serve your country as you

serve yourself.

SIGN UP, .
THEN

"TAKE OFF"
UPTOA
YEAR•

Home of the Bronding Iron Restaurant

Open bowling every

night after 9:30 p.m.

GA 5·~OOO BE 8-2525

4200 We.t 95th Street Oak lawn. III.

Open;
Mon.-Fri. 12-9

Sat. 10-6

AVAILABLE AT ALL

SOUND WAREHOUSE RECORDS & TAPES LOCATIONS ~1llC/,OUSE
•• ~. l I .....

oJ 424-1930

l<1i15 S. Ridgeland Avenue, Chicago Ridge, II. EOn5

Newly designed
Rush
R.E.D. jackets in stock.
Zeppelin

•••
All Concert Shirts $3.98!

•••
Custom printed T-shirts and Jackets
for your team. club, or organization.

f7-10 working day delivery)

•••
See-Hear Record and

Dlac:oun~ Tape Outlet Prices

Epic " a Irademark 01 CBS Inc C 1980 CBS Inc

t;;, ·th':l!ilt"llllu~k.+
Mana emenl and Direction Pet Arms'ron and ASSOCiates. Inc

Join the people

who've joined the army

Page 2 SpartanilelNovember 1980
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zoo or high school?

BE SHOWN?
"If we do not remove the book, I am certain that we Will have more

men Itke John Wayne Gacy," said Nancy Czerwlec, a protester to
the book, "Show Me."

Stop a minute. Read that quote again, and be sure to absorb all of
the stupidity from It. It was comments such as these that people
had to say at the library Board meeting on Nov. 11. The meetings
purpose was to deCide whether or not 10 remove the book "Show
Me" from the library shelves. According to some, the book is to sex·
ually explicit for younger readers. Some even went as far as saying
that the book was pornographic.

Recently, I went to the Oak Lawn public library to see this book
and see what all this controversy was about. After reading It and
viewing the "explicit" pictures, I saw nothing wrong with it. Of
course, you have to understand the purpose of the book in the first
place; to teach and help a child better understand about sexual ac·
tivitles. Is it bad to teach a child about something as natural and as
commonplace as sex? I don't think it's so wrong to teach a child
these things at an earlier age than most of us learned it. They will
have to learn it sometime.

These protesters must not be thinking rationally. What do they
think, the kids are going to run right out and perform these acts?
Give them a little more credit than that. It Will be a sorry day In
history the day education is bad thing. Worse yet, some people
think the book is to explicit for teenagers.

Lydia Hurst works with teenage mothers. Her opinions are In
compliance with mine. She recently was quoted as saying,
"Children need more information. We need more books like this. If
thiS book could keep one child out of my office, then it would be
worth keeping."

"Show Me" has been on the shelves since 1975. It seems rather
odd that people would wait 5 years before starting a protest. I feel
as though an explanation should be given pertaining to this.

Someone once said that they would rather have their son watch a
film of two people making love than two people trying to kill one
another. I agree with this to the fullest extent. Why don't parents
and/or adults worry about the violence Ihe kids watch on teleVISion
everday instead of concerning Ihemselves with somethIng that the
kids wlll learn anyway. I believe that watching Violence on T.V. IS
much r&re dangerous than readtng about sex.

ThiS ~rt of censorship controversies are now occuflng nation·
wide In Oh\>(T, parents are trying to have the book "One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nesl" taken off Ihe shelf. They are conv.nced thai the
book "filth." In North Carolina, the book "A Brave New World" is be·
ing used In high school courses. but some people are convinced
that the book "advocates drlJg culture by blaspheming God."

Last year alone there were over 300 cases of censorship reported
to the office of Intellectual freedom. People feel that thiS Will In·
crease In years to come.

I think ItS time that the adults start realiZing what era they are In
and start giving some attention to their childrens Increased
awareness of sex.

SHOULD ~SHOW ME'
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Are OLCHS students animals? After the Nov. 1450's dance, the
answer to this question is unclear. Many of the students attending
the dance were reportedly intoxicated. Coming to the 50's Dance
drunk seems to be a tradition at OLCHS, according to several
students. Avoiding capture is the challenge, it's all supposed to be a
game.

But what kind of a game IS it when the drinking students become
Violent and strtp shirts from other student's backs or destroy school
property? Both happened. Friday night no one came close to ripping
apart a bathroom· someone did. And to complete the evening, one
student was reported to have been taken to the hospital to have hiS
stomach pumped.

ThiS time we went too far.
How far are we going to push the administration? How can we com·

plalt1 that the discipline code IS too stnct when many of us can't at·
tend a dance sober? The disturbance that occured Friday ntght was
the fault of the student body. We can't blame the administration for
any action it takes, either. At this point it would be understandable if
future dances were eliminated at OLCHS. Yes, it would be unfair to
those students who enjoyed the dance without ever getting drunk or
getting violent··but that's the way life works. It wouldn't be the first
time a large group has had to pay for the actions of a few. And it pro·
bably won't be the last.

It's something for all of us to think about before the next dance.
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--BOB LOCACIUS '11~

Parent
music

Subs don't make
the grade

Substitute teachers at OLCHS
should know at least a little
about the class they are
substituting for. Half of the time
when a teacher IS not In school,
an assignment IS left for the
students that many of them have
difficulty doing without someone
to help.

This frequently happens in the
Foreign Language Department,
when substitutes often can't
speak the language in the class
they are supposed to be
teaching.

The substitute teachers seem
willing to teach most of the time,
but if they don't know the
matertal in the first place how
can they teach It?

--r.AMILLE KRECIOCH 'B2

Work program not
for flunkies

Why do students ano teaChers
think the work program is for
flunkies? If thiS were true, how
did we manage to raise over
$13,000 in our cheese and
sausage sale when our goal was
$10,OOO? Because we have
stlldan t <:: in HERO, CWT. 00 and
ICE who want to cooperate to
raise money for actiVities.

The requirements to be in the
work program are that a student
be 16 years or older, and a junIOr
or a senior. In other words the
work programs are not for
flunkies, the word does not eXist
in our program. The people in our
class are Wiling, sensible
students. I feel no sympathy for
the people who think the work
programs are for burn outs and
flunkies.

Let me put it this way··by the
time we get out of high school we
will most likely know what we
want to do in life. I shall be look
ing for a response in the next
Spartanite.

OLCHS okayed
Students In our school are very

fortunate if we compare OLCHS
with some other schools In our
area. Students are constantly
complaining that we are treated
like prisoners, but actually we
have a lot of privileges that other
schools don't offer.

We are the only school in this
area that has a smokng area.
Most other high schools prohibit
cigarette or any other kind of
smoking on the grounds. Also,
the students of OLCHS are
allowed to go anywhere they
please during lunch periods.
Shepard High School locks all
the doors of the school during
lunch periods.

It's true that the administratIOn
has become more strict over the
past few years, but thiS is pro
bably due to pressure from the
government. The students of this
school should count their bless
ings and try to be happy With the
priVileges that we are
offered. - \

--JI:ANNIE PRbvOST 'B2
\\

to.

missing

Fall of 1980, doesn't seem the
same around our house. Every
year since we've lived in Oak
Lawn we have enjoyed the mar·
ching band during their practice
marches down Meade Avenue.

I, for one, thought it was temfic
when the band came past.

Besides being good listening, I
would think it would give the
children of Harnew School incen
live to someday join and be one
of them.

I'm sure wherever they march
their music Is enjoyed, but I truly
feel in not passing Harnew and
unfortunately for me, our house.
an awful lot of people; especially
the younger ones are missing a
very quaint part of this area.

--MRS. M. DOYlE

Teacher response

I am responding to a letter writ
ten by Jeannie Provost concern
ing the JCAB chosen by our
Junior Class Officers.

Jeannie stated that she thought
the officers seemed to have
selected members by personal
preference--that it seems that
clubs have one power hungry per·
son dominating the other
members.

When electing officers we vole
for the candidate we consider to
be unbiased, honest and hard
working. In turn, these officers
should be trusted to select the
committee they need to get the
job done. Not everything can be
voted upon. That's why we need
officers.

I at tended the meeting to selecl
the board, thinking that it may be
necessary for me to keep things
legitimate. Instead I found pleas·
ed to be In the company of four
girls who were exceedingly con
cerned With fairness, not letting
personality differences interfere.
I Will personally vouch for their
integrity.

--KATHY PILAT

JUNIOR CLASS SPONSOR

Swimming an
embarrassment

Why are students required to
take two years of sWimming at
OLCHS?' The pool is very nice,
and I can see why people in
charge would want it used, but
why must swimming be forced on
everyone? I think swimming
should be voluntary throughout
all years of high school.

Don't the adults who made
swimming a requirement ha
veany consideration for those
who actually go through it? There
are always the hassles of chang
Ing in and out of the swim suit,
being late for the next class or
getting sick because of wet hair.
Why bother with a dress code?
Students in cooed swimming see
each other In skimpy swim suits
that can sometimes be embar
rassing. Physical Education
could be a more deslreable sub
ject if things like swimming were
not forced on freshman and
sophomore students. My
thoughts are shared by many
students of OLCHS.

--CATHY CHEVALIER 'B2

Acceptance of the
hour study

The hour study hall Is a good
Idea. It gives me more time to do
my homework, and other
students should take advantage
of this oppurtunity.

But I also think that you should
get credit for going to study hall
and behaving. Most of the people
I hang around with can get out of
study hall one way or another,
and I probably could too. But I'm
uSing my study to do homework. I
also agree that keeping study
halls quiet is a great Idea, since

the only way I can get my reading
done IS in a silent room. If more
students took study hall, serious·
Iy, instead of fighting it, a lot of
grades would go u!=

My grades have gone up, I hope,
because of the hour study I have.
I also think that the study should
be optional to juniors and
seniors because they can handle
the responsibilty.

--BILL CUMMINGS 'B2

Grading scale
needs work

I feel that the grading scale
established in this school is un
fair. The individual teachers
should make up their own
grading policies as they want
them. Granted, some of them do
thiS and that's how it should be.
Anyone having a 90 percent
average deserves an A. Some
kids could especially use the
more lenlant system. I think
teachers should consider this
more carefully before they give
out grades that kids may not
deserve.

--CHRIS LEINWEBER 'B2

Parking permits
unnecessary

Why are student parking per·
mlts necessary? Many OLCHS
students aren't able to drtve
everyday. So they don'l bother
togel a sticker. Instead they get a
suprtse from a man who walks
around checking the cars for per·
mlts. If he doesn't find them he
labels the car With warning
stickers about five limes the size
of the permit Why do they even
have the p rmlts? Who else IS go·
Ing to use the student parking
lot?

--BARB LEO 'B2

..

What teacher at OLCHS would make a good parent

and why?
I

Pete Koliopoulus Sr. Mitch Wierzac Jr. Ron Kmak Jr. Dan Martaugh Sr.

"Mr Gibson, because he is understan·
ding and explainS what's rtght and wrong.
He gets the pOint across."

"Mr Kunde. because he would und rs
tand lhe kld's pOint of view'

"Mr Storer, because th kids would
never be able to say, "But Daddy, I didn't
,ear you l "

"Mrs. Latas, because she portrays the
perfect·mother image."

If you have an interesting question for Speak-Out, submit to room 210.
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·-LORA MARIANI '82

Time for change

Attendance office
confusion

I am confused aboul the late ar
rtVal calls that have been getting
losl In our very organized office
When my girl friend and I missed
the bus, her moth r called in for
us assuming we would be excus
ed, Two days later my friend was
called down to her dean who
wanted to give her two days of in
ternal because the call had been
lost.

When her mother asked If
another call would be accepted
her request was denied, We
Should be given abl to get a se·
cond ohance at calls, because
our very organized office does
lose them, Innocent studeQts like
my friend shouldn't get internal.

..LAURIE BREVETZ '81

Graphic by Russ Harper

--RUSS HARPER

and brought her godson,
Christopher, with her t6 the
podium.

"This Is Christopher," she said.
"He is a wholly innocent child."
She paused, and then continued,
"\ am convinced if 'Show Me' is
not removed from the library,
Christopher will not grow up to
be a good American man," She
then held a full-sized American
flag over her head. "II we do not
remove the book, I am certain we
will have more men like John
Wayne Gacy,"

After Czerwiec spoke, two
residents, amKl boos and hisses,
spoke in favor of the book,

"Upholding a community's
moral scruples is the job of the
churches, not of the Library
Board," Ramona Griffin said,

Lydia Hurst, a shy woman who
works With teenage mothers,
said, "Children need more infor·
matlon. We need a lot more
books, If thiS book could help
one child stay out of my office, it
would have been worth keeping,"

The board then voted, deciding
to keep the book with a 5-2 deci·
Sian, The book will be kept In the
office of the children's librarian
and clCculate it only to adults
upon request.

After the vote, Czerwiec promls·
ed to continue her efforts against
the book, Two Oak Lawn
residents, Linda and Wayne
Grey, plan to take the fight to the
State's Attorney's office, But
right now, despite the huge
public outcry, the book will reo
main in the library,
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Th9l\Oak Lawn Public Library
Board \c:ted to keep "Show Me,"
the contr9v~rslal sex-education
book on its shelves despite pro·
tests from village residents on
Nov. 11,

"Show Me," written by Helga
Flieshauer·Hart, a German doc·
tor, was first placed on the
library's shelves in 1975, It sat
there for four years until Mrs,
Mary Ann Hardek, wife of village
trustee John Hardek, called Mr,
O'Brian, Head Librarian, and ask
ed that the book be taken off the
shelves, The book, she charged,
contained sexually explicit
photographs and text that were
unsuitable for children and
teenagers,

The story, which has been pick·
ed up by the Economist, Tribune,
Sun-Times and Channel Seven
News, has been a much debated
issue throughout Chicago, WIND
radiO talk·announcer. Gary Rowe,
had an afternoon show early In
October in which the callers
discussed the Issue.

In September, a group of Village
residents, led by Nancy Czer·
wiec, also asked that the book be
removed from the shelves, charg·
ing that it is pornographic and in
appropriate for a library collec,
tion,

The Board meeting on
November 11, with an audience
of about 250, started off with
residents voicing their opinions
for and against the book. It seem
ed most of the group supported
the removal of the book, with
people waving posters and signs
against it.

Nancy Czerwiec was first to
voice her opposition to the book,

Library keeps
sex-ed book

busSupporting
drivers

Every morning when I take the
bus to school some type of har·
rassment occurs Whether the
bus driver IS nice or not there are
still comments. When the bus
driver askes everyone to move to
the back of the bus they yell and
swear at her She's asking in a
polite way so why Qet untight?
Alterall, she's dOing It for our
safety, She wants us to be calm
so that she won't get into an ac·
cldent, but there is always so
meone who won't cooperate,

Sometimes we spend up to five
minutes parked until everyone IS
out of her way and she can see
clearly Also, when the bus gelS
to school they yell and scream
for her to open the door'lf it's not
working they won't believe her,

I think something should be
done about this. They're doing us
a favor by picking us up every
morning, So why not shoW a little
consideratlon··for some of us the
bus Is the only way to school.

Again, I have asked If someone
could change th murals on th
front of Ihe school. They have
been there for at least four years,
and after awhile they get Sicken
Ing

Actually whal ar they? What
are they supposed 10 represent? I

see lot of symbols that don't
m an anything. The colors are
y Ilow, green and white Since
when has yellow been our school
color? There are a lot of talented

artists In thiS school and I'm
sure th y would work on th
mural If the lob were presented to
th m

I would like to se something a
Ilitie more colorlul, or something
to show a little fun and hap
piness I'm not sur what to sug
ge t, but I know It'S lime 10

change those disgraceful things
--LAURA REZETKO '82

--NANCY BRANDT '82

pregnancies other than abstm(\
tlOn More Information should be
provldeej 10 teens about con
traception II l;ex educalion IS go
Ing to be taught In school, teens
should also be Informed about
contraceplion.

Drug abuse may be a maJor pro
blem for several reasons, also.
For many kid It'S Just that they
want to get high But drugs, even
here In our school, are very easy
to get. There's no simple answer
to the drug problem. because dif
ferent people have different
Ideas about what's dangerous to
take and what Isn't. You lust
have to be your own Judge.
decide for yourself and pray that
you know what your dOing,

Outside actions
inside
consequences?

Improvement
possible

--JEANNIE PROVOST '82

··MIKE CRANE '82

How are students supposed to
know that they can get In trouble
for action they have taken out·
side of school? Many times the
consequences are not clear, I
know of many cases where thiS
has happened.

For example, last year some of
our cheerleaders were In a public
restaurant in uniform and were
kicked out for acting disorderly··
we had Just won a basketball
game, They were reported to
their deans and almost got exter·
nal.

Just recently the juniors and
seniors were barred from having
float meetings because of
disorderly behavior.

Both inCidents happened out
side of school, but the conse·
quences were paid in the school.

I think thiS part of the diSCipline
code should be made clearer In

the future,but many students
don't realize that they may have
to pay laler for their actions out
side the school.

I have nothing against tht:
school paper, but there IS one
thing about it I dislike, Since it IS
a school paper we should have
more school related actiVities In
it. My favorite parts of the paper
are the sports, which is too short,
and the part 01 the paper With the
school announcements and ac
tivities.

II we wanted to know about the
presidential election we could
have read the Sun·Times. The
Spartanite of Black Oak Grove
should have more to do With the
students and teachers. We can
get all the other information from
other sources,

The track IS In poor condition
and something should be done
about It. The many ruts and holes
are good sources of sprained
and broken ankles. Is the school
ready to pay for this? I don'l
think so. The solution is simple..

Why can't OLCHS change It s
track to an all·weather one like
those at he SIX other schools In
our conference?

They Ihought about it two years
ago, but in lh time It took them
to think about It the price of th
track doubled to $100,000. Maybe
the administration should give
this more serious thought before
Ihe price of the track goes up
again.

--DIANE GESIAKOWSKI '82

A channel seven news special
report links todays x·rated musIc
to them Increasely common pro·
blem of teenage pregnancy and
drug abuse. Do people actually
believe that teens hhave sex and
do drugs because songs tell
them to?

I believe that those problems
occur for several other reasons
than music. It seems that now
teens don't have as high moral
standards as their parents did.
Maybe parents aren't as strict
about dating etc. as their parents
were. Peer pressure could be an
important factor. I think that the
main cause of unwanted teen
pregnancy Is ignorance. Many
parents parents feel afraid or un·
comfortable discussing the sub
ject with their children. They
think, perhaps that if they don't
their kids the facts of life, they
won't find out. This theory has
been proven incorrect. Also,
teens don't have enough informa·
tion on how to prevent unwanted

New track needed

--RICK LAKIE '82

I have alway~ wondered it any
student really got a response
from their letters published, or If
they just take up space. I assure
you that this letter does have 1m
pOrlance.

I am appealing a response from
our Board of Education on thp
subject of our school's track. I
would like to know how long the
board can put off rebuilding our
track. It is no longer a want, but a
need. Gym classes, as well as
our track team use this out of
date circular mess. Therefor the
safety of a large group should be
considered. Has anyone obseved
the glass chips and terrible ruts
In this so called track? How good
can a track be if it is leveled
down by a pick·up truck with a
piece of fence trailing from
behind?

Being a runner on the girl's
track team for the past two years
I can truthfully say our track IS
getting worse With each year. My
only hope is that our Board will
finally open it's eyes to see thiS
embarrassment to our school
and do something about It.

Does rock 'n roll
influence teens?
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Homecoming Queen Denise Vilchuck The Homecoming crowd.

Work Program balloons on their way to Canada

Youth Commission news

The Youth Commission is a
public youth agency here to
serve the youth who live or attend
school in the village of Oak Lawn
and are between the ages of 6
and 20. The commission offers
the following programs: Big
Brother/Big Sister, Employment
Referral Service, Short Term
Counseling, Illinois States Of·
fender Service, Recrealion, Out·
door Adventure and Minus None
Youth Center.
~roblems with family? Friends?

Boyfriends? The Youth Commis·
sion is having a girls' counseling
group on Wednesday afternoons
at 3:30 p.m. The group will ex·
plore these issues along with
other concerns that you may
have in your life. They will also
explore such things as value
clarification, goal setling, relaxa·
tion techniques and self·
awareness. If this sounds like
something you would like to get
involved In, call the Youth Com·
mission and ask for Kay or linda.

live bands perform every Friday
night at the Minus None Youth
Center located at 9630
Southwest Highway. Doors open
at 7 p m. AdmisSion IS $2.50 for
non·members and $1.50 for
members. To receive a member's
discount, you can purchase an
annual Youth Center 1.0 for only
$5 at the door. Bands Interested
in performing at the Youlh Center
should contact Laura Kamper·
man at 636·2929 after 2.35

Cheerleading

Congradulations to this year's
winter sport cheerleaders.

Basketball.. Marte McGrath,
Ellen Kostek, Liz Gorniewitz,
Patrtce Kramer, Beth Eakins, Erin
Grassle and Lisa Schonomen.

Wrestling.. Gina Busch, Cathy
Alexander, Judy Porembski, Pam
Major, Carrie Major and linda
Anderson.
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Parent night

The Pupil Personnel Dept. will
hold the last workshop of a five·
part series Nov. 25, 7·9 p.m. in the
Jr./Sr. Lounge. Everyone is
welcome.

The subject matter is: What are
the Resources Available?

Any questions call 424·5200 ext.
41.

\\
-t., ,

Forensics
The Oak Lawn ForensIcs team

finished In third place at a tour·
nament held at illinOIS State
University on October 31. Con
gratulations to all members.

Upcoming plays

The theater group has announc·
ed the upcoming plays for this
school year. The winter play will
be, "David and Lisa," and the fall
play will be, "Bye Bye Birdie."

Enrollment

The September enrollment
figures for OLCHS included 1200
females and 1216 males for a
total of 2416 students. This
shows a reduction from last year
by 176 students. Peak enrollment
was reached in 1974 when the
student population reached 3304.

Work program

It's a blrd l It's a plane I II's a fly·
Ing aardvark! No. It'S a Work Pro·
gram balloon I DUring the
Homecoming festiVities. the
Work Program let 2700 helium·
filled balloons off during the an·
nouncement of the queen and
her court. Some of the tags that
were attached to the balloons
have been returned from as far
away as Ontario, Canada.

Open swim

Don't forget Community Open
Swim every Wednesday evening
from 7 to 9 p.m. Admission is
$1.25 for adults and $1.00 for
students.

Children under 10 must be ac·
companied by an adult. Bring
towel and bathing cap. We supp·
Iy the suits.

Attention sophomores

Do you have leadership ability?
Are you concerned about others?
Do you desire to learn and share
more knowledge? The Hugh
O'Brlen Youth Foundation is
searching for a student from
each high school to participate in
the Illinois 2'/2·day weekend
seminar and possibly in the Inter·
national Seminar in Dallas next
July. For information and ap·
plication, see Miss Quinn In room
363.

Freshmen class officer

elections

Elections will be held in the
cafeteria on Friday, Dec. 5th,
Petitions are available from Mr.
Scott in room 294, or Mrs.
McHale in office 124 and must be
returned to Scott or McHale by
2:45 p.m. on Wednesd y, Nov. 26,
1980. NO LATE PETITIONS WILL

I BE ACCEPTED Campaign week
IS Dec. 1 to 5, 1980.

1.0. retakes

Did the dog eat your I.D.? Mom
lose It in the wash? Fear not! 1.0.
pictures are taken every Wednes·
day during all lunch periods in
room 113 for the mere pitence of
$1.00.

NHS inductions

The Nallonal Honor Society In·
ductlons Will be held on Nov. 29
at 730 p.m In the Little Theatr

National Merit

Scholarships

Seniors William Hogan, Paul
Lundquist and Michael Novak
are semi·flnalists in the 26th an·
nual National Merit Scholarship
Program for ranking the top half
of one percent of the state's
seniors. They Will continue to
compete for NatIOnal Merit
Scholarships.

Also. letters of commendation
were presented for outstanding
test performance to Therese
Egan, Curt Lang, Keith Libert,
Jerome Pender. David Susemiehl
and Linda Wahlfeldt.

Of the one million students that
entered the 1981 Merit Program,

33,000recieved commendation for
scoring among the top five per·
cent of participants.
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HOMECOMING 1980 continued from page 15

Nlggy,
Thanks for being a good friend.
Bubbles

Page 7

Karen,
Luv you always!!!
Kev

The Spartanlte of Black Oak
Grove Is seiling classified
ads for the December 19BO
Issue beginning Nov. 21

Kevin & Mark (B.F.·s)
WOW!!!

I love you David Janicke,
Your loving brother,
MIKE

Everyone at Kevin's that night:
Thankx a bunch, you're all
GREAT!
Onom

Commute,
Thankx for the snapshot··I'11
treasure it for life.
Onom

Kathy, Colleen, Jamie, lisa,
Sara,
Thanx a million!!
Camille

Lin,
Everyone's gotta have a first, and
you did!!
Rob

Dear Deep Dark
Mr. Shock has changed
Deep Dark Sister

Pete,
Beatles Rule!
Joe

K.C.
Remember Archer & Luna.
I will love you always!
Maid Marlon

Sue Engel,
I luv you!
G.W.

0080,
Weakling huh?!?
3348

Good luck to the Girl's Gym·
nastic Team during the 1980·81
season. Let's make this season
the best!!

Kenny,
Thanks for everything!
Soon will be our chance!
Secret Admirer

Suzanne Rene Peters,
You are an AMAZON!!
From,
B.F.

Congradulatlons Denise!
I'm bringing home a baby bumble
bee!
Love.
Wer;s

members of "The Spartanite,"
were among more than 700 high
school journalists from around
the Midwest attending the Con
ventIOn.

In addition to the write·off con·
tests all students attended ses·
SlOns In the fundamentals of
Journalism and an advanced se
quence on tOPiCS varying from
student values to sexism to
push·button journalism.

FollOWing the Awards Banquet
on Saturday morning and
anoth r hour of classroom in·
strucllon. the students spent
Saturday afternoon and part of
Sund y In Windsor. Canada
before returning to Oak Lawn
Sunday evening.

Homecoming at Oct. 18 was filled with good friends and good

times. Oespite the football team's losses, school spirit remained

high.

Seniors Laura Galzin and Tony
Wedick took first and second
place trophies respectively in the
write-off contests at the Jour·
nallsm Education Association
Annual Fall Convention for high
school Journalists held at the
Book Cadillac Hotel in Detroit

,Nov. 6·8.
Galzin won first place in the

advertiSing deSign competition.
and Wedlck took a second In
newsmagazine layout.

Also attending the Convention
were seniors Maureen Foertsch.
Russ Harper and Junior Vanessa
Faurle They were accompanied
by Ray Elliott. adViser to "The
Spartanlte of Black Oak Grove."

The five students. all staff

Photo by Russ Harper

Courtesy of Chuck King lisa and Lucius
------------------------------------------------- "Good Luck!"
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"What? Sixty·five people?" ask·

ed one surprised OLCHS student
after finding out the number of
students who attend Shimer Col·
lege. Shimer is only one of the
thousands of colleges across the
country, but one of the few which
has such a small number of
students.

However, whether you go to a
college with 65 people or 35,000
people, making the choice to go
on to college is still a very big
decision.

The most impertant thing you
should consider is your major.
You should always pick a college
that is the most outstanding in
the field you wish to go into.

Cash is another one of the big·
ger problems students face when
deciding what college to go to.
But according to Mrs. Neta
Shwarz, OLCHS councelor, you
should never decide not to go to
a college because of the cost.

Shwarz said this at one of three
college workshops held at
OLCHS during study hall periods
a few weeks ago.

Page 8

College Night at OLCHS this past Oct. 28 provided

students with some backround information about

the different colleges and their programs... ,
\\

"There are various ways for a
student who is planning on going
to college to receive financial
aid," Shwarz said.

. Receiving a grant from the
government is one way of receiv·
ing aid. However, receiving a
grant and how much it will be is
based only on need. In other
words, the less money you have,
the more you will get.

Another way to obtain money
for college is through scholar·
ships. If you are an outstanding
athlete, musician, etc, you may
be eligible to receive a scholar·
ship which can be used at the
college of your choice.

Joining the college work·study
program and working at your col·
lege library, cafeteria or other on·
campus jobs are other ways to
receive rponey.

If you have tned all of the above
mentioned and none have suc
ceeded, you can always get a
loan, but only from the bank
where your parents have their
savings.

....

Don't choose a college on the
basis of how hard it is to get into.
You should choose a college that
has the best program for you.
The people and location of the
school should be factors con·
sidered when making your
choice, also.

You should pick a college that
you'll be able to get into. Trying
to get into Harvard with a GPA of
. V2 is a little impossible.

Some colleges accept you on
ACT (American College Test)
scores, class rank or both.
Others will also take transcripts
of your high school days, which
can be obtained from your
councelor.

Academic courses in high
school (chemistry, physics, col·
lege algebra, etc) are also recom
mended in some colleges.

College life isn't all fraternities,
sororities and toga parties. Col
lege is a lot of work.

··HAMID RAZIK

Photo by Laura GalZln
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Paqe 2 Spear

Herbert Morrison Van Winklemeyer Jr. was a perfect
baby. All the doctors and nurses at the hospital where he
was born would comment at the sight of Herbert on how
perfect a baby he was. He was so perfect, that on the day
following Herbert Morrison Van Winklemeyer Jr.'s birth,
his father, Herbert Morrison Van Winklemeyer Sr., built a
huge, thick wall around the perimeter of his property so as
to protect perfect Herbert from the not so perfect world
around him. Nothing but the thickest, greenest grass, the
fullest, most fruitful trees, the brightest, most colorful
flowers and the most efficient berry-producing bushes
were allowed to grow within the walls.

Only the rabbits of the purest white fur, the birds of the
bluest feather and the fauns of the swiftest kick were
allowed to enter the gates and roam freely about the
gardens.

Everything from the tiniest sprout of grass to the largest
tree was perfect, a most wonderful paradise for a most
wonderfully perfect boy to grow.

Herbert spent his days playing tag with the snow-white
rabbits, climbing the leafy trees with the blue birds and
romping among the rainbows of flowers with the fawns.
Everything was as it should be. Everything was perfect.

In time, vines began to crawl along the garden walls and
from them blossomed roses of the most vibrantly red,
delicately sculptured petals ever created.

Some days, Herbert would while away the hours admir
ing the roses. His eyes would wander along each graceful
curve and line of each graceful petal. Herbert's admira
tion, however; was never allowed to pass through his
fingertips for fear that these most beautiful masterpieces
of nature's skillful wand would crumble to the tOUCh.

"I'm afraid I don't know any Farmeer Andrews," said
Herbert.

"You got to be pulling my leg, boy," the crow said
laughingly. Everybody from here to Syler County knows
Farmer Andrews. He's that old fool who's always got that
squirrel gun hanging over his shoulder, firing It at the first
thing that twitters an eyelash In front of him. He's the spit
tin' image of a cow who runned Into a barbed wire fence
hind side first. Sure you don't know old Farmer
Andrews?"

"No, I'm sorry," Herbert replied. "I've never met him."
"Land sakes, boy!" the crow squawked. "Everbody

knows Farmer Andrews! Where've you been hiding all
your life?"

"I've never been allowed olf this property," said Herbert.
"You mean to tell me you've never set foot off this ...?"
Herbert nodded.

"Well then, wake up and smell the calfee, son ' " the crow
called. "There's lots you've got to see! Let's go!"

The crow grabbed hold of a lock of Herbert's hair with
his beak and led him to the hole in the wall. The hole
wasn't very big, but just big enough for Herbert to
squeeze through.

Herbert hesitated as he inhaled to conform his body to
fit the gap in the wall. He had never thought about the out
Side world. For all he knew, life ended at the wall. But if
the strange bird had actually seen an outside world and
met this Farmer Andrews, there must be another world
beyond the walls. Herbert squeezed through.

Upon his first step into the outside world, Herbert
caught his foot on a clump of weeds and fell to his knees.
"Very thick grass they grow out here," remarked Herbert

"Anyone can look," replied the crow, "but not just
anyone can own it, can feel the cold smooth metal slide
across his hands and show it olf to prove the world that
he ain't just anyone."

Herbert's gaze returned to the rose. His eyes wandered
across every intricately etched petal and along every
precise line. The sparkling rays of the sun, reflected by
the rose, danced in Herbert's eyes, slowly drawing him in
to its hypnotic spell. Soon, the golden image of the rose
consumed Herbert's thoughts and he was lost in a sparkl
ing enchantment.

"If you really like that gold stuff," the crow continued
coaxingly. "I know where you can lay your hands on all
you could ever ask for."

"Where?" replied Herbert without hesitation.
"Well, folks say that at the end of every rainbow there's

a pot of gold just waiting for some lucky passerby to
come along and lay a claim to it. Now I've seen where all
the rainbows end around these parts, just beyond them
west hills. Ails we got to do is get to them hills and wait
for a rainbow to come along. We'll be rich l What'd you
say? Partners?"

"Partners."
No sooner has the partnership been formed then did the

two head for the west hills.
Herbert followed the crow to the top of a hill, which the

crow was sure, by all his calculations, to be the exact spot
where the rainbow touched the ground.

"Well," said the exhausted crow as he perched himself
on the branch of an apple tree. "Now all we got to do is
wait."

The two waited. During the duration, the crow nourished

a .rose by any other name
Herbert, like the apples ripen with the seasons, grew

with the years. In not so long a time, his legs grew long
and sleek, his shoulders, broad and strong. His tTide
grew to be as swift as the fawn's and his jump, as far as'
the rabbit's. \\

Even with the passing of trme, Herbert was quite can· ~
tented to live in his reconstructed Eden. Never haVing
been allowed to wander outside the walls, to witness
anything thaI was less than perfect, It never occured to
him that there existed anything that was not perfecte.

One day, as he was surveying the growth of strawberries
along the west orchards of the garden, Herbert spied a
rather odd looking bird nibbling about the berry bushes.
The bird was like no other Herbert had ever seen. Its
feathers were not a crisp sky blue, but rather a dusty
black. Its song was not a clear chime, but rather a raspy
cackle. Herbert drew closer to investigate.

Upon taking notice of Herbert, the bird spit out the berry
it was gnawing on and said, "This your garden?"

Herbert nodded.
"Well in that case," continued the bird, "I'd better in·

traduce myself. Name's Clement J. Crow. Friends call me
Clem. You know, young fellow, you'd better tend to that
hole in your wall over yonder. You never know what type of
undesirable might just up and wander in here."

"Thank you for telling me," Herbert said. "I'll see that
it's mended."

The crow hopped onto the branch of a nearby fig tree
and rested his wings on the leaves. "You know, you got
yourself a real nice place here," the crow commented.
"Good berries. Lots better than Farmer Andrews' over on
Tucker Road."

as he picked himself up and brushed the dirt from his
trousers

"That ain't grass!" scolded the crow. "Them's weeds.
Boy, son, do you have a lot to learn!"

Herbert was flabbergasted at the sight of this new world.
HIS mouth dropped upon seeing a hutch of spotted rab
bits scrambling through a rotten log. His ears rang with
the caws and screams of the pale, dusty birds. Everything
was so new. Everything was so different.

Herbert, never having been exposed to imperfection
before, could not distinguish between the perfection
which flourished in his garden and the imperfections
which flourished outside the garden walls. To Herbert,
even the barren, rotting tree was perfect. To Herbert, even
the barren, rotting tree was beautiful.

The crow lead Herbert, whose eyes widened at each
sight they beheld, into the nearby town, whereupon the
first sight that beckoned Herbert's eye was a shimmering
golden rose lying in the display window of the jewelry
shop.

Herbert followed his gaze to the store window and let his
eyes injest all the beauty reflected by the golden rose. He
did not dare enter the store to hold the fine work for fear
that the masterpiece would melt to the touch.

The crow took notice of Herbert's enchantment and
said, "Kind of pretty, huh? Wouldn't you like to own one of
them for your very own?"

Herbert turned his eyes toward the crow. "Isn't it enough
to look?"

--.....=-... -

Herbert's hunger for the golden rose with tales of great,
golden treasures, so vast that they rivaled the sun In
brilliance. Every night Herbert's dreams had him with the
Midas touch. His sleeping mind envisioned trees bearing
golden pears, bushes bearing golden berries, and even
golden fauns loping across golden blades of grass,

For 14 days and 14 nights they waited for the clouds to
gather up enough sorrow to unleash their tears. Finally,
on the fifteenth day, the clouds exploded with rain. As the
drops began to clear afterwards, 10 and behold, Mother
Nature brought out her water colors and began painting a
rainbow across the sky.

"See!" cried the crow, pointing to the sky. "There it is!
Looks like I miscalculated a touch. The end appears to be
over that next hill."

Herbert and the crow dashed over the next hill. Then
the next and the next. No matter how many hills they
climbed the rainbow's end always seemed to be over the
next one.

Finally, there were no more hills to be scaled. They had
reached the rainbow's end, only its path was obstructed
by a huge grove of rose bushes. Herbert stopped in his
tracks.

"Well, what's keeping you, boy?" screamed the crow.
"Rip right through them!"

continued on paQe 4
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cover picture by tony j, wedick

She would miss her grandfather. She had a
feeling he wasn't going to live long, but she
never expected it to be so soon.

':'-.~.'

The girl stood at the foot of the grave. But
her eyes were looking at a man cutting the
lawn a few feet away. The roar of the lawn
mower Irritated her, but then she ignored It
and looked down at her grandfather's
tombstone.

"Goodbye, Klunkhead I'm gonna miss
you," she said, wiping the te rs from her
eyes.

The girl turned to w Ik away, but
hesitated She looked down at the grave
again to tell him one more time how much
she loved hlln

The funeral. the next day, began with a
small service In the wak room. Then,
everyone formed a line to walk up to her
grandfather for one more goodbye.

When It came time for the girl to walk by
the casket. she went slowly. trying not to
completely break down Into tears. She
broke down, anyway.

In the background, she hard her grand·
mother talking to her mother.

"Look," he said, "she's up there by
herself. Someone go up tllere with her."

No sooner had she spoken, than the girl
felt her father's arm on h r shoulder The
two of them walked up to the casket
logether.

"Goodbye. Grandpa," she whispered
softly to her grandfather so her lath r
couldn't h ar. "I love you"

Then Ihe girt followed everyone as they
walked out to the parking lot She got Into
one of the cars that were line up behind a
hearst

The hour Ion drive to the cem tery gave
the girl time to think of the happier times
she had spent With the old man.

She remembered how softball and
baseball were hiS favorite sports. The girl
used to play softball on a team when she
was young r. so they would lak a bat and
bailout Into her yard and he would hit a
few to her. He always made them easy to
catCh. And when she hit th ball to 1m, he
would pretend she was too good of a hitter
for him and miss It In funny ways.

The girl Wished so much that she
could've been back In the yard with her
grandfather, Instead of a c m tery.

In a building on the grounds, there was
another short service Afterwards,
everyone left for lunch In a resaurant a few
blocks away and that was the last of It.
The casket just stayed in that building and
everyone went to eat.

The girl w nt back later. Her grandfather
had already been buried. His grave site
was by a statue of St. Francis. The only
way she could tell anything had been done
to Ihe grave was a rectangular outline of
dirt where the grass had been pulled up.

Everything will be all right," just like her
mother had done to her so many times

Her mother was stili at the alter In front
of the casket when the girl came up and
knelt beside her. Her mother took her hand
In her own and held II tightly. They looked
at each other through weI eyes and smiled
faintly,

Looking at her mother and grandfather
brought back memories of the stories they
used to tell her.

When she was a baby. about one year
old. the girl used to cry when her grand·
father walked into a room with a hat on.
When he took It off, she'd stop crying No
one knew why and she never remembered
it. But It was always something for
everyone to joke about Her randfalller
always told her stories about the funny
things she did. And it was another kind of
tie that made her and her grandfather
close.

She thought he was the best storyteller In
the world. Everyone he knew agreed He
h~d a natural talent for making people
smile. The stories he told about the days
he drove a slreet car In downlow~Chicago

when there weren't many buses ~ere her
\ .

favorites.
"One time, thiS poor lady on the street

car kept having trouble with the slip of her
dress. It kept falling down on her," he'd tell
her. "She was having a terrible time trying
to keep it up. Finally, when she was stepp·

•

"Goodbye, Klunkhead. I'm gonna miss you,"

Ing off, it fell to her ankles.She got so mad
she kicked it out into the street and went
on her way. Everyone was dying of
laughter."

Not only was he a good storyteller, but he
was also a good writer. Her mother told h r
how hiS friends loved to get one of hiS I t
ters. The girl fell the sam about the let·
ters he wrote 10 her She kept most ev ry
one.She Wished she would've been more
careful and kept lhem all, though They
would be even more sp cia I to her now
that he was gone.

a story of love

her lips clenched together She pretended
she wasn't there.

Instead, she was ten years old and Sit ling
at her kitchen table, playing "Crazy
Eights" with her grandfather. It was one of
his favorite card games aSide from poker.
She was winning.

"You're a klunkhead," he said, Jokingly,

as she kept getting rid of her cards,
"No I'm not." she answered. "You're the

klunkhead."
He smiled that unforgettable smile of his

when he would squint his eyes and the cor·
ners of hiS mouth turned up just enough to
show his teeth. "Klunkhead" was their pet
name for each other She didn't know why,

but she never thought of asking him,
either.

Then she wasn't winning anymore and
was picking up a lot of cards from the draw
pile.

"Pick up a few cards there, why
don'cha?" he said, laughing.

She laughed with him. But he was gone
now and the girl wasn't laughing anymore.

She would have to go through it all again
the next afternoon when she came back
for the second day of the wake.

No one was there right away the next
day..only the girl, her mother and grand·
mother and a few other relatives. Everyone
had gone Into a small room where they
could have coffee and cookies. The girl
noticed her mother was missing from the
group. She knew where to find her.

Looking into the room her grandfather
was in, she saw her mother kneeling
beside her father. They were alone. The girl
was about to walk to her mother, but stop·
ped for a moment and watched.

She was close to her mother as well. The
two of them tried to be strong for the other
one Somelimes the girl didn't know
whether to be a daughter or a mother She
wanted to rock her mother g ntly In her
arms and say, . It's all right, now

"Respectable" was the only word the girl
could think of to describe the room of the
funeral home where her grandfather lay
peacefully in his casket. It was simply
decorated with paintings of trees and
streams with soft, pleasant colors and old·
fashioned·styled chairs set up In neat
rows. The dim lights gave it a solemn at·
mosphere,

She stood In the back, away from all of
the people who had come to pay their
respects, but her eyes were on her grand·
father.

He lay so stili. It didn't seem real. He
should be up and around, talking and
laughing with everyone. But he lust lay
there And the people talked without him.
Occasionally, they thought of him and a
tear rolled down their cheek.

She would miss her grandfather. She had
a feeling he wasn't going to live long, but
she still never expected it to be so soon.

But II happened and the wake just in·
creased the sadness and emptiness she
felt. Although she didn't know why, she
didn't want everyone to see the extent of
her emolions.

She looked kind of dignified, she
thought, as she stood In the wake room in
a navy blue narrow skirt, dark pink blouse
and white blazer. She thought about the
run In the nylons she was wearing. The
skirt covered It, so It made no difference.

Before the wake, she was concerned with
what to wear··wondering whether she was
supposed to wear black or not. The girl
hadn't btlen to many funerals In her 15
years. She considered herself fortunate.
But she knew small things like that didn't
make a damn bit of difference now. Just
like the run in her stocking.

She watched her mother and grand
mother standing to the right of the coffin
with their arm around each other. Each
tried to comfort the other, while needing
comfort themselves.

The young girl felt she should be strong,
so she fought back the tears and tried with
all her streng\h to lift her chin. It was as If
someone were holding her head down, It
was hard for her to breathe and swallow.

Her blue, glossy eyes panned over the
flowers on each side of the casket, but
never looking directly In it. There weren't a
lot of flowers, Just from the Immediate
relalives and close friends,

Then the girl looked at her grandfather.
She made herself look. At first, the tears
flowed slowly down her face, then rushed
like rapids. Her face felt warm, but she
didn't attempt to wipe the tears away She
just let them come. They rolled down her
che ks and some onto her lips They
lasted salty. QUickly, her ey'es shut and

--vanessa laurie
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Herbert couldn't move. How could he trample through
nature's beaut Iful masterpieces of creation to reach
man's shimmering replica of nature's original? His mind
wrestled With the conflict. Then, all the days and nights of
dreaming on the hili came back to him The danCing rays
of the gold n rose In the store Window played on hiS con
clence and coaxed him Into the rose grove.

Herbert's pace quickened with each step he took. He
didn't notice the roses being crushed under his feet, all he
thought of was the golden rose and reaching the
rainbow's end.

In his haste, Herbert began tripping and falling into the
rose bushes. As he brushed across the roses, the thorns
made deep scratches in Herbert's flesh. He cursed the
roses and wondered how on Earth he could ever have ad
mired such wretched, spiteful creatures.

As he drew closer and closer to the rainbow's end,
Herbert realized that it fell the Earth right smack dab In
the middle of the rose grove. Upon approaching the rain
bow, Herbert reached for its colored bands but they
slithered through his fingers. He lookjed all around the
rainbow's end, but all h could find were roses. Not the
golden kind, but the artworks of Mother Nature, so
beautiful, so delicate and yet so unforgiVing with the
pierce of their sharp thorns.

"There's no gold here," said Herbert upon seeing the
crow fly up beside him.

The crow double-checked around the rainbow, but could
find none either. "Well," said the crow apologetically.
"You know, maybe the pot of gold Isn't under every rain
bow. Maybe It's just under every other one. Let's go find
the next rainbow."

"No, not me," said Herbert, picking the thorns from his
wounds. You go on ahead without me. I'm going home."

With that, the crow flew away westward In search of
another rambow's elusive end.

Herbert. somehow, managed to wind hiS way back
home. With each step he took homeward, the enchatment
of the golden rose wore off, until It was just a memory.

As Herbert approached the grounds of his home, he saw
that the walls surrounding the garden had crumbled to the
ground. As he drew closer, he saw no snow-white rabbits
bounding across the lawn to greet him, only spotted ones
feasting on leaves and flowers .

Herbert looked to the wooded area of the garden. The
fawns he had romped and rough-housed with all his life
had grown into does and bucks. Everything had changed.

Herbert picked his way through the rubble which had
once stood tall ana sturdy as the garden wall. He looked
out over the lawn, once a soft, lush, carpet of the greenest
grass Imaginable, now a spoiled blanket of mud and
weeds. Herbert bent over and ripped a clump of weeds
from the ground. Hurling it into the air, he yelled, '''I won't
triP over any of your kind again!"

Herbert walked over to the garden gates. Though the
walls had crumbled, the gates were left standing. Along
the crest of the gate stretched a single vine from which a
single rose bloomed. A single rose, as red and perfect as
ever. Herbert looked at the perfect flower, but the young
man could not see the flower for the thorns.

Spear

by

continued tram page 4
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·-eric asticot
olchs graduate

Forever.

photo by laura galzi"

Here,
This IS my song.
Take il.
Bring II up close to your heart
Allow my song to flow wilh yours.
Allow Ihe lunes 10 louch...and meld togelher.
Then, if you feel you must go.
Return il.
We shall go our separale ways ...
Yet parts of our songs. parts of our souls
Will be With the others.

- ... .,
-. ,

We've RJayed this game for such a long time.
I played't.pawns
And ma(Je sacrifices,
While your queen ruled the board.
You always kept me in check.

But you're losing your power
As we go into the end game.
Now, your king is trapped,
And it's my turn to move.

Page 4

·-d. jerome

The sand brakes
beneath my feet.

The waves caress
an endless beach.

I stroll for miles
not caring where

or why.

Soon enough
the day is lost.

For from the sky
the sun is tossed
into a brilliant sea

of red and grey.

Concrete giants
scrape the clouds.

City streets
inhale the crowds.

The shuffle of
another day begins.

And with it's end
who will care :.

... who will cry...

... and who will dare...
to share a smile

with a passing stranger?

'-lesse pembleschnook



kids a chance

Recreational program

Photo by Vanessa Faune

A Willn, nlOll1pnt IS shClrl~d between
OLCHS stu(lpnt and sppclal recrpat,on
SWllllrllPr

--MARY DOYLE

ASldp from the regular sch clule. they II
partiCipate 111 Ihe SpeCial OlympiCS, go to
thp zoo, go on a haynd and throw a big
Chnstmas party at the end of the program

'Th Chnstmas d nc Will show
everyltllnq the programs hav been
leading up to,' said Byrne

It will IIlclud everything th y mad tram
the claft class s and they'll b danCing
the danc '5 ItlPY larned dunng th pro·
gram TillS IS the climax of the best pro·
1ram Byrnl' can offer for the least amount
of Illoney As he put It . We re cheap'

ASide from the cost factor, Byrn and hiS
councelors fp I the program has be n an
accompllshm nt because th kids have
b en Ie rnlng new things That IS the sale
r ason why they work so hard,

"But It'S worth It. To hav a child smile
and say he's haVing a good lime IS rewar·
ding,' he said,

Th number of volunleer counc lars, who
are r crulled by Byrne and supervise the
activities has also expand d Byrn lust
walks up and asks anyone on the tre t

"You don I n eO a major In SpeCial Ed 10
help" he sal(j All you ne d to b IS will·
In

On time. he picked up two hll hhlkers
By the tllne he dropped them off he had
thell word Ihey would help th follOWing
w ek

'I dldn t think they would show up. but
the next w k. Ihey were th r. nd With
two of Ih rr fnends, . tle said

Byrn feels he has a lot of help, bUI Itl r
are many more who are In need of Ihal
help Right now. the program IS slow but
he axp ct thing to pick up and g I really
big

The program consists of bowling at Oak
Lawn Bowl (Mondays from 3530 pm I,
arts & craft . gills baton and gymnastics
and boy's gym at McDo,n Id School
(Wednesdays, Thursdays and Frrclays
respect IV Iy)

For adults, the program offers a craft and
social danc and team sp ts every Man
day and Thursday. For all a s, they have
Ice skating at Ihe Oak Lawn Ice Arena,
Wednesday. sWimming at 0 :~.H~, Tues·
day and open gym at McDonald chool all
day Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p,m.

"But it's worth it. To have a

child smile and say he's hav

ing a good time is rewar

ding. "

was volunt nng my time I found It more
~ewardlng,' s Id Byrne Ever Since then

he s been looklnq for ways to help the h n
dlcapped

"Out of pure boredom, I asked If I could
help out at Park Lawn," Byrne said Park
Lawn IS a school for the handicapped

From lher ,he started a SWim program In
the Park Dlstnct ov r the past summer On
Wednesday nlqht. Byrne and hiS group
would meet for an hour at C ntral Pool
while It was cia () for dinner, from 56
pill

"We started out With five peopl . but by
word of mouth, our program expanded.
Byrne said

Photo by Vanessa Faune

special
.gIves

Spartan guard offers a helping hand

A child may b mentally handlcapp d.
but that does not have to exclude him from

ctlv,t,es a normal child may enJOy Some
p ople. anyway. Ihlnk every p rson
des rves a chance 10 do what olh r kids
I k for granted

One person In particular who feels that
way IS Terry Byrne Byrn IS the director of
Ihe Special Recreation Program being of
fered this fall by the Park Dlstnct H. got
Inter sled In working With the n1l'ntally
handicapped In 71h grad when hiS SIStu

sk d him to keep score lor a bowlll1g pro
qram

"When most kids w r playing football. I

Sparlanile/November 1980

"You can do a lot of things down there al
night and never be scared," he said.
"You'r n ver afraid somebody's gOing to
kill you while you're walking down Ihe
malnSlreets If you walk down the
malnstr ets of Chicago al five In th morn·
Ing It'S most likely something IS gOing to
happ n 10 you You Just fe I safer ,n
Greec Ihan vou do here."

He might have felt safe on the streets at
Gr ec , but not In It'S classrooms

"When you don't do your homework
down ther, they hit you," he said,
laughing, "They have dlff renl systems In
the schools-you can't take whatever you
want"

For Michalos. who enJOyS shop classes,
not only IS the Amencan school system ac·
cept bl , but also the entire nation

"Th U S was easy to get used to," he
said "Even If the people don't work as
hard here as they do In Gr ece"

HIS smile Indicated that h didn't mind
thiS too much

"Th kids start working t about 13." he
aid "But It'S therr own cholce·nobody

!orce th m Into It."
According to Michalos, baSIC democratic

Ideals like Ihese are not the only
similarrtle b tween the two countrres.

"The U S and Greece are a 101 alike ," he
said "Even If they do have bigger cars and
Cltl s h r "

H smiled and settled back Into hiS seat,
seemingly mar relaxed, Just as he ha::;
become relaxed With hiS life In the U.S,
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··MAUREEN FOERTSCH

Photo by Russ Harper

John Mlchalo talks about hiS expellences
In Gre ce.

spent many of hiS nights waiting on lables
until the early hours of the morning

"I used to work from five In the afternoor,
until three, maybe even five In the
morning," he said "I'd get a few hours
sleep··then I'd go out again"

Michalos paused a moment, then sighed

and contlnu d

qUick smile. drawn by something as slm·
pie as a kind word, make up for any pro·
blem he mrghl have had before

"When I frrst came here," he said "I Ilad
a lot of trouble With the kids because I
didn't understand them. and they dldn't
me

HIS problems conSisted of a few
arguments, and a little pushing but didn't
last long enough to become very Violent

"It took me while to learn English,
though," he said' I dldn't know anylhll1g
about It when I carne here"

Not only was the language foreign to
Michalos, but so was the culture

"In Greec , there IS no drrnklng age," he
said "Any tim the kids want a bottle of
whiskey they can have It"but Ih y hardly
ever drrnk

"No one smoked pot. either.' he said.
carefully spacing hiS words to em ph size
hiS POint

He observed Ihat when man Jearns
something IS wrong. he IS more likely to In·
dulge In rl than If It were cc pted by
socelty.

"The laws ren't as strrct In Grecc as
they are her. "h. said, tightening hiS

Jaw' But II's saf r there'
Since the US IS not as safe as Gre ce,

Michalos IS unable to hold a Job like the
one he had little more than a year go He

NE;W COUNTRY,
NEW LIFESTYLENestled In the Arcadian mountains of the

Peloponnese peninsula In Greece I ys a
VIII ge tnmmed by a lush, green carp t of
tobacco. The tWisting roads of the Arca
dians Will bring travelers to Tripolrs, the
former home of OLCHS freshman John
Michalos,

Scarcely more than a year ago Michalos
had a more difficult Journey to take than
the Arcadian path down the mountains In
Greece. He had to make the transition
from TripollS to Oak Lawn, and to adapl to
a different way of life.

"It wasn't easy." said Michalos "1m·
glne taking an Amerrcan, and all of sud

den putting him In Greec "
Most Amencans vISiting Greece WOuldn't

find th country as they expected Accor
jlng to Michalos Am ncans have a
g neral misconception about the ap
pearance of Gr ec
. All the buildings In Greece aren't crumbl

Ing." he said, roiling hiS eyes "Sure. there
are a lot of churches. but most of Ihe
bUildings in Tnpolis ar n't more than 10
years old"

So the difference In the appearances of
the two countnes wasn't hard for Michalos
10 accept Relating 10 people With a
background differ nl than hiS own was dlf
(Icull for him.

Now, though, Michalos can be found
ost days after school heading toward the

neighborhood park to JOin a group of five
or SIX teenagers, HIS slow. easy stnde and



Kids sing th •
81r

way into
'Sound of Music'

Three bright. youn grammar
school students w re ca t In
OLCHS' FilII Musical, "The
Sound of MusIc"

As they were se nand h rd
p rformlng on stag . thes thr e
actors and actress s seem d to
b the exception to the rule.
"Children should be se n and not
heard."

Tommy Fagan, Katie O'Toole
and Laune. Bradtk pi yed the
three youngest memb rs of a
family of seven children In the
Von Trapp family

Captain Von Tr pp. pi yed by
Ken Jankist. had forbidden hiS
children to play or sing But their
n w governess, Fr uleln Mana,
played by Barb Schmidt. taches
them songs. dances and games

By Singing th Ir way Into their
father's heart. the unusu lIy
talented family chanqes hiS at
titude toward them

U. Ing expressIOns of 'uprlse,
disappOintment. fear. cunouslty.

ffectlon and JOY s they p r
formed eltl1(,( Illellvidually or 111

UIlISOIl throuQhout 1I1e SCf'n s,
the youngsters brought Ih Von
Tropp family 10 life

Tommy playlnq Kurl VOIl
Trapp lhe leje I of Ihe qr,lInmar
Sl h I Ina, IS illl e Iri'm Iy busy
12·year old

He IS the most e perlPnc d of
lh thr e whf'n It corm> to per
forming In fronl of an auelii'llcP

BeSide Th. Sound of MUSIC
I've been In 'Th Mlracl, Worker
and 'Gypsy' at th Bev rly Arts
C Ilt r. 'Th NutcraCk r B II l'
for Ihe past five y ars and com
merCials on radiO and
lei vISion." Tommy said "I also
h ve been taking danCing
lessons. ranging from tap to
ballet before starting
kindergarten."

Small for hiS age, Tommy lit the
part of the g·year·old. But being
small did not stop him from being
noticed. Shyness IS something
he lacked from the firSI day of
tryouts, when hiS vOice was pro
I cted loudly. 10 the last perfor·
mance where he was found talk
Ing With hiS fellow cast members

"I like to g t to know peopl . so
I enJoy talking to them." h said

"Tommy's enthUSiasm IS
bordering on hyperactivity." one
cast member said "He IS one of
the most active 7th graders any
of us has ever met.
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"He thinks evpry play he's ever
been In has b en a good ex·
penence

"Tommy h s learn d and IS
dlscovenng mor and more how
to control hlmsel!." said Jim
Dague. who portrayed Freldrych.
another 01 the Von Trapp
children.

Unlike Tommy who said he
wasn't a bit nervous, Katie step·
ped nervously to the front of the
room 10 sing her song for tryouts
But she sang It With a slable tone
in her VOice,

"I was really nervous." Katie ad·
mitted. "But I kn w the song pret·
ty well because I was In Ihe play
before at Mother McAuley as
Gretl"

Katie accompanl d OLCHS'
Gretl as 7·year·old Marta Von
Trapp

"The advantage of haVing beell
In It before IS that I know the
matenal of the play: like th
scnpt and the songs." she said

"It was also to th advantage of
our production because she
caught on qUickly to the dances
and songs," said Shan Simpson.
assistant director "Her per·
sonallty allowed her to be enter
taining as well as obedient."

There IS a shy Side to Katie
which rarely showed up durll1g
practices.
"I like smaller audiences beller
because With large ones I get em·
barrassed," she said "I was in
iwo plays before thiS one 'The
Sound of MUSIC' and the summer
production of 'Fre to Be You
and Me,' ..both at Mother Mc·
Auley's."

"It was hard for me to believe

that sh w s shy at all because
of certain skit I'v seen her do In
'Free to Be You and Me,' In front
of n audl nc larger than even
allowed to b seated In the Little
Theatre," said another member.

"As rehearsal after rehearsal
took place. Mr. Tom Dzunson,
MISS Osterman and practically
the whole cast helped me over
come the fear and perform with
confidence. I've also learned to
be more respectful and 10 over·
come J alousy." she then admit·
ted 'I was used b~lng the
young Sl With the most atten..
tron"

Both Tommy and Katie plan on
continuing acting.

Undecld d In future plans is the
smallest actress of the show
7-year·ofd Laune, who played the
role of Grell, making her debut on
the stage of OLCHS.

"It was obVIOUS that It was h r
very Itrst time performing," said
Jayne Ander on, who played
Sister Berthe. "Her big, greenish·
blue eyes at first would stare
away shyly from the faces of
viewers as she fumbled suc
cessfully through her audition
song. Nervous was one thing she
seemed to be, but her voice kept
ItS volume while the tune was
sung correctly."

"There were so many other kids
at the tryouts, that it scared me,"
said Laune. "I was accepted for
the part I tned out for, but at first
I didn't want to go. I was scared."

"We all noticed she was tense,
so Immedialely everyone's atten
tion was brought to her. And we
enjoyed It as much as she did,"
said a c st member. "The
abilitl s she showed were sur
pnslng. She fearned the songs

nd blocking qUlckly--unlike the
average second-grader. Working
With h r was Simple and fun"

Laura said, "After I got to know
the oth r actors, It was easier for
me 10 go th re to act. It was a lot
more fun than al the beginning I
guess I lust wasn't used to being
With so many older people Th
kids I enjoyed working with the
most were Tommy and Kalle"

Th f ellngs were mutual
among the three and together
they look d forward to the excite
ment of the performance.

"I think nights of performance
are really exciting," said Katie.
"The only hard part IS being
dressed With the nght costume
at the nght time. We had about
SiX changes."

"A couple of changes were
unbelievably quicK," said Tom
my. "But It was done."

"The whole show was
presented before an audience of
kids our age," said Laurie. "And I
was pretty nervous. But I got us
ed to going on stage with people
watching. It was fun and well ...
different."

Every OLCHS play is different,
but these three youngesters who
devoted their time and entertain
Ing talents throughout the long
rehearsals and performances to
Ihe "Sound of Music" made this
year's fall musicals uniquely dif·
ferent.

··MARIA RYl·KUCHAR
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'M iracle on Ice' worthy of gold

Morrison's living tribute

AC DC

Atlantic

BACK IN BUCK

--TONY FICKE

Back in Black

"Back In Black," the sixth
album produced by the rock
group, AC DC was released in the
Ilrst week of August and has
already made the top of charts
three times.

It IS their first album since since
the death of lead vocalist, Bon
Scott.

Brian Johnson now sings
vocals for the group and comes
on stage with a style all his own
in his regular dress of a
numbered jersey and jeans.
Johnson's pattern of singing,
which is a high-pitched, shrill
sound, has brought great atten
tion to the group since Bon
Scott's death.

Three of the songs on the
album have been number-one
releases--"Shoot to Thrill,"
"Have a Drink on Me," which is a
memorial to Bon Scott, and
"Hells Bells," in which a $14,000,
one-ton bell was purchased to
ring at the beginning and
throughout the song.

Angus Young, the lead
gUitarist, plays' a Gibson S-G
gUitar and Malcolm Young,
Angus' brother, plays rhythm
gUitar. Cliff Williams IS bass
gUitarist and Phil Rudd, the
drummer, does hiS share on hiS
set of Sonor drums.

Johnson sings every song on
the album, which IS molded in an
all black cover wllh raised, out
lined, white lettering, including
the top hit, "You Shook Me All
Night Long"

All of the cuts are hard·rock. ex
c pt "Rock 'n' Roll Ain't NOise
Pollution," which IS a blues song.

"Back In Black" was named by
the group to show they stili have
the Will and determination to
come back after the tragic death
of Bon Scott The Will-power IS
greatly emphasized on this
album.

.ACtOC

--CATHY BUSKING

things herself. It's because her
mother and father have never let
her. Anyway, Judy decides she's
been bossed around by them
long enough and, against their
wishes, deCides to stay in the ar
my.

Okay, so we watch a pampered,
naive girl become a very indepen
dent woman That's all really
sweet, but what else makes this
film entertaining?

One answer is the comedy.
There Is an almost continuous
flow of laughter in the theater
throughout the movie. The fact
that Judy's husband passes
away on the first day of their mar
riage IS tragic, but the way he
dies IS probably one of the pIC
ture's funniest scenes. Also, her
affair with a Frenchman has
some memorable moments.

The script IS superb because it
contains comedy, tragedy and
romance. It also enables Goldie
Hawn to show the public that she
is a good actress and not just
one-dimenSional.

Sure, it takes talent to do com
edy. But in dramatic acting, an
extra effort is needed to make
the character believable.

Through thiS movie, Goldie
Hawn proved that she could han
dle It well.

--JOE COSENZA

..--~

York Times, "It was Jubilant Sun·
day," With people celebrating all
over the streets of Lake Placid.

The last part of the book was
the U.S team at the White House
with President Carter.

Dunng the ceremony, Mr. Carter
exclaimed, "Their victory was
one of the most breath-taking
upsets, not only In Olympic
history, but in the entire history
of sports.

I never thought Goldie Hawn
had much acting ability, but in
"Private Benjamin," I saw a
welcome change

It's a movie about Judy Ben
jamin, a young Widow (played by
Goldie Hawn) who, while gneving
over her husband's death, is per
suaded Into jOining ttTe army.
However, the story Isn't just
about her military experiences.
More, it deals with how she
matures and begins to lead her
own life.

As she arrives at camp, she
discovers that the army is very
different from her recruiting of
ficer's deSCription. It's much
worse. This gives Judy a lot of
problems to face and in the pro
cess, enables her to mature.

For example, Judy leads her
team through a very difficult trail
hunt drill, In which she performs
successfully and even beats her
commander's team. It was good
to see her win because It proved
that she had brainS and she
wasn't Just another dumb·blonde
character

Also, Judy's parents discover
her whereabouts and come to
take her home where, as her
mother says, "We'll be able to
keep an eye on you."

Her parents' behavior gives the
viewer some Insight Into why
Judy has never taken charge of

first game against Sweden, con
tinues to the US team being
presented the gold medals and,
finally, ends With the whole team
at the White House With PresI
dent Carter.

The best part of the book was
the coverage of the U.S.lRussian
game in which the U.S. team won
4-3. The author tells how exciting
it was to be a part of It by being
at the Ice arena with the crowd
shoullng, "USA" over and over.

Toward the end of the book,
was the story about how our na
tion fell in love with the hockey
team and after the final buzzer
sounded, it was lime for celebra
tion from one end of the country
to the other. As told by the New

'Private Benjamin' no longer private

--C.J. CIEPLAK

piece of mind and finally achiev
ed It through the only thing he
believed in--death.

"No One Here Gets Out Alive"
is a book of philosophy, not just
a biography of a rock musician. It
shows a way of life that was alive
during the late 60's and early
70's-· a time of trancedental
medltallon and Timothy Leary.
There were protests, riots, Kent
State, Altamont, Woodstock and
the Chicago Seven.

Jim Morrison was a part of the
60's. That was great for the
youth, but frustrating for the
older generation. The book ex
plains where Morrison's Ideas
came from and why he was an in
spirational force to so many peo
ple.

"No One Here Gets Out Alive"
is for everyone who enjoys the
sounds of the Doors, the people
who are into the 60's way of life
and those who are blessed with
the understanding of what Jim
Morrison was.

and went on to Win the gold
medal at the XIII Winter Olympic
Games.

The book IS, "Miracle on Ice,"
and IS published by the New York
Times. It's well written with a lot
of detail f the U.S. triumph.

Reading the book gives you a
great feeling inside. It gives you
an Idea about what it was like for
our Olympic hockey team to win
the gold medal.

The book has 64 pages of ac
tion photos which starts with the

These are the words of the co
author of the book, "No One Here
Gets Out Alive." It Is the recently
published biography of "the
Lizard King" Jim Morrison of the
rock group, the Doors.

Morrison was a man excited by
the thought of death and
discontented about life. He wrote
poems that were only associated
with death, hate and the suffer
ing in the world.

His songs were taken from his
poems to probe the bounds of
reality and to help philosophize
about life. This man only wanted

"My personal belIef IS that Jim
Morrison was a god. To some of
you that may sound extravagant;
to others, at least eccentric. Of
course, Morrison insIsted we
were all gods and our destinY
was of our own making I lust
wanted to say I think Jim Mor
"son was a modern·day god. Oh
hell, at least a lord."

Dantel Sugarman
Beverly HIlls, Catlfornla

March, 1979

No one believed that the 1980
United States Olympic Hockey
Team could beat the Russians
and win the gold medal. In fact,
no one gave them a chance. The
U.S. team was predicted to take
seventh place out of 12 teams
before the games had started.

A book about this incredible
feat tells how an underdog U.S.
team rallied from behind to score
a saries of upset victories, in
cluding a 4-3 defeat of the Rus
sians, the best team in the world.
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Officials deserve respect
No matter what kind of athletic contest It

IS, there is alway.> someone yelling and
screaming at the man In black and white.
That's because most people don't unders
tand what a hard, complicated and ledlous
job officiating for an athletic contest IS.

"Becoming an official IS pretty easy,"
said Fred Parks, OLCHS athletic director
and a former official. "There are basically
only five steps to becoming a registered
official. The first of the reqUirements IS to
be a 20-year-old high school graduate.
After that step IS fulfilled, the applicant is
given an open-book test on rules for each
sport he wants to officiate for. Then, if he
passes, recommendation cards are sent
out to four reputable people, such as
athletic dlr clors on school
superintendents,to give positive character
references to the aplicant.

Once all of this IS completed to satisfac
tIOn, the appllcanl becomes a reglslered
o.fflclal and IS awarded hiS offiCial's card
and patCh.

"A registered offiCial can move up the
ladd r to becom a recognized official and
later a certified offiCial," said Parks. 'It's a
matt~r of time and Ihe number of games
ref reed. along with Ihe quality of work
th I talies an official 'up the steps' "

A registered and r cognized official can
only officiate contesls up to the con
ference level b caus of IHSA rul S. A cer
tified offiCial, howev r, can offlclat state
competitions.

"This IS because the certified offiCials
are usually the most experienced and best
quallflj;ld to handle a contest of such Im
portance," said Parks. "There are good
and bad officials and thats why the hiring
of them is so important."

,

For non conference contests. Parks does
the hiring and sch dLillng of the officials
In fact, most of nexl y ar's offiCials are
already hired. This IS to assure Parks the
best officials pOSSible

"I have each coach'glve me a list of 15 or
20 officials they'd like to have as
referees," said Parks. "Then I contact the
offiCial and If he's open for that date, a
contract IS signed. That's done for each
sport and each official"

Conference contest assignments are
done In much the same way. but by the
assignment chairman of each conference.

A list of over 100 offiCials IS sent to each
coach. The coach I~ to rate the top 25,
along with scratching out Ihose he doesn't
want. Then the assignment chairman con
tacts the offiCial and signs the contact,
just ,\S Parks does for non-conference con
tests.

"Some schools have the assignment
chairman get all of their offiCials," said

Parks "However, we teel we can get b tter
offiCials by dOing the work ourselves"

OffiCiating is a lot harder than the
average person. or even coach. thlnks."1f
you were to tell a spectator or coach to of
ficiate a game, they wouldn't know how
without making a lot of mistakes," said
Parks" The average person knows Just
enough to be dangerous."

A good official knows the rules, floor
plans, fouls and Signals to use for a par·
tlcular sport because they have studied
the contents of the rule book. "They are
abl 10 make a call and decISion In a short
lime," said Parks, "even If 50 percent of
Ihe spectators feel the offiCial IS wrong."

"Conscientious and hard·worklng of·
flclals are becoming scarce, especially In

girl's athletics," said Parks. "It IS for that
reason that a young offiCial, really Willing
to be dedicated, can move up the ladder
fast and make a large sum of money, too."

. "There are many poor offiCials involved
In refereeing today." said Parks. "This pro
blem has become more relevant since
girl's athletics came Into the picture and
more offiCials were needed"

"It seems as if theseofflclals are In it for
the money or exerCise and not the real
job." said Parks. "They don't know the
rules, make big mistakes and get rattled
eaSily by the spectators."

A gOOd offiCial, one who has started at
th bottom refereeing freshmen games,
has a God·gifted talent. "They never let a
coach or the spectators rattle them. In
fact, these offiCials control the crowd,"
said Parks. "They know that the criticism
IS coming from spectators who don't know
what they're talking about, so the officials
ignore what is being sajd or done."

There is an IHSA rule that says officials
are not to be physically hurt in any way or
the person and/or school involved can
Jeopardize the entire school from athletiC
competition.

"ThiS is primarily to save the referees
from angry spectators," said Parks,
"especially In basketball where there is a
lot of spectator-referee contact."

"There IS an unlimited future in of·
ficiating," said Parks. "Many of the of
ficials used in high school contests are
also used for cOllege and profeSSional
contests. It's the dedicated and conscien
tious otriclals who succeed and earn their
money for mastering a very difficult job."

--LYNETTE DUNN

Football season unsuccessful

Photos by Lynn Mora

Phil Leonard is the first player at
OLCHS to make AII·Conference
in both offense and defense. He
also made All-State.

fense
and defense, and made a well
deserved AII·State posltlon,too
Ed Mertic, Dave Engel,Nemer
Ziyad were named honorab e
mention for the AII-Confe'rence
team.

The Spartans had a very dlsap·
pOlntlllg season. It was Coach
Chi Ivers first losing season here
at OLCHS. He and Ihe rest of Ihe
team are looking forward to a
bet ter season next year

--SCOTT KEHOE

whlcn Ine Spartans destroyed
21-0. II could have been at least
35·0 had it not been for Spartan
turnnvArs.

The Spartans defense wass
outstanding. Argo didn't even get
a first down until three minutes
left In the game with the Spar
tans second and Ihlrd string in.

The outstanding player for the
Spartans thiS year was Phil
Leonard. who was all over the
field all season He was the only
player for the Spartans to make

lost 21·6.
A weak S'lepard team was

when the Spartans gave up the
ball five times, but came up With
an exciting Will of 15-14 on Mike
Fox's 20·yard touchdown.

The Homecoming game against
Stagg was a rough·hitting one III

which the Spartans came up
short 28-24

Then the Spartans had a
chance to put Sandburg out of
the running for the conference ti·
tle with Sandburg only havlllg
one loss. But with turnovers and
a missed extra point, the Spar·
tans lost 14·13, even with a fine
performance from Phil Leonard.

Then It was the waek, but
sometimes surpr1slllg, Argo team

quarter The Spartans had tho

ball on lIncoln·Ways one·yard
line,but on the next play, Mike
Fox fumbled lhe ball away. The
Spartans went Into halftime With
a 19·7 lead.

Llncoln·Way had the momen·
tum gOlllg Into the second half
The Spartans, with their tur
novers, again gave the game
away 26·19.

Next, It was off for a one·hour
drive to T.F.SoUth where the
Spartans were hoping for their
first victory in conference. It was 
a scoreless first·half whe"
T.F.South ran back the kickoff 80
yards for a touchdown. On the
kickoff, the Spartans fumbled to
~ive T.F.South a 11-0 lead. With
other turnovers, the Spartans

The Oak Lawn Spartans foot·
ball team didn't get what they
had expected thiS year-·a chance
for the conference title for the se·
cond year In a row Instead, they
ended with a 3·6 record. ThiS
team seemed like it was snake·
bitten from the start.

Having a tough schedule at the
beginning of the season, the
Spartans were out of running
after the first two conference
games. Both were loses, against
Lincoln·Way and ReavIs.

ReavIs, which was the Spartans
toughest contenders, gave eight
turnovers to the Rams and the
game with a score of 26·0.

Lincoln·Way's game started out
differently with the Spartans jum·
ping out to a 19·0 lead in the first
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• • •Basketball outlook

Can they do it ?

·-RICK LAKIE

Two bitS, four bitS, SIX bitS, a dollar, all lor the Spartans, stand up
and holler!

Yes SIC, lellow r ad rs, It'S that Ime of the year again. Time for
OLCHS's finest to gel ready lor lhelr long basketball season which
II s ahead of them JUs'howNell Will they do? ThiS year's new varSity
ASSistant Coach, Mark Cz rnl k, think the team will do well In
facl. he'd like to s them go to the secllOnals

'I exp ct us to win at least 20 games again thiS year, and w h v
a good chances of laking conference," Czerniak said "But unlike
foOl ball. If you win conference, It do sn'l give you a playoff berth
Instead. a wt10le new season starts for each and every learn In th
state

The squad looks Improv d from last year's (205) team and are
looking forward 10 a great yeal Returning stalters from last year's
t am are Jim KolodlleJ and Keith Libert Larry Hlnz I also a senior
and a probable starter

"lib rt as improved hiS agresslveness a lot over the summ r,"
Czerniak Id "He looks like he could ven play all some college
tams rtghl. now HIS attitude IS better, and h should h Vf> an
outstanding i

Dave Aldlnovlch, Rob Oml Clnskl, Dan Ganzer and Bruce Scaduto
are the key players coming up from last year's sophomor can·
ference championship learn

'Omleclnskl i1as been the most ImpreSSive so far In the first two
weeks of pracllce," sald'Cz r nlak

But not all thiS talent can be used at the sam time Only five
players can play at one time

"We h v a lot of depth on the~nch With some quality players,"
said Clernlak. 'I, "til yare very Important b caus th yare the ones
who Will be battling th start rs very day They hav the skills that
Will forc the lOp players 10 pr ctlce h rder, bec u e Ihe way you
practlC IS the way you play"

And th l's the way they'll have to play to take conferenc . Sand·
burg and Llncoln·way have very tough teams Ihls year and Will give
th Spartans all they can handle

,,' think the conference title IS gOing to come down to a battle bel·
ween Oak Lawn. Llncoln·way, Sandburg and Argo," said 6'7" senior
Larry Opiela "It's lust gOing to be 'Who wants It more?' and believe
me. we want 1(1"

If Kolodzl I IS hit ling and Libert IS dOing hiS Job under Ihe boards,
Oak Lawn Will have the best l am they'v had in recent years But

ven If Ihey want the conference title, they're gOing to have to play
their best at all times It won't be the kind 01 season where they can
lie down one game and play the nexl and stili win conferenc

coaches and upset a couple of
teams. Includll1Cj St Laurence
and Richards

"Our Frosh·Soph deselv s a lot
of credit and recognition" said
Doughney, the Frosh Soph
coach "They finished With a 92
record and placed second In can·
ferenc, only SIX pOints b hind
confer nce champIOns, T F
South"

Fadd n and McGrail were the
"one·two punch" on the
sophomore team. With Joe
LoRusso right behind. The fourth
and fifth POSitions were up for
grabs. Usually, It was filled by
Steve Walsh and Freshman Dan
Callahan.

"With the help 01 the
sophomore team, next, year's
VarSity team IS gOing 10 be
awesome l " said Plaskowy "With
all our lunlors coming back and
ready to go to sect lanais lor the
flrsl lime In the history of
OLCHS, all I can say Is.. look
out l "

Kosvlck, 13'16 and Jenny Rob·
son, 13:13.

Peggy Ryan, "the Ideal athlete,"
according to Reynolds, took 12th
place In dlstrtcts and missed go·
Ing down state by nine seconds
With a time of 1242

Coach Reynolds IS looking for·
ward to next y r's team when
four of the top seven return as
Juniors

'Two Juniors which look pro
mlSlng for next year," said
Reynolds. "are Judy Jungman
and D nlse Baxa, bOlh of whom
hav been on the team for only a
y ar

R ynolds thinks Freshman Lisa
Jones h s potential Sh wasn't
running 100 well thiS year due 10
an Injury to her he I

Ev 11 though Ihelr st ndlngs
didn't Improve, Reynolds said.

The best Ihlng about thiS
season IS th t we had a lot of
fUll

With a record of 10·1, the girl's
cross·country team finished the
season With a third In can·
ference.

They have also taken a third
place In districts, the same as
they did lasl year The team's
times ar lower and faster Ihan
before The reason why the
team'S standings haven't ch ng·
ed IS because. according to
Coach Linda ReYllolds. 'Our op
ponents hav Improved Jusl as
much as we hav ..

At the Argo InvltallOnal the
girls took second place out of 27
schools They also bea t 22
schools at the T F South Invlta·
tlOnal to lake another s cond
plac

Th top seven runl1er ar
Peggy Ryan With a personal best
of 12 13 for two miles. Marie
DUllkel 12 14, Mary Kay
Bacheldel 1301 Patty Ry 11

1305 Jovce Tronjl<lr 1333 SliP

Boys cross country
"We had a very successful

season as far as I'm concerned,"
said V rSlly Coach Jim
Plaskowy "We surprised a lot of
teams and had high hopes of tak·
Ing the District meet"

The Boy's Varsity Cross Coun·
try team nded up With a 6·5
record They lost a couple of
close meets due 10 Sickness

"I feel thaI we would have won
Ihe District meet, but IwO of our
top seven runners were Sick and
dldn'l do as well as planned,"
said Piaskowy. "We finished
Sixth oul of the 12 teams and Ihat
was with our number·one runner
slill recov ring from Illness.

Piaskowy and Assistant Coach
John Doughney had figured the
team to end up 4·8, seeing as
though the team is made up of all
juniors and doesn'l have the ex·
perience that seniors would
have. The team, with the help of
sophomores Tim Fadden and
Brian McGrail, surprisec1 the

Girls cross country

Dunne sets
records

Boys

Geme Dunne was the first girl
In OLCHS history to sel two can·
ference record In a single meet.
She took first In the 50 yard
freestyle with a new time of
25589 and In the 100 yard
freestyl with a new lime of
56669.

Bowling
Bowling season IS well unoer

way and from Ihe looks of things,
the Spartans could have a good
team thiS season Should the
Spartan finish flrsl In Ih con
ference. It Will be Ihe ninth time
In the last elev 11 years

"I expect a winning conference
team. marked by good sport·
smanshlp. which the team does
have," said Sponsor PJ Gahala.
"With the present memb rshlp,
Oak Lawn will have a difficult
season and with the remarkable
performance of each bowler.
they can anticipate to take the
conference championship as
they did last y ar."

The scratch team started slow,
losing their first three games
"The team was not bowling thell
averages and were Inconslsten'
for thaI particular match agains 1

Maris\''' Gahala said.
Since that slow start, the

scralch team has won five of
Ihelr last SIX games, moving
them into first place in their can·
ference.

"Each bowler must compete In
an Intramural meet held before
the conference meet ThiS
system will glv players on Ihe
scratch and handicap team a
chance to bowl In conference
me ts. Thus dUring each can·
fer nce meet. the scratch te m
changes With th low bowl r be·
Ing dropped

HaVing a little more success
thal1 Ihe scratch team, the han·
dlcap team won their first three
games "W h ve a strong han
dlcap team and should have a
good season' Gahala said

Bowlers on the handicap team
are Richard Br nn who h s been
bowling well of late Steve Ort
man Phil Busch and Mark Siple
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Peppers important to OLCHS
"I'm a P pp r, she's a P pper,

were a Pepper' goes the Dr P p.
per song But what exactly IS a
Pepper? At OLCHS. Pepper's are
not the same as what IS referred
to In the song.

"A Pepper IS an aide to both the
gym teachers and their
students," says sponsor MISS
Audrey Anderson "They'r Im
portant to the P E teachers and
their classes"

For the teacher, a Pepper can
lead exercises and help
demonstrate or explain a par·
ticular skill One of the most im·

port ant things a Ppppcr does for
the student IS to give encourage·
m nt through IndiVidual help A
student tends to rei te better to a
teacher through a Pepper
because a Pepp r IS a student
herself. A big part of being a Pep
per IS wanting to help and gelling
along With others,

In the past, it has usually been
the senior Peppers who go to the
gym classes to help out. This
year, however, some of the Junior
Peppers are also getting the
chance, Unfortunately, there are
only two S nlOr Peppers this

y r The Junior and senior Pep·
pers have always been separate
1..Iasses until now But Anderson
IS hopeful for a bigger turnout
next year.

"I am pleased With the large
number of Juniors this year,"
says Anderson "The kids Involv·
ed In the program are fromall dif
ferent activities, There are kids
from sports, achievement
organlzatlonsand kids who are
lust Interested In getting a better
understanding of the different
sports"

The Peppers have th Ir own

gym class together wh re they
learn new skills and Improve on
old ones They also becom
familiar With the rules of some
games such as volleyball, soccer
and basketball because they are
oft n asked to offiCiate these
games In gym class S More Im
portantly. the Peppers learn how
to work together and help each
other out.

According to seniors Joyce
TronJiar and Eileen Stanton. "The
Pepper class brings th lunlors
and s nlors closer together and
lelps us understand one

",other. When we're helping oul
n a class. we feel Ihat With our

experience the freshmen and
sophomores rely on us 10 answ r
their quesllons."

Junior year IS a growing and
training period for the new Pep·
pers. Next year. Anderson hopes
that these Juniors will come back
and apply what they have learn·
ed.

Applications for any
sophomore girl who IS Interested
In being a Pepper next year will
be distributed by Anderson at the
end of first semester,

--CHRIS LEINWEBER

9680 T F Soulh Invllallonal 2nd 92·80 fleavls 36 OLCHS12

9·9·80 Llncoln·Way 24 OLCHS 31 680 T F South Invllallonal 3rd

911·80 Bremen 45 OLCHS 15 9·980 lincoln·Way 31 OLCHS 24

915·80 T F South 41 OLCHS 18 91180 Chgo Chtlsllan 49 OLCHS 15

92080 Argo Invltallonal 2nd 9·1580 T F Soulh 18 OLCHS 45

92380 Shepard 45 OLCHS 15 91880 Richards 21 OLCHS 34

92780 Tinley Park Invllallonai 6th 92080 Argo Invllallonal 2nd

10·7·80 Sandburg 34 OLCHS 25 92780 Tinley Park Invltallonal 6th

10·1880 Cont rence 3rd 9·3080 Siagg 46 OLCHS 17

10·2180 RiverSide Brooktleid 48 OLCHS15 10280 SI Laurence 34 OLCHS 24

11 180 DISlflcts 3rd 107·80 Sandburg 42 OLCHS19

10 14·80 Argo 39 OLCHS 19

10'18·80 Conference 2nd

82660

94,80

96·60

9·9·80

9·10,60

91180

9·16·80

91780

91880

9·22·80

92380

92580

10280

BOYS GOLF

Evrgrn Park 164 OLCHS 167

ReaVIS 179 OLCHS 161

Eisenhower 173 OLCHS 174

Lincoln·Way 156 OLCHS 169

Chgo Grstn 175 OLCHS 161

T F South 159 OLCHS 180

Shepard 153 OLCHS 176

RIChards 172 OLCHS 193

Siagg 169 OLCHS 173

Brlhr Rice 170 OLCHS 182

Sandburg 170 OLCHS 192

Argo 187 OLCHS t80

Brem n 171 OLCHS 189

GIRL'S CROSS COUNTRY SOPHOMORE BOY'S CROSS COUNTRY

680

1280

91980

92780

10480

10·11·80

101880

102580

11 180

VARSITY FOOTBALL

Richards 12 OLCHS 0

EI enhow r 18 OLCHS 20

R aVIS 26 OLCHS 0

Llncoln·Way 27 OLCHS 19

T F South 21 OLCHS 0

Sh pard 14 OLCHS 15

Stagg 28 OLCHS 24

Sandburg 14 OLCHS 13

Argo 0 OLCHS 21

SOPHOMORE FOOTBALL

80

92380

926·80

93080

10280

10780

101480

'01780

\02180

102380

102880

103180

VARSITY VOLLEYBALL

Oak Forosl 2 OLCHS 0

Thorton 1 OLCHS 2

Rpdv,~ 0 OLCHS 2

Lincoln Way 0 OLCHS 2

T F Soulh 0 OLCHS 2

St>epard 2 OLCHS 0

S'dqg 0 OLCHS 2

A/go 0 OLCHS 2

Reav" 0 OLCHS 2

Lincoln Way I OLCHS 2

T F South 0 OLCHS 2

Shepard 0 OLCHS 2

SOPHOMORE GIRL'S TENNIS

VARSITY GIRL'S TENNIS

9·3·80 Thorntldge 1 OLCHS 4

9·4·80 Eisenhower I OLCHS 4

95·80 Richards 1 OLCHS 4

913·80 Arllnglon InVllational 8th

916·80 ReaVIS 0 OLCHS 5

9 17·80 Chgo ChtlSllan 1 OLCHS 4

918·80 LlncolnWay 3 OLCHS 2

92080 R,v rSld Brookfield Invllallonal2nd

9·23·80 T F Soulh 1 OLCHS 4

924·80 Oak Forest I OLCHS 4

9 2580 Sh pard 0 OLCHS 5

92780 Crystal Lake Invllallonal 61h

9·30·80 Sta g 0 OLCHS 5

107·80 Argo 0 OLCHS 5

10'10·80 Cant renC 1st

10·18·80 D'SltlCI lSI

Oak Forest 2 OLCHS 0

Thorton 0 OLCHS 2

R aVIs 0 OLCHS 2

LincolnWay 0 OLCHS 2

T F South 0 OLCHS 2

Shepard I OLCHS 2

S,agg 0 OLCHS 2

S ndburg 2 OLCHS 1

Argo 0 OLCHS 2

ReaVIS 0 OLCHS 2

LlncolnWay 2 OLCHS I

T F. Soulh 0 OLCHS 2

Shepard 2 OLCHS 0

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL

Oak For st 0 OLCHS 2

ReaVIS 0 OLCHS 2

LlncolnWay 0 OLCHS 2

Shepard 0 OLCHS 2

Stagg 0 OLCHS 2

Sandburg 0 OLCHS 2

Reevls 0 OLCHS 2

Lincoln Way 0 OLCHS 2

T F Soulh 2 OLCHS 1

Shepard 0 OLCHS 2

SOPHOMORE VOLLEYBALL

9·!l80

9-2380

92680

93080

10280

10780

10·1080

101480

101780

102180

10·2380

10·28·80

10·3180

9-9·80

9-26·80

9·30·80

10·780

10·10·80

1014·80

10·21·80

1023·80

10?880

10-31·80

Richards 6 OLCHS 14

Elsenhowar 6 OLCHS 8

ReaVIS 26 OLCHS 12

lIncoln·Way 24 OLCHS 0

T F South 10 OLCHS 0

Shepard 20 OLCHS 12

Siagg 6 OLCHS 0

Sandburg 56 OLCHS 0

FRESHMAN B FOOTBALL

Richards 0 OLCHS 32

Eisenhower 27 OLCHS 8

ReaVIS 14 OLCHS 14

lIncolnWay 34 OLCHS 0

T F South 14 OLCHS 8

Shepard 62 HS 0

Stagg 14 OLCHS 0

Sandburg 32 OLCHS 0

Richards 8 OLCHS 7

Eisenhower 27 OLCHS 8

ReaVIS 28 OLCHS 12

lIncoln·Way 22 OLCHS 14

T F South 8 OLCHS 14

Shepard 14 OLCHS 6

Siagg 22 OLCHS 12

Sandburg 8 OLCHS 6

Argo 12 OLCHS 31

FRESHMAN A FOOTBALL

9-6·80

913·80

92080

92780

10480

10 11 80

101880

10·2580

96·80

91280

92080

92780

10480

1011·80

10·1880

102580

96·80

91280

919·80

92780

10·4·80

10·11·80

10·18·80

102580

11 1 80

GIRL'S SWIMMING
VARSITY BOYS CROSS COUNTRY

9·4·80 RichardS 84 OLCHS 84

9·9-80 Eisenhower 100 OLCHS 69 92·80 ReaVIS 40 OLCHS 18

9-11·80 Andrew 105 OLCHS 67 9680 T F South Invllallonal 13th

9-16·80 Reavis 116 OLCHS 55 9 80 Llncoln.Way 15 OLCHS 48

9·19·80 Bremen 104 OLCHS 64 91180 Chgo ChrSln 45 OLCHS 18

9·25·80 Westmont 59 OLCHS 96 9·15·80 T F South 23 OLCHS 33

9·27·80 Lyons Invllallonal 11th 91880 Richards 30 OLCHS 27

9-30·00 T F Soulh 90 OLCHS 74 92080 Argo Invllallonal 7th

10·3·80 Tinley Park 117 OLCHS 51 92780 Tinley Park Invillon 17th

10·780 Shepard 106 OLCHS 61 9·3080 Siagg 41 OLCHS 19

1011·80 Stagg Invllallonal 11th 10280 St Laurence 30 OLCHS 25

10-14·80 Stagg 94 OLCHS 71 10480 Crete Monee Invllallonal 30lh

10·22·80 Sandburg 56 OLCHS 27 to 7 80 Sandburg 15 OLCHS 46

10·23·80 Argo 82 OLCHS 88 101480 Argo 21 OLCHS 34

10·28·80 ProvisO West 99 OLCHS 64 101880 Conference 51h

102180 Andrew Invllatlonal 3rd

OLCHS 2

OLCHS 5

OLCHS 3

OLCHS 1

OLCHS 1

OLCHS 5

OLCHS 0

OLCHS 1

OLCHS 2

OLCHS 1

OLCHS 3

OLCHS 5

Thorntldge 3

Eisenhower 0

Richards 2

Andrew 4

ReaVIS 4

Chgo Crlstlan 0

lincoln·Way 5

T F South 4

Oak Forest 3

Shepard 4

Siagg 2

Argo 0

9·3·80

9·480

9·5·80

9-1580

916·80

9-1780

9·18·80

9·2380

9·24·80

9·25·80

9·30·80

10·7·80
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Stretch,
How about going to pizza parlor
after the dance?
Jay

IRAM
Can't walt till 'Annle l '
Thanx.
KAM

continued on page 7

JAMIE,
Happy 181h on the 24th
CAMILLE

0080,
YOU make Ille worth Ilvln'
Love Always,
3348

LORI K.(Freshman)
Wer'e gonna meet very soon
Tony K.(SPARKS)

N nley
Happy Blrlhd y Nov 19. sw et
16 anc! npver been kiSS d

Billy Pappas(Freshman)
You are dead
Sparks(ninja)

CHERYL KENNEDY,
HAPPY Sweet 16 on the 30th!
CAMILLE

DAN GANZER,
When the party's over...
mop the floor!
Friends always,
KAM

JAT
Let me feel behind your knees
RAT

KLAM,
One more gin stone sour l

KAM

Camille,
Sell them yourself!!
Lakle

Lakle,
Sell those papers I
Camille

MISS Icenogle.
Fer get It
14,31

Betty and Matilda,
Stay cooll!1
Delilah

LOCKWOOD..
Cubs and Sox played last week
at Wrigley.Game went twenty In·

nings Final score 0-0, called ...
darkness.
Scarpelli

Schmaz,
Thanks for being lhere
Mc

Jim,

You Cheat!

I Laura

ODB

p5 tB crYing on th couch?
Come ani

Shem,
Where do you sign up for
bar t ndlng school?

Cyn,
Remember our screwed up Pom
Pon routine? Stili Laughing.
Luv,
Jules

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY
L1SS!
Love Nance

Aileen,
You're a great friend. Thanks for
being mine
Love.
ChriS

Lin,
I'm rea V sorry about the Indian'
will you ever forgive me?
Robin \ •.. \ ... -

Horny Lorny Commutes
Aggresslvelyll t

Hey Mark St
How's Judy?
WBD

PPPT,
No more crying, okay?
You know whal It leads to.
Onom

Weasle,
I love you!
Always & Forever,
Beast

FOR SALE
Large Men's Red Down Jerry Ski
Bibs, Like New $30.00
See Mr Brodemus

Onom,
You crack me up! Thanks l

Laverne

Oueen Bong,
Want more wine? Count to 100 &
It'S yours!! (Too bad you can't
count that hlgh)1I
"PPT"

Sue,
Why don't you get some hard
donuts delivered from Dunkin'
Donuts?! I!
Linda

Byrd:
Bustin' Oul!
Luv.
LiI'Sprout
P S "Rebels" In "A.H C.A "

. I

HEY YOU GUYS I WANNA GET A
BUZZ'IIIIIIIIIIIIII

Kam Klam Klan,
ACCident?

Bucky Beaver,
Cute outfit. reill cute

Durks
Who's NO.1 Now

LESA.
You're a 10

Hey Kwazle Person,
You may be gone from OLCHS,
bUl you'r not gone away Irom
my heart l

Babe

Thar>y, dgaln everyone
gOlta do It again I
Onom
ONLY not so fast Ihls limp

Jades Rule lll

Bean..
Time and the hour runs through
the roughest day
Weiner Wrap

Donna hurls the one she knows
Victim

Wop·Wop.
The ups and downs of
i'ldolescence!
Lu-Lu

Little SIS,
Thanks for always being there. I
hope you always are '
Love,
Big SIS

Dear 0 n.
Shut Up'
Mary

Shmoug, Five Lillie Porgupllles ..
I love you
Shmyndle

Colleen,
It's Just a fantasyl
It's all we need!
Love ya l Oy,Oy

Pinky,
How's Fonzl?
No.1 plnket

Strategy for loday

~ : ~:;.-: '-:'''.. ~
...lIlllIII:. " ~JlI"" "," ," ~

~~~ 1'---4-'2-3--12-12-1~
DRIVING SCHOOL JIll""'"

Bee, Berlha, Schrange.
Have a good one
Carla

Judy M
I Love YOLI

I Tom

0080,
TRUST and OBEYI
Love,
3348

Diver Drugs

9713 SW Hwy Oak Lawn

Jen Person
I love you
U E

Adam Zart

Kam,
Thanks so much for the party In
va
Friend always.
Klam and Gazam

of

424·0065

Su ,
FlJ1d your lips yet?
Linda & Lauren

Home

Pink Flash,
Let's see It agaln l

Ag nl 51 and 31

Laurie,
It's been seven of the greatest
months I Let's go for morel
Love,
Chub
P.S. Dew It I

Monkey,
How's J P?
Giggles and Angel

Nancy, Jackie & Sue.
Everything SPIC & Span?
Kathy

E:YE,
Ya did break tile record I TWice
'good Job l

LOri

FeliCia,
Turtles can too kiSS! I
Giggles

Olive Oil,
These five months have been
sensational
I love you always,
Banana

TIM·Why won't you party With us
any more? ..ODB and PSTB

Princess
Purple person puker porcelain
trucker. you're IJ1 solitary until
1:00 A M
OUEEN DIZZY BONG

Lisa. '(Pan)
To a fantastic fnend
LGB's & sunshine
CWC (pan)

TWinkle, Red
Keep Pluggln
JAP

Robin,
I know John would want to ask
you thiS, but he can't, so.
Old you fix the Indian yet?11
Linda

Erin
I still love you
Carter

Brown Eyes.
I love you more than I could ever
tell you how much I love you.
Goodmornlng Girl

Jim,
I love you
Mane

GOT ANYTHING TO BREAK OR
SPILL. ROBIN GLASER WILL"
Lov ,
LlJ1da

Dan A
I love you
Tina

Vernl,
How about a Formal Dinner some
tlme??1
Shirl

HORSIEBACK BY BLYTH

CE.S.
I'm your little R.E S.
Love always,
Renee

You guys,
I know I wasn't crYing on the
couch, among other things, so
shut Uplll
Linda

Jill, I love you, Mike

Gram,
I'll always love ya
"Slick"
P S You're right. maybe I am a I
sap

Fish,
Thanks for·belng a great friend.
Do you think he's sexy?
Friends,
Bra

Chrissy and Co ..
Grin and bear It II

Bruised For Lile

"GOLDI ELOCKS"
The girls In ping-pong love your
bod!
Guess Who

LOri"
Thanks for making my flsts l

Red DeVil,
RRRI Go on··
Space Saint

Blue Demon,
Let's catch the flyl
Space Saint
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Sat 9-5:30

Mon -Fri 10-9

)' • or

( -~ a
~ f'-

424-1212

974-4500

...- .•..."

greenhouses and

10926 SOUTHWEST HWY. PALOSHILl~

'J (CLOSED SUNDAYS)

..
garden center IDC.

VISit Sld's for all of your Gardenln Needs Over 2
acres of display Nlth 1000's of ar':) .... 'ng vanet,cs to
choose Irom
Our Greenhous\'; ~re full of house olants from
exotic 10 philodendrons
Trained personnel on hand at all times to an5.,.,.~r

your Qucstlons

~(

\.

A FITTING EXPERIENCE!
>a:w
t--oo
en
en....

>
N
o
()

•'oJ

o
I (

Winter doesn't have to mean heavy, ugly

bjlts. This year; western boots are all you'll
II . fded for your winter aatwear

t; 5009 w. 95th street
t:y

.
Specializing I

in
Team Sports &

" Silkscreening

5% off any purchase-

IT'S A WHALE
OF A VACATION!

13657 S. Cicero
Crestwood

FLORIDA

Eileen Glbbons··Manager

** Based on 5-6 people to an efficiency

4.)

1.)

2,)

3.)

ULLIVAN
~ .. * •

SPORTING
.' (

GOODS

•AFX Slot Car Racing
•Model Building Classes
·Spray Gun Classes

Contact:

425.00 per person

Complete Pkg.
APRIL 16th thru 25 1979 9 or 10 nights- in both areas

INCLUDES
R.T. Air via Eastern/Dellta Air Lines
(Night Coach)
R.T. Airport Buses (in Chicago & Florida)
9 Nights Accommodations, Oceanfront
bote Is (including taxes, baggage handling
& maid service daily)
Escort will accommodate you.

HOTELS USED

Sun. 12-4
385-9350

Daytona Beach, Florida - Mayan Hotel - Fl Lauderdale. Lauderdale Biltmore

·1140 West 95th Street

In the Holiday Inn
Oak LJwn, Illinois 60453

(317) BEverly 3 2567 - (312) 424·2223

Gould-kelly /ravelIttl'.

HOBBIES 'N' CRAFTS

Mon.-Fri. 11-9

Sat. 11-6

'. .~ j:•.,..1
.:t:~~~':'~
.~ '1':'"

~, ''It/ ..
,~ ..~%

,... l'!'.i""

r~'~~'" Ft. Lauderdale and
DAYTONA BEACH EASTER VACATION

HAVING "FU T IN THE SUN"
Daytona Beach 450.00 per person

COST:
Ft. Lauderdale
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now $15-20

Allover the country people are talking about
the Hair Performers! Why? Because we're al
ways at the center of hair fashions and we
know how to make them work for you. And to
make this invitation completely irresistible,
here's our ~pecial introductory offer:

open
now

FOR FIRST TIME CLIENTS WITH THIS AD ONLY

7600 S. Cicero

\

VERGREEN PLAZ

.. ,FOR
COLLEGE

DAYS

95th Street and South Western Avenue

Explore your many
care r opportunJIles

Thursday
March 12th Only

Gather information about
financial aid programs,

fees, evening and
adult programs. etc

For an experience t~lat

may aid In making
one of hfe s most

Important deCISions
mark your calendar now

Evergreen Plaza s
College and Career Fair

Thursday, March 12th
from 1200 to 830 pm

cleansing conditioning
hair shaping air forming

iron curling
Students reg. $16.50 now $8.25

men reg. $14 now $9

women reg $16.50 now $11.50

perms reg. $30-40

OPEN DAILY
4PM 10 12PM

FRt. & SAT.- 1 AM
SUNDAY 12·12

OPEN 'OR
L.UNCH

10:30 AM 10 2:30 P,.,

ON PROM NIGH'f,
OK LIKE YOU'VE DONE
YOUR HOMEWORK.

"1'11\'11' ''''11'' d ,,1111 (' III 10\111 th,lt h;l.., 1ll01l'
~'lt';III.. ,klllg jllllllllllM'do.., to chlH"'\' (IOIll
thill1 (;ll1gl..,..,. :\l1d that's all \.Oll ha\(' til
1I'lllt'lnbl'l to II H.k slllal1 lin I h(' I1lght of lh('
bl,1.( tt'..,!

.ng155 formalwear center

5616 W. 79th StREET
BURBANK

• PIZZA AT ITS BEST
• BROASTED CHICKEN

1 PIECE TO 500 PIECES
(DINNERS TUBS SPECIALS)

• ITAllAN DINNERS
• SANDWICHES
• FISH-SHRIMP

ad

II
,

I'

this

Carry-out Inc

FREE

Offer good

Feb. 11-Mar. 6

5740 West 87th Street
Burbank, Illinois 60459

424-3636

DELIVERY TO THIS AREA
CICERO AVE ON EAST ROBERTS RD ON WEST

71st STREET ON NORTH 95th STREET ON SOUTH

(

with

small Pepsi
with any

sandwich
order

-------------------------.
(COUPON) ••••••••••••••••••••••I••~""iii!lIJiliirjilifliill!lil~!'i&'!6I!!iIIIIIl'"·...........iJJIiiJI.•••

581-6306 •Pn·se~~yllur~lghschoolll:l()lhel1lanager • Ford City Shopping Mall '.
of the (JlI1gISS hl.11l1alwear Celller 11 'aresl YllU • ULLHS

~===========~~-~~~~~~~~---~-------------------------~
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IS •••There he

Mr. President!

\\

\ .

In name only

lob. but rather they are popularity contests that are only for the
more prominent people in our school's society, Need another
example?

Marie McGrath has been the secretary for the class of '81 for three
straight years. TWice. Kathy Koruba has held school governmental
POSitions. which also holds true for Pete Koliopoulus Junior
Monica Harper IS another three·tlme office holder. It's almost like a
mon rchy

By now I'm sure the people mentIOned above are gelling InfUriated
by thiS echtorlal But let them be reminded that the tOPiC here IS the
offices they hold. not the people themselves, I'm sure that all these
p .opl are very fine human beings. hard·worklng and loyal. but the
positions they hold leave something to be deSired

People who are Involved In these polilics will tell you that the only
reason they repeat their terms so much IS because not too many
people run for the office. It's comments like thiS that made Lyndon
Johnson such a beloved fellow Why should anyone who Isn't too
popular run nd be humiliated against someone With a lot of friends
to stuff the ballot box?

The only r ason I can see for havl(lg these offices still IS because
we've always had them In the past and we all know how hard It is 10
break tradition around here Like It or not. some changes should be
mad It really wouldn't be so hard. It worked With Nixon. didn't It?

--SCOTT SOBOL

PoliticS. The thought of It alone turns the stomach. It·s been tile
object of ridicule for more years than anyone cares to remember, At
the national level. It IS a powerful force. Here at OLCHS, however.
it·s quite a bit less So much so in fact. it seems almost useless to
have certain positions.

To date. there are four pOSitions that are filled through election by
the students. They are preSident, vlce·president, secretary and
treasurer of each class. These offices seem to be nothing more than
some nice titles In the school yearbook. What's more. they serve no
valid purpose, and after election week. how many of you actually
remember who your class officers are? Need an example?

QUick now. what IS the name of your class's secretary?
II's eVident that Ihese offices should be analyzed for their prac·

ticallty. Maybe then it could be s en what little these positions do.
How many of you have ever seen or heard speeches from your class
representatives? Have they ever been sponsors or co·sponsors of a
school dance? Have they prOVIded any new equipment or services
for our school? Have they ever done anything beSides give us their
imitations of the Carter Administration? The answers to all of these
questions is no. Theoretically. these people are supposed to repre·
sent our class. Represent us how?

Perhaps the biggest problest is the electIOn itself. No longer are
the elections concerned with getting the right person for the rightCover photo by Ken Kessler

Letters 4
Speak-out 4
Did you know? 5
Reviews 10

Rush 'Moving Pictures'

Capote shows his genius in 'Chameleons'

Read 'The Dark' with lights on

Sports 11-14
Classified Ads 15

Departments

Accidents spur move to raise driving age 6
by Jeff Bass, Because of the large number of accidents and deaths
of 16 and 17 year old drivers. Illinois is one of many states planning
on raising the driving age to 18. This article gives all the needed
facts and figures.

Cooperative Ed develops leadership 6
A summary of the years achievements of the OEA and the DECA

programs.

by Maureen FoerSlch. Someone once said that II wasn't easy being
a teenager, and this article explains why. It takes a look at the
causes, effects and solutions of the problem of teenage stress.

Early settlers leave mark in Oak Lawn 7
by Cathy Busktng. Since 1888, the Harnew family has been an im·
portant part of Black Oak Grove and Oak Lawn, and thiS article
gives a brief look at the history of theis amazing family.

Cover story:
STRESS
Students coping with pressure 8-9

Gettin' 'high' on running 11
by Rich Lakle. Running is fast becoming the favorite pastime
among Americans, but nobody knows why. For some opinIOns from
those who run here al OLCHS, turn to page 11.
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Letters
Cover story
response

I am writing In r ply to Ruth
Neum n's article on making out
In the hall ways, Lets f ce It.
there's a time and a place for
everylhlng, but I don't see why
we should m ke a big deal about
kissing In the halls. OLCHS has
more Important things to worry
about than two love birds In th
halls.

As a lunlor. I'm used to seeing It
In the halls. but as a freshman It
was a main atlractlon. We never
did this In grammar school, but If
It bugs you anyway you can take
a dlfferenl route to class or do
something that Will keep you
from S8 Ing this. And concerning
disciplinary action t achers
should emhalass the two, not
punish them for something they
like to do

,·DAVE WILLS '82

I would like to praise Ruth
'I uman for her article In the
February Issue of "Th Spar·
tanlte of Black Oak Grove"
"Making OUI In th hall " w s a
nlcely·balanced art Icle vOIcing
views from both stud nts and
teachers.

I dlsagr e. howev r. with some
of the things the te chers said

MIss Lelghlon Hohn. lust
assumes that fellow students are
offended by a couple kissing In

Ih halls Well. In my four years
at OLCHS I'v never hearej a
Single complaint from students
who were "offended" by couples
kissing In the halls, but I h ve
heard several stud nts complain
of being offend d by profanity
being screamed back nd forth In
Ihe between stud nl and
sometlm s (shall I dare?) bel
ween teachers I wonder how
many trmes d tentlons h ve
b en given for that Infraction

Mr Brod mus says that kissing
In the halls "gets to be a bll much
when Ihey choke each olher with
their tongues" Mr Brodemus
must have a weak stomach I'v
never had trouble finishing my
lunch after passing an "over
affectionate" couple on my way
to the cafelerla. but my appetite
was destroyed when I walkea In·
to a biology room one day when
they were pulling the guts out of
a eh mlcally·preserved cat

Obviously. Ihe line b tween ac·
ceptlble and Improper behaVior IS
SubjeCllve and varies from per·
son to p rson. Those students
who were Issued detentions for
"Improper display of affection"
were punished not because they
did something wronq. but
because they were spotted by
the wrong teacher at Ihe wrong
time ··JEFF BASS

STAFF WRITER

The article on making out In the
halls was a Illtle out of hand I'm
always In the halls and never
once have I seen anyone making
out like maniacs. I do have to ad
mit, though, there are a 101 of
people making out In the halls
The teachers that lalked about It
went back about 15 or 20 years I
don't think they realize thaI times
have changed .. people are more
liberal than they were then

I also realize that there are lot
of students who are shy about
the subject of kissing They are
gOing to have to get used to It
sooner or later, !lo "-'hy not
soon r? It's not gOing io'get any
aSler As the saYing g S' "If

you can't b at 'em, JOin 'e
··CHARLEE PERFETTO '82

Reform panel
The editOrial section In cacr

"Spartanlte of Black Oak" brims
with strong opinions of many
OLCHS stud nts Most of these
leIters CritiCize c rt In facets of
our school and many of them are

valid DUring my three years at
OLCHS, I have read about the un·
fair gradepOlnt system, the un·
Justified and unclearable cuts,
the severe and uncompromiSing
hall guards, and the smoking pro·
blem on the school buses, as
well as dozens of other
legitimate complaints filed by
concerned students who desire
to upgrade the quality of our
educational institution.

Yet. I have never, and I repeat
never, witnesses action on the
part of our school's so called stu
dent government, for that matter,
to Implement any changes in our
school for the betterment of it's
sludent body.

What I suggest, then, IS the
creation of a new branch of,
government lhe "reform
panel." Suggestion boxes
should be set up throughout the
school, and the members of this
thiS panel would discuss and
evaluat the complaints filed by
the students. determining which
ones are really valid. Then, a
questionnare Will be drawn up
based on these complaints. Our
Ing study hall or homeroom,
students Will be asked to fill out
the questronnare and the results
Will be tabulated. These
statistics will prove more effec·
tlve when the "reform panel"
then approaches the adminlstra·
tlon to seek changes In our
school, for administrative of
fiCI Is Will find It most difficult to
deny the need for changes when
80 to 90 percent of the student
body d mands It.

Most Importantly, we musl
realize that we, 100. have a voice
In what go s on In our school,
and learning to exerclS It well
Will greatly Improve conditions
for the 2310 students currently
attending thiS educational In·
stltutlon

..LYNDON CHAO '82

Coverage weak
I would like to comment on the

"Spartanlte of Black Oak
Grove's" coverage of the Jazz
Festival OLCHS has been
hostrng the Jazz Festival for 22
years. It IS the biggest of ItS kind
In the United States. It IS held at
our school the frrst saturday In
February every year, and yet 75
percent of the students and
faculty don't even know about it.

Mr. Kistner and MISS Osterman
go though months of preperatlon
for this event, In which 110
schools from Illinois travel to
OLCHS to perform.

Can the "Spartanite of Black
Oak Grove" please tell the OL
band department why the Jazz
Festival, known across the
United States got no coverage 111

the "Spartanlte of Black Oak
Grove?"

··SUSAN JAKSICH '81

EDITOR'S NOTE: Unfortunately, time Is
an element which has to be considered in
this situation. Because the "Spartani1e
of Black Oak Grove" is published mon
thly, we must be careful 10 print only that
information which will be timely. The
Jazz Festival was held on the weekend
before our publication, and so there
simply was not enough time for a story to
be written.

We realize, though, some sort of men·
t10n should have been made of the Jazz
Festival, or at least some photographs
should have been .aken. At this point in
time. all we can do is olfer our apologies
to the band department for our lack of
research in finding out what needed to be
covered.

Policy unfair
I am writing to complain about

the OLCHS graduation policy
which is keeping me from
graduating thiS year. I moved
from Colorado to Oak Lawn last

March I attended school In Col·
orado for 17 months. and did
relallvely well. Last September I
started attending OLCHS, but I
had already missed three or four
months of school because of the
scheduling dtfferences in Illinois
and Colorado.

However, I was informed that I
cannot graduate this year
because I have not met all the reo
quirements for graduatIOn. If I
were still in Colorado I would be
graduating this year.

Before I lived in Colorado I had
lived In Ireland for 13 years.
When I was 11, I passed a test,
winning a scholarship which
enabled me to enter a girls' col
lege I attended the college for
three years and at 14, I acquired
a Junior Cerllficate, which I am
told by a career college here is
the equivalent to, if not better
than, a high school diploma.

It is a well-known fact that Euro·
pean educallonal standards are
a lot higher than those of the
United 5tates. Why is it that after
attending my 13th year of high
school I cannot graduate
because of some stupid school
policy? OLCHS even has a policy
that requires me to take Driver's
education .. after I acquired a
driver's license in Colorado a
year ago.

OLCHS wants me to repeat my
senior year and lake summer
school 10 meel its requirements
of the education I need 10
graduate.

I'm sure I'm not the first person
thiS has happened to, but I'd like
to see something done about the
different high school educatIOn
requirements. I would also like to
have my Junior Certificate
honored and receive full recognl'
tlon of the value of all of my
education.

..DEIRDE DEEHAN '81

Speak-Out What would really make your day?

Frank Fiene Sr.

"Makll1g good use of every hour of the
day and haVing a good time dOing It."

Laura Kucala Soph.

"To ftnd a gorgeously bUilt blonde, blue·
eyed guy that's tan and Just came up from
Florida. Sitting 111 my Iivll1g room wearing a
Speedo sWimsuit"

Tom Nelson Jr,

"To wake up In the morning, go to the
bathroom and find a pot of gold"

Anthony Tucci Fresh.

"To take my private limo to my private jet
and take my private jet 10 my private island
111 the Bahamas and stay in my private
mansion.

If you have an interesting question for Speak-Out, submit to room 210.
Page 4 Spartanitel March 1981



Members of the Office Education Association discuss plans for the remainder of the year.

Did you kno~?

Forensics season closes

The OLCHS forenSIcs team had
a disappointing showing at the
SICA District tournament on
Saturday, Februrary 6.

The forensics team, which had
been going strong all season
placed fifth behind Shephard,
Thornwood, Richards and T.F.
South. Oak Lawn had beaten
each of these teams previously
this season.

Only four entries placed in the
top three at Districts, and there
fore, only four entries advanced
on to the SectIOnal tournament.
Shari Simpson placed third In
Prose, Marla Ryl·Kuchar placed
third In Dramatic Interpretation,
Jim Dague second In Humorous
Interpretation and LaUrie Bujan·
ski took third In Oratory.

Things went from bad to worse
the following Saturday at Sec·
tlonals held at Thornwood.
There, only one entry, Shari
Simpson's Prose, made it Intothe
final round Unfortunately, Shari
failed to advance on to State.
She placed fourth, Just one rank
short of what IS required for ad
vancement

Exchange students arrive
The Belgians are coming! The

B Igians are coming! On April 4,
25 Belgian exchange students
will come 10 OLCHS for an eight
day visit. They will stay a the
homes of foreign language
students. A welcoming party
sponsored by the French ClUb, a

SpartanitelMarch 1981

tour of Chicago also sponsored
by the French Club, a soccer
game, an international dinner
and a pool party are some of the
activities planned for the Belgian
visitors.

I American Energy Week'
The week of March 15·21 has

been declared American Energy
Week. A coalition of education,
labor, industry and government
leaders have called on the public
to Join in a week of energy
awareness actiVities. The pur·
pose of American Energy Week is
to Make the publiC more aware of
the crucial problems that the
United States faces In ItS fight
for energy self·sufflclency
Governors and legislators In 47
states have agreed to participate
In the week.

Shamrocks for Dystrophy
NHS will sponsor a donation

drIVe to benefit the Muscular
Dystrophy Foundation on March
17.

50's/60's, Beatles dance

NHS and SCAB a~ c~

sponsoring the 50's/60's Beatles
Dance to be held on Mar. 20. It's a
revolutionary new Idea In high
school dance history, Incor·
porating everything you could
ever ask for in a dance. So come
on out and swing to a century of
music. Tickets are $3.50 pre·sale
and $4 at the door.

Theater Open House

The OLCHS Theater Depart·
ment will hold its annual Open
House on Wednesday, Mar. 11 in
the Little Theater.

Tom Dzurlson, Head of
Dramatics, arranges the Open
House for the purpose of Ilow·
ing parents, students and
teachers to come In and s e
what's gOing on wllh the Th ater
group··where they've been and
where they're gOing

Scheduled aclivltles Include a
couple of numbers performed by
lhe Spartan Sing rs as well as
presentations of the travelling
children's show and the Thes
plan play

The sludent·dlr cted Thespian
play, ' Lovers" IS dlr cled by Jeff
Bass and hiS asslslanl director IS
Kalhy Woods. The Thespian play
will be perform d for English
cia ses on March 12

The chlldr n's show IS "Free to
Be You ancl Me," charming col
lectlon of musIc. poetry and pro·
se which celebrates ,nd,v,du Illy
'Free to Be You and Me" IS
d,racled by Ms April Heide nd
st1e IS assist d by Jayne
Anders n and Paul Reed The
c st Includes Rob T ylor, Pam
Ryan, Bev T boo Monica Harper.
Debbie Pryor, Mary Reed, KeVin
Traynor and Georgia Karones

The chlldren's play will also be
performed at several nearby
elementary schools.

Information will be given at
Open House concerning try·outs

for the big Spring musical, "Bye,
Bye. Birdie ..

Theater Open House begins at
7:30 p.m. and admiSSion IS free.

Graduation schedule

The School Board has set Sun·
day, June 7, as the graduation
date for the Class of '81.

From the law books

MiChigan law states that if you
accidently shoot someone while
hunting, you ar obligated to
leave a not on the body telling
them who you are and where you
can be contacted

Oak Lawn law leans toward
keeping the sidewalks of thiS fair
community clean According to
Village Hall, spilling on the
Sidewalk IS expressly forbidden,
Violators of thiS law could be sub·
ject to a $15 fine

National Merit finalists

OLCHS seniors William Hogan,
Paul Lundquist and Michael
Novak were recently named as
finalists In the 1981 Merit
Scholarship competition.

Each of lhe finalists received a
Certificate of Merit and leller
from the National Merit Scholar·
ship program. As finalists the
students are being considered
for a National Merit $1000
Scholarship and/or four years
Merit Scholarships to be award·
ed this spring.

ACT / SAT info

May 15 IS the registration
deadline for the nexl ACT test,
which Is on June 13, March 27 is
the registration deadline for the
June 6 SAT test and May 1 is the
registration deadline for the
following test held on June 6.

Cafeteria rumors
According to Mr. HIli, the

cafeteria' superVisor, assigned
seats and attendance records
will not be instituted next year
when the new McDonalds opens.
Also, vending machines Will not,
contrary to popular rumor, be
seen inSide the cafeteria next
year.

Senior breakfast
The Senior Class Breakfast will

be held on May 1 at Stump's Pub.
For the low, low price of $7,
seniors can enjoy a bounty of
food, including all the breakfast
foods you could ever ask for and
lunch Items, too. Yes, that's
right, lunch, too.

That's two meals for the price
of one What a deal. Just another
example of how your local SCAB
IS working for you.

Prom date

Prom, the epltamy of Ihe high
school dances, will be held on
Saturday, May 2, at the Palmer
House in Chicago.
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Co-op Ed develops
leadership

Kim Albano and Bob locacious of the OlCHS HERO IHome' Economics Related
Oraganization) Club were recently elected to serve as 3rd. and 2nd. vice presidents,
respectively, of the all-area HERO. They will help plan the rallies HERO will hold in the
spring and fall.

The OLCHS Chapter of the Office Educa·
tion Association has been very active this
year. In October, two members, Sue Thiel
(president) and Cathy Carty attended the
State Leadership Conference in Peoria, II.
They also held the annual fund raiser; thiS
year. a Cheese and Sausage drive. Several
members sold over $100 worth of merchan
dise. The chapter totaled over $700.

The majority of time this year was spent
In preparation for the area contest held at
Andrews High School in Tinley Park. Out
of 19 entrants, eight plac d In the con·
tests. The winners were as follows:

Scot t Kilgore, Accounting II·· 1st. place
Diana Leo, Accounting II·· 2nd. place
Julie Strauss, Accounting II·· 3rd. place
Pam Plewa, Typing 111-- lsI. place

Sharon Covert, Computer Prob.-- 1st.
place

Sue Marquardt, Computer Prob.-- 2nd.
place

Laura KSiazek. Receptionist 1st place
Job Manual" 2nd place

Deann Strycker. Job Intervlew-- 2nd
place
They Will go on to compete at the state
contesls to be held In Peoria on April 2·4.

One member, Cathy Carty. has received
the Executive Award as w II as the
Diplomat Award She plans to go to the
State Lead rshlp Conf renc In April to
recelv th Stateswoman Award, the
highest award In the stat association.
Since the chapter is solly for senIOr
students, tillS IS qUite an achievement.

Centering the OEA's Special Olympic
Fund Raiser around Valenllne s Day, they
developed an innovative theme, "Have a
Heart" OEA members were stationed In
all SIX lunch periods on Wednesday, Feb.
12. Students and teachers who gave to the
cause received a heart shaped slicker in
return for their donation. It was quite a
success as the collection totaled $200.

Each year, the Cooperative Education
Departm nt of OLCHS sponsors a ban·
quet. ThiS year. It Will b held at the Mar-

tlnlque in Evergreen Park on Wednesday,
May 20.

One Important functIOn of the banquet IS
to honor the employers who have par·
ticipated in the program and thank- them
for the valuable work experience they pro·
vided for the students. To add to the
festivities, the evening will Include a
theater performance.

Those fantastic Distributive Educallor
students did it again. DECA Area 6 and 25
sponsored their competitive events. Ovel
600 students from 18 high schools com
p ted. These events are part of a leader
ship development program for high school
business students.

Students who received awards were.
Food marketing· owner/manager

Don Brooks·· 2nd. plac ,Area 6 & 25
Gall Klosak·· 3rd. place, Area 6 & 25
Carol Duncan-- 6th. place. Area 6 & 25

Food marketing· master employee
Steve Sikorski-- 2nd. place, Area 6 & 25
K thy Moran-- 2nd. place, Area 6
Apparel & accessories - master employee
Sandy Martln-- 3rd. place, Area 6

Apparel & accessories· owner/manager
Gary Flavln-- 3rd. place. Area 6 & 25
General retar! merchandiSing - master

employee
Rita Morong-- 2nd. place. Ar a 6
J anlne LaMountaln-- 8th. place, Area 6 &

1

25
General retail mercnanolslng

-owner/rna nag r
Mike Schumm-- 8th. place, Area 6 & 25

General marketing
Mike Oremus-- 2nd. place, Area 6

Petroleum marketing
Ken Vopelak·· 6th. place, Area 6 & 25

Food service
Patty Leonard-- 3rd. place, Area 6
Pam Masokas-- 8th. place, Area 6 & 25

Congratulations 10 them and to all the DE
studenls. Through their efforts, OLCHS
carne in 2nd. place overall.

at an early aqe. A 16-year·old is much more
likely 10 develop skills than an 18·year-old.
The one thing driver ed doesn't do IS
glvethe student night-driving experience."

Jaslowski then recalled one part of the
Robertson study which showed that ovel
Ilalf of all fatal crashes InvolVing drivers
under 18 occur between 8 p.m. and 4 a.m.
Dr Robertson estimates at least 1,000
lives could be saved each year by restric
ting 16 and 17·year·olds to daytime driVing
only

, Maybe II would be a good idea to allow
young drivers to drive at night only when.
accompanied by an adult," Jaslowskl said
"In tillS way, the student would be under
sup rVlslon until he gamed suffiCient ex·
r>erlence to drive on hiS own at night."

Jaslowski was then asked what adVice he
would give to young motOrists. He said
that they were on the spot to drive sen·
sibly "It IS up to you," he said, "to restore
faith In driver education and to prove that
16 and 17-year·olds can handle the respon
Sibility that come with driving."

..JEFF BASS '8'

costs and substantially reduce the need to
Import millions of barrels of OPEC oil,
ellmlnat countless auto aCCidents and in
luries, nd save Ihousands of lives."

William Jaslowskl. drIVer education
t"!ach r at OLCHS, reponded to
Robertson's survey and McManus' column
by saymg, "It stands to reason that 16 and
17 year·old drivers have the highest accI
dent ratio. they're begmnlng drivers. If the
age w re to be moved up to 18. th 18 and
19-y ar-old group would most lik Iy be the
high risk group. Robertson doesn't men·
tlon that 3,000 lives could b saved If
everyon would wear s at bells

When asked to comment on the
I Criticisms aimed at dllver education.

Jaslowskl replied, "All we can do IS teach
students the skills th y need to be good
drivers. Once they're out of our Sight, It'S
up to them to drive safely Other programs
have the same limitations Look how many
kids graduate from high school without be·
Ing able to read or write."

Jaslowskl contmued hiS defense of driver
educatIOn by saying, 'People learn faster

to raise driving age
I

I
I

I

move
all aCCidents In the United States Involving
drivers under 18 were single-car accldents
striking a tree. pole or pedestrian Also,
that over half the fatalities resuiling from
aCCidents involving 16 or 17·year·old
drivers are not the drivers themselves, but
Innocent passengers or pedestrians And
as many fls 3.000 lives could be sav d each
year If every state would Iiscens only per
sons 18 years and older

According to Michael J McManus. a
writer specializing In Northeastern affairs.
these disheartening statistics establish
the fallur of driver education, the $300
milllon·a·y ar program deSigned to pro·
duce saf r drivers Since most states
Iiscense 16 anel 17 year-olds only after
they've completed a driver ducat Ion
course. the program IS largely responSible
for there b Ing so many young drivers on
the road

McManus s es no reason for the con·
tlnuatlOn of the program. "By eliminating
driver education In high school", he writes.
"we could cut state and local taxes by
$300 million a year, reduce auto Insurance

Accidents ·spur
Ever since 16 nd 17·year·olds were given

the ability to obtain illinOIS driver's
IIscenses through the driver education pro·
gram, the number of accidents, Injuries
and deaths involving drivers under 18 has
been staggering.

In an effort to offset these casuailles, the
legal drinking age In illinOIS was upped
from 18 to 21 in 1975. Although thiS was
followed by a five percent drop In ac
cidents, the 16 and 17-year-old ag group
stili had the highest ratio of accidents to
miles driven.

It IS the opinion of a growing number of
researchers, politiCians and Citizens that
the only way to deal with thiS problem IS to
eliminate 16 and 17·year·old drivers by
raising the driVing age to 18.

Thus far, any actions In the state
legislature have been nullified by a suc
cessful lobbYist group. In January.
however, new arguments for raising the
driving age carne In the form of results of a
survey by Dr. Leon Robertson of Yale
University.

Robertson's studies revealed that 1/3 of
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school year lasted only six or seven man·
ths.

When the kids weren't attending school,
they were most likely helping out on the
farm, or hunting deer, ducks and other wild
game which was abundant In Black Oak
Grove.

When Harnew's oldest son, George, mar
ned Clara Larsen of Willow Spnngs, he
presented the newlyweds with 80 acres of
farmland as a wedding gift. A house was
built for them at 97th and Mason.

Their three sons were born there. And
when the house burned down 15 years
later, the family and some friends built a
new one about a block to the north. When
George died in 1898, Clara and her sons
ran the farm.

In October, 1911, George's oldest son,
William Harnew II, married Letty Kennedy
of Chicago Ridge.

She was raised in her grandparent's
home at 111th and Southwest Highway. It
still stands today etn the southwest corner.

According to a 1975 interview kept in the
Oak Lawn Public Library, William was a
tax collector in Worth.

"He used to nde in a horse·drawn buggy
collecting from farmers," Letty said.

William and Letty lived on 96th and
Mason on an acre of land that was a gift
from Clara. ThiS house also exists today
and IS probably one of the last pieces of
land stili owned by the family.

William Harnew II was an Influential

\.

Photo by RI1'S~ -Harper

--CATHY DUSKING

cItizen of Worth Township. He was presl·
dent of the Republican Club and even a
precinct captain He dl d at the ag of 84
on June 26, 1961

HIs brother Frank, was Involved In
politics In Oak Lawn (what was Black Oak
Grove) He served two terms as the second
preSident on the Board of Trustees

In another taped Interview at the Oak
Lawn Library, Frank said the Job usually
didn't last more than four years

"We had a mutual understanding among
ourselves." he said. "Two terms would be
suffiCient and then' we'd let some other
man from the board step up."

In hiS first year as preSident, he didn't
earn a salary because of the town's low
finances Later, dog licenses, liquor
licenses from the two Village taverns and
various taxes financed the Village. In hiS
second year, hiS salary was $3 per
meeting.

Frank Harnew lived most of hiS life In
Oak Lawn. He died on Feb. 6, 1969.

Letty Kennedy Harnew donated her faml'
Iy's history to the Oak Lawn Library where
it is kept In the library's Local History
room. Letty Harnew died on July 23, 1979
at the age of 90.

The story, however, doesn't stop here.
The decendents of William and Mary
Harnew live In various parts of the country
and some stili live In or near Oak Lawn

•
tmcttK.

e 1 r"
lea

In 1888, a young William Harnew and his
wife, Mary, decided to move after an un
successful attempt at farming some
acreage near what IS now 87th and
Western in Beverly. The couple prepared
the covered wagon for a Journey to Black
Oak Grove.

They settled at 98th and Central and
soon owned a farm which stretched ap
proximately 160 acres to Austin Ave.

The schools, parks and homes which
now exist were once the cornfields, ponds
and pastures of the Harnew farm

Five of William and Mary's children were
born there. George was the oldest and
Sarah, the youngest.

As the years passed, William worned
about his children's education. He spoke
with his neighbors, the Simpsons and
Chamberlins, and they decided that a
school must be built.

A group of me~ got together and can·
structed a one-room schoolhouse near
95th and Ridgeland. It stood on the
present-day site of Simmons School and
was the beginning of District 122, which
has the same boundaries today.

The Harnew's daughter, Sarah, was to be
the first teacher In the district with a col
lege education.

At the time, schools were run differently.
One Instructor taught all of the grade
levels. There weren't many pupils and the
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"He didn't want me 10 know he was dYing," salt
Greg. another OLCHS senior who has to cope With i

Irl nd's recent death "When hiS mother finally toll
me, he'd known for two w eks that he had cancer
But he refused to tell me I guess It was because hi
loved me so much But I f It trapped becausl
eVc>rytlme I saw him I kn w he had phySical pain ani
pain InSide and Iher was nothing I could do abou
It

Students COl

Solinko feels that the demands of life for high
school students are great, and he'd like to see
something done about the problem.

"I see more kids in thiS school suffering from
stress than I'd like to," said Solinko, shaking his
head,

"And what Ithink is really rough about some of the
stress that kids suffer, is the fact they're really
powerless," he said. "Adults in general, have more
control over their lives, I see kids with alcoholic
parents, kids who live with incest, kids that are be·
Ing physically and psychologically abused at home.

"They're caught up in a situation they have very lit·
lie control over," he said.
John IS an OLCHS senior, who. like the other

students in the story, has asked that his real name
not be used, He's reallLed, that for now, he has Iitlle
control over his Situation,

"As far as school and work goes I have to do it," he
said. rubbing hiS eyes. "It's hard to keep going
though, because someltmes I feel like I'm being
crushed by It all. I work until midnight four nights a
week, I have 10, If don't have the money 10 go to col·
lege so I can get a good Job. "II end up cooking the
rest of my Ide, and I don't want that."

Lynn, another OLCHS senior womes a lot aboul
her future, too.

"When I think about It long enough I Wish I wasn't
a senior." she said "It really scares me to know I'll
be In Ihe real world soon, My parents lell m so
many limes thai after I graduate I'll have to gel a
real job, that it lust makes me Wish I could stay In
high school."

According to Sollnko, John and Lynn's problems
are nOI unusual

I think that kids are under a lot of pressure from
society to succeed," said Solinko. "They are ex
pect d to do well In high school so they can go onto
college"

John not only wOrries about society's
expectatlon's of success, bul hiS own Because of
thes expectations he has over-extended hlms If,

"I'm working so I can go to college," he said,
holding hiS head up between his clenched fists
"And sometimes It all gets 10' be too much Like
tonight. I've got a test 10 study for In gov rnm nt.
PSCll010gy homework and a painting to finish, and I
know I'm gOing to hav to work. I'm lust looking for·
ward to the day when I can relax It's not juSI th job
and sc.hool, but there are outSide factors, too I'm

Iw yo:; fighting With my dod, and one of my friends
lust died"
o th. according to "Par nts" magazine, caus sa

great d al 01 str ss In p ople of all ages. But If
you're young and Inexperienced, II seems a little
harder to hanr1le

She had almost reached the breaking point. Deal·
Ing with her stress alone had almost become an 1m·
possibility,

She was breathing 100 fast. Shaking badly, her
arms could barely support her large stack of books,
As she opened the door to the nurse's office, the girl
spotted a seat, took It, and waited nervously for the
aide to take her pass.

As the nurse picked up the pass. the girl watched
her face closely, searching for signs of understan·
ding,

The ~urse asked for the correct pronounclation of
the name on the pink slip, Voice trembling, the girl
gave the nurse the information. Silently, she waited
for the next question,

"And what's wrong?" asked Joyce Marlin, one of
OLCHS' registered nurses.

"Well, nothing physical," the girl said, her voice
barely audible, "I've got 100 many things to do. And
too much homework, I can't take any more classes,
My headaches too much.'"

Marlin's eyes met the girl's.
"Are you sure it isn't anything physical and that we

don't need to take your temperature?"
"No," the girl said, looking down at her lap as she

spoke. '" know what's wrong with me," •
One of the girl's books fell to the floor. She-be'A-I,zo

pick It up, and remained kneeling as the nurse aSk~~

her next question, ~

"Are you depressed? Do you cry a lot? Do you have
too much homework?"

By now the girl had lost her power of speech and
could only nod,

"And do you work, too?" The nurse's tone of voice
was steadily growing softer,

"Long hours?"
"Not really any more. I've cut them so I only work

on weekends, but even that hasn't helped," the girl
said, finally regaining her ability to speak,

"Woutd a long vacation help?" the nurse asked,
smiling In an effort to break the tension

The girl weakly smiled back and said, "Yes"
"t can't do that for you, as much as I Wish I could,"

said the nurse. "But you could lie down for a whll "
Th glrl.stood up

"Would It help you to talk thiS over wtlh
som one?" the nurse ask d

Al first lh girl r lused to talk with anyon
"Are you sure?" ask d the nurse "While you're Iy

Ing down I arrange for you to talk to th school
psychologist or the psychology teacher"

The girl took a deep breath and smiled at the
nurse, She had a simpler solution for relieVing the
stress she was feetlng at the moment. She dldn't
need to talk to the school psychologist or tile
psycnology teacher .. all she had to do was tell th
truth

"All right I'll be honest With you now I'm writing a
story for the school p per, and I wanted to g t your
honest reaclton to a stud nt who was suffering from
stress"

The nurse smiled, rell ved to know that th girl
wasn't really suffering Unfortunately, though.
stud nts do go to the school psychologist Cynthia
Moon y and psychology teacher, Steven Solinko
suffering from real stress

Perhaps Mooney and Sollnko see so many
students trying to d al With stress because th pro
blem is not an uncommon one According to M I\n
da Blau, In her article "Stress, the Healthy W y to
Cope, Stress is the human response to any d mand
of Ide"
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These stories and poems may make you laugh,
may make you cry,
may m.ake you wonder,

but they will have served their purpose...
if they make you feel.

damn good, but It just kept coming and
coming. . never stopping. After a while It
got to the pOint where I began pulling my
work off for later ... If later ever did come I
guess subconciously I figured that If It
w sn't gOing to slow down so I could do
everything, I might as well not do It at all.
Boy, was I wrong.

"By the lime I woke up to that, It was too
late," he contlnu d. "I was flunking
classes I should gave been dOing terrifiC
In. I began scrambling to make up for what
I had been dOing, but the more I scrambl·
ed, the more everything seemed to fall
apart. I began running away again. That's
when I lost my girlfriend. mv II-'b,
everything. But now I'm coming back."

"Things are gelling better for you?"
Adam shook his head, a half-grin on hiS

face. "No, that's the whole thing. It 'eally
wasn't everything else that screwed up my
life. It was me. It was my fault that things
were going wrong, and until I had realized
that, nothing I did helped. It took me a long
time to figure out that its not what hap
pens to you as much as what you do that
matters, but now thaI I know it, "II be okay.

"You can drop me off here," he said
reaching back for hiS pack. "That's the
road to Reen's Corners."

"Sure." Kns said, bringing the car to a
halt. ' Take care of yourself."

Adam got out of the car then spoke
through the opened Window, "Sure
Thanks a lot for everything, and . I hope
you find out the answer to what you've
been running from too." Then he turned
away, walking upon the short road to
Reen's Corners

Krls watched him go for several minutes.
thinking, then he drove on. The road no
longer seemed endless, the land no longer
the same.

It was the summer of his twenty·sevelll,.h
year. The wind blew through his hair and
across his face, streaming In through the
opened windows of the '58 MG Magnelle
he was driving. He didn't usually drive with
the windows open, but he was going
through Nebraska dunng the biggest heat
spell In years Slill, he wondered once in a
while If It was even worth It, for the wind
was flke that of the air coming from a blast
furnace.

The road seemed endless before him, as
if It had no end. In the small, rear-view mir·
ror the road looked Just about the same
·-endless. He was on a road with no begin'
ning and no end, going somewhere.

Charlie Daniels was on the radio, fiddles
flying across the airwaves when the road
changed, slightly. A form appeared in the
shimmenng haze. It was a man -- no, a boy,
standing by the Side of the road A
backpack hung on his shoulders, and hE}
held one hand out, extending his thumb.
He was hitch In'.

A foot went out to the brakes, easing
down, another going to the clutch and a
hand went to the shift. The green MG came
to a stop beside the boy.

"Hi!" the boy called ou\, looking through
the window. "You traveling on this road
far?"

"I suppose. ."
" You goin' by Reen's Corner's?" the boy

asked.
"Is that a town?" asked the young man.
"Yeah"
"Then I'm gOing by there. Hop In.''
"Thanks," the boy said, climbing in and

pUlling his pack Into the backseat. "My
name's Adam. What's yours?"

"Kris," the boy said, climbing In and put·
ting the MG into drive, the car giving a
wheeze and a groan. "Do you live at this
Reen's Corners?"

----~--=--

--

"Naw, but I know a girl there."
"A girlfriend?"
"She used to be," Adam answered.
Kris looked over at the boy, looking at his

tanned, freckled face, hiS hair bleached
blonde by the sun. He was 15. Kris guess·
ed, turning back to watch the road. Fifteen
and already the kid's got lost loves.

"Where are you from?" Adam asked.
"New York."
"Drive all the way out here?"
"Hmm·hmm"
"What's New York like?"
Kris smiled a lillie, then said, "It's ... dif

ferent. The scenery can change so much in
just a mile. There's people ... always a lot
of people, bustling, going places, dOing
things. There's sounds of ... of life. Not
like all this emptiness."

Adam looked away, out the Window. "It's
not all that empty, thiS here land It might
not have buildings every square inch of
ashpalt covenng every mile, but it still has
life to ItS own. Each hili IS a little bit dlf·
ferent, In the plants that grow on It, the
animals that live on it, the mood It gives
when the sun sets before It."

"Yeah," said Kris nodding. "I can see
what you mean. I don't know. Maybe in a

way that's why I came out this way. It's
more relaXing I don't know"

"What do you do? Back in New York I
mean."

"Old you mean. I tried my hand at being a
mystery wnter Nothing I wrote ever sold
too much, though. Worked on a magazine
for a time In the layout department. Per·
sonal problems made me want to leave, so
I did. Packed up the MG, cleared out my
apartment and left That was about 4 mon
ths ago. Now here I am, driVing across
Nebraska talking to you." Kris stopped
talking then, frowning a little as he stared
ahead, not really seeing the road. Then his
eyes refocused, his frown disappearing.
"So tell me, what's a kid like you hitchhik·
ing for? You aren't running away, are
you?"

"Not anymore," the teenager responded.
"What do you mean by that?"
"I've been running most of my life. I'm

not gonna do it anymore. Look, are you
sure you wanna hear thiS, I mean ..."

"No, no," Kns said, "go on. I'd like to
know"

"Well, it started In school. Not really, but
I thought so. My studie began piling up
on me. I tried my best to 0 It all, and do it

---- ,---==-"';-=
··tony wedick
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One fine day last December, as I was strolling
down the boulevard, or possibly it was an avenue
since I hadn'l seen any boules on the vards or vards
on the boules. Anyway, as I was meandering down
the lane, I came upon a man who was balanCing a
plate on his nose while a woman shoveled food into
his mouth,

As I approached the couple, I tipped my hat. The
womn sel her shovel down and tipped the hat of the
man who was balancing a plate on his nose.

Quite an unusual pair, I thought. I held no pre
judice against men who balanced plates on their
noses, in fact it was qUite the fashion on that par
ticular road to balance a plate on one's nose. The
unusual aspect concerning the couple was that as
Ihe man balanced the plate on hiS nose, he seemed
to be juggling objects of which I could not see.

Before passing the peculiar couple, I look it upon
myself to inqUire about what It was the man balanc·
ing a plate on his nose seemed 10 be luggllng.

"What IS lh t you seem to be Juggling?" I asked
The man and woman stopp d In thelf forward pro

gress and, continuing 10 Juggle, the man answered,
"The solar system of SylVia, conSisting of the
planets Rem, Zem, Yem and Clem,"

"Well, that sure is a kick In the head," I said while
rubbing the developing bump on my forehead. "It's
odd, I don't see any planets."

The man's lone of face grew stern and the woman

sighed as if to say, "Here we go again."
"That's because," said the man, "Rem, Zem, Yem

and Clem are ultra-microscopic, You can't see them,
I can't see them, no one can see them."

"Then how do you know that they're here?" I ask-
ed,

"Because Irving told me so," he answered.
"Who's Irving?"
"He's the man who placed this solar system in my

care 17 years ago."
"Why did he give them to you?" I asked.
"Because he had to floss his teeth," the man

answered. "He gave them to me to hold until he
finished flOSSing. He hasn't come back yet. He has
very big teeth."

"I can only imagine," I said. "Have you been juggl
ing these planets nonstop for 17 years?"

"Yes," the man replied as his wife dabbed his brow
with her kerchief.

"Why don't you just put them in a box for safe
keeping until Irving returns?" I suggested. It might
be a bit easier. '

"Because," said the man. "Rem, Zem, Yem and
Clem must revolve around thelf sun, which is Bob,
that SitS upon thiS plate balanced upon my nose. If
they don't revolve around Bob, then all time will stop
for them. There will be no dawn, no dusk, no July 19,
no April 23, nothing. Life will stop No, my Wife and I
must continue roaming the earth and I must con
tinue to Juggle Rem, Zem, Yem and Clem around
Bob until IrVing returns."

The man's Wife, who had been occupying herself
with harvesting the wheat on the ant farm she kept
In her purse, suddenly screamed and tossed the
farm up Into the air. which made a temble racket as

the pigs and chickens scrambled to open their
parachutes.

"That's it. That's it," she cried. "For 17 years I've
walked beside you, feeding you, dabbing your brow,
caring for your every need, waiting for that lunatic Ir
ving to return, And for what, I ask? Certainly not for
these corns and bunyans even Dr. Scholls in all his
orthopedic wisdom couldn't cure. Mother warned
me to about men who balanced plates on their
noses. I wish I would have listened. Frankly, I've
had it! If It had been another woman, I could cope,
but a whole solar system, this is ridiculous! Bon
Voyage! Arevaderche! I won't be back!"

"I think your wife is angry," I said.
"She's always been a bit flighty," the man replied,

"I'm suprised she even stayed around this long."
"Aren't you going to go after her?"
"No," the man answered, "She was a good wife,

but nothing to write home and tell Mom about.
Besides, her middle name could have been starch.
Do yoliknow how hard it Is to balance a plate on
your nose while you're wearing a cast iron collar?
It's no bed of alfalfa sprouts, let me tell you.

"Nope," the man continued, "I won't go after her,
although her departure does leave me with quite a
problem. I seem to be at a loss for a valet now that
she's gone. I don't dare take a break to feed myself
while revolving Rem, Zem, Yem and Clem around
Bob. Glorloskl, I might just have to starve. Then boy,
oh boy ardee would Rem, Zem, Yem and Clem be up
a creek Without a canoe. Say, would you be in
terested In a new job?"

"You mean becoming your valet?"
"Precisely, "
"I'll have to think about It "
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Archibald watched as Bob and the rest spun off In
to the clouds. For a long time, he just stood planted
In the ground. Just as I was about to spread fer·
tilizer over his toes, Archibald looked at me and ask·
ed, not expecting an answer, "Haven't you ever
heard of a hankerchlef?"

"Angry?" I asked.
Archibald stretched his arms as far as they could

reach In every direction, touched his toes and did 27
Manne push·ups. "How I've wanted to do that for 17
years." he said. "No, I'm not angry, Perriwinkle. It
could have happened to anyone. You did your part
as I did mine. In the long run, that's all that can be
asked of anyone. Rem, Zem, Yem and Clem are out
of my hands now. We can only hope that they'lI find
a good home, somewhere."

Suddenly, Ihe ground b gan to tremble and a
thunderous BOOM' BOOM' could be heard In the
distance.

"It couldn't bel It couldn't bel" Archibald said as
he jumped up and down In glee.

"What? What?" I screamed, grabbing on to a tree
for support, thinking the day of reckoning had come

"It sounds like Irvlng l "
Lo and behold. a man With very large teeth and

even larger feet appeared walking our way while
balanCing a plate on hiS nose and juggling invlSlbl
objects.

"IrVing! You've returned!" cried Archibald running
oul to great him. "I'm so over'joyed!"

"I said I'd be back," said IrVing, stili balanCing a
plate on hiS nose and Juggling invIsible objects

"You're 17 years late and probably that much
shorl," said I. "What took you so long?"

"I got stuck in traffic."
"Joy of joys!" squealed Archibald, still bounCing

up and down like a pogo·stick possessed. "You've
found Bob, Rem, Zem, Yem and Clem"

---

....
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"Don't be so shallow, Perriwlnkle. t-orever is just a

word. much like mayonnaise. Who knows how long
forever IS? Who knows how long a good jar of
mayonnaise will last? You've got to learn to take life
as It come. Cross each bndge as you come to It I've
spilled gallons of milk In my day and you don't see
me crYing do you? See thai roiling stone over there?
It collects no moss. Do you see any moss on me? A
penny saved IS a penny earned. I haven't earned any,
thus I haven't saved any, yet I stili keep spilling milk,
and collecting no moss. Do you see what I'm getting
at?"

"AI the risk of sounding dumb, no"
"What's the matter With you Pemwlnkle? It's as

plain as the plate on my nose. We've all got to
believe In something I believe In IrVing IrVing Will
come back. I'll be relieved of my burden soon. But
until then, I Will continue balanCing Bob and the
plale on my nose and Juggling Rem, Zem, Yem and
Clem for all the tomorrows It takes until IrVing
returns."

"Has it ever occurred to you that maybe IrVing
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He had been juggling ultra-rn'6croscopic planets about a sun
called Bob resting on a plate o'h his nose. The question was:
when was Irving coming back? ~: \,-

. """

"Far would it be from me to try to influence your
decision, but the balance of a whole solar system
rests on your shoulders."

Quite a heavy-duty responsibility thought I. "I'll do
it."

"Splendid. This calls for an introduction. My name
is Archibald T. Hindsight."

"My name," said I. "is Professor Perriwinkle Q.
Pemblebrook. Might I inquire···"

"Enough of this small talk," snapped Archibald.
"I'm hungry. "II have a tuna salad sandwich on rye,
hold the pickles. The fishing pole is in my knapsack.
Hurry back."

I was beginning to see why Archibald's wife had
left.

When I returned, I found Archibald at the same
place I had left him, still juggling an invisible solar
system and balancing a plate on his nose.

"What took you so long?" he asked.
"The tuna weren't biting," I answered. "You'll have

to settle for Charlie."
Archibald looked down upon me from under the

plate he was balancing on his nose.
"Well ..." he said.
"Well. .." I said back.
"Well," he said again. "Why are you just standing

there? Feed me."
I fed him.
For quite some time I traveled up and down the

boulevards with Archibald as he balanced a plate on
his nose and juggled a solar system. Business went
as usual: Archibald would grow hungry, I would feed
him. Archibald would perspire, I would dab his brow.
We seldom spoke. Not once in all our travels did Ar·
chibald show any appreciation for my servitude.

Until one day, as we were strolling down an avenue
near Topeka, Archibald said, "Excuse me if I may
seem a bit demanding and impatient at times, but
juggling the balance of a whole solar system in
one's hands does tend to become a bit trying."

"I can relate to that," I replied. "By the by, do you
think we'll ever find Irving?"

"Some day," said Archibald.
"If we do run across him, how will we recognize

him?" I asked.
"By his 97 toes," Archibald answered.
"Oh," I replied.
"What if we never find him?" I asked.
"Then," replied Archibald. "I Will just have to keep

juggling Rem, Zem, Yem and Clem indefinitely."
"You mean forever, don't you?" I asked, "Forever

Is a very long time."

lied? Maybe nothing more has ever sat on the plate
than scrambled eggs and Jimmy Dean's pure pork
sausage? Maybe Rem, Zem, Yem and Clem are just
figments of Irving's imagination?"

"You think I'm a sucker, don't you Perriwinkle?"
"No, I didn't. .. "
"They say that one's born every minute. Maybe I

was the one, stranger things have happened. Maybe
Rem, Zem, Yem and Clem aren't really there and
maybe Bob really isn't on this plate and maybe I've
just been wasting my time for the past 17 years. But
what if they are there and I would have just left them
to rot? What if Atlas had thought the world to be a
giant egg and sat on it until it cracked? Then where
would we be? Maybe somewhere on Rem, at this
very moment, even as we speak, a Remnite is balan·
cing the solar system of Marvin on his finger while
he waits for Fred to return from the International
Boom-er-rang Toss.

"We've all got to believe in something, Perriwinkle.
I believe in what I'm doing. I could be bouncing off
the potatoe truck, but still, because I believe in what
I do I have a purpose and that's more than I can say
for most. When they finally toss that last bit of dust
over my grave and those who knew me are walking
away, I'll know that my being here on thiS Earth has
been complete if just one person says, 'He may have
been crazy, but at least he had a purpose.'''

No sooner had Archibald spit out his last word
than did he begin gasping for air.

"Huhhhh! Huhhhhhhhhhhh!
Huhhhhh hhhhh hhhhhhh hhhhhhhhh hhhh h!" he
weazed. Panic was written all over his face in big,
red letters that clashed with hiS tie.

"Han ... Han ... Han ... " he muttered, straining to
speak between the weazes. Hard as I tried, I just
couldn't understand what he was lrylng to say.

"ASAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHH!
CH EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEWWWWWWWWWWW!"

As I watched the plate whiZZ off into orbit and, I
supposed Rem, Zem, Yem, Clem and Bob too, I
realized what Archibald had been trying to say ...
hankerchlef.

"God bless you," said I.

"Funny thing," said IrVing. "I was just strolling
down the boule, walking my vard, when all of the
SUdden, this plate landed on my nose. I was shock
ed. Then I put 2,759 and 3,973 together and figured it
was Bob's. I put my hands out and wouldn't you
know it, Rem, Zem, Yem and Clem fell right into
them. I must admit. I missed the little guys while I
was gone. It seems like they put on a couple of extra
pounds since I last saw them. Well, enough of this
small talk, I must be off. Before I go, Archibald, I
must thank you for taking care of my little ones
while I was gone. You won't be forgotten. As a mat·
ter of fact, at this very moment, even as we speak,
the cItizens of Rem are planning a huge memorial in
your honor and the whole solar system has
unanimously agreed to change its name to Ar·
chlbald. Well, I really must be off. Cheerio, may the
Wind always be at your back, but remember not to
SPit behind you if it is."

As we watched IrVing fade off into the sunset, I
realized it was time for ArclTibald and I to part com·
pany.

"Well, what are you gOing to do now, Archibald?" I
asked. "Where are you gOing to go?"

"Oh, I don't know," he said. "I hear the milkweed In
BoliVia is In bloom now. Maybe I'll just wander over
there and pick up a couple gallons. Would you like
to jOin me?"

''I'm sorry, but I can't. I've got things to do, places
to go, people to meet."

"Well then." said Archibald, reaching out his hand.
"It's been a pleasure. We'll have to do it again some
time, By the way, thank you for your help."

I took Archibald's hand. "You're very welcome," I
said.

Archibald turned around and began to walk away.
Before he was very far down the street, I called, "Ar·
chlbald, as far as I'm concerned, you served a great
purpose. Thank you for letting me share It with you."

Archibald turned toward me and smiled, then he
continued on hiS way down the boulevard.

--c.h. ghohle
--jean paterson
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--Iohn maluck

'BUll, ' goes the alarm clock as a long, sam what skin
ny muscular arm r aches over to shut It off II's SIX o'clock
In the morning and time for hiS dally running He must go
10 the campus's track to gel hiS running In before college
starts for the day

He slowly pushes the cov rs off hiS I an, muscular body
and walks over to th closet, where he puts on hiS blue
and whit sweatsult

H opens the front door of IllS dormatory and qUietly
sn ks oul H runs down the flight 01 stairs and out Ihe
front doors to the tr ck, aboul a quarter of C:I mil away

Once he reaches the Irack he does hiS stretching oul
HIS muscles are stili tight from yesterday's practice After

tretchlng he does sam bUlld·ups, which IS slart d out
by logging and increasrng your pace until you are sprtn·
tlng

Afler frnlshlng Ihat, h logs a lap and gets r ady for to
day's practice, twenty five 220's

With stopwatch III hand, he starts out for hiS first 220,
Step after step, he strides with a motion compared 10 that
of a roadrunner, qUick, long slrtdes, The only sounds he
hears IS the sound of his feet hiltlng the track, accom
panl d With the sound of hiS hard breathing,

HIS ftrsl 220 IS finished He looks at hiS watch to see hiS
lime of twenty-five seconds, a good time consldertng he's
dOing twenty-four more. He jogs the rest of the track until
he's at the starting line again He takes off once more,
each step devourtng more and more ground until he
finishes once again, ThiS routine goes on and on, unlll
twenly five of them are done. Once he IS done, he jogs
over 10 where he laid down hiS sweatsult, sweatrng as
though he just finished a marathon, As he slowly bends
over to put hiS sweatsuil back on, he thinks about hiS day
In school and hiS practice once again after school.

"So, IS It worth It?" he asks himself, as he wrnces In parn
whll startrng 10 log back to hiS dorm,

'You bet It lSi" cries out rn the morning air, breaking
th Silence, because In hiS mind he pictures himself
crossing the finish line rn first place In Ihe one hundred
yard dash at the 1984 summer OlympiCS,

t1<JrHpnq over my shoulder I realized I had
10 milk the best of my situation In order to
keep my sanity It was very difficult ami I
still have a long road ah ad

I learned a lot of tllIngs about myself rn
Ihe past few months, and even more about
my family A family Isn't a family lust
because they share th same roof. A faml'
Iy has 10 share expertences, and thai'S
what we failed to do Nobody talked about
what had happened, like everyone pretend
ed nothing had hqppened Nobody would
admit It was our family that got a divorce
No, that couldn't happen to us, It only hap
p ned to other famlll s, nol ours,

W were wrong It did happen to us, and I
f el now we are r allzlng It. But It Isn't ov r
yet The legal mailers are dragging on and
on, neither party Willing to give an Inch Im
agine, my father and mother flghllng for
Ihlr chOice of cars nd household posse
Slons,

It really makes me wonder what my mar·
rtag Will be like I m an, who am I sup·
pose to pattern my own marriage after? I
can t s y "W II, her' how morn and dad
c1ld II II must be rtght

I never knew how painful a divorce could
be until II h ppened to my parents What
With the rate of divorce these days, th re
has 10 be a lot of confused people, The on
Iy thrng I could 5 Y IS 10 stay together With
your family (or what's 11ft of II) and make
the best 01 It Thlllgs could be worse

--anonymous

family
A

Life can be full of suprlses some are
happy, others are nol The event that
ch ng.d my life the most happened In
Augu 1 My parenls got a dlvorc after 19
y ars of marriage.

Bing the oldest. I felt a burden had been
placed upon my should rs, nd I dldn'l
want It It was like my p renls had
betray d m ,

Whal I felt I had to do was assume my
falh r's place In the family Th h ad of
the hous hold, Num ro Uno What an op
!"c,;\unllv 10 exercise my pow r What a
jok ,

thank you, the management,

The continuation of

Detldly gZlme
is postponed until next month due to a

time warp and a sudden outbreak of

writer's block on the planet Altair,

It wasn't just his parents that had a divorce, but his family
as well.

"Deadly Game" w,1I return next month

wilh "Part Three: Danger ,n the

Darkness'"

From the beglnnrng, my brothers and
sisler resenled me Th y k pt on aylng,
"You'r not my father I don't hav 10 listen
to you"

I f It v ry Irustr ted Who would set my
Siblings slralght? Who would b Ihe man
of Ihe house? That last qu sllon pUI my
broth.r and I rn a power struggle. and
somptlmes II qat prelly violent I found my
only solace In my broth r John We helped
each oth r thruugh some prelly hard
tim s

I felt th strain of th divorce not only
among my family, but my school work was
afl cl d as w II and I strongly b Ileve II
hacl a profound effect on my relationship
with my then-girlfriend I couldn t escape
the strain, the worrYing nd the fr",stra
tlon. For the rest of my Ife thiS Will be



--MAUREEN FOERTSCH

here, though, IS to make sure that you don't let
yourself gel that upset or stressful In the fllst
place."

Although he has the pressure of school work, a
job, and the responsibility of ke ping up two cars
Frank, a senIOr, manages to aVOid any real pressure

"I try not to lot anything bother me," he said. '" try
to have fun and happy. Laughing helps me a lot."

Sut not everyone can aVOid tension with laughter
According to Sollnko, the ways of dealing with

stress are numerous, though.
"For on thing," he said. "You can teach yourself

10 relax."
Finding time for relaxation has k pt John gOing.

"Sometimes when I'm walking across a street I say
'I don't care If that car hits me.' It's hard, but I know
I have to keep pushing," he said. "Sut when I do get
a chance I can pick up my guitar or put on a record
and just relax. I like to read a book or the
newspaper, It calms me to the point where I can just
get up the next morning and start all over again."

Another fresh start can come from meditation, ac
c~rding to Solinko.

\A lot of researchers are recommending that you
medi'a a few times a day," he said.

Practicing her own kind of meditation was the best
way for Anne to deal with the stress which surround
ed her fath r's death.

"I cried a lot after my father died, but I realized that
I was only crYing for myself," she said, I thought
things out, becuase It'S better for me to deal with
my own emotions than to have other people help
me.

"Sy thinking things out I realized that everything
wasn't going to stop. I tried to leave all the hurl
behind me"

Greg found that he could temporarily leave th
hurt behind him with phySical exertion.

"I think work IS great because len work Qff my
tension." he said "I can go to work and throw boxes
around That's my way of dealing With pain. I think
Ihat the sweat leaVing body symbolizes the pain
leaVing After I've sp nt five hours at work, I can go
right to sleep. Sut. actually thrOWing boxes around
means nothing. becaus I can throw boxes around
and say 'Why, why?' but nothing changes. To really
r Ileve my stress I n ed to talk With someone who
cares

Talking ov r problems With someone who cares IS
always a pOSSibility at OLCHS Sesldes th
psychologiSt. the school IS staffed With several
SOCial workers and Sollnko who has a baSIC method
lor coping with stress

"We have to understand wheth r or not what IS
causing our stress is Important nough to pOSSibly
damage our phySical and mental health," he said
"Then we have to learn to priOritize our values"

Sy studying their own values, John, Lynn, Anne
and Frank have all found the strength to keep strug
gling Greg, for example, has found strength In hiS
outlook on life

"I look at everything as a ditch effort," he said.
"Secause I know If I put my all Into It, things Will end
up beller It's a bUllt'ln instinct to keep fighting,
because there are a lot of creeps out there, and you
don't want them to beat you because It'S your own
game"

Secause of how others will feel, John believes that
a lot of kids hide their stress.

"They just put on a face," he said. "Secause they
don't want anyone to know they have Ihe stress,"

Solinko agreed with this Idea,
"I don't think a lot of kids even realize that their

problems aren't caused by an overload of homework
or anything like that, but the stress they place on
themselves," he said, So, a lot of kids don't do
anything, they just tear themselves apart. Many of
them wouldn't know what to do even if they did
recognize the problem,

"I don't see a lot of kids handling pressure well. I
see them just manifesting the symptoms without
really dealing with the problem. They demonstrate
ulcers, irritability, depression and tiredness and
they believe these things are the problem," said
S,)llnko,

"So a lot of kids can't cope, and downers and up
rers relieve the pain, A lot of times the alcohol and
urug abuse that you see In the school IS a symptom
of stress, Marijuana IS used at IJ:!vels because many
kids find that It relaxs them,"

. Drugs are an escape," said John "A lot of kids
say, 'Well, It'S Friday night, and I can get wasted I
don't have to care about anything' Sut when they
wake up the problems are still there Sometimes
they're wors ,"

Drugs make the problem worse because they allow
th user 10 aVOid dealing with hiS problem,

"People do literally die of stress-induced
Illnesses," said SOllnkO, "Heart disease, hyperten·
slon and ulcers can all b caused by stress And
sometime the stress IS so bad that the person
doesn't have the time to go to the doctor to take
care of the problem thaI was caused by the stress

"In my opinion, kids don't take stress seriously
enough," said Sollnko. "They don't understand just
how serious stress can be to the body It's been my
experience that unless kids can see something
growing on their skin, some eVidence of a problem,
they just don't take It seriously"

When Greg was so upset he couldn't keep any of
hiS food down, he had the evidence to see that hiS
stress was a real problem

"Sometimes I feel pain In my stomach and In my
Intestines," he said, hiS vOice cracking There were
days In a row that I wouldn't be abl to hold food
down, but I guess I was holding enough down to
keep me gOing.".

Although kidS like Greg do manage to keep gOing,
Sollnko would like to see them find ways to deal
with the stress, and to aVOid the phYSical pain

Techniques to deal with stress ar being taught
In gym and psychology classes," he said And
once stress arises you havl' to deal with It The clue

pressure~ith

•
•
•

Unfortunately, "nothing I could do about It" IS a
:ommon feeling for high school sludents who have
o deal with death. Anne knows the feeling well.

"My dad had a heart attack about five years ago,
Ind we'd always wonder If he'd have another one
Ind die," she said. "When he did die last year, I felt
I lot pressure with the family sltuallon I didn't want
o be pilled, either, so I worried a lot aboul what
)ther people were gOing to say"

Page 9
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on

at Ihe unseen lerror They watch
th who I city turn mad while
t11C'yar constantly running away
from posspssed p '1ple Half the
pol ICC fore. turns from fighting
crllllPS 10 cOll1mlltlng them The
illPdlUill IS In constant fear for
sh knows x<1Clly when the dark
IS Clolnq to slllke and It'S looklnq
for her

How. II pOSSible, can Ihls un·
se n evil be stopped or Will II go
on to claHn th minds of Victims
throughout the coulltryslde?

The r allsm of "The Dark" IS
worth reading IS worlh reading
for anyone Interested 111 th
sup rnatural You remember II
long after you've read it.

..LYNETTE BELIN

lig hts

--HAMID RAZIK

hlln to lead an almost unbearable
life

Her, again Ihe reader can note
Capol 's VIVid ImaginatIOn and
hiS xt nSlve use of detail, which
IS on of Capote's most useful
tool

Mr Jones" IS a claSSIC xam·
pi of how Capot can hold your
II1ler t 10 the very end, The story
do sn't rag With suspense, but
the re der can sense tha t
sam thing IS gOll1g to happen

Capote IS obViously a bnlliant
,1I1d worldly writer. HIS stones
lak tile reader from New
Orlean - to Europe to RUSSia

Mr Jon ," "Hidden Gard ns"
'ind "A Beautiful Child" are all
nx mples

ccC'ntnc as he may seem, the
leael r can s nse (through hiS
Nntll1g) that Capote IS a very
town to-earth person.
In th prefac ,th re is also a Ilt-

I lie autobiography of Capote. It
tells of hiS struggles as a writer
ancl wh t h h S done to achieve
suce 5S

No matter what the reasons are
ur how h. has nsen to the top,
Trum,1I1 Capole IS deflnlt Iy a
Iirst class wnt r

with

in 'Chameleons'

away at IllS wll nd sells the dll
ferenl part of her body 10 hiS
custom rs.

A q<lS slatlon atteneJant fills up
a car With gas when he IS told to
do so H pumps the gas In
Ihrouqh the slightly opened win
dow and smil s at the dnver's
and passenger s confUSIOn and
outraq Whpn th inSide of the
car I was pracllcally fill d, the
attendant lit a match and watch
ed the car blow way

Thes re only thr e bizarre in-
Cidents that h ppened because
of the dark There must be 50
more when the dark was in full
power

Chns Bishop, along With the
help of a medium, a professor
and hiS daughte. try to fight back

r
"than other pr

hel
Another on of the stories, 'A

Day s Work," th reader fll1ds
himself taking a walk With
Capot 's maid for a day of work
ThiS IS b utlfully wntt n, as well
as bell1q v ry 10uchll1g piece

Then th r 's a v ry odd story
called 'H lin Stranger" It begll1s
With sam on telling Capote a
story about a bollie thiS person
IIne1s In th oc an Allhough thiS
may not sound Ilk mUCh. after a
cella 111 serl Sof C'vents, It causes

'Dark'

•genius

If you don't hav anything plan
ned for the weekpncJ no speCial
place to go, Ilwn reaej one of
James Herbert's b st ellers,
"The Dark"

Don I bother locking your wln
eJows and doors because the eVil
described in ttllS book can
penetrate ev rylhHlg lis a page
turner from Ihe beginning and
will keep you on dg until the
last page IS read

You'll n ver loose Int r st In
"The Dark" becaus It consists
of one gory scen after another.
Even though the book IS fiction,
the realism IS Incredible. When
you read It, you'll see why
satisfied readers Install
nlghtllghts In their rooms.

All men have a Iittl vII In them,
the book starts out, but when the
darknes comes, II men's vii IS
brought to the surface When
night falls, th dark moves In to
take possession of the weak
Willed VICtlll1S Tile elarkness.
which IS darker th;ln the dark of
night, s ps Ihrough ttle claimed
souls and possesses them 10 do
acts of VII The d rkness first
changes II the people who live
on Willow Road But night after
night, It creeps through the
streets of London

Taking over all the minds at
Wandsworth Pilson. the
pnsoners have gone white deas
dead gu rds are scattered all
over the place

After the dark seeps through
the mind of a butcher, he hacks

which he has Just read aboul
From th re, Capote t kes the

reader into the lives of many In
lerestll1g peopl Capot calls
them, 'Conversational Pall rails,
In which Capote Includ s a type
of bloqraphlc I essay aboul
Manlyn Monroe

Although th r hav be n many
biographies of Monroe 5 Ilf ,lhlS
story has a new tWiSt to It In th
story, Capote onej Monroc spend
a day tog .tller However.
although It IS only a one·day ac·
count It I II morp about MOIlIO

Read

shows

The cover of 'MOVing Pictures"
IS an artistic pun depicting
workers carrying some In,
terestlng paintings

So what doesn't "MOVing PIC'
tures" have? Well, ther are no
Instant hits With the appeal of
"2112," "Cygnus Xl," 'Clr
cumstances" and "Spirit of
Radio" from the last four Rush
releases. ThiS could b b cause
of the length of the songs which
limit radio airplay, omethlng
that has hindered Rush since
their beginning, There are no
sCience fiction/fantasy epics on
"MOVing Pictures," a five-album
trend that was broken With th
"Permament Waves" album

The more one listens to "Mov
ing Pictures," the more the
album can be appreclat d The
greatest asset of' Moving PIC'
tures" IS that It does move

··CRAIG JOHNSON

"MUSIC for Chameleons," IS the
latest book by critically·
acclaimed author, Truman
Capote. "MUSIC for Cham leans"
IS a collection of short ston s,
which subjects vary from a
biography of Marilyn Monroe to a
non-fictional account of an
American cnme

Although the book may not be
another "In Cold Blood," one of
Capote's more famous novels.
It'S a book With a lot of good
qualities. First of all, Capote's
writing technique IS Iruly
outstanding

He IS clear. preCise and In the
cas of some stories, a Iltlle
bizarre. Capote turns what
seems to be an ordinary subject
II1tO an Inlerestlng and Im
agll1allve piece ThiS IS espeCial
Iy true In the stones "MOjave,'
Hospitality" and "A Lamp In the

WlI1dow"
Next. Ihere IS the story "Hand

carved Coffll1s,' which IS the
faclnatll1g account of a murder In
a small town. Here, Capote pi ys
Ihe double role of author and 111

vestlgator.
"Handcarved Coffll1s" IS a Slory

which can make the reader go
from a feelll1g of ang r 10 terror

Capote's eye for d tail IS
astounding. The reader feels as If
tle kr L.vS lile charact rs of

Capote

Rush
"Moving Pictures"
Mercury

The second side contains "The
Camera Eye," "Witch Hunt" and
"Vital Signs," All three are heavy
on the keyboards and lean
toward more syntheSized
sounds, Lee does a good lob on
bass, though not as Impressive
as on "Hemispheres," as well as
all the vocals,

Rush's Febuary release, "Mov
Ing Pictures," once again affirm
the band's ability to artfully com
bine music with meaningful
Iyncs

"Moving Pictures" Illustrat s
the musical acwmpllshments of
Geddy Lee, Alex Ufeson and
Neal Peart, who play with more
Vitality than many groups with
tWice the number of members

Those who enJoy the earlier
sounds of Rush may be dlsap
pOinted to learn that the band's
new sound IS here to stay, so it
seems,

The style that began on "A
Farewell to Kings" indicates th t
Rush may be finish d matunng
towards their own sound. but this
certainly doesn't mean they are
through creating imaginative
music,

In their earlier matenal,
("RuSh," "Fly By Night," Caress
of Steel") the heavy metal in
fluence resulted in somewhat
shallow songs such as "I Think
I'm Going Bald," This IS not
necessarily bad, but the newer
works are more appealing
b cause of their social and
philosophical statements

"Tom Sav,/er" IS the first song
and one of the better ones on the
ent ire album, The song's social
statement could best be summ d
up by," , No, his mind IS not for

rent, to any God or government
Catch the spirit"

"Red Barchetta" tells of
discovering an uncle's old c r
The memory is moved along by
some good mUSIC,

"YYZ" allows Peart to blend his
energetic percusSions with
Ufeson's nimble gUitar In an In
stumental not unlike the
"Hemispheres" album's "La Villa
Stanglato,"

"Ume Light" rounds off side
one and may be the song that
gains the greatest amount of
popularity and recognilion off of
"Moving Pictures," It IS a Simple
song which illustrates the "guild
ed cage" of fame
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Sports
Basesball outlook-
conference contenders?

Baseball season, already?
Come on, you've got to be kid·
ding.

Yes, VarSity baseball coach,
"Skip" Borkowski, is already hav·
Ing his players prepare
themselves for the upcoming
season. The high school baseball
schedule has most teams begin'
nlng their season in three weeks
and Oak Lawn will be one of
them.

Isn't it too cold for baseball to
be played In early Apnl? What
happens If it rains or snows?

Unfortunately, there are games
that have to be canceled and
these are important games
because they show a team what
needs improvement.

Of course, these games are the
non·conference games and may
not mean much in the standings,
but It'S always good to get the
early cobwebs out. Non·
conference games are always
nice to win and they give a team
early confidence.

As last season came to a close,
the varsity lost seven good
players. And for the Spartans,
1980 was a successful season,

even though they didn't win the
conference champIOnship

"If we can do as well as last
year, J'rrt>e very satisfied," said
Coach Borkowski about the
team's upcoming season.

For this year's team, there IS go
ing to be an early test when the
Spartan's take on ReaVIS, a
tough team, In a doubleheader
Coach Borkowski thinks the con
ference is gOing to be very com·
petitive. L1ncotn-Way has a good
team. T.F South IS always tough
and there won't be any easy con
ference games The conference
race Will go right down to the
wire.

Senior Jim Wells said, "We just
have to take them on al a time
and hope that we Win."

With the loss of sev n players,
the Spartans will h ve 10 hope for
good performances from seniors
Ken Fewkes, Mike Skala and Jim
Wells.

"To stay In a gam ,we have to
rely on our defense and not make
many mistakes," said Skala.

Up to this point In prepanng for
the following season, there are
no positions clos d.

"There IS gOing to be a dog fight
for these open POSitions With
juniors Bill Cummins, Tom Cap
pos, Kns Flynn and Rob Omlecln
ski coming to the varsity," said
BorkowskI.

Pitching, the most Important
POSition in baseball, IS stili open,
too

To have a chance to capture the
conference championship, the
Spartans have to lump oul of the
gate and g t a qUick slart. They
can do this by d featlng ReaVIS
In their e rly season
doubleheader.

Coach Borkowski seemed to
agree, but said, "You have to
take them one at tllne"

Will the team capture the can
ferenc championship?
Borkowski doesn't know yet, but
the winning team can only have
four losses.

ReaVIS seems to be the early
favonte, but If Ihe Spartans don't
make costly mist kes, It could be
an exciting season

··BILL BRAND

Are\\hese teachers "high?" Dr do they just like the agony of da feet?
\.

Hard work and fun for
basketball. manager Oh w II . It'S that time of the year. Time for all the wmter sports

to end and the pre·condltlonlng for all the spring sports to begin.
And If you stayed atter school r cently, It probably didn't take long
for a pack of guys to come runnmg by And If they didn't run you
ov r, the girls probably did

Bolh the boys' and girls' tr ck t am are zoommg through the s .
cond floor halls after school and God help Ihe person who stands in
their way But It' not only the Ir ck te ms runnmg the halls th s
days th r ar many more M ny teachers are also ke pmg m
shap ,running many laps after school 10 ke p thelf bodies fit Unlil
recently, th second floor quartel mil tr ck 11 d the boys' wr stl
Ing and fl shman basketball team lonq With the girls basketball
team' flymg . down Ihe hallways, dOing their lunnlng

Among the teachers who run on the s cond floor, many re
coach from the fall sports Some of thes Include: Jim Plaskowy,
boys cross country coach; Cindy Sternlsha, girls' tennis co ch,
Chuck Dav liS, Bill Marcordes and v n Joe' Range" Walton, all
football coach s Then th r are the co ch s w,ho ru.n With thell
t am John Doughney, asslslant boy's track coach Dan Scott,
boys' fr shman basketball coach and the last of the coach s, but
not the leasl. Ted Storer. assistant boys' track co ch whose loud
and chOlng 'Go" can be h rd anywher In the school while lrac,k

practlc IS In s SSlon
Th last group are the teachers' With the xceptlon of one, that IS,

Mr Steve Lebrecht, administrative aSSI.lant In fmanc , breeze
through Ih halls after the boys' nel girls' track leams have flnlsheel
th Ir running As for th teachers. they are; Jerry Astrausku,.
English teacher John Brad mus, sCience leacher. Tom Eastman
chiwman of driver's elucallOn, Bill Meredith, counselor. Rob Jt
Stay ellstrll)utlve educatron teacher, and once In a whit you II fmd
th t olel man Ray Elliott chuggmg around the halls, dOing a couple
of I ps

Bul why do all these people do thiS - constantly runnmg around
tIl halls, workmg up a great sweat and tiring their muscles, until
th y ache With each step th n xt day? I gu ss the an wer II S

behind the statement of one great runn r, who shall remam
nameless

(continued on page 14)

on'high'

Photos by Ken Kessler

Getfin'
•running

··DAVE WILLS

Scaduto accept d her, Jakslch,
and Genis to h Ip Aschenbach
manage the team.

"The only bad Ihlngs about be·
Ing a basketball manager IS when
the pi yers Sit d wn and get
some of thelf sweat on you," said
Wesselhoff "But most of all I
hate lOSing ..

BUI Ih I S all part of the game,
as Wesselhoff should know,

because sh was a member of
the OLCHS vall yball team,
which lost to ,he eventual stat
champs Moth r McAuley

So th next time you go to a var·
slty bask tball game and you see
the four m nag rs filling water
bottles and h ndlng out towels,
think how hard they worked
before the game, Without them.
you wouldn't know any of the
vISiting ballpl yers and you
wouldn't have all the other little
things that mak th game run
smoothly So th se managers
des rv a lot of respect And If
the Spartans aren I dOing so
gr at at tim s and you have an
urge to clap, Just yell out.

. L t's hear It for the
managers I and qlve a loud and
hearty clap

DLCHS basketball managers Sue
Jaksich, Jan Genis and Barb Wesselhofl.

The main reason Wessel hoff IS
a manager Instead of a stat glfl
(she was a stal glfl freshman
year) IS because she and her
family went on vacation dunng
ThanksgiVing Tournament and
she missed thre g m s So
when Coach Len Scaduto asked
Ihe players to find an assistant
for Aschenbach, who has b en a
manager for three years, a
member ~ the leam liked her In

10 applying for the lob Coach

It's Friday, the Spartans are
playing Sandburg, Argo, or
another SICA West opponent.
You see Barb Wesselhoff, Susan
Jakslch, Jan GeniS, and Gary
Aschenbach filling up water bOlo
ties and handing out towels duro
Ing lime-outs and you think It'S
an easy job nght? Wrong I

"We (managers) do a 101 more
than fill water bottles," said
Junior Barb Wesselhoff "We
rotale bUying oranges for th
players, gel stat glfl sheets
ready, and put the letters and
numbers of the players on the
board for every home game."

But that IS not all W sselhoff
and her counterparts do. They
must also get stat girl boards
ready, pack towels, waler bottles
and olher essential equipment
needed for away games.

And since Wesselhoff IS th on·
ly Junior, she must travel With the
Junior varSity team, which means
geltlng up fat around 7 A M for a
9 A M. qame, and ke p the In·
dlvidual and leam sconng But
Wessellhoff adds,"1 nJoy It
because I meet oth r peopl and
I like meeting people,"

Wesselhoff thinks 'II'S np.at" at
the basketball games when there
are dunks behind the back
passes and olhel "hot dog"
stunts the players sometimes
like 10 do.
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Good luck to the girls track team on the
•upcoming season

The Little Italian
8013 W. 79th. St.

Justice

The O!l)HS girls track team: top row from left to right, LyneUe Dunn, Karen Haack, Cindy
Sanders~\MaryKay Bachelder, Diane Gesiakowskl, Ass\. Coach Cheryl Michals, Mgr. Marla
Siedls, C~ch Linda Reynolds, Denise Baxa, Lisa Korthase, Amy Leonard, Sue Engel, Cathy
Busking, Stacy Carwell. Middle row, Lisa Jones, Lisa Evans, Mary Crane, Sue Kosvick, Cheryl
Akouris, Maggie Patyk, Lori Johnson, Diane Smith, Marie Dunkel, Monica Fredrick. BoUom row,
Laurie Niziolek, Diane Hickey, Sue Sherry, Angela Zekios, Lisa Spero, Sharon Lutz, Joyce Tro
jinlar, Jenny Robson, Chris Michal, Vicky Cline. Not pictured were Laura Parson, Sue Blla,
Sherrl Coughlin, Dawn McClelland, Peggy Ryan, Pally Ryan, Jill Dague, Deb LoRusso, Michelle,
Farly, Pam Susemeil and Char McCollum.

(

A-1 Caterers, Inc.
95541f2 Southwest Highway

Oak Lawn

Nancy's Stuffed Pizza
4700 W. 103rd. St.

Oak Lawn

Marquette Sports
4861 W. 95th. SI.

Oak Lawn

Bob Sullivan Sporting
Goods

3208 W. 95th. SI.
Evergreen Park

Page 12

DATE

3-12
3-20
3-26
3-28
3-31
4-2
4-7
4-9
4-14
4-16
4-18
4-21
4-23
4-28
5-2
5-9
5-15,16

OPPONENT

Thornwood (Indoor)
Morton East (indoor)
Rich Central
Eisenhower
. Reavis
Homewood Flossmoor/Sandburg
'Lincoln-Way
Richards/Oak Forest
T F. South
. Shepard/Crete Monee
Riverside Brookfield Relays
'Stagg
'Sandburg
'Argo
Conference (Reavis)
Districts

State

PLACE

T
T
T

H
H

H
T

Richards
H
H
T
T
T
T

TIME

5:30
6:00
4:15

10:00
4:00

4:15
4:15
4:15
4.15 _

4:15
10:00
'0:00
10:00
4:00

Johnny Pancakes, Jr.
4744 W, 95th. St.

Oak Lawn

State Farm Insurance
8707 S. Harlem Ave .

Bridgeview

Tampa Jewelers
5261 W, 95th. SI.

Oak Lawn
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Custom-pri '11 ed t-shirts
jackets, etc. fo' clubs
teams. organizations.

• 10 Day Delivery •

Store Hours
Mon-Fri. 12-9. Sat. 10-6

INSANE
CREATIONS

RUSH • REO. AC-DC •
ZEPPELIN, etc.

Jackets
$24.50

All Concert Shirts
$3.98

10515 S. Rid/!,eland A vel/lie
ChicrJ!!.() RidRe, fL. 60415

(312) 424-1930

A
SEE-HEAR
Discount
RECORD

TAPE
OUTlET

who made hiS first start of the
year and hiS best game."

The Spartans Will be finishing
the regional playoffs at Richards
High School The Spartans faced
the Spartans of QUigley South In
the first round of the playoffs,
Earlier In the season, Oak Lawn
defeated QUigley South In the
Christmas Tournament.

"Mount Carmel IS the team to
beat In our regIOnal." said
Scaduto, "Look at their record,
they are 16-5 and we are 13·9 ..

--LOU CANELLIS

score

--LYNOON CHAO

Oralists, like those that take
Writ ten tests, are also aSSigned a
specific tOPiC to study. At a meet,
they are also given a test With
those probtems to solve,

Unlike tl1e written competition,
the oral 1St'S problems have no
pOint value and he IS required to
complete the test Within 10
minutes. Then, he must go to the
orals room where he explains,
both orally and on the
chalkboard, hOw he arrived at hiS
answers for each problem.

The two Judges In the room will
rate him on the baSIS of one to 10 
for delivery and one to 15 for
knowledge, With a maximum
score of 50 POints from the two
ludges, equal to th total POSSI'
ble points of a flve·member, Wilt·
ten competilions team,

Due to the difficulty and respon·
slbility Involved In being an
orallst, the event IS usually
restllcted to seniors,

There are also many benefits
from being a Mathlete member,
for most math teachers can be
very generous With extra credit
pOints when you do extremely
well in your competition.

Liebert goes up strong as OlCHS beats Sandburg.

. \',-

"They are a great team to
coach." said Scaduto. "None of
the players have quit on me or
the team!"

Even if the Spartans don't win
their conference, they are stili In

the playoffs. Oak Lawn faced
conference leader Sandburg in
Sandburg's gym and then tl1e
Spartans faced Argo superstar,
Quenten DaVIS, and the
Argonauts.

"Sandburg was a big game."
said Sca~to, "With the Improv·
ed play o\\senior Terry Sabat inl

\ .

OLCHS
Mathletes

Mathletes is an extra,currlcular
actiVity usually offered to
students In honors math classes
to increase their mathematical
knowledge. Each student IS
aSSigned at least one topic area
and he studies his topic with hiS
teammates who share the same
tOPiC, either dUring study hall or
after school.

There are four regular meets
every year. spaced about one
month apart on a Wednesday,
Following the four regular meets
IS a conference meet and state.
Five schools compete at every
regular and conference meet.

In the written competitions, five
students are assigned to the
same tOPiC by every school and
these students will score as a
group. Each students receives a
test with three questions, The
first question (also the easiest) IS
worth two pOints and the second
and third are worth three and
five, respectively.

Twenty minutes are allotted for
the tests and the scores of in·
dlvldual students from the same
school will be added up to deter·
mine the team total for that
topic, The team totals for each
topic will then be added and the
school with the most pOints
wins.

for

Boys basketball

After last year, Coach Len
Scaduto and thiS year's varSity
basketball squad were expected
to do even better. Last year, the
Spartans made it to the cham·
plOnshlp of the reglonals, where
they lost to Richards, ThiS year,
some of thought the Spartans
might go downstate to the finals
of the playoffs,

But things haven't gone as ex·
pected, The Spartans, who were
to win the SICA West conference
and ranked 16 in the state at the
beginning of the season have
really disappointed their fans
this season.

"Yes, I did expect a better
season,' said Scaduto. "But I'm
not the only one upset. The
players themselves are upset at
their performance on the court."

"The Spartans chance of winn
ing conference is a "shot in the
dark" with the surprise play of
conference leaders, Lincoln-Way
and Sandburg. At the time of this
writing, conference record was
7·5, while Sandburg and Lincoln·
Way both have identical can·
ference records of 9-3, With all
three teams having two games
remaining.

Photos by Ken Kessler

basketball, Reynolds will be
working With the whole team.
After that. the team Will be split.

The distance runners are Peggy
and Patty Ryan, Mary Kay
Bachelder, Cathy Busklng, Sue
Engel and Joyce TroJinlar, As for
the sprinters, they are Jill Dague,
Marie Dunkel, Marie Nehmzow
and Lisa Jones, ThiS year's
hurdlers are Diane
Geslakowskland Karen Haack.

"This year's frosh·soph have a
lot of potential," said Reynolds
"All the girls are on time and
they're nice kids, I can see that
there's a lot of talent and they
should be very strong in field
events, "

The track team's first meet is a
Thornwood High School on Mar,
12 at 5:30 p,m, The first home
meet will be Mar. 28 against
Eisenhower at 10 a,m.

--SUSAN JAKSICH

putters and this season
shouldn't be any different.

"Our shot throwers have always
been good and not many other
schools have returning seniors to
throw for them," said Lewis,

"Middle distance is also one of
our strong POints," he conllnued,
"We've got three good middle
distancers, Rich Lakle, Gary
Kosvlck and Jim Callahan,

"I'm expecting the hurdlers to
be finishing at the top," said
Lewis, "Senior Lee Baxa should
be leading the way."

All and all, the team feels they
will have a good Indoor season
and they are surely looking for·
ward to a winning outdoor one,

--LISA COLLINGS

"Although we don't have a lot of
returning seniors, we do have a
lot of strong juniors, which will
help carry the team," said boys'
indoor track coach John Lewis
as the season began.' The track
team had only one official week
of practice before it's first dual
indoor meet against Bloom and
Thornton,

"We didn't have much practice
before the meet and Bloom and
Thornton are two of the toughest
teams around, But we went In

there and did our best," said
Lewis, "It didn't hurt us to go in
there and see what we could pro·
duce,"

Oak Lawn is known for it's shot·

OLCHS girls prepare themselves for a sprint practice,

Boys track
A short walk after a hard run

Girls track

Sport Shorts

The girls' frosh·soph and varsity
track season offiCially started
Monday, Feb, 16. Head Coach
linda Reynolds will be aSSisted
by a new coach, Mrs, Cheryl
Michaels,

For the first time In years, the
number of the girls on the team
Will be cut. So far, the 45
members Will be reduced so more
time can be spent with more
talented girlS, They will be able to
improve their running, hurdling
and shot putting,

The girls practice from 3 to 5:30
p,m.. Monday through Friday.
When the girls' basketball
season IS over, they will be prac·
ticing Saturday mornings, too,

The Monday and Friday prac·
tices are devoted to distance run
ning, on Tuesdays and
Thursdays it's sprints and on
Wednesdays, it powers,

Until Michaels IS throU9h With
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Chess team Leonard heads for Northwestern

-·RICK lAKIE

OLCHS 690
OLCHS 860
OLCHS 913

151

OLCHS 59
OLCHS 92
OLCHS 10

OLCHS 106

OLCHS 41
OLCHS 11

41h

OLCHS 39
OLCHS 15

Ot CHS 101 85

OLCHS 1014'
OLCH5q 6

3rtJ

41h

Sophomore sWimming
123 Sldqg 100

I 27 MOrlon Easl 70
1·30 Sandburg 72
25 Argo 50

Sophomore gymnastics

120 Tlnl£>y Park 1

I 28 Oak Fo,,'S! 82 55
1 28 Hln'ictetlP South 88 1

22 10 5 Conlerence

1-31 HlIlCfflSI Tournament 8th

Varsity swimming
123 Slagg 133 OLCHS 34
1 24 Oak Lawn InVitatIonal 2nd

127 Morlon Easl 67 OLCHS 104
130 Sandburg 6~ OLCHS 17
2 5 Argo 81 OLCHS 90

214 ConfefPncp 4th

Sophomore wrestling
I 23 Argo 18

1·30 Sandburg 48
27' Conlcrence

Freshmen wrestling
123 Argo 21

1·30 Sandburg 50

··JOE COSENZA

three times a week and running
two other days. He also th,-ows
the shot put and diSCUS for the
track team. Coach George Dunn
has Leonard and the other shot·
putters on a strenuous lifting and
running program.

"I'd like to play." said Leonard,
"and if I work hard, I'll be able
to,"

Varsity gymnastics
120 Ttnl~y Park 10607

1 24 Staqg InvllallOnC\1

128 Oak Forest 10495
129 Hln'rtale 50ul110 125

?·2 10 ~ Conf"fPnr:f>

2 9 10 14 DI~lflCIS

OLCHS 15
OLCHS 26

OLCHS 44
OLCHS 32
OLCHS 33

Girls freshmen basketball
1·24 Marla 40

131 lincoln Way 45
27 T F SOUlh 36
2 14 Slagg 25

2·21 Sandburg 28

Girls sophomore basketball
122 Argo 20 OLCHS 40
127 ApavlS 58 OLLHS 34

129 Lincoln Way 41 OLCHS 33
26 T F Soulh 40 OLCHS 34
2 10 Shepard 32 OLCHS 26
212 Slaqg 40 OLCHS 29

2 19 SandlJurg 43 OLCHS 27

Girls varsity basketball Varsity wrestling

122 Argo 37 OLCHS 53 123 Argo 6 OLCHS 63

127 ReaVIS 66 OLCHS 58 1·30 Sandburg 16 OLCHS 29
129 Lincoln-Way 44 OLCHS 54 1·31 Oak Park Tournamenl 151

26 T F Soulh 62 OLCHS 66 27 Conlerence 2nd

210 Shepard 49 OLCHS 58 214 D,strtcts 151

2·12 Slagg 46 OLCHS 47 221 Secllonals 2nd

219 Sandburg 66 OLCHS 41

Leonard performing the snatch

the top-ten schools for
academics In the nation. Leonard
IS going to study engineering at
Northwestern. Leonard, being a
good student at OLCHS, carries
a 3.3 grade pOint average and is a
member of the National Honor

Society.
He has been working out every

day after school since football
season ended. Leonard works
out for track by Itltlng weights

OLCHS 56
OLCHS 81
OLCHS 62
OLCHS 80

OLCHS 56

OLCHS 60
OLCHS 55
OLCHS 54
OLCHS 60
OLCHS 49

OLCHS 61
OLCHS 59

OLCHS 98
OLCHS 52

OLCHS 55
OLCH 60
OLCHS 62
OLCHS 74

OLCHS 61
OLCHS 53
OLCHS 59

OLCHS 53
OLCHS ~4

OLCHS 53
OLCHS 78
OLCHS 82
OLCHS 70

Scoreboard

OLCHS 65
OLCHS 66

OLCHS 77

OLCHS 67
OLCHS 53

29 OLCHS 65
OLCHS 61
OLCHS 62
OLCHS 51

Phil Leonard, the all·state and
two-time all·conference center
for the Spartan football team,
has signed a let ter of Intent to go
to Northwestern University in
Evanston next year to play foot
ball.

Although Leonard has VISited a
number of colleges over the last
two months, including the
University of Iowa, University of
Miami and Northern Illinois
University, none of them seemed
to compare to Northwestern.

"I really enjoyed the VISit I took
to Northwestern. I got along with
the members of the team ex·
tremely well," said Leonard.

The coaching staff at Nor
thwestern UniverSity told
Leonard that he has a good
chance of plaYing as a freshman
on a Blg-10 conference football
team. Northwestern has all new
coaches this season and they
think very highly of Leonard. If
they didn't, he wouldn't be get·
ting a $9600-a-year scholarship
for four years.

"The main reason I'm gOing to
Northwestern IS not only for foot·
ball, but for a better education,
too," said Leonard. He also pick·
ed Northwestern because it's so
close to home.

Northwestern ranks as one of

Varsity basketball
1·30 lincoln-Way 63
2·6 T F Soulh 64
2·10 Shepard 53
2·13 Slagg 43

220 Sandburg 44

JV basketball
126 QUlgll'Y Soulh 54
I j 1 LIncoln Wily 51

22 ReaVIS 67
27 T F Soulh 44

29 Cnlcago Chrls"an 57
2 14 Slagg 67
2'6 Shepard 49
2·21 Sandburg 60

Sophomore basketball
1·30 Llncoln-Way 64
2·6 T F. Soulh 53
2·10 Shepard 57
2·13 Slagg 52

2·20 Sandburg 63

Freshmen A basketball
1,24 Argo 40

126 QUigley Soulh 49
131 Llncoln-Way 79
22 AeavlS 44
2·7 T F Soulh 62

2·9 ChIcago ChrlSllan
2·14 Slagg 57
2 16 Shepard 49
2 21 Sandburg 57

Freshmen B basketball
124 Argo 38

126 QUigley South 52
1J 1 LIf,coln-Way 63
22 A"avls 32
2' T F Soulh .16

29 Ch'CdqO Christian 30

2 14 Siagg 48

216 Sllepard 37
2 21 S,mdburg 54

·-BRUCE NORRIS

has lost to Bremen.
There are four divisions in the

SICA Conference-- the North,
South, East and West. OLCHS
plays the North and West divi
sIOns.

The conference score leaders at
this point are Paul Lundquist and
Tim Poma with 85 points and 66
points, respectively. On the
frosh-soph level, it's John
Sanders (38 points) and John
Chao.

The 'high' of running

"Pain (from running) lasts but for moments while the memories
last forever."

Well, the pains and aches in my body last for more than moments.
Being on OLCHS's track and cross country teams for the last few
years, I've experienced a lot of body aches and stiffness. Why do I
keep running? You've got me. Maybe it's just the self·recognltlon
in which I get when I can say, "Yeah, I ran that, no problem."

Well that's fine for me, but what about the other runners, why do
they run? To find out I asked some of those people who run day
after day after school.

I started out by asking one of OLCHS's best runners, Jim
Callahan.

"I really don't know why I run," said Callahan. "I guess it's
because I'm pretty good at it and I enjoy it."

Jim was most valuable runner this year in cross country and
should be a big part in this years track team.

I then went on to ask other people on why they run. First I asked
junior track man Ron Frazier,

"I guess the best reason I run is because I like t-o-.~U6h myself
beyond pain and to see how much I can improve," sai~ Frazier.
"But I also think that seeing my girlfriend stride along in fr<\nt of me
inspires me a little bit too." ~

Well, that's some of the reasons for male runners, but what about
the girls. , . why do they run?

To find out, I went and talked to some of the girls on OLCHS's
girls' track team. I started off by asking Patty and Peggy Ryan, two
sisters who are very outstanding runners.

"I really don't know why I run," said Patty "I guess it's just
because I like to."

"I don't think anyone knows why they run," Peggy added, "It's just
an experience that is too great to put into words."

Two other girl track I 1embers seem to agree on one thing and that
has to do with their weight.

"It beats going home and getting fat," said Diane Gesiakowski.
"Plus the fact that if I didn't run, my coach would kill mel"

"It keeps me in shape," said Denise Baxa, a grin taking over her
face as she continued. "It also helps keep my figure, not that I have
one to keep."

That's some of the reasoning of the people who are on the track
teams but what about the rest of the people who are out running in
the halls? Why do they run?

"I run to get in shape for baseball." said OLCHS student Krls
Flynn. "I try to run every day with Lou Canellis and Bill Cummins,
other members of the team."

"For baseball?" I asked. "I know what you mean. It's a long way to
second base if you happen to hit a double, Isn't IP"

"No," answered Krls, "I Just feel that all atheletes should be In
good shape for what ever their particular sport may be."

"That's pretty good logiC, thanks," I said as I ran off to find a
teacher or two to answer my question.

It wa-sn't very long until I found one, running by at a brisk pace By
the time I caught up with him, I didn't really have enough Wind to
ask him my question but I managed to gasp It out.

"Why do I run?" said Jim P,askowy With a puzzled look on hiS face.
"I guess It'S because running IS a natural laxative and It keeps me
on the g0."

I then asked 01' Ray Elliott. HIS answer was one that I guess all/un·
ners feel.

"It's a natural high," said Elliott, gazing motionlessly Into space
Well, high or no high, Will runners ever slow down and qUit killing

themselves With the endless fatigue 01 running?
Will Coach Storer ever have laryngitiS and lose hiS vOice from

screaming "Gol"?

(continued from page 11)

The OLCHS chess team, lead by
Mr. Robert Dominiak, has taken
conference two years in a row
and are pushing for a third con
ference title.

This year's team consists of
Paul Lundquist·· first board, John
Chao·· second board, Tim Poma-
third board, John Sanders··fourth
board, Peter Pollack·· fifth board,
Craig Johnson-- sixth board,
Larry McElheny·· seventh board
and Bruce Norris·· eighth board.

This year the Oak Lawn team
has won against Richards,
Evergreen Park and Andrews anc
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Classified Ads

KLAN.
Happy St. Patrick's Day!
Mr & Mrs Iram

B rb,
My h rt longs for your touch

nd my soul yearns to be ne r
you And the moments I've sp nt
With you are the ones I'll cherish
forev r
Love Dave

Tim Mehlgan, .
Cheat on you know who lately?
Saw you

Helga,
Next week for sure!
Kenny (Bob)

~
PaulKaJuteJt
We tove &

AdMe you.
YllU/l G'UWP~,

.£ylUtl J(~

&CoMU
~~

Tamml,
H ppy Belated Birthday to a
wonderful fnend.
Friends forever,
Lynda

Rainbow
Glad you found Reality
BOB (CHUCK)

Jim,
Zetl s should have closed her
eyes when she saw the semi
comlllg!

Mike,
Happy SI. Patrick's Day. Thanks
for 4 great months! Love ya
always, Sandy.

Camille,
I'm writlllg you back, O.K.?
Bill

H ppy Birthday, Margie
Love ya,
Morn & Dad

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS TO
MARGIE NOLAN----LOVE, KATHY
& KAM!!

MARGIE,
Happy Birthday, Sweetie!!
Bob

(Tom's)
little Clyde lives on

H ppy 14th Birthday Margie!!
Your fnend,
Rick

Happy St. Patrick's Day to the
KLAN (thai'S failing apart)!!
IRAM

Laura and Sue,
Happy Birthday!!
Love,
Lisa

B Sl of luck to Margaret Mary En
wnqhl. JOSPflh Michael Brennan,
and tilOS two lovely commen
tator Let s Knock 'em dead I

Your lonq Wind d director

OB,
Oreo & LICOrice!
R B.

Maggie,
Happy 15th Birthday!!
Your friends,
Sharon, Colleen, and Lori

Scott,
I can'l walt until PROM!!!!
Love always,
Boona

lin, Rob, Sue,
OREO's forever! I

Val-
You're a temflc friend I Thanks
for everythlllg i Love ya lots!
Love,
Chris

Heratlo and Garth,
Float Free!!!
Hans

Rasey,
Happy B-Daylll
Guess Who
Love,
23

Happy Mac's Scott ll !

C fet na Motlo
, Foocl doesn I gel older. It gets
belter
JEFF BASS

Hey Monica,
What's the beef?
K.G,

Mike,
I Love You.
Love,
Laura

Michelle, Lynette
Slippery floors--sure l !!!
Colleen

Kathy, ana, Jill, Karen and An-
nette! \\
Have a ha~y day!
Love, • \.-
Suzy

GIRL'S TRACK-
Here's 10 a great season--keep up
Ihe good work
MRS R

Tom Carollo aln't got none.
(classlfledsj

Lura, Laurl , Patty, Tracy,
Well you finally gal your names
In the paper!
Happy SI Patly's Day!!
Love,
Mlch lie

D bbl
Rememb r the togas
I do.
Annelte

P,
My one and only!
M

Chelle,
Good luck with 0-53·G!!!
Love,
Nelte

Hey, Charlie!
What car?
Love,
Nette and Col

Col,
PJ 's yours, go get him I
Love,
Nelte

You guys,
I didn't!!! ...yet!!!
H,L.

Sara & Ken 4-ever!
Signed:
The Bug (Zettes)

KLAM,
Have any gill stone sours or fire
styx lately?!!
KAM

Daddy loves Mommy, loa

J. Bass,
There are more fish in lhe sea
besides you!!
"Unhooked in A Cappella"

HEY CAMILLE!!!
WEEDS

HEY WEEDS!!!
CAMILLE

MO.
Thanx for being the KOOLESTI!
SHORTY

Kerry,
Do you like bird hunting?!
Annette

OREN 1,
Bring me some gum!!
Love,
DREN 2

Mimi,
Are you happy, grlnnlllg, or bit
ter?
Kaml

MlIlnle,
Sit down and RELAX!
7th period???

OAK LAWN PEPPERS RULE!!

Mi,
The ball, not you!!
Co.

WENDY WOOD.
Maybe we should advert I e! I
Suzette

GUITAR/BASS LESSONS
with music school grad
by ear and/or reading

422-3459

Colleen,
Love Ya! Good Luck with you
know-who!
Michelle

Rachel,
You cheered me up
Suzette

Mae,
How was your Steak?lI?
LINDA

Tee-Tee,
If Turtle doesn't take the bait
there's always G-orj.
Zeltes

Suey and Marlanney,
Have you heard any wings flutter
ing by you?
Wendy

Kathy,
Howdy partner!
Learch

Chris Gumber,
STOP g ttlng all 01 those
Hours ll ! Try ke ping your
MOUTH SHUTII
your sister
Linda

Marianne,
Wendy wood what?
Zettes

Wrubs, Greenie, O'Toole,
Lovelace, Twin
Thanks for being there.
Smut buddies forever,
Juicy

Lips, COlli, Tee·Tee,
and Whinny;

There are some friends who are
Just special ...
Love the Zettes

Old L.K lose It January 17th??
The squeaky couch knows! I

Wrubs, JUICY, Peg, Klkl,
Mar, Mag!
Rub ya's
Greenie

em tae

Dren 2,
Here's your ad, have a nice dayl
Dren 1

Captain,
Here's to next year.
Love,
Co-captain

Kris Flynn,
Wack-wack? I'll get ya"

Suey,
Ohhhh i It hurts!
Kutzle

Scott,r-------------_ What should we do?
Love ya,
Guess Who

Sorry J.R.
Georgia Is not on our mind

J.R.
"Hande'" us with care, Please!
We are your best.
Loyal
A Cappellians

P.O.L. Forever!!!

Punkin'
Life sure is sweet, now! I love
you.
Cuddles

J.R.
A Cappella is NO.1 Spartan
Singers is NO.3!

J.R.
Equally Talented?!

ODB,
Thanks for taking "Taco Bell"
from me!!
Love
P5T2B2CL

Blondie,
Happy Sweet "16"!
Good Luck Always In the future.
Charmin

Sue,
The locker looks great!
Thankful

S.B.
I'm glad things are working out
this way. You're a great guy.
Love ya,
S.S.S.

Pat
I'll love you always
Love Me

Kasper,
ugg
Love
your little Beast

Joe,
, love typing on ribs! To death or
not to Death. Cripes! Anyway
good luck.
Love Mag

Suey,
Ohhh! It hurts!
Kutzie

ODD-S-E Members;
Spot says don't let Leroy brig ya
WE'LL GIVE IT OUR BEST!
WITH CONFIDENCE,
your stand-in singer-ME

Robin,
Rootbeer??
Sherri

Klam, Mam, Sam, Iram, Gazam,
Slam, Ham, Bam-Bam, Kablam,
Mom, Ed, Michelle, Brother Bob
Wop, Davey Jones, Rick, C., A.:
C., B., Mr. & Mrs. Iram,
Happy St. Patty's Day!
Love ya all,
Kam

Chrissy,
Thanks for all your help
Netta
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the hair architects

UNISEX SALON 425-3999

Perm, Hair Cut,& Style

5141 W. 95th St 636-6846

HAIR CUT

$5 00
Reg. $10.00

With presentation or

mention of this ad

FIRST-TIME CLIENTS ONLY

10425 S. Cicero Ave.
Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453

_ ~a~-ee,!,o'Zd

F_ ~ aIf Ott.4AiMr~~--:::'--?@· ~~3~,

424-6010
9058 CICERO, OAK LAWN

Minimum order: 1 Dozen and up

·-Low Prices--

*NO SCREEN CHARGES*

T C 's
T-SHIRT'S
WE PRINT

WHA T YOU
WANT!
599-9070

Hats Businesses
Jerseys Organizations
T-Shirts FOR Clubs
Jackets Sport Teams

422-8618.111'S5136 W. 95th St.

Oak Lawn, II.
)

~ ~ ~

~~~~<::; ··.Western Ribs o~/JOI}
All types of sandwiches

$.50 off RIB DINNER with this coupon

ADVERTISE DIVER DRUGS

IN THIS SPACE Home of
Call

"The Spartanite of Adam Zart
Black Oak Grove"

riat:

424-5200
ext. 62

9713 SW Hwy Oak Lawn

(ASK FOR RAY ELLIOTT) 424-0065

'I

Reg. $35.00

Offer expir•• April 16,1&81

$2500
ONLY





. . . the original

.patio

OAK LAWN
ROLLER RINK
9121 South Cicero Avenue

Oak Lawn, Illinois

IT'S GREATTO SKATE

\

TUZIK'S KEDZIE
BAKERY

5311 S. Kedzie, Chicago

776-4283
Specializing in party cakes $2 discount on any
graduation or party cakes with coupon

(Coupon good only at Kedzie Bakery)

AT LAST
IT'S HERE
Tempo Records

and

~~~~ Sound Warehouse

I Rocken Horse

"80 - 81"

AFTERNOON PARTIES...

Our rink is available
for private parties. A real
money maker. We furnish
m~sic, supervision and pro
grammi.ng to suit your needs.

Ask qbout our Special Group
Rates.

PHONE: 422-1199

Specia lities

9115 S. Harlem
Bridgeview II.

Phone 598-2099

........

OTTO AND TERESE, FORMER PARTNERS OF st RIDER BIKE SHOP

(BURBANK), INVITE YOU TO VISIT THEIR NEW STORE

Otto's Cyclery
8835 South Ridgeland Avenue

Oak Lawn, illinois 60453
Telephone (312) 599-7515

COME IN AND REGISTER FOR FREE DRAWING FOR
$50.00 - $75.00 - $100.00 GIFT CERTIFICATES

TO STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

OF OLCHS:
have a good vacation

CYCLISTS SERVING CYCLISTS

QUALITY TOURING & RACING EQUIPMENT

$20 WORTH OF ACCESORIES WITH BIKE
chaOAdios

{congratulations all!
graduating students'

WITH THIS ADPURCHASE

Join Our Newly Formed Touring Club On It's First Ride . ..
Sunday, May 17th - Call For DetaUslII

10 percent off labor with OLCHS 10 (expires 6-30-81)
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COVER STORY:
Year ends on sad note as teachers leave:•....... 12-13
'I wish I could stay'
By Maureen Foertsch and Dan Nowacyzk. Three teachers
who Will be leaVing OLCHS this fall speak of their feel
Ings about their dismissal.
Tenure-- helping or hiding?
By Jeff Bass. Does the tenure system protect Inadequate
teachers or create a reasonable baSIS for keeping the
number of teachers at an appropriate level?
Belgians give equal exchange to OLCHS
students •....•••...•......•....•••.....•..••.•...•.••.... 8
By Chns Leinweber. Twenty-five Belgians students came
to Oak Lawn on Aprtl 3 to learn about the different
Ilf style in the US. But It seems the OLCHS students
they fTlet on their viSit learned Just as much about the
Belgl n lifestyle
Who is Harry Mark Petrakis? 10-11
By Vanessa Faune. Author Harry Mark Petrakis talks
about the art of writing and his childhood In a Greek
neighborhood In Chicago, which served as a baSIS for
many of hiS stones
Teens struggle through the pain of loneliness .•.••• 14
By Chns Leinweber Many teenagers expertence penods
of loneliness. Some of them speak of how they have dealt
With the"p'roblem.
OIVORL;E-- an American way of life ........•......14-15
By HamId Razlk Divorce IS rapidly increasing In America
because of changing SOCial values. And the effects on
both divorced parents and their children can slill be
d vastatlng. ,
As an aircraft mechanic, Karen knows the
meaning of 'quality' .......•..•..•...............•.•.... 15
By Maureen FoertSCh. Being one of two wom n among
her co-workers has not prevented Karen Llsthartke Irom
fulfilling the requirements of her job.
Lewis calls it quits after 29 years ..•....•............16
By RIck Lakle and John Maluck. Being one of OLCHS'
onglnal teachers, John LeWIS is hanging up his whistle
and retiring at the end of this school year.

Departments
Letters ....•.•....••..•.••..••.•.....•...•...........•.. 4-5
Speak-Out .•••.•............•...••.....•..••....•.....•.. 4
News •..•..••••...•.........•.•..•..••.•.•....•.......... 6
Cable TV comes to Oak lawn
Mathletes score for OlCHS
Did you know? ..••..••.••.••....••.•••..•••........•••.. 7
Reviews ...••.............•....••..........•••.....•.. 9-11
'EVITA'
'Excaliber'
The Who
Phil Collins
The B-52s
Sports ...............•...........••...•.......•.....• 16-19
Varsity baseball has tough season
Sophomores swing 'hot bats'
OlCHS to lose running coaches
Tennis season draws to a close
Classified Ads .....•....••..•.•...........•..•...... 20-23

Some
afterthought
Being on Ihe lOp of the high school's social ladder, seniors have a

view of high school life not Visible 10 those on the lower rungs of the
said ladder,

On the bottom, we have the freshmen, looking up In awe of the up·
perclassmen. They know that some day they will be In the top spot,
which keeps them going. Just above them are the sophomores, who
get the first glimpse of that ever·present reality. Finally, there are
the heir apparents, the juniors. It Is they who are getling Impatient
in their apprenticeship.

Looking back, there's plenty of feedback to be voiced. So, ..
• Recently, the administration turned down a request by the

theater department to have a girl portray a pregnant teenager. This
seems rat~,er ridiCulous, seeing that several girls in our school have
experienced this problem in real life. Let's face it, guys, We know
what it's all about.

• DUring my four-year stay at OLCHS, we have had a grand total of
two snow days, One was during the Blizzard of '79. At that pace,
juniors won't have any more snow days and sophomores will get
one more, as will freshmen, Now, isn't that something to look for
ward to?

• Thanks to McDonald King Ray Kroc and Co., the school nurse
won't hav€ to keep up such a large stock of Pepto Bismal handy.

• The girls track team was upset over a quote that appeared in the
April Issue of "The Spartanite of Black Oak Grove." Granted there
anger is expected, but it seems a few of them (notice the word few)
are infum ted to the point of talking with lawyers. This sort of
outrage is nothing new.

Last year, Tim Reyna's "Vatican Night Fever" caused plenty of
controversy because of its religious implications. Also, In the
January 1981 issue, an article featurtng the work program par·
IIclpants brought I)n funous outbursts and a slew of vulgar Insults
to the author, yours truly, And then there's the boys SWim team,
whose names were altered to satisfy the alleged humor of a former
staff memb r.

Although it was never the intention of the newsmagazine to anger
some readers and make these mistakes, It happened none the less.
It just goes to show, nobody's perfect.

• Why does the boys basketball team have a group of three
coaches during the varsity games when only nine guys play?

• Don't know about you, but the news that Mr. Graham has step·
ped down as SOCial Studies department chairman has really chang·
ed my outlook on life.

• Highlights of the 1981 boys varsity baseball season are gOing to
be sold on video cassette in the school bookstore, The price will be
$1 and it comes packaged In a thimble.

• Alumni Rick Bradley and Tim Reyna were in the cast of "My
Bodyguard," a major motion picture released last summer. And to
think we knew them when they were just starting out. Looks like C.J.
Kupek won't be our claim to fame any longer.

• 1980 marked the end of school life as we loved it. Gone are open
campus, late arrival and early dismissal. If the school isn't careful,
the students Will be marching to the tune of John Lennon's "Revolu·
tion NO.9.

• For the past lour years, Jimmy Carter has been our president.
For the last few months, the job has been in the hands of Ronald
Reagan. Save the Iran crtsis, Is there anyone who really notices a
difference?

• And speaking of politics, it seems Secretary of State Alexander
Halg has been assigned one of Mr. Witowski's infamous book write
ups Halg must be WiShing he could do a conslltutlon rewrtte.

• If there IS anyone who thinks the cafeteria food is a tasty delight,
I have some swamp land I'd ilk to sell you.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 5)
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Letters
To the students
of OLCHS:

In this short farewell note, I
would like to say that the past
five years at Oak Lawn have been
most memorable and that I will
miss greatly those relatIOnships
that I have formed, Best wishes
to all for sucess In whatever you
hope to achieve in life.

--MR. DAN scon
OLCHS TEACHER

Editors Note. The stall would like to ex·
tend Mr. Scott's wishes to him and the
other teachers who will be leaving
OLCHS at the end 01 this school year
You will be missed.

Get rid of internal

I, too, have been a victim of the
dreaded interl'lal suspension
here at OLCHS. I'm silting here
b~cause of a cut in shop class
which I unjustly received-·but
this Isn't the reason I'm writing.

What punishment Is one to
derive from sitting in a room for
six and a half hours doing ab
solutely nothing? Several people
here now seem to be doin.g some
type of school work and a few
others are trying to better
the~<'elves by reading the dally
newspaper, but a vast majority of
these offenders are sle.eping or
staring into space. Is this punish
ment?

Aside from everything else, peo
ple in internal miss one or more
full day of school, depending on
their sentence. This seems to be

contradicting what most people
have been told since
kindergarten . "don't miss
school." My suggestion to the
School Board and the Discipline
Committee is that when an in
fraction of school rules occurs,
the student should be required to
serve his or her punishment on
their own time, such as before or
after school or possibly on Satur
day. The student would also have
required work that must be com·
pleted by the end of the day.

I strongly believe that if a stu
dent is required to spend six and
a half hours of his or her own
time serving a punishment the
amount of infractions occurring
will be reduced and students
would not miss class work due to
cutting or punishment served
dUring school hours.

--KEN KESSLER '82
PHOTO DIRECTOR

Criticism-
cover subject
The cover of your recent "Spar

tanite of Black Oak Grove" was
done in very poor taste. From the
people I talked with, adults and
students, It turned more of them
off than on.

In regards to the girl "drop out,"
track member, the word all
means 100 perc6flI.~ know for a
fact that she is mlst8\:en about
all the girls on the tr~ck team
smoking pot. ~

A newspaper should be ac
curate in stating fact and opi
nion.

--I. J. JOHNSON

Requirements
too late

I am writing this letter in
regards to the OLCHS gradua
tion requirements, particularly
history and government. I agree
with the state rule that all
students should have these
classes, but wouldn't It be better
to schedule this your sophomore
and junior years?

Many students fail history their
junior year and lie required to
take It again In SL.rr.mer school or
their senior ~ear. If they take It
their senior lear they will also
have government and a difficult
schedule.

In their senior year students
must take two semesters of
government. If they don't pass
these classes or the constitution
tests they don't graduate in June.
Some students may fail because
they don't try, but others do try
and still can't pass. It's not fair
that they have to come back for a
fifth year of school if they fail. If
you fail second semester govern
ment, you just can't make it up In
time to graduate.

--TINA COLESBV '81

Thanks to blood
donors

In the past we have heard so
much about the selfish, self
centered and apathetic attitudes
of the faculty and students here
at Oak Lawn.

In the past two years, my
mother and father have
undergone seven major surgeries
and have needed blood. Due to
medical circumstances, no one
In my family IS able to give blood.
Yet the blood drives that are held
here have been able to contribute
over 6 pints of blood for my
parents.

Thanks to you all for the
generosity of your gift of life, You
have taken a small but Im
mediate worry from our
shoulders Again, our heartfelt
gratitude to all of you who have
donated Ir Iy.

--JANE SURMA AND FAMILV

Proposed drug
law bad

Governor Thompson's propos
ed plan to require public school
employees to report suspected
drug users seems to be a com
pletely incompetent one. How
can a teacher be expected to ac
complish all that is expected of
him If, on top of all the present
responsibilities, he must become
a police Informant.

The new plan IS reminiscent of
McCarthyism. Our society today
has a great fear of the growing
drug abuse problem, just as our
society of years ago had a great
fear of communism. ThiS fear IS
no reason to be pointing an ac
cusing finger at all students who
are jUdged to be on drugs.

On top of that, the plan makes
the teachers sound like they are
conspiring to promote student
drug abuse. If a teacher does not

turn III a student's name, he
could be liable for prosecution
later If the student is found to be
uSlllg drugs.

If Thompson is so concerned
about the drug abuse problem,
why aren't the names of students
suspected of drug use turned
over to an organization that
helps drug abusers Instead of
prosecuting them?

--CRAIG JOHNSON '82

New exam
policy works

I would like to take this time to
commend the school administra
tion on the new schedule for ex
ams. The new policy of having
each department of the school
on a different day gives the stu
dent the opportunity to be able to
have more time to concentrate
on one subject. The other policy
of having exams over a two day
period was much too congested.
The new policy should give
students, like myself, the oppor
tunity to really put much more ef
fort to one specific area of study.
I feel in the long run the new
policy will give the students and
the faculty something to
celebrate about. With more time
to concentrate on one SUbject, I
feel that grades will rise,
teachers will have less work to
do in grading the exams. and
fewer mistakes will be made.

KEN CHRISTIANSON '82

Speak-Out What would your reaction be if
blacks were bused into OLCHS?

Kathy Nolan Jr.

"I don't have anythlllg against them, but
I'd rather not have them come to O.L.
because we have a nice-looking school
and they would Just come here and make a
mess of it just like they do their own."

Photo unavailable

Tony Drogos Soph.

"We'd Win more basketball games."

Darlene Williams Fresh.

"My reaction would be, 'So what?' Blacks
need a decent education, too. If they are
given an opportunity to betler themselves,
then they can get out of the ghettos. But I
think the general reaction of the student
body would be a Violent one. People are ex·
tremely prejudiced Simply because that's
the way they were brought up, and they
were never taught any different."

Isabella Rizzi Jr.

"I wouldn't want them in our school. The
state should just give them money to fix up
their schools. They would just ruin ours."

Out 01 approximately 250 students surveyed, the responses ran 3 to 1 against blacks being bused to OLCHS.
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3)

afterthought
• More than one senior has suggested that Pink Floyd's "Another

Brick in the Wall" be the theme for graduation.
• On May 13, seniors purchased caps and gowns. They get to keep

them, which shows a definite vacancy in the head of whoever
thought of it. What can you possibly do with it after the ceremony
outside of uSing the gown to train your dog?

If anyone has any serious and worthwhile suggestions, please feel
free to submit them to me in room 208 during fourth period only.

And then there's...well, I could go on, but I think you get the point.
In fairness, I should also mention that there are, of course, many

good times In high school. But in our society, we tend to overlook
the good and highlight the bad. As you can see, I, too, am a victim of
that society.

From considering the purchase of an elevator pass to considering
college, the high school years are a time of transition. We go from
bumbling little juvenile delinquents to mature, responsible adults
(some more than others). Of course, the process is far from com·
plete. But it's a start.

Along the way, we learn how society IS going to affect our every·
day lives, the kinds of problems that will arise and the sort of things
I have mentioned here that aren't really right, but nevertheless are
happening.

Some find it necessary to take high school too seriously, while
others find a more humorous interpretation. But whichever applies
to you, it's important to remember that there is life arter high
school. And the fact that you flunked your math test isn't going to
change the direction of the wind.

In other words, relax.
I have found Oak Lawn High to be quite an experience, even

though it's probable that I won't remember much of it 10 years from
now.

It's almost depressing to think that you may never see some of
these people you've met again. But then, maybe you won't want to.

So long, Oak Lawn. It's been a slice.

--

I think you should start cover·
Ing more on students. There are
many students who are outstan·
ding 111 one thing or another. It
seems as if you haven't tned
hard enough this year to find
students with outstanding
abilities.

I feel this would be interesting
for the students to read about.
Writing about students also may
help them to discover they can be
outstanding, too.

--NEJAH BEDWAN 'S2

--RON SIWINSKI 'S1

Students deserve
recognition, too

Yet all of you insist on suppor·
ting the worst team in profes·
sional baseball (if you want to
Icall them professionals). I agree
that everyone is entitied to his
own opinion but I suggest that
some of you Cub fans go to Com
iskey Park. You may not get as
many laughs as you would at
Wrigley Field, in other words you
probably won't see three grown
men run into each other going
after a pop fly that was out of
play in the first place. But you
will most definitely see a much
better major league baseball
game.

lVtore

To all Cub fans

I'd like to remind all Cubs fans
that the Chicago White Sox have
statistically won more games,
more pennants and have had bet·
ter attendance than the Cubs
have in the last 31 years.

Still, others argue that the
village has no right to bull in and
regulate rates In the first place,
charging that such action would
hamper free enterprise. Rubbish!
Free enterprise ended as soon as
the contract was signed, for the
cable firm now possesses a
monopoly on the entire viewing
public of this village and Is free
of any competition.

For these reasons, I am deeply
disappointed by the board's
failure to secure an advan·
tageous contract which would
directly benefit the subscribing
inhabitants of this village. Oak
Lawn acquired one million
dollars in advance from the fran
chise, a lucky charity will inherit
a 20 percent share of the fran·
chise and its future income, but
the citizens of Oak Lawn will
receive an all·too·certain
subscription increase sometime
in the near future.
·-LYNDON CHAO 'S2

Monopoply on
cable TV

What is the purpose of Spirit
Week? Is It for the seniors to
show how great they are before
they graduate? I think It'S pretty
bogus and we should do away
With It. I think it's a sorry excuse
for people in the school to act
like mindless twerps.

--JOHN JODLOWSKI 'S3

Spirit Week:
pro/con

I am writing to about the
students who didn't wish to take
part in Spirit Week.

The sophomore's did a great
job of decorating their corner of
the cafeteria, but by the end of
fifth on the first day of Spirit
Week most of decorations were
torn down and rUined.

Spirit Week IS for the whole
school..not just the jocks. Many
people put a lot of time and effort
into thiS activity, but at the same
time, others put their effort Into
ruining the fun of others.

--MICHELLE KALAFUT 'S2

Back in 1970, when Americans
enjoyed the luxury of gas for less
han 30 cents a gallon, who
vould have ever dreamed that
the same gallon of gas would
cost over $1.40 today? As OPEC
hiked its prices month after
month, year after year,
Americans found themselves in a
helpless situation; they had
grown so accustomed to the lux·
ury of consuming 011 that it soon
became a necessity. Therefor,
they could do nothing but comply
with the demands of the
petroleum tycoons, since OPEC
held a monopoly on U.S. oil im·
ports.

Likewise, Multimedia Cablevi·
slon also holds a monopoly on
the future cable TV of Oak Lawn
and its surrounding areas.
What's more, our village trustees
have agreed to give Multimedia
complete freedom to set rates
charged to its subscribers,
although the village has a
chance every three years to
review its non·regulatory status.

I question the reasoning behind
allowing Multimedia complete
freedom to set its rates. Without
a ceiling, rates can easily
skyrocket from $6.95 to $10 or
maybe even $15 per major chan
nel Nevertheless, advocates of
the "non·regulatory" policy insist
that If the rates become ex·
cesslvely high, consumers can
easily apply pressure on the the
firm by cancelling their subscrip
tions. Nonsense. After a few
years of cable TV viewing, ter·
minatlng the subscriptions will
become as difficult as throwing
out the TV set; and that would be
prelly difficult, since the typical
American family watches 6.3
hours of TV a day according to a
recent Census Bureau stUdy. As
pointed out in the introductory
analogy with OPEC and 011, a lux·
ury like cable TV which you
become conditioned to soon
becomes as important and In·
1ispensable as a necessity.

More and more people say they
disagree with things written in
the Letters section or other sec·
t Ions in the "Spartanite of Black
Oak Grove," and don't do
anything about It.. because "they
don't have time."

Well to to stop that common
saying, I propose every English
teacher set aside about 15
minutes a month and have
students write a letter to the
editor or something else for the
paper. This would make the
paper better and have a wider
range of reporting.

ThiS way we would get more
range 111 classes participating in
the paper·· not Just the juniors
and seniors as It mainly is now. I
think wilh freshmen and
sophomores takll1g part in the
paper we may have a better
school newspaper.

·-DAVID WILLS 'S2

I'd like to thank the JCAB for
their success with the Junior·
Senior Prom.

ThiS year prom was held at the
Palmer House and the room was
just beautiful. Both the food and
the service were excellent.

The band Network was great.
They played everything. Everyone
danced and had a good time.

I thought the dance floor was
small and it would have been
nice if they had two bands so
they wouldn't have been any
breaks. But, all in all, I thought
the prom was a big success.

Thank you JCAB.
--DIANA LED 'S1

More letters
please

Prom successful

So the next time we hear so-and
·so did this or we are forced to
see someone else do what they
enjoy, let's just try and listen
without putting them down
because one day that will be us
and we won't feel so happy about
the catcalls. Believe me, feelings
do get hurt. But we will never
know this because we are too
busy cutting down the "Spar·
tanite of Black Oak Grove," to
pick it up and read it.

--KATHY WOODS 'S1

Editor's note: The masthead on the
"Spartanlte of Slack Oak Grove" gives
credit lor publishing the newsmagazine
to every student In the school. Technical
ly, then, each student has the right to
submit his work lor consideration of
publication.

We definitely would like to encourage
the English teachers to follow your sug
gestlon. And the time limit need not be
15 minutes-- why not half an hour per
month? Submissions wouldn't have to be
exclusively letters, either.

Not only would the participation of
freshmen and sophomores help the stall,
but It would help those underclassmen to
learn ahout and enjoy a diversified ex·
tracurrlcular activity like the "Spartantte
of Slack Oak Grove."

Poor student
attitudes

I am writing in regard to an at·
titude that prevails in most
students in this school in one
way or another. It is not shown
toward any specific group by all
people, but by students towards
all the different groups. I am talk·
ing about the lack of respect for
fellow students' activities. As a
senior, I have spent four years
here at OLCHS and therefore
have been involved in a great
number of activities. No matter
what extra-curricular project I
was working on, there was
always someone to criticize and
never see the better sides of ac·
complishments. For instance.
the chess team or the Mathletes
people are always saying that
they are a bunch of intellectuals
sitting around for hours thinking
out rroves or solutions to pro·
blemf. But how many people
realize that both these teams are
conference champions and that
hours of practice is required? Or,
this might be forbidden, but that
they might enjoy doing these
things? But then again, we are so
great that we could do it better
than them. That's why we can
laugh and make fun of them. Or
how about the sports teams?
Students are always joking about
them, calling them jocks or
whatever. How many of us are all·
state players or state·qualifiers?
Go talk with Phil Leonard from
the football team or any of the
four wrestlers who qualified for
the state tournament.

People work hard at extra·
curricular activities and deserve
a Ilttle respect, even if they do
not live up to our high morals.
And even if we dislike a par·
ticular group or person, we can
still respect them for what they
do. If I recall correctly, there was
and editorial crying out against
the irrelevance of student
government in this school in the
last issue of the "Spartaniteof
Black Oak Grove."

Again, maybe these people
are not the most capable or are
elected on popularity, but these
organizations accomplish much.
Where would Homecoming, the
50's Dance, the Sweetheart
Dance, Prom, and the Blood Drive
be without such groups as Stu
dent Council, SCAB and JCAB?
They work hard, but just because
we do not like someone, their ef·
forts are just as easily laughed
off as a humorous joke. Even if
the students are not respectful to
the efforts of others, they do not
have to bad mouth them or tell
them to their face. Can't anyone
just keep their overly exhausted
mouth shut for once? Obviously
not. This is demonstrated by the
behavior of some students at
theatrical productions. Whether
it be a forensic program, a
musical in the gym, or a play in
the little theatre, I've yet to see a
performance where somebody
does not shout an obscenity duro
ing an important moment or just
be totally rude by making a
nuisance of themself throughout
the entire production.
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News

Photo by RIck Walshon

Cable TV comes to
Oak Lawn
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"Calculators" with a score of 44 to 28.
Other members with perfect scores at the

conference meet were Bill Hogan, Keith
Libert. Kathy Felgl, Linda Walhlfeldt. Mary
Barb". Lyndon Chao, George Thiel, John
Horton, Bill Roche, Fntz Poma, Tlln
Jachna. Tlln Splrakes, Michael McKinney,
Rob Weselhoff, DaVid Forrer and Derek
Sobczak.

For the second consecutive year, OLCHS
dominated the entire SICA conference
With a grand total of 2023 pOints 10

Homewood·Flosmoor's 1968 and Lincoln·
Way's 1901.

Furthermore, eight more OLCHS team
members were named SICA All
Conference Mathletes 1980·81. of which
two were awarded the honor tWice for IWO
different competitions. Hogan (Bill) and
Pender each received two All-Conference
awards. one for wrlltens competition and
Ihe other for being an orallst.

LundqUist. Novak. Barblr. Vorberq. Am·
merman and Roche were also named SICA
All-Conference Mathletes 1980-81 for the
wntlens competitIOn. Only 65 such awards
were given within the 24-school SICA con
ference. Oak Lawn received 10.

Expresslllg hiS conlidence In the future
of the team, Mathletes coach Hal
MuJdennk affirmed that he antiCipates and
looks forward to another successful
season next year.
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The "Affection in the halls" article was reprinted in The Newspaper Fund "Newsletter," an organiza
tion that works with high school journalism programs nationwide. The article appeared in the section
•'These Struck Our Fancy," which displays examples of what they believe is good high school coverage.

With the highest score in OLCHS history,
the Mathletes narrowly defeated lincoln
Way 506 to 492 at the SICA West Con
ference Meet. ReaVIS (300), Sandburg (367),
Shepard (394) and Stagg (364) also par
ticipated in the tournament held at Stagg
High School.

In a typical meet, OLCHS had scored well
with 442 POints (its highest record at the
time), while lincoln-Way scored a low 298.

Aware of Llncoln-Way's potential and
afraid that his team would get over·
confident for the conference meet,
OLCHS' Mathletes president, Jerry
Pender, warned that he strongly believed
the Knights would score over 480 POints. In
the weeks that followed, the leam worked
hard to ready itself for the final countdown
with lincoln-Way.

The team's effort paid off when Pender's
prediction came true. Lincoln-Way scored
492 POints, but Oak Lawn won by 14. The
Spartans seized not only the winning
Irophy. but also over half of tt1e awarded
ribbons and medals for IndiVidual competi
tions.

The "QuadratiC Equations" team and the
"Calculators" team gave OLCHS an early
and steady lead over Lincoln-Way.
Defeating the Knights With a combined
score of 40 to 27 on the "QuadratiC Equa·
tions" team were Dan Ganzer, Karen
Vorberg, Frank Hogan, Nancy Ammerman
and Larry Loman. Paul LundqUist, Mike
Novak, Jerry Pender, Steve Ross and
Michelle Szum further upset their rivals In

Mathletes
OLCHS

--JEFF BASS

Mu/limedl8 'Cablevision sports 52 chan
nels, three oi'~hlch are Home Box Office
C,nemax and ~e Movie Channel. Thes~
are "premlum"·~hannels that offer uncut
feature films.

Some of the other channels Include three
24-hour news channels, two 24-hour sports
channels, a channel covering the activities
of the U.S House or Representatives In

Washington, a local government channel,
a local want ad channel and a channel
devoted exclusively to broadcasting Notre
Dame games. A third satellte will be laun
ched this fall making It possible to add
more channels to the system.

A studio IS being built behind
Multimedia's headquarters at 105th and
Cicero for the taping of private progamm
Ing. such as commercials for local
bUSinesses. The studiO can be leased by
the publiC and the programs shown on
channel 47, known as the "publiC access
channel." No Information is available on
the cost Involved.

One of the most attractive features of
cable TV IS uncensored programming.
Criticism has been leveled at this because
It gives children access to adult program
ming.

Pat Havlik, a representative of
Mu/limedla, says her company is com
bating this problem by making adult code
devices standard equipment. A box attach
ment prevents reception of adult-rated pro
grams unless a four-digit code is punched
in. For children who are clever or persis
tant enough to break the code, lock
devices are available that attach to the
cable itself.

Though it may spell trouble for nearby
movie theaters, cable TV is apparently
here to stay. It could change our lifestyles
by providing an inexpensive way to enjoy
commercial-free, unedited motion pictures
without leaving home.

"'lwo giant dishes stand at 98th and Cen
trallike great beacons to spread the news:
cable televIsion is coming to Oak Lawn!

One of the most demanded items to hit
the United States in years, cable TV has
snowballed In popularity despite occas
slonal criticism. Almost every community
has been approved by a number of com
panies seeking rights to service

The Oak Lawn Board of Trustees granted
Multimedia CablevlSlon the franchise In

June of 1980 after hearing proposals from
several cable TV companies. Multimedia
will also serve Chicago Ridge, Evergreen
Park and Hometown.

Signals are being transmitted from all
over the country to two cable TV satelltes
currently in orbit. The satelltes, In turn,
beam signals which are picked up by the
two receiver dishes. A tower antenna picks
up signals transmitted from less distant
stations, such as Chicago and South
Bend, Indiana.

Once the signals have been collected by
either the dishes or the tower, they travel
through a cable to the homes. This also
makes receptIOn of regular TV channels
much better and eliminates the need for
roof antennae.

The main time-consuming factor is hang
ing cables from the receiving station at
98th and Central to the 39 sections that
make up Oak Lawn. Cables are strung on
telephone poles and Multimedia plans to
have 95 percent of the sections ser·
viceable by June 1982.

Once the cables are up, installation con
sists merely of running a wire into the
home, usually a 15-90 minute job, depen
ding on the number of outlets desired. No
modifications on the set are needed.

The monthly cost of Cablevision is
$27.80. Multimedia will offer a special $10
installation fee to residents up to 30 days
after their section becomes serviceable.
After 30 days, installation costs $80.
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Bill Bablez supporting the junior class by eating his way through achocolate cream pie at the Pie-Eating Con
test held during Spirit Week. (photo by Kelly Carlson.'
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Did you know?

Summer Conditioning

J.T. Thompson, a science
teacher at OLCHS, Will return
next year after taking a sabadlcal
leave. He IS attending the Unlver·
slty of Chicago to work on hiS
Doctorate Degree In SCience
Education, speCialiZing In
tropical ecology.

DUring the year. Thompson has
come back to VISit OLCHS.

But In July and August, Thomp
son Will be In Costa Rica, South
AMerica studYing the ecology of
tropical rain foresls. The
research Will give credit toward
his doctorate.

The program is run by the
Organization for Tropical Studies
and only 20 of all the applicants
are accepted.

OLCHS HERO members com
peted In the State HERO Con·
ference In Springfield on April 2
and 3.

With about 600 other illinois
HERO students partiCipating,
four awards went to OLCHS
students Kim Albano (first), cake
decorating [molded]; Mike Arens
(first), commerCial cold sand
wich; Bob Locacious (third).
relish tray; and Janel Wallenberg
(first), nutritiOUS snacks for
teenagers.

Each student had a limited
amount of time to demonstrate
his skill in fronl of the jUdges. A
few of Ihe items judged on were
use of time, skill. creativity, prac·
tice of sanitary habits and eye
appeal.

Tina Colesby and Tami Parejko
represen ted OLCHS H.ERO
Chapters as voting delegates for
state officers.

Linda Atwood is the OLCHS
HERO adviser.

Did you ~now?

The OLCHS art students made
a commendable showing at the
annual "Budding Artists" Show
held at Moraine ';falley Communi·
ty College. Students winning
awards were Kurt Chiarelli. frrsl
place and Russ Harper,
honorable men lion for acryliC
painting: Collette Tepper, second
place, Carolyn Kasley, thrrd
place and Colleen Link and Robin
Walden. honorable mentions In
photography: Marte Dunkel, se·
cond place, Ink draWing, Jan
Wasowlcz. second place. James
Nykaza, honorable mention. miX'
ed media; Chrts Garcia.
honorable mentIOn, sculpture.
Russ Harper, thrrd place. Illustra
tIOn/advert ISing.

HERO news

Any students, including incom·
ing freshmen, who are interested
in keeping in shape over the sum·
mer for the following year's
sports should sign up with Coach
Chuck Chilvers for the summer
conditioning program being of·
fered at OLCHS. The cost is $16
and the program will run from
noon to 2:00 p.m.• five days a
week, June 15 through July 24
Sign up as soon as possible
before the program Is filled.

state competition.
In Distributive Education State

Conference, Don Brooks, Gary
Flavin and Kathy Moran were all
recognized as State finalists.
Ken Vopelak won first place in
petrole~ marketing and Gail
Klosek ""t'ln second place in food
marketinll. They both will move
on to the\ '",ational competition
held in June 'in-Anaheim, Califor·
nia.

Sharon Covert and Laura
Ksiazek placed In the top-five in
the State Office Education con
test. Covert took second place in
computer problems and Ksiazek
a fifth place in receptionist.
Cathy Carty was awarded the
stateswoman award for her
outstanding achievments
throughout the year.

OLCHS Cooperative Education
students fared well in recent

Summer jobs

Will buy a subSCription to the
quarterly·publlshed FAI newslet·
ter.

Write to: Frisbee ASSOCiation
InternatIOnal, P.O. Box 4578,
North Hollywood, California
91607.

Students looking for summer
jobs can find information from
Mr. James Smenos in the career
room, room 105 and by contac·
ting Maureen Braskich or Candy
Valentino al the Oak Lawn Youth
Commission 636·4400, ext. 337 or
338.

co-op news

Did you know?

I

A highlight from the year past: W.C. Hill sets the stage for the Country and Western Dance held last winter.
Photo co rtp f

Frisbee enthUSiasts, the
Frisbee ASSOCiatIOn Interna·
tional IS for you.

Founded In 1967. according to
"The People's Almanac." to
honor the game of Frisbee. thiS
organizatIOn strives "to serve as
the focal POint of world,wlde
Frisbee communications. en·
courage self"mprovement In
Frisbee skills. sanction competl·
tlons and promote rapport
among all Frisbee enthUSiasts."

Frisbee ASSOCiatIOn Interna·
tlOnal uses a profiCiency rating
system which certifies each
member as a nOVice, amateur, ex·
pert or master.

For $1, a lifetime membership
can be obtained and $2 a year

Frisbee fun

Those ambitiOUS Juniors have
once again saved and scrapped
the most aluminum during this
year's aluminum can drlve.Thls is
the second year In a row that the
Class of '82 has lead the school
in ItS aluminum conservation
drives.

Senior can collector, Tina Col·
esby, brought In the most
aluminum at a whopping total of
89 pounds.

The Ecology Club thanks those
students who have participated
In plant sales and aluminum col·
lection.

Ecology Club Awards Night will
be held on Thurs.. May 28.

Graduation speakers
The Senior Class speakers for

the June 7 Graduation ceremony
will be Adeline Machala and Mike
Novak. They were elected by the
Senior class.

Important dates

Congratulations to the newly
elected class ofltcers. Next
year's senior class officers are
LOri Glzewskl. preSident: Sherrl
Hinkleman, vlce·presldent, Karen
Vorberg. treasurer: and Colleen
Bowman secretary

The Junior class officers next
year are Nick Xeros, preSident;
K lIy McClure, vlce·presldent;
Sue Schleve, treasurer; and
BeSSie Roglokos, secretary.

Next year's sophomore class
officers are Ron Stancik, presl'
dent; Scott Peters, vice
preSident; Tom Baxa. treasurer;
and Lynne Wilde, secretary.

Congratulations are also in
order for the '81·'82 cheer leading
squads.

The varsity football
cheerleaders are Erin Grassle
(captain). Beth Eakins (co·
captain), Sharon Coughlin,
Patrice Kramer, Kim Lundgren.
Lisa Marchelli. Lisa Markiewicz.
Denise Pacourek, Lisa
Shoeneman and Carrie Major
(allernate).

The sophomore cheerleaders
are Laura Parson (captain), Heide
Nuel (co·captaln), Jennifer
Greisbaum, Mary Lagiglia, Lynn
Pryzbyla and Diane Hickey (alter·
nate).

Congratulations to Darren
Taylor, Jim Cunningham, Joe
Halford and Thomas Vahl who
were all awarded Favorable Con·
sideration in the liT High School
Drawing Competition. These
vocational drafting students tied
for sixth place out of over 2000
entrants in this state·wide com·
petition.

Ecology News

Spring Sports Awards Night will
be held on May 27 at 7 p.m.

May 29 is the last day of high
school for seniors exempt from
eyams, June 2 for seniors not ex·
empt.

Final exams during periods 1·4
Will be held on Monday, June 1
and exams dUring periods 5·7 will
be held on Tuesday, June 2.

Honors Night will be held on
June 4 at 7:30 p.m. In the Spartan
Gym.

Commencement practice will
be Friday, June 5 at 9:30 a.m. In
the Spartan Gym.

The graduation ceremony will
I be held on Sunday, June 7 at 2:30
in the Spartan Gym

Congratulations
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Belgians give equal
exchange to
OLCHS students

Visitors are often found wandering the
halls of OLCHS. But it's not often that
these visitors have come all the way from
Belgium.

This time, however, they did·· 25 of them.
Twenty·two students and three of their
teachers visited OLCHS for twelve days.

The trip was arranged by Sabina Air
Lines in Belgium and Mrs. I. Gajecky from
Stagg High School. Homes for the
students to stay at were found by OLCHS
French teacher Miss Marilyn Williams.

Oak Lawn students paced around the
cafeteria as they awaited the arrival of the
foreign guests. Some of the students kept
a careful watch for the bus from the win·
dow while others watched from outside.

When the bus finally pulled into the park·
Ing lot at 4:30 p.m. April 3, the students ran
out to greet the visitors. Introductions
were made while the Belgian students met
the kids with whom they were going to
stay. Then the students and their hosts
each went their own way.
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Since there is an eight·hour time dif·
ference between Chicago and Belgium,
the visitors felt tired by the time they were
settled in their homes. They were shy at
first, and it was uncomfortable for the
students being in a strange home.

At school on Monday, the visitors saw a
big difference from their school in
Belgium.

"We attend Basic School between the
ages of six and twelve, college between 12
and 18 years, and then a university for four
years if we want to," one Belgium girl
said. "We go to school from 9 a.m. until
4:10 p.m. and have an hour·lunch period."

The first time one Belgium girl ate lunch
in the cafeteria, she gulped down her food
and even took some of it with her when she
found out there were only 25 minutes to
eat.

The students were also surprised at the
way our classes operate.

"The students here change classes?"
one Belgium girls asked. "In. Belgium,
students stay in one classroom and It's
the teachers who change classes."

But when asked what the biggest dif·
ference was between the two schools, one

boy replied, "The school system here is
100 easy. We are not as free as you are
here."

Students and teachers at OLCHS were
amazed at how well the Belgium students
spoke English. And when they found out
the Belgium visitors had English lessons
two hours a week they were more amazed.

Besides speaking English, the students
also study Dutch, German, Latin and
Greek as well as speaking their native
language Flemish. They also take courses
in physics, chemistry and math.

Teachers are regarded differently In

Belgium, too. Strange looks passed bet·
ween Belgian guests when Ihey saw that
students here didn't always give th II

fullest attention to the teacher.
"Our teachers are great friends to us,"

one the Belgian girls said 'We talk easily
with them about anything and respect our
teachers more than you seem to "

But school wasn't the only difference Ihe
visitors found. It was a big change for
them coming to Chicago. The students
come from a small community In Anlw rp,
which is one of nine provinces in Belgium.

their homes are located in little Villages
with no crowded cities or big bUildings
around There are even streets In their
community where driVing IS not allowed.

"I couldn't bell ve all the big cars and
traffic here." one of the students said
about her first impression of Chicago.
"Also, In Belgium, you have to be 18 before
you can drlvc "

From the mlnut they arrived. the forClgn
vIsitors were swamped With questions
from curiOUS OLCHS students and
teachers The most common questions
that were asked were on s like, "What do
you do for fun In Belgium?" "What kind of
music do you listen to?" What kinds of
sport do you have?" But for the most

part, teenagers here and In Belgium have
the same interests. Belgium parties are
not quite the same as parties here,
however.

"In Belgium, our parties are held in large
dance halls every Saturday night where
drinking and dancing take place," one of
the students said. "We have a special
dance called 'La Bamba' where boys and
girls form a circle and playa kissing game
to the 'La Bamba' record."

When a party was held for some of the
students here in someone's house, the
were suprlsed that our parties were held in
our homes. And they were a little disap·
pointed when they couldn't drink. In
Belgium, you only have to be 16 to drink in
a pub.

There were other differences between life
in Oak Lawn and life In Antwerp, too. For
example, stores, and almost everything.
close down on Sundays In Belgium. Televi·
sian viewers there are not bombarded with
commercials as Americans are here.

The only commercials they have come on
for five minutes before the news. And the
visitors felt, as many others do, that we
spend too much time In front of the "boob
tube."

Even with all the differences between the
two countries, the students were generally
not shocked with life in the U.S.

"I wasn't too suprlsed by things here,"
Peet Saut r said. "It was Just like the
movies"

With the popularity of AmCrican movies.
that wasn't suprislng.

OLCHS French class students and
Belgian students took triPS to the
museums and downtown Chicago. They
also went to the zoo, shopping centers and
movie theaters. Other parties and ac
tlvitles were planned by the school .. a soc·
cor game, volleyball game and pot·luck
dinner.

There were a lot of tears when It was time
for the guests to say goodbye to their new
friends and to America before leaVing for
O'Hare Airport April 15. Most of the
students weren't ready to go home and
everyone was sad.

They hugged and kissed each other
before the Visitors got on the bus, Just as
they had gotten off days before. And when
the students were asked what they liked
best wh n they were in America, most
agreed that It was "stayrng With a good
family and meeting new people."

Pholo by Kelly Carlson

For some of them, however, it wasn't the
last time they'll see some of the OLCHS
students. In June, a trip is scheduled to
Belgium for five OLCHS students and
some neighboring schools. Many of the
Belgian students will be hosts for them.

And as junior Barb Wessel hoff said, "If
going there will be as much fun as it was
when they were here, I'll have a great
time."

-·CHRIS LEINWEBER
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Reviews

"Evita," the operatic musical
which won seven Tony awards in
cluding Best Musical of 1980, has
been playing at the Shubert
Theater for several month~. And
there is every indication that it
will remain there for several
more.

The show is nothing short of
spectacular, with a simmering
musical score and commanding
performances by the leads as
well as the understudies.

"Evita" is based on the life of
Eva Peron, wife of the former dic·
tator of Argentina, Juan Peron.

'EVITA' -- a dazzling
musical masterpiece

"A New Argentina," the lirst act finale of "EVITA."

Face Dances
The Who
Warner Bros.

best, "Another Tricky Day," has
all the qualities I've been sear·
ching for throughout the album.
Vocals are muscular rock n' roll.
Daltrey really belts It out on this
cuI. He shows up hiS reggae style
and tediOUS, punk style on other
songs, But thiS cui is energetic
and has a effort factor.
Townshend also shows up well
with smoking guitar work. Har·
monies also blend with ease.

The Who has had many great
albums. But this one lacks
creativity. For talented musi'
clans like Townshend and
Daltrey, thiS lust doesn't rock as
well as expected.

··LAURA REZETKO

Camelot legend
violently retold

Eva and Che (of the New York company).

From 1946, when Juan Peron
came into power, until her death
in 1952, Eva Peron, played by
Valerie Perri in the Chicago pro
duction, used her attractiveness,
persuasive personality, and pro·

"Excallbur " brings to the
screen Malory's epic 15th cen·
tury medieval tales about the
legend of King Arthur. Although
the legend's origins can be trac
p.d back to 7th century Celtic
mythology, the story of King Ar·
thur and the Knights of the
Round Table encompasses all
that modern readers view to be
the Middle Ages,

ThiS motion picture verSion of
the Arthurlan Legend IS am·
bitious In that It attempts to give
the audience the "feel" of the
legend by setting the at·
mosphere right from the start. An
effective combination of
medieval knighthood and
chivalry, swords and sorcery, and
brilliant scenery leaves a Vivid im·
pression upon the viewer.

For anyone familiar with the
story, "Excallbur" IS easy to
follow, while others may not
understand the frequent leaps in
time and intricate plot twists. A
few deviations from the legend
are present, but none are

substantial enough to distract
from the film.

The movie is well worth seeing
II only for the explicit, and
realistiC, battle scenes. One pro·
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paganda to become on 01 the
most powerful women in the
world. She was given the name
"Evlta" when the people of
Argentina began calling her a
saint.

Eva could not fool everyone,
however. The character of Che,
John Hererra in the Chicago com·
pany, is an Argentinian student
who sees through Evita's
charade. Che acts as a sarcastic
protagonist in the retelling of
Eva's Ille. His riveting perfor·
mance and amazing vocal range
make him the real star of "Evita."

Harold Prince directed "Evita,"
with Larry Fuller choreographing
the dance numbers. These same
two men staged 1979's best
musical, "Sweeney Todd." Their
expertise makes "Evita" a great·
looking production.

blem With these IS thai because
everyone is clad In armor that
looks the same, it IS often dif
ficult to tell who IS lalklng or
what character just got hiS arm
chopped olf.

Another problem encountered
IS that anyone who has seen
Monty Python and the Holy Grall
will not be able to lake the film
too seriously.

The film beginS dUring the reign
of Uther, Arthur's father, telling
hiS story to set up the
background and characters that
Will be encountered later, The
story then jumps years later
when Art hur removes Excallbur
from a stone, proving that he
should be king,

Most of the film then deals with
Arthur trying to unite his
kingdom, prove himself and,
after Camelot IS built, with the
problems he encounters with hiS
Sister, Morgan, and hiS nephew,
Mordred.

At times, the acting IS
uninteresting, something that
could be due In part to the SCript.
Many of the lines are not too im·
aglnallve, but thiS can be ex·

The story of Eva and Juan
Peron is perfect material on
which to base a musical. Tim
Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber,
the same team that created the
music for "Jesus Christ
Superstar," have set to music a
wide range of human emotions
with their score lor "Evita." From
the powerful "A New Argentina,"
to the frollicksome "Good Night
and Thank You," to the touching
"Don't Cry for Me Argentina,"
Rice and Webber have captured
the spirit of the social boiling pot
that was Argentina in the '40's
and 50's.

"Evita" excels dramatically,
visually, and musically. Wat·
ching is a rare and exciting enter·
tainment experience.

··JEFF BASS

pecled from a story 01 tnls type
Often the aclors speak In
fragmented thoughls, bul again
thiS IS due baSically 10 the sub
lect being depicted, an piC
legend Back then, ther pro·
babably wasn't much Inter Stll1C]
to talk about.

Some parts of th film I nd 10
drag on, but the dull moments
are saved by the Ilk able
character, M rlln, a magiCian
and close adVisor to Arthur

ASide from Merlin, no other
character is s en enough or IS In
teresting enough to be well liked
by the viewer Some characters
have great possibility, but are
either never seen again or Is
they act out of character,

We expect, and most 01 th
time see, Arthur to be strong
willed, yet occasIOnally he
panics On the other hand,
Merlin, who usually IS wise and
mystical, often becomes whim
sical and often senile.

Overall, "Excallbur" IS not all
that one may expect, but It IS
film well worth seeing, If not Just
to learn of thiS claSSIC story,

··CRAIG JOHNSON

"Face Dances," The Who's
newest album is qUite different;
Roger Daltrey and Pete
Townshend are really unpredlc,
table, they both have new styles
and outlooks for th~tr musIc.

For example, you might expect
heavy metal sound from "The
Who," but thiS album changes
lhat whole concept around. It
seems the album has a llghler
touch than the traditional rock n'
rock style of The Who.

Leading off Side one, IS "You
Better You Bet." ThiS song
gUides .ou along With windless
synlhe\l~ers, Daltrey, then
comes Jr1 .\ftllh mellow vocals.
Without heSitation Pete
Town h nd leads on with har
monies which spices up the
piece Incredibly. Daltrey and
Townshend make the song en·
joyable, yet it lust doesn't live up
to the The Who's so·called tradi·
Iional rock n' rock.

The second cut, "Don't Let Go
Of The Coal," is gOing to be a
dance·floor hit. The beat is boun
cy and full of life. Ken Jones IS
no Keith Moon, of course, but for
a replacement he brings the end
of the song to a sparkle with hiS
steady beat which accents on
the movement of your feet.

SuprlSlngly enough the song
"Cach Cache," was written by
Townsh nd ThiS lick falls short
of ItS potential. It seems
Townshend brings out hiS punk
Side, the cut IS Just loud and of·
f nSlve, And a lot of hoarse
screaming by Daltrey and the
brok n record effect doesn't
make It for The Who

Another Townshend Original,
"Old You-Steal My Money," IS
qUite pleaSing. Daltrey has a
slight reggae sound when Slng
II1g. Bass and drums are mixed
up front to accentuate the beat.
But I stili feel The Who should go
back to rock n' roll.

Side two's "You," sounds like it
should be on Townshend's
"Empty Glass." In fact if
Townshend recorded It, he pro
bably would have made a mint by
now, Townshend plays lead well,
but Daltrey doesn't accomplish
vocals He sounds as If he's get·
tll1g old and IS lOSing the touch
that made him famous,
The last IS always saved for the

Face Value
Phil Collins
Atlantic

Phil Collins' first solo work,
"Face Value," has to be one 01
lh besl albums put oUI so far
lhis year, The album shows a unl'
que and enjoyable Side of this ex·
tremely talented musiCian best
known (or hiS work With the
groups GenesIs and Brand X,

Many of the tunes on this
album have a sort of pop/jazz
sound to them with the help of a
horn sectIOn on songs such as
"Hand In Hand," "I Missed
Again," and "Thunder and
lightning" Collin also does an
energetic version of the tune
"Behind the Lines," preVIOUSly
released on GenesIS' "Duke"
album,

The use of horns and Collll1s'
vocals create a Las Vegas
nlghlclub sound on a song which
has gott n a lot of air lime on the
radiO statIOns. Collins also does
an xcell nt version of the old
Beatles' tune "Tomorrow Nev r
Knows."

The highlight of the album IS
Collins' cl an, easy·to·listen·to
vocals. HIS vocal work on "The
Roof is Laking" IS really cap·
tlvatlng.

"Face Value" also has some
guesl mUSICians Including
baSSist Alphonso Johnson,
Stephen BiShop, Daryl Steurner
(whO tours with GenesIs) and Eric
Clapton, who plays on one of the
most enjoyable songs on the
album, the jazzy, "If LeaVing Me
IS Easy,"

The more you listen to thiS
album, the more you'll like It.
"Face Value" proves that Collins
IS an extremely gifted musiCians
who can make It at a solo career,

··OAN GRISKO
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(CONTINUED)

Mark
Harry

Petrakis?

•
IS

childbirth, of young men dying In
battle or parents losing a child.
I've always drawn on that
memory I have of my own sorrow.
The emotion is more Important
than the actuality."

Wanting to write since he was
very young, Petrakis remembered
thQ "dreadful little poems" he
wrote at 10 and 11 years old. But
then he became III with tuber·
culosls and stayed in bed from
the time he was 12 to 14 years
old.

In those two years, Petrakis
became Interested In reading.

'" mean, what do you do?" he
asked. "Those were the days
before television. So day after
day In bed, why, I began to read.
That additionally stimulated my
Interest In writing."

In school, Petrakis read
whenever he got the chance,
whether It was a study period or
when he could go to the library.

"I guess I was kind of a bookish
kid," he said, "not very social. I
don't have very sharp memories
of high school.

"I do remember one science
teacher, though. Her name was
Mrs. Howell. She was always
after me to do more than I was
doing.

"When we had visitors to class,

Who

Harry Mark Petrakis often gives lectures about his philosophy of writing.

Photo by Ness faune

these aren't Greek or Irish or
Polish·· they're universal."

Petrakis used the emotion he
felt when his father died as a
basic feeling in several stories.

"I was In my mid-20's when he
died," Petrakis said. '" watched
him die over a period of several
months and felt very lost. I loved
him and yet I was frightened
because he t1ad been our main
support.

"It was like I wasn't ready for
the world. I had a wife and child
and the responsibility of my
mother and I didn't want him to
leave me alone on the earth. As
long as I had him, I had
somebody who would be looking
after all of us."

"When he finally died, my
mother and I went back to the
hospital room after they'd called
us. She had been with him all
day, as she was every day. I
remember how quiet and stili he
lay in death."

His voice was softer for a mo·
ment, remembering his grief.

"The things I felt then, I have
used In many of my stories," he
continued In his normal tone.
"Never always writing simply of
the death of one old man, but I've
used the emotions of grief when I
write of a young woman dying In

they'd want to know who the best
students were. She'd point to
Emily and then she'd point to
Robert, she'd point to Rosemary
and she'd point to Stanley. Then
she'd point to me In the back of
the room and say with a certain
amount of scorn, 'And there's lhe
boy who could do best of all if he
really wanted to.' "

Petrakis laughed.
"It was quite a diminishment,"

he continued. "I made a couple
of good friends, though, that I
kept for some years. But I tended
to be a loner. I was never absorb·
ed in the sense of cliches and
proms or anything like that.

"I was an outsider. And often,
that outsider we see may be har·
boring or nurturing some kind of
talent Inside."

Many people have a natural
storytelling ability and good im·
aglnatlon. Petrakis felt he had
that talent, but he didn't think he
had to do anything about it. His
talent was going 10 develop all by
Itself.

"I never thought how I was go·
Ing to become a writer," he said.
"And that was kind of stupid.
Even those who have a bit of
talent have to develop that
talent.

"I left school my senior year. If I
had stayed In school, I may have
found a teacher to encourage me
and direct my energies. But I was
Just living my life from time to
time. People would ask, 'What
are you going to do with your
life?' I'd say, 'I'm going to write.'

"The thing one has to learn Is
that writing is a profession just
like any other profession,"
Petrakis said. "Nobody says 'I'm
going to be a doctor' and does
r.olhlng about il. You go to
school and take courses,"

But Petrakis thinks writing Is
even harder because It's not so
much the specific courses taken.
Many people could take courses
for years and not be able to write
a short story.

"You train yourself in other
ways," he said. "Writing is an
understanding as opposed to
just seeing. You cultivate your
imagination. You cultivate your
compassion. You study the way
other writers handle dialog,
openings and endings. You try to
develop a voice that belong to

'-- -J you."

Seeing an author's name
printed on his book might give
the impression thaI he's far away
and unapproachable.

But Harry Mark Petrakis, an
established author, often talks
with young people at high
schools and colleges about his
life and his philosophy of writing.

Even on the· telephone.
And Petrakis answered the

phone himself that morning.
Although It was only 9 a.m., he
had been up since 6:30. His voice
was smooth when he spoke, the
words flowing easily.

"Give me just one more
minute," he said and it sounded
as if papers were rustled In the
background. "Okay, now I'm set.
And t've even got a cup of
coffee." "

Author of 12 novels (h19 trlost reo
cent being "Nick the Gre~") and
numerous short stories, P~rakis

grew up in a mixed ethnic
neighborhood In Chicago during
the Depression.

"I was the son of a Greek Or·
thodox priest," he said. "We
were raised in a close·knlt house
where my parents spoke Greek to
us and the food we ate was
Greek.

"It was a whole, initial part of
my development, which I think
had its influence. Although I was
In America, all my first Impres·
sions and the things I absorbed
were Greek. It was almost like
the ethnic neighborhood was a
village In Greece In some ways."

As a boy, Petrakis played in the
alleys and streets of his
neighborhood. He remembered
how, at dinner time, mothers
would call out Into the alleys in
dlffer~nt languages for their kids
to come home. Experiences like
these and emotions Petrakis felt
while he was growing up were
where a lot of his Ideas and
stories came from.

"Well, any writer uses that
which belongs to him or her,"
Petrakis said. "You find, as you
go back to draw on material you
need, you use, not the exact
same stories that happened to
you, because you're not just
recording the stories, but you use
that as a familiar background.

"Now at a certain point In the
writer's development, why, the
writer moves across a threshold
into universal area. When the
writer begins to write of lonliness
and love and death, hatred and
betrayal and vengeance, then-·JEAN PATERSON

"Wild Planet," the album by
that poofy·haired punk rock
bunch, the B·52s, is not just
anoth r melodious punk album.
Quite the contrary, it's chock full
0' timely warnings corcerning
stimuli in the environment which
could prove to be hazardous to
the public's well·b ing.

For example, the song "Quiche
Larralne," which tells the
traumatic story of a man who
loses Quiche, his beloved dark
green dog, advises the listener to
be very wary of Great Danes,
especially tho.se wearing
de igner jeans.

Then there's "You're Living In
Your Own Private Idaho," which
warns lhe listener to stay off the
patio because he might fall Into a
boltomless pil. Besides pro·
viding the all·important patio
caution, this heart·felt melody
also kind of makes you want to
name your first born Spud or
some other half·mashed name.

The lyrics to the B-52s' songs
prove to be the most important
factor to their music. Probably
because they have developed a
musical concept which
countless recording artisls have
struggled to achieve: the ability
to make all their songs sound the
same. The lyrics are the only
distinguishing element.

For Instance, you wouldn't be
able to tell the difference bet·
ween "Party Out of Bounds" and
"Give Me Back My Man" from the
Instrumental standpoint, but
once you hear a forlorn woman
howling that will give fish and
candy, quite a tasty combination,
to whomever will give her back
her man, there's no doubt you are
listening 10 lhe laler.

Another Important asp ct of the
B-52s' music is the background
vocals. Those multi·talented
B-52s unleash even more of their
awe'lnspiring animal impression
backgrounds In "Wild Planel."
The most amazing among these
being the uncanny simulation of
the starvation call of a bleeting
cow marooned on the Serenghetl
Desert which can be heard
almost throughout the entire
album. It is so realistic that you
almost want to say, "Come on
now, is this live or is it
somebody's tongue caughlin the
can opener?"

If you're more of a philosopher
than a toe·tapper, you might en·
joy this comment on modern
society by the B-52s. Of course,
to really get the most from "Wild
Planet" you have to be one of
those rare and courageous in·
dividuals, committed to mar·
ching to the beat of a different
drum and willing to punk until
you puke.

Wild Planet
The B-52s
Warner Bros.
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Coe challenges and
stimulates you to achieve
more than you thought

possible. Ip.. short, it brings
out the best in you.

Write for more
information.

¢xl:~~«t~..~p..!'ge

What's the difference
between Coe College and
other liberal arts
schools? Coe's
approach to
undergraduate studies.
That means small,
informal classes that
encourage a free flow of
ideas. And professors
whose greatest satisfaction
is seeing you attain your
goals.

Then there's Coe's unique
Open Choice Curriculum. It
gives you the freedom to
design your own study plan.
You won't be held back by an
arbitrary list of required
courses.

cae
canbringout the

best inyou.

aged or old, the writer feels a
divinity shapes his end. In other
words, there's a great strength,
almost a religious strength.

"When the writing goes poorly,
the writer bacomes like Antigone
In the old Greek tragedy·· obsess
ed with death. A lot has to do
with the mood one feels in order
to write."

But the professional writer, ac·
cording to Petrakis, has to
dicipllne himself and find some
kind of rhythm of work. The
writer, whose business is writing,
cannot wait to be Inspired. Even
the worst days have to be pro
ductiv~ays.

"I do a lot of things to delay the
act of going up to my study to
begin work," Petrakis said.
"Many writers have this problem.
You love to work, you love the
end product, you love to get in
volved In it and yet you push off
that beginning."

Petrakis has diclplined himself
to work in his study that
overlooks dunes and a lake in his
Indiana home, though.

"I love my study because we
built it 11 year.s ago as an addi
tion to the house," Petrakis said,
"and nobody has ever worked in
it but me. I feel the walls have ab
sorbed the atmosphere of my
stories.

"Sometimes, when I sleep up
there in the summer, I swear I
hear whispering from the walls
that suggest characters I've
created in my stories are talking
to me. It's an eery, wonderful
feeling."

When Petrakis isn't experienc
ing that wonderful feeling at
home, he's usually sharing how it
feels with young people In one of
his lectures.

"It's so hard for many young
people," he said. "They don't like
themselves. They think others
are handsomer, brighter or more
athletic. But every Individual is
unique. With all the billions of
people who have lived, there are
no two people exactly alike.

"We have a power, to a degree,
to fulfill ourselves-- make
ourselves rich in feeling ar.d
understanding. If young people
would understand that value and
strength that lies in their In their
hands, it would be an
astonishing thing."

..VANESSA FAURIE

"We have a power, to
a degree, to fulfill
ourselves. "

Looking back at his childhood,
Petrakis felt that maybe he didn't
appreciate It at the time. But now
he looks back with nostalgia.

"In the play, 'Our Town' by Thor·
ton Wilder," Petrakis said as an
example, "there's a scene in the
third act that takes place in a
cemetery and the dead are sitting
on some chairs and talking.

"The girl, Emily, goes back to
see one day with her family. She
sees her mother in the kitchen
and suddenly cries out to them,
'Oh, stop for a moment. Let me
hold it. You don't realize when
you're living It how precious it is.'

"It's only later when we look
back that we see the benefit of
it."

" ..a writer doesn't
have to experience
everything, but he has
to learn and truly
understand. "

Petrakis began to seriously
develop his "voice" at 22. It
wasn't until 10 years later, In
1956, that he sold his first story
to a magazine, "The Atlantic
Monthly."

"I had ideas for my stories that I
made up," he said. "Imagination
is very Important. Then, lillie by
little, I went back to people I had
known.

"In other words, a writer
doesn't have to experience
everything, but what he does ex
perience, he has to learn and tru·
Iy understand.

"Many people see a leaf fall
from a tree in autumn and they
pay no attention to It. But so·
meone like Henry Thoreau, with
his heightened awareness, saw
in that falling leaf and wrote of
the nostalgic world we call
autumn."

In "Stelmark," Petrakis'
autobiography, he remembered
how he watched the people in the
apartment across from his
bedroom window during his i1.
Iness. There was a young couple
who, at the time, gave Petrakis a
different way of looking at life.

"The world, for me, was kind of
bordered by my room," he said.
"And it was kind of a dark world.

"Although these were not nlc.e
things to be doing, as a child, I
spied on the people who looked
wretched and unhappy. It seem
ed to me this was the dark,
violent world of adults.

"Then I saw that young couple
who seemed so happy and she
was so lovely... It's not that they
had so much influence on me,
but they gave me a different vi·
sion of life.

"It's like one day after the other
is a day of gloom and rain and
then you suddenly have the day
when the sun shines and the
whole earth seems brighter and
you feel a marvelous jubilation In
living.

"They did that for me. They
brought some sunlight into the
darkness of illness and the vision
of life I had at the time."

Today, it's not the young couple
from his childhood that Petrakis
remembers as much as just the
warmth from the people around
him.

"Young people have days when
they're depressed," Petrakis
said. "Adults have them, too. As
they grow older, though, days
like that can become severe
because you think of time pass
ing, the afflictions of age, aches
and pains that begin to assem·
ble.

"You think of dreams you've
had and you wonder how close
you're going to come to their
achievement. But I remember the
warmth of the people who care
for me and who are linked to my
destiny. And that's good for me.

"When the writing goes well for
a writer, and it doesn't make any
difference if he's young, middle·
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Tenure-- helping or hiding?
Illinois law provides for what is

known as the tenure system to
protect the employment of
teachers in public school
districts. Basically, tenure is a
kind of security status enjoyed
by teachers who have worked in
the same school district for more
than two years.

When a teacher is hired by a
school district, he works for two
years on probation. During this
time, it is more or less the discre
tion of the administration that
decides whether the teacher is
retained or dismissed. If it is his
first teaching assignment, the
probationary period may be ex
tended to three years.

At the end of his probationary
period, the teeacher must be
given a tenure contract or be
dismissed.

Once a teacher has achieved
tenure, the administration loses
some of Its authority over him. A
tenured teacher' can only be
dismissed for certain serious
reasons outlined in the School
Code. The teacher must be pro
ven ,nco,l1petent, insubordinate
or guilty of immoral conduct. All
charges against him must be
documented and cannot be at all
subjective.

An OLCHS teacher who asked
that his name be withheld,
believes that tenure first came
about to protect teachers from
unscrupulous administrators. He
now believes, however, that
many teachers use the system to
hide their ineffectiveness
because most school districts
use tenure as a basis for frequen
cy as of teacher observation.

age 12

At OLCHS for instance, proba
t ionary teachers are observed
each quarter by their department
chairman and each semester by
two administrators.

Hal Mulderink, president of the
Teacher's UnIOn at OLCHS,
responded to the above by say·
ing," Tenure does nothing to hide
a teacher's ability, it simply sets
gUidelines so that he can't be
fired for frivolous reasons."

Dr. P.R. Davies, one of the ad·
mlnlstrators aSSigned to teacher
evaluation, echoed Mulderink by
saYing, "Tenure doesn't limit
observation of a teacher, It only
defines the reasons for which he
can be dismissed."

Davies added, however, that
observatIOns are Indeed concen
trated on probationary teachers.
"We feel we can pretty well tell in
the first two years what kind of a
teacher a person is going to
make," he said.

The unnamed teacher feels that
many teachers "relax" ,after
achieving tenure and are much
less motivated to prove their
ability.

"In all three school districts I
have worked in," he said, "I have
seen terribly ineffective teachers
protected by tenure. They are
evaluated too seldom and when a
problem IS detected, it is too hard
to get action taken. Nowhere else
in the working world will you find
that kind of securlty:~ •

-. ,

Mulderink disagrees.
"It(tenure system)ls no more

than you would get working in a
private bUSiness somewhere," he
said. "The administration
reserves the right to put any
teacher, tenured or otherwise
under full observation."

When Davies was asked what It
takes to get a tenured teacher
evaluated as extensively as a
probationary teacher, he
answered, "The department
chairman IS In the best POSition
to settle problems With teachers.
He deals With them on a dally
baSIS and settles most problems
within the department."

DaVies was then asked If paren
tal or student complaints (per.
talnlng to competency) could In
itiate full observation. He said
they COuld, but "it IS not the
norm. This would only occur If we
recieved a conSiderable number
of complaints about the same
teacher."

Mulderink believes the tenure
system is indispensible.

"Without tenure," Mulderink
said, "we could be fired for
almost any reason, short of
something that would Violate the
Fair Employment Act."

The unnamed teacher believes
that tenure is a detriment to the
educational profession.

"Tenure leads to
complacency," he said, "in both
teachers because makes them
feel so secure, and ad
ministrators because their
authority is limited."

··JEFF BASS

s~



From lett to right, the teachers who have been dismissed are Howard
Rubin, Terry Wallace, Jim Plaskowy, Cynthia Pltelka, Rich Scherubel
and Dan Scott. Also leaving, but not pictured, are Ms, O'Neill,
Christopher Rice and April Heitlng,

'I wish I
could stay'

) by Kelly Carlson

, 1~81

Teachers face disapPOintments
everyday.. lust as students do

And nine OLCHS teach r
shared a great disappOintment
on Mar 19, when they were told
they wouldn't be teaching at the
school next year.

But for some teachers, the real
concern aboul the news did nol
present Ilself Immediately.

"Wh n I recleved the news It
re lIy didn't effect me until two
we ks lal r when I was no longer
busy With extracurrlculal ac
tivltles and had some lime to
think," said Dan Scotl, an In
dustnal arts teacher who has
been mployeed al OLCHS for
Ih past five years

"I began 10 Ihlnk about cerlaln
relationships With kids Ihat had
grown, and afler thiS I wan', see
Ihem any more"

Scott looked down, fighting to
hold back lears, HIS e"lJen:;nrp

has made hiS Job harder to leave
But even teachers who not been
here so long have found ending
relationships bUilt at the school
difficult.

"If I'd b n here longer It would
have b fn harder to leave," Terry
Wallac said He began teaching
English '81 OLCHS more than a
year ago:-1eplacing Nancy
Heskln who had taken a maternl
Iy leave.

"But I've galien close 10 qUlle a
few of the sludenls. EspeCially
Mrs Heskln's aides. I recrUited a
lot of them and I've gotten 10

know them well"
By getllng 10 know hiS

studenls, Scott has discovered
Ihat hiS job goes beyond
teaching

"I feel that I am helping Ihe kids
through a growth process," he
said, "Because thiS is a hard and
rough lime In their lives, I have
more Ihan Just an 8:00 10 2:35 a
day ,ob.. It IS so much more,"

Although Cynthia Pltelka has
had only a year of teaching at
OLCHS, she, too, has her
teaching become more than just
alob

"I've been here for ,ust a year,"
she said, " so I've just begun 10

organize, I am very sad to leave
because I Ilk thiS area and the
people, I stili want to leach here.
I Wish. I could stay"

But no matler how much the
leachers Wish they could stay,
the hard facts remain. At thiS
point, Ihe nine teachers Will no

longer be employeed at OLCHS
nd teaching jobs are becoming

Incr aSlngly harder to find, par
lilly because of declining enroll
menl

"When I was hired," Scott said,
"I was told not to worry about the
enrollment because It would not
be a probl m In the near lutur "

Bul unforlunately limes have
chang d and so have th
ch nces of gelling a job as
teacher

But unfortunately times have
chang d an.d so have the
chances of gelllnfj a ,ob as a
teacher

"The lacl IS," Wallace said,
"ther Just aren't teaching jobs
In very many places. A lot of
schools won't even send applica
tions But the administration has
b en really helpful-- they've even
sent out resumes."

Scott, too, has found the
assistance oi i,,<; ~-i'1wlls'ration

to find me a new Job," he said.
Wallace has worked outSide the

teaching field before.
"I did get of teaching for five

y ars," he said. "After five or six
years I thought I wanted to get
out of teaching. I worked at an
airport and at Loyola Hospital for
awhile, but after thlnkino it over I
deCided to go back, LeaVing
made me appreciate teaching
more.

Wallace's appreciation of his
leaching lob has made him can·
Sider the pOSSibility of remaining
al OLCHS as a substitute,

:'I'd like 10 stay at Oak Lawn,"
h ald. "It would be difficult 10

adJusl to another schoo!."
Wallace, like the other

teach rs, has noticed Ihat some
of hiS sludents Will have 10 ad·
jusl to hiS absence, too,

"Freshmen, especially, have an
attachment to their teachers," he
said, "When my freshmen
classes chose their English elec
tives for next year, a lot of them
took Reading and Wntlng on
Sports because I was teaching it.
When they found oul I was leav
ing Ihey said 'Mr. Wallace, what
are we gOing 10 do Without you?"

Bul not until next year Will the
students and faculty of OLCHS
know what they will do wllhout
Wallace and hiS eight counter·
parts who are leaving.

--DAN NOWACYZK
·-MAUREEN FOERTSCH



an American way of life

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 15)

Like Sue and her brother, the reaction to
a mother and father's divorce can range
from anger to guilt. Studies have shown
that the majority of children from divorced
p rents show Increased signs of depres·
slon and reJection.

Although anger, guilt and more negative
emotions are common feelings among
young people, DeniS Radigan, a SOCial
work rat OLCHS, believes there are those
who feel relieved. .

"In some cases where the family is con·
stantly fighting," Radigan said, "the
children may feel relieved to know that
they won't have to listen to it anymore."

Radigan also felt one of the main causes
of divorce was the inability to com·
municate within families.

ThiS was true with OLCHS junior Laura
Rezetko whose parents were divorced
when she was five years old.

"I can remember the fights my parents
used to have," Rezetko said. "But being
only five years old, I didn't really unders·
tand what was gOing on. As I grew up, their
divorce was just a way of life I became us
ed to."

Rezetko also mentioned the financial
aspects of divorce.

"It's hard making ends meet," she said.
"I live with my mother, who works five days
a we k. My father sends us a check, too.
But even with their checks combined, we
stili have trouble."

Carol, an Oak Lawn resident, also knows
what it's like to try and make ends meet.

"I have four children and not enough
money to support them," she said. "Now
they're all forced to work.

But with all the negative feelings that go
along with teen loneliness, there are also
some positive ones.

During the times when a teenager tem·
porarily feels lonely, it IS also a time when
he begins to understand the person that
he is. It can be a time when an individual
works things out in his mind that can help
him understand his feelings of loneliness.

"When someone feels lonely," Radigan
explained, "he can re·direct his energy into
hobbies and learning about himself."

Of course there are times when a teen
wants to be alone and it is perfectly nor·
mal.

"There are lots of times when I like to be
by myself," 15·year·old Kathy 3aid. "I think
everyone does sometimes. It's just as 1m·
portant as the time I spend with my
friends."

Time alone is time well spent as long as
you're not alone all the time.

The issue of loneliness creates more
questions than answers. However, one
solution may be to offer your time to a nur·
sing home or day care center In return,
you Will recleve the attention and affection
that could pull you out of your loneliness.
You can learn to value yourself by offering
your help to others

"It all depends on the attitude of the In·

dlvldu I," Radigan said "The person must
accept lh Idea of feeling lonely, but also
must fe I good about himself."

--CHRIS LEINWEBER

There is no one, definite pattern from
which a divorce can be predicted.

The rate of divorce in America is growing
every year, though. It has gone from 38 per·
cent in 1979 to almost 50 percent currently,
according to a recent article In the
Chicago Tribune. Half of these divorced
couples have children under the age of 18.

Reasons for such a high percentage can
be anything from lack of independence to
inflallon. But the effects of a divorce In·

volve the children In a family, too, not Just
the two people. It can be more devastating
to the children.

In Sue's case, like many teenagers, the
news of her parents divorce was confus·
ing.

"After 23 years of marriage I just couldn't
understand," Sue said as she looked into
the drink that she had In front of her. "They
always seemed so happy,"

Her mother had said she always wanted
a divorce, although her father never knew.

"It wasn't that my father was an
alcoholiC or had beaten her," she said.
"She just wasn't happy with her life."

"I remember how much my brother hated
them (her parents). He kept telling them
that they could work out any problems
they had.

"My mother and father both knew it was
too late. She kept telling him there was
nothing to solve. She Just wanted to get
away from my father. There was no love. It
was just that they were so used to each
other."

Sue felt her mother was being selfish and
nad no consideration for the rest of her
family.

"I fell so sorry for my brother," Sue con·
tlnued while she lit a cigarette. "He was
really depressed. But the thing that really
screwed him up was when we went to
court. My mother didn't even want
custody."

DIVORCE--

mat he cannot overcome them. This is
where loneliness and depression can go
hand in hand.

"I think of depression as an anger you
feel at yourself," Denis Radigan, an
OLCHS social worker said. "DepreSSion
and loneliness kind of reinforce each
other."

A big problem when a teen feels lonely is
that he thinks he is the only one that feels
that way. He sees his friends having a
good time and gets depressed when he
feels he is the only one that feels alone.

"It's a vicious circle," Radigan con·
tinued "Depression causes you to
withdraw, and wlthdrawl causes
loneliness. When you're feeling lonely, you
may feel bad toward yourself, causing
depression,"

Yet what can happen when these feel·
ings of depression and loneliness become
severe IS frightening.

"I thought about suicide once or tWice I
guess," an OLCHS senior explained. "It
was just something I thought about,"

Those whose feelings of loneliness and
depression last far beyond a couple of
months or years feel that death IS their on·
Iy way out It's not suprlslng then, that
teen SUICides have become more and more
frequent So frequent, In fact, that accor·
ding to "Seventeen" magazine, they hav
become the third largest killer of young
people.

But gOing for help doesn't necessarily
mean the problem will be solved.
Loneliness IS a personal problem that
must be overcome by yourself. And
because It depends on the individual, there
are different ways of coping with it.

"I have ~~cial person that I can go to
just to talk,'" ,aid an OLCHS junior. "He
helps me feel,petter because I know he
car~." ~

'Having someone to talk to when you're
feeling down can be a great help. Unfor·
tunately, that isn't always the case.

"If I'm feeling bad or somethin' I just go
out and party with some of my
buddies,"18·year·old Mike, a senior at
OLCHS said. "I forget I'm feelin' bad when
I get high."

"Even when I'm with my friends I feel
kind of distant," an OLCHS sophomore girl
said. "Maybe I like to get drunk so I feel
like I'm part of the group."

Getting "high" IS the easiest way out for
many kids. But when the "high" wears oft.
nothing has been accomplished. The lone·
Iy person often turns to drugs because
they relieve the pains of loneliness··
temporarily.

Temporary solutions are often used.
Sometimes that can mean teenagers turn·
Ing to sex for all the wrong reasons.

"I went through a period when I felt lone·
Iy and depressed," an OLCHS senior girl
said. "I felt that by having s x others
would care about me and find me attrac·
tive.

"But when I finally did it, It backfired on
me. All I got was a reputation and people
disliking me. And it only caused me more
loneliness and pain."

Sex IS a way for the lonely person to seek
the attention and affection he IS seeking. It
is not surprising that many teenagers turn
to sex.

The causes of loneliness are as varied as
the ways people use to deal with it.
Sometimes the lonely person feels that he
isn't worth anything and is afraid to be reo
jected by others. And to avoid the pain of
rejection or disappointment, the person
chooses to be alone.

Often the person who is lonely distorts
the feelinos he has about himself so much

•
I

lonll

It's a Saturday night and Mary has a gone
to a party, She IS surrounded by friends,
music, dancing and laughter.

, Yet despile the room full of people and
the fun. Mary feels alone. She is. in fact,
10~eIV.

That IS not an unusual situation. h

Loneliness IS often experienced when
you're in a group. Everyone seems to be
having fun··except you.

Lonliness. Some have called it the most
"widespread illness" In the country.
Others have said it to be "complele
despair."

But no matter how you want to define it,
loneliness IS a difficult feeling to handle.

Look around you. Who are the people
that are lonely? Maybe the boy across the
street, the school Homecoming queen, the
successful lawyer or perhaps you.

Although everyone feels lonely at one
time or another, loneliness seems harder
to deal with during the teenage years
Most everyone agrees that adolescence i~

a difficult time of self·dlscovery which can
lead to periods of loneliness.

And though this temporary loneliness IS
normal, 11 can go far beyond that.

"Sometimes I feel like I don't care what
happens to me," one 17·old·year old
OLCHS student said. "Nobody cares
about me."

"Nobody cares about me." A cry that is
heard from every lonely person. More fre·
quently with an adolescent It Is "nobc1y
understands me."

It is when the thoughts and feelings of
teen seem so different than those of his
parents or friends that the teen starts to
feel alone. ThiS can be the beginnings of a
difficult time.

"My parents live In the past," John, an
OLCHS sophomore said. "They just don't
know how it is to be a kid these days. It's
hard growing up, and somellmes I feel like
I'm all alone,"

John's feelings are common ones. But
the question of how to handle your feel·
ings of loneliness is not easily answered.

There are psychiatrists, psychologists,
ministers, social workers, counselors,
family and friends to try to help those who
want it.
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As an aircraft mechanic
Karen knows the

meaning of 'equality'

Changing society
accepts divor~~NU[DFROMPAGEl41

O'Hare Field is dark now, but it's trimmed
by bright, scallered lights, The activity on
the air field hasn't slowed since daylight's
disappearance, though, As air lines
employees rush to get flights out on time,
their voices can occasionally be heard
above the cry of in·coming jets, Among
these workers is Karen Listhartke, 25, one
of Un1ted Air Lines, two Chicago·based
female aircraft mechanics,

After Llsthartke has seen her flight
prepared for departure, she drives an elec·
trical malntenance·equipped golf cart
through the airport's mass of machinery
and people to reach the Delta 2 area, the
end maintenance point. Backing the cart
into the waiting spot, Listhartke begins to
relax, knowing that she has a short break
before her next flight.

BUI Lislhartke thinks short breaks are
long enough, though her Job can be
physically demanding, The 5'4", medium·
built woman is often required to lift DC·a,
Dc·lO towbars on the nose-gear of planes,
weighing from 100 to 200 Ibs, for line-up on
push tractors, Such work has not proven to
be a set·back, though,

"I enjoy my work," she says in between
tile bites of her sandwich serving as her
lunch in the middle of her 2:30 to 11 shift.
"I was always interested in aviation. I used
to be a pilot. I was working on my private
plane and I decided that I liked the
mechanical end better·· it was more fun,

"I've got a house on Lake
right now. I did the plumbing
in it and I re-did the
bathrooms, the bedrooms
and the outside. I like work
ing on my house because
it's mine and I can do what I
want to it,"

..~

"It'S fun to tinker. I work on my truck or
my bike(motorcycle). You know? I just do
whatever they need."

So much of Listhartke's "tinkering" is
done at home.

"I've got a house on Lake Zurich right
now," Listhartke says, "I did the plumbing
in it and I re·did the bathrooms. the
bedrooms and the outside. I like working
on my house because it's mine and I can
do what I want to il./ decide what to do
with it. I can plan and say, 'Okay, I want to
put a new door in, maybe I'll make a win·
d6w here, or maybe I'll paint awhile.' It's
my house."

Listhartke may enjoy her independence
at home, but on the job she appreciates
the group effort.

"We all get along like a team here," she
says, speaking of the other mechanics she
works with at the gate. "Basically, we all
pull our own weight. And sometimes if I
see somebody else behind I usually go out
and help him if I don't have anything else
to do at the time. Sometimes It's the other
way around. I think we all work together to
get the trips out."
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Speaking of gelling trips out causes
Listhartke to wonder when her next flight
will leave. She walks across the room and
clicks a remote control switch approx
imately 12 feet from the flight sch dule
monitor in the corner of the room. Seeing
that a flight IS due at her gate soon she
grabs her jacket and headset and tem·

Photo by Reen Foertsch

Karen Usthartke backs a tractor, that she and other
UAL mechanics use tor transportation around the air
field, into a spot near the Delta 2 area.

porarily leaves the room. For a few
moments the only sound in the room is the
sporadic "pop-pop" coming from the pop
corn popper near the window. In Ltsthar·
tke's absence her co·workers speak of her
,ob performance.

"She works," Tom Pieniazek says, He
agrees that Listhartke does indeed expend
the same amount of effort, or perhaps
more than her male counterparts.

In the 15 minutes she's been out, her
male counterparts have begun several
conversations and so she speaks a lillie
louder than she had before, explaining
what her job entails.

'" got my license in the southwestern
part of Michigan. There's a nice technical
college out there that I went to for a couple
of years, I got my FAA airframe and
powerplant license there, which enables
me to perform any maintenance to either
the engine or the airframe of the aircraft.

'Righi now I work the gate area, and my
basic responsibility is to check the air·
worthiness of whatever plane I'm working
on. Sometimes there's work to accomplish
and other times there isn't. But I have to
check that plane to see that it's air worthy
and get it back out for another trip,

"If there's any major problems with the
plane, the hangar usually gets It. Repairs
can take an hour or two at the gate, but if
it'll take four or six or twelve hours we take
that plane out of service so the gate will be
ready for another trip.

"I worked at the hangar for two years. I
think if it wasn't for all the political stuff
going on there now I'd like really fiXing
planes better than just getting them ready
for trips. But right now there are just too
many political pulls, pressures and
hassles."

Listhartke drags her fingers through her
short-light-brown hair, displaying her
frustration, She watches one of the men
push a handful of pop corn Into hiS mouth
then spit a kernel onto the floor. She
smiles then, and continues speaking.

"A lot of guys are trying to be top dog at
the hangar right now and they tend to give
the lillie people a lot of things to do to
keep their own records looking good. All
they're looking for are brownie points.
They say 'We've got all this done for you,'
but they don't give us any credit. The more
work we'd do the beller they'd look. After
awhile you get tired of it and you start say
Ing, "Find somebody else to do your work,
because I'm still dOing this job.'"

Although she doesn't like the politics in
the hangar, Listhartke readily admits
politics help females in her career.

"I think there's more federal pull if you're
female," she says. "They're trying to help
you because they're trying to see more
minority workers. I think there are four
girls doing loading on the ramp now, and
that's a job."

And although the government makes it
easier for women in Listh rtke's field to
get jobs, she's on her own ren it comes
to outsiders who question her work.

"People ask me what I d~'" she says,
"and usually I tell them thaf I\n,- Just a
wrench·turner and they say 'Oh yeah, like
It?' And I say 'Sure.' I try to keep it casual.
If I don't try to come on big they don't try to
come on big. But there are always a few
people who try to see what I can do. But
after a few words, a little prodding, a little
loking they learn to drop it in time."

"It must sound temble, but there was
nothing I could do, It was either divorce
him or destroy my life and the kid's."

Carol's reason for her divorce was
because her ex·husband was an alcoholiC,

"We wanted to divorce each other a long
time ago," she said "But we made the
mistake of staYing together for the
children.

"But now, after being raised With an
alcoholiC father, the kids are very mixed
up"

It was for a child that Tony and MarCia,
two OLCH5 graduates, got together In the
first place,

"I was 17 and pregnant," MarCia said. "He
was 22, And it was hell from the start. We
were ,ust kids.

"I stayed home With the kid all day and
Tony went out with hiS friends. So after on
ly one year of marriage, I deCided to gel
out. There was just too much pressure."

Although many people feel anger and bit·
terness In divorce, some couples peaceful
ly deCide Ihat divorce is the best solution

Listharlke laugns, revealing her good·
natured attitude towards those who had
teased her about her occupation, Her
laughter fades into a smile, though, as she
explains why she cannot agree with their
behavior.

"We were raised as in
dividuals. Everybody was
raised to do what he wanted
to do. And whether it was
my brother or my sister, they
had the back up of my
parents as long as they were
honest in what they were
trying to do. "

"We were raised as individuals," she
says. "Everybody was raised to do what he
wanted to do. And whether it was my
brother or my sister they had the back up
of my parents as long as they were honest
in what they were trying to do."

Listhartke's upbringing may have helped
to create her present state of self·
confidence.

"I don't like E.R.A.." she says. "Because
whatever I did, I did on my own and I don't
need anyone rooting for me,"

--MAUREEN FOERTSCH

to their problems. And a lot ot those peo·
pie remain friends after they have
separated.. people like Dana and Joe who
also live In Oak Lawn,

"We were just incompatible," Joe said,
looking at Dana

"It wasn't like we were fighting all day
long or anything," Dana said, "We calmly
agreed to get divorced Without hating each
other ..

Joe and Dana also agreed that he
wouldn't pay alimony

"I'm 37 and have an okay·paylng job,"
Dana said. "I just didn't think it would be
fair to make Joe pay me alimony with the
cost of everything as high as it is now,
anyway."

RealiZing and coping with the effects of a
divorce can be hard even when the divorce
IS a peaceful one.

But no matter how tough It may be,
divorce IS becoming a more familiar way of
life.

--HAMID RAZIK
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Sports

Coach Lewis looks on with much interest.-.\

After 29 years, John Lewis, one of the
original OLCHS teachers, will hang up his
whistle and retire at the end of this year.
OLCHS will probably go on for who knows
how long, but Lewis will say "Goodbye" to
Oak Lawn and "Hello" to Naples, Florida.

Born in Westfield, Illinois, Lewis at first
wanted to be a farmer.

"It seemed like the thing to do," Lewis
said with a slight grin that never seems to
leave his face. "But in 1942, I had to leave
college, go into the service and fight in the
war for four years. When I got back, I
decided I wanted to be a teacher."

Lewis has been teaching ever Since. But
what got him into coaching?

"Oh, I was a husky, muscular boy in high
school and have been involved in sports
ever since." Lewis said, thinking back to
his high school days. "Our high school
was small with an enrollment of only 130
or so students and sports was the thing to
be in back then."

And sports was the thing LeWIS was in.
Although they didn't have a football team
because their school was so small and it
(football) wasn't too popular back then,
Lewis occupied his time with basketball,
baseball and track.

"Track was one of my better sports," said
Lewis. "I was a high jumper and pole
vaulter. I was pole vaulting ever since I was
five years old. Besides pole vaulting and
high jumping, I also threw discus."

The track season didn't last very long
(there were only six meets). Then baseball
season started. Baseball wasn't played
during the school year back then, it was
played during the summer.

Lewis' school days were almost always
filled with some kind of sport. And he ad
mited, "In my school days I was mostly out
for the sports, not the grades."
But Lewis was not only in sports. He also

participated In different extra-curricular
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activities. l1~ was in the Agricultural Club
(similar to tt'\~ 4·H Club), the band a'ld he
also received~Citizenship Award, given to
one student every year for his good acts
and personality.

"Being a small school that it was, our
band wasn't very big," Lewis said. "So duro
ing the basketball games, the guys on the
varsity team would play in the band while
the frosh·soph played their game and then
vlce·versa. That was always fun."

After graduating, Lewis went on to
Eastern Illinois University where he receiv·
ed his Bachelor of Science degree. From
there, he continued his education, as well
as his participation in sports, at the
University of New MexIco for two years.

"I played on the football team for my two
years at Eastern and I was in basketball
and track for all four of my years In col
lege," LewIs said, as he crossed his legs
and his grin turned into a smile. "I gave up
on baseball, for I could never hit a curve
ball. In high school, it wasn't so bad
because they couldn't pitch that fast. But
by college, they found my weak spot."

In college, LewIs was the only student to
receive letters 10 times. He was the se
cond hlghest·scoring letterman in the col·
lege.

After graduating with a masters in social
sciences and physical education, Lewis
went on to teach social science and world
history at Grayville High School In
Grayville, Illinois. While he was there,
Lewis coached a good football team, the
basketball team and a conference·winning
track team.

Then, in 1952, Lewis came to the newly
built high school of Oak Lawn. That's
when he started his teaching and his long
line of coaching.

"I coached football for eight years,
basketball for four years, track ever since
the school's been open (29 years), cross

country for three years. And then, on and
off, I was the Athletic Director for 13
years. "

Lewis's long line of coaching and
teaching has earned him a great deal of
respect. Then again, how could a person
not respect a man who walks around
school everyday in his white Oak Lawn
Phys. Ed. shirt, green knit pants, white
socks, green and white Adidas track
shoes, whistle around neck. glasses in
shirt pocket, stopwatch in pants pocket
and a smile that would cheer up anybody's
day? All that and sliver streaked hair,
parted on the side, sets him off as one of
OLCHS most respected and favorite
teachers. And that's not even mentioning
his easy·going personality and In·
teiligence.

"In the earlier years of the school, there
were only six teams in the conference in·
stead of eight. For the first three years, we
didn't have a cross country team. Since I
was the Athletic Director at the time I
decided I was going to bUild a team. So, I
took seven members of the football team
and ran hem in the first Oak Lawn Cross
Country meel. Our line·backer ended up
winning the meet and eventually he went
on to win conference."

Lewis isn't the kind of a guy who takes
losing lying down. He likes to win and
usually does. As far as the teams he's
coached goes ...

"The football and cross country teams
won conference once and the track team
won conference 15 times and districts
twice."

Between the three coaches (Lewis, Ted
Storer and George Dunn) there have been
74 conference champions in track, not to
mention the five or six conference-winning
relay teams.

"He's the kind of guy you want to please
just to see him smile," said one member of

the track team. "I don't think there is one
member of the team who Isn't going to
miss him."

But now Lewis feels he must move on.
But where will he go? What will he do?

"My wife, my daughter and myself will be
moving to Florida. I'll be the manager of a
mobile home community. It's mostly for
people who have retired and are over 40."

That's a pretty big job considering he
doesn't know too much about mobile
homes or how to run them. But as LeWIS
said, 'I'm not afraid of work and It Isn't a
new word to me. I feel If you try hard
enough and work at It long enough, It will
come to you. Even though I'm going to be
managing 275 homes, I'm stili looking for
ward to the warm weather and plaYing golf
as much as possible."

LeWIS has hiS work cut out for him. He
has a lot to learn and not a whole lot of
time to learn It in. He has to learn about
electricity, sanitation, plumbing and many
other things. But he IS confident and op·
timistic. He likes his retirement plan and IS
happy with the life he's been living.

"When you work at a school for 29 years,
it sort of becomes your life. And I'm happy
with It."

Through It all, John LeWIS keeps striving
for more. Walking in hiS footsteps IS his
son who teaches and coaches at a school
in Wisconsin.

As LeWIS put on his jacket, getting ready
to go home after anoth r day at OLCHS, he
made a promise to all of us...

"I'll be up here a couple of times a year to
visit some friends, see my son and ckeck
up on the good 01' track team."

--RICK LAKIE
JOHN MALUCK
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Varsity baseball
has tough season

Baseball IS supposed to be America's
favonte past time, nght? Wrong. At least
for the Spartans, anyway.

Since the Spartans tied Homewood
Flossmoor early In the season, their game
plan has gone according to schedule.
After 16 games, the Spartans had a con
ference record of 3·7 and an overall record
of 5-10 and one tie.

'It's been a rough season," senior Ken
Fewkes said In a soft toned vOice

"And we've lacked consistency and have
not played up 10 our potential." said varsl·
ty coach "Skip" Borkowski of the teams
sub .500 performance

This year's team had a lot of depth but
lacked aggressiveness. If It had put those
two Ingredients together, the team would
have been unbeatable.

"Many times we made
mistakes early in the game
and were unable to catch
up. "

Many games are decided in the tate inn
Ings by a great ptay or costly error. The
Spartans are no exception, having lost
many close games including two one-run
games to Reavis, the conference favorite
In a doubleheader.

ReaVIS was predicted to win the con·
ference before the start of the season, so
the Spartans have nol been lis only victim.

One problem the Spartans had this
season was that they lost control of the
game In early Innings.

"Many times we made mistakes early in
the game and were unable to catch up,"
second ~asemen Jim Wells said.

There were also the let·downs which af·
f cted the team's play.

"We had to keep our heads In the game
at all times and not get down after a bad
play," said Junior Kns Flynn.

Thq, may have been a tough season for
the Spartans, but there Is optimism in the
Juniors who will be returning next year.

"We're gonna be great," said first
basemen Tim Valasek. But how confident
can a ptayer be?

'We will be better next year, but our al
tltude has to be better," said outfielder Bill
Cummins.

Tom Cappos and Flynn, who were both
starters lhroughout this baseball season,
will be returning to the line-up next
season Cappos IS a pitcher/infielder and
Flynn, a catcher. Both players had been
SWinging hot bats and playing good
defense throughout the season, giVing
them the pos~ibility of making conference

Cart Rohdle, the only sophomore to make
varsity sqaud this year, will also return
next season Rohdle was a starting In·
fl Ider and proved to be valuable by play·
Ing well all year

Pitchers Rob Oml Clnskl and Dave Wills
Will b returning also These, two along
With Cappos. Will be carrYing a big burden
on th varsity pitching staff next year,

The Spartans definitely have to make ad·
Justments tor the follOWing season off n
slvely and defensively to become more
challenging In an already competitive con·
ference.

"Our hlltlng and defense has to come
around and If It does, we should be pr tty
good next year," said Junior Bill Schultz

Taking a final look at thiS past season,
the Spartans defeated conference foes
Llncoln·Way, Shepard. T.F. South and
beaten two top CatholiC League teams,
Brother Rice and SI. Rita.

"We wer beller than people thought we
would be," said Cummins.

"Our hitting and defense
has to come around and if it
does, we should be pretty
good next year."

\

The Spartans had put In many hard hours
of practice and deserve a lot of credit and
respect They worked contlnously Irying to
get their play perfected only to see It slip
away from them on the field.

Overall, thiS was a season of tough luck
for the Spartans. But sooner or later, the
ball will slart to bounce fair Instead of foul.

--BILL BRAND

Soph •omores SWing
Photo by Kelly Car/son

'hot bats'
The first three weeks of the season were

practice games to get the team tuned,uJ::
for the conference games. During the prac·
tice games, the players had hoped to
"Iron·out" their mistakes to prepare for a
flawless conference season.

This was "Skip" Sullivan's first year as
the sophomore baseball coach and he
hoped to put a winning team onto the field.

This year's sophomore team was full of
talent and depth. Last year, the team clos·
ed the season With an 8·12 record, but that
record can be misleading due to a couple
of consequences the freshman team suf
fered.

In the middle of the season last year,
three good freshman players were moved
to the sophomore team. Out of the three,
only one of the players, Larry Cappos, was
on the sophomore team. Paul Lilliwitz
didn't join baseball this year and Carl
Rohde was playing on the varsity team. All
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three players pitched and batted well and
were good defensive players.

Stili, the team went on to play close to a
.500 record.

To be a winning team, you must have
good pitching, good defense and adequate
hitting. Sullivan got all three for his players
this season

The sophomores started the season on
fire wllh a 12·5 overall record and a 5-2 con·
ference record, which puts them in first
place In the SICA West.

With players like Jim Popp at shortstop
and Cappos as first baseman to solidify
the infield, and Craig Dominski to help the
outfield, the team has shown a strong
defense.

Mike Flemming and Jon McCan pitched
well for OLCHS. And hitting was there with
Flemming, Bill Wills, Dominski and Cap
pos swinging hot bats.
"We are an exciting team to watCh,"

Wills, designated hitter/outfielder, said. "If
we keep up the good work and stay
together as a team, we should be in the
race for the conference championship."

This year's freshman team hoped to turn
the start of the season around. The
freshmen had a 8·12 overall record and a
2·5 conference record. But with some
work, the can be a .500 ball club by the end
of the season.

"I expect an athlete to put out that extra
effort constantly in order to put himself
one step ahead of his competitor,"
freshman coach Glenn Watt said.

None of the freshman players have
played together, but hopefully by the se
cond half of the conference season, the
team will have molded together.

When asked If this year's freshman team
could be compared to last year's freshman
team, Watt said, "That's like comparing
apples to oranges. These are two different

groups of individuals that have different
'chemistrles in terms of team

development. "
Scott Peters and John Dvorak pitched

well for the freshmen. Jim Leikel did
sometimely hitting, too. The defense was a
little shaky, but it seemed to improve With
each game.

Watt also believed that the team had
good speed and that the speed will be an
added feature to their offense.

"I would say our biggest asset is out ver
sltility of the individuals," Watt said.
"Some players are at different positions
every game and that has helped us tremen
dously.

"Sandburg and Reavis are having good
seasons and there isn't and easy team in
the conference," he said. "But the cham
pion will be decided on the ball field and
not in the papers or In someone's mind."

--LOU CANELUS
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PhOlo by Kelty Carlson

Piaskowv juggles during his free period for relaxation.

..SUSAN JAKSICH

conference held at Homewood·Flossmoor
on May 1·2.

The sophomore team finished second In
l

conference With a 2-2 record. SaWicki and
TrOjniar were dropped down from the varSI·
ty to compete in the sophomore con·
ference meet.

Sawicki took firsts on high bar, horse and
all·around and two seconds on horse and
parallel bars He also took fourth on tumbl·
Ing and rtngs.

Trolnlar took a second on rtngs. Dave
Czajkowski also took second on rings
while Richard Haehnlein look third on
horse and Matt Dillon a fifth on horse.

"The sophomores did well this year," Kel·
Iy said. "We will definitely look good in the
next couple of years.

"Sawicki performed al the varsity level all
year. He usually beat everyone on floor
and vaulling. He has a bright future ahead
of him."

The boys varsity tennis team started the
season off on the rtght foot by finishing
above 500 In ItS exhibition meets ealler
thiS sprtng.

Trying to Improve on last y af's 4·12
record. the varsity team has compiled a 77
record thiS season With a 3-2 record In con·
ference meets.

The team Includes Singles.. Andy Kut·
sulis, Dan Ganzer and Steve Leary: first
doubles.. Paul Lundquist and Dave Engel;
and second doubles.. Bob Springer and
ChriS Kupzcyk.

"If we finish above .500, it Will b quite an
accomplishment," said varSity coach
Chuck Lawson, considertng last year's
record.

The boys sophomore team followed the
footsteps of the varsity team In exhibition
meets thiS year by also finishing above
500.
The sophomore team has improved from

a 7·9 record last year to an 11·3 record and
a 2-0 record in conference.

Sophomore coach John Leary switched
the order around at the beginning of the
year. Jim Behling was brought down from
varsity to play sophomore and help the
team oul.

The sophomore team includes Singles..
Jim Behling (5·3), Bill Theisen (8·4) and
Fawzy Hassan (9·4); doubles.. Steve Wydra
and Bill Novotny (12·1), Paul Lilliwltz and
George Steinback (5·0); alternates.. Henry
Capatan, Mark Medows, Ted Sokolowski
and AI Lyons.

"We should finish in the top three In con·
ference," Leary said Just after a win over
Llncoln·Way.

Future looks bright for boys
gymnastics

··BRUCE NORRIS

For the second year In a row boys gym·
nastlcs has been a spring sport rather
than a winter one.

But It'S not the season that makes the
difference In gymnastics.

"Gymnasltcs IS not like basketball or
football," said varSity gymnastiCs coach
Larry Kelly "It's much different

"You compete both as a team and as an
indiVidual. When your're In an event all
eyes are on you. There's a lot of pressure."

B sides the ability to perform under
pressure, the gymnast must have strength
and courage. And he must work out year·
around by dOing hiS routines for the event.

Kelly and sophomore coach Howard
Rubin both agree that the pommel horse IS
the most difficult event while the most ex·
citing IS the high bar The excitement is
why high bar IS saved for the last event of
the meet.

Other events In boys gymnastics are
(tngs, horse, tumbling and parallel bars.

Senior Bill Reardon, juniors Bob Carlo,
Joe Gillen and Tom Dahlman and
sophomores Steve SaWicki and Tom Tro·
jniar make up the varsity team which
finished with an 0-4 conference record.

Dahlman took second on the horse at the

to a close
Tennis season draws

that I have no second thoughts about It."
Piaskowy shows his sense of humor and

jokes a little about coaching.
''I'd be worried If a turkey showed up to

coach the team," he said. "But only then."
Havlnq hloh hopes for next year's team,

Piaskowy is disappOinted that he won't be
a part of his optimism of success for the
team.

"The cross country team that will be
seniors next year had little talent as
freshmen. All they had was heart and
desire. As freshmen, they were 1·12 and
the only victory came through a forfeit.
Now, the same team that was 1·12 will be
12·1 against the same guys who beat them
as freshmen.
"It's alltl ,HI. They have never been great

atheletes, but \hey sure have the heart and
desire that caf\\make anyone good."

Piaskowy feel~stronglyabout having th(il
heart and desire as the main ingredient for
.the making of a good sportsman.

Plaskowy feels strongly about having
heart and desire as the main ingredient for

"The problem with our athleltc coaches
here at Oak Lawn Is that they only look for
athletes and not for the boys With hearts.
Those are the winners," he says and his
voice IS sincere and calm now. compared
to his cheerful tone earlier. My t am
because of ItS heart and d Sire, have Ihe
potential to win conference next year It
Will be the fifSt time since Since 1959 I'm
sorry that I'm going to miss It."

The team members Will be sorry to see
their coaches leave.

"I loved running for coach LeWIS. I lust
Wish I could have done more for him," says
the conference high hurdl champ, Roy
Wilke.

"Thanks to coaches LeWIS and Storer, I
have learned both diSCipline and respect,"
says Ron Frazier, an OLCHS junior.

"It was an honor and prtvilege to run
under coach LeWIS and coach Storer,"
says George Theil, another OLCHS Junior,

The whole cross country team gol
together and combined ItS feelings about
Piaskowy and his leaVing.

"Coach Piaskowy has not only made
cross country popular, but he has made It
a fun and interesting sport," says one
member who speaks for the team. "His
techniques and hiS knowl dge to make a
successful runner IS beyond the
knowledge of any coach we know. He tells
us his ideas, then applies them. But most
of all, he will be missed a great deal and
we wish all the success in the world."

So it seems the boys, as well as the
coaches, feel that whoever takes over
coaching, things will never be the same.

··RUTH NEUMAN

OLCHS to lose
running coaches

Track IS one of the sports that is losing
some of its coaches next year. Head coach
John Lewis IS retlrtng and Ted Storer will
teach at OLCHS,. but will no longer coach.

The loss of these two coaches may cause
some wonder how the team will be af·
fected. But according to assistant coach
John Doughney, "Next year's team is go·
Ing to be better because we are finally
have a whole group of seniors. But the
retirement of LewIs and Storer will affect
the whole team."

This year's coaching staff consists of
George Dunn, Doughney, Lewis and
Storer.

"Dunn, Lewis and Storer have been
coaching together for a long time and are
probably the best team of coaches
around," says Doughney. "Losing them
will be losing a lot of knowledge and ex·
perience."

Other members of the team seem to
agree.

"Coach Lewis' and coach Storer's deter·
mlnation for our track team to be a good
one makes them both winners." says Dan
Callahan, an OLCHS freshman

Dan's brother, Jim, who IS a junIOr, feels
gratitude towards the two coaches.

"These two coaches have patience and
understanding In th Ir work, which makes
me fe.1 proud that they're there," says
Jim

Not only will lhe team members suffer
from the lack of coaches and the time
spent With them on Individual events, but
the remaining coaches will have a difficult
time, as well

"It Will be difficult for just the two of us,"
says Doughney. "It Will take a lot of extra
hours and effort, espeCially With the new
members"

Doughney hopes to find someone to help
With the team.

"I hope to find someone to help that is
presently employed at the school." he
says. As he glances down for a long pause.
"It would be a lot easier on myself and
coach Dunn. And it would be better for the
boys."

The cross country team IS also lOSing its
head coach, Jim Piaskowy, who has been
with the team for three years and taught at
OLCHS for the past SIX.

"I really don't want to leave," says the '71
graduate of OLCHS. "Oak Lawn has been
a part of me for a long time."

Plaskowy doesn't feel that hiS leaving
will have a totally negative effect on the
team.

"Well," says Piaskowy as he smiles
slightly, "it all depends on who takes over
on how the team will be affected. John
Doughney will do a fine job. I'm sure of
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Scoreboard
Sophomore baseball Varsity baseball Freshman baseball

Jim Callahan

Girls varsity track

7

5

3

7

3

!)7 IS

3

1

2

o
2

5

81 27

56

93 1

8735

91 16

8847

8191

617

5675

56 35

6351

5465

5873

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

96 05

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

o
2

o

8

5

7

5

6

2

3

3

3

9985

9842

8138

110 85

10795

9958

8435

'23 14

Sophomore badminton

3110 T F North

3117 Andrew

3120 Richards

3124 Argo

3128 Reavis

3131 Sandburg

4/2 Shepsrd

4/9 T F Soulh

4/14 Argo

4/18 ReaVIS

4121 Osk Forest

4/23 Sandburg

4/30 Shepard

515 Home·Floss

5/7 T.F South

3118Reavls

3/241 hornwood

3126SI QQ

4/1 Hom" Floss

4/2 Sdndb",g

4/7 lincoln Way

4/11 R,Ch Easl

4/22ThOrnrldQI'

Sophomore gymnastics

3/18RpJVIS 456

3/241 ho",woorl 75 03

3/265.,)gQ 5325

4/1 Hum" Flu" 6351

4/2 SJn<Jburg 6135

4/11 R,Ch East 65 75

4/22Thornrldgl' 739

3

2

3

6

5

15

32

9

12

14

12

2

9

22

13

13

2

22

8

10

14

8

5

3

5
4

7

6

5

Bob Carlo
Varsity gymnastics

10

31 OLCHS

18 OLCHS

16 OLCHS

16

19 OLCHS

11

8 OLCHS

16

16 OLCHS

9 OLCHS

o OLCHS

17

15 OLCHS

12 OLCHS

13

32 OLCHS

24 OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

2 OLCHS

3 OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

2 OLCHS

3 OLCHS

o OLCHS

3 OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

I OLCHS

2 OLCHS

3131 Bremen

4/1 Hlilcresl

4/4 Rich Cenlral

3110 T F North

3/17 Andrew

3120 Richards

3124 Argo

3126 ReaVIS

3131 Sandburg

4/2 Shepard

4/9 T F South

4/14 Argo

4/16 Resvls

4/21 Oak Foresl

4/23 Sandburg

4/30 Shepard

5/5 Hom ·Floss

4/7 T F Soulh

4/7 Rich Sou Ih

4/9 Homo·Floss

4/18 Richards

4/25 Reavis

5/4 Shepard

5/9 Siagg

Sophomore softball

Varsity badminton

4/21 EISenhower

4/27 Linc InWay

1/29 lInc",r\Way

512 T F SOulh--

20

19

4

o
8

3

11

3

12

16

3

8

It

3

5

9

2

5

3

o
2

7

2

3

9

6

3

2

2

3

1

4

5

3

3

3

5

5

5

9

o
6

o

5

3

3

3

3

2

5

5

5

1

5

3

5

7

3

5

2

4

3

17

10

3

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLLHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

11

18

3

6

5

5

9 OLCHS

10 OLCHS

o
OLCHS

8

6 OLCHS

5

3 OLCHS

5 OLCHS

OLCHS

3 OLCHS

6 OLCHS

3

o OLCHS

7 OLCHS

9 OLCHS

8

3 OLCHS

OLCHS

8 OLCHS

o

18 OLCHS

5 OLCHS

5 OLCHS

14

6 OLCHS

10 OLCHS

10 OLCHS

13 OLCHS

OLCHS

9 OLCHS

5

1I OLCHS

6 OLCHS

9 OLCHS

9

12 OLCHS

8 OLCHS

22 OLCHS

15

Eisenhower

Lincoln Way

LlncolnWay

T F Soulh

ReaVIS

Home Floos

Richards

Shepard

Shepard

Stagg

Sandburg

Sandburg

Argo

Rich Cenlral

SI R,'a

SI R,la

HilicreSI

Evergreen Park

Androw

Eisenhower

ReaVIS

RICh Soulh

Home Floss

Evergreon Park

RIchards

UncolnWay

Llncoln·Way

T F Soulh

Shepard

Shep rd

Siagg

4/15

4/18

4/6

4/7

4/8

4111

4/20

4/25

4/27

4/29

5/2

514

5/6

5/9

3130

4/4

Varsity tennis

5111

5/13

5/16

3126 Oak Forest 3

3130 Tinley Park

3131 Bremon 4

4/1 QUigley South 2

4/3 Chgo Chris I 3

4/6 SI. Laurenco 3

4/7 ReaVIS 2

4/8 Thorlon 4

4/9 Elsenhow r 1

4/14 lIncolnW y 0

4/15 Hillcrest 2

4/16 T F South 3

4/21 Shepard 2

4/23 Siagg 2

4/28 SJndburg 0

4/29 T F SOUlh 0

5/5 AIQo 0

Sophomore tennis
3/26 Oak Foro I

3130 Tlnlny Park 0

3131 Brl'mel1 2

4/1 QUIgley Soulh 0

413 Chgo Ch"'1

4/6 SI Laurence 0

4/7 ReaVIS

418 ThOrlon

419 Elo;flnhow~r a
4/14 Lincoln W,ly 2

4'15 HIli' ,,,st ~

4/21 Shep,IId 2

4/23 SI,IQQ 2

4/28 Sandburg 3

4/29 T F NOrlh 0

5/5 Argo 0

Varsity softball
3/31 Bre,n"n

4/1 HilicreSI

4/4 R,ch Cenlral

4/7

4/9

4/16

4118

4/21

4/25

4/27

4/29

512

5/4

5/6

5/9

3

11

8

7

5

10

5

2

o
6

7

o

57

102

66

61

90

63

635

95

7

?9
111

77

41

75

60

62

93

205

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

5

3

8

12

2 OLCHS

13 OLCHS

7 OLCHS

7 OLCHS

13 OLCHS

5

7 OLCHS

3

5 OLCHS

3

3

IIl1h

89 OLCHS

42 OLCHS

79 OLCHS

85 OLCHS

56 OLCHS

83 OLCHS

93 OLCHS

51 OLCHS

1100LCHS

645

87 OLCHS

18 OLCHS

69 OLCHS

1050LCHS

71 OLCHS

86 OLCHS

89 OLCHS

52 OLCHS

9050LCHS

70

R,ch C nlral

Bogan

BrOlher RIce

CuriO

ReaVIS

SI Rlla

H,lIcresl

Evergreen Park

e·Floos

Richards

Eisenhower

lIncoln·Way

lIncolnWay

T F South

Shepard

Shepard

Slagg

RiCh Central

ReaVIS

Richards

Marlsl

lIncoln·Way

St Laurence

Shepard

Siagg

Sandburg

Chgo ChriS'

RiCh Cenlral

ReaVIS

Richards

Marlsl

LlncolnWay

SI Laurence

Shepard

Siagg

Sandburg

Chgo Christ

Conlerence

4/6

4/7

4/8

4/15

4/18

3130

3131

4/2

4/4

4/25

4/20

4/27

4/29

512

Boys sophomore track

5/9

3126

3131

4/2

4/4

4/7

4/9

4/16

4/21

515

Boys varsity track

5

7 514

2, 516

5 519

6

2

5

2

9

o
3

3

9

15

2

3

3

78 3126

86 3131

71 4/2

36 4/4

4/7

99 4/9

22 4/18

4/21

115 5/5

62

40

95

36

51

47

98

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

OLCHS

12 OLCHS

OLCHS

3

11 OLCHS

2 OLCHS

OLCHS

10

o OLCHS

3 OLCHS

OLCHS

second

OLCHS

86 OLCHS

3250LCHS

74 OLCHS

55

75 OLCHS

65 OLCHS

52

31 OLCHS

lourlh

43 OLCHS

43 OLCHS

55 OLCHS

8550LCHS

375

24 OLCHS

96 OLCHS

43

5 OLCHS

LlncolnWay

LlncolnWay

T F Soulh

ReaVIS

Elsenhowor

5

Shepard

Shepard

Siagg

SI Rlla

HIllcrest 5

Evergreen Park 5

Home·Floos 2

R,chards

RiCh Cenlral

Brother Rice

Cune

Rich Cenlral

Elsenhow.er

ReaVIS

Home·Floss

Sandburg

lIncolnWay

Richards

Oak Forest

Siagg

Conference

Rich Cenlral

Eisenhower

Reavis

Home·Floss

Sandburg

Lincoln·Way

Richards

Oak Forest

Siagg

Conference

4/27

4/29

512

4/20

4/25

514

5/6

519

4/6

4/7

4/8

4/15

4/18

3130

4/2

4/4

4/7

4/9

Girls sophomgre track

4/7

4/9

4/21

512

3128

3128

3131

4/2

312

3128

3/31

4/2

4/21

5/2
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Classified Ads

Call one of GU' Hams Bank Personnel Representatives and
ask about these opportunities.

Through on·the·lob traonlng projects and classroom sem,·
nars, we'll prepare you for full-t,me careers at the Harros.

Our convenient downtown location offers easy access to
all transportation. You'll also fond excellent salary and
generous fronge benef,ts including a TUITION PLAN that
Will allow you to cont,nue your education.

Nette,
Watch the birdie and smile.
Chelle

German Gerbil,
Happy 15th Birthday!
Mini Mouse

Davey Jones,
You KNOW where the Spartans
stand, so watch It!!
Artis

German 1 class, it was fun hav·
ing you all in MY class. Have fun
over the summer, and I'll see you
all next year (what fun it will be)
and remember Your Momma!
Ha Ha Ha,
Spruce

Pen,
We'll have to do that more often!
Ha!
J.D.

Kink,
How do you get up from skis?
Mini Mouse

Mimi,
How's the woods??
J.D.
P.S. Just like behind the pool???

Rick,
This one's for you. I told you I
wouldn't forget. Have a nice sum·
mer.
Love ya,
Last semester, 7th period
P.S. "You're asking for it!!"

------

Co.
Tell me when you meet a guy who
is all "Hans."
Mi

K. Krivich,
I want you!
Uncle Sam
P.S. Sue a. know who!

Angela l.
It was fun while it lasted, see ya
next year, huh?
Behind ya in 4B

Laura,
Here's your ad.
Bye,
Kink

Wop:
You KNOW that Spartans Rule!
Love,
Kam

Oren 1,
I think you are, too, Thanks for
FINALLY writing me a note, a
sweet one at that! I
Love,
Oren 2

FOR SALE:
1980 4 x 4, Ford F250, Black,
good condition. Best offer:
599-7690.

Camille,
This past year was great and I
hope next year is twice as great.
Love always,
B.B.A.
Kathy

Marcia Wales
461-7842

Donald W, McCarthy
461-7844

Sherron T. Eggleston
461·7644

111 W. Monroe Street
Chicago. IL 60690

\11 "'ql~aJ ()pporlluutv
Jo'mplOYI'r 1\1/1-

Miss lemla,
Which word doesn't belong?
Roola, Continental, East
Thames, Britrail Pass, Sober,
Breakfast, four half-pints?

Jan Klinger,
rhanks for letting me use your
locker and for everything else.
Good luck after Graduation and
have a great summer.
Love ya always,
Rita

Dan A.,
I Love You!
Tina
P.S. Have fun in Florida and be
GOOD!

Sue,
Hold any turtles lately??
Ken and Marc

CAC.,
You guys are beautiful. Thanks a
lot.
B

Tony,
I don't!
Kam

LEO,
Thanks for the DreamSlcle!!
Lunch has been a slice.
CAMIO

Sue a.,
Thanks for keeping it a secret
Uncle Sam

~~-- HARRIS
rt~ BANK~

Darlene A. Redfield
461·7646

Astelld N. Herndon
461· 7643

Russell A. Brondyke
461·7645

If you have tYping or secretaroal sk'lls, excellent math
skills or any other bUSiness-related Interests. give us a call.
When you begon your busoness career at the Hams, you'll
be sure you're star tong out rlghtl

... ,n the world of bankongl Follow your ,nterests and
ambitions where change and progress are Signs of the
times, and where the time IS perfect for you to build 8

career.

SISSY,
aUlt that lip! I!
Love,
M&L

Karen, Maria, Sue, Kathy,
Chrissy,
Had fun In lunch!!
Love.
Camille

KLAN:
Hope we can last through the
summer and all of Senior year!
Have a great summer vacation!
Love ya all,
KAM

Chelle and Col,
Thanks for everything!
Love,
Nette

Wrubs, O'Toole, Greenie,
Thanks for making me laugh and
letting me cry!
You're the best!!
Juicy

Eileen,
Don's a babel
Donna

Heeb,
Thanks for being so great. Keep
In touch always.
Love always,
Goon

Mastie,
DONE DIRT CHEAP FOREVER!
Red

."", .

...starting
out right

makes all the
difference

GRADUATES

Mary, (Baby)
I love you and always will.
Your baby,
Joe

P.J.,
Thanks for making my junior year
one I'll never forget. You're the
best friend and sister·in·law a
person could have. I don't know
what I'm gonna do next year, but
I'll miss ya.
Magic

Dave and Kathy,
Have any good food fights on
Pulaski lately? I haven't either!
Love ya,
Camille

Mugsy,
Happy 3 years! We've been
through alot together and I hope
it lasts forever! Cause I love ya.
Poopka

Chris McCarthy,
Sorry for all the dirty looks.
S.

Netta,
It's been a slice!
Maybe some other time.
The House

Peg, Wrubs, Greenle, Klki,
Weasel, C'Mage, Maxi,
You guys are copacetic!
I love ya's
Juicy

Super S.S.'s
We're ..- dogs and don't forget it!

Ronald.
Have you fallen In any holes late·
ly?
E.H.

Lois,
Happy Birthday
Winnie

Eye, Bec, Trlsh, Judy & Col,
The past three years flew by
along with good and bad times.
Let's make next year the best for
all of us.
Love,
Gizew

Mary (Angila), El, Harmonicaper.
Been to any De Paul parties late·
Iy? A time we'll never forget!
Friends Always,
Cyndie

To all royalty:
It's been a great year. We'll trot
until we're Back in Black this
summer!!!
RB

KeVin,
Please stop writing in Dan's
locker! You're getting me mad!
Cindy

Donna,
Have fun four the rest of high
school. I'll miss ya when I'm
gone.
LA,
Terri

Maggie,
Good luck with Ron.
Love,
Lori

ANY GIRL interested in sharing
an apartment in the vicinity of
95th and Harlem, and ready to
move in before school is dismiss,
ed for summer, Please inquire In

ROOM 105. SERIOUS AND
RESPONSI BLE PERSONS
ONLY!!!

Hey Boy's Track Team,
Party at Bean's Housel
(Billy, bring the AC/DC tape)

Amber's Dad,
"Prove it!"
I love you most!
Amber's Mom

KALVIN KLAN JEANS!

Sharon,
You belter meet what's·his·
name!
Love,
Lori

Light HAS Mass

Liltle Swiss and Med. SWISS,
"ooh noo!"
Love always,
Big Swiss

Dear Dave,
Wishing you best of success.
You made this school year the
greatest!
Love,
J.B.
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$.25 OFF ANY ORDER W/COUPON

Mr. Walton:
They haven't given me my
license. Period 5.
Bridget

Dzurlson·
Thanks for 3 wonderful years.
You're the greatest.
Love,
Shari
P.S. Miss Osterman?',

Ruthi,
See ya at Jewel helping Paul!
Have a great summer!
Friends always,
Camille

D.J.
Have I been cheering you up late·
Iy. I hope so. (Boo·hoo)
Love,
E.H.

Sue & Camille,
Cherry pies forever!'
The cherry·pie man

Sis,
You're a great manager. Let's
always be "bestest" friends.
Love ya,
Bro

JUICY,
You're a great slde··kick and a
copasetic hooch·buddy !!
Peggy Sue

422-8618

Hey S.S.S.'s,
We're .., dogs, and we RULE!
V.P. and J.S.

Bill,
I won't! You know I didn't mean
It!
Love,
Kam

Paula,
Thanks for being you. You're ex·
tra special to me.
B/F;
Lisa

Spoiled Brat,
Can't walt five years'
Love always,
Frog

Dorm·food victim:
Only one thing can save you now·
·brown bag it!!
Jeff Bass

Pizza $.50 off on any pizza Perch
Mostaccioli with this coupon Shrimp

~~ARO~
Ra violi s Sandwiches

5400 W. 95th 1.
Spaghetti 424-6060 Chicken

J. R. '
SANDWICHE·S··

&
WESTERN RIBS

5136 W. 95th ST.
Oak Lawn, II.

D.J.,
Thanks for being the best friend
In the whole world!!
Love ya l !
E.H

Brian,
Happy belated 17th Birthday'!
R.B.

Twin,
I'll miss being called Lisa next
year.
Luv,
Twin
P.S. This is from me.

A,
I can finally klssit! SOMFI

President Randy,
CONGRATULATIONS! Tough
race.
Luv,
Laur

KLAN'
You guys have made this year
great Never forget Pajam, the
mop, Kinett, Tinek, and Big John
(on New Year's)!!
Love,
KAM

SLEEZ,
You're the best "Best Friend" a
girl could ask for.
Keep kool,
GEZ

D.J.,
Did you get M.H.'s ring yet? Good
luck ll

E.H.

Dear Lisa,
I hope we can have a great sum·
mer together. I love you.
Dan

Karen Viner,
Have a starburst
Winnie

John K.
HI there!
Cathy

HI Jolly and Mouth,
love,
Stubs

CAC.,
We're almost done!
Summer will be great!
Love always,
B.

Terri Boardman,
Walk In on anyone lat Iy??
Love,
Patty

Kevin,
Leave Dan alone, he's mine! Ask
Theresa out.
Cindy

M.M.,
Hope you see "Gym" over the
summ81':"
Love,
"Princess Girl

TWEETS,
Let's party,
FREDDIE

Thank goodness it's almost over.

Rita, Jeff, Bill, Heide,
It was fun In 5B with you guys··
have a good summer!
Love,
Joanne

Lita (Corruptor),
We'll have to get together over
the summer! Congrats!
Love,
"the corruptee"

Frank Fiene,
Thanks for the Easter card. Con·
grats. See ya.
Camille

Mo:
"The Sun'll Come Out" over the
summer.
Camille

H.L... 10 Ibs. lost for your purity!!
W3P5T2B2CL··walt 1111 the BF
Trip··QDB

KATHy······!!

MO:
Thanx for being the Best Buddy
anyone could havel
Love always,
Camille

Royal Bartender drops another
blazing trail! !When's the next
drop???!! !

C.A.B.C.,
You're talkln···Have a nice sum·
mer! Glad we became better
friends.
Love,
The other 'C'

No where else but London!!!

'Gang',
Have a great summer. Thanx for
being special friends.
Love,
Camille

Winnie,
You can have the Starbursts!
Karen

BABE,
You're the best!
I Love You!
KATHY

Dren 1,
Thanks so much for making my
days brighter, my year great. I
hope I see you a lot over the sum·
mer.
Friends always,
Dren 2

To all my friends,
Thanks for all the great times.
Lucy

Leen & Pete,
We miss you!!!
Love,
The Wesselhoffs

Donald Duckie,
Remember the fights,
Remember the fun,
Remember the homework that
never got done.
(At least not until late at nigh!)!
Love,
Weiser

LISA VASIL is a pallndrone

Mary, Suzette, Sara, Camille,
Kathy,
It's been 3 of the greatest years.
Have a great summer & get ready
to make it 4.
Love,
Colleen

Dan:
Maybe you can come over and
"mop the floor" over the sum
mer! Thanks for a great Junior
year!
Love ya!
Camille

Terri,
I will! Have a great time in col·
lege! You're the best sister!
Love,
Donna

Tom Harm,
Thanks for the car.
Rick

Tom, Gene, Kathy, Carol, and
Ro...
To the best new friends a person
can have...
Sue

EAT A PEACH!!!I

Nick "Stud" Caprio,
You're just too CQOI for us.
Flex for us, you stud.
Guess who

Only one "Sugar Twin" struck at
the Big 4·4! Just wait!!!
The other
Sugar Twin

Kelly,
I love you.
AI

WRUBS HAS TACO BREATH!!

Susan,
Sure did enJoy your Easter Visit.
Dian

Weasel:
Happy 18th Birthday. I wish
things could work out in the
future.
I love you always,
Beast--Terry

Mike and Marc,
I miss you lots.
Aunt Dian

Peter G.,
Male Chauvenist P.
V.B. Friends

Sue,
Cherry pies forever, Good luck
with Kenny.
Love,
Camille

SUN. 9 TO :3

PHONE

423·6393

MIMI,
I still don't believe you did that.
Pen.

Beverly,
I'll miss you in school. It was
great fun, all the funny times we
had. God, it's hard 10 keep track
of them all. It'll be sad passing
your locker in the hallway, think·
ing of all the times I found you
wailing there for me. Senior year
will be long and lonely without
you. On a stormy day, you're the
ray of Sunshine lighting up the
sky.
Love forever and ever,
Scott

SAT. 8 TO 5

AUSTI AUTO PARTS, INC.
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY

!i931 WEST e7TH STREET
OAK LAWN. IL 604!i3

MON.-FRI. 8 TO 8

Lauren·
Put that "thing" away!!!

Royal Knight, Till 2:00 a.m.??!!

Sweetie,
Can't wait till' 7/25. You're the
best!
Love you,
lisa

DEBBIE··GET OUT OF THAT
TREE!!

Doobie,
You're great!! Love ya always,
Yowsa

Haubo,
~_~~ .. AARROOOO!!!!

Royal Court, Jeff Bass, Bizarre
Thanks for a GREAT year!! Wait til you go away to college.
Royal H.L. A dorm·food victim.
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in:
rive down any "one ways" late

y?

Mary Kay,
hanks fo being a great friend.

First period In the library has
been great!
I'll miss you!
See you when I visit you at Nor
thern!
Always,
Ruthl

NICE HAIRCUT!!

Nasser,
You finally bought some
(Classlfleds)!
Friends always,
'The Pusher"

2nd period studS:
Have a nice summer!
2 Spartanite people

ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN
RENEWING YOUR MUSCLE
BEACH HEALTH CLUB
MEMBERSHIP, PLEASE SEE MR.
EDWARD KRECIOCH FOR AN
APPLICATION.

HEY, WHICH WAY TO MUSCLE
BEACH???

Lee,
I love ya!!
Hlckley

Gall,
I hope next year Is as good as
this year has been. You're a ter
rific sister and fnend.
Love always,
Your sis

Laur,
Thanks for always being there!
Love,
Di

NEL,
I LOVE YOU!!!!!!!!
BILLY

Science Seminar,
This year has been GREAT!!
Ruthl

W.J. Terry,
I'll miss you a lot next year.
Please remember me, I'll always
remember you. Take care of
yourself.
Honeysuckle Ruth

ichelle, Joy, Sue,
ood luck In college. I'll miss ya
II!!

Mary & Colleen

Mark,
I'll come down and see you next
year. Make sure you write me!
Thanks for being a friend.
Always,
Ruthi

Michelle,
I'll miss you next year. I love you!
You're the bestest friend EVER!
Always,
Pooh

HI Adeline???
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Scar,
Please knock.
B&K

I love Daddy and Mommy.
Love,
Your baby

Puppy,
Let's go to our Island NOW!
Love,
R.S.

Camille,
Just wrote to say thanks!
Dave

Klam,
It was nothing!
Camille

Peaches,
Keep working on your RUBBER
BISCUITS
Friends Forever,
Karen

A suggestion to Improve the
flavor of cafeteria food:
Don·t eat breakfast.
Jeff Bass

Mark S, Marabeth, JA kie, Laura
& Sandy, \\
Lunch wouldn't have-!been the
same without you. Thanks for all
the good limes. I'll miss you.
Ruthi

To all my friends,
It's been a great year.
Love,
Diane

To all the senior staff of "The
Spartanite of BOG,"
I'll miss you all next year. You
have been great and I have learn
ed a lot. Remember us next year.
Ruthlmarle

Dear Mrs. Reynolds and Mrs.
Michals and the girls track team!
It's been a lot of fun. Love ya all!
Love,
Hlckley

Wendy,
Hope I can do as good a job as
you did.
Thanks!!
Laur

Squirt,
You ended my year with a bang"
Thanks,
Gaggy

ALL STUDS:
HAVE A GREAT
SUMMER!!!HOPE TO SEE YA!!'
LOVE,
STUDETIE (C K.)

Rock,
Which way to Muscle Beach?

Brook,
What comes between you and
your typewriter?
Gloria

Ron,
Am I gOing the speed limit yet?
Beth

Michelle,
You'll always be my BEST friend.
Love,
Darlene

B,C
How's volleyball with Peter G.
A

Ron,
You should have asked me to go
for a walk
Beth

Camille and Kathy,
It's b en a real fun year, thanks
to you guys! Have a nice sum·
mer
Love,
Bill

Kam,
Here's the ad you said I had to
write.
Dan

KAM,
Here's the one I wanted to wnte,
to a good friend.
DAN

C.C.,
To my favorite stat girls, see you
over the summer.
Love ya,
D.

John,
NOW!!!
Yoko

Donna,
My problem is finally solved. (I
hope) Thanks for listening.
Eileen

Nor,
I used to have SHISS like that,
but then my dad got a job.

WELTY,
You're a babe!!!
We love you!!!
Love,
Your girls

Bye Dawn Koruba!
j'll miss you.
Love,
TK

Dren 2.
You're the greatest!
Oren 1

Martha,
And you said I was uSing YOU for
Prom??I!
Cindy

Larry H.,
You have a great body!
Anonymous

Eileen and Betsy,
The dynamic trro!
Love,
Donna

Mr. Horejs:
We all want you back SOON!!
Second Period

Ed, Michelle. and Jr.
Have a nice vacation!!
Kathy

KIKI,
SWIM INTO ANY WALLS LATE·
LY???!! I
PEG

CBC,
As Helen Keller says...
Big Deal.
A

Glorg,
I love you
Snoopy

To Nel,
I love you
Billy

Shan & Jayne.
Oh, Mr. Dale! I'll never forget the
two Sophisticated Ladies who
made our trip to New York so
special.
Love ya both always,
Binoculars Bass

Nancy,
Thanks for being a super sister.
Beth

Laur,
Thanks for always being there!
Love,
DI

c.: Jnj1ifl!

LO

5503 West 95th Street

Oak lawn, III.

Phone:

424-7770

O.L.B.B.,
Definitely Busch Leagu

Sue KOSVICk,
Bug off!!!
The Blue Brnthers

Scott,
In my life I'll always love you
more. Thanks for making my
senior year the best, and all that I
dreamed of come true. Fighting
and making up, IS all part of love.
Be only mine forever,
Bev

Debbie, Pam, Mary, Mane,
I'm gonna miss you guys one
heck of a lot. I love you guys!
Love,
Bev

Let's kill the mouse 6A--big T &
the ape.

Joanne,
I had a great lime at prom. See
any good stairwells lately?
Scott

George Steinbeck,
They're gone! What are we gonna
do? Who was I with?
Guess Who

Martha,
Hope you like it here. Cause we
like you.
C.A.C.B.

Smut Buddies.
Let's get FUNKY!
Grcenie

C.B.C.,
Good answer!
Luv ya,
A.

TWin,
I stili love ya!!
Me

Smut buddies forever,
Love ya's,
Greenle

Lorelei,
Thanks for being such a great
fn nd
Love,
Judy

Laura,
Congratulations and best
wlshes...Captaln!! !
Heidi

For rent 1 binch for $41.95 a half·
day get in contact with Jan Hood
manager for Barb Schmidt.
SGLC

LUlcfer,
Where's your purse?? Good
luck!! I'll miss you 6A.
Beanface

Camille,
It's been lots of fun, keep in
touch over the summer.
Love,
Nasser

JOE MCINTYRE HAS NICE
LEGS!!!!!!!!

Kathy,
I Wish it could have lasted longer,
hope to hear from you over the
summer.
Your fnend forever,
N

Lita:
KAKA!
Love,
Whoop·whoop
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8726 S. C'CERO AVE • OAK LAWN IL C0453

GRADUATION CARDS, GIFTS, AND PARTY GOODS

CAROL AND DON
BIRMINGHAM

Klki, Greeny, Red, Wrubs, Blon·
die, Weasel, Juicifur:
You are the furriest Beavers
know!
Love,
Peg

Jim,
Don't forget the wedding August
14! Keep in touch over the sum
mer!
Love.
ChriS

PHONE
423-1832

Dacks,
You made these years great.
Let's chow, sWim and
boozehound forever
Love, Mooch

To everyone who made my senior
year the best ever. I'm really gon
na miss you guy
Love, Terri

Willie,
What would high school have
been Without you? Thanks for
four great years and more In the
future.
Love. Kath

Lynne & Colleen,
To two wild & foxy girls. Hope
this year was fun, but even beller
next year.
P.S. Drive much!
Love,
David

San,
To bad you went all the way to
London and dldn't even see
Prince A.
Lucy

C. Maj,
I will never be able to thank you
enough for, "Would you move
over. I can't breathe" Ha
Thanx!
Love,
Greenie

Pat Burdi,
Your beak is too big, you stupid
Italian.
Joe

Peg,
Pullout the list.
Lucy

Grime dog,
You bug me.

H.B.,
Happy year, and many more. I
love you.
S.B.

Lesk,
I hope not!
Love,
Lester

Jim Broz, Pat Burdi, Dave
Siemagowski,
you're me brothers.
The monkey

Paul L.
I w.ish I could of gollen to know
you beller.

Karen P., Maria R., Christl L., Sue
H., Michelle K. and THE KLAN,
Thanx for a great Jr. year.
Love ya all,
Kathy

Don Carstens,
You're a real stud! But we still
love you!
Love.
Your secret admirers

FAREWELL KAM ANA WANAS &
ORDER OF THE ETERNAL PEN·
NY

Mike Venturella,
I seen it! (4·4·81)
Juicy

P.B.
Was it worth the trip?
Love always,
J.L.

Ms. Swetz:
Here's your ad! Have a nice sum·
mer!
Last year's aide

Donna Llppner,
"show me the way to the base."
Love,
Spats

Gall,
You're a great friend. Thanks for
being there. And TRUST ME!!
Friends Forever,
Cindy

HOCKEY WITH SPREE???III

Dave and Kathy,
Have any good food fights on
Pulaski lately? I haven't elther ll

Love ya,
Camille

Call for appt. 423-7833

DIVER DRUGS

Home of Adam Zart

Dan P
I'll love you forever!!
Love,
Cindy D

Mlnnl , JUICY, Wrubs, G,eenle,
BoBo. Mickey, and Leigh,
CREAM FOREVER
Love ya always,
Red

'Gang',
Have a great summer Thanx lor
being 'speclal' friends
Love. •
Camille

-<LAM,
Fife Styx, Qin stone sours. and
study hall notes.. those were the
good ole daysll But th b st re
ypt to come 'l
KAM

GREENY LOVES TO MUNCH ON
WEASEL TACO!!!

STOSH,
I may be polish and do everything
sdrawkcab. But my love for you IS
definitely true '
Yours truly.
STOSHINA

Mini-Peg, JUICY, Wrubs, Greenle,
C·mal, Lovelace, Red,
Brat.···Snatch a taco
KIKI

Judy,
You always made my day a little
brighter. Thanks.
Dan

TH E SLEEZE SISTERS RULE!!!
Susie Sleeze

Perlect Pat,
What can I say? I wuv you, and
always Will!
Love,
Tornmy Bear

Camille,
Cherry pies forever!
Sue

Tubby:
When do I get my teddy·bear?
Love,
Bozo

Car. Anita, Barb
ThiS year was great I You guys
are terrrflC.
Love ya.
ChriS

B,
OS. forever!
C.

Slam,
I missed seeing you 2nd
semester! Hope to see more of
each other over the summer!
Love.
Kam

MI,
To all the great tlmes"l Let's
make morel!
Love always,
Co

50% OFF
the price of men or women's hairstyle

(First Time Customers Gilly)

\ .
.-

Unisex SPECIAL
Perms $30 Reg. $42.50

Hennas $10 Reg. $15

Hie $8 Reg. $13.50

VJ.P. HAIRSTYLING INC.

6305 W. 95th ~.

Hi Byrd!!!

Mary Broz,
The summer will be great & I
hope things can work out
Your baby,
Joe

Wanted:
The DREADED black marker!
Contro

Hello Julie!!

Wen,
Thanks for alw;:lYs starting my
day off right!
Love ya,
Dan

Danny,
Thanks for your help In Accoun
ting! See ya over the summer.
Love,
ChriS

Ken,
Take good care 01 Sara! She's a
good friend of mine!
Kam

424-0065

Offermg QualifY r.alr care

fOI both men and women

IfANICUR£'. 'HOE SHINES

OJ.,

I'm glad you approve of YOU-'
know-who!
E.H.

To: Murph, Tom, Andy, Steve.
Phil, Ken, Ron, Mike, Pat, Steve,
and my brother Bob!!
Thanks for the best year of my
Irle!
I'll miss ya's
Kathy

9713 SW Hwy Oak Lawn rl

Dear Wendy,
You've made senior year very
special for me.
Love ya always,
Dave

GAGEE
ON MY CHIN-FOREVER
SQUIRT

THE KLAN,
Had fun!!! See you next year!!
MAM

Martha and Cindy,
You're two great friends!
Mel & A

Giggles,
Flag Pole- Garbage Can-Baseball
Bat?
Gager

Blackle,
Meet me at the top of the stairs
now!
Rock

WANTED:
Front end for 67-67 Camero com
plete or parts
Dan 425-4651

YOKO,
No mailer what, I'll be here
Always yours

Reen,
I'm not a bigot!!!!
Shrimpette
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$1 OFF TOP WITH

PURCHASE OF JEANS

(312) 636-1046

CLOTHES AND GIFTS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMIL Y

5732 W. 87TH ST.
BURBANK, Il. 60453

(LJ lSI- SALON)

425-7888
q548 SOUlflWfST HIGHWAY

We u,e Redkill products.

BRAIDS, PfRMS " HfNNA'S

I]tIlJ-ouette
SPORTS1 EOUIPMENT

4861 YVEST 95th STREET
GArden 4-5533

--SPECIALIZING IN TEAM UNIFORMS AND JACKETS

--TROPHIES AND AWARD PLAQUES WITH CUSTOM
INGRAVING

-·BOYS AND GIRLS WINTER AND SPRING
SCHOOL JACKETS

'}C" QUdlit~ dhd PetJchdlijed ~etllice

HOURS 9:30 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.

MON & THURS. TO 9:00 P. M.
SAT. TO 4 P.M.

DR. JAMES G. CUSTARD AND
ASSOCIATES

OPTOMETRISTS
GLASSES FITTED CONTACT LENSES

EYES EXAMINED INDUSTRIAL VISION
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED

2537 W. 95TH ST. 6956 W. 111TH ST.
EVERGREEN PARK, Il. 60642 WORTH, Il. 60452

PH. 425-6SJlO PH. 448.5074
I}

ARMY

That's why in JUSI two years in the
Army, you could accumulate as much
as $9,200 for college. (And up to
$12,100 In lhree years.)

STAAT COLLEGE
TWO YEARS OLDER,
TWO YEARS WISER,

AID 89,200 RICHER.
A lot of people who start college

right after high school discover they're
not ready for it.

That' a g od rea on to think about
serving twO years So you won't
m the Army fil1>t. MAXI'" VEAP BEIERTS just be two years
And only the ArmyJ- ~ older when you
offers you a 2-year v.". <._ ,_ J'ttMv. ~ \".. 3\...... n...... start college.

I .Vy •..., • $100 S2.100 suo,,, S~.7C\1 vou'll also been Istmellt. c;",', Add. II

If yuu join the 2·k,,·1 S2IXI ~I.MO\ H.~X' S'i.I().l two years WI er.
Veteran' Educa- 10.,.1 n_' S7.2t., II< H_' S~ H.' And $9,200
tional As~istan e Arm) Ilvnu> S~(\I') 'Uk.' 11>.1_.' richer. erve
Program (VEAP), 1,,'.1 Rend'" SU.:!!\' ,,) H_' "1 lin" your country as
the money you save you serve your-
for college is matched two-for-one ~elt. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
by the government. Then, if you
qualify, the Army adds an exclu~lve

honu~ of up to $2,000 oru.
on lOP ot that.

•.\lu.lmum mdl\ IdUJI U'lllnhullon In 'ht phtf,!,ram

"Ccrt,un I \,CJr t'nh\lml'lll\ "an ltCI }l'\J"~ much~.. SIh Ill() lIlt UIIIC')tl'

Don't know?

Choose-TRAVEL
f~t'·~n 1-. flul!' 1"cU11f1V T,.,vl'I AI/thO/,f\( \dY~ rnf'/t'ril,
ml ff' If·ll,) 111 I',lv," (hlllt tn, 'I' ,lIt' /11101""(,(1 p'<lIp/f' III
"dn(1It.~ tn","

YOUR FUTURE will be filled with
• Challenge· EnJoyment· S cunty· FinanCial
Reward· Education· Excitement· Outstanding
Trav I Benefits

Start Your Travel Industry Career NOW
BY TRAINING WITH THE PROFI-S~>InNALS FROM 

Amenctln Exp'ess Co
Holland America CrlJlse~

Hyilll Rr'(l"nry Hl,l,·ls
PlIn·Amcftcan World AlrwJYS
Trans·WOrid A"lines
UfHll'lct A"lll"lt'''o

dnd nth", nldior rravf"! c:ompanlf),)

At The School With 920
'0 Placement Since 1962

WInt.rn"ional Travel Training COUr•••• lnc.
303 .510h10 SUIte 2/18 Jllne Lite Slug Chic_go IlllnOI!J, b0611

PII"", I \t.' '..1 I' '\( h" ~ I I,

.. ~ ~ ,

. .FIRst IN tRbEL, TRAINING .

call: SGT SFC Flynn, 636-3912
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l823 CPre~t 95th 9Jtllteet

Flowers
tyLe.d by

francis hultgen

$1 OFF ON NOSEGAYS
$.50 OFF CORSAGES AND BUTTONIERS

Compliments of

Helen Hultgen
Our sincere thank you to the Class of '12
We take great pride in making up all the corsages and bouquets for the

Homecoming. Prom and other social events.
We will continue to give fine quality flowers and service to all classes who

follow.
Our Best Wishes for your health. happiness. and wealth in the pursuit of a

career In "Our Great Country. "

8 ...NM.AM~ .. IC ... AD
AND

M ... ~T"I .. CHA"C~

CHRISTMAS HOURS:
9·9DAILY. SAT.9 6.

SUN. 11 -5

StDrefor
Men
and

5215W. 95th ST. CA2-4044 Boys liiiil

Men. Camp
Moc:ca.in

SIZES 6 THRU 13 NO. 789

----_.--~, HANDSEWN GENUINE LEA· J
' THER AND DEERSKIN, HARD-
d SOLE OR SOFTSOLE OVER 60J STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM
J MEN'S, WOMEN'S, AND CHIL:JD.
, REN'S...............................-.

YOU SAVE $350

REG. $1040

Men. - 1772
4 THRU 10
Ledie. -1572

KNEE HIGH
SIDE LACE

SIZES 6 THRU 13

NO 262

~;::dn~: ~h\, /
Cuff BooUe _.

--
SIZES 1 THRU 6 '
NO. 1101

Infen.. .-::;.- ,
Beeded ?-'~,

.,"::,,-- ';) I~tooUes ~_- ,I, . ,
SIZES ~ ..... «

I I.'
1 THRU 6 J.J ... ,.... fl /

NO. 1496

(PLUS DELIVERY)

LARGE
SAUSAGE

PIZZA
~
SMALL

SAUSAGE
PIZZAI

r-------------------------------,• •• •• •I •

• •
! SAVE!
I D"". $350 !

PICK UP OR WITH THIS AD .1
DELIVERY

8821 RIDGELAND •

OAK LAWN. IL •

••••I•I••I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

HOMEMADE I
ITALIAN BEEF I

$389 . n}» \~~
"'- L_B.__~c~~~~v\ I

v;y{\~ IL ~
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The Quesllon of haVing fund raisers. espeCially for Prom. has been
brought to the atlentlOn of the administration. Prom tickets cost
$60 per couple, and that's a lot of money when you consld r
everything else the students have to pay for Other schools, though.
are only paYing $30·35 b cause they are allowed to hav fund
raisers which cut the prlC of tickets In h If That seems a lot mor
r as .able,

\\

For exampl . the Junior and senior class dVlsory boards, along
with Iherr four officers, help to organize and plan such events as
Prom, Senior Br akfasl, the Sweelheart Dance and any olher op·
tlonal dances

DUring a recent class diSCUSSion, Ihe tOPIC was brought concern
Ing how the acJmlnlstratlon doesn't usually allow th student
government to make very many chanqes around school And wh t's
the POint of tuclent politiC anyway If th Y aren't gOing to be allow
d to Improve things or revise some c rt In poliCieS?

Mayb~'tl;1e administration has ItS reasons why chang s aren'l tak·
ing pi ce -r maybe iI'S lu \ 100 S I In II ways r 100 I" \ - I

do sn't have the time to both r wllh th m. And wh n an officer or
on of his board memb rs Irt s to get something done, th re is a big
run·around First requesting the permiSSion through th club spon
sor. three administrators and so on down the line until It'S too late.
It's usually th same respons . "We'll look Into It "

Change An old concept that has brought our society to where II IS
today But there have alway been those who snarled wh n a new
Id a was put Into effect Ev nlually th yacc pt d It But 10 actually
change something In th frr I place was a different tory

Administration prevents
change--unfair policies
enforced

But there IS on problem that seem 10 come up when planning
those vents money Every class' budg t seems to be tight when It
comes to funding them, And when there Isn't enough money. ticket
prices go up and the stud nt body suffers ThiS IS wh re we could
sland to see a few chang s around here

Mixing alcohol and sports
7

Student Service Bureau
schedules workshops 8

By Camille Krecloch
Although they conc d that

some athletes do drink. the
coaches at OLCHS do not believe
that there IS a big probl m with
excessive drinking

Superstar'

a

drinking--the
6

I Jesus Christ
coming in May

Cover story:
High school
beer facts

By Chns Dnkas
The OLCHS Theater Dep rt

m nl will pr S nl Ih rock
musical "Jesus Chrlsl
Superstar" In the Audltorrum
Gym on May 20-22,

enrollment at OLCHS, nine
teachers are scheduled to be laid
off before Ihe start of the next
school year In accordance with
lh teachers' union contract. the
t achers being released are
thos with the least amount of
s nlorrty,

By Tom Cappos and Rick Lakle
Nearly all high school students

have had contact with alcohol at
least once. but for some drinking
has become more than Just a few
b ers at a we kend party Many
do not realize the problems that
drrnklng can lead 10. while others
do but slill continue 10 drrnk

a

COVPI phOIO Ily I.luren Kn,lpp

By Jim SZilagyi
Due In pari to declining stud nl

Contents

By Debbie Pryor
Crrmes committed by JUV niles

ar nol uncommon to Oak Lawn,
as is true most ev rywh r In the
United Stat s The past few
years hav brought a lev Ilng·off
of the amount of juven,l crrme.
though. and Ihe most ommon
types of juvenile crime commit·
t d are shoplifting and van·
d Iism

Oak Lawn has its
share of juvenile crime 8

Teachers to be
laid off next year

,I.
Spa rta 1Iltf',

Black Oak Grc)V(~

STAFF

Editor "dnes J f.1U(lf'
Managing Edito, C'.'Q JOhn,on
Spur Editor Chfllj Ip.lnwt<tler

New. EdIIO, Oeobte P,yOl
Spo,l. Edllor. lou Cdnellt, a,we W,II,

Enler1.inmenl Edllo, P,lullillWl11
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Sometimes It'S like pulling t eth Just to g t the admlnl tratlon to
pprov small changes. Last y ar, for x mple. th junior class

wan led a certain deSign on ItS t982 te Shirts, and th admlnlstr
tlon wouldn't approve It No, the deSign w sn'l In bad taste The
Junior cia s want d the Smurf charact r holding n egg on th
shirts But the admlnlstrallon felt that It would c use trouble
because of the gg fights between Juniors and seniors that year,

Thl year another minor change was turned down The senior
class wanted ItS Senior Breakfast In th S cond week of May on a
full day of school But Instead, It Will be held In the first w ek of May
on h If day of chool as deCided on by tit administration ThiS i
a p cia I ev nt for the seniors and the dat should have be n decld-
d on by them When changes or reQu sts ar almost gu ranteed to

be d nl d, mayb th stud nts shouldn't even bother brtnglng th m
up In the first pi ce
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Letters
Speak-Out
Did You Know?
Reviews

'Asia'

'Freezeframe'

'I Love Rock 'N Roll'

'Deathtrap'

3
4
4
5

9

Along With the above mention d grtev nce , Ihere IS also at least
one poliCY that could stand reVISion. On March 27, The Spartanlt
sponsored an M R Rush dance as a fund raiser to h Ip keep th
paper self·supportlng A gu st list was allowed to be add d to only
dUring school days, which IS the currenl pOliCY. But on the day of
th dance, gu sIs of OLCHS sludents w re turned way. A
r suit, the OLCHS students also lefl

Th reasons f r thiS poliCY re not understood, Th r was mor
than enough tickets left, and pi nty of s curtty If th admlnlstatlon
was afraid of disturbances, Students who atlendother schools
would have enjoyed the dance Just as much as OLCHS students
And why are non-school members inVited to plays or sports events
Without any hassles? ThiS s ems very InconSistent and unfair.

The Spartanlte of Black Oak Grove

O"k l"wn COmmUOlly Hlqh SthOol
9400 SouthweSI HlqhwtlY
Odk lown illinOIS ('04')]

(312) 424·8966
ext. 62

Sport Shorts
Sport Comment

Athletes of the Issue

Personal Ads

10
10

10

11

If there were perfect admlnlstators, Ihen th re wouldn't b unfair
poliCies Although thiS IS very unlikely. It would be nice to see some
effort on the admlnlstratlon's part to work toward bringing about
POSitive changes

--CHRIS LEINWEBER
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--RICH FITZGERALD 'B3

--PRUDENCE YDNTEZ
SECY.: O.L. BOOSTER CLUB

Complaint to the
ad ministration

On Saturday, March 27, The
Spartanite of Black Oak Grove
sponsored an M&R Rush con·
cert. This was to be a fund-raiser
similar to the Hustle/Faculty
game held by the Booster Club.
But unfortunately The Spartanite
lost over $200, and the ad·
ministration is at least part of the
cause.

Because of two administrative
rules, The Spartanite had to
refuse admittance to several peo
ple. I don not understand these
rules.

The first rule under complaint is
the requirement for a guest list at
the concert that could not be ad
ded to the day of the concert.
Why is a guest list so important
in the first place? If it is so impor
tant, why wasn't the Booster
Club required to have one at the
Hustle basketball game? If you
plan to enforce these rules, then
enforce them equally.

The second rule I don't unders·
tand is that students must have
student 1.0.s to get into ac
tivities. At the M&R Rush con·
cert, several students were refus
ed entrance because they did not
have a current school 1.0.

If your reason for any of these
Ilems was to provide order or
control, then what were the
police officers at the concert for?
Did they iust come to hear the
music?

I would really appreciate a reply
to these questions and an ex
planation for your reasoning. I
would also suggest that the ad
ministration reconsider these
rules.

-·DENNIS GREENAN, '83

Clean up hallway
birthday parties

Just recently I walked by another
locker at school Ihaf was decorated with
balloons and streamers.

Three periods later J walked by again.
This time the streamers were dragged
around the hall and there were little
broken balloon pieces everywhere,

This happens Irequently In our school
and it's always the same. The people
who decorate the lockers should clean
them up afterwards. II they display the
party lavors they should be courteous
enough to clean them up.

Cleaning up would prevent extra work
for janitors and show responsibility on
the part of the student.

-·MIKE PHELPS, '83

Every student at OLCHS must
attend at least one study hall a
day, but many others have two or
three. For those students who do
have two or more study halls,
their day is like spending a day in
the internal suspension room, so
they tend to cut study hall and
get internal or external.

ff open campus was brought
back to OLCHS there would be
less cutting. Teachers would
have more free time to plan
classes Open campus would
really cut down on internal and
external suspensions.

--AL MALLEY, 'B4

honor student.
II the honors student doesn't earn an

"A" he will continue to lall farther
behind. This will affect his class rank
and opportunity lor possible scholar
ships.

believes things should remain
unchang d, I think he should try
life without a car, electriCity, a
teleVision set and without the
medical advances of Madame
Curle.

When Tom said it was the
woman's responsibility to stay at
home with the children, was he
suggesting that women who
don't marry have no responsibili
ty in life? The ignorance of that
line of argument stands out
without me complaining any fur·
ther.

I don't think it's unbelievable
that ERA supporters have 35
states so far··not when a recent
national poll showed that two of
every three Americans (male and
female) support the ERA,

And if It Is twice as hard for
women to get along in the
business world, it is not because
they lack the ambition of the
drive, It is because there are too
many people In this world who
continue to have sexist Ideas and
stereotyped views of women like
yours.

And plenty of women do get
along in the business world. Ask
the president of a major TV net
work the next time you see her.

--MAUREEN FOERTSCH
OLCHS '81

EJU '85

Honor students
penalized
A sludent who receives an "A" In an

honors course earns a 4,8 grade point. II
fhe student should receive a lesser
grade, he falls behind another studenf
who is 10 a non-honor course.

Honor courses are regarded as the nost
difficult in school. The student who
recieves a "B" would in all probability
earn an "A" in a non-honor course. The
"B" student does recieve an 3.6 grade
pOint but he IS Stilt behind the 4.0 non-

Sides of the Issue ERA IS not
something that could've been
handled with one editorial

In whole, the ERA reads:
"Equality of rights under the

law shall not be denied or abrldg·
ed by the United States or by any
state on account of sex."

"Section 2: The Congress shall
have the power to enforce, by ap
propriate legislation, the provi·
slons of this article. Section 3:
This amendment shall take effect
two years after the date of
ratification."

State laws will not necessarily
require either spouse to provide a
home or financial support for his
or her family. Who will decide
financial support for the family
will not be decided by the amend·
ment. This choice will still be left
tb the partners in the marriage.

But what about divorce laws?
What about women in some
states who must have their hus
band's permission to sell proper·
ty which was their own before
marriage? What about men who
are forced to pay alimony and
child support to financially
stable ex-wives?

As far as the Equal Oppor
tunities Act and the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 go, they are obviously
not doing thier Job. They made
improvements, but in many areas
women are not getting equal pay
for equal work. I believe the ERA
would give women a stronger
backing in the employment sltua·
tion. With the ERA, I believe
many employers-wovld be afraid
to be so sexually 6i~sed when
hiring and firing. \\

Congress, by the y, could
draft women at any tlme-,wlthout
the ERA.

The second editorial in the col·
umn space had an appropriate ti·
tie: "A male chauvinist's POint of
view."

If Tom Zegar so stronqly

Clu b
gets

Booster
gives and
thanks

Alumnus speaks
out on ERA

I would like to compliment this
year's staff for ItS coverpge of
the ERA Issue. I was proud of the
Job you did of cov ring the many

Our Oak Lawn High School
Booster Club would like to thank
your paper for the article about
the February 21 Hustle game.

We would also like to use your
paper to publicly thank all the
students, staff members and
community members who made
the game between the Hustle
and Oak Lawn's team a huge suc
cess.

Our group worked very hard to
pull this off, and it makes us pro
ud to see that same effort put
forth by others. It was great to
see the gym filled with happy
faces of all ages.

A special thanks to Fred Parks
and our winning Oak Lawn team

I would like to take this op
potunlty to thank the Oak Lawn
High School Booster Club for the
special award I received for being
a state qualifier in wrestling.

I also want to thank the wrestl
Ing cheerleaders for the delicious
cake they made for me. With their
support and cheers, It really
makes you want to wrestle hard
and win.

Thanks again.

How do you feel about the problems caused by under-age drinking?

Laurie Niziolek, Sr.

"I feel that my generation IS be·
Ing shot down. Our elders feel
less towards us because of some
teens are taking growing up into
their own hands, and ruining it
for the rest of us "

Jeff Killelea Jr.

"The problems caused by underage
drinking in result of having a drinking
age and beinQ able to obtain alcohol.

If you have an interesting Speak-Out question, please submit it to room 210.
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Many people enjoyed listening to the M & R Rush Concert sponsored by the Spartanite 01 8.0.G. on March 27.

Pholo by Brr"n Nelson

Did you know?

&Ill [J 'IJ

The OLCHS Mathlete team
recently took third place in their
Regional competilton at Universi·
ty of Iliinois·Chlcago Cicre Cam·
pus.

Some of the competitors were:
George Theil, Larry Loman, Barry
Moore, Jeff Babiez, Tom Harm,
and Bill Roche; calculators··who
took first place. The Pre·calculus
team consisted of: Mary Barbir,
Dan Ganzet, Judy Jungman,
Dave Kleinhans, Mike Schultz
and Theil. The oralist team had
two members: Lyndon Chao and
Glen Kosek; and the Algebra 1
team: Karin Borg, Nancy Car
mody, Linda Sun, Babiez and Sue
Nordquist.

The team members going
downstate are: the calculator
team, the oralists, Linda Sun and
Rob Wesselholf.

Sun and Wesselhoff will be go·
Ing down lor taking 3rd and 4th
respectivley in their individual
competitions.

Correction

The Senior Class breakfast will
be held on May 7, not May 9 as
was reported here last month.
The breakfast will be held at
Niko's and tickets will be $9.

Page 5

Mathletes take third at
Regional

Awards for Spartanite Staff
members

Three Blue Ribbon awards were
presented to members 01 "The
Spartanlte 01 Black Oak Grove"
at the Northern Illinois School
Press Association Spring Con·
vention held at Northern Illinois
University in DeKalb on Friday
March 26.

Blue Ribbon honors went to
seniors Vanessa Faurie, news
and In depth news: and Jim
Szilagyi, news. Honorable men·
lion award also w n\ \0 enolr
Lauren Knapp, photography; and
Hamid Razik, features The ar
ticles and three issues of "The
Spartanite" were sent to Nor·
thern IllinoIs University In early
F bruary to be judg d.

MISS Leable attended the Con·
ference on College Composition
and Communication in San Fran
cisco representing OLCHS. She
went to Union Square looking for
the real Ray "Elliott. Many
resembled Olm, but she could not
find the qUlntess ntlal Ray
Elliott

When she returned from her
triP, her second period Ex·
pOSltory Writing class presented
her With a Witch hat and party for
her 35 birthday.

Leable attends conference
in San Francisco

PlansEcology Club
Weekend Trip

workshops will focus on children
and will cover growth, emotional,
learning and communication pro
cesses. Patricia McEnerney, a
teacher in District 111, Burbank,
will present the series, which is
open to Ihe public at no cost. To
register call the AERO Center at
496·3330.

The Ecology Club will be speno
ding the weekend of May 15 at
Barabou Lake, WisconSin. The
activities will include rock climb·
ing, canoeing, and viSiting the In
ternational Crane Foundation

Other aclivltles sch duled In
May Include planting trees on
Aust In Avenue, laying rocks In
the courtyard, a Mother's Day
plant sale. a spring festival, a kite
flying contest, a frisb e contest,
an alumlmum recycling drive,
and an awards night will b held
May 23.

For further Information, see
John Brodemus or J. T Thomp·
son.

Open Swim Resumes

/

Aero Center Sets Up
Workshops

A series of for workshops will
be held at the AERO Center, 7600
S. Mason, Burbank, on April 21
and 28, and May 15 and 12. The

2 '"3 -----.r-----r,.---__.

The community Open Swim·
Night resumed on Wednesday
March 24, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Oak Lawn Community High
School pool, and will continue
each Wednesday that school IS

in session. Open Swim will not be
held on April 14 because of
Easter Vacation and the last
swim will be May 26. Admission
for swimmers IS $1.25 for adults
and $1.00 lor students. Anyone
will be admitted but children
under the age of 10 must be ac
companied by an adult. All sWim·
mers must wear suits proVided
by the school. Mr Vern Scarpelli,
OLCHS staff member, will super·
vise the open sWim.

HERO (Home Economics Related
Occupations), MOE (Marketing
and Distributive Education), ICE
(Industrial Cooperative Educa·
lion Program), 00 (Office Oc
cupations) and WECEP (Work Ex·
perience/Career Exploration Pro·
gram), in which students receive
high school credil for on·the-job
training.

Electronic Class added for
1982-83

Miss Byrne is taking night
classes at John Marshall Law
School to become a lawyer.

English teacher tries law

Communication and Equipment
servicing is the new electronics
crass to be added in the 82-83
school year. The class has Elec
tronics for its pre-requisite and
nearly $4000 will be spent on new
test equipment. Mr. Bilyeau will
be the class instructor. The class
will consist of repair work and
training with test equipment.

~rary holds Film Festival

tudents of Joesph Graham's
)Iems of American Hlstory-H
s s became wlnn rs at the
ional Metro·History Fair held
larch

Th entries, documented
ecls 01 family, n Ighborhood
lor community history In the
~ago metropolitan are In
3yS, exhibits, performances
lor slide-tape presentatIOns.
;1 of the regional entrres--a
I of 319 proJects·· will be on
iblt and open 10 the public at
;harge In The Chicago Public
'ary Cultural Center May
5.
he winners are: Karen Bour
as, Sherrl Massett Lisa
ha, Lee LaRocque, Tom Frale

Salvador Tuazon. The pur·
e of the fair IS to encourage
ng people to learn more
,ut their local history

;HS students win at
ional fair

The Oak Lawn Public Library
I be showing movies every
rd Tuesday in the lower level
mmunlty room at the library.
April 20, "The Desk Sel" slarr·

I Katherine Hepburn and
encer Tracy. The May 18 movie
I be "Guess Who's Coming to
lner" also starring Tracy and
pburn. Check at the library for
I nexl film to be shown.

Brian McCarty, a '72 OLCHS
duale, was nominated for an
3demy Award for best acheive
nt in sound for the movie "On
Iden Pond."
McCarty graduated from De

ul University and has been
h Universal Studios for Ihree
irS.

Oscar winners for th movie
n Golden Pond" W re: Henry
nda, best actor; Katherine
rpburn, best actress and an
rard for best screenplay

rmer student nominated
. Academy Award

lployer/Employee ban
et to be held

The Cooperative Education
partment at OLCHS presents

11th Annual
Iployer/Employee Banquet on
esday, May 18. In appreciation

emplOYing OLCHS students,
Iployers will be guests of their
Jdent employees at the Con
sa del Mar Restaurant in Alsip,
Ituring a musical review.

The Cooperative Edu«atlon
partment offers various pro
ams including the CWT
Joperalive Work Training),

C8 '
CCJ
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school drinking

11. Do you drink until the boUle is empty?

Courtesy of Alcoholics t

SCORE-IT-YOURSELF aUI2

If you have answered YES to anyone of the q
lions, there Is a dellnlte warning that you rna'
alcoholic!
If you have answered YES to any two, the chal
are that you are an alcoholic,
If you have answered YES to three or more, yo~

definitely an alcoholic.

15. Do you think you have a problem with

liquor?

3. Is drinking affecting your reputation?

12. Have you ever had a loss of memory

from drinking?

9. Do you hang out now with a crowd
where stuff is easy to get?

13. Has drunk driving ever put you into a
hospital or a jail?

10. Do your friends drink less than you do?

14. Do you get annoyed with classes or lec·

tures on drinking?

8. Have you lost friends since you've
started drinking?

7. Do you ever get into money trouble

over buying liquor?

5. Does it bother you if somebody says
maybe you drink too much?

6. Do you have to take a drink to go out on
a date?

I. Do you lose time from school because
of drinking?

2. Do you drink to lose shyness and build
up self-confidence?,

4. Do you drink to e cape from study or
home worries?

Survey results once again back this up_
Slxty·one point two (61.2) percent of
OLCHS students agreed that their per·
sonallty changed from drinking, while 33.8
percent believed that there was no change,

"When you are a teen·ager you are
susceptible to being molded by alcohol
and drugs. Your personality can easily be
sUrred," said Pat. "Alcoholism usually
starts when you're a teen-ager."

The easiest way to prevent alcoholism is
very slmple ...don't drink There are many
advantages to not dnnklng, Besides being
much safer you could also be a lot richer.
The average student polled spent about $5
per week on alcohol. The biggest disad
vantage to not drinking IS having to face
the peer pressure. Senior Tim Bradley,
agrees there is "tremendous pressure"

"Whenever you don't go With the crowd
iI's rough," said Bradley "Even though my
friends don't put no presure on me to
dnnk, the pressure IS still there."

--TOM CAPPOS
RICK LAKIE

ThaI's where the "Booze Brothers" come
In. They (about 10 senior guys and a few
girls) average three cases per week and
one week polished off five cases (120
cans), They have collected over 700 beer
can tabs in a suitcase in a period of five
weeks beginning at second semester. "We
don't really collect them anymore but still
drink a lot," said one member.

Bradley, also a member of the "Booze
Brothers" but a non-drinker said. "I can
have a fun time without drinking, plus the
fact that I don't like the taste makes it a 1Q.t
easier for me not to drink."

Bradley's reasoning goes much farther
than thaI. He knows that drinking is an
escape route for a lot of people and they
dnnk to get drunk and not have a care In
the world,

"I try to face up to the reality of my pro·
blems," he said, "I like being in charge of
my actions, When I'm drunk I'm more
suceptlble to lose control. I end up driving
everybody home. I'm the safety valve so to
say"

But not everyone is lucky enough to have
a safety valve.

for the weekend bash, they neglect some
of their responsibilities during the day at
school."

Even though the drinking age in Illinois is
21, alcohol is easily available to anyone
who wants It. Many of the students
survey €I tated that they get their alcohol
from frieft 5 or buying It themselves, with
or without 1Jlke identification

The perf ty at OLCHS for drinking or
possesing alcohol on school grounds IS
5-10 days external suspension. Even reallz·
Ing the consequences, many students stili
choose to drink.

'" dnnk 10 get buzzed and have a good
time," one junior said. "It helps me Join in
wtlh the crowd."

"I drink to relax, to settle down from the
everyday confusions and to forget the
day," said another student. "I like to Sit
down With my buddies, then go out and get
a couple of ladies and generally have a
good time"

An early sign of alcoholism IS when so
meone's reason for dnnking IS to escape.

'" dnnk because It gets me In a crazy
mood and it helps me forget about all my
problems," one OLCHS senior said.

"I drink mostly from peer pressure, but a
litlle to get away from reality and
pressures of society," said another stu·
dent.

Pat, from Alcoholics Anonymous, defines
alcoholism as not a matter of how much
you drink, but as what it does to you when
you do.

"Two early signs of alcoholism are drink·
ing as a means of escape and drinking to
cope With day-to-day problems," Pat said.
"Alcoholism is a disease, From childhood,
one sees other people drinking, older peo·
pie, and they get the notion that it is
SOCially acceptable to drink."

Craig agrees with Pat.
"II's accepted to drink," Craig said,

"They see it at home, on T.V ; II'S cool.
"Society does not frown on the use of

alcohol, everybody is dOing it. They like the
effect It gives them. It makes them do
things they wouldn't usually do, like sex·
ual activities, not considenng one's emo
tional feelings, getting into flgh'ts and los·
ing inhibitions."

Hig h
Booze, brew, beer, suds...no matter what

it's call d, it Is stili alcohol, a potentially
addictive drug. Not only is it a drug, but iI's
also an Illness that has become an
epidemic among teen·agers across the
country, and OLCHS is no exception

"The use of alcohol is the biggest drug
abuse in the school," OLCHS dean Jim
Craig said. "There IS a large number of
students who dnnk here at OLCHS. If I can
b lieve half of what I here, the weekends
are filled with parties."

Most students know about or have gone
to these weekend parties For those who
have been to a party, seeing someone
falllng·down drunk and dOing crazy things
IS a normal occurance. They think to
themselves, "another party, another kid
getting drunk out of his mind; no big deal."
But evidence shows that It IS a big deal.

"Those who dnnk are drinking excessive·
Iy," dean Tom Murphy said. "Some drink
every night oi the week, and Indirectly
they're becoming more dependent on
alcohol And the dnnklng has greatly In·
creased over the years."

In support of Murphy's statement Is a
Spartanlte survey of 250 OLCHS students
(mostly sophomores, juniors and seniors
of all different life styles)taken to find out
how bad the drinking problem really is.

Nlnety·four point four (94,4) percent of
the students polled admitted that they
dnnk. Of those who did drink, 54.8 percent
drink on weekends only and 13,2 percent
dnnk only on special occasions (such as
weddings, etc.). That leaves 26.4 percent of
the drinkers drinking more than lust on
weekends. Twenty·five point two (25,2) per·
cent of those left dnnk anywhere from
three to five days a week, while 1.2 percent
drink five or more days.

There may be even more students who
drink over five days a week, but of course
they would be hard to survey since they
would rarely be In school.

"Students who drink on week nds have
difficulty getting up and going to school
on Monday," Craig said. "If they drink on
school nights, it will affect their perfor
mances the next day, During the school
day, they get so wrapped up in planning

Page 6
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forest on horses, wildly in search of a
cave In which a dragon would live. After
a while, the horses were tired and it was
mandatory that they rest. Charles and
Hubert let the breathless horses drink
from the babbling brook, while they sat
in the shade of the big willow trees, sket·
ching a map in the sand.

"Here IS the home of the fierce dragon
Wrangle," Charles told Hubert as he
drew an X in a spot on the map in·
dlcating Wrangle's cave. "He is the
easiest dragon to conquer, and we will
be able to do it in the shortest time, pro·
viding we take the right path. If we go off
course, we may meet up with the deadly
dragon Fumble. Everyone who is said to
have met up with him has never lived to
tell about It So we must travel along the
brook and we Will come to a tree with
moss covering its enUre trunk. Then we
must go west for about 20 miles and we
should come across Wrangle's cave,"

So Hubert and Charles once again
mounted their horses and were off In

search of Wrangle. Traveling along the
brook for quite a while, Charles finally
spotted the tree with moss covering its
enUre trunk. They turned onto the path.

After some time, Hubert's horse grew
tired because of the extra weight It car
ried, and it lagged behind Charles.
Charles rounded a corner and was still
going fast when he heard the commo
tion from behind. First he heard a loud
whiLLny which came from Hubert's
horse, and then he heard Hubert scream
Ing in fear. "Help Charles! Help!"

Charles turned his horse around and
kicked its sides with all his might, mak
ing it gallop faster. Just as he rounded
the corner on the way back, he saw
Hubert's horse canter into the thick
forest. The trees were so dense Charles
had difficulty following Hubert. Even
tually Hubert's exhausted horse stopped
In a small clearing to rest. HUbert, swea·
ty and shaky, jumped down off the
horse's back and yelled for Charles to
find him.

eyebrows arched high, mockingly.
"Well, well, what have we got here?"

her voice boomed at them.
Hubert opened his mouth to explain

the situation that he and his friend were
In, but the queen was not Interested In
hearing from him.

"Be silent!" her voice startled Hubert,
making hm take a trembling step
backward.

"What IS your explanation? Speak up
Charles!" she demanded.

"Queen Esmerelda," he began. "I love
your dauqhter, Delilah.

True, she IS not of my social class, and
IS thought of as a spoiled snob, but my
feelings for her are too strong to
overlook. I wish to marry Delilah, with or
Without your permission"

"Be Silent!" Queen Esmerelda's vOice
echoed throughout the room and Hubert
stumbled back another step.

She paced back and forth for a moment
or so, thoughtfully scratching her chin.
Then she turned back to the peasants
who were anxiously awaited her next
move.

"I will make a deal with you," she said,
her voice soft but firm. "You will be
granted permission to marry my
daughter if you can successfully con
quer a dragon and bring it back as proof.
I shall give you forty-eight hours; the
count begins the second I release you
from my presence."

Hubert, looking doubtful, was just
about to object to the Queen's proposal,
when Charles spoke flrst--proud,
courageous and bold.

"That will be plenty of time, Queen
Esmerelda. I assure you that In forty
eight hours I will be back with the most
ferocious dragon you have ever seen.
The dragon will be conquered and
resume as my lifelong friend. Prepare for
the wedding upon my return."

With that confident statement, he
strode out of the castle, his shoulders
straight and his head held high.

Charles and Hubert rode throuqh the

far wing of the building. This was the
third night In a row, Charles, accom·
panled by hiS best friend, Hubert, made
their way In the dark of the night to sur·
repltiously see Princess Delilah.

His healj.Y{a on fire with love, and his
courageous aO(:! confident manner was
not In th leas\\intimidated with Queen
Esmerelda's ov powering ways. So, for
this third night In a row, he reached the
vines that led up to the castle's wall to
Delilah's room. Charles picked up a
small, rotted stick an tossed it up, mak
ing it click against the Window pane.
They waited for Delilah to appear bet
ween th curtains, but she didn't come.

"One more time," Charles said, not los
ing faith. ThiS time Hubert bent hiS bulk
over and snatched up an object upward,
at the Window The glass shattered and
fell down at them, with a nOise loud
enough to wake all the members of the
castle

"What did you throw?" demanded
Charles In frustration.

"I guess It was a rock,"Hubert replied,
his flushing face Visible In the dark.

"Well, we better get out of here."
Charles started galloping away,

"Walt up," cried Hubert in anguish, his
chubby legs taking small t"ops. His
fashion of running did not compare with
Charles' athletic grace, so eventually
Charles had to wait for his akward but In
nocent friend. Breathlessly, Hubert sat
down In a heap on the soft earth.

"Rest. , . '.1. he panted, "Let's rest."
But the boys had no time to rest. They

were surrounded by strong, bright lights,
gleaming out of the lanterns, held by
more than fifty of the castle's guards,

After apprehending Charles and
Hubert, the guards marched them to a
large study room in the castle. There
awaiting them was Queen Esmerelda.
She stood in the middle of the room,
hands on her hips, scowling as the
guards pushed the violators into the
room and then departed. Queen
Esmerelda scrutinized them, her

Charles, a poor and determined pea
sant, gets into the royal palace, with the
help of his best friend, Hubert. Noticing
Princess Delilah, he immediately falls in
love with her. The snobbish old Queen
forbids Charles to see her lovely
daughter. Hubert, a clumsy, but warm
person, helps Charles sneak in to see
the princess. Charles wishes very much
to marry the princess. The horrid Queen
will allow him to marry the fair princess
only If he conquers a fierce dragon So,
Charles sets out to do so, hoping that he
returns unharmed. Meanwhile, King
Theodore. a skl\tlsh person, and Queen
Esmerelda have disagreements. Will
Charles be able to marry the princess or
not? Stay tuned.

For an upcoming party, King Theodore
needed help In the palace kitchen.
Charles' best fri~nd, Hubert, happened
to know the jester. They found out about
the jobs and talked things over together.

"If we take the Jobs, we could see the
inside of the palace," suggested Hubert.
hoping Charles would agree.

"I suppose," replied Charles, "I've
always wanted to see how royal people
lived."

Both wanted desperately to see the In·
side. The night of the party, Charles and
Hubert arrived an hour and a half early.
allowing time enough to get started on
the meal they were to prepare. So far,
everything went quite smoothly. The hor·
duerves looked marvelous and the main
course had an aroma which seemed to
lift you off of your feet.

Princess D Iilah. dressed in a mint
green silk dress with shoes to match,
gracefully strolled Into the kitchen to
see how things managed to be coming
along. The moment she entered. her
eyes lit up, as If she were pleased with
what sh smelled She glanced at
Charles and Hubert, who stood gallantly
by the stove. but then went on about her
bUSiness. Chari s took one look at her
and immediately fell In love with the fair
princess. He watched her every move, as
she busily bustled about. from one spot
to another. He seemed to be In a daze,
for he never took hiS eyes off of her. He
stood in awe, as she waltzed out of the
room, the door swinging silently behind
her.

Hubert, patiently listened to Charles all
night long until. finally, he couldn't
stand It anymore.

"I must see her, for I am deeply In love
with her beauty," demanded Charles,
knowing that Queen Esmerelda would
forbid her lovely daughter to speak to a
peasant.

"Charles, if you must see her, we can
sneak Into the palace each night. But,
we must not be caught or we will be
punished by the Queen, herself,"remark·
ed Hubert.

Both worked out a plan together.
Charles waited impatiently, pacing back
and forth until morning. He met Hubert
and they made the final details of their
plan. That night and the next, they suc·
ceeded without getting caught.

They crept silently through the woods,
behind the towering castle. Carefully,
making sure not to trip over the thick,
matted twigs, they made their way to the
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Preparation for he wedding had to be
made. This was going to be the biggest
and best weddlnQ ever.

Everyone was busily making the wed
ding plans for the upcoming marriage of
Charles and Princess Delilah. King
Theodore himself ordered the food for
the hundreds 01 people who would be
there. Princess Delilah decorated the
castle. Beautiful flowers, streamers and
other decorations lit up the palace for
the joyous occasion. It was the most
beautiful sight ever seen.

Every detail was in place. The food, all
placed very neatly on the long table, and
the royally-decorated wedding cake
stood majestically upon a Silver platter
like a snow-covered mountain.

King Theordore and Queen Esmarelda
slowly walked down the long and narrow
flight of stairs. The King, with a cheerful
face, greeted people as they came in,
and then he would have them seated
The Queen kept close behind the King,
not really saying much at all.

Finally everyone sat quietly. Charles
gallantly stood up front with the priest.
The Queen, seated in front, gave a happy
smile to Charles, nodding her head for
the ceremony to begin. Princess Delilah
and King Theordore graciously came
down the stairs, the Princess' dress trail
Ing far behind. She looked absolutely
ravishing. They made their way up the ai
sle to where the priest stood waiting in
peace.

The King gave his lovely daughter
away, and excitedly watched as the two
younger ones exchanged vows. They
were now married.

All of the guests congratulated Charles
and Delilah and wished them the best of
luck. Then, it was time to eat. There was
much dancing and celebrating that
whole day. The sky as blue as the ocean,
and the sun shone brightly with It'S
brilliant colors glowing throughout the
sky. Light, fluffy clouds floated along in
the gentle breeze, their shapes changing
constantly. It was a perfect day for the
wedding.

Queen Esmarelda realized that she no
longer could control the empire in her
own way, now that the King had put her
in her place. She now accepted things
the way they were.

Hubert, who was very content, stayed
with Charles and Delilah in the home
which Charles had bUilt for them. He got
a job in the palace and lived happily.

Prrncess Delilah loved Charles very
much and tried to please him. She
forgave her mother for her rude and ig
norant way she had treated Charles.

The King wished the two the very best
and gave them his blessi'ng. He and the
Queen had some business to discuss,
but the main part had been dealt with
before.

Charles considered himself a lucky per
son. His life meant more to him now-
now that his dreams had come true. He
and Delilah were a hilPPY couple.
Everyone lived long and joyful lives
together.
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Sincerely yours,
Francis J. Monroe III

Arnold D. Heritage
Attorneys at Law

The queen jumped with joy. She
wanted to tell the town ... the world. Now
her beautiful daughter would have what
she deserved, wealth, power, position,
and a handsome husband. The queen
now wondered why she didn't make bet
ter use of those things when she was
young. She had felt she had everything,
yet she was an old, bitter woman. She
vowed to herself she'd never let her
daughter end up that way.

She knew Charles w~s a good man but
he could never amC1\{nt to anything
because he was born to be a peasant.

\ .
The queen sat schemii'lf/-for several

hours. Then a servant informed her that
a messenger was at the door. She
ordered the servant to bring the
message up to her. When the servant
returned she was holding an important·
looking envelope.

"Hand It over," snapped the queen,
"and be gone."

She tore at the envelope, anxious to
know its' contents. She opened the long
scroll and quickly read.

Dear Royal Family
We have been informed that Charles

Moore was working at .your palace.
We've been trying to locate him for
several weeks.

When he was young he was given up
by his well-bread, rich mother to a pea·
sant family in your town.

Lady Vanessa Anne passed away,
leaving her name, social position and
wealth to her son Charles. As her
lawyers, It is our duty to locate and in
lorm him of his newly-acquired wealth. If
he is no longer employed, or you don't
know his whererabouts, please return to
the address on the front of the envelope.

"I have no intention of keeping that
beast here. The king forbids the mar
riage. You will never have my daughters'
hand," her voice shook with worry.

The queen found the king in the stair
way,

"They have conquered the beast, you
must forbid the wedding," shEProposed.

The king knew he must put the queen in
her place. For twentwears she had been
overpowering him. He decided that he
would finally tell her that he was going
to marry Charles, and that she must
keeo her part of the bargain.

He heard her heavy footsteps coming
up the marble palace stairs. He cor·
pulant body moving regally. She stopped
at the top of the stairs and stared at him
with her piercing green eyes. For a mo
ment he was frightened, but fronn
somewhere inside he got strength. Sh e
towered over him, like a vulture over it~,'

prey. He knew he couldn't be in
timidated. His daughters' happinesB
was at stake. He took the queen by he r
arm and led her to the hallway chairs.

"Sit," he told her. Shock overcame her.
She fell limply into the chair.
"I've thought much about the mamage

of our daughter. You made a bargain
without consulting, now you must pay
the consequences."

"But Theodore, we can't let her marry
that peasant," she boomed, regaining
her composure.

"Esmarelda, I may be a stony man, but
I am a fair and honest man, and I refuse
to have my name dragged through the
mud because of your stubborness,

The king ranted and raved at the queen
for hours. He told her about every single
thing she did that bothered him. She
listened intently, never having seen her
husband so enraged. The queen began
to realize that she couldn't always have
things her way, and she must keep her
part of the bargain with Charles. The
queen knew her daughter was spoiled
bur the thought of her marrying a pea
sant upset her terribly.
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"But I guess it's allover now. I'll never
get to marry my beloved Delilah," he
sighed in conclusion to his story.

"Not so fast," the dragon told him,
"that was the most believable story I
ever heard in my life, and I'm a thousand
years old. I am deeply sympathetic to
your situation.

"For once I was in love with a fair
maiden, but she would not stand for
marrying a dragon. I'd like to help you, if
I could."

"What?!" Charles and Hubert exclaim
ed in amazement.

"Boys, you may think I am a mean and
heartless dragon, but did you ever con
sider that I, too, have feelings? For one
thousand years, and that is a long time,
I've been a very lonely dragon. That's
why I turned ferocious."

The boys listened, intently, to the sad
story of Fumble's long and lonely life.
They sympathized with him and tried to
console him.

"If you come back with us, I could
marry Princess Delilah and when I build
the castle in which we will live, you can
live with us," Charles told his new friend.

And so, Hubert and Charles climbed
upon Fumble'S' back, leading their tirep
horses behind, and started on their way
to take Queen Esmarelda up on her
challenge.

The Queen gasped when she saw them
coming up the path. Her eyes burned
green with rage. Her daughter could not
marry a mere peasant. She knew, now,
she couldn't keep her end of the bargain,
thinking both would surely have died a
terrible death. Now, here they were
riding on the fire-breathing beast.

She would order King Theodore to for
bid the marriage. That way it would be
him saying no. She didn't want to look
bad to the townspeople.

The queen met them on the porch.
'Good day, Queen Esmeralda," Charles

commented, as he tipped his hat.
"We brought you something," giggled

Hubert.
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Alcohol and sports

·-CAMlllE KRECIOCH

Page 7

"You're not being realistic If you feel you
can stop drinking," Sullivan said. Teen·
agers have easy to alcohol and other
drugs, and peer presure adds to the In·
creased use of alcohol.

"The real control has to come from the
parents," Sullivan said "It is the coach's
job to control It, but it's the parents Job
also. We can't stop it." On the varsity level.
it Is harder to control because the kids are
older and their social life accelerates.

There is one thing that both the coaches
and the athletes alike agree upon. That IS
that no one denies that athletes drink, but
not any more than anyone else. Whether or
not their drinking Is a problem is another
question.

Weekends don't exclude someone from
abiding by the rules that are set down In

the regulations book, or by the team itself.
"If they feel they're getting away with

something, they're wrong," she said.
"They' II be the ones who end up getting
hurt in the end. I hop they maintain their
Integrity." She felt that If you're a good
athlete, you don't need to use alcohol to
be accepted or to improve your game.
"Poor players use it as a crutch," accor·
ding to Groth.

A member of the girls' basketball team
said, "I drink during the season, when the
team gets together."

Girls' softball and basketball coach
Leighton Hohn said, "Life In Itself should
be a high for them, they shouldn't need to
use alcohol or any other type of drug for a
high." She said that If she suspected a pro·
blem, she would definitely try to talk to the
kid, to see where the roots of the problem _--------.....-------...
was.

Dorne also warned that If an athlete was
drinking at a game, they would almost
serve a double penalty. First of all, they
would receive the punishment Issued by
the athletic code book, and then they
would receive another punishment fot
disobeying the school code; a suspension
from the sport and a suspension from
school would result.

"Skip" SUllivan, the sophomore basket·
ball, baseball and football coach, thought
that most of the kids understand what
they're getting into by drinking, whether or
not they are on a sport. If he knew of a kid
that was drinking, he would take control by
referring to the athlet code, as most of
the other coaches polr~\ed out.

\ .

regulation book. but also on the teams
themselves

Karen Dorne, girls' badminton coach,
said, "There are no problems on the girls
badminton team involving alcohol, and if
there ever were I would follow the code set
up by th athletic department In order to
handle them"

"The badminton team," Dorne said, "Is a
serious bunch of kids. They are serious
about the way they play, about the team,
etc. If someone on the team did have a
drinking problem, we'd probably be more
conerned about the human aspect of the
problem, not the fact that a rule Is being
broken."

She also thought that people were more
open about alcohol consumption, but not
really more liberal. Drinking has always
been a test at the high school level.

"Overall, drinking Is not limited to
athletics, but it's highlighted by athletes
because of the code," said Dorne. "I
believe the majority of athletes, as a
whole, do not abuse the rules."

One of the girls' badminton players said
that she does drink during the season, but
never before a game.

A member of the girls' volleyball team
staed that there Is not a problem concern·
ing drinking on the team. Barb Wesselhoff
said, "If there was a problem our coach
would surely understand. She's a caring
person." Another person from the team
said that there were people that drank, but
it was no big deal. They were sure
something would be said amongst the
teammates, but that it would be hard to
tell the coach.

Margaret Groth, coach of the girls'
basketball team, figured about 10 percent
of the team drank occasionally. However.
she said that no problem existed.

"If you want to be an ahtlete, you must
have standards to abide by," Groth said,
and most of the coaches agreed with thiS
point. "If you want to be a good athlete,
you're an ahllete 365 days a year, monday
thru Friday, and Saturday and Sunday"

Problems concerning alcohol among
high school athletes seems to be increas·
ing rapidly. However, according to
coaches and student athletes, the problem
hasn't affected OLCHS as greatly as some
schools.

According to Len Scaduto, boys' varSity
basketball coach, drinking among his
team IS not a problem. "I feel it's being
consumed, but I don't think it's over·
consumed by the members of the team,"
and some of the basketball players agreeo
with their coach on the issue.

Scaduto was positive that no one on the
team comes to the games drunk and that if
they had, It wouldn't be hard to single
them out because their ability to play ball
would suffer.

"If there's any drinking of any sort, it pro·
bably would take place at a party after the
game," Scaduto said. He felt that this
year's team has no drinking problems
compared to several years ago when there
were many heavy drinkers on the team.

Coach Scaduto and team member Dan
Ganzer agreed that if they suspected
another member of the team had been
damaging his ability to play ball well. the
other members would probably talk to that
person about the problem.

One varsity football player said that
drinking was no problem with the team,
because they don't drink before the game.
But he did say that about 80 percent of the
team drank occasionally. Although no
alcohol was consumed before games, he
noted that sometimes he had bad
hangovers before the games.

Another player commented that It was
often hard to put the helmet on due to the
severity of his headache.

"Before every game, everybody's ready
to play at the best of their ability," said
senior football player Tom Cappos.
"After practice dUring the week, once In a
while we would go out and have a few
beers, but we never got really 'ripped,' said
another football player. "Just a harmless
couple of beers. However, Friday night and
Satuday nights parties were a totally dlf·
ferent story"

Chuck Chllvers, varsity football coach
felt that the boy's football team didn't
drink much. He felt this year he had a good
bunch of kids, and they didn'! even need to
issue a curfew for the team, as has been
done In the past
"ThiS was the first year that we were real·

Iy able to trust the team," Chilvers said. He
felt that society is more open about
alcohol now than they ever have and that
one of the primary reasons for increase in
alcohol is due to the lack of parental con·
trol.

"A teenager Is going to drink. Parents
have a very liberal attitude towards it,"
Chllvers said.

Chuck Lawson, varsity wrestling coach
stated, "Drinking is not a problem In
wrestling, but I'm sure they do drink." He
noted that last year's team drank ex·
cessively more than this year's.

"I really had a good bunch of kids this
year. There's no room for smoking or
alcohol in athletics," said Lawson.

Varsity wrestler Frank Hogan said that
none of the wrestlers drank during the
season because they had to "make the
weight."

Lawson, also the assistant girl's tennis
coach and the boy's varsity coach, said
that there have never been any drinking
problems whatsoever on either of the ten·
nls teams In the time that he has been
coaching them.

Alcohol and sports is not only an issue
concerning the sports for guys, the same
applies to girls as well; not only In the
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--KEN CHRISTIANSON

"Expressions of Youth," a series of youth
controlled workshops being sponsored in
part by the Student Service Bureau and the
Southwest YMCA, will be held May 22 from
10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at Moraine Valley Com
munity College.

Four workshops are scheduled for the
morning session. These are:

1) Adolescent Suicide, Cause and
Prevention

2) Adolescent Pregnancy; Options and
Decision Making Process

3) Life After High School; Career Deci·
sion Workshop

4) Gift of Imagination; Workshop on
Developing Creativity

Students of OLCHS who participate in
the Student Service Bureau are organizing
the event under the direction of a central
steering committee and YMCA social
Worker Denis Radigan

After the workshops, lunch will be served
and then all who would like can participate
in a series of "new games." These games
are Non-Competitive activities that help
develop participation and co-operation.

The Student Service Bureau is sponsored
in part by the Southwest YMCA and
OLCHS, and meet during lunch periods.
Groups hold diSCUSSions and Radigan
also has individual counseling sessions.
All students are invited to altend the ses
sions.

--CHRIS DRIKDS

_...._.
Kids show their dancing skills for the auditions 01 J.C. Superstar.

The rock musical "Jesus Christ
Superstar," headed by Tom Dzurison, with
musical director Jim Detloff, is just one of
the three plays presented each year in the
3.uditorium gym.

THe play was written by lloyd and Web
ber, the song writers for the musical
"Evita."

The play consists of nine leads, 10
dancers, who were not required to sing, 12
apostles and a chorus of about 20
students.

The major leads are Jesus Christ--Scott
Carollo, Judas--Jayne Anderson, Mary-
Carrie Daum, Peter--Mike Carter, Simon-
Joyce Lyons, Pilot..Jim Dague, Caiphus-
Pat Murray, Annas..Joe LaSalvia and King
Herod--Wally Walfeldt. Donna Egan and
Joyce Clinkman are the lead dancers. The
student directors are Laura Walsh and
Debbie Duracha. The dance captain is
Marea Cesario.

The main point of the play is "to get more
students involvecr in the music and theater
activities," said Tom Dzurison, director of
the OLCHS Theater Department.
"Students from other activities, such as
volleyball and track,have participated in
the play.

Detloff feels "the play will be a smash."
The play will be presented in the

Auditorium Gym May 20-22. Tickets can be
purchased from any cast or crew member.

'Jesus Christ Superstar' Student Service Bureau
coming in May schedules workshops

Teachers to be
laid off next year
Nine teachers have been dismissed from said. "We then relay this information on to

the OLCHS staff due to the declining the Board with our recommendations as
enrollment and financial concerns In the far as which teachers need to be released,
district. and which teachers are re·employed. Then

The teachers to be relased are Kathy they are the final determiners of employ-
Pilat, Dolores Kotheimer, Richard ment."
Scherubel, Candance Swetz, Linda The dismissal is permanent, although it
Reynolds, Howard Rubin, J.T. Thompson, is possible for a teacher to be re-hired.
D. Sexton and Kent Youngren. "If we need to hire back teachers, then

The teachers were dismissed on a basis we hire them back. If a tenure teacher is
of tenure. Teachers are usually dismissed released because of a reduction in force,
from each department, as the decline in then they have what's called 'one year of
enrollment means a decline in the need for recall rights.' For example, if we release a
teachers. math teacher and within a year we have a

"Basically, when the names come out, vacancy in our math department, then we
you 'find that it's all across the full pro- must offer that teacher the job. And nine
gram," Superintendent Hal Wiltshire said. times out of ten they will accept."
"It's not just everyone from one depart· "In a period of declining enrollment like
ment. There's a general decline in enroll- we are in here, in all honesty, if they're
ment which means the need for teachers is released, there won't be much opportunity
down and the decline Is across the entire to come back."
spectrum of both' required classes and The drop in enrollment is not the only
elective courses. reason for a teacher to be dismissed. Ac-

"The school code says that if you have cording to Wiltshire, a teacher may be
teachers who are not on tenure, that dismissed due to a lack of competency.
means they haven't been employed for "A teacher can be here 30 years, and if all
their third full year, then those teachers of the sudden and for whatever reason, he
must be released first of all, if there are becomes a poor teacher and incompetent,
qualified tenure teachers for those jobs." then you can go about the process of

In the event that a tenure teacher is releasing them," Wiltshire said.
dismissed, OLCHS has an agreement It is Wiltshire's job, as well as the head's
worked out with the teachers' union. of the departments, to inform a teacher of

"It's what they call a reduction·in·force hiS release, and according to Wiltshire, it
agreement," Wiltshire said. "Basically, is no easy task.
teachers are released in the opposite order "I also Will talk to them and explain their
in which they were hired. The teachers recall rights,~'\lN,iltshiresaid.
with the least seniority are released ahead "And I find it very difficult. It's not a case
of those With more seniOrity, provided the of your telling aYieacher that 'we're poor
teachers that are kept have the qualifica- and we don't ~ant you anymore,' "
tions to fill the teaching jobs that are Wiltshire said. "I've gone through the
available." years here of tremendous growth where

After the deCision to dismiss the we were employing teachers and there
teachers is made by Wiltshire and his were all kinds of problems. I'd much rather
aSSOCiates, the final deciSion then goes to have those problems than the problems of
the Board of Education. declining enrollment. It does bother me."

"We look over enrollments for next year,
and we look over the class make-up,"He JIM SZI!.AGYI

Oak Lawn has its share of juvenile crime
Juvenile crime exists virtually

everyWhere in the United States. Cities,
suburbs and small towns all have their
share of crime commited by the juvenile.

In Oak Lawn, the average amount of ar
rests per year is between 800·1100. Within
the past five years it has stayed relatively
the same.

Juveniles are arrested every day of the
week. "I think maybe on the weekends the
percentages are higher," said Sergeant AI
Miller, juvenile officer of the Oak Lawn
Police Department.

"Of course, in the summer time your
verage picks up," said Miller.
The main crime of juveniles is theft. Theft
an be defined as shoplifting, burglary or
andalism. Shoplifting and vandalism are
he main types of crimes juveniles are ar
ested for.

To distinguish a misdemeanor and a
felony, theft has been catagorized by the
value. A $300'theft or over is considered a
felony. Under $300, the charge would be
less and considered a misdemeanor.

Depending on the seriousness of an of·
fense, a juvenile is treated as the courts
allow.

"There are several different alternatives
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used to handle a juvenile depending on the
type of incident he was involved in and
previous contacts we've had with the
juvenile," Miller said.

In minor cases, a juvenile can be station
adjusted. Station adjusted means that the
juvenile is released to the parents and
there is no police follow up. The arrest is
put on the juvenile's record. If that person
is picked up again, the incident can be us
ed as background information in a juvenile
court referral.

A second alternative is the referral to the
court.

"A referral, charges the juvenile with a
specfic offense he is arrested for," said
Miller.

The records of a juvenile brought up on
charges are looked into pending further
action.

The third alternative is used in major of·
fenses.

"In a major offense, for the safety of
himself and others, the child will be placed
in an audi home," Miller said.

The juvenile will be held in,the home until
the next day. The judge then decides
whether or not to keep him in custody or
release him to his parents. This will be un
til a court date is set for the charge at

hand.
A child does not have to be arrested for

him to be considered a juvenile delinquent.
Runaways and ungovernables are also
considered to be in that category.

If the case pending involves a runaway or
ungovernable, a delinquency petition can
be filed. Awaiting a court hearing, the child
can be placed in a foster home.

To help the juvenile if there is a "finding
of delinquency," the court can do several
things. The most frequent is probation.
Counseling programs are also given in the
area. "Approximately five percent of the
cases are sent to St. Charles," said Miller.

S\. Charles is the institution to which
juveniles in the area are sent to in extreme
cases.

"The goal is not to put people away,"
said Miller, "The goal is to try to see that
the crime is not repeated so that when he
has reached the age of the adult, he has
received the necessary help to keep him
from commilling a crime."

When a juvenile reaches the age of 17, he
is now an adult. All previous records of his
past crimes are no longer pending. When
17, a person who commits a crime has this
on his record for the rest of his life.

"The juvenile age is a learning process

from age 13," said Miller. "So the goal is to
help to keep him from being put away."

"The big difference in the two court
systems is to teach as a juvenile," Miller
said. "When a person commits a crime as
an adult, the object is to punish for that
act."

There are many places a juvenile can
receive help. The schools provide social
services as well as Oak Lawn Family Ser
vices, Youth Commission, Worth Youth
Commission, Christ Hospital and other

l.0uth programs given through juvenile
court.

"There are an awful lot of juveniles in
need and these programs are good," said
Miller.

Everything is confidential. All records of
arrests and counseling are strictly in con
fidence of the police and closed to the
public.

Reducing the number of juveniles ar
rested can be controlled.

"There is always going to be a hard·core
person, but there are minor offenses
that,with proper education, counseling
and will·power, it can be brought down,"
said Miller, "It can be done."



-·GENE SKALA

Asia has already been noted as
the next "super·group" and by
the sounds of their first album,
"Asia," there's no doubt about it.
This excellent, nine·song debut
album is already paving a road to
success for this newly-formed
group.

Asia creates music for
dreamers, for people who want to
sail the stormiest seas and for
people who want a different
direction in rock.

On side one, "Heat of the Mo
ment" breaks out as a narrative
song with simple lyrics that stick
in your mind. A combination of
rough guitars and smooth syn·
thesizers makes "Heat of the Mo
ment" a catchy top·40 hit.

The off-beat "Time Again" is
more of a guitar·and-drum duel,
while rhyming lyrics only con·
tribute to it in a commercial
sense. It's changing patterns are
what keeps the song alive.

"Wildest Dreams" is a song of
victory with excellent orchestra
tion, vocalization and keyboards
that help to boost this one as a
single.

An interesting thing about Asia
is their ability to mix rock songs
with b.ouncy·sounding
keyboards, a back·up orchestra
and synthesizers and make it
sound so good.

In a Moody Blues style,
"Without You" drifts through and
opens for the rocking "Cutting it
Fine," which slows into a piano
concerto and leaves the listener
feeling serene.

It seems as though most
albums have at least one
repititious song. "Asia" is no ex
ception with "Here Comes the
Feeling." It's not disappointing,
but it's hard to grasp the full ef·
fect after being so dampened on
"Cutting it Fine." The only real
disappointment lies in "Sole Sur·
vivor. "

By far the best track is "Only
Time Will Tell." It has excellent
vocals, keyboards and distinct
drumming, and is hard to resist
playing over a few times. It's a
refreshing and altogether good,
forceful song that brings Asia's
talents full circle.

A wondrous miracle is hidden
on "Asia." They are definitely the
premier rock group of 1982 and
shouldn't slip out of sight. Ex
pect to see"Asia" riding up the
charts.

Asia
'Asia'
Geffen

··PAUL L1LLWITZ

J.Geils Band
'Freeze Frame'
EMI

The J. Geils band, the "party
band" as they are called, has
come out with their first smash
album in several years. They
have been together for more than
eleven years and never had a top
ten album until "Freeze Frame"
hit the record stores. The album
also includes the number-one
single "Centerfold."

The first side is strictly dance
tunes. They all supply the quick
beat the band is known for. It in
cludes the title track and the
fast·moving "Rage in the Cage."

"li;sane, Insane Again" is
anothE!f\ dance song that also in
cludes some good Iyrics_ It is
about a'man who is feeling the
effects Of' speed and what he
does during that night.

Side two opens with another hit
single called "Flamethrower,"
which is getting a lot of radio air
play. This will probably be the
next top ten single from "Freeze
Frame."

"River Blindness" and "Angel
in Blue" are done in a slower beat
and do not have the beat that
makes The J. Geils Band distinc·
tive. These are the two worst
songs on the album because of
this reason.

The band's influence on people
is tremendous. Most of the songs
get you tapping your feet or mov·
ing to the beat, even if you don't
want to.

The last song, "Piss on the
Wall," ends the album in style. It
is a song cutting down different
nationalities, but at the end it
calls all of us a "bunch of jerks."

The band members are J. Geils
on guitar, Peter Wolf on lead
vocals, Seth Justman on
Keyboards, Magic Dick on sax·
ophone and harmonica, Dan
Klein on bass and Steve Bladd on
drums.

The J. Geils Band is almost
strictly quick dance music. They
supply good synthesizers and
guitar to their music, plus a lot of
drums and some harmonica to
get things rolling along. All of
this added to a quick beat equals
dance music.

The J. Geils Band has made it to
the top once, so we'll just have to
wait for the next album to see if
they get any better. Whatever
happens, "Freeze Frame" might
prove to be one of the top ten
albums of 1982.

··TONY FICKE

Joan Jett and the Blackhearts,
one of the newest bands to rock
the country, released their debut
album in late 1981 entitled "I
Love Rock 'N RoiL" Since then it
has reached the top·ten album
charts. The 45-rpm single, featur·
ing the song "I Love Rock 'N
Roll," has been the number one
hit for the past several weeks.

Side one opens with the current
radio hil "I Love Rock 'N Roll," a
song that contains much of the
rock and roll sound that should
have been distributed throughout
some of the other cuts. The LP
starts off on the right foot with
this track, but gradually it slips
downward.

The next cut, "Run Away,"
begins with good guitar playing
but seems to lose Its touch when
Jell starts to sing. Her cracking
voice could pierce the hide of an
elephant.

"Love is Pain" follows with a
quick beginning that slows down
to steady lyrics and an un
breakable beat. The next track is
called "Nag" and contains
verses which pertain directly to
the title, with "nag" being
repeated utterly too much. The
last song on side one is "Crim
son and Clover" and is just about
the best song on the album. It is
a remake of the older song, but
changed to a rock-type song.

Side two begins with "Victim of
Circumstances," which consists
of much clapping and ends up
with the whole band singing.
"Bits and Pieces" is next and
starts with some terrific drumm·
ing. Jett's voice seems to be
pleasant on this track, with the
drums being emphasized greatly.

"You're Too Possessive" seems
like it doesn't belong on this
album because of the soft touch
Jett puts into this song. The
music is rock and the song is
good, but the singing is toned
down. The last track is entitled
"Little Drummer Boy"--the same
familiar song done in a rock
fashion.

The band consists of Joan Jett
on guitar and lead vocals backed
up by Gary Ryan, bass and
vocals; Lee Crystal, drums; and
Ricky Byrd, guitar and vocals.

"I Love Rock 'N Roll" is a good
start for a new 'band such as
Joan Jett and the Blackhearts,
but some improvements will have
to be made for them to continue
their popularity.

Joan Jeff
'I Love Rock 'N Roll'
Boardwalk

··KEN CHRISTIANSON

ing to have any trouble keeping
up with the movie.

ThG diredion, sets and surroun
dings are great. The main set is
an old gothic·type house, the sur·
rounding land and neighboring
cottages.

The plot has so many twists
and curves in it that the promo
tions showing a Rubik's Cube are
accurate. It seems almost im
possible for anyone to figure out
the movie without seeing it or
hearing it from someone else.

If grades were given for movies,
"Deathtrap" would reveive an
"A." Although there is no detec·
tive in the movie, it does seem to
be influenced by all the great
detectives, from Doyle's
Sherlock to Christie's Marple.

Even though the movie is ex
cellent in most ways, it has a
slight downfall--the beginning.
You don't know what is going on
until after the first ten minutes.
S uQ In' hen, you are left in
the dark. Then the character
development starts and the plot
becomes more and more evident.

Just remember to stay alert and
to keep track of the twisted plots.
But I guarantee there is no way
you'll be able to figure out the en
ding

"Deathtrap" is the latest movie
to help bring back the words "ex
citement" and "suspense" into
the movie goer's vocabulary.

"Deathtrap" stars Michael
Caine as a frustrated playright
who will do anything to have
another hit play on Broadway.
Dyan Cannon is Caine's neurotic
wife, and Christopher Reeve
breaks out of his Superman
costume and goes for another
type of role in which he, along
with Caine and Cannon, is very
effective.

Suspense was brought back to
the movies earlier in the film
season with "Raiders of the Lost
Ark," and movie-makers must
have realized that the public was
coming out to see suspense
thriller movies like those made in
the fashion of years ago.

The movie centers around
Caine's attempt to have another
hit on Broadway and what he will
do to get it. Once you think .y.ou
have figured out the plot, the
unexpected happens. And when
it does, it works.

"Deathtrap" Is the longest
running suspense thriller on
Broadway today, and by the way
the movie develops, you can see
why. The play is a play, within a
play, within a play. If you can
keep up with that you aren't go-

One thing leads to
another in
'D.eathtrap'
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Will this

··oIlVE WILLS'
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positions when Tom CapPol> or
Carl Rohde are pitching.

There Is also more depth on this
year's team and this should help
the Spartans very much.

"There is more competitIOn tor
positIOns, so the starters may
play better," says BorkowskI.

"We will have a slrong benCh,
but the starting nine IS probably
the best starting nine In the con·
ference," said Lou Canellis, "SO
lhe bench may not get a lot of
playing time."

Do th .' Spartans have the best
starting nine? No one knows tor
sure One lhtngs tor sure IS that
the SICA West IS going to be
tough.

"There are no push overs," said
BorkowskI.

Reavis, Sandburg, lincoln·Way
and T.F, South will all be giVing
the Spartans fils this seaSOn.

This is where pitching and
ti fense come in, somettllng the
Spartans lacked In their flrsl two
games, losing to Rich Central 5-4
and Brother Rice 8·4.

Pitching and defense win tilles
and the Sparlans will have to im·
prove on the first two games If
they want to contend for the
SICA West lIt1e.

The defense sort of speaks for
itself, with most of the positions
filled by players With varsity ex
pert nee. The only quesllon that
remain is how good are the
Spartans' pitchers?

KriS Flynn, an all-conference
catcher will be calling the signals
for another all·conference player,
Tom Cappos The younger Cap·
pos, Larry, along with Carl Rohde
and Rob Omlencloskl should see
a lot of action thiS year, Mike
Fleming, Bill Cummins and Bill
WillS can see some action also
before this season IS over,

If the Spartans can put
everything together they have a
legitimate chance at the con·
ference Championship, and the
Spartans are worth seeing (his
year becaus£> admisSIon for
baseball games IS FREE.

be the Spartans'
year?

Baseball, the great American
pastime, is probably Ihe most
popular sport ill the U.S. But
that Is not the case at OlCHS.

There aren't the big crowds at
baseball games like Ihere were at
the football and baSl<etball
games, and probably for good
reasonS The Spartans of old
were 110t worth seeing for the
most part

Last year. the Sparlans Won
four of the" first SIX games,
beating teams like Curte,
Catholic League champ SI. Rita
and stale runner-up Brother Rice
The Spartans cooled off aftar
that and finished in lhe ba k of
the pack of the SICA West CliVI'
slon

ThiS year could be an exception
to the recent play of the Sparlans
though, because as head coach
Skip Borkowski says. "They are
working hard and are very op
IIlTllstic. They have a chance to
do some good"

There is good reason why the
Spartans should do well this
year They have nine returnees
from last year's squad.

"We have a good Chance to
take conference Ihis year" said
senior Tom Cappos. "Our slroog
point will be experience wllh
most of our starlers returning,"

But the returntng players cao
orty do so mUCh, It Will be up to
the juniors as to whether or not
the spartans will do well Ihis
year,

According to Cappos, "The
Juniors will be very important to
Ihe club because they bring a
winning atmosphere, which we
lacked tast year."

The juniors will be pressing the
seniors for the starting pOSitions
in Ihe outfield. The senior gOillg
aller the outfield positions are
Bill Schulz, Brian lelket and Lou
Canellia. Mike Fleming. Bill WillS
and Tony Or090s are the juniors
lhat are vielog for the spots,

The Infield is set with Cappos at
third, Carl Rohde at snortslOp,
Bill CUITIlTliI1S at second and
larry Cappos replacing th in·
Ivred Tim Valasek at first. Ross
Brand is dOll1g a nice lob 8(,;cor·
dmg to Borkowski and will be a

oack·up at second base,
Utility man Rob Omlenolnski

will !ill-in 131 the various infield

Thiel: Dave Kleinhans, Mike
Schultz, Sandro, Shawn Warct,
Dan Brandt, Hudim Tadras,
George Theoharris, Kurt Hen·
dricks and Raid Swiess.

They practiced for three weeks,
5 days a week, for about an hour,
in the Spartan Gym before
school.

While most of the French team
had an average of five years ex
perience, only a few members of
the OLCHS team have had nearly
as mueh Kleinhans has played
soccer for four years: two on a
small team, and for the past two
h s participated on a seml·pro
team. Thiel has been on the same
leam as Kleinhans for the past
two years, and also played for a
summer In Germany.

All In all, the game seemed to
be a new expertence for all who
attended. As Kleinhans put It,
"The games purpose was to have
fun and we did!"

Boys' Gymnastics

The boys' gymnastics team
have started thiS season With a
strong 4-1 recQrd. They are 3·0 at
home and their only loss IS to
Hinsdale South

Leading the team IS Junior Steve
Sawicki, an all·arounder.

"In the first five meets he has
already broken two school
records." head coach Larry Kelly
aid "One record was on Ihe

floor exerCise. and the other was
on the vault."

"HIS score on the floor was an
8.8 and on the vault was 9.2. He's
right up there with the statp
scores," Kelly said.

The team IS made up of two
seniors, five Juniors and two
sophomores. They are seniors
Tim Dahlman (side horse) and
Bob Carlo (rtngs, high bar and
parall I bars); Juniors Steve
Sawicki (an all·arounder), Tom
TrOJnlar (an all-arounder with the
high bar as a strong point), Rick
Haehnllne (parallel bars and
vault). Denis Greenan (Side
horse) and Joel Suchomel (Side
horse): and sophomores Matt
Dillon (high bar, vault and tumbl
Ing) and Kurt Suchomel (tumbl
Ing).

"The outlook on conference IS
pretty tough." Kelly said. "Thorn·
wood, Homewood·Fjossmoor
and Llncoln·Way are hard to
beat. Team-Wise we don't have a
very good chance, but I'm hoping
that we can have a few con
ference champs thiS year," Kelly
said. "We haven't had a con
ference champ in about 10 years.
Hopefully that will change this
year."

"The attitude IS one of the best
in a while." Junior Steve Sawicki
said, "and the good thing about
the team IS that we will only lose
two seniors next year. All the rest
are Juniors and sophomores."

The boys' gymnastics team has
Only two more home meets. One
IS on Aprtl 13 at 1:00 p.m. when
the Spartans do battle with
Thornwood. The second IS on
Parents' Night, April 20 at 7:00
p.m. when they meet Lincoln·
Wa .

Jump and Cathy Busking In the
440 and high jump, and Juniors'
Shari Coughlin In sprints and
long jump, and shotputter Cindy
Sanders.

The frosh·soph IS lead by
Jeanine Mackin and Donna Ruhl
who both ran sprints. Liz Burton
participates in the 400 and
relays, Char Porto in the long
jump and relays, and shot puller
Amy Leonard

Some of Reynolds' goals are to
break some of the schools'
records anrt have some state
qualifiers She thinks records
could be broken In the relay and
sprinting events

Soccer

The Spartan Gym was the
scene for an international soccer
game with the French foreign ex·
change students and a group of
OLCHS students, on March 30.

The team manager was Marilyn
Williams, the French teacher
from OLCHS who was in charge
of the French Visitors. and the
coach was Jim Markel.

The final score of the game was
2·2. However, only half of the
game was played because the
French students didn't have a
large enough team to allow them
to substitute players. Since soc·
cer IS such a fast·movlng, rough
sport, this was unfair for the
foreign team.

Dave Wills, goalie "0( OLCHS;
said, "It was a lot of Wn, even
though I got a little nerv~swhen
I heard they were "heading" the
ball In water polo" He also com·
mented that Ihe French players
were smaller than the OLCHS
leam, but that IS not a major fac·
tor In soccer

lisa Collings, a spectator at the
game said. "The French kidS
seemed to have more control and
coordination. I Wish we had a
soccer team here at OLCHS."

The two goals scored by the
home team were by: Thai Van
Tam and Wally Shehayber. Other
team members included: Dan
Ganzer, Joel Akroush, George

Cathy Busking
Cathy Busklng a member of the

girl's track team IS the female
athlete of the Issue for the month
of April.
Cathy has been In the track pro

gram ever since she was a
freshman, and with all that hard
work she hopes it will payoff thiS
season.

"She has been working very
hard thiS year and should have
an exceptional season," said
head coach Linda Reynolds.

Running the 400 and anchoring
the 800 medleyand mile relay
makes Cathy a real asset to the
girl's track team,

Her ambition is the same as all
athletes In track and that IS to
qualify for the state meel.

Boys' Girls'

Track
The outdoor track season has

begun for both the boys' and
girls' team and things look good
according to the coaches.

Boys' coach George Dunn said,
"Things are looking pretty good
right now"

Th team has two conference
champions, Mike Bila and Roy
Wilkie returning "The team has a
lot of seniors who have matured
to give us more depth and
power," Dunn said.

"Tom Nelson and Wilke In the
hurdles and high lump, and Dan
and Bill Manley pole-vaulting
should give us a good one two
punch in these events, Dunnl
said. "We should also be tough
In the mile relay with Joe Bilan·
Ski, Chris Hauser, Brian McGrail,
Jim Callahan and Nelson," he ad·
ded

Dunn called the indoor season
sucessful as the team compiled
a 13·6 record, the best in the

chool's history.
Top performers were John

Malluck (880 and 440), Nelson
(high hurdles and high jump) and
Shot-putter Mike Btla.

Dunn considers the team a
strong contender for the con·
ference championship.

GlTls' co ch Linda Reynolds ex·
pects a good season due to hard
work, the new track and the add·
ed coaching of Cheryl Michals

"The varsity should do well In·
dlvldually and the frosh-soph
team should win conferenc ,and
we should do good In districts."
said Reynolds "We are pleased
with the work of the freshmen,"
she added

Inctoor track has ended with the
varsity team posting a 2-2 record
and the frosh·soph an even 1 1
record The frosh-soph also won
the Lyons Township InVitational
In which seven schools com·
peted

The varsity is lead by seniors'
Diane Ges"~kowski In the high

Mike Blla, a varsity shotputter
and diSCUS thrower, on the
OLCHS track team IS the April
athlete of the Issue.

In the first meet of the outdoor
season Btla took first place In the
discus and the shot. He threw the
diSCUS 145 ft. 11 In. and putted
the shot 58 ft. 8 in. HIS best toss
thus far IS 59 ft., which is current·
Iy third best in the state.

"Mike is the fastest shotpuller I
have coached, and once he gets
hiS technique smoothed out, he
will be in the 60's," said head
track coach George Dunn.

Blla went down state last year
as a Junior, and without Injury
will probably go the same route
thiS season. As Dunn puts it "he
will be a state contender."

Mike Bila

age 10
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FOR All YOUR 'J1A U NEEUS

HEY THIEL.
DID YOU GET NUMBER 45 YET?
YOUR SUPERIOR BEING

FOR SALE:
1975 Cougar. PS. PB, PW. AIR
Good condltlon.--CLEAN
423·5402

BOB EGAN.
Get Ionized!
HIGH AND EXALTED CRAB

Froggy,

Joanathan,
O,d you engulf him?
Love,
Linda

Robin, Holly, Deana,
Hawaii will never be the same! I
linda

RB2,
You made the P-4-4 a "TRUE"
party!"
Love,
P5T2B2CL

Fawz,
You're a jerk,
Jen

You,
I love you!!
Your hun

Jen,
Ask me If I care!!!

Fawz,
Do you care?!

422-8492
422·7895

SCHVONTZ' (yes. you George)
How did you do on the MAA.?
The Elite One

Boona,
I miss you here.
Love.
Klowey

Krebby.
3 months till L L,L.'
You betler save your money!
Molty

422·8484
422·5264

CBLMAJMTC.
Had a great time in Hawaii ..Hang
Loose--to all my cousins!
Love,
Chris

Bobby.
Thanks for the shirt.
Friends Forever,
Kam

Gerg,
Van Halen rules!

All Chicago Sports Fans--
The Hawks and White Sox will
win it all this year!

YOU KNOW IT, BABY'!

Bflan,
Happy Belated Birthday.
Love,
Kam

TREET
453

SANDY DRIKOS

Travel Consultant Owner

Staff,
Only one more issue l

WHO STOLE THE DISK?
REDEEM YOURSELF!

Apostle Thomas.
Lov;e.n hardly walt for prom!
Apostle Paul

MOPARS RULE!!

TO. Block
AppreclatlOn's there, you hoser's
for tJe\hs tW() heavy, G.!. Joker
Sidekicks .
RC.

Kathy,
When are we flying south for the
summer?
Kam

Go Newbaum l

Torn

Dave
I'm sorry
Love,
Sue

Shem and Linda.
Happy 18th Birthday.
Love.
Leigh

Mike,
I love you!
Peggy

There ar only two teams I like:
The Sox and the team thai beals
the Cubs.

113RO STREET'" "";'H ,('IURT

OAK LAWN II LtN("lI~

PHO""'E (; If. Q8Q \

All malor credll cards accepled

OF FLOWERS LTD

1/,,/ Morrl/Ilt • /1'1/'" lI'If/I/'"

JOY
0/8 A

To the No 1 slate HERO wlnn rs.
congr~s on a nice lob

\\
Karen,
What ha~~?~~d Saturday night?
(peer pressure)
LK

Michelle, Bob,
Stay In any swaying hotels late·
Iy?!
Jay

Joan,
Guess what?1 You owe me $10,00
on our bet
Jeff

Mimi. Jubusha, or Stretch,
Happy Birthday a little late.
OOPS!

Kathy, Jim, Dave. Bobby, Martha,
It's time to 'punk out' again
Love,
Kam

LYNDA-BOM·BINDA, WHAT'S
NEW?
WELL--How's Abbydog?'--and
your basement? I love you silver
blues!
Bflan

Patli.
Happy Birthday'
I love ya. ya know!
Love,
Torn

q a great friend!

ou.

Dr. Who.
How are th ng ding on Galifry?
Ramona

Pat.
See you at the club,
Donna

Iflsh Pflnce,
PhoeniX here we come '
Love,
Queen Elizabeth

GO. SOCCER, GOII

Kathy,
Hope you enjoyed "Porky's"
Love always,
Steve

YOU KNOW IT, BABY.,lI!

Rich Fitzgerald.
My eyes are on you I

Anonymous

ATTENTION:
Anyone interested In renewing
their Muscle Beach Health Club
membership or their 'Punker'
membership: please contact BIG
ED or Kam Immediately,

Lassoo Willy,
How about belting over to Tex
and Edna's Organ Emporium for
sausages on the gflll??l!
Love.
Kuc's

S.H.
I still care!
R.K

Pat.
Sorry, but I love you more!! I
Love.
Debbie

1'\\,..~tJ '''\'''~ \I.vue: \I\I\...'';::tllh) •

P,S When are we gonna play
quarters again?!

Frank, Tom, Ed, Tony. Danny,
Boots, Stlck--
Beware of the moose, It's coming
through l

JEN,
Sox are all losers, they are all 1
year flukes. And the American
League IS Triple A.

Parsnips,
He's large!
SMILEI
Love,
Hlckley

Call a friend.
Call an apostle.

Janet and Michelle,
You guys are the greatest friends
a person could have. Hav~ a nice
Easter.
Love,
Mimi
P.S. I think I Just broke my finger!

.. _".~ , ,........
Love,
33

No. 26 (soccer),
Have a great day!
Buddies Forever,
Kam

LAST CHANCE FOR PERSONAL AOS
The next Issue of the Spartanite Is the
last one for this school year. Now is your
last chance to send someone a message.
Personal rates are 15 cents for every two
words and 10 cents for an extra word.
Ads may be purchased in rooms 208 and
210 or from any Spartanite staff member.

Randy Rhodes lives forever!
Gerg

R. Lakie.
I shall return and defeat you!
J, LoRusso

Bob,
Let's go back to the Tilton Hilton
someday.
Signed,
I'm scared
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PHONE
423-2004

on corner of
95th and Central

Counbj f})ai1.:J

7[o~ijt

10% DISCOUNT

ON PROM
FLOWERS

WITH STUDENT I D

ak Lawn

·~ ~

{\'l>~\o,&'f.. 4..r '-<fr
s~'l>c'f.. O<:,e PICTURE YOUR :l>..r</

«.J\-'&0<:- AD HERE \S'v~

Year End
Double Issue

Call 424·5200 ext. 62 between the hours of
8 a.m. and 2:30 p.m., please.

Ask for Ray Elliott.

For your prom flOwers. go to

_ 'it:aC'4d -e(i!lo~

FftuIw ~ olf Otwiafr~~-="~=--~~~

~ 1 OFF ON ALL GIRLS FLOWERS

with thIs ad

424-6010
9058 CICERO. OAK LAWN

..

() 1 Ii I~ 1\\ \1rr (, 1

Open 7 Days
----------------

Sunday Special
8 Tokens-$1.00
45 Tokens-$5.00

this

5732 W. 95th
Oak Lawn

Limit one coupon per $Iudent.

FREE1

I' with

I

TOKEN I
I

coupon I
I
I
I
I...................---.--...........-----_..

I

Daily Rates
(Monday-Saturday)
1 Token-25 Cents
5 Tokens-$1.00
30 Tokens-$5.00
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Featuring Vienna Products • Scala Beef & Sausage • Pep

CARRY-OUT~ INC.

5740 WEST 87th STREET
Burbank. Illinois 60459

Telephone: (312) 424·3636

CLASS ACT!

ENROll NOWI

ENROLL NOWI

·JOB PLACEMENT

·SECURITY

-RECOGNITION

School of Hair Design E.J. Brownlee Transportation, Inc.
ENTER A "RECESSION PROOF"l1 BILLION DOLLAR

INDUSTRY WHICH WILL DOUBLE BY 1988 Great America charters: weekends $175
John Amico Is acclaimed lIS one
of the world's finest designers
and educators. His method of
styling and design has won
awards throughout the world.

·COMPLETE TUITION AID
Student LOIln.· BEOG· VA

• DAY OR EVENING CLASSES
Full 01' plrt·tlme

·lIMITED ENROLLMENT

Excellent summer rates

DON'T WAITI CALL TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
roao aT\' OAI( roREST

7601 S.Ci=o Askjorenrollment registrar. H~W. U9IhSl.
"'·2A12 687·7800

Chartered buses to Indiana,

PHONE: 783·7100 and various places in Illinois

Chicago, Illinois

.""'K.. "", .. 'c .... o
A"O

MASTl:lItCHAItOI:

CHRISTMAS HOURS:
II IIDAILY. SAT.II.e.

SUN.l1·S

Men. Ca.p
Mocal.in

SIZES 6 THRU 13 NO. 789--------ij, HAllloSEWN GENUINE LEA·

f
THER AND DEERSKIN. HARD
SOLE OR SOFTSOLE OVER 60
STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM
MEN'S. WOMEN'S, AND CH ILD- 'J

a.'::'::~ -,

1 THRU 6

7 THRU 3

6 THRU 13

4 THRU 10

SIZES 4 THRU 10

Men•• 1772
4 THRU 10
l.die.·1572

SIZES 4 THRU 10

LONG FRINGE

SQUAW

Woman. Front
Button Squaw

KNEE HIGH
SIDE LACE

SIZES 6 THRU 13

ladies'''82

Mens:882

Child,'2"82

Infants -."82

Woman.
Thunderbird

.. '1;'
\ '!l....

LAOIE~

NO. 262

Inf.nt. 4t-1j,/
Br.id on \"''';.:.'

Cuff Bootie .
SIZES 1 THRU 6 '.
NO. 1101

Inf.n.. ........-::-
Beaded ......?- .~ \

.~-....~ I~lootie. ..:- .... " , .
SIZES ; - •• ~ •

I , ..
I THRU 6 J~ t .--

'< )\' ..J..i.
NO. 1496



··VANESSA FAURIE
EDITOR

Even though he's only in a cartoon, most people can identify with
Linus, the blanket-toting "Peanuts" character created by Charles
Schultz. No malter how much knowledge and common sense he has
to help Charlie Brown out of his problems, Linus still snuggles with
his ever·faithful security blanket. That's his shield against the
cruelties of the world.

And it works.
But then people get the idea that they are supposed to eventually

grow out of their need for blankets and teddy bears and whatever
else kids use to protect themselves.

It seems to make more sense, though, for people to have a security
blanket when they're older. If an adult's fears were compared to a
child's, the adult is the one who really needs that blanket. But then
again, that might be a liltle embarrassing for them and cause them
all kinds of psychological disorders.

Actually, adults have held on to their teddy bears and blankets
over the years. They're just hidden In different disguises so that
they're more socially acceptable. Insurance policies and union con·
tracts provide security like the things used in childhood. They're
just a little more complicated and not as soft to the touch.

And just like everybody else, teachers need security, too. Maybe
even more. So the Illinois state legislature gave them their own
security blanket called the tenure system. Today, teachers enJoy
the same security as most everyone else among the small group of
people in America known as the work force.

The tenure system not only proVides security
for competent teachers, it also provides just
as much security for the not so competent
ones.

If there was a way to Incorporate a competency evaluation into the
tenure system with Input from administrators, students and other
teachers. perhaps the quality of education would not be affected by
a reduction In force. But there aren't any acceptable solutions to
the problem because the deCision Involves the state legislature,
teachers' union. school board and administratIOn. And although
everyone can be concerned about prOViding young people With a
quailly education. no one IS gOing to be so concerned that he
forgets hiS own needs and Interests firSt.

Linus can do that. But then Linus is only in a comic striP

But the tenure system not only provides security for the compe
tent teachers, it also provides just as much security for the not so
competent ones. While security is necessary for everybody, it can't
apply at all levels of ability when it involves other people's welfare.
When declining enrollment makes it necessary to cut back on the
number of teachers, naturally people want the best ones to be out
there teaChing the students.

Because people do want the best teachers available, Incompetent
teachers need all the security they can get. But since they're not
lust responsible for themselves. they need to find their security
some place other than in the teaching field.

Unfortunately, the tenure system doesn't work as easily as Linus'
blanket does for him. And that's understandable. Linus is only
responsible for himself. Teachers have the responslblity of con·
tributing to the development of growing minds, hopefully in a
positive way.

For well·experienced teachers who are stili effective, the tenure
system is the best thing since summer vacation. But the system still
protects ineffective teachers.

When declining enrollment makes it
nec~sary to cut back on the number of
teach\e.rs, naturally people want the best
ones td -be out there teaching young peV}J:c-.

Everybody needs
a little security

17
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Baseball swings
into playoffs

Voices
Letters
Speak-Out
Did You Know?
Reviews

AI Lerner-·
a man with class 15

By Hamid Razlk
For many different reasons, the

teaching profession has one of
the highest rates of
moonlighting. What are two
teachers' reasons for
moonlighting, what do they get
out of it and what does the ad·
ministration think about it?

8

By Lou Canellls
After their loss to Reavis on

May 4, the S'partans lost the
momemtum of a four·game winn·
ing streak before going into three
tough games of the state
playoffs.

By Vanessa Faune
Preparing to retire In Florida, a

69-year resident recalls her life in
the village's early years.

A Vietnam veteran views
U. S. involvement in
EI Salvador 9

Reba Elvidge packs up her
memories and moves on

Moonlighting teachers:
there's more to a second
job than just money 14

By Craig Johnson
OLCHS counselor John

Lockwood talks about what he
sees happening with United
States involvement In El Salvador
from his experience as a military
adviser to South Vietnam·

By Jeff Wierus
.Chicago's WLS·TV sportscaster

"Big AI" Lerner gives some in·
sight into how he got started in
broadcasting and how he views
sport and sports r porting.

'Chariots of Fire'

'Deathwish II'

'Blackout'

'The Name of This Band

is Talking Heads'

'Diver Down'

'Swing to the Right'

Sport Shorts
Sport Comment
Athletes of the Issue
Personal Ads

'Departments

By Debbie Pryor
An estimated $10,000 worth of

Items has been reported missing
from the variou!: departments
OLCHS since before the start of
school, seemingly without ex
planation.

OLCHS reports increase in
thefts this year 7

By Debbie Pryor
A recent survey of OLCHS

students shows some of the not·
sO'dlfferent views on cable televi·
sion and what both students and
parents believe are the advan
tages, disadvantages and effects
of thiS relatively new medium.

Cable TV·-does it
harm students' work? 7

habits
6
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Oak lawn Community High School

~:=;.;;~;;:::::= CDver stDries

Caffeine addictions are increas
ing and the effects can be
dangerous. Because of this,soda
companies have been asked to
cut the caffeine out of their soft
drinks.
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ext. 62

is published monthly. except June through August.
by the Advanced Journalism class and students 01

By Camille Krecioch, HamId
j Razlk, Tom Zegar and Chns

Dnkos
In four separate articles, the

teacher seniority system, its ef
fects, benefits and student reac
tion to it are examined. Are
younger and more enthusiastic

I teachers leaving OLCHS to keep

Cover drawing by Jim Nykazo older teachers' jobs secure?
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The tenure system: does
the quality of education

~.;;:::::;;;,;;;~-rr~li suffer because of it? 2
1 -13

Students' soda
cause nervousness

By Jim SZilagyI
Seniors who receive social

security benefits recently had to
enroll in college courses in order
for their aid to continue, causing
an added hardship for many of
them.

Social security cuts
hurt students 6
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Cut the red ta pe
concerning locker
problems

Why Is the administration so
successful In turning a simple
situation Into an Incredible red
tape mess? I'm sure everyone
has run Into trouble with our
school bureaucracy at one time
or another and from the looks of
things, there Is no end In sight.

Earlier this year a friend of
mine's locker was broken Into
and her gym clothes stolen, but
as we all know, "The school Is
not responsible for lost or stolen
Items." The best the administra
tion could do was switch her to
another locker.

Well, by second semester her
second locker was broken Into
and this time the red tape bogg·
ed down any aid for days.

As soon as st:le discovered that
her locker had been broken Into
for the second time, she went to
the attendance office. (Accor
ding to the sign, "The Atten
dance Office handles all locker
problems.") However, once at the
attendance office she was told
that before she could get
anything done she had to get the
approval of a dean or counselor
or she might have to pay a fine.
Although that didn't seem to

~nse, she went to her
_ fJraO~r and explained the pro
blem.

The counselor said that they did
not handle locker problems and
sent the girl to ottice 124. Office
124 sent her back to the atten
dance ottlce.

During this time, my friend had
to carry all her books around with
her because she feared the risk
of another break-ln.

Back in the attendance office
my friend was told to go to her
dean. Her dean told her that the
attendance office would take
care of the problem. On her third
trip to the attendance office she
was finally told that the problem
would be settled.

Later that day, however, she
checked her locker and the com
bination had not been changed.
Back to the attendance office.
They told her that the locker com·
binatlon would be changed, they
just didn't say when.

The next day she checked her
locker and found that her old
combination would not open It.
The combination had finally been
changed, the only problem was
she did not know what the new
one was. Back to the attendance
ottlce! There my friend was told
that yes, the combination had
been changed, but unfortunately
no one had left the new combina
tion at the attendance office. It
took another day before the new
combination was In my friend's
hands.

I don't understand why any stu
dent has to get "approval" from a
dean, a counselor, office 124 or
the allendance office before
changing a combination Is even
considered. But being mere
students I supp ~ there Isn't
much we can do ab$ut It. After
all, we're In scool to IEijlrn how to
survive In the world arl\! be more
"efficient." like our attendance
ottlce.

-·TlMOTHY ARTUS '82

Cheers for
spirit week

I'd Ike to commend the student
council on the Idea of the talent
show scheduled during :'Splrlt
Week." It's an excellent Idea, and
it gives students the opportunity
to get up In front of their peers
and enjoy themselves.

I would just like to ask If the stu
dent council could keep it yearly;
perhaps an annual talent show.

There Is one complaint, though.
People should be Informed of
such an event much earlier In ad
vance.

··SHERYL HAUSMAN '84

State Reps. need
ed at roll calls

I recently read an article In the
Chicago Sun·Times about the
repeated absences of state
legislators from many of the
1,814 roll calls last year. The arti
cle (a survey conducted by Oak
Park lawyer Patrick Quinn)
pointed out something that hit
close to home.

It seems one of the legislators
who represents Oak Lawn, Harry
"Bus" Yourell, missed 32 percent
of last year's roll calls and votes.
If taxpayers pay someone
$28,000 a year plus travel ex
penses to represent them In the
government, that person should
do as good a job as possible. Be
Ing absent from your job one
third of the time is not exactly
working up to the fullest poten-

tial.
We should use retribution, an

eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth, In paying our state
legislators. If a legislator misses
32 percent of the roll calls, he
should lose 32 percent of his pay.

It Mr. Yourell wanted to be reo
elected, he would try not to
neglect any of his duties to his
constituents. It makes you
wonder If he really wants to be re
elected.

··TIM REILLY '82

Thanks from var
sity baseball

The varsity baseball team
would like to thank all the people
who allended games this year.

The fans that go to the games
don't make the team win, but
they cheer us on and give us that
extra push to do the best job we
possibly can.

It was a warming surprise to
see our loyal fans travel all the
way to New Lenox to watch us
play Lincoln-Way. The
temperature was about 40
degrees and the wind chill made
It seem about 40 below. Never
theless, they came to the game
and even offered us some hot
chocolate!

Congratulations for being the
best "10th man" in the area.

··THE VARSITY BASEBAll TEAM

New internal
rules--strict

As of Monday, May 10, new
rules for the internal room went
Into effect. I think these rules are

a little too ridiculous.
As the years go by, OLCHS gets

stricter and scrlcter, and this just
proves my point. Now you are not
allowed to sleep in the internal
room, as if Internal wasn't bad
enough before.

You are allowed two times to be
warned about sleeping, then they
kick you out and you are sentenc
ed to two more days in there. And
now the only times to go to the
bathroom are, as a class, before
lunch or after fifth period (you
have to be back before sixth
period starts). I feel sorry for the
person who has to go during se
cond period or something. I don't
want to give the school any
Ideas, but next time they'll make
us stand for six hours!

-PATTY GRELLMAN '82

Alternative to
study hall

Everyday I hear someone com
plaining about study hall. Most
of them complain that its a drag,
although some do use them wise
ly.

I think that it should be discuss
ed that there be something done
about this. Sure they can go to
the library and put up with the
stUPid rules within but at best
they get to talk.

Well how about if there be a
room for those to talk in, such as
the cafeteria. The students could
sign in, as they do to see their
counselor or dean, and have
supervisors at the exits. This way
they could put all those people
who like to study in one big room.
They could sign In as they go in
there too!

..RAY WEBSTER '82

What would make the years at OLCHS more fUlfilling for students?

-
RON CASTIGNINO. SOPH.

"To make the half-period study
hall a free period where you are
able to talk and move around.
Stuc1ents need a break during the
day to Just be able to associate
with their friends and feel free for
a while, Instead of being watched
like hawks and getting hours
every time you whisper
something to your friends."

GINA GIGLIO, SOPH.

"Open campus should be
brought back to OLCHS, then
people wouldn't cut study halls
There would be less internal. and
teachers could have more free
time to prepare for classes."

Bill KWICK, SR.

"I think new chairs In the
classrooms would be a good
start. "

SUE OZUElA, SOPH.

"Cooperalion from the faculty
and a little cooperation from the
stUdents. That would make
everything more fun."

TOM REITER, TEACHER

"A more positive altitude
toward the school; more dedica
tion to what everyone Is really
here for; a stronger commitment
to make the most of every oppor
tunity available at OLCHS; and a
Willingness to try, no malter what
the task may be."
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If you have an interesting Speak-Out question, please submit it to room 210.
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PhOIO courtesy of SHIELD

Members 01 the senior class enjoy their annual breakfast which was held at Nikos restaurant on May 7.

Did you kno"'Y"?

OLCHS staff
honored for service

The OLCHS Board of Education
held Its annual Staff Recognition
Dinner on Friday, May 7.

Twenty·seven people who serve
the school were honored along
with four retirees and two former
board members.

Receiving recognition were
retirees Dorothy Davidson (16
years of service), Ed Lindemann
(4 years), John Philbin (12 years),
Dolores Trezise (11 years), and
former Board members Jim
Bailey (7 years) and Jim Popp (9
years).

Recognized for 30 years of ser·
vice were Mary Ellanson, Pete
Gahala and Bob Johnson; for 25
years of service: Earl Bennage,
George Dunn, Richard Lathrop,
Marty Stitzer and Joe Walton; for
20 years of service: Ann Bloom·
quist, Annette Colley, Alice
DeClue, Bob Dominiak, Ton
Eastman, Jean Hempstead, Bill
Jaslowskl, Joe Marks and Bob
Stoy; for 15 years of service: L1l1ja
Adomenas, Jerry Astrauskas,
Jery Dite, Margaret Groth, Nancy
Heskin, Gloria Murphy Hughes,
Georgia Janzow, Jim Markel, Don
Stone and Joan Tuite.

Current members of the Board
of Education are Ronald Ket·
chum, Shirley Sears, Robery Hen·
thorne, John Bulow, Maxine
Tynkar, Donald Terry and Marcia
Mcintyre.

Scholastic Awards given to
Oak Lawn students

OLCHS superintendant Hal
Wiltshire presented the results of
the 1962 Scholastics Art exhibit
held at Orland Square. OLCHS
students winning awards were
Kenneth Kessler--Kodak Award
and Blue Ribbon In Photography;
Kathy Koruba··Kodak Award and
Blue Ribbon in Photography;
Greg Akouris··Gold Key Award in
Pencil Drawing; Janice Getz··
Gold Key Award In Watercolors;
Colleen Link··Gold Key Award in
Photography; Tim Rellly·-Goid
Key Award in Photography.

Honorable Mentions were
received by Tim Artus··
Watercolors; Garrle Howells··lnk
Drawing; Lauren Knapp··
Photography; Ray Mlnnls··Pencll
Drawing; and Cindy Skala·
Acrylic Painting.

'Spartanite' staff
receives awards

Stall members of "The Spar·
tanile of Black Oak Grove" won
several awards In the 1962
Eastern Illinois High School
Press Association (EIHSPA)
Newspaper Contes\.

In the division of schools with
over 700 students, first place
awards went to senior Dave
Vicker for feature writing and
seniors Jell Mottl and Kathy
Nolan for advertising. Senior
Hamid Razik received a second
place award In feature writing.
Honorable mentions were award·
ed to seniors Lisa Collings for
feature writing, Bob Locaclus for
feature writing and Lauren
Knapp for photography.

Over 60 schools entered the

Spartanitel May 1982

contest, including approximately
1000 Individual entries, which
was judged by 21 Eastern illinois
Journalism faculty members and
student editors.

Some "Spartanlte" stall
members recently attended a
Journalism workshop at Eastern
illinois University with adviser
Ray Elliott.

Osterman visits Ireland

Laurel Osterman, OLCHS band
director, spent S\. Patrick's week
In Ireland with the Irish Tourist
Board and other American band
directors. The directors observed
band festivals in Galway,
limerick and Dublin. The OLCHS
Marching Spartans have been In·
vited to participate In a future
festival In Ireland by the Irish
Tourist Board and the Lord
Mayor of Dublin.

The Irish Tourist Board feels the
band would add excitement to
the International Festivals and
Parades during Ireland's most
eventful week.

Arguello elected as
Lt. Governor
of Key club

Kathy Arguello, former
secretary of the OLCHS Key
Club, was recently elected Lt.
Governor of Key Club Interna·
tional division 03-South.

Kathy will correspond with
Bowen, Fenzer, Lincoln Way,
Morgan Park Academy, Morgan
Park and Oak Lawn High School
key clubs.

No students at OLCHS has ever
held this 011 Ice. Kathy hopes to
make her dlvison strong and ac·
tive.

Discipline committee
recommends new rules
for internal

The discipline committee s
made recommendations to the
administration about toughening
up on the internal suspension
room rules. Some of the recom·
mendatlons made were:

1)Restroom breaks will be
limited to the lunch break and a
five minute break between
periods 5 and 6.

2)Sleeplng, resting or giving
the appearance of sleeping,
resting will be prohibited.

3)Unless the student brings
regular class assignments, he
will receive set·up assignments
given by the Internal room
teacher which are to be com·
pleted by the end of the period.

English Department
plans workshops
to improve curriculum

The English teachers are
holding two workshops this sum·
mer, one for the revision of the
sophomore English courses and
the second for ideas for the
writing phase of English 1.

A survey was developed by Les
Luka and given to all OLCHS
English teachers to help develop
the first workshop.

Pools open for free

The Oak Lawn park district
pools will be open free to Oak
Lawn, Hometown and Bridgeview
residents on May 29 and 30. Mon·
day, May 31 will be the first day
admission will be charged.

The ools will be 0 en during

the early morning hours for an
early ~Ird swim and stay open un
til 11 l\.m. Lessons will be con·
ducted at all pools for Infants
thrOugh' iiq~IJs. Open swim, fami·
Iy and adult swim will be held
throughout the day. Each pool
has its own schelule which can
be picked up at Central Park,
9400 south Kenton.

For further information on
membership prices, dally rates,
pool schedules or special events
that are going on at the pools call
424·8960.

Elliott honored as
adviser of the year

"Spartanite of Black Oak
Grove" adviser Ray Elliott recent·
ly received the 1962 Advisor of
the Year award from the Eastern
Illinois High School Press
Association. The award was
given to Elliott based on a recom·
mendation from "Spartanite'"
editor Vanessa Faurie

Summer school
plans announced

District 229 will offer a tuition
summer school in 1982 to high
school students in the district.
Courses meet two hours per day
for six weeks or four hours a day
for three weeks.

The summer school program of·
fers students the opportunity to
explore new areas, repeat
courses not successfully com·
pleted during the school year and
emphasize those subject areas In
which they are particularly in·
terested.

First semester (3 weeks) Is June
21 through July 13, 1962. Second
semester (3 weeks) Is July 14
through August 4, 1982. There

will be no school Monday, July 5.
The charge for tuition Is $65 per

credit. For further Information
contact your counselor

'OLCHS students compete
in Vocationaf Olympics

On April 22·24, the Illinois
branch of the Vocational In·
dustry Clubs of America held a
series of skill contests In various
occupational fields.

To qualify to compete in Spr·
ingfleld,a written test was given
in each fleld.A handful of those
who did best on their tust went
downstate to compete In the
Olympics.

Two students from OLCHS
competed In the Olympics; Bob
Polhman for Auto Body and Tim
Reilly for Graphics. Pohlman
placed second and Reilly placed
in the top ten In his field.

OLCHS band earns
superior rating

The OLCHS Concert Band,
under the direction of Ken
Kistner, recently earned a
superior rating for an outstan·
ding performance at the
Evergeeen Park Concert Band
Festival held at Evergreen Park
High School.

The band performed selections
Including "True Men In Arms," "A
Somerset Rhapsody" and "The
Pines of the Appian Way."

Judges for the event were from
some of the colleges In the state.

Green Oaks to hold arts
and crafts show

The Green Oaks shopping
center located at 95th and Cicero
will be the site of an arts and
crafts show June 19·20 spon
sored by the American Society of
Artists.

Those who wish to submit their
work can obtain Information by
dialing 751·2500 or by writing to
the American Society of Artists,
1297 Merchandise Mart Plaza,
Chicago, Illinois 60654.

New approach for
College Night 1982

The Pupil Personnel Depart·
ment is planning a new approach
to College Night. This year Oak
Lawn, Reavis and Evergreen Park
High Schools are going to com·
blne their respective college
nights Into one effort on October
26 at Chicago Ridge Mall

The schools Involved hope to
better meet the needs of both
parents and students. Approx·
imately 200 colleges will be in
vited and representatives will be
ready to answer questions con·
cerning programs, cost, financial
aid and admission requirements.

'Spartanite' editor
receives award

"Spartanlte" editor Vanessa
Faurle received a Gold Key
Award from the Quill and Scroll
Society for feature writing. The
Gold Key Award is a national
honor for excellence In Jour·
nallsm.
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Scoll Carollo as Jesus and Carrie Daum as Mary with the Apostle's women in the sold-out perfor
mances 01 "Jesus Christ Superstar" May 20-22 in the auditorium gym (above). Carrie Daum as
Mary Magdelene in "JC Superstar" (below). Photo by Lauren Knapp

Some students feel that other programs
could have cut back instead of the Social
Security benefits because It has put a
heavy burden on the students.

"I know he (Presldenl Reagan) has to cut
back somewhere. I think that the kids who
are already paying to go to college are
benefiting society by going to college and
learning a skill that they'd be working at in
the future. It's hard for these kids Just to
be going to college with the benefit,"
Eakins said.

The program costs $240, a price that
may be difficult to pay for students who
don't have time to be employed.

.. , was going to get a summer job and I
can't get one because who's going to hire
me if they have to work around my hours,"
Eakins said.

For a student to be in the program and
at times be the man of the family is a
burden on some, but the students manage
to cope.

"I've had to take a lot of responsibilities
that my dad had and I had to work a lot
more to care for my sister and my mother,"
Nickolopolous said."Sometlmes it's hard,
but sometimes I don't mind it. , like to feel
like I am a responsible person and other
times it gets so bad that I don't want to
talk to anybody."

The social service cutbacks made during
Reagan's first term and the burden they
have placed' on students could affect the
1984 president;~1 election.

"I know socla\ security right now is in
deep trouble. As lie (Reagan) has it now,"
Nickolopolous said, "he's putting a big
burden on high school students because
they're trying to finish high school and
they've got to go to college. They have to
work to support the family, and they have
to have time with their family, and they
can't just find it anymore.

.. It's even pulling stress on the parent of
the family," he said. "It's a big difference
in economy when you lose a breadwinner."

--JIM SZILAGYI

Students hurt by
social security cuts

Due to cuts in federal funding, students
who turned 18 early this year and who
receive social security benefits because
they have only one parent, had to be admit
ted to a college and attending classes by
Monday, May 3, 1982 for the aid to can·
tlnue

Moraine Valley Community College has
set up a program of classes for students
caught In this situation,

"I had to continue to go to school with
Reagan's new cutbacks," senior Beth
Eakins said, "He made It so that not only
did you have to be admit ted to a college,
but you had to be attending by a certain
date, Moraine Valley put together this pro
gram for the students caught in this
event," senior Beth Eakins said,

Moraine Valley has set up a program of
classes that, altho\Jgh they cause only a
slight burden now, will be come more dif·
ficult in the summer.

"They (Moraine Valley) know that the
kids have to go to high school, They're go·
ing to make the work load a little easier
while we're going to school, and then
when the summer comes the homework
will be heavier," Eakins said,

The students must attend specific
classes at Moraine, and there are no elec
tives, The subjects include composition,
humanities, sociology and speech. The
Cl..:;ses ;.ill last through the summer and
Will be conducted in two phases.

"The first phase is from August 26 to
May 31 where you go from 3 o'clock to
4:50," senior George Nickolopolous said.
"On Monday you have Com 101 and you
have humanities. On Wednesday you have
speech and then you have sociology.

"The second phase goes from June 1 un·
til August 12, and that's going four days a
week, Monday through Thursday from 1 to
4:50:' he said.

Students attending Moraine Valley on
this program may also transfer to any Col
lege they wish after they complete the pro
gram.

--------------------------------------------

Students' soda habits cause nervousness

The Department of Agriculture's 197
survey found that regular consumers of
soft drinks include: 11 percent of th
babies under one year old, 40 percent of
the infants ages one and two, 50 percent
of the children ages six to eight, 44 percent
of the males and 53 percent of the female
ages 12-14, and 60 percent of males and
percent 01 females ages 15·18,

of the National Soft Drink Association,
"Caffeine can be used in combination with
a sweetener and other flavoring ingre
dients to produce a pleasing and distinc
tive over·all taste," he said.

Caffeine is a mild stimulant that directl
affects the brain. According to the Food

-.and Drug Administration, when decaf
feinated coffee became popular, soft drin
manufacturers bought the excess caffeine
on the market and added it to their pro·
ducts. Young suggests that they did this
"to create a mild dependency among can
sumers." Gabbe denied the charge.

In addition to the Center for Science in
the Public Interest, the Consumers' Union,
which publishes Consumer Reports, and
the Federation of Homemakers have warn
ed about possible adverse effects of caf·
feine.

But Gabbe defended the use of caffeine
in soft drinks: "Caffeine is a safe ingre
dient and Sunkist doesn't recognize it as
harmfUl," she said.

Manufacturers use it primarily as a
flavoring agent, explained Howard Roberts

ed a decaffinated form of R,C. Cola and
the Sunkist Company has removed caf
feine for Sunkist Orange, both in response
to consumer demand. In addition, 7-Up has
begun a new advertising campaign em
phasizing that the soft drink does not con
tain caffeine.

Jill Gabbe of Sunk 1st
said one reason Sunkist removed caffeine
from its soft drink is that "we recognize
that there is growing consumer concern
over caffeine."

center said.
"We know that adults can become jittery

even through small doses of caffeine,"
said Bambi Young, director of the environ
ment and behavior program of the center.
"We can only assume that children are
just as sensitive." The center claims that
caffeine is an "inappropriate additive for
products so widely consumed by
children."

The center has asked the Food and Drug
Administation of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services to ban caf·
feine from soft drinks until conclusive
safety studies are completed.

Recently, the agency commissioned a
study of the effects of caffeine and remov·
ed the drug from the "Generally Regarded
as Safe" list as a result of that study. The
agency is considering some sort of ban on
the drug and is currently urging soft drink
manufacturers to voluntarily stop using
caffeine.

The Royal Crown Company has introduc-

(SPS)-While most people think of caf·
feine as the "older person's drug....getting
that cup of coffee every morning..most
teenagers probably drink as much caffeine
as their parents, and they often feel
adverse effects from this habit.

Soft drinks are the second largest source
of caffeine in the American diet and the
number one beverage consumed by
Americans. Sixty percent of men and 56
percent of women ages 15 to 18 regularly
consume soft drinks, according to a 1977
U.S. Department of Agriculture food con
sumption survey, and 70 percent of these
drinks contain caffeine. In addition, other
products like candy bars and aspirin can·
tain caffeine.

The Center for Science in the Public In·
terest, a Washington·based consumer
group, has warned that young people can·
suming a lot of soda may overdose on caf
feine, and become jittery, Irritable and In·
somniac, Caffeine can also give them
headaches and indigestion and can In·
terfere with their learning ability, the
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Cable television dish antennae used for the Oak lawn viewing area are located at 99th and Central.

Cable TV--does it
harm students'
school work?

Science Department/Ecology Club
1. audio visual equipment
2. tape recorder
3. aquarium filters
4, money in teachers' drawers
5. shovels
6. rakes
7. M&M's from students' lockers during

sales

Athletic Department
1. projector
2. camera
3. tri-pod

Physical Education
1. personal mlcro-casselle tape recorder
2. money

··DEBBIE PRYOR

A majority 01 these items were missing
alter a weekend when school was not in
session. Some of the equipment that was
taken had been kept under lock and key.
Other items were taken during school.

The security has been tightened since
these thefts took place. Security alarms
are impossible to install because there are
so many people in the building at various
times. The school does have a regular
guard service which has someone in the
building at all times.

The tightened security has not kept
extra-curricular activities from performing.
The inability to have access to upstairs
areas and locked areas has created an in
convience lor people who attend activities
that take place during non-school days.

Locks have been changed in some
department offices and classrooms, and
doorlocks leading to the industrial arts
hallways have also been changed.

It is not known yet whether other
measures of security are still necessary to
prevent the numerous thefts.

OLCHS band
awards presented

Resident wins Pulitzer
Rick Aim 01 Oak Lawn, reporter lor the

Kansas City Star, was honored on April 12
when the Star received a Pulitzer Prize for
its coverage 01 the Hyatt-Regency Hotel
disaster in Julay 1981. Aim headed the in
vestigative committee following the
disaster ansd uncovered the cause for the
collapse 01 the walkway which killed 114
people.

Aim was a reporter lor the Chicago Sun
Times and in 1978 he was named In
vestigate journalist 01 the year by the
Suburban Press Club 01 Chicago. Later in
1978, he joined the staff of the Kansas City
Star.

The OLCHS Band Parents Association
recently recognized outstanding students
in the band program.

Concert band director Ken Kistner
presented plaques to outstanding
freshman Cindy Haack, outstanding
sophomore Karen Knapp and outstanding
junior Russell Alber. The outstanding
senior, Lauren Knapp, was presented the
John Philip Sousa Award. Senior Diane
Beyer received the Director's Award and
Rene Phillips, also a senior, received the
Semper FIdelis Award.

The Louis Armstrong Award for jau was
presented to Wally Busse. Marc Widel
received a trophy lor the "Outstanding
Performance of the Day" Irom the
Riverside-Brookfield Jazz Festival.

Laurel Osterman, director 01 the Varsity
Band, presented an award to Lynn Roxas
as the outstanding section leader.

library
1. video casselles
2. video equipment

Art Department

Cooperative Education
1. teacher's radio
2. video tape

Dean/Counselor ollices
1. clock
2. lour radios
3. clock/radio
4. small amount of money
5. calculator

Industrial Education
1. automotive tools--$1900 value
2. machine shop tools--$150 value
3. welding equipment--$500 value
4. steering wheel--$40 value
5. shock absorbers--$20 value
6. cylinder heads--$150 value
7. automatic shift counsole--$40 value

English Department
1. tape recorder--newspaper stall material
2. camera--newspaper stall material
3. video tapes
4. paperbacks, books, dictionaries

1. rulers
2. scissors
3. one camera (photography)

Music Department
1. stereo speakers and casselle deck-

taken over the summer
2. instruments--mainly percussion, such as

cymbals, bongos, ect.

Since belore the beginning of the school
year, most departments have been the vic
tims of thelts or "borrowing" of equipment
that was never returned. Approximately
$10,000 worth of goods has been taken
from OLCHS.

The items missing from each department
are:

Photo by Lauren Knapp

Donna Chickerlllo, aJunior at OLCHS, recently par
ticipated In the Illinois Music Educators Association
All State Conference held In Sprlnglelld, illinois.

Donna, who plays alto-clarinet In the OlCHS Cor
cert Band, IIrst auditioned and received IIrst chair at
the district level. Then, In competition with the top
music students Irom seven illinois districts, she
earned lirst chair In the AII·State Honors Band, the
highest ranked band.

Alter lour days 01 rehearsal, a concert directed by
John Paynter of Northwestern University, was held
In th Convention Center.

Donna Is now eligible to tour Europe for a month
this summer, scheduled to perform in seven coun·
tries.

OLCHS rep'orts increase
in thefts this year

··DEBBIE PRYOR

late at night so I stay up to watch them,"
one student wrote, "and I'm tired the next
day in school."

Owning cable television has both advan
tages and disadvantages, according to
students and parents.

"We had cable until my child's grades
started to go down, so we had to get rid of
it," one parent said. "It was hard to limit
the TV watching."

There were also some who felt cable
television isn't a good idea. Among the
responses, people felt there was too much
sex, and it was a bad influence on young
children.

Although cable has caused some con
troversy, there were more favorable com
ments about the service.

Students found it to be a "good form of
entertainment," and that it's "more In
teresting than regular television."

"It is good because you stay In the house
and out of trouble," one student wrote.

Parent's replies were basically the same.
"Kids go to see 'R'-rated movies in the

theaters, what's wrong with watching
them on televlsio'1?" one parent said.

Another parent said the programs were
enjoyable.

The most significant finding In the survey
was that there was a 10 percent increase
in the number of students who stay home
to watch television since cable was Install
ed In their homes.

Cablevision, Metrovision and Cox all sell
the same things--cable or pay television.
This is a growing trend for families of the
80's across the United States. Now it's in
Oak Lawn.

There are a wide variety of cable and pay
television stations on the market. HBO
(Home Box Office), Showtime, ON-TV,
Spectrum and Cinamax are the ones
available in this area.

A survey of OLCHS student's showed
that the most popular station is HBO. Out
of approximatley 180 students surveyed,
102 indicated that HBO offered the best
entertainment. Showtime ran a close se
cond with a count of 93. But many families
have a more than one station In their
home.

In the survey, students were asked if they
or their friends had cable. Ninety-nine
students claimed they had cable In their

wn homes, and 174 claimed their friends
had cable.

Hours spent In front of the television set
did not increase too much alter families
received cable. A majority of the student's
hourly rate of television watching is zero to
five hours. Most of the students who
usually watch six to ten hours of televl-

ion, almost doubled their viewing time
Iter cable television was Installed In the
ome.
Students a/s0 answered questions about

how cable affected their school work. Thir
teen people said cable TV has a negative
affect on their homework.

"Most of the movies I want to see are on
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and moves on

··YANESSA FAURIE

other children eventually married and mov
ed away. Then Elvidge's father died In
1945, and her mother died In 1974.

"I was Just left, you know, alone," she
said. "And I Just kept living the same way
I've always lived.

"We used to tease my dad about moving
Into Chicago," Elvldge said, laughing. "We
never got very far. You know, we thought
we could have a better time and go places
If we moved to the city. But we wouldn't
have."

Then Elvldge thought about leaving her
home and moving to Florida. She

I remembered some of the times that were
I shared in the house.

"We had a very good time In this house,"
Elvldge '!laid. "Moving scares me. What if I
get down there and I don't like It?

"Our house and many of the houses
, around us were always open to our friends.

We used to dance in the living room to the
victrola. We had dates, and they were
delighted to Slay home and play poker with
my dad."

Elvidge laughed as she explained how
her father always played for about four
chips per cent.

"Oh, he always lost," she said.
"Everybody used to get a kick out of him.
But then If anybody raised It two, I
wouldn't do It anymore. If I was the one
who raised It, they'd all drop out because
they knew I had something."

Elvldge will rely on her memory a lot more
after she moves because she has to leave
many reminders behind. Travel records
and brochures, photographs and even" clip
pings of Bill Maudlin's World War II car
toon, "Willie and Joe," are just a few of the
tlWlgs Elvldge has ~tored away over the
years.

"I'll have to get rid of all these
treasures," she said. "But I'll miss frlendsl
more than anything else."

Then Elvldge looked from wall to wall,
pausing every now and then as if she were
taking a photograph to remember how
everything looks.

"To me it's just home," she finally sald'i
softly. "Every nook and corner is familiar.

"I just hope whoever lives here is
somebody who likes old houses and won't
tear it up."

•er memories

Photo by Ray Minnis

"When I was growing up and my family
said no, we couldn't do something, that
was the end of the conversation. You
didn't tease and cry.

"Nowadays, they just go ahead and do it
anyways, as far as I know. They didn't do
destructive things years ago. But now they
have to do destructive things or they don't
think they're haVing a good time, I guess."

While Elvldge lived In the house, the

Elvldge stands among her collected "treasures,"
particularly the portrait 01 her grandmother on the
wall behind her and a black evening dress (to the
right) she bought In Paris, France before World War
II.

packs h

REBA ELVIDGE

went on. And they went off. And on. And
they stayed on. It was really something."

Then In 1913, Elvldge's parents decided
they needed a house of their own. She was
seven years old, her sister was six and her
brother was two and a half.

The family moved Into a brand new house
on Minnick Avenue. But because they
couldn't afford to keep it, the Eldvidges
moved out after a month.

"I rememb (the kitchen woodwork was
red when we "rfIloved Into this house,"
Elvidge said. "A(\ I had to worry about,
though, was playi g.

"But my grandmother was In one time
and said, 'Those girls are big enough to do
the dishes at night.' And so we did them
from then on.

"They tell me now, but I don't
remember," Elvldge said, "that I had to
stand on a box to do the dishes."

A large, antique-framed photograph of
the grandmother who got Elvldge to wash
dishes now hangs on a wall In the living
room. Next to It is a picture of Elvidge's
grandfather that was taken just after the
Civil War. But the house stili looks pretty
much the same as It did In those earlier
days.

"Nothing's been changed mUCh," Elvldge
said, looking around the her. "We had a
coal stove, and we had to shovel the coal
and take out the ashes. We also had a fur
nace that we only had to put coal In about
once a week because we filled a huge hop
per.

"Of course, I didn't do that really," she
said. "My father would do It on the
weekend. I guess my mother would do It,
too, when we needed It. That was a messy
job."

The coal stove sat In the corner of the
dining room, so that's where everyone sat
and talked or did homework around the
table. But Elvidge always had plenty of
friends around to play with, too.

"We did a lot of roller skating," she said.
"The sidewalks were pretty new, and they
were nice and smooth. We'd roller skate all
over town."

Then she laughed and looked out her liv
ing room window as If she could see her
and her friends roller skating again.

"But we weren't as children are now,"
she said, taking her eyes away from the
window. "And we were very considerate.
Your folks demanded It, so you were.

-'

Reaching an age when you can no longer
take care of yourself Is something few
high school students probably ever think
about. More than likely, they're awaiting
the day when they can finally be out on
their own.

But after you've lived some place for
almost 70 years, you kind of get used to
things. You feel comfortable. So If you
have to leave, It can be a little frightening.

I nd,e lU leave it," 76-year·old Reba
Elvldge said about moving out of her near
century-old home in Oak Lawn. "I've lived
here all my life, practically. I have no idea
what It's going to be like to live some place
else."

But the small, whlte·halred woman just
bought a retirement home In Florida that
she has arranged to live in by fall 1982.

"It's not because I don't like it here," she
said, silting in the living room of the old
house. "I do. But I'm getting older every
year. I don't want to stay here until I can't
take care of myself and it's up to the fami
ly to do things for me."

Elvidge has lived in the gray, two-story
house for 69 years. Her family moved from
Forrest, Illinois when Elvidge's father, a
telegrapher, needed to find work.

"The day I was born, I understand, they
closed what they called The Tower, where
he worked," Elvldge said. "So my family
decided to come to Chicago.

"My father was working at a freight office
in Chicago. He came to work one morning,
and a man in the office said, 'Where you

oing to stay tonight?' We didn't know, so
he said, 'Come out an' stay with me.' And
so we came here."

Oak Lawn was considered a small, coun
try town then, according to Elvidge. Even
with the trees and fields throughout the
area, Elvldge could stili see a long
distance. And only about 200 people lived
In the village at the time.

"We lived on Cook Avenue, about a block
from the railroad," Elvldge said as she mo
tioned with her hand toward the direction
of the street. "But houses were scattered
all through this area. Cook Avenue just
seemed to have a larger percentage In one
block. We considered 95th and Cook to be
the center of town then."

Elvldge even remembered back to 1911
when the first electric street light went on.

"I can remember standing on the front
porch," Elvldge said, laughing. "The lights
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--'--views of a Vietnam vet-

OLCHS counselor John Lockwood, a Vietnam veteran concered about current world events.

Photo by Lisa Collings

Another problem Lockwood sees with the
media controlling public opinion is that
much of the public doesn't have enough
knowledge to make their own evaluations
of news reports.

"A lot of Americans probably don't know
where EI Salvador is, just like a lot of
Americans dldn't know where Vietnam
was either.

Lockwood doesn't think people unders,
tand how important it IS for them to be
aware of what is going on. "But people
aren't like that," he said. "People don't see
something unless it's hitting them in the
face."

And one of the things "hitting them In the
face" could mean Is escalated American
InVOlvement In EI Salvador.

"The U. S has had advisers \n other
places that haven't escalaled into what
Vietnam was," Lockwood said. "I suppose
the potential Is there. Hopefully the State
Department and the military have learned.

"It takes more to Win that kind of a war
than lust troops. 'the hearts and minds,' as
they said. It's really Important ..

Some historians believe that the history
of the world goes In cycles of wars, so
Lockwood thinks it's possible that the
time Is right for another one.

"Maybe at the end of the '80s," he said,
"but I can't predict something like that. It
looks like eventually thare's gOing to be
some type of conlfllct, whether It'S In the
Middle, Africa or EI Salvador. It might be
different to go Into EI Salvador because
It'S so close to home."

Lockwood also sees another motive for
possible United States military involve
ment in EI Salvador.

"For promotion In the military," he said,
"you need to have combat experience, so
people In the military almost demand that
there's something going on to get involved
In, espeCially the career people."

Of course, it is the President who
ultimately deCides where American forces
Will get inVOlved, although there has been
much debate about that power.

"Something big may be caused to hap
pen to get us In there," Lockwood said.
"like the Gulf of Tonkin (during the Viet·
nam War), I hope that they're not looking
for a reason, but I'm sure there are all
kinds of contingency plans to take care of
anything that happens'"

Finally, Lockwood offers hiS adVice to to·
day's young people If they Wish to aVOid
the turmoil the countryexperienced dUring
the Vletnamwar

"High school students should become
more politically aware and keep up to date
on current events for their own benefit so
they can make appropriate decisions in
voting and evaluating what people say."

--CRAIG JOHNSON

EI Salvad

"And obviously it did happen in
Southeast Asia," Lockwood said.

Now that same Domino Theory IS one of
the basis for concern in Central America,
especailly since, as Lockwood said, "it's
so close to home." Some say it has
already started to happen with Nicaragua
and Cuba as examples.

"It could happen in Central America with
EI Salvador, but American society is more
knowledgeable about what to and what
not to accept," he said. "People feel we
have an interest in EI Salvador but don't
want to get Involved."

From the experience with Vietnam,
Lockwood believes many people don't
want to get involved because they don't
know what's really going on and do not
trust what the news media tells them.

"It's so hard to say what's going on
unless you're there," he said. "I am also
very skeptical of the media. I'm not so
sure everything you read is true.

"tn Vietnam, the government lied to us
about what was going on in the country.
They gave us numbers that weren't true."

Even though people don't believe
everything they read, Lockwood belieVes
thai the media still has a great amount of
control over people's attitudes.

"People can still be mov~ by the nightly
news at six o'clock," he sa}b. "The choice
01 what to put on the news~i5 a very con·
trolling influence, and how th - news IS
presented has a great deal 10 do with how
people react to the war.

"When Walter Cronkite changed his view
of the war in Vietnam, it had a great deal of
affect on how people received the war at
home. That was in '68 when he became
disenchanted and realized things weren't
as rosey as they seemed,"

Lockwood also said he thinks the media
and government have great influence on
each other, and that the trust in both went
down after Vietnam and Watergate.

"We need that trust for the country to
operate and grow," he said, "Carter
started up that trust again, and maybe
that's why he got In "

The trust In the news media also be
strengthened by reports from EI Salvador,
but Lockwood is not sure.

"There's a lot more Information coming
out of EI Salvador other than government
controlled," he said. "But I'm still skep·
tical. I'm skeptical about the reporters
staying with the guerillas."

•In

what's
you're

"It's SO hard to say
going on unless
there. "

When dealing with the problem of EI
Salvador, one of the first questions to be
answered is why the guerilla forces con·
tinue to fight against the government.

"Any country that is still not industriallz·
ed, with a dictatorial form of government
and Is very poor, like many Central
American and African countries are, is a
breeding ground for any kind of Marxist
movement," Lockwood said.

Whatever the reasons are why the
guerillas openly oppose their government,
be it the promise of land ownership or
thehope for greater freedom,there has to
be some reason why the United States
would get involved in their internal affairs
in the first place.

"It's a matter of being against MarXism
and Communism," he said. "It's ~ dif·
ference of philosophies."

But It also goes deeper than simply a
struggle between two social philosophies.
Somehow a difference over philosophies
doesn't seem like something someone
would be willing to die for.

"In order to unite people," he said, "there
has to be a central hate, and that has been
used throughout history.

"McCarthy did it. He was a man of his
time with his scare about Communism. He
came upon' it when everyone was really
aware of the Communist movement. It was
right after the war In Korea and China had
Just turned Communist.

"It was a prime time. People were afraid
and needed a central hate. And they were
given that fear of Communism by the
papers, the government and the movie in·
dustry. He took up uopn it and it lust
snowballed,"

Lockwood also relates the use of fear of
Communism to the American PreSidential
administrations in power during the Viet·
nam War; speCifically, their belief In the
Domino Theory that states when one coun·
try falls to Communism its neighboring
countries will inevitably fall under the In·
f1uence of Communism also.

Involvement

"The U. S. has had advisers
in other places that haven't
escalated into what Viet
nam was."

Many people know John Lockwood as a
counselor at OLCHS. But from May, 1968
to April 1969 Lockwood was a first lieute
nant in the United States Army in Vietnam.
He served as an adviser from the Military
Assistance Command, Vietnam to both an
Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN, or
South Vietnamese) training battalion and
to an ARVN infantry battalion fighting in
the field.

Lockwood arrived in Vietnam just after
the Tet Offensive of 1968 (the name given
to the failed attempt by the North Viet·
namese Army and Viet Cong guerillas to
start a "general uprising" in South Viet
nam). At that time, most of the combat tak·
ing place in the Saigon and Mekong River
Delta areas, as well as throughout most of
South Vietnam, involved clean-up opera
tions.

During his tour of duty in Vietnam,
Lockwood was exposed to a completely
different culture and, like many other
Americans in Vietnam, one that he had not
been prepared to deal with.

Ever since the United States' Involvement
in Southeast Asia began after World War II
with aid to the French (who were fighting
to regain control of their pre·war In
dochinese posseslons), an entire genera
tion of Vietnamese people had grown up
knowing only the Instability, corruption,
death and suffering that the war brought.
And older generations of Vietnamese, In
both the North and South, resented the
outside Interference that threatened to
tear their culture apart.

It was soon apparent to Lockwood that
not everything in Vietnam was as the folks
back home were being told. The conflict
seemed to be dragging on with no end In
sight, with no tangible goals, and with only
an ideological theory about stopping the
spread of Communism to fight for
frustrated him.

He became diSillusioned with the
American effort in Vietnam from his own
flrst·hand experiences with the Viet
namese people and what he saw the war
had dOl"e, and continued to do, to their
country.

When he returned home, Lockwood felt a
need to study the background behind the
historical event of which he had been a
part and a desire to become more aware of
the political events that he now realized
had helped to shape his life. '

Even now. Lockwood continues to read
about international affairs and keeps
himself Informed on major world events of
the day Because of this background, he IS
able to realistically and Intelligently
assess the situation In a current world
trouble spot that In many respects is
reflective of a time he knows too well.

It is a dilemma that faces us today and IS
closer to home than the Middle East, Nor
thern Ireland, Afghanistan or the Falkland
Islands, It is questions about our recent in·
volvement in EI Salvador.
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around his head and forks stick
ing into both his eyes. He is also
crashing through a plate of
glass, represented in the song by
sound effects for glass breaking
and a man screaming.

"Can't Live Without You" Is
fast-moving and Is one of the top
songs on the album. The Scor
pions have non-stop rock all the
way thrOll'gh the album, and It Is
not missing on this song.

"No One Like You" is the most
popular cut on the album so far,
as It gets a lot of radio air time. It
has a very strong beat and then
changes to a slowed-down part
of lyrics and then hits you with
the chorus.

Love songs are the heart of
what the Scorpions play. They're
hidden in all the guitars and plain
hard rock, but they are in the
lyrics if you listen closely.

A slower song on the album is
"You Give Me All I Need." It also
has a very definite tempo, pro
ceeded by a slow part in the
lyrics. "Now" is highlighted by
the screaming vocals of Klaus
Meine and the great guitar work
of Rudoff Schenker and Matthias
Jabs. This is a very fast-paced
song and rates as one of the best
on the album.

If you like raw hard rock, you
will get blown away by the Scor
pions on "Blackout." Song after
song Is plain rock like some old
ACIDC tunes.

Side two begins with a smash In
"Dynamite." This song's lyrIcs
explain a woman getting turned
on by a man In the night.

One thing bad about the Scor
pions Is their repetitious sound.
After a while all the songs start
to sound the same. What
distinguishes good groups from
mediocre groups Is how versatile
a group can be. No versatility has
been shown yet by the Scor
pions.

"Arizona" sounds a little bit dif·
ferent with the guitars starting
things out. It is a continuous
beat and is a smooth-flowing
song, different from the other
hard-rocking songs on the album.
This one supplies a good guitar
solo in the middle which adds
some spice to this song.

A base drum beat starts out
"China White" as the guitars join
in. It all ends and then Meine
sings a few lines, and the same
thing goes on and on. This one
drags on until the end.

You can tolerate the Scorpions
music only so long until you get
sick of it. They have some really
rocking songs, but the lack of
variation Is what hurts them.

"When the Smoke Is Going
Down," Is one of the better
sounding songs on the album. It
starts out slow and because of
the change In style from the
other songs, you can understand
the words for once. This Is a
mellow song about a man going
back home to where he belongs
and his woman who Is waiting
there for him. This song ends the
album In style.

The Scorpion band members
are Klaus Meine on vocals,
Rudolf Schenker on 6-and

Scorpions
'Blackout'
Polygram

·-PAUL lILLWITZ

song, with one half an acoustic
guitar solo, and then a song is
featured. It is a fast·paced song
with Edward Van Halen doing the
tricky guitar work. David Lee
Roth also pushes to the limit on
vocals.

Van Halen plays a lot of songs
dealing with the typical SUbjects
of love and sex. They like to have
one "different" song on their
albums also.

With Jan Van Halen jammll1g on
the clarinet, and David Lee Roth
lowering his voice like a jazz
vocalist, this song sounds like
something from the Jazz Age.

"Big Bad Bill (is Sweet William
Now)" is about a stud who gets
married and has to change his
ways totally. This is another one
of the "different" songs that Van
Halen sings and is very funny if
you listen to it.

"The Full Bug" is probably the
hardest-rocking song on the
album and puts the finishing
touches on "Diver Down."

"Happy Trails," originally sung
by Roy Rogers and Dale Evans in
the good old days, is now
featured in a rock style. With
David Lee Roth supplying the
horse by singing bum-ba-de-da,
and the rest of the group singing
the harmony, they simply say,
"So long, until we meet again," or
In other words, until their next album.

Edward Van Halen Is the master
guitarist, David LeE! Roth sings
the vocals, Michael Anthony
plays the bass, and Alex Van
Halen plays the drums for the
group. Va~1 Halen writes all of the songs
as a group and co-produces the
albums.

They are on their way to the top
again with a sure-to-be
platinum album in "Diver Down."
With Van Halen's great sound
and versatility, let's see if
number one is in the future. But if
it doesn't make number one, it
will be right up by the top of the
pack.

The Scorpions, possibly one of
the hardest rocking bands In the
world, have come out with
"Blackout," an album that will
probably match -the ~uccess of
their last album, "Lovedrive,"
and may even do better.

The cover of the album Is the
main subject of the title track. It
Illustrates a man with bandages

Van Halen
'Diver Down'
Warner Bros.

Van Halen has come out with
an album to join their previous
multi-platinum albums, and is
right there at the top of the list.
"Diver Down" came out in the
stores on April 20 and has had a
lot of radio play ever since.

The remake of "Pretty Woman"
is all you've been hearing on the
radio the past month, and that is
because the song was put out a
month earlier than the album.

The first side continues with a
soon-to-be hit in "Where Have All
The Good Times Gone." It is
done In true Van Halen style, with
screaming guitars, a good
bass/drum beat, and the unique
vocals of David Lee Roth. It talks
about all the problems and
frustrations of the world today,
and simply asks "Where have all
the good times gone?"

"Hang 'Em High" proceeds with
the V.H. style, and is just a
typical rock 'n roll song. It Is hard
rock at its best.

The third song on the album is
one of the two Instrumentals call
ed "Cathedral." It is a syn
thesizer solo that sounds
something like cathedral bells
and blends in the sound of a pipe
organ. It is really a useless song,
because people buy Van Halen
for their good rock, not
something like this.

"Secrets" has a good guitar
rhythm through the song, and the
vocals really stand out in this
cut. There is a good guitar short
in the middle that gives it a
special touch.

"Intruder" and "Pretty Woman"
are really the same thing. "In
truder" is the two minute long
guitar solo at the beginning
where Edward Van Halen really
shows why he is one of the top
five rock guitarists in the world,
as stated in the year end issue of
Rolling Stone Magazine 1981.

"Pretty Woman" is not the best
song on the album, but it is one
of them. It takes the pop song
and makes it rock, and succeeds
too.

Side two features the same
good rock side one has, but with
a little more variety. "Dancing in
the Street" is more of the
pop/rock side of Van Halen. It
has a good dance beat, and the
background vocals are stressed
in this cut. A synthesizer beginn
ing enhances this tune.

"Little Guitars" is a two-part

--CRAIG JOHNSON

After one movie, though, the
murders start to get boring. The
makers of "Deathwish II" realiz
ed this and thus presented some
new and interesting ways of dy
ing, including an electrocution
from punching a shock-therapy
machine, a cop mauled by sub
machinegun fire and a man get
tll1g shot in the face while using a
radio as a shield_

Don't get the idea, however,
that "Deathwish II" is simply an
hour and a half of non-stop
violence. There are at least three
or four characters in the movie
who are not murderous, low-life
scum. And in fact, one woman
(Jill Ireland as Bronson's fiance)
survives the entire film without
being raped or becoming a
prostitute.

Bronson's character in
"Deathwish II" is as superhuman
as any he's ever played, even
though the character is a
middle-aged, middle-class ar
chitect. He's able to find five men
he only saw for a moment in a
city of millions. He can Ignore
multiple stab wounCr!l.~s if they
were nothing. And he's always
one step ahead of th~t police.
He's even polite, Saying
"goodbye" to his victims just
before he blows their brains out.

And when his deeds are finally
done and he's evaded capture by
the police, Bronson slowly paces
the crime-infested streets of the
night, illumunated only by the
harsh glare of a sale streetlight.
He is all alone now; his entire
family murdered. Even his fiance
has left him after findll1g out how
many people he's killed. It's
unfortunate that the film doesn't
end with Bronson shooting her
too.

Frontier justice
comes to the
big city

When a gang of five of the
meanest, dirtiest-looking men
ever to appear in a bad movie
steals Charles Bronson's wallet,
he takes it like the man that he is.
He can even handle it when they
break into his house, rape and
murder his housekeeper and hit
him over the head when he ar
rives home.

But when he finds out that his
kidnapped daughter has been
raped and murdered (actually it
was an accident: she tried to run
away but fell through a window
before getting too far and plung
ed several stories, embedding
herself upon a spiked fence), he
decides that the time is right for
a little revenge.

So he gets an automatic pistol,
dresses up like a cheap hit man
(complete with black gloves and
knit cap), rents a room in a sleazy
hotel in the worst section of Los
Angeles and wanders through
the streets, systematically killing
the men who still have his credit
cards.

What, you ask, could improve a
plot like that? How about rats
hanging from lampshades, pro
stitutes, degenerates, more pro
stitutes, more rape, skid row
bums and plenty of action
scenes?

Action scenes like three of the
gang members dancing to music
from their Panasonic Platinum, a
firefight in a park, a car full of ex
plosives falling off a cliff, a man
beating up an army of police in
the street and, of course, an
abundance of killing.

More killing, in fact, than in the
original "Deathwish," in which
Bronson portrays the same
vigilante character loose on the
streets of New York seeking out
the men who raped and murdered
his Wife as his daughter watched.
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--GENE SKALA

the patriotic feelings still remain.
The 20-mlnute side of "Chariots

of Fire" Is basically one song
blended Into the next. It starts
with a non·melodlous introduc
tion that works into an inten
sified "Titles" theme, then drops
to a mellow lull, only to once
again build momentum and lose
it quickly at the end.

So if you find yourself running
around on a beach in a skirt, you
know "Chariots of Fire" has been
a little too effective. The feeling
of victory IS hidden throughout
the album, and if you feel it,
you'll like il. After all, "Chariots
of Fire" is selling like hotcakes,
so there must be something
hiding in il.

just start in 1918 and end in 1978.
Once these problems are
overlooked, the film develops
and the plot establishes itself.

The movie is about the British
running team in the 1924 Olympic
games. It explores their inner
selves and shows them to be
more than just atheletes. They
are also human beings who have
their own beliefs and customs.

One of the runners, Eric, is very
religious and doesn't believe in
running on a Sunday, so he
doesn't. Abrahams, another run
ner, is lost In his beliefs. He just
isn't sure of himself or the things
that he is doing.

The film also received a well
deserved award for Best Original
Costumes. The costumes are
representative of the 1920's and
help provide a realistic setting.
The effects in the movie, the slow
motion and freeze frames, are us
ed effectively in the Olympic
games scenes. These scenes are
the climax of the movie.

-·KEN CHRISTIANSON

\ ..

or

track made it big until after it
won the Oscar.

"Five Circles" is more of a sor·
rowful song and can be com
pared to the grinding of a church
organ, whereas "Abraham's
Theme" has more depth and
creates a dream-like state using
an electric piano. 1\ would have
been really gre~t if vocal tracks
were added.

There were some Ambroslan
singers in the background of
"100·meter Jerusalem." But this
sour version of the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir should have
taken its angelic tones
elsewhere.

"Enc's Theme" is more
herOIC,but the direction of the
music is mixed up even though

'Chariots of Fire,'
the surprise hit of
the year

"Chariots of Fire," recognized
as the year's best picture by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, Is the suprise film
of the year.

Best Picture awards rarely go to
films made outside the United
States, but "Chariots of Fire" Is
an English Import.

When people think of the films
that win Best Picture honors,
they may think perfection is the
main goal of the filmmaker.
"Chariots" is almost perfect, but
not quite. 1\ has a flaw in the
beginning of the film with
character development.

Good characterization is hard
to find in movies today, and the
producers of this film realized
that. Unfortunately, they use too
much characterization. There are
so many characters in the begin,
ning that it becomes confusing.

Besides the characterizaton
problems, it also has a time pro
blem. The film begins in 1978 and
then goes back to 1918. This is
done effectively, but It Is hard to
understand why the film doesn't

Vangelis
'Chariots of Fire'
Polydor Records

and sythesizer playing. The next
cut IS "Junk Rock," a quick,
punk-style track containing a
strange beat to make this song
the weirdest imaginable.

"Shlnola" Is the last track on
Side one and has the vocalist
talking in the middle portion of
the song, being followed up by
high-grade drumming for the end
of the track.

Undoubtedly, the best song on
this lP starts off side two, entitl
ed "For the love of Money." This
cut seems somewhat like a 60's
song, just made to fit the 80's.
"last Dollar on Earth" begins
with good drumming and good
background vocals. Toward the
end of the cut, the lIocalist
screams directly into the
microphone, losing the touch In

the song.
"Fahrenheit 451" IS, as the

song puts it, a "boogie" song.
This track IS more of a dance
song with a lot of people singing
In the background. The next cut
is "Only Human," a slow·
sounding 10lle ballad which tells
exactly how it is to be human,
with a sympathellc-type sound.

The last song on side two is
"One World," and starts off With
a good sounding accoustic
guitar. This is a country-love
fashion song with only singing
and clapping in the middle of the
cut followed up by good musIc.

The band consists of Todd Run
dgren, Roger Powell, Kasim
Sulton and Willie Wilcox. The ef
lort put into this album Is of great
professionalism, much of which
was used In past Utopia albums.

··TONY FICKE

Men in skirts running back and
forth along an ocean Is a scene
from the movie "Chariots of Fire"
that comes to mind when listen
Ing to the soundtrack album of
the same title.

This work of art created by
Vangells not only soared to the
number one spot on record
charts, but has also earned him
an Oscar.

"Chariots of Fire" could be the
biggest Instrumental soundtrack
since Bill Conte's "Rocky" score.
Vangelis is a keyboard whiz who,
in his own style, brings full, crisp,
visual images almost exclusively
using synthesized sounds.

The hit, "Chariots of Flre·
Titles," that has dominated radio
stations is a powerful song that
releases strong, energetic feel
Ings of victory and pride. It
makes the album worthwhile. II's
a strange thing, though, that
;leither the song nor the sound·

to listen to the second album.
The only reason I did was
because I noticed that the se
cond album had only three songs
on one of It's sides, so I proceed
ed on.

Unless you're a die-hard Heads
fan, you probably wouldn't waste
any more time on this stuff. But
for those who do, side three
opens With "I Zimbra," another
Mexlcan·soundlng one.

"Drugs" follows with off-beat
Instumentation accompanied by
slow, weird vocals. "Houses in
Motion" sounds just like "Drugs"
with new lyrics. The last track on
side three is "Ufe During War
time" that somehow became a
hit on the radio some time ago.
This track seems too fast and
hasunclear vocals and a lot of
repeated lines.

Fortunately, Side four contains
only three songs. The group had
to get one more Mexlcan
sounding song in there before
wrapping It up. "The Great
Curve" has ear-piercing vocals
and a good rhythm guitar. Next is
"Crosseyed and Painless," a
slow song that also has a variety
of background vocals. The final
track, "Take Me to the River," is
stili being played by radio sta
lions.

The Talking Heads are: David
Byrne, Adrian Belew, Dolette
McDonald, Jerry Harrison and
Tina Weymouth--gultars and
vocals; Berie Worrell--clarinet;
Busta Jones--bass guitar; Chris
Frantz--drums; and Steve Scales-
percussion.

It's beller to read about "The
Name of This Band is Talking
Heads" than to listen to it.

-·TONY FICKE

Utopia has to be one of the best
bands to rock the face of the
earth. They combine different
types of music to form a sound of
their own, which was proved fan·
tastically in their newest album
entitled "Swing to the Right."

The title song opens up side
one with a good drive of guitar
and synthesizer music combined
with finger-snapping lyrics. An
off-beat sound continues
throughout the cut to put this
album out on the rtght track.
Following that up is "lysis
trata," a slow rock song that can
be classified as mellow because
of iI's creeping instrument play
ing and sluggish lyrics.

"The Up" is a springy track
whose music contains a terrific
display of climax and downfall in
Its tempo. This cut slows down a
lot, then picking up with drum

Utopia
'Swing to the Right'
Sire

--PAUL lIllWITZ

12-strlng guitars, Matthias Jabs
on lead guitars, Francis
Buchholz on bass and Herman
Rarebell on drums.

If the Scorpions put some varie
ty into their next album, it should
be a smash. They have good
talent, but as for "Blackout"
goes, we'll see how It fairs on the
charts.

Talking Heads
'The Name of This
Band is Talking
Heads'
Sire Records

The name of this band is Talk
ing Heads. That's also the name
of the Talking Heads' most re
cent album which was released
in mid-April.

This double-lP set was record
ed live between 1977 and 1981.
"The Name of This Band is Talk·
ing Heads" seems to lack the
pizazz needed for an album to
reach the top.

Side one starts off with "New
Feeling," a punk·type cut with an
awkward beat that jumps back
and forth from sound to sound.
"A Clean Break" Is a good track
music-wise, but gets lost in a pile
of rubble when the high-pitched
singing begins. "Don't Worry
About the Government" begins
with slow lyrics that transform in
to screaming, followed by a lot
percussion and drum bits.

The next track is "Pulled Up," a
half-way decent track for this
album that has two people sing·
ing the words rather quickly. The
last cut IS entitled "Psycho
Killer," an eerie, drum-orientated
song with the vocalist singing
like he was a lunatic trying to eat
and drink at the same time.

Side two starts off with "Artists
Only," a keyboard-guitar mixture
with a rhythmic beat and jumping
vocals. "Stay Hungry" is a
Mexican-style track that's almost
an instrumental except for the ti
tle being repeated over and over.

"Air" is a singing/yelling com.
blnatlon with wha! sounds like a
baby whining for accompani·
ment. "Building On Fire" con
tains a lot of laughing and
keyboards with obscure in·
struments, such as the clarinet
and cello, playing together. The
last track on side two is entitled
"Memories," a slower song for
this lP that has the singer finally
singing like a normal person.
although his voice vibrates a bit
too much.

At this point In reviewing the
supposedly·terrlflc double-live
lP set, I didn't even feel as
though it would be worth the time
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TENURE SYSTEM
Several teachers have been laid off of

their Jobs over the past two years at
OLCHS as enrollment continually
declines The decision of which teachers
will stay and which will be dismissed IS
determined by the tenure system.

Tenure teachers are also evaluated every
year by their department chairman, and
every five years by lhe administration. But
the evaluation has no effect by determin
Ing a teacher's competance as a means of
dismissal.

After a teacher has put in two years of
teaching service at OLCHS, he IS eligible
for a type of job security referred to as
tenure Dismissal of teachers is based on
this seniOrity system, which IS an IllinOIS
state law

In the case of a tie between two
tach rs, the administration seeks so
meone who IS versitile and may be able to
teach In a different subject rea Accor·
ding to the teach rs' union contract,
"When the senIOrity of two or more
employees IS equal, the decIsion as to who
IS rei ascd shall be made by th board"

English department chairman Torn Riter
said non tenure teachers are evaluated by
the C1epartm nt chairman at least four
times a ye r This usually consists of four
one-day VISitS spr ad out over the year

Some chairmen prefer to have their VISitS
on four consecutive days.

According to teachers' union secretary
Ron Bilyeu, the only ways of dismiSSing a
tenure teacher are:
1) To prove incompetence (which is dlf·

ficult to do)
2) When a blatantly Immoral act Is commit·

ted (this would Include theft)
3) When there IS a decrease in enrollment

Non·tenure teachers are the first to be
dismissed when there IS a decrease In
enrollment. The second group to go would
be choices from teachers that have three,
four or five years of service, and the reo
mainlng teachers would be In the third
category This standard union procedure
is "last In, first out," as Bilyeu explained

The tenure system and evaluations do
Inter-mix for Job security in that, after con
sldering a new teacher's two years of
evaluations, the administration decides
whether to give a teach r tenur or put him
on probation for a year If a teacher does
not receive tenure after the year of proba
tion has expired. he must be dismissed

"Teaching IS not nearly as secure of a
profeSSIOn as It used to be," Bilyeu said
"And OLCHS IS no exception"

..CAMillE KRECIOCH

TEACHERS
A lot of people can talk about teachers

being laid off. Administrators and
students can talk about the necessity to
dismiss teachers because of declining
enrollment and the effect it will have on
education. But the fact remains that pretty
soon there are going to be nine more peo·
pie out of a job.

These teachers have to look for a new
source of Income and Insurance benefits
for themselves, and in some cases, for
their families. Not only will they miss the
financial security, but some teachers will
miSs not having their old classes.

"I'm sad about the Situation," phys. ed.
teacher linda Reynolds said. "I really
don't want to leave. The whole situation
has come as a shock to me."

Reynolds is also the girls' track coach.
She wonders who will be available to fill in
her position next year.

"I feel I am the most qualified person for
the job," Reynolds said. "I was certified to
be a gym teacher and track coach.

"I have set a goal for five years in this
school coaching and being an Instructor in
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which I had mastered in for so long," she
said. "That's why I really hate to leave
now."

Home economics teacher Donna Sexton
is also disappointed in leaving OLCHS, but
she understands the procedures about
teachers being riffed (reduction in force).

"I have no complaints or disagreements
about the administration and school
system," Sexton said. "I will miss having
my own students each day in class,
though."

Other teachers who are leaving at the
end of the 1981·82 school year are Delores
Kothelmer, Cathy Pilat, Howard RUbin,
Rich Scherubel, Candice Swetz, J.T.
Thompson and Kent Youngren.

But at a May 19 meeting, the school
board accepted the resignation of science
teacher Don Stone and a maternity leave
request for Lillja Adomenas for the 82·83
school year. Whether any of the departing
teachers will stay on at OLCHS to fill in
these vacancies has not yet been decided.

--CHRIS ORIKOS
Donna Sexton Is among the teachers at OlCHS who
have been laid all due to declining enrollment

STUI
The students' point of view Is ofte

overlooked when discussing the tenur
system and Its effects on education, yE
they are as directly involved as th
teachers. Students at Oak Lawn hav
basically negative feelings about the wa
teachers are dismissed because of th
financial problems of declining enrol
ment.

"The bad thing about It Is that most goo
teachers that can teach don't have th
seniority, while some teachers who d
have seniority can't teach," student Jlr
Lambrigger said. "There should be a wa
to grade teachers somehow.

"I think the tenure system is totally Insu
ficlent, and students are not even cor
sidered," he said. "And that's wh
school's are supposed to be open for--th
students."

But senior Jim Durkin sees the probler
differently. He believes it's necessary t
cut back on the number of teachers, eve
If they are good teachers.

"Some good teachers got fired becaus
they (the school district) had to do it,
Durkin said. "There aren't enoug
students to fill the classrooms, so the
have to lay people off."

Dismissing good teachers because the
don't have seniority Is what has caused s
much controversy over the past coupl
years. Many people feel a teacher's COrT

petancy should be more important tha
the number of years they have worked at
school.

"Some good teachers were fired whil
some inadequate teachers are sill
teaching In the school," Tony Carneval
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The creature that ate Lakeview
Ten miles south of Portland there was

a small town of Lakeview. Ths disap·
pearance of two young boys had the
town withdrawn In fear, for nothing like
(his had ever happened to this town.

The Benedlcts' lived on Southside
Avenue and the Greenburghs' IIverl
across the street. In back of the Green·
burgh's house was a prarle about 1"8tre
square. With tall, brown arakle grass
covering the field. Lining th edge of the
prarie was a forest, dense with trees and
large amounts of foliage.

It was a sunny Saturday morning, and
the time was about 11 o'clock a.m.
Michal was on his way to John's house.
He decided to cut through Greenburgh's
backyard because he didn't feel like
walking around the block. As he was
walking through the tall prarle grass he
notice an indentation in the blanket of
grass covering the field. As he approach
ed the open space he noticed a path
leading to the edge of the forest. The
path looked as though It had been made
by a bull or a large animal of some sort.
He stepped Into the open space onto the
grass which had been pushed down, and
looked around as If to see what had mat·
ted the grass in this way. He glanced
down at his feet and noticed excep·
tlonally large prints of what appeared to
have been made by a dog. He followed
the path to an old shack Just Inside the
forests edge. The shack was about six
feet long, eight feet wide and about
seven feet high. Some of the rotted
boards had fallen off of the deteriorating
frame.

Though there was nothing to be
frightened of, Michal felt an uneasy
calm In the air around him. He fell as If
he were being watched by hundreds of
unseen eyes surrounding him. He was
contemplating his next move when he
noticed a peculiar and rancid odor.

It was now 12:30 p.m. and John started
to wonder about Michal. II takes only ten
minutes to walk from Michal's to John's.
He was supposed to have left his house
at eleven o'clock a.m. John decided to
go to John's house, but changed his
ming and decided to call. He dialed the
number and Mrs. Benedict answered the
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pnone.
"Hello?"
"HI, this Is John, Is Michal there?"
"No, he left quite some time ago."
"Oh, O.K. thanks a lot."

John put the phone onto the wall
m0unted base as he walked around the
corner of the kitchen. He decided to go
look for rilltl.,

He steppep outside, the sun shone
through the t~es making whit eforma·
tions on the dl~ floor of the forest. There
was a warm breeze blwoing from the
West and the temperature was In the
90's. As he walked deeper and deeper in
to the forest the darkness seemed
close In around him.

The wind shifted from the north and the
breeze became frigid. He didn't seem to
notice the footstepl> behind him
because they were In perfect unison
with his own. The farther he walked, the
more he noticed another person's
presence. He stopped and so did the
other footsteps.

As he turned around, he saw an object,
which appeared to be gray, dart from his
sight. He stood silent in fear as the crun
ching of leaves and the snapping of
twigs under a heavy foot drew nearer. He
turned to run when something grabbed
his neck. He could feel the large oonlcle
claws pierce the soft flesh on his neck.
He could feel the flesh being torn, but he
felt no pain. II was as if he were numb.
He was thrown violently to the ground,
while the blood flowed freely from his
gaping neck and soaked the dry dirt
floor.

It was late In the evening and neither of
the boys had returned home. Margrett
Benedict was sitting In her front room
chair when the telephone rang.

"Hello?"
"HI, Marge, It's Lynn. Is my son there?"

"No, I thought Michal was there with
John."

"Well, neither of them are here that I
know of."

"The last I saw of Michal was when he
left the house this morning at about
eleven.

"Oh, well, Michal called, I mean John
1alled Michal this morning," she said

with a snicker. "I guess they were sup
posed to do something today."

"Well, I'll give George a call and'find
out what he thinks."

"Okay, thanks a lot. Bye."
After phoning George, Marge called the

police and filed a missing persons
report.

A few weeks later the Benedlcts receiv-
ed a phone call from the police.

"Hello?"
"Hello, Mrs. Benedict?"
"Yes, Is this about my son?"

"Yes," he said In a sad tone. "We found
him In an old shack just inside the edge
of the forest. I think you'd better come
down and identify him."

"Okay, I'll be right there," she said in
an unlntenslfled voice.

After phoning George, she left for the
police station. When she arrived. the of
ficer told her the body had been
transfered to the coroner's office.

When she and the lieutenant arrived to
Identify the body, she couldn't believe
that the corpse draped across the cold
metal was her little boy. His flesh was a
blue·gray color, and his eyes had not
been closed. The extreme look of terror
on his face would be something she
would never forget.

As she walked over and closed his
eyes, she noticed that his throat had
been punctured several times. There
were three holes In his esophagus and
another In his juggler, but she said
nothing. The rest of his body was In tact
aside from a broken arm.

A few days after the police found
Michal's body, John's mother received a
call from the police similar to the one
with Mrs. Benedict. The only difference
was the state of John's body.

One year had gone by since these
murders and the police hadn't gotten a
lead as to who or what killed these boys.
One man by the name of Steinbeck had
been particularly Interested In these
murders. He knew what had killed these
boys and knew it had to be stopped.

On the morning of December 31,1975,
Steinbeck returned to the forest where
the body of the second victim had been
found. He found nothing. But while walk·

Ing through the woods, he came upon
the same shack Michal had come upon
the day he was killed.

The air seemed to carry a particular
odor coming from the Inside of the
shack. As Steinbeck entered it, the ran
cid odor became more and more pro·
nounced. The shack was dark except for
the streaks of light entering the cracks
between the boards. He walked to the
left of the shack and found many
decayed carcasses that the creature had
covered In a thick green slime, as if to
preserve It for later consumption.

Steinbeck felt like going to the police,
but knew that if he told them there was a
monster loose who was going around
killing people, they would put him In a
nut·house. What he had to do was figure
out a way to capture and kill this
creature before anyone else was killed.

After leaving the shack, Steinbeck
followed the path to an open circle
where the path Just seemed to end. He
studied the ground for any type of sign
that the creature had been there. As he
was about to leave, he bent down to tie
his shoe and noticed a white circular ob·
ject protrUding from the ground. He
pried it loose with his pen and studied It.
It was like a nail from a cat, only excep·
tlonally larger. After studying It careful
ly, he slipped It Into his pocket.

He thought the only way to kill It was to
burn It. He left the woods and returned
to his south-side apartment to go over In
his mind what he had planned to do.

His plan was to lure the creature Into
the shack and set It on fire, but he had to
figure out a way to get him Into the
shack. What he had to do was walt··walt
until the creature entered the shack to
consume his preserved carcasses.

He returned to the shack later that
night and soaked It with kerosene.
Steinbeck knew that with the fumes
from that kerosene the creature would
be returning soon to claim what was his.

It was midnight when the creature
returned. Stelnbecks' only mistake was
resting his eyes for 'just a minute.' The
creature started to enter the shack, but
the kerosene was too strong.

krlsty brown
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Anytime
The boy stepped onto the cOld, gray ce

ment of the sidewalk, closing the door to
his large white house. behind him. The ,
people--his mother, father, brothers and
only sister-watched through the dusty
window as the boy walked barefoot down
the narrow slab of sidewalk. He walked
phlegmatically, bouncing a blue ball--the
only ball In town with an unique blue color
nowhere else to be found. _

The ball had been owned by the boy's
family for over two centuries. It had
witnessed life and death, and someone
was always trying to take the ball from the
boy and destroy it. They wanted to destroy
it because they didn't have one, and they
didn't want the boy to have it either. But
despite the danger and threats of harm,
the boy was left to care and protect the
much-wanted ball.

The boy walked slowly, the sky hanging
gray above his head. He looked into his
large weathered hands and saw that only
half the ball remained. The boy's eyes
grew wide with astonishment and fear. He
knew what had happened, but he could not
tell those who watched him from the large
white house. He would have to lie, and now
the sky had turned a much darker gray.

The brilliant remains of the ball became:
an achromatic blue. The tension of the
thievery swelled inside the boy's naive
mind. He smiled, a glaring false smile, so
as to hide his tension and fear..he was tru
ly afraid.

The boy slowly passed the tall red home
with the bars on the windows and doors,
his feet cold on the cracked cement. He
heard the cry of the family who lived there.
The children inside wanted to leave but the
parents would not allow them to. He saw
the boy with the bright red shirt who was
holding the other half of the faded ball. He
was also scared, for he had finally obtain-

ed half of the ball he wanted so badly. But
he did not want the boy to know he was
afraid, so he smiled and ran to the boy.

The two children stood facing each other
and smiling. The boy dressed in red ex
amined the other boy who wore a clean
blue shirt with bright red pants and a white
hankerchief around his neck. They felt
each others presence for a long while..
both children feeling the other's with
ominous awe and fear.

The boy in blue smiled falsely once
again, not wanting the boy in red to notice
the fear and astonishment he felt upon
receiving the restricting chain, the dead
bolt, the steely, gripping lock of the dry,
foul kiss. The gray sky drew darker still.

They talked, compromising, like two
stones laying blankly next to each other,
making great plans and announcing new
ideals of how they would bring the
separated halves of the once whole ball
together. They walked, swiftly, noticing
the other houses in the block. They talked,
they lied, of how the families of the yellow
house, the green house and the other
homes and the people who lived within
their walk, could help In the Negotiations
of rejoining the ball.

So they went back to their homes. Each
talking to the children who were in charge
of Fire in their homes and asking for the
black lead buckets of glowing paint.

They met each other once again, this
time wearing heavy lead shoes. They
began to paint the block of houses, the on
ly block of houses, except those houses
where there was no air and nothing was
heavy. They painted and compromised
with the owners of the homes until half the
block was blue and half red.

After some time, the blue side began to
fear the red side..Just as the boy with the
blue shirt feared the boy with the red shirt

at their first meeting. Now everyone smil
ed, following the boys' false concealment
of their true fear and real motives. For the
only reality was that each boy wanted the
other half of the ball without giving up his
half or sharing it with others. This was the
only real motive.

The fear now was greater than that of the
time when the people in the house, who
disliked the Chosen, almost had the ball.
Because this time, the children who were
in charge of the Fire were more advanced..
and had more ways to spread their flames.

Then the people began to iOin together.
They thought that everyone should share
the ball. They did not believe that the boys
in the blue and red should control such im
mense power..a power that would decide
their fate, life or death.

But it was too late for the people for that
now. The boys in red and blue were now
deaf to all that did not represent and
believe their Ideals. Instead, the boys in
red and blue ordered those In charge of the
glowing, spoiling Fire to make greater
flames.

Then in a moment of alarm. the boy In red
kicked the boy In blue. Those In the white
house watched in awe and terror. Those In

the red house Jumped back from their
peek-holes in the iron curtain and Cried.
The boy in blue grabbed the boy in red by
his neck and locked in a strangle-hold.
They both struggled, each still carrying his
half of the ball in hiS free hand.

Suddenly, all the paint that the boys had
painted the houses wit~melted and they
homes remained a glowirW gray color. The
people came out of their pomes and wat
ched in terror as the boys rQ·iJQ..hJ, both cor
rupted by the power of the ball, which was
now glowing a blinding blue. Now, all the
people were of the same color: everyone
became the same.

Then, not knowing what to do, the people
fought each other, panic stricken. The
block Quaked and the people in charge of
Fire were regretful. No one was aware of
why they were fighting. They all had
become blind with hatred.

The boys continued their struggle. Then
In spite and hate, the boy in red through
hiS half of the ball high into the air. Instinc
tively, and for the same motives, the boy in
red did the same.

The people stopped their fighting. All
were silent and deeply afraid. They watch
ed the two halves of the ball slowly rise in
to the air, higher and higher the halves
flew into the air. Then, with a long, crackl
Ing thunderbolt of destruction, the halves
joined together in mid-air. The people
gasped as they saw the ball Quietly begin
to fall to the ground. The silence became
deafening.

Slowly the ball fell to the ground,
gradually picking up speed until a tail of
white heat followed it .. the ball fell swiftly.
The people kneeled and bent their heads in
shame. Some, In a fit of foolish despera
tion, ran. But the ball was all-powerful and
no one could hide. Then, as a woman
stood up, gripping her babe tightly, a long
pierCing scream left her raw, chapped lips.
Before her scream had left her lips, the ball
fell to the ground, In a loud, devastating
silence of blue-white heat.

Then the air remained, blowing Quietly
but strongly over the barren gray land.
Nothing remained, except for two crying
babies, one dressed in red and the other in
blue. They became silent and confused as
their strong black eyes saw a ball severed
in half. It was a bright, pure blue. They
each grabbed a piece. Suddenly, they look
ed up and faced each other. In a moment
of innocent deception, l~ey smiled.

··hamid razik
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--scott harper

Young, unaware, never touched by love; then I met
you. .. talking on the patio; care-free--so much alike yet
so different. And then jogging; meeting each other
with open minds and hearts--willing to share. And then
a wink, a hug, and a kiss, BANG! Love craddled me in
her arms like a mother does a new-born baby--always
safe, secure, always warm. Never letting go; and the
feeling of never wanting to be let go. This is truly the
gift of love.

Ever since I met you, the world seems so much dif
ferent to me. I now can hear the birds sing; smell the
flowers as they sway in the wind; watch the clouds
float against a beautiful sunset. All of this I was blind
too-and then I met you.

The birds no longer just make noise, but rather sing
sonnets of love to the world around them; the flowers
are no longer just plants; but rather they represent life
in this world--needing all the love and attention possi
ble to make it grow strong and steady. The clouds are
no longer just white masses, but rather a sea of
endless friends--joining each other to form big
beautiful relationships.

Yes, all of thiS I was blind to; until I met you. For thiS
all I can say is thank you; for opening my eyes and
warming my heart.

As our relationship grew, a strong bond also grew
between us.

This bond brought us together to farm the most in
timate relationship either of us had ever experienced;
but we met thiS challenge without fear; without
secrets; without holding back.

We were both ready to share ourselves with each
other - both willing; both unafraid; both falling in the
precIOus arms of love; which was ready to greet us.

Throughout our relationship we have shared hap
piness along with the sorrow' we have shared each
others' problems; hopmg to ease the pain. We have
even solved problems th t arose between us; and all
of this because of the gift of love.

We've come a long way from that memorable day of
meeting, and I hope we begin to realize that we are
meaningless without each other. We need each other;
or the birds will probably just make nOise; the flowers
will just be plants; the clouds will just be white
masses.

The world isn't as beautiful without your gift of love;
and for all this, once again all I can say is thank you.
Thank you for such a precious gift. A gift that com
pares with nothing. The gift of love...

Photo by lisa Collings

The gift of love

·ust a
each

Two people arm in arm
Their hearts aglow and warm
Like the sunsets radiant beams
Love can be this beautiful, it seems
Spending time, watching the tide go out,
This is what happiness is all about
Sea shells landing upon the sand
Each others feelings, landing hand in hand
The shoreline goes on for mile after mile
Hoping this time together, can last for more than a
while
Our jeans rolled up to our kneew
In our faces, the soft, cool breeze.
Feeling the pounding of the waves coming in,
Causing my heart to know, with you I'll always win
Looking out in the water, and far beyond,
But not as far, as our mutual bond.
The suMight glistening off the water,
Making you look like, God's own daughter
The seagulls in the sky so blue,
Content with knowing that I love you.

More than
walk on the

PholO by Lisa Collings
--rob
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ADMINISTRATION

--HAMID RAZIK

Davies also said there IS a negative effect
on morale among staff members when
teachers are dismissed. Wiltshire has also
noticed that there can be a loss of educa·
tlonal enthUSiasm for the remainder of the
·year when a teacher learns of his
dismissal.

Another concern about the effectlvness
of the tenure system is the fear that a
higher quality teacher may be dismissed
while a teacher with lesser abilit les may reo
main.

"It does happen," said Wiltshire. "It's
one of the disadvantages when a teacher
is dismissed who is a shade better than
another."

HIli agreed that "lust because a teacher
works longer, doesn't mean he IS
necessarily better," But more experience
can also be an advantage, as Davies
pOinted out It Just depends on the in·

dlvldual situation.
However. Wiltshire doesn't believe the

tenure system makes It easier for an In·
competant teacher to remain In the place
of a quality teacher

"There's no hiding," WiltShire said. "If a
teacher IS incompetent, that teacher Will
eventually be removed."

Although the tenure system has been in
effect for a number of years, DaVies
believes there could be a more detailed
method of dismissing teachers when the
need arises.

"If an evaluation of the teachers could
possibly enter into the desision making,"
Davies said, "then perhaps we could
eliminate the possibility of having an ex
cellent teacher leave and allowing a poorer
teacher to remain in his place."

Despite the controversy of whether or not
the teachers' dismissals based on the
tenure system are fair and effective, it is
the method that is being used. And this
year's result of the tenure law will be the
dismissal of nine more staff membecs.

"The school IS required by state law to
use the tenure system in determining·
which teachers will be dismissed," OLCHS
superintendent Hal Wiltshire said. "The
tenure teacher must be able to teach what
the non-tenure teacher did. By dOing this,
the quality or number of classes that the
school is able to offer diminishes stightly "

The dismissal of the nine teachers has
led to the question of whether or not the
tenure system is fair and effective. Ap
parently this system of dismissal has
become controversial in the eyes of
students and teachers alike. However, all
agree there are both advantages and
disadvantages.

The teachers that were riffed (reduction
in force) are done so according to how
many years of service they have at the
SChOOl. Those with less than three years
service do not have tenure and are the first
to be dismissed. But because 13 non
tenure tea.chers were already dismissed
last year, eight tenure teachers Will leave
this year along with one non-tenure
teacher.

"The tenure system is par 'Of the illinOIS
School Code, and the schoo\~ust follow
the law," ass't superintendanl ~Dr. Paul
Davies said, "so my opinion would be In·
valid."

One advantage to the tenure system, ac·
cording to DaVies, is its simplicity. He said
that determining which teachers to
dismiss without the tenure system would
be "a very difficult decision."

The tenure system also provides job
security as another benefit.

"It gives teachers a sense of security,"
Wiltshire said. "It lets the staff know
where it stands."

Yet while security is advantage for some
teachers, it can also be a disadvantage.

"As with any job, the longer you work, the
more routine it becomes. This is why some
of the older teachers may not be as effec
tive as they once were," Social Studies
Dept. chairman Bill Hill said. "There is the
loss of fresh ideas by the younger
teachers."

~TS
'Some teachers can really relate and
;tudents, and then some just say,

your books and read pages... .'
the wrong way to teach."

levale also believes that if teachers
o be released because of finances,
istrators should be open to the same
lilities of being dismissed.
ly have practically the same number
ninistrators now as they did when
udent population was over 3000,"
vale said. "When the student popula·
as high, they had two deans--a dean
ys and a dean of girls. Now that
nent is down, they have four deans."
t year, the impact of fewer teachers
lit more by athletes than anyone, ac
Ig to Lambrigger. Three of the 11
ed teachers were also athletic
es.
teachers leaving this year are Can·

>wetz, Kent Youngren, Cathy Pilat,
>cherubel, Delores Kotheimer, linda
dds, Howard Rubin, J.T. Thompson
onna Sexton.
Iny of these teachers have tenure.
He being dismissed because the on
I·tenure teachers still at OLCHS are
lly ones available and qualified to
certain classes.
on't know how long this is going to
lue," Carnevale said. "They keep fir
ore and more teachers every year.
'hen it's all over and all the teachers
ed, they will realize how many good
~rs are gone and how many others
re stuck with."

--TOM ZEGAR
Department chairman Bill Hill believes there is a loss
at tresh ideas when younger teachers are dismissed.

Assistant superintendant Dr. Paul Davies believes there is a negative ellect on morale
when teachers are laid all. Photos courtesy 01 Shield
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MOONLIGHTING
TEACHERS

There's more to a
second job than
just money

Photo by Lisa Collings

Superintendent Hal Wiltshire points out that the
school has no olliclal polley toward moonlighting
teachers. Photo bv Lauren Knapp
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believes that if a teacher moonlights ex·
ces,sively it could have an "adverse effect"
upon his teaching capabilities. However,
Wiltshire says that no general statement
can be made on the topic. Whether a
teacher's second job has a negative affect
must be decided on a "one-on-one" basis,
according to him.

In addition, Wiltshire does not remember
any instances where the administration
had any problem with moonlighters.

Basically, the American moonlighter is
an average person struggling to survive in
the current economic crush, and OLCHS
teachers are no exception.

--HAMID RAZIK

OLCHS teachers Mary Williams and Bob Burdan also have other lobs to supplement
their income.

Although Burdan admits that the finan
cial security he gets from working both
jobs is a major factor, he concedes that
money isn't the only reason.

"I get a great deal of satisfaction out of
helping people when they are going
through a difficult time," Burdan said.

However, Burdan also says that he would
"definitely not" be able to make ends meet
on a teacher's salary alone.

"I simply don't believe that I would be
able to raise nlY family on just a teacher's
salary," he said.

A major concern about moonlighting to
employer's Is whether or not it creates a
negative effect upon one or both of the
jobs. In his case, Burdan doesn't think it
does.

"My §eeoM job Is the type of job where I-. ,
only do things when I'm there," he said.
"However, ~caslonally "II get home at
two or three ift the morning and then have
to wake up for school, but this Is a rare
happening. I also had to discontinue work
Ing at football games and participating in
other school activities."

Burdan believes that an advantage for
him working two jobs is that both are Inter·
related. He says that the aspect of his job
that includes trying to get people the best
and most efficient service is something he
teaches in the classroom.

Another OLCHS teacher who rr.oonllghts
Is French teacher Marilyn Williams.

"I work for Gaper's Caterers downtown,
in the office and occasionally I'll bartend
at one of their parties," Williams said.

"It keeps me from getting bored," she
said. "Sometimes I'll go out on a party just
to meet celebrities, like the Channel 2
news team, or to work on a yacht."

Williams goes on to tell of her reasons
for working two jobs.

"I work because I love my job, but also
becavse I'm rehabbing a 100-year-old
house in Old Town and I need every cent I
can get!"

Williams, like Burdan, believes that her
second job does not affect her teaching
capabilities.

"I work some Saturdays and during
school vacations so it will not affect my
teaching, which is of course my most In·
teresting job," she said. '" have finally
reached a point In my life where
moonlighting has become superfluous."

Williams also believes that her second
job means more to her than money.

"I doubt very much If I could completely
abandon the excitement and challenges
that my second job provides," she said.

Although the school has no jurisdiction
over how teachers conduct their outside
lives, OLCHS superintendent Hal Wiltshire

Along with rising interest rates and
unemployment, the percentage of
Americans moonlighting, or holding more
than one job, has grown tremendously in
the last ten· years. The deteriorating
economy has caused thousands of
workers to view second jobs as the only
way to achieve some financial security.

Many Americans are unable to make
ends meet on one salary alone and find
moonlighting, although strenuous at
times, the only way to survive.

According to the Monthly Labor Review's
1980 Special Labor Force Report, the ma
jority of moonlighters are 25 to 34 years
old. Researchers believe that this age
group has the largest number of
moonlighters because most of these peo
ple are beginning families and purchasing
homes.

The Labor Force Report also Indicates
that the reasons people moonlight are
widespread. The main reason, according
to the survey, Is simply to meet regular ex
penses. These expense Include food,
clothing, taxes and mortgage payments.
Surprisingly, the survey shows that the
number-two reason people moonlight is
because they enjoy the work. Saving for
the future, getting experience or appren
ticeship, helping friends or relatives and
the ability to purchase something special
are some other reasons given for holding
more than one job.

The occupations with the highest percen·
tage of moonlighters are state and local
admlnls.\latlon and agricultural services
(such as farmers). Education, according to
the survey, also proves to be a field with a
high percentage of moonlighters.

Throughout the country, with the excep
tion of a few growing cities, teachers are
finding it Increasingly difficult to locate
and hold jobs.

One of the harder-hit areas where the
need for teachers has declined is here in
Chicago, Including the suburbs. OLCHS is
no exception, with a decline in student
enrollment by as much as 30 percent in the
last few years. The result of declining
enrollment is the laying off of teachers, 12
of them late in the 1980-81 school year and
nine more to follow this year. Because of
this, It is clear to see why so many of
OLCHS' faculty members hold second
jobs.

Robert Burdan, OLCHS business
teacher, is one of those with a second job.
Burdan Is a partner in his family-owned
funeral home In Cedar Lake, Indiana.

"My job is handling the business aspects
of the funeral home," Burdan explained. "I
am a general office manager who takes
care of the accounting."

'-
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--TOM CAPPOS

Photo courtesy of SHIELD

Allison Roth with an average of
.393 and two home runs. Out in
the field she plays shortstop and
has 24 assists II") seven games.

Joining Roth In the infield Is
Poynter at first base, Karen Kall.
qulst at second base, Colleen
Boyle and Karen Viner platoon.
Ing at third base. The catching
chores are handled by Kennedy.

Behind them in the outfield is
Lynn Haubenreiser in left field
and Cindy Kancel in center field.
A regular right fielder has not
surfaced yet, so that position is
open for competlon among the
other players.

"Our conference is a very tough
one," Icenogle said. "We feel
that by the time regionals start
we will have this (error) problem
over, and start fresh and com·
pete strongly."

"We have enough talent to take
conference," Kennedy said. "But
we have to playas a team."

An example of the Spartans'
teamwork came when they came
from behind to defeat Sandburg
9·7.

The team believes that they
have the talent to take the
reglonals. As Kennedy said,
"Don't be surprised if the Oak
Lawn Spartans go as far as the
sectionals."

softball
mend

"Our team is really good," said
senior Deanna Poynter.
"However, we are coming around
slowly, but we are getting there."

The glrls'varsity softball team
currently have a record of 3·6 in
conference and an overall record
of 6·11.

There seems to be a concensus
among the players and coach
Joyce Icenogle that the team Is
not performing as well as they
should be.

Their biggest flaw so far has
been the lack of consistent
fielding. "Our losses have been
due to errors In the
fleld,"lcenogle said.

Errors were the contributing
factors In the team's losses to
conference rivals Argo and
Reavis.

Although they are a part of the
game, to be sucessful a team
needs to cut out the mistakes on
the field.

Just as important as competent
fielding is good, consistent plt-

Girls'
must
mistakes

Senior catcher Kris Flynn takes a mighty swing in a game against Eisenhower.

ching. Kathy Crameroso, a junior,
Is the team's leading pitcher with
a record of 2-2.

"She Is getting stronger every
game," Icenogle said. "Her pit
ches are getting faster and she is
controlling the corners of the
plate."

Poynter, who may also pitch
before the seasQn is out,
sald,"Kathy has surp,.sed us as
being our best pitcher and she
looks promising for the future."

Consistent fielding and pit·
ching can only do so much.
Because no one has ever won a
game without scoring runs, hit·
ting Is also vital to a team's suc
cess.

"Our strength is hitting,"
Icenogle said. "We outhit other
teams."

Senior Cheryl Kennedy agrees.
"We have very active bats. We've
outhlt every team we've played."

Although Icenogle and Kennedy
agree that the team's strength Is
hitting, Icenogle feels the team
doesn't have their hitting techni
ques mastered.

"We need to work on keeping
our heads down, eyes on the ball
and to remain calm," she said.

Nevertheless, the team's
leading hitter so far has been
Poynter with a .423 average and
followed by Karen Viner (.409).

Also swinging a hot bat Is

--LOU CANELlIS

give therTTselves a boost gOing in·
to the state playoffs.

The Spartans face St.
Lawrence, St. Rita and ReavIs In

their regional games of the
playoffs. All three teams are
among the top·20 teams in the
state.

"ThiS regional could be one of
the best, If not the best. In the
state," catcher Kns Flynn said.

Flynn, an all-conference cat
cher. hasn't been too productive
with the bat, but defensively. he
is one of the top catchers in the
state.

"Flynn Isn't hitting too high for
average, but his defense and
handling of the pitchers makes
up for his lack of hltling," said
coach Skip Borkowski.

Hitting amongst the team has
been a problem to a point where
the Spartans could have buried a
team, but instead had to struggle
to win.

Only once have they succeeded
in burying a team. They romped
on the L1ncoln·Way Knights 12-2.
The game ended In six Innings
due to slaughter rule.

"We lack that killer instinct,"
Borkowski said. "Instead of mak·
Ing ·things happen and walking
away with a slaughter, we wait
for things to happen."

Baseball swings
into playoffs

Carl Rohde ready to score decisive run in victory vs. Eisenhower

They were In the home stretch
and it didn't even look close. It
was Reavis. the favonte. by more
than a game.

Those words have been heard
before as the ReavIs Rams had
all but clinched the SICA West ti
tle.

It wasn't easy for Reavis. The
Spartans were on their tail with
only one game behind and ready
to do battle with the Rams at Oak
Lawn.

The stage was set. If the Spar
tans won, they would take over
first. But that's where the Spar·
tan Choke Factor came In.

With the Spartans leading 2-1
going into the fifth, Reavis went
to work and scored once each of
the last three innings to earn
their eighth victory with no con·
ference losses and knock the
Spartans two games behind.

"You don't beat a team like
Reavis when you leave eight men
in scoring position," junior first
baseman Larry Cappos said.

The loss let much of the air out
of the balloon tor the Spartans
who had won four in a row before
the Reavis game on May 4.

"It was a disappointing loss,
but we'll get them next time,"
said junior outfielder Bill Wills.

Whether or not they "get them
next time" won't matter as far as
the conference championship,
but the Spartans would like to
beat Reavis for revenge and to
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Declining enrollment is affecting every department at OLCHS.
Teachers are being "riffed" (reduction in force) in the Math depart
ment, the Physical Education department and the other various
departments, but the department most adversely affected is pro
bably the athletic department.

Eleven coaching positions are available for the the 1982-83 school
year, Including a head girls' gymnastics coach, an assistant girls'
gymnastics coach, a girls' track coach and an assistant boys' gym
nastics coach.

The sport that I probably most affected /s the girls gymnastics
team. How has It affected them? "They lost their coaches," said
former coach Howard Rubin, who Is leaving after the school year is
over. The reason he is leaVing is declining enrollment, his assistant
Janice Voight is also leaving, she IS going on a maternity leave.

This is really unfortunate because the girls are coming off such a
great year, they finished first In districts and second in conference,
but With no coaches there IS gOing to be no team.

"We're doing everything possible to find someone... it's high priori
ty! said Fred Parks, athletiC director at OLCHS. "As a last resort we
may have to drop the sport ..

OLCHS is not alone Just about every school In the metropolitan
area of Chicago IS being affected. Many schools have already drop
ped some sports.

"We are one of the only schools that hasn't dropped a sport," said
Parks.

"We bring in good young coaches, they get four or five years of ex
perience and then they get riffed, Dan Scott, Linda Reynolds and
Howard Rubin are a few," Parks said.

Declining enrollment has definitely affected the coaching situa
tion at OLCHS, but has it really the teams as a whole?

"We can't fill up the lanes," said head girls swim coach Jim
Markel

In swimming the number of participants IS what really counts, you
can have a winner in every race and still lose the meet because the
other team has taken second, third and fourth place In each race
and earn more points .
. '" definitely feel it has hurt our football program the most," said
Skip Sullivan, wilo coaches the boys' sophomore baseball and
basketball teams and IS assistant varsity football coach. "We are
haVing a difficult time getting the numbers out for the team on the
freshman level.

An example of thiS IS when thiS years' senior class was freshman
they did not have enough players to fill both an "A" team and "B"
team, so as a result they were only able to have an "A" team.

For the most part there IS no Significant change In the overall
records of the various sports, even though both the basketball and
football teams suffered 'oslng seasons thiS year.

Is there a solution to th problems that declining enrollment puts
on athletiCS?

"I don't know what the solution is.... said Parks
But Sullivan offers a pOSSible solution ... , think that the excep

tIOnal athletes should participate in three sports instead of
speCialiZing In one"

But declining enrollment is projected to continue. and maybe that
Isn't going to be enough, but only time will tell.

Drop in enrollment
hurts athletics

Way (120-116) and Thornwood
(121-118), are finishing the
season by sending sectional
winner Tim Dahlman downstate
to compete on the side horse.

"Tim has a good chance for
placing downstate," said team
mate Steve Sawicki. "He's a
tough (slde)horse competitor. If
he keeps going at the rate he's
going, he should do really welL"

A score of 8.1 earned senior
Dahlman a first place at the sec
tlonals and qualified him for the
state tournament, and coach
Larry Kelly is confident Dahlman
Is good enough to place In the
state tournament.

Along with Dahlman and
Sawicki, this year's Varsity line
up includes Tom Trojnlar, Bob
Carlo, Dennis Greenan, Matt
Dillon and Joel Suchomel. Kelly
said that overall, .. this year's
team has been one of the best
since the 1971-72 season."

"Next year," junior Sawicki
said, "should be Just as good or
belter than this year. The team
will be made up mostly of ex·
perienced people, and experlenc·
ed people is the name of the
game.

"It (experience) calms your
nerves a IIltle bit, and when
you're calm you get fired up
faster." he said.

Sawicki leads the team in
school records with an 8.8 in
floor exercise, a 9.2 In vaulting, a
7.85 on the parallel bars and a
7.15 In the all·around.

"Steve Sawicki, Tim Dahlman
and all the others," Kelly said,
"have all put out 100 percent this
season." Kelly predicts that
"next year's season will probably
surpass this season with more
broken records and, hopefully,
more than one person gOing
downstate."

Against
team won 4-1. Sophomore Ted
Sokowski won in first singles,
while freshman Garry Emlnger
took second singles with 216, 6/1,

6/4 sets. Sophomores AI Lyons,
Dan Harper, Doug Wagner and
Mike Capatan in exhibition all
had victories against Argo.

The varsity team defeated Argo
3-2. Seniors Phil Busch and Rick
O'Brenski took second doubles
with 6/1, 610 sets. Bill Theisen
won In second singles 613, 6/3.
But Bill Novotne lost his first
doubles at 4/6, 1/6. Sophomore
varsity player Steve Leary played
first singles and lost with 6/4, 6/7
and 2/6 sets. Jim Behling won
third singles with 6/3, 6/4 sets.

The Reavis meet left both
squads with 11-5 records for the
year. The frosh-soph won 3-2, and
the varsity with 4-1.

Frosh-soph players Sokowskl
and George Geologus won their
sets 6/2, 7/6 and 6/0, 6/4, respec
tively. Eminger also won In se
cond singles with 7/6, 6/2 sets.
Although, Reavis upset Oak
Lawn's double sections.

On the varsity squad, Busch,
O'Brenskl, Novotne, Theisen,
Leary, Behling and Steve Wydra
all came out with victories over
Reavis.

"Everyone on the varsity squad
this year is good," Busch said.
"Some players like Steve Wydra
and Bill Novotne are hard work
ing players in doub

-. ,
\\

Boys' gymnatlics

The boys' gymnasltcs team,
after narrowly lOSing their first
two conference meets to Lincoln·

Soph. baseball

Boys tenniS conference meets
with Argo on May 4 and ReavIs
on May 11 were both victOries.

~oys' tennis

"I feel really confident that we
have a good chance to win the
championship," sophomore
baseball coach Skip Sullivan
said.

The toughest competition will
be from lincoln-Way, Reavis and
Argo. Oak Lawn's record Is now
4-1 In conference and 7-5 overall.
Sullivan thinks the team could
win the remaining games If It
plays up to potential.

"We think we have a good
chance because we have a solid
team and a good pitching staff,"
player Tom Baxa said.

Some key players this year are
Baxa, Bill Strenk, Mike Macek
Ian Ruhl, Scott Cummins,
Howard Morris, John Duorak,
Kevin Kane and. Scott Peters.
Other team members are Rob
Wessel hoff, Jim Lelkel, Jim
Wallace, Jerry Mod, Keith Sanof
sky, Mike McCastland and Pat
Carroll.

Although many of the players
have been on other sports
besides baseball, Sullivan
doesn't belelve that effects their
playing.

"We have a lot of two and three
sport players," Sullivan said,
"but one sport helps the next."

Sophomore coach Skip Sullivan watches Bill Strenk's warm-up tosses. Photo courtesy of SHIELD --DAVE WILLS
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AI Lerner--a man with class
Class. Not too many people to

day can boast about having it.
But Channel 7's AI Lerner has

class--and then some.
"I think what separates me

from the other sportcasters In
Chicago is that I don't cover
sports like World War III," ex
plained "Big AI" from his nlnth
floor office on State and Lake.

"To treat athletes' contracts
and athletes' problems with
management as If they are really
important is ludicrous. Sports is
an entertainment beat and it
should be entertaining to report
about it," said Lerner.

Big AI belelves In order to love
your iob, you have to have fun
,gas signs.

70.9,

[Dingle _

or-a'1~u\. w

have to love fires to cover fires,
do you?" joked Lerner as he plac·
ed his feet on his note-covered
desk.

Lerner was born in Swamp
scott, Massachusetts, about 15

miles out of Boston. HIS in·
troductlon to sports came early
because he lived across the
street from a park. Later he at·
tended Northwestern University
and studied journalism and
broadcasting. But he didn't get
to ABC nght away.

"I drove an oil truck, was a gas
station attendent, a camp
counselor, taught English In a
high sch~l, and my big break
was getting a job at WSNS (chan·
nel 44) in 1970," Lerner said.

"At channel 44 I learned televi
sion from the bottom, up. I was a
cameraman, an audloman, I load·
ed "Leave It To Beaver" films,
was a director, a producer and
announced pro-wrestling."

I
These days Big AI gets 14

minutes a day on the air. But this
IS just the end result. What us
viewers don't see is the other 13
hours he works in order to make
those 14 minutes of air time fun
and interesting for us.

Because Lerner's sportscasting
has made him somewhat of a
celebrity, he experiences the

same lack of privacy other enter·
tainers have.

"It occurs often that I don't get
the privacy I'd like to have. For In
stance, my Wife and I went out
for dinner and the chef came out
to chat about sports Unfor·
tunatley, he didn't go back to the
kitchen for two hours," smiled
Lerner. "We had to wait for our
meal, but so did everybody else
in the resturant, top."

But Lerner doesn't find his
popularity a hassle. As he puts It,
"If you're on televisi\,n and r~dio

every day and nobody recognizes
you, something is wrong!"

Even when Lerner is recogniz·
ed, some people can make his
job a little more difficult because
they're not interested in being In·
terviewed.
"I really don't dislike anybody In

today's sports, but I guess my
famous run·in was with Dave
Kingman because he refuses to
communicate with the media.
But I don't think he Is a real in·
teresting person. He has to learn

how to handle being a public
figure."

Being a sportscaster isn't all
fun and games, however. Big AI's
day starts at 7:30 a.m. when he
wakes up to prepare for his 7:50
commentary on WCFL radio
which he does from his home. He
does another sports commentary
before arriving at his office, the
ABC Building at 190 W. State
Street. AI is stationed here for
the 4:30, 6, and 10 p.m.
newscasts. In between this time
interveiws are done and rehear
sals for the sportscast are also
Included. His usual time of ar
rival at home Is from 11 p.m. to 2
a.m. and before he knows it, the
alarm set for 7:30 goes off and
the day starts allover again.

As for relationaships pertaining
to the other sportscasters in
Chicago, respect for each other
is very high but so is the com
petitiveness they share.

"Johnny Morris (channel 2) is a
great guy. Johnny attended my
bachelor party when I was about

to be married. I also taught Chet
CoppaCk (channel 5) teleVision
WSNS-TV. Chet was doing his
first sports show there and I had
to keep telling him to look at the
camera with the red light on, not
the one that wasn't being used.
He also is a super guy."

As Lerner talked, the newsroom
was bUZZing with antiCipation
about the stories that would be
broadcast that evening. It was
like a scene out of "Lou Grant."

"It takes a while to get used to
the noise and the rushing that
goes on around here," said
Lerner with a smirk.

And even with all the sports per
sonalities Lerner meets in his
line of work, he is still sure of his
favorite person to interveiw.

"Dick the Bruiser," he said. "I
mean where else in the world can
you get a guy who says he's go
ing to tear your arm off and
choke you with it? He's the
greatest! The best! He is a man
that is in a class by himself."

So is Big AI.
--JEFF WIERUS

G i r I s
--take 5th

n Nelson

Amy Leonard took third in the
discuss, which qualified her for
state competition. Other outstan
ding personal performances
were made by Cline In the
100-meter hurdle, P. Ryan in the
800, Kosvich in the 1600 and Rob·
son in the 3200.

Varsity coach Linda Reynolds
said things worked out the way
she expected. Reynolds, who Is
being released at the end of the
year, said, "I really feel bad about
leaving because there Is so much
talent on the Frosh-Soph team
and I would like to see these kids
progress."

This year's team had only three,
seniors: Denise Baxa, Cathy
Busking and Diane Gesiakowski.

--LARRY J. CAPPOS

sity team members placing were
the 400-meter relay team of
Daley, Sharon, Marie Dunkel and
Shari Coughlin; the mile relay
team of Daley, Jones, Busking
and Patty Ryan; two·miler Sue
Kosvich; Cindy Sanders in the
shotput and discuss; Jenny Rob·
son in the one and two mile; and
Sharon Coughlin in the 100 meter
and the long jump.

In the district meets on Satur
day, May 15, the team broke
three school records and finish·
ed In the upper half. The record
breakers this time were the
400·meter relay team of Cline,
Porto, Ruhl and Mackin; the
800·meter relay team of Jones,
Dunkel, Coughlin and Ruhl; and
the 800·meter medley relay team
of Coughlin, Dunkel, Ruhl and
Busking

included Sue Sherry In the one
and two mile, Maggie Patyk in
the 100 and 200-meter hurdles,
shot putter Pam Suscmiehl, high
jumper Jackie Malloy and Porto
in the long jump. The 800·meter
relay team of Sue Bila, Debbie
Doyle, Cherly Bryant and Lisa
Suiro took another third place.
Also placing for the Spartans
were the 800·meter medley relay
members Bryant, Suiro, Doyle
and Burton; Sue Engle and Lon·
nie Hannion in the 800 meter;
two·mller Angie Zekios; and Bur
ton In the high jump.

For the Varsity team at the con·
ference meet, Diane Geslakowski
finished second In the high jump
while the 800-meter medley relay
team of Brenda Daley, Ann
Sharon, Lisa Jones and Cathy
Busklng finished third. Other Var·

Char Porto, leaps through the air In a recent track meet.

The girls' track team held its
conference meet Saturday, May
8, with the Frosh·Soph taking
first place and the Varsity fifth.

In addition, the Frosh·Soph
team took eight first places and
set six conference and two
school records. The record
breakers were the 400·meter
relay team of Vicky Cline, Char
Porto, Donna Ruhl and Jeanine
Mackin (52.68 seconds); the mile
relay team of liz Burton, Cline,
Porto and Mackin (4:14.73); Cline,
32.95 seconds in the 200-meter
hurdles; 'Ruhl, 27.93 seconds in
the 200·meter dash; Mackin with
1:01.93 in the 400 meter; and Amy
Leonard with a 118 foot, 1 Inch
discuss throw.

Mackin also placed first in the
100 meter and Leonard in the
shot put. Finishing second were
Ruhl in the 100 meter and long
jump, Porto In the 400 meter and
Cline in the 100·meter hurdles.

Third place Frosh-Soph winners

Nelson and Bila.
Dunn summarized the season

as a good one, adding, "We had
some boys who really developed
into fine athletes. When you get
this maturing, then you surprise
a lot of teams, which we did."

•In

Boys'varsity
track 2nd

SICA West

To the disappointment of coach
George Dunn, the boys' track
team finished 6econd In their
conference meet on Saturday,
May 4.

The Spartans finished behind
Sandburg Who, according to
Dunn, performed flawlessly.
Dunn also said about the meet,
"We stumbled in a couple events
and thus did not get some points
we counted on."

Although they lost, the Spar
tans did have some conference
champs. Roy Wilke won the high
hurdles and Tom Nelson won the
high jump with a six foot, four
inch jump.

Coming in second were Nelson
in the triple jump, John Maluck in
the long jump (21 feet, 4'12 in·
ches) and Mike Bila in the shot
put. Dan Manley, "after having an
off year," came through with a 12
foot, 6 inch polevault for a third
place.

Other top performers were the
four·times-100 meter relay team
of Tom Johnson, Joe Bielanski,
Ken Jones and Maluck with a
time of 51.3 seconds.

Overall, the team was 12-2 with
valuable performances put in
throughout the season by Jim
Callahan, J. Bielanskl, Wilkie,
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Senior Spartan gymnast Tim Dahlman shows some of the form that earned him a ninth place finish In the state meet on the pommel horse.
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October

Jim Callahan
Deanna Poynter

Scott Kehoe
Gerri Dunne

April

Mike Bila
Cathy Busking

Jim Callahan
Vince Kasley

March

January

February

Scott Kehoe
Gerri Dunne

September

December

Vicki Pope
Chris Yontez

Tom Cappos
Lisa Vasil

November

Lynn Haubenreiser
Sue Donnelly

Rob Omiecinski

Dahlman captured the title on
the horse at the sectional finals.
But Just winning the champion
ship does not assure you a triP to
the state championships, you
have to finish In the top·ten
throughout the state and
Dahlman's score was the ninth
best in the state.

At the state meet, Dahlman also
finished ninth In the finals.
Dahlman was the first gymnast
from OLCHS in 10 years to make
it to the finals,

PAST ATH lETES
OF THE ISSUE

Photo courtesy of SHIELD

Tim Dahlman

Blla needs IS a little work. "If he
can get a couple technique pro
blems solved, no one Will touch
him," h said.

Tim Dahlman, a co-captain on
the boys' varsity gymnastics
team, has also been selected an
athelete of the the issue for the
month of May.

Dahlman, a senior, performs on
the pommel horse, and he did
quite well this past season.
Dahlman captured third place on
the horse in the conference
championships, was second in
the Rich East Invitational and
finished third in the districts. But
that is just a taste of how well he
really did.

Mike Bila

Mike Blla, was picked as the
Spartanite male athlete of the
Issue for the second time this
year.

Bila. a senior, IS known around
the state for his ablity to throw
the shot put and discus.

Last year as a junior, Bila had
one of the best throws for the
shot put In the state. And this
year he also has one of the best
throws with the shot, throWing It
60'5".

"Mike has the potential to be
the state champion this year,"
said track coach George Dunn.
To be the state champion this
year, Bila will battle Gary
Kostrubala from Marist High
School. The two have been going
against each other for the last
two years to see who could
achieve the farthest throw.

The way coach Dunn talks. all

Sawicki, where he scored 8.8 in
the floor exercise, and a 9.2. on
vaulting, both scores were the
highest In school history.

Brian leikel

Brian Lelkel, senior, was also
picked as the male athlete of the
Issue. Lelkel, an outfielder, led
the team in hitting with an .485
batting average.

At a point in the season, Leikel
had 10 straight hils at 10 at bats.
Climbing his average above 600.

Leikel has played baseball all
four years at OLCHS. It wasn't
until this year that Leikel proved
he could hit. His three prevIous
seasons at OLCHS, Leikel spent
most of hiS time on the bench.

"Brian's done a good job with
the bat, this season," said
Coach Borkowski.

To top off Leikel's great season,
he was named to the SICA West
all-conference squad.

Steve Sawicki

Steve Sawicki, junior, was pIck
ed as one of the male athletes of
the issue. Sawicki, had a fan
tastic season last year, and prov
ed il by winning the team's Most
Valuable Player Award as a
sophomore. He has had as
memorable a season this year.

SawICki, this season has
broken 4 records: floor exercise,
vaulting, parallel bars and all
around event.

Some of Sawicki's ac
complishments were at the Rich
East Invitational, where he plac
ed 2nd on the floor exercise, 2nd
In all-around, 5th in vaulting, and
4th on parallel bars. AT the
Hinsdale South Invitational he
placed 3rd on the floor exer~ise
3rd on paraller bars, 4th on th~
horizontal bars, 5th on vaulting,
and 4th all-around.

Conference was memorable for



FOR All YOUR lJ;AVlI NEEDS

TRAVEL AGENCY

SPIKE'S

Ed,
I LOVE YOU!
Laura

Patrick Jude-
These past seven months have
been the greatest. Thanks for
everything. You're the nicest guy
a girl could ask for and I'm glad
you're mine!
I love you always,
Love,
Me (honey?)

Benny,
It's been a blast! Can't walt until
summer. Maybe we can get more
gas signs.
70.9,
Dingle

Scotty,
It's been a great 6 months and I'll
love you forever. I know we'll
have a great summer toge her,
and I know It will be better than
your last one.
I love you,
Vickie

All the money in the world.

WANTED: ONE CHINESE
ENGLISH DICTIONARY. VERY
DESPERATE. WILLING TO PAY
HIGH PRICE. SEE KAM.

Margie,
Thanks for going on the roller
coaster.
Love,
Joe

To the Spartanlte of Black Oak
Grove staff and Ray,
I really had a great time this year
working with all of you. I'll miss
you guys.
Love,
Chris

Jim,
8 months, alsmost 9. I'm glad
we've been together all this time.
I love you.
Love,
Y.L.R.

Diane,
Happy 8 months. I love you.
Love,
Joe

88th street car pool:
It's been great this year.
Especially with the dodge.
Lynne

Kathy, Bobby, Vanessa, Yousef,
Lyndon, Marla, Scott, Janet,
Put on your senior breakfast
crowns and SMILE!
Love you guys,
Camille

Patti, Sharon, Lynne, Derek, Jim
& Dona,
Thanks for all the great times In

• the car pool!
Dave

Dave,
Thanks for the great times we
had.
Love,
Lynne
P.S. It wasn't great--It wasn't!1

Spartanile/May 1982

Wendy,
We shouldn't mix!
Kel

Mike,
After considering all the things
we've been through together, the
good as well as the bad. It's been
the best! Happy five months!
Love always,
Judy

Mary Ellen (Bozo),
I told you you would get your
money. You know why.
Your ex

Steve,
We've made it through a whole
year of school together. It's only
the beginning of our whole life
together.
I LOVE YOU!
~ue

Dave,
Never forget Driver's Ed., the par
ties, Kinett (rest his soul), Tlnek,
New Years, the Kam and Klam
Klan, the Pulaski food fight, etc.
It's been great! Thanks! Keep in
touch and good luck at U. of I.!
Love,
Camille

422-8492
422·7895

5102WEST 95th STREET
OAK LAWN ILL 60453

Yoyo,
Four down, four to go!
Love,
Yo

Nice bruise Kell

Hooch boys have the best bods!

To all my friends,
The past 4 years have been great
because of you! Good luck and
happiness to all after graduation.
Love,
Colleen

Kelly bruises easily.

Ylmmy,
Bonjour et bon chance mon petit
chou.
Amour,
Colleen

Debbie and Pat,
I'm glad we became such good
friends this year. I'll really miss
you two.
Love,
Judy

King,
Thanks for always caring and
listening to me!
Me

Vickie and Scott forever!!

,

Trish Brannigan,
Happy Birthday!
Bill

C, B, A, L, M,
You guys are super friends and I
love all of you. Thanks for making
the past 4 years greatl
Love,
Chris

Cindy Skala,
Good luck forever, with boats, art
and Scott. It's been a great three
years.
Love, .
Geno and Steve

Dingle,
I'm stili hurt!
Benny

HI Tonto, McGee, and Moose,
See ya this summer!
Love,
Benny

Wally and Hal,
We want our patches or else!

McGee,
My back hurts! Maybe I have a
hernia?!

422-8484
422·5264

SANDY DRIKOS

Travel Consultant Owner

Ray and the Spartanlte Staff,
Had a great year with all of you.
Love,
Camille

Same to you, Camille

Rick,
Have a good summer. See you at
Moraine.
Friends Forever,
Kam

Yousef,
Thanks for all your counseling
when I really needed It. "Are we
addicted?"
Love,
Kam

Sharon, Patti, and Dave,
Let's all go to Grave Mill.
Love,
Lynne

Beast,
Good luck with KB and DC, but
don't crush JM!
Friends forever
Abbey Normal

Laura,
I'm glad we got to be friends.
Keep In touch and have a great
summer!
Love,
Chris

Kos,
Just one more month before we
get our dark tan on BLACK
BEACH!
Joe

Frank, Ed, Don,
The Potomac is overflowing!
Abscam rules!
Cove's (agent X)

"I made it mal Top of the world!"
--James Cagney
(White Heat)

Mr. Masek,
Have a photogenic summer!
And remember--Oak Lawn
Rules!!
Kam, Tony, and Sam

Hey QUASARS,
Good luck on the new season!
Love,
Kam

Dear Maria, Lyndon, Colleen,
Mira, Kam,
You're the greatest.
A good friend

To all the people who made my
years at OLCHS memorable.
Thank you.
Yousef Matarlyeh

Cheryl, L~n, and Cindy,
Thanks r making 4 years of
basketbal and softball fun.
Streak \.

Kelly,
You're gonna have to show me
how.
Wendy

Dave,
Thanks for being so understan
ding. You're the wonderfulist!
Wendy

Val,
Too bad algebra is over. Maybe
next year.
Wendy

Jim Behling,
I'm not a flirt!
K.O. (alias-Lisa)

Rhonda,
Isn't It neat! Isn't It cute! Are
you sure you're getting your
braces off In two weeks?!! Talk
to you over the summer.
Tony

Val,
Do you realize 75 percent of the
girls in OLCHS went out with
Mark Meadows?!
Lisa

Lisa,
Yes, I realize that!
Val

Moy,
Let's make this summer the best!
Mol

Kathy,
Play with my hair, massage my
ankles, massage my shoulders,
comb my halrl Sound familiar?
Love ya forever,
Steve

Moi,
Thank you for walking Into moy
life.
Love,
Your No.1 Hooch

Cosmos,
I'll see you over the summer just
like I told you two months ago-
ail the time too!
Stars

Lefty,
Happy year and a half!
Hope we're good for a long time!
Love,
Kitty

Mike,
Get off your ego trip!
The two 5A people

Leigh, Mary Kay, Cathy and
MaryBeth,
Florida Is going to be great!
Karen

Hey you guys,
Apocalypse over the summer!

Lady Godiva,
Too bad we still couldn't work
things out! It sure seemed like
we had something going. Give
me a call or stop by sometime. I
don't mind!!
Guess Who

Lady Godiva,
Love your headbands!!
Guess who

Wendy,
What?!? No Lumps?!??!
Val

M.F. AND B.D.,
Sorry we couldn't go to prom but
we couldn't find our dresses and
the car broke down--besides your
tuxedos were In the cleaners!
T.F. AND K.J.

Kam,
Love ya, and wlH miss you next
year!
Dave

Elleen-
Approximate maturity date...
2001! !!

Wilma,
Shine 'dem floors!

Snaz,
One year down! One togo! Sum
mer Is gonna be a blast!!
Love,
Me

Victoria,
We have only just begun our long
lives together. This summer will
be the greatest as long as I'm
with you.
I love you.
Love always,
Scott

Keane,
You're an orangeman!
Cove's

Hey Klan,
We made It! Congrats.
Love,
Kam
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Irish Prince,
Life Is so easy when you're
around!
Love,
Queen Elizabeth

Jer,
Old you have your moment of
lucidity yet?
Niz

Dan Ganzer,
Thanx for being a good friend,
Laurie Niz

Mrs J,
I really enjoyed the practice sets
Sorry I can't do any more next
year?1
Mr C.

Boona,
I'm out at last!
Klowey

Little Pry,
Take It easy. You've got 3 years
to go.
Love,
Big Pry

Class of '82
Goodbye and Good Riddance.

Kath, Mar,
Good luck in the college town. I'll
always remember Biology and
Detective stories.
Ken

Niz,
I really never cared!
Kenny

Jer Astruaskas,
It's been a blast!
Niz

Ken,
Um, I forgot what I was gonna
say--forget it!
Nlzzy

Kam,
Have a terrible life. I never really
did like you! Just kidding--you're
an O.K, person!
LEGS (Ken Christianson)

Bibeau and Scar,
It was a good time knowing you!
Laurie Niz

Laurie,
You're welcome!

Joe,
I LOVE YOU!!!!
Laurie

Niz,
I'm not typing it!
Kam

Kam,
Thanks for the ads.
Laurie

Unisex Salon

Bob,
It has been a wonderful year plus
10 daysl 1'lIlov you always, let's
have a great summer!
Love,
Kim

Expires June 3D, 1982

Kam,
Have a terrible life. I never really
did like you! Just kldding--you're
an O. K. person!
LEGS (Ken Christianson)

Pattie and Julie,
Let's keep in touch over the sum
mer!
Friends Forever,
Kim

Ms. Dorne,
Have a happy summer full of
softball!
Camille

Kath, Mar,
Good luck in the college town. I'll
always remember Biology and
Detective stories.
Ken

GO FOR ITI

Froggy Sr,
Luv ya
Froggy

JIM BEHLING,
It Isn't puppy anymore
KO

C, A, C, M, L,
I love you all dearly! I'm so glad
you're my friends!
Love,
B

LYNDON

KAM,

PRESENTS STUDENT
DISCOUNT

GREAT BEGINNINGS
HAIR CENTER

Open 7 days

Cindy Kraehmer
(owner)

HEY LEGS!
Have a nice summer!
S of BOG staff

4821 W. 95th Sf.
422-3939

Kathy,
Now that summer's here I hope
to spend more (a lot) more time
with my bestest buddy!
Love always,
Kammy

Monday Tuesday and Wednesday

STHROW,
CONGRADS! SOON-TO-BE
SOPHT!
ARTIMUS

Debbie and Pat,
Congratulations I Best of luck
and happiness In your future
Love ya I

Grandma K

Kathy,
So when are we gOing to stop for
ice cream again? I'm beginning
to think that we are never gOing
to stopl
Love,
Steve

Dearest Cindy, Colleen,
Delphine, Diane, Ellen, Janet.
Jennifer, Judy, Karen, Kathy,
Lisa, Marias, Mary, Pat, Sara,
Sue, Theresa, Vanessa,
The only good pOint about thiS
hole was I met the claSSiest
bunch of ladles around
ARTIMUS

LUigi Caprio,
Have a nice summer! I have my
eyes on you!
Joanna

Bob Cicchetti,
We love you!! Hav a nice sum·
mer
4B attendance

Maria (Klddo),
I envy you beauty, brains, and
talent. I don't need to Wish you
luck,
Lyndon'

Steve,
Have you gone to any lingerie
demonstraltons lately?!
kathy

Scott A_,
I am so happy that we are engag
ed.
With all my love,
Vickie P.

Sue, Kyria, Gimpy, Ellen, Nancy,
Laura,
You guys are great!
Love,
Lisa

Kathy,
Off to a hundred more years
sounds good to me!
Love ya,
Steve

Steve,
Good job at gymnastics, Keep up
the good work.
Love ya,
Kathy

O.L. Boys Track, ~~
Next time I Inspect .,he locker
room, I'll bring my magnifying
glass.

MOl,
Spending my summers With you,
is what I always wanted to do.
All my love,
Moy

Froggy--
Good Job this year, Just think how
easy it is going to be next year as
"numero uno!"
Love,
Froggy Sr.

Stan and Debo,
Thanx for the folders!
P S. Happy birthday you guys.

Mom and Ed,
Thanks so much for letting me
use your cars for school and
work throughout the year, I really
appreciate It.
Love yas,
Kam

Joanle,
Are you and Jeff gOing out?!
A concerned friend of Jeff's

Pete:
A rock 'n roller who has no taste
The Beatles rule over Springs
teen any time at all. Beatles rock
the solar system.
British Bands Forever,
Joe

Lisa N.,
I love you!
Rob K.

BEADA,
You're my greatest second
cousin! What would I have done
Without you and Bob?! Probably
nothing!
TIMOTHEUS

Allison,
DO, DO, DO. DO, DO, DO, DO, DO.
(off key)
Crom

Came and Laura,
Just think, we're on the edge of
being famous!!

Lynne,
Thanks for a great year Good
luck next year and always
Love,
Dave

Steve,
Have you gone to any lingerie
demonstrations lately?!
Kathy

Scott Forlenzo,
Waaaaaaaaaaaa I (nice car)

Kathy,
To one of the biggest garbonzo
beans around, I'll love you
forever darling!
Love ya,
Steve

Dawn and Ruth,
Would you happen to know
where Knox is?

Sissy and Buffy,
The school year was great with
ya'all. And I'm going to tell Uncle
Bill.
Jody (bro)

At madame Tusauds Bruce Spr
Ingsteen unveiled a wax statue of
himself and Clarence Clemons
accidentally took it back to
America. Luckilly it had only per
fomred in three concerts before it
was discovered.

Carol and Stan,
I'm really glad you worked things
out!
Love ya both,
KW.

Suchy,
I want Shem!
Jeff

Pam,
How's your shin-splintz?! I'll
make a point of seeing you over
the summer.
Love ya always,
Steve

Frankie Howerd, the ultimate ex
perience in masochism

Patti,
Thank you for listening, for being
there and for keeping me com
pany on the way to work. Best
wishes in your next three years
here. Keep in touch!
Love,
Mommy

B.B.L.,
Hope to see you somewhere over
the summer!
B.B.K.

Pete,
I have endured you Bruce wor
ship, your anit-Frankie jokes, and
you fantastic (?) badminton and
ping-pong skills, and you're still a
hell of a guy! May Father Brecht
swing through your windown
soon!
Jim

Dawn, Margie, Joe, Bob and all of
the gang at the lunch table;
Have a great summer and good
luck in the future. You're a great
bunch of people.
Ken

Danny Ganzer,
Thanks for all the exercise, but
don't tell Joe!
Niz

Cindy,
Go back to college, and get a job,
and never come home!
Your loving sister,
Nizzy

Chrissy,
I never really did pay any atten·
tion to Spear!
I hope the pizza is really good!
Ken
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On sale in front of the Spartan Gym
before school, in room 210 throughout the
day and by Spartanite staff members in
study halls for only 25 cents.

Get the

Then put a little
life into your study
hall! ~

NOW UNTIL JUNE 4
If you can't get the
study hall out of your
Iife. . . 4J.1-'IlZ

NOTE,

KAM, KLAM, MAM, SAM, IRAM.
GAZAM, SLAM, PAJAM, HAM.
KABLAM, T1NAM, & BAM BAM!!!
THE KLAN FOREVER!!!!!

AT UNCLE RAY'S··
EVERYBODY WEARS A SMILE

CAUSE UNCLE RAY'S A
GOOD OL' BOY

WRITE ME A
NOW!!!!I!!!!!!!!

One comment about the
bure ucratlc red tape at OLCHS
"I SHALL REMAIN TO BE AN IMPOSSI·
BLE PERSON SO LONG AS THOSE WHO
ARE NOW POSSIBLE REMAIN POSSI
BLE "
That about explains It.
V nessa Faurie

Dan,
I didn't know I was gOing! -
Eileen

Wendy and Robbie.
You two are the sweetest
relatives anyone could have I
Will miss you come August but I
will always love you.
Love,
Me

Col, Beck, Judy, Lori, Tricla and
Mar,
Thanks for a great senior year.
Let's have a great summer. I love
ya,
Ei

Bob,
Grow up and get a personality!

Danny and Dave,
You guys are like brothers but
act like sisters! Only joking!
Love,
B,

Carleen Dempsey,
Me ana you are the bestest
friends, I don't know how I will
ever part with you in August. You
beller visit me in Milwaukee!
Love always and forever,
Barbara Wesselhoff

To A.C, (No.2)
Thanks for being there_ I hope I
helped too. I'll never forget you.
Love always,
A.C_

Tapes & Records
5420 West 95th Street

Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453
636-0189

Good only for LP and Tapes
prices $7 or more.

1 dollar off
with coupon

Camille,
You're such a stinker!
Love ya.
Bumper's friend

Beth.
Thanks for being my best buddy
and SIS for the last four years,
You really made high school
special The summer Will be
great In the fall, you can stay
wllh me I NIU over Ihe
weekends,
Love,
Lisa (SIS)

Kam,
Get a real job,
Niz

Rick,
I hope I see you!
Guess who

JIM SZILAGYI,
YOU REALLY DO A GOOD JOB
WHEN YOU GET THE PASS!
THE LAZY ONE AND LOU

Darren.
Thanks for the best year of my
life. I am sure glad we went danc
Ing Ihat Thursday in June.
Love ya lois.
Babe

K,K
You've made the end of my year
great'
Love,
Mr, Trouble

Lou,
Um um um, you can have all .of
the government notes that you
want.
Legs

Nick,
Deeeeeeeeeeeeek!
Guess who

I'm tired of typing classified ads!

Craig,
When are you going to act like an
editor?
Ken

KAM,
You're the best! I will never
forget you cause you remind me
of myself!
Love,
Barb

r------------------------,I ~ I

I ct1~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I Expires June 30, 1982L ~
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Call one of our Harris Bank Personnel RepresentatIves and
ask about these opportunitIes.

Through on the'Job trainIng projects and classroom semi
nars, we'll prepare you for full tIme care rs at the Harns.

In the world of banking! Follow your Interests and
ambitions where change and progress are sIgns of the
times, and where the time 's perfect for VOU to bUIld a
career.

Mrs. Reynolds, Mrs. Michals, and
the girls track team,
Had a great year.
Love,
Hlckley

Froggy,
Well it looks like a great summer
vacation. I guess that means the
beach a lot.
Love ya,
Froggy Sr.

Camille,
Thanks for all the .great parties.
You're a good friend.
Good luck always.
Love,
Dan and Brian

Husse, Aunt Carol, and LI'I Nolie,
Those penguin stories really are
Informative, keep up the good
work!
Love,
Your uncle

Sherri,
Congratulations! You won the
wet t-shirt contest!
Jeff

Dee Dee D.,
Huh?!
P.S. Thanks for Introducing me to
you know who!

Colleen,
Thanks for always listening! And
for all the fun times we shared.
Love always,
Lynne
P.S. Congrats

Beebs,
Stevie Nicks & Nino and the Ebb·
tides Rule, Baby!

Froggy Sr.
When are we going to see
Porky's?!
Froggy

GO FOR IT!!

Lyndon,
WHAT?????

YOU KNOW IT BABYIi!

Brian and Dan,
We'll miss ya l

Love,
P.I.T.A. and Priss

To all the teachers and friends at
OLCHS who made my 4 years fun
and pleasurable,
thank you.
Love,
Kam

Arnie,
I love ya!
Love,
Beaner

WOOY AH·-TOOYAH '!!

To everyone & Larry,
Great year!
Thanx!
Love,
Diane

Kangaroo,
Did ya fall off any beds lately?!
Love,
Beaner

Steve,
Lei's go to Premo's. I want a
medium Ice cream cone wltn
twinkle.
Love ya,
Kathy

Marcia Wales
461· 7842

Sherron T. Eggleston
461· 7644

Donald W. McCarthy
461·7844

111 W. Monroe Street
Chicago, I L 60690

'" !-'cjual ()pport/jJJJ/\
Fmplov('r ,\1/1·

Cooney,
We can make it work! I miss you.
I love you!
Snaz

~""~ HARRIS
rl~BANK.

Don,
Never forget the Potomac River.
Frank (future senator)
P.S. Ernest is gone forever!

Kathy,
We've had some great times, I
hope they continue.
Love always,
Kam

Barb,
I'm gonna miss you!
Good luck.
Love,
Me

Christopher,
You're the biggest part of my life
and I'll always want you to be a
part of me. You keep my rainbow
glowing and full of color. I LOVE
YOU!
Forever yours,
AMLO
Happy 11 months.

Hun,
I'm SO HAPPY you came into my
life!
I will always love you!
Love,
Sue

Olga,
I'm glad we've lasted this long
together. Thanks for being so
understanding, I know it hasn't
been easy.
Love ya,
Gary

FOR SALE: 1981 SUZUKI
GS550L, black, crash bars, sissy
bar, luggage rack, only 1,600
miles. Like new--and still under
warranty. Paid $2,800, selling for
only $2,000. Call 599-8237, ask for
Dominick.

Astead N. Herndon
461·7643

Darlene A. Redfield
461-7646

Russell A. Brondyke
461·7645

If you hav tv pIng or secretanal skills, excellent math
skills or any other bUSiness-related Interests, gIve us a call.
When you begin your business career at the Harns, vou'li
be sure you're starting out IIght l

Our convenIent downtown location offers easy access to
all transportation. You'll also find excellent salary and
generous fnnge benefots IncludIng a TUITION PLAN that
WIll allow you to contInue your educatIon.

John Bird,
It's been a great year and 11 mon
ths. Hope there's many more
years ahead. We've had some
bad times and many good time.
I love you!!!
Love,
Mem

Ross,
I love you!!
Linda Lovelace

Best Pal,
Never lose touch, O.K.?!
Lucille

32,
I love you!!
22

Babe,
We've been together for 6 mono
ths. I hope we're together forever.
I love you.
All my love,
now and forever!
Madee

Kam,
Thanks for everything. Best
wishes for college. Call me when
you figure out what I wrote.
Friends Forever,
Chao·baby

Kegger,
Love you all the time. Can't wait
for summer, when I can spend my
time with you.
Love you always,
Tommy

Colleen D. burps disgustingly
loud in 5B lunch.
K and M

Joanie,
Prom was fantastic, hope we can
slOlend some more fun times
together In the future.
Love,
Jeff

:~.starting
-"out right

makes all the
difference

GRADUATES

Hey Glenn,
Try a belt next time.

Pat·-
Sub parties forever baby!!
Love,
Judy

Robin and Deana,
See any moons lately?!
Karen

Kellie and Debbie,
Lunch without you two this year
wouldn't have been worth eating!
You're two of the coolest
freshmen we know!
Love,
BRIAN AND DAN
P.S. STAY IN THE BED KELLIE.

To the cast of JCS,
hoserana forever!
Apostle Judy

To the mob and MLO,
I have survived the school year,
and still rule.
The Godfather

Froggy,
I'll love you forever darling!
Love and kisses,
Steve

PATRICK FINNEGAN,
You've made this year very
special. This was the first year of
a very happy lifetime together.
Love,
DEBORAH PRYOR

Mary Jeanne,
I'm so glad we got to be great
frlends--maybe ever sisters in law
someday!! -
Love ya,
Chris

Hi Lev, Moose, McGee, Tonto,
Dingle, Skin, Frog, Norma, Bean,
Theo, Armpithead,
Have a great summer.
Nancy (benny)

Carrie Major,
Get followed much on April
24th??!

Oren 1,
Good luck at U. of I. Keep in
touch like you said in the note.
Love,
Oren 2

To the two best friends In the
world, Jay and Mlct]elle,
Thanks for being there when I
need you. Let's stick together.
No more Florida or Hawaii for
you two.
Love ya both,
Me
P.S. What's that black circle on
Rich's forehead??

THE KAM & KLAM KLAN
FOREVER!!

Kim,
Five more weeks till L.L.L.
Amy

Pam and Cheryl,
Thanks for coming to all my
meets this year. You two are the
best fans I have, thanks!
Love ya always,
Steve

FOR SALE: Ovation 6-string
legend acoustic guitar. With
hardshell case and elec. pick-up.
$350.00. Call 599-3395

Laura Benyon,
Thanks for always being around
when I needed you.
Love,
Judy

Laura, Kathy and Kim,
Your minds are in the gutter and I
love it!
Joe

SPRINGSTEEN··the ULTIMATE
experience--Fi on the Beatles

Joe,
Black Beach California,
here we come!
Kos

Chuck (Charlie Brown),
Have fun In England! And have a
great summer!
Love ya,
Peppermint Patty

Susie,
Here's to a great year!! Thanks
for always being my best buddy!!
Love always,
Sue

Doc. X,
Let's keep our special friendship
alive.
Kapt. K

Dee Dee,
Only 3 more weeks till we get our
forest.
Me

Patti,
Yuki yuki yuki
Sherm

Mr. Hess and Mr. Mulderink,
If we don't get our patches, we
will have Jeff Hess kidnapped
and held for ransom.
Anonymous

To the SENIORS:
Thanks for the support (especial·
lyon May 5th) and the memories.
General
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Carmie's

DINE IN

PICK UP OR
DELIVERY

8&21 RIDGelAND
OAK LAWN,IL,

LARGE
SAUSAGE

PIZZA
~
SMALL

SAUSAGE
PIZZA

REG. '10M

YOU SAVE 5350

I TALAIN BEEF
AND SAUSAGE

8540 SOUTH CICERO

(PLUS DELIVERy)

HOMEMADE

ITALIAN BEEF
$389

LB.

\ .

Expires

June 30, 1982

Lim" 1 coupon ... piIIlI

8832 S. RIDGELAND
OAK LAWN

Wf SPfCIALIZf IN
THIN OR THICK CRUST

Call 599-4747 or 599-4748
LOOK FOR

US AT OAK LAWN FEST
.------------------------------,

Sl.00 OFF on any

LARGE OR EXTRA LARGE
PIZZA

() 1\ { I~ 1\"rI :r

f.1\)II~ Il()())
Open 7 Days·

11 AM - 11 PM
**** 1 FREE TOKEN****

with this coupon
Llmll one coupon p r student

Daily Rates
(Monday-Saturday) Sunday Special
1 Token-25 Cents 8 Tokens-$1.00
5 Tokens-$1.00 45 Tokens-$5.00
30 Tokens-$5.00

5732 W. 95th
OAk l. awn
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MEN'S WEAR

COMPLETE LINE
WESTERN SHIRTS

"FOR GUYS
AND GALS"

ALL SIZES

BLUE JEANS
If you'ye got the build for body shorts,
leY,'s has the Jeans that complete the
scene. Authent,c bell bottoms III tough
XX den,m solid or s!roped tw,lI or cordu
roy. Pick up on leY,'s now! Wa,st 27
to 50. Inseam 27 to 38.

u=
18,000 PAIRS OF LEVI'S

TO CHOOSE FROM.•.
Nuyo Flares, Blul Jean B"lIs, Dress
Flares, Stral\lht l811 Jeans. Also many
other styles. largest selectIOn of ley,
styles and sIzes. Most styles aYlI,leble Ih:
WaISt SIZes 27 to 42. Insee",; 27 __ 36.

5215 W. 95th St.
Oak Lawn

422-4044

•'Ion

Congratulations to

the class of '82

T SHIRTS
HATS

JACKETS

Baseball Uniforms
Basketball Uniforms
Athletic Jerseys

(Complete team outfitting)

Call:
Tom Carollo (312) 5999070
o k Lawn. IllinoIS

Specializing in

cutsom silk screening

Your design or ours

1---------------------I
1
1
I No screen charge
I
I
1
I
I for printing on any item
1
1
I
I
I' with this coupon.
I
1

1
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